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PREFACE
by so little diﬀerence that the ordinary student
or general user is hard pressed to understand
the distinction. In this dictionary, such entries
have been trimmed to core meanings; shades of
meaning are illustrated by phrases or sentences
that follow a deﬁnition, not by diﬀerent deﬁnitions entirely.
The editor has eschewed overreliance on usage
labels (Slang, Informal) as well, using them only
where the user should be alerted to the level of
use, so that an informed decision can be made as
to whether a particular word is appropriate to a
particular context. Likewise, archaic vocabulary
has been systematically reduced to those poetic
archaisms and other vestiges of ancient vocabulary that students are most likely to encounter.
The argument that a student might encounter
a particular archaic term does not outweigh the
necessity of using available space in the dictionary to cover more completely current usage
of words whose deﬁnitions have expanded in
recent years. While a glossary in a literary text
will most likely deﬁne an archaism, it will not do
the same for the expanded meanings of terms
such as marriage or partner, which today have
new and diﬀerent meanings in addition to their
core meanings.
Any dictionary is a reﬂection of the work of
many people who have contributed their ideas
and knowledge of language to the long line
of dictionaries compiled over the years, and
any new dictionary draws heavily on works
that have preceded it. The editor has drawn on
the experience, expertise, and traditions of the
people and tools of the dictionary trade. One
such tool, without which the dictionary would
descend into a personal account of today’s Eng-

The ﬁrst purpose of any student’s dictionary is
to provide the basic information necessary to be
able to understand a meaning, decipher a pronunciation, make a correct syllable break, and
employ vocabulary appropriate to a particular
situation. The Facts On File Student’s Dictionary
of American English is designed to provide such
information as accurately, concisely, and clearly
as possible. Its modest entry list of about 90,000
words includes the vocabulary most of us use
every day in ordinary writing and encounter in
reading a newspaper, novel, magazine, or online
article. It also includes a selection of widely used
new terms in English from science and technology and contemporary American culture.
Each entry of the standard vocabulary has
been evaluated and revised according to current usage. The English language often adds
new meanings to “old words,” which have been
pressed into service to describe changing times,
perceptions, and attitudes. In order to call attention to extended and new meanings for older
words, the editor of this dictionary has made free
use of the label Fig. (Figurative) to mark usages
that have strayed from the bounds of a term’s
core meaning. Such adaptability is surely what
makes English a lively and inventive language.
Along with abundant use of the ﬁgurative
label, this Student’s Dictionary of American English radically diﬀers from more expansive dictionaries, and even collegiate dictionaries, in
its concise treatment of function words—come,
have, go, for, open, etc. These are the words so
essential to the basic formulations of English
that traditional dictionaries often identify scores
of meanings for them. Except for the language
specialist, most of these meanings are separated
iv
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lish, is a citation ﬁle, the editor’s primary source.
It is a collection of examples of vocabulary and
usage taken from contemporary newspapers,
magazines, journals, novels—and including,
transcripts of television and radio broadcasts,
newsletters, and other casual written materials.
This editor had unrestricted access to one of the
word’s largest citation ﬁles of American English.
This editor has beneﬁted greatly from the
advice and assistance of many people, includ-

ing Robert K. Barnhart, an especially gifted and
experienced dictionary maker whose insights
and balanced views have been of great value.
And without the help of Albert Crocco and
Vivien Gentile, individuals willing to number,
check, copy, and keep pages in order, the project
would surely have foundered.
Cynthia A. Barnhart
Garrison, New York, 2007

EXPLANATORY NOTES
under arrest, held by the authorities; in custody. [< OF < VL, < L ad– + re– back + stare
stand] —ar·restʹer, n. —ar·restʹment, n.

The Facts On File Student’s Dictionary of American English is a dictionary for the general user
who has questions about contemporary English
vocabulary. The following notes explain how the
dictionary is organized to make it easier for the
user to ﬁnd information.

The entry word, in boldface, is broken into
syllables.
The pronunciation is a phonetic respelling
of the entry word, including accents indicating
stress in pronunciation. Variant pronunciations,
including those for foreign words, are also provided. A pronunciation key is provided on page
viii.

ORGANIZATION
The entries in the dictionary are arranged in
one alphabetical list.
Guide words at the top of the page indicate
the alphabetic span of each two-page spread.
Entry words that have the same spelling
(homographs) but are diﬀerent words altogether are listed separately and marked by a
superscript homograph number. For example,

ar·tic·u·late (adj. är tikʹyә lit; v. är tikʹyә lāt) . . .
bi·va·lent (bī vāʹlәnt; bivʹә–) . . .
Inﬂected forms follow the pronunciation.
They are given for all entry words where the
spelling for diﬀerent parts of speech diﬀers from
the form of the entry word, as in the following
example: blab (blab), v., blabbed, blab·bing . . .
Inﬂected forms are also individually pronounced where there might be a question about
their pronunciation: for·mu·la . . . n., pl. –las,
–lae (–le) . . .
The part of speech indicates the grammatical function of a word. In the case of words
that have more than one part of speech, each is
labeled and deﬁned separately within an entry.
Labels provide various kinds of information,
and most of them are self-explanatory, such
as part of speech or a language (French, Latin,
etc.). For example,

bit1 . . . part of a bridle . . .
bit2 . . . small piece . . .
bit3 . . . unit of information . . .

PARTS OF AN ENTRY
The sample entries below show the order of
information in this dictionary.
ac·tion (akʹshәn), n. 1 process of acting: a
machine in action. 2 thing done; act. 3 way of
moving or working; movement. 4 a minor battle
or combat between military forces. 5 a lawsuit.
actions, conduct; behavior.
take action, a become active. b start working.
c Also, bring action, start a lawsuit. [< F < L
actio. See act.] —acʹtion·less, adj.

ex li·bris . . . Latin . . .
a ri·ve·der·ci, ar·ri·ve·der·ci . . . Italian . . .

ar·rest (ә restʹ), v. 1 seize by legal authority;
apprehend. 2 catch and hold; capture. 3 stop;
check; halt. —n. 1 a seizing by legal authority. 2
a stopping; checking. 3 any device for arresting
motion in a mechanism.

or, sometimes, a regionalism,
ar·roy·o . . . SW U.S.
vi
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A label also shows the level of usage, for
example, Informal or Slang. (See also Special
Features, below.) The label Archaic indicates that
a term is not considered part of the modern
vocabulary; writers will sometimes deliberately
use an archaism for eﬀect.
Numbered deﬁnitions distinguish between different meanings for an entry word. In general, the
most common meaning is given ﬁrst. Figurative
meanings are often given after the core or concrete
meaning to highlight semantic development.
Idioms associated with an entry word are
listed separately and deﬁned after the last deﬁnition. The full idiom (and any variant forms) is
printed in boldface type followed by the deﬁnition or deﬁnitions for it.
The etymology, a brief language history of a
word, comes at the end of all deﬁnitions, including the idioms. A complete list of abbreviations
and symbols used in the etymologies is provided
below.
The last part of the entry contains derived
forms for the entry word. They are printed in
boldface type and broken into syllables, followed
by a part of speech, as at the entry ex·haust . . .

—ex·haustʹi·ble, adj. —ex·haust´i·bilʹi·ty, n.

SPECIAL FEATURES
The equal sign (=) is used in the dictionary for
exactly equivalent terms and cross-refer to the
preferred or more widely used term that has
the same meaning (for example, ben·zol . . . 1
⫽benzene . . .).
Words added to a deﬁnition following a semicolon can be used as substitutes for the entry
word (for example, bit·ing . . . adj. . . . 2 sarcastic;
sneering). They are not, however, exact equivalents of the entry word.
The ﬁgurative label (Fig.) generally indicates
that a particular meaning for a word has been
broadened to encompass more than a word’s
core or literal meaning. For example,

Ar·ca·di·a . . . 1 a mountain district in the S
part of ancient Greece, famous for the simple,
contented life of its people. 2 Fig. a place of
contentment.
Many usages marked Informal are widely
used in conversation and can be freely used in
writing except when a more formal tone may
be required, as, for example, in applying for a
job, writing a term paper, etc. We have used
the label Informal very liberally because of the
widespread use among writers of many words
and usages that entered English as slang but
have become integral parts of the common
vocabulary. By contrast, the Slang label has
been used very sparingly. The writer should
be aware that slang is generally not used in
formal writing but is usually acceptable to use
in emails and other writing among friends and
contemporaries.
The dictionary also distinguishes between
combining for ms, which are abstracted from
whole words and which combine with other
words to make new ones (bio–, as in biodegradable), and pref xes (arch–, as in archduke, archliberal, archencephalon).

COMPLETE
PRONUNCIATION KEY
The pronunciation of each word is shown
just after the word, in this way: ab·bre·vi·ate
(ә brēʹvi āt). The letters and signs used are
pronounced as in the words on page viii. The
mark ʹ is placed after a syllable with primary,
or strong, accent, as in the example above.
The mark ´ after a syllable shows a secondary, or lighter, accent, as in ab·bre·vi·a·tion
(ә brē´vi āʹshәn).
Some words, taken from foreign languages,
are spoken with sounds that otherwise do not
occur in English. Symbols for these sounds are
given as “Foreign Sounds.”

viii

Explanatory Notes

a
ā
ã
ä

hat, cap
age, face
care, air
father, far

i

ı̄

it, pin, antimatter;
ﬁnal syllable as in
city
ice, ﬁve

p
r
s
sh
t
th

th

pet, cup
run, try
say, yes
she, rush
tell, it
thin, both
then, smooth

b
ch
d

bad, rob
child, much
did, red

e
ē
ėr

let, best
equal, see
term, learn

j
k
l
m
n
ng

jam, enjoy
kind, seek
land, coal
me, am
no, in
long, bring

u
u
ü
ū

cup, son
put, book
rule, move
use, music

f
g
h

fat, if
go, bag
he, how

o
ō
ô
oi
ou

hot, rock
open, go
order, all
oil, toy
out, now

v
w
y
z
zh

very, save
will, woman
you, yet
zero, breeze
measure, seizure

ә

occurs only in unaccented syllables and represents the sound of a in about, e in taken, i
in pencil, o in lemon, and u in circus.

FOREIGN SOUNDS
y

æ

as in French lune, German süss. Pronouce ē as in equal with the lips
rounded for ü as in rule.
as in French peu, German könig. Pronounce ā as in age with the lips
rounded for ō as in open.

n

h

as in French bon. The n is not pronounced, but shows that the vowel
before it is nasalized.
as in German ach, Scottish loch. Pronounce k without closing the breath
passage.

ETYMOLOGY KEY
abl.
accus.
alter.
appar.
assoc.
compar.
dial.
dim.
fem.
gen.
imit.
inf.
inﬂ.
irreg.
lang.

ablative
accusative
alteration
apparently
associated, association
comparative
dialect, dialectal
diminutive
feminine
genitive
imitative
inﬁnitive
inﬂuenced
irregular, irregularly
language

lit.
masc.
neut.
orig.
pp.
ppr.
(prob.)
ref.
superl.
trans.
ult.
uncert.
var.
?
<

literally
masculine
neuter
origin, original, originally
past participle
present participle
probably
reference
superlative
translation
ultimately
uncertain
variant
possibly
from, derived from, taken from
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LANGUAGE ABBREVIATIONS
AF
Anglo-French
Am. Ind. American Indian
Ar.
Arabic
Aram. Aramaic
Dan.
Danish
Du.
Dutch
E
English
Egypt. Egyptian
F
French
Flem.
Flemish
Fris.
Frisian
G
German
Gk.
Greek
Gmc.
Germanic
Heb.
Hebrew
HG
High German
Hind.
Hindustani
Hung. Hungarian
Ital.
Italian
Jap.
Japanese
L
Latin
LG
Low German
LGk.
Late Greek (300–700)
LL
Late Latin (300–700)
M
Middle
ME
Middle English (1100–1500)
Med.
Medieval

Med.Gk.
Med.L
Mex.
MFr
MHG
MLG
NL
Norw.
O
OE
OF
OHG
OS
Pers.
Pg.
Pol.
Pr.
Rom.
Rum.
Russ.
Scand.
Scot.
Skt.
Sp.
Sw.
Turk.
VL

Medieval Greek (700–1500)
Medieval Latin (700–1500)
Mexican indigenous languages
Middle French (1400–1600)
Middle High German (1100–1450)
Middle Low German (1100–1450)
New Latin (after 1500)
Norwegian
Old
Old English (before 1100)
Old French (before 1400)
Old High German (before 1100)
Old Saxon
Persian
Portuguese
Polish
Provençal
Romanic
Romanian
Russian
Scandinavian
Scottish
Sanskrit
Spanish
Swedish
Turkish
Vulgar Latin

ABBREVIATIONS FREQUENTLY USED IN THIS BOOK
(Note: Certain abbreviations used chieﬂy in
the etymologies will be found in the complete
etymology key on the previous page.)
ab.
about
abbrev. abbreviation
a.d.
anno Domini; in the year of the
Lord; since the birth of Christ
adj.
adjective
adv.
adverb
Am.
Americanism (applied to words
or meanings that originated in
the United States)
Anat. Anatomy
Ant.
Antonym
Archit. Architecture
Astron. Astronomy

Bacteriol.
b.c.

Bacteriology
before Christ; before the birth
of Christ
Biochem.
Biochemistry
Biol.
Biology
Bot.
Botany
Brit.
British
C
central
Chem.
Chemistry
Class. Myth. Classical Mythology (Greek
and Roman Mythology)
Colloq.
Colloquial
Com.
Commerce
compar.
comparative
conj.
conjunction
def.
deﬁnition
Deut.
Deuteronomy

x Explanatory Notes

Dial.
E
Econ.
Educ.
Elect.
Embryol.
esp.
etc.

Dialect
east; eastern
Economics
Education
Electricity
Embryology
especially
et cetera; and others; and the rest;
and so forth; and so on; and
the like
fem.
feminine
Fig.
ﬁgurative
Fr.
French
ft.
foot; feet
Gen.
Genesis
gen.
genitive
Geol.
Geology
Geom.
Geometry
Ger.
German
Gk. Myth. Greek Mythology
Gram.
Grammar
Hist.
History
in.
inch; inches
interj.
interjection
Mach.
Machinery
masc.
masculine
Math.
Mathematics
Matt.
Matthew
Med.
Medicine
Mil.
Military
Myth.
Mythology
N
north; northern
n.
noun
Naut.
Nautical
NE
northeast; northeastern

nom.
NW
Obs.
Pathol.
pers.
Philos.
Phonet.
Photog.
Physiol.
pl.
poss.
pp.
ppr.
prep.
pres.
pron.
Psychol.
pt.
Rom. Cath.
S
Scot.
SE
sing.
SW
Theol.
Trigon.
U.S.

v.
W
Zool.
=

nominative
northwest; northwestern
Obsolete (applied to words and
meanings not used now)
Pathology
person
Philosophy
Phonetics
Photography
Physiology
plural
possessive
past participle
present participle
preposition
present
pronoun
Psychology
past tense
Roman Catholic
south; southern
Scotch; Scottish
southeast; southeastern
singular
southwest; southwestern
Theology
Trigonometry
United States (applied to words
or meanings that are used
chieﬂy in the United States
but originated elsewhere)
verb
west; western
Zoology
synonym of

ability
A, a (ā), n., pl., A’s; a’s.
1 the ﬁrst letter of the
alphabet. 2 ﬁrst in a series:
questions A through L. 3
best; ﬁrst: grade A; all A’s
in history. 4 one of four
main blood groups 5 the sixth note in
the scale of C major.
a (ә; stressed ā), adj. or indeﬁnite article.
1 any: a tree. 2 one: a pound of butter.
3 to or for each: ten dollars a day. [var.
of an1]
a–1, preﬁx. not; without, as in atonal.
[< Gk.; a– becomes an– before a vowel
or h]
a–2, preﬁx. 1 in; on; to, as in abed. 2 in
the act of ——ing, as in a-ﬁshing. [OE
an, on]
A, 1 Physics. angstrom unit. 2 Chem.
argon.
a., 1 about. 2 acre; acres. 3 adjective.
A 1 Colloq. A one.
AA, 1 Alcoholics Anonymous. 2 antiaircraft.
A.A., Associate in Arts.
AAA, American Automobile Association.
AAAS American Association for the
Advancement of Science.
Aa·chen (äʹhәn), n. city in W Germany,
French, Aix-la-Chapelle.
aard·vark (ärdʹvärk´), n. a burrowing
African mammal that eats ants and termites. [< Afrikaans < Dutch aarde earth
+ vark pig]
Aar·on (ãrʹәn), n. the brother of Moses
and ﬁrst high priest of the Jews.
AARP, American Association of Retired
Persons.
ab–, preﬁx. from; away from; oﬀ, as in
abnormal, abduct, abjure. [< L ab, prep.;
ab– appears as a– before m and v, and
abs– before c and t. Akin to Greek
apo– from, and English of and oﬀ.]
AB, one of the four main blood groups.
A.B., Bachelor of Arts. Also, B.A.
a·ba (ăʹbә), n. 1 loose, sleeveless outer
garment worn by Arabs. 2 woolen fabric,
usually striped, woven in Arab countries.
a·ba·cá (ä´bә käʹ), n. 1 hemp made
from the ﬁbers of a Philippine banana
plant; Manila hemp. 2 the plant itself.
[< Malay]
a·back (ә bakʹ), adv. taken aback, suddenly surprised.
ab·a·cus (abʹә kәs), n., pl. –cu·ses, –ci
(–sī). frame with rows of counters or
beads that slide back and forth, used for
calculating. [< L < Gk. abax]
a·baft (ә baftʹ; ә bäftʹ), prep. back of a
boat or ship; behind. —adv. toward or
at the stern.
ab·a·lo·ne (ab´ә lōʹnē), n. an edible mollusk, with a large, rather ﬂat shell lined
with mother-of-pearl. [< Am. Sp. abulón
< Am. Ind. aulun]
a·ban·don (ә banʹdәn), v. 1 give up
entirely; renounce; relinquish: abandon
a career. 2 leave without intending to
return to; desert; forsake: abandon one’s

A

home. 3 yield (oneself) completely (to
a feeling, impulse, etc.); succumb; surrender: abandon oneself to grief. —n.
freedom from conventional restraint.
[< OF a bandon at liberty] —a·banʹdoner, n. —a·banʹdon·ment, n.
a·ban·doned (ә banʹdәnd), adj. 1 deserted;
forsaken. 2 wicked; immoral. 3 unrestrained. —a·banʹdonedly, adv.
a·base (ә basʹ), v., a·based, a·bas·ing.
make lower in rank, condition, or character; degrade: a traitor abases himself. [< OF < LL, ad– + L bassus low]
—a·baseʹment, n.
a·bash (ә bashʹ), v. embarrass and confuse; disconcert. [<OF esbaïr be astonished] —a·bashedʹ, adj. —a·bashʹment,
n.
a·bate (ә bātʹ), v., a·bat·ed, a·bat·ing. 1
make less; decrease: the medicine abated
his pain. 2 become less; diminish: the
storm has abated. [< OF abatre beat
down] —a·batʹa·ble, adj. —a·bateʹment,
n. —a·batʹer, n.
ab·at·toir (abʹә twär; –twôr), n. slaughterhouse. [< F]
ab·ba·cy (abʹә si), n., pl. –cies. 1 position,
term of oﬃce, or district of an abbot. 2
an abbey. [< LL abbatia. See abbot.]
ab·bé (abʹā; a bāʹ), n. in France: 1 an abbot.
2 any clergyman, esp. a priest. [< F]
ab·bess (abʹis), n. woman at the head
of a community of nuns. [< OF < LL
abbatissa]
ab·bey (abʹi), n., pl. –beys. 1 building or
buildings where monks or nuns live
a religious life ruled by an abbot or
abbess; a monastery or convent. 2 the
monks or nuns living there. 3 building
that was once an abbey or a part of an
abbey. [< OF < LL abbatta]
ab·bot (abʹәt), n. man at the head of an
abbey of monks. [OE < LL < LGk. < Aramaic abbā father] —abʹbot·ship, n.
abbrev., abbr., abbreviation.
ab·bre·vi·ate (ә brēʹvi āt), v., –at·ed, –ating. 1 make (a word or phrase) shorter
so that a part stands for the whole:
abbreviate “hour” to “hr.” 2 make
briefer; condense. [< L, < ad– + brevis short. Doublet of abridge.]
—ab·breʹvi·a´tor, n.
ab·bre·vi·a·tion (ә brē´vi āʹshәn), n. 1
shortened form of a word or phrase
standing for the whole: “in.” is an abbreviation of “inch.” 2 act of shortening;
abridgment.
ABC (ā´bē´sēʹ), n., pl. ABC’s. 1 elementary principles. 2 ABC’s, the alphabet.
ab·di·cate (abʹdә kāt), v., –cat·ed, –cating. 1 give up or renounce formally;
relinquish: the king abdicated his throne.
2 renounce oﬃce or power: why did the
king abdicate? 3 ignore an obligation
or duty: abdicated her responsibility for
the children’s welfare. [< L, < ab– away
+ dicare proclaim] —ab´di·caʹtion, n.
—abʹdi·ca´tor, n.
ab·do·men (abʹdә mәn; ab dōʹmәn), n.
1 the part of the body containing the

1

stomach and other digestive organs;
belly. 2 the last of the three parts of the
body of an insect or crustacean. [< L]
ab·dom·i·nal (ab domʹә nәl), adj. of, in,
or for the abdomen. —ab·domʹi·nally, adv.
ab·duce (ab düsʹ; -dūsʹ), v., –duced,
–ducing. lead away; abduct.
ab·duct (ab duktʹ), v. 1 carry away (a
person) unlawfully and by force; kidnap.
2 pull (a part of the body) away from its
usual position. [< L, < ab– away + ducere
lead] —ab·ducʹtion, n. —ab·ducʹtor, n.
a·beam (ә bēmʹ), adv. directly opposite to
the middle part of a ship’s side.
a·bed (ә bedʹ), adj., adv. in bed.
A·bel (āʹbәl), n. in the Bible, second son
of Adam and Eve, killed by his older
brother Cain.
Ab·er·deen (ab´әr dēnʹ), n. city in E Scotland.
ab·er·rant (ab erʹәnt), adj. deviating from
what is regular, normal, or right. [< L,
< ab– away + errare wander] —ab·erʹrance, ab·erʹran·cy, n.
ab·er·ra·tion (ab´әr āʹshәn), n. 1 deviation from the right path or usual course
of action. 2 deviation from a standard
or type. 3 temporary mental disorder. 4
failure of rays of light coming from one
point to converge to one focus. 5 apparent change in the position of a celestial
body when viewed from earth. —ab´erraʹtion·al, adj.
a·bet (ә betʹ), v., a·bet·ted, a·bet·ting.
encourage or help, esp. in something
wrong; support; assist. [< OF abeter
arouse < L ad- + Frankish bētan cause
to bite] —a·betʹment, n. —a·betʹtor, abetʹter, n.
a·bey·ance (ә bāʹәns), n. temporary inactivity: hold the question in abeyance.
[< AF < OF abeance expectation < L ad–
at + VL batare gape] —a·beyʹant, adj.
ab·hor (ab hôrʹ), v., –horred, –hor·ring.
feel disgust or hate for; detest; loathe.
[< L, < ab– from + horrere shrink] —abhorʹrer, n.
ab·hor·rence (ab hôrʹәns; –horʹ–), n. 1
feeling of very great dislike. 2 something
detested.
ab·hor·rent (ab hôrʹәnt; –horʹ–), adj. 1
causing horror; disgusting; repugnant
(to). 2 feeling disgust or hate (of). 3 having dislike of. —ab·horʹrent·ly, adv.
a·bide (ә bīdʹ), v., a·bode or a·bid·ed, abid·ing. 1 continue to stay. 2 dwell. 3 put
up with; stand: she cannot abide dirt. 4
endure bravely, deﬁantly.
abide by, a accept and follow out. b
remain faithful to. [OE ābīdan stay on,
and onbīdan wait for] —a·bidʹer, n.
a·bid·ing (ә bīdʹing), adj. continuing;
lasting. —a·bidʹing·ly, adv.
Ab·i·djan (ab´i jänʹ), n. capital of Ivory
Coast (Côle d’Ivoire).
a·bil·i·ty (ә bilʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 power
to do or act in any relation; cleverness:
give according to your ability. 2 skill;
capacity: mechanical ability. 3 power to

2

abject

do some special thing; talent: musical
ability, natural abilities. [< F < L. See
able.]
ab·ject (abʹjekt; ab jektʹ), adj. 1 wretched;
miserable. 2 deserving contempt; contemptible; despicable. [<L, < ab– down
+ jacere throw] —ab·jecʹtion, n.
—abjectʹly, adv. —ab·jectʹness, n.
ab·jure (ab ju̇rʹ), v., –jured, –jur·ing. 1
renounce on oath; repudiate; forswear.
2 refrain from. [< L, < ab– away +
jurare swear] —ab´ju·raʹtion, n. —abjurʹa·to´ry (ab ju̇rʹә tô´ri;–tō´–), adj.
—ab·jurʹer, n.
abl., ablative.
ab·late (ab lātʹ), v., –lat·ed, –lat·ing. 1
remove or be removed by burning. 2
melt away or vaporize.
ab·la·tion (ab lāʹshәn), n. 1 melting or
burning away of the nosecone of a
spacecraft or missile on reentry into
the atmosphere. 2 removal or wearing
away.
ab·la·tive (abʹlә tiv), n. 1 the case in Latin
expressing removal or separation. 2 a
word or construction in this case. [< L
ablativus < ab– away + ferre carry]
a·blaze (ә blāzʹ), adv., adj. 1 burning;
blazing. 2 brilliantly lit. 3 showing great
excitement or anger.
a·ble (āʹbәl), adj. a·bler, a·blest. 1 having ordinary capacity, power, or means
to do; capable: a man able to work. 2
having more power or skill than most
others have; talented; clever; expert: a
supreme court justice should be an able
lawyer. 3 competently done; eﬀective: an
able speech. 4 qualiﬁed, especially legally.
[< OF < L habilis easily held or handled
< habere hold]
–able, suﬃx. 1 that can be ——ed; able
to be ——ed: obtainable = that can be
obtained. 2 likely to or suitable for:
comfortable = suitable for comfort. 3
inclined to: peaceable = inclined to peace.
4 deserving to be —ed: lovable = deserving to be loved. 5 likely to be —ed:
chargeable  likely to be charged. See
–ible. [< OF < L -abilis]
a·ble-bod·ied (āʹbәl bodʹid), adj. physically ﬁt and competent; strong and
healthy.
a·bloom (ә blümʹ), adv., adj. in bloom.
ab·lu·tion (ab lüʹshәn), n. 1 washing of
one’s person. 2 washing or cleansing as
a religious ceremony of puriﬁcation.
3 the liquid used. [< L, < ab– away +
luere wash]
a·bly (āʹbli), adv. with skill or ability.
ab·ne·gate (abʹnә gāt), v., –gat·ed,
–gat·ing. deny (anything) to oneself;
renounce; give up. [<L, ab– oﬀ, away
+ negare deny] —ab´ne·gaʹtion, n.
—abʹne·ga´tor, n.
ab·nor·mal (ab nôrʹmәl), adj. deviating
from the normal, the standard, or a type;
markedly irregular; unusual; exceptional.
[< ab– from + normal] —ab·norʹmally, adv. —ab·norʹmal·ness, n.

ab·nor·mal·ity (ab´nôr malʹә ti), n., pl.
–ties. 1 abnormal thing. 2 abnormal
condition.
abnormal psychology, the study of
abnormal behavior in people, including the causes and treatment of mental
disorders.
a·board (ә bôrdʹ; ә bōrdʹ), adv. 1 in or on
a ship. 2 in or on a train, bus, airplane,
etc. 3 alongside. —prep. on board of.
a·bode (ә bōdʹ), n. place to live in; dwelling. —v. pt. and pp. of abide. [OE ābād]
a·bol·ish (ә bolʹish), v. do away with (a
law, institution, or custom) completely;
suppress: abolish slavery. [<F abolir <L
abolere destroy] —a·bolʹish·a·ble, adj.
—a·bolʹish·er, n. —a·bolʹish·ment, n.
ab·o·li·tion (ab´ә lishʹәn), n. 1 act or fact
of abolishing. 2 suppression of black
slavery. —ab´o·liʹtion·ism, n. —ab´oliʹtion·ist, n.
ab·o·ma·sum (ab´ә māʹsәm), ab·o·masus (–sәs), n. the fourth stomach of
cows, sheep, and other cud-chewing
animals. [< L]
A-bomb (āʹbom´), n. the atomic bomb.
—v. bomb with an atomic bomb.
a·bom·i·na·ble (ә bomʹnә bәl; ә bomʹә nә–), adj. 1 causing disgust; loathsome; detestable; odious. 2 unpleasant.
—a·bomʹi·na·ble·ness, n. —a·bomʹi·nably, adv.
a·bom·i·nate (ә bomʹә nāt), v., –nat·ed,
–nat·ing. 1 feel disgust for; abhor; detest;
loathe. 2 dislike. [< L, deplore as an ill
omen, < ab- oﬀ + ominari prophesy
< omen omen] —a·bomʹi·na´tor, n.
a·bom·i·na·tion (ә bom´ә nāʹshәn), n. 1 a
disgusting thing. 2 a shamefully wicked
action or custom. 3 a feeling of disgust.
ab·o·rig·i·nal (ab´ә rijʹә nәl), adj. 1 existing from the beginning; ﬁrst; original; native: aboriginal inhabitants. 2 of
the earliest known inhabitants. —n.
aborigine. —ab´o·rigʹi·nal·ly, adv.
ab·o·rig·i·ne (ab´ә rijʹә nēz), n. 1 the earliest known inhabitant of a country.
2 aborigines, the native animals and
plants of a region. [< L, < ab origine from
the beginning]
a·bort (ә bôrtʹ), v. 1 miscarry. 2 fail to
develop. 3 check the development of.
[< L, < ab- amiss + oriri be born]
a·bor·tion (ә bôrʹshәn), n. 1 birth that
occurs before the embryo has developed
enough to live; miscarriage. 2 failure to
develop properly. 3 something that has
failed to develop properly. —a·borʹtional, adj.
a·bor·tion·ist (ә bôrʹshәn ist), n. person
who produces abortions, especially illegal abortions.
a·bor·tive (ә bôrʹtiv), adj. 1 coming to
nothing; unsuccessful. 2 born or begun
before the right time. —a·borʹtive·ly,
adv. —a·borʹtive·ness, n.
a·bound (ә boundʹ), v. 1 be plentiful:
ﬁsh abound in the ocean. 2 be rich
(in): America abounds in many natural
resources. 3 be well supplied (with): the

ocean abounds with ﬁsh. [< OF < L,
< ab– oﬀ + undare rise in waves < unda
a wave] —a·boundʹing, adj. —a·boundʹing·ly, adv.
a·bout (ә boutʹ), prep. 1 of; concerned
with: a book about bridges. 2 near: he was
about ﬁve miles from home. 3 around: a
fence about the garden; scatter papers
about the room. 4 ready: a plane about
to take oﬀ. —adv. 1 nearly; almost: about
full. 2 somewhere near: loiter about. 3
all around: the boy looked about. [OE
onbūtan on the outside of]
a·bout-face (n. ә boutʹfās´; v. ә bout´fāsʹ),
n., v., –faced, –fac·ing. —n. 1 a turning
or going in the opposite direction. 2 a
turning to the opposite opinion or point
of view. —v. turn or go in the opposite
direction.
a·bove (ә buvʹ), adv. 1 in or at a higher
place: the sky is above. 2 higher in rank
or power: the courts above. 3 earlier,
in a book or article. —prep. 1 in or to
a higher place than: birds ﬂy above the
earth. 2 higher than; over: a captain is
above a sergeant. 3 more than: the weight
is above a ton. —adj. written above.
—n. the above, something that is written above. [OE abufan]
a·bove·board (ә buvʹbôrd´; –bōrd´), adv.,
adj. without tricks or concealment.
ab·ra·ca·dab·ra (ab´rә kә dabʹrә), n. 1
word supposed to have magical powers,
used in incantations, or as a charm to
ward oﬀ diseases. 2 gibberish. [< L]
a·brade (ә brādʹ), v., a·brad·ed, a·brading. wear away by rubbing; scrape oﬀ.
[< L, < ab– oﬀ + radere scrape] —abradʹer, n.
A·bra·ham (āʹbrә ham; –hәm), n. in the
Bible, the ancestor of the Hebrews. Gen.
12–25.
a·bra·sion (ә brāʹzhәn), n. 1 place scraped
or worn by rubbing. 2 act of abrading.
a·bra·sive (ә brāʹsiv; –ziv), n. substance
used for grinding, smoothing, or polishing, as sandpaper. —adj. tending to
abrade.
a·breast (ә brestʹ), adv., adj. side by side.
abreast of or with, up with; alongside of:
keep abreast of what is going on.
a·bridge (ә brijʹ), v., a·bridged, a·bridging. 1 make shorter by using fewer
words. 2 make less: abridge the rights of
citizens. 3 deprive (of): abridge citizens of
their rights. [< OF abregier < L, < ad– +
brevis short. Doublet of abbreviate.]
—a·bridgʹa·ble, a·bridgeʹa·ble, adj. —abridgedʹ, adj. —a·bridgʹer, n.
a·bridg·ment, a·bridge·ment (ә brijʹmәnt), n. 1 condensed form of a book,
long article, etc. 2 an abridging. 3 a cutting back or reduction: abridgment of
the right to privacy.
a·broad (ә brôdʹ), adv. 1 in or to a foreign
land or lands: go abroad. 2 out in the
open air. 3 going around; current: a
rumor is abroad. 4 far and wide.
ab·ro·gate (abʹrә gāt), v., –gat·ed, –gating. 1 abolish or annul (a law or custom)

abuse 3
by an authoritative act; repeal. 2 do away
with. [< L, < ab– away + rogare demand]
—ab´ro·gaʹtion, n. —abʹro·ga´tor, n.
a·brupt (ә bruptʹ), adj. 1 sudden; unexpected: an abrupt turn. 2 very steep. 3
(of speech or manners) short or sudden;
blunt; brusque. 4 (of style) disconnected.
[< L abruptus < ab– oﬀ + rumpere break]
—a·bruptʹly, adv. —a·bruptʹness, n.
Ab·sa·lom (abʹsә lәm), n. in the Bible,
David’s favorite son, who rebelled
against him.
ab·scess (abʹses; –sis), n. a collection of
pus in the tissues of some part of the
body. [< L abscessus < ab– away + cedere
go] —abʹscessed, adj.
ab·scis·sa (ab sisʹә), n., pl. –scis·sas, –scissae (–sisʹē). Math. line running from left
to right on a graph that deﬁnes a point
in a system of coordinates. [< L (linea)
abscissa (line) cut oﬀ ]
ab·scond (ab skondʹ), v. go away suddenly and secretly; go oﬀ and hide; ﬂee.
[< L, < ab– away + condere store] —abscondʹer, n.
ab·sence (abʹsәns), n. 1 a being away:
absence from work. 2 time of being
away: an absence of two weeks. 3 a being
without; lack: absence of light. 4 absentmindedness.
absence of mind, inattentiveness.
ab·sent (adj. abʹsәnt; v. ab sentʹ), adj.
1 not present (at a place); away: John
is absent today. 2 not existing; lacking: snow is absent in some countries. 3
absent-minded. —v. take or keep (oneself) away: absent oneself from class.
[< L absens < ab– away + esse to be]
—ab·sentʹer, n. —abʹsent·ness, n.
ab·sen·tee (ab´sәn tēʹ), n. person who is
absent or remains absent. —adj. of or
for a voter or voters permitted to vote by
mail. —ab´sen·teeʹism, n.
ab·sent·ly (abʹsәnt li), adv. absent-mindedly.
ab· sent-mind· ed
(abʹ sәnt mīnʹ did),
adj. inattentive; forgetful. —abʹsentmindʹed·ly, adv. —abʹsent-mindʹedness. n.
ab·sinthe, ab·sinth (abʹsinth), n. a bitter, green liqueur ﬂavored with herbs,
wormwood, and anise. [< F < L < Gk.
apsinthion wormwood]
ab·so·lute (abʹsә lüt), adj. 1 complete;
entire: absolute ignorance. 2 free from
imperfection; perfect: absolute purity.
3 free from control or restrictions:
absolute liberty. 4 not compared with
anything else: absolute velocity, absolute
zero. 5 certain; infallible: absolute proof.
6 forming a part of a sentence, but
not connected with it grammatically.
In “The train being late, we missed the
boat,” the train being late is an absolute
construction. —n. the absolute, that
which is absolute. [< L absolutus, pp. See
absolve.] —abʹso·lute´ness, n.
ab·so·lute·ly (ab´sә lütʹli), adv. 1 completely. 2 positively. 3 yes.

absolute majority, more than one-half
the total votes cast.
absolute monarchy, monarchy which has
no limits to its power.
absolute pitch, pitch of a tone according
to the frequency of its vibrations per
second.
absolute value, value of a real number
regardless of any signs attached to it.
absolute zero, temperature at which substances would have no heat whatever;
–273.13° centigrade or –459.72° Fahrenheit.
ab·so·lu·tion (ab´sә lüʹshәn), n. 1 remission of guilt and punishment for sin by
a priest after the sinner confesses and
does penance. 2 act of declaring such
remission. 3 formula declaring remission of sin. 4 release from consequences
or penalties.
ab·so·lut·ism (abʹsә lüt iz´әm), n. government whose rule has unrestricted
power; despotism. —abʹso·lut·ist, n.,
adj. —ab´so·lut·isʹtic, adj.
ab·solve (ab solvʹ; –zolvʹ), v., –solved,
–solv·ing. 1 declare free from sin, guilt,
or blame; exonerate; acquit; forgive. 2 set
free (from a promise or duty); release;
exempt. [< L, < ab– from + solvere
loosen] —ab·solvʹa·ble, adj. —ab·solʹvent, adj., n. —ab·solvʹer, n.
ab·sorb (ab sôrbʹ; –zôrbʹ), v. 1 take in or
suck up (liquids): a towel absorbs water.
2 swallow up and make a part of itself;
assimilate. 3 take in and hold: absorb
noise. 4 interest very much: the circus
absorbed the boys. 5 take up by chemical
or molecular action: charcoal absorbs
gases. 6 take (digested food, oxygen, etc.)
into the bloodstream by osmosis. [< L,
< ab– from + sorbere suck in] —absorbʹa·ble, adj. —ab·sorb´a·abilʹi·ty, n.
—ab·sorbʹer, n.
ab·sorbed (ab sôrbdʹ; –zôrbdʹ), adj. very
much interested. —ab·sorbʹed·ly, adv.
—ab·sorbʹed·ness, n.
ab·sorb·ent (ab sôrʹbәnt; –zôrʹ–), adj.
absorbing or capable of absorbing. —n.
any thing or substance that absorbs.
ab·sorb·ing (ab sôrʹbing; –zôrʹ–), adj.
extremely interesting. —ab·sorbʹing·ly,
adv.
ab·sorp·tion (ab sôrpʹshәn; –zôrpʹ–), n. 1
an absorbing. 2 great interest (in something). 3 process of taking digested food,
oxygen, etc., into the bloodstream by
osmosis. 4 in plants, process of taking in
nutrients through the roots. —ab·sorpʹtive, adj. —ab·sorpʹtive·ness, n.
ab·stain (ab stānʹ), v. do without something voluntarily; refrain (from); forbear; cease: abstain from smoking.
[< F < L, < ab– oﬀ tenere hold] —abstainʹer, n.
ab·ste·mi·ous (ab stēʹmi әs), adj. moderate in eating and drinking; temperate.
[< L, < ab– oﬀ + unrecorded temum
intoxicating drink] —ab·steʹmi·ous·ly,
adv. —ab·steʹmi·ous·ness, n.

ab·sten·tion (ab stenʹshәn), n. act of
abstaining; abstinence. —ab·stenʹtious,
adj.
ab·sti·nence (abʹstә nәns), n. 1 partly
or entirely giving up certain pleasures,
food, drink, etc.; abstention. 2 act or
practice of refraining (from); abstention: abstinence from smoking, sexual
abstinence.
total abstinence, a refraining from the
use of any alcoholic liquor. —abʹstinent, adj. —abʹsti·nent·ly, adv.
ab·stract (adj. abʹstrakt, ab straktʹ; v.
ab straktʹ for 1, 3, 4, abʹstrakt for 2; n.
abʹstrakt), adj. 1 thought of apart from
any particular object or real thing; not
concrete: an abstract number. 2 expressing a quality that is thought of apart
from any particular object or real thing:
“goodness” is an abstract noun. 3 ideal;
theoretical. 4 hard to understand; difﬁcult. 5 not representing anything material or concrete: abstract paintings. —v. 1
think of (a quality) apart from a particular object or real thing having that quality. 2 make an abstract of; summarize.
3 remove, esp. dishonestly. 4 withdraw
attention; preoccupy; disengage. —n. a
short statement giving the main ideas of
an article, book, etc.; summary.
in the abstract, in theory rather than
in practice. [< L abstractus < ab– away
+ trahere draw] —ab·stractʹer, n.
—abʹstract·ly, adv. —abʹstract·ness, n.
ab·stract·ed (ab strakʹtid), adj. absentminded; preoccupied; inattentive. —abstractʹed·ly, adv. —ab·stractʹed·ness, n.
abstract expressionism, style of painting
that expresses emotions rather than the
concrete. —abstract expressionist, n.
ab·strac·tion (ab strakʹshәn), n. 1 idea of
a quality thought of apart from any particular object or real thing having that
quality. 2 formation of such an idea. 3
removal. 4 absent-mindedness. 5 a work
of abstract art.
ab·struse (ab strüsʹ), adj. hard to understand; profound; recondite. [< L abstrusus
< ab– away + trudere thrust] —abstruseʹly, adv. —ab·struseʹness, n.
ab·surd (ab sėrdʹ; –zėrdʹ), adj. plainly
not true or sensible; foolish; ridiculous.
[< L absurdus out of tune, senseless]
—ab·surdʹly, adv. —ab·surdʹness, n.
ab·surd·i·ty (ab sėrʹdә ti; –zėrʹ–), n., pl.
–ties. 1 something absurd. 2 an absurd
quality or condition; folly.
a·bun·dance (ә bunʹdәns), n. great plenty;
full supply; profusion. [< OF < L. See
abound.]
a·bun·dant (ә bunʹdәnt), adj. more than
enough; very plentiful. —a·bunʹdantly, adv.
a·buse (v. ә būzʹ; n. әbūsʹ), v., a·bused, abus·ing, n. —v. 1 put to a wrong or bad
use; misuse: abuse a privilege. 2 treat
badly; mistreat; maltreat: abuse a child.
3 use harsh and insulting language to;
revile. —n. 1 a wrong or improper use.
2 harsh or severe treatment of a person.
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3 harsh and insulting language. 4 a
corrupt practice or custom. [< F
< L abusus < ab– away + uti use]
—a·busʹer, n.
a·bu·sive (ә būʹsiv; –ziv), adj. 1 using
harsh or insulting language. 2 containing abuse. —a·buʹsive·ly, adv. —a·buʹsive·ness, n.
a·but (ә butʹ), v., a·but·ted, a·but·ting.
1 touch at one end or edge; end (on or
against): our house abuts on the street. 2
join at a boundary; border (on or upon):
his land abuts upon mine. [< OF]
a·but·ment (ә butʹmәnt), n. 1 a support
for an arch or bridge. 2 the point or
place where the support joins the thing
supported.
a·but·ting (ә butʹing), adj. adjacent.
a·buzz (ә buzʹ), adj., adv. 1 ﬁlled with
sounds of buzzing. 2 active; busy.
a·bysm (ә bizʹәm), n. an abyss. [< OF
abisme]
a·bys·mal (ә bizʹmәl), adj. 1 too deep to
be measured; bottomless. 2 of very bad
quality. 3 of or pertaining to the deepest
parts of the ocean. —a·bysʹmal·ly, adv.
a·byss (ә bisʹ), n. 1 a bottomless or immeasurably deep space; chasm. 2 the lowest
depths of anything, esp. the ocean. 3 ﬁg.
anything too great to be measured. [< L
< Gk., < a– without + byssos bottom]
Ab·ys·sin·i·a (ab´ә sinʹi ә), n. Ethiopia.
—Ab´ys·sinʹi·an, adj., n.
ac– preﬁx. form of ad–.
Ac, actinium.
A.C., a.c., alternating current.
a·ca·cia (ә kāʹshә), n. 1 any of a genus
of trees native to warm regions, several
species of which yield gum arabic. 2 the
locust tree of North America. [< L <Gk.
akakia a thorny Egyptian tree]
ac·a·dem·ic (ak´ә demʹik), adj. 1 of or
having to do with schools, colleges, and
their studies. 2 concerned with general
rather than commercial, technical, or
professional education. 3 scholarly. 4
theoretical. 5 following rules and traditions; formal. —n. student or teacher;
scholar. —ac´a·demʹi·cal, adj. —ac´ademʹi·cal·ly, adv.
academic freedom, 1 freedom of a
teacher to teach and explore controversial subjects without fear of interference or loss of position or standing. 2
freedom of an educational institution
to set academic standards and curriculum without interference, esp. from a
government.
a·cad·e·mi·cian (ә kad´ә mishʹәn; ak´ә dә–), n. 1 member of a society for
encouraging literature, science, or art. 2
student or teacher.
a·cad·e·my (ә kadʹә mi), n., pl. –mies. 1
high school, esp. a private high school. 2
school for instruction in a particular art
or science: a military academy. 3 society
of authors, scholars, scientists, artists,
etc., for encouraging literature, science,
or art. [< L < Gk. Akademeia the grove
where Plato taught]

A·ca·di·a (ә kāʹdi ә), n. a former French
territory in SE Canada. —A·caʹdi·an,
n., adj.
a·can·thus (ә kanʹthәs), n., pl. –thus·es,
–thi (-thī). 1 a prickly plant with large,
toothed leaves that grows in Mediterranean regions. 2 an architectural ornament imitating these leaves. [< L < Gk.,
< ake thorn]
a cap·pel·la (ä´ kә pelʹә), without instrumental accompaniment. [< Ital., in the
manner of chapel (music)]
acc., 1 account. 2 accusative.
ac·cede (ak sēdʹ), v., –ced·ed, –ced·ing. 1
give consent (to); agree: please accede to
my request. 2 become a party (to): our
government acceded to the treaty. 3 attain
(to an oﬃce or dignity); come (to): the
king’s oldest son acceded to the throne.
[< L, < ad– to + cedere come] —ac·cedʹence, n. —ac·cedʹer, n.
ac·cel·er·an·do (ak sel´әr anʹdō), adv., adj.
Music. gradually increasing in speed.
[< Ital.]
ac·cel·er·ate (ak selʹәr āt), v., –at·ed, –ating. 1 go or cause to go faster. 2 cause
to happen sooner; hasten. 3 change the
speed or velocity of (a moving object).
[< L, < ad- + celer swift] —ac·celʹera´tive, adj.
ac·cel·er·a·tion (ak sel´әr āʹshәn), n. 1
an accelerating or being accelerated.
2 change in velocity, either a gradual
increase (positive acceleration) or decrease (negative acceleration). 3 rate of
change in the velocity of a moving body.
ac·cel·er·a·tor (ak selʹәr ā´tәr), n. 1 thing
that accelerates. 2 device or pedal that
controls the speed of the engine in a
vehicle. 3 cyclotron.
ac·cent (n. akʹsent; v. akʹsent, ak sentʹ),
n. 1 special force or emphasis given
to a syllable or a word in pronouncing it. 2 mark to indicate special force
or emphasis of pronunciation. 3 characteristic manner of pronunciation: a
foreign accent. 4 accents, tone of voice:
in soothing accents. 5 distinctive character or quality: accent on grammar. 6
emphasis on or approval of: an accent
on good taste. 7 mark to indicate vowel
quality in foreign languages, as acute (´),
grave (`), or circumﬂex (ˆ). 8 emphasis
on certain words or syllables in a line of
poetry to give them rhythm. 9 emphasis
on certain notes or chords. 10 mark
used with numbers showing: a minutes
or seconds of a degree. b feet, inches,
or lines. c prime, double prime, etc. 11
light or color used to emphasize something in a picture, photograph, etc. —v.
1 pronounce or mark with an accent.
2 emphasize; accentuate. [< L accentus
< ad– to + canere sing]
ac·cen·tu·al (ak senʹchu̇ әl), adj. 1 of or
formed by accent. 2 (of poetry) using
stress instead of quantity. —ac·cenʹtual·ly, adv.
ac·cen·tu·ate (ak senʹchu̇ āt), v., –ated, –at·ing. 1 emphasize. 2 pronounce

or mark with an accent. —ac·cen´tuaʹtion, n.
ac·cept (ak septʹ), v. 1 take or receive
(something oﬀered): accept a gift. 2
agree to; consent to; accede: accept a
proposal. 3 take as true or satisfactory;
believe; acknowledge: accept an excuse.
4 receive with favor; approve: Einstein’s
theory was widely accepted. 5 undertake
as a responsibility; assume: accept a
position as cashier. 6 sign and promise
to pay: accept a note. [< L acceptare
< ad– to + capere take] —ac·ceptʹer, esp.
in Com., ac·cepʹtor, n.
ac·cept·a·ble (ak sepʹtә bәl), adj. worth
accepting; satisfactory; agreeable; welcome. —ac·cept´a·bilʹi·ty, ac·ceptʹa·bleness, n. —ac·ceptʹa·bly, adv.
ac·cept·ance (ak sepʹtәns), n. 1 act of
accepting. 2 state of being accepted;
favorable reception; approval. 3 a agreement as to terms, esp. to pay a draft or
bill of exchange when it is due. b the
draft or bill itself.
ac·cep·ta·tion (ak´sep tāʹshәn), n. 1 usual
meaning; generally accepted meaning. 2
acceptance.
ac·cess (akʹses), n. 1 right to approach,
enter, or use; admission: access to the
library. 2 condition of being easy or
hard to reach: access to the mountain
town was diﬃcult. 3 way or means of
approach: access to powerful men. 4 an
attack (of disease). 5 outburst (of anger).
6 increase. —v. reach or gain access to:
easy to access your data ﬁles. [< L accessus < ad– to + cedere come]
ac·ces·sa·ry (ak sesʹә ri), n., pl. –ries, adj.
Esp. Law. accessory. —ac·cesʹsa·ri·ly,
adv. —ac·cesʹsa·ri·ness, n.
ac·ces·si·ble (ak sesʹә bәl), adj. 1 that can
be entered or reached; approachable. 2
easy to get at; easy to reach. 3 that can
be obtained; available.
accessible to, capable of being inﬂuenced by; susceptible.; susceptible. —acces´si·bilʹi·ty, n. —ac·cesʹsi·bly, adv.
ac·ces·sion (ak seshʹәn), n. 1 act of attaining to a right, oﬃce, etc.; attainment. 2
a yielding or agreeing (to a plan, opinion, demand, etc.); consent; assent. 3 an
increase; addition. 4 thing added. —accesʹsion·al, adj.
ac·ces·so·ry (ak sesʹә ri), n., pl. –ries, adj.
—n. 1 an extra thing added to help something of more importance; subordinate
part or detail. 2 person who encourages
or helps someone commit an oﬀense
against the law, without being present
at the time of the oﬀense; accomplice.
—adj. 1 helping something more important; subsidiary. 2 Law. giving aid as an
accessory. Also, esp. Law, accessary.
accessory after the fact, person who
shields the oﬀender after the commission of an oﬀense.
accessory before the fact, person
who encourages someone to commit
an oﬀense. —ac·cesʹso·ri·ly, adv. —accesʹso·ri·ness, n.

Accra
ac·ci·dence (akʹsә dәns), n. part of grammar dealing with word order and those
changes in words that show case, number, tense, etc.
ac·ci·dent (akʹsә dәnt), n. 1 an undesirable or unfortunate chance happening:
an automobile accident. 2 an unexpected
or unintentional happening: their meeting was an accident. 3 a nonessential.
by accident, by chance; without being
planned or anticipated. [< L accidens <
ad– to + cadere fall]
ac·ci·den·tal (akʹsә denʹtәl), adj. 1 happening by chance; unexpected; fortuitous; unintentional. 2 nonessential;
incidental. 3 Music. of or having to do
with an accidental. —n. Music. a sign
used to show a change of pitch after
the key signature and before the note
to be changed. —ac´ci·denʹtal·ly, adv.
—ac´ci·denʹtal·ness, n.
ac·ci·dent-prone (akʹsә dәnt prōnʹ), adj.
tending to have accidents.
ac·claim (ә klāmʹ), v. 1 show satisfaction
and approval of by words or sounds;
applaud. 2 announce with signs of
approval; hail. —n. shout or show of
approval; applause [ < L, < ad– to + clamare cry out] —ac·claimʹer, n.
ac·cla·ma·tion (ak´lә māʹshәn), n. 1
shout of approval by a crowd; applause.
2 oral vote.
ac·cli·mate (ә klīʹmit; akʹlә māt), v.,
–mated, –mat·ing. accustom or become
accustomed to a new climate or to new
conditions. [< F acclimater. See climate.] —ac·cliʹma·ta·ble adj. —ac´climaʹtion n.
ac·cli·ma·tize (ә klīʹmә tīz), v., –tized,
–tizing. acclimate. —ac·cliʹma·tizʹa·ble,
adj. —ac·cli´ma·ti·zaʹtion, n.
ac·cliv·i·ty (ә klivʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. an
upward slope, as of ground. [< L, < adtoward + clivus rising ground]
ac·co·lade (ak´ә lādʹ; –lädʹ), n. 1 honor;
praise. 2 a ceremony used in making
a man a knight. [< F < Pg. acolada an
embrace about the neck < L ad– to +
collum neck]
ac·com·mo·date (ә komʹә dāt), v., –dated, –dat·ing. 1 have room for; hold
comfortably. 2 do a kindness or favor
to; oblige. 3 furnish with lodging and
sometimes with food as well. 4 supply;
furnish; equip. 5 provide (a person)
with (a loan of) money. 6 make ﬁt; make
suitable. 7 reconcile; adjust. [< L, < ad– +
com– with + modus measure] —accomʹmo·da´tor, n.
ac·com·mo·dat·ing (ә komʹә dāt´ing), adj.
obliging. —ac·comʹmo·dat´ingly, adv.
ac·com·mo·da·tion (ә kom´ә dāʹshәn),
n. 1 anything that helps; favor; convenience. 2 accomodations, pl. lodging
and sometimes food as well: the hotel
has accommodations for one hundred. 3
loan. 4 willingness to help out. 5 adjustment; adaptation. 6 settlement of diﬀerences; reconciliation.

ac·com·mo·da·tive (ә komʹә dā´tiv), adj.
obliging. —ac·comʹmo·da´tive·ness, n.
ac·com·pa·ni·ment (ә kumʹpә ni mәnt),
n. 1 something incidental that goes
along with something else. 2 supplementary instrumental or vocal music
that supports or enriches a vocal or
instrumental solo.
ac·com·pa·nist (ә kumʹpә nist), n. person who plays an instrumental
accompaniment.
ac·com·pa·ny (ә kumʹpә ni), v., –nied,
–ny·ing. 1 go along with; escort: accompany a friend on a walk. 2 be or happen
in connection with: ﬁre is accompanied
by heat. 3 cause to be attended by;
supplement (with) : accompany a speech
with gestures. 4 play or sing a musical accompaniment. [< F accompagner
< à to + compagne companion] —accomʹpa·ni·er, n.
ac·com·plice (ә komʹplis), n. person who
aids another in committing an unlawful
act. [earlier a complice a confederate
< F complice < L, < com– together with
+ plicare fold]
ac·com·plish (ә komʹplish), v. 1 succeed
in completing; carry out; fulﬁll: accomplish a purpose. 2 ﬁnish; actually do;
achieve: accomplish nothing. [< OF < LL,
< ad– + complere ﬁll up] —ac·comʹplisha·ble, adj. —ac·comʹplish·er, n.
ac·com·plished (ә komʹplisht), adj. 1
done; carried out; completed. 2 expert;
skilled. 3 skilled in social arts and
graces.
ac·com·plish·ment (ә komʹplish mәnt),
n. 1 an accomplishing or being accomplished; completion. 2 thing accomplished; achievement; attainment. 3 skill
in some social art or grace: good manners are a desirable accomplishment.
ac·cord (ә kôrdʹ), v. 1 be in harmony;
agree; correspond: his report accords
with yours. 2 grant; award: accord the
boy praise for good work. —n. 1 agreement; harmony: opinions in accord. 2 an
informal agreement between nations. 3
harmony of color, pitch, or tone.
of one’s own accord, without being
asked.
with one accord, all together. [< OF <
VL acchordare bring into harmony < L
ad- to + chorda string] —ac·cordʹa·ble,
adj. —ac·cordʹer, n.
ac·cord·ance (ә kôrʹdәns), n. agreement;
harmony: in accordance with the plan.
ac·cord·ant (ә kôrʹdәnt), adj. agreeing; in
harmony. —ac·cordʹant·ly, adv.
ac·cord·ing (ә kôrʹding), adv. accordingly.
according as, in proportion as; accordingly. —adj. in harmony.
according to, a in agreement with:
according to his promise. b in proportion
to: spend according to your income. c on
the authority of: according to this book.
ac·cord·ing·ly (ә kôrʹding li), adv. 1 in
agreement with something that has
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been stated; suitably. 2 for this reason;
therefore.
ac·cor·di·on (ә kôrʹdi әn), n. a portable
musical wind instrument with a bellows,
metallic reeds, and keys. —adj. having
folds like the bellows of an accordion.
[< G < Ital. accordare harmonize] —accorʹdi·on·ist, n.
ac·cost (ә kôstʹ; ә kostʹ), v. approach and
speak to ﬁrst; address; greet. [< F < Ital.
< LL, < L ad– to + costa side, rib]
ac· couche· ment (ә küshʹ mәnt; Fr.
ä küsh mänʹ), n. conﬁnement for childbirth; lying-in. [< F]
ac·count (ә kountʹ), n. 1 detailed or
explanatory statement; report; description: please give an account of your
trip; I need an account of your actions.
2 worth; signiﬁcance: a report of little
account. 3 statement of money received
and paid out. 4 a record of business
dealings between a bank and a depositor. 5 a periodic record of purchases for
which a customer is billed. —v. 1 give
a statement of money received or paid
out. 2 hold to be; consider: Solomon was
accounted wise.
account for, a give a reason for; explain.
b answer for.
call to account, a demand an explanation. b scold; reprimand.
for one’s account, for one’s sake; on
one’s account.
of no account, of no importance or
value.
on account, as part payment.
on account of, a because of. b for the
sake of.
on any account, for any reason.
on one’s account, for one’s sake.
on one’s own account, for one’s own
purpose; at one’s own risk.
take account of, a make allowance for;
consider. b make a note of note.
turn to account, get proﬁt or advantage
from. [< OF aconter count up < LL, < L
ad– + computare compute]
ac·count·a·ble (ә kounʹtә bәl), adj. 1
responsible. 2 explainable. —ac·count´abilʹi·ty, ac·countʹa·ble·ness, n. —accountʹa·bly, adv.
ac·count·an·cy (ә kounʹtәn si), n. the
examining or keeping of business
accounts.
ac·count·ant (ә kounʹtәnt), n. person
who examines or manages business
accounts.
ac·count·ing (ә kounʹting), n. theory or
system of keeping, analyzing, and interpreting business accounts.
ac·cou·ter, esp. Brit. ac·cou·tre (ә küʹtәr),
v., –tered, –ter·ing; –tred, –tring. outﬁt
or equip; array. [< F accoutrer]
ac·cou·ter·ments (ә küʹtәr mәnts), n. pl. 1
personal equipment; outﬁt. 2 a soldier’s
equipment with the exception of his
weapons and clothing.
Ac·cra (ә kräʹ), n. seaport in W Africa,
capital of Ghana.
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ac·cred·it

ac·cred·it (ә kredʹit), v. 1 give (a person)
credit (for something); credit; attribute:
accredit her with kindness. 2 send or
provide with credentials: accredited to
be our ambassador to the UN. 3 recognize as meeting an oﬃcial standard:
an accredited high school. 4 consider (a
thing) as belonging or due (to a person):
we accredit the invention of the telephone
to Bell. 5 accept as worth believing; trust:
accredited as an authority in mathematics. 6 give authority to; authorize. [< F
accréditer]
ac·cre·tion (ә krēʹshәn), n. 1 growth in
size. 2 a growing together of separate
things. 3 an increase in size by natural
growth or gradual external addition. 4
thing added; addition. 5 a whole that
results from such growths or additions.
—ac·creʹtive, adj.
ac·cru·al (ә krüʹәl), n. 1 an accruing. 2
amount accrued or accruing.
ac·crue (ә krüʹ), v., –crued, –cru·ing. 1
grow or come about as a result of investment. 2 come as a natural product or
result. [< F < L, < ad– to + crescere grow]
—ac·crueʹment, n.
acct., 1 account. 2 accountant.
ac·cu·mu·late (ә kūʹmyә lāt), v., –lat·ed,
–lat·ing. 1 collect or heap up little by
little; amass: accumulate a fortune. 2
grow into a heap or mass; accrue. [< L,
< ad– up + cumulus heap] —ac·cuʹmula´tor, n.
ac·cu·mu·la·tion (ә kūʹmyә lā´s hәn), n.
1 gradual collection. 2 material collected; mass.
ac·cu·mu·la·tive (ә kūʹmyә lā´tiv; -lә tiv),
adj. tending to accumulate; collective.
—ac·cuʹmu·la´tive·ly, adv. —ac·cuʹmula´tive·ness, n.
ac·cu·ra·cy (akʹyә rә si), n. condition of
being without errors or mistakes; correctness.
ac·cu·rate (akʹyә rit), adj. 1 making
few or no errors; precise: an accurate
observer. 2 without errors or mistakes;
exact: accurate measure. [< L, < ad– to +
cura care] —acʹcu·rate·ly, adv. —acʹcurate·ness, n.
ac·curs·ed (ә kėrʹsid; ә kerstʹ), ac·curst
(ә kėrstʹ), adj. 1 annoying and detestable; abominable. 2 under a curse. —accursʹed·ly adv.
accus., accusative.
ac·cu·sa·tion (ak´yu̇ zāʹshәn), n. 1 a
charge of wrongdoing. 2 the oﬀense
charged. 3 act of accusing.
ac·cu·sa·tive (ә kūʹzә tiv), n. 1 the objective case. 2 word used as an object of
a verb or preposition. —adj. showing
the direct object; objective. —ac·cuʹsative·ly, adv.
ac·cu·sa·to·ry (ә kūʹzә tô´ri; –tō´–), adj.
containing an accusation; accusing.
ac·cuse (ә kūzʹ), v., –cused, –cus·ing. 1
charge with some crime, oﬀense, etc.;
arraign. 2 ﬁnd fault with; blame. [< OF
< L accusare < ad– to + causa cause]
—ac·cusʹer, n. —ac·cusʹing·ly, adv.

ac·cus·tom (ә kusʹtәm), v. make familiar
by use or habit; get used; habituate.
[< OF acostumer]
ac·cus·tomed (ә kusʹtәmd), adj. usual;
customary. —ac·cusʹtomed·ness, n.
ace (ās), n. 1 a playing card, domino, or
side of a die having a single spot. 2 a
single spot. 3 a point won by a single
stroke in tennis and certain other games.
4 an expert. 5 a combat pilot who has
shot down ﬁve or more enemy planes.
—adj. of great skill; expert. —v. aced,
acing. 1 serve an ace to an opponent,
esp. in tennis. 2 do extremely well on a
test, in a class, etc. [< OF as < L, smallest
unit (of coinage, measure, etc.)]
a·cer·bi·ty (ә sėrʹbә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
sharpness of taste; sourness. 2 harshness
of manner; severity. [<F <L, < acerbus
bitter]
ac·e·tab·u·lum (as´ә tabʹyә lәm), n.,
pl. –la (–lә). 1 the hip socket. 2 any
cup-shaped structure. [<L, cup-shaped
holder for vinegar, < acetum vinegar]
—ac´e·tabʹu·lar, adj.
ac·et·an·i·lide, ac·et·an·i·lid, (as´әt anʹә lid; –ә līd), n. a white, crystalline drug,
C8H9NO, used in medicines to relieve
pain and lessen fever.
ac·e·tate (asʹә tāt), n. 1 any salt or ester
of acetic acid. 2 any synthetic resins
or ﬁbers made from cellulose acetate.
—acʹe·tat´ed, adj.
a·ce·tic (ә sēʹtik; ә setʹik), adj. of or
derived from vinegar or acetic acid.
[< L acetum vinegar]
acetic acid, a very sour, colorless acid,
CH3COOH, present in vinegar.
a·cet·i·fy (ә setʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing.
turn into vinegar. —a·cet´i·ﬁ·caʹtion, n.
ac·e·tone (as´ә tōn), n. a colorless, volatile,
inﬂammable liquid, CH3·CO–, used as a
solvent and in making varnishes, etc.
ac·e·tyl·cho·line (as´ә til kōʹlēn; –lin),
n. chemical compound that transmits
nerve impulses.
a·cet·y·lene (ә setʹә lēn; –lin), n. a colorless gas, C2H2, that burns with a bright
light and very hot ﬂame, used for lighting and, combined with oxygen, for
welding metals.
ac·e·tyl·sal·i·cyl·ic acid (asʹә til sal´ә silʹik; ә sēʹtәl–), aspirin.
A·chae·a (ә kēʹә), n. country in ancient
Greece, in the S part. —A·chaeʹan,
adj., n.
ache (āk), v., ached, ach·ing, n. —v. 1 be in
continued pain; hurt. 2 Colloq. wish very
much; long; yearn. —n. a dull, steady
pain. [OE acan] —achʹing·ly, adv.
a·chene (ā kēnʹ), n. any small, dry, hard
fruit consisting of one seed with a thin
outer covering that does not burst when
ripe. Also, akene. [< NL < Gk., < a– not
+ chainein gape; because it ripens without bursting]
Ach·er·on (akʹәr on), n. 1 river in Hades.
2 the lower world; Hades.
a·chieve (ә chēvʹ), v., a·chieved, a·chieving. 1 bring to a successful end; accom-

plish; ﬁnish; complete: achieve one’s
purpose. 2 get by eﬀort; gain; attain:
achieve distinction. [< OF, < (venir) a
chief (come) to a head] —a·chievʹa·ble,
adj. —a·chievʹer, n.
a·chieve·ment (ә chēvʹmәnt), n. 1 thing
achieved; accomplishment. 2 act of
achieving.
A·chil·les (ә kilʹēz), n. legendary hero
of the Greeks at the siege of Troy. No
weapon could injure Achilles anywhere,
except in the heel. —Ach´il·leʹan, adj.
Achilles heel, weak or vulnerable point.
Achilles tendon, tendon at the back of
the leg.
ach·ro·mat·ic (ak´rә matʹik), adj. 1 transmitting white light without breaking it
up into the colors of the spectrum. 2
colorless. [< Gk., < a– without + chroma
color] —ach´ro·matʹi·cal·ly, adv.
ac·id (asʹid), n. 1 compound that yields
hydrogen ions when dissolved in water,
usually reacts with a base to form salt
and water, and turns blue litmus paper
red. 2 substance having a sour taste. 3 
LSD. —adj. 1 of or having the properties
of an acid. 2 sour; sharp; biting in taste
or manner. [< L acidus sour] —acʹid·ly,
adv. —acʹid·ness. n.
a·cid·ic (ә sidʹik), adj. forming acid.
a·cid·i·fy (ә sidʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing.
1 make or become sour. 2 change into
an acid. —a·cid´i·ﬁ·caʹtion, n. —a·cidʹiﬁ´er, n.
a·cid·i·ty (ә sidʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. acid
quality or condition; sourness.
ac·i·do·sis (as´ә dōʹsis), n. a harmful condition in which the blood and tissues are
less alkaline than is normal.
acid rain, rain that contains acidic pollutants.
acid rock, rock music with a beat and
words that suggest drug-induced experiences.
acid test, a thorough test.
a·cid·u·late (ә sijʹә lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lating. make slightly acid or sour. —acid´u·laʹtion, n.
a·cid·u·lous (ә sijʹә lәs), adj. slightly acid
or sour. —a·cidʹu·lous·ly, adv. —acidʹu·lous·ness, n.
ack-ack (ak´akʹ), n. anti-aircraft ﬁre.
[British radio operator’s code word for
AA (anti-aircraft)]
ac·knowl·edge (ak nolʹij), v. –edged,
–edg·ing. 1 admit to be true; concede.
2 recognize the authority or claims of;
accept. 3 express appreciation of (a gift,
favor, etc.). 4 make known the receipt
of: acknowledge a letter. 5 recognize
or certify in legal form: acknowledge
a deed. [blend of obs. acknow admit +
knowledge, v., admit] —ac·knowlʹedgea·ble, adj. —ac·knowlʹedged·ly, adv.
—ac·knowlʹedg·er, n.
ac·knowl·edg·ment, ac·knowl·edgement (ak nolʹij mәnt), n. 1 thing given
or done to show that one has received a
gift, favor, message, etc. 2 act of admitting the existence or truth of anything;
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admission. 3 recognition of authority or claims; acceptance. 4 expression
of thanks. 5 oﬃcial certiﬁcate in legal
form.
ac·me (akʹmē), n. the highest point; apex.
[< Gk. akme point]
ac·ne (akʹnē), n. a skin disease in which
the oil glands in the skin become clogged
and inﬂamed, often causing pimples.
[?< Gk. akme point]
ac·o·lyte (akʹә līt), n. 1 altar boy. 2 person
ordained to a minor order in the Roman
Catholic Church. 3 attendant; assistant;
follower. [< Med.L < Gk. akolouthos
follower]
ac·o·nite (akʹә nīt), n. 1 any of a genus
of poisonous plants, with blue, purple,
or yellow ﬂowers shaped like hoods,
including wolf ’s-bane and monkshood.
2 drug used to relieve inﬂammation and
pain, obtained from one of these plants.
[< F < L < Gk. akoniton]
a·corn (āʹkôrn; āʹkәrn), n. the nut, or
fruit, of an oak tree. [OE œcern]
a·cous·tic (ә küs´tik), a·cous·ti·cal
(-tә kәl), adj. 1 having to do with the
sense or the organs of hearing. 2 having to do with the science of sound. 3
acted on or directed by sound waves: an
acoustic mine. 4 produced on a musical
instrument without ampliﬁcation. [< F
< Gk. akoustikos having to do with
hearing < akouein hear] —a·cousʹtical·ly, adv.
a·cous·tics (әküsʹtiks), n. 1 (pl. in use) the
qualities of a room, hall, auditorium,
etc., that determine how well sounds can
be heard in it; acoustic qualities. 2 (sing.
in use) science of sound.
ac·quaint (ә kwāntʹ), v. 1 inform; tell:
acquaint him with your intention. 2
make more or less familiar; familiarize:
acquaint oneself with the facts.
be acquainted with, have personal
knowledge of: he is acquainted with my
father. [< OF acointer < LL, < L ad– to +
cognitus known < com with + gnoscere
come to know]
ac·quaint·ance (ә kwānʹtәns), n. 1 person
known to one, but not a close friend. 2
knowledge of persons or things gained
from experience with them. —acquaintʹance·ship, n.
ac·qui·esce (ak´wi esʹ), v., –esced, –escing. give consent by keeping silent; submit quietly: we acquiesced in their plan.
[< F < L, < ad– to + quiescere to rest]
—ac´qui·escʹing·ly, adv.
ac·qui·es·cence (ak´wi esʹәns), n. consent
without making objections; submitting
quietly.
ac·qui·es·cent (ak´wi esʹәnt), adj. submitting with apparent consent. —ac´quiesʹcent·ly, adv.
ac·quire (ә kwīrʹ), v., –quired, –quir·ing.
1 receive or get as one’s own; obtain:
acquire land. 2 get by one’s own eﬀorts
or actions; gain: acquire an education.
[< L, < ad– to + quaerere seek] —acquirʹa·ble, adj. —ac·quirʹer, n.

ac·quire·ment (ә kwīrʹmәnt), n. 1 act
of acquiring. 2 something acquired;
attainment.
ac·qui·si·tion (ak´wә zishʹәn), n. 1 act of
acquiring. 2 thing acquired.
ac·quis·i·tive (ә kwizʹә tiv), adj. fond of
acquiring; likely to get and keep. —acquisʹi·tive·ly, adv. —ac·quisʹi·tiveness, n.
ac·quit (ә kwitʹ), v., –quit·ted, –quit·ting.
1 declare (a person) not guilty (of an
oﬀense); exonerate. 2 set free (from a
duty, an obligation, etc.); release. 3 pay
oﬀ or settle (a debt, claim, etc.).
acquit oneself, conduct oneself; behave:
the soldiers acquitted themselves well in
battle. [< OF, < a- + quitte free < L quietus quiet] —ac·quitʹter, n.
ac·quit·tal (ә kwitʹәl), n. 1 a setting free
by declaring not guilty; discharge;
release. 2 performance (of a duty, obligation, etc.).
ac·quit·tance (ә kwitʹәns), n. 1 release
from a debt or obligation. 2 payment of
a debt. 3 a written acknowledgment.
a·cre (āʹkәr), n. 1 a measure of land, 160
square rods or 43,560 square feet. 2
acres, lands; property. [OE œcer ﬁeld]
A·cre (äʹkәr; āʹkәr), n. seaport in NW
Israel, important during the Crusades.
a·cre·age (āʹkәr ij), n. 1 number of acres. 2
piece of land sold by the acre.
ac·rid (akʹrid), adj. 1 sharp or stinging
to the nose, mouth, or skin. 2 sharp or
irritating in manner. [< L acer sharp]
—a·cridʹi·ty, acʹrid·ness, n. —acʹridly, adv.
ac·ri·mo·ni·ous (ak´rә mōʹni әs), adj.
caustic and stinging; bitter. —ac´rimoʹni·ous·ly, adv. —ac´ri·moʹni·ousness, n.
ac·ri·mo·ny (akʹrә mō´ni), n., pl. –nies.
sharpness or bitterness in temper, language, or manner. [< L acrimonia < acer
sharp]
ac·ro·bat (akʹrә bat), n. 1 person who can
perform on a trapeze, a tightrope, etc. 2
skillful, daring, nimble performer. [< F
< Gk., < akros tip (of the toes) + –batos
going] —ac´ro·batʹic, adj. —acʹro·batʹical·ly, adv.
ac·ro·bat·ics (ak´rә batʹiks), n. pl. 1 gymnastic feats. 2 feats like those of an
acrobat.
ac·ro·gen (akʹrә jәn), n. Bot. plant growing only at the apex, such as the ferns
and mosses. [< Gk. akros tip + –genes
born] —ac´ro·genʹic, a·crogʹe·nous,
adj. —a·crogʹe·nous·ly, adv.
ac·ro·meg·a·ly (ak´rō megʹә li), n. a disease in which the head, hands, and feet
become permanently enlarged. [ <F,
< Gk. akros tip + megas big] —ac´rome·galʹic, adj.
ac·ro·nym (akʹrә nim), n. word formed
from the ﬁrst letters or syllables of other
words, as NAFTA. [< Gk. akros tip +
onyma name]
a·crop·o·lis (ә kropʹә lis), n. the high, fortiﬁed part of an ancient Greek city, esp.

the Acropolis of Athens. [< Gk., < akros
highest part of + polis city]
a·cross (ә krôsʹ; ә krosʹ), prep. 1 from side
to side of; over: across a river. 2 beyond:
across the sea. 3 into contact with: come
across a new word. —adv. from one side
to the other: the distance across?
across the board, without any exceptions.
come across, a pay up; hand over. b own
up; admit.
a·cros·tic (ә krôsʹtik; ә krosʹ-), n. 1 composition in verse or an arrangement of
words in which the ﬁrst, last, or certain
other letters of each line, taken in order,
spell a word or phrase. 2 puzzle having
acrostic clues to its solution. —adj. of or
forming an acrostic. [< L < Gk., < akros
tip + stichos row] —a·crosʹti·cal·ly, adv.
a·cryl·ic (ә krilʹik), n. 1 acrylic resin.
2 acrylic paint. 3 painting done with
acrylic paint. —adj. of acrylic.
ac·ry·lo·ni·trile (ak´rә lō nīʹtrәl), n. a colorless inﬂammable, poisonous liquid,
C3H3N, used in synthetic rubber, fabrics, plastics, etc.
act (akt), n. 1 thing done; deed: an act of
kindness. 2 process of doing: in the act
of stealing. 3 a main division of a play or
opera. 4 one of several performances on
a program. 5 a law: an act of Congress.
—v. 1 put forth eﬀort: act at once. 2 perform speciﬁc duties. 3 behave: act tired.
4 have an eﬀect: yeast acts on dough.
5 play a part; perform in a theater.
act as or for, take the place of.
act up, a behave badly. b make mischief.
get one’s act together, get oneself organized. [< L actus a doing and actum
(thing) done < agere do] —actʹa·ble, adj.
ACT, American College Testing
Program.
ACTH, n. a hormone of the pituitary
gland, used in treating arthritis, rheumatic fever, etc.
ac·tin (akʹtәn), n. hormone involved in
muscle contraction.
act·ing (akʹting), adj. 1 temporarily taking another’s place; substitute. 2 that
acts or functions. 3 arranged for the use
of actors.
ac·tin·ic (ak tinʹik), adj. 1 of actinism. 2
producing chemical changes by radiation. [< Gk. aktis ray]
ac·tin·ism (akʹtәn iz әm), n. property in
light that causes chemical changes.
ac·tin·i·um (ak tinʹi әm), n. a radioactive
chemical element, Ac, somewhat like
radium, found in pitchblende.
ac·ti·no·zo·an (ak´tә nә zōʹәn), n. 
anthozoan.
ac·tion (akʹshәn), n. 1 process of acting:
a machine in action. 2 thing done; act. 3
way of moving or working; movement.
4 a minor battle or combat between
military forces. 5 a lawsuit.
actions, conduct; behavior.
take action, a become active. b start
working. c Also, bring action, start
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a lawsuit. [< F < L actio. See act.]
—acʹtion·less, adj.
ac·tion·a·ble (akʹshәn ә bәl), adj. justifying a lawsuit. —acʹtion·a·bly, adv.
ac·ti·vate (akʹtә vāt), v., –vat·ed, –vating. 1 make active. 2 make radioactive. 3
make capable of reacting or of speeding
up a chemical reaction. 4 purify (sewage) by treating it with air and bacteria.
—ac´ti·vaʹtion, n. —acʹti·va´tor, n.
ac·tive (akʹtiv), adj. 1 acting; working: an
active volcano. 2 moving rather quickly;
lively; nimble. 3 showing much or constant action; vigorous: an active market.
4 real; eﬀective: take an active part. 5
causing action or change. 6 showing the
subject of a verb as acting. In “He broke
the window,” broke is in the active voice.
—n. the active voice. [< F < L activus.
See act.] —acʹtive·ly, adv. —acʹtiveness, n.
active duty or service, 1 military service
with full pay and regular duties. 2 service in the armed forces in time of war.
ac·tiv·ism (ak tә vizʹәm), n. policy or
practice of personal involvement in
activities that advance one’s own political or philosophical beliefs. —acʹtivist, n., adj.
ac·tiv·i·ty (ak tivʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 state
of being active: mental activity. 2 action;
doing: the activities of enemy spies. 3
vigorous action; liveliness: no activity
in the market. 4 thing to do; sphere
of action: outside activities. 5 anything
active; active force.
act of God, a sudden, unforeseeable, and
uncontrollable action of natural forces,
such as ﬂood, storm, or earthquake.
ac·tor (akʹtәr), n. 1 person who acts on
the stage, in moving pictures, or in a
broadcast. 2 person who acts; doer.
ac·tress (akʹtris), n. a female actor.
Acts (akts), or Acts of the Apostles, n.
the ﬁfth book of the New Testament.
ac·tu·al (akʹchu̇ әl), adj. 1 existing as a
fact; real; true; genuine: the actual as
opposed to the imaginary. 2 now existing; present; current: the actual state of
aﬀairs. [< F < LL < L actus a doing. See
act.] —acʹtu·al·ness, n.
ac·tu·al·i·ty (ak´chu̇ alʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
actual existence. 2 actual thing; fact.
ac·tu·al·ize (akʹchu̇ әl īz), v., –ized, –izing. make actual. —ac´tu·al·i·zaʹtion, n.
ac·tu·al·ly (akʹchu̇ әl i), adv. really; in
fact.
ac·tu·ar·y (akʹchu̇ er´i), n., pl. –ar·ies.
person whose work is ﬁguring risks,
rates, etc., for insurance companies.
[< L actuarius account keeper. See act.]
—ac´tu·arʹi·al, adj. —ac´tu·arʹi·al·ly,
adv.
ac·tu·ate (akʹchu̇ āt), v., –at·ed, –at·ing.
1 put into action. 2 inﬂuence to act.
[< LL, < L actus action] —ac´tu·aʹtion,
n. —acʹtu·a´tor, n.
a·cu·i·ty (ә kūʹә ti), n. sharpness; acuteness. [< Med.L < OF agüeté < agu sharp
< L acutus]

a·cu·men (ә kūʹmәn), n. sharpness and
quickness in seeing and understanding;
keen insight. [< L, < acuere sharpen]
a·cute (ә kūtʹ), adj. 1 having a sharp point.
2 sharp and severe: an acute fuel shortage. 3 brief and severe: an acute attack
of appendicitis. 4 keen: an acute sense
of smell. 5 intense; poignant: acute jealousy. 6 (of sounds) high in pitch; shrill.
7 having the mark (´) over it. —n. acute
accent. [< L, < acuere sharpen] —acuteʹly, adv. —a·cuteʹness, n.
acute accent, mark (´) used to show the
quality of a vowel, as in French abbé, or
to show stress, as in Spanish adiós.
acute angle, angle less than a right angle.
ad (ad), n. advertisement.
ad–, preﬁx. to; toward, as in admit, administer, adverb, advert. [< L ad, prep.;
appears also, by assimilation to the following consonant, as ac–, af–, ag–, al–,
an–, ap–, ar–, as–, at–, and, by reduction
before sc, sp, st, as a–]
A.D., in the year of the Lord; since Christ
was born. [for LL anno domini]
ad·age (adʹij), n. a brief, familiar proverb;
an old saying. [< F < L adagium]
a·da·gio (ә däʹjō; –zhi ō), adv., adj., n., pl.
–gios. Music. —adv. slowly. —adj. slow.
—n. a slow part in a piece of music.
[ < Ital. ad agio at ease]
Ad·am (adʹәm), n. in the Bible, the ﬁrst
man.
ad·a·mant (adʹә mant), adj., 1 unyielding; ﬁrm; immovable. 2 too hard to be
cut or broken. —n. substance too hard
to be cut or broken. [< OF adamaunt the
hardest stone ( diamond) < L < Gk.,
< a– not + damaein subdue]
ad·a·man·tine (ad´ә manʹtin; –tēn; –tīn),
adj. adamant; impenetrable; unyielding.
Ad·ams (adʹәmz), n. 1 John, 1735–1826,
second president of the United States,
1797–1801. 2 John Quincy, 1767–1848,
sixth president of the United States,
1825–29, son of John Adams.
Adam’s apple, the lump in the front of the
throat formed by the thyroid cartilage.
a·dapt (ә daptʹ), v. 1 make ﬁt or suitable;
adjust; accommodate: adapt oneself to a
new job. 2 modify or alter for a diﬀerent
use: adapt a novel for the stage. [< L,
< ad– to + aptare ﬁt] —a·daptʹer, n.
a·dapt·a·ble (ә dapʹtә bәl), adj. 1 easily
changed to ﬁt diﬀerent conditions. 2
changing easily to ﬁt diﬀerent conditions. —a·dapt´a·bilʹi·ty, a·daptʹa·bleness, n.
ad·ap·ta·tion (ad´әp tāʹshәn), n. 1 adjustment to new or diﬀerent circumstances.
2 result of altering for a diﬀerent use. 3
change in structure, form, or habits to
ﬁt diﬀerent conditions. —ad´ap·taʹtional, adj.
a·dap·tive (ә dapʹtiv), adj. 1 that can
adapt. 2 showing adaptation. —a·dapʹtive·ly, adv. —a·dapʹtive·ness, n.
add (ad), v. 1 join (one thing to another):
add another stone to the pile. 2 ﬁnd the
sum of. 3 increase: add to our pleasure.

4 say further. [<L, < ad– to + dare put]
—addʹa·ble, addʹi·ble, adj. —addʹer, n.
ad·dax (adʹaks), n. a large antelope of
Arabia and N Africa. [< L < an African
word]
ad·dend (adʹend), n. number or quantity
to be added.
ad·den·dum (ә denʹdәm), n., pl. –da
(–dә). 1 thing to be added. 2 things
added; appendix.
ad·der (adʹәr), n. 1 a small, poisonous
snake of Europe. 2 a small, harmless
snake of North America. 3 puﬀ adder.
[OE nœdre; in ME a nadder was taken
as an adder]
ad·der’s-tongue (adʹәrz tung´), n. 1 a
variety of small fern with a fruiting
spike. 2 the dogtooth violet.
ad·dict (n. adʹikt; v. ә diktʹ), n. a person
who is a slave or devotee to a habit. —v.
give (oneself) over, as to a habit. [< L,
< ad– to + dicere say] —ad·dicʹtion, n.
ad·dict·ed (ә dikʹtid), adj. slavishly following (a habit, practice); strongly
inclined.
Ad·dis Ab·a·ba (adʹis abʹә bә), the capital
of Ethiopia.
ad·di·tion (ә dishʹәn), n. 1 act or process
of adding. 2 result of adding; thing
added. 3 part added to a building. 4 a
land added that is next to existing holdings. b in a city, an area that extends
existing development.
in addition to, besides; also. [< F < L.
See add.]
ad·di·tion·al (ә dishʹәn әl), adj. added;
supplementary. —ad·diʹtion·al·ly, adv.
ad·di·tive (adʹә tiv), adj. to be added;
involving addition. —n. something
added to improve ﬂavor, eﬀectiveness,
etc.: food additives; ethylene is now a
common additive in gasoline.
ad·dle (adʹәl), v., –dled, –dling, adj. —v.
1 make or become confused. 2 make or
become rotten. —adj. 1 muddled; confused: addlebrained. 2 rotten: addle eggs.
[OE adela liquid ﬁlth]
ad·dress (ә dresʹ; esp. for n. def. 2, adʹres),
n., v., –dressed or –drest, –dress·ing.
—n. 1 a speech: the President’s inaugural address. 2 place at which a person, business, etc., receives mail. 3 skill;
adroitness. 4 symbol that shows location of a data ﬁle in a computer. —v. 1
direct speech or writing to: the President
addressed the nation on TV. 2 write on
(a letter, package, etc.) where it is to be
sent. 3 apply or devote (oneself); direct
one’s energies.
addresses, attention paid in courtship.
[< F addresser direct to < OF < L, < ad–
to + directus straight] —ad·dressʹer, addresʹsor, n.
address book, location in a computer
where email addreses are stored.
ad·dress·ee (ә dres ēʹ; ad´res ēʹ), n. person
to whom a letter, etc., is addressed.
ad·duce (ә düsʹ; ә dūsʹ), v., –duced, –ducing. oﬀer as a reason; give as proof or
evidence. [< L, < ad– to + ducere lead]
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ad·duct (ә duktʹ), v. pull (a part of the
body) inward toward the main axis.
[< L adductus, pp. See adduce.] —adducʹtive, adj. —ad·ducʹtor, n.
ad·duc·tion (ә dukʹshәn), n. 1 an adducing. 2 an adducting.
ad·e·noid (adʹә noid), ad·e·noi·dal (ad´ә noiʹdәl), adj. 1 of the lymphatic glands.
2 glandular.
ad·e·noids (adʹә noidz), n. pl. growths of
glandular tissue in the part of the throat
behind the nose, that often interfere
with natural breathing and speaking.
[< Gk., < aden gland]
a·den·o·sine (ә denʹә sēn´), n. compound
of adenine and ribose and formed in
living cells.
ad·ept (n. adʹept, ә deptʹ; adj. ә deptʹ),
n. a thoroughly skilled person; expert.
—adj. thoroughly skilled. [< L adeptus
< ad– to + apisci get] —a·deptʹly, adv.
—a·deptʹness, n.
ad·e·qua·cy (adʹә kwә si), n. as much as
is needed for a particular purpose; sufﬁciency.
ad·e·quate (adʹә kwit), adj. 1 as much as
is needed; fully suﬃcient; enough: means
adequate to the object. 2 suitable; competent: an adequate person for the job.
[< L, < ad– to + aequus equal] —adʹequate·ly, adv. —adʹe·quate·ness, n.
ad·here (ad hirʹ), v., –hered, –her·ing. 1
stick fast (to): mud adheres to your shoes.
2 hold closely or ﬁrmly (to): adhere to
a plan. 3 be devoted (to): most people
adhere to the church of their parents.
[< L, < ad– to + haerere stick]
ad·her·ence (ad hirʹәns), n. 1 steady
attachment or loyalty (to a person,
group, belief, etc.). 2 a holding to and
following closely.
ad·her·ent (ad hirʹәnt), n. faithful supporter. —adj. adhering. —ad·herʹently, adv.
ad·he·sion (ad hēʹzhәn), n. 1 act or state
of adhering; a sticking fast. 2 following and supporting; faithfulness. 3
agreement; assent. 4 the attraction that
holds molecules together. 5 the growing together of tissues that should be
separate.
ad·he·sive (ad hēʹsiv; –ziv), adj. 1 holding
fast; adhering easily; sticky. 2 smeared
with a sticky substance for holding
(something) fast: adhesive tape. —n.
gummed tape used to hold bandages in
place. —ad·heʹsive·ly, adv. —ad·heʹsiveness, n.
ad hoc (ad hokʹ), for a certain purpose;
special. [< L, for this]
ad·i·a·bat·ic (ad´i ә batʹik; ā´dī–), adj.
Physics. without transmission as a gain
or loss of heat. —ad´i·a·batʹi·cal·ly, adv.
a·dieu (ә düʹ; ә dūʹ), interj., a·dieux
(ә düzʹ; ә dūzʹ). good-by; farewell. —n.,
pl. a·dieus, a farewell. [< F à dieu to
God]
ad in·ﬁ·ni·tum (ad in´fә nīʹtәm), Latin.
without limit; forever.

ad in·te·rim (ad inʹtә rim), Latin. 1 in the
meantime. 2 temporary.
a·di·os (ä´di ōsʹ; ad´i–), interj. good-by.
—n. a farewell. [< Sp. a dios to God]
ad·i·pose (adʹә pōs), adj. fatty. —n. animal fat. [< NL < L adeps fat] —adʹi·poseness, ad´i·posʹi·ty, n.
Ad·i·ron·dacks (ad´ә ronʹdaks), n. pl. a
mountain range in NE New York.
adj., 1 adjective. 2 adjunct. 3 adjustment.
ad·ja·cen·cy (ә jāʹsәn si), n., pl. –cies. 1
nearness. 2 that which is adjacent.
ad·ja·cent (ә jāʹsәnt), adj. lying near or
close; adjoining; bordering: the garage is
adjacent to our house. [< L, < ad– near +
jacere to lie] —ad·jaʹcent·ly, adv.
adjacent angles, two angles that have the
same vertex and the same line as one of
their sides.
ad·jec·ti·val (aj´ik tīʹvәl; ajʹik ti vәl), adj.
of or used as an adjective. —n. word or
words used as an adjective. —ad´jectiʹval·ly, adv.
ad·jec·tive (ajʹik tiv), n. a word used to
qualify or limit a noun or pronoun.
—adj. 1 of an adjective. 2 used as an
adjective. [< L adjectivus that is added
to < ad– to + jacere throw] —adʹjective·ly, adv.
ad·join (ә joinʹ), v. 1 be next to; be in
contact with: Canada adjoins the United
States. 2 be next or close to each other;
be in contact. [< OF ajoindre < L, < ad–
to + jungere join] —ad·joinʹing, adj.
ad·journ (ә jėrnʹ), v. 1 put oﬀ until a later
time: the club adjourned consideration
of the question. 2 suspend a meeting to
a future time or to another place: the
judge adjourned the court for two hours.
3 stop business or proceedings for a
time: the court adjourned from Friday
until Monday. 4 go to another place,
esp. for privacy. [< OF ajorner < a– for
(< L ad–) + jorn day < LL diurnum, ult.
< L dies day]
ad·journ·ment (ә jėrnʹmәnt), n. 1 act of
adjourning. 2 time during which a court,
lawmaking body, etc., is adjourned.
Adjt., Adjutant.
ad·judge (ә jujʹ), v., –judged, –judg·ing.
1 decree or declare by law: the accused
man was adjudged guilty. 2 condemn or
sentence by law: the thief was adjudged
to prison for two years. 3 decide or settle
by law; judge. 4 award or assign by law.
[< OF ajugier < L, < ad– to + judicare
judge. Doublet of adjudicate.] —adjudgeʹa·ble, adj.
ad·ju·di·cate (ә jüʹdә kāt), v., –cat·ed,
–cat·ing. 1 decide or settle by law. 2 act
as judge. [< L adjudicatus, pp. Doublet of
adjudge.] —ad·ju´di·caʹtion, n. —adjuʹdi·ca´tive, adj. —ad·juʹdi·ca´tor, n.
ad·junct (ajʹungkt), n. 1 something added
that is less important or not necessary,
but helpful. 2 a subordinate colleague. 3
word or phrase qualifying or modifying
another word or phrase. [< L adjunctus,
pp. of adjungere join to. See adjoin.]
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—ad·juncʹtive, adj. —ad·juncʹtive·ly,
adʹjunct·ly, adv.
ad·jure (ә ju̇rʹ), v., –jured, –jur·ing. 1
command or charge (a person) on oath
or under some penalty (to do something). 2 ask earnestly or solemnly.
[< L, < ad– to + jurare swear] —ad·juraʹtion, n. —ad·jurʹa·to´ry, adj. —adjurʹer, ad·juʹror, n.
ad·just (ә justʹ), v. 1 ﬁt or adapt (one thing
to another): adjust a seat to the height
of a child. 2 regulate for use: adjust a
radio dial. 3 arrange satisfactorily; settle:
adjust a diﬀerence of opinion. 4 accommodate oneself; get used: adjust well to
army life. [< F ajuster < a– (< L ad–) +
juste right < L justus] —ad·justʹa·ble,
adj. —ad·justʹa·bly, adv. —ad·justʹed,
adj. —ad·justʹer, ad·jusʹtor, n.
ad·just·ment (ә justʹmәnt), n. 1 act or
process of adjusting. 2 orderly arrangement of parts or elements. 3 means of
adjusting. 4 settlement of a dispute, a
claim, etc.
ad·ju·tan·cy (ajʹә tәn si), n., pl. –cies. rank
or position of an adjutant in the army.
ad·ju·tant (ajʹә tәnt), n. 1 army oﬃcer
who assists a commanding oﬃcer by
sending out orders, writing letters, giving messages, etc. 2 helper; assistant. 3
a very large species of stork of India and
Africa. —adj. helping. [< L adjutans, ult.
< ad– to + juvare help]
adjutant general, pl. adjutants general.
adjutant of a division or a larger military unit.
ad lib. or ad libit, Music. ad libitum.
ad·lib (ad libʹ), v., –libbed, –lib·bing.
make up as one speaks, performs, or
acts; extemporize freely. —adj. extemporized. —adv. at the moment. [< L ad
libitum at pleasure]
ad lib·i·tum (ad libʹә tәm), Music. a
direction to change, omit, or expand a
passage as much as the player wishes.
[< NL, at pleasure]
Adm., Admiral; Admiralty.
ad·min·is·ter (ad minʹәs tәr), v. 1 manage the aﬀairs of (a business, city, etc.);
control on behalf of others: administer
a government department. 2 give out;
dispense: administer relief. 3 deliver or
apply: administer punishment to a person. 4 oﬀer formally (an oath). 5 take
charge of (an estate) as administrator. 6
be helpful; add something; contribute.
[< L, ad– + ministrare serve < minister servant] —ad·minʹis·tra·ble, —adj.
—ad·minʹis·trant, n.
ad·min·is·trate (ad minʹәs trāt), v., –trated, –trat·ing. administer.
ad·min·is·tra·tion (ad min´әs trāʹshәn),
n. 1 management (of a business, town,
etc.). 2 the management of public aﬀairs
by executive government oﬃcials. 3 a
public oﬃcials as a group. b the President of the United States, the Cabinet,
and oﬃcials appointed by the President.
4 a the period of oﬃce of these oﬃcials.
b the term or terms during which a
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government holds oﬃce, esp. the U.S.
President. 5 a giving out, applying, or
dispensing (medicine, justice, etc.).
ad·min·is·tra·tive (ad minʹәs trā´tiv),
adj. 1 executive. 2 of the administration.
—ad·minʹis·tra´tive·ly, adv.
ad·min·is·tra·tor (ad minʹәs trā´tәr), n.
1 person who administers; manager;
director. 2 Law. person appointed by
a court to take charge of or settle an
estate or manage the aﬀairs of person
judged incompetent. —ad·minʹis·tra´tor·ship, n.
ad·min·is·tra·trix (ad min´әs trāʹtriks),
n. Law. female administrator.
ad·mi·ra·ble (adʹmә rә bәl), adj. 1 worth
admiring. 2 excellent; very good.
—adʹmi·ra·ble·ness, n. —adʹmi·ra·bly,
adv.
ad·mi·ral (adʹmә rәl), n. 1 admiral, viceadmiral, or rear admiral. 2 in the U.S.
Navy, a commander of a navy or ﬂeet.
3 naval oﬃcer having the highest rank
next below a ﬂeet admiral. 4 ﬂagship. 5
any of several species of colorful butterﬂies. [earlier amiral < OF < Ar. amīr
al chief of the; akin to amir]
ad·mi·ral·ty (adʹmә rәl ti), n., pl. –ties.
1 law or court dealing with aﬀairs of
the sea and ships. 2 the Admiralty, in
England (until 1963), the government
department in charge of naval aﬀairs.
ad·mi·ra·tion (ad´mә rāʹshәn), n. 1 a
feeling of wonder, pleasure, and approval.
2 the act of regarding with delight something ﬁne or beautiful. 3 someone or
something so admired. 4 Archaic. wonder.
ad·mire (ad mīrʹ), v., –mired, –mir·ing.
1 regard with wonder, approval, and
pleasure. 2 feel or express admiration
for. 3 wonder at. [< L, < ad– at + mirari
wonder] —ad·mirʹer n.
ad·mir·ing (ad mīrʹing), adj. full of admiration. —ad·mirʹing·ly, adv.
ad·mis·si·ble (ad misʹә bәl), adj. 1 capable
or worthy of being admitted. 2 permitted according to an authority or rules;
permissible. 3 allowable as evidence or
proof. —ad·mis´si·bilʹi·ty, ad·misʹsible·ness, n. —ad·misʹsi·bly, adv.
ad·mis·sion (ad mishʹәn), n. 1 act of
allowing (a person, animal, etc.) to enter:
admission of aliens. 2 power or right to
enter. 3 price paid for the right to enter.
4 acceptance into an oﬃce or position.
5 confession of an error or a crime. 6
an acknowledging; accepting as true
or valid. 7 fact or point acknowledged;
something accepted as true or valid.
ad·mis·sive (ad misʹiv), adj. tending to
admit.
ad·mit (ad mitʹ), v., –mit·ted, –mit·ting. 1
acknowledge: admit a mistake. 2 accept
as true or valid; recognize. 3 allow to
enter or use; let in. 4 give the right to
enter to. 5 allow; permit. 6 allow or have
space for: the harbor admits three ships.
admit of, have room for; be capable
of: his answer admits of no reply. [<L, <
ad– to + mittere let go] —ad·mitʹter, n.

ad·mit·tance (ad mitʹәns), n. 1 right to go
in. 2 act of admitting. 3 actual entrance.
ad·mit·ted·ly (ad mitʹid li), adv. without
denial; by general consent.
ad·mix (ad miksʹ), v. add in mixing; mix
in.
ad·mix·ture (ad miksʹchәr), n. 1 act of
mixing. 2 mixture. 3 anything added in
mixing. [< L admixtus < ad– in addition
+ miscere mix]
ad·mon·ish (ad monʹish), v. 1 advise
against something; warn: the police oﬃcer admonished him not to drive too fast.
2 reprove gently: admonish a student for
careless work. 3 urge strongly; advise. 4
recall to a duty overlooked or forgotten;
remind. [< admonition] —ad·monʹisher, n. —ad·monʹish·ing·ly, adv. —admonʹish·ment, n.
ad·mo·ni·tion (ad´mә nishʹәn), n. an
admonishing; warning. [< L, < ad– to +
monere warn]
ad·mon·i·to·ry (ad monʹә tô´ri; –tō´–),
adj. admonishing; warning.
ad nau·se·am (ad nôʹshē am, –sē–; –әm),
Latin. to a disgusting extent.
a·do (ә düʹ), n. 1 stir; bustle. 2 trouble;
diﬃculty. [ME at do to do]
a·do·be (ә dōʹbē), —n. 1 a brick of sundried clay or mud. 2 a brick or bricklike
piece of such bricks or sun-dried clay.
—adj. built or made of sun-dried bricks:
an adobe house. [< Sp., < adobar to daub
< Gmc.]
a·do·bo (ә dōʹbo), n. a spicy sauce for
chicken and pork made of chilis, vinegar, and cloves. [< Spanish adobo (pickle
sauce)]
ad·o·lesce (ad´ә lesʹ), v., –lesced, –lescing. 1 be or become an adolescent. 2 act
like an adolescent. [< adolescent]
ad·o·les·cence (ad´ә lesʹәns), n. 1 growth
from childhood to adulthood. 2 period
or time of this growth; youth.
ad·o·les·cent (ad´ә lesʹәnt), n. person
from about 12 to about 20 years of age.
—adj. 1 growing up from childhood to
maturity. 2 of or characteristic of adolescents. 3 Fig. immature. [< L adolescens
< ad– to + alescere grow]
A·don·is (ә donʹis; ә dōʹnis), n. 1 Class.
Myth. a handsome young man loved by
Aphrodite (Venus). 2 any handsome young
man. 3 any vain young man; dandy.
a·dopt (ә doptʹ), v. 1 take or use as one’s
own; embrace. 2 accept formally: the
committee adopted the report. 3 take
(a child of other parents) and bring
up as one’s own. 4 take (a person) into
close relationship. 5 take a word from
another language without changing its
form: English adopted “déja vu” from
French. [< L, < ad– to + optare choose]
—a·doptʹa·ble, adj. —a·dopt´a·bilʹi·ty,
n. —a·doptʹer, n. —a·dopʹtion, n.
a·dop·tive (ә dopʹtiv), adj. 1 related by
adoption; adopted. 2 tending to adopt.
—a·dopʹtive·ly, adv.
a·dor·a·ble (ә dôrʹә bәl; ә dōrʹ–), adj. 1
lovely; delightful. 2 worthy of being

adored; revered; worshipful. —a·dorʹable·ness, a·dor´a·bilʹi·ty, n. —a·dorʹably, adv.
ad·o·ra·tion (ad´ә rāʹshәn), n. 1 worship;
reverence. 2 highest respect; devoted
love.
a·dore (ә dôrʹ; ә dōrʹ), v. a·dored, a·doring. 1 respect very highly; love very
greatly; revere; idolize. 2 admire very
much. 3 worship; venerate. [< OF < L,
< ad– to + orare pray] —a·dorʹer, n. —adorʹing, adj. —a·dorʹing·ly, adv.
a·dorn (ә dôrnʹ), v. 1 add beauty to; beautify. 2 put ornaments on; decorate; grace.
3 make greater the splendor or honor of.
[< OF < L, < ad– + ornare ﬁt out] —adornʹer, n. —a·dornʹing·ly, adv.
a·dorn·ment (ә dôrnʹmәnt), n. 1 something that adds beauty; decoration. 2 act
of adorning; ornamentation.
ADP, 1 automatic data processing. 2
adenosinediphosphate,
compound
formed in the muscles.
ad·re·nal (ә drēʹnәl), adj. 1 near or on the
kidney. 2 of or from the adrenal glands.
—n. an adrenal gland. [< L ad– near +
renes kidneys]
adrenal gland, one of the two endocrine
glands above the kidneys; suprarenal
gland.
ad·ren·al·in (ә drenʹәl in), ad·ren·al·ine
(–in; –ēn), n. 1 hormone secreted by
the adrenal glands, which stimulates the
heartbeat, increasing available energy. 2
Adrenalin, Trademark. artiﬁcial adrenalin; epinephrine.
A·dri·at·ic Sea (ā´dri atʹik), arm of the
Mediterranean between Italy and the
Balkan Peninsula.
a·drift (ә driftʹ), adv., adj. 1 drifting. 2 ﬁg.
without direction; at a loss.
a·droit (ә droitʹ), adj. 1 intellectually resourceful; clever; ingenious: an
adroit diplomat. 2 skilled in the use of
the hands or body; skillful: an adroit
climber. [< F à droit rightly < L ad– to +
directus straight] —a·droitʹly, adv. —adroitʹness, n.
ad·sorb (ad sôrbʹ; –zôrbʹ), v. gather (a gas,
liquid, or dissolved substance) in a thin
layer on a solid substance. [< L ad– to +
sorbere suck in] —ad·sorbʹent, adj., n.
ad·sorp·tion (ad sôrpʹshәn; –zôrpʹ–), n.
1 process of adsorbing; condensation
of a gas, liquid, or dissolved substance
on the surface of solids. 2 condition of
being adsorbed. —ad·sorpʹtive, adj.
ad·u·late (ajʹә lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lat·ing.
praise excessively; slavishly ﬂatter.
[< L adulatus] —ad´u·laʹtion, n. —adʹula´tor, n. —adʹu·la·to´ry, adj.
a·dult (ә dultʹ; adʹult), adj. 1 having full
size and strength; grown-up. 2 of or for
adults. 3 for adults only: adult videos.
—n. 1 grown-up person. 2 a full-grown
plant or animal. [< L adultus < ad– to +
alescere grow up] —a·dultʹhood, n. —adultʹly, adv. —a·dultʹness, n.
a·dul·ter·ant (ә dulʹtәr әnt), n. substance
used to adulterate. —adj. adulterating.
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a·dul·ter·ate (ә dulʹtәr āt), v., –at·ed, –ating. make lower in quality or purity by
adding inferior improper, or impure
materials; debase: adulterate milk with
water. [< L adulteratus, ult. < ad– + alter
other, diﬀerent] —a·dul´ter·aʹtion, n.
—a·dulʹter·a´tor, n.
a·dul·ter·er (ә dulʹtәr әr), n. person, esp. a
man, who commits adultery.
a·dul·ter·ess (ә dulʹtәr is; –tris), n. female
who commits adultery.
a·dul·ter·y (ә dulʹtәr i), n., pl. –ter·ies.
voluntary sexual relations of a married
person with any person other than the
lawful mate. —a·dulʹter·ous, adj. —adulʹter·ous-ly, adv.
ad·um·brate (ad umʹbrāt; adʹәm brāt), v.,
–brat·ed, –brat·ing. 1 indicate faintly;
sketch. 2 indicate beforehand; foreshadow. 3 partially conceal; overshadow.
[<L, < ad– + umbra shade] —ad´umbraʹtion, n.
adv., 1 adverb. 2 adverbial. 3 advertisement.
ad va·lo·rem (ad vә lôʹrәm; –lōʹ–),
assessed in proportion to the value esp.
of a tax on merchandise. [< Med.L]
ad·vance (ad vansʹ; -vänsʹ), v. –vanced,
–vanc·ing, n., adj. —v. 1 move forward; progress: the troops advanced.
2 bring forward: advance a theory. 3
make progress; improve: we advance in
understanding. 4 help forward; further:
advance a cause. 5 raise to a higher rank;
promote: advance him from lieutenant
to captain. 6 rise in rank; be promoted:
advance the profession. 7 raise (prices):
advance gas prices. 8 rise in price: the
stock advanced three points. 9 make earlier; hasten: advance the time to meet. 10
move a timepiece ahead: advance clocks
one hour. 11 supply beforehand: advance
funds for expenses. 12 lend (money),
esp. on security: advance a loan. 13
put forward; suggest; oﬀer: advance an
opinion. —n. 1 movement forward. 2 a
step forward; progress. 3 a rise in price;
increase. 4 the furnishing of money or
goods before they are due or as a loan.
5 the money or goods furnished. 6 a
forward position.
advances, approach or oﬀer to another
or others to settle a diﬀerence, to make
an acquaintance, etc.
in advance, a in front; ahead. b ahead of
time. —adj. 1 going before. 2 ahead of
time. [< OF avancier < LL, < L ab– from
+ ante before] —ad·vancʹer, n.
ad·vanced (ad vanstʹ; -vänstʹ), adj. 1 in
front of others; forward. 2 beyond most
others. 3 far along in life; old.
ad·vance·ment (ad vansʹmәnt; –vänsʹ–),
n. 1 movement forward; advance. 2
progress; improvement. 3 promotion.
ad·van·tage (ad vanʹtij; –vänʹ–), n., v.,
–taged, –tag·ing. —n. 1 any favorable
condition, circumstance, or opportunity; means helpful in getting something
desired. 2 better or superior position;
superiority. 3 the result of a better posi-

tion; beneﬁt; gain. 4 the ﬁrst point scored
in a tennis game after deuce. —v. give an
advantage to; help; beneﬁt.
take advantage of, a use to help or beneﬁt oneself. b impose upon.
to advantage, to a good eﬀect; with a
useful eﬀect.
to one’s advantage, to beneﬁt oneself. [<OF, < avant before < LL. See
advance.]
ad·van·ta·geous (ad´vәn tāʹjәs), adj. giving advantage; proﬁtable. —ad´vantaʹgeous·ly, adv. —ad´van·taʹgeousness, n.
ad·vent (adʹvent), n. 1 coming; arrival. 2
Advent, a the season of devotion including the four Sundays before Christmas.
b the birth of Christ. 3 Second Advent,
the coming of Christ at the Last Judgment. [< L, < ad– to + venire come]
Ad·vent·ism (adʹven tiz әm; ad venʹ–), n.
belief that the second coming of Christ
is near at hand. —Adʹvent·ist, n.
ad·ven·ti·tious (ad´ven tishʹәs), adj.
1 coming from outside. 2 Bot., Zool.
appearing in an unusual position
or place. —ad´ven·tiʹtious·ly, adv.
—ad´ven·tiʹtious·ness, n.
ad·ven·tive (ad venʹtiv), adj. Bot., Zool.
introduced into a new environment; not
native, though growing with cultivation.
—n. a nonnative plant or animal.
ad·ven·ture (ad venʹchәr), n., v., –tured,
–tur·ing. —n. 1 an exciting or unusual
experience. 2 a bold undertaking, usually exciting and somewhat dangerous.
3 seeking excitement or danger: spirit
of adventure. 4 business undertaking;
commercial speculation. —v. venture;
dare. [< OF < L. See advent.]
ad·ven·tur·er (ad venʹchәr әr), n. 1 person who seeks or has adventures. 2
soldier who is available for hire to any
army. 3 person who schemes to get
money, social position, etc. 4 speculator.
ad·ven·ture·some (ad venʹchәr sәm), adj.
bold and daring; adventurous.
ad·ven·tur·ess (ad venʹchәr is), n. 1
female who schemes to get money, social
position, etc. 2 female adventurer.
ad·ven·tur·ous (ad venʹchәr әs), adj. 1
fond of adventures; ready to take risks;
daring. 2 full of risk; dangerous. —advenʹtur·ous·ly, adv. —ad·venʹtur·ousness, n.
ad·verb (adʹvėrb), n. word that extends or
limits the meaning of verbs and qualiﬁes adjectives or other adverbs, clauses,
and phrases esp. as to how, when, or
where. Soon, here, very, gladly, and not
are adverbs. Adverbs are freely formed
by the addition of -ly to adjectives and
participles. [< L, < ad– to + verbum
verb] —ad·verʹbi·al, adj. —ad·verʹbial·ly, adv.
ad·ver·sar·y (adʹvәr ser´i), n., pl. –saries. 1 unfriendly opponent; enemy; foe.
2 person or group on the other side in a
contest; opponent; antagonist.

ad·ver·sa·tive (ad vėrʹsә tiv), adj. (of
words, etc.) expressing contrast or
opposition. But and yet are adversative
conjunctions.
ad·verse (ad vėrsʹ; adʹvėrs), adj. 1
unfriendly in purpose; inimical; hostile:
adverse criticism. 2 unfavorable; harmful. 3 acting in a contrary direction;
opposing: adverse winds. 4 opposite in
position. [< L adversus. See advert.]
—ad·verseʹly, adv. —ad·verseʹness, n.
ad·ver·si·ty (ad vėrʹsә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
condition of unhappiness, misfortune,
or distress, esp. ﬁnancial. 2 instance of
misfortune.
ad·vert (ad vėrtʹ), v. direct attention; refer
(to); allude: advert to the need for more
parks. [< L, ad– to + vertere turn]
ad·vert·ent (ad vėrʹtәnt), adj. attentive; heedful. —ad·vertʹence, ad·vertʹency, n.
ad·ver·tise, (adʹvәr tīz; ad´vәr tīzʹ), v.,
–tised, –tis·ing. 1 give public notice of;
publicize: advertise a house for sale. 2
ask by public notice (for): advertise for a
job. 3 make generally known. 4 inform.
5 publicly praise the good qualities of (a
product, etc.) in order to promote sales.
6 issue advertising: it pays to advertise.
7 call attention to (oneself); announce.
[< obs. F advertir < L. See advert.]
—adʹver·tis´er, n.
ad·ver·tise·ment, n. a public notice or
announcement in the media.
ad·ver·tis·ing, (adʹvәr tīz´ing), n. 1 business of preparing, publishing, or circulating advertisements. 2 advertisements.
3 bringing to public notice through
advertisements.
ad·vice (ad vīsʹ) n. opinion about what
should be done; suggestion; counsel.
advices, information; news: ﬁnancial
advices. [< obs. F advis. var. of avis < L
ad– + visum thing seen]
ad·vis·a·ble (ad vīzʹә bәl), adj. to be recommended; wise; sensible. —ad·vis´abilʹi·ty, ad·visʹa·ble·ness, n. —ad·visʹably, adv.
ad·vise (ad vīzʹ), v., –vise, –vis·ing. 1 give
advice to; counsel; caution: advise care.
2 give advice; recommend: I shall act as
you advise. 3 give notice; inform; notify;
acquaint: we were advised of the dangers.
4 talk over plans; consult; confer: he
advised with friends. [< OF aviser < avis
opinion. See advice.]
ad·vised (ad vīzdʹ), adj. 1 planned, considered. 2 informed: kept me advised.
—ad·visʹed·ness, n.
ad·vis·ed·ly (ad vīzʹid li), adv. after careful consideration; deliberately.
ad·vise·ment (ad vīzʹmәnt), n. careful
consideration: take a case under advisement.
ad·vis·er, ad·vi·sor (ad vīzʹәr), n. 1 person who gives advice. 2 teacher who is
appointed to advise students.
ad·vi·so·ry (ad vīʹzә ri), adj. 1 having
power to advise. 2 containing advice.
—n. bulletin or report to advise of
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developments, as of the movement and
direction of a hurricane.
ad·vo·ca·cy (adʹvә kә si), n. 1 speaking in
favor; public recommendation; support.
2 profession of pleading a case in court.
3 the pleading of a case.
ad·vo·cate (v. adʹvә kāt; n. adʹvә kit, –kāt),
v., –cat·ed, –cat·ing, n. —v. speak in
favor of; recommend publicly: he advocates building more schools. —n. 1 person
who pleads or argues for: an advocate of
peace. 2 lawyer who pleads in a law
court. [< L, < ad– to + vocare call] —ad´vo·caʹtion, n. —adʹvo·ca´tor, n.
advt., advertisement.
adz, adze (adz), n. tool somewhat like
an ax but with a blade set across the
end of the handle and curving inward.
[OE adesa]
A.E.F., Allied Expeditionary Forces
(World War II). 2 American Expeditionary Forces.
Ae·ge·an (i jēʹәn), n. arm of the Mediterranean between Greece and Turkey.
—adj. of or in the Aegean.
ae·gis (ēʹjis), n. 1 Gk. Myth. the shield
of Zeus, used also by Athena. 2 protection. 3 patronage. Also, egis. [< L.
< Gk. aigis]
Ae·ne·as (i nēʹәs), n. Class. Legend. Trojan
hero who escaped from Troy and settled
in Italy.
ae·o·li·an harp or lyre (ē ōʹli әn), a boxlike stringed instrument that produces
musical sounds when currents of air
blow across it.
Ae·o·lus (ēʹә lәs), n. Gk. Myth. god of the
winds. —Ae·o·li·an (ē ōʹli әn), adj.
ae·on (ēʹәn; ēʹon), n. eon.
aer·ate (ãrʹāt; ãʹәr āt), v., –at·ed, –at·ing.
1 expose to air. 2 expose to and mix with
air. 3 ﬁll with a gas, esp. carbon dioxide.
4 expose to chemical action with oxygen. [< L aer < Gk., air] —aer·aʹtion, n.
—aerʹa·tor, n.
aer·i·al (adj. ãrʹi әl, ā irʹi әl; n. ãrʹi әl), adj.
1 in the air. 2 of or pertaining to the air.
3 like air; thin and light as air. 4 ideal;
imaginary. 5 growing in the air. 6 relating to aircraft. —n. wire or wires used
in radio, television, or radar for sending
out or receiving electromagnetic waves.
[< L aerius < Gk., aer air] —aerʹi·ally, adv.
aer·i·al·ist (ãrʹi әl ist), n. performer on a
trapeze or high wire; aerial acrobat.
aer·ie, aer·y (ãrʹij irʹi), n., pl. aer·ies. 1
the lofty nest of an eagle or other bird
of prey. 2 young eagles or other birds of
prey. 3 house, castle, etc., built in a high
place. Also, eyrie, eyry. [< Med.L. aeria
< OF < L area area or atrium atrium]
aer·i·fy (ãrʹә fī; ā irʹ–), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing.
1 convert into vapor. 2 aerate. —aer´iﬁ·caʹtion, n.
aer·o (ãrʹō), adj. of or for aircraft.
aero-, combining form. 1 air; of the air.
2 atmosphere; atmospheric. 3 gas; of
gas or gases. 4 of or for aircraft. [< Gk.
aer air]

aer·obe (ãrʹōb; āʹәr ōb), n. any microorganism that requires oxygen to live or
grow. [< NL < Gk. aer air + bios life]
—aer·oʹbic, adj. —aer·oʹbi·cal·ly, adv.
aer·o·brak·ing (ār´ō brāʹking) n. use of
friction to slow or stop a spacecraft.
aer·o·dy·nam·ics (ãr´ō dī namʹiks; –di–),
n. the branch of physics that deals with
the forces exerted by air or other gases
in motion. —aer´o·dy·namʹic, adj.
aer·o·me·chan·ics (ãr´ō mә kanʹiks), n.
science of the motion and equilibrium
of air and other gases; aerodynamics
and aerostatics. —aer´o·me·chanʹic,
aer´o·me·chanʹi·cal, adj.
aer·o·naut (ãrʹә nôt), n. 1 pilot of an
aircraft or balloon; balloonist. 2 person
who travels in an airship or balloon.
[< F, < Gk. aer air + nautes sailor]
aer·o·nau·tics (ãr´ә nôʹtiks), n. science
or art having to do with the design,
manufacture, and operation of aircraft.
—aer´o·nauʹtic, aer´o·nauʹti·cal, adj.
—aer´o·nauʹti·cal·ly, adv.
aer·o·plane (ãrʹә plān), n. Esp. Brit. airplane.
aer·o·sol (ārʹә sol), n. ﬁne particles of a
liquid or solid suspended in a gas: Fog is
an aerolsol; an aerosol spray.
aer·o·space (ãrʹә spās), n. 1 science, technology, and industry dealing with the
ﬂight of rockets, missiles, vehicles, etc.,
through the atmosphere or through
space: studies in aerospace. 2 earth’s
envelope of air and the space enclosing it.
aer·o·stat (ãrʹә stat), n. any lighter-thanair aircraft, as a balloon or dirigible.
[< aero– + Gk. statos standing]
aer·o·stat·ics (ãr´ә statʹiks), n. branch of
physics that deals with the equilibrium
of air and other gases, and with the equilibrium of solid objects ﬂoating in air
and other gases. —aer´o·statʹic, aer´ostatʹi·cal, adj.
Aes·chy·lus (esʹkә lәs), n. 525–456 b.c.,
Greek tragic poet and dramatist.
Ae·sop (ēʹsәp; ēʹsop), n. 620?–650? b.c.,
Greek writer of fables. —Ae·soʹpi·an,
adj.
aes·thete (esʹthēt), n. 1 person who pretends to care a great deal about beauty.
2 person who is sensitive to or loves
beauty. Also, esthete. [< Gk. aisthetes
one who perceives]
aes·thet·ic (es thetʹik), adj. 1 Also, aesthetʹi·cal. having to do with the beautiful, as distinguished from the useful,
scientiﬁc, etc. 2 (of persons) sensitive
to beauty. 3 (of things) pleasing; artistic. —n. aesthetic philosophy or point
of view. Also, esthetic. —aes·thetʹi·cally, adv.
aes·thet·ics (es thetʹiks), n. study of
beauty in art and nature; philosophy
of beauty; theory of the ﬁne arts. Also,
esthetics. —aes·thetʹi·cism, n.
aet., aetat., at the age of.
ae·ther (ēʹthәr), n. ether.
ae·the·re·al (i thirʹi әl), adj. ethereal.

ae·ti·ol·o·gy (ē´ti olʹә ji), n. etiology.
—ae´ti·o·logʹi·cal, adj.
Aet·na (etʹnә), n. Mount. See Etna,
Mount.
AF, 1 Air Force. 2 Anglo-French.
A.F., af., Physics, Electronics. audio frequency.
a·far (ә färʹ), adv. 1 from a distance: see
from afar. 2 far away: stand afar oﬀ.
a·feard, a·feared (ә ﬁrdʹ), adj. Archaic
frightened; afraid.
af·fa·ble (afʹә bәl), adj. 1 easy to speak
to or approach; courteous, friendly, and
pleasant. 2 gracious; mild; benign. [< F
< L aﬀabilis easy to speak to < ad–
to + fari speak] —af´fa·bilʹi·ty, afʹfable·ness, n. —afʹfa·bly, adv.
af·fair (ә fãrʹ), n. 1 anything done or to
be done; activity. 2 aﬀairs, matters of
interest, esp. business matters. 3 particular action or event (referred to in
vague terms); happening: a jolly aﬀair. 4
private concern: that’s my aﬀair. 5 thing:
this machine is a complicated aﬀair. 6
romance; love aﬀair. [< OF a faire to do
< L ad– to + facere do]
af·fect1 (ә fektʹ), v. 1 have an eﬀect on;
inﬂuence, esp. injuriously: disease aﬀects
the body. 2 stir the emotions of; touch.
[< L aﬀectus < ad– to + facere do] aﬀect,
eﬀect. Aﬀect is nearly always a verb,
meaning “to inﬂuence”; this will aﬀect
the lives of thousands. Eﬀect is most
commonly a noun, meaning “result”:
long-lasting eﬀects of the storm. Eﬀect is
also a verb in formal English, meaning
to “bring about”: the change was eﬀected
peaceably.
af·fect2 (ә fektʹ), v. 1 pretend to have or
feel; feign; simulate: aﬀect ignorance.
2 assume, use, or frequent by preference: he aﬀects carelessness in dress. 3
seem to be fond of; like: she aﬀects anything antique. 4 (of animals and plants)
inhabit naturally. [ < F < L aﬀectare
strive for < ad– to + facere do] —affectʹer, n.
af·fec·ta·tion (af´ek tāʹshәn; –ik–), n. 1
behavior that is not natural; peculiarity.
2 outward appearance; pretense.
af·fect·ed1 (ә fekʹtid), adj. 1 inﬂuenced.
2 inﬂuenced injuriously. 3 moved emotionally.
af·fect·ed2 (ә fekʹtid), adj. 1 put on for
eﬀect; not natural; artiﬁcial. 2 behaving,
speaking, writing, etc., unnaturally for
eﬀect. —af·fectʹed·ly, adv. —af·fectʹedness, n.
af·fect·ing (ә fekʹting), adj. stirring the
emotions —af·fectʹing·ly, adv.
af·fec·tion (ә fekʹshәn), n. 1 friendly feeling; fondness; tenderness; love. 2. feeling; inclination. 3 disease; unhealthy
condition.
af·fec·tion·ate (ә fekʹshәn it), adj. 1 having aﬀection; devoted; tender. 2 showing
aﬀection. —af·fecʹtion·ate·ly, adv. —affecʹtion·ate·ness, n.
af·fec·tive (ә fekʹtiv), adj. of the feelings;
emotional.

afterimage
af·fer·ent (afʹәr әnt), adj. (of nerves or
blood vessels) carrying inward to a central organ or point. [ < L, < ad– to +
ferre bring]
af·ﬁ·ance (ә fīʹәns), v., –anced, –ancing. pledge solemnly, esp. in marriage;
engage; betroth. [< OF aﬁancer ult.
< L ad- to + ﬁdus faithful] —af·ﬁʹanced,
adj.
af·ﬁ·da·vit (af´ә dāʹvit), n. statement
written down and sworn to be true. An
aﬃdavit is usually made before a judge
or notary public. [ < Med.L, he has
stated on oath]
af·ﬁl·i·ate (v. ә ﬁlʹi āt; n. ә ﬁlʹi it, -āt),
v. –at·ed, –at·ing, v., n. —v. 1 connect
in close association: aﬃliated clubs. 2
associate oneself (with): aﬃliate with a
political party. 3 bring into relationship;
adopt. —n. organization or group associated with other similar bodies. [< LL, <
L ad– + ﬁlius son]
af·ﬁl·i·a·tion (ә ﬁl´i āʹshәn), n. association; relation.
af·ﬁn·i·ty (ә ﬁnʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 natural attraction to a person or liking for a
thing: an aﬃnity for dancing. 2 relation;
connection. 3 relationship by marriage.
4 person to whom one is especially
attracted. 5 resemblance; likeness. 6 force
that attracts certain chemical elements
to others and keeps them combined.
[< F < L, < ad– on + ﬁnis boundary]
af·ﬁrm (ә fėrmʹ), v. 1 declare to be true;
assert. 2 conﬁrm; ratify: the higher court
aﬃrmed the lower court’s decision. 3
declare solemnly, but without taking an
oath. [< OF < L, < ad– + ﬁrmus strong]
—af·ﬁrmʹa·ble, adj. —af·ﬁrmʹa·bly,
adv. —af·ﬁrmʹer, n.
af·ﬁr·ma·tion (af´әr māʹshәn), n. 1 a positive statement; assertion. 2 solemn declaration, equivalent to taking an oath,
made by a person whose conscience
forbids his taking an oath. 3 act of
conﬁrming.
af·ﬁrm·a·tive (ә fėrʹmә tiv), adj. asserting
that a statement is a fact. —n. 1 word
or statement that gives assent or agrees.
2 the aﬃrmative, the side arguing in
favor of a question being debated. —afﬁrmʹa·tive·ly, adv.
aﬃrmative action, plan or program
designed to improve employment or
educational opportunities for women
or minorities.
af·ﬁx (v. ә ﬁksʹ; n. afʹiks), v. 1 make ﬁrm
or ﬁx (one thing to or on another); fasten. 2 add at the end. 3 make an impression of (a seal, etc.). 4 connect with;
attach: aﬃx blame. —n. 1 thing aﬃxed.
2 a preﬁx, suﬃx, or inﬁx. Un– and
–ly are aﬃxes. [< Med.L aﬃxare, ult.
< L ad– to + ﬁgere ﬁx] —af·ﬁxʹer, n.
af·ﬂa·tus (ә ﬂāʹtәs), n. inspiration, esp.
divinely imparted. [< L, < ad– on +
ﬂare blow]
af·ﬂict (ә ﬂiktʹ), v. cause pain to; trouble
greatly; distress; torment. [< L aﬄictus
< ad– upon + ﬂigere dash] —af·ﬂictʹer, n.

af·ﬂic·tion (ә ﬂikʹshәn), n. 1 state of
pain or distress; misery; wretchedness.
2 cause of pain, trouble, or distress;
misfortune.
af·ﬂu·ence (afʹlu̇ әns), n. 1 wealth. 2
abundant supply; profusion. [ < F < L,
< ad– to + ﬂuere ﬂow]
af·ﬂu·ent (afʹlu̇ әnt), adj. 1 very wealthy. 2
abundant; plentiful. —n. stream ﬂowing
into a larger stream, river, etc. —afʹﬂuent·ly, adv.
af·ford (ә fôrdʹ; ә fōrdʹ), v. 1 spare the
money for: we can’t aﬀord a new car. 2
spare: can you aﬀord the time? 3 manage;
bear: I can’t aﬀord to take the chance.
4 yield or give as an eﬀect or a result;
provide: reading aﬀords pleasure. 5 furnish from natural resources; yield: some
trees aﬀord resin. [OE geforthian further,
accomplish] —af·fordʹa·ble, adj.
af·fray (ә frāʹ), n. a noisy quarrel; ﬁght
in public; brawl. [< OF aﬀrei, ult. < L
ex– out of + unrecorded Frankish frithu
peace]
af·front (ә fruntʹ), n. 1 a word or act
expressing openly intentional disrespect;
insult. 2 a slight or injury to one’s dignity.
—v. 1 insult openly; oﬀend purposely. 2
confront. [< OF < VL < L ad frontem on
the forehead] —af·frontʹer, n.
Af·ghan (afʹgәn; –gan), n. 1 native or
person living in Afghanistan. 2 afghan,
blanket or shawl often made of knitted
or crocheted wool. —adj. of Afghanistan
or its people.
Af·ghan·i·stan (af ganʹә stan), n. country
in SW Asia.
a·ﬁ·cio·na·do (ә fē´syә näʹdō), n., pl.
–dos. 1 person who is very enthusiastic
about anything; enthusiast; devotee. 2
person who takes a very great interest in
bullﬁghting, but who is not a bullﬁghter.
[< Sp., lit., fond of < aﬁción aﬀection < L
aﬀectio < aﬀectus, pp. See affect2.]
a·ﬁeld (ә fēldʹ), adv. 1 on or in the ﬁeld; to
the ﬁeld. 2 away from home; away. 3 out
of the way; astray.
a·ﬁre (ә fīrʹ), adv., adj. on ﬁre; burning.
a·ﬂame (ә ﬂāmʹ), adv., adj. 1 on ﬁre. 2
excited; eager; enthusiastic.
AFL-CIO or A.F.L.-C.I.O. union formed
by the merger of the American Federation of Labor and the Congress of
Industrial Organizations.
a·ﬂoat (ә ﬂōtʹ), adv., adj. 1 ﬂoating. 2 on
shipboard; at sea. 3 adrift. 4 ﬂooded.
5 going around: rumors of an outbreak
were aﬂoat. 6 in operation, esp. business,
ﬁnancially secure.
a·ﬂut·ter (ә ﬂutʹәr), adv., adj. ﬂuttering.
a·foot (ә fu̇tʹ), adv., adj. 1 on foot; walking. 2 going on; in progress: mischief
afoot.
a·fore (ә fôrʹ; ә fōrʹ), adv., prep., conj.
before.
a·fore·men·tioned (ә fôrʹmen´shәnd;
ә fōrʹ–), adj. spoken of before; mentioned above.
a·fore·said (ә fôrʹsed´; ә fōrʹ–), adj. spoken of before; mentioned above.
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a·fore·thought (ә fôrʹthôt´; ә fōrʹ–), adj.
thought of beforehand; deliberately
planned.
a for·ti·o·ri (ā fôr´shi ôʹrī; –ōʹ–; –ri), Latin.
for a still stronger reason; all the more.
a·foul (ә foulʹ), adv., adj. in a tangle, in
collision; entangled.
run afoul of, get into diﬃculties with.
Afr., 1 Africa. 2 African.
a·fraid (ә frādʹ), adj. feeling fear; frightened. [orig. pp. of archaic v. aﬀray
frighten]
af·reet, af·rit (afʹrēt; ә frētʹ), n. in Arabian
myths, a powerful evil demon or giant.
[< Ar. ‘ifrīt]
a·fresh (ә freshʹ), adv. once more; again.
Af·ri·ca (afʹrә kә), n. continent south of
Europe; the second largest continent.
Af·ri·can (afʹrә kәn), adj. 1 of or from
Africa. 2 of or belonging to the people
of Africa. —n. 1 a native of Africa. 2
a black.
African-American (afʹrә kәn ә merʹә kәn) n., adj. —n. American black;
Afro-American. —adj. of or pertaining
to American blacks.
Af·ri·kaans (af´rә känsʹ; –känzʹ), n. variety of Dutch spoken in South Africa;
South African Dutch.
Af·ri·kan·er (af´rә kanʹәr), n. person
born in South Africa, usually of Dutch
or Huguenot descent.
Afro-American (af´rō ә mәrʹә kәn), n.,
adj. African-American.
aft (aft; äft), adv. at, near, or toward the
stern of a boat, aircraft, etc.; abaft. [OE
œftan from behind]
af·ter (afʹtәr; äfʹ–), prep. 1 behind in
place: in line one after another. 2 in
search of: run after him. 3 later in time
than: after supper. 4 because of: after the
selﬁsh way she acted, who could like her?
5 lower in rank or importance: a captain
comes after a general. —adv. 1 behind:
follow after. 2 later: three hours after.
—adj. 1 later; subsequent: in after years
he regretted the mistakes of his boyhood.
2 nearer or toward the stern of a boat,
aircraft, etc.: after sails. —conj. later than
the time that: after he goes, we shall eat.
[OE œfter more to the rear, later]
af·ter·birth (afʹtәr bėrth´; äfʹ–), n. 1 placenta and membranes expelled from the
uterus after birth.
af·ter·burn·er (afʹtәr bėr´nәr; äfʹ–), n. (in
the engine of a jet plane) a device which
supplies additional fuel to the exhaust
and reignites it to increase the thrust of
the plane.
af·ter·deck (afʹtәr dek´; äfʹ–), n. deck
toward or at the stern of a ship.
af·ter·ef·fect (afʹtәr i fekt´; äfʹ–), n. result
or eﬀect that follows later.
af·ter·glow (afʹtәr glō´; äfʹ–), n. 1 glow after
something bright has gone. 2 glow in the
sky after sunset. 3 intense feeling of pleasure that remains after an experience.
af·ter·im·age (afʹtәr im´ij; äfʹ–), n. visual
sensation that persists or recurs after the
stimulus that caused it is gone.
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af·ter·math (afʹtәr math; äfʹ–), n. result;
consequence. [< after + dial. math a
mowing]
af·ter·most (afʹtәr mōst; äfʹ–), adj. 1
nearest the stern of a boat, aircraft, etc.
2 hindmost; last.
af·ter·noon (n. af´tәr nünʹ, äf´–; adj. afʹtәr nün´, äfʹ–), n. the part of the day
between noon and evening. —adj. of, in,
or suitable for the afternoon.
af·ter·thought (afʹtәr thôt´; äfʹ–), n. 1
thought that comes after the time when
it could have been used. 2 later thought
or explanation.
af·ter·ward (afʹtәr wәrd; äfʹ–), af·terwards (–wәrdz), adv. later.
Ag, silver.
A.G., 1 Adjutant General. 2 Attorney
General.
a·gain (ә genʹ; esp. Brit., ә gānʹ), adv. 1
once more; another time: try again. 2
moreover; besides: again, I must say.
again and again, often; frequently.
as much again, twice as much. [OE
ongegn < on– on + gegn direct]
a·gainst (ә genstʹ; esp. Brit. ә gānstʹ), prep.
1 in opposition to: against reason. 2
in preparation for: against a rainy day.
[See again]
Ag·a·mem·non (ag´ә memʹnon; –nәn),
n. Gk. Legend. king of Mycenae and
leader of the Greeks in the Trojan War.
A·ga·ña (ä gänʹyә), n. capital of Guam.
a·gape (ә gāpʹ; ә gapʹ), adv., adj. with
the mouth wide open in wonder or
surprise.
a·gar (äʹgәr; agʹәr), n. a gelatinlike extract
obtained from certain seaweeds, used in
making cultures for bacteria, fungi, etc.
[< Malay]
a·gar·a·gar (ä´gәr äʹgәr; agʹәr agʹәr), n.
agar.
ag·a·ric (agʹә rik; ә garʹik), n. any of several fungi, including mushrooms and
toadstools. [< L < Gk., < Agaria, place
name]
ag·ate (agʹit), n. a variety of quartz with
variously colored stripes or clouded colors. [< F < L < Gk. achates] —agʹatelike´, adj.
a·ga·ve (ә gāʹvē), n. any of several North
American desert plants, including the
century plant, sisal, etc. Soap, alcoholic
drinks, and rope are made from some
kinds of agave. [< NL < Gk. Agaue, fem.
proper name, noble]
age (āj), n., v., aged, ag·ing or age·ing.
—n. 1 length of life: he died at the age
of eighty. 2 a period in life: middle age.
3 a period of history: the golden age. 4 a
long time: I haven’t seen you for an age.
—v. 1 grow old: he aged rapidly. 2 make
old: age with makeup. 3 make mature:
age wine.
of age, 18 or 21 years old, and having
full legal rights.
come of age, reach legal adulthood. [< OF
aage < VL aetaticum < L aetas age]
–age, suﬃx. 1 act of, as in breakage. 2
collection of; group of, as in baggage.

3 condition of; rank of, as in peerage. 4
cost of, as in postage. 5 home of, as in
orphanage. [< OF < L –aticum < Gk.]
a·ged (āʹjid for 1 and 3; ājd for 2), adj. 1
having lived a long time; old. 2 of the age
of. 3 characteristic of old age. —aʹgedly, adv.
age·ism (āʹjiz әm) n. discrimination
against older people. —ageʹist, n.
age·less (ājʹlis), adj. never growing old,
out of date, or coming to an end.
age·long (ājʹlôngʹ; -longʹ), adj. lasting a
long time.
a·gen·cy (āʹjәn si), n., pl. –cies. 1 person
or company that has the authority to act
for another. 2 oﬃce of such a person or
company. 3 department of government.
4 organization or bureau that provides
a public service: adoption agencies. 5
means of producing an eﬀect; action.
a·gen·da (ә jenʹdә), n. pl., sing. –dum
(–dәm). 1 things to be done. 2 list of
items of business to be considered, as at
a meeting. [< L, things to be done]
a·gent (āʹjәnt), n. 1 person or company that has the authority to act for
another; representative; intermediary.
2 law enforcement oﬃcer or member
of the secret service. 3 active power or
cause that produces an eﬀect. 4 means;
instrument: a drying agent. 5 traveling
salesman. 6 substance that is capable
of causing a chemical reaction. [< L,
< agere do] —a·genʹtial, adj.
age-old (ājʹōld´), adj. very old; ancient.
ag·er·a·tum (aj´әr āʹtәm; ә jerʹә–), n. any
of several plants of the aster family with
small, dense ﬂower heads, usually blue.
[< NL < Gk., < a– without + geras old age]
ag·glom·er·ate (v. ә glomʹәr āt; n., adj.
ә glomʹәr it, –āt), v., –at·ed, –at·ing, n.,
adj. —v. gather together in a mass. —n.
mass; collection; cluster. —adj. 1 packed
together in a mass. 2 volcanic rock
formed by heat. [< L, < ad– + glomus
ball] —ag·glomʹer·a´tive, adj.
ag·glom·er·a·tion (ә glom´әr āʹshәn), n.
1 mass of things gathered together. 2
agglomerated condition. 3 an agglomerating.
ag·glu·ti·nate (v. ә glüʹtә nāt; adj. ә glüʹtә nit, –nāt), v., –nat·ed, –nat·ing, adj.
—v. 1 stick or join together, as with glue.
2 form (words) by joining words, or
words and aﬃxes. —adj. stuck together
or joined: “never-to-be-forgotten” is an
agglutinate word. [< L, < ad– to + gluten glue] —ag·glu´ti·naʹtion, n. —agglu´ti·na´tive, adj.
ag·glu·ti·nin (ә glütʹin әn), n. antibody
that causes bacteria or blood cells to
agglutinate.
ag·gran·dize (ә granʹdīz; agʹrәn dīz), v.,
–dized, –diz·ing. increase, as in power,
wealth, rank, etc.; make greater. [< F
agrandir, ult, < L ad– + grandis great]
—ag·granʹdize·ment, n. —ag·granʹdizer, n.
ag·gra·vate (agʹrә vāt), v., –vat·ed, –vating, 1 make worse or more severe;

intensify; increase. 2 annoy; irritate;
provoke. [< L. < ad– on, to + gravis
heavy. Doublet of aggrieve.] —agʹgravat´ing, adj. —agʹgra·vat´ing·ly, adv.
—ag´gra·vaʹtion, n. —agʹgra·va´tively, adv. —agʹgra·va´tor, n.
ag·gre·gate (v. agʹrә gāt; n., adj. agʹrә git,
–gāt), v., –gat·ed, –gat·ing, n., adj. —v.
1 gather into a mass or group; collect;
unite. 2 amount to. —n. 1 mass of separate things joined together; collection. 2
whole amount; total. —adj. 1 gathered
together in one mass or group. 2 total.
[< L aggregatus < ad– + grex ﬂock]
in the aggregate, together; as a whole.
—agʹgre·ga´tive, adj.
aggregate fruit, fruit made up of clusters
of ripened ovaries, as the blackberry or
raspberry.
ag·gre·ga·tion (agʹrә gāʹshәn), n. collection of separate things into one mass
or whole.
ag·gres·sion (ә greshʹәn), n. 1 ﬁrst step
in an attack or quarrel; an unprovoked
attack. 2 practice of making assaults or
attacks. 3 hostility toward others. [< L
aggressio < ad– to + gradi to step]
ag·gres·sive (ә gresʹiv), adj. 1 beginning
an attack or quarrel. 2 having the quality
of aggression. 3 active; energetic. 4 too
conﬁdent or assertive; pushy. —ag·gresʹsive·ly, adv. —ag·gresʹsive·ness, n.
ag·gres·sor (ә gresʹәr), n. one that begins
an attack or quarrel, esp. a country.
ag·grieved (ә grēvdʹ), adj. 1 injured;
wronged. 2 troubled; shocked. [< OF
agrever < L. Doublet of aggravate.]
a·ghast (ә gastʹ; ә gästʹ), adj. ﬁlled with
horror; terriﬁed. [pp. of obs. agast terrify; akin to ghost]
ag·ile (ajʹәl), adj. 1 moving quickly and
easily; active; lively; nimble. 2 mentally
quick or inventive. [< L agilis < agere
move] —agʹile·ly, adv. —agʹile·ness, n.
a·gil·i·ty (ә jilʹә ti), n. 1 ability to move
quickly and easily; nimbleness. 2 ability
to think nimbly.
ag·i·tate (ajʹә tāt), v., –tat·ed, –tat·ing. 1
move or shake violently. 2 disturb; excite
feelings or thoughts. 3 argue about; discuss vigorously. 4 keep arguing and discussing to arouse public interest: agitate
for a shorter working day. [< L agitatus
< agere drive, move] —agʹi·tat´edly, adv.
ag·i·ta·tion (aj´ә tāʹshәn), n. 1 a violent
moving or shaking. 2 disturbed, upset,
or troubled state. 3 argument or discussion to arouse public interest; debate.
ag·i·ta·tor (ajʹә tā´tәr), n. 1 person who
stirs discontent among others, esp. for a
cause. 2 device for shaking or stirring.
a·glow (ә glōʹ), adv., adj. glowing.
ag·nos·tic (ag nosʹtik), n. person who
believes that nothing is known or can
be known about the existence of God or
about things outside of human experience. —adj. of agnostics or their beliefs.
[< Gk., < a– not + gnostos (to be)
known] —ag·nosʹti·cal·ly, adv.
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ag·nos·ti·cism (ag nosʹtә siz әm), n.
the belief or intellectual attitude of
agnostics.
a·go (ә gōʹ), adj. gone by; past (always
after the noun): a year ago. —adv. in
the past: he went long ago. [OE āgān
gone by]
a·gog (ә gogʹ), adj. eager, curious; excited.
—adv. with eagerness, curiosity, or
excitement. [? < F en gogues in happy
mood]
a·gon·ic (ā gonʹik; ә gonʹ–), adj. not
forming an angle. [< Gk., < a– without
+ gonia angle]
ag·o·nize (agʹә nīz), v., –nized, –niz·ing.
1 feel very great pain. 2 pain very much;
torture. 3 strive painfully; struggle.
—agʹo·niz´ing, adj. —agʹo·niz´ing·ly,
adv.
ag·o·ny (agʹә ni), n., pl. –nies. 1 great pain
or suﬀering; anguish; torment. 2 intense
mental suﬀering. 3 the struggle often
preceding death. [< LL < Gk. agonia
struggle]
ag·o·ra (agʹә rә), n., pl. –rae (–rē). market
place in an ancient Greek city. [< Gk.]
ag·o·ra·pho·bi·a (ag´ә rә fōʹbi ә), n. irrational fear of open spaces.
a·gou·ti (ә güʹti), n., pl. –tis, –ties. a
rodent of tropical America related to
the guinea pig, but having longer legs.
[< F < Sp. < native Indian name]
A·gra (äʹgrә), n. city in N India; site of
the Taj Mahal.
a·grar·i·an (ә grãrʹi әn), adj. 1 having to
do with land, its use, or its ownership.
2 for the support and advancement of
the interests of farmers. 3 agricultural.
—n. person who favors a redistribution
of land. [< L agrarius < ager ﬁeld] —agrarʹi·an·ism, n.
a·gree (ә grēʹ), v. a·greed, a·gree·ing. 1
have the same opinion or opinions: I
agree with you. 2 be in harmony; correspond (with); match; coincide (with):
your story agrees with mine. 3 get along
well together. 4 consent (to): he agreed to
accompany us. 5 come to an understanding, esp. in settling a dispute. 6 have a
good eﬀect on; suit (with): this food does
not agree with me. 7 Gram. have the
same number, case, gender, person, etc.
(with): that verb agrees with its subject.
[< OF, < a gre to (one’s) liking < L ad– to
+ gratus pleasing]
a·gree·a·ble (ә grēʹә bәl), adj. 1 to one’s
liking; pleasing: agreeable manners. 2
ready to agree; willing to agree: agreeable to a suggestion. 3 in agreement; suitable (to): music agreeable to the occasion.
—a·gree´a·bilʹi·ty, a·greeʹa·ble·ness, n.
—a·greeʹa·bly, adv.
a·greed (ә grēdʹ), adj. 1 ﬁxed by common
consent. 2 of like mind; agreeing.
a·gree·ment (ә grēʹmәnt), n. 1 consent. 2
sameness of opinion. 3 harmony: corresponence. 4 an agreeing; an understanding reached by two or more nations,
persons, or groups of persons among
themselves. 5 document that sets forth

an understanding. 6 Gram. correspondence of words with respect to number,
case, gender, person, etc.
ag·ri·busi·ness (agʹrә biz´ness), n. business of producing agricultural products.
[blend of agriculture + business]
ag·ri·cul·tur·al (ag´rә kulʹchәr әl), adj. 1
having to do with farming; of agriculture. 2 promoting the interests or the
study of agriculture. —agʹri·culʹtur·ally, adv.
ag·ri·cul·tur·al·ist (ag´rә kulʹchәr әl ist),
n. agriculturist.
ag·ri·cul·ture (agʹrә kul´chәr), n. farming; the raising of crops and livestock;
science or art of cultivating the ground.
[< L, < ager ﬁeld + cultura cultivation]
ag·ri·cul·tur·ist (ag´rә kulʹchәr ist), n. 1
farmer. 2 an expert in farming.
ag·ri·mo·ny (agʹrә mō´ni), n., pl. –nies.
plant with slender stalks of feathery
leaves and yellow ﬂowers, whose roots
are used as an astringent. [< L < Gk.
argemone]
ag·ro–, combining form. 1 ﬁeld; soil: agrochemical. 2 agriculture: agroclimatology.
3 agricultural plus ——: agro-industrial.
ag·ro·bi·ol·ogy (ag´ro bı̄ olʹәjē), n. study
of plant nutrition and soil composition.
—ag´ro·bi´o·logʹi·cal, adj. —ag´robi´o·logʹi·cal·ly, adv. —ag´ro·bi·olʹogist, n.
a·gron·o·my (ә gronʹә mi), n. study of
crop production and farm management; husbandry. [< Gk., < agros land
+ nemein manage] —ag´ro·nomʹic,
—ag´ro·nomʹi·cal, adj. —a·gronʹomist, n.
a·ground (ә groundʹ), adv., adj. on the
ground; on the bottom in shallow water.
agt., agent.
a·gue (āʹgū), n. 1 malarial fever characterized by intermittent incidents of sweating and shivering. 2 ﬁt of shivering; chill.
[< OF < L acuta (febris) severe (fever)]
—aʹgu·ish, adj.
ah (ä), interj. exclamation of pain, surprise, pity, joy, etc.
a·ha (ä häʹ), interj. exclamation of triumph, satisfaction, surprise, etc.
A·hab (āʹhab), n. in the Bible, king of
Israel who was led into idolatry by his
wife Jezebel.
a·head (ә hedʹ), adv. 1 in front; before:
walk ahead of me. 2 forward; onward: go
ahead with this work. 3 in an advanced
or successful position or state. 4 in
advance: ahead of his times.
be ahead, be to the good.
get ahead, succeed.
get ahead of, surpass.
a·hem (ә hemʹ). interj. sound made to
attract attention, express doubt, gain
time, etc.
a·hold (ә hōldʹ), n. get ahold of, obtain.
–aholic, combining form. compulsively
addicted to: workaholic; chocaholic.
[taken from alcoholic]
a·hoy (ә hoiʹ), interj. a call used by sailors
to hail persons at a distance.

ai (ī), n., pl, ais (īz). a three-toed sloth of
South America.
AI, artiﬁcial intelligence.
aid (ād), v. 1 give support to; help; assist:
aid ﬂood victims. 2 help to accomplish or
achieve something: exercise aids recovery. —n. 1 help; support. 2 helper; assistant. 3 U.S. aide-de-camp. [< OF aidier
< L, < ad– to + juvare help] —aidʹer, n.
—aidʹless, adj.
aid-de-camp (ādʹdә kampʹ), n., pl. aidsde-camp. U.S. an aide-de-camp.
aide (ād), n. 1 assistant, especially to a
person of high rank. 2 aide-de-camp.
aide-de-camp (ādʹdә kampʹ), n., pl.
aides-de-camp. army or navy oﬃcer
who acts as an assistant to a superior
oﬃcer. [< F]
AIDS (ādz), n. acquired immunodeﬁcency syndrome, a disease that attacks
and suppresses the body’s immune system and leaves it vulnerable to other
infections or disease.
ai·grette (āʹgret; ā gretʹ), n. 1 tuft of feathers worn as an ornament on the head.
2 anything shaped or used like this. 3
egret. [< F. See egret.]
ai·ki·do (ī kēʹdō), n. Japanese method of
self-defense without weapons.
ail (āl), v. 1 be the matter with; trouble:
what ails the man? 2 be ill; feel sick: he is
ailing. [OE eglan]
ai·lan·thus (ā lanʹthәs), n. an Asiatic tree
with many leaﬂets and clusters of small,
bad-smelling, greenish ﬂowers. [< NL
< Amboinan (language of Amboina in
the Dutch East Indies) aylanto tree of
heaven; form inﬂ. by Gk. anthos ﬂower]
ai·ler·on (āʹlәr on), n. a movable part of
an airplane wing, usually part of the
trailing edge, used primarily to maintain
lateral balance while ﬂying. [< F, dim. of
aile < L ala wing]
ail·ment (ālʹmәnt), n. a slight sickness.
AIM, American Indian Movement.
aim (ām), v. 1 point or direct (a gun,
blow, etc.) in order to hit a target: aim a
gun. 2 direct one’s eﬀorts: man aims at
happiness. 3 intend: I aim to go. 4 try: he
aims to be helpful. —n. 1 act of aiming.
2 direction aimed in; line of sighting. 3
mark aimed at; target. 4 purpose; intention; intent; object. [< OF esmer < L
aestimare appraise, and OF aesmer < VL
adaestimare] —aimʹer, n.
aim·less (āmʹlis), adj. without purpose.
—aimʹless·ly, adv. —aimʹless·ness, n.
ain’t (ānt), Dial. contraction of the
phrases: a am not. b are not; is not. c
have not; has not. ➔ Ain’t is not acceptable in formal English.
Ai·nu (īʹnü), n. 1 member of an aboriginal, light-skinned race in N Japan, now
becoming extinct. 2 the language of
these people.
air (ãr), n. 1 the mixture of gases that
surrounds the earth; atmosphere. 2 a
light wind; breeze. 3 melody; tune. 4
public mention: he gave air to his feelings. 5 general character or appearance
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of anything: an air of mystery; an air of
importance.
—v. 1 put out in the air: air clothes. 2
make known; mention publicly: do not
air your troubles. —adj. 1 conducting
or supplying air: air duct. 2 using or
worked by compressed air: air drill. 3
done by means of aircraft: air photography.
airs, unnatural or aﬀected manners: put
on airs to impress us.
by air, on an airplane or airline.
clear the air, express views, emotions,
etc. to reduce tension or misunderstanding.
in the air, a going around: wild rumors
were in the air. b uncertain.
on the air, broadcasting.
up in the air, a uncertain. b very angry
or excited. [< OF < L < Gk. aer]
air bag, bag that ﬁlls with air automatically to protect passengers in an automobile from serious injury in a collision.
air base, headquarters and airport for
military aircraft.
air bladder, sac in most ﬁshes and various animals and plants, ﬁlled with air.
air boat, small boat with a ﬂat bottom
and driven by a large propeller fastened
above the back of the boat, esp. for use
in shallow water.
air-borne (ãrʹbôrn´; –bōrn´), adj. 1 carried in aircraft or gliders. 2 carried by
air.
air brake, brake operated by a piston or
pistons worked by compressed air.
air·brush, n. device operated by compressed air that is used to spray paint on
a surface. —v. to use an airbrush.
air·burst (ãrʹbėrst´), n. exploding of a
bomb in the air.
air castle, daydream.
air chamber, any compartment ﬁlled with
air, esp. one in a hydraulic engine.
air coach, 1 low-cost class of air travel. 2
aircraft with low passenger rates.
air-con·di·tion (ãrʹkәn dish´әn), v. 1 supply with the equipment for air conditioning. 2 treat (air) by means of air
conditioning.
air-con·di·tioned (ãrʹkәn dish´әnd), adj.
having air conditioning.
air conditioner, a machine for air-conditioning buildings, rooms, trains, etc.
air conditioning, a means of treating
air in buildings to regulate its humidity and temperature and to free it from
dust, etc.
air-cool (ãrʹkül´), v. 1 remove heat produced in a motor by blowing air on it.
2 remove heat in a room by blowing
cool air in. —airʹ-cooled´, adj. —airʹcool´er, n.
air·craft (ãrʹkraft´; -kräft´), n., pl. –craft.
1 machine for air navigation that is supported in air by buoyancy (such as a balloon) or by dynamic action (such as an
airplane). 2 such machines collectively
or as a class.

aircraft carrier, warship designed as a
base for aircraft.
air·crew (ãrʹ krü´), n. group that ﬂies an
aircraft.
air·drome (ãrʹdrōm´), n. airport. Also,
Brit. aerodrome. [< air- + Gk. dromos
race course]
air drop, delivery of food, supplies, etc.,
from aircraft, esp. as relief to victims
of a disaster or to supply troops, etc.
—airʹdrop´, v.
Aire·dale (ãrʹdāl), n. large terrier having a
wiry brown or tan coat with dark markings. [< Airedale in Yorkshire, England]
air-express (ãrʹik spres´), v. ship packages, etc. by air.
air express, shipment of letters, packages,
and goods by air.
air ﬁeld, landing ﬁeld of an airport.
air·foil (ãrʹfoil´), n. any surface, such as a
wing, rudder, etc., designed to help lift or
control an aircraft.
air force, 1 branch of the military or
naval forces that uses aircraft. 2 Air
Force, a separate branch of the armed
forces of the U.S. that includes aviation
personnel, equipment, etc. 3 group of
ﬂiers for military aircraft.
air·frame (ãrʹfrām´), n. the structural
part of an airplane, ballistic missile, etc.,
apart from propulsion and guidance
components.
air·head (ãrʹhed´), n. a frivolous, emptyheaded person; ditz.
air hole, 1 opening through which air can
pass, esp. a space in the ice on a river,
pond, etc. 2 air pocket.
air·i·ly (ãrʹә li), adv. in an airy manner.
air·i·ness (ãrʹi nis), n. airy quality.
air·ing (ãrʹing), n. 1 exposure to air for
drying, etc. 2 a walk, ride, etc. in the
open air. 3 exposure to public discussion, criticism, etc.: the proposed ordinance is due for an airing.
air kiss, v. embrace and kiss, but to the
side so that the kiss does not touch the
cheek. —air kisser.
air lane, a regular route used by aircraft.
air·less (ãrʹlis), adj. 1 without fresh air;
stuﬀy. 2 without a breeze.
air letter, 1 thin sheet of paper for writing a short letter and folding to form an
envelope. 2 letter sent by air.
air·lift (ãrʹlift´), n. 1 system of using aircraft for transporting people and freight
to a place when land approaches are
closed. 2 aircraft used in such an operation. 3 goods and people transported.
—v. transport by airlift.
air·line (ārʹlı̄n), n. 1 system of transportation of people and things by aircraft.
2 company operating such a system. 3
route for aircraft. —airʹline´, adj.
air·liner (ārʹlı̄n әr), n. large aircraft for
carrying many passengers.
air lock, an airtight compartment
between places where there is a diﬀerence in air pressure.

air·mail, 1 system of sending mail by
aircraft. 2 mail so sent. —v. send mail by
air. —adj. sent or to be sent by air.
air·man (ãrʹmәn), n., pl. –men. 1 enlisted
man in the air force. 2 pilot of an aircraft. 3 one of the crew of an aircraft.
air mass, large body of air that moves
through the atmosphere over long distances without great change in temperature, etc.
air mattress, inﬂatable bag used as a
mattress.
air mile, measure of distance of aircraft;
nautical mile.
air-mind·ed (ãrʹmīn´did), adj. 1 interested in aviation. 2 fond of traveling by
air. —airʹ-mind´ed·ness, n.
air piracy, hijacking of an aircraft.
air·plane (ãrʹplān´), n. a mechanically
driven heavier-than-air aircraft supported in ﬂight by the action of the air
ﬂowing past or thrusting upward on its
ﬁxed wings. Also, esp. Brit. aeroplane.
air pocket, a vertical current in the air
that causes a sudden drop of an airplane.
air pollution, contamination of the air,
esp. by exhaust from burning fossil fuels
and from waste products produced by
industrial processes.
air·port (ãrʹpôrt´; –pōrt´), n. tract of
land or water where aircraft can land
or take oﬀ, with facilities for catering
to passengers, refueling, and servicing
aircraft.
air pressure, pressure of the atmosphere.
air pump, apparatus for forcing air in or
drawing air out of something.
air raid, attack by aircraft, esp. with
bombs.
air riﬂe, gun worked by compressed air.
air sac, 1 small sac in the lung; alveolus.
2 air-ﬁlled space in the body of a bird,
connected with the lungs.
air service, 1 transportation of people or
things by aircraft. 2 air force (def. 1).
air·ship (ãrʹship´), n. dirigible.
air·sick (ãrʹsik´), adj. sick as a result of
traveling by air. —airʹsick´ness, n.
air·space (ãrʹspās´), n. the atmosphere
as used by aircraft, esp. that part of it
regarded as under the control of a particular country, etc.
air·speed, speed of an aircraft measured
by its greater movement than that of
the air.
air·stream (ãrʹstrēm´), n. ﬂow of air
around a ﬂying object, related to its
speed.
air strike, attack from aircraft on a particular target.
air·strip (ãrʹstrip´), n. a paved or cleared
strip on which aircraft land and take
oﬀ.
air·tight (ãrʹtīt´), adj. 1 so tight that no
air or gas can get in or out. 2 having
no weak points open to an opponent’s
attack.
air time, 1 start of a radio or television
broadcast. 2 length of time a show is
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broadcast, esp. as a measure for pricing
advertisements.
air-to-air (ãrʹtu̇ ãrʹ), adj. 1 launched from
one ﬂying aircraft, to another: air-to-air
rockets. 2 between two ﬂying aircraft:
air-to-air refueling.
air waves, broadcasting.
air·way (ãrʹwā´), n. 1 route for aircraft. 2
passage for air.
air·wor·thy (ãrʹwėr´thi), adj. ﬁt or safe for
service in the air. —airʹwor´thi·ness, n.
air·y (ãrʹi), adj. air·i·er, air·i·est. 1 like
air; not solid or substantial. 2 light as
air; graceful; delicate. 3 light in manner; light-hearted. 4 open to the air;
breezy. 5 reaching high into the air;
lofty. 6 of air; in the air. 7 unnatural;
aﬀected.
aisle (īl), n. 1 passage between rows of
seats in a hall, theater, school, etc. 2 any
long or narrow passageway, as in a store.
3 part of a church along the side of the
nave, separated from it by columns or
piers. [< OF < L ala wing; inﬂ. in form
by isle and in meaning by alley] —aisled
(īld), adj.
Aix-la-Cha·pelle (āks´lä shä pelʹ), n.
French name of Aachen.
a·jar1 (ә järʹ), adj., adv. partly opened.
[ME on char on the turn; OE cerr turn]
a·jar2 (ә järʹ), adv., adj. not in harmony.
[< a– in + jar discord]
A·jax (āʹjaks), n. Gk. Legend. Greek hero
at the siege of Troy.
AK, (zip code) Alaska.
aka or a.k.a., also known as.
AKC, American Kennel Club.
a·kene (ā kēnʹ), n. achene.
A·ki·hi·to (ä´kē hēʹtō), n. emperor of
Japan (1989– ).
a·kim·bo (ә kimʹbō), adj., adv. with the
hand on the hip and the elbow bent outward. [ME in kene bowe, appar., in keen
bow, at a sharp angle]
a·kin (ә kinʹ), adj. 1 related by blood; your
cousins are akin to you. 2 alike: similar.
[for of kin]
al– preﬁx. to or toward, form of ad–
before –l–.
–al1, suﬃx. of; like; having the nature
of, as in ornamental. [< L –alis, –ale
pertaining to]
–al2, suﬃx. act of ——ing, as in refusal.
[< L –ale, neut. of –alis]
AL, (zip code) Alabama.
Al, aluminum.
a la (äʹlә), French à la (ä lä), after; according to: a la Roman.
Ala., Alabama.
Al·a·bam·a (al´ә bamʹә), n. southern state
of the United States. —Al´a·bamʹan,
Al´a·bamʹi·an adj., n.
al·a·bam·ine (al´ә bamʹēn; -in), n. astatine.
al·a·bas·ter (alʹә bas´tәr; –bäs´–), n. 1
a smooth white, translucent variety of
gypsum. 2 a variety of calcite, often
banded like marble. —adj. Also, al·abas·trine, of or like alabaster. [< L < Gk.
alabast(r)os an alabaster box]

à la carte (ä´ lә kärtʹ), with a state price
for each dish. [< F]
a·lack (ә lakʹ), interj. Archaic. exclamation
of sorrow or regret; alas.
a·lac·ri·ty (ә lakʹrә ti), n. 1 brisk and eager
action; liveliness. 2 cheerful willingness.
[< L, < alacer brisk] —a·lacʹri·tous, adj.
A·lad·din (ә ladʹәn), n. a youth in The
Arabian Nights, who found a magic
lamp and a magic ring.
à la king (ä´ lә kingʹ), creamed with
pimiento or green pepper: chicken à
la king.
al·a·me·da (al´ә māʹdә), n. SW U.S.
promenade with trees, esp. poplars, on
each side. [< Sp., < álamo poplar]
Al·a·mo (alʹә mō), n. a mission in San
Antonio, Texas. After a siege, Mexicans
captured it from Americans on March
6, 1836.
à la mode, a la mode, or a·la·mode
(ä´ lә mōdʹ; al´ә–), adv. 1 according
to the prevailing fashion; in style. 2
Cookery. a (of desserts) served with ice
cream. b (of meat) cooked with vegetables. [< F]
Al·a·ric (alʹә rik), n. 370?–410 a.d., king
of the Visigoths who captured Rome
in 410 a.d.
a·larm (ә lärmʹ), n. 1 sudden fear or
fright. 2 a warning of approaching danger. 3 thing that gives such a warning.
4 call to arms or action. 5 a device that
makes noise to warn or awaken people.
—v. 1 ﬁll with sudden fear. 2 warn (anyone) of approaching danger. [< OF <
Ital., < all’arme! to arms!]
alarm clock, clock that can be set to make
a noise at any desired time.
a·larm·ing (ә lärʹming), adj. that alarms;
frightening. —a·larmʹing·ly, adv.
a·larm·ist (ә lärʹmist), n. person who is
easily alarmed or alarms others needlessly or on very slight grounds. —alarmʹism, n.
a·lar·um (ә larʹәm; ә lärʹ-), n. Archaic.
alarm.
a·las (ә lasʹ; ә läsʹ), interj. exclamation of
sorrow, grief, regret, pity, or dread. [< OF
a ah + las miserable < L lassus weary]
Alas., Alaska.
A·las·ka (ә lasʹkә), n. the largest state
of the United States, in NW North
America. —A·lasʹkan, adj., n.
Alaska Highway, a highway that extends
from Dawson Creek, British Columbia,
Canada, to Fairbanks, Alaska.
a·late (āʹlāt), a·lat·ed (–id), adj. having
wings or winglike parts. [< L, < ala
wing]
alb (alb), n. a white linen robe worn by
Roman Catholic and some Anglican
priests at the Eucharist. [< L (vestis) alba
white (robe)]
al·ba·core (alʹbә kôr; –kôr), n., pl. –cores
or (esp. collectively) –core. a long-ﬁnned,
edible ﬁsh related to the tuna, found in
the Atlantic. [< Pg. < Ar. al-bakūra]
Al·ba·ni·a (al bāʹni ә; –bānʹyә), n. country in Europe, between the former
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Yugoslavia and Greece. —Al·baʹni·an,
adj., n.
Al·ba·ny (ôlʹbә ni), n. capital of New
York State.
al·ba·tross (alʹbә trôs; –tros), n. 1 any
of various web-footed sea birds related
to the petrel. 2 Fig. burden, hindrance.
[var. of obs. alcatras frigate bird < Sp.
< Pg. < Ar. al-qādus the bucket < Gk.
kados < Phoenician]
Al·bee (ôlʹbē), n. Edward, 1928– ,
American playwright.
al·be·it (ôl bēʹit), conj. although; even
though. [ME al be it although it be]
Al·ber·ta (al bėrʹtә), n. province in W
Canada.
al·bi·no (al bīʹnō), n., pl. –nos. 1 person
lacking pigmentation. Albinos have pale
skin, light hair, and pink eyes. 2 any
animal or plant that has pale, defective
coloring. [< Pg., < albo < L albus white]
—al·bin´ic, adj. —al´bi·nism, n.
Al·bi·on (alʹbi әn), n. Poetic. England.
al·bum (alʹbәm), n. 1 book with blank
pages for pictures, stamps, etc. 2 collection of recordings, as on a CD. [< L,
tablet, neut. of albus white]
al·bu·men (al bū´mәn, n. 1 white of an
egg, consisting mostly of albumin dissolved in water. 2 Chem. albumin. 3
Bot. endosperm. [ < L albumen < albus
white]
al·bu·min (al būʹmәn), n. Chem. any
of a class of proteins soluble in water
and found in the white of egg and in
many other animal and plant tissues
and juices, esp. C72H112N18O22S. [< L. See
albumen.]
Al·bu·quer·que (alʹbә kėr´kē), n. city in
central New Mexico.
Al·ca·traz (alʹkә traz), n. 1 island in San
Francisco Bay. 2 former U.S. penitentiary there.
al·ca·zar (alʹkә zär; al kazʹәr), n. palace
of the Spanish Moors. [< Ar. al-qaşr the
castle < L castrum fort]
al·che·mist (alʹkә mist), n. person who
studied alchemy. —al´che·misʹtic, al´che·misʹti·cal, adj.
al·che·my (alʹkә mi), n. 1 medieval chemistry, esp. the search for a process by
which baser metals could be turned
into gold. 2 Fig. magic power or process
for changing one thing into another.
[< OF < Med.L < Ar. al-kīmiyā’, < LGk.
chymeia < Gk. chyma molten metal]
—al·chem´ic, —al·chemʹi·cal, adj. —alchemʹi·cal·ly, adv.
al·co·hol (alʹkә hôl; –hol), n. 1 colorless
liquid, C2H5OH, in wine, beer, whiskey,
gin, etc., that makes them intoxicating;
grain alcohol; ethyl alcohol. Alcohol is
used in medicine, in manufacturing,
and as a fuel. 2 any intoxicating liquor
containing this liquid. 3 any of a group
of similar organic compounds. Alcohols
contain a hydroxyl group and react with
organic acids to form esters. [< Med.
L (orig., “ﬁne powder,” then “essence”)
< Ar. al-kuhl powdered antimony]
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al·co·hol·ic (al´kә hôlʹik; –holʹ–), adj. 1
of alcohol. 2 containing alcohol. 3 suffering from the excessive use of alcoholic liquors. —n. person suﬀering from
alcoholism.
al·co·hol·ism (alʹkә hôl iz´әm; –hol–), n.
1 a disease having as its chief symptom
the inability to drink alcoholic liquors
in moderation. 2 a diseased condition
caused by drinking too much alcoholic
liquor.
Al·co·ran (al´kō ränʹ; –ranʹ), n. the
Koran.
al·cove (alʹkōv), n. 1 small room opening
out of a larger room. 2 part in a wall
set back from the rest. 3 summerhouse.
[< F < Sp. < Ar. al-qubba the vaulted
chamber]
Ald., Aldm., Alderman.
al·de·hyde (alʹdә hīd), n. 1 a transparent,
colorless liquid, CH3CHO, with a suﬀocating smell, produced by the partial oxidation of ordinary alcohol. 2 any similar
organic compound. —al´de·hyʹdic, adj.
Al·den (ôlʹdәn), n. John, 1599?–1687, one
of the Pilgrims who settled at Plymouth,
Massachusetts.
al·der (ôlʹdәr), n. any of several trees and
shrubs that usually grow in wet land and
have clusters of catkins. [OE alor]
al·der·man (ôlʹdәr mәn), n., pl. –men. 1
U.S. member of a council that governs
a city. 2 in English and Irish cities, a
member of a city or county council
next in rank to the mayor. [see elder1]
—alʹder·man·cy, alʹder·man·ship´, n.
—al·der·man´ic, adj.
Al·der·ney (älʹdәr ni), n., pl. –neys. 1
one of a group of British islands in the
English Channel. 2 one of a breed of
dairy cattle.
ale (āl), n. a heavy, bitter beer, fermented
from hops and malt. [OE alu]
a·lee (ә lēʹ), adv., adj. on or toward the
side of a ship that is away from the wind.
[< Scand., < ā on + hlē shelter, lee]
ale·house (ālʹhous´), n. place where ale or
beer is sold; pub.
a·lem·bic (ә lemʹbik), n. 1 a glass or metal
container formerly used in distilling.
2 Fig. something that transforms or
reﬁnes. [< Med.L < Ar. al anbīq the still
< Gk. ambix cup]
A·lençon (ä län-sônʹ for 1; ә lenʹsәn,
–son for 2), n. 1 city in NW France. 2
lace made there.
A·lep·po (ә lepʹō), n. city in NW Syria.
a·lert (ә lėrtʹ), adj. 1 watchful; wideawake. 2 brisk; active; nimble. —n. 1 a
signal warning of an air attack. 2 a signal
to troops, etc., to be ready for action.
—v. 1 warn against and prepare for an
approaching air attack. 2 notify; arouse.
on the alert, on the lookout; watchful;
wide-awake. [ < F < Ital. all’ erta on the
watch, ult. < L erigere raise up] —alertʹly, adv. —a·lertʹness, n.
Al·e·ut (alʹi üt), n. 1 native of the Aleutian
Islands. 2 language of these people. —Aleuʹtian, adj.

A·leu·tians (ә lüʹshәnz), or Aleutian
Islands, n.pl. chain of many small
islands SW of Alaska, belonging to the
United States.
ale·wife (ālʹwīf´), n., pl. –wives. Am. a sea
ﬁsh related to the herring and the shad.
Al·ex·an·der the Great (al´ig zanʹdәr;
–zänʹ–), n. 356–323 b.c., king of Macedonia from 336 to 323 b.c.
Al·ex·an·dri·a (al´ig zanʹdri ә; –zänʹ–),
n. seaport in N Egypt, on the Mediterranean.
Al·ex·an·dri·an (al´ig zanʹdri әn; –zänʹ–),
adj. 1 of Alexandria. 2 of Alexander the
Great. 3 of Alexandrine verse.
Al·ex·an·drine (al´ig zanʹdrin; –drēn;
–zänʹ–), n. line of poetry having six
iambic feet, with a caesura (pause) after
the third foot.
al·fal·fa (al falʹfә), n. a plant of the pea
family, grown for pasture and forage;
lucerne. [< Sp. < Ar. al-fas· fasah
· the best
kind of fodder]
Al·fred (alʹfrid), n. (“Alfred the Great”)
849–899 a.d., king of the West Saxons,
871–899 a.d.
al·fres·co, al fres·co (al fresʹkō), adv., adj.
in the open air; outdoors. [< Ital.]
alg., algebra.
al·ga (alʹgә), n., pl. –gae (-jē). one of the
algae. —al´gal, adj.
al·gae (alʹjē), n.pl. group of plants that
have chlorophyll but do not have true
stems, roots, or leaves. Some algae are
single-celled and form scum on rocks;
others, such as the seaweeds, are very
large. [< L, seaweed]
al·ge·bra (alʹjә brә), n. branch of mathematics in which quantities are denoted
by letters, negative numbers as well as
ordinary numbers are used, and problems are solved in the form of equations.
[<Med.L < Ar. al-jebr the bone setting;
hence, reduction] —al·ge·bra´ic, alʹgebraʹi·cal, adj. —al´ge·braʹi·cal·ly, adv.
al·ge·bra·ist (alʹjә brā´ist), n. expert in
algebra.
Al·ge·ri·a (al jirʹi ә), n. country in N Africa.
—Al´geәri·an, Al´ge·rine, adj., n.
Al·giers (al jirzʹ), n. 1 capital of Algeria.
2 Algeria.
AL·GOL (alʹgol), n. computer language.
Al·gon·ki·an (al gongʹkē әn), n. 1 the
most widespread linguistic stock of
American Indians. 2 an Indian belonging to an Algonkian tribe. —adj. of or
belonging to this linguistic stock.
Al·gon·quin (al gongʹkin; -kwin), n. 1
member of a family of North American
Indian tribes living in eastern Canada.
2 the language of any of these tribes. 3
any Algonkian.
al·go·rithm (al go rithʹәm), n. procedure
for solving a mathematical problem.
—al´go·rithʹmic, adj.
Al·ham·bra (al hamʹbrә), n. palace of the
Moorish kings at Granada, Spain.
al·ien·ate (ālʹyәn āt; āʹli әn-), v., –at·ed,
–at·ing. 1 turn away in feeling or aﬀection; make unfriendly. 2 transfer the

ownership of (property) to another.
—al´ien·aʹtion, n.
al·ien·ist (ālʹyәn ist; āʹli әn–), n. psychiatrist, esp. one who testiﬁes in court. [< F
< L alienus insane]
a·light1 (ә lītʹ), v., a·light·ed or a·lit, alight·ing. 1 get down; get oﬀ, as from
horseback; dismount. 2 come down
from the air and settle: a bird alights on
a tree. 3 come upon by chance; happen
to ﬁnd. [OE ālīhtan]
a·light2 (ә lītʹ), adv., adj. 1 lighted up: her
face was alight with joy. 2 on ﬁre. [OE
ālīht illuminated]
a·lign (ә līnʹ), v. 1 bring into line; adjust to
a line: align the sights of a gun. 2 form in
line: the troops aligned. 3 join with others in or against a cause: Britain aligned
with the U.S. in the Iraq War. Also, aline.
[< F, < a– to + ligner < L, < linea line]
—a·lignʹer, n. —a·lignʹment, n.
a·like (ә līkʹ), adv. 1 in the same way.
2 similarly; equally. —adj. like one
another; similar. [OE gelīc, onlīc]
al·i·ment (alʹә mәnt), n. nourishment;
food. [< L alimentum < alere nourish] —al´i·menʹtal adj. —al´i·menʹtally, adv.
al·i·men·ta·ry (al´ә menʹtә ri; –menʹtri),
adj. 1 having to do with food and nutrition. 2 nourishing; nutritious. 3 providing support.
alimentary canal, the digestive tract of
any animal, extending from the mouth
to the anus.
al·i·men·ta·tion (alʹә men tāʹshәn), n.
1 nutrition. 2 support. —al´i·men´tative, adj.
al·i·mo·ny (alʹә mō´ni), n. regular payment of money that a person must
make to a spouse after a legal separation or divorce. [ < L alimonia < alere
nourish]
a·line (ә līnʹ), v., a·lined, a·lin·ing. align.
—a·lineʹment, n. —a·linʹer, n.
al·i·quant (alʹә kwәnt), adj. not dividing
a number without a remainder: 5 is an
aliquant part of 14. [< L, < alius other +
quantus how much]
al·i·quot (alʹә kwәt), adj. dividing a number without a remainder: 3 is an aliquot
part of 12. [< L, < alius some + quot
how many]
a·lit (ә litʹ), v. pt. and pp. of alight1.
a·live (ә līvʹ), adj. 1 living; not dead: the
man is alive. 2 in continued activity or
operation: keep the principles of liberty
alive. 3 of all living: happiest man alive.
4 active; sprightly; lively. 5 connected to
an electric source; live. 6 connected for
broadcast or recording.
alive to, awake to; sensitive to.
alive with, full of; swarming with.
look alive, hurry up! [OE on līfe in life]
—a·liveʹness, n.
al·ka·li (alʹkә lī), n., pl. –lis, –lies. 1 any
base or hydroxide that is soluble in
water, neutralizes acids and forms salts
with them, and turns red litmus blue. 2
any salt or mixture of salts that neutral-

allotropic
izes acids. [< MF < Ar. al-qalī the ashes
of saltwort (a genus of plants)]
al·ka·line (alʹkә līn; –lin), adj. 1 of or
like an alkali. 2 impregnated with alkali.
—al´ka·linʹi·ty, n.
alkaline-earth metals, group of elements
including calcium, strontium, barium,
magnesium, and radium.
alkaline earths, oxides of the alkalineearth metals.
al·ka·lize (alʹkә līz), v., –lized, –liz·ing.
make alkaline. —al´ka·li·zaʹtion, n.
al·ka·loid (alʹkә loid), n. any organic base
containing nitrogen. Many alkaloids
from plants are drugs, such as strychnine, morphine, and quinine.
al·ka·loi·dal (al´kә loiʹdәl), adj. of or having to do with an alkaloid or alkaloids.
all (ôl), adj. 1 the whole of: all Europe. 2
every one of: all men. 3 the greatest possible: with all speed. —pron. 1 (pl. in use)
the whole number: all of us are going. 2
(sing. in use) everything: all that glitters
is not gold. —adv. 1 entirely: the cake is
all gone. 2 each: the score was one all.
above all, before everything else.
after all, nevertheless.
all but, nearly.
all in, weary.
all in all, a everything. b completely.
at all, a under any conditions. b in any
way.
in all, altogether. [OE eall]
Al·lah (alʹә; äʹlә), n. the Muslim name of
the Supreme Being.
all-A·mer·i·can (ôl´ә merʹә kәn), adj. 1
representing the whole United States. 2
made up entirely of Americans or American elements. 3 selected as the best in the
United States. 4 characteristic of America
or Americans. —n. an all-American person, esp. a player on a team.
all-a·round (ôlʹә roundʹ), adj. 1 able to
do many things; useful in many ways.
2 including all. —allʹ-a·round´er, n.
—allʹ-a·roundʹness, n.
al·lay (ә lāʹ), v., –layed, –lay·ing. 1 put at
rest; quiet; calm: his fears were allayed. 2
relieve; check: fever allayed by medicine.
3 make less. [OE ālecgan] —al·layʹer, n.
—al·layʹment, n.
all clear, signal indicating the end of danger. —allʹ-clearʹ, adj.
al·le·ga·tion (al´ә gāʹshәn), n. 1 assertion
without proof. 2 act of alleging; assertion: the lawyer’s allegation was proved. 3
assertion made as a plea or excuse.
al·lege (ә lejʹ), v., –leged, –leg·ing. 1
assert without proof; the alleged theft
never happened. 2 state positively;
aﬃrm: this man alleges that his watch
has been stolen. 3 give or bring forward
as a reason, etc.; produce; cite. [< AF
alegier < L ex– + litigare strive, sue; with
sense of L allegare charge] —al·legeʹable, adj. —al·legʹer, n.
al·leg·ed·ly (ә lejʹid li), adv. according to
what is or has been alleged.
Al·le·ghe·nies (al´ә gāʹniz; alʹә gā´niz), or
Allegheny Mountains, n.pl. a moun-

tain range in Pennsylvania, Maryland,
Virginia, and West Virginia. —Al´legheʹni·an, n., adj.
al·le·giance (ә lēʹjәns), n. 1 the loyalty
owed by a citizen to his country or by
a subject to his ruler. 2 loyalty; faithfulness; devotion. [ME ligeaunce < OF,
< lige liege]
al·le·gor·i·cal (al´ә gôrʹә kәl; –gorʹ–),
al·le·gor·ic (-ik), adj. using allegory.
—al´le·gorʹi·cal·ly, adv. —al´le·gorʹical·ness, n.
al·le·go·rist (alʹә gô´rist; –gō ´–; alʹә gә rist),
n. one who uses allegories.
al·le·go·rize (alʹә gә rīz), v., –rized, –rizing. 1 make into allegory. 2 treat or
interpret as an allegory. 3 use allegory.
—al´le·gor´i·zaʹtion, n. —alʹle·goriz´er, n.
al·le·go·ry (alʹә gô´ri; -gō´-), n., pl. –ries.
story which is told to explain or teach
something: Many nursery rhymes are
allegories. [< L < Gk., < allos other +
agoreuein speak]
al·le·gret·to (al´ә gretʹō), adj., adv., n., pl.
–tos. —adj. moderately fast. —adv., in
a moderately fast tempo. —n. a moderately fast musical passage or piece.
al·le·gro (ә lāʹgrō; ә legʹrō), adj., adv., n.,
pl. –gros. —adj. quick; lively. —adv. in
a quick, lively tempo. —n. a quick, lively
musical passage or piece. [< Ital. < L
alacer brisk]
al·le·lu·ia (al´ә lüʹyә), liturgical form
of hallelujah, meaning “praise ye the
Lord.” —n. hymn of praise to the Lord.
[< L < Gk. < Heb. hallēlūjāh praise ye
Jehovah]
al·ler·gen (alʹәr jәn), n. thing that causes
or reveals an allergy in a person or animal. —al·ler·genʹic, adj.
al·ler·gic (ә lėrʹjik), adj. 1 of allergy. 2
having an allergy. —al·lerʹgi·cal·ly, adv.
al·ler·gy (alʹәr ji), n., pl. –gies. unusual
sensitiveness to a particular substance,
as certain pollens and dusts. [< NL < Gk.
allos diﬀerent, strange + ergon action]
al·le·vi·ate (ә lēʹvi āt), v., –at·ed, –at·ing.
1 make easier to endure (suﬀering of the
body or mind); allay; mitigate. 2 lessen;
diminish. [< LL, < L ad– up + levis light]
—al·le´vi·aʹtion, n. —al·leʹvi·a´tive,
adj., n. —al·leʹvi·a´tor, n.
al·ley (alʹi), n., pl. –leys. 1 a narrow back
street, especially one that is behind a
row of buildings in a city or town. 2
Brit. a narrow street. 3 path in a park
or garden, bordered by trees. 4 a long,
narrow enclosed place for bowling.
[< OF alee a going]
al·ley·way (alʹi wā´), n. 1 a narrow lane
in a city or town, especially one that
is behind buildings. 2 a narrow passageway.
All Fools’ Day, April 1, April Fools’ Day.
all fours, 1 all four legs of an animal. 2
arms and legs of a person; hands and
knees.
All·hal·lows (ôl´halʹōz), n. Nov. 1, All
Saints’ Day.
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al·li·ance (ә līʹәns), n. 1 union formed by
agreement; joining of interests. An alliance may be a joining of family interests
by marriage, a joining of national interests by treaty, etc. 2 nations, persons,
etc., who belong to such a union. 3
association; connection. 4 similarity in
structure or descent. [< OF, < alier unite
< L, < ad– to + ligare bind]
al·lied (ә līdʹ; alʹīd), adj. 1 united by
agreement or treaty: allied nations. 2
associated: allied banks. 3 connected by
nature; akin: allied animals. 4 Allied, of
the Allies of World War I and II.
Al·lies (alʹīz; ә līzʹ), n.pl. 1 nations that
fought against Germany and Austria
in World War I. 2 nations that fought
against Germany, Italy, and Japan in
World War II.
al·li·ga·tor (al´ә gā´tәr), n., v. 1 American
reptile, similar to the crocodile but having a shorter and ﬂatter head. 2 leather
prepared from its skin. —v. become
cracked or blistered on the surface.
[< Sp. el lagarto the lizard < L lacertus
lizard]
alligator pear, avocado.
al·lit·er·ate (ә litʹәr āt), v., –at·ed, –at·ing.
1 begin with the same letter or sound. 2
use alliteration. [< L ad– to + litera letter] —al·litʹer·a´tor, n.
al·lit·er·a·tion (ә lit´әr āʹshәn), n. repetition of the same ﬁrst letter or sound in a
group of words or line of poetry; initial
rhyme. Example: the sun sank slowly.
—al·litʹer·a´tive, adj. —al·litʹer·a´tively, adv. —al·litʹer·a´tive·ness, n.
al·lo·cate (alʹә kāt), v., –cat·ed, –cat·ing.
1 assign or allot, as a share, portion, etc.;
distribute. 2 locate. [< Med.L, < L ad– to,
at + locare to place] —al´lo·caʹtion. n.
al·lo·path (alʹә path),al·lop·a·thist (ә lopʹә thist), n. 1 doctor who uses allopathy.
2 person who favors allopathy.
al·lop·a·thy (ә lopʹә thi), n. method of
treating a disease by using remedies
to produce eﬀects diﬀerent from those
caused by the disease treated (opposite
of homeopathy). [< G < Gk. allos other
+ –pathy] —al´lo·pathʹic, adj. —al´lopathʹi·cal·ly, adv.
al·lo·phone (alʹә fōn), n. one of the several individual sounds belonging to a
single phoneme. The t in take and the t
in try are allophones of the phoneme t.
[< Gk. allos other + phone sound]
al·lot (ә lotʹ), v., –lot·ted, –lot·ting. 1
divide and distribute in parts or shares:
proﬁts allotted to the partners. 2 appropriate to a special purpose. [< OF aloter.
See lot.] —al·lotʹta·ble, adj. —al·lotʹter, n.
al·lot·ment (ә lotʹmәnt), n. 1 division and
distribution in parts or shares. 2 share.
al·lo·trope (alʹә trōp), n. an allotropic
form.
al·lo·trop·ic (al´ә tropʹik), adj. occurring
in two or more forms that diﬀer in
physical and chemical properties but
not in the kind of atoms of which they
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are composed, as oxygen and ozone.
—al´lo·tropʹi·cal, adj. —al´lo·tropʹical·ly, adv.
al·lot·ro·py (ә lotʹrә pi), al·lot·ro·pism
(-piz әm), n. the property or fact of
being allotropic. [< Gk., < allos other +
tropos way]
all-out (ôlʹoutʹ), adj. greatest possible.
—adv. to the greatest possible extent.
al·low (ә louʹ), v. 1 permit: smoking is not
allowed. 2 let have; give; grant: allow $10
a week for lunch. 3 admit; acknowledge;
recognize: allow a claim. 4 add or subtract to make up for something: allow
an extra hour for traveling time. 5 say
or think.
allow for, take into consideration; provide for. [< OF alouer < L allaudare (<
ad– + laudare praise) and allocare allocate] —al·lowʹer, n.
al·low·a·ble (ә louʹә bәl), adj. 1 allowed
by law or by a person in authority. 2
permitted by the rules of the game; not
forbidden. —al·lowʹa·ble·ness, n. —allowʹa·bly, adv.
al·low·ance (ә louʹәns), n., v., –anced,
–anc·ing. —n. 1 deﬁnite portion or
amount given out: a weekly allowance.
2 subtraction or addition to make up for
something: an allowance on a used car. 3
an allowing: allowance of a claim. 4 tolerance: no allowance of smoking. —v. put
upon an allowance; to limit (supplies,
food, etc.) to a ﬁxed, regular amount.
make allowance for or make allowances, take into consideration: make
allowance for their inexperience.
al·low·ed·ly (ә louʹid li), adv. admittedly.
al·loy (n. alʹoi, ә loiʹ; v. ә loiʹ), n. 1 an inferior metal mixed with a more valuable
one. 2 metal made by the fusion of two
or more metals, or a metal and a nonmetal. 3 any injurious addition: no happiness is without alloy. —v. 1 make into
an alloy. 2 lower in value by mixing with
an inferior metal: alloy gold with copper.
3 make worse; debase: happiness alloyed
by misfortune. [< OF alei < L, < ad– to +
ligare bind. Doublet of ally.]
all-pur·pose (ôlʹpėrʹpәs), adj. that can be
used for any end: all-purpose thread.
all right, 1 without error; correct. 2 yes.
3 certainly. 4 in good health. 5 satisfactory.
all-round (ôlʹroundʹ), adj. 1 all-around.
2 extending everywhere around.
All Saints’ Day, Nov. 1, a church festival
honoring all the saints; Allhallows.
all·spice (ôlʹspīs´), n. 1 a spice having
a ﬂavor like a mixture of cinnamon,
nutmeg, and cloves. 2 the berry of the
West Indian pimento tree that it is made
from.
all-star (ôlʹstärʹ), adj. composed of the
best players or performers. —n. member
of an all-star team or group.
al·lude (ә lüdʹ), v., –lud·ed, –lud·ing.
refer indirectly; mention slightly (to): do
not mention or even allude to his deformity. [< L, < ad– with + ludere play]

al·lure (ә lu̇rʹ), v., –lured, –lur·ing, n.
—v. 1 fascinate; charm. 2 tempt by some
advantage. —n. attractiveness. [< OF
alurer lure] —al·lureʹment, n. —allurʹer, n.
al·lur·ing (ә lu̇rʹing), adj. 1 tempting. 2
attractive. —al·lurʹing·ly, adv. —al·lurʹing·ness, n.
al·lu·sion (ә lüʹzhәn), n. 1 an indirect or
casual reference; slight mention. 2 reference to a well-known quotation or fact
to give emphasis.
al·lu·sive (ә lüʹsiv), adj. containing allusions. —al·luʹsive·ly, adv. —al·luʹsiveness, n.
al·lu·vi·al (ә lüʹvi әl), adj. consisting of or
forming alluvium. —n. alluvial soil.
al·lu·vi·um (ә lüʹvi әm), n., pl. –vi·ums,
–vi·a (–vi ә). sand, mud, etc., left by
ﬂowing water. [< L, < ad– up + luere
wash]
al·ly (v. ә līʹ; n. alʹī, ә līʹ), v., –lied, –ly·ing,
n., pl. –lies. —v. 1 unite by formal agreement, as by marriage, treaty, or league
(to or with): France allied itself with
England. 2 connect by some relation,
as of likeness, kinship, or friendship. 3
enter into an alliance. —n. 1 person or
nation united with another for some
special purpose. 2 a related animal,
plant, or thing. 3 helper; supporter. See
also Allies. [< OF alier < L, < ad– to +
ligare bind. Doublet of alloy.]
–ally, suﬃx, forming adverbs. in a manner: frantically  in a frantic manner.
al·ma ma·ter, Al·ma Ma·ter (alʹmә mäʹtәr; äl–; alʹmә māʹtәr), person’s school,
college, or university. [< L, nourishing
mother]
al·ma·nac (ôlʹmә nak), n. 1 table or
book of tables containing a calendar,
astronomical data, etc. 2 book published yearly that gives summaries of
world events and other information.
[< Med.L < Sp. < Ar. almanākh, appar.
< LGk. almenichiakon calendar]
al·might·y (ôl mītʹi), adj. 1 having
supreme power; all-powerful; omnipotent. 2 great; very. —adv. exceedingly.
—n. the Almighty, God. —al·mightʹily, adv. —al·mightʹi·ness, n.
al·mond (äʹmәnd); amʹәnd), n. 1 the nut,
or seed, of a peachlike fruit growing in
warm regions. 2 tree that it grows on.
[< OF almande < L < Gk. amygdale]
—alʹmond·like´, adj.
al·mon·er (alʹmәn әr; äʹmәn–), n. person
who distributes alms for a king, monastery, etc. [< OF almosnier < VL alemosynarius of alms]
al·mon·ry (alʹmәn ri; äʹmәn–), n., pl.
–ries. place where alms are distributed.
al·most (ôlʹmōst; ôl mōstʹ), adv. nearly.
[OE eal māst nearly]
alms (ämz), n.pl. (sometimes sing. in use)
money or gifts to help the poor. [< VL
< L < Gk. eleemosyne compassion
< eleos mercy]
alms·giv·ing (ämzʹgiv´ing), n., adj. giving
help to the poor. —almsʹgiv´er, n.

alms·house (ämzʹhous´), n. Brit. house
endowed by private charity for the poor
to live in.
al·oe (alʹō), n., pl. –oes. 1 plant having a
long spike of ﬂowers and thick, narrow
leaves, that grows in South Africa and
other warm, dry climates. 2 aloes (sing.
in use), a bitter drug made from the
leaves of this plant. 3 the century plant.
See agave. [< L < Gk.]
a·loft (ә lôftʹ; ә loftʹ), adv., adj. 1 far above
the earth; high up. 2 high above the deck
of a ship in the rigging. [< Scand. ā lopti
in the air]
a·lo·ha (ә lōʹә; ä lōʹhä), n., interj. 1 hello;
welcome. 2 good-by. [< Hawaiian]
a·lone (ә lōnʹ), adj. 1 apart from other
persons or things: he was alone. 2 only:
he alone remained. 3 without anything
more. 4 unique.
leave alone, not bother.
let alone, a not bother. b not to mention. —adv. only; merely. [ME al one all
(completely) one] —a·loneʹness, n.
a·long (ә löngʹ; ә longʹ), prep. on or by
the length of; lengthwise of: walk along
a river. —adv. 1 lengthwise: cars parked
along by the stadium. 2 onward: let us
walk along. 3 together (with): I’ll go
along with you.
all along, all the time. [OE andlang]
a·long·shore (ә lôngʹshôr´; ә longʹ–;
–shōr´), adv. near or along the shore.
a·long·side (ә lôngʹsīdʹ; ә longʹ–), adv.
side by side: anchor alongside. —prep.
beside: alongside the wharf.
a·loof (ә lüfʹ), adv. withdrawn; apart: aloof
from the others. —adj. unsympathetic;
indiﬀerent. [< a– on + loof windward,
prob. < Du. loef] —a·loofʹly, adv. —aloofʹness, n.
a·loud (ә loudʹ), adv. 1 loud enough to
be heard: read aloud. 2 in a loud voice;
loudly.
al·pac·a (al pakʹә), n. 1 a variety of llama
with long, soft, silky hair or wool. 2 its
wool. 3 cloth made from this wool. [< Sp.
< Ar. al the + Peruvian paco alpaca]
al·pen·horn (alʹpәn hôrn´), alp·horn
(alpʹhôrn´), n. long, powerful horn used
in Switzerland for calling sheep, signals,
etc. [< G]
al·pen·stock (alʹpәn stok´), n. a strong
staﬀ with an iron point, used in climbing mountains. [< G]
al·pha (alʹfә), n. 1 the ﬁrst letter of the
Greek alphabet (A, α). 2 the ﬁrst; beginning. 3 ﬁrst; best; strongest: alpha female;
Rufus is the alpha of the pack.
al·pha·bet (alʹfә bet), n. 1 series of characters or signs representing sounds,
used in writing a language. 2 letters of
a language arranged in the customary
order. 3 elementary principles. [< LL
< Gk., < alpha A + beta B]
al·pha·bet·i·cal (al´fә betʹә kәl), al·phabet·ic (–betʹik), adj. 1 arranged in the
order of the alphabet. 2 of the alphabet.
3 using an alphabet. —al´pha·betʹi·cally, adv.

always
al·pha·bet·ize (alʹfә bә tīz), v., –ized, –izing. 1 arrange in alphabetical order. 2
express by an alphabet. —al´pha·bet·izaʹtion, n. —alʹpha·bet·iz´er, n.
alpha decay, disintegration of a radioactive substance by emission of alpha
particles.
alpha particle, positively charged particle
consisting of two protons and two neutrons, released in the disintegration of
radioactive substances, as radium.
alpha ray, stream of alpha particles.
Al·pine (alʹpīn; –pin), adj. 1 of the Alps.
2 alpine, a of high mountains. b very
high.
Alps (alps), n.pl. mountain system in S
Europe, famous for its beautiful scenery.
al Qaida (al kīʹdә, –kāʹ–), loosely connected Muslim organization that follows
Islamist principles. [< Ar. the base, a
name bestowed by the Central Intelligence Agency]
al·read·y (ôl redʹi), adv. before this time;
by this time; even now: the house is
already full.
al·right (ôl rītʹ), adv. all right.
Al·sace (alʹsās; –sas; al sāsʹ), n. region in
NE France. —Al·saʹtian, adj., n.
Al·sace-Lor·raine (alʹsās lә rānʹ; alʹsas–),
n. Alsace and Lorraine, region in NE
France.
al·so (ôlʹsō), adv. in addition; too. [< OE
ealswā all so, quite so]
also ran (ôlʹsō ran´), person who is
roundly defeated in a contest, as an
election.
alt., 1 alternate. 2 altitude.
al·tar (ôlʹtәr), n. 1 table or stand in the
most sacred part of a church, synagogue, or temple. 2 an elevated structure on which sacriﬁces are oﬀered to
a deity. 3 Fig. focus of something, as
an ideal: the altar of ambition. [< LL,
<L altus high]
altar boy, person who helps a priest during certain religious services, esp. Mass;
acolyte.
al·tar·piece (ôlʹtәr pēs´), n. a decorated
panel or wall behind or above an altar.
al·ter (ôlʹtәr), v. 1 make diﬀerent in some
respect without changing into something else: alter a dress. 2 become different: her whole outlook has altered.
3 castrate or spay (an animal); neuter.
[< OF < LL, < L alter other]
alter., alteration.
al·ter·a·ble (ôlʹtәr ә bәl), adj. that can be
altered. —al´ter·a·bilʹi·ty, alʹter·a·bleness, n. —alʹter·a·bly, adv.
al·ter·a·tion (ôl´tәr āʹshәn), n. 1 result of
altering; change. 2 act of altering.
al·ter·a·tive (ôlʹtәr ā´tiv), adj. causing
change.
al·ter·cate (ôlʹtәr kāt; alʹ–), v., –cat·ed,
–cat·ing. dispute angrily; quarrel. [<L,
< alter other]
al·ter·ca·tion (ôl´tәr kāʹshәn; al´–), n.
angry dispute; quarrel.
al·ter e·go (ôlʹtәr ēʹgō; alʹtәr; egʹō), 1
another aspect of one’s nature. 2 a very

intimate or close friend. [< L, trans. of
Gk. heteros ego]
al·ter·nate (v. ôlʹtәr nāt, alʹ–; adj., n. ôlʹtәr nit, alʹ–), v., –nat·ed, –nat·ing, adj.,
n. —v. 1 happen or be arranged by turns.
2 arrange by turns: alternate work and
pleasure. 3 take turns: the sisters will
alternate setting the table. 4 interchange
regularly. 5 reverse direction of electric
current at regular intervals. —adj. 1
by turns; ﬁrst one and then the other.
2 every other. 3 placed singly at different heights along a stem, as leaves.
—n. person appointed to take the place
of another if necessary; substitute.
[< L, < alternus every second < alter
other] —alʹter·nate·ly, adv. —alʹternate·ness, n.
alternating current, electric current
that reverses its direction at regular
intervals.
al·ter·na·tion (ôl´tәr nāʹshәn; al´–), n. act
of alternating; occurring by turns.
al·ter·na·tive (ôl tėrʹnә tiv; al–), adj. giving or requiring a choice between two
or more things; choice; selection: alternative results of two diﬀerent actions;
several alternative suggestions. —n. 1
choice between two or more things:
he had the alternative of going home or
staying all night. 2 one of the things to
be chosen: we have no alternative but
to leave. —al·terʹna·tive·ly, adv. —alterʹna·tive·ness, n.
alternative medicine, use of nontraditional treatments, as acupuncture and
herbal remedies.
al·ter·na·tor (ôlʹtәr nā´tәr; alʹ–), n.
dynamo or generator for producing an
alternating electric current.
al·the·a, al·thae·a (al thēʹә), n. rose of
Sharon, a shrub like the mallow. [< L
< Gk. althaia wild mallow, ? < althainein
heal]
alt·horn (altʹhôrn´), n. a brass musical
instrument similar to the French horn.
Also, alto horn.
al·though (ôl thōʹ), conj. though; despite;
albeit. [ME al thogh even though]
al·tim·e·ter (al timʹә tәr; alʹtә mē tәr), n.
any instrument for measuring altitudes,
as a quadrant, sextant, or device for aircraft navigation (an aneroid barometer,
radar, etc.).
al·tim·e·try (al timʹә trē), n. practice or
art of measuring altitudes.
al·ti·tude (alʹtә tüd; –tūd), n. 1 the vertical height above sea level, the earth’s
surface, or some other reference plane.
2 elevation or high place: mountain
altitude. 3 high position, power, etc. 4
the vertical distance from the base of a
geometrical ﬁgure to its highest point. 5
the angular distance of a star, etc., above
the horizon. 6 distance of a spacecraft
from the surface of some reference body,
as the moon. [< L, < altus high] —al´tituʹdi·nal, adj.
al·to (alʹtō), n., pl. –tos, adj. —n. 1 a the
lowest female voice; contralto. b the
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highest male voice. 2 singer with such
a voice. 3 an alto part. 4 instrument
playing such a part. —adj. of, sung by,
or composed for an alto. [< Ital. < L
altus high]
al·to·geth·er (ôl´tә gethʹәr), adv. 1 wholly;
entirely; completely: altogether wicked. 2
on the whole: altogether, I’m sorry it
happened. 3 all included: altogether there
were 14 books. —n. a whole; general
eﬀect. [ME altogeder]
alto horn, althorn.
al·tru·ism (alʹtru̇ iz әm), n. unselﬁsh
devotion to the interests and welfare
of others, esp. as a principle of action.
[< F altruisme < Ital. altrui of or for others
< L alter other] —alʹtru·ist, n.
al·tru·is·tic (al´tru̇ isʹtik), adj. having
regard for the well-being and best interests of others; unselﬁsh. —al´tru·isʹtical·ly, adv.
al·um (alʹәm), n. 1 astringent crystalline
substance, KAl(SO4)2·12H2O, a double
sulfate of aluminum and potassium,
used in dyeing, medicine, etc. 2 one of
a class of double sulfates analogous to
the potassium alum. 3 aluminum sulfate,
Al2(SO4)3·18H2O. [< OF < L alumen]
a·lu·mi·na (ә lüʹmә nә), n. aluminum
oxide, Al2O3, occurring in clay. [< NL
< L alumen alum]
a·lu·mi·nous (ә lüʹmә nәs), adj. 1 of or
containing alum. 2. of or containing
aluminum.
a·lu·mi·num (ә lüʹmә nәm), n., adj. —n
a silver-white, very light, ductile metal
that resists tarnish and is used for making utensils, instruments, etc. It is a
metallic element that occurs in nature
only in combination. —adj. of or containing aluminum [< alumina]
a·lum·na (ә lumʹnә), n., pl. –nae (–nē).
a woman graduate or former student
of a school, college, or university. See
alumnus.
a·lum·nus (ә lumʹnәs), n., pl. –ni (–nī). 1
graduate or former student of a school,
college, or university. 2 a former member, as of a baseball team. [< L, foster
child, < alere nourish]
al·ve·o·lar (al vēʹә lәr), adj. 1 a of or pertaining to a socket, as of a tooth. b of or
pertaining to the air cells of the lungs. 2
formed by touching the tip of the tongue
to or bringing it near the alveoli. English
t and d are alveolar sounds.
al·ve·o·late (al vēʹә lit; –lāt), adj. deeply
pitted. —al·ve´o·laʹtion, n.
al·ve·o·li (al vēʹә lī), n.pl. 1 Phonet. ridge
behind and above the upper front teeth.
2 pl. of alveolus.
al·ve·o·lus (al vēʹә lәs), n., pl. –li (–lī). 1 a
little cell or cavity, as the air cells of the
lungs, etc. 2 socket of a tooth. [< L, dim.
of alveus cavity]
al·ways (ôlʹwiz; –wāz), adv. 1 all the time;
continually: she is always cheerful. 2 at
all times: he always comes home on Saturday. [all + way]
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a·lys·sum (ә lisʹәm), n. 1 a plant of the
mustard family, having small white or
yellow ﬂowers. 2 sweet alyssum. [< NL
< Gk. alysson, name of a plant thought
to cure rabies]
am (am; unstressed әm), v. the ﬁrst person singular, present indicative of be.
[OE eom]
Am, americium.
AM, A.M., amplitude modulation.
Am., 1 America; American. 2
Americanism.
a.m., A.M., 1 before noon. 2 time from
midnight to noon. [for L ante meridiem]
A.M.A., AMA, American Medical Association.
a·mal·gam (ә malʹgәm), n. 1 an alloy
of mercury with some other metal or
metals, formerly used for ﬁlling teeth,
silvering mirrors, etc. 2 mixture; blend.
[< Med.L, appar. < L < Gk. malagma
emollient < malassein soften]
a·mal·gam·ate (ә malʹgә māt), v., –ated, –at·ing. 1 unite together; combine.
2 alloy (one or more metals) with
mercury. —a· mal´ gam· a· ble, adj.
—a·malʹgam·aʹtive. adj. —a·malʹgama´tor, n.
a·mal·gam·a·tion (ә mal´gә māʹshәn), n.
mixture; combination; blend; union.
a·man·u·en·sis (ә man´yu̇ enʹsis), n., pl.
–ses (–sēz). person who writes what
another says, or copies what another
has written. [< L, < (servus) a manu
secretary]
am·a·ranth (amʹә ranth), n. 1 any of a
large genus of plants, esp. some with
colorful red or purple ﬂowers. 2 purple
or purplish red. 3 imaginary ﬂower that
never fades. [< L < Gk. amarantos everlasting < a– not + marainein wither; inﬂ.
by Gk. anthos ﬂower]
am·a·ran·thine (am´ә ranʹthin; –thīn),
adj. 1 of the amaranth. 2 never-fading;
undying. 3 purplish-red.
am·a·ryl·lis (am´ә rilʹis), n. a bulbous
plant related to the lily, with large red,
white, or purple ﬂowers. [< L < Gk.,
typical name of a country girl]
a·mass (ә masʹ), v. 1 collect or accumulate for oneself: amass a fortune. 2 collect into a mass or heap. [< OF, < a– to
+ masse mass] —a·massʹa·ble, adj. —amassʹer, n. —a·massʹment, n.
am·a·teur (amʹә chu̇r; –chәr; –tyu̇r; am´ә tėrʹ), n. 1 person who does something
for pleasure, not for money or as a
profession. 2 person who does something rather poorly. 3 superﬁcial student
or worker; dilettante; dabbler. 4 athlete
who is not a professional. —adj. 1 of
amateurs; made or done by amateurs.
2 being an amateur; amateur pianist.
[< F < L amator < amare love] —am´ateurʹish, adj. —am´a·teurʹish·ly, adv.
—am´a·teurʹish·ness, n. —amʹa·teurship´, n.
am·a·teur·ism (amʹә chu̇r iz´әm; –chәr–;
–tyu̇r–; am´ә tėrʹiz әm), n. 1 amateur-

ish way of doing things. 2 position of
an amateur.
am·a·to·ry (amʹә tô´ri; -tō´-), adj. of love;
causing love; having to do with making love or with lovers. [< L amatorius
< amare love]
a·maze (ә māzʹ), v., a·mazed, a·mazing, n. —v. surprise greatly; strike with
sudden wonder; astonish; astound. [OE
āmasian]
a·mazed (ә māzdʹ), adj. greatly surprised.
—a·mazʹed·ly, adv. —a·mazʹed·ness, n.
a·maze·ment (ә māzʹmәnt), n. great surprise; sudden wonder; astonishment.
a·maz·ing (ә māzʹing), adj. very surprising; wonderful; astonishing. —adv. wonderfully. —a·mazʹing·ly, adv.
Am·a·zon (amʹә zon; –zәn), n. 1 largest
river in the world, ﬂowing from the
Andes Mountains in NW South America across Brazil to the Atlantic. 2 Gk.
Legend. one of a race of women warriors
living near the Black Sea. 3 amazon, a
warlike or masculine woman. —Am´azoʹni·an adj.
am·bas·sa·dor (am basʹә dәr; –dōr), n. 1
highest representative sent by one government or ruler to another who speaks
and acts in behalf of his government.
2 person thought to represent special
characteristics or qualities: the violinist
was America’s ambassador of music. 3
oﬃcial messenger with a special errand.
Also, embassador. [< F < Ital. ambasciatore] —am·bas´sa·doʹri·al, adj. —ambasʹsa·dor·ship´, n.
am·ber (amʹbәr), n. 1 a hard, translucent, yellow or yellowish-brown fossil
resin of pine trees, used for jewelry, etc.
2 color of amber. —adj. 1 made
of amber. 2 yellow; yellowish-brown.
[< OF < Ar. ‘anbar ambergris]
am·ber·gris (amʹbәr grēs; –gris), n. a
waxy intestinal concretion of the sperm
whale, used esp. in perfumes. [< F ambre
gris gray amber]
ambi–, preﬁx. around; round about; on
both sides, as in ambidexterity. [< L; also
(before vowels) amb–; (before p) am–]
am·bi·dex·ter·i·ty (am´bә deks terʹә ti),
n. 1 ability to use both hands equally
well. 2 unusual skillfulness.
am·bi·dex·trous (am´bә dekʹstrәs), adj.
1 able to use both hands equally well.
2 very skillful. [< LL < L ambi– both +
dexter right] —am´bi·dexʹtrous·ly, adv.
—am´bi·dexʹtrous·ness , n.
am·bi·ent (amʹbi әnt), adj. surrounding.
[< L ambiens < ambi– around + ire go]
am·bi·gu·i·ty (am´bә gūʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
1 possibility of two or more meanings. 2
an ambiguous word or expression.
am·big·u·ous (am bigʹyu̇ әs), adj. 1 having more than one possible meaning;
equivocal. 2 of uncertain meaning or
nature; puzzling. 3 obscure; vague. [< L
ambiguus < ambi– in two ways + agere
drive] —am·bigʹu·ous·ly, adv. —ambigʹu·ous·ness, n.

am·bi·tion (am bishʹәn), n. 1 strong
desire for fame or honor; seeking after
a high position or great power; aspiration. 2 thing strongly desired or sought
after. [< L ambitio a canvassing for votes
< ambi– around + ire go] —am·biʹtionless, adj.
am·bi·tious (am bishʹәs), adj. 1 having
or guided by ambition. 2 arising from
or showing ambition. 3 strongly desirous; eager (of): ambitious of power. 4
showy; pretentious. —am·biʹtious·ly,
adv. —am·biʹtious·ness, n.
am·biv·a·lence (am bivʹә lәns), n. coexistence of contrary tendencies or feelings,
as in the mind. —am·bivʹa·lent, adj.
am·ble (amʹbәl), n., v., –bled, –bling. —n.
1 gait of a horse in which both legs on
one side are moved at the same time. 2
easy, slow pace in walking. —v. 1 walk
at a slow, easy pace. 2 (of a horse) move
at an amble. [< OF < L ambulare walk]
—amʹbler, n. —amʹbling·ly, adv.
am·bro·sia (am brōʹzhә), n. 1 Class. Myth.
food of the ancient Greek and Roman
gods. 2 something especially pleasing to
taste or smell. 3 dessert of orange and
banana slices with shredded coconut.
[< L < Gk., < a– not + brotos mortal]
—am·broʹsial, am·broʹsian, adj. —ambroʹsial·ly, adv.
am·bu·lance (amʹbyә lәns), n. a vehicle,
boat, or aircraft equipped to carry sick
or wounded persons. [< F, < (hôpital)
ambulant walking (hospital)]
am·bu·lant (amʹbyә lәnt), adj. walking.
am·bu·late (amʹbyә lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lating. walk; move about. —am´bu·laʹtion, n.
am·bu·la·to·ry (amʹbyә lә tô´ri; –tō´–),
adj., n., pl. –ries. —adj. 1 of or ﬁtted for
walking. 2 moving from place to place. 3
able to walk; not conﬁned to bed. 4 not
permanent; changeable. —n. covered
place for walking; cloister.
am·bus·cade (am´bәs kādʹ), n., v.,
–cad·ed, –cad·ing. ambush. [< F
< Ital. imboscata < imboscare ambush]
—am´bus·cadʹer, n. Am.
am·bush (amʹbu̇sh), n. 1 soldiers or
other enemies hidden to make a surprise attack. 2 place where they are hidden. 3 act or condition of lying in wait.
—v. 1 attack from an ambush. 2 wait in
hiding to make a surprise attack. 3 put
(soldiers or other persons) in hiding for
a surprise attack. [< OF embusche, ult.
< en– in + busche bush1] —amʹbusher, n. —amʹbush·like´, adj. —amʹbushment, n.
a·me·ba (ә mēʹbә), n., pl. –bas, –bae
(–bē). any of a group of microorganisms
found in fresh and salt water that moves
by forming temporary projections that
are constantly changing. Also, amoeba.
[< Gk. amoibe change] —a·meʹba·like´,
adj. —a·meʹban, a·meʹbic, adj.
a·me·boid (ә mēʹboid), adj. of or like an
ameba. Also, amoeboid.
a·meer (ә mirʹ), n. amir.
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a·mel·io·ra·ble (ә mēlʹyә rә bәl; ә mēʹli ә–), adj. that can be improved.
a·mel·io·rate (ә mēlʹyә rāt; ә mēʹli ә–), v.,
–rat·ed, –rat·ing. make or become better; improve: new housing ameliorated
living conditions in the slums. [ < F
améliorer, ult. < LL, < L melior better]
—a·mel´io·raʹtion, n. —a·melʹio·ra´tive, adj. —a·melʹio·ra´tor, n.
a·men (āʹmenʹ; äʹmenʹ), interj. 1 be it so;
said after a prayer or wish and used as
an expression of assent. 2 an expression
of approval. —n. the word amen. [< L
< Gk. < Heb., truth, certainly < āman
strengthen]
a·me·na·ble (ә mēʹnә bәl; ә menʹә–),
adj. 1 open to suggestion or advice:
amenable to persuasion. 2 accountable;
answerable: amenable to the law. [< AF,
< a– to + mener lead < L minare drive]
—a·me´na·bilʹi·ty, a·meʹna·ble·ness, n.
—a·meʹna·bly, adv.
a·mend (ә mendʹ), v. 1 change the form
of (a law, bill, or motion, etc.) by addition, omission, etc. 2 change for the better; improve: amend one’s conduct. 3 free
from faults; correct: amend the spelling
of a word. 4 become better, as by reform
or by regaining health. [< OF < L,
< ex– out of + mendum fault] —amendʹa·ble, adj. —a·mendʹer, n.
a·mend·a·to·ry (ә menʹdә tôr´ē), adj. that
amends or corrects.
a·mend·ment (ә mendʹmәnt), n. 1 change
made in a law, bill, motion, etc.: a constitutional amendment. 2 change for the
better; improvement. 3 change made to
remove an error; correction.
a·mends (ә mendzʹ), n.pl. (sometimes
sing. in use) compensation for a loss or
injury.
a·men·i·ty (ә menʹә ti; ә mēʹnә–), n., pl.
–ties. 1 amenities, pleasing manners
or courteous acts that lead to agreeable social relations. 2 pleasant feature.
3 pleasantness; agreeableness. [< L,
< amoenus pleasant]
am·ent (amʹәnt; āʹmәnt), n. a long, slender spike covered with rows of bracts
having ﬂowers of one sex and no petals;
catkin. [< L amentum thong]
Amer., 1 America. 2 American.
a·merce (ә mėrsʹ), v., a·merced, a·mercing. 1 punish by an arbitrary or discretionary ﬁne. 2 punish by any penalty.
[< AF, < a merci at the mercy (of)]
—a·merceʹa·ble, adj. —a·merceʹment,
n. —a·mercʹer, n.
A·mer·i·ca (ә merʹә kә), n. 1 the United
States of America. 2 North America. 3
North America and South America; the
Western Hemisphere. 4 South America.
A·mer·i·can (ә merʹә kәn), adj. 1 of, having to do with, or in the United States:
an American citizen. 2 of or in the
Western Hemisphere: the Amazon and
other American rivers. 3 native only or
speciﬁc to the United States: American
eagle, American aloe. —n. 1 citizen of
the United States. 2 native or inhabitant

of the Western Hemisphere. 3 American English.
A·mer·i·ca·na (ә mer´ә käʹnә; –kanʹә;
–kāʹnә), n.pl. collection of objects
or documents about America, esp. its
history.
American Dream, idea of success and
achievement as being available or possible in the United States.
American English, English as written
and spoken in the United States.
American Indian, one of the people who
were already living in America long
before Europeans arrived.
A·mer·i·can·ism (ә merʹә kәn iz´әm), n.
1 devotion or loyalty to the United
States, its customs, traditions, etc. 2 a
word, phrase, or idiom originating in
the United States, as raccoon. 3 custom
or trait peculiar to the United States. 4
thing considered typically American.
A·mer·i·can·ize (ә merʹә kәn īz), v.,
–ized, –iz·ing. make or become American in habits, customs, or character. —Amer´i·can·i·zaʹtion, A·merʹi·can·iz´ing, n. —A·merʹi·can·ized, adj.
American language, American English.
American Revolution, 1 war fought by
the American colonies from 1775 to
1783 to win their independence from
England. 2 series of protests and acts
of the American colonists from 1763
to 1783 against England’s attempts to
increase its power over them.
am·er·i·ci·um (am´әr ishʹi әm), n. artiﬁcial, radioactive metallic element, Am.
Am·er·ind (amʹәr ind), n. the American Indian. —Am´er·inʹdi·an, adj., n.
—Am´er·inʹdic, adj.
am·e·thyst (amʹә thist), n. 1 a purple or
violet variety of quartz, used as a precious stone. 2 violet-colored corundum,
used for jewelry. [< OF < L < Gk. amethystos < a– not + methy wine; thought
to prevent intoxication] —amʹe·thystlike´, adj.
a·mi·a·ble (āʹmi ә bәl), adj. good-natured
and friendly; pleasant and agreeable:
an amiable disposition. [< OF < LL
amicabilis < L amicus friend. Doublet
of amicable.] —a´mi·a·bilʹi·ty, aʹmi·able·ness, n. —aʹmi·a·bly, adv.
am·i·ca·ble (amʹә kә bәl), adj. peaceable;
friendly. [< LL amicabilis < L amicus
friend. Doublet of amiable.] —am´ica·bilʹi·ty, amʹi·ca·ble·ness, n. —amʹica·bly, adv.
am·ice (amʹis), n. an oblong piece of linen
covering the shoulders, worn by priests
at Mass. [< OF < L amictus cloak]
a·mi·cus cu·ri·ae (ә mīʹkәs kyu̇rʹi ē; ә mēʹkәs kyu̇rʹi ī), person with no
interest in a legal case who is called in
to advise the judge. [< NL, friend of
the court]
a·mid (ә midʹ), a·midst (ә midstʹ), prep.
in the midst or middle of; among.
am·ide (amʹīd; –id) amid (–id), n. a
compound produced by replacing
one or more of the hydrogen atoms of

ammonia by univalent acid radicals.
—a·midʹic , adj.
a·mid·ships (ә midʹships), a·mid·ship
(–ship), adv. in or toward the middle
of a ship; halfway between the bow and
stern.
a·mi·go (ә mēʹgō), n. friend. [< Sp. < L
amicus,]
a·mine (ә mēnʹ; amʹin), am·in (amʹin),
n. a compound produced by replacing
one or more of the hydrogen atoms
of ammonia by univalent hydrocarbon
radicals.
a·mi·no acids (ә mēʹnō; amʹә nō), complex organic compounds of nitrogen
that combine in various ways to form
proteins.
a·mir (ә mirʹ), n. in Muslim countries,
a commander, ruler, or prince. Also,
ameer. [< Ar., commander. See admiral.]
Am·ish (amʹish; äʹmish), n., pl. Am·ish,
adj. —n. member of a strict Mennonite
sect, founded in the 17th century. —adj.
of this sect or its members. —Amʹishman´, n. Am.
a·miss (ә misʹ), adv. in a faulty manner;
wrongly. —adj. improper; wrong: it is
not amiss to ask advice.
take amiss, be oﬀended at. [< ME a mis
by (way of) fault. See miss1.]
am·i·to·sis (am´ә tōʹsis), n. simple cell
division without exact division of chromosomes. —am´i·totʹic, adj. —am´itotʹi·cal·ly, adv.
am·i·ty (amʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. peace and
friendship; friendly relations: treaty of
amity. [< MF amitié, ult. < L amicus
friend]
am·me·ter (amʹmē´tәr; amʹē´tәr), n.
instrument for measuring in amperes
the strength of an electric current.
[< am(pere) + –meter]
am·mo (amʹō) n., pl. –mos. ammunition.
am·mo·nia (ә mōʹnyә; ә moʹni ә), n. 1
a colorless, pungent gas, NH3, consisting of nitrogen and hydrogen. 2 this
gas dissolved in water, NH4OH. [< NL;
so named because obtained from sal
ammoniac]
am·mo·ni·ac (ә mōʹni ak), adj. Also, ammo·ni·a·cal (am´ә nīʹә kәl). of or like
ammonia. —n. gum ammoniac. [< L
< Gk. ammoniakon; applied to a salt
obtained near the shrine of Ammon
in Libya]
am·mo·nite (amʹә nīt), n. one of the spiraled fossil shells of an extinct mollusk.
[< NL ammonites < Med.L cornu Ammonis horn of Ammon (Egyptian god)]
am·mo·ni·um (ә mōʹni әm), n. the radical NH4, which never appears in a free
state by itself, but acts as a unit in chemical reactions.
ammonium chloride, NH4Cl, colorless
crystals or white powder used in medicine, in printing cloth, etc.; sal ammoniac.
ammonium hydroxide, ammonia
(def. 2).
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am·mu·ni·tion (am´yә nishʹәn), n. 1 bullets, shells, gunpowder, etc., for guns or
other weapons. 2 thing or things that
can be shot or thrown. 3 means of attack
or defense, as information that can be
used against someone. [< obs. F amunition, used for munition]
am·ne·sia (am nēʹzhә), n. loss of memory
caused by injury to the brain, by disease,
or by shock. [< NL < Gk., < a– not +
mnasthai remember] —am·neʹsic, amnesʹtic, adj.
am·nes·ty (amʹnәs ti), n., pl. –ties, v.,
–tied, –ty·ing. —n. a general pardon
for past oﬀenses against a government.
—v. give amnesty to; pardon. [< L < Gk.
amnestia < a– not + mnasthai remember]
am·ni·on (amʹni әn), n., pl. –ni·ons, –ni·a
(–ni ә). membrane lining the sac which
encloses a fetus. [< Gk., dim. of amnos
lamb] —am´ni·otʹic, adj.
a·moe·ba (ә mēʹbē), n., pl. –bas, –bae
(–bē). ameba. —a·moeʹba·like´, adj.
—a·moeʹban, a·moeʹbio, adj.
a·moe·boid (ә mēʹboid), adj. ameboid.
a·mok (ә mukʹ; ә mokʹ), adv., n. —adv.
amuck. —n. nervous disturbance of
the Malays, characterized by a period
of depression followed by a murderous
frenzy. [See amuck.]
a·mong (ә mungʹ), prep. 1 in the number or class of: the best among modern
novels. 2 by, with, or through the whole
of: political unrest among the people. 3
surrounded by: a house among the trees.
4 to each of: divide the money among
them. 5 by the combined action of: settle
it among yourselves. [OE amang < on
(ge)mang in a crowd]
a·mongst (ә mungstʹ), prep. among.
a·mor·al (ā môrʹәl; ā morʹ–; a–), adj. 1
not involving any question of morality;
nonmoral. 2 unable to distinguish right
from wrong. [< a– not + moral] —a´moralʹi·ty n. —a·morʹal·ly, adv.
am·o·rous (amʹә rәs), adj. 1 inclined
to love: an amorous disposition. 2 in
love; enamored. 3 showing love; loving;
fond; devoted. 4 having to do with love
or courtship: amorous poems. [< OF,
< amour love < L amor] —amʹo·rous·ly,
adv. —amʹo·rous·ness, n.
a·mor·phism (ә môrʹﬁz әm), n. amorphous condition.
a·mor·phous (ә môrʹfәs), adj. 1 of no
particular kind or type. 2 having no deﬁnite form; shapeless. 3 not crystallized.
Glass is amorphous; sugar is crystalline.
[< Gk., < a– without + morphe shape]
—a·morʹphous·ly, adv. —a·morʹphousness, n.
am·or·tize, (amʹәr tīz; ә môrʹtīz), v.,
–tized, –tiz·ing. set aside money regularly for future payment of (a debt,
etc.). [< OF amortir deaden < a– to +
mort death < L mors] —amʹor·tiz´able, adj. —am´or·ti·zaʹtion, a·morʹtizement, n.

A·mos (āʹmәs), n. 1 a Hebrew prophet
who lived about 760 b.c. 2 book of the
Old Testament.
a·mount (ә mountʹ), n. 1 sum; total:
amount of the day’s sales. 2 the full eﬀect,
value, or extent: the amount of evidence
against him is this. 3 quantity viewed as
a whole: a great amount of intelligence. 4
principal plus interest. —v. 1 be equal;
reach (to): the debt amounted to $50. 2
be equivalent in quantity, value, force,
eﬀect, etc. (to): his answer amounted to
a threat. [< OF, < a mont up; lit. to the
mountain. See mount2.]
a·mour (ә mu̇rʹ), n. 1 a love aﬀair. 2 an
illicit love aﬀair. [< OF, prob. < Pr. < L
amor love]
amp (amp), n. ampliﬁer.
amp or amp., 1 amperage. 2 ampere.
am·per·age (amʹpәr ij; am pirʹ–), n.
strength of a current measured in
amperes.
am·pere (amʹpir; am pirʹ), n. unit for
measuring the strength of an electric
current. It is the current one volt can
send through a resistance of one ohm.
[for A. M. Ampère, French physicist]
am·per·sand (amʹpәr sand), n. the character &, meaning “and.” [alter. of and per
se  and, & by itself  and]
am·phet·a·mine (am fetʹә mēn; –min), n.
1 drug that relieves congestion. 2 stimulant drug; methamphetamine
amphi–, combining form. 1 around; on
both sides, as in amphitheater. 2 in two
ways; of two kinds, as in amphibious.
[< Gk.]
Am·phib·i·a (am ﬁbʹi ә), n.pl. class of
cold-blooded vertebrates with moist,
scaleless skin, including frogs, toads,
newts, salamanders, etc. Their young
usually develop as tadpoles that have
gills and live in water.
am·phib·i·an (am ﬁbʹi әn), n. 1 animal
that lives on land and in water. 2 one
of the Amphibia. 3 plant that grows on
land or in water. 4 aircraft that can take
oﬀ from and alight on land or water. 5
tank or other vehicle for use both on
land and in water. —adj. 1 able to live
both on land and in water. 2 able to take
oﬀ and alight on either land or water.
am·phib·i·ous (am ﬁbʹi әs), adj. 1 able to
live both on land and in water. 2 suited
for use on land or water: an amphibious tank. 3 having two qualities, kinds,
natures, or parts. 4 by the combined
action of land, water, and air forces:
amphibious attack. [< L < Gk., < amphi–
both + bios life] —am·phibʹi·ous·ly, adv.
—am·phibʹi·ous·ness, n.
am·phi·the·a·ter, am·phi·the·a·tre (amʹfә thē´ә tәr), n. 1 a circular or oval building with rows of seats rising around a
central open space. 2 something resembling an amphitheater in shape. [< L
< Gk., < amphi– on all sides + theatron
theater] —am´phi·the·atʹric, am´phithe·atʹri·cal, adj. —am´phi·the·atʹrical·ly, adv.

am·pho·ra (amʹfә rә), n., pl. –rae
(–rē). tall two-handled jar, used by the
ancient Greeks and Romans. [< L < Gk.,
< amphi– on both sides + phoreus
bearer; with ref. to handles]
am·ple (amʹpәl), adj., –pler, –plest. 1
fully suﬃcient for any purpose; abundant; plentiful: ample food for the table,
ample praise. 2 large; big; roomy: an
ample room. [< F < L amplus] —amʹpleness, n.
am·plex·i·caul (am plekʹsә kôl), adj.
clasping the stem, as some leaves do
at their bases. [< NL, < L amplexus an
embrace + caulis stem]
am·pli·ﬁ·ca·tion (am´plә fә kāʹshәn), n.
1 act of amplifying; expansion. 2 detail,
example, etc., that ampliﬁes a statement,
narrative, etc. 3 an expanded statement,
etc. 4 increase in the strength of an
electric current. —amʹpli·ﬁ·ca´tive, amplifʹi·ca·to´ry, adj.
am·pli·ﬁ·er (amʹplә fī´әr), n. 1 person
or thing that ampliﬁes. 2 device for
strengthening electrical impulses, as a
transistor, vacuum tube, etc.
am·pli·fy (amʹplә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1
make fuller and more extensive; expand;
enlarge. 2 expand by giving details,
examples, comparisons, etc.; develop
fully: amplify a theory. 3 increase the
strength of (a sound or an electrical
impulse). [< F < L, < amplus ample +
facere make]
am·pli·tude (amʹplә tüd; –tūd), n. 1
width; breadth; size. 2 abundance; fullness, as of intelligence, understanding,
etc. 3 one half the range of symmetric
vibrations. 4 the peak strength of an
alternating current in a given cycle. [< L
amplitudo. See ample.]
amplitude modulation, purposeful
alteration of the amplitude of radio
waves. Much ordinary broadcasting uses
amplitude modulation. Compare frequency modulation.
am·ply (amʹpli), adv. in an ample manner; to an ample degree; liberally; sufﬁciently.
am·poule (amʹpül; –pūl), am·pule (amʹpūl), n. small glass tube or bulb ﬁlled
with a drug and hermetically sealed.
[< F < L ampulla jar, dim. of amphora.
See amphora.]
am·pu·tate (amʹpyә tāt), v., –tat·ed,
–tat·ing. 1 cut oﬀ part of a leg, hand,
etc., usually by surgery. 2 Fig. lop oﬀ
something; prune. [< L, < ambi– about
+ putare prune] —am´pu·taʹtion, n.
—amʹpu·ta´tor, n.
am·pu·tee (am´pyә tēʹ), n. 1 person who
has undergone an amputation by surgery, as of an arm or leg. 2 a lopping oﬀ.
Am·ster·dam (amʹstәr dam), n. important seaport and capital of the Netherlands.
amt., amount.
a·muck (ә mukʹ), adv. run amuck, run
about in a murderous frenzy. Also,
amok. [< Malay amoq]
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am·u·let (amʹyә lit), n. some object worn
as a magic charm against evil or harm.
[< L amuletum]
A·mur (ä mu̇rʹ), n. river in NE Asia.
a·muse (ә mūzʹ), v., a·mused, a·mus·ing.
1 cause to laugh or smile: amuse an
audience. 2 keep pleasantly interested;
entertain: new toys amuse children.
[< OF amuser divert, < a– + muser stare]
—a·musʹa·ble, adj. —a·musʹer, n.
a·mused (ә mūzdʹ), adj. pleasantly entertained. —a·musʹed·ly, adv.
a·muse·ment (ә mūzʹmәnt), n. 1 condition of being amused. 2 thing that
amuses.
amusement park, place outdoors oﬀering games, rides, on rollercoasters, etc.
a·mus·ing (ә mūzʹing), adj. 1 entertaining. 2 causing laughter, smiles, etc. —amusʹing·ly, adv. —a·musʹing·ness, n.
am·yl (amʹil), n. group of carbon and
hydrogen atoms, C5H11, that acts as a
unit in forming compounds. [< L < Gk.
amylon starch, orig., unground < a– not
+ myle mill] —a·mylʹic, adj.
am·yl·ase (amʹә lās), n. enzyme in saliva,
pancreatic juice, etc., or in parts of
plants, that helps to change starch into
sugar. [< amyl]
an1 (an; unstressed әn), adj. or indeﬁnite article. 1 one; any: an apple. 2
each; every: twice an hour. See a. [OE
(unstressed) ān (before vowels)]
an2, an’ (an; unstressed әn), conj. 1 Dial.
and. 2 Dial. if. [var. of and]
an–, preﬁx. not; without, as in anhydrous.
[var. of a–1 before vowels and h]
–an, suﬃx. 1 of or having to do with, as
in republican. 2 native or inhabitant of,
as in American. [< L –ānus]
An·a·bap·tist (an´ә bapʹtist), n. member
of a Protestant sect opposing infant
baptism. —An´a·bapʹtism, n.
a·nab·o·lism (ә nabʹ ә liz әm), n. constructive metabolism in which matter
is changed into the tissues of a living
animal or plant (opposite of catabolism).
[coined from metabolism by substitution
of Gk. ana– up] —an´a·bolʹic adj.
a·nach·ro·nism (ә nakʹrә niz әm), n. 1
placement of a person, thing, or event
in a period of time where it does not
belong. It would be an anachronism to
speak of Julius Caesar using a telephone.
2 something placed or occurring out
of its proper time or era. [< F < Gk.,
< ana– backwards + chronos time]
a·nach·ro·nis·tic (ә nak´rә nisʹtik), adj.
having or involving an anachronism.
a·nach·ro·nous (ә nakʹrә nәs), adj. placed
or occurring out of the proper time. —anachʹro·nous·ly, adv.
an·a·con·da (an´ә konʹdә), n. 1 a very
large tropical snake that crushes its prey
in its coils; water boa. 2 any large snake
that crushes its prey in its folds, such as
the python.
a·nad·ro·mous (ә nadʹrә mәs), adj. going
up rivers from the sea to spawn. [<LGk.,
< ana– up + dromos a running]

a·nae·mi·a (ә nēʹmi ә), n. anemia. —anaeʹmic, adj.
an·aer·obe (an ãrʹōb; an āʹәr ōb), n. 1
organism that cannot live in the presence of free oxygen. 2 organism that can
live without free oxygen. —an´aer·oʹbic,
adj. —an´aer·oʹbi·cal·ly, adv.
an·aes·the·sia (an´әs thēʹzhә), n. anesthesia.
an·aes·thet·ic (an´әs thetʹik), adj., n.
anesthetic.
an·aes·the·tist (ә nesʹthә tist), n. anesthetist.
an·aes·the·tize (ә nesʹthә tīz), v., –tized,
–tiz·ing. anesthetize. —an·aes´theti·zaʹtion, n.
an·a·gram (anʹә gram), n. 1 word or
phrase formed from another by transposing the letters. Example: lived—devil.
2 anagrams (sing. in use), game in which
players make words by changing and
adding letters. [< NL < Gk. anagrammatizein transpose letters < ana– up or
back + gramma letter]
a·nal (āʹnәl), adj. 1 of or near the anus. 2
having personality traits such as obsessive neatness, control, etc.
anal. 1 analogous. 2 analogy. 3 analysis.
4 analytic.
an·al·ge·si·a (an´әl jēʹzi ә; –si ә; –zha;
–shә), n. insensibility to pain without
losing consciousness. [< NL < Gk., <
an– not + algeein feel pain]
an·al·ge·sic (an´әl jēʹzik; –sik), adj. of or
causing analgesia. —n. drug or other
agent causes analgesia.
an·a·log (anʹә lôg), n., adj. analogue.
analog computer, calculating machine or
automatic control which deals directly
with physical quantities (weights,
lengths, etc.) rather than a numerical
code.
an·a·log·i·cal (an´ә lojʹә kәl), an·a·logic (–lojʹik), adj. using analogy; having
to do with analogy. —an´a·logʹi·cally, adv.
a·nal·o·gize (ә nalʹә jīz), v. –gized, –gizing. 1 explain by analogy. 2 use analogy.
—a·nalʹo·gist
a·nal·o·gous (ә nalʹә gәs), adj. 1 corresponding in some way; similar; comparable. 2 corresponding in function, but
not in structure and origin, as the wing
of an insect and a bird. —a·nalʹo·gously, adv. —a·nalʹo·gous·ness, n.
an·a·logue (anʹә lôg; –log), n. 1 something analogous; parallel. 2 organ or
body part that is analogous to another
organ or part. —adj. of or having to do
with analog computers.
a·nal·o·gy (ә nalʹә ji), n., pl. –gies. 1 likeness in some ways between things that
are otherwise unlike; similarity. 2 comparison of such things: it is risky to argue
by analogy. 3 of organs, etc., correspondence in function but not in structure
and origin. [< L < Gk. analogia]
a·nal·y·sis (ә nalʹә sis), n., pl. –ses (–sēz).
1 separation of a thing into parts; examination of a thing’s parts to ﬁnd out their

essential features: analysis of a book.
2 a intentional separation of a substance into its ingredients or elements
to determine their amount and nature.
b determination of the kind or amount
of one or more of the constituents of a
substance, whether actually obtained in
separate form or not. 3 statement of the
results of an analysis. [< Med.L < Gk., a
breaking up, < ana– up + lyein loose]
an·a·lyst (anʹә list), n. 1 one who analyzes.
2 one who practices psychoanalysis.
an·a·lyt·ic (an´ә litʹik), an·a·lyt·i·cal
(–ә kәl), adj. of or using analysis. —an´alytʹi·cal·ly, adv.
an·a·lyt·ics (an´ә litʹiks), n. mathematical
or algebraic analysis.
an·a·lyze (anʹә līz), v., –lyzed, –lyz·ing.
1 separate into its parts. 2 examine
the parts or elements of critically: analyze an argument. 3 subject to chemical
analysis. —anʹa·lyz´a·ble, adj. —an´aly·zaʹtion, n. —anʹa·lyzʹer, n.
An·a·ni·as (an´ә nīʹәs), n. 1 liar who was
struck dead for this fault. Acts 5:1–10.
2 any liar.
an·a·pest, an·a·paest (anʹә pest), n. measure or foot in poetry consisting of
two unaccented syllables followed by an
accented syllable. [< L < Gk. anapaistos
< ana– back + paiein strike] —an´a·pesʹtic, an´a·paesʹtic, adj., n.
a·naph·o·ra (ә nafʹәr ә), n. repetition of
a word or phrase at the beginning of a
series of clauses or sentences, used for
rhetorical eﬀect.
an·a·phy·lax·is (an´ ә fә lakʹsis), n.
increased sensitivity to a usually nontoxic substance, sometimes causing
severe or fatal shock. —an´a·phy·lacʹtic, adj.
an·ar·chism (anʹәr kiz әm), n. 1 political theory that all systems of government and law are harmful and prevent
individuals from reaching their greatest
development. 2 practice or support of
this doctrine. 3 terrorism; lawlessness.
an·ar·chist (anʹәr kist), n. person who
wants to overthrow established governments and have a world without rulers
and laws. —an´ar·chisʹtic, adj.
an·ar·chy (anʹәr ki), n. 1 absence of a
system of government and law. 2 confusion; lawlessness. [< Gk., < an– without
+ archos ruler] —an·arʹchic, an·arʹchical, adj. —an·arʹchi·cal·ly, adv.
anat., 1 anatomical. 2 anatomy.
a·nath·e·ma (ә nathʹә mә), n., pl. –mas.
1 person or thing that is detested and
condemned. 2 person or thing accursed.
3 solemn curse by church authorities
excommunicating some person from
the church. 4 denouncing and condemning some person or thing as evil;
curse. [< L < Gk., thing devoted, esp. to
evil, < ana– up + tithenai set]
a·nath·e·ma·tize (ә nathʹә mә tīz), v.,
–tized, –tiz·ing. denounce; curse. —anath´e·ma·ti·zaʹtion, n. —a·nathʹe·matiz´er, n.
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An·a·to·li·a (an´ә tōʹli ә), n. Asia Minor.
—An´a·toʹli·an, adj., n.
an·a·tom·i·cal (an´ә tomʹә kәl), an·atom·ic (–tomʹik), adj. of or having to do
with anatomy. —an´a·tomʹi·cal·ly, adv.
a·nat·o·mist (ә natʹә mist), n. 1 an expert
in anatomy. 2 person who dissects or
analyzes.
a·nat·o·mize (ә natʹә mīz), v., –mized,
–miz·ing. 1 divide into parts to study the
structure; dissect. 2 examine the parts of;
analyze. —a·nat´o·mi·zaʹtion, n.
a·nat·o·my (ә natʹә mi), n., pl. –mies. 1
structure of an animal or plant. 2 science of the structure of animals and
plants. 3 dissecting of animals or plants
to study their structure. [< LL < Gk., <
ana– up + tomos cutting]
anc., ancient.
–ance, suﬃx. 1 act or fact of ——ing, as
in avoidance. 2 quality or state of being
——ed, as in annoyance. 3 quality or
state of being ——ant, as in importance.
4 thing that ——s, as in conveyance. 5
what is ——ed, as in contrivance. [< F
< L –antia, –entia]
an·ces·tor (anʹses tәr), n. 1 person from
whom one is descended; forefather. 2
early form from which the species or
group in question has descended. 3
the precursor of a later type. [< OF
ancestre < L antecessor < ante before +
cedere go]
an·ces·tral (an sesʹtrәl), adj. 1 of or pertaining to ancestors: the ancestral home
of the Pilgrims was England. 2 inherited
from ancestors. —an·cesʹtral·ly, adv.
an·ces·try (anʹses tri), n., pl. –tries. 1 line
of descent from ancestors; lineage. 2
honorable descent. 3 parents, grandparents, and other ancestors.
an·chor (angʹkәr), n. 1 shaped piece of
iron attached to a chain or rope and
used to hold a boat or ship in place.
2 thing for holding something else in
place. 3 something that makes a person
feel safe and secure. 4 anchorman. —v.
1 hold in place by an anchor: anchor a
ship. 2 hold in place; ﬁx ﬁrmly.
at anchor, held by an anchor.
cast or drop anchor, let down the
anchor to hold in place.
ride at anchor, stay anchored
in a place.
weigh anchor, raise the anchor to sail
on. [< L < Gk. ankyra] —anʹchor·less,
adj. —anʹchor·like´, adj.
an·chor·age (angʹkәr ij), n. 1 place to
anchor. 2 money paid for the right to
anchor. 3 an anchoring or being anchored.
4 something to hold on to or depend on.
an·cho·rite (angʹkә rīt), an·cho·ret (angʹkә rit; –ret), n. 1 person who lives alone
in a solitary place for religious meditation. 2 hermit. [< Med.L < LL < Gk.
anachoretes, < ana– back + choreein
withdraw] —an´cho·ritʹic, an´choretʹic, adj.
an·chor·man (angʹkәr man´), n. 1 last
person to compete on a relay team. 2

last person on line in a tug of war. 3
last team member to bowl a frame in
a bowling match. 4 person who introduces various reports on a television or
radio newscast.
an·cho·vy (anʹchō vi; –chә vi; an chōʹvi),
n., pl. –vies. very small ﬁsh that looks
somewhat like a herring. Anchovies are
pickled or made into a paste. [< Sp. and
Pg. anchova < VL apiuva < Gk. aphye]
an·cien ré·gime (än syanʹ rā zhēmʹ),
French. 1 social and political structure
of France before the Revolution of 1789.
2 Fig. way things used to be done; old
order of things.
an·cient (ānʹshәnt), adj. 1 of great age;
very old: an ancient city. 2 existing
or occuring in time long past: ancient
records. 3 pertaining to the period of
history before the fall of the Western
Roman Empire (476 a.d.). 4 having
to do with the ancients. —n. 1 a very
old person. 2 the ancients, a Greeks
and Romans and other civilized people
of antiquity. b the classical authors of
ancient times. [< OF ancien < LL, < L
ante before] —anʹcient·ness, n.
an·cient·ly (ānʹshәnt li), adv. in ancient
times.
an·cil·lar·y (anʹsә ler´i), adj. 1 subordinate. 2 assisting. [< L, < ancilla handmaid]
an·con (angʹkon), n., pl. an·co·nes
(ang kōʹnēz). 1 elbow. 2 projection like
a bracket, used to support a cornice.
[< L < Gk. ankon bend] —anʹco·nal,
an·coʹne·al adj.
–ancy, suﬃx. variant of –ance, as in
infancy.
and (and; unstressed әnd, әn), conj. 1 as
well as: nice and cold. 2 added to; with:
ham and eggs. 3 as a result: the sun came
out and the grass dried. 4 to: try and
come. [OE]
An·da·lu·sia (an´dә lüʹzhә; –shә), n.
region in S Spain. —An´da·luʹsian,
adj., n.
an·dan·te (an danʹtē; än dänʹtā), —adj. of
musical tempo, moderately slow. —adv.
in andante time. —n. musical piece in
andante time. [< Ital., < andare walk]
An·der·sen (anʹdәr sәn), n. Hans Christian, 1805–1875, Danish writer of fairy
tales.
An·des (anʹdēz), n.pl. mountain system in
W South America. —An·deʹan, adj., n.
and·i·ron (andʹī´әrn), n. one of a pair of
metal supports for wood burned in a
ﬁreplace. [< OF andier; –iron by association with iron]
and/or, both or either.
An·dor·ra (an dôrʹә; –dorʹә), n. 1 a small
country between France and Spain. 2
its capital.
An·drew (anʹdrü), n. one of Jesus’ apostles.
an·dro·gen (anʹdrә jәn), n. any substance
that induces or strengthens masculine
characteristics, as a male sex hormone.
[< Gk. aner (andr–) male + –genes born,
produced] —an´dro·genʹic, adj.

an·drog·y·nous (an drojʹә nәs), adj. 1
having male and female ﬂowers in the
same cluster. 2 hermaphroditic. [< L
< Gk., < aner (andr–) man + gyne
woman] —an·drogʹy·ny, n.
an·droid (anʹdroid), n. robot that resembles a person.
An·drom·a·che (an dromʹә kē), n. Gk.
Legend. 1 the loyal wife of Hector. 2
northern constellation.
an·ec·dot·age (anʹik dōt´ij), n. 1 anecdotes. 2 talkative old age.
an·ec·do·tal (anʹik dō´tәl; an´ik dōʹtәl),
adj. of anecdotes; containing anecdotes.
—an´ec·doʹtal·ist, n.
an·ec·dote (anʹik dōt), n. short account
of some interesting incident or event.
[< Med.L < Gk. anekdota (things)
unpublished < an– not + ek– out + didonai give] —an´ec·dotʹic, an´ec·dotʹical, adj.
a·ne·mi·a (ә nēʹmi ә), n. 1 deﬁciency
of the blood; insuﬃciency of red corpuscles or hemoglobin in the blood. 2
general weakness. Also, anaemia. [< NL
< Gk. anaimia lack of blood < an– not +
haima blood] —a·neʹmic, adj.
an·e·mom·e·ter (an´ә momʹә tәr), n.
instrument for measuring the velocity
or pressure of the wind. [< Gk. anemos
wind + –meter —an´e·mo·metʹric,
an´e·mo·metʹri·cal, adj.
a·nem·o·ne (ә nemʹә nē), n. 1 plant with
small white ﬂowers that blossoms early
in the spring. 2 plant of the same genus
with much larger, bright-red, blue, or
white ﬂowers. 3 sea anemone. [< L < Gk.,
wind ﬂower, anemos wind]
a·nent (ә nentʹ), prep. 1 concerning. 2
beside. [OE on emn, on efn on even
(ground with)]
an·er·oid (anʹәr oid), adj. using no ﬂuid.
—n. an aneroid barometer. [< F anéroïde
< Gk. a– without + LGk. neros water]
aneroid barometer, barometer that works
by the pressure of air on the elastic lid of
a box containing no air.
an·es·the·sia (an´әs thēʹzhә), n. loss of
sensation produced by ether, chloroform, hypnotism, etc., or as the result
of hysteria, paralysis, or disease. [< NL
< Gk., < an– without + aisthesis sensation]
an·es·thet·ic (an´әs thetʹik), n. substance that causes anesthesia, as ether.
—adj. 1 causing anesthesia. 2 of or with
anesthesia: anesthetic eﬀects. —an´esthetʹi·cal·ly, adv.
an·es·the·tist (ә nesʹthә tist), n. person
who administers anesthetics during
operations, etc.
an·es·the·tize (ә nesʹthә tīz), v., –tized,
–tiz·ing. make unable to feel pain, touch,
cold, etc.; make insensible. —an·es´theti·zaʹtion, n. —an·esʹthe·tiz´er, n.
an·eu·rysm, an·eu·rism (anʹyә riz әm),
n. permanent swelling of an artery,
due to pressure of the blood on a part
weakened by disease or injury. [< Gk.
aneurysma dilatation, < ana– up + eurys
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wide] —an´eu·rysʹmal, an´eu·risʹmal,
adj.
a·new (ә nüʹ; ә nūʹ), adv. 1 once more;
again: try anew. 2 in a new form or way.
[OE ofniowe. See new.]
an·gel (ānʹjәl), n. 1 one of an order of
spiritual beings that are attendants and
messengers of God. 2 conventional representation of such a being, usually with
a halo and wings. 3 Fig. person as good
or lovely as an angel. 4 Fig. any guardian
or guiding spirit. 5 person who pays
for producing a play. [< L < Gk. angelos
messenger]
angel cake, or angel food cake, delicate,
white, spongy cake made of the whites
of eggs, sugar, and a little ﬂour.
angel dust, hallucenogenic drug, PCP.
An·ge·le·no (an´jә lēʹnō), n. person who
lives in Los Angeles.
an·gel·ﬁsh (ānʹjәl ﬁsh´), n., pl. –ﬁsh·es or
(esp. collectively) –ﬁsh. 1 any of several
showy tropical ﬁsh. 2 small silver ﬁsh with
wing-like ﬁns and black bars on its body.
an·gel·ic (an jelʹik), adj. 1 of angels; heavenly. 2 like an angel; pure; innocent;
good and lovely. —an·gelʹi·cal, adj.
—an·gelʹi·cal·ly, adv.
an·gel·i·ca (an jelʹә kә), n. perennial plant
of the same family as the carrot, used
in cooking, in medicine, etc. [< Med.L;
named from its use as an antidote]
An·ge·li·co (an jelʹә kō), n. Fra, 1387–
1455, Italian painter.
An·ge·lus (anʹjә lәs), n. 1 prayer said by
Roman Catholics in memory of Christ’s
assuming human form. 2 bell rung at
morning, noon, and night as a signal
for Roman Catholics to say this prayer.
[from ﬁrst word in service]
an·ger (angʹgәr), n. the feeling one has
toward something that hurts, opposes,
oﬀends, or annoys; wrath; fury; rage. —v.
1 make angry. 2 become angry: he angers
easily. [< Scand. angr grief]
an·gi·na (an jīʹnә; in Med. often anʹjә nә),
n. 1 any inﬂammatory disease of the
throat, such as croup or mumps. 2 any
sudden and sharp pain. 3 angina pectoris. [< L, quinsy, < angere choke]
angina pec·to·ris (pekʹtә ris), serious disease of the heart that causes sharp chest
pains and a feeling of being suﬀocated.
an·gi·o·gen·e·sis (an´ji o jenʹә sis), n. formation of blood vessels.
an·gi·o·sperm (anʹji ō spėrm´), n. plant
having its seeds enclosed in an ovary;
ﬂowering plant. [< NL, < Gk. angeion
vessel + sperma seed] —an´gi·o·sperʹmous, adj.
an·gle1 (angʹgәl), n., v., –gled, –gling.
—n. 1 a space between two lines or
surfaces that meet. b ﬁgure formed by
two such lines or surfaces. c diﬀerence
in direction between two such lines or
surfaces. 2 corner. 3 point of view. 4 one
aspect of something; phase. —v. 1 move
at an angle. 2 turn or bend at an angle. 3
present with bias or prejudice. [< F < L
angulus] —anʹgled, adj.

an·gle2 (angʹgәl), v., –gled, –gling. 1 ﬁsh
with a hook and line. 2 scheme to get:
she angled for an invitation to his party
by ﬂattering him. [OE angel ﬁshhook]
—anʹgler, n.
angle iron, strip of iron or steel bent at
an angle.
angle of incidence. See incidence, def. 3.
angle of reﬂection. See reﬂection, def. 8.
An·gles (angʹgәlz), n.pl. a Germanic tribe
that settled in England in the ﬁfth century a.d. —Anʹgli·an, adj., n.
an·gle·worm angʹgәl·wėrm´), n. earthworm.
An·gli·can (angʹglә kәn), adj. 1 of or having to do with the Church of England
or other churches of the same faith elsewhere. 2 Esp. U.S. English. —n. member
of an Anglican church. —Anʹgli·canism, n.
An·gli·cism (angʹglә siz әm), n. 1 U.S. a
Briticism. 2 custom or trait peculiar to
the English.
An·gli·cize, an·gli·cize (angʹglә sīz),
v., –cized, –ciz·ing. make or become
English in form, pronunciation, habits,
customs, or character. Chauﬀeur and
garage are French words that have been
Anglicized. —An´gli·ci·zaʹtion, an´glici·zaʹtion, n.
an·gling (angʹgling), n. act or art of ﬁshing with a rod and line.
An·glo (angʹglō), n., pl. –glos. white American not of Spanish or Mexican descent.
Anglo–, word element. 1 English, as in
Anglo-Catholic church. 2 English and, as
in the Anglo-American alliance.
An·glo-A·mer·i·can (angʹglō ә merʹә kәn), Am. —adj. 1 English and American. 2 of Anglo-Americans. —n. an
American, esp. a U.S. citizen of English
descent.
An·glo-French (angʹglō frenchʹ), adj.
of or having to do with England and
France together. —n. the dialect of
French spoken by the Normans in England (esp. 1066–c1154); Anglo-Norman;
Norman-French.
An·glo-Nor·man (angʹglō nôrʹmәn), n.
1 one of the Normans who lived in
England after its conquest in 1066. 2
descendant of an English Norman. 3
Anglo-French. —adj. English and Norman.
An·glo·phile (angʹglә fīl), An·glo·phil
(–ﬁl), n. person who greatly likes or
admires England or the English.
An·glo-Sax·on (angʹglō sakʹsәn), n. 1
Englishman of the ﬁfth to twelfth centuries. 2 his speech. 3 member of the English-speaking world. 4 person of English
descent. 5 plain English. —adj. 1 of the
Anglo-Saxons. 2 of Anglo-Saxon.
An·go·ra (ang gôʹrә, –gōʹ–), n. 1 variety
of long-haired cat. 2 variety of goat with
long, silky hair. 3 variety of rabbit with
long, silky hair.
an·go·ra (ang gôʹrә), n. 1 mohair. 2
yarn made from the hair of Angora
goats or rabbits.

an·gry (angʹgri), adj. –gri·er, –gri·est.
1 feeling or showing anger; furious;
infuriated: an angry reply. 2 raging or
stormy: angry sky. 3 inﬂamed and sore:
an infected cut looks angry. —anʹgri·ly,
adv. —anʹgri·ness, n.
angst (ãngst), n. anxiety. [< G]
ang·strom (angʹstrәm), or angstrom
unit, n. one ten-millionth of a millimeter, a unit of measurement of the wave
lengths of various radiations, as of light.
an·guish (angʹgwish), n. very great pain
or grief; torment. [< OF < L angustia
tightness < angustus narrow]
an·guished (angʹgwisht), adj. 1 suﬀering anguish. 2 full of anguish; showing
anguish.
an·gu·lar (angʹgyә lәr), adj. 1 having
angles; sharp-cornered. 2 measured by
an angle. 3 not plump; thin and bony;
gaunt. 4 stiﬀ and awkward. —anʹgu·larly, adv. —anʹgu·lar·ness, n.
an·gu·lar·i·ty (ang´gyә larʹә ti), n., pl.
–ties. 1 angular quality or form. 2 an
angular part; an angle.
an·hy·dride (an hīʹdrīd; –drid), an·hydrid (–drid), n. 1 any oxide that unites
with water to form an acid or base. 2 any
compound formed by removing water.
an·hy·drous (an hīʹdrәs), adj. 1 without
water. 2 containing no water of crystallization. [< Gk., < an– without + hydor
water]
an·i·line (anʹә lin; –līn), an·i·lin (–lin),
n. a colorless liquid, C6H5NH2, obtained
from coal tar and esp. from nitrobenzene, used in making dyes, plastics, etc.
—adj. made from aniline.
an·i·mal (anʹә mәl), n. 1 any living thing
that is not a plant. Most animals can
move about, while most plants cannot; most animals cannot make their
own food from carbon dioxide, water,
nitrogen, etc., while most plants can.
2 an inferior living being, as distinguished from human; brute; beast. 3
person like a brute or beast. —adj. 1 of
animals. 2 like an animal. 3 of a person,
sensual. [< L, < anima life, breath]
an·i·mal·cule (an´ә malʹkūl), n. a minute
or microscopic animal. [< NL animalculum, dim. of L animal] —an´i·malʹcular, adj.
an·i·mal·ism (anʹә mәl iz´әm), n. 1 doctrine that human beings are mere animals without souls. 2 animal existence,
nature, or enjoyment. —anʹi·mal·ist, n.
—an´i·mal·isʹtic, adj.
an·i·mal·i·ty (an´ә mal´ә ti), n. 1 animal
nature or character in humans. 2 animal life.
animal spirits, natural liveliness.
an·i·mate (v. anʹә māt; adj. anʹә mit), v.,
–mat·ed, –mat·ing, adj. —v. 1 make
lively, gay, or vigorous. 2 inspire; encourage. 3 put into action; cause to act or
work. 4 give life to; make alive. —adj.
1. living; alive: all plants and animals
are animate. 2 lively; vigorous. [< L,
< anima life, breath] —anʹi·mate·ly, adv.
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—anʹi·mat´er, anʹi·ma´tor, n. —an´imaʹtion, n.
an·i·mat·ed (anʹә māt´id), adj. 1 lively. 2
living. —anʹi·mat´ed·ly, adv.
animated cartoon, series of drawings
arranged to be photographed and shown
like a motion picture. Each drawing
shows a slight change from the one
before it creating the illusion of movement.
an·i·mat·ing (anʹә māt´ing), adj. giving
life to; making lively; inspiring; encouraging. —anʹi·mat´ing·ly, adv.
an·i·ma·tron·ic (an´ә mә trônʹik), adj.
animated electronically: the versatile
animatronic process. [< animated-electronic robotic]
an·i·mism (anʹә miz әm), n. the belief
that animals, trees, rocks, and other
natural objects have souls. [< L anima
life] —anʹi·mist, n. —an´i·misʹtic, adj.
an·i·mos·i·ty (an´ә mosʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
violent hatred; active enmity.
an·i·mus (anʹә mәs), n. 1 violent hatred;
ill will; active dislike or enmity. 2 moving spirit; intention. [< L, spirit]
an·i·on (anʹī´әn), n. 1 a negatively charged
ion that moves toward the positive pole
in electrolysis. 2 atom or group of atoms
having a negative charge. [< Gk., (thing)
going up, < ana– up + ienai go]
an·ise (anʹis), n. 1 plant of the carrot
family grown for its fragrant seeds. 2 the
seed. [< OF < L < Gk, anison]
an·i·seed (anʹә sēd; anʹis sēd), n. seed of
anise, used as a ﬂavoring or in medicine.
An·jou (anʹjü), n. a former duchy in W
France.
An·ka·ra (angʹkә rә; ängʹ–), n. capital of
Turkey.
ankh (ängk), n. cross with a loop at the
top, rather than a straight upper part,
symbol of life in ancient Egypt.
an·kle (angʹkәl), n. 1 joint that connects
the foot and the leg. 2 part of the leg
between this joint and the calf. [< Scand.
Cf. Dan. ankel.]
an·kle·bone (angʹkәl bōn´), n. talus.
an·klet (angʹklit), n. 1 a short sock. 2
band, often ornamental, worn around
the ankle.
an·ky·lo·sis (ang´kә lōʹsis), n. 1 Anat. a
growing together of bones as a result
of disease or injury. 2 Pathol. stiﬀness
of a joint caused by this. [< NL < Gk.,
< ankyloein stiﬀen < ankylos crooked]
—an´ky·lotʹic, adj.
ann., 1 annals. 2 annuals. 3 annuity. 4
years.
an·na (anʹә), n. in India and Pakistan: a
one-sixteenth of a rupee. b a coin having this value.
an·nal·ist (anʹәl ist), n. writer of annals.
—an´nal·isʹtic, adj.
an·nals (anʹәlz), n.pl. 1 a written account
of events year by year. 2 historical
records; history. [< L, < annus year]
An·nap·o·lis (ә napʹә lis), n. seaport and
capital of Maryland, site of the U.S.
Naval Academy.

Anne (an), n. 1665–1714, queen of Great
Britain and Ireland, 1702–14.
an·neal (ә nēlʹ), v. toughen (glass, metals,
etc.) by heating and then cooling; temper. [OE anœ̄lan < an– on + œ̄lan burn]
—an·nealʹer, n.
an·ne·lid (anʹә lid), —n. any one of the
segmented worms, as the earthworms
and leeches. —adj. of or having to do
with annelids. [< F < OF annel ring < L
anellus, double dim. of anus ring] —annelʹi·dan, adj., n.
an·nex (v. ә neksʹ; n. anʹeks), v., n. —v. 1
join or add to a larger thing: the United
States annexed Texas in 1845. 2 attach
as a limitation or consequence. 3 add to
a book, document, etc. 4 take as one’s
own; appropriate. —n. 1 something
annexed; an added part. 2 a supplementary building. [< Med.L, < L annexus
< ad– to + nectere bind] —an·nexʹa·ble,
adj. —an·nexʹment, n.
an·nex·a·tion (an´ik sāʹshәn; –ek–), n. 1
an annexing or being annexed. 2 something annexed. —an´nex·aʹtion·ist, n.
an·ni·hi·la·ble (ә nīʹә lә bәl), n. that can
be annihilated. —an·ni´hi·la·bilʹi·ty, n.
an·ni·hi·late (ә nīʹә lāt), v. –lat·ed, –lating. 1 destroy completely; wipe out of
existence. 2 bring to ruin or confusion.
[< LL, < L ad– + nihil nothing] —anni´hi·laʹtion, n. —an·niʹhi·la´tive, adj.
—an·niʹhi·la´tor, n.
an·ni·ver·sa·ry (an´ә vėrʹsә ri), n., pl.
–ries, adj. —n. 1 the yearly return of
a date: a birthday is an anniversary. 2
celebration of the yearly return of a date.
—adj. 1 celebrated each year at the same
date. 2 having to do with an anniversary: an anniversary gift. [< L, returning
annually, < annus year + vertere turn]
an·no Dom·i·ni (anʹō domʹә nī), in the
year of our Lord; any year of the Christian Era. Abbrev.: a.d.
annointing of the sick, extreme unction.
an·no·tate (anʹō tāt), v., –tat·ed, –tating. 1 provide with explanatory notes
or comments. 2 make explanatory notes
or comments. [< L, < ad– + nota note]
—anʹno·ta´tor, n.
an·no·ta·tion (an´ō tāʹshәn), n. 1 act of
annotating. 2 note of explanation.
an·nounce (ә nounsʹ), v., –nounced,
–nounc·ing. 1 give formal or public
notice of: announce a wedding in the
papers. 2 make known; make evident.
3 be an announcer; introduce broadcasts; read news, etc. 4 make known the
presence or arrival of: a ﬂurry of activity announced their arrival. [< OF < L,
< ad– + nuntius messenger] —announceʹment, n.
an·nounc·er (ә nounʹsәr), n. 1 someone
or some thing that announces. 2 person
who announces, esp. on a radio or television broadcast.
an·noy (ә noiʹ), v. 1 make angry; disturb;
trouble; irritate; bother: annoy by teasing. 2 hurt; harm; molest: annoy the

enemy by raids. [< OF anuier < LL, < L in
odio in hatred] —an·noyʹer, n.
an·noy·ance (ә noiʹәns), n. 1 an annoying.
2 a being annoyed. 3 thing that annoys;
bother; pest.
an·noy·ing (ә noiʹing), adj. disturbing.
—an·noyʹing·ly, adv. —an·noyʹingness, n.
an·nu·al (anʹyu̇ әl), adj. 1 coming once
a year: annual celebration. 2 of or for a
year; yearly: an annual salary of $30,000.
3 accomplished during a year: the earth’s
annual course around the sun. 4 living
but one year or season: annual plants.
n. 1 an annual publication. 2 plant that
lives one year or season. [< OF < LL, < L
annus year] —anʹnu·al·ly, adv.
an·nu·i·tant (ә nüʹә tәnt; –nūʹ–), n. person who receives an annuity.
an·nu·i·ty (ә nüʹә ti; –nūʹ–), n., pl. –ties.
1 sum of money paid every year. 2 right
to receive or duty to pay such a yearly
sum. 3 investment that provides a ﬁxed
yearly income. [< F < Med. L, < L annus
year]
an·nul (ә nulʹ), v., –nulled, –nul·ling.
destroy the force of; make void: annul
a marriage. [< LL, < L ad– + nullus
none] —an·nulʹla·ble, adj. —an·nulʹler,
n. —an·nulʹment, n.
an·nu·lar (anʹyә lәr), adj. ringlike; ringshaped, ringed. [< L, < annulus ring]
—an´nu·larʹi·ty, n. —anʹnu·lar·ly adv.
an·nu·lus (anʹyә lәs), n., pl. –li (–lī), –luses. a ringlike part, band, or space. [< L
annulus, dim. of anus ring]
an·nun·ci·ate (ә nunʹshi āt; –si–), v., –ated, –at·ing. make known; announce.
[< Med.L < L, ad– to + nuntius messenger]
an·nun·ci·a·tion (ә nun´si āʹshәn; –shi–),
n. 1 announcement. 2 the Annunciation, a the angel Gabriel’s announcement to the Virgin Mary that she was to
be the mother of Christ. Luke 1:26–33. b
Annunciation Day; Lady Day.
A No. 1, A one.
an·ode (anʹōd), n. 1 positive electrode. 2
negative terminal on a battery. [< Gk., <
ana– up + hodos way] —an·odʹic, adj.
an·o·dyne (anʹә dīn), n. anything that
relieves pain or soothes. —adj. soothing. [< L < Gk., < an– without + odyne
pain]
a·noint (ә nointʹ), v. 1 put oil on; rub
with ointment; smear. 2 consecrate by
applying oil. [< OF enoint < L, < in– on
+ unguere smear] —a·nointʹer, n. —anointʹment, n.
a·nom·a·lous (ә nomʹә lәs), adj. departing from the common rule; irregular; abnormal. [< LL < Gk., an– not +
homalos even] —a·nomʹa·lous·ly, adv.
—a·nomʹa·lous·ness, n.
a·nom·a·ly (ә nomʹә li), n., pl. –lies. 1
departure from a common rule; irregularity. 2 something abnormal. —anomʹa·lism n.
a·non (ә nonʹ), adv. 1 in a little while;
soon. 2 at another time; again. 3 ever
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and anon, now and then. [OE on ān into
one, on āne in one, at once]
anon., anonymous.
an·o·nym·i·ty (an´ә nimʹә ti), n. state of
being anonymous.
a·non·y·mous (ә nonʹә mәs), adj. 1 of
unknown or unacknowledged authorship: an anonymous letter, pamphlet, etc.
2 having no name; nameless. [< Gk.,
< an– without + dial. onyma name] —anonʹy·mous·ly, adv.
a·noph·e·les (ә nofʹә lēz), n., pl. –les. mosquito that can transmit malaria.
an·o·rec·tic (an´ә rekʹtik), adj. 1 having
little appetite. 2 anorexic.
an·o·rex·i·a (an´ә rekʹsē ә), n. 1 aversion to or avoidance of food. 2 also
anorexia nervosa, condition marked
by avoidance of food so extreme that it
sometimes leads to death by starvation.
—an´o·rexʹic, adj.
an·oth·er (ә nuthʹәr), adj. 1 one more:
another glass of milk. 2 diﬀerent: another
matter. —pron. 1 one more: have another.
2 a diﬀerent one. 3 one of the same kind.
[for an other]
ans., answer; answered.
an·ser·ine (anʹsәr īn; –in), an·ser·ous
(–әs), adj. 1 of, like, or pertaining to a
goose or geese. 2 stupid; foolish. [< L, <
anser goose]
an·swer (anʹsәr; änʹ–), n. 1 words spoken or written in reply to a question: a
quick answer. 2 solution to a problem.
—v. 1 reply to: he answered my question. 2 reply: he would not answer. 3
serve: a poor excuse will not answer. 4
be responsible: answer for your mistakes.
5 correspond (to): this house answers to
his description. [OE andswaru < and–
against + swerian swear] —anʹswerer, n.
an·swer·a·ble (anʹsәr ә bәl; änʹ–), adj. 1
responsible. 2 that can be answered.
—anʹswer·a·ble·ness, n. —anʹswer·ably, adv.
answering machine, device that records
messages from telephone callers in the
absence of a person to respond to a call.
answering service, an agency that cuts in
on the telephone circuits of its clients to
answer calls, etc. in their absence.
ant (ant), n. any member of a family of
small hymenopterus insects that live
with others in colonies. [OE œ̄mete]
—antʹlike´, adj.
ant– preﬁx. form of anti– before vowels.
–ant, suﬃx. 1 ——ing, as in buoyant,
compliant, triumphant. 2 one that ——s,
as in assistant. See also –ent. [< F < L
–ans, –ens]
ant., 1 antonym. 2 antiquary.
ant·ac·id (ant asʹid), adj. neutralizing
acids; counteracting acidity. —n. substance that neutralizes acids, such as
baking soda.
an·tag·o·nism (an tagʹә niz әm), n. active
opposition; hostility.
an·tag·o·nist (an tagʹә nist), n. 1 person
who ﬁghts, struggles or contends with

another; opponent; adversary. 2 muscle
that contracts when another muscle
relaxes. 3 drug that counteracts another
drug.
an·tag·o·nis·tic (an tag´ә nisʹtik), adj.
acting against each other; opposing;
conﬂicting. —an·tag´o·nisʹti·cal·ly, adv.
an·tag·o·nize (an tagʹ nīz), v., –nized,
–niz·ing. 1 make an enemy of; arouse
dislike in. 2 oppose. 3 counteract. [< Gk.,
< anti– against + agon contest] —antagʹo·niz´er, n.
ant·arc·tic (ant ärkʹtik; –ärʹtik), adj. of or
near the South Pole or the south polar
region. —n. the south polar region.
Ant·arc·ti·ca (ant ärkʹtә kә; –ärʹtә–),
or Antarctic Continent, n. continent
around or near the South Pole.
Antarctic Circle or antarctic circle,
imaginary boundary of the south polar
region, running parallel to the equator
at 23°30´ north of the South Pole.
Antarctic Ocean, ocean of the south
polar region.
Antarctic Zone, region between the Antarctic Circle and the South Pole.
ant bear, 1 a large, shaggy, gray anteater
of South America. 2 aardvark.
an·te (anʹtē), n., v., –ted or –teed, –teing. n. 1 stake in the game of poker
that every player must put up before
receiving a hand or drawing new cards.
2 amount required; cost. —v. Colloq.
1 put (one’s stake) into the pool. 2 pay
(one’s share).
ante up, a put (one’s stake) into the pool.
b pay (one’s shares). [See ante–]
ante–, preﬁx. before, as in antenatal, anteroom. [< L]
ant·eat·er (antʹēt´әr), n. mammal with a
long, slender, sticky tongue, such as the
pangolin or ant bear, that feeds on ants.
an·te·bel·lum (anʹti belʹәm), adj. 1 before
the war. 2 before the Civil War. [< L,
before the war]
an·te·ced·ence (an´tә sēdʹәns), n. 1 a
going before; precedence; priority. 2
apparent motion of a planet from east
to west.
an·te·ced·ent (an´tә sēdʹәnt), adj. coming
or happening before; preceding; previous; prior: an event antecedent to this
one. —n. 1 a previous thing or event. 2
antecedents, a the past life or history. b
ancestors. 3 word, phrase, or clause that
is referred to by a pronoun. 4 the ﬁrst
term in any ratio; the ﬁrst or third term
in a proportion. [< L, ante– before +
cedere go] —an´te·cedʹent·ly, adv.
an·te·cham·ber (anʹti chām´bәr), n.
anteroom.
an·te·date (anʹti dāt; an´ti dātʹ), v. –dated, –dat·ing, n. —v. 1 be or happen
before. 2 give too early a date to, esp. to
a document. —n. 1 a prior date. 2 date
earlier than the true date.
an·te·di·lu·vi·an (an´ti di lüʹvi әn), adj.
1 very old; old-fashioned. 2 before the
Flood. —n. 1 old-fashioned person. 2
very old person. 3 person who lived

before the Flood. [< ante– + L diluvium
deluge]
an·te·lope (anʹtә lōp), n., pl. –lope,
–lopes. 1 a cud-chewing, deerlike animal related to cattle, sheep, and goats.
2 pronghorn. 3 leather from the hide
of any of these animals. [< OF < Med.L
< LGk. antholops]
an·te me·rid·i·em (anʹtē mә ridʹi әm),
before noon. Abbrev.: a.m., a.m. [< L,
before midday]
an·te·na·tal (an´ti nāʹtәl), adj. before
birth; prenatal.
an·ten·na (an tenʹә), n., pl. –ten·nae
(–tenʹē) for 1; –ten·nas for 2. 1 one of
two feelers on the head of an insect,
lobster, etc. 2 aerial. 3 Fig. insight; perceptiveness. [< L, orig., sail yard]
an·te·pe·nult (an´ti pēʹnult; –pi nultʹ), n.
the third syllable, counting back from
the end of a word. In an te ri or, te is the
antepenult.
an·te·pe·nul·ti·mate (an´ti pi nulʹtә mit),
adj. third from the end. —n. antepenult.
an·te·ri·or (an tirʹi әr), adj. 1 toward the
front; fore. 2 going before; earlier; previous. [< L, comparative of ante before]
—an·te´ri·orʹi·ty, an·teʹri·or·ness, n.
an·te·room (anʹti rüm´; –ru̇m´), n. a
small room leading to a larger one; a
waiting room.
an·them (anʹthәm), n. 1 song of praise,
devotion, or patriotism: the national
anthem. 2 piece of sacred music, usually
with words from some passage in the
Bible. 3 hymn sung in two alternating
parts. [< VL < LL < Gk. antiphona antiphon. Doublet of antiphon.]
an·ther (anʹthәr), n. part of the stamen
of a ﬂower that bears the pollen. [< NL
< Gk., < anthos ﬂower]
an·ther·id·i·um (an´thәr idʹi әm), n., pl.
–id·i·a (–idʹi ә). part of a fern, moss,
etc., that produces male reproductive
cells. —an´ther·idʹi·al, adj.
an·thol·o·gy (an tholʹә ji), n., pl. –gies. 1
collection of poems or prose selections
from various authors. 2 collection of
paintings, ﬁlms, etc. [< L < Gk., < anthos
ﬂower + legein gather] —an´tho·logʹical, adj. —an·tholʹo·gist, n.
an·tho·zo·an (an´thә zōʹәn), n. any sea
anemone, coral, or other polyp with
radial segments. —adj. of such polyps.
an·thra·cene (anʹthrә sēn), n. a colorless,
crystalline compount, C14H10, used in
making alizarin dyes.
an·thra·cite (anʹthrә sīt), n. coal that
burns with very little smoke or ﬂame;
hard coal. [< L < Gk., name of a gem,
< anthrax charcoal] —an´thra·citʹic, adj.
an·thrax (anʹthraks), n., pl. –thra·ces
(–thrә sēz). an infectious, often fatal,
disease of cattle, sheep, etc., that may
be transmitted to human beings. [< LL
< Gk., carbuncle, live coal]
anthrop– or anthropo–, combining
form. man; human being; human, as
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in anthropology, anthropometry. [< Gk.
anthropos]
an·thro·po·gen·ic (an´thrә pә jenʹik),
adj. caused by humans. [< anthropo– +
–genic producing]
an·thro·poid (anʹthrә poid), adj. 1
humanlike; resembling man. 2 of people, resembling an ape. —n. a manlike ape. Chimpanzees and gorillas are
anthropoids. —an´thro·poiʹdal, adj.
an·thro·pol·o·gy (an´thrә polʹә ji), n. science that deals with the origin, development, groups, customs, and beliefs of
humankind.—an´thro·po·logʹi·cal, an´thro·po·logʹic, adj. —an´thro·po·logʹical·ly, adv. —an´thro·polʹo·gist, n.
an·thro·pom·e·try (an´thrә pomʹә tri),
n. branch of anthropology that deals
with the measurement of the human
body. —an´thro·po·metʹric, an´thropo·metʹri·cal, adj. —an´thro·pomʹetrist, n.
an·thro·po·mor·phic (an´thrә pә môrʹﬁk), adj. attributing human form or
qualities to gods or things. —an´thropo·morʹphi·cal·ly, adv.
an·thro·po·mor·phism (an´thrә pә môrʹﬁz әm), n. an attributing of human form
or qualities to animals, gods, or things.
—an´thro·po·morʹphist, n.
an·ti (anʹtī; –ti), n., pl. –tis. person opposed
to some plan, idea, party, etc.
anti–, preﬁx. 1 against; opposed to, as in
anti-British. 2 not; the opposite of, as in
antisocial. 3 rival, as in antipope. 4 preventing or counteracting, as in antitrust.
5 preventing, curing, or alleviating, as
in antituberculosis. 6 placed in opposition or moving in opposition to, as in
anticyclonic. [< Gk.; also (before vowels
and h), ant–]
an·ti-air·craft (an´ti ãrʹkraft´; –kräft´),
adj. used in defense against enemy aircraft.
an·ti·bi·ot·ic (an´ti bī otʹik), n. product
of an organism, as penicillin, that works
against harmful microorganisms.
an·ti·bod·y (anʹti bod´i), n., pl. –bod·ies.
protein produced in the blood or tissues
that destroys or weakens bacteria or
neutralizes toxins.
an·tic (anʹtik), n., adj., v., –ticked, –ticking. —n. antics. silly gesture or action;
playful trick; caper. —adj. silly; grotesque. —v. perform antics; caper.
[< Ital. antico old (with sense of grottesco
grotesque) < L antiquus ancient]
an·ti·christ (anʹti krīst´), n. 1 person who
opposes or denies Christ. 2 Antichrist.
great enemy and last opponent of Christ,
as told in the Bible.
an·tic·i·pate (an tisʹә pāt), v., –pat·ed,
–pat·ing. 1 look forward to; expect:
anticipate a good vacation. 2 use or realize in advance: anticipate the disaster.
3 take care of ahead of time: anticipate
a person’s wishes. 4 be before (another)
in thinking, acting, etc. [< L anticipatus
< ante before + capere take] —an·ticʹipa´tor, n.

an·tic·i·pa·tion (an tis´ә pāʹshәn), n. 1
act of anticipating. 2 expectation.
an·tic·i·pa·tive (an tisʹә pā´tiv), adj. tending to anticipate; having anticipation
(of).
an·tic·i·pa·to·ry (an tisʹә pә tô´ri; –tō´–),
adj. anticipating. —an·tic·i·pa·to´ri·ly,
adv.
an·ti·cler·i·cal (an´ti klerʹә kәl), adj.
opposed to the inﬂuence of the church
and clergy, esp. in public aﬀairs. —an´ticlerʹi·cal·ism, n.
an·ti·cli·max (an´ti klīʹmaks), n. 1 an
abrupt descent from the important to
the trivial. 2 descent (in importance,
interest, etc.) contrasting with a previous
rise or peak. —an´ti·cli·macʹtic, adj.
an·ti·co·ag·u·lant (an´ti kō agʹyә lәnt),
n. substance that slows the process of
blood clotting.
an·ti·co·lo·ni·al (an´ti kә lōʹni әl), adj.
opposed to colonialism. —an´ti·coloʹni·al·ism, n.
an·ti·co·lo·ni·al·ist (an´ti kә lōʹni ә list),
n. an opponent of colonialism. —adj.
anticolonial.
an·ti·cy·clone (an´ti sīʹklōn), n. winds
moving around and away from a center
of high pressure, which also moves.
—an´ti·cy·clonʹic adj.
an·ti·de·pres·sant (an´ti dē presʹәnt),
drug used to reduce mental depression.
an·ti·dote (anʹti dōt), n. 1 medicine or
remedy that counteracts a poison. 2
remedy for any evil. [< L < Gk. antidoton
(thing) given against < anti– against
+ didonai give] —anʹti·dot´al, adj.
—anʹti·dot´al·ly, adv.
An·tie·tam (an tēʹtәm), n. small creek in
Maryland near which a major battle of
the Civil War was fought in 1862.
an·ti·freeze (an´ti frēzʹ), n. substance
added to a liquid to prevent it from
freezing.
an·ti·fric·tion (an´ti frikʹshәn), n. prevention or reduction of friction.
an·ti·gen (anʹtә jәn), n. any substance
that stimulates the production of antibodies. —an´ti·genʹic, adj.
An·ti·gua (an tēʹgә; -gwә), n. island SE of
Puerto Rico, in the West Indies.
an·ti·her·o (an´ti hirʹō), n. central character in a novel, play, etc., who has none
of the usual qualities of a hero.
an· ti· his· ta· mine
(an´ ti hisʹ tә mēn;
–min), n. chemical compound used esp.
against allergies.
An·til·les (an tilʹēz), n.pl. chain of islands
in the West Indies.
antilock brakes or antilock disk brakes,
computer-regulated brakes on a vehicle
that prevent skids on icy or very wet
pavement.
an·ti·log·a·rithm (an´ti lôgʹә rith әm;
–logʹ–), n. number corresponding to a
given logarithm.
an·ti·ma·cas·sar (an´ti mә kasʹәr), n. a
small covering to protect the back or
arms of a chair, sofa, etc. [< anti– against
+ macassar a hair oil from Macassar]

an·ti·mat·ter or an·ti-mat·ter (anʹti mat´әr), n. physical matter identical to normal matter except for having
reversed electric charges of its particles.
an·ti-mis·sile (an´ti misʹәl), adj. used in
defense against ballistic missiles, rockets, etc.
an·ti·mo·ny (anʹtә mō´ni), n. a metallic, crystalline element, Sb, with a bluish-white luster, used chieﬂy in alloys
and medicinal compounds. [< Med.L
antimonium]
an·ti·pas·to (än´tē päsʹtō), n., pl. -tos.
Italian. an appetizer consisting of ﬁsh,
meats, etc.
an·tip·a·thet·ic (an tip´ә thetʹik; an´ti pә–),
an·tip·a·thet·i·cal (–ә kәl), adj. contrary
or opposed in nature or disposition.
—an·tip´a·thetʹi·cal·ly, adv.
an·tip·a·thy (an tipʹә thi), n., pl. –thies. 1
intense or ﬁxed dislike; a feeling against.
2 object of intense dislike. [< L < Gk.,
< anti– against + pathos feeling]
an·ti·phon (anʹtә fon), n. verses sung or
chanted by two groups alternately in a
church service. [< LL < Gk. antiphona
sounding in response < anti– opposed
to + phone sound. Doublet of anthem.]
—an·tiphʹo·nal, adj. —an·tiphʹo·nally, adv.
an·tip·o·dal (an tipʹә dәl), adj. 1 on the
opposite side of the earth. 2 directly
opposite; exactly contrary: antipodal
ideas.
an·ti·pode (anʹtә pōd), n. the direct
opposite.
an·tip·o·des (an tipʹә dēz), n.pl. 1 two
places on directly opposite sides of the
earth. 2 (sometimes sing. in use) a place
on the opposite side of the earth. 3
(sometimes sing. in use) the direct opposite. [< L < Gk., < anti– opposite to +
pous foot] —an·tip´o·deʹan, adj., n.
an·ti·pro·ton (an´ti prōʹton), n. a particle
of the same mass as a proton, but negatively charged, created when a proton
hits a neutron.
an·ti·py·ret·ic (an´ti pī retʹik), Med.
—adj. checking or preventing fever. —n.
any medicine or remedy for checking or
preventing fever.
an·ti·quar·i·an (an´tә kwãrʹi әn), adj.
having to do with antiques or antiquaries. —n. antiquary. —an´ti·quarʹi·anism, n.
an·ti·quark (an´ti kwarkʹ), n. hypothetical elementary particle of antimatter
analogous to the quark.
an·ti·quar·y (anʹtә kwer´i), n., pl. –quaries. student or collector of antiques.
an·ti·quate (anʹtә kwāt), v., –quat·ed,
–quat·ing. make old-fashioned or outof-date.
an·ti·quat·ed (anʹtә kwāt´id), adj. 1 oldfashioned; out-of-date. 2 old. —anʹtiquat´ed·ness, n.
an·tique (an tēkʹ), adj. 1 old-fashioned;
out-of-date. 2 in the style of times long
ago. 3 of or from times long ago; ancient.
4 of or belonging to ancient Greece
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or Rome. —n. 1 something made long
ago. 2 antique style, usually of Greek or
Roman art. [< L antiquus < ante before]
—an·tiqueʹly, adv. —an·tiqueʹness, n.
an·tiq·ui·ty (an tikʹwә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
great age. 2 times long ago; early ages
of history; the period from 5000 b.c. to
a.d. 476. 3 people of long ago. 4 antiquities, a things from ancient times. b
customs and life of ancient times.
an·ti·scor·bu·tic (an´ti skôr būʹtik), adj.
preventing or curing scurvy. —n. remedy for scurvy.
an·ti-Sem·i·tism (an´ti semʹә tiz әm),
n. dislike or hatred for Jews; prejudice against Jews. —an´ti-Semʹite, n.
—an´ti-Se·mitʹic, adj.
an·ti·sep·sis (an´tә sepʹsis), n. 1 prevention of infection. 2 method or medicine
that prevents infection.
an·ti·sep·tic (an´tә sepʹtik), adj. preventing infection. —n. substance, as iodine,
that prevents infection. —an´ti·sepʹtical·ly, adv.
an·ti·slav·er·y (an´ti slāvʹәr i), adj.
opposed to slavery; against slavery.
an·ti·so·cial (an´ti sōʹshәl), adj. 1 harmful to the public welfare; against the
common good. 2 averse to social relations; unsociable.
an·tis·tro·phe (an tisʹtrә fē), n. 1 part of
an ancient Greek ode sung by the chorus
when moving from left to right. 2 stanza
following a strophe and usually in the
same meter. [< LL < Gk., < anti– against
+ strephein turn] —an´ti·strophʹic, adj.
an·ti·tank (an´ti tangkʹ), adj. designed
for use against armored vehicles, esp.
tanks.
an·tith·e·sis (an tithʹә sis), n., pl. –ses
(–sēz). 1 the direct opposite: hate is the
antithesis of love. 2 contrast of ideas. 3
opposition; contrast (of or between):
antithesis of theory and fact. [< L < Gk.,
< anti– against + tithenai set]
an·ti·thet·ic (an´tә thetʹik), an·ti·thet·ical (–ә kәl), adj. 1 of or using antithesis.
2 contrasted; opposite. —an´ti·thetʹical·ly, adv.
an·ti·tox·ic (an´ti tokʹsik), adj. 1 counteracting diseases or poisonings caused
by toxins. 2 having to do with or like
an antitoxin.
an·ti·tox·in (an´ti tokʹsәn), an·ti·tox·ine
(–sәn; –sēn) n. 1 substance formed in
the body to counteract a disease or poison. 2 a serum containing antitoxin.
an·ti·trades (anʹti trādz´), n.pl. winds
that blow in a direction opposite to
the trade winds on a level above them
and descend beyond the trade-wind
belt.
an·ti·trust (an´ti trustʹ), adj. opposed to
large corporations that control the trade
practices of certain kinds of business.
ant·ler (antʹler), n. 1 a branched horn of a
deer or similar animal. 2 branch of such
a horn. [< OF antoillier < L ante before
+ oculus eye]

ant lion, 1 insect whose larva digs a pit,
where it lies in wait to catch ants, etc.
2 its larva.
An·to·ni·us (an tōʹni әs), n. Marcus
(Mark Antony), 83?–30 b.c., Roman
general, friend of Julius Caesar, and
rival of Augustus.
an·to·nym (anʹtә nim), n. word that
means the opposite of another word
(contrasted with synonym) : “hot” is the
antonym of “cold.” [< Gk., < anti– opposite to + dial. onyma word]
ants·y (anʹtsi), adj. ants·i·er, ants·i·est.
jumpy; nervous.
a·nus (āʹnәs), n. opening at the lower end
of the alimentary canal where waste is
eliminated from the body. [< L, orig.,
ring]
an·vil (anʹvәl), n., v., –viled, –vil·ing.
—n. 1 an iron or steel block on which
metals are hammered and shaped. 2
incus. —v. form or shape on or as on an
anvil. [OE anﬁlt]
anx·i·e·ty (ang zīʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 anxious state or feeling; troubled, worried,
or uneasy feeling; apprehension; dread.
2 eager desire: anxiety to succeed.
anx·ious (angkʹshәs; angʹ–), adj. 1 uneasy
because of thoughts or fears of what may
happen; troubled; worried; concerned;
apprehensive. 2 eagerly desiring; wishing very much. 3 attended by uneasiness
or anxiety. [< L anxius troubled < angere
choke, cause distress] —anxʹious·ly, adv.
—anxʹious·ness, n.
an·y (enʹi), adj. 1 one out of many: any
book. 2 some: any fresh fruit? 3 every:
any child knows. —pron. 1 any person
or thing: I don’t want any. 2 some: have
you any? —adv. at all: has the sick child
improved any? [OE œ̄nig]
an·y·bod·y (enʹi bod´i), pron., n., pl.
–bod·ies. 1 any person; anyone: has
anybody been here? 2 important person:
is he anybody?
an·y·how (enʹi hou), adv. 1 in any way
whatever. 2 in any case. 3 at least. 4
carelessly.
an·y·one (enʹi wun; –wәn), pron. any person; anybody.
an·y·place (enʹi plās), adv. anywhere.
an·y·thing (enʹi thing), pron. any thing.
—n. a thing of any kind whatever. —adv.
at all.
an·y·way (enʹi wā), adv. 1 in any way
whatever. 2 in any case. 3 carelessly.
an·y·where (enʹi hwãr), adv. in, at, or to
any place.
an·y·wise (enʹi wīz), adv. in any way;
at all.
A-OK or A-O.K. (ā´ō kāʹ), adj., adv.,
interj. OK.
A one (āʹ wunʹ), ﬁrst-rate; ﬁrst-class;
excellent. Also, A 1.
a·or·ta (ā ôrʹtә), n., pl. –tas, –tae (–tē).
the main artery that conveys blood from
the left side of the heart to all parts of
the body except the lungs. [< NL or
Med.L < Gk. aorte] —a·orʹtic, adj.

a·ou·dad (äʹu̇ dad), n. a wild sheep of N
Africa; barbary sheep. [< F < Berber
audad]
A.P., AP, Associated Press.
a·pace (ә pāsʹ), adv. swiftly; quickly; fast.
A·pach·e (ә pachʹē), n., pl. A·pach·es, Apach·e. 1 member of a tribe of nomadic
Indians living in the SW United States. 2
their language.
ap·a·nage (apʹә nij), n. appanage.
a·part (ә pärtʹ), adv. 1 to pieces; in pieces;
in separate parts: take the watch apart.
2 away from each other: keep the dogs
apart. 3 to one side; aside: he stood apart
from the others. [< F à part to the side.
See part.] —a·partʹness, n.
a·part·heid (ä pärtʹhāt), n. racial segregation, esp. as formerly enforced in
the Republic of South Africa. [Afrikaans, separateness < apart separate < F
à part]
a·part·ment (ә pärtʹmәnt), n. 1 a set of
rooms in a building for a single household. 2 a single room.
ap·a·thet·ic (ap´ә thetʹik), adj. 1 with
little interest or desire for action; indifferent. 2 lacking in feeling. —ap´a·thetʹical·ly, adv.
ap·a·thy (apʹә thi), n., pl. –thies. 1 lack
of interest or desire for activity; indifference. 2 lack of feeling. [< L < Gk.,
< a– without + pathos feeling]
ape (āp), n., v., aped, ap·ing. —n. 1 any of
various large, tailless monkeys that can
stand almost erect and walk on two feet.
Chimpanzees, gorillas, orangutans, and
gibbons are apes. 2 any monkey. 3 person who imitates or mimics. —v. imitate; mimic. [OE apa] —apeʹlike´, adj.
Ap·en·nines (apʹә nīnz), n.pl. mountain
system extending north and south in
Italy.
a·pe·ri·ent (ә pirʹi әnt), Med. —adj. laxative. —n. a mild laxative. [< L, < aperire
open]
a·pe·ri·tif, a·pé·ri·tif (ә per´ә tēfʹ; Fr.
ä pā rē tēfʹ), n. French. 1 alcoholic drink
taken as an appetizer. 2 appetizer.
ap·er·ture (apʹәr chu̇r; –chәr), n. 1 opening; gap; hole. 2 in a telescope, camera,
etc., the diameter of the exposed part
of a lens. [< L apertura < aperire open.
Doublet of overture.] —apʹer·tured,
adj.
a·pet·al·ous (ā petʹәl әs), adj. having no
petals.
a·pex (āʹpeks), n., pl. a·pex·es, ap·i·ces. 1
the highest point; tip. 2 climax. [< L]
a·pha·sia (ә fāʹzhә), n. loss of the ability to
use or understand words. [< NL < Gk.,
< a– not + phanai speak] —a·phaʹsi·ac,
adj., n. —a·phaʹsic, adj., n.
a·phe·li·on (ә fēʹli әn; a–), n., pl. –li·a
(–li ә). point most distant from the sun,
in the orbit of a planet or comet. [< NL
< Gk. apo– away from + helios sun]
a·pher·e·sis (ә ferʹә sis), n. omission, especially of a vowel, from the beginning of a
word. Also aphaeresis.
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a·phid (āʹﬁd; afʹid), a·phis (āʹﬁs; afʹis),
n., pl. a·phids; aph·i·des (afʹә dēz). very
small insect that lives by sucking juices
from plants; plant louse. [< NL aphis]
—a·phidʹi·an, adj., n.
aph·o·rism (afʹә riz әm), n. a short sentence stating a general truth; maxim;
proverb. [< Med.L < Gk. aphorismos
deﬁnition < apo– oﬀ + horizein to limit
< horos boundary] —aphʹo·rist, n.
—aph´o·risʹtic, adj. —aph´o·risʹti·cally, adv.
aph·ro·dis·i·ac (af´rә dizʹi ak), adj.
exciting sexual desire; erotic. —n. an
aphrodisiac drug or food.
Aph·ro·di·te (af´rә dīʹtē), n. Greek goddess of love and beauty, identiﬁed by the
Romans with Venus.
a·pi·ar·y (āʹpi er´i), n., pl. –ar·ies. place
where bees are kept. [< L, < apis bee]
—aʹpi·a·rist, n.
ap·i·cal (apʹә kәl; āʹpә–), adj. of or at
the apex; forming the apex. —apʹi·cally, adv.
ap·i·ces (apʹә sēz; āʹpә–), n. pl. of apex.
a·pi·cul·ture (āʹpә kul´chәr), n. the raising and caring for bees; beekeeping.
[< L apis bee + E culture] —a´pi·culʹtural, adj. —a´pi·culʹtur·ist, n.
a·piece (ә pēsʹ), adv. for each one; each.
ap·ish (āpʹish), adj. 1 like an ape. 2 senselessly imitative. 3 foolish; silly. —apʹishly, adv. —apʹish·ness, n.
a·plen·ty (ә plenʹti), adv. in plenty.
a·plomb (ә plomʹ), n. self-possession;
poise. [< F, < à plomb according to the
plummet. See plumb.]
a·poc·a·lypse (ә pokʹә lips), n. 1 revelation, esp. of great turmoil and upheaval.
2 the Apocalypse, last book of the New
Testament. [< L < Gk., < apo– oﬀ, un– +
kalyptein cover]
a·poc·a·lyp·tic (ә pok´ә lipʹtik), a·poc·alyp·ti·cal (–tә kәl), adj. 1 of the Apocalypse. 2 like a revelation; giving a
revelation. —a·poc´a·lypʹti·cal·ly, adv.
a·poc·o·pe (ә pokʹә pē), n. the dropping
out of the last sound, syllable, or letter in a word. Th’ for the is an example
of apocope. [< L < Gk., < apo– oﬀ +
koptein cut]
A·poc·ry·pha (ә pokʹrә fә), n.pl. 1 fourteen books included in the Roman
Catholic Bible, but not accepted as genuine by Jews and Protestants. 2 apocrypha, writings or statements of doubtful
authorship or authority.
a·poc·ry·phal (ә pokʹrә fәl), adj. 1 of
doubtful authorship or authority. 2 false;
counterfeit; sham. 3 Apocryphal, of the
Apocrypha. —a·pocʹry·phal·ly, adv. —apocʹry·phal·ness, n.
ap·o·gee (apʹә jē), n. 1 furthermost point;
highest point. 2 point most distant from
the earth in the orbit of a planet, comet,
etc. [< F < Gk., < apo– away from +
ge or gaia earth] —ap´o·geʹal, ap´ogeʹan, adj.
A·pol·lo (ә polʹō), n., pl. –los. 1 Greek and
Roman god of the sun, poetry, music,

prophecy, and healing. 2 an extremely
handsome young man.
A·pol·lyon (ә polʹyәn), n. in the Bible,
the Devil.
a·pol·o·get·ic (ә pol´ә jetʹik), a·pol·o·geti·cal (–ә kәl), adj. 1 making an apology; expressing regret; acknowledging
a fault; excusing failure. 2 defending
by speech or writing. —a·pol´o·getʹical·ly, adv.
a·pol·o·get·ics (ә pol´ә jetʹiks), n. branch
of theology that deals with the defense
of Christianity on the basis of reason.
ap·o·lo·gi·a (ap´ә lōʹji ә), n. statement in
defense or justiﬁcation; apology.
a·pol·o·gist (ә polʹә jist), n. person who
defends an idea, belief, religion, etc., in
speech or writing; a defender.
a·pol·o·gize (ә polʹә jīz), v. –gized, –gizing. 1 make an apology; express regret.
2 make a defense in speech or writing.
—a·polʹo·gizʹer, n.
ap·o·logue (apʹә lôg; –log), n. fable with a
moral: Aesop’s fables are apologues.
a·pol·o·gy (ә polʹә ji), n., pl. –gies. 1
words of regret for an oﬀense or accident. 2 defense in speech or writing;
justiﬁcation: an apology for the Christian
religion. 3 a poor substitute; makeshift.
[< LL < Gk. apologia a speech in defense,
ult. < apo– oﬀ + legein speak]
ap·o·phthegm (apʹә them), n. apothegm.
—ap´o·phthegʹmat·ic, ap´o·phthegmatʹi·cal, adj.
ap·o·plec·tic (ap´ә plekʹtik), adj. Also,
ap´o·plecʹti·cal. 1 of or causing apoplexy. 2 suﬀering from apoplexy. 3 showing symptoms of a tendency to apoplexy.
4 Fig. extremely excited or angry. —n.
person who has or is likely to have apoplexy. —ap´o·plecʹti·cal·ly, adv.
ap·o·plex·y (apʹә plek´si), n. 1 stroke.
2 Fig. sudden loss or impairment of
the power to feel or think rationally,
caused by shock or surprise. [< LL < Gk.
apoplexia, < apo– oﬀ, from + plessein
strike]
a·port (ә pôrtʹ; ә pōrtʹ), adv. to the port
side of a ship or boat; to the left.
a·pos·ta·sy (ә posʹtә si), n., pl. –sies. complete forsaking of one’s religion, faith,
principles, or political party. [< LL < Gk.,
< apo– away from + stenai stand]
a·pos·tate (ә posʹtāt; –tit), n. person
guilty of apostasy. —adj. guilty of apostasy; unfaithful.
a·pos·ta·tize (әposʹtә tīz), v., –tized, –tizing. forsake completely one’s religion,
faith, principles, or political party.
a pos·te·ri·o·ri (ā pos tir´i ôʹrī; –ri; –ōʹ–),
1 from particular cases to a general rule.
2 based on actual observation or experience. [< Med.L, from what comes after]
a·pos·tle (ә posʹәl), n. 1 Apostle, one of
the twelve disciples chosen by Christ to
go forth and preach the gospel to all the
world. 2 any early Christian leader or
missionary. 3 the ﬁrst Christian missionary to any country or region. 4 leader of
any reform movement or belief. 5 one

of the council of twelve oﬃcials of the
Mormon Church who help administer
the aﬀairs of the church. [< L < Gk.
apostolos messenger < apo– oﬀ + stellein
send] —a·posʹtle·ship, n.
Apostles’ Creed, statement of belief that
contains the fundamental doctrines of
Christianity.
ap·os·tol·ic (ap´әs tolʹik), ap·os·tol·i·cal
(–ә kәl), adj. 1 of or having to do with
apostles, esp. the twelve Apostles. 2
according to the beliefs and teachings
of the Apostles. 3 of the Pope; papal.
—ap´os·tolʹi·cal·ly, adv. —ap´ostolʹicism, n. —a·pos´to·licʹi·ty, n.
Apostolic See, bishopric of the Pope.
a·pos·tro·phe1 (ә posʹtrә fē), n. sign (’)
used to show: a omission of one or
more letters, as in o’er for over, thro’ for
through. b the possessive forms of nouns,
as in John’s book, the lions’ den. c certain
plurals, as in two o’s, four 9’s in 9,999.
[< F < LL < Gk. apostrophos (prosodia)
omission (mark) < apostrephein avert,
get rid of. See apostrophe2.]
a·pos·tro·phe2 (ә·posʹtrә fē), n. words
addressed to an absent person as if he
or she were present or to a thing or idea
as if it could appreciate them. [< LL
< Gk., < apo– away from + strephein
turn] —ap´os·trophʹic, adj.
a·pos·tro·phize (ә posʹtrә fīz), v., –phized,
–phiz·ing. 1 stop in a speech, poem, etc.,
and address some person or thing, usually with emotion. 2 address an apostrophe to. 3 mark with an apostrophe.
apothecaries’ measure, system of units
used in the U.S. in compounding and
dispensing liquid drugs.
apothecaries’ weight, system of weights
used in mixing drugs and ﬁlling prescriptions.
a·poth·e·car·y (ә pothʹә ker´i), n., pl. –caries. pharmacist; druggist. [< LL apothecarius warehouseman, < L apotheca storehouse < Gk., < apo– away + tithenai put]
ap·o·thegm (apʹә them), n. a short, forceful saying; maxim. Also, apophthegm.
[< Gk. apophthegma < apo– forth +
phthengesthai utter] —ap´o·theg·matʹic,
ap´o·theg·matʹi·cal, adj. —ap´o·thegmatʹi·cal·ly, adv.
a·poth·e·o·sis (ә poth´i ōʹsis; ap´ә thēʹә sis), n., pl. -ses (–sēz). 1 a gloriﬁed
ideal. 2 raising of a human being to the
rank of a god; deiﬁcation. 3 gloriﬁcation; exaltation. [< L < Gk., ult. < apo– +
theos god]
a·poth·e·o·size (ә pothʹi ә sīz; ap´ә thēʹә sīz), v., –sized, –siz·ing. 1 glorify; exalt.
2 make a god of; deify.
app., 1 apparent; apparently. 2 appendix.
Ap·pa·la·chia (ap´ә lāʹchә), n. rural
region of the southeastern U.S., marked
by great poverty and the survival of folk
culture.
Ap·pa·la·chi·ans (ap´ә lāʹchi әnz, –lachʹi әnz; –lāʹchәnz, –lachʹәnz), n.pl. chief
mountain system of E North America,
extending from Quebec to Alabama.
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ap·pall, ap·pal (ә pôlʹ), v. –palled, –palling. ﬁll with horror; dismay; terrify.
[< OF apallir become or make pale
< a– (< L ad–) + pale pale1]
ap·pall·ing (ә pôlʹing), adj. dismaying;
terrifying; horrifying. —ap·pallʹing·ly,
adv.
ap·pa·nage (apʹә nij), n. 1 land, property, or money set aside to support
the younger children of kings, princes,
etc. 2 person’s assigned portion; rightful
property. 3 something that is a natural accompaniment; adjunct. 4 territory
under the control of another country.
Also, apanage. [< F, < apaner give bread
to, ult. < L ad– to + panis bread]
ap·pa·rat·chik (ä´pä râtʹchik), n. oﬃcial
of a political party or a bureaucrat,
originally of the former Soviet Union.
[< Russian]
ap·pa·ra·tus (ap´ә rāʹtәs; –ratʹәs), n.,
pl. –tus, –tus·es. 1 things necessary to
carry out a purpose or for a particular
use: chemical apparatus. 2 any complex
appliance or piece of machinery for a
particular purpose. 3 an administrative organization, as a political party.
[< L, preparation, < ad– + parare make
ready]
ap·par·el (ә parʹәl), n., v., –eled, –el·ing.
—n. 1 clothing; dress; attire. 2 Fig. something that clothes or hides: the apparel
of deception. —v. clothe; dress up.
[< OF, < apareiller clothe, ult. < L ad– +
par equal]
ap·par·ent (ә parʹәnt; ә pãrʹ–), adj. 1
plain to see; so plain that one cannot
help seeing it; easily understood; obvious; unmistakable; evident. 2 according
to appearances; seeming: the apparent
truth was really a lie. 3 entitled to inherit
a throne, title, etc.: heir apparent. [< OF
< L, < ad– to + parere come in sight]
—ap·parʹent·ness, n.
ap·par·ent·ly (ә parʹәnt li; ә pãrʹ–), adv. 1
seemingly. 2 clearly; plainly; obviously.
ap·pa·ri·tion (ap´ә rishʹәn), n. 1 ghost;
phantom. 2 appearance of something
strange, remarkable, or unexpected. 3
act of appearing; appearance. —ap´pariʹtion·al, adj.
ap·peal (ә pēlʹ), n. 1 attraction; interest.
2 earnest request; call for help, favor,
mercy, etc. 3 a request to have a case
heard again before a higher court or
judge. —v. 1 be attractive, interesting,
or enjoyable. 2 make an earnest request;
apply for help, sympathy, etc.; plea; petition. 3 ask that a case be taken to
a higher court or judge to be heard
again. [< OF < L, ad– up + pellare
call] —ap·pealʹa·ble, adj. —ap·pealʹer,
n. —ap·pealʹing, adj. —ap·pealʹing·ly,
adv. —ap·pealʹing·ness, n.
ap·pear (ә pirʹ), v. 1 be seen; come in
sight: the sun appeared on the horizon.
2 seem; look: he appears very old. 3 be
published. 4 present oneself publicly or
formally: appear on stage; appear in court.
5 become known to the mind: it appears

that we must go. [< OF < L, < ad– +
parere come in sight] —ap·pearʹer, n.
ap·pear·ance (ә pirʹәns), n. 1 act of
appearing. 2 the coming into court of
a party to a law suit. 3 outward look;
aspect; air; mien. 4 outward show or
seeming; semblance; guise. 5 apparition.
ap·pease (ә pēzʹ), v., –peased, –peas·ing.
1 satisfy, as an appetite or desire: appease
one’s hunger. 2 make calm; quiet. 3 give
in to the demands of (esp. a potential
enemy): No one could appease Hitler
and prevent war. [< OF, < a to (< L ad–)
+ pais peace < L pax] —ap·peasʹ·a·ble,
adj. —ap·peaseʹment, n. —ap·peasʹer,
n. —ap·peas·ing·ly, adv.
ap·pel·lant (ә pelʹәnt), n. person who
appeals. —adj. appellate.
ap·pel·late (ә pelʹit), adj. 1 appealed to. 2
having the power to examine again and
reverse the decisions of a lower court.
[< appellatus, pp. See appeal.]
ap·pel·la·tion (ap´ә lāʹshәn), n. 1 name;
title. 2 act or mode of naming.
ap·pel·la·tive (ә pelʹә tiv), n. name; title.
—adj. that names. —ap·pelʹla·tive·ly,
adv.
ap·pend (ә pendʹ), v. add; attach. [< L,
< ad– on + pendere hang]
ap·pend·age (ә penʹdij), n. 1 thing
attached; addition. 2 any of various
external or subordinate parts, such as a
leg, ﬁn, tail, etc. —ap·pendʹaged, adj.
ap·pend·ant, ap·pend·ent (ә penʹdәnt),
adj. added; attached. —n. appendage;
addition.
ap·pen·dec·to·my (ap´әn dekʹtә mi), n.,
pl. –mies. removal of the vermiform
appendix by surgical operation.
ap·pen·di·ci·tis (ә pen´dә sīʹtis),n. inﬂammation of the vermiform appendix.
ap·pen·dix (ә penʹdiks), n., pl. –dix·es,
–di·ces (–dә sēz). 1 addition at the end
of a book or document. 2 outgrowth of
some part of the body, esp. the vermiform appendix. [< L. See append.]
ap·per·cep·tion (ap´әr sepʹshәn), n. 1
clear perception; full understanding. 2
assimilation of a new perception by
means of a mass of ideas already in the
mind. [< F < NL. See perception.]
—ap´per·cepʹtive, adj. —ap´per·cepʹtive·ly, adv.
ap·per·tain (ap´әr tānʹ), v. belong as a
part; pertain; relate. [< OF < LL, < L ad–
to + pertinere pertain]
ap·pe·tite (apʹә tīt), n. 1 desire for food;
hunger. 2 desire to satisfy a need; craving; longing. [< OF < L appetitus < ad– +
petere seek]
ap·pe·tiz·er (apʹә tīz´әr), n. something
that arouses the appetite or gives relish
to food.
ap·pe·tiz·ing (apʹә tīz´ing), adj. exciting
the appetite. —apʹpe·tiz´ing·ly, adv.
ap·plaud (ә plôdʹ), v. 1 express approval
by clapping hands, shouting, etc. 2
express approval of in this way; acclaim.
3 approve; praise. [< L, < ad– + plaudere
clap] —ap·plaudʹer, n.
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ap·plause (ә plôzʹ), n. 1 approval expressed
by clapping the hands, shouting, etc. 2
approval; praise; commendation.
ap·ple (apʹәl), n. 1 the ﬁrm, ﬂeshy fruit of
a tree of the rose family widely grown
in temperate regions. 2 the tree. 3 any of
various other fruits or fruitlike products,
as the oak apple. [OE œppel]
ap·ple·jack (apʹәl jak´), n. alcoholic liquor
distilled from apple cider.
ap·ple·sauce (apʹәl sôs´), n. 1 apples cut
in pieces and cooked with sugar and
water until soft. 2 nonsense.
ap·pli·ance (ә plīʹәns), n. 1 thing like a
tool, small machine, etc., used in doing
something; device. 2 an applying.
ap·pli·ca·ble (apʹlә kә bәl; ә plikʹә–), adj.
capable of being applied; suitable; ﬁtting. —ap´pli·ca·bilʹi·ty, apʹpli·ca·bleness, n. —apʹpli·ca·bly, adv.
ap·pli·cant (apʹlә kәnt), n. person who
applies (for loan, job, etc.).
ap·pli·ca·tion (ap´lә kāʹshәn), n. 1 act of
putting to use; use. 2 applying or putting on. 3 thing applied. 4 a request. 5
close attention. —apʹpli·ca´tive, ap´plica·to´ry, adj.
ap·pli·ca·tor (apʹlә kā´tәr), n. brush, pad,
or other device for applying a substance,
as paint, makeup, medicine, etc.
ap·plied (ә plīdʹ), adj. put to practical use.
ap·pli·qué (ap´lә kāʹ), n., v., –quéd, –quéing, adj. —n. ornaments made of one
material sewed or otherwise fastened
on another. —v. trim or ornament with
appliqué. —adj. trimmed in this way.
[< F, < appliquer apply]
ap·ply (ә plīʹ), v., –plied, –ply·ing. 1 put:
apply paint. 2 put to practical use. 3 be
useful or suitable; ﬁt: when does this rule
apply? 4 make a request; petition; solicit:
apply for a job. 5 use (a word or words)
appropriately: apply a nickname. 6 set to
work and stick to it: he applied himself to
learning French. [< OF aplier < L, < ad–
on + plicare fold, lay] —ap·pliʹer, n.
ap·pog·gia·tu·ra (ә poj´ә tu̇rʹә; –tyu̇rʹә),
n. grace note. [< Ital., < appoggiare lean,
ult. < L ad– on + < podium podium]
ap·point (ә pointʹ), v. 1 name for an oﬃce
or position; choose; designate: appointed
postmaster. 2 decide on; set: appoint a
time. 3 ﬁx; prescribe: appointed death
as punishment for murder. 4 furnish;
equip; supply: a well-appointed oﬃce.
[< OF apointer, ult. < L ad– to + punctum a point] —ap·pointʹa·ble, adj.
—ap·pointʹer, n.
ap·point·ee (ә poin tēʹ; ap´oin tēʹ; ә poinʹ
tē), n. person appointed.
ap·poin·tive (ә poinʹtiv), adj. ﬁlled by
appointment. —ap·poinʹtive·ly, adv.
ap·point·ment (ә pointʹmәnt), n. 1 act
of naming for an oﬃce or position;
choosing. 2 oﬃce or position; post. 3 act
of ordaining. 4 engagement to be somewhere or to meet someone. 5 appointments, furniture; equipment.
Ap·po·mat·tox (ap´ә matʹәks), n. village
in C Virginia where the Civil War ended
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with Lee’s surrender to Grant, April 9,
1865.
ap·por·tion (ә pôrʹshәn; ә pōrʹ–), v.
divide and give out in fair shares; distribute according to some rule. [< obs.
F, ult. < L ad– to + portio portion] —apporʹtion·er, n.
ap·por·tion·ment (ә pôrʹshәn mәnt), n.
1 a dividing and distribution in fair
shares. 2 a determining of representation in a legislature, as in the House of
Representatives.
ap·pose (ә pōzʹ), v., –posed, –pos·ing. 1
put next; place side by side. 2 put (one
thing to another). [< F, < a– to + poser
put, pose] —ap·posʹa·ble, adj.
ap·po·site (apʹә zit), adj. appropriate; suitable; apt. [< L appositus < ad– + ponere
place] —apʹpo·site·ly, adv. —apʹpo·siteness, n.
ap·po·si·tion (ap´ә zishʹәn), n. 1 act
of putting side by side. 2 a a placing
together in the same grammatical relation. b relation of two words or phrases
when the second is added to the ﬁrst
as an explanation. In “Mr. Brown, our
neighbor, has a new car,” Mr. Brown
and neighbor are in apposition. 3 position side by side. —ap´po·siʹtion·al, adj.
—ap´po·siʹtion·al·ly, adj.
ap·pos·i·tive (ә pozʹә tiv), n. noun added
to another noun as an explanation;
phrase or clause in apposition. —adj.
placed in apposition. —ap·posʹi·tively, adv.
ap·prais·al (ә prāzʹәl), n. 1 an appraising.
2 estimate of the value.
ap·praise (ә prāzʹ), v., –praised, –praising. 1 estimate the value, amount, quality, etc., of. 2 set a price on; ﬁx the value
of. [< praise, ? after prize3, apprize2]
—ap·praisʹa·ble, adj. —ap·praiseʹment, n. —ap·praisʹer, n. —ap·praisʹing·ly, adv.
ap·pre·ci·a·ble (ә prēʹshi ә bәl; –shә bәl),
adj. enough to be felt or estimated. —appreʹci·a·bly, adv.
ap·pre·ci·ate (ә prēʹshi āt), v., –at·ed,
–at·ing. 1 think highly of; esteem; prize:
appreciate good food. 2 be thankful for.
3 be sensitive to: a blind man cannot
appreciate color. 4 estimate the value or
worth of; appraise: appreciate knowledge.
5 estimate correctly. 6 raise (property,
etc.) in value. 7 rise in value. [< L apretiatus appraised < ad– + pretium price.
Doublet of apprize2.] —ap·preʹci·a´tor,
n. —ap·preʹci·a·to´ry adj.
ap·pre·ci·a·tion (ә prē´shi āʹshәn), n.
1 a valuing. 2 sympathetic understanding. 3 favorable criticism. 4 a rise in
value.
ap·pre·ci·a·tive (ә prēʹshi ā´tiv; –shә tiv),
adj. having or showing appreciation.
—ap·preʹci·a´tive·ly, adv. —ap·preʹcia´tive·ness, n.
ap·pre·hend (ap´ri hendʹ), v. 1 anticipate
with fear; dread. 2 arrest. 3 become
aware of; notice. 4 understand. [< L,
< ad– upon + prehendere seize]

ap·pre·hen·si·ble (ap´ri henʹsә bәl), adj.
capable of being apprehended. —ap´prehen´si·bilʹi·ty, n.
ap·pre·hen·sion (ap´ri henʹshәn), n. 1
fear; dread. 2 arrest. 3 understanding.
4 awareness.
ap·pre·hen·sive (ap´ri henʹsiv), adj.
1 afraid; anxious; worried. 2 quick to
understand; able to learn. —ap´pre·henʹsive·ly, adv. —ap´pre·henʹsive·ness, n.
ap·pren·tice (ә prenʹtis), n., v., –ticed,
–tic·ing. —n. 1 person learning a trade
or art. 2 beginner; learner. —v. bind or
take as an apprentice. [< OF aprentis
< aprendre learn. See apprehend.]
—ap·prenʹtice·ment, n. —ap·prenʹticeship, n.
ap·prise1, ap·prize1 (әprīzʹ), v., –prised,
–pris·ing; –prized, –priz·ing. inform;
notify; advise. [< F appris, pp. of apprendre learn. See apprehend.]
ap·prize2, ap·prise2 (ә prīzʹ), v., –prized,
–priz·ing; –prised, –pris·ing. appraise.
[< OF < L appretiare. Doublet of appreciate.] —ap·prizeʹment, ap·priseʹment, n. —ap·prizʹer, ap·prisʹer, n.
ap·proach (ә prōchʹ), v. 1 come near or
nearer to: approach the gate. 2 come
near: winter approaches; approach manhood. 3 make advances or overtures
to. 4 begin to work on something, esp.
a new or diﬃcult task. 5 bring near to
something. —n. 1 act of coming near. 2
way by which a place or a person can be
reached; access. 3 approximation. [< OF
aprochier < LL, < L ad– to + prope near]
—ap·proachʹa·ble, adj. —ap·proach´abilʹi·ty, ap·proachʹa·ble·ness, n.
ap·pro·ba·tion (ap´rә bāʹshәn), n. 1
approval. 2 sanction. [< L, < approbare
approve]
ap·pro·pri·ate (adj. ә prōʹpri it; v. ә prōʹpri āt), adj., v., –at·ed, –at·ing. —adj.
suitable; proper ﬁtting: clothes appropriate for school. —v. 1 set apart for some
special use; allot: appropriate money for
roads. 2 take for oneself. [ LL, < ad– to +
proprius one’s own] —ap·proʹpri·ate·ly,
adv. —ap·proʹpri·ate·ness, n. —ap·proʹpri·a´tive, adj. —ap·proʹpri·a´tor, n.
ap·pro·pri·a·tion (ә prō´pri āʹshәn), n. 1
sum of money or other thing appropriated. 2 an appropriating. 3 a being
appropriated.
ap·prov·al (ә prüvʹәl), n. 1 approving;
favorable opinion; commendation. 2
consent; sanction. 3 on approval, with
permission to return (an article purchased).
ap·prove (ә prüvʹ), v., –proved, –proving. 1 think or speak well of; be pleased
with; praise; laud. 2 speak or think
favorably (of); commend. 3 sanction;
consent to; authorize; endorse: Congress
approved the bill. [< OF < L, < ad– to +
probus good] —ap·provʹa·ble, adj. —approvʹer, n. —ap·provʹing·ly, adv.
approx., approximately.
ap·prox·i·mate (adj. ә prokʹsә mit; v.
ә prokʹsә māt), adj., v., –mat·ed, –mat-

ing. —adj. 1 nearly correct. 2 very like.
—v. 1 come near to; approach: the crowd
approximated a thousand people. 2 come
near; be almost equal: approximate the
truth. [< L, < ad– to + proximus nearest
< prope near] —ap·proxʹi·mate·ly, adv.
ap·prox·i·ma·tion (ә prok´sә māʹshәn),
n. 1 an approximating; approach. 2
nearly correct amount; close estimate.
ap·pur·te·nance (ә pėrʹtә nәns), n.
1 added thing; accessory. 2 minor
right or privilege.
appurtenances, a accessories. b special
equipment. [< AF. See appertain.]
ap·pur·te·nant (ә pėrʹtә nәnt), adj. pertaining; belonging (to).
Apr., April.
a·pri·cot (aʹprә kot; apʹrә–), n. 1 a roundish, orange-colored fruit somewhat like
both a peach and a plum. 2 tree that it
grows on. 3 pale orange-yellow color.
—adj. orange-yellow. [earlier apricock
(< Pg., albricoque), later inﬂ. by F abricot
< Pg. < Sp. < Ar. < Gk. < L, < prae before
+ coquere cook, ripen]
A·pril (āʹprәl), n. the fourth month of the
year; containing 30 days. [< L aprilis]
April fool, person who gets fooled on
April 1.
April Fools’ Day, April 1, a day observed
by fooling people with tricks and jokes;
All Fools’ Day.
a pri·o·ri (ä pri ôʹri; ā prī ôʹrī; –ōʹ–),
1 from a general rule to a particular
case. 2 based on opinion or theory
rather than on actual observation or
experience. [< Med.L, from (something)
previous]
a·pron a·pron (āʹprәn), n. 1 garment
worn over the front part of the body to
cover or protect clothes. 2 a an area in
front of an opening in a wall, as at the
front of a stage or a garage. b an area
at an airport in front of a hangar or
terminal. [< OF naperon, dim. of nape
< L nappa napkin; ME a napron taken
as an apron]
ap·ro·pos (ap´rә pōʹ), adv. 1 ﬁttingly;
opportunely. 2 apropos of, concerning;
with regard to. —adj. ﬁtting; suitable.
[< F à propos to the purpose]
apse (aps), n. a semicircular or manysided arched or vaulted recess in a
church, usually at the east end. [< L
< Gk. hapsis loop, arch < haptein fasten]
apt (apt), adj. 1 ﬁtted by nature; likely;
prone; inclined: apt to make mistakes.
2 suitable; ﬁtting; appropriate: an apt
reply. 3 quick to learn; clever; bright:
an apt pupil. [< L aptus joined, ﬁtted]
—aptʹly, adv. —aptʹness, n.
apt., pl. apts. apartment.
ap·ter·ous (apʹtәr әs), adj. wingless.
ap·ter·yx (apʹtәr iks), n., pl. –ter·yx·es
(–tәr ik siz). kiwi. [< NL, < a– without +
Gk. pteryx wing]
ap·ti·tude (apʹtә tüd; –tūd), n. 1 natural
tendency; ability; capacity. 2 readiness
in learning; quickness to understand. 3
special ﬁtness. [< LL aptitudo. See apt.]
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aq·ua (akʹwә), n. 1 water. 2 light bluishgreen color. —adj. light bluish-green.
[< Latin]
aq·ua·cul·ture (ak´wә kulʹchәr), n. raising of ﬁsh or cultivation of plants in
water; mariculture.
aq·ua for·tis (akʹwә fôrʹtis; āʹkwә), nitric
acid. [< L, strong water]
aq·ua·lung (akʹwә lung´), n. 1 a diving
device consisting of cylinders of compressed air strapped to the diver’s back
and a clear mask placed over the eyes
and nose. The supply of air to the diver
is regulated automatically by a valve. 2
Aqua-Lung, trademark for the device.
aq·ua·ma·rine (ak´wә mә rēnʹ), n. 1 a
transparent, bluish-green precious stone,
a variety of beryl. 2 bluish green. [< F < L
aqua marina sea water]
aq·ua·plane (akʹwә plān´), n., v., –planed,
–plan·ing. —n. wide board on which
a person rides for sport as he is towed
by a speeding motorboat. —v. ride on
such a board for sport. [< L aqua water
+ E plane1]
aq·ua re·gi·a (akʹwә rēʹji ә; āʹkwә), mixture of nitric acid and hydrochloric
acid. [< NL, royal water; because it dissolves gold]
a·quar·i·um (ә kwãrʹi әm), n., pl. a·quari·ums, a·quar·i·a (ә kwãrʹi ә). 1 pond,
tank, or glass bowl in which living ﬁsh,
water animals, and water plants are
kept. 2 place where collections of living
ﬁsh, etc., are exhibited. [< L, of water,
< aqua water]
A·quar·i·us (ә kwãarʹi әs), n. 1 a northern
constellation supposed to represent a
man pouring water out of a vase. 2 the
11th sign of the zodiac.
a·quat·ic (ә kwatʹik; ә kwotʹ–), adj. 1
growing or living in water. 2 taking
place in or on water: aquatic sports. —n.
1 plant or animal that lives in water. 2
aquatics, sports that take place in or on
water. —a·quatʹi·cal·ly, adv.
aq·ua·tint (akʹwә tint´), n. 1 process in
which spaces, not lines, are etched by
acid. 2 etching made by this process. —v.
etch by the aquatint process.
aq·ua vi·tae (akʹwә vïʹtē; āʹkwә), 1 alcohol. 2 brandy; whiskey, etc. [< NL, water
of life]
aq·ue·duct (akʹwә dukt), n. 1 an artiﬁcial
channel or large pipe for bringing water
from a distance. 2 structure that supports such a channel or pipe. 3 canal or
passage in the body. [< L, < aqua water
+ ducere lead, convey]
a·que·ous (āʹkwi әs; ak´wi–), adj. 1 of water;
like water; watery. 2 containing water.
aqueous humor, watery liquid that ﬁlls
the space in the eye between the cornea
and the lens.
aq·ui·line (akʹwә līn; –lin), adj. 1 of or
like an eagle. 2 curved like an eagle’s
beak; hooked. [< L, < aquila eagle]
A·qui·nas (ә kwīʹnәs), n. Saint Thomas,
1225?–74, Roman Catholic theologian
and philosopher.

Aq·ui·taine (akʹwә tān; ak´wә tānʹ), n.
region in SW France.
Ar, argon.
Ar., 1 Arabic. 2 Arabian. 3 Aramaic. 4
argentum.
AR, (zip code) Arkansas.
ar. or ar, 1 arrival. 2 arrive.
Ar·ab (arʹәb), n. 1 native or inhabitant of
Arabia; member of a Semitic race now
widely scattered over SW and S Asia
and N, E, and C Africa. 2 one of a breed
of swift, graceful horses. —adj. of the
Arabs or Arabia.
Arab. or Arab, 1 Arabia. 2 Arabian. 3
Arabic.
ar·a·besque (ar´ә beskʹ), n. an elaborate
and fanciful design of ﬂowers, leaves,
geometrical ﬁgures, etc. —adj. 1 carved
or painted in arabesque. 2 elaborate;
fanciful. 3 position in ballet. [< F < Ital.
arabesco < Arabo Arab]
A·ra·bi·a (ә rāʹbi ә), n. a large peninsula
in SW Asia. —A·raʹbi·an, adj., n.
Arabian Sea, part of the Indian Ocean
between Arabia and India.
Ar·a·bic (arʹә bik), adj. of or coming from
the Arabs; belonging to Arabia. —n. the
Semitic language of the Arabs.
Arabic numerals ﬁgures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, 0.
ar·a·ble (arʹә bәl), adj. ﬁt for plowing
and producing crops: arable land. [< L,
< arare plow]
Arab League, a loose confederation, since
1945, of Egypt, Iraq, Lebanon, Saudi
Arabia, Syria, Jordan, Yemen, and other
Arab states.
a·rach·nid (ә rakʹnid), n. any of a large
group of small arthropods including
spiders, scorpions, mites, etc. [< Gk.
arachne spider, web] —a·rachʹni·dan,
adj., n.
Ar·a·gon (arʹә gon), n. region in NE
Spain, formerly a kingdom.
Ar·al Sea (arʹәl), inland sea between the
republics of Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan.
Aram., Aramaic.
Ar·a·ma·ic (ar´ә māʹik), n. a Semitic language or group of dialects, including
Syriac and the language spoken in Palestine at the time of Christ. —adj. of or
in Aramaic.
A·rap·a·ho (ә rapʹәhō), n., pl. –ho or
–hos. member of an Algonkian tribe.
Ar·a·rat (arʹә rat), n. mountain in
E Turkey.
ar·ba·lest, ar·ba·list (ärʹbә list), n. powerful crossbow with a steel bow. [< OF
arbaleste < LL, < L arcus bow + ballista
military engine, ult. < Gk. ballein throw]
—arʹba·lest·er, arʹba·list·er, n.
ar·bi·ter (ärʹbә tәr), n. 1 person chosen
to decide a dispute; arbitrator; judge;
umpire. 2 person with full power to
decide. [< L, orig., one who approaches
(two disputants) < ad– up to + baetere
go]
ar·bi·tra·ble (ärʹbә trә bәl), adj. capable
of being decided by arbitration.
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ar·bit·ra·ment (äar bitʹrә mәnt), n. decision by an arbitrator or arbiter.
ar·bi·trar·y (ärʹbә trer´i), adj. 1 based on
one’s own wishes, notions, or will; not
going by rule or law. 2 capricious; willful; unreasonable. 3 tyrannical; despotic.
4 set or determined by chance: an arbitrary date to begin the process. —arʹbitrar´i·ly, adv. —arʹbi·trar´i·ness, n.
ar·bi·trate (ärʹbә trāt), v. –trat·ed, –trating. 1 give a decision in a dispute; act as
arbiter. 2 settle by arbitration. 3 submit
to arbitration. [< L, < arbiter arbiter]
—arʹbi·tra´tive, adj.
ar·bi·tra·tion (är´bә trāʹshәn), n. settlement of a dispute by the decision of
somebody chosen to be a judge, umpire,
or arbiter. —ar´bi·traʹtion·al, adj.
ar·bi·tra·tor (ärʹbә trā´tәr), n. person chosen to decide a dispute; judge; umpire.
—arʹbi·tra´tor·ship, n.
ar·bor1 (ärʹbәr), n. a shady place formed
by trees or shrubs or by vines growing
on latticework. [< AF erber < L, < herba
plant]
ar·bor2 (ärʹbәr), n. the main shaft or axle
of a machine. [< F arbre]
Arbor Day, day observed in many states
of the United States by planting trees.
ar·bo·re·al (är bôʹri әl; –bōʹ–), adj. 1 of or
like trees. 2 living in or among trees: an
arboreal animal.
ar·bo·res·cent (är´bә resʹәnt), adj. like a
tree in structure or growth; branching.
ar·bo·re·tum (är´bә rēʹtәm), n., pl. –tums,
–ta (–tә). botanical garden of trees and
shrubs. [< L]
ar·bor vi·tae (ärʹbәr vīʹtē), an evergreen
tree of the pine family often planted for
hedges. [< L, tree of life]
ar·bo·vi·rus (ärʹbә vī´res), n. virus transmitted chieﬂy by ticks and ﬂeas the
cause of some hemorrhagic fevers.
ar·bu·tus (är būʹtәs), n. 1 plant that has
clusters of fragrant pink or white ﬂowers and grows in patches on the ground;
Mayﬂower; trailing arbutus. 2 shrub or
tree of the heath family, that has clusters
of large white ﬂowers and scarlet berries. [< L]
arc (ärk), n., v., arced (ärkt), arc·ing (ärʹking), or arcked, arck·ing. —n. 1 any
part of a circle or other curved line.
2 a curved stream of brilliant light or
sparks formed as a current jumps from
one conductor to another. —v. form an
electric arc. [< L arcus bow]
ARC1 or A.R.C., American Red Cross.
ARC2, AIDS-related complex.
Arc (ärk), n. Jeanne d’. See Joan of Arc.
ar·cade (är kādʹ), n. 1 passageway with an
arched roof. 2 any covered passageway.
3 row of arches supported by columns.
[< F < Pr. arcado < OPr. arca arch1]
—ar·cadʹed, adj.
Ar·ca·di·a (är kāʹdi ә), n. 1 a mountain
district in the S part of ancient Greece,
famous for the simple, contented life of
its people. 2 Fig. a place of contentment.
—Ar·caʹdi·an, adj., n.
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Ar·ca·dy (ärʹkә di), n. Poetic. Arcadia.
ar·cane (är kānʹ), adj. secret; mysterious.
ar·ca·num (är kāʹnәm), n., pl. –nums,
–na (–nә). a secret; mystery. [< L, (thing)
hidden, < arca chest]
arch1 (ärch), n. 1 a curved structure that
bears the weight of the material above it.
2 monument forming an arch or arches.
3 archway. 4 instep. 5 something like an
arch. —v. 1 bend into an arch; curve.
2 furnish with an arch. 3 form an arch
over; span. [< OF, < VL arca, irreg. var.
of L arcus bow] —arched, adj.
arch2 (ärch), adj. 1 chief. 2 playfully
mischievous. [< arch–] —archʹly, adv.
—archʹness, n.
arch–, preﬁx. 1 chief; principal, as in archbishop, archduke, archﬁend. 2 extreme,
as in archliberal. 3 primitive, as in archencephalon. [< L < Gk. arch(e)–, archi–
< archein be ﬁrst, lead]
arch., 1 archaic; archaism. 2 Arch., Archbishop. 3 Also, archit. architecture.
ar·chae·ol·o·gy (är´ki olʹә ji), n. study of
the people, customs, and life of the
remote past by excavating and classifying the remains of ancient cities,
tools, monuments, etc. Also, archeology.
[< Gk., < archaios ancient + logos discourse] —ar´chae·o·logʹi·cal, arʹchaeo·logʹic, adj. —ar´chae·o·logʹi·cal·ly,
adv. —ar´chae·olʹo·gist, n.
ar·chae·op·ter·yx (ar´kē opʹtәr iks), n.
oldest fossil bird.
ar·cha·ic (är kāʹik), adj. 1 no longer in
general use. 2 old-fashioned; out-ofdate. 3 ancient. [< Gk. archaikos, ult.
< arche beginning] —ar·chaʹi·cal·ly, adv.
ar·cha·ism (ärʹki iz әm; –kā–), n. 1 word
or expression no longer in general use.
In sooth is an archaism meaning in
truth. 2 use of something out of date
in language or art. —ar´cha·isʹti·cal·ly,
adv. —ar´cha·isʹtic, adj.
arch·an·gel (ärkʹānʹjәl), n. angel of highest
rank. [< L < Gk. See arch–, angel.]
Arch·an·gel (ärkʹān´jәl), n. seaport in N
Russia, on the White Sea.
arch·bish·op (ärchʹbishʹәp), n. bishop of
the highest rank.
arch·bish·op·ric (ärch´bishʹәp rik), n. 1
archdiocese. 2 position, rank, or dignity of an archbishop.
arch·con·serv·a·tive (ärch´kәn sėrʹvә tiv),
n. person who is a reactionary. —adj.
reactionary, esp. of politics.
arch·dea·con (ärchʹdēʹkәn), n. assistant
to a bishop in the Church of England.
—arch´deaʹcon·ate, n. —arch´deaʹconship, n.
arch·dea·con·ry (ärch´dēʹkәn ri), n., pl.
–ries. position, rank, or residence of an
archdeacon.
arch·di·o·cese (ärch´dīʹә sis; –sēs), n. church
district governed by an archbishop.
arch·du·cal (ärch´düʹkәl; –dūʹ–), adj. of
an archduke or an archduchy.
arch·duch·ess (ärchʹduchʹis), n. 1 wife or
widow of an archduke. 2 princess of the
former ruling house of Austria.

arch·duch·y (ärchʹduchʹi), n., pl. –duchies. territory under the rule of an archduke or archduchess.
arch·duke (ärchʹdükʹ; –dūkʹ), n. prince of
the former ruling house of Austria.
ar·che·go·ni·um (är´kә gōʹni әm), n., pl.
–ni·a (–ni ә). the female reproductive
organ in ferns, mosses, etc. [< NL, ult.
< Gk. arche beginning + gonos race]
—ar´che·goʹni·al, adj. —ar´che·goʹniate, adj.
arch·en·ceph·a·lon (ärk´en sefʹә lon), n.
primitive part of the brain.
ar·che·ol·o·gy (är´ki olʹә ji), n. archaeology. —ar´che·o·log´i·cal, ar´che·ologʹic, adj. —ar´che·o·logʹi·cal·ly, adv.
—ar´che·olʹo·gist, n.
Ar·che·o·zo·ic (är´kē ә zōʹik), n. 1 oldest geological period. 2 rocks from this
period.
arch·er (ärʹchәr), n. 1 person who shoots
with a bow and arrows. 2 Archer, Sagittarius. [< AF < L, < arcus bow]
arch·er·y (ärʹchәr i), n. 1 practice or art
of shooting with bows and arrows. 2
archers. 3 weapons of an archer.
ar·che·type (ärʹkә tīp), n. an original
model or pattern from which copies
are made, or out of which later forms
develop. [< L < Gk.] —arʹche·typ´al,
ar´che·typʹi·cal, adj.
arch·ﬁend (ärchʹfēndʹ), n. 1 chief ﬁend.
2 Satan.
ar·chi·e·pis·co·pal (är´ki i pisʹkә pәl), adj.
of an archbishop or archbishopric.
ar·chi·e·pis·co·pate (är´ki i pisʹkә pit;
–pāt), n. archbishopric.
Ar· chi· me· des (är´ kә mēʹ dēz), n.
287?–212 b.c., Greek mathematician,
physicist, and inventor. —Ar´chimeʹde·an, adj.
ar·chi·pel·a·go (är´kә pelʹә gō), n., pl.
–gos, –goes. 1 sea having many islands
in it. 2 group of many islands. [< Ital.,
< arci– chief (ult. < Gk. archi–) + pelago sea (ult. < Gk. pelagos); orig., the
Aegean] —ar´chi·pelʹa·gic, adj.
archit., architecture.
ar·chi·tect (ärʹkә tekt), n. 1 person whose
profession is to design buildings and
superintend their construction. 2 person skilled in architecture. 3 maker;
creator. [< L < Gk., < archi– chief +
tekton builder]
ar·chi·tec·ton·ic (är´kә tek tonʹik), adj.
1 having to do with architecture, construction, or design. 2 showing skill in
construction or design. 3 directive. —archi·tec·tonʹi·cal·ly, adv.
ar·chi·tec·ture (ärʹkә tek´chәr), n. 1 science or art of building, including design,
construction, and decorative treatment.
2 style or special manner of building:
Greek architecture made much use of
columns. 3 construction. 4 a building;
structure; ediﬁce. —ar´chi·tecʹtur·al,
adj. —ar´chi·tecʹtur·al·ly, adv.
ar·chi·trave (ärʹkә trāv), n. 1 the main
beam resting on the top of a column. 2
the molding around a door, window, etc.

[< Ital., < archi– chief (ult. < Gk.) + trave
beam (< L trabs)]
ar·chives (ärʹkīvz), n.pl. 1 place where
public records or historical documents
are kept. 2 public records or historical documents. [< F < L < Gk. archeia
< arche government] —ar·chiʹval, adj.
—arʹchi·vist, n.
ar·chon (ärʹkon), n. chief magistrate in
ancient Athens. —arʹchon·ship, n.
arch·priest (ärchʹprēstʹ), n. 1 chief priest.
2 chief assistant to a bishop and dean of a
cathedral chapter. —arch´priestʹhood, n.
arch·way (ärchʹwā´), n. 1 passageway
with an arch above it. 2 an arch covering
a passageway.
arc·tic (ärkʹtik; ärʹtik), adj. 1 of or near
the North Pole or the north polar region.
2 extremely cold; frigid. —n. 1 the north
polar region. 2 arctics, warm, waterproof overshoes. [< L < Gk. arktikos
of the Bear (constellation) < arktos
bear]
Arctic Circle or arctic circle, 1 imaginary boundary of the north polar region
running parallel to the equator at 23°30´
south of the North Pole. 2 the polar
region surrounded by this parallel.
Arctic Ocean, ocean of the north polar
region.
Arctic Zone, region between the Arctic
Circle and the North Pole; Frigid Zone.
Arc·tu·rus (ärk tu̇rʹәs; –tyu̇rʹ–), n. a very
bright star in the northern sky.
ar·den·cy (ärʹdәn si), n. being ardent.
ar·dent (ärʹdәnt), adj. 1 full of zeal;
very enthusiastic; eager; fervent; keen.
2 burning; ﬁery; hot. 3 glowing. [< F
< L, < ardere burn] —arʹdent·ly, adv.
—arʹdent·ness, n.
ar·dor (ärʹdәr), n. 1 warmth of emotion;
great enthusiasm, fervor; zeal. 2 burning
heat. [< L, < ardere burn]
ar·du·ous (ärʹju̇ әs), adj. 1 hard to do;
requiring much eﬀort; diﬃcult. 2 using
up much energy; strenuous. 3 hard to
climb; steep. [< L arduus steep] —arʹduous·ly, adv. —arʹdu·ous·ness, n.
are1 (är; unstressed әr), v. plural of the
present indicative of be: we are, you are,
they are. [OE (Northumbrian) aron]
are2 (ãr; är), n. in the metric system, a
surface measure equal to 100 square
meters, or 119.6 square yards. [< F < L
area area]
ar·e·a (ãrʹi ә), n. 1 amount of surface;
extent of surface: an area of 600 square
feet. 2 extent of knowledge or expertise.
3 region; tract: the Rocky Mountain area.
4 level space. [< L, piece of level ground]
—arʹe·al, adj.
area code, group of three numbers used
to call another region by telephone.
ar·e·a·way (ãrʹi ә wā´), n. area serving as a
passageway between buildings.
a·re·na (ә rēʹnә), n. 1 space where contests or shows take place. 2 building
where such events take place: sports
arena. 3 any place of conﬂict and trial or
eﬀort: in the public arena. [< later var. of
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L harena sand; because ﬂoor of Roman
arenas was sand]
ar·e·na·ceous (ar´ә nāʹshәs), adj. sandy.
aren’t (ärnt), are not.
a·re·o·la (ә rēʹә lә), n., pl. –lae (–lē), –las.
colored area surrounding something.
Ar·es (ãrʹēz), n. the Greek god of war,
identiﬁed with the Roman god Mars.
ar·ga·li (ärʹgә li), n., pl. –li. 1 a large wild
sheep of Asia with big curved horns. 2
the bighorn, or other wild sheep.
ar·gent (ärʹjәnt), n. Archaic or Poetic. silver. —adj. silvery. [< F < L argentum]
Ar·gen·ti·na (är´jәn tēʹnә), n. country in
S South America. —Arʹgen·tine, adj.,
n. —Ar´gen·tinʹe·an, Ar´gen·tinʹi·an,
n., adj.
ar·gil (ärʹjil), n. clay, esp. potter’s clay.
[< F < L < Gk., < argos shining]
Ar·give (ärʹjīv; –gīv), n., adj. Greek.
Ar·go (ärʹgō), n. Gk. Legend. 1 ship in
which Jason and his companions sailed
in search of the Golden Fleece. 2 large
southern constellation.
ar·gon (ärʹgon), n. a colorless, odorless,
inert gas, an element that forms a very
small part of the air. [< NL < Gk. argos
idle < a– without + ergon work]
Ar·go·naut (ärʹgә nôt), n. Gk. Legend.
one of the men who sailed with Jason in
search of the Golden Fleece. —Ar´gonauʹtic, adj.
Ar·gonne (ärʹgon), n. forest in NE France;
site of battles in World War I.
ar·go·sy (ärʹgә si), n., pl –sies. 1 large
merchant ship. 2 ﬂeet of such ships.
[< Ital. Ragusea ship of Ragusa, Italian
port formerly trading extensively with
England]
ar·got (ärʹgō; –gәt), n. jargon or slang
used by a group of persons: argot of
thieves. [< F]
ar·gue (ärʹgüu), v., –gued, –gu·ing. 1
discuss with someone who disagrees;
debate. 2 bring forward reasons for or
against: argue a question. 3 persuade by
giving reasons: he argued me into going.
4 try to prove by reasoning; maintain:
Columbus argued that the world was
round. 5 indicate; show; prove; demonstrate; imply: her rich clothes argue her
to be wealthy. [< OF < L, < arguere make
clear] —arʹgu·a·ble, adj. —arʹgu·er, n.
ar·gu·ment (ärʹgyә ment), n. 1 discussion by persons who disagree; debate. 2
process of reasoning. 3 reason or statement intended to persuade or convince.
4 short statement of what is in a book,
poem, etc.
ar·gu·men·ta·tion (är´gyә men tāʹshәn),
n. 1 process of arguing. 2 discussion.
ar·gu·men·ta·tive (är´gyә menʹtә tiv),
adj. 1 fond of arguing. 2 controversial.
—ar´gu·menʹta·tive·ly, adv. —ar´gumenʹta·tive·ness, n.
Ar·gus (ärʹgәs), n. 1 Gk. Legend. giant
with a hundred eyes, killed by Hermes.
2 watchful guardian.
a·ri·a (äʹri ә), n. air or melody; melody
for a single voice with instrumental or

vocal accompaniment. [< Ital. < L aer
air < Gk.]
Ar·i·ad·ne (ar´i adʹnē), n. Gk. Legend.
daughter of a king of Crete, who gave
Theseus a ball of thread to help him
ﬁnd his way out of the Labyrinth of the
Minotaur.
Ar·i·an1 (ãrʹi әn; arʹ–), adj. of or pertaining to Arius or his doctrines.
—n. believer in the doctrines of Arius.
—Arʹi·an·ism, n.
Ar·i·an2 (ãrʹi әn; arʹ–), adj., n. Aryan.
ar·id (arʹid), adj. 1 dry; barren: desert
lands are arid. 2 dull; uninteresting;
lifeless. [< L, < arere be dry] —a·ridʹi·ty,
arʹid·ness, n. —arʹid·ly, adv.
Ar·ies (ãrʹēz; –i ēz), n., gen. A·ri·e·tis (ә rīʹ
әtis). 1 a northern constellation that
was thought of as arranged in the shape
of a ram. 2 the ﬁrst sign of the zodiac;
the Ram.
a·right (ә rītʹ), adv. correctly; rightly.
ar·il (arʹil), n. accessory covering of certain seeds. [< NL < Med.L arilli raisins]
—arʹil·ate, adj.
a·rise (ә rīzʹ), v., a·rose, a·ris·en, a·rising. 1 rise up; get up: the audience arose.
2 move upward ascend; mount: vapors
arose from the swamp. 3 come into being
or action; come about; appear; begin: a
great wind arose, accidents arise from carelessness. 4 originate. 5 rebel. [OE ārīsan]
Ar·is·ti·des (ar´әs tīʹdēz), n. 530?–468?
b.c., Athenian statesman and general.
ar·is·toc·ra·cy (ar´әs tokʹrә si), n., pl.
–cies. 1 a ruling body of nobles; nobility. 2 any class that is superior because
of birth, intelligence, culture, or wealth;
upper class. 3 government in which a
privileged upper class rules. 4 country
or state having such a government. 5
government by the best citizens. [< LL
< Gk., < aristos best + krateein rule]
a·ris·to·crat (ә risʹtә krat; arʹis–), n. 1 person who belongs to the aristocracy;
noble. 2 person who has the tastes, opinions, manners, etc., of the upper classes.
3 person who favors government by an
aristocracy.
a·ris·to·crat·ic (ә risʹtә kratʹik; arʹis–), adj.
1 belonging to the upper classes. 2 like
an aristocrat in manners; proud; noble.
3 having to do with an aristocracy. 4
digniﬁed. 5 snobbish. —a·ris´to·cratʹical·ly, adv.
Ar·is·toph·a·nes (ar´әs tofʹә nēz), n.
448?–385? b.c., Greek writer of comedies.
Ar·is·tot·le (arʹәs tot´әl), n. 384–322 b.c.,
Greek philosopher. —Ar´is·to·teʹlian,
adj., n. —Arʹis·to·teʹlian·ism, n.
arith., arithmetic; arithmetical.
a·rith·me·tic (ә rithʹmә tik), n. 1 science
of positive, real numbers; art of computing by ﬁgures. 2 textbook or handbook
of arithmetic. 3 calculation of the possible outcome of something, such as a
political strategy. [< L < Gk. arithmetike
< arithmos number] —ar´ith·metʹi·cal,
adj. —ar´ith·metʹi·cal·ly, adv.

arithmetical progression. See progression (def. 2).
a·rith·me·ti·cian (ә rith´mә tishʹәn; ar´ith–), n. expert in arithmetic.
Ar·i·us (ārʹi әs; ә rīʹәs), n. d. a.d. 336,
Alexandrian priest who asserted that
Christ the Son was subordinate to God
the Father.
a ri·ve·der·ci, ar·ri·ve·der·ci (ä rē´va derʹchē), Italian. until we meet again; goodby.
Ariz., Arizona.
Ar·i·zo·na (ar´ә zōʹnә), n. southwestern
state of the United States. Abbrev.: Ariz.
—Ar´i·zoʹnan, Arʹi·zoʹni·an, adj., n.
ark (ärk), n. 1 large boat in which Noah
saved himself, his family, and a pair of
each kind of animal from the Flood. 2
any large, clumsy boat or vehicle. 3 the
repository of the Jewish tables of the law
in a synagogue. [< L arca chest]
Ark., Arkansas.
Ar·kan·sas (ärʹkәn sô for 1; ärʹkәn sô,
är kanʹzәs for 2), n. 1 southern state of
the United States. Abbrev.: Ark. 2. river
ﬂowing from C Colorado SE into the
Mississippi. —Ar·kanʹsan, n., adj.
Ar·ling·ton (ärʹling tәn), n. the largest
national cemetery in the United States,
in NE Virginia.
arm1 (ärm), n. 1 part of the human body
between the shoulder and the hand.
2 forelimb of an animal. 3 anything
resembling an arm in shape or use: the
arm of a chair, an arm of the sea. 4 Fig.
power; authority. 5 in baseball, ability to
throw powerful pitches.
arm in arm, with arms linked.
at arm’s length, distant; detached.
twist one’s arm, put pressure on.
with open arms, cordially. [OE earm]
—armʹless, adj.
arm2 (ärm), n. 1 weapon. See arms. 2
branch of the military. —v. 1 supply with
weapons. 2 prepare for war. 3 provide
with a means of defense or attack. [< F
< L arma, pl.] —armʹer, n.
ar·ma·da (är mäʹdә; –māʹ–), n. 1 ﬂeet
of warships. 2 ﬂeet of military aircraft. 3 the Armada, the Spanish ﬂeet
sent to attack England in 1588. [< Sp.
< L armata armare to arm. Doublet of
army.]
ar·ma·dil·lo (ärʹmә dilʹō), n., pl. –los. any
of several small burrowing animals of
South America and S North America,
with an armorlike shell of bony plates.
[< Sp., dim. of armado armed (one) < L,
< armare arm]
Ar·ma·ged·don (är´mә gedʹәn), n. 1 place
of a great and ﬁnal conﬂict between the
forces of good and evil in the book
of Revelations. 2 any great and ﬁnal
conﬂict.
ar·ma·ment (ärʹmә mәnt), n. 1 war
equipment and supplies. 2 army, navy,
and other military forces of a nation. 3
process of equipping or arming for war.
ar·ma·ture (ärʹmә chu̇r; –chәr), n. 1 a
piece of soft iron placed in contact
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with the poles of a magnet. b revolving
part of an electric motor or dynamo.
c a movable part of an electric relay,
buzzer, etc. 2 wire wound round and
round a cable. 3 protective covering. 4
armor. 5 metal frame to support a clay
sculpture. [< L armatura < armare arm.
Doublet of armor.]
arm·chair (ärmʹchãr´), n. chair with side
pieces to support a person’s arms or
elbows. —adj. 1 expressing opinions
about something without having experience or actual involvement in it. 2
interested or informed about something
but not directly involved.
Ar·me·ni·a (är mēʹni ә; –mēnʹyә), n. a
former country of W Asia, now divided
among Turkey, Iran, and Russia. —Armeʹni·an, adj., n.
arm·ful (ärmʹfu̇l), n., pl. –fuls. as much
as one arm or both arms can hold.
arm·hole (ärmʹhōl´), n. hole for the arm
in a garment.
ar·mi·stice (ärʹmә stis), n. temporary stop
in ﬁghting; truce. [< NL armistitium < L
arma arms + sistere stop, stand]
arm·let (ärmʹlit), n. 1 an ornamental
band for the upper arm. 2 a small inlet.
ar·mor (ärʹmәr), n. 1 covering worn to
protect the body in ﬁghting. 2 any kind
of protective covering. 3 steel or iron
plates or other protective covering of
a warship or fortiﬁcation. —v. cover
or protect with armor. [< OF armeüre
< L armatura < armare arm. Doublet of
armature.]
ar·mor·bear·er (ärʹmәr bãr´әr), n. attendant who carried the armor or weapons
of a warrior.
ar·mored (ärʹmәrd), adj. 1 covered or
protected with armor. 2 composed of or
using armored vehicles.
ar·mor·er (ärʹmәr әr), n. 1 person in
charge of ﬁrearms on a ship, aircraft, etc.
2 manufacturer of ﬁrearms. 3 person
who made or repaired armor.
ar·mo·ri·al (är môʹri әl; –mōʹ–), adj. of
coats of arms or heraldry.
armorial bearings, the design of a coat
of arms.
armor plate, steel or iron plating to
protect warships, tanks, etc. —arʹmorplat´ed, adj.
ar·mor·y, (ärʹmәr i), n., pl. –mor·ies; 1
place where weapons are kept. 2 place
where weapons are made. 3 building with a drill hall, oﬃces, etc., for
militia.
arm·pit (ärmʹpit´), n. the hollow under
the arm at the shoulder.
arm·rest (ärmʹrest´), n. support for the
arm while seated in a chair, automobile,
airplane, etc.
arms (ärmz), n. pl. 1 weapons. 2 ﬁghting;
war. 3 symbols and designs used in heraldry or by governments.
bear arms, serve as a soldier.
take up arms, arm to attack or
defend.
up in arms, angry; upset.

arms race 1 competition between countries to build and maintain supremacy
in military might. 2 Fig. competition
to add strength to a team, organization, etc.
ar·my (ärʹmi), n., pl. –mies. 1 large,
organized group of soldiers trained and
armed for war; troops. 2 Often, Army.
military organization of a nation, exclusive of its navy. 3 any organized group of
people: the Salvation Army. 4 very large
number; multitude; throng; host. [< OF
< L armata. Doublet of armada.]
army worm, caterpillar that travels in
large numbers and is destructive to
crops.
ar·ni·ca (ärʹnә kә), n. 1 a healing liquid
used on bruises, sprains, etc., prepared,
from the dried ﬂowers, leaves, or roots
of a plant of the aster family. 2 the plant
itself. [< NL]
Ar·nold (ärʹnәld), n. Benedict, 1741–1801,
American general in the Revolutionary
War who turned traitor.
a·ro·ma (ә rōʹmә), n. 1 fragrance; spicy
odor. 2 distinctive fragrance or ﬂavor;
subtle quality. [< L < Gk., spice]
ar·o·mat·ic (ar´ә matʹik), adj. fragrant.
—n. fragrant plant or substance. —arʹomatʹi·cal·ly, adv.
a·rose (ә rōzʹ), v. pt. of arise.
a·round (ә roundʹ), prep. 1 in a circle
about: travel around the world. 2 closely
surrounding: she had a coat around
her shoulders. 3 somewhere near: play
around the house. —adv. 1 in a circle: the
tree measures four feet around. 2 on all
sides: a dense fog lay around.
around the clock, without stopping,
closing, etc.: work around the clock.
a·rouse (ә rouzʹ), v., a·roused, a·rous·ing.
1 awaken. 2 stir to action; excite; stimulate. —a·rousʹal, n. —a·rousʹer, n.
ar·peg·gi·o (är pejʹi ō), n., pl. –gi·os.
Music. 1 the sounding of the notes of
a chord in rapid succession instead of
together. 2 chord sounded in this way.
[< Ital., < arpa harp < Gmc.]
ar·que·bus (ärʹkwә bәs), n. harquebus.
ar·raign (ә rānʹ), v. 1 bring before a court
for trial. 2 call in question; ﬁnd fault
with; accuse. [< AF arainer < VL, < L
ad– to + ratio account] —ar·raignʹer, n.
—ar·raignʹment, n.
ar·range (ә rānjʹ), v., –ranged, –ranging. 1 put in the proper order; group;
organize. 2 settle (a dispute). 3 come
to an agreement. 4 plan; prepare;
devise. 5 adapt (a piece of music) to
voices or instruments for which it
was not written. [< OF, < a to + rang
rank1 < Gmc.] —ar·rangeʹa·ble, adj.
—arrangʹer, n.
ar·range·ment (ә rānjʹmәnt), n. 1 a putting or being put in proper. 2 way or
order in which things or persons are
put. 3 adjustment; settlement. 4 Usually, arrangements. plan; preparation. 5
something arranged in a particular way,
as a piece of music.

ar·rant (arʹәnt), adj. thoroughgoing;
downright. [var. of errant] —arʹrantly, adv.
ar·ras (arʹәs), n. 1 kind of tapestry. 2
tapestry screen or hangings. [named for
Arras, a city in France]
ar·ray (ә rāʹ), n. 1 order; formation: in
battle array. 2 display of persons or
things. 3 military force; soldiers; troops.
4 clothes; dress; attire: bridal array. —v.
1 arrange in order; marshal. 2 dress
in ﬁne clothes; adorn. [< OF a to +
rei order < Gmc.] —ar·rayʹer, ar·rayʹment, n.
ar·rear·age (ә rirʹij), n. debts; arrears.
ar·rears (ә rirzʹ), n. pl. 1 debts. 2 unﬁnished
work.
in arrears, behind in payments, work,
etc. [< OF arere < LL ad retro to the
rear]
ar·rest (ә restʹ), v. 1 seize by legal authority; apprehend. 2 catch and hold; capture. 3 stop; check; halt. —n. 1 a seizing
by legal authority. 2 a stopping; checking. 3 any device for arresting motion in
a mechanism.
under arrest, held by the authorities; in
custody. [< OF < VL, < L ad– + re– back
+ stare stand] —ar·restʹer, n. —ar·restʹment, n.
ar·rest·ing (ә resʹting) adj. capturing and
holding attention.
ar·riv·al (ә rīvʹәl), n. 1 act of arriving;
coming. 2 person or thing that arrives.
ar·rive (ә rīvʹ), v., –rived, –riv·ing. 1
reach the end of a journey; come to a
place. 2 reach a point in any course of
action: arrive at a decision. 3 be successful. 4 come, as a time, opportunity,
etc.; occur. [< OF ar(r)iver < VL, < L ad
ripam to the shore]
ar·ro·gance (arʹә gәns), n. overbearing
pride; haughtiness.
ar·ro·gant (arʹә gәnt), adj. too proud;
haughty; overbearing. [< L, < ad– to +
rogare ask] —arʹrogant·ly, adv.
ar·ro·gate (arʹә gāt), v., –gat·ed, –gat·ing.
1 claim or take without right. 2 attribute
or assign without good reasons. [< L,
< ad– to + rogare ask] —ar´ro·gaʹtion,
n. —arʹro·ga´tor, n.
ar·ron·disse·ment (ä rôn dēs mänʹ), n.,
pl. –ments (-mänʹ). 1 in France, the
largest administrative subdivision of a
department. 2 administrative district of
Paris.
ar·row (arʹō), n. 1 a slender, pointed shaft
or stick for shooting from a bow. 2 anything resembling an arrow in shape or
speed. 3 a sign (→) used to show direction or position. [OE arwe]
ar·row·head (arʹō hed´), n. 1 head or tip
of an arrow. 2 plant with leaves shaped
like arrowheads.
ar·row·root (arʹō rüt´; –ru̇t´), n. 1 easily
digested starch made from the roots of
a tropical American plant. 2 the plant
itself.
ar·row·wood (arʹō wu̇d´), n. viburnum or
other shrub with a tough, straight stem.
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ar·roy·o (ә roiʹō), n., pl. –roy·os. SW U.S.
1 the dry bed of a stream; gully. 2 a small
river. [< Sp. < L arrugia mine shaft]
ar·se·nal (ärʹsә nәl), n. a place for storing
or manufacturing weapons and ammunition for the military. 2 supply of weapons. 3 Fig. store or supply of something;
an arsenal of facts. [< Ital. < Ar. dār assinā‘a house (of) the manufacturing] ˙
˙
ar·se·nate (ärʹsә nāt; –nit), n. a salt of
arsenic acid.
ar·se·nic (n. ärʹsә nik; adj. är senʹik), n.
1 a grayish-white chemical element, As,
having a metallic luster and volatilizing
when heated. 2 a violent poison that is
a compound of this element, As2O3, a
white, tasteless powder. —adj. Also, arsenʹi·cal. of or containing arsenic. [< L
< Gk. arsenikon < Heb. < OPers., golden]
ar·son (ärʹsәn), n. the crime of intentionally setting ﬁre to a building or other
property. [< OF < LL arsio a burning
< L ardere burn]
art1 (ärt), n. 1 drawing, painting, and
sculpture. 2 drawings, paintings, sculptures; works of art. 3 branch of learning
that depends more on special practice
than on general principles: writing
compositions is an art; grammar is a
science. 4 the arts, pl., branches or
divisions of learning as a group: literature is one of the liberal arts. 5 skill. 6
human skill; ingenuity. 7 some kind of
skill or practical application of skill:
cooking is a household art. 8 principles;
methods. 9 skillfull act. 10 trick. [< OF
< L ars]
art2 (ärt), v. Archaic or Poetic. are. “Thou
art” means “You are.” [OE eart]
art., 1 article. 2 artillery. 3 artist.
Art De·co or art de·co (deʹkŏ), decorative style of the 1920s and 1930s,
distinguished by bold use of color and
geometric forms.
Ar·te·mis (ärʹtә mis), n. Gk. Myth. the
goddess of the hunt, of the forests, of
wild animals, and of the moon, identiﬁed by the Romans with Diana.
ar·te·ri·al (är tirʹi әl), adj. 1 pertaining to
or resembling the arteries. 2 pertaining
to the bright-red blood of the arteries.
3 serving as a main transportation and
supply route. —ar·teʹri·al·ly, adv.
ar·te·ri·o·scle·ro·sis (är tir´i ō sklә rōʹsis),
n. a hardening of the walls of the arteries
that makes circulation of the blood difﬁcult. —ar·te·ri´o·scle·rotʹic adj.
ar·ter·y (ärʹtәr i), n., pl. –ter·ies. 1 any
of the blood vessels or tubes that carry
blood from the heart to all parts of the
body. 2 a main road; important channel.
[< L < Gk. arteria]
ar·te·sian well (är tēʹzhәn), a deep-drilled
well. [< F artésien of Artois, province
where such wells ﬁrst existed]
art·ful (ärtʹfәl), adj. 1 crafty; deceitful. 2
skillful; clever. 3 artiﬁcial. —artʹful·ly,
adv. —artʹful·ness, n.
ar·thri·tis (är thrīʹtis), n. inﬂammation of
a joint or joints. —ar·thritʹic, adj.

ar·thro·pod (ärʹthrә pod), n. any of a
phylum of invertebrate animals having segmented legs, such as the insects,
arachnids, and crustaceans. —arthropʹo·dous, adj.
Ar·thur (ärʹthәr), n. 1 a legendary king of
ancient Britain who gathered about him
a famous group of knights. 2 Chester
A., 1830–86, the 21st president of the
U.S., 1881–85.
Ar·thu·ri·an (är thu̇rʹi әn; –thyu̇rʹ–), adj.
of King Arthur and his knights.
ar·ti·choke (ärʹti chōk), n. 1 thistlelike
plant whose ﬂowering head is cooked
and eaten. 2 the ﬂowering head. 3
Jerusalem artichoke. [< Ital. < Provençal < Ar. al-kharshūf]
ar·ti·cle (ärʹtә kәl), n., v., –cled, –cling.
—n. 1 literary composition, complete
in itself, but forming part of a magazine, newspaper, or book. 2 clause in a
contract, treaty, statute, etc. 3 particular
thing; item: bread is a main article of
food. 4 one of the words a, an, or the
or the corresponding words in certain
other languages. —v. 1 bind by contract:
an apprentice articled to serve for seven
years. 2 bring charges; accuse. [< F < L
articulus, dim. of artus joint]
article of faith, conviction that does not
change.
ar·tic·u·lar (är tikʹyә lәr), adj. of the
joints: arthritis is an articular disease.
ar·tic·u·late (adj. är tikʹyә lit; v. är tikʹyә lāt), adj., v., –lat·ed. –lat·ing. —adj.
1 uttered in distinct syllables or words.
2 capable of expressing thoughts clearly.
3 made up of distinct parts; distinct. 4
jointed; segmented. —v. 1 speak distinctly; express clearly. 2 ﬁt together in a
joint. [< L articulatus divided into single
joints. See article.] —ar·ticʹu·late·ly,
adv. —ar·ticʹu·late·ness, n. —ar·ticʹula´tive, adj. ar·ticʹu·la´tor, n.
ar·tic·u·la·tion (är tik´yә lāʹshәn), n. 1
way of speaking; enunciation. 2 an articulate sound. 3 joint. 4 act or manner of
connecting by a joint or joints.
ar·ti·fact, ar·te·fact (ärʹtә fakt), n. anything made by human skill or work. [< L
ars art + factus made]
ar·ti·ﬁce (ärʹtә ﬁs), n. 1 a clever stratagem
or trick. 2 trickery; craft. 3 skill. [< F < L
artiﬁcium < arti– art + facere make]
ar·tif·i·cer (är tifʹә sәr), n. 1 skilled workman; craftsman. 2 maker.
ar·ti·ﬁ·cial (är´tә ﬁshʹәl), adj. 1 made by
human skill or labor; not natural. 2 made
as a substitute for or in imitation of; not
real. 3 assumed; false; aﬀected. —ar´tiﬁʹcial·ly, adv. —ar´ti·ﬁʹcial·ness, n.
artiﬁcial insemination, fertilization of
an ovum by injection of sperm, especially in breeding livestock.
artiﬁcial intelligence, 1 ability through
programming of a computer to perform
tasks requiring thought when done by
a person. 2 branch of computer science
concerned with the use and development of computer intelligence.

ar·ti·ﬁ·ci·al·i·ty (är´tә ﬁsh´i alʹә ti), n., pl.
–ties. 1 artiﬁcial quality or condition. 2
something unnatural or unreal.
ar·til·ler·y (är tilʹәr i), n. 1 rocket launchers and mounted guns; cannon, as distinguished from small arms. 2 part of
an army that uses and manages such
weapons. 3 science of ballistics and ﬁring of large weapons. [< OF, < artiller
equip, ult. < a– + tire order]
ar·til·ler·y·man (är tilʹәr i mәn), ar·til·lerist (–әr ist), n., pl. –men; –ists. soldier
who belongs to the artillery.
ar·ti·san (ärʹtә zәn), n. workman skilled
in some industry or trade; craftsman;
mechanic. [< F < Ital. artigiano < L ars
art] —arʹti·san·al, adj.
art·ist (ärʹtist), n. 1 person who paints
pictures. 2 person who is skilled in any
of the ﬁne arts, such as sculpture, music,
or literature. 3 performer or actor. 4
person who does work with skill and
good taste. [< F < Ital. artista < VL,
< L ars art]
ar·tiste (är tēstʹ), n. very skillful performer or worker, especially one who
regards work as art. [< French]
ar·tis·tic (är tisʹtik), ar·tis·ti·cal (–tә kәl),
adj. 1 of art or artists. 2 done with skill
and good taste. 3 having pleasing color
and design. 4 having or showing appreciation of beauty. —artisʹti·cal·ly, adv.
art·ist·ry (ärʹtis tri), n., pl. –ries. artistic
work; workmanship of an artist.
art·less (ärtʹlis), adj. 1 without any trickery or deceit; simple. 2 natural. 3 without art; unskilled; unaﬀected; naive.
—artʹless·ly, adv. —artʹless·ness, n.
art nou·veau (nü vōʹ), n. decorative style
of the early 20th century distinguished
by its use of natural and ﬂowing forms.
[< F new art]
art·sy (ärtʹsē), adj., art·si·er, art·si·est.
arty.
art·y (ärʹti), adj., art·i·er, art·i·est. trying
to be artistic. —artʹi·ness, n.
ar·um (ãrʹәm), n. 1 a plant having heartshaped or sword-shaped leaves and a
partly hooded ﬂower cluster. 2 calla lily.
[< L < Gk. aron]
–ary, suﬃx. 1 place for ——, as in library.
2 collection of ——, as in statuary. 3
person or thing that is, does, belongs
to, etc., ——, as in commentary. 4 of
or pertaining to ——, as in legendary.
5 being; having the nature of ——, as
in supplementary. 6 characterized by
——, as in honorary. [< L –arius or
(neut.) –arium]
Ar·y·an (ãrʹi әn; arʹ–), n. 1 the assumed
prehistoric language from which the
Indo-European languages are derived.
2 person who spoke this language. 3
descendant of this assumed prehistoric
group of people. 4 in Nazi use, a nonJew. —adj. 1 Indo-European. 2 of the
Aryans. Also, Arian.
as1 (az; unstressed әz), adv. 1 equally: as
black as coal. 2 for example: animals,
as dogs, eat meat. —conj. 1 to the same
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degree or extent that: she worked as
she was told to. 2 in the same way that:
run as I do. 3 when; while: she sang
as she worked. 4 because: as he came
early, we left sooner. 5 though: brave as
they were, the danger made them afraid.
—prep. doing the work of: who will act
as teacher? —pron. 1 a condition or
fact that: she is very careful, as her work
shows. 2 that: do the same as I do.
as for, about; concerning; referring to.
as if, as it would be if.
as yet, so far. [OE (unstressed) ealswā
quite so. See also.]
as2 (as), n., pl. as·ses (asʹiz). 1 ancient
Roman pound, equal to twelve ounces.
2 ancient Roman coin, worth a few
cents. [< L]
as– preﬁx. ad– before s.
As, arsenic.
AS, A.S., Anglo-Saxon.
ASAP, as soon as possible.
as·a·fet·i·da, as·a·foet·i·da (as´ә fetʹә dә),
n. gum resin with a garliclike odor, once
used in medicine to prevent spasms.
Also, assafetida, assafoetida. [< Med.L,
< asa (< Pers. azā) mastic + L fetidus
stinking]
as·bes·tos, as·bes·tus (as besʹtәs; az–), n.
1 a mineral, a silicate of calcium and
magnesium, that does not burn or conduct heat, usually occurring in ﬁbers. 2
a ﬁreproof fabric made of these ﬁbers.
[< OF < L < Gk. asbestos unquenchable
(orig., of quicklime), < a– not + sbennunai quench]
as·bes·to·sis (as bes tōʹsis), n. diseased
condition of the lungs caused by inhaling asbestos particles.
as·cend (ә sendʹ), v. 1 go up; rise; move
upward. 2 climb; go to or toward the
top of; scale. 3 go toward the source or
beginning. 4 go back in time. 5 slope
upward. 6 go up in pitch. [< L ascendere
< ad– up + scandere climb] —as·cendʹable, as·cendʹi·ble, adj. —as·cendʹer, n.
as·cend·ance, as·cend·ence (ә senʹdәns),
n. ascendancy.
as·cend·an·cy, as·cend·en·cy (ә senʹdәn si), n. controlling inﬂuence.
as·cend·ant, as·cend·ent (ә senʹdәnt), adj.
1 ascending; rising. 2 superior; dominant; ruling; controlling. —n. position of
power; controlling inﬂuence.
in the ascendant, a in control. b increasing in power or inﬂuence.
as·cen·sion (ә senʹshәn), n. 1 act of
ascending; ascent. 2 Ascension, a the
bodily passing of Christ from earth
to heaven. b Also, Ascension Day. a
church festival in honor of this on the
fortieth day after Easter. —as·cenʹsional, adj.
as·cent (ә sentʹ), n. 1 act of going up; a
rising. 2 a climbing; upward movement.
3 a going back toward a source or beginning. 4 place or way that slopes up.
as·cer·tain (as´әr tānʹ), v. ﬁnd out with
certainty; determine. [< OF, < a– + certain certain] —as´cer·tainʹa·ble, adj.

—as´cer·tainʹa·ble·ness, asʹcer·tain´abilʹi·ty, n. —as´cer·tainʹa·bly, adv. —ascer·tainʹment, n.
as·cet·ic (ә setʹik), n. 1 person who practices unusual self-denial and devotion,
or severe self-discipline for religious
reasons. 2 person who refrains from
pleasures and comforts. —adj. Also, ascetical. refraining from pleasures and
comforts; self-denying. [< Gk., < askeein
exercise; hence, discipline] —as·cetʹical·ly, adv.
as·cet·i·cism (ә setʹә siz әm), n. 1 life or
habits of an ascetic. 2 doctrine that
abstinence and self-denial will train a
person to live in conformity with God’s
will.
as·cid·i·an (ә sidʹi әn), n. sea animal with
a tough saclike covering.
as·cid·i·um (ә sidʹi um), n., pl. –cid·i·a
(–sidʹi ә). baglike or pitcherlike part of
a plant. [< NL < Gk. askidion, dim. of
askos bag]
a·scor·bic acid (ā skôrʹbik; ә–), vitamin
C, C6H8O6.
as·cot (asʹkәt; –kot), n. necktie with
broad ends, tied so that the ends may be
laid ﬂat, one across the other.
as·cribe (әs krībʹ), v., –cribed, –crib·ing.
1 assign; attribute: the police ascribed
the automobile accident to fast driving. 2
consider as belonging: she ascribed her
talent to her mother. [< OF < L, < ad– to
+ scribere write] —as·cribʹa·ble, adj.
as·crip·tion (әs kripʹshәn), n. 1 act of
ascribing. 2 statement or words ascribing something.
a·sep·sis (ә sepʹsis; ā–), n. 1 aseptic condition. 2 aseptic methods or treatment.
a·sep·tic (ә sepʹtik; ā–), adj. free from
germs causing infection. —a·sepʹti·cally, adv.
a·sex·u·al (ā sekʹshu̇ әl), adj. 1 having no
sex. 2 independent of sexual processes:
reproduction by spore formation is asexual. —a·sex´u·alʹi·ty, n. —a·sexʹu·ally, adv.
ash1 (ash), n. 1 what remains of a thing
after it has been thoroughly burned. 2
powdered lava. [OE œsce ashes]
ash2 (ash), n. 1 timber or shade tree that
has straight-grained wood. 2 its tough,
springy wood. [OE œsc the tree]
a·shamed (ә shāmdʹ), adj. 1 feeling shame.
2 unwilling because of shame. —ashamʹed·ly, adv. —a·shamʹed·ness, n.
ash·en1 (ashʹәn), adj. 1 like ashes; pale as
ashes. 2 of ashes.
ash·en2 (ashʹәn), adj. 1 of the ash tree. 2
made from the wood of the ash tree.
ash·es (ashʹiz), n. pl. 1 what remains of a
thing after it has been burned. 2 what
remains of a body after cremation. 3
remains; dead body.
ash·lar, ash·ler (ashʹlәr), n. 1 square stone
used in building. 2 masonry made of
ashlars. [< OF < VL axillarium < axis
plank]
a·shore (ә shôrʹ; ә shōrʹ), adv., adj. 1 to
the shore. 2 on the shore.

a·shram (äʹshram), n. 1 rural retreat or
religious community in India. 2 any
similar retreat or community.
Ash Wednesday, the ﬁrst day of Lent.
ash·y (ashʹi), adj., ash·i·er, ash·i·est. 1 like
ashes; pale as ashes. 2 of ashes. 3 covered
with ashes.
A·sia (āʹzhә; āʹshә), n. the largest continent. China and India are in Asia.
Asia Minor, peninsula of W Asia, between
the Black Sea and the Mediterranean.
A·sian (āʹzhәn), n. native or inhabitant of
Asia. —adj. of or having to do with Asia
or its people.
Asian ﬂu or Asiatic ﬂu, kind of inﬂuenza
caused by a strain of virus ﬁrst identiﬁed
in Hong Kong in early 1957.
A·si·at·ic (ā´zhi atʹik; ā´shi-), Asian.
a·side (ә sīdʹ), adv. 1 on one side; to one
side; away: move the table aside. 2 out
of one’s thoughts, consideration, etc.:
put one’s troubles aside. —n. actor’s remark
that the other actors are not
supposed to hear.
aside from, a apart from. b except for.
as·i·nine (asʹә nīn), adj. 1 of or like an ass.
2 stupid; silly. [< L, < asinus ass] —asʹinine·ly, adv.
as·i·nin·i·ty (as´ә ninʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
stupidity; silliness.
ask (ask; äsk), v. 1 try to ﬁnd out by
words: why don’t you ask? 2 put a question to; inquire of. 3 claim; demand: ask
too high a price. 4 invite. 5 need; require.
[OE āscian] —askʹer, n.
a·skance (ә skansʹ), a·skant (ә skantʹ),
adv. 1 with suspicion. 2 sideways.
a·skew (ә skūʹ), adv., adj. to one side;
turned or twisted the wrong way.
a·slant (ә slantʹ; ә släntʹ), adv. in a slanting direction. —prep. slantingly across.
—adj. slanting.
a·sleep (ә slēpʹ), adj. 1 sleeping. 2 dull;
inactive. 3 numb: my foot is asleep. 4
dead. —adv. into a condition of sleep.
a·slope (ә slōpʹ), adv., adj. at a slant.
a·so·cial (ā sōʹshәl), adj. 1 not interested
in observing social customs. 2 not interested in associating with other people;
unsociable.
asp (asp), n. 1 any of several small, poisonous snakes of Africa, esp. the Egyptian cobra. 2 small, poisonous snake of
Europe; adder. [< L < Gk. aspis]
as·par·a·gus (әs parʹә gәs), n. 1 perennial
plant of the lily family having scalelike
leaves and stems with many branches. 2
green tender shoots of one species, used
as a vegetable. [< L < Gk. asparagos]
as·par·tame (a spärʹtām), n. artiﬁcial
sweetener.
A.S.P.C.A., American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.
as·pect (asʹpekt), n. 1 look; appearance:
aspect of the countryside. 2 countenance;
expression: the solemn aspect of a judge.
3 one side or part or view (of a subject):
various aspects of a plan. 4 side fronting
in a given direction: the southern aspect
of a house. 5 relative position of planets
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as determining their supposed inﬂuence
upon human aﬀairs. [< L, < ad– at +
specere look]
as·pen (asʹpәn), n. poplar tree whose
leaves tremble and rustle in the slightest
breeze. —adj. 1 of this tree. 2 quivering;
trembling.
as·per·i·ty (as perʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. roughness; harshness; severity. [< OF < L,
< asper rough]
as·per·sion (әs pėrʹzhәn; –shәn), n. damaging or false report; slander.
as·phalt (asʹfôlt; –falt), n. 1 dark-colored
substances, much like tar, found in various parts of the world or obtained by
evaporating petroleum. 2 mixture of
this substance with crushed rock, used
for pavements, roofs, etc. —v. cover a
surface with asphalt. [< LL < Gk. asphaltos < Semitic] —as·phalʹtic, adj.
as·pho·del (asʹfә del), n. 1 plant of the
lily family with spikes of white or yellow ﬂowers. 2 Gk. Myth. ﬂower of the
Greek paradise. 3 daﬀodil. [< L < Gk.
asphodelos]
as·phyx·i·a (as ﬁkʹsi ә), n. suﬀocation or
unconscious condition caused by lack of
oxygen and excess of carbon dioxide in
the blood. [< NL < Gk., < a– without +
sphyxis pulse < sphyzein throb]
as·phyx·i·ate (as ﬁkʹsi āt), v., –at·ed, –ating. suﬀocate because of lack of oxygen. —as·phyx´i·aʹtion, n. as·phyxʹia´tor, n.
as·pic (asʹpik), n. kind of jelly made from
meat, tomato juice, etc. [< F]
as·pi·dis·tra (as´pә disʹtrә), n. plant with
large, green leaves and very small ﬂowers, used as a house plant. [< NL < Gk.
aspis shield + astron star]
as·pir·ant (әs pīrʹәnt; asʹpә rәnt), n. person who aspires; person who seeks a
position of honor. —adj. aspiring.
as·pi·rate (v. asʹpә rāt; adj., n. asʹpә rit), v.,
–rat·ed, –rat·ing, adj., n. Phonet. —v. 1
pronounce with a breathing or h-sound.
The h in hot is aspirated. 2 withdraw
by suction. —adj. pronounced with a
breathing or h-sound. —n. aspirated
sound. [< L aspiratus. See aspire.]
as·pi·ra·tion (as´pә rāʹshәn), n. 1 earnest
desire; longing. 2 act of drawing air into
the lungs; breathing. 3 Phonet. a an aspirating (of sounds). b an aspirated sound.
4 withdrawal by suction.
as·pi·ra·tor (asʹpә rā´tәr), n. apparatus or
device employing suction.
as·pire (әs pīrʹ), v., –pired, –pir·ing. 1
have an ambition for something; desire
earnestly. 2 rise. [< L, < ad– toward +
spirare breathe] —as·pirʹer, n. —as·pirʹing·ly, adv.
as·pi·rin (asʹpә rin), n. drug for headaches, colds, etc., C9H8O4. It is the acetate
of salicylic acid. [from trademark]
ass (as), n. 1 a long-eared mammal of
the horse family, serving as a patient,
sure-footed beast of burden when
domesticated; donkey. 2 stupid fool; silly

person. [OE assa < OWelsh < L asinus]
—assʹlike´, adj.
as·sail (ә sālʹ), v. 1 set upon with violence;
attack. 2 set upon vigorously with arguments, abuse, etc. [< OF < VL < L ad– at
+ salire leap] —as·sailʹa·ble, adj. —assailʹer, n. —as·sailʹment, n.
as·sail·ant (ә sālʹәnt), n. person who
attacks. —adj. assailing.
as·sas·sin (ә sasʹәn), n. murderer, esp.
one hired to murder. [< F < Ital. < Ar.
hashshāshīn hashish eaters; with ref. to
fanatics who murdered while under the
inﬂuence of hashish]
as·sas·si·nate (ә sasʹә nāt), v., –nated, –nat·ing. kill by a sudden or secret
attack; murder. —as·sas´si·naʹtion, n.
—as·sasʹsi·na´tor, n.
as·sault (ә sôltʹ), n. 1 sudden, vigorous
attack; onslaught; charge. 2 vigorous
attack made on traditions, institutions,
opinions, etc. 3 Law. an attempt or
oﬀer to do violence to another. 4 ﬁnal
phase of an attack; close hand-to-hand
ﬁghting. —v. make an assault on. [< OF,
< L ad– at + saltare leap] —as·saultʹa·ble,
adj. —as·saultʹer, n.
as·say (v. ә sāʹ; n. ә sāʹ, asʹā), v. 1 analyze
(an ore, alloy, etc.) to ﬁnd out the quantity of gold, silver, or other metal in it. 2
try; test; examine. 3 (of ore) contain, as
shown by analysis, a certain proportion
of metal. —n. 1 analysis of an ore, alloy,
etc., to ﬁnd out the amount of metal in it.
2 trial; test; examination. 3 the substance
analyzed or tested. 4 list of the results
of assaying an ore, drug, etc. [< OF a(s)
sayer, ult. < LL, < VL exagere weigh]
—as·sayʹa·ble, adj. —as·sayʹer, n.
as·sem·blage (ә semʹblij), n. 1 group of
persons gathered together; assembly. 2
collection; group. 3 a bringing or coming together; meeting. 4 a putting or
ﬁtting together, as parts of a machine.
5 work of art made from miscellaneous
things.
as·sem·ble (ә semʹbәl), v., –bled, –bling.
1 gather or bring together. 2 come
together; meet; congregate. 3 put or ﬁt
together. [< OF as(s)embler < VL assimulare bring together < L, compare, ult.
< ad– to + similis like, or simul together]
—as·semʹbler, n.
as·sem·bly (ә semʹbli), n., pl. –blies. 1
group of people gathered together for
some purpose; meeting; convention.
2 lawmaking group; legislature. 3 an
assembling; gathering: unlawful assembly. 4 the act or process of putting or
ﬁtting together. 5 parts put together to
form a unit. 6 Assembly, in some states,
the lower branch of the state legislature.
assembly line, row of workers and
machines along which work is successively passed until the ﬁnal product is
made.
as·sem·bly·man, As·sem·bly·man (ә
semʹbli mәn), n., pl. –men. member of a
lawmaking group.

as·sent (ә sentʹ), v. express agreement;
agree. —n. acceptance of a proposal,
statement, etc.; agreement. [< OF < L,
ad– along with + sentire feel, think]
—as·sentʹer, n. —as·sentʹing·ly, adv.
as·sert (ә sėrtʹ), v. 1 state positively;
declare; aﬃrm; maintain. 2 insist on (a
right, a claim, etc.); defend.
assert oneself, put oneself forward;
refuse to be ignored. [< L, < ad– to +
serere join] —as·sertʹa·ble, as·sertʹi·ble,
adj. —as·sertʹer, as·serʹtor, n.
as·ser·tion (ә sėrʹshәn), n. 1 positive statement; declaration. 2 act of asserting.
as·ser·tive (ә sėrʹtiv), adj. too conﬁdent
and certain; positive. —as·serʹtive·ly,
adv. —as·serʹtive·ness, n.
as·sess (ә sesʹ), v. 1 estimate the value of
(property or income) for taxation. 2 ﬁx
the amount of (a tax, ﬁne, damages, etc.).
3 put a tax or ﬁne on (a person, property,
etc.). 4 portion out as a tax; apportion. 5
consider the importance or value of.
[< OF < VL assessare ﬁx a tax < L
assidere < ad– by + sedere sit] —assessʹa·ble, adj.
as·sess·ment (ә sesʹmәnt), n. 1 act of
assessing. 2 amount assessed. 3 appraisal
of the value or importance of something.
as·ses·sor (ә sesʹәr), n. person who
assesses taxes. —as·sesʹsor·ship, n.
as·set (asʹet), n. 1 something having value.
2 a single item of property.
as·sets (asʹets), n. pl. 1 things of value;
property. 2 property that can be used to
pay debts. [< OF asez enough < L ad– to
+ satis enough]
as·sev·er·ate (ә sevʹәr āt), v., –at·ed, –ating. declare solemnly; state positively.
[< L, < ad– + severus serious] —assevʹer·aʹtion, n.
as·si·du·i·ty (as´ә düʹә ti; –dūʹә–), n., pl.
–ties. careful and steady attention; diligence.
as·sid·u·ous (ә sijʹu̇ әs), adj. careful and
attentive; diligent. [< L, < assidere sit at.
See assess.] —as·sidʹu·ous·ly, adv. —assidʹu·ousness, n.
as·sign (ә sīnʹ), v. 1 give as a share; allot.
2 appoint, as to a post or duty. 3 name
deﬁnitely; ﬁx; set; designate. 4 refer;
ascribe; attribute. 5 transfer or hand
over (property, a right, etc.) legally. —n.
person to whom property, a right, etc.,
is legally transferred. [< OF < L, ad– to,
for + signum mark] —as·signʹa·ble, adj.
—as·sign´a·bilʹi·ty, n. —as·signʹa·bly,
adv. —as·signʹer, n.
as·sig·na·tion (as´ig nāʹshәn), n. 1 illicit
meeting of lovers. 2 appointment for a
meeting. 3 legal transfer of property, a
right, etc. 4 an allotting.
as·sign·ee (ә sī nēʹ; as´ә nēʹ), n. person
to whom some property, right, etc., is
legally transferred.
as·sign·ment (ә sīnʹmәnt), n. 1 something assigned. 2 duty, task, position,
etc., given to one to perform or ﬁll. 3
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an assigning. 4 legal transfer of some
property, right, etc.
as·sign·or (ә sī nôrʹ; as´ә nôrʹ), n. person
who legally transfers to another some
property, right, etc.
as·sim·i·la·ble (ә simʹә lә bәl), adj. that
can be assimilated. —as·sim´i·la·bilʹity, n.
as·sim·i·late (ә simʹә lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lating. 1 absorb; digest; incorporate. 2 be
absorbed. 3 make like or cause to be
like in language, customs, etc. 4 absorb
a consonant sound into the sound
before or after it. [< L, < ad– to + similis
like] —as·sim´i·laʹtion, n. —as·simʹila´tor, n.
as·sim·i·la·tive (ә simʹә lā´tiv), adj. assimilating. —as·simʹi·laʹtive·ness, n.
as·sist (ә sistʹ), v. 1 help; aid. 2 be an assistant. 3 in sports, help a teammate score
or complete a play. —n. in sports, help
given to put a runner out, complete a
play, etc. [< F < L, < ad– by + sistere take
a stand] —as·sistʹer, Law assisʹtor, n.
as·sist·ance (ә sisʹtәns), n. help; aid.
as·sist·ant (ә sisʹtәnt), n. helper; aid.
—adj. helping; assisting. —as·sistʹantship, n.
assisted living, type of housing for people who need some assistance in daily
life but are not inﬁrm.
as·size (ә sīzʹ), n. 1 session of a law court.
2 verdict; judgment. 3 assizes, periodical sessions of court held in each county
of England. [< OF]
assn., ass’n., or Assn. association.
association football, esp. Brit., soccer.
as·so·ci·a·tive (ә sōʹshi ā´tiv), adj. 1 tending to associate. 2 pertaining to association. 3 of or having to do with the
associative law of numbers. —assoʹciaʹtive·ly, adv.
associative law, law of numbers that the
product or sum of two or more numbers
will not change regardless of their order
in combination. (4 + 3) +5 and (5 + 3) +
4 both yield 12.
associative memory or storage, type of
computer data memory.
as·so·nance (asʹә nәns), n. 1 resemblance
in sound. 2 a substitute for rhyme in
which the vowels are alike but the consonants are diﬀerent, as in brave—vain,
lone—show. [< F < L, < ad– to + sonare
sound] —asʹso·nant, adj., n. —as´sonanʹtal, adj.
as·sort (ә sôrtʹ), v. 1 sort out; classify;
arrange in sorts. 2 furnish with various
sorts. 3 agree; suit; match. 4 associate.
[< F, < a– to (< L ad–) + sorte sort]
—as·sortʹer, n. —as·sortʹment, n.
as·sort·ed (ә sôrʹtid), adj. 1 selected so
as to be of diﬀerent kinds; various. 2
arranged by kinds; classiﬁed.
as·ter (asʹtәr), n. 1 any plant of a widespread genus with colorful, daisylike
blossoms. 2 plant of some allied genus,
as the China aster. [< L < Gk., star]
—asʹter·like´, adj.

as·ter·isk (asʹtәr isk), n. a star-shaped
mark (*) used in printing and writing to
call attention to a footnote, indicate an
omission, etc. —v. mark with an asterisk.
[< LL < Gk., dim. of aster star]
a·stern (ә stėrnʹ), adv. 1 at or toward the
rear of a ship. 2 backward. 3 behind.
as·ter·oid (asʹtәr oid), n. 1 any of the
very numerous small planets revolving
about the sun between the orbit of Mars
and the orbit of Jupiter. 2 any starﬁsh.
—as´ter·oiʹdal, adj.
asth·ma (azʹmә; asʹ–), n. a chronic disease
that causes diﬃculty in breathing, a feeling of suﬀocation, and coughing. [< Gk.,
panting, < azein breathe hard]
asth·mat·ic (az matʹik; as–), adj. 1 of or
pertaining to asthma. 2 suﬀering from
asthma. —n. person suﬀering from
asthma. —asth·matʹi·cal·ly, adv.
as·tig·mat·ic (as´tig matʹik), adj. 1 having
astigmatism. 2 pertaining to astigmatism. 3 correcting astigmatism. —as´tigmatʹi·cal·ly, adv.
a·stig·ma·tism (ә stigʹmә tiz әm), n.
defect of the eye or of a lens whereby
rays of light fail to converge to a focus,
thus making objects look indistinct or
imperfect. [< a– without + Gk. stigma
point]
a·stir (ә stėrʹ), adv., adj. in motion.
as·ton·ish (әs tonʹish), v. surprise greatly;
amaze; astound. [var. of astoun < OF
estoner < VL extonare. Cf. L attonare.]
—as·tonʹished·ly, adv. —as·tonʹish·er, n.
as·ton·ish·ing (әs tonʹish ing), adj. very
surprising; amazing. —as·tonʹish·ingly, adv.
as·ton·ish·ment (әs tonʹish mәnt), n.
1 great surprise; amazement; sudden
wonder. 2 anything that causes great
surprise.
as·tound (әs toundʹ), v. surprise very
greatly; amaze. [earlier astoun, var. of
astony astonish] —as·toundʹing, adj.
—as·toundʹing·ly, adv.
a·strad·dle (ә stradʹәl), adv., adj. astride.
as·tra·gal (asʹtrә gәl), n. Archit. a small,
convex molding cut into the form of a
string of beads.
as·trag·a·lus (as tragʹә lәs), n., pl. –li (–lī).
Anat. the uppermost bone of the tarsus;
anklebone; talus. [< L < Gk. astragalos]
as·tra·khan, as·tra·chan (asʹtrә kәn), n
1 the curly furlike wool on the skin of
young lambs from Astrakhan, a district
in SW Russia. 2 a woolen cloth resembling it. [named for Astrakhan]
as·tral (asʹtrәl), adj. of the stars; starry.
[< LL, < astrum star < Gk. astron]
a·stray (ә strāʹ), adj., adv. out of the right
way; straying.
a·stride (ә strīdʹ), adj., adv. 1 with one
leg on each side. 2 with legs far apart.
—prep. with one leg on each side of
(something).
as·trin·gent (әs trinʹjәnt), adj. 1 having
the property of shrinking or contracting. 2 severe. —n. substance that shrinks
tissues and checks the ﬂow of blood by

contracting blood vessels, as alum. [< L,
< ad– to + stringere bind] —astrinʹgency, n. —as·trinʹgently, adv.
astrol., astrologer; astrology.
as·tro·labe (asʹtrә lāb), n. an astronomical
instrument formerly used for measuring
the altitude of the sun or stars. [< OF
< Med.L < Gk. astrolabon, orig., startaking < astron star + lambanein take]
as·trol·o·ger (әs trolʹә jәr), n. person who
claims to interpret the inﬂuence of the
stars and planets on persons, events, etc.
as·trol·o·gy (әs trolʹә ji), n. 1 study of
the supposed inﬂuence of the stars
and planets on persons, events, etc. 2
Archaic. practical astronomy. —as´trologʹi·cal, as´tro·logʹic, adj. —as´trologʹi·cally, adv.
astron., astronomer; astronomical;
astronomy.
as·tro·naut (asʹtrә nôt), n. a pilot or member of a crew of a spacecraft.
as·tro·nau·tics (as´trә nôʹtiks), n. science
that deals with spacecraft and space
travel. —asʹtronauʹti·cal, as´tro·nauʹtic, adj.
as·tron·o·mer (әs tronʹә mәr), n. expert
in astronomy.
as·tro·nom·i·cal (as´trә nomʹә kәl), astronom·ic (–nomʹik), adj. 1 of astronomy; having to do with astronomy. 2
extremely large. —as´tro·nomʹi·cal·ly,
adv.
astronomical year, period of the earth’s
revolution around the sun; solar year.
as·tron·o·my (әs tronʹә mi), n. science
of the sun, moon, planets, stars, and
other celestial bodies, their composition, motions, positions, distances, sizes,
etc. [< L < Gk., < astron star + nomos
distribution]
as·tro·phys·ics (as´trō ﬁzʹiks), n. branch
of astronomy that deals with the physical and chemical characteristics of
celestial bodies. —as´tro·physʹi·cal, adj.
—as´tro·physʹi·cist, n.
As·tro Turf (asʹtrō tėrf´), Trademark.
artiﬁcial grass.
as·tro·turf (asʹtrō tėrf´), n. Fig. phoney
grassroots movement or support for a
position, project, candidate, etc., esp.
that is government-sponsored.
as·tute (әs tütʹ; –tūtʹ), adj. sagacious;
shrewd; crafty. [< L, < astus sagacity]
—as·tuteʹly, adv. —as·tuteʹness, n.
A·sun·ción (ä sün syônʹ), n. capital of
Paraguay.
a·sun·der (ә sunʹdәr), adj. apart; separate.
—adv. in pieces; into separate parts.
a·sy·lum (ә sīʹlәm), n. 1 institution for the
support and care of people who cannot
care for themselves. 2 refuge, as a church
for a fugitive or country of sanctuary.
[< L < Gk. asylon refuge < a– without +
syle right of seizure]
a·sym·me·try (ā simʹә tri; a–), n. lack
of symmetry. —a´sym·metʹric, a´symmetʹri·cal, adj. —a´sym·metʹri·cal·ly,
adv.

atrocious
as·ymp·tote (asʹim tōt), n. Math. a straight
line that continually approaches a curve,
but does not meet it within a ﬁnite
distance. —as´ymp·totʹic, as´ymp·totʹical, adj. —as´ymp·totʹi·cal·ly, adv.
at (at; unstressed әt, it), prep. 1 in; on; by;
near: at school. 2 to; toward: look at me.
3 in a condition of: at war. 4 on or near
the time of: at midnight. 5 because of.
[OE œt]
at., 1 atmosphere. 2 atomic.
At·a·lan·ta (at´ә lanʹtә), n. Gk. Legend. a
maiden famous for her beauty and her
speed in running.
at·a·vism (atʹә viz әm), n. 1 resemblance
to a remote ancestor. 2 reversion to a
primitive type. [< L atavus ancestor]
—atʹa·vist, n. —at´a·visʹtic, adj. —at´avisʹti·cal·ly, adv.
a·tax·i·a (ә takʹsi ә), n. inability to coordinate voluntary movements; irregularity
in bodily functions or muscular movements. [< NL, Gk., < a– without + taxis
order] —a·taxʹic, adj.
ate (āt), v. pt. of eat.
A·te (āʹtē), n. the Greek goddess of blind
recklessness, later regarded as an avenging goddess.
–ate1, suﬃx. 1 of or having to do with,
as in collegiate. 2 having; containing,
as in compassionate. 3 having the form
of; like, as in stellate. 4 become, as in
maturate. 5 cause to be, as in alienate.
6 produce, as in ulcerate. 7 supply or
treat with, as in aerate. 8 combine with,
as in oxygenate. [< L –atus, –atum, pp.
endings]
–ate2, suﬃx. Chem. a salt formed by the
action of an ——ic acid on a base, as in
sulfate. [special use of –ate1]
–ate3, suﬃx. oﬃce, rule, or condition of,
as in caliphate, magistrate. [< L –atus,
from 4th declension nouns]
A team, the best, most qualiﬁed group
available for a usually diﬃcult task.
at·el·ier (atʹәl yā), n. workshop; studio.
[< F, orig., pile of chips, < OF astele chip,
ult. < L astula]
a·the·ism (āʹthi iz әm), n. 1 belief that
there is no God. 2 godless living. [< F,
< Gk. atheos denying the gods < a– without + theos a god] —aʹthe·ist, n.
a·the·is·tic (ā´thi isʹtik), a·the·is·ti·cal
(–tә kәl), adj. of atheism or atheists.
—a´the·isʹtical·ly, adv.
A·the·na (ә thēʹnә), A·the·ne (–nē), n.
Greek goddess of wisdom, arts, industries, and prudent warfare, identiﬁed
with the Roman goddess Minerva. Also,
Pallas, Pallas Athena.
ath·e·nae·um, ath·e·ne·um (ath´ә nēʹәm),
n. 1 scientiﬁc or literary club. 2 reading
room; library.
Ath·ens (athʹәnz), n. capital of Greece,
in the SE part. Athens was famous in
ancient times for its art and literature.
—A·theʹni·an, adj., n.
a·thirst (ә thėrstʹ), adj. 1 thirsty. 2 eager.
ath·lete (athʹlēt), n. person trained in
exercises of physical strength, speed,

and skill, esp. one who competes. [< L
< Gk., < athlon prize]
athlete’s foot, Am. a contagious skin disease of the feet, caused by a fungus.
ath·let·ic (ath letʹik), adj. 1 active and
strong. 2 of, like, or suited to an athlete. 3 for ahtletes. 4 having to do with
active games and sports. —ath·letʹical·ly, adv.
ath·let·i·cism (ath letʹә siz әm), n. 1 the
practice of athletics. 2 athletic quality.
ath·let·ics (ath letʹiks), n. 1 (usually pl.)
exercises of strength, speed, and skill;
active games and sports: athletics include
baseball and basketball. 2 (usually as
sing.) the principles of athletic training: athletics is recommended for every
student.
at-home (әt hōmʹ), n. an informal reception, usually in the afternoon.
–athon or a-thon, combining form,
involving endurance, especially of a difﬁcult or exhausting event: a six-day
sale-athon; a walkathon to raise money
for the hospital.
a·thwart (ә thwôrtʹ), adv. crosswise;
across from side to side. —prep. 1 across.
2 across the line or course of. 3 in opposition to; against.
a·tilt (ә tiltʹ), adj., adv. tilted.
a·tin·gle (ә tingʹgәl), adj. tingling.
–ation, suﬃx. 1 act or state of ——ing, as
in admiration. 2 condition or state of
being ——ed, as in agitation. 3 result of
——ing, as in civilization. [< L –atio]
–ative, suﬃx. 1 tending to, as in talkative.
2 having to do with, as in qualitative.
[< L –ativus]
At·lan·ta (at lanʹtә), n. the capital of
Georgia, in the NW part.
At·lan·tic (at lanʹtik), n. ocean east of
North and South America, extending
to Europe and Africa. —adj. 1 of, on, or
near the Atlantic Ocean. 2 of or on the
Atlantic coast of the U.S. 3 having to do
with NATO and its member nations.
At·lan·tis (at lanʹtis), n. legendary sunken
island in the Atlantic.
at·las (atʹlәs), n. 1 book of maps. 2 book
of plates or tables illustrating any subject. 3 Atlas, Gk. Legend. giant who supported the heavens on his shoulders.
Atlas Mountains, mountain range in
NW Africa.
ATM, automatic teller machine
at·mos·phere (atʹmәs ﬁr), n. 1 air that
surrounds the earth; the air. 2 air in any
given place: a damp atmosphere. 3 mass
of gases that surrounds any celestial
body. 4 unit of pressure equal to 14.69
pounds per square inch. 5 surrounding
inﬂuence. [< NL < Gk. atmos vapor +
sphaira sphere]
at·mos·pher·ic (at´mәs ferʹik), adj. 1 of,
in, or having to do with the atmosphere.
2 caused, produced, or worked by the
atmosphere. —n. atmospherics, radio
static. —at´mos·pherʹi·cal, adj. —at´mos·pherʹi·cal·ly, adv.
at. no., atomic number.
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at·oll (atʹol; ә tolʹ), n. a ring-shaped coral
island enclosing or partly enclosing a
lagoon. [? < Malayalam aḑal uniting]
at·om (atʹәm), n. 1 smallest particle of a
chemical element that can take part in a
chemical reaction without being permanently changed. 2 a very small particle;
tiny bit. [< L < Gk. atomos indivisible
< a– not + tomos a cutting]
a·tom·ic (ә tomʹik), adj. 1 of or having to
do with atoms. 2 using atomic energy. 3
separated into atoms. 4 of or pertaining
to atomic bombs. 5 Fig. extremely small;
minute. —a·tomʹi·cal, adj. —a·tomʹical·ly, adv.
atomic age, era marked by the ﬁrst use of
atomic energy.
atomic bomb, atom bomb, bomb that
uses the splitting of atoms to cause an
explosion of tremendous force. Also,
A-bomb.
atomic clock, a highly accurate clock,
that uses atomic vibrations as its standard of accuracy.
atomic energy, energy present in atoms
and released either under control in a
reactor or uncontrolled, as in a bomb.
atomic mass, mass of an atom; physical
atomic weight.
atomic number, number used in describing an element and giving its relation to
other elements. It is the number of positive charges on the nucleus of an atom
of the element.
atomic pile or reactor. See reactor.
atomic submarine, submarine powered
by a reactor.
atomic theory, theory that all matter is
composed of atoms, esp. the modern
theory that an atom is made of a nucleus
of neutrons and protons around which
electrons speed.
atomic weight, weight of an atom of a
chemical element.
at·om·ize (atʹәm īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing. 1
separate into atoms. 2 change (a liquid)
into a ﬁne spray. —at´om·i·zaʹtion, n.
—atʹom·izʹer, n.
a·ton·al (ā tōnʹәl), adj. without tonality.
—a·tonʹal·ism, n. —aʹton´al·isʹtic, adj.
—a´tonalʹi·ty, n. —a·tonʹal·ly, adv.
a·tone (ә tōnʹ), v., a·toned, a·ton·ing.
make up; make amends (for). [< atonement] —a·tonʹer, n.
a·tone·ment (ә tōnʹmәnt), n. 1 giving
satisfaction for a wrong, loss, or injury;
amends. 2 the Atonement, reconciliation of God with sinners through the
suﬀerings and death of Christ. [< at onement a being at one, i.e., in accord]
a·top (ә topʹ), adv. on or at the top. —prep.
on the top of.
a·tri·um (āʹtri әm), n., pl. a·tri·a (āʹtri ә).
1 the main room of an ancient Roman
house. 2 hall; court. 3 any of various
cavities or sacs in marine animals. [< L]
a·tro·cious (ә trōʹshәs), adj. 1 very wicked
or cruel; very savage or brutal. 2 very
bad; abominable. —a·troʹcious·ly, adv.
—a·troʹciousness, n.
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a·troc·i·ty (ә trosʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 very
great wickedness or cruelty. 2 very cruel
or brutal act. 3 very bad blunder as
something inappropriate or in bad taste.
[< L, < atrox ﬁerce < ater dark]
at·ro·phy (atʹrә ﬁ), n., v., –phied, –phying. —n. a wasting away of a part or
parts of the body. —v. waste away. [< LL
< Gk., < a– without + trophe nourishment] —a·trophʹic, adj. —atʹro·phied,
adj.
at·ro·pine (atʹrә pēn; –pin), at·ro·pin
(–pin), n. a poisonous drug, C17H23NO3,
obtained from belladonna and similar
plants, that relaxes muscles and dilates
the pupil of the eye. [< NL Atropa belladonna < Gk. Atropos one of the Fates]
at·tach (ә tachʹ), v. 1 fasten (to). 2 join. 3
assign; appoint: a captain attached to a
new ship. 4 aﬃx: attach one’s signature. 5
fasten itself; belong: the blame attaches to
you. 6 bind by aﬀection: attached to his
dog. 7 take (property) by legal authority. [< OF atachier < L ad– to + Gmc.
ancestor of OF tache a fastening, a nail.
See tack.] —at·tachʹa·ble, adj. —attachedʹ, adj.
at·ta·ché (atʹә shāʹ; ә tashʹā), n. person
belonging to the oﬃcial staﬀ of an
ambassador or minister to a foreign
country. [< F. See attach.] —atʹtachéʹship, n.
at·tach·ment (ә tachʹmәnt), n. 1 an
attaching. 2 a being attached. 3 thing
attached. 4 means of attaching; fastening. 5 bond of aﬀection. 6 legal taking
of a property.
at·tack (ә takʹ), v. 1 use force or weapons
on to hurt; assail; assault. 2 talk or write
against; criticize: the article attacked the
mayor’s record. 3 begin to work vigorously on: attack a problem. 4 act harmfully on: a virus that attacks both young
and old. 5 make an attack. —n. 1 sudden
occurrence of illness, discomfort, etc.
2 act or fact of attacking. 3 oﬀensive
part of an action or proceeding. 4 start
of vigorous work on something, as a
problem or task. [< F < Ital. attaccare.
See attach.] —at·tackʹa·ble, adj. —attackʹer, n.
at·tain (ә tānʹ), v. 1. arrive at in due
course; reach, as by eﬀort or progress.
2 gain; accomplish; achieve. 3 succeed
in coming to or getting. [< OF ataindre
< VL, < ad– to + tangere touch] —attainʹa·ble, adj. —at·tainʹa·bilʹi·ty, attainʹa·ble·ness, n. —at·tainʹer, n.
at·tain·der (ә tānʹdәr), n. loss of property
and civil rights as the result of being
sentenced to death or being outlawed.
[< OF ataindre attain; inﬂ. by F taindre
taint]
at·tain·ment (ә tānʹmәnt), n. 1 act or fact
of attaining. 2 something attained. 3
accomplishment; ability.
at·taint (ә tāntʹ), v. 1 condemn to death
and loss of property and civil rights. 2
disgrace. —n. disgrace. [< OF ataint, pp.
of ataindre attain] —at·taintʹment, n.

at·tar (atʹәr), n. perfume made from the
petals of roses or other ﬂowers. [< Pers.
< Ar. i.tr]
at·tempt (ә temptʹ), v. 1 make an eﬀort
at; try; endeavor. 2 try to take or destroy
(life, etc.). —n. 1 a putting forth of eﬀort
to accomplish something, esp. something diﬃcult. 2 an attack, as on one’s
life. [< L, < ad– + temptare try] —attemptʹa·ble, adj. —at·tempt´a·bilʹi·ty,
n. —attemptʹer, n.
at·tend (ә tendʹ), v. 1 be present at: attend
class. 2 give care and thought; pay attention: attend to directions. 3 apply oneself.
4 go with; accompany: attend the king. 5
go with as a result: disease attends ﬁlth. 6
wait on; care for; tend: a nurse attended
the injured. [< OF < L, < ad– toward +
tendere stretch] —at·tendʹer, n.
at·tend·ance (ә tenʹdәns), n. 1 act of
attending. 2 persons attending.
at·tend·ant (ә tenʹdәnt), adj. 1 waiting on
another to help or serve. 2 going with
as a result; accompanying. 3 present:
attendant hearers. —n. 1 person who
waits on another, such as a servant. 2
accompanying thing or event. 3 person
who is present.
at·ten·tion (ә tenʹshәn), n. 1 act or fact
of attending. 2 ability to give care and
thought. 3 care and thought; application;
concentration. 4 courtesy; deference;
civility. 5 military attitude of readiness.
—interj. command to soldiers to come
to attention.
attentions, acts of devotion or courtesy,
esp. of an admirer.
come to attention, take a straight and still
position.
stand at attention, stand straight and
still. [< L attentio. See attend.]
at·ten·tive (ә tenʹtiv), adj. 1 giving attention. 2 courteous; polite. —at·tenʹtive·ly,
adv. —attenʹtive·ness, n.
at·ten·u·ate (ә tenʹu̇ āt), v., –at·ed, –ating. 1 make or become thin or slender.
2 weaken; reduce. 3 make less dense;
dilute. [< L, < ad– + tenuis thin] —attenʹu·aʹtion, n.
at·test (ә testʹ), v. 1 give proof or evidence
of. 2 declare to be true or genuine; certify. 3 bear witness; testify. [< L. < ad–
to + testis witness] —at´tes·taʹtion, n.
—at·testʹer, at·tesʹtor, n.
at·tic (atʹik), n. 1 space just below the roof
in a house. 2 a low story above an entablature or main cornice of a building.
[< F < L Atticus Attic < Gk.]
At·tic (atʹik), adj. 1 of Attica; of Athens;
Athenian. 2 simple; elegant; reﬁned.
At·ti·ca (atʹә kә), n. district in ancient
Greece which included Athens.
At·ti·la (atʹә lә), n. died a.d. 453, king of
the Huns a.d. 433–453.
at·tire (ә tīrʹ), v. –tired, –tir·ing, n. dress;
array. [< OF atirer arrange < a– to (< L
ad-) + tire row < Gmc.] —at·tireʹment,
n. —at·tirʹer, n.
at·ti·tude (atʹә tüd; –tūd), n. 1 disposition
or manner toward a person or thing. 2

position of the body appropriate to an
action, purpose emotion, etc.; posture,
pose. 3 position of an aircraft, spacecraft, etc. in ﬂight in relation to some
reference line or plane, as the horizon.
[< F < Ital. < LL aptitudo aptitude]
at·ti·tu·di·nize (at´ә tüʹdә nīz; –tūʹ–), v.,
–nized, –niz·ing. pose for eﬀect. —atʹtituʹdinizʹer, n.
attn or attn., attention.
at·tor·ney (ә tėrʹni), n., pl. –neys. 1 lawyer. 2 person who has power to act
for another; agent. [< OF atourné, pp.
of atourner assign, appoint < a– to +
tourner turn] —at·torʹney·ship, n.
attorney general, n., pl. attorneys general, attorney generals. 1 the chief law
oﬃcer of a country. 2 a the chief law oﬃcer of the United States. b the chief law
oﬃcer of a state of the United States.
at·tract (ә traktʹ), v. 1 draw to oneself: a
magnet attracts iron. 2 be pleasing to;
win the attention and liking of; fascinate.
[< L attractus < ad– to + trahere draw]
—at·tractʹa·ble, adj. —at·tractʹa·bilʹity, n. —at·tracʹtor, at·tractʹer, n.
at·trac·tion (ә trakʹshәn), n. 1 act or
power of attracting. 2 thing that delights
or attracts people. 3 charm; fascination.
4 force exerted by molecules on one
another, which holds them together.
at·trac·tive (ә trakʹtiv), adj. 1 pleasing;
winning attention and liking; alluring. 2
attracting; magnetic. at·tracʹtive·ly, adv.
—at·tracʹtive·ness, n.
attrib., 1 attribute. 2 attributive.
at·trib·ute (v. ә tribʹūt; n. atʹrә būt), v.,
–ut·ed, –ut·ing, n. —v. 1 think of as
caused by: attributed her success to
hard work. 2 consider (something) as
belonging or appropriate (to a person or
thing); ascribe; credit: attribute loyalty
to a dog. —n. 1 a quality considered as
belonging to a person or thing; a characteristic; trait. 2 an object considered
appropriate to a person, rank, or oﬃce;
symbol. 3 adjective; word or phrase used
as an adjective. [< L, < ad– to + tribuere
assign, orig., divide among the tribes
< tribus tribe] —at·tribʹut·a·ble, adj.
—at·tribʹut·er, at·tribʹu·tor, n.
at·tri·bu·tion (at´rә būʹshәn), n. 1 act of
attributing. 2 thing attributed.
at·trib·u·tive (ә tribʹyә tiv), adj. 1 expressing a quality or attribute. 2 that attributes. 3 of or like an attribute. —n. an
attributive word. In the phrase “big
brown dog,” big and brown are attributives. —at·tribʹu·tive·ly, adv. —attribʹutive·ness, n.
at·tri·tion (ә trishʹәn), n. 1 wearing away
by friction. 2 any gradual process of
wearing down: war of attrition. [< L
attritio < ad– against + terere rub]
at·tune (ә tünʹ; ә tūnʹ), v., –tuned, –tuning. put in tune or accord; tune. —attuneʹment, n.
atty., attorney.
ATV, all-terrain vehicle.
at. wt., atomic weight.
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a·typ·i·cal (atipʹә kәl), adj. not typical;
abnormal.
Au, gold.
au·burn (ôʹbәrn), n., adj. reddish brown.
[< OF auborne < L alburnus whitish
< albus white; appar. confused with
brown]
auc·tion (ôkʹshәn), n. a public sale in
which each thing is sold to the highest
bidder. —v. sell at an auction. [< L auctio
< augere increase]
auc·tion·eer (ôk´shәn irʹ), n. person who
conducts auctions. —v. sell at an auction.
au·da·cious (ô dāʹshәs), adj. 1 bold; daring. 2 too bold; impudent. [< F, < audace
daring (n.) < L audacia, ult. < audere
dare] —au·daʹcious·ly, adv. —au·daʹcious·ness, n.
au·dac·i·ty (ô dasʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 boldness; reckless daring. 2 rude boldness.
au·di·ble (ôʹdә dәl), adj. capable of
being heard. [< Med.L. < L audire
hear] —au´di·bilʹi·ty, auʹdi·ble·ness, n.
—auʹdi·bly, adv.
au·di·ence (ôʹdi әns), n. 1 people gathered in a place to hear or see. 2 any
person within hearing. 3 chance to be
heard; hearing. 4 formal interview with
a person of high rank. 5 act or fact of
hearing. 6 readers of a book, newspaper,
or magazine. [< OF < L audientia hearing < audire hear]
au·di·o (ôʹdi ō), adj. 1 having to do with
electronic frequencies that are audible,
as sound waves. 2 of or pertaining to the
transmission or reception of sound in
television, mobile telephones, etc. —n.
reproduction of sound, especially electronically. [ L, I hear]
audio-, combining form. 1 hearing, as in
audiometer  device that measures hearings. 2 sound, as in audiovisual  sound
and sight.
au·di·o·tape (ôʹdē ō tāp´), n. tape recording of sound.
audio frequency, frequency of sound
vibrations from about 20 to about 20,000
cycles per second.
au·di·o·phile (ôʹdi ә fīl´), n. person who
is an enthusiast of high-ﬁdelity sound
reproduction.
au·dit (ôʹdit), n. 1 an oﬃcial examination
and check of accounts. 2 statement of
an account that has been examined and
checked authoritatively. —v. 1 examine
and check (accounts) oﬃcially. 2 attend
(a course) as an auditor. [< L auditus a
hearing < audire hear]
au·di·tion (ô dishʹәn), n. 1 a hearing to
test the voice of a singer, speaker, etc. 2
act of hearing. 3 power or sense of hearing. —v. give (a person) an audition.
au·di·tor (ôʹdә tәr), n. 1 person who
audits accounts. 2 person who attends
a course, but not for credit toward a
degree. 3 hearer; listener. —auʹdi·torship´, n.
au·di·to·ri·um (ô´dә tôʹri әm; –tō–), n.,
pl. –to·ri·ums, –to·ri·a (–tôʹri·ә; –tōʹ–).

1 a large room for an audience in a
church, theater, school, etc. 2 building
especially designed for the giving of
lectures, concerts, etc.
au·di·to·ry (ôʹdә tô´ri; –tō´–), adj., n.,
pl. –ries. —adj. of or having to do with
hearing, the sense of hearing, or the
organs of hearing. —n. 1 audience. 2
auditorium.
Au·du·bon (ôʹdә bon), n. John James,
1785–1851, American ornithologist and
artist.
Aug., August.
au·ger (ôʹgәr), n. tool for boring holes
in wood, rock, etc. [OE nafugār, orig., a
nave borer < nafu nave of a wheel + gār
spear; ME a nauger taken as an auger]
aught1 (ôt), n. anything: you may go for
aught I care. —adv. at all: help came too
late to avail aught. Also, ought. [OE
āwiht < ā– ever + wiht a thing]
aught2 (ôt), n. zero; cipher; nothing. Also,
ought, nought. [see naught; a naught
taken as an aught]
aug·ment (ôg mentʹ), v. increase; enlarge.
[< L, < augere increase] —aug·mentʹable, adj. —aug´men·taʹtion, n. —augmentʹa·tive, adj. —aug·mentʹer, n.
au grat·in (ō gratʹәn, gräʹtәn; Fr.
ō grä tanʹ), French. cooked with crumbs
or cheese, or both.
au·gur (ôʹgәr), n. 1 priest in ancient
Rome who made predictions and gave
advice. 2 prophet; fortuneteller. —v. 1
predict; foretell. 2 be a sign. [< L, appar.
increase, growth (of crops), personiﬁed
in ritual service, < augere increase]
au·gu·ry (ôʹgyә ri), n., pl. –ries. 1 indication; sign; omen. 2 art or practice of
foretelling the future.
Au·gust (ôʹgәst), n. the eighth month
of the year, containing 31 days. [after
Augustus]
au·gust (ô gustʹ), adj. inspiring reverence
and admiration; majestic; venerable.
[< L, < unrecorded augus increase, power
< augere to increase] —au·gustʹly, adv.
—au·gustʹness, n.
Au·gus·ta (ô gusʹtә), n. capital of Maine,
in the SW part.
Au·gus·tine (ôʹgәs tēn; ô gusʹtin), n. 1
Saint, a.d. 354–430, bishop of N Africa
and one of the great leaders in the early
Christian church. 2 Saint, died a.d. 604,
Roman monk sent to preach Christianity
in England in a.d. 597. —Au´gus·tinʹi·an, adj., n.
Au·gus·tus (ô gusʹtәs), n. (Augustus Caesar), 63 b.c.–a.d. 14, title of Gaius Octavianus (Octavian) as ﬁrst emperor of
Rome, 27 b.c.–a.d. 14. —Au·gusʹtan,
adj.
auk (ôk), n. northern sea bird with short
wings used only as paddles. [< Scand.
ālka]
auk·let (ôkʹlit), n. small kind of auk.
au lait (ō lāʹ), French with milk.
auld (ôld), adj. Scot. old.
auld lang syne (ôldʹ lang sīnʹ; zīn´), Scot.
old times; long ago in one’s life.

aunt (ant; änt), n. 1 sister of one’s father or
mother. 2 uncle’s wife. [< OF < L amita
father’s sister]
au·ra (ôʹrә), n., pl. au·ras, au·rae (ôʹrē). 1
something supposed to come from and
surround a person or thing as an atmosphere. 2 something that comes from or
is given oﬀ by a substance, as the scent
of freshly mown hay. [< L < Gk.]
au·ral (ôʹrәl), adj. of the ear; having to do
with hearing. —auʹral·ly. adv.
au·re·ate (ôʹri it; -āt), adj. 1 golden; gilded.
2 brilliant; glowing. [< L, < aurum gold]
au·re·ole (ôʹri ōl), au·re·o·la (ô rēʹә lә), n.
1 encircling radiance; halo. 2 a ring of
light surrounding the sun. [< L aureola
(corona) golden (crown) < aurum gold]
au re·voir (ō rә vwärʹ), good-by; till we
see each other again. [< F; revoir < L,
< re– again + videre see]
au·ri·cle (ôʹrә kәl), n. 1 a chamber of the
heart that receives the blood from the
veins. b outer part of the ear. 2 earlike
part. [< L auricula, dim. of auris ear]
—auʹri·cled, adj.
au·ric·u·lar (ô rikʹyә lәr), adj. 1 of or near
the ear. 2 said privately. 3 perceived by
the sense of hearing. 4 shaped like an
ear. 5 having to do with an auricle of the
heart. —au·ricʹu·lar·ly, adv.
au·rif·er·ous (ô rifʹәr әs), adj. yielding
gold. [< L, < aurum gold + ferre bear]
—au·rifʹer·ous·ly, adv.
au·rochs (ôʹroks), n., pl. –rochs. 1 European bison, now almost extinct. 2 extinct
wild ox. [< G auerochs]
Au·ro·ra ô rôʹrә; –rōʹ–), n. 1 Roman goddess of the dawn. 2 aurora, streamers
or bands of light appearing in the sky
at night. —au·roʹral, adj. —au·roʹrally, adv.
aurora aus·tra·lis (ôs trāʹlis), streamers
or bands of light appearing in the southern sky at night.
aurora bo·re·a·lis (bö´ri alʹis; –ā´lis;
bō´–), streamers or bands of light
appearing in the northern sky at night.
Aus. 1 Australia. 2 Austria.
Aus·sie (ôʹsē), n. Australian.
aus·pice (ôsʹpis). n., pl. aus·pi·ces (ôsʹpә siz). 1 auspices, patronage. 2 favorable circumstance; indication of success.
3 divination or prophecy, esp. one made
from the ﬂight of birds. 4 omen; sign.
[< F < L auspicium < avis bird + specere
look at. See def. 3.]
aus·pi·cious (ôs pishʹәs), adj. 1 with signs
of success; favorable. 2 fortunate. —auspiʹcious·ly, adv. —aus·piʹcious·ness, n.
Aust. 1 Australia. 2 Austria. 3 Austrian.
aus·tere (ôs tirʹ), adj. 1 harsh to the feelings; stern in manner. 2 strict in selfdiscipline or in self-restraint. 3 severely
simple. 4 somber. [< L < Gk. austeros
< auein dry] —aus·tereʹly, adv.
aus·ter·i·ty (ôs terʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
sternness; severity. 2 austerities, severe
practices.
Aus·tin (ôsʹtәn), n. capital of Texas in
the C part.
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Austl. or Austr. Australia.
aus·tral (ôs´trәl), adj. 1 southern. 2 Austral, a Australian. b Australasian. [< L,
< auster the south wind; akin to east]
Aus·tral·a·sia (ôs´trәl āʹzhә; –shә), n.
Australia, Tasmania, New Zealand,
and nearby islands. —Aus´tral·aʹsian,
adj., n.
Aus·tral·ia (ôs trālʹyә), n. 1 continent SE
of Asia. 2 Commonwealth of, country
that includes this continent and Tasmania. —Aus·tralʹian, adj., n.
Aus·tral·ian ballot (ôs trālʹyәn), ballot
with the names of all candidates on it,
which is marked secretly.
Aus·tri·a (ôsʹtri ә), n. country in C Europe.
—Ausʹtri·an, adj., n.
Aus·tri·a-Hun·ga·ry (ôsʹtri ә hungʹgә ri),
n. a former monarchy in C Europe.
—Ausʹtro-Hun·garʹi·an , adj.
Aus·tro·ne·sia (ô´strō nēʹzhә), n. South
and mid-Paciﬁc islands. —Ausʹtro·ne´sian, adj., n.
au·tar·chy (ôʹtär ki), n., pl. –chies. 1
autocracy. 2 autarky. —au·tarʹchic, autarʹchi·cal, adj.
au·tar·ky (ôʹtär ki), n., pl. –kies. independence of imports from other nations.
—au·tarʹki·cal, adj. —auʹtar·kist, n.
au·teur (ô tœrʹ), n. French. 1 ﬁlm director
whose ﬁlms have the distinctive personal style of an author. 2 author.
auth. 1 author. 2 authorized.
au·then·tic (ô thenʹtik), au·then·ti·cal
(–tә kәl), adj. 1 reliable: an authentic
count. 2 genuine: an authentic signature.
3 authoritative. [< L < Gk., < auto– by
oneself + hentes one who acts] —authenʹti·cal·ly, adv.
au·then·ti·cate (ô thenʹtә kāt), v., –cat·ed,
–cat·ing. 1 establish the truth of. 2 establish the authorship of. —au·then´ti·caʹtion, n. —au·thenʹti·ca´tor, n.
au·then·tic·i·ty (ô´then tisʹә ti), n. 1 reliability. 2 genuineness.
au·thor (ôʹthәr), n. 1 person who writes
books, stories, or articles; writer. 2 an
author’s publications: have you read this
author? 3 person who creates or begins
anything; creator. [< OF < L auctor
< augere increase]
au· thor· i· tar· i· an
(ә thôr´ ә tãrʹ i әn;
–thor´–), adj. favoring obedience to
authority instead of individual freedom.
—n. person who supports authoritarian
principles. —au·thor´i·tarʹi·an·ism, n.
au·thor·i·ta·tive (ә thôrʹә tā´tiv; ә thorʹ–),
adj. 1 having authority; oﬃcially ordered.
2 commanding: authoritative tones. 3
that ought to be believed or obeyed.
—au·thorʹi·ta´tive·ly, adv. —au·thorʹita´tive·ness, n.
au·thor·i·ty (ә thôrʹә ti; ә thorʹ–), n., pl.
–ties. 1 legal power to enforce obedience; control, jurisdiction. 2 inﬂuence
that creates respect and conﬁdence;
prestige. 3 source of correct information or wise advice. 4 expert on some
subject. 5 legal opinion that can serve as
a precedent.

the authorities, a government oﬃcials. b
persons in control. [< F < L auctoritas]
au·thor·ize (ôʹthәr īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
1 give power or right to; empower. 2
make legal; sanction. 3 give authority for; justify. —au´thor·i·zaʹtion, n.
—auʹthor·iz´er, n.
au·thor·ized (ôʹthәr īzd), adj. 1 having
authority. 2 supported by authority.
Authorized Version, the English translation of the Bible published in 1611; the
King James Version.
au·thor·ship (ôʹthәr ship), n. 1 occupation of an author. 2 source; origin.
au·tism (ô´tizʹәm), n. disorder that
appears in young children, characterized by an inability to relate to others.
—au·tis´tic, adj.
au·to (ôʹtō), n., pl. au·tos. automobile.
auto–, combining form. 1 self, as in autobiography, auto-intoxication. 2 automobile, as in autobus. [< Gk.; also (before
vowels and h), aut–]
Au·to·bahn (ouʹtō bän´), n., pl. –bahns.
in Germany, a four-lane highway with
no speed limit.
au·to·bi·og·ra·phy (ô´tә bī ogʹrә ﬁ; –bi–),
n., pl. –phies. story of a person’s life
written by himself or herself. —au´tobi·ogʹra·pher, n. —au´to·bi´o·graphʹic,
au´to·bi´o·graphʹi·cal, adj. —au´tobi´o·graphʹi·cal·ly, adv.
au·to·clave (ôʹtә klāv), n. a strong, closed
vessel used for sterilizing, cooking, etc.
—v. cook or sterilize using an autoclave.
[< F, < auto– self + L clavis key]
au·toc·ra·cy (ô tokʹrә si), n., pl. –cies. 1
government having absolute power over
its citizens. 2 absolute authority; unlimited power over a group. —au·to·crat´ic,
au´to·cratʹi·cal, adj. —au´to·cratʹi·cally, adv.
au·to·crat (ôʹtә krat), n. 1 ruler who has
absolute power. 2 person having unlimited power over a group of persons.
[< Gk., < auto– self + kratos strength]
au·to-da-fé (ô´tō dә fāʹ; ou´–), n., pl.
au·tos·da-fé 1 public ceremony accompanying the passing of sentence by the
Spanish Inquisition. 2 act of burning a
heretic. [< Pg., act of the faith, < L actus
and ﬁdes]
au·to·fo·cus (ô´tә fōʹkәs), n. automatic
focus of a camera lens.
au·to·graph (ôʹtә graf; –gräf), n. 1 person’s signature. 2 something written in
a person’s own handwriting. —v. 1 write
one’s signature in or on. 2 write with
one’s own hand.
au·to·im·mu·ne (ô´tō i myünʹ), adj.
attacking the body’s own cells: autoimmune response.
au·tol·o·gous (ô´tolʹәg әs), adj. 1 transplanted from one’s own body. 2 donated
and preserved for one’s own future use;
self-donated: an autologous blood transfusion.
au·to·mate (ôʹtә māt), v., –mat·ed, –mating. convert to or make use of automation. [< automation]

au·to·mat·ic (ôʹtә matʹik), adj. 1 moving
or acting by itself: automatic pump. 2 a
done unconsciously, as certain muscular
reactions. b independent of external
stimuli, as the beating of the heart. 3 of a
ﬁrearm, pistol, etc., reloading itself. —n.
automatic pistol or riﬂe. [see automaton] —au´to·matʹi·cal·ly, adv.
automatic pilot, mechanism in an aircraft or spacecraft that regulates its
course, altitude, etc.; autopilot.
on automatic pilot, Fig. acting or behaving without thinking.
automatic teller machine, electronic
banking machine that receives deposits,
dispenses withdrawals, etc.
au·to·ma·tion (ô´tә māʹshәn), n. 1 use
of automatic controls and systems to
operate machinery. 2. method of making a production line, etc., operate automatically by self-regulating controls.
[< autom(atic) + (oper)ation]
au·tom·a·tism (ô tomʹә tiz әm), n. 1
action not controlled by the will. 2 automatic quality.
au·tom·a·ton (ô tomʹә ton; –tәn), n., pl.
–tons, –ta (–tә). 1 person or animal
whose actions are purely mechanical.
2 machine that has its motive power
concealed. 3 thing able to move itself.
[< Gk., acting by one’s self]
au·to·mo·bile (n. ôʹtә mә bēl, ô´tә mә bēlʹ,
–mō´bēl; adj. ô´tә mōʹbil, –bēl; v.
ô´tә mә bēlʹ, –mōʹbēl), n., adj., v., –biled,
–bil·ing. —n. passenger vehicle with
four wheels that is self-propelled. —adj.
of or having to do with the automobile.
—v. travel by automobile. [< F. See
mobile.]
au·to·mo·tive (ô´tә mōʹtiv), adj. 1 of
automobiles. 2 self-moving.
au·to·nom·ic (ô´tә nomʹik), au·to·nomi·cal (–ә kәl), adj. 1 of or having to do
with the autonomic nervous system. 2
in plants, caused by internal stimuli;
spontaneous. 3 autonomous.
autonomic nervous system, the ganglia
and nerves that control digestive and
other involuntary reactions.
au·ton·o·mous (ô tonʹә mәs), adj. 1 selfgoverning; independent. 2 reacting
independently. 3 of plants, spontaneous.
—au·tonʹo·mous·ly, adv.
au·ton·o·my (ô tonʹә mi), n., pl. –mies.
1 power or right of self-government.
2 a self-governing community. [< Gk.,
< auto– of oneself + nomos law] —autonʹo·mist, n.
au·to·pi·lot (ôʹtә pī´lәt), n. automatic
pilot.
au·top·sy (ôʹtop si; ôʹtәp–), n., pl. –sies.
medical examination of a dead body to
ﬁnd the cause of death. [< NL < Gk.,
< auto– for oneself + opsis a seeing]
au·to·sug·ges·tion ô´ tō sәg jesʹchәn;
–sә jesʹ–), n. suggestion to oneself of
ideas that produce actual eﬀects.
au·to·troph (ôʹtә trof), n. organism capable of making its own food from inorganic substances. —au´to·troph´ic, adj.

away
au·tumn (ôʹtәm), n. 1 season of the year
between summer and winter. 2 season
of maturity. —adj. of autumn; coming
in autumn. [< L autumnus] —au·tumʹnal, adj.
autumnal equinox. See equinox.
aux or aux., auxiliary.
aux·il·ia·ry (ôg zilʹyә ri; –zilʹә–), adj., n.,
pl. –ries. —adj. 1 helping; assistant. 2
additional. n. 1 helper; aid. 2 auxiliary
verb. 3 auxiliaries, foreign or allied
troops that help the army of a nation at
war. [< L, < auxilium aid]
auxiliary verb, verb used to form the
tenses, moods, or voices of other verbs,
such as be, can, do, have, and may: I
am going; he will go; they are lost; they
were lost.
av., 1 avenue. 2 average. 3 avoirdupois.
A.V., Authorized Version.
a·vail (ә vālʹ), v. be of use or value to; help;
beneﬁt. —n. 1 help; beneﬁt. 2 eﬃcacy for
a purpose; use.
avail oneself of, take advantage of; make
use of. [appar. < a– to (< OF < L ad– +
vail < F < L valere be worth]
a·vail·a·ble (ә vālʹә bәl), adj. 1 that can
be used. 2 that can be had. —a·vail´abilʹi·ty, a·vailʹa·ble·ness, n. —a·vailʹably, adv.
av·a·lanche (avʹә lanch; –länch), n., v.,
–lanched, –lanch·ing. —n. 1 a large
mass of snow and ice, or of dirt and
rocks, sliding or falling down a mountainside. 2 anything like an avalanche.
—v. slide down in or like an avalanche.
[< F < Swiss F lavenche, inﬂ. by F avaler
go down < à val < L ad vallem to the
valley]
a·vant-garde (ä vän gärdʹ), n. in art, literature, music, etc., those who are most
experimental and inventive in a particular period. —adj. experimental and
inventive. [< F < avant forward + garde
guard] —a·vantʹ-gardʹist, n.
av·a·rice (avʹә ris), n. greedy desire for
money. [< OF < L, < avarus greedy]
—av´a·riʹcious, adj. —av´a·riʹcious·ly,
adv. —av´a·riʹcious·ness, n.
a·vast (ә vastʹ; ә västʹ), interj. of ships or
boots, stop! stay! [prob. < Du. houd vast
hold fast]
a·vaunt (ә vôntʹ; ә väntʹ), interj. Archaic. go
away! [< F < L ab ante forward, in front]
a·ve (äʹvā; āʹvē), interj. hail! farewell! —n.
Ave, the prayer Ave Maria. [< L]
Ave., ave., Avenue; avenue.
A·ve Ma·ri·a (äʹvā mә rēʹә; äʹvē), A·ve
Mar·y (āʹvē mãrʹi), 1 “Hail Mary!”, the
ﬁrst words of the Latin form of a prayer
of the Roman Catholic Church. 2 the
prayer.
a·venge (ә venjʹ), v., a·venged, a·venging. 1 get revenge for. 2 get revenge on
behalf of. 3 get revenge. [< OF, < a– to
(< L ad–) + vengier < L vindicare punish
< vindex champion] —a·vengeʹment, n.
—a·vengʹer, n.
av·e·nue (avʹә nü; –nü), n. 1 wide or
main street. 2 road or walk bordered by

trees. 3 way of approach or departure;
passage. 4 a city thoroughfare, running
at right angles to others called “streets.”
[< F, fem. pp. of avenir < L, < ad– to +
venire come]
a·ver (ә vėrʹ, v., a·verred, a·ver·ring. state
to be true; assert. [< OF, ult. < L ad– to
+ verus true] —a·verʹment, n.
av·er·age (avʹrij; avʹәr ij), n., adj., v.,
–aged, –ag·ing. —n. 1 quantity found
by dividing the sum of all the quantities by the number of quantities: the
average of 3, 5, and 10 is 6. 2 usual kind
or quality; ordinary amount or rate.
3 ratio or percentage that indicates a
record of achievement or success. —adj.
1 obtained by averaging; being an average: an average price. 2 usual; ordinary:
average intelligence. —v. 1 ﬁnd the average of. 2 have as an average. 3 do on
an average: he averages six hours work
a day. 4 divide among several proportionately. [< F avarie damage to ship
or cargo < Ar. ’awārīya damage from
sea water. —avʹer·age·ly, adv. —avʹerag·er, n.
A·ver·nus (ә vėrʹnәs), n. Rom. Myth. the
lower world; Hades. —A·verʹnal, adj.
a·verse (ә vėrsʹ), adj. opposed; unwilling.
[< L aversus. See avert.] —a·verseʹly,
adv. —a·verseʹness, n.
a·ver·sion (ә vėrʹzhәn; –shәn), n. 1 strong
or ﬁxed dislike; antipathy. 2 object of
dislike. 3 unwillingness.
a·vert (ә vėrtʹ), v. 1 prevent; avoid. 2
turn away; turn aside. [< OF < LL, < L
ab– from + vertere turn] —a·vert´edly, adv. —a·vertʹi·ble, a·vertʹa·ble, adj.
—a·vertʹer, n.
A·ves (āʹvēz), n. pl. class of vertebrates
comprising the birds. [< L]
A·ves·ta (ә vesʹtә), n. the sacred writings of ancient Zoroastrianism. —Avesʹtan, adj.
a·vi·ar·y (āʹvi er´i), n., pl. –ar·ies. place
where many birds are kept. [< L, < avis
bird]
a·vi·a·tion (ā´vi āʹshәn; av´i-), n. 1 ﬂying
in aircraft; art or science of navigating
aircraft. 2 design and manufacture of
aircraft. 3 the aircraft industry, including employees and equipment. [< F,
< L avis bird]
a·vi·a·tor (āʹvi ā´tәr; avʹi-), n. person who
ﬂies an aircraft; pilot.
av·id (avʹid), adj. eager; greedy. [< L avidus < avere desire eagerly] —a·vidʹi·ty,
n. —avʹid·ly, adv.
A·vi·gnon (ä vē nyônʹ), n. city in SE
France.
a·vi·on·ics (ā vi onʹiks), n. science of
adapting electronic devices to aviation,
rocketry, and astronautics. [< avi(ation)
+ (electr)onics]
av·o·ca·do (av´ә käʹdō; ä´vә–), n., pl.
–dos. 1 pear-shaped tropical fruit with
a dark green skin; alligator pear. 2 tree
that it grows on. [< Sp., var. of aguacate
< Mexican ahuacatl]
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av·o·ca·tion (av´ә kāʹshәn), n. minor
occupation; hobby. [< L, < ab– away +
vocare to call]
av·o·cet, av·o·set (avʹә set), n. a webfooted wading bird. [< F < Ital. avosetta]
a·void (ә voidʹ), v. 1 keep away from. 2
keep out of the way of. 3 in law, make
void; annul [< AF var. of OF esvuidier
empty, quit < es– out (< L ex–) + vuidier
< VL vocitare empty] —a·voidʹa·ble, adj.
—a·voidʹa·bly, adv. —a·voidʹance, n.
av·oir·du·pois (av´әr dә poizʹ), n. avoirdupois weight. [< OF avoir de pois
(goods that) have weight < L habere
have, de of, and pensum weight]
avoirdupois weight, system of weighing
in which a pound containing sixteen
ounces is used.
A·von (āʹvәn; avʹәn), n. river in C England.
a·vouch (ә vouchʹ), v. 1 declare to be true.
2 guarantee. 3 acknowledge; aﬃrm.
[< OF avochier < a– + vochier. See
vouch.] —a·vouchʹment n.
a·vow (ә vouʹ), v. declare frankly or
openly; confess; admit; acknowledge.
[< OF, < a– (< L ad–) + vouer < VL
votare vow] —a·vowʹer, n.
a·vow·al (ә vouʹәl), n. frank or open declaration; confession; admission.
a·vowed (ә voudʹ), adj. openly declared;
admitted; acknowledged. —a·vowʹed·ly,
adv. —a·vowʹed·ness, n.
a·vun·cu·lar (ә vungʹkyә lәr), adj. 1 of an
uncle. 2 like an uncle. [< L avunculus
mother’s brother, dim. of avus grandfather]
a·wait (ә wātʹ), v. 1 wait for; look forward
to; expect. 2 be ready for; be in store
for. 3 wait; be expectant. [< OF, < a– for
(< L ad–) + waitier wait < Gmc.] —awaitʹer, n.
a·wake (ә wākʹ), v., a·woke or a·waked, awak·ing, adj. —v. wake up; arouse.
—adj. not asleep; alert.
awake to, realize. [OE āwacian + OE
onwœcnan]
a·wak·en (ә wākʹәn), v. wake up; arouse.
awaken to, come to realize. —a·wakʹener, n.
a·wak·en·ing (ә wākʹәn ing), adj. arousing. —n. act of awaking.
a·ward (ә wôrdʹ), v. 1 give after careful consideration; grant. 2 decide or
settle by law; adjudge. —n. 1 something
given after careful consideration; prize.
2 decision by a judge. [< AF var. of OF
esguarder observe, decide < L ex– from +
wardare guard < Gmc.] —a·wardʹa·ble,
adj. —a·wardʹer, n.
a·ware (ә wārʹ), adj. knowing; realizing;
conscious. [OE gewœr] —a·wareʹness, n.
a·wash (ә woshʹ; ә wôshʹ), adv., adj. 1 just
covered with water; ﬂooded. 2 washed
over. 3 ﬂoating. 4 Fig. ﬁlled to overﬂowing.
a·way (ә wāʹ), adv. 1 from a place. 2 at
a distance; far. 3 in another direction:
turn away. 4 out of one’s possession: he
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awe

gave his boat away. 5 continuously: she
worked away at her job. [OE onweg]
awe (ō), n., v., awed, aw·ing. —n. 1 great
fear and wonder. 2 fear and reverence.
—v. 1 cause to feel awe; ﬁll with awe. 2
inﬂuence or restrain by awe. [< Scand.
agi] —awʹless, aweʹless, adj.
a·weigh (ә wāʹ), adj. raised oﬀ the bottom: anchors aweigh.
awe·some (ôʹsәm), adj. 1 causing awe. 2
showing awe; awed. 3 Informal. wonderful; amazing; cool. —aweʹsome·ly, adv.
—aweʹsome·ness, n.
awe-struck (ôʹstruk´), awe-strick·en
(ôʹstrik´әn), adj. ﬁlled with awe.
aw·ful (ôʹfәl), adj. 1 dreadful; terrible;
fearful: an awful storm. 2 very bad,
great, ugly, etc. 3 deserving great respect
and reverence; sublime; grand. 4 ﬁlling
with awe; impressive; imposing. —adv.
very: he was awful mad. [< awe + –ful]
—awʹful·ness, n.
aw·ful·ly (ôʹﬂi; ôʹfәl i), adv. 1 dreadfully;
terribly. 2 very.
a·while (ә hwīlʹ), adv. for a short time.
awk·ward (ôkʹwәrd), adj. 1 clumsy; not
graceful or skillful. 2 not well-suited
to use. 3 not easy to manage or deal
with. 4 embarrassing; trying. [< obs. awk
perversely, in the wrong way (< Scand.
öfugr turned the wrong way) + –ward]
—awk´ward·ly, adv. —awkʹward·ness, n.
awl (ôl), n. tool used for making small
holes in leather or wood. [OE œl]
awn (ôn), n. one of the bristly hairs forming the beard on a head of barley, oats,
etc. [< Scand. ögn chaﬀ ] —awned, adj.
—awnʹless, adj.
awn·ing ônʹing), n. a rooﬂike shelter of canvas, etc., over a door, window, porch, etc.
a·woke (ә wōkʹ), v. pt. and pp. of awake.
AWOL (āʹwôl, or pronounced as initials),
absent without leave or permission.

a·wry (ә rīʹ), adv., adj. 1 with a twist or
turn to one side. 2 wrong. [< a on, in
+ wry]
ax, axe (aks), n., pl. ax·es, v., axed, axing. —n. 1 tool with a bladed head
on a handle, used for chopping, etc. 2
battle-ax. —v. 1 cut or shape with an ax.
2 discharge an employee; ﬁre. 3 reduce
greatly.
get the ax, be ﬁred.
have an ax to grind, have a personal
reason or special purpose for doing
something or having an interest in
something. [OE œx] —axʹlike´, adj.
ax·es1 (akʹsēz), n. pl. of axis.
ax·es2 (akʹsiz), n. pl of ax.
ax·i·al (akʹsi әl), ax·ile (akʹsil; -sō), adj.
1 of an axis; forming an axis. 2 on or
around an axis. —axʹi·al·ly, adv.
ax·il (akʹsil), n. angle between the upper
side of a leaf or stem and the supporting
stem or branch. [< L axilla armpit]
ax·il·la (ak silʹә), n., pl. ax·il·lae (ak silʹē).
1 armpit. 2 axil. [< L]
ax·il·lar·y (akʹsә ler´i), adj. 1 of or near
the armpit. 2 in or growing from an
axil.
ax·i·om (akʹsi әm), n. 1 statement seen
to be true without proof; self-evident
truth. 2 established principle. [< L < Gk.,
< axios worthy] —ax´i·o·matʹic, ax´i·omatʹi·cal, adj. —ax´i·o·matʹi·cal·ly, adv.
ax·is (akʹsis), n., pl. ax·es (akʹsēz). 1 imaginary or real line that passes through an
object and about which the object turns
or seems to turn. 2 central or principal
line around which parts are arranged
regularly. 3 central or principal structure extending lengthwise. 4 the Axis,
Germany, Italy, Japan, and their allies,
during World War II. [< L]
ax·le (akʹsәl), n. 1 bar on which or with
which a wheel turns. 2 axletree. [OE eaxl

shoulder, eax axle; ? inﬂ. by Scand. öxl
axle] —axʹled, adj.
ax·le·tree (akʹsәl trē´), n. crossbar that
connects two opposite wheels.
Ax·min·ster (aksʹmin stәr), n. a velvetlike carpet.
ay1 (ā), adv. always; ever. Also, aye.
[< Scand. ei]
ay2 (ī), adv., n. yes. Also, aye.
a·ya·tol·lah (ä´ya tōʹlә), n. Muslim religious leader; imam; mullah.
aye1 (ā), adv. always; ever.
aye2 (ī), adv., n. yes. [OE gī yea]
aye-aye (īʹī´), n. a squirrellike lemur of
Madagascar.
AZ, (zip code) Arizona.
a·zal·ea (ә zālʹyә), n. 1 shrub with many
showy ﬂowers. 2 the ﬂower. [< NL < Gk.,
dry, < azein parch]
az·i·muth (azʹә mәth), n. the angular distance east or west from the north point.
The azimuth of the North Star is 0
degrees. [< F < Ar. as-sumūt the ways
< samt way] —az´i·muthʹal, adj. —az´imuthʹal·ly, adv.
A·zores (ә zôrzʹ, ә zōrzʹ; āʹzôrz, āʹzōrz), n.
pl. group of islands in the Atlantic west
of and belonging to Portugal.
AZT, antiviral drug, azidothymidine,
used in the treatment of AIDS.
Az·tec (azʹtek), n. member of a highly
civilized people who ruled Mexico
before its conquest by the Spaniards in
1519. —adj. of the Aztecs. —Azʹtecan, adj.
az·ure (azhʹәr; āʹzhәr), n. 1 blue; sky blue.
2 the blue sky. 3 a blue pigment. —adj.
blue; sky-blue. [< OF l´azur the azure
< Ar. < Pers. lajward lapis lazuli]
az·u·rite (azhʹә rīt), n. 1 blue copper
ore. It is a basic carbonate of copper,
2CuCo3·Cu(OH)2 2 form of azurite used
in jewelry.

backhand
B, b (bē), n., pl. B’s; b’s.
1 second letter of the
alphabet. 2 second best.
3 second highest grade in
school or college. 4 seventh note in the scale of
C major.
B, 1 boron. 2 one of the four main blood
groups.
B., 1 Bay. 2 Bible. 3 British.
b., 1 base. 2 bass. 3 bay. 4 book. 5 born.
Ba, barium.
B.A., Bachelor of Arts. Also, A.B.
baa (bä), n., v., baaed, baa·ing. bleat.
Ba·al (bāʹәl; bāl), n., pl. Ba·al·im (bāʹәlim). 1 the chief god of the Canaanites
and Phoenicians. 2 a false god. —Baʹalism, n. —Baʹal·ist, Baʹal·ite, n.
bab·bitt (babʹit), n. alloy of tin, antimony,
and copper, used in bearings to lessen
friction.
Bab·bitt (bab´it), n. a self-satisﬁed businessman who conforms to middle-class
ideas of respectability and success.
—babʹbitt·ry, n.
bab·ble (babʹәl), v., –bled, –bling, n.
—v. 1 make indistinct sounds like a
baby. 2 talk or speak foolishly. 3 tell
secrets. 4 murmur. —n. 1 talk that cannot be understood. 2 foolish talk. 3
murmur. [ME babel; imit.] —babʹbler,
n. —babʹbling·ly, adv.
babe (bāb), n. 1 baby. 2 an innocent or
inexperienced person. 3 girl or young
woman.
Ba·bel (bāʹbәl; babʹәl), n. 1 Babylon,
where, according to the Bible, the building of a lofty tower intended to reach
heaven was begun and a confusion of
the language of the people took place.
Gen. 11:1–9. 2 Also, babel. a confusion
of sounds; noise. b place of noise and
confusion. [< Heb.]
ba·bies’-breath, ba·by’s-breath (bāʹbizbreth´), n. tall herb bearing numerous
small, fragrant, white or pink ﬂowers.
ba·boo, ba·bu (bäʹbü), n., pl. –boos; –bus.
1 Hindu title meaning “Mr.” 2 Indian
clerk who writes English. [< Hind.
babu]
ba·boon (ba bünʹ), n. any of various (usually) large, ﬁerce monkeys of Arabia and
Africa, with a doglike face and a short
tail. [< OF babouin stupid person] —baboonʹish, ba·boonʹlike, adj.
ba·bush·ka (bә bu̇shʹkә), n. 1 woman’s
head scarf worn tied under the chin. 2
grandmother. [< Russian grandmother]
ba·by (bāʹbi), n., pl. –bies, adj., v., –bied,
–by·ing. —n. 1 a very young child. 2 the
youngest of a family or group. 3 person
who acts like a baby. —adj. 1 of or for
a baby. 2 young. 3 small. 4 childish.
—v. treat as a baby; pamper. [ME babi]
—baʹby·ish, adj. —baʹby·ish·ly, adv.
—baʹby·ish·ness, n. —baʹby·like´, adj.
Bab·y·lon (babʹә lәn; –lon), n. 1 capital of
ancient Babylonia, noted for its wealth
and wickedness. 2 any rich or wicked
city.
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Bab·y·lo·ni·a (bab´ә lōʹni ә), n. an ancient
empire in SW Asia, from 2800 to 1000
b.c. —Bab´y·loʹni·an, adj., n.
ba·by-sit (bāʹbi sit´), v., –sat, –sit·ting.
take care of a child during the temporary
absence of its parents. —baby sitter.
bac·ca·lau·re·ate (bak´ә lôʹri it), n. 1
degree of bachelor given by a college or
university. 2 sermon or address delivered to a graduating class at commencement. [< Med. L, < baccalarius]
bac·ca·rat, bac·ca·ra (bakʹә rä; bak´ә räʹ),
n. card game in which the players bet
against a banker. [< F]
bac·cha·nal (bakʹә nәl; –nal), adj. having
to do with Bacchus or his worship. —n.
1 worshiper of Bacchus. 2 drunken reveler. 3 drunken revelry. 4 Bacchanals,
the Bacchanalia. [< L, < Bacchus god of
wine < Gk. Bakchos]
Bac·cha·na·li·a (bak´ә nāʹli ә; –nālʹyә), n.
pl. 1 wild, noisy Roman festival in honor
of Bacchus. 2 bacchanalia, drunken revelry; orgy. —bac´cha·naʹli·an, adj., n.
bac·chant (bakʹәnt), n., pl. bac·chants,
bacchan·tes (bә kanʹtēz). 1 priest or
worshiper of Bacchus. 2 drunken reveler. —bac·chan´tic, adj.
bac·chan·te (bә kanʹtē; bә kantʹ; bakʹәnt), n. priestess or female worshiper of
Bacchus.
Bac·chic (bakʹik), adj. 1 of Bacchus or
his worship. 2 Also, bacchic. drunken;
riotous.
Bac·chus (bakʹәs), n. Class. Myth. god
of wine. The Greeks also called him
Dionysus.
Bach (bäh), n. Johann Sebastian,
1685–1750, German composer and
organist.
bach·e·lor (bachʹә lәr; bachʹlәr), n. 1 man
who has not married. 2 person who has
the ﬁrst degree of a college or university. 3 young knight who served under
the banner of another. [< OF < Med. L
baccalārius, appar., small landowner]
—bachʹe·lor·dom n. —bachʹe·lorhood´, n. —bachʹe·lor·ship´, n.
bach·e·lor’s-but·ton (bachʹә lәrz butʹәn;
bachʹlәrz–), n. 1 ⫽cornﬂower. 2 any of
several button-shaped ﬂowers or the
plants that bear them.
ba·cil·lus (bә silʹәs), n., pl. –cil·li (–silʹī).
1 any of the rod-shaped bacteria. 2 any
of the bacteria. [< LL, dim of baculus
rod] —baʹcil·lar´y, adj.
back1 (bak), n. 1 part of a person’s body
opposite to the face or to the front part
of the body. 2 the upper part of an animal’s body 3 the backbone. 4 part opposite the front. 5 part of a chair, couch,
etc., that supports the back of a person
sitting down. 6 player whose position is
behind the front line in certain games.
—v. 1 support; help. 2 move backward. 3
make or be a back for. —adj. 1 opposite
the front. 2 at, in, to, or toward an earlier
place, position, etc. 3 belonging to the
past. 4 overdue. 5 in distant or frontier
regions.
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back and ﬁll, a move in a zigzag way.
b Fig. keep changing one’s mind.
back down, give up.
back up, a move backward. b help. [OE
bœc] —backʹless, adj.
back2 (bak), adv. 1 behind. 2 in or toward
the past. 3 in return. 4 in the place from
which it (he, she, etc.) came: put the
books back. 5 in reserve. 6 in check.
back of, a in the rear of; behind. b supporting; helping.
go back on, break a promise to. [var. of
aback]
back·ache (bakʹāk´), n. pain in the back.
back·bite (bakʹbīt´), v., –bit, –bit·ten or
–bit, –bit·ing. slander (an absent person). —backʹbit´er, n. —backʹbit´ing, n.
back·bone (bakʹbō´), n. 1 main bone
along the middle of the back in vertebrates; the spine. 2 anything resembling
a backbone. 3 Fig. most important part;
chief support. 4 Fig. strength of character. —backʹboned´, adj.
back·breaking (bakʹbrā´king), adj. very
hard, exhausting.
back·door (bakʹdôr´; –dōr´), adj. secret;
sly.
back·drop (bakʹdrop´), n. 1 curtain at the
back of a stage. 2 background.
back·er (bakʹәr), n. person who backs
or supports another person, a plan or
idea, etc.
back·ﬁeld (bakʹfēld´), n. 1 in football,
players behind the front line quarterback, two halfbacks, and fullback. 2 in
baseball, the outﬁeld.
back·ﬁre (bakʹfīr´), n., v., –ﬁred, –ﬁr·ing.
—n. 1 explosion of gas occurring too
soon or in the wrong place in a gasoline
engine, etc. 2 ﬁre set to check a forest
or prairie ﬁre by burning oﬀ the area in
front of it. 3 an adverse reaction. —v. 1
explode prematurely. 2 set a backﬁre. 3
have adverse results.
back formation, a word formed on
analogy with other words and usually
needed to serve as a diﬀerent part of
speech. Diagnose is a back formation of
diagnosis.
back·gam·mon (bakʹgam´әn; bak´gamʹәn), n. game for two played on
a special board, with pieces moved
according to the throw of dice. [< back1,
adj. + gammon game; because the men
are sometimes set back]
back·ground (bakʹground´), n. 1 part of
a picture or scene toward the back. 2
surface against which things are seen or
upon which things are made or placed.
3 earlier conditions or events that help
to explain some later condition or event.
4 past experience, knowledge, and training of a person. 5 accompanying music
or sound eﬀects in a play, ﬁlm, etc. 6
interference from radiation, as of radio
signals.
in the background, out of sight; not
apparent.
back·hand (bakʹhand´), n. 1 stroke made
with back of the hand turned outward. 2
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handwriting in which the letters slope to
the left. —adj. backhanded.
back·hand·ed (bakʹhanʹdid), adj. 1 done
or made with the back of the hand
turned outward. 2 slanting to the left. 3
awkward; clumsy. 4 indirect; insincere.
—backʹhandʹed·ly, adv.
back·hoe (bakʹhō), n. 1 shovel at the end
of a mechanical arm, mounted on a
tractor for digging trenches and small
excavations. 2 tractor with such a mechanism.
back·ing (bakʹing), n. 1 support; help.
2 supporters; helpers. 3 back part supporting or strengthening something:
fabric backing.
back·lash (bakʹlash´), n. 1 the jarring
reaction of a machine or mechanical
device. 2 movement between worn or
loosely ﬁtting parts. 3 any sudden, unfavorable reaction.
back·log (bakʹlôg´; –log´), n. 1 a reserve
of orders, commitments, etc., that have
not yet been ﬁlled. 2 a large log at the
back of a wood ﬁre.
back number, an old issue of a magazine
or newspaper.
back seat, place of inferiority or insigniﬁcance.
back·side (bakʹsīd´), n. 1 back. 2 rump.
back slash, ⫽virgule.
back·slide (bakʹslīd´), v., –slid, –slidden or –slid, –slid·ing. slide back into
wrongdoing or former bad habits.
—backʹslid´er, n.
back·stage (bakʹstājʹ), adv. 1 in the dressing rooms of a theater. 2 toward the rear
of a stage. —adj. happening, located, etc.,
backstage.
back·stay (bakʹstā´), n. 1 rope extending
from the top of the mast to the ship’s
side. 2 supporting or checking device on
a mechanism.
back·stop (bakʹstop´), n. 1 fence or screen
used in various games to keep the ball
from going too far away. 2 player who
stops balls in various games, esp. the
catcher in baseball.
back·stroke (bakʹstrōk´), n. 1 swimming
stroke made with the swimmer lying
on his back. 2 backhanded stroke in
racquet sports.
back talk, talking back; impudent
answers.
back-to-back (bakʹtә bakʹ), adj. 1 placed
or standing with backs near or against
each other. 2 following closely one after
another.
back·track (bakʹtrak´), v. 1 go back over a
course or path; return. 2 withdraw from
an undertaking, position, etc.
back·up (bakʹup´), n. 1 someone or
something kept in readiness to assist
or substitute for. 2 accumulation, as of
work or traﬃc. —adj. 1 ready to assist,
support, or substitute for. 2 assisting;
supporting.
back·ward (bakʹwәrd), adv. 1 toward the
back: walk backward. 2 with the back
ﬁrst. 3 toward the starting point. 4 oppo-

site to the usual way: read backward.
5 from better to worse. 6 toward the
past. Also backwards. —adj. 1 directed
toward the back: a backward glance. 2
with the back ﬁrst. 3 reversed; returning.
4 done in reverse order. 5 from better
to worse; retrogressive. 6 reaching back
into the past. 7 slow in development;
dull. 8 behind time; late. 9 shy; bashful.
[ME bakward < bak back1 + –ward)
—backʹward·ly, adv. —backʹward·ness, n.
back·wash (bakʹwosh´; –wôsh´), n.
1 water thrown back by oars, paddle
wheels, the passing of a ship, etc. 2 backward current. 3 Fig. reaction after some
signiﬁcant or stressful event.
back·wa·ter (bakʹwô´tәr; –wot´әr), n. 1
water held or pushed back. 2 Fig. a
sluggish, stagnant condition; backward
place. 3 backwash.
back·woods (bakʹwu̇dzʹ), n. pl. 1
uncleared regions far away from towns.
2 crude, uncivilized place. —adj. Also,
backwood. 1 of the backwoods. 2 crude;
rough. —backʹwoodsʹman, n.
ba·con (bāʹkәn), n. salted and smoked
meat from the back and sides of a hog.
[< OF < Gmc.]
Ba·con (bāʹkәn), n. Francis, 1561–1626,
English essayist, statesman, and philosopher. —Ba·co´ni·an, adj., n.
bac·te·ri·a (bak tirʹi ә), n. pl. microscopic
organisms, usually single-celled and
having no chlorophyll, multiplying by
ﬁssion and spore formation. Various
species of bacteria cause disease while
others perform useful functions, as aiding digestion. —bac·teʹri·al, adj. —bacteʹri·al·ly, adv.
bac·te·ri·cide (bak tirʹә sīd), n. substance
that destroys bacteria. [< bacterium +
–cide < L –cida killer < caedere kill]
—bac·te´ri·cidʹal, adj.
bacteriol., bacteriology.
bac·te·ri·ol·o·gy (bak tir´i olʹә ji), n. science that deals with bacteria. [< bacterium + –logy] —bac·te´ri·o·logʹi·cal,
adj. —bac·te´ri·olʹo·gist, n.
bac·te·ri·o·phage (bak tirʹi ә fāj), n. bactericide produced within the body and
normally present in the intestines, urine,
blood, etc. [< bacterium + –phage eating
< Gk. phagein eat]
bac·te·ri·um (bak tirʹi әm), n., pl. –te·ri·a
(–tirʹi ә). one of the bacteria. [< NL < Gk.
baktērion, dim. of baktron]
Bac·tri·an camel (bakʹtri әn), camel with
two humps.
bad1 (bad), adj., worse, worst, n., adv.
—adj. 1 not as it ought to be; not good.
2 evil; wicked. 3 disagreeable; painful. 4
harmful. 5 sick; injured. 6 unfavorable:
he came at a bad time. 7 worthless: a bad
check. 8 incorrect; faulty. 9 not valid. 10
rotten; spoiled: a bad apple. 11 hostile;
dangerous. —n. bad condition, quality,
etc. —adv. badly. [orig. pp. of OE bœdan
deﬁle] —badʹness, n.
bad2 (bad), v., pt. of bid (defs. 1, 2.)
bade (bad, bād), v. pt. of bid.

badge (baj), n., v., badged, badg·ing. —n.
1 a token or device worn as a sign of
occupation, authority, achievements, or
membership. 2 symbol; sign. —v. furnish
with a badge or as with a badge. [ME
bage] —badgeʹless, adj.
badg·er (bajʹәr), n. 1 any of various burrowing carnivorous mammals of Europe
and America related to the weasels. 2 its
fur. —v. keep on teasing or annoying;
torment by nagging. [? < badge; with ref.
to white spot on head]
bad·i·nage (bad´ә näzhʹ; badʹә nij), n.
joking; banter. [< F, < badiner banter
< badin silly < VL batāre gape]
Bad Lands, 1 rugged, barren region in
SW South Dakota and NW Nebraska. 2
Fig. barren, desolate place.
bad·ly (badʹli), adv. 1 in a bad manner. 2
greatly; much.
bad·min·ton (badʹmin tәn), n. game like
tennis, but played with a feathered cork
instead of a ball. [named for Duke of
Beaufort’s estate]
bad-tem·pered (badʹtemʹpәrd), adj. having a bad temper or disposition.
baf·ﬂe (bafʹәl), v., –ﬂed, –ﬂing, n. —v. 1
be too hard for (a person) to understand
or solve. 2 hinder; thwart. 3 struggle
without success. —n. a wall or screen
for hindering or changing the ﬂow of
air, water, sound, etc. —bafʹﬂe·ment, n.
—bafʹﬂer, n. —bafʹﬂing, adj.
bag (bag), n., v., bagged, bag·ging. —n. 1
container made of paper, cloth, leather,
etc., that can be closed at the top; sack;
pouch. 2 sac in an animal’s body. 3
something suggesting a bag by its use
or shape, as a valise, suitcase, udder, etc.
4 game killed or caught by a hunter. 5
a base in baseball. —v. 1 put in a bag.
2 swell; bulge. 3 hang loosely. 4 kill or
catch in hunting; capture. 5 catch; take;
steal.
bag and baggage, with all one’s belongings; entirely.
hold the bag, a be left to take the blame.
b be left with nothing.
in the bag, sure; certain. [< Scand. baggi
pack]
ba·gasse (bә gasʹ), n. pulp of sugar cane
after the juice has been extracted [< F
< Pr. bagasso husks]
bag·a·telle (bag´ә telʹ), n. 1 a mere triﬂe. 2
game somewhat like billiards. [< F < Ital.
bagatella, dim. of baga berry]
bag·gage (bagʹij), n. 1 trunks, bags, suitcases, etc., a person takes while traveling.
2 portable equipment of an army. 3 Fig.
beliefs, opinions, experiences, etc. that
are part of a person’s character. [< OF,
< bagues bundles]
bag·ging (bagʹging), n. material for making bags.
bag·gy (bagʹi), adj., –gi·er, –gi·est. 1
swelling; bulging. 2 hanging loosely.
—bagʹgi·ly, adv. —bagʹgi·ness. n.
Bagh·dad (bagʹdad), n. capital of Iraq, on
the Tigris River.

Balkan
bagn·io (banʹyō; bänʹ–), n., pl. bagn·ios. 1
prison. 2 house of prostitution; brothel.
[< Ital. < L balneum < Gk. balaneion
bath]
bag·pipe (bag pīp´), n. Often, bagpipes.
shrill-toned musical instrument made
of a windbag and pipes, often used in
parades and funerals. —bagʹpip´er, n.
ba·guette (ba getʹ), n. 1 Also baguet. gem
that is cut in a narrow oblong shape.
2 long, thin loaf of French bread. [< F
< Ital., ult. < L baculum staﬀ ]
Ba·ha·mas (bә häʹmәz; –hāʹ–), n. pl.
group of islands in the West Indies.
—Ba·haʹmi·an, n., adj.
Bah·rain, Bah·rein (bä rānʹ), group of
islands in the Persian Gulf.
bail1 (bāl), n. 1 guarantee necessary to set
a person free from arrest until he is to
appear for trial. 2 amount guaranteed.
3 person or persons who stand ready to
pay the money guaranteed. —v. obtain
the freedom of (a person under arrest)
by guaranteeing to pay bail.
bail out, a supply bail for. b Fig. help
someone, especially out of a diﬃcult
situation. [< OF, custody, < baillier
deliver < L bajulāre. —bailʹa·ble, adj.
—bailʹment, n.
bail2 (bāl), n. 1 the arched handle of a
kettle or pail. 2 a hooplike support.
[prob. < Scand. beygla]
bail3 (bāl), n. scoop or pail used to
throw water out of a boat. —v. 1 throw
(water) out of a boat with a pail, a
dipper, or any other container. 2 dip
water from.
bail out, drop from an airplane in a
parachute. [< F baille < L bajulus carrier]
—bailʹer, n.
bail4 (bāl), n. either of two small bars
that form the top of a wicket in cricket.
[< OF, barrier]
bail·iﬀ (bālʹif), n. 1 assistant to a sheriﬀ. 2
oﬃcer of a court who has charge of prisoners while they are in the courtroom.
3 overseer or steward of an estate. 4 in
England, the chief magistrate in certain
towns. [< OF baillif < baillir govern. See
bail1.]
bail·i·wick (bālʹi wik), n. 1 district over
which a bailiﬀ has authority. 2 person’s
ﬁeld of knowledge, work, or authority.
[< ME bailie bailiﬀ + wick oﬃce < OE
wīce]
bails·man (bālzʹmәn), n., pl. –men. person who gives bail.
bairn (bãrn), n. Scot. child. [OE bearn]
bait (bāt), n. 1 anything, esp. food, used to
attract ﬁsh or other animals so that they
may be caught. 2 thing used to tempt or
attract. —v. 1 put bait on (a hook) or in
(a trap). 2 tempt; attract. 3 set dogs to
attack and worry for sport. 4 torment or
worry by unkind or annoying remarks.
5 stop and feed. [< Scand. beita cause to
bite] —baitʹer, n.
baize (bāz), n. a thick woolen cloth used
for curtains, table covers, etc. [< F baies,
pl. of bai chestnut-colored < L badius]

bake (bāk), v., baked, bak·ing, n. —v. 1
cook (food) by dry heat without exposing it directly to the ﬁre. 2 dry or harden
by heat. 3 become baked: cookies bake
quickly. —n. 1 a baking. 2 a social gathering at which a meal is served: a New
England clam bake. [OE bacan]
Ba·ke·lite (bāʹkә līt), n. trademark for an
artiﬁcial material used to make beads,
electric insulators, etc.
bak·er (bākʹәr), n. 1 person who makes
or sells baked goods. 2 a small portable
oven.
baker’s dozen, thirteen.
bak·er·y (bākʹәr i), n., pl. –er·ies. a baker’s
shop.
bak·ing (bākʹing), n. 1 act or process of
baking. 2 amount baked at one time;
batch.
baking powder, mixture of soda and
cream of tartar, or of other substances,
used to raise biscuits, cakes, etc.
baking soda, sodium bicarbonate.
bak·la·va or bak·la·wa (bäk lä väʹ), n.
dessert made of thin layers of pastry,
honey, nuts, etc.
bak·sheesh, bak·shish (bakʹshēsh), n.
money given as a tip in Egypt, Turkey, India, etc. [< Pers. bakhshīsh
< bakhshīdan give]
Ba·ku (bä küʹ), n. capital of Azerbaijan on
the Caspian Sea.
bal., balance.
Ba·laam (bāʹlәm), n. in the Bible, prophet
who was rebuked by the ass he rode.
bal·a·lai·ka (bal´ә līʹkә), n. a Russian
musical instrument somewhat like a
guitar, usually having three strings.
[< Russ.]
bal·ance (balʹәns), n., v., –anced, –ancing. —n. 1 instrument for weighing;
scale. 2 equality in weight, amount,
force, eﬀect, etc. 3 comparison as to
weight, amount, importance, etc.; estimate. 4 harmony; proportion. 5 steady
condition or position; steadiness; poise.
6 anything that counteracts the eﬀect,
weight, etc., of something else. 7 diﬀerence between the debit and credit sides
of an account. 8 part that is left over;
remainder; surplus. 9 wheel that regulates the rate of movement of a clock or
watch. 10 preponderant weight, amount,
or power. 11 balancing movement in
dancing. —v. 1 weigh in a balance. 2
make or be equal in weight, amount,
force, eﬀect, etc. 3 compare the value,
importance, etc., of. 4 make or be proportionate to. 5 bring into or keep in a
steady condition or position; steady. 6
counteract the eﬀect, inﬂuence, etc., of;
make up for; oﬀset. 7 make the debit and
credit sides of (an account) equal. 8 be
equal in the debit and credit sides of an
account. 9 hesitate; waver.
in the balance, undecided.
on balance, after considering everything. [< OF < LL bilanx two-scaled
< bi– two + lanx scale2] —balʹance·able, adj. —balʹanc·er, n.
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balanced diet, diet having the correct
amounts of all kinds of foods necessary
for health.
balance of power, even distribution of
power among nations or groups of
nations.
balance of trade, diﬀerence in value
between the imports and the exports
of a country.
balance sheet, a written statement showing the proﬁts and losses, the assets
and liabilities, and the net worth of a
business.
bal·a·ta (balʹә tә), n. 1 a tropical tree whose
dried gumlike juice is used in making
chewing gum, etc. 2 its juice. [< Sp.]
Bal·bo·a (bal bōʹә), n. Vasco de,
1475?–1517, Spanish adventurer, discovered the Paciﬁc, 1513.
bal·co·ny (balʹkә ni), n., pl. –nies. 1 projecting platform with an entrance from
an upper ﬂoor of a building. 2 gallery
in a theater or hall. [< Ital., < balco
scaﬀold < OHG balcho beam] —balʹconied, adj.
bald (bôld), adj. 1 wholly or partly without hair on the head. 2 without its natural covering. 3 bare; plain. 4 undisguised.
5 having a white spot on the head. [ME
balled, appar. < obs. ball white spot]
—baldʹly, adv. —baldʹness, n.
bald eagle, a large, powerful eagle with
white feathers on its head, neck, and
tail.
bal·der·dash (bôlʹdәr dash), n. nonsense.
bald·pate (bôldʹpāt´), n. 1 person
who has a bald head. 2 kind of duck.
—baldʹpatʹed, adj. —baldʹpatʹed·ness, n.
bal·dric (bôlʹdrik), n. belt for a sword,
horn, etc., hung from one shoulder to
the opposite side of the body. [akin to
MHG balderich girdle]
bale1 (bāl), n., v., baled, bal·ing. —n. a
large bundle of merchandise wrapped
or bound for shipping or storage: a
bale of cotton. —v. make into bales.
[prob. < Flem. < OF < OHG balla ball1
—balʹer, n.
bale2 (bāl), n. Archaic. 1 evil; harm. 2 sorrow; pain. [OE bealu]
Bal·e·ar·ic Islands (bal´i arʹik; bә lirʹik),
a group of Spanish islands in the W
Mediterranean.
bale·ful (bālʹfәl), adj. evil; harmful.
—baleʹful·ly, adv. —baleʹful·ness, n.
Ba·li (bäʹli), n. island in SE Indonesia,
south of Borneo. —Ba´li·neseʹ, adj., n.
balk (bôk), v. 1 stop short and stubbornly
refuse to go on. 2 thwart; hinder; check.
3 fail to use; let slip; miss. 4 fail to
complete a pitch in baseball. [< n.] —n.
1 hindrance; check; defeat. 2 blunder;
mistake. 3 ridge between furrows; strip
left unplowed. 4 a large beam or timber.
5 failure of a pitcher to complete a pitch.
Also, baulk. (OE balca ridge] —balkʹer,
n. —balkʹing, n., adj.
Bal·kan (bôlʹkәn), adj. 1 having to do
with the Balkan Peninsula. 2 having to
do with the Balkan countries or people.
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Balkan Mountains, mountain range in
the Balkan Peninsula.
Balkan Peninsula, peninsula in SE
Europe.
Bal·kans (bôlʹkәnz), n. countries of the
Balkan Peninsula, including Slovenia,
Croatia, Bosnia, Serbia, Macedonia,
Romania, Bulgaria, Albania, Greece, and
European Turkey.
balk·y (bôkʹi), adj. balk·i·er, balk·i·est. 1
stopping short and stubbornly refusing
to go on. 2 likely to balk.
ball1 (bül), n. 1 anything round or roundish: ball of the foot. 2 game in which
some kind of ball is used. 3 baseball. 4
baseball pitched too high, too low, or
not over the plate, that the batter does
not strike at. 5 bullet. 6 roots of a plant
gathered and tied into a ball, ready for
planting. —v. make or form into a ball.
ball up, confuse.
keep the ball rolling, keep
something moving ahead by doing
one’s part.
on the ball, alert; knowledgeable.
play ball, a begin or resume a game. b
get busy; become active. c work together;
cooperate. [< Scand. böllr]
ball2 (bôl), n. large, formal dance party.
[< F bal < baler dance < LL ballāre]
bal·lad (balʹәd), n. 1 a simple song. 2
a narrative poem, esp. one that tells
a popular legend. [< OF < Pr. balada
dancing song]
bal·last (balʹәst), n. 1 something heavy
carried in a ship to steady it. 2 weight
carried by a balloon or dirigible to
control it. 3 Fig. anything that steadies
a person or thing. 4 gravel or crushed
rock used in making the bed for a road
or railroad track. —v. 1 furnish with ballast. 2 give steadiness to. 3 load or weigh
down. [appar. <Scand. (ODan.) barlast
< bar bare + last load] —balʹlast·er, n.
ball bearing, 1 bearing in which the
shaft turns upon a channel ﬁlled with
a number of loose metal balls to lessen
friction. 2 one of the metal balls.
bal·le·ri·na (bal´ә rēʹnә), n., pl. –nas. a
female ballet dancer. [< Ital.]
bal·let (balʹā; ba lāʹ), n. 1 an elaborate
dance by a group on a stage. 2 steps and
movements of this of dance. 3 the dancers. 4 music for this kind of dance. [< F,
dim. of bal dance. See ball2.]
bal·lis·tic (bә lisʹtik), adj. pertaining to
the motion of projectiles.
go ballistic, Informal. become very
angry and upset.
ballistic missile, projectile powered by a
rocket engine or engines and aimed at
its target when launched.
bal·lis·tics (bә lisʹtiks), n. science that
deals with the motion of projectiles,
such as bullets and shells. —bal·lisʹtical·ly, adv. —bal´lis·tiʹcian, n.
bal·loon (bә lünʹ), n. airtight bag ﬁlled
with gas lighter than air, that allows it to
rise and ﬂoat in the air. —v. 1 ride in a

balloon. 2 swell out like a balloon. [< Ital.
ballone < balla ball] —bal·loonʹist, n.
bal·lot (balʹәt), n., v., –lot·ed, –lot·ing.
—n. 1 piece of paper or other object
used in voting. 2 the total number of
votes cast. —v. vote by ballots. [< Ital.
ballotta, dim. of balla ball1]
ballot box, 1 box into which voters put
their ballots after they have voted. 2
secret voting by ballot.
ball·play·er (bôlʹplā´әr), n. 1 a baseball
player. 2 person who plays ball.
ball·room (bôlʹrüm´; –ru̇m´), n. a large
room for dancing.
bal·ly·hoo (n. balʹi hü; v. balʹi hü, bal´i hüʹ), n., pl. –hoos, v., –hooed, –hooing. —n. 1 noisy advertising. 2 uproar;
outcry. —v. advertise noisily. —balʹlyhoo´er, n.
balm (bäm), n. 1 fragrant ointment or
oil used in anointing or for healing
or soothing. 2 anything that heals or
soothes. 3 aromatic fragrance; sweet
odor. 4 fragrant, oily, sticky substance
obtained from certain kinds of trees.
5 fragrant plant of the same family as
mint. [< OF < L balsamum balsam]
balm·y1 (bämʹi), adj., balm·i·er, balmi·est. 1 mild and soothing; temperate; bland. 2 fragrant. —balmʹi·ly, adv.
—balmʹi·ness, n.
balm·y2 (bämʹi), adj., balm·i·er, balmi·est. Brit. Slang. silly; crazy. [var. of
barmy] —balmʹi·ly, adv. —balmʹi·ness, n.
ba·lo·ney (bә lōʹni), n. nonsense. Also,
boloney.
bal·sa (bôlʹsә; bälʹ–), n. 1 a tropical American tree with very lightweight wood. 2
the wood. 3 a raft or ﬂoat. [< Sp., raft]
bal·sam (bôlʹsәm), n. 1 an ointment
or preparation for healing or soothing. 2 a fragrant, oily, sticky substance obtained from certain kinds
of trees. 3 tree that yields balsam;
balsam ﬁr. 4 any transparent liquid
turpentine. 5 a garden plant with
seed vessels that burst open violently
when ripe. 6 anything that heals or
soothes. [< L < Gk. balsamon] —balsamʹic adj. —bal·samʹi·cal·ly, adv.
balsam ﬁr, 1 an evergreen tree of North
America that yields turpentine. 2 its
wood.
balsam poplar, a species of poplar grown
as a shade tree.
Bal·tic (bôlʹtik), adj. 1 of the Baltic Sea. 2
of the Baltic States.
Baltic Sea, sea in N Europe, north of Germany and southeast of Sweden.
Baltic States, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania,
and, sometimes, Finland.
Bal·ti·more (bôlʹtә môr; –mōr), n. city in
N Maryland, on Chesapeake Bay.
Baltimore oriole, North American bird
with orange and black feathers.
Ba·lu·chi·stan (bә lü´chә stänʹ; bә lüʹchә stan), n. former country on the Arabian Sea, now partly in Pakistan.
bal·us·ter (balʹәs tәr), n. a pillarlike support for a railing. [< F < Ital. < L < Gk.

balaustion pomegranate blossom; from
the shape]
bal·us·trade (bal´әs trādʹ), n. row of balusters and the railing on top of them.
[< F, < Ital. balustro baluster] —bal´ustradʹed, adj.
Bal·zac (balʹzak; bôlʹ–), n. Honoré de,
1799–1850, French novelist.
bam·bi·no (bam bēʹnō), n., pl. –ni (–ni).
baby; little child. [< Ital., dim. of bambo
silly]
bam·boo (bam büʹ), n., pl. –boos. any of
various woody or treelike tropical or
semitropical grasses whose stiﬀ, hollow
stems are used for making canes, furniture, and even houses. —adj. of bamboo.
[< Du. bamboes, prob. < Malay]
bam·boo·zle (bam büʹzәl), v., –zled,
–zling. 1 impose upon; cheat; trick. 2
puzzle. —bam·booʹzle·ment, n. —bambooʹzler, n.
ban (ban), v., banned, ban·ning, n. —v. 1
prohibit; forbid. 2 place a ban on; pronounce a curse on. —n. 1 the forbidding of an act or speech by authority of
the law, the church, or public opinion.
2 a solemn curse by the church. 3
sentence of outlawry. [< Scand. banna
forbid]
ba·nal (bāʹnәl; bә nalʹ; –nälʹ; banʹәl), adj.
commonplace; trite; hackneyed. [< F,
< ban proclamation < Gmc.; orig. sense,
“of feudal service”; later, “open to the
community”] —ba·nalʹi·ty, n. —baʹnally, adv.
ba·nan·a (bә nanʹә), n. 1 slightly curved,
yellow or red fruit with ﬁrm, creamy
ﬂesh. 2 treelike tropical plant on which
bananas grow in large clusters. —adj.
bananas. crazy. [< Pg. or Sp.]
band1 (band), n. 1 number of persons
or animals joined or acting together;
company; group. 2 group of musicians
playing various instruments together.
3 drove or ﬂock of animals; herd. 4 a
thin, ﬂat strip of material for binding,
trimming, or some other purpose. 5
stripe. 6 collar with two strips hanging
in front, worn by certain clergymen. 7
a particular range of wave lengths in
broadcasting. —v. 1 unite in a group. 2
put a band on. 3 mark with stripes. [< F
bande, ult. < Gmc.]
band2 (band), n. anything that ties, binds,
or unites. [< Scand. band + F bande
< Gmc.]
band·age (banʹdij), n., v., –aged, –ag·ing.
—n. strip of cloth or other material used
in binding up and dressing a wound or
other injury. —v. bind, tie up, or dress
with a bandage. [< F, < bande band1]
—bandʹag·er, n.
band-aid (banʹād´), n. 1 sterile adhesive
bandage for small cuts, etc. 2 Band-Aid,
trademark for this bandage. 3 Fig. temporary solution to a problem.
ban·dan·na, ban·dan·a (ban danʹә), n.
a large, colored handkerchief, usually
worn on the head or neck. [prob. < Hind.
bāndhnū tie-dyeing]

baptize
band·box (bandʹboks´), n. a light cardboard box to put hats, scarves, etc., in.
ban·deau (ban dōʹ; banʹdō), n., pl. –deaux
(–dōzʹ; –dōz). 1 band worn about the
head. 2 a narrow band. [< F bandeau,
dim. of bande band2, ult. < Gmc.]
ban·de·role, ban·de·rol (banʹdә rōl), n.
a small ﬂag. [< F < Ital., < bandiera
banner]
ban·di·coot (banʹdә küt), n. 1 a very large
rat of India, about two feet long. 2 a
ratlike marsupial of Australia. [< Indian
dial. pandikokku pig-rat]
ban·dit (banʹdit), n., pl. ban·dits, bandit·ti (ban ditʹi). highwayman; robber;
outlaw; brigand. [< Ital. bandito, pp. of
bandire banish, proscribe, ult. < Gmc.;
akin to ban] —banʹdit·ry, n.
band·mas·ter (bandʹmas´tәr; –mäs´–), n.
leader of a band of musicians.
ban·do·leer, ban·do·lier (ban´dә lirʹ), n. a
shoulder belt having loops for carrying
cartridges. [< F < Sp., < banda band1]
band·stand (bandʹstand´), n. an outdoor
platform, usually roofed, for band concerts.
band·wag·on (bandʹwag´әn), n. 1 wagon
that carries a musical band in a parade. 2
popular, fashionable, or winning group,
trend, etc.
climb or jump on the bandwagon, join
the winning side or group.
ban·dy (banʹdi), v., –died, –dy·ing, n., pl.
–dies, adj. —v. 1 throw back and forth;
toss about. 2 give and take; exchange:
bandy words. —n. Esp. Brit. the game
of hockey. —adj. curved outward. [cf. F
bander bandy, se bander band together]
ban·dy-leg·ged (banʹdi leg´id; –legd´),
adj. having legs that curve outward;
bowlegged.
bane (bān), n. 1 cause of death or harm.
2 thing that ruins or spoils. [OE bana
murderer]
bane·ful (bānʹfәl), adj. deadly; harmful.
—baneʹful·ly, adv. —baneʹful·ness, n.
bang1 (bang), n. 1 a sudden, loud noise.
2 a violent, noisy blow. 3 vigor; impetus.
4 kick; thrill. —v. 1 make a sudden loud
noise. 2 hit with violent and noisy blows;
strike noisily. 3 shut with noise; slam.
4 handle roughly. —adv. 1 suddenly
and loudly. 2 violently and noisily. [?
< Scand. banga to hammer]
bang2 (bang), —n. bangs, hair cut straight
over the forehead. —v. cut squarely
across. [short for bangtail docked tail
(of a horse)]
Bang·kok (bangʹkok), n. capital of Thailand.
Ban·gla·desh (bängʹglә desh´), n., country in S Asia. —Ban´gla·deshʹi, adj., n.
ban·gle (bangʹgәl), n. ring worn around
the wrist, arm, or ankle. [< Hind. bangri
glass bracelet]
ban·ian (banʹyәn), n. 1 ⫽banyan. 2 a
Hindu merchant of a caste that eats
no meat. [< Pg., prob. < Ar. banyān
< Gujarati (a language of western India),
ult. <Skt. vanij merchant]

ban·ish (banʹish), v. 1 condemn to leave
a country; exile; expel. 2 force to go
away; send away; drive away. [< OF <LL
bannīre ban < Gmc.] —banʹish·er, n.
—banʹish·ment, n.
ban·is·ter (banʹis tәr), n. 1 baluster, 2
banisters, balustrade of a staircase. [var.
of baluster]
ban·jo (banʹjō), n., pl. –jos, –joes. stringed
musical instrument of the guitar class,
played with the ﬁngers or a plectrum.
[alter. of bandore < Sp. < LL < Gk. pandoura 3-stringed instrument] —banʹjoist, n.
bank1 (bangk), n. 1 a long pile or heap;
ridge; mound. 2 ground bordering a
river, lake, etc. 3 a shallow place in a
body of water; shoal; bar. 4 slope of an
airplane when making a turn. —v. 1 pile
or heap up. 2 make (an airplane) bank. 3
cover (a ﬁre) with ashes or fresh fuel so
that it will burn long and slowly. [prob.
< Scand.] —banked, adj.
bank2 (bangk), n. 1 an institution for
keeping, lending, exchanging, and issuing money. 2 fund of money out of
which the dealer in games pays losses or
players draw. 3 any place where reserve
supplies are kept, as of blood for transfusions. —v. 1 keep a bank. 2 put (money)
in a bank.
bank on, depend on; be sure of.
[< F < Ital. banca, orig., bench < Gmc.]
—bankʹa·ble, adj.
bank3 (bangk), n. 1 row of things: bank of
relay switches. 2 row of keys on an organ,
typewriter, etc. 3 bench for rowers in a
galley. 4 row or tier of oars. —v. arrange
in rows. [< OF < LL bancus < Gmc.; akin
to bench] —banked, adj.
bank account, money in a bank that can
be withdrawn by a depositor.
bank·book (bangkʹbu̇k´), n. book in
which a record of a person’s account
is kept.
bank card, electronic card issued by a
bank that allows a depositor to carry out
electronic banking and make purchases.
bank·er (bangkʹәr), n. 1 person or company that keeps a bank. 2 dealer in a
game.
bank·ing (bangkʹing), n. business of a
bank.
bank note, note issued by a bank that
must be paid on demand.
bank·rupt (bangkʹrupt), n. person
declared by a law court unable to pay
debts and whose property is distributed among creditors. —adj. 1 declared
legally unable to pay debts. 2 at the end
of one’s resources; destitute. 3 wanting;
lacking. 4 of bankrupts. —v. make bankrupt. [< F < Ital. bancarotta bankruptcy
< banca bank2 + rotta, fem. pp. of rompere break < L rumpere]
bank·rupt·cy (bangkʹrupt si; –rәp si), n.,
pl. –cies. bankrupt condition.
ban·ner (banʹәr), n. 1 ﬂag; ensign; standard. 2 piece of cloth with some design
or words on it, attached by its upper
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edge to a pole or staﬀ. —adj. leading;
foremost. [< OF baniere < LL bandum
< Gmc.] —banʹnered, adj.
banns (banz), n.pl. public notice, given
three times in church, that a certain man
and woman are to be married. [var. of
bans proclamations]
ban·quet (bangʹkwit), n., v., –quet·ed,
–quet·ing. —n. 1 feast. 2 a formal dinner with speeches. —v. 1 give a banquet to. 2 enjoy a banquet. [< F < Ital.
banchetto, dim. of banco bench < Gmc.]
—banʹquet·er, n.
ban·quette (bang ketʹ), n. 1 platform
along the inside of a parapet or trench
for gunners. 2 upholstered bench, esp.
along a wall in a restaurant. [< F]
ban·shee, ban·shie (banʹshē; ban shēʹ), n.
spirit whose wails mean that there will
soon be a death in the family, in Irish
and Scottish folk belief. [< Irish bean
sidhe woman of the fairies]
ban·tam (banʹtәm), n. 1 Often, Bantam.
a small-sized kind of fowl. 2 a small
person who is fond of ﬁghting. —adj.
1 light in weight; small. 2 ridiculously
cocky and agressive. [prob. named for
Bantam, city in Java]
ban·tam·weight (banʹtәm wāt´), n. boxer
who weighs 118 pounds or less. —adj.
very small or weighing little for its kind
or type.
ban·ter (banʹtәr), n. playful teasing; joking. —v. 1 tease playfully. 2 talk in a
joking way. —banʹter·er, n. —banʹtering·ly, adv.
Ban·tu (banʹtü), n., pl. –tu, –tus, adj. —n.
1 member of a large group of peoples
living in C and S Africa. 2 any of the
languages of these peoples. —adj. of
these peoples or their languages.
ban·yan (banʹyәn), n. a ﬁg tree of India
whose branches have hanging roots that
grow down to the ground and sprout.
Also, banian.
ban·zai (bänʹzīʹ), interj. a Japanese greeting or patriotic cheer. It means “May you
live ten thousand years!”
Bap., Bapt., Baptist.
bap·tism (bapʹtiz әm), n. 1 rite or sacrament in which a person is dipped into
or sprinkled with water, as a sign of
washing away of sin and admission into
the Christian church. 2 experience that
cleanses a person or introduces one into
a new kind of life. —bap·tisʹmal, adj.
—bap·tisʹmal·ly, adv.
Bap·tist (bapʹtist), n. 1 member of a
Christian church that believes in baptism by submerging a person in water.
2 person who baptizes, as John the
Baptist. —adj. of or having to do with
the Baptists.
bap·tis·ter·y (bapʹtis tәr i; –tis tri), baptist·ry (bapʹtis tri), n., pl. –ter·ies; –ries.
building, or a part of a church, in which
baptism is administered.
bap·tize (bap tīzʹ; bapʹtīz), v., –tized, –tizing. 1 dip into water or sprinkle with
water, in baptism. 2 purify; cleanse. 3
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christen. [< OF < LL < Gk., < baptein
dip] —bap·tizʹer, n.
bar (bär), n., v., barred, bar·ring, prep.
—n. 1 an evenly shaped piece of some
solid, longer than it is wide or thick: bar
of soap. 2 pole or rod put across a door,
gate, window, etc., 3 barrier; obstruction.
4 stripe. 5 unit of rhythm in music. 6 line
between two such units on a musical
staﬀ. 7 counter where drinks are served
to customers. 8 place containing such
a counter. 9 railing around the place
where lawyers sit in a court. 10 profession of a lawyer. 11 lawyers as a group.
—v. 1 fasten or shut oﬀ with a bar. 2
block; obstruct. 3 exclude; forbid. —prep.
except. [< OF < VL barra thick ends of
bushes (collectively) < Celtic]
bar., 1 barometer; barometric. 2 barrel.
barb (bärb), n. 1 point projecting backward from the main point, as of a ﬁshhook. 2 a beardlike growth or part of
a plant or animal. 3 Fig. anything that
wounds or strings, as a remark. —v. furnish with barbs. [< F < L barba beard]
—barbed, adj. —barbʹless, adj.
Bar·ba·dos (bär bāʹdōz; bäʹbә dōz), n.
island country in the West Indies.
bar·bar·i·an (bär bārʹi әn), n. 1 person
who is not civilized. 2 foreigner differing from the speaker or writer in
language and customs. 3 person without
sympathy for culture or art. —adj. 1 not
civilized; barbarous. 2 diﬀering from
the speaker or writer in language and
customs. —bar·bar´i·an·ism, n.
bar·bar·ic (bär barʹik), adj. 1 uncivilized;
rough and rude. 2 of or like that of barbarians. 3 crudely rich or too splendid.
[< L < Gk., < barbaros foreign] —barbarʹi·cal·ly, adv.
bar·ba·rism (bärʹbә riz әm), n. 1 condition of uncivilized people. 2 barbarous
act, custom, or trait. 3 use of a word or
expression not in accepted use. 4 word
or expression not in accepted use, as
“his’n” for his.
bar·bar·i·ty (bär barʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
brutal cruelty. 2 act of cruelty. 3 barbaric
manner, taste, or style.
bar·ba·rize (bärʹbә rīz), v., –rized,
–riz·ing. make or become barbarous.
—bar´ba·ri·zaʹtion, n.
bar·ba·rous (bärʹbә rәs), adj. 1 not civilized; barbarian. 2 rough; rude. 3 savagely cruel; brutal. 4 crude; harsh. 5
diﬀering from the language and customs
of the speaker or writer. 6 ﬁlled with
words or expressions not in accepted
use. [< L < Gk. barbaros foreign, appar.
orig., stammering] —barʹba·rous·ly,
adv. —barʹba·rous·ness, n.
Bar·ba·ry (bärʹbә ri), n. the Muslim
countries west of Egypt on the N coast
of Africa.
Barbary ape, a tailless monkey that lives
in N Africa and on the Rock of Gibraltar.
Barbary States, former name for the
countries of Morocco, Algeria, Tunis,

and Tripoli, once famous havens for
pirates.
bar·be·cue (bärʹbә kū), n., v., –cued, –cuing. —n. 1 meat roasted before an open
ﬁre or on a grill. 2 a feast at which animals are roasted whole. b food at such a
feast. c device on which the food is prepared. 3 animal roasted whole. —v. 1 roast
(meat) before an open ﬁre or on a grill.
2 roast (an animal) whole. 3 cook (meat
or ﬁsh) in a highly ﬂavored sauce. [< Sp.
< Haitian barboka framework of sticks]
barbed wire or barb·wire (bärbʹwīr´), n.
wire with sharp points on it every few
inches, used for fences, etc.
bar·bel (bärʹbәl), n. 1 a long, thin growth
hanging from the mouths of some ﬁshes.
2 ﬁsh having such growths. [< OF < LL
barbellus, dim. of barbus a kind of ﬁsh
< L barba beard]
bar·ber (bärʹbәr), n. person whose business is cutting hair, shaving, and trimming beards. —v. cut the hair of; shave;
trim the beard of. [< AF < L barba
beard]
bar·ber·ry (bärʹber´i; –bәr i), n., pl. –ries.
1 shrub with sour red berries. 2 the
berry.
bar·ber·shop (bärʹbәr shop´), n. shop
where barbers work.
bar·bi·can (bärʹbә kәn), n. tower for
defense built over a gate or bridge to a
city or castle. [< OF < Med.L barbicana]
bar·bi·tal (bärʹbә tôl; –tal), n. drug containing barbituric acid, used as a sedative or to induce sleep.
bar·bi·tu·rate (bär bichʹә rāt, –rit; bär´bә tu̇rʹāt, –it, –tyu̇rʹ–), n. 1 salt or ester of
barbituric acid. 2 any one of a group of
drugs derived from barbituric acid.
bar·bi·tu·ric acid (bär´bә tu̇rʹik; –tyu̇rʹ–),
an acid, C4H4O3N2, used as the basis of
sedatives and sleep-inducing drugs.
bar·ca·role, bar·ca·rolle (bärʹkә rōl), n.
1 Venetian boat song. 2 music imitating such a song. [< F < Ital. barcarola
boatman’s song < barca bark3]
Bar·ce·lo·na (bär´sә lāʹnә), n. seaport in
NE Spain.
bar code, electronically coded lines and
numbers stamped on product packaging
and used to monitor prices and inventory. —v. apply a bar code to.
bard (bärd), n. 1 ancient Celtic poet and
singer. 2 poet. [< Scotch Gaelic and
Irish] —bardʹic, adj.
bare1 (bār), adj., bar·er, bar·est, v., bared,
bar·ing. adj. 1 not clothed; naked. 2
not concealed, open. 3 empty. 4 plain;
unadorned. 5 just enough and no more.
—v. uncover; reveal.
lay bare, uncover; expose; reveal. [OE
bœr] —bareʹness, n. —barʹer, n.
bare2 (bãr), v. Archaic. pt. of bear1.
bare·back (bārʹbak´), adv., adj. without a saddle; on a horse’s bare back.
—bareʹbacked´, adj.
bare bones, only the essentials of something.

bare·faced (bãrʹfāstʹ), adj. 1 shameless; impudent. 2 with the face bare.
3 not disguised. —bareʹfac´ed·ly, adv.
—bareʹfacʹed·ness, n.
bare·foot (bãrʹfu̇t´), adj., adv. without
shoes and stockings. —bareʹfoot´ed,
adj.
bare·hand·ed (bãrʹhandʹdid), adj. 1 without any covering on the hands. 2 Fig.
with empty hands.
bare·head·ed (bãrʹhedʹid), adj., adv. wearing nothing on the head. —bareʹheadʹedness, n.
bare·leg·ged (bãrʹleg´id; –legd´), adj.
without stockings.
bare·ly (bãrʹli), adv. 1 only just; scarcely:
barely enough. 2 without any extra thing.
3 openly; plainly.
bar·gain (bärʹgin), n. 1 agreement to
trade or exchange; contract. 2 something
oﬀered for sale cheap or bought cheap. 3
any trade or exchange. —v. 1 try to get
good terms. 2 make a bargain; come to
terms. 3 trade.
bargain for, be ready for; expect.
into the bargain, besides; also.
strike a bargain, reach an agreement.
[< OF bargaigne] —barʹgain·er, n.
barge (bärj), n., v., barged, barg·ing. —n.
1 a large, ﬂat-bottomed boat for carrying
freight. 2 a large boat used for excursions, pageants, etc. 3 a large motorboat
or rowboat used by the commanding
oﬃcer of a ﬂagship. 4 houseboat. —v.
1 carry by barge. 2 move clumsily like
a barge. 3 push oneself rudely. [< OF
< L < Gk. baris boat used on Nile]
—bargeʹman, n.
bar·ite (bãrʹīt; barʹ–), n. barium sulfate in
its natural, mineral form. Also, barytes.
bar·i·tone (barʹә tōn), n. 1 a male voice
between tenor and bass. 2 part to be
sung by such a voice. 3 person who sings
this part. 4 a musical instrument that has
the quality or range of this voice. —adj.
of or for a baritone. Also, barytone.
[< Gk., < barys deep + tonos pitch]
bar·i·um (bãrʹi әm; barʹ-), n. soft, silverywhite metallic element, Ba. [< NL < Gk.
barytes weight] —barʹic, adj.
barium sulfate, a sulfate of barium,
BaSO4.
bark1 (bärk), n. the tough outside covering of the trunk, branches, and roots
of trees and plants —v. 1 strip the bark
from (a tree, etc.). 2 cover with bark.
3 scrape the skin from (shins, knuckles. etc.). [< Scand. börkr] —barkʹer, n.
—barkʹless, adj.
bark2 (bärk), n. 1 the short, sharp sound
that a dog makes; yelp. 2 a sound like
this. —v. 1 make this sound or one like
it. 2 Fig. shout sharply; speak gruﬄy. 3
cough. 4 act as barker. [OE beorcan]
bark3 (bärk), n. 1 ship with three masts,
square-rigged on the ﬁrst two masts
and fore-and-aft-rigged on the other.
2 boat; ship. Also, barque. [< F < Ital.
< LL barca]
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bar·keep (bärʹkēp´), n. ⫽bar keeper. —v.
tend a bar.
bar·keep·er (bärʹkēp´әr), n. 1 person who
owns or operates a bar where alcoholic
drinks are sold. 2 ⫽bartender.
bar·ken·tine, bar·kan·tine (bärʹkәn tēn),
n. three-masted ship with the foremast
square-rigged and the other masts
fore-and-aft-rigged. Also, barquentine.
[< bark3; modeled on brigantine]
bark·er (bärʹkәr), n. 1 one or that which
barks. 2 person who stands in front of a
store, show, etc., urging people to go in.
bar·ley (bärʹli), n. 1 the seed or grain
of a cereal grass used for food and for
making malt. 2 plant yielding this grain.
[OE bœrlīc]
barm (Bärm), n. a foamy yeast that forms
on malt liquors while they are fermenting. [OE beorma]
bar·maid (bärʹmād´), n. female bartender.
bar·man (bärʹmәn), n., pl. –men. ⫽barkeeper.
barm·y (bärʹmi), adj., barm·i·er, barm·iest. 1 full of barm; fermenting. 2 silly.
barn (bärn), n. a building for storing hay
grain, or and sheltering cows, horses, etc.
[OE bœrn < bere barley + œrn place]
bar·na·cle (bärʹnә kәl), n. a crustacean
that attaches itself to rocks, the bottoms
of ships, etc. [< OF bernac]
barn dance, 1 informal dance held in
a barn. 2 a lively dance resembling a
polka.
barn·storm (bärnʹstôrm´), v. travel to
small towns and rural areas to perform, give plays, make speeches, etc.
—barnʹstorm´er, n. —barnʹstorm´ing,
adj., n.
Bar·num (bärʹnәm), n. Phineas Taylor,
1810–91, American showman.
barn·yard (bärnʹyärd´), n. yard around a
barn for livestock, etc.
bar·o·graph (barʹә graf; –gräf), n. instrument that automatically records changes
in air pressure. [< Gk. baros weight +
–graph] —bar´o·graphʹic, adj.
ba·rom·e·ter (bә romʹә tәr), n. 1 instrument for measuring the pressure of the
atmosphere, and thus determining the
height above sea level, probable changes
in the weather, etc. 2 Fig. something that
indicates changes: barometer of public
opinion. [< Gk. baros weight + –meter]
—bar´o·metʹric, bar´o·metʹri·cal, adj.
—bar´o·metʹri·cal·ly, adv.
bar·on (barʹәn), n. 1 nobleman of the
lowest rank in Great Britain and other
countries. 2 powerful merchant or
ﬁnancier. [< OF < L barō man, fellow]
—ba·roʹni·al, adj.
bar·on·age (barʹәn ij), n. 1 all the barons.
2 the nobility. 3 rank or title of a baron.
bar·on·ess (barʹәn is), n. 1 wife or widow
of a baron. 2 woman whose rank is equal
to that of a baron.
bar·on·et (barʹәn it; –et), n. 1 member
of a hereditary order of honor in Great

Britain ranking next below a baron and
next above a knight. 2 title indicating
this rank. —barʹon·et·cy, n.
bar·o·ny (barʹә ni), n., pl. –nies. 1 lands of
a baron. 2 rank or title of a baron.
ba·roque (bә rōkʹ; –rokʹ), adj. 1 artistically irregular; tastelessly odd; ornate;
fantastic; grotesque. 2 irregular in shape.
—n. a art in the baroque style. b something in a baroque style. [< F < Pg. barroco irregular]
bar·o·scope (barʹә skōp), n. instrument
for showing changes in the pressure or
density of the air. [< Gk. baros weight +
E –scope instrument for viewing < Gk.
skopein look at] —bar´o·scopʹic, bar´oscopʹi·cal, adj.
ba·rouche (bә rüshʹ), n. a four-wheeled
carriage with two seats facing each other
and a folding top. [< dial. G < Ital. < L birotus two-wheeled < bi– two + rota wheel]
barque (bärk), n. ⫽bark3.
bar·quen·tine (bärʹkәn tēn), n. ⫽barkentine.
bar·rack (barʹәk), n. Usually, barracks.
1 building or group of buildings for
soldiers to live in. 2 large, plain building
in which many people live. —v. lodge in
barracks. [< F <Ital. baracca]
bar·ra·cu·da (ba´ә küʹdә), n., pl. –da,
–das. a large, voracious ﬁsh of the seas
near the West Indies. [< Sp. < West
Indian name]
bar·rage (bә räshʹ for n. 1 and 2 and
v.; bärʹij for n. 3), n., v., –raged, –raging. —n. 1 barrier of artillery ﬁre to
check the enemy or to protect one’s own
soldiers in advancing or retreating. 2
stream of questions, accusations, etc.
directed at a person. 3 artiﬁcial bar in a
river; dam. —v. ﬁre at with artillery. [< F,
< barrier bar]
bar·ra·try (barʹә tri), n. 1 fraud or gross
negligence of a ship’s oﬃcer or seaman
against owners, insurers, etc. 2 act or
practice of stirring up lawsuits or quarrels. [< OF, < barater exchange, cheat]
—barʹra·trous, adj.
barred (bärd), adj. 1 having bars: a barred
window. 2 marked with stripes.
bar·rel (barʹәl), n., v., –reled, –rel·ing; esp.
Brit. –relled, –rel·ling. —n. 1 container
with round, ﬂat top and bottom and
slightly curved sides, usually made of
thick boards held together by hoops;
cask. 2 amount that a barrel can hold. 3
something somewhat like a barrel: the
barrel of a drum. 4 the metal tube or a
gun. 5 great deal of something: barrel of
laughs. —v. put in barrels.
over a barrel, in a defenseless position.
the bottom of the barrel, a the last of
one’s resources. b the least desirable;
most unpromising: applicants from the
bottom of the barrel. [< OF baril, prob.
< VL barra bar, stave]
barrel organ, a hand organ.
bar·ren (barʹәn), adj. 1 not producing
anything; unproductive. 2 not able

to bear oﬀspring; sterile. 3 fruitless;
unproﬁtable. 4 without interest; dull.
—n. Usually, barrens. barren stretch of
land. [< OF baraine] —barʹren·ly, adv.
—barʹren·ness, n.
bar·rette (bә retʹ), n. a clasp to hold the
hair in place.
bar·ri·cade (bar´ә kādʹ; barʹә kād), n.,
v., –cad·ed, –cad·ing. —n. 1 a rough,
hastily made barrier for defense. 2 any
barrier or obstruction. —v. block or
obstruct with a barricade. [< F, appar.
< Pr. barricada < barrica cask; orig.,
made of casks. See barrel.] —bar´ricadʹer, n.
bar·ri·er (barʹi әr), n. 1 something that
stands in the way; something stopping
progress or preventing approach. 2
something that keeps apart. [< AF < LL,
< barra bar]
bar·ring (bärʹing), prep. except; not
including.
bar·ris·ter (barʹis tәr), n. lawyer in England who can plead in any court. [< bar
+ –ster] —bar´ris·teʹri·al, adj.
bar·room (bärʹrüm´; –ru̇m´), n. room
with a bar for the sale of alcoholic
drinks.
bar·row1 (barʹō), n. 1 wheelbarrow. 2
⫽handcart. 3 frame with two short
shafts for handles at each end, used
for carrying a load. [OE bearwe; akin
to bear1]
bar·row2 (barʹō), n. mound of earth
or stones over an ancient grave. [OE
beorg]
Bar·row (barʹō), n. Point, northernmost
point of land in Alaska.
bar sinister, supposed sign of illegitimacy.
Bart., Baronet.
bar·tend·er (bärʹten´dәr), n. person who
serves alcoholic drinks to customers
at a bar.
bar·ter (bärʹtәr), v. 1 trade by exchanging
one kind of goods for other goods without using money. 2 exchange. —n. 1 act
of bartering. 2 exchange. 3 something
bartered. [< OF barater exchange; akin
to barratry] —barʹter·er, n.
bar·ti·zan (bärʹtә zәn; bär´tә zanʹ), n.
a small overhanging turret on a wall
or tower. [alter. of bratticing < brattice
parapet < OF, prob. < OE brittisc British
(type of fortiﬁcation)]
Bar·ton (bärʹtәn), n. Clara, 1821–1912,
American woman who organized the
American Red Cross in 1881.
ba·ry·tes (bә rīʹtēz), n. ⫽barite.
bar·y·tone (barʹә tōn), n., adj. ⫽baritone.
bas·al (bāsʹәl), adj. 1 of or at the base;
forming the base. 2 fundamental; basic.
—basʹal·ly, adv.
basal metabolism, amount of energy
used by an animal at rest.
ba·salt (bә sôltʹ; basʹôlt), n. a hard, darkcolored rock of volcanic origin. [< LL
basaltēs, a manuscript corruption of L
basanītēs < Gk., < basanos touchstone]
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bas·cule (basʹkūl), n. device that works
like a seesaw. In a bascule bridge the rising part is counterbalanced by a weight.
[< F, seesaw, ult. < battre beat (inﬂ. by bas
low) + cul posterior]
base1 (bās), n., v., based, bas·ing. —n.
1 bottom. 2 a fundamental principle;
basis. 3 essential part. 4 chemical compound that reacts with an acid to form
a salt. 5 goal in certain games, such as
baseball. 6 starting place. 7 place from
which an army, air force, or navy operates. 8 number that is a starting point for
a system of numeration. 9 line or surface
forming that part of a geometric ﬁgure
on which it is supposed to stand. —v. 1
make or form a base or foundation for.
2 establish; found (on): his large business
was based on good service. [< OF < L
< Gk. basis base; lit., a step]
base2 (bās), adj., bas·er, bas·est, n. —adj.
1 mean; selﬁsh; cowardly. 2 inferior. 3
coarse in quality. 4 menial; common.
5 Archaic. of humble origin. [< OF
< LL bessus low] —baseʹly, adv.
—baseʹness, n.
base·ball (bāsʹbôl´), n. 1 game played
with bat and ball by two teams of nine
players each on a ﬁeld with four bases. 2
ball used in this game.
base·board (bāsʹbôrd´; –bōrd´), n. Am.
1 line of boards around the walls of a
room, next to the ﬂoor. 2 board forming
the base of anything.
base·born (bāsʹbôrnʹ), adj. 1 born of
humble parents. 2 illegitimate.
base hit, successful hit of the baseball so
that the batter reaches at least ﬁrst base
without the help of an error.
Ba·sel (bäʹzәl), n. city in NW Switzerland.
base·less (bāsʹlis), adj. groundless.
—baseʹless·ness, n.
base line, 1 line used as a base. 2 line
between bases in baseball.
base·ment (bāsʹmәnt), n. 1 story of a
building partly or wholly below ground.
2 the lowest division of the wall of a
building.
ba·ses1 (bāʹsēz), n. pl. of basis.
bas·es2 (bāsʹiz), n. pl. of base1.
bash (bash), v. strike with a smashing
blow. —n. a smashing blow. [? imit.]
bash·ful (bashʹfәl), adj. uneasy and
awkward in the presence of strangers;
shy; timid. [< bash, v. (var. of abash)
+ –ful] —bashʹful·ly, adv. —bashʹfulness, n.
bas·ic (bāsʹik), adj. 1 of or at the base;
forming the base; fundamental. 2 a relating to, having the nature of, or containing
a chemical base. b alkaline. —basʹical·ly, adv.
BASIC (baʹsik), n. computer language based on English. Also Basic.
[B(eginners) A(ll-purpose) S(ymbolic)
I(nstruction) C(ode)]
Basic Law or basic law, written statement
of the organization of a government.

bas·il (bazʹәl), n. sweet-smelling plant of
the same family as mint, used in cooking. [< OF < L < Gk. basilikon royal]
bas·i·lar (basʹә lәr), bas·i·lar·y (–lәr´i),
adj. at the base.
ba·sil·i·ca (bә silʹә kә), n. 1 oblong building with a broad nave separated from
side aisles by rows of columns, used in
ancient Rome for law courts and public
meetings. 2 an early Christian church
built in this form. 3 title conferred by
the Pope on a Roman Catholic church.
[< L < Gk. basilike (oikia) royal (house)
< basileus king] —ba·silʹi·can, adj.
bas·i·lisk (basʹә lisk; bazʹ–), n. 1 Class.
Legend. fabled reptile whose breath and
look were thought to be fatal. 2 crested
lizard of tropical America. [< L < Gk.
basiliskos, dim. of basileus king]
ba·sin (bāʹsәn), n. 1 wide, shallow bowl;
bowl. 2 amount that a basin can hold. 3
hollow place containing water. 4 all the
land drained by a river and the streams
that ﬂow into it. [< OF bacin < LL baccinum < bacca water vessel] —baʹsined,
adj. —baʹsin·like´, adj.
ba·sis (bāʹsis), n., pl. –ses (–sēz). 1 main
part; base. 2 a fundamental principle or
set of principles; foundation. 3 the principal ingredient. 4 a starting point. [< L
< Gk. See base1.]
bask (bask; bäsk), v. warm oneself pleasantly. [< Scand. bathask bathe oneself]
—baskʹer, n.
bas·ket (basʹkit; bäsʹ–), n. 1 container
made of twigs, grasses, and other ﬁbers
woven together. 2 amount that a basket
holds. 3 anything resembling or shaped
like a basket. 4 the structure beneath a
balloon for carrying passengers or ballast. 5 net shaped like a basket, used as a
goal in basketball. 6 score made in basketball by tossing the ball through a ring
and the basket. —basʹket·like´, adj.
bas·ket·ball (basʹkit bôl´; bäsʹ–), n. 1
game played with a large ball by two
teams of ﬁve players each who try to
score by tossing the ball through the
basket. 2 the ball used.
bas·ket·ry (basʹkit ri; bäsʹ–), n. 1 basketwork; baskets. 2 art of making baskets.
bas·ket·work (basʹkit wėrk´; bäsʹ–), n.
work woven like a basket; wickerwork.
Basque (bask), n. 1 member of a people
living in the Pyrenees in S France and
in N Spain. 2 their language. —adj.
having to do with the Basques or their
language.
bas·re·lief (bä´ri lēfʹ, bas´–; bäʹri lēf,
basʹ–), n. carving or sculpture in which
the ﬁgures project only slightly from the
background. [< F < Ital. basso-rilievo
low relief]
bass1 (bās), adj. 1 low or deep in sound. 2
of or for the lowest part or voice. —n. 1
the lowest male voice. 2 singer with such
a voice. 3 lowest part in harmonized
music. 4 instrument for such a part. [var.
of base2; after Ital. basso]

bass2 (bas), n., pl. bass·es or (esp. collectively) bass. any of various spiny-ﬁnned
ﬁsh that live in fresh or salt water, as
the black bass. [var. of barse perch; OE
bears]
bass3 (bas), n. 1 ⫽basswood. 2 ⫽bast.
[alter. of bast]
bass drum (bās), large drum that makes a
deep, low sound when struck.
bas·set (basʹit), or basset hound, n dog
with short legs and a long body, like a
dachshund, but larger and heavier. [< F,
dim. of bas low]
bas·si·net (bas´ә netʹ; basʹә net), n. 1
basketlike cradle with a hood. 2 baby
carriage of similar shape. [< F, dim. of
bassin basin]
bas·so (basʹō; bäsʹō), n., pl. –sos, –si (–si),
adj. —n. singer with a bass voice. —adj.
bass1. [< Ital. See base1.]
bas·soon (bә sünʹ; ba–), n. a deep-toned
wind instrument with a doubled wooden
tube and a curved metal mouthpiece. [<
F < Ital. bassone < basso basso] —bassoonʹist, n.
bass viol (bās), a deep-toned stringed
instrument like a very large violin.
bass·wood (basʹwu̇d´), n. 1 Also, basswood tree. a ⫽linden tree. b ⫽tulip tree.
2 wood of either of these trees. —adj.
made of basswood.
bast (bast), n. 1 inner layer of bark that
contains cells for carrying sap. 2 the
tough ﬁbers in this inner layer. [OE
bœst]
bas·tard (basʹtәrd), n. 1 child whose
parents are not married to each other;
illegitimate child. 2 anything inferior
or spurious. —adj. 1 born of parents
who are not married to each other. 2
spurious; inferior. 3 irregular or unusual
in shape, size, style, etc. [< OF < (ﬁls
de) bast packsaddle (child)] —basʹtardy, n.
baste1 (bāst), v., bast·ed, bast·ing. drip or
pour melted fat or butter on (meat, etc.)
while roasting.
baste2 (bāst), v., bast·ed, bast·ing. sew
with long stitches to hold the cloth until
the ﬁnal sewing. [< OF bastir, < Gmc.
Cf. OHG bestan tie up, sew with bast.]
—bastʹer, n.
baste3 (bāst), v., bast·ed, bast·ing, beat;
thrash [Scand. beysta]
Bas·tille (bas tēlʹ), n. 1 old fort in Paris
used as a prison, destroyed by a mob on
July 14, 1789, marking the start of the
French Revolution. 2 bastille, bastile.
⫽prison. [< F < LL bastilia < bastire
build]
bas·ti·na·do (bas´tә nāʹdō), n., pl. –does,
v., –doed, –do·ing. —n. 1 a beating with
a stick, esp. on the soles of the feet. 2
stick; cudgel. —v. beat or ﬂog with a
stick. [< Sp. bastonada < bastón cudgel,
ult. < Gmc.]
bast·ings (bāsʹtingz), n. pl. long, loose
stitches to hold the cloth in place until
the ﬁnal sewing.
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bas·tion (basʹchәn; –ti әn), n. 1 a projecting part of a fortiﬁcation. 2 defense; fortiﬁcation. [< F < Ital. bastione < bastire
build. See bastille.] —basʹtioned, adj.
bat1 (bat), n., v., bat·ted, bat·ting. —n. 1
a stout wooden stick or club, used to hit
the ball in baseball, etc. 2 act of batting.
3 turn at batting. 4 stroke; blow. 5 wild,
gay time; spree. —v. 1 hit with a bat; hit.
2 in baseball, hit safely balls served by
the pitcher. [OE batt]
at bat, in the batter’s position.
bat around, go from place to place without plan or purpose.
bat2 (bat), n. a nocturnal ﬂying mammal characterized by modiﬁed forelimbs
which serve as wings. [< Scand. (Dan.)
–bakke] —batʹlike´, adj.
bat3 (bat), v., bat·ted, bat·ting. wink.
[< OF < L battuere beat]
bat., batt., 1 battalion. 2 battery.
Ba·taan (bә tänʹ; -tanʹ), n. peninsula near
Manila in the Philippines.
batch (bach), n. 1 quantity of bread made
at one baking. 2 quantity of anything
made as one lot. 3 number of persons or
things taken together. [ME bacche < OE
bacan bake]
bate (bāt), v., bat·ed, bat·ing. abate; lessen.
with bated breath, holding the breath in
great fear, awe, etc. [var. of abate]
ba·teau (ba tōʹ), n., pl. –teaux (–tōzʹ). a
light boat with a ﬂat bottom and tapering ends. [< F, ult. < OE bāt boat]
bath (bath; bäth), n., pl. baths (bathz;
bäthz). 1 a washing of the body. 2 water,
etc., for a bath. 3 a tub, room, or other
place for bathing. 4 often, baths. especially in Roman times, an elaborate
establishment for public bathing and
exercise. 5 Often, baths. resort with
baths for medical treatment. 6 liquid in
which something is washed or dipped. 7
container holding the liquid. [OE bœth]
Bath (bath; bäth), n. city in SW England.
bathe (bāth), v., bathed, bath·ing. 1 take
a bath. 2 give a bath to. 3 apply water
to; wash or moisten with any liquid. 4
go swimming. 5 cover; surround. [OE
bathian] —bathʹer, n.
bath·house (bathʹhous´; bāthʹ–), n. 1
building ﬁtted up for bathing. 2 building
containing dressing rooms for swimmers.
ba·thos (bāʹthos), n. 1 a ludicrous descent
from the lofty or elevated to the commonplace in writing or speech; anticlimax. 2 excessive or insincere pathos.
[< Gk., depth] —ba·thetʹic, adj.
bath·robe (bathʹrōb´; bäthʹ–), n. a long,
loose garment worn after bathing or
while lounging.
bath·room (bathʹrüm´; –ru̇m´; bäthʹ–),
n. 1 room ﬁtted up for taking baths, etc.
2 toilet.
bath·tub (bathʹtub´; bäthʹ–), n. tub to
bathe in.
bath·y·scaph or bath·y·scafe (bathʹә skaf), n. a round, deep-diving craft

that can be navigated underwater. [< Gk
bathys + skáphē bowl, tub]
bath·y·sphere (bathʹә sﬁr), n. watertight
chamber with glass windows, in which
people descend to the ocean depths
to study animal and plant life. [< Gk.
bathys deep + E –sphere < Gk. sphaira
sphere]
ba·tik (bә tēkʹ; batʹik), n. 1 method of
making designs on cloth by covering
with wax the parts not to be dyed. 2
cloth dyed in this way. 3 design formed
in this way. —adj. 1 made by batik; made
of batik. 2 like batik; brightly or gaily
colored. Also, battik. [< Malay]
ba·tiste (bә tēstʹ), n. a ﬁne, thin, cotton
cloth. [< F Baptiste, prob. from name
of maker]
ba·ton (ba tonʹ; bә–), n. 1 stick used
by the leader of an orchestra, chorus,
etc., to indicate tempo and direct the
performance. 2 staﬀ or stick used as a
symbol of oﬃce or authority. 3 hollow
metal stick twirled by a drum major or
majorette in a showy display, especially
in a parade. 4 stick carried by a relay
runner and passed to the next runner on
the team. [< F]
Bat·on Rouge (batʹәn rüzhʹ), capital of
Louisiana, in the SE part, on the Mississippi.
ba·tra·chi·an (bә trāʹki әn), Zool. —adj. 1
of or belonging to the division of vertebrates consisting of tailless amphibians,
as frogs and toads. 2 like frogs and
toads. —n. a tailless amphibian. [< Gk.
batrachos frog]
bat·tal·ion (bә talʹyәn), n. 1 U.S. tactical
military unit made up of two or more
companies, usually part of a regiment. 2
any large part of an army organized to
act together. 3 army. 4 organized group.
batallions, a armies. b large number.
[< F < Ital. battaglione, dim. of battaglia
battle]
bat·ten1 (batʹәn), v. 1 grow fat. 2 fatten.
3 feed greedily. [< Scand. batna < bati
improvement] —batʹten·er, n.
bat·ten2 (batʹәn), n. 1 board used for
ﬂooring. 2 strip of wood nailed across
parallel boards to strengthen them, cover
cracks, etc. —v. fasten or strengthen with
strips of wood. [var. of baton]
bat·ter1 (batʹәr), v. 1 beat with repeated
blows; pound. 2 damage by hard use.
[< bat1]
bat·ter2 (batʹәr), n. mixture of ﬂour, milk,
eggs, etc., beaten together for pancakes,
cakes, etc. [prob. < OF, < batre bat3]
bat·ter3 (batʹәr), n. player whose turn it is
to bat in baseball, cricket, etc.
battering ram, 1 military machine with a
heavy horizontal beam used in ancient
times for battering down walls, gates,
etc. 2 any heavy object similarly used.
bat·ter·y (batʹәr i), n., pl. –ter·ies. 1 set
of similar or connected things. 2 set of
one or more cells that produce electric
current. 3 Mil. a set of big guns for
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combined action in attack or defense.
b these guns together with the soldiers
and equipment for them. 4 in baseball,
the pitcher and catcher together. 5 the
unlawful beating of another person. 6
any act of beating or battering. [< F,
< battre beat. See bat3, battle.]
bat·tik (batʹik), n., adj. ⫽batik.
bat·ting (batʹing), n. wool or other ﬁbers
pressed into thin layers used in quilts,
coats, etc., for warmth.
bat·tle (batʹәl), n., v., –tled, –tling. —n. 1
ﬁght between armies or navies. 2 ﬁghting; warfare. 3 any ﬁght; contest. —v. 1
take part in a battle. 2 ﬁght; struggle;
contend.
do battle (with or over), struggle; contend; ﬁght over.
join battle, begin to ﬁght. [< OF < LL
battalia < L battuere beat] —batʹtler, n.
bat·tle·ax, bat·tle·axe (batʹәl aks´), n. 1
ax formerly used as a weapon in war. 2
assertive, strong-willed woman.
battle cruiser, a large, fast warship, not as
heavily armored as a battleship.
battle cry, 1 shout of soldiers in battle. 2
motto or slogan in any contest.
bat·tle·dore (batʹәl dôr; –dōr), n. 1 small
racket used to hit a shuttlecock back
and forth in the game of battledore and
shuttlecock. 2 the game itself.
battle fatigue, neurosis from stress of
combat.
bat·tle·ﬁeld (batʹәl fēld´), bat·tle·ground
(batʹәl ground´), n. place where a battle
is fought or has been fought.
bat·tle·front (batʹәl fruntʹ), n. place where
combat between armies takes place.
bat·tle·ment (batʹәl mәnt), n. 1 wall
with indentations for soldiers to shoot
through. 2 wall built like this for ornament. [ult. < OF bastiller fortify]
bat·tle·ship (batʹәl ship´), n. largest and
most heavily armored warship.
bat·ty (batʹi), adj., –ti·er, –ti·est. 1 batlike.
2 crazy; odd.
bau·ble (bôʹbәl), n. a showy triﬂe having
no real value. [< OF babel toy]
baulk (bôk), v., n. ⫽balk.
baux·ite (bôkʹsīt; bōʹzīt), n. a claylike mineral from which aluminum is obtained.
[from Les Baux, France]
Ba·var·i·a (bә vārʹi ә), n. a state in SW
Germany. —Ba·varʹi·an, n., adj.
bawd (bôd), n. 1 person, especially a
woman, who keeps a brothel. 2 prostitute. [< OF baud gay < Gmc.]
bawd·ry (bôdʹri), n. obscenity; lewdness.
bawd·y (bôdʹi), adj., bawd·i·er, bawdi·est. lewd; obscene. —bawdʹi·ly, adv.
—bawdʹi·ness, n.
bawl (bôl), n. 1 noisy shout at the top of
one’s voice. 2 a loud crying. —v. 1 shout
or cry out in a noisy way. 2 weep loudly;
cry hard.
bawl out, Slang. reprimand. [prob.
< Med.L baulare bark] —bawlʹer, n.
bay1 (bā), n. part of a sea or lake, extending into the land. [< OF baie < Gmc.]
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bay2 (bā), n. 1 space or division of a wall
or building between columns, pillars,
etc. 2 space with a window or set of windows in it, projecting out from a wall. 3
⫽bay window. [< F baie opening < VL
batare gape]
bay3 (bā), n. long, deep bark of a dog or
similar animal. —v. bark; bark at.
hold or keep at bay, hold oﬀ; resist successfully. [< OF bayer, prob. < VL batare
gape] —bayʹer, n.
bay4 (bā), n. 1 a small evergreen tree with
smooth, shiny leaves; laurel tree. 2 bays.
a laurel wreath worn by poets or victors.
b honor; renown: fame. [< OF baie < L
baca berry]
bay5 (bā), n. 1.reddish brown. 2 reddishbrown horse. adj. reddish-brown. [< OF
bai < L badius]
bay·ber·ry (bāʹber´i), n., pl. –ries. 1 a
North American shrub with grayishwhite berries coated with wax. b one of
the berries. 2 West Indian tree whose
leaves contain an oil used in bay rum.
bay·o·net (bāʹә nit; –net), n., v., –neted, –net·ing. —n. blade for piercing or
stabbing, attached to a gun. —v. pierce
or stab with a bayonet. [< F baïonnette;
named for Bayonne, France]
bay·ou (bīʹü), n., pl. –ous. marshy inlet
or outlet of a lake, river, or gulf in the
southern United States. [< Louisiana F
< Choctaw bayuk small stream]
bay rum, a fragrant liquid made from
the leaves of the bayberry tree, used as
a lotion.
bay window, window or set of windows
that projects from a wall.
ba·zaar, ba·zar (bә zärʹ), n. 1 street or
streets full of shops. 2 place for the sale
of many kinds of goods. 3 sale held to
beneﬁt a charity, a worthy cause, etc.
[< F < Ar. < Pers. bāzār]
ba·zoo·ka (bә züʹkә), n. rocket gun used
against tanks. [from resemblance to
trombonelike instrument created and
named by Bob Burns, American humorist]
BB, 1 standard size of shot. 2 shot of this
size, especially shot used in an air riﬂe.
BBC, British Broadcasting Corporation.
bbl., pl. bbls. barrel.
B-bop (bēʹbop´). n. Slang. bebop.
B.C., 1 before Christ; before the birth of
Christ. 350 b.c. is 100 years earlier than
250 b.c. 2 British Columbia.
B cell or B-cell (bēʹsel´), n. type of lymphocyte that produces antibodies.
bd., pl. bds. 1 board. 2 bond. 3 bound.
be (bē), v., pres. indic. sing. am, are, is, pl.
are; pt. indic. sing. was, were, was, pl.
were; pp. been; ppr. be·ing. 1 have reality; exist; live. 2 Be is used as a linking
verb between a subject and a predicate
modiﬁer or to form inﬁnitives and participial phrases: you will be late, try to
be just. 3 Be is used as an auxillary verb;
with: a the present participle of another
verb to form the progressive tense: he is

building a house. b the past participle of
another verb to form the passive voice:
the date was ﬁxed. [OE bēon]
be–, preﬁx. 1 thoroughly; all around, as
in bespatter. 2 at; on; to; for; about;
against, as in bewail. 3 make, as in
belittle. 4 provide with, as in bespangle.
[OE, unstressed form of bī by]
Be, beryllium.
BE, B/E, b.e., bill of exchange.
beach (bēch), n. the almost ﬂat shore of
sand or little stones at the edge of the sea,
a river, or a large lake; strand. —v. run or
draw (a boat) ashore. —beachʹless, adj.
beach·comb·er (bēchʹkōm´әr), n. 1
vagrant or loafer on beaches. 2 long wave
rolling in from the ocean onto a beach.
beach·head (bēchʹhed´), n. the ﬁrst position established by an invading army on
an enemy beach or shore.
bea·con (bēʹkәn), n. 1 ﬁre or light used
as a signal to guide or warn. 2 signal to guide aircraft and ships through
fogs, storms, etc. 3 a tall tower for a
signal; lighthouse. —v. 1 give light to;
guide; warn. 2 shine brightly. 3 supply
with beacons. [OE bēacn] —bea´conless, adj.
bead (bēd), n. 1 a small ball or bit of glass,
metal, etc., with a hole through it, so that
it can be strung on a thread with others
like it. 2 any small, round object like a
drop or bubble: beads of sweat. 3 front
sight of a riﬂe. 4 narrow, semicircular
molding. —v. 1 put beads on; ornament
with beads. 2 form beads.
beads, a string of beads as a necklace. b ⫽rosary.
draw a bead on, take aim at.
say, tell, or count one’s beads, say a
prayer, esp. using a rosary. [OE bedu
prayer. See def. 2b.] —bead´ed, adj.
bead·ing (bēdʹing), n. 1 trimming made
of beads threaded into patterns. 2 narrow trimming. 3 pattern or edge on
woodwork, silver, etc., made of small
beads. 4 narrow, semicircular molding.
bea·dle (bēʹdәl), n. a minor oﬃcer in the
Church of England. [OE bydel]
bead·work (bēdʹwėrk´), n. ⫽beading.
bead·y (bēdʹi), adj., bead·i·er, bead·i·est.
1 small, round, and shiny. 2 trimmed
with beads. 3 covered with drops or
bubbles.
bea·gle (bēʹgәl), n. a small hunting dog
with short legs and drooping ears. [ME
begle]
beak (bēk), n. 1 bird’s bill, esp. one that is
strong and hooked and useful in striking or tearing. 2 similar part in other
animals. 3 Fig. large, esp. pointed, nose
on a person. 4 projecting bow of an
ancient warship. 5 spout. [< OF < L beccus < Celtic] —beaked, adj. —beakʹless,
adj. —beakʹlike, adj.
beak·er (bēkʹәr), n. 1 large cup or drinking glass. 2 contents of a beaker. 3 thin
glass or metal cup used in laboratories.
[< Scand. bikarr]

beam (bēm), n. 1 large, long piece of timber or metal ready for use in building. 2
main horizontal support of a building or
ship. 3 crosswise bar of a balance, from
the ends of which the scales or pans
are suspended. 4 ray of light or heat. 5
bright look or smile. 6 radio signal used
to guide aircraft, ships, etc. 7 side of a
ship, or the direction at right angles to
the keel, with reference to wind, sea, etc.
8 widest part of a ship. —v. 1 send out
rays of light; shine. 2 smile radiantly. 3
direct (a broadcast): beam telecasts to
a satellite.
beam down, appear suddenly, as if
from space.
on the beam, a on the right course
or track. b Fig. just right; exactly. [OE
bēam tree, piece of wood, ray of light]
—beamed, adj. —beamʹless, adj.
—beamʹlike´, adj.
beam·ing (bēmʹing), adj. 1 shining;
bright. 2 smiling brightly. —beamʹingly, adv.
bean (bēn), n. 1 smooth, kidney-shaped
seed used as a vegetable. 2 the long pod
containing such seeds, esp. one eaten as
a vegetable. 3 plant that beans grow on.
4 any seed shaped somewhat like a bean.
5 Informal. head. —v. hit on the head.
[OE bēan]
bean·ball (bēnʹbôl´), n. baseball thrown
by the pitcher so as to hit or attempt to
hit the batter’s head. —beanʹball´er, n.
bear1 (bār), v., bore or (Archaic) bare,
borne or born, bear·ing. 1 carry: bear a
burden. 2 endure: he can’t bear the noise.
3 yield: bear fruit. 4 give birth to; have
(oﬀspring): bear a child. 5 have an eﬀect;
on; relate to: his story does not bear on
the question. 6 press: push. 7 move; go;
tend in direction: the ship bore north.
8 allow; permit: the accident bears two
explanations.
bear down, a put pressure on. b
approach.
bear out, support; prove.
bear up, not lose hope or faith.
bear with, put up with. [OE beran]
bear2 (bãr), n., adj., v., beared, bear·ing.
—n. 1 a large quadruped animal that
has coarse hair and a very short tail. 2
a gruﬀ or surly person. 3 person who
tries to lower prices in the stock market,
etc. 4 Bear, Astron. one of two northern
groups of stars; the Little Bear or the
Great Bear. —adj. having to do with
lowering prices in the stock market, etc.
—v. operate for a decline in stocks, etc.
[OE bera]
bear·a·ble (bãrʹә bәl), adj. that can be
borne; endurable. —bearʹa·ble·ness, n.
—bearʹa·bly, adv.
beard (bird), n. 1 hair growing on a
man’s face. 2 something resembling or
suggesting this, as the chin tuft of a
goat. 3 hairs on the heads of plants
like oats, barley, and wheat; awns. —v.
face boldly; defy. [OE] —beardʹed, adj.
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—beardʹless, adj. —beardʹless·ness, n.
—beardʹlike´, adj.
bear·er (bãrʹәr), n. 1 person or thing that
carries. 2 person who holds or presents
a check, draft, or note for payment.
3 tree or plant that produces fruit or
ﬂowers. 4 holder of a rank or oﬃce. 5
pallbearer.
bear·ing (bãrʹing), n. 1 way of standing,
sitting, walking, etc.; carriage: a digniﬁed
bearing. 2 reference; relation: the question has no bearing on the problem. 3 act,
power, or season of bearing or producing as oﬀspring or fruit. 4 that which is
produced. 5 act of a person or thing that
bears; supporting; sustaining. 6 part of a
machine on which another part turns or
slides. 7 supporting part, as of a structure. 8 single device in a coat of arms.
bearings, direction; position in relation
to other things: the hiker got his bearings
from the sun.
bear·ish (bãrʹish), adj. 1 like a bear;
rough; surly. 2 aiming at or tending to
lower prices in the stock market, etc.
3 Fig. not hopeful or conﬁdent; pessimistic. —bearʹish·ly, adv. —bearʹishness, n.
bear·skin (bãrʹskin´), n. fur of a bear.
beast (bēst), n. 1 any animal except man,
esp. a four-footed animal. 2 coarse, dirty,
or brutal person. 3 beastly person, esp.
one who lacks self-control. [< OF < LL
besta] —beastʹlike´, adj.
beast·ly (bēstʹli), adj. –li·er, –li·est, adv.
—adj. 1 like a beast; brutal; coarse. 2
annoying; irksome. –adv. unpleasantly
annoying. —beastʹli·ness, n.
beat (bēt), v., beat, beat·en or beat, beating, n., adj. —v. 1 strike again and again;
2 throb: her heart beats fast with joy. 3
defeat; overcome. 4 make ﬂat: beat gold
into gold leaf. 5 mix by stirring rapidly:
beat eggs. 6 move up and down; ﬂap: the
bird beat its wings. 7 make a sound by
being struck: the drums beat loudly. 8
mark (time). 9 go through in a hunt or
search. 10 win; surpass: we beat! —n. 1
blow made again and again: the beat of a
drum. 2 Music. unit of time. 3 a regular
route of a policeman. —adj. exhausted.
beat a retreat, hurry away.
beat it, go away.
beat oﬀ, drive away with blows.
beat up, attack; thrash. [OE bēatan]
—beatʹer, n.
beat·en (bētʹәn), v. pp. of beat. —adj. 1
whipped; thrashed. 2 shaped by blows.
3 much walked on or traveled: beaten
path. 4 defeated; overcome. 5 exhausted.
be·a·tif·ic (bē´ә tifʹik), adj. 1 showing
great happiness. 2 making blessed; blissful. [< L beatiﬁcus < beare bless + facere
make] —be´a·tifʹi·cal·ly, adv.
be·at·i·fy (bi at´ә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1
make supremely happy; bless. 2 declare
(a dead person) by a decree of the Pope
to be among the blessed in heaven. —beat´i·ﬁ·caʹtion, n.

beat·ing (bētʹing), n. 1 act of one that
beats. 2 whipping; thrashing. 3 defeat.
4 throbbing.
take a beating, a suﬀer physical punishment. b lose decisively.
be·at·i·tude (bi atʹә tüd; –tüd), n. 1
supreme happiness; bliss. 2 blessing. 3 the Beatitudes, verses in the
Bible beginning “Blessed are the poor
in spirit.” Matt. 5:3–12. [< L beatitudo
< beare bless]
beat·nik (bētʹnik), n. a person who lives
in an unconventional way; Bohemian.
beat-up bāt´upʹ), adj. in very bad condition; showing evidence of hard use.
beau (bō), n., pl. beaus, beaux (bōz). 1 a
suitor; lover. 2 dandy. [< F, handsome,
< L bellus ﬁne] —beauʹish, adj.
Beau·fort scale (bōʹfәrt), internationally
used scale of wind velocities, ranging
from 0 (calm) to 12 (hurricane).
beau geste (bō zhestʹ), pl. beaux gestes
(bō zhestʹ), 1 a graceful or kindly act.
2 French. pretense of kindness merely
for eﬀect.
beaut (būt), n. Informal. something
amazing or outstanding: a beaut of an
accident.
beau·te·ous (būʹti әs), adj. beautiful.
—beau´te·ous·ly, adv. —beauʹte·ousness, n.
beau·ti·ful (būʹtә fәl), adj. very pleasing
to see or hear; delighting the mind or
senses. —beauʹti·ful·ly, adv. —beauʹtiful·ness, n.
beau·ti·fy (būʹtә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing.
make or become beautiful or more beautiful. —beau´ti·ﬁ·caʹtion, n. —beauʹtiﬁ´er, n.
beau·ty (būʹti), n., pl. –ties. 1 good looks.
2 quality that pleases in ﬂowers, pictures, music. etc.; loveliness. 3 quality
that pleases the intellect or moral sense.
4 beautiful person, animal, or thing,
esp. a beautiful woman. 5 something
remarkable or excellent. 6 in nuclear
physics, property possessed by a bottom
quark. [< OF beauté < beau beautiful.
See beau.]
beauty salon or parlor or shop, place
where women have their hair, skin, and
nails cared for.
beaux-arts (bō zärʹ), n. pl. French. ﬁne
arts; painting, sculpture, music, etc.
bea·ver (bēʹvәr), n. 1 amphibious rodent
with a broad, ﬂat tail, noted for its
ingenuity in damming streams with
mud, branches, etc. 2 its soft brown
fur. 3 man’s high silk hat. [OE beofor]
—beaʹver·like´, adj.
be·bop (bēʹbop´), n. form of jazz characterized by unusual rhythms, dissonance,
and improvization. Also, bop, B-bop.
be·calm (bi kämʹ), v. 1 prevent from moving by lack of wind. 2 make calm.
be·came (bi kāmʹ), v. pt. of become.
be·cause (bi kôzʹ), conj. for the reason
that; since; inasmuch as. —adv. because
of, by reason of; on account of: we did
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not go because of the rain. [ME bicause
by cause]
be·chance (bi chansʹ; –chänsʹ), v.,
–chanced, –chanc·ing. happen; happen
to; befall.
beck (bek), n. motion of the head or hand
meant as a call or command. —v. beckon
to, as by nodding the head or waving
the hand.
at one’s beck and call, a ready whenever
wanted. b under one’s complete control.
Beck·et (bekʹit), n. Saint Thomas à,
1118?–70, archbishop of Canterbury,
murdered on orders of Henry II.
beck·on (bekʹәn), v. signal (to a person) by a motion of the head or hand.
—n. a beckoning gesture. [OE bēcnan]
—beckʹon·er, n.
be·cloud (bi kloudʹ), v. obscure.
be·come (bi kumʹ), v. be·came, be·come,
be·com·ing. 1 come to be; grow to be. 2
be suitable for; suit. 3 become of, happen to: what will become of her? [OE
becuman]
be·com·ing (bi kumʹing), adj. ﬁtting; suitable; appropriate: becoming conduct for a
gentleman. —be·comʹing·ly, adv. —becomʹing·ness, n.
Becque·rel rays (bekʹrel), invisible rays
given oﬀ by radioactive substances.
bed (bed), n., v., bed·ded, bed·ding. —n.
1 anything to sleep or rest on. 2 foundation. 3 ground under a body of water:
the bed of a river. 4 piece of ground in
which plants are grown. 5 layer; stratum:
a bed of coal. —v. 1 put to bed. 2 ﬁx or
set in a permanent position; embed. 3
plant in a garden bed. 4 form a compact
layer. 5 lay ﬂat, [OE bedd] —bedʹless,
adj. —bedʹlike´, adj.
be·daz·zle (bi dazʹәl), v., –zled, –zling.
dazzle completely; confuse. —be·dazʹzle·ment, n.
bed·bug (bedʹbug´), n. a small, ﬂat bloodsucking hemipterous insect.
bed·cham·ber (bedʹchām´bәr), n. bedroom.
bed·clothes (bedʹklōz´; -klōthz´), n. pl.
⫽bedding.
bed·ding (bedʹing), n. 1 sheets, blankets,
quilts, etc.; bedclothes. 2 material for
beds. 3 foundation; bottom layer.
be·deck (bi dekʹ), v. adorn; decorate.
be·dev·il (bi devʹәl), v., –iled, –il·ing 1
trouble greatly; torment. 2 confuse completely; muddle. 3 put under a spell;
bewitch. —be·devʹil·ment, n.
be·dew (bi düʹ; –dūʹ), v. wet with dew or
with drops like dew.
bed·fast (bedʹfast´; –fäst´), adj. bedridden.
bed·fel·low (bedʹfel´ō), n. 1 sharer of
one’s bed. 2 Fig. associate.
be·dim (bi dimʹ), v., –dimmed, –dimming. make dim; darken; obscure.
be·di·zen (bi dīʹzәn; –dizʹәn), v. ornament with showy ﬁnery. —be·diʹzenment, n.
bed·lam (bedʹlәm), n. 1 uproar; confusion. 2 insane asylum; madhouse. 3
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Bedouin

Bedlam, insane asylum in London.
[alter. of Bethlehem.]
Bed·ou·in (bedʹu̇ in), n. 1 a wandering
Arab who lives in the deserts of Arabia,
Syria, or N Africa. 2 wanderer; nomad.
bed·pan (bedʹpan´), n. 1 Am. pan used as
a toilet by sick people in bed. 2 pan ﬁlled
with hot coals for warming a bed.
be·drag·gle (bi dragʹәl), v., –gled, –gling.
make limp and soiled, as with dirt. —bedragʹgle·ment. n.
bed·rid·den (bedʹrid´әn), bed·rid (–rid´),
adj. conﬁned to bed for a long time
because of sickness or weakness.
bed·rock (bedʹrok´), n. 1 solid rock
beneath the soil and looser rocks. 2
Fig. ﬁrm foundation. 3 Fig. lowest level;
bottom. 4 Fig. fundamental or essential
principle.
bed·room (bedʹrüm´; –ru̇m), n. room to
sleep in.
bedroom community, place where commuters live.
bed·side (bed´sīd´), n. side of a bed.
—adj. 1 with or attending the sick: a
bedside vigil. 2 for use while in bed:
bedside table.
bed·spread (bedʹspred´), n. cover for a
bed, usually decorative.
bed·stead (bed´sted; –stid), n. the wooden
or metal framework of a bed.
bed·time (bedʹtīm´), n. time to go to
bed.
bee (bē), n. 1 any of various hymenopterous insects, esp. the common honeybee,
producing honey and wax, and forming
highly organized colonies. 2 any of various similar insects. 3 gathering for work
or amusement: a quilting bee.
have a bee in one’s bonnet, be preoccupied by one idea or thing.
the bee’s knees, something excellent;
special. [OE bēo]
bee·bread (bēʹbred´), n. a brownish, bitter substance consisting of pollen, or
pollen mixed with honey, used by bees
as food.
beech (bēch), n. a tree with smooth,
gray bark and glossy leaves that bears a
sweet edible nut. 2 its wood. [OE bēce]
—beechʹen, adj.
beech·nut (bēchʹnut´), n. the small, triangular nut of the beech tree.
beef (bēf), n., pl. beeves (bēvz for 2) or
beefs (for 5), v. —n. 1 meat from a steer,
cow, or bull. 2 steer, cow, or bull when
full-grown and fattened for food. 3 Fig.
strength; muscle. 4 Fig. weight. 5 complaint; grievance. —v. complain loudly.
beef up, strengthen: beef up defenses.
[< OF boef < L bos ox] —beefʹless, adj.
beef·steak (bēf´stāk´), n. slice of beef for
broiling or frying.
beef·y (bēfʹi), adj., beef·i·er, beef·i·est.
stong; muscular; solid. —beefʹi·ness, n.
bee·hive (bēʹhīv´), n. 1 hive or house for
bees. 2 a busy, swarming place.
bee·line (bēʹlīn´), n. straightest way or
line between two places. —v. move or
hurry someplace in the most direct way.

make a beeline for, hurry or race
directly toward.
Be·el·ze·bub (bi elʹzә bub), n. 1 the Devil.
2 a devil.
been (bin; rarely bēn), v. pp. of be.
beer (bir), n. 1 alcoholic drink made
from malt and usually hops. 2 drink
made from roots or plants, as root beer.
[OE bēor]
beer·y (birʹi), adj., beer·i·er, beer·i·est.
1 of or like beer. 2 caused by beer.
—beerʹi·ness, n.
beest·ings (bēsʹtingz), n.pl. ﬁrst milk
from a cow after it has given birth to a
calf. [OE bôysting < bēost beestings]
bees·wax (bēzʹwaks´), n. wax given out
by bees, from which they make their
honeycomb. —v. rub, polish, or treat
with beeswax.
beet (bēt), n. 1 thick root of a plant. Red
beets are eaten as vegetables. Sugar is
made from white beets. 2 the plant. The
leaves are sometimes eaten as greens.
[< L beta]
Bee·tho·ven (bāʹtō vәn), n. Ludwig van,
1770–1837, German musical composer.
bee·tle1 (bēʹtәl), n. 1 any of an order of
insects with two hard, shiny cases to
cover the wings when folded. 2 any similar insect. [OE bitela < bītan bite]
bee·tle2 (bēʹtәl), n., v., –tled, -tling.
—n. 1 heavy wooden mallet. 2 a wooden
household utensil for beating or mashing. —v. pound with a beetle. [OE bīetel
< bēatan beat]
bee·tle3 (bēʹtәl), v., –tled, –tling, adj.
—v. project; overhang. —adj. projecting;
overhanging. [< beetle-browed]
bee·tle-browed (bēʹtәl broud´), adj. 1
having overhanging eyebrows. 2 scowling; sullen. [ME bitel biting + brow. See
beetle1.]
beeves (bēvz), n. pl. of beef (def. 2).
be·fall (bi fôlʹ), v., –fell, –fall·en, –falling. 1 happen to. 2 happen; occur.
be·ﬁt (bi ﬁtʹ), v., –ﬁt·ted, –ﬁt·ting. be
suitable for; be proper for; be suited to.
—be·ﬁtʹting, adj. —be·ﬁtʹting·ly, adv.
be·fog (bi fogʹ; –fôgʹ), v., –fogged, –fogging. 1 surround with fog; make foggy. 2
Fig. obscure; confuse.
be·fore (bi fôrʹ; –fōrʹ), prep. 1 in front
of: walk before me. 2 earlier; sooner
than: come before ﬁve o’clock; I will die
before giving in. 3 in the presence of:
stand before the king. —adv. 1 in front:
go before. 2 earlier: 3 until now: I didn’t
know that before. —conj. rather than.
[OE beforan]
be·fore·hand (bi fôrʹhand´; –fōrʹ–), adv.,
adj. ahead of time; in advance.
be·foul (bi foulʹ), v. 1 make dirty; cover
with ﬁlth. 2 entangle.
be·friend (bi frendʹ), v. act as a friend to.
be·fud·dle (bi fudʹәl), v., –dled, –dling.
stupefy; confuse, esp. with alcoholic
drink.
beg (beg), v., begged, beg·ging. 1 ask for
(food, money, clothes, etc.) as a charity.
2 ask help or charity. 3 ask earnestly or

humbly; entreat; implore. 4 ask formally
and courteously.
beg oﬀ, make an excuse for not doing
something.
go begging, ﬁnd no acceptance or support. [OE bedecian]
be·gan (bi gan´), v. pt. of begin.
be·get (bi getʹ), v., be·got or (Archaic) begat, be·got·ten or be·got, be·get·ting.
1 become the father of. 2 cause to be;
produce. —be·getʹter, n.
beg·gar (begʹәr), n. 1 person who lives by
begging. 2 a very poor person. 3 fellow.
—v. 1 bring to poverty. 2 make seem
poor. —begʹgar·dom, begʹgar·hood, n.
beg·gar·ly (begʹәr li), adj. ﬁt for a beggar;
poor. —begʹgar·li·ness, n.
beg·gar’s-lice (begʹәrz līs´), beg·gar-lice
(begʹәr līs´), n. 1 (pl. in use) burs or
seeds of various plants that stick to
clothes. 2 (pl. or sing. in use) weed on
which such burs or seeds grow.
beg·gar’s-ticks (begʹәrz tiks´), beg·garticks (begʹәr tiks´), n. sing. or pl. ⫽beggar’s-lice.
beg·gar·y (begʹәr i), n. very great poverty.
be·gin (bi ginʹ), v.c be·gan, be·gun, begin·ning. 1 start. 2 come into being;
originate. 3 be near; come near: that
suit doesn’t even begin to ﬁt you. [OE
beginnan]
be·gin·ner (bi ginʹәr), n. 1 person who
is doing something for the ﬁrst time;
person who lacks skill and experience;
amateur; novice. 2 person who begins
anything.
be·gin·ning (bi ginʹing), n. 1 start; initiation. 2 time when anything begins. 3 ﬁrst
part. 4 origin. —adj. that begins.
be·gird (bi gėrdʹ), v., –girt (–gėrtʹ) or
–gird·ed, –gird·ing. surround; encircle.
be·gone (bi gônʹ; –gonʹ), interj., v. be
gone; go away; depart.
be·go·ni·a (bi gōʹni ә; –gōnʹyә), n. a tropical plant with handsome leaves and
waxy ﬂowers. [from Michel Bégon,
patron of botany]
be·got (bi gotʹ), v. pt. and pp. of beget.
be·got·ten (bi gotʹәn), v. pp. of beget.
be·grime (bi grīmʹ), v., –grimed, –griming. make grimy; make dirty.
be·grudge (bi grujʹ), v., –grudged,
–grudg·ing. 1 be reluctant to give
(something). 2 envy (someone) the possession of. —be·grudgʹing·ly, adv.
be·guile (bi gīlʹ), v., –guiled, –guil·ing. 1
deceive; cheat. 2 take away from deceitfully or cunningly. 3 entertain; amuse;
charm. 4 while away (time) pleasantly.
—be·guilʹer, n. —be·guilʹing·ly, adv.
be·gun (bi gunʹ), v. pp. of begin.
be·half (bi hafʹ; -häfʹ), n. side; interest;
favor: his friends will act in his behalf.
in behalf of, in the interest of; for.
on behalf of, a as a representative of. b
⫽in behalf of. [ME behalve beside, on
the side of]
be·have (bi hāvʹ), v., –haved, –hav·ing. 1
act. 2 conduct (oneself or itself) in a certain way. 3 act well; do what is right.
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be·hav·ior (bi hāvʹyәr), n. 1 way of acting; conduct; actions; acts. 2 manners;
deportment; demeanor. —be·havʹioral, adj.
behavioral science, any of the social sciences that objectively deals with human
behavior.
be·hav·ior·ism (bi hāvʹyer iz әm), n. doctrine that the objective acts of persons
and animals are the chief or only subject
matter of scientiﬁc psychology. —behavʹior·ist, n. —be·hav´ior·isʹtic, adj.
—be·hav´ior·isʹti·cal·ly, adv.
be·head (bi hedʹ), v. cut oﬀ the head of.
be·held (bi heldʹ), v. pt. and pp. of
behold.
be·he·moth (bi hēʹmәth; bēʹә–), n. 1 huge
animal mentioned in Job 40:15–24. 2
Fig. any very large, strong thing. [< Heb.
b’hēmōth, pl. of b’hēmah beast]
be·hest (bi hestʹ), n. command; order.
[OE behœ̄s promise]
be·hind (bi hīndʹ), prep. 1 at the back or
far side of: behind the hill. 2 concealed
by: treachery behind his smooth manner.
3 inferior to. 4 later than; after: behind
time. 5.supporting: friends behind him.
—adv. 1 at or toward the back. 2 farther
back. 3 slow; late. [OE behindan. See
be–, hind1.]
be·hind·hand (bi hīndʹhand´), adv., adj. 1
late. 2 backward; slow. 3 in debt.
be·hold (bi hōldʹ), v., be·held, be·holding, interj. see; look at. [OE beheaidan
—be·holdʹer, n.
be·hold·en (bi hōlʹdәn), adj. indebted.
be·hoof (bi hüfʹ), n. use; advantage; beneﬁt. [OE behōf need]
be·hoove (bi hüvʹ), esp. Brit. be·hove
(bi hōvʹ), v., –hooved, –hoov·ing;
–hoved, –hov·ing. 1 be necessary for. 2
be proper for. [OE behōﬁan to need]
beige (bāzh), n., adj. pale brown. [< F]
Bei·jing (bāʹjing´), n. capital of China.
be·ing (bēʹing), n. 1 life; existence. 2 nature;
constitution. 3 person; living creature.
—adj. that is; present: the time being.
Bei·rut (bāʹrütʹ), n. capital of Lebanon.
be·jew·el (bi jüʹel), v., –eled, –el·ing.
adorn with jewels.
be·la·bor (bi lāʹbәr), v. 1 beat vigorously;
thrash. 2 Fig. attack with too much criticism or advice.
be·lat·ed (bi lātʹid), adj. 1 delayed; too
late. 2 overtaken by darkness. —belatʹed·ly, adv. —be·latʹed·ness, n.
be·lay (bi lāʹ), v., be·layed, be·lay·ing. 1
fasten (a rope) by winding it around a
pin or cleat. 2 stop. [OE belecgan. See
be–, lay1.]
belaying pin, pin on a rail of a ship or
boat around which ropes can be wound
and fastened.
belch (belch), v. 1 expel gas from the
stomach through the mouth. 2 expel
with force: the volcano belched ﬁre.
—n. act of belching. [cf. OE bealcian]
—belchʹer, n.
bel·dam (belʹdәm), bel·dame (–dәm;
–dām), n. 1 an old woman. 2 an ugly

old woman; witch. [< bel– grand– [< OF,
< belle fair) + dam dame]
be·lea·guer (bi lēʹgәr), v. 1 besiege. 2 Fig.
surround. [< Du. belegeren < leger camp]
—be·leaʹguered, adj. —be·leaʹguer·er,
n. —be·leaʹguer·ment, n.
Bel·fast (belʹfast; –fäst), n. seaport and
capital of Northern Ireland.
bel·fry (belʹfri), n., pl. –fries. 1 tower for
a bell or bells. 2 space for the bell in a
tower. [< OF berfrei < Gmc.] —belʹfried,
adj.
Belg., Belgium; Belgian.
Bel·gium (belʹjәm), n. a small country in
W Europe. —Belʹgian, adj., n.
Bel·grade (belʹgrād; bel grādʹ), n. capital
of Serbia on the Danube River.
Be·li·al (bēʹl әl; bēlʹyәl), n. the devil.
be·lie (bi līʹ), v., –lied, –ly·ing. 1 give a
false idea of; misrepresent. 2 show to be
false; prove to be mistaken. 3 be false to;
disappoint. —be·liʹer, n.
be·lief (bi lēfʹ), n. 1 what is held true;
thing believed; conviction; opinion. 2
acceptance as true or real. 3 faith; trust:
he expressed his belief in the boy’s honesty. [ME bileafe. Cf. OE gelēafa.]
be·lieve (bi lēvʹ), v., –lieved, –liev·ing. 1
accept as true or real. 2 have faith in;
trust. 3 think (somebody) tells the truth.
4 think; suppose. [ME bileve(n). Cf.
OE gellefan.] —be·lievʹa·ble, adj. —believʹa·ble·ness, n. —be·lievʹer, n.
be·lit·tle (bi litʹәl), v., –lit·tled, –lit·tling.
Am. cause to seem little or unimportant;
disparage. —be·litʹtle·ment, n. —be·litʹtler, n. Am.
bell (bel), n. 1 a hollow metal cup that
makes a musical sound when struck by
a clapper or hammer. 2 sound of a bell.
3 stroke of a bell every half hour to tell
time on shipboard. —v. 1 put a bell on.
2 ﬂare like a bell. [OE belle] —bellʹless,
adj. —bellʹ-like´, adj.
Bell, (bel), n. Alexander Graham,
1847–1922, American inventor of the
telephone.
bel·la·don·na (bel´ә donʹә), n. 1 a poisonous plant with black berries and red
ﬂowers. 2 drug made from this plant.
[< Ital., fair lady]
bell·boy (belʹboi´), n. man or boy whose
work is carrying hand baggage and
doing errands for the guests of a hotel
or club.
bell buoy, buoy with a bell rung by the
movement of the waves.
belle (bel), n. 1 a beautiful woman or girl.
2 the prettiest or most admired woman
or girl. [< F, fem. of beau. See beau.]
belles-let·tres (bel´letʹrә), n.pl. the ﬁner
forms of literature. [< F] —bel´letʹrist,
n. —bel´le·trisʹtic, adj.
bell·hop (belʹhop´), n. ⫽bellboy.
bel·li·cose (belʹә kos), adj. warlike; fond
of ﬁghting. [< L bellicosus < bellum war]
—belʹli·cose´ly, adv. —bel´li·cosʹi·ty, n.
bel·lig·er·ence (bә lijʹәr әns), n. 1 fondness for ﬁghting. 2 ﬁghting; war.
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bel·lig·er·en·cy (bә lijʹәr әn si), n. 1 state
of being at war. 2 belligerence.
bel·lig·er·ent (bә lijʹәr әnt), adj. 1 fond
of ﬁghting; warlike; pugnacious. 2 at
war; engaged in war; ﬁghting. 3 having to do with nations or persons at
war. —n. nation or person at war. [< L,
< bellum war + gerere wage] —bel·ligʹerent·ly, adv.
bel·low (belʹō), v. 1 make a loud, deep
noise; roar as a bull does. 2 shout loudly
or angrily. —n. 1 such a roar. 2 any
noise made by bellowing. [OE bylgan]
—belʹlow·er, n.
bel·lows (belʹōz; –әs), n. sing. or pl. 1
instrument for producing a strong current of air, used for blowing ﬁres or
sounding an organ. 2 folding part of
a camera, behind the lens. [OE belgas;
akin to belly]
bell·weth·er (belʹweth´әr), n. 1 a male
sheep that wears a bell and leads the
ﬂock. 2 person or thing that sets a
standard.
bel·ly (belʹi), n., pl. –lies, v., –lied, –lying. —n. 1 the lower part of the human
body that contains the stomach and
intestines; abdomen. 2 under part of an
animal’s body. 3 stomach. 4 the bulging
part of anything; hollow space in a bulging part. —v. swell out; bulge. [OE belg]
bel·ly·ful (belʹē fu̇l), n. 1 as much as ﬁlls
the stomach or satisﬁes the appetite. 2
too much of something, esp. something
unpleasant.
belly laugh, loud, deep, and unrestrained
laugh.
be·long (bi lôngʹ; –longʹ), v. have one’s
or its proper place: that book belongs on
this shelf.
belong to, a be the property of. b
be a part of. c be a member of. [ME
bilonge(n) < bi– be– + longen belong,
ult. < OE gelang belonging to]
be·long·ing (bi lôngʹing; –longʹ–), n. 1
being a part of a group. 2 something
that belongs.
be·long·ings (bi longʹingz), n. things that
belong to a person; possessions.
be·lov·ed (bi luvʹid; –luvdʹ), adj. dearly
loved; dear. —n. person who is loved;
darling.
be·low (bi lōʹ), adv. 1 in or to a lower
place. 2 in a lower rank. 3 on a lower
ﬂoor or deck. 4 on earth. 5 in hell. 6
after, in a book or article. —prep. 1 lower
than; under: below the third ﬂoor. 2 less
than: four degrees below freezing. [ME
bilooghe by low]
belt (belt), n. 1 strip of leather, cloth, etc.,
worn around the body. 2 any broad strip
or band. 3 region having distinctive
characteristics; zone: the cotton belt. 4 an
endless band that moves the wheels and
pulleys it passes over. —v. 1 put a belt
around. 2 fasten on with a belt. 3 beat
with a belt. 4 hit.
below the belt, a foul; unfair. b foully;
unfairly.
belt out, sing or play forcefully.
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belting

tighten one’s belt, be or become more
thrifty. [OE, appar. ult. < L balteus girdle]
—beltʹed, adj. —beltʹless, adj.
belt·ing (belʹting), n. 1 material for making belts. 2 belts.
belt·way (beltʹwā´), n. 1 an express highway that goes around a city, congested
area, etc. 2 the Beltway. Washington,
D.C. as the center of the U.S. government
and all the people connected with it.
be·moan (bi mōnʹ), v. lament; bewail.
be·muse (bi mūzʹ), v. –mused, –mus·ing.
confuse; bewilder; stupefy.
bench (bench), n. 1 a long seat, usually of
wood or stone. 2 seat where judges sit
in a law court. 3 judge or judges sitting
in a law court. 4 law court. 5 work table
of a carpenter or other person who uses
tools; workbench. —v. take (a player)
out of a game.
on the bench, a sitting in a law court, as
a judge. b sitting among substitute players on a team, as a penalty. [OE benc]
—benchʹless, adj.
bench warrant, a written order from a
judge or law court to arrest a person.
bend (bend), v., bent or (Archaic) bended, bend·ing, n. —v. curve; twist; warp. 2
stoop; bow. 3 force to submit. 4 submit.
5 direct (mind or eﬀort). 6 fasten (a sail,
rope, etc.). —n. 1 curve; turn. 2 stoop;
bow. 3 knot for tying two ropes together
or tying a rope to something else.
the bends, decompression sickness, esp.
the painful cramps associated with it.
[OE bendan bind, band] —bendʹa·ble,
adj.
bend·er (benʹdәr), n. 1 person or thing
that bends. 2 drinking spree.
be·neath (bi nēthʹ), adv. below; underneath. —prep. 1 below; under; lower
than. 2 unworthy of; worthy not even
of: beneath contempt. [OE beneothan
< be– by + neothan below]
ben·e·dic·i·te (ben´ә disʹә tē), interj. Latin
word that means Bless you! or Bless us!
or Bless me! —n. 1 invocation of a blessing. 2 Benedicite, hymn of praise to
God. [< L, < bene well + dicere say]
ben·e·dict (benʹә dikt), n. 1 a recently
married man, esp. one who was a bachelor for a long time. 2 a married man.
[< Benedick, character in Shakespeare’s
Much Ado About Nothing]
Ben·e·dict (benʹә dikt), n. Saint,
480?–543?, Italian founder of the Benedictine order.
Ben·e·dic·tine (ben´ә dikʹtin, –tēn, –tīn
for n. 1 and adj.; ben´ә dikʹtēn for n. 2),
n. 1 monk or nun following the rules of
Saint Benedict or the order founded by
him. 2 a kind of liqueur. —adj. of Saint
Benedict or a religious order following
his rules.
ben·e·dic·tion (ben´ә dikʹshәn), n. 1 the
asking of God’s blessings at the end of a
church service. 2 blessing. [< L benedictio. See benedicite.] —ben´e·dicʹtional, adj. —ben´e·dicʹto·ry, adj.

ben·e·fac·tion (ben´ә fakʹshәn), n. 1 a
doing good; kind act. 2 help given for
any good purpose; charitable gift.
ben·e·fac·tor (benʹә fak´tәr; ben´ә fakʹ–),
n. person who has given money or
kindly help. [< L, < bene well + facere
do]
ben·e·fac·tress (benʹә fak´tris; ben´ә fakʹ–), n. woman benefactor.
ben·e·ﬁce (benʹә ﬁs), n. permanent ecclesiastical oﬃce or position consisting of
a sacred duty and the income that goes
with it. [< OF < L beneﬁcium beneﬁt. See
benefactor.]
be·nef·i·cence (bә nefʹә sәns), n. 1 kindness; doing good. 2 a kindly act; gift.
be·nef·i·cent (bә nefʹә sәnt), adj. 1 kind;
doing good. 2 beneﬁcial. —be·nefʹicent·ly, adv.
ben·e·ﬁ·cial (ben´ә ﬁshʹәl), adj. helpful;
productive of good: sunshine and moisture are beneﬁcial to plants. —ben´eﬁʹcial·ly, adv. —ben´e·ﬁʹcial·ness, n.
ben·e·ﬁ·ci·ar·y (ben´ә ﬁshʹi er´i; –ﬁshʹәr i), n., pl. –ar·ies. 1 person who
receives beneﬁt. 2 person who receives
money or property from an insurance
policy, a will, etc.
ben·e·ﬁt (benʹә ﬁt), n., v., –ﬁt·ed, –ﬁt·ing.
—n. 1 anything which is for the good of
a person or thing; advantage; proﬁt; help.
2 money paid to the sick, disabled, etc.
by an insurance company, government
agency, etc. 3 performance at the theater,
a game, etc., to raise money which goes
to a worthy cause. —v. 1 give beneﬁt to;
be good for. 2 receive good; proﬁt.
beneﬁt of the doubt, favorable opinion
or judgment about someone or something despite lingering questions. [< AF
benfet < L benefactum. See benefactor.] —benʹe·ﬁt·er, n.
beneﬁt of clergy, 1 former privilege of
being tried in church courts instead of
regular courts. 2 services or approval
of the church.
be·nev·o·lence (bә nevʹә lәns), n. 1 good
will; kindly feeling. 2 act of kindness;
something good that is done; generous
gift. [< OF < L, < bene well + velle wish]
be·nev·o·lent (bә nevʹә lәnt), adj. kindly;
charitable; generous. —be·nevʹo·lently, adv.
Ben·gal (ben gôlʹ; beng–), n. 1 former
province of NE India now divided
between India and the country of Bangladesh. 2 Bay of, bay between India
and Myanmar.
Ben·gha·zi (ben gäʹzē), n. city in Libya,
on the Mediterranean.
be·night·ed (bi nītʹid), adj. 1 not knowing
right and wrong; ignorant. 2 overtaken
by night. —be·nightʹed·ness, n.
be·nign (bi nīnʹ), adj. 1 gentle: kindly: a
benign gentleman. 2 favorable; mild: a
benign climate. 3 doing no harm; not
dangerous to health: a benign tumor.
[< OF < L benignus < bene well + –gnus
born] —be·nignʹly, adv.

be·nig·nant (bi nigʹnәnt), adj. 1 kindly;
gracious. 2 favorable; beneﬁcial. —benigʹnan·cy, n. —be·nigʹnant·ly, adv.
be·nig·ni·ty (bi nigʹnә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
kindliness; graciousness. 2 a kind act;
favor.
Ben·in (bә nēnʹ), republic in W Africa on
the Atlantic ocean.
ben·i·son (benʹә zәn; –sәn), n. blessing.
[< OF beneison < L benedictiō]
Ben·ja·min (benʹjә mәn), n. 1 in the Bible,
youngest and favorite son of Jacob. 2 one
of the twelve tribes of Israel.
bent1 (bent), v. pt. and pp. of bend.
—adj. 1 not straight; curved; crooked. 2
strongly inclined; determined; resolved.
—n. 1 bent condition. 2 capacity of
enduring. 3 inclination; tendency; bias.
bent2 (bent), n. 1 Also, bent grass. stiﬀ,
wiry grass that grows on sandy or
waste land. 2 Archaic. heath; moor. [OE
beonet]
be·numb (bi numʹ), v. 1 make numb. 2
stupefy; deaden.
Ben·ze·drine (benʹzә drēn; –drin), n.
trademark of amphetamine, a drug,
C9H13N, that causes wakefulness.
ben·zene (benʹzēn; ben zēnʹ), n. a colorless, volatile, inﬂammable liquid, C6H6,
obtained chieﬂy from coal tar and used
for removing grease and in making
dyes.
ben·zine (benʹzēn; ben zēnʹ), n. a colorless, volatile, inﬂammable liquid consisting of a mixture of hydrocarbons
obtained in distilling petroleum, used in
cleaning, dyeing, etc.
ben·zo·ate (benʹzō āt; –it), n. salt or ester
of benzoic acid.
ben·zo·ic acid (ben zōʹik), an acid,
C6H5COOH, occurring in benzoin,
cranberries, etc., used as an antiseptic or
as a food preservative.
ben·zo·in (benʹzō in: –zoin; ben zōʹin), n.
1 a fragrant resin obtained from certain
species of trees of Java, Sumatra, etc.,
used in perfume and medicine. 2 substance somewhat like camphor made
from this resin. [< F < Sp. or Pg. < Ar.
lubān jāwī incense of Java]
ben·zol (benʹzōl; –zol), n. 1 ⫽benzene,
C6H6. 2 liquid containing about 70 percent of benzene and 20 to 30 percent
of toluene.
Be·o·wulf (bāʹә wu̇lf), n. 1 Old English
epic poem, probably composed in England about a.d. 700. 2 hero of this
poem.
be·queath (bi kwēthʹ; –kwēthʹ), v. 1 give
or leave (property, etc.) by a will. 2
hand down to posterity. [OE becwethan
< be– to, for + cwethan say] —be·queathʹment, n.
be·queath·al (bi kwēthʹәl), n. a bequeathing.
be·quest (bi kwestʹ), n. 1 something
bequeathed; legacy. 2 act of bequeathing.
be·rate (bi rātʹ), v. –rat·ed, –rat·ing. scold
sharply; upbraid; reprimand.
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Ber·ber (bėrʹbәr), n. 1 member of a group
of Muslim tribes living in N Africa. 2
their language. —adj. of the Berbers or
their language.
be·reave (bi rēvʹ), v., be·reaved or be·reft
(bi reftʹ), be·reav·ing. 1 leave desolate
and alone. 2 deprive (of) ruthlessly;
rob: bereft of hope. [OE berēaﬁan < be–
away + rēaﬁan rob] —be·reaveʹment, n.
—be·reavʹer, n.
be·ret (bә rāʹ; berʹā), n. soft, round woolen
cap. [< F. See biretta.]
berg (bėrg), n. ⫽iceberg.
ber·ga·mot (bėrʹgә mot), n. 1 pear-shaped
variety of orange. 2 tree on which it
grows. 3 oil obtained from its rind, used
in perfume. [< F < Ital., appar. < Turk.
begarmudi prince’s pear]
Ber·gen (bėrʹgәn), n. seaport in SW Norway.
Ber·ge·rac (bãrʹzhә räk), n. Cyrano de,
1619–55, French dramatist and poet,
hero of a famous play by Rostand.
ber·i·ber·i (berʹi berʹi), n. disease aﬀecting the nerves, accompanied by weakness, loss of weight, and wasting away.
[< Singhalese (the lang. of Sri Lanka),
reduplication of beri weakness]
Ber·ing Sea (birʹing; bãrʹ–), sea in the N
Paciﬁc, between Alaska and Siberia.
Bering Strait, strait between Bering Sea
and the Arctic Ocean.
ber·ke·li·um (bėr kēʹli әm), n. radioactive element, Bk, produced by the
cyclotron at the University of California. [< Berkeley, California (site of the
university)]
Berk·shires (bėrkʹshirz; –shәrz), n.pl.
range of hills and mountains in W Massachusetts.
Ber·lin (bėr linʹ), n. capital of Germany,
in the N part.
berm (bėrm), n. 1 sand and stones deposited at the top of a beach. 2 the side of a
road. [< F berme < MDu. and G]
Ber·mu·da (bәr mūʹdә), n. group of British islands in the Atlantic, 580 miles
east of North Carolina. —Ber·muʹdian, adj., n.
Bermuda onion, a large, mild onion
grown in Bermuda, Texas, and California.
Bermuda shorts, trousers that end about
an inch above the knee.
Bern, Berne (bėrn; bern), n. capital of
Switzerland, in the W part.
Ber·nard (bėrʹnәrd; bәr närdʹ), n. Saint,
1090–1153, French abbot.
ber·ry (berʹi), n., pl. –ries, v., –ried, –rying. —n. 1 small, juicy fruit with many
seeds, as the strawberry. 2 dry seed or
kernel, as of wheat. 3 simple fruit with
the seeds in the pulp and a skin or rind,
as grapes or tomatoes. 4 single egg of a
lobster or ﬁsh. —v. 1 gather or pick berries. 2 produce berries. [OE berie]
ber·serk (bėrʹsėrk; bėr sėrkʹ), adj., adv.
in a frenzy; unsound; mad. [< Scand.
berserkr wild warrior]

berth (bėrth), n. 1 place to sleep on a
ship, train, or airplane. 2 ship’s place at a
wharf. 3 place for a ship to anchor conveniently or safely. 4 appointment; position; job. —v. 1 put in a berth; provide
with a berth. 2 have or occupy a berth.
give a wide berth to, keep well away
from. [? < bear1]
ber·yl (berʹәl), n. very hard mineral, usually green or greenish-blue, a silicate
of beryllium and aluminum. Emeralds
and aquamarines are beryls. [< L < Gk.
beryllos]
be·ryl·li·um (bә rilʹi әm), n. rare metallic
element, Be; glucinum.
be·seech (bi sēchʹ), v., –sought or
–seeched, –seech·ing. ask earnestly;
beg; entreat. [ME biseche(n) < be– thoroughly + seche(n) seek] —be·seechʹer, n.
—be·seechʹing·ly, adv.
be·set (bi setʹ), v., –set, –set·ting. 1 attack
on all sides; assail; besiege. 2 surround;
hem in; encompass. 3 set with decorative bits of gems, glass, etc. [OE besettan
< be– around + settan set]
be·set·ting (bi setʹing), adj. habitually
attacking: laziness is her besetting sin.
be·side (bi sīdʹ), prep. 1 near; close to:
beside the ﬁre. 2 in addition to: others beside ourselves. 3 compared with.
4 aside from: beside the point. —adv.
⫽besides.
beside oneself, out of one’s senses; upset.
[OE be sīdan by side]
be·sides (bi sīdzʹ), adv. 1 moreover. 2 in
addition: we tried two other ways besides.
—prep. 1 in addition to. 2 except: we
spoke of no one besides you.
be·siege (bi sējʹ), v., –sieged, –sieg·ing.
1 make a long-continued attempt to
get possession of (a place) by armed
force: besiege a city. 2 crowd around. 3
overwhelm with requests, questions, etc.
—be·siegeʹment, n. —be·siegʹer, n.
be·smear (bi smirʹ), v. smear over.
be·smirch (bi smėrchʹ), v. make dirty;
soil; sully. —be·smirchʹer, n. —besmirchʹment, n.
be·som (bēʹzәm), n. 1 broom made of
twigs. 2 the broom plant. [OE besma]
be·sot (bi sotʹ), v., –sot·ted, –sot·ting. 1
make foolish. 2 intoxicate. —be·sotʹtedly, adv. —be·sotʹtedness, n.
be·sought (bi sôtʹ), v. pt. and pp. of
beseech.
be·span·gle (bi spangʹgәl), v., –gled,
–gling. adorn with or as with spangles.
be·spat·ter (bi spatʹәr), v. 1 spatter all
over; soil by spattering. 2 slander. —bespatʹter·er, n. —be·spatʹter·ment, n.
be·speak (bi spēkʹ), v., –spoke, –spo·ken
or –spoke, –speak·ing. 1 indicate: a
neat appearance bespeaks care. 2 engage
in advance; reserve: bespeak tickets for
a play.
be·spec·ta·cled (bi spekʹtә kәld), adj.
wearing eyeglasses.
be·spread (bi spredʹ), v., –spread,
–spread·ing. spread over.
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be·sprin·kle (bi springʹkәl), v., –kled,
–kling. sprinkle all over.
Bes·sa·ra·bi·a (bes´ә rāʹbi ә), n. region in
E Europe. —Bes´sa·raʹbi·an, adj., n.
Bes·se·mer process (besʹә mәr), method
of making steel by burning out carbon
and impurities in molten iron with a
blast of air.
best (best), adj. (superlative of good). 1
the most desirable, valuable. 2 largest:
the best part of the day. —adv. (superlative of well1). 1 in the most excellent
way. 2 in the highest degree. —n. 1 the
best thing or state. —v. outdo; defeat.
at best, under the most favorable
circumstances.
get the best of, defeat.
make the best of, do as well as possible
with. [OE betst]
be·stead (bi stedʹ), v., –stead·ed, –steaded or –stead, –stead·ing, adj. —v. help;
assist; serve. —adj. placed; situated.
[< be– + stead, v., help]
bes·tial (besʹchәl; bestʹyәl), adj. beastly;
brutal; vile. [< L, < bestia] —bes·ti·alʹity, n. —besʹtial´ly, adv.
be·stir (bi sterʹ), v., –stirred, –stir·ring.
stir up; rouse to action; exert.
best man, chief attendant of the bridegroom at a wedding.
be·stow (bi stōʹ), v. 1 give as a gift; give;
confer. 2 make use of; apply. —bestowʹa·ble, adj. —be·stowʹal, n.
be·strad·dle (bi stradʹәl), v., –dled,
–dling. bestride; straddle.
be·strew (bi strüʹ), v., –strewed, –strewed
or –strewn, –strew·ing. 1 strew. 2 strew
(things) around; scatter about.
be·stride (bi strīdʹ), v., –strode or
–strid, –strid·den or –strid, –striding. 1 get on, sit on, or stand over with
one leg on each side. 2 stride across;
step over.
best seller, 1 anything, esp. a book, that
has a very large sale. 2 author of such
a book.
bet (bet), v., bet or bet·ted, bet·ting,
n. —v. 1 promise (money or a certain
thing) to another if he or she is right and
you are wrong. 2 make a bet. —n. 1 act
of betting; wager. 2 the money or thing
promised. 3 thing to bet on.
be·ta (bāʹtә; bēʹ–), n. 1 the second letter of
the Greek alphabet (B, β). 2 the second
of a series.
be·take (bi tākʹ), v. –took, –tak·en, –taking. betake oneself, a go: betake oneself
to the mountains. b apply oneself.
beta particle, an electron, esp. one in a
stream of electrons.
beta rays, stream of electrons from radium
and other radioactive substances.
be·ta·tron (bāʹtә tron; bēʹ–), n. particle
accelerator in which electrons are accelerated to high speeds.
be·tel (bēʹtәl), n. kind of pepper plant of
the East Indies, the leaves of which are
chewed with the nut. [< Pg. < Malayalam vet. t. ila]
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Betelgeuse

Be·tel·geuse (bēʹtәl jüz; betʹәl jœz), n.
very large reddish star in the constellation Orion. [< F, ? < Ar. bīt-al-jāuza
shoulder of the giant]
betel nut, orange-colored nut of a tropical Asiatic palm tree.
betel palm, Asiatic palm tree on which
the betel nut grows.
bête noire (bāt´ nwärʹ), thing or person
dreaded or detested. [< F, black beast]
beth·el (bethʹәl), n. 1 holy place. 2 church
or chapel for seamen. [< Heb., house
of God]
be·think (bi thingkʹ), v., –thought,
–think·ing. 1 think about; consider. 2
remember.
Beth·le·hem (bethʹli әm; –lә hem), n.
birthplace of Jesus, six miles south of
Jerusalem.
be·tide (bi tīdʹ), v., –tid·ed, –tid·ing. 1
happen to. 2 happen. [ME betide(n)
< be– + tiden happen]
be·times (bi tīmzʹ), adv. 1 early. 2 soon.
[ME bitime by time]
be·to·ken (bi tōʹkәn), v. be a sign or token
of; indicate; show. —be·toʹken·er, n.
be·took (bi tu̇kʹ), v. pt. of betake.
be·tray (bi trāʹ), v. 1 give away to the
enemy. 2 be unfaithful to. 3 give away
(a secret); disclose unintentionally. [ME
bitraien < be– (intensive) + traie(n)
betray < OF < L tradere hand over]
—be·trayʹal, n. —be·trayʹer, n.
be·troth (bi trothʹ; –trôthʹ), v. promise
in marriage; engage. [ME betrouthe(n),
var. of betreuthien < be– + treuthe, OE
trēowth pledge] —be·trothʹment, n.
be·troth·al (bi trōthʹәl; –trôthʹ–), n.
promise of marriage; engagement.
be·trothed (bi trōthdʹ; –trôthtʹ), n. person engaged to be married.
bet·ter1 (betʹәr), adj. comparative of
good). 1 more desirable, useful, etc. 2 of
superior quality. 3 less sick. 4 larger: the
better part of a week. —adv. (comparative of well1). 1 in a superior manner. 2
in a higher degree; more. 3 had better,
should. —n. better person, thing, or
state. —v. 1 improve. 2 surpass.
better oﬀ, in better circumstances.
betters, one’s superior.
get the better of, defeat. [OE betera]
—betʹter·er, n.
bet·ter2, bet·tor (betʹәr), n. person who
bets.
bet·ter·ment (betʹәr mәnt), n. improvement.
be·tween (bi twēnʹ), prep. 1 in the range,
space, or time separating: between New
York and Chicago. 2 connecting. 3
involving: war between two countries.
4 in the combined possession of: they
caught twelve ﬁsh between them. —adv.
in the intervening space or time. [OE
betwēonum < be– by + twā two]
be·twixt (bi twikstʹ), prep., adv. 1
⫽between. 2 betwixt and between, neither one nor the other. [OE betweox]
Bev (bev), n. billion electron volts.

bev·a·tron (bevʹә tron), n. a high-energy
cyclotron.
bev·el (bevʹәl), n., v., –eled, –el·ing, adj.
—n. 1 the angle that one line or surface
makes with another when not at right
angles. 2 instrument or tool for drawing
angles, etc. —v. cut a square edge to a
sloping edge; make slope. —adj. slanting; oblique.
bev·er·age (bevʹәr ij; bevʹ rij), n. liquid
for drinking. Milk, tea, coﬀee, beer,
and wine are beverages. [< OF bevrage
< bevre drink < L bibere]
bev·y (bevʹi), n., pl. bev·ies. 1 ﬂock of
birds. 2 small group.
be·wail (bi wālʹ), v. mourn; lament. —bewailʹer, n. —be·wailʹing·ly, adv.
be·ware (bi wãrʹ), v. be on one’s guard
against; be careful. [< phrase be ware!
See wary.]
be·wil·der (bi wilʹdәr), v. confuse completely; puzzle; perplex. —be·wilʹdered,
adj. —be·wilʹdered·ly, adv. —be·wilʹder·ing, adj. —be·wilʹder·ing·ly, adv.
—be·wilʹder·ment, n.
be·witch (bi wichʹ), v. 1 put under a spell.
2 charm; fascinate. —be·witchʹer, n.
—be·witchʹer·y, n. —be·witchʹing, adj.
—be·witchʹing·ly, adv.
bey (bā), n., pl. beys. 1 governor of a
Turkish province. 2 Turkish title of
respect. [< Turk. beg]
be·yond (bi yondʹ), prep. 1 on or to the
farther side of: beyond the barn. 2 later
than. 3 out of the reach, range, or understanding of: beyond help. 4 more than;
exceeding. —adv. farther away: beyond
were the hills.
the great beyond, a life after death. b
anything that lies on the other side or
far away. [OE begeonden < be– at, near +
geondan beyond]
be·zique (bә zēkʹ), n. card game somewhat like pinochle. [< F bésigue]
bg., pl. bgs., bag.
Bhu·tan (bü tanʹ), n. small kingdom
between Tibet and NE India.
bi–, preﬁx. 1 twice, as in biannual. 2 doubly, as in bipinnate. 3 two, as in bicuspid.
4 every two, as in biweekly. 5 having two
parts, as in bicarbonate. [< L, < bis]
Bi, bismuth.
bi·an·nu·al (bī anʹyu̇ әl), adj. occurring
twice a year. —bi·anʹnu·al·ly, adv.
bi·as (bīʹәs), n., adj., adv., v., bi·ased, bi·asing. —n. 1 a slanting or oblique line.
Cloth is cut on the bias when it is cut
diagonally across the weave. 2 opinion before there is basis for it; prejudice; —adj. oblique; diagonal. —adv.
obliquely. —v. inﬂuence, usually not
fairly. [< F biais slant < VL biaxius having a double axis]
bi·ax·i·al (bī akʹsi әl), adj. having two
axes.
bib (bib), n. 1 cloth worn under the chin
by babies and small children to protect
their clothing. 2 part of an apron above
the waist. [< bib drink, ? < L bibere]

bi·be·lot (bibʹlō; Fr. bē blōʹ), n. a small
object of curiosity, beauty, or rarity.
[< F]
Bi·ble (bīʹbәl), n. 1 the collection of sacred
writings of the Christian religion, comprising the Old and New Testaments. 2
the Old Testament in the form received
by the Jews. 3 the sacred writings of any
religion. 4 bible, book accepted as an
authority. [< Med.L < Gk. biblia, pl. dim.
of biblos book]
Bib·li·cal, bib·li·cal (bibʹlә kәl), adj. 1 of
or in the Bible. 2 according to the Bible.
—Bibʹli·cal·ly, bibʹli·cal·ly, adv.
bib·li·og·ra·phy (bib´li ogʹrә fi), n.,
pl. –phies. list of books, articles, etc.,
about a subject or person by a certain
author. [< Gk., < biblion book + graphein
write] —bib´li·ogʹra·pher, n. —bib´lio·graphʹic, bib´li·o·graphʹi·cal, adj.
—bib´li·o·graphʹi·cal·ly, adv.
bib·li·o·ma·ni·a (bib´li ō māʹni ә), n.
craze for collecting books. —bib´li·omaʹni·ac, n., adj.
bib·li·o·hile (bibʹli ә fīl), bib·li·o·phil
(–ﬁl), n. lover of books. [< F, < Gk. biblion book + philos loving]
bib·u·lous (bibʹyә lәs), adj. 1 fond of
drinking alcoholic liquor. 2 absorbent.
[< L bibulus < bibere drink] —bibʹulous·ly, adv.
bi·cam·er·al (bī kamʹәr әl), adj. having or
consisting of two legislative assemblies.
[< bi– two + L camera chamber. See
camera.]
bi·car·bo·nate (bī kärʹbә nit; –nāt), n.
salt of carbonic acid that contains a base
and hydrogen.
bicarbonate of soda, sodium bicarbonate.
bi·cen·te·nar·y (bī senʹtә ner´i; bī´sentenʹәr i), adj., n., pl. –nar·ies. ⫽bicentennial.
bi·cen·ten·ni·al (bī´sen tenʹi әl), adj. 1
having to do with a period of 200 years.
2 recurring every 200 years. —n. 1 a
200th anniversary. 2 its celebration.
bi·ceps (bīʹseps), n. any muscle having
two heads or origins, esp.: a the large
muscle in the front part of the upper
arm. b the large muscle in the back of
the thigh. [< L, two-headed, < bi– two +
caput head]
bi·chlor·ride (bī klôʹrīd; –rid; –klō-), bichlo·rid (–rid), n. 1 compound containing two atoms of chlorine combined
with another element or radical. 2
⫽bichloride of mercury.
bichloride of mercury, an extremely poisonous, white substance, HgCl2, used in
solution as an antiseptic, in medicine,
and in dyeing.
bick·er (bikʹәr), v., n. quarrel. [ME
biker(en)]
bi·cus·pid (bī kusʹpid), n. a doublepointed tooth. —adj. having two points.
[< bi– two + L cuspis point]
bi·cy·cle (bīʹsә kәl; –sik´әl), n., v., –cled,
–cling. —n. a metal frame with two
wheels, handles for steering, and a seat
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for the rider who pushes pedals with
the feet. —v. ride a bicycle. [< F. See bi–,
cycle.] —biʹcy·cler, bi·cy·clist, n.
bid (bid), v., bade or bad (for 1, 2) or bid
(for 3, 4), bid·den or bid, bid·ding, n.
—v. 1 command. 2 say; tell: bid farewell.
3 proclaim; declare. 4 oﬀer a price; state
a price, esp. as to what one proposes to
win in some card game. —n. 1 a bidding.
2 an oﬀer. 3 amount oﬀered. 4 amount
bid in a card game. 5 appeal: a bid for
sympathy.
bid up, raise the price of by bidding
more. [OE biddan ask; meaning inﬂ.
by OE bēodan oﬀer] —bidʹda·ble, adj.
—bidʹder, n.
bid·ding (bidʹing), n. 1 command. 2 invitation. 3 oﬀers at an auction. 4 in card
games, bids collectively.
bid·dy (bidʹi), n., pl. –dies. hen.
bide (bīd), v., bode or bid·ed, bid·ed, biding. 1 Archaic or Dial. dwell; abide. 2
Archaic or Dial. continue; wait.
bide one’s time, wait for a good chance.
[OE bīdan] —bidʹer, n.
bi·en·ni·al (bī enʹi әl), adj. 1 occurring
every two years. 2 living two years, as
some plants. —n. 1 event that occurs
every two years. 2 plant that lives two
years. [< L biennium < bi– two + annus
year] —bi·enʹni·al·ly, adv.
bier (bir), n. movable stand on which a
coﬃn or dead body is placed. [OE bēr <
beran bear1]
biﬀ (bif), n., v. hit; slap.
bi·fo·cal (bī fōʹkәl), adj. 1 having two
focuses. 2 (used of glasses) having two
parts, the upper for far vision, the lower
for near vision. —n. 1 Usually, bifocals,
pair of glasses having bifocal lenses. 2
bifocal lens.
bi·fur·cate (v., adj. bīʹfәr kāt, bī fėrʹkāt; adj. also –kit), v., –cat·ed, –cating, adj. —v. divide into two branches.
—adj. divided into two branches; forked.
[< Med.L, < L bi– two + furca fork]
—biʹfur·cate·ly, adv. —bi´fur·caʹtion, n.
big (big), adj., bi·ger, big·gest, adv. —adj.
1 large. 2 grown up. 3 important; great.
4 loud: a big voice. 5 boastful: big talk.
—adv. boastfully. [ME; orig. uncert.]
—bigʹly, adv. —bigʹness, n.
big·a·my (bigʹә mi), n. having two wives
or two husbands at the same time. [< F,
< bigame < Med.L, < bi– twice + Gk.
gamos married] —bigʹa·mist, n. —bigʹamous, adj. —bigʹa·mous·ly, adv.
Big Dipper, group of stars in the constellation of Ursa Major.
big game, 1 large animals sought by
hunters, such as elephants, tigers, or
lions. 2 Fig. very important thing that
is sought.
big-heart·ed (bigʹhär´tid), adj. kindly;
generous.
big·horn (bigʹhôrn´), n., pl. –horn,
–horns. wild, grayish-brown sheep of
the Rocky Mountains, with large, curved
horns.

bight (bīt), n. 1 long curve in a coastline.
2 ⫽bay1. 3 slack of rope between the
fastened ends. [OE byht]
big·mouth (big mouth), n. person who
talks too much, esp. one who brags or
gossips.
big·no·ni·a (big nōʹni ә), n. vine with
showy, trumpet-shaped orange ﬂowers.
[< NL; named for Abbé Bignon]
big·ot (bigʹәt), n. a bigoted person. [< F]
big·ot·ed (bigʹәt id), adj. sticking to an
opinion, belief, party, etc., without reason and not tolerating other views;
intolerant. —bigʹot·ed·ly, adv.
big·ot·ry (bigʹәt ri), n., pl. –ries. bigoted
conduct or attitude; prejudice; intolerance.
big top, a circus.
big·wig (bigʹwig´), n. important person.
bi·jou (bēʹzhü), n., pl. –joux (–zhüz). 1 a
jewel. 2 something small and ﬁne. [< F]
bi·ju·gate (bīʹju̇ gāt; bī jüʹgāt), bi·ju·gous
(bīʹju̇ gәs), adj. having two pairs of leaflets. [< bi– two + L jugatus yoked]
bike (bīk), n., v., biked, bik·ing. —n.
⫽bicycle. —v. 1 ride a bicycle. 2 ride a
motorcycle.
biker (bīʹkәr), n. 1 person who rides a
bicycle. 2 person who rides a motorcycle.
bike·path (bīkʹ path´), n. paved path
especially for bicycle riding. Also, bikeway.
bi·ki·ni (bi kēʹni), n. a woman’s two-piece
swimsuit.
bi·la·bi·al (bī lāʹbi әl), adj. 1 having two
lips, as some plants. 2 formed by both
lips. —n. sound formed by both lips, as
b, p, m, and w.
bi·la·bi·ate (bī lāʹbi āt; –it), adj. having an
upper and a lower lip, as some plants.
bi·lat·er·al (bī latʹәr әl), adj. 1 having two
sides. 2 on two sides. 3 aﬀecting or inﬂuencing two sides. bi·latʹer·al·ism, bilatʹer·al·ness, n. —bi·latʹer·al·ly, adv.
bil·ber·ry (bilʹber´i), n., pl. –ries. 1 an
edible berry much like a blueberry. 2
shrub that it grows on. [appar. alter. of
Scand. (Dan.) böllebœr after berry]
bile (bīl), n. 1 a bitter, yellow or greenish
liquid secreted by the liver and stored
in the gall bladder to aid digestion. 2 ill
humor; anger. [< F < L bilis]
bilge (bilj), n., v., bilged, bilg·ing. —n. 1 a
lowest part of a ship’s hold. b bottom of a
ship’s hull. 2 ⫽bilge water. 3 the bulging
part of a barrel. 4 nonsense. —v. 1 spring
a leak. 2 bulge; swell out.
bilge water, dirty water that collects in
the bottom of a ship.
bil·i·ar·y (bilʹi er´i), adj. 1 of bile. 2 carrying bile. 3 bilious.
bi·lin·gual (bī lingʹgwәl), adj. 1 able to
speak one’s own language and another
equally well. 2 containing or written
in two languages. —bi·linʹgual·ism, n.
—bi·linʹgual·ly, adv.
bil·ious (bilʹyәs), adj. 1 having to do with
bile. 2 suﬀering from or caused by some

trouble with bile or the liver. 3 peevish;
cross; bad-tempered. —bilʹious·ly, adv.
—bilʹious·ness, n.
bilk (bilk), v. 1 avoid payment of. 2
defraud; cheat; deceive. —n. 1 fraud;
deception. 2 person who avoids paying
his bills. —bilkʹer, n.
bill1 (bil), n. 1 account of money owed for
work done or things supplied; invoice.
2 piece of paper money: a dollar bill. 3
poster; handbill. 4 list of items. 5 theater
program. 6 proposed law presented to a
law-making body. 7 written request or
complaint presented to a court. —v. 1
send a bill to. 2 announce by bills.
ﬁll the bill, satisfy requirements.
foot the bill, pay or settle the bill.
[< Anglo-L billa, alter. of Med.L bulla
document, seal, bull2] —billʹa·ble, adj.
—billʹer, n.
bill2 (bil), n. 1 beak. 2 anything shaped
like a bird’s bill. —v. 1 touch bills: two
birds billed and chirped. 2 show aﬀection. [OE bile]
bill3 (bil), n. tool for pruning or cutting.
[OE bil]
bil·la·bong (bilʹә bong), n. in Australia,
branch of a river ﬂowing away from the
main stream.
bill·board (bilʹbôrd´; –bōrd´), n. signboard
for posting advertisements or notices.
bil·let1 (bilʹit), n., v., –let·ed, –let·ing. —n.
1 written order to provide board and
lodging for a soldier. 2 place where a soldier is lodged. 3 job; position. —v. assign
to quarters by billet. [ < OF billette, dim.
of bille bill1]
bil·let2 (bilʹit), n. 1 thick stick of wood. 2
bar of iron or steel. [ < F billette, dim. of
bille log, tree trunk]
bil·let-doux (bilʹi düʹ; bilʹā–), n., pl. billets-doux (bilʹi düzʹ; bilʹā–). love letter.
[ < F]
bill-fold (bilʹfōld´), n. folding pocketbook for money; wallet.
bill·head (bilʹhed´), n. name and business
address printed at the top of a sheet of
paper with space below for a bill.
bill·hook (bilʹhu̇k´), n. ⫽bill3 (def. 2).
bil·liard (bilʹyәrd), adj. of or for billiards.
—n. point made by hitting the balls in
billiards.
bil·liards (bilʹyәrdz), n. game played with
balls on a special table. A long stick
called a cue is used to hit the balls. [ < F
billard(s), dim. of bille log, tree trunk]
bil·lion (bilʹyәn), n., adj. 1 in the United
States and France, one thousand millions. 2 in Great Britain and Germany,
one million millions. [ < F, < bi– two
(i.e., to the second power) + (mi)llion
million] —bilʹlionth, adj., n.
bil·lion·aire (bil´yәn ãrʹ), n. 1 person
who has a billion or more dollars, francs,
marks, etc. 2 any very wealthy person.
bill of attainder, a legal act depriving
a person of property and civil rights
because of a sentence of death or outlawry.
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bill of exchange, written order to pay
a certain sum of money to a speciﬁed
person.
bill of fare, ⫽menu.
bill of health, certiﬁcate stating whether
or not there are infectious diseases on a
ship or in a port.
clean bill of health, a certiﬁcation of
the absence of infectious disease. b any
favorable or good report, esp. of a person’s qualiﬁcations.
bill of lading, receipt given by a carrier
showing a list of goods delivered to it for
transportation.
bill of rights, 1 statement of the fundamental rights of the people of the
nation. 2 Bill of Rights, the ﬁrst ten
amendments to the Constitution of the
United States.
bill of sale, written statement transferring ownership of something from seller
to buyer.
bil·low (bilʹō), n. 1 a great wave or surge
of the sea. 2 any great wave. —v. 1 rise or
roll in big waves. 2 any great wave. —v.
1 rise or roll in big waves. 2 swell out;
bulge. [ < Scand. bylgja]
bil·low·y (bilʹō i), adj., –low·i·er, –lowi·est. 1 rising or rolling in big waves. 2
swelling out; bulging. —bilʹlow·i·ness, n.
bil·ly (bilʹi), n., pl. –lies. club; stick.
billy goat, male goat.
bi·me·tal·lic (bī´mә talʹik), adj. 1 using
two metals. 2 of or based on bimetallism.
bi·met·al·lism (bī metʹәl iz әm), n. use of
both gold and silver at a ﬁxed relative
value as the basis of the money system
of a nation. —bi·metʹal·list, n.
bi·month·ly (bī munthʹli), adj., n., pl.
–lies, adv. —adj. 1 happening once every
two months. 2 happening twice a month.
—n. magazine published bimonthly.
—adv. 1 once every two months. 2 twice
a month.
bin (bin), n., v., binned, bin·ning. —n.
box or enclosed place for holding grain,
trash, etc. —v. store in a bin. [OE binn]
bi·na·ry (bīʹnә ri), adj., n., pl. –ries. —adj.
consisting of two; involving two; dual.
—n. a whole composed of two. [ < L
binarius < bini two at a time]
binary digit, 1 either of the digits 0 or 1,
used in binary notation. 2 ⫽bit3.
binary notation, system of counting
using only the symbols 0 and 1.
binary star, pair of stars that revolve
around a common center of gravity.
bi·nate (bīʹnāt), adj. growing in pairs;
double; binate leaves. —biʹnate·ly, adv.
bind (bīnd), v., bound, bind·ing, n. —v.
1 tie together; attach. 2 stick together. 3
restrain. 4 oblige: she was bound to help.
5 put under legal obligation: bound to
keep the peace. 6 put a bandage on. 7
fasten (sheets of paper) into a cover. 8
constipate. —n. anything that binds or
ties. [OE bindan]
bind·er (bīnʹdәr), n. 1 person or thing
that binds. 2 cover for holding loose

sheets of paper together. 3 machine that
cuts grain and ties it in bundles.
bind·er·y (bīnʹdәr i), n., pl. –er·ies. place
where books are bound.
bind·ing (bīnʹding), n. 1 covering of a
book. 2 strip protecting or ornamenting
an edge. 3 device that fastens a ski to a
boot. —adj. 1 that binds, fastens, or connects. 2 having force or power to hold to
some agreement, pledge, etc.; obligatory.
—bindʹing·ly, adv. —bindʹing·ness, n.
binding energy, energy necessary to
break a particular atomic nucleus into
its smaller component parts.
bind·weed (bīndʹwēd´), n. plant that
twines around the stems of other plants.
bin·go (bingʹgō), n. game derived from
lotto.
bin·na·cle (binʹә kәl), n. box or stand that
contains a ship’s compass, placed near
the helm. [alter. of bittacle < Sp. or Pg.
< L habitaculum dwelling place < habitare dwell]
bi·noc·u·lar (bә nokʹyә lәr; bī–), adj. 1
using both eyes. 2 for both eyes. —n.
Often, binoculars. ﬁeld glass or opera
glass for both eyes. [ < L bini two at a
time + oculi eyes] —bi·noc´u·larʹi·ty, n.
—bi·nocʹu·lar·ly, adv.
bi·no·mi·al (bī nōʹmi әl), adj. consisting
of two terms. —n. expression or name
consisting of two terms. 8a + 2b is a
binomial. [< LL binomius having two
names < bi– two + nomen name] —binoʹmi·al·ly, adv.
bi·o (bīʹō), n., pl. bi·os. ⫽biography.
bio–, combining form. 1 life; living things:
biology = study of living things. 2 biological: biochemistry = biological chemistry.
biochem., biochemistry.
bi·o·chem·is·try (bī´ō kemʹis tri), n.
chemistry of living animals and plants;
biological chemistry. [< Gk. bios life +
E chemistry] —bi´o·chemʹi·cal, bi´ochemʹic, adj. —bi´o·chemʹi·cal·ly, adv.
—bi´o·chemʹist, n.
bi·o·de·grad·able (bī´ō di grāʹdә bәl), adj.
that can be broken down, especially by
the action of bacteria.
bi·o·di·ver·si·ty (bī´ō di vėrʹsә tē), n. variety of diﬀerent animals and plants living
in a place.
biog., biographer; biographical; biography.
bi·o·gen·e·sis (bī´ō jenʹә sis), n. theory
that living things can be produced only
by other living things. Also biogeny.
[< Gk. bios life + E genesis] —bi´o·genetʹic, adj. —biʹo·ge·netʹi·cal·ly, adv.
bi·og·ra·phy (bī ogʹrә ﬁ; bi–), n., pl.
–phies. 1 written story of a person’s life.
2 part of literature that consists of biographies. [< L < Gk., < bios life + graphein
write] —bi·ogʹra·pher, n. —bi´o·graphʹi·cal, bi´o·graphʹic, adj. —bi´o·graphʹical·ly, adv.
biol., biology.
bi·o·log·i·cal (bī´ә lojʹә kәl), bi·o·log·ic
(–lojʹik), adj. 1 of plant and animal life. 2
having to do with biology. —bi´o·logʹical·ly, adv.

biological clock, 1 mechanism in plants
and animals that regulates the rhythm
of functions and activities, such as photosynthesis in plants. 2 Fig. time to settle
down and have children.
biological warfare, a waging of war by using
disease germs, etc., against an enemy.
bi·ol·o·gy (bī olʹә ji), n. science of life or
living matter in all its forms and phenomena; study of the origin, reproduction, structure, etc., of plant and animal
life. [< Gk. bios life + –logy] —bi·olʹogist, n.
bi·om·e·try (bī omʹә tri), n. 1 measurement of life; calculation of the probable
duration of human life. 2 Also, bi·o·metrics. branch of biology that deals with
living things by measurements and statistics. [< Gk. bios life + E –metry <
Gk. metron measure] bi´o·metʹric, bi´ometʹri·cal, adj. —bi´o·metʹri·cal·ly, adv.
bi·on·ics (bī onʹiks), n. the study of the
anatomy and physiology of animals as
a basis for new or improved electronic
devices or methods.
bi·o·pic (bīʹō pik´), n. biographical ﬁlm.
[< bio– + picture]
bi·o·sphere (bī ōʹsﬁr), n. ⫽ecosphere.
bi·par·ti·san (bī pärʹtә zәn), adj. of or
representing two political parties. —biparʹti·san·ship´, n.
bi·par·tite (bī pärʹtīt), adj. 1 having two
parts. 2 of plants, divided into two parts
nearly to the base. —bi·parʹtite·ly, adv.
—bi´par·tiʹtion, n.
bi·par·ty (bīʹpär´ti), adj. combining two
diﬀerent political groups, etc.
bi·ped (bīʹped), —n. animal having two
feet. —adj. having two feet. [< L, < bi–
two + pes foot]
bi·pet·al·ous (bī petʹәl әs), adj. having
two petals.
bi·pin·nate (bī pinʹāt), adj. doubly pinnate.
bi·plane (bīʹplān´), n. airplane having
two wings, one above the other.
birch (bėrch), n. 1 tree whose smooth
bark peels oﬀ in thin layers. 2 its closegrained wood, often used in making
furniture. 3 bundle of birch twigs or a
birch stick, formerly used for whipping.
—v. whip with a birch; ﬂog. [OE bierce]
—birchʹen, adj.
birch·bark (berchʹbärk´), n. 1 bark of
a birch tree. 2 Also, birchbark canoe.
canoe made of birchbark. —adj. made
of or covered with birchbark.
bird (bėrd), n. 1 any of a class of warmblooded vertebrates having a body covered with feathers and the forelimbs
modiﬁed to form wings by means of
which most species ﬂy. 2 ⫽shuttlecock.
3 fellow; guy. [OE bridd, bird]
bird dog, dog trained to ﬁnd or bring
back birds for hunters.
bird ﬂu, a form of inﬂuenza transmitted by
wildfowl, birds, and domesticated fowl.
bird·ie (bėrʹdi), n. 1 a little bird. 2 score of
one stroke less than par for any hole on
a golf course.

black
bird·lime (bėrdʹlīm´), n. a sticky substance smeared on twigs to catch small
birds.
bird of paradise, bird of New Guinea
noted for its magniﬁcent plumage.
bird of passage, bird that ﬂies from
one region to another as the seasons
change.
bird of prey, any of a group of ﬂesheating birds, including eagles, hawks,
vultures, etc.
bird’s-eye (bėrdzʹī´), adj. 1 seen from
above or from a distance; general: a
bird’s-eye view. 2 having markings somewhat like birds’ eyes.
bi·ret·ta (bә retʹә), n. a stiﬀ, square cap
with three upright projecting pieces,
worn by Roman Catholic or Episcopal
priests. [< Ital., ult. < LL birretum cap,
dim. of birrus cloak]
birl (bėrl), v. among lumberjacks, to
revolve a log in the water while standing on it.
Bir·ming·ham (bėrʹming ham), n. city in
C Alabama.
birth (bėrth), n. 1 being born. 2 beginning; origin. 3 a bringing forth. 4
descent; family: of humble birth.
give birth to, a bear; bring forth. b be
the origin or cause of. [ME birthe, prob.
< Scand. byrth].
birth control, contraception; family planning.
birth·day (bėrthʹdā´), n. 1 day on which
a person was born. 2 anniversary of the
day on which a person was born, or a
thing began.
birth·mark (bėrthʹmärk´), n. spot or
mark on the skin that was there at
birth.
birth·place (bėrthʹplās´), n. 1 place where
a person was born. 2 place of origin.
birth rate, proportion of the number of
births per year to the total population or
to some other stated number.
birth·right (bėrthʹrīt´), n. right belonging
to a person because of any fact about his
or her birth.
birth·stone (bėerthʹstōn´), n. jewel associated with a certain month of the year.
Bis·cay (bisʹkā; –ki), n. Bay of, bay N
of Spain and W of France, part of the
Atlantic.
bis·cuit (bisʹkit), n., pl. –cuits, –cuit. 1 a
kind of bread in small soft cakes, made
with baking powder, soda, etc. 2 Brit.
cracker. 3 a pale brown. [< OF bescuit
< bes twice (< L bis) + cuit, pp. of cuire
cook (< L coquere)]
bi·sect (bī sektʹ), v. 1 divide into two
parts. 2 divide into two equal parts.
[< bi- two + L sectus, pp. of secare cut]
—bi·secʹtion, n. —bi·secʹtion·al, adj.
—bi·secʹtion·al·ly, adv. —bi·secʹtor, n.
bi·sex·u·al (bī sekʹ shü әl), adj., n. —adj.
1 of or having to do with both sexes.
2 having the reproductive organs of
both sexes; hermaphroditic. 3 attracted
to both sexes. —n. bisexual animal or
plant.

bish·op (bishʹәp), n. 1 clergyman of high
rank who has certain spiritual duties
and who administers the aﬀairs of a
church district. 2 one of the pieces in
the game of chess. [< VL (e) biscopus,
var. of L episcopus < Gk. episkopos overseer < epi on, over + skopos watcher]
—bishʹop·less, adj.
bish·op·ric (bishʹәp rik), n. 1 position,
oﬃce, or rank of bishop. 2 diocese.
Bis·marck (bizʹmärk), n. capital of North
Dakota, in the S part.
Bismarck Archipelago, group of islands
NE of New Guinea, governed by Australia.
bis·muth (bizʹmәth), n. brittle, reddishwhite metallic element, Bi, used in medicine. [< G] —bisʹmuth·al, adj.
bi·son (bīʹsәn; –zәn), n., pl. –son. 1 the
American buﬀalo, a wild ox with a big,
shaggy head and strong front legs. 2 the
European buﬀalo, slightly larger than
the American buﬀalo and now almost
extinct. [< L < Gmc.]
bisque (bisk), n. smooth, creamy soup.
[< F]
bis·sex·tile (bi seksʹtil), n. leap year. —adj.
containing the extra day of leap year.
[< L bissextilis (annus) leap (year) < bis
twice + sextus sixth. The Julian calendar
added an extra day after the sixth day
before the calends of March.]
bis·ter, bis·tre (bisʹtәr), n. 1 a dark-brown
coloring matter made from soot. 2 a
dark brown. [< F bistre] —bisʹtered,
bisʹtred, adj.
bi·sul·fate, bi·sul·phate (bī sulʹfāt), n. salt
of sulfuric acid in which half of the
hydrogen is replaced by a metal.
bi·sul·ﬁde, (bī sulʹfīd; –ﬁd), bi·sul·ﬁd,
(–ﬁd), n. disulﬁde.
bit1 (bit), n., v., bit·ted, bit·ting. —n. 1
part of a bridle that goes in a horse’s
mouth. 2 anything that curbs or
restrains. 3 tool for boring or drilling.
—v. 1 put a bit in the mouth of; bridle.
2 curb; restrain.
champ at the bit, be restless or impatient. [OE bite a bite < bītan bite]
bit2 (bit), n. 1 a small piece; small amount.
2 somewhat; a little. 3 short time. 4 121⁄₂
cents. 5 a stage routine.
a bit much, more than is convenient or
appropriate.
do one’s bit, do one’s share. [OE bita
< bītan bite]
bit3 (bit), n. basic unit of information in a
computer. [< bi(nary digi)t]
bitch (bich), n. 1 a female dog, wolf, or
fox. 2 term of contempt for a woman.
3 ⫽complaint. 4 something very difﬁcult. —v. 1 spoil; bungle. 2 complain.
[OE bicce]
bite (bīt), n., v., bit, bit·ten (bitʹәn) or bit,
bit·ing. —n. 1 bit of food. 2 act of biting. 3 sharp, smarting pain. 4 amount of
money, taken from a total: the tax bite.
—v. 1 seize, cut into, or cut oﬀ with the
teeth. 2 cut; pierce. 3 wound with teeth,
fangs, etc. 4 cause a sharp, smarting
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pain to. 5 take a tight hold on; grip. [OE
bītan] —bitʹer, n.
bit·ing (bītʹing), adj. 1 sharp; cutting. 2
sarcastic; sneering. —bitʹing·ly, adv.
bitt (bit), n. a strong post on a ship’s deck
to which ropes, cables, etc., are fastened.
—v. put (ropes, cables, etc.) around the
bitts. [var. of bit1]
bit·ter (bitʹәr), adj. 1 having a sharp,
harsh, unpleasant taste. 2 hard to admit
or bear. 3 sharp; severe. 4 of weather,
very cold. 5 expressing grief, pain, misery, etc. —n. that which is bitter; bitterness. —v. make or become bitter. [OE
biter; akin to bite] —bitʹter·ish, adj.
—bitʹter·ly, adv. —bitʹter·ness, n.
bit·tern (bitʹәrn), n. a small kind of heron
that lives in marshes and has a peculiar
booming cry. [< OF butor]
bit·ter·root (bitʹәr rüt´; –ru̇t´), n. a small
plant with pink ﬂowers, found in the
northern Rocky Mountains.
bit·ters (bitʹәrz), n. pl. a liquid, usually
alcoholic, ﬂavored with some bitter
plant.
bit·ter·sweet (n. bitʹәr swēt´; adj. bitʹәrswētʹ), n. 1 a climbing plant with purple
ﬂowers and poisonous, scarlet berries.
2 a climbing shrub of North America,
with greenish ﬂowers, and scarlet arils
growing from orange capsules. —adj.
both bitter and sweet.
bi·tu·men (bi tüʹmәn; –tūʹ–; bichʹu̇–), n.
mineral that will burn, such as asphalt,
petroleum, naphtha, etc. [< L] —bituʹmi·noid, adj. —bi·tuʹmi·nous, adj.
bituminous coal, coal that burns with
much smoke and a yellow ﬂame; soft
coal.
bi·va·lent (bī vāʹlәnt; bivʹә–), adj. having
a valence of two. [< bi– two + L valens,
ppr. of valere be worth] —bi·vaʹlence,
bi·vaʹlen·cy, n.
bi·valve (bīʹvalv´), n. any mollusk
whose shell consists of two parts
hinged together, as oysters and clams.
—adj. having two parts hinged together.
—biʹvalved´, bi·valʹvu·lar, adj.
biv·ou·ac (bivʹu̇ ak; bivʹwak), n., v.,
–acked, –ack·ing. camp outdoors. [< F,
prob. < Swiss G bīwache < bī by + wache
watch]
bi·week·ly (bī wēkʹli), adj., n., pl. –lies,
adv. —adj. 1 happening once every two
weeks. 2 happening twice a week; semiweekly. —n. newspaper or magazine
published biweekly. —adv. 1 once every
two weeks. 2 twice a week; semiweekly.
bi·zarre (bi zärʹ), adj. odd; fantastic; grotesque. [< F < Sp., brave, < Basque
bezar beard] —bi·zarreʹly, adv. —bizarreʹness, n.
bk., 1 bank. 2 bark. 3 block. 4 book.
bl., pl. bls. 1 bale. 2 barrel.
blab (blab), v., blabbed, blab·bing, n. —v.
tell (secrets); talk too much. —n. 1 blabbing talk; chatter. 2 person who blabs.
—blabʹber, n.
black (blak), adj. 1 opposite of white. 2
very dark. 3 Also, Black. having a dark
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skin. 4 dirty; ﬁlthy. 5 dismal; gloomy. 6
sullen. 7 evil. —n. 1 opposite of white.
2 black coloring matter. 3 black clothes;
mourning. 4 Also, Black. person who
has dark skin. —v. 1 make or become
black. 2 put blacking on (shoes, etc.).
[OE blœc] —blackʹer, n. —blackʹly, adv.
—blackʹness, n.
black·a·moor (blackʹә mu̇r), n. a darkskinned person. [var. of black Moor]
black art, evil magic.
black·ball (blackʹbôl´), v. 1 vote against. 2
ostracize. —n. a vote against a person or
thing. —blackʹball´er, n.
black bass, a North American game ﬁsh
that lives in fresh water.
black bear, 1 a large American bear. 2 a
large Asiatic bear.
black·ber·ry (blakʹber´i), n., pl. –ries,
v., –ried, –ry·ing. —n. 1 small, black
or dark-purple, edible fruit of certain
bushes and vines. 2 thorny bush or vine
that it grows on. —v. gather blackberries.
black·bird (blakʹbėrd´), n. 1 any American bird so named because the male is
mostly black, as the red-winged blackbird. 2 any similar bird, as the European
blackbird.
black·board (blakʹbôrd´; –bōrd´), n.
smooth surface for writing or drawing
on with chalk or crayon.
black box, 1 electronic device that monitors something, esp. the performance
of various systems on an aircraft. 2 any
device or system whose operation seems
mysterious or is poorly understood.
Black Death, violent plague that spread
through Asia and Europe in the 14th
century.
black·en (blakʹәn), v., –ened, –en·ing. 1
make or become black. 2 speak evil of.
—blackʹen·er, n.
black eye, 1 bruise around an eye. 2 cause
of disgrace or discredit.
black-eyed Su·san (blakʹīd´ süʹzәn) yellow daisy with a black center.
black·face (blakʹfās´), n. 1 black minstrel. 2 theatrical entertainment given by
blackfaces. 3 makeup for black parts in a
show, etc. —adj. having a black face.
Black·foot (blakʹfu̇t´), n., pl. –feet (–fēt´),
–foot, adj. —n. 1 confederacy of Algonkian Indians of the northern plains and
Canada. 2 their language. 3 an Algonkian Indian. —adj. of or having to do
with the Blackfeet or their language.
Black Forest, mountains covered with
forests in SW Germany.
black·guard (blagʹärd; –әrd), n. scoundrel. —v. abuse with vile language.
[< black + guard] —blackʹguard·ism, n.
—blackʹguard·ly, adj.
black·head (blakʹhed´), n. 1 a small,
black-tipped lump in a pore of the skin.
2 any of various birds that have a black
head. 3 disease that attacks turkeys.
black-heart·ed (blakʹhär´tid), adj. evil.
Black Hills, mountains in W South
Dakota and NE Wyoming.

black·ing (blakʹing), n. black polish used
on shoes.
black·ish (blakʹish), adj. somewhat black.
black·jack (blakʹjak´), n. 1 club with a
ﬂexible handle, used as a weapon. 2 large
drinking cup or jug. 3 black ﬂag of a
pirate. —v. 1 hit (a person) with a blackjack. 2 coerce. —blackʹjack´, adj.
black lead, ⫽graphite.
black·leg (blakʹleg´), n. 1 swindler. 2 an
infectious, usually fatal disease of cattle
and sheep.
black list, list of persons who are believed
to deserve punishment, blame, suspicion, etc.
black-list (blakʹlist´), v. put on a black
list.
black magic, evil magic.
black·mail (blakʹmāl´), v. get or try
to get blackmail from. —n. 1 money
obtained from a person by threatening to tell something bad about
him or her. 2 act of blackmailing.
[< black + mail rent, tribute, coin < OF
maille < mail, medaille coin, medal]
—blackʹmail´er, n.
black mark, mark of criticism or punishment.
black market, the selling of goods at illegal prices or in illegal quantities.
black marketeer, one who deals on the
black market.
black nightshade, plant with white ﬂowers, poisonous black berries, and poisonous leaves.
black oak, 1 any of various American
oaks, having dark bark and foliage. 2
its wood.
black·out (blakʹout´), n. 1 condition of
having no electric power; power failure.
2 a turning out or concealing of all the
lights of a city, district, etc., as a protection. 3 failure in radio reception. 4
withholding of a television broadcast in
a particular area, esp. of a sports event.
5 withholding of information, esp. from
newspapers, television broadcasts, etc.
6 temporary blindness or unconsciousness experienced by a pilot, resulting
from loss of oxygen to the brain. 7 a
turning oﬀ of all the lights on the stage
of a theater.
black out, 1 darken completely. 2 experience a blackout.
black pepper, 1 seasoning with a hot
taste. It is made by grinding the berries
of a plant. 2 the plant itself.
Black Sea, sea between Turkey and S
Russia.
black sheep, worthless member of a
decent family; scoundrel.
black·smith (blakʹsmith´), n. man who
works with iron. Blacksmiths mend
tools and used to shoe horses. [with ref.
to black metals, e.g., iron]
black·snake (blakʹsnāk´), n. a harmless,
dark-colored snake of North America.
black spruce, 1 North American evergreen tree with dark-green foliage. 2 its
light, soft wood.

black·thorn (blakʹthôrn´), n. a thorny
European shrub of the peach family that
has dark-purple, plumlike fruit called
sloes.
black·top (blakʹtop´), n., v. ⫽asphalt.
black walnut, 1 oily nut that is good to
eat. 2 the tall tree that it grows on. 3
its dark-brown wood, often used for
furniture.
black widow, very poisonous spider, so
called from its color and its habit of eating its mate.
blad·der (bladʹәr), n. 1 a soft, thin bag in
the body that collects urine from the kidneys. 2 anything like this. [OE blœ̄dare]
—bladʹder·like´, adj. —bladʹder·y, adj.
blad·der·wort (bladʹәr wėrt´), n. any of
various plants with yellow ﬂowers. Some
varieties ﬂoat on the water; others take
root in mud.
blade (blād), n. 1 the cutting part of a
knife or sword. 2 sword. 3 swordsman. 4
smart or dashing fellow. 5 the ﬂat, wide
part of a leaf. 6 a ﬂat, wide part of anything: blade of a paddle; shoulder blade.
[OE blœd] —bladʹed, adj. —bladeʹless,
adj. —bladeʹlike´, adj.
blah (blä), adj. dull; boring.
(case of) the blahs, feeling bored or
depressed.
blain (blān), n. an inﬂamed swelling or
sore; blister; pustule. [OE blegen]
blam·a·ble (blāmʹә bәl), adj. deserving
blame. —blamʹa·ble·ness, n. —blamʹably, adv.
blame (blām), v., blamed, blam·ing, n.
—v. 1 hold responsible. 2 ﬁnd fault with.
—n. 1 responsibility. 2 ﬁnding fault. be
to blame, deserve blame. [< OF < L
Gk. blasphemeein, ? < blapsis harm +
–phemos speaking] —blameʹful, adj.
—blameʹful·ly, adv. —blameʹful·ness,
n. —blameʹless, adj. —blameʹless·ly,
adv. —blameʹless·ness, n. —blamʹer, n.
blame·wor·thy (blāmʹwėr´tħi), adj.
deserving blame. —blameʹwor´thiness, n.
blanch (blanch; blänch), v. 1 bleach:
almonds are blanched. 2 turn white or
pale: blanch with fear. [< OF blanchir
< blanc white, blank] —blanchʹer, n.
blanc·mange (blә mänzhʹ), n. a sweet
dessert made of milk thickened with
gelatin, cornstarch, etc. [< OF blancmanger white food]
bland (bland), adj. 1 mild; gentle: a
bland spring breeze. 2 agreeable; polite.
[< L blandus soft] —blandʹly, adv.
—blandʹness, n.
blan·dish (blanʹdish), v. coax; ﬂatter.
[< F < L blandiri ﬂatter < blandus soft]
—blanʹdish·er, n. —blanʹdish·ment, n.
blank (blangk), n. 1 space left empty or
to be ﬁlled in. 2 paper with spaces to be
ﬁlled in: an application blank. 3 piece
of metal to be ﬁled into a coin or key.
—adj. 1 not written or printed on. 2
with spaces to be ﬁlled in: a blank check.
3 empty; dull. 4 lacking some usual
feature: a blank cartridge. [< F blanc

blind spot
white, shining < Gmc.] —blankʹly, adv.
—blankʹness, n.
blank check, a signed check that allows
the bearer to ﬁll in the amount.
blan·ket (blangʹkit), n. 1 a soft, heavy
covering of wool or cotton, used to keep
people or animals warm. 2 anything like
a blanket. —v. 1 cover with a blanket. 2
obscure. —adj. covering several or all:
blanket insurance policy. [< OF blankete
< blanc white] —blanʹket·less, adj.
blank verse, 1 unrhymed poetry having
ﬁve iambic feet in each line. 2 unrhymed
poetry.
blare (blãr), v., blared, blar·ing, n. —v. 1
make a loud, harsh sound: the trumpets
blared. 2 utter harshly or loudly. —n. 1 a
loud, harsh sound. 2 brilliance of color;
glare. [< MDu. blaren]
blar·ney (blärʹni), n., v., –neyed, –neying. —n. ﬂattering, coaxing talk. —v.
ﬂatter; coax. [< Blarney stone, stone in
a castle in Ireland, said to give skill in
ﬂattery to those who kiss it] —blarʹneyer, n.
bla·sé (blä zāʹ; bläʹzā), adj. tired of pleasures; bored. [< F, pp. of blaser exhaust
with pleasure]
blas·pheme (blas fēmʹ), v., –phemed,
–phem·ing. 1 speak about (God or
sacred things) with abuse or contempt;
utter blasphemy. 2 speak evil of. [< OF
< L blasphemare. See blame.] —blasphemʹer, n.
blas·phe·my (blasʹfә mi), n., pl. –mies.
abuse or contempt for God or sacred
things.—blasʹphe·mous,adj. —blasʹphemous·ly, adv. —blasʹphe·mous·ness, n.
blast (blast; bläst), n. 1 a strong sudden rush of wind or air. 2 the blowing
of a trumpet, horn, etc. 3 a blasting;
explosion. 4 cause of blight or ruin.
—v. 1 blow up (rocks, earth, etc.) with
dynamite, gunpowder, etc. 2 blight; ruin.
full blast, in full operation; at highest
speed or greatest capacity. [OE blœ̄st]
—blastʹer, n.
blast·ed (blasʹtid; bläsʹ–), adj. 1 blighted;
ruined. 2 damned; cursed.
blast furnace, furnace in which ores are
smelted by blowing a strong current
of air into the furnace to make a very
great heat.
blas·tu·la (blasʹchu̇ lә), n., pl. –lae (–lē).
embryo of an animal. [< NL, dim. of Gk.
blastos sprout, germ] —blasʹtu·lar, adj.
blat (blat), v., blat·ted, blat·ting. 1 cry like
a calf or sheep; bleat. 2 say loudly and
foolishly; blurt out. [imit.]
bla·tant (blāʹtәnt), adj. 1 noisy; loudmouthed. 2 showy in dress, manner, etc.
[coined by Spenser < L blatire babble]
—blaʹtan·cy, n. —blaʹtant·ly, adv.
blaze1 (blāz), n., v., blazed, blaz·ing. —n.
1 bright ﬂame or ﬁre. 2 glare. 3 bright
display. 4 violent outburst: a blaze of
temper. —v. 1 burn with a bright ﬂame.
2 show bright colors or lights. 3 burst
out in anger or excitement. [OE blœse]
—blazʹing·ly, adv.

blaze2 (blāz), n., v., blazed, blaz·ing. —n.
1 mark made on a tree by chipping oﬀ a
piece of bark. 2 a white spot on the face
of a horse, cow, etc. —v. mark (a tree,
trail, etc.) with a blaze. [< LG bläse]
blaze3 (blāz), v., blazed, blaz·ing. make
known; proclaim. [< MDu. blasen]
blaz·er (blāzʹәr), n. a distinctively colored
jacket.
bla·zon (blāʹzәn), v. 1 make known; proclaim. 2 decorate; adorn. 3 display; show.
—n. 1 coat of arms. 2 display; show.
[< OF blason shield] —blaʹzon·er, n.
—blaʹzon·ment, blaʹzon·ry, n.
bldg., pl. bldgs. building.
bleach (blēch), v. 1 whiten by exposing to
sunlight or by using chemicals. 2 turn
white. —n. 1 chemical used in bleaching.
2 act of bleaching. [OE blœ̄cean; akin
to bleak]
bleach·er (blēchʹәr), n. 1 person who
bleaches. 2 thing that bleaches or is used
in bleaching. 3 bleachers, low-priced,
often rooﬂess seats at outdoor sports
events.
bleak (blēk), adj. 1 swept by winds; bare;
desolate. 2 chilly; cold. 3 dreary; dismal. [ME bleke pale. Cf. OE blœ̄c, blāc.]
—bleakʹly, adv. —bleakʹness, n.
blear (blir), adj. dim; blurred. —v. make
dim or blurred. [ME blere(n)]
blear·y (blirʹi), adj., blear·i·er, blear·i·est.
dim; blurred. —blearʹi·ness, n.
bleary-eyed (blirʹi īd´), adj. having eyes
dim with tears, fatigue, etc. Also, bleareyed.
bleat (blēt), n. cry made by a sheep, goat,
or calf, or a sound like it. —v. make
such a cry. [OE blœtan] —bleatʹer, n.
—bleatʹing·ly, adv.
bleed (blēd), v., bled (bled), bleed·ing.
1 lose blood. 2 shed one’s blood; suﬀer
wounds or death. 3 take blood from:
doctors used to bleed sick people. 4 feel
pity, sorrow, or grief (for). 5 lose sap,
juice, etc. 6 take sap, juice, etc., from.
7 extend text or illustrations into the
margins of a page. 8 drain slowly from,
as ﬂuid from hydraulic brakes. 9 get
money from by extortion. [OE blēdan
< blōd blood]
bleed·er (blēdʹәr), n. person who bleeds
excessively when injured because the
blood fails to clot; hemophiliac.
bleeding heart, 1 garden plant that has
drooping clusters of red or pinkish ﬂowers. 2 person who expresses insincere or
exaggerated pity, sympathy, etc.
blem·ish (blemʹish), n. stain; spot; scar:
a blemish on the skin. —v. 1 stain; spot;
scar. 2 injure; mar; tarnish: blemish one’s
reputation. [< OF ble(s)mir make livid]
—blemʹish·er, n.
blench1 (blench), v. draw back; shrink
away. [appar. OE blencan deceive]
—blenchʹer, n.
blench2 (blench), v. 1 turn pale. 2 make
white. [var. of blanch]
blend (blend), v., blend·ed or blent,
blend·ing, n. —v. 1 mix together thor-
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oughly so that the things mixed cannot
be distinguished. 2 make by mixing
several kinds together. 3 shade into each
other, little by little; merge. 4 go well
together; harmonize. —n. 1 thorough
mixture. 2 mixture of several kinds: a
blend of coﬀee. 3 word made by fusing
two words, often with a syllable in common, as cinemactress. Blotch is a blend
of blot and botch. [pt. of OE blandan]
—blendʹer, n.
bless (bles), v., blessed or blest, bless·ing.
1 make holy or sacred. 2 ask God’s favor
for. 3 wish good to. 4 make happy or
successful. 5 praise; glorify. 6 guard; protect. 7 make the sign of the cross over.
[OE blētsian consecrate (i.e., with blood)
< blōd blood] —blessʹer, n.
bless·ed (blesʹid; blest), adj. 1 holy; sacred.
2 beatiﬁed. 3 happy; successful. 4 in
heaven. 5 annoying; cursed. —blessʹedly, adv. —blessʹed·ness, n.
bless·ing (blesʹing), n. 1 prayer asking
God to show His favor. 2 giving of God’s
favor. 3 wish for happiness or success.
4 anything that makes one happy or
contented.
blew (blü), v. pt. of blow2.
blight (blīt), n. 1 any disease that causes
plants to wither or decay. 2 insect or
fungus that causes such a disease. 3
anything that causes destruction or
ruin. —v. 1 cause to wither or decay. 2
destroy; ruin.
blimp (blimp), n. a small, nonrigid dirigible airship. [appar. from Type B limp,
designation for “limp dirigible”]
blind (blīnd), adj. 1 not able to see; sightless. 2 lacking discernment, understanding, or judgment: blind to the dangers
ahead. 3 not controlled by reason: blind
fury. 4 made without thought or good
sense: a blind guess. 5 covered; hidden:
a blind driveway. 6 without an opening:
a blind wall. 7 with only one opening:
a blind alley. 8 of or for blind persons.
—v. 1 make unable to see temporarily
or permanently. 2 darken; dim; cover;
conceal. 3 rob of power to understand or
judge. —n. 1 something that keeps out
light or hinders sight. 2 anything that
conceals an action or purpose. 3 hiding
place for a hunter. [OE] —blindʹing,
adj. —blindʹing·ly, adv. —blindʹly, adv.
—blindʹness, n.
blind·er (blīnʹdәr), n. blinker for a horse.
blind ﬂying, directing an aircraft by
instruments only.
blind·fold (blīndʹfōld´), v. cover the eyes
of. —adj. with the eyes covered. —n.
thing covering the eyes. [OE blindfellian
< blind blind + fell, var. of ﬁell fall; inﬂ.
by fold]
blind spot, 1 a round spot on the retina
of the eye that is not sensitive to light.
2 matter on which a person does not
know that he or she is prejudiced or
poorly informed. 3 an area of poor radio
or television reception. 4 area of poor
visibility.
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blink (blingk), v. 1 look with the eyes
opening and shutting: blink at a sudden
light. 2 wink: blink one’s eyes. 3 shine
with an unsteady light: a lantern blinked
in the darkness. 4 look with indiﬀerence
at; ignore. —n. 1 a blinking. 2 glimpse.
on the blink, not working or not working properly. [ME blenken] —blinkʹingly, adv.
blink·er (blingkʹәr), n. 1 a leather ﬂap
to keep a horse from seeing sidewise;
blinder. 2 a warning signal with ﬂashing lights.
blink·ered (blingʹkәrd), adj. restricted in
outlook; narrow-minded.
blip (blip), n. 1 image on a radar screen.
2 Fig. something insigniﬁcant.
bliss (blis), n. 1 great happiness; perfect
joy. 2 the joy of heaven; blessedness. [OE
blīths < blīthe blithe] —blissʹful, adj.
—blissʹful·ly, adv. —blissʹful·ness, n.
blis·ter (blisʹtәr), n. 1 small baglike swelling under the skin ﬁlled with watery
matter, often caused by burns or rubbing. 2 similar swelling on a surface. —v.
1 raise a blister on. 2 become covered
with blisters. 3 attack with sharp words.
[< OF blestre tumor, lump, prob. < Gmc.]
—blisʹter·y, adj.
blithe (blīth; blīth), adj. happy; cheerful. [OE blīthe] —blitheʹly, adv.
—blitheʹness, n.
blithe·some (blīthʹsәm; blīthʹ–), adj.
happy; cheerful. —blitheʹsome·ly, adv.
—blitheʹsome·ness, n.
blitz (blits), n. 1 sudden, violent attack
using many airplanes and tanks. 2 any
sudden violent attack: endure a blitz
of criticism. —v. attack by a blitz. [< G
Blitzkrieg lightning war]
bliz·zard (blizʹәrd), n. violent, blinding
snowstorm with a very strong wind
and very great cold. [var. of blizzer blow,
shot; orig., ﬂash, blaze, Cf. OE blysian
burn.]
bloat (blōt), v. swell up; puﬀ up. [< bloat,
adj. soft < Scand. blautr]
blob (blob), n. small lump; bubble; drop.
bloc (blok), n. member or members of
a group combined for a purpose, as a
group of politicians or various nations:
the farm bloc. [< F. See block.]
block (blok), n. 1 a solid piece of wood,
stone, metal, etc. 2 obstruction; hindrance. 3 a hindering of an opponent’s
play. 4 space in a city enclosed by streets.
5 length of one side of a city block. 6
number of buildings close together. 7
group of things of the same kind: a block
of ten tickets for a play. 8 short section
of railroad track with signals for spacing
trains. 9 support for the neck of a person
condemned to be beheaded. 10 platform
where things are put up for sale at an
auction. 11 pulley in a casing. 12 mold
on which things are shaped. 13 piece of
wood, etc., engraved for printing. —v. 1
ﬁll so as to prevent passage or progress.
2 put things in the way of; obstruct; hinder. 3 mount on a block.

block in or out, plan roughly; outline.
block oﬀ, close oﬀ.
block up, ﬁll up to prevent passage.
on the block, for sale or auction. [< OF
bloc < Gmc.] —blockʹer, n.
block·ade (blok ādʹ), n., v., –ad·ed, –ading. —n. 1 control of who or what goes
into or out of a place by the use of an
army or navy. 2 army or navy used to
blockade a place. 3 anything that blocks
up or obstructs. —v. 1 put under blockade. 2 obstruct. —block·adʹer, n.
block·ade-run·ner (blok ādʹrun´әr), n. 1
ship that tries to sneak into or out of a
port that is being blockaded. 2 person
who is involved in doing this.
block and tackle, pulleys and ropes to lift
or pull something.
block·bust·er (blokʹbus´tәr), n. anything
that is forceful or overwhelming.
block·head (blokʹhed´), n. a stupid person.
block·house (blokʹhous´), n. 1 Am. house
of square logs, often with a jutting second story, having holes for guns. 2 Mil.
any small fortiﬁed building with ports
for gunﬁre.
block·ish (blokʹish), adj. stupid; dull.
—blockʹish·ly, adv. —blockʹish·ness, n.
block·y (blokʹi), adj., block·i·er, blocki·est. 1 like a block; chunky. 2 having
patches of light and shade.
blond, blonde (blond), adj. 1 light-colored. 2 having yellow or light-brown
hair, blue or gray eyes, and light skin;
fair. —n. person having such hair, eyes,
and skin. A man is a blond; a woman is
a blonde. [< F < Gmc.] —blondʹness,
blondeʹness, n.
blood (blud), n. 1 the red liquid in the
veins, arteries, and capillaries of the
vertebrates. 2 the corresponding liquid
in invertebrate animals. 3 juice; sap. 4
family; birth; relationship; parentage;
descent. 5 high lineage, esp. royal lineage. 6 bloodshed; slaughter. 7 temper;
emotion; passion: bad blood between
them. 8 man of dash and spirit.
curdle one’s (or the) blood, frighten very
much; terrify.
draw blood, inﬂict damage or pain.
in cold blood, a cruelly. b on purpose.
[OE blōd] —bloodʹlike´, adj.
blood bank, 1 place for storage of blood.
2 the blood kept in storage.
blood brother, brother by birth.
blood count, a count of the number
of red and white corpuscles and the
amount of hemoglobin in a sample of a
person’s blood to see if it is normal.
blood·cur·dling (bludʹkėrd´ling), adj.
terrifying; horrible.
blood·ed (bludʹid), adj. 1 of good stock or
breed. 2 having a certain kind of blood.
blood group, any one of the four groups
into which blood is divided; blood
type.
blood·hound (bludʹhound´), n. 1 one of
a breed of large, powerful dogs with a
keen sense of smell. 2 detective.

blood·less (bludʹlis), adj. 1 without blood;
pale. 2 without bloodshed. 3 without energy; spiritless. 4 cold-hearted;
cruel. —bloodʹless·ly, adv. —bloodʹlessness, n.
blood·let·ting (bludʹlet´ing), n. 1 act of
opening a vein to take out blood. 2
bloodshed; slaughter.
blood money, 1 money paid to have
somebody killed. 2 money paid as compensation.
blood poisoning, a diseased condition
of blood usually caused by bacteria;
septicemia.
blood pressure, pressure of the blood
against the inner walls of the blood vessels, varying with exertion, excitement,
health, age, etc.
blood relation or relative, person related
by birth.
blood·root (bludʹrüt´; –ru̇t´), n. plant
that has a red root, red sap, and a white
ﬂower.
blood·shed (bludʹshed´), n. the shedding
of blood; slaughter.
blood·shot (bludʹshot´), adj. of eyes, red
and sore; tinged with blood.
blood sport, sport that involves killing
animals, as fox or boar hunting.
blood·stained (bludʹstānd´), adj. 1
stained with blood. 2 guilty of murder
or bloodshed.
blood·stone (bludʹstōn´), n. a semiprecious green stone with specks of red
jasper scattered through it.
blood·suck·er (bludʹsuk´әr), n. 1 animal
that sucks blood; leech. 2 person who
gets all he or she can by any means;
extortioner.
blood sugar, glucose in the blood, too
much being an indication of diabetes.
blood·thirst·y (bludʹthėrs´ti), adj.
eager for bloodshed; cruel; murderous.
—bloodʹthirst´i·ly,adv.—bloodʹthirst´iness, n.
blood transfusion, injection of blood
from one person or animal into
another.
blood type, ⫽blood group.
blood vessel, tube in the body through
which the blood circulates, as an artery,
vein, or capillary.
blood·y (bludʹi), adj., blood·i·er, bloodi·est, v., blood·ied, blood·y·ing. —adj.
1 bleeding. 2 stained with blood. 3 with
much bloodshed. 4 eager for bloodshed;
cruel. 5 of the color of blood. 6 Brit.
Slang. cursed; confounded. —v. 1 cause
to bleed. 2 stain with blood. —bloodʹily, adv. —bloodʹi·ness, n.
bloom (blüm), n. 1 ﬂower; blossom. 2
condition or time of ﬂowering. 3 condition or time of greatest health, vigor,
or beauty. 4 glow of health and beauty.
5 powdery coating on some fruits and
leaves. —v. 1 have ﬂowers; open into
ﬂowers; blossom. 2 be in the condition
or time of greatest health, vigor, or
beauty. 3 glow with health and beauty.
[< Scand. blōm] —bloomʹing·ly, adv.
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bloom·ers (blümʹәrz), n.pl. 1 loose trousers, gathered at the knee, formerly worn
by women and girls for physical training. 2 underwear made like these. [ﬁrst
referred to in magazine published by
Amelia J. Bloomer, 1851]
bloop·er (blüpʹәr), n. 1 very foolish mistake; blunder. 2 baseball hit high into
the air.
blos·som (blosʹәm), n. 1 ﬂower, esp. of a
plant that produces fruit. 2 condition or
time of ﬂowering. —v. 1 have ﬂowers;
open into ﬂowers. 2 ﬂourish; develop.
[OE blōstma]
blot (blot), v., blot·ted, blot·ting, n. —v.
1 spot with liquid; stain. 2 dry (liquid)
with paper that soaks it up. 3 blemish;
disgrace. —n. 1 spot; stain of any kind. 2
blemish; disgrace.
blot out, a hide; cover up. b wipe out;
destroy. —blotʹless, adj.
blotch (bloch), n. 1 a large, irregular
spot or stain. 2 place where the skin is
red or broken out. —v. cover or mark
with blotches. [blend of blot and botch]
—blotchʹy, adj.
blot·ter (blotʹәr), n. book for writing
down happenings, transactions, arrests,
etc.
blouse (blous; blouz), n. 1 a loose garment like a shirt for the upper body. 2
short loosely ﬁtting coat, worn as part
of a military uniform. [< F, Pr., short
(wool)] —blouseʹlike´, adj.
blow1 (blō), n. 1 a hard hit; knock. 2 a
severe shock; misfortune. 3 a sudden
attack or assault. [ME blaw]
blow2 (blō), v., blew, blown, blow·ing, n.
—v. 1 send forth a strong current of air.
2 move in a current. 3 drive by a current of air. 4 force a current of air into. 5
form or shape by air: blow glass. 6 make
a sound by a current of air or steam. 7
puﬀ up: blown up with pride. 8 break by
an explosion. 9 pant; cause to pant. 10
Slang. spend (money, etc.) recklessly. 11
reveal; expose. 12 melt (a fuse) or cause
(an electric light) to burn out. —n. 1 a
blowing. 2 gale of wind.
blow in, appear unexpectedly; drop in.
blow up, a explode. b ﬁll with air. c
become very angry. d scold; abuse. e
arise; become stronger: a storm suddenly
blew up. f Informal. go to pieces emotionally. [OE blāwan] —blowʹer, n.
blow-dry (blōʹdrī´), v., –dried, –dry·ing,
adj. —v. 1 dry or style the hair with a
blow dryer. 2 blow-dry the hair of. —adj.
involving the use of a blow dryer.
blow dryer, portable electric blower for
drying and styling the hair.
blow·ﬂy (blōʹﬂī´), n., pl. –ﬂies. twowinged ﬂy that deposits its eggs on meat
or in wounds.
blow·gun (blōʹgun´), n. tube through
which a person blows arrows, darts, etc.
blow·hole (blōʹhōl´), n. 1 hole where air
or gas can escape. 2 hole for breathing,
in the top of the head of whales and
some other animals.

blown1 (blōn), adj. 1 tainted by ﬂies. 2
shaped by blowing. —v. pp. of blow2.
blown2 (blōn), adj. fully opened. [pp. of
blow blossom, OE blōwan]
blow·out (blōʹout´), n. 1 the bursting
of an automobile tire. 2 a sudden or
violent escape of air, steam, etc. 3 the
melting of an electric fuse caused by
too much current. 4 Informal. big party
or meal.
blow·pipe (blōʹpīp´), n. 1 tube for blowing air or gas into a ﬂame to increase the
heat. 2 ⫽blowgun.
blow·torch (blōʹtôrch´), n. a small torch
that shoots out a very hot ﬂame.
blow·up (blōʹup´), n. 1 explosion. 2 outburst of anger. 3 quarrel.
blow·y (blōʹi), adj., blow·i·er, blow·i·est.
windy. —blowʹi·ness, n.
blowz·y (blouzʹi), adj., blowz·i·er, blowzi·est. 1 untidy; frowzy. 2 red-faced and
coarse-looking. [< blowze wench, slattern]
blub·ber (blubʹәr), n. 1 fat of whales
and other sea animals. 2 noisy weeping. —v. weep noisily. —blubʹber·er, n.
—blubʹber·y, adj.
bludg·eon (blujʹәn), n. short club with a
heavy end. —v. 1 strike with a club. 2
bully; threaten. —bludgʹeon·er, bludg´eon·eerʹ, n.
blue (blü), n., adj., blu·er, blu·est, v.,
blued, blu·ing or blue·ing. —n. 1 color
of the clear sky in daylight. 2 blue coloring matter or pigment. —adj. 1 having
the color of the clear sky in daylight.
2 sad; gloomy; discouraged. —v. make
blue.
out of the blue, completely unexpected.
the blue, a the sky. b the sea.
the blues. See blues. [< OF bleu < Gmc.]
—blueʹly, adv. —blueʹness, n.
blue·bell (blüʹbel´), n. any of various
plants with blue ﬂowers shaped like
bells.
blue·ber·ry (blüʹber´i; –bәr i), n., pl. –ries.
1 a small, sweet, edible berry that has
smaller seeds than the huckleberry. 2 the
shrub that it grows on.
blue·bird (blüʹbėrd´), n. a small songbird of North America whose prevailing
color is blue.
blue blood, aristocratic descent.
—blueʹblood´ed, adj.
blue·bon·net (blüʹbon´it), n. 1 plant with
blue ﬂowers resembling sweet peas. 2
⫽bachelor’s button.
blue·bot·tle (blüʹbot´әl), n. 1 large
blowﬂy that has a blue abdomen and a
hairy body. 2 any similar ﬂy. 3 ⫽cornﬂower.
blue chip, 1 a poker chip of high value.
2 stock issued by a well-established and
proﬁtable company. 3 Fig. anything of
high value or quality. —blueʹ-chip´,
adj.
blue·ﬁsh (blüʹﬁsh´), n., pl. –ﬁsh·es or
(esp. collectively) –ﬁsh. a blue-and-silver saltwater edible ﬁsh of the Atlantic
Coast.

blue·grass (blüʹgras´; –gräs´), n. any of
various American grasses with bluishgreen stems, esp. Kentucky bluegrass.
blue gum, ⫽eucalyptus.
blue·ish (blüʹish), adj. bluish. —blueʹishness, n.
blue·jay (blüʹjā´), n. any of various North
American jays, esp. a noisy, chattering
bird with a crest and a blue back.
blue jeans, ⫽jeans.
blue-pen·cil (blüʹpenʹsәl), v., –ciled, –ciling. edit, esp. with a blue pencil.
blue·print (blüʹprint´), n. 1 detailed plan
or outline of a project. 2 photograph
that shows blue or white outlines, esp.
of a building plan.
blue ribbon, 1 blue ribbon awarded to
the winner of a contest. 2 ﬁrst prize.
blue-ribbon (blüʹrib´әn), adj. comprised
of or selected as representative of the
best.
Blue Ridge, range of the Appalachian
Mountains, extending from E Pennsylvania to N Georgia.
blues (blüz), n. pl. 1 depression of spirits;
despondency. 2 slow, melancholy jazz
song. 2 blueﬁsh.
blue·stock·ing (blüʹstok´ing), n. woman
who displays great interest in intellectual or literary subjects. [because blue
stockings were aﬀected by a group
of such women in London c 1750]
—blueʹstock´ing·ism, n.
blue streak, with lightning speed: talk a
blue streak.
blu·et (blüʹit), n. small plant of the U.S.,
with pale bluish ﬂowers.
bluﬀ1 (bluf), n. a high, steep bank or cliﬀ.
—adj. 1 rising with a straight, broad
front. 2 abrupt, frank, and hearty in
manner. [prob. <Du. blaf broad ﬂat face]
—bluﬀʹly, adv. —bluﬀʹness, n.
bluﬀ2 (bluf), n. 1 show of pretended conﬁdence, used to deceive or mislead. 2
threat that cannot be carried out. 3 person who bluﬀs. —v. 1 deceive by a show
of pretended conﬁdence. 2 frighten with
a threat that cannot be carried out.
—bluﬀʹer, n.
blu·ish (blüʹish), adj. somewhat blue.
Also, blueish. —bluʹish·ness, n.
blun·der (blunʹdәer), v. 1 make a stupid mistake. 2 do clumsily or wrongly;
bungle. 3 move clumsily or blindly;
stumble. 4 blurt out. —n. stupid mistake.
—blunʹder·er, n. —blunʹder·ing·ly, adv.
blun·der·buss (blunʹdәr bus), n. 1 short
gun with a wide muzzle, now no longer
used. 2 person who blunders. [alter. of
Du. donderbus thunder box]
blunt (blunt), adj. 1 without a sharp
edge or point; dull. 2 plain-spoken; outspoken; frank. 3 slow in perceiving or
understanding. —v. make or become
blunt. —bluntʹly, adv. —bluntʹness, n.
blur (blėr), v., blurred, blur·ring, n. —v. 1
make confused in form or outline: mist
blurred the hills. 2 dim: tears blurred
my eyes. 3 become dim or indistinct.
4 smear; blot; stain. —n. 1 a blurred
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condition; dimness. 2 thing seen dimly
or indistinctly. 3 smear; blot; stain. [? var.
of blear] —blurʹry, adj.
blurb (blėrb), n., v., blurbed, blurb·ing.
—n. advertisement or announcement
full of extremely high praise, esp. on a
book jacket or cover. —v. call attention
to by use of blurbs. [coined by Gelett
Burgess, American humorist]
blurt (blėrt), v. say suddenly or without
thinking: blurt out a secret. [imit.]
blush (blush), n. 1 a reddening of the skin
caused by shame, confusion, or excitement. 2 rosy color. —v. 1 become red
because of shame, confusion, or excitement. 2 be ashamed. 3 be or become
rosy. [ME blusche(n). Cf. OE blyscan
be red.] —blushʹful, adj. —blushʹingly, adv.
blush·er (blushʹәr), n. 1 cosmetic that
adds rosy color to the skin. 2 person
who blushes easily.
blus·ter (blusʹtәr), v. 1 storm or blow
noisily and violently. 2 talk noisily and
violently. 3 do or say noisily and violently. 4 make or get by blustering. —n.
1 stormy noise and violence. 2 noisy and
violent talk. —blusʹter·er, n. —blusʹtering·ly, adv. —blusʹter·y, blusʹter·ous,
adj.
blvd., boulevard.
bo·a (bōʹә), n., pl. bo·as. 1 any of various
large nonpoisonous tropical American
snakes that kill their prey by squeezing
with their coils. 2 long scarf made of
fur or feathers, worn around a woman’s
neck. [< L (def. 1)]
boa constrictor, large tropical American
boa.
boar (bôr; bōr), n. 1 male pig or hog. 2
the wild boar. [OE bār]
board (bôrd; bōrd), n. 1 a broad, thin
piece of wood ready for use in building, etc. 2 a ﬂat piece of wood used for
some special purpose: an ironing board.
3 pasteboard, esp. the covers of a hardcover book. 4 table to serve food on;
table. 5 food served on a table. 6 meals
provided for pay. 7 chalkboard. 8 stock
exchange. 9 group of persons managing
something; council. 10 side of a ship. 11
border; edge. —v. 1 cover with boards.
2 provide with regular meals, or room
and meals, for pay. 3 get meals, or room
and meals, for pay. 4 get on a plane,
train, ship, etc. 5 go on or into a vehicle.
6 come alongside of or against (a ship).
—adj. made of boards.
on board, a on a ship, train, etc. b Fig. in
agreement.
the boards, the stage of a theater. [OE
bord]
board·er (bôrʹdәr; bōrʹ–), n. 1 person
who pays for meals, or for room and
meals, at another’s house. 2 one of the
men assigned to board an enemy ship. 3
pupil living at a boarding school.
board foot, unit of measure equal to a
board 1 foot square and 1 inch thick;
144 cu. in.

board·ing (bôrʹding; bōrʹ–), n. 1 boards.
2 structure made of boards.
boarding house, house where meals,
or room and meals, are provided for
pay.
boarding school, school where pupils
live during the school year.
board measure, system for measuring
logs and lumber. The unit is the board
foot.
board·walk (bôrdʹwôk´; bōrdʹ–), n.
promenade made of boards, esp. along
a beach.
boast (bōst), v. 1 praise oneself; brag. 2
brag about. 3 be proud. 4 have and be
proud of: our town boasts many ﬁne
parks. —n. 1 praising oneself; bragging.
2 thing to be proud of. —boastʹer, n.
—boastʹing·ly, adv.
boast·ful (bōstʹfәl), adj. 1 boasting. 2
fond of boasting. —boastʹful·ly, adv.
—boastʹful·ness, n.
boat (bōt), n. 1 small, open vessel for traveling on water. 2 ship. 3 a boat-shaped
dish for gravy, sauce, etc. —v. 1 go in a
boat. 2 put or carry in a boat.
in the same boat, in the same condition
or position.
miss the boat, miss an opportunity.
rock the boat, disturb or upset the way
things are. [OE bāt]
boat·house (bōtʹhous´), n. house or shed
at the water’s edge for sheltering a boat
or boats.
boat·ing (bōtʹing), n. rowing; sailing.
boat·load (bōtʹlōd´), n. 1 as much or as
many as a boat can hold or carry. 2 load
that a boat is carrying.
boat·man (bōtʹmәn), n., pl. –men. man
who manages or works on a boat.
boat·swain (bōʹsәn; less often bōtʹswān´),
n. a ship’s oﬃcer in charge of anchors,
ropes, rigging, etc. Also, bo’s’n, bosun.
Bo·az (bōʹaz), n. in the Bible, the husband
of Ruth.
bob1 (bob), n., v., bobbed, bob·bing. —n.
a short, quick motion up and down, or
to and fro. —v. move with short, quick
motions.
bob2 (bob), n., v., bobbed, bob·bing. —n.
1 short haircut. 2 horse’s docked tail.
3 weight on the end of a pendulum or
plumb line. 4 ﬂoat for a ﬁshing line. —v.
1 cut (hair) short. 2 ﬁsh with a bob.
bob3 (bob), n., v., bobbed, bob·bing. —n.
a light rap; tap. —v. rap lightly; tap.
bob4 (bob), n., pl. bob. Brit. shilling.
bob·bin (bobʹәn), n. reel or spool on
which thread, yarn, etc., is wound.
[< F bobine]
bob·ble (bobʹәl), n., v., –bled, –bling. —n.
1 slight up and down movement, caused
by rippling water. 2 blunder; error. —v.
1 move up and down slightly. 2 make
a bobble.
bob·by (bobʹi), n., pl. –bies. Brit. policeman. [for Sir Robert Peel, who improved
the London police system]
bobby pin, metal hairpin whose prongs
are close together.

bob·by·socks (bobʹi soks´), n.pl. anklelength socks, worn esp. by girls.
bob·by·sox·er (bobʹi sok´sәr), n. adolescent girl, esp. of the 1940s who followed
every new fad.
bob·cat (bobʹkat´), n. wildcat of N America; lynx.
bob·o·link (bobʹә lingk), n. American
songbird that lives in ﬁelds. [imit.]
bob·sled (bobʹsled´), bob·sleigh (bobʹslā´), n., v., –sled·ded, –sled·ding;
–sleighed, –sleigh·ing. —n. 1 sled for
coasting made of two pairs of runners
connected by a long board. 2 two short
sleds fastened together by a plank. 3
either of the short sleds. —v. ride on a
bobsled.
bob·stay (bobʹstā´), n. rope or chain to
hold a bowsprit down.
bob·tail (bobʹtāl´), n. 1 a short tail; tail
cut short. 2 animal having a bobtail.
—adj. having a bobtail. —v. cut short
the tail of.
bob·white (bobʹhwītʹ), n. 1 American
quail that has a grayish body with brown
and white markings. 2 its call.
bock beer (bok), strong, dark beer, usually brewed in the spring. [< G Bockbier
for Einbocker Bier beer of Einbeck, city
in Germany]
bode1 (bōd), v., bod·ed, bod·ing. be a sign
of; portend. [OE bodian < boda messenger] —bodeʹment, n.
bode2 (bōd), v. pt. of bide.
bod·ice (bodʹis), n. 1 the close-ﬁtting
upper part of a dress. 2 wide girdle worn
over a dress and laced up the front. [var.
of pl. of body, part of a dress]
–bodied, combining form, having a
—— body: light-bodied ⫽having body of
a light-weight material.
bod·i·ly (bodʹә li), adj. of or in the body.
—adv. 1 in person. 2 all together; as one
group.
bod·kin (bodʹkin), n. 1 a large, blunt needle used for drawing tapes, ribbons, etc.
through loops, hems, etc. 2 a long hairpin.
3 a pointed tool for making holes.
bod·y (bodʹi), n., pl. bod·ies, v., bod·ied,
bod·y·ing. —n. 1 the whole material part
of a human, animal, or plant. 2 the main
part of anything. 3 a group of persons
or things: a body of troops. 4 corpse. 5
portion of matter; mass: a lake is a body
of water. 6 substance; substantial quality:
wine with an excellent body. —v. provide
with a body; give substance to; embody.
[OE bodig] —bodʹied, adj.
body clock, natural rhythms of the body
dictating when a person sleeps, etc.
bod·y·guard (bodʹi gärd´), n. 1 person
who guards another. 2 retinue; escort.
body language, unconscious movements
of the body, gestures, etc. as a form of
communication.
body politic, people forming a political
group with an organized government.
Boer (bôr; bōr; bu̇r), n. person of Dutch
descent living in South Africa. [< Du.,
farmer]
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bog (bog; bôg), n., v., bogged, bog·ging.
—n. soft, wet, spongy ground; marsh;
swamp. —v. 1 sink or get stuck in a bog.
2 bog down, get stuck as if in mud.
[< Irish or Scotch Gaelic bogach < bog
soft] —bogʹgish, adj. —bogʹgy, adj.
—bogʹgi·ness, n.
bo·gey, bo·gie (bōʹgi), n., pl. –geys; –gies.
1 ⫽bogy. 2 in golf, a ⫽par. b one stroke
over par on a hole. 3 an unidentiﬁed
aircraft. [from Colonel Bogey, imaginary
partner]
bog·gle (bogʹәl), v., –gled, –gling, n. —v.
1 blunder; bungle. 2 hesitate. 3 shy. —n.
a boggling. —bogʹgler, n.
Bo·go·tá (bō´gә täʹ), n. capital of Colombia.
bo·gus (bōʹgәs), adj. counterfeit; sham.
bo·gy (bōʹgi), n., pl. –gies. 1 goblin; specter. 2 ⫽bugaboo. Also, bogey, bogie.
[< obs. bog, var. of bug bugbear]
Bo·he·mi·a (bō hēʹmi ә), n. a former
country in C Europe, now part of the
Czech Republic.
Bo·he·mi·an (bō hēʹmi әn; –hēmʹyәn),
adj. 1 of Bohemia or Bohemians. 2 free
and easy; unconventional. —n. 1 native
or inhabitant of Bohemia. 2. Often,
bohemian. artist, writer, etc., who lives
in a free and easy, unconventional way. 3
⫽gypsy. —Bo·heʹmi·an·ism, n.
boil1 (boil), v. 1 bubble up and give oﬀ
vapor. 2 cause to boil. 3 cook by boiling.
4 be very excited or angry. —n. 1 a boiling. 2 boiling condition.
boil down, a reduce by boiling. b
reduce by getting rid of unimportant
parts.
boil over, a come to the boiling point
and overﬂow. b show excitement or
anger. [< OF < L bullire form bubbles]
boil2 (boil), n. a painful, red swelling on
the skin, formed by pus around a hard
core. [OE bȳl(e)]
boil·er (boilʹәr), n. 1 container for heating
liquids. 2 tank for making steam to heat
buildings or drive engines. 3 tank for
holding hot water.
boiling point, 1 temperature at which a
liquid boils. 2 Fig. point at which a relationship will become hostile.
Boi·se (boiʹzē; –sē), n. capital of Idaho, in
the SW part.
bois·ter·ous (boisʹtәr әs; –trәs), adj. 1
abounding in rough and noisily cheerful activity. 2 violent; rough. —boisʹterous·ly, adv. —boisʹter·ous·ness, n.
bo·la (bōʹlә), bo·las (bōʹlәs), n. weapon
consisting of stone or metal balls tied
to cords. [< Sp. and Pg., ball, < L bulla
bubble]
bold (bōld), adj. 1 without fear; daring: a
bold act. 2 too free in manners; impudent. 3 striking; clear: in bold outline. 4
steep; abrupt.
make bold, take the liberty; dare. [OE
bald] —boldʹly, adv. —boldʹness. n.
bold·face (bōldʹfās´), n. heavy type that
stands out clearly. This line is in boldface.

bole (bōl), n. trunk of a tree. [< Scand.
bolr]
bo·le·ro (bә lãrʹō), n., pl. –ros. 1 a lively
Spanish dance in ¾ time. 2 music for it.
3 a short, loose jacket. [< Sp.]
Bol·í·var (bolʹә vәr; bo lēʹvär), n. Simón,
1783–1830, Venezuelan general and
statesman.
Bo·liv·i·a (bә livʹi ә), n. country in W
South America. —Bo·livʹi·an, adj., n.
boll (bōl), n. a rounded seed pod or
capsule, as of cotton or ﬂax. [var. of
bowl]
boll weevil, a long-billed beetle whose
larva damages young cotton bolls.
boll·worm (bōlʹwėrm´), n. larva that eats
cotton bolls and the ears of corn.
bo·lo (bōʹlō), n., pl. –los. a long, heavy
knife, used in the Philippine Islands.
[< Sp. < Philippine dial.]
Bo·lo·gna (bә lōnʹyә), n. city in N Italy.
bo·lo·gna (bә lōʹni; –nә), n. a large sausage made of beef, veal, and pork.
bo·lo·ney (bә lōʹni), n. 1 ⫽bologna. 2
baloney.
Bol·she·vik (bōlʹshә vik; bolʹ–), n., pl.
–viks, –vi·ki (–vēʹki), adj. —n. 1 member of a political party in Russia that
seized power and formed the Communist Party in 1918. 2 an extreme radical.
—adj. 1 of the Bolsheviks or Bolshevism.
2 extremely radical. [< Russ., < bolshe
greater; with ref. to the majority of the
party]
Bol·she·vism (bōlʹshә viz әm; bolʹ–), n. 1
doctrines and methods of the Bolsheviks. 2 extreme radicalism.
Bol·she·vist, bol·she·vist (bōlʹshә vist;
bolʹ–), n., adj. Bolshevik.
bol·ster (bōlʹstәr), v. 1 support with a
bolster; support. 2 keep from falling;
prop. —n. a long pillow for a bed. [OE]
—bolʹster·er, n.
bolt1 (bōlt), n. 1 rod with a head on one
end and a screw thread for a nut on the
other. 2 a sliding fastener for a door. 3
short arrow with a thick head. 4 discharge of lightning. 5 sudden start. 6 roll
of cloth or wallpaper. —v. 1 fasten with
a bolt. 2 run away. 3 break away from
one’s political party or its candidates. 4
swallow (one’s food) without chewing.
bolt upright, stiﬀ and straight. [OE,
arrow] —boltʹer, n. —boltʹless, adj.
—boltʹlike´, adj.
bolt2 (bōlt), v. 1 sift through a cloth
or sieve. 2 examine carefully; separate.
[< OF bulter]
bomb (bom), n. 1 container ﬁlled with
an explosive charge or a chemical substance. 2 a sudden, unexpected happening. —v. attack with bombs. [< F < Ital.
< L < Gk. bombos boom1]
bom·bard (bom bärdʹ), v. 1 attack with
heavy ﬁre of shells from big guns. 2 keep
attacking vigorously. [< F bombarder
< bombarde cannon. See bomb.] —bombardʹer, n. —bombardʹment, n.
bom·bar·dier (bom´bәr dirʹ), n. member of an aircraft crew who operates

the bombsight and the bomb-release
mechanism.
bom·bast (bomʹbast), n. ﬁne-sounding
language that is unsuitable. [< F < LL
bombax cotton, var. of L bombyx silk
< Gk.] —bom·basʹtic, bom·basʹti·cal,
adj. —bom·basʹti·cal·ly, adv.
Bom·bay (bom bāʹ), n. seaport in W
India. Also, Mumbai.
bomb bay, space in an aircraft for bombs
and from which they are dropped.
bomb·er (bomʹәr), n. 1 a combat aircraft
used for dropping bombs on the enemy.
2 person who throws or places bombs.
bomb·proof (bomʹprüf´), adj. strong
enough to be safe from bombs and
shells.
bomb·shell (bomʹshel´), n. 1 ⫽bomb. 2 a
sudden unexpected happening; disturbing surprise.
bomb·sight (bomʹsīt´), n. instrument
used by a bombardier to aim bombs.
bo·na ﬁde (bōʹnә fīd; fīʹdē), in good
faith; genuine; without make-believe or
fraud. [< L]
bo·nan·za (bә nanʹzә), n. 1 accidental
discovery of a rich mass of ore in a
mine. 2 the mass itself. 3 any rich source
of proﬁt. [< Sp., fair weather, prosperity,
< L bonus good]
Bo·na·parte (bō nә part), n. Napoléon,
1769–1821, French general and emperor
of France, 1804–15. Also, Napoléon I.
bon·bon (bonʹbon´), n. piece of candy,
often one with a fancy shape. [< F,
good-good]
bond1 (bond), n. 1 anything that ties,
binds, or unites. 2 certiﬁcate issued by
a government or company promising to
pay back with interest the money borrowed. 3 written agreement by which
a person says he will pay a certain
sum of money if he, or another speciﬁed, does not perform certain duties
properly. 4 condition of goods placed
in a warehouse until taxes are paid.
—v. 1 issue bonds on; mortgage. 2 provide surety against ﬁnancial loss by the
act or default of. 3 put (goods) under
bond. 4 bind or join ﬁrmly together.
bonds, chains; shackles. [var. of band2]
—bondʹer, n.
bond2 (bond), adj. in slavery; captive;
not free. [< Scand. bōndi peasant, orig.,
dweller]
bond·age (bonʹdij), n. 1 lack of freedom;
slavery. 2 condition of being under some
power or inﬂuence.
bond·ed (bonʹdid), adj. 1 secured by
bonds. 2 put in a warehouse until taxes
are paid.
bond·hold·er (bondʹhōl´dәr), n. person
who owns bonds issued by a government or company. —bondʹhold´ing, n.,
adj.
bond·man (bondʹmәn), n., pl. –men. 1
slave. 2 serf in the Middle Ages.
bonds·man (bondzʹmәn), n., pl. –men.
person who becomes responsible for
another by bond.
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bond·wom·an (bondʹwu̇m´әn), n., pl.
–wom·en. woman slave.
bone (bōn), n., v., boned, bon·ing. —n. 1
a one of the pieces of the skeleton of an
animal with a backbone. b the hard substance of which bones are made. 2 any of
various similar substances, as ivory. —v.
take bones out of.
bone up (on), study strenuously or
diligently. [OE bān] —boneʹless, adj.
—boneʹlike´, adj.
bone-dry (bōnʹdrīʹ), adj. completely dry.
bone·head (bōnʹhed´), n. very stupid person. —boneʹhead´ed, adj.
bon·er (bōnʹәr), n. foolish mistake.
bon·ﬁre (bonʹfīr´), n. ﬁre built outdoors.
[for bone ﬁre]
bong (bông, bong), n. water pipe for
smoking marijuana.
bon·ho·mie (bon´ә mēʹ), n. good nature;
pleasant ways. [< F, < bonhomme good
fellow]
bo·ni·to (bә nēʹtō), n., pl. –tos, –toes.
type of saltwater mackerel with very
red edible ﬂesh. [< Sp., pretty, < L bonus
good]
bon jour (bôn zhürʹ), French. good day.
bon mot (bôn mōʹ), pl. bons mots (bôn
mōzʹ; Fr. mōʹ). French. clever saying;
witty remark.
bon·net (bonʹit), n. 1 a head covering
usually tied under the chin, worn by
women and children. 2 cap worn by
men and boys in Scotland. 3 headdress
of feathers worn by American Indians.
4 a covering that protects a machine or
chimney. —v. put a bonnet on. [< OF,
orig., fabric for hats]
bon·ny, bon·nie (bonʹi), adj., –ni·er, –niest. 1 rosy and pretty; handsome. 2 ﬁne;
excellent. 3 healthy-looking. [ME bonie,
appar. < OF bon, bonne good < L bonus]
—bonʹni·ly, adv. —bonʹni·ness, n.
bo·nus (bōʹnәs), n. something extra;
thing given in addition to what is due.
[< L, good]
bon vo·yage (bôn vwä yäzhʹ), French.
good-by; good luck; pleasant trip.
bon·y (bōnʹi), adj., bon·i·er, bon·i·est. 1
of or like bone. 2 full of bones. 3 having
big bones that stick out. 4 thin. —bonʹiness, n.
boo (bü), n., pl. boos, interj., v., booed,
boo·ing. —n., interj. sound made to
show dislike or contempt or to frighten.
—v. 1 make such a sound. 2 cry “boo”
at.
boob (büb), n. a stupid person; fool;
dunce. [see booby]
boo·by (büʹbi), n., pl. –bies. 1 stupid
person; fool; dunce. 2 kind of large sea
bird. [prob. < Sp. bobo fool < L balbus
stammering] —booʹby·ish, adj.
booby trap, 1 bomb arranged to explode
when an object is moved by an unwary
person. 2 trick arranged to annoy some
unsuspecting person.
boo·by-trap (büʹbi trap´), v., –trapped,
–trap·ping, n. —v. 1 set booby traps in

a place. 2 catch with a booby trap. —n.
⫽booby trap.
boo·hoo (bü´hüʹ), n., pl. –hoos, v.,
–hooed, –hoo·ing. —n. loud crying.
—v. cry loudly.
book (bu̇k), n. 1 sheets of paper bound
together, esp. of a written or printed
work. 2 division of a literary work:
the books of the Bible. 3 words of an
opera, operetta, etc.; libretto. 4 record
of bets. —v. 1 enter in a book or list. 2
engage (a place, passage, etc.). 3 make
engagements for. [OE bōc] —bookʹer, n.
—bookʹless, adj.
book·case (bu̇kʹkās´), n. piece of furniture with shelves for holding books.
book club, a business that supplies certain books regularly to subscribers.
book end, something placed at the end of
a row of books to hold them upright.
book·ie (bu̇kʹi), n. ⫽bookmaker (def. 2).
book·ish (bu̇kʹish), adj. 1 fond of reading
or studying. 2 knowing books better
than real life. 3 of books. 4 pedantic;
formal. —bookʹish·ly, adv. —bookʹishness, n.
book·keep·er (bu̇kʹkēp´әr), n. person who
keeps a record of business accounts.
book·keep·ing (bu̇kʹkēp´ing), n. work or
skill of keeping a record of business
accounts.
book learning, knowledge learned from
books, not from real life.
book·let (bu̇kʹlit), n. a little book; thin
book.
book·lore (bu̇kʹlôr´; –lōr´), n. book learning.
book·mak·er (bu̇kʹmāk´әr), n. 1 maker
of books. 2 person who makes a business of betting other peoples’ money
on horse races or other sporting events.
—bookʹmakʹing, n.
book·mark (bu̇kʹmärk´), n. something
put between the pages of a book to mark
the reader’s place.
book review, article written about a book,
discussing its merits, faults, etc.
book·sell·er (bu̇kʹsel´әr), n. person whose business is selling books.
—bookʹsell´ing, n.
book·stall (bu̇kʹstôl´), n. place where
books (usually secondhand) are sold.
book·stand (bu̇kʹstand´), n. 1 ⫽bookrack.
2 ⫽bookstall.
book·store (bu̇kʹstôr´; –stōr´), book·shop
(–shop´), n. store where books are sold.
book·worm (bu̇kʹwėrm´), n. 1 insect
larva that gnaws the bindings or leaves
of books. 2 person very fond of reading
and studying.
boom1 (büm), n. 1 deep hollow sound.
2 sudden activity and increase in business, prices, or values of property. —v. 1
make a deep hollow sound: the big guns
boomed. 2 increase suddenly in activity.
—adj. produced by a boom. [imit.]
boom2 (büm), n. 1 a long pole or beam,
used to extend the bottom of a sail or
as the lifting pole of a derrick. 2 chain,

cable, or line of timbers that keeps logs
from ﬂoating away. [< Du., tree, pole]
boom·er·ang (bümʹәr ang), n. 1 a curved
piece of wood, used as a weapon by Australian natives, which can be so thrown
that it returns to the thrower. 2 Fig.
anything that recoils or reacts to harm
the doer or user. [< dial. of New South
Wales]
boom town, town that has grown up
suddenly.
boon1 (bün), n. 1 a blessing; great beneﬁt.
2 Archaic. something asked or granted
as a favor. [< Scand. bōn petition]
boon2 (bün), adj. 1 jolly; merry. 2 Poetic.
kindly. [< OF bon good < L bonus]
boon·docks (bünʹdoks), n.pl. a desolate
place or area, as a swamp, scrub forest, etc.
boon·dog·gle (bünʹdog´әl), v., –gled,
–gling. do useless work. —n. useless work
or a worthless product. —boonʹdog´gler,
n. —boonʹdog´gling, n.
Boone (bün), n. Daniel, 1735–1820,
American pioneer in Kentucky.
boor (bu̇r), n. a rude, bad-mannered, or
clumsy person. [< LG bur or Du. boer
farmer] —boorʹish, adj. —boorʹish·ly,
adv. —boorʹish·ness, n.
boost (büst), —n. a push or shove that
helps a person in rising or advancing.
—v. 1 to lift or push from below or
behind. 2 speak favorably of. 3 raise;
increase: boost prices. 4 cheer; hearten.
[blend of boom and hoist]
boost·er (büsʹtәr), n. 1 person or thing
which gives support to a person, cause,
etc. 2 device that gives added power to
an engine. 3 a powerful rocket engine
that provides thrust for take-oﬀ. 4
⫽booster shot.
booster shot, additional inoculation of a
vaccine or serum to continue the eﬀectiveness of a previous inoculation.
boot1 (büt), n. 1 a leather or rubber
covering for the foot and leg. 2 shoe
that reaches above the ankle. 3 kick. 4
discharge; dismissal. —v. 1 put boots
on. 2 kick. 3 dismiss; discharge. [< OF
bote < Gmc.]
boot2 (büt), n. to boot, in addition;
besides. [OE bōt advantage]
boot·ee (bütʹē), n. a baby’s soft shoe.
booth (büth), n., pl. booths (büthz). 1
place where goods are sold or shown at
a fair, market, etc. 2 a small, closed place
for a telephone, motion-picture projector, etc. 3 small, closed place for voting
at elections. 4 partly enclosed space
in a restaurant with a table and places
for people to sit. [< Scand. (ODan.)
bōth]
boot·jack (bütʹjak´), n. device to help in
pulling oﬀ boots.
boot·leg (bütʹleg´), n., v., –legged, –legging, adj. —n. Slang. alcoholic liquor
made or distributed illegally. —v. 1 sell
or deal in illegally or secretly. 2 transport goods secretly for illicit disposal.
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—adj. made, transported, or sold illegally.
[modern use from practice of smuggling
liquor in boot legs] —bootʹleg´ger, n.
—bootʹleg´ging, n.
boot·lick (bütʹlik´), v. Slang. curry
favor with (a person); be a toady.
—bootʹlick´er, n. —bootʹlick´ing, n.
boo·ty (büʹti), n., pl. –ties. 1 things taken
from the enemy in war. 2 plunder. 3 any
valuable thing or things obtained; prize.
[akin to boot]
booze (büz), n., v., boozed, booz·ing. Colloq. —n. intoxicating liquor. —v. drink
heavily. [prob. < MDu. bûzen drink to
excess] —boozʹer, n.
booz·y (büzʹi), adj., booz·i·er, booz·iest. drunk.
bop (bop), n. ⫽bebop.
bo·rac·ic (bә rasʹik), adj. boric.
bor·age (bėrʹij; bôrʹ–; borʹ–), n. plant,
native to S Europe, with hairy leaves and
blue or purplish ﬂowers. [< AF burage
< LL burra hair; with ref. to foliage]
bo·rate (n. bôʹrāt, –rit, bōʹ–; v. bôʹrāt,
bōʹ–), n., v., –rat·ed, –rat·ing. —n. salt
or ester of boric acid. —v. treat with
boric acid or borax.
bo·rax (bôʹrәks; –raks; bōʹ–), n. a white
crystalline powder, Na2B4O7·10H2O,
used as an antiseptic, in washing clothes,
etc. [< OF < Med.L < Ar. < Pers. bōrah]
Bor·deaux (bōr dōʹ), n. 1 seaport in SW
France. 2 red or white wine made near
Bordeaux.
bor·der (bôrʹdәr), n. 1 a side, edge, or
boundary of anything, or the part near
it. 2 frontier. 3 strip on the edge of anything for strength or ornament. —v. 1
form a border to; bound. 2 put a border
on; edge.
border on, a be next to; adjoin. b be
close to; resemble. [< OF, < bord side
< Gmc.] —borʹdered, adj. —borʹderless, adj.
bor·der·land (bôrʹdәr land´), n. 1 land
forming, or next to, a border. 2 uncertain
district or space.
bor·der·line (bôrʹdәr līn´), adj. 1 on a
border or boundary. 2 uncertain; in
between.
bore1 (bôr; bōr), v., bored, bor·ing, n. —v.
1 make a hole by a tool that keeps turning, or as a worm does in fruit. 2 make (a
hole, passage, entrance, etc.) by pushing
through or digging out. 3 bore a hole in;
hollow out evenly. —n. 1 hole made by
a revolving tool. 2 a hollow space inside
a pipe, tube, or gun barrel. 3 distance
across the inside of a hole or tube. [OE
borian] —borʹer, n.
bore2 (bôr; bōr), v., bored, bor·ing, n. —v.
make weary by being dull or tiresome.
—n. dull, tiresome person or thing.
bore3 (bôr; bōr), v. pt. of bear1.
bore4 (bôr; bōr), n. sudden tidal wave
that rushes up a channel with force.
[< Scand. bāra wave]
bo·re·al (bôʹri әl; bōʹ–), adj. 1 northern.
2 of Boreas.

Bo·re·as (bôʹri әs; bōʹ–), n. Greek Mythol.
the north wind as a god. [< Gk.]
bore·dom (bôrʹdәm; bōrʹ–), n. weariness caused by dull, tiresome people
or events.
bore·some (bôrʹsәm; bōrʹ–), adj. dull;
tiresome.
bo·ric (bôʹrik; bōʹ-), adj. of or containing
boron. Also, boracic.
boric acid, a white, crystalline substance,
H3BO3, used as a mild antiseptic, to preserve food, etc.
born (bôrn), adj. 1 brought into life;
brought forth. 2 by birth; by nature: a born
athlete. —v. pp. of bear1. [pp. of bear1]
born-a·gain (bôrnʹ ә genʹ), adj. acknowledging Jesus Christ as the source of
personal salvation; evangelical.
borne (bôrn; bōrn), v. pp. of bear1.
Bor·ne·o (bôrʹni ō; bōrʹ–), n. island in the
East Indies. Part of it is Malaysian, part
is Indonesian.
bo·ron (bôʹron; bōʹ–), n. a nonmetallic
element, B, found in borax. [blend of
borax and carbon]
bor·ough (bėrʹō), n. 1 (in some states)
an incorporated town smaller than a
city. 2 one of the ﬁve divisions of New
York City. 3 town in England with a
municipal corporation and a charter
that guarantees the right of local selfgovernment. 4 town in England that
sends representatives to Parliament. [OE
burg]
bor·row (bôrʹō; borʹō), v. 1 get (something) from another person with the
understanding that it must be returned.
2 take and use as one’s own; take. 3 in
subtraction, to take from one denomination to add to the next lower. [OE
borgian < borg pledge, surety] —borʹrower, n.
borsch (bôrsch), borscht (bôrsht), n. a
Russian soup containing beets.
bosh (bosh), n., interj. nonsense.
bosk·y (bosʹki), adj. 1 wooded. 2 shady.
—boskʹi·ness, n.
bo’s’n (bōʹsәn), n. ⫽boatswain.
Bos·ni·a (bozʹni ә), n. region that forms
part of the state of Bosnia and Herzegovina. —Bosʹni·an, adj., n.
Bosnia and Herzegovina, country in the
Balkans.
bos·om (bu̇zʹәm; büʹzәm), n. 1 the upper,
front part of the human body; breast. 2
part of a garment covering this. 3 center
or inmost part. 4 heart, thought, aﬀections, desires, etc. —adj. close; trusted: a
bosom friend. [OE bōsm]
Bos·po·rus (bosʹpә rәs), n. strait connecting the Black Sea and the Sea of
Marmara.
boss1 (bôs; bos), n. 1 person who hires
workers or watches over or directs them;
foreman; manager. 2 person who controls a political organization. —v. 1 be
the boss of; direct; control. 2 be too
overbearing. —adj. master; chief. [< Du.
baas]

boss2 (bôs; bos), n. 1 a roundish protuberance on an animal or plant. 2 a raised
ornament on a ﬂat surface. —v. decorate
with bosses. [< OF boce]
boss·ism (bôsʹiz әm; bosʹ–), n. control by
bosses, esp. political bosses.
boss·y1 (bôsʹi; bosʹi), adj., boss·i·er, bossi·est. fond of telling others what to do
and how to do it; domineering.
bos·sy2 (bosʹi; bôsʹi), n., pl. –sies. calf or
cow. [cf. L bos ox]
Bos·ton (bôsʹtәn; bosʹ–), n. seaport and
capital of Massachusetts, in the E part.
—Bos·toʹni·an, adj., n.
Boston terrier or bull, small, dark-brown
dog with white markings and smooth,
short hair.
bo·sun (bōʹsәn), n. ⫽boatswain.
bot (bot), n. larva of a botﬂy. It is a
parasite of horses, cattle, and sheep.
Also, bott.
bot., botany.
bo·tan·i·cal (bә tanʹә kәl), bo·tan·ic
(–tanʹik), adj. 1 having to do with plants.
2 having to do with botany. [< Med.L
< Gk., < botane plant] —bo·tanʹi·cally, adv.
bot·a·nize (botʹә nīz), v., –nized, –nizing. study plants where they grow.
bot·a·ny (botʹә ni), n., pl. –nies. 1 science
of plants; study of plants and plant life.
2 textbook or manual of this science.
3 botanical facts. [< botanic] —botʹanist, n.
Botany Bay, bay on the SE coast of
Australia, near Sydney, site of a former
penal colony.
botch (boch), v. 1 spoil by poor work;
bungle. 2 patch or mend clumsily. —n. a
clumsy patch. —botchʹer, n. —botchʹery, n. —botchʹy, adj.
bot·ﬂy (botʹﬂī´), n., pl. –ﬂies. ﬂy whose
larvae are parasites of horses, cattle, etc.
both (bōth), adj. the two together: both
houses are whites. —pron. the two
together: both belong to him. —adv.
together; alike; equally: he can sing
and dance both. —conj. together; alike;
equally: he is both strong and healthy.
[appar. < Scand. bāther]
both·er (bothʹәr), n. 1 worry; fuss; trouble.
2 person or thing that causes worry, fuss,
or trouble. —v. 1 worry; fuss; trouble.
2 trouble oneself, as in an eﬀort to do
something. [appar. < Irish bodhar deaf]
—bothʹer·er, n.
both·er·a·tion (both´әr āʹshәn), n., interj.
bother.
both·er·some (bothʹәr sәm), adj. causing
worry or fuss; troublesome.
Bo·tswa·na (bō tswäʹnä), n. country in
S Africa.
bott (bot), n. bot.
bot·tle (botʹәl), n., v., –tled, –tling.
—n. 1 container for holding liquids
that has a narrow neck that can be
closed with a stopper, and is usually
without handles. 2 contents of a bottle.
3 amount that a bottle can hold. —v. 1
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put into bottles. 2 hold in; keep back;
control.
bottle up, hold in; control. [< OF
< VL butticula, dim. of LL buttis butt3]
—botʹtler, n.
the bottle, intoxicating liquor.
bot·tle·neck (botʹәl nek´), n. 1 a narrow
thoroughfare. 2 a person or thing that
hinders progress. b situation in which
progress is hindered.
bot·tom (botʹәm), n. 1 the lowest part. 2
part on which anything rests. 3 ground
under water. 4 seat. 5 basis; foundation;
origin. 6 keel or hull of a ship; ship.
—adj. lowest; last.
be at the bottom of, be the cause of. [OE
botm] —botʹtom·less, adj.
bot·u·lism (bochʹә liz әm), n. poisoning
caused by a toxin formed in food that
has been infected by certain bacteria.
[< L botulus sausage; orig. attributed esp.
to sausages]
bou·doir (büʹdwär; –dwôr; bü dwärʹ;
–dwôrʹ), n. a lady’s private sitting
room or dressing room. [< F, < bouder
sulk]
bough (bou), n. 1 one of the main branches
of a tree. 2 branch cut from a tree. [OE
bōg bough, shoulder] —boughʹless, adj.
bought (bôt), v. pt. and pp. of buy.
bouil·lon (bu̇lʹyon; –yәn), n. a clear, thin
soup. [< F. < bouillir boil < L bullire]
boul·der (bōlʹdәr), n. a large rock,
rounded or worn by the action of water
or weather. Also, bowlder. [for boulderstone < Scand. (Sw.) bullersten < bullra
roar + sten stone]
boul·e·vard (bu̇lʹә värd; büʹlә–), n. a broad
street. [< F < Gmc. See bulwark.]
bounce (bouns), v., bounced, bounc·ing.
n. —v. 1 bound like a ball. 2 cause to
bounce. 3 spring suddenly. 4 throw out.
5 discharge from work or employment.
—n. 1 a bound; a spring; a bouncing. 2
resilience. 3 liveliness. 4 discharge from
work or employment. [Cf. Du. bonzen
thump] —bouncʹer, n.
bounc·ing (bounʹsing), adj. 1 that
bounces. 2 big; strong. 3 vigorous;
healthy.
bound1 (bound), v. pt. and pp. of bind.
—adj. 1 put in covers: a bound book.
2 obliged. 3 certain; sure. 4 determined;
resolved.
bound up in or with, a closely connected with. b very devoted to. [pp. of
bind]
bound2 (bound), v. 1 leap; jump: bounding deer. 2 spring back; bounce: the
ball bounded from the wall. —n. 1 leap
or spring. 2 spring back; bounce. [< F
bondir leap, orig., resound, ? < L bombus.
See bomb.]
bound3 (bound), n. 1 Usually, bounds.
boundary; limit. 2 bounds, area within
boundaries. —v. 1 limit as by bounds. 2
form the boundary or limit of. 3 name
the boundaries of. 4 have its boundary
(on). [< OF < LL butina] —boundʹless,

adj. —boundʹless·ly, adv. —boundʹlessness, n.
bound4 (bound), adj. ready or intending
to go: I am bound for home. [< Scand.
būinn, pp. of būa get ready]
bound·a·ry (bounʹdә ri; –dri), n., pl.
–ries. a limiting line; limit; border.
bound·en (bounʹdәn), adj. required. [pp.
of bind]
bound·er (bounʹdәr), n. a rude, vulgar
person; upstart; cad.
boun·te·ous (bounʹti әs), adj. 1 generous; giving freely. 2 plentiful; abundant.
—bounʹte·ous·ly, adv. —bounʹte·ousness, n.
boun·ti·ful (bounʹtә fәl), adj. ⫽bounteous. —bounʹti·ful·ly, adv. —bounʹti·fulness, n.
boun·ty (bounʹti), n., pl. –ties. 1 generosity. 2 a generous gift. 3 a reward. [< OF
< L bonitas < bonus good]
bou·quet (bō kāʹ, bü– for 1; bü kāʹ for 2),
n. 1 bunch of ﬂowers. 2 characteristic
fragrance; aroma. [< F, little wood, dim.
of OF bosc wood. See bush1.]
Bour·bon (bu̇rʹbәn, occas. bėrʹ– for
1; bėrʹbәn for 2), n. 1 member of a
former royal family of France, Spain,
Naples, and Sicily. 2 Also, bourbon.
kind of whiskey. —Bourʹbon·ism, n.
—Bourʹbon·ist, n.
bour·geois (bu̇r zhwäʹ; bu̇rʹzhwä), n., pl.
–geois, adj. —n. 1 person of the middle
class. 2 any property owner. —adj. 1 of
the middle class. 2 like the middle class;
ordinary. [< F < LL burgensis < burgus
fort < Gmc.]
bour·geoi·sie (bu̇r´zhwä zēʹ), n. 1 people
of the middle class. 2 the opposite of the
proletariat.
bourn1, bourne1 (bôrn; bōrn), n. ⫽brook.
[OE burna]
bourn2, bourne2 (bôrn; bōrn; bu̇rn), n.
Archaic. 1 boundary; limit. 2 goal. [< F
borne. Akin to bound3.]
bourse (bu̇rs), n. stock exchange in Paris
and other European cities. [< F, orig.,
purse, < LL bursa < Gk. byrsa hide]
bout (bout), n. 1 trial of strength; contest.
2 spell or ﬁt of anything: a bout of sickness. [var. of bought a bending, turn;
akin to bow1]
bou·tique (bü tēkʹ), n., adj. —n. small
specialty shop selling stylish clothes,
accessories, etc. —adj. specialized: boutique brewery; boutique farming. [< F
boutique small shop]
bou·ton·niere, bou·ton·nière (bü´tә nyãrʹ), n. ﬂower or ﬂowers worn in
a buttonhole. [< F, buttonhole. See button.]
bou·zou·ki (bü züʹkē), n. stringed instrument somewhat like a mandolin that
produces sounds similar to the harpsichord.
bo·vine (bōʹvīn; –vin), adj. 1 of an ox or
cow; like an ox or cow. 2 slow; stupid.
3 without emotion; stolid. —n. ox, cow,
etc. [< LL bovinus < L bos ox, cow]

bow1 (bou), v. 1 bend the head or body
in greeting, respect, worship, or submission. 2 show by bowing: bow one’s thanks.
3 bend; stoop. 4 submit; yield. —n. act of
bowing. [OE būgan] —bowʹer, n.
bow2 (bō), n. 1 weapon for shooting
arrows, consisting of a strip of elastic
wood bent by a string. 2 curve; bend.
3 a bowknot: a bow of ribbon. 4 a
slender rod with horsehairs stretched
on it, for playing a violin, etc. 5 something curved; curved part, as a rainbow.
—v. 1 curve; bend. 2 play (a violin, etc.)
with a bow. [OE boga] —bowʹless, adj.
—bowʹlike´, adj.
bow3 (bou), n. the forward part of a ship,
boat, or airship. [prob. of LG or Scand.
orig.; akin to bough]
bowd·ler·ize (boudʹlәr īz), v., –ized, –izing. ⫽expurgate. [for Dr. T. Bowdler, who
published an expurgated Shakespeare in
1818] —bowdʹler·ism, n. —bowd´leri·zaʹtion, n.
bow·el (bouʹәl), n. an intestine.
bowels, a tube in the body into which
food passes from the stomach; intestines. b Fig. inner part: the bowels of the
earth. [< OF < L botellus, dim. of botulus
sausage]
bow·er1 (bouʹәr), n. 1 shelter of leafy
branches. 2 summerhouse or arbor. [OE
būr dwelling] —bowʹer·like´, adj.
bow·er2 (bouʹәr), n. the high card in certain games. [< G bauer jack (in cards),
peasant]
bow·er·y (bouʹәr i), adj. leafy; shady.
bow·ﬁn (bōʹﬁn´), n. a North American
freshwater ganoid ﬁsh.
bow·ie knife (bōʹi; büʹi), a long, singleedged hunting knife carried in a sheath.
[named for Col. J. Bowie, U.S. pioneer]
bow·knot (bōʹnot´), n. a looped slipknot,
such as is made in tying shoelaces, usually with loops and two ends.
bowl1 (bōl), n. 1 a hollow, rounded dish. 2
amount that a bowl can hold. 3 a hollow,
rounded part: the bowl of a spoon or a
pipe. 4 formation or structure shaped
like a bowl, as an amphitheater. [OE
bolla] —bowlʹlike´, adj.
bowl2 (bōl), n. 1 a wooden ball used in
games. 2 a turn in the game of bowls.
—v. 1 play the game of bowls; roll a ball
in the game of bowls. 2 throw (the ball)
to the batsman in the game of cricket. 3
roll or move along rapidly and smoothly.
bowl over, a knock over. b make helpless and confused. [< F < L bulla ball,
bubble] —bowlʹer, n.
bowl·der (bōlʹdәr), n. ⫽boulder.
bow·leg (bōʹleg´), n. an outward curve of
the legs. —bowʹleg´ged, adj.
bow·line (bōʹlәn; –līn), n. 1 Also, bowline
knot. knot used in making a loop. 2
rope to hold a sail steady when sailing
into the wind.
bowl·ing (bōlʹing), n. 1 game of bowls. 2
U.S. and Canada. ⫽tenpins. 3 playing
the game of bowls.
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bowling alley, long, narrow, enclosed
ﬂoor for bowling.
bowls (bōlz), n. 1 game played by rolling
with a lopsided or weighted wooden ball
toward a stationary ball. 2 ⫽ninepins or
tenpins. [pl. of bowl2]
bow·man (bōʹmәn), n., pl. –men.
⫽archer.
bow·shot (bōʹshot´), n. distance that a
bow will shoot an arrow.
bow·sprit (bouʹsprit; bōʹ–), n. pole or
spar projecting forward from the bow
of a ship. Ropes from it help to steady
sails and masts. [prob. < LG or Du. See
bow3, sprit.]
bow·string (bōʹstring´), n. 1 a strong cord
stretched from the ends of a bow. 2 cord
like this.
box1 (boks), n. 1 container made of wood,
metal, paper, etc., 2 amount that a box
can hold. 3 a space with chairs at a theater, etc. 4 an enclosed space for a jury,
witnesses, etc. 5 a small shelter; a sentry’s
box. 6 the driver’s seat on a coach, carriage, etc. 7 in baseball, place where
the batter, or sometimes the pitcher or
coach, stands. 8 an awkward situation. 9
receptacle in a post oﬃce for a subscriber’s mail. —v. 1 pack in a box; put into a
box. 2 provide with a box.
box up, shut in; keep from getting out.
[specialization of meaning of box3]
—boxʹlike´, adj.
box2 (boks), n. blow with the open hand
or the ﬁst, esp. on the ear. —v. 1 strike
such a blow. 2 ﬁght with the ﬁsts.
box3 (boks), n. 1 shrub or small, bushy
tree that stays green all winter, much
used for hedges, etc. 2 its hard, durable
wood. [< L < Gk. pyxos]
box·car (boksʹkär´), n. railroad freight
car enclosed on all sides.
box elder, a maple tree of North America,
often grown for shade or ornament.
box·er (bokʹsәr), n. 1 person who ﬁghts
with the ﬁsts in padded gloves and
according to special rules. 2 a dog with a
smooth brown coat, related to the bulldog and terrier.
box·ing (bokʹsing), n. sport or act of
ﬁghting with the ﬁsts.
boxing gloves, padded gloves worn when
boxing.
box oﬃce, 1 place where tickets are sold
in a theater, hall, etc. 2 money taken in at
the box oﬃce.
box score, tabular record of the plays of
a baseball game arranged by the players’ names.
box seat, seat in a box of a theater, etc.
box·wood (boksʹwu̇d´), n. ⫽box3.
boy (boi), n. 1 a male child from birth to
about eighteen. 2 guy; follow. 3 a term
for a man, esp. a servant, sometimes
used in an unfriendly way. [< OF embuié
fettered < L in in + boiae fetters]
boy·cott (boiʹkot), v. 1 combine against
and have nothing to do with (a person,
business, nation, etc.) as a means of

intimidation or coercion. 2 refuse to buy
or use (a product, etc.). —n. a boycotting. [for Captain Boycott, ﬁrst man so
treated] —boyʹcott·er, n.
boy·friend (boiʹfrend), n. 1 a girl’s sweetheart or steady male companion. 2 male
friend. Also, boy friend.
boy·hood (boiʹhu̇d), n. 1 time or condition of being a boy. 2 boys as a group.
boy·ish (boiʹish), adj. 1 of a boy. 2 like
a boy. 3 like a boy’s. 4 ﬁt for a boy.
—boyʹish·ly, adv. —boyʹish·ness, n.
boy scout, member of the Boy Scouts.
Boy Scouts, organization for boys that
develops manly qualities and usefulness
to others.
boy·sen·ber·ry (boiʹzәn ber´i), n., pl.
–ries. a purple berry like a blackberry
in size and shape, and like a raspberry
in ﬂavor.
bp, bp., or Bp, bishop.
bp., 1 boiling point. 2 blood pressure
Br, bromine.
Br., Britain; British.
bra (brä), n. brassière.
brace (brās), n., v., braced, brac·ing. —n.
1 thing that holds parts together or in
place. 2 pair; couple: a brace of ducks.
3 handle for a tool or drill used for
boring. 4 either of these signs { } used
to enclose words, ﬁgures, etc. 5 Often,
braces. a metal wire or other device
used to straighten crooked teeth. [< v.,
but partly < OF brace the two arms] —v.
1 support. 2 hold or ﬁx ﬁrmly in place.
brace up, summon one’s strength
or courage. [< OF bracier embrace
< brace the two arms < L bracchia, pl.
< Gk. brachion]
brace·let (brāsʹlit), n. band or chain worn
for ornament around the wrist or arm.
[< OF, dim. of bracel L bracchium arm
< Gk. brachion] —braceʹlet·ed, adj.
brach·i·o·pod (brakʹi ә pod´; brāʹki–), n.
sea animal with upper and lower shells
and a pair of armlike tentacles, one on
each side of its mouth. [< NL < Gk. brachion arm + pous foot]
brach·y·ce·phal·ic (brak´i sә falʹik),brachy·ceph·a·lous (brak´i sefʹә lәs), adj. having
a short, broad head. [< Gk. brachys short
+ kephale head]
brac·ing (brāsʹing), adj. giving strength
and energy; refreshing. —n. brace or
braces. —bracʹing·ly, adv.
brack·en (brakʹәn), n. Brit. 1 a large fern.
2 growth of these ferns. [ME braken,
appar. < Scand.]
brack·et (brakʹit), n. 1 a ﬂat piece of
stone, etc., projecting from a wall as a
support for a shelf, a statue, etc. 2 support in the shape of a right triangle. 3
either of these signs [ ], used to enclose
words or ﬁgures. 4 group thought of
together: high income bracket. —v. 1
support with brackets. 2 enclose within
brackets. 3 think of together; group. [< F
< Sp. bragueta, dim. of braga < L bracae
breeches < Celtic]

brack·ish (brakʹish), adj. 1 somewhat salty.
2 distasteful; unpleasant. —brackʹishness, n.
bract (brakt), n. a small leaf at the base
of a ﬂower or ﬂower stalk. [< L bractea thin metal plate] —bracʹte·al, adj.
—bractʹless, adj.
brad (brad), n. a small, thin nail with a
small head. [var. of brod < Scand. broddr
spike]
brae (brā), n. Scot. slope; hillside.
brag (brag), n., v., bragged, brag·ging.
—n. 1 boast. 2 boasting. —v. boast.
[cf. Scand. bragga sig recover heart]
—bragʹger, n.
brag·ga·do·ci·o (brag´ә dōʹshi ō), n., pl.
–cios. 1 boasting; bragging. 2 boaster;
braggart. [coined by Spenser as name of
character in his Faerie Queene]
brag·gart (bragʹәrt), n. boaster. —adj.
boastful. [< F bragard < braguer brag]
Brah·ma (bräʹmә for 1; brāʹmә, bräʹmә
for 2), n. 1 in Hindu theology: a the god
of creation. b impersonal and absolute
divinity. 2 species of cattle, originally
imported from India.
Brah·man (bräʹmәn), n., pl. –mans.
member of the priestly caste, in India.
Also, Brahmin. —Brah·manʹic, Brahmanʹi·cal, adj. —Brahʹmanism, n.
—Brahʹman·ist, n.
Brah·min (bräʹmәn), n., pl. –min. 1 Brahman. 2 a cultured, highly intellectual
person, often snobbish. —Brah·minʹic,
Brah·minʹi·cal, adj. —Brahʹmin·ism, n.
Brahms (brämz), n. Johannes, 1833–97,
German composer of music.
braid (brād), n. 1 band formed by weaving together three or more strands of
hair, ribbon, straw, etc. 2 a narrow band
of fabric used to trim or bind clothing.
—v. 1 form by weaving together three
or more strands of hair, etc.; plait. 2
trim or bind with braid. [OE bregdan]
—braidʹer, n.
Braille, braille (brāl), n. system of writing
and printing for blind people. The letters
in Braille are made of raised dots and
are read by touching them. [for Louis
Braille, French teacher of the blind]
brain (brān), n. 1 mass of nerve tissue
enclosed in the skull or head of vertebrate animals. The brain is used in
feeling and thinking. 2 large electronic
computer. 3 Informal. very intelligent
person. 4 Usually, brains. mind; intelligence. —v. kill by smashing the skull of.
pick the brains of, extract useful information or ideas from (someone).
rack one’s brains, try hard to remember
or think of something. [OE brœgen]
brain·less (brānʹlis), adj. 1 stupid; foolish.
2 without a brain. —brainʹless·ly, adv.
—brainʹless·ness, n.
brain bleed, hemorrhage in the brain.
brain dead or brain-dead (brānʹded´),
adj. 1 showing no activity of the cerebral
cortex. 2 Fig. showing little imagination
or thought. —brain death, n.
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brain·pan (brānʹpan´), n. ⫽cranium.
brain-storm, (brānʹstôrm´), 1 sudden
inspired idea. 2 episode of mental instability.
brain·wash·ing (brānʹwosh´ing; –wôsh´–),
n. the process of purging a person’s
mind of his or her political, economic,
and social ideas, and causing willing
acceptance of other views.
brain·y (brānʹi), adj., brain·i·er, brain·iest. intelligent; clever. —brainʹi·ness, n.
braise (brāz), v., braised, brais·ing.
brown (meat) quickly and then cook it
long and slowly in a covered pan with
very little water. [< F braiser < braise hot
charcoal < Gmc.]
brake1 (brāk), n., v., braked, brak·ing.
—n. 1 anything used to check by pressing or scraping or by rubbing against.
2 tool or machine for breaking up ﬂax
or hemp into ﬁbers. —v. 1 slow up or
stop by using a brake. 2 use a brake on.
3 break up (ﬂax or hemp) into ﬁbers.
[< MLG or ODu. braeke; akin to
break]
brake2 (brāk), n. a thick growth of bushes;
thicket. [cf. MLG brake]
brake3 (brāk), n. large, coarse fern. [prob.
var. of bracken]
brake·man (brākʹmәn), n., pl. –men. person who works brakes and helps the
engineer or conductor of a railroad
train.
bram·ble (bramʹbәl), n. 1 a prickly shrub
of the rose family, such as the blackberry
or raspberry. 2 any rough, prickly shrub.
[OE brēmel < brōm broom] —bramʹbly,
adj.
bran (bran), n. the broken covering of
wheat, rye, etc., separated from the
ﬂour. [< OF]
branch (branch; bränch), n. 1 part of a
tree growing out from the trunk; bough;
twig. 2 any division that resembles a
branch of a tree: a branch of a river.
3 division; part: history is a branch of
learning. 4 a local oﬃce: a branch of a
bank. 5 a line of family descent. —v. 1
put out branches; spread in branches. 2
divide into branches.
branch out, a put out branches. b extend
business, interests, activities, etc. [< OF
branche < LL branca paw]
brand (brand), n. 1 a certain kind, grade,
or make as indicated by a stamp, trademark, etc.: a brand of coﬀee. 2 ⫽trademark. 3 mark made by burning the skin
with a hot iron, as on cattle and horses
to show who owns them. 4 iron stamp
for burning a mark. 5 mark of disgrace.
6 piece of wood that is burning or partly
burned. 7 Archaic and Poetic. sword. —v.
1 mark by burning the skin with a hot
iron. 2 put a mark of disgrace on. [OE]
—brandʹer, n.
bran·died (branʹdid), adj. prepared,
mixed, or ﬂavored with brandy.
bran·dish (branʹdish), v. wave or shake
threateningly; ﬂourish: brandish a
sword. —n. threatening shake; ﬂourish.

[< OF brandir < brand sword < Gmc.]
—branʹdish·er, n.
brand-new (brandʹnüʹ; –nūʹ), adj. very
new; entirely new.
bran·dy (branʹdi), n., pl. –dies, v., –died,
–dy·ing. —n. 1 strong alcoholic liquor
made from wine. 2 similar alcoholic
liquor made from fruit juice. —v. mix,
ﬂavor, or preserve with brandy. [< Du.
brandewijn burnt (i.e., distilled) wine]
brant (brant), n., pl. brants or (esp. collectively) brant. a small, dark, wild goose.
brash (brash), adj. 1 hasty; rash. 2
impudent; saucy. —n. a rush or dash.
—brashʹy, adj.
bra·sier (brāʹzhәr), n. ⫽brazier.
Bra·sí·lia (brä sēʹlyä), n. capital of Brazil
in the C part.
brass (bras; bräs), n. 1 yellow metal that
is an alloy of copper and zinc. 2 thing
made of brass. 3 Also, brasses. the
brass winds. 4 Colloq. shamelessness;
impudence. 5 Slang. high-ranking military oﬃcers. —adj. made of brass. [OE
brœs]
bras·sard (brasʹärd), n. 1 band worn
above the elbow as a badge. 2 Also, brassart (brasʹәrt). armor for the upper part
of the arm. [< F, < bras arm]
brass·ie, brass·y (brasʹi; bräsʹi), n., pl.
brass·ies. golf club with a wooden head
on the bottom of which is a metal plate.
bras·sière (brә zirʹ), n. a bust support
worn by women. [< F, bodice, < bras
arm]
brass knuckles, a protective metal device
for the knuckles, used in ﬁghting.
brass winds, metal musical instruments
that are played by blowing, such as
trumpets or trombones. —brassʹwind´,
adj.
brass·y (brasʹi; bräsʹi), adj. brass·i·er,
brass·i·est. 1 of or like brass. 2 loud and
harsh. 3 Colloq. shameless; impudent.
—brassʹi·ness, n.
brat (brat), n. any child, esp. an unpleasant one. [cf. OE bratt cloak, covering]
bra·va·do (brә väʹdō), n., pl. –does, –dos.
a boastful deﬁance without much real
desire to ﬁght. [< Sp. bravada. See
brave.]
brave (brāv), adj., brav·er, brav·est, n., v.,
braved, brav·ing. —adj. 1 without fear;
having courage. 2 making a ﬁne appearance; showy. 3 Archaic. ﬁne; excellent.
—n. 1 a brave person. 2 a North American Indian warrior. —v. 1 meet without
fear. 2 dare; defy. [< F < Ital. bravo
brave, bold < Sp., vicious (as applied
to bulls), ? < L pravus] —braveʹly, adv.
—braveʹness, n.
brav·er·y (brāvʹәr i), n., pl. –er·ies. 1 fearlessness; courage. 2 showy dress; ﬁnery.
bra·vo (bräʹvō), interj., n., pl. –vos.
—interj. well done! ﬁne! —n. cry of
“bravo!” [< Ital. See brave.]
bra·vu·ra (brә vyu̇rʹә), n. 1 piece requiring skill and spirit in the performer. 2
display of daring; dash; spirit. [< Ital.,
bravery. See brave.]

braw (brô; brä), adj. Scot. 1 making a
ﬁne appearance. 2 excellent; ﬁne. [var.
of brave]
brawl (brôl), n. noisy quarrel. —v. quarrel
noisily. [ME brallen < brawl brawler]
brawn (brôn), n. muscle; ﬁrm, strong
muscles; muscular strength. [< OF braon
< Gmc.]
brawn· y (brônʹ i), adj., brawn· i· er,
brawn·i·est.strong; muscular.—brawnʹiness, n.
bray (brā), n. 1 the loud, harsh sound
made by a donkey. 2 noise like it. —v.
1 make a loud, harsh sound. 2 utter
in a loud, harsh voice. [< F braire]
—brayʹer, n.
Braz., Brazil; Brazilian.
braze1 (brāz), v., brazed, braz·ing. 1 cover
or decorate with brass. 2 make like brass.
[OE brasian < brœs brass]
braze2 (brāz), v., brazed, braz·ing. solder
with brass or other hard solder. [? < F
braser < OF, burn]
bra·zen (brāʹzәn), adj. 1 made of brass.
2 like brass in color or strength. 3 loud
and harsh. 4 shameless; impudent. —v.
make shameless or impudent.
brazen out or through, face boldly
or shamelessly. [OE brœsen < brœs
brass] —braʹzen·ly, adj. —braʹzenness, n.
bra·zier1 (brāʹzhәr), n. a metal container
to hold burning charcoal or coal, used
for heating rooms. Also, brasier. [< F
brasier < braise hot coals]
bra·zier2 (brāʹzhәr), n. person who works
with brass. Also, brasier. [< braze1]
Bra·zil (brә zilʹ), n. largest country in
South America. —Bra·zilʹian, adj., n.
Brazil nut, a large, triangular nut of a tree
growing in Brazil.
Braz·za·ville (brazʹә vil), n. capital of the
Republic of the Congo, in the S part.
breach (brēch), n. 1 opening made by
breaking down something solid; gap. 2
breaking (of a law, promise, duty, etc.);
neglect. 3 breaking of friendly relations;
quarrel. —v. break through; make an
opening in. [< OF breche < Gmc.]
breach of promise, breaking of a promise
to marry.
breach of the peace, public disturbance.
bread (bred), n. 1 food made of ﬂour
or meal mixed with milk or water and
baked. 2 food; livelihood. —v. cover
with bread crumbs before cooking.
break bread, share a meal. [OE brēad]
—breadʹless, adj.
bread·board (bredʹbôrd´; –bōrd´), n. 1
board on which dough is kneaded, pastry is rolled, etc. 2 board on which bread
is cut.
bread·fruit (bredʹfrüt´), n. a large, round,
starchy, tropical fruit of the Paciﬁc
Islands, much used, baked or roasted,
for food.
bread line, line of people waiting to get
food given as charity or relief.
bread·stuﬀ (bredʹstuf´), n. 1 grain, ﬂour,
or meal for making bread. 2 bread.

Breton
breadth (bredth; bretth), n. 1 how broad
a thing is; distance across; width. 2 piece
of a certain width: a breadth of cloth.
3 freedom from narrowness; latitude;
tolerance. 4 spaciousness; extent. [< OE
brœ̄du < brād broad]
breadth·ways (bredthʹwāz´; bretthʹ–),
adv. in the direction of the breadth.
bread·win·ner (bredʹwin´әr), n. person
who earns a living for those dependent
on him or her.
break (brāk), v., broke or (Archaic) brake,
bro·ken or (Archaic) broke, break·ing,
n. —v. 1 make come to pieces by a blow
or pull; shatter; smash: break a window;
break a leg, break a blood vessel. 2 come
apart; crack; burst. 3 interrupt; disturb:
break silence. 4 open (an electrical circuit). 5 destroy evenness, wholeness,
etc.: break a ﬁve-dollar bill. 6 fail to keep;
act against: break a law. 7 come suddenly: a storm broke. 8 change suddenly:
the drought broke. 9 of stocks, bonds,
etc., decline suddenly and sharply in
price. 10 of a voice or wind instrument,
change in register or tone. 11 of a baseball pitch, swerve or curve at or near
the plate. 12 lessen the force of: break
a fall. 13 of the heart, be overcome by
grief. 14 stop; put an end to: break a
habit. 15 reduce in rank. 16 train to
obey; tame: break a colt. 17 go beyond;
exceed: break a record. 18 dig or plow
(ground). 19 make known; reveal: break
the bad news. 20 make a rush toward;
dash; run (for, to). —n. 1 act or fact of
breaking. 2 a broken place; gap, crack. 3
interruption. 4 act of forcing one’s way
out. 5 an abrupt or marked change. 6
a sudden sharp decline in the prices of
stocks, etc. 7 sharp change in direction
of a pitched or bowled ball. 8 Informal.
chance; opportunity. 9 opening in an
electric circuit.
break down, a have an accident; fail
to work. b collapse; become weak; lose
one’s health. c begin to cry.
break in, a prepare for work or use;
train. b enter by force. c interrupt.
break out, a start; begin. b have pimples,
rashes, etc. on the skin.
break up, a scatter. b stop; put an end
to. c upset; disturb greatly. [OE brecan]
—breakʹa·ble, adj.
break·age (brākʹij), n. 1 act of breaking;
break. 2 damage or loss caused by breaking. 3 allowance made for such damage
or loss.
break·dancing (brākʹdan´sing), n. athletic,
acrobatic dancing in which the dancer
executes spins and turns, etc., esp. on
pavement, ﬂoor, etc. —break dance, v.
break·down (brākʹdoun´), n. 1 failure
to work. 2 loss of health; collapse. 3
Am. a noisy, lively dance. 4 analysis, as
of a total.
break·er (brākʹәr), n. 1 wave that breaks
into foam on the shore, rocks, etc. 2
machine for breaking things into smaller
pieces.

break·fast (brekʹfәst), n. the ﬁrst meal
of the day. —v. eat breakfast. [< break +
fast2] —breakʹfast·er, n. —breakʹfastless, adj.
break·neck (brākʹnek´), adj. likely to
cause a broken neck; very dangerous.
break·through (brākʹthrü´), n. 1 an
oﬀensive military operation that pierces
a defensive system and reaches the area
behind it. 2 a solving of the major
problem or problems hindering some
undertaking, esp. in science.
break·up (brākʹup´), n. 1 collapse; decay.
2 separation. 3 end.
break·wa·ter (brākʹwô´tәr; –wot´әr), n.
wall or barrier to break the force of
waves.
bream (brēm), n., pl. breams or (esp. collectively) bream. 1 carp of inland European waters. 2 any of various related
ﬁshes. 3 the common freshwater sunﬁsh.
[< F brême < Gmc.]
breast (brest), n. 1 the upper, front part
of the human body; chest. 2 the corresponding part in animals. 3 the upper,
front part of a coat, dress, etc. 4 a front
or forward part. 5 gland that gives milk.
6 heart; feelings. —v. U.S. struggle with;
advance against; oppose; face.
make a clean breast of, confess completely. [OE brēost]
breast·bone (brestʹbōn´), n. the thin, ﬂat
bone in the front of the chest to which
the ribs are attached; sternum.
breast-feed (brestʹfēd´), v., –fed, –feeding. feed at the mother’s breast; nurse.
breast·plate (brestʹplāt´), n. armor for
the chest.
breast·stroke (brestʹ strōk), n. swimming
stroke made with the swimmer face
down and with both arms extended
forward under the water, then drawn to
the sides and extended forward while
the legs make a frog kick.
breast·work (brestʹwėrk´), n. a low, hastily built wall for defense.
breath (breth), n. 1 air drawn into and
forced out of the lungs. 2 act of breathing. 3 ability to breathe easily: out of
breath. 4 pause; respite. 5 light breeze. 6
utterance; whisper. 7 life.
catch one’s breath, a gasp; pant. b rest;
stop or pause.
in the same breath, at the same time.
out of breath, breathless.
save one’s breath, no comment; be
silent.
take one’s breath away, surprise; delight.
under or below one’s breath, in a whisper. [OE brœ̄th odor]
breathe (brēth), v., breathed, breath·ing.
1 draw (air) into the lungs and force
it out. 2 stop for breath; rest. 3 Fig. say
softly; whisper; utter. 4 Fig. be alive; live.
5 Fig. utter with the breath and not with
the voice. 6 send out; infuse: breathe new
life into tired ideas. 7 Fig. send out an
odor or scent.
breathe again or freely, be relieved; feel
easy.
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breathe easy or easily, be free from
anxiety or pain. —breathʹa·ble, adj.
breath·er (brēthʹәr), n. 1 a short stop
for breath; rest. 2 person or thing that
breathes.
breath·ing (brēthʹing), n. respiration.
breath·less (brethʹlis), adj. 1 out of
breath. 2 unable to breathe freely
because of fear, interest, or excitement.
3 without a breeze. —breathʹless·ly, adv.
—breathʹless·ness, n.
breath-tak·ing (brethʹtāk´ing), adj. thrilling; exciting: a breath-taking view.
bred (bred), v. pt. and pp. of breed.
breech (brēch), n. 1 the lower part; back
part. 2 part of a gun behind the barrel.
[OE brēc, gen. and dat. of brōc]
breech·cloth (brēchʹklôth´; –kloth´),
breech-clout (–klout´), n. cloth worn
as a loincloth.
breech·es (brichʹiz), n.pl. 1 short trousers
reaching from the waist to the knees.
2 Colloq. trousers. [OE brēc, pl. of brōc
breech]
breeches buoy, pair of short canvas trousers fastened to a belt or life preserver.
A breeches buoy slides along a rope on
a pulley and is used to rescue people or
transfer them between ships.
breech·ing (brichʹing; brēchʹ–), n. part of
a harness that passes around a horse’s
rump.
breech·load·ing (brēchʹlōd´ing), adj. of
guns, loading from behind the barrel
instead of at the mouth,
breed (brēd), v., bred, breed·ing, n. —v.
1 produce (young). 2 raise (livestock,
etc.). 3 produce; cause: careless driving
breeds accidents. 4 be the native place
or source of. 5 bring up; train. —n. 1
race; stock: Jerseys and Guernseys are
breeds of cattle. 2 kind; sort. [OE brēdan]
—breedʹer, n.
breeder reactor, nuclear reactor which
produces ﬁssionable material in excess
of the amount required for the chain
reaction.
breed·ing (brēdʹing), n. 1 producing oﬀspring. 2 producing animals, esp. to get
improved kinds. 3 bringing up; training;
behavior.
breeze (brēz), n., v., breezed, breez·ing.
—n. a light wind. —v. Colloq. proceed
easily or briskly. [< OSp. and Pg. briza
northeast wind]
breez·y (brēzʹi), adj., breez·i·er, breez·iest. 1 with light winds blowing. 2 brisk;
lively; jolly. —breezʹi·ly, adv. —breezʹiness, n.
Bren·ner Pass (brenʹәr), a mountain pass
in the Alps between Austria and Italy.
breth·ren (brethʹrәn), n.pl. 1 brothers.
2 the fellow members of a church or
society.
Bret·on (bretʹәn), n. 1 native or inhabitant of Brittany. 2 language of Brittany. 3 Cape, the northeastern part
of Nova Scotia. —adj. having to do
with Brittany, its people, or their language.
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breve

breve (brēv), n. 1 curved mark (˘) put
over a vowel or syllable to show that it is
short. 2 musical note equal to two whole
notes. [< Ital. < L brevis short]
bre·vet (brә vetʹ; esp. Brit. brevʹit), n.,
v., –vet·ted, –vet·ting; –vet·ed, –vet·
ing. —n. commission promoting an
army oﬃcer to a higher rank without
an increase in pay. —v. give rank by
a brevet. [< F, dim. of bref letter. See
brief.]
bre·vi·ar·y (brēʹvi er´i; brevʹi–), n., pl.
–ar·ies. book of prescribed prayers to
be said daily by certain clergymen and
religious of the Roman Catholic Church.
[< L breviarium summary < brevis
short]
brev·i·ty (brevʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. shortness; briefness. [< L, < brevis short]
brew (brü), v. 1 make (beer, ale, etc.)
by soaking, boiling, and fermenting.
2 make (a drink) by soaking, boiling,
or mixing. 3 bring about; plan; plot:
boys brewing mischief. 4 begin to form;
gather: a storm is brewing. —n. 1 drink
brewed. 2 quantity brewed at one time.
[OE brēowan] —brewʹer, n.
brew·er·y (brüʹәr i; bru̇rʹi), n., pl. –er·ies.
place where beer, ale, etc., are brewed.
brew·ing (brüʹing), n. 1 preparing a brew.
2 amount brewed at one time.
bri·ar (brīʹәr), n. ⫽brier. —briʹar·y, adj.
bri·ar·wood (brīʹәr wu̇d´), n. ⫽brierwood.
bribe (brīb), n., v., bribed, brib·ing. —n. 1
anything given or oﬀered to get a person
to do something that he or she thinks is
wrong. 2 reward for doing something
that a person does not want to do. —v.
1 oﬀer a bribe to. 2 inﬂuence by giving a
bribe. 3 give bribes. [? < OF, bit of bread
given to a beggar] —bribʹa·ble, adj.
—brib´a·bilʹi·ty, n. —bribʹer, n.
brib·er·y (brībʹәr i), n., pl. –er·ies. 1 giving or oﬀering a bribe. 2 taking a bribe.
bric-a-brac, bric-à-brac (brikʹә brak´), n.
interesting or curious knickknacks used
as decorations. [< F]
brick (brik), n. 1 block of clay baked by
sun or ﬁre, used in building and paving.
2 bricks. 3 anything shaped like a brick.
—adj. made of bricks. —v. build or pave
with bricks; wall in with bricks. [< F
< MDu. bricke] —brickʹlike´, adj.
brick·lay·ing (brikʹlā´ing), n. act or work
of building with bricks. —brickʹlay´er, n.
brick·work (brikʹwėrk´), n. 1 thing made
of bricks. 2 building with bricks; bricklaying.
brid·al (brīdʹәl), adj. of a bride or a wedding. —n. wedding. [OE brȳdealo bride
ale] —bridʹal·ly, adv.
bridal wreath, a kind of spiraea.
bride (brīd), n. woman just married or
about to be married. [OE brȳd]
bride·groom (brīdʹgrüm´; –gru̇m´), n.
man just married or about to be married. [OE brȳdguma < brȳd bride +
guma man; inﬂ. by groom]

brides·maid (brīdzʹmād´), n. young, usually unmarried woman who attends the
bride at a wedding.
bridge1 (brij), n., v., bridged, bridg·ing.
—n. 1 structure built over a river, road,
etc., so that people, trains, etc., can get
across. 2 platform above the deck of
a ship for the oﬃcer in command. 3
the upper, bony part of the nose. 4
mounting for false teeth fastened to real
teeth near by. 5 a movable piece over
which the strings of a violin etc., are
stretched. —v. 1 build a bridge over. 2
extend over; span. 3 make a way over:
politeness will bridge many diﬃculties.
burn one’s bridges, cut oﬀ all chance
of retreat or of following a diﬀerent
course. [OE brycg] —bridgeʹa·ble, adj.
—bridgeʹless, adj.
bridge2 (brij), n. 1 a card game for four
players resembling whist, in which the
dealer or his partner (the dummy)
declares the trump, and the dealer plays
both his own and his partner’s hand. 2
⫽auction bridge.
bridge·head (brijʹhed´), n. 1 fortiﬁcation
protecting the end of a bridge toward
the enemy. 2 position obtained and held
within enemy territory, used as a starting point for further attack. 3 either end
of a bridge.
bridge·work (brijʹwėrk´), n. false teeth
in a mounting fastened to real teeth
near by.
bri·dle (brīʹdәl), n., v., –dled, –dling.
—n. 1 head part of a horse’s harness,
used to hold back or control a horse. 2
anything that holds back or checks. —v.
1 put a bridle on. 2 hold back; check;
control. 3 hold the head up high with
the chin drawn back to express pride,
vanity, scorn, or anger. [OE brīdel, brigdels < bregdan braid] —briʹdle·less, adj.
—briʹdler, n.
brief (brēf), adj. 1 lasting only a short
time. 2 using few words. —n. 1 short
statement; summary. 2 a a writ. b statement of the facts and the points of law
of a case to be pleaded in court. —v. 1
make a brief of; summarize. 2 furnish
with a brief. 3 Brit. Law. retain as a
lawyer or counsel. 4 give a brieﬁng to.
briefs, short underpants.
hold a brief for, argue for; support;
defend.
in brief, in few words. [< OF < L brevis
short] —briefʹly, adv. —briefʹness, n.
brief case, ﬂat container for carrying
loose papers, books, drawings, etc.
brief·ing (brēfʹing), n. 1 a short summary
of the details of a ﬂight mission, given to
the crew of a combat aircraft just before
it takes oﬀ. 2 any similar short, preparatory summary.
bri·er1 (brīʹәr), n. a thorny or prickly
bush, esp. the wild rose. Also, briar.
[OE brēr]
bri·er2 (brīʹәr), n. white heath bush. Its
root is used in making tobacco pipes.

Also, briar. [< F bruyère heath < Celtic]
—briʹer·y, adj.
bri·er·wood (brīʹәr wu̇d´), n. roots of the
brier tree. Also, briarwood.
brig (brig), n. 1 a square-rigged ship
with two masts. 2 prison on a warship. 3 Informal. guardhouse. [short for
brigantine]
bri·gade (bri gādʹ), n., v., –gad·ed, –gading. —n. 1 part of an army. It is usually
made up of two or more regiments. 2
group of people organized for some
purpose: a ﬁre brigade puts out ﬁres. —v.
form into a brigade. [< F < Ital. brigata,
ult. < briga strife]
brig·a·dier (brig´ә dirʹ), n. ⫽brigadier
general.
brigadier general, pl. brigadier generals.
oﬃcer commanding a brigade, a wing
of the Air Force, or an equivalent unit,
ranking above a colonel and below a
major general.
brig·and (brigʹәnd), n. man who robs
travelers on the road; robber; bandit.
[< OF < Ital. brigante. See brigade.]
—brigʹand·ish, adj.
brig·and·age (brigʹәn dij), brig·and·ism
(–diz әm), n. robbery; plundering.
brig·an·tine (brigʹәn tēn; –tīn), n. brig
with the mainmast fore-and-aft-rigged.
[< F < Ital. brigantino. See brigand,
brigade.]
bright (brīt), adj. 1 giving much light;
shining. 2 quick-witted; clever; intelligent. 3 vivid; glowing. 4 lively; cheerful.
5 favorable. —adv. in a bright manner. [OE briht, beorht] —brightʹly, adv.
—brightʹness, n.
bright·en (brītʹәn), v. 1 become bright or
brighter. 2 make bright or brighter.
Bright’s disease, Pathol. kidney disease
characterized by albumin in the urine.
bril·liance (brilʹyәns), bril·lian·cy (–yәn si),
n. 1 great brightness; radiance; sparkle. 2
splendor; magniﬁcence. 3 great ability.
bril·liant (brilʹyәnt), adj. 1 shining
brightly; sparkling. 2 splendid; magniﬁcent. 3 having great ability. —n.
diamond or other gem cut to sparkle
brightly. [< F brillant, ppr. of briller
shine, ? < L beryllus beryl] —brilʹliantly, adv. —brilʹliant·ness, n.
brim (brim), n., v., brimmed, brim·ming.
—n. 1 edge of a cup, bowl, etc.; rim. 2 the
projecting edge of a hat. —v. ﬁll to the
brim; be full to the brim. [OE brim sea]
—brimʹless, adj.
brim·ful (brimʹfu̇l´), adj. completely full.
brim·stone (brimʹstōn´), n. ⫽sulfur. [ME
brinston < brinn– burn + ston stone]
brin·dle (brinʹdәl), adj. ⫽brindled.
—n. 1 brindled color. 2 brindled animal.
[< brindled]
brin·dled (brinʹdәld), adj. gray, tan, or
tawny with darker streaks and spots. [?
akin to brand]
brine (brīn), n. 1 very salty water. 2
salt lake or sea; ocean. [OE brȳne]
—brinʹish, adj.
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bring (bring), v., brought, bring·ing. 1
come with (some thing or person) from
another place. 2 cause to come. 3 inﬂuence; lead. 4 present (reasons, arguments, etc.); adduce.
bring about, cause to happen.
bring around, a restore to consciousness. b convince; persuade.
bring forth, a give birth to; bear. b
reveal; show.
bring out, a reveal; show. b oﬀer to
the public.
bring to, a restore to consciousness. b
stop; check.
bring up, a care for in childhood. b
educate; train. c suggest for action or
discussion. d stop suddenly. [OE bringan] —bringʹer, n.
bring·ing-up (bringʹing upʹ), n. 1 care in
childhood. 2 education; training.
brink (bringk), n. edge at the top of a
steep place.
on the brink of, very near. [ME; prob.
< Scand.]
brink·man·ship (bringkʹmәn ship), n.
urging or pursuit of a policy even to the
brink of disaster.
brin·y (brīnʹi), adj., brin·i·er, brin·i·est.
of or like brine; salty. —brinʹi·ness, n.
bri·quette, bri·quet (bri ketʹ), n. a molded
block, esp. of charcoal used for broiling
on a grill. [< F]
Bris·bane (brizʹbān; –bәn), n. seaport in
E Australia.
brisk (brisk), adj. 1 quick and active;
lively. 2 keen; sharp. [? akin to brusque]
—briskʹly, adv. —briskʹness, n.
bris·ket (brisʹkit), n. 1 meat from the
breast of an animal. 2 breast of an animal. [< OF bruschet < Gmc.]
bris·tle (brisʹәl), n., v., –tled, –tling. —n. a
short, stiﬀ hair. —v. 1 stand up straight:
the angry dog’s hair bristled. 2 cause
(hair) to stand up straight; ruﬄe. 3 have
one’s hair stand up straight: the dog
bristled. 4 show that one is aroused and
ready to ﬁght. 5 be thickly set: our path
bristled with diﬃculties. [ME bristel]
—brisʹtly, adj. —brisʹtli·ness, n.
bris·tle·tail (brisʹәl tāl´), n. a wingless insect
having long, bristlelike appendages.
Bris·tol (brisʹtәl), n. seaport in SW England.
Brit., 1 Britain; British. 2 Briticism.
Brit·ain (britʹәn), n. England, Scotland,
and Wales; Great Britain.
Bri·tan·nia (bri tanʹi ә; –tanʹyә), n. Britain; Great Britain.
Bri·tan·nic (bri tanʹik), adj. ⫽British.
Brit·i·cism (britʹә siz әm), n. word or
phrase peculiar to the British. Lift meaning elevator is a Briticism. Also, Britishism.
Brit·ish (britʹish), adj. 1 of Great Britain,
or its people. 2 of or pertaining to the
ancient Britons. —n. 1 (pl. in use) people
of Great Britain collectively. 2 their language. [OE brittisc < Brittas Britons
< Celtic]

British Columbia, province in W Canada.
British Commonwealth of Nations,
⫽Commonwealth of Nations.
British Empire, originally, all the countries and colonies owing allegiance to
the British crown.
British English, English language as spoken and written in Britain.
Brit·ish·er (britʹish әr), n. ⫽Englishman.
British Isles, Great Britain, Ireland, the
Isle of Man, and other nearby islands.
Brit·ish·ism (britʹish iz әm), n. ⫽Briticism.
British thermal unit, amount of heat
necessary to raise a pound of water
one degree Fahrenheit at its maximum
density.
British West Indies, British islands in
the West Indies, including the Bahamas, Bermuda, and the British Virgin
Islands.
Brit·on (britʹәn), n. 1 native or inhabitant
of Great Britain. 2 member of a Celtic
people who lived in S Britain long ago.
Brit·ta·ny (britʹә ni), n. region in NW
France.
brit·tle (britʹәl), adj. very easily broken;
breaking with a snap; apt to break. [ME
britel < OE brēotan break] —britʹtle·ly,
adv. —britʹtle·ness, n.
bro., Bro., pl. bros., Bros. brother.
broach (brōch), n. 1 a pointed tool for
making and shaping holes. 2 slender
spit for roasting meat. 3 tool for opening
casks. 4 ⫽brooch. —v. 1 open by making
a hole. 2 begin to talk about: broach a
subject. [< OF < L broccus projecting]
—broachʹer, n.
broad (brôd), adj. 1 wide. 2 extensive:
a broad experience. 3 liberal; tolerant:
broad ideas. 4 main; general: broad
outlines. 5 clear; full: broad daylight.
6 plain-spoken. 7 coarse; not reﬁned:
broad jokes. 8 pronounced with the
vocal passage open wide. The a in father
is broad. —n. Informal. a woman. [OE
brād] —broadʹish, adj. —broadʹly, adv.
broad·ax, broad·axe (brôdʹaks´), n., pl.
–axes. ax with a broad blade.
broad·band (brôdʹband´), adj. operating over a wide range of frequencies; a
broadband station.
broad·cast (brôdʹkast´; –käst´), v., –cast
or –cast·ed, –cast·ing, n., adj., adv. —v. 1
send out by radio or television. 2 scatter
widely. —n. 1 a sending out by radio or
television. 2 speech, music, etc., sent out
by radio or television. 3 radio or television program. 4 scattering far and wide.
—adj. 1 sent out by radio or television.
2 scattered widely. —adv. over a wide
surface. —broadʹcast´er, n.
broad·cloth (brôdʹklôth´; –kloth´), n. 1
a smooth, cotton or silk cloth, used in
making shirts and dresses. 2 a smooth,
closely woven woolen cloth, used in
making men’s suits. [orig. 2 yards
“broad”]

broad·en (brôdʹәn), v. 1 make broad or
broader. 2 become broad or broader.
broad jump, 1 a jump that covers as much
ground as possible. 2 athletic contest
for the longest broad jump. —broadʹjump´, v.
broad·loom (brôdʹlüm´), adj. woven on
a wide loom in one color: a broadloom
carpet.
broad-mind·ed (brôdʹmīnʹdid), adj. liberal; tolerant; not prejudiced or bigoted.
—broadʹ-mindʹed·ly, adv. —broadʹmindʹed·ness, n.
broad·side (brôdʹsīd´), n. 1 the whole
side of a ship above the water line. 2 all
the guns that can be ﬁred from one side
of a ship. 3 the ﬁring of all these guns
at the same time. 4 Fig. violent attack.
—adv. with the side turned.
broad·sword (brôdʹsôrd´; –sōrd´), n.
sword with a broad, ﬂat blade.
Broad·way (brôdʹwā´), n. 1 street running NE and SW through New York
City. 2 theater district of New York City:
the lights dimmed on Broadway.
bro·cade (brō kādʹ), n., v., –cad·ed, –cading. —n. an expensive cloth woven with
raised designs on it. —v. weave or decorate with raised designs. [< Sp., Pg.
brocado, pp. of brocar embroider; akin
to broach] —bro·cadʹed, adj.
broc·co·li (brokʹә li), n. variety of cauliﬂower whose green branching stems
and ﬂower heads are used as a vegetable.
[< Ital. (pl.) sprouts < L broccus projecting]
bro·chure (brō shu̇rʹ), n. ⫽pamphlet. [< F,
< brocher stitch]
bro·gan (brōʹgәn), n. a coarse, strong
shoe. [< Irish, Scotch Gaelic, dim. of
brōg shoe]
brogue1 (brōg), n. 1 Irish accent or
pronunciation of English. 2 accent or
pronunciation peculiar to any dialect. [? specialization of meaning of
brogue2]
brogue2 (brōg), n. 1 shoe made for comfort and long wear. 2 ⫽brogan. [< Irish,
Scotch Gaelic brōg shoe]
broil1 (broil), v. 1 cook by putting or
holding near the ﬁre. 2 make very hot. 3
be very hot. —n. 1 a broiling. 2 broiled
meat, etc. [? < OF bruillir burn]
broil2 (broil), v. engage in a broil; quarrel;
ﬁght. —n. an angry quarrel or struggle;
brawl. [< F brouiller disorder]
broil·er (broilʹәr), n. 1 pan or rack for
broiling. 2 device in a stove or small
appliance for broiling. 3 a young chicken
for broiling. 4 Informal. extremely hot
day; scorcher.
broke (brōk), v. 1 pt. of break. 2 Archaic.
pp. of break. —adj. Informal. without
money.
bro·ken (brōʹkәn), v. pp. of break. —adj.
1 crushed; in pieces. 2 destroyed. 3
weakened. 4 tamed. 5 imperfectly spoken. 6 interrupted. —broʹken·ly, adv.
—broʹken·ness, n.
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bro·ken-heart·ed (brōʹkәn härʹtid), adj.
crushed by sorrow or grief; heartbroken.
bro·ker (brōʹkәr), n. person who buys
and sells stocks, bonds, grain, cotton,
etc., for other people; agent. [< AF brocour tapster, retailer of wine; akin to
broach]
bro·ker·age (brōʹkәr ij), n. 1 business of a
broker. 2 money charge by a broker for
his services.
bro·mide (brōʹmīd; –mid), n. 1 compound of bromine with another element
or radical. 2 potassium bromide, KBr, a
drug used to calm nervousness, cause
sleep, etc. 3 commonplace, unoriginal
thought or remark: the usual bromides
were oﬀered up in the speech.
bro·mine (brōʹmēn; –min), n. a nonmetallic element, Br, somewhat like chlorine
and iodine. Bromine is a dark-brown
liquid that gives oﬀ an irritating vapor.
bron·chi (brongʹkī), n. pl. of bronchus.
1 two main branches of the windpipe.
2 the smaller, branching tubes in the
lungs.
bron·chi·a (brongʹki ә), n.pl. the bronchi,
esp. their smaller branches.
bron·chi·al (brongʹki әl), adj. of the bronchi.
bron·chi·tis (brong kīʹtis), n. inﬂammation of the lining of the bronchial tubes.
—bron·chitʹic, adj.
bron·chus (brongʹkәs), n., pl. –chi (–kī).
one of the bronchi. [< NL < Gk. bronchos]
bron·co (brongʹkō), n., pl. –cos. pony of
the W United States. Broncos are often
wild or only half tame. [< Sp., rough,
rude]
bron·to·sau·rus (bron´tә sôrʹәs), n.
a huge, extinct dinosaur of America.
[< NL < Gk. bronte thunder + sauros
lizard]
Bronx (brongks), n. The, northern borough of New York City.
bronze (bronz), n., adj., v., bronzed,
bronz·ing. —n. 1 a brown alloy of copper and tin. 2 a similar alloy of copper with zinc or other metals. 3 statue,
medal, disk, etc., made of bronze. 4
yellowish brown; reddish brown. —adj.
1 made of bronze. 2 yellowish-brown;
reddish-brown. —v. make or become
bronze in color. [< F < Ital. bronzo bell
metal] —bronzʹy, adj.
Bronze Age, period after the Stone Age
when bronze tools, weapons, etc., were
used.
brooch (brōch; brüch), n. an ornamental
pin with the point secured by a catch.
[var. of broach, n.]
brood (brüd), n. 1 young birds hatched
at one time in the nest or cared for
together. 2 young who are cared for.
3 breed; kind. —v. 1 sit on in order to
hatch. 2 hover over; hang close over. 3
dwell on in thought: for years he brooded
vengeance. [OE brōd] —broodʹing·ly,
adv. —broodʹy, adj.

brood·er (brüdʹәr), n., 1 a closed place
that can be heated, used in raising
chicks, etc. 2 one that broods.
brook1 (bru̇k), n. a small natural stream
of water. [OE brōc]
brook2 (bru̇k), v. put up with; endure;
tolerate: her pride would not brook such
insults. [OE brūcan use]
brook·let (bru̇kʹlit), n. a little brook.
Brook·lyn (bru̇kʹlәn), n. borough of New
York City, on Long Island.
brook trout, a freshwater game ﬁsh of the
E part of North America.
broom (brüm; bru̇m), n. 1 shrub with
slender branches, small leaves, and yellow ﬂowers. 2 a long-handled brush for
sweeping. [OE brōm]
broom·corn (brümʹkôrn´; bru̇mʹ–), n.
tall plant resembling corn, with ﬂower
clusters having long, stiﬀ stems used for
making brooms.
broom·stick (brümʹstik´; bru̇mʹ–), n.
long handle of a broom.
broth (brôth; broth), n. water in which
meat has been boiled; thin soup. [OE]
broth·el (brothʹәl; brothʹ–; brôthʹ–),
n. house of prostitution. [ME, < OE
brēothan go to ruin]
broth·er (bruthʹәr), n., pl. broth·ers,
breth·ren, v. —n. 1 son of the same parents. 2 a close friend; companion; countryman. 3 a fellow member of a group
or association. 4 member of a religious
order who is not a priest. [OE brōthor]
broth·er·hood (bruthʹәr hu̇d), n. 1 bond
between brothers. 2 persons joined as
brothers in association.
broth·er-in-law (bruthʹәr in lô´), n., pl.
broth·ers-in-law. 1 brother of one’s husband or wife. 2 husband of one’s sister.
3 husband of the sister of one’s wife or
husband.
broth·er·ly (bruthʹәr li), adj. 1 of or like
a brother. 2 friendly; kindly. —brothʹerli·ness, n.
brougham (brüm; brüʹәm; brōʹәm), n. a
closed carriage or automobile having an
outside seat for the driver. [for Lord H.
P. Brougham]
brought (brôt), v. pt. and pp. of bring.
brow (brou), n. 1 ⫽forehead. 2 ⫽eyebrow.
3 edge of a steep place. [OE brū]
brow·beat (brouʹbēt´), v., –beat, –beaten, –beat·ing. frighten into doing something by overbearing looks or words;
bully. —browʹbeat´er, n.
brown (broun), n. 1 color like that of
toast, potato skins, and coﬀee. 2 paint
or dye having this color. 3 something
brown. —adj. 1 having this color. 2 darkskinned; tanned. —v. make or become
brown. [OE brūn] —brownʹish, adj.
—brownʹness, n.
Brown (broun), n. John, 1800–59, American abolitionist.
brown bear, any bear that has brown fur
and lives in Europe, Asia, and North
America, esp. Alaska.
brown dwarf, celestial object smaller
than a star.

Brown·i·an movement (brounʹi әn), a
rapid oscillatory motion often observed
in very minute particles suspended in
water or other liquids.
brown·ie (brounʹi), n. 1 good-natured,
helpful elf or fairy. 2 ﬂat, sweet, chocolate
cake with nuts, often in small squares. 3
Brownie, member of the youngest division of the Girl Scouts.
Brown·ing (brounʹing), n. 1 Elizabeth
Barrett, 1806–61, English poet, wife of
Robert Browning. 2 Robert, 1812–89,
English poet.
brown·stone (brounʹstōn´), n. 1 reddishbrown sandstone, used as a building
material. 2 house built of brownstone,
esp. in a city.
brown sugar, sugar that is not reﬁned or
only partly reﬁned.
browse (brouz), v., browsed, brows·ing,
n. —v. 1 feed; graze. 2 read here and
there in a book, library, etc. [< n., or < F
brouster feed on buds and shoots] —n.
tender shoots of shrubs. [appar. < MF
broust bud, shoot < Gmc.] —browsʹer, n.
bru·in (brüʹәn), n. ⫽bear. [< MDu.,
brown]
bruise (brüz), v., bruised, bruis·ing, n.
—v. 1 injure the outside of. 2 injure;
hurt: harsh words bruised her feelings.
3 become bruised. 4 pound; crush. —n.
1 injury to the body, caused by a fall
or a blow, that changes the color of the
skin without breaking it. 2 injury to
the outside of a fruit, vegetable, plant,
etc. [fusion of OE brȳsan crush and OF
bruisier break, shatter]
bruis·er (brüzʹәr), n. 1 prize ﬁghter. 2
bully. 3 very muscular person.
bruit (brüt), v. spread a report or rumor
of. [< OF, < bruire roar]
bru·nette, bru·net (brü netʹ), adj. 1 darkcolored; having an olive color. 2 having
dark-brown or black hair, brown or
black eyes, and a dark skin. —n. person
having such hair, eyes, and skin. A man
with this complexion is a brunet; a
woman is a brunette. [< F, dim. of brun
brown < Gmc.]
brunt (brunt), n. main force or violence.
brush1 (brush), n. 1 tool for cleaning,
rubbing, painting, etc., made of bristles
set in a stiﬀ back or handle. 2 a brushing. 3 a light touch in passing. 4 a short,
brisk ﬁght or quarrel. 5 brief encounter:
brush with the law. 6 the bushy tail of
a fox. 7 piece of carbon, copper, etc.,
used to connect the electricity from the
revolving part of a motor or generator
to the outside circuit. —v. 1 clean, rub,
paint, etc., with a brush. 2 wipe away:
brush the tears away. 3 touch lightly in
passing.
brush aside or away, refuse to consider.
brush up (on), refresh one’s knowledge.
[< OF broisse < Gmc.] —brushʹer, n.
—brushʹy, adj.
brush2 (brush), n. 1 a U.S. branches
broken or cut oﬀ. b thick growth
of shrubs, bushes, small trees, etc. 2
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SW U.S. backwoods. [< OF broche]
—brushʹy, adj.
brush·wood (brushʹwu̇d´), n. brush2
(def. 1).
brush·work (brushʹwėrk´), n. an artist’s
distinctive technique and skill in applying paint with a brush.
brusque (brusk), adj. abrupt in manner or
speech; blunt. [< F < Ital. brusco coarse
< LL bruscus, blend of ruscum broom and
Gaulish brucus broom] —brusqueʹly,
adv. —brusqueʹness, n.
Brus·sels (brusʹәlz), n. capital of Belgium,
in the C part.
Brussels sprouts, 1 variety of cabbage
that has many small heads growing
along a stalk. 2 heads of this plant, used
as a vegetable.
bru·tal (brüʹtәl), adj. coarse and savage;
like a brute; cruel. —bruʹtal·ly, adv.
bru·tal·i·ty (brü talʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
cruelty; savageness; coarseness: whipping a tired horse is brutality. 2 cruel,
savage, or coarse act.
bru·tal·ize (brüʹtәl īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing. 1
make brutal: war brutalizes many men. 2
become brutal. —bru´tal·i·zaʹtion, n.
brute (brüt), n. 1 animal without power
to reason. 2 a stupid, cruel, or coarse
person. —adj. 1 without power to reason. 2 stupid; cruel; coarse. 3 unconscious: the brute forces of nature. [< F
brut < L brutus heavy, dull]
brut·ish (brütʹish), adj. stupid; coarse;
savage; like a brute. —brutʹish·ly, adv.
—brutʹishness, n.
Bru·tus (brüʹtәs), n. Marcus Junius,
85–42 b.c., Roman political leader
and one of the men who killed Julius
Caesar.
bry·ol·o·gy (brī olʹә ji), n. branch of
botany that deals with mosses and liverworts. [< Gk. bryon moss + –logy]
—bry´o·logʹi·cal, adj. —bry·olʹo·gist, n.
bry·o·phyte (brīʹә fīt), n. any mosses or
liverworts. [< NL < Gk. bryon moss +
phyton plant] —bry´o·phytʹic, adj.
B.S., B.Sc., Bachelor of Science.
B.T.U., B.t.u., Btu, British thermal unit.
bu., bushel.
bub·ble (bubʹәl), n., v., –bled, –bling. —n.
1 a thin ﬁlm of liquid enclosing air or
gas. 2 a small globule of air in a solid or
in a liquid. 3 act or process of bubbling;
sound of bubbling. 4 plan or idea that
looks good, but soon goes to pieces. 5
speculation in stocks, housing, etc. that
raises prices for above value and likely
to lead to a sudden decline. —v. 1 have
bubbles; make bubbles; look like water
boiling. 2 make sounds like water boiling; gurgle.
bubble over, a boil over; overﬂow.
b be very enthusiastic. [ME bobel]
—bubʹbling·ly, adv. —bubʹbly, adj.
bubble gum, chewing gum which can be
inﬂated to form a large bubble.
bu·bon·ic plague (bū bonʹik), a very
dangerous contagious disease, accompanied by fever, chills, and swelling of

the lymphatic glands. [< LL < Gk. boubon groin]
buc·cal (bukʹәl), adj. 1 of the cheek. 2 of
the mouth or the sides of the mouth.
[< L bucca cheek, mouth]
buc·ca·neer (buk´ә nirʹ), n. pirate; sea
robber. [< F boucanier < boucan frame
for curing meat, as done by the French
in Haiti]
Bu·chan·an (bū kanʹәn; bә–), n. James,
1791–1868, 15th president of the United
States, 1857–61.
Bu·cha·rest (büʹkә rest; būʹ–), n. capital
of Romania, in the S part.
buck1 (buk), n. 1 a male deer, goat, hare,
rabbit, antelope, or sheep. 2 dandy. 3 Colloq. man. [coalescence of OE buc male
deer and OE bucca male goat]
buck2 (buk), v. 1 Colloq. ﬁght against; resist
stubbornly. b rush at; charge against. 2
in football, charge into the opposing line
with the ball. 3 (of horses) jump into the
air with back curved and come down
with the front legs stiﬀ. —n. a throw or
attempt to throw by bucking.
buck up, Informal. cheer up. [special use
of buck1] —buckʹer, n.
buck3 (buk), n. pass the buck, Colloq.
shift the responsibility, work, etc., to
someone else.
buck4 (buk), n., Slang. dollar.
buck·a·roo (bukʹә rü; buk´ә rüʹ), n., pl.
–roos. Am., SW cowboy.
buck·board (bukʹbôrd´; –bōrd´), n. an
open, four-wheeled carriage having the
seat fastened to a platform of long, springy
boards instead of a body and springs.
buck·et (bukʹit), n., v., –et·ed, –et·ing.
—n. 1 pail made of wood or metal. 2
amount that a bucket can hold. 3 scoop
of a dredging machine. —v. lift or carry
in a bucket or buckets.
kick the bucket, Informal. die. [appar.
< AF buket wash tub, milk pail < OE būc
vessel, pitcher]
buck·et·ful (bukʹit fu̇l), n., pl. –fuls.
amount that a bucket can hold.
buck·eye (bukʹī´), n. tree or shrub of
the same family as the horse chestnut
with showy clusters of small ﬂowers,
large divided leaves, and large brown
seeds. [< buck1 + eye; with ref. to mark
on the seed]
buck·le (bukʹәl), n., v., –led, –ling. —n.
1 catch or clasp used to fasten together
the ends of a belt, strap, etc. 2 metal
ornament for a shoe. 3 bend; bulge;
kink; wrinkle. —v. 1 fasten together with
a buckle. 2 bend; bulge; kink; wrinkle.
buckle down to, work hard at. [< F < L
buccula cheek strap on helmet, dim. of
bucca cheek]
buck·ler (bukʹlәr), n. 1 a small, round
shield. 2 protection; defense.
buck private, Slang. a common soldier
below the rank of private ﬁrst class.
buck·ram (bukʹrәm), n. a coarse cloth
made stiﬀ with glue or something like
glue. [? ult. named for Bukhāra in central Asia]
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buck·saw (bukʹsô´), n. saw set in a light
frame and held with both hands.
buck·shot (bukʹshot´), n. lead shot used
for shooting large game such as deer.
buck·skin (bukʹskin´), n. 1 a strong, soft
leather, yellowish or grayish in color,
made from the skins of deer or sheep. 2
buckskins, breeches made of buckskin.
buck·thorn (bukʹthôrn´), n. U.S. 1 a small
thorny tree or shrub with clusters of
black berries. 2 a low, thorny tree that
grows in S United States.
buck·tooth (bukʹtüth´), n., pl. –teeth. a
large, protruding front tooth.
buck·wheat (bukʹhwēt´), n. 1 plant with
brown, triangular seeds and fragrant
white ﬂowers. 2 the seeds, used as food
for animals or ground into ﬂour.
bu·col·ic (bū kolʹik), adj. 1 of shepherds;
pastoral. 2 rustic; rural. —n. poem about
shepherds. [< L < Gk. boukolikos rustic
< boukolos shepherd] —bu·colʹi·cal·ly,
adv.
bud (bud), n., v., bud·ded, bud·ding.
—n. 1 a small swelling on a plant that
develops into a ﬂower, leaf, or branch. 2
beginning stage. 3 small organ or part, as
a taste bud. —v. 1 put forth buds. 2 graft
(a bud) from one kind of plant into the
stem of a diﬀerent kind. 3 begin to grow
or develop.
in bud, in the time or condition of
budding.
nip in the bud, stop at the very beginning. —budʹder, n. —budʹless, adj.
Bu·da·pest (büʹdә pest), n. capital of
Hungary, on the Danube River.
Bud·dha (bu̇dʹә; büʹdә), n. 563?–483?
b.c., a great religious teacher of Asia.
Also, Gautama.
Bud·dhism (bu̇dʹiz әm; büʹdiz–), n. religion that originated in the sixth century
b.c. in N India and spread widely over
C, SE, and E Asia. —Budʹdhist, n.
—Bud·dhisʹtic, adj.
bud·dy (budʹi), n., pl. –dies. comrade;
pal.
budge (buj), v., budged, budg·ing. move
just slightly: he wouldn’t budge from his
chair. [< F bouger stir < VL bullicare boil
furiously < L bullire boil]
budg·et (bujʹit), n., v., –et·ed, –et·ing.
—n. 1 estimate of the amount of money
to be received and that can be spent,
and the amounts to be spent for various
purposes, in a given time. 2 detailed plan
of expenditures, for a particular time
period. 3 stock or collection: a budget of
news. —v. 1 make a plan for spending. 2
put in a budget; allot: budget purchases;
budget time. [< F bougette, dim. of bouge
bag < L bulga < Celtic] —budgʹet·ar´y,
adj.
Bue·nos Ai·res (bwāʹnәs īʹriz; bōʹnәs
ãrʹēz), capital of Argentina, on the Plata
River.
buﬀ 1 (buf), n. 1 strong, soft, dull-yellow
leather having a fuzzy surface. 2 soldier’s
coat made of buﬀ. 3 dull yellow. 4 polishing wheel covered with leather. 5
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bare skin. —adj. 1 made of buﬀ leather.
2 dull-yellow. —v. polish with a buﬀ.
[< F buﬄe buffalo]
buﬀ 2 (buf), n. devotee; fan: a model-train
buﬀ.
buf·fa·lo (bufʹә lō), n., pl. –loes, –los, or
(esp. collectively) –lo, v., –loed, –lo·ing.
—n. 1 the bison of America, a wild ox,
with a big, shaggy head and strong front
legs. 2 any of several kinds of oxen, as
the water buﬀalo of India or the Cape
buﬀalo of Africa. —v. 1 intimidate or
overawe. 2 puzzle; mystify. [< Ital. < L
bubalus < Gk. boubalos wild ox]
Buf·fa·lo (bufʹә lō), n. port in W New
York State, on Lake Erie.
Buﬀalo Bill (William F. Cody), 1846–1917,
American frontier scout and showman.
buﬀalo grass, short grass of central and
western North America.
buﬀ·er1 (bufʹәr), n., v. —n. 1 anything that
softens the shock of a blow. 2 person or
thing that serves as a balance between
opposing forces: a buﬀer zone between
the brothers. —v. act as a buﬀer. [< buﬀ
deaden force]
buﬀ·er2 (bufʹәr), n. 1 person who polishes. 2 thing for polishing, covered
with leather.
buﬀer state, a small country between
two larger countries that are enemies or
competitors.
buf·fet1 (bufʹit), n., v., –fet·ed, –fet·ing.
—n. 1 blow of the hand or ﬁst. 2 knock;
stroke; hurt. —v. 1 strike with the hand
or ﬁst. 2 knock about; strike; hurt. 3
ﬁght; struggle. [< OF, dim. of buﬀe blow]
—bufʹfet·er, n.
buf·fet2 (bu̇ fāʹ; bu–; bә–), n. 1 piece
of dining-room furniture for holding
dishes, silver, and table linen; sideboard.
2 counter where food and drinks are
served. 3 restaurant with such a counter
where diners serve themselves. [< F]
buﬀet supper or lunch, meal where the
food is arranged on tables and buﬀet,
and the guests serve themselves.
buf·foon (bu fünʹ; bә–), n. person who
amuses people with tricks, pranks, and
jokes; clown. [< F < Ital. buﬀone < buﬀa
jest] —buf·foonʹer·y, n. —buf·foonʹish,
adj.
bug (bug), n., v., bugged, bug·ging. —n.
1 crawling insect. 2 any insect or insectlike animal. 3 bedbug. 4 disease germ:
intestinal bug. 5 enthusiasm: the racing
bug. 6 Often, bugs, defect, esp. mechanical; fault. 7 small microphone used in
wire taps and electronic surveillance.
—v. 1 place a hidden microphone in a
house, telephone, etc. 2 irritate; pester.
bug oﬀ, retreat; rush away.
bug out, a of the eyes, bulge out. b
retreat. [? < obs. Welsh bwg ghost]
bug·a·boo (bugʹә bü), n., pl. –boos. imaginary thing feared. [< bug bogy + boo,
interj.]
bug·bear (bugʹbãr´), n. ⫽bugaboo. [< bug
bogy + bear2]

bug·gy1 (bugʹi), n., pl. –gies. light carriage
with one seat, drawn by a horse.
bug·gy2 (bugʹi), adj., –gi·er, –gi·est.
swarming with bugs.
bu·gle (būʹgәl), n., v., –gled, –gling. —n.
musical instrument like a small trumpet,
made of brass or copper, used in the
army and navy for sounding calls and
orders. —v. 1 blow a bugle. 2 direct or
summon by blowing on a bugle. [< OF
< L buculus, dim. of bos ox; with ref. to
early hunting horns] —buʹgler, n.
buhl (bül), n. 1 wood inlaid with metal,
tortoise shell, ivory, etc., in elaborate
patterns. 2 furniture decorated with this.
[< G spelling of F Boule, name of a
cabinetmaker]
build (bild), v., built, build·ing, n. —v.
1 make by putting materials together;
construct: men build houses, dams,
bridges, etc. 2 establish; base: build a
business; build a case on facts. 3 rely;
depend: build on honesty. —n. form,
style, or manner of construction: an
elephant has a heavy build. [OE byldan
< bold dwelling]
build·er (bilʹdәr), n. 1 person or animal
who builds. 2 person whose business
is building.
build·ing (bilʹding), n. 1 thing built, such
as a house, factory, barn, etc.; structure.
2 business, art, or process of making
houses, stores, ships, etc.
build-up, build·up (bildʹup´), n. 1 a
building up; formation; development:
build-up of military strength; build-up
of pressure. 2 promotion of a person or
thing, esp. in advance of a performance
or appearance.
built-in (biltʹin´), adj. 1 built as part of a
room or wall, etc.: a built-in bookcase. 2
Fig. having as an integral part: built-in
optimism.
built-up (biltʹup´), adj. (of an area or
land) having many houses or other
buildings; urban or suburban rather
than rural.
bulb (bulb), n. 1 a round, underground
bud from which certain plants grow, as
onions, tulips, and lilies. b the thick part
of an underground stem resembling a
bulb; tuber: a crocus bulb. c plant growing from a bulb. 2 a the glass case of
an incandescent lamp or the tube of
a ﬂuorescent lamp. b an incandescent
lamp. 3 anything shaped like a bulb,
as the rounded end of a thermometer.
[< L < Gk. bolbos onion] —bulbʹar, adj.
—bulbʹless, adj.
bulb·ous (bulʹbәs), adj. 1 having bulbs;
growing from bulbs, as daﬀodils. 2
shaped like a bulb; rounded and swelling: a bulbous nose.
Bul·gar (bulʹgär; bu̇lʹ–; –gәr), n. ⫽Bulgarian.
Bul·gar·i·a (bul gãrʹi ә; bu̇l–), n. country
in SE Europe.
Bul·gar·i·an (bul gãrʹi әn; bu̇l–), adj. of or
having to do with Bulgaria, its people,

or their language. —n. 1 a native or
inhabitant of Bulgaria. 2 language of
Bulgaria.
bulge (bulj), v., bulged, bulg·ing, n. —v. 1
swell outward; protrude. 2 cause to swell
outward. —n. 1 an outward swelling.
2 temporary increase. [< OF < L bulga
bag] —bulgʹy, adj.
bulk (bulk), n. 1 size; large size. 2 largest
part; main mass. 3 a not in packages. b
in large quantities. —v. 1 have size; be of
importance. 2 grow large; swell. 3 cause
to swell out.
in bulk, a loose; not in packages. b in
large quantities. [< Scand. būlki heap]
bulk·head (bulkʹhed´), n. 1 one of the
upright partitions dividing a ship into
watertight compartments to prevent
sinking. 2 wall or partition built to hold
back water, earth, rocks, air, etc. 3 a ﬂat
or slanting door over a cellar entrance.
bulk·y (bulʹki), adj., bulk·i·er, bulk·i·est.
1 taking up much space; large. 2 hard
to handle; clumsy; unwieldy. —bulkʹi·ly,
adv. bulkʹi·ness, n.
bull1 (bu̇l), n., adj., v. —n. 1 the male of
beef cattle. 2 male of the whale, elephant,
seal, walrus, and other large animals. 3
a person who believes stock prices will
rise. b person who speculates in the
stock market, etc. 4 Informal. foolish
talk. 5 ⫽bulldog. 6 Bull, Taurus. —adj. 1
male. 2 having to do with rising prices in
the stock market, etc. —v. push through
or ahead: you have to simply bull ahead
to do it.
take the bull by the horns, deal decisively with something. [OE bula; akin to
bullock] —bullʹish, adj. —bullʹish·ly,
adv. —bullʹish·ness, n.
bull2 (bu̇l), n. formal announcement or
oﬃcial order from the Pope. [< Med.L
bulla document, seal < L, bubble]
Bull (bu̇l), n. John, name for England or
its people.
bull·dog (bu̇lʹdôg; –dog´), n., adj., v.,
–dogged, –dog·ging. —n. a heavily built
dog with a large head and short hair, that
is very muscular and courageous. —adj.
like a bulldog’s. —v. W U.S. 1 throw (a
steer, etc.) by grasping its horns and
twisting its neck. 2 act like a bulldog, esp.
by being aggressive or persistent.
bull·doze (bu̇lʹdōz´), v., –dozed, –dozing. 1 frighten by violence or threats;
bully. 2 level ground with a bulldozer.
bull·doz·er (bu̇lʹdōz´әr), n. 1 very powerful scraper or pusher for grading, roadbuilding, etc. 2 person who frightens
or bullies.
bul·let (bu̇lʹit), n. a shaped piece of lead,
steel, or other metal to be shot from
a gun.
bite the bullet, be courageous, decisive.
[< F boulette, dim. of boule ball]
bul·le·tin (bu̇lʹә tәn), n. 1 short statement
of news. Newspapers publish bulletins
and television stations give bulletins of
unfolding news events. 2 magazine or
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newspaper appearing regularly, esp. one
published by a club or society for its
members. [< F < Ital. bullettino, double
dim. of bulla bull2]
bulletin board, 1 board on which notices
are posted. 2 place on a website where
users can post notices and exchange
messages.
bul·let·proof (bu̇lʹit prüf´), adj., v. —adj.
made so that a bullet cannot go through.
—v. make bulletproof.
bull·ﬁght (bu̇lʹfīt´), n. ﬁght between
men and a bull in an enclosed arena.
—bullʹﬁght´er, n. bullʹﬁght´ing, n.
bull·ﬁnch (bu̇lʹﬁnch´), n. European songbird with handsome plumage and a
short, stout bill.
bull·frog (bu̇lʹfrog´; –frōg´), n. large frog
of North America that makes a loud
croaking noise.
bull·head (bu̇lʹhed´), n. any of several
American freshwater catﬁshes.
bull·head·ed (bu̇lʹhedʹid), adj. stupidly
stubborn; obstinate. —bullʹheadʹedness, n.
bull·horn (bu̇lʹhôrn´), n. megaphone or
loudspeaker.
bul·lion (bu̇lʹyәn), n. 1 lumps, bars, etc.,
of gold or silver. 2 embroidery stitch.
[< AF bullion < bouillir boil; inﬂ. by OF
billon debased metal]
bull·necked (bu̇lʹnekt´), adj. having a
thick neck.
bull·ock (bu̇lʹәk), n. ox; steer.
bull pen, 1 enclosure where relief pitchers warm up during a game. 2 place to
hold prisoners, suspects, etc. temporarily. 3 large, open oﬃce space, esp. for
temporary workers. 4 pen for a bull or
bulls.
bull ring, enclosed arena for bullﬁghts.
bull’s-eye (bu̇lzʹī´), n. 1 center of a target. 2 shot that hits it. 3 Fig. any successful eﬀort or initiative. 4 lens shaped
like a half-sphere to concentrate light.
5 a small lantern with such a lens. 6
any round opening that lets in light
and air.
bull terrier, a strong, active, white dog, a
cross between a bulldog and a terrier.
bull·whip (bu̇lʹhwip´), n. whip made of
rawhide, usually about 18 feet long.
bul·ly1 (bu̇lʹi), n., pl. –lies, v., –lied, –lying, adj., interj. —n. person who teases,
frightens, or hurts smaller or weaker
people. —v. 1 be a bully. 2 tease; frighten;
hurt. —adj. ﬁne; good. —interj. bravo!
well done!
bul·ly2 (bu̇lʹi), or bully beef, n. canned or
pickled beef. [? < F bouilli boiled beef]
bul·rush (bu̇lʹrush´), n. 1 a tall, slender
plant that grows in wet places. 2 any of
various rushes. 3 Brit. cattail. 4 papyrus
of Egypt, in the Bible. Also, bullrush.
bul·wark (bu̇lʹwәrk), n. 1 defense; protection. 2 earthwork or other wall for
defense against the enemy. 3 Usually,
bulwarks. a ship’s side above the deck.
—v. 1 defend; protect. 2 provide with a

bulwark or bulwarks. [appar. < bole +
work; akin to boulevard]
bum (bum), n., v., bummed, bum·ming,
adj., bum·mer, bum·mest. —n. 1 a idle
or good-for-nothing person; tramp. b
a drunken loafer. 2 spree. —v. 1 loaf. 2
drink heavily. 3 sponge on others; beg.
4 get (something) by sponging on others. —adj. 1 of poor quality. 2 sore or
injured. —bumʹmer, n.
bum·ble (bumʹbәl), n., v., –bled, –bling.
—n. a clumsy mistake. —v. do in a
clumsy, awkward manner; bungle.
bum·ble·bee (bumʹbәl bē´), n. a large bee
with a thick, hairy body, usually banded
with gold. Bumblebees live in colonies
in nests in the ground. [< bumble buzz
+ bee]
bum·bling (bumʹbling), adj. muddled;
bungling. —bumʹbling·ly, adv.
bum·mer (bumʹәr), n. unpleasant, disappointing experience or event.
bum out, v. Informal. disgust; annoy.
bump (bump), v. 1 push, throw, or strike
against something large or solid. 2 move
along with bumps. 3 hit or come against
with heavy blows. —n. 1 a heavy blow or
knock. 2 swelling caused by a bump. 3
any swelling or lump.
bump oﬀ, kill; murder. [imit.]
bump·er (bumpʹәr), n. 1 a bar or bars
at the front or rear of a car or truck
to keep it from being damaged if the
vehicle is bumped. 2 cup or glass ﬁlled
to the brim. —adj. unusually large: a
bumper crop.
bump·kin (bumpʹkin), n. awkward, unsophisticated person. [? < MDu. bommekyn little barrel]
bump·tious (bumpʹshәs), adj. unpleasantly assertive or conceited. [< bump]
—bumpʹtious·ly, adv. —bumpʹtiousness, n.
bump·y (bumpʹi), adj., bump·i·er, bumpi·est. having bumps; causing bumps;
rough. —bumpʹi·ly, adv. —bumpʹi·ness, n.
bun (bun), n. 1 slightly sweet roll. 2 coil
or twist of hair like a bun, pinned at the
back of the head.
bu·na (büʹnә; būʹ–), n. artiﬁcial rubber
made from butadiene.
bunch (bunch), n. 1 group of things
of the same kind growing or fastened
together, placed together, or thought of
together: a bunch of grapes, a bunch of
sheep. 2 a group of people. —v. 1 come
together in one place. 2 bring together
and make into a bunch.
bunch·y (bunʹchi), adj., bunch·i·er,
bunch·i·est. 1 having bunches. 2 growing in bunches. —bunchʹi·ness, n.
bun·co (bungʹkō), n., pl. –cos, v., –coed,
–co·ing. Informal. —n. 1 a dice game.
2 any swindling or conﬁdence game.
—v. swindle. Also, bunko. [short for
buncombe]
bun·combe (bungʹkәm), n. insincere
talk; humbug. Also, bunkum. [after
Buncombe Co., North Carolina, whose
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congressman kept making pointless
speeches “for Buncombe”]
Bun·des·rat (bu̇nʹdәs rät´), n. the upper
house of the legislature of Germany or
Austria.
Bun·des·tag (bu̇nʹdәs täk´), n. the lower,
popularly elected house of the legislature of Germany.
bun·dle (bun´dәl), n., v., –dled, –dling.
—n. 1 number of things tied or wrapped
together. 2 parcel; package. 3 group;
bunch. —v. 1 wrap or tie together; make
into a bundle. 2 send or go in a hurry;
hustle.
bundle up, dress warmly. [cf. MDu. bondel; akin to bind] —bunʹdler, n.
bung (bung), n. 1 stopper for closing the
hole in the side or end of a barrel, keg,
or cask. 2 ⫽bunghole. —v. 1 close with a
stopper. 2 shut up in, or as in, a cask.
bung up, a close with a stopper. b choke
up. c bruise. [prob. < MDu. bonghe]
bun·ga·low (bungʹgә lō), n. one-story
house. [< Hind. banglā of Bengal]
bung·hole (bungʹhōl´), n. hole in the side
or end of a barrel, keg, or cask through
which it is ﬁlled and emptied.
bun·gle (bungʹgәl), v., –gled, –gling,
n. —v. do or make (something) in a
clumsy, unskillful way. —n. a clumsy,
unskillful performance. —bunʹgler, n.
—bunʹgling·ly, adv.
bun·ion (bunʹyәn), n. painful, inﬂamed
swelling on the foot, esp. on the ﬁrst
joint of the big toe.
bunk1 (bungk), n. 1 a narrow bed set
against a wall like a shelf. 2 any place
to sleep. —v. 1 occupy a bunk. 2 sleep
in rough quarters. [? < Scand. (Dan.)
bunke heap]
bunk2 (bungk), n. Informal. humbug.
[short for buncombe]
bunk·er (bungkʹәr), n. 1. place or bin
for coal on a ship. 2 a sandy hollow or
mound of earth on a golf course, used
as an obstacle. 3 fortiﬁed shelter, usually
underground.
Bunker Hill, hill in Charlestown, Massachusetts. An early battle of the American
Revolution was fought near there on
June 17, 1775.
bunk·house (bungkʹhous´), n. rough
building with sleeping quarters for
laborers.
bun·kum (bungʹkәm), n. Informal. buncombe.
bun·ny (bunʹi), n., pl. –nies. 1 rabbit. 2
squirrel.
Bun·sen burner (bunʹsәn), a gas burner
with a very hot, blue ﬂame, used in
laboratories.
bunt (bunt), v. 1 strike with the head or
horns, as a goat does. 2 push; shove. 3
hit a baseball lightly so that the ball goes
to the ground and rolls only a short distance. —n. a act of bunting. b ball that is
bunted. —buntʹer, n.
bun·ting1 (bunʹting), n. 1 a thin cloth
used for ﬂags. 2 long pieces of cloth in
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ﬂag colors and designs, used to decorate
buildings and streets on holidays, etc.;
ﬂags.
bun·ting2 (bunʹting), n. a small bird with
a stout bill, somewhat like a sparrow.
Bun·yan (bunʹyәn), n. Paul, imaginary
hero of northwestern lumber camps.
buoy (boi; büʹi), n. 1 a ﬂoating object
anchored in water to warn of hidden
dangers or guide through a channel. 2
⫽life buoy. —v. 1 furnish with buoys;
mark with a buoy. 2 keep from sinking.
3 Fig. hold up; sustain; encourage. [< OF
or MDu. < L boia fetter]
buoy·an·cy (boiʹәn si; büʹyәn–), n. 1
power to ﬂoat: wood has more buoyancy
than iron. 2 power to keep things aﬂoat:
salt water has more buoyancy than fresh
water. 3. tendency to rise. 4 Fig. cheerfulness; hopefulness.
buoy·ant (boiʹәnt; büʹyәnt), adj. 1 able to
ﬂoat. 2 able to keep things aﬂoat: air is
buoyant. 3 tending to rise. 4 Fig. lighthearted; cheerful; hopeful. —buoyʹantly, adv.
bur (bėr), n., v., burred, bur·ring. —n. 1
prickly, clinging seed case or ﬂower. 2
plant or weed bearing burs. 3 person or
thing that clings like a bur. —v. remove
burs from. Also, burr. [prob. < Scand.
(Dan.) borre burdock]
bur·bot (bėrʹbәt), n., pl. –bots or (esp.
collectively) –bot. a freshwater ﬁsh
with a slender body, related to the cod.
[< F bourbotte < L barba beard; inﬂ. by
F bourbe mud]
bur·den1 (bėrʹdәn), n. 1 what is carried; a
load (of things, care, work, duty, or sorrow). 2 thing hard to carry or bear; heavy
load. 3 quantity of freight that a ship can
carry; weight of a ship’s cargo. —v. 1 put
a burden on. 2 load too heavily; oppress.
[OE byrthen; akin to bear1]
bur·den2 (bėrʹdәn), n. 1 main idea or
message. 2 repeated verse in a song; chorus; refrain. [< OF bourdon humming,
drone of bagpipe < LL burda pipe]
burden of proof, obligation of proving
something to be true.
bur·den·some (bėrʹdәn sәm), adj. hard to
bear; very heavy; oppressive. —burʹdensome·ly, adv.
bur·dock (bėrʹdok´), n. a coarse weed
with prickly burs and broad leaves.
[< bur + dock4]
bu·reau (byu̇rʹō), n., pl. bu·reaus, bureaux (byu̇rʹōz). 1 chest of drawers for
clothes. 2 oﬃce: a travel bureau. 3 division of a government department: the
Weather Bureau. [< F, desk (orig. clothcovered) < OF burel, dim. of bure coarse
woolen cloth < LL burra]
bu·reauc·ra·cy (byu̇ rokʹrә si), n., pl. –cies.
1 government by groups of oﬃcials. 2
oﬃcials administering the government.
3 concentration of power in any administrative bureau.
bu·reau·crat (byu̇rʹә krat), n. 1 oﬃcial
in a bureaucracy. 2 pretentious, rigid

government oﬃcial. [blend of bureau +
(auto)crat] —bu´reau·cratʹic, bu´reaucratʹi·cal, adj. —bu´reau·cratʹi·cal·ly,
adv.
bu·rette, bu·ret (byu̇ retʹ), n. a graduated
glass tube with a valve at the bottom, for
measuring out small amounts of a liquid
or gas. [< F, dim. of buire vase]
burg (bėrg), n. Informal. town; city. [var.
of borough]
bur·geon (bėrʹjәn), v., n. 1 bud; sprout. 2
ﬂourish. [< OF burjon, appar. < Gmc.]
bur·ger (bėrʹgәr), n. ⫽hamburger.
–burger, combining form. 1 roll with a
cooked patty inside: chickenburger ⫽roll
with a patty of chicken inside. 2 hamburger with: baconburger ⫽hamburger
with bacon on top.
bur·gess (bėrʹjis), n. 1 citizen of a borough. 2 member of the lower house of
the colonial legislature in Virginia or
Maryland. [< OF < LL burgensis citizen.
See bourgeois.]
burgh (bėrg), n. 1 chartered town in
Scotland; borough. 2 ⫽burg. [var. of
borough] —burghʹal, adj.
burgh·er (bėrʹgәr), n. citizen of a burgh
or town; citizen.
bur·glar (bėrʹglәr), n. person who
breaks into a building at night to steal.
[< Anglo-L burglator, ? partly < OE
burgbryce]
bur·glar·ize (bėrʹglәr īz), v., –ized, –izing. commit burglary in.
bur·glar·proof (bėrʹglәr prüf´), adj. so
strong or safe that burglars cannot break
in.
bur·glar·y (bėrʹglәr i), n., pl. –glar·ies.
breaking into a house, building, etc., to
steal or commit some other crime, usually at night.
bur·gle (bėrʹgәl), v., –gled, –gling. Informal. burglarize.
bur·go·mas·ter (bėrʹgә mas´tәr; –mäs´–),
n. 1 mayor of a town in the Netherlands,
Belgium, Austria, or Germany. 2 large
arctic gull. [< Du. burgemeester < burg
borough + meester master]
Bur·gun·dy (bėrʹgәn di), n., pl. –dies. 1
region in E France. 2 a red or white wine
made there. —Bur·gunʹdi·an, adj., n.
bur·i·al (berʹi әl), n. a burying. —adj. having to do with burying: a burial service.
burial ground, graveyard; cemetery.
burl (bėrl), n. 1 knot in wool, cloth,
or wood. 2 a hard, round growth on
the trunks of certain trees. —v. remove
knots from. [< OF < LL burra ﬂock of
wool] —burled, adj. —burlʹer, n.
bur·lap (bėrʹlap), n. a coarse fabric made
from jute or hemp, used to make bags,
curtains, etc.
bur·lesque (bėr leskʹ), n., v., –lesqued,
–les·quing, adj. —n. 1 a literary or dramatic composition in which a serious
subject is treated ridiculously, or with
mock solemnity; parody. 2 U.S. a kind
of vaudeville that is somewhat coarse
and vulgar. —v. imitate so as to ridicule.

—adj. comical; making people laugh.
[< F < Ital. burlesco < burla jest] —burlesqueʹly, adv. —bur·lesʹquer, n.
bur·ley, Bur·ley (bėrʹli), n., pl. –leys. kind
of thin-leaved tobacco grown widely in
Kentucky. [from a proper name]
bur·ly (bėrʹli), adj., –li·er, –li·est. 1 strong;
sturdy; big. 2 bluﬀ; rough. [OE borlīce
excellently] —burʹli·ly, adv. —burʹliness, n.
Bur·ma (bėrʹmә), n. former name of
Myanmar.
Bur·mese (bėr mēzʹ; –mēsʹ), n., pl. –mese,
adj. —n. 1 native of Burma (Myanmar).
2 language of the people of Myanmar.
—adj. of Burma, the people, or their
language.
burn1 (bėrn), v., burned or burnt, burning, n. —v. 1 be on ﬁre. 2 set on ﬁre. 3
destroy or be destroyed by ﬁre. 4 injure
or be injured by ﬁre or heat. 5 make by
ﬁre: sparks burned a hole in the rug. 6
feel hot. 7 be very excited or inﬂamed
with anger, etc. 8 give light: lamps were
burning in every room. 9 sunburn; tan.
10 produce, harden, glaze, etc., by ﬁre or
heat: burn bricks. 11 Chem. oxidize. 12
cauterize. —n. 1 injury caused by ﬁre or
heat. 2 a burned place. [coalescence of
OE beornan be on ﬁre and OE bœrnan
consume with ﬁre] —burnʹa·ble, adj.
burn2 (bėrn), n. Scot. and N. Eng. a small
stream; brook. [OE burna]
burn·er (bėrʹnәr), n. 1 part of a lamp,
stove, etc., where ﬂame is produced. 2
thing that burns or works by burning, as
a stove or water heater. 3 person whose
work is burning something.
on the back burner, not requiring
immediate attention.
burn·ing (bėrʹning), adj. 1 glowing; hot.
2 Fig. vitally important: a burning issue.
—burnʹing·ly, adv.
bur·nish (bėrʹnish), v., n. polish; shine.
[< OF burnir make brown, polish < brun
brown]
bur·noose, bur·nous (bėr nüsʹ; bėrʹnüs),
n. cloak with a hood, worn by Moors
and Arabs. [< F < Ar. burnus]
burn·out (bėrnʹout´), n. 1 failure caused
by burning or extreme heat. 2 a extinguishing of the ﬂame in a rocket engine.
b time when burnout occurs. 3 Fig. loss
of interest or energy, esp. from fatigue.
Burns (bėrnz), n. Robert, 1759–96, Scottish poet.
burn·sides, Burn·sides (bėrnʹsīdz´), n.pl.
growth of hair on cheeks but not on the
chin. [for Gen. A. E. Burnside, American
Civil War general]
burnt (bėrnt), v. pt. and pp. of burn1.
burr1 (bėr), n. 1 ⫽bur. 2 rough ridge
or edge left by a tool on metal, wood,
etc., after cutting or drilling. 3 tool that
resembles a burr: dentists use tiny burrs.
4 rounded growth, as on a tree. —v.
⫽bur. [var. of bur]
burr2 (bėr), n. 1 rough pronunciation of
r. 2 rough pronunciation: a Scotch burr.
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3 whirring sound. —v. 1 pronounce r
roughly. 2 pronounce roughly. 3 make a
whirring sound. [prob. imit.]
Burr (bėr), n. Aaron, 1756–1836, vicepresident of the United States, 1801–05.
bur·ri·to (bėr rēʹtō; bu̇r–), n. rolled tortilla ﬁlled with meat, cheese, etc.
bur·ro (bėrʹo; bu̇rʹō), n., pl. –ros. small
donkey. [< Sp., < burrico small horse
< LL burricus]
bur·row (bėrʹō), n. 1 hole dug in the
ground by an animal for refuge or shelter. 2 similar dwelling or refuge. —v. 1
dig a hole in the ground. 2 live in burrows. 3 hide. 4 dig. 5 search: burrow in
the library for a book. [cf. OE beorg; akin
to borough, bury] —burʹrow·er, n.
bur·sa (bėrʹsә), n., pl. –sae (–sē), –sas. sac,
esp. one containing a lubricating ﬂuid,
as for a joint; pouch; cavity. [< LL < Gk.
byrsa wineskin] —burʹsal, adj.
bur·sar (bėrʹsәr; –sär), n. treasurer of a
college. [< Med.L bursarius < LL bursa
purse]
bur·si·tis (bәr sīʹtis), n. inﬂammation of
a bursa.
burst (bėrst), v., burst, burst·ing, n. —v.
1 ﬂy apart suddenly with force; explode:
the bomb burst. 2 be very full: barns
bursting with hay. 3 go, come, do, etc.,
suddenly: burst into the room, burst into
laughter. 4 open suddenly: trees burst
into bloom. —n. 1 bursting; explosion. 2
sudden issuing forth. 3 sudden display
of activity or energy: a burst of speed.
[OE berstan] —burstʹer, n.
bur·y (berʹi), v., bur·ied, bur·y·ing. 1 put
(a dead body) in the earth, tomb, etc. 2
perform a funeral service for. 3 cover
up; hide. 4 plunge; sink. [OE byrgan]
—burʹi·er, n.
bus (bus), n., pl. bus·es, bus·ses, v., bused
or bussed, bus·ing or bus·sing. —n. 1
vehicle that carries many passengers
along a certain route; omnibus. 2 Informal. any large vehicle. 3 common conductor for multiple electric circuits. 4
conductor for multiple devices on a
computer. —v. 1 take or travel by bus.
2 work as a bus boy or girl. [short for
omnibus]
bus boy or girl, waiter’s assistant, who ﬁlls
glasses, carries oﬀ dishes, etc.
bus·by (buzʹbi), n., pl. –bies. a tall fur
hat, worn by certain corps in the British army.
bush1 (bu̇sh), n., v. —n. 1 a woody plant
smaller than a tree, often with many
separate branches starting from or near
the ground. 2 something that resembles or suggests a bush. 3 open forest;
uncleared land: take to the bush. —v.
spread out like a bush; grow thickly. [ME
busch, busk]
bush2 (bu̇sh), n. a bushing. —v. put a
bushing in. [< MDu. busse box1]
Bush (bu̇sh). 1 George Herbert Walker
1924–, 41st president of the United
States, 1989–93. 2 George Walker,

1946–, 43rd president of the United
States, 2001–.
bushed (bu̇sht), adj. worn-out
bush·el (bu̇shʹәl), n. 1 measure for grain,
fruit, vegetables, and other dry things,
equal to 4 pecks or 32 quarts. 2 container that holds a bushel. [< OF boissiel,
dim. of boisse a measure]
bush·ing (bu̇shʹing), n. 1 metal lining.
2 removable metal lining used as a
bearing.
bush league, 1 minor baseball league. 2
any person or thing of minor importance.
bush·man (bu̇ushʹmәn), n., pl. –men. 1
settler in the Australian bush. 2 person
who knows much about life in the bush.
3 Bushman, member of a South African
tribe of roving hunters.
bush·mas·ter (bu̇shʹmas´tәr; –mäs´–),
n. a large, poisonous snake of tropical
America.
bush pilot, pilot who ﬂies a small plane
over relatively unsettled country, as
Alaska.
bush·whack (bu̇ushʹhwak´), v. 1 live or
work in the backwoods. 2 ﬁght or attack
as a guerrilla or bushwhacker.
bush·whack·er (bu̇ushʹhwak´әr), n.
1 frontiersman. 2 guerrilla ﬁghter.
—bushʹwhack´ing, n.
bush·y (bu̇shʹi), adj., bush·i·er, bush·iest. 1 spreading out like a bush; growing thickly. 2 overgrown with bushes.
—bushʹi·ness, n.
bus·i·ly (bizʹә li), adv. in a busy manner.
busi·ness (bizʹnis), n. 1 thing that one is
busy at; work. 2 matter; aﬀair. 3 buying
and selling; trade. 4 commercial enterprise: a bakery business. 5 concern: not
your business.
business as usual, in the usual way, esp.
by ignoring problems or diﬃculties.
get down to business, deal with important
matters.
mean business, be serious.
mind one’s own business, focus on
one’s own aﬀairs. [< busy + –ness]
business college or school, school that
gives training in computer programming, bookkeeping, and other business
subjects.
busi·ness·like (bizʹnis līk´), adj. systematic; well-managed; practical.
busi·ness·man (bizʹnis man´), n., pl.
–men. 1 man in business. 2 man who
runs a business.
busi·ness·wom·an (bizʹnis wu̇m´әn), n.,
pl. –wom·en. 1 woman in business. 2
woman who runs a business.
bus·kin (busʹkin), n. 1 high shoe with
a very thick sole, worn by Greek and
Roman actors of tragedies. 2 tragedy;
tragic drama. 3 high boot worn long ago.
[cf. OF brousequin] —busʹkined, adj.
bus·man’s holiday (busʹmәnz), holiday
spent in doing what one does at one’s
daily work.
buss (bus), v., n. ⫽kiss.

bus·ses (busʹiz), n. a pl. of bus.
bust1 (bust), n. 1 statue of a person’s head,
shoulders, and chest. 2 the upper, front
part of the body. 3 a woman’s bosom.
[< F < Ital. < L bustum funeral monument]
bust2 (bust), n. Informal. 1 burst. 2 total
failure; bankruptcy. 3 punch. 4 arrest.
5 spree. —v. 1 burst. 2 bankrupt; ruin.
3 fail ﬁnancially; become bankrupt. 4
lower in rank, esp. to punish. 5 punch;
hit. 6 train to obey; tame, as a wild colt.
7 break up (a trust) into smaller companies. 8 arrest; jail. [var. of burst]
bus·tard (busʹtәrd), n. a large game bird
of Africa, Europe, and Asia. [blend of
OF bistarde and oustarde, both < L avis
tarda slow bird]
bus·tle1 (busʹәl), v., –tled, –tling, n. —v.
1 be noisily busy and in a hurry. 2 make
(others) hurry or work hard. —n. noisy
or excited activity; commotion. [? imit.]
—busʹtler, n. —busʹtling·ly, adv.
bus·tle2 (busʹәl), n. pad used to puﬀ out
the upper back part of a woman’s skirt.
[? special use of bustle1]
bus·y (bizʹi), adj., bus·ier, bus·i·est, v., busied, bus·y·ing. adj. 1 working; active. 2
of a telephone line, in use. 3 full of work
or activity. 4 prying into other people’s
aﬀairs; meddling. —v. make busy; keep
busy. [OE bisig] —busʹy·ness, n.
bus·y·bod·y (bizʹi bod´i), n., pl. –bodies. person who pries into other people’s
aﬀairs.
busy work, something unimportant done
to keep busy; make-work.
but (but; unstressed bәt), conj. 1 on the
other hand; yet: it rained, but I went anyway. 2 if; except that: it never rains but it
pours. 3 other than: we cannot choose but
hear. 4 who not; which not: none sought
his aid but were helped. —prep. except:
every day but Sunday. —adv. only: he is
but a boy. —n. objection: too many buts.
all but, nearly; almost. [OE būtan without, unless < be– + ūtan outside < ūt
out]
bu·ta·di·ene (bū´tә dīʹēn; –dī ēnʹ), n. 1
a colorless gas, C4H6, used in making
artiﬁcial rubber and as an anesthetic. 2
its isomeric hydrocarbon.
bu·tane (būʹtān; bū tānʹ), n. Chem. either
of two isomeric hydrocarbons, C4H10,
of the methane series. Both are inﬂammable gases.
butch·er (bu̇chʹәr), n. 1 person who cuts
up and sells meat. 2 person whose work
is killing animals for food. 3 brutal
killer; murderer. 4 person who bungles
or botches. —v. 1 kill (animals) for food.
2 kill wholesale; slaughter large numbers of people or animals. 3 kil brutally;
murder. 4 spoil by poor work. [< OF
bocher < boc he-goat, buck1 < Gmc.]
—butchʹer·er, n.
butch·er·y (bu̇chʹәr i), n., pl. –er·ies.
1 brutal killing; wholesale murder. 2
slaughterhouse; butcher shop.
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butler

but·ler (butʹlәr), n. male servant in
charge of the pantry and table service
in a household; head servant. [< AF var.
of OF bouteillier < bouteille bottle]
—butʹler·ship, n.
butler’s pantry, a small room between
the kitchen and dining room, for serving
and clearing the table.
butt1 (but), n. 1 the thicker end of anything, as a tool, weapon, ham, etc. 2
end that is left; stub; stump. [akin to
buttocks]
butt2 (but), n. 1 target. 2 object of ridicule
or scorn. 3 embankment of earth on
which targets are placed for shooting
practice. —v. join end to end; abut. [< F
bout end < Gmc.]
butt3 (but), v. push or hit with the head
or horns. —n. push or hit with the head.
butt in, meddle; interfere. [< OF bouter
thrust < bout end < Gmc.] —buttʹer, n.
butt4 (but), n. 1 a large barrel for wine
or beer. 2 a liquid measure equal to 126
gallons. [< OF < LL butta]
butte (būt), n. W U.S. steep hill standing
alone.
but·ter (butʹәr), n. 1 the solid yellowish
fat obtained from cream by churning. 2
something with the consistency of butter, as apple butter. 3 excessive ﬂattery.
—v. 1 put butter on. 2 ﬂatter, excessively.
butter up, ﬂatter. [< L < Gk. boutyron]
—butʹter·less, adj.
butter bean, 1 variety of lime bean. 2 yellow wax bean.
but·ter·cup (butʹәr kup´), n. plant with
bright-yellow ﬂowers shaped like cups.
but·ter·fat (butʹәr fat´), n. fat in milk.
but·ter·fin·gers (butʹәr fing´gәrz), n.
Informal. careless or clumsy person.
—butʹter·ﬁn´gered, adj.
but·ter·ﬁsh (butʹәr ﬁsh´), n., pl. –ﬁsh·es
or (esp. collectively) –ﬁsh. a small, silvery
ﬁsh, used for food.
but·ter·ﬂy (butʹәr ﬂī), n., pl. –ﬂies. 1
insect with a slender body and four
large, usually bright-colored, wings. 2
person who suggests a butterﬂy by delicate beauty, bright clothes, ﬁckleness,
etc. 3 ⫽butterﬂy stroke.
butterﬂies (in the stomach), nervousness, esp. in anticipation of something.
[OE buterﬂēoge. See butter, fly1.]
butterﬂy stroke, overarm breaststroke, in
swimming.
but·ter·milk (butʹer milk´), n. liquid left
when butter is churned from cream,
used as a beverage and in baking.
but·ter·nut (butʹәr nut´), n. 1 an oily
kind of walnut. 2 tree that bears
butternuts.
but·ter·scotch (butʹәr skoch´), n. sauce
or candy made from brown sugar and
butter. —adj. ﬂavored with brown sugar
and butter.
but·ter·y1 (butʹәr i), adj. 1 like butter. 2
containing butter; spread with butter.
but·ter·y2 (butʹәr i; butʹri), n., pl. –ter·ies.
1 storeroom, esp. for wines and liquors.
2 ⫽pantry. [< OF, < botte butt4]

but·tocks (butʹәks), n.pl. ⫽rump. [ME
buttok. Cf. OE buttuc end, small piece
of land]
but·ton (butʹәn), n. 1 knob or round,
ﬂat piece of metal, plastic, etc., sewn
onto clothing, bags, etc. to hold them
closed or decorate them. 2 anything that
resembles or suggests a button, as the
knob or disk pressed to ring an electric
bell. 3 knob on a stringed instrument
that holds the tailpiece. —v. fasten with
buttons; close with buttons. [< OF boton
< bouter thrust. See butt3.] —butʹtoner, n. —butʹton·less, adj. —butʹtonlike´, adj.
but·ton·hole (butʹәn hōl´), n., v., –holed,
–hol·ing. —n. slit or loop through which
a button is passed. —v. 1 make buttonholes in 2 hold in conversation; force
to listen.
but·ton·wood (butʹәn wu̇d´), n. 1 tall
plane tree with button-shaped fruit. 2
its wood.
but·tress (butʹris), n. 1 support built
against a wall or building to strengthen
it. 2 support; prop. —v. 1 strengthen
with a buttress. 2 support; prop. [< OF
bouterez (pl.) < bouter thrust against.
See butt3.]
bu·tyl (būʹtәl), n. univalent hydrocarbon
radical obtained from butane and used
in making inner tubes and electrical
insulation.
bu·tyr·ic (bū tirʹik), adj. of or derived
from butyric acid. [< L butyrum butter]
butyric acid, colorless liquid, C4H8O2,
that has an unpleasant odor. It is formed
by fermentation in rancid butter, cheese,
etc.
bux·om (bukʹsәm), adj. plump and good
to look at; healthy and cheerful. [ME
buhsum, ? < OE būgan bend] —buxʹomly, adv. —buxʹom·ness, n.
buy (bī), v., bought, buy·ing, n. —v. 1 get
by paying a price. 2 get by sacriﬁce: buy
peace by surrender. 3 bribe. —n. Informal. 1 a purchase. 2 a bargain.
buy oﬀ, get rid of by paying money to.
buy out, buy all the shares, rights, etc., of.
buy up, buy all that one can of. [OE
bycgan]
buy·er (bīʹәr), n. 1 person who buys; customer. 2 person whose work is buying
goods for a department store or other
business.
buyer’s strike, refusal of consumers as
a group to buy in protest against high
prices.
buzz (buz), n. 1 humming sound made
by ﬂies, mosquitoes, or bees. 2 a low,
confused sound of many people talking
quietly. 3 whisper; rumor. 4 stir, esp. talk
about something new or interesting.
5 telephone call. —v. 1 hum loudly. 2
sound in a low, confused way. 3 talk
excitedly. 4 whisper; rumor. 5 ﬂy a plane
low and fast over something.
buzz about, move about busily.
buzz oﬀ, Informal. go away; leave.
[imit.]

buz·zard (buzʹәrd), n. 1 any of various
heavy and slow-moving hawks. 2 ⫽turkey buzzard. 3 mean, stingy person, esp.
an older person. [< OF busart, ult. < L
buteo hawk]
buzz bomb, robot bomb developed by
the Germans in World War II.
buzz·er (buzʹәr), n. 1 thing that buzzes.
2 electrical device that makes a buzzing
sound as a signal.
buzz saw, circular saw.
buzz word, popular, overused word.
bx., pl. bxs. box.
by (bī), prep. 1 near: by the house. 2.
along; over; through: go by the bridge.
3 through the act or use of: travel by
airplane. 4 in dimensions: a room ten by
twenty feet. 5 in the measure of: eggs by
the dozen. 6 according to: work by rule.
7 during: by day. 8 not later than: by six
o’clock. —adv. 1 at hand: near by. 2 past:
a car dashed by; days gone by. 3 aside or
away: to put something by. —n. bye.
by and by, after a while.
by and large, in every way. [OE bī,
unstressed be]
by–, preﬁx. 1 secondary; minor; less
important, as in by-product. 2 near by,
as in bystander.
bye (bī), n., adj. —n. 1 odd man or condition of being the odd player esp. in a
tournament where players are grouped
in pairs. 2 in golf, holes not played after
a player has won. —adj. 1 aside from the
main point, subject, etc. 2 secondary. 3
incidental. Also by.
by the bye, incidentally. [var. of by,
prep.]
bye-bye (bīʹbīʹ), interj. ⫽good-by.
by-e·lec·tion (bīʹi lek´shәn), n. a special
election, not held at the time of regular
elections.
by·gone (bīʹgôn´; –gon´), adj. past;
former. —n. 1 something in the past. 2 the
past.
let bygones be bygones, forgive and
forget.
by·law (bī´lô´), n. 1 law made by a city,
company, club, etc., for the control of its
own aﬀairs. 2 a secondary law or rule;
not one of the main rules. [< Scand.
(Dan.) bylov < by town + lov law; meaning inﬂ. by by–]
by-line (bīʹlīn´), n. line at the beginning
of a newspaper or magazine article giving the name of the writer.
by-name (bīʹnām´), n. 1 second name. 2
⫽nickname.
by-pass (bīʹpas´; –päs´), n. 1 road, channel, pipe, etc., providing a secondary
passage to be used instead of the main
passage. 2 ⫽shunt (def. 3). —v. 1 provide
a secondary passage for. 2 go around.
3 pass over the head of (a superior,
etc.) to a higher authority. 4 set aside
or ignore (regulations, etc.) in order to
reach a desired objective. 5 get away
from; avoid; escape: by-pass a question.
6 ⫽ﬂank (def. 4).
by-path (bīʹpath´; –päth´), n. side path.
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by-play (bīʹplā´), n. action that is not part
of the main action, esp. on the stage.
by-prod·uct (bīʹprod´әkt), n. something
produced in making or doing something else; not the main product.
by-road (bīʹrōd´), n. a side road.
By·ron (bīʹrәn), n. George Gordon, Lord,
1788–1824, English poet. —By·ronʹic,
adj. —By·ronʹi·cal·ly, adv.
by·stand·er (bīʹstan´dәr), n. person
standing near or by; looker-on.

by-street (bīʹstrēt´), n. a side street.
byte (bīt), n. unit of digital information, equal to eight bits, in a computer
memory.
by·word (bīʹwėrd´), n. 1 object of contempt; thing scorned. 2 common saying;
proverb.
Byz·an·tine (bizʹәn tēn; –tīn; bi zanʹtin),
adj. 1 having to do with Byzantium
or a style of architecture developed
there that uses round arches, crosses,

circles, domes, and mosaics. 2 of or
having to do with the Eastern Church.
3 ﬁlled with intrigue and scheming,
suggestive of the politics of Byzantium.
—n. native or inhabitant of Byzantium.
Byzantine Empire, eastern part of
the Roman Empire from a.d. 395 to
1453.
By·zan·ti·um (bi zanʹshi әm; –ti әm), n.
ancient city where Istanbul now is.
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C

C, c (sē), n., pl. C’s; c’s.
1 the third letter of the
alphabet. 2 the ﬁrst note
of the musical scale of C
major. 3 Roman numeral
for 100.
C, 1 carbon. 2 central. 3 copyright. 4 a
hundred-dollar bill.
C., 1 Cape. 2 Catholic. 3 centigrade.
c., 1 carton; cartons. 2 case. 3 cent; cents. 4
center. 5 centimeter. 6 Also, ca. approximately. [L circa or circum] 7 cubic. 8
cup.
CA, (zip code) California.
Ca., calcium.
CAA, Civil Aeronautics Administration.
Caa·ba (käʹbә), n. Kaaba.
cab (kab), n. 1 ⫽taxicab. 2 covered part
of a locomotive where the engineer sits.
3 enclosed seat on a truck for the driver.
[for cabriolet]
ca·bal (kә balʹ), n., v., –balled, –bal·ling.
—n. 1 a small group of people working
or plotting in secret. 2 a secret scheme
of such a group. —v. form such a group;
conspire. [see cabala]
cab·a·la (kabʹә lә; kә bäʹ–), n. 1 a secret
religious philosophy of the Jewish rabbis. 2 a mystical belief. Also, cabbala.
[< Med.L < Heb. qabbalah tradition]
—cabʹa·lism, n. —cabʹa·list, n.
cab·a·lis·tic (kab´ә lisʹtik), cab·a·lis·ti·cal
(–tә kәl), adj. having a mystical meaning; secret. —cab´a·lisʹti·cal·ly, adv.
cab·al·le·ro (kab´әl yãrʹō), n., pl. –ros. 1
SW U.S. horseman or gallant. 2 in Spain,
gentleman or knight. [< Sp. < L caballarius horseman < caballus horse]
ca·ba·ña (kә bäʹnyә; –banʹә), n. 1 bathhouse. 2 cabin (def. 1). [< Sp. < LL
capanna. Doublet of cabin.]
cab·a·ret (kab´ә rāʹ; kabʹә rā), n. 1 restaurant where an entertainment of singing
and dancing is provided. 2 the entertainment. [< F]
cab·bage (kabʹij), n., vegetable whose
leaves are closely folded into a round
head that grows from a short stem. [< F
< Pr., ult. < L caput head]
cab·ba·la (kabʹә lә; kә bäʹ-), n. ⫽cabala.
cab·by (kabʹi), n., pl. –bies. cabdriver.
cab·in (kabʹәn), n. 1 a small, roughly built
house; hut. 2 room in a ship. 3 place
for passengers in an aircraft. [< F < LL
capanna. Doublet of cabana.]
cabin boy, boy whose work was waiting
on the oﬃcers and passengers in a ship.
cab·i·net (kabʹә nit), n. 1 piece of furniture with shelves or drawers for holding
dishes, etc. 2 group of advisers chosen
by the head of a nation to help with the
administration of the government. 3 the
Cabinet, the cabinet of the President
of the United States. 4 a small, private
room.—adj. 1 of or having to do with
a political cabinet. 2 private. [< F < Ital.
gabinetto, ult. < LL cavea cage]
cab·i·net·mak·er (kabʹә nit māk´әr), n.
person who makes ﬁne furniture and
woodwork. —cabʹi·net-mak´ing, n.
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cab·i·net·work (kabʹә nit wėrk´), n. 1
beautifully made furniture and woodwork. 2 the making of such furniture
and woodwork.
ca·ble (kāʹbәl), n., v., –bled, –bling. —n.
1 a strong, thick rope, usually made of
wires twisted together. 2 ⫽cable’s length.
3 a protected bundle of wires to carry
current. 4 ⫽cable television. 5 ⫽cablegram. —v. 1 tie or fasten with a cable. 2
send a message by cable. [< F < Pr. < L
capulum halter]
cable car, car pulled by a moving cable
operated by a stationary engine.
ca·ble·cast (kāʹbәl kast´), n., v. —n. a telecast by cable television. —v. telecast by
cable television. —caʹble·cast´ing, n.
ca·ble·gram (kāʹbәl gram), n. telegram
sent by cable.
cable’s length, unit of measurement at
sea, 720 ft.
cable stitch, knitting in a pattern that
resembles a twisted cable.
ca·ble-stitch (kãʹbәl stitch´), v., knit using
cable stitch.
cable television, transmission of television programs by cable to individual
subscribers.
cable TV, ⫽cable television.
cab·man (kabʹmәn), n., pl. –men. a cabdriver.
ca·boo·dle (kә büʹdәl), n. Informal. group
of people or things.
ca·boose (kә büsʹ), n. 1 a small car formerly on a freight train in which the
trainmen could rest and sleep. 2 kitchen
on the deck of a ship. [< MLG kabuse
cabin]
Cab·ot (kabʹәt), n. John, 1450?–98, Italian navigator who explored for England,
reaching the North American continent
in 1497.
cab·ri·o·let (kab´ri ә lāʹ), n. a one-horse
carriage with two wheels, and often with
a folding top. [< F, < cabrioler leap < Ital.
< L caper goat; from bouncing motion]
ca·ca·o (kә kāʹō; –käʹō), n., pl. –ca·os. 1
seeds from which cocoa and chocolate
are made. 2 the tropical American tree
they grow on. [< Sp. < Mex. caca-uatl]
cach·a·lot (kashʹә lot; –lō), n. sperm
whale. [< F < Pg. < L caccabus pot]
cache (kash), n., v., cached, cach·ing.
—n. 1 a hiding place to store food or
supplies. 2 a hidden store of food or
supplies. —v. put in a cache; hide. [< F,
< cacher hide]
ca·chet (ka shāʹ; kashʹā), n. 1 a private
seal or stamp. 2 a distinguishing mark.
[< F, < cacher hide]
cach·in·nate (kakʹә nāt), v., –nat·ed,
–nat·ing. laugh loudly. [< L cachinnatus]
—cach´in·na´tion, n.
ca·cique (kә sēkʹ), n. 1 a native chief in
the West Indies, Mexico, etc. 2 pompous
political leader. [< Sp. < Haitian]
cack·le (kakʹәl), v., –led, –ling, n. —v. 1
make a shrill, broken sound. 2 laugh
shrilly, harshly, and brokenly. 3 chatter.
—n. 1 the shrill, broken sound that a

hen makes after laying an egg. 2 shrill,
harsh, broken laughter. 3 noisy chatter;
silly talk. [ME cakelen; imit.]
ca·coph·o·ny (kә kofʹә ni), n., pl. –nies.
harsh, clashing sound; dissonance; discord. [< NL < Gk., < kakos bad + phone
sound] —ca·cophʹo·nous, adj. —cacophʹo·nous·ly, adv.
cac·tus (kakʹtәs), n., pl. –tus·es, –ti (–tī).
plant whose thick, ﬂeshy stems have
spines but usually have no leaves. Most
cactuses grow in very hot, dry regions.
[< L < Gk. kaktos]
cad (kad), n. an ill-bred person. [< caddie]
ca·dav·er (kә davʹәr; –dāʹvәr), n. dead
body; corpse. [< L] —ca·davʹer·ic, adj.
ca·dav·er·ous (kә davʹәr әs), adj. 1 of or
like a cadaver. 2 pale and ghastly. 3 thin
and worn. —ca·davʹer·ous·ly, adv. —cadavʹer·ous·ness, n.
cad·die (kadʹi), n., v., –died, –dy·ing. —n.
person who carries a golf player’s clubs,
etc. —v. help a golf player in this way.
Also, caddy. [< F cadet cadet]
cad·dis ﬂy (kadʹis), a mothlike insect
whose larvae (caddis worms) live under
water in cocoons that are coated with
sand, gravel, etc.
cad·dish (kadʹish), adj. ungentlemanly;
ill-bred. —cadʹdish·ly, adv. —cadʹdishness, n.
cad·dy1 (kadʹi), n., pl. –dies. a small box,
can, or chest. [< Malay kati a small
weight]
cad·dy2 (kadʹi), n., pl. –dies, v., –died,
–dy·ing. ⫽caddie.
ca·dence (kāʹdәns), ca·den·cy (–dәn si),
n., pl., –den·ces; –cies. 1 rhythm. 2 measure or beat or any rhythmical movement. 3 fall of the voice. 4 rising and
falling sound; modulation. 5 series of
chords, a trill, etc., that brings part of a
piece of music to an end. [< F < Ital. See
cadenza.] —caʹdenced, adj.
ca·den·za (kә denʹzә), n. an elaborate
ﬂourish or showy musical passage near
the end of an aria, concerto, etc. [< Ital.
< L cadentia < cadere fall]
ca·det (kә detʹ), n. 1 a young person
training to be an oﬃcer in the military.
2 a younger son or brother. [< F < Gascon capdet < L capitellum, dim. of caput
head] —ca·detʹship, ca·detʹcy, n.
cadge (kaj), v., cadged, cadg·ing. Informal. beg. —cadgʹer, n.
ca·di (käʹdi; kāʹ–), n., pl. –dis. a minor
Muslim judge. Also, kadi. [< Ar. qādī
.
judge]
Cá·diz (kә dizʹ; kāʹdiz), n. seaport in SW
Spain.
cad·mi·um (kadʹmi әm), n. a bluishwhite, ductile metallic element, Cd,
resembling tin, used in making certain
alloys. [< NL < L cadmia zinc ore < Gk.
kadmeia] —cadʹmic, adj.
ca·dre (käʹdәr; kadʹr), n. 1 a small group
of people who form the core of an organization or a military unit. 2 ⫽framework. [< F < Ital. < L quadrum square]
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ca·du·ce·us (kә düʹsi әs; –dūʹ–), n., pl. –cei (–si ī). staﬀ carried by the god Hermes
and by heralds in ancient Greece and
Rome, now often used as an emblem
of the medical profession. [< L < dial.
Gk. karykeion herald’s staﬀ ] —ca·duʹcean, adj.
cae·cum (sēʹkәm), n., pl. –ca (–kә). ⫽
cecum.
Cae·sar (sēʹzәr), n. 1 Gaius Julius,
102?–44 b.c., Roman general, statesman, and historian, conqueror of Gaul.
2 a title of the Roman emperors from
Augustus to Hadrian. 3 an emperor. 4
dictator; tyrant.
Cae·sar·e·an, Cae·sar·i·an (si zārʹi әn),
adj. of Julius Caesar or the Caesars.
—n. ⫽cesarean section. Also, Cesarean,
Cesarian.
caesarean section, ⫽cesarean section.
cae·si·um (sēʹzi әm), n. ⫽cesium.
cae·su·ra (si zhu̇rʹә; –zyu̇rʹә), n., pl. –suras, –sur·ae (–zhu̇rʹē; –zyu̇rʹē). a break,
esp. a pause in a line of poetry. Also,
cesura. [< L, cutting, < caedere cut]
—cae·surʹal, adj.
ca·fe (ka fāʹ; kә–), n., 1 restaurant. 2 barroom. [< F. See coffee.]
ca·fé (ka fēʹ; kә–, kȧ–), n. 1 ⫽cafe. 2
French. coﬀee. 3 ⫽coﬀeehouse.
caf·e·te·ri·a (kaf´ә tirʹi ә), n. restaurant where people wait on themselves.
[< Mex. Sp., coﬀee shop]
caf·feine, caf·fein (kafʹēn; kafʹi in), n. a
stimulating drug, C8H10N4O2, found in
coﬀee and tea. [< F, < café coﬀee]
caf·tan (kafʹtәn; käf tänʹ), n. 1 a long
tunic with a girdle, worn under the coat
in Turkey, Egypt, etc. 2 woman’s loose,
long gown, worn as evening dress or for
lounging. Also, kaftan. [< Turk.]
cage (kāj), n., v., caged, cag·ing. —n. 1
frame or place closed in with wires, bars,
etc., for conﬁning birds, wild animals,
etc. 2 thing shaped like a cage, as the
closed platform of an elevator. 3 prison.
—v. put or keep in a cage. [< F < L cavea
cell < cavus hollow]
cage·y (kājʹi), adj. cag·i·er, cag·i·est.
Informal. shrewd; sharp. —cagʹi·ly, adv.
—cagʹi·ness, n.
ca·hoot (kә hütʹ), n. Informal. in cahoots,
in company or league.
ca·ique or ca·ïque (kä ēkʹ), 1 long, narrow
Turkish rowboat. 2 small Mediterranean
sailing vessel.
cai·man (kāʹmәn), n., pl. –mans. large
alligator of tropical America. Also, cayman.
Cain (kān), n. 1 the oldest son of Adam
and Eve, who killed his brother Abel. 2
murderer.
raise Cain, Informal. make a great disturbance.
cairn (kãrn), n. 1 pile of stones heaped
up as a memorial, tomb, or landmark.
2 cairn terrier, small, wiry-haired terrier, originally from Scotland. [< Scotch
Gaelic carn heap of stones] —cairned,
adj.

Cai·ro (kīʹrō), n. capital of Egypt, in the
NE part.
cais·son (kāʹsәn; –son), n. 1 wagon to
carry ammunition. 2 a watertight box
or chamber in which people can work
under water. 3 a watertight ﬂoat used in
raising sunken ships. [< F, < caisse chest
< L capsa box]
caisson disease, ⫽the bends.
ca·jole (kә jōlʹ), v., –joled, –jol·ing. persuade by pleasant words, ﬂattery, or
false promises; coax. [< F cajoler] —cajolʹer, n.
ca·jol·er·y (kә jōlʹәr i), n., pl. –er·ies. persuasion by smooth, deceitful words; ﬂattery; coaxing.
Ca·jun (kāʹjәn), n. descendant of the
French who come to Louisiana from
Acadia. [<altered pronunciation of Acadian]
cake (kāk), n., v., caked, cak·ing. —n. 1
a baked mixture of ﬂour, sugar, eggs,
ﬂavoring, and other things. 2 a ﬂat, thin
mass of dough baked or fried. 3 any
small, ﬂat mass of food fried on both
sides: a ﬁsh cake. 4 a shaped mass: a
cake of soap. —v. form into a solid mass.
piece of cake, Informal. something easy
to do or obtain.
take the cake, Informal. a win ﬁrst prize.
b excel; surpass. [prob. < Scand. kaka]
cakes and ale, pleasures of life.
cake·walk (kākʹwôk´), n. 1 a march or
dance to music of black American origin, to see who could do the most graceful or eccentric steps. 2 Fig. something
sure and easy; cinch. —v. do a cakewalk.
—cakeʹwalk´er, n.
cal or cal. 1 calendar. 2 caliber. 3 calorie
or calories.
Cal., California.
cal·a·bash (kalʹә bash), n. 1 gourd or
fruit whose dried shell is used to make
bottles, bowls, drums, rattles, etc. 2 a
tropical plant or tree that it grows on.
3 bottle, bowl, etc., made from such
a dried shell. [< F < Sp., prob. < Pers.
kharbuz melon]
cal·a·boose (kalʹә büs; kal´ә büsʹ), n. Esp.
S U.S. Informal. jail; prison. [< Sp. calabozo dungeon]
ca·la·di·um (kә lāʹdi әm), n. a tropical plant with large leaves. [< Malay
kelady]
Cal·ais (ka lāʹ; kalʹā), n. seaport in N
France that is nearest England.
cal·a·mine (kal´ә mīn; –min), n. native
hydrous zinc silicate, (ZnOH) 2SiO3.
[< F < Med.L calamina < L cadmia. See
cadmium.]
ca·lam·i·tous (kә lamʹә tәs), adj. causing calamity; accompanied by calamity;
disastrous. —ca·lamʹi·tous·ly, adv. —calamʹi·tous·ness, n.
ca·lam·i·ty (kәlamʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 a
great misfortune. 2 serious trouble; misery. [< L calamitas]
cal·a·mus (kalʹә mәs), n., pl. –mi (–mī).
1 ⫽sweet ﬂag. 2 its fragrant root. [< L
< Gk. kalamos reed]

cal·car·e·ous (kal kãrʹi әs), adj. 1 of or
containing lime or limestone. 2 of or
containing calcium. [< L, < calx lime]
cal·ces (kalʹsēz), n. pl. of calx.
cal·cif·er·ous (kal sifʹәr әs), adj. 1 containing calcite. 2 forming calcium salts.
cal·ci·fy (kalʹsә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1
harden by the deposit of lime. 2 Fig.
harden; become ﬁxed, as an idea or
opinion. [< L calx lime] —cal´ci·ﬁ·caʹtion, n.
cal·ci·mine (kalʹsә mīn; –min), n., v.,
–mined, –min·ing. —n. a white or colored liquid consisting of a mixture of
water, coloring matter, glue, etc., used as
a wash on ceilings and walls. —v. cover
with calcimine. Also, kalsomine.
cal·cine (kalʹsīn; –sin), v., –cined, –cining. 1 burn to ashes or powder. 2 change
to lime by heating. —cal´ci·naʹtion, n.
—cal·cinʹa·to´ry adj., n.
cal·cite (kalʹsīt), n. mineral composed of
calcium carbonate, CaCO3. It occurs as
limestone, chalk, marble, etc.
cal·ci·um (kalʹsi әm), n. a soft, silvery-white
metallic element, Ca. It is a part of limestone, milk, bones, etc. [< L calx lime]
calcium carbide, a heavy gray substance,
CaC2, that reacts with water to form
acetylene gas.
calcium carbonate, mineral, CaCO3,
occurring in rocks as marble and limestone and in animals as bones, shells,
teeth, etc.
calcium chloride, compound of calcium
and chlorine, CaCl2, used in making
artiﬁcial ice and chlorine.
cal·cu·la·ble (kalʹkyә lә bәl), adj. 1 that
can be calculated. 2 reliable. —cal´cu·labilʹi·ty, n. —calʹcu·la·bly, adv.
cal·cu·late (kalʹkyә lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lating. 1 ﬁnd out by adding, subtracting, multiplying, or dividing; ﬁgure;
compute. 2 ﬁnd out beforehand by any
process of reasoning; estimate. 3 rely;
depend; count. 4 plan; intend. [< L,
< calculus stone, used in counting, dim.
of calx stone] —calʹcu·la´tor, n.
calculated risk, venture or undertaking
whose outcome can be estimated with
some degree of conﬁdence but not with
certainty.
cal·cu·lat·ing (kalʹkyә lāt´ing), adj. 1 that
calculates. 2 shrewd; careful. 3 scheming; selﬁsh.
cal·cu·la·tion (kal´kyә lāʹshәn), n. 1 act of
calculating. 2 result found by calculating. 3 careful thinking; deliberate planning. —calʹcu·la´tive, adj.
cal·cu·lus (kalʹkyә lәs), n., pl. –li (–lī),
–lus·es. 1 a method of calculation in
higher mathematics. 2 Fig. analysis of
various factors to predict the probable
outcome of a particular undertaking or
situation. 3 a stone that has formed in
the body because of a diseased condition. Gallstones are calculi. [see calculate]
Cal·cut·ta (kal kutʹә), n. seaport in E
India.
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cal·de·ra (kal dirʹә), n. dish-shaped
depression at the top of a volcano’s
cone.
cal·dron (kôlʹdrәn), n. a large kettle or
boiler. Also, cauldron. [< OF < L caldus
hot]
Cal·e·do·ni·a (kal´ә dōʹni ә), n. Poetic.
Scotland. —Cal´e·doʹni·an, adj.
cal·en·dar (kalʹәn dәr), n. 1 table showing
the months, weeks, and days of the year.
2 system by which the beginning, length,
and divisions of the year are ﬁxed. 3
list; record; schedule: a court calendar.
—v. enter in a calendar or list. [< AF
< L calendarium account book < calendae calends (day bills were due)]
calendar day, the 24 hours from one midnight to the next midnight.
calendar month, month.
calendar year, period of 365 days (or in
leap year, 366 days) that begins on January 1 and ends on December 31.
cal·en·der (kalʹәn dәr), n. machine in
which cloth, paper, etc., is smoothed and
glazed by pressing between rollers. —v.
make smooth and glossy by pressing in
a calendar. [< F < L < Gk. kylindros cylinder] —calʹen·der·er, n.
cal·ends (kalʹәndz), n.pl. the ﬁrst day of
the month in the ancient Roman calendar. Also, kalends. [< L calendae]
ca·len·du·la (kә lenʹjә lә), n. kind of
marigold with yellow or orange ﬂowers.
[< NL, dim. of calendae the calends]
calf1 (kaf; käf), n., pl. calves. 1 a young
cow or bull. 2 a young elephant, whale,
seal, etc. 3 leather made from the skin of
a calf. [OE calf]
calf2 (kaf; käf), n., pl. calves. the thick,
ﬂeshy part of the back of the leg below
the knee. [< Scand. kālﬁ]
calf·skin (kafʹskin´; käfʹ–), n. 1 skin of a
calf. 2 leather made from it.
cal·i·ber (kalʹә bәr), n. 1 diameter, esp.
inside diameter. A .45-caliber revolver
has a barrel with an inside diameter of
45
⁄100 of an inch. 2 Fig. amount of ability.
3 Fig. amount of merit or importance.
[< F < Ar. qālib mold]
cal·i·brate (kalʹә brāt), v., –brat·ed, –brating. 1 determine, check, or rectify the
scale of (a thermometer, gauge, or other
measuring instrument). 2 ﬁnd the caliber of. —cal´i·braʹtion, n. —calʹi·bra´tor, n.
cal·i·co kalʹә kō), n., pl. –coes, –cos, adj.
—n. cotton cloth, usually with colored
patterns printed on one side. —adj. 1
made of calico. 2 spotted in colors: a
calico cat. [after Calicut, India]
ca·lif (kāʹlif; kalʹif), n. ⫽caliph.
Calif., California.
cal·if·ate (kalʹә fāt; –ﬁt; kāʹlә–), n. ⫽caliphate.
Cal·i·for·nia (kal´ә fôrʹnyә; –fôrʹni ә), n.
a W state of the United States, on the
Paciﬁc coast. —Cal´i·forʹnian, adj., n.
California condor or vulture, a vulture with a bold yellow head and long

hooked beak. It is the largest land bird
of North America.
California Current, cold ocean current
that originates in the N Paciﬁc Ocean
and passes SW along the W coast of
North America.
California poppy, 1 a small poppy with
ﬁnely divided leaves and colorful ﬂowers. 2 its ﬂower.
cal·i·for·ni·um (kal´ә fôrʹni әm), n. a
radioactive element, Cf, produced by the
bombardment of curium. [< California]
cal·i·pers (kalʹә pәrz), n.pl. instrument
used to measure the diameter or thickness of something. Also, callipers. [var.
of caliber]
ca·liph (kāʹlif; kalʹif), n. the head of a
Muslim state. Also, calif, khalif. [< OF
< Med.L < Ar. khalīfa successor, vicar]
cal·iph·ate (kalʹә fāt; –ﬁt; kāʹlә–), n. rank,
reign, government, or territory of a
caliph. Also, califate.
cal·is·then·ic (kal´әs thenʹik), adj. of calisthenics. Also, callisthenic.
cal·is·then·ics (kal´әs thenʹiks), n. 1 (sing.
in use) the practice or art of calisthenic exercises. 2 (pl. in use) exercises
to develop a strong and graceful body.
Also, callisthenics. [< Gk. kallos beauty
+ sthenos strength]
calk1 (kôk), v. ﬁll up (a seam, crack, or
joint) so that it will not leak; make
watertight, as with oakum and tar. Also,
caulk. [< OF < L calcare tread, press in]
—calkʹer, n.
calk2 (kôk), n. a projecting piece on a
horseshoe to prevent slipping. —v. put
calks on. [< L calx heel or calcar spur]
—calkʹer, n.
call (kôl), v. 1 speak loudly; cry; shout:
he called from downstairs. 2 (of a bird
or animal) utter its cry. 3 rouse; waken:
call me in the morning. 4 command;
summon: obey when duty calls. 5 cause
to come: call your dog. 6 give a name
to: they called the baby John. 7 consider:
called a big hit. 8 make a stop: they called
on us. 9 read over: called the roll. 10
telephone (to). 11 demand payment of.
12 Baseball. a declare (a game) ended:
called on account of rain. b pronounce
(a pitch) a strike or ball. —n. 1 a shout; a
cry. 2 the characteristic sound of a bird
or other animal. 3 command; summons.
4 demand: on call at all hours. 5 occasion: no call to meddle. 6 a short stop. 7
demand for payment.
call back, a ask (a person) to return. b
telephone a person who has called earlier. c retract.
call down, scold.
call for, go and get.
call in, a summon for advice. b withdraw; make unavailable. c collect as
debts.
call oﬀ, a cancel. b enumerate. c order to
withdraw.
call on or upon, a pay a short visit to. b
appeal to.

call out, a shout. b summon to serve. c
Fig. evoke.
call up, a bring to mind. b telephone to.
c draft into the military.
on call, a ready to respond to a call to
duty. b subject to payment on demand.
within call, near enough to hear a call.
[OE. Cf. West Saxon ceallian.] —callʹable, adj.
cal·la (kalʹә), n. 1 Also, calla lily. plant
with a large, petallike, white leaf
around a thick spike of yellow ﬂorets.
2 a marsh plant with heart-shaped
leaves. [< NL]
call·er (kôlʹәr), n. 1 person who makes a
short visit. 2 person who calls.
cal·lig·ra·phy (kә ligʹrә ﬁ), n. 1 handwriting. 2 beautiful handwriting. [< Gk.,
< kallos beauty + graphein write] —calligʹra·pher, n. —cal·li·graphʹic, adj.
call·ing (kôlʹing), n. 1 business; occupation. 2 command; summons.
calling card, 1 ⫽phone card. 2 a small
card with a person’s name on it.
cal·li·o·pe (kә līʹә pē; for 1, also kalʹi ōp),
n. 1 musical instrument having a series
of steam whistles played by pushing
keys. 2 Calliope, the Muse of eloquence
and heroic poetry. [< L < Gk. kalliope
beautiful-voiced < kallos beauty + ops
voice]
cal·li·pers (kalʹә pәrz), n. ⫽calipers.
cal·lis·then·ic (kal´әs thenʹik), adj. ⫽calisthenic.
cal·lis·then·ics (kal´әs thenʹiks), n. ⫽calisthenics.
call letters, letters that identify a radio or
television station.
cal·los·i·ty (kә losʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 ⫽callus. 2 lack of feeling; hardness of heart.
cal·lous (kalʹәs), adj. 1 hard; hardened, as
portions of the skin exposed to friction.
2 unfeeling; not sensitive. [< L, < callus
hard skin] —calʹlous·ly, adv. —calʹlousness, n.
cal·low (kalʹō), adj. 1 young and inexperienced. 2 (of birds) without feathers
suﬃciently developed for ﬂight. [OE
calu bald] —calʹlow·ness, n.
cal·lus (kalʹәs), n., pl. –lus·es. 1 a hard,
thickened place on the skin. 2 a new
growth to unite the ends of a broken
bone. [see callous]
call waiting, telephone service that signals an incoming call while another call
is in progress.
calm (käm), adj. 1 not stormy or windy;
quiet; still; not moving. 2 peaceful; not
excited. —n. 1 absence of motion or
wind; quietness; stillness. 2 absence of
excitement; peacefulness. —v. make
or become calm. [< OF < Ital. < VL
< Gk. kauma heat of the day; hence,
time for rest, stillness] —calmʹly, adv.
—calmʹness, n.
cal·o·mel (kalʹә mel; -mәl), n. mercurous
chloride, Hg2Cl2, a white, tasteless, crystalline powder, used in medicine as a
cathartic, etc.
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ca·lor·ic (kә lôrʹik; –lorʹ–), n. heat.—adj.
having to do with heat. —calʹ·o·ric´ity, n.
cal·o·rie, cal·o·ry (kalʹә ri), n., pl. –ries. 1
unit of heat. The quantity of heat necessary to raise the temperature of a gram
of water one degree centigrade is a small
calorie; heat needed to raise a kilogram
of water one degree centigrade is a large
calorie. 2 a unit of the energy supplied
by food. It corresponds to a large calorie.
b quantity of food capable of producing such an amount of energy. [< F < L
calor heat]
cal·o·rif·ic (kal´ә rifʹik), adj. 1 producing
heat. 2 ⫽caloric.
cal·u·met (kalʹyә met; kal´yә metʹ), n.
long, ornamented tobacco pipe smoked
by the American Indians in ceremonies
as a symbol of peace; peace pipe. [< F,
ult. < L calamus < Gk. kalamos reed]
ca·lum·ni·ate (kә lumʹni āt), v., –at·ed,
–at·ing. say false and injurious things
about; slander. —ca·lumʹni·a´tor, n.
ca·lum·ni·a·tion (kә lum´ni āʹshәn), n.
slander; calumny.
ca·lum·ni·ous (kә lumʹni әs), adj. slanderous. —ca·lumʹni·ous·ly, adv.
cal·um·ny (kalʹәm ni), n., pl. –nies. false
statement made to injure someone’s reputation; slander. [< L calumnia]
Cal·va·ry (kalʹvә ri), n. place near Jerusalem where Jesus died on the cross. Luke
23:33. [< L calvaria skull, trans. of Aram.
Gogoltha Golgotha]
calve (kav; käv), v., calved, calv·ing. give
birth to a calf. [OE calﬁan < calf calf1]
calves (kavz; kävz), n. pl. of calf1 and calf2.
Cal·vin (kalʹvәn), n. John, 1509–64,
French Protestant religious leader at
Geneva.
Cal·vin·ism (kalʹvәn iz әm), n. religious
teachings of Calvin and his followers.
—Calʹvin·ist, n. —Cal´vin·isʹtic, adj.
calx (kalks), n., pl. calx·es, cal·ces (kalʹsēz). an ashy substance left after a
metal or a mineral has been thoroughly
roasted, burned, etc. [< L calx lime]
Ca·lyp·so (kә lipʹsō), n. Gk. Legend. sea
nymph who detained Odysseus on her
island for seven years.
ca·lyp·so (kә lipʹsō), n. a type of improvised song that originated in the British
West Indies.
ca·lyx (kāʹliks; kalʹiks), n., pl. ca·lyx·es,
caly·ces (kalʹә sēz; kāʹlә–). 1 the outer
leaves that surround the bud of a ﬂower;
the sepals joined in a cup. 2 cuplike
structure or organ. [< L < Gk. kalyx
covering]
cam (kam), n. projection on a wheel or
shaft that changes a regular circular
motion into an irregular circular motion
or into a back-and-forth motion. [< Du.
kam cog, comb]
ca·ma·ra·de·rie (kä´mә räʹdә ri), n. comradeship. [< F. See comrade.]
cam·a·ril·la (kam´ә rilʹә), n. cabal; clique.
[< Sp., dim. of cāmara chamber]

cam·ass, cam·as (kamʹas), n. plant of the
lily family growing in the W United
States. [< Am. Ind.]
cam·ber (kamʹbәr), v. arch slightly. —n.
1 a slight arch. 2 a slightly arching piece
of timber. 3 the rise and fall of the curve
of an airfoil. [< F cambre bent < L camur
crooked]
cam·bi·um (kamʹbi әm), n. layer of soft,
growing tissue between the bark and
the wood of trees and shrubs. [< LL
cambium exchange]
Cam·bo·di·a (kam bōʹdi ә), n. country
in SE Asia.
Cam·bri·a (kamʹbri ә), n. old name of
Wales.
Cam·bri·an (kamʹbri әn), adj. 1 ⫽Welsh.
2 having to do with an early geological period or group of rocks. —n. 1
⫽Welshman. 2 a the earliest geological
period of the Paleozoic era. b rocks
formed during this period.
cam·bric (kāmʹbrik), n. a ﬁne, thin linen
or cotton cloth. [after Cambrai, France]
Cam·bridge (kāmʹbrij), n. 1 city in SE
England. 2 city in E Massachusetts, near
Boston.
came (kām), v. pt. of come.
cam·el (kamʹәl), n. large animal with one
or two humps on its back, used in the
desert as a beast of burden. The Arabian
camel, or dromedary, has one hump;
the Bactrian camel of S Asia has two
humps. [< L < Gk. kamelos < Semitic]
ca·mel·lia (kә mēlʹyә; –mēʹli ә), n. 1
shrub or tree with glossy leaves and
waxy white or red ﬂowers shaped like
roses. 2 the ﬂower. [for G. J. Kamel, missionary in Luzon]
ca·mel·o·pard (kә melʹә pärd), n. 1
⫽giraﬀe. 2 Camelopard, northern constellation, the giraﬀe.
Cam·e·lot (kamʹә lot), n. a legendary
place in England where King Arthur
had his palace.
camel’s hair, 1 hair of a camel, used in
making cloth, paintbrushes, etc. 2 cloth
made of this hair or something like it.
Cam·em·bert (kamʹәm bãr), n. a rich,
soft cheese.
cam·e·o (kamʹi ō), n., pl. –e·os. a precious
or semiprecious stone carved so that
there is a raised part on a background,
usually of a diﬀerent color. [< Ital.]
cam·er·a (kamʹәr ә; kamʹrә), n., pl. –er·as
for 1, –er·ae (–әr ē) for 2 1 an apparatus
in which photographic ﬁlm or plates
are exposed, the image being formed by
means of a lens. 2 part of a television
transmitter which converts images into
electronic impulses for transmitting. 3 a
judge’s private oﬃce.
in camera, a in a judge’s private oﬃce.
b privately. [< L, arched chamber, arch
< Gk. kamara. Doublet of chamber.]
cam·er·a·man (kamʹәr ә man´; kamʹrә–),
n., pl. –men. person who operates a
camera, esp. a television or motion-picture camera.
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Cam·er·oon or Cam·er·oun (kam´әr ünʹ), n. country in W Africa.
cam·i·sole (kamʹә sōl), n. 1 a woman’s
undershirt, similar to the top of a slip. b
woman’s ﬁtted shirt or blouse of similar
design. 2 a loose jacket worn by women
as a dressing gown. [< F < Sp., < camisa
shirt; akin to chemise]
cam·o·mile (kamʹә mīl), n. plant of the
aster family with daisylike ﬂowers. Also,
chamomile. [< L < Gk. chamaimēlon
earth apple]
cam·ou·ﬂage (kamʹә ﬂäzh), n., v., –ﬂaged,
–ﬂag·ing. —n. 1 disguise; deception. 2 in
warfare, giving things a false appearance
to deceive the enemy. 3 materials or
means for achieving deception. —v. give
a false appearance to in order to conceal;
disguise. [< F, < camouﬂer disguise]
—camʹou·ﬂag´er, n.
camp1 (kamp), n. 1 group of tents, huts,
or other shelters where people live for a
time. 2 people living in a camp. 3 buildings, as near a lake or in woods, forming
a residence, esp. in summer. 4 camping.
5 people working together. —v. 1 make a
camp. 2 live in a camp.
break camp, pack up tents and equipment.
camp out, a spend the night outdoors.
b live in camp. [< F < Ital. < L campus
ﬁeld]
camp2 (kamp), something admired
because it is tasteless, banal, outmoded, excessive, etc. —campʹi·ness, n.
—campʹy, adj.
cam·paign (kam pānʹ), n. 1 series of
related military operations for some
special purpose. 2 planned course of
action for some special purpose: a campaign to raise money. 3 organized action
to inﬂuence voters in an election: a
political campaign. —v. 1 take part in
or serve in a campaign. 2 conduct a
political campaign. [< F campagne open
country, ult. < L campus ﬁeld] —campaignʹer, n.
cam·pa·ni·le (kam´pә nēʹlē), n., pl. –niles, –ni·li (–nēʹlē). a bell tower. [< Ital.,
ult. < LL campana bell]
cam·pan·u·la (kam panʹyә lә), n. bluebell,
Canterbury bell, or other similar plant
with bell-shaped ﬂowers. [< LL, dim. of
campana bell]
camp·er (kamʹpәr), n. 1 person who
goes camping. 2 person who attends a
camp. 3 vehicle ﬁtted with bunks, etc.
for camping.
camp·ﬁre (kampʹfīr´), n. ﬁre in a camp
for warmth or cooking.
camp follower, 1 person who attaches
him or herself to an army, traditionally
as a peddler or prostitute. 2 Fig. person
who attaches him or herself to a group,
cause, or person for proﬁt or gain.
camp·ground (kampʹground´), n. 1 place
for camping, esp. one with facilities for
campers. 2 place where a camp meeting is held.
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cam·phor (kamʹfәr), n. 1 a white, crystalline substance with a strong odor and a
bitter taste, C10H16O, used in medicine,
to protect clothes from moths, in the
manufacture of celluloid, etc. 2 camphor in alcohol; spirits of camphor.
[< Med.L < Ar., ult. < Malay kapur] —camphorʹic, adj.
cam·phor·ate (kamʹfәr āt), v., –at·ed,
–at·ing. impregnate with camphor.
—camʹphor·at´ed, adj.
camp·ing (kamʹping), n. practice or recreation of living outdoors in a tent or
vehicle.
cam·pi·on (kamʹpi әn), n. plant with red
or white ﬂowers of the same family as
the pink. [< L campus ﬁeld]
camp meeting, religious meeting held
outdoors or in a tent.
camp·site (kampʹsīt), n. place suitable or
used for camping.
cam·pus (kamʹpәs), n. grounds of a college, university, or school. [< L, ﬁeld,
plain]
can1 (kan; unstressed kәn), v., pres. sing.
can; pt. could. 1 be able to. 2 know how
to. 3 have the right to. 4 be allowed to.
[OE can(n) know, know how, can]
can2 (kan), n., v., canned, can·ning. —n.
1 a metal container: a milk can. 2 contents of a can. 3 a glass jar for canning
at home. —v. 1 preserve by putting in
airtight cans or jars. 2 Informal. dismiss
from a job. [OE canne]
Can., Canada; Canadian.
Ca·naan (kāʹnәn), n. 1 region in Palestine
between the Jordan River and the Mediterranean. 2 Fig. land of promise.
Ca·naan·ite (kāʹnәn īt), n. inhabitant
of Canaan before its conquest by the
Hebrews.
Can·a·da (kanʹә dә), n. a country north of
the United States.
Canada goose, the common wild goose
of North America.
Ca·na·di·an (kә nāʹdi әn), adj. of Canada
or its people. —n. native or inhabitant
of Canada.
ca·nal (kә nalʹ), n., v., –nalled, –nal·ling;
–naled, –nal·ing. —n. 1 waterway dug
across land for navigation. 2 tube in the
body or in a plant for carrying food, liquid, or air. —v. 1 make a canal through. 2
furnish with canals. [< L canalis trench,
pipe. Doublet of channel.]
canal boat, a long, narrow boat used on
canals.
can·a·lic·u·lus (kan´ә likʹyә lәs), n., pl.
–li (–lī). small duct in the body, esp.
that connect the small cavities in the
bones. [< L dim. of canālis groove, canal]
—can´a·licʹu·lar, adj.
Canal Zone, Panama Canal and the land
ﬁve miles on each side, formerly governed by the U.S.
can·a·pé (kanʹә pā; –pē), n. a cracker,
thin piece of bread, etc., spread with a
seasoned mixture of ﬁsh, cheese, etc.
[< F, orig., a couch covered with mosquito netting. See canopy.]

ca·nard (kә närdʹ), n. a false rumor; exaggerated report; hoax. [< F canard duck]
Canary Islands, group of Spanish islands
in the Atlantic.
ca·nar·y (kә nãrʹi), n., pl. –nar·ies. 1 small,
yellow songbird. Canaries are often kept
in cages. 2 Also, canary yellow. light
yellow. 3 wine from the Canary Islands.
—adj. light-yellow. [after the islands]
ca·nas·ta (kә nasʹtә), n. a card game.
Ca·nav·er·al (kә navʹәr әl), n. Cape, cape
on the Atlantic coast of Florida, site of
spacecraft launchings.
Can·ber·ra (kanʹber ә; –bәr ә), n. capital
of Australia, in the SE part.
can·can (kanʹkan), n. a dance by women
marked by extravagant kicking. [< F]
can·cel (kanʹsәl), v., –celed, –cel·ing, n.
—v. 1 cross out; mark (something) so
that it cannot be used. 2 cross out the
same factor from the numerator and
denominator of a fraction, or from the
two sides of an equation. 3 do away with;
abolish: he canceled his order. 4 make
up for; balance. —n. 1 a canceling. 2 a
canceled part. [< L cancellare cross out
with latticed lines < cancelli cross bars]
—canʹcel·a·ble, adj. —canʹcel·er, n.
can·cel·la·tion (kan´sә lāʹshәn), n. 1 a
canceling or being canceled. 2 marks
made when something is canceled or
crossed out.
can·cer (kanʹsәr), n. 1 very harmful
growth in the body; malignant tumor.
Cancer tends to spread and destroy the
healthy tissues and organs of the body. 2
Fig. evil or harmful thing that tends to
spread. 3 Cancer, a tropic of Cancer. b a
northern constellation that was thought
of as arranged in the shape of a crab. c
the fourth sign of the zodiac. [< L cancer
crab, tumor] —canʹcer·ous, adj.
can·de·la·bra (kan´dә läʹbrә; –lāʹ–), n. 1
pl. of candelabrum. 2 (pl. but taken as
sing. with pl. –bras) candelabrum.
can·de·la·brum (kan´dә läʹbrәm; –lāʹ–),
n., pl. –bra (–brә) or –brums. an ornamental candlestick with several branches
for candles. [< L, < candela candle]
can·des·cent (kan desʹәnt), adj. glowing
with heat; incandescent. [< L candescens
beginning to glow] —can·desʹcence, n.
—can·desʹcent·ly, adv.
can·did (kanʹdid), adj. 1 frank; sincere.
2 fair; impartial. 3 unposed; natural.
[< L candidus white] —canʹdid·ly, adv.
—canʹdid·ness, n.
can·di·da·cy (kanʹdә dә si), n. being a
candidate: please support my candidacy
for treasurer.
can·di·date (kanʹdә dāt; –dit), n. 1 person
who seeks, or is proposed for, some
oﬃce or honor. 2 person studying for
a degree. 3 applicant for a position.
[< L candidatus clothed in white (toga)]
—canʹdi·date·ship´, n.
can·died (kanʹdid), adj. 1 turned into
sugar: candied honey. 2 cooked in sugar;
covered with sugar. 3 made sweet or
agreeable.

can·dle (kanʹdәl), n., v., –dled, –dling.
—n. 1 stick of wax or tallow with a wick
in it, burned to give light. 2 anything
shaped or used like a candle. 3 unit for
measuring the strength of a light. —v.
test (eggs) for freshness by holding them
in front of a light.
burn the candle at both ends, use up
one’s strength and resources rapidly.
not hold a candle to, not compare
with. [< L candela < candere shine]
—canʹdler, n.
can·dle·ber·ry (kanʹdәl ber´i), n., pl.
–ries. 1 wax myrtle or bayberry. 2 its
fruit.
can·dle·ﬁsh (kanʹdәl ﬁsh´), n. an edible
ﬁsh of the NW coast of America.
can·dle·light (kanʹdәl līt´), n. 1 light of a
candle or candles. 2 time when candles
are lighted; dusk; twilight; nightfall.
can·dle·lit (kanʹdәl lit´), adj. lit by candlelight.
Can·dle·mas (kanʹdәl mәs), n. February
2, a church festival in honor of the
puriﬁcation of the Virgin Mary. [OE
candelmœsse]
candle power, light given by a standard
candle, used as a unit for measuring
light.
can·dle·stick (kanʹdәl stik´), can·dlehold·er (–hōl´dәr), n. holder for a candle, to make it stand up straight.
can-do (kanʹdu̇´), adj. Informal. willing
and able to get things done: a can-do
person.
can·dor, (kanʹdәr), n. 1 speaking openly
what one really thinks; honesty in giving one’s view or opinion. 2 fairness;
impartiality. [< L, whiteness, purity
< candere shine]
can·dy (kanʹdi), n., pl. –dies, v., –died,
–dy·ing. —n. 1 sugar or syrup, cooked
and ﬂavored, then cooled and made
into small pieces for eating. Chocolate,
butter, milk, nuts, fruits, etc., are often
added. 2 piece of this. —v. 1 turn into
sugar. 2 cook in sugar; preserve by boiling in sugar. 3 make sweet or agreeable.
[< F < Pers. qand sugar]
candy stripe, alternating narrow stripe of
two colors, esp. red and white, resembling stripes on peppermint candy.
can·dy·tuft (kanʹdi tuft´), n. plant with
clusters of white, purple, or pink ﬂowers.
cane (kān), n., v., caned, can·ing. —n. 1
stick to help a person in walking; walking stick. 2 stick used to beat with. 3 a
long, jointed stem, such as that of the
bamboo. 4 plant having such stems.
Sugar cane and bamboo are canes. 5
material made of such stems, used for
furniture, chair seats, etc. 6 a slender
stalk or stem. —v. 1 beat with a cane.
2 make or provide with cane: cane the
chair seat. [< F < L < Gk. kanna reed]
cane·brake (kānʹbrāk´), n. thicket or
region of cane plants.
cane sugar, sugar made from sugar cane.
ca·nine (kāʹnīn), n. 1 dog. 2 canine tooth.
—adj. 1 of a dog; like a dog. 2 belong-
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ing to a group of meat-eating animals
including dogs, foxes, and wolves. [< L,
< canis dog]
canine tooth, one of the four pointed
teeth next to the incisors.
Ca·nis Ma·jor (kāʹnis māʹjәr), group of
stars SE of Orion that contains Sirius,
the brightest of the stars.
Ca·nis Mi·nor (kāʹnis mīʹnәr), group of
stars SE of Orion, separated from Canis
Major by the Milky Way.
can·is·ter (kanʹis tәr), n. 1 a small box or
can. 2 can or cylinder ﬁlled with bullets
that is shot from a cannon. [< L < Gk.
kanastron basket]
can·ker (kangʹkәr), n. 1 a spreading sore,
esp. one in the mouth. 2 disease of plants
that causes slow decay. 3 anything that
causes decay, rotting, or gradual eating
away. 4 ⫽cankerworm. —v. 1 infect or
be infected with canker. 2 become malignant; decay. [< L cancer crab, gangrene]
can·ker·worm (kangʹkәr wėrm´), n. caterpillar that eats away the leaves of trees
and plants.
can·na (kanʹә), n. 1 plant with large,
pointed leaves and large, red, pink, or
yellow ﬂowers. 2 the ﬂower. [< L, reed.
See cane.]
can·na·bis (kanʹә bis), n. 1 dried, ﬂowering tops of hemp, from which hashish and marijuana are made. 2 ⫽hemp
(plant).
canned (kand), adj. 1 put up and sealed
for preservation. 2 recorded, as music.
can·ner (kanʹәr), n. person who cans
food.
can·ner·y (kanʹәr i), n., pl. –ner·ies. factory where meat, ﬁsh, fruit, vegetables,
etc., are canned.
can·ni·bal (kanʹә bәl), n. 1 person who
eats human ﬂesh. 2 animal that eats others of its own kind. —adj. of or like cannibals. [< Sp. Caníbal < Caribe Carib]
can·ni·bal·ism (kanʹә bәl iz´әm), n. practice of eating the ﬂesh of one’s own kind.
—can´ni·bal·isʹtic, adj. —can´ni·balisʹti·cal·ly, adv.
can·ni·bal·ize (kanʹә bәl īz), v., –ized,
–iz·ing. 1 take parts from nonworking
machines, vehicles, etc. in order to repair
another or others. 2 salvage usable parts
from a vehicle, piece of machinery, etc.
for repairs.
can·ni·kin (kanʹә kin), n. a small can; cup.
[< can2 + –kin],
can·ning (kanʹing), n. the process or business of preserving food by putting it in
airtight cans or jars.
can·non (kanʹәn), n., pl. –nons or (esp.
collectively) –non, v. —n. 1 big mounted
gun or guns. 2 cannon bone. 3 the part
of a bit that goes inside a horse’s mouth:
a smooth round bit. —v. 1 discharge
cannon. 2 strike and rebound. 3 collide
violently. [< F canon < Ital. < L < Gk.
kanna reed]
can·non·ade (kan´әn ādʹ), n., v., –ad·ed,
–ad·ing. —n. continued ﬁring of cannons. —v. attack with cannons.

cannon ball, a large, iron or steel ball,
formerly ﬁred from cannons.
cannon bone, bone between the hock
and fetlock.
can·non·eer (kan´әn irʹ), n. gunner.
can·non·ry (kanʹәn ri), n., pl. –ries. 1 continuous ﬁring of cannons. 2 artillery.
can·not (kanʹot; ka notʹ; kә–), v. can not.
can·ny (kanʹi), adj., –ni·er, –ni·est.
shrewd; cautious. [< can1] —canʹni·ly,
adv. —canʹni·ness, n.
ca·noe (kә nüʹ), n., v., ca·noed, ca·noeing. —n. light boat moved with paddles.
—v. paddle a canoe; go in a canoe. [< F
< Sp. < Carib kanoa] —ca·noeʹing, n.
—caʹnoe·ist, n.
can·on1 (kanʹәn), n. 1 law of a church. 2
rule by which a thing is judged. 3 the
oﬃcial list of the books contained in
the Bible. 4 list of saints. 5 an oﬃcial
list. 6 part of the Mass coming after the
oﬀertory. 7 a musical composition in
which the diﬀerent participants begin
the same melody one after another. [< L
< Gk. kanon]
can·on2 (kanʹәn), n. 1 member of a group
of clergymen belonging to a cathedral or
collegiate church. 2 member of a group
of clergymen living according to a certain rule. [< OF < L canonicus canonical
< canon canon1]
ca·ñon (kanʹyәn), n. ⫽canyon.
ca·non·i·cal (kә nonʹә kәl), adj. 1 according to or prescribed by the laws of a
church. 2 in the canon of the Bible. 3
authorized; accepted. —n. canonicals,
clothes worn by a clergyman at a church
service. —ca·nonʹi·cal·ly, adv. —canonʹi·cal·ness, n.
canonical hours, the seven periods of the
day for prayer and worship.
can·on·ize (kanʹәn īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
1 declare (a dead person) to be a saint;
place in the oﬃcial list of the saints. 2
treat as a saint; glorify. 3 make or recognize as canonical. 4 authorize. —can´oni·zaʹtion, n.
canon law, laws of a church governing
ecclesiastical aﬀairs.
can·on·ry (kanʹәn ri), n., pl. –ries. oﬃce
or beneﬁce of a canon.
can·o·py (kanʹә pi), n., pl. –pies, v., –pied,
–py·ing. —n. 1 a covering ﬁxed over a
bed, throne, entrance, etc., or held over
a person. 2 a rooﬂike covering; shelter;
shade. 3 Fig. sky. 4 the umbrella-like
part of a parachute. 5 the sliding top of
the cockpit of a small aircraft. —v. cover
with a canopy. [< F < L < Gk. konopeion
mosquito net < konops gnat]
canst (kanst), v. Archaic. 2nd pers. sing.
present of can.
cant1 (kant), n. 1 insincere talk; moral and
religious statements that many people
make, but few really believe or follow
out. 2 whining or singsong speech like
that of beggars. 3 peculiar language of a
special group, using many strange words:
thieves’ cant. —adj. peculiar to a special
group. —v. use cant. [< L cantus song]
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cant2 (kant), n., v. 1 slant; slope; bevel. 2
tip; tilt. 3 pitch; toss; throw with a sudden jerk. [prob. < MDu., MLG < OF < L
cant(h) us corner, side < Celtic]
can’t (kant; känt), cannot.
can·ta·bi·le (kän täʹbi lā), —adj. in a
smooth and ﬂowing style; songlike.
—n. a cantabile style, passage, or piece.
[< Ital. < L cantare sing]
can·ta·loupe (kanʹtә lōp), n. a sweet, juicy
melon with a hard, rough rind; muskmelon. [< F < Ital. Cantalupo place
where ﬁrst cultivated]
can·tan·ker·ous (kan tangʹkәr әs), adj.
hard to get along with because ready to
make trouble and oppose anything suggested; ill-natured. —can·tanʹker·ous·ly,
adv. —can·tanʹker·ous·ness , n.
can·ta·ta (kôn täʹtә), n. story or play set
to music to be sung by a chorus, but not
acted. [< Ital. < L cantare sing]
can·teen (kan tēnʹ), n. 1 a small container
for carrying water or other drinks. 2 a
store in a business, school, etc., where
food, drinks, and notions, are sold. 3
box of cooking utensils for use in camp.
[< F < Ital. cantina cellar < LL canthus
side]
can·ter (kanʹtәr), n. gentle gallop. —v. gallop gently. [for Canterbury gallop, pace
of pilgrims to Canterbury]
Can·ter·bur·y (kanʹtәr ber´i), n. city in
SE England.
Canterbury bell, plant with tall stalks of
bell-shaped ﬂowers, usually purplishblue or white.
cant hook, pole with a movable hook
at one end, used to grip and turn over
logs.
can·ti·cle (kanʹtә kәl), n. a short song,
hymn, or chant used in church services.
[< L canticulum little song < cantus
song]
can·ti·lev·er (kanʹtә lev´әr; –lē´vәr), n. a
large, projecting bracket or beam that is
fastened at one end only.
cantilever bridge, bridge made of two
cantilevers whose projecting ends meet
but do not support each other.
can·tle (kanʹtәl), n. part of a saddle that
sticks up at the back. [< OF < Med.L
cantellus little corner]
can·to (kanʹtō), n., pl. –tos. one of the
main divisions of a long poem. A canto
of a poem corresponds to a chapter of a
novel. [< Ital. < L cantus song]
can·ton (kanʹtәn, –ton, kan tonʹ for n. and
v. 1; kan tonʹ, –tōnʹ, for v. 2), n. small
part or political division of a country.
Switzerland is made up of 22 cantons.
—v. 1 divide into cantons. 2 allot quarters to. [< OF canton corner, portion.
See cant2.]
Can·ton (kan tonʹ for 1; kanʹtәn for 2), n.
1 city in S China. 2 city in NE Ohio.
Can·ton·ese (kan´tәn ēzʹ; –ēsʹ), n., pl.
–ese. 1 native or inhabitant of Canton,
China. 2 Chinese dialect spoken in or
near Canton, China. —adj. of Canton,
China, its people, or their dialect.
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Canton ﬂannel

Can·ton ﬂannel (kanʹtәn), a strong cotton
cloth that is soft and ﬂeecy on one side.
can·ton·ment (kan tonʹmәnt; –tōnʹ–), n.
place where soldiers live; quarters. [< F]
can·tor (kanʹtәr; –tôr), n. 1 person who
leads the singing of a choir or congregation. 2 person who chants prayers
and leads worship in a synagogue. [< L,
singer, < canere sing]
Ca·nuck (kә nukʹ), n., adj. Slang. 1 Canadian. 2 French-Canadian.
can·vas (kanʹvәs), n. 1 a strong cloth
made of cotton, ﬂax, or hemp, used to
make tents and sails. 2 something made
of canvas. 3 sail or sails. 4 piece of canvas
on which an oil painting is done. 5 an oil
painting. —adj. made of canvas.
under canvas, a in tents. b with sails
spread. [< OF < L cannabis hemp]
can·vas·back (kanʹvәs bak´), n. a wild
duck of North America with grayish
feathers on its back.
can·vass (kanʹvәs), v. 1 go through (a city,
district, etc.) asking for votes, orders,
etc. 2 examine carefully; study. 3 discuss;
debate. 4 examine and count votes cast
in an election. —n. 1 act, fact, or process
of canvassing. 2 an oﬃcial scrutiny of
votes. 3 personal visiting of homes or
stores to sell something. [< canvas, orig.,
toss (someone) in a sheet, later, shake
out, discuss] —canʹvass·er, n.
can·yon (kanʹyәn), n. narrow valley with
high, steep sides, usually with a stream
at the bottom. Also, cañon. [< Sp. cañón
tube, ult. < L canna cane]
caou·tchouc (küʹchu̇k; kou chükʹ), n.
the gummy, coagulated juice of various
tropical plants; rubber. [< F < Sp. < S
Am.Ind.]
cap (kap), n., v., capped, cap·ping. —n. 1
close-ﬁtting covering for the head. 2 special head covering worn to show rank,
occupation, etc.: a nurse’s cap. 3 anything
like a cap: a bottle cap. 4 the highest part;
top. 5 a small quantity of explosive in a
wrapper. —v. 1 put a cap on. 2 do or follow with something as good or better:
each clown capped the other’s joke. [< LL
cappa. Cf. L caput head]
cap., 1 capacity. 2 capital. 3 capitalize. 4 pl.
caps. capital letter. 5 chapter.
ca·pa·bil·i·ty (kā´pә bilʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
ability; power; ﬁtness; capacity.
ca·pa·ble (kāʹpә bәl), adj. having capacity or qualiﬁcations to meet ordinary
requirements; competent: a capable
teacher.
capable of, a having ability, power, or
ﬁtness for: capable of criticizing music.
b open to; ready for: a statement capable
of many interpretations. [< LL capabilis
< L capere take] —caʹpa·ble·ness, n.
—caʹpa·bly, adv.
ca·pa·cious (kә pāʹshәs), adj. able to hold
much; roomy; large. —ca·paʹcious·ly,
adv. —ca·paʹcious·ness, n.
ca·pac·i·tance (kә pasʹә tәns), n. property of a capacitor that determines the

amount of electrical charge it can receive
and store; capacity.
ca·pac·i·tate (kә pasʹә tāt), v., –tat·ed,
–tat·ing. make capable or ﬁt; qualify.
ca·pac·i·tor (kә pasʹә tәr), n. device for
receiving and storing a charge of electricity. Also capacitator.
ca·pac·i·ty (kә pasʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
amount of room or space inside: the
theater has a capacity of 400. 2 ability; power; ﬁtness: a great capacity for
learning. 3 position; relation: he acted
in the capacity of guardian. 4 power of
delivering electric current, power, etc.
[< L capacitas < capere take]
ca·par·i·son (kә parʹә sәn), n. 1 ornamental covering for a horse. 2 rich dress;
outﬁt. —v. dress richly; ﬁt out. [< F < Pr.
capa cape]
cape1 (kāp), n. an outer garment, or part
of one, without sleeves, worn falling
loosely from the shoulders. [< F < Sp.
< LL cappa cap]
cape2 (kāp), n. 1 point of land extending
into the water. 2 the Cape, the Cape of
Good Hope. [< F < Pr. < L caput head]
Cape buﬀalo, a large, savage buﬀalo of
southern Africa.
cap·e·lin (kapʹә lin), n. a small ﬁsh of the
N Atlantic, used as bait for cod. [< F < Pr.
capelan chaplain]
ca·per1 (kāʹpәr), n. 1 a playful leap or
jump. 2 prank; trick. —v. leap or jump
about playfully; gambol. [< L caper hegoat] —caʹper·er, n.
ca·per2 (kāʹpәr), n. 1 a prickly shrub of
the Mediterranean region. 2 capers, the
green ﬂower buds of this shrub, pickled
and used for seasoning. [<L < Gk. kapparis]
Cape Town, (kāpʹtoun´), seaport near
the S tip of Africa. The legislature for the
Republic of South Africa meets there.
Cape Verde (kāp´ vėrdʹ), 1 cape in extreme
W Africa. 2 Cape Verde Islands, group
of islands west of this cape, belonging
to Portugal.
cap·ful (kapʹfu̇l), n., pl. –fuls. as much as
a cap will hold.
cap·il·lar·i·ty (kap´ә larʹә ti), n. 1 capillary attraction or repulsion. 2 quality of
having or causing capillary attraction or
repulsion. Also capillary action.
cap·il·lar·y (kapʹә ler´i), n., adj. pl. –laries. —n. tube with a very slender, hairlike opening or bore. Capillaries join
the end of an artery to the beginning
of a vein. —adj. 1 hairlike; very slender.
2 of, by means of, or in a tube of ﬁne
bore. [< L capillaris of hair, hairlike
< capillus hair]
capillary attraction, 1 force that raises
the part of the surface of a liquid that
is in contact with a solid. 2 ability of a
porous substance to soak up a liquid.
capillary repulsion, force that causes a
liquid to be depressed when in contact
with the sides of a narrow tube, as mercury in a glass tube.

cap·i·tal1 (kapʹә tәl), n. 1 city where the
government of a country or state is
located. 2 A, B, C, D, or any similar large
letter. 3 amount of money or property
that a company or person uses in carrying on a business. 4 source of power
or advantage. —adj. 1 of or having to do
with capital. 2 important; leading. 3 main;
chief. 4 (of letters) of the large kind. 5
involving death; punishable by death.
make capital of, take advantage of.
[< L capitalis chief, pertaining to the head
< caput head]
cap·i·tal2 (kapʹә tәl), n. the top part of a
column, pillar, etc. [< L capitellum, dim.
of caput head]
capital asset, any asset held by a business,
individual, foundation, government,
including land, buildings, and certain
types of investments.
capital gain, proﬁt derived from the sale
of investments.
cap·i·tal·ism (kapʹә tәl iz´әm), n. 1 economic system based on private property, competition, and the production
of goods for proﬁt. 2 concentration of
wealth with its power and inﬂuence in
the hands of a few people. 3 possession
of capital.
cap·i·tal·ist (kapʹә tәl ist), n. 1 person
whose money and property are used
in carrying on business. 2 a wealthy
person. 3 person who favors or supports
capitalism. —adj. capitalistic.
cap·i·tal·is·tic (kap´ә tәl isʹtik), adj. 1 of
or having to do with capitalism or capitalists. 2 favoring or supporting capitalism. —cap´i·tal·isʹti·cal·ly, adv.
cap·i·tal·ize (kapʹә tәl īz), v., –ized, –izing. 1 write or print with a capital letter. 2 invest in or provide with capital. 3
set the capital of (a company) at a certain amount. 4 turn into capital. 5 take
advantage of. —capʹi·tal·i·zaʹtion, n.
cap·i·tal·ly (kapʹә tәl i), adv. 1 very well;
excellently. 2 chieﬂy.
capital punishment, the death penalty
for a crime.
cap·i·ta·tion (kap´ә tāʹshәn), n. tax, fee,
or charge of the same amount for every
person.
Cap·i·tol (kapʹә tәl), n. 1 the building
at Washington, D.C., in which Congress meets. 2 Often, capitol, the building in which a state legislature meets.
[< L Capitolium chief temple (of Jupiter)
< caput head]
ca·pit·u·late (kә pichʹә lāt), v., –lat·ed,
–lat·ing. surrender on certain terms
or conditions: the strikers capitulated
on condition that they keep their jobs.
[< Med.L, < capitulare draw up under
separate heads, arrange in chapters < L
caput head]
ca·pit·u·la·tion (kә pich´ә lāʹshәn), n. 1
a surrender on certain terms or conditions. 2 agreement; condition. 3 statement of the main facts of a subject;
summary.
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ca·pon (kāʹpon; –pәn), n. rooster specially raised to be eaten. It is castrated
and fattened. [< OF < L capo]
Ca·pri (käʹpri; kә prēʹ), n. a small island
in the Bay of Naples, Italy.
ca·pric·ci·o (kә prēʹchi ō), n., pl. –ci·os. a
lively piece of music in a free, irregular
style. [< Ital., < capro goat < L caper]
ca·price (kә prēsʹ), n. 1 sudden change
of mind without reason; unreasonable
notion or desire. 2 ⫽capriccio [< F < Ital.
capriccio. See capriccio.]
ca·pri·cious (kә prishʹәs; –prēʹshәs), adj.
guided by one’s fancy; changeable; ﬁckle.
—ca·priʹcious·ly, adv. —ca·priʹciousness, n.
Cap·ri·corn (kapʹrә kôrn), n. 1 tropic of
Capricorn. 2 a southern constellation that
was thought of as arranged in the shape of
a goat. 3 the 10th sign of the zodiac.
cap·ri·ole (kapʹri ōl), n., v., –oled, –ol·ing.
—n. 1 high leap made by a horse without
moving forward. 2 a leap; caper. —v. 1
of a horse, make a high leap. 2 to leap;
caper. [< F < Ital. capriola, ult. < capro
goat. See capriccio.]
caps., capital letters.
cap·si·cum (kapʹsә kәm), n. 1 any of several plants with red or green pods containing seeds that usually have a hot,
peppery taste. Green peppers, chilies,
and pimientos are pods of diﬀerent
kinds of capsicum. 2 such pods prepared
for seasoning or medicine. [< NL < L
capsa box]
cap·size (kap sīzʹ; kapʹsīz), v., –sized,
–sizing. turn bottom side up; upset;
overturn.
cap·stan (kapʹstәn), n. machine for lifting
or pulling that stands upright. [< Pr. < L
capistrum halter, < capere take]
capstan bar, pole used to turn a capstan.
cap·stone (kapʹstōn´), n. top stone of a
wall or other structure.
cap·su·lar (kapʹsә lәr; –syә–), adj. 1 of or
like, a capsule. 2 in a capsule.
cap·sule (kapʹsәl; –syu̇l), n. 1 a small gelatin container that holds a dose of medicine. 2 ⫽space capsule. 3 a dry seedcase
that opens when ripe. 4 a membrane
enclosing an organ; membranous bag or
sac. [< L capsula, dim. of capsa box]
Capt., Captain.
cap·tain, (kapʹtәn), n. 1 leader; chief. 2
an army oﬃcer ranking next below a
major and next above a lieutenant. 3 a
navy oﬃcer ranking next below a commodore and next above a commander.
4 commander of a ship. 5 leader of a
team in sports. —v. lead or command as
captain. [< OF < LL capitaneus chief < L
caput head] —capʹtain·cy, n.
cap·tain·ship (kapʹtәn ship), n. 1 rank,
position, or authority of a captain. 2
ability as a captain; leadership.
cap·tan (kapʹtan), n. powder used in solution on plants as a fungicide.
cap·tion (kapʹshәn), n. 1 title or heading
at the head of a page, article, chapter, etc.,

or under a picture. 2 subtitle on a ﬁlm or
television screen. —v. put a caption on.
[< L captio a taking < capere take]
cap·tious (kapʹshәs), adj. hard to please;
faultﬁnding. [< L captiosus, ult. < capere
take] —capʹtious·ly, adv. —capʹtiousness, n.
cap·ti·vate (kapʹtә vāt), v., –vat·ed,
–vat·ing. hold captive by beauty or
interest; charm; fascinate. —capʹti·vat´ing·ly, adv. —cap´ti·vaʹtion, n. —capʹtiva´tor, n.
cap·tive (kapʹtiv), n. prisoner. —adj. 1
held as a prisoner; made a prisoner. 2
captivated. [< L captivus, ult. < capere
take]
captive audience, group of persons who
may be involuntarily subjected to an
advertising appeal or other message, as
passengers on a bus.
cap·tiv·i·ty (kap tivʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
a being in prison. 2 a being held or
detained anywhere against one’s will.
cap·tor (kapʹtәr), n. person who captures.
cap·ture (kapʹchәr), v., –tured, –tur·ing,
n. —v. make a prisoner of; take by
force, skill, or trick; seize. [< n.] —n.
1 person or thing taken in this way. 2
act of capturing; fact of capturing or
being captured. [< F < L captura taking < capere take] —capʹtur·a·ble, adj.
—capʹtur·er, n.
cap·u·chin (kapʹyu̇ chin; –shin), n. 1 a
South American monkey with black hair
on its head that looks like a hood. 2
Capuchin, Franciscan monk belonging
to an order that wears a long, pointed
hood or cowl.
car (kär), n. 1 automobile. 2 vehicle moving on wheels. 3 railroad vehicle for
freight or passengers. 4 closed platform
of an elevator, balloon, etc., for carrying
passengers. 5 Poetic. chariot. [< OF < L
carrus two-wheeled cart]
ca·ra·ba·o (kä´rә bäʹō), n., pl. –ba·os.
water buﬀalo of the Philippine Islands.
[< Sp. < Malay karbau]
car·a·bi·neer, car·a·bi·nier (kar´ә bә nirʹ),
n. cavalry soldier armed with a carbine.
Also, carbineer.
ca·ra·ca·ra (kä´rә käʹrә), n. a vulturelike
bird of South America.
Ca·rac·as (kә rakʹәs; –räʹkәs), n. capital
of Venezuela.
car·a·cole (karʹә kōl), car·a·col (–kol), n.,
v., –coled, –col·ing; –colled, –col·ling.
—n. a half turn to the right or left, made
by a horse and rider. —v. prance from
side to side. [< F < Ital. < Sp. caracol
spiral shell]
car·a·cul (karʹә kәl), n. ﬂat, loose, curly
fur made from the skin of newborn
lambs of a breed of Asian sheep. 2
any sheep of this breed. Also, karakul.
[< Kara Kul, lake in Turkestan]
ca·rafe (kә rafʹ; –räfʹ), n. a glass water
bottle. [< F < Ital. < Sp. < Ar. gharrâf
drinking vessel]
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car·a·mel (karʹә mәl; –ә mel; kärʹmәl; kärmelʹ), n. 1 browned or burnt sugar used
for coloring and ﬂavoring. 2 a small
block of chewy candy. 3 the brown color
of caramel. [< F < Sp. caramelo]
car·a·pace (karʹә pās), n. shell on the back
of a turtle, lobster, crab, etc. [< F < Sp.
carapacho]
car·at (karʹәt), n. 1 unit of weight for
precious stones, equal to 1⁄₆ gram. 2 one
24th part of gold in an alloy. Also, karat.
[< F < Ital. < Ar. < Gk. keration small
horn-shaped bean used as a weight, dim.
of keras horn]
car·a·van (karʹә van), n. 1 a group of merchants, pilgrims, tourists, etc., traveling
together for safety through a desert or a
dangerous country. b transport used by
such a group. 2 a large, covered truck or
wagon for people or goods; van. 3 Brit.
house on wheels. [< F < Pers. kārwān]
car·a·van·sa·ry (karʹә vanʹsә ri), car·avan·se·rai (–rī; –rā), n., pl. –ries; –rais.
1 inn or hotel where caravans rest in
the East. 2 Fig. any large inn or hotel.
[< Pers., < kārwān caravan + serāī inn]
car·a·vel (karʹә vel), n. 1 a small, fast
ship of the type used by Columbus and
other navigators. 2 any small, fast ship
of former times. Also, carvel. [< F
caravelle < Ital. < LL carabus < Gk.
karabos kind of light ship < ancient
Macedonian]
car·a·way (karʹә wā), n. 1 plant yielding fragrant, spicy seeds used to ﬂavor bread, rolls, cakes, etc. 2 its seeds.
[< Med.L < Ar. karawyā]
car·bide (kärʹbīd; –bid), n. 1 compound
of carbon with a more electropositive
element or radical. 2 ⫽calcium carbide.
car·bine (kärʹbīn; –bēn), n. a short riﬂe.
[< F]
car·bi·neer (kär´bә nirʹ), n. ⫽carabineer.
car·bo·hy·drate (kär´bō hīʹdrāt), n. substance composed of carbon, hydrogen,
and oxygen. Sugar and starch are carbohydrates. Carbohydrates are made
from carbon dioxide and water by green
plants in sunlight and are a major class
of foods. [< carbo(n) + hydrate]
car·bo·lat·ed (kärʹbә lāt´id), adj. containing carbolic acid.
car·bol·ic acid (kär bolʹik), adj. a very
poisonous, corrosive, white, crystalline
substance, C6H5OH, used in solution as
a disinfectant and antiseptic; phenol.
car·bon (kärʹbәn), n. 1 a very common
nonmetallic element, C. Diamonds and
graphite are pure carbon; coal and charcoal are impure carbon. 2 piece of carbon used in batteries, arc lamps, etc. [<
F < L carbo coal]
carbon 12, the most abundant isotope of
carbon, a stable isotope having a mass
number of 12, now recognized as the
oﬃcial standard for atomic weights.
carbon 14, a radioactive form of carbon.
The extent of its decay in wood, bone, etc.
is evidence of the age of archaeological
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ﬁnds or geological formations in which
organic matter occurs.
car·bo·na·ceous (kärʹbә nāʹshәs), adj. of,
like, or containing coal.
car·bon·ate (n. kärʹbәn āt, –it; v. kärʹbәn āt), n., v., –at·ed, –at·ing. n. a salt or
ester of carbonic acid. —v. 1 change into
a carbonate. 2 charge with carbon dioxide. Soda water is carbonated to make it
ﬁzz. —car´bon·aʹtion, n.
carbon black, black pigment of pure
carbon, used in manufacturing rubber
and printing.
carbon copy, 1 copy made with carbon
paper. 2 Fig. any person or thing that
appears to duplicate someone or something else.
carbon cycle, 1 circulation of carbon in
nature through photosynthesis and a
part of the food chain. 2 the series of
nuclear transformations in stars that
begin and end with a carbon 12 atom.
carbon dating, method of determining
the age of an artifact or specimen by
measuring the amount of carbon 14 that
is present. —carbon-date, v.
carbon dioxide, a heavy, colorless, odorless gas, CO2,, present in the atmosphere.
car·bon·ic acid (kär bonʹik), acid made
when carbon dioxide is dissolved in
water, H2CO3.
Car·bon·if·er·ous (kär´bәn ifʹәr әs), n. 1
period when the warm, moist climate
produced great forests, whose remains
form the great coal beds. 2 rock and coal
beds formed during this period. —adj.
carboniferous, containing coal.
car·bon·ize (kärʹbәn īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
1 change into carbon by burning. 2 cover
or combine with carbon. —car´bon·izaʹtion, n.
carbon monoxide, a colorless, odorless,
very poisonous gas, CO, formed when
carbon burns with an insuﬃcient supply of air.
carbon paper, thin paper having a preparation of carbon or other inky substance
on one surface, used for making copies
of drawings, etc.
carbon tet·ra·chlo·ride (tet´rә klôʹrīd;
–rid; –klōʹ–), a colorless, noninﬂammable liquid, CCl4, often used in cleaning
ﬂuids.
car·bo·run·dum (kär´bә runʹdәm), n.
an extremely hard compound of carbon and silicon, SiC, used for grinding,
polishing, etc. 2 Carborundum, trademark for this abrasive. [< carbo(n) +
(co)rundum]
car·bun·cle (kärʹbung kәl), n. 1 very painful, inﬂamed swelling under the skin. 2
smooth, round garnet or other deep-red
jewel. [< L carbunculus < carbo coal]
—carʹbun·cled, adj. —car·bunʹcu·lar,
adj.
car·bu·ret (kärʹbә rāt), v., –ret·ed, –reting. 1 mix (air or gas) with carbon compounds, such as gasoline, etc. 2 combine
with carbon. –car´bu·reʹtion, n.

car·bu·re·tor (kärʹbә rā´tәr), n. device for
mixing air with gasoline to make an
explosive mixture in an internal combustion engine.
car·ca·jou (kärʹkә jü; –zhü), n. 1 ⫽wolverine. 2 ⫽American badger. [< Canadian F
< Algonkian]
car·cass, car·case (kärʹkәs), n. 1 dead
body of an animal or human being. 2 a
living body. 3 an unﬁnished framework
or skeleton. [< F < Ital. carcassa]
car·cin·o·gen (kär sinʹә jәn), n. any substance or agent that produces cancer.
car·cin·o·gen·ic (kär sin´ә jenʹik), adj. 1
tending to cause cancer. 2 caused by
cancer.
car·ci·no·ma (kärʹsә nōʹmә), n., pl. –mas,
–ma·ta (–mә tә). ⫽cancer. [< L < Gk.
karkinoma]
card1 (kärd), n. 1 piece of stiﬀ paper or thin
cardboard, usually small and rectangular.
2 one of a pack of cards used in playing
games. 3 queer or amusing person. —v. 1
provide with a card. 2 put on a card.
cards, a game played with a deck of
cards.
card up one’s sleeve, a plan or extra help
held in reserve.
in the cards, likely to happen; possible.
lay one’s cards on the table, be completely frank and honest about something. [< F carte < L charta. Doublet of
chart.]
card2 (kärd), n. a toothed tool or wire
brush. —v. clean or comb with such a
tool. [< F < Pr. < L carrere to card; inﬂ. by
L carduus thistle] —cardʹer, n.
car·da·mom, car·da·mum (kärʹdә mәm),
or car·da·mon (–mәn), n. 1 a spicy seed
used as seasoning and in medicine. 2 the
Asiatic plant that it grows on. [< L < Gk.
kardamomon]
card·board (kärdʹbôrd´; –bōrd´), n. a stiﬀ
material made of paper, used to make
cards and boxes.
car·di·ac (kärʹdi ak), adj. of or having to
do with the heart. —n. medicine that
stimulates the heart. [< L < Gk. kardiakos < kardia heart]
Car·diﬀ (kärʹdif), n. seaport in SE Wales.
car·di·gan (kärʹdә gәn), n. a knitted
woolen jacket or sweater, open at the
front. [named for the Earl of Cardigan
(1797–1868)]
car·di·nal (kärʹdә nәl), adj. 1 of ﬁrst
importance; main. 2 bright-red. —n. 1
bright red. 2 American songbird that
has bright-red feathers marked with
black. It is a kind of ﬁnch. 3 one of
the princes, or high oﬃcials, of the
Roman Catholic Church, appointed by
the Pope. 4 ⫽cardinal number. [< L cardinalis chief, pertaining to a hinge cardo
hinge] —carʹdi·nal·ly, adv. —carʹdi·nalship´, n.
car·di·nal·ate (kärʹdә nәl āt), n. position
or rank of cardinal.
cardinal ﬂower, 1 the bright-red ﬂower
of a North American plant. 2 the plant it
grows on; the scarlet lobelia.

cardinal number or numeral, number
that shows how many are meant; 3, 10,
246, are numbers used in counting, contrasted with 1st, 2nd, 24th, etc., which
are ordinal numbers.
cardinal points, the four main directions of the compass; north, south, east,
and west.
card·ing (kärʹding), n. preparation of the
ﬁbers of wool, cotton, ﬂax, etc., for spinning by combing them.
cardio-, combining form. 1 the heart:
cardiologist = expert in the diseases of the
heart. 2 the heart and: cardiorespiratory
⫽the heart and lungs.
car·di·o·graph (kärʹdi ә graf´; –gräf´), n.
⫽electrocardiograph.
car·di·ol·o·gy (kär´dē olʹә jē), n. branch
of medicine that deals with the heart
and its diseases. —car´di·olʹo·gist, n.
car·di·o·pul·mo·nar·y (kar´dē ō pulʹmәnәr´ē), adj. of or having to do with the
heart and lungs.
car·di·o·vas·cu·lar (kär´dē ō vasʹkyә lәr),
adj. of or having to do with the heart
and blood vessels.
cards (kärdz), n.pl. See card1
card·sharp (kärdʹshärp´), n. a dishonest professional cardplayer. —cardʹsharp´ing, n.
care (kār), n., v., cared, car·ing. —n. 1
worry. 2 attention; caution. 3 object of
concern or attention. 4 watchful oversight. 5 food, shelter, and protection.
—v. 1 be concerned; feel an interest. 2
like; want; wish.
care for, a be fond of; like. b want; wish:
I don’t care for dessert. c attend to; provide for.
have a care, be careful.
in care of, at the address of.
take care, be careful.
take care of, a attend to; provide for.
b be careful of. c deal with. [OE caru]
—carʹer, n.
ca·reen (kә rēnʹ), v. 1 lean to one side; tilt;
tip. 2 lay (a ship) over on one side for
cleaning, painting, repairing, etc. [< F
< L carina keel] —ca·reenʹer, n.
ca·reer (kә rirʹ), n. 1 general course of
action or progress through life. 2 way of
living; occupation; profession. 3 speed;
full speed. —v. rush along wildly; dash.
—adj. having to do with someone who
has seriously followed a profession: a
career diplomat. [< F carrière race course
< L carrus wagon] —ca·reerʹist, n.
care·free (kãrʹfrē´), adj. without worry;
happy.
care·ful (kãrʹfәl), adj. 1 thinking what one
says; watching what one does; cautious.
2 done with thought or pains; exact;
thorough. —careʹful·ly, adv. —careʹfulness, n.
care·giv·er (kārʹgiv´әr), n. person who
provides care for children and adults,
esp. those who are disabled or ill.
care·less (kãrʹlis), adj. 1 not thinking
what one says; not watching what one
does. 2 done without enough thought
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or pains; not exact or thorough. 3 not
troubling oneself. —careʹless·ly, adv.
—careʹless·ness, n.
ca·ress (kә resʹ), n. a touch or stroke to
show aﬀection; embrace; kiss. —v. touch
or stroke to show aﬀection; embrace;
kiss. [< F < Ital. carezza, ult. < L carus
dear] —ca·ressʹa·ble, adj. —ca·ressʹer,
n. —ca·ressʹing·ly, adv.
car·et (karʹәt), n. mark (^) to show where
something should be put in, in writing.
[< L, there is wanting]
care·tak·er (kãrʹtāk´әr), n. person who
takes care of a person, place, or thing.
care·worn (kãrʹwôrn´; –wōrn´), adj.
showing signs of worry; tired; weary.
car·fare (kärʹfãr´), n. money to pay for
riding on public transport.
car·go (kärʹgō), n., pl. –goes, –gos. load of
goods carried on a ship. [< Sp., < cargar
load, ult. < L carrus wagon]
Car·ib (karʹib), n. 1 member of an Indian
tribe of NE South America. 2 a language family found primarily in NE
South America, and to a lesser extent in
Central America and the West Indies.
—Carʹib·an, adj.
Car·ib·be·an (kar´ә bēʹәn; kә ribʹi–), n.
sea between Central America, the West
Indies, and South America. —adj. 1
of this sea or the islands in it. 2 of the
Caribs.
car·i·bou (karʹә bü), n., pl. –bous or (esp,
collectively) –bou. North American reindeer. [< Canadian F < Algonkian xalibu
pawer]
car·i·ca·ture (karʹi kә chu̇r; –chәr), n., v.,
–tured, –tur·ing. —n, 1 picture, cartoon, description, etc., that ridiculously
exaggerates the peculiarities or defects of
a person or thing. 2 art of making such
pictures or descriptions. 3 a very inferior
imitation. —v. make a caricature of. [< F
< Ital., < caricare overload] —carʹi·catur·al, adj. —carʹi·ca·tur´ist, n.
car·ies (kãrʹēz; –i ēz), n. decay of teeth,
bones, or tissues. [< L]
car·il·lon (karʹә lon; –lәn; kә rilʹyәn), n.,
v., –lonned, –lon·ning. —n. 1 set of bells
arranged for playing melodies. 2 melody
played on such bells. 3 part of an organ
imitating the sound of bells. —v. play a
carillon. [< F, ult. < L quattuor four; orig.
consisted of four bells]
car·il·lon·neur (kar´ә lә nėrʹ), n. person
who plays a carillon. Also carilloner.
car·i·ole (karʹi ōl), n. 1 a small carriage
drawn by one horse. 2 a covered cart.
Also, carriole [< F < Ital. < L carrus
wagon]
car·i·ous (kãrʹi әs), adj. having caries;
decayed. [< L cariosus < caries decay]
—car·i·os·i·ty (kãr´i osʹә ti), carʹi·ousness, n.
car·jack (karʹjak´), v. steal by force a car
with a driver in it. —n. theft of a car and
driver. [< car + hijack]
car·load (kärʹlōd´), n. as much as a car,
esp. a railroad freight car, can hold or

carry. —adj. bought and sold by the
carload.
Carls·bad Caverns (kärlzʹbad), national
park in SE New Mexico, famous for its
huge limestone caverns.
Car·mel·ite (kärʹmәl īt), n. a mendicant
friar or nun of a religious order founded
in the 12th century. —adj. of this order.
car·min·a·tive (kär minʹә tiv; kärʹmә nā´ tiv), adj. expelling gas from the
stomach and intestines. —n. medicine
that does this. [< L carminatus carded]
car·mine (kärʹmin; –mīn), n. 1 deep red
with a tinge of purple. 2 light crimson.
3 crimson coloring matter found in
cochineal. —adj. 1 deep-red with a tinge
of purple. 2 light-crimson. [< Med.L
< Sp. carmesi crimson]
car·nage (kärʹnij), n. slaughter of a great
number of people. [< F < Ital. carnaggio
< L caro ﬂesh]
car·nal (kärʹnәl), adj. 1 worldly; not spiritual. 2 bodily; sensual. [< L carnalis < caro
ﬂesh] —car·nalʹi·ty n. —carʹnal·ly, adv.
car·na·tion (kär nāʹshәn), n. 1 a red,
white, or pink ﬂower with a spicy fragrance. 2 the plant that it grows on. 3
rosy pink. —adj. rosy-pink. [< F < Ital.
carnagione ﬂesh color. See carnage.]
car·nel·ian (kär nēlʹyәn), n. a red stone
used in jewelry. Also, cornelian. [alter.
of cornelian; inﬂ. by L caro ﬂesh]
car·ni·val (kärʹnә vәl), n. 1 place of
amusement or traveling show having
merry-go-rounds, side shows, etc. 2
feasting and merrymaking. 3 time of
feasting and merrymaking just before
Lent. [< Ital. < Med.L < L carnem levare
the putting away of ﬂesh]
Car·niv·o·ra (kär nivʹә rә), n.pl. large
group of ﬂesh-eating animals, including
cats, dogs, lions, tigers, and bears.
car·ni·vore (kärʹnә vôr; –vōr), n. ﬂesheating animal. —car·nivʹo·ral adj.
car·niv·o·rous (kär nivʹә rәs), adj. 1 ﬂesheating: carnivorous animals. 2 of or having to do with the Carnivora. [< L
carnivorus < caro ﬂesh + vorare devour]
—car·nivʹo·rous·ly, adv. —car·nivʹorous·ness, n.
car·no·tite (karʹnә tīt), n. yellowish,
radioactive element found in the W and
SW United States and a source of uranium, radium, and vanadium.
car·ob (karʹәb), n. 1 evergreen tree of the
Mediterranean region. 2 Also, carob
bean. long, ﬂat pod of the tree, used as
fodder or food.
car·ol (karʹәl), n., v., –oled, –ol·ing. —n.
1 song of joy. 2 hymn: Christmas carols.
—v. sing; sing joyously; praise with carols. [< OF carole, ? < L < Gk. choraules
ﬂute player] —carʹol·er, n.
Car·o·li·na (kar´ә līʹnә), n. 1 an early
American colony on the Atlantic coast.
2 either North Carolina or South Carolina. 3 the Carolinas, North Carolina
and South Carolina. —Car·o·linʹi·an
adj., n.

car·om (karʹәm), n. 1 shot in which the
billiard ball struck with the cue hits
two balls, one after the other. 2 a hitting
and bouncing oﬀ. —v. 1 make a carom.
2 hit and bounce oﬀ. Also, carrom.
[< F < Sp. carambola, ? < Malay carambil
name of fruit]
car·o·tene (karʹә tēn), n. red or yellow
crystalline pigment found in carrots
and other plants and in animal tissues.
Also carotin.
ca·rot·en·oid (kә rotʹә noid), n. any one
of a group of pigments whose colors
range from yellow to dark red, found in
plants and animal tissues.
ca·rot·id (kә rotʹid), —n. either of two
large arteries, one on each side of the
neck, that carry blood to the head. —adj.
having to do with these arteries. [< Gk.
karotides < karos stupor (state produced
by compression of carotids)]
ca·rous·al (kә rouzʹәl), n. 1 noisy revelry.
2 a drinking party.
ca·rouse (kә rouzʹ), n., v., –roused,
–rous·ing. —n. a noisy feast; drinking
party. —v. drink heavily; take part in
noisy feasts or revels. [< obs. adv. < G
gar aus(trinken) (drink) all up] —carousʹer, n.
car· ou· sel (kar´ ә selʹ ; –zelʹ), n.
⫽carrousel.
carp1 (kärp), v. ﬁnd fault with; complain.
[< Scand. karpa wrangle] —carpʹer, n.
—carpʹing·ly, adv.
carp2 (kärp), n., pl. carps or (esp. collectively) carp. 1 a freshwater ﬁsh containing many bones that feeds mostly on
plants. 2 any of a group of similar ﬁshes,
including goldﬁsh, minnows, chub, and
dace. [< OF < Pr. < LL carpa < Gmc.]
carp., carpenter; carpentry.
car·pal (kärʹpәl), —adj. of the carpus.
—n. bone of the carpus. [< NL < Gk.
karpos wrist]
Car·pa·thi·an Mountains (kär pāʹthi әn),
mountain system in E and C Europe,
chieﬂy in Slovakia, Romania, and
Poland.
car·pe di·em (kärʹpē dīʹәm, dī–), Latin.
1 make the most of today. 2 (literally)
seize the day.
car·pel (kärʹpәl), n. a modiﬁed leaf from
which a pistil of a ﬂower is formed.
[< Gk. karpos fruit] —carʹpel·lar´y adj.
car·pen·ter (kärʹpәn tәr), n. person whose
work is building with wood. —v. do such
work. [< OF < LL carpentarius wagonmaker < L carpentum wagon]
car·pen·try (kärʹpәn tri), n. work of a
carpenter.
car·pet (kärʹpit), n. 1 a heavy, woven
fabric for covering ﬂoors and stairs. 2 a
covering made of this fabric. 3 anything
like a carpet. —v. cover with a carpet.
on the carpet, being scolded or rebuked.
sweep (shove or push) under the carpet, conceal or ignore something diﬃcult or unpleasant. [< Med.L carpeta < L
carpere card (wool)] —carʹpet·less, adj.
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carpetbag

car·pet·bag (kärʹpit bag´), n. formerly,
traveling bag made of carpet.
car·pet·bag·ger (kärʹpit bag´әr), n.
Northerner who went to the South to
get political or other advantages after
the Civil War.
car·pet·ing (kärʹpit ing), n. 1 fabric for
carpets. 2 carpets.
car·port (kärʹpôrt; –pōrt´), n. a roofed
shelter for one or more automobiles,
usually attached to a house and open on
at least one side.
car·pus (kärʹpәs), n., pl. –pi (–pī). 1 wrist.
2 bones of the wrist. [< NL < Gk. karpos
wrist]
car·riage (karʹij; for 5, also karʹi ij), n. 1
vehicle moving on wheels, for carrying
persons. 2 moving part of a machine
that supports some other part. 3 manner
of holding the head and body; bearing.
4 act of transporting. 5 cost of carrying.
[< OF cariage < carier carry]
carriage trade, wealthy people who
patronize expensive shops, restaurants,
etc., so called because at one time such
patrons traveled in their own carriage.
car·ri·er (karʹi әr), n. 1 person or thing
that carries something: mail carrier. 2
thing to carry something in or on. 3
person or thing that carries or transmits
a disease. 4 radio wave whose intensity
is decreased or increased and whose
frequency is regulated in transmitting a
signal. 5 aircraft carrier.
carrier pigeon, 1 homing pigeon. 2 one
of a breed of large, heavy, domestic
pigeons.
carrier wave, radio wave whose intensity
and frequency are varied in order to
transmit a signal, as in radio, and television broadcasts.
car·ri·ole (karʹi ōl), n. ⫽cariole.
car·ri·on (karʹi әn), n. 1 dead and decaying ﬂesh. 2 rottenness; ﬁlth. —adj. 1
dead and decaying. 2 feeding on dead
and decaying ﬂesh. 3 rotten. [< OF
caroigne < VL < L caries decay]
Car·roll (karʹәl), n. Lewis, 1832–98, English writer and mathematician. His real
name was Charles L. Dodgson.
car·rom (karʹәm), n., v. ⫽carom.
car·rot (karʹәt), n. 1 plant that has a
long, tapering, orange-red root eaten
as a vegetable. 2 its root. [< F < L < Gk.
karoton]
car·rot·y (karʹәt i), adj. 1 like a carrot in
color; orange-red. 2 red-haired.
car·rou·sel (kar´ә selʹ; –zelʹ), n. 1 merrygo-round. 2 circular conveyor, as for
delivering luggage to passengers at an
airport. 3 circular tray that holds slides
for a projector. 4 kind of medieval
tournament to which dances, etc., were
sometimes added. Also, carousel. [< F
< Ital. carosello < L carrus cart]
car·ry (karʹi), v., –ried, –ry·ing, n., pl.
–ries. —v. 1 take from one place to
another: carry goods in a ship. 2 hold
up; support; sustain: those columns carry
the roof. 3 hold (one’s body and head)

in a certain way. 4 capture; win. 5 get (a
motion or bill) passed. 6 cover a certain
distance: his voice carries well. 7 involve:
his judgment carries great weight. 8 keep
in stock. 9 extend credit to. 10 sustain
or perform (a melody or musical part):
carry the tune. 11 arouse; complete. —n.
1 distance covered. 2 a portage.
carry away, a inﬂuence strongly or
uncreasonably. b cause the death of.
carry oﬀ, a win a prize or honor. b succeed with; pass oﬀ. c be the death of;
kill.
carry on, a manage; conduct. b go on
with after being stopped. c continue.
d Informal. behave foolishly or wildly.
carry out, do; complete.
carry through, a do; complete. b bring
through trouble. [< OF < LL carricare
< L carrus wagon, cart. Doublet of
charge.]
car·ry-o·ver (karʹi ō´vәr), n. part left
over.
car·sick (kärʹsik´), adj. nauseated by traveling in a car, train, etc. —carʹsick´ness, n.
Car·son City (kärʹsәn), capital of
Nevada.
cart (kärt), n. 1 vehicle with two wheels,
for carrying heavy loads. 2 a light wagon,
used to deliver goods, etc. 3 a small vehicle on wheels, moved by hand. —v. carry
in a cart. [OE crœt or < Scand. kartr],
—cartʹer, n.
cart·age (kärʹtij), n. 1 cost or price of
carting. 2 act of carting.
carte blanche (kärtʹ blänshʹ), French, full
authority; freedom to use one’s own
judgment.
car·tel (kär telʹ; kärʹtәl), n. large group of
businesses that agree to ﬁx prices and
production to operate as a monopoly.
[< F < Ital. cartello little card1]
Car·ter (kärtʹәr), James (Jimmy) Earl,
Jr. 1924–, 39th president of the United
States, 1977–81.
Car·te·sian (kär tēʹzhәn), adj. having to
do with Descartes, or with his doctrines
or methods. [< NL, < Cartesius, Latinized form of Descartes]
Car·thage (kärʹthij), n. a powerful ancient
city and seaport in N Africa, founded
by the Phoenicians, destroyed by the
Romans in 146 b.c. —Car´tha·ginʹian, adj., n.
Car·thu·sian (kär thüʹzhәn), n. member
of an order of monks founded in 1086.
—adj. of this order. [< Chatrousse, village where the ﬁrst monastery of the
order was]
car·ti·lage (kärʹtә lij), n. 1 the ﬁrm, tough,
elastic, ﬂexible substance forming parts
of a skeleton; gristle. 2 part formed of
this substance. The nose is supported by
cartilages. [< F < L cartilago]
car·ti·lag·i·nous (kär´tә lajʹә nәs), adj. 1
of or like cartilage; gristly. 2 having the
skeleton formed mostly of cartilage.
cart·load (kärtʹlōd´), n. as much as a cart
can hold or carry.

car·tog·ra·phy (kär togʹrә ﬁ), n. the making of maps or charts. [< Med.L carta
chart, map + E –graphy drawing < Gk.
graphein draw, write] —car·togʹra·pher,
n. —car´to·graphʹic, car´to·graphʹi·cal,
adj. —car´to·graphʹi·cal·ly, adv.
car·ton (kärʹtәn), n. 1 box made of pasteboard. 2 as much as a carton can hold.
[< F carton pasteboard < Ital., < carta.
See card1.]
car·toon (kär tünʹ), n. 1 sketch or drawing showing persons, things, political
events, etc., in an exaggerated way. 2 a
full-size drawing of a design or painting, for a fresco, mosaic, tapestry, etc.
3 ⫽comic strip. 4 animated cartoon.
—v. make a cartoon of. [var. of carton;
because drawn on paper] —car·toonʹing, n. —car·toonʹist, n.
car·tridge (kärʹtrij), n. 1 case made of
metal or cardboard for holding gunpowder. 2 roll of camera ﬁlm. 3 any of
various containers to hold ink, charcoal
for ﬁlters, etc. [alter. of cartouche (< F) a
roll of paper]
cart·wheel (kärtʹhwēl´), n. 1 wheel of a
cart. 2 a sidewise handspring or somersault.
carve (kärv), v., carved, carv·ing. 1 cut
into slices or pieces. 2 cut; make by cutting. 3 decorate with ﬁgures or designs
cut on the surface.
carve up, divide into shares or pieces.
[OE ceorfan] —carvʹer, n.
car·vel (kärʹvәl), n. ⫽caravel.
carv·en (kärʹvәn), adj. Poetic. carved.
carv·ing (kärʹving), n. 1 act or art of
one that carves. 2 carved work: a wood
carving.
car wash, 1 business that washes automobiles automatically as the vehicle is
passed through a series of water sprays,
scrubbers, and rinses. 2 washing of an
automobile.
car·y·at·id (kar´i atʹid), n., pl. –ids, –ides (–ә dēz). statue of a woman used as
a column. [< L < Gk. Karyatides women
of Caryae] —car´y·atʹi·dal, adj.
car·y·op·sis (kar´i opʹsis), n. small, dry
seed fruit, esp. of grasses as a grain of
wheat.
ca·sa·ba (kә säʹbә), or casaba melon,
n. kind of muskmelon with a yellow
rind. Also, cassaba. [after Kasaba near
Smyrna, Asia Minor]
Cas·a·blan·ca (kas´ә blangʹkә; kä´sә blängʹkә), n. seaport in NW
Morocco.
Cas·bah (käzʹbä), n. 1 old quarter of
Algiers. 2 Also, casbah. similar section
of various other esp. N African cities.
3 Fig. any place suggestive of the old,
winding streets of the Casbah.
cas·cade (kas kādʹ), n., v., –cad·ed, –cading. —n. 1 a small waterfall. 2 anything
like this. —v. fall in a cascade. [< F < Ital.
cascata < L cadere fall]
Cascade Range, mountain range in NW
United States, extending from N California to British Columbia.
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cas·car·a (kas kãrʹә), n. laxative made
from the dried bark of a species of buckthorn. [< Sp., bark]
case1 (kās), n. 1 instance; example: a case of
poor work. 2 condition: a case of poverty.
3 instance of a disease or injury: a case of
measles. 4 matter for a law court to decide.
5 a convincing argument. 6 one of the
forms of a noun, pronoun, or adjective
used to show its relation to other words.
in any case, under any circumstances;
anyhow.
in case, if; supposing.
in case of, in the event of. [< OF < L
casus a falling, chance < cadere fall]
case2 (kās), n., v., cased, cas·ing. —n. 1
covering. 2 box. 3 quantity in a box. 4
frame: a window ﬁts in a case. —v. put in
a case; cover with a case. [< OF < L capsa
box < capere hold]
case·hard·en (kāsʹhärʹdәn), v. 1 harden
(iron or steel) on the surface. 2 render
callous; make unfeeling.
case history, 1 all facts concerning a
person or group that may be useful in
deciding treatment or future action. 2
record of a particular case.
ca·se·in (kāʹsi in; –sēn), n. protein present
in milk. Cheese is mostly casein. [< L
caseus cheese]
case·load (kāsʹlōd´), n. number of cases
handled by a court, social worker, etc.
case·ment (kāsʹmәnt), n. 1 a window
opening on hinges like a door. 2 Poetic.
any window. 3 casing; covering; frame.
—caseʹment·ed, adj.
ca·se·ous (kāʹsi әs), adj. of or like cheese.
[< L caseus cheese]
case·work (kāsʹwerk´), n. 1 investigation and help by social workers of
particular individuals, or families as
units. 2 the occupation of doing this.
—caseʹwork´er, n.
cash (kash), n. 1 ready money; coins and
bills. 2 money, or an equivalent, as a
check, paid at the time of buying something. —v. 1 get cash for. 2 give cash for.
cash in, in poker, etc., change (chips,
etc.) into cash.
cash in on, a make a proﬁt from. b use
to advantage. [< F caisse < Pr. < L capsa
box, coﬀer]
cash-and-carry (kashʹәn karʹi), adj. with
immediate payment and no delivery
of goods purchased. 2 operated on this
basis.
cash·book (kashʹbu̇k´), n. book in which
a record is kept of money received and
paid out.
cash cow, regular and reliable source of
income, often with little investment of
time or money involved.
cash crop, crop grown for sale on a farm.
cash·ew (kashʹü; kә shüʹ), n, 1 a small kidney-shaped nut. 2 the tropical American
tree that it grows on. [< F < Brazilian Pg.
acajú < Tupi]
cash·ier1 (kash irʹ), n. person who has
charge of money in a bank or business.
[< F caissier treasurer. See cash1.]

cash·ier2 (kash irʹ), v. dismiss from
service; discharge in disgrace. [< Du.
< F < L quassare shatter and LL cassare
annul]
cash machine, ⫽automatic teller
machine.
cash·mere (kashʹmir), n. 1 ﬁne, soft wool
from goats. 2 ﬁne, soft wool from sheep. 3
a ﬁne, soft woolen cloth. [after Kashmir]
Cash·mere (kash mirʹ; kashʹmir), n.
⫽Kashmir.
cash register, machine which records and
shows the amount of a sale, usually with
a drawer to hold money.
cas·ing (kāsʹing), n. 1 thing put around
something; covering; case. 2 the part of a
sausage that encloses the meat. 3 framework around a door or window.
ca·si·no (kә sēʹnō), n., pl. –nos. 1 a building or room for dancing, gambling, etc.
2 a card game. Also cassino. [< Ital., dim.
of casa house < L casa]
cask (kask; käsk), n. 1 barrel. A cask may
be large or small, and is usually made to
hold liquids. 2 amount that a cask holds.
[< Sp. casco skull, cask of wine, ult. < L
quassare break]
cas·ket (kasʹkit; käsʹ–), n. 1 coﬃn. 2 small
box to hold jewels, letters, etc.
Cas·pi·an Sea (kasʹpi әn), an inland salt
sea between Europe and Asia.
cas·sa·ba (kә säʹbә), n. ⫽casaba.
Cas·san·dra (kә sanʹdrә), n. 1 Gk. Legend.
a prophetess of ancient Troy, who was
fated never to be believed. 2 person
who prophesies misfortune, but is not
believed.
cas·sa·va (kә säʹvә), n. 1 a tropical plant
with starchy roots. 2 a nutritious starch
from its roots; manioc. Tapioca is made
from cassava. [< F < Sp. < Haitian
cacábi]
cas·se·role (kasʹә rōl), n. 1 a covered baking dish in which food can be both
cooked and served. 2 food cooked and
served in such a dish. [< F, < casse pan
< VL cattia < Gk. kyathion, dim. of
kyathos cup]
cas·sette (kä setʹ), n. 1 cartridge of photographic ﬁlm, magnetic tape, or typewriter ribbon. 2 cartridge of videotape.
cas·sia (kashʹә; kasʹi ә), n. 1 an inferior
kind of cinnamon. 2 the tree that produces it. 3 plant from whose leaves and
pods the drugs senna is obtained. 4 the
pods or their pulp. [< L < Gk. < Heb.
q’tsī’āh]
cas·si·mere (kasʹә mir), n. soft, lightweight woolen cloth, used in men’s suits.
[variant of cashmere]
cas·si·no (kә sēʹnō), n. ⫽casino (def. 2).
Cas·si·o·pe·ia (kas´i ә pēʹә), n. 1 Gk. Legend. mother of an Ethiopian princess
who was rescued from a sea monster by
Perseus. 2 northern constellation fancied to resemble Cassiopeia sitting in
a chair.
cas·sock (kasʹәk), n. a long outer garment,
usually black, worn by a clergyman. [< F
< Ital. casacca] —casʹsocked, adj.

cas·so·war·y (kasʹә wer´i), n., pl. –waries. a large bird of Australia and New
Guinea, like an ostrich, but smaller.
[< Malay kasuari]
cast (kast; käst), v., cast, cast·ing, n., adj.
—v. 1 throw: cast a ﬁshing line. 2 throw
oﬀ; let fall: the snake cast its skin. 3
direct; turn: he cast me a look. 4 shape
by pouring or squeezing into a mold to
harden. 5 arrange (actors and parts in a
play). 6 lower. —n. 1 act of throwing. 2
thing made by casting. 3 mold. 4 actors
in a play. 5 form; look; appearance. 6
kind; sort. 7 a slight amount of color.
—adj. (of a play) having all the actors
chosen.
cast about, a search; look. b lay plans;
scheme.
cast aside, a throw or put aside. b discard.
cast away, a abandon. b shipwreck.
cast down, a turn downward; lower. b
make sad or discouraged.
cast oﬀ, a let loose; untie. b abandon;
discard. c make the last row in knitting.
cast on, make the ﬁrst row of stitches in
knitting.
cast out, banish; expel.
cast up, a arise. b add up. [< Scand. kasta
throw]
cas·ta·net (kas´tә netʹ), n. a pair, or one
of a pair, of instruments of hard wood
or ivory like little cymbals, held in the
hand and clicked together to beat time
for dancing or music. [< Sp. castaneta
< L castanea chestnut]
cast·a·way (kastʹә wā´; kästʹ–), adj. 1
thrown away; cast adrift. 2 outcast. —n.
1 shipwrecked person. 2 outcast.
caste (kast; käst), n. 1 any of the hereditary social classes into which the Hindus
are divided. 2 an exclusive social group;
distinct class. 3 a social system having
class distinctions based on rank, wealth,
position, etc.
lose caste, lose social rank or position.
[< Sp. < Pg. casta race < L castus pure]
cas·tel·lat·ed (kasʹtә lāt´id), adj. having
turrets and battlements. —cas´tel·laʹtion, n.
cast·er (kasʹtәr; käsʹ–), n. 1 person or
thing that casts. 2 Also, castor, a a small
wheel on a piece of furniture to make it
easier to move. b bottle containing salt,
mustard, vinegar, or other seasoning for
table use. c stand or rack for such bottles.
cas·ti·gate (kasʹtә gāt), v., –gat·ed, –gating. criticize severely; punish. [< L castigatus, ult. < castus pure] —cas´ti·gaʹtion, n. —casʹti·ga´tor, n.
Cas·tile (kas tēlʹ), n. 1 region in N and
C Spain, formerly a kingdom. 2 Castile
soap.
Castile soap, a pure, hard soap made
from olive oil.
Cas·til·ian (kas tilʹyәn), adj. of Castile,
its people, or their language. —n. 1 Castilian Spanish, the accepted standard
form of Spanish. 2 native or inhabitant
of Castile.
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cast·ing (kasʹting; käsʹ–), n. thing shaped
by being poured into a mold to harden.
cast iron, a hard, brittle form of iron
made by casting.
cast-i·ron (kastʹīәrn; kästʹ–), adj. 1 made
of cast iron. 2 hard; not yielding. 3
hardy; strong.
cas·tle (kasʹәl; käsʹ–), n., v., –tled, –tling.
—n. 1 building or group of buildings
with thick walls, towers, and other
defenses against attack. 2 palace that
once had defenses against attack. 3 large
and imposing residence. 4 piece in the
game of chess, shaped like a tower.
—v. move the king two squares toward a
castle and bring that castle to the square
the king has passed over. [< L castellum,
dim. of castrum fort. Doublet of chateau.] —casʹtled, adj.
castle in the air, ⫽daydream.
cast·oﬀ (kastʹôf´; –of´; kästʹ–), adj. thrown
away; abandoned. —n. person or thing
that has been cast oﬀ.
cas·tor1 (kasʹtәr; käsʹ–), n. ⫽caster (def.
2).
cas·tor2 (kasʹtәr; käsʹ–), n. an oily substance with a strong odor, secreted by
beavers. It is used in making perfume
and in medicines. [< L < Gk. kastor
beaver]
Cas·tor (kasʹtәr; käsʹ–), n. 1 Class. Myth.
the mortal twin brother of Pollux. 2 the
fainter star of the two bright stars in the
constellation called Gemini.
castor bean, seed of the castor-oil plant.
castor oil, yellow oil obtained from castor
beans, used as a cathartic, a lubricant,
etc.
cas·tor-oil plant (kasʹtәr oilʹ; käsʹ–), a tall
tropical plant from whose seeds castor
oil is obtained.
cas·trate (kasʹtrāt), v., –trat·ed, –trat·ing.
1 a remove the male glands of. b ⫽spay.
2 Fig. mutilate; expurgate. —n. castrated
person or animal. [< L castratus] —castraʹtion, n.
Cas·tro (kasʹtrō), n. Fidel, (1927– ),
premier of Cuba since 1959.
cas·u·al (kazhʹu̇ әl), adj. 1 happening by
chance; accidental. 2 careless; unconcerned; offhand. 3 occasional; irregular.
A casual laborer does any kind of work
that is available. [< L casualis < casus
chance] —casʹu·al·ly, adv. —casʹu·alness, n.
cas·u·al·ty (kazhʹu̇ әl ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
accident. 2 mishap. 3 soldier or sailor
who has been wounded, killed, or lost. 4
person injured or killed in an accident.
cas·u·ist (kazhʹu̇ ist), n. 1 person who reasons cleverly but falsely. 2 person who
decides questions of right and wrong in
regard to conduct, duty, etc. [< F casuiste
< L casus case]
cas·u·is·tic (kazh´u̇ isʹtik), cas·u·is·ti·cal
(–tә kәl), adj. 1 of or like casuistry. 2
too subtle; sophistical. —cas´u·isʹti·cally, adv.
cas·u·ist·ry (kazhʹu̇ is tri), n., pl. –ries. 1
clever but false reasoning. 2 act or pro-

cess of deciding questions of right and
wrong in regard to conduct, duty, etc.
ca·sus bel·li (kāʹsәs belʹī), Latin. 1 occurrence on series of events considered to
justify going to war. 2 (literally) a case
of war.
cat1 (kat), n., 1 a small four-footed, furry
animal often kept as a pet or for catching mice. 2 any animal of the group
including cats, lions, tigers, leopards,
etc. 3 a mean, spiteful woman. 4 ⫽cato’-nine-tails.
bell the cat, undertake to do something
dangerous.
let the cat out of the bag, reveal a secret.
rain cats and dogs, rain very hard. [OE
catt (male), catte (fem.), prob. < LL cattus, catta] —catʹlike´, adj.
cat2 (kat), n. 1 ⫽caterpillar (tractor). 2
Cat ⫽Trademark, Caterpillar.
CAT, 1 computerized axial tomography. 2
clear air turbulence.
cat. 1 catalog. 2 catechism.
ca·tab·o·lism (kә tabʹә liz әm), n. process
of breaking down living tissues into simpler substances or waste matter, thereby
producing energy. [prob. < metabolism,
by substitution of cata- down] —cat´abolʹic, adj. —cat´a·bolʹi·cal·ly, adv.
cat· a· chre· sis
(kat´ ә krēʹ sis),
n.,
pl. –ses (–sēz). misuse of words.
[< L < Gk. katachresis misuse < kata–
amiss + chresthai use] —cat´achresʹtic, adj. —cat´achresʹti·cal·ly,
adv.
cat·a·clysm (katʹә kliz әm), n. 1 a ﬂood,
earthquake, or any sudden, violent
change in the earth. 2 any violent
change. [< L < Gk. kataklysmos ﬂood
< kata– down + klyzein wash]
cat·a·clys·mic (kat´ә klizʹmik), cat·a·clysmal (–mәl), adj. of or like a cataclysm;
extremely sudden and violent. —cat´aclysʹmi·cal·ly, adv.
cat·a·comb (katʹә kōm), n. Usually, catacombs. an underground gallery forming a burial place. [< LL catacumbae
< cata (< Gk.) tumbas among the tombs.
See tomb.]
cat·a·falque (katʹә falk), n. stand or frame
to support the coﬃn in which a dead
person lies. [< F < Ital. catafalco < LL,
< L cata– down + fala tower]
Cat·a·lan (katʹә lan; –lәn), adj. of Catalonia, its people, or their language. —n.
1 native or inhabitant of Catalonia. 2
language spoken in Catalonia.
cat·a·lep·sy (katʹә lep´si), cat·a·lepsis (kat´ә lepʹsis), n. kind of ﬁt during
which a person loses consciousness and
power to feel and his muscles become
rigid. [< LL < Gk. katalepsis seizure
< kata–down + lambanein seize] —cat´alepʹtic, adj., n.
Cat·a·li·na (kat´ә lēʹnә), n. Santa Catalina.
cat·a·log (katēә lôg; -log), n., v., –loged,
–log·ing. —n. 1 a list, esp. a list arranged
in alphabetical or other methodical
order, with brief particulars concerning

the names, articles, etc., listed. 2 volume
or booklet issued by a college or university listing rules, courses to be given, etc.
—v. make a catalog of; put in a catalog.
Also catalogue. [< F < LL < Gk. katalogos list < kata– down + legein count]
catʹa·log´er, catʹa·log´ist, n.
Cat·a·lo·ni·a (kat´ә lōʹni ә), n. region in
NE Spain.
ca·tal·pa (kә talʹpә), n. tree with large,
heart-shaped leaves, bell-shaped ﬂowers,
and long pods. [< NL < Am.Ind. (Creek)
kutuhlpa]
ca·tal·y·sis (kә talʹә sis), n., pl. –ses
(–sēz). the causing or speeding up of a
chemical reaction by the presence of a
substance that does not itself change.
[< NL < Gk. katalysis dissolution < kata–
down + lyein to loose] —cat´a·lytʹic,
adj. —cat´a·lytʹi·cal·ly, adv.
cat·a·lyst (katʹә list), n. substance that
causes catalysis.
catalytic converter, device in automobiles and chimneys that uses a chemical
catalyst to convert exhaust gases into
harmless products.
cat·a·lyze (katʹә līz), v., –lyzed, –lyz·ing.
act upon by catalysis. —catʹa·lyz´er, n.
cat·a·ma·ran (kat´ә mә ranʹ), n. 1 boat
with two hulls side by side. 2 raft made
of pieces of wood lashed together.
[< Tamil katta-maram tied tree]
cat·a·mount (katʹә mount´), n. wildcat,
such as a puma or lynx. [short for catamountain cat of (the) mountain]
cat·a·pult (katʹә pult), n. 1 an ancient
weapon for shooting stones, arrows, etc.
2 device for launching an airplane from
the deck of a ship. —v. 1 shoot from
a catapult; throw; hurl. 2 Fig. launch
or hurl suddenly: catapulted to success.
[< L < Gk. katapeltes, prob. < kata– down
+ pallein hurl]
cat·a·ract (katʹә rakt), n. 1 a large, steep
waterfall. 2 a violent rush or downpour
of water; ﬂood. 3 an opaque region
in the lens or capsule of the eye that
causes partial or total blindness. [< L
< Gk. kataraktes < kata– down + arassein dash]
ca·tarrh (kә tärʹ), n. an inﬂamed condition of a mucous membrane, usually
that of the nose or throat, causing a
discharge of mucus. [< F < L < Gk.
katarrhous < kata– down + rheein ﬂow]
—ca·tarrhʹal, adj.
ca·tas·tro·phe (kә tasʹtrә fē), n. a sudden,
widespread, or extraordinary disaster;
great calamity or misfortune. [< Gk.
katastrophe overturning < kata– down +
strophein turn] —cat´a·strophʹic, adj.
cat·a·to·ni·a (kat´ә tōʹnē ә), n. condition characterized by mental stupor and
rigidity. —cat´a·tonʹic, adj., n.
Ca·taw·ba (kә tôʹbә), n., pl. –bas. 1 a
light-red grape. 2 a light wine made
from it.
cat·bird (katʹbėrd´), n. a slate-gray, American songbird that makes a sound like a
cat mewing.
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catbird seat, Informal. position of advantage and power.
cat·boat (katʹbōt´), n. sailboat with one
mast set far forward. It has no bowsprit
or jib.
cat burglar, burglar who gains entry by
means of skillful climbing.
cat·call (katʹkôl´), n. a shrill cry or whistle
to express disapproval. —v. 1 make catcalls. 2 attack with catcalls.
catch (kach), v., caught, catch·ing, n., adj.
—v. 1 seize; capture. 2 take; get. 3 burn:
tinder catches easily. 4 surprise. 5 act as
catcher in baseball. —n. 1 act of catching. 2 thing that catches as a fastener
for a door or window. 3 thing caught.
4 a good person to marry. 5 a hidden
condition. —adj. 1 getting one’s attention: a catch phrase. 2 tricky; deceptive:
a catch question.
catch on, a understand; get the idea.
b become popular; be widely used or
accepted.
catch up, a overtake. b snatch; grab. c
Fig. become involved. d held up in loops:
a long shirt caught up with ribbons.
e heckle. [< OF cachier < LL captiare
< L capere take. Doublet of chase1.]
—catchʹa·ble, adj.
Catch-22 or catch-22 (kachʹtwen´ti tü),
n. situation or condition that cannot be
remedied regardless of all eﬀorts made
to ﬁx it, usually because of a contrary
rule or situation.
catch·all (kachʹôl´), n. container for odds
and ends.
catch basin, 1 reservoir for catching and
storing drainage over a large area. 2
receptacle in a storm drain that catches
debris.
catch·er (kachʹәr), n. 1 person or thing
that catches. 2 a baseball player who
stands behind the batter to catch the ball
thrown by the pitcher.
catch·ing (kachʹing), adj. 1 contagious;
infectious. 2 attractive; fascinating.
catch·ment (kachʹmәnt), n. 1 reservoir
for catching water. 2 ⫽drainage.
catch phrase, phrase that draws attention
and is easily remembered.
catch·up (kechʹәp; kachʹ–), n. ⫽ketchup.
catch·word (kachʹwėrd´), n. 1 word or
phrase used again and again for eﬀect;
slogan. 2 word so placed as to catch
attention.
catch·y (kachʹi), adj., catch·i·er, catchi·est. 1 easy to remember; attractive. 2
tricky; misleading; deceptive.
cat·e·chism (katʹә kiz әm), n. 1 book of
questions and answers about religion,
used for teaching religious doctrine. 2
set of questions and answers about any
subject. 3 a long or formal set of questions. —cat´e·chisʹmal, adj.
cat·e·chist (katʹә kist), n. person who catechizes. —cat´e·chisʹtic, cat´e·chisʹtical, adj. —cat´e·chisʹti·cal·ly, adv.
cat·e·chize, (katʹә kīz), v., –chized, –chizing. 1 teach by questions and answers.
2 question closely. [< L < Gk. kate-

chizein teach orally < kata– thoroughly
+ echeein sound] —cat´e·chi·zaʹtion, n.
—catʹe·chiz´er n.
cat·e·gor·ic (kat´ә gorʹik), adj. ⫽categorical.
cat·e·gor·i·cal (kat´ә gôrʹә kәl; –gorʹ–),
adj. 1 without conditions or qualiﬁcations; positive. 2 of or in a category.
—cat´e·gorʹi·cal·ly, adv. —cat´e·gorʹical·ness, n.
cat·e·gor·ize (katʹә gә rīz), v., –ized, –izing. put into a category or categories;
classify. —cat´e·go·ri·zaʹtion. n.
cat·e·go·ry (katʹә gô´ri; –gō´–), n., pl.
–ries. group or division in a general
system of classiﬁcation; class. [< L
< Gk. kategoria assertion < kata– down
+ agoreuein speak]
cat·e·nate (katʹә nāt), v., –nat·ed, –nating. connect in a series. [< L, catena
chain] —cat´e·naʹtion, n.
ca·ter (kāʹtәr), v. 1 provide food or supplies. 2 Fig. supply what is needed or
wanted. [verbal use of cater, n., ME
acatour buyer of provisions < F, < acater
< LL accaptare acquire]
cat·er-cor·nered (katʹәr kôr´nәrd), adj.
diagonal. —adv. diagonally. [< cater
diagonally (< F quatre four) + cornered]
ca·ter·er (kāʹtәr әr), n. person who provides food or supplies for parties, etc.
cat·er·pil·lar (katʹәr pil´әr), n. 1 wormlike form or larva of a butterﬂy or moth.
2 Caterpillar. Trademark. tractor and
other machinery that can travel over
very rough ground on its two endless
belts. [cf. OF chatepelose hairy cat]
cat·er·waul (katʹәr wôl), v. howl like a
cat; screech. —n. Also, catʹer·waul´ing.
such a howl or screech. [ME caterwrawe
< cater, appar., cat + wrawe wail, howl]
cat·ﬁght (katʹfīt´), n. noisy, spiteful quarrel, esp. between women.
cat·ﬁsh (katʹﬁsh´), n., pl. –ﬁsh·es or (esp.
collectively) –ﬁsh. a scaleless ﬁsh with
long, slender feelers around the mouth.
cat·gut (katʹgut´), n. a tough string made
from the dried and twisted intestines of
sheep or other animals, used for violin
strings, etc.
Cath., 1 Also, cath. Cathedral. 2 Catholic.
ca·thar·sis (kә thärʹsis), n. 1 a purging. 2
emotional puriﬁcation or relief. [< NL
< Gk. katharsis, ult. < katharos clean]
ca·thar·tic (kә thärʹtik), n. strong laxative.
Epsom salts and castor oil are cathartics. —adj. Also, ca·tharʹti·cal. strongly
laxative.
Ca·thay (ka thāʹ), n. Poetic or Archaic.
China.
ca·the·dral (kә thēʹdrәl), n. 1 oﬃcial
church of a bishop. 2 large or important
church. —adj. 1 having a bishop’s throne.
2 of or like a cathedral. 3 authoritative.
[< Med.L < L Gk. kathedra seat]
Catherine the Great, 1729–96, empress
of Russia from 1762 to 1796.
cath·e·ter (kathʹә tәr), n. a slender tube
to be inserted into a duct of the body.

[< LL < Gk. katheter < kata– down +
hienai send]
cath·e·ter·ize (kathʹә tә rīz´), v., –ized,
–iz·ing. insert a catheter into.
cath·ode (kathʹōd), n. negative electrode.
The zinc case of a dry cell is a cathodes.
[< Gk. kathodos a way down < kata–
down + hodos a way] —ca·thodʹic, cathodʹi·cal, adj.
cathode rays, invisible streams of electrons from the cathode in a vacuum
tube. When cathode rays strike a solid
substance, they produce X rays.
cath·ode-ray tube (kathʹōd rā), vacuum
tube in which high-speed electrons
are formed into a beam to reproduce
an image on television, computer, and
radar screens.
cath·o·lic (kathʹә lik; kathʹlik), adj. 1 of
interest or use to all people; including
all; universal. 2 having sympathies with
all; broad-minded; liberal. 3 of the whole
Christian church. [< L < Gk. katholikos
< kata– in respect to + holos whole]
—ca·tholʹi·cal·ly, adv.
Cath·o·lic (kathʹә lik; kathʹlik), adj. 1 of
the Christian church governed by the
Pope; Roman Catholic. 2 of the ancient
undivided Christian church, or of its
present representatives. —n. member of
either of these churches.
Ca·thol·i·cism (kә tholʹә siz әm), Catho·lic·i·ty (kath´ә lisʹә ti), n. faith, doctrine, organization, and methods of the
Roman Catholic Church.
cath·o·lic·i·ty (kath´ә lisʹә ti), ca·thol·icism (kә tholʹә siz әm), n. 1 universality;
wide prevalence. 2 broad-mindedness;
liberalness.
ca·thol·i·cize (kә tholʹә sīz), v., –cized,
–ciz·ing. make or become catholic; universalize.
cat·i·on (katʹī´әn), n. 1 positive ion. During electrolysis, cations move toward the
negative pole. 2 atom or group of atoms
having a positive charge. Also, kation.
[< Gk. kation going down < kata– down
+ ienai go]
cat·kin (katʹkin), n. the downy or scaly
spike of ﬂowers that grows on willows,
birches, etc.; ament. [< Du. katteken
little cat]
cat·nap (katʹnap´), n., v., –napped, –napping. —n. doze. —v. sleep or doze for a
little while.
catnip (katʹnip), n. kind of mint of which
cats are fond. [< cat + nip, var. of nep
catnip < L nepeta]
Ca·to (kāʹtō), n. 1 Marcus Porcius,
234–149 b.c., Roman statesman and
patriot. 2 his great-grandson, Marcus
Porcius, 95–46 b.c., Roman statesman,
soldier, and Stoic philosopher.
cat-o’-nine-tails (kat´ә nīnʹtālz´), n., pl.
–tails. whip consisting of nine pieces of
knotted cord fastened to a handle.
CAT scan, 1 X-ray picture made by computerized axial tomography that shows
cross-sections of any part of the body. 2
⫽CAT scanner. 3 ⫽CAT scanning.
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CAT scanner, machine that takes X-ray
pictures by computerized axial tomography.
CAT scanning, act or process of taking
X-ray pictures by means of computerized axial tomography.
cat’s cradle, child’s game played with
string looped over both hands.
cat’s-eye (katsʹī´), n. 1 semi-precious gem
that has a streak of reﬂected light in its
center, resembling the eye of a cat. 2
small reﬂector in a road, on a fence, etc.
Cats·kills (katsʹkilz), n.pl. a low mountain
range in SE New York State.
cat’s-paw, cats·paw (katsʹpô´), n. 1 person used by another to do something
unpleasant or dangerous. 2 a light breeze
that ruﬄes a small stretch of water.
cat·sup (kechʹәp; katʹsәp), n. ⫽ketchup.
cat·tail (katʹtāl´), n., 1 tall marsh plant
with ﬂowers in long, round, furry, brown
spikes. 2 ament; catkin.
cat·tish (katʹish), adj. 1 catlike. 2 catty.
—catʹtish·ly, adv. —catʹtish·ness, n.
cat·tle (katʹәl), n. 1 cows, bulls, and
steers; oxen. 2 farm animals; livestock.
3 low, worthless people. [< OF catel
< L capitale property, capital1. Doublet
of chattel.]
cat·tle·man (katʹәl mәn), n., pl. –men.
person who raises or takes care of
cattle.
cat·ty (katʹi), adj., –ti·er, –ti·est. 1 mean;
spiteful. 2 catlike. 3 of cats. —catʹti·ly,
adv. —catʹti·ness, n.
cat·walk (katʹwôk´), n. narrow place for
walking on a bridge.
Cau·ca·sia (kô kāʹzhә; –shә), n. region in
S Russia, between the Black and Caspian
Seas. Also, Caucasus.
Cau·ca·sian (kô kāʹzhәn; –shәn; –kazhʹәn;
–kashʹәn), n. 1 member of the so-called
white race, including the chief peoples
of Europe, SW Asia, and N Africa. 2
native of Caucasia. —adj. 1 of or having
to do with the so-called white race. 2
of or having to do with Caucasia or its
inhabitants.
Cau·ca·sus (kôʹkә sәs), n. 1 mountain
range in S Russia, between the Black and
Caspian Seas. 2 Caucasia.
cau·cus (kôʹkәs), n. a meeting of members or leaders of a political party to
make plans, choose candidates, decide
how to vote, etc. —v. hold a caucus.
[? < Med.L caucus < Med.Gk. kaukos,
a drinking vessel; “in allusion to the
convivial feature” of the Caucus Club, a
political club of the 18th century]
cau·dal (kôʹdәl), adj. a of, at, or near the
tail of an animal: a caudal ﬁn. b tail-like.
[< NL caudalis < L cauda tail] —cauʹdally, adv.
cau·date (kôʹdāt), cau·dat·ed (–dāt id),
adj. having a tail.
caught (kôt), v. pt. and pp. of catch.
caul (kôl), n. membrane sometimes covering the head of a child at birth. [< OF
cale a kind of little cap]

caul·dron (kôlʹdrәn), n. ⫽caldron.
cau·li·ﬂow·er (kôʹlә ﬂou´әr; kolʹi–), n.
vegetable having a solid, white head with
a few leaves around it. [half-trans. of NL
cauliﬂora < caulis cabbage + ﬂos ﬂower]
caulk (kôk), v. ⫽calk1. —caulkʹer, n.
caus·al (kôzʹәl), adj. 1 of a cause. 2 having
to do with cause and eﬀect. 3 showing a
cause. —causʹal·ly, adv.
cau·sal·i·ty (kô zalʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
relation of cause and eﬀect; principle
that nothing can exist without a cause. 2
causal quality or agency.
cau·sa·tion (kô zāʹshәn), n. 1 a causing
or being caused. 2 whatever produces
an eﬀect. 3 relation of cause and eﬀect;
principle that nothing can exist without
a cause.
caus·a·tive (kôzʹә tiv), adj. 1 being a
cause; productive. 2 expressing causation. —causʹa·tive·ly, adv. —causʹa·tiveness, n.
cause (kôz), n., v., caused, caus·ing. —n.
1 person or thing that makes something
happen: the earthquake was the cause of
much damage. 2 reason; motive: cause
for celebration. 3 good reason: he was
angry without cause. 4 movement in
which many people are interested. —v.
make happen; bring about.
make common cause with, join eﬀorts
with; help and support.
show cause, present reason or reasons
why an order, judgment, etc. from a
court should not be carried out. [< L
causa] —causʹa·ble, adj. —causeʹless,
adj. —causʹer, n.
cause cé·lè·bre (kōz sā lebʹrә), French. 1
famous case (in law). 2 situation or event
attracting intense attention. 3 (literally)
a celebrated cause.
cau·se·rie (kō´zә rēʹ), n. 1 an informal talk. 2 short written article. [< F,
< causer talk]
cause·way (kôzʹwā´), n. 1 a raised road
or path, usually built across wet ground,
shallow water, etc. 2 a highway. [var. of
causey(way) < OF < LL calciata paved
way < L calx limestone]
caus·tic (kôsʹtik), n. substance that burns
or destroys ﬂesh; corrosive substance.
—adj. 1 that burns or destroys ﬂesh; corrosive. 2 sarcastic; stinging; biting. [< L
< Gk. kaustikos] —causʹti·cal·ly, adv.
caustic soda, sodium hydroxide, NaOH.
cau·ter·ize (kôʹtәr īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
burn with a hot iron or a caustic substance, esp. to prevent bleeding or infection. —cau´ter·i·zaʹtion, n.
cau·ter·y (kôʹtәr i), n., pl. –ter·ies. 1 a cauterizing. 2 instrument or substance used
in cauterizing. [< L < Gk. kauterion, dim.
of kauter branding iron]
cau·tion (kôʹshәn), n. 1 cautious behavior. 2 a warning. 3 very unusual person
or thing. —v. warn; urge to be careful.
[< L cautio < cavere beware]
cau·tion·ar·y (kôʹshәn er´i), adj. warning;
urging to be careful.

cau·tious (kôʹshәs), adj. very careful; taking care to be safe; never taking chances.
—cauʹtious·ly, adv. —cauʹtious·ness, n.
cav·al·cade (kav´әl kādʹ; kavʹәl kād), n.
procession of persons riding on horses
or in carriages. [< F < Ital., < cavalcare
ride horseback < LL, < L caballus horse]
cav·a·lier (kav´ә lirʹ), n. 1 a courteous
gentleman. 2 a courteous escort for
a lady. 3 horseman; mounted soldier;
knight. 4 Cavalier, person who supported Charles I of England in his struggle with Parliament from 1641 to 1649.
—adj. 1 proud and scornful; haughty;
arrogant. 2 free and easy; offhand. 3
Cavalier, of the Cavaliers. [< F < Ital.
cavalliere < cavallo horse < L caballus]
—cav´a·lierʹly, adv.
cav·al·ry (kavʹәl ri), n., pl. –ries. 1 soldiers
who ﬁght on horseback. 2 horsemen,
horses, etc., collectively. [< F < Ital. cavalleria knighthood. See cavalier.]
cave (kāv), n., v., caved, cav·ing. —n. hollow
space underground. —v. cave in, a sink.
b smash. c yield; submit. [< F < L cava
hollow (places)]
ca·ve·at (kāʹvi at), n. 1 a warning. 2 legal
notice given to a law oﬃcer or some
legal authority not to do something until
the person giving notice can be heard.
[< L caveat let him beware]
ca·ve·at emp·tor (kāʹvēat empʹtôr), Latin.
let the buyer beware; buy at your own
risk.
cave-in (kāvʹin´), n. 1 a caving in. 2 place
where something has caved in.
cave man, 1 Also, cave dweller, person
who lived in caves in prehistoric times.
2 Fig. a rough, crude man.
cav·ern (kavʹәrn), n. a large cave. [< F < L
caverna < cavus hollow]
cav·ern·ous (kavʹәr nәs), adj. 1 like a cavern; large and hollow. 2 full of caverns.
—cavʹern·ous·ly, adv.
cav·i·ar, cav·i·are (kavʹi är; käʹvi–), n.
salty relish made from the eggs of sturgeon or other large ﬁsh. [< F < Ital.
< Turk. khaviar]
cav·il (kavʹәl), v., –iled, –il·ing, n. —v. ﬁnd
fault unnecessarily; raise trivial objections. —n. a petty objection. [< F < L
cavillari jeer] —cavʹil·er, n.
cav·i·ty (kavʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 hole; hollow place: a cavity in a tooth. 2 enclosed
space inside the body: the abdominal cavity. [< F < LL cavitas < L cavus hollow]
ca·vort (kә vôrtʹ), v. prance about; jump
around. [orig. unknown] —ca·vortʹer,
n. —ca·vortʹing, n., adj.
ca·vy (kāʹvi), n., pl. –vies. a South American rodent of the family which includes
the guinea pig.
caw (kô), n. the harsh cry made by a crow
or raven. —v. make this cry. [imit.]
Cax·ton (kakʹstәn), n. William, 1422?–91,
ﬁrst English printer.
cay (kā; kē), n. ⫽key2.
cay·enne (kī enʹ; kā–), or cayenne pepper, n. red pepper; very hot, biting pow-

cementum
der made from seeds or fruit of a pepper
plant. [after Cayenne, French Guiana]
cay·man (kāʹmәn), n., pl. –mans. a large
alligator of tropical America. Also, caiman.
Ca·yu·ga (kā ūʹgә; kī–), n., pl. –ga, –gas.
1 member of a tribe of Iroquois Indians
formerly living in W New York State. 2
language of this tribe. —adj. of this tribe.
[< Iroquoian tribal name]
cay·use (kī ūsʹ), n. W. 1 an Indian pony.
2 Informal. any horse. [for the Cayuse
Indians]
Cb, columbium.
CB, 1 chemical and biological. 2 citizens
band (radio).
C.B.er or CBer (sē´bēʹәr), n. Informal.
person who uses a citizens band radio.
cc, CC, Cc, copies to, in emails, letters,
etc.
cc., c.c., cubic centimeter; cubic centimeters.
C clef, symbol in music that shows the
position of middle C.
ccm, centimeters.
CCTV, closed-circuit television.
Cd, cadmium.
CD 1 compact disk. 2 certiﬁcate of
deposit.
CD-ROM (sē dēʹromʹ), n. compact disk
read-only memory, used for storage of
electronic data.
Ce, cerium.
C.E. 1 Christian Era. 2 Common Era.
cease (ses), v., ceased, ceas·ing. 1 come
to an end. 2 put an end or stop to. [< F
< L cessare]
cease-ﬁre (sēsʹfīr´), n. a halt in military
operations, esp. for the purpose of discussing peace.
cease·less (sēsʹlis), adj. never stopping; going on all the time; continual.
—ceaseʹless·ly, adv.
Ce·cro·pi·a moth (si krōʹpi ә), a large
silkworm moth of the E United States.
ce·cum (sēʹkәm), n. cavity closed at one
end, esp. the ﬁrst part of the large intestine. Also, caecum. [< L blind thing]
ce·dar (sēʹdәr), n. 1 an evergreen tree
with wide-spreading branches and fragrant, durable wood. 2 any of several
trees with similar wood. 3 wood of any
of these trees. —adj. made of cedar. [< L
< Gk. kedros]
ce·dar·bird (sēʹdәr bėrd´), cedar waxwing, n. a small American bird with
a crest and small, red markings on its
wings; waxwing.
cede (sēd), v., ced·ed, ced·ing. give up;
surrender; hand over to another. [< L
cedere yield, go]
ce·dil·la (si dilʹә), n. mark somewhat like
a comma (ç) put under c in certain
words to show that it has the sound of s
before a, o, or u. Example: façade. [< Sp.
< VL, dim. of L zeta < Gk., the letter z]
ceil·ing (sēlʹing), n. 1 the inside, top covering of a room; surface opposite to the
ﬂoor. 2 a greatest height to which an air-

plane can go under certain conditions.
b distance from the earth of the lowest
clouds. 3 upper limit to which prices,
wages, etc., are permitted to go. [< F ciel
canopy, sky < L caelum heaven]
cel (sel), n. transparent sheet of celluloid
on which drawings for animated cartoons are drawn.
cel·an·dine (selʹәn dīn), n. plant with yellow ﬂowers. [< OF < L < Gk., < chelidon
swallow2]
cel·e·brant (selʹә brәnt), n. 1 person who
performs a ceremony or rite. 2 priest
who performs Mass.
cel·e·brate (selʹә brāt), v., –brat·ed, –brating. 1 observe a festival or event with
ceremonies or festivities. 2 observe with
the proper ceremonies or festivities. 3
perform publicly with the proper ceremonies and rites: a priest celebrates
Mass in church. 4 make known publicly; proclaim. 5 praise; honor. 6 have
a joyous time. [< L celebratus] —celʹebra´tor, n.
cel·e·brat·ed (selʹә brāt´id), adj. famous;
well-known.
cel·e·bra·tion (sel´ә brāʹshәn), n. 1 act
of celebrating. 2 whatever is done to
celebrate something.
ce·leb·ri·ty (sә lebʹrә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
a famous person. 2 fame; being well
known or much talked about.
ce·ler·i·ac (sә lerʹē ak), n. variety of celery
having an edible root, used esp. in salads
and soups; celery root.
ce·ler·i·ty (sә lerʹә ti), n. swiftness; speed.
[< L, < celer swift]
cel·er·y (selʹәr i; selʹri), n. vegetable
whose long, crisp stalks are eaten raw
or cooked. [< F < dial. Ital. < L < Gk.
selinon parsley]
ce·les·tial (sә lesʹchәl), adj. 1 of the sky;
having to do with the heavens. The sun,
moon, planets, and stars are celestial
bodies. 2 heavenly; divine. 3 very beautiful. [< OF < L caelestis heavenly < caelum heaven] —ce·lesʹtial·ly, adv.
ce·li·ac (sēʹli ak), adj. of or having to do
with the abdominal cavity. Also, coeliac.
cel·i·ba·cy (selʹә bә si), n., pl. –cies.
unmarried state; single life.
cel·i·bate (selʹә bit; –bāt), n. unmarried
person; person who takes a vow to lead
a single life, usually of sexual abstinence. —adj. 1 unmarried; single. 2
sexually abstinent. [< L caelibatus <
caelebs unmarried]
cell (sel), n. 1 a small room in a prison,
convent, etc. 2 a small, hollow place. Bees
store honey in the cells of a honeycomb.
3 unit of living matter. Most cells have a
nucleus near the center and are enclosed
by a cell wall or membrane. 4 container
holding materials for producing electricity by chemical action. 5 small group
that acts as a political, social, or religious
unit for a larger, sometimes revolutionary, organization. 6 ⫽cell phone. [< L
cella small room]
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cel·lar (selʹәr), n. 1 an underground room
or rooms, usually under a building. 2
cellar for wines. 3 supply of wines. [< F
< L cellarium < cella small room]
cel·lar·age (selʹәr ij), n. 1 space in a cellar.
2 cellars. 3 charge for storage in a cellar.
cel·lar·er (selʹәr әr), n. person who takes
care of a cellar and the food or wines
in it.
Cel·li·ni (chә lēʹni), n. Benvenuto,
1500–71, Italian artist.
cel·list (chelʹist), n. person who plays the
cello. Also, violoncellist.
cel·lo (chelʹō), n., pl. –los. instrument like
a violin, but very much larger and held
between the knees. Also, violoncello.
cel·lo·phane (selʹә fān), n. a transparent
substance made from cellulose, used as a
wrapping to keep food, candy, etc., fresh
and clean. [< cell(ul)o(se) + Gk. phanein
appear]
cell phone, mobile telephone able to
reach a wide area by means of lowpower radio transmitters linking smaller
areas called cells. Also, cellular phone or
telephone.
cel·lu·lar (selʹyә lәr), adj. 1 having to do
with cells. 2 consisting of cells. —cel´lularʹi·ty, n.
cel·lu·lite (selʹyә līt; –ә lēt), n. fatty
deposits beneath the skin. [< F cellulite
< cellule cell]
cel·lu·li·tis (sel´yә līʹtis), n. inﬂammation of cellular tissue. [< L cellula cell
+ E –itis]
cel·lu·loid (selʹyә loid), n. a hard, transparent substance made from cellulose
and camphor. —adj. pertaining to
motion pictures.
cel·lu·lose (selʹyә lōs), n. substance that
forms the walls of plant cells; woody
part of trees and plants. Cellulose is used
to make paper, artiﬁcial silk, explosives,
etc. [ L cellula small cell]
Celt (selt; kelt), n. member of a people
to which the Irish, Highland Scotch,
Welsh, and Bretons belong. The ancient
Gauls and Britons were Celts. Also,
Kelt.
Celt·ic (selʹtik; kelʹtik), adj. of the Celts
or their language. —n. the group of
languages spoken by the Celts, including Irish, Gaelic, Welsh, and Breton.
Also, Keltic.
ce·ment (si mentʹ), n. 1 substance made
by burning clay and limestone. 2 this
substance mixed with sand and water to
make sidewalks, streets, ﬂoors, and walls
and to hold stones or bricks together in
building. 3 any soft substance that hardens and holds things together. 4 anything that joins together or unites. —v. 1
hold together with cement. 2 cover with
cement. 3 join together; unite. [< OF < L
caementum chippings of stone < caedere
cut] —ce·mentʹer, n.
ce·men·tum (sә menʹtәm), n. bony tissue
that forms the outer crust of the root
of a tooth.
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cemetery

cem·e·ter·y (semʹә ter´i), n., pl. –ter·ies.
place for burying the dead; graveyard.
[< LL < Gk. koimeterion < koimaein lull
to sleep]
ce·no·bite (sēʹnә bīt; senʹә–), n. member
of a religious group living in a monastery or convent. [< LL coenobita < Gk.,
< koinos common + bios life] —ce´nobitʹic, ce´no·bitʹi·cal, adj.
cen·o·taph (senʹә taf; –täf), n. monument
erected in memory of a dead person
whose body is elsewhere. [< L < Gk.,
< kenos empty + taphos tomb] —cen´otaphʹic, adj.
Ce·no·zo·ic (sē´nә zōʹik; sen´ә–), n. 1
most recent and present geological era;
Age of Mammals. 2 group of rocks
formed during this period. —adj. of this
era or its rocks.
cen·ser (senʹsәr), n. container in which
incense is burned. [< OF (en)censier, ult.
< L incensum incense]
cen·sor (senʹsәr), n. 1 person who examines and, if necessary, changes books,
plays, motion pictures, etc., to make
them satisfactory to the government or
to the organization that employs him or
her. 2 a Roman magistrate who took the
census and told people how to behave. 3
person who tells others how they ought
to behave. 4 person who likes to ﬁnd
fault. —v. act as censor; make changes
in; take out part of (letters, etc.). [< L,
< censere appraise] —cen·soʹri·al, adj.
cen·so·ri·ous (sen sôʹri әs; –sōʹ–), adj. too
severely critical. —cen·soʹri·ous·ly, adv.
—cen·soʹri·ous·ness, n.
cen·sor·ship (senʹsәr ship), n. 1 act or
system of censoring. 2 position or work
of a censor.
cen·sur·a·ble (senʹshәr ә bәl), adj. worthy
of censure. —cenʹsur·a·ble·ness, cen´sur·a·bilʹi·ty, n. —cenʹsur·a·bly, adv.
cen·sure (senʹshәr), n., v., –sured, –suring. —n. act or fact of blaming;
expression of disapproval; criticism.
—v. express disapproval of; blame; criticize. [< L censura < censere appraise]
—cenʹsur·er, n.
cen·sus (senʹsәs), n. an oﬃcial count of
the people of a country, with details as to
age, sex, occupation, etc. [< L, < censere
appraise]
cent (sent), n. a coin, usually copper, of
the United States and Canada, equal to
the hundredth part of a dollar. [? < L
centesimus hundredth]
cent., 1 centigrade. 2 central. 3 century.
cen·taur (senʹtôr), n. Gk. Legend. a monster that is half man and half horse. [< L
< Gk. kentauros]
cen·ta·vo (sen täʹvō), n., pl. –vos. a small
coin used in Mexico, Cuba, the Philippines, etc., equal to the hundredth part
of a peso. [< Am.Sp. See cent.]
cen·te·nar·i·an (sen´tә nãrʹi әn), n. person who is 100 years old or more.
cen·te·nar·y (senʹtә ner´i; sen tenʹә ri),
n., pl. –nar·ies. 1 period of 100 years.
2 100th anniversary. [< L centenarius

relating to a hundred < centum hundred]
cen·ten·ni·al (sen tenʹi әl), adj. of or having to do with 100 years or the 100th
anniversary. —n. 100th anniversary.
[< L centum hundred + E (bi)ennial]
—cen·tenʹni·al·ly, adv.
cen·ter (senʹtәr), n. 1 a point within a
circle or sphere equally distant from all
of the circumference or surface. 2 the
middle point, place, or part. 3 person,
thing, or group in a middle position. 4
point toward which people or things go
or come; main point. 5 player in the center of the line in football. 6 player who
starts play in basketball. 7 the political
groups of a legislature having moderate
opinions. —v. 1 place in or at the center.
2 collect at a center.
center around (or about), Informal.
focus on.
center on (or upon), focus on. [< OF
< L < Gk. kentron sharp point.]
cen·ter·board (senʹtәrbôrd), n. movable
part of the keel of a sailboat, which is
lowered to prevent drifting to the side.
center ﬁeld, section of the baseball
outﬁeld behind second base. —center
ﬁelder.
cen·ter·fold (senʹtәrfōld´), n. illustration
in the middle of a magazine or book that
ﬁlls both left- and right-hand pages or
even a third page that has to be unfolded
to be completely visible.
center of gravity, point in something
around which its weight is evenly balanced.
cen·ter·piece (senʹtәr pēs´), n. 1 ornamental piece for the center of a dining
table. 2 any piece at the center of something. 3 principal feature of a policy or
program.
cen·tes·i·mal (sen tesʹә mәl), adj. 1 100th.
2 divided into 100ths. [< L centesimus
hundredth] —cen·tesʹi·mal·ly, adv.
centi–, combining form. 1 100: centigrade
= divided into 100 degrees. 2 100th part
of: centigram = ¹⁄100 of a gram. [< L centum hundred]
cen·ti·grade (senʹtә grād), adj. 1 divided
into 100 degrees. 2 of or according to a
centigrade thermometer. [< F < L centum hundred + gradus degree]
centigrade thermometer, thermometer
having 0 for the temperature at which
ice melts and 100 for the temperature at
which water boils.
cen·ti·gram (senʹtә gram), n. ¹⁄₁₀₀ of a
gram. [< F]
cen·ti·li·ter (senʹtә lē´tәr), n. ¹⁄₁₀₀ of a
liter. [< F]
cen·time (sänʹtēm), n. ¹⁄₁₀₀ of a franc.
[< F < L centesimus hundredth]
cen·ti·me·ter (senʹtә mē´tәr), n. ¹⁄₁₀₀ of a
meter. [< F]
cen·ti·pede (senʹtә pēd), n. a small wormlike animal with many pairs of legs. [< L
centipeda < centum hundred + pes foot]
cen·tral (senʹtrәl), adj. 1 of or being the
center. 2 at or near the center. 3 from the

center. 4 equally distant from all points;
easy to get to or from. 5 main; chief.
[< L centralis. See center.] —cenʹtrally, adv. —cenʹtral·ness, n.
Central African Republic, republic in C
Africa, N of the Congo.
Central America, that part of North
America between Mexico and South
America. —Central American.
central heating, system for heating a
building or buildings.
Central Intelligence Agency, agency of
the United States government responsible for gathering intelligence from other
countries, counterintelligence, etc. to
promote American national security.
cen·tral·ize (senʹtrәl īz), v., –ized, –izing. 1 collect at a center; gather together.
2 bring or come under one control. —cen´tral·i·zaʹtion, n. —cenʹtraliz´er, n.
central nervous system, the part of
the nervous system in vertebrates that
includes the brain and spinal cord.
central processing unit, part of a computer that carries out instructions and
processes data.
cen·tre (senʹtәr), n., v., –tred, –tring. Esp.
Brit. center.
cen·tric (senʹtrik), cen·tri·cal (–trә kәl),
adj. central. —cenʹtri·cal·ly, adv. —centricʹi·ty, n.
cen·trif·u·gal (sen trifʹyә gәl; –trifʹә–), adj.
1 moving away from the center. 2 making use of or acted upon by centrifugal
force. [< NL, < E centri- center + L fugere
ﬂee] —cen·trifʹu·gal·ly, adv.
centrifugal force or action, inertia of a
body rotated around a center, tending to
move it away from the center.
cen·tri·fuge (senʹtrә fūj), n. machine for
separating two substances of varying
density, as cream from milk, bacteria
from a ﬂuid, etc., by means of centrifugal force. [< F]
cen·trip·e·tal (sen tripʹә tәl), adj. 1 moving toward the center. 2 making use
of or acted upon by centripetal force.
[< NL, < E centri– center + L petere seek]
—cen·tripʹe·tal·ly, adv.
centripetal force or action, force that
tends to move things toward the center
around which they are turning.
cen·tu·ple (senʹtә pәl; –tyә–), adj., v.,
–pled, –pling. —adj. 100 times as much
or as many; hundredfold. —v. make 100
times as much or as many. [< F < LL
centuplus hundredfold]
cen·tu·ri·on (sen tu̇rʹi әn; –tyu̇rʹ–), n.
commander of a group of about 100
soldiers in the ancient Roman army.
[< L, < centuria century]
cen·tu·ry (senʹchә ri), n.,pl. –ries. 1 each
100 years, counting from some special time, such as the birth of Christ.
2 period of 100 years. 3 group of 100
people or things. 4 body of soldiers in
the ancient Roman army. [< L centuria
a division of a hundred units < centum
hundred]

chagrin
century plant, a large, thick-leaved plant
growing in Mexico and SW United
States.
ce·phal·ic (sә falʹik), adj. 1 of the head.
2 near, on, or in the head. 3 toward the
head. [< L < Gk., < kephale head]
ceph·a·lo·pod (sefʹә lә pod´), n. sea mollusk that has long, armlike tentacles
around the mouth, a soft body, a pair
of large eyes, and a sharp, birdlike beak.
Cuttleﬁsh and squids are cephalopods.
—adj. of or belonging to the cephalopods. —ceph´a·lopʹo·dan, adj.
ceph·a·lo·spo·rin (sef´ә lō spôrʹәn), n.
any of a group of antibiotics related to
penicillin.
ceph·a·lo·tho·rax (sef´ә lō thôrʹaks), n.
combined head and thorax of animals
such as crabs and spiders.
ce·ram·ic (sә ramʹik), adj. having to
do with pottery, earthenware, porcelain, etc., or with making them. [< Gk.,
< keramos potter’s clay]
ce·ram·ics (sә ramʹiks), n. 1 (sing. in use)
art of making pottery, earthenware, porcelain, etc. 2 (pl. in use) articles made
of pottery, earthenware, porcelain, etc.
—ce·ramʹi·cist, cerʹa·mist, n.
cer·a·tops (serʹә tops), n. plant-eating
dinosaur with a horn over each eye of
the Cretaceous era.
cer·a·top·si·an (serʹә top´sēәn), n. any of
a group of large, horned and plant-eating dinosaurs of the Cretaceous period.
—adj. of or having to do with the ceratopsians or the ceratops.
Cer·ber·us (sėrʹbәr әs), n. 1 Gk. and
Roman Legend. three-headed dog that
guarded the entrance to Hades. 2 surly,
watchful guard.
ce·re·al (sirʹi әl), n. 1 any grass that produces a grain used as food, as wheat,
rice, oats, etc. 2 the grain. 3 a food made
from the grain, as oatmeal and corn
meal. —adj. of or having to do with
grain or the grasses producing it. [< L
Cerealis pertaining to Ceres]
cer·e·bel·lum (ser´ә belʹәm), n., pl.
–bellums, –bel·la (–belʹә). part of the
brain that controls the coordination of
the muscles. [< L, dim. of cerebrum
brain] —cer´e·belʹlar, adj.
cer·e·bral (serʹә brәl; se rēʹbrәl), adj. 1
of the brain. 2 of the cerebrum. [< L
cerebrum brain]
cerebral palsy, paralysis due to a lesion
of the brain, usually occurring before
or at birth.
cer·e·brate (serʹә brāt), v., –brat·ed,
–brat·ing. use the brain; think. —cer´ebraʹtion, n.
cer·e·brum (serʹә brәm), n., pl. –brums,
–bra (–brә). 1 part of the human brain
that controls thought and voluntary
muscular movements. 2 the corresponding part (anatomically) of the brain of
any vertebrate. [< L]
cere·ment (sirʹmәnt), n. Usually, cerements. cloth or garment in which a
dead person is wrapped for burial.

cer·e·mo·ni·al (ser´ә mōʹni әl), adj. 1 formal. 2 of or having to do with ceremony.
—n. formal actions proper to an occasion. —cer´e·moʹni·al·ism, n. —cer´emoʹni·al·ist, n. —cer´e·moʹni·al·ly, adv.
cer·e·mo·ni·ous (ser´ә mōʹni әs), adj.
1 full of ceremony. 2 very formal;
extremely polite. —cer´e·moʹni·ous·ly,
adv. —cer´e·moʹni·ous·ness, n.
cer·e·mo·ny (serʹә mō´ni), n., pl. –nies.
1 a special form or set of acts to be
done on special occasions. 2 very polite
conduct. 3 a meaningless formality. 4
formality. [< L caerimonia rite]
Ce·res (sirʹәz), n. Roman goddess of agriculture, identiﬁed with the Greek goddess Demeter.
ce·rise (sә rәzʹ; –rәsʹ), n., adj. bright, pinkish red. [< F cerise cherry < VL < LGk.
kerasia < Gk. kerasos cherry tree]
ce·ri·um (sirʹi әm), n. a grayish metallic
element, Ce. [< NL, from the asteroid
Ceres]
CERN (sėrn), European Council for Nuclear
Research (French, Conseil Européen pour
la Recherche Nucléaire), an organization of
11 nations based in Geneva.
cer·tain (sėrʹtәn), adj. 1 sure: certain to
happen. 2 settled; ﬁxed: at a certain
hour. 3 reliable; dependable. 4 some;
one: certain persons. —n. for certain,
without a doubt. [< OF, ult. < L certus
sure] —cerʹtain·ness, n.
cer·tain·ly (sėrʹtәn li), adv. surely; without
a doubt. —interj. surely! of course!
cer·tain·ty (serʹtәn ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 freedom from doubt. 2 a sure fact.
cer·tif·i·cate (n. sәr tifʹә kit; v. sәr tifʹә kāt),
n., v., –cat·ed, –cat·ing. —n. a written or
printed statement that declares something to be a fact. —v. give a certiﬁcate
to. [< Med.L certiﬁcatum. See certify.]
—cer´ti·ﬁ·caʹtion, n.
certiﬁcate of deposit, written acknowledgement by a bank that it has received
from the person named a certain sum of
money as a deposit.
certiﬁed check, check whose value is
guaranteed by the bank upon whose
account it is drawn.
certiﬁed mail, piece of mail whose delivery is recorded and certiﬁed by the
postal service.
cer·ti·fy (sėrʹtә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1
declare (something) true or correct by
spoken, written, or printed statement.
2 guarantee. 3 make certain. [< Med.L
certiﬁcare < L certus sure + facere make]
—cerʹti·ﬁ´a·ble, adj. —cerʹti·ﬁ´er, n.
cer·ti·o·ra·ri (sėr´shi ә rãrʹi; –rãrʹī), n.
order from a higher court to a lower one,
calling for the record of a case for review.
[< LL, be informed. See certain.]
cer·ti·tude (sėrʹtә tüd; –tūd), n. certainty;
sureness. [< LL certitudo. See certain.]
ce·ru·le·an (sә rüʹli әn), adj., n. sky-blue.
[< L caeruleus dark blue]
Cer·van·tes (sәr vanʹtēz), n. Miguel de,
1547–1616, Spanish author of Don
Quixote.
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cer·vi·cal (sėrʹvә kәl), adj. 1 of the neck. 2
of a cervix or necklike part.
cer·vine (sėrʹvīn; -vin), adj. of or like a
deer. [< L, < cervus deer]
cer·vix (sėrʹviks), n., pl. cer·vix·es, cer·vices (sәr vīʹsēz). 1 the neck, esp. the back
of the neck. 2 a necklike part, as the narrow end of the uterus. [< L]
Ce·sar·e·an, Ce·sar·i·an (si zãrʹi әn), adj.,
⫽Caesarean. —n. ⫽cesarean section.
cesarean section, surgical delivery of a
baby from the uterus by cutting through
the abdominal and uterine walls.
ce·si·um (sēʹzi әm), n. a silvery metallic
element, Cs. Also, caesium. [< NL, < L
caesius bluish-gray]
ces·sa·tion (se sāʹshәn), n. a ceasing or
stopping. [< L, < cessare cease]
ces·sion (seshʹәn), n. a handing over to
another; ceding; giving up; surrendering. [< L cessio < cedere yield]
cess·pool (sesʹpül), n. 1 pool or pit for
house drains to empty into. 2 ﬁlthy place.
ce·su·ra (sә zhu̇rʹә; –zyu̇rʹә), n. ⫽caesura.
—ce·suʹral, adj.
Ce·ta·cea (sә tāʹshә), n. order of mammals comprising the cetaceans.
ce·ta·cean (sә tāʹshәn), adj. Also, ce·taʹceous. of or belonging to a group of
mammals living in the water, including
whales, dolphins, and porpoises. —n.
animal that belongs to this group.
Cey·lon (si lonʹ), n. ⫽Sri Lanka.
cf., compare.
cg., centigram; centigrams.
ch., Ch., 1 chapter. 2 church.
chad (chad), n. small piece punched out
of a tape or card when indicating a
choice on a ballot.
Chad (chad), n. republic in C Africa, S
of Libya.
chafe (chāf), v., chafed, chaf·ing, n. —v.
1 rub to make warm. 2 wear or be worn
away by rubbing. 3 make or become sore
by rubbing. 4 make irritated or angry. 5
become angry. —n. a chaﬁng; irritation.
[< OF chaufer, ult. < L, < calere be warm
+ facere make]
chaﬀ1 (chaf; chäf), n. 1 husks of wheat,
oats, rye, etc., separated from grain by
threshing. 2 hay or straw cut ﬁne as
cattle feed. 3 worthless stuﬀ; rubbish.
[OE ceaf] —chaﬀʹy, adj.
chaﬀ2 (chaf; chäf), v. banter; tease. —n.
banter. —chaﬀʹer, n.
chaf·fer (chafʹәr), v. dispute about a price;
bargain. —n. bargaining. [ME chaﬀare
< OE cēap bargain + faru journey]
—chafʹfer·er, n.
chaf·ﬁnch (chafʹinch), n. a European
songbird with a pleasant, short song,
often kept as a cage bird. [OE ceaﬃnc.
See chaff, finch.]
chaf·ing dish (chāfʹing), pan with a heater
under it, used to cook food at the table
or to keep it warm.
cha·grin (shә grinʹ), n. a feeling of disappointment, failure, or humiliation. —v.
cause to feel chagrin. [< F, < OF graignier
< graim sad, sorrowful]
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chain (chān), n. 1 series of links joined
together. 2 series of things joined or
linked together: a mountain chain. 3
anything that binds or restrains. 4 a
measuring instrument like a chain. A
surveyor’s chain is 66 feet long; an engineer’s chain is 100 feet long. 5 number of
similar restaurants, theaters, etc., owned
and operated by one person or company.
6 a number of atoms of the same element linked together like a chain. —v.
1 join together or fasten with a chain.
2 bind; restrain. 3 keep in prison; make
a slave of.
chains, a bonds; fetters. b imprisonment; bondage. [< OF chaeine < L catena
chain]
chain drive, 1 mechanism for transmitting power by means of an endless
chain. 2 system using this mechanism.
chain gang, gang of convicts, etc., chained
together while at work outdoors.
chain letter, letter that each recipient
is asked to copy and send to other
recipients.
chain link fence, metal fence made of
heavy wire woven into a lattice and fastened to steel posts.
chain mail, ﬂexible armor made of metal
rings linked together.
chain reaction, 1 process marked by an
explosive release of nuclear energy, as
in the bombardment of unstable uranium nuclei by plutonium neutrons in
the explosion of an atomic bomb, each
uranium nucleus releasing a number
of plutonium neutrons, which in turn
split other uranium nuclei. 2 any series
of events or happenings, each caused
by the preceding one or ones. —chainʹre·actʹing, adj.
chain saw, power saw that has an endless
chain with a sharp tooth on each link,
used on trees, etc.
chain stitch, kind of sewing or crocheting in which each stitch makes a loop
through which the next stitch is taken.
chain store, one of a group of retail stores
owned and operated by one company.
chair (chãr), n. 1 seat for one person
that has a back and, sometimes, arms. 2
seat of position, dignity, or authority. 3
chairperson. 4 electric chair. —v. 1 put
or carry in a chair. 2 put in a position
of authority. 3 act as chairperson of (a
committee, etc.).
take the chair, a begin a meeting. b be in
charge of or preside at a meeting. [< OF
chaiere < L < Gk. kathedra seat]
chair lift, series of seats suspended from
an endless cable to carry people between
two points, esp. tourists or skiers to the
top of a slope.
chair·man (chãrʹmәn), n., pl. –men. 1
person who presides at or is in charge
of a meeting. 2 head of a committee.
—chairʹman·ship, n.
chair·per·son (chārʹpėr´sәn), n. 1 person who is in charge of or presides at

a meeting. 2 person who is head of a
committee.
chair·wom·an (chãrʹwu̇m´әn), n., pl.
–wom·en. a woman chairperson.
chaise (shāz), n. 1 lightweight carriage,
often one with a folding top. ⫽chaise
longue. [< F chaise chair, var. of chaire
chair]
chaise longue (shāz´ lôngʹ; longʹ), chair
with a long seat and a back at one end,
somewhat like a couch. Also, chaise
lounge. [< F, long chair]
chal·ced·o·ny (kal sedʹә ni; kalʹsә dō´ni),
n., pl. –nies. variety of quartz that has a
waxy luster and occurs in various colors
and forms. [< L < Gk. chalkedon]
Chal·da·ic (kal dāʹik), adj., n. Chaldean.
Chal·de·a (kal dēʹә), n. ancient region in
SW Asia, on the Tigris and Euphrates
Rivers. —Chal·deʹan, adj., n.
Chal·dee (kal dēʹ; kalʹdē), adj., n. Chaldean.
cha·let (sha lāʹ; shalʹā), n. 1 a house or
villa with wide, overhanging eaves. 2
a herdsman’s hut or cabin in the Swiss
mountains. [< Swiss F]
chal·ice (chalʹis), n. 1 ⫽cup. 2 cup that
holds the wine used in the Communion
service. 3 a cup-shaped ﬂower. [< OF
< L calix cup] —chalʹiced, adj.
chalk (chôk), n. 1 soft limestone, made
up mostly of very small fossil sea shells.
2 substance like chalk, used for writing or drawing on a board. 3 piece of
this substance. —v. 1 mark, write, or
draw with chalk. 2 mix or rub with
chalk; whiten with chalk. 3 score; record.
chalk up, write down; record. [< L calx
lime] —chalkʹlike´, adj. —chalkʹy, adj.
—chalkʹi·ness, n.
chalk·board (chôkʹbôrd´), n. smooth,
hard surface for writing or drawing
with chalk.
chal·lenge (chalʹinj), v., –lenged, –lenging, n. —v. 1 call to ﬁght. 2 invite to a
game or contest. 3 call on (a person,
etc.) to answer and explain. 4 doubt;
dispute. 5 object to (a juror, vote, etc.). 6
claim; demand: a problem that challenges
everyone’s attention. —n. 1 call to ﬁght. 2
call to a game or contest. 3 a demand to
answer and explain: “Who goes there?” is
the guard’s challenge. 4 objection made,
as to a juror or a vote. [< OF < L calumnia calumny] —chalʹlenge·a·ble, adj.
—chalʹleng·er, n.
chal·lis, chal·lie (shalʹi), n. a lightweight,
ﬁne plain or printed cloth, used for
dresses.
cham·ber (chāmʹbәr), n. 1 a room (in
a house). 2 bedroom. 3 hall where a
legislature body meets. 4 a legislative,
or judicial body. 5 a cavity: the heart has
four chambers. 6 that part of the barrel
of a gun which receives the charge. —v.
provide with chamber.
chambers, a Brit. set of rooms in a
building to live in or use as oﬃces. b
oﬃce of a lawyer or judge. [< OF < L

< Gk. kamara vaulted place. Doublet of
camera.] —chamʹbered, adj.
cham·ber·lain (chāmʹbәr lin), n, 1 person
who manages the household of a king or
lord; steward. 2 a high oﬃcial of a king’s
court. 3 treasurer: city chamberlain.
[< OF < L camera vault + Gmc. –ling]
cham·ber·maid (chāmʹbәr mād´), n.
maid who makes the beds, cleans the
bedrooms, etc.
chamber music, music suited to a room
or small hall; music for a trio, quartet,
etc.
chamber of commerce, group of people
organized to protect and promote business interests of a city, state, etc.
chamber pot, small recepticle, used esp.
in the bedroom for urine and slops.
cham·bray (shamʹbrā), n. a ﬁne variety of
gingham. [var. of cambric]
cha·me·le·on (kә mēʹli әn; –mēlʹyәn), n.
1 lizard that can change the color of its
skin. 2 a changeable or ﬁckle person.
[< L < Gk., lit., ground lion, < chamai on
the ground, dwarf + leon lion] —chame´le·onʹic, adj.
cham·ois (shamʹi), n., pl. –ois. 1 a small,
goatlike antelope that lives in the high
mountains of Europe and SW Asia. 2
Also, chamʹmy. a soft leather made from
the skin of the sheep, goats, deer, etc.
[< F < LL camox]
cham·o·mile (kamʹә mīl), n. ⫽camomile.
champ1 (champ), v. 1 bite and chew noisily, 2 bite on impatiently. [? akin to chap
chop2]
champ2 (champ), n. champion
cham·pagne (sham pānʹ), n. 1 a sparkling, bubbling wine, originally produced in Champagne, France. 2 pale,
brownish yellow. —adj. pale brownish
yellow: a champagne blouse.
cham·paign (sham pānʹ), n. a wide plain;
level, open country. —adj. level and open.
[< OF champaigne. See campaign.]
cham·pi·on (chamʹpi әn), n. 1 person,
animal, or thing that wins ﬁrst place in a
game or contest. 2 person who ﬁghts or
speaks for another; defender; supporter.
—adj. having won ﬁrst place; ahead of
all others. —v. ﬁght or speak in behalf
of; defend; support. [< OF < LL campio
< campus ﬁeld (i.e., of battle)] —chamʹpion·less, adj.
cham·pi·on·ship (chamʹpi әn ship´), n.
1 position of a champion; ﬁrst place. 2
defense; support.
chance (chans; chäns), n., v., chanced,
chanc·ing, adj. —n. 1 opportunity: the
chance to go to college. 2 possibility or
probability: the chances are that he will
have enough money. 3 fate; luck. 4 a risk.
5 ticket, as for a raﬄe or lottery. —v. 1
happen. 2 take the risk of: risk. —adj. not
expected or planned; accidental; casual.
by any chance, possibly; perhaps.
by chance, accidentally.
chance upon (or on), happen to ﬁnd or
meet.
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on the chance, depending on the possibility.
on the oﬀ chance, depending on luck.
stand a chance, have favorable prospects.
(the) chances are, it is likely. [< OF < L
cadentia a falling < cadere fall]
chan·cel (chanʹsәl; chänʹ–), n. space
around the altar of a church, usually
enclosed, used by the clergy and the
choir. [< F < L cancelli a grating]
chan·cel·ler·y (chanʹsә lәr i; –slә ri; chänʹ–),
n., pl. –ler·ies. 1 position of a chancellor.
2 oﬃce of a chancellor.
chan·cel·lor (chanʹsә lәr; –slәr; chänʹ–),
n. 1 the title, esp. in Great Britain, of
various high oﬃcials: Chancellor of the
Exchequer. 2 the chief judge of a court of
chancery or equity in some states. 3 title
of the president in certain universities.
[< AF < L cancellarius oﬃcer stationed
at tribunal. See chancel.] —chanʹcellor·ship´, n.
chan·cer·y (chanʹsәr i; chänʹ–), n., pl.
–cer·ies. 1 court of equity. 2 oﬃce where
public records are kept. 3 oﬃce of a
chancellor.
in chancery, a in a court of equity. b in
a helpless position. [var. of chancellery]
chan·cre (shangʹkәr), n. ulcer or sore
with a hard base. [< F. See canker.]
—chanʹcrous, adj.
chan·de·lier (shan´dә lirʹ), n. ﬁxture with
branches for lights, usually hanging from
a ceiling. [< F < VL candelarius < L candela candle] —chan´de·lieredʹ, adj.
chan·dler (chanʹdlәr; chänʹ–), n. 1 maker
or seller of candles. 2 dealer in groceries and supplies: a ship chandler. [< AF
chaundeler < VL candelarius < L candela
candle]
change (chānj), v., changed, chang·ing,
n. —v. 1 make or become diﬀerent. 2
substitute. 3 take in place of. 4 give or
get (money of a diﬀerent sort) for. 5 put
other clothing or covering on: change
a bed. —n. 1 act or fact of changing.
2 a changed condition or appearance.
3 variety; diﬀerence. 4 a second set of
clothes. 5 money returned to a person
when he or she has given an amount
larger than the price of what is bought.
6 small coins.
change hands, a pass from one owner
to another. b substitute one hand for the
other.
changes, diﬀerent ways in which a set of
bells can be rung.
ring the changes, a ring a set of bells in
all its diﬀerent ways. b Fig. do a thing in
many diﬀerent ways. [< OF < LL cambiare] —changeʹful, adj. —changeʹful·ly,
adv. —changeʹful·ness, n. —changʹer, n.
change·a·ble (chānʹjә bәl), adj. 1 likely
to change: a changeable person. 2 likely
to be changed. —change´a·bilʹi·ty,
changeʹa·ble·ness, n. —changeʹa·bly,
adv.

change·less (chānjʹlis), adj. not changing; constant. —changeʹless·ly, adv.
—changeʹless·ness, n.
change·ling (chānjʹling), n. child secretly
substituted for another.
change of life, ⫽menopause.
change of pace, 1 sudden shift from one
routine or activity to another, often to
relieve boredom or fatigue. 2 in baseball,
a change-up.
change of venue, change of the place of
a trial.
change-up (chānjʹup´), a slow pitch
thrown in the same way as a fast pitch,
to confuse a batter.
chan·nel (chanʹәl), n., v., –neled, –neling. —n. 1 bed of a stream, river, etc. 2
body of water joining two larger bodies of water: the English Channel. 3 the
deeper part of a waterway. 4 passage
for liquids; groove. 5 means by which
something is carried: secret channels.
6 person through whom spirits supposedly communicate. 7 narrow band
of radio or television frequencies. 8
Fig. avenue or course of action: useful
channels. —v. 1 form a channel in. 2 act
as a channel. [< OF < L canalis canal.
Doublet of canal.]
Channel Islands, British islands near the
NW coast of France; Alderney, Guernsey, Jersey, and Sark.
chan·nel·ize (chanʹә līz), v., –ized, –izing. ⫽channel.
chan·nel-surf (chanʹәl sėrf´), v. switch
from one television channel to another
without watching any one channel for
long. —channel surfer.
chant (chant; chänt), n. 1 a simple song
in which several syllables or words are
sung in one tone. 2 a singsong way of
talking. —v. sing to, or in the manner of,
a chant. [< OF < L cantare < canere sing]
—chantʹer, n.
chant·ey, chant·y (shanʹti; chanʹ–), n.,
pl. –eys; -ies. song sung by sailors, in
rhythm with the motions made during
their work. Also, shanty, [alter. of F
chanter sing. See chant.]
chan·ti·cleer (chanʹtә klir), n. ⫽rooster.
[< OF < chanter sing + cler clear]
chan·try (chanʹtrē), n. 1 chapel attached
to a church. 2 a endowment to pay for
Masses for a person’s soul. b chapel, altar,
or part of a church similarly endowed. c
endowed priests.
Cha·nu·kah (häʹnә kә), n. ⫽Hanukkah.
cha·os (kāʹos), n. 1 great confusion; complete disorder. 2 inﬁnite space or formless matter before the universe existed.
[< L < Gk.]
cha·ot·ic (kā otʹik), adj. in great confusion; completely disordered. —cha·otʹical·ly, adv.
chap1 (chap), v., chapped, chap·ping,
n. —v. crack open; make or become
rough. —n. crack in the skin; place
where the skin is chapped. [ME
chappe(n) cut]

chap2 (chap), n. fellow; man; boy. [short
for chapman a peddler; OE cēapman
< cēap trade + man man]
chap3 (chap), n. ⫽chop2 (def. 2).
chap., 1 chapel. 2 chaplain. 3 chapter.
chap·ar·ral (chap´ә ralʹ), n. SW thicket
of low shrubs, thorny bushes, etc. [< Sp.,
< chaparro evergreen oak]
chap·book (chapʹbu̇k´), n. a small book
or pamphlet of popular tales, ballads,
etc., formerly sold on the streets.
cha·peau (sha pōʹ), n., pl. –peaux or
–peous. French. hat.
chap·el (chapʹәl), n. 1 a building for
Christian worship, not so large as a
church. 2 a small place for worship in
a larger building. 3 room or building
for worship in a palace, school, etc. 4 a
religious service in a chapel. [< OF < LL
cappella orig., a shrine in which was preserved the cappa or cape of St. Martin]
chap·er·on, chap·er·one (shapʹәr ōn),
n., v., –oned, –on·ing. —n. a married
woman or an older person who accompanies young people at a party or a
young unmarried woman in public for
the sake of good form and protection.
—v. act as a chaperon to. [< F chaperon
hood, protector. See cape1.] —chapʹeron´age, n.
chap·fall·en (chopʹfôl´әn; chapʹ–), adj.
dejected; discouraged. Also, chopfallen.
chap·lain (chapʹlin), n. clergyman oﬃcially authorized to perform religious
functions for a family, court, society,
public institution, regiment, or warship.
[< OF < LL capellanus < cappella chapel] —chapʹlain·cy, chapʹlain·ship, n.
chap·let (chapʹlit), n. 1 wreath worn on
the head. 2 string of beads. 3 string
of beads for keeping count in saying
prayers, one third as long as a rosary.
4 prayers said with such beads. [< OF
chapelet, dim. of chapel headdress. See
cap.] —chapʹlet·ed, adj.
chaps (chaps; shaps), n. pl. SW strong
leather trousers without a back, worn
over other trousers, esp. by cowhands.
chap·ter (chapʹtәr), n. 1 a main division
of a book or other writing. 2 part; section. 3 branch of a club, society, etc. 4
group of clergymen usually attached
to a cathedral. —v. arrange in chapters.
[< OF < L capitulum, dim. of caput
head]
char1 (chär), v., charred, char·ring. 1 burn
to charcoal. 2 scorch. —n. 1 charred substance. 2 charcoal. [? < charcoal]
char2 (chär), n., v., charred, char·ring.
Brit. —n. an odd job; chore. —v. do odd
jobs or chores. Also, chare. [OE cerr
turn, occasion]
char., 1 character. 2 charter.
char·ac·ter (karʹik tәr), n. 1 all qualities or
features possessed by a person; kind; sort;
nature. 2 moral strength or weakness. 3
good character. 4 reputation. 5 special
thing or quality that makes one person,
animal, thing, or group diﬀerent from
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others. 6 person in a play or book. 7 person who attracts attention because he or
she is diﬀerent or odd. 8 letter, mark, or
sign used in writing or printing.
in character, as expected; natural or
usual.
out of character, not as expected; not
natural or usual. [< F < L < Gk. charakter instrument for marking < charassein
engrave]
character actor, actor who commonly
plays the role of a person with unusual
or eccentric characteristics.
char·ac·ter·is·tic (kar´ik tәr isʹtik), adj.
distinguishing from others; special. —n.
a special quality or feature. —char´acter·isʹti·cal·ly, adv.
char·ac·ter·ize (karʹik tәr īz), v., –ized,
–iz·ing. 1 describe. 2 be a characteristic
of; distinguish. —char´ac·ter·i·zaʹtion,
n. —charʹac·ter·iz´er, n.
char·ac·ter·less (karʹik tәr lis), adj. 1
without a character. 2 without distinction; uninteresting.
character witness, person called to give
testimony in behalf of the character
and reputation of one of the parties in
a legal case.
cha·rade (shә r ādʹ), n. 1 game of guessing
a word from the dramatic representation of each syllable. 2 sham performance or behavior. [< F < Pr. charrada
< charra chatter]
char·broil (chärʹbroil´), v. broil with
charcoal. [< char(coal) + broil]
char·coal (chärʹkōl´), n. 1 black substance
made by partly burning wood or bones
in a place from which the air is shut out.
2 pencil made of charcoal for drawing. 3
drawing made with such a pencil. [ME
charcole]
chard (chärd), n. ⫽Swiss chard.
charge (chärj), v., charged, charg·ing,
n. —v. 1 put on a price of. 2 put down
as a debt to be paid. 3 give a task, duty,
or responsibility to. 4 give an order or
command to; direct. 5 accuse: charged
with speeding. 6 load; ﬁll: a gun charged
with powder and shot. 7 restore the
capacity of, as an electric battery. 8 make
a violent ﬁnal rush: charge the enemy.
—n. 1 price put on something. 2 a debt
to be paid. 3 a task; duty; responsibility.
b care; management: nurses have charge
of sick people. 4 person, or thing under
the care of someone. 5 order; direction.
6 formal instruction: a judge’s charge to
the jury. 7 formal statement accusing a
person of having broken the law, etc. 8
quantity needed to load or ﬁll something, esp. the explosive used in ﬁring a
gun. 9 the violent ﬁnal rush in an attack
or assault.
charge oﬀ, a subtract as a loss. b put
down as belonging to or as part of:
charged oﬀ the loss to incompetence.
c dash away.
charge up, put down as belonging to:
charge up to boredom.

get a charge from (out of, by, etc.),
Informal. get pleasure, or thrill, or
excitement from.
in charge (of), a having the care or
management. b in command. [< F < LL
carricare load < L carrus wagon. Doublet
of carry.]
charge·a·ble (chärʹjә bәl), adj. 1 that can
be charged. 2 liable to become a public
charge.
charged (chärjd), adj. 1 loaded; ﬁlled.
2 having an electrical charge: charged
ions.
char·gé d’af·faires (shär zhāʹ dә fãrʹ), pl.
char·gés d’af·faires (shär zhāzʹ dә fãrʹ).
French. deputy of a diplomat.
charg·er1 (chärʹjәr), n. 1 war horse. 2 person or thing that charges.
charg·er2 (chärʹjәr), n. a large, ﬂat dish;
platter. [< OF, < charger charge]
char·i·ly (chãrʹә li), adv. carefully; warily.
char·i·ness (chãrʹi nis), n. chary quality.
char·i·ot (chārʹi әt), n. a two-wheeled car
pulled by horses, used in ancient times
in ﬁghting, racing, and processions.
[< OF, < char car]
char·i·ot·eer (chār´ i әt irʹ) n. person who
drives a chariot.
cha·ris·ma (kә rizʹmә), n., pl. –ma·ta
(–mә tә). 1 personal appeal or power to
fascinate; personal magnetism or glamour. 2 glamour or sex appeal. 3 spiritual
gift giving a person the power to prophesy, heal, etc. —cha´ris·matʹic, adj., n.
char·i·ta·ble (chārʹә tә bәl), adj. 1 of charity. 2 generous in giving help to poor
or suﬀering people. 3 kindly in judging
people and their actions. —charʹi·ta·bleness, n. —charʹi·ta·bly, adv.
char·i·ty (chārʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 help
given to the poor or suﬀering. 2 act or
work of charity. 3 fund, institution, or
organization for helping the poor or
suﬀering. 4 Christian love of one’s fellow men. 5 kindness in judging people.
[< OF < L caritas dearness < carus
dear]
char·la·tan (shärʹlә tәn), n. person who
pretends to have more knowledge or
skill than he or she really has; quack.
[< F < Ital. ciarlatano, ult. < Mongolian
dzar proclaim, tell lies]
char·la·tan·ism (shärʹlә tәn iz´әm), charla·tan·ry (–tәn ri), n. ⫽quackery.
Char·le·magne (shärʹlә mān), n. a.d.
742?–814, king of the Franks from 768
to 814 and emperor of the Holy Roman
Empire 800–814.
Charles·ton (chärlzʹtәn), n. capital of
West Virginia, in the W part.
char·ley horse (chärʹli), stiﬀness caused
by straining a muscle.
char·lotte russe (shärʹlәt rüsʹ), dessert
made of a mold of sponge cake ﬁlled
with whipped cream or custard. [< F,
Russian charlotte (a type of dessert)]
charm (chärm), n, 1 power of delighting
or fascinating; attractiveness. 2 a very
pleasing quality or feature. 3 a small

ornament or trinket. 4 word, verse, or
thing supposed to have magic power. 5
in nuclear physics, a quantum unit of +1
for any quark and ⫺1 for its antiquark.
—v. 1 delight; attract. 2 act on as if by
magic. 3 protect as by a charm. [< OF
< L carmen song, enchantment < canere
sing] —charmʹer, n. —charmʹless, adj.
charm·ing (chärʹming), adj. very pleasing; attractive. —charmʹing·ly, adv.
—charmʹing·ness, n.
char·nel house (chärʹnәl), place where
dead bodies or bones are laid. [< OF
< LL carnale. See carnal.]
Char·on (kãrʹәn), n. Gk. Myth. boatman
who ferried the spirits of the dead across
the river Styx to Hades.
chart (chärt), n. 1 map, esp. a hydrographic or marine map. 2 an outline
map showing special conditions or facts:
a weather chart. 3 sheet giving information in lists, pictures, tables, or diagrams.
4 such a list, table, picture, or diagram.
—v. make a chart of; show on a chart.
[< F < L charta < Gk. chartes leaf of
paper. Doublet of card.] —chartʹless,
adj.
char·ter (chärʹtәr), n. 1 a written grant of
certain rights or privileges, esp. one by a
ruler to his subjects, or by a legislature
to a city or company, telling how it is
to be organized and what it can do. 2 a
written order from the authorities of a
society, giving to a group of persons the
right to organize a new chapter, branch,
or lodge. —v. 1 give a charter to. 2 hire;
rent. [< OF < L chartula, dim. of charta.
See chart.] —charʹter·er, n. —charʹterless, adj.
charter member, one of the original
members of an organization, club, etc.
Chart·ism (chärʹtiz´әm), n. English
reform movement of the ﬁrst half of
the 19th century whose members were
chieﬂy working men. —Chartʹist, n.
char·treuse (shär trœzʹ; for 2, also
shär trüzʹ, –trüsʹ), n. 1 a green, yellow,
or white liqueur ﬁrst made by Carthusian monks. 2 a light, yellowish green.
[< F, Carthusian]
char·wom·an (chärʹwu̇m´әn), n., pl.
–wom·en. woman whose work is doing
odd jobs by the day, esp. cleaning. [see
char2]
char·y (chãrʹi), adj., char·i·er, char·i·est.
1 careful. 2 shy. 3 sparing; stingy. [OE
cearig < caru care]
Cha·ryb·dis (kә ribʹdis), n. whirlpool in
the strait between Sicily and Italy, opposite the rock Scylla. Charybdis sucked
down ships.
chase1 (chās), v., chased, chas·ing, n. —v.
1 run after to catch or kill. 2 drive; drive
away. 3 follow; pursue. 4 rush; hurry.
—n. 1 chasing. 2 hunting as a sport. 3 a
hunted animal.
give chase, run after; chase. [< OF chacier < LL captiare. Doublet of catch.]
—chasʹer, n.

cheer
chase2 (chās), v., chased, chas·ing.
engrave; emboss, [var. of enchase]
—chasʹer, n.
chase3 (chās), n. groove; furrow; trench.
[< F < L capsa box]
chasm (kazʹәm), n. 1 a deep opening or
crack in the earth; gap. 2 Fig. wide difference of feelings or interests between
people or groups. [< L < Gk. chasma]
—chasʹmal, adj.
chas·sis (shasʹi; chasʹi), n., pl. chas·sis
(shasʹiz; chasʹ–). 1 frame, wheels, and
machinery of a motor vehicle. 2 main
landing gear of an aircraft. [< F < VL
capsiceum < L capsa. See chase3.]
chaste (chāst), adj. 1 pure; virtuous. 2
decent; modest. 3 simple in taste or style.
[< OF < L castus pure] —chasteʹly, adv.
—chasteʹness, n.
chas·ten (chāsʹәn), v. 1 punish to improve.
2 restrain from excess or crudeness.
[< obs. v. chaste < F < L castigare make
pure < castus pure] —chasʹten·er, n.
chas· tise (chas tīzʹ ), v., –tised,
–tis·ing. punish by beating or thrashing.
[< obs. chaste chasten + –ise] —chasʹtise·ment, n. —chas·tisʹer, n.
chas·ti·ty (chasʹtә ti), n. 1 purity; virtue.
2 decency; modesty. 3 simplicity of style
or taste; absence of too much decoration.
chas·u·ble (chazʹyә bәl; chasʹ–), n. a
sleeveless outer vestment covering all
other vestments, worn by the priest at
Mass. [< F < LL casubula < L casa house;
akin to cassock]
chat (chat), n., v., chat·ted, chat·ting.
—n. 1 easy, familiar talk. 2 any of several
birds with a chattering cry. —v. 1 talk
in an easy, familiar way. 2 post electronic messages, comments, etc. online
in response to similar messages from
others.
chat up, a talk informally; have a chat
with. b ﬂatter, esp. to attract someone.
[short for chatter]
châ·teau (sha tōʹ), n., pl. –teaux (–tōzʹ).
in France: 1 a castle. 2 a large country
house. —adj. Chateau, denoting wine
from a particular estate. [< F < L castellum castle. Doublet of castle.]
chat·e·laine (shatʹә lān), n. 1 mistress or
lady of a castle. 2 clasp to which keys, a
purse, etc., may be attached. [< F, ult. < L
castellum castle]
chat room, location on a website where
a person can post comments and information.
chat·tel (chatʹәl), n. movable possession;
piece of property that is not real estate.
Furniture, automobiles, slaves, and animals are chattels. [< OF chatel. Doublet
of cattle.]
chat·ter (chatʹәr), v. 1 talk constantly, rapidly, and foolishly. 2 make quick, indistinct sounds: monkeys chatter. 3 utter
rapidly or uselessly. 4 rattle together. —n.
1 quick, foolish talk. 2 quick, indistinct
sounds. [imit.] —chatʹter·er, n.

chat·ter·box (chatʹәr boks´), n. person
who talks all the time.
chat·ty (chatʹi), adj., –ti·er, –ti·est. 1 fond
of friendly, familiar talk. 2 conversational. —chatʹti·ly, adv. —chatʹti·ness, n.
Chau·cer (chôʹsәr), n. Geoﬀrey, 1340?–
1400, English poet, author of The
Canterbury Tales. —Chau·ceʹri·an, adj.
chauf·feur (shōʹfәr; shō fėrʹ), n. person
whose work is driving an automobile.
—v. act as a chauﬀeur to. [< F, stoker
< chauﬀer to heat; term from days of
steam automobiles]
chaunt (chônt; chänt), n., v. Archaic. chant.
chau·vin·ism (shōʹvәn iz әm), n. 1 boastful, warlike patriotism. 2 Fig. excessive enthusiasm for one’s sex, race, or
group. [< F chauvinisme; after Nicolas Chauvin, overenthusiatic patriot]
—chauʹvin·ist, n., adj. —chau´vin·isʹtic, adj. —chau´vin·isʹti·cal·ly, adv.
cheap (chēp), adj. 1 costing little. 2 costing less than it is worth. 3 charging low
prices: a cheap market. 4 easily obtained.
5 of low value; common. —adv. at a low
price; at small cost.
feel cheap, feel inferior and ashamed.
on the cheap, in a cheap manner; cheaply.
[short for good cheap a good bargain;
OE cēap price, bargain] —cheapʹly, adv.
—cheapʹness, n.
cheap·en (chēpʹәn), v. make or become
cheap. —cheapʹen·er, n.
cheap·ie (chēʹpē), n. Informal. anything
made at little cost, esp. a ﬁlm.
cheat (chēt), v. 1 deceive or trick. 2
beguile. 3 elude. —n. 1 person who is
not honest. 2 fraud; trick.
cheat on, deceive or be unfaithful to
someone. [var. of escheat] —cheatʹer, n.
—cheatʹing·ly, adv.
check (chek), v. 1 stop suddenly. 2 hold
back; control; restrain. 3 rebuﬀ; repulse;
reverse. 4 compare to prove true or right.
5 put a check on. 6 write a check. 7 mark
in a pattern of squares. 8 send (baggage)
to a given destination. 9 in chess, have
(an opponent’s king) in check. —n. 1
a sudden stop. 2 means of preventing
error, fraud, etc. 3 any person or thing
that holds back action. 4 comparison to
prove something true or right. 5 mark to
show that something has been checked.
6 ticket given for a coat, hat, package,
etc., to show ownership. 7 bill for a meal,
etc. 8 written order directing a bank to
pay money to the person named on it. 9
pattern of squares. 10 in chess, position
of an opponent’s king when it is in danger and must be moved. —adj. 1 used
in checking. 2 marked in a pattern of
squares. —interj. a call in chess warning
that an opponent’s king is in danger and
must be moved.
check in, register at a hotel or motel.
check oﬀ, mark as checked and found
true or right.
check out, a pay one’s bill at a hotel or
motel. b inspect or examine to see if
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(something) is in proper order or condition. c substantiate. d Informal. die.
check up, examine or compare to prove
true or correct.
in check, a held back; controlled. b (of
a king) attacked by an opposing chess
piece. [< OF eschec a check at chess
< Pers. shāh king, king at chess]
—checkʹa·ble, adj. —checkʹer, n.
check·book (chekʹbu̇k´), n. book of blank
checks on a bank.
check·er (chekʹәr), v. 1 mark in a pattern
of squares of diﬀerent colors. 2 mark oﬀ
with patches diﬀerent from one another.
3 have ups and downs; change; vary. —n.
1 pattern of squares. 2 one of the ﬂat,
round pieces used in the game of checkers. [< OF escheker chessboard]
check·er·board (chekʹәr bôrd´; –bōrd´),
n. board marked in a pattern of 64
squares of two alternating colors, used
in playing checkers or chess.
check·ered (chekʹәrd), adj. 1 marked in
a pattern of many-colored squares. 2
marked in patches. 3 often changing;
varied; unstable.
check·ers (chekʹәrz), n. game played on
a checkerboard by two people. Each
player has 12 round, ﬂat pieces to move.
checking account, bank account against
which checks may be drawn.
check list or check·list (chekʹlist´), n.
list of names, titles, jobs, etc. arranged
to form a ready means of reference or
checking.
check·mate (chekʹmāt´), v., –mat·ed,
–mat·ing, n. —v. 1 make a move in chess
that wins the game. 2 defeat completely.
—n. 1 in chess, a move that ends the
game by putting the opponent’s king in
inescapable check. 2 a complete defeat.
[< OF echec et mat < Ar. shāh māt the
king is dead]
check point, place on a border, road,
etc. at which persons are stopped and
passports, documents, baggage, etc. are
inspected.
check·rein (chekʹrān´), n. a short rein to
keep a horse from lowering its head.
check·up (chekʹup´), n. 1 a careful examination. 2 a thorough physical examination.
cheek (chēk), n. 1 side of the face below
either eye. 2 anything suggesting the
human cheek in form or position. 3
saucy talk or behavior; impudence. [OE
cēce]
cheek·bone (chēkʹbōn´), n. bone just
below either eye.
cheek·y (chēkʹi), adj., cheek·i·er, cheek·iest. saucy; impudent. —cheekʹi·ly, adv.
—cheekʹi·ness, n.
cheep (chēp), v. make a short, sharp
sound like a young bird; chirp; peep.
—n. such a sound. [imit.] —cheepʹer, n.
cheer (chir), n. 1 joy; gladness. 2 shout of
encouragement. 3 food. 4 state of mind;
“Be of good cheer.” —v. 1 ﬁll with cheer;
encourage. 2 shout encouragement.
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cheer up, be or make glad. [< F < LL
cara face < Gk. kara head, face]
—cheerʹer, n.
cheer·ful (chirʹfәl), adj. 1 joyful; glad:
a cheerful person. 2 pleasant; bright: a
cheerful room. 3 willing: a cheerful giver.
—cheerʹful·ly, adv. —cheerʹful·ness, n.
cheer·lead·er (chirʹlē´dәr), n. person who
leads a group in organized cheering,
esp. at high school and college athletic
events.
cheer·less (chirʹlis), adj. gloomy; dreary.
—cheerʹless·ly, adv. —cheerʹless·ness, n.
cheer·y (chirʹi), adj., cheer·i·er, cheer·iest. pleasant; bright. —cheerʹi·ly, adv.
—cheerʹi·ness, n.
cheese (chēz), n. 1 solid food made from
the thick part of milk. 2 mass of this
pressed into shape. [< L caseus]
cheese·burg·er (chēzʹbēr´gәr), n. hamburger sandwich with melted cheese on
top of the meat.
cheese cake, 1 dessert made of cheese,
eggs, sugar, etc., baked together. 2 Informal. a the photographing of women to
emphasize physical charms. b such photographs.
cheese·cloth (chēzʹklôth´; –kloth´), n. a
thin, loosely woven cotton cloth.
chees·y (chēzʹi), adj., chees·i·er, cheesi·est. 1 of or like cheese. 2 Informal.
poorly made; inferior. —cheesʹi·ness, n.
chee·tah (chēʹtә), n. animal somewhat
like a leopard, found in S Asia and
Africa. Also, chetah. [< Hind. chītā]
chef (shef), n. 1 head cook. 2 any cook.
[< F. Doublet of chief.]
chef-d’oeu·vre (she dœʹvrә), n., pl. chefsd’oeu·vre (she dœʹvrә). French. 1 masterpiece. 2 (literally) chief (piece of)
work.
Che·khov (chekʹôf; –of), n. Anton,
1860–1904, Russian dramatist and novelist.
che·la (kēʹlә), n., pl. –lae (–lē). claw of a
lobster, crab, scorpion, etc. [< L < Gk.
chele claw] —cheʹlate, adj.
che·lo·ni·an (ki lōʹnē әn), adj. of or having to do with turtles and tortoises. —n.
a turtle or tortoise.
chem., chemical; chemist; chemistry.
chem·i·cal (kemʹә kәl), adj. 1 of chemistry. 2 made by or used in chemistry.
—n. substance obtained by or used in a
chemical process. Oxygen, sulfuric acid,
borax, etc., are chemicals. —chemʹi·cally, adv.
che·mise (shә mēzʹ), n. a loose, shirtlike undergarment worn by women and
girls. [< F < LL camisia shirt < Celtic]
chem·ist (kemʹist), n. 1 expert in chemistry. 2 Brit. druggist [var. of alchemist]
chem·is·try (kemʹis tri), n., pl. –tries. 1
science that deals with the characteristics of elements or simple substances,
the changes that take place when they
combine to form other substances,
and the laws of their combination and
behavior under various conditions. 2

application of this to a certain subject.
[< chemist]
chemo–, combining form. chemical; by
chemical reaction: chemotherapy ⫽treatment by chemical reaction (of cells).
che·mo·re·cept·or (kē´mō ri sepʹtәr), n.
nerve ending or sense organ that reacts
to chemical stimulation, as the taste
buds.
che·mo·sphere (kē mә sﬁr; kemʹә–), n.
region of predominant photochemical
activity in the earth’s atmosphere.
che·mo·syn·the·sis (kē´mō sinʹthә sis;
kem´ō–), n. formation in cells of carbohydrates with energy obtained from
chemical reaction.
chem·o·ther·a·py (kē´mō therʹә pē; kem´o–), n. treatment of infection and disease by chemicals toxic to speciﬁc cells.
chem·ur·gy (kemʹėr ji), n. branch of
applied chemistry that deals with the use
of organic raw materials, such as casein
and cornstalks, otherwise than for food,
and especially in manufacturing.
che·nille (shә nēlʹ), n. 1 a velvety cord,
used in embroidery, fringe, etc. 2 fabric
woven from this cord, used for rugs and
curtains. [< F chenille caterpillar < L
canicula little dog; from its furry look]
Che·ops (kēʹops), n. Egyptian king who
lived about 2900 b.c., builder of a great
pyramid. Also, Khufu.
Cher·bourg (shãrʹbu̇rg), n. seaport in
NW France.
cher·ish (cherʹish), v. 1 hold dear; treat
with aﬀection. 2 care for tenderly. 3
keep in mind; cling to. [< F < chérir
< cher dear < L carus] —cherʹish·er, n.
—cherʹish·ing·ly, adv.
Cher·o·kee (cherʹә kē; cher´ә kēʹ), n.,
pl. –kee, –kees. 1 member of a tribe
of Iroquois Indians, originally of the
S Appalachians, now living mostly in
Oklahoma. 2 their language.
cher·ry (cherʹi), n., pl. –ries, adj. —n. 1
a small, round, juicy fruit with a stone
or pit in it. 2 tree that it grows on. 3 its
wood. 4 bright red. —adj. 1 made of this
wood. 2 bright-red. [OE ciris < VL cerisia < LGk. kerasia < Gk. kerasos cherry
tree. See cerise.]
cher·ry-pick (cherʹē pik´), v. select the
best or most desirable elements of:
cherry-picked reporters’ questions before
the news conference.
cher·ry picker, 1 movable crane with a
bucket or platform to hold a worker
making repairs, cutting trees, etc. 2 crane
for picking up objects from a heap.
cher·ry·stone (cherʹē stōn´), n. 1 pit of a
cherry. 2 ⫽quahog.
cher·ub (cherʹәb), n., pl. cher·u·bim
(cherʹә bim; –yu̇ bim) for 1 and 2, cherubs for 3. 1 one of the second highest
order of angels. 2 picture or statue of
a child with wings, or of a child’s head
with wings. 3 beautiful, innocent, or
good child. [< Heb. kerūb] —che·ruʹbic,
adj. —che·ruʹbi·cal·ly, adv.

Ches·a·peake Bay (chesʹә pēk), bay of the
Atlantic, in Maryland and Virginia.
Chesh·ire (cheshʹәr; –ir), n. county in W
England. Also, Chester.
Cheshire cat, any person or creature that
appears to have a wide, ﬁxed grin.
chess (ches), n. game played on a chessboard by two people. Each player has 16
pieces to move in diﬀerent ways. [< OF
esches (pl.). See check.]
chess·board (chesʹbôrd´; –bōrd´), n.
board marked in a pattern of 64 squares
of two diﬀerent colors, used in playing
chess.
chess·man (chesʹman´; –mәn), n., pl.
–men (–men´; –mәn). one of the pieces
used in playing chess.
chest (chest), n. 1 a part of the human
body enclosed by ribs; thorax. b corresponding part of the body in other
animals. 2 a large box with a lid, used
for holding things: a linen chest. 3 piece
of furniture with drawers. 4 place where
money is kept; treasury. 5 the money
itself. [< L < Gk. kiste box]
Ches·ter·ﬁeld (chesʹtәr fēld´), n. 4th Earl
of, 1694–1773, English statesman who
wrote witty and instructive letters to
his son.
chest·nut (chesʹnut; –nәt), n. 1 large tree
belonging to the same family as the
beech, that bears sweet edible nuts in
prickly burs. 2 nut of this tree. 3 wood
of this tree. 4 ⫽horse chestnut. 5 reddish
brown. 6 reddish-brown horse. —adj.
reddish-brown. [< obs. chesten chestnut
(< L < Gk. kastanea chestnut) + nut]
che·tah (chēʹtә), n. ⫽cheetah.
chev·a·lier (shev´ә lirʹ), n. 1 Archaic.
knight. 2 member of the Legion of
Honor of France. 3 in the old French
nobility, a younger son. [< F, < cheval
horse < L caballus. See cavalier.]
Chev·i·ot (chevʹi әt, chēʹvi– for 1; shevʹi әt for 2), n. 1 breed of sheep that originated in the Cheviot Hills. 2 cheviot, a
a rough, woolen cloth, b a cotton cloth
like it.
Cheviot Hills, hills on the boundary
between England and Scotland.
chev·ron (shevʹrәn), n. 1 a cloth design
consisting of stripes meeting at an angle,
worn on the sleeve as an indication of
rank or of service or wounds in war. 2
design shaped like an inverted V, used
in coats of arms and in architecture.
[< F, rafter, < chèvre goat < L capra]
chew (chü), v. 1 crush or grind with
the teeth. 2 think over; consider. —n.
1 chewing. 2 thing chewed; piece for
chewing. [OE cēowan] —chewʹer, n.
chewing gum, gum prepared for chewing, usually sweetened and ﬂavored
chicle.
che·wink (chi wingkʹ), ﬁnch of E and C
North America whose cry sounds somewhat like its name. [imit.]
Chey·enne (shī enʹ; –anʹ), n. capital of
Wyoming, in the SE part.
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Chey·enne (shī enʹ), n., pl. –enne, –ennes,
adj. —n. 1 member of an Algonkian
tribe of American Indians, now living
in Montana and Oklahoma. 2 this tribe.
—adj. of this tribe.
chez (shā), prep. French. at the home or
establishment of.
chg., pl. chgs., charge.
chi (kī), n. the 22nd letter of the Greek
alphabet (X, χ), written as ch in English,
but sounded like k.
Chi·an·ti (ki änʹti; –anʹ–), n. a dry, red
Italian wine.
chic (shēk; shik), n. style. —adj. 1 stylish.
2 Colloq. clever; neat. [< F]
Chi·ca·go (shә kôʹgō; –kä–), n. city in
NE Illinois, on Lake Michigan. —Chicaʹgo·an, n.
Chi·ca·na (chi käʹnä), n. Mexican-American female.
chi·can·er·y (shi kānʹәr i), n., pl. –er·ies.
low trickery; unfair practice; quibbling.
Chi·ca·no (chi käʹnō), n. Mexican-American male.
chic·co·ry (chikʹә ri), n., pl. –ries. ⫽chicory.
chi·chi (shēʹshē´), adj. too elegant; too
chic.
chick (chik), n. 1 young chicken. 2 young
bird. 3 child. 4 Informal. attractive young
woman. [var. of chicken]
chick·a·dee (chikʹә dē), n. a small bird
with black, white, and gray feathers.
[imit.]
Chick·a·saw (chikʹә sô), n., pl. –saw or
–saws. 1 member of a tribe of American
Indians, formerly of Mississippi, now
living in Oklahoma. 2 their Muskhogean
language.
chick·en (chikʹәn), n. 1 the young of
domestic fowl. 2 domestic or barnyard
fowl of any age. 3 ﬂesh of a chicken used
for food. 4 a young bird of certain other
kinds. 5 U.S. Slang. young or immature woman. 6 Informal. person who is
afraid, esp. one who is a coward. —adj. 1
young; small. 2 afraid; cowardly.
chicken out, refuse or fail to do something because of fear. [OE cīcen]
chicken feed, U.S. Informal. triﬂing
amount; small undertaking.
chicken hawk, 1 any of certain hawks
that raids poultry yards. 2 person who
favors war but avoids military service.
chick·en-heart·ed (chikʹәn härʹtid), adj.
timid; cowardly.
chicken pox, a mild contagious disease
of children accompanied by a rash on
the skin.
chick·pea (chikʹpē´), n. 1 plant of the pea
family that bears pealike seeds, used as
food. 2 seed of this plant; garbanzo.
chick·weed (chikʹwēd´), n. a common
weed whose leaves and seeds are eaten
by birds.
chic·le (chikʹәl), or chicle gum, n. a tasteless, gumlike substance used in making
chewing gum. It is the dried milky juice
of a sapodilla tree of tropical America.
[< Am.Sp. < Mex. jiktli]

chic lit, romance novels, esp. for young
women. [< chick girl + literature]
chic·o·ry (chikʹә ri), n., pl. –ries. 1 plant
with bright-blue ﬂowers whose leaves
are used for salad. 2 its root, roasted and
used as a substitute for coﬀee. Also, chiccory. [< F < L < Gk. kichoreion]
chide (chīd), v., chid·ed or chid (chid);
chid·ed, chid, or chid·den (chidʹәn);
chid·ing. reproach; blame; scold. [OE
cīdan] —chidʹer, n. —chidʹing·ly, adv.
chief (chēf), n. person highest in rank
or authority; head of a group; leader.
—adj. 1 highest in rank or authority;
at the head; leading. 2 most important;
main.
in chief, at the head; of the highest rank
or authority. [< OF < L caput head. Doublet of chef.] —chiefʹless, adj.
chief executive, 1 head of the executive
branch of a government or corporation.
2 Chief Executive, the President of the
United States or the governor of a state.
chief justice, 1 judge who acts as chairman of a group of judges on a court.
2 Chief Justice, presiding judge of the
United States Supreme Court.
chief·ly (chēfʹli), adv. 1 mainly; mostly. 2
ﬁrst of all; above all.
chief·tain (chēfʹtәn), n. 1 chief of a tribe
or clan. 2 leader. [< OF < LL capitanus.
See captain.] —chiefʹtain·cy, chiefʹtain·ship, n.
chif·fon (shi fonʹ; shifʹon), n. a very thin
silk or rayon cloth, used for dresses.
[< F, < chiﬀe rag]
chif·fo·nier (shif´ә nirʹ), n. a high bureau
or chest of drawers. [< F. See chiffon.]
chig·ger (chigʹәr), n. 1 mite whose larvae
stick to the skin and cause severe itching. 2 chigoe, [alter. of chigoe]
chig·oe, chig·o (chigʹō), n. ﬂea of the West
Indies and South America. [< WInd.]
Chi·hua·hua (chi wäʹwä), n. 1 state in N
Mexico. 2 Also, chihuahua, very small
dog of ancient Mexican breed.
chil·blain (chilʹblān´), n. Usually, chilblains. an itching sore or redness on the
hands or feet caused by cold. [< chill +
blain] —chilʹblained´, adj.
child (chīld), n., pl. chil·dren (chilʹdrәn).
1 baby; infant. 2 boy or girl. 3 son or
daughter. 4 descendant. 5 Fig. result;
product.
with child, pregnant. [OE cild]
—childʹless, adj.
child·bear·ing (chīldʹbãr´ing), n. giving
birth to children.
child·bed (chīldʹbed´), n. condition of a
woman giving birth to a child.
child·birth (chīldʹbėrth´), n. giving birth
to a child.
child·hood (chīldʹhu̇d), n. condition or
time of being a child.
child·ish, (chīlʹdish), adj. 1 of a child. 2
like a child. 3 silly; foolish. —childʹishly, adv. —childʹish·ness, n,
child labor, work done by children for
hire, now legally restricted or, in many
countries, outlawed.

child·like (chīldʹlīk´), adj. 1 innocent;
frank; simple. 2 suitable for a child.
child·proof (chīldʹprüf´), adj. safe for or
around children: a childproof lock.
chil·dren (chilʹdrәn), n., pl. of child.
child’s play, something very easy to do.
Chil·e (chilʹē), n. country in SW South
America. —Chilʹe·an, adj., n.
Chile saltpeter, sodium nitrate, NaNO3.
chil·i, chil·e, or chil·li (chilʹē), n., pl. chilies; chil·es; chil·lies. 1 a hot-tasting
pod of red pepper, used for seasoning.
2 plant that it grows on. 3 meat cooked
with red peppers and beans. [< Sp.
< Mex. chilli]
chili sauce, chilli sauce, sauce made of
red peppers, tomatoes, and spices, used
on meat, ﬁsh, etc.
chill (chil), n. 1 unpleasant coldness. 2
sudden coldness of the body with shivering. 3 unfriendliness. 4 feeling cold;
shivering. —adj. 1 unpleasantly cold. 2
unfriendly. —v. 1 make cold. 2 feel cold
[OE ciele] —chillʹer, n. —chillʹing·ly,
adv. —chillʹness, n.
chill·ing (chilʹing), adj. 1 very cold. 2 Fig.
frightening; terrifying.
chill·y (chilʹi), adj., chill·i·er, chill·i·est. 1
unpleasantly cool. 2 unfriendly. —chillʹily, adv. —chillʹi·ness, n.
chime (chīm), n., v., chimed, chim·ing.
—n. 1 set of tuned bells to make musical
sounds. 2 musical sound made by a set
of tuned bells. 3 agreement. —v. 1 make
musical sounds on (a set of tuned bells).
2 ring out musically: the bells chimed
midnight. 3 agree.
chime in, join in. [< L < Gk. kymbalon
cymbal]
chi·me·ra, chi·mae·ra (kә mirʹә; kī–), n.,
pl. –ras. 1 Often, Chimera. Gk. Legend. monster with a lion’s head, a goat’s
body, and a serpent’s tail, supposed to
breathe out ﬁre. 2 a horrible creature of
the imagination. 3 an absurd idea; wild
fancy. [< F < L < Gk. chimaira she-goat]
chi·mer·i·cal (kә merʹә kәl; –mirʹ–; kī–),
chi·mer·ic (–ik), adj. 1 unreal; imaginary. 2 absurd; impossible. 3 wildly
fanciful; visionary.
chim·ney (chimʹni), n., pl. –neys. 1 an
upright structure to make a draft and
carry away smoke. 2 part of this that
rises above a roof. 3 glass tube put
around the ﬂame of a lamp. 4 crack or
opening in a rock, mountain, volcano,
etc. [< OF < LL caminata < L caminus
oven < Gk. kaminos] —chimʹney·less,
adj.
chimney corner, corner or side of a ﬁreplace; place near the ﬁre.
chimney piece, mantelpiece.
chimney pot, earthenware or metal pipe
ﬁtted to the top of a chimney to carry
oﬀ smoke.
chimney sweep or sweeper, person whose
work is cleaning out chimneys.
chimney swift, bird of North America
that often builds its nest in unused
chimneys.
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chimp (chimp), n. ⫽chimpanzee.
chim·pan·zee (chim´pan zēʹ; chim panʹzē), n. African ape, smaller than a gorilla.
[from native West African name]
chin (chin), n., v., chinned, chinning. —n. the front of the lower jaw
below the mouth.
chin oneself, hang by the hands from a
bar and pull oneself up until one’s chin
is even with the bar.
keep one’s chin up, endure adversity
without ﬂinching or complaining.
take it on the chin, Informal. take a
beating, esp. in the form of criticism.
[OE cin]
Chi·na (chīʹnә), 1 People’s Republic of,
large country in E Asia. 2 Republic of,
⫽Taiwan.
chi·na (chīʹnә), n. 1 ﬁne, white pottery
made of clay by a special process and
baked at a high temperature, ﬁrst used
in China. 2 dishes, vases, ornaments,
etc., made of china. 3 dishes of any kind.
—adj. made of china.
chi·na·ber·ry (chīʹnә ber´i), china tree, 1
an ornamental tree with purple ﬂowers
and yellow fruit, esp. used as a shade
tree in the South. 2 soapberry of the
S United States, Mexico, and the West
Indies.
China Sea, part of the Paciﬁc E and SE of
Asia. Taiwan divides it into South China
Sea and East China Sea.
chi·na·ware (chīʹnә wãr´), n. 1 dishes,
vases, ornaments, etc., made of china. 2
dishes of any kind.
chin·ca·pin (chingʹkә pin), n. ⫽chinquapin.
chinch bug (chinch), a small, black-andwhite bug that does much damage to
grain in dry weather. [< Sp. < L cimex
bedbug]
chin·chil·la (chin chilʹә), n. 1 a South
American rodent that looks somewhat
like a squirrel. 2 its very valuable soft,
whitish-gray fur. 3 a thick woolen fabric
woven in small, closely set tufts, used
for overcoats. [< Sp., dim. of chinche
chinch bug]
chine (chīn), n. 1 backbone; spine. 2
piece of an animal’s backbone with the
meat on it, for cooking. [< OF eschine
< Gmc.]
Chi·nese (chī nēzʹ; –nēsʹ), n., pl. –nese,
adj. —n. 1 native or inhabitant of China.
2 person of Chinese descent. 3 language
of China. —adj. of China, its people, or
their language.
Chinese cabbage, plant of the mustard
family with a lettucelike head and ﬂavor
somewhat like cabbage, used as a vegetable and in salads.
Chinese checkers, game resembling
checkers, played by as many as six people using diﬀerent colored marbles.
chink1 (chingk), n. narrow opening;
crack. —v. 1 ﬁll up the chinks in. 2 make
chinks in.
chink2 (chingk), n. a short, sharp, ringing sound like coins or glasses hitting

together. —v. 1 make such a sound. 2
cause to make such a sound. [imit.]
chin·ka·pin (chingʹkә pin), n. ⫽chinquapin.
chino (chēʹnō), n. cotton twill or duck
fabric, used esp. in making trousers.
chinos, trousers made of this fabric.
[< Am.Sp. chino nonwhite half breed
(referring to the light coﬀee color of
the fabric)]
Chi·nook (chi nükʹ; –nu̇kʹ), n., pl. –nook,
–nooks. 1 member of a group of
American Indian tribes living along the
Columbia River in NW United States. 2
dialect of Indian, French, and English.
3 chinook, a a warm, moist wind blowing from the sea to land in winter and
spring in NW United States. b a warm,
dry wind that comes down from the
Rocky Mountains.
chin·qua·pin (chingʹkә pin), 1 a dwarf
chestnut tree, whose nuts are good to
eat. 2 an evergreen tree of California and
Oregon that has a similar nut. 3 nut of
either tree. Also, chincapin, chinkapin.
[< Am.Ind. (Algonkian)]
chintz (chints), n. a cotton cloth printed
in patterns of various colors and often
glazed. [orig. pl., < Hind. chint < Skt.
citra variegated]
chip (chip), n., v., chipped, chip·ping.
—n. 1 small, thin piece cut or broken
oﬀ. 2 place where a small, thin piece has
been cut or broken oﬀ. 3 small piece
of food, as a potato chip. 4 round, ﬂat
piece used for counting in games. 5 a
tiny piece of silicon with one or more
microcircuits engraved or imprinted on
it. b ⫽micro-circuit. —v. 1 cut or break
oﬀ in small, thin pieces. 2 shape by cutting as with an ax or chisel.
cash in one’s chips, a change poker chips
into cash. b close or sell a business.
c Informal. die.
chip away at, a reduce by small amounts.
b Fig. weaken; undermine.
chip in, a give a portion of (money
or help). b put in (a remark) when
others are talking. c add (one’s stake
or bet) to a pool.
chip on one’s shoulder, readiness
to quarrel or ﬁght.
in the chips, wealthy; rich. [OE (for) cippian]
chip·munk (chipʹmungk), n. a small,
striped American squirrel. [< Ojibwa
achitamo squirrel]
chip·per1 (chipʹәr), adj. U.S. lively; cheerful.
chip·per2 (chipʹәr), n. 1 person or
thing that chips or cuts. 2 machine
that reduces tree limbs and trunks to
chips.
Chip·pe·wa (chipʹә wä; –wā; –wә), n., pl.
–wa, –was, adj. ⫽Ojibwa.
chipping sparrow, a small sparrow of E
and C North America.
chi·rog·ra·phy (kī rogʹrә ﬁ), n. handwriting. [< Gk. cheir hand + E –graphy writing
< Gk. graphein write] —chi·rogʹra-

pher, n. —chiʹro·graph´ic, chi´rographʹi·cal, adj.
chi·rop·o·dist (kә ropʹә dist; kī–), n. person who removes corns and treats other
troubles of the feet.
chi·rop·o·dy (kә ropʹә di; kī–), n. work of
a chiropodist. [< Gk. cheir hand + pous
foot; orig. treatment of hands and feet]
chi·ro·prac·tic (kī´rә prakʹtik), n. 1 treatment of diseases by manipulating the
spine. 2 chiropractor. —adj. having to
do with the treatment of diseases by
manipulating the spine. [< Gk. cheir
hand + praktikos practical]
chi·ro·prac·tor (kīʹrә prak´tәr), n. person
who treats diseases by manipulating
the spine.
chirp (chėrp), v. 1 make a short, sharp
sound such as some small birds and
insects make. 2 utter with a chirp.
—n. such a sound. [? var. of chirk]
—chirpʹer, n.
chirr (chėr), v. make a shrill, trilling
sound. —n. such a sound. Also, churr.
[imit.]
chir·rup (chirʹәp; chėrʹ–), v., –ruped,
–rup·ing. chirp; chirp again and again.
[< chirp]
chis·el (chizʹәl), n., v., –eled, –el·ing. —n.
a tool with a sharp edge at the end of a
strong blade, used to cut or shape wood,
stone, or metal. —v. 1 cut or shape with a
chisel. 2 U.S. use unfair practices; swindle. [< OF, ult. < L caesus < caedere cut]
chit (chit), n. voucher of a debt, as for
food. [< Hind. chitthi]
chit-chat (chitʹchat´), n. 1 friendly, informal talk; chat. 2 gossip. [< chat]
chi·tin (kīʹtin), n. a horny substance
forming the hard outer covering of beetles, lobsters, crabs, etc. [< F < Gk. chiton
tunic] —chiʹtin·ous, adj.
chit·ter·ling (chitʹәr ling), n. Usually,
chitterlings. part of the small intestine
of pigs, cooked as food. Also, chitlins.
chiv·al·ric (shivʹәl rik; shi valʹrik), adj. 1
having to do with chivalry. 2 chivalrous.
chiv·al·rous (shivʹәl rәs), adj. 1 having the
qualities of an ideal knight. 2 having to
do with chivalry. —chivʹal·rous·ly, adv.
—chivʹal·rous·ness, n.
chiv·al·ry (shivʹәl ri), n. 1 qualities of an
ideal knight, including bravery, honor,
courtesy, respect for women, protection
of the weak, generosity, and fairness
to enemies. 2 rules and customs of
knights in the Middle Ages; system of
knighthood. 3 knights as a group. 4 gallant warriors or gentlemen. [< OF. See
chevalier.]
chive (chīv), n. plant of the same family
as the onion, with long, slender leaves
used as seasoning. [< OF < L caepa
onion]
chla·myd·i·a (klә midʹē ә), 1 any one of a
group of parasitic rickettsias that cause
disease, including psittacosis. 2 sexually
transmitted disease caused by a species
of chlamydia that usually aﬀects the
lymph nodes in the groin.

chortle
chlo·ro·plast (klôrʹә plast; klōrʹ–), n. specialized body in green plants that contains chlorophyll. [< Gk. chlōros green +
plastos formed]
chlo·ral (klôʹrәl; klōʹ–), n. 1 a colorless
liquid, CCl3CHO, made from chlorine
and alcohol. 2 chloral hydrate.
chloral hydrate, a white, crystalline drug,
CCl3CH (OH)2, that causes sleep.
chlo·rate (klôʹrāt; –rit; klōʹ–), n. salt of
chloric acid.
chlo·ric (klôʹrik; klōʹ–), adj. of or containing chlorine.
chloric acid, acid, HClO3, existing only
as salts and in solution.
chlo·ride (klôʹrīd; –rid; klōʹ–), chlorid (–rid), n. compound of chlorine
with another element or radical; salt of
hydrochloric acid.
chlo·rin·ate (klôʹrә nāt; klōʹ–), v., –at·ed,
–at·ing. 1 combine or treat with chlorine.
2 disinfect with chlorine. —chloʹrinaʹtion, n.
chlo·rine (klôʹrēn; –rin; klōʹ–), chlo·rin
(–rin), n. a poisonous, greenish-yellow,
gaseous chemical element, Cl, used in
bleaching and disinfecting. It is very
irritating to the nose, throat, and lungs.
[< Gk. chloros green]
chlo·ro·form (klôʹrә fôrm; klōʹ–), n.
CHCl3, a colorless liquid with a sweetish
smell, used as an anesthetic and to dissolve rubber, resin, wax, and many other
substances. —v. 1 make unable to feel
pain by giving chloroform. 2 kill with
chloroform.
chlo·ro·phyll, chlo·ro·phyl (klôʹrә ﬁl;
klōʹ–), n. the green coloring matter of
plants. In the presence of light it makes
carbohydrates, such as starch, from carbon dioxide and water. [< Gk. chloros
green + E –phyll leaf < Gk. phyllon]
chm., 1 Also, chmn. chairman. 2 checkmate.
chock (chok), n. 1 block; wedge. 2 Naut.
a block with two arms curving inward
for a rope to pass through. b one of the
pieces of wood on which a boat rests.
—v. 1 provide or fasten with chocks. 2
Naut. put (a boat) on chocks. —adv. as
close or as tight as can be; quite, [appar.
< OF choque log]
chock-full (chokʹfu̇lʹ), adj. as full as can
be. Also, chuck-full, choke-full.
choc·o·late (chôkʹlit; chokʹ–; chôkʹә lit; chokʹә–), n. 1 preparation made
by roasting and grinding cacao seeds.
2 drink made of chocolate with hot
milk or water and sugar. 3 candy made
of chocolate. 4 dark brown. —adj. 1
made of chocolate. 2 dark-brown. [< Sp.
< Mex. chocolatl]
Choc·taw (chokʹtô), n., pl. –taw, –taws,
adj. —n. member of a tribe of American
Indians, now living mostly in Oklahoma. —adj. of this tribe.
choice (chois), n., adj., choic·er, choicest. —n. 1 act of choosing: make your
choice; his choice was to stay. 2 person
or thing chosen. 3 power or chance to

choose. 4 quantity and variety to choose
from. —adj. 1 carefully chosen. 2 excellent; superior. [< OF chois < Gmc.]
—choiceʹly, adv. —choiceʹness, n.
choir (kwīr), n. 1 group of singers used in
a church service. 2 part of a church set
apart for such a group. 3 any group of
singers. [< OF < L chorus chorus]
choke (chōk), v., choked, chok·ing, n.
—v. 1 keep from breathing by blocking
up the throat. 2 be unable to breathe. 3
extinguish by cutting oﬀ the supply of
air. 4 control; hold. 5 block; ﬁll; clog. 6
stop. —n. 1 act or sound of choking. 2
valve that cuts oﬀ the supply of air in a
gasoline engine.
choke back, control or suppress.
choke oﬀ, put an end to; stop.
choke up, a block up; ﬁll up. b Fig. ﬁll
with emotion. [var. of OE acēocian]
choke·damp (chōkʹdamp´), n. a heavy,
suﬀocating gas, mainly carbon dioxide,
that gathers in mines, old wells, etc.
chok·er (chōkʹәr), n. 1 one that chokes. 2
a necklace that closely ﬁts the neck.
chol·er (kolʹәr), n. irritable disposition;
anger. [< L < Gk. cholera cholera, appar.
< chole bile]
chol·er·a (kolʹәr ә), n. an acute disease
of the stomach and intestines, characterized by vomiting, cramps, and diarrhea. Summer cholera is not infectious.
Asiatic cholera is infectious and often
causes death. [< L < Gk. See choler.]
chol·er·ic (kolʹәr ik), adj. 1 easily made
angry. 2 wrathful.
cho·les·ter·ol (kә lesʹtәr ōl; –ol), n. a
white, crystalline substance, C27H45OH,
a constituent of all animal fats, bile,
gallstones, egg yolk, etc. It is important
in metabolism.
chomp (chomp), v. ⫽champ1.
choose (chüz), v., chose, cho·sen or (Obs.)
chose, choos·ing. 1 make a choice:
you must choose; chose a book from the
library. 2 prefer and decide: choose not
to go.
choose up, pick opponents in a game or
contest. [OE cēosan] —choosʹer, n.
choos·y (chūʹzi), adj., choos·i·er, choosi·est. Informal. particular; fussy. Also,
choosey.
chop1 (chop), v., chopped, chop·ping,
n. —v. 1 cut by hitting with something
sharp. 2 cut into small pieces. 3 make
quick, sharp movements. —n. 1 a cutting
stroke. 2 slice of lamb, pork, veal, etc. 3
a short, irregular, motion of waves. [ME
choppe(n)]
chop2 (chop), n. 1 Usually, chops. jaw. 2
cheek. Also, chap. [< chop1]
chop3 (chop), v., chopped, chop·ping.
change suddenly; shift quickly. [? akin
to cheap change. See cheap.]
chop·house (chopʹhous´), n. restaurant
that makes a specialty of serving chops,
steaks, etc.
Cho·pin (shōʹpan), n. Frédéric François,
1809–49, Polish pianist and composer
in France.
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chop·per (chopʹәr), n. 1 person who
chops: a good wood chopper. 2 tool or
machine for chopping up food, wood,
etc. 3 Informal. ⫽helicopter.
chop·py (chopʹi), adj., –pi·er, –pi·est. 1
making quick, sharp movements; jerky.
2 moving in short, irregular, broken
waves. [< chop1]
chop·sticks (chopʹstiks´), n. pair of slender, tapered sticks used to raise food to
the mouth by the Chinese. [< Chinese
Pidgin English chop quick + E stick1]
chop su·ey (chop´ süʹi), fried or stewed
meat and vegetables cut up and cooked
together in a sauce, [alter. of Chinese
word meaning “mixed pieces”]
cho·ral (adj. kôʹrәl, kôʹ–; n. kô ralʹ, –rälʹ,
kō–, kôʹrәl, kôʹ–), adj. 1 of a choir or
chorus. 2 sung by a choir or chorus.
—n. Also, chorale, 1 a hymn tune. 2
a simple hymn tune sung by the choir
and congregation together. —choʹrally, adv.
cho·rale (kә ralʹ; kә rälʹ), n. 1 musical
setting of a hymn. 2 simple hymn sung
in unison.
chord1 (kôrd), n. combination of three
or more musical notes sounded together in harmony. [var. of cord, var. of
accord, n.]
chord2 (kôrd), n. 1 a straight line connecting two points on a circumference.
2 ⫽cord (def. 4). 3 string of a harp
or other musical instrument. 4 a feeling; emotion: touch a sympathetic chord.
[< L < Gk. chorde gut, string of a musical instrument. Doublet of cord.]
—chordʹal, adj.
chor·date (kôrʹdāt), n. any animal of a
phylum that has a notochord at some
stage of development, including humans
and all other vertebrates. —adj. 1 of or
belonging to this phylum. 2 having a
notochord. [< NL < L chorda chord2]
chore (chôr; chōr), n. U.S. 1 an odd job;
small task. 2 a diﬃcult or disagreeable
thing to do. [OE cyrr, var. of cierr, cerr
turn, business]
cho·re·a (kô rēʹә; kō–), n. a nervous disease
characterized by involuntary twitching
of the muscles; St. Vitus’s dance. [< NL
< Gk. choreia dance]
cho·re·og·ra·phy (kô´ri ogʹrә ﬁ; kō´–) n.
1 art of planning the dances in a ballet.
2 dancing; ballet dancing. [< Gk. choreia
dance + E –graphy writing < Gk. graphein write] —cho´re·o·graphʹic, adj.
—cho´re·ogʹra·pher, n.
cho·ric (kôʹrik), adj. of or for a chorus.
cho·ri·on (kôrʹē on), n. outermost membrane, enclosing the amnion, of the sac
which envelops the fetus or embryo of
higher vertebrates. —cho´ri·onʹic, adj.
chor·is·ter (kôrʹis tәr; korʹ–), n. 1 singer
in a choir. 2 boy who sings in a choir.
3 leader of a choir. [< Med.L chorista
chorister < L chorus chorus]
chor·tle (chôrʹtәl), v., –tled, –tling, n. —v.
chuckle or snort with glee. —n. a gleeful chuckle or snort, [blend of chuckle
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and snort; coined by Lewis Carroll]
—chorʹtler, n.
cho·rus (kôʹrәs; kōʹ–), n., pl. –rus·es, v.,
–rused, –rus·ing. —n. 1 group of singers who sing together. 2 song sung by
many singers together. 3 the repeated
part of a song coming after each stanza.
4 a saying by many at once: a chorus of
noes. 5 group of singers and dancers.
—v. sing or speak all at the same time.
in chorus, all together at the same
time. [< L < Gk. choros dance, band of
dancers]
chose (chōz), v. pt. of choose.
cho·sen (chōʹzәn), v. pp. of choose. —adj.
picked out; selected from a group.
chow (chou), n. 1 a medium-sized Chinese breed of dog with short, compact
body, large head, and thick coat of one
color, usually brown or black. 2 Slang.
food. [short for Chinese Pidgin English
chow-chow]
chow·der (chouʹdәr), n. a thick soup
or stew usually made of clams or ﬁsh
with potatoes, onions, etc. [appar. < F
chaudière pot, ult. < L calidus hot]
chow mein (chou´ mānʹ), fried noodles
served with a thickened stew of onions,
celery, meat, etc. [< Chinese, fried ﬂour]
chres·tom·a·thy (kres tomʹә thi), n., pl.
–thies. collection of passages from literature or a foreign language. [< Gk.,
< chrestos useful + –matheia learning]
chrism (krizʹәm), n. 1 consecrated oil,
used by some churches in baptism and
other sacred rites. 2 sacramental anointing. Also, chrisom. [< L < Gk. chrisma
< chriein anoint].
Christ (krīst), n. 1 Jesus, the founder
of the Christian religion. 2 Also, the
Christ. the Messiah. [< L < Gk. christos
anointed]
chris·ten (krisʹәn), v. 1 admit to a Christian church by baptism; baptize. 2 give a
ﬁrst name to at baptism. 3 give a name
to. 4 make the ﬁrst use of. [OE christnian
make Christian < cristen Christian < L
christianus]
Chris·ten·dom (krisʹәn dәm), n. 1 the
Christian part of the world. 2 all Christians.
chris·ten·ing (krisʹәn ing; krisʹning), n.
act or ceremony of baptizing and naming; baptism.
Chris·tian (krisʹchәn), adj. 1 of Christ
or his teachings. 2 believing in Christ. 3
of Christians or Christianity. 4 showing
a gentle, humble, helpful spirit: Christian charity. —n. believer in Christ.
—Chrisʹtian·ly, adj., adv.
Christian Era, time since the birth of
Christ. Also, Common Era.
Chris·ti·an·i·ty (kris´chi anʹә ti), n., pl.
–ties. 1 religion taught by Christ. 2
Christian beliefs or faith.
Chris·tian·ize (krisʹchәn īz), v., –ized,
–iz·ing. make Christian; convert to
Christianity. —Chris´tian·i·zaʹtion, n.
—Chrisʹtian·iz´er, n.
Christian name, ﬁrst name; given name.

Christian Science, religion and system of
healing founded by Mary Baker Eddy in
1866. —Christian Scientist.
Christ·like (krīstʹlīk´), adj. like Christ;
like that of Christ. —Christʹlike´ness, n.
Christ·mas (krisʹmәs), n. the yearly celebration of the birth of Christ; December
25. [OE Christes mœsse Christ’s mass]
—Christʹmas·y, Christʹmas·sy, adj.
Christmas Eve, the evening before
Christmas.
Christ·mas·tide (krisʹmәs tīd´), n. Christmas time.
chro·mate (krōʹmāt), n. salt of chromic
acid.
chro·mat·ic (krō matʹik), adj. 1 of color
or colors. 2 progressing by half tones
instead of by the regular intervals of
the scale. [< L < Gk., < chroma color
(in musical sense)] —chro·matʹi·cally, adv.
chro·mat·ics (krō matʹiks), chro·ma·tolo·gy (krō´mә tolʹә ji), n. branch of science that deals with colors. —chroʹmatist, n.
chromatic scale, scale divided equally
into twelve half tones.
chro·ma·tid (krōʹmә tid), n. one of the
two identical halves into which a chromosome divides during cell division.
chro·ma·tin (krōʹmә tin), n. that part of
the nucleus of an animal or plant cell
which absorbs stains readily and comprises the chromosomes.
chrome (krōm), n. chromium, esp. as the
source of various pigments (chrome
green, chrome red, chrome yellow, etc.).
[< F < Gk. chroma color]
chro·mic (krōʹmik), adj. of or containing
chromium.
chromic acid, acid, H2CrO4, existing only
as salts and in solution.
chro·mi·um (krōʹmi әm), n. a shiny, hard,
brittle metallic element, Cr, that does not
rust or become dull easily when exposed
to air. [< Gk. chroma color]
chro·mo·plast (krōʹmә plast), n. yellow
or red body in the cytoplasm of a plant
cell, largely responsible for the colors of
ﬂowers and fruit.
chro·mo·some (krōʹmә sōm), n. any of
the microscopic ﬁlaments composed of
chromatin that appear in an animal or
plant cell during mitosis or division.
Chromosomes are derived from the parents and carry the genes that determine
heredity. [< Gk. chroma color + E –some
body < Gk. soma] —chro´mo·soʹmal,
adj.
chro·mo·sphere (krōʹmә sﬁr), n. a scarlet
layer of gas around the sun.
Chron., Chronicles (in the Bible).
chron·ic (kronʹik), adj. 1 continuing a
long time. 2 constant. 3 having had a
disease, habit, etc., for a long time: a
chronic liar. [< L < Gk., < chronos time]
—chronʹi·cal·ly, adv.
chron·i·cle (kronʹә kәl), n., v., –cled,
–cling. —n. record of happenings in
the order in which they happened.

—v. record in a chronicle; write the
history of; tell the story of. [< AF < L
< Gk. chronika annals. See chronic.]
—chronʹi·cler, n.
Chron·i·cles (kronʹә kәlz), n.pl. two
books of the Old Testament, called I and
II Chronicles.
chron·o·log·i·cal (kron´ә lojʹә kәl), adj.
arranged in the order in which the
events happened. —chron´o·logʹi·cally, adv.
chro·nol·o·gy (krә nolʹә ji), n., pl. –gies.
1 arrangement of time in periods; giving the exact dates of events arranged
in the order in which they happened. 2
table or list that gives the exact dates of
events arranged in the order in which
they happened. —chro·nolʹo·gist, chronolʹo·ger, n.
chro·nom·e·ter (krә nomʹә tәr), n. clock
or watch that keeps very accurate time.
—chron´o·metʹric, chron´o·metʹri·cal,
adj. —chron´o·metʹri·cal·ly, adv.
chrys·a·lid (krisʹә lid), n. ⫽chrysalis.
—adj. of a chrysalis.
chrys·a·lis (krisʹә lis), n., pl. chrys·a·lises, chry·sal·i·des (kri salʹә dēz). 1 form
of an insect when it is in a case; pupa. 2
the case; cocoon. 3 stage of development
or change. [< L < Gk. chrysallis golden
sheath < chrysos gold]
chry·san·the·mum (kri sanʹthә mәm), n.
1 any of several cultivated plants of the
aster family, which have showy, ballshaped ﬂowers in the autumn. 2 one of
these ﬂowers. [< L < Gk., < chrysos gold
+ anthemon ﬂower]
chrys·o·lite (krisʹә līt), n. a green or yellow semiprecious stone; peridot. [< L
< Gk., < chrysos gold + lithos stone]
chub (chub), n., pl. chubs or (esp. collectively) chub. 1 a thick freshwater ﬁsh,
related to the carp. 2 any of various
American ﬁshes, such as the tautog,
black bass, etc. [ME chubbe]
chub·by (chubʹi), adj., –bi·er, –bi·est.
round and plump. —chubʹbi·ness, n.
chuck1 (chuk), n., v. 1 pat; tap. 2 throw;
toss. [prob. imit.]
chuck2 (chuk), n. 1 clamp. A chuck holds
a tool or piece of work in a lathe. 2 cut of
beef between the neck and the shoulder.
[var. of chock]
chuck-full (chukʹfu̇lʹ), adj. ⫽chock-full.
chuck·le (chukʹәl), v., chuck·led, chuckling, n. —v. 1 laugh to oneself. 2 cluck.
—n. 1 a soft, quiet laugh. 2 cluck. [< chuck
cluck, laugh; imit.] —chuckʹ-ler, n.
chuck wagon, W U.S. wagon carrying
provisions and cooking equipment for
cowboys.
chug (chug), n., v., chugged, chug·ging.
—n. a short, loud, explosive sound: the
chug of an engine’s exhaust. —v. 1 make
such sounds. 2 Colloq. move with such
sounds. [imit.]
chukka boot, ankle-high leather boot,
similar to that worn for polo.
chuk·ker, chuk·kar (chukʹәr), n. one of the
periods of play in polo. [< Hind. chakar]
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chum (chum), n., v., chummed, chumming. —n. a very close friend. —v. be
very close friends.
chum·my (chumʹi), adj., –mi·er, –mi·est.
like a chum; very friendly. —chumʹmily, adv.
chump (chump), n. blockhead.
chunk (chungk), n. a thick piece or lump.
[var. of chuck2]
chunk·y (chungkʹi), adj., chunk·ier, chunk·i·est. 1 like a chunk; short
and thick. 2 stocky. —chunkʹi·ly, adv.
—chunkʹi·ness, n.
church (chėrch), n. 1 a building for public Christian worship. 2 public Christian worship in a church. 3 Usually,
the Church. all Christians. 4 group of
Christians with the same beliefs: the
Methodist Church. 5 organization of
a church; ecclesiastical authority or
power. 6 profession of a clergyman.
—adj. of a church. [< Gk. kyriakon
(doma) (house) of the Lord < kyrios
lord < kyros power] —churchʹless, adj.
—churchʹlike´, adj.
church·go·er (chėrchʹgō´әr), n. person who goes to church regularly.
—churchʹgo´ing, n.
Church·ill (chėrchʹil; –әl), n. Sir Winston, 1874–1965, English statesman
and writer, prime minister of England
1940–45 and 1951–55.
church·ly (chėrchʹli), adj. 1 of a church.
2 suitable for a church. —churchʹliness, n.
church·man (chėrchʹmәn), n., pl. –men.
1 clergyman. 2 member of a church.
—churchʹman·ly. adv. —churchʹmanship, n.
Church of Christ Scientist, oﬃcial name
of the Christian Science Church.
Church of England, the Christian church
in England that is recognized as a
national institution by the government.
Its head is the king or queen.
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints, oﬃcial name of the Mormon
Church.
church·ward·en (chėrchʹwôr´dәn), n. 1
a lay oﬃcial in the Church of England
or the Episcopal Church who manages
the business, property, and money of a
church. 2 a clay tobacco pipe with a very
long stem.
church·yard (chėrchʹyärd´), n. ground
around a church, sometimes used as a
burial ground.
churl (chėrl), n. 1 a rude, surly person. 2
person of low birth; peasant. [OE ceorl
freeman (of low rank)]
churl·ish (chėrʹlish), adj. rude; surly.
—churlʹish·ly, adv. —churlʹish·ness, n.
churn (chėrn), n. 1 container or machine
in which cream or milk is made into
butter by beating and shaking. 2 act
or fact of stirring violently. —v. 1 stir
or shake (cream or milk) in a churn.
2 make (butter) by using a churn. 3
stir violently. 4 move as if beaten and
shaken.

churn out, produce (writing, music,
etc.) in large amounts and without much
thought. [OE cyrn] —churnʹer, n.
churr (chėr), v., n. ⫽chirr.
chute (shüt), n. 1 an inclined trough, tube,
etc., for sliding or dropping things down
to a lower level. 2 rapids in a river. 3 a
steep slope. 4 parachute. [appar. blend of
F chute fall (of water) and E shoot]
chut·ney, (chutʹni), n., pl. –neys. a spicy
sauce or relish made of fruits, herbs,
pepper, etc. [< Hind. chatni]
chutz·pah (hu̇tsʹpә; Hu̇tsʹpә), n. Informal.
impudence; gall. [< Yiddish khutspe]
chyle (kīl), n. a milky liquid composed
of digested fat and lymph, formed from
the chyme in the small intestine and carried from there into the veins. [< Med.L
< Gk. chylos < cheein pour]
chyme (kīm), n. a pulpy, semiliquid mass
into which food is changed by the action
of the stomach. [< Med.L < Gk. chymos
< cheein pour]
CIA, C.I.A., Central Intelligence Agency.
ciao (chou), interj. Italian. 1 hello. 2 goodbye.
ci·bo·ri·um (si bôʹri әm; –bōʹ–), n., pl.
–bo·ri·a (–bôʹri ә; –bōʹ–). 1 vessel used
to hold the consecrated bread of the
Eucharist. 2 a dome-shaped canopy over
an altar. [<Med.L, < L, drinking cup,
< Gk. kiborion cuplike seed vessel]
ci·ca·da (si kāʹdә; –käʹ–), n., pl. –das, -dae
(–dē). a large insect with transparent
wings. The male makes a shrill sound in
hot, dry weather. [< L]
cic·a·trix (sikʹә trīks; si kāʹ–), cic·a·trice
(sikʹә tris), n., pl. cic·a·tri·ces (sik´ә trīʹsēz). 1 scar left by a healed wound. 2
scar left on a tree or plant by a fallen leaf,
seed, etc. [< L]
cic·a·trize (sikʹә trīz), v., –trized, –trizing. heal by forming a scar.
Cic·e·ro (sisʹә rō), n. Marcus Tullius,
106–43 b.c., Roman orator, writer, and
statesman. —Cic´e·roʹni·an, adj.
–cide, combining form. 1 killer: insecticide
⫽ insect killer. 2 act of killing: fratricide
= killing (one’s) brother.
ci·der (sīʹdәr), n. 1 juice pressed out of
apples, used as a drink and in making vinegar. 2 juice pressed from other
fruits. [< OF < LL < Gk. < Heb. shēkār
liquor]
ci·gar (si gärʹ), n. a tight roll of tobacco
leaves for smoking. [< Sp. cigarro]
cig·a·rette, cig·a·ret (sigʹә ret´; sigʹә ret),
n. a small roll of ﬁnely cut tobacco
enclosed in a thin sheet of paper for
smoking. [< F, dim. of cigare cigar]
ci·lan·tro (sә lanʹtrō), n. ⫽coriander.
[< Sp.]
cil·i·a (silʹi ә), n.pl., sing. cil·i·um (silʹi әm). 1 eyelashes. 2 very small hairlike
projections. Some microscopic animals
use cilia to move themselves or to set up
currents in the surrounding water. [< L]
cil·i·ar·y (silʹi er´i), adj. 1 of or resembling
cilia. 2 of or having to do with certain
delicate structures of the eyeball.

Cim·me·ri·an (si mirʹi әn), n. one of a
mythical people said to live in perpetual
mists and darkness. —adj. very dark
and gloomy.
cinch (sinch), n. 1 a strong girth for
fastening a saddle or pack on a horse.
2 a ﬁrm hold or grip. 3 something sure
and easy. —v. fasten on with a cinch;
bind ﬁrmly. [< Sp. < L cincta girdle
< cingere bind]
cin·cho·na (sin kōʹnә), n. 1 a small tree
that grows in South America, the East
Indies, India, and Java. 2 its bitter bark,
from which quinine is obtained; Peruvian bark. [< NL; named for Countess
Chinchón, wife of a Spanish viceroy of
Peru] —cin·chonʹic, adj.
cinc·ture (singkʹchәr), n. 1 belt; girdle. 2
border; enclosure. [< L cinctura < cingere
bind, gird]
cin·der (sinʹdәr), n. 1 cinders, wood or
coal partly burned and no longer ﬂaming. 2 piece of burned-up wood or coal.
[OE sinder]
cinder block, rectangular building block
of cement and crushed cinders, usually
hollow and used in walls.
Cin·der·el·la (sin´dәr elʹә), n. 1 heroine
of a famous fairy tale. 2 person whose
real worth or beauty is not recognized.
cin·e·ma (sinʹә mә), n. 1 a motion picture. 2 a motion-picture theater. 3 the
cinema, motion pictures. [short for
cinematograph] —cin´e·matʹic, adj.
—cin´e·matʹi·cal·ly, adv.
cin·e·rar·i·um (sin´ә rãrʹi әm), n., pl.
–rar·i·a (–rãrʹi ә). place for keeping the
ashes of cremated bodies. [< L]
cin·na·bar (sinʹә bär), n. 1 a reddish mineral that is the chief source of mercury;
native mercuric sulﬁde. 2 artiﬁcial mercuric sulﬁde, used as a red pigment in
making paints, dyes, etc. 3 bright red;
vermilion. [<L < Gk. kinnabari; of Oriental orig.]
cin·na·mon (sinʹә mәn), n. 1 spice made
from the dried, reddish-brown inner
bark of a laurel tree or shrub of the East
Indies. 2 this bark. 3 tree or shrub yielding this bark. 4 a light, reddish brown.
—adj. 1 ﬂavored with cinnamon. 2 light
reddish-brown. [< F < LL < Gk. kinnamon; of Semitic orig.]
cinque·foil (singkʹfoil´), n. 1 plant having
small, yellow ﬂowers and leaves divided
into ﬁve parts. 2 ornament in architecture, made of ﬁve connected semicircles
or part circles. [< OF < L, < quinque ﬁve
+ folium leaf]
CIO, Congress of Industrial Organizations. It was merged with the AFL in
December 1955.
ci·on (sīʹәn), n. ⫽scion (def. 2).
Ci·pan·go (si pangʹgō), n. Poetic. Japan.
ci·pher (sīʹfәr), n. 1 method of secret
writing. 2 person or thing of no importance. 3 Arabic numeral. 4 zero; 0. —v.
1 do arithmetic. 2 work by arithmetic.
Also, cypher. [< Med.L < Ar. S·ifr empty.
Doublet of zero.]
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cir.

cir. or circ., 1 circa. 2 circulation. 3 circumference.
cir·ca (sėrʹkә), adv., prep. about: Muhammad was born circa a.d. 570. [< L]
cir·ca·di·an (sėr kāʹdē әn), adj. of or having to do with a biological or behavioral
process that recurs in a daily rhythm, as
the 24-hour cycle of sleep and wakefulness in humans.
Cir·cas·sia (sәr kashʹә), n. region in S
Russia, on the Black Sea. —Cir·casʹsian,
adj., n.
Cir·ce (sėrʹsē), n. Gk. Legend. an enchantress who changed men into swine.
—Cir·ceʹan, adj.
cir·cle (sėrʹkәl), n., v., –cled, –cling. —n.
1 line every point of which is equally
distant from a point within called the
center. 2 anything shaped like a circle.
3 a complete series or course; period;
cycle. 4 group of people held together
by the same interests: the family circle.
5 sphere of inﬂuence, action, etc. —v.
1 revolve around. 2 surround; encircle.
[< F < L circulus, dim. of circus ring]
—cirʹcler, n.
cir·clet (sėrʹklit), n. a small circle.
cir·cuit (sėrʹkit), n. 1 a going around. 2
way over which a person or group makes
repeated journeys at certain times. 3
distance around any space. 4 path over
which an electric current ﬂows. —v.
make a circuit of. [< L circuitus a going
round < circum around + ire go]
circuit breaker, switch that automatically interrupts the ﬂow of electricity
in a circuit.
circuit court, court whose judges regularly hold court at certain places in a
district.
cir·cu·i·tous (sәr kūʹә tәs), adj. not direct.
—cir·cuʹi·tous·ly, adv. —cir·cuʹi·tousness, n.
cir·cuit·ry (sėrʹ kә tri), n. 1 science of
electric or electronic circuits. 2 wiring,
transistors, chips, etc. that make up a
circuit.
cir·cu·lar (sėrʹkyә lәr), adj. 1 round like a
circle. 2 moving in a circle. 3 sent to each
of a number of people: a circular letter. 4
indirect. —n. letter, notice, or advertisement sent to each of a number of people.
[< L circularis. See circle.] —cir´cularʹi·ty, n. —cirʹcu·lar·ly, adv.
cir·cu·lar·ize (sėrʹkyә lәr īz), v., –ized,
–iz·ing. send circulars to. —cir´cu·lar·izaʹtion, n. —cirʹcu·lar·iz´er, n.
circular saw, a thin disk with teeth in its
edge, turned at high speed by a motor.
cir·cu·late (sėrʹkyә lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lating. 1 go around: money circulates. 2
send around from person to person
or place to place. [< L circulatus. See
circle.] —cirʹcu·la´tive, adj. —cirʹcula´tor, n. —cirʹcu·la·to´ry, adj.
cir·cu·la·tion (sėr´kyә lāʹshәn), n. 1 a
going around. 2 movement of blood
from the heart through the body and
back to the heart. 3 a sending around
of books, papers, news, etc. 4 number of

copies of a book, newspaper, magazine,
etc., that are sent out.
cir·cu·la·to·ry (sėrʹkyә lә tôr´i; –tōr´–),
adj., having to do with circulation: the
body’s circulatory system.
circum–, preﬁx. 1 round about; on all
sides, as in circumstance. 2 in a circle;
around, as in circumnavigate. [< L]
cir·cum·am·bi·ent (sėr´kәm amʹbi әnt),
adj. surrounding; encircling. —cir´cumamʹbi·ence, cir´cum·amʹbi·en·cy, n.
cir·cum·cise (sėrʹkәm sīz), v., –cised,
–cis·ing. cut oﬀ the foreskin of. [< L
circumcisus < circum around + caedere
cut] —cirʹcum·cis´er, n. —cirʹcum·ci´sion, n.
cir·cum·fer·ence (sәr kumʹfәr әns), n. 1
the boundary line of a circle. 2 the
distance around. [< L circumferentia
< circum around + ferre bear] —circum´fer·enʹtial, adj.
cir·cum·ﬂex (sėrʹkәm ﬂeks), n. a circumﬂex accent. —adj. of or having a circumﬂex accent. [< L circumﬂexus bent
around < circum around + ﬂectere bend]
—cir´cum·ﬂexʹion, n.
circumﬂex accent, mark (ˆ or ˆ) placed
over a vowel to tell something about its
pronunciation, as in the French words
fête and goût.
cir·cum·ﬂu·ent (sәr kumʹﬂu̇ әnt), adj.
ﬂowing around; surrounding. Also, circumﬂuous. [< L, < circum around +
ﬂuere ﬂow]
cir·cum·fuse (sėr´kәm fūzʹ), v., –fused,
–fus·ing. 1 pour or spread around. 2
surround; suﬀuse. [< L circumfusus < circum around + fundere pour] —cir´cumfuʹsion, n.
cir·cum·lo·cu·tion (sėr´kәm lō kūʹshәn),
n. a roundabout way of speaking. [< L
circumlocutio < circum around + loqui
speak] —cir´cum·locʹu·to·ry, adj.
cir·cum·nav·i·gate (sėr´kәm navʹә gāt),
v., –gat·ed, –gat·ing. sail around.
—cir´cum·nav´i·gaʹtion, n. —cir´cumnavʹi·ga´tor, n.
cir·cum·po·lar (sėr´kәm pōʹlәr), adj.
around the North or South Pole. 2
revolving around either pole of the
heavens without sinking below the horizon: the circumpolar midnight sun.
cir· cum· scribe (sėr´ kәm skrībʹ), v.,
–scribed, –scrib·ing. 1 draw a line
around. 2 limit; restrict. 3 a draw (a
ﬁgure) around another ﬁgure so as
to touch as many points as possible.
b be so drawn around. [< L, < circum
around + scribere write] —cir´cumscribʹer, n.
cir·cum·scrip·tion (sėr´kәm skripʹshәn),
n. 1 a circumscribing. 2 thing that circumscribes. 3 outline; boundary. 4 limitation; restriction.
cir·cum·spect (sėrʹkәm spekt), adj. careful; cautious; prudent. [< L, < circum
around + specere look] —cir´cumspecʹtion, n. —cir´cum·specʹtive, adj.
—cirʹcum·spect´ly, adv. —cirʹcumspect´ness, n.

cir·cum·stance (sėrʹkәm stans), n. 1 condition of an act or event. 2 fact or event.
circumstances, condition or state of
aﬀairs.
under no circumstances, never.
under the circumstances, because
of conditions. [< L circumstantia surrounding condition < circum around +
stare stand] —cirʹcum·stanced, adj.
cir·cum·stan·tial (sėr´kәm stanʹshәl),
adj. 1 depending on circumstances: circumstantial evidence. 2 not essential. 3
giving full and exact details: a circumstantial report. —cir´cum·stan´ti·alʹity, cir´cum·stanʹtial·ness, n. —cir´cumstanʹtial·ly, adv.
cir·cum·stan·ti·ate (sėr´kәm stanʹshi āt),
v., –at·ed, –at·ing. support or prove with
details. —cir´cum·stan´ti·aʹtion, n.
cir·cum·vent (sėr´kәm ventʹ), v. get the
better of; defeat by trickery. [< L, < circum around + venire come] —cir´cumventʹer, cir´cum·venʹtor, n. —cir´cumvenʹtion, n. —cir´cum·venʹtive, adj.
cir·cus (sėrʹkәs), n. 1 a traveling show of
acrobats, clowns, horses, riders, and wild
animals. 2 Colloq. an amusing person,
thing, or event. [< L, ring]
cirque (sėrk), n. 1 a circular space. b natural amphitheater encircled by heights,
esp. one in the mountains formed by
erosion at the head of a glacier. 2 circlet;
ring. 3 ⫽circus.
cir·rho·sis (si rōʹsis), n. a diseased condition of the liver, kidneys, etc., due to
excessive formation of connective tissue. [< NL < Gk. kirrhos orange-yellow]
—cir·rhotʹic, adj.
cir·ro-cu·mu·lus or cir·ro·cu·mu·lus
(sir´ō kyüʹmyә lәs), n. wavelike cloud
formation of ice crystals occurring at
20,000 feet and alone.
cir·ro-stra·tus or cir·ro·stra·tus (sir´ō strāʹtәs), n. thin veil-like cloud formation of ice crystals occurring at 20,000
feet and alone.
cir·rus (sirʹәs), n., pl. cir·ri (sirʹī). 1 a
thin, ﬂeecy cloud very high in the air.
2 a tendril. 3 a slender appendage. [< L
cirrus curl]
cis·al·pine (sis alʹpīn; –pin), adj. occurring on the S side of the Alps.
cis·co (sisʹkō), n., pl. –coes, –cos. a whiteﬁsh or herring of the Great Lakes.
[< Am.Ind.]
Cis·ter·cian (sis tėrʹshәn), n. member of
a Benedictine order of monks and nuns
founded in France in 1098. —adj. of
this order.
cis·tern (sisʹtәrn), n. 1 reservoir or tank
for storing water. 2 vessel or cavity of the
body. [< L cisterna < cista box]
cit·a·del (sitʹә dәl; –del), n. 1 fortress
commanding a city. 2 a strongly fortiﬁed place; stronghold. 3 a refuge. [< F
< Ital. cittadella, dim. of città city]
ci·ta·tion (sī tāʹshәn), n. 1 quotation or
reference, esp. given as an authority. 2
speciﬁc mention in an oﬃcial dispatch.
3 public commendation or decoration. 4
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summons to appear before a law court.
—ciʹta·to´ry, adj.
cite (sīt), v., cit·ed, cit·ing. 1 quote (a passage, book, or author). 2 refer to. [< L
citare summon < ciere set in motion]
cith·a·ra (sithʹә rә), n. an ancient musical
instrument somewhat like a lyre. [< L
< Gk. kithara. Doublet of guitar and
zither.]
cith·er (sithʹәr), n. 1 ⫽cithara. 2 ⫽cithern.
cith·ern (sithʹәrn), n. a musical instrument somewhat like a guitar, popular
in the 16th and 17th centuries. Also,
cittern. [see cittern]
cit·i·zen (sitʹә zәn; –sәn), n. 1 person who
by birth or by choice is a member of a
state or nation. 2 person who is not a
soldier, policeman, etc.; civilian. 3 inhabitant of a city or town. [< AF citisein
< OF cite city]
cit·i·zen·ry (sitʹә zәn ri; –sәn–), n., pl.
–ries. citizens as a group.
citizens band, radio band designated by
the federal government for use by private citizens.
cit·i·zen·ship (sitʹә zәn ship´; –sәn–), n.
1 condition of being a citizen. 2 duties,
rights, and privileges of a citizen.
cit·rate (sitʹrāt; sīʹtrāt), n. salt or ester of
citric acid.
cit·ric (sitʹrik), adj. of or from fruits such
as lemons, limes, oranges, etc.
citric acid, acid, C6H8O7, from such fruits
as lemons, limes, etc., used as a ﬂavoring, as a medicine, and in making dyes.
cit·rine (sitʹrәn), adj. lemon-colored. —n.
a pale yellow.
cit·ron (sitʹrәn), n. 1 a pale-yellow fruit
somewhat like a lemon but larger, less
acid, and with a thicker rind. 2 the
candied rind of this fruit, used in fruit
cakes, plum pudding, candies, etc. 3
shrub or small tree that this fruit grows
on. [< F < Ital. citrone < L citrus citrus
tree]
cit·ron·el·la (sit´rәn elʹә), n. oil used in
making perfume, soap, liniment, etc.,
and for keeping mosquitoes away.
[< NL]
cit·rous (sitʹrәs), adj. pertaining to
fruits such as lemons, grapefruit, limes,
oranges, etc.
cit·rus (sitʹrәs), n. 1 any tree bearing
lemons, limes, oranges, or similar fruit.
2 Also, citrus fruit. fruit of such a tree.
—adj. of such trees. [< L]
cit·tern (sitʹәrn), n. ⫽cithern. [blend of L
cithara cithara + E gittern]
cit·y (sitʹi), n., pl. cit·ies, adj. —n. 1 a large
and important town. 2 division of local
government having a charter from the
state that ﬁxes its boundaries and powers. 3 people living in a city. —adj. 1 of a
city. 2 in a city. [< OF < L civitas citizenship, state, city < civis citizen]
city hall, a building containing oﬃces
for the oﬃcials, bureaus, etc., of a city
government.
city manager, person appointed by a city
council or commission to manage the

government of a city. He or she is not
elected by the people.
cit·y-state (sitʹi stātʹ), n. an independent
state consisting of a city and the territories depending on it.
civ·et (sivʹit), n. 1 a yellowish secretion
of certain glands of the civet cat. It has
a musky odor and is used in making
perfume. 2 Also, civet cat. a a small,
spotted animal of Africa, Europe, and
Asia having glands that secrete a yellowish substance with a musky odor. b any
of certain similar animals. [< F < Ital.
< Ar. zabād]
civ·ic (sivʹik), adj. 1 of a city. 2 of or having to do with citizenship. 3 of citizens.
[< L civicus < civis citizen] —civʹi·cally, adv.
civ·ics (sivʹiks), n. study of the duties,
rights, and privileges of citizens.
civ·il (sivʹәl), adj. 1 of a citizen or citizens;
2 of the government, state, or nation:
civil servants. 3 not military, naval, or
connected with the church. Post oﬃces
are part of the civil service of the government. 4 polite; courteous, [< L civilis
< civis citizen]
civil disobedience, refusal to obey the
laws of the state, as by not paying
taxes.
civil engineering, the planning and
directing of the construction of bridges,
roads, harbors, etc. —civil engineer.
ci·vil·ian (sә vilʹyәn), n. person who is
not in the military or part of a force, as
the police or ﬁre department. —adj. of
civilians; not military or naval.
ci·vil·i·ty (sә vilʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 politeness; courtesy. 2 act of politeness or
courtesy.
civ·i·li·za·tion (siv´ә lә zāʹshәn), n. 1
advanced stage in social development.
2 nations and peoples that have reached
advanced stages in social development.
3 the culture and ways of living of a
race, nation, etc.: Chinese civilization. 4
process of becoming civilized; improvement in culture. 5 act of civilizing.
civ·i·lize (sivʹә līz), v., –lized, –liz·ing.
bring out of a savage or barbarian condition; train in culture, science, and art;
humanize. [< Med.L civilizare. See civil,
–ize.] —civʹi·liz´a·ble, adj. —civʹi·liz´er, n.
civ·i·lized (sivʹә līzd), adj. 1 trained in
culture, art, and science. 2 of civilized
nations or persons.
civil law, law that regulates and protects
private rights and is controlled and used
by civil courts, not military courts.
civil liberty, right of a person to do and
say what he pleases as long as he does
not harm anyone else.
civ·il·ly (sivʹә li), adv. 1 politely; courteously. 2 according to the civil law.
civil rights, the rights of a citizen, esp.
the rights guaranteed to citizens of the
United States, irrespective of race or
color, by the Thirteenth and Fourteenth
Amendments to the Constitution.

civil service, public service concerned
with aﬀairs not military, naval, legislative, or judicial. —civil servant.
civil war, 1 war between two groups of
citizens of one nation. 2 Civil War, war
between the N and S states of the United
States from 1861 to 1865.
Cl, Chem. chlorine.
cl., 1 centiliter. 2 class. 3 clause.
clab·ber (klabʹәr), n. thick, sour milk.
—v. become thick in souring; curdle. [<
Irish clabar curds, short for bainne clabair bonnyclabber (curdled milk)]
clack (klak), v. make or cause to make
a short, sharp sound. —n. short, sharp
sound. [imit.] —clackʹer, n.
clad (klad), v. pt. and pp. of clothe.
claim (klām), v. 1 demand as one’s own
or one’s right. 2 assert one’s right to.
3 declare as a fact. 4 require; call for;
deserve. —n. 1 demand for something
due. 2 right or title to something. 3 something that is claimed. 4 piece of land that
a settler or prospector marks out.
jump a claim, seize land already claimed
by another.
lay claim to, assert one’s right to. [< OF
< L clamare call, proclaim] —claimʹable, adj. —claimʹer, n.
claim·ant (klāmʹәnt), n. one who makes
a claim.
clair·voy·ance (klãr voiʹәns), n. exceptional insight. [< F, < clair clear + voyant
seeing] —clair·voyʹant, adj., n.
clam (klam), n., v., clammed, clam·ming.
—n. mollusk somewhat like an oyster,
with a shell in two halves. 2 dull person.
—v. dig for clams.
clam up, Informal. stop talking;
refuse to speak.
happy as a clam, Informal. very happy.
[appar. special use of clam pair of pincers; OE clamm fetter]
clam·bake (klamʹbāk´), n. 1 picnic where
clams are baked or steamed, esp. at a
beach. 2 Informal. Fig. any meeting or
lively get-together.
clam·ber (klamʹbәr), v. climb, using
both hands and feet; scramble. [ME
clambre(n)] —clamʹber·er, n.
clam·my (klamʹi), adj., –mi·er, –miest. cold and damp. —clamʹmi·ly, adv.
—clamʹmi·ness, n.
clam·or (klamʹәr), n. 1 continual uproar;
shouting. 2 a noisy demand. —v. 1 shout.
2 demand or complain noisily. [< OF
< L, < clamare cry out] —clamʹor·er, n.
clam·or·ous (klamʹәr әs), adj. 1 shouting.
2 making noisy demands. —clamʹorous·ly, adv. —clamʹor·ous·ness, n.
clamp (klamp), n. device for holding
things tightly together. —v. fasten
together with a clamp.
clamp down, Informal. become
stricter.[< MDu. klampe]
clan (klan), n. 1 group of related families
that claim to be descended from a common ancestor. 2 group of people closely
joined together by some common interest. [< Scotch Gaelic clann family]
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clan·des·tine (klan desʹtәn), adj. secret;
concealed; underhand. [< L clandestinus,
ult. < clam secretly] —clan·desʹtine·ly,
adv. —clan·desʹtine·ness, n.
clang (klang), n. a loud, harsh, ringing
sound. —v. make a clang. [imit.]
clan·gor (klangʹgәr; klangʹәr), n. 1 continued clanging. 2 clang. —v. clang.
[< L, < clangere clang] —clanʹgor·ous,
adj. —clanʹgor·ous·ly, adv.
clank (klangk), n. a sharp, harsh sound
like the rattle of a heavy chain. —v. make
such a sound. [? < Du. klank]
clan·nish (klanʹish), adj. 1 pertaining to
a clan. 2 closely united; not liking outsiders. —clanʹnish·ly, adv. —clanʹnishness, n.
clans·man (klanzʹmәn), n., pl. –men.
member of a clan.
clap (klap), n., v., clapped, clap·ping.
—n. 1 a sudden noise, such as a burst
of thunder, the sound of hands struck
together, or the sound of a loud slap. 2
applause. —v. 1 strike together loudly. 2
applaud by striking the hands together.
3 put or place quickly and eﬀectively.
[OE clœppan]
clap·board (klabʹәrd; klapʹbôrd; –bōrd),
n. a thin board, thicker along one edge
than along the other, used to cover the
outer walls of wooden buildings. —v.
cover with clapboards.
clap·per (klapʹәr), n. 1 one that claps. 2
part that strikes a bell. 3 device for making noise.
clap·trap (klapʹtrap´), n. empty talk;
insincere remark. —adj. cheap and
showy.
claque (klak), n. 1 group that applauds
or follows another person for selﬁsh
reasons. 2 group of persons hired to
applaud in a theater. [< F, < claquer
clap]
clar·et (klarʹәt), n. 1 kind of red wine. 2 a
dark, purplish red. —adj. dark purplishred. [< OF, light colored, < cler clear]
clar·i·fy (klarʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1
make or become clear; purify: clarify fat
by straining it. 2 make clearer; explain.
[< OF < LL clariﬁcare < L clarus clear
+ facere make] —clar´i·ﬁ·caʹtion, n.
—clarʹi·ﬁ´er, n.
clar·i·net (klar´ә netʹ), n. a wooden wind
instrument played by means of holes
and keys. [< F clarinette, dim. of clarine
bell < L clarus clear] —clar´i·netʹist,
clar´i·netʹtist, n.
clar·i·on (klarʹi әn), adj. clear and shrill.
—n. 1 a clear, shrill sound. 2 a kind of
trumpet with clear, shrill tones. [< Med.
L clario < L clarus clear]
clar·i·ty (klarʹә ti), n. clearness.
clash (klash), n. 1 a loud, harsh sound
like that of striking metal. 2 conﬂict. —v.
1 strike with a clash. 2 disagree strongly;
conﬂict. [imit.]
clasp (klasp; kläsp), n. 1 thing to fasten
two parts or pieces together. 2 a ﬁrm
grip with the hand. —v. 1 fasten together
with a clasp. 2 hold closely with the arms

or hands. 3 grip ﬁrmly with the hand.
[ME claspe(n)] —claspʹer, n.
class (klas; kläs), n. 1 group of persons
or things alike in some way; kind; sort.
2 group of students taught together. 3 a
meeting of such a group. 4 rank or division of society: the middle class. 5 high
rank in society. 6 grade; quality: ﬁrst
class is the best way to travel. 7 group of
animals or plants ranking below a phylum or subkingdom and above an order.
—v. put or be in a class or group.
the classes, economic and social divisions of society. [< L classis class, collection, ﬂeet] —classʹa·ble, adj. —classʹer, n.
class., 1 classic; classical. 2 classiﬁcation.
3 classiﬁed.
clas·sic (klasʹik), adj. 1 of the highest
grade or quality; excellent; ﬁrst-class. 2
of the literature, art, and life of ancient
Greece and Rome. 3 like this literature
and art; simple, regular, and restrained.
4 famous in literature or history. —n. 1
work of literature or art of the highest
quality. 2 author or artist of acknowledged excellence.
the classics, the literature of ancient
Greece and Rome. [< L classicus < classis
class]
clas·si·cal (klasʹә kәl), adj. 1 ⫽classic. 2
knowing the classics well. 3 devoted
to the classics. 4 based on the classics.
5 orthodox and sound, but not quite
up to date: classical physics. 6 Music. of
high quality and enjoyed especially by
serious students of music. —clas´sicalʹi·ty, n. —clasʹsi·cal·ly, adv. —clasʹsical·ness, n.
clas·si·cism (klasʹә siz әm), clas·si·calism (–kәl iz´әm), n. 1 principles of the
literature and art of ancient Greece and
Rome. 2 adherence to these principles.
3 knowledge of the literature of ancient
Greece and Rome; classical scholarship.
4 idiom or form from Greek or Latin
introduced into another language.
clas·si·cist (klasʹә sist), n. 1 follower of
the principles of classicism in literature
and art. 2 expert in the literature of
ancient Greece and Rome. 3 person who
urges the study of Greek and Latin. Also,
clas·si·cal·ist.
clas·si·ﬁ·ca·tion (klas´ә fә kāʹshәn), n.
arrangement in classes or groups; a
grouping according to some system.
—clasʹsi·ﬁ·ca·to´ry, adj.
clas·si·ﬁed (klasʹәe fīd), adj. 1 of certain
public documents of the U.S., having a
classiﬁcation as secret, conﬁdential, or
restricted. 2 secret.
the classiﬁeds, classiﬁed ads in a newspaper.
classiﬁed ad, want ad.
class·ism (klasʹ iz әm), n. discrimination based on economic or social class.
—class ʹ ist, n., adj.
clas·si·fy (klasʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing.
arrange in classes or groups; group
according to some system. —clasʹsi·ﬁ´able, adj. —clasʹsi·ﬁ´er, n.

class·less (klasʹlis; kläsʹ–), adj. without
classes, esp. social or economic: the
dream of a classless society.
class·mate (klasʹmāt´; kläsʹ–), n. member
of the same class in school.
class·room (klasʹrüm´; –ru̇m´; kläsʹ–),
n. room where classes meet in school;
schoolroom.
class·y (klasʹē), adj., class·i·er, class·i·est.
Informal. smart; stylish.
clat·ter (klatʹәr), n. 1 a confused noise
like that of many plates being struck
together. 2 noisy talk. —v. 1 move or fall
with confused noise; make a confused
noise. 2 talk fast and noisily. 3 cause to
clatter. [OE clatrian] —clatʹter·er, n.
—clatʹter·ing·ly, adv.
clause (klôz), n. 1 part of a sentence
having a subject and predicate. In “He
came before we left,” “He came” is a
main clause, and “before we left” is a
subordinate clause. 2 a single provision of a law, treaty, or any other written
agreement. [< Med.L clausa for L clausula close of a period < claudere close]
—clausʹal, adj.
claus·tro·pho·bi·a (klôs´trә fōʹbi ә), n.
morbid fear of enclosed spaces. [< NL,
< L claustrum closed place + E –phobia
fear (< Gk.)]
clave (klāv), v. Archaic. pt. of cleave2.
clav·i·chord (klavʹә kôrd), n. a stringed
musical instrument with a keyboard.
The piano developed from it. [< Med.L
< L clavis key + chorda string]
clav·i·cle (klavʹә kәl), n. ⫽collarbone. [< L
clavicula bolt, dim. of clavis key] —clavicʹu·lar, adj.
cla·vier (klә virʹ), n. any musical instrument with a keyboard, as the harpsichord and clavichord. [< G < F < L
clavis key]
claw (klô), n. 1 a sharp, hooked nail on a
bird’s or animal’s foot. 2 foot with such
sharp, hooked nails. 3 pincers of lobsters, crabs, etc. 4 anything like a claw. 5
act of clawing. —v. scratch, tear, seize, or
pull with claws or hands.
get one’s claws into, lay hold of; attack.
[OE clawu]
clay (klā), n. 1 a stiﬀ, sticky kind of earth,
that can be easily shaped when wet and
hardens after drying or baking. 2 earth.
3 human body. [OE clœg] —clayʹey,
clayʹish, adj.
clay·more (klāʹmôr; –mōr), n. a heavy,
two-edged sword, formerly used by
Scottish Highlanders. [< Scotch Gaelic
claidheamh mor great sword]
clay pigeon, 1 disk-shaped clay target
thrown or shot into the air, used as a
target in trap-shooting. 2 Informal. Fig.
person in a vulnerable position.
clean (klēn), adj. 1 free from dirt or ﬁlth.
2 pure; innocent. 3 having clean habits.
4 even; regular: a clean cut. 5 free from
anything that mars or impedes; clear:
clean copy. 6 complete; entire; total. 7
of atomic weapons, causing little or no
radioactive fallout. —adv. completely;
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totally. —v. 1 make clean. 2 perform a
process of cleaning.
clean out, a empty. b use up. c Informal.
eject (undesirable people) from a place.
d Informal. steal or take by cheating.
clean up, a make clean. b put in order.
c Informal. ﬁnish; complete. d free of
undesirable people. e Informal. make a
great deal of money.
come clean, Informal. tell everything;
confess fully. [OE clœ̄ne] —cleanʹa·ble,
adj. —cleanʹness, n.
clean-cut (klēnʹkutʹ), adj. 1 having clear,
sharp outlines. 2 clear; deﬁnite; distinct.
clean·er (klēnʹәr), n. 1 person whose work
is cleaning. 2 anything that removes dirt,
grease, or stains.
clean·ly (adj. klenʹli; adv. klēnʹli), adj.,
–li·er, –li·est, adv. —adj. clean; habitually clean. —adv. in a clean manner.
—cleanʹli·ly, adv. —cleanʹli·ness, n.
clean room, sterilized and pressurized
room for laboratory work, making parts
for electronics, spacecraft, etc.
cleanse (klenz), v,, cleansed, cleansing. 1 make clean. 2 make pure. [OE
clœ̄nsian < clœ̄ne clean] —cleansʹa·ble,
adj. —cleansʹer, n.
clean·up (klēnʹup´), n. a cleaning up.
clear (klir), adj. 1 not cloudy; bright.
2 transparent: clear glass. 3 having a
pure color: a clear blue. 4 that perceives
distinctly: a clear mind. 5 easily seen,
heard, or understood. 6 sure; certain.
7 not blocked; open. 8 innocent. 9 free
from debts or charges. 10 complete. —v.
1 make or become clear. 2 remove to
leave a space. 3 pass by or over without
touching. 4 make free from blame or
guilt. 5 make as proﬁt. 6 get (a ship or
cargo) free on entering or leaving a port.
7 exchange (checks and bills) between
banks. —adv. 1 in a clear manner. 2
completely; entirely.
clear away, a remove to leave a space clear.
b disappear. c clear dishes from a table.
clear oﬀ, a remove something. b be oﬀ;
leave a place clear.
clear out, a make clear by throwing out
or emptying. b Informal. go away.
clear up, a make clear. b become clear.
c put in order by clearing. d Fig. make
clear by explaining.
in the clear, free; innocent. [< OF < L
clarus clear] —clearʹa·ble, adj. —clearʹer,
n. —clearʹly, adv. —clearʹness, n.
clear·ance (klirʹәns), n. 1 act of making clear. 2 a clear space between two
objects. 3 permission of ship or aircraft to leave. 4 the settling of accounts
between banks.
clear-cut (klirʹkutʹ), adj. 1 having clear,
sharp outlines. 2 clear; deﬁnite; distinct.
clear-head·ed (klirʹhedʹid), adj. having or
showing a clear understanding. —clearʹheadʹed·ly, adv. —clearʹ-headʹed·ness, n.
clear·ing (klirʹing), n. an open space of
cleared land in a forest.
clearing house, central location for settling ﬁnancial transactions.

clear-sight·ed (klirʹsītʹid), adj. 1 able
to see clearly. 2 able to understand or
think clearly. —clearʹ-sightʹed·ly, adv.
—clearʹ-sightʹed·ness, n.
clear·sto·ry (klirʹstô´ri; –stō´–), n., pl.
–ries. ⫽clerestory.
cleat (klēt), n. 1 strip of wood or iron fastened across anything for support or for
sure footing. 2 piece of wood or metal
used for securing ropes or lines. —v.
fasten to or with a cleat. [ME cleete]
cleav·age (klēvʹij), n. 1 split; division.
2 way in which something splits or
divides. 3 any of the series of divisions
by which a fertilized egg develops into
an embryo.
cleave1 (klēv), v., cleft or cleaved or clove,
cleft or cleaved or clo·ven, cleav·ing. 1
split; divide. 2 pass through; pierce; penetrate. 3 make by cutting. [OE clēofan]
—cleavʹa·ble, adj.
cleave2 (klēv), v., cleaved or (Archaic)
clave, cleaved, cleav·ing. stick; cling; be
faithful. [OE cleoﬁan]
cleav·er (klēvʹәr), n. 1 one that cleaves.
2 cutting tool with a heavy blade and a
short handle.
clef (klef), n. symbol indicating the pitch
of the musical notes on a staﬀ. [< F < L
clavis key]
cleft (kleft), v. pt. and pp. of cleave1.
—adj. split; divided. —n. a space or
opening made by splitting; crack. [OE
geclyft]
clem·a·tis (klemʹә tis), n. vine with clusters of fragrant white or purple ﬂowers.
[< L < Gk., < klema vine branch]
clem·en·cy (klemʹәn sē), n. 1 mercy or
leniency in the use of power or authority. 2 mildness, as of weather.
clem·ent (klemʹәnt), adj. 1 merciful. 2
mild. [< L clemens] —clemʹent·ly, adv.
clench (klench), v. 1 close tightly together:
clench one’s ﬁsts in anger. 2 grasp ﬁrmly;
grip tightly. 3 clinch (a nail, etc.). —n.
ﬁrm grasp; tight grip. [OE (be)clencan
hold fast] —clenchʹer, n.
Cle·o·pat·ra (klē´ә patʹrә; –pāʹtrә; –päʹtrә), n. 69?–30 b.c., last queen of ancient
Egypt, – b.c.
clere·sto·ry (klirʹstô´ri; –stō´–), n., pl.
–ries. 1 the upper part of the wall of a
church, having windows in it above the
roofs of the aisles. 2 a similar structure
in any building. Also, clearstory. [appar.
< clere clear + story2]
cler·gy (klėrʹji), n., pl. –gies. persons
ordained for religious work; ministers,
pastors, and priests. [< OF clergie, ult.
< LL clericus cleric]
cler·gy·man (klėrʹji mәn), n., pl. –men.
member of the clergy; minister; pastor;
priest.
cler·ic (klerʹik), n. clergyman. —adj. of
a clergyman or the clergy. [< LL < Gk.,
< kleros clergy, orig., lot, allotment. Doublet of clerk.]
cler·i·cal (klerʹә kәl), adj. 1 of a clerk or
clerks; for clerks. 2 of a clergyman or the
clergy. 3 supporting the power or inﬂu-
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ence of the clergy in politics. —clerʹical·ly, adv.
cler·i·cal·ism (klerʹә kәl iz´em), n. power
or inﬂuence of the clergy in politics.
—clerʹi·cal·ist, n.
clerk (klėrk), n. 1 person whose work is
waiting on customers and selling goods
in a store. 2 person whose work is keeping records or accounts, in an oﬃce. 3
oﬃcial who keeps records and takes
care of regular business in a law court,
legislature, etc. 4 layman who has minor
church duties. —v. work as a clerk. [< LL
clericus. Doublet of cleric.] —clerkʹly,
adv. —clerkʹli·ness, n. —clerkʹship, n.
Cleve·land (klēvʹlәnd), n. 1 city in NE
Ohio, on Lake Erie. 2 (Stephen) Grover,
1837–1908, the 22nd and 24th president
of the United States 1885–89, 1893–97.
clev·er (klevʹәr), adj. 1 bright; intelligent. 2 skillful or expert. [ME cliver]
—clevʹer·ly, adv. —clevʹer·ness, n.
clev·is (klevʹis), n. a U-shaped piece of
metal with a bolt or pin through the
ends. [akin to cleave1]
clew (klü), n. 1 ⫽clue. 2 ball of thread or
yarn. —v. coll into a ball. [OE cleowen]
cli·ché (klē shāʹ), n. a worn-out idea or
trite expression. [< F, pp. of clicher stereotype] —cli·chédʹ, adj.
click (klik), n. a light, sharp sound like that
of a key turning in a lock. —v. 1 make a
light, sharp sound. 2 activate an icon for
a computer program, using a mouse.
3 be a success. [imit.] —clickʹer, n.
cli·ent (klīʹәnt), n. 1 person for whom
a lawyer acts. 2 customer. [< L cliens;
akin to –clinare lean] —cli·enʹtal, adj.
—cliʹent·less, adj.
cli·en·tele (klī´әn telʹ), n. 1 clients; customers. 2 number of clients. [< L clientela]
cliﬀ (klif), n. a high, steep rock. [OE clif]
cliﬀ dweller, 1 member of a group of
prehistoric people in the SW United
States who lived in a cave or house built
into a cliﬀ and were ancestors of the
Pueblo Indians. 2 Informal. person who
lives in a large apartment house. —cliﬀ
dwelling.
cliﬀ·hang·er (klifʹhang´әr), n. ﬁlm, story,
etc. that depends upon sustained suspense
for dramatic interest. —adj. suspenseful.
cli·mac·ter·ic (klī makʹtәr ik; klī´mak terʹik), n. time when some important event occurs; crucial period. —adj.
Also, climacterical. of or like such a
period; crucial. [< L < Gk., < klimakter
rung of a ladder < klimax ladder]
cli·mac·tic (klī makʹtik), cli·mac·ti·cal
(–tә kәl), adj. of or forming a climax.
cli·mate (klīʹmit), n. 1 the kind of weather
a place has. 2 intellectual and moral
atmosphere. [< L < Gk. klima slope (of
the earth) < klinein incline] —cli·matʹic,
adj. —cli·matʹi·cal·ly, adv.
cli·ma·tol·o·gy (klī´mә tolʹә ji), n. science
that deals with climate. —cli´ma·tologʹic, cli´ma·to·logʹi·cal, adj. —cli´matolʹo·gist, n.
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climax

cli·max (klīʹmaks), n. 1 the highest point;
most exciting part. 2 arrangement of
ideas in a rising scale of interest. —v.
bring or come to a climax. [< LL < Gk.
klimax ladder]
climb (klīm), v., climbed, climb·ing, n.
—v. 1 go up by using the hands or feet;
ascend: climb a ladder. 2 rise slowly:
climb from poverty to wealth. 3 grow
upward: some vines climb. —n. 1 a climbing; ascent. 2 place to be climbed.
climb down, a go down. b give in. [OE
climban] —climbʹa·ble, adj. —climbʹer, n.
clime (klīm), n. Poetic. 1 country; region.
2 climate. [< L clima. See climate.]
clinch (klinch), v. 1 fasten (a driven nail,
a bolt, etc.) ﬁrmly by bending over the
part that projects. 2 settle decisively:
clinch a bargain. 3 grasp tight. —n. 1 a
clinching. 2 a tight grasp in ﬁghting or
wrestling, [var. of clench]
clinch·er (klinʹchәr), n. 1 nail or bolt that
is clinched. 2 argument, statement, etc.,
that is decisive.
cling (kling), v,, clung, cling·ing, n. —v.
1 stick; hold fast. 2 keep near. —n. act
of clinging. [OE clingan] —clingʹer, n.
—clingʹing·ly, adv. —clingʹy, adj.
cling·stone (klingʹstōn´), n. peach whose
stone clings to the ﬂeshy part.
clin·ic (klinʹik), n. 1 place, usually connected with a hospital or medical school,
where out-patients can receive medical treatment. 2 instruction of medical
students by treating patients in the students’ presence. [< L < Gk. klinikos of a
bed < kline bed]
clin·i·cal (klinʹә kәl), adj. 1 of or having to do with a clinic. 2 having to do
with the study of disease by observation
of the patient. 3 Fig. coldly analytical;
impersonal. —clinʹi·cal·ly, adv.
clinical medicine, study of disease by
observation of the patient rather than by
experiment or autopsy.
cli·ni·cian (kli nishʹәn), n. physician who
practices or teaches clinical medicine.
clink (klingk), n. a light, sharp, ringing
sound. —v. 1 make a clink. 2 cause to
clink. [ME clinke(n), ? < Du. klinken]
clink·er (klingkʹәr), n. 1 a large, rough
cinder. 2 Informal. Fig. stupid mistake
or the result of one. [< Du. klinker brick
< klinken ring]
cli·nom·e·ter (klī nomʹә tәr; kli–), n.
instrument for measuring deviation
from the horizontal. [< L –clinare incline
+ –meter]
Clin·ton (klinʹtәn), William (Bill) Jefferson, 1946– . 42nd president of the
United States, 1993–2001.
Cli·o (klīʹō), n. Gk. Myth. the Muse of
history.
clip1 (klip), v., clipped, clip·ping, n. —v.
1 cut. 2 cut the hair or ﬂeece of. 3 omit
sounds in pronouncing. 4 curtail. 5 hit
or punch sharply. —n. 1 act of clipping.
2 anything clipped oﬀ. 3 fast motion. 4
a sharp blow, etc. 5 one time: at one clip.
[ME clippe(n), prob. < Scand. klippa]

clip2 (klip), v., clipped, clip·ping, n. —v.
hold tight; fasten. —n. 1 thing used for
clipping (things) together. 2 a metal
holder for cartridges on some ﬁrearms.
[OE clyppan embrace]
clip·board (klipʹbôrd´; –bōrd´), n. small
board with a strong spring clip on one
end for holding paper while writing.
clipped word, a shortened form made by
dropping a syllable or more, as ad for
advertisement.
clip·per (klipʹәr), n. 1 person who clips or
cuts. 2 Often, clippers. tool for cutting. 3
a sailing ship built and rigged for speed.
clip·ping (klipʹing), n. piece cut out of a
newspaper, magazine, etc.
clique (klēk; klik), n. a small, exclusive set
or snobbish group of people. [< F, < cliquer click] —cliʹquish, adj. —cliʹquishly, adv. —cliʹquish·ness, n.
cli·to·ris (klīʹtә ris; klitʹә-), n. in most
mammals, a small organ of the female
homologous to the penis of the male.
[< NL < Gk., < kleiein shut]
clo·a·ca (klō āʹkә), n., pl. –cae (–sē). 1
sewer. 2 cavity in the body of birds,
reptiles, amphibians, etc., into which the
intestinal, urinary, and generative canals
open. [< L, prob. < cluere purge] —cloaʹcal, adj.
cloak (klōk), n. 1 a loose outer garment
with or without sleeves. 2 anything that
hides or conceals. —v. 1 cover with a
cloak. 2 hide. [< OF < LL clocca, orig.,
bell, < OIrish cloc]
cloak-and-dag·ger (klōkʹәnd dagʹәr), adj.
associated or done with secrecy and
violence.
cloak·room (klōkʹrüm´; –ru̇m´), n. room
where coats, hats, etc., can be left for
a time.
clob·ber (klobʹәr), v. Slang. 1 attack violently. 2 Fig. defeat severely.
clock (klok), n. instrument for measuring
and showing time, esp. one that is not
carried around like a watch. —v. 1 measure the time of. 2 record the time of.
against the clock, so as to ﬁnish in a
given amount of time.
around the clock, all day and night.
beat the clock, complete something
in less time than expected or allotted.
[< MDu. clocke < OF cloque or LL clocca
< OIrish cloc] —clockʹer, n.
clock·wise (klokʹwīz´), adv., adj. in the
direction in which the hands of a clock
move.
clock· work
(klokʹ wėrk´),
n.
1
machinery used to run a clock. 2
machinery like this.
like clockwork, with great regularity.
clod (klod), n. 1 lump of earth; lump. 2
a stupid person; blockhead. [OE clod]
—clodʹdy, adj.
clod·hop·per (klodʹhop´әr), n. 1 a clumsy
boor. 2 a large, heavy shoe.
clog (klog), v., clogged, clog·ging, n. —v.
1 ﬁll up; choke up. 2 become ﬁlled or
choked up. 3 hinder; interfere; hold
back. —n. 1 thing that hinders or inter-

feres. 2 a heavy shoe with a wooden sole.
3 a lighter shoe [ME clogge block]
cloi·son·né (kloi´zә neʹ), n. decorative enamel applied to a metal surface
between thin metal strips that outline
the design, which is then ﬁred and
polished.
clois·ter (kloisʹtәr), n. 1 a covered walk
along the wall of a building, with a row
of pillars on the open side. 2 place of
religious retirement; convent or monastery. 3 a quiet place shut away from the
world. —v. shut away in a quiet place.
the cloister, the secluded monastic or
conventual life [< OF < L claustrum
closed place, lock < claudere close]
—cloisʹtral, adj.
clois·tered (kloiʹstәrd), adj. 1 secluded. 2
having a cloister.
clone (klōn), n. 1 any plant or animal
produced asexually from a single parent or ancestor. 2 Fig. exact duplicate
of another. —v. 1 reproduce asexually
from a single parent or ancestor. 2 Fig.
copy.
clonk (klongk), n., v. ⫽clunk.
clop (klop), n. sharp sound such as made
by a horse’s hoof on a hard surface. —v.
make such a sound.
close1 (kloz), v., closed, clos·ing, n. —v. 1
shut. 2 ﬁll: close a gap. 3 bring or come
together: close the ranks of troops. 4
come to terms; agree. 5 end; ﬁnish: close
a debate. —n. end; ﬁnish.
close down, shut completely.
close in, come near and shut in on
all sides.
close out, sell to get rid of.
close up, a shut completely. b bring or
come nearer together. c heal. d ﬁnish oﬀ;
wind up. [< OF clore < L claudere close]
close2 (klōs), adj., clos·er, clos·est, adv.
—adj. 1 near together; near. 2 tight;
narrow: close quarters. 3 compact. 4 intimate; dear. 5 exact: a close translation.
6 strict: close attention. 7 having little
fresh air: a close room. 8 secret; hidden.
9 stingy. 10 nearly equal; almost even.
—adv. in a close manner. [< OF clos <
L clausum closed place < claudere close]
—closeʹly, adv. —closeʹness, n.
close call (klōs), Colloq. narrow escape.
closed captioning, use of captions in
television programming to assist viewers who cannot hear the sound. —closed
captioned.
closed-cir·cuit (klōzdʹsėrʹkit), adj. denoting or having to do with television
broadcasting that is limited to a certain
audience, as in a group of classrooms,
etc.
closed shop, factory or business that
employs only members of labor unions.
close-ﬁst·ed (klōsʹﬁsʹtid), adj. ⫽stingy.
—closeʹﬁstʹed·ly, adv. —closeʹﬁstʹedness, n.
close-hauled (klōsʹhôldʹ), adj. having
sails set for sailing as nearly as possible
in the direction from which the wind
is blowing.

coclose-knit (klōsʹnitʹ), adj. ﬁrmly united
by aﬀection or common interest.
close-mouthed (klōsʹmouthdʹ; –mouthtʹ),
adj. not fond of talking; reticent.
close shave (klōs), Informal. narrow
escape from danger or an accident.
clos·et (klozʹit), n. 1 a small room used
for storing clothes or household supplies. 2 a small, private room for prayer,
study, or interviews. 3 a water closet;
toilet. —adj. private; secluded. —v. shut
up in a private room for a secret talk.
[< OF, dim. of clos < L clausum closed
place < claudere to close]
close-up (klōsʹup´), n. 1 picture taken at
close range. 2 a close view.
clo·sure (klōʹzhәr), n. 1 a closing. 2 a
closed condition. 3 Also, cloture. way
of ending a debate in a legislature and
getting an immediate vote on the question being discussed. 4 in psychology,
acceptance of a fact or situation, etc., as
a loss or death. [< OF < LL clausura < L
claudere close]
clot (klot), n., v., clot·ted, clot·ting. —n.
a half-solid lump; thickened mass, as of
coagulated blood. —v. form into clots.
[OE clott]
cloth (klôth; kloth), n., pl. cloths (klôthz;
klothz; klôths; kloths), adj. —n. 1 material made from wool, cotton, silk, linen,
hair, etc., by weaving, knitting, or rolling
and pressing. 2 piece of this material
for some purpose, as a tablecloth. —adj.
made of cloth.
(made) out of whole cloth, entirely false
or imaginary.
the cloth, clergymen; the clergy. [OE
clāth]
clothe (klōth), v., clothed or clad, clothing. 1 put clothes on; cover with clothes;
dress. 2 provide with clothes. 3 cover.
4 provide; furnish; equip: clothed with
authority. [OE clāthian < clāth cloth]
clothes (klōz; klōthz), n.pl. 1 covering for
a person’s body. 2 coverings for a bed.
clothes·horse (klōzʹhôrs´; klōthzʹ–), n.
1 frame to hang clothes on to dry or
air them. 2 Fig. a person who models clothes. b person, usually a woman,
who has an unusually strong interest
in clothes.
clothes·line (klōzʹlīn´; klōthzʹ–), n. rope
or wire to hang clothes on to dry or
air them.
clothes·pin (klōzʹpin´; klōthzʹ–), n. a
wooden or plastic clip to hold clothes
on a clothesline.
clothes tree, an upright pole with
branches on which to hang coats and
hats.
cloth·ier (klōthʹyәr; –i әr), n. 1 seller or
maker of clothing. 2 seller of cloth.
cloth·ing (klōthʹing), n. 1 clothes. 2 covering.
Clo·tho (klōʹthō), n. Gk. Myth. one of
the three Fates. Clotho spins the thread
of life.
clo·ture (klōʹchәr), n. U.S. ⫽closure (def.
3.). [< F < VL clausitura. See closure.]

cloud (kloud), n. 1 a white, gray, or almost
black mass in the sky, made up of tiny
drops of water. 2 mass of smoke or
dust. 3 a great number of things moving close together: a cloud of arrows.
4 streak; spot. 5 anything that darkens
or dims; cause of gloom, trouble, suspicion, or disgrace. —v. 1 cover with
a cloud or clouds. 2 grow cloudy. 3
streak; spot: clouded marble. 4 make or
become gloomy, troubled, suspected, or
disgraced.
in the clouds, a far above the earth.
b fanciful; theoretical. c daydreaming;
absent-minded.
under a cloud, a under suspicion; in
disgrace. b in gloom or trouble. [OE clūd
rock, hill] —cloudʹless, adj.
cloud·burst (kloudʹbėrst´), n. a sudden,
violent rainfall.
cloud·y (kloudʹi), adj., cloud·i·er, cloud·iest. 1 covered with clouds; having clouds
in it. 2 of or like clouds. 3 not clear: a
cloudy liquid. 4 streaked; spotted: cloudy
marble. 5 confused; indistinct: a cloudy
notion. 6 gloomy; frowning. —cloudʹily, adv. —cloudʹi·ness, n.
clout (klout), n. 1 a blow, esp. with the
hand. 2 Fig. importance; power or inﬂuence. —v. strike, esp. with the hand; cuﬀ.
[OE clūt small piece of cloth or metal]
clove1 (klōv), n. 1 a strong, fragrant spice
obtained from the dried ﬂower buds of
a tropical tree. 2 the dried ﬂower bud.
3 the tree. [ME cloue < OF clou < L
clavus nail]
clove2 (klōv), n. a small, separate section
of a bulb: a clove of garlic. [OE clufu]
clove3 (klōv), v. pt. of cleave1.
clo·ven (klōʹvәn), v. pp. of cleave1. —adj.
split; divided.
clo·ven-hoofed (klōʹvәn hu̇ftʹ; –hüftʹ),
adj. 1 having cloven hoofs. 2 devilish.
clo·ver (klōʹvәr), n. a low plant with
leaves in three small parts and rounded
heads of small red, white, or purple
ﬂowers, grown as food for horses and
cattle. [OE clāfre]
clown (kloun), n. 1 person whose business is to amuse others by wearing
funny costumes and makeup and performing tricks and jokes. 2 a bad-mannered, awkward person. —v. act like a
clown; play tricks and jokes; act silly.
—clownʹish, adj. —clownʹish·ly, adv.
—clownʹish·ness, n.
cloy (kloi), v. 1 weary by too much,
too sweet, or too rich food. 2 weary
by too much of anything pleasant.
[< MF encloyer < clou < L clavus nail]
—cloyʹing·ly, adv. —cloyʹing·ness, n.
club (klub), n., v., clubbed, club·bing.
—n. 1 a heavy stick of wood, thicker at
one end, used as a weapon. 2 stick or bat
used to hit a ball in games. 3 group of
people joined together for some special
purpose: a tennis club. 4 a building or
rooms used by a club. 5 ⫽nightclub. 6
a playing card with one or more black,
three-leafed designs on it shaped like
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this: ♣. —v. 1 beat or hit with a club. 2
join; unite; combine.
clubs, suit of cards marked with black,
three-leafed ﬁgures. [< Scand. klubba]
club·foot (klubʹfu̇t´), n., pl. –feet. 1 a
deformed foot. 2 deformity of the foot
caused by faulty development before
birth. —clubʹfootʹed, adj.
club·house (klubʹhous´), n. a building
used by a club.
club sandwich, sandwich, usually made
in two layers of toast, with tomato, lettuce, bacon, and turkey or chicken.
club soda, ⫽soda water.
cluck (kluk), n. 1 sound made by a hen
calling her chickens. 2 Slang. Informal.
⫽blockhead. —v. make such a sound,
[imit.]
clue (klü), n. guide to the solving of a
mystery or problem. Also, clew. [var. of
clew; OE cliwen]
clue·less (klüʹlis), adj. naive; unsophisticated.
clump (klump), n. 1 cluster: a clump of
trees. 2 lump: a clump of earth. 3 sound
of heavy, clumsy walking. —v. 1 form
into a clump; form a clump. 2 walk
heavily and clumsily. [var. of OE clympre
lump of metal] —clumpʹy, clumpʹish,
adj.
clum·sy (klumʹzi), adj., –si·er, –si·est. 1
not graceful or skillful; awkward. 2 not
well-shaped or well-made. [< clumse
be numb with cold, prob. < Scand.]
—clumʹsi·ly, adv. —clumʹsi·ness, n.
clung (klung), v. pt. and pp. of cling.
clus·ter (klusʹtәr), n. number of things
of the same kind growing or grouped
together. —v. form into a cluster; gather
in clusters; group together closely. [OE]
—clusʹter·y, adj.
cluster bomb, bomb that scatters small
bombs upon impact.
clutch1 (kluch), n, 1 a tight grasp. 2 a
grasping claw, paw, hand, etc. 3 device
in a machine for connecting or disconnecting the engine or motor that makes
it go. 4 lever or pedal that operates
this device. —v. 1 grasp tightly. 2 seize
eagerly; snatch.
clutches, control; power. [var. of OE
clyccan bend, clench]
clutch2 (kluch), n. 1 nest of eggs. 2 brood
of chickens. [var. of cletch < cleck hatch
< Scand. klekja]
clut·ter (klutʹәr), n. a litter; confusion; disorder. —v. litter with things.
—clutʹter·y, adj.
Clydes·dale (klīdzʹdāl), n. strong draft
horse with distinctive long hair on the
legs.
Cly·tem·nes·tra (klī´tәm nesʹtrә), n. Gk.
Legend. wife of Agamemnon. She killed
her husband and was killed by her son,
Orestes.
Cm, curium.
cm., cm, centimeter; centimeters.
co–, preﬁx. 1 with; together: cooperate =
act with or together. 2 joint; fellow: coauthor = joint or fellow author. 3 equally:
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Co

coextensive = equally extensive. [< L, var.
of com–]
Co, cobalt.
Co., co., 1 Company. 2 County.
CO, (zip code) Colorado.
C.O., Commanding Oﬃcer.
c.o., c/o, 1 in care of. 2 carried over.
coach (kōch), n. 1 a large, closed carriage
with seats inside and often on top. 2 a
railroad passenger car. 3 ⫽motorcoach.
4 class of airfare that is less expensive
than ﬁrst class. 5 person who teaches
or trains athletic teams, etc. 6 private
teacher who helps a student prepare for
a special test. —v. 1 teach; train. 2 help
to prepare for a special test. [< Hung.
kocsi]
coach-and-four (kōchʹәn fôrʹ; –fōrʹ), n.
coach pulled by four horses.
coach dog, ⫽Dalmatian.
coach·man (kōchʹmәn), n., pl. –men.
man whose work was driving a coach
or carriage.
co·ad·ju·tor (kō ajʹә tәr; kō´ә jüʹtәr), n. 1
assistant; helper. 2 bishop appointed to
assist a bishop.
co·ag·u·late (kō agʹyә lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lating. change from a liquid into a thickened mass; thicken. [< L, < coagulum
means of curdling < co– together + agere
drive] —co·ag´u·laʹtion, n. —co·agʹula´tive, adj. —co·agʹu·la´tor, n.
coal (kōl), n. 1 black mineral that burns
and gives oﬀ heat, composed mostly of
carbon. It is formed from partly decayed
vegetable matter under great pressure
in the earth. 2 piece of this mineral. 3
piece of wood, coal, etc., burning, partly
burned, or all burned. 4 charcoal. —v.
1 supply with coal. 2 take in a supply
of coal.
haul (or rake) over the coals, scold;
blame. [OE col (def. 3)]
co·a·lesce (kō´ә lesʹ), v., –lesced, –lescing. 1 grow together. 2 unite into one
body, mass, party, etc.; combine. [< L,
< co– together + alescere grow] —coʹalesʹcence, n. —coʹa·lesʹcent, adj.
co·a·li·tion (kō´ә lishʹәn), n. 1 union;
combination. 2 a temporary alliance
of statesmen, political parties, etc., for
some special purpose. [< Med.L coalitio
< L coalescere. See coalesce.]
coal oil, 1 kerosene. 2 petroleum.
coal tar, a black, sticky residue left after
soft coal has been distilled. Coal tar is
distilled to make aniline dyes, ﬂavorings,
perfumes, benzene, etc.
coam·ing (kōmʹing), n. a raised edge
around a hatch in the deck of a ship, a
skylight, etc., to prevent water from running down below.
coarse (kôrs; kōrs), adj., coars·er, coarsest. 1 made up of fairly large parts; not
ﬁne: coarse sand. 2 rough: coarse cloth.
3 common; poor; inferior: coarse food.
4 not delicate or reﬁned, crude; vulgar:
coarse manners. [adjectival use of course,
n., meaning “ordinary”] —coarseʹly, adv.
—coarseʹness, n.

coarse-grained (kôrsʹgrāndʹ; kōrsʹ–), adj.
1 having a coarse texture. 2 crude.
coars·en (kôrʹsәn; kōrʹ–), v. make or
become coarse.
coast (kōst), n. 1 land along the sea; seashore. 2 region near a coast. 3 ride or
slide down a hill without using power.
—v. 1 go along or near the coast of. 2
ride or slide down a hill without using
power.
from coast to coast, from the Atlantic to
the Paciﬁc coast.
the Coast, U.S. the region along
the Paciﬁc.
the coast is clear, no one is in the way;
danger is past. [< OF < L costa side]
—coastʹal, adj.
coast·er (kōsʹtәr), n. 1 person or thing
that coasts. 2 ship trading along a coast.
3 a little tray to hold a glass or bottle.
coast guard, 1 a group of people whose
work is saving lives and preventing
smuggling along the coast of a country.
b member of this group. 2 Coast Guard,
U.S. government organization whose
duty is to protect lives and property and
prevent smuggling in coastal waters.
coast·guards·man (kōstʹgärdz´mәn), n.,
pl. –men. 1 member of a coast guard.
2 Coast Guardsman, member of the
Coast Guard.
coast·land (kōstʹland´), n. land along a
coast.
coast·line (kōstʹlīn´), n. outline of a
coast.
coast·ward (kōstʹwәrd), adv., adj. toward
the coast.
coast·ways (kōstʹwāz´), adv. ⫽coastwise.
coast·wise (kōstʹwīz´), adv., adj. along
the coast.
coat (kōt), n. 1 an outer garment with
sleeves. 2 an outer covering: a dog’s coat
of hair. 3 layer covering a surface: a coat
of paint. —v. 1 provide with a coat. 2
cover with a layer. [< OF cote < Gmc.]
—coatʹless, adj.
co·a·ti (kō äʹti), n., pl. –tis. a small animal somewhat like a raccoon, living in
Central and South America. [< Brazilian (Tupi)]
coat·ing (kōtʹing), n. 1 layer covering a
surface. 2 cloth for making coats.
coat of arms, pl. coats of arms. shield, or
drawing of a shield, with pictures and
designs on it. Each family of noble rank
has its own special coat of arms.
coat of mail, pl. coats of mail. garment
made of metal rings or plates, worn as
armor.
coat·tail (kōtʹtāl´), n. one of a pair of
ﬂaps or tails on the lower rear part
of a coat.
coattails, tails of a man’s formal coat
or jacket.
ride on (someone’s) coattails, advance
by means of another’s success, esp. in
politics.
co·au·thor (kō ôʹthәr), n. a joint author.
coax (kōks), v. 1 persuade by soft words;
inﬂuence by pleasant ways. 2 get by

coaxing. [< obs. cokes a fool] —coaxʹer,
n. —coaxʹing·ly, adv.
co·ax·i·al (kō akʹsi әl), co·ax·al (–akʹsәl),
adj. having a common axis.
coaxial cable, an insulated connecting
cable containing conducting materials
surrounding a central conductor, used
for transmitting telegraph, telephone,
and television impulses.
cob (kob), n. 1 the center part of an ear
of corn, on which the kernels grow. 2 a
strong horse with short legs. [ME]
co·balt (kōʹbôlt), n. 1 a silver-white
metallic element, Co, with a pinkish
tint, used in making steel, paints, etc. 2
dark-blue coloring matter made from
cobalt. 3 dark blue. —adj. dark-blue. [<
G kobalt, var. of kobold goblin] —cobalʹtic, adj. —co·balʹtous, adj.
cob·ble1 (kobʹәl), v., –bled, –bling. 1 mend
(shoes, etc.). 2 put together clumsily.
cob·ble2 (kobʹәl), n. ⫽cobblestone.
cob·bler (kobʹlәr), n. 1 person whose
work is mending shoes. 2 a fruit pie
baked in a deep dish.
cob·ble·stone (kobʹәl stōn´), n. a rounded
stone that was formerly much used in
paving.
co·bel·lig·er·ent (kō´bә lijʹәr әnt), n.
nation that helps another nation carry
on a war.
CO·BOL or Co·bol (kōʹbôl), n. computer
processing language.
co·bra (kōʹbrә), n. a very poisonous snake
of S Asia and Africa. [short for Pg. cobra
de capello snake with a hood]
cob·web (kobʹweb´), n. 1 a spider’s web
or the stuﬀ it is made of. 2 anything thin
and slight or entangling like a spider’s
web. [OE (ātor) coppe spider + web]
—cobʹweb´by, adj.
co·ca (kōʹkә), n. 1 a small tropical shrub
growing in South America whose
dried leaves are used to make cocaine
and other alkaloids. 2 its dried leaves.
[< Peruvian cuca]
co·caine, co·cain (kō kānʹ; kōʹkān), n.
drug used to deaden pain and as a
stimulant.
coc·cus (kokʹәs), n., pl. coc·ci (kokʹsī).
bacterium shaped like a sphere. [< NL
< Gk. kokkos seed]
coc·cyx (kokʹsiks), n., pl. coc·cy·ges
(kok sīʹjēz). a small triangular bone at
the lower end of the spinal column.
[< L < Gk. kokkyx, orig., cuckoo; because
shaped like cuckoo’s bill]
coch·i·neal (koch´ә nēlʹ; kochʹә nēl), n.
a bright-red dye made from the dried
bodies of the females of a scale insect
that lives on cactus plants of tropical
America. [< F < Sp. cochinilla, ult. < L
coccinus scarlet < Gk.]
coch·le·a (kokʹli ә), n., pl. –le·ae (–li ē).
a spiral-shaped cavity of the inner ear,
containing the sensory ends of the auditory nerve. [< L < Gk. kochlias snail]
—cochʹle·ar, adj.
cock1 (kok), n. 1 a male chicken; rooster.
2 the male of other birds. 3 faucet used

coenzyme
to turn the ﬂow of a liquid or gas on or
oﬀ. 4 hammer of a gun. 5 position of the
hammer of a gun when it is pulled back,
ready to ﬁre. 6 ⫽weathercock. —v. pull
back the hammer of (a gun), ready to
ﬁre. [OE cocc]
cock2 (kok), v. turn up jauntily; stick up
deﬂantly. —n. an upward turn, as of the
brim of a hat. [appar. < cock1]
cock3 (kok), n. a small, cone-shaped pile
of hay in a ﬁeld. —v. pile in cocks.
[ME]
cock·ade (kok ādʹ), n. knot of ribbon or
a rosette worn on the hat as a badge.
[alter, of cockard < F, < cog cock] —cockadʹed, adj.
cock·a·too (kok´ә tüʹ; kokʹә tü), n., pl.
–toos. a large, brightly colored parrot
of Australia, East Indies, etc. [< Du.
< Malay kakatua]
cock·a·trice (kokʹә tris), n. a fabled serpent whose look was supposed to cause
death. [< OF cocatris < L calcare tread]
cock·chaf·er (kokʹchāf´әr), n. a large
European beetle that destroys plants.
cock·crow (kokʹkrō´), n. ⫽dawn.
cocked hat, 1 hat with the brim turned
up. 2 hat pointed in front and in back.
cock·er·el (kokʹәr әl; kokʹrәl), n. a young
rooster, not more than one year old.
cock·er spaniel (kokʹәr), or cocker, n. any
of a breed of small dogs with long, silky
hair and drooping ears.
cock·eyed (kokʹīd´), adj. 1 cross-eyed.
2 Slang. tilted or twisted to one side. 3
Slang. foolish; silly.
cock·ﬁght (kokʹfīt´), n. ﬁght between
roosters or gamecocks armed with steel
spurs. —cockʹﬁght´ing, n.
cock·horse (kokʹhôrsʹ), n. a child’s hobbyhorse.
cock·le (kokʹәl), n., v., –led, –ling. —n.
1 a saltwater mollusk with two ridged
shells that are somewhat heart-shaped.
2 ⫽cockleshell. 3 bulge on the surface.
—v. wrinkle; pucker.
cockles of one’s heart, inmost part of
one’s heart or feelings. [< F coquille,
blend of F coque shell and L conchylium < Gk. konchylion, dim. of konche
conch]
cock·le·bur (kokʹәl bėr´), n. any of several weeds with spiny burs.
cock·le·shell (kokʹәl shel´), n. 1 shell of
the cockle. 2 small, light, shallow boat.
cock·ney (kokʹni), n., pl. –neys, adj. —n.
1 native or inhabitant of the E section of
London who speaks a particular dialect
of English. 2 this dialect. —adj. 1 of or
like this dialect. 2 of or like cockneys.
[ME cokeney]
cock·pit (kokʹpit´), n. 1 a place in an
airplane where the pilot sits. 2 a small,
open place in a boat where the pilot and
passengers sit. 3 an enclosed place for
cockﬁghts.
cock·roach (kokʹrōch´), n. any of a family
of insects, esp. a small brownish or yellowish species found in kitchens, around
water pipes, etc. [alter, of Sp. cucaracha]

cocks·comb (koksʹkōm´), n. 1 the ﬂeshy
red part on the head of a rooster. 2
⫽coxcomb. 3 plant with crested or feathery clusters of red or yellow ﬂowers.
cock·sure (kokʹshu̇rʹ), adj. 1 perfectly sure;
absolutely certain. 2 too sure. —adv. in a
cocksure manner. —cockʹsureʹness, n.
cock·swain (kokʹsәn; –swān´), n. ⫽coxswain.
cock·tail (kokʹtāl´), n. 1 an iced drink,
often composed of gin or whiskey, mixed
with bitters, vermouth, fruit juices, etc.
2 appetizer: a tomato-juice cocktail. 3
shellﬁsh served in a small glass with a
highly seasoned sauce. 4 mixed fruits
served in a glass.
cock·y (kokʹi), adj., cock·i·er, cock·i·est,
conceited; swaggering. —cockʹi·ly, adv.
—cockʹi·ness, n.
co·co (kōʹkō), n., pl. co·cos. 1 ⫽coconut
palm. 2 its fruit or seed. Also, cocoa,
coco palm. [< Pg. coco grinning face]
co·coa1 (kōʹkō), n. 1 powder made by
roasting and grinding cacao seeds. 2
drink made of this powder with milk or
water and sugar. 3 deep reddish brown.
—adj. of or having to do with cocoa.
[var. of cacao]
co·coa2 (kōʹkō), n. ⫽coco.
cocoa butter, fat obtained from cacao
seeds, used in soap and cosmetics.
co·co·nut, co·coa·nut (kōʹkә nut´; –nәt),
n. a large, round, brown, hard-shelled
fruit of the coconut palm. Coconuts
have a white, edible lining and a white
liquid called coconut milk.
coconut oil, oil obtained from the coconut, used in confections, baked goods,
soap, etc.
coconut palm, tall, tropical palm tree on
which coconuts grow.
co·coon (kә künʹ), n. a silky case spun by
the larva of an insect to live in while it is
a pupa. [< F cocon < coque shell]
cod (kod), n., pl. cods or (esp. collectively)
cod. food ﬁsh found in the cold parts of
the N Atlantic. [ME]
Cod (kod), n. Cape, hook-shaped peninsula in SE Massachusetts.
c.o.d., C.O.D., cash on delivery; collect
on delivery.
co·da (kōʹdә), n. 1 ﬁnal passage of a
musical composition. 2 Fig. an ending
or conclusion.
cod·dle (kodʹәl), v., –dled, –dling. 1 treat
tenderly; pamper. 2 cook in hot water
without boiling: a coddled egg. [var. of
caudle, n., gruel < OF < L calidus hot]
code (kōd), n., v., cod·ed, cod·ing. —n.
1 a collection of the laws of a country
arranged in a clear way so that they can
be understood and used. 2 any set of rules.
3 system of signals for sending messages
by telegraph ﬂags, etc. 4 arrangement of
words, ﬁgures, etc., to keep a message
short or secret. 5 genetic code. —v. 1
change or translate into a code. 2 arrange
in a code. [< F < L codex codex]
co·deine (kōʹdēn; –di ēn), co·de·in
(kōʹdi in), n. a white, crystalline drug
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obtained from opium, used to relieve
pain and cause sleep. [< Gk. kodeia
poppy head]
code word or code·word (kōdʹwerd´),
n. 1 inoﬀensive word or expression that
stands for something controversial. 2
⫽codon.
co·dex (kōʹdeks), n., pl. co·di·ces (kōʹdә sēz; kodʹә–). volume of manuscripts,
esp. of the Scriptures. [< L, var. of caudex
tree trunk, book]
cod·ﬁsh (kodʹﬁsh´), n., pl. –ﬁsh·es or (esp.
collectively) –ﬁsh. ⫽cod.
codg·er (kojʹәr), n. Colloq. an odd
person.
cod·i·cil (kodʹә sәl), n. 1 something added
to a will to change it, add to it, or explain
it. 2 anything added to change or explain
something. [< L codicillus, dim. of codex
codex]
cod·i·fy (kodʹә fī; kōʹdә–), v., –ﬁed, –fying. arrange (laws, etc.) according to a
system. —cod´i·ﬁ·caʹtion, n. —codʹiﬁ´er, n.
cod·ling (kodʹling), cod·lin (–lin), n. an
unripe apple.
codling moth, codlin moth, a small moth
whose larvae destroy apples, pears, etc.
cod-liv·er oil (kodʹliv´әr), oil extracted
from the liver of cod, used as a medicine.
It is rich in vitamins A and D.
co·don (kō´don), n. 1 sequence of three
chemical units or bases represented in
the genetic code by three letters. 2 the
three-letter genetic code word.
co·ed, co-ed (kōʹedʹ), n. a girl or woman
student at a coeducational college or
school.
co·ed·u·ca·tion (kō´ej u̇ kāʹshәn), n. education of boys and girls or men and
women together in the same school
or classes. —co´ed·u·caʹtion·al, adj.
—co´ed·u·caʹtion·al·ly, adv.
co·ef·ﬁ·cient (kō´ә ﬁshʹәnt), n. 1 a number or symbol put before and multiplying another. In 3x, 3 is the coeﬃcient
of x. 2 a ratio used as a multiplier to
calculate the behavior of a substance
under diﬀerent conditions of heat,
light, etc.
coe·la·canth (sēʹla kanth), n. any of a
group of ﬁshes having rounded scales
and lobed ﬁns, formerly considered
extinct. A coelacanth is similar to the
primitive sea vertebrates which gave rise
to all land vertebrates. [< NL, < Gk. koilos hollow + akantha thorn, spine]
coe·len·ter·ate (si lenʹtәr āt; –it), n. one
of a group of saltwater animals with
saclike bodies. —adj. belonging to this
group. Hydras, jellyﬁsh, corals, etc., are
coelenterates. [<NL < Gk. koilos hollow
+ enteron intestine]
coe·li·ac (sēʹli ak), adj. of or in the
abdominal cavity. Also, celiac.
co·en·zyme (kõ enʹzīm), n. an organic
substance, usually containing a mineral
or vitamin, able to attach itself to a speciﬁc protein and supplement it to form
an active enzyme system.
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coequal

co·e·qual (kō ēʹkwәl), adj. equal in rank,
degree, etc. —n. one that is coequal.
—co´e·qualʹi·ty, n. —co·eʹqual·ly, adv.
co·erce (kō ėrsʹ), v., co·erced, co·erc·ing.
1 compel; force. 2 control or restrain
by force. [< L coercere < co– together
+ arcere restrain] —co·ercʹer, n. —coerʹci·ble, adj. —co·erʹcive, adj. —co·erʹcive·ly, adv. —co·erʹcive·ness, n.
co·er·cion (kō ėrʹshәn), n. 1 use of force;
compulsion; constraint. 2 government
by force. —co·erʹcion·ist, n.
co·e·val (kō ēʹvәl), adj. 1 of the same age,
date, or duration. 2 contemporary. —n.
a contemporary. [< LL, < co– equal +
aevum age]
co·ex·ec·u·tor (kō´ig zekʹyә tәr), n. person who is an executor of a will along
with another.
co·ex·ist (kō´ig zistʹ), v. exist together or
at the same time. —co´ex·istʹence, n.
—co´ex·istʹent, adj.
co·ex·tend (kō´iks tendʹ), v. extend
equally or to the same limits. —co´extenʹsion, n. —co´ex·tenʹsive, adj.
cof·fee (kôfʹi; kofʹi), n. 1 a dark-brown
drink, ﬁrst used in Europe about 1600. 2
the seeds from which the drink is made.
3 a tall, tropical shrub on which the
seeds grow. 4 the color of coﬀee. [< Turk.
qahveh < Ar. qahwa]
coﬀee break, a period during which
employees may take time oﬀ to have
coﬀee, rest, etc.
cof·fer (kôfʹәr; kofʹ–), n. 1 box, chest,
or trunk, esp. one used to hold money
or other valuable things. 2 ornamental
panel, esp. in a ceiling. 3 ⫽coﬀerdam. 4
⫽caisson (def. 3).
coﬀers, treasury; funds. [< OF < L cophinus basket. See coffin.]
cof·fer·dam (kōfʹәr dam´, kofʹ–), n. 1
temporary dam in a body of water that
encloses an underwater area that can be
pumped dry. 2 ⫽caisson (def. 3).
cof·ﬁn (kôfʹin; kofʹ–), n. box into which a
dead person is put to be buried. —v. put
into a coﬃn. [< OF < L < Gk. kophinos
basket]
cog (kog), n. 1 one of a series of teeth
on the edge of a wheel that transfers
motion by locking into the teeth of
another wheel of the same kind. 2 wheel
with such a row of teeth on it. [< Scand.
(Sw.) kugge] —cogged, adj.
co·gent (kōʹjәnt), adj. forcible; convincing: cogent arguments. [< L cogens, ult.
< co– together + agere drive] —coʹgency, n. —coʹgent·ly, adv.
cog·i·tate (kojʹә tāt), v., –tat·ed, –tat·ing.
think over; consider with care; meditate;
ponder. [< L, < co– (intensive) + agitare consider < agere discuss] —cog´itaʹtion, n. —cogʹi·ta´tive, adj. —cogʹita´tive·ly, adv. —cogʹi·ta´tor, n.
co·gnac (kōnʹyak; konʹ–), n. kind of
French brandy. [< F]
cog·nate (kogʹnāt), adj. related by family,
origin, nature, or quality: English, Dutch,
and German are cognate languages.

—n. person, word, or thing so related
to another. German Wasser and English
water are cognates. [< L, < co– together
+ gnatus born]
cog·ni·tion (kog nishʹәn), n. 1 act of
knowing; perception; awareness. 2 thing
known, perceived, or recognized. [< L
cognitio, < co– (intensive) + gnoscere
know] —cog·niʹtion·al, adj.
cog·ni·zance (kogʹnә zәns; konʹә–), n. 1
knowledge; perception; awareness. 2 a
an oﬃcial notice. b right or power to
deal with judicially. [< OF conoissance
< conoistre know < L cognoscere. See
cognition.]
cog·ni·zant (kogʹnә zәnt; konʹә–), adj.
aware.
cog·no·men (kog nōʹmәn), n. 1 surname;
family name; last name. 2 any name.
3 nickname. [< L, < co– with + nomen
name; form. inﬂ. by cognoscere recognize] —cog·nomʹi·nal, adj.
cog·wheel (kogʹhwәl´), n. wheel with
teeth projecting from the rim for transmitting or receiving motion.
co·hab·it (kō habʹit), v. 1 live together as
husband and wife do. 2 live together.
—co·habʹi·tant, n. —co·habʹi·taʹtion, n.
co·here (kō hirʹ), v., –hered, –her·ing. 1
stick together; hold together. 2 be connected logically; be consistent. [< L,
< co– together + haerere cleave]
co·herence (kō hirʹәns), co·her·en·cy
(–әn si), n. 1 logical connection; consistency. 2 a sticking together; cohesion.
co·her·ent (kō hirʹәnt), adj. 1 sticking
together; holding together. 2 logically connected; consistent. —co·herʹent·ly, adv.
co·he·sion (kō hēʹzhәn), n. 1 a sticking
together; tendency to hold together. 2
attraction between molecules of the
same kind. —co·heʹsive, adj. —co·heʹsive·ly, adv. —co·heʹsive·ness, n.
co·hort (kōʹhôrt), n. 1 one of the ten
infantry divisions of an ancient Roman
legion. 2 group of soldiers. 3 any group
or company. [< L cohors court, enclosure. Doublet of court.]
coif (koif), n. cap or hood that ﬁts closely
around the head. —v. cover with a coif
or something like a coif. [< OF < LL
coﬁa < Gmc.]
coif·fure (kwä fyu̇rʹ), n. 1 style of arranging the hair. 2 headdress. [< F < coiﬀer
coif, v.]
coil (koil), v. 1 wind around and around
in circular or spiral shape. 2 move in a
winding course. —n. 1 anything wound
around and around in this way. 2 one
wind or turn of a coil. 3 a spiral of wire
for conducting electricity. [< OF < L colligere collect] —coilʹer, n.
coin (koin), n. 1 piece of metal stamped
by the government for use as money. 2
metal money. —v. 1 make (money) by
stamping metal. 2 make (metal) into
money. 3 make up; invent: the word
“blurb” was coined by Gelett Burgess.
coin money, become rich. [< F, corner,
< L cuneus wedge] —coinʹer, n.

coin·age (koinʹij), n. 1 the making of
coins. 2 coins; metal money. 3 system of
coins. 4 right of coining money. 5 act or
process of making up; inventing. 6 word,
phrase, etc., invented.
co·in·cide (kō´in sīdʹ), v., –cid·ed, –ciding. 1 occupy the same place in space.
2 occupy the same time. 3 correspond
exactly; agree. [< Med.L coincidere < L
co– together + in upon + cadere fall]
co·in·ci·dence (kō inʹsә dәns), n. 1 exact
correspondence; agreement, esp. the
chance occurrence of two things at such
a time as to seem remarkable, ﬁtting, etc.
2 a coinciding; act or fact of occupying
the same time or place.
co·in·ci·dent (kō inʹsә dәnt), adj. 1 happening at the same time. 2 occupying
the same place or position. —co·inʹcident·ly, adv.
co·in·ci·den·tal (kō in´sә denʹtәl), adj.
1 coincident. 2 showing coincidence.
—co·in´ci·denʹtal·ly, adv.
co·i·tus (kōʹә tәs), n. sexual intercourse.
Also, coition. [< L co– together + ire go]
—coʹi·tal, adj.
coke1 (kōk), n., v., coked, cok·ing. —n.
fuel made from coal by heating it in a
closed oven until the gases have been
removed. Coke burns with much heat
and little smoke, and is used in furnaces,
for melting metal, etc. —v. change into
coke. [? var. of colk core]
coke2 (kōk), n. Slang. ⫽cocaine.
Coke3 (kōk), n. Trademark. a dark-colored, carbonated soft drink. [short for
Coca-Cola, a trademark]
coke·head (kōkʹhed´), n. Slang. cocaine
addict.
Col., 1 Colonel. 2 Colorado.
col., column.
co·la (kōʹlә), n. 1 any dark-colored, carbonated soft drink. 2 ⫽kola.
col·an·der (kulʹәn dәr; kolʹ–), n. vessel or
dish full of small holes for draining oﬀ
liquids. [alter. of VL colator < L colare
strain]
cold (kōld), adj. 1 much less warm than
the body. 2 not warm enough for comfort. 3 unconscious. 4 lacking in feeling; unfriendly: a cold greeting. 5 faint;
weak: a cold scent. —n. 1 lack of heat or
warmth. 2 cold weather. 3 sickness that
causes running at the nose, sore throat,
sneezing, etc.
catch cold, become sick with a cold.
in the cold, all alone; neglected. [OE cald]
—coldʹish, adj. —coldʹly, adv.
—coldʹness, n.
cold-blood·ed (kōldʹbludʹid), adj. 1 having blood whose temperature varies with
that of the surroundings. 2 feeling the
cold because of poor circulation. 3 lacking in feeling; cruel. —coldʹ-bloodʹedly, adv. —coldʹ-bloodʹed·ness, n.
cold cream, a creamy, soothing salve for
the skin.
cold cuts, slices of prepared meat, such
as corned beef, salami, etc., served
cold.

colloquial
cold-heart·ed (kōldʹhärʹtid), adj. lacking in feeling; unsympathetic; unkind.
—coldʹ-heartʹed·ly, adv. —coldʹheartʹed·ness, n.
cold shoulder, deliberately unfriendly or
indiﬀerent treatment; neglect.
cold-shoul·der (kōldʹshōlʹdәr), v. treat in
an unfriendly or indiﬀerent way.
cold sore, blister in or on the mouth,
often accompanying a cold or a fever.
cold turkey, sudden and complete withdraw from use of narcotics, cigarettes,
etc.
cold war, 1 a prolonged contest for
national advantage, conducted by diplomatic, economic, and psychological
rather than military means. 2 Cold War,
contest for world leadership between
Communist and Western nations following World War II.
cold wave, period of very cold weather.
cole (kōl), or cole-wort (kōlʹwėrt´), n. any
of various plants belonging to the same
family as the cabbage, esp. rape. [< L
caulis cabbage]
co·le·op·ter·ous (kō´li opʹtәr әs; kol´i–),
adj. belonging to a group of insects
including beetles and weevils. [< Gk.,
< koleos sheath + pteron wing]
cole·slaw (kōlʹslô´), n. salad made of
sliced raw cabbage. [<Du. kool sla cabbage salad]
col·ic (kolʹik), n. severe pains in the abdomen. —adj. of or pertaining to the colon.
[< LL < Gk. kolikos of the colon2]
—colʹick·y, adj.
col·i·se·um (kol´ә sēʹәm), n. a large building or stadium for games, contests, etc.
[< Med.L var. of colosseum]
co·li·tis (kō līʹtis; kә–), n. inﬂammation
of the colon, often causing severe pain
in the abdomen.
coll., 1 collect. 2 college; collegiate.
col·lab·o·rate (kә labʹә rāt), v., –rated, –rat·ing. 1 work together. 2 aid or
cooperate traitorously. [< L, < com- with
+ laborare work] —col·lab´o·raʹtion,
n. —col·labʹo·ra´tive, adj. —col·labʹora´tor, col·lab´o·raʹtion·ist, n.
col·lage (kә läzhʹ), n. picture made by
securing on a background portions of
photographs and newspapers, fabric
and string, etc. —v. make a collage.
[< MF, a gluing < OF colle glue < VL
< Gk. kolla]
col·la·gen (kolʹә jәn), n. 1 protein substance in connective tissue, bone, and
cartilage in vertebrates. 2 puriﬁed collagen extracted from calf ’s skin and
injected under a person’s skin to remove
wrinkles and other ﬂaws.
col·lapse (kә lapsʹ), v., –lapsed, –laps·ing,
n. —v. 1 fall in; shrink together suddenly.
2 break down; fail suddenly. 3 fold or
push together: collapse a telescope. 4 lose
courage, strength, etc., suddenly. —n. 1 a
falling in; a sudden shrinking together.
2 breakdown; failure. [< L collapsus
< com– completely + labi fall] —collapsʹi·ble, col·lapsʹa·ble, adj.

col·lar (kolʹәr), n. 1 a straight or turnedover neckband of a coat, a dress, or a
shirt. 2 a separate band of linen, lace, or
other material worn around the neck.
3 a leather or metal band for a dog’s
neck. 4 a leather roll for a horse’s neck
to bear the weight of the loads he pulls.
—v. 1 put a collar on. 2 seize by the collar; capture. 3 seize; take. [< L collare
< collum neck]
col·lar·bone (kolʹәr bōn´), n. bone connecting the breastbone and the shoulder
blade; clavicle.
col·late (kә lātʹ; kolʹāt), v., –lat·ed, –lating. 1 compare carefully. 2 check (pages,
sheets, etc.) for correct arrangement.
[< L, < com– together + latus, pp. of ferre
bring] —col·laʹtor, n.
col·lat·er·al (kә latʹәr әl), adj. 1 situated at
the side. 2 parallel; side by side. 3 related
but less important; secondary; indirect.
4 descended from the same ancestors,
but in a diﬀerent line. 5 additional.
6 accompanying. 7 secured by stocks,
bonds, etc. —n. 1 a collateral relative. 2
stocks, bonds, etc., pledged as security
for a loan. [< Med.L, < com– + L lateralis
lateral] —col·latʹer·al·ly, adv.
collateral damage, killing of civilians and
destruction of nonmilitary structures as
a result of military operations.
col·la·tion (kә lāʹshәn), n. 1 a light meal. 2
a collating. 3 a careful comparison.
col·league (kolʹēg), n. an associate; fellow
worker. [< F < L collega < com– together
+ legare send or choose as deputy]
—colʹleague·ship, n.
col·lect (v., adj., adv. kә lektʹ; n. kolʹekt),
v. 1 gather together: collect stamps for a
hobby. 2 ask pay for (bills, taxes, etc.). 3
regain control of (oneself). —n. a short
prayer used in certain church services.
—adj., adv. to be paid for at the place of
delivery: telephone collect. [< L collectus
< com– together + legere gather] —collectʹa·ble, col·lectʹi·ble, adj.
col·lect·ed (kә lekʹtid), adj. 1 gathered
together. 2 under control; calm. —collectʹed·ly, adv. —col·lectʹed·ness, n.
col·lec·tion (kә lekʹshәn), n. 1 act or practice of collecting. 2 group of things
gathered together. 3 money collected. 4
mass; heap.
col·lec·tive (kә lekʹtiv), adj. 1 of a group;
as a group. 2 singular in form, but plural
in meaning. Crowd and herd are collective nouns. 3 formed by collecting. 4
forming a collection. —n. noun whose
singular form names a group.
collective bargaining, negotiation about
wages, hours, and other working conditions between workers organized as a
group and their employer or employers.
col·lec·tive·ly (kә lekʹtiv li), adv. 1 as a
group; all together. 2 in a singular form,
but with a plural meaning.
col·lec·tor (kә lekʹtәr), n. 1 person or
thing that collects. 2 person hired to collect money owed. —col·lecʹtor·ship, n.
col·leen (kolʹēn; kә lēnʹ), n. Irish. girl.
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col·lege (kolʹij), n. 1 institution of higher
learning that gives degrees. 2 the academic department of a university for
general instruction, as distinguished
from the special, professional, or graduate schools. 3 school for special or professional instruction, as in medicine,
pharmacy, agriculture, or music. 4 an
organized association of persons having
certain powers, rights, duties, and purposes. 5 building or buildings used by
a college. [< OF < L collegium < collega
colleague]
College Boards, U.S. group of tests measuring aptitude and achievement in various subjects given to students applying
for entrance to college.
College of Cardinals, Sacred College.
col·le·gi·al (kә lēʹjē әl) adj. 1 ⫽collegiate.
2 associating or sharing as colleagues.
col·le·gian (kә lēʹjәn; –ji әn), n. a college
student.
col·le·giate (kә lēʹjit; –ji it), adj. of or like
a college or college students.
col·lide (kә līdʹ), v., –lid·ed, –lid·ing. 1
come violently into contact; run into
with force; crash. 2 clash; conﬂict.
[< L collidere < com– together + laedere,
orig., to strike]
col·lie (kolʹi), n. a large, intelligent, longhaired breed of dog used for tending
sheep and as a pet.
col·lier (kolʹyәr), n. 1 ship for carrying coal.
2 a coal miner. [ME colier < col coal]
col·lier·y (kolʹyәr i), n., pl. –lier·ies. coal
mine and its buildings and equipment.
col·li·mate (kolʹә māt), v., –mat·ed, –mating. 1 bring into line; make parallel. 2
adjust accurately the line of sight of (a
surveying instrument, telescope, etc.).
[< L collimatus, misread for collineatus, ult. < com– together + linea line]
—col´li·maʹtion, n.
col·lin·e·ar (kә linʹē әr), adj. in geometry,
lying along the same straight line.
col·li·sion (kә lizhʹәn), n. 1 a violent rushing against; hitting or striking violently
together. 2 clash; conﬂict.
col·lo·cate (kolʹō kāt), v., –cat·ed, –cating. 1 place together. 2 arrange. [< L,
< com– together + locare place] —col´locaʹtion, n.
col·lo·di·on (kә lōʹdi әn), n. a gluelike
liquid that dries very rapidly and leaves
a tough, waterproof, transparent ﬁlm.
[< Gk. kollodes gluey < kolla glue]
col·loid (kolʹoid), n. substance composed
of particles that are extremely small but
larger than most molecules. Colloids do
not actually dissolve, but remain suspended in a suitable gas, liquid, or solid.
—adj. colloidal. [< Gk. kolla glue]
col·loi·dal (kә loiʹdәl), adj. being, containing, or like a colloid. —col´loidalʹi·ty, n.
colloq., colloquial; colloquialism.
col·lo·qui·al (kә lōʹkwi әl), adj. used in
everyday, informal talk, but not in formal speech or writing. —col·loʹqui·ally, adv. —col·loʹqui·al·ness, n.
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colloquialism

col·lo·qui·al·ism (kә lōʹkwi әl iz´әm), n.
1 a colloquial word or phrase. 2 a colloquial style or usage.
col·lo·quist (kolʹә kwist), n. ⫽interlocutor.
col·lo·quy (kolʹә kwi), n., pl. –quies. 1 a
talking together; conversation. 2 conference. [< L, < com– with + loqui speak]
col·lude (kә lüdʹ), v., –lud·ed, –lud·ing.
act together through a secret understanding; conspire in a fraud. [< L,
< com– with + ludere play]
col·lu·sion (kә lüʹzhәn), n. a secret
agreement for some wrong purpose;
conspiracy.—col·luʹsive,adj.—col·luʹsively, adv. —col·luʹsive·ness, n.
Colo., Colorado.
co·logne (kә lōnʹ), n. a fragrant liquid,
not so strong as perfume. [for eau de
Cologne, a trademark meaning water
of Cologne]
Co·lom·bi·a (kә lumʹbi ә), n. country in
NW South America. —Co·lomʹbi·an,
adj., n.
Co·lom·bo (kә lumʹbō), n. seaport and
capital of Sri Lanka.
co·lon1 (kōʹlәn), n. mark (:) of punctuation used before a series of items, explanations, long quotations, etc., to set them
oﬀ from the rest of the sentence. [< L
< Gk. kolon limb, clause]
co·lon2 (kōʹlәn), n., pl. co·lons, co·la
(kōʹlә). the power part of the large intestine. [< L < Gk. kolon] —co·lonʹic, adj.
colo·nel (kėrʹnәl), n. an army oﬃcer
ranking next below a brigadier general
and next above a lieutenant colonel.
He usually commands a regiment. [earlier coronel, < F coronel, now colonel
< Ital. colonnello < colonna column]
—coloʹnel·cy, coloʹnel·ship, n.
co·lo·ni·al (kә lōʹni әl), adj. 1 of a colony;
having to do with colonies. 2 of or
having to do with the thirteen British
colonies that became the United States.
n. person living in a colony. —co·loʹnial·ly, adv.
co·lo·ni·al·ism (kә lōʹnē ә liz´әm), n.
policy of a nation to rule weaker states,
often for economic reasons.
co·lo·ni·al·ist (kә lōʹnē ә list), n. person
or nation that favors or practices colonialism.
col·o·nist (kolʹә nist), n. 1 person who
helps to found a colony; settler. 2 person
living in a colony.
col·o·nize (kolʹә nīz), v., –nized, –nizing. 1 establish a colony or colonies in.
2 establish (persons) in a colony; settle
in a colony. 3 form a colony. —col´o·nizaʹtion, n. —colʹo·nizʹer, n.
col·on·nade (kol´ә nādʹ), n. series of
columns set the same distance apart.
[< F < Ital. colonnata < colonna column] —col´on·nadʹed, adj.
col·o·ny (kolʹә ni), n., pl. –nies. 1 group
of people who settle in another land, but
remain citizens of their own country.
2 settlement made by such a group of
people. 3 group of people from the same
country or with the same occupation,

living in a certain part of a city: a colony
of artists. 4 group of animals or plants
of the same kind, living or growing
together: a colony of ants. 5 an aggregation of bacteria in a culture. 6 the Colonies, the thirteen British colonies that
became the United States of America.
[< L, < colonus cultivator, settler < colere
cultivate]
col·o·phon (kolʹә fon; –fәn), n. 1 design
or device of a publisher. 2 words or
inscription placed at the end of a book,
telling the name of the publisher, etc.
[< LL < Gk. kolophon summit, ﬁnal
touch]
col·or (kulʹәr), n. 1 sensation produced
by waves of light striking the retina. 2
red, yellow, green, blue, purple, etc. 3
paint; dye; pigment. 4 ruddy complexion. 5 an outward appearance; show:
some color of truth. 6 distinguishing
quality; vividness. 7 property of quarks
by which they combine with larger
particles. —v. 1 give color to. 2 blush.
3 change to give a wrong idea: to color
a report.
change color, a turn pale. b blush.
colors, badge, ribbon, dress, etc., worn
to show allegiance.
give (or lend) color to, cause to seem
likely or true.
lose color, turn pale.
show one’s colors, a show oneself as
one really is. b declare one’s opinions
or plans.
the colors, ﬂag of a nation, regiment,
etc.: salute the colors.
with ﬂying colors, successfully; victoriously. [< L] —colʹor·er, n.
col·or·a·ble (kulʹәr ә bәl), adj. capable of
being colored. —col´or·a·bilʹi·ty, colʹora·ble·ness, n. —colʹor·a·bly, adv.
Col·o·rad·o (kol´ә radʹō; –räʹdō), n. a
W state of the United States. —Col´oradʹan, adj., n.
col·or·a·tion (kul´әr āʹshәn), n. ⫽coloring.
col·o·ra·tu·ra (kul´ә rә tu̇rʹә; –tyu̇rʹә), n.
1 ornamental passages in music, such
as trills, runs, etc. 2 a soprano who sings
such passages. —adj. ﬁt for singing such
passages: a coloratura soprano. [< Ital.,
< L color color]
col·or-blind (kulʹәr blīnd´), adj. unable
to tell certain colors apart; unable to see
certain colors. —color blindness.
col·ored (kulʹәrd), adj. 1 having color;
not black or white. 2 having a certain
kind of color. 3 of black people or other
nonwhite people. 4 inﬂuenced; inﬂuenced unfairly.
col·or·fast (kulʹәr fast´), adj. dyed so as
not to lose color, esp. in washing.
col·or·ful (kulʹәr fәl), adj. 1 abounding
in color. 2 vivid. —colʹor·ful·ly, adv.
—colʹor·ful·ness, n.
col·or·ing (kulʹәr ing), n. 1 way in which
a person or thing is colored. 2 substance
used to color; pigment. 3 false appearance.

col·or·ist (kulʹәr ist), n. 1 artist who is
skillful in painting with colors. 2 user of
color. —col´or·isʹtic, adj.
col·or·ize (kulʹә rīz), v., –ized, –iz·ing. 1
make the color of something visible. 2
color, esp. to add color to a black-andwhite ﬁlm. —colʹor·i·zaʹtion, n.
col·or·less (kulʹәr lis), adj. 1 without
color. 2 without excitement or variety; uninteresting. —colʹor·less·ly, adv.
—colʹor·less·ness, n.
co·los·sal (kә losʹәl), adj. huge; gigantic;
vast. —co·losʹsal·ly, adv.
Col·os·se·um (kol´ә sēʹәm), n. a large,
outdoor theater at Rome, completed in
a.d. 80. The Colosseum was used for
games and contests. [< LL, neut. of L
colosseus gigantic < colossus < Gk.]
Co·los·sians (kә loshʹәnz), n. book of the
New Testament, written by the apostle
Paul to the Christian people of Colossae,
an ancient city of Asia Minor.
co·los·sus (kә losʹәs), n., pl. –los·si
(–losʹī), –los·sus·es. 1 a huge statue. 2
anything huge; gigantic person or thing.
[< L < Gk. kolossos]
Colossus of Rhodes, huge statue of
Apollo made at Rhodes about 280 b.c.
It was one of the seven wonders of the
ancient world.
col·our (kulʹәr), n., v. Esp. Brit. color.
colt (kōlt), n. 1 a young horse, donkey,
etc. A male horse until it is four or ﬁve
years old is a colt. 2 a young or inexperienced person. [OE]
col·ter (kōlʹtәr), n. a sharp blade or disk
on a plow to cut the earth ahead of the
plowshare. Also, coulter. [< L culter
knife]
colt·ish (kōlʹtish), adj. lively and frisky.
colts·foot (kōltsʹfu̇t´), n. plant of the aster
family with yellow ﬂowers and large,
heart-shaped leaves which were formerly much used in medicine.
Co·lum·bi·a (kә lumʹbi ә), n. 1 capital of
South Carolina, in the C part. 2 a name
for the United States of America. —Columʹbi·an, adj., n.
col·um·bine (kolʹәm bīn), n. plant whose
ﬂowers have petals shaped like hollow
spurs. [< LL columbina < L, fem., dovelike < columba dove]
Co·lum·bus (kә lumʹbәs), n. 1 Christopher, 1446?–1506, Italian navigator in
the service of Spain who discovered the
Americas in 1492. 2 capital of Ohio, in
the C part.
Columbus Day, October 12, the anniversary of Columbus’s discovery of the
Americas.
col·umn (kolʹәm), n. 1 a slender, upright
structure, usually used as support or
ornament to a building; pillar. 2 anything like a column: a column of ﬁgures.
3 arrangement of soldiers or ships, one
behind another. 4 a narrow division of
a page reading from top to bottom. 5
part of a newspaper used for a special
subject or written by a special writer.
[< L columna] —colʹumned, adj.
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co·lum·nar (kә lumʹnәr), adj. 1 like a
column. 2 made of columns. 3 written
or printed in columns.
col·um·nist (kolʹәm nist; –әm ist), n.
journalist who comments on people,
events, etc., in a special, regular column
in a newspaper.
com–, preﬁx. with; together; altogether:
commingle = mingle with one another;
compress = press together. [< L; also (by
assimilation to the following consonant)
col–, con–, cor–]
Com., 1 Commander. 2 Committee. 3
Commission; Commissioner.
.com (dot´komʹ), domain address for
websites on the Internet.
com., commerce.
co·ma1 (kōʹmә), n., pl. co·mas, a prolonged unconsciousness caused by disease, injury, or poison; stupor. [< Gk.
koma]
co·ma2 (kōʹmә), n., pl. co·mae (kōʹmē). a
cloudlike mass around the nucleus of a
comet. [< L < Gk. kome hair] —coʹmal,
adj.
Co·man·che (kә manʹchē), n., pl. –ches. 1
member of a tribe of American Indians
that formerly roamed from Wyoming to
N Mexico, now living in Oklahoma. 2
their language.
com·a·tose (komʹә tōs; kōʹmә–), adj. 1
unconscious. 2 lethargic. —comʹa·tosely, adv.
comb (kōm), n. 1 a narrow, short piece
of metal, rubber, etc., with teeth, used to
arrange the hair or hold it in place. 2 anything shaped or used like a comb. One
kind of comb cleans and takes out the
tangles in wool or ﬂax. 3 ⫽currycomb.
4 the red, ﬂeshy piece on the top of the
head in some fowls. 5 ⫽honeycomb. 6
top of a wave rolling over or breaking.
—v. 1 arrange, clean, or take out tangles
in, with a comb. 2 search through; look
everywhere in. 3 (of waves) roll over or
break at the top. [OE]
comb., combination.
com·bat (v., n. komʹbat; v. also kәm batʹ),
v., –bat·ed, –bat·ing, n. —v. 1 ﬁght (with
or against); battle; contend. 2 oppose
vigorously. —n. 1 a ﬁght, esp. between
two. 2 a struggle; a conﬂict; a battle.
[< F combattre < LL < L com– (intensive)
+ battuere beat] —comʹbat·a·ble, adj.
—comʹbat·er, n.
com·bat·ant (kәm batʹәnt; komʹbә tәnt),
n. ﬁghter. —adj. 1 ﬁghting. 2 ready to
ﬁght.
combat fatigue, ⫽battle fatigue.
com·bat·ive (kәm batʹiv; komʹbә tiv), adj.
ready to ﬁght or oppose; fond of ﬁghting. —com·batʹive·ly, adv. —com·batʹive·ness, n.
comb·er (kōmʹәr), n. 1 one that combs. 2
wave that rolls over or breaks at the top.
com·bi·na·tion (kom´bә nāʹshәn), n. 1 a
combining or being combined. 2 thing
made by combining. 3 group of persons or parties joined together for some
common purpose. 4 series of numbers

or letters used in opening or closing a
certain kind of lock. 5 suit of underwear
having the shirt and drawers in one
piece. —com´bi·naʹtion·al, adj.
com·bine (v. kēm bīnʹ; n. 1 komʹbīn,
kәm bīnʹ; n. 2 komʹbīn), v., –bined,
–bin·ing, n. —v. 1 join together; unite.
2 unite to form a compound. —n. 1 Colloq. combination (def. 3). 2 machine for
harvesting and threshing grain. [< LL
combinare < com– together + bini two
by two] —com·binʹa·ble, adj. —combinʹer, n.
combining form, form of a word in English or other language used for combining with other words or other combining
forms to make new words; word element.
Psychoanalysis is composed of the combining form psycho– mind and analysis
examination; Francophile is made up of
the combining forms Franco– French
and –phile person who is fond of.
com·bus·ti·ble (kәm busʹtә bәl), adj. 1
capable of taking ﬁre and burning; easy
to burn. 2 easily excited; ﬁery. —n. a
combustible substance. —com·bus´tibilʹi·ty, com·busʹti·ble·ness, n. —combusʹti·bly, adv.
com·bus·tion (kәm busʹchәn), n. 1 act
or process of burning. 2 rapid oxidation accompanied by high temperature
and usually by light. 3 slow oxidation
not accompanied by high temperature
and light. 4 violent excitement; tumult.
[< L combustio < com– up + urere burn]
—com·busʹtive, adj.
come (kum), v., came, come, com·ing. 1
move toward: come this way. 2 arrive:
came to town yesterday. 3 appear: light
comes and goes. 4 reach; extend. 5 happen: what will come, let come. 6 be
caused; result. 7 be born. 8 get to be;
become. 9 occur to the mind. 10 be
available. 11 amount: the total comes
to $100.
come about, a happen. b change
direction.
come across, a meet by chance. b
Informal. pay. c reach an audience
or the public.
come around, come round, a return to
consciousness. b give in; yield; agree. c
change direction.
come at, rush toward; attack.
come back, a return. b come to mind.
c retort. d return to a former position
or condition.
come by, a obtain; acquire. b pass near.
come down, a lose position, rank,
money, etc. b be handed down. c become
ill (with). d Informal. scold; blame (on).
e attack suddenly (on).
come out, a be shown. b be oﬀered to
the public. c leave an activity. d make a
debut. e say; speak (with). f oﬀer to the
public (with).
come through, a be successful. b last
through successfully.
come to, return to consciousness.
come up to, compare with; equal.

come up with, produce; improvise a
solution. [OE cuman] —comʹer, n.
come·back (kumʹbak´), n. 1 return to a
former condition or position. 2 Slang.
clever answer. 3 cause for complaining.
co·me·di·an (kә mēʹdi әn), n. 1 actor in
comedies. 2 writer of comedies. 3 person
who amuses others with funny talk and
actions.
co·me·di·enne (kә mē´di enʹ), n. actress
in comedies; actress of comic parts.
come·down (kumʹdoun´), n. loss of position, rank, money, etc.
com·e·dy (komʹә di), n., pl. –dies. 1 amusing play or show having a happy ending.
2 branch of drama concerned with such
plays. 3 the comic element of drama,
literature, or life. 4 funny incident. [<
L < Gk., < komoidos comedian < komos
merrymaking + aoidos singer]
come·ly (kumʹli), adj., –li·er, –li·est. having a pleasant appearance; attractive.
[OE cȳmlic] —come·li·ness, n.
come-on (kumʹon´), n. Informal. something oﬀered to attract or allure.
com·er (kumʹәr), n. Informal. person who
seems likely to succeed.
com·et (komʹit), n. a bright celestial body
with a starlike center and often with a
cloudy tail of light, moving around the
sun in a long, oval course. [< L < Gk.
kometes wearing long hair < kome hair]
—co·metʹic, adj.
come·up·pance (kum´upʹәns), n. one’s
just deserts.
com·ﬁt (kumʹﬁt; komʹ–), n. piece of
candy. [< OF < L confectus prepared
< com– + facere make]
com·fort (kumʹfәrt), v. 1 ease the grief or
sorrow of; cheer. 2 give ease to. —n. 1
anything that makes trouble or sorrow
easier to bear. 2 freedom from pain or
hardship; ease. 3 person or thing that
makes life easier or takes away hardship. [< OF < LL confortare strengthen
< com– + fortis strong] —comʹfort·ing,
adj. —comʹfort·ing·ly, adv. —comʹfortless, adj.
com·fort·a·ble (kumfʹtә bәl; kumʹfәr tә bәl), adj. 1 giving comfort. 2 in
comfort. 3 at ease; contented. 4 enough
for one’s needs. —com·fort·a·ble·ness,
n. —comʹfort·a·bly, adv.
com·fort·er (kumʹfәr tәr), n. 1 person or
thing that gives comfort. 2 a padded or
quilted covering for a bed.
com·fy (kumʹfē), adj., –ﬁ·er, –ﬁ·est. Informal. ⫽comfortable.
com·ic (komʹik), adj. 1 of comedy. 2
amusing; funny. —n. the amusing or
funny side of literature, life, etc. [< L
< Gk. komikos. See comedy.]
com·i·cal (komʹә kәl), adj. amusing;
funny. —comʹi·cal·ly, adv. —comʹi·calness, n.
comic book, magazine with comic strips.
comic opera, amusing opera having a
happy ending.
comic strip, series of drawings, sometimes
humorous, presenting an adventure.
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com·ing (kumʹing), n. arrival. —adj. 1
next. 2 on the way to importance or
fame.
com·i·ty (komʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. courtesy;
civility. [< L, < comis friendly]
com·ma (komʹә), n. mark (,) of punctuation, used to show the smallest
interruptions in the thought or in the
grammatical structure of a sentence.
[< L < Gk. komma piece cut oﬀ < koptein
to cut]
com·mand (kә mandʹ; –mändʹ), v. 1 give
an order to; direct. 2 be in control of. 3
overlook. 4 be able to have and use. 5
deserve and get: command respect. —n.
1 order; direction. 2 authority; control.
3 position of a person to command.
4 soldiers, ships, district, etc., under a
person who commands them. 5 outlook
over. 6 ability to use; mastery: good command of French. [ < OF < LL, < L com– +
mandare commit, command]
com·man·dant (kom´әn dantʹ; –däntʹ),
n. oﬃcer in command of a fort, navy
yard, etc.
com·man·deer (kom´әn dirʹ), v. seize
(private property) for military or public
use. [< Afrikaans < F commander]
com·mand·er (kә manʹdәr; –mänʹ–), n.
1 person who commands. 2 oﬃcer in
charge of an army or a part of an army.
3 a navy oﬃcer ranking next below a
captain and next above a lieutenant
commander. —com·mandʹer·ship, n.
commander in chief, pl. commanders
in chief. 1 person who has complete
command of the army and navy of a
country. 2 oﬃcer in command of part of
an army or navy.
com·mand·ing (kә manʹding; –mänʹ–),
adj. 1 in command. 2 controlling; powerful. 3 impressive. —com·mandʹingly, adv.
com· mand· ment
(kә mandʹ mәnt;
–mändʹ–), n. 1 order; direction; law. 2
one of the ten laws that, according to
the Bible, God gave to Moses. Exod.
20:2–17; Deut. 5:6–21.
com·man·do (kә manʹdo; –manʹ–), n.,
pl. –dos, –does. soldier who makes
brief, daring raids upon enemy territory.
[< Afrikaans < Pg.]
command performance, 1 stage performance, ﬁlm, etc. given by request or
order, esp. before royalty. 2 Fig. any
appearance at a social function, meeting,
etc. that is required.
com·mem·o·rate (kә memʹә rāt), v., –rated, –rat·ing. 1 preserve the memory of.
2 honor the memory of. [< L, < com– +
memorare relate] —com·memʹo·ra·ble,
adj. —com·mem´o·raʹtion, n. —commemʹo·ra´tive, adj. —com·memʹo·ra´tive·ly, adv. —com·memʹo·ra´tor, n.
—com·memʹo·ra·to´ry adj.
com·mence (kә mensʹ), v., –menced,
–menc·ing. begin; start. [< OF comencer
< VL < L com– + initiare begin. See initiate.] —com·mencʹer, n.

com·mence·ment (kә mensʹmәnt), n. 1
a beginning; start. 2 day when a school
or college gives diplomas or degrees to
students. 3 ceremonies on this day.
com·mend (kә mendʹ), v. 1 praise. 2 mention favorably; recommend. 3 hand over
for safekeeping. [< L commendare. See
command.] —com·mendʹa·ble, adj.
—com·mendʹa·bly, adv.
com·men·da·tion (kom´әn dāʹshәn) n. 1
praise; approval. 2 favorable mention. 3
a handing over to another for safekeeping; entrusting.
com·mend·a·to·ry (kә menʹdә tô´ ri;
–tō´–), adj. approving; mentioning
favorably.
com·men·su·ra·ble (kә menʹshә rә bәl;
–sә rә–), adj. measurable by the same set
of units. —com·men´su·ra·bilʹi·ty, commenʹsu·ra·ble·ness, n. —com·menʹsura·bly, adv.
com·men·su·rate (kә menʹshә rit; –sә–),
adj. 1 in the proper proportion; proportionate. 2 of the same size, extent,
etc.; equal. 3 measurable by the same
set of units. [< LL commensuratus.
See com–, mensuration.] —commenʹsu·rate·ly, adv. —com·menʹsurate·ness, n. —com·men´su·raʹtion, n.
com·ment (komʹent), n. 1 remark that
explains, praises, or criticizes something.
2 remark. 3 talk; gossip. —v. 1 make a
comment or comments. 2 talk; gossip.
[< L commentum < commentus, pp. of
comminisci < com– up + –minisci think]
com·men·tar·y (komʹәn ter´i), n., pl.
–tar·ies. 1 explanation. 2 an explanatory
essay or treatise.
com·men·ta·tor (kom әn tā´tәr), n. person who makes comments, explaining
or criticizing books, concerts, recent
events, etc.
com·merce (komʹәrs; –ėrs), n. buying and
selling in large amounts between diﬀerent places; trade; business. [< F < L commercium, ult. < com– with + merx wares]
com·mer·cial (kә mėrʹshәl), adj. 1 having
to do with commerce. 2 made to be sold.
3 manufactured in sizable quantities. 4
supported subsidized by an advertiser: a
commercial TV program. —n. a radio or
television program, or the part of a program, that advertises something. —commerʹcial·ly, adv.
com·mer·cial·ism (kә mėrʹshәl iz әm), n.
1 methods and spirit of commerce. 2
business custom; expression used in
business.
com·mer·cial·ize (kә mėrʹshәl īz), v.,
–ized, –iz·ing. make a matter of business
or trade. —com·mer´cial·i·zaʹtion, n.
com·min·gle (kә mingʹgәl), v., –gled,
–gling. mingle together; blend.
com·mi·nute (komʹә nüt; –nūt), v., –nuted, –nut·ing, pulverize. [< L, < com– +
minuere make smaller < minus less]
—com´mi·nuʹtion, n.
com·mis·er·ate (kә mizʹәr āt), v., –ated, –at·ing. feel or express sorrow for;

sympathize with; pity. —com·mis´eraʹtion, n.
com·mis·sar·i·at (kom´ә sārʹi әt; –at), n.
department of an army that supplies
food, etc. [< F, < Med.L commissarius.
See commissary.]
com·mis·sar·y (komʹә ser´i), n., pl. –saries. 1 store handling food and supplies
in a mining camp, lumber camp, army
camp, etc. 2 an army oﬃcer in charge
of food and daily supplies for soldiers.
3 deputy; representative. [< Med.L commissarius < L commissus, pp., entrusted.
See commit.]
com·mis·sion (kә mishʹәn), n. 1 a written
paper giving certain powers, privileges,
and duties. 2 a written order giving
military or naval rank and authority.
3 authority, power, or right given. 4
thing for which authority is given; thing
trusted to a person to do. 5 group of
people with authority to do certain
things. 6 doing; performance: commission of a crime. 7 pay based on a percentage of the amount of business done. —v.
1 give a commission to. 2 give authority,
right or power (to do something). 3 put
in service or use; make ready.
in commission, a in service; in use. b in
working order.
out of commission, a not in service or
use. b not in working order.
com·mis·sioned oﬃcer (ke mishʹәnd),
oﬃcer having the rank of second lieutenant or above in the U.S. Army, Air
Force, or Marines, or an ensign or above
in the U. S. Navy.
com·mis·sion·er (kә mishʹәn әr), n. 1
member of a commission. 2 oﬃcial in
charge of some department of a government: police commissioner. —com·misʹsion·er·ship´, n.
com·mit (kә mitʹ), v., –mit·ted, –mit·ting.
1 hand over for safekeeping; deliver. 2
conﬁne oﬃcially: commit to prison. 3 do
or perform (usually something wrong).
4 involve; pledge.
commit to memory, learn by heart.
[< L < com– with + mittere, send, put]
—com·mitʹta·ble, adj.
com·mit·al (kә mitʹәl), n. ⫽commitment
(defs. 2 and 3).
com·mit·ment (kә mitʹmәnt), n. 1 a committing or being committed. 2 a sending
to prison. 3 order sending a person to
prison or hospital. 4 pledge; promise.
com·mit·tee (kә mitʹi), n. group of persons appointed or elected to do certain
things. [< AF, committed. See commit.]
com·mit·tee·man (kә mitʹi mәn; –man´),
n., pl. –men (–mәn; –men´). member of
a committee.
com·mit·tee·wom·an (kә mitʹi wu̇m´әn),
n., pl. –wom·en. female member of a
committee.
com·mode (kә mōdʹ), n. 1 chest of drawers. 2 ⫽toilet. [< F < L commodus convenient < com– with + modus measure]
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com·mo·di·ous (kә mōʹdi әs), adj. 1
roomy. 2 convenient; handy. [< Med.L
commodiosus. See commode.] —commoʹdi·ous·ly, adv.
com·mod·i·ty (kә modʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
1 anything that is bought and sold. 2
useful thing.
com·mo·dore (komʹә dôr; –dōr), n. 1 an
oﬃcer in the U.S. Navy ranking next
below a rear admiral and next above
a captain. 2 title of honor given to the
president or head of a yacht club. [earlier
commandore; ? < Du. < F, < commander
to command]
com·mon (komʹәn), adj. 1 belonging
equally to all. 2 of all; general: common
knowledge. 3 belonging to the community at large; public: a common council.
4 usual; familiar. 5 without rank. 6 inferior; low; vulgar. 7 belonging equally
to two or more quantities: a common
factor. —n. land owned or used by all the
people of a town, village, etc.
in common, equally with another or
others. [< OF <L < communis < com–
together + munia duties] —comʹmonly, adv. —comʹmon·ness, n.
com·mon·al·i·ty (kom´ә nalʹә ti), n. 1
⫽commonalty. 2 common quality or
condition.
com·mon·al·ty (komʹәn әl ti), n., pl. –ties.
1 the common people. 2 people as a
group.
common carrier, person or company
whose business is conveying goods or
people for pay.
com·mon·er (komʹәn әr), n. one of the
common people; person who is not a
nobleman.
Common Era, ⫽Christian Era.
common law, the unwritten law based
on custom and usage and conﬁrmed by
the decisions of judges, as distinct from
statute law.
common noun, name for any one of a
class. Boy, city, and dog are common
nouns.
com·mon·place (komʹәn plās´), n. 1
everyday thing. 2 ordinary remark.
—adj. not new or interesting; everyday;
ordinary. —comʹmon·place´ness, n.
com·mons (komʹәnz), n.pl. 1 the common people. 2 a dining hall. 3 the Commons, House of Commons.
common sense, practical intelligence.
—comʹmon·senseʹ, com´mon·senʹsical, adj. —com´mon·senʹsi·cal·ly, adv.
common time, musical meter of four
quarter notes to the measure.
com·mon·weal (komʹәn wēl´), common
weal, n. general welfare; public good.
com·mon·wealth (komʹәn welth´), n. 1
citizens of a state. 2 a democratic state;
republic. 3 one of the states of the United
States. 4 group of persons, nations, etc.,
united by some common interest.
Commonwealth of Nations, group of
independent countries tied economically to the United Kingdom, formerly

under British rule and called the British
Commonwealth of Nations.
com·mo·tion (kә mōʹshәn), n. violent
movement; confusion; disturbance;
tumult.
com· mu· nal (komʹyә nәl; kә mūʹnәl), adj. 1 of a community; public. 2
owned jointly by all. 3 of a commune.
—comʹmu·nal·ly, adv.
com·mune1 (v. kә mūnʹ; n. komʹūn), v.,
–muned, –mun·ing, n. —v. talk intimately. —n. intimate talk; communion.
[< OF, < comun common]
com·mune2 (komʹu̇n), n. 1 a place where
people live communally. b group of
people living together. 2 the smallest
division for local government in France,
Belgium, and several other European
countries. [< F, fem. of commun common]
com·mu·ni·ca·ble (kә mūʹnә kә bәl), adj.
that can be transferred or passed along
to others. —com·mu´ni·ca·bilʹi·ty, commuʹni·ca·ble·ness, n.
com·mu·ni·cant (kә mūʹnә kәnt), n. 1
person who receives Holy Communion.
2 person who gives information by talking, writing, etc.
com·mu·ni·cate (kә mūʹnә kāt), v., –cated, –cat·ing. 1 pass along; transfer: a
stove communicates heat to a room. 2
give (information) by talking, writing,
etc. 3 be connected. [< L communicatus
< communis common] —com·muʹnica´tor, n.
com·mu·ni·ca·tion (kә mū´nә kāʹshәn),
n. 1 act or fact of passing along; transfer.
2 a giving of information by talking,
writing, etc. 3 information given in this
way. 4 letter, message, etc., that gives
information. 5 means of going from one
place to the other; connection; passage.
communications, a system of communicating by Internet, computer,
telephone, etc. b system of routes of
transportation. c study of providing
information or entertainment through
talking or writing for various media.
com·mu·ni·ca·tive (kә mūʹnә kā´ tiv;
–kә tiv), adj. 1 ready to give information; talkative. 2 pertaining to communication. —com·muʹni·ca´tive·ly, adv.
—com·muʹni·ca´tive·ness, n.
com·mun·ion (kә mūnʹyәn), n. 1 a having in common. 2 intimate talk; fellowship. 3 close spiritual relationship.
4 group of people having the same religious beliefs. Communion, celebration
of the Lord’s Supper. [< L communio.
See common.]
com·mu·ni·qué (kә mū´nә kāʹ; kә mūʹnә kā), n. an oﬃcial bulletin, statement,
etc.
com·mu·nism (komʹyә niz әm), n. 1 system by which the means of production
and distribution are owned and managed by the government, and the goods
produced are shared by all citizens. 2
Communism, political principles and

practices of a Communist Party. [< F
communisme < commun common]
com·mu·nist (komʹyә nist), n. 1 person
who favors and supports communism. 2
Communist, member of a political party
advocating communism. —com´munisʹtic, com´mu·nisʹti·cal, adj.
com·mu·ni·ty (kә mūʹnә ti), n., pl. –ties.
1 a number of people living in the
same locality. 2 group of people living
together: a community of monks. 3 the
public. 4 ownership together. 5 group
of animals or plants living together. 6
likeness; similarity; identity. [< OF < L
communitas. See common.]
community college, college, often a twoyear college, that oﬀers courses to nonresident students from the local area.
com·mu·tate (komʹyә tāt), v., –tat·ed,
–tat·ing. reverse the direction of (an
electric current). —comʹmu·ta´tor, n.
com·mu·ta·tion (kom´yә tāʹshәn), n. 1
exchange; substitution. 2 reduction (of
an obligation, penalty, etc.) to a less
severe one. 3 regular, daily travel back
and forth to work.
com·mute (kә mūtʹ), v., –mut·ed, –muting. 1 exchange: substitute. 2 change
(an obligation, penalty, etc.) to an easier
one. 3 travel regularly back and forth to
work. [< L, < com– + mutare change]
com·mut·er (kә mūtʹәr), n. person who
travels regularly back and forth to work.
comp (komp), n. ⫽compensation (defs.
1 and 2).
com·pact1 (kәm paktʹ), adj. 1 ﬁrmly
packed together; closely joined. 2 composed or made (of). 3 using few words;
brief. —v. 1 pack ﬁrmly together; join
closely. 2 make by putting together
ﬁrmly. 3 condense. [< L compactus
< com– together + pangere fasten]
—com·pactʹly, adv. —com·pactʹness, n.
com·pact2 (komʹpakt), n. agreement. [< L
compactum < com– + pacisci contract]
compact disk or disc, 1 digital disk
whose encoded data or sounds are read
by a laser. 2 Compact Disc. trademark
for such a disk.
com·pan·ion (kәm panʹyәn), n. 1 person
who goes along with another. 2 anything
that matches or goes with another in kind,
size, color, etc. 3 person paid to live or
travel with another. —v. be a companion
to. [< OF < LL companio < com– together
+ panis bread] —com·panʹionless, adj. —com·panʹion·ship, n.
com·pan·ion·a·ble (kәm panʹyәn ә bәl),
adj. pleasant; agreeable; sociable. —compan´ion·a·bilʹi·ty, com·panʹion·a·bleness, n. —com·panʹion·a·bly, adv.
com·pan·ion·ate (kәm panʹyәn it), adj. of
companions.
com·pan·ion·way (kәm panʹyәn wā´), n.
stairway from the deck of a ship down
to the rooms below.
com·pa·ny (kumʹpә ni), n., pl. –nies, v.,
–nied, –ny·ing. —n. 1 group of people.
2 group of people joined together for
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some purpose: a business company, a
company of actors. 3 companion or companions. 4 association as companions. 5
guest or guests; visitor or visitors. 6 part
of an army commanded by a captain. 7 a
ship’s crew; oﬃcers and sailors of a ship.
—v. associate.
keep company, a go with; remain with
for companionship. b go together,
as a couple.
keep company with, a associate with. b
associate with, as a couple.
part company, a go separate ways. b
end companionship. [< OF, < compagne
companion]
compar., comparative; comparison.
com·pa·ra·ble (komʹpә rә bәl), adj. 1 able
to be compared. 2 ﬁt to be compared.
—comʹpa·ra·ble·ness, n. —comʹpa·rably, adv.
com·par·a·tive (kәm parʹә tiv), adj. 1 that
compares. 2 measured by comparison
with something else. 3 showing the comparative form. —n. 1 the second degree
of comparison of an adjective or adverb.
2 form or combination of words that
shows this degree. Fairer is the comparative of fair. —com·parʹa·tive·ly, adv.
com·pare (kәm pãrʹ), v., –pared, –paring, n. —v. 1 ﬁnd out or point out the
likenesses or diﬀerences of. 2 consider
as similar; liken. 3 be considered like or
equal. 4 change the form of (an adjective
or adverb) to show the comparative and
superlative degree. —n. comparison.
beyond compare, without an equal.
[< F < L, < com– with + par equal] —comparʹer, n.
com·par·i·son (kәm parʹә sәn), n. 1 act or
process of comparing; ﬁnding the likenesses and diﬀerences. 2 likeness; similarity. 3 change in an adjective or adverb
to show degrees. The three degrees of
comparison are positive, comparative,
and superlative. Example: good, better,
best; cold, colder, coldest; helpful, more
helpful, most helpful.
by comparison with, as compared with
something else.
in comparison with, compared with.
com·part·ment (kәm pärtʹmәnt), n. a
separate division or section; part of
an enclosed space set oﬀ by walls or
partitions. [< F < Ital. compartimento
< compartire divide < LL, < L com– with
+ partiri share]
com·pass (kumʹpәs), n, 1 instrument for
showing directions, consisting of a needle that points to the N Magnetic Pole.
2 boundary; circumference. 3 extent;
range. 4 circuit; going around. 5 instrument for drawing circles and measuring
distances. —v. 1 make a circuit of; go
around. 2 form a circle around; surround. 3 do; accomplish; get. [< OF,
< compasser divide equally < VL < L
com– with + passus step]
com·pas·sion (kәm pashʹәn), n. feeling
for another’s sorrow or hardship; sym-

pathy; pity. [< L compassio < com– with
+ pati suﬀer]
com·pas·sion·ate (adj. kәm pashʹәn it; v.
kәm pashʹәn āt), adj., v., –at·ed, –at·ing.
—adj. deeply sympathetic. —v. take pity
on. —com·pasʹsion·ate·ly, adv. —compasʹsion·ate·ness, n.
com·pat·i·ble (kәm patʹә bәl), adj. able
to exist together; agreeing; in harmony.
[< Med.L compatibilis. See compassion.] —com·patʹi·bilʹi·ty, com·patʹible·ness, n. —com·patʹi·bly, adv.
com·pa·tri·ot (kәm pāʹtri әt; esp. Brit.
kәm patʹri әt), n. a fellow countryman.
com·peer (kәm pirʹ; komʹpir), n. 1 equal.
2 comrade. [< OF < L, < com– with +
par equal]
com·pel (kәm pelʹ), v., –pelled, –pel·ling.
1 force. 2 cause or get by force. [< L,
< com– + pellere drive] —com·pelʹla·
ble, adj. —com·pelʹler, n.
com·pen·di·ous (kәm penʹdi әs), adj.
brief but comprehensive; concise.
—com·penʹdi·ous·ly, adv. —compenʹdi·ous·ness, n.
com·pen·di·um (kәm penʹdi әm), n., pl.
–di·ums, –di·a (–di ә). summary that
gives much information in little space;
concise treatise. Also, compend. [< L, a
saving, shortening, < com– in addition +
pendere weigh]
com·pen·sate (komʹpәn sāt), v., –sat·ed,
–sat·ing. 1 make an equal return to;
give an equivalent to. 2 balance by equal
weight, power, etc.; make up (for). 3
pay. [< L, < com– with + pensare weigh
< pendere] —comʹpen·sa´tor, n. —compenʹsa·to´ry, adj.
com·pen·sa·tion (kom´pәn sāʹshәn), n. 1
something given as an equivalent; something given to make up for a loss, injury,
etc. 2 pay. 3 a balancing by equal power,
weight, etc. 4 increased activity of one
part to make up for loss or weakness of
another. 5 any act or instance of compensating. —com´pen·saʹtion·al, adj.
com·pete (kәm pētʹ), v., –pet·ed, –peting. 1 try hard to obtain something
wanted by others; be rivals; contend. 2
take part (in a contest). [< L, < com–
together + petere seek]
com·pe·tence (komʹpә tәns), com·pe·tency (–tәn si), n. 1 ability; ﬁtness. 2 enough
money or property to provide a comfortable living.
com·pe·tent (komʹpә tәnt), adj. 1 able; ﬁt.
2 legally qualiﬁed. [< L, being ﬁt, < competere meet. See compete.] —comʹpetent·ly, adv.
com·pe·ti·tion (kom´pә tishʹәn), n. 1
eﬀort to obtain something wanted by
others; rivalry. 2 contest.
com·pet·i·tive (kәm petʹә tiv), adj. of or
having competition; based on or decided
by competition. —com·petʹi·tive·ly, adv.
—com·petʹi·tive·ness, n.
com·pet·i·tor (kәm petʹә tәr), n. person
who competes; rival.
com·pile (kәm pīlʹ), v., –piled, –pil·ing.
1 collect and bring together in one list

or account. 2 make (a book, report, etc.)
out of various materials. [< F < L compilare steal, orig., pile up < com– together
+ pilare press] —com´pi·laʹtion, n.
—com·pilʹer, n.
com·pla·cen·cy (kәm plāʹsәn si), compla·cence (–sәns), n., pl. –cies; –ces. 1
being pleased with oneself; self-satisfaction. 2 contentment.
com·pla·cent (kәm plā´sәnt), adj. pleased
with oneself; self-satisﬁed. [< L, < com– +
placere please] —com·plaʹcent·ly, adv.
com·plain (kәm plānʹ), v. 1 say that
something is wrong; ﬁnd fault. 2 talk
about one’s pains, troubles, etc. 3 make
an accusation or charge. [< OF < VL,
bewail, < L com– + plangere lament]
—com·plainʹer, n. —com·plainʹing·ly,
adv.
com·plain·ant (kәm plānʹәnt), n. 1 person who complains. 2 plaintiﬀ.
com·plaint (kәm plāntʹ), n. 1 a complaining; a ﬁnding fault. 2 a cause for
complaining. 3 accusation; charge. 4
sickness; ailment.
com·plai·sant (kәm plāʹzәnt; komʹplә zant), adj. 1 obliging; gracious; courteous. 2 compliant. [< F, < complaire
acquiesce < L, < com– + placere please]
—com·plaiʹsance, n. —com·plaiʹsantly, adv.
com·ple·ment (komʹplә mәnt), n. 1 something that completes or makes perfect. 2
number required to ﬁll. 3 either of two
parts or things needed to complete each
other. 4 full quantity. 5 word or group of
words completing a predicate. In “The
man is good” good is a complement. 6
amount needed to make an angle or an
arc equal to 90 degrees. —v. supply a
lack of any kind; complete. [< L complementum < complere to complete]
com·ple·men·tal (kom´plә menʹtәl), adj.
complementary. —com´ple·menʹtal·ly,
adv.
com·ple·men·ta·ry (kom´plә menʹtә ri;
–tri), adj. forming a complement; completing.
complementary angle, either of two
angles which together form an angle of
90 degrees.
complementary colors, two colors whose
reﬂected light combine to produce white
or gray. Red and green are complementary colors.
com·plete (kәm plētʹ), adj., v., –plet·ed;
–plet·ing. —adj. 1 with all the parts;
whole; entire. 2 perfect; thorough. 3
ended; ﬁnished; done. —v. 1 make up
all the parts of; make whole or entire. 2
make perfect or thorough. 3 get done;
end; ﬁnish. [< L completus < com– up +
–plere ﬁll] —com·pleteʹly, adv. —completeʹness, n. —com·pletʹer, n. —compleʹtive, adj.
com·ple·tion (kәm plēʹshәn), n. 1 act of
completing. 2 condition of being completed.
com·plex (adj. kәm pleksʹ, komʹpleks; n.
komʹpleks), adj. 1 made up of a number

computer
of parts. 2 complicated. —n. 1 a complicated whole. 2 idea or group of ideas
associated with emotional disturbance
so as to inﬂuence a person’s behavior to
an abnormal degree. 3 an unreasonable
prejudice; strong dislike. [< L complexus
embracing < com– together + plecti
twine] —com·plexʹly, adv. —com·plexʹness, n.
complex fraction, fraction having a fraction or mixed number in the numerator,
denominator, or both. Also, compound
fraction.
com·plex·ion (kәm plekʹshәn), n. 1 color,
quality, and general appearance of the
skin, particularly of the face. 2 general appearance; nature; character. [< LL
complexio constitution < L, combination. See complex.] —com·plexʹion·al,
com·plexʹion·ed, adj.
com·plex·i·ty (kәm plekʹsә ti), n., pl. –ties.
1 a complex quality, condition, or structure. 2 something complex; complication.
complex number, sum of a real number
and an imaginary number.
com·pli·a·ble (kәm plīʹә bәl), adj. complying. —com·pliʹa·ble·ness, n. —compliʹa·bly, adv.
com·pli·ance (kәm plīʹәns), com·pli·ancy (–әn si), n. 1 act doing as another
wishes or yielding to a request. 2 tendency to yield to others.
com·pli·ant (kәm plīʹәnt), adj. complying; yielding; obliging. —com·pliʹantly, adv.
com·pli·cate (v. komʹplә kāt; adj. komʹplә kit), v., –cat·ed, –cat·ing, adj. —v.
1 make hard to understand; confuse. 2
make worse or more mixed up. —adj.
complex; involved. [< L, < com– together
+ plicare fold]
com·pli·cat·ed (komʹplә kāt´id), adj.
made up of many parts; intricate.
—comʹpli·cat´ed·ly, adv. —comʹplicat´ed·ness, n.
com·pli·ca·tion (kom´plә kāʹshәn), n. 1
a complex or confused state of aﬀairs. 2
something causing such a state of aﬀairs.
3 act or process of complicating.
com·plic·i·ty (kәm plisʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
partnership in wrongdoing. [< complice
confederate < L complex < com– together
+ plicare fold]
com·pli·ment (komʹplә mәnt), n. something good said about one; something
said in praise of one’s work. —v. pay a
compliment to; congratulate. [< F < Ital.
< Sp. cumplimiento. Var. of complement.]
com·pli·men·ta·ry (kom´plә menʹtә ri;
–tri), adj. 1 like or containing a compliment; praising. 2 U.S. given free.
—com´pli·menʹta·ri·ly, adv.
com·ply (kәm plīʹ), v., –plied, –ply·ing.
act in agreement with a request or a
command. [< Ital. < Sp. < L complere
complete; inﬂ. by ply1] —com·pliʹer, n.
com·po·nent (kәm pōʹnәnt), adj. constituent. —n. an essential part; part. [< L,
< com– together + ponere put]

com·port (kәm pôrtʹ; –pōrtʹ), v. 1 behave:
comport oneself with dignity. 2 agree;
suit. [< F < L, < com– together + portare
carry] —com·portʹment, n.
com·pose (kәm pōzʹ), v., –posed, –posing. 1 make up. 2 be the parts of. 3 get
(oneself) ready; make up one’s mind. 4
make calm. 5 settle; arrange: compose
a dispute. 6 write music, books, etc.
[< OF, < com– (< L) together + poser
place (see pose)]
com·posed (kәm pōzdʹ), adj. calm; tranquil. —com·posʹed·ly, adv.
com·pos·er (kәm pōzʹәr), n. person who
composes, esp. a writer of music.
com·pos·ite (kәm pozʹit), adj. 1 made up
of various parts; compound. 2 belonging
to a group of plants, as the aster, daisy,
etc., in which the ﬂorets are borne in
dense heads. —n. 1 composite plant. 2
any composite thing. [< L compositus
< com– together + ponere put] —composʹite·ly, adv.
composite number, number exactly divisible by a whole number other than itself
or one. Nine is a composite number.
com·po·si·tion (kom´pә zishʹәn), n. 1
makeup of anything. 2 a putting together
of a whole. 3 thing composed. 4 act or
art of composing prose or verse or a
musical work. 5 mixture of substances.
com·post (komʹpōst), n. mixture of
leaves, manure, etc., for fertilizing land.
[< OF. See composite.]
com·po·sure (kәm pōʹzhәr), n. calmness;
self-control.
com·pote (komʹpōt), n. 1 dish with a supporting stem for fruit, etc. 2 stewed fruit.
[< F. See composite.]
com·pound1 (adj. komʹpound, kompoundʹ; n. komʹpound; v. kom poundʹ,
kәm–), adj. having more than one part.
Steamship is a compound word; 5 ft. 2
in is a compound number. [< v.] —n. 1
something made by combining parts. 2
compound word. 3 substance formed by
chemical combination of two or more
substances. [< adj.] —v. 1 mix; combine.
2 make by combining parts.
compound a felony, accept money not
to prosecute a crime, etc. [< OF < L,
< com– together + ponere put] —compoundʹa·ble, adj. —com·poundʹer, n.
com·pound2 (komʹpound), n. an enclosed
yard with buildings in it. [prob. < Malay
kampong]
compound eye, eye of certain arthropods
composed of many visual units, such as
the large lateral eyes of insects.
compound interest, interest paid on both
the original sum of money borrowed
and on the unpaid interest added to it.
compound sentence, sentence made
up of coordinate independent clauses.
Example: He went but she came.
com·pre·hend (kom´pri hendʹ), v. 1
understand. 2 include; contain. [< L,
< com– + prehendere seize] —com´prehendʹi·ble, adj. —com´pre·hendʹingly, adv.
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com·pre·hen·si·ble (kom´pri henʹsә bәl),
adj. understandable. —com´pre·henʹsibilʹi·ty, com´pre·henʹsi·ble·ness, n.
—com´pre·henʹsi·bly, adv.
com·pre·hen·sion (kom´pri henʹshәn), n.
1 act or power of understanding; ability to get the meaning. 2 act or fact of
including. 3 comprehensiveness.
com·pre·hen·sive (kom´pri henʹsiv), adj.
1 including; including much. 2 comprehending. —com´pre·henʹsive·ly, adv.
—com´pre·henʹsive·ness, n.
com·press (v. kәm presʹ; n. komʹpres), v.
squeeze together; make smaller by pressure. —n. pad of wet cloth applied to
some part of the body to create pressure
or to reduce inﬂammation. [< L compressare, ult. < com– together + premere
press] —com·pressedʹ, adj. —com·presʹsion, n. —com·presʹsive, adj.
compressed air, air that has been put
under extra pressure to increase its
force when released and used in the
operation of drills, brakes, sprayers,
etc.
com·press·i·ble (kәm presʹә bәl), adj. that
can be compressed. —com·press´i·bilʹity, n.
com·pres·sor (kәm presʹәr), n. 1 one that
compresses. 2 machine for compressing
air, gas, etc.
com·prise, com·prize (kәm prīzʹ), v.,
–prised, –pris·ing; –prized, –priz·ing.
consist of; include. [< F compris, pp.
of comprendre < L comprehendere. See
comprehend.] —com·prisʹa·ble, comprizʹa·ble, adj.
com·pro·mise (komʹprә mīz), v., –mised,
–mis·ing, n. —v. 1 settle (a dispute) by
agreeing that each will give up a part of
what is demanded. 2 put under suspicion; put in danger. —n. 1 settlement of
a dispute by a partial yielding on both
sides. 2 result of such a settlement. 3
anything halfway between two diﬀerent
things. 4 a putting under suspicion. [<
F < L compromissum. See com–, promise.] —comʹpro·mis´er, n.
comp·trol·ler (kәn trōlʹәr), n. ⫽controller (def. 1). —comp·trolʹler·ship, n.
com·pul·sion (kәm pulʹshәn), n. 1 act of
compelling; use of force; force. 2 state of
being compelled. —com·pulʹsive, adj.
—com·pulʹsive·ly, adv.
com·pul·so·ry (kәm pulʹsә ri), adj. 1
required. 2 using force. —com·pulʹso·rily, adv. —com·pulʹso·ri·ness, n.
com·punc·tion (kәm pungkʹshәn), n. the
pricking of conscience; regret; remorse.
[< LL compunctio < L, < com– + pungere
prick]
com·pute (kәm pūtʹ), v., –put·ed, –puting. 1 do by arithmetical work; reckon;
calculate. 2 use a computer. [< L,
< com– up + putare reckon. Doublet of
count1.] —com·putʹa·ble, adj. —comput´a·bilʹi·ty, n. —com´pu·taʹtion, n.
com·put·er (kәm pu̇tʹәr), n. 1 an electronic machine which processes, stores,
and retrieves data. 2 person or thing that
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computes, esp. one skilled in computing.
—com·putʹer·ist, n.
com·put·er·ize (kәm pūʹtә rīz), v., –ized,
–iz·ing. 1 adapt to a computer: computerized an entire process. 2 install or equip
with computers: plan to computerize the
factory. —com·put´er·i·zaʹtion, n.
computerized axial tomography, X-ray
photography processed by computer
that produces cross-sectional views of
the body; CAT scan.
computer language, system of words and
symbols used for programming computers.
computer literacy, knowledge and ability
to use computers. —com·puʹter-litʹerate, adj.
computer science, science of computers,
including design, programming, and
operation. —computer scientist.
computer virus, subprogram surreptitiously inserted into a computer that
causes it to malfunction. Such computer
viruses are inserted through Internet
access to individual computers or an
entire computer system.
com·rade (komʹrad), n. 1 companion and
friend; partner. 2 a fellow member of a
political party, etc. [< F < SP. camarada
roommate, ult. < L camera chamber]
—comʹrade·ship, n.
con1 (kon), adv. against a proposition,
opinion, etc. —n. reason, person, etc.,
against. [short for L contra against]
con2 (kon), v., conned, con·ning. learn
enough to remember; study, [var. of
can1]
con3 (kon), adj., v., conned, con·ning.
Slang. —adj. conﬁdence, as in con game,
con man. —v. to swindle. [short for
conﬁdence]
con4 (kon), n. ⫽convict.
con–, preﬁx. form of com– before n.
con·cave (adj., v. kon kāvʹ, konʹkāv, kongʹ–;
n. konʹkāv, kongʹ–), adj., n., v., –caved,
–cav·ing. —adj. hollow and curved like
the inside of a circle or sphere. —n. a
concave surface or thing. —v. make
concave. [< L, < com– + cavus hollow]
—con·caveʹly, adv. —con·caveʹness, n.
con·cav·i·ty (kon kavʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
a concave condition or quality. 2 a concave surface or thing.
con·ceal (kәn sēlʹ), v. 1 hide. 2 keep secret.
[< OF < L, < com– + celare hide] —concealʹa·ble, adj. —con·cealʹer, n. —concealʹment, n.
con·cede (kәn sēdʹ), v., –ced·ed, –ceding. 1 admit as true; admit. 2 give (what
is asked or claimed); grant; yield. [< L,
< com– + cedere yield] —con·cedʹed·ly,
adv. —con·cedʹer, n.
con·ceit (kәn sētʹ), n. 1 too high an
opinion of oneself or of one’s ability,
importance, etc. 2 a witty thought or
expression. 3 imagination; fancy.
con·ceit·ed (kәn sētʹid), adj. having too
high an opinion of oneself or one’s ability, importance, etc.; vain. —con·ceitʹedly, adv. —con·ceitʹed·ness, n.

con·ceiv·a·ble (kәn sēvʹә bәl), adj. that
can be conceived or thought of; imaginable. —con·ceiv´a·bilʹi·ty, con·ceivʹable·ness, n. —con·ceivʹa·bly, adv.
con·ceive (kәn sēvʹ), v., –ceived, –ceiving. 1 form in the mind; think up; imagine. 2 have an idea or feeling; think. 3 put
in words; express. 4 become pregnant.
[< OF < L concipere take in < com– +
capere take] —con·ceivʹer, n.
con·cen·trate (konʹsәn trāt), v., –trated, –trat·ing, n. —v. 1 bring or come
together to one place. 2 pay close attention; focus the mind. 3 make stronger, purer, or more intense; condense.
—n. something that has been concentrated. [< L com– + centrum center]
—conʹcen·tra´tor, n.
con·cen·tra·tion (kon´sәn trāʹshәn), n. 1
a concentrating or being concentrated.
2 close attention. 3 something that has
been concentrated.
concentration camp, camp where
political enemies, prisoners of war, and
interned foreigners are held.
con·cen·tric (kәn senʹtrik), adj. having
the same center. —con·cenʹtri·cal, adj.
—con·cenʹtri·cal·ly, adv. —con´centricʹi·ty, n.
con·cept (konʹsept), n. general notion;
idea of a class of objects; idea. [< L conceptus, pp. of concipere conceive]
con·cep·tion (kәn sepʹshәn), n. 1 act or
power of conceiving. 2 a being conceived. 3 a becoming pregnant. 4 idea;
impression. 5 design; plan. —con·cepʹtive, adj.
con·cep·tu·al (kәn sepʹchu̇ әl), adj. having to do with concepts or general ideas.
—con·cepʹtu·al·ly, adv.
con·cern (kәn sėrnʹ), v. have to do with;
have an interest for; be the business
or aﬀair of. —n. 1 whatever has to
do with a person or thing; important
matter; business aﬀair. 2 interest. 3 a
troubled state of mind; worry; anxiety;
uneasiness. 4 a business company; ﬁrm.
5 relation; reference.
concern oneself, a take an interest;
be busy. b be troubled or worried; be
anxious or uneasy. [< Med.L, relate to,
< L com– together + cernere sift]
con·cern·ing (kәn sėrʹning), prep. having
to do with; regarding; relating to; about.
con·cert (n., adj. konʹsėrt, –sәrt; v. kәn sėrtʹ),
n. 1 a musical performance in which
several musicians or singers take part. 2
agreement; harmony; union. —adj. used
in concerts; for concerts. —v. arrange by
agreement; plan or make together.
in concert, all together. [< F < Ital. concerto concerto]
con·cert·ed (kәn sėrʹtid), adj. arranged by
agreement; planned or made together;
combined.
con·cer·ti·na (kon´sәr tēʹnә), n. a small
musical instrument somewhat like an
accordion.
con·cer·to (kәn cherʹtō), n., pl. –tos. a
long musical composition for one or

more principal instruments, such as a
violin, piano, etc., accompanied by an
orchestra. [< Ital. < L concentus symphony, harmony, ult. < com– together +
canere sing]
con·ces·sion (kәn seshʹәn), n. 1 a conceding. 2 anything conceded or yielded;
admission; acknowledgment. 3 something conceded or granted by a government or controlling authority; grant. 4
place rented for a small business, as a
newsstand, etc.
conch (kongk; konch), n., pl. conchs
(kongks), con·ches (konʹchiz). a large,
spiral sea shell. [< L < Gk. konche]
con·ci·erge (kon´si ėrzhʹ), n. 1 person
who manages reservations and registers
guests at a hotel or inn. 2 ⫽innkeeper.
3 doorkeeper. 4 janitor. [< F concierge
warden]
con·cil·i·ate (kәn silʹi āt), v., –at·ed, –ating. 1 win over; soothe. 2 gain (good
will, regard, favor, etc.) by friendly acts.
3 reconcile; bring into harmony. [< L
conciliatus < concilium council] —concil´i·aʹtion, n. —con·cilʹi·a´tor, n.
con·cil·i·a·to·ry (kәn silʹi ә tô´ri; –tō´–),
con·cil·i·a·tive (–i ā´tiv), adj. tending to
win over, soothe, or reconcile. —concilʹi·a·to´ri·ly, adv. —con·cilʹi·a·to´riness, n.
con·cise (kәn sīsʹ), adj. expressing much
in few words; brief but full of meaning.
[< L concisus < com– + caedere cut]
—con·ciseʹly, adv. —con·ciseʹness, n.
con·ci·sion (kәn sizhʹәn), n. 1 quality or
state of being concise; brevity. 2 a cutting up or oﬀ.
con·clave (konʹklāv; kongʹ–), n. 1 a private
meeting. 2 a meeting of the cardinals for
the election of a pope. 3 rooms where
the cardinals meet in private for this purpose. [< L, < com– with + clavis key]
con·clude (kәn klüdʹ), v., –clud·ed,
–clud·ing. 1 end; ﬁnish. 2 say in ending.
3 arrange; settle. 4 ﬁnd out by thinking; reach (certain facts or opinions)
as a result of reasoning; infer. 5 decide;
resolve. [< L concludere < com– up +
claudere close] —con·cludʹer, n.
con·clu·sion (kәn klüʹzhәn), n. 1 end. 2
the last main division of a speech, essay,
etc. 3 a ﬁnal result; outcome. 4 arrangement; settlement. 5 decision, judgment,
or opinion reached by reasoning.
in conclusion, finally; lastly; to
conclude.
con·clu·sive (kәn klüʹsiv), adj. decisive; convincing; ﬁnal. —con·cluʹsiveness, n.
con·coct (kon koktʹ; kәn–), v. prepare;
make up. [< L concoctus < com– together
+ coquere cook] —con·coctʹer, n. —concocʹtion, n.
con·com·i·tant (kon komʹә tәnt; kәn–),
adj. accompanying; attending. —n. an
accompanying thing, quality, or circumstance; accompaniment. [< L, < com– +
comitari accompany] —con·comʹitance, n. —con·comʹi·tant·ly, adv.

conductor
con·cord (konʹkôrd; kongʹ–), n. 1 agreement; harmony; peace. 2 a harmonious
combination of tones sounded together.
3 treaty. [< F < L concordia, ult. < com–
together + cor heart]
Con·cord (kongʹkәrd), n. 1 town in E
Massachusetts; the second battle of the
American Revolution, April 19, 1775. 2
capital of New Hampshire, in the S part.
con·cord·ance (kon kôrʹdәns; kәn–), n.
1 agreement; harmony. 2 an alphabetical list of the principal words of a book
with references to the passages in which
they occur.
con·cord·ant (kon kôrʹdәnt; kәn–), adj.
agreeing; harmonious. —con·cordʹantly, adv.
con·cor·dat (kon kôrʹdat), n. agreement;
compact. [< F < LL concordatum, pp. of
concordare make harmonious]
con·course (konʹkôrs; kongʹ–; –kōrs), n. 1
a running, ﬂowing, or coming together.
2 crowd. 3 place where crowds come.
4 a large open space in a public building. 5 boulevard. [< OF < L concursus
< com– together + currere run]
con·crete (adj., n., and v. 1 konʹkrēt,
kon krētʹ; v. 2 kon krētʹ), adj., n., v.,
–cret·ed, –cret·ing. —adj. 1 existing as
an actual object; real. 2 speciﬁc; particular. 3 naming a thing. Sugar is a concrete
noun; sweetness is an abstract noun. 4
made of concrete. 5 formed into a mass;
solid; hardened. —n. mixture of crushed
stone or gravel, sand, cement, and water
that hardens as it dries. —v. 1 cover
with concrete. 2 form or mix into a
mass; harden into a mass. [< L concretus
< com– together + crescere grow] —concreteʹness, n.
con·cre·tion (kon krēʹshәn), n. 1 a forming into a mass; a solidifying. 2 a solidiﬁed mass; hard formation.
con·cu·bine (kongʹkyә bīn; konʹ–), n. 1
woman who lives with a man without
being legally married to him. 2 wife who
has an inferior rank, rights, etc. [< L,
< com– with + cubare lie] —con·cuʹbinage, n.
con·cu·pis·cent (kon kūʹpә sәnt), adj. 1
eagerly desirous. 2 lustful; sensual. [< L
concupiscens, ult. < com– (intensive) +
cupere desire] —con·cuʹpis·cence, n.
con·cur (kәn kėrʹ), v., –curred, –cur·ring.
1 be of the same opinion; agree. 2 work
together. 3 come together; happen at
the same time. [< L, < com– together +
currere run]
con·cur·rence (kәn kėrʹәns), n. 1 having the same opinion; agreement. 2 a
working together. 3 a happening, at the
same time. 4 a coming together. Also,
concurrency.
con·cur·rent (kәn kėrʹәnt), adj. 1 happening at the same time. 2 cooperating.
3 agreeing; consistent; harmonious. 4
coming together; meeting in a point.
—con·curʹrent·ly, adv.
con·cus·sion (kәn kushʹәn), n. 1 a sudden, violent shaking; shock. 2 injury to

the brain, spine, etc., caused by a blow,
fall, or other shock. [< L concussio < concutere shake violently < com– (intensive)
+ quatere shake]
con·demn (kәn demʹ), v. 1 express strong
disapproval of. 2 pronounce guilty of
a crime or wrong. 3 doom: condemned
to death. 4 declare not sound or suitable for use. 5 take for public use under
special provision of the law. [< OF < L,
< com– + damnare cause loss to,condemn]
—con·demʹna·ble adj. —con·demʹnato´ry, adj. —con·demnʹer, n. —condemnʹing·ly, adv.
con·dem·na·tion (kon´dem nāʹshәn;
–dәm–), n. 1 a condemning or being
condemned. 2 cause or reason for condemning.
con·den·sa·tion (kon´den sāʹshәn), n. 1
a condensing or being condensed. 2
something condensed; condensed mass.
3 act of changing a gas or vapor to a
liquid.
con·dense (kәn densʹ), v., –densed,
–dens·ing. 1 make or become denser
or more compact. 2 make stronger;
concentrate. 3 change from a gas or
vapor to a liquid. 4 put into fewer words;
express brieﬂy. [<L, < com– + densus
thick] —con·denʹsa·ble, con·denʹsi·ble,
adj. —con·den´sa·bilʹi·ty, con·den´sibilʹi·ty, n.
con·dens·er (kәn denʹsәr), n. 1 person
or thing that condenses something.
2 device for receiving and holding a
charge of electricity. 3 apparatus for
changing gas or vapor into a liquid. 4
strong lens or lenses for concentrating
light upon a small area.
con·de·scend (kon´di sendʹ), v. come
down willingly or graciously to the
level of one’s inferiors in rank. [< LL
condescendere. See com–, descend.]
—con´de·scendʹence, n.
con·de·scend·ing (kon´di senʹding), adj.
1 coming down in a pleasant manner to
the level of one’s inferiors. 2 haughty or
patronizing. —con´de·scenʹsion, n.
con·dign (kәn dīnʹ), adj. deserved; adequate; ﬁtting: condign punishment. [< F
< L condignus very worthy < com– completely + dignus worthy]
con·di·ment (konʹdә mәnt), n. something used to give ﬂavor and relish to
food, such as pepper and spices. [< L
condimentum spice < condire put up,
preserve]
con·di·tion (kәn dishʹәn), n. 1 state in
which a person or thing is. 2 good condition: keep in condition. 3 rank; social
position. 4 thing on which something
else depends. 5 something demanded as
an essential part of an agreement. —v.
1 put in good condition. 2 subject to a
condition. 3 adapt or modify by shifting
a response to a diﬀerent stimulus.
conditions, set of circumstances.
on condition that, if. [< L condicio
agreement < com– together + dicere say]
—con·diʹtion·er, n.
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con·di·tion·al (kәn dishʹәn әl), adj. 1
depending on something else; not absolute; limited. 2 expressing or containing a condition. —con·di´tion·alʹi·ty, n.
—con·diʹtion·al·ly, adv.
con·di·tion·ed (kәn dishʹәnd), adj. 1 subject to certain conditions. 2 in or having
a certain kind of condition. 3 based on
or caused by psychological conditioning: conditioned response.
con·di·tion·ing (kәn dishʹә ning), n. process of shaping the behavior of a person
or animal by exposure to particular
stimuli that cause a new response.
con·do (konʹdō), n., pl. –dos. Informal.
⫽condominium.
con·dole (kәn dōlʹ), v., –doled, –dol·ing.
express sympathy; sympathize. [< L,
< com– with + dolere grieve, suﬀer]
—con·doʹlence, con·doleʹment, n.
—con·dolʹer, n. —con·dolʹing·ly, adv.
con·dom (konʹdәm), n. thin rubber
sheath used by males to prevent the
spread of AIDS and as a contraceptive
device.
con·do·min·i·um (kon´dә minʹē әm), n.
1 a apartment house in which apartments are owned as separate pieces
of real estate. b apartment in such a
building. 2 joint control, esp. by two or
more countries over another country or
its government. [< NL < L com– with +
dominum lordship < dominus master]
con·done (kәn dōnʹ), v., –doned, –doning. forgive; overlook. [< L, < com– up
+ donare give] —con´do·naʹtion, n.
—con·donʹer, n.
con·dor (konʹdәr), n. a large American
vulture with a bare neck and head. [< Sp.
< Peruvian cuntur]
con·duce (ken düsʹ; –dūsʹ), v., –duced,
–duc·ing. lead; contribute; be favorable.
[< L, < com– together + ducere lead]
—con·ducʹer, n. —con·duʹcive, adj.
—con·duʹcive·ness, n.
con·duct (n. konʹdukt; v. kәn duktʹ), n.
1 behavior; way of acting. 2 direction;
management. 3 leading; guidance. [< v.]
—v. 1 act in a certain way; behave: conduct herself like a lady. 2 direct; manage.
3 direct (an orchestra, etc.) as leader. 4
lead; guide. 5 transmit (heat, electricity,
etc.); be a channel for. [< L conductus
< com– together + ducere lead] —conductʹi·ble, adj. —con·duct´i·bilʹi·ty, n.
—con·ducʹtive, adj.
con·duct·ance (kәn dukʹtәns), n. power
of conducting electricity as aﬀected by
the shape, length, etc., of the conductor.
con·duc·tion (kәn dukʹshәn), n. 1 transmission of heat, electricity, etc., by the
transferring of energy from one particle
to another. 2 a conveying: conduction of
water in a pipe.
con·duc·tiv·i·ty (kon´duk tivʹә ti), n.
power of conducting heat, electricity,
etc.
con·duc·tor (kәn dukʹtәr), n. 1 person
who conducts; director; manager; leader;
guide. 2 director of an orchestra, chorus,
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etc. 3 person in charge of a streetcar, bus,
railroad train, etc. 4 thing that transmits
heat, electricity, light, sound, etc. 5 a
lightning rod.
con·duit (konʹdit; –du̇ it), n. 1 channel or
pipe for carrying liquids long distances.
2 tube or underground passage for electric wires. [< OF < Med.L conductus a
leading, a pipe < L, contraction < com–
together + ducere draw]
cone (kōn), n., v., coned, con·ing. —n. 1
solid with a ﬂat, round base that tapers
evenly to a point at the top. 2 surface
traced by a moving straight line, one
point of which is ﬁxed, that constantly
touches a ﬁxed curve. 3 anything
shaped like a cone. 4 a cone-shaped,
edible shell ﬁlled with ice cream. 5
part that bears the seeds on pine,
cedar, ﬁr, and other evergreen trees. 6
in machines, a cone-shaped part. —v.
shape like a cone. [< L < Gk. konos pine
cone, cone]
co·ney (kōʹni), n., pl. co·neys. ⫽cony.
con·fec·tion (kәn fekʹshәn), n. piece of
candy, candied fruit, sugared nut, jam,
etc. [< L confectio < com– up + facere
make]
con·fec·tion·er (kәn fekʹshәn әr), n. person who makes and sells candies, ice
cream, etc.
con·fec·tion·er·y (kәn fekʹshәn er´i), n.,
pl. –er·ies. 1 candies, sweets, etc.; confections. 2 business of making or selling
confections. 3 place where confections
are made or sold; candy shop.
con·fed·er·a·cy (kәn fedʹәr ә si), n., pl.
–cies. 1 union of countries or states;
group of people joined together for a
special purpose. 2 league; alliance.
3 conspiracy.
the Confederacy, group of eleven S
states that seceded from the United
States in 1860 and 1861.
con·fed·er·ate (adj., n. kәn fedʹәr it; v.
kәn fedʹәr āt), adj., n., v., –at·ed, –ating. —adj. joined together for a special
purpose; allied. —n. 1 country, person,
etc., joined with another for a special
purpose; ally; companion. 2 accomplice;
partner in crime. —v. join (countries,
people, etc.) together for a special purpose; ally.
Confederate, a person who lived in
and supported the Confederacy. b of
or belonging to the Confederacy. [< L,
< com– together + foedus league]
con·fed·er·a·tion (kәn fed´әr āʹshәn), n.
1 a joining or being together in a league;
federation. 2 group of countries, states,
etc., joined together for a special purpose; league.
the Confederation, the confederation
of the American states from 1781 to
1789.
con·fer (kәn fėrʹ), v., –ferred, –fer·ring.
1 consult together; exchange ideas; talk
things over. 2 give; bestow: confer a
medal. [< L, com– together + ferre bring]
—con·ferʹment, n.

con·fer·ee (kon´fәr ēʹ), n. person who
takes part in a conference.
con·fer·ence (konʹfәr әns), n. 1 a meeting of interested persons to discuss a
particular subject. 2 consultation with
a person or a group of persons. 3 association of schools, churches, etc., joined
together for some special purpose. 4 act
of bestowing; conferment.
con·fer·ral (kәn fėrʹәl), n. a giving or
bestowing.
con·fess (kәn fesʹ), v. 1 acknowledge;
admit; own up. 2 admit one’s guilt. 3 tell
(one’s sins) to a priest in order to obtain
forgiveness. 4 acknowledge one’s belief
in or adherence to. [< LL confessare, ult.
< com– + fateri confess] —con·fessʹed·ly,
adv. —con·fessʹer, n.
con·fes·sion (kәn feshʹәn), n. 1 acknowledgment; admission; owning up. 2
admission of guilt. 3 the telling of one’s
sins to a priest in order to obtain forgiveness. 4 thing confessed. 5 acknowledgment of belief; profession of faith. 6
belief acknowledged; creed.
con·fes·sion·al (kәn feshʹәn әl), n. a small
booth where a priest hears confessions.
—adj. of or having to do with confession.
con·fes·sor (kәn fesʹәr), n. 1 person who
confesses. 2 priest who has the authority
to hear confessions.
con·fet·ti (kәn fetʹi), n. 1 bits of colored
paper thrown about at carnivals, weddings, etc. 2 candies. [< Ital., pl., comﬁts.
See confection.]
con·ﬁ·dant (kon´fә dantʹ; konʹfә dant), n.
person trusted with one’s secrets, private
aﬀairs, etc.; close friend.
con·ﬁ·dante (kon´fә dantʹ; konʹfә dant),
n. a female conﬁdant.
con·ﬁde (kәn fīdʹ), v., –ﬁd·ed, –ﬁd·ing. 1
tell as a secret. 2 entrust secrets, private
aﬀairs, etc. 3 hand over (a task, person,
etc.) in trust; give to another for safekeeping. 4 put trust; have faith. [< L,
< com– completely + ﬁdere trust]
con·ﬁ·dence (konʹfә dәns), n. 1 ﬁrm
belief; trust. 2 ﬁrm belief in oneself
and one’s abilities. 3 boldness; too much
boldness. 4 a feeling of trust; assurance that a person will not tell others
what is said. 5 thing told as a secret.
—adj. having to do with swindling that
takes advantage of the victim’s conﬁdence.
conﬁdence game, fraud in which the
swindler persuades his victim to trust
him.
conﬁdence man, swindler who persuades
his victim to trust him.
con·ﬁ·dent (konʹfә dәnt), adj. 1 ﬁrmly
believing; certain; sure. 2 sure of oneself
and one’s abilities. 3 too bold; too sure.
—n. close, trusted friend; conﬁdant.
—conʹﬁ·dent·ly, adv.
con·ﬁ·den·tial (kon´fә dәnʹshәl), adj. 1
told or written as a secret. 2 showing conﬁdence. 3 trusted with secrets,
private aﬀairs, etc. —con´ﬁ·den´ti·alʹi-

ty, n. —con´ﬁ·denʹtial·ly, adv. —con´ﬁdenʹtial·ness, n.
con·ﬁg·u·ra·tion (kәn ﬁg´yә rāʹshәn), n.
1 the relative position of parts; manner
of arrangement. 2 form; shape; outline.
—con·ﬁg´u·raʹtion·al, adj.
con·ﬁne (v. kәn fīnʹ; n. konʹfīn), v.,
–ﬁned, –ﬁn·ing, n. —v. 1 keep within
limits: restrict. 2 keep indoors; shut in. 3
imprison. —n. Usually, conﬁnes. boundary; border; limit.
be conﬁned, give birth to a child.
[< F, < conﬁns, pl., bounds < L conﬁnium,
ult. < com– together + ﬁnis end, border]
—con·ﬁneʹment, n.
con·ﬁrm (kәn fėrmʹ), v. 1 make certain. 2
approve; consent to. 3 strengthen; make
ﬁrmer. 4 admit to full membership in a
church. [< OF < L, < com– + ﬁrmus ﬁrm]
—con·ﬁrmʹa·ble, adj.
con·ﬁr·ma·tion (kon´fәr māʹshәn), n. 1 a
conﬁrming. 2 thing that conﬁrms; proof.
3 ceremony of admitting a person to full
membership in a church.
con·ﬁrm·a·to·ry (kәn fėrʹmә tô´ri; –tō´–),
con·ﬁrm·a·tive (–mә tiv), adj. conﬁrming.
con·ﬁrmed (kәn fėrmdʹ), adj. 1 ﬁrmly
established; proved. 2 habitual; constant;
chronic: a conﬁrmed invalid. —conﬁrmʹed·ly, adv. —con·ﬁrmʹed·ness, n.
con·ﬁs·cate (konʹﬁs kāt), v., –cat·ed, –cating. 1 seize for the public treasury.
2 seize by authority; take and keep.
[< L, orig., lay away in a chest, < com– +
ﬁscus chest, public treasury] —con´ﬁscaʹtion, n. —conʹﬁs·ca´tor, n.
con·ﬁs·ca·to·ry (kәn ﬁsʹkә tô´ri; –tō´–),
adj. 1 of or like conﬁscation; tending to
conﬁscate. 2 conﬁscating.
con·ﬂa·gra·tion (kon´ﬂә grāʹshәn), n. a
big ﬁre. [< L conﬂagratio < com– up +
ﬂagrare burn]
con·ﬂate (kәn ﬂātʹ), v., –ﬂat·ed, –ﬂating. 1 bring or put together from various elements. 2 form (a text, etc.) by the
combination of two readings. —conﬂaʹtion, n.
con·ﬂict (v. kәn ﬂiktʹ; n. konʹﬂikt), v. 1
ﬁght; struggle. 2 be directly opposed;
disagree; clash. —n. 1 ﬁght; struggle. 2
direct opposition; disagreement; clash.
[< L conﬂictus < com– together + ﬂigere
strike] —con·ﬂicʹtion, n. —con·ﬂicʹtive, adj.
con·ﬂu·ence (konʹﬂu̇ әns), n. 1 a ﬂowing
together, as of two rivers. 2 a coming
together of people or things; throng.
[< L, < com– together + ﬂuere ﬂow]
—conʹﬂu·ent, adj.
con·ﬂux (konʹﬂuks), n. ⫽conﬂuence.
con·form (kәn fôrmʹ), v. 1 act according to law or rule; be in agreement
with generally accepted standards. 2
correspond in form or character. 3 make
similar. 4 adapt. [< OF < L, < com– +
formare shape < forma a shape] —conformʹer, n.
con·form·a·ble (kәn fôrʹmә bәl), adj. 1
similar. 2 adapted; suited. 3 in agree-
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ment; agreeable; harmonious. 4 obedient; submissive. —con·formʹa·ble·ness,
n. —con·formʹa·bly, adv.
con·form·ance (kәn fôrʹmәns), n. ⫽conformity.
con·for·ma·tion (kon´fôr māʹshәn), n.
1 form of a thing resulting from the
arrangement of its parts. 2 a symmetrical arrangement of the parts of a thing.
3 a conforming; adaptation.
con·form·ism (kәn fôrʹmiz әm), n. 1 principle or policy of conformity. 2 belief or
insistence on conformity in thought and
behavior.
con·form·ist (kәn fôrʹmist), n. person
who conforms.
con·form·i·ty (kәn fôrʹmә ti), n., pl. –ties.
1 similarity; corresponding; agreement.
2 action in agreement with generally
accepted standards. 3 submission.
con·found (kon foundʹ, kәn– for 1–3;
konʹfoundʹ for 4), v. 1 confuse; mix up.
2 be unable to tell apart. 3 surprise and
puzzle. 4 damn. Confound is used as a
mild oath. [< OF < L, < com– together +
fundere pour] —con·foundʹer, n.
con·found·ed (konʹfounʹdid; kәn–), adj.
1 damned. Confounded is used as a
mild oath. 2 hateful; detestable. —confoundʹed·ly, adv.
con·frere (konʹfrār), n. fellow member;
colleague. [< OF confrere < ML confrater
< L com– together + frāter brother]
con·front (kәn fruntʹ), v. 1 meet face to
face; stand facing. 2 face boldly; oppose.
3 bring face to face; place before. [< F
< Med.L, < L com– together + frons
forehead] —con´fron·taʹtion, confrontʹment, n.
Con·fu·cius (kәn fūʹshәs), n. 551?–478
b.c., Chinese philosopher and moral
teacher. —Con·fuʹcian, adj., n. —Confuʹcian·ism, n. —Con·fuʹcian·ist, n.
con·fuse (kәn fūzʹ), v., –fused, –fus·ing. 1
mix up; throw into disorder. 2 be unable
to tell apart; mistake (one thing for
another). 3 make uneasy and ashamed;
embarrass. [< F < L confusus, pp. of confundere. See confound.] —con·fusʹed·ly, adv. —con-fusʹed·ness, n. —confusʹing·ly, adv.
con·fu·sion (kәn fūʹzhәn), n. 1 act or
fact of confusing. 2 confused condition;
disorder. 3 failure to distinguish clearly.
4 uneasiness and shame. —con·fuʹsional, adj.
con·fute (kәn fūtʹ), v., –fut·ed, –fut·ing.
1 prove to be false or incorrect. 2 make
useless. [< L confutare] —con´fu·taʹtion,
n. —con·futʹer, n.
Cong., 1 Congregation. 2 Congress; Congressional.
con·geal (kәn jēlʹ), v. 1 freeze. 2 thicken;
stiﬀen. [< OF < L, < com– up + gelare
freeze] —con·gealʹa·ble, adj. —congealʹer, n. —con·gealʹment, n.
con·gen·ial (kәn jēnʹyәl), adj. 1 having
similar tastes and interests; getting on
well together. 2 agreeable; suitable: he
seeks more congenial work. [< L, < com–

together + genialis < genius spirit] —conge´ni·alʹi·ty, n. —con·genʹial·ly, adv.
con·gen·i·tal (kәn jenʹә tәl), adj. present
at birth. [< L congenitus born with. See
genital.] —con·genʹi·tal·ly, adv.
con·ger (kongʹgәr), or conger eel, n. a
large ocean eel that is caught for food
along the coasts of Europe. [< OF < L
< Gk. gongros]
con·ge·ries (kon jirʹēz, konʹjәr ēz), n. sing.
or pl. collection; heap; mass.
con·gest (kәn jestʹ), v. 1 ﬁll too full;
over-crowd. 2 cause too much blood
or mucus to gather in (one part of the
body). 3 become too full of blood or
mucus. [< L congestus < com– together
+ gerere carry] —con·gesʹtion, n. —congesʹtive, adj.
con·glom·er·ate (v. kәn glomʹәr āt; adj.,
n. kәn glomʹәr it), v., –at·ed, –at·ing,
adj., n. —v. gather in a rounded mass.
—adj. 1 gathered into a rounded mass;
clustered. 2 made up of miscellaneous
materials gathered from various sources.
—n. 1 mass formed of fragments. 2
rock consisting of pebbles, gravel, etc.,
held together by a cementing material.
3 corporation or business composed of
several diﬀerent and separate companies. [< L, < com– + glomus ball] —conglom´er·aʹtion, n.
Con·go (kongʹgō), n. 1 Democratic
Republic of the, republic in C Africa,
formerly Zaire or the Belgian Congo. 2
Republic of the, republic in W C Africa
on the Atlantic, formerly part of French
Equatorial Africa.
congo eel or snake, an eel-like amphibian
that has very small, weak legs.
con·grat·u·late (kәn grachʹә lāt), v., –lated, –lat·ing. express one’s pleasure at
the happiness or good fortune of. [< L,
< com– + gratulari show joy] —congratʹu·la´tor, n. —con·gratʹu·la·to´ry,
adj.
con·grat·u·la·tion (kәn grach´ә lāʹshәn),
n. 1 act of congratulating. 2 Usually, congratulations. expression of pleasure at
another’s happiness or good fortune.
con·gre·gate (kongʹgrә gāt), v., –gat·ed,
–gat·ing, adj. —v. come together into
a crowd or mass. —adj. assembled; collected. [< L congregatus < com– together
+ grex ﬂock]
con·gre·ga·tion (kong´grә gāʹshәn), n.
1 act of congregating. 2 a gathering
of people or things; assembly. 3 group
of people gathered together for religious worship. 4 a religious community
or order with a common rule but not
under solemn vows.
con·gre·ga·tion·al (kong´grә gāʹshәn әl),
adj. 1 of a congregation; done by a
congregation. 2 Congregational, of
or belonging to Congregationalism or
Congregationalists.
con·gre·ga·tion·al·ism (kong´grә gāʹshәn әl iz´әm), n. 1 system of church
government in which each individual
church governs itself. 2 Congregation-
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alism, principles and system of organization of a Protestant denomination in
which each individual church governs
itself. —con´gre·gaʹtion·al·ist, Con´gre·gaʹtion·al·ist, n., adj.
con·gress (kongʹgris), n. 1 the lawmaking body of a nation, esp. of a republic.
2 Congress, a the national lawmaking
body of the United States, consisting of
the Senate and House of Representatives. b its session of two years. 3 formal
meeting of representatives to discuss
some subject. —v. meet in congress. [< L
congressus < com– together + gradi go]
con·gres·sion·al (kәn greshʹәn әl), adj.
1 of a congress. 2 Congressional, of
Congress.
con·gress·man (kongʹgris mәn), n., pl.
–men. Often, Congressman. 1 member
of Congress. 2 member of the House of
Representatives.
con·gress·wom·an (kongʹgris wu̇m´әn),
n., pl. –wom·en. a female congressman.
con·gru·ent (kongʹgru̇ әnt), adj. 1 agreeing; harmonious. 2 exactly coinciding.
[< L, < congruere agree] —conʹgru·ence,
conʹgru·en·cy, n. —conʹgru·ent·ly, adv.
con·gru·i·ty (kәn grüʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
agreement; harmony. 2 the exact coincidence of lines, angles, ﬁgures, etc. 3
point of agreement.
con·gru·ous (kongʹgru̇ әs), adj. 1 agreeing; harmonious. 2 ﬁtting; appropriate.
3 exactly coinciding. —conʹgru·ous·ly,
adv. —conʹgru·ous·ness, n.
con·ic (konʹik), con·i·cal (–ә kәl), adj. 1
cone-shaped; like a cone. 2 of a cone.
—conʹi·cal·ly, adv.
co·ni·fer (kōʹnә fәr; konʹә–), n. any of a
large group of trees and shrubs, most
of which are evergreen and bear cones.
[< L, < conus cone (< Gk. konos) + ferre
to bear] —co·nifʹer·ous, adj.
conj., 1 conjugation. 2 conjunction.
con·jec·tur·al (kәn jekʹchәr әl), adj. 1
involving conjecture. 2 inclined to conjecture. —con·jecʹtur·al·ly, adv.
con·jec·ture (kәn jekʹchәr), n., v., –tured,
–tur·ing. —n. 1 formation of an opinion
without suﬃcient evidence for proof;
guessing. 2 a guess. —v. guess. [< L conjectura < com– together + jacere throw]
—con·jecʹtur·a·ble, adj. —con·jecʹtur·ably, adv. —con·jecʹtur·er, n.
con·join (kәn joinʹ), v. unite. —conjoinʹer, n.
con·joint (kәn jointʹ; konʹjoint), adj. 1
joined together; united. 2 joint. —conjointʹly, adv.
con·ju·gal (konʹjә gәl), adj. 1 of marriage; having to do with marriage. 2
of husband and wife. [< L conjugalis
< com– with + jugum yoke] —conʹjugal·ly, adv.
con·ju·gate (v. konʹjә gāt; adj., n. konʹjә git, –gāt), v., –gat·ed, –gat·ing, adj., n.
—v. 1 give the forms of (a verb) according to a systematic arrangement. 2 join
together; couple. —adj. joined together;
coupled. —n. word derived from the
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same root as another. [< L, < com– with
+ jugum yoke] —conʹju·ga´tive, adj.
—conʹju·ga´tor, n.
con·ju·ga·tion (kon´jә gāʹshәn), n. 1 systematic arrangement of the forms of a
verb. 2 group of verbs having similar
forms in such an arrangement. 3 act of
giving the forms of a verb according
to such an arrangement. 4 a joining
together; a coupling.
con·junc·tion (kәn jungkʹshәn), n. 1 act
of joining together; union; combination.
2 word that connects words, phrases,
clauses, or sentences. 3 the apparent
nearness of two or more celestial bodies.
[< L conjunctio < com– with + jungere
join]
con·junc·ti·va (kon´jungk tīʹvә), n., pl.
–vas, –vae (–vē). the mucous membrane
that covers the inner surface of the
eyelids.
con·junc·tive (kәn jungkʹtiv), adj. 1 joining together. 2 joined together; joint. 3
like a conjunction. When is a conjunctive adverb. —n. a conjunctive word;
conjunction. —con·juncʹtive·ly, adv.
con·junc·ti·vi·tis (kәn jungk´tә vīʹtis), n.
inﬂammation of the conjunctiva.
con·ju·ra·tion (kon´ju̇ rāʹshәn), n. 1 act
of invoking by a sacred name. 2 magic
form of words used in conjuring; magic
spell.
con·jure (kunʹjәr; konʹ–), v., –jured, –juring. 1 compel (a spirit, devil, etc.) to
appear or disappear by magic words. 2
summon a devil, spirit, etc. 3 cause to be
or happen by magic. 4 practice magic.
conjure up, a cause to appear in a
magic way. b cause to appear in the
mind. [< OF < L conjurare make a compact < com– together + jurare swear]
—conʹjur·er, conʹjur·or, n.
conk (kongk), Slang. conk out, break
down. [dial. < conk(er) a blow on the
nose < conk nose < conch shell]
con man, conﬁdence man; swindler.
Conn., Connecticut.
con·nect (kә nektʹ), v. 1 join (one thing to
another); link (two things together). 2
join in some business or interest. 3 associate in the mind. [< L, < com– together
+ nectere tie] —con·nectʹed·ly, adv.
—con·nectʹer, con·necʹtor, n.
con·nect·ed (kә nekʹtid), adj. 1 joined
together; fastened together. 2 linked by
telephone, cell phone, or email. 3 joined
in a sequence. 4 having social ties and
associates.
Con·nect·i·cut (kә netʹә kәt), n. one of
the New England states in NE United
States.
con·nec·tion (kә nekʹshәn), n. 1 act of
connecting. 2 condition of being joined
together; union. 3 thing that connects.
4 any kind of practical relation with
another thing. 5 group of people associated in some way. 6 thinking of persons
or things together. 7 a relative. —connecʹtion·al, adj.

con·nec·tive (kә nekʹtiv), adj. that connects. —n. 1 thing that connects. 2 word
used to connect words, phrases, and
clauses. Conjunctions and relative pronouns are connectives. —con·necʹtively, adv. —con´nec·tivʹi·ty, n.
connective tissue, tissue that connects,
supports, or encloses other tissues and
organs in the body.
conn·ing tower (konʹing), a small tower
on the deck of a submarine, used as an
entrance and as a place for observation.
con·nip·tion (kә nipʹshәn), n. or conniption ﬁt, Informal. ﬁt of hysterical
excitement.
conniptions, hysterics.
con·niv·ance (kә nīvʹәns), con·niv·an·cy
(–әn si), n. 1 act of conniving. 2 pretended ignorance or secret encouragement of wrongdoing.
con·nive (kә nīvʹ), v., –nived, –niv·ing. 1
give aid to wrongdoing by not telling of
it, or by helping it secretly. 2 cooperate
secretly. [< L connivere shut the eyes,
wink < com– together + niv– press]
—con·nivʹer, n.
con·nois·seur (kon´ә sėrʹ), n. expert; critical judge. [< F, ult. < L, < co– + gnoscere
recognize]
con·no·ta·tion (kon´ә tāʹshәn), n. 1 a
connoting. 2 what is suggested in addition to the simple meaning. —conʹnota´tive, adj. —conʹno·ta´tive·ly, adv.
con·note (kә nōtʹ), v., –not·ed, –not·ing.
suggest in addition to the literal meaning; imply. [< Med.L, < L com– with +
notare to note]
con·nu·bi·al (kә nüʹbi әl; –nūʹ–), adj. of
or having to do with marriage. [< L,
< com– + nubere marry] —con·nu´bialʹi·ty, n. —con·nuʹbi·al·ly, adv.
con·quer (kongʹkәr), v. 1 get by ﬁghting;
win in war. 2 overcome by force; defeat.
3 be victorious. [< OF < L, < com– +
quaerere seek] —conʹquer·a·ble, adj.
—conʹquer·ing, adj. —conʹquer·ing·ly,
adv. —conʹquer·or, n.
con·quest (konʹkwest; kongʹ–), n. 1 act
of conquering. 2 thing conquered; land,
people, etc., conquered. 3 person whose
love or favor has been won. [< OF,
< conquerre conquer]
con·quis·ta·dor (kon kwisʹtә dôr), n., pl.
–dors, –dores. 1 a Spanish conqueror in
North or South America during the 16th
century. 2 conqueror. [< Sp., < conquistar
conquer]
cons., 1 consecrated. 2 consonant. 3 constitutional. 4 construction.
Cons., 1 Conservative. 2 Consolidated.
3 Constable. 4 Constitution. 5 Consul.
6 Consulting.
con·san·guin·e·ous (kon´sang gwinʹi әs),
adj. descended from the same parent
or ancestor. [< L, < com– together +
sanguis blood] —con´san·guinʹe·ous·ly,
adv. —con´san·guinʹ·i·ty, n.
con·science (konʹshәns), n. 1 ideas and
feelings within a person that warn him
of what is wrong. 2 conscientiousness.

[< OF < L conscientia < com– + scire know]
—conʹscience·less, adj.
con·sci·en·tious (kon´shi enʹshәs), adj. 1
careful to do what one knows is right;
controlled by conscience. 2 done with
care to make it right. —con´sci·enʹtiousʹly, adv. —con´sci·enʹtious·ness, n.
conscientious objector, person whose
beliefs forbid him to take an active part
in warfare.
con·scion·a·ble (konʹshәn ә bәl), adj.
according to conscience; just.
—conʹscion·a·bly, adv.
con·scious (konʹshәs), adj. 1 aware; knowing. 2 able to feel. 3 known to oneself;
felt: conscious guilt. 4 meant; intended:
a conscious lie. 5 self-conscious; shy;
embarrassed. [< L conscius < com– +
scire know] —conʹscious·ly, adv.
con·scious·ness (konʹshәs nis), n. 1 state
of being conscious; awareness. 2 all the
thoughts and feelings of a person. 3
awareness of what is going on about
one.
con·script (v. kәn skriptʹ; adj., n. konʹskript), v. 1 compel by law to enlist in
the army or navy; draft. 2 take for government use. —adj. conscripted; drafted.
—n. a conscripted soldier or sailor.
[< L conscriptus < com– down + scribere
write] —con·scripʹtion, n.
con·se·crate (konʹsә krāt), v., –crat·ed,
–crat·ing, adj. —v. 1 set apart as sacred;
make holy: a church is consecrated to
worship. 2 devote to a purpose. —adj.
Archaic. consecrated. [< L consecratus
< com– + sacer sacred] —con´se·craʹtion, n. —conʹse·cra´tor, n.
con·sec·u·tive (kәn sekʹyә tiv), adj. 1 following without interruption; successive.
2 made up of parts that follow each
other in logical order. [< F, < L consecutus following closely < com– up + sequi
follow] —con·secʹu·tive·ly, adv. —consecʹu·tive·ness, n.
con·sen·su·al (kәn senʹshü әl), adj. happening or done by mutual consent.
con·sen·sus (kәn senʹsәs), n. general
agreement. [< L, < consentire consent]
con·sent (kәn sentʹ), v. agree; give
approval or permission. —n. 1 agreement; permission. 2 harmony; accord.
[< OF < L, < com– together + sentire feel,
think] —con·sentʹer, n.
con·se·quence (konʹsә kwens; –kwәns),
n. 1 act or fact of following something as its eﬀect. 2 result; eﬀect. 3 a
logical result; deduction; inference.
4 importance.
in consequence, as a result; therefore.
in consequence of, as a result of;
because of.
take the consequences, accept what
happens as a result of one’s actions.
con·se·quent (konʹsә kwent; –kwәnt), adj.
1 following as an eﬀect; resulting. 2 following as a logical conclusion. 3 logically
consistent. —n. thing that follows something else; result; eﬀect. [< L consequens,
ppr. of consequi. See consecutive.]

consternation
con·se·quen·tial (kon´sә kwenʹshәl), adj.
1 following as an eﬀect; resulting. 2
important. 3 self-important; pompous.
—con´se·quen´ti·alʹi·ty, n. —con´sequenʹtial·ly, adv. —con´se·quenʹtialness, n.
con·se·quent·ly (kon´sә kwent li;–kwәnt–),
adv. as a result; therefore.
con·ser·van·cy (kәn sėrʹven si), n. 1 conservation of natural resources. 2 organization dedicated to conservation of
open spaces, wildlife, etc. 3 area protected from development by such an
organization.
con·ser·va·tion (kon´sәr vāʹshәn), n. 1
a protecting from harm, loss, or from
being used up. 2 the oﬃcial protection
and care of forests, rivers, etc. 3 forest,
etc., under oﬃcial protection and care.
—con´ser·vaʹtion·al, adj. —con´ser·vaʹtion·ist, n.
conservation of energy, principle that
the total amount of energy in the universe does not vary.
con·serv·a·tive (kәn sėrʹvә tiv), adj. 1
inclined to keep things as they are;
opposed to change. 2 Often, Conservative. of or belonging to a political
party that opposes changes in national
institutions. 3 cautious; moderate. —n.
1 a conservative person. 2 Often, Conservative. member of a conservative
political party. 3 means of preserving.
—con·servʹa·tism, con·servʹa·tive·ness,
n. —con·servʹa·tive·ly, adv.
con·ser·va·tor (kәn sėrʹvә tәr), n. 1 preserver; guardian, esp. of old documents,
works of art, etc. 2 legal guardian or
administrator of a business or property.
con·serv·a·to·ry (kәn sėrʹvә tô´ri; –tō–),
n., pl. –ries. 1 greenhouse or glassenclosed room for growing and displaying plants and ﬂowers. 2 U.S. school for
instruction in music, art, or oratory. 3
preservative.
con·serve (v. kәn sėrvʹ; n. konʹsėrv,
kәn sėrvʹ), v., –served, –serv·ing, n. —v.
1 protect from harm, loss, or from being
used up. 2 preserve (fruit) with sugar.
[< L, < com– + servare preserve]
—n. Often, conserves. fruit preserved
in sugar; jam. [< F, < conserver. See v.]
—con·servʹa·ble, adj. —con·servʹer, n.
con·sid·er (kәn sidʹәr), v. 1 think about
in order to decide. 2 think to be; think
of as. 3 allow for; take into account. 4 be
thoughtful of (others and their feelings).
[< L considerare, orig., examine the stars,
< com– + sidus star]
con·sid·er·a·ble (kәn sidʹәr ә bәl), adj. 1
worth thinking about; important. 2 not a
little; much. —con·sidʹer·a·bly, adv.
con·sid·er·ate (kәn sidʹәr it), adj. 1
thoughtful of others’ feelings. 2 deliberate. —con·sidʹer·ate·ly, adv. —considʹer·ate·ness, n.
con·sid·er·a·tion (kәn sid´әr āʹshәn), n. 1
act of thinking about in order to decide.
2 something thought of as a reason. 3

money or other payment. 4 thoughtfulness for others and their feelings.
in consideration of (or for), a because
of. b in return for.
take into consideration, take into
account.
under consideration, being thought
about.
con·sid·er·ing (kәn sidʹәr ing), prep. taking into account; making allowance for.
—adv. taking everything into account:
he does very well, considering.
con·sign (kәn sīnʹ), v. 1 hand over; deliver.
2 transmit; send. 3 set apart; assign. 4
transmit, as by public carrier, esp. for
safekeeping or sale. [< F < L consignare
furnish with a seal < com– + signum
seal] —con·signʹa·ble, adj. —con´signeeʹ, n. —con·signʹor, con·signʹer, n.
con·sign·ment (kәn sīnʹmәnt), n. 1
act of consigning. 2 shipment sent to
a person or company for safekeeping
or sale.
on consignment, delivered to a person
or company without payment until the
goods are sold.
con·sist (kәen sistʹ), v. 1 be made up; be
formed. 2 agree; be in harmony.
consist in, be contained in; be made up
of. [< L, come to a stand, exist, consist,
< com– + sistere stand]
con·sist·en·cy (kәn sisʹtәn si), con·sistence (–tәns), n., pl. –cies; –ces. 1 degree
of ﬁrmness or stiﬀness. 2 a keeping to
the same principles, course of action,
etc. 4 harmony; agreement.
con·sist·ent (kәn sisʹtәnt), adj. 1 keeping or inclined to keep to the same
principles, course of action, etc. 2 in
agreement; in accord. 3 cohering. —consistʹent·ly, adv.
con·sis·to·ry (kәn sisʹtә ri), n., pl. –ries. 1
a church council or court. 2 place where
it meets.
con·so·la·tion (kon´sә lāʹshәn), n. 1 comfort. 2 a comforting person, thing, or
event. —con·solʹa·to´ry, adj.
con·sole1 (kәn sōlʹ), v., –soled, –sol·ing.
comfort. [< L, < com– + solari soothe]
—con·solʹa·ble, adj. —con·solʹer, n.
con·sole2 (konʹsōl), n. 1 the desklike part
of an organ containing the keyboard,
stops, and pedals. 2 a heavy, ornamental
bracket. [< F]
con·sol·i·date (kәn solʹә dāt), v., –dat·ed,
–dat·ing. 1 unite; combine; merge. 2
make or become solid. 3 organize and
strengthen (a newly captured position)
so that it can be used against the enemy.
[< L, < com– + solidus solid] —con·sol´idaʹtion, n.
con·sol·ing (kәn sōlʹing), adj. that consoles. —con·solʹing·ly, adv.
con·som·mé (kon´sә māʹ), n. a clear soup
made by boiling meat in water. [< F, pp.
of consommer consummate]
con·so·nant (konʹsә nәnt), n. 1 a sound
during the articulation of which the
breath stream is impeded to a greater
or lesser degree, as the sound of b in
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boy or the sound of f in fast. 2 a letter representing such a sound. —adj. 1
harmonious; in agreement; in accord.
2 agreeing in sound. 3 ⫽consonantal.
[< L, < com– together + sonare sound]
—conʹso·nance, n. —conʹso·nant·ly,
adv.
con·so·nan·tal (kon´sә nanʹtәl), adj. having to do with a consonant or its sound.
con·sort (n. konʹsôrt; v. kәn sôrtʹ), n. 1
husband or wife. 2 an associate. 3 ship
accompanying another. —v. 1 associate. 2 agree; accord. [< F < L, sharer,
< com– with + sors lot]
con·sor·ti·um (kәn sôrʹshi әm), n., pl. –tia (–shi ә). 1 legal partnership; association. 2 an agreement among bankers of
several nations to give ﬁnancial aid to
another nation or to ﬁnance a project
too large for only one entity to support.
3 group, association, etc. joined by a
similar agreement. [< L, partnership]
con·spic·u·ous (kәn spikʹyu̇ әs), adj. 1
easily seen. 2 worthy of notice; remarkable. [< L conspicuus visible < com– +
specere look at] —con·spicʹu·ous·ly, adv.
—con·spicʹu·ous·ness, n.
con·spir·a·cy (kәn spirʹә si), n., pl. –cies. 1
secret planning with others to do something wrong. 2 plot. —con·spirʹa·tor, n.
con·spire (kәn spīrʹ), v., –spired, –spiring. 1 plan secretly with others to
do something wrong; plot. 2 act together. [< L, < com– together + spirare breathe] —con·spir´a·toʹri·al, adj.
—con·spirʹer, n.
con·sta·ble (konʹstә bәl; kunʹ–), n. a
police oﬃcer; policeman. [< OF < LL
comes stabuli count of the stable; later,
chief household oﬃcer] —conʹsta·bleship´, n.
con·stab·u·lar·y (kәn stabʹyә ler´i), n., pl.
–lar·ies. 1 constables of a district. 2
police force organized like an army;
state police.
con·stant (konʹstәnt), adj. 1 always the
same; not changing. 2 never stopping.
3 happening often or again and again. 4
faithful; loyal; steadfast. —n. 1 thing that
is always the same. 2 quantity assumed
to be invariable throughout a given discussion. [< L, < com– (intensive) + stare
stand] —conʹstan·cy, n.
Con·stan·tine the Great (konʹstәn tīn;
–tēn), a.d. 288?–337, Roman emperor
from 324 to 337, who established the
city of Constantinople.
Con·stan·ti·no·ple (kon´stan tә nōʹpәl),
n. former name of Istanbul.
con·stant·ly (konʹstәnt li), adv. 1 without
change. 2 without stopping. 3 often.
con·stel·la·tion (kon´stә lāʹshәn), n. 1 a
group of stars. 2 division of the heavens
occupied by such a group. [< LL, < L
com– together + stella star]
con·ster·na·tion (kon´stәr nāʹshәn), n.
great dismay; paralyzing terror. [< L,
< consternare terrify, var. of consternere
lay low < com- + sternere strew]
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con·sti·pate (konʹstә pāt), v., –pat·ed,
–pat·ing. cause constipation in. [< L,
< com– together + stipare press]
—conʹsti·pat´ed, adj.
con·sti·pa·tion (kon´stә pāʹshәn), n. sluggish condition of the bowels.
con·stit·u·en·cy (kәn stichʹu̇ әn si), n., pl.
–cies. 1 voters in a district. 2 the district;
the people living there.
con·stit·u·ent (kәn stichʹu̇ әnt), adj. 1
forming a necessary part; that composes. 2 appointing; electing. 3 having
the power to make or change a political
constitution. —n. 1 a necessary part of a
whole; component. 2 person who votes
or appoints; voter.
con·sti·tute (konʹstә tüt; –tūt), v., –tut·ed,
–tut·ing. 1 make up; form. 2 appoint;
elect. 3 set up; establish. [< L constitutus
< com– + statuere set up]
con·sti·tu·tion (kon´stә tüʹshәn; –tūʹ–),
n. 1 way in which a person or thing is
organized; nature; makeup: a healthy
constitution. 2 system of fundamental
principles according to which a nation,
state, or group is governed. 3 document
stating these principles. 4 appointing;
making. 5 Constitution, the constitution by which the United States is governed. It was drawn up in 1787 and
became eﬀective in 1788.
con·sti·tu·tion·al (kon´stә tüʹshәn әl;
–tūʹ–), adj. 1 of or in the constitution of
a person or thing. 2 of, in, or according
to the constitution of a nation, state, or
group. 3 for one’s health. —n. walk or
other exercise taken for one’s health.
—con´sti·tuʹtion·al·ly, adv.
con·sti·tu·tion·al·i·ty (kon´stә tü´shәn alʹә ti; –tū´–), n. quality of being constitutional.
con·strain (kәn strānʹ), v. 1 force; compel.
2 conﬁne; imprison. 3 repress; restrain.
[< OF constreindre < L, < com– together
+ stringere pull tightly] —con·strainʹable, adj. —con·strainʹer, n.
con·strained (kәn strāndʹ), adj. forced.
—con·strainʹed·ly, adv.
con·straint (kәn strāntʹ), n. 1 conﬁnement. 2 restraint. 3 forced or unnatural
manner. 4 force; compulsion. [< OF,
< constreindre constrain]
con·strict (kәn strikt), v. draw together;
contract; compress. [< L constrictus, of
constringere constrain] —con·stricʹtion, n. —con·stricʹtive, adj.
conʹstric·tor (kәn strik´tәr), n. 1 snake
that kills its prey by squeezing it with its
coils. 2 person or thing that constricts.
con·struct (v. kәn struktʹ; n. konʹstrukt),
v. 1 put together; build. 2 draw (a ﬁgure,
etc.) so as to fulﬁll given conditions.
—n. thing constructed. [< L constructus
< com– up + struere pile] —con·strucʹtor, con·structʹer, n.
con·struc·tion (kәn strukʹshәn), n. 1 act
of constructing. 2 way in which a thing
is constructed. 3 thing constructed; a
building. 4 meaning; explanation; interpretation. 5 arrangement of words in

a sentence, clause, phrase, etc. —construcʹtion·al, adj. —con·strucʹtion·ist, n.
con·struc·tive (kәn strukʹtiv), adj. 1 tending to construct; building up; helpful.
2 structural. 3 not directly expressed;
inferred. —con·strucʹtive·ly, adv. —construcʹtive·ness, n.
con·strue (kәn strüʹ), v., –strued, –struing. 1 show the meaning of; explain;
interpret. 2 translate. 3 analyze the
arrangement and connection of words
in (a sentence, clause, phrase, etc.). [< L
construere construct] —con·struʹable, adj. —con·struʹer, n.
con·sul (konʹsәl), n. 1 government oﬃcial
who lives in a foreign city and looks
after business interests of his or her own
country. 2 either of the two chief magistrates of the ancient Roman republic.
[< L, prob. orig., one who consults the
senate] —conʹsu·lar, adj. —conʹsulship, n.
con·su·late (konʹsә lit), n. 1 the duties,
authority, and position of a consul. 2 a
consul’s term of oﬃce. 3 an oﬃcial residence or oﬃces of a consul.
consul general, pl. consuls general, consul of the highest rank.
con·sult (kәn sultʹ), v. 1 seek information or advice from; refer to. 2 exchange
ideas; talk things over. 3 take into
consideration; have regard for. [< L,
< consulere take counsel, consult] —consultʹa·ble, adj.
con·sult·an·cy (kәn sulʹtәn si), n., pl.
–cies. work or business of a consultant.
con·sult·ant (kәn sulʹtәnt), n. 1 person
who consults another. 2 person who
gives professional or technical advice.
con·sul·ta·tion (kon´sәl tāʹshәn), n. 1 act
of consulting. 2 a meeting to exchange
ideas or talk things over. —con·sultʹative, adj.
con·sume (kәn sümʹ), v., –sumed, –suming. 1 use up. 2 eat or drink up. 3 destroy;
burn up. 4 waste away; be destroyed. 5
spend; waste (time, money, etc.). [< L,
< com– + sumere take up] —con·sumʹable, adj.
con·sum·er (kәn sümʹәr), n. 1 person or
thing that consumes. 2 person who uses
food, clothing, or anything grown or
made by producers.
con·sum·er·ism (kәn sümʹәr izm), n.
1 movement to protect the consumer
from shoddy products, misleading
information in marketing products, and
to protect the environment from damage caused by manufacturing and production practices. 2 concentration on
constantly expanding both the production of consumer goals and the market
for them. —con·sumʹer·ist, n.
Consumer Price Index, measure of
increases or decreases in prices paid
by consumers for certain goods and
services.
con·sum·mate (v. konʹsә māt; adj. konʹ sә mәt, kәn sumʹit), v., –mat·ed, –mating, adj. —v. 1 complete; fulﬁll. 2 com-

plete (a marriage) by sexual intercourse.
—adj. complete; perfect; in the highest
degree. [< L, < consummare bring to a peak
< com– + summa highest degree] —consumʹmate·ly, adv. —conʹsum·ma´tor, n.
con·sum·ma·tion (kon´sә māʹshәn), n.
completion; fulﬁllment.
con·sump·tion (kәn sumpʹshәn), n. 1 act
of using up; use. 2 amount used up. 3
destruction. 4 a wasting disease of the
lungs or of some other part of the body;
tuberculosis of the lungs.
con·sump·tive (kәn sumpʹtiv), adj. 1 having or likely to have tuberculosis of the
lungs. 2 of tuberculosis of the lungs. 3
tending to consume; destructive; wasteful. —n. person who has tuberculosis
of the lungs. —con·sumpʹtive·ly, adv.
—con·sumpʹtive·ness, n.
cont., 1 containing; contents. 2 continued.
con·tact (konʹtakt), n. 1 condition of
touching; touch. 2 connection. —v. Colloq. get in touch with; make a connection with. [< L contactus a touching
< com– + tangere touch]
contact lens, thin plastic lens to correct
vision which covers the front of the
eyeball and is held in place by the ﬂuid
of the eye.
con·ta·gion (kәn tāʹjәn), n. 1 the spreading of disease by contact. 2 disease
spread in this way; contagious disease.
3 means by which disease is spread. 4
the spreading of any inﬂuence from one
person to another. [< L contagio touching. See contact.]
con·ta·gious (kәn tāʹjәs), adj. 1 spread
by contact: scarlet fever is a contagious
disease. 2 causing contagious diseases.
—con·taʹgious·ly, adv. —con·taʹgiousness, n.
con·tain (kәn tānʹ), v. 1 have within itself;
hold as contents; include. 2 be capable of
holding. 3 be equal to: a pound contains
16 ounces. 4 control; hold back; restrain:
to contain one’s anger. 5 be divisible by
without a remainder: 12 contains 2, 3,
4, and 6. [< OF < L, < com– in + tenere
hold] —con·tainʹa·ble, adj.
con·tain·er (kәn tānʹәr), n. box, can, jar,
etc., used to hold something.
con·tain·ment (kәn tānʹmәnt), n. the
conﬁnement of a hostile or potentially
hostile political or military force within
existing geographical boundaries.
con·tam·i·nate (kәn tamʹә nāt), v., –nated, –nat·ing. make impure by contact.
[< L contaminatus < com– + tag– touch.
See contact.] —con·tamʹi·nant, contam´i·naʹtion, n. —con·tamʹi·na´tive,
adj. —con·tamʹi·na´tor, n.
contd., continued.
con·temn (kәn temʹ), v. treat with contempt; despise; scorn. [< L, < com– +
temnere disdain, orig., cut] —con·temnʹer, con·temʹnor, n.
con·tem·plate (konʹtәm plāt), v., –plat·ed,
–plat·ing. 1 look at for a long time; gaze
at. 2 think about for a long time; study
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carefully. 3 meditate. 4 expect; intend.
[< L, < contemplari survey < com– +
templum restricted area marked oﬀ for
the taking of auguries] —conʹtem·pla´tive, adj. —conʹtem·pla´tor, n.
con·tem·pla·tion (kon´tәm plāʹshәn), n.
1 act of looking at or thinking about
something for a long time. 2 deep
thought; meditation. 3 expectation;
intention.
con·tem·po·ra·ne·ous (kәn tem´pә rāʹni әs), adj. belonging to the same period
of time. —con·tem´po·raʹne·ous·ly, adv.
—con·tem´po·raʹne·ous·ness, n.
con·tem·po·rar·y (kәn temʹpә rer´i), adj.,
n., pl. –rar·ies. —adj. 1 belonging to or
living in the same period of time. 2 of
the same age or date. —n. 1 person who
belongs to the same period of time as
another or others. 2 person, magazine,
etc., of the same age or date. [< L com– +
temporarius < tempus time]
con·tempt (kәn temptʹ), n. 1 the feeling
that a person, act, or thing is mean,
low, or worthless; scorn; a despising. 2
condition of being scorned or despised;
disgrace. 3 disobedience to or open
disrespect for the rules or decisions of
a law court, a lawmaking body, etc. [< L
contemptus. See contemn.]
con·tempt·i·ble (kәn tempʹtә bәl), adj.
deserving contempt or scorn. —contempt´i·bilʹi·ty, con·temptʹi·ble·ness, n.
—con·temptʹi·bly, adv.
con·temp·tu·ous (kәn tempʹchu̇ әs), adj.
showing contempt; scornful. —contempʹtu·ous·ly, adv. —con·tempʹtu·ousness, n.
con·tend (kәn tendʹ), v. 1 ﬁght; struggle. 2
take part in a contest; compete. 3 argue;
dispute. 4 declare to be a fact; maintain
as true. [< L, < com– (intensive) + tendere
stretch] —con·tendʹer, n.
con·tent1 (konʹtent), n. 1 Usually, contents. what is contained. 2 facts and
ideas stated, as in a book or speech. 3
power of containing; capacity. 4 amount
contained; volume. [< L contentum, pp.
of continere contain]
con·tent2 (kәn tentʹ), v. satisfy; please;
make easy in mind. —adj. 1 satisﬁed;
pleased. 2 easy in mind. 3 willing; ready.
—n. contentment.
content oneself, be contented. [< F < L
contentus, pp., restrained. See contain.]
con·tent·ed (kәn tenʹtid), adj. satisﬁed;
pleased; easy in mind. —con·tentʹed·ly,
adv. —con·tentʹed·ness, n.
con·ten·tion (kәn tenʹshәn), n. 1 argument; dispute; quarrel. 2 statement or
point that one has argued for. 3 an arguing; disputing; quarreling. 4 struggle;
contest.
con·ten·tious (kәn tenʹshәs), adj. 1 quarrelsome. 2 characterized by contention.
—con·tenʹtious·ly, adv. —con·tenʹtiousness, n.
con·tent·ment (kәn tentʹmәnt), n. satisfaction; being pleased; ease of mind.

con·test (n. konʹtest; v. kәn testʹ), n. 1
trial to see which can win; competition.
2 ﬁght; struggle. 3 argument; dispute.
[< v.] —v. 1 try to win. 2 ﬁght for; struggle for. 3 argue against; dispute about. 4
take part in a contest. [< F < L contestari
call to witness < com– + testis witness]
—con·testʹa·ble, adj. —con·testʹer, n.
con·test·ant (kәn tesʹtәnt), n. 1 person
who takes part in a contest. 2 person
who contests, as election returns, etc.
con·text (konʹtekst), n. parts directly
before and after a word, sentence, etc.,
that inﬂuence its meaning. [< L, < com–
+ texere weave] —con·texʹtu·al, adj.
—con·texʹtu·al·ly, adv.
con·ti·gu·i·ty (kon´tә gūʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
condition of being contiguous.
con·tig·u·ous (kәn tigʹyu̇ әs), adj. 1 in
actual contact; touching. 2 adjoining;
near. [< L contiguus < com– + tag– touch.
See contact.] —con·tigʹu·ous·ly, adv.
—con·tigʹu·ous·ness, n.
con·ti·nence (konʹtә nәns), con·ti·nency (–nәn si), n., pl. –ces; –cies. 1 selfcontrol; self-resraint; moderation. 2
chastity.
con·ti·nent1 (konʹtә nәnt), n. 1 one of the
seven great masses of land on the earth;
North America, South America, Europe,
Africa, Asia, Australia, or Antarctica. 2
mainland.
the Continent, the mainland of Europe.
[< L, < continere contain]
con·ti·nent2 (konʹtә nәnt), adj. 1 showing restraint with regard to the desires
or passions. 2 chaste. [see continent1]
—conʹti·nent·ly, adv.
con·ti·nen·tal (kon´tә nenʹtәl), adj. 1 of or
characteristic of a continent. 2 Continental. a belonging to or characteristic
of the mainland of Europe. b of or having
to do with the American colonies at the
time of the American Revolution. —n.
1 Continental, soldier of the American army during the American Revolution. 2 piece of American paper money
issued during the American Revolution.
Continental Congress, either of two
legislative assemblies representing the
American colonies from 1774 to 1781.
The Second Continental Congress
adopted the Declaration of Independence in 1776.
Continental Divide, 1 ridge in W North
America that separates streams ﬂowing
toward the Paciﬁc from those ﬂowing
toward the Atlantic or the Arctic; Great
Divide. 2 often, continental divide. any
line that separates streams ﬂowing to
opposite sides of any continent.
continental drift, slow movement of the
earth’s landmasses.
continental shelf, shallow portion of the
earth’s seabed bordering most continents, usually not more than 100 fathoms deep.
con·tin·gen·cy (kәn tinʹjәn si), n., pl.
–cies. 1 an accidental happening; unexpected event; chance. 2 a happening or
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event depending on something that is
uncertain; possibility.
con·tin·gent (kәn tinʹjәnt), adj. 1 conditional; depending on something not
certain. 2 liable to happen or not to happen; possible; uncertain. 3 happening by
chance; accidental; unexpected. —n. 1
share of soldiers, laborers, etc., furnished
as an addition to a large force from other
sources. 2 group that is part of a larger
group. 3 accidental or unexpected event.
[< L contingens touching < com– + tangere to touch] —con·tinʹgent·ly, adv.
con·tin·u·al (kәn tinʹyu̇ әl), adj. 1 never
stopping. 2 repeated many times; very
frequent. —con·tinʹu·al·ly, adv.
con·tin·u·ance (kәn tinʹyu̇ әns), n. 1
⫽continuation. 2 Law. adjournment or
postponement until a future time.
con·tin·u·a·tion (kәn tin´yu̇ āʹshәn), n. 1
act of going on with a thing after stopping. 2 a being continued. 3 anything by
which a thing is continued; added part.
4 act or fact of not stopping.
con·tin·ue (kәn tinʹū), v., –tin·ued, –tinu·ing. 1 keep up; keep on; go on. 2 begin
again. 3 last; endure. 4 stay. 5 cause to
stay. 6 postpone; adjourn. [< L continuare < continere hold together. See
contain.] —con·tinʹu·a·ble, adj. —continʹu·er, n.
con·ti·nu·i·ty (kon´tә nüʹә ti; –nūʹ–), n.,
pl. –ties. 1 state or quality of being continuous. 2 a continuous or connected
whole. 3 the detailed plan of a motion
picture.
con·tin·u·ous (kәn tinʹyu̇ әs), adj. without
a stop or break; connected; unbroken.
—con·tinʹu·ous·ly, adv. —con·tinʹuous·ness, n.
con·tin·u·um (kәn tinʹyu̇ әm), n., pl.
–tin·u·a (–tinʹyu̇ ә). continuous quantity, series, etc. [< L]
con·tort (kәn tôrtʹ), v. twist or bend out
of shape; distort. [< L contortus < com– +
torquere twist] —con·torʹtion, n. —contorʹtive, adj.
con·tor·tion·ist (kәn tôrʹshәn ist), n. person who can twist or bend the body into
odd and unnatural positions.
con·tour (konʹtu̇r), n. outline of a ﬁgure.
—v. mark with lines showing the contour of. —adj. 1 showing topographical
outlines, as hills, valleys, etc.: a contour
map. 2 following natural ridges and
furrows or general contour to avoid
erosion: contour planting. [< F < Ital.
contorno, ult. < L com– + tornus turning
lathe < Gk. tornos]
contra–, preﬁx. in opposition; against, as
in contradistinction. [< L contra]
con·tra·band (konʹtrә band), adj. against
the law; prohibited: contraband trade.
—n. 1 goods imported or exported contrary to law; smuggled goods. 2 trading
contrary to law; smuggling. [< Sp. < Ital.,
< contra– against (< L) + bando < LL
bandum ban < Gmc.]
con·tra·bass (konʹtrә bās´), —n. 1 the
lowest bass voice or instrument. 2 large
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contraception

stringed instrument shaped like a cello
and having a very low bass tone; double
bass. —adj. having to do with such
instruments.
con·tra·cep·tion (kon´trә sepʹshәn), n.
prevention of conception. [< contra– +
(con)ception] —con´tra·cepʹtive, adj., n.
con·tract (v. kәn traktʹ for 1–3, konʹtrakt,
kәn traktʹ for 4; n. konʹtrakt), v. 1 draw
together; shrink. 2 shorten (a word,
etc.) by omitting some of the letters or
sounds. 3 get; acquire. 4 make a contract;
agree by contract. —n. 1 agreement. 2 a
written agreement that can be enforced
by law. [< L contractus < com– together +
trahere draw] —con·tractʹed, adj. —contractʹi·ble, adj. —con·tracʹtive, adj.
con·trac·tile (kәn trakʹtәl), adj. 1 capable
of contracting. 2 producing contraction.
—con´trac·tilʹi·ty, n.
con·trac·tion (kәn trakʹshәn), n. 1 process of contracting. 2 state of being
contracted. 3 something contracted;
shortened form. Can’t is a contraction
of cannot.
con·trac·tor (konʹtrak tәr; kәn trakʹtәr),
n. person who agrees to furnish materials or to do a piece of work for a certain
price.
con·trac·tu·al (kәn trakʹchu̇ әl), adj. of, or
having the nature of, a contract. —contracʹtu·al·ly, adv.
con·tra·dict (kon´trә diktʹ), v. 1 deny
(a statement, rumor, etc.). 2 deny the
words of (a person). 3 be contrary to;
disagree with. [< L contradictus < contra
in opposition + dicere say] —con´tradictʹa·ble, adj. —con´tra·dictʹer, con´tra·dicʹtor, n.
con·tra·dic·tion (kon´trә dikʹshәn), n.
1 act of denying what has been said.
2 statement that contradicts another;
denial. 3 disagreement; opposition. 4
inconsistency.
con·tra·dic·to·ry (kon´trә dikʹtә ri), adj.
1 contradicting; contrary; in disagreement. 2 inclined to contradict.
con·tra·dis·tinc·tion (kon´trә dis tingkʹshәn), n. distinction by opposition or
contrast.
con·trail (konʹtrāl), n. vapor trail left by
an aircraft ﬂying at a high altitude.
con·tral·to (kәn tralʹtō), n., pl. –tos, adj.,
—n. 1 the lowest woman’s voice. 2 part
to be sung by the lowest woman’s voice.
3 person who sings this part. 4 formerly,
the highest male voice. —adj. of or for a
contralto. [< Ital., < contra– counter to
(< L) + alto high < L altus]
con·trap·tion (kәn trapʹshәn), n. contrivance; device; gadget.
con·tra·pun·tal (kon´trә punʹtәl), adj. 1
of or having to do with counterpoint. 2
according to the rules of counterpoint.
[< Ital. contrapunto counterpoint]
con·tra·ri·ety (kon´trә rīʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
1 a being contrary. 2 something contrary.
con·tra·ri·wise (konʹtrer i wīz´; for 3, also
kәn trãrʹi wīz´), adv. 1 in the opposite

way or direction. 2 on the contrary. 3
perversely.
con·tra·ry (konʹtrer i; for adj. 4, also
kәn trãrʹi), adj., n., pl. –ries, adv. —adj. 1
opposed; opposite; completely diﬀerent.
2 opposite in direction, position, etc. 3
unfavorable: a contrary wind. 4 opposing others; stubborn; perverse. —n. fact
or quality that is the opposite of something else; the opposite. —adv. in opposition. [< AF < L contrarius < contra
against] —conʹtra·ri·ly, adv. —conʹtrari·ness, n.
con·trast (n. konʹtrast; v. kәn trastʹ), n.
1 a striking diﬀerence. 2 person, thing,
event, etc., that shows diﬀerences when
put side by side with another. —v. 1
compare (two things) so as to show their
diﬀerences. 2 show diﬀerences when
compared. [< F < Ital. < LL, < L contra–
against + stare stand] —con·trastʹable, adj.
con·tra·vene (kon´trә vēnʹ), v., –vened,
–ven·ing. 1 conﬂict with; oppose. 2 violate; infringe. [< LL, < L contra– against
+ venire come] —con´tra·venʹer, n.
—con´tra·venʹtion, n.
con·trib·ute (kәn tribʹyu̇t), v., –ut·ed, –uting. 1 give (money, help, etc.) along with
others. 2 write (articles, stories, etc.) for
a newspaper or magazine.
contribute to, help bring about. [< L,
bring together, collect, < com– together
+ tribuere bestow] —con·tribʹut·a·ble,
adj. —con·tribʹu·tive, con·tribʹu·to´ry,
adj. —con·tribʹu·tive·ly, adv. —contribʹu·tor, n.
con·tri·bu·tion (kon´trә būʹshәn), n. 1
act of giving money, help, etc., along
with others. 2 money, help, etc., given;
gift. 3 article, story, etc., written for a
newspaper or magazine.
con·trite (kәn trītʹ; konʹtrīt), adj. 1 broken in spirit by a sense of guilt; penitent. 2 showing deep regret and sorrow.
[< L contritus crushed < com– (intensive)
+ terere rub, grind] —con·triteʹly, adv.
—con·triteʹness, con·triʹtion, n.
con·triv·ance (kәn trīvʹәns), n. 1 thing
invented; mechanical device. 2 act or
manner of contriving. 3 power or ability of contriving. 3 power or ability of
contriving.
con·trive (kәn trīvʹ), v., –trived, –triving. 1 invent; design. 2 plan; scheme;
plot. 3 manage. 4 bring about. [< OF,
< con– (< L com–) + trover ﬁnd < VL,
start, rouse, < L turbare stir up < turba
commotion] —con·trivʹer, n.
con·trol (kәn trōlʹ), n., v., –trolled, –trolling. —n. 1 power; authority; direction. 2 a holding back; a keeping down;
restraint: he lost control of his temper.
3 means of restraint; check. 4 device
that controls a machine. 5 standard of
comparison for testing the results of scientiﬁc experiments. —v. 1 have power or
authority over; direct. 2 hold back; keep
down; restrain. 3 regulate. [< F contrôler,
ult. < OF contrerolle register < contre

against (< L contra) + rôle roll] —controlʹla·ble, adj. —con·trol´la·bilʹi·ty, n.
—con·trolʹment, n.
con·trol·ler (kәn trōlʹәr), n. 1 Also, comptroller. person employed to supervise
expenditures, etc. 2 person who controls. 3 device that controls or regulates.
—con·trolʹler·ship, n.
con·tro·ver·sial (kon´trә vėrʹshәl), adj.
1 of controversy. 2 open to controversy; debatable. 3 fond of controversy.
—con´tro·verʹsial·ist, n. —con´tro·verʹsial·ly, adv.
con·tro·ver·sy (konʹtrә vėr´si), n., pl.
–sies. 1 debate; dispute. 2 quarrel; wrangle. [< L, < contro– against + versus, pp.
of vertere turn]
con·tro·vert (konʹtrә vėrt; kon´trә vėrtʹ),
v. 1 dispute; deny. 2 discuss; debate.
con·tu·ma·cious (kon´tu̇ māʹshәs; –tyu̇–),
adj. stubbornly rebellious; obstinately
disobedient. [< L, < contumax insolent
< tumere swell up] —con´tu·maʹciously, adv. —con´tu·maʹcious·ness, conʹtuma·cy, n.
con·tu·me·ly (konʹtu̇ mә li, –tyu̇–; kәn tüʹmә li, –tūʹ–), n., pl. –lies. 1 insulting
words or actions; humiliating treatment.
2 a humiliating insult. [< L contumelia,
orig., insolent action < tumere swell up]
—con´tu·meʹli·ous, adj.
con·tuse (kәn tüzʹ; -tūzʹ), v., –tused, –tusing. ⫽bruise. [< L contusus < com–
(intensive) + tundere to pound]
con·tu·sion (kәn tüʹzhәn; –tūʹ–), n.
⫽bruise.
co·nun·drum (kә nunʹdrәm), n. 1 riddle
whose answer involves a pun or play on
words. 2 any puzzling problem.
con·va·lesce (kon´vә lesʹ), v., –lesced,
–lesc·ing. make progress toward health.
[< L convalescere < com– + valere be
strong]
con·va·les·cence (kon´vә lesʹәns), n. 1 a
gradual recovery of health and strength
after illness. 2 time during which one is
convalescing. —con´va·lesʹcent, adj., n.
con·vec·tion (kәn vekʹshәn), n. 1 act of
conveying. 2 the transfer of heat from
one place to another by the circulation
of heated particles of a gas or liquid.
[< L convectio < com– together + vehere
carry] —con·vecʹtion·al, adj. —con·vecʹtive, adj. —con·vecʹtor, n.
con·vene (kәn vēnʹ), v., –vened, –ven·ing.
meet for some purpose; assemble. [< L,
< com– together + venire come] —convenʹer, n.
con·ven·ience (kәn vēnʹyәns), n. 1 fact
or quality of being convenient. 2 a convenient condition or time. 3 comfort;
advantage. 4 anything handy or easy to
use; thing that saves trouble or work.
convenience food, prepared and packaged food that can be stored and served
when convenient.
con·ven·ient (kәn vēnʹyәnt), adj. 1 saving
trouble; well arranged; easy to reach or
use; handy. 2 easily done; not troublesome.
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convenient to, near. [< L conveniens,
ppr. of convenire meet, agree, be suitable. See convene.] —con·venʹient·ly,
adv.
con·vent (konʹvent), n. 1 community of
nuns; group of women living together
who devote their lives to religion. 2
building or buildings in which they live.
[< AF < L conventus assembly < convenire convene] —con·venʹtu·al, adj.
con·ven·ti·cle (kәn venʹtә kәl), n. 1 a
secret meeting, esp. for religious reasons.
2 place of such a meeting. [< L conventiculum, dim. of conventus meeting. See
convent.]
con·ven·tion (kәn venʹshәn), n. 1 a
meeting for some purpose; gathering;
assembly. 2 delegates to a meeting or
assembly. 3 agreement. 4 general agreement; common consent; custom. 5 custom approved by general agreement;
rule based on common consent. [< L
conventio < convenire convene]
con·ven·tion·al (kәn venʹshәn әl), adj.
1 depending on conventions; customary. 2 established by general consent. 3
formal; not natural; not original. 4 following custom rather than nature. —convenʹtion·al·ism, n. —con·venʹtion·ally, adv.
con·ven·tion·al·i·ty (kәn ven´shәn alʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 conventional quality
or character. 2 conventional behavior;
adherence to custom. 3 a conventional
custom or rule.
con·ven·tion·al·ize (kәn venʹshәn әl īz),
v., –ized, –iz·ing. 1 make conventional. 2
draw in a conventional manner. —convenʹtion·al·i·zaʹtion, n.
conventional wisdom, generally accepted
attitude or opinion; popular belief.
con·verge (kәn vėrjʹ), v., –verged, –verging. 1 tend to meet in a point. 2 cause
to converge. [< LL, < L com– together +
vergere incline]
con·ver·gence (kәn ėrʹjәns), con·ver·gency (–jәn si), n., pl., –ces; –cies. 1 act, process, or fact of converging. 2 tendency
to meet in a point. 3 point of meeting.
—con·verʹgent, adj.
con·ver·sant (kәn vėrʹsәnt; konʹvәr–), adj.
1 familiar by use or study. 2 intimately
associated. —con·verʹsant·ly, adv.
con·ver·sa·tion (kon´vәr sāʹshәn), n.
exchange of thoughts by talking informally.
con·ver·sa·tion·al (kon´vәr sāʹshәn әl),
adj. 1 of or having to do with conversation. 2 fond of conversation; good
at conversation. —con´ver·saʹtion·ally, adv.
con· ver· sa· tion· al· ist
(kon´ vәr sāʹshәn ә list), n. person who is fond of or
good at conversation.
con·verse1 (v. kәn vėrsʹ; n. konʹvėrs), v.,
–versed, –vers·ing, n. —v. talk informally together. —n. conversation.
[< OF < L, live with < com– with + versari live, be busy < verti to turn] —conversʹer, n.

con·verse2 (adj. kәn vėrsʹ, konʹvėrs; n.
konʹvėrs), adj. 1 opposite; contrary. 2
reversed in order; turned about. —n.
1 thing that is opposite or contrary. 2
thing that is turned around. [< L conversus turned around, pp. of convertere
convert] —con·verseʹly, adv.
con·ver·sion (kәn vėrʹzhәn; –shәn), n. act
of converting. —con·verʹsion·al, adj.
con·vert (v. kәn vėrtʹ; n. konʹvėrt), v.
1 change; turn. 2 change from unbelief to faith; change from one religion,
party, etc., to another. 3 take and use
unlawfully. 4 turn the other way around;
invert; transpose. 5 exchange for an
equivalent: convert bank notes into gold.
—n. person who has been converted.
[< L, < com– around + vertere turn]
con·vert·er, con·ver·tor (kәn vėrʹtәr), n. 1
person or thing that converts. 2 machine
for changing the form of an electric
current. 3 furnace in which pig iron is
changed into steel.
con·vert·i·ble (kәn vėrʹtә bәl), adj. 1
capable of being converted. 2 of an
automobile, having a top that may be
folded down. —n. automobile with a
folding top. —con·vert´i·bilʹi·ty, n.
—con·vertʹi·bly, adv.
con·vex (adj. kon veksʹ, kәn–, konʹveks;
n. konʹveks), adj. curved out. —n. a convex surface, part, or thing. [< L convexus
vaulted, prob. < com– around + vac–
bend] —con·vexʹi·ty, n. —convexʹly,
adv.
con·vey (kәn vāʹ), v. 1 carry; transport.
2 transmit; conduct. 3 express; make
known; communicate. 4 transfer the
ownership of (property) from one person to another. [< OF conveier < VL, set
on the road, accompany < L com– with
+ via road. Doublet of convoy.] —conveyʹa·ble, adj.
con·vey·ance (kәn vāʹәns), n. 1 act of
carrying. 2 thing that carries people
and goods; vehicle. 3 transfer of the
ownership of property from one person
to another.
con·vey·or, con·vey·er (kәn vāʹәr), n. 1
person or thing that conveys. 2 device
that carries things from one place to
another.
con·vict (v. kәn viktʹ; n. konʹvikt), v. 1
prove guilty. 2 declare guilty. —n. 1 person convicted by a court. 2 person serving a prison sentence. [< L convictus, pp.
of convincere. See convince.]
con·vic·tion (kәn vikʹshәn), n. 1 act of
proving or declaring guilty. 2 state of
being proved or declared guilty. 3 act
of convincing (a person). 4 a being
convinced. 5 ﬁrm belief. —con·vicʹtional, adj.
con·vince (kәn vinsʹ), v., –vinced, –vincing. persuade by argument or proof.
[< L, < com– + vincere overcome] —convincʹer, n. —con·vinʹci·ble, adj.
con·vinc·ing (kәn vinʹsing), adj. that convinces. —con·vincʹing·ly, adv. —convincʹing·ness, n.
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con·viv·i·al (kәn vivʹi әl), adj. 1 fond of
eating and drinking with friends. 2 of
or suitable for a feast or banquet. [< LL,
< convivium feast < com– with + vivere
live] —con·viv´ialʹi·ty, n. —con·vivʹial·ly, adv.
con·vo·ca·tion (kon´vә kāʹshәn), n.
1 a calling together. 2 an assembly.
—con´vo·caʹtion·al, adj.
con·voke (kәn vōkʹ), v., –voked, –voking. call together; summon to assemble.
[< L, < com– together + vocare call]
—con·vokʹer, n.
con·vo·lute (konʹvә lüt), adj., v., –lut·ed,
–lut·ing. —adj. coiled. —v. to coil. [< L
convolutus < com– up + volvere roll]
—conʹvo·lute´ly, adv.
con·vo·lut·ed (kon´vә lüʹtid), adj. 1
having convolutions; twisted. 2 Fig.
complicated; twisting: a convoluted
explanation.
con·vo·lu·tion (kon´vә lüʹshәn), n. 1 a
coiling, winding, or twisting together. 2
coil; winding; twist. 3 an irregular fold
or ridge on the surface of the brain.
con·voy (v. kәn voiʹ, konʹvoi; n. konʹvoi),
v. accompany in order to protect. —n. 1
act of convoying. 2 an escort; protection.
3 warships, soldiers, etc., that convoy;
protecting escort. 4 ﬂeet, supplies, etc.,
accompanied by a protecting escort.
[< F convoyer. Doublet of convey.]
con·vulse (kәn vulsʹ), v., –vulsed, –vulsing. 1 shake violently. 2 throw into a ﬁt
of laughter; cause to shake with laughter.
[< L convulsus < com– (intensive) + vellere tear]
con·vul·sion (kәn vulʹshәn), n. 1 a violent,
involuntary contracting and relaxing of
the muscles; spasm; seizure. 2 ﬁt of
laughter. 3 a violent disturbance. —convulʹsive, adj. —con·vulʹsive·ly, adv.
co·ny (kōʹni), n., pl. –nies. 1 rabbit fur. 2
Archaic. rabbit. Also, coney. [< OF conil
< L cuniculus rabbit < Iberian]
coo (kü), n., v., cooed, coo·ing. —n. a
soft, murmuring sound made by doves
or pigeons. —v. 1 make this sound. 2
murmur softly; speak in a soft, loving
manner. [imit.] —cooʹer, n.
cook (ku̇k), v. 1 prepare (food) by using
heat. 2 undergo cooking; be cooked.
3 act as cook; work as cook. 4 subject
(anything) to the action of heat. 5 tamper with. [< n.] —n. person who cooks.
[< LL cocus < L coquus]
cook·book (ku̇kʹbu̇k´), n. book of recipes
containing directions for cooking.
cook·er (ku̇kʹәr), n. apparatus or container to cook things in.
cook·er·y (ku̇kʹәr i), n., pl. –er·ies. 1
art of cooking. 2 room or place for
cooking.
cook·ie (ku̇kʹi), n., pl. –ies. 1 small, ﬂat
cake. 2 Slang. a person: one tough cookie.
b familiar address for a girl or woman.
Also, cooky.
that’s how (or the way) the cookie
crumbles, Informal. that is the way
things are. [< Du. koekje little cake]
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cook·out (ku̇kʹout´), n. cooking and eating of a meal out-of-doors.
cool (kül), adj. 1 somewhat cold; more
cold than hot. 2 allowing or giving
a cool feeling: cool clothes. 3 Fig. not
excited; calm. 4 Fig. having little enthusiasm or interest. 5 Fig. bold; impudent.
6 without exaggeration or qualiﬁcation:
a cool million dollars. 7 Informal. great;
excellent. —n. something cool; cool
part, place, or time: the cool of the evening. —v. 1 become cool. 2 make cool.
cool one’s heels, Colloq. be kept waiting
for a long ime. [OE cōl] —coolʹish, adj.
—coolʹly, adv. —coolʹness, n.
cool·ant (külʹәnt), n. a cooling medium,
used for machinery, etc.
cool·er (külʹәr), n. 1 apparatus or container that cools foods or drinks, or
keeps them cool. 2 anything that cools.
3 Slang. jail.
Cool·idge (külʹij), n. Calvin, 1872–1933,
the 30th president of the United States,
1923–29.
coo·lie, coo·ly (küʹli), n., pl. –lies. an
unskilled, native laborer in China, India,
etc. [prob. < Tamil kuli hire, hired servant]
coon (kün), n. Colloq. ⫽raccoon.
coop (küp; ku̇p), n. 1 a small cage or pen
for chickens, rabbits, etc. 2 any small
conﬁning structure. —v. 1 keep or put in
a coop. 2 conﬁne in a very small space.
[ME coupe basket < L cupa cask]
co-op (kōʹop; kō opʹ), n. Colloq. 1 cooperative store. 2 cooperative apartment.
coop·er (küpʹәr; ku̇pʹ-), n. man who
makes or repairs barrels, casks, etc.
—v. make or repair (barrels, casks, etc.).
[? < MDu., MLG kuper < L cuparius
< cupa cask]
Coo·per (küʹpәr; ku̇pʹәr), n. James Fenimore, 1789–1851, American novelist.
coop·er·age (küpʹәr ij; ku̇pʹ–), n. 1 work
done by a cooper. 2 shop of a cooper.
co·op·er·ate (kō opʹәr āt), v., –at·ed, –ating. work together. [< LL, < co– together
+ operari to work] —co·opʹer·a´tor, n.
co·op·er·a·tion (kō op´әr āʹshәn), n. 1
act of working together; united eﬀort
or labor. 2 combination of persons for
purposes of production, purchase, or
distribution for their joint beneﬁt.
co·op·er·a·tive (kō opʹәr ā´tiv; –opʹrә tiv),
adj. 1 wanting or willing to work together
with others. 2 of, having to do with, or
being a cooperative. —n. organization in
which the proﬁts and losses are shared
by all members. —co·opʹer·a´tive·ly,
adv. —co·opʹer·a´tive·ness, n.
co-opt (kōʹopt), v. 1 a take over; secure for
oneself or other purposes. b commandeer. 2 choose or elect a new member
by voting. [< L cooptare < com– together
with + optare choose, elect]
co·or·di·nate, (adj., n. kō ôrʹdә nit, –nāt;
v. kō ôrʹdә nāt), adj., n., v., –nat·ed, –nating. —adj. 1 equal in importance; of
equal rank. 2 made up of coordinate
parts. 3 joining words, phrases, or

clauses of equal grammatical importance. And and but are coordinate conjunctions. —n. 1 a coordinate person
or thing. 2 Math, any of two or more
magnitudes that deﬁne the position of
a point, line, or plane by reference to a
ﬁxed ﬁgure, system of lines, etc. —v. 1
make coordinate; make equal in importance. 2 arrange in proper order or relation; harmonize; adjust [< L co– with +
ordinatus, pp. of ordinare regulate] —coorʹdi·nate·ly, adv. —co·orʹdi·nate·ness,
n. —co·orʹdi·naʹtive, adj. —co·orʹdina´tor, n.
co·or·di·na·tion (kō ôr´dә nāʹshәn), n.
act of coordinating.
coot (küt), n. 1 a wading and swimming
bird with short wings and lobate toes. 2
Colloq. fool; simpleton. [? < Du. koet]
coot·ie (kütʹi), n. Slang. louse.
cop1 (kop), n., Informal. policeman. [OE
coppian]
cop2 (kop), v., copped, cop·ping. 1 capture; catch; nab: cop a prize. 2 steal.
cop a plea, plead guilty to a lesser
charge, esp. to receive a smaller penalty.
cop out, Slang. a back out; refuse to
become involved. b avoid or escape.
[perhaps < OF caper seize]
cop·out (kopʹout´), n. 1 refusal to become
involved; a backing out. 2 person who
refuses to be involved or backs out.
co·part·ner (kō pärtʹnәr), n. a fellow partner; associate. —co·partʹner·ship, n.
cope1 (kōp), v., coped, cop·ing. struggle
or contend (with), esp. on even terms
or successfully. [< F couper strike < coup
coup]
cope2 (kōp), n., v., coped, cop·ing. —n. 1 a
long cape worn by priests during certain
religious rites. 2 anything like a cope,
such as a canopy, the sky, etc. —v. cover
with a cope. [< Med.L capa cloak, var. of
LL cappa hood]
co·peck (kōʹpek), n. ⫽kopeck.
Co·pen·ha·gen (kō´pәn hāʹgәn; –häʹ–), n.
capital of Denmark.
Co·per·ni·cus (kә pėrʹnә kәs), n. Nikolaus, 1473–1543, Polish astronomer.
—Co·perʹni·can, adj.
cope·stone (kōpʹstōn´), n. 1 the top stone
of a wall. 2 a ﬁnishing touch. [< cope2
+ stone]
cop·i·able (kopʹē ә bәl), adj. that can be
copied, esp. on a copier.
cop·i·er (kopʹi әr), n. 1 machine that
makes photograph copies. 2 ⫽imitator.
3 ⫽copyist.
co·pi·lot (kōʹpī´lәt), n. assistant or second
pilot in an aircraft.
cop·ing (kōpʹing), n. the top layer of
a brick or stone wall, usually sloping.
[< cope2]
coping saw, a narrow saw in a U-shaped
frame, used to cut curves.
co·pi·ous (kōʹpi әs), adj. 1 plentiful;
abundant. 2 containing much matter. 3
containing many words. [< L, < copia
plenty] —coʹpi·ous·ly, adv. —coʹpi·ousness, n.

cop·per1 (kopʹәr), n. 1 a tough, reddishbrown metallic element, Cu, that is easily shaped into thin sheets or ﬁne wire
and resists rust. 2 thing made of copper.
3 a reddish brown. —v. cover with copper. —adj. 1 of copper. 2 reddish-brown.
[< L cuprum, for earlier aes Cyprium
metal of Cyprus] —copʹper·y, adj.
cop·per2 (kopʹәr), n. ⫽policeman. [< cop1
+ –er1]
cop·per·as (kopʹәr әs), n. ferrous sulfate,
FeSO47H2O, used in dyeing, inkmaking,
medicine, and photography. [< F < Med.
L (aqua) cuprosa (water) of copper]
cop·per·head (kopʹәr hed´), n. 1 a poisonous North American snake related to
the water moccasin and the rattlesnake.
2 Copperhead, a Northerner sympathetic with the South during the Civil
War.
cop·per·plate (kopʹәr plāt´), n. 1 a thin,
ﬂat piece of copper on which a design,
writing, etc., is engraved or etched. 2 an
engraving, picture, or print made from
a copperplate. 3 copperplate printing or
engraving.
cop·per·smith (kopʹәr smith´), n. person
who makes things out of copper.
cop·ra (kopʹrә), n. the dried meat of
coconuts. [< Pg. < Malayalam koppara]
copse (kops), cop·pice (kopʹis), n. a
thicket of small trees, bushes, etc. [< OF
coupeiz a cutover forest < couper cut.
See coup.]
Copt (kopt), n. native of Egypt, descended
from the ancient Egyptians.
cop·ter (kopʹtәr), n. ⫽helicopter.
Cop·tic (kopʹtik), n. the former language
of the Copts. —adj. of or by the Copts.
cop·u·la (kopʹyә lә), n., pl. –las, –lae (–lē).
1 verb that connects the subject and
the predicate, usually some form of be.
2 something that connects. [< L, bond,
< co– together + apere fasten. Doublet of
couple.] —copʹu·lar, adj.
cop·u·late (kopʹyә lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lating. have sexual intercourse. [< L copulatus, pp. of copulare. See copula.]
—cop´u·laʹtion, n.
cop·u·la·tive (kopʹyә lā´tiv; –lә–), n. copulative word. —adj. 1 connecting. Be is
a copulative verb; and is a copulative
conjunction. 2 pertaining to copulation.
—copʹu·la´tive·ly, adv.
cop·y (kopʹi), n., pl. cop·ies, v., copied, cop·y·ing. —n. 1 thing made like
another. 2 thing made to be followed as
a pattern or model. 3 one of a number of
books, newspapers, magazines, pictures,
etc., made at the same printing. 4 material ready to be set in type. —v. 1 follow
as a pattern or model; imitate. 2 ⫽photocopy. [< F < Med.L copia transcript
< L, plenty]
copying machine, ⫽copier.
cop·y·ist (kopʹi ist), n. 1 person who
makes written copies. 2 imitator.
cop·y·right (kopʹi rīt´), n. the exclusive
right to make and sell a certain book,
picture, etc. —adj. protected by copy-
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right. —v. protect by getting a copyright.
—copʹy·right´a·ble, adj. —copʹyright´er, n.
co·quet (kō ketʹ), v., –quet·ted, –quetting. 1 ﬂirt. 2 triﬂe. [< F, < coquet, dim. of
coq cock] —coʹquet·ry, n.
co·quette (kō ketʹ), n. woman who tries
to attract men merely to please her vanity; ﬂirt. [< F. See coquet.] —coquetʹtish, adj. —co·quetʹtish·ly, adv. —coquetʹtish·ness, n.
cor., 1 corner. 2 coroner. 3 corpus. 4 corrected; correction. 5 correspondence;
correspondent; corresponding.
cor·a·cle (kôrʹә kәl; korʹ–), n. a small, light
boat made by covering a wooden frame
with waterproof material. [< Welsh
< corwg]
cor·al (kôrʹәl; korʹ–), n. 1 a stony substance consisting of the skeletons of
very small sea animals called polyps. 2
polyp that secretes a skeleton of coral
and forms large, branching colonies by
budding. 3 a deep pink; red. —adj. 1
made of coral. 2 deep-pink; red. [< OF
< L < Gk. koral(l)ion]
coral reef, reef consisting mainly of
coral.
Coral Sea, part of the Paciﬁc at the NE
Australian coast.
coral snake, any of several species of
small, poisonous American snakes,
most of which are banded with alternating rings of red, yellow, and black.
cor·bel (kôrʹbәl), n., v., –beled, –bel·ing.
—n. bracket of stone, etc., on a wall. —v.
furnish with corbels; support by corbels.
[< OF, dim. of corp raven < L corvus]
cord (kôrd), n. 1 a thick string; very thin
rope. 2 inﬂuence that binds or restrains.
3 Elect. a pair of covered wires with
ﬁttings to connect an iron, lamp, etc.,
with a socket. 4 Also, chord. structure
in an animal body that is somewhat like
a cord: the spinal cord. 5 ridge on cloth.
6 cloth with ridges on it; corduroy. 7
measure of cut wood; 128 cubic feet. —v.
1 fasten or tie with a cord. 2 pile (wood)
in cords.
cords, corduroy pants or trousers. [< OF
< L < Gk. chorde gut. Doublet of
chord2.] —cordʹed, adj. —cordʹer, n.
cord·age (kôrʹdij), n. 1 cords; ropes. The
cordage of a ship is its rigging. 2 quantity of wood measured in cords.
cor·date (kôrʹdāt), adj. heart-shaped.
[< NL, < L cor heart] —corʹdate·ly, adv.
cord·ed (kôrʹdid), adj. 1 ribbed. 2 fastened with a cord; bound with cords. 3
cut and piled in cords.
cor·dial (kôrʹjәl), n. liqueur. —adj. sincere; hearty; warm; friendly. [< Med.L,
< L cor heart] —corʹdial·ly, adv.
—corʹdial·ness, n.
cor·dial·i·ty (kôr jalʹә ti; –ji alʹ–), n., pl.
–ties. cordial quality or feeling; heartiness; friendliness.
cor·dil·le·ra (kôr´dәl yãrʹә; kôr dilʹәr ә),
n. W a long mountain range. [< Sp.,

ult. < L chorda rope, cord] —cor´dilleʹran, adj.
cord·ite (kôrʹdīt), n. a smokeless gunpowder composed chieﬂy of nitroglycerin
and guncotton. [< cord, n. + –ite2]
cor·don (kôrʹdәn), n. 1 line or circle of
people or things placed at intervals as
a guard. 2 cord, braid, or ribbon worn
as an ornament or badge of honor. [< F,
< corde cord]
cor·don bleu (kôr dôn blœʹ), pl. cor·dons
bleus (kôr dôn blœʹ). 1 high honor; great
distinction. 2 person of great distinction
in a particular ﬁeld, esp. a renowned
chef. [< F cordon bleu blue ribbon]
cor·do·van (kôrʹdә vәn; kôr dōʹvәn), n.
kind of soft, ﬁne-grained leather. —adj.
of or having to do with this leather.
cor·du·roy (kôrʹdә roi; kôr´dә roiʹ), n. 1 a
thick cotton cloth with close, velvetlike
ridges. 2 corduroys, corduroy trousers.
—adj. made of corduroy. [appar. < F
corde du roi king’s cord]
cord·wood (kôrdʹwu̇d´), n. 1 wood sold
or piled in cords. 2 wood cut in 4-foot
lengths.
core (kôr; kōr), n., v., cored, cor·ing.
—n. 1 the central part, containing the
seeds, of fruits like apples and pears. 2
the central or most important part: the
core of an argument. —v. take out the
core. [ME]
co·re·op·sis (kô´ri opʹsis; kō´–), n. plant
with yellow, red-and-yellow, or reddish
ﬂowers shaped like daisies. [< NL, < Gk.
koris bedbug + opsis appearance; from
the shape of the seed]
co·re·spond·ent (kō´ri sponʹdәnt; kôr´i–;
kor´–), n. Law. person accused of adultery with a husband or wife being sued
for divorce.
co·ri·an·der (kô´ri anʹdәr; kō´–), n. 1
plant whose aromatc, seedlike fruits are
used in cooking and in medicine. 2 the
fruit. [< F < L < Gk. koriandron, var. of
koriannon]
Cor·inth (kôrʹinth; korʹ–), n. seaport in S
Greece. In ancient times, Corinth was a
center of commerce, art, and luxury.
Co·rin·thi·an (kә rinʹthi әn), adj. 1 of or
having to do with Corinth or its people. 2 noting or pertaining to the most
elaborate of the three types of Greek
architecture. 3 luxurious. —n. 1 native
or inhabitant of Corinth. 2 Corinthians,
either of two books of the New Testament, written by the Apostle Paul to the
Christians of Corinth.
cork (kôrk), n. 1 a light, thick, outer bark
of a kind of oak, used for bottle stoppers, ﬂoats for ﬁshing lines, etc. 2 Also,
cork oak. the tree. 3 shaped piece of
cork. 4 any stopper for a bottle, etc. 5 the
protective outer bark of woody plants.
—v. 1 stop up with a cork. 2 restrain. 3
blacken with burnt cork. —adj. of cork.
[< Sp. alcorque < Ar. < L quercus oak]
—corkʹy, adj.
cork·age (kôrʹkij), n. charge made by a
restaurant for serving a patron’s wine,
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rather than wine oﬀered by the restaurant.
cork·er (kôrʹkәr), n. 1 Slang. a someone
remarkable. b something marvelous or
astonishing. 2 person or device that
corks.
cork·screw (kôrkʹskrü´), n. tool for
removing corks from bottles. —v. move
or advance in a spiral or zigzag course.
—adj. spiral.
corm (kôrm), n. a bulblike underground
stem. [< NL < Gk. kormos stripped tree
trunk < keirein shear]
cor·mo·rant (kôrʹmә rәnt), n. 1 a large,
greedy sea bird with a pouch under its
beak. 2 a greedy person. —adj. greedy.
[< OF cormareng < corp raven (< L corvus) + marenc of the sea < L mare]
corn1 (kôrn), n. 1 kind of grain that grows
on large ears; maize; Indian corn. 2 plant
that it grows on. 3 in England, grain
in general, esp. wheat. 4 in Scotland
and Ireland, oats. 5 Also, corn whiskey,
whiskey made from corn. 6 Informal.
something trite or sentimental. —v. preserve (meat) with strong salt water or by
dry salt. [OE] —corned, adj.
corn2 (kôrn), n. a hardening of the skin,
usually on a toe. [< OF, horn, < L cornu]
Corn Belt, area of the midwestern
United States where corn is a major
crop.
corn bread, bread made of corn meal.
corn·cob (kôrnʹkob´), n. 1 the central,
woody part of an ear of corn. 2 a tobacco
pipe with a bowl hollowed out of a piece
of dried corncob.
cor·ne·a (kôrʹni ә), n. the transparent part
of the outer coat of the eyeball. The cornea covers the iris and the pupil. [< Med.
L cornea (tela) horny (web) < L cornu
horn] —corʹne·al, adj.
cor·nel (kôrʹnәl), n. 1 in Europe, a shrub
or small tree with yellow ﬂowers. 2 in the
United States, the ﬂowering dogwood.
[< G < Med.L cornolius < L cornus]
cor·nel·ian (kôr nēlʹyәn), n. ⫽carnelian.
cor·ner (kôrʹnәr), n. 1 the point or place
where lines or surfaces meet. 2 the place
where two streets meet. 3 piece to protect or decorate a corner. 4 small, private
place. 5 place that is far away; region.
6 an awkward position. 7 a buying up
of the available supply of some stock
or article to raise its price. —adj. 1 at a
corner. 2 for a corner. —v. 1 put or drive
into a corner. 2 force into a diﬃcult position. 3 buy up all or nearly all that can be
had of (something) to raise its price. 4
(of an automobile) round sharp curves
at relatively high speeds.
around the corner, in the near future;
happening soon.
cut corners, a shorten the way by going
across corners. b save money, eﬀort,
time, etc. by cutting down.
paint oneself into a corner, get into a
situation that is impossible to get
out of.
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cornered

the four corners of the earth, the furthest
parts of the world; far away and
everywhere.
turn the corner, pass the worst or most
dangerous point. [< AF var. of OF cornere < L cornu horn, tip]
cor·nered (kôrʹnәrd), adj. 1 without hope
of escape or relief. 2 having a corner or
corners.
cor·ner·stone (kôrʹnәr stōn´), n. 1 stone
at the corner of two walls that holds
them together. 2 main part on which
something rests; basis.
cor·ner·wise (kôrʹnәr wīz´), cor·ner·ways
(–wāz´), adv. 1 with the corner in front;
forming a corner. 2 diagonally.
cor·net (kôr netʹ for 1; kôrʹnit, kôr netʹ
for 2), n. 1 a wind instrument somewhat
like a trumpet, usually made of brass.
2 piece of paper rolled into a cone and
twisted at one end, used to hold candy,
nuts, etc. [< OF, < L cornu horn] —cornetʹtist, cor·netʹist, n.
corn·ﬂow·er (kôrnʹﬂou´әr), n. plant with
blue, pink, white, or purple ﬂowers;
bachelor’s-button.
corn·husk (kôrnʹhusk´), n. husk of an ear
of corn. —cornʹhusk´ing, n.
cor·nice (kôrʹnis), n., v., –niced, –nic·ing.
—n. a projecting ornamental molding
along the top of a wall, pillar, building,
etc. —v. furnish or ﬁnish with a cornice.
[< F < Ital. < Med.Gk. koronis copestone
< Gk., something bent]
Cor·nish (kôrʹnish), adj. of or having to
do with Cornwall, its people, or their
former language. —n. the ancient Celtic
language of Cornwall. —Corʹnish·man, n.
corn meal, meal made from Indian corn
ground up.
corn oil, vegetable oil made from corn,
used in salads and cooking.
corn pone, S. a ﬂat, usually rectangular
loaf of corn meal shaped by hand.
corn·row (kôrnʹrō), n. one of a series of
ﬂat, narrow braids that covers the head.
corn silk, the glossy threads or styles at
the end of an ear of corn.
corn·stalk (kôrnʹstôk´), n. stalk of Indian
corn.
corn·starch (kôrnʹstärch´), n. a starchy
ﬂour made from Indian corn, used to
thicken puddings, etc.
corn sugar, sugar made from cornstarch.
corn syrup, syrup made from cornstarch,
used esp. in baked goods and confections. Also, corn sirup.
cor·nu·co·pi·a (kôr´nә kōʹpi ә), n. 1 a
horn-shaped container or ornament. 2
horn of plenty, overﬂowing with fruits
and ﬂowers. [< LL, for L cornu copiae
horn of plenty]
Corn·wal·lis (kôrn wôlʹis; –wolʹis), n.
Charles, 1738–1805, British general
who surrendered to George Washington
at Yorktown, 1781.
corn·y (kôrʹni), adj., corn·i·er, corn·iest. Slang. trite; unsophisticated, overly
sentimental.

co·rol·la (kә rolʹә), n. the internal envelope or ﬂoral leaves of a ﬂower; the petals. [< L, garland, dim. of corona crown]
cor·ol·lar·y (kôrʹә ler´i; korʹ–), n., pl. –laries. 1 an additional proposition that can
be easily inferred from a proved proposition. 2 inference. 3 a natural consequence or result. [< LL corollarium < L,
gift, < corolla garland. See corolla.]
co·ro·na (kә rōʹnә), n., pl. –nas, –nae
(–nē). 1 ring of light or halo seen around
the sun or moon. 2 the top of the head.
3 the appendage on the inner side of
the corolla of some plants. [< L, crown.
Doublet of crown.] —co·roʹnal, adj.
cor·o·nar·y (kôrʹә ner´i; korʹ–), adj. 1 pertaining to or resembling a crown. 2 of
or designating either or both of the two
arteries that supply blood to the muscular tissue of the heart. —n. 1 coronary
thrombosis. 2 Informal. heart attack. [< L
coronarius encircling < corona crown]
coronary thrombosis, thrombosis of the
heart, involving a blockage of a coronary
artery.
cor·o·na·tion (kôr´ә nāʹshәn; kor´–), n.
ceremony of crowning a king, emperor,
etc.
cor·o·ner (kôrʹә nәr; korʹ–), n. 1 a local
oﬃcial who investigates before a jury
any unnatural death. 2 coroner’s jury,
group of persons chosen to witness the
investigation. [< AF corouner oﬃcer of
the crown < coroune crown] —corʹoner·ship´, n.
cor·o·net (kôrʹә nit; –net; korʹ–), n. 1 a
small crown worn as a mark of high
rank. 2 circlet of anything worn around
the head as an ornament. [< OF coronet, dim. of corone crown] —corʹonet·ed, adj.
Corp., corp., 1 Corporal. 2 Corporation.
cor·po·ral1 (kôrʹpә rәl), adj. of the body:
corporal punishment. [< L corporalis
< corpus body] —cor´po·ralʹi·ty, n.
—corʹpo·ral·ly, adv.
cor·po·ral2 (kôrʹpә rәl), n. the lowest noncommissioned army oﬃcer, next below
a sergeant and next above a private.
[< F < Ital. caporale < capo head < L
caput] —corʹpo·ral·ship´, n.
cor·po·rate (kôrʹpә rit), adj. 1 of or forming a corporation; incorporated. 2 combined. [< L, < corporare form into a body
< corpus body] —corʹpo·rate·ly, adv.
cor·po·ra·tion (kôr´pә rāʹshәn), n. 1
group of persons who obtain a charter
giving them as a group certain legal
rights and privileges distinct from those
of the individual members of the group.
2 group of persons with authority to act
as a single person. 3 prominent abdomen.
cor·po·re·al (kôr pôʹri әl; –ōʹ–), adj. 1
of or for the body; bodily. 2 material;
tangible. [< L corporeus < corpus body]
—cor·po´re·alʹi·ty, cor·poʹre·al·ness, n.
—cor·poʹre·al·ly, adv.
corps (kôr; kōr), n., pl. corps (kôrz; kōrz).
1 branch of specialized military service,

such as the Signal Corps. 2 a tactical
unit usually consisting of two or more
divisions, and smaller than an army. 3
group of people organized for working
together. [< F. See corpse.]
corps de ballet (kôr´dә ba lāʹ), group of
ballet dancers, esp. those who are members of a company other than soloists.
[< F]
corpse (kôrps), n. a dead human body.
[< OF < L corpus body]
cor·pu·lence (kôrʹpyә lәns), cor·pu·lency (–lәn si), n. fatness. [< L, < corpus
body] —corʹpu·lent, adj. —corʹpulent·ly, adv.
cor·pus (kôrʹpәs), n., pl. –po·ra (–pә rә). 1
a body. 2 a complete collection of writings, laws, etc. [< L, body]
corpus cal·lo·sum (kә lōʹsәm), pl. corpora callosa. band of nerve ﬁbers that
connects the cerebral hemispheres of
the brain in humans and other mammals.
cor·pus·cle (kôrʹpәs әl; –pus–), n. any
of the cells that ﬂoat in the blood,
lymph, etc., carrying oxygen and carbon
dioxide or destroying disease germs.
[< L corpusculum, dim. of corpus body]
—cor·pusʹcu·lar, adj.
cor·pus de·lic·ti (kôrʹpәs di likʹtī), Law.
1 the actual facts that prove a crime or
oﬀense has been committed. 2 body of
a murdered person. [< L, body of the
crime]
corpus lu·te·um (lüʹtē әm), pl. corpora
lutea. 1 yellow endocrine mass formed
in the ovary from the rupture of the
sac that contained a mature ovum. 2
extract made from the corpus luteum
of a cow or hog, used in certain medical
treatment.
cor·ral (kә ralʹ), n., v., –ralled, –ral·ling.
—n. an enclosed space for keeping or for
capturing horses, cattle, etc. —v. 1 drive
into or keep in a corral. 2 surround;
capture. [< Sp., < corro ring]
cor·rect (kә rektʹ), adj. 1 free from mistakes or faults; right. 2 in good taste;
proper. —v. 1 change to what is right;
remove mistakes from. 2 alter to agree
with some standard: correct the reading
of a barometer. 3 mark the errors of. 4
ﬁnd fault with to improve; punish. 5
counteract (something hurtful); cure.
[< L correctus, pp. of corrigere make
straight < com– + regere direct] —correctʹly, adv. —cor·rectʹness, n. —correcʹtor, n.
cor·rec·tion (kә rekʹshәn), n. 1 act of correcting. 2 thing put in place of an error
or mistake. 3 punishment; rebuke; scolding. —correcʹtion·al, adj.
cor·rec·tive (kә rekʹtiv), adj. tending to
correct; making better. —n. something
that tends to correct anything that is
wrong or hurtful. —cor·recʹtive·ly, adv.
cor·re·late (kôrʹә lāt; korʹ–), v., –lat·ed,
–lat·ing, adj., n. —v. 1 have a mutual
relation. 2 bring into proper relation
with one another. adj. correlated. —n.

cosmonaut
either of two related things. [< com– +
relate
cor·re·la·tion (kôr´ә lāʹshәn; kor´–), n.
1 the mutual relation of two or more
things. 2 a correlating or being correlated.
cor·rel·a·tive (kә relʹә tiv), adj. 1 mutually
dependent; each implying the other. 2
having a mutual relation and commonly
used together. Conjunctions used in
pairs, such as either . . . or and both . . .
and, are correlative words. —n. either of
two closely related things. —cor·rel´ativʹi·ty, n. —cor·relʹa·tive·ly, adv.
cor·re·spond (kôr´ә spondʹ; kor´–), v. 1
be in harmony; agree. 2 be similar: the
arms of a man correspond to the wings
of a bird. 3 exchange letters. [< Med.L,
< L com– together, with + respondere answer] —corʹre·spondʹing, adj.
—cor´re·spondʹing·ly, adv.
cor·re·spond·ence (kôr´ә sponʹdәns;
kor´–), n. 1 agreement; harmony. 2
similarity in structure or function. 3
exchange of letters; letter writing. 4 letters.
correspondence course, lessons in a certain subject given by a correspondence
school.
cor·re·spond·ent (kôr´ә sponʹdәnt; kor´–),
n. 1 person who exchanges letters with
another. 2 person employed by a newspaper or magazine to send news from a
distant place. 3 thing that corresponds
to something else. —adj. corresponding; in agreement. —cor´re·spondʹently, adv.
cor·ri·dor (kôrʹә dәr; –dôr; korʹ–), n. 1
a long hallway. 2 a narrow strip of land
connecting two parts of a country or an
inland country with a seaport. [< F < Pr.
corredor < correr run < L currere]
cor·ri·gi·ble (kôrʹә jә bәl; korʹ-), adj. 1
that can be corrected. 2 open to correction. [< LL, < L corrigere correct]
—cor´ri·gi·bilʹi·ty, n. —corʹri·gi·bly,
adv.
cor·rob·o·rate (kә robʹә rāt), v., –rat·ed,
–rat·ing. make more certain; conﬁrm.
[< L, < corroborare strengthen < com–
+ robur oak] —cor·rob´o·raʹtion, n.
—cor·robʹo·ra´tor, n.
cor·rob·o·ra·tive (kә robʹә rā´tiv; –rә tiv),
cor·rob·o·ra·to·ry (–rә tô´ri; –tō´–), adj.
conﬁrming. —cor·robʹo·ra´tive·ly, adv.
cor·rode (kә rōdʹ), v., –rod·ed, –rod·ing.
1 eat away gradually. 2 become corroded. [< L, < com– + rodere gnaw]
—cor·rodʹi·ble, adj.
cor·ro·sion (kә rōʹzhәn), n. 1 act or process of corroding. 2 a corroded condition. 3 product of corroding.
cor·ro·sive (kә rōʹsiv), adj. 1 producing
corrosion; corroding; eating away. 2 Fig.
wearing to the mind or emotions: the
corrosive eﬀects of stress. —n. substance
that corrodes. —cor·roʹsive·ly, adv.
—cor·roʹsive·ness, n.
cor·ru·gate (v. kôrʹә gāt, korʹ–; adj. kôrʹә git, –gāt, korʹ–), v., –gat·ed, –gat·ing,

adj. —v. 1 bend or shape into a row of
wavelike folds. 2 wrinkle; furrow. —adj.
wrinkled; furrowed. [< L, < com– + ruga
wrinkle]
cor·ru·gat·ed (kôr´ә gā tid; korʹ–), adj.
bent or shaped into a wavelike ridge: a
strong, corrugated tin roof.
cor·ru·ga·tion (kôr´ә gāʹshәn; kor´–), n.
1 a corrugating. 2 a being corrugated. 3
one of a series of wavelike ridges.
cor·rupt (kә ruptʹ), adj. 1 evil; wicked.
2 inﬂuenced by bribes; dishonest. 3
a incorrect because of alterations, as
a text. b considered inferior by some
because of change in meaning or form,
or deviation from standard usage, as
a language, dialect, form, etc. 4 rotten;
decayed. —v. 1 make evil or wicked. 2
bribe. 3 a make incorrect by changing,
as a text. b cause to diﬀer from standard usage, as a form, meaning, dialect,
etc. 4 rot; decay. 5 become corrupt.
[< L corruptus < com– + rumpere break]
—corruptʹer, n. —cor·ruptʹing·ly, adv.
—cor·ruptʹly, adv. —cor·ruptʹness, n.
cor·rupt·i·ble (kә rupʹtә bәl), adj. 1 that
can be corrupted; that can be bribed. 2
liable to be corrupted; perishable. —corrupt´i·bilʹi·ty, corruptʹi·ble·ness, n.
—cor·ruptʹi·bly, adv.
cor·rup·tion (kә rupʹshәn), n. 1 a making
or being made evil or wicked. 2 evil conduct; wickedness. 3 bribery; dishonesty.
4 a a making incorrect by changing, as a
text. b a causing to diﬀer from standard
usage, as a form, meaning, dialect, etc.
c an instance of this: a corrupt form of
a word. 5 rot; decay. 6 thing that causes
corruption.
cor·sage (kôr säzhʹ), n. bouquet to be
worn at a woman’s waist or her shoulder,
etc. [< F, < OF cors body < L corpus]
cor·sair (kôrʹsār), n. 1 pirate. 2 a pirate
ship. 3 privateer. [< F < Ital. < VL cursarius runner < L cursus a run]
corse·let (kôrsʹlit for 1; kôr´sә letʹ for 2),
n. Also, cors·let. armor for the body.
[< F, double dim. of OF cors body < L
corpus]
cor·set (kôrʹsit), n. Often, corsets. a
woman’s stiﬀ, close-ﬁtting undergarment, worn about the waist and hips to
support or shape the body. [< F, dim. of
OF cors body < L corpus]
Cor·si·ca (kôrʹsә kә), n. French island
in the Mediterranean, SE of France.
—Corʹsi·can, adj., n.
cor·tege, cor·tège (kôr tāzhʹ; –tezhʹ), n. 1
procession. 2 group of followers, attendants, etc.; retinue. [< F < Ital. corteggio
< corte court]
cor·tex (kôrʹteks), n., pl. –ti·ces (–tә sēz).
1 bark. 2 a the outer layers of an internal
organ, as of the kidney. b layer of gray
matter that covers most of the surface of
the brain. [< L, bark] —cor´ti·cal, adj.
—corʹti·cal·ly, adv.
cor·ti·sone (kôrʹtә zōn), n. hormone
derived from the cortex of the adrenal
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gland, used experimentally in controlling arthritis.
co·run·dum (kә runʹdәm), n. an
extremely hard mineral consisting of
aluminum oxide, Al2O3, used as an abrasive. [< Tamil kurundam. Cf. Skt. kuruvinda ruby.]
cor·us·cate (kôrʹәs kat; korʹ–), v., –cat·ed,
–cat·ing. give oﬀ ﬂashes of light; sparkle.
[< L, < coruscus ﬂashing] —cor´uscaʹtion, n.
cor·vette, cor·vet (kôr vetʹ), n. warship
with sails and only one tier of guns.
[prob. < MDu. korf a kind of ship
< corbis basket]
cor·ymb (kôrʹimb; –im; korʹ–), n. a ﬂat
cluster of ﬂowers in which the outer
ﬂowers blossom ﬁrst. [< L < Gk. korymbos top, cluster] —co·rym´bose, adj.
—co·rymʹbose·ly, adv.
co·ry·za (kә rīʹzә), n. cold in the head.
[< L < Gk. koryza catarrh]
cos (kos; kôs), n. kind of lettuce. [from the
island of Cos in the Aegean]
cos, cosine.
Co·sa No·stra (kō´zә nōsʹtra, nos–),
⫽Maﬁa. [< Italian cosa nostra our
thing]
co·se·cant (kō sēʹkәnt; –kant), n. the
secant of the complement of a given
angle or arc.
co·sign (kō sīnʹ), v. act as cosignatory of.
—co·signʹer, n.
co·sig·na·to·ry (kō sigʹnә tô´ri; –tō´–),
adj., n., pl. –ries. —adj. signing along
with another or others. —n. one who
so signs.
co·sine (kōʹsīn), n. sine of the complement
of a given angle or arc.
cos·met·ic (koz metʹik), n. preparation
for beautifying the skin, etc. —adj.
beautifying. [< Gk. kosmetikos of order,
adornment < kosmos order]
cos·mic (kozʹmik), adj. 1 of or belonging
to the cosmos; having to do with the
whole universe. 2 vast. [< Gk. kosmikos
< kosmos order, world] —cosʹmi·cally, adv.
cosmic dust, ﬁne particles of matter in
outer space, often forming clouds.
cosmic rays, rays of very short wave
lengths and very great penetration,
coming to the earth esp. from the sun
and interstellar space.
cos·mog·o·ny (koz mogʹә ni), n., pl. –nies.
1 origin of the universe. 2 theory of its
origin. [< Gk. kosmogonia < kosmos
world + gignesthai be born]
cos·mog·ra·phy (koz-mogʹrә ﬁ), n., pl.
–phies. science that deals with the general appearance and structure of the
universe. [< Gk., < kosmos world +
graphein write]
cos·mol·o·gy (koz molʹә ji), n. science or
theory of the universe, its parts, and
laws. —cosʹmo·log´i·cal, adj.
cos·mo·naut (kozʹmә nôt), n. astronaut,
esp. a Russian astronaut. [< Russ. kosmonaut]
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cos·mo·pol·i·tan (koz´mә polʹә tәn), adj.
1 belonging to all parts of the world;
widely spread. 2 free from national or
local prejudices; feeling at home in any
part of the world. —n. a cosmopolitan
person or thing.
cos·mo·pol·i·tan·ism (kozʹmә pol´ә tә
nizʹәm), n. 1 cosmopolitan character or
quality. 2 belief that people are citizens
of the world, rather than of a nation
or region.
cos·mop·o·lite (koz mopʹә līt), n. 1 a cosmopolitan person. 2 animal or plant
found in all or many parts of the world.
[< Gk., < kosmos world + polites citizen
< polis city]
cos·mos (kozʹmәs; –mos), n. 1 the universe thought of as an orderly, harmonious system. 2 any complete system
that is orderly and harmonious. 3 plant
with white, pink, or purple ﬂowers, that
blooms in the fall. [< NL < Gk. kosmos
order, world]
Cos·sack (kosʹak; –әk), n. one of a people
living in S Russia, noted as horsemen.
cos·set (kosʹit), n. a pet lamb; a pet. [< v.]
—v. treat as a pet; pamper. [< unrecorded
OE cossettan to kiss < coss a kiss]
cost (kôst; kost), n., v., cost, cost·ing.
—n. 1 price paid. 2 loss; sacriﬁce. —v. be
obtained at the price of; require.
at all costs or at any cost, by all means;
no matter what must be done.
costs, expenses of a lawsuit or case in
court. [< OF, < coster < L, < com– + stare
stand]
cos·tal (kosʹtәl), adj. 1 of or pertaining to
a rib or ribs. 2 bearing ribs. [< Med.L, <
L costa rib]
Cos·ta Ri·ca (kosʹtә rēʹkә; kôsʹ–; kōsʹ–),
country in Central America. —Costa
Rican.
cost-ef·fec·tive (kôst´ә fek´tiv, kost´–),
adj. eﬀective in terms of the relation
of cost to anticipated or actual beneﬁts.
—cost´-ef·fec´tive·ness , n.
cos·ter (kosʹtәr; kôsʹ–), or cos·ter·monger (–mung´gәr; –mong´–), n. Esp. Brit.
person who sells fruit, vegetables, ﬁsh,
etc., in the street. [< costard a kind of
English apple]
cos·tive (kosʹtiv; kôsʹ–), adj. 1 constipated.
2 producing constipation. 3 Fig. stingy.
[< OF < L constipatus, pp. See constipate.] —cosʹtive·ly, adv. —cosʹtiveness, n.
cost·ly (kôstʹli; kostʹ-), adj., –li·er, –liest. 1 of great value. 2 costing much. 3
Archaic. costing too much. —costʹliness, n.
cost-of-liv·ing index (kôst´әv liv´ing,
kost´–), Consumer Price Index.
cos·tume (n. kosʹtüm, –tüm; v. kos tümʹ,
–tūmʹ), n., v., –tumed, –tum·ing. —n.
1 style of dress, etc., including the way
the hair is worn, kind of jewelry, etc.
2 dress belonging to another time or
place, worn on the stage, etc. 3 a complete set of outer garments. —v. provide a costume for; dress. [< F < Ital.

< VL consuetumen custom. Doublet of
custom.]
costume jewelry, jewelry made from
inexpensive metals and imitation gems,
often showy, colorful, and beautiful.
cos·tum·er (kos tümʹәr; –tūmʹ–), costumi·er (–tümʹi әr; –tūmʹ–), n. person
who makes, sells, or rents costumes or
dresses.
co·sy (kōʹzi), adj., co·si·er, co·si·est, n., pl.
co·sies. ⫽cozy. —coʹsi·ly, adv. —coʹsiness, n.
cot (kot), n. 1 a narrow, portable bed,
esp. one made of canvas. 2 Brit. crib.
[< Anglo-Ind. < Hind. khāt. Cf. Skt.
khatvā.]
cot, cotangent.
co·tan·gent (kō tanʹjәnt), n. tangent of
the complement of a given angle or arc.
—coʹtan·gen´tial, adj.
cote (kot), n. 1 shelter or shed for small
animals, etc. 2 Brit. cottage. [OE. See
cot2.]
co·te·rie (kōʹtә ri), n. set or circle of
acquaintances; group of people who
often meet socially. [< F, association for
holding land, < cotier cotter2]
co·ter·mi·nous (kō tėrʹmә nәs), adj. 1
having the same boundaries or limits;
coextensive. 2 having a common boundary; bordering.
co·til·lion (kә tilʹyәn), n. 1 any large,
formal dancing party. 2 dance with
complicated steps and much changing of partners. It is led by one couple.
[< F, orig., petticoat, dim. of cotte
coat]
cot·tage (kotʹij), n. 1 a small house. 2
house at a summer resort. [see cot2,
–age]
cottage cheese, a soft, white cheese made
from the curds of sour milk.
cottage indusry, 1 system of production
where workers produce goods for someone else in the home using their own
equipment. 2 any small, busy enterprise
based in the home. 3 Fig. apparently
endless output of something from an
individual or group.
cot·tag·er (kotʹij әr), n. person who lives
in a cottage.
cot·ter1 (kotʹәr), n. 1 pin that is inserted
through a slot to hold small parts of
machinery, etc., together. 2 ⫽cotter
pin.
cot·ter2, cot·tar (kotʹәr), n. a Scottish
peasant who works for a farmer and is
allowed to use a small cottage and a plot
of land. [< Med.L cotarius < cota < OE
cot cot2]
cotter pin, a metal pin, usually split at one
end, inserted through a hole or slot to
hold parts of machinery together.
cot·ton (kotʹәn), n. 1 soft, white ﬁbers in
a ﬂuﬀy mass around the seeds of a plant
of the mallow family. 2 plant or plants
that produce these ﬁbers. 3 thread of
cotton ﬁbers. 4 cloth made of cotton
thread. —adj. made of cotton. —v. Informal. take a liking.

cotton on (to), Informal. understand;
catch on. [< OF < Ital. < Ar. qu.tn]
—cotʹton·y, adj.
cotton batting, soft, ﬂuﬀy cotton pressed
into thin layers.
Cotton Belt, region of the S United States
where cotton is extensively grown.
cotton gin, machine for separating the
ﬁbers of cotton from the seeds.
cot·ton·mouth (kotʹәn mouth´), n.
⫽water moccasin.
cot·ton·seed (kotʹәn sēd´), n., pl. –seeds
or (esp. collectively) –seed. seed of cotton, used for making cottonseed oil,
fertilizer, cattle food, etc.
cottonseed oil, oil pressed from cottonseed, used for cooking, for making
soap, etc.
cot·ton·tail (kotʹәn tāl´), n. a common
American wild rabbit.
cot·ton·wood (kotʹәn wu̇d´), n. 1 an
American poplar tree having cottonlike
tufts on the seeds. 2 its soft wood.
cotton wool, 1 raw cotton, before or after
picking. 2 ⫽cotton batting.
cot·y·le·don (kot´ә lēʹdәn), n. an embryo
leaf in the seed of a plant; the ﬁrst leaf,
or one of the ﬁrst pair of leaves, growing from a seed. [< L < Gk. kotyledon
cup-shaped hollow < kotyle small vessel]
—cot´y·leʹdon·al, adj. —cot´y·leʹdonous, adj.
couch (kouch), n. 1 thing made to sleep
or rest on. 2 place to sleep or rest in: a
grassy couch. —v. 1 lay on a couch. 2 put
in words; express. 3 lie hidden ready to
attack. [< OF, < coucher lay in place < L,
< com– + locare place < locus a place]
—couchʹer, n.
couch·ant (kouchʹәnt), adj. lying down,
but with the head raised. [< F, ppr. See
couch.]
cou·gar (küʹgәr), n. a large, tawny American wildcat; puma; mountain lion. [< F
< NL < Tupi-Guarani]
cough (kôf; kof), v. force air from the
lungs with sudden eﬀort and noise.
—n. 1 act of coughing. 2 repeated acts
of coughing. 3 a diseased condition of
the lungs, etc., that causes coughing.
cough up, a expel from the throat by
coughing. b Fig. give; bring out; produce. [ME coghen < OE cohhetan]
could (ku̇d), v. pt. of can.
could·n’t (kü̇dʹәnt), could not.
cou·lee (küʹli), n. 1 a deep ravine or gulch.
A coulee is usually dry in summer. 2
stream of lava. [< F, < couler ﬂow < L
colare strain]
cou·lomb (kü lomʹ), n. quantity of electricity furnished by a current of one
ampere in one second. [for C. A. de
Coulomb, French physicist]
coul·ter (kōlʹtәr), n. ⫽colter.
coun·cil (kounʹsәl), n. 1 group of people
called together to give advice, talk things
over, or settle questions. 2 a small group
of people elected by citizens to make
laws for and govern a city or town. 3 an
ecclesiastical assembly for deciding mat-

countess
ters of doctrine or discipline. [< OF < L
concilium < com– together + calare call]
coun·cil·man (kounʹsәl mәn), n., pl.
–men. member of the council of a city
or town.
council of war, conference to talk over
and decide on matters of importance.
coun·cil·wo·man (koun´sәl wūmʹәn), n.
female member of the council of a city
or town.
coun·ci·lor (kounʹsә lәr), n. a council
member. —counʹci·lor·ship´, n.
coun·sel (kounʹsәl), n., v., –seled, –seling. —n. 1 act of exchanging ideas; act
of talking things over. 2 advice. 3 lawyer
or group of lawyers. 4 design; plan. —v.
1 give advice to; advise. 2 recommend. 3
exchange ideas; consult together; deliberate. [< OF < L consilium < consulere
consult, orig., convoke < com– together
+ sel– take]
coun·se·lor (kounʹsә lәr), n. 1 person
who gives advice; adviser. 2 lawyer.
—counʹse·lor·ship´, n.
count1 (kount), v. 1 name the numbers
up to. 2 add; ﬁnd how many. 3 take into
account. 4 depend; rely. 5 be included in
counting. 6 have an inﬂuence of value.
7 consider. —n. 1 a ﬁnding out how
many. 2 the total number; amount. 3 an
accounting. 4 ten seconds counted to
give a fallen boxer time to rise. 5 each
charge in a formal accusation.
count for, amount to; be worth.
count in, Informal. include: count me
in to help.
count oﬀ, divide into groups of equal
size by counting.
count out, a fail to consider. b declare (a
fallen boxer) the loser after failing to rise
within 10 seconds. [< OF < L < com– up
+ putare reckon. Doublet of compute.]
—countʹa·ble, adj.
count2 (kount), n. a European nobleman
having a rank about the same as that of
an English earl. [< OF < L comes companion < com– with + ire go]
count·down (kountʹdoun´), n. 1 period
of time preceding the ﬁring of a rocket,
spacecraft, etc. 2 the calling out of the
passing minutes (and seconds, in the last
stage) of this period.
coun·te·nance (kounʹtә nәns), n., v.,
–nanced, –nanc·ing. —n. 1 expression
of the face. 2 face; features. 3 approval;
encouragement. 4 calmness; composure.
—v. approve; encourage. [< OF < Med.L
continentia demeanor < L, self-control.
See continent2.]
count·er1 (kounʹtәr), n. 1 Esp. U.S. a a
long table in a store, restaurant, etc. b
⫽countertop. 2 a piece of wood, metal,
etc., used to count, as in card games. 3 an
imitation coin. [< OF, < conter count1]
count·er2 (kounʹtәr), n. 1 person who
counts. 2 a machine for counting.
coun·ter3 (kounʹtәr), adv. in the opposite direction; opposed; contrary. —adj.
opposite; contrary. —v. go or act counter
to; oppose. —n. 1 that which is opposite

or contrary to something else. 2 a stiﬀ
piece inside the back of a shoe around
the heel. 3 part of a ship’s stern from the
water line to the end of the curved part.
[< F < L contra against]
counter–, combining form. 1 against; in
opposition to, as in counteract. 2 in
return, as in counterattack. 3 that corresponds; so as to correspond, as in
counterpart. [see counter3]
coun·ter·act (koun´tәr aktʹ), v. act against;
neutralize the action or eﬀect of; hinder.
—coun´ter·acʹtion, n. —coun´ter·acʹtive, adj., n.
coun·ter·at·tack (n. kounʹtәr ә tak´; v.
koun´tәr ә takʹ), n. attack made to counteract an attack. —v. attack in return.
coun·ter·bal·ance (n. kounʹtәr bal´әns; v.
koun´tәr balʹәns), n., v., –anced, –ancing. —n. 1 weight balancing another
weight. 2 inﬂuence, power, etc., balancing another. —v. act as a counterbalance
to; oﬀset.
counter check, check which a depositor
can obtain from the bank for withdrawal
of funds from his or her account.
coun·ter·claim (n. kounʹtәr klām´; v.
koun´tәr klāmʹ), n. an opposing claim;
claim made by a person to oﬀset a claim
made against him. —v. make a counterclaim. —counʹter·claim´ant, n.
coun·ter·clock·wise (koun´tәr klokʹwīz´), adv., adj. in the direction opposite
to that in which the hands of a clock go.
coun·ter·cul·ture (koun´tәr kulʹchәr), n.
culture of esp. young people opposed
to the standards and norms of the traditional culture. —coun´ter·cul´tur·al,
adj.
coun·ter·feit (kounʹtәr ﬁt), v. 1 copy
(money, handwriting, pictures, etc.) in
order to deceive or defraud. 2 resemble
closely. 3 pretend; dissemble. —n. copy
made to deceive or defraud and passed
as genuine. —adj. made to deceive or
defraud. [< OF contrefait imitated < contre– against (< L contra–) + faire make
< L facere) —counʹter·feit´er, n.
coun·ter·in·sur·gen·cy (kounʹtәr in sәr´jen si), n. 1 guerrilla warfare waged
against a force viewed as hostile, such
as an occupying force in a country. 2
military action taken against guerrillas
or other insurgents. —counʹter·in·sur´gent, adj., n.
coun·ter·in·tel·li·gence (kounʹtәr in tel´әjәns), n. activity or measures taken to
cause confusion or cast doubt on information obtained by spies from other
countries or entities.
coun·ter·ir·ri·tant (koun´tәr irʹә tәnt), n.
1 something used to produce irritation
in one place in order to relieve irritation
elsewhere. 2 Fig. any problem, concern,
etc. that distracts from a primary source
of irritation.
coun·ter·mand (v. koun´tәr mandʹ,
–mändʹ; n. kounʹtәr mand, –mänd), v. 1
withdraw or cancel (an order, command,
etc.). 2 recall or stop by a contrary order.
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—n. command, etc., that revokes a previous one. [< OF, < L contra– against +
mandare order]
coun·ter·of·fen·sive (koun´tәr ә fenʹsiv),
n. aggressive action on a large scale
undertaken by a defending force to seize
the initiative from the attacking force.
coun·ter·pane (kounʹtәr pān´), n. quilt;
coverlet. [alter. of counterpoint quilt
< OF]
coun·ter·part (kounʹtәr pärt´), n. 1 copy;
duplicate. 2 person or thing closely
resembling another. 3 person or thing
that complements another.
coun·ter·plot (n., v. kounʹtәr plot´; v. also
koun´tәr plotʹ), n., v., –plot·ted, –plotting. —n. plot to defeat another plot. —v.
devise a counterplot.
coun·ter·point (kounʹtәr point´), n.
Music. 1 melody added to another as an
accompaniment. 2 art of adding melodies to a given melody according to
ﬁxed rules.
coun·ter·poise (kounʹtәr poiz´), n., v.,
–poised, –pois·ing. —n. 1 weight balancing another weight. 2 inﬂuence, power,
etc., balancing or oﬀsetting another. —v.
act as a counterpoise to; oﬀset. [< OF
countrepeis < contre– against (< L contra–) + peis weight < L pensum]
coun·ter·rev·o·lu·tion (kounʹtәr rev´ә lüʹshәn), n. revolution against a government established by a previous
revolution.—coun´terrevʹo·lu´tion·arʹy,
adj., n. —counʹter·rev´o·luʹtion·ist, n.
coun·ter·shaft (kounʹtәr shaft´; –shäft´),
n. shaft that transmits motion from
the main shaft to the working part of
a machine.
coun·ter·sign (n., v. kounʹtәr sīn´; v. also
koun´tәr sīnʹ), n. 1 password given in
answer to the challenge of a sentinel.
2 signature added to another signature to conﬁrm it. —v. sign (something
already signed by another) to conﬁrm it.
—counʹter·sig´na·ture, n.
coun·ter·sink (v., n. kounʹtәr singk´; v.
also koun´tәr singkʹ), v., –sunk, –sinking, n. —v. 1 enlarge the upper part of
(a hole) to make room for the head of
a screw, bolt, etc. 2 sink the head of (a
screw, bolt, etc.) into such a hole so that
it is even with or below the surface. —n.
1 a countersunk hole. 2 tool for countersinking holes.
coun·ter·spy (koun´tәr spī), n. person
who works to uncover or counteract the
activities of enemy spies.
coun·ter·ten·or (koun´tәr ten´әr), n. 1
highest range of a male voice, higher
than a tenor and sometimes falsetto. 2
singer who has such a voice. 3 music for
this voice.
coun·ter·top (koun´tәr topʹ), n. shelf on
the top of a cabinet, used as a workspace,
esp. in a kitchen.
coun·ter·weight (kounʹtәr wāt´), n.
weight that balances another weight.
count·ess (kounʹtis), n. 1 wife or widow
of an earl or a count. 2 woman whose
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counting house

rank is equal to that of an earl or a
count.
counting house or room, building or
oﬃce used for keeping accounts and
doing business.
count·less (kountʹlis), adj. too many to
count; very many; innumerable.
coun·tri·ﬁed, coun·try·ﬁed (kunʹtri fīd),
adj. like the country; rural.
coun·try (kunʹtri), n., pl. –tries, adj. —n.
1 land; region; district. 2 all the land of a
nation. 3 a people of a nation. b the public, esp. as a body of voters. 4 land where
a person was born or is a citizen. 5
land without many houses; rural district.
—adj. 1 of the country; rural. 2 rustic.
[< OF < VL contrata what lies opposite
< L contra against]
coun·try-and-west·ern (kun´trē әn wesʹtәrn), n. stylized form of country music,
usually played on ampliﬁed instruments.
country club, club in the country near
a city.
coun·try·man (kunʹtri mәn), n., pl. –men.
1 man of one’s own country. 2 man who
lives in the country.
country music, 1 folk music of rural
areas of the United States, played with
banjo, guitar, harmonica, etc., and,
sometimes, improvised instruments. 2
⫽country-and-western.
coun·try·side (kunʹtri sīd´), n. 1 rural
district; country. 2 certain section of the
country. 3 its people.
coun·try·wom·an (kunʹtri wu̇m´әn), n.,
pl. –wom·en. 1 woman of one’s own
country. 2 woman living in the country.
coun·ty (kounʹti), n., pl. –ties. 1 in the
United States, the political unit next
below the state. 2 one of the chief districts into which a state or country, as
Great Britain and Ireland, is divided.
3 people of a county. [< AF counté
< counte count2]
county seat, town or city where the
county government is located.
coup (kü), n., pl. coups (küz). 1 a sudden,
brilliant action. 2 ⫽coup d’état. [< F < L
< Gk. kolaphos]
coup de grâce (kü´ dә gräsʹ), pl. coups
de grâce. 1 action that gives a merciful
death to a suﬀering animal or person. 2
Fig. the ﬁnishing stroke. [< F, lit., stroke
of grace]
coup d’é·tat (kü´ dā täʹ), a sudden and
decisive measure in politics, esp. one
aﬀecting a change of government illegally or by force. [< F, lit., stroke of
state]
cou·pe (küp), n. 1 a closed, two-door
automobile seating two to ﬁve people.
2 a closed carriage with a seat for the
driver outside. [< F, pp. of couper cut.
See coup.]
cou·ple (kupʹәl), n., v., –pled, –pling.
—n. 1 two things of the same kind that
go together; pair. 2 a two people who
live together or are partners. b two
people who are partners in a dance.

—v. join together; join together in pairs.
[< OF cople < L copula bond. Doublet of
copula.] —couʹpler, n.
cou·plet (kupʹlit), n. 1 two successive
lines of poetry, esp. two that rhyme and
are equally long. 2 couple; pair.
cou·pling (kupʹling), n. 1 act or process
of joining together. 2 device for joining
together parts of machinery. 3 device
used to join together two railroad cars.
4 device or arrangement for transferring electrical energy from one circuit
to another.
cou·pon (küʹpon; küʹ–), n. 1 a printed
statement of interest due on a bond,
which can be cut from the bond and
presented for payment. 2 part of a ticket,
advertisement, ration book, etc., that
gives the person who holds it certain
rights. [< F, < couper cut. See coup.]
cour·age (kėrʹij), n. bravery; fearlessness.
[< OF corage < cuer heart < L cor]
cou·ra·geous (kә rāʹjәs), adj. full of courage; brave; fearless. —cou·raʹgeous·ly,
adv. —couraʹgeous·ness, n.
cour·i·er (kėrʹi әr; ku̇rʹ–), n. messenger
sent in haste. [< F courrier < Ital. < L
currere run]
course (kôrs; kōrs), n., v., coursed, coursing. —n. 1 onward movement. 2 direction taken. 3 way of doing. 4 way; path.
5 group of similar things arranged in
some regular order. 6 regular order. 7
series of studies in a school, college, or
university. 8 one of the studies. 9 part of
a meal served at one time. 10 place for
races or games. 11 layer of bricks, stones,
shingles, etc.; row. —v. 1 race; run. 2
hunt with dogs.
in due course, at the proper time.
in the course of, during.
of course, a surely. b as should be
expected.
run its (or one’s) course, a be completed. b come to an end. [< F cours < L
cursus, a running and < F course < Ital.
corsa a running < L currere run]
cours·er (kôrʹsәr; kōrʹ–), n. Poetic. a swift
horse.
court (kôrt; kōrt), n. 1 space enclosed
by walls or buildings. 2 a short street.
3 area marked oﬀ for a game, as for
tennis. 4 a stately dwelling. 5 residence
where a sovereign lives; royal palace. 6
household of a sovereign. 7 sovereign
and advisers as a ruling power. 8 a place
where justice is administered. b judge or
judges. 9 attention paid to get favor. 10
act of making amorous advances. —v. 1
try to please. 2 make amorous advances
to. 3 try to get; seek: court danger.
out of court, without the aid or sponsorship of a law court: settle a dispute
out of court. [< OF < L cohors enclosure,
retinue. Doublet of cohort.]
cour·te·ous (kėrʹti әs), adj. polite;
thoughtful of others. [< OF corteis < cort
court] —courʹteous·ly, adv. —courʹteous·ness, n.

cour·te·san (kôrʹtә zәn; kōrʹ–; kėrʹ–), n. a
prostitute. [< F < Ital. cortigiana woman
of the court < corte court]
cour·te·sy (kėrʹtә si), n., pl. –sies. 1 polite
behavior; thoughtfulness for others. 2
polite act; thoughtful act. [< OF cortesie
< corteis courteous]
courtesy call, short visit or telephone call
paid by one person to another as an act
of respect or as required by etiquette.
court·house (kôrtʹhous´; kōrtʹ–), n. 1 a
building where law courts are held. 2
a building used for the government of
a county.
cour·ti·er (kôrʹti әr; kōrʹ–), n. 1 person
often present at the court of a king,
prince, etc. 2 person who tries to win the
favor of another.
court·ly (kôrtʹli; kōrtʹ–), adj., –li·er, –liest. 1 suitable for a king’s court; elegant.
2 trying hard to please one’s superior;
ﬂattering. —courtʹli·ness, n.
court-mar·tial (kôrtʹmärʹshәl; kōrtʹ–), n.,
pl. courts-mar·tial, v., –tialed, –tial·ing.
—n. 1 court of army or navy oﬃcers
for trying oﬀenders against military or
naval laws. 2 trial by such a court. —v.
try by such a court.
court·room (kôrtʹrüm´; –ru̇m´; kōrtʹ–),
n. room where a law court is held.
court·ship (kôrtʹship; kōrtʹ–), n. making
love; wooing.
court·yard (kôrtʹyärdʹ; kōrtʹ–), n. space
enclosed by walls, in or near a large
building.
cous·cous (ku̇s´ku̇sʹ), n. coarse ground
wheat, cooked and served with meat or
broth, esp. in N African dishes.
cous·in (kuzʹәn), n. 1 son or daughter of
one’s uncle or aunt. 2 a distant relative.
3 term used by one sovereign in speaking to another sovereign or to a great
nobleman. [< F < L consobrinus mother’s
sister’s child < com– together + soror
sister] —cousʹin·ly, adj., adv. —cousʹinship, n.
cous·in-ger·man (kuzʹәn jėrʹmәn), n., pl.
cous·ins-ger·man. son or daughter of
one’s uncle or aunt; ﬁrst cousin.
cou·ture (kü tu̇r´, kü tyr´), n. 1 business
of designing and making clothing, esp.
dresses. 2 designers and dressmakers.
cou·tu·ri·er (kü tu̇rʹiәr; Fr. kü ty ryāʹ), n.
a dressmaker and dress designer, esp. of
expensive and unusual fashions. [< F]
co·va·lence (kō vā´lәns), n. total of the
pairs of electrons one atom can share
with surrounding atoms.
cove (kōv), n., a small, sheltered bay; inlet
on the shore. [OE coja chamber]
cov·e·nant (kuvʹә nәnt), n. 1 a solemn
agreement between two or more persons or groups to do or not to do a
certain thing; compact. 2 in the Bible,
the solemn promises of God to man.
3 a legal contract; formal agreement
that is legal. —v. solemnly agree. [< OF,
< covenir < L convenire. See convene.]
—covʹe·nant·er, n.
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cov·er (kuvʹәr), v. 1 put something over.
2 clothe; wrap up. 3 be thick over. 4 protect; shelter. 5 go over; travel. 6 include;
make up. 7 be enough for. 8 have within
range. 9 act as a reporter or photographer of: to cover a ﬁre for a newspaper.
—n. 1 thing that covers. 2 protection;
shelter.
break cover, come out in the open.
cover up, a cover completely. b Fig.
hide; conceal.
from cover to cover, from the ﬁrst to the
last page of a book; beginning to end.
under cover, a hidden; secret; disguised.
b secretly. [< OF < L, < co– up + operire
cover] —covʹer·er, n. —covʹer·less, adj.
cov·er·age (kuvʹәr ij), n. 1 amount covered by something. 2 risks covered by an
insurance policy.
cover charge, in some restaurants and
nightclubs, a charge made for service,
music, etc.
covered wagon, a wagon having a removable canvas cover.
cov·er·ing (kuvʹәr ing), n. thing that
covers.
cov·er·let (kuvʹәr lit), cov·er·lid (–lid), n.
1 an outer covering for a bed; bedspread.
2 any covering.
cover letter, letter accompanying a package, proposal, resume, etc., that explains
or conﬁrms what is being sent. Also,
covering letter or note.
cover story, lead or most important article or story in a magazine, associated
with the illustration on its cover.
cov·ert (kuvʹәrt; kōʹvәrt), adj. 1 sheltered.
2 secret; disguised: covert glances. —n.
shelter; hiding place. [< OF, pp. of covrir
cover] —covʹert·ly, adv. —covʹertness, n.
cov·er-up (kuv´әr upʹ), n. 1 something
that conceals or disguises a defect,
crime, or malfesance. 2 garment that
completely covers another garment.
cov·et (kuvʹit), v. desire eagerly (esp.
something that belongs to another).
[< OF coveitier, ult. < L cupere desire]
—covʹet·a·ble, adj. —covʹet·er, n.
cov·et·ous (kuvʹә tәs), adj. overly desirous (esp. of things that belong to
others).—covʹetous·ly,adv.—covʹet·ousness, n.
cov·ey (kuvʹi), n., pl. –eys. 1 brood of
partridges, quail, etc. 2 small ﬂock; group.
[< OF, < cover incubate < L cubare lie]
cow1 (kou), n., pl. cows, (Archaic or
Dial.) kine (kīn). 1 female of a bovine
family, esp. of the domestic species that
furnishes milk. 2 female of various
other large animals: an elephant cow. 3
Slang. term of contempt for a woman.
[OE cū]
cow2 (kou), v. make afraid; frighten.
[< Scand. kūga]
cow·ard (kouʹәrd), n. person who lacks
courage or is afraid. —adj. 1 lacking
courage; cowardly. 2 showing fear. [< OF
coart < coe tail < L cauda]

cow·ard·ice (kouʹәr dis), n. lack of courage; being easily made afraid.
cow·ard·ly (kouʹәrd li), adj. 1 lacking
courage. 2 of a coward. —adv. ﬁt for a
coward. —cowʹard·li·ness, n.
cow·boy (kouʹboi´), n. man who works
on a ranch, at rodeos, etc.
cow·er (kouʹәr), v. 1 crouch in fear or
shame. 2 draw back tremblingly from
another’s threats, blows, etc. [< Scand.
kūra sit moping]
cow·girl (kouʹgėrl´), n. woman who
works on a ranch, at rodeos, etc.
cow hand, person who works on a cattle
ranch.
cow·herd (kouʹhėrd´), n. person whose
work is looking after cattle.
cow·hide (kouʹhīd´), n., 1 hide of a cow.
2 leather made from it. 3 strong leather
whip.
cowl (koul), n. 1 a monk’s cloak with
a hood. 2 the hood itself. 3 anything
shaped like a cowl. 4 metal covering over
an airplane engine. 5 a covering for the
top of a chimney to increase the draft.
—v. 1 put a monk’s cowl on. 2 cover with
a cowl or something resembling a cowl.
[< LL cuculla, var. of L cucullus hood]
—cowled, adj.
cow·lick (kouʹlik´), n. a small tuft of hair
that will not lie ﬂat.
cowl·ing (koulʹing), n. metal covering
over the engine of an airplane.
cow·man (kouʹmәn), n., pl. –men. 1 an
owner of cattle; ranchman. 2 cowboy;
cowherd.
co·work·er (kō wėrʹkәr), n. person who
works with another.
cow·pea (kouʹpē´), n. 1 plant that has
very long pods, used as food for cattle,
fertilizer, etc. 2 seed of this plant.
cow·pox (kouʹpoks´), n. contagious viral
disease of cows causing small pustules
on cows’ udders. Vaccine for smallpox is
obtained from cows that have cowpox.
cow·rie, cow·ry (kouʹri), n., pl. –ries. a
yellow shell formerly used as money in
some parts of Africa and Asia. [< Hind.
kaurī]
cow·slip (kouʹslip), n. 1 a wild plant
with yellow ﬂowers; marsh marigold. 2
an English primrose. [OE, < cū cow +
slyppe slime]
cox (koks), n. ⫽coxswain.
cox·comb (koksʹkōm´), n. 1 a vain,
empty-headed man; conceited dandy.
2 ⫽cockscomb. 3 a cap resembling a
cock’s comb, worn by clowns or jesters.
[var. of cock’s comb]
cox·swain (kokʹsәn; –swān´), n. person
who steers a boat, racing shell, etc. Also,
cockswain.
coy (koi), adj. 1 shy; modest; bashful. 2
pretending to be shy. [< F coi < L quietus
at rest. Doublet of quiet1 and quit, adj.]
—coyʹly, adv. —coyʹness, n.
coy·o·te (kī ōʹtē; kīʹōt), n., pl. –tes or (esp.
collectively) –te. 1 a prairie wolf of North
America. 2 person hired to guide illegal
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immigrants from Latin America to the
United States. [< Mex.Sp. < Nahuatl
koyotl]
coy·pu (koiʹpü), n., pl. –pus or (esp. collectively) –pu. a large ratlike water animal
of South America. Its fur is called nutria.
[< Sp. < Araucanian (S Am. Ind. linguistic stock) koypu]
coz·en (kuzʹәn), v. ⫽cheat. —cozʹen·er, n.
co·zy (kōʹzi), adj., co·zi·er, co·zi·est, n., pl.
co·zies. —adj. warm and comfortable;
snug. —n. padded cloth cover to keep
a teapot warm. Also, cosy. [< Scand.
(Norw.) koselig] —coʹzi·ly, adv. —coʹziness, n.
cp., 1 compare. 2 coupon.
C.P.A., Certiﬁed Public Accountant.
cpd., compound.
CPI, Consumer Price Index.
Cpl., cpl., Corporal.
CPU, central processing unit.
CPR, cardiopulmonary resuscitation.
Cr, chromium.
cr., credit; creditor.
crab1 (krab), n., v., crabbed, crab·bing.
—n. 1 a shellﬁsh that has a short, broad
body with the abdomen or tail folded
under, four pairs of legs, and one pair
of pincers. 2 a cross, ill-natured person.
3 Crab, Cancer, a constellation of the
zodiac. —v. catch crabs for eating. [OE
crabba] —crabʹber, n.
crab2 (krab), n. ⫽crab apple.
crab3 (krab), v., crabbed, crab·bing. Colloq. ﬁnd fault (with); criticize. [cf. MDu.
krabben scratch, quarrel]
crab apple, 1 any of various small, very
sour apples, used for making jelly. 2 tree
that bears crab apples.
crab·bed (krabʹid), adj. 1 Also, crabʹby.
peevish; ill-natured; cross. 2 hard to
understand. 3 hard to read or decipher.
[< crab1]
crab grass, a coarse grass that spreads
rapidly and spoils lawns, etc.
crack (krak), n. 1 place, line, surface,
or opening made by breaking without separating into parts. 2 a sudden,
sharp noise. 3 blow that makes a sudden, sharp noise. 4 a narrow opening. 5 instant; moment. 6 Slang. try;
eﬀort. 7 Slang. joke. 8 potent, free-based
form of cocaine. —v. 1 break without
separating into parts. 2 break with a
sudden, sharp noise. 3 make or cause
to make a sudden, sharp noise. 4 hit
with a sudden, sharp noise. 5 make
or become harsh and shrill: his voice
cracked. 6 give way; break down. 7 tell
(a joke, etc.). 8 break into: crack a safe.
crack down, take stern measures.
crack up, a suﬀer a mental collapse. b
crash; go to pieces. c Informal. laugh
or cause to laugh uncontrollably. [OE
cracian]
crack-brained (krakʹbrānd´), adj. crazy;
insane. —crack brain.
crack-co·caine (krakʹkō kān´, –kō´kān),
n. crack (n., def. 8).
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crack·down (krakʹdoun´), n. taking sudden and stern measures to end a practice, activity, etc.
cracked (krakt), adj. 1 broken without
separating into parts. 2 harsh and shrill.
3 crazy; insane.
crack·er (krakʹәr), n. 1 a thin, crisp biscuit. 2 ⫽ﬁrecracker. 3 a small, paper roll
used as a party favor, which explodes
when pulled at both ends. 4 U.S. Dialect.
poor white person living in the hills and
backwoods regions of Georgia, Florida,
etc. 5 person or instrument that cracks.
crack·head (krak´hedʹ), n. Slang. person
addicted to crack.
crack·ing (krakʹing), n. process of changing certain hydrocarbons in petroleum
and other oils into lighter hydrocarbons
by heat and pressure to produce gasoline. —adj. Informal. 1 vigorous; brisk.
2 thorough; complete. —adv. Informal.
thoroughly.
get cracking, Informal. make a vigorous
start; get going.
crack·le (krakʹәl), v., –led, –ling, n. —v.
make slight, sharp sounds. —n. 1 a slight,
sharp sound, such as paper makes when
crushed. 2 surface containing very small
cracks of some kinds of china, glass, etc.
[< crack]
crack·ling (krakʹling), n. 1 the crisp,
browned skin of roasted pork. 2 Usually,
cracklings. Dial. crisp part left after lard
has been fried out of hog’s fat.
crack·pot (krak´pot), n. eccentric or crazy
person. —adj. eccentric; impractical.
crack-up (krakʹup´), n. 1 crash; smash. 2
a mental or physical breakdown.
cra·dle (krāʹdәl), n., v., –dled, –dling. —n.
1 a baby’s little bed, usually on rockers.
2 place where a thing begins its growth.
3 frame to support a ship, aircraft, or
other large object while it is being built,
repaired, lifted, etc. 4 box on rockers to
wash gold from earth. 5 frame attached
to a scythe for laying grain evenly as it is
cut. —v. 1 put or rock in a cradle; hold as
in a cradle. 2 shelter or train in early life.
3 support in a cradle. 4 wash in a cradle.
5 cut with a cradle scythe.
rob the cradle, Informal. choose as
a partner or marry someone much
younger than oneself. [OE cradol]
craft (kraft; kräft), n. 1 special skill. 2
trade or work requiring special skill. 3
members of a trade requiring special
skill. Carpenters are a craft. 4 skill in
deceiving others; slyness; trickiness. 5
(pl. in use) boats, ships, or aircraft. 6 a
boat, ship, or aircraft. [OE crœft]
crafts·man (kraftsʹmәn; kräftsʹ–), n., pl.
–men. 1 a skilled workman. 2 artist.
—craftsʹman·ship, n.
craft·y (krafʹti; kräfʹ–), adj., craft·i·er,
crafti·est. skillful in deceiving others;
sly; tricky. —craftʹi·ly, adv. —craftʹiness, n.
crag (krag), n. a steep, rugged rock rising
above others. [< Celtic] —cragʹgy, cragʹged, adj. —cragʹgi·ness, n.

cram (kram), v., crammed, cram·ming.
1 force; stuﬀ. 2 ﬁll too full. 3 eat too fast
or too much. 4 stuﬀ with knowledge or
information, esp. for an examination. 5
learn hurriedly. [OE crammian < crimman insert] —cramʹmer, n.
cramp1 (kramp), n. 1 a metal bar bent
at both ends, used for holding together
blocks of stone, timbers, etc. 2 clamp. 3
something that conﬁnes or hinders; limitation; restriction. —v. 1 fasten together
with a cramp. 2 conﬁne in a small space;
limit; restrict. —adj. 1 conﬁned; limited;
restricted. 2 hard to read; diﬃcult to
understand. [< MDu. cramp(e), MLG
krampe]
cramp2 (kramp), n. 1 a sudden, painful
contracting of muscles from chill, strain,
etc. 2 a paralytic aﬀection of particular
muscles. —v. cause to have a cramp.
cramps, very sharp pains in the abdomen. [< MDu. See cramp1.]
cram·pon (kramʹpәn), n. 1 spiked plate
on the sole of a shoe or boot to prevent slipping, used in logging, mountain
climbing, etc. 2 strong iron bar used for
lifting; grappling iron.
cran·ber·ry (kranʹber´i; –bәr i), n., pl.
–ries. 1 a ﬁrm, sour, dark-red berry, used
for jelly, sauce, etc. 2 a small shrub that
the berries grow on. [< LG kraanbere]
crane (krān), n., v., craned, cran·ing. —n.
1 machine with a long, swinging arm,
for lifting and moving heavy weights.
2 a swinging metal arm in a ﬁreplace,
used to hold a kettle over the ﬁre. 3 a
large wading bird with very long legs
and a long neck. 4 any of various herons,
esp. the great blue heron. —v. 1 move by,
or as if by, a crane. 2 stretch out (one’s
neck). [OE cran]
crane ﬂy, any of several insects which
have long legs; the daddy-longlegs of
Great Britain.
cra·ni·ol·o·gy (krā´ni olʹә ji), n. science
that deals with the size, shape, and
other characteristics of skulls. —craʹnio·log´i·cal, adj. —cra´ni·o·logʹi·cal·ly,
adv. —cra´ni·olʹo·gist, n.
cra·ni·om·e·try (krā´ni omʹә tri), n. science of measuring skulls; measurement of skulls. —craʹni·o·met´ric, adj.
—cra´ni·o·metʹri·cal·ly, adv. —cra´niomʹetrist, n.
cra·ni·um (krāʹni әm), n., pl. –ni·ums,
–ni·a (–ni ә). the skull. [< LL < Gk. kranion] —craʹni·al, adj.
crank (krangk), n. 1 part or handle of
a machine connected at right angles
to another part to transmit motion. 2
Informal. Fig. person with odd notions
or habits. 3 Informal. Fig. a cross or illtempered person. —v. 1 work or start by
means of a crank. 2 bend into the shape
of a crank.
crank out, produce rapidly and steadily.
crank up, get ready; get started. [OE
cranc]
crank·case (krangkʹkās´), n. a heavy,
metal case enclosing the crankshaft,

connecting rods, etc., of an internalcombustion engine.
crank·shaft (krangkʹshaft´; –shäft´), n.
shaft turned by cranks operated by the
movement of the pistons in a gasoline
engine.
crank·y (krangʹki), adj., crank·i·er, cranki·est. 1 cross; irritable; ill-natured. 2
odd; queer. —crankʹi·ly, adv. —crankʹiness, n.
cran·ny (kranʹi), n., pl. –nies. a small,
narrow opening; crack; crevice. [< F
cran ﬁssure < Med.L crena notch]
—cranʹnied, adj.
crape (krāp), n. ⫽crepe
crap·pie (krapʹi), n. a small freshwater
ﬁsh, used for food.
crap (krap), n. Slang. nonsense; rubbish.
—v. talk nonsense.
crap around, Slang. waste time foolishly.
craps (kraps), n. a gambling game played
with two dice.
crap·shoot (krapʹshüt), n. unplanned
event or undertaking whose outcome is
extremely uncertain; gamble.
crap·shoot·er (krapʹshüt´әr), n. person
who plays craps.
crash1 (krash), n. 1 a sudden, loud noise.
2 a falling, hitting, or breaking with force
and a loud noise. 3 sudden ruin; severe
failure in business. 4 of an airplane, a
fall to the earth or a bad landing. —v.
1 make a sudden, loud noise. 2 fall, hit,
or break with force and a loud noise. 3
move or go with force and a loud noise.
4 be suddenly ruined; fail in business.
5 land in such a way as to damage
or wreck an aircraft; make a very bad
landing. 6 cause (an aicraft) to land in
such a way. 7 fail, as of a computer. 8
Slang. go to (a party, etc.) although not
invited. —adj. of something used to rescue persons involved in a crash: a crash
boat. [blend of craze shatter and mash]
—crashʹer, n.
crash2 (krash), n. a coarse linen cloth,
used for towels, curtains, upholstering,
etc. [prob. < Russ.; cf. Russ. krashenina
colored linen]
crash program, plan of action involving
maximum eﬀort and speed.
crass (kras), adj. 1 gross; stupid. 2 thick;
coarse. [< L crassus thick] —crassʹly,
adv. —crassʹness, n.
crate (krāt), n., v., crat·ed, crat·ing. —n.
a large frame, box, basket, etc., used to
pack glass, fruit, etc., for shipping or
storage. —v. pack in a crate. [< L cratis
wickerwork] —cratʹer, n.
cra·ter (krāʹtәr), n. 1 depression around
the opening of a volcano. 2 a bowlshaped hole. [< L < Gk. krater bowl
< kra– mix]
cra·vat (krә vatʹ), n. 1 ⫽necktie. 2 ⫽neckcloth; scarf. [< F cravate, special use of
Cravate Croat]
crave (krāv), v., craved, crav·ing. 1 long
for; yearn or; desire strongly. 2 ask earnestly; beg. [OE craﬁan demand]
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cra·ven (krāʹvәn), adj. cowardly. —n. coward. —craʹven·ly, adv. —craʹven·ness, n.
crav·ing (krāvʹing), n. strong desire; longing.
craw (krô), n. 1 crop of a bird or insect. 2
stomach of any animal.
stick in one’s craw, Informal. be unpalatable or unacceptable. [ME crawe]
craw·ﬁsh (krôʹﬁsh´), n., pl. –ﬁsh·es or
(esp. collectively) –ﬁsh, v. Am. —n. any of
numerous crustaceans much like small
lobsters. —v. back out of something;
retreat. [var. of crayﬁsh]
crawl (krôl), v. 1 move slowly, pulling the
body along the ground: worms crawl.
2 move slowly on hands and knees. 3
move slowly. 4 swarm with crawling
things. 5 feel creepy. —n. 1 a crawling; slow movement. 2 a fast way of
swimming by overarm strokes. [appar.
< Scand. (Dan.) kravle] —crawlʹer, n.
—crawlʹing·ly, adv.
crawl space, small open space above the
ceiling or under the ﬂoor of a house
where pipes, heat ducts, etc. are located.
crawl·y (krôlʹi), adj. creepy.
cray·ﬁsh (krāʹﬁsh´), n., pl. –ﬁsh·es or
(esp. collectively) –ﬁsh. ⫽crawﬁsh. [< OF
crevice < Gmc.; akin to crab1]
cray·on (krāʹon; –әn), n., v., –oned, –oning. —n. 1 stick of white or colored chalk
or wax or charcoal used for drawing or
writing. 2 drawing made with crayons.
—v. draw with a crayon or crayons. [< F,
< craie chalk < L creta]
craze (krāz), n., v., crazed, craz·ing. —n.
1 something everybody is very much
interested in for a short time; fad. 2 a
tiny crack in the glaze of pottery, etc.
—v. 1 make or become crazy. 2 make
tiny cracks all over the surface of (a
dish, etc.). 3 become minutely cracked.
[appar. < Scand. (Sw.) krasa break in
pieces] —crazed, adj.
cra·zy (krāʹzi), adj., –zi·er, –zi·est. 1 having a diseased mind; insane. 2 showing
insanity. 3 unreasonably eager or enthusiastic. 4 not strong or sound; frail.
like crazy, without let-up; like mad:
he ran like crazy. —craʹzi·ly, adv.
—craʹziness, n.
crazy quilt, patchwork quilt.
creak (krēk), v. squeak loudly. —n. a
creaking noise. [ME creken < OE crœcettan croak]
creak·y (krēkʹi), adj., creak·i·er, creak·iest. likely to creak; creaking. —creakʹily, adv. —creakʹi·ness, n.
cream (krēm), n. 1 the oily, yellowish part
of milk. 2 food made of cream; food
like cream. 3 an oily preparation put on
the skin to make it smooth and soft. 4 a
yellowish white. 5 the best part. —v. 1
put cream in. 2 take cream from. 3 form
like cream on the top; foam; froth. 4
cook with cream. 5 make into a smooth
mixture like cream. —adj. 1 containing
cream: cream soup. 2 yellowish-white.
[< OF cresme < LL crama cream < Gaulish,

and < Eccl.L chrisma ointment < Gk.,
< chriein anoint]
cream cheese, a soft, bland, white cheese.
cream·er (krēmʹәr), n. 1 a small pitcher.
2 apparatus for separating cream from
milk.
cream·er·y (krēmʹәr i), n., pl. –er·ies. 1
place where butter and cheese are made.
2 place where cream, milk, and butter
are sold or bought.
cream of tartar, a very sour, white powder, KHC4H4O6, used in cooking and in
medicine.
crease1 (krēs), n., v., creased, creas·ing.
—n. line or mark made by folding; fold;
wrinkle. —v. 1 make a crease or creases
in. 2 become creased. —creasʹer, n.
crease2 (krēs), n. ⫽creese.
cre·ate (krē ātʹ), v., –at·ed, –at·ing. 1 cause
to be; bring into being; make. 2 make by
giving a new character, function, or status to. 3 be the ﬁrst to represent (a role
in a play, or the like). 4 give rise to; cause.
[< L, < creare]
cre·a·tion (krē āʹshәn), n. 1 a creating or
being created. 2 all things created; the
universe. 3 thing created. 4 an artistic
product.
the Creation, the creating of the universe by God. —cre·aʹtion·al, adj.
cre·a·tion·ism (krē āʹshә nizʹәm), n. doctrine that the earth and its inhabitants
were created by God as they are now
and did not evolve over time. —creaʹtion·ist, n.
cre·a·tive (krē āʹtiv), adj. 1 having the
power to create; inventive; productive.
2 constructive; purposeful. —n. Informal. creative person; person who does
creative work. —cre·aʹtive·ly, adv. —creaʹtive·ness, creʹa·tiv´i·ty, n.
cre·a·tor (krē āʹtәr), n. 1 person who
creates. 2 the Creator, God. —cre·aʹtorship, n.
crea·ture (krēʹchәr), n. 1 a living person
or animal. 2 a farm animal. 3 person
who is completely under the inﬂuence
of another. 4 a anything created: creature
of her imagination. b Fig. result or product developed from something else. [< L
creatura. See create.]
crèche (kresh; krāsh), n. model of the
Christ child in the manger with attendant ﬁgures, often displayed at Christmas.
cre·dence (krēʹdәns), n. belief. [< Med.L,
< L credere believe]
cre·den·tial (kri denʹshәl), n. 1 that which
gives a title to credit or conﬁdence. 2
Usually, credentials. letters of introduction; references.
cred·i·ble (kredʹә bәl), adj. believable;
reliable; trustworthy. [< L, < credere
believe] —cred´ibilʹi·ty, credʹi·ble·ness,
n. —credʹi·bly, adv.
cred·it (kredʹit), n. 1 belief; faith; trust.
2 trust in a person’s ability and intention to pay. 3 money in a person’s bank
account, etc. 4 time allowed for delayed
payment. 5 unit of academic work

counting toward graduation. 6 reputation in money matters. 7 honor; praise.
8 Usually credits. a acknowledgment
of contributions by various people to a
book, ﬁlm, etc. b a listing of such contributors. —v. 1 believe; have faith in; trust.
2 give credit in a bank account, etc. 3
acknowledge; thank. 4 put an academic
credit on the record of.
credit to, ascribe to; attribute to.
credit with, give recognition to.
give credit to, have faith in; trust.
on credit, on a promise to pay later.
to one’s credit, bring honor to; worthy
of approval. [< F < Ital. < L creditum a
loan < credere trust, entrust]
cred·it·a·ble (kredʹit ә bәl), adj. bringing
honor or praise. —credʹit·a·ble·ness,
cred´it·abilʹi·ty, n. —credʹit·a·bly, adv.
credit card, card that allows its holder
to make purchases, obtain cash, etc. on
credit; plastic.
cred·i·tor (kredʹi tәr), n. 1 person who
gives credit. 2 person to whom a debt
is owed.
credit union, cooperative association
that makes loans to its members at low
rates of interest.
cre·do (krēʹdō; krāʹdō), n., pl. –dos.
⫽creed. [< L, I believe]
cre·du·li·ty (krә düʹlә ti; –dū–), n. a too
great readiness to believe.
cred·u·lous (krejʹә lәs), adj. 1 too ready
to believe; easily deceived. 2 characterized by credulity. 3 caused by credulity.
—credʹu·lous·ly, adv. —credʹu·lousness, n.
creed (krēd), n. 1 a brief statement of
the essential points of religious belief as
approved by some church. 2 any statement of faith, principles, opinions, etc.
[< L credo I believe]
creek (krēk; krik), n. a small stream.
[appar. < MDu. crēke, and/or Scand.
kriki nook]
Creek (krēk), n., pl. Creek or Creeks. 1
member of a group of American Indians of the S United States, now living
mostly in Oklahoma. 2 the Muskhogean
language of these people.
creel (krēl), n. basket for holding ﬁsh. [? <
F creil, ult. < L cratis wickerwork]
creep (krēp), v., crept, creep·ing, n. —v. 1
move with the body close to the ground
or ﬂoor. 2 move slowly. 3 grow along
the ground or over a wall by means of
clinging stems, as ivy. 4 feel as if things
were creeping over the skin. 5 move in a
timid, stealthy, or servile manner. 6 slip
slightly out of place. —n. a creeping.
the creeps, Informal. feeling of horror, as
if something were creeping along one’s
skin. [OE crēopan]
creep·er (krēpʹәr), n. 1 person or thing
that creeps. 2 any plant that grows along
a surface, sending out rootlets from
the stem.
creep·y (krēpʹi), adj., creep·i·er, creep·iest. 1 having a feeling as if things were
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creese

creeping over one’s skin; frightened. 2
causing such a feeling.
creese (krēs), n. dagger with a wavy blade,
used by the Malays. Also, crease, kris.
[< Malay kris]
cre·mate (krēʹmāt; kri mātʹ), v., –mat·ed,
–mat·ing. burn (a dead body) to ashes.
[< L, < cremare burn] —cre·maʹtion, n.
—creʹma·tor, n.
cre·ma·to·ry (krēʹmә tô´ri; –tō´–; kremʹ
ә–), n., pl. –ries, adj. —n. 1 furnace for
cremating. 2 building that has a furnace
for cremating. —adj. of or having to do
with cremating.
cre·nate (krēʹnāt), adj. with a scalloped
edge. [< NL, < Med.L crena notch]
—creʹnate·ly, adv. —cre·na´tion, n.
cren·el·ate (krenʹәlāt), v., –at·ed, –ating. furnish with battlements. [< F créneler < crenel notch, ult. < Med.L crena]
—crenʹel·a´tion, n.
Cre·ole (krēʹōl), n. 1 a white person
descended from the French who settled
in Louisiana. 2 a French or Spanish
person born in Spanish America or the
West Indies. —adj. of or having to do
with the Creoles. [< F < Sp. < Pg. crioulo
< criar bring up < L creare create]
cre·o·sote (krēʹә sōt), n., v., –sot·ed, –soting. —n. 1 an oily liquid with a penetrating odor, obtained by distilling wood tar,
used as a preservative, etc. 2 a similar
substance obtained from coal tar. —v.
treat with creosote. [orig., meat preservative; < Gk. kreo– (for kreas ﬂesh) +
soter savior < sozein save]
crepe, crêpe (krāp), n. 1 a thin silk,
cotton, rayon, or woolen cloth with a
crinkled surface. 2 Also, crepe paper.
tissue paper that looks like crepe. 3 light,
thin pancake. 4 ⫽crepe rubber. 5 black
crepe used as a sign of mourning: decked
out in blackest crepe. Also, crape. [< F
< L crispa curled]
crepe rubber, crude rubber with a crinkled surface, used for the soles of shoes.
crep·i·tate (krepʹә tāt), v., –tat·ed,
–tat·ing. crackle; rattle. [< L, < crepitare crackle < crepare crack] crep´itaʹtion, n.
crept (krept), v. pt. and pp. of creep.
cre·pus·cu·lar (kri pusʹkyә lәr), adj. 1 of
twilight; resembling twilight; dim; indistinct. 2 appearing or ﬂying by twilight.
[< L crepusculum twilight]
cre·scen·do (krә shenʹdō), n., pl. –dos,
adj., adv. —n. a gradual increase in
force or loudness. —adj., adv. gradually
increasing in force or loudness. [< Ital.,
ppr. of crescere increase < L]
cres·cent (kresʹәnt), n. 1 shape of the
moon in its ﬁrst or last quarter. 2 anything having this or a similar shape.
—adj. 1 shaped like the moon in its ﬁrst
or last quarter. 2 growing; increasing.
[< L, ppr. of crescere grow]
cress (kres), n. ⫽watercress. [OE cresse]
cres·set (kresʹit), n. a metal container
for burning oil, wood, etc., to give light.
[< OF]

crest (krest), n. 1 comb, tuft, etc., on the
head of a bird or animal. 2 decoration,
plumes, etc., on the top of a helmet. 3
decoration at the top of a coat of arms.
4 an ornamental part which surmounts
a wall, the ridge of a roof, etc. 5 the top
part; top of a hill, wave, etc.; ridge; peak;
summit. 6 the highest or best of its kind.
—v. 1 furnish with a crest. 2 form into a
crest. [< OF < L crista tuft] —crestʹed,
adj. —crestʹless, adj.
crest·fall·en (krestʹfôl´әn), adj. with
bowed head; dejected; discouraged.
—crestʹfall´en·ly, adv. —crestʹfall´enness, n.
cre·ta·ceous (kri tāʹshәs), adj. like chalk;
containing chalk. [< L, < creta chalk]
Cre·ta·ceous (kri tāʹshәs), n. 1 last geologic period of the Mesozoic era, characterized by the formation of chalk
deposits. 2 rocks formed during this
period.
Crete (krēt), n. a Greek island in the Mediterranean, SE of Greece. —Cre´tan,
adj., n.
cre·tin (krēʹtәn), n. very stupid person;
idiot. [< F < Swiss dial. < L Christianus
Christian; came to mean “man,” then
“fellow,” then “poor fellow”]
cre·tin·ism (krēʹtәn iz әm), n. a congenital condition due to a deﬁciency in the
thyroid gland, resulting in mental and
physical retardation.
cre·vasse (krә vasʹ), n., v., –vassed, –vassing. —n. 1 a deep crack or crevice in the
ice of a glacier. 2 break in a levee. —v. ﬁssure with crevasses. [< F, crevice]
crev·ice (krevʹis), n. a narrow split or
crack. [< OF crevace < VL crepacia < L
crepare crack] —crevʹiced, adj.
crew1 (krü), n. 1 people needed to do
work on a ship, or to row a boat. 2 group
of people working or acting together. 3
crowd; gang. 4 crew cut. [< OF creüe
increase, recruit < creistre grow, L crescere]
crew2 (krü), v. pt. of crow1.
crew neck, round, close-ﬁtting neck on a
sweater or T-shirt. —crewʹ-necked, adj.
crib (krib), n., v., cribbed, crib·bing. —n.
1 a small bed with high sides to keep a
baby from falling out. 2 rack or manger
for horses and cows to eat from. 3 building or box for storing grain, salt, etc. 4
framework of logs or timbers used in
building. 5 Informal. use of another’s
words or ideas as one’s own. 6 Informal.
notes or helps that are unfair to use in
doing schoolwork. 7 a small room or
house. —v. 1 provide with a crib. 2 Informal. use (another’s words or ideas) as
one’s own. 3 Informal. use notes unfairly
in doing schoolwork. 4 shut up in a
small space. [OE cribb] —cribʹber, n.
crib·bage (kribʹij), n. a card game for two,
three, or four people.
crib death, ⫽sudden infant death syndrome.
crick (krik), n. a sudden, painful muscular cramp. —v. cause a crick in.

crick·et1 (krikʹit), n. a black insect of
the grasshopper family. [< OF criquet;
imit.]
crick·et2 (krikʹit), n. 1 an outdoor game
played by two teams of eleven players
each, with ball, bats, and wickets. 2 fair
play; good sportsmanship. —v. play this
game. [< OF criquet goal post, stick,
prob. < MDu. cricke stick to lean on]
—crickʹet·er, n.
crick·et3 (krikʹit), n. a small stool.
cri·er (krīʹәr), n. 1 oﬃcial who shouts out
public announcements. 2 person who
shouts out announcements of goods for
sale. 3 person who cries.
crime (krīm), n. 1 a wrong act that is
against the law. 2 violation of law. 3 a
wrong act; sin. [< OF < L crimen < cernere judge, decide]
Cri·me·a (krī mēʹә; kri-), n. peninsula in
SW Ukraine, on the N coast of the Black
Sea. —Cri·meʹan, adj.
crim·i·nal (krimʹә nәl), n. person guilty
of a crime. —adj. 1 guilty of crime. 2
having to do with crime. 3 like crime;
wrong; sinful. —crim´i·nalʹi·ty, n.
—crimʹi·nal·ly, adv.
crim·i·nol·o·gy (krim´ә nolʹә ji), n. study
of crimes and criminals. —crimʹino·log´ic, crim´i·no·logʹi·cal, adj.
—crim´i·nolʹo·gist, n.
crimp (krimp), v. press into small, narrow folds; make wavy. —n. 1 a crimping.
2 something crimped; fold; wave. 3 a
waved or curled lock of hair.
put a crimp in, hinder. [OE gecrympan]
—crimpʹer, n. —crimpʹy, adj.
crim·son (krimʹzәn), n. a deep red. —adj.
deep-red. —v. turn deep red. [< Ital. or
Sp. < Ar. qirmizī < Skt. k.rmi– insect]
cringe (krinj), v., cringed, cring·ing, n.
—v. 1 shrink or crouch in fear. 2 try to
get favor or attention by servile behavior. —n. a cringing. [ME crengen < OE
cringan give way] —cringʹer, n.
crin·kle (kringʹkәl), v., –kled, –kling, n.
—v. 1 wrinkle; ripple. 2 rustle: paper
crinkles when it is crushed. —n. 1 wrinkle; ripple. 2 rustle. [ME crenkle(n) < OE
crincan bend] —crinʹkly, adv.
cri·noid (krīʹnoid; krinʹoid), n. a ﬂowershaped sea animal, usually anchored by
a stalk. —adj. of or like a crinoid. [< Gk.,
< krinon lily]
crin·o·line (krinʹә lin; –lēn), n. 1 a stiﬀ
cloth used as a lining. 2 petticoat of
crinoline to hold a skirt out. 3 a hoop
skirt. [< F < Ital., < crino horsehair (< L
crinia hair) + lino thread (< L linum)]
crip·ple (kripʹәl), n., v., –pled, –pling.
—n. lame person or animal; one that
cannot use a leg or arm properly. —v.
1 make a cripple of. 2 Fig. damage; disable; weaken. [OE crypel; akin to creep]
—cripʹpler, n.
cri·sis (krīʹsis), n., pl. –ses (–sēz). 1 turning point in a disease, toward life or
death. 2 Fig. deciding event in the course
of anything. 3 time of danger or anxious
waiting. [< L < Gk., < krinein decide]

crossbreed
crisis center, headquarters from which
disaster relief is managed, medical and
psychological help is made available,
evacuation plans, etc. formed.
crisp (krisp), adj. 1 hard and thin; breaking easily with a snap. 2 fresh; sharp
and clear; bracing: crisp winter air. 3
clear-cut; decisive. —v. make or become
crisp. [< L crispus curled] —crispʹly, adv.
—crispʹness, n.
crisp·er (krisʹpәr), n. thing that crisps, as
a drawer in a refrigerator for vegetables
or a heated box for crackers, etc.
crisp·y (krisʹpi), adj., crisp·i·er, crisp·iest. crisp.
criss·cross (krisʹkrôs´; –kros´), adj. made
or marked with crossed lines; crossed.
—adv. crosswise. —v. mark or cover with
crossed lines. —n. mark or pattern made
of crossed lines. [alter. of Christ’s cross]
cri·te·ri·on (krī tirʹi әn), n., pl. –te·ri·a
(–tirʹi ә), –te·ri·ons. rule or standard
for making a judgment; test. [< Gk.,
< krinein judge]
crit·ic (kritʹik), n. 1 person who makes
judgments of the merits and faults of
books, music, plays, etc. 2 person whose
profession is writing such judgments
for a newspaper, etc. 3 person who ﬁnds
fault. [< L < Gk. kritikos critical < krinein
judge]
crit·i·cal (kritʹә kәl), adj. 1 inclined to ﬁnd
fault or disapprove. 2 skilled as a critic.
3 coming from one who is skilled as a
critic: a critical judgment. 4 belonging to
the work of a critic. 5 of a crisis: the critical moment. 6 full of danger or diﬃculty.
7 of supplies, labor, or resources, essential for the work or project but existing
in inadequate supply. —critʹi·cal·ly, adv.
—critʹical·ness, n.
critical mass, 1 minimum amount of
ﬁssionable material needed to support
a self-sustaining chain reaction. 2 Fig.
point at which conditions or opinions
combine to produce change (of policy,
direction, etc.).
crit·i·cism (kritʹә siz әm), n. 1 disapproval; faultﬁnding. 2 the making of
judgments; analysis of merits and faults.
3 a critical comment, essay, review, etc.
crit·i·cize (kritʹә sīz), v., –cized, –ciz·ing.
1 disapprove; ﬁnd fault with. 2 judge or
speak as a critic. —critʹi·ciz´a·ble, adj.
—critʹi·ciz´er, n.
cri·tique (kri tēkʹ), n. 1 art of criticism. 2
a critical essay or review. [< F < Gk. kritike (techne) the critical art. See critic.]
crit·ter (krit´әr), n. Informal. creature;
animal.
croak (krōk), n. a deep, hoarse cry, as of
a frog, crow, or raven. —v. 1 make such
a sound. 2 utter in a deep, hoarse voice.
3 be always prophesying misfortune;
grumble. 4 Slang. die. [< OE crācettan]
croak·er (krōkʹәr), n. 1 one that croaks. 2
any of various ﬁshes that make a croaking or grunting noise.
Cro·a·tia (krō āʹshә), n. country in SE
Europe. —Croʹat, n. —Cro·aʹtian, adj., n.

cro·chet (krō shāʹ), v., –cheted (–shādʹ),
–chet·ing (–shāʹing), n. —v. knit (sweaters, lace, etc.) with a single needle having a hook at one end. —n. knitting
done in this way. [< F, dim. of croc hook
< Gmc.]
crock (krok), n. pot or jar made of baked
clay. [OE crocc(a)]
crock·er·y (krokʹәr i), n. dishes, jars, etc.,
made of baked clay; earthenware.
croc·o·dile (krokʹә dīl), n. a large, lizardlike reptile with a thick skin, long narrow head, and webbed feet. [< OF < L
< Gk. krokodeilos, earlier, lizard]
crocodile tears, false or insincere grief.
croc·o·dil·i·an (krok´ә dilʹi әn), adj. of or
like a crocodile. —n. any of a group of
reptiles that includes crocodiles, alligators, etc.
cro·cus (krōʹkәs), n., pl. cro·cus·es, croci (–sī). 1 a small ﬂowering plant that
grows from a bulblike stem, usually
blooming very early in the spring. 2 the
ﬂower. [< L < Gk. krokos < Semitic]
Croe·sus (krēʹsәs), n. 1 a very rich king
of Lydia from 560 to 546 b.c. 2 a very
rich person.
croft (krôft; kroft), n. 1 Brit. a small
enclosed ﬁeld. 2 a very small rented
farm. [OE] —croftʹer, n.
crois·sant (kwä sänʹ; krä säntʹ), n. rich,
buttery roll of bread shaped like a crescent. [< F croissant crescent]
croix de guerre (krwä´ dә gãrʹ), a French
medal given to soldiers for bravery
under ﬁre.
Cro-Mag·non (krō magʹnon), adj.
belonging to a group of prehistoric people who lived in SW Europe. —n. person
of this group.
crom·lech (kromʹlek), n. 1 circle of
upright stones built in prehistoric times.
2 a dolmen. [< Welsh, < crom bent +
llech ﬂat stone]
Crom·well (kromʹwel; –wәl), n. Oliver,
1599–1658, English general, Puritan
leader, and lord protector of the Commonwealth, 1653–58.
crone (krōn), n. a shrunken old woman.
[< MDu. < F carogne carcass, hag. See
carrion.]
cro·ny (krōʹni), n., pl. –nies. a very close
friend; chum.
crook (kru̇k), v. hook; bend; curve. —n. 1
hook; bend; curve. 2 a hooked, curved,
or bent part. 3 a shepherd’s staﬀ. 4 a dishonest person; thief; swindler. [appar.
< Scand krōkr]
crook·ed (kru̇kʹid for 1 and 2; kru̇kt for
3), adj. 1 not straight; bent; curved;
twisted. 2 Fig. dishonest. 3 having a
crook. —crookʹed·ly, adv. —crookʹedness, n.
croon (krün), v. 1 hum, sing, or murmur
in a low tone. 2 sing in a low voice with
exaggerated emotion. —n. low humming, singing, or murmuring. [< Scand.
krauna murmur] –croonʹer, n.
crop (krop), n., v., cropped, crop·ping.
—n. 1 product grown or gathered for
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use, esp. for use as food. 2 the yield of
any product in a season: a large corn
crop. 3 a baglike swelling of a bird’s
food passage where food is prepared
for digestion. 4 a short whip with a loop
instead of a lash. —v. 1 plant and cultivate a crop. 2 cut; cut short.
crop out or up, a appear; come to the
surface. b turn up unexpectedly. [OE
cropp sprout, craw]
crop·per (kropʹәr), n. 1 person or thing
that crops. 2 person who raises a crop,
esp. on shares.
cro·quet (krō kāʹ), n. an outdoor game
played by knocking wooden balls
through small wire arches with mallets.
[< F, dial. var. of crochet. See crochet.]
cro·quette (krō ketʹ), n. a small mass of
chopped meat, ﬁsh, etc., coated with
crumbs and fried. [< F, < croquer crunch]
cro·sier (krōʹzhәr), n. an ornamental staﬀ
carried by or before bishops or certain
abbots. Also, crozier. [< F, crook bearer,
< VL croccia crook < Gmc.]
cross (krôs; kros), n. 1 stick or post with
another across it. 2 the symbol (✝) of the
Christian religion. 3 two intersecting
lines (× +). 4 burden of duty; suﬀering;
trouble. 5 a mixing of kins, breeds, or
races. 6 result of such mixing. —v. 1
mark with a cross. 2 draw a line across.
3 move across. 4 meet and pass: my letter
to her and hers to me crossed. 5 oppose;
hinder. 6 cause (diﬀerent kinds, breeds,
races, etc.) to interbreed. —adj. 1 crossing; lying or going across. 2 opposing;
counter. 3 in a bad temper. 4 mixed in
kind, breed, or race.
cross over, a go from one homologous
chromosome to another during meiosis.
b die.
the Cross, a the cross on which Christ
died. b Christ’s suﬀerings and death;
the Atonement. c the Christian religion.
[< OIrish cros < L crux. Doublet of
crux.] —crossʹly, adv. —crossʹness, n.
cross–, combining form. 1 cross-shaped,
as in cross-stitch. 2 moving across, as
in cross country. 3 opposite, as in crosspurposes. 4 from one to another, as in
cross-fertilization.
cross·bar (krôsʹbär´; krosʹ–), n. bar, line,
or stripe going crosswise.
cross·beam (krôsʹbēm´; krosʹ–), n. a large
beam that crosses another or extends
from wall to wall.
cross·bones (krôsʹbōnz´; krosʹ–), n. pl.
two large bones placed crosswise, symbolizing death.
cross·bow (krôsʹbō´; krosʹ–), n. a medieval weapon with a bow and a grooved
stock in the middle to direct the arrows,
stones, etc. —crossʹbow´man, n.
cross·bred (krôsʹbred´; krosʹ–), adj. produced by crossbreeding. —n. a crossbreed.
cross·breed (krôsʹbrēd´; krosʹ–), v., –bred,
–breed·ing, n. —v. breed by mixing
kinds, breeds, or races. —n. individual or
breed produced by crossbreeding.
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cross bun

cross bun, ⫽hot cross bun.
cross-coun·try (krôsʹkunʹtri; krosʹ–), adj.
across open country instead of by road.
cross·cur·rent or cross-cur·rent (krôs´kėr әnt; kros´–), n. 1 current of air
blowing across another. 2 Fig. opposing
tendency or trend.
cross·cut (krôsʹkut´; krosʹ–), adj., n., v.,
–cut, –cut·ting. —adj. 1 used or made
for cutting across. 2 cut across. —n. 1 a
cut across. 2 short cut. —v. cut across.
cross-dress (krôsʹdres´; krosʹ–), v. dress
in the clothing of the opposite sex.
—crossʹ-dress´er, n., —crossʹ-dress´ing, n.
cross-ex·am·ine (krôsʹig zamʹәn; krosʹ–),
v., –ined, –in·ing. 1 question (a witness
for the opposing side) closely to test the
truth of his evidence. 2 examine closely
or severely. —crossʹ-ex·am´i·naʹtion, n.
—crossʹ-ex·amʹin·er, n.
cross-eyed (krôsʹīd´; krosʹ–), n. having
strabismus, esp. the form in which both
eyes turn toward the nose.
cross-fer·ti·li·za·tion (krôsʹfėr´tә lәz āʹshәn; krosʹ–), n. fertilization of one
ﬂower by pollen from another.
cross-fer·ti·lize (krôsʹfėrʹtә līz; krosʹ–),
v., –lized, –liz·ing. cause the cross-fertilization of.
cross·ﬁre (krôsʹfīr´; krosʹ–), n. 1 gunﬁre
coming from opposite directions so as
to cross. 2 Fig. verbal attack from several
people at once.
cross-grained (krôsʹgrāndʹ; krosʹ–), adj.
having the grain running across the
regular grain.
cross hairs, ﬁne hairs stretched across the
focal point of an optical instrument to
deﬁne the line of sight.
(caught) in the cross hairs, in view
as a target of verbal attack or as being
responsible for something.
cross·hatch (krôsʹhach´; krosʹ–), v. mark
or shade with two sets of parallel lines
crossing each other.
cross·ing (krôsʹing; krosʹ–), n. 1 place
where things cross each other. 2 place at
which a street, river, etc., may be crossed.
3 act of crossing. 4 voyage across water.
cross·patch (krôsʹpach´; krosʹ–), n. a
cross, bad-tempered person.
cross·piece (krôsʹpēs´; krosʹ–), n. piece
that is placed across something.
cross-pol·li·nate (krôsʹpolʹә nāt; krosʹ–),
v., –nat·ed, –nat·ing. cause cross-fertilization in. —crossʹ-pol´li·naʹtion, n.
cross-pur·pose (krôsʹpėrʹpәs; krosʹ–), n.
opposing or contrary purpose.
at cross-purposes, a misunderstanding
each other’s purpose. b acting under
such a misunderstanding.
cross-ques·tion (krôsʹkwesʹchәn; krosʹ–),
v. ⫽cross-examine.
cross-re·fer (krôs´ri fėrʹ; kros´–), v.,
–ferred, –fer·ring. 1 refer from one part
to another. 2 make a cross reference.
cross reference, reference from one part
of a book, index, etc., to another.

cross·road (krôsʹrōd´; krosʹ–), n. 1 road
that crosses another. 2 road connecting
main roads. 3 Often, crossroads (sing.
in use). a place where roads cross. b
meeting place, esp. for people living
far apart.
cross section, 1 act of cutting anything
across. 2 piece cut in this way. 3 Fig.
representative sample.
cross-stitch (krôsʹstich´; krosʹ–), n. 1 one
stitch crossed over another, forming an
X. 2 embroidery made with this stitch.
—v. embroider or sew with this stitch.
cross trees, two horizontal bars of wood
near the top of a ship’s mast.
cross·wise (krôsʹwīz´; krosʹ–), cross·ways
(–wāz´), adv. 1 so as to cross; across. 2 in
the form of a cross. 3 opposite to what is
required; wrongly.
cross·word puzzle (krôsʹwėrd´; krosʹ–),
puzzle with sets of squares to be ﬁlled
in with words, one letter to each square.
Synonyms or deﬁnitions of the words
are given with numbers corresponding
to numbers in the squares.
crotch (kroch), n. 1 a forked piece or
part. 2 place where the human body
divides into the two legs. [var. of crutch]
crotched, adj.
crotch·et (krochʹit), n. 1 an odd notion;
unreasonable whim. 2 a small hook
or hooklike part. [< OF crochet. See
crochet.]
crotch·et·y (krochʹә ti), adj. 1 full of odd
notions or unreasonable whims. 2 of
the nature of a crotchet. —crotchʹet·iness, n.
cro·ton (krōʹtәn), n. a tropical shrub or
tree of Asia with a strong odor. The
seeds of a croton tree yield an oil (croton oil) used in medicine. [< NL < Gk.
kroton tick2]
Croton bug, a small cockroach; water
bug. [< Croton (water) bugs, numerous
in New York City after the Croton aqueduct began to bring water to the city]
crouch (krouch), v. 1 stoop low with bent
legs like an animal ready to spring, or
in hiding. 2 bow down in a timid manner. —n. 1 act or state of crouching. 2 a
crouching position. [< OF crochir < croc
hook < Gmc.]
croup1 (krüp), n. inﬂammation or diseased condition of the throat and windpipe characterized by a hoarse cough
and diﬃcult breathing. [? < croup, v.,
blend of croak and whoop] —croupʹy,
adj.
croup2 (krüp), n. rump of a horse, etc.
[< F croupe < Gmc.]
crou·pi·er (krüʹpi әr), n. attendant at a
gambling table who rakes in the money
and pays the winners. [< F, < croupe
croup2; orig., one who rides behind]
crou·ton (krôʹton), n. a small piece of
toasted or fried bread, often served in
soup. [< F, < croûte crust]
crow1 (krō), n., v., crowed (or crew for
2), crowed, crow·ing. —n. 1 a loud cry
made by a rooster. 2 a happy sound

made by a baby. —v. 1 make the happy
sound of a baby. 2 make the cry of a
cock. 3 show happiness and pride; boast.
[OE crāwan; imit.]
crow2 (krō), n. 1 a large, glossy-black bird
that has a harsh cry or caw. 2 any similar
bird, such as ravens, magpies, jays, etc.
as the crow ﬂies, in a straight line; in or
by the shortest way.
eat crow, Informal. be forced to do something very disagreeable and humiliating.
[OE crāwe]
Crow (krō), n. member of a tribe of
American Indians formerly living in
Wyoming and Montana, now living in
Montana.
crow·bar (krōʹbär´), n. a strong iron or
steel bar, used as a lever.
crowd (kroud), n. 1 a large number of
people together. 2 people in general;
the masses. 3 group; set. [< v.] —v. 1
collect in large numbers. 2 ﬁll; ﬁll too
full. 3 push; shove. [OE crūdan press]
—crowdʹed, adj.
crow·foot (krōʹfu̇t´), n., pl. –foots. buttercup or other plant with leaves shaped
somewhat like a crow’s foot.
crown (kroun), n. 1 head covering for
a king, queen, etc. 2 royal power. 3 a
king, queen, etc. 4 wreath for the head.
5 honor; reward. 6 the highest part;
top. 7 part of a tooth above the gum.
—v. 1 make king, queen, etc. 2 honor;
reward. 3 cover the highest part of: a
fort crowns the hill. 4 add the ﬁnishing
touch to. 5 put a crown on. 6 make a
king of (a checker moved across the
checkerboard).
the Crown, a royal power. b government
of Great Britain in its legal capacity. [< AF
< L corona garland, wreath. Doublet of
corona.] —crownʹer, n.
crown glass, very clear glass used in optical instruments.
crown prince, the oldest living son of
a king, queen, etc.; heir apparent to a
kingdom.
crown princess, 1 wife of a crown prince.
2 girl or woman who is heir apparent to
a kingdom.
crow’s-foot (krōzʹfu̇t´), n., pl. –feet. Usually, crow’s-feet. wrinkle at the outer
corner of the eye.
crow’s-nest (krōzʹnest´), n. 1 a small,
enclosed platform near the top of a
mast, used by the lookout. 2 any similar
platform ashore.
cro·zier (krōʹzhәr), n. ⫽crosier.
CRT, cathode-ray tube.
cru (krü, French kry), n., pl. crus (krüz,
French kry). vintage of wine produced
in a French vineyard. [< F crû, pp. of
croître to grow]
cru·cial (krüʹshәl), adj. 1 very important;
critical; decisive. 2 very trying; severe.
[< NL (medical) < L crux cross] —cruʹcially, adv.
cru·ci·ble (krüʹsә bәl), n. 1 container in
which metals, ores, etc., can be melted. 2
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a severe test or trial. [< Med.L crucibulum, origi., night lamp]
cru·ci·ﬁx (krüʹsә ﬁks), n. 1 a cross with
the ﬁgure of Christ cruciﬁed on it. 2 a
cross. [< LL cruciﬁxus ﬁxed to a cross
< crux cross + ﬁxus, pp. of ﬁgere fasten]
cru·ci·ﬁx·ion (krü´sә ﬁkʹshәn), n. act of
crucifying.
Cruciﬁxion, a the putting to death of
Christ on the cross. b picture, statue, etc.,
of this.
cru·ci·form (krüʹsә fôrm), adj. shaped
like a cross. —cruʹci·form´ly, adv.
cru·ci·fy (krüʹsә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1
put to death by nailing or binding the
hands and feet to a cross. 2 Fig. treat
severely; torture. [< OF < LL cruciﬁgere.
See crucifix.] —cruʹci·ﬁ´er, n.
crud (krud), n. Slang. 1 anything disgusting or worthless; ﬁlth. 2 disgusting or
dirty person. —crudʹdy, adj.
crude (krüd), adj., crud·er, crud·est. 1 in
a natural or raw state; unreﬁned. 2 not
mature; unripe. 3 rough; coarse: a crude
log cabin. 4 lacking ﬁnish, grace, taste, or
reﬁnement: crude manners. —n. ⫽crude
oil. [< L crudus raw] —crudeʹly, adv.
—crudeʹness, cruʹdi·ty, n.
cru·el (krüʹәl), adj. 1 fond of causing pain
to others and delighting in their suﬀering. 2 showing a cruel nature: cruel acts.
3 causing pain and suﬀering: a cruel war.
[< F < L crudelis rough. See crude.]
—cruʹel·ly, adv. —cruʹelness, n.
cru·el·ty (krüʹәl ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 readiness to give pain to others or to delight
in their suﬀering. 2 a cruel act.
cru·et (krüʹit), n. a glass bottle to hold
vinegar, oil, etc., for the table. [< OF, dim.
of cruie pot < Gmc.]
cruise (krüz), v., cruised, cruis·ing, n.
—v. 1 sail about from place to place on
pleasure or business; sail over or about.
2 journey or travel over or about: taxis
cruise the streets to ﬁnd a fare. 3 ﬂy in
an airplane at the speed of maximum
eﬃciency. —n. a cruising voyage. [< Du.
kruisen < kruis < L crux cross]
cruis·er (krüzʹәr), n. 1 warship with less
armor and more speed than a battleship.
2 airplane, taxi, etc., that cruises. 3 a
police car connected with headquarters
by radio.
crul·ler (krulʹәr), n. a twisted doughnut.
[appar. < Du., < krullen curl]
crumb (krum), n. 1 a very small piece of
bread, cake, etc., broken from a larger
piece. 2 the soft inside part of bread. 3
a little bit: a crumb of comfort. —v. 1
break into crumbs. 2 cover with crumbs
for frying or baking. [OE cruma]
—crumbʹy, adj.
crum·ble (krumʹbәl), v., –led, –bling. 1
break into very small pieces or crumbs.
2 fall into pieces; decay. [earlier crimble
< OE gecrymman < cruma crumb]
crum·bly (krumʹbli), adj., –bli·er, –bliest. easily crumbled. —crumʹbli·ness, n.
crum·my (krum´i), adj. Informal. 1 repulsive; dirty. 2 worthless; unsatisfactory.

crum·pet (krumʹpit), n. Esp. Brit. cake
baked on a griddle, that is thicker than
a pancake and is usually toasted after
being baked. [OE crompeht a cake]
crum·ple (krumʹpәl), v., –pled, –pling, n.
—v. 1 crush together; wrinkle. 2 Colloq.
collapse. —n. wrinkle made by crushing
something together. [< OE crump bent]
crunch (krunch), v. 1 crush noisily with
the teeth. 2 crush or grind noisily. —n.
act or sound of crunching. —crunchʹy,
adj.
crup·per (krupʹәr), n. strap attached to
the back of a harness and passing under
a horse’s tail. [< OF cropiere < crope
croup]
cru·sade (krü sādʹ), n., v., –sad·ed, –sading. —n. 1 Often, Crusade. any one
of the Christian military expeditions
between the years 1096 and 1272 to
recover the Holy Land from Muslim
rule. 2 war having a religious purpose
and approved by the church. 3 a vigorous campaign against a public evil or in
favor of some new idea. —v. take part
in a crusade. [blend of earlier crusado
(< Sp. cruzada) and croisade (< F < Pr.,
from a verb meaning “take the cross”).
See cross.] —cru·sadʹer, n.
cruse (krüz; krüs), n. jug, pot, or bottle
made of earthenware. [< MDu. croes]
crush (krush), v. 1 squeeze together violently so as to break or bruise. 2 wrinkle
or crease by wear or rough handling.
3 break into ﬁne pieces by grinding or
pounding. 4 subdue; conquer. —n. 1
violent pressure like grinding or pounding. 2 mass of people crowded close
together. 3 Informal. a sudden or ardent
infatuation. b object of a sudden or
ardent infatuation. [appar. < OF croissir
< Gmc.] —crushʹer, n.
Cru·soe (krüʹsō), n. Robinson, shipwrecked hero of a book of the same
name by Daniel Defoe.
crust (krust), n. 1 the hard, outside part
of bread. 2 piece of this; any hard, dry
piece of bread. 3 the baked outside
covering of a pie. 4 Informal. Fig. impudence; gall; nerve. 5 any hard outside
covering. 6 the solid outside part of the
earth. —v. 1 cover or become covered
with a crust. 2 form or collect into a
crust. [< L crusta rind]
crus·ta·cean (krus tāʹshәn), n. any of a
group of water animals with hard shells,
jointed bodies and appendages, and gills
for breathing, including crabs, lobsters,
shrimps, etc. —adj. of or belonging to
this group. [< NL, < L crusta shell, rind]
crust·y (krusʹti), adj., crust·i·er, crusti·est. 1 having a crust; hard; crustlike.
2 Fig. harsh in manner, speech, etc.
—crustʹi·ly, adv. —crustʹi·ness, n.
crutch (kruch), n. 1 support to help a
lame person walk that is a stick with a
crosspiece at the top to ﬁt under the arm
or on the forearm and hand. 2 Fig. anything like a crutch in shape or use; support; prop. 3 a forked support or part.

—v. support with or as with a crutch;
prop or sustain. [OE crycc]
crux (kruks), n. 1 the essential part; the
most important point. 2 a puzzling or
perplexing question. [< L, cross. Doublet of cross.]
cry (krī), v., cried, cry·ing, n., pl. cries.
—v. 1 make sounds showing pain, fear,
sorrow, etc. 2 shed tears; weep. 3 (of
animals) give forth characteristic calls. 4
call loudly; shout. 5 announce in public.
—n. 1 sound made by a person or animal
that shows pain, fear, anger, or sorrow. 2
ﬁt of weeping. 3 noise or call of an animal: the cry of the crow. 4 the yelping of
hounds in the chase. 5 a shout: a cry for
help. 6 general opinion; public report.
a far cry, a a long way. b a great difference.
cry for, a beg for. b need very much.
cry out a call loudly. b scream; yell.
[< OF < L quiritare]
cry·ing (krīʹing), adj. 1 that cries. 2
demanding attention; very bad.
cry·o·gen·ics (krī ә jenʹiks), n. branch
of physics concerned with the behavior of matter at very low temperatures.
—cry´o·genʹic, adj. —cry´o·genʹi·cist, n.
crypt (kript), n. an underground room or
vault. [< L < Gk. kryptos hidden. Doublet
of grotto.]
cryp·tic (kripʹtik), cryp·ti·cal (–tә kәl),
adj. having a hidden meaning; mysterious. [< LL < Gk., < kryptos hidden]
—crypʹti·cal·ly, adv.
cryp·to·gam (kripʹtә gam), n. old term
for plant having no seeds, as ferns and
mosses. [< NL < Gk. kryptos hidden
+ gamos marriage] —cryp´to·gamʹic,
cryp·togʹa·mous, adj.
cryp·to·gram (kripʹtә gram), n. something written in secret code or cipher.
cryp·to·graph (kripʹtә graf; –gräf), n. 1
cryptogram. 2 a system of secret writing.
—cryp´to·graphʹic, cryp´to·graphʹical, adj.
cryp·tog·ra·phy (krip togʹrә ﬁ), n. process or art of writing in secret characters. —cryp·togʹra·pher, n.
crys·tal (krisʹtәl), n. 1 a clear, transparent mineral, a kind of quartz, that looks
like ice. 2 piece of crystal cut to form an
ornament. 3 very transparent glass. 4
glass over the face of a watch. 5 a regularly shaped piece with angles and ﬂat
surfaces into which a substance solidiﬁes. —adj. 1 made of crystal. 2 clear and
transparent like crystal. [< OF < L < Gk.
krystallos clear ice]
crys·tal·line (krisʹtәl in; –ēn; –īn), adj. 1
consisting of crystals; solidiﬁed in the
form of crystals. 2 made of crystal. 3
clear and transparent like crystal.
crys·tal·lize (krisʹtәl īz), v., –lized, –lizing. 1 form into crystals; solidify into
crystals. 2 form into deﬁnite shape. 3
coat with sugar. —crysʹtal·liz´a·ble, adj.
—crys´tal·li·zaʹtion, n.
crys·tal·log·ra·phy (kris´tә logʹrә fi),
n. science that deals with the form,
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structure, and properties of crystals.
—crys´tal·logʹra·pher, n.
Cs, cesium.
C.S.T., CST, or c.s.t., Central Standard
Time.
CT, 1 (zip code) Connecticut. 2 Also, C.T.
Central Time.
Cu, copper.
cu., cubic.
cub (kub), n. 1 a young bear, fox, lion, etc.
2 an inexperienced or awkward boy.
Cu·ba (kūʹbә), n. country on the largest
island in the West Indies, S of Florida.
—Cuʹban, adj., n.
cub·by (kubʹi), or cub·by·hole (–hōl´) n.
a small, enclosed space.
cube (kūb), n., v., cubed, cub·ing. —n.
1 solid with six equal, square sides. 2
product obtained when a number is
cubed: the cube of 4 is 64. —v. 1 make or
form into the shape of a cube. 2 use (a
number) three times as a factor: 5 cubed
is 125. [< L < Gk. kybos cube, die]
cube root, number used as the factor of a
cube: the cube root of 125 is 5.
cu·bic (kūʹbik), cu·bi·cal (–bә kәl), adj.
1 shaped like a cube. 2 having length,
breadth, and thickness. 3 having to do
with or involving the cubes of numbers.
—cuʹbi·cal·ly, adv.
cu·bi·cle (kūʹbә kәl), n. a very small room
or compartment. [< L cubiculum bedroom < cubare lie]
cubic measure, system of measurement
of volume in cubic units. 1728 cubic
inches = 1 cubic foot.
cub·ism (kūbʹiz әm), n. method of painting, drawing, and sculpture in which
objects are represented by cubes and
other geometrical ﬁgures rather than
by realistic details. —cubʹist, n. —cubisʹtic, adj.
cu·bit (kūʹbit), n. an ancient measure of
length, about 18 to 22 inches. [< L cubitum elbow, cubit]
cu·boid (kūʹboid), adj. shaped like a cube.
—n. something shaped like a cube. —cuboiʹdal, adj.
cuck·old (kukʹәld), n. husband of an
unfaithful wife. —n. make a cuckold of.
[< OF cucuault < coucou cuckoo]
cuck·oo (ku̇kʹü; esp. for adj. küʹkü), n., pl.
–oos, adj. —n. 1 bird whose call sounds
much like its name. The common European cuckoo lays its eggs in the nests
of other birds instead of hatching them
itself. 2 the American cuckoo, which
builds its own nest. 3 call of the cuckoo.
—adj. U.S. Informal. crazy; silly. [imit.]
cuckoo clock, clock with a toy bird that
makes a sound like the European cuckoo
to mark the hours and half-hours.
cu·cum·ber (kūʹkum bәr), n. 1 vegetable
that has a green skin with ﬁrm ﬂesh
inside, used in salads and for pickles.
2 vine that it grows on. [< OF < L
cucumis]
cud (kud), n. mouthful of food that cattle
and similar animals bring back into
the mouth from the ﬁrst stomach for

a slow, second chewing. [OE cudu, var.
of cwidu]
cud·dle (kudʹәl), v., –dled, –dling, n. —v.
1 hold closely and lovingly in one’s arms
or lap. 2 lie close and snug; curl up. 3
hug. —n. hug. —cudʹdly, adj.
cudg·el (kujʹәl), n., v., –eled, –el·ing. —n.
a short, thick stick used as a weapon;
club. —v. beat with a cudgel.
take up the cudgels for, defend strongly.
[OE cycgel]
cue1 (kū), n. 1 hint or suggestion as to
what to do or when to act. 2 in a play,
the last word or words of one actor’s
speech that is the signal for another to
come on the stage, begin speaking, etc.
[prob. < F queue tail, end; with ref. to
the end of a preceding actor’s speech.
See queue.]
cue2 (kū), n. 1 ⫽queue. 2 a long, tapering
stick used for striking the ball in billiards, pool, etc. [var. of queue]
cuﬀ1 (kuf), n. 1 band around the wrist,
either attached to a sleeve or separate. 2
turned-up fold around the bottom of the
legs of trousers. 3 ⫽handcuﬀ.
oﬀ the cuﬀ, without preparation;
impromptu. [ME cuﬀe glove]
cuﬀ2 (kuf), v., n. hit with the hand; slap.
[cf. Sw. kuﬀa push]
cui·rass (kwi rasʹ), n. 1 piece of armor
for the body made of a breastplate and
a plate for the back fastened together. 2
the breastplate alone. [< F cuirasse < Ital.
< VL < LL coriacea (vestis) (garment) of
leather < L corium leather; form inﬂ. by
F cuir leather < L corium]
cui·sine (kwi zēnʹ), n. 1 style of cooking or preparing food. 2 food. [< F < L
cocina, var. of coquina < coquus a cook]
cuisse (kwis), n. piece of armor to protect
the thigh. [< F, thigh, < L coxa hip]
cul-de-sac (kulʹdә sakʹ; ku̇lʹ–), n. street
or passage open at only one end; blind
alley. [< F, bottom of the sack]
cu·lex (kūʹleks), n., pl. –li·ces (–lә sēz).
the most common mosquito of North
America and Europe. [< L, gnat]
cu·li·nar·y (kūʹlә ner´i; kulʹә–), adj. 1
having to do with cooking. 2 used in
cooking. [< L, < culina kitchen]
cull (kul), v. 1 pick out; select. 2 pick over;
make selections from. —n. something
picked out as being inferior or worthless. [< OF < L colligere collect]
culm (kulm), n. the jointed stem of
grasses, usually hollow. [< L culmus
stalk]
cul·mi·nate (kulʹmә nāt), v., –nat·ed,
–nat·ing. reach its highest point; reach
a climax. [< LL culminatus < L culmen,
earlier columen top]
cul·mi·na·tion (kul´mә nāʹshәn), n. 1 the
highest point; climax. 2 a reaching the
highest point.
cu·lottes (kyü lotsʹ), n. pl. woman’s skirt
divided into two legs but sewn in such a
way that the cloth falls like a skirt.
cul·pa·ble (kulʹpә bәl), adj. deserving
blame. [< F < L, < culpa fault] —cul´pa-

bilʹi·ty, culʹpa·ble·ness, n. —culʹpa·bly,
adv.
cul·prit (kulʹprit), n. 1 person guilty of
a fault or crime: oﬀender. 2 prisoner in
court accused of a crime.
cult (kult), n. 1 system of religious worship. 2 great admiration for a person,
thing, idea, etc.; worship. 3 group showing such admiration; worshipers. [< L
cultus worship < colere cultivate]
cul·ti·va·ble (kulʹtә vә bәl), cul·ti·vata·ble (–vāt´ә bәl), adj. that can be cultivated. —cul´ti·va·bilʹi·ty, n.
cul·ti·vate (kulʹtә vāt), v., –vat·ed, –vating. 1 prepare and use (land) to raise
crops by plowing it, planting seeds, and
taking care of the growing plants. 2
loosen the ground around (growing
plants) to kill weeds, etc. 3 Fig. improve;
develop, as by education. 4 Fig. give time,
thought, and eﬀort to. 5 Fig. seek better
acquaintance with. [< Med.L, < cultivare
< cultivus under cultivation < L cultus
pp. of colere till] —culʹti·vat´ed, adj.
cul·ti·va·tion (kul´tә vāʹshәn), n. 1 act
of cultivating. 2 improvement; development. 3 the giving of time and thought
to improving and developing (the body,
mind, or manners). 4 culture.
cul·ti·va·tor (kulʹtә vā´tәr), n. 1 person or
thing that cultivates. 2 a tool or machine
used to loosen the ground and destroy
weeds.
cul·tur·al (kulʹchәr әl), adj. of or having
to do with culture. —culʹtur·al·ly, adv.
cul·ture (kulʹchәr), n., v., –tured, –turing. —n. 1 ﬁneness of feelings, thoughts,
tastes, manners, etc. 2 civilization of a
given race or nation at a given time. 3
development of the mind or body by
education, training, etc. 4 cultivation. 5
colony or growth of germs of a given
kind that has been carefully made. —v. 1
cultivate. 2 grow in a medium. [< F < L
cultura a tending. See cult.]
cul·tured (kulʹchәrd), adj. 1 having or
showing culture; reﬁned. 2 produced or
raised by culture.
culture shock, disorientation a person
feels when thrust into a foreign culture
or a new way of life.
cul·vert (kulʹvәrt), n. a small channel for
water crossing under a road, railroad,
canal, etc.
cum·ber (kumʹbәr), v. 1 burden; trouble.
2 hinder; hamper. —n. hindrance. [prob.
< OF combrer impede < combre barrier
< Celtic]
Cum·ber·lands (kumʹbәr landz), n. plateau of the Appalachian Mountains,
extending from SW Virginia to N Alabama.
cum·ber·some (kumʹbәr sәm), cumbrous (–brәs), adj. 1 clumsy; unwieldy. 2
burdensome. —cumʹber·some·ly, cumʹbrous·ly, adv. —cumʹber·some·ness,
cumʹbrous·ness, n.
cum·in (kümʹәn), n. 1 small plant of the
Mediterranean region, belonging to the
parsley family, whose seedlike fruits are

curmudgeon
used in cooking and medicine. 2 its
seedlike fruit.
cum lau·de (ku̇m louʹdē; kum lôʹdē), with
praise or honor. [< L]
cum·quat (kumʹkwot), n. ⫽kumquat.
cu·mu·late (v. kūʹmyә lāt, adj. kūʹmyә lit,
–lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lat·ing, adj. —v. heap
up; accumulate. —adj. heaped up. [< L,
< cumulus heap] —cu´mu·laʹtion, n.
cu·mu·la·tive (kūʹmyә lā´tiv; –lә tiv), adj.
increasing or growing in amount, force,
etc., by additions. —cuʹmu·la´tive·ly,
adv. —cuʹmu·la´tive·ness, n.
cu·mu·lo-nim·bus or cu·mu·lo·nimbus (kū´myә lō nimʹbәs), n., pl. –buses, –bi (–bi). huge vertical cloud formation, reaching heights between 1600 and
20,000 feet; thunderland.
cu·mu·lo-stra·tus or cu·mu·lo·stratus (kü´myә lō strāʹtәs), n., pl. –ti (–ti).
cumulus cloud with its base spread out
horizontally, like a stratus cloud.
cu·mu·lus (kūʹmyә lәs), n., pl. –li (–lī). 1
cloud made up of rounded heaps with a
ﬂat bottom. 2 heap. [< L, heap] —cuʹmulous, adj.
cu·ne·ate (kūʹni it; –āt), adj. wedgeshaped. [< L, < cuneus wedge]
kūʹ(kū nēʹ ә fôrm;
cu· ne· i· form
ni ә fôrm´), cu·ni·form (kūʹnәfôrm),
adj. wedge-shaped. —n. cuneiform writing of ancient Babylonia, Assyria, Persia,
etc. [< L cuneus wedge + –form]
cun·ning (kunʹing), adj. 1 clever in
deceiving; sly. 2 skillful; clever. 3 Informal. pretty and dear; attractive. —n. 1
slyness in getting what one wants. 2 skill;
cleverness. [OE cunnung < cunnan know
(how). See can1.] —cunʹning·ly, adv.
—cunʹning·ness, n.
cup (kup), n., v., cupped, cup·ping. —n. 1
dish to drink from. 2 cupful. 3 in cooking, a half pint. 4 thing shaped like a
cup. The petals of some ﬂowers form a
cup. 5 ornamental cup, vase, etc., given
to the winner of a contest. 6 thing to be
endured or experienced; fate. 7 in golf,
the hole. —v. 1 shape like a cup. 2 take or
put in a cup.
cup of tea, a suited to one’s taste or
interest or pleasure. b a kind of thing;
matter: her behavior was a diﬀerent cup
of tea.
in one’s cups, drunk. [< LL cuppa; cf. L
cupa tub]
cup·bear·er (kupʹbãr´әr), n. person who
ﬁlls and passes around the cups in which
drinks are served.
cup·board (kubʹәrd), n. 1 closet or cabinet with shelves for dishes, food, etc. 2
Esp. Brit. any small closet.
cup·cake (kupʹkāk´), n. a small cake
baked in a cup-shaped tin.
cup·ful (kupʹfu̇l), n., pl. –fuls. as much as
a cup holds.
Cu·pid (kūʹpid), n. 1 the Roman god of
love, son of Venus, identiﬁed with the
Greek god Eros. 2 cupid, a winged baby
used as a symbol of love.

cu·pid·i·ty (kū pidʹә ti), n. eager desire;
greed. [< L, < cupidus desirous < cupere
long for, desire]
cu·po·la (kūʹpә lә), n. 1 a rounded roof;
dome. 2 a small dome or tower on a roof.
[< Ital. < LL cupula, dim. of L cupa tub]
cu·pre·ous (kūʹpri әs), adj. 1 of or containing copper. 2 copper-colored.
cu·pric (kūʹprik), adj. of or containing
divalent copper.
cu·prite (kyüʹprīt), n. mineral that is an
important ore of copper.
cu·prous (kūʹprәs), adj. of or containing
monovalent copper.
cu·prum (kūʹprәm), n. copper. [< L. See
copper.]
cur (kėr), n. 1 a worthless dog; mongrel.
2 an ill-bred, worthless person. [ME
curre]
cur., 1 currency. 2 current.
cur·a·ble (kyu̇rʹә bәl), adj. that can be
cured. —cur´a·bilʹi·ty, curʹa·ble·ness, n.
—curʹa·bly, adv.
Cu·ra·çao (kyu̇r´ә sōʹ; kü´rä souʹ), n. 1
group of Dutch islands in the West
Indies. 2 the largest island of this group.
3 curaçao, liqueur or cordial ﬂavored
with orange peel.
cu·ra·cy (kyu̇rʹә si), n., pl. –cies. the position, rank, or work of a curate.
cu·ra·re, cu·ra·ri (kyu̇ räʹrē), n. a poisonous, resinlike substance obtained from a
tropical vine. [< Carib kurare]
cu·rate (kyu̇rʹit), n. clergyman who is
an assistant to a pastor, rector, or vicar.
[< Med.L, < cura cure (def. 5) < L, care]
cur·a·tive (kyu̇rʹә tiv), adj. having the
power to cure; curing; tending to cure.
—n. means of curing.
cu·ra·tor (kyu̇ rāʹtәr), n. person in charge
of all or part of a museum, library, etc.
[< L, < curare care for < cura care]
—cu´ra·toʹri·al, adj. —cu·raʹtor·ship, n.
curb (kėrb), n. 1 a raised border of concrete, stone, or wood along the edge
of a pavement, etc. 2 check; resraint. 3
chain or strap fastened to a horse’s bit
and passing under its lower jaw, used to
restrain the horse. 4 market that deals in
stocks and bonds not listed on the regular stock exchange. —v. 1 hold in check;
restrain. 2 provide with a curb. [< F < L
curvus bent]
curb bit, a horse’s bit having a curb.
curb·ing (kėrʹbing), n. 1 material for
making a curb. 2 a raised border of concrete, etc.; curb.
curb·stone (kėrbʹstōn´), n. stone or stones
forming a curb.
cur·cu·li·o (kėr kūʹli ō), n., pl. –li·os. a
snout beetle, esp. one that destroys fruit.
[< L]
curd (kėrd), n. Often, curds. the thick
part of milk that separates from the
watery part when milk sours. —v. form
into curds; curdle. [ME curd, crud]
—curdʹy, adj.
cur·dle (kėrʹdәl), v., –dled, –dling. 1 form
into curds. 2 thicken.
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curdle the blood, horrify; terrify.
[< curd]
cure (kyu̇r), v., cured, cur·ing, n. —v. 1
make well; bring back to health. 2 get
rid of. 3 preserve (meat) by drying and
salting. —n. 1 act or fact of curing. 2
treatment that brings a person back to
health. 3 medicine that is a remedy. 4
way of curing meat. 5 spiritual charge;
religious care. [< F < L cura care, concern] —cureʹless, adj. —curʹer, n.
cu·ré (kyu̇ rāʹ), n. a parish priest. [< F. See
curate.]
cure-all (kyu̇rʹôl´), n. remedy supposed
to cure all diseases or evils.
cur·few (kėrʹfū), n. 1 a ringing of a bell
at a ﬁxed time every evening as a signal,
as for children to come oﬀ the streets.
2 bell ringing such a signal: “the curfew
tolls the knell of parting day.” 3 time
when it is rung. 4 in the Middle Ages, a
signal to put out lights and cover ﬁres.
[< AF, < covrir cover + feu ﬁre < L focus
hearth]
cu·ri·a (kyu̇rʹi ә), n., pl. cu·ri·ae (kyu̇rʹi ē).
group of high oﬃcials who assist the
Pope in the government and administration of the Roman Catholic Church.
cu·rie (kyu̇rʹē; kyu̇ rēʹ), n. unit of radioactivity. [for Mme. Curie]
cu·ri·o (kyu̇rʹi ō), n., pl. cu·ri·os. object
valued as a curiosity. [short for curiosity]
cu·ri·os·i·ty (kyu̇r´i osʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
an eager desire to know. 2 a strange, rare,
or novel object. 3 an interesting quality,
as from strangeness.
cu·ri·ous (kyu̇rʹi әs), adj. 1 eager to know.
2 too eager to know; prying. 3 interesting because strange, unusual, etc. 4 very
careful; exact. 5 very odd; eccentric.
[< OF < L curiosus inquisitive, full of
care, ult. < cura care] —cuʹri·ous·ly, adv.
—cuʹri·ous·ness, n.
cu·ri·um (kyu̇rʹi әm), n. an element, Cm,
produced by bombardment of plutonium and uranium by helium ions. [for
Mme. Curie]
curl (kėrl), v. 1 twist into rings; roll into
coils. 2 twist out of shape; bend into a
curve. —n. 1 a curled lock of hair. 2 anything like it. 3 a curling or being curled.
[ME curle(n), crulle(n) < crul curly]
curl·er (kėrʹlәr), n. 1 person or thing that
curls. 2 a device on which hair is twisted
to make it curl.
cur·lew (kėrʹlü), n., pl. –lews or (esp.
collectively) –lew. a wading bird with a
long, thin bill. [< OF courlieu; imit.]
curl·i·cue (kėrʹli kū), n. a fancy twist, curl,
ﬂourish, etc.
curl·ing (kėrʹling), n. game played on the
ice in which large, smooth stones are
slid at a target.
curl·y (kėrʹli), adj., curl·i·er, curl·i·est. 1
curling; wavy. 2 having curls. —curlʹi·ly,
adv. —curlʹi·ness, n.
cur·mudg·eon (kәr mujʹәn), n. a rude,
stingy, bad-tempered person; miser.
—cur·mudgʹeonly, adv.

160 currant
cur·rant (kėrʹәnt), n. 1 a small, seedless
raisin, used in cakes, etc. 2 a small, sour,
edible berry that grows in bunches on
certain shrubs. 3 bush that bears currants. [< AF (raisins de) Corauntz raisins
of Corinth]
cur·ren·cy (kėrʹәn si), n., pl. –cies. 1
money in actual use in a country. 2 a
passing from person to person; circulation: people who spread a rumor give it
currency. 3 general use or acceptance;
common occurrence.
cur·rent (kėrʹәnt), n. 1 a ﬂow. 2 ﬂow of
electricity along a wire, etc. 3 course;
movement; general direction. —adj. 1
going around; passing from person to
person. 2 generally used or accepted;
commonly occurring. 3 of the present time: the current issue of a magazine. [< L currens, ppr. of currere run]
—curʹrent·ly, adv.
cur·ric·u·lar (kә rikʹyә lәr), adj. having to
do with a curriculum.
cur·ric·u·lum (kә rikʹyә lәm), n., pl.
–lums, –la (–lә). course of study or set
of courses of study in a school, college,
etc. [< L, race course, chariot, dim. of
currus chariot < currere run]
curriculum vi·tae (vī´ti), pl. curricula vitae. Latin. 1 short summary of a person’s
background, education, experience, etc.;
resume. 2 course of a person’s life.
cur·ry1 (kėrʹi), v., –ried, –ry·ing. 1 rub
and clean (a horse, etc.) with a brush or
currycomb. 2 prepare (tanned leather)
for use by soaking, scraping, beating,
coloring, etc.
curry favor, seek a person’s favor by
insincere ﬂattery, constant attentions,
etc. [< OF correiier put in order < con–
(< L com–) + reiier arrange < Gmc.]
—curʹri·er, n.
cur·ry2 (kėrʹi), n., pl. –ries, v., –ried, –rying. —n. 1 a peppery sauce or powder
containing a mixture of spices, seeds,
vegetables, etc. 2 stew ﬂavored with
curry. —v. prepare or ﬂavor with curry.
[< Tamil kari]
cur·ry·comb (kėrʹi kōm´), n. brush with
metal teeth for rubbing and cleaning a
horse. —v. use a currycomb on.
curse (kėrs), v., cursed or curst, cursing, n. —v. 1 ask God to bring evil or
harm on. 2 bring evil or harm on. 3
swear; swear at; blaspheme. —n. 1 the
words that a person says when he asks
God to curse someone or something. 2
something that is cursed. 3 harm or evil
that comes as if in answer to a curse. 4
cause of evil or harm. 5 word or words
used in swearing.
be cursed with, have and suﬀer from.
[OE cūrs, n., cūrsian, v.] —cursʹer, n.
curs·ed (kėrʹsid; kėrst), adj. 1 under a
curse. 2 deserving a curse; evil; hateful;
damnable. —cursʹed·ly, adv. —cursʹedness, n.
cur·sive (kėrʹsiv), adj. written with the
letters joined together: ordinary handwriting is cursive. —n. letter made to join

other letters. [< Med.L, < cursus, pp. of L
currere run] —curʹsive·ly, adv.
cur·sor (kėrʹsәr), n. 1 movable mark or
pointer on a computer screen that opens
a program or ﬁle or indicates where an
insertion, deletion, or other operation
begins. 2 sliding glass of an optical
instrument having a ﬁne line on it to
facilitate sighting.
cur·so·ry (kėrʹsә ri), adj. hasty and
superﬁcial; without attention to details.
[< LL cursorius of a race < currere run]
—curʹso·ri·ly, adv. —curʹso·ri·ness, n.
curt (kėrt), adj. 1 short; brief; 2 rudely
brief; abrupt: a curt way of talking.
[< L curtus cut short] —curtʹly, adv.
—curtʹness, n.
cur·tail (kėr tālʹ), v. cut short; cut oﬀ
part of; reduce; lessen. [< curtal, adj.,
cut short (esp. of tails) < OF < L curtus;
inﬂ. by tail] —cur·tailʹer, n. —cur·tailʹment, n.
cur·tain (kėrʹtәn), n. 1 piece of material
hung to shut oﬀ, cover, hide, or decorate
something. 2 thing that covers or hides.
—v. 1 provide with a curtain; shut oﬀ
with a curtain; decorate with a curtain.
2 cover; hide.
curtain oﬀ, separate or divide with a
curtain.
curtains, Slang. a the end. b death.
draw the curtain over (or on), conceal.
raise the curtain, reveal. [< OF < LL
cortina]
curtain call, call for an actor, musician,
etc., to return to the stage and acknowledge the applause of the audience.
curtain raiser, 1 short play or performance given before the main entertainment, performance, etc. 2 Fig. something
small or insigniﬁcant used to introduce
something much bigger or important.
curt·sy, curt·sey (kėrtʹsi), n., pl. –sies;
–seys; v., –sied, –sy·ing; –seyed, –seying. —n. bow of respect or greeting by
women, consisting of bending the knees
and lowering the body slightly. —v.
make a curtsy. [var. of courtesy]
cur·va·ture (kėrʹvә chәr; –chu̇r), n. 1 a
curving. 2 a curved piece or part; curve.
cur·va·ceous (kėr vāʹshәs), adj. Informal.
having a well-formed, attractive female
ﬁgure. —cur·vaʹceous·ly, adv.
curve (kėrv), n., v., curved, curv·ing, adj.
—n. 1 line that has no straight part. 2
something having the shape of a curve;
bend: curves in a road. 3 baseball thrown
to curve just before it reaches the batter.
4 a line or lines that can be deﬁned by an
equation or equations. —v. 1 bend so as
to form a curve. 2 move in the course of
a curve. —adj. curved.
throw a curve, play a trick; deal unfairly
with. [< L curvus bending]
cur·vet (n. kėrʹvit; v. kėr vetʹ, kėrʹvit), n.,
v., –vet·ted, –vet·ting; –vet·ed, –vet·ing.
—n. leap in the air made by a horse, in
which all the legs are oﬀ the ground
for a second. —v. 1 make such a leap. 2

make (a horse) leap in this way. [< Ital.
corvetta, dim. of corvo curve]
cur·vi·lin·e·ar (kėr´vә linʹi әr), cur·vi·line·al (–i әl), adj. consisting of or enclosed
by curved lines.
cur·vy (kėr´vi), adj., –vi·er, –vi·est. 1
Informal. ⫽curvaceous. 2 having a
curve or curves.
cush·ion (ku̇shʹәn), n. 1 a soft pillow or
pad used to sit, lie, or kneel on. 2 anything used or shaped like a cushion. 3
the elastic lining of the sides of a billiard
table. 4 something to counteract a sudden shock, jar, or jolt. —v. 1 put or seat
on a cushion; support with cushions.
2 protect from sudden shocks or jars
with a cushion, esp. a cushion of steam.
[< OF coussin, prob. < VL coxinum < L
coxa hip]
cusp (kusp), n. 1 a pointed end; point.
A crescent has two cups. 2 a blunt or
pointed protuberance of the crown of
a tooth.
on the cusp, at the edge or beginning: on
the cusp of adolescence. [< L cuspis]
cus·pid (kusʹpid), n. tooth having one
cusp; canine tooth. —cusʹpi·dal, adj.
cus·pi·date (kusʹpә dāt), cus·pi·dat·ed
(–dāt´id), adj. having a sharp, pointed
end.
cuss (kus), Informal. —n. 1 curse. 2 an
insigniﬁcant or troublesome person or
animal. —v. curse. [var. of curse]
cus·tard (kusʹtәrd), n. a baked or boiled
pudding made of eggs, sugar, milk, etc.
[var. of crustade < F < Pr. croustado pasty
< L crustare encrust < crusta crust]
cus·to·di·an (kus tōʹdi әn), n. person in
charge; caretaker: the custodian of a
museum. —cus·toʹdi·an·ship´, n.
cus·to·dy (kusʹtә di), n., pl. –dies. 1 keeping; care. 2 a being conﬁned or detained;
imprisonment.
in custody, in the care of the police; in
prison.
take into custody, arrest. [< L, < custos
guardian] —cus·toʹdi·al, adj.
cus·tom (kusʹtәm), n. 1 a usual action;
habit. 2 habit maintained for so long
that it has almost the force of law. 3 the
regular business given by a customer. 4
customs, a taxes paid to the government
on things brought in from a foreign
country. b department of the government that collects these taxes. —adj. 1
made specially for individuals; made to
order. 2 making things to order. [< OF
< VL consuetumen < L com– + suescere
accustom. Doublet of costume.]
cus·tom·ar·y (kusʹtәm er´i), adj. 1
according to custom; as a habit; usual.
2 holding or held by custom; established
by custom, as distinguished from law.
—cusʹtom·ar´i·ly, adv. —cusʹtom·ar´iness, n.
cus·tom-built (kusʹtәm biltʹ), adj. built to
order; not ready-made.
cus·tom·er (kusʹtәm әr), n. 1 person who
buys. 2 person; fellow.

cyclometer
custom house, a building where taxes
on things brought into a country are
collected.
cus·tom·ize (kusʹtә mīz), v., –ized, –izing. make specially for a customer;
make to order.
cus·tom-made (kusʹtәm mādʹ), adj. made
to order; not ready-made.
cut (kut), v., cut, cut·ting, adj., n. —v. 1
separate, open, or remove with something sharp: cut meat, timber, etc. 2
wound with a knife, saw, etc. 3 reduce;
decrease. 4 pass; go: cut through the
woods. 5 divide by crossing: a brook cuts
that ﬁeld. 6 hit or strike sharply. 7 hurt
the feelings of. 8 Slang. be absent from
(a class, lecture, etc.). 9 dissolve: gasoline
cuts grease. —adj. 1 that has been cut. 2
shaped or formed by cutting. 3 reduced:
cut prices. —n. 1 wound or opening
made by cutting. 2 passage, channel, etc.,
made by cutting or digging. 3 piece cut
oﬀ or cut out. 4 way in which a thing
is cut; style; fashion. 5 reduction. 6 a
sharp blow or stroke. 7 action or speech
that hurts the feelings. 8 Slang. absence
from a class, lecture, etc. 9 Slang. share
of booty, etc.
a cut above, superior to (someone or
something).
cut across, go straight across or through.
cut and dried, a ready for use. b Fig.
dull; uninteresting.
cut and run, make oﬀ quickly.
cut back, a reduce or curtail. b shorten
by cutting oﬀ the end. c reverse direction suddenly.
cut down, a cause to fall by cutting.
b Fig. reduce; decrease. c kill. d injure
or disable.
cut in, a go in suddenly. b break in;
interrupt.
cut it out, Slang. stop it; quit it.
cut loose, a separate from; break a connection or relation. b run away. c act
without restraint.
cut oﬀ, a remove by cutting. b shut oﬀ. c
stop suddenly. d break; interrupt.
cut out, a remove by cutting. b leave out.
c get the better of. d make by cutting. e
Slang. stop doing something.
cut up, cut to pieces. [ME cutte(n)]
cu·ta·ne·ous (kū tāʹni әs), adj. of or having to do with the skin. [< Med.L, < L
cutis skin]
cut·a·way (kutʹә wā´), n. coat having the
lower part cut back in a curve from
the waist.
cut·back (kutʹbak´), n. 1 a scheduled slowing down of any industrial operation: a
cutback in steel production. 2 reduction:
a cutback in the defense budget.
cute (kūt), adj., cut·er, cut·est. 1 pleasing
or attractive because pretty, dear, dainty,
etc. 2 clever; shrewd. [var. of acute]
—cuteʹly, adv. —cuteʹness, n.
cute·sy (kutʹsi), adj., –si·er, –si·est. Informal consciously cute; aﬀected.
cut glass, glass shaped or decorated by
grinding and polishing. —cutʹ-glassʹ, adj.

cu·ti·cle (kūʹtә kәl), n. 1 outer skin. 2 the
hardened skin around the edges of the
ﬁngernail or toenail. [< L cuticula, dim.
of cutis skin]
cut·ie (kūʹti), n., Informal. 1 attractive,
lively young woman. 2 someone or
something shrewd, surprising, or clever.
Also, cutey.
cut·lass, cut·las (kutʹlәs), n. a short, heavy,
slightly curved sword. [< F coutelas < L
culter knife]
cut·ler (kutʹlәr), n. person who makes,
sells, or repairs knives, scissors, and
other cutting instruments. [< F, < coutel
small knife < L cultellus, dim. of culter
knife]
cut·ler·y (kutʹlәr i), n. 1 knives, scissors,
and other cutting instruments. 2 knives,
forks, spoons, etc., for table use. 3 business of a cutler.
cut·let (kutʹlit), n. 1 slice of meat for
broiling or frying. 2 a ﬂat, fried cake of
chopped meat or ﬁsh. [< F côtelette, ult.
< costa rib]
cut·oﬀ (kutʹôf´; –of´), n. 1 a short way
across or through. 2 a stopping of the
passage of steam or working ﬂuid to the
cylinder of an engine. 3 mechanism or
device that does this.
cutoﬀs, pants, esp. blue jeans, cut oﬀ at
the knee and not hemmed.
cut·out (kutʹout´), n. 1 shape or design
to be cut out: some books have cutouts.
2 device for disconnecting an engine
from its muﬄer. 3 device for breaking
an electric current.
cut·purse (kutʹpėrs´), n. ⫽pickpocket.
cut rate, price lower than the usual price:
buy appliances at a cut rate.
cut·ter (kutʹәr), n. 1 person who cuts. 2
tool or machine for cutting: a meat cutter. 3 a small, light sleigh, usually pulled
by one horse. 4 a small sailboat with
one mast. 5 boat belonging to a warship,
used to carry people and supplies to and
from the ship. 6 a small, armed ship used
by the coast guard.
cut·throat (kutʹthrōt´), n. murderer.
—adj. 1 murderous. 2 relentless; merciless; severe.
cut·ting (kutʹing), n. 1 thing cut oﬀ or
cut out. 2 a small shoot cut from a plant
to grow a new plant. 3 a newspaper or
magazine clipping. 4 act of one that cuts.
—adj. 1 that cuts; sharp. 2 hurting the
feelings; sarcastic. —cutʹting·ly, adv.
cut·tle·ﬁsh (kutʹәl ﬁsh´), or cuttle (kutʹәl),
n., pl. –ﬁsh·es or (esp. collectively) –ﬁsh;
–tles. a saltwater mollusk with ten
sucker-bearing arms and a hard, internal shell. One kind of cuttleﬁsh squirts
out an inky ﬂuid when frightened. [OE
cudele cuttleﬁsh]
cut·up (kutʹup´), n. Slang. person who
shows oﬀ or plays tricks.
cut·wa·ter (kutʹwô´tәr; –wot´әr), n. the
front part of a ship’s prow.
cut·worm (kutʹwėrm´), n. caterpillar that
cuts oﬀ the stalks of young plants near
the ground.
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CV, curriculum vitae.
cwt., hundredweight.
–cy, suﬃx. 1 oﬃce, position, or rank of, as
in captaincy. 2 quality, state, condition,
or fact of being, as in bankruptcy. [< F
–cie, < L –cia, Gk. –kia]
cy·an·ic (sī anʹik), adj. 1 of cyanogen;
containing cyanogen. 2 blue.
cyanic acid, a colorless, poisonous liquid,
HOCN.
cy·a·nide (sīʹә nīd; –nid), cy·a·nid (–nid),
n. 1 salt of hydrocyanic acid. 2 potassium cyanide, KCN, a powerful poison.
cy·an·o·gen (sī anʹә jәn), n. 1 a colorless,
poisonous, inﬂammable gas, C2N2, with
the odor of bitter almonds. 2 a univalent
radical, CN, consisting of one atom of
carbon and one of nitrogen.
cy·a·no·sis (sī´ә nōʹsis), n. blueness or
lividness of the skin, caused by lack of
oxygen in the blood. [< NL < Gk. kyanosis darkblue color] —cy´a·notʹic, adj.
cyber–, combining form. 1 of or having to
do with computers, as in cyberphobia.
2 created by or existing only in a computer, as in cyberspace.
cy·ber·net·ics (sī´bәr netʹiks), n. comparative study of complex calculating
machines and the human nervous system in order to understand better the
functioning of both systems. —cy´bernetʹic, adj.
cy·ber·pho·bi·a (sī´bәr fōʹbē ә), n. extreme, unreasonable fear of computers.
—cyʹber·phobe, n. —cyber·pho´bic, adj.
cy·ber·space (sī´bәr spãsʹ), n. ⫽virtual
reality.
cy·cad (sīʹkad), n. a large, tropical, palmlike plant with a cluster of long, fernlike
leaves at the top. [< NL < Gk. kykas]
cyc·la·men (sikʹlә mәn; –men), n. plant
of the same family as the primrose, with
heart-shaped leaves and snowy white,
purple, pink, or crimson ﬂowers, whose
ﬁve petals bend backward. [< NL < L
< Gk. kyklaminos]
cy·cle (sīʹkәl), n., v., –cled, –cling. —n. 1
period of time or complete process of
growth or action that repeats itself in the
same order. Spring, summer, autumn,
and winter make a cycle. 2 a complete
set or series. 3 all the stories, poems, legends, etc., about a great hero or event. 4 a
very long period of time; age. 5 Physics. a
complete or double alteration or reversal
of an alternating electric current. —v.
1 pass through a cycle; occur over and
over again in the same order. 2 ride a
bicycle, tricycle, etc. [< LL < Gk. kyklos]
—cyʹcler, n.
cy·clic (sīʹklik; sikʹlik), cy·cli·cal (sīʹklә kәl; sikʹlә–), adj. 1 of a cycle. 2 moving or occurring in cycles. 3 arranged
in a ring
cy·clist (sīʹklist), n. rider of a bicycle,
tricycle, etc.
cy·cloid (sīʹkloid), adj. like a circle; somewhat circular.
cy·clom·e·ter (sī klomʹә tәr), n. instrument that measures the distance that a
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wheel travels by recording the revolutions that it makes.
cy·clone (sīʹklōn), n. 1 a very violent
windstorm; tornado. 2 storm moving
around and toward a calm center of
low pressure, which also moves. [< Gk.
kyklon, ppr. of kyklóein move around in
a circle] —cy·clonʹic, cy·clonʹi·cal, adj.
—cy·clonʹi·cal·ly, adv.
cy·clo·pe·di·a (sī´klә pēʹdi ә), n. an
encyclopedia. [shortened form of encyclopedia] —cy´clo·peʹdic, adj. —cy´clopeʹdist, n.
Cy·clops (sīʹklops), n., pl. Cy·clo·pes
(sī klōʹpēz). Gk. Legend. one of a group
of one-eyed giants. [< L < Gk., < kyklos
circle + ops eye] —Cy´clo·peʹan, adj.
cy·clo·ram·a (sī´klә ramʹә; –räʹmә), n.
a large picture of a landscape, battle,
etc., on the wall of a circular room.
[< Gk. kyklos circle + horama spectacle]
—cy´clo·ramʹic, adj.
cy·clo·tron (sīʹklә tron), n. apparatus that
sends out electrons at very high velocities to disintegrate atoms. [< Gk. kyklos
circle + E –tron (as in neutron)]
cyg·net (sigʹnit), n. a young swan.
cyl., cylinder; cylindrical.
cyl·in·der (silʹәn dәr), n. 1 a solid
bounded by two equal, parallel circles
and a curved surface formed by moving
a straight line of ﬁxed length so that
its ends always lie on the two parallel
circles. 2 volume of such a solid. 3 any
long, round object, solid or hollow, with
ﬂat ends. 4 the piston chamber of an
engine. [< L < Gk., < kylindein to roll]
cy·lin·dri·cal (sә linʹdrә kәl), cy·lin·dric
(–drik), adj. shaped like a cylinder; having the form of a cylinder. —cy·lin´dricalʹi·ty, n. —cy·linʹdri·cal·ly, adv.
cym·bal (simʹbәl), n. one of a pair of
brass plates, used as a musical instrument. [< L < Gk., < kymbe hollow of a
vessel] —cymʹbal·ist, n.
cyme (sīm), n. a ﬂower cluster in which
there is a ﬂower at the top of the main
stem and of each branch of the cluster.
[< L < Gk. kyma something swollen,
sprout] —cyʹmose, adj.

Cym·ry (kimʹri), n. the Welsh people.
—Cymʹric, adj. n.
cyn·ic (sinʹik), n. 1 person inclined to
believe that the motives for people’s
actions are insincere and selﬁsh. 2 a
sneering, sarcastic person. 3 Cynic,
member of a group of ancient Greek
philosophers who taught that self-control is the essential part of virtue, and
despised pleasure, money, and personal
comfort. —adj. 1 cynical. 2 Cynic, of or
having to do with the Cynics or their
doctrines. [< L < Gk. kynikos doglike
< kyon dog]
cyn·i·cal (sinʹә kәl), adj. 1 doubting
the worth of life. 2 sneering; sarcastic.
—cynʹi·cal·ly, adv. —cynʹi·cal·ness, n.
cyn·i·cism (sinʹә siz әm), n. 1 cynical quality or disposition. 2 a cynical
remark.
cy·no·sure (sīʹnә shu̇r; sinʹә–), n. 1 center
of attraction, interest, or attention. 2
something used for guidance or direction. [< L < Gk. kynosoura dog’s tail
< kyon dog + oura tail]
cy·pher (sīʹfәr), n., v. ⫽cipher.
cy·press (sīʹprәs), n. 1 an evergreen tree
of the South, with hard wood and dark
leaves. 2 its wood. 3 any of various similar plants such as the European “true”
cypress, and the “standing cypress” of
the United States. [< OF < L cypressus
< Gk. kyparissos]
cyp·ri·noid (sipʹrә noid), n. any of a large
group of freshwater ﬁshes, including the
carps, suckers, goldﬁshes, breams, most
freshwater minnows, etc. —adj. of or
belonging to this group. [< L cyprinus
carp (< Gk.) + –oid]
Cyp·ri·ot (sipʹri әt), adj. of Cyprus. —n.
a native or inhabitant of Cyprus. Also,
Cypriote.
Cy·prus (sīʹprәs), n. an island and republic in the E Mediterranean, S of Turkey,
divided between its Turkish Cypriot and
Greek Cypriot populations.
Cy·ril·lic (si rilʹik), adj. of or having to
do with the alphabet used for Russian
and other Slavic languages, based on an
ancient Slavic alphabet. [< Cyril, apostle

to the Slavs, who developed an earlier
alphabet from which the Cyrillic alphabet was derived]
cyst (sist), n. 1 an abnormal, saclike
growth in animals or plants. Cysts usually contain liquid and diseased matter.
2 a saclike structure in animals or plants.
[< NL < Gk. kystis pouch, bladder]
—cystʹic, adj.
–cyte, combining form. cell, as in lymphocyte.
Cyth·er·e·a (sith´әr ēʹә), n. Gk. Myth.
Aphrodite. —Cyth´er·eʹan, adj.
cyto– combining form. cell or cells, as in
cytoplasm.
cy·to·gen·et·ics (sī´tō jә netʹiks), n. branch
of biology dealing with the relation of
cells to heredity and variation.
cy·tol·o·gy (sī tolʹә ji), n. branch of biology that deals with the formation, structure, and function of the cells of animals
and plants. [< Gk. kytos receptacle, cell
+ –logy —cy´to·logʹic, cy´to·logʹi·cal,
adj. —cy´to·logʹi·cal·ly, adv. —cy·tolʹogist, n.
cy·to·plasm (sīʹtә plaz әm), cy·to·plast
(–plast), n. the living substance or photoplasm of a cell, exclusive of the nucleus.
—cy´to·plasʹmic, adj.
czar (zär), n. 1 emperor. It was the title
of the emperors of Russia. 2 autocrat;
person with absolute power. Also, tsar,
tzar. [< Russ. tsar < Old Church Slavic
< Gothic < L Caesar Caesar]
czar·e·vitch (zärʹә vich), n. 1 the eldest
son of a Russian czar. 2 son of a Russian
czar. Also, tsarevitch, tzarevitch.
cza·ri·na (zä rēʹnә), n. wife of a czar; Russian empress. Also, tsarina, tzarina.
Czech (chek), n. 1 member of the most
westerly branch of the Slavs. Bohemians,
Moravians, and Silesians are Czechs. 2
their Slavic language. —adj. of or having
to do with the Czech language or people.
—Czechʹic, Czechʹish, adj.
Czech·o·slo·va·ki·a, (chek´ә slō väʹki ә;
–vakʹi ә), n. former country in C Europe.
—Czech´o·slo·vaʹki·an, adj., n.
Czech Republic, republic in C Europe,
formerly part of Czechoslovakia.
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D, d (dē), n., pl. D’s; d’s.
1 the fourth letter of the
alphabet. 2 the second
note or tone of the musical scale of C major. 3 the
Roman numeral for 500.

D, deuterium.
D., 1 December. 2 Democrat; Democratic.
3 Dutch.
d., 1 day. 2 dead. 3 degree. 4 died. 5 dollar. 6 dose.
D.A., District Attorney.
dab (dab), v., dabbed, dab·bing, n. —v.
1 touch lightly; tap. 2 put on with light
strokes. —n. 1 a quick, light touch or
blow; a tap. 2 a small, soft or moist mass.
3 a little bit. [ME] —dabʹber, n.
dab·ble (dabʹәl), v., –bled, –bling. 1 dip
(hands, feet, etc.) in and out of water;
splash. 2 do superﬁcially; work a little:
dabble at painting. [< Flem. dabbelen]
—dabʹbler, n.
dace (dās), n., pl. dac·es or (esp. collectively) dace. any of several small freshwater ﬁsh. [ME darse < OF dars dart]
dachs·hund (däksʹhu̇nd´; –hu̇nt´; daksʹ–;
dashʹ–), n. dog that is small, with a long
body and very short legs. [< G, < dachs
badger + hund dog]
Da·cron (dāʹkron), n. Trademark. a synthetic wrinkle- and abrasion-resistant
ﬁber used for shirts, suits, etc.
dac·tyl (dakʹtәl), n. a metrical foot of
), one accented
three syllables (
followed by two unaccented, or, in classical verse, one long followed by two
short. [< L < Gk. daktylos ﬁnger] —dactylʹic, adj., n.
dad (dad), n. father.
dad·dy (dadʹi), n., pl. –dies. father.
dad· dy-long· legs
(dadʹ ilôngʹ legz´ ;
–longʹ–), n., pl. –legs. U.S. 1 animal
similar to a spider, with a small body
and very long, thin legs. 2 =crane ﬂy.
da·do (dāʹdō), n., pl. –does, –dos. 1 the
lower part of the wall of a room when it
is decorated diﬀerently from the upper
part. 2 part of a pedestal between the
base and the cap. [< Ital., die2]
Daed·a·lus (dedʹә lәs), n. Gk. Legend. a
skillful worker who made wings for ﬂying and built the labyrinth in Crete.
dae·mon (dēʹmәn), n. 1 Gk. Myth. a a
supernatural being. b an inferior deity.
2 demon. [< L < Gk. daimon] —daemonʹic, adj.
daf·fo·dil (dafʹә dil), n. 1 narcissus with
yellow ﬂowers and long, slender leaves.
2 the ﬂower. 3 yellow. [var. of aﬀodill
< VL < L < Gk. asphodelos]
daﬀ·y (dafʹi), adj., daﬀ·i·er, daﬀ·i·est.
Informal. foolish; silly; crazy.
daft (daft; däft), adj. 1 silly; foolish. 2 crazy.
[cf. OE gedœfte gentle] —daftʹness, n.
dag·ger (dagʹәr), n. 1 a small weapon with
a short, pointed blade, used for stabbing.
2 sign (†) used in printing to refer the
reader to a footnote, etc. [prob. < obs.
dag slash]
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da·guerre·o·type (dә gerʹә tīp; –i ә tīp),
n., v., –typed, –typ·ing. —n. 1 an early
method of photography in which the
pictures were made on silvered metal
plates. 2 picture made in this way. —v.
photograph by this process. [for L. J. M.
Daguerre, inventor]
dahl·ia (dalʹyә; dälʹ–), n. 1 a tall plant of
the aster family that has large, showy
ﬂowers in the autumn. 2 the ﬂower.
[< NL; named for A. Dahl, botanist]
dai·kon (dīʹkәn), n. Japanese radish with
a long, white and sweet root, grown in
the United States. [< Jap. daikon great
root]
Dail Eir·eann (dôl ãrʹәn; doil), or Dail,
n. the lower house of parliament of the
Irish Republic.
dai·ly (dāʹli), adj., n., pl. –lies, adv. —adj.
done, happening, or appearing every day,
or every day but Sunday. —n. newspaper
appearing every day, or every day but
Sunday. —adv. every day; day by day.
dain·ty (dānʹti), adj., –ti·er, –ti·est, n., pl.
–ties. —adj. 1 having delicate beauty;
fresh and pretty. 2 having or showing
delicate tastes and feeling; particular. 3
good to eat; delicious. 4 too particular;
overnice. [< n.] —n. something very
good to eat; a delicious bit of food. [< OF
< L dignitas worthiness < dignus worthy]
—dainʹti·ly, adv. —dainʹti·ness, n.
dair·y (dãrʹi), n., pl. dair·ies. 1 room or
building where milk and cream are kept
and made into butter and cheese. 2 farm
where milk and cream are produced
and butter and cheese made. 3 store
or company that sells milk, butter, etc.
4 business of producing milk, butter,
etc. [ME deierie < deie maid (OE dœ̄ge
breadmaker]
dair·y·ing (dārʹi ing), n. business of operating a dairy or dairy farm.
da·is (dāʹis; dās), n. a raised platform in a
hall or large room for a throne, seats of
honor, etc. [< OF < L discus quoit, dish]
dai·sy (dāʹzi), n., pl. –sies, 1 plant of the
aster family whose ﬂowers or petals are
usually white or pink around a yellow
center. 2 a tall plant of the same family whose ﬂower heads have a yellow
disk and white rays; the common “white
daisy” of the U.S.
push up the daisies, Slang. be in
the grave. [OE dœ̄ges edge day’s eye]
—daiʹsied, adj.
Da·kar (dä kärʹ), n. seaport and capital
of Senegal.
Da·lai La·ma (dä līʹ läʹmә), the chief priest
of the religion of Lamaism in Tibet and
Mongolia. Also, Grand Lama.
dale (dāl), n. valley. [OE dœl]
dal·li·ance (dalʹi әns), n. 1 ﬂirtation. 2 a
playing; triﬂing.
dal·ly (dalʹi), v., –lied, –ly·ing. 1 act in
a playful manner. 2 ﬂirt (with danger,
temptation, a person, etc.); triﬂe. 3 be
idle; loiter. 4 waste (time). [< OF dalier
chat] —dalʹli·er, n.
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Dal·ma·tian (dal māʹshәn), n. a large,
short-haired dog, usually white with
black spots; coach dog.
dam1 (dam), n., v., dammed, dam·ming.
—n. 1 wall built to hold back ﬂowing
water. 2 water held back by a dam. 3
anything resembling a dam. —v. 1 provide with a dam; hold back (water, etc.)
by means of a dam. 2 hold back; block
up. [ME]
dam2 (dam), n. 1 the female parent of
four-footed animals. 2 mother. [var. of
dame]
dam·age (damʹij), n., v., –aged, –ag·ing.
—n. 1 harm or injury that lessens value
or usefulness. 2 damages, money necessary to make up for some harm done
to a person or his property. —v. harm
or injure so as to lessen value or usefulness; harm; hurt. [< OF, < dam < L
damnum loss, hurt] —damʹage·a·ble,
adj. —damʹag·ing·ly, adv.
damage control, any means used to contain damage caused by an accident,
ﬁnancial loss, adverse publicity, etc.
dam·a·scene (damʹә sēn; dam´ә sēnʹ), v.,
–scened, –scen·ing, adj., n. —v. ornament (metal) with inlaid gold or silver
or with a wavy design. —adj. of or like
such an ornament. —n. the ornament or
design itself. [< L < Gk. Damaskenos of
Damascus]
Da·mas·cus (dә masʹkәs), n. capital of
Syria, a very ancient trading center.
Damascus steel, ornamented steel, used
in making swords, etc.
dam·ask (damʹәsk), n. 1 silk woven with
an elaborate pattern. 2 linen with woven
designs. 3 damascened metal. 4 a rose
color; pink. —v. make damask. —adj. 1
of or named after the city of Damascus.
2 made of damask. 3 pink; rose-colored.
[< L < Gk. Damaskos Damascus]
dame (dām), n. 1 an elderly woman. 2
Informal. woman. 3 in Great Britain, a
title given to a woman who has received
an honorable rank corresponding to
that of a knight. b the legal title of the
wife or widow of a knight or baronet (in
ordinary use, Lady). [< OF < L domina
mistress]
damn (dam), v. 1 declare (something) to
be bad or inferior; condemn. 2 cause to
fail; ruin. 3 doom to eternal punishment;
condemn to hell. 4 swear or swear at by
saying “damn”; curse. —n. a saying of
“damn”; curse. [< OF < L damnare condemn < damnum loss] —damnʹer, n.
dam·na·ble (damʹnә bәl), adj. 1 abominable; outrageous; detestable. 2 deserving damnation. —damʹna·ble·ness, n.
—damʹna·bly, adv.
dam·na·tion (dam nāʹshәn), n. 1 a damning or being damned; condemnation. 2
condemnation to eternal punishment. 3
curse. —damʹna·to´ry, adj.
damned (damd), adj. 1 condemned as
bad or inferior. 2 doomed to eternal
punishment. 3 cursed; abominable. —n.
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Usually, the damned, the souls in hell.
—adv. very.
damned·est (damʹdist), adj. most
damned. —n. Informal. greatest possible
eﬀort; utmost.
Dam·o·cles (damʹә klēz), n. ﬂatterer and
courtier of Dionysius, king of Syracuse,
who enjoyed a banquet given by Dionysius until he saw a sword hung by a
single hair above his head.
Da·mon (dāʹmәn), n. Rom. Legend. a man
who pledged his life for his friend Pythias, who was sentenced to death.
damp (damp), adj. slightly wet; moist.
—n. 1 moisture. 2 thing that checks or
deadens. 3 dejection; discouragement. 4
any harmful gas that collects in mines,
such as ﬁredamp. —v. 1 make moist or
slightly wet. 2 check; deaden. 3 stiﬂe;
suﬀocate. 4 extinguish.
damp down, stiﬂe or check; suppress.
[< MDu. or MLG] —dampʹly, adv.
—dampʹness, n.
damp·en (damʹpәn), v. 1 moisten. 2
depress; discourage. —dampʹen·er, n.
damp·er (damʹpәr), n. 1 person or thing
that depresses. 2 a movable plate to
control the draft in a stove or furnace.
3 device for checking vibration, as of
piano strings.
dam·sel (damʹzәl), n. girl; maiden. [< OF
dameisele, ult. < L domina dame]
damsel ﬂy or dam·sel·ﬂy (damʹzәl ﬂī´),
insect similar to the dragonﬂy, but
smaller; devil’s-darning-needle.
dam·son (damʹzәn), n. 1 a small, darkpurple plum. 2 tree that it grows on.
[< L (prunum) damascenum (plum) of
Damascus]
Dan (dan), n. a Hebrew tribe that
migrated to N Palestine.
Dan., 1 Daniel. 2 Danish.
Da·na·i·des (dә nāʹә dēz), n. pl. Gk. Legend. the ﬁfty daughters of Danaus (danʹi әs), a Greek king. All but one killed
their husbands on their wedding night,
and were condemned to draw water
with a sieve forever in Hades.
dance (dans; däns), v., danced, danc·ing,
n., adj. —v. 1 move in rhythm, usually
in time with music. 2 do or take part in
(a dance). 3 jump up and down; move
in a lively way. 4 bob up and down.
—n. 1 movement in rhythm, usually in
time with music. 2 some special group
of steps, etc. 3 one round of dancing.
4 piece of music for dancing. 5 party
where people dance. 6 movement up
and down; lively movement. —adj. of
or for dancing. [< OF danser, prob.
< Gmc.] —danʹce·a·ble, adj. —dancʹer,
n. —dancʹing·ly, adv.
dance·hall (dansʹhôl, dänsʹ–), n. dance
music composed of various styles that
are electronically mixed and accompanied by rapping.
dance hall, a public hall or room in
which dances are held.
dan·de·li·on (danʹdә lī´әn), n. weed with
deeply notched leaves and bright-yellow

ﬂowers. [< F dent de lion lion’s tooth;
from toothed leaves]
dan·der (danʹdәr), n. Informal. temper;
anger.
get one’s dander up, get angry.
dan·di·fy (danʹdә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing.
make dandylike or foppish. —dan´diﬁ·caʹtion, n.
dan·dle (danʹdәl), v., –dled, –dling. 1
move (a child) up and down on one’s
knees or in one’s arms. 2 pet; pamper.
—danʹdler, n.
dan·druﬀ (danʹdrәf), n. small, whitish
scales of dry skin that form on the
scalp.
dan·dy (danʹdi), n., pl. –dies, adj., –di·er,
–di·est. —n. 1 man who is too careful of
his dress and appearance. 2 an excellent
or ﬁrst-rate thing. —adj. 1 of a dandy;
too carefully dressed. 2 excellent; ﬁrstrate. —danʹdy·ism, n.
Dane (dān), n. 1 native or inhabitant of
Denmark. 2 person of Danish descent.
Dane·law (dānʹlô´), n. 1 set of laws
enforced by the Danes when they held
NE England in the 9th and 10th centuries
a.d. 2 part of England under these laws.
dan·ger (dānʹjәr), n. 1 chance of harm;
nearness to harm; risk; peril. 2 thing
that may cause harm. [< OF dangier
< L dominium sovereignty < dominus
master]
dan·ger·ous (dānʹjәr әs), adj. likely to
cause harm; not safe; risky. —danʹgerous·ly, adv. —danʹger·ous·ness, n.
dan·gle (dangʹgәl), v., –gled, –gling, n.
—v. 1 hang and swing loosely. 2 hold or
carry (a thing) so that it swings loosely.
3 hang about; follow. 4 cause to dangle.
—n. 1 act or fact of dangling. 2 something that dangles. [< Scand. (Dan.)]
—danʹgler, n.
dan·gling participle (dangʹgling), participle not clearly connected with the word it
modiﬁes, as in “lying in bed, crickets chirp
loudly,” lying is a dangling participle.
Dan·iel (danʹyәl), n. 1 Hebrew prophet in
the Bible. 2 book of the Bible that tells
about him.
Dan·ish (dānʹish), adj. of or having to do
with the Danes, their language, or Denmark. —n. language of the Danes.
dank (dangk), adj. unpleasantly
damp; moist; wet. —dankʹly, adv.
—dankʹness, n.
dan·seur (dän sœrʹ), n. male dancer, esp.
in a ballet. [< F]
dan·seuse (dän sœzʹ), n., pl. –seuses
(–sœzʹ). a woman dancer in a ballet.
[< F]
Dan·ube (danʹūb), n. river ﬂowing from
SW Germany into the Black Sea. —Danuʹbi·an, adj.
dap·per (dapʹәr), adj. 1 neat; trim;
spruce. 2 small and active. [cf. MDu.
dapper agile, strong] —dapʹper·ly, adv.
—dapʹper·ness, n.
dap·ple (dapʹәl), adj., n., v., –pled, –pling.
—adj. spotted: a dapple horse. —n. 1 a
spotted appearance or condition. 2 ani-

mal with a spotted or mottled skin. —v.
mark or become marked with spots. [cf.
Scand. depill spot]
DAR or D.A.R., Daughters of the American Revolution.
Dar·da·nelles (där´dә nelzʹ), n. strait
between Europe and Asia, connecting
the Sea of Marmara with the Aegean
Sea. In ancient times it was called the
Hellespont.
dare (dãr), v., dared or durst, dared, daring, n. —v. 1 have courage; be bold; be
bold enough. 2 have courage for; not be
afraid of; be bold enough for. 3 meet and
resist; face and defy. 4 challenge. —n.
a challenge. [OE dearr (inf., durran)]
—darʹer, n.
dare·dev·il (dãrʹdev´әl), n. a reckless person. —adj. reckless.
dar·ing (dãrʹing), n. courage to take
risks; boldness. —adj. courageous; bold.
—darʹing·ly, adv. —darʹing·ness, n.
Da·ri·us I (dә rīʹәs), 558?–486? b.c., king
of Persia from 521 to 486? b.c.
dark (därk), adj. 1 without light; with
very little light. 2 not light-colored: a
dark complexion. 3 nearly black. 4 hard
to understand. 5 secret; hidden. 6 ignorant. 7 evil. 8 gloomy —n. 1 absence of
light. 2 night. 3 a dark color. 4 secrecy.
5 ignorance.
after dark, after night has fallen.
in the dark, without knowledge
or information.
keep dark, not tell about.
whistle in the dark, try to be brave
or hopeful in a frightening or diﬃcult situation. [OE deorc] —darkʹish,
adj. —darkʹish·ness, n. —darkʹly, adv.
—darkʹness, n.
Dark Ages or dark ages, the early part of
the Middle Ages, from about a.d. 500 to
about 1000.
dark·en (därʹkәn), v. make or become
dark or darker. —darkʹen·er, n.
dark horse, an unexpected winner that
little is known about.
dark·room (därkʹrüm´; –ru̇m´), n. room
arranged for developing photographs.
dar·ling (därʹling), n. person very dear
to another; person much loved. —adj.
very dear; much loved. [OE dēorling
< dēore dear]
darn1 (därn), v. mend by making rows
of stitches back and forth across a hole,
torn place, etc. —n. 1 act of darning.
2 place so mended. [< dial. F darner
mend < darne piece < Breton darn]
—darnʹer, n.
darn2 (därn), v. damn; curse.
not give a darn, be completely indiﬀerent. [< damn; inﬂ. by tarnal (informal
for eternal)] —darned, adj., adv.
dart (därt), n. 1 a slender, pointed weapon
to be thrown or shot. 2 a sudden, swift
movement. 3 stinger of an insect. 4
seam to make a garment ﬁt better. —v.
1 throw or shoot suddenly and swiftly. 2
move suddenly and swiftly. 3 send suddenly. [< OF < Gmc.]

daylight-saving time
dart·er (därʹtәr), n. 1 animal or person
that moves suddenly and swiftly. 2 a
small freshwater ﬁsh, somewhat like a
perch, that darts away very rapidly. 3 a
swimming bird that has a long neck and
darts at its prey.
Dar·win (därʹwәn), n. Charles, 1809–82,
English scientist, famous for his theory
of evolution. —Dar·winʹi·an, adj., n.
Dar·win·ism (därʹwәn iz әm), n. doctrine
maintained by Charles Darwin respecting the origin of species as derived
by descent, with variation, from parent
forms through the natural selection of
those best adapted to survive in the
struggle for existence. —Darʹwin·ist,
n., adj.
dash (dash), v. 1 throw. 2 splash. 3 rush.
4 strike violently against something. 5
ruin: our hopes were dashed. 6 discourage; abash. —n. 1 a splash. 2 a rush. 3
a smash. 4 thing that discourages. 5 a
small amount. 6 a short race. 7 mark
(—) used in writing or printing. 8 a
long sound used in sending messages by
telegraph. 9 energy; spirit; liveliness. 10
=dashboard.
dash oﬀ, do, make, go, write, etc. quickly.
[ME dasche(n)] —dashʹer, n.
dash·board (dashʹbôrd´; –bōrd´), n. 1 the
panel with instruments and gauges in an
automobile, airplane, etc. 2 protection on
the front of a boat, etc., that prevents mud
or water from being splashed into it.
dash·er (dashʹәr), n. 1 person or thing
that dashes. 2 paddle for stirring cream
in an ice cream freezer or butter churn.
da·shi·ki (dә shēʹki), n. loose garment like
a shirt, often embroidered or of printed
fabric, put on by pulling over the head.
[< W African word]
dash·ing (dashʹing), adj. 1 full of energy
and spirit; lively. 2 stylish; showy.
—dashʹing·ly, adv.
das·tard (dasʹtәrd), n. a mean coward;
sneak. —adj. mean and cowardly;
sneaking. [ME, orig., a dullard, appar.
< dased, pp. of daze] —dasʹtard·ly, adj.
—dasʹtard·li·ness, n.
dat., dative.
da·ta (dāʹtә; datʹә; däʹtә), n. 1 pl. of datum. 2 things known or granted; facts. 3
information stored in a computer.
da· ta· bank (dāʹtә bangk´ ; datʹ ә–;
däʹtә–), or data bank. 1 large collection
of records stored on a computer system
from which data can be selected and
extracted for use on another computer
or computer system. 2 such a computer
system with its data. 3 place where such
a data storage system is located. 4 any
data storage system.
da·ta·base (dāʹtә bās´; datʹә–; däʹtә–), n.
or data base. 1 collection of records or
information, stored on a computer and
arranged so that they are accessible to
the user. 2 =databank.
data processing, creation, arrangement,
and storage of electronic records and
information on a computer.

date1 (dāt), n., v., dat·ed, dat·ing. —n. 1
time when something happens. 2 statement of time. 3 period of time. 4 appointment for a certain time. 5 person of the
opposite sex with whom an appointment is made. —v. 1 put a date on. 2 give
a date to. 3 have a date on it. 4 have its
origin: that house dates from the 18th
century. 5 make a social appointment
with (a person of the opposite sex).
out of date, old; not presently
in use.
to date, till now; yet.
up to date, a in fashion; modern. b up to
the present time; current. [< F < Med.L
data, pp. fem. of L dare give] —datʹa·ble,
dateʹa·ble, adj.
date2 (dāt), n. 1 the sweet fruit of a kind of
palm tree. 2 date palm. [< OF < L < Gk.
daktylos date, ﬁnger]
dat·ed (dātʹid), adj. 1 showing a date on
it. 2 out-of-date.
date·less (dātʹlis), adj. 1 without a date.
2 endless; unlimited. 3 so old that it
cannot be given a date. 4 old but still
interesting. 5 without a companion for a
social engagement.
date line, 1 an imaginary line agreed
upon as the place where each calendar
day ﬁrst begins. It runs north and south
through the Paciﬁc, mostly along the
180th meridian. 2 line in a letter, newspaper, etc., giving the date when it was
written or issued.
date palm, a palm tree on which dates
grow.
da·tive (dāʹtiv), adj. showing the indirect
object of a verb. In “Give me the book,”
me is in the dative case. —n. 1 the dative
case. 2 word in this case. [< L dativus
of giving < datus, pp. of dare give]
—daʹtive·ly, adv.
da·tum (dāʹtәm; datʹәm; däʹtәm), n., pl.
da·ta. fact from which conclusions can
be drawn. [< L, (thing) given, pp. of
dare]
daub (dôb), v. 1 coat or cover with plaster,
clay, mud, etc. 2 make dirty; soil; stain.
3 paint unskillfully. —n. 1 anything
daubed on. 2 act of daubing. 3 a badly
painted picture. [< F < L, < de– + albus
white] —daubʹer, n.
daugh·ter (dôʹtәr), n. 1 a female child. 2
a female descendant. 3 girl or woman
related in the same way that a child
is related to its parents. 4 anything
thought of as a daughter in relation
to its origin. [OE dohtor —daughʹterly, adj.
daughter cell, one of two new cells
formed when an old cell divides.
daughter chromosome, one of the two
chromosomes which come from equal
division of a single chromosome in a
mother cell.
daugh·ter-in-law (dôʹtәr in lô´), n., pl.
daugh·ters-in-law. wife of one’s son.
daunt (dônt; dänt), v. 1 frighten. 2 discourage. [< OF danter < L domitare
< domare tame]
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daunt·less (dôntʹlis; däntʹ–), adj. not
to be frightened or discouraged;
brave. —dauntʹless·ly, adv. —dauntʹlessness, n.
dau·phin (dôʹfәn), n. title of the oldest
son of the king of France, from 1349 to
1830. [< F, orig. a family name]
Da·vid (dāʹvid), n. the second king of
Israel.
da Vin·ci (dә vinʹchi), Leonardo,
1452–1519, Italian painter, architect,
and scientist.
dav·it (davʹit; dāʹvit), n. a curved arm at
the side of a ship, used to hold or lower a
small boat, anchor, etc. [< AF daviot]
Da·vy Jones (dāʹvi jōnzʹ), the sailor’s
devil.
Da·vy Jones’s locker, grave of those who
die at sea; bottom of the ocean.
daw (dô), n. =jackdaw. [ME dawe]
daw·dle (dôʹdәl), v., –dled, –dling. waste
time; idle; loiter. —dawʹdler, n.
dawn (dôn), n. 1 the ﬁrst light in the
east; daybreak. 2 beginning. —v. 1 grow
bright or clear. 2 grow clear to the eye
or mind. 3 begin; appear: a new era is
dawning. [< dawning, prob. < Scand.
(Dan.) dagning]
day (dā), n. 1 time between sunrise and
sunset. 2 the 24 hours of day and night
(called a mean solar day). 3 hours for
work: an eight-hour day. 4 time taken by
some speciﬁed celestial body to make
one complete turn on its axis: the moon’s
day. 5 time; period: in days of old; he has
had his day. 6 conﬂict; contest.
any day, Informal. a every time; always.
b in every way.
call it a day, Informal. stop work or
other activity.
day after (or by) day, each day;
daily.
day in, day out, every day;
continuously.
from day to day, each day.
in this day and age, at the present
time.
that’ll be the day, Informal. it will never
happen. [OE dœg]
day·break (dāʹbrāk´), n. time when it ﬁrst
begins to get light in the morning.
day·dream (dāʹdrēm´), n. 1 dreamy
thought about pleasant things. 2 a pleasant plan or fancy, unlikely to come
true. —v. think dreamily about pleasant
things. —dayʹdream´er, n.
Day-Glo (dāʹglō´), n. trademark for color,
esp. in marking pens, that is ﬂuorescent
and vivid. —adj. having such brilliant,
ﬂuorescent color.
day laborer, manual worker paid by the
day.
day·light (dāʹlīt´), n. 1 light of day. 2
daytime. 3 dawn; daybreak. 4 publicity;
openness.
daylights, Slang. vital parts; insides:
scared the daylights out of me.
day·light-sav·ing time (dāʹlīt´ sāvʹing),
time that is one hour faster than standard time, usually used during the
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Day of Atonement

summer to give more daylight after
working hours.
Day of Atonement, Yom Kippur.
day school, a private school for students
who live at home.
day·time (dāʹtīm´), n. time when it is day.
daze (dāz), v., dazed, daz·ing, n. —v. 1
confuse and bewilder; cause to feel stupid; stun. 2 dazzle. —n. a dazed condition; bewilderment; stupor. [ME dase(n).
Cf. Scand. dasa make tired.] —dazʹedly, adv.
daz·zle (dazʹәl), v., –zled, –zling, n. —v. 1
hurt (the eyes) with too bright light or
with quick-moving lights. 2 overcome
(the sight or the mind) by brightness,
display, etc. —n. act or fact of dazzling; bewildering brightness. [< daze]
—dazʹzler, n. —dazʹzling·ly, adv.
dB or db, decibel.
DBA or dba, doing business as.
DC, 1 (zip code) District of Columbia. 2
direct current.
D.C., 1 also, d.c. direct current. 2 District
of Columbia.
D-day (dēʹdā´), n. 1 day on which a
previously planned military attack is
to be made, or on which any important
undertaking is to begin. 2 June 6, 1944,
the day Allies landed on the beaches of
Normandy in World War II.
DE, (zip code) Delaware.
de–, preﬁx. 1 do the opposite of, as in
decentralize, demobilize. 2 down, as in
depress, descend. 3 away; oﬀ, as in deport.
4 entirely; completely, as in despoil. [< L
de from, away]
de·ac·ces·sion (di´ak seshʹәn), v. sell oﬀ
or auction paintings, sculpture, etc. from
a museum collection, usually to raise
funds. Also, deaccess.
dea·con (dēʹkәn), n. 1 oﬃcer of a church
who helps the minister in church duties
not connected with the preaching. 2
member of the clergy next below a priest
in rank. [< L < Gk. diakonos servant]
—deaʹcon·ry, deaʹcon·ship, n.
dea·con·ess (dēʹkәn is), n. 1 woman who
is an oﬃcial assistant in church work,
esp. in caring for the sick and poor. 2 a
female deacon.
de·ac·ti·vate (di akʹt vāt), v., –vat·ed, –vating. 1 =demobilize. 2 make inactive. 3
stop the use of. –de·ac´ti·vaʹtion, n.
dead (ded), adj. 1 no longer living. 2
without life. 3 not active; dull; quiet. 4
without force, power, spirit, or feeling. 5
no longer in use. 6 out of play. 7 wornout. 8 sure; certain. 9 complete; absolute:
dead silence. —adv. 1 completely; absolutely: dead wrong. 2 directly; straight.
—n. 1 dead person or persons. 2 time of
greatest darkness, cold, etc.: the dead of
night. [OE dēad] —deadʹness, n.
dead beat, Slang. 1 person who avoids
payment of obligations. 2 loafer. –deadʹbeat´, adj.
dead·en (dedʹәn), v. 1 make dull or weak:
some drugs deaden pain. 2 make soundproof. —deadʹen·er, n.

dead end, 1 street, passage, etc., closed at
one end. 2 Fig. point at which any progress, advancement, etc. is impossible.
—deadʹ-endʹ, adj., v.
dead heat, race that ends in a tie.
dead letter, 1 letter that cannot be
delivered. 2 law, rule, etc., that is not
enforced.
dead·line (dedʹlīn´), n. the latest possible
time to do something.
dead·lock (dedʹlok´), n. a complete standstill. —v. bring or come to a deadlock.
dead·ly (dedʹli), adj., –li·er, –li·est, adv.
—adj. 1 causing death; fatal. 2 like death.
3 until death: deadly enemies. 4 extreme;
intense. —adv. 1 extremely. 2 like death.
3 as if dead. —deadʹli·ness, n.
dead pan, an expressionless face.
dead reckoning, ﬁnding one’s position
by means of a compass and calculations
based on speed, time elapsed, and direction from a known position.
Dead Sea, salt lake between Israel and
Jordan.
dead·wood (dedʹwu̇d´), n. 1 dead
branches or trees. 2 Fig. useless people
or things. 3 Fig. conventional word or
phrase that adds nothing to the meaning
of a sentence.
deaf (def), adj. 1 not able to hear. 2 not
able to hear well. 3 Fig. not willing to
hear; heedless: deaf to all requests.
deaf and dumb, unable to hear
and speak. [OE dēaf] —deafʹly, adv.
—deafʹness, n.
deaf·en (defʹәn), v. 1 make deaf. 2 stun
with noise. 3 drown out by a louder
sound. 4 make soundproof. —deafʹening·ly, adv.
deaf-mute (defʹmūt´), n. person who
cannot hear or speak.
deal1 (dēl), v., dealt (delt), deal·ing, n.
—v. 1 have to do: arithmetic deals with
numbers. 2 act; behave. 3 do business:
a butcher deals in meat. 4 give: one
ﬁghter dealt the other a blow. 5 give a
share of; distribute. —n. 1 a business
arrangement. 2 arrangement; plan. 3 in
cardplaying, the distribution of cards. 4
quantity; amount.
a good (or great) deal, a a large part,
portion, or amount (of something). b
to a great extent or degree. [OE dœ̄lan]
—dealʹer, dealʹer·ship, n.
deal2 (dēl), n. board of pine or ﬁr wood.
[< MLG or MDu. dele]
deal·ing (dēlʹing), n. Usually, dealings. a
business relations. b friendly relations.
dean (dēn), n. 1 member of the faculty of
a college or university who has charge
of the studies of the students. 2 head of
a division or school in a college or university. 3 a high oﬃcial of a church, often
one in charge of a cathedral. 4 member
who has belonged to a group longest.
[< OF < LL decanus master of ten
< decem ten] —deanʹship, n.
dean·er·y (dēnʹәr i), n., pl. –er·ies. 1 position or authority of a dean. 2 residence
of a dean.

dear (dir), adj. 1 much loved; precious.
2 (as a form of address at the beginning of letters) much valued; highly
esteemed. 3 high-priced; costly. —n. a
dear one. —adv. 1 with aﬀection; fondly.
2 at a high price. —interj. exclamation
of surprise. [OE dēore] —dearʹly, adv.
—dearʹness, n.
dearth (dėrth), n. 1 scarcity; lack. 2 scarcity of food; famine. [ME derthe < dere
hard]
dear·y or dear·ie (dirʹē), n. pl. dear·ies.
Informal. dear one; darling.
death (deth), n. 1 the ending of any form
of life. 2 any ending that is like dying. 3
being dead. 4 any condition like being
dead.
at death’s door, almost dead; dying.
be death on, be well-equipped to handle; able to deal with ﬁrmly.
catch one’s death, Informal. catch a bad
cold.
in at the death, Fig. present at the end of
something.
put to death, a kill or execute. b killed.
to death, beyond endurance; excessively.
to the death, to the last extremity; to the
bitter end. [OE dēath] —deathʹlike´,
adj.
death·bed (dethʹbed´), n. 1 bed on which
a person dies. 2 the last hours of life.
—adj. during the last hours of life: a
deathbed confession.
death·blow (dethʹblō´), n. 1 blow that
kills. 2 thing that puts an end (to something).
death cup, a poisonous mushroom that
has a cuplike enlargement at the base
of the stem.
death·less (dethʹlis), adj. never dying;
living forever; immortal; eternal.
—deathʹless·ly, adv. —deathʹless·ness, n.
death·ly (dethʹli), adj. 1 like that of death.
2 causing death; deadly. 3 Poetic. of
death. —adv. 1 as if dead. 2 extremely.
death rate, proportion of the number of
deaths per year to the total population
or to some other stated number.
death row, block or row of cells where
criminals condemned to death are held.
death’s-head (dethsʹhed´), n. a human
skull used as a symbol of death.
death·trap (dethʹtrap´), n. 1 unsafe building or structure where the risk of ﬁre or
collapse is great. 2 any extremely dangerous situation.
Death Valley, valley in E California; the
lowest land in the Western Hemisphere,
276 ft. below sea level.
death·watch (dethʹwoch´; –wôch´), n.
watch kept beside a dying or dead person.
de·ba·cle (dā bäʹkәl; di–; –bakʹәl), n. disaster; overthrow; downfall. [< F, < dé- +
bâcler to bar]
de·bar (di bärʹ), v., –barred, –bar·ring.
bar out; shut out; prevent. —de·barʹment, n.
de·bark (di bärkʹ), v. go or put ashore
from a ship or aircraft; disembark.

deci–
[< F, < dé– + barque bark3] —de´barkaʹtion, n.
de·base (di bāsʹ), v., –based, –bas·ing.
make low or lower; lessen the value of.
[< de– + (a)base] —de·baseʹment, n.
—de·basʹer, n.
de·bate (di bātʹ), v., –bat·ed, –bat·ing, n.
—v. 1 discuss reasons for and against
(something); consider. 2 argue about (a
question, topic, etc.) in a public meeting. —n. 1 discussion of reasons for and
against. 2 a public argument for and
against a question in a meeting. [< OF,
< de– + batre beat] —de·batʹa·ble, adj.
—de·batʹer, n.
de·bauch (di bôchʹ), v. 1 corrupt morally;
seduce. 2 corrupt; pervert; deprave. —n.
excessive indulgence in sensual pleasures. [< F débaucher entice from duty]
—de·bauchʹed·ly, adv. —de·bauchʹer, n.
—de·bauchʹment, n.
deb·au·chee (deb´ô chēʹ; –shēʹ), n. a corrupt, dissipated, or depraved person.
de·bauch·er·y (di bôchʹәr i), n., pl. –eries. 1 excessive indulgence in sensual
pleasures. 2 seduction from duty, virtue,
or morality.
de·ben·ture (di benʹchәr), n. a written
acknowledgment of a debt. [< debentur
there are owing. See debit.]
de·bil·i·tate (di bilʹә tāt), v., –tat·ed, –tating. weaken. —de·bilʹi·tat´ed, adj. —debil´i·taʹtion, n. —de·bilʹi·ta´tive, adj.
de·bil·i·ty (di bilʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. weakness. [< L, < debilis weak]
deb·it (debʹit), n. 1 entry of something
owed in an account. 2 the left-hand side
of an account where such entries are
made. —v. 1 enter on the debit side of
an account. 2 charge with a debt. [< L
debitum (thing) owed, pp. of debere]
debit card, bank card that allows a bank
customer to charge purchases directly
against funds in an account as well as
make deposits and withdrawals at an
automatic teller machine.
deb·o·nair, deb·o·naire, or deb·on·naire
(deb´ә nãrʹ), adj. 1 cheerful. 2 pleasant;
courteous. [< OF, < de bon aire of good
disposition] —deb´o·nairʹness, n.
de·bouch (di büshʹ), v. come out from
a narrow or conﬁned place into open
country. [< F, < dé- + bouche mouth < L
bucca] —de·bouchʹment, n.
de·brief (di brēfʹ), v. 1 question (someone) closely to obtain as much information as possible upon their return from
a mission or assignment. 2 Fig. question
(anyone) closely.
de·bris (dә brēʹ; dәʹbrē), n. 1 scattered
fragments; ruins; rubbish. 2 mass of
stones, fragments of rocks, etc. [< F,
< OF, < de– + brisier break]
debt (det), n. 1 something owed to
another. 2 liability or obligation to pay
or render something. 3 sin. [< OF dete
< L debitum (thing) owed, pp. of debere]
debt·or (detʹәr), n. person who is in debt.
de·bug (di bugʹ), v., –bugged, –bug·ging.
1 remove or ﬁx the defects of. 2 ﬁnd

and remove hidden listening and other
surveillance devices.
de·bunk (di bungkʹ), v. remove nonsense
or sentimentality from. —de·bunkʹer, n.
De·bus·sy (dә būʹsi; Fr. dә by sēʹ), n.
Claude A., 1862–1918, French composer.
de·but (dāʹbū; dā būʹ; di–), n. 1 a ﬁrst
public appearance, as on the stage. 2
a ﬁrst formal appearance in society.
[< F débuter make the ﬁrst stroke
< dé– + but goal]
deb·u·tante (debʹyә tänt; –tant; deb´yә täntʹ), n. 1 girl during her ﬁrst season
in society. 2 woman making a debut.
Dec., December.
dec., 1 deceased. 2 decimeter.
deca–, preﬁx. ten, as in decagram. [< Gk.
deka]
dec·ade (dekʹād), n. 1 ten years. 2 group
of ten. [< F < LL < Gk. dekas group of
ten < deka ten]
de·ca·dence (di kāʹdәns; dekʹә dәns),
de·ca·den·cy (–dәn si), n. a falling oﬀ;
decline; decay. [< F < Med.L, < L de– +
cadere fall]
de·ca·dent (di kāʹdәnt; dekʹә dәnt), adj.
falling oﬀ; declining; growing worse.
—n. a decadent person. —de·caʹdently, adv.
dec·a·gon (dekʹә gon), n. a plane ﬁgure
having 10 angles and 10 sides. —decagʹo·nal, adj.
dec·a·gram (dekʹә gram), n. weight equal
to 10 grams.
dec·a·he·dron (dek´ә hēʹdrәn), n., pl.
–drons, –dra (–drә). a solid ﬁgure having 10 surfaces. —dec´a·heʹdral, adj.
de·cal (dēʹkal; di kalʹ), n. 1 design or
picture treated so that it will stick fast
to glass, wood, etc. 2 process of applying
these designs or pictures. [< F décalcomanie, < décalquer transfer a tracing +
manie mania]
dec·a·li·ter (dekʹә lē´tәr), n. measure of
volume equal to 10 liters.
Dec·a·logue, Dec·a·log (dekʹә lôg; –log),
n. the Ten Commandments. Exod.
20:2–17.
dec·a·me·ter (dekʹә mē´tәr), n. measure
of length equal to 10 meters.
de·camp (di kampʹ), v. 1 depart quickly
or secretly. 2 leave a camp. —de·campʹment, n.
de·cant (di kantʹ), v. pour oﬀ (liquor or a
solution) gently without disturbing the
sediment. [< Med.L, < de– + canthus
lip < Gk. kanthos corner of the eye]
—de´can·taʹtion, n.
de·cant·er (di kanʹtәr), n. 1 a bottle used
to decant. 2 a glass bottle used for serving wine or liquor.
de·cap·i·tate (di kapʹә tāt), v., –tat·ed,
–tat·ing. behead. [< LL < de– + L caput
head] —de·cap´i·taʹtion, n.
dec·a·pod (dekʹә pod), n. 1 crustacean
having ten legs or arms, such as lobsters
and crabs. 2 mollusk having ten legs or
arms, such as squid. —adj. having ten
legs or arms.
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dec·a·syl·la·ble (dekʹә sil´ә bәl), n. line of
poetry having ten syllables. —dec´a·syllabʹic, adj.
de·cath·lon (di kathʹlon), n. an athletic
contest having ten parts, such as racing,
jumping, etc., won by the person having
the highest total score. [< deca– + Gk.
athlon contest] —de·cathʹlete, n.
de·cay (di kāʹ), v. 1 rot. 2 grow less in
power, strength, beauty, etc. —n. 1 process of rotting. 2 loss of power, strength,
beauty, etc. 3 loss in quantity of a radioactive substance through disintegration
of its component nuclei. [< OF, < de– +
cair < L cadere fall]
de·cease (di sēsʹ), n., v., –ceased, –ceasing. —n. death. —v. die. [< F < L decessus
< de– + cedere go]
de·ceased (di sēstʹ), adj. dead. —n. the
deceased, a dead person.
de·ce·dent (di sēʹdәnt), n. a dead person.
de·ceit (di sētʹ), n. 1 act or fact of deceiving, lying, or cheating. 2 a dishonest
trick. 3 deceitful quality; deceitfulness.
de·ceit·ful (di sētʹfәl), adj. 1 ready or
willing to deceive or lie. 2 deceiving;
fraudulent. —de·ceitʹful·ly, adv. —deceitʹful·ness, n.
de·ceive (di sēvʹ), v., –ceived, –ceiv·ing.
1 make (a person) believe as true something that is false; mislead. 2 use dishonest tricks. [< OF deceiver < L, < de– +
capere take] —de·ceivʹer, n. —de·ceivʹing·ly, adv.
de·cel·er·ate (dē selʹәr āt), v., –at·ed, –ating. decrease the velocity of; slow down.
[< de– + (ac)celerate] —de·cel´er·aʹtion,
n. —de·celʹer·a´tor, n.
De·cem·ber (di semʹbәr), n. the 12th and
last month of the year. It has 31 days.
[< L, < decem ten; from the order of the
early Roman calendar]
de·cen·cy (dēʹsәn si), n., pl. –cies. 1 state
or quality of being decent. 2 propriety of behavior. 3 a proper regard for
modesty or delicacy. 4 decencies, suitable acts.
de·cen·ni·al (di senʹi әl), adj. 1 of or for
ten years. 2 happening every ten years.
—n. tenth anniversary. [< L decennium
decade < decem ten + annus year] —decenʹni·al·ly, adv.
de·cent (dēʹsәnt), adj. 1 proper and right.
2 conforming to the standard of good
taste. 3 good enough; fairly good. 4 not
severe; rather kind. [< L decens becoming, ﬁtting, ppr. of decere] —deʹcent·ly,
adv. —deʹcent·ness, n.
de·cen·tral·ize (dē senʹtrәl īz), v., –ized,
–iz·ing. spread or distribute (authority,
power, etc.). —decen´tral·i·zaʹtion, n.
de·cep·tion (di sepʹshәn), n. 1 act of
deceiving. 2 state of being deceived. 3
thing that deceives; illusion. 4 fraud;
sham.
de·cep·tive (di sepʹtiv), adj. apt or tending
to deceive. —de·cepʹtive·ly, adv. —decepʹtive·ness, n.
deci–, preﬁx. one tenth of, as in decigram.
[< L decem ten, decimus tenth]
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dec·i·bel (desʹә bel), n. unit for measuring
the loudness of sounds.
de·cide (di sīdʹ), v., –cid·ed, –cid·ing. 1
settle (a question, dispute, etc.) by giving victory to one side. 2 make up one’s
mind; resolve. 3 cause (a person) to
reach a decision. [< L decidere cut oﬀ
< de– + caedere cut]
de·cid·ed (di sīdʹid), adj. 1 clear; deﬁnite;
unquestionable. 2 ﬁrm; determined.
—de·cidʹed·ly, adv. —de·cidʹed·ness, n.
de·cid·u·ous (di sijʹu̇ әs), adj. 1 falling oﬀ
at a particular season or stage of growth,
as horns. 2 shedding leaves annually.
[< L, < de– + cadere fall] —de·cidʹu·ously, adv. —de·cidʹu·ous·ness, n.
dec·i·gram (desʹә gram), n. weight equal
to 1⁄10 of a gram.
dec·i·li·ter (desʹә lē´tәr), n. measure of
volume equal to 1⁄10 of a liter.
dec·i·mal (desʹә mәl), adj. based upon ten
or tenths; increasing by tens, as the metric system. —n. a decimal fraction. [< L
decimus tenth] —decʹi·mal·ly, adv.
decimal fraction, fraction whose denominator is ten or some power of ten.
decimal point, period placed before a
fraction expressed in decimal ﬁgures, as
in 2.03, .623.
dec·i·mate (desʹә māt), v., –mat·ed, –mating. destroy much of; kill a large part of.
[< L decimatus, pp. of decimare take a
tenth, ult. < decem ten] —dec´i·maʹtion,
n. —decʹi·ma´tor, n.
dec·i·me·ter (desʹә mē´tәr), n. measure of
length equal to 1⁄10 of a meter.
de·ci·pher (di sīʹfәr), v. 1 make out the
meaning of (bad writing, an unknown
language, or anything puzzling). 2 translate (a message in code) into plain language by using a key. —de·ciʹpher·a·ble,
adj. —de·ciʹpher·ment, n.
de·ci·sion (di sizhʹәn), n. 1 the deciding
or settling of a question, dispute, etc.
2 judgment reached or given, as by a
court. 3 a making up of one’s mind. 4
ﬁrmness; determination.
de·ci·sive (di sīʹsiv), adj. 1 having or giving a clear result. 2 having or showing
decision. —de·ciʹsive·ly, adv. —de·ciʹsive·ness, n.
deck (dek), n. 1 ﬂoor or platform extending from side to side of a ship. 2 part or
ﬂoor resembling it: the deck of an airplane. 3 open porch built on to a house.
4 pack of playing cards. —v. cover; dress:
decked out in ﬁne clothes.
clear the deck (or decks), a remove
unnecessary objects from the deck of
a warship, to prepare for action. b Fig.
make ready for any action.
hit the deck, a get up from bed. b drop
on the ground or ﬂoor.
on deck, Informal. present; on
hand.
stack the deck, a arrange a deck of
cards dishonestly. b Fig. prepare circumstances in advance. [< MDu. dec roof]
deck hand, sailor who works on deck.

de·claim (di klāmʹ), v. 1 recite in public;
make a formal speech. 2 speak or write
for eﬀect. [< L, < de– + clamare cry]
dec·la·ma·tion (dek´lә māʹshәn), n. 1 act
or art of reciting in public. 2 selection of
poetry, prose, etc., for reciting. 3 a speaking or writing for eﬀect. —de·clamʹato´ry, adj.
dec·la·ra·tion (dek´lә rāʹshәn), n. 1 act of
declaring. 2 thing declared. 3 statement
of goods, etc., for taxation. 4 a formal
announcement.
Declaration of Independence, a public
statement adopted by the Continental
Congress on July 4, 1776, in which the
American colonies declared themselves
free and independent of Great Britain.
de·clare (di klãrʹ), v., –clared, –clar·ing.
1 announce publicly or formally; make
known; proclaim: declare a dividend. 2
say openly or strongly. 3 make a statement of (goods, etc.) for taxation. [< L, <
de– + clarus clear] —de·clarʹa·tive, declarʹa·to´ry, adj. —de·clarʹer, n.
dé·clas·sé (dā kla sāʹ), adj. reduced in
rank or social standing; degraded.
de·clas·si·fy (dē´klasʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fying. remove (documents, codes, etc.)
from the list of restricted, conﬁdential,
or secret information. —de·clasʹsi·ﬁ´able, adj. —de·clasʹsi·ﬁ·ca´tion, n.
de·clen·sion (di klenʹshәn), n. 1 the giving of the diﬀerent endings to nouns,
pronouns, and adjectives according to
their case. 2 group of words whose endings for the diﬀerent cases are alike. 3 a
downward movement, bend, or slope.
—de·clenʹsion·al, adj.
dec·li·na·tion (dek´lә nāʹshәn), n. 1 a
downward bend or slope. 2 decline;
deterioration. 3 diﬀerence in direction
between true north and magnetic north
at any given point. 4 the angular distance of a star, planet, etc., from the
celestial equator.
de·cline (di klīnʹ), v., –clined, –clin·ing,
n. —v. 1 refuse. 2 refuse politely. 3 bend
or slope down. 4 grow less in strength,
power, value, etc.; grow worse; decay. 5
give the diﬀerent cases or case endings
of (a noun, pronoun, or adjective). —n.
1 a falling; a sinking: a decline in prices. 2
a downward slope. 3 a losing of strength,
power, value, etc.; a growing worse. 4
the last part of anything. [< L, < de– +
clinare bend] —de·clinʹa·ble, adj. —declinʹer, n.
de·cliv·i·ty (di klivʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. a
downward slope. [< L, < de– + clivus
slope]
de·coct (di koktʹ), v. extract desired substances from (herbs, etc.) by boiling.
[< L decoctus < de– + coquere cook]
—de·cocʹtion, n.
de·code (dē kōdʹ), v., –cod·ed, –cod·ing.
translate (secret writing) from code into
ordinary language. —de·codʹer, n.
dé·colle·tage (dā´kol täzhʹ), n. 1 neck
of a dress or blouse cut low to expose
the shoulders. 2 dress or blouse cut

this way. [< F (literally) bare the neck]
—dé´colle·téʹ, adj.
de·com·pose (dē´kәm pōzʹ), v., –posed,
–pos·ing. 1 decay; rot. 2 separate (a
substance) into what it is made of.
—de´com·posʹa·ble, adj. —de´com·posiʹtion, n.
de·com·press (di´kәm presʹ), v. 1 remove
the pressure from. 2 lessen the pressure
of air on. 3 Fig. reduce pressure or stress
on oneself. —de´com·presʹsion, n.
decompression chamber, airtight space
in which a person exposed to abnormal
air pressure is gradually accustomed to
normal air pressure.
decompression sickness, painful condition caused by nitrogen bubbles in the
blood that form when a person moves
too suddenly from abnormal air pressure to normal pressure; the bends.
de·con·tam·i·nate (dē´kәn tamʹә nāt), v.,
–nat·ed, –nat·ing. 1 free from poison
gas or harmful radioactive agents. 2
free from any sort of contamination.
—de´con·tam´i·naʹtion, n.
de·con·trol (dē´kәn trōlʹ), v., –trolled,
–trol·ling, n. —v. remove controls from:
decontrol prices. —n. removing of controls.
de·cor or dé·cor (dā kôrʹ), n. decoration.
[< F, < décorer decorate]
dec·o·rate (dekʹә rāt), v., –rat·ed, –rating. 1 make beautiful; adorn. 2 paint
or paper (a room, etc.). 3 give a medal,
ribbon, etc., to (a person) as an honor.
[< L decoratus < decus adornment]
—decʹo·ra´tive, adj. —decʹo·ra´tive·ly,
adv. —decʹo·ra´tive·ness, n. —decʹora´tor, n.
dec·o·ra·tion (dek´ә rāʹshәn), n. 1 act of
decorating. 2 thing used to decorate;
ornament. 3 medal, ribbon, etc., given
as an honor.
dec·o·rous (dekʹә rәs; di kôʹrәs; –kōʹ–),
adj. well-behaved; acting properly.
—decʹo·rous·ly, adv. —decʹo·rousness, n.
de·co·rum (di kôʹrәm; –kōʹ–), n. 1 propriety of action, speech, dress, etc. 2
observance or requirement of polite
society. [< L, (that which is) seemly]
de·coy (v. di koiʹ; n. dēʹkoi, di koiʹ), v. 1
lure (wild birds, animals, etc.) into a trap
or within gunsho. 2 lead or tempt into
danger. —n. 1 an artiﬁcial bird used to
lure birds into a trap or within gunshot.
2 place into which wild birds or animals
are lured. 3 any person or thing used to
lead or tempt into danger. [< Du. de kooi
the cage < L cavea cave] —de·coyʹer, n.
de·crease (v. di krēsʹ; n. dēʹkrēs, di krēsʹ),
v., –creased, –creas·ing, n. —v. become
or make less. —n. 1 a becoming less. 2
amount by which a thing becomes or
is made less. [< OF < L, < de– + crescere
grow] —de·creasʹing·ly, adv.
de·cree (di krēʹ), n., v., –creed, –cree·ing.
—n. something ordered or settled by
authority. —v. order or settle by author-
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ity. [< OF < L decretum < de– + cernere
decide]
de·crim·i·nal·ize (di krimʹә na līz), v.,
–ized, –iz·ing. declare no longer a criminal act or oﬀense. —de·crim´i·nal·izaʹtion, n.
de·crep·it (di krepʹit), adj. broken down
or weakened by old age. [< L decrepitus
broken down < de– + crepare creak]
—de·crepʹit·ly, adv.
de·crep·i·tude (di krepʹә tüd; –tūd), n.
feebleness, usually from old age; decrepit
condition.
de·cre·scen·do (dē´krә shenʹdō; dā´–), n.,
pl. –dos, adj., adv. —n. a gradual decrease
in force or loudness; diminuendo. —adj.,
adv. with a gradual decrease in force or
loudness. [< Ital.]
de·cre·tal (di krēʹtәl), n. decree or reply
by the Pope settling some question of
doctrine or ecclesiastical law.
de·cry (di krīʹ), v., –cried, –cry·ing. 1
condemn. 2 make little of; try to lower
the value of. [< OF décrier. See de–, cry.]
—de·criʹal, n. —de·criʹer, n.
de·cum·bent (di kumʹbәnt), adj. 1 reclining. 2 lying or trailing on the ground
with the end tending to climb. [< L
decumbens, ppr. of decumbere lie down]
ded·i·cate (dedʹә kāt), v., –cat·ed, –cating. 1 set apart for a sacred or solemn
purpose. 2 give up wholly or earnestly,
as to some person or end. 3 address (a
book, poem, etc.) to a friend or patron as
a mark of aﬀection, gratitude, etc. [< L,
< de– + dicare proclaim] —dedʹi·ca´tive,
dedʹi·ca·to´ry, adj.
ded·i·ca·tion (ded´ә kāʹshәn), n. 1 a setting apart or being set apart for a sacred
or solemn purpose. 2 words dedicating
a book.
de·duce (di düsʹ; –dūsʹ), v., –duced, –ducing. 1 infer from a general rule or principle. 2 trace the course, descent, or
origin of. [< L, < de– + ducere lead] —deducʹi·ble, adj.
de·duct (di duktʹ), v. take away; subtract.
[< L deductus, pp. See deduce.] —deductʹi·ble, adj.
de·duc·tion (di dukʹshәn), n. 1 act of
taking away; subtraction. 2 amount
deducted. 3 a logical inference from a
general rule or principle. —de·ducʹtive,
adj. —de·ducʹtive·ly, adv.
deed (dēd), n. 1 thing done; act. 2 a brave,
skillful, or unusual act. 3 action; doing;
performance. 4 a written or printed
agreement legally transferring ownership, esp. of real estate. —v. transfer by a
deed. [OE dēd]
deem (dēm), v. think; believe; consider.
[OE dēman < dōm judgment]
deep (dēp), adj. 1 going far down or
back: a deep hole. 2 far down or back.
3 in depth: 50 feet deep. 4 low in pitch.
5 strong and dark in color. 6 intense;
extreme: deep sleep. 7 hard to understand. 8 with the mind fully taken up:
deep in thought. —adv. 1 far down or
back. 2 of time, far on. —n. 1 a deep

place. 2 the most intense part: the deep
of winter.
the deep, the sea. [OE dēop] —deepʹly,
adv. —deepʹness, n.
deep·en (dēpʹәn), v. make or become
deeper.
deep-freeze (dēpʹfrēzʹ), —n. container
for freezing and storing food.
deep-fry (dēpʹfrī´), v. fry food in deep,
hot grease, oil, etc.
deep-root·ed (dēpʹrütʹid; –ru̇tʹ–), adj. 1
deeply rooted. 2 ﬁrmly ﬁxed.
deep-seat·ed (dēpʹsētʹid), adj. 1 far below
the surface. 2 ﬁrmly ﬁxed.
deep-set (dēpʹsetʹ), adj. 1 set deeply. 2
ﬁrmly ﬁxed.
deer (dir), n., pl. deer, deers. 1 a swift,
graceful animal of a group that have
hoofs and chew the cud. A male deer
has horns or antlers, which are shed and
grow again every year. 2 any of a group
of animals including deer, elk, moose,
and caribou. [OE dēor animal]
deer·hound (dirʹhound´), n. hound with
a shaggy coat, related to the greyhound.
deer·skin (dirʹskin´), n. 1 skin of a deer. 2
leather made from it.
def., 1 defective. 2 defendant. 3 deferred.
4 deﬁnite. 5 deﬁnition.
de·face (di fāsʹ), v., –faced, –fac·ing. spoil
the appearance of; mar. [< obs. F defacer.
See disface.] —de·faceʹa·ble, adj. —defaceʹment, n. —de·facʹer, n.
de fac·to (dē fakʹtō), in fact; in reality.
[< L, from the fact]
de·fal·cate (di falʹkāt; –fôlʹ–), v., –cat·ed,
–cat·ing. steal or misuse money trusted
to one’s care. [< L defalcatus < de– + falx
sickle] —de´fal·caʹtion, n. —de·falʹcator, n.
de·fame (di fāmʹ), v., –famed, –fam·ing.
attack the good name of; harm the
reputation of; speak evil of; slander.
[< OF < L, < de– + fama rumor] —def´amaʹtion, n. —de·famʹa·to´ry, adj. —defamʹer, n.
de·fault (di fôltʹ), n. 1 failure to do something or to appear somewhere when
due; neglect. 2 in sports, failure to compete in a scheduled match. 3 failure to
pay when due. —v. 1 fail to do something or appear somewhere when due. 2
fail to pay when due.
in default of, lacking; not having.
[< OF defaute < defaillir. See fault.]
—de·faultʹer, n.
de·feat (di fētʹ), v. 1 win a victory over;
overcome. 2 frustrate; thwart. 3 make
useless. —n. a defeating or being
defeated. [< OF < LL, < L dis– un– +
facere do] —de·featʹer, n.
de·feat·ism (di fētʹiz әm), n. attitude or
behavior of a person who expects, wishes
for, or admits the defeat of his country,
cause, party, etc. —de·featʹist, n.
def·e·cate (defʹә kāt), v., –cat·ed, –cat·ing.
have a movement of the bowels. [< L,
< de– from + faeces, pl., dregs] —def´ecaʹtion, n.
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de·fect (di fektʹ; dēʹfekt), n. 1 fault; blemish; imperfection. 2 lack of something
essential to completeness; a falling short.
—v. forsake one’s own country, group,
etc. for another, esp. another that is
opposed to it in political or social doctrine. [< L defectus want < deﬁcere fail.
See deficient.] —de·fecʹtor, n.
de·fec·tion (di fekʹshәn), n. 1 a falling
away from loyalty, duty, religion, etc.;
desertion. 2 failure.
de·fec·tive (di fekʹtiv), adj. 1 having a ﬂaw
or blemish; not perfect. 2 subnormal in
behavior or intelligence. 3 lacking one or
more of the usual forms of grammatical
inﬂection. —n. person who has some
defect of body or mind. —de·fecʹtive·ly,
adv. —de·fecʹtive·ness, n.
de·fence (di fensʹ), n. Brit. defense. —defenceʹless, adj. —de·fenceʹless·ly, adv.
—de·fenceʹless·ness, n.
de·fend (di fendʹ), v. 1 guard from attack
or harm. 2 act, speak, or write in favor of.
3 contest (a lawsuit). 4 make a defense.
[< OF < L defendere ward oﬀ ] —defendʹa·ble, adj. —de·fendʹer, n.
de·fend·ant (di fenʹdәnt), n. person
accused or sued in a law court.
de·fense (di fensʹ), n. 1 act of defending
or protecting. 2 thing that defends or
protects. 3 act of defending oneself, as
in boxing or fencing. 4 team or players
defending a goal in a game. 5 action,
speech, or writing in favor of something.
6 answer of a defendant to an accusation
or lawsuit against him or her. 7 a defendant and his or her lawyers. [< OF < L
defensa < defendere defend] adj. —defenseʹless·ly, adv. —de·fenseʹless·ness,
n. —de·fenʹsi·bilʹi·ty, de·fenʹsi·ble·ness,
n. —de·fenʹsi·bly, adv.
defense mechanism, 1 any self-protective
action by an organism. 2 psychological
reaction to limit emotional damage that
could be caused by dwelling on very
unpleasant feelings or experiences.
de·fen·si·ble (di fenʹsә bәl), adj. 1 that can
be defended. 2 Fig. justiﬁable; proper.
—de·fen´si·bilʹi·ty, n. —de·fenʹsi·bly,
adv.
de·fen·sive (di fenʹsiv), adj. 1 ready to
defend; defending. 2 for defense. 3 of
defense. —n. 1 position or attitude of
defense. 2 thing that defends. —de·fenʹsive·ly, adv. —de·fenʹsive·ness, n.
de·fer1 (di fėrʹ), v., –ferred, –fer·ring. put
oﬀ; delay. [< L diﬀerre. See differ.]
—de·ferʹment, n. —de·ferʹrer, n.
de·fer2 (di fėrʹ), v., –ferred, –fer·ring.
yield in judgment or opinion; submit
courteously. [< F < L, < de– down + ferre
carry] —de·ferʹrer, n.
def·er·ence (defʹәr әns), n. 1 a yielding
to the judgment or opinion of another;
courteous submission. 2 great respect.
in deference to, out of respect
for.
pay (or show) deference to, yield or
submit to.
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def·er·en·tial (def´әr enʹshәl), adj. showing deference; respectful. —def´er·enʹtial·ly, adv.
de·ﬁ·ance (di fīʹәns), n. 1 a standing
up against authority and refusing to
recognize or obey it; open resistance.
2 challenge to meet in a contest, to
do something, or to prove something.
[< OF. See defy.]
de·ﬁ·ant (di fīʹәnt), adj. showing deﬁance;
challenging; openly resisting. —de·ﬁʹant·ly, adv. —de·ﬁʹant·ness, n.
de·ﬁ·bril·late (di fīʹbrә lāt), v., –lat·ed,
–lat·ing. to cause ﬁbrillating heart muscles to relax, esp. by means of electric
shock. —de·ﬁ´bril·laʹtion, de·ﬁ´brillaʹtor, n.
de·ﬁ·cien·cy (di ﬁshʹәn si), n., pl. –cies.
1 lack or absence of something needed
or required; incompleteness. 2 amount
by which something falls short or is
too small.
de·ﬁ·cient (di ﬁshʹәnt), adj. 1 incomplete;
defective. 2 not suﬃcient in quantity,
force, etc. [< L deﬁciens failing < de– +
facere do] —de·ﬁʹcient·ly, adv.
def·i·cit (defʹә sit), n. amount by which
a sum of money falls short; shortage.
[< L, it is wanting. See deficient.]
de·ﬁ·er (di fīʹәr), n. person who deﬁes.
de·ﬁle1 (di fīlʹ), v., –ﬁled, –ﬁl·ing. 1 make
ﬁlthy or dirty; make disgusting in any
way. 2 destroy the purity or cleanness of;
corrupt. [alter. of defoul (< OF defouler
trample down, violate) after obs. ﬁle
befoul < OE fȳlan < fūl foul] de·ﬁleʹment, n. —de·ﬁlʹer, n.
de·ﬁle2 (di fīlʹ; dēʹfīl), v., –ﬁled, –ﬁl·ing,
n. —v. march in a line. —n. a narrow
way or passage, esp. a steep and narrow
valley. [< F, special use of pp. of déﬁler
march by ﬁles < dé– oﬀ + ﬁle file1]
de·ﬁne (di fīnʹ), v., –ﬁned, –ﬁn·ing. 1
make clear the meaning of; explain. 2
make clear; make distinct. 3 ﬁx; settle.
4 settle the limits of. [< F < L deﬁnire to
limit < de– + ﬁnis end] —de·ﬁnʹa·ble,
adj. —de·ﬁnʹa·bly, adv. —de·ﬁnʹer, n.
def·i·nite (defʹә nit), adj. 1 clear; exact;
not vague. 2 limited; restricted. 3 limiting; restricting. The English deﬁnite
article is the. —defʹi·nite·ness, n.
def·i·nite·ly (defʹә nit li), adv. 1 in a deﬁnite manner. 2 certainly.
def·i·ni·tion (def´ә nishʹәn), n. 1 act of
deﬁning. 2 statement that makes clear
the meaning of a word; explanation. 3
capacity of a lens to give a clear, distinct
image. 4 clearness.
de·ﬁn·i·tive (di ﬁnʹә tiv), adj. 1 conclusive; ﬁnal. 2 limiting; deﬁning. —n. word
that limits or deﬁnes a noun. The, this,
all, none, etc., are deﬁnitives. —de·ﬁnʹitive·ly, adv. —de·ﬁnʹi·tive·ness, n.
de·ﬂate (di ﬂātʹ), v., –ﬂat·ed, –ﬂat·ing.
1 let air or gas out of (a balloon, tire,
football, etc.). 2 reduce the amount of;
reduce. [< L, < de– oﬀ + ﬂare blow]
—de·ﬂaʹtor, n.

de·ﬂa·tion (di ﬂāʹshәn), n. 1 act of letting the air or gas out: the deﬂation of
a tire. 2 reduction. 3 reduction of the
amount of available money in circulation. 4 increase in the value of money
so that prices go down. —de·ﬂaʹtionar´y, adj.
de·ﬂect (di ﬂektʹ), v. bend or turn aside;
change the direction of. [< L, < de– away
+ ﬂectere bend] —de·ﬂecʹtion, n. —deﬂecʹtive, adj. —de·ﬂecʹtor, n.
de·ﬂow·er (dē ﬂouʹәr), v. 1 strip ﬂowers
from. 2 spoil; ruin. 3 deprive of virginity; ravish.
de·fo·li·ant (di fōʹlē әnt), n. chemical
spray used to remove the leaves of plants
and trees.
de·fo·li·ate (di fōʹlē āt), v., –at·ed, –at·ing.
remove the leaves of (a plant or tree),
esp. with a chemical spray. [< L defoliare
+ –ate1] —de·fo´li·aʹtion, n.
de·for·est (dē fôrʹist; –forʹ–), v. clear of
trees. —de·for´est·aʹtion, n. —de·forʹest·er, n.
de·form (di fôrmʹ), v. 1 spoil the form
or shape of. 2 make ugly. 3 change the
form of; transform. —de´for·maʹtion,
n. —de·formedʹ, adj.
de·form·i·ty (di fôrʹmә ti), n., pl. –ties.
1 part that is not properly formed. 2
condition of being improperly formed.
3 an improperly formed person or thing.
4 ugliness.
de·fraud (di frôdʹ), v. take money, rights,
etc., away from by fraud; cheat. [< L
defraudare. See de–, fraud.]
de·fray (di frāʹ), v. pay (costs or expenses).
[< F, < dé– + frai cost] —de·frayʹa·ble,
adj. —de·frayʹal, de·frayʹment, n. —defrayʹer, n.
de·frost (dē frôstʹ; -frostʹ), v. 1 remove
frost or ice from. 2 thaw. —de·frostʹer, n.
deft (deft), adj. skillful; nimble. [var. of
daft] —deftʹly, adv. —deftʹness, n.
de·funct (di fungktʹ), adj. dead; extinct.
[< L defunctus ﬁnished < de– + fungi
perform] —de·functʹness, n.
de·fuse (dī fūzʹ), –fused, –fus·ing. 1
remove the fuse from a bomb or other
explosive device. 2 Fig. lessen the eﬀects
of criticism or opposition.
de·fy (di fīʹ), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1 resist
boldly or openly. 2 withstand; resist.
3 challenge (a person) to do or prove
something. [< OF desﬁer < VL, < L dis– +
ﬁdus faithful]
deg., degree.
de·gen·er·a·cy (di jenʹәr ә si), n. degenerate condition.
de·gen·er·ate (v. di jenʹәr āt; adj., n.
di jenʹәr it), v., –at·ed, –at·ing, adj., n.
—v. 1 decline in physical, mental, or
moral qualities; grow worse. 2 Biol. sink
to a lower or less organized type. —adj.
showing a decline in physical, mental,
or moral qualities. —n. person having an evil and unwholesome character.
[< L, ult. < de– + genus race, kind] —degenʹer·ate·ly, adv. —de·genʹer·ate·ness,
n. —de·genʹer·a´tive, adj.

de·gen·er·a·tion (di jen´ә rāʹshәn), n. 1
process of declining or deteriorating. 2
deterioration of the body caused by disease, injury, etc. 3 degenerate condition.
4 slow change in an organism, species,
etc., to a less highly developed form.
deg·ra·da·tion (deg rә dāʹshәn), n.
1 a degrading. 2 a being degraded. 3
degraded condition. 3 a wearing down
by erosion.
de·grade (di grādʹ), v., –grad·ed, –grading. 1 reduce to a lower rank; take away
a position, an honor, etc., from. 2 make
worse; debase. 3 wear down by erosion.
[< Eccl.L < L de– + gradus step, grade]
—de·gradʹer, n.
de·gree (di grēʹ), n. 1 stage or step in a
scale or process. 2 amount; extent. 3
unit for measuring temperature. 4 unit
for measuring angles or arcs. 5 rank. 6
rank or title given by a college or university to a student whose work fulﬁlls
certain requirements, or to a person as
an honor. 7 one of the three stages in
the comparison of adjectives or adverbs.
Fastest is the superlative degree of fast. 8
the relative measure of guilt: murder in
the ﬁrst degree.
by degrees, gradually.
to a degree, a to a large amount; to a
great extent. b somewhat; rather. [< OF
degre < VL, < degradare divide into steps
< LL, degrade]
de·his·cence (di hisʹәns), n. a bursting
open, esp. of seed capsules, etc., to scatter the seeds. [< L dehiscens, ult. < de– +
hiare gape] —de·hisʹcent, adj.
de·horn (di hôrnʹ), v. remove the horns
from. —de·hornʹer, n.
de·hy·drate (dē hīʹdrāt), v., –drat·ed,
–drat·ing. 1 deprive (a chemical compound) of water or the elements of
water. 2 take moisture from. 3 lose water
or moisture. —de´hy·draʹtion, de´hydraʹtor, n.
de·ice (di īs), v., –iced, –ic·ing, prevent or
remove ice formation from (a surface).
de·ic·er (dē īsʹәr), n. device, esp. used
on aircraft, to prevent or remove ice
formation.
de·i·fy (dēʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1 make
a god of. 2 worship or regard as a god.
[< OF < LL deiﬁcare < deus god +
facere make] —de´i·ﬁ·caʹtion, n. —deʹiﬁ´er, n.
deign (dān), v. 1 condescend. 2 condescend to give (an answer, a reply, etc.).
[< OF < L, < dignus worthy]
de·ism (dēʹiz әm), n. 1 belief that God
exists entirely apart from our world and
does not inﬂuence the lives of human
beings. 2 belief in God without accepting any particular religion. [< L deus
god] —deʹist, n. —de·isʹtic, de·isʹti·cal,
adj. —de·isʹti·cal·ly, adv.
de·i·ty (dēʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 god or goddess. 2 divine nature; being a god. 3 the
Deity, God. [< F < L deitas < deus god]
dé·jà vu (dā´zhä vü), 1 feeling that one
has already experienced something

delusion
before. 2 realizing that one has experienced or seen something before, often
too many times to be interesting. [< F
(literally) already seen]
de·ject·ed (di jekʹtid), adj. in low spirits;
sad; discouraged. —de·jectʹed·ly, adv.
—de·jectʹed·ness, n.
de·jec·tion (di jekʹshәn), n. lowness of
spirits; sadness; discouragement. [< L
dejectio < de– down + jacere throw]
de ju·re (dē ju̇rʹē), Latin. by right; legal.
del., 1 delegate. 2 delete. 3 delivery.
Del., Delaware.
Del·a·ware (delʹә wãr), n. an E state of the
United States. —Del´a·warʹe·an, adj., n.
de·lay (di lāʹ), v. 1 put oﬀ till a later time. 2
make late; keep waiting; hinder. 3 be late;
wait; go slowly. —n. 1 act of delaying. 2
fact of being delayed. [< OF, < de– + laier
leave, let, prob. < Celtic] —de·layʹer, n.
de·lec·ta·ble (di lekʹtә bәl), adj. very
pleasing; delightful. [< OF < L, < delectare delight] —de·lecʹta·ble·ness, n.
—de·lecʹta·bly, adv.
de·lec·ta·tion (dē´lek tāʹshәn), n. delight.
del·e·gate (n. delʹә gāt, –git; v. delʹә gāt),
n., v., –gat·ed, –gat·ing. —n. 1 person
given power or authority to act for others; representative. 2 representative of
a territory in the United States House
of Representatives. 3 member of the
lower branch of the legislature in Maryland, Virginia, and West Virginia. —v. 1
appoint or send (a person) as a delegate.
2 give over (one’s power or authority) to
another as agent or deputy. [< L, < de– +
legare send with a commission]
del·e·ga·tion (del´ә gāʹshәn), n. 1 act of
delegating. 2 fact of being delegated. 3
group of delegates.
de·lete (di lētʹ), v., –let·ed, –let·ing. strike
out or take out (anything written or
printed). [< L, pp. of delere destroy]
—de·leʹtion, n.
del·e·te·ri·ous (del´ә tirʹi әs), adj. harmful; injurious. [< NL < Gk. deleterios,
ult. < deleesthai hurt] —del´e·teʹri·ously, adv.
delft (delft), delf (delf), or delftware
(delftʹwãr´), n. kind of glazed earthenware made in Holland, often decorated
in blue.
del·i (deʹi), n., pl. del·is. Informal. delicatessen.
Del·hi (delʹi), n. city in N India, a former
capital of the Mogul empire.
de·lib·er·ate (adj. di libʹәr it; v. di libʹәr āt), adj., v., –at·ed, –at·ing. —adj. 1
carefully thought out; made or done on
purpose. 2 slow and careful in deciding
what to do. 3 not hurried; slow. —v. 1
think over carefully; consider. 2 discuss reasons for and against something;
debate. [< L, < de– + librare weigh] —delibʹer·ate·ly, adv. —de·libʹer·ate·ness, n.
—de·libʹer·a´tor, n.
de·lib·er·a·tion (di lib´әr āʹshәn), n. 1
careful thought. 2 discussion of reasons
for and against something; debate: the

deliberations of Congress. 3 slowness and
care.
de·lib·er·a·tive (di libʹәr ā´tiv), adj. 1 for
deliberation; having to do with deliberation: Congress is a deliberative body.
2 characterized by deliberation. —delibʹer·a´tive·ly, adv. —de·libʹer·a´tiveness, n.
del·i·ca·cy (delʹә kә si), n., pl. –cies. 1
slightness and grace. 2 subtle quality. 3
ﬁneness of feeling for small diﬀerences;
sensitiveness. 4 need of care, skill, or
tact. 5 thought or regard for the feelings of others. 6 a shrinking from what
is oﬀensive. 7 susceptibility to illness;
weakness. 8 a choice kind of food.
del·i·cate (delʹә kit), adj. 1 pleasing to
the taste; mild; soft: delicate foods. 2
easily torn; thin. 3 requiring careful
handling: a delicate situation. 4 very
rapidly responding to slight changes of
condition: delicate instruments. 5 easily
hurt or made ill: a delicate child. 6 subtle.
7 considerate. [< L delicatus pampered]
—delʹi·cate·ly, adv. —delʹi·cate·ness, n.
del·i·ca·tes·sen (del´ә kә tesʹәn), n. Am.
1 (sing. in use) store that sells prepared
foods, such as cooked meats, salads,
relishes, etc. 2 (pl. in use) the foods. [< G,
pl. of delikatesse delicacy < F]
de·li·cious (di lishʹәs), adj. 1 very pleasing
to taste or smell. 2 very pleasing; delightful. [< OF < LL, < deliciae a delight
< delicere entice. See delight.] —de·liʹcious·ly, adv. —deliʹcious·ness, n.
de·light (di lītʹ), n. 1 great pleasure; joy.
2 thing that gives great pleasure. —v.
1 please greatly. 2 have great pleasure.
[< OF delit, ult. < L delectare to charm
< delicere entice < de– + lacere entice]
—de·lightʹed, adj. —de·lightʹed·ly, adv.
—de·lightʹed·ness, n. —de·lightʹer, n.
de·light·ful (di lītʹfәl), adj. very pleasing;
giving joy. —de·lightʹful·ly, adv. —delightʹful·ness, n.
De·li·lah (di līʹlә), n. 1 woman who
betrayed Samson, her lover, to the Philistines. Judges 16. 2 a false, treacherous
woman; temptress.
de·lim·it (di limʹit), v. ﬁx the limits of;
mark the boundaries of. —de·lim´i·taʹtion, n. —de·limʹi·ta´tive, adj.
de·lin·e·ate (di linʹi āt), v., –at·ed, –at·ing.
1 trace the outline of. 2 draw; sketch. 3
describe in words. [< L, < de– + linea
line] —de·lin´e·aʹtion, n. —de·linʹea´tor, n.
de·lin·quen·cy (di lingʹkwәn si), n., pl.
–cies. 1 failure to do what is required by
law or duty; guilt. 2 fault; oﬀense.
de·lin·quent (di lingʹkwәnt), adj. 1 failing
to do what is required by law or duty. 2
owed and not paid. 3 having to do with
delinquents. —n. a delinquent person;
oﬀender; criminal. [< L, < de– + linquere
leave] —de·linʹquent·ly, adv.
del·i·quesce (del´ә kwesʹ), v., –quesced,
–quesc·ing. become liquid by absorbing moisture from the air. [< L, < de– +
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liquere be liquid] —del´i·quesʹcence, n.
—del´i·quesʹcent, adj.
de·lir·i·ous (di lirʹi әs), adj. 1 temporarily out of one’s senses. 2 wildly excited.
3 caused by delirium. —de·lirʹi·ous·ly,
adv. —de·lirʹi·ous·ness, n.
de·lir·i·um (di lirʹi әm), n., pl. –lir·i·ums,
–lir·i·a (–lirʹi ә). 1 a temporary disorder
of the mind, as during fevers, characterized by wild excitement, irrational talk,
and hallucinations. 2 any wild excitement that cannot be controlled. [< L,
< delirare rave, be crazy < de lira (ire)
(go) out of the furrow (in plowing)]
de·liv·er (di livʹәr), v. 1 carry and give out;
distribute: the postman delivers letters. 2
give up; hand over. 3 give forth in words:
the jury delivered its verdict. 4 strike;
throw: deliver a blow. 5 set free; rescue.
6 help (a woman) give birth to a child.
deliver oneself of, speak; give out. [< F
< L deliberare set free < de– + liber free]
—de·livʹer·a·ble, adj. —de·livʹer·er, n.
de·liv·er·ance (di livʹәr әns), n. 1 act of
setting free or state of being set free.
2 a formal expression of opinion or
judgment.
de·liv·er·y (di livʹәr i; –livʹri), n., pl. –eries. 1 act or fact of delivering or distributing: parcel-post delivery. 2 a giving up;
handing over. 3 way of giving a speech,
lecture, etc. 4 act or way of striking,
throwing, etc. 5 rescue; release. 6 giving
birth to a child; childbirth. 7 anything
that is delivered.
dell (del), n. a small, sheltered glen or valley, usually with trees in it. [OE]
de·louse (dē lousʹ; –louzʹ), v., –loused,
–lous·ing. remove lice from.
Del·phi (delʹfī), n. town in ancient Greece
where an oracle of Apollo was located.
—Delʹphic, Delʹphi·an, adj.
Delphic oracle, oracle of Apollo at Delphi.
del·phin·i·um (del ﬁnʹi әm), n. larkspur.
[< NL < Gk., < delphin dolphin; from
shape of nectar gland]
del·ta (delʹtә), n. 1 deposit of earth and
sand that collects at the mouths of some
rivers and is usually three-sided. 2 the
fourth letter of the Greek alphabet (Δ
or δ). 3 anything shaped like a triangle.
4 =delta wing.
delta wing, aircraft wing shaped like a
triangle that provides more speed and
lift. —delʹta-wingʹ, adj.
del·toid (delʹtoid), adj. triangular. —n. a
large, triangular muscle of the shoulder.
de·lude (di lüdʹ), v., –lud·ed, –lud·ing.
mislead; deceive. [< L, < de– (to the detriment of) + ludere play] —de·ludʹer, n.
del·uge (delʹūj), n., v., –uged, –ug·ing.
—n. 1 a great ﬂood. 2 a heavy fall of
rain. 3 any overwhelming rush. —v. 1 to
ﬂood. 2 overwhelm.
the Deluge, the great ﬂood in the days
of Noah. Gen. 7 [< OF < L diluvium
< dis– away + luere wash]
de·lu·sion (di lüʹzhәn), n. 1 a deluding or
being deluded. 2 a false notion or belief.
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3 a ﬁxed belief maintained in the face of
indisputable evidence to the contrary.
de·lu·sive (di lüʹsiv), adj. deceptive; false;
unreal. —de·luʹsive·ly, adv. —de·luʹsiveness, n.
de·lu·so·ry (di lüʹsә ri), adj. delusive;
deceptive.
de·luxe (dә lu̇ksʹ; –luksʹ), adj. of exceptionally good quality; elegant. [< F]
delve (delv), v., delved, delv·ing. 1 search
carefully for information. 2 Archaic or
Dial. dig. [OE delfan] —delvʹer, n.
Dem., Democrat; Democratic.
de·mag·net·ize (dē magʹnә tīz), v.,
–ized, –iz·ing. deprive of magnetism.
—de´mag·net·izaʹtion, n. —de·magʹnet·iz´er, n.
dem·a·gog·ic (dem´ә gojʹik; –gogʹik),
dem·a·gog·i·cal (–ә kәl), adj. of or like
a demagogue. —dem´a·gogʹi·cal·ly, adv.
dem·a·gogue, dem·a·gog (demʹә gôg;
–gog), n. a popular leader who stirs up
the people in order to get something for
him or herself. [< Gk., < demos people +
agogos leader < agein lead]
dem·a·gogu·er·y (demʹә gôg´әr i; –gog´–),
n. methods or principles of a demagogue.
dem·a·go·gy (demʹә gō´ji; –gôg´i; –gog´i),
n. Esp. Brit. 1 demagoguery. 2 character
of a demagogue.
de·mand (di mandʹ; –mändʹ), v. 1 ask
for as a right. 2 ask for with authority. 3
require; need. —n. 1 act of demanding. 2
thing demanded. 3 claim; requirement. 4
desire and ability to buy.
in demand, wanted.
on demand, upon request. [< L, < de– +
mandare to order] —de·mandʹa·ble,
adj. —de·mandʹer, n.
de·mar·cate (dēʹmär kāt, di märʹ–), v.,
–cat·ed, –cat·ing. 1 set and mark the
limits of. 2 Fig. distinguish.
de·mar·ca·tion (dē´mär kāʹshәn), n. 1 act
of setting and marking the limits. 2 Fig.
separation; distinction. Also, demarkation. [< Sp., < de– oﬀ + marcar mark]
de·mean1 (di mēnʹ), v. lower in dignity
or standing; humble. [< de– + mean2;
formed after debase]
de·mean2 (di mēnʹ), v. behave or conduct
(oneself). [< OF, < de– + mener lead < L
minare drive]
de·mean·or (di mēnʹәr), n. way a person
looks and acts; behavior. [ME demenure
< demenen behave]
de·ment·ed (di menʹtid), adj. insane;
crazy. [< L, < de– out of + mens mind]
—de·mentʹed·ly, adv. —de·mentʹedness, n.
de·men·tia (di menʹshә), n. a partial or
complete loss of mind.
de·mer·it (dē merʹit), n. 1 fault; defect. 2
mark against a person’s record for poor
work or unsatisfactory behavior.
de·mesne (di mānʹ; –mēnʹ), n. 1 land or
land and buildings possessed as one’s
own. 2 house and land belonging to a
lord and used by him. 3 domain; realm.
[< AF demeyne domain]

demi–, preﬁx. half, as in demigod. [<
F demi half < VL < L, < dis– apart +
medius middle]
dem·i·god (demʹi god´), n. 1 god that is
partly human. 2 a minor or lesser god.
dem·i·god·dess (demʹi god´is), n. a
female demigod.
dem·i·john (demʹi jon), n. a large bottle
of earthenware enclosed in wicker.
de·mil·i·tar·ize (dē milʹә tә rīz), v.,
–rized, –riz·ing. free from military control. —de·mil´ita·ri·zaʹtion, n.
dem·i·mon·daine (dem´i monʹdān), n.
woman of the demimonde. [< F]
dem·i·monde (demʹi mond; dem´i mondʹ), n. 1 class of women whose
reputation and morals are doubtful. 2
woman of this class; demimondaine.
3 prostitutes as a group. 4 those who
live and work on the margins of conventional, reputable, society. [< F, halfworld]
de·mise (di mīzʹ), n. death. [appar. < AF,
pp. of desmettre put away < des– away
(< L dis–) + mettre put < L mittere let
go, send]
dem·i·sem·i·qua·ver (dem´i semʹi kwā´vәr), n. Music. a thirty-second note.
dem·i·tasse (demʹi tas´; –täs´), n. a very
small cup of coﬀee. [< F, half-cup]
dem·o (demʹō), n., pl. dem·os. Informal.
1 recording sent to record companies,
agents, etc. as a demonstration of a new
song, album, group, etc. 2 demonstration. 3 =demonstrator.
de·mo·bi·lize (dē mōʹbә līz), v., –lized,
–li-zing. disband (troops, etc.). —demo´bi·li·zaʹtion, n.
de·moc·ra·cy (di mokʹrә si), n., pl. –cies.
1 government that is run directly or
indirectly by the people who live under
it. 2 country, state, or community having such a government. 3 treatment
of others as one’s equals. 4 Democracy. a the principles of the Democratic Party. b its members collectively.
[< F < Gk., < demos people + kratos
rule]
dem·o·crat (demʹә krat), n. 1 person who
believes that a government should be
run by the people who live under it. 2
person who holds or acts on the belief
that all people are his equals. 3 Democrat. member of the Democratic Party.
—de·mocʹra·tism, n.
dem·o·crat·ic (dem´ә kratʹik), adj. 1 of a
democracy; like a democracy. 2 treating
all classes of people as one’s equals. 3
Democratic. of the Democratic Party.
Democratic Party, one of the two main
political parties in the United States.
de·moc·ra·tize (di mokʹrә tīz), v., –tized,
–tiz·ing. make or become democratic.
—de·moc´ra·ti·zaʹtion, n.
de·mog·ra·phy (di mogʹrә ﬁ), n. science
dealing with statistics of births, deaths,
diseases, etc., of a community. —demogʹra·pher, n. —de´mo·graphʹic, adj.
de·mol·ish (di molʹish), v. 1 pull or tear
down; destroy. 2 Fig. defeat utterly, as in

a sports event or competitive situation.
[< F < L demoliri tear down < de– +
moles mass] —de·molʹish·er, n. —demolʹish·ment, n.
dem·o·li·tion (dem´ә lishʹәn; dē´mә–), n.
destruction; ruin.
de·mon (dēʹmәn), n. 1 an evil spirit; devil;
ﬁend. 2 a very wicked or cruel person.
3 an evil inﬂuence. 4 person who has
great energy or vigor. 5 an attendant or
guiding spirit. 6 =daemon. [(defs. 1–5)
< L < Gk. daimonion divine (thing), in
Christian writings, evil spirit; (def. 6)
see daemon]
de·mon·e·tize (dē monʹә tīz; –munʹ–), v.,
–tized, –tiz·ing. deprive of its standard value as money. —de·mon´e·tizaʹtion, n.
de·mo·ni·ac (di mōʹni ak), adj. Also,
de·mo·ni·a·cal (dē´mә nīʹә kәl). 1 of
demons. 2 devilish; ﬁendish. 3 raging;
frantic. —n. person supposed to be possessed by an evil spirit. —de´mo·niʹacal·ly, adv.
de·mon·ic (di monʹik), adj. 1 of or caused
by evil spirits. 2 inﬂuenced by a guiding spirit.
de·mon·ol·o·gy (dē´mәn olʹә ji), n. study
of demons or of beliefs about demons.
—de´mon·olʹo·gist, n.
de·mon·stra·ble (di monʹstrә bәl; demʹәn–),
adj. capable of being proved. —de·mon´stra·bilʹi·ty, n. —de·monʹstra·bly, adv.
dem·on·strate (demʹәn strāt), v., –strated, –strat·ing. 1 establish the truth of;
prove. 2 explain by using examples,
experiments, etc. 3 advertise the merits
of (a thing for sale). 4 show openly;
exhibit. 5 show feeling or political opinion by a parade, meeting, etc. [< L,
< de– + monstrare show]
dem·on·stra·tion (dem´әn strāʹshәn), n.
1 clear proof. 2 explanation with the
use of examples, experiments, etc. 3
advertising or making known some
new product or process in a public
place. 4 an open show or exhibition, as
of feeling, ability, etc. 5 show of feeling
or political opinion by a parade, meeting, etc.
de·mon·stra·tive (di monʹstrә tiv), adj. 1
expressing one’s aﬀections freely and
openly. 2 showing clearly; explanatory.
3 giving proof; conclusive. 4 pointing
out. This and that are demonstrative
pronouns and also demonstrative adjectives. —n. pronoun or adjective that
points out. —de·monʹstra·tive·ly, adv.
—de·monʹstra·tive·nes s, n.
de·mon·stra·tor (dem´әn strāʹtәr), n. 1
a person or thing that demonstrates. b
vehicle, appliance, etc., used by a dealer
to demonstrate its use. 2 person who
demonstrates at a meeting, parade, etc.
de·mor·al·ize (di môrʹәl īz; –morʹ–), v.,
–ized, iz·ing. 1 corrupt the morals of. 2
weaken the spirit, courage, or discipline
of; dishearten. 3 throw into confusion or
disorder. —de·mor´al·i·zaʹtion, n. —demorʹal·iz´er, n.
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de·mote (di mōtʹ), v., –mot·ed, –moting. put back to a lower grade; reduce
in rank. [< de– + (pro)mote] —de·moʹtion, n.
de·mur (di mėrʹ), v., –murred, –murring, n. —v. object. —n. an objection.
[< OF < L, < de- + morari delay]
de·mure (di myu̇rʹ), adj., –mur·er, –murest. 1 falsely proper; unnaturally modest; coy. 2 serious; sober. [< obs. mure,
adj., demure < OF < L maturus mature]
—de·mureʹly, adv.
de·mur·rer (di mėrʹәr), n. 1 person who
objects. 2 objection.
den (den), n., v., denned, den·ning. —n. 1
place where a wild animal lives. 2 place
where thieves or the like have their
headquarters. 3 a small and cozy private
room. —v. inhabit a den. [OE denn]
de·nar·i·us (di nãrʹi әs), n., pl. –nar·i·i
(–nãrʹi ī). an ancient Roman coin. [< L,
containing ten (here, ten times the value
of an as2) < deni ten at a time]
de·na·tion·al·ize (dē nashʹәn әl īz; –nashʹnәl–), v., –ized, –iz·ing. 1 deprive of
national rights, scope, etc. 2 return to
private ownership. —de·na´tion·al·izaʹtion, n.
de·nat·u·ral·ize (dē nachʹә rәl īz; –nachʹrәl–), v., –ized, –iz·ing. 1 make unnatural.
2 take citizenship from. —de·nat´ural·i·zaʹtion, n.
de·na·ture (dē nāʹchәr), v., –tured, –turing. 1 change the nature of. 2 make
(alcohol, food, etc.) unﬁt for drinking
or eating without destroying for other
purposes. —de·na´tur·aʹtion, n.
den·drite (denʹdrīt), n. the branching
part at the receiving end of a nerve cell.
[< Gk., < dendron tree]
de·neu·tral·ize (dē nüʹtrәl īz; –nūʹ–), v.,
–ized, –iz·ing. abolish the neutral status
of (a country, territory, etc.). —de·neu´tral·i·zaʹtion, n.
den·gue (dengʹgā; –gi), n. an infectious
fever wth skin rash and severe pain in
the joints and muscles. [< Sp., < Swahili
(lang. of C Africa) kidinga popo]
de·ni·al (di nīʹәl), n. 1 act of saying that
something is not true. 2 act of saying that
one does not hold to or accept: a public
denial of communism. 3 a refusing.
de·ni·er1 (di nīʹәr), n. person who denies.
den·ier2 (denʹyәr; dә nirʹ), n. unit of
weight used to express the ﬁneness of
silk, rayon, or nylon yarn. [< OF < L
denarius denarius]
den·im (denʹәm), n. a heavy, coarse cotton cloth for overalls, etc.
denims, overalls or trousers made of
denim. [short for F serge de Nîmes serge
of Nîmes]
den·i·zen (denʹә zәn), n. 1 inhabitant;
occupant. 2 a foreign word, plant, animal, etc., that has been adopted. —v.
make (one) a denizen; naturalize. [< OF
denzein < denz within < LL < L de from
+ intus within]
Den·mark (denʹmärk), n. a small country
in N Europe.

de·nom·i·nate (v. di nomʹә nāt; adj.
di nomʹә nit, –nāt), v., –nat·ed, –nat·ing,
adj. —v. give a name to; name. —adj.
called by a speciﬁc name. [< L, < de– +
nomen name]
de·nom·i·na·tion (di nom´ә nāʹshәn), n.
1 name for a group or class of things. 2 a
religious group or sect. 3 class or kind of
units: a coin of low denomination.
de· nom· i· na· tion· al
(di nom´ ә nāʹshәn әl; –nāshʹnәl), adj. having to do
with some religious denomination or
denominations; controlled by a religious
denomination. —de·nom´i·naʹtion·ally, adv.
de·nom·i·na·tion·al·ism (di nom´ә nāʹshәn әl iz´әm; –nāshʹnәl–), n. 1 denominational principles. 2 division into
denominations.
de·nom·i·na·tive (di nomʹә nā´tiv; –nә tiv),
adj. 1 giving a distinctive name; naming. 2 formed from a noun or an adjective. To center is a denominative verb.
—n. a denominative word. —de·nomʹina´tive·ly, adv.
de·nom·i·na·tor (di nomʹә nā´tәr), n. 1
number below the line in a fraction,
stating the size of the parts in their
relation to the whole. 2 person or thing
that names.
de·no·ta·tion (dē´nō tāʹshәn), n. 1 meaning, esp. the exact, literal meaning. The
denotation of home is “place where one
lives,” but it has many connotations.
2 indication; denoting. —deʹno·ta´tive,
adj.
de·note (di nōtʹ), v., –not·ed, –not·ing.
1 be the sign of; indicate. 2 be a name
for; mean. [< F < L, < de– + notare note
< nota mark]
de·noue·ment (dā´nü mänʹ), n. solution
of a plot in a play, a story, etc.; outcome;
end. [< F, < dénouer untie < L dis– +
nodus knot]
de·nounce (di nounsʹ), v., –nounced,
–nounc·ing. 1 condemn publicly;
express strong disapproval of. 2 inform
against; accuse. 3 give formal notice
of the termination of (a treaty, etc.).
[< OF < L, < de– + nuntiare announce
< nuntius messenger] —de·nounceʹment,
de·nouncʹer, n.
dense (dens), adj., dens·er, dens·est. 1
closely packed together; thick. 2 Fig.
stupid. [< L densus] —denseʹly, adv.
—denseʹness, n.
den·si·ty (denʹsә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 dense
condition or quality; compactness; thickness. 2 Fig. stupidity. 3 a quantity of
matter in a unit of volume. b quantity
of electricity in a unit of area. c quantity
of anything in a unit of area. 4 speciﬁc
gravity.
dent (dent), n. 1 hollow made by a blow
or pressure. 2 weak spot. —v. 1 make a
dent in. 2 become dented. [ME dente,
var. of dint]
dent., dental; dentist; dentistry.
den·tal (denʹtәl), adj. 1 of or for the teeth.
2 of or for a dentist’s work. 3 produced

by placing the tip of the tongue against
or near the upper front teeth. —n. a
dental sound. [< L dens tooth]
den·tate (denʹtāt), adj. having toothlike projections; toothed; notched.
—denʹtate·ly, adv.
den·tine (denʹtān; –tin), den·tin (–tin), n.
the hard, bony material that forms the
main part of a tooth.
den·tist (denʹtist) n. doctor who cares
for the teeth, including cleaning, repairing, and extracting teeth, and supplying
artiﬁcial teeth.
den·tist·ry (denʹtis tri), n. work, art, or
occupation of a dentist.
den·ti·tion (den tishʹәn), n. 1 growth of
teeth; teething. 2 kind, number, and
arrangement of the teeth.
den·ture (denʹchәr), n. 1 set of artiﬁcial
teeth. 2 set of teeth.
de·nude (di nüdʹ; –ūdʹ), v., –nud·ed,
–nud·ing. 1 make bare; strip. 2 lay (a
rock, etc.) bare by removing what lies
above. —de´nu·daʹtion, n.
de·nun·ci·a·tion (di nun´si āʹshәn; –shi–),
n. 1 strong, public disapproval. 2 act of
informing against; accusation. 3 formal
notice of the intention to end a treaty,
etc.
de·nun·ci·a·to·ry (di nunʹsi ә tô´ri; –shi–;
–tō´–), adj. condemning; accusing.
Den·ver (denʹvәr), n. capital of Colorado,
in the central part.
de·ny (di nīʹ), v., –nied, –ny·ing. 1 declare
(something) is not true. 2 say that one
does not hold to or accept. 3 refuse. 4
disown.
deny oneself, do without the things one
wants. [< F < L, < de– + negare say no]
de·o·dor·ant (dē ōʹdәr әnt), n. preparation that destroys odors. —adj. that
destroys odors.
de·o·dor·ize (dē ōʹdәr īz), v., –ized, –izing. destroy the odor of. —de·o´dor·izaʹtion, n. —de·oʹdor·iz´er, n.
de·ox·y·ri·bo·nu·cle·ase (dē ok´sә rī´bō nüʹklē ās; –nyü–), n. enzyme
involved in the hydrolysis of deoxyribonucleic acid.
de·ox·y·ri·bo·nu·cle·ic acid (dē ok´sә rī´bō nu klēʹik; –nyü–), acid present in the
nucleus of all cells, crucial to the transmission of genetic characteristics; DNA.
[< deoxyribose + nucleic acid]
dep., 1 depart; departure. 2 department.
3 deposit. 4 deputy.
de·part (di pärtʹ), v. 1 go away; leave. 2
turn away; change (from). 3 die. [< OF,
< LL departire divide < L de– + partire
< pars part]
de·part·ed (di pärʹtid), n. Usually, the
departed. dead person or persons.
—adj. 1 dead. 2 gone; past.
de·part·ment (di pärtʹmәnt), n. 1 separate part; division: the ﬁre department.
2 one of the administrative districts
into which France is divided. 3 a chief
division of governmental administration. —de´part·menʹtal, adj. —de´partmenʹtal·ly, adv.
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department store, store that sells many
kinds of articles arranged in separate
departments.
de·par·ture (di pärʹchәr), n. 1 act of going
away; act of leaving. 2 a turning away;
change.
de·pend (di pendʹ), v. 1 rely; trust. 2 rely
for support or help. 3 be controlled or
inﬂuenced by something else.
depend on, be controlled or inﬂuenced
by. [< OF < L, < de– from + pendere
hang]
de·pend·a·ble (di penʹdә bәl), adj. reliable; trustworthy. —de·pend´a·bilʹi·ty,
de·pendʹa·ble·ness, n. —de·pendʹa·bly,
adv.
de·pend·ence (di penʹdәns), n. 1 reliance
on another for support or help. 2 reliance; trust. 3 fact of being controlled or
inﬂuenced by something else: the dependence of crops on the weather. 4 person
or thing relied on.
de·pend·en·cy (di penʹdәn si), n., pl.
–cies. 1 country or territory controlled
by another country. 2 dependence. 3
thing that depends on another for existence, support, or help.
de·pend·ent (di penʹdәnt), adj. 1 relying on another for support or help. 2
controlled or inﬂuenced by something
else. 3 hanging down. 4 a (of a variable)
relying on the value of an independent
variable. b (of an equation) that can
be derived from another equation. —n.
person who relies on another for support or help.
de·pict (di piktʹ), v. represent by drawing,
painting, or describing; show; picture;
portray. [< L depictus < de– + pingere
paint] —de·pictʹer, n. —de·picʹtion, n.
de·pil·a·to·ry (di pilʹә tô´ri; –tō´–), adj.,
n., pl. –ries. —adj. capable of removing
hair. —n. paste, liquid, or other preparation for removing hair. [< L, < de– +
pilus hair]
de·plane (di plānʹ), v. –planed, –plan·ing.
get oﬀ a plane.
de·plete (di plētʹ), v., –plet·ed, –plet·ing.
empty; exhaust. [< L depletus empty
< de– + –plere ﬁll] —de·pleʹtion, n. —depleʹtive, adj.
de·plor·a·ble (di plôrʹә bәl; –plōrʹ–), adj.
1 to be deplored; lamentable. 2 wretched;
miserable. —de·plorʹa·bly, adv.
de·plore (di plôrʹ; –plōrʹ), v., –plored,
–plor·ing. be very sorry about; lament.
[< L, < de– + plorare weep]
de·ploy (di ploiʹ), v. 1 spread out forces
from a column into a long battle line. 2
place forces in readiness for use at a later
time. 3 Fig. draw on; use: deploy tact and
patience. [< F, < dé– (< L dis–) + ployer
< L plicare fold] —de·ployʹment, n.
de·po·nent (di pōʹnәnt), n. person who
testiﬁes in writing under oath. [< L,
< de– away, down + ponere put]
de·pop·u·late (dē popʹyә lāt), v., –lat·ed,
–lat·ing.deprive of inhabitants.—de´popu·laʹtion, n. —de·popʹu·la´tor, n.

de·port (di pôrtʹ; –pōrtʹ), v. 1 banish;
expel; remove. 2 behave or conduct
(oneself) in a particular manner. [< F
< L, < de– away + portare carry]
de·por·ta·tion (dē´pôr tāʹshәn; –pōr–), n.
expulsion; banishment.
de·port·ment (di pôrtʹmәnt; –pōrtʹ–), n.
way a person acts; behavior; conduct.
de·pose (di pōzʹ), v., –posed, –pos·ing. 1
put out of oﬃce or a position of authority: depose a government. 2 declare
under oath; testify. [< OF, < de– down
+ poser pose] —de·posʹa·ble, adj. —deposʹal, n.
de·pos·it (di pozʹit), v. 1 put down; lay
down; leave lying. 2 put (money) in a
bank. 3 put in a place for safekeeping.
4 pay as a pledge to do something or
to pay more later. —n. 1 something
laid down or left lying. 2 thing put in
a place for safekeeping. 3 money put
in a bank. 4 money paid as a pledge
to do something or to pay more later.
5 mass of some mineral in rock or in
the ground.
on deposit, in a bank or vault. [< L
depositus < de– away + ponere put]
de·pos·i·tar·y (di pozʹә ter´i), n., pl. –taries. 1 person or company that receives
something for safekeeping; trustee. 2
=depository.
dep·o·si·tion (dep´ә zishʹәn; dē´pә–), n. 1
act of deposing. 2 a testimony. b a sworn
statement in writing. 3 act of depositing.
4 thing deposited; deposit.
de·pos·i·tor (di pozʹә tәr), n. 1 person
who deposits. 2 person who deposits
money in a bank.
de·pos·i·to·ry (di pozʹә tô´ri; –tō´–), n.,
pl. –ries. 1 place where a thing is put for
safekeeping; storehouse. 2 trustee.
de·pot (dēʹpō; Mil. depʹō), n. 1 a bus
or railroad station. 2 storehouse; warehouse. 3 place where military supplies
are stored. [< F < L depositum. See
deposit.]
de·prave (di prāvʹ), v., –praved, –praving. make bad; corrupt. [< L, < de– +
pravus crooked, wrong] —de·pravʹer, n.
de·praved (di prāvdʹ), adj. corrupt; perverted.
de·prav·i·ty (di pravʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
wickedness; corruption. 2 a corrupt act;
bad practice.
dep·re·cate (depʹrә kāt), v., –cat·ed, –cating. express strong disapproval of; protest against. [< L, plead in excuse, avert
by prayer < de– + precari pray] —depʹrecat´ing·ly, adv. —dep´re·caʹtion, n.
—depʹre·ca´tor, n.
dep·re·ca·to·ry (depʹrә kә tô´ri; –tō´–),
adj. 1 deprecating. 2 apologetic.
—depʹre·ca·to´ri·ly, adv. —depʹre·cato´ri·ness, n.
de·pre·ci·ate (di prēʹshi āt), v., –at·ed,
–at·ing. 1 lessen the value or price of. 2
lessen in value, as money. 3 speak slightingly of; belittle. [< L, < de– + pretium
price] —de·preʹca´tor, n.

de·pre·ci·a·tion (di prē´shi āʹshәn), n. 1
a lessening or lowering in value. 2 a
speaking slightingly of; a belittling.
de·pre·ci·a·to·ry (di prēʹshi ә tô´ri; –tō´–),
adj. tending to depreciate, disparage, or
undervalue.
dep·re·da·tion (dep´rә dāʹshәn), n. act of
plundering; robbery; a ravaging. [< L,
< de– + praeda booty]
de·press (di presʹ), v. 1 make sad or
gloomy; cause to have low spirits. 2
press down; push down; lower. 3 lower
in pitch. 4 lower in amount or value:
depress prices. 5 reduce the activity of;
weaken. [< OF, < L depressus < de– +
premere press] —de·pressʹing·ly, adv.
—de·presʹsor, n.
de·pres·sant (di presʹәnt), —adj. decreasing the rate of vital activities. —n. medicine that lessens pain or excitement;
sedative.
de·pressed (di prestʹ), adj. 1 sad; gloomy;
low-spirited. 2 pressed down; lowered:
depressed proﬁts. 3 ﬂattened down;
broader than high.
de·pres·sion (di preshʹәn), n. 1 act of
pressing down. 2 depressed condition. 3 a low place; hollow. 4 a sadness;
gloominess; low spirits. b psychological
condition characterized by long-lasting
despair and hopelessness. 5 reduction
of economic activity; dullness of trade.
6 angular distance of an object below
the horizon. —de·presʹsive, adj. —depresʹsive·ly, adv.
dep·ri·va·tion (dep´rә vāʹshәn), n. act of
depriving; state of being deprived.
de·prive (di prīvʹ), v., –prived, –priv·ing.
1 take away from by force. 2 keep from
having or doing. [< OF, < de– (< L de–) +
priver deprive < L, orig., exempt]
dept., 1 department. 2 deputy.
depth (depth), n. 1 quality of being deep;
deepness. 2 distance from top to bottom. 3 distance from front to back. 4 the
deepest part: in the depths of the earth.
6 the most central part: in the depth of
the forest. 7 profound penetration: depth
of mind.
beyond (or out of) one’s depth, a in
water that is too deep. b beyond one’s
abilities, training, etc.
in depth, deep; detailed. [ME, < OE dēop
deep]
depth charge, an explosive charge
dropped from a ship or airplane and
arranged to explode at a certain depth
under water.
depth perception, ability to perceive distance between objects and their spatial
relationship to the observer.
dep·u·ta·tion (dep´yә tāʹshәn), n. 1 act of
deputing. 2 group of persons appointed
to act for others.
de·pute (di pūtʹ), v., –put·ed, –put·ing.
1 appoint to do one’s work or to act in
one’s place. 2 give (work, power, etc.) to
another. [< F < LL, assign < L, consider
as < de– + putare think, count]
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dep·u·tize (depʹyә tīz), v., –tized, –tiz·ing.
1 appoint as deputy. 2 act as deputy.
dep·u·ty (depʹyә ti), n., pl. –ties, adj. —n.
1 person appointed to do the work or
to act in the place of another: a sheriﬀ ’s
deputy. 2 representative in certain lawmaking assemblies. —adj. acting as a
deputy.
der., derivation; derivative; derived.
de·rail (dē rālʹ), v. 1 cause (a train, etc.) to
run oﬀ the rails. 2 run oﬀ the rails. —derailʹment, n.
de·range (di rānjʹ), v., –ranged, –ranging. 1 disturb the order or arrangement
of. 2 make insane. [< F déranger. See
de–, range.] —de·rangedʹ, adj. —derangeʹment, n.
Der·by (dėrʹbi; Brit. därʹbi), n., pl. –bies. 1
a horse race: the Kentucky Derby. 2 race,
as of automobiles or airplanes. 3 derby,
a stiﬀ hat with a rounded crown and
narrow brim.
der·e·lict (derʹә likt), adj. 1 abandoned;
deserted; forsaken. 2 failing in one’s
duty; negligent. —n. 1 ship abandoned
at sea. 2 any worthless, discarded thing.
3 person with no home, job, family, etc.
[< L derelictus < de– wholly + re– behind
+ linquere leave]
der·e·lic·tion (der´ә likʹshәn), n. 1 failure
in one’s duty; negligence. 2 abandonment; desertion; forsaking.
de·ride (di rīdʹ), v., –rid·ed, –rid·ing.
laugh at in scorn; ridicule. [< L, < de– at
+ ridere laugh] —de·ridʹer, n. —de·ridʹing·ly, adv.
de ri·gueur (dә rē gœrʹ), French. required
by etiquette; according to custom;
proper.
de·ri·sion (di rizhʹәn), n. 1 scornful
laughter; ridicule; contempt. 2 an object
of ridicule.
de·ri·sive (di rīʹsiv), de·ri·so·ry (–sә ri),
adj. mocking; ridiculing. —de·riʹsively, adv.
deriv., derivation; derivative; derived.
der·i·va·tion (der´ә vāʹshәn), n. 1 act or
fact of deriving. 2 state of being derived.
3 source; origin. 4 theory of the development or origin of a word. —der´ivaʹtion·al, adj.
de·riv·a·tive (di rivʹә tiv), adj. derived;
not original. —n. 1 something derived. 2
a word formed by adding a preﬁx or sufﬁx to another word. 3 Chem. substance
obtained from another by substituting a
diﬀerent element.
de·rive (di rīvʹ), v., –rived, –riv·ing. 1
obtain from a source or origin: derive
pleasure from travel. 2 come from a
source or origin; originate. 3 trace (a
word, custom, etc.) from or to a source
or origin. 4 Chem. obtain (a compound)
from another by substituting a diﬀerent
element. [< F < L derivare lead oﬀ, draw
oﬀ < de– + rivus stream] —de·rivʹa·ble,
adj. —de·rivʹer, n.
der·ma (dėrʹmә), n. 1 the sensitive layer
of skin beneath the epidermis. 2 =skin.
[< Gk., skin] —derʹmal, adj.

der·ma·tol·o·gy (dėr´mә tolʹә ji), n. science that deals with the skin and its
diseases. —derʹma·to·logʹi·cal, adj.
—der´ma·tolʹo·gist, n.
der·mis (dėrʹmis), n. =derma. —derʹmic,
adj.
der·o·gate (derʹә gāt), v., –gat·ed, –gat·ing.
1 take away; detract. 2 become worse;
degenerate. [< L, < de– away from +
rogare ask] —der´o·gaʹtion, n.
de·rog·a·to·ry (di rogʹә tôʹri; –tō´–), derog·a·tive (–ә tiv), adj. 1 disparaging;
belittling. 2 lessening the value; detracting. —de·rogʹa·to´ri·ly, de·rogʹa·tively, adv.
der·rick (derʹik), n. 1 machine with a
long arm for lifting and moving heavy
objects. 2 towerlike framework over an
oil well, gas well, etc. [for Derrick, a
hangman at Tyburn, London]
der·vish (dėrʹvish), n. member of any of
various Muslim orders. [< Turk. < Pers.
darvīsh]
desc., descendant.
des·cant (v. des kantʹ, dis–; n. desʹkant), v.
1 talk at great length; discourse. 2 sing or
play a melody with another melody. —n.
a part music. b melody to be played or
sung with another melody. [< OF < Med.
L, < L dis– + cantus song < canere sing]
de·scend (di sendʹ), v. 1 go or come down
from a higher place to a lower place. 2
go from earlier to later time. 3 go from
greater to less. 4 lower oneself; stoop.
5 slope downward. 6 be handed down
from parent to child. 7 make a sudden
attack. [< OF < L, < de– + scandere
climb] —de·scendʹa·ble, adj.
de·scend·ant (di senʹdәnt), n. 1 person
born of a certain family or group. 2
oﬀspring; child. —adj. Also, descendent.
descending.
de·scent (di sentʹ), n. 1 a coming down or
going down. 2 a downward slope. 3 way
or passage down; means of descending. 4
family line; ancestry. 5 a sudden attack.
de·scribe (di scrībʹ), v., –scribed, –scribing. 1 tell or write about. 2 give a picture
or account of in words. 3 draw the outline of; trace. [< L, < de– + scribere write]
—de·scribʹa·ble, adj. —de·scribʹer, n.
de·scrip·tion (di skripʹshәn), n. 1 act of
describing. 2 composition or account
that describes or gives a picture in words.
3 kind; sort: people of every description. 4
act of drawing in outline.
de·scrip·tive (di skripʹtiv), adj. describing; using description. —de·scripʹtively, adv. —descripʹtive·ness, n.
de·scry (di skrīʹ), v., –scried, –scry·ing.
catch sight of; be able to see; make out.
[< OF descrier proclaim. See dis–, cry.]
des·e·crate (desʹә krāt), v., –crat·ed, –crating. disregard the sacredness of. [< de– +
(con)secrate] —desʹe·crat´er, desʹe·cra´tor, n. —des´e·craʹtion, n.
de·seg·re·gate (dē segʹrә gāt), v., –gat·ed,
–gat·ing. 1 abolish segregation in. 2 of
a place or institution, become desegregated.

de·seg·re·ga·tion (dē seg´rә gāʹshәn), n.
abolishment of the practice of segregating blacks from whites, esp. in the U.S.
public schools.
de·sen·si·tize (dē senʹsә tīz), v., –tized,
–tiz·ing. make less sensitive. —de·sen´siti·zaʹtion, n. —de·senʹsi·tiz´er, n.
des·ert1 (dezʹәrt), n. 1 a dry, barren
region, usually sandy and without trees.
2 region that is not inhabited or cultivated; wilderness. —adj. 1 dry; barren. 2
not inhabited or cultivated; wild. [< OF
< Eccl.L desertum, (thing) abandoned,
pp. See desert2.]
de·sert2 (di zėrtʹ), v. 1 go away and leave;
abandon; forsake. 2 run away from duty.
3 leave military service without permission. [< F < LL desertare < L deserere
abandon < de– dis– + serere join] —desertʹer, n.
de·sert3 (di zėrtʹ), n. Usually, deserts.
what is deserved; suitable reward or
punishment: the robber got his just deserts in prison. [< OF deserte, pp. of
deservir deserve]
de·ser·tion (di zėrʹshәn), n. 1 a deserting,
esp. in violation of duty or obligation. 2
state of being deserted.
de·serve (di zėrvʹ), v., –served, –serv·ing.
have a claim or right to; be worthy of.
[< F < L deservire serve well < de– +
servire serve] —de·servʹer, n.
de·serv·ed·ly (di zėrʹvid li), adv. justly.
de·serv·ing (di zėrʹving), adj. 1 that
deserves; worthy (of something). 2
worth helping.
des·ic·cate (desʹә kāt), v., –cat·ed, –cating. 1 dry thoroughly. 2 preserve by
drying thoroughly. [< L, < de– out +
siccus dry] —des´ic·caʹtion, n. —desʹicca´tive, adj.
de·sid·er·a·tum (di sid´әr āʹtәm; –äʹtәm),
n., pl. –ta (–tә). something desired or
needed. [< L, pp. of desiderare long for]
de·sign (di zīnʹ), n. 1 a drawing, plan,
or sketch made to serve as a pattern:
design for a machine. 2 arrangement of
detail, form, and color in painting, etc.:
a wallpaper design. 3 a plan in mind to
be carried out. 4 intention. —v. 1 make
a ﬁrst sketch of; plan out. 2 make drawings, sketches, plans, etc. 3 form in the
mind; contrive. [< F < L, < de– + signum
mark]
des·ig·nate (v. dezʹig nāt; adj. dezʹig nit,
–nāt), v., –nat·ed, –nat·ing, adj. —v. 1
point out; indicate deﬁnitely. 2 name;
entitle. 3 select for duty, oﬃce, etc.;
appoint. —adj. appointed; selected.
[< L designatus, pp. See design.]
—desʹig·na´tive, adj. —desʹig·na´tor, n.
designated hitter, baseball player who
bats for the pitcher for a whole game but
does not play in the ﬁeld.
des·ig·na·tion (dez´ig nāʹshәn), n. 1 act of
designating. 2 a descriptive title; name. 3
appointment; selection.
de·sign·ed·ly (di zīnʹid li), adv. purposely.
de·sign·er (di zīnʹәr), n. 1 person who
designs: a dress designer. 2 plotter;
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schemer. —adj. 1 designed by and
labeled as the work of a particular fashion designer. 2 made or altered for a particular purpose: designer foods; designer
drugs.
de·sign·ing (di zīnʹing), adj. 1 scheming;
plotting. 2 showing plan or forethought.
—n. art of making designs. —de·signʹing·ly, adv.
de·sir·a·ble (di zīrʹә bәl), adj. worth wishing for; worth having. —de·sir´a·bilʹi·ty,
de·sirʹa·ble·ness, n. —de·sirʹa·bly, adv.
de·sire (di zīrʹ), v., –sired, –sir·ing, n. —v.
1 wish for; wish strongly for. 2 express a
wish for; ask for. 3 crave sexually. —n. 1
wish; strong wish. 2 an expressed wish;
request. 3 thing desired. 4 sexual craving; lust. [< OF < L desiderare long for]
de·sir·ous (di zīrʹәs), adj. having or showing desire; full of desire; desiring.
de·sist (di zistʹ), v. stop; cease. [< OF < L,
< de– + sistere stop]
desk (desk), n. 1 piece of furniture with
a ﬂat or sloping top on which to write
or to rest books for reading. 2 lectern;
pulpit. 3 a music stand. b position in an
orchestra: ﬁrst cello desk. 4 department
or special location in an organization:
an information desk; the China desk at
the State Department. [< Med.L desca
< Ital. desco < L discus quoit, dish
< Gk. diskos]
Des Moines (dә moinʹ), capital of Iowa,
in the central part.
des·o·late (adj. desʹә lit; v. desʹә lāt),
adj., v., –lat·ed, –lat·ing. —adj. 1 laid
waste; devastated; barren. 2 not lived in;
deserted. 3 unhappy; wretched; forlorn.
5 dreary; dismal. —v. 1 make unﬁt to
live in; lay waste. 2 deprive of inhabitants. 3 make lonely, unhappy, or forlorn.
[< L, < de– + solus alone] —desʹo·late·ly,
adv. —desʹo·late·ness, n. —desʹo·lat´er,
desʹo·la´tor, n.
des·o·la·tion (des´ә lāʹshәn), n. 1 act of
making desolate. 2 a lonely or deserted
condition. 3 great sadness; sorrow.
de·spair (di spãrʹ), n. 1 loss of hope;
hopelessness. 2 person or thing that
causes despair. —v. lose hope; be without hope. [< OF < L, < de– + sperare to
hope] —de·spairʹing, adj. —de·spairʹing·ly, adv. —de·spairʹing·ness, n.
des·patch (dis pachʹ), v., n. =dispatch.
des·per·a·do (des´pәr āʹdō; –äʹdō), n., pl.
–does, –dos. a bold, reckless criminal.
[< OSp. See desperate.]
des·per·ate (desʹpәr it), adj. 1 not caring
what happens because hope is gone. 2
with little or no hope of improvement;
very serious. 3 ready to run any risk. [< L
desperatus, pp. See despair.] —desʹperate·ly, adv. —desʹper·ate·ness, n.
des·per·a·tion (des´pәr āʹshәn), n. act or
fact of despairing; despair.
des·pi·ca·ble (desʹpi kә bәl; des pikʹә bәl),
adj.to be despised; contemptible.—desʹpica·ble·ness, n. —desʹpica·bly, adv.
de·spise (di spīzʹ), v., –spised, –spis·ing.
look down on; feel contempt for. [< OF

< L, < de– down + specere look at] —despisʹer, n.
de·spite (di spītʹ), n., v., –spit·ed, –spiting, prep. —n. 1 malice; spite. 2 insult;
injury. —v. treat with contempt. —prep.
in spite of. [< OF < L despectus a looking
down upon < de– + specere look at]
de·spoil (di spoilʹ), v. rob; plunder. [<
OF < L, < de– + spoliare strip < spolium
armor, booty] —de·spoilʹer, n. —despoilʹment, de·spo´li·aʹtion, n.
de·spond (di spondʹ), v. lose heart, courage, or hope. [< L, < de– + spondere lose
heart] —de·spondʹing, adj. —de·spondʹing·ly, adv.
de·spond·en·cy (di sponʹdәn si), despond·ence (–dәns), n., pl. –cies; –ces.
loss of courage or hope. —de·spondʹent, adj.
des·pot (desʹpәt; –pot), n. 1 tyrant; oppressor. 2 monarch having unlimited power;
absolute ruler. [< OF < Med.Gk. despotes
master < Gk.]
des·pot·ic (des potʹik), adj. of a despot;
tyrannical. —des·potʹi·cal·ly, adv.
des·pot·ism (desʹpәt iz әm), n. 1 tyranny;
oppression. 2 government by a monarch
having unlimited power.
des·sert (di zėrtʹ), n. a course served at
the end of a meal, such as pie, fruit, ice
cream, etc. [< F, < desservir clear the table
< des– (< L dis–) + servir serve < L]
des·ti·na·tion (des´tә nāʹshәn), n. 1 place
to which a person or thing is going or
is being sent. 2 a setting apart for a particular purpose.
des·tine (desʹtәn), v., –tined, –tin·ing. 1
set apart for a particular purpose or use;
intend. 2 cause by fate.
destined for, a intended for: destined
for glory. b bound for: ships destined for
England. [< OF < L destinare make fast,
< de– + stare stand]
des·ti·ny (desʹtә ni), n., pl. –nies. 1 what
becomes of a person or thing in the end;
one’s lot or fortune. 2 what will happen
in spite of all eﬀorts to change or prevent it. 3 fate.
des·ti·tute (desʹtә tüt; –tūt), adj. lacking
necessary things such as food, clothing, and shelter.
destitute of, having no; without [< L,
< destituere forsake < de– away + statuere
put, place]
des·ti·tu·tion (des´tә tüʹshәn; –tūʹ–), n.
1 destitute condition; extreme poverty.
2 lack.
de·stroy (di stroiʹ), v. 1 break to pieces;
make useless; ruin, spoil. 2 put an end
to; do away with. 3 deprive of life; kill.
4 counteract the eﬀect of; make void.
[< OF < VL < L, < de– un– + struere pile,
build] —de·stroyʹa·ble, adj.
de·stroy·er (di stroiʹәr), n. 1 person or
thing that destroys. 2 a relatively small,
very fast warship used to attack submarines, for escort duty, etc.
de·struct·i·ble (di strukʹtә bәl), adj. capable of being destroyed. —de·struct´ibilʹi·ty, n.

de·struc·tion (di strukʹshәn), n. 1 act of
destroying. 2 state of being destroyed. 3
cause or means of destroying.
de·struc·tive (di struktʹiv), adj. 1 tending
to destroy. 2 causing destruction. 3 tearing down; not helpful. —de·strucʹtively, adv. —de·strucʹtive·ness, n.
des·ue·tude (desʹwә tüd; –tūd), n. disuse.
[< F < L desuetudo < de– dis– + suescere
accustom]
des·ul·to·ry (desʹәl tô´ri; –tō´–), adj. 1
jumping from one thing to another;
unconnected. 2 without aim or method.
[< L desultorius of a leaper, ult. < de–
down + salire leap] —desʹul·to´ri·ly,
adv. —desʹul·to´ri·ness, n.
de·tach (di tachʹ), v. 1 loosen and remove;
unfasten; separate. 2 send away on special duty. [< F, formed with dé– (< L dis–)
after attacher attach] —de·tachʹa·ble,
adj. —de·tachʹer, n.
de·tached (di tachtʹ), adj. 1 separate from
others; isolated. 2 not inﬂuenced by others
or by one’s own interests and prejudices.
de·tach·ment (di tachʹmәnt), n. 1 separation. 2 group of soldiers or ships sent on
some special duty. 3 a standing apart;
aloofness. 4 freedom from prejudice or
bias; impartiality.
de·tail (n. di tālʹ, dēʹtāl; v. di tālʹ), n. 1
a small or unimportant part. 2 a dealing with small things one by one. 3 a
minor decoration or subordinate part
in a building, picture, machine, etc. 4
a small group selected for or sent on
some special duty. —v. 1 tell fully; give
the particulars of. 2 select for or send on
special duty.
in detail, part by part; fully. [< F,
< détaillir cut in pieces < de– + tailler
cut]
de·tailed (di tāldʹ; dēʹtāld), adj. 1 having
many details. 2 exact.
de·tain (di tānʹ), v. 1 hold back; keep from
going; delay. 2 keep in custody; conﬁne.
[< OF < L, < de– + tenere hold] —detainʹer, n. —de·tainʹment, n.
de·tect (di tektʹ), v. ﬁnd out; discover. [< L
detectus < de– un– + tegere cover] —detectʹa·ble, de·tectʹi·ble, adj.
de·tec·tion (di tekʹshәn), n. 1 a ﬁnding
out; discovery. 2 a being found out or
discovered.
de·tec·tive (di tekʹtiv), n. policeman or
other person whose work is ﬁnding
information secretly, discovering who
committed a crime, etc. —adj. pertaining to detectives and their work.
de·tec·tor (di tekʹtәr), n. person or thing
that detects.
de·ten·tion (di tenʹshәn), n. 1 act of
detaining. 2 state of being detained;
delay. 3 conﬁnement.
de·ter (di tėrʹ), v., –terred, –ter·ring.
discourage; keep back; hinder. [< L,
< de– from + terrere frighten] —deterʹment, n.
de·ter·gent (di tėrʹjәnt), adj. cleansing.
—n. a detergent substance. [< L, < de–
oﬀ + tergere wipe]

devise
de·te·ri·o·rate (di tirʹi ә rāt), v., –rat·ed,
–rat·ing. make or become worse; depreciate. [< L, < deterior worse] —de·te´rio·raʹtion, n. —de·teʹri·o·ra´tive, adj.
de·ter·mi·na·ble (di tėrʹmә nә bәl), adj.
capable of being settled or decided.
de·ter·mi·nant (di tėrʹmә nәnt), n. thing
that determines. —adj. determining.
de·ter·mi·nate (di tėrʹmә nit), adj. 1 with
exact limits; ﬁxed; deﬁnite. 2 settled;
positive. 3 having the primary and each
secondary axis ending in a ﬂower or
bud. —de·terʹmi·nate·ly, adv. —deterʹmi·nate·ness, n.
de·ter·mi·na·tion (di tėr´mә nāʹshәn), n.
1 act of settling beforehand. 2 ﬁnding
out the exact amount or kind, by weighing, measuring, or calculating. 3 result of
ﬁnding out exactly; conclusion. 4 settlement; decision. 5 ﬁrmness of purpose.
de· ter· mi· na· tive
(di tėrʹ mә nā´ tiv;
–nә tiv), adj. determining. —n. thing
that determines. —de·terʹmi·na´tive·ly,
adv. —de·terʹmi·na´tive·ness, n.
de·ter·mine (di tėrʹmәn), v., –mined,
–min·ing. 1 make up one’s mind ﬁrmly;
resolve. 2 settle; decide. 3 ﬁnd out exactly;
ﬁx. 4 ﬁx the geometrical position of. 5 be
the deciding factor in reaching a certain
result. 6 limit; deﬁne. [< OF < L determinare set limits to < de– + terminus end]
—de·terʹmin·er, n.
de·ter·mined (di tėrʹmәnd), adj. ﬁrm;
resolute. —de·terʹmined·ly, adv. —deterʹmined·ness, n.
de·ter·min·ism (di tėrʹmәn iz әm), n.
doctrine that human actions and all
events are the necessary results of antecedent causes. —de·terʹmin·ist, n., adj.
de·ter·rent (di tėrʹәnt; –terʹ–), adj. deterring; restraining. —n. something that
deters. —de·terʹrence, n.
de·test (di testʹ), v. dislike very much;
hate. [< F < L detestari curse while calling the gods to witness < de– + testis
witness] —de·testʹa·ble, adj. —de·test´abilʹi·ty, de·testʹa·ble·ness, n. —de·testʹably, adv. —de·testʹer, n.
de·tes·ta·tion (dē´tes tāʹshәn), n. 1 very
strong dislike; hatred. 2 a detested person or thing.
de·throne (dē thrōnʹ), v., –throned,
–thron·ing. deprive of the power to
rule; remove from a throne; depose.
—de·throneʹment, n. —de·thronʹer, n.
det·o·nate (detʹә nāt), v., –nat·ed, –nating. explode with a loud noise. [< L,
< de– (intensive) + tonare thunder]
—det´o·naʹtion, n. —detʹo·na´tor, n.
de·tour (dēʹtu̇r; di tu̇rʹ), n. 1 road that is
used when the main or direct road cannot be traveled. 2 a roundabout way. —v.
1 use a detour. 2 cause to use a detour.
[< F, < détourner turn aside < dé– (< L
dis–) + tourner turn]
de·tox (n. dēʹtoks, v. di toksʹ), n. Informal.
=detoxiﬁcation. —v. =detoxify.
de·tox·i·ﬁ·ca·tion (di tok´sә fә kāʹshәn),
n. 1 process of removing poison from. 2
a being detoxiﬁed. Also, detoxication.

de·tox·i·fy (di tokʹsә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing.
1 remove poison or its eﬀects from. 2 be
detoxiﬁed. Also, detoxicate.
de·tract (di traktʹ), v. take away. [< L
detractus < de– away + trahere draw]
—de·tracʹtion, n. —de·tracʹtive, adj.
—de·tracʹtor, n.
de·train (di trānʹ), v. get oﬀ a railroad
train. —de·trainʹment, n.
det·ri·ment (detʹrә mәnt), n. 1 damage;
injury; harm. 2 something that causes
damage or harm. [< L detrimentum
< de– away + terere wear]
det·ri·men·tal (det´rә menʹtәl), adj. damaging; injurious; harmful. —det´ri·menʹtal·ly, adv.
de·tri·tus (di trīʹtәs), n. particles of rock
or other material worn away from a
mass. [< L, a rubbing away]
deuce1 (düs; dūs), n. 1 in a game of cards
or dice, two. 2 a playing card marked
with a 2. 3 the side with two spots in
dice. 4 a tie score at 40 each in a tennis
game, or 5 games each in a set. [< OF
deus two < L duos, accus. of duo two]
deuce2 (düs; dūs), interj. exclamation of
annoyance meaning “bad luck,” “the
mischief,” “the devil.” [prob. < LG duus
deuce1, an unlucky throw at dice]
deu·ced (düʹsid, dūʹ–; düst, dūst), adj.
devilish; excessive. —adv. devilishly;
excessively. —deuʹced·ly, adv.
Deut., Deuteronomy.
deu·te·ri·um (dü tirʹi әm; dū–), n. an isotope of hydrogen, D, whose molecules
weigh twice as much as those of ordinary hydrogen; heavy hydrogen. [< NL
< Gk. deutereion, neut., having second
place < deuteros second]
deu·ter·on (düʹtәr on; dūʹ–), n. the nucleus
of deuterium, consisting of one proton
and one neutron that have parallel spins.
[< Gk. deuteron, neut. of deuteros second
(with ref. to deuterium as H2)]
Deu·ter·on·o·my (dü´tәr onʹә mi; dū´–),
n. the ﬁfth book of the Old Testament.
[< L < Gk., < deuteros second + nomos
law]
de·val·u·ate (dē valʹyu̇ āt), v., –at·ed,
–ating. =devalue. —de·val´u·aʹtion, n.
de·val·ue (dē valʹū), v., –val·ued, –val·uing. lessen the value of.
dev·as·tate (devʹәs tāt), v., –tat·ed, –tating. make desolate; destroy; ravage. [< L,
< de– + vastus waste] —devʹas·tat´ingly, adv. —dev´as·taʹtion, n. —devʹasta´tor, n.
de·vel·op (di velʹәp), v. 1 bring or come
into being or activity; grow. 2 make or
become bigger, better, fuller, more useful, etc. 3 Music. elaborate (a theme) by
changes of rhythm, melody, or harmony.
4 make or become known; reveal. 5 treat
with chemicals to bring out a photograph. [< F développer unwrap] —develʹop·a·ble, adj.
de·vel·op·er (di velʹәp әr), n. 1 person or
thing that develops. 2 chemical used to
bring out the picture on a photographic
ﬁlm.
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de·vel·op·ment (di velʹәp mәnt), n. 1 a
developing. 2 a developed stage, state, or
result. 3 housing built on open land or
to replace older buildings. —de·vel´opmenʹtal, adj.
de·vi·ant (dēʹvi әnt), n. anyone or anything that diverges from what is considered the norm.
de·vi·ate (dēʹvi āt), v., –at·ed, –at·ing.
turn aside (from a way, course, rule,
truth, etc.); diverge. [< LL, < de– aside
+ via way] —de´vi·aʹtion, n. —deʹvia´tor, n.
de·vice (di vīsʹ), n. 1 machine; apparatus.
2 plan; scheme; trick. 3 a pattern or an
ornament. 4 picture or design on a coat
of arms.
leave to one’s own devices, leave to do
as one thinks best. [fusion of ME devis
separation, talk + devise design, emblem,
plan; both < OF < L divisus, pp. of dividere divide]
dev·il (devʹәl), n., v., –iled, –il·ing, interj.
—n. 1 an evil spirit; ﬁend; demon. 2 a
wicked or cruel person. 3 a very clever,
energetic, or reckless person. —v. 1
bother; tease; torment. 2 prepare (food)
with hot seasoning. —interj. exclamation of disgust, anger, etc.
devil of a, devilish; confounded.
go to the devil, go to ruin.
like the devil, with great energy.
raise the devil, Informal. cause trouble;
create a disturbance.
the Devil, Satan.
the devil to pay, much trouble ahead.
[< L < Gk. diabolos slanderer < dia–
across, against + ballein throw]
dev·iled (devʹәld), adj. highly seasoned:
deviled ham.
dev·il·ﬁsh (devʹәl ﬁsh´), n., pl. –ﬁsh·es or
(esp. collectively) –ﬁsh. 1 a large, oddshaped ﬁsh related to the shark; giant
ray. 2 =octopus.
dev·il·ish (devʹәl ish; devʹlish), adj. 1 like
a devil. 2 mischievous; daring. 3 very
great; extreme. —adv. Colloq. extremely.
—devʹil·ish·ly, adv. —devʹil·ish·ness, n.
dev·il·ment (devʹәl mәnt), n. devilish
behavior.
dev·il’s advocate (devʹәlz), 1 person who
argues against a popular position or
cause or for an unpopular position or
cause. 2 person in the Roman Catholic
Church appointed to argue against a
proposed canonization or beatiﬁcation.
dev·il·try (devʹәl tri), n., pl. –tries. U.S.
1 wicked behavior. 2 daring behavior;
mischief. 3 great cruelty or wickedness.
de·vi·ous (dēʹvi әs), adj. 1 winding; twisting. 2 straying from the right course; not
straightforward. [< L, < de– out of + via
the way] —deʹvi·ous·ly, adv. —deʹvious·ness, n.
de·vise (di vīzʹ), v., –vised, –vis·ing, n.
—v. 1 think out; plan; contrive; invent.
2 give or leave (land, buildings, etc.) by
a will. —n. a a giving or leaving of land,
buildings, etc., by a will. b a will or part
of a will doing this. c land, buildings,
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etc., given or left in this way. [< OF
deviser dispose in portions, arrange, ult.
< L dividere divide] —de·visʹa·ble, adj.
—de·visʹer, de·viʹsor, n.
de·vis·ee (di vīz´ēʹ; dev´ә zēʹ), n. person
to whom land, etc., is devised.
de·vi·tal·ize (dē vīʹtәl īz), v., –ized, –izing. take the life or vitality of. —de·vi´tal·i·zaʹtion, n.
de·void (di voidʹ), adj. lacking (of): devoid
of sense. [< OF, < des– (< L dis–) + voidier void]
dev·o·lu·tion (dev´ә lüʹshәn), n. 1 transfer of (authority, responsibility, etc.) to
another. 2 granting of self-government
to a dependency.
de·volve (di volvʹ), v., –volved, –volv·ing.
1 transfer (duty, work, etc.) to someone
else. 2 be handed down to someone else;
be transferred. [< L, < de– down + volvere roll] —de·volveʹment, n.
De·vo·ni·an (dә vōʹnē әn), n. 1 geological
period of the Paleozoic era marked by
the appearance of ﬁsh, amphibians, and
wingless insects. 2 rocks formed during
this period. —adj. of or having to do
with the Devonian era or its rocks.
de·vote (di vōtʹ), v., –vot·ed, –vot·ing.
1 give up (oneself, one’s money, time,
or eﬀorts) to some person, purpose,
or service. 2 dedicate; consecrate.
[< L devotus < de– entirely + vovere vow]
—de·voteʹment, n.
de·vot·ed (di vōtʹid), adj. 1 loyal; faithful.
2 dedicated; consecrated. —de·votʹed·ly,
adv. —de·votʹed·ness, n.
dev·o·tee (dev´ә tēʹ), n. person deeply
devoted to something, such as a religion.
de·vo·tion (di vōʹshәn), n. 1 deep, steady
aﬀection; loyalty; faithfulness. 2 act
of devoting or state of being devoted.
devotions, religious worship; prayers.
—de·voʹtion·al, adj. —de·voʹtion·al·ly,
adv.
de·vour (di vourʹ), v. 1 eat (usually said
of animals). 2 eat like an animal; eat
hungrily. 3 consume; waste; destroy: a
devouring disease. 4 swallow up; engulf.
5 Fig. take in with eyes or ears in a hungry, greedy way: devour a book. [< OF
< L, < de– down + vorare gulp] —devourʹer, n. —de·vourʹing·ly, adv.
de·vout (di voutʹ), adj. 1 active in worship and prayer; religious. 2 devoted;
earnest; sincere. [< OF < L devotus, pp.
See devote.] —de·voutʹly, adv. —devoutʹness, n.
dew (dü; dū), n. 1 moisture from the air
that condenses and collects in small
drops on cool surfaces during the night.
2 anything fresh or refreshing like dew.
—v. wet with dew; moisten. [OE dēaw]
—dewʹless, adj.
dew·ber·ry (düʹber´i; dūʹ–), n., pl. –ries.
1 a blackberry vine that grows along the
ground. 2 fruit of one of these vines.
dew·claw (düʹklôʹ, dū–), n. useless claw or
hoof on some animals.

dew·drop (düʹdrop´; dūʹ–), n. a drop
of dew.
dew·lap (düʹlap´; dūʹ–), n. a loose fold
of skin under the throat of cattle and
some other animals. [< dew (orig. and
meaning uncert.) + lap < OE lœppa
pendulous piece]
dew point, temperature of the air at
which dew begins to form.
dew·y (düʹi; dūʹi), adj., dew·i·er, dewi·est. 1 wet with dew. 2 refreshing.
—dewʹi·ness, n.
dex·ter (deksʹtәr), adj. of or on the righthand side. [< L, right]
dex·ter·i·ty (deks terʹә ti), n. 1 skill in
using the hands. 2 skill in using the
mind; cleverness.
dex·ter·ous (deksʹtәr әs; –trәs), adj. 1 having or showing skill in using the hands.
2 having or showing skill in using the
mind; clever. Also, dextrous. —dexʹterous·ly, adv. —dexʹter·ous·ness, n.
dex·tral (deksʹtrәl), adj. right; right-hand.
—dex·tralʹi·ty, n. —dexʹtral·ly, adv.
dex·trose (deksʹtrōs), n. a sugar, C6H12O6,
less sweet than cane sugar; a form of
glucose.
dex·trous (deksʹtrәs), adj. =dexterous.
—dexʹtrous·ly, adv. —dexʹtrous·ness, n.
dg. or dg, decigram.
DH or dh, designated hitter.
di (dē), n. tone of the musical scale, intermediate between do and re.
di–, preﬁx. twice; double; twofold, as in
dioxide. [< Gk. dis]
di·a·be·tes (dī´ә bēʹtis; –tēz), n. disease
in which the digestive system is unable
to absorb normal amounts of sugar and
starch. [< NL < Gk., a passer-through
< dia– through + bainein go] —di´abetʹic, adj., n.
di·a·bol·ic (dī´ә bolʹik), di·a·bol·i·cal
(–ә kәl), adj. 1 like the Devil; very cruel
or wicked. 2 having to do with the Devil
or devils. [< LL < Gk. diabolikos. See
devil.] —di´a·bolʹi·cal·ly, adv.
di·a·crit·ic (dī´ә kritʹik), adj. diacritical.
—n. a diacritical mark. [< Gk. diakritikos
< dia– apart + krinein separate]
di·a·crit·i·cal (dī´ә kritʹә kәl), adj. used to
distinguish. —di´a·critʹi·cal·ly, adv.
diacritical mark, mark like ¨ ˆ ´ or `
placed over or under a letter to indicate
pronunciation, etc.
di·a·dem (dīʹә dem), n. crown. [< L < Gk.
diadema < dia– across + deein bind]
di·aer·e·sis (dī erʹә sis), n., pl. –ses (–sēz).
=dieresis.
diag. 1 diagonal. 2 diagram.
di·ag·nose (dī´әg nōsʹ; –nōzʹ), v., –nosed,
–nos·ing. make a diagnosis of.
di·ag·no·sis (dī´әg nōʹsis), n., pl. –ses
(–sēz). 1 act or process of ﬁnding out
what disease a person or animal has by
examination and careful study of the
symptoms. X rays and blood tests are
used in diagnosis. 2 careful study of the
facts about something to ﬁnd out its
essential features, faults, etc. 3 decision
reached after a careful study of symp-

toms or facts. [< NL < Gk., < dia– apart
+ gignoskein learn to know] —di´agnosʹtic, adj. —diʹag·nos·ti´cian, n.
di·ag·o·nal (dī agʹә nәl), n. 1 a straight
line that cuts across in a slanting direction, often from corner to corner. 2 any
slanting line, row, course, etc. —adj. 1
taking the direction of a diagonal; slanting; oblique. 2 having slanting lines,
ridges, etc. 3 connecting two corners
that are not next to each other. [< L,
< Gk. diagonios from angle to angle
< dia– across + gonia angle] —di·agʹonal·ly, adv.
di·a·gram (dīʹә gram), n., v., –gramed,
–gram·ing. —n. an outline, a plan, a
drawing, a ﬁgure, a chart, or a combination of any of these made to show
clearly what a thing is or how it works.
—v. make a diagram of. [< L < Gk. diagramma < dia– apart, out + graphein
mark] —di´a·gram·matʹic, di´a·grammatʹi·cal, adj. —di´a·gram·matʹi·cally, adv.
di·al (dīʹәl), n., v., –aled, –al·ing. —n.
1 a marked surface on which time is
shown by a moving pointer or shadows.
2 disk with numbers, etc., on which
the amount of water, pressure, etc., is
shown by a pointer. 3 plate, disk, etc.,
of a radio with numbers, letters, etc.,
on it for tuning in to a radio station. 4
part of an automatic telephone used in
making telephone calls. —v. 1 show on
a telephone dial. 2 call by means of a
telephone dial. [appar. < Med.L (rota)
dialis daily (wheel) < L dies day]
dial., dialect; dialectal.
di·a·lect (dīʹә lekt), n. 1 form of speech
characteristic of a fairly deﬁnite region:
the Scottish dialect. 2 words and pronunciations used by certain professions,
classes of people, etc. 3 one of a group
of closely related languages. Some of
the dialects descended from the Latin
language are French, Italian, Spanish,
and Portuguese. [< L < Gk. dialektos, ult.
< dia– between + legein speak]
di·a·lec·tal (dī´ә lekʹtәl), adj. of a dialect;
like that of a dialect. —di´a·lecʹtal·ly,
adv.
di·a·lec·tic (dī´ә lekʹtik), n. 1 art or practice of logical discussion. 2 Also, dialectics. the principles of logic. —adj.
1 pertaining to logical discussion. 2
dialectal.
di·a·lec·ti·cian (dī´ә lek tishʹәn), n. person skilled in dialectic or dialectics;
logician.
di·a·logue, di·a·log (dīʹә lôg; –log), n. 1
conversation. 2 a literary work in the
form of a conversation. 3 conversation in a play, story, etc. [< L < Gk.,
< dia- between + logos speech] —diʹalogu´er, n.
di·al·y·sis (dī alʹә sis), n., pl. –ses (–sēz).
1 separation of crystalloids from colloids in solution by diﬀusion through a
membrane. 2 separation of waste matter
from the blood as a treatment for kid-
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ney failure. [< Gk., < dia– apart + lyein
loose] —di´a·lytʹic, adj.
diam., diameter.
di·a·mag·net·ic (dī´ә mag netʹik), adj.
repelled by a magnet. —di´a·mag·netʹical·ly, adv. —di´a·magʹnet·ism, n.
di·am·e·ter (dī amʹә tәr), n. 1 a straight
line passing from one side to the other
through the center of a circle, sphere,
etc. 2 the length of such a line; width;
thickness. [< OF < L < Gk., < dia– across
+ metron measure]
di·a·met·ric (dī´ә metʹrik), di·a·met·rical (–rә kәl), adj. 1 of or along a diameter. 2 exactly opposite. —di´a·metʹrical·ly, adv.
dia·mond (dīʹmәnd; dīʹә–), n. 1 a form
of pure carbon in crystals, the hardest
known substance, used as a precious
stone. 2 a plane ﬁgure shaped like this
◊. 3 a playing card with one or more red
designs like a diamond on it. 4 space
inside the lines that connect the bases
in baseball. —adj. made of diamonds.
diamond in the rough, person having
good qualities but lacking reﬁnement.
[< OF < Med.L diamas, alter. of L
adamas adamant]
dia·mond·back (dīʹmәnd bak´; dīʹә–), n.
1 any rattlesnake with diamond-shaped
markings on its back. 2 Also, diamondback terrapin. turtle that has diamondshaped markings on its shell.
Di·an·a (dī anʹә), n. the Roman goddess
of the hunt and of the moon and protectress of women.
di·a·pa·son (dī´ә pāʹzәn; –sәn), n. Music.
1 melody; strain. 2 the whole range of
a voice or instrument. 3 either of two
principal stops in an organ. [< L < Gk.,
< dia pason (chordon) across all (the
notes of the scale)]
di·a·per (dīʹә pәr; dīʹpәr), n. piece of cloth
or other absorbent material used as
part of a baby’s underclothing. —v. put
a diaper on. [< OF < Med.Gk. diaspros
< dia– (intensive) + aspros white]
di·aph·a·nous (dī afʹә nәs), adj. transparent. [< Med.L < Gk., < dia– through +
phainein show] —di·aphʹa·nous·ly, adv.
di·a·phragm (dīʹә fram), n. 1 a partition
of muscles and tendons separating the
cavity of the chest from the cavity of
the abdomen. 2 a vibrating disk in a
telephone. 3 device for controlling the
light entering a camera, microscope,
etc. 4 contraceptive device. —v. 1 furnish with a diaphragm. 2 act upon by a
diaphragm. [< LL < Gk. diaphragma <
dia– across + phrassein fence] —di´aphrag·matʹic, adj.
di·ar·rhe·a (dī´ә rēʹә), n. too many and
too loose movements of the bowels. [< L
< Gk., < dia– through + rheein ﬂow]
di·a·ry (dīʹә ri), n., pl. –ries. 1 account
written down each day, of what one has
done, thought, etc. 2 book for keeping
such an account, with a blank space for
each day of the year. [< L diarium < dies
day] —diʹa·rist, n.

di·a·stase (dīʹә stās), n. enzyme that
changes starch into dextrin and maltose
during digestion, germination of seeds,
etc. [< F < Gk. diastasis separation < dia–
apart + sta– stand] —di´a·statʹic, adj.
di·as·to·le (dī asʹtә lē), n. 1 the normal,
rhythmical dilation of the heart, esp.
that of the ventricles. 2 the lengthening
of a syllable which is regularly short.
[< LL < Gk., expansion < dia– apart +
stellein send] —di´as·tolʹic, adj.
di·as·tro·phism (dī asʹtrә fiz әm), n.
action of the forces which have caused
the deformation of the earth’s crust,
producing continents, mountains, etc.
[< Gk. diastrophe distortion < dia– apart
+ strephein twist] —di´a·strophʹic, adj.
di·a·ther·my (dīʹә thėr´mi), n. 1 method
of treating diseases by heating the tissues beneath the skin with an electric current. 2 apparatus for doing this.
[< F < Gk. dia– through + therme heat]
—di´a·therʹmic, adj.
di·a·tom (dīʹә tom; –tem), n. anyone
of the microscopic, one-celled aquatic
algae that have hard shells. —di´a·tomaʹceous, adj.
di·a·tom·ic (dī´ә tomʹik), adj. 1 having
two atoms in each molecule. 2 =bivalent.
di·a·ton·ic (dī´ә tonʹik), adj. of or using the
tones of a standard major or minor scale.
[< L < Gk., < dia– through + tonos tone]
di·a·tribe (dīʹә trīb), n. a bitter and violent denunciation of some person or
thing. [< L < Gk. diatribe pastime, study,
discourse < dia– away + tribein wear]
di·ba·sic (dī bāʹsik), adj. having two
hydrogen atoms that can be replaced
by two atoms or radicals of a base in
forming salts.
dib·ble (dibʹәl), n., v., –bled, –bling. —n.
a pointed tool for making holes in the
ground for seeds, young plants, etc. —v.
make a hole in (the ground) with or as
with a dibble. —dibʹbler, n.
dice (dīs), n. pl., sing. die, v., diced, dicing. —n. 1 small cubes with a diﬀerent number of spots (one to six) on
each side, used in playing games and
gambling. 2 game played with dice. 3
small cubes. —v. 1 play dice. 2 cut into
small cubes.
load the dice, Informal. make sure of the
outcome ahead of time.
no dice, a no; refusal. b in vain.
—dicʹer, n.
dice·y (dīʹsē), adj. Informal. uncertain;
risky.
di·chot·o·my (dī kotʹә mi), n., pl. –mies.
1 division into two parts. 2 branching
by repeated divisions into two parts.
[< L < Gk. dichotomos cut in half
< dicha in two + temnein cut] —dichotʹo·mous, di´cho·tomʹic, adj.
di·chrom·ic (dī krōʹmik), adj. having or
showing only two colors.
di·chro·mat·ic (dī´krō matʹik), adj. 1
having two colors. 2 showing two color
phases. 3 of or having dichromatism.

di·chro·ma·tism (dī´krōʹmә tizm), n. 1
quality or condition of being dichromatic. 2 color blindness where only two
colors are seen.
Dick·ens (dikʹәnz), n. Charles, 1812–70,
English novelist.
dick·ens (dikʹәnz), n., interj. =devil.
dick·er (dikʹәr), v. trade by barter or by
petty bargaining; haggle. —n. a petty
bargain. [< dicker, n., a lot of ten hides]
dick·ey, dick·y, or dick·ie (dikʹi), n., pl.
dick·eys; dick·ies; dick·ies. 1 shirt front
that can be detached. 2 any small bird.
di·cot·y·le·don (dī kot´ә lēʹdәn; dī´kot–),
n. a ﬂowering plant that has two seed
leaves. Also, dicot. —di·cot´y·leʹdonous, adj.
dict., 1 dictator. 2 dictionary.
dic·ta (dikʹtә), n. pl. of dictum.
dic·tate (v. dikʹtāt, dik tātʹ; n. dikʹtāt), v.,
–tat·ed, –tat·ing, n. —v. 1 say or read
(something) aloud for another person or
other persons to write down. 2 command
with authority; give orders that must be
obeyed. —n. direction or order that is to
be carried out or obeyed. [< L dictatus,
pp. of dictare say often < dicere tell, say]
dic·ta·tion (dik tāʹshәn), n. 1 act of saying or reading (something) aloud for
another person or persons to write
down. 2 words said or read aloud to
be written down. 3 act of commanding
with authority. —dic·taʹtion·al, adj.
dic·ta·tor (dikʹtā tәr; dik tāʹ–), n. 1 person exercising absolute authority, esp.
over a country. 2 one who dictates.
—dicʹta·tor·ship´, n.
dic·ta·to·ri·al (dik´tә tôʹri әl; –tōʹ–), adj. 1
of or like that of a dictator. 2 imperious;
domineering; overbearing. —dic´tatoʹri·al·ly, adv.
dic·tion (dikʹshәn), n. 1 manner of
expressing ideas in words; style of
speaking or writing. 2 manner of using
the voice in speaking; the utterance or
enunciation of words.
dic·tion·ar·y (dikʹshәn er´i), n., pl. –aries. book containing a selection of the
words of a language or of some special
subject, arranged alphabetically, with
explanations of their meanings and
other information about them.
dic·tum (dicʹtәm), n., pl. –tums, –ta (–tә).
1 a formal comment; authoritative opinion. 2 maxim; saying. [< L, (thing) said,
pp. of dicere say]
did (did), v. pt. of do1.
di·dac·tic (dī dakʹtik; di–), di·dac·ti·cal
(–tә kәl), adj. 1 intended to instruct. 2
inclined to instruct others; teacherlike.
[< Gk. didaktikos < didaskein teach]
—di·dacʹti·cal·ly, adv. di·dacʹti·cism, n.
did·dle (didʹәl), v., –dled, –dling.Informal. 1 waste (time). 2 swindle. 3 ruin;
undo.
diddle away, waste a small amount at a
time. —didʹdler, n.
did·n’t (didʹәnt), did not.
didst (didst), v. Archaic. did. “Thou didst”
means “You did.”
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die1 (dī), v., died, dy·ing. 1 cease to live;
stop living; become dead. 2 come to an
end; lose force or strength; stop. 3 lose
spiritual life. 4 suﬀer as if dying. 5 want
very much; be very desirous.
die away or down, stop or end little by
little; lose force or strength gradually.
die hard, a resist to the very end.
b persist.
die oﬀ, die one after another until all
are gone.
die out, a lose force or strength gradually. b cease or end completely. [OE
diegan]
die2 (dī), n., pl. dice for 1, dies for 2, v.,
died, die·ing. —n. 1 one of a set of dice.
2 any tool or apparatus for shaping, cutting, or stamping things. —v. to shape
with a die.
the die is cast, the decision is made and
cannot be changed. [< OF < L datum
(thing) given (i.e., by fortune), pp. of
dare give]
di·e·cious (dī ēʹshәs), adj. =dioecious.
—di·eʹcious·ly, adv.
die·hard (dīʹhärd´), adj. resisting to the
very end; refusing to give in. —n. person
who resists vigorously to the end.
di·e·lec·tric (dī´i lekʹtrik), adj. conveying
electricity otherwise than by conduction; nonconducting: dry air is dielectric. —n. a dielectric substance, such as
glass, rubber, or wood. —di´e·lecʹtrical·ly, adv.
di·er·e·sis (dī erʹә sis), n., pl. –ses (–sēz).
two dots (¨) placed over the second of
two consecutive vowels to indicate that
the second vowel is to be pronounced in
a separate syllable, as in coöperate. Also,
diaeresis. [< LL < Gk. diairesis separation, division < dia– apart + haireein
take] —di´e·retʹic, adj.
die·sel engine or motor (dēʹzәl; –sәl), an
internal-combustion engine that burns
oil with heat caused by the compression of air.
di·et1 (dīʹәt), n., v., –et·ed, –et·ing. —n.
1 the usual food and drink for a person or animal. 2 a special selection of
food and drink eaten during sickness,
or to gain or lose weight. —v. keep to a
diet. [< OF < L < Gk. diaita way of life]
—diʹet·er, n.
di·et2 (dīʹәt), n. 1 a formal assembly. 2
the national lawmaking body in certain
countries. [< Med.L dieta day’s work,
session of councilors, ult. identical with
diet1 but inﬂ. by L dies day]
di·e·tar·y (dīʹә ter´i), adj., n., pl. –taries. —adj. having to do with diet. —n.
system of diet.
di·e·tet·ic (dī´ә tetʹik), di·e·tet·i·cal
(–ә kәl), adj. having to do with diet.
—di´e·tetʹi·cal·ly, adv.
di·e·tet·ics (dī´ә tetʹiks), n. science that
deals with the amount and kinds of food
needed by the body.
di·e·ti·tian, di·e·ti·cian (dī´ә tishʹәn), n.
person trained to plan meals that have

the proper proportion of various kinds
of food.
dif., diﬀerence; diﬀerent.
dif·fer (difʹәr), v. 1 be unlike; be diﬀerent.
2 have or express a diﬀerent opinion;
disagree.
diﬀer from, a be unlike; disagree. b
vary. [< F < L diﬀere set apart, diﬀer
< dis– apart + ferre carry]
dif·fer·ence (difʹәr әns; difʹrәns), n., v.,
–enced, –enc·ing. —n. 1 condition of
being diﬀerent. 2 way of being diﬀerent;
point in which people or things are different. 3 amount by which one quantity
is diﬀerent from another. 4 condition
of having a diﬀerent opinion; disagreement. 5 dispute. —v. make diﬀerent.
make a diﬀerence, a give diﬀerent
treatment. b have an eﬀect or inﬂuence;
matter.
split the diﬀerence, a divide what is left
in half. b compromise.
dif·fer·ent (difʹәr әnt; difʹrәnt), adj. 1 not
alike; not like. 2 not the same; separate;
distinct. 3 not like others or most others;
unusual. —difʹfer·ent·ly, adv.
dif·fer·en·tial (dif´әr enʹshәl), adj. 1 of a
diﬀerence; showing a diﬀerence; depending on a diﬀerence. 2 distinguishing; distinctive. 3 pertaining to distinguishing
characteristics or speciﬁc diﬀerences.
4 Math. pertaining to or involving differentials: diﬀerential calculus. 5 Physics.
concerning the diﬀerence of two or
more motions, pressures, etc. —n. 1 a
diﬀerential duty or rate; the diﬀerence
involved. 2 Math. an inﬁnitesimal difference between consecutive values of
a variable quantity. 3 arrangement of
gears in an automobile that allows one
of the rear wheels to turn faster than the
other in going round a corner or curve.
—dif´fer·enʹtial·ly, adv.
dif·fer·en·ti·ate (dif´әr enʹshi āt), v., –ated, –at·ing. 1 make diﬀerent. 2 become
diﬀerent. 3 make a distinction between.
—dif´fer·en´ti·aʹtion, n. —dif´fer·enʹtia´tor, n.
dif·ﬁ·cult (difʹә kult; –kәlt), adj. 1 hard
to understand. 2 hard to deal with,
get along with, or please. —difʹﬁ·cultly, adv.
dif·ﬁ·cul·ty (difʹә kul´ti; –kәl ti), n., pl.
–ties. 1 fact or condition of being diﬃcult. 2 hard work; much eﬀort. 3 trouble.
4 ﬁnancial trouble. 5 thing that is difﬁcult; obstacle. 6 disagreement. [< L
diﬃcultas < diﬃcilis hard < dis– + facilis
easy]
dif·ﬁ·dent (difʹә dәnt), adj. lacking in
self-conﬁdence; shy. —difʹﬁ·dence, n.
—difʹﬁ·dent·ly, adv. [< L, ult. < dis– +
ﬁdere trust]
dif·fract (di fraktʹ), v. break up by diﬀraction. [< L diﬀractus < dis– up + frangere
break]
dif·frac·tion (di frakʹshәn), n. 1 a breaking up of a ray of light into a series
of light and dark bands or into colored bands of the spectrum. 2 a similar

breaking up of sound waves, electricity,
etc.
dif·frac·tive (di frakʹtiv), adj. causing or
pertaining to diﬀraction. —dif·fracʹtively, adv. —dif·fracʹtive·ness, n.
dif·fuse (v. di fūzʹ; adj. di fūsʹ), v., –fused,
–fus·ing, adj. —v. 1 spread out so as to
cover a larger space or surface; scatter
widely. 2 mix together by spreading into
one another, as gases and liquids do.
—adj. 1 not drawn together at a single
point; spread out. 2 using many words
where a few would do. [< L diﬀusus
< dis– in every direction + fundere
pour] —dif·fuseʹly, adv. —dif·fuseʹness,
n. —dif·fus·er, dif·fuʹsor, n.
dif·fu·sion (di fūʹzhәn), n. 1 act or fact
of diﬀusing. 2 a being widely spread or
scattered; diﬀused condition. 3 a mixing
together of the molecules of gases, etc.
by spreading into one another. 4 use of
too many words; wordiness.
dif·fu·sive (di fūʹsiv), adj. 1 tending to
diﬀuse. 2 showing diﬀusion. 3 using too
many words; wordy. —dif·fuʹsive·ly, adv.
—dif·fuʹsive·ness, n.
dig (dig), v., dug, dig·ging, n. —v. 1 use
a shovel, spade, hands, claws, or snout
in making a hole or in turning over the
ground. 2 make (a hole, cellar, etc.) by
removing material. 3 get by digging:
dig clams. 4 make a careful search or
inquiry (for information or into some
author). 5 understand; comprehend.
—n. 1 act of digging. 2 Fig. a thrust or
poke; a sarcastic remark. 3 Informal.
archaeological excavation.
dig in, a dig trenches for protection. b
work hard. c establish oneself in a position; stubbornly resist moving or changing. d eat with enthusiasm.
dig into, Informal. a work hard at. b
hand over, esp. after having been asked
more than once: dig into his pockets.
dig up, a unearth. b excavate. c discover;
uncover. [ME dygge(n), prob. < F diguer
< Gmc.]
di·gest (v. dә jestʹ, dī–; n. dīʹjest), v. 1
change (food) in the stomach and intestines so that the body can absorb it. 2
undergo this process. 3 understand and
absorb mentally. 4 condense; summarize. —n. information condensed; summary: a digest of law. [< L digestus, pp. of
digerere separate, dissolve < dis– apart +
gerere carry] —di·gestʹer, n.
di·gest·i·ble (dә jesʹtә bәl; dī–), adj. capable of being digested; easily digested.
—di·gest´i·bilʹi·ty, n.
di·ges·tion (dә jesʹchәn; dī–), n. 1 the
digesting of food. 2 ability to digest. 3
act of digesting.
di·ges·tive (dә jesʹtiv; dī–), adj. 1 of or
for digestion. 2 helping digestion. —n.
something that aids digestion.
dig·ger (digʹәr), n. 1 person that digs. 2
the part of a machine that turns up the
ground. 3 any tool for digging.
dig·gings (digʹingz), n. pl. 1 place where
digging is being done, as an archaeo-
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logical site. 2 material that is dug out. 3
place to live.
dig·it (dijʹit), n. 1 ﬁnger or toe. 2 any
of the ﬁgures 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
Sometimes 0 is not called a digit. [< L
digitus ﬁnger]
dig·it·al (dijʹә tәl), adj. 1 of a digit or
digits. 2 having digits. 3 of or having
to do with a binary code. —n. key of
an organ, piano, etc., played with the
ﬁngers. —digʹit·al·ly, adv.
digital camera, an electronic camera that
takes picture in digital form.
digital computer, kind of computer
which uses numbers, esp. as a binary
code, to carry out instructions and process information.
dig·i·tal·is (dij´ә talʹis; –tāʹlis), n. 1 medicine used for stimulating the heart,
obtained from the leaves and seeds of
the foxglove. 2 foxglove. [< L, < digitus
ﬁnger; from shape of corolla]
dig·i·tate (dijʹә tāt), dig·i·tat·ed (–tāt´id),
adj. 1 having ﬁngers or toes. 2 having
radiating divisions like ﬁngers. —digʹitate·ly, adv.
dig·i·ti·za·tion (dij´ә tә zāʹshәn), n. a
converting into digital form.
dig·i·tize (dijʹә tīz), v., –ized, –iz·ing. 1
convert to digital form. 2 use the ﬁngers
to count or manipulate something.
dig·ni·ﬁed (digʹnә fīd), adj. having dignity; noble; stately. —digʹni·ﬁed´ly, adv.
dig·ni·fy (digʹnә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1
give dignity to; make noble, worthwhile,
or worthy. 2 give a high-sounding name
to. [< OF < L, < dignus worthy + facere
make]
dig·ni·tar·y (digʹnә ter´i), n., pl. –tar·ies.
person who has a position of honor.
dig·ni·ty (digʹnә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 proud
and self-respecting character or manner;
stateliness. 2 degree of worth, honor, or
importance. 3 a high oﬃce, rank, or title.
4 worth; nobleness. [< OF < L, < dignus
worthy]
di·graph (dīʹgraf; –gräf), n. two letters
used together to spell a single sound, as
ea in each or head. —di·graphʹic, adj.
di·gress (dә gresʹ; dī–), v. turn aside; get
oﬀ the main subject in talking or writing. [< L digressus < dis– aside + gradi
to step]
di·gres·sion (dә greshʹәn; dī–), n. a turning aside; a getting oﬀ the main subject
in talking or writing. —di·gresʹsional, adj.
di·gres·sive (dә gresʹiv; dī–), adj. tending
to digress; digressing. —di·gresʹsive·ly,
adv. —di·gresʹsive·ness, n.
di·he·dral (dī hēʹdrәl), adj. 1 having two
plane surfaces. 2 formed by two plane
surfaces. 3 making a dihedral angle. —n.
the ﬁgure formed by two intersecting
plane surfaces. [< Gk. di– two + hedra
seat] —di·heʹdral·ly, adv.
dike (dīk), n., v., diked, dik·ing. —n. 1 a
bank of earth or a dam built as a defense
against ﬂooding by a river or the sea.
2 ditch or channel for water. 3 a ﬁssure

in a stratum ﬁlled with deposited matter. —v. 1 provide with dikes. 2 drain
with a ditch or channel for water. Also,
dyke. [< Scand. dīk; akin to ditch]
—dikʹer, n.
Di·lan·tin (dī lanʹtin), n. Trademark. a
white, powdery drug, C15H11N2O2 Na,
used in controlling epilepsy.
di·lap·i·dat·ed (dә lapʹә dāt´id), adj. falling to pieces; partly ruined or decayed
through neglect. [< L dilapidatus, pp.
of dilapidare lay low (with stones)
< dis– (intensive) + lapidare to stone
< lapis stone]
di·lap·i·da·tion (dә lap´ә dāʹshәn), n. a
falling to pieces; decayed condition.
dil·a·ta·tion (dil´ә tāʹshәn; dī´lә–), n.
=dilation.
di·late (dī lātʹ; dә–), v., –lat·ed, –lat·ing. 1
make or become larger or wider. 2 speak
or write in a very complete or detailed
manner. 3 set forth at length. [< L,
< dis– apart + latus wide] —di·latʹa·ble,
adj. —di·laʹtor, n.
di·la·tion (dī lāʹshәn; dә–), n. 1 act of
dilating; enlargement; widening. 2
dilated condition. 3 a dilated part.
dil·a·to·ry (dilʹә tô´ri; –tō–), adj. 1 tending to delay; not prompt. 2 causing
delay. —dilʹa·to´ri·ly, adv. —dilʹa·to´riness, n.
di·lem·ma (dә lemʹә; dī–), n. 1 situation
requiring a choice between two evils.
2 any perplexing situation; a diﬃcult
choice. 3 argument forcing an opponent to choose one of two alternatives
equally unfavorable to him. [< LL < Gk.,
< di– two + lemma premise]
dil·et·tan·te (dil´ә tanʹtē; –täntʹ), n., pl.
–tes, –ti (–tē), adj. —n. 1 lover of the
ﬁne arts. 2 person who follows some
art or science as an amusement or in
a triﬂing way. 3 triﬂer. —adj. having to
do with dilettantes. [< Ital., < dilettare
delight] —dil´et·tantʹish, adj. —dil´ettantʹism, n.
dil·i·gence (dilʹә jәns), n. a working hard;
careful eﬀort; being diligent; industry.
[< F < L diligentia. See diligent.]
dil·i·gent (dilʹә jәnt), adj. 1 hard-working; industrious. 2 careful and steady.
[< L diligens, ppr. of diligere value highly,
love < dis– apart + legere choose] —dilʹigent·ly, adv.
dill (dil), n. 1 spicy seeds or leaves used
to ﬂavor pickles. 2 plant that they grow
on. [OE dile]
dill pickle, a cucumber pickle ﬂavored
with dill.
dil·ly (dilʹi), n., pl. –lies. Slang. person or
thing that is unique or outstanding.
dil·ly-dal·ly (dilʹi dal´i), v., –lied, –ly·ing.
waste time; loiter; triﬂe.
di·lute (dә lütʹ; dī–), v., –lut·ed, –lut·ing,
adj. —v. 1 make weaker or thinner by
adding water or some other liquid. 2
weaken; lessen. 3 become diluted. —adj.
weakened or thinned by the addition of
water or other liquid. [< L, < dis– apart +
luere wash] —di·luteʹness, n.
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di·lu·tion (dә lüʹshәn; dī–), n. 1 act of
diluting. 2 fact or state of being diluted.
3 something diluted.
di·lu·vi·al (dә lüʹvi әl; dī–), di·lu·vi·an
(–әn), adj. of, having to do with, or caused
by a ﬂood. [< L, < diluvium deluge]
dim (dim), adj., dim·mer, dim·mest, v.,
dimmed, dim·ming. —adj. 1 not bright;
not clear; not distinct. 2 not clearly seen,
heard, or understood. 3 not seeing, hearing, or understanding clearly. —v. make
or become dim. [OE dimm] —dimʹly,
adv. —dimʹness, n.
dim., dimin., 1 diminuendo. 2 diminutive.
dime (dīm), n. a coin of the United States
and of Canada, worth 10 cents.
a dime a dozen, very cheap or plentiful.
[< OF < L decima (pars) tenth (part)
< decem ten]
di·men·sion (dә menʹshәn), n. 1 measurement of length, breadth, or thickness. 2
size; extent. [< F < L dimensio < dis– out
+ metiri measure] —di·menʹsion·al, adj.
—di·menʹsionless, adj.
di·min·ish (dә minʹish), v. 1 make or
become smaller in size, amount, or
importance; lessen; reduce. 2 lessen in
esteem; degrade. 3 cause to taper. 4
Music. lessen (an interval) by a half step.
[blend of diminue (< L, < dis– (intensive)
+ minuere lessen) and minish (< OF < VL
minutiare, ult. < L minutus small)] —diminʹish·a·ble, adj.
di·min·u·en·do (dә min´yu̇ enʹdō), n., pl.
–dos, adj., adv. —n. 1 a gradual lessening of loudness. 2 passage to be played
or sung with a diminuendo. —adj.,
adv. with a diminuendo. [< Ital., ppr. of
diminuire diminish]
dim·i·nu·tion (dim´ә nüʹshәn; –nūʹ–), n.
a diminishing; a lessening; decrease.
di·min·u·tive (dә minʹyә tiv), adj. 1 small;
tiny. 2 Gram. expressing smallness or
aﬀection. —n. 1 a small person or thing.
2 word or part of a word expressing
smallness. The suﬃxes –let and –kin
are diminutives. —di·minʹu·tively, adv.
—di·minʹu·tive·ness, n.
dim·i·ty (dimʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. a thin
cotton cloth woven with heavy threads
at intervals in stripes or checks, used
for dresses, curtains, etc. [< Ital. < Gk.
dimitos of double thread < di– double +
mitos warp thread]
dim·mer (dimʹәr), n. 1 person or thing
that dims. 2 device that dims an electric
light or automobile headlight.
dim·ple (dimʹpәl), n., v., –pled, –pling.
—n. 1 a small hollow, usually in the
cheek or chin. 2 any small, hollow place.
—v. 1 make or show dimples in. 2 form
dimples. [ME dympull]
dim sum, Chinese steamed dumplings,
ﬁlled with meat, vegetables, etc. [< Cantonese dim sum]
dim·wit (dimʹwit´), n. Informal. stupid
or foolish person. —dimʹwit´ted, adj.
—dimʹwit´ted·ly, adv. —dimʹwit´tedness, n.
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din (din), n., v., dinned, din·ning. —n.
a loud, confused noise that lasts. —v. 1
make a din. 2 strike with din. 3 say over
and over. [OE dynn]
dine (dīn), v., dined, din·ing. 1 eat dinner.
2 give a dinner to or for.
dine out, eat dinner away from home.
[< F dîner < VL disjejunare to breakfast
< dis– + jejunium fast]
din·er (dīnʹәr), n. 1 person who is eating
dinner. 2 a railroad car in which meals
are served. 3 restaurant, esp. one shaped
like such a car.
di·nette (dī netʹ), n. a small dining room.
ding (ding), v. make a sound like a bell;
ring continuously. —n. 1 sound made
by a bell. 2 small dent or scratch on the
body of a car, surfboard, etc. [imit.]
ding·bat (dingʹbat), n. Slang. 1 gadget. 2
odd or stupid person.
ding-dong (dingʹdông´; –dong´), n. sound
made by a bell or anything like a bell;
continuous ringing. [imit.]
din·ghy (dingʹgi), n., pl. –ghies. 1 a small
rowboat. 2 a small boat used as a tender
by a large boat. [< Hind. dīṅgī]
din·go (dingʹgō), n., pl. –goes. Australian
wild dog that hunts alone or in packs.
[< a native name]
din·gy (dinʹji), adj., –gi·er, –gi·est. dirtylooking; not bright and fresh; dull.
—dinʹgi·ly, adv. —dinʹgi·ness, n.
dining car, a railroad car in which meals
are served.
dining room, room in which meals are
served.
dink·y (dingkʹi), adj., dink·i·er, dink·iest. small; insigniﬁcant.
din·ner (dinʹәr), n. 1 the main meal of the
day. 2 a formal meal in honor of some
person or occasion. [< F dîner dine; inf.
used as n.]
di·no·saur (dīʹnә sôr), n. any of a group
of extinct reptiles. [< NL < Gk. deinos
terrible + sauros lizard]
dint (dint), n. 1 force. 2 =dent. —v. =dent.
[OE dynt] —dintʹless, adj.
di·oc·e·san (dī osʹә sәn; dīʹә sē´sәn), adj.
of or having to do with a diocese. —n.
bishop of a diocese.
di·o·cese (dīʹә sis; –sēs), n. district over
which a bishop has authority. [< OF
< LL < L < Gk. dioikesis province, diocese]
di·oe·cious (dī ēʹshәs), adj. having male
and female ﬂowers in separate plants.
Also, diecious. [< NL dioecia < Gk. di–
double + oikos house] —di·oeʹciously, adv.
Di·o·ny·sus (dī´ә nīʹsәs), n. Greek god of
wine; Bacchus. —Di´o·nyʹsian, adj.
di·o·ram·a (dī´ә ramʹә; –räʹmә), n. picture
that is arranged and lighted to appear
very realistic. [< F < Gk. dia– through +
horama sight]
di·ox·ide (dī okʹsīd; –sid), di·ox·id (–sid),
n. oxide containing two atoms of oxygen
and one of a metal or other element.
dip (dip), v., dipped or dipt, dip·ping,
n. —v. 1 put under water or any liquid

and lift quickly out again. 2 go under
water and come quickly out again. 3
take up in the hollow of the hand or
with a pail, pan, or other container. 4 put
(one’s hand, a spoon, etc.) into to take
out something. 5 lower and raise again
quickly: the ﬂag is dipped as a kind of
salute. 6 sink or drop down: a bird dips
in its ﬂight. 7 slope downward. —n. 1 a
dipping of any kind, esp. a plunge into
and out of a tub of water, the sea, etc.
2 mixture in which to dip something:
chips with creamy dip. 3 that which is
taken out or up by dipping. 4 a sudden
drop. 5 amount of slope down.
dip into, a take something out. b read or
look at for a short time; glance at. [OE
dyppan]
diph·the·ri·a (dif thirʹi ә; dip–), n. infectious disease of the throat, usually
accompanied by a high fever and formation of membranes that hinder breathing. [< F < Gk. diphthera hide]
diph·thong (difʹthông; –thong; dipʹ–), n. a
vowel sound made up of two identiﬁable
vowel sounds in immediate sequence
and pronounced in one syllable, as oi
in point and ai in ice. [< F < LL < Gk.,
< di– double + phthongos sound] —diphthongʹal, adj.
dip·loid (dipʹloid), adj. having twice the
usual number of chromosomes for a
species. —n. a diploid organism or cell.
di·plo·ma (di plōʹmә), n., pl. –mas,
–ma·ta (–mә tә). 1 certiﬁcate given by
a school, college, or university to its
graduating students. 2 any certiﬁcate
that bestows certain rights, privileges,
honors, etc. [< L < Gk., paper folded
double, ult. < diploos double]
di·plo·ma·cy (di plōʹmә si), n., pl. –cies.
1 management of relations between
nations. 2 skill in managing such relations. 3 skill in dealing with others; tact.
[< F, < diplomate diplomat]
dip·lo·mat (dipʹlә mat), n. 1 representative of a nation who is located in a foreign country to look after the interests
of his or her own nation in the foreign
country. 2 a tactful person.
dip·lo·mat·ic (dip´lә matʹik), adj. 1 of or
having to do with diplomacy. 2 skillful
in dealing with others; tactful. —dip´lomatʹi·cal·ly, adv.
dip·per (dipʹәr), n. 1 person or thing that
dips. 2 a long-handled cup or larger vessel for dipping water or other liquids.
Dipper, either of two groups of stars in
the northern sky somewhat resembling
the shape of a dipper; Big Dipper or
Little Dipper.
dip·py (dipʹi), adj. –i·er, –i·est. Informal.
silly; foolish.
dip·stick (dipʹstik´), n. rod with a graduated scale on it for measuring the
amount of liquid inside a container, as
the oil in the engine of a car.
dipt (dipt), v. pt. and pp. of dip.
dip·ter·ous (dipʹtәr әs), adj. 1 having two
winglike parts. 2 belonging to the order

including mosquitoes, gnats, and houseﬂies, characterized by one pair of membranous wings. [< L < Gk., < di– two +
pteron wing]
dip·tych (dipʹtik), n. 1 ancient writing
tablet in two pieces, and hinged so that it
could be closed. 2 a pair of paintings or
carvings hinged together. 3 something
folded into two leaves. [< LL < Gk. diptychos folded double]
dire (dīr), adj., dir·er, dir·est. causing
great fear or suﬀering; dreadful. [< L
dirus] —direʹly, adv. —direʹness, n.
di·rect (dә rektʹ; dī–), v. 1 manage; control; guide. 2 give orders; command.
3 tell or show the way. 4 point (to);
aim (at). 5 put the address on (a letter,
package, etc.). 6 address (words, etc.)
to a person. 7 turn (a thing) straight
to. —adj. 1 proceeding in a straight
line; straight. 2 in an unbroken line of
descent. 3 immediate. 4 without anyone
or anything in between: a direct tax. 5
frank; plain. 6 absolute: the direct opposite. —adv. directly. [< L directus, pp. of
dirigere set straight < dis– apart + regere
guide] —di·rectʹness, n.
direct current, a steady electric current
that ﬂows in one direction.
di·rec·tion (dә rekʹshәn; dī–), n. 1 guidance; management; control: the direction
of a play or movie. 2 order; command. 3
a knowing or telling what to do; instruction. 4 course taken by a moving body,
such as a ball. 5 any way in which one
may face or point. 6 tendency.
di·rec·tion·al (dә rekʹshәn әl; dī–), adj.
1 of or having to do with direction in
space. 2 ﬁtted for determining the direction from which signals come, or for
signaling in one direction only.
di·rect·ly (dә rektʹli; dī–), adv. 1 in a
direct line or manner; straight. 2 immediately; at once.
direct mail, mail sent by a business or
other organization directly to potential customers or supporters, usually to
advertise a product or obtain a contribution.
direct object, a grammatical term denoting the person or thing upon which the
verb directly acts.
di·rec·tor (dә rekʹtәr; dī–), n. 1 person
who directs, esp. one who directs the
production of a play or motion picture.
2 one of the persons chosen to direct the
aﬀairs of a company or institution. —direc´toʹri·al, adj. —di·recʹtor·ship, n.
di·rec·tor·ate (dә rekʹtәr it; dī–), n. 1 position of a director. 2 group of directors.
di·rec·to·ry (dә rekʹtә ri; –tri; dī–), n., pl.
–ries, adj. —n. 1 book of names and
addresses. 2 book of rules or instructions. 3 group of directors; directorate.
—adj. directing; advisory.
direct primary, election in which the
voters of a political party choose the
candidates of their party for oﬃce.
dire·ful (dīrʹfәl), adj. dire; dreadful; terrible. —direʹful·ly, adv. —direʹful·ness, n.
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dirge (dėrj), n. a funeral song or tune.
[contraction of L dirige direct (imperative of dirigere), ﬁrst word in oﬃce for
the dead]
dir·i·gi·ble (dirʹә jә bәl; dә rijʹә–), n. balloon that can be steered. —adj. capable of being directed. [< L dirigere to
direct] —dir´i·gi·bilʹi·ty, n.
dirk (dėrk), n. dagger. —v. stab with a
dirk.
dirn·dl (dėrnʹdәl), n. 1 an Alpine peasant
girl’s costume consisting of a blouse,
a tight bodice, and a full skirt. 2 dress
imitating it. [< South G dial., girl, dim.
of dirne maid]
dirt (dėrt), n. 1 mud, dust, earth, or
anything like them. 2 loose earth; soil. 3
unclean action, thought, or speech. [ME
drit, ? short for OE drīting excrement]
dirt-cheap (dėrtʹchēpʹ), adj. very cheap.
dirt farmer, person who has practical
experience in doing his own farming.
dirt·y (dėrʹti), adj. dirt·i·er, dirt·i·est, v.,
dirt·ied, dirt·y·ing. —adj. 1 soiled by
dirt; unclean. 2 not clear or pure in
color; clouded. 3 low; mean; vile. 4
unclean in action, thought, or speech.
5 causing a great amount of radioactive
fallout: dirty bombs. 6 stormy; windy.
—v. make dirty; soil. —dirtʹi·ly, adv.
—dirtʹi·ness, n.
dis–, preﬁx. 1 opposite of, as in discontent.
2 reverse of, as in disentangle. 3 apart;
away, as in dispel. [< L; also, di–, dif–]
dis·a·bil·i·ty (dis´ә bilʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
a disabled condition. 2 something that
disables. 3 something that disqualiﬁes.
dis·a·ble (dis āʹbәl), v., –bled, –bling. 1
deprive of ability of power; make useless; cripple. 2 disqualify legally. —disaʹble·ment, n.
dis·a·buse (dis´ә būzʹ), v., –bused, –busing. free from deception or error.
di·sac·cha·ride (disakʹә rīd, –әr id), n. any
one of a group of carbohydrates, such as
lactose or sucrose, that are changed into
two simple sugars by hydrolosis. Also,
disaccharid.
dis·ad·van·tage (dis´әd vanʹtij; –vänʹ–),
n., v., –taged, –tag·ing. —n. 1 lack of
advantage; unfavorable condition: a deaf
person is at a disadvantage in school.
2 loss; injury. —v. subject to a disadvantage.
dis·ad·van·ta·geous (dis ad´vәn tāʹjәs;
dis´ad–), adj. causing disadvantage;
unfavorable. —dis·ad´van·taʹgeous·ly,
adv. —dis·ad´van·taʹgeous·ness, n.
dis·af·fect (dis´ә fektʹ), v. make unfriendly,
disloyal, or discontented. —dis´af·fecʹtion, n.
dis·af·fect·ed (dis´ә fekʹtid), adj. unfriendly; disloyal; discontented.
dis·a·gree (dis´ә grēʹ), v., –greed, –greeing. 1 fail to agree; diﬀer. 2 quarrel; dispute. 3 have a bad eﬀect; be harmful.
dis·a·gree·a·ble (dis´ә grēʹә bәl), adj. 1
not to one’s liking; unpleasant. 2 badtempered; cross. —dis´a·greeʹa·bleness, n. —dis´a·greeʹa·bly, adv.

dis·a·gree·ment (dis´ә grēʹmәnt), n. 1
failure to agree; diﬀerence of opinion.
2 quarrel; dispute. 3 diﬀerence; unlikeness.
dis·al·low (dis´ә louʹ), v. refuse to allow;
deny the truth or value of; reject.
—dis´al·lowʹance, n.
dis·ap·pear (dis´ә pirʹ), v. 1 pass from
sight. 2 pass from existence; be lost.
—dis´ap·pearʹance, n.
dis·ap·point (dis´ә pointʹ), v. 1 fail to
satisfy or please; leave (one) wanting
or expecting something. 2 fail to keep
a promise to. 3 keep from happening;
oppose and defeat.
dis·ap·point·ment (dis´ә pointʹmәnt), n.
1 state of being or feeling disappointed.
2 person or thing that causes disappointment. 3 act or fact of disappointing.
dis·ap·pro·ba·tion (dis´ap rә bāʹshәn), n.
disapproval.
dis·ap·prov·al (dis´ә prüvʹәl), n. 1 opinion or feeling against; expression of
an opinion against; dislike. 2 refusal to
consent: rejection.
dis·ap·prove (dis´ә prüvʹ), v., –proved,
–prov·ing. 1 have or express an opinion
against. 2 show dislike (of). 3 refuse
consent to; reject. —dis´ap·provʹingly, adv.
dis·arm (dis ärmʹ), v. 1 take weapons
away from. 2 stop having an army and
navy; reduce or limit the size of an
army, navy, etc. 3 remove suspicion
from; make friendly; calm the anger of.
4 make harmless.
dis·ar·ma·ment (dis ärʹmә mәnt), n. 1
act of disarming. 2 reduction or limitation of armies, navies, and their equipment.
dis·arm·ing (dis ärʹming), adj. able to
alloy fear or suspicion; friendly and
calm.
dis·ar·range (dis´ә rānjʹ), v., –ranged,
–rang·ing. disturb the arrangement of;
put out of order. —dis´ar·rangeʹment, n.
dis·ar·ray (dis´ә rāʹ), n. 1 disorder; confusion. 2 disorder of clothing. —v. put
into disorder or confusion.
dis·as·sem·ble (dis´ә semʹbәl), v., –bled,
–bling. take apart. —dis´as·semʹbly, n.
dis·as·soc·i·ate (dis ә sōʹshē āt), v., –ated, –at·ing. =dissociate. —dis´as·so·ciaʹtion, n.
dis·as·ter (di zasʹtәr; –zäsʹ–), n. event that
causes much suﬀering or loss; great
misfortune. [< F < Ital. < L dis– without
+ astrum star < Gk. astron]
dis·as·trous (di zasʹtrәs; –zäsʹ–), adj.
bringing disaster; causing great danger, suﬀering, loss, etc. —dis·asʹtrously, adv.
dis·a·vow (dis´ә vouʹ), v. deny that one
knows about, approves of, or is responsible for; disclaim. —dis´a·vowʹal, n.
—dis´a·vowʹer, n.
dis·band (dis bandʹ), v. 1 disperse; scatter. 2 dismiss from service. —dis·bandʹment, n.

dis·bar (dis bärʹ), v., –barred, –bar·ring.
deprive (a lawyer) of the right to practice law. —dis·barʹment, n.
dis·be·lief (dis´bi lēfʹ), n. lack of belief;
refusal to believe.
dis·be·lieve (dis´bi lēvʹ), v., –lieved, –lieving. 1 have no belief in. 2 reject as not
believable. —dis´be·lievʹer, n.
dis·bur·den (dis bėrʹdәn), v. 1 relieve of
a burden. 2 get rid of (a burden). —disburʹden·ment, n.
dis·burse (dis bėrsʹ), v., –bursed, –bursing. pay out; expend. [< OF, < des– (< L
dis–) + bourse purse < LL bursa < Gk.
byrsa leather, wineskin] —dis·bursʹable, adj. —dis·burseʹment, n. —disbursʹer, n.
disc (disk), n. 1 disk. 2 compact disk.
disc., 1 discount. 2 discovered.
dis·card (v. dis kärdʹ; n. disʹkärd), v. 1 give
up as useless or worn out; throw aside. 2
get rid of (useless or unwanted playing
cards) by throwing them aside or playing them. 3 throw out an unwanted card.
—n. 1 act of throwing aside as useless.
2 thing thrown aside as useless or not
wanted. 3 unwanted cards thrown aside;
card played as useless. [see dis–, card]
dis·cern (di zėrnʹ; –sėrnʹ), v. 1 perceive;
see clearly. 2 recognize as distinct or different; distinguish. [< F < L, < dis– oﬀ +
cernere separate] —dis·cernʹer, n. —discernʹi·ble, adj. —dis·cernʹi·bly, adv.
dis·cern·ing (di zėrʹning; –sėrʹ–), adj.
shrewd; acute; discriminating. —discernʹing·ly, adv.
dis·cern·ment (di zėrnʹmәnt; –sėrnʹ–),
n. 1 keenness in perceiving and understanding; good judgment; shrewdness. 2
act of discerning.
dis·charge (v. dis chärjʹ; n. also disʹchärj),
v., –charged, –charg·ing, n. —v. 1 unload
(a ship); unload (cargo) from a ship;
unload. 2 ﬁre; shoot; discharge a gun.
3 release; let go; dismiss; get rid of:
discharge an employee. 4 come or pour
forth. 5 rid of an electric charge. 6 pay (a
debt, etc.). 7 perform (a duty). 8 cancel
or set aside (a court order). —n. 1 an
unloading. 2 a ﬁring oﬀ of a gun, a blast,
etc. 3 a release; a letting go; a dismissing.
4 a giving oﬀ; a letting out. 5 thing given
oﬀ or let out. 6 rate of ﬂow. 7 transference of electricity between two charged
bodies when placed in contact or near
each other. [see dis–, charge] —dischargeʹa·ble. adj. —dis·chargʹer, n.
dis·ci·ple (di sīʹpәl), n., v., –pled, –pling.
—n. 1 believer in the thought and teaching of a leader; follower. 2 one of the
followers of Jesus. —v. cause to become
a follower. [< L discipulus pupil < unrecorded discipere grasp, apprehend]
—dis·ciʹple·ship, n.
Disciples of Christ, Protestant religious
sect that bases its teachings on the New
Testament only.
dis·ci·pli·nar·i·an (dis´ә plә nãrʹi әn), n.
person who enforces discipline or who
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believes in strict discipline. —adj. disciplinary.
dis·ci·pli·nar·y (disʹә plә ner´i), adj. 1
having to do with discipline. 2 for discipline.
dis·ci·pline (disʹә plin), n., v., –plined,
–plining. —n. 1 training esp. training of
the mind or character. 2 trained condition of order and obedience. 3 order
among school pupils, soldiers, or members of any group. 4 a particular system
of rules for conduct. 5 punishment. 6
branch of instruction or education. —v.
1 train; bring to a condition of order
and obedience; bring under control. 2
punish. [< L disciplina. See disciple.]
—disʹci·plin·er, n.
dis·claim (dis klāmʹ), v. 1 refuse to recognize as one’s own; deny connection with.
2 give up all claim to.
dis·claim·er (dis klāmʹәr), n. 1 a disclaiming. 2 person who disclaims.
dis·close (dis klōzʹ), v., –closed, –closing. 1 open to view; uncover. 2 make
known; reveal. —dis·closʹer, n.
dis·clo·sure (dis klōʹzhәr), n. 1 act of disclosing. 2 thing disclosed.
dis·co (disʹkō), n., pl. –cos. 1 =discotheque. 2 music played in a discotheque.
—adj. of or having to do with a disco:
the disco scene. —v., –coed, –co·ing.
dance to disco.
dis·cog·ra·phy (dis kogʹrә ﬁ), n. 1 list of
recordings or writings about them. 2
history of recordings and performers.
—dis·cogʹra·pher, n. —dis´co·graphʹic,
dis´co·graphʹi·cal, adj.
dis·coid (disʹkoid), adj. ﬂat and circular;
disklike
dis·col·or (dis kulʹәr), v. 1 change or spoil
the color of; stain. 2 become changed
in color. —dis´col·or·aʹtion, dis·colʹorment, n.
dis·com·ﬁt (dis kumʹﬁt), v. 1 defeat; rout.
2 defeat the plans or hopes of; frustrate.
3 embarrass greatly; confuse. [< OF, ult.
< dis– + conﬁcere accomplish]
dis·com·ﬁ·ture (dis kumʹﬁ chәr), n. 1
defeat; rout. 2 defeat of plans or hopes;
frustration. 3 confusion.
dis·com·fort (dis kumʹfәrt), v. 1 disturb
the comfort of. 2 distress; sadden. 3
make uncomfortable or uneasy. —n. 1
thing that causes discomfort. 2 lack of
comfort; uneasiness.
dis·com·mode (dis´kә mōdʹ), v., –moded, –mod·ing. disturb; trouble; inconvenience.
dis·com·pose (dis´kәm pōzʹ), v., –posed,
–pos·ing. disturb the self-possession
of; make uneasy; bring into disorder.
—dis´com·posʹed·ly, adv. —dis´composʹing·ly, adv.
dis·com·po·sure (dis´kәm pōʹzhәr), n.
state of being disturbed; uneasiness;
embarrassment.
dis·con·cert (dis´kәn sėrtʹ), v. 1 disturb
the self-possession of; confuse. 2 upset;
disorder. —dis´con·certʹing·ly, adv.
—dis´con·cerʹtion, n.

dis·con·cert·ed (dis´kәn sėrtʹid), adj. disturbed; confused. —dis´con·certʹed·ly,
adv.
dis·con·nect (dis´kә nektʹ), v. undo or
break the connection of; unfasten.
—dis´con·necʹtion, n.
dis·con·nect·ed (dis´kә nekʹtid), adj.
1 not connected; separate. 2 incoherent; broken. —dis´con·nectʹed·ly, adv.
—dis´con·nectʹed·ness, n.
dis·con·so·late (dis konʹsә lit), adj. 1 without hope; forlorn. 2 unhappy; cheerless.
[< Med.L, < L dis– + consolatus, pp. of
consolari console1] —dis·conʹso·lately, adv. —dis´conso·laʹtion, dis·con´solate·ness, n.
dis·con·tent (dis´kәn tentʹ), adj. not content; dissatisﬁed. —n. Also, discontentment. dislike of what one has uneasiness;
restlessness. —v. dissatisfy; displease.
dis·con·tent·ed (dis´kәn tenʹtid), adj.
not contented; not satisﬁed. —dis´contentʹed·ly, adv. —dis´con·tentʹed·ness, n.
dis·con·tin·ue (dis´kәn tinʹyu̇), v., –tinued, –tin·u·ing. 1 put an end to. 2 cease.
—dis´con·tinʹuance, dis´con·tin´uaʹtion, n. —dis´con·tinʹu·er, n.
dis·con·tin·u·ous (dis´kәn tinʹyu̇ әs), adj.
broken; interrupted. —dis´conti·nuʹity, disʹcon·tinʹu·ous·ness, n. —dis´continʹu·ous·ly, adv.
dis·cord (n. disʹkôrd; v. dis kôrdʹ), n. 1
diﬀerence of opinion; disagreement. 2
a lack of harmony in notes sounded at
the same time. 3 harsh, clashing sounds.
—v. be out of harmony; disagree.
[< OF < discors discordant < dis– apart
+ cor heart]
dis·cord·ant (dis kôrʹdәnt), adj. 1 not in
harmony: a discordant note in music. 2
not in agreement; not ﬁtting together.
3 harsh; clashing. —dis·cordʹance, discordʹan·cy, n.
dis·co·theque or dis·co·thèque (diskәtek),
n. club where recorded music is played
for dancing. [< F, lit., disk collection]
dis·count (v. disʹkount, dis kountʹ; n. disʹkount), v. 1 deduct (a certain percentage) of the amount or cost. 2 allow
for exaggeration; believe only part of.
3 lend money, deducting the interest
in advance. —n. 1 deduction from the
amount or cost. 2 interest deducted in
advance.
at a discount, a at less than the usual
price. b Fig. in low esteem. [< OF, < des(< L dis-) + conter count1] —disʹcounta·ble, adj. —disʹcount·er, n.
dis·coun·te·nance (dis kounʹtә nәns), v.,
–nanced, –nanc·ing. 1 refuse to approve;
discourage. 2 abash.
dis·cour·age (dis kėrʹij), v., –aged, –aging. 1 lessen the hope or conﬁdence of.
2 try to prevent by disapproving; frown
upon. 3 prevent; hinder. [< OF, < des–
(< L dis–) + corage courage] —dis·courʹage·a·ble, adj. —dis·courʹage·ment, n.
—dis·courʹag·er, n. —dis·courʹag·ingly, adv.

discouraged worker, unemployed person
who has stopped looking for a job.
dis·course (n. disʹkôrs, –kōrs, dis kôrsʹ,
–kōrsʹ; v. dis kôrsʹ,–kōrsʹ),n.,v.,–coursed,
–cours·ing. —n. 1 a formal speech or
writing: a lecture is a discourse. 2 conversation; talk. —v. 1 speak or write
formally. 2 converse; talk. [< F < Med.L,
< L, < dis– in diﬀerent directions + currere run] —dis·coursʹer, n.
dis·cour·te·ous (dis kėrʹti әs), adj. not
courteous; rude; impolite. —dis·courʹteous·ly, adv. —dis·courʹte·ous·ness, n.
dis·cour·te·sy (dis kėrʹtә si), n., pl. –sies. 1
lack of courtesy; rudeness; impoliteness.
2 a rude or impolite act.
dis·cov·er (dis kuvʹәr), v. see or learn of
for the ﬁrst time; ﬁnd out. [< OF, < des–
(< L dis–) + covrir cover] —dis·covʹera·ble, adj. —dis·covʹer·er, n.
dis·cov·er·y (dis kuvʹәr i; –kuvʹri), n., pl.
–eries. 1 act of discovering. 2 thing
discovered.
dis·cred·it (dis kredʹit), v. 1 cast doubt on;
destroy belief, faith, or trust in. 2 refuse
to believe; decline to trust or have faith
in. —n. 1 loss of belief, faith, or trust;
doubt. 2 loss of good name or standing;
disgrace. 3 thing that causes loss of good
name or standing; disgrace.
dis·cred·it·a·ble (dis kredʹit ә bәl), adj.
bringing discredit. —dis·credʹit·a·bly,
adv.
dis·creet (dis krētʹ), adj. careful and sensible in speech and action; wisely cautious. [< OF < Med.L < L discretus, pp.,
separated. See discern.] —dis·creetʹly,
adv. —dis·creetʹness, n.
dis·crep·an·cy (dis krepʹәn si), n., pl.
–cies. 1 lack of consistency; diﬀerence;
disagreement. 2 an example of inconsistency.
dis·crep·ant (dis krepʹәnt), adj. disagreeing; diﬀerent; inconsistent. [< L,
< dis– diﬀerently + crepare sound] —discrepʹant·ly, adv.
dis·crete (dis krētʹ), adj. 1 separate; distinct. 2 consisting of distinct parts. [< L
discretus, separated, pp. See discern.]
—dis·creteʹly, adv. —dis·creteʹness, n.
dis·cre·tion (dis kreshʹәn), n. 1 freedom
to judge or choose. 2 good judgment;
carefulness in speech or action; wise
caution.
dis·cre·tion·ar·y (dis kreshʹәn er´i), adj.
left to one’s own judgment.
dis·crim·i·nate (v. dis krimʹә nāt; adj.
diskrimʹә nit), v., –nat·ed, –nat·ing, adj.
—v. 1 make or see a diﬀerence. 2 make
a distinction. 3 distinguish. —adj. having discrimination; making nice distinctions. [< L discriminatus distinguished
< discrimen separation < discernere discern] —dis·crimʹi·nate·ly, adv. —discrimʹinat´ing, adj. —dis·crimʹi·nat´ing·ly, adv. —discrimʹi·na´tor, n.
dis·crim·i·na·tion (dis krim´ә nāʹshәn),
n. 1 act of making or recognizing diﬀerences and distinctions. 2 ability to make
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ﬁne distinctions. 3 the making of a difference in favor of or against.
dis·crim·i·na·tive (dis krimʹә nā´tiv), discrim·i·na·to·ry (–ә nә tô´ri; –tō´–), adj.
1 discriminating. 2 showing discrimination. —dis·crimʹi·na´tive·ly, adv.
dis·cur·sive (dis kėrʹsiv), adj. wandering
or shifting from one subject to another;
rambling. —dis·curʹsive·ly, adv. —discurʹsive·ness, n.
dis·cus (disʹkәs), n. a heavy, circular plate
of stone or metal, used in athletic games
as a test of skill and strength in throwing. [< L < Gk. diskos]
dis·cuss (dis kusʹ), v. consider from various
points of view; talk over. [< L discussus
< dis– apart + quatere shake] —discusʹsant, n.
dis·cus·si·ble (dis kusʹә bәl), adj. able to
be discussed. Also, discussable.
dis·cus·sion (dis kushʹәn), n. a going over
the reasons for and against; discussing
things.
dis·dain (dis dānʹ), v. look down on; consider beneath oneself; scorn. —n. act
of disdaining; feeling of scorn. [< OF,
< des– (< L dis–) + deignier deign]
dis·dain·ful (dis dānʹfәl), adj. feeling or
showing disdain. —dis·dainʹful·ly, adv.
—disdainʹful·ness, n.
dis·ease (di zēzʹ), n., v., –eased, –eas·ing.
—n. 1 sickness; illness. 2 any particular
illness. —v. aﬀect with disease. [< OF,
< des– (< L dis–) + aise ease] —diseasedʹ, adj.
dis·em·bark (dis´em bärkʹ), v. land from
a ship, airplane, etc. —dis´embar·kaʹtion, dis´em·barkʹment, n.
dis·em·bar·rass (dis´em barʹәs), v. 1 disengage. 2 free from uneasiness.
dis·em·bod·y (dis´em bodʹi), v., –bodied, –bod·y·ing. separate (a soul, spirit,
etc.) from the body. —dis´em·bodʹiment, n.
dis·em·bow·el (dis´em bouʹәl), v., –eled,
–eling. take or rip out the bowels of.
—dis´em·bowʹel·ment, n.
dis·en·chant (dis´en chantʹ; –chäntʹ),
v. free from a magic spell or illusion.
—dis´en·chantʹer, n. —dis´en·chantʹment, n.
dis·en·cum·ber (dis´en kumʹbәr), v. free
from a burden, annoyance, or trouble.
dis·en·fran·chise (dis´en franʹchīz), v.,
–chised, –chis·ing. =disfranchise.
—dis´en·franʹchise·ment, n.
dis·en·gage (dis´en gājʹ), v., –gaged,
–gag·ing. 1 free from an engagement,
pledge, obligation, etc. 2 detach; loosen.
—dis´en·gageʹment, n.
dis·en·tan·gle (dis´en tangʹgәl), v., –tangled, –tan·gling. free from tangles or
complications; untangle. —dis´en·tanʹgle·ment, n.
dis·es·tab·lish (dis´es tabʹlish), v. withdraw state recognition or support from
(a church). —dis´es·tabʹlish·ment, n.
dis·es·teem (dis´es tēmʹ), v., n. scorn; dislike.

dis·fa·vor (dis fāʹvәr), n. 1 dislike; disapproval. 2 state of being regarded with
dislike or disapproval. —v. regard with
dislike; disapprove.
dis·ﬁg·ure (dis ﬁgʹyәr), v., –ured, –uring. spoil the appearance of; hurt the
beauty of. —dis·ﬁgʹure·ment, n. —disﬁgʹur·er, n.
dis·fran·chise (dis franʹchīz), v., –chised,
–chis·ing. 1 take the rights of citizenship
away from. 2 take a right or privilege
from. —disfranʹchise·ment, n. —disfranʹchis·er, n.
dis·gorge (dis gôrjʹ), v., –gorged, –gorging. 1 throw up what has been swallowed. 2 pour forth; discharge. 3 give up
unwillingly.
dis·grace (dis grāsʹ), n., v., –graced, –gracing. —n. 1 loss of honor or respect;
shame. 2 cause of disgrace. 3 loss of
favor or trust. —v. 1 cause disgrace to. 2
dismiss in disgrace. [< F < Ital. disgrazia.
See dis–, grace.] —dis·gracʹer, n.
dis·grace·ful (dis grāsʹfәl), adj. causing loss of honor or respect; shameful.
—dis·graceʹful·ly, adv. —dis·graceʹfulness, n.
dis·grun·tle (dis grunʹtәl), v., –tled,
–tling. ﬁll with bad humor or discontent. [< dis– + obs. gruntle to grunt,
grumble] —dis·grunʹtle·ment, n.
dis·guise (dis gīzʹ), v., –guised, –guising, n. —v. 1 make a change in clothes
and appearance to hide who one really
is or to look like someone else. 2 hide
what (a thing) really is; make (a thing)
seem like something else. —n. 1 use of
a changed or unusual dress and appearance in order not to be known. 2 clothes,
actions, etc., used to hide who one really
is or to make a person look like someone
else. 3 a false or misleading appearance;
deception; concealment. [< OF, < des–
(< L dis–) + guise guise] —dis·guisʹed·ly,
adv. —dis·guisʹer, n.
dis·gust (dis gustʹ), n. strong dislike; sickening dislike. —v. arouse disgust in.
[< early modern F, < des– (< L dis–) +
goust taste < L gustus] —dis·gustʹingly, adv.
dis·gust·ed (dis gusʹtid), adj. ﬁlled with
disgust. —dis·gustʹed·ly, adv. —disgustʹed·ness, n.
dis·gust·ing (dis gusʹting), adj. that disgusts; distasteful. —dis·gustʹing·ly, adv.
dish (dish), n. 1 anything to serve food in,
such as a plate, platter, bowl, cup, or saucer. 2 amount of food served in a dish.
3 the food served. 4 thing shaped like a
dish. 5 Slang. something in accord with
one’s taste or preference. 6 Slang. pretty
young woman or girl. —v. 1 serve (food)
by putting it in a dish. 2 make concave.
dish it out, Informal. a criticize someone
severely. b physically abuse someone.
dish out (or up), a serve food. b Fig.
reveal; dispense information: dish out
gossip. c Informal. administer; inﬂict:
dish out punishment. [< L discus dish,
discus]
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dis·ha·bille (dis´ә bēlʹ), n. informal, careless dress. [< F déshabillé, pp. < dés– (< L
dis–) + habiller dress]
dis·har·mo·ny (dis härʹmә ni), n., pl.
–nies. lack of harmony; discord.
dish·cloth (dishʹklôth´; –kloth´), n. cloth
to wash dishes with.
dis·heart·en (dis härʹtәn), v. discourage; depress. —dis·heartʹen·ing·ly, adv.
—dis·heartʹen·ment, n.
di·shev·eled (di shevʹәld), adj. 1 rumpled;
mussed; disordered; untidy. 2 hanging
loosely or in disorder: disheveled hair.
dis·hon·est (dis onʹist), adj. not honest.
—dishonʹest·ly, adv.
dis·hon·es·ty (dis onʹәs ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
lack of honesty. 2 a dishonest act.
dis·hon·or (dis onʹәr), n. 1 loss of honor
or reputation; shame; disgrace. 2 cause
of dishonor. —v. cause or bring dishonor to.
dis·hon·or·a·ble (dis onʹәr ә bәl), adj. 1
causing loss of honor; shameful; disgraceful. 2 without honor. —dis·honʹora·ble·ness, n. —dis·honʹor·a·bly, adv.
dish·pan (dishʹpan´), n. pan in which to
wash dishes.
dish·rag (dishʹrag´), n. =dishcloth.
dish·tow·el (dishʹtou´әl), n. cloth for drying dishes.
dish·wash·er (dishʹwosh´әr; –wôshʹ–),
appliance for washing dishes, glasses, etc.
dish·wa·ter (dishʹwô´tәr; –wo tәr), n. 1
gray, soapy water in which dishes have
been washed. 2 water in which to wash
dishes. 3 Fig. anything like dishwater,
esp. something old or bland.
dish·y (dishʹi), adj. Slang. attractive.
dis·il·lu·sion (dis´i lüʹzhәn), v. free from
illusion. —n. a freeing or being freed
from illusion. —dis´il·luʹsion·ment, n.
—dis´il·luʹsive, adj.
dis·in·cli·na·tion (dis´in klә nāʹshәn), n.
unwillingness.
dis·in·cline (dis´in klīnʹ), v., –clined,
–clin·ing. make or be unwilling.
dis·in·fect (dis´in fektʹ), v. destroy the
disease germs in. —dis´in·fecʹtion, n.
—dis´infecʹtor, n.
dis·in·fect·ant (dis´in fekʹtәnt), n. means
for destroying disease germs. Alcohol,
iodine, and carbolic acid are disinfectants. —adj. destroying disease germs.
dis·in·form (dis´in fôrmʹ), v. give out
false information to mislead.
dis·in·for·ma·tion (dis in´fәr māʹshәn),
n. false information intended to mislead.
[< Russ.]
dis·in·gen·u·ous (dis´in jenʹyu̇ әs), adj.
not frank; insincere. —dis´in·genʹu·ously, adv. —dis´in·genʹu·ous·ness, n.
dis·in·her·it (dis´in herʹit), v. prevent
from inheriting; deprive of an inheritance. —dis´inherʹit·ance, n.
dis·in·te·grate (dis inʹtә grāt), v., –grated, –grat·ing. 1 separate into small parts
or bits. 2 change in nuclear structure
through bombardment by charged particles. —dis·inʹte·gra·ble, adj. —dis´inte·graʹtion, n. —dis·inʹte·gra´tor, n.
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dis·in·ter (dis´in tėrʹ), v., –terred, –terring. 1 take out of a grave or tomb;
dig up. 2 discover and reveal. —dis´interʹment, n.
dis·in·ter·est (dis inʹtәr ist; –trist), n. lack
of interest; indiﬀerence.
dis·in·ter·est·ed (dis inʹtәr is tid; –tris tid;
–tәr es´tid), adj. 1 free from selﬁsh
motives; impartial; fair. 2 U.S. not interested. —dis·inʹter·est·ed·ly, adv. —disinʹter·est·ed·ness, n.
dis·join (dis joinʹ), v. separate.
dis·joint (dis jointʹ), v. 1 take apart at
the joints. 2 put out of order. 3 put out
of joint; dislocate. —dis·jointʹed, adj.
—dis·jointʹed·ly, adv. —dis·jointʹedness, n.
dis·junc·tion (dis jungkʹshәn), n. a disjoining or being disjoined; separation.
dis·junc·tive (dis jungkʹtiv), adj. 1 causing separation. 2 showing a contrast
between two ideas, words, etc. 3 involving alternatives: a disjunctive proposition.
—n. statement involving alternatives.
—dis·juncʹtive·ly, adv.
disk (disk), n. 1 a round, ﬂat, thin object.
2 a round, ﬂat surface, or an apparently round, ﬂat surface: the sun’s disk.
3 a roundish, ﬂat part in a plant or
animal. 4 a compact disk or phonograph
record. Also, disc. [< L discus discus]
—diskʹlike´, adj.
disk brake, automobile brake that consists of a revolving disk attached to the
wheel and ﬂat plates that press against
the disk. Also, disc brake.
disk drive, device in a computer that
transfers data or instructions between
the computer and a storage disk.
disk harrow, harrow with a row of sharp,
revolving disks used in preparing
ground for planting or sowing.
disk jockey, announcer for a radio program or entertainment, as for a party,
consisting chieﬂy of recorded music.
dis·like (dis līkʹ), n., v., –liked, –lik·ing.
—n. a feeling of not liking; a feeling
against. —v. not like; object to; have a
feeling against. —dis·likʹa·ble, adj.
dis·lo·cate (disʹlō kāt), v., –cat·ed, –cating. 1 put out of joint. 2 put out of order;
disturb; upset. —dis´lo·caʹtion, n.
dis·lodge (dis lojʹ), v., –lodged, –lodging. drive or force out of a place, position, etc. —dis·lodgʹment, n.
dis·loy·al (dis loiʹәl), adj. not loyal;
unfaithful. —dis·loyʹal·ly, adv.
dis·loy·al·ty (dis loiʹәl ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
lack of loyalty. 2 a disloyal act.
dis·mal (dizʹmәl), adj. 1 dark; gloomy.
2 dreary; miserable. —disʹmal·ly, adv.
—disʹmal·ness, n.
dis·man·tle (dis manʹtәl), v., –tled, –tling.
1 strip of covering, equipment, furniture,
etc. 2 pull down; take apart. [< OF
desmanteler. See dis–, mantle.] —dismanʹtlement, n.
dis·may (dis māʹ), n. loss of courage
because of fear of what is about to happen. —v. trouble greatly; make afraid.

[ME desmayen < AF < VL, deprive of
strength < L ex– + unrecorded Frankish
magan have strength]
dis·mem·ber (dis memʹbәr), v. 1 separate
or divide into parts. 2 cut or tear the
limbs from. —dis·memʹber·ment, n.
dis·miss (dis misʹ), v. 1 send away; allow
to go. 2 remove from oﬃce or service.
3 put out of mind; stop thinking about.
4 refuse to consider (a complaint, plea,
etc.) in a law court. [< L dismissus, var.
of dimissus < dis– away + mittere send]
—dis·missʹal, n.
dis·mis·sive (dis misʹiv), adj. 1 tending
to dismiss. 2 showing lack of interest or
concern: a dismissive remark.
dis·mount (dis mountʹ), v. 1 get oﬀ a
horse, bicycle, etc. 2 throw or bring
down from a horse; unhorse. —dismountʹa·ble, adj.
dis·o·be·di·ent (dis´ә bēʹdi әnt), adj.
refusing or failing to obey. —dis´obeʹdi·ence, n. —dis´o·beʹdi·ent·ly, adv.
dis·o·bey (dis´ә bāʹ), v. refuse or fail to
obey. —dis´o·beyʹer, n.
dis·o·blige (dis´ә blījʹ), v., –bliged, –bliging. 1 refuse or fail to oblige. 2 give
oﬀense to. —dis´o·bligʹing, adj. —dis´obligʹing·ly, adv.
dis·or·der (dis ôrʹdәr), n. 1 lack of order;
confusion. 2 public disturbance; riot.
3 sickness; disease. —v. 1 destroy the
order of; throw into confusion. 2 cause
sickness in.
dis·or·dered (dis ôrʹdәrd), adj. 1 lacking
order; jumbled. 2 sick.
dis·or·der·ly (dis ôrʹdәr li), adj. 1 not
orderly; in confusion. 2 causing disorder; unruly. —adv. in a disorderly manner. —dis·orʹder·lin·ess, n.
dis·or·gan·ize (dis ôrʹgәn īz), v., –ized,
–iz·ing. throw into confusion and disorder. —disor´gan·i·zaʹtion, n. —disorʹgan·iz´er, n.
dis·o·ri·ent (dis ôrʹә ent), v. 1 cause to lose
one’s sense of direction. 2 Fig. cause one
to feel confused or embarrassed. Also,
disorientate. —dis·o´ri·en·taʹtion, n.
dis·own (dis ōnʹ), v. refuse to recognize
as one’s own.
dis·par·age (dis parʹij), v., –aged, –aging. 1 speak slightingly of; belittle.
2 lower the reputation of; discredit.
[< OF desparagier match unequally < des–
(< L dis–) + parage rank, lineage < L par
equal. See peer1.] —dis·parʹage·ment,
n. —dis·parʹag·er, n. —dis·parʹag·ingly, adv.
dis·pa·rate (disʹpә rit), adj. essentially different; unlike. [< L, < dis– apart + parare
get] —disʹpa·rate·ly, adv. —disʹpa·rateness, n.
dis·par·i·ty (dis parʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
inequality; diﬀerence.
dis·pas·sion (dis pashʹәn), n. freedom
from emotion or prejudice; impartiality.
dis·pas·sion·ate (dis pashʹәn it), adj.
free from emotion or prejudice; calm;
impartial. —dis·pasʹsion·ate·ly, adv.
—dis·pasʹsion·ate·ness, n.

dis·patch (dis pachʹ), v. 1 send oﬀ to
some place or for some purpose. 2 get
(something) done promptly or speedily. 3 give the death blow to; kill. —n. 1
a sending oﬀ (of a letter, a messenger,
etc.). 2 a written message, such as special news or government business. 3
promptness; speed. 4 a putting to death;
a killing. Also, despatch. [< Ital. dispacciare hasten or Sp. despachar] —dispatchʹer, n.
dis·pel (dis pelʹ), v., –pelled, –pel·ling.
drive away and scatter; disperse. [< L,
< dis– away + pellere drive] —dis·pelʹler, n.
dis·pen·sa·ble (dis penʹsә bәl), adj. 1
that may be done without; unimportant. 2 that may be forgiven, condoned,
or declared not binding. 3 capable of
being dispensed or administered. —dispen´sa·bilʹi·ty, dis·penʹsa·ble·ness, n.
dis·pen·sa·ry (dis penʹsә ri), n., pl. –ries.
place where medicines and medical
advice are given free or for a very small
charge.
dis·pen·sa·tion (dis´pәn sāʹshәn; –pen–),
n. 1 act of distributing: the dispensation
of charity to the poor. 2 thing given out
or distributed. 3 rule; management: England under the dispensation of Elizabeth.
4 oﬃcial permission to disregard a rule.
—dis´pen·saʹtion·al, adj. —disʹpen·sa´tor, n.
dis·pen·sa·to·ry (dis penʹsә tô´ri; –tō´–),
n., pl. –ries. 1 book that tells how to prepare and use medicines. 2 dispensary.
dis·pense (dis pensʹ), v., –pensed, –pensing. 1 give out; distribute. 2 carry out;
put in force; apply. 3 prepare and give
out: a druggist dispenses medicines.
dispense with, a do away with. b get
along without. [< OF < L dispensare
weigh out < dis– out + pendere weigh]
—dis·pensʹer, n.
dis·perse (dis pėrsʹ), v., –persed, –persing. spread in diﬀerent directions; scatter. [< F < L dispersus < dis– in every
direction + spargere scatter] —disperʹsal, n. —dis·persʹed·ly, adv.
—dis·persʹer, n. —dis·persʹi·ble,
adj. —dis·perʹsive, adj.
dis·per·sion (dis pėrʹzhәn; –shәn), n. 1
Also, dispersal. a a dispersing. b a being
dispersed. 2 the separation of light into
its diﬀerent colors, as by a prism.
dis·pir·it (dis pirʹit), v. depress; discourage. —dis·pirʹit·ed, adj. —dis·pirʹit·edly, adv.
dis·place (dis plāsʹ), v., –placed, –placing. 1 put something else in the place of.
2 remove from a position of authority. 3
move from its usual place or position.
displaced person, a person forced out of
his or her native country by war, famine,
or threat of captivity, esp. a European
during World War II.
dis·place·ment (dis plāsʹmәnt), n. 1 act of
displacing. 2 a being displaced. 3 weight
of the volume of water displaced by a
ship or other ﬂoating object. 3 psycho-

dissociation
logical defense mechanism that shifts an
emotional response from one object to
another, unrelated object.
dis·play (dis plāʹ), v. 1 expose to view;
show. 2 show in a special way, so as to
attract attention. —n. 1 a displaying;
exhibition. 2 a showing oﬀ; ostentation.
[< OF < L displicare scatter. See deploy.]
—dis·playʹer, n.
dis·please (dis plēzʹ), v., –pleased, –pleasing. not please; oﬀend; annoy.
dis·pleas·ure (dis plezhʹәr), n. the feeling of being displeased; slight anger;
annoyance.
dis·port (dis pôrtʹ; –pōrtʹ), v. amuse (oneself); sport; play. [< OF, < des– (< L dis–)
away from + porter carry < L portare]
dis·pos·a·ble (dis pōzʹә bәl), adj. capable
of being disposed of.
dis·pos·al (dis pōzʹәl), n. 1 act of getting
rid (of something). 2 sale. 3 a settling of
aﬀairs. 4 act of putting in a certain order
or position; arrangement.
at or in one’s disposal, ready for one’s
use or service at any time.
dis·pose (dis pōzʹ), v., –posed, –pos·ing.
1 put in a certain order or position;
arrange. 2 make ready or willing. 3 make
liable or subject.
dispose of, a get rid of. b give away. c
sell. [< OF, < dis– (< L) variously + poser
place (see pose)] —dis·posʹer, n.
dis·po·si·tion (dis´pә zishʹәn), n. 1 one’s
natural way of acting toward others
or of thinking about things; nature: a
cheerful disposition. 2 tendency; inclination: a disposition to argue. 3 act of putting in order or position; arrangement:
the disposition of soldiers in battle. 4
management; settlement: a court’s disposition of a complaint. 5 disposal: a large
income at one’s disposition.
dis·pos·sess (dis´pә zesʹ), v. force to give
up the possession of a house, land, etc.;
oust. dis´pos·sesʹsion, n. —dis´pos·sesʹsor, n.
dis·proof (dis prüfʹ), n. 1 a disproving;
refutation. 2 fact, reason, etc., that disproves something.
dis·pro·por·tion (dis´prә pôrʹshәn;–pōrʹ–),
n. lack of proper proportion; lack of
symmetry. —v. make disproportionate.
dis·pro·por·tion·al (dis´prә pôrʹshәn әl;
–pōrʹ–), adj. disproportionate. —dis´proporʹtion·al·ly, adv.
dis·pro·por·tion·ate (dis´prә pôrʹshәn it;
–pōrʹ–), adj. out of proportion; lacking
in proper proportion. —dis´pro·porʹtion·ate·ly, adv. —dis´pro·porʹtion·ateness, n.
dis·prove (dis prüvʹ), v., –proved, –proving. prove false or incorrect; refute.
—dis·provʹa·ble, adj.
dis·put·a·ble (dis pūtʹә bәl; disʹpyu̇ tә bәl),
adj. liable to be disputed; uncertain.
—dis·put´a·bilʹi·ty, n. —dis·putʹa·bly,
adv.
dis·pu·tant (disʹpyu̇ tәnt; dis pūʹ–), adj.
engaged in argument or controversy.

—n. person who takes part in a dispute
or debate.
dis·pu·ta·tion (dis´pyu̇ tāʹshәn), n. 1
debate; controversy. 2 dispute.
dis·pu·ta·tious (dis´pyu̇ tāʹshәs), disputa·tive (dis pūtʹә tiv), adj. fond of disputing; inclined to argue. —dis´pu·taʹtious·ly, adv. —dis´pu·taʹtious·ness, n.
dis·pute (dis pūtʹ), v., –put·ed, –put·ing,
n. —v. 1 discuss; argue; debate. 2 quarrel. 3 declare not true; call in question.
4 ﬁght against; resist. 5 try to win. —n. 1
argument; debate. 2 a quarrel.
beyond dispute, a not to be debated
or questioned. b ﬁnal; agreed to. [< L,
examine, discuss, argue < dis– item by
item + putare calculate] —dis·putʹer, n.
dis·qual·i·ﬁ·ca·tion (dis´kwol ә fә kāʹshәn), n. 1 a disqualifying. 2 a being disqualiﬁed. 3 something that disqualiﬁes.
dis·qual·i·fy (dis kwolʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fying. 1 make unable to do something.
2 declare unﬁt or unable to do something.
dis·qui·et (dis kwīʹәt), v. make uneasy or
anxious; disturb. —n. uneasiness; anxiety.
dis·qui·e·tude (dis kwīʹә tüd; –tūd), n.
anxiety.
dis·qui·si·tion (dis´kwә zishʹәn), n. a long
or formal speech or writing about a subject. [< L disquisitio, ult. < dis– (intensive) + quaerere seek]
dis·re·gard (dis´ri gärdʹ), v. 1 pay no
attention to; take no notice of. 2 treat
without proper regard or respect; slight.
—n. 1 lack of attention; neglect. 2 lack
of proper regard or respect. —dis´regardʹful, adj.
dis·re·pair (dis´ri pãrʹ), n. bad condition.
dis·rep·u·ta·ble (dis repʹyә tә bәl), adj. 1
having a bad reputation. 2 not respectable. —dis·rep´u·ta·bilʹi·ty, n. —disrepʹu·ta·bly, adv.
dis·re·pute (dis´ri pūtʹ), n. disgrace; discredit; disfavor.
dis·re·spect (dis´ri spektʹ), n. lack of
respect. —v. treat or consider with a
lack of respect. —dis´re·spectʹful, adj.
—dis´re·spectʹful·ly, adv. —dis´respectʹful·ness, n.
dis·robe (dis rōbʹ), v., –robed, –rob·ing.
undress. —dis·robeʹment, n. —disrobʹer, n.
dis·rupt (dis ruptʹ), v. break up; split. [< L
disruptus < dis– apart + rumpere break]
—disruptʹer, n. —dis·rupʹtion, n. —disrupʹtive, adj.
dis·sat·is·fac·tion (dis´sat is fakʹshәn), n.
discontent; displeasure.
dis·sat·is·fac·to·ry (dis´sat is fakʹtә ri),
adj. causing discontent; unsatisfactory.
dis·sat·is·fy (dis satʹis fī), v., –ﬁed, –fying. fail to satisfy; displease.
dis·sect (di sektʹ; dī–), v. 1 separate or
divide the parts of (an animal, plant,
etc.) in order to examine or study the
structure. 2 examine carefully part by
part; analyze. [< L, < dis– apart + secare
cut] —dis·secʹtion, n. —dis·secʹtor, n.
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dis·sect·ed (di sekʹtid; dī–), adj. 1 cut or
divided into many parts. 2 deeply cut
into numerous segments. 3 cut up by
irregular valleys.
dis·sem·ble (di semʹbәl), v., –bled, –bling.
1 disguise or hide (one’s real feelings,
thoughts, plans, etc.). 2 pretend; feign.
[alter., after resemble, of obs. dissimule
dissimulate] —dis·semʹbler, n.
dis·sem·i·nate (di semʹә nāt), v., –nat·ed,
–nat·ing. scatter widely; spread abroad.
[< L, < dis– in every direction + semen
seed] —dis·sem´i·naʹtion, n. —dis·semʹina´tive, adj. —dis·semʹi·na´tor, n.
dis·sen·sion (di senʹshәn), n. 1 a disputing; a quarreling. 2 hard feeling caused
by a diﬀerence in opinion.
dis·sent (di sentʹ), v. 1 diﬀer in opinion;
disagree. 2 refuse to conform to the rules
and beliefs of an established church. —n.
1 diﬀerence of opinion; disagreement.
2 refusal to conform to the rules and
beliefs of an established church. [< L,
< dis– diﬀerently + sentire think, feel]
—dis·sentʹer, n.
dis·sen·tient (di senʹshәnt), adj. dissenting. —n. person who dissents. —dissenʹtience, n.
dis·ser·ta·tion (dis´әr tāʹshәn), n. a formal discussion of a subject; treatise. [< L
dissertatio < dis– + serere join words]
dis·serv·ice (dis sėrʹvis), n. harm; injury.
dis·sev·er (di sevʹәr), v. sever; separate.
—dis·sevʹer·ance, n.
dis·si·dent (disʹә dәnt), adj. disagreeing;
dissenting. —n. person who disagrees or
dissents. —disʹsi·dence, n.
dis·sim·i·lar (di simʹә lәr), adj. not similar; unlike; diﬀerent. —dis·sim´i·larʹi·ty,
n. —dis·simʹi·lar·ly, adv.
dis·si·mil·i·tude (dis´si milʹә tüd; –tūd),
n. unlikeness; diﬀerence.
dis·sim·u·late (di simʹyә lāt), v., –lated, –lat·ing. disguise; dissemble. —dissim´u·laʹtion, n. —dis·simʹu·la´tor, n.
dis·si·pate (disʹә pāt), v., –pat·ed, –pating. 1 spread in diﬀerent directions;
scatter. 2 disappear; dispel. 3 spend foolishly. 4 indulge too much in sensual or
foolish pleasures. [< L, < dis– in diﬀerent directions + sipare throw] —disʹsipat´er, disʹsi·pa´tor, n. —disʹsi·pa´tive,
adj.
dis·si·pat·ed (disʹә pāt´id), adj. indulging
too much in sensuous or foolish pleasures; dissolute. —disʹsi·pat´ed·ly, adv.
—disʹsi·pat´ed·ness, n.
dis·si·pa·tion (dis´ә pāʹshәn), n. 1 a dissipating or being dissipated. 2 too much
indulgence in evil or foolish pleasures.
dis·so·ci·ate (di sōʹshi āt), v., –at·ed, –ating. 1 break the connection or association with; separate. 2 Chem. separate
or decompose by dissociation. [< L,
< dis– apart + socius ally]
dis·so·ci·a·tion (di sō´si āʹshәn; –shi āʹ–),
n. 1 act of dissociating or state of being
dissociated. 2 separation or decomposition of a chemical substance into simpler constituents. —dis·soʹci·a´tive, adj.
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dis·sol·u·ble (di solʹyә bәl), adj. capable
of being dissolved. —dis·sol´u·bilʹi·ty,
dis·solʹu·ble·ness, n.
dis·so·lute (disʹә lüt), adj. living an
immoral life; very wicked; dissipated.
[< L dissolutus, pp. of dissolvere dissolve] —disʹso·lute·ly, adv. —disʹsolute·ness, n.
dis·so·lu·tion (dis´ә lüʹshәn), n. 1 a
breaking up into parts. 2 the breaking
up of an assembly by ending its session.
3 ruin; destruction.
dis·solve (di zolvʹ), v., –solved, –solv·ing.
1 make or become liquid, esp. by putting
or being put into a liquid. 2 break up;
end: dissolve a partnership. 3 fade away.
[< L, < dis– (intensive) + solvere loose]
—dis·solvʹa·ble, adj. —dis·solvʹer, n.
dis·so·nance (disʹә nәns), dis·so·nan·cy
(–nәn si), n., pl. –nan·ces; –cies. combination of sounds that is not harmonious; discord. [< L, < dis– diﬀerently +
sonare to sound]
dis·so·nant (disʹә nәnt), adj. 1 harsh in
sound. 2 out of harmony. —disʹso·nantly, adv.
dis·suade (di swādʹ), v., –suad·ed, –suading. persuade not to do something. [< L,
< dis– against + suadere to urge] —dissuadʹer, n. dis·suaʹsion, n. —dis·suaʹsive, adj.
dist., 1 distance. 2 district.
dis·taﬀ (disʹtaf; –täf), n. 1 the female sex;
woman or women. 2 woman’s work or
aﬀairs. 3 a split stick that holds the wool,
ﬂax, etc., for spinning. [OE, < dis– (see
dizen) + stœf staﬀ ]
distaﬀ side, the mother’s side of a family.
dis·tal (disʹtәl), adj. away from the center;
forming the end part: distal feathers.
dis·tance (disʹtәns), n., v., –tanced, –tancing. —n. 1 space in between. 2 a being
far away. 3 place far away. 4 lack of
friendliness or familiarity; reserve. —v.
leave far behind; do much better than.
dis·tant (disʹtәnt), adj. 1 far away in space.
2 away. 3 far apart in time, relationship,
likeness, etc.; not close. 4 not friendly.
[< F < L distans < dis– oﬀ + stare stand]
—disʹtant·ly, adv.
dis·taste (dis tāstʹ), n. dislike.
dis·taste·ful (dis tāstʹfәl), adj. unpleasant;
disagreeable; oﬀensive. —dis·tasteʹfully, adv. —dis·tasteʹful·ness, n.
dis·tem·per1 (dis temʹpәr), n. an infectious disease of dogs and other animals,
accompanied by a short, dry cough and
a loss of strength. [< LL distemperare
mix improperly. See dis–, temper.]
dis·tem·per2 (dis temʹpәr), n. paint
made by mixing the colors with eggs or
glue instead of oil. [< OF destemprer
< Med.L, soak, < LL, mix thoroughly. See
dis–, temper.]
dis·tend (dis tendʹ), v. stretch out; expand.
[< L, < dis– apart + tendere stretch]
—dis·tenʹsi·ble, adj. —dis·ten´si·bilʹity, n. —dis·tenʹtion, n.
dis·tich (disʹtik), n., pl. –tichs. two lines
of verse together that make complete

sense; couplet. [< L < Gk., < di– two +
stichos line]
dis·till (dis tilʹ), v., –tilled, –till·ing. 1
heat (a liquid, or other substance) and
condense the vapor given oﬀ. 2 obtain
by distilling. 3 extract; reﬁne. 4 fall in
drops; drip. [< L, < de– down + stillare to
drop < stilla drop] —dis·tillʹa·ble, adj.
dis·til·late (disʹtә lit; –lāt), n. a distilled
liquid; something obtained by distilling.
dis·til·la·tion (dis´tә lāʹshәn), n. 1 a distilling. 2 something distilled; extract;
essence.
dis·till·er (dis tilʹәr), n. 1 person or thing
that distills. 2 person or business that
makes whiskey, rum, brandy, etc.
dis·till·er·y (dis tilʹәr i), n., pl. –er·ies.
place where distilling is done.
dis·tinct (dis tingktʹ), adj. 1 not the same;
separate. 2 not alike; diﬀerent. 3 clear;
plain. 4 unmistakable; decided. [< L distinctus, pp. of distinguere distinguish]
—dis·tinctʹness, n.
dis·tinc·tion (dis tingkʹshәn), n. 1 act of
distinguishing; making a diﬀerence: he
gave every child 10 dollars without distinction. 2 diﬀerence. 3 point of diﬀerence; special quality or feature. 4 honor:
the soldier served with distinction. 5
mark or sign of honor. 6 excellence;
superiority. a distinction without a difference, false or artiﬁcial diﬀerence.
dis·tinc·tive (dis tingkʹtiv), adj. distinguishing from others; special;
characteristic. —dis·tincʹtive·ly, adv.
—dis·tincʹtive·ness, n.
dis·tinct·ly (dis tingktʹli), adv. 1 clearly;
plainly. 2 unmistakably; decidedly.
dis·tin·guish (dis tingʹgwish), v. 1 tell
apart; see or show the diﬀerence in. 2
see or hear clearly. 3 be a special quality or feature of. 4 make famous or
well-known. [< L, < dis– between +
stinguere to prick] —dis·tinʹguish·a·ble,
adj. —dis·tinʹguish·a·bly, adv.
dis·tin·guished (dis tingʹgwisht), adj.
famous; well-known.
dis·tort (dis tôrtʹ), v. 1 pull or twist out
of shape. 2 change from the truth. [< L
distortus < dis– (intensive) + torquere
twist] —dis·tortʹed, adj. —dis·tortʹedly, adv. —dis·tortʹed·ness, n. —distortʹer, n.
dis·tor·tion (dis tôrʹshәn), n. 1 a twisting out of shape. 2 Fig. exaggeration or
twisting of a fact. 3 distorted form or
image. 4 change of a sound or light wave
creating inaccurate reproduction during
transmission. —dis·torʹtion·al, adj.
dis·tract (dis traktʹ), v. 1 draw away (the
mind, attention, etc.). 2 confuse; disturb;
bewilder. 3 put out of one’s mind; make
insane. [< L distractus < dis– away +
trahere draw] —dis·tractʹed, adj. —distractʹed·ly, adv. —dis·tractʹer, n. —distractʹing, adj. —dis·tractʹing·ly, adv.
—dis·tracʹtive, adj.
dis·trac·tion (dis trakʹshәn), n. 1 act
of distracting. 2 thing that distracts.
3 confusion of mind; disturbance of

thought. 4 relief from continued thought,
grief, or eﬀort.
to distraction, to a point of complete
confusion; craziness.
dis·traught (dis trôtʹ), adj. 1 distracted.
2 crazed. [var. of obs. distract, adj. See
distract.]
dis·tress (dis tresʹ), n. 1 great pain or sorrow; anxiety; trouble. 2 something that
causes distress; misfortune. 3 dangerous condition; diﬃcult situation: ship in
distress. —v. cause pain, grief, or suﬀering to. [< OF distrece, ult. < L districtus
< dis– apart + stringere draw] —dis·tressʹful, adj. —dis·tressʹful·ly, adv. —distressʹing, adj. —dis·tressʹing·ly, adv.
dis·trib·ute (dis tribʹyu̇t), v., –ut·ed, –uting. 1 divide and give out in shares. 2
spread; scatter. 3 divide into parts. 4
arrange; classify. [< L, < dis– individually + tribuere assign] —dis·tribʹut·able, adj.
dis·tri·bu·tion (dis´trә būʹshәn), n. 1 act
of distributing. 2 way of being distributed. 3 thing distributed. 4 the distributing to consumers of goods grown or
made by producers. —dis´tribuʹtional, adj.
dis·trib·u·tive (dis tribʹyә tiv), adj. 1 of
or having to do with distribution; distributing. 2 referring to each individual
of a group considered separately. —distribʹu·tive·ly, adv. —dis·tribʹu·tiveness, n.
dis·trib·u·tor, dis·trib·ut·er (dis tribʹyә tәr), n. 1 person or thing that distributes. 2 person or company that
distributes to consumers the goods
grown or made by producers. 3 part of a
gasoline engine that distributes electric
current to the spark plugs.
dis·trict (disʹtrikt), n. 1 portion of a
country; region. 2 portion of a country,
state, or city serving as a unit for policing, ﬁre prevention, political representation, etc. —v. divide into districts. [<
LL districtus district < L distringere. See
distress.]
district attorney, lawyer who handles
cases for the government for a certain
district.
District of Columbia, district in the E
United States belonging to the federal
government.
dis·trust (dis trustʹ), v. have no conﬁdence in; be suspicious of. —n. lack of
trust or conﬁdence; suspicion. —distrustʹful, adj. —dis·trustʹful·ly, adv.
dis·turb (dis tėrbʹ), v. 1 destroy the peace,
quiet, or rest of. 2 break in upon with
noise or change. 3 put out of order.
4 make uneasy; trouble. [< L <
dis– (intensive) + turbare agitate
< turba commotion] —dis·turbʹer, n.
—disturbʹing·ly, adv.
dis·turb·ance (dis tėrʹbәns), n. 1 a disturbing or being disturbed. 2 thing that
disturbs. 3 confusion; disorder.
dis·un·ion (dis ūnʹyәn), n. 1 separation;
division. 2 lack of unity; disagreement.
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dis·u·nite (dis´yu̇ nītʹ), v., –nit·ed, –niting. 1 separate; divide. 2 destroy the
unity of. —dis·uʹni·ty, n.
dis·use (n. dis ūsʹ; v. dis ūzʹ), n., v., –used,
–us·ing. —n. lack of use. —v. stop
using.
ditch (dich), n. a long, narrow place dug
in the earth, usually used to carry oﬀ
water. —v. 1 dig a ditch in. 2 Informal.
get rid of. [OE dīc] —ditchʹer, n.
dith·er (dithʹәr), n. 1 a tremble; shiver;
quiver. 2 a confused, excited condition.
dits·y or dits·ey (ditʹsi), adj. ﬂighty;
unpredictable; dizzy.
dit·to (ditʹō), n., pl. –tos, adv. —n. 1 the
same as was said before; the same. 2
mark ('') that stands for ditto. —adv. as
said before; likewise. [< Ital., said, < L
dictus, pp. of dicere say]
dit·ty (ditʹi), n., pl. –ties. a short, simple
song or poem. [< OF ditié < L dictatum
(thing) dictated, pp. of dictare dictate]
ditty bag, a small bag used to hold needles, thread, buttons, etc.
ditz (dits), n. ﬂighty, unpredictable person.
ditz·y (dit´si), adj. =ditsy.
di·u·ret·ic (dī´yu̇ retʹik), adj. causing an
increase in the ﬂow of urine. —n. drug
that does this. [< LL < Gk., < dia–
through + oureein urinate]
di·ur·nal (dī ėrʹnәl), adj. 1 occurring
every day; daily. 2 of or belonging to the
daytime. 3 lasting a day. [< LL diurnalis
< L dies day. Doublet of journal.] —diurʹnal·ly, adv.
div., 1 divide; divided. 2 dividend. 3
division.
di·va (dēʹvә), n., pl. –vas. prima donna.
[< Ital. < L, goddess]
di·va·lent (dī vāʹlәnt), adj. having a
valence of two.
dive (dīv), v., dived or dove, dived, diving, n. —v. 1 plunge head ﬁrst into water.
2 go down or out of sight suddenly. 3
(of an airplane) plunge downward at a
steep angle. —n. 1 act of diving. 2 the
downward plunge of an airplane. 3 a low,
cheap place for drinking and gambling.
[OE dȳfan] —divʹer, n.
dive-bomb (dīvʹbom), v. plunge at a target.
dive bomber, airplane used to bomb a
target by making an almost vertical dive
straight at it. —dive bombing.
di·verge (dә vėrjʹ; dī–), v., –verged, –verging. 1 move or lie in diﬀerent directions
from the same point. 2 diﬀer; vary; deviate. [< LL, < dis– in diﬀerent directions
+ vergere slope] —di·verʹgence, diverʹgen·cy, n. —di·verʹgent, adj. —diverʹgent·ly, adv.
di·vers (dīʹvәrz), adj. several diﬀerent;
various. [< OF < L diversus, pp. of
divertere divert]
di·verse (dә vėrsʹ; dī–), adj. 1 diﬀerent;
unlike. 2 varied: a person of diverse
interests. [var. of divers; now regarded as
immediately from L] —di·verseʹly, adv.
—di·verseʹness, n.

di·ver·si·fy (dә vėrʹsә fī; dī–), v., –ﬁed,
–fy·ing. give variety to; vary. —di·ver´siﬁ·caʹtion, n. —di·verʹsi·ﬁ´er, n.
di·ver·sion (dә vėrʹzhәn; –shәn; dī–), n. 1
a turning aside. 2 amusement; entertainment; pastime.
di·ver·sion·ar·y (dә vėrʹzhәn er´i; –shәn–,
dī–), adj. of or like a diversion or feint,
esp. in military tactics.
di·ver·si·ty (dә vėrʹsә ti; dī–), n., pl. –ties.
1 complete diﬀerence. 2 variety.
di·vert (dә vėrtʹ; dī–), v. 1 turn aside. 2
amuse; entertain. [< F < L, < dis– aside
+ vertere turn] —di·vertʹer, n. —diverʹtive, adj.
di·ver·tic·u·li·tis (dī´vәr tik´yә līʹtis), n.
inﬂammation of a sac, esp. in the intestine.
di·ver·tic·u·lum (dī vәr tikʹyә lәm), n., pl.
–lums, –la (–lә). tubular sac branching
oﬀ from a canal or cavity. [< L]
di·ver·ti·men·to (di ver ti menʹtō), n.,
pl., –tos, –ti (–ti). 1 light instrumental
composition, usually in several movements. 2 a diversion, esp. a pleasant one.
[< Ital.]
di·ver·tisse·ment (dē ver tēs mänʹ), n.
amusement; entertainment. [< F]
di·vest (dә vestʹ; dī–), v. 1 strip; rid; free.
2 force to give up; deprive. [< Med.L
divestire < OF, < des– away (< L dis–) +
vestir < L vestīre clothe]
di·vide (dә vīdʹ), v., –vid·ed, –vid·ing, n.
—v. 1 separate into parts: a brook divides
the ﬁeld. 2 separate into equal parts:
divide 8 by 2, and you get 4. 3 give some
of to each; share: the children divided
the candy among them. 4 disagree or
cause to disagree; diﬀer or cause to
diﬀer in feeling, opinion, etc.: jealousy
divided us. —n. ridge of land between
two regions drained by diﬀerent river
systems. [< L dividere] —di·vidʹa·ble,
adj. —di·vidʹer, n.
di·vid·ed (dә vīdʹid), adj. 1 separated. 2
(of a leaf) cut to the base so as to form
distinct portions.
div·i·dend (divʹә dend), n. 1 number or
quantity to be divided by another: in
8 + 2, 8 is the dividend. 2 money to be
shared by those to whom it belongs. If
a company makes a proﬁt, it declares a
dividend. [< L, (thing) to be divided]
di·vid·er (dә vīdʹәr), n. 1 person or
thing that divides. 2 Usually, dividers. instrument for dividing lines, etc.;
compasses.
div·i·na·tion (div´ә nāʹshәn), n. 1 act of
foreseeing the future or foretelling the
unknown. 2 a skillful guess or prediction. —di·vinʹa·to´ry, adj.
di·vine (dә vīnʹ), adj., n., v., –vined, –vining. —adj. 1 of God or a god. 2 by or
from God. 3 to or for God; sacred;
holy. 4 like God or a god; heavenly. 5
Informal. very excellent. —n. clergyman;
minister; priest. —v. ﬁnd out or foretell.
[< OF < L divinus of a deity < divus
deity] —di·vineʹly, adv. —di·vineʹness,
n. —di·vinʹer, n.

divining rod, a forked stick supposed to
be useful in locating water, oil, metal,
and other things underground.
di·vin·i·ty (dә vinʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 a
divine being; a god. 2 divine nature or
quality. 3 study of God, religion, and
divine things; theology.
the Divinity, God; the Deity.
di·vis·i·ble (dә vizʹә bәl), adj. 1 capable
of being divided. 2 capable of being
divided without leaving a remainder.
—di·vis´i·bilʹi·ty, n. —di·visʹi·bly, adv.
di·vi·sion (dә vizhʹәn), n. 1 a dividing or
being divided. 2 act of giving some to
each; a sharing. 3 process of dividing
one number by another. 4 thing that
divides. 5 part; group; section. 6 part of
an army consisting of two or three brigades of infantry and a certain amount
of cavalry, artillery, etc., usually commanded by a major general. 7 diﬀerence
of opinion, thought, or feeling; disagreement. —di·viʹsion·al, adj.
division of labor, a dividing up of work
so that each person has a certain part
to do.
di·vi·sive (dә vīʹsiv), adj. tending to cause
disagreement or division.
di·vi·sor (dә vīʹzәr), n. number or quantity by which another is divided: in 8 +
2, 2 is the divisor.
di·vorce (dә vôrsʹ; –vōrsʹ), n., v., –vorced,
–vorc·ing. —n. 1 the legal ending of a
marriage. 2 a complete separation. —v. 1
end legally a marriage between. 2 separate from by divorce: Mrs. Smith divorced
her husband. 3 separate. [< OF < L divortium separation < divertere divert]
di·vor·cé (dә vôr´sāʹ; –vōr´–), n. divorced
man. [< F]
di·vor·cee (dә vôr´sēʹ; –vōr´–), n. divorced
person.
di·vor·cée (dә vôr´sāʹ; –vōr´–), n. divorced
woman. [< F]
div·ot (divʹәt), n. a small piece of turf or
earth dug up by a golf club in making
a stroke.
di·vulge (dә vuljʹ), v., –vulged, –vulg·ing.
make known; make public; tell; reveal:
the traitor divulged secret plans to the
enemy. [< L divulgare make common
< dis– + vulgus common people] —divulgeʹment, n. —di·vulgʹer, n.
div·vy (divʹi), v., –vied, –vy·ing. Informal.
Also, divvy up. share; divide.
Dix·ie (dikʹsi), n. the S states of the
United States.
Dix·ie·land (dik´si land), n. style of jazz
originally from New Orleans.
diz·zy (dizʹi), adj., –zi·er, –zi·est, v., –zied,
–zy·ing. —adj. 1 disposed to fall; not
steady; stagger. 2 confused; bewildered.
3 causing dizziness: a dizzy height. 4
Informal. silly; foolish. —v. make dizzy.
[OE dysig foolish] —dizʹzi·ly, adv.
—dizʹzi·ness, n.
DJ or D.J., disk jockey.
Dja·kar·ta (jә kärʹtә), n. seaport and
capital of Indonesia, in NW Java. Also,
Jakarta.
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dkg.

dkg., decagram.
dkl., decaliter.
dkm., decameter.
dl., decaliter.
dm., decimeter.
DMZ, demilitarized zone.
DNA, deoxyribonucleic acid, the substance responsible for the transmission
of inherited characteristics. Also, DNAase.
DNA ﬁngerprint, genetic ﬁngerprint,
unique to each individual, used as a
means of identiﬁcation. —DNA ﬁngerprinting.
DNA proﬁle, =DNA ﬁngerprint.
do1 (dü), v., pres. do, does, do; pt. did;
pp. done; ppr. do·ing; n. —v. 1 perform:
do your work. 2 act: do or die. 3 ﬁnish:
that’s done! 4 make: Walt Disney did a
movie about the seven dwarfs. 5 behave:
do wisely. 6 put in order: do the dishes.
7 fare: how do you do? 8 be satisfactory:
this hat will do. 9 cook: the roast will be
done in an hour. 10 traverse: we did 80
miles in an hour. 11 Do has special uses
where it has no deﬁnite meaning: a in
asking questions: do you like milk? b in
emphasizing a verb: I do want to go. c
in standing for a verb already used: my
dog goes where I do. d in expressions
that contain not: people talk; animals
do not. e in inverted constructions after
the adverbs rarely, hardly, little, etc.:
rarely did she laugh. —n. Colloq. a festive party.
do away with, a abolish. b kill.
do by, act or behave toward;
treat.
do for, ruin or damage: The car is
done for.
do in, a ruin. b Informal. kill. c exhaust:
done in by the move.
do or die, try as hard as possible.
do out of, swindle.
do over, a do once again. b
redecorate.
do up, wrap up.
do without, manage without something.
[OE dōn]
do2 (dō), n. the ﬁrst and last tone of a
musical scale. [substituted for ut. See
gamut.]
do., ditto.
DOA, dead on arrival.
do·a·ble (düʹә bәl), adj. that can be done.
dob·bin (dob’әn), n. a slow, gentle horse.
Do·ber·man pin·scher (dōʹbәr mәn pinʹshәr), a medium-sized dog with short,
dark hair.
doc (dok), n. Informal. doctor.
doc., document.
do·cent (dōʹsәnt), n. 1 lecturer at a university, esp. one who is a graduate student. 2 guide who conducts museum
tours.
doc·ile (dosʹәl), adj. 1 easily managed;
obedient. 2 easily taught; willing to
learn. [< F < L docilis < docere teach]
—docʹile·ly, adv. —do·cilʹi·ty, n.

dock1 (dok), n. 1 platform built on the
shore or out from the shore; wharf;
pier. 2 water between two piers. 3 place
where a ship may be repaired, often
built watertight so that the water may
be pumped out. —v. 1 bring (a ship) to
a dock. 2 come into a dock. [< MDu. or
MLG docke]
dock2 (dok), n. the solid, ﬂeshy part of an
animal’s tail. —v. 1 cut short; cut the end
oﬀ. 2 cut down; reduce: dock wages for
lateness. [OE –docca, as in ﬁnger-docca
ﬁnger muscle]
dock3 (dok), n. place where an accused
person stands in a law court. [cf. Flem.
dok pen]
dock4 (dok), n. a large weed with sour or
bitter leaves. [OE docce]
dock·age (dokʹij), n. 1 place to dock ship.
2 charge for using a dock. 3 the docking
of ships.
dock·et (dokʹit), n., v., –et·ed, –et·ing.
—n. 1 list of lawsuits to be tried by a
court. 2 U.S. any list of matters to be
considered by some group of people. 3
label or ticket giving the contents of a
package, document, etc. —v. 1 enter on
a docket. 2 make a summary or list of. 3
mark with a docket.
dock·yard (dokʹyärd´), n. place where
ships are built, equipped, and repaired.
doc·tor (dokʹtәr), n. 1 person licensed
to treat diseases or physical disorders;
physician or surgeon. 2 any person who
treats diseases: a witch doctor. 3 person
who has received one of the highest
degrees given by a university: a Doctor
of Philosophy. 4 the academic degree
held by such a person. 5 Archaic. a
learned man; teacher. —v. 1 practice
medicine. 2 treat diseases in (a person,
animal, etc.). 3 tamper with. [< OF
< L, teacher, < docere teach] —docʹtoral, adj.
doc·tor·ate (dokʹtәr it), n. degree of doctor given by a university.
doc·tri·nari·an (dok tra nãrʹi әn), n. an
impractical theorist.
doc·trine (dokʹtrәn), n. 1 what is taught
as the belief of a church, nation, etc. 2
what is taught; teachings. [< F < L doctrina < doctor doctor] —docʹtri·nal,
adj. —docʹtri·nal·ly, adv.
doc·u·dra·ma (dokʹyә drä´mә), n. television drama based on facts. [< documentary + drama]
doc·u·ment (n. dokʹyә mәnt; v. dokʹyә ment), n. something written, printed,
etc., that gives information or proof of
some fact. —v. 1 provide with documents. 2 prove or support by means of
documents. [< L documentum example,
proof < docere show] —doc´u·mentaʹtion, n.
doc·u·men·ta·ry (dok´yә menʹtә ri), adj.,
n., pl. –ries. —adj. 1 of, pertaining to, or
like a document or documents. 2 veriﬁed in writing. 3 presenting or recording
factual information in an artistic fash-

ion: a documentary ﬁlm. —n. a documentary motion picture.
dod·der (dodʹәr), v. shake; tremble; totter.
Do·dec·a·nese Islands (dō´dek ә nēsʹ;
–nēzʹ; dō dek´ә–), group of Greek
Islands in the Aegean Sea, oﬀ SW Turkey.
dodge (doj), v., dodged, dodg·ing, n.
—v. 1 move quickly to one side. 2 move
quickly in order to get away from (a
person, a blow, or something thrown).
3 get away from by some trick. —n. 1
sudden movement to one side. 2 a clever
trick or ruse.
dodge ball, game whose object is to avoid
being hit by a rubber ball thrown by a
surrounding ring of players.
dodg·em (dojʹәm), n., or dodgem car.
any one of various kinds of small cars
ridden for entertainment at fairs and
amusement parks.
dodg·er (dojʹәr), n. 1 person who dodges.
2 a shifty or dishonest person.
do·do (dōʹdō), n., pl. –dos, –does. a large,
clumsy bird unable to ﬂy. Dodoes are
now extinct. [< Pg. doudo fool]
doe (dō), n. a female deer, antelope, rabbit, or hare. [OE dā]
Doe (dō), n. John, name used in legal
documents, etc., to mean anyone.
do·er (düʹәr), n. person who does something.
does (duz), v. third pers. sing., pres. indic.
of do1.
doe·skin (dōʹskin´), n. 1 skin of a female
deer. 2 leather made from it. 3 a smooth,
soft woolen cloth.
does·n’t (duzʹәnt), does not.
do·est (düʹist), v. Archaic. do.
do·eth (düʹith), v. Archaic. does.
doﬀ (dof; dôf), v. take oﬀ; remove, as a
hat. [contraction of do oﬀ]
dog (dôg; dog), n., v., dogged, dog·ging.
—n. 1 a domesticated carnivorous animal
(of the genus Canis), kept as a pet, for
hunting, etc. 2 any animal of the family
that includes wolves, foxes, and jackals. 3
a male dog, fox, wolf, etc. 4 any of various
animals somewhat like a dog, such as
the prairie dog. 5 a low, worthless man. 6
andiron. —v. hunt or follow like a dog.
go to the dogs, be ruined. [OE docga]
dog·catch·er (dôgʹkach´әr; dogʹ–), n.
person employed to catch stray dogs.
dog days, period of very hot and uncomfortable weather during July and
August.
doge (dōj), n. the chief magistrate of Venice or Genoa when they were republics.
[< Venetian Ital. < L dux leader. Doublet
of duce, duke.]
dog-ear (dôgʹir´; dogʹ–), n. a foldeddown corner of a page in a book. —v.
fold down the corner of (the page or
pages of a book). Also, dog’s-ear —dogʹeared´, adj.
dog·ﬁght (dôgʹfīt´; dogʹ–), n. an engagement of ﬁghter planes at close quarters
with the enemy. —dogʹﬁght´, v.
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dog·ﬁsh (dôgʹﬁsh´; dogʹ–), n., pl. –ﬁsh·es
or (esp. collectively) –ﬁsh. any of several
kinds of small shark, as the spiny dogﬁsh of the North Atlantic coast.
dog·ged (dôgʹid; dogʹ–), adj. stubborn:
dogged determination. —dogʹged·ly,
adv. —dogʹged·ness, n.
dog·ger·el (dôgʹәr әl; dogʹ–), dog·grel
(dôgʹrәl; dogʹ–), n. very poor poetry
that is not artistic in form or meaning.
—adj. of or like doggerel; not artistic;
poor.
dog·gie (dôgʹi, dogʹi), n. 1 little dog. 2 pet
name for a dog. Also, doggy.
dog·gy (dôgʹi; dogʹi), adj., –gi·er, –gi·est.
like a dog.
doggy bag, bag given to a customer in a
restaurant with leftover food from the
meal in it.
dog·house (dôgʹhous´; dogʹ–), n. a small
house or shelter for a dog.
in the doghouse, out of favor.
do·gie (dōʹgi), n. W. a motherless calf on
the range or in a range herd.
dog·ma (dôgʹmә; dogʹ–), n., pl. –mas,
–ma·ta (–mә tә). 1 belief taught or held
as true, esp. by a church. 2 doctrine. 3
opinion asserted in a positive manner
as if it were authoritative. [< L < Gk.,
opinion, < dokeein think]
dog·mat·ic (dôg matʹik; dog–), dog·mati·cal (–ә kәl), adj. 1 having to do with
dogma. 2 asserting opinions as if one
were the highest authority; positive;
overbearing. 3 asserted without proof.
—dog·matʹi·cal·ly, adv. —dog·matʹical·ness, n.
dog·ma·tism (dôgʹmә tiz әm; dogʹ–), n.
positive or authoritative assertion of
opinion. —dogʹma·tist, n.
dog·ma·tize (dôgʹmә tīz; dogʹ–), v.,
–tized, –tiz·ing. speak or write in a
dogmatic way. —dog´ma·ti·zaʹtion, n.
—dogʹma·tiz´er, n.
do-good·er (düʹgu̇d´әr), n. a person who
is overly eager to correct or set things
right.
Dog Star, 1 Sirius. 2 Procyon.
dog tag, 1 Informal. identiﬁcation tag
worn by a member of the military. 2
identiﬁcation tag attached to a dog’s
collar.
dogtooth violet, dog’s-tooth violet, a
small plant of the lily family that has
yellow, white, or purple ﬂowers; adder’stongue.
dog·trot (dôgʹtrot´; dogʹ–), n. a gentle
trot.
dog·watch (dôgʹwoch´; –wôch´; dogʹ–),
n. one of the two two-hour periods of
work on a ship, from 4 to 6 p.m. and from
6 to 8 p.m.
dog·wood (dôgʹwu̇dʹ; dogʹ–), n. 1 tree
with pink or white ﬂowers that bloom
in the spring. 2 its hard wood.
doi·ly (doiʹli), n., pl. –lies. a small piece
of linen, lace, paper, etc., used under
plates, vases, etc. [after a London drygoods dealer]
do·ing (düʹing), n. action.

doings, a things done; actions. b behavior; conduct.
dol·drum (dolʹdrәm; dōlʹ–), n. a calm,
windless region of the ocean near the
equator.
doldrums, dullness; low spirits.
dole (dōl), n., v., doled, dol·ing. —n. 1
portion of money, food, etc., given in
charity. 2 a small portion. —v. 1 deal out
in portions to the poor. 2 give in small
portions. [OE dāl part; akin to deal1]
dole·ful (dōlʹfәl), adj. sad; mournful; dreary; dismal. —doleʹful·ly, adv.
—doleʹful·ness, n.
doll (dol), n. 1 a child’s plaything made to
look like a baby, child, or grown person.
2 a pretty girl or woman without much
intelligence. 3 Slang. nice person: he’s a
doll. —v. Informal. dress (up) in a stylish
or showy way. [pet name for Dorothy]
dol·lar (dolʹәr), n. 1 a unit of money in
the United States, equivalent to 100
cents. 2 a similar unit of money in
Canada, Australia, etc.
bet one’s bottom dollar, a bet the
last money one has. b be certain
or sure.
dollars to doughnuts, sure thing; certainty. [earlier daler < LG; corresponds to
HG Joachimsthaler coin of St. Joachim’s
valley (in Bohemia)]
doll·y (dolʹi), n., pl. doll·ies. 1 a child’s
name for a doll. 2 a small, low frame
with wheels, used to move heavy things.
dol·man sleeve (dolʹmәn), n., sleeve of
a woman’s dress or coat that is ﬁtted at
the wrist and cut full above the forearm.
[ult. < Turk. dōlāmān]
dol·men (dolʹmәn), n. a prehistoric tomb
made by laying a large, ﬂat stone across
several upright stones. [< F]
dol·o·mite (dolʹә mīt), n. a rock consisting of calcium and magnesium carbonate. [for M. Dolomieu, geologist]
do·lor (dōʹlәr), n. Poetic. sorrow; grief.
[< OF < L dolor]
dol·or·ous (dolʹәr әs; dōʹlәr–), adj. 1
mournful; sorrowful. 2 grievous; painful. —dolʹor·ous·ly, adv. —dolʹor·ousness, n.
dol·phin (dolʹfәn), n. a small whale that
has a beaklike snout. [< OF daulphin
< L < Gk. delphis]
dolt (dōlt), n. a dull, stupid person.
dolt·ish (dōlʹtish), adj. dull and stupid.
—doltʹish·ly, adv. —doltʹish·ness, n.
–dom, suﬃx. 1 position, rank, or realm
of a ——, as in kingdom. 2 condition
of being ——, as in martyrdom. 3 all
those who are ——, as in heathendom.
[OE –dōm]
do·main (dō mānʹ), n. 1 territory under
the control of one ruler or government.
2 land owned by one person; estate. 3
ﬁeld of thought, action, etc. 4 space on
the Internet used and controlled by a
particular website. [< F domaine < L,
< dominus lord, master]
dome (dōm), n., v., domed, dom·ing. —n.
1 a large, rounded roof on a circular

or many-sided base. 2 something high
and rounded: the dome of the sky. —v. 1
cover with a dome. 2 shape like a dome.
3 rise or swell as a dome does. [< F < Pr.
< LL, roof, house, < Gk. doma]
do·mes·tic (dә mesʹtik), adj. 1 of the
home, household, or family aﬀairs. 2
fond of home and family life. 3 not
wild; tame. 4 of one’s own country; not
foreign. 5 made in one’s own country; native. —n. servant in a household.
[< L, ult. < domus house] —do·mesʹtical·ly, adv.
do·mes·ti·cate (dә mesʹtә kāt), v., –cat·ed,
–cat·ing. 1 change (animals, savages, or
plants) from a wild to a tame state; tame.
2 make fond of home and family life. 3
cause to be or feel at home; naturalize.
—do·mes´ti·caʹtion, n.
do·mes·tic·i·ty (dō´mes tisʹә ti), n., pl.
–ties. 1 home and family life. 2 fondness
for home and family life.
dom·i·cile (domʹә sәl; –sīl), n., v., –ciled,
–cil·ing. —n. 1 house; home; residence.
2 place of permanent residence. —v. 1
settle in a domicile. 2 dwell; reside. [< F
< L domicilium < domus house + colere
dwell] —domʹi·cil´i·ar·y, adj.
dom·i·nance (domʹә nәns), dom·i·nancy (–nәn si), n., pl. –ces; –cies. a being
dominant; rule; control.
dom·i·nant (domʹә nәnt), adj. 1 most
inﬂuential; ruling. 2 occupying a commanding position. 3 based on or pertaining to the dominant note in a scale.
4 of a characteristic that reappears in a
larger number of oﬀspring than a contrasting characteristic. —n. the ﬁfth note
in a scale. —domʹi·nant·ly, adv.
dominant character, one character that
prevails over another when a pair of
characters is present in the germ plasm,
as in eye color, where brown prevails
over blue.
dom·i·nate (domʹә nāt), v., –nat·ed, –nating. 1 control or rule by strength or
power. 2 rise high above; hold a commanding position over. [< L, < dominus lord, master] —domʹi·na´tive, adj.
—domʹi·na´tor, n.
dom·i·na·tion (dom´ә nāʹshәn), n. act or
fact of dominating; control; rule.
dom·i·neer (dom´ә nirʹ), v. rule (over) at
one’s own will; tyrannize. [< Du. < F < L
dominari. See dominate.]
dom·i·neer·ing (dom´ә nirʹing), adj.
inclined to domineer; arrogant.
—dom´i·neerʹingly, adv. —dom´ineerʹing·ness, n.
Do·min·i·can (dә minʹә kәn), adj. 1 of
Saint Dominic or the religious order
founded by him. 2 of the Dominican
Republic. —n. 1 friar or nun belonging
to the Dominican order. 2 native or
inhabitant of the Dominican Republic.
Dominican Republic, republic in the E
part of the island of Hispaniola, in the
West Indies.
do·min·ion (dә minʹyәn), n. 1 supreme
authority; rule; control. 2 territory under
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Dominion Day

the control of one ruler or government.
3 a self-governing territory. [< obs. F
< Med.L dominio, alter. of L dominium
ownership]
Dominion Day, July 1, a national holiday
in Canada in honor of the establishment
of the Dominion of Canada in 1867.
dom·i·no1 (domʹә nō), n., pl. –noes, –nos.
a loose cloak with a small mask covering
the upper part of the face, worn esp. at
masquerades. [< F < L dominus lord,
master]
dom·i·no2 (domʹә nō), n., pl. –noes. 1
dominoes (sing. in use), game played
with ﬂat, oblong pieces having dots
marked on one side. 2 one of these
pieces.
don1 (don), n. 1 Don, Mr.; Sir (Spanish
title). 2 Spanish lord or gentleman. 3
distinguished person. 4 head, fellow,
or tutor of a college at Oxford or Cambridge University. [< Sp. < L dominus
lord, master]
don2 (don), v., donned, don·ning. put on
(clothing, etc.). [contraction of do on]
Do·ña (dōʹnyä), n. 1 Lady; Madam (Spanish title). 2 doña, Spanish lady. [< Sp. < L
domina mistress]
do·nate (dōʹnāt), v., –nat·ed, –nat·ing.
give; contribute. [< L, < donum gift]
do·na·tion (dō nāʹshәn), n. 1 act of giving
or contributing. 2 gift; contribution.
done (dun), adj. 1 completed; ﬁnished;
ended. 2 cooked enough. —v. pp. of
do1.
don·jon (dunʹjәn; donʹ–), n. a large,
strongly fortiﬁed tower of a castle. [var.
of dungeon]
Don Juan (don´ wänʹ; jüʹәn), 1 a legendary Spanish nobleman who led a dissolute life. 2 person leading an immoral
life.
don·key (dongʹki; dungʹ–), n., pl. –keys.
1 a small animal somewhat like a horse
but with longer ears, a shorter mane, and
a tuft of hair on the end of its tail. 2 a
stubborn or stupid person.
donkey engine, a small steam engine.
don·na (donʹә), n. 1 a lady. 2 Donna, title
of respect; Madam. [< Ital. < L domina
mistress]
do·nor (dōʹnәr), n. person who contributes; giver. [< AF < L donator < donare
donate] —doʹnor·ship, n.
donor card, card that permits use of the
cardholder’s organs for transplantation
in the case of his or her sudden death, as
in an automobile accident.
do-noth·ing (düʹnuth´ing), n. 1 person
who is reluctant to take action that
would change or upset existing conditions. 2 lazy, idle person.
Don Qui·xo·te (donʹ ki hōʹtē), hero of a
satire of chivalry.
don’t (dōnt), do not.
doo·dad (düʹdad), n. Colloq. a fancy, triﬂing ornament.
doo·dle (düʹdәl), v., –dled, –dling, n.
—v. make drawings, etc., while talking

or thinking. —n. a meaningless drawing
or mark.
doo·dle·bug (düʹdәl bug´), n. larva of
the ant lion.
doo·hick·ey (düʹhik´i), n. Informal. thing;
gadget.
doom (düm), n. 1 fate. 2 an unhappy or
terrible fate; ruin; death. 3 judgment;
sentence. —v. 1 destine to an unhappy
or terrible fate. 2 ﬁx as a sentence or fate:
the emperor will doom her in death. [OE
dōm law, judgment]
dooms·day (dümzʹdā´), n. end of the
world; day of God’s ﬁnal judgment of
humankind.
door (dôr; dōr), n. 1 a movable part to
close an opening in a wall. A door turns
on hinges or slides open and shut. 2
any movable part that suggests a door.
3 doorway. 4 room, house, or building
to which a door belongs: his house is
three doors down the street. 5 way to get
something.
darken one’s door, appear at one’s
door.
next door to, close-by or close to.
show the door, ask to leave: showed
them the door.
slam (or close) the door (on), reject
or end any contact or association (with
someone or something). [OE duru]
door·bell (dôrʹbel´; dōrʹ–), n. bell to be
rung on the outside of a door as a signal
that someone wishes to have the door
opened.
door·jamb (dôrʹjam´; dōrʹ–), door·post
(–pōst´), n. the upright piece forming
the side of a doorway.
door·keep·er (dôrʹkēp´әr; dōrʹ–), n. 1
person who guards a door or entrance.
2 doorman.
door·knob (dôrʹnob´; dōrʹ–), n. handle
on a door.
door·man (dôrʹmәn; –man´; dōrʹ–), n.,
pl. –men. 1 person whose work is opening the door of a hotel, store, apartment
house, etc., for people going in or out. 2
person who guards a door.
door·mat (dôrʹmat´; dōrʹ–), n. 1 mat
used for wiping dirt from the bottom of
one’s shoes before entering a building. 2
Fig. person easily led or used by others.
door·nail (dôrʹnāl´; dōrʹ–), n. nail with
a large head.
dead as a doornail, entirely dead.
door·sill (dôrʹsil´; dōrʹ–), n. threshold.
door·step (dôrʹstep´; dōrʹ–), n. step leading from an outside door to the ground.
door·way (dôrʹwā´; dōrʹ–), n. an opening
in a wall where a door is.
door·yard (dôrʹyärd´; dōrʹ–), n. yard near
the door of a house; yard around a
house.
dope (dōp), n., v., doped, dop·ing. —n. 1
a harmful, narcotic drug, such as opium,
morphine, etc. b a drug addict. 2 Racing
Slang. drug given to a horse to stimulate
it. 3 Slang. information; forecast; prediction. 4 a very stupid person. —v. Slang.
give dope to.

dope out, a ﬁgure out. b predict.
[< Du. doop dipping sauce < doopen dip]
—dopʹer, n. Slang.
Dor·ic (dôrʹik; dorʹ–), adj. of or having
to do with the oldest and simplest of the
Greek kinds of architecture.
dorm (dôrm), n. dormitory.
dor·man·cy (dôrʹmәn si), n. dormant
state.
dor·mant (dôrʹmәnt), adj. 1 sleeping. 2
quiet as if asleep. 3 inactive. Plant bulbs
stay dormant during the cold of winter.
[< OF, ppr. of dormir sleep < L dormire]
dor·mer (dôrʹmәr), n. 1 Also, dormer
window. an upright window that projects from a sloping roof. 2 the projecting part of a roof that contains such a
window. [< OF < L dormitorium dormitory]
dor·mi·to·ry (dôrʹmә tô´ri; –tō´–), n., pl.
–ries. 1 U.S. a building with many sleeping rooms. 2 a sleeping room containing
several beds. [< L, < dormire sleep]
dor·mouse (dôrʹmous´), n., pl. –mice. a
small animal that looks somewhat like a
squirrel and sleeps all winter.
dor·sal (dôrʹsәl), adj. of, on, or near the
back. [< LL < L dorsum back] —dorʹsally, adv.
do·ry (dôʹri; dōʹ–), n., pl. –ries. rowboat with a ﬂat bottom and high sides.
[< Central Am. Ind.]
DOS, disk operating system.
dos·age (dōsʹij), n. 1 amount of a medicine to be taken at one time. 2 the giving
of medicine in doses.
dose (dōs), n., v., dosed, dos·ing. —n. 1
amount of a medicine to be given or
taken at one time. 2 amount of anything
given at one time as a remedy, treatment,
etc. —v. give medicine to in doses; treat
with medicine. [< F < LL < Gk. dosis a
giving < didonai give] —dosʹer, n.
dos·si·er (dosʹi ā; –i әr), n. collection of
documents about some subject. [< F]
dost (dust), v. Archaic. do.
dot (dot), n., v., dot·ted, dot·ting. —n. 1 a
tiny round mark; very small spot; point.
2 Music. a point after a note or rest that
makes it half again as long. 3 a short
sound used in sending messages by telegraph or radio. —v. 1 mark with a dot or
dots. 2 be here and there in.
on the dot, at exactly the right time. [OE
dott head of a boil] —dotʹter, n.
dot·age (dōtʹij), n. weak-minded and
childish condition caused by old age.
[< dote]
do·tard (dōʹtәrd), n. person who is weakminded and childish because of old age.
[< dote]
dote (dōt), v., dot·ed, dot·ing. be weakminded and childish because of old age.
dote on or upon, be foolishly fond of.
[ME doten] —dotʹer, n. —dotʹing, adj.
—dotʹing·ly, adv.
doth (duth), v. Archaic. does.
dot·ty (dotʹi), adj., –ti·er, –ti·est. 1
unsteady; shaky; feeble. 2 full of dots.
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Douay Bible or Version, an English
translation of the Latin Vulgate Bible,
made by a group of Roman Catholics.
dou·ble (dubʹәl), adj., adv., n., v., –bled,
–bling. —adj. 1 twice as much, as many,
as large, as strong, etc. 2 for two. 3 made
of two like parts: double doors. 4 having
two beats (or some multiple of two)
to the measure. 5 made of two unlike
parts; combining two in one. Bear has
a double meaning: carry and animal. 6
insincere; deceitful; false. 7 having more
than one set of petals. —adv. 1 twice. 2
two together. —n. 1 number or amount
that is twice as much. 2 person or thing
just like another. 3 in motion pictures, a
person who acts in the place of a leading
actor or actress. 4 hit by which a batter
gets to second base in baseball. —v. 1
make twice as much or twice as many. 2
be used for another; be the double of. 3
serve two purposes; play two parts: the
maid doubled as cook. 4 fold; bend: he
doubled his ﬁsts in anger.
double back, a fold over. b go back the
same way one came.
doubles, game with two players on each
side.
double up, a fold or curl up. b bend over.
c share a room, bed, etc. with
another.
on the double, a quickly. b in double
time. [< OF < L duplus] —douʹble·ness,
n. —douʹbler, n.
double agent, spy who works for two
opposing or rival groups.
double bar, double vertical line on a
music staﬀ that indicates the end of a
movement or composition.
double bass, a musical instrument shaped
like a cello but much larger, with a very
low bass tone; bass viol.
double bassoon, a large bassoon, an
octave lower in pitch than the ordinary
bassoon.
double boiler, pair of cooking pans, one
of which ﬁts down into the other.
dou·ble-breast·ed (dubʹәl bresʹtid), adj.
overlapping enough to make two thicknesses across the breast and having two
rows of buttons.
double chin, soft fold of skin under the
chin.
dou·ble-cross (dubʹәl krôsʹ; –krosʹ), v.
promise to do one thing and then do
another; be treacherous to. —douʹblecrossʹer, n.
double cross, act of treachery.
double dagger, mark (‡) used to refer the
reader to another section or to a note
in a book.
dou·ble-deal·ing (dubʹәl dēlʹing), n., adj.
pretending to do one thing and then
doing another; deceiving. —douʹbledealʹer, n.
dou·ble-du·ty (dubʹәl düʹti; –dūʹ–), adj.
serving two functions.
dou·ble-en·ten·dre (dü blän tänʹdrә), n.
word or expression with two meanings.

One meaning is often improper. [< obs.
F, lit., to be taken two ways]
double entry, system of bookkeeping in
which each transaction is written down
twice, once on the credit side of the
account and once on the debit side.
dou·ble-faced (dubʹәl fāstʹ), adj. 1 pretending to be what one is not; hypocritical; deceitful. 2 having two faces or
aspects.
double fault, the making of two successive improper serves in tennis.
dou·ble-head·er (dubʹәl hedʹәr), n. in
baseball, two games on the same day in
immediate succession.
double helix, spiral structure of a DNA
molecule, made up of two helical strands
of nucleotides. 2 molecule of DNA.
dou·ble-joint·ed (dubʹәl joinʹtid), adj.
having joints of the ﬁngers, arms, etc.,
that can bend in unusual ways.
dou·ble-park (dubʹәl pärkʹ), v. park (a
car, etc.) beside another car which is
occupying the area speciﬁed for parking.
—douʹble-parkʹing, n.
double play, play in baseball in which
two players are put out.
double pneumonia, pneumonia involving both lungs.
dou·ble-quick (dubʹәl kwikʹ), n. the next
quickest step to a run in marching. —adj.
very quick. —adv. in double-quick time.
—v. march in double-quick step.
dou·blet (dubʹlit), n. 1 a man’s close-ﬁtting jacket. 2 one of two words in a language, derived from the same original
but coming by diﬀerent routes, as guard
and ward.
doublets, two dice showing the same
number when thrown.
double talk, speech that is purposely
incoherent, but that is made to seem
serious by mixing in normal words,
intonations, etc.
double time, 1 in the U.S. Army, a rate of
marching in which 180 paces, each of 3
feet, are taken in a minute. 2 =doublequick.
dou·ble·tree (dubʹәl trē´), n. crossbar on
a carriage, wagon, plow, etc.
dou·bloon (dub lünʹ), n. a former Spanish gold coin. [< F doublon or < Sp.
doblón < doble double]
dou·bly (dubʹli), adv. 1 twice; twice as. 2
two at a time.
doubt (dout), v. 1 not believe; not be sure
of; feel uncertain about. 2 be uncertain.
—n. 1 lack of belief or sureness; uncertainty.
beyond or without doubt, surely;
certainly.
no doubt, a surely; certainly. b probably.
[< OF douter < L dubitare] —doubtʹa·ble,
adj. —doubtʹer, n. —doubtʹing·ly, adv.
doubt·ful (doutʹfәl), adj. 1 in doubt; not
sure; uncertain. 2 causing doubt; open
to question or suspicion. —doubtʹful·ly,
adv. —doubtʹful·ness, n.
doubt·less (doutʹlis), adv. 1 surely;
certainly. 2 probably. —adj. sure; cer-

tain. —doubtʹless·ly, adv. —doubtʹlessness, n.
douche (düsh), n., v., douched, douching. —n. 1 jet of water applied on or into
any part of the body. 2 application of a
douche. 3 spray, syringe, or other device
for applying a douche. —v. 1 apply a
douche to. 2 take a douche. [< F < Ital.
doccia, ult. < L ducere lead]
dough (dō), n. 1 a soft, thick mixture
of ﬂour, liquid, and other materials for
baking. 2 any soft, thick mass like this. 3
Slang. money. [OE dāg]
dough·nut or do·nut (dōʹnut´), n. a small,
brown cake, usually ring-shaped, cooked
in deep fat.
dough·y (dōʹi), adj., dough·i·er, dough·iest. of or like dough.
Douglas ﬁr, a very tall evergreen tree
common in the W United States.
Doug·lass (dugʹlәs),n.Frederick, 1817–95,
black American leader who opposed
slavery.
dour (du̇r; dour), adj. 1 gloomy; sullen.
2 Scot. stern; severe. [< L durus hard,
stern]
douse (dous), v., doused, dous·ing. 1
plunge into water or any other liquid. 2 throw water over; extinguish. 3
Informal. put out (a light); extinguish.
—dousʹer, n.
dove1 (duv), n. 1 bird with a thick body,
short legs, and a beak enlarged at the
tip; pigeon. 2 Fig. person opposed to war
and use of force; peace-loving person.
[OE dufe–; akin to dive]
dove2 (dōv), v. U.S. pt. of dive.
dove·cote (duvʹkōt´), dove·cot (–kot´),
n. a small house or shelter for doves or
pigeons.
Do·ver (dōʹvәr), n. 1 Strait of, a narrow
channel or strait between N France and
SE England. 2 capital of Delaware.
dove·tail (duvʹtāl´), n. 1 projection at the
end of a piece of wood, metal, etc., that
can be ﬁtted into a corresponding opening at the end of another piece to form
a joint. 2 the joint formed in this way.
—v. 1 fasten, join, or ﬁt together with
projections that ﬁt into openings. 2 ﬁt
together exactly. 3 Fig. ﬁt together well
or harmoniously.
dov·ish (duvʹish), adj. 1 like a dove. 2 Fig.
opposing war or war of force; anxious
for peaceful resolution.
dow·a·ger (douʹә jәr), n. 1 widow who
holds some title or property from her
dead husband. 2 a digniﬁed, elderly
lady. [< OF douagere (def. 1) < douage
dower]
dow·dy (douʹdi), adj., –di·er, –di·est, n.,
pl. –dies. —adj. poorly dressed; not neat;
not stylish; shabby. —n. woman whose
clothes are dowdy. —dowʹdi·ly, adv.
—dowʹdi·ness, n.
dow·el (douʹәl), n., v., –eled, –el·ing. —n.
peg on a piece of wood, metal, etc., to ﬁt
into a corresponding hole on another
piece to form a joint. —v. fasten with
dowels.
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dow·er (douʹәr), n. 1 a widow’s share for
life of her dead husband’s property. 2
dowry. 3 a natural gift, talent, or quality;
endowment. —v. provide with a dower;
endow. [< OF < Med.L dotarium, < LL
dotare endow < L dos dowry]
down1 (doun), adv. 1 in or to a lower
place or condition. 2 to a position or
condition that is diﬃcult, dangerous,
etc.: the dogs ran down the fox. 3 to
a later time or person: hand down a
house. 4 to a smaller amount, degree,
etc. 5 actually: get down to work. 6 in
writing: take down what I say. —prep.
down along, through, or into: walk down
a street. —adj. 1 in a lower place or
condition. 2 going or pointed down. 3
sick; ill: she is down with a cold. 4 sad;
discouraged: he felt down about his failure. 5 behind an opponent by a certain
number. —v. 1 put down; get down: he
downed the medicine at one swallow. 2
lie down: down, Fido! —n. 1 a downward
movement. 2 piece of bad luck. 3 chance
to move a football forward.
be down on, be angry at; have a grudge
against.
down and out, without money, friends,
or other resources.
down with, a put down. b cast out. [var.
of adown]
down2 (doun), n. soft feathers or hair;
ﬂuﬀ. [< Scand. dūnn]
down3 (doun), n. 1 mound or ridge of
sand heaped up by the wind; dune. 2
Usually, downs. rolling, grassy land.
[OE dūn hill]
down·beat (dounʹbēt´), n. 1 ﬁrst beat in a
bar of music. 2 conductor’s gesture indicating this. —adj. gloomy; dejected.
down·cast (dounʹkast´; –käst´), adj. 1
directed downward. 2 dejected; sad; discouraged.
down·er (douʹnәr), n. Informal. 1 sedative
drug. 2 dull, disappointing experience.
down·fall (dounʹfôl´), n. 1 overthrow;
ruin. 2 a heavy rain or snow.
—downʹfall´en, adj.
down·grade (dounʹgrād´), n., adj., adv.,
v., –grad·ed, –grad·ing. —n. a downward slope. —adj., adv. downward. —v.
move to a lower position with a smaller
salary. —downʹgrad´ing, adj., n.
down·heart·ed (dounʹhärʹtid), adj.
dejected. —downʹheartʹed·ly, adv.
—downʹheartʹed·ness, n.
down·hill (dounʹhilʹ), adv. down the
slope of a hill; downward. —adj. 1 sloping downward; tending downward. 2
worse.
down·link (dounʹlingk´), n. transmission of signals from a spacecraft to a
receiver on the ground. 2 receiver for
such signals.
down·load (dounʹlōd´), v. transfer data
from one computer to another or to a
printer, CD, etc.
down·pour (dounʹpôr´; –pōr´), n. a
heavy rain.

down·right (dounʹrīt´), adj. 1 thorough;
complete. 2 plain; positive. —adv. thoroughly; completely. —downʹright´ly,
adv. —downʹright´ness, n.
down·stairs (dounʹstãrzʹ), adv. 1 down
the stairs. 2 on a lower ﬂoor. —adj. on a
lower ﬂoor. —n. lower ﬂoor or ﬂoors.
down·stream (dounʹstrēmʹ), adv., adj.
with the current of a stream; down a
stream.
down·swing (dounʹswing´), n. 1 downward movement or course. 2 a swinging
down, as of an arm.
down·time (dounʹtīm´), n. time in which
a worker, machine, department, etc., is
inactive.
down-to-earth (doun´tә ėrthʹ), adj. practical; realistic.
down·town (dounʹtoun), n. the commercial section or main district of a town.
—adv., adj. 1 to, toward, or in the lower
part of a town. 2 to or in the main part
of a town.
down·trod·den (dounʹtrod´әn), downtrod (–trod´), adj. 1 oppressed. 2 trodden down.
down·turn (dounʹtėrn´), n. downward
trend, esp. in business activity.
down·ward (dounʹwәrd), adv. Also,
downʹwards. toward a lower place
or condition. —adj. moving or tending toward a lower place or condition.—downʹward·ly,adv.—downʹwardness, n.
down·y (dounʹi), adj., down·i·er, down·iest. 1 of soft feathers or hair. 2 covered
with soft feathers or hair. 3 like down;
soft; ﬂuﬀy. —downʹi·ness, n.
dow·ry (douʹri), n., pl. –ries. 1 money,
property, etc., that a woman brings to
her husband when she marries him. 2
a natural gift, talent, or quality. Also,
dower. [< AF dowarie]
dowse (douz), v., dowsed, dows·ing.
use a divining rod to locate water, etc.
—dowsʹer, n.
dox·ol·o·gy (doks olʹә ji), n., pl.
–gies. hymn or statement praising God.
[< Med.L. < Gk., < doxa glory, praise +
–logos speaking] —doxʹo·log´i·cal, adj.
—dox´o·logʹical·ly, adv.
doy·en (doiʹәn), n. senior member of a
group; dean. [< F]
doy·enne (doiʹen), n. female senior member of a group; dean. [< F]
doz., dozen; dozens.
doze (dōz), v., dozed, doz·ing, n.
—v. sleep lightly; be half asleep. —n. a
light sleep; a nap.
doze oﬀ, fall into a doze. [cf. Dan. döse
make dull] —dozʹer, n.
doz·en (duzʹәn), n., pl. –ens or (after
a number) –en. group of 12 [< OF
dozeine < douse twelve < L duodecim]
—dozʹenth, adj.
DP or D.P. displaced person.
Dr, Doctor.
Dr. 1 debtor. 2 doctor. 3 drive.
dr., 1 debtor. 2 dram; drams.

drab1 (drab), n., adj. drab·ber, drabbest. —n. a dull, brownish gray. —adj.
1 dull; monotonous; unattractive. 2
dull brownish-gray. [appar. var. of drap
cloth < F. See drape.] —drabʹly, adv.
—drabʹness, n.
drachm (dram), n. drachma.
drach·ma (drakʹmә), n., pl. –mas, –mae
(–mē). 1 a unit of Greek money. 2
an ancient Greek silver coin, varying
in value. [< L < Gk. drachme handful
< drassesthai grasp]
dra·co·ni·an or Dra·co·ni·an (drә kōʹnē әn), adj. severe; cruel; harsh. [in reference to the severe laws of the Athenian
legislator Draco]
draft (draft; dräft), n. 1 current of air. 2
device for regulating a current of air: the
draft of a furnace. 3 a plan; a sketch. 4 a
rough copy: a draft of a speech. 5 selection of persons for some special purpose: men supplied to the army by draft.
6 act of pulling loads; pulled. 7 Usually,
draught. a the pulling in of a net to
catch ﬁsh. b quantity of ﬁsh caught in a
net. 8 a written order from one person
or bank to another, requiring the payment of a stated amount of money. 9
Usually, draught. depth of water that
a ship needs for ﬂoating. 10 Usually,
draught. act of drinking: he emptied the
glass at one draft. —v. 1 make a plan or
sketch of. 2 write out a rough copy of. 3
select for some special purpose. —adj. 1
for pulling loads: a big, strong horse or
ox is a draft animal. 2 Usually, draught.
drawn from a barrel when ordered. [var.
of draught] —draftʹer, n.
draft·ee (draf tʹ; dräf–), n. person who is
drafted for military service.
drafts (drafts; dräfts), n. pl. U.S. spelling
of draughts.
drafts·man (draftsʹmәn; dräftsʹ–), n.,
pl. –men. person who makes plans or
sketches, as of buildings and machines.
—draftsʹman·ship, n.
draft·y (drafʹti; dräfʹ–), adj., draft·i·er,
draf·ti·est. 1 in a current of air. 2 having
many currents of air. 3 causing a current
of air. —draftʹi·ly, adv. —draftʹi·ness, n.
drag (drag), v., dragged, drag·ging, n.
—v. 1 pull or move along heavily or
slowly. 2 go too slowly. 3 pull a net, hook,
harrow, etc., over or along for some
purpose. 4 be drawn or hauled along;
trail on the ground. —n. 1 net, hook,
etc., used in dragging. 2 act of dragging.
3 thing dragged. 4 anything that holds
back; hindrance.
drag in, bring an unrelated topic into a
conversation or discussion.
drag on, continue or go on too long.
[ME dragge(n)]
drag·gle (dagʹәl), v., –gled, –gling. make
or become wet or dirty by dragging
through mud, water, dust, etc.
drag·net (dragʹnet´), n. 1 net pulled over
the bottom of a river, pond, etc., or along
the ground. 2 Fig. means of ﬁnding or
catching.
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drag·on (dragʹәn), n. a huge, ﬁerce animal
supposed to look like a snake with wings
and claws, often breathing out ﬁre and
smoke. [< OF < L < Gk. drakon]
drag·on·ﬂy (dragʹәn ﬂī´), n., pl. –ﬂies. a
large, harmless insect, with a long, slender body and two pairs of gauzy wings,
that catches ﬂies, mosquitoes, etc.
dra·goon (drә günʹ), n. soldier who ﬁghts
on horseback. —v. 1 oppress or persecute
by dragoons. 2 compel by oppression or
persecution. [< F dragon dragon, pistol,
(later) soldier]
drag race, 1 a race to test acceleration,
in which cars compete over a measured
distance (drag strip). 2 such a race on a
highway or busy thoroughfare. —dragʹrac´er, n.
drain (drān), v. 1 draw oﬀ or ﬂow oﬀ
slowly. 2 empty or dry by draining. 3 use
up little by little; deprive. —n. 1 channel
or pipe for carrying oﬀ water or other
liquid. 2 anything that drains. 3 a slow
taking away.
go down the drain, a become worthless. b be ignored or forgotten. [OE
drēahnian; akin to dry] —drainʹa·ble,
adj. —drainʹer, n.
drain·age (drānʹij), n. 1 act or process of
draining. 2 system of channels or pipes
for carrying oﬀ water or waste of any
kind. 3 what is drained oﬀ. 4 area that
is drained.
drainage basin, area that is drained by a
river and its tributaries.
drain·pipe (drānʹpīp´), n. pipe for carrying oﬀ water or other liquid.
drake (drāk), n. a male duck. [ME]
dram (dram), n. 1 a small weight. In
apothecaries’ weight, 8 drams make one
ounce; in avoirdupois weight, 16 drams
make one ounce. 2 a ﬂuid dram. 3 a
small drink of intoxicating liquor. [< OF
< L drachma drachma]
dra·ma (dräʹmә; dramʹә), n. 1 story written to be acted out by actors on a stage.
2 series of happenings that seem like
those of a play. [< LL < Gk., play, deed
< draein do]
Dram·a·mine (dramʹә mēn), n. Trademark. drug used as a remedy for motion
sickness.
dra·mat·ic (drә matʹik), adj. 1 of drama;
having to do with plays. 2 seeming like
a drama or play; exciting. —dra·matʹical·ly, adv.
dra·mat·ics (drә matʹiks), n. 1 (sing. or pl.
in use) art of acting or producing plays.
2 (pl. in use) plays given by amateurs. 3
Informal. dramatic behavior.
dram·a·tis per·so·nae (dramʹә tis pәrsōʹnē), characters or actors in a play.
[< L]
dram·a·tist (dramʹә tist), n. writer of
plays; playwright.
dram·a·tize (dramʹә tīz), v., –tized, –tizing. 1 make a drama of; arrange in the
form of a play. 2 show or express in a
dramatic way. —dram´a·ti·zaʹtion, n.
—dramʹa·tiz´er, n.

dram·a·tur·gy (dramʹә tėr´ji), n. art of
writing or producing dramas. [< Gk.
dramatourgia < drama drama + –ourgos
making < ergon work] —dram´a·turʹgic, dram´a·turʹgi·cal, adj. —dramʹatur´gist, n.
drank (drangk), v. pt. of drink.
drape (drāp), v., draped, drap·ing, n. —v.
1 cover or hang with cloth falling loosely
in folds. 2 arrange (clothes, hangings,
etc.) in graceful folds. 3 fall in folds. —n.
cloth hung in graceful folds; hanging.
[< F < drap cloth < LL drappus]
drap·er (drāpʹәr), n. 1 Esp Brit. dealer
in cloth or dry goods. 2 person that
drapes.
dra·per·y (drāʹpәr i), n., pl. –per·ies. 1
clothing or hangings arranged in graceful folds. 2 graceful arrangement of
hangings or clothing. 3 cloth or fabric.
dras·tic (drasʹtik), adj. acting with force
or violence; extreme. [< Gk. drastikos
eﬀective < draein do] —drasʹti·cal·ly,
adv.
draught (draft; dräft), n., v., adj. =draft.
[ME draht < OE dragan draw]
—draughtʹer, n.
draughts (drafts; dräfts), n. pl. Brit. (sing.
in use) =checkers.
draughts·man (draftsʹmәn; dräftsʹ–), n.,
pl. –men. =draftsman. —draughtsʹmanship, n.
Dra·vid·i·an (drә vidʹi әn), adj. of or having to do with the non-Aryan races in S
India and Sri Lanka. —n. 1 member of
any of these races. 2 languages spoken
by them.
draw (drô), v., drew, drawn, draw·ing, n.
—v. 1 pull; drag: a horse draws a wagon.
2 pull out: he drew his hand from his
pocket; draw a pail of water from the
well. 3 move: we drew near the ﬁre to get
warm. 4 attract: a parade draws a crowd.
5 make a picture or likeness of with
pencil, pen, chalk, crayon, etc. 6 write
(an order to pay money). 7 be a drain. 8
make a current of air to carry oﬀ smoke:
a chimney draws. 9 breathe in. 10 ﬁnish
with neither side winning. 11 stretch. 12
shrink. 13 (of a ship) need for ﬂoating;
sink to a depth of. —n. 1 act of drawing.
2 thing that attracts. 3 a tie in a game. 4 a
land basin into or through which water
drains; valley.
beat to the draw, a draw a gun sooner
than an opponent. b do anything sooner
than an opponent or competitor.
draw away, get ahead of others in a
race.
draw back, recoil; retreat.
draw down, use up or be used up.
draw in, a entice. b contract;
tighten.
draw on, a approach. b Fig. make use of:
draw on experience.
draw oneself up, stand
up
straight.
draw out, a persuade to talk. b extend:
draw out the introductions.
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draw up, a arrange in order: drew up in
a line. b write out or compose. c stop or
pull up. [OE dragan]
draw·back (drôʹbak´), n. something
unfavorable or unpleasant; disadvantage; hindrance.
draw·bridge (drôʹbrij´), n. bridge that
can be wholly or partly lifted, lowered,
or moved to one side.
draw·ee (drô ēʹ), n. person for whom an
order to pay money is written.
drawer (drôr for 1; drôʹәr for 2 and 3), n.
1 box that slides in and out of a chest,
desk, table, etc. 2 person or thing that
draws. 3 person who writes an order to
pay money.
drawers (drôrz), undergarment ﬁtting
over the legs and around the waist.
draw·ing (drôʹing), n. 1 picture or likeness
made with pencil, pen, chalk, crayon, etc.
2 the making of such pictures or likenesses. 3 act of a person or thing that
draws anything.
drawing board, board on which paper is
fastened for drawing.
on the drawing board, being developed
or designed; incomplete.
drawing card, person or thing that
attracts people to a show or event.
drawing room, room for receiving or
entertaining guests; parlor. [for withdrawing room]
draw·knife (drôʹnīf´), or drawing knife,
n., pl. –knives. blade with a handle at
each end, used to shave oﬀ surfaces.
Also, drawshave.
drawl (drôl), v. talk in a slow, lazy way. —n.
a slow, lazy way of talking. [appar. akin
to draw] —drawlʹer, n. —drawlʹingly, adv.
drawn (drôn), v. pp. of draw.
draw·shave (drôʹshāv´), n. =drawknife.
dray (drā), n. a low, strong cart for hauling heavy loads. —v. transport or carry
on a cart. [OE drœg– drag < dragan
draw]
dray·age (drāʹij), n. charge for hauling a
load on a dray.
dread (dred), v. look forward to with fear.
—n. 1 fear, esp. fear of something that
may happen. 2 person or thing inspiring
fear. 3 awe. —adj. 1 dreaded; dreadful. 2
awe-inspiring. [OE drœ̄dan]
dread·ful (dredʹfәl), adj. 1 causing dread;
awe-inspiring. 2 very bad; very unpleasant. —dreadʹful·ly, adv. —dreadʹfulness, n.
dream (drēm), n., v., dreamed or dreamt
(dremt), dream·ing. —n. 1 something
thought, felt, seen, or heard during sleep.
2 something as unreal as a dream. 3 state
in which a person has dreams. 4 something having great beauty or charm. —v.
1 have dreams. 2 think of (something) as
possible; imagine. 3 spend in dreaming.
dream up, create (an invention, etc.)
mentally. [OE drēam joy, music]
—dreamʹer, n. —dreamʹing·ly, adv.
—dreamʹless, adj.
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dreamy

dream·y (drēmʹi), adj., dream·i·er,
dream·iest. 1 full of dreams. 2 like a
dream; vague; dim: a dreamy recollection. 3 impractical: a dreamy person. 4
causing dreams; soothing. —dreamʹi·ly,
adv. —dreamʹi·ness, n.
drear·y (drirʹi), adj., drear·i·er, drear·iest. 1 dull; gloomy; cheerless; depressing.
2 Archaic. sad; sorrowful. [OE drēorig]
—drearʹi·ly, adv. —drearʹi·ness, n.
dreck (drek), n. Slang. worthless junk.
dredge1 (drej), n., v., dredged, dredg·ing.
—n. 1 machine with a scoop or series
of buckets for removing mud, sand, or
other materials from the bottom of a
river, harbor, etc. 2 apparatus with a net,
used for gathering oysters, etc. —v. 1
clean out or deepen (a channel, harbor,
etc.) with a dredge. 2 bring up or gather
with a dredge. [ME dreg; akin to drag]
—dredgʹer, n.
dredge2 (drej), v., dredged, dredging. sprinkle: dredge meat with ﬂour.
[appar. < dredge, n., grain mixture]
—dredgʹer, n.
dregs (dregz), n. 1 solid bits of matter that
settle to the bottom of a liquid. 2 the
most worthless part. [< Scand. dreggjar]
—dregʹgy, adj.
drench (drench), v. wet thoroughly; soak.
—n. 1 a thorough wetting; a soaking. 2
something that drenches. 3 solution for
soaking. [OE drencan < drincan drink]
—drenchʹer, n.
dress (dres), n., adj., v., dressed or drest,
dress·ing. —n. 1 the outer garment
worn by women and girls. 2 an outer
covering. 3 clothes. 4 formal clothes.
[< v.] —adj. 1 of or for a dress. 2 of
formal dress; characterized by formal
dress. [< v.] —v. 1 put clothes on. 2
decorate; trim. 3 make ready for use. 4
arrange (hair). 5 put a medicine, bandage, etc., on (a wound or sore). 6 form
in a straight line: the captain ordered the
soldiers to dress their ranks.
dress down, a scold; rebuke. b beat;
thrash.
dress up, put best clothes on. [< OF
dresser arrange, ult. < L directus straight.
See direct.]
dres·sage (dresʹij; dre säzhʹ), n. technique
of guiding a horse through various paces
without obvious signals. [< F]
dress·er1 (dresʹәr), n. person who dresses
(himself, another person, a shop window, or a wound).
dress·er2 (dresʹәr), n. 1 piece of furniture
with drawers for clothes, and sometimes a mirror; bureau. 2 piece of furniture with shelves for dishes. [< early F
dresseur. See dress.]
dress·ing (dresʹing), n. 1 what is put
on or in something to get it ready for
use. 2 sauce for salads, ﬁsh, meat, etc. 3
a stuﬃng of bread crumbs, seasoning,
etc., for chicken, turkey, etc. 4 medicine,
bandage, etc., put on a wound or sore. 5
a scolding or beating.

dress·ing-down (dresʹing dounʹ), n. a
scolding; rebuke.
dressing gown, loose robe worn while
dressing or resting.
dressing table, small table with a mirror
at which a woman can sit to ﬁx her hair,
apply makeup, etc.
dress·mak·er (dresʹmāk´әr), n. person
whose work is making dresses, etc.
—adj. of women’s apparel, characterized
by delicate ﬂowing lines, hand ﬁnishing,
and decoration. —dressʹmak´ing, n.
dress rehearsal, rehearsal of a play with
costumes and scenery just as for a regular performance.
dress·y (dresʹi), adj., dress·i·er, dress·iest. Colloq. 1 fond of wearing showy
clothes. 2 stylish; fashionable. —dressʹiness, n.
drest (drest), v. pt. and pp. of dress.
drew (drü), v. pt. of draw.
drib·ble (dribʹәl), v., –bled, –bling, n.
—v. 1 ﬂow or let ﬂow in drops, small
amounts, etc.; trickle. 2 let saliva run
from the mouth. 3 move (a ball) along
by bouncing it or giving it short kicks.
—n. 1 a dropping; dripping; trickle. 2 act
of dribbling a ball. [< drib, var. of drip]
—dribʹbler, n.
drib·let (dribʹlit), n. a small amount.
dried (drīd), v. pt. and pp. of dry.
dri·er (drīʹәr), adj. comparative of dry.
—n. 1 person or thing that dries. 2
=dryer. 3 substance put in paint, varnish,
etc., to make it dry more quickly.
drift (drift), v. 1 carry or be carried along,
as by currents of water or air. 2 go along
without knowing or caring where one is
going. 3 heap or be heaped up, as by the
wind. [< n.] —n. 1 a drifting. 2 direction
of drifting. 3 tendency; trend; meaning.
4 snow, sand, etc., heaped up by the
wind. 5 current of water or air caused by
the wind. 6 a driving movement or force.
7 distance that a ship or aircraft is oﬀ its
course because of currents. [ME, a driving, < OE drīfan drive] —driftʹer, n.
drift·age (drifʹtij), n. 1 a drifting. 2 the
distance drifted. 3 what has drifted.
drift·net (driftʹnet´), n. long ﬁshing net
held up along the top edge by ﬂoats or
buoys, esp. for catching herring.
drift·wood (driftʹwu̇d´), n. wood drifting
in the water or washed ashore by water.
drill1 (dril), n. 1 tool or machine for boring holes. 2 method of teaching or training by having the learners do a thing
over and over again. 3 group instruction
and training in physical exercises or in
marching, handling a gun, etc. 4 snail
that bores into and destroys oysters.
—v. 1 bore a hole in; pierce with a drill.
2 teach by having learners do a thing
over and over again. 3 do or cause to do
military or physical exercises. [< Du. dril
< drillen to bore] —drillʹer, n.
drill2 (dril), n. 1 machine for planting
seeds in rows. 2 a small furrow to plant
seeds in. 3 row of planted seeds. —v.
plant in small furrows. —drillʹer, n.

drill3 (dril), n. a strong, twilled cotton or
linen cloth, used for overalls, linings, etc.
[short for drilling < G drillich < L trilix
of three threads < tri– three + licium
thread]
drill4 (dril), n. baboon of W Africa,
smaller than the mandrill. [prob. < African name]
drill instructor, oﬃcer who drills soldiers in marching, handling guns, etc.
drill·mas·ter (drilʹmas´tәr; –mäs´–), n.
1 ⫽drill instructor. 2 Fig. person who
drills others in anything: a class that
needs the skills of a drillmaster.
dri·ly (drīʹli), adv. dryly.
drink (dringk), v., drank, drunk. n.
—v. 1 swallow (liquid). 2 take and hold;
absorb: the dry ground drank up the
rain. 3 drink alcoholic liquor. 4 drink in
honor of. —n. 1 liquid swallowed or to
be swallowed. 2 alcoholic liquor. 3 too
much drinking of alcoholic liquor.
drink to, drink in honor of. [OE drincan]
—drinkʹa·ble, adj., n. —drinkʹer, n.
drip (drip), v., dripped or dript (dript),
dripping, n. —v. 1 fall or let fall in drops.
2 be so wet that drops fall. —n. 1 a falling in drops. 2 liquid that falls in drops.
[OE dryppan < dropa a drop]
drip·ping (dripʹing), n. function of a
thing which drips.
drippings, a liquids that have dripped
down. b melted fat and juices that drip
down from meat while roasting.
drive (drīv), v., drove, driv·en, driv·ing, n.
—v. 1 make go: grief drove her insane. 2
force: hunger drove him to steal. 3 direct
the movement of (an automobile, horse,
etc.). 4 work hard. 5 dash or rush with
force. 6 bring about: drive a bargain. 7
hit very hard and fast: drive a golf ball.
—n. 1 trip in an automobile, carriage,
etc. 2 road to drive on. 3 vigor; energy:
an ambitious man with drive. 4 pressure:
hunger is a strong drive in humankind. 5
a special eﬀort of a group for some purpose: a drive to get money for charity. 6 a
very hard, fast hit. 7 a driving.
drive at, mean; intend. [OE drīfan]
drive-in (drīvʹin´), n. place where customers may make purchases, eat, attend
movies, etc., while seated in their cars.
driv·el (drivʹәl), v., –eled, –el·ing. n. —v.
1 let saliva run from the mouth. 2 ﬂow
like saliva running from the mouth. 3
talk or say in a stupid, foolish manner;
talk silly nonsense. 4 waste (time, energy,
etc.) in a stupid, foolish way. —n. 1 saliva
running from the mouth. 2 stupid, foolish talk; silly nonsense. [OE dreﬂian]
—drivʹel·er, n.
driv·en (drivʹәn), v. pp. of drive. —adj.
carried along and gathered into heaps
by the wind.
driv·er (drīvʹәr), n. 1 person or thing
that drives. 2 person who directs the
movement of an automobile, horses,
etc. 3 person who makes people work
very hard. 4 a golf club with a wooden
head, used in hitting the ball from the

drummer
tee. 5 any of several tools used in forcing things in, on, out, or through. 6 in
machinery, a part that transmits force
or motion.
drive shaft, shaft that transmits power
from the engine to various working
parts of a machine, esp. in an automobile where the drive shaft connects to
the rear axle.
drive·way (drīvʹwā´), n. a private road
that leads from a house to the street.
driz·zle (drizʹәl), v., –zled, –zling. n. rain
in very small drops like mist. [? < ME
drese to fall < OE drēosan] —drizʹzly,
adj.
droll (drōl), adj. amusingly odd; humorously quaint. [< F drôle (orig. n.) good
fellow < Du. drol little fat fellow]
droll·er·y (drōlʹәr i), n., pl. –er·ies. 1 laughable trick. 2 quaint humor. 3 jesting.
drom·e·dar·y (dromʹә der´i; drumʹ–), n.,
pl. –dar·ies. a swift camel for riding, usually the one-humped camel of Arabia.
[< LL dromedarius < Gk. dromas kamelos running camel < dromos a running]
drone1 (drōn), n. 1 a male honeybee. 2
person not willing to work; idler; loafer.
[OE drān]
drone2 (drōn), v., droned, dron·ing, n.
—v. 1 make a deep, continuous, humming sound. 2 talk or say in a monotonous voice. —n. a deep, continuous,
humming sound: the drone of motor.
[akin to drone1]
drool (drül), v. let saliva run from the
mouth as a baby does. —n. saliva running from the mouth. [contraction of
drivel]
droop (drüp), v. 1 hang down; bend
down. 2 become weak; lose strength
and energy. 3 be sad and gloomy.
—n. a bending position; hanging down.
[< Scand. drūpa] —droopʹing·ly, adv.
—droopʹy, adj.
drop (drop), n., v., dropped, drop·ping.
—n. 1 a small amount of liquid in a
roundish shape. 2 a very small amount
of liquid. 3 anything roundish like a
drop. 4 a sudden fall. 5 distance down;
length of a fall: a drop of 200 feet. —v. 1
fall or let fall in drops. 2 fall suddenly;
cause to fall. 3 fall dead, wounded, or
tired out. 4 go or make lower; sink. 5
leave out; omit. 6 stop; end: let a matter
drop. 7 come casually or unexpectedly. 8
give or express casually: drop a hint. 9 of
animals: a give birth to. b be born.
at the drop of a hat, immediately and
without urging.
drop back, go toward the rear.
drop behind, fall behind.
drop by, visit casually, without an
invitation.
drop in the bucket, very little in comparison to a whole.
drop oﬀ, a go away; disappear. b go to
sleep. c leave someone or something
at a destination.
drop out, a withdraw from school or
college before completing a course or

term. b withdraw from society, esp.
because of disillusionment with it.
drops, liquid medicine given in drops.
[OE dropa]
drop-forge (dropʹfôrjʹ; –fōrjʹ), v., –forged,
–forg·ing. beat (hot metal) into shape
with a very heavy hammer or weight.
—dropʹ-forgʹer, n. drop forging.
drop hammer, a very heavy weight lifted
by machinery and then dropped on the
metal to be beaten into shape.
drop kick, kick given to a football
as it touches the ground after being
dropped.
drop-kick (dropʹkik´), v. give (a football)
a drop kick. —dropʹ-kick´er, n.
drop leaf, hinged leaf of a table that folds
down when not in use. —dropʹleaf´,
adj.
drop·let (dropʹlit), n. a tiny drop.
drop·per (dropʹәr), n. 1 person or thing
that drops. 2 glass or plastic tube with
a hollow rubber cap at one end and a
small opening at the other end from
which a liquid can be made to fall in
drops.
dro·soph·i·la (drō sofʹә lә), n., pl. –lae
(–lē). a small ﬂy whose larvae feed on
fruit and decaying plants; fruit ﬂy. [< NL
< Gk. drosos dew + philos loving]
dross (drôs; dros), n. 1 waste or scum that
comes to the surface of melting metals.
2 waste material; rubbish. [OE drōs]
drought (drout), n. 1 a long period of dry
weather; continued lack of rain. 2 lack of
moisture; dryness. [OE drūgath; akin to
dry] —droughtʹy, adj.
drove1 (drōv), v. pt. of drive.
drove2 (drōv), n., v., droved, drov·ing.
—n. 1 group of cattle, sheep, hogs, etc.,
moving or driven along together; herd;
ﬂock. 2 many people moving along
together; crowd. —v. 1 drive (cattle) to
market. 2 deal in (cattle). [OE drāf]
dro·ver (drōʹvәr), n. 1 man who drove
cattle, sheep, hogs, etc., to market. 2
dealer in cattle.
drown (droun), v. 1 die under water or
other liquid because of lack of air to
breathe. 2 kill by keeping under water or
other liquid. 3 cover with water; ﬂood. 4
be stronger or louder than. 5 get rid of;
suppress. [OE druncnian; akin to drink]
—drownʹer, n.
drowse (drouz), v., drowsed, drows·ing,
n. —v. 1 be sleepy; be half asleep. 2
make sleepy. 3 pass (time) in drowsing.
—n. being half asleep; sleepiness. [OE
drūs(i)an sink, become slow]
drow·sy (drouʹzi), adj., –si·er, –si·est.
1 half asleep; sleepy. 2 causing sleepiness; lulling. 3 caused by sleepiness.
—drowʹsi·ly, adv. —drowʹsi·ness, n.
drub (drub), v., drubbed, drub·bing, n.
—v. 1 beat with a stick; whip soundly. 2
defeat by a large margin in a ﬁght, game,
contest, etc. —n. a blow; thump; knock.
[? < Ar. daraba
beat] —drubʹber, n.
.
drub·bing (drubʹing), n. 1 a beating. 2 a
thorough defeat.
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drudge (druj), n., v., drudged, drudg·ing.
—n. person who does hard, tiresome, or
disagreeable work. —v. do such work.
[ME drugge(n); cf. OE drēogan work,
suﬀer] —drudgʹer, n.
drudg·er·y (drujʹәr i), n., pl. –er·ies.
hard, uninteresting, or disagreeable
work.
drug (drug), n., v., drugged, drug·ging.
—n. 1 substance (other than food) that,
when taken into the body, produces
a change in it. If the change helps the
body, the drug is a medicine; if the
change harms the body, the drug is a
poison. 2 substance that causes drowsiness; narcotic. —v. 1 give harmful drugs
to. 2 put a harmful or poisonous drug
in (food or drink). 3 aﬀect or overcome
(the body or senses) in a way not natural: the wine had drugged him. [< OF
drogue, ? < Du. drog, akin to E dry]
—drugʹless, adj.
drug·gist (drugʹist), n. U.S. person
licensed to ﬁll prescriptions; pharmacist.
drug·store (drugʹstôr´; –stōr´), n. pharmacy.
Dru·id (drüʹid), n. Often, druid. member
of a religious order of priests, prophets,
poets, etc., among the ancient Celts of
Britain, Ireland, and France. —dru·idʹic,
dru·idʹi·cal, adj. —druʹid·ism, n.
drum (drum), n., v., drummed, drumming. —n. 1 a musical instrument
that makes a sound when it is beaten.
A drum is hollow with a covering
stretched tightly over the ends. 2 sound
made when a drum is beaten; sound
like this. 3 anything shaped somewhat
like a drum. 4 part around which something is wound in a machine. 5 drumshaped container to hold oil, food, etc.
6 membrane covering the hollow part
of the ear. 7 the hollow part of the
middle ear. —v. 1 beat or play a drum.
2 beat, tap, or strike again and again. 3
force into one’s mind by repeating over
and over.
beat the drum or drums, give vigorous
support to or advocate enthusiastically
for something.
drum out, dismiss or send away in
disgrace.
drum up, a call together: drum up a
quorum. b solicit; obtain: drum up business. [< drumslade drummer < Du. or
LG trommelslag drumbeat]
drum·beat (drumʹbēt´), n. sound made
when a drum is beaten.
drum·head (drumʹhed´), n. 1 parchment
or membrane stretched tightly over the
end of a drum. 2 =eardrum.
drum·lin (drumʹlәn), n. ridge or oval hill
formed by deposit from a glacier. [for
drumling, dim. of drum ridge < Scotch
Gaelic and Irish druim ridge]
drum major, leader or director of a
marching band.
drum·mer (drumʹәr), n. person who
plays a drum.
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drum·stick (drumʹstik´), n. 1 stick for
beating a drum. 2 the lower half of the
leg of a cooked chicken, turkey, etc.
drunk (drungk), adj. 1 overcome with
alcoholic liquor; intoxicated. 2 very
much excited or aﬀected. —n. 1 person
who is drunk. 2 spell of drinking alcohol
liquor. —v. pp. of drink.
drunk·ard (drungkʹәrd), n. person who
is often drunk.
drunk·en (drungkʹәn), adj. 1 drunk. 2
caused by or resulting from being drunk.
3 often drinking too much alcohol
liquor. —drunkʹen·ly, adv. —drunkʹenness, n.
dru·pa·ceous (drü pāʹshәs), adj. 1 like a
drupe. 2 producing drupes.
drupe (drüp), n. fruit whose seed is contained in a hard pit or stone surrounded
by soft, pulpy ﬂesh, as cherries, peaches,
etc. [< NL < L druppa very ripe olive
< Gk. drypepa, accus. of drypeps ripening on the tree]
drupe·let (drüpʹlit), n. a small drupe. A
raspberry or blackberry is a mass of
drupelets.
dry (drī), adj., dri·er, dri·est, v., dried,
dry·ing, n., pl. drys. —adj. 1 not wet; not
moist. 2 having little or no rain. 3 not
giving milk. 4 having no water in or on
it. 5 wanting a drink; thirsty. 6 not liquid;
solid: dry measure. 7 showing no feeling: dry humor. 8 not interesting; dull.
9 without butter: dry toast. 10 without
mucus: a dry cough. 11 free from sweetness or fruity ﬂavor: dry wine. 12 having
or favoring laws against selling alcohol.
—v. make or become dry.
dry up, a make or become completely
dry. b stop talking. [OE drȳge]
dry cell, a small, portable device that
produces electric current. It is an electric
cell made with absorbent material so
that its contents cannot spill.
dry-clean (drīʹklēnʹ), v. clean (clothes,
etc.) with naphtha, benzine, etc., instead
of water. —dry cleaner. —dry cleaning.
dry dock, dock from which the water can
be pumped out. Dry docks are used for
building or repairing ships.
dry-dock (drīʹdok´), v. 1 place in a dry
dock. 2 go into dry dock.
dry·er (drīʹәr), n. machine or appliance
that removes water by heat or air, as a
clothes or hair dryer. Also, drier.
dry farming, way of farming land in
regions where there is no irrigation and
little rain.
dry goods, cloth, ribbon, lace, etc.
dry ice or Dry Ice, Trademark. a very
cold, white solid formed when carbon
dioxide is greatly compressed and then
cooled, used as a refrigerant.
dry·ly (drīʹli), adv. in a dry manner. Also,
drily.
dry measure, 1 system for measuring
such things as grain, vegetables, or fruit.
In the United States: 2 pints = 1 quart;
8 quarts = 1 peck; 4 pecks = 1 bushel. 2
measurement of dry things.

dry·ness (drīʹnis), n. a being dry; dry
quality.
dry rot, decay of seasoned wood, causing
it to crumble to a dry powder, due to
various fungi.
dry run, a practice test or session.
Ds, dysprosium. Also, Dy.
D.S., D.Sc., Doctor of Science.
D.S.C., Distinguished Service Cross.
D.S.T. or DST, Daylight Saving Time.
du·al (düʹәl; dūʹ–), adj. 1 of two; showing
two. 2 consisting of two parts; double;
twofold. [< L dualis < duo two] —duʹally, adv.
du·al·ism (düʹәl iz әm; dūʹ–), n. 1 dual
condition. 2 doctrine of philosophy that
all the phenomena of the universe can
be explained by two separate and distinct substances or principles, such as
mind and matter. —duʹal·ist, n. —du´alisʹtic, adj.
du·al·i·ty (dü alʹә ti; dū–), n., pl. –ties.
dual condition or quality.
dub1 (dub), v., dubbed, dub·bing. 1 make
(a man) a knight by striking his shoulder lightly with a sword. 2 give a title to;
call; name. [OE dubbian]
dub2 (dub), v., dubbed, dub·bing, n. —v.
add sounds on a motion-picture ﬁlm.
—n. 1 the sounds thus added. 2 the
act or process of dubbing. [short for
double]
du·bi·ous (düʹbi әs; dūʹ–), adj. 1 doubtful;
uncertain. 2 of questionable character;
probably bad. [< L dubiosus < dubius
doubtful < du– two] —duʹbi·ous·ly, adv.
—duʹbi·ous·ness, n.
Dub·lin (dubʹlәn), n. capital of the
Republic of Ireland.
du·cal (düʹkәl; dūʹ–), adj. of a duke or
dukedom. —duʹcal·ly, adv.
duc·at (dukʹәt), n. gold or silver coin
formerly used in some European countries. [< F < Ital. ducato < Med.L < L
dux leader]
duch·ess (duchʹis), n. 1 wife or widow
of a duke. 2 lady with a rank equal to
a duke’s.
duch·y (duchʹi), n., pl. duch·ies. territory
under the rule of a duke or duchess;
dukedom.
duck1 (duk), n. 1 a wild or tame swimming bird with a short neck, short legs,
and webbed feet. Most ducks have broad,
ﬂat bills. 2 the female duck. 3 ﬂesh of a
duck used for food. 4 Slang. a fellow;
chap. [OE dūce; akin to duck2]
duck2 (duk), v. 1 dip or plunge suddenly
under water and out again. 2 lower the
head or bend the body suddenly to keep
from being hit, seen, etc. 3 avoid. —n.
1 a sudden dip or plunge under water
and out again. 2 a sudden lowering of
the head or bending of the body. [ME
duke(n)]
duck3 (duk), n. a strong, cotton or linen
cloth with a lighter and ﬁner weave than
canvas, used for sails, tents, etc. [< Du.
doek cloth]

duck·bill (dukʹbil´), or duckbilled platypus, n. a small water mammal that lays
eggs and has webbed feet and a beak like
a duck. Also, platypus.
duck·ling (dukʹling), n. a young duck.
duck·pins (dukʹpinz´), n. game similar
to bowling played with smaller balls
and pins.
duck·weed (dukʹwēd´), n. a very small
ﬂowering plant that grows in water.
duck·y (dukʹi), adj., duck·i·er, duck·iest. Informal. 1 charming. 2 marvelous;
wonderful. —n., pl. duckies. dear; darling; sweetie.
duct (dukt), n. 1 tube, pipe, or channel
for carrying liquid, air, wires, etc. 2
tube in the body for carrying a bodily
ﬂuid: tear ducts. [< L, < ducere lead]
—ductʹless, adj.
duc·tile (dukʹtәl), adj. 1 capable of being
hammered out thin or drawn out into a
wire, as gold or copper. 2 easily molded
or shaped, as wax. 3 easily managed or
inﬂuenced; docile. —duc·tilʹi·ty, n.
ductless gland, gland without a duct
whose secretion passes directly into the
blood or lymph circulating through it;
endocrine gland. The thyroid and the
spleen are ductless glands.
dud (dud), n. 1 shell or bomb that did
not explode. 2 failure. 3 useless person or thing.
duds, a clothes. b possessions.
dude (düd; dūd), n. 1 city-bred person,
esp. one who vacations on a ranch. 2
Slang. handsome male. —dudʹish, adj.
dude ranch, ranch that is run as a tourist resort.
dudg·eon (dujʹәn), n. anger; resentment. in high dudgeon, very angry;
resentful.
due (dü; dū), adj. 1 owed as a debt; to be
paid as a right. 2 proper; suitable; rightful: due reward. 3 as much as needed;
enough. 4 promised to come, be ready,
be paid, etc.; expected. —n. thing owed
as a debt or to be paid as a right. —adv.
straight; directly; exactly: due east.
become or fall due, become
payable.
dues, amount of money owed or to be
paid.
due to, caused by.
give a person his or her due, be fair; do
justice. [< OF deü, pp. of devoir owe < L
debere]
du·el (düʹәl; dūʹ-), n., v., –eled, –el·ing.
—n. 1 a formal ﬁght between two people
armed with swords or ﬁrearms, arranged
to settle a quarrel, etc. 2 any ﬁght or
contest between two opponents: duel
of wits. —v. ﬁght a duel. [< F < Med.L
duellum < L (archaistic for bellum) war]
—duʹel·er, n. —duʹel·ist, n.
du·en·na (dü enʹә; dū–), n. 1 (in Spain
and Portugal) an elderly woman who is
the governess and chaperon of a young
girl. 2 governess; chaperon. [< Sp. < L
domina mistress. See dominate.]

duplicate
due process or due process of law, legal
protections to which a person is entitled.
du·et (dü etʹ; dū–), n. 1 piece of music to
be sung or played by two people. 2 two
singers or players performing together.
[< Ital. duetto, dim. of duo duo]
duf·fel or duf·ﬂe bag (dufʹәl), a bag of
stout material.
duﬀel coat, duﬄe coat, coat of coarse
wool that goes to the knees, with a hood
and toggle closings. Also, duﬀer.
duﬀ·er (dufʹәr), n. 1 useless, clumsy, or
incompetent person. 2 =duﬀel coat.
dug (dug), v. pt. and pp. of dig.
du·gong (düʹgong), n. a large, ﬁsh-shaped
mammal of tropical seas with ﬂipperlike
forelimbs and a crescent-shaped tail.
[< Malay dūyong]
dug·out (dugʹout´), n. 1 small shelter
at the side of a baseball ﬁeld, used by
players who are not at bat or not in the
game. 2 boat made by hollowing out a
large log.
duke (dük; dūk), n. 1 nobleman ranking next below a prince. 2 prince who
rules a small state or country called a
duchy. 3 dukes, Slang. ﬁsts. [< OF < L
dux leader. Doublet of doge, duce.]
—dukeʹdom, n.
dul·cet (dulʹsit), adj. soothing, esp. to the
ear; sweet; pleasing. [< F doucet, dim. of
doux sweet < L dulcis]
dul·ci·mer (dulʹsә mәr), n. instrument
with strings, played by striking the
strings with two hammers. [< OF < L
dulcis sweet + melos song (< Gk.)]
dull (dul), adj. 1 not sharp or pointed. 2
not bright or clear. 3 stupid. 4 insensitive. 5 not interesting; boring. 6 having
little spirit; not active. 7 not felt sharply:
a dull pain. —v. 1 make dull. 2 become
dull. 3 Fig. reduce sensitivity to people,
events, etc. [ME dul] —dullʹness, dulʹness, n. —dulʹly, adv.
dull·ard (dulʹәrd), n. a stupid person who
learns very slowly.
dull·ish (dulʹish), adj. somewhat dull.
dulse (duls), n. any of several coarse,
edible seaweeds that have red fronds.
[< Irish and Scotch Gaelic duileasg]
du·ly (düʹli; dūʹ–), adv. 1 according to
what is due; as due; properly; suitably; rightfully. 2 as much as is needed;
enough. 3 when due; at the proper
time.
Du·ma (düʹmә), n. 1 elected legislature of
Russia. 2 national legislature of Russia
from 1906–17. 3 Usually, duma. an elective council. [< Russ.]
dumb (dum), adj. 1 not able to speak:
dumb animals. 2 silenced for the
moment by fear, surprise, shyness, etc.
3 that does not speak; silent. 4 stupid; dull. [(defs. 1–3) OE; (def. 4)
< G dumm stupid] —dumbʹly, adv.
—dumbʹness, n.
dumb·bell (dumʹbel´), n. 1 short bar of
wood or iron with large, heavy, round
ends, used to exercise the muscles of the

arms, back, etc. 2 Slang. a very stupid
person.
dumb·wait·er (dumʹwāt´әr), n. a small
box with shelves, pulled up and down a
shaft to send dishes, food, rubbish, etc.,
from one ﬂoor to another.
dum·found, dumb·found (dum´foundʹ), v. amaze and make unable to
speak; bewilder; confuse. [< dumb +
(con)found] —dum´foundʹer, dumb´foundʹer, n.
dum·my (dumʹi), n., pl. –mies, adj. —n. 1
ﬁgure of a person, used to display clothing in store windows, to shoot at in
riﬂe practice, to tackle in football, etc.
2 Informal. a stupid person; blockhead.
3 an imitation; counterfeit. 4 person
supposedly acting for himself, but really
acting for another. 5 in card games, a
player whose cards are laid face up on
the table and played by his partner. b
hand of cards played in this way. —adj.
1 imitation; counterfeit; sham. 2 acting
for another while supposedly acting for
oneself.
dump (dump), v. 1 empty out. 2 put
(goods) on the market in large quantities and at a low price. —n. 1 place for
unloading rubbish. 2 place for storing
ammunition or other supplies.
dump on, Slang. a attack with words.
b criticize severely. [? < Scand. (Dan.)
dumpe fall with a thud] —dumpʹer, n.
dump·ling (dumpʹling), n. 1 a rounded
piece of dough, boiled or steamed and
served with meat. 2 a small pudding
made by enclosing fruit in a piece of
dough and baking or steaming it.
dumps (dumps), n. pl. Informal. low spirits.
dump·ster (dumpʹstәr), n. large bin for
refuse that can be mechanically lifted
onto a trailer and hauled away or emptied into a garbage truck.
dump truck, truck that can be unloaded
by tipping up the bed.
dump·y (dumpʹi), adj., dump·i·er, dumpi·est. short and fat. —dumpʹi·ly, adv.
—dumpʹi·ness, n.
dun1 (dun), v., dunned, dun·ning, n. —v.
demand payment of a debt from, again
and again. —n. demand for payment of
a debt. [appar. < obs. dun make a din
< Scand. duna to thunder]
dun2 (dun), n. a dull, grayish brown.
—adj. dull grayish-brown. [OE dunn, ?
< Celtic]
dunce (duns), n. a stupid person. [<
Duns(man), name applied by attackers
to any follower of Duns Scotus, theologian]
dunce cap, a tall, cone-shaped cap formerly worn as a punishment by a child
who was slow in learning lessons in
school.
dun·der·head (dunʹdәr hed´), n. a stupid,
foolish person; dunce; blockhead.
dune (dün; dūn), n. mound or ridge of
loose sand heaped up by the wind. [< F
< MDu. dūne; akin to down3]
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dung (dung), n. waste matter from animals; manure. —v. put dung on as a
fertilizer. [OE] —dungʹy, adj.
dun·ga·ree (dung´gә rēʹ), n. 1 a coarse
cotton cloth, used for work clothes, sails,
etc. 2 dungarees, trousers or clothing
made of this cloth. [< Hind. dungrī]
dun·geon (dunʹjәn), n. 1 a dark underground room to keep prisoners in. 2
=donjon. —v. conﬁne in a dungeon;
imprison. [< OF donjon < Gmc.]
dung·hill (dungʹhil´), n. 1 heap of dung. 2
a vile place or person.
dunk (dungk), v. 1 dip (something, esp.
food) into a liquid: dunk doughnuts
into coﬀee. 2 drop a basketball into the
basket. —n. 1 a dunking. 2 =dunk shot.
[< LG dunken dip] —dunkʹer, n.
dunk shot, shot in basketball in which
the player jumps high enough to drop
the ball into the basket.
dun·lin (dunʹlәn), n., pl. –lins or (esp.
collectively) –lin. a small wading bird
that has a broad black stripe across the
abdoment during the breeding season.
[dim. of dun2]
dun·nage (dunʹij), n. 1 baggage or clothes.
2 branches, mats, etc., placed around a
cargo to protect it from damage by water
or chaﬁng.
du·o (düʹō; dūʹō), n. 1 =duet. 2 Fig. a pair.
[< Ital. < L, two]
du·o·dec·i·mal (dü´ō desʹә mәl; dū´–),
adj. pertaining to twelfths or to twelve;
proceeding by twelves. —n. 1 one twelfth.
2 one of a system of numerals, the base
of which is twelve instead of ten.
duodecimals, system of counting by
twelves.
du·o·de·num (dü´ō dēʹnәm; dū´–),
n., pl. –na (–nә). the ﬁrst part of the
small intestine, just below the stomach.
[< Med.L < L duodeni twelve each; with
ref. to its length, about twelve ﬁnger
breadths] —du´o·deʹnal, adj.
dup., duplicate.
dupe (düp, dūp), n., v., duped, dup·ing.
—n. 1 person easily deceived or tricked.
2 Informal. =duplicate. —v. 1 deceive;
trick. 2 =duplicate. [< F < L upupa hoopoe (a bird)] —dupʹer, n.
du·ple (düʹpәl; dūʹ–), adj. 1 double. 2 having two or a multiple of two beats to the
measure. [< L duplus double]
duple time, two-part time; two beats to
the measure.
du·plex (düʹpleks; dūʹ–), adj. double;
twofold. —n. =duplex apartment. [< L
< du- two + plicare fold] —du·plexʹity, n.
duplex apartment, an apartment having
rooms on two ﬂoors.
du·pli·cate (adj., n. düʹplә kit, dūʹ–; v.
düʹplә kāt, dūʹ–), adj., n., v., –cat·ed,
–cat·ing. —adj. 1 exactly like something
else. 2 double. —n. 1 one of two things
exactly alike. 2 in duplicate, in two
forms exactly alike. —v. make an exact
copy of; repeat exactly. [< L, < duplicare
double. See duplex.] —du´pli·caʹtion, n.
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du·plic·i·ty (dü plisʹә ti; dū–), n., pl.
–ties. deceitfulness in speech or action;
treachery.
du·ra·ble (du̇rʹә bәl; dyu̇rʹ–), adj. lasting a
long time; not soon injured or worn out.
[< F < L, < durare to last, harden < durus
hard] —du´ra·bilʹi·ty, duʹra·ble·ness, n.
—duʹra·bly, adv.
du·ra ma·ter (du̇rʹә mâʹtәr), tough outer
membrane covering the brain and spinal
cord.
du·ra·tion (du̇ rāʹshәn; dyu̇–), n. length
of time; time during which anything
continues.
du·ress (du̇ resʹ, dyu̇–; du̇rʹes, dyu̇rʹ–), n.
compulsion. [< OF < L duritia hardness
< durus hard]
dur·ing (du̇rʹing; dyu̇rʹ–), prep. 1 through
the whole time of. 2 at some time in;
in the course of. [ppr. of obs. dure
endure]
du·rum (du̇rʹәm; dyu̇rʹ–), or durum
wheat, n. a hard wheat from which the
ﬂour used in macaroni, spaghetti, etc.,
is made.
dusk (dusk), n. 1 time just before dark.
2 shade; gloom. —adj. dark-colored;
dusky. [var. of OE dux dark]
dusk·y (dusʹki), adj., dusk·i·er, dusk·iest. 1 somewhat dark; dark-colored. 2
dim; obscure. 3 gloomy. —duskʹi·ly,
adv. —duskʹi·ness, n.
dust (dust), n. 1 ﬁne, dry earth; any ﬁne
powder. 2 earth; ground. 3 what is left
of a dead body after decay. 4 cloud of
dust in the air. 5 disturbance. 6 humble
condition. 7 a worthless thing. —v. 1 get
dust oﬀ. 2 soil with dust. 3 sprinkle (with
dust, powder, etc.).
bite the dust, Slang. a fall dead or
wounded. b be defeated, humiliated,
or eliminated.
dust oﬀ, reintroduce later.
gather
dust,
be
neglected;
ignored.
let the dust settle, allow circumstances,
conditions, etc., to return to normal.
[OE dūst] —dustʹless, adj.
dust bowl, area, esp. in the W part of the
United States, where dust storms were
frequent.
dust devil, small whirlwind that picks up
and carries dust.
dust·er (dusʹtәr), n. 1 person or thing that
dusts. 2 cloth, brush, etc., used to get
dust oﬀ things. 3 a dust storm.
dust jacket, the jacket of a book.
dust·pan (dustʹpan´), n. a ﬂat, broad pan
to sweep dust into from the ﬂoor.
dust storm, a strong wind carrying clouds
of dust across or from a dry region.
dust·up (dustʹup´), n. Informal. controversy; noisy quarrel.
dust·y (dusʹti), adj., dust·i·er, dust·i·est.
1 covered with dust; ﬁlled with dust. 2
like dust; dry and powdery. 3 having the
color of dust; grayish. —dustʹi·ly, adv.
—dustʹi·ness, n.
Dutch (duch), adj. of or having to do
with the Netherlands, its people, or their

language. —n. 1 the Dutch, a the people
of the Netherlands. b the people of
Germany. The ancestors of the Pennsylvania Dutch came from Germany, not
from the Netherlands. 2 language of the
Netherlands.
go Dutch, have each person pay for him
or herself.
in Dutch, in trouble.
Dutch door, door divided across the middle allowing the top half to be opened
and the bottom remain latched.
Dutch·man (duchʹmәn), n., pl. –men.
native or inhabitant of the Netherlands.
Dutch·man’s-breech·es (duchʹmәnzbrichʹiz), n. sing. and pl. 1 a spring wild
ﬂower shaped somewhat like breeches. 2
the plant that bears it.
Dutch oven, a heavy iron kettle with a
close-ﬁtting cover.
du·te·ous (düʹti әs; dūʹ–), adj. dutiful;
obedient. —duʹte·ous·ly, adv. —duʹteous·ness, n.
du·ti·a·ble (düʹti ә bәl; dūʹ–), adj. on
which a duty or tax must be paid.
du·ti·ful (düʹtә fәl; dūʹ–), adj. 1 performing the duties one owes; obedient. 2
required by duty; proceeding from or
expressing a sense of duty. —duʹti·fully, adv. —duʹti·ful·ness, n.
du·ty (düʹti; dūʹ–), n., pl. –ties. 1 thing
that a person ought to do; thing that is
right to do: sense of duty. 2 thing that
a person has to do in his or her work;
action required by one’s occupation or
position: oﬀ duty on weekends; on duty
today. 3 tax on articles brought into or
taken out of a country, made, sold, etc.
[< AF dueté < du due]
DVD (dēʹvēʹdēʹ), digital video disk,
digital recording of pictures and
sound.
dwarf (dwôrf), n. 1 person, animal, or
plant much smaller than the usual size
for its kind. 2 in fairy tales, an ugly little
man with magic power. —adj. much
smaller than the usual size of its kind;
checked in growth. —v. 1 keep from
growing large; check in growth. 2 cause
to seem small by contrast or by distance:
that tall building dwarfs the other. [OE
dweorg] —dwarfʹness, n.
dwarf·ish (dwôrʹﬁsh), adj. like a dwarf;
smaller than usual. —dwarfʹish·ly, adv.
—dwarfʹish·ness, n.
dwell (dwel), v., dwelled, dwell·ing. make
one’s home; live.
dwell on, a think, write, or speak about
for a long time. b put stress on. [OE
dwellan delay] —dwellʹer, n.
dwell·ing (dwelʹing), n. house to live in;
place in which one lives.
dwin·dle (dwinʹdәl), v., –dled, –dling.
become smaller and smaller; shrink;
diminish. [dim. of obs. dwine < OE
dwīnan waste away]
Dy, dysprosium. Also, Ds.
dye (dī), n., v., dyed, dye·ing. —n. 1 a
coloring matter used to color cloth, hair,
etc.; liquid containing this. 2 color pro-

duced by such coloring matter; tint; hue.
—v. 1 color (cloth, hair, etc.) by putting
in a liquid containing coloring matter. 2
color; stain. [OE dēag]
dyed-in-the-wool (dīdʹin thә wu̇lʹ), adj.
1 dyed before being woven into cloth. 2
thoroughgoing, complete.
dye·ing (dīʹing), n. the coloring of fabrics
with dye.
dy·er (dīʹәr), n. person whose business is
dyeing fabrics.
dye·stuﬀ (dīʹstuf´), n. substance yielding
a dye or used as a dye, as indigo.
dy·ing (dīʹing), adj. 1 about to die. 2
coming to an end. 3 of death; at death.
—n. death.
dyke (dīk), n., v., dyked, dyk·ing.
=dike.
dy·nam·ic (dī namʹik), dy·nam·i·cal
(–ә kәl), adj. 1 having to do with energy
or force in motion. 2 having to do with
dynamics. 3 active; energetic; forceful.
[< Gk. dynamikos < dynamis power
< dynasthai be powerful] —dy·namʹical·ly, adv.
dy·nam·ics (dī namʹiks), n. 1 (sing. in
use) branch of physics dealing with
the action of force on bodies either at
motion or at rest. Dynamics includes
kinematics, kinetics, and statics. 2 (pl. in
use) forces, physical or moral, at work
in any ﬁeld.
dy·na·mism (dīʹnә miz әm), n. quality of
being dynamic; energetic; forceful.
dy·na·mite (dīʹnә mīt), n., v., –mit·ed,
–mit·ing. —n. a powerful explosive
used in blasting rock, tree stumps, etc.
—v. blow up or destroy with dynamite.
—dyʹna·mit´er, n.
dy·na·mo (dīʹnә mō), n., pl. –mos. 1
machine that changes mechanical
energy into electric energy and produces electric current. 2 motor which
turns electrical energy into mechanical
energy. 3 Fig. dynamic person; innovator.
dy·na·mom·e·ter (dī´nә momʹә tәr), n.
apparatus to measure force.
dy·nast (dīʹnast; –nәst), n. 1 member
of a dynasty; hereditary ruler. 2 any
ruler. [< L < Gk., < dynasthai be powerful]
dy·nas·ty (dīʹnәs ti; esp. Brit. dinʹәs–), n.,
pl. –ties. 1 series of rulers who belong
to the same family. 2 period of time
during which a dynasty rules. —dynasʹtic, dy·nasʹti·cal, adj. —dy·nasʹtical·ly, adv.
dyne (dīn), n. amount of force that, acting
on a mass of one gram for one second,
gives it a velocity of one centimeter
per second. [< F < Gk. dynamis power
< dynasthai be powerful]
dys–, preﬁx. bad, abnormal, defective, as
in dyslexia.
dys·en·ter·y (disʹәn ter´i), n. a painful
disease of the intestines, producing diarrhea with blood and mucus. [< OF < L
< Gk., < dys– bad + entera intestines]
—dys´en·terʹic, adj.
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dys·func·tion (dis fungkʹshәn), n.
1 abnormal function, as of an organ
or joint; malfunction. 2 not acting or
behaving as expected: economic dysfunction; political dysfunction. —dys·funcʹtion·al, adj.
dys·lex·ia (dis lekʹsē ә), n. inability to read
properly. —dys·lexʹic, n., adj.

dys·pep·si·a (dis pepʹsi ә; –shә), n. poor
digestion; indigestion. [< L < Gk., < dys–
bad + pep– cook, digest]
dys·pep·tic (dis pepʹtik), adj. 1 pertaining to dyspepsia. 2 suﬀering from
dyspepsia. 3 gloomy; pessimistic.
—n. person who has dyspepsia. —dyspepʹti·cal·ly, adv.

dys·pro·si·um (dis prōʹsi әm; –shi–), n.
a rare element, Dy or Ds, the most
magnetic substance known. [< NL < Gk.
dysprositos hard to get at]
dys·tro·phy (disʹtrә ﬁ), n. 1 defective
nutrition. 2 defective development. 3
degeneration: muscular dystrophy.
dz., dozen; dozens.
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E, e

E, e (ē), n., pl. E’s; e’s. 1 the
ﬁfth letter of the alphabet.
2 the third tone of the
scale of C major.
E, E., 1 East; east; Eastern;
eastern. 2 English.
e, electronic.
ea., each.
each (ēch), adj. every one of two or more
considered separately or one by one:
each dog has a name. —pron. each one:
each went his way. —adv. for each; to
each; apiece: these pencils are a dime
each. [OE œ̄lc < ā ever + gelīc alike]
each other, 1 each the other: they struck
each other, that is, they struck, each
striking the other. 2 one another: they
struck at each other.
ea·ger (ēʹgәr), adj. 1 wanting very much.
2 characterized by intensity of desire or
feeling: eager looks. [< OF < L acer keen]
—eaʹger·ly, adv. —eaʹger·ness, n.
eager beaver, Informal. very hardworking, ambitious person.
ea·gle (ēʹgәl), n. 1 a large bird of prey that
has keen eyes and powerful wings. 2
picture of an eagle, or object shaped like
an eagle, used as an emblem on a ﬂag,
stamp, etc. [< OF < L aquila]
eagle eye, careful, sharp watch or lookout.
ea·gle-eyed (ēʹgәl īd´), adj. able to see far
and clearly.
ea·glet (ēʹglit), n. a young eagle.
ear1 (ir), n. 1 part of the body by which
human beings and animals hear; organ
of hearing. 2 the external ear; visible
part of the ear. 3 sense of hearing. 4 ability to distinguish small diﬀerences in
sounds. 5 listening.
be all ears, listen eagerly; pay careful
attention.
believe one’s ears, have trust in the truth
of what one hears.
bend one’s ear, hold in conversation too
long.
fall on deaf ears, not be listened to;
receive no attention.
have or keep an ear to the ground, pay
attention to what people are thinking or
saying so that one can act accordingly.
lend an ear, listen.
(play) by ear, perform without
preparation or using written music, etc.
turn a deaf ear, refuse to listen or
pay attention.
up to the ears, thoroughly involved;
almost overcome.
wet behind the ears, too young; inexperienced. [OE ēare]
ear2 (ir), n. part of certain plants, such as
corn, wheat, etc., that contains the grains.
—v. grow ears; form ears. [OE ēar]
ear·ache (irʹāk´), n. pain in the ear.
ear·drum (irʹdrum´), n. a thin membrane
across the middle ear that vibrates when
sound waves strike it; tympanic membrane.
earl (ėrl), n. a British nobleman ranking
below a marquis and above a viscount.
[OE eorl] —earlʹdom, earlʹship, n.

E

ear·ly (ėrʹli), adv., adj., –li·er, –li·est. —adv.
1 in the ﬁrst part. 2 before the usual time:
call me early. 3 long ago. 4 soon. —adj. 1
of or occurring in the ﬁrst part: in early
life. 2 occurring before the usual time:
have an early dinner. 3 occurring far
back in time: in early times. 4 occurring
in the near future: an early reply.
early on, at or from the beginning. [OE,
< œ̄r ere + –līce –ly1] —earʹli·ness, n.
early bird, person who gets up or
arrives early; one who gains by acting
promptly.
ear·mark (irʹmärk´), n. 1 mark made on
the ear of an animal to show who owns
it. 2 a special mark, quality, or feature
that gives information about a person or
thing; sign. —v. 1 make an earmark on;
identify or give information about. 2 set
aside for some special purpose.
ear·muﬀs (irʹmufs´), n. pl. pair of coverings to put over the ears to keep them
warm.
earn (ėrn), v. 1 receive for work or service;
be paid. 2 do enough work for; deserve;
be worth. 3 bring or get as deserved. [OE
earnian] —earnʹer, n.
ear·nest1 (ėrʹnist), adj. 1 ﬁrm in purpose;
serious. 2 important: “Life is real, life is
earnest.” —n. in earnest, sincere. [OE
eornost] —earʹnest·ly, adv. —earʹnestness, n.
ear·nest2 (ėrʹnist), n. part given or done
in advance as a pledge for the rest, or
to bind a bargain. [ME ernes, appar. alter.
(by assoc. with –ness) of erres < OF, pl.
< L arra < Gk. arrhabon < Heb. ‘ērābōn]
earn·ing (ėrnʹing), n. act of gaining.
earnings, money earned; wages; proﬁts.
ear·phone (irʹfōn´), n. receiver that is
fastened over the ear; headphone.
ear·ring (irʹring´), n. ornament for the
ear.
ear·shot (irʹshot´), n. distance a sound
can be heard; range of hearing: he was
out of earshot and could not hear our
shouts.
ear tag, metal or plastic identiﬁcation tag
attached to the ear of an animal.
earth (ėrth), n. 1 planet on which we
live; the third planet from the sun, and
the ﬁfth in size. 2 inhabitants of this
planet. 3 this world (often in contrast
to heaven and hell). 4 ground; soil;
dirt. 5 connection of an electrical conductor with the earth.
come back to earth, stop dreaming
and get back to practical matters. [OE
eorthe]
earth·en (ėrʹthәn), adj. 1 made of earth. 2
made of baked clay.
earth·en·ware (ėrʹthәn wãr´), n. 1 baked
clay dishes, containers, etc. 2 baked clay.
earth·light (ėrthʹlīt), n. ⫽earthshine.
earth·ly (ėrthʹli), adj., –li·er, –li·est. 1
having to do with the earth, not with
heaven. 2 possible; conceivable: for no
earthly reason. —earthʹli·ness, n.
earth·quake (ėrthʹkwāk´), n. a shaking of
the earth, caused by the sudden move-

ment of rock masses or by changes
beneath the surface.
earth science, any science dealing with
the earth, as geology, meteorology, or
oceanography.
earth·shak·ing (ėrthʹshā´king), adj.
unusually great or important. Also,
earth-shattering.
earth·shine (ėrthʹshīn´), n. faint light on
that part of the moon not directly illuminated by the sun. It is light reﬂected
from earth and most easily seen just
before and after the new moon. Also,
earthlight.
earth·ward (ėrthʹwәrd), adv. Also, earthwards. toward the earth. —adj. at or
toward the earth.
earth·work (ėrthʹwėrk´), n. 1 bank of
earth piled up for a fortiﬁcation. 2 a
moving of earth in engineering operations.
earth·worm (ėrthʹwėrm´), n. a reddishbrown worm that lives in the soil; angleworm.
earth·y (ėrʹthi), adj., earth·i·er, earthi·est. 1 of or like earth or soil. 2 not
spiritual; worldly. 3 not reﬁned; coarse.
—earthʹi·ness, n.
ear trumpet, a trumpet-shaped instrument held to the ear as an aid in hearing.
ear·wax (irʹwaks´), n. the sticky, yellowish
substance in the canal of the outer ear.
ear·wig (irʹwig´), n. a beetlelike insect.
Supposedly it creeps into the ear. [OE,
< ēare ear + wicga beetle, worm]
ease (ēz), n., v., eased, eas·ing. —n. 1
freedom from pain or trouble; comfort.
2 freedom from trying hard; lack of
eﬀort; readiness: he writes with ease. 3
freedom from constraint; natural or easy
manner. —v. 1 give relief or comfort to. 2
lessen; lighten: some medicines ease pain.
3 move slowly and carefully: he eased the
big box through the narrow door.
at ease, a free from pain or trouble;
comfortable. b with the body relaxed and
the feet apart.
ease in, break in slowly.
ease oﬀ or up, a lessen. b lighten. c slow
down.
ease out, encourage to leave a
position.
ill at ease, uncomfortable.
take one’s ease, rest; make oneself comfortable. [< OF aise comfort, opportunity < VL adjacens neighborhood < L,
adjacent] —easʹer, n.
ea·sel (ēʹzәl), n. a support or upright
frame for a picture, blackboard, etc.
[< Du. ezel easel, lit., ass < L asinus]
ease·ment (ēzʹmәnt), n. a right held by
one person in land owned by another.
eas·i·ly (ēzʹә li), adv. in an easy manner;
with little eﬀort.
eas·i·ness (ēzʹi nis), n. 1 quality, condition, or state of being easy. 2 carelessness; indiﬀerence.
east (ēst), n. 1 direction of the sunrise; direction just opposite west. 2

ecliptic
Also, East. part of any country toward
the east. 3. East. region from Maine
through Maryland in the United States.
—adj. 1 lying toward or situated in
the east. 2 originating in or coming
from the east: an east wind. —adv. 1
toward the east. 2 in the east.
down East, a New England. b the
E part of New England.
the East, the Orient. [OE ēast]
East·er (ēsʹtәr), n. day for celebrating
Christ’s rising from the dead. [OE ēastre,
orig., name of dawn goddess < ēast
east]
Easter Island, island in the S Paciﬁc, 2000
miles W of Chile, and belonging to it.
east·er·ly (ēsʹtәr li), adj., adv. 1 toward
the east. 2 from the east. —eastʹer·liness, n.
east·ern (ēsʹtәrn), adj. 1 toward the east. 2
from the east. 3 of or in the east.
Eastern, a of or in the E part of the
United States. b of or in the countries in
Asia; Oriental. —eastʹern·most, adj.
Eastern Church, 1 group of Christian
churches in E Europe, W Asia, and
Egypt that do not recognize the Pope
as spiritual leader. 2 the Orthodox
Church.
east·ern·er (ēsʹtәr nәr), n. native or
inhabitant of the east.
Easterner, native or inhabitant of the E
part of the United States.
Eastern Hemisphere, the half of the
world that includes Europe, Asia, Africa,
and Australia.
East·er·tide (ēsʹtәr tīd´), n. Easter time.
East Indies, 1 the collective name given
to India, Indochina, and the Malay
Archipelago. 2 the islands of the Malay
Archipelago. —East Indian.
east·ward (ēstʹwәrd), adv. Also, eastwards. toward the east. —adj. 1 toward
the east. 2 east.
eas·y (ēzʹi), adj., eas·i·er, eas·i·est, adv.
—adj. 1 requiring little eﬀort; not hard:
easy work. 2 free from pain, discomfort,
trouble, or worry: easy circumstances.
3 giving comfort or rest: an easy chair.
4 not harsh; not severe; not strict: easy
terms. 5 not fast; slow: an easy pace.
—adv. 1 with little eﬀort. 2 easily.
easy come, easy go, something easily
gotten can just as easily be lost.
easy does it, be careful.
go easy on, a be gentle or kindly
with. b use with restraint.
take it easy, Informal. not over-exert or
push oneself. [< OF aisié, pp. of aaisier
set at ease < a– (< L ad–) + aise at ease]
eas·y·go·ing (ēzʹi gōʹing), adj. taking matters easily; not worrying.
easy mark, Informal. person who is easily
imposed on.
eat (ēt), v., ate, eat·en (ētʹәn), eat·ing. 1
chew and swallow (food). 2 have a meal.
3 destroy: acid eats metal. 4 wear away;
waste away. 5 make by eating.
eat one’s words, take back what one has
said; retract.

eat out, eat away from home.
eat up, a eat all of. b use up; waste away:
extravagance ate up his inheritance. [OE
etan] —eatʹer, n.
eat·a·ble (ētʹә bәl), adj. ﬁt to eat. —n. Usually, eatables. things ﬁt to eat; edibles.
eau de cologne or Eau de Co·logne
(ō´ dә kә lōnʹ), ⫽cologne. [< F, water of
Cologne, where it was ﬁrst made]
eaves (ēvz), n. pl. the lower edge of a roof
that projects beyond a wall. [OE efes]
eaves·drop (ēvzʹdrop´), v., –dropped,
–drop·ping. listen to what one is not
supposed to hear; listen secretly to private conversation. —eavesʹdrop´per, n.
—eavesʹdrop´ping, n.
ebb (eb), n. 1 a ﬂowing of the tide away
from the shore; fall of the tide. 2 a growing less or weaker; decline. 3 point of
decline. —v. 1 ﬂow out; fall. 2 grow less
or weaker; decline. [OE ebba]
ebb and ﬂow, 1 movement of the tides.
2 Fig. changes in circumstances, similar
to the tides.
ebb tide, tide that ﬂows away from
shore.
E·bo·la (i bōʹlә) virus, virus that causes
hemorrhagic fever.
eb·on·y (ebʹәn i), n., pl. –on·ies, adj. —n.
1 a hard, heavy, durable wood, used for
the black keys of a piano, the backs and
handles of brushes, ornamental woodwork, etc. 2 a tropical tree that yields
this wood. —adj. 1 made of ebony. 2 like
ebony; black; dark. [< L < Gk., < ebenos
ebony < Egypt. hebni]
e·bul·lient (i bulʹyәnt), adj. overﬂowing
with enthusiasm, liveliness, etc. [< L,
< ex– out + bullire boil] —e·bulʹlience,
e·bulʹlien·cy, n. —e·bulʹlient·ly, adv.
ec·cen·tric (ik senʹtrik), adj. 1 out of the
ordinary; odd; peculiar. 2 not having the
same center. 3 oﬀ center; having its axis
set oﬀ center. 4 not circular in form. —n.
an eccentric person. [< Med.L < L eccentrus < Gk., < ex– out + kentron center]
—ec·cenʹtri·cal·ly, adv.
ec·cen·tric·i·ty (ek´sәn trisʹә ti; –sen–),
n., pl. –ties. 1 something queer or out
of the ordinary; oddity; peculiarity. 2
eccentric quality or condition.
eccl., ecclesiastical.
Ec·cle·si·as·tes (i klē´zi asʹtēz), n. book
of the Old Testament. [< LL < Gk.
ekklesiastes preacher, ult. < ex– out +
kaleein call]
ec·cle·si·as·tic (i klē´zi asʹtik), n. clergyman. —adj. ecclesiastical.
ec·cle·si·as·ti·cal (i klē´zi asʹtә kәl), adj.
of or having to do with the church or the
clergy. —ec·cle´si·asʹti·cal·ly, adv.
ECG, electrocardiogram.
ech·e·lon (eshʹә lon), n. 1 a steplike
arrangement of troops, ships, etc. 2 level
of command. —v. form into a steplike
arrangement. [< F, round of a ladder
< échelle ladder < L scala]
e·chid·na (i kidʹnә), n., pl. –nas, –nae
(–nē). a small, egg-laying, ant-eating
animal of Australia with a covering of
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spines and a long, slender snout. [< L
< Gk., viper]
e·chi·no·derm (i kīʹnә dėrm; ekʹi nә–), n.
starﬁsh, sea urchin, or other similar
small sea animal with a stony shell and a
body whose parts are arranged radially.
[< NL, < Gk. echinos, sea urchin, orig.,
hedgehog + derma skin]
e·chi·nus (i kīʹnәs), n. 1 sea urchin. 2
simple, rounded molding at the top of a
Doric column.
ech·o (ekʹō), n., pl. ech·oes, v., ech·oed,
echo·ing. —n. 1 a sounding again; a
repeating of a sound. 2 person who
repeats the words or imitates the feelings, acts, etc., of another. 3 imitation
of the feelings, acts, etc., of another. —v.
1 sound again; repeat or be repeated
in sound; reﬂect sounds. 2 repeat (the
words) or imitate (the feelings, acts,
etc.) of another. [< L < Gk.] —echʹoer, n.
e·cho·ic (i kōʹik), adj. 1 like an echo. 2
imitative of sound, as the words “caw”
and “buzz”; onomatopoeic.
ech·o·lo·ca·tion (ek´ō lō kaʹshәn), n. 1
method of ﬁnding the distance to an
object and its direction by measuring
the length of time it takes sound or
radio waves echoed from the object
to reach the source of the waves, used
in radar and sonar. 2 use of echoes as
directional signals by some mammals,
such as bats and whales.
echo sounding, method of ﬁnding the
depth of a body of water by measuring
how long it takes sound waves echoed
from the bottom to reach a receiver at
the surface.
é·clair (ā klãrʹ), n. an oblong puﬀ or piece of
pastry ﬁlled with whipped cream or
custard and covered with icing. [< F,
lightning, ult. < L exclarare lighten < ex–
out + clarus clear]
é·clat (ā kläʹ), n. 1 a brilliant success.
2 fame; glory. 3 burst of applause or
approval. [< F]
ec·lec·tic (ek lekʹtik), adj. 1 selecting and
using what seems best from various
sources. 2 from various sources. [< Gk.
eklektikos < ex– out + legein pick] —eclecʹti·cism, n.
e·clipse (i klipsʹ), n., v., e·clipsed, e·clipsing. —n. 1 a darkening of the sun,
moon, etc., when some other celestial body is in a position that cuts oﬀ
its light. A solar eclipse occurs when
the moon is between the sun and the
earth. 2 loss of importance or reputation; failure for a time. —v. 1 cut oﬀ or
obscure the light from; darken. 2 cut oﬀ
or obscure the importance of; surpass.
[< OF < L < Gk. ekleipsis < ex– out +
leipein leave]
e·clip·tic (i klipʹtik), n. path that the sun
appears to travel in one year. It is the
great circle of the celestial sphere, cut
by the plane containing the orbit of the
earth. —adj. Also, e·clipʹti·cal. 1 of this
circle. 2 having to do with eclipses.
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eclogue

ec·logue (ekʹlôg; –log), n. a short poem
about country life, esp. a dialogue
between shepherds. [< L < Gk. ekloge a
selection. See eclectic.]
eco–, preﬁx. of the environment or ecology; ecological, as in ecocatastrophe.
e·co·ca·tas·tro·phe (ē´kә ca tasʹtre fē; ek´
ә–), n. enormous or worldwide ecological disaster.
e·co·cide (ēʹkә sīd; ekʹә–), n. destruction
of the earth’s environment by failure to
control pollution, overuse of resources,
etc.
e·col·o·gy (ē kolʹә ji), n. branch of biology that deals with the relation of living
things to their environment and to each
other. [< Gk. oikos house + –logy]
—ec´o·log·ic, ec´o·logʹi·cal, adj. —ec´ologʹi·cal·ly, adv. —e·colʹo·gist, n.
econ., economic; economics; economy.
e·co·nom·ic (ē´kә nomʹik; ek´ә–), adj. 1
of or pertaining to economics. Economic problems have to do with the
production, distribution, and consumption of wealth. 2 having to do with the
management of the income, supplies,
and expenses of a household, community, government, etc.
e·co·nom·i·cal (ē´kә nomʹә kәl; ek´ә–),
adj. 1 avoiding waste; saving: an eﬃcient
engine is economical of fuel. 2 having
to do with economics. —e´co·nomʹical·ly, adv.
e·co·nom·ics (ē´kә nomʹiks; ek´ә–), n. science of the production, distribution, and
consumption of wealth. Economics deals
with the material welfare of humankind
and the problems of capital, labor, wages,
prices, tariﬀs, taxes, etc.
e·con·o·mist (ē konʹә mist; i–), n. 1 an
expert in economics. 2 person who is
economical.
e·con·o·mize (ē konʹә mīz; i–), v., –mized,
–miz·ing. 1 manage so as to avoid waste;
use to the best advantage. 2 cut down
expenses. —e·conʹomiz´er, n.
e·con·o·my (ē konʹә mi; i–), n., pl. –mies.
1 a making the most of what one has; freedom from waste in the use of anything;
thrift. 2 managing aﬀairs and resources
so as to avoid waste; management. 3
system of managing the production,
distribution, and consumption of goods:
feudal economy. [< L < Gk. oikonomia
< oikos house + nemein manage]
economy class, travel class on an airplane, train, etc., that is less luxurious
and less expensive than ﬁrst class.
e·con·o·my-size (i konʹә mi sīz´), adj. in a
large package and priced at less per unit
than a regular size package.
e·co·sphere (iʹkә sﬁr; ek´ә–), n. region
suitable to sustain life; biosphere.
e·co·sys·tem (ēʹkә sis´tәm; ekʹә–), n. system of lining organisms and their physical environment, including food, water,
weather, predators, etc.
e·co·tour·ism (ē´kō tu̇rʹizm; ekʹō), n. travel
to an area that preserves the natural

environment. —e´co·tourʹ, e´co·tourʹist, n.
ec·ru, (ekʹrü), n., adj. pale brown; light
tan. [< F, raw, unbleached, var. of cru raw
< L crudus]
ec·sta·sy (ekʹstә si), n., pl. –sies. 1 state
of great joy; thrilling or overwhelming
delight; rapture. 2 amphetamine-based
drug. [< L < Gk. ekstasis trance, distraction < ex– out + histanai to place]
ec·stat·ic (ik statʹik), adj. Also, ec·statʹical. 1 full of or tending to show ecstasy. 2
caused by ecstasy. —ec·statʹi·cal·ly, adv.
ECT, electroconvulsive therapy.
ecto–, combining form. to or on the outside, as in ectoplasm ⫽outer portion of
cytoplasm. [< Gk. ekto–]
ec·to·derm (ekʹtә dėrm), n. the outer layer
of cells formed during the development
of the embryos of animals. —ec´toderʹmal, adj.
–ectomy, combining form. surgical
removal of a particular part of the body,
as in appendectomy ⫽surgical removal of
the appendix.
ec·to·plasm (ekʹtә plaz әm), n. the outer
portion of the cytoplasm of a cell.
—ec´to·plasʹmic, adj.
ec·to·ther·mic (ek´tә thėrʹmik), adj.
receiving heat from the outside; coldblooded. —ec´to·therʹmous, adj. —ec´to·therʹmy, n.
Ec·ua·dor (ekʹwә dôr), n. country in
NW South America. —Ec´ua·doʹre·an,
Ec´ua·doʹri·an, adj., n.
ec·u·men·i·cal (ek´yu̇ menʹә kәl), ec·umen·ic (–menʹik), adj. 1 general; universal. 2 of or representing the whole Christian Church. [< L oecumenicus < Gk.,
< oikoumene (ge) inhabited (world), ult.
< oikos dwelling] —ec´u·menʹi·cal·ly,
adv.
ec·u·men·ism (ekʹyu̇ mә niz әm), n. principle of worldwide Christian harmony
and unity, esp. in the Protestant Church.
ec·ze·ma (ekʹsә mә; ig zēʹ–), n. a skin
inﬂammation characterized by itching
and the formation of patches of red
scales. [< NL < Gk. ekzema < ex– out +
zeein boil]
–ed, suﬃx. 1 forming the past tense. 2
forming the past participle. 3 with various meanings: a having; supplied with,
as in bearded, long-legged, pale-faced,
tender-hearted. b having the characteristics of, as in honeyed. [OE]
ed., 1 edited; edition; editor. 2 educated.
E·dam cheese (ēʹdam; ēʹdәm), or Edam,
n. a round, yellow cheese made in Holland, usually covered with red wax on
the outside. [after village in Holland]
ed·dy (edʹi), n., pl. –dies, v., –died, –dying. —n. water, air, etc., moving against
the main current and having a whirling
motion; small whirlpool or whirlwind.
—v. move against the main current in
a whirling motion; whirl. [? < OE ed–
turning + ēa stream]
e·del·weiss (āʹdәl vīs), n. a small Alpine
plant having very small white ﬂowers

and surrounding leaves covered with
white fuzz. [< G, < edel noble + weiss
white]
e·de·ma (i dēʹmә), n., pl. –ma·ta (–mә tә).
a watery swelling in the tissues of the
body. [< NL < Gk., < oidos tumor]
E·den (ēʹdәn), n. 1 garden where Adam
and Eve lived at ﬁrst. 2 Fig. delightful
spot; paradise.
e·den·tate (ē denʹtāt), adj. toothless. —n.
one of a group of animals that are toothless or lack front teeth, as anteaters,
armadillos, and sloths. [< L, < ex– without + dens tooth]
edge (ej), n., v., edged, edg·ing. —n. 1
line or place where something ends;
part farthest from the middle; side. 2
brink; verge. 3 a thin, sharp side that
cuts. 4 sharpness; keenness. 5 advantage.
—v. 1 put an edge on; form an edge
on. 2 move in a sidewise manner or
little by little. 3 border.
edge in, manage to get in.
edge out, win by a narrow margin.
on edge, a disturbed; uncomfortable. b
impatient.
on the edge of, about to (do something).
take the edge oﬀ, deprive of force,
strength, or enjoyment. [OE ecg] —edged,
adj. —edg·er, n.
edge·ways (ejʹwāz´), adv. with the edge forward; in the direction of the edge.
Also, edgewise.
get a word in edgeways, manage to say
a few words.
edg·ing (ejʹing), n. border or trimming
on or for an edge.
edg·y (ejʹi), adj., edg·i·er, edg·i·est. 1 having a sharp edge. 2 impatient; irritable. 3
Fig. unconventional.
ed·i·ble (edʹә bәl), adj. ﬁt to eat. —n. Usually, edibles. things ﬁt or intended for
eating. [< LL, < L edere eat] —ed´i·bilʹity, edʹi·ble·ness, n.
e·dict (ēʹdikt), n. a public order or command by some authority; decree. [< L,
< ex– out + dicere say] —e·dicʹtal, adj.
ed·i·ﬁ·ca·tion (ed´ә fә kāʹshәn), n. moral
improvement; spiritual beneﬁt; instruction.
ed·i·ﬁce (edʹә ﬁs), n. a building, esp. a
large or imposing building. [< F < L
aediﬁcium < aedis temple (pl., house) +
facere make]
ed·i·fy (edʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1
improve morally; beneﬁt spiritually;
instruct. 2 build; construct. [< F < L aediﬁcare build (up). See edifice.] —edʹiﬁ´er, n.
Ed·in·burgh (edʹәn bėr´ō), n. capital of
Scotland.
ed·it (edʹit), v. 1 prepare (another person’s
writings) for publication. 2 have charge
of (a newspaper, magazine, etc.) and
decide what shall be printed.
edit down, make shorter by editing.
edit out, delete in editing. [< L editus
< ex– out + dare give; partly < editor]
edit., edited; edition; editor.

EFT
e·di·tion (i dishʹәn), n. 1 all the copies
of a book, newspaper, etc., issued about
the same time. 2 form in which a book
is printed or published: a three-volume
edition.
ed·i·tor (edʹә tәr), n. 1 person who edits.
2 person who writes editorials. [< L. See
edit.] —edʹi·tor·ship´, n.
ed·i·to·ri·al (ed´ә tôʹri әl; –tōʹ–), adj. of or
having to do with an editor; by an editor.
—n. article in a newspaper or magazine
written by the editor or under his or her
direction, giving an opinion or attitude
of the paper. —ed´i·toʹri·ally, adv.
ed·i·to·ri·al·ize (ed´ә tôʹri әl īz; –tōʹ–), v.,
–ized, –iz·ing. 1 write an editorial. 2
express one’s opinions publicly, esp. in
a newspaper. 3 write news articles as if
they were editorials.
Ed·mon·ton (edʹmәn tәn), n. city in SW
Canada; the capital of Alberta.
E.D.T., e.d.t., Eastern daylight time.
.edu, domain address for educational
organizations on the Internet.
ed·u·ca·ble (ejʹu̇ kә bәl), adj. capable of
being educated.
ed·u·cate (ejʹu̇ kāt), v., –cat·ed, –cat·ing.
1 develop in knowledge, skill, ability, or
character by training, study, etc. 2 send
to school. [< L educatus, pp. of educare
bring up, raise, akin to educere educe]
ed·u·ca·tion (ej´u̇ kāʹshәn), n. 1 development in knowledge, or skill, by teaching,
or study. 2 knowledge or skill, developed
by teaching, or study. 3 science or art
that deals with teaching and learning.
—edʹu·ca´tor, n.
ed·u·ca·tion·al (ej´u̇ kāʹshәn әl), adj. 1
of or having to do with education. 2
giving education; tending to educate.
—ed´u·caʹtion·al·ist, ed´u·caʹtion·ist,
n. —ed´u·caʹtion·al·ly, adv.
ed·u·ca·tive (ejʹu̇ kā´tiv), adj. that educates.
e·duce (i düsʹ; i dūsʹ), v., e·duced, e·ducing. bring out; develop. [< L, < ex– out
+ ducere lead] —e·ducʹi·ble, adj. —educʹtion, n.
–ee, suﬃx. 1 person who is ——, as in
absentee. 2 person who is ——ed, as in
appointee. 3 person to whom something
is ——ed, as in mortgagee. [< F –é, masc.
pp. ending]
E.E., Electrical Engineer.
EEG, electroencephalogram; electroencephalograph.
eel (ēl), n. a long, slippery ﬁsh shaped like
a snake and lacking ventral ﬁns. [OE œ̄l]
—eelʹlike´, adj.
eel·grass (ēlʹgras´; –gräs´), n. a North
Atlantic sea plant with long, narrow
leaves.
eel·pout (ēlʹpout´), n. 1 a small, eellike
saltwater ﬁsh. 2 the burbot.
e’en (ēn), adv. Poetic. even.
e’er (ãr), adv. Poetic. ever.
–eer, suﬃx. 1 one who is concerned or
deals with, as in auctioneer, charioteer. 2
person who produces, as in pamphleteer,

sonneteer. 3 be concerned or deal with,
as in electioneer. [< F –ier]
ee·rie, ee·ry (irʹi), adj., –ri·er, –ri·est.
1 causing fear; strange; weird. 2 timid
because of superstition. [ME eri, var. of
erg, OE earg cowardly] —eeʹri·ly, adv.
—eeʹri·ness, n.
ef·face (i fāsʹ), v., –faced, –fac·ing. 1 rub
out; destroy; wipe out. 2 keep (oneself)
from being noticed. [< F, < es– (< L ex–)
away + face face] —ef·faceʹa·ble, adj.
—ef·faceʹment, n. —ef·facʹer. n.
ef·fect (i fektʹ), n. 1 whatever is produced by a cause; something made to
happen by a person or thing; result. 2
power to produce results; force; inﬂuence. 3 impression produced. 4 combination of color or form in a picture,
etc. 5 purport; intent; meaning. —v.
produce as a result; bring about.
eﬀects, personal property; belongings;
goods.
for eﬀect, for show; to impress or
inﬂuence others.
in eﬀect, a in result; really. b in
operation.
into eﬀect, in action; in force.
of no eﬀect, useless.
take eﬀect, become active.
to the eﬀect, with the meaning or purpose. [< L eﬀectus < ex– + facere make]
—ef·fectʹer, n. —ef·fectʹi·ble, adj.
ef·fec·tive (i fekʹtiv), adj. 1 producing
the desired eﬀect. 2 active. 3 striking;
impressive. —ef·fecʹtive·ly, adv. —ef·fecʹtive·ness, n.
ef·fec·tu·al (i fekʹchu̇ әl), adj. 1 producing
the eﬀect desired: quinine is an eﬀectual
preventive for malaria. 2 valid. —effec´tu·alʹi·ty, n. —ef·fecʹtu·al·ly, adv.
ef·fec·tu·ate (i fekʹchu̇ āt), v., –at·ed,
–at·ing. cause; accomplish. —ef·fec´tuaʹtion, n.
ef·fem·i·nate (i femʹә nit), adj. lacking
in manly qualities; showing unmanly
weakness or delicacy; womanish. [< L,
< ex– + femina woman] —ef·femʹi·na·cy,
n. —ef·femʹi·nate·ly, adv. —ef·femʹinate·ness, n.
ef·fer·ent (efʹәr әnt), adj. conveying outward from a central organ or point.
Eﬀerent nerves carry impulses from the
brain to the muscles. —n. an eﬀerent
nerve or blood vessel. [< L, < ex– out +
ferre carry]
ef·fer·vesce (ef´әr vesʹ), v., –vesced,
–vesc·ing. 1 give oﬀ bubbles of gas;
bubble. 2 be lively; be excited. [< L
eﬀervescere boil up < ex– out + fervere be
hot] —ef´fer·vesʹcence, ef´fer·vesʹcency, n. —ef´fer·vesʹcent, adj.
ef·fete (i fētʹ), adj. unable to produce;
worn out; exhausted. [< L eﬀetus worn
out by bearing < ex– out + fe– breed,
bear] —ef·feteʹness, n.
ef·ﬁ·ca·cious (ef´ә kāʹshәs), adj. producing the desired results; eﬀective. —ef´ﬁcaʹcious·ly, adv. —ef´ﬁ·caʹcious·ness, n.
ef·ﬁ·ca·cy (efʹә kә si), n., pl. –cies. power
to produce a desired eﬀect or result;
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eﬀectiveness. [< L, < eﬃcere accomplish.
See efficient.]
ef·ﬁ·cien·cy (i ﬁshʹәn si), n., pl. –cies. 1
ability to produce the eﬀect wanted
without waste of time, energy, etc. 2
eﬃcient operation.
ef·ﬁ·cient (i ﬁshʹәnt), adj. 1 able to produce the eﬀect wanted without waste of
time, energy, etc. 2 producing an eﬀect.
[< L eﬃciens < ex– + facere do, make]
—ef·ﬁʹcient·ly, adv.
ef·ﬁ·gy (efʹә ji), n., pl. –gies. statue,
etc., of a person; image.
burn or hang in eﬃgy, burn or hang a
stuﬀed image of a person to show hatred
or contempt. [< F < L eﬃgies < ex– out +
ﬁngere form] —ef·ﬁʹgi·al, adj.
ef·ﬂo·resce (ef´lô resʹ; –lō–), v., –resced,
–resc·ing. 1 burst into bloom. 2 change
from crystals to powder by loss of water.
3 become covered with a crusty deposit
when water evaporates. [< L eﬄorescere
< ex– out + ﬂos ﬂower]
ef·ﬂo·res·cence (ef´lô resʹәns; –lō–), efﬂo·res·cen·cy (–әn si), n., pl. –cen·ces;
–cies. 1 a blooming; a ﬂowering. 2 mass
of ﬂowers or anything resembling it. 3 a
change in which crystals lose water and
become powder. 4 powder formed in
this way. 5 eruption on the skin; rash.
6 a crusty deposit formed when water
evaporates from a solution. —ef´ﬂoresʹcent, adj.
ef·ﬂu·ent (efʹlu̇ әnt), adj. ﬂowing out or
forth. —n. Often, efʹﬂu·ence. 1 that
which ﬂows out or forth; outﬂow. 2
stream ﬂowing out of another stream,
lake, etc. [< L, < ex– out + ﬂuere ﬂow]
ef·ﬂu·vi·um (i ﬂüʹvi әm), n., pl. –vi·a
(–vi ә), –vi·ums. vapor or odor. [< L. See
effluent.] —ef·ﬂuʹvi·al, adj.
ef·fort (efʹәrt), n. 1 exertion of power,
physical or mental; use of energy and
strength to do something; trying hard.
2 hard try; strong attempt. 3 result of
eﬀort; thing done with eﬀort; achievement. [< F < OF, < esforcier force, exert
< L ex– out + fortis strong] —efʹfortless, adj. —efʹfort·less·ly, adv. —efʹfortless·ness, n.
ef·fron·ter·y (i frunʹtәr i), n., pl. –ter·ies.
shameless boldness; impudence. [< F
< OF esfront shameless < L ex– out +
frons brow]
ef·ful·gent (i fulʹjәnt), adj. shining
brightly; radiant. [< L, < ex forth +
fulgere shine] —ef·fulʹgence, n. —effulʹgent·ly, adv.
ef·fuse (v. i fūzʹ; adj. i fūsʹ), v., –fused,
–fus·ing, adj. —v. pour out; spill; shed.
—adj. 1 spread out. 2 profuse. [< L eﬀusus < ex– out + fundere pour]
ef·fu·sion (i fūʹzhәn), n. 1 a pouring out.
2 unrestrained expression of feeling,
etc., in talking or writing.
ef·fu·sive (i fūʹsiv), adj. showing too
much feeling; too emotional. —ef·fuʹsive·ly, adv. —ef·fuʹsive·ness, n.
EFT, electronic funds transfer.
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eft

eft (eft), n. U.S. a small newt. [OE efete.
See newt.]
e.g., for example. [< L exempli gratia]
e·gal·i·tar·i·an (i gal´ә terʹē әn), n. person who believes that all people are
equal. —adj. believing that all people
are equal.
e·gal·i·tar·i·an·ism (i gal´ә terʹe ә niz´әm),
n. belief in equality, esp. social equality.
egg1 (eg), n. 1 a roundish body covered with a shell or membrane that
is laid by the female of birds, reptiles, and ﬁshes. Their oﬀspring come
from these eggs. 2 anything shaped
like a hen’s egg. 3 a female germ cell.
—v. prepare (food) with eggs.
egg on one’s face, humiliation; extreme
embarrassment.
have or put all one’s eggs in one basket,
risk all on one eﬀort, chance, etc.
walk on eggs or eggshells, be extremely
careful or cautious. [< Scand.]
egg2 (eg), v. urge; encourage: the boys
egged him on to ﬁght. [< Scand. eggja
< egg edge]
egg·beat·er (egʹbē´tәr), n. 1 utensil with
revolving blades for beating eggs, cream,
etc. 2 Informal. ⫽helicopter.
egg cell, the reproductive cell produced
by a female plant or animal.
egg cream, drink made of chocolate
syrup, milk, and soda water.
egg foo yung (egʹfūʹyungʹ), fried omelet
ﬁlled with Chinese vegetables, pork, etc.,
and served with a sauce.
egg·nog (egʹnog´), n. drink made of eggs,
milk, and sugar, often containing whiskey, brandy, or wine. [< egg1 + nog
strong ale]
egg·plant (egʹplant´; –plänt´), n. 1 plant
with a large, oval, purple-skinned fruit.
2 the fruit, used as a vegetable.
egg roll, thin dough wrapped around a
ﬁlling of Chinese vegetables, pork, etc.,
to form a roll which is fried.
egg·shell (egʹshel´), n. 1 shell covering
an egg. 2 a creamy white. —adj. 1 like
an eggshell; very thin and delicate. 2
creamy-white.
eg·lan·tine (egʹlәn tīn; –tēn), n. a wild
rose with pink ﬂowers; sweetbrier. [< F,
dim. of OF aiglent < VL aculentus < L
acus needle]
e·go (ēʹgō; egʹō), n., pl. e·gos. 1 the individual as a whole in his capacity to think,
feel, and act; self. 2 conceit. [< L, I]
e·go·ism (ēʹgō iz әm; egʹō–), n. 1 seeking
the welfare of oneself only; selﬁshness. 2
talking too much about oneself; conceit.
—eʹgo·ist, n.
e·go·is·tic (ē´gō isʹtik; eg´ō–), e·go·is·tical (–tә kәl), adj. 1 seeking the welfare
of oneself only; selﬁsh. 2 talking too
much about oneself; conceited. —e´goisʹti·cal·ly, adv.
e·go·tism (ēʹgә tiz әm; egʹә–), n. 1 excessive use of I, my, and me; habit of
thinking, talking or writing too much of
oneself. 2 selﬁshness. —eʹgo·tist, n.

ego trip, something done to boost one’s
reputation or self-satisfaction.
e·go·tis·tic (ē´gә tisʹtik; eg´ә–), e·go·tisti·cal (–tә kәl), adj. 1 characterized by
egotism; conceited. 2 selﬁsh. —e´gotisʹti·cal·ly, adv.
e·gre·gious (i grēʹjәs), adj. 1 outrageous;
ﬂagrant. 2 remarkable; extraordinary.
[< L egregius < ex– out + grex herd,
ﬂock] —e·greʹgious·ly, adv. —e·greʹgious·ness, n.
e·gress (ēʹgres), n. 1 a going out. 2 way
out; exit. 3 right to go out. [< L egressus
< ex– out + gradi step, go]
e·gret (ēʹgret; egʹret), n. 1 heron with
tufts of beautiful, long plumes. 2 one of
its plumes; aigrette. 3 snowy egret, the
North American egret. [< F aigrette]
E·gypt (ēʹjipt), n. country in NE Africa.
Egypt., Egyptian.
E·gyp·tian (i jipʹshәn), adj. of or having
to do with Egypt or its people. —n. 1
native or inhabitant of Egypt. 2 language
of the ancient Egyptians.
Egyptian cotton, cotton with ﬁne, long,
silky ﬁbers, grown esp. in the United
States.
E·gyp·tol·o·gy (ē´jip tolʹә ji), n. science
or study of the history, language, etc., of
ancient Egypt. —E·gyp´to·logʹi·cal, adj.
—E´gyp·tolʹo·gist, n.
eh (ā, e), interj. exclamation meaning what, as a question, or yes, as an
answer.
EHF or ehf, extremely high frequency.
ei·der (īʹdәr), n. 1 eider duck. 2 its down.
[< Scand. œthr]
ei·der·down (īʹdәr down´) or eider down,
1 the soft feathers of the eider duck, used
as stuﬃng. 2 quilt stuﬀed with these
feathers. [< Scand. œthar-dūn]
eider duck, a large, northern sea duck
with very soft feathers on its breast.
Eif·fel Tower (īʹfәl), a lofty tower in
Paris.
eight (āt), n. 1 a cardinal number, one
more than seven. 2 symbol of this number; 8. —adj. one more than seven; 8.
[OE eahta]
eight ball, a black-colored ball in the
game of pool carrying the number 8.
behind the eight ball, in a diﬃcult
situation.
eight·een (āʹtēnʹ), n. 1 a cardinal number,
eight more than ten. 2 symbol of this
number; 18. —adj. eight more than ten;
18. —eight´eenthʹ, adj., n.
eight·fold (ātʹfōld´), adj. 1 eight times as
much or as many. 2 having eight parts.
—adv. eight times as much or as many.
eighth (ātth), adj. 1 next after the seventh; last in a series of 8. 2 being one
of 8 equal parts. —n. 1 next after the
seventh; last in a series of 8. 2 one of 8
equal parts. 3 one octave.
eighth note, a short musical note; one
eighth of a whole note; quaver.
eight·y (āʹti), n., pl. eight·ies, adj. —n. 1 a
cardinal number, eight times ten. 2 sym-

bol of this number; 80. —adj. eight times
ten; 80. —eightʹi·eth, adj., n.
ein·stein·i·um (īn stīnʹi әm), n. rare,
radioactive, artiﬁcial element, E, produced as a by-product of nuclear ﬁssion.
[named for Albert Einstein]
Eir·e (ãrʹә), n. the Republic of Ireland.
Ei·sen·how·er (īʹzәn how´er), Dwight
David, 1890–1969, American general,
34th president of the United States,
1953–61.
ei·ther (ēʹthәr; īʹ–), adj. 1 one or the
other of two: either hat. 2 each of two:
either side. —pron. one or the other of
two: either of the hats. —adv. any more
than another: if you do not go, I shall
not go either. —conj. one or the other
of two: either come or go. [OE œ̄gther
< œ̄ghwœther each of two < ā always +
gehwœther each of two. See whether.]
e·jac·u·late (i jakʹyә lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lating. 1 say suddenly and brieﬂy; exclaim.
2 eject; discharge. [< L, < ex– out + jaculum javelin < jacere throw] —e·jacʹula´tive, adj. —e·jacʹu·la´tor, n.
e·jac·u·la·tion (i jak´yә lāʹshәn), n. 1
exclamation. 2 discharge.
e·jac·u·la·to·ry (i jakʹyә lә tô´ri; –tō´–),
adj. 1 said suddenly. 2 discharging.
e·ject (i jektʹ), v. throw out; expel. [< L
ejectare, ult. < ex– out + jacere throw]
—e·jecʹtion, e·jectʹment, n. —e·jecʹtive,
adj. —e·jecʹtor, n.
eke (ēk), v., eked, ek·ing. eke out, a supply what is lacking to; supplement. b
barely make (a living). [dial. var. of obs.
eche to augment < OE ēcan < OE ēaca
addition]
EKG, electrocardiogram.
el (el), n. 1 ⫽ell. 2 an elevated railroad.
e·lab·o·rate (adj. i labʹә rit; v. i labʹә rāt),
adj., v., –rat·ed, –rat·ing. —adj. worked
out with great care; having many details;
complicated. —v. 1 work out with great
care; add details to. 2 talk, write, etc.,
in great detail; give added details. [< L,
< ex– out + labor work] —e·labʹo·rately, adv. —e·labʹo·rate·ness, n. —e·labʹora´tive, adj. —e·labʹo·ra´tor, n.
e·lab·o·ra·tion (i lab´ә rāʹshәn), n. 1 an
elaborating. 2 a being elaborated. 3
something elaborated.
é·lan (ā länʹ), n. enthusiasm; liveliness.
[< F, < élancer to dart]
e·land (ēʹlәnd), n. a large African antelope with twisted horns. [< Du., elk]
e·lapse (i lapsʹ), v., e·lapsed, e·laps·ing.
slip away; glide by; pass. [< L elapsus
< ex– away + labi glide]
e·las·mo·branch (i lasʹmә brangk; i lazʹ–),
n. ﬁsh whose skeleton is formed of cartilage and whose gills are thin and platelike. [< NL < Gk. elasmos metal plate +
branchia gills]
e·las·tic (i lasʹtik), adj. 1 having the quality of springing back to its original size,
shape, or position after being stretched,
squeezed, etc. 2 springing back; springy:
an elastic step. 3 recovering quickly
from low spirits, etc.; buoyant. 4 easily
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altered to suit changed conditions; ﬂexible; adaptable. —n. 1 tape, cloth, etc.,
woven partly of rubber. 2 a rubber band.
[< NL < Gk. elastikos driving, propulsive
< elaunein drive] —e·lasʹti·cal·ly, adv.
—e·las´ticʹi·ty, n.
e·las·ti·cized (i lasʹtә sīzd), adj. woven
with elastic or made with elastic.
e·late (i lātʹ), v., e·lat·ed, e·lat·ing. put in
high spirits; make joyful or proud. [< L,
< ex– out, away + latus, pp. to ferre
carry] —e·latʹer, n.
e·lat·ed (i lātʹid), adj. in high spirits; joyful; proud. —e·latʹed·ly, adv.
e·la·tion (i lāʹshәn), n. high spirits; joyous
pride; exultant gladness.
E layer, layer of the ionosphere, 50 to 90
miles above the surface of the earth.
Also, E region.
el·bow (elʹbō), n. 1 joint between the
upper and lower arm. 2 anything
resembling a bent elbow. —v. push
with the elbow or elbows.
rub elbows with, mix with, as at a
party or in a crowd: a chance to rub
elbows with celebrities.
up to the elbows, a very busy. b deeply
involved. [OE elnboga. See ell1, bow2.]
elbow grease, Informal. energy; hard
work: a lot of elbow grease went into
the job.
el·bow·room (elʹbō rüm´; –ru̇m´), n.
plenty of room; enough space to move
or work in.
eld (eld), n. Archaic. 1 old age. 2 old times;
former times. [OE œldu < ald old]
eld·er1 (elʹdәr), adj. born, produced, or
formed before something else; older;
senior: my elder brother. —n. 1 an older
person. 2 one of the inﬂuential men of
a tribe or community. 3 any of various
important oﬃcers in certain churches.
[OE eldra, comp. of ald old]
el·der2 (elʹdәr), n. ⫽elderberry. [OE
ellœrn]
el·der·ber·ry (elʹdәr ber´i), n., pl. –ries. 1
shrub or tree with black or red berries,
sometimes used in making wine. 2 berry
of this plant.
eld·er·ly (elʹdәr li), adj. somewhat old;
beyond middle age; near old age. —n.
the elderly, the old; old people. —eldʹerli·ness, n.
eld·er·ship (elʹdәr ship), n. 1 oﬃce or
position of an elder in a church. 2 group
or court of elders; presbytery.
elder statesman, wise or experienced
older person turned to for advice, esp.
as former government oﬃcial or politician.
eld·est (elʹdist), adj. oldest (of brothers
and sisters or of a group). [OE, superl.
of ald old]
El·do·ra·do (el´dә räʹdō; –rāʹ–), El Dorado,
n., pl. –dos. 1 a legendary city of great
wealth. 2 any fabulously wealthy place.
elec., electric; electrical; electricity.
e·lect (i lektʹ), v. 1 choose or select for
an oﬃce by voting. 2 choose. —adj. 1
elected but not yet in oﬃce. 2 chosen;

selected. —n. the elect, a people chosen
by God for salvation and eternal life.
b people who belong to a group with
special rights and privileges. [< L electus
< ex– out + legere choose]
elect., electric; electrical; electricity.
e·lec·tion (i lekʹshәn), n. 1 choice. 2 a
choosing by vote.
e·lec·tion·eer (i lek´shәn irʹ), v. work for
the success of a candidate or party in
an election. —e·lec´tion·eerʹer, n. —elec´tion·eerʹing, n.
e·lec·tive (i lekʹtiv), adj. 1 chosen by an
election: elective oﬃcials. 2 ﬁlled by an
election: an elective oﬃce. 3 having the
right to vote in an election. 4 open
to choice; not required. —n. course of
study that may be taken, but is not
required. —e·lecʹtive·ly, adv. —e·lecʹtive·ness, n.
e·lec·tor (i lekʹtәr), n. 1 one having the
right to vote in an election. 2 member of
the electoral college. 3 one of the princes
who had the right to elect the emperor
of the Holy Roman Empire. —e·lecʹtoral, adj.
electoral college, group of people chosen by the voters to elect the president and vice-president of the United
States.
e·lec·tor·ate (i lekʹtәr it), n. 1 the persons
having the right to vote in an election. 2
territory under the rule of an elector of
the Holy Roman Empire.
e·lec·tric (i lekʹtrik), adj. Also, e·lecʹtrical. 1 of electricity; having to do with
electriciy. 2 charged with electricity. 3
producing electricity. 4 run by electricity. 5 exciting; thrilling. [< NL electricus
< L < Gk. elektron amber (which, under
friction, has the property of attracting)]
—e·lecʹtri·cal·ly, adv.
electrical storm, ⫽thunderstorm.
electric chair, chair used in electrocuting
criminals.
electric eel, a large, eellike ﬁsh of South
America that can give strong electric
shocks.
electric eye, a photoelectric cell. An electric eye can operate a mechanism to
open a door when its invisible beam is
interrupted.
e·lec·tri·cian (i lek´trishʹәn; ē´lek–) n. person whose work is installing or repairing
electric wires, lights, motors, etc.
e·lec·tric·i·ty (i lek´trisʹә ti; ē´lek–), n. 1
form of energy that can produce light,
heat, magnetism, and chemical changes,
and which can be generated by friction,
induction, or chemical changes. 2 an
electric current; ﬂow of electrons.
e·lec·tri·fy (i lekʹtrә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing.
1 charge with electricity. 2 equip to use
electricity. 3 give an electric shock to.
4 excite; thrill. —e·lec´tri·ﬁ·caʹtion, n.
—e·lecʹtri·ﬁ´er, n.
electro–, combining form. 1 electric, as in
electromagnet. 2 electrically, as in electropositive. 3 electricity. [< Gk. elektron
amber]

e·lec·tro·car·dio·gram (i lek´trō kärʹdē ә
gram), n. tracing or record of a cardiograph.
e·lec·tro·car·dio·graph (i lek´trō kärʹdē ә
graf; –gräf), n. instrument that measures
the electrical impulses of each heartbeat.
—e·lec´tro·car´di·o·graphʹic, adj. —elec´tro·car´di·ogʹra·phy, n.
e·lec·tro·chem·is·try (i lek´trō kemʹis tri),
n. branch of chemistry that deals with
chemical changes produced by electricity and the production of electricity by
chemical changes. —e·lec´tro·chemʹical, adj.
e·lec·tro·con·vul·sive (i lek´trō kәn vulʹsiv) therapy or treatment, ⫽electroshock
therapy.
e·lec·tro·cute (i lekʹtrә kūt), v., –cut·ed,
–cut·ing. kill by electricity. [< electro– +
(exe) cute] —e·lec´tro·cuʹtion, n.
e·lec·trode (i lekʹtrōd), n. either of the
two terminals of a battery or any other
source of electricity. [< electro– + Gk.
hodos way]
e·lec·tro·dy·nam·ics (i lek´trō dī namʹiks), n. branch of physics that deals with
the action of electricity or with electric
currents. —e·lec´tro·dy·namʹic, e·lec´tro·dy·namʹi·cal, adj.
e·lec·tro·en·ceph·a·lo·gram (i lek´trō en
sefʹә lә gram), n. tracing or record made
by an electroencephalograph.
e·lec·tro·en·ceph·a·lo·graph (i lek´trō en
sefʹә lә graf; –gräf), instrument that measures the electrical impulses of the brain.
—e·lec´tro·en·ceph´a·lo·graphʹic, adj.
—e·lec´tro·en·ceph´a·logʹra·phy, n.
e·lec·trol·y·sis (i lek´trolʹә sis; ē´lek–), n.
1 decomposition of a chemical compound into ions by the passage of an
electric current through a solution of it.
2 removal of excess hair, moles, etc., by
destruction with an electriﬁed needle.
e·lec·tro·lyte (i lekʹtrә līt), n. 1 solution
that will conduct a current. 2 compound
whose solution is a conductor. [< electro– + Gk. lytos dissoluble < lyein loose]
—e·lec´tro·lytʹic, —e·lec´tro·lytʹi·cal,
adj. —e·lec´tro·lytʹi·cal·ly, adv.
e·lec·tro·lyze (i lekʹtrә līz), v., –lyzed,
–lyz·ing. decompose by electrolysis.
—e·lec´tro·ly·zaʹtion, n. —e·lecʹtrolyz´er, n.
e·lec·tro·mag·net (i lek´trō magʹnit), n.
piece of iron that becomes a strong
magnet when electricity passes through
wire coiled around it. —e·lec´tro·magnetʹic, adj.
e·lec·tro·mag·net·ism (i lek´trō magʹnә
tiz әm), n. 1 magnetism as produced
by electric currents. 2 branch of physics
that deals with this.
e·lec·tro·mo·tive (i lek´trә mōʹtiv), adj. of
or producing a ﬂow of electricity.
electromotive force, force that causes
an electric current to ﬂow, produced
by diﬀerences in electrical charge or
potential.
e·lec·tron (i lekʹtron), n. unit charge
of negative electricity. All atoms are
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composed of electrons and protons.
[< electric + –on (as in ion, etc.)] —elec´tronʹic, adj.
e·lec·tro·neg·a·tive (i lek´trō negʹә tiv),
adj. charged with negative electricity.
electron gun, device that guides the
ﬂow and greatly increases the speed of
atomic particles.
electronic art, art made, displayed, and
sometimes controlled by a computer.
electronic funds transfer, system for
transferring funds by computer from
one bank to another or one account to
another.
electronic mail, messages created on one
computer and sent to another; email
or Email.
electronic music, music created electronically.
e·lec·tron·ics (i lek´tronʹiks; ē´lek–), n. 1
branch of physics that deals with electrons and their movement through transistors, semiconductors, etc., and has
made development of radar, television,
computers, etc., possible. 2 industry or
business of producing electronic products: continued growth in electronics.
electron microscope, microscope that
uses beams of electrons instead of beams
of light, and has much higher power
than any ordinary microscope.
e·lec·tro·plate (i lekʹtrә plāt´), v., –plated, –plat·ing, n. —v. cover with a coating of metal by means of electrolysis.
—n. silverware, etc., covered in this way.
—e·lecʹtro·plat´er, n.
e·lec·tro·pos·i·tive (i lek´trō pozʹә tiv),
adj. charged with positive electricity.
e·lec·tro·shock (i lekʹtrō shok´) therapy
or treatment, treatment of mental disorder by passing electric current through
the brain.
e·lec·tro·stat·ics (i lek´trә statʹiks), n.
branch of physics dealing with objects
charged with electricity. —e·lec´trostatʹic, adj.
e·lec·trum (i lekʹtrәm), n. a pale-yellow
alloy of gold and silver, used by the
ancients. [< L < Gk. elektron]
el·ee·mos·y·nar·y (el´ә mosʹә ner´i; el´i ә–), adj. 1 charitable. 2 free. 3 supported
by charity. [< LL, < L eleemosyna alms]
el·e·gance (elʹә gәns), el·e·gan·cy (–gәn si),
n., pl. –gan·ces; –cies. reﬁned grace and
richness; luxury free from showiness.
el·e·gant (elʹә gәnt), adj. having or showing good taste; gracefully and richly
reﬁned. [< L elegans] —elʹe·gant·ly, adv.
el·e·gi·ac (el´ә jīʹak; –әk; i lēʹji ak), adj.
Also, el´e·giʹa·cal. 1 of or suitable for an
elegy. 2 sad; mournful; melancholy.
el·e·gize (elʹә jīz), v., –gized, –giz·ing. 1
compose an elegy. 2 lament in an elegy.
el·e·gy (elʹә ji), n. pl. –gies. a mournful or
melancholy poem; poem that is a lament
for the dead. [< F < L < Gk. elegeia, ult.
< elegos mournful poem]
elem., element; elementary; elements.
el·e·ment (elʹә mәnt), n. 1 one of the
simple substances, such as gold, hydro-

gen, etc., that cannot be separated into
simpler parts by ordinary means; substance composed of atoms that are
chemically alike. 2 one of the parts of
which anything is made up. 3 one of the
four substances—earth, water, air, and
ﬁre—that were once thought to make
up all other things. 4 natural or suitable
surroundings.
be in one’s element, be where one feels at
home, at ease.
the elements, a the simple, necessary
parts to be learned ﬁrst; the basics. b
atmospheric forces: not a night to be out
in the elements. [< L elementum rudiment, ﬁrst principle]
el·e·men·tal (el´ә menʹtәl), adj. 1 of the
forces of nature. 2 simple but powerful:
hunger is an elemental feeling. 3 being a
necessary or essential part. 4 elementary.
—el´e·menʹtal·ly, adv.
el·e·men·ta·ry (el´ә menʹtә ri; –tri), adj. 1
of or dealing with the simple, necessary
parts to be learned ﬁrst; introductory. 2
made up of only one chemical element;
not a compound. —el´e·menʹta·ri·ly,
adv. —el´e·menʹta·ri·ness, n.
elementary particle, one of the fundamental units of which all matter is
composed, including the electron, proton, and neutron, neutrino, photon, and
others.
elementary school, 1 school of ﬁve or
six grades followed by middle school.
2 school of eight grades, followed by a
four-year high school.
el·e·phant (elʹә fәnt), n., pl. –phants or
(esp. collectively) –phant. a heavy mammal, with a long trunk and ivory tusks,
that is the largest four-footed animal
now living. [< OF < L Gk. elephas elephant, ivory, prob. < Egypt.]
el·e·phan·ti·a·sis (el´ә fәn tīʹә sis; –fan–),
n. disease in which parts of the body,
usually the legs, become greatly enlarged,
caused by parasitic worms that block the
ﬂow of lymph.
el·e·phan·tine (el´ә fanʹtin; –tīn; –tēn),
adj. 1 like an elephant; huge; heavy;
clumsy; slow. 2 of elephants.
elev., elevation.
el·e·vate (elʹә vāt), v., –vat·ed, –vat·ing. 1
lift up; raise. 2 raise in rank or station.
[< L, < ex– out + levare lighten, raise]
el·e·vat·ed (elʹә vāt´id), adj. 1 lifted up;
raised; high. 2 digniﬁed; lofty; noble.
—n. a street railway raised above the
ground.
el·e·va·tion (el´ә vāʹshәn), n. 1 a raised
place; high place. 2 height above the
earth’s surface or above sea level. 3 a
raising or being raised. 4 loftiness; nobility.
el·e·va·tor (elʹә vā´tәr), n. 1 thing that
raises or lifts up. 2 a moving platform
or cage to carry people and things up
and down in a building, mine, etc. 3 a
building for storing grain. 4 an adjustable surface that causes an airplane to
go up or down.

elevator shaft, a vertical passageway for
an elevator.
e·lev·en (i levʹәn), n. 1 a cardinal number,
one more than ten. 2 symbol of this
number; 11. 3 team of eleven players. —adj. one more than ten; 11. [OE
endleofan one left (over ten)] —e·levʹenth, adj., n.
eleventh hour, the latest possible
moment.
elf (elf), n., pl. elves. 1 a tiny, mischievous
fairy. 2 a small, mischievous person. [OE
œlf] —elfʹlike´, adj.
elf·in (elʹfәn), adj. of or suitable for elves;
like an elf ’s. —n. elf.
elf·ish (elʹﬁsh), adj. elﬂike; elﬁn; mischievous. —elfʹish·ly, adv. —elfʹish·ness, n.
el·hi (elʹhī´), adj. of or having to do with
both the lower, elementary grades and
the upper, high school grades.
e·lic·it (i lisʹit), v. draw forth: elicit a reply,
elicit applause. [< L elicitus < ex– out +
lacere entice] —e·lic´i·taʹtion, n. —elicʹi·tor, n.
e·lide (i līdʹ), v., e·lid·ed, e·lid·ing. omit
or slur over in pronunciation. The e
in the is elided in “th’ inevitable hour.”
[< L, < ex– out + laedere dash] —e·lidʹible, adj.
el·i·gi·bil·i·ty (el´ә jә bilʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
ﬁtness; qualiﬁcation; desirability.
el·i·gi·ble (elʹә jә bәl), adj. ﬁt to be chosen; properly qualiﬁed; desirable. —n.
an eligible person. [< F < LL < L eligere
pick out, choose. See elect.] —elʹi·gibly, adv.
e·lim·i·nate (i limʹә nāt), v., –nat·ed,
–nat·ing. 1 get rid of; remove. 2 pay no
attention to; leave out of consideration;
omit. 3 get rid of (an unknown quantity)
by combining algebraic equations. 4
execute. [< L, ex– oﬀ + limen threshold]
—e·lim´i·naʹtion, n. —e·limʹi·na´tive,
adj. —e·limʹi·naʹtor, n.
e·li·sion (i lizhʹәn), n. suppression of a
vowel or a syllable. In poetry it generally
consists in omitting a ﬁnal vowel when
the next word has an initial vowel.
e·lite (i lētʹ; ā–), n. the choice or distinguished part; the best people. —adj. distinguished: an elite group. [< F, fem. pp.
of élire pick out < L eligere. See elect.]
—e·litʹist, n.
e·lit·ism (i lētʹiz әm), n. 1 rule or government by an elite. 2 belief in or support
for such rule or government.
e·lix·ir (i likʹsәr), n. 1 substance allegedly having the power of changing lead,
iron, etc., into gold or of lengthening
life indeﬁnitely. 2 a universal remedy;
cure-all. [< Med.L < Ar. al-iksīr (def. 1),
prob. < Gk. xerion drying powder used
on wounds < xeros dry]
E·liz·a·beth (i lizʹә bәth), n. 1533–1603,
queen of England from 1558 to 1603,
daughter of Henry VIII.
E·liz·a·be·than (i liz´ә bēʹthәn; –bethʹәn),
adj. of the time of Queen Elizabeth.
—n. person, esp. a writer, of the time of
Queen Elizabeth.

emblem
Elizabethan sonnet, type of sonnet written by Shakespeare and many other
Elizabethans.
elk (elk), n., pl. elks or (esp. collectively)
elk. 1 a large deer of N Europe and Asia.
It has antlers like a moose. 2 a large,
reddish deer of North America; wapiti.
[appar. < AF form of OE eolh]
ell1 (el), n. an old measure of length,
equal to 45 inches. [OE eln length of
lower arm]
ell2 (el), n. 1 something shaped like an
L. 2 an extension of a building at right
angles to it. Also, el.
el·lipse (i lipsʹ), n. a plane curve, the path
of a point that moves so that the sum
of its distances from two ﬁxed points
remains the same. [< L ellipsis ellipsis]
el·lip·sis (i lipʹsis), n., pl. –ses (–sēz). 1
omission of a word or words needed to
complete the grammatical construction
of a sentence. Example: She is as tall as
her brother (is tall). 2 marks ( … or ***)
used to show an omission in writing or
printing. [< L < Gk., < elleipein come
short, leave out]
el·lip·ti·cal (i lipʹtә kәl), el·lip·tic (–tik),
adj. 1 like an ellipse; of an ellipse. 2
showing ellipsis; having a word or words
omitted. —el·lipʹti·cal·ly, adv.
elm (elm), n. 1 a tall, graceful shade tree.
2 its hard, heavy wood. [OE]
el·o·cu·tion (el´ә kūʹshәn), n. 1 art of
speaking or reading clearly and eﬀectively in public; art of public speaking.
2 manner of speaking or reading in
public. [< L elocutio < ex– out + loqui
speak] —el´o·cuʹtion·ar´y, adj. —el´ocuʹtion·ist, n.
e·lon·gate (i lôngʹgāt; i longʹ–), v. –gated, –gat·ing, adj. —v. lengthen; extend;
stretch. —adj. 1 lengthened. 2 long and
thin: the elongate leaf of the willow.
[< L, < ex– out + longus long] —e·lon´gaʹtion, n.
e·lope (i lōpʹ), v. e·loped, e·lop·ing. 1 run
away with a lover. 2 run away; escape.
[< AF aloper < ME lope(n) run. See
lope.] —e·lopeʹment, n. —e·lopʹer, n.
el·o·quence (elʹә kwens), n. 1 ﬂow of
speech that has grace and force. 2 power
to win by speaking; art of speaking so
as to stir the feelings. [< L eloquentia
< ex– out + loqui speak]
el·o·quent (elʹә kwәnt), adj. 1 having eloquence. 2 very expressive. —elʹo·quently, adv.
El Sal·va·dor (el salʹvә dôr), country in W
Central America.
else (els), adj. 1 other; diﬀerent. 2 in
addition. —adv. 1 instead. 2 diﬀerently. 3 otherwise; if not.
or else, a or face the consequences. b
otherwise. [OE elles]
else·where (elsʹhwãr), else·whith·er
(–hwith´әr), adv. somewhere else; in or
to some other place.
e·lu·ci·date (i lüʹsә dāt), v., –dat·ed, –dating. make clear; explain. [ LL, < L exout + lucidus bright] —e·lu´ci·daʹtion,

n. —e·luʹci·da´tive, adj. —e·luʹci·da´tor, n.
e·lude (i lüdʹ), v., e·lud·ed, e·lud·ing. 1
slip away from; escape by cleverness,
quickness, etc. 2 escape discovery by;
baﬄe. [< L, < ex– out + ludere play] —eludʹer, n. —e·luʹsion, n.
e·lu·sive (i lüʹsiv), e·lu·so·ry (–sә ri), adj.
1 hard to describe or understand; bafﬂing. 2 tending to elude. —e·luʹsive·ly,
adv. —e·luʹsive·ness, n.
e·lu·vi·um (i lüʹvē әm), n. deposit of soil
created by the disintegration of rocks
at the site or by being deposited as dust
by winds. —e·luʹvi·al, adj. —e·lu´viaʹtion, n.
elves (elvz), n. pl. of elf.
elv·ish (elʹvish), adj. elﬁsh; elﬂike.
—elvʹish·ly, adv.
E·ly·si·um (i lizhʹi әm; i lizʹ–; i lizhʹәm),
n. 1 Gk. Myth. place where heroes and
virtuous people lived after death. 2 any
place or condition of perfect happiness;
paradise. —E·lyʹsian, adj.
em (em), n., pl. ems. 1 the letter M, m. 2
unit for measuring the amount of print
in a line, page, etc.
’em (әm), pron., pl. Informal. them.
e·ma·ci·ate (i māʹshi āt), v., –at·ed, –ating. make unnaturally thin; cause to lose
ﬂesh or waste away. [< L, ult. < ex– +
macies leanness] —e·ma´ci·aʹtion, n.
email or Email (iʹmāl´), n. messages sent
by computer; electronic mail. Also, email or E-mail.
em·a·nate (emʹә nāt), v., –nat·ed, –nating. come forth. [< L, < ex– out +
manare ﬂow] —emʹa·naʹtion, n. —emʹana´tive, adj.
e·man·ci·pate (i manʹsә pāt), v., –pated, –pat·ing. release from slavery or
restraint; set free. [< L emancipatus
< ex– away + manceps purchaser < manus
hand + capere take] —e·man´ci·paʹtion,
n. —e·manʹci·pa´tive, adj. —e·manʹcipa´tor, n.
e·mas·cu·late (v. i masʹkyә lāt; adj. i masʹkyә lit; –lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lat·ing, adj. —v.
1 remove the male glands of; castrate.
2 destroy the force of; weaken. —adj.
deprived of vigor; weakened; eﬀeminate.
[< L emasculatus < ex– away + masculus male] —e·mas´cu·laʹtion, n. —emasʹcu·laʹtor, n.
em·balm (em bämʹ), v. 1 treat (a dead
body) with drugs, chemicals, etc., to
keep it from decaying. 2 keep in memory; preserve. 3 ﬁll with sweet scent;
perfume. —em·balmʹer, n. —em·balmʹment, n.
em·bank (em bangkʹ), v. protect, enclose,
or conﬁne with a raised bank of earth,
stones, etc.
em·bank·ment (em bangkʹmәnt), n. 1 a
raised bank of earth, stones, etc., used to
hold back water, support a roadway, etc.
2 an embanking.
em·bar·go (em bärʹgō), n., pl. –goes, v.,
–goed, –go·ing. —n. 1 order of a government forbidding ships to enter or
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leave its ports. 2 any restriction put
on commerce by law. 3 restriction;
restraint; hindrance. —v. lay an embargo
on; forbid to enter or leave port. [< Sp.,
< embargar restrain < VL in– in + barra
bar]
em·bark (em barkʹ), v. 1 go on board
ship. 2 put on board ship. 3 set out; start.
4 involve (a person) in an enterprise;
invest (money) in an enterprise. [< F
embarquer. See en–, bark3.] —em´barkaʹtion, emʹbar·caʹtion, n. —em·barkʹment, n.
em·bar·rass (em barʹәs), v. 1 disturb (a
person); make self-conscious. 2 involve
in diﬃculties; hinder. 3 burden with
debt; involve in ﬁnancial diﬃculties.
[< F, lit., to block < Ital., < imbarrare to
bar < VL barra bar —em·barʹrass·ing,
adj. —em·barʹrass·ing·ly, adv. —embarʹrass·ment, n.
em·bas·sa·dor (em basʹә dәr; –dôr), n.
⫽ambassador.
em·bas·sy (emʹbә si), n., pl. –sies. 1
ambassador and his staﬀ of assistants.
2 the oﬃcial residence, oﬃces, etc., of
an ambassador in a foreign country. 3
position or duties of an ambassador.
4 a special errand; important mission;
oﬃcial message. [< OF < Ital. < Pr.
< Gothic andbahti service, ult. < Gaulish
ambactus]
em·bat·tle1 (em batʹәl), v., –tled, –tling.
prepare for battle; form into battle order.
[see en–, battle]
em·bat·tle2 (em batʹәl), v., –tled, –tling.
provide with battlements; fortify. [< en– +
obs. battle, v., furnish with battlements]
em·bed (em bedʹ), v., –bed·ded, –bedding. 1 put in a bed; plant. 2 ﬁx or
enclose in a surrounding mass: made of
metal embedded in concrete. 3 insert a
journalist into a military unit to accompany the soldiers on missions and ﬁle
news reports based on direct experience.
Also, imbed.
em·bel·lish (em belʹish), v. 1 decorate;
adorn; ornament. 2 make more interesting by adding real or imaginary details;
elaborate. [< OF embellir < en– in (< L
in–) + bel handsome < L bellus] —embelʹlishʹer, n. —em·belʹlish·ment, n.
em·ber (emʹbәr), n. piece of wood or coal
still glowing in the ashes of a ﬁre. [OE
œ̄merge]
em·bez·zle (em bezʹәl), v., –zled, –zling.
steal (money, securities, etc., entrusted
to one’s care). [< AF enbesiler < en– +
beseler destroy] —em·bezʹzle·ment, n.
—em·bezʹzler, n.
em·bit·ter (em bitʹәr) v. make bitter;
make more bitter: embittered by loss.
em·bla·zon (em blāʹzәn), v. 1 display conspicuously. 2 decorate; adorn. 3 praise
highly; honor publicly. —em·blaʹzoner, n. —em·blaʹzon·ment, em·blaʹzonry, n.
em·blem (emʹblәm), n. 1 representation
of an invisible quality, idea, etc., by some
connection of thought; symbol. The
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dove is an emblem of peace. 2 a heraldic
device. [< L, inlaid work < Gk. emblema
insertion < en– in + ballein throw]
em·blem·at·ic (em´blә matʹik), em·blemat·i·cal (–ә kәl), adj. used as an emblem;
symbolical. The dove is emblematic of
peace. —em´blem·atʹi·cal·ly, adv.
em·bod·y (em bodʹi), v., –bod·ied, –body·ing. 1 put into visible form; express
in deﬁnite form. 2 bring together and
include in a book, system, etc.; organize.
3 make part of an organized book, law,
system, etc.; incorporate. —em·bodʹiment, n.
em·bold·en (em bōlʹdәn), v. make bold;
encourage.
em·bo·lism (emʹbә liz әm), n. obstruction
of a blood vessel by a clot, a bit of fat, or
other obstacle. [< L < Gk. embolismos.
See emblem.] —em´bo·lisʹmic, adj.
em·bo·lus (emʹbә lәs), n., pl. –li (–lī). a
solid material in the vascular system.
em·bos·om (em bu̇zʹәm; –büʹzәm), v. 1
surround; enclose; envelop. 2 embrace;
cherish.
em·boss (em bôs; –bosʹ), v. decorate with
a design, pattern, etc., that stands out
from the surface. [See en–, boss2] —embossʹer, n. —em·bossʹment, n.
em·bow·er (em bouʹәr), v. enclose in a
shelter of leafy branches.
em·brace (em brāsʹ), v., –braced, –bracing, n. —v. 1 clasp or hold in the arms to
show love or friendship; hug. 2 Fig. take
up; take for oneself; accept: embrace the
Christian religion. 3 include; contain. 4
surround; enclose. —n. 1 an embracing;
a hug. 2 an accepting. [< OF < VL, < L
in– in + brachium arm] —em·braceʹable, adj. —em·braceʹment, n. —embracʹer, n.
em·bra·sure (em brāʹzhәr), n. an opening in a wall for a gun, with sides that
spread outward. [< F, < embraser widen
an opening]
em·broi·der (em broiʹdәr), v. 1 ornament
(cloth, leather, etc.) with a design, pattern, etc., of stitches. 2 make or put (a
design, pattern, etc.) on cloth, leather,
etc., with stitches. 3 Fig. add imaginary
details to; exaggerate. [see en–, broider]
—em·broiʹder·er, n.
em·broi·der·y (em broiʹdәr i), n., pl. –deries. 1 art of working raised and ornamental designs in cloth, leather, etc.,
with a needle; embroidering. 2 embroidered work or material. 3 Fig. imaginary
details; exaggeration.
em·broil (em broilʹ), v. 1 involve (a person, country, etc.) in a quarrel. 2 throw
(aﬀairs, etc.) into a state of confusion.
—em·broilʹer, n. —em·broilʹment, n.
em·bry·o (emʹbri ō), n., pl. bry·os, adj.
—n. 1 animal during the period of its
growth from the fertilized egg until its
organs have developed so that it can live
independently. 2 an undeveloped plant
within a seed. —adj. embryonic; undeveloped; not mature. [< Med.L < Gk.
embryon, < en– in + bryein swell]

embryol., embryology.
em·bry·ol·o·gy (em´bri olʹә ji), n. study
of the formation and development of
embryos. —em´bry·o·logʹi·cal, em´bryo·logʹic, adj. —em´bry·olʹo·gist, n.
em·bry·on·ic (em´bri onʹik), adj. 1 of the
embryo. 2 undeveloped; not mature.
em·cee (em´sēʹ), n., v., –ceed, –cee·ing.
U.S. —n. master of ceremonies. —v. act
as master of ceremonies of. Also, M.C.
[< pronunciation of M.C.]
e·meer (ә mir), n. ⫽emir.
e·mend (i mendʹ), e·men·date (ēʹmendāt), v., e·mend·ed, e·mend·ing; e·mendat·ed, e·men·dat·ing. suggest changes
to free (a faulty text, document, etc.)
from errors; correct; improve. [< L,
< ex– away + menda fault] —e·mendʹable, adj. —e´men·daʹtion, n. —e·men´da·toʹry, adj.
em·er·ald (emʹәr әld; emʹrәld), n. a
bright-green precious stone; transparent
green beryl. —adj. bright-green. [< OF
esmeralde < L < Gk. smaragdos]
e·merge (i mėrjʹ), v., —e·merged, e·merging. come out; come into view. [< L,
< ex– out + mergere dip] —e·merʹgence,
n. —e·merʹgent, adj.
e·mer·gen·cy (i mėrʹjәn si), n., pl. –cies.
—n. a sudden need for immediate
action. —adj. for use in time of sudden need.
e·mer·i·tus (i merʹә tәs), adj. honorably
discharged; retired from active service,
but still holding one’s rank and title. —n.
person honorably discharged or retired.
[< L, < ex– to the end + merere serve]
e·mer·sion (i mėrʹzhәn; –shәn), n. an
emerging.
em·er·y (emʹәr i), n. a hard, dark mineral,
an impure corundum, used for grinding, smoothing, and polishing. [< F
< Ital. < VL smericulum < Med.Gk. smeris
< Gk. smyris abrasive powder]
emery board, thin, ﬂat, small piece of
cardboard, coated with emery powder
and used as a nail ﬁle.
e·met·ic (i metʹik), adj. causing vomiting.
—n. medicine or treatment that causes
vomiting. [< L < Gk. emetikos < emeein
vomit]
em·i·grant (emʹә grәnt), n. person who
leaves his own country or region to
settle in another. —adj. leaving one’s
own country or region to settle in
another.
em·i·grate (emʹә grāt), v., –grat·ed, –grating. leave one’s own country or region
to settle in another. [< L, < ex– out +
migrare to move. See migrate.] —emʹigraʹtion, n.
e·mi·gré or é·mi·gré (emʹә grā), n., pl.
–grés (–grāz). 1 emigrant. 2 member of
a refugee group. [< F]
em·i·nence (emʹә nәns), n. 1 rank or
position above all or most others; high
standing; fame. 2 a high place; lofty hill.
3 Eminence, title of honor given to a
cardinal in the Roman Catholic Church.
[< L eminentia < ex– out + minere jut]

em·i·nent (emʹә nәnt), adj. 1 distinguished; exalted. 2 conspicuous; noteworthy. 3 high; lofty. 4 projecting.
—emʹi·nent·ly, adv.
eminent domain, right of government
to take private property for public use.
The owner must be paid for the property taken.
e·mir (ә mirʹ), n. 1 Arabic title for a
chief, prince, or military leader. 2 title
of the descendants of Muhammad. Also,
emeer. [< Ar. amīr commander]
e·mir·ate (әʹmir it), n. 1 rank or authority of an emir. 2 state or territory led
by an emir.
em·is·sar·y (emʹә ser´i), n., pl. –sar·ies,
adj. —n. 1 person sent on a mission or
errand. 2 a secret agent; spy. —adj. of, or
acting as, an emissary. [< L emissarius.
See emit.]
e·mis·sion (i mishʹәn), n. 1 act or fact
of emitting. 2 thing emitted. —e·misʹsive, adj.
e·mit (i mitʹ), v., e·mit·ted, e·mit·ting. 1
give oﬀ; send out. 2 put into circulation;
issue. 3 utter; voice. [< L, < ex– out +
mittere send] —e·mitʹter, n.
Em·man·u·el (i manʹyu̇ әl), n. ⫽Immanuel.
Em·my (emʹi), n., pl. –mies. a small statuette awarded annually by the Academy of Television Arts and Sciences for
excellence in television.
e·mol·lient (i molʹyәnt), adj. softening;
soothing. —n. something that softens
and soothes. [< L < emollire soften <
ex– + mollis soft]
e·mol·u·ment (i molʹyә mәnt), n. proﬁt
from an oﬃce or position; fee. [< L,
proﬁt, ult. < ex– out + molere grind]
e·mote (i mōtʹ), v., e·mot·ed, e·moting. 1 act, esp. in an exaggerated manner. 2 show emotion. —e·moʹtive, adj.
—e´mo·tivʹi·ty, n.
e·mo·tion (i mōʹshәn), n. a strong feeling,
as of fear, anger, love, joy, etc. [< F, (after
motion) < émouvoir stir up < L, < ex– out
+ movere move] —e·moʹtion·al, adj.
—e·mo´tion·alʹi·ty, n. —e·moʹtion·ally, adv. —e·moʹtion·less, adj.
e·mo·tion·al·ism (i mōʹshәn әl iz´әm), n.
1 emotional quality or character. 2 an
appealing to the emotions. 3 tendency
to display emotion too easily.
Emp., emperor; empire; empress.
em·pan·el (em panʹәl), v., –eled, –el·ing,
⫽impanel.
em·pa·thize (emʹpә thīz), v., –thized,
–thiz·ing. feel empathy.
em·pa·thy (emʹpә thi), n. the complete
understanding of another’s feelings,
motives, etc. [< Gk., < en– in + pathos
feeling] —em·pathʹic, adj.
em·per·or (emʹpәr әr), n. man who is the
ruler of an empire. [< OF < L imperator
commander < in– in + parare to order]
—emʹper·or·ship´, n.
em·pha·sis (emʹfә sis), n., pl. –ses (–sēz).
1 special force; stress; importance. 2
special force given to particular syl-
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lables, words, or phrases. [< L < Gk.,
< emphainein indicate < en– in + phainein show]
em·pha·size (emʹfә sīz), v. –sized, –sizing. give special force to; stress.
em·phat·ic (em fatʹik), adj. 1 spoken
or done with force or stress; strongly
expressed. 2 attracting attention; striking. —em·phatʹi·cal·ly, adv.
em·pire (emʹpīr), n. 1 group of countries
or states under the same ruler or government: the Roman Empire. 2 country ruled by an emperor or empress:
the Japanese Empire. 3 absolute power;
supreme authority. 4 Fig. large business
or group of businesses controlled by
one group or family or an individual: a
media empire. [< OF < L imperium. See
emperor.]
em·pir·ic (em pirʹik), n. 1 person who
lacks theoretical or scientiﬁc knowledge
and relies entirely on practical experience. 2 person without regular or proper
training; quack. —adj. ⫽empirical. [< L
< Gk. empeirikos < en– in + peira experience, experiment]
em·pir·i·cal (em pirʹә kәl) adj. 1 based
on experiment and observation. 2 based
entirely on practical experience. —empirʹi·cal·ly, adv.
em·pir·i·cism (em pirʹә siz әm), n. 1 use
of methods based on experiment and
observation. 2 undue reliance upon
experience; unscientiﬁc practice; quackery. —em·pirʹi·cist, n.
em·place·ment (em plāsʹmәnt), n. 1 space
or platform for a heavy gun or guns. 2 an
assigning to a place; locating.
em·ploy (em ploiʹ), v. 1 use the services
of; give work and pay to. 2 use. 3 engage
the attention of; keep busy; occupy.
—n. a being employed; service for pay;
employment. [< F < L, in– in + plicare
fold] —em·ployʹa·ble, adj.
em·ploy·ee (em ploiʹē; em´ploi ēʹ), n.
person who works for some person or
ﬁrm for pay.
em·ploy·er (em ploiʹәr), n. 1 person or
ﬁrm that employs one or more persons.
2 user.
em·ploy·ment (em ploiʹmәnt), n. 1 an
employing or being employed. 2 what a
person is doing; business. 3 use.
em·po·ri·um (em pôʹri әm; –pōʹ–), n., pl.
–po·ri·ums, –po·ri·a (–pôʹri ә; –poʹ–),
1 center of trade; marketplace. 2 a large
store selling many diﬀerent things. [< L
< Gk. emporion < emporos merchant,
traveler < en– on + poros voyage]
em·pow·er (em pouʹәr), v. 1 give power to.
2 enable; permit. —em·powʹer·ment, n.
em·press (emʹpris), n. 1 wife of an
emperor. 2 woman who is the ruler of
an empire.
emp·ty (empʹti), adj. –ti·er, –ti·est, v.,
–tied, –ty·ing, n., pl. –ties. —adj. 1 with
nothing or no one in it. 2 not real; meaningless: an empty threat has no force.
—v. 1 pour out or take out the contents
of; make empty. 2 become empty. 3

ﬂow out; discharge. —n. something with
nothing or no one in it.
empty of, having no: a city empty of
people. [OE œ̄mtig < œ̄metta leisure]
—empʹti·ly, adv. —emp·ti·ness, n.
emp·ty-hand·ed (empʹti hanʹdid), adj.
having nothing in the hands; bringing
or taking nothing, esp. of value.
empty set, mathematical set that has no
members; null set.
em·pyr·e·al (em pirʹi әl; em´pә rēʹәl, –pī–),
adj. celestial; heavenly.
em·py·re·an (em´pә rēʹәn; –pī–), n. 1
region of pure light. 2 sky; ﬁrmament.
—adj. ⫽empyreal. [< LL < Gk. empyrios,
empyros < en– in + pyr ﬁre]
e·mu (ēʹmū), n. a large, ﬂightless Australian bird resembling an ostrich but
smaller. [< Moluccan emeu]
em·u·late (emʹyә lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lat·ing.
try to equal or excel. [< L, < aemulus
striving to equal] —em´u·laʹtion, n.
—emʹu·la´tive, adj.
em·u·lous (emʹyә lәs), adj. wishing to
equal or excel. —emʹu·lous·ly, adv.
—emʹu·lous·ness, n.
e·mul·si·fy (i mulʹsә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing.
make into an emulsion. —e·mul´si·ﬁcaʹtion, n. —e·mulʹsi·ﬁʹer, n.
e·mul·sion (i mulʹshәn), n. 1 liquid that is
a mixture of liquids that do not dissolve
in each other. 2 a coating on a photographic ﬁlm, plate, etc., that is sensitive
to light. [< NL emulsio < L ex– out +
mulgere milk]
en (en), n. 1 the letter N, n. 2 half of the
width of an em in printing.
en–, preﬁx. 1 cause to be; make, as in
enable, enfeeble. 2 put in; put on, as in
encircle, enthrone. 3 other meanings, as
in enact, encourage, entwine. En– often
changes the meaning of a verb little or
not at all. [< OF < L in–; before b, p, or
m the form becomes em–]
–en, suﬃx. 1 cause to be; make, as in
blacken, sharpen. 2 cause to have, as
in heighten, strengthen. 3 become, as in
sicken, soften. 4 come to have; gain, as
in lengthen. 5 made of, as in silken,
wooden. 6 –en is used to form past
participles of strong verbs, as in fallen,
shaken. 7 –en is used to form the plural
of a few nouns, as in children, oxen. [OE]
en·a·ble (en āʹbәl), v., –bled, –bling. give
ability, power, or means to; make able.
—en·abler ʹ, n.
en·act (en aktʹ), v. 1 pass (a bill) giving it
validity as law; make into a law. 2 play
the part of; act out; play. —en·acʹtor, n.
en·act·ment (en aktʹmәnt), n. 1 an enacting. 2 a being enacted. 3 law.
e·nam·el (i namʹәl), n., v., –eled, –el·ing
—n. a glasslike substance melted and
then cooled to make a smooth, hard
surface. 2 paint or varnish used to make
a smooth, hard, glossy surface. 3 the
smooth, hard, glossy outer layer of the
teeth. 4 thing covered or decorated with
enamel. [< v.] —v. cover or decorate
with enamel. [< AF enamayller < en– on

(< L in–) + amayl (OF esmail) enamel
< Gmc.] —e·namʹel·er, n. —e·namʹelwork´, n.
e·nam·el·ware (i namʹәl wār), n. pots,
pans, and household appliances, etc.,
made of metal coated with enamel.
en·am·or (en amʹәr), v. arouse to love;
charm: her beauty enamored the prince.
[< OF enamourer < en– in (< L in–) +
amour love < L amor] —en·amʹored,
adj.,
enc., enclosure.
en·camp (en kampʹ), v. 1 make a camp. 2
stay in a camp. —en·campʹment, n.
en·cap·su·late (en kapʹsә lāt), v. –lat·ed,
–lat·ing. 1 enclose in a capsule. 2 encase
in a covering. 3 Fig. capture an idea,
atmosphere, mood, etc., in words.
en·case (en kāsʹ), v., –cased, –cas·ing.
1 put in a case. 2 cover completely;
enclose.
–ence, suﬃx. 1 act, fact, quality, or state
of ——ing, as in abhorrence, indulgence.
2 quality or state of being ——ent, as
in absence, conﬁdence, competence, prudence. [< L –entia]
en·ceph·a·li·tis (en sef´ә līʹtis), n. inﬂammation of the brain caused by injury,
infection, poison, etc. —en·ceph´a·litʹic,
adj.
en·ceph·a·lon (en sefʹә lon), n. the brain.
[< NL < Gk., < en– in + kephale head]
—en´ce·phalʹic, adj.
en·chain (en chānʹ), v. 1 put in chains;
fetter. 2 attract and ﬁx ﬁrmly; hold fast.
—en·chainʹment, n.
en·chant (en chantʹ; –chäntʹ), v. 1 use
magic on; put under a spell. 2 delight
greatly; charm. [< F < L < in– against +
cantare chant]
en·chant·er (en chanʹtәr; –chänʹ–), n.
one that enchants.
en·chant·ing (en chanʹting; –chänʹ–), adj.
1 very delightful; charming. 2 bewitching. —en·chantʹing·ly, adv.
en·chant·ment (en chantʹmәnt; –chäntʹ–),
n. 1 an enchanting or being enchanted. 2
something that enchants.
en·chan·tress (en chantʹris; –chäntʹ–), n.
woman who enchants.
en·chi·la·da (en chi lāʹdә), n. rolled tortilla ﬁlled with cheese, peppers, meat, etc.
served with a spicy sauce.
the whole enchilada, the entire aﬀair,
business, etc.
en·ci·pher (en sīʹfәr), v. put a message
into cipher.
en·cir·cle (en sėrʹkәl), v., –cled, –cling. 1
form a circle around; surround. 2 go in a
circle around. —en·cirʹcle·ment, n.
encl., enclosed; enclosure.
en·clave (enʹklāv), n. 1 country or district surrounded by a foreign territory.
2 Fig. any small group isolated or
separate from a larger one surrounding
it. 3 Fig. any small area isolated from
a surrounding area. [< F, < enclaver
enclose]
en·close (en klōzʹ), v., –closed, –clos·ing.
1 shut in on all sides; surround. 2 put a
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wall or fence around. 3 put in an envelope along with a letter, etc. 4 contain.
en·clo·sure (en klōʹzhәr), n. 1 an enclosing or being enclosed. 2 an enclosed
place. 3 thing that encloses. 4 thing
enclosed.
en·code (en kōdʹ), v., –cod·ed, –cod·ing.
put a message into code.
en·co·mi·um (en kōʹmi әm), n., pl. –miums, –mi·a (–mi ә), an elaborate expression of praise; high praise; eulogy.
[< LL < Gk. enkomion, neut., laudatory
< en– in + komos revelry] —en·coʹmiast, n. —en·co´mi·asʹtic, adj. —enco´mi·asʹti·cal·ly, adv.
en·com·pass (en kumʹpәs), v. 1 surround
completely; shut in on all sides; encircle. 2 enclose; contain. —en·comʹpassment, n.
en·core (ängʹkôr; –kōr; änʹ–), interj., n.,
v., –cored, –cor·ing. —interj. once more;
again. —n. 1 demand by the audience
for the repetition of a song, etc., or for
another appearance of the performer
or performers. 2 repetition of a song,
etc., in response to such a demand.
3 an additional song, etc., given in
response to such a demand. —v. make
such a demand for (a performer, etc.) by
applauding. [< F]
en·coun·ter (en kounʹtәr), v. 1 meet
unexpectedly. 2 meet with (diﬃculties,
opposition, etc.). 3 meet as an enemy;
meet in a ﬁght or battle. —n. 1 a meeting, esp. an unexpected one. 2 a meeting
of enemies; ﬁght; battle. [< OF < VL, < L
in– + contra against]
en·cour·age (en kėrʹij), v. –aged, –ag·ing.
1 give courage to; increase the hope or
conﬁdence of; urge on 2 be favorable
to; help; support. [< OF, < en– in + corage courage] —en·courʹag·er, n. —encourʹag·ing·ly, adv.
en·cour·age·ment (en kėrʹij mәnt), n. 1
an encouraging. 2 a being encouraged. 3
thing that encourages.
en·croach (en krōchʹ), v. 1 go beyond
proper or usual limits. 2 trespass upon
the property or rights of another;
intrude. [< OF, < en– in (< L in–) + croc
hook < Gmc.] —en·croachʹer, n. —encroachʹment, n.
en·crust (en krustʹ), v. 1 cover with a
crust or hard coating: every surface was
encrusted with ice. 2 form a crust. 3
decorate with a layer of jewels, gold, etc.
Also, incrust. —en´crus·taʹtion, n.
en·crypt (en kriptʹ), v. put into cipher or
code. —en·crypʹtion, n.
en·cum·ber (en kumʹbәr), v. 1 hold back
(from running, doing, etc.); hinder;
hamper. 2 make diﬃcult to use; ﬁll;
obstruct. 3 weigh down; burden. [< OF,
< en in + combre barrier, prob. < Celtic]
en·cum·brance (en kumʹbrәns), n. 1
anything that encumbers; hindrance;
obstruction; burden. 2 claim, mortgage,
etc., on property.
–ency, suﬃx. 1 act, fact, quality, or state of
——ing, as in dependency. 2 quality or

state of being ——ent, as in frequency. 3
other meanings, as in agency, currency.
[< L –entia]
ency. or encyc. encyclopedia.
en·cyc·li·cal (en sikʹlә kәl; –sīʹklә–), encyc·lic (–lik), n. letter about the general
welfare of the church from the pope to
his clergy. —adj. intended for wide circulation. [< LL encyclicus < Gk., < en– in
+ kyklos circle]
en·cy·clo·pe·di·a, (en sī´klә pēʹdi ә), n.
book or series of books giving information, arranged alphabetically, on all
branches of knowledge. [< LL < Gk.
enkyklopaideia, for enkyklios paideia
well-rounded education] —en·cy´clopeʹdic, adj. —en·cy´clo·peʹdist, n.
en·cyst (en sistʹ), v. enclose or become
enclosed in a cyst or sac. —en·cystʹment, n.
end (end), n. 1 the last part; conclusion.
2 place where a thing stops. 3 purpose; object. 4 result; outcome. 5 death;
destruction. 6 part left over; remnant;
fragment. 7 player at either end of the
line in football. —v. 1 bring or come
to an end; stop; ﬁnish. 2 destroy; kill. 3
form the end of; be the end of.
at loose ends, not settle; disordered.
end to end, one end against another:
tables placed end to end.
end up, wind up; come out: end up in
trouble.
in the end, ﬁnally.
keep or hold one’s end up, do one’s
part.
make both ends meet, spend or use
only as much as one has.
no end, Informal. very much: no end
of fun.
on end, a upright. b one after another:
little sleep for nights on end.
put an end to, a stop: put an end to
such nonsense. b destroy; kill. [OE ende]
—endʹer, n.
en·dan·ger (en dānʹjәr), v. cause danger
to; expose to loss or injury. —en·danʹger·ment, n.
en·dan·gered (en dānʹjerd), adj. facing
possible extinction: endangered species.
en·dear (en dirʹ), v. make dear. —en·dearʹing·ly, adv.
en·dear·ment (en dirʹmәnt), n. 1 an
endearing. 2 thing that endears. 3 act or
word showing love or aﬀection; caress.
en·deav·or (en devʹәr), v. try hard; attempt
earnestly; make an eﬀort; strive. —n. an
earnest attempt; eﬀort. [< en– + F devoir
duty] —en·deavʹor·er, n.
en·dem·ic (en demʹik), adj. regularly
found in a particular people or locality.
—n. an endemic disease. [< Gk. endemos
native < en– in + demos people] —endemʹi·cal·ly, adv.
end·ing (enʹding), n. 1 the last part; end.
2 death. 3 letter or syllable added to a
word or stem to change its meaning or
to show its relationship to other words;
inﬂection. The common plural ending in
English is s or es.

en·dive (enʹdīv; änʹdēv), n. 1 kind of
chicory with ﬁnely divided, curly leaves,
used for salads. 2 kind of chicory that
looks like very smooth white celery, also
used for salads. [< OF < Med.L < Med.Gk.
< L intibum]
end·less (endʹlis), adj. 1 having no end;
never stopping; lasting or going on forever. 2 with the ends joined for continuous
action: an endless chain. —endʹlessly, adv. —endʹless·ness, n.
end·most (endʹmōst), adj. nearest to the
end; last; farthest.
endo–, combining form. within; inside;
inner, as in endocarp, endoplasm.
[< Gk.]
en·do·car·di·um (en´dō kärʹdi әm) n.
smooth membrane that lines the cavities of the heart.
en·do·carp (enʹdō kärp), n. the inner
layer of a ripened ovary of a plant.
en·do·crine (enʹdō krīn; –krin), adj. of or
having to do with the endocrine glands.
—n. 1 an endocrine gland. 2 its secretion. [< endo– + Gk. krinein separate]
endocrine gland, any of various glands
that produce secretions that pass directly
into the blood stream instead of into a
duct, as the thyroid gland.
en·do·cri·nol·o·gy (en´dō kri nolʹә ji;
–krī–), n. science that deals with the
endocrine glands, esp. their role in the
body and disease. —en´do·cri´no·logʹical, adj. —en´do·cri·nolʹo·gist, n.
en·do·derm (enʹdō dėrm), n. inner layer
of cells formed in an embryo. [< endo– +
Gk. skin] —en´do·derʹmal, adj.
en·dog·e·nous (en dojʹә nәs), adj. growing from the inside; originating within.
—en·dogʹe·nous·ly, adv.
en·do·me·tri·um (en´dō mēʹtrē әm) n.
inner lining of the uterus. [< NL endometrium < Gk. éndon within + mētra
womb] —en´do·meʹtri·al, adj.
en·do·plasm (enʹdō plaz әm), n. the
inner portion of the cytoplasm of a cell.
—en´do·plasʹmic, adj.
en·dor·phin (en dôrʹﬁn), n. any one
of a group of substances in the brain
that reduce the sense of pain and are
involved in other responses.
en·dorse (en dôrsʹ), v. –dorsed, –dorsing. 1 write one’s name, comment, etc.,
on the back of (a check or other document). 2 approve; support. [alter. of ME
endosse(n) <OF, < en– on + dos back
< L dorsum] —en·dorsʹa·ble, adj. —endor´seeʹ, n. —en·dorseʹment, n. —endorsʹer, n.
en·do·skel·e·ton (en´dō skelʹә tәn), n.
internal skeleton of vertebrates and
related forms.
en·do·sperm (enʹdō spėrm), n. nourishment for the embryo enclosed with it in
the seed of a plant.
en·dow (en douʹ), v. 1 give money or
property to provide an income for. 2
provide with some ability, quality, or
talent: nature endowed her with both
beauty and brains. [< OF, < en– (< L

engulf
in–) + douer endow < L dotare] —endowʹer, n.
en·dow·ment (en douʹmәnt), n. 1 an
endowing. 2 money or property given
to provide an income. 3 Usually, endowments. talent, esp. a natural, inborn talent; ability.
end product, portion remaining after
something is processed; the result of a
processing.
end table, small table suitable to put
beside a chair or couch.
en·due (en düʹ; –dūʹ), v., –dued, –du·ing,
provide with a quality or power.
en·dur·ance (en du̇rʹәns; –dyu̇r–), n. 1
power to last or keep on. 2 power to put
up with, bear, or stand.
en·dure (en du̇rʹ; –dyu̇rʹ), v. –dured,
–dur·ing. 1 keep on; last. 2 undergo;
bear; tolerate. [< OF < LL < L, make hard
< in– + durus hard] —en·durʹa·ble, adj.
—en·durʹa·bly, adv.
en·dur·ing (en du̇rʹing; –dyu̇rʹ–), adj.
lasting; permanent. —en·durʹing·ly, adv.
—en·durʹing·ness, n.
end use, the particular function which
a resource or product serves or is limited to.
end·ways (endʹwāz´), end·wise (–wīz),
adv. 1 on end; upright. 2 with the end
forward; in the direction of the end. 3
lengthwise. 4 end to end.
en·e·ma (enʹә mә), n., pl. en·e·mas, enem·a·ta (i nemʹә tә). injection of liquid
into the rectum to ﬂush the bowels.
[< Gk., < en– in + hienai send]
en·e·my (enʹә mi), n., pl. –mies, adj. —n.
1 person or group that hates and tries to
harm another. 2 a hostile force, nation,
army, ﬂeet, or air force; person, ship, etc.,
of a hostile nation. 3 anything harmful;
frost is an enemy of plants. —adj. of an
enemy. [< OF < L, < in– not + amicus
friendly]
en·er·get·ic (en´әr jetʹik), adj. full of
energy; eager to work; full of force;
active. —en´er·getʹi·cal·ly, adv.
en·er·gize (enʹәr jīz), v., –gized, –giz·ing.
give energy to. —enʹer·giz´er, n.
en·er·gy (enʹәr ji), n., pl. –gies. 1 active
strength or force; healthy power; vigor. 2
strength; force; power. 3 Physics. capacity for doing work. [< LL < Gk., < energos active < en– in + ergon work]
energy crisis, severe shortage of electricity, gas, etc., or of the fuels used to
produce energy.
en·er·vate (enʹәr vāt), v. –vat·ed, –vat·ing.
lessen the vigor or strength of; weaken.
[< L, < ex– away + nervus sinew, nerve]
—en´er·vaʹtion, n. —enʹer·va´tor, n.
en·fee·ble (en fēʹbәl), v., –bled, –bling.
make feeble; weaken. —en·feeʹble·
ment, n. —en·feeʹbler, n.
en·ﬁ·lade (en´fә lādʹ), n., v., –lad·ed, –lading. —n. 1 gunﬁre directed from the side
at a line of troops or a position held by
them. 2 situation exposed to such raking
gunﬁre. —v. ﬁre guns at (a line of troops
or the position held by them) from the

side. [< F, < enﬁler thread, pierce < en–
on (< L in–) + ﬁl thread < L ﬁlum]
en·fold (en fōldʹ), v. 1 fold in; wrap up.
2 embrace; clasp. —en·foldʹer, n. —enfoldʹment, n.
en·force (en fôrsʹ; –fōrsʹ), v., –forced,
–forc·ing. 1 force obedience to; put into
force: judges enforce the laws. 2 force;
compel: the bandits enforced obedience
by threats of violence. [< OF, ult. < L
in– + fortis strong] —en·forceʹa·ble, adj.
—en·forʹced·ly, adv. —en·forceʹment, n.
—en·forcʹer, n.
en·fran·chise (en franʹchīz), v., –chised,
–chis·ing. 1 give the right to vote. 2 set
free; release from slavery or restraint.
—en·franʹchise·ment, n. —en·franʹchis·er, n.
Eng., England; English.
eng., 1 engineer; engineering. 2 engraved;
engraving.
en·gage (en gājʹ), v., –gaged, –gag·ing. 1
bind by a pledge; bind oneself; promise;
pledge. 2 promise or pledge to marry. 3
keep busy; occupy: study engages much
of my time. 4 keep oneself busy; be
active: engaged in a game of chess. 5 hire;
employ; reserve (seats, rooms, etc.). 6
catch and hold; attract: engage attention. 7 ﬁt into; lock together: gears that
engage. 8 start a battle with; attack. [< F,
< engage under pledge] —en·gagʹer, n.
en·gaged (en gājdʹ), adj. 1 promised or
pledged to marry. 2 busy; occupied. 3
involved in a ﬁght or battle.
en·gage·ment (en gājʹmәnt), n. 1 act of
engaging. 2 fact or condition of being
engaged. 3 promise; pledge. 4 promise
to marry. 5 a meeting with someone at
a certain time; appointment. 6 period
of being hired; time of use or work. 7
ﬁght; battle.
en·gag·ing (en gājʹing), adj. attractive;
pleasing; charming. —en·gagʹing·ly,
adv. —en·gagʹing·ness, n.
en·gen·der (en jenʹdәr), v. bring into existence; produce; cause. [< OF < L, < in– in
+ generare create] —en·genʹder·er, n.
—en·genʹder·ment, n.
en·gine (enʹjәn), n. 1 machine that applies
power to some work, esp. a machine that
can start others moving. 2 machine that
pulls a railroad train. 3 machine; device;
instrument: big guns are engines of war. 4
⫽ﬁre engine. [< OF < L ingenium inborn
qualities, talent < in– in + gen– create]
en·gi·neer (en´jә nirʹ), n. 1 person who
runs an engine. 2 person who plans,
builds, or manages engines, machines,
roads, bridges, canals, railroads, forts,
etc.; expert in engineering. 3 member
of a group that does engineering work
in the army or navy. —v. 1 plan, build,
direct, or work as an engineer. 2 Fig.
manage cleverly; guide skillfully: engineer a successful fund-raiser.
en·gi·neer·ing (en´jә nirʹing), n. science,
work, or profession of an engineer; planning, building, or managing engines,
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machines, roads, bridges, canals, railroads, forts, etc.
Eng·land (ingʹglәnd), n. the largest division of Great Britain, in the S part.
—Engʹland·er, n.
Eng·lish (ingʹglish), adj. of or having to
do with England, its people, or their
language. —n. 1 the people of England collectively. 2 the English language,
including Old English or Anglo-Saxon
(before 1100), Middle English (about
1100–1500), and Modern English (from
about 1500). 3 the English used in a certain locality or by a certain group. [OE
Englisc < Engle the English people]
English Channel, strait between England
and France.
English English, English as spoken in
England.
English horn, a wooden musical instrument resembling an oboe, but larger and
having a lower tone.
Eng·lish·ism (ingʹgli shiz әm), n. 1 deep
aﬀection and loyalty to England or its
customs. 2 word or expression from
British English. 3 very English custom
or characteristic.
English ivy, ⫽ivy (def. 1).
Eng·lish·man (ingʹglish mәn), n., pl.
–men. 1 native or inhabitant of England.
2 one whose ancestry is English.
English muﬃn, ﬂat muﬃn made with
yeast dough, baked on a griddle, and
served toasted.
English sparrow, a small, brownish-gray
bird, now very common in America.
Eng·lish·wom·an (ingʹglish wu̇m´әn), n.,
pl. –wom·en. 1 woman who is a native
or inhabitant of England. 2 woman
whose ancestry is English.
en·gorge (en gôrjʹ), v., –gorged, –gorging. 1 eat greedily. 2 ﬁll with food until
stuﬀed. 3 collect too much blood in one
part of the body. —en·gorgeʹment, n.
engr., 1 engineer. 2 engraved; engraver.
en·graft (en graftʹ; –gräftʹ), v. insert or
graft (a shoot from one tree or plant)
into or on another.
en·grave (en grāvʹ), v. –graved, –graving. 1 carve artistically; decorate by
engraving. 2 cut in lines on a metal plate,
block of wood, etc., for printing. 3 print
from such a plate, block, etc. 4 impress
deeply. [< en– + grave3 —en·gravʹer, n.
en·grav·ing (en grāvʹing), n. 1 art of an
engraver; cutting lines in metal plates,
blocks of wood, etc., for printing. 2
picture printed from an engraved plate,
block, etc. 3 an engraved plate, block,
etc.; engraved design or pattern.
en·gross (en grōsʹ), v. 1 occupy wholly;
take up all the attention of. 2 copy or
write in large letters; write a beautiful
copy of. [(def. 1) < in gross < F en gros in
a lump; (def. 2) < AF, < en– in + grosse
large writing, document. See gross.]
—en·grossʹer, n. —en·grossʹing, adj.
—en·grossʹment, n.
en·gulf (en gulfʹ), v. swallow up; overwhelm; submerge.
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enhance

en·hance (en hansʹ; –hänsʹ), v., –hanced,
–hanc·ing. make greater; add to;
heighten. [< AF var. of OF enhaucier
< en– on, up + haucier raise. See hawser.]
—en·hanceʹment, n. —en·hancʹer, n.
e·nig·ma (i nigʹmә), n. a baﬄing or puzzling problem, situation, person, etc.
[< L < Gk. ainigma < ainissesthai speak
darkly < ainos fable] —en´ig·matʹic, adj.
—en´ig·matʹi·cal·ly, adv.
en·join (en joinʹ), v. 1 order; direct; urge.
2 forbid; prohibit: the judge enjoined him
from infringing on the rights of his neighbors. [< OF enjoindre < L, attack, charge
< in– on + jungere join] —en·joinʹer, n.
en·joy (en joiʹ), v. 1 have or use with joy;
be happy with; take pleasure in. 2 have
as an advantage or beneﬁt.
enjoy oneself, have a good time. [< OF,
< en– + joir enjoy < L gaudere] —en·joyʹable, adj. —en·joyʹa·ble·ness, n. —enjoyʹa·bly, adv. —en·joyʹer, n.
en·joy·ment (en joiʹmәnt), n. 1 an enjoying. 2 thing enjoyed. 3 joy; happiness;
pleasure.
enl., 1 enlarged. 2 enlisted.
en·large (en larjʹ), v., –larged, –larg·ing.
make or become larger; increase in size.
—en·largʹer, n.
en·large·ment (en lärjʹmәnt), n. 1 an
enlarging or being enlarged. 2 anything
that is an enlarged form of something
else. An enlargement is often made from
a small photograph. 3 thing that enlarges
something else; addition.
en·light·en (en lītʹәn), v. give the light
of truth and knowledge to; free from
prejudice, ignorance, etc. —en·lightʹener, n. —en·lightʹen·ment, n.
en·light·en·ment (en līʹtәn mәnt), n. 1 a
being enlightened; information; instruction. 2 the Enlightenment, philosophical movement in Europe in the 18th
century that stressed rationalism and
intellectual freedom.
en·list (en listʹ), v. 1 enroll in some branch
of the military service. 2 induce to join
in some cause or undertaking; secure
the help or support of. —en·listʹer, n.
enlisted man or woman, Esp. U.S. member of the armed forces who is not a
commissioned oﬃcer or cadet.
en·list·ee (en lisʹtē; –lis´tēʹ), n. person
who enlists in the military.
en·list·ment (en listʹmәnt), n. 1 an enlisting. 2 a being enlisted. 3 time for which
a person enlists.
en·liv·en (en līvʹәn), v. make lively, active,
gay, or cheerful. —en·livʹen·er, n. —enlivʹen·ment, n.
en masse (en masʹ; än mäsʹ), in a group;
all together. [<F]
en·mesh (en meshʹ), v. catch in a net;
enclose in meshes; entangle.
en·mi·ty (enʹmә ti), n., pl. –ties. the feeling that enemies have for each other;
hate. [OF ennemistie < VL < L inimicus
enemy]
en·no·ble (en nōʹbәl), v., –bled, –bling. 1
give a title or rank of nobility to. 2 raise

in the respect of others; dignity; exalt.
—en·noʹble·ment, n. —en·noʹbler, n.
en·nui (änʹwē), n. a feeling of weariness
and discontent from lack of occupation
or interest; boredom. [< F. See annoy.]
e·nor·mi·ty (i nôrʹmә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
extreme wickedness; outrageousness. 2
an extremely wicked crime; outrageous
oﬀense. 3 huge size.
e·nor·mous (i nôrʹmәs), adj. 1 extremely
large; huge. 2 extremely wicked; outrageous. [< L, < ex– out of + norma
pattern] —e·norʹmous·ly, adv. —e·norʹmous·ness, n.
e·nough (i nufʹ), adj. adequate for the
need or want. —n. an adequate quantity or number. —adv. 1 suﬃciently;
adequately. 2 quite; fully: he is willing
enough to take a tip —interj. stop! no
more! [OE genōg]
en·pas·sant (än pä sänʹ), French. 1 in
passing: mention en passant. 2 move
with a pawn in chess that leads to the
pawn’s immediate capture.
en·plane (en plānʹ), v., –planed, –planing. go aboard an aircraft.
en pointe or en pointes (än pwantʹ),
French. on the toes, in ballet.
en·quire (en kwīrʹ), v., –quired, –quiring. ⫽inquire. —en·quirʹy, n.
en·rage (en rājʹ), v., –raged, –rag·ing.
put into a rage; make very angry. —enrageʹment, n.
en·rap·ture (en rapʹchәr), v., –tured, –turing. ﬁll with great delight; entrance.
en·rich (en richʹ), v. 1 make rich or richer:
an education enriches the mind. 2 raise
the nutritive value of (a food) by adding
vitamins and minerals in processing.
—en·richedʹ, adj.
en·rich·ment (en richʹmәnt), n. 1 a being
enriched: enrichment of understanding
from experience. 2 thing that enriches:
vitamin enrichment in bread; music
brings enrichment.
en·roll, en·rol (en rōlʹ), v., –rolled, –rolling. 1 write in a list. 2 have one’s name
written in a list. 3 make a member.
4 become a member. 5 enlist. —enrollʹer, n.
en·roll·ment, en·rol·ment (en rōlʹmәnt),
n. 1 an enrolling. 2 number enrolled.
en route (än rütʹ), on the way. [< F]
Ens., Ensign.
en·sconce (en skonsʹ), v., –sconced,
–sconc·ing. 1 shelter safely; hide. 2 settle
comfortably and ﬁrmly. [< en– + sconce
fortiﬁcation, prob. < Du. schans]
en·sem·ble (än sämʹbәl), n. 1 all the parts
of a thing considered together; general
eﬀect. 2 a united performance of the
full number of singers, musicians, etc.
3 group of musicians or the musical
instruments used in taking part in such
a performance. 4 a complete, harmonious costume. [< F, < VL < L in– + simul
at the same time]
en·shrine (en shrīnʹ), v. –shrined, –shrining. 1 enclose in a shrine. 2 keep sacred;
cherish. —en·shrineʹment, n.

en·shroud (en shroudʹ), v. cover with,
or as with, a shroud; hide; veil: fog
enshrouded the ship.
en·sign (enʹsәn; enʹsīn, esp. for 1), n. 1
ﬂag; banner: the ensign of the United
States is the Stars and Stripes. 2 the lowest commissioned oﬃcer in the navy. 3
sign of one’s rank, position, or power;
symbol of authority. [< OF < L insignia
insignia] —enʹsign·ship, enʹsign·cy, n.
en·slave (en slāvʹ), v., –slaved, –slav·ing.
make a slave or slaves of; take away freedom from. —en·slaveʹment, n. —enslavʹer, n.
en·snare (en snãrʹ), v., –snared, –snaring. catch in a snare; trap. —en·snareʹment. n. —en·snarʹer, n.
en·sue (en süʹ), v., –sued, –su·ing. come
after; happen as a result; follow. The
ensuing year means the next year. [< OF
ensivre < L, < in– upon + sequi follow]
en·sure (en shu̇rʹ), v., –sured, –sur·ing.
1 make sure or certain. 2 make sure of
getting; secure. 3 make safe; protect.
[< AF, < en– (< L in–) + seür sure]
–ent, suﬃx. 1 ——ing, as in absorbent,
indulgent, coincident. 2 one that ——s, as
in correspondent, president, superintendent. 3 other meanings, as in competent,
conﬁdent. [< L –ens (–ent–)]
en·tab·la·ture (en tabʹlә chәr), n. part of a
building resting on the top of columns.
[< Ital. intavolatura < in– on (< L in–) +
tavola board, tablet < L tabula]
en·tail (en tālʹ), v. 1 impose; require. 2
limit the inheritance of (property, etc.)
to a speciﬁed line of heirs so that it
cannot be left to anyone else. —n. 1 an
entailing. 2 an entailed inheritance. 3
order of descent speciﬁed for an entailed
estate. —en·tailʹment, n.
en·tan·gle (en tangʹgәl), v., –gled, –gling.
1 get twisted up and caught; tangle. 2
get into diﬃculty; involve. 3 perplex;
confuse. —en·tanʹgle·ment, n.
en·tente (än täntʹ), n. 1 an understanding;
agreement between two or more governments. 2 parties to an understanding;
governments that have made an agreement. [< F]
en·ter (enʹtәr), v. 1 go into; come into:
enter a room. 2 go in; come in: Do not
enter. 3 become a part or member of;
join: enter the Boy Scouts. 4 cause to join
or enter; obtain admission for: enter a
dog in a show. 5 begin; start. 6 write or
put in a book, list, etc. 7 put in regular
form; record: the injured man entered
a complaint in court. [< OF < L intrare
< intro inwards, intra within] —enʹtera·ble, adj.
en·ter·ic (en terʹik), adj. ⫽intestinal.
[< Gk., < entera intestines]
en·ter·i·tis (en´tә rīʹtis), n. inﬂammation
of the intestines.
en·ter·prise (enʹtәr prīz), n. 1 an important, diﬃcult, or dangerous undertaking.
2 an undertaking; project: a business
enterprise. 3 readiness to start projects;
courage and energy in starting projects.
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[< OF, < entre– between (< L inter–) +
prendre take < L prehendere]
en·ter·pris·ing (enʹtәr prīz´ing), adj. courageous and energetic in starting projects. —enʹter·pris´ing·ly, adv.
en·ter·tain (en´tәr tānʹ), v. 1 interest;
please; amuse. 2 have as a guest. 3 have
guests; provide entertainment for guests.
4 take into the mind; consider. [< F,
< entre– among (< L inter–) + tenir hold
< L tenere] —en´ter·tainʹer, n.
en·ter·tain·ing (en´tәr tānʹing), adj. interesting; pleasing; amusing. —en´ter·tainʹing·ly, adv. —en´ter·tainʹing·ness, n.
en·ter·tain·ment (en´tәr tānʹmәnt), n. 1
an entertaining. 2 a being entertained. 3
thing that interests, pleases, or amuses.
en·thrall, en·thral (en thrôlʹ), v.,
–thralled, –thrall·ing. 1 captivate; fascinate; charm. 2 make a slave of; enslave.
—en·thrallʹer, n. —en·thrallʹing, adj.
—en·thrall·ing·ly, adv. —en·thrallʹment, en·thralʹment, n.
en·throne (en thrōnʹ), v., –throned,
–thron·ing. 1 set on a throne. 2 invest
with authority, esp. as a sovereign or as a
bishop. —en·throneʹment, n.
en·thuse (en thüzʹ), v. –thused, –thusing. 1 become enthusiastic; show enthusiasm. 2 ﬁll with enthusiasm. [< enthusiasm]
en·thu·si·asm (en thüʹzi az әm), n. eager
interest; zeal. [< LL < Gk., < entheos godpossessed < en– in + theos god]
en·thu·si·ast (en thüʹzi ast), n. person
who is ﬁlled with enthusiasm.
en·thu·si·as·tic (en thü´zi asʹtik), adj. full
of enthusiasm; eagerly interested. —enthu´si·asʹti·cal·ly, adv.
en·tice (en tīsʹ), v., –ticed, –tic·ing. tempt
by arousing hopes or desires; attract by
oﬀering some pleasure or reward. [< OF
enticier stir up, incite < en– in (< L in–)
+ L titio ﬁrebrand] —en·ticeʹment, n.
—en·ticʹer, n. —en·ticʹing·ly, adv.
en·tire (en tīrʹ), adj. 1 having all the parts
or elements; whole; complete. 2 not broken; having an unbroken outline. [< OF
< L integer < in– not + tag– touch] —entireʹly, adv. —en·tireʹness, n.
en·tire·ty (en tīrʹti), n., pl. –ties. 1 wholeness; completeness. 2 a complete thing;
the whole.
in its entirety, wholly; completely.
en·ti·tle (en tīʹtәl), v., –tled, –tling. 1 give
the title of; call by the name of. 2 give a
claim or right to.
en·ti·ty (enʹtә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 something
that has a real and separate existence
either actually or in the mind. 2 being;
existence. [< LL entitas < L ens, ppr. of
esse be]
en·tomb (en tümʹ), v. place in a tomb;
bury. —en·tombʹment, n.
en·to·mo·log·i·cal (en´tә mә lojʹә kәl),
adj. of or pertaining to entomology.
—en´to·mo·logʹi·cal·ly, adv.
en·to·mol·o·gy (en´tә molʹә ji), n. branch
of zoology that deals with insects.

[< Gk. entomon insect + –logy] —en´tomolʹo·gist, n.
en·tou·rage (än´tu̇ räzhʹ), n. family, servants, attendants, and others accompanying a person. [< F, < entourer
surround]
en·trails (enʹtralz; –trәlz), n.pl. 1 the inner
parts of a human or animal. 2 intestines;
bowels. [< OF < LL intralia < L interanea
< inter within]
en·train (en trānʹ), v. 1 get on a train. 2
put on a train. —en·trainʹment, n.
en·trance1 (enʹtrәns), n. 1 act of entering. 2 place by which to enter; door,
passageway, etc. 3 freedom or right
to enter; permission to enter. [< OF,
< entrer enter]
en·trance2 (en transʹ; –tränsʹ),v.,–tranced,
–tranc·ing. 1 put into a trance. 2 ﬁll with
joy; delight; charm. —en·tranceʹment,
n. —en·trancʹing, adj. —en·trancʹingly, adv.
en·trant (enʹtrәnt), n. person who enters.
en·trap (en trapʹ), v., –trapped, –trapping. 1 catch in a trap. 2 bring into difﬁculty or danger; deceive; trick. —entrapʹment, n.
en·treat (en trētʹ), v. ask earnestly; beg
and pray; implore. [< OF, < en– (< L in–)
+ traitier treat] —en·treatʹing·ly, adv.
—en·treatʹment, n.
en·treat·y (en trētʹi), n., pl. –treat·ies. an
earnest request; prayer.
en·tree (änʹtrā), n. 1 freedom or right to
enter; access. 2 U.S. the main dish of
food at dinner or lunch. [< F, fem. pp. of
entrer enter]
en·trench (en trenchʹ), v. 1 surround with
a trench; fortify with trenches. 2 establish ﬁrmly. 3 trespass; encroach; infringe.
—en·trenchʹment, n.
en·tre·pre·neur (än´trә prә nėrʹ), n. person who organizes and manages a business or industrial enterprise, taking the
risk of loss and getting the proﬁt when
there is one. [< F, < entreprendre undertake. See enterprise.] —en´tre·preneurʹi·al, adj.
en·tro·py (enʹtrә pi), n. 1 measure of the
amount of energy that cannot be used in
a system. 2 measure of randomness or
unpredictability, as in an isolated physical system or an electronic system. [< G
Entropie < Gk. en– in + tropé a turning]
en·trust (en trustʹ), v. 1 charge with a
trust; trust. 2 give the care of; hand over
for safe-keeping.
en·try (enʹtri), n., pl. –tries. 1 act of
entering. 2 place by which to enter; way
to enter: a vestibule is an entry. 3 thing
written or printed in a book, list, etc.
Each word explained in a dictionary is
an entry. 4 person or thing that takes
part in a contest. [< OF, < entrer enter]
en·twine (en twīnʹ), v., –twined, –twining. 1 twine together. 2 twine around.
—en·twineʹment, n.
e·nu·mer·ate (i nümәr āt; –nūʹ–), v., –ated, –at·ing. 1 name one by one; give
a list of. 2 count. —e·nu´mer·aʹtion,

n. —e·nuʹmer·a´tive, adj. —e·nuʹmera´tor, n.
e·nun·ci·ate (i nunʹsi āt; –shi–), v. –at·ed,
–at·ing. 1 pronounce (words): a welltrained actor enunciates very distinctly.
2 state deﬁnitely; announce: after many
experiments the scientist enunciated a
new theory. [< L, < ex– out + nuntius
messenger] —e·nun´ci·aʹtion, n. —enunʹci·a´tive, adj. —e·nunʹci·a´tor, n.
en·vel·op (en velʹәp), v., –oped, –op·ing,
n. —v. 1 wrap; cover. 2 surround: our
soldiers enveloped the enemy. 3 hide;
conceal: fog enveloped the village. —n.
⫽envelope. [< OF, < en– in (<L in–) +
voloper wrap] —en·velʹop·er, n.
en·ve·lope (enʹvә lōp; änʹ–), n. 1 a folded
and gummed paper cover in which a
letter or anything ﬂat can be mailed.
2 a covering; wrapper. 3 bag that
holds the gas in a balloon.
push or stretch the envelope, go beyond
what is usual or expected. [< F enveloppe
< envelopper envelop]
en·vel·op·ment (en velʹәp mәnt), n. 1 an
enveloping. 2 a being enveloped. 3 thing
that envelops; wrapping; covering.
en·ven·om (en venʹәm), v. 1 make poisonous. 2 ﬁll with bitterness, hate, etc.
en·vi·a·ble (enʹvi ә bәl), adj. to be envied;
desirable; worth having. —enʹvi·a·bleness, n. —enʹvi·a·bly, adv.
en·vi·ous (enʹvi әs), adj. full of envy; feeling or showing envy. —enʹvi·ous·ly, adv.
—enʹvi·ous·ness, n.
en·vi·ron (en vīʹrәn), v. surround; enclose.
[< OF environner < environ around < en–
in (< L in–) + viron circle]
en·vi·ron·ment (en vīʹrәn mәnt), n. 1
surroundings. 2 all of the surrounding
conditions and inﬂuences that aﬀect
the development of a living thing. 3 act
or fact of surrounding. —en·vi´ronmenʹtal, adj.
en·vi·ron·men·tal·ism (en vī´rәn mәnʹtә liz әm), n. 1 belief that the environment is a more important factor in
shaping behavior than heredity. 2 study
of the environment in order to determine how to lessen damage to it, esp.
through human activities.
en·vi·ron·men·tal·ist (en vī´rәn mәnʹtә list), n. 1 person dedicated to solving
problems in the environment caused by
human activity, esp. pollution. 2 person
dedicated to protecting the environment.
en·vi·rons (en vīʹrәnz), n.pl. surrounding
districts; suburbs.
en·vis·age (en vizʹij), v., –aged, –ag·ing.
1 look in the face of. 2 contemplate. 3
form a mental picture of. [< F envisager.
See en–, visage.]
en·vi·sion (en vizhʹәn), v. see or imagine,
as if in a vision.
en·voy (enʹvoi), n. 1 messenger. 2 diplomat ranking next below an ambassador and next above a minister. [< OF,
< envoier send < VL, < L in via on the
way]
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envy

en·vy (enʹvi), n., pl. –vies, v., –vied, –vying. —n. 1 discontent or ill will at another’s good fortune because one wishes
it had been his. 2 the object of such
feeling. —v. feel envy for or because of.
[< OF envie < L invidia, ult. < invidere
look with enmity at < in– against + videre
see] —enʹvi·er, n. —enʹvy·ing·ly, adv.
en·wrap (en rapʹ), v., –wrapped, –wrapping. wrap.
en·zyme (enʹzīm; –zim), n. a chemical
substance, produced in living cells, that
can cause changes in other substances
without being changed itself. Pepsin is
an enzyme. [< Med.Gk. enzymos leavened < en– in + zyme leaven] —en´zymatʹic, adj.
E·o·cene (ēʹә sēn), n. 1 second epoch
of the Tertiary period of the Cenozoic
era, when the bottommost rocks were
formed and some ancestors of mammals
appeared. 2 rocks formed during this
epoch. —adj. of or having to do with
this epoch or its rocks. [< Gk. ēōs dawn
+ kainos recent]
e·o·hip·pus (ē ō hipʹәs), n. any one of
an extinct genus of horses that was
the ancestor of modern horses. [< NL
Eohippus < Gk. ēôs dawn + hippos
horse]
e·o·lith (ēʹә lith), n. primitive stone tool
from an early stage of human culture.
[< Gk. ēôs dawn + lithos stone]
e·o·lith·ic (ē´ә lithʹik), adj. pertaining to
an early stage of human culture, characterized by the use of very primitive
stone instruments. [< Gk. eos dawn +
lithos stone]
e·on (ēʹәn; ēʹon), n. 1 indeﬁnitely long
period of time: waited eons for a plane. 2
one billion years, in geology and astronomy. [< L <GK. aion].
E·o·zo·ic (ē´ә zōʹik), n. 1 geological
period before the Paleozoic, when life
ﬁrst appeared. 2 rock formed during this
period. —adj. of or having to do with
this period or its rocks. [< Gk. ēōs dawn
+ zōion animal + E –ic]
EPA, Environmental Protection Agency
(of the U.S. government).
ep·au·let, ep·au·lette (epʹә lәt), n. ornament on the shoulder of a uniform. [< F,
dim. of épaule shoulder]
é·pée or e·pee (ā pāʹ), n. sword used in
fencing.
e·phed·rine, e·phed·rin (i fedʹrin), n. drug,
C10H15ON, used to relieve hay fever,
asthma, head colds, etc. [< NL ephedra
< L, horsetail (a plant) < Gk.]
e·phem·er·a (i femʹәr ә), n., pl. –er·ae
(–ә rē), –er·as. 1 someone or something
of momentary interest or importance.
2 ⫽May ﬂy.
e·phem·er·al (i femʹәr әl), adj. lasting for
only a day; lasting for only a very short
time; very short-lived. [< Gk. ephemeros
liable to be cut short < epi– subject to
+ hemera the day (of destiny)] —ephemʹer·al·ly adv.
e·phem·er·id (i femʹәr id), n. ⫽May ﬂy.

E·phe·sian (i fēʹzhәn), adj. of Ephesus or
its people. —n. 1 native or inhabitant
of Ephesus. 2 Ephesians, book of the
New Testament written in the name of
the Apostle Paul to the Christians at
Ephesus.
epi–, preﬁx. on; upon; above; in addition;
among: epiglottis ⫽ on the windpipe;
epilogue ⫽ spoken in addition.
ep·ic (epʹik), n. a long poem that tells
of the adventures of one or more great
heroes. An epic is written in a digniﬁed,
majestic style, and often gives expression
to the ideals of a nation or race. The
Iliad, the Aeneid, and Paradise Lost are
epics. —adj. Also, epʹi·cal. 1 of or having
to do with an epic. 2 like an epic; grand
in style; heroic [< L < Gk. epikos < epos
word, story] —epʹi·cal·ly, adv.
ep·i·ca·lyx (ep´ә kāʹliks; –kalʹiks), n. ring
of bracts at the base of a ﬂower that
looks like an outer calyx.
ep·i·car·di·um (ep´ә kärʹdē әm), n., pl.
–di·a (–di ә). innermost layer of the
pericardium, which encloses the heart.
[< epi– upon + pericardium]
ep·i·carp (epʹә kärp), n. the outer layer of
a fruit or ripened ovary of a plant. The
skin of a pear is its epicarp.
ep·i·cene (epʹә sēn), adj. 1 belonging to or
having the characteristics of male and
female. 2 of no deﬁnite kind or sex. [< L
< Gk. epikoinos common gender]
ep·i·cen·ter (epʹә sen´tәr), n. point of
focus for the vibrations of an earthquake.
ep·i·cot·yl (ep´ә kotʹәl), n. stem or axis
above the cotyledons in the plant
embryo. [< epi– above + Gk. kotýlē small
vessel or hollow]
ep·i·cure (epʹә kyu̇r), n. person who has
a reﬁned taste in eating and drinking
and cares much about foods and drinks.
[Anglicized var. of Epicurus]
ep·i·cu·re·an (ep´ә kyu̇ rēʹәn), adj. 1 like
an epicure; fond of pleasure and luxury.
2 ﬁt for an epicure. 3 Epicurean, of Epicurus or his philosophy. —n. 1 person
fond of pleasure and luxury; epicure. 2
believer in the philosophy of Epicurus.
Ep·i·cu·re·an·ism (ep´ә kyu̇ rēʹәn iz em),
n. 1 philosophy or principles of Epicurus
or his followers. 2 Also, epicureanism.
belief or practice of this philosophy.
Ep·i·cu·rus (ep´ә kyu̇rʹәs), n. 342?–270
b.c., Greek philosopher who taught that
happiness is the highest good and that
virtue alone produces happiness.
ep·i·cy·cle (epʹә sī´kәl), n. 1 circle that
rolls around the inside or outside of
the circumference of another circle. 2
small circle whose center moves round
in the circumference of a larger circle,
formerly used to explain the motion of
planets. [< LL epicyclus < Gk. epi– on +
kyklos circle] —ep´i·cyʹclic, adj.
ep·i·dem·ic (ep´ә demʹik), n. 1 the rapid
spreading of a disease so that many
people have it at the same time. 2 the
rapid spread of an idea, fashion, etc.

—adj. aﬀecting many people at the same
time; widespread. [< F épidémie < Med.L
< Gk., < epi– among + demos people]
—ep´i·demʹi·cal·ly, adv.
ep·i·de·mi·ol·o·gy (ep´ә dē´mē olʹә ji), n.
branch of medicine concerned with the
causes, spread, and control of disease,
esp. within a community. [< E epidemic
+ –ology study of] —ep´i·de´mi·ol·ologʹi·cal, adj. —ep´i·de´mi·olʹo·gist, n.
ep·i·der·mis (ep´ә dėrʹmis), n. 1 the outer
layer of the skin. 2 the outer covering
on the shells of many mollusks. 3 any
of various other outer layers of invertebrates. 4 a skinlike layer of cells in seed
plants and ferns. [< LL < Gk., < epi– on
+ derma skin] —ep´i·derʹmal, ep´i·derʹmic, adj.
ep·i·der·moid (ep´ә dėrʹmoid), ep·i·dermoi·dal (–dėr moiʹdәl), adj. resembling
epidermis.
ep·i·glot·tis (ep´ә glotʹis), n. a thin, triangular plate of cartilage that covers the
entrance to the windpipe during swallowing, so that food, etc., does not get
into the lungs. [< LL < Gk., < epi– on +
glotta tongue] —ep´i·glotʹtal, adj.
ep·i·gram (epʹә gram), n. 1 a short,
pointed or witty saying. 2 a short poem
ending in a witty or clever turn of
thought. [< L < Gk., < epi– on + graphein
write] —ep´i·gram·matʹic, ep´i·grammatʹi·cal, adj. —ep´i·gram·matʹi·cally, adv.
ep·i·gram·ma·tize (ep´ә gramʹә tīz), v.,
–tized, –tiz·ing. 1 express by epigrams.
2 make epigrams.
ep·i·graph (epʹә graf), n. 1 inscription on
a building, tomb, etc. 2 quotation at the
beginning of a book, chapter, etc., that
indicates a main idea or theme.
e·pig·ra·phy (i pigʹrә ﬁ), n. 1 inscriptions.
2 branch of knowledge that deals with
the deciphering and interpretation of
inscriptions. —e·pigʹra·phist, e·pigʹrapher, n.
ep·i·lep·sy (epʹә lep´si), n. a chronic nervous disease whose attacks cause convulsions and unconsciousness. [< LL
< Gk., epilepsia seizure, ult. < epi– on +
lambanein take]
ep·i·lep·tic (ep´ә lepʹtik), adj. 1 of or
having to do with epilepsy. 2 having epilepsy. —n. person who has epilepsy.
ep·i·logue, ep·i·log (epʹә lôg; –log), n. 1
the concluding part of a novel, poem,
etc. 2 speech or poem after the end of
a play. It is addressed to the audience
and is spoken by one of the actors.
[< F < L < Gk., ult. < epi– in addition +
legein speak]
e·piph·a·ny (i pifʹә ni), n. 1 appearance or
revelation, esp. of a deity. 2 Fig. sudden
insight or revelation about something:
an epiphany caused her to see the relationship very clearly. 3 the Epiphany,
January 6, the anniversary of the coming
of the Wise Men to Christ at Bethlehem.
[< OF epiphany < LL, < Gk. epipháneia
< epi– upon + phainein to show]

equinoctial
ep·i·phyte (epʹә fīt), n. plant that grows
on another plant for support, but not
for nourishment. Many mosses, lichens,
and orchids are epiphytes. [< Gk. epi– on
+ phyton plant] —ep´i·phytʹic, ep´iphytʹi·cal, adj. —ep´i·phytʹi·cal·ly, adv.
e·pis·co·pa·cy (i pisʹkә pә si), n., pl. –cies.
1 government of a church by bishops. 2
bishops as a group. 3 position, rank, or
term of oﬃce of a bishop; episcopate.
e·pis·co·pal (i pisʹkә pәl), adj. 1 of or having to do with bishops. 2 governed by
bishops. 3 Episcopal, of or having to do
with the Church of England, or certain
Protestant churches of the United States,
such as the Protestant Episcopal Church.
[< LL, < L episcopus bishop —e·pisʹcopal·ly, adv.
E·pis·co·pa·lian (i pis´kә pālʹyәn; –pāʹli әn), n. member of the Protestant Episcopal Church. —adj. Episcopal.
e·pis·co·pate (i pisʹkә pit; –pāt), n. 1 position, rank, or term of oﬃce of a bishop.
2 district under the charge of a bishop;
bishopric. 3 bishops as a group.
ep·i·sode (epʹә sōd), n. a single happening or group of happenings in real life
or a story. [< Gk. episodion, neut., coming in besides, ult. < epi– on + eis into +
hodos way] —ep´i·sodʹic, ep´i·sodʹi·cal,
adj. —ep´i·sodʹi·cal·ly, adv.
e·pis·te·mol·o·gy (i pis´tә molʹә ji), n.
part of philosophy that deals with the
origin, nature, and limits of knowledge.
[< Gk. episteme, knowledge + –logy]
—e·pis´te·mo·logʹi·cal, adj. —e·pis´temo·logʹi·cal·ly, adv. —e·pis´te·molʹogist, n.
e·pis·tle (i pisʹәl), n. 1 letter, usually a
long, instructive letter written in formal
or elegant language. 2 Epistle, a letter written by one of Christ’s Apostles.
The Epistles make up 21 books of the
New Testament. b selection from one
of these, read as part of Mass or of the
Anglican service of Holy Communion.
[< L < Gk. epistole, ult. < epi– to + stellein send]
e·pis·to·lar·y (i pisʹtә ler´i), adj. 1 carried
on by letters; contained in letters. 2 of
letters; suitable for writing letters.
ep·i·taph (epʹә taf; –täf), n. a short statement in memory of a dead person, usually put on his or her tombstone. [< L
< Gk. epitaphion funeral oration < epi–
at + taphos tomb] —ep´i·taphʹic, adj.
—epʹi·taphʹist, n.
epi·tha·la·mi·um (ep´ә thә lāʹmē әm), n.,
pl. –mi·ums, –mi·a (–mi ә), poem or
song in honor of someone or a couple
newly married. [< epithalamium < Gk.
epithalámion]
ep·i·the·li·um (ep´ә thēʹli әm), n., pl.
–li·ums, –li·a (–li ә). a thin layer of cells
forming a tissue that covers surfaces and
lines hollow organs. [< NL, < Gk. epi– on
+ thele nipple] —ep´i·theʹli·al, adj.
ep·i·thet (epʹә thet), n. a descriptive
expression; adjective or noun expressing
some quality or attribute, as in “Richard

the Lion-Hearted.” [< L < Gk. epitheton
added < epi– on + tithenai place] —ep´ithetʹic, ep´i·thetʹi·cal, adj.
e·pit·o·me (i pitʹә mē), n. 1 a condensed
account; summary. 2 a condensed representation of something; some thing
or part that is typical or representative
of the whole. [< L < Gk., < epi– into +
temnein cut] —e·pitʹo·mist n.
e·pit·o·mize (i pitʹә mīz), v., –mized,
–miz·ing. make an epitome of; summarize. —e·pitʹo·miz´er, n.
ep·i·zo·ot·ic (ep´ә zō otʹik), adj. temporarily prevalent among animals. —n. an
epizootic disease. [< Gk. epi– among +
zoion animal]
e plu·ri·bus u·num (ē plu̇rʹә bәs ūʹnәm),
Latin. out of many, one; the motto on
the oﬃcial seal of the United States. It
was once the oﬃcial motto of the United
States, but since 1956 the oﬃcial motto
has been “In God We Trust.”
ep·och (epʹәk), n. 1 period of time; era. 2
period of time in which striking things
happened. 3 the starting point of such a
period. 4 the dividing line between geological periods. [< Med.L < Gk. epoche a
stopping, ﬁxed point in time < epi– up +
echein hold] —epʹoch·al, adj.
ep·o·nym (epʹә nim), n. 1 person or imaginary character from whom a place gets
or is thought to get its name. 2 name that
is a synonym for something: cardigan is
an eponym for the Earl of Cardigan.
ep·on·y·mous (ep onʹә mәs), adj. giving
one’s name to a nation, tribe, place,
etc. Romulus is the eponymous hero of
Rome. [< Gk., < epi– to + onyma (dial.)
name]
ep·ox·y (e pokʹsi), adj. of or referring to a
large group of compounds, used esp. in
the manufacture of plastics, adhesives,
etc., that contain oxygen, which acts
as a bridge between two radicals or
molecules: epoxy glue. —n., pl. –ox·ies.
⫽epoxy resin. [< ep– + oxygen]
epoxy resin, a synthetic resin made from
an epoxy compound that hardens after
being shaped under heat.
ep·si·lon (epʹsә lon; –lәn), n. the ﬁfth letter of the Greek alphabet (E, ε).
eq., 1 equal. 2 equation. 3 equivalent.
eq·ua·ble (ekʹwә bәl; ēʹkwә–), adj. changing little; uniform; even; tranquil. [< L,
< aequare make uniform < aequus even,
just] —eq´ua·bilʹi·ty, eqʹua·ble·ness, n.
—eqʹua·bly, adv.
e·qual (ēʹkwәl), adj., n., v., e·qualed, equal·ing. —adj. 1 the same in amount,
size, number, value, degree, rank, etc.; as
much; neither more nor less. 2 the same
throughout; even; uniform. —n. person
or thing that is equal. —v. 1 be equal to. 2
make or do something equal to.
equal to, able to; strong enough for;
brave enough for; etc. [< L, < aequus
even, just]
e·qual·i·ty (i kwolʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. a
being equal; sameness in amount, size,
number, value, degree, rank, etc.
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e·qual·ize (ēʹkwәl īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
1 make equal. 2 make even or uniform.
—e´qual·i·zaʹtion, n. —eʹqual·iz´er, n.
e·qual·ly (ēʹkwәl i), adv. in an equal manner; in or to an equal degree; so as to
be equal.
e·qua·nim·i·ty (ē´kwә nimʹә ti; ek´wә–),
n. evenness of mind or temper; calmness. [< L, < aequus even + animus mind,
temper]
e·quate (i kwātʹ), v., e·quat·ed, e·quat·ing.
1 state to be equal; put in the form of an
equation. 2 consider, treat, or represent
as equal. 3 make equal. [< L aequatus
made equal < aequus equal]
e·qua·tion (i kwāʹzhәn; –shәn), n. 1 statement of equality between two quantities.
Examples: (4 × 8) + 12 = 44. C = 2πr.
2 expression using chemical formulas
and symbols showing the substances
used and produced in a chemical change.
Example: HCl + NaOH = NaCl + H2O.
3 an equating or being equated.
e·qua·tor (i kwāʹtәr), n. 1 an imaginary
circle around the middle of the earth,
halfway between the North Pole and the
South Pole. 2 a similarly situated circle
on any celestial or spherical body. 3 an
imaginary circle in the sky corresponding to that of the earth. [< LL aequator
(diei et noctis) equalizer (of day and
night). See equal.] —e´qua·toʹri·al, adj.
e´qua·toʹri·al·ly adv.
eq·uer·ry (ekʹwәr i), n., pl. –ries. 1 oﬃcer
of a household who has charge of the
horses or who accompanies his master’s
carriage. 2 attendant on a royal or noble
person. [< F écurie stable < Gmc.; inﬂ. by
L equus horse]
e·ques·tri·an (i kwesʹtri әn), adj. 1 of
horsemen or horsemanship; having to
do with horseback riding. 2 on horseback; mounted on horseback. —n. rider
or performer on horseback. [< L equestris of a horseman < equus horse]
e·ques·tri·enne (i kwes´tri enʹ), n. a
woman rider or performer on horseback. [< F]
equi–, combining form. 1 equal, as in
equivalence. 2 equally, as in equidistant.
[< L aequus equal]
e·qui·an·gu·lar (ē´kwi angʹgyә lәr), adj.
having all angles equal, as a square.
e·qui·dis·tant (ē´kwә disʹtәnt), adj.
equally distant. —e´qui·disʹtance, n.
—e´qui·disʹtant·ly, adv.
e·qui·lat·er·al (ē´kwә latʹәr әl), adj. having all sides equal. —n. ﬁgure having all
sides equal. —e´qui·latʹer·al·ly, adv.
e·qui·lib·ri·um (ē´kwә libʹri әm), n. 1
state of balance; condition in which
opposing forces exactly balance or equal
each other. 2 mental poise. [< L, ult.
< aequus equal + libra balance]
e·quine (ēʹkwīn), adj. of horses; like a
horse; like that of a horse. —n. a horse.
[< L, < equus horse]
e·qui·noc·tial (ē´kwә nokʹshәl), adj.
1 having to do with either equinox.
2 occurring at or near the equinox:
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equinox

equinoctial gales. 3 at or near the earth’s
equator.
e·qui·nox (ēʹkwә noks), n. either of the two
times in the year when the center of the
sun crosses the celestial equator, and day
and night are of equal length all over the
earth, occurring about March 21 (vernal
equinox) and September 22 (autumnal
equinox). [Med.L < L, < aequus equal +
nox night]
e·quip (i kwipʹ), v., e·quipped, e·quipping. 1 furnish with all that is needed;
ﬁt out; provide. 2 ﬁt up; array. [< F équipper < OF esquiper < Scand. skipa to man
(a ship)]
eq·ui·page (ekʹwә pij), n. 1 carriage. 2
carriage with its horses, driver, and servants. 3 equipment; outﬁt.
e·quip·ment (i kwipʹmәnt), n. 1 act of
equipping. 2 anything used in or provided for equipping; outﬁt.
e·qui·poise (ēʹkwә poiz; ekʹwә–), n. 1 state
of balance. 2 a balancing force; counterbalance.
e·qui·po·ten·tial (ē´kwә pә tenʹshәl), adj.
in physics, having equal potential: equipotential surfaces.
eq·ui·se·tum (ek´wә sēʹtәm), n., pl. –tums,
–ta (–tә) 1 genus of plants with hard,
rough, unbranched stems. 2 ⫽horsetail.
[< NL < L, < equus horse + saeta (coarse)
hair]
eq·ui·ta·ble (ekʹwә tә bәl), adj. 1 fair; just.
2 Law. pertaining to or dependent upon
equity. —eqʹui·ta·ble·ness, n. —eqʹuita·bly, adv.
eq·ui·ty (ekʹwә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 fairness;
justice. 2 what is fair and just. 3 system
of rules and principles based on fairness
and justice. 4 amount that a property is
worth beyond what is owed on it. [< L,
< aequus even, just]
e·quiv·a·lence (i kwivʹә lәns), e·quiv·alen·cy (–lәn si), n., pl. –len·ces; –cies. a
being equivalent; equality in value, force,
signiﬁcance, etc.
e·quiv·a·lent (i kwivʹә lәnt), adj. 1 equal in
value, area, force, eﬀect, meaning, etc. 2
having the same extent. A triangle and a
square of equal area are equivalent. —n.
1 something equivalent. 2 Chem. the
number of parts by weight in which an
element will combine with or displace 8
parts of oxygen or 1 part of hydrogen.
[< LL, < L aequus equal + valere be
worth] —e·quivʹa·lent·ly, adv.
e·quiv·o·cal (i kwivʹә kәl), adj. 1 having two or more meanings; intentionally vague or ambiguous. 2 undecided;
uncertain. 3 questionable; suspicious.
[< LL aequivocus ambiguous < L aequus
equal + vocare call] —e·quivʹo·cal·ly,
adv. —e·quivʹo·cal·ness, n.
e·quiv·o·cate (i kwivʹә kāt), v., –cat·ed,
–cat·ing. 1 use expressions of double
meaning in order to mislead. 2 avoid
the truth; lie. —e·quiv´o·caʹtion, n. —equivʹo·ca´tor, n.
–er1, suﬃx. 1 person or thing that ——s,
as in admirer, burner. 2 person living in

——, as in New Yorker, villager. 3 person
that makes or works with ——, as in hatter, tiler, tinner. 4 person or thing that is
or has ——, as in six-footer, three-master,
ﬁver. [OE –ere]
–er2, suﬃx forming the comparative degree.
1 of adjectives, as in softer, smoother. 2 of
adverbs, as in slower. [OE –ra, –re]
Er, erbium.
e·ra (irʹә; ēʹrә), n. 1 a historical period
distinguished by certain important or
signiﬁcant happenings. 2 period of time
starting from some important or signiﬁcant happening, date, etc. 3 one of
ﬁve very extensive periods of time in
geological history. [< LL, var. of aera
number, epoch, prob. same word as L
aera counters (for reckoning), pl. of
aes brass]
e·rad·i·ca·ble (i radʹә kә bәl), adj. that can
be eradicated.
e·rad·i·cate (i radʹә kāt), v. –cat·ed, –cating. 1 get rid of entirely; destroy completely. 2 pull out by the roots. [< L,
< ex– out + radix root] —e·rad´i·caʹtion, n. —e·radʹi·ca´tive, adj. —e·radʹica´tor, n.
e·rase (i rāsʹ), v. e·rased, e·ras·ing. 1 rub
out; scrape out. 2 remove all trace of;
blot out. [< L erasus < ex– out + radere
scrape] —e·rasʹa·ble, adj.
e·ras·er (i rāsʹәr), n. thing for erasing
marks made with pencil, ink, chalk, etc.
E·ras·mus (i razʹmәs), n. 1466?–1536,
Dutch scholar and humanist, a leader of
the Renaissance movement.
e·ra·sure (i rāʹshәr; –zhәr), n. 1 an erasing. 2 an erased word, letter, etc. 3 place
where a word, letter, etc., has been
erased.
er·bi·um (ėrʹbi әm), n. a rare metallic
element, Er, of the yttrium group. [< NL,
< (Ytt)erb(y), Swedish place name]
ere (ãr), prep. before. —conj. 1 sooner
than; rather than. 2 before. [OE œ̄r]
e·rect (i rektʹ), adj. 1 straight up; upright.
2 raised; bristling. —v. 1 put straight up;
set upright. 2 build; form. 3 in geometry,
draw; construct. 4 put together; set up.
[< erectus < ex– up + regere direct]
—e·rectʹer, e·recʹtor, n. —e·recʹtion, n.
—e·rectʹly, adv. —e·rectʹness, n.
e·rec·tile (i rekʹtәl), adj. 1 capable of being
erected. 2 that can become distended
and rigid: erectile tissues in animals.
—e·rec´tilʹi·ty, n.
E region, ⫽E layer.
ere·long (ãr´lôngʹ; –longʹ), adv. before
long; soon.
e·rep·sin (i repʹsin), n. enzyme complex
in intestinal and pancreatic juices that
breaks down proteins into amino acids.
erg (ėrg), n. unit for measuring work or
energy. It is the amount of work done by
one dyne acting through a distance of
one centimeter. [< Gk. ergon work]
er·go (ėrʹgō), adv., conj. therefore. [<L]
er·go·nom·ics (ėr gә nomʹiks), n. study
of the relationship of people to their
work and work environment, esp. to ﬁt

jobs to the abilities of individuals and
to improve the design of oﬃce furniture
and equipment. [< ergo– work + economics] —er´go·nomʹic, adj. —er´gonomʹi·cal·ly, adv.
er·got (ėrʹgәt; –got), n. 1 disease of rye
caused by a fungus. 2 a hard, dark body
produced by this disease. 3 medicine
made from this body, used to stop bleeding and to contract unstriped muscles.
[< F < OF argot cock’s spur]
er·i·ca·ceous (er´ә kāʹshәs), adj. belonging to the heath family. Heather, azalea, and rhododendron are ericaceous
plants.
Er·ic·sson (erʹik sәn), n. Leif, Viking
chieftain and son of Eric the Red. He
probably discovered North America
about a.d. 1000.
Er·ic the Red (erʹik), born a.d. 950?,
Viking chief who discovered Greenland
about a.d. 982.
E·rie (irʹi), n. 1 Lake, one of the ﬁve
Great Lakes, between the United States
and Canada. 2 member of an Iroquoian
tribe of American Indians formerly living along the S and E shores of Lake
Erie.
Erie Canal, canal in New York State
between Buﬀalo and Albany.
Er·in (erʹәn; irʹ–), n. Poetic. Ireland.
Er·i·tre·a (er´ә treʹә), n. a country on the
Red Sea in NE Africa.
Er·i·tre·an (er´ә treʹәn), n. native or
inhabitant of Eritrea. —adj. of or having
to do with Eritrea.
er·mine (ėrʹmәn), n., pl. –mines or (esp.
collectively) –mine. 1 weasel of northern
climates. It is brown in summer, but
white with a black-tipped tail in winter.
2 its soft, white fur, used for women’s
coats, trimming, etc. 3 position, rank, or
duties of a judge. [< OF < Gmc.]
erne, ern (ėrn), n. eagle that lives near the
sea. [OE earn]
e·rode (i rōdʹ), v., e·rod·ed, e·rod·ing.
1 eat into; eat or wear away gradually.
2 form by a gradual eating or wearing
away. [< L, < ex– away + rodere gnaw]
E·ros (irʹos; erʹ–), n. the Greek god of
love, the son of Aphrodite, identiﬁed by
the Romans with Cupid.
e·ro·sion (i rōʹzhәn), n. 1 a gradual eating
or wearing away. 2 a being eaten or worn
away. —e·roʹsive, adj.
e·ro·sion·al (i rōʹzhә nәl), adj. 1 causing
erosion: erosional winds. 2 produced
by erosion: an erosional canyon. —e·roʹsion·al·ly, adv.
e·rot·ic (i rotʹik), e·rot·i·cal (–ә kәl), adj.
of or having to do with sexual love.
[< Gk. erotikos of Eros] —e·rotʹi·cal·ly,
adv. —e·rotʹi·cism, n.
err (ėr; er), v. 1 go wrong; make mistakes.
2 be wrong; be mistaken or incorrect. 3
do wrong; sin. [< OF < L errare wander]
—errʹing, adj. —errʹing·ly, adv.
er·rand (er әnd), n. 1 a trip to do something. 2 what one is sent to do. [OE
œ̄rende]

espresso
er·rant (erʹәnt), adj. 1 traveling in search
of adventure; wandering; roving. 2
wrong; mistaken; incorrect. [< F, ppr.
of OF errer travel (< VL iterare < L iter
journey), blended with F errant, ppr. of
errer err] —erʹrant·ly, adv.
er·rant·ry (erʹәnt ri), n., pl. –ries. conduct
or action of a knight-errant.
er·rat·ic (i ratʹik), adj. 1 not steady;
uncertain; irregular. 2 queer; odd: erratic
behavior. [< L, < errare err] —er·ratʹical·ly, adv.
er·ro·ne·ous (ә rōʹni әs; e-), adj. incorrect. —er·roʹne·ous·ly, adv. —er·roʹneous·ness, n.
er·ror (erʹәr), n. 1 something wrong; what
is incorrect; mistake. 2 condition of
being wrong, mistaken, or incorrect. 3
wrongdoing; sin. 4 faulty play in a game
that gives an advantage to the opponent.
[< OF < L. See err.]
er·satz (erʹzäts), adj., n. substitute: ersatz
rubber. [< G]
Erse (ėrs), n. 1 Scotch Gaelic. 2 the Celtic
language of Ireland. —adj. of either of
these languages. [Scot. var. of Irish]
erst (ėrst), adv. Archaic. formerly; long
ago. [OE œ̄rst, superl. of œ̄r ere]
erst·while (ėrstʹhwīl´), adv. some time
ago; in time past; formerly. —adj. former; past.
e·ruct (i ruktʹ), v. belch. [< L, < ex– out +
ructare belch]
e·ruc·tate (i rukʹtāt), v., –tat·ed, –tat·ing.
belch. —e·ruc´taʹtion, n. —e·rucʹtative, adj.
er·u·dite (erʹu̇ dīt; erʹyu̇–), adj. scholarly;
learned. [< L eruditus instructed < ex–
away + rudis rude] —erʹu·dite´ly, adv.
—erʹu·dite´ness, n.
er·u·di·tion (er´u̇ dishʹәn; er´yu̇–), n.
acquired knowledge; scholarship; learning. —er´u·diʹtion·al, adj.
e·rupt (i ruptʹ), v. 1 burst forth. 2 throw
forth. 3 break out in a rash. The skin
erupts during measles. [< L eruptus <
ex– out + rumpere burst]
e·rup·tion (i rupʹshәn), n. 1 a bursting
forth. 2 a throwing forth of lava, etc.,
from a volcano or of hot water from
a geyser. 3 a breaking out in a rash. 4
red spots on the skin; rash. —e·rupʹtive, adj.
–ery, suﬃx. 1 place for ——ing, as in
cannery, hatchery. 2 place for ——s, as
in nunnery. 3 occupation or business of
a ——, as in cookery. 4 state or condition of a ——, as in slavery. 5 qualities,
actions, etc., of a ——, as in knavery. 6
——s as a group, as in machinery. [< OF
erie]
e·ryth·ro·blast (i rithʹrō blast), cell with
a nucleus, found in bone marrow,
from which red corpuscles develop.
[< erythro– red blood cell + Gk. blastós
germ, sprout]
e·ryth·ro·cyte (i rithʹrō sīt), n. ⫽red blood
cell. [< erythro– red + –cyte cell]
Es, einsteinium.

es·ca·late (esʹkә lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lat·ing. 1
increase or decrease in relation to some
index, esp. automatically, in relation to
the consumer price index and government beneﬁts. 2 expand or increase by
degrees: each goal escalated the fans’
excitement. 3 move on an escalator or
as if on one. [< escalator] —es´ca·laʹtion, n.
es·ca·la·tor (esʹkә lāʹtәr), n. 1 moving
stairway, based on the endless chain. 2
someone or something that escalates.
[Originally a Trademark, < escalade ladder + elevator]
es·cal·lop, es·cal·op (es kolʹәp; –kalʹ–),
v. bake in a cream sauce or with bread
crumbs. —n. scallop. [(orig. n.) < OF
escalope shell < Gmc.] —es·calʹloped,
adj.
es·ca·pade (esʹkә pād; es´kә pādʹ), n. a
breaking loose from rules or restraint;
wild adventure or prank. [< F < Ital., <
scappare escape]
es·cape (es kāpʹ), v., –caped, –cap·ing, n.
—v. 1 get free; get out and away. 2 keep
free or safe from; avoid. 3 come out of
without being intended: a cry escaped
her lips. 4 fail to be noticed or remembered by: his name escapes me. —n. 1 an
escaping. 2 way of escaping. 3 an avoiding of reality. [< OF escaper, ult. < L ex–
out of + cappa cloak] —es·capʹer, n.
es·ca·pee (es´kә pēʹ; es kāpʹē), n. person
who has escaped.
es·cape·ment (es kāpʹmәnt), n. device in
a timepiece by which the motion of the
wheels and of the pendulum or balance
wheel are accommodated to each other.
es·cape·proof (es kāpʹprüf´), adj. secure
against escape: an escapeproof cage.
escape velocity, minimum speed necessary to overcome the pull of earth’s
gravitational ﬁeld or another attracting
body.
es·cap·ism (es kāpʹiz әm), n. a habitual
avoidance of unpleasant realities by
recourse to imagination and ﬁction.
—es·capʹist, n.
es·car·got (es kȧr gōʹ), n., pl. –gots (–gōʹ,
–gōz). French. a snail, esp. served as
food.
es·ca·role (esʹkә rōl), n. a broad-leaved
kind of endive, used for salads.
es·carp·ment (es kärpʹmәnt), n. 1 a steep
slope; cliﬀ. 2 ground made into a steep
slope in a fortiﬁcation. [< F < Ital. scarpa
< Gmc.]
–escent, suﬃx. coming to be or do something; in the process of ——ing, as in
pubescent.
es·chew (es chüʹ), v. avoid as bad or harmful; shun. [< OF eschiver < Gmc.]
es·cort (n. esʹkôrt; v. es kôrtʹ), n. 1 one or
a group going with another to give protection, show honor, etc. 2 act of going
with another as an escort. 3 woman who
accompanies and entertains a man. —v.
go with as an escort. [< F < Ital. scorta
scorgere guide < L ex– + corrigere correct]
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es·crow (esʹkrō; es krōʹ), n. deed, bond, or
other written agreement put in charge
of a third person until certain conditions
are fulﬁlled.
in escrow, in the care of someone, by
agreement, who is a third party. [< AF
var. of OF escroue scrap, scroll < Gmc.]
es·cutch·eon (es kuchʹәn), n. shield or
shield-shaped surface on which a coat
of arms is put. [< OF escuchon, <L scutum shield]
–ese, suﬃx. 1 of or pertaining to, as in
Japanese art. 2 native or inhabitant of,
as in Portuguese. 3 language of, as in
Chinese. [< OF –eis < L –ensis]
Es·ki·mo (esʹkәm ō), n., pl. –mos, –mo,
adj. —n. 1 the indigenous people living
near the Arctic from the tip of Russia,
across N America to Greenland. 2 the
language or culture of these people.
[< Dan. < F < Algonquian eskimantsis
raw-ﬂesh-eaters]
Eskimo dog, a strong dog formerly much
used to pull sledges.
e·so·phag·e·al (ē´sә fajʹē әl), adj. of or
connected with the esophagus.
e·soph·a·gus (ē sofʹә gәs), n., pl. –gi (–jī).
passage for food from the mouth to the
stomach; gullet. [< NL < Gk., < oiso–
carry + phagein eat]
es·o·ter·ic (es´ә terʹik), adj. 1 understood
only by the select few; intended for an
inner circle of disciples, scholars, etc. 2
secret; conﬁdential. [< Gk. esoterikos, ult.
< eso within] —es´o·terʹi·cal·ly, adv.
ESP, extrasensory perception.
esp., especially.
es·pa·drille (esʹpә dril), n. casual shoe
with a rope sole and, usually, a canvas
upper. [< F]
es·pal·ier (es palʹyәr), n. 1 framework
upon which trees and shrubs grow. 2
tree or shrub trained to grow this way.
[< F]
es·pe·cial (es peshʹәl), adj. 1 special;
particular. 2 exceptional in amount or
degree. [< OF < L specialis special]
es·pe·cial·ly (es peshʹәl i), adv. particularly; chieﬂy.
Es·pe·ran·to (es´pә ränʹtō; –ranʹ–), n. a
simple artiﬁcial language for international use.
es·pi·o·nage (esʹpi ә nij; esʹpi ә näzh), n.
use of spies; spying. [< F, < espion spy
< Ital. spione < spia spy]
es·pla·nade (es´plә nādʹ; –nädʹ), n. 1 an
open, level space used for public walks
or drives. 2 an open space between a
fortress and a town. [< F < Sp., ult. < L
ex– out + planus level]
es·pous·al (es pouzʹәl), n. an espousing;
adoption (of a cause, etc.).
es·pouse (es pouzʹ), v., –poused, –pousing. 1 marry. 2 take up or make one’s
own; espouse a cause. [< OF < L sponsare < sponsus betrothed, pp. of spondere
betroth] —es·pousʹer, n.
es·pres·so (es presʹō), n. strong, darkroasted coﬀee brewed in a special
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machine by an infusion of steam and
usually served black. [< Ital.]
espresso bar, shop that specializes in
serving espresso coﬀee.
es·prit (es prēʹ), n. lively wit; spirit. [< F
< L spiritus spirit]
es·prit de corps (es prēʹ dә kôrʹ), French.
a sense of loyalty, shared interests, and
responsibility to some group.
es·py (es pīʹ), v., –pied, –py·ing. see; spy.
[< OF espier <Gmc.]
–esque, suﬃx. 1 in the —— style; resembling the —— style, as in Romanesque. 2
like a ——, as in statuesque. [< F < Ital.
–esco]
es·quire (es kwīrʹ; esʹkwīr), 1 in the Middle Ages, a young man of noble family
who attended a knight until he himself
was made a knight. 2 Englishman ranking next below a knight. 3 Esquire, title
of respect placed after a man’s last name.
[< OF < L scutarius shieldbearer < scutum shield]
–ess, suﬃx. female, as in heiress, hostess,
lioness. [< F -esse < L -issa < Gk.]
es·say (n. 1 esʹā; n. 2 es ʹā, e sāʹ; v. e sāʹ),
n. 1 a literary composition on a certain
subject. An essay is usually shorter and
less methodical than a treatise. 2 try;
attempt. —v. try; attempt. [< OF < L
exagium a weighing] —es·sayʹer, n.
es·say·ist (esʹā ist), n. writer of essays.
es·sence (esʹәns), n. 1 that which makes
a thing what it is; necessary part or
parts; important feature or features. 2
any concentrated substance that has the
characteristic ﬂavor, fragrance, or eﬀect
of the plant, fruit, etc., from which it is
obtained. 3 perfume. [< L. < esse be]
es·sen·tial (ә senʹshәl), adj. 1 needed to
make a thing what it is; necessary; very
important. 2 of, like, or constituting the
essence of a substance. 3 of the highest sort; in the highest sense: essential
happiness. —n. an absolutely necessary
element or quality; fundamental feature.
[< Med.L essentialis. See essence.] —essenʹtial·ly, adv. —es·senʹtial·ness, n.
–est, suﬃx forming the superlative degree.
1 of adjectives, as in warmest. 2 of
adverbs, as in slowest.
E.S.T., EST, or e.s.t., Eastern Standard
Time.
es·tab·lish (es tabʹlish), v. 1 set up permanently: establish a business. 2 settle
in a position; set up in business. 3
bring about permanently; cause to be
accepted: establish a custom. 4 show
beyond dispute; prove: establish a fact.
[< OF establir < L stabilire make stable2] —es·tabʹlish·er, n.
established church, 1 church that is a
national institution recognized and supported by the government. 2 Established Church, ⫽Church of England.
es·tab·lish·ment (es tabʹlish mәnt), n. 1
an establishing. 2 a being established. 3
something established; an institution. A
household, business, church, or army is
an establishment.

the Establishment, a ruling groups
or institutions of a country; power
structure. b powerful or inﬂuential
people, as a group in an institution or
in society.
es·tate (es tātʹ), n. 1 a large piece of land
belonging to a person; landed property.
2 that which a person owns; property;
possessions. 3 condition or stage in life.
[< OF < L status state]
es·teem (es tēmʹ), v. 1 have a favorable
opinion of; regard highly. 2 think; consider. —n. a very favorable opinion; high
regard. [< OF < L aestimare value]
es·ter (es tәr), n. 1 compound in which
the acid hydrogen of an acid is replaced
by the organic radical of an alcohol.
Animal and vegetable fats and oils are
esters. 2 any salt containing a hydrocarbon radical.
Es·ther (esʹtәr), n. 1 the Jewish wife of a
Persian king, who saved her people from
massacre. 2 book of the Old Testament
that tells her story.
es·ti·ma·ble (esʹtә mә bәl), adj. 1 worthy of esteem; deserving high regard.
2 capable of being estimated or calculated. —esʹti·ma·ble·ness, n. —esʹti·mably, adv.
es·ti·mate (n. esʹtә mit; –māt; v. esʹtә māt),
n., v., –mat·ed, –mat·ing. —n. 1 judgment or opinion about how much, how
many, how good, etc. 2 statement of
what certain work will cost, made by
one willing to do the work. —v. 1 have
an opinion of. 2 ﬁx the worth, size,
amount, etc., esp. in a rough way; calculate approximately. [< L aestimatus, pp.
of aestimare value] —esʹti·ma´tive, adj.
—esʹti·ma´tor, n.
es·ti·ma·tion (es´tә māʹshәn), n. 1 judgment; opinion. 2 esteem; respect. 3 act
or process of estimating.
Es·to·ni·a (es tōʹni ә), n. a small country
in N Europe, on the Baltic Sea. —Estoʹni·an, adj., n.
es·top (es topʹ), v., –topped, –top·ping. 1
in law, prevent from asserting or doing
something contrary to a previous assertion or act. 2 stop; bar; obstruct. [< OF,
< estoupe tow < L stuppa]
es·top·pel (es topʹәl), n. 1 legal prevention from asserting or doing something
contrary to a previous assertion or act. 2
act or process of estopping.
es·trange (es trānjʹ), v., –tranged, –tranging. 1 turn (a person) from aﬀection
to indiﬀerence, dislike, or hatred; make
unfriendly; separate: a quarrel had
estranged him from his family. 2 keep
apart; keep away. [< OF < L, < extraneus
strange] —es·trangeʹment, n. —estrangʹer, n.
es·tro·gen (esʹtrә jәn), n. any of various hormones which induce a series of
physiological changes in females, esp.
in the reproductive or sexual organs.
—es´tro·genʹic, adj.
es·trous (esʹtrәs), adj. of or having to do
with the estrus.

es·trus (esʹtrәs), n. periodic and regularly
recurring period when females of the
lower mammals are physiologically able
to conceive and willing to mate. [< NL
estrus ult. < Gk. oîstros gadﬂy]
es·tu·ar·y (esʹchü er´i), n., pl. –ar·ies. 1
a broad mouth of a river into which
the tide ﬂows. 2 inlet of the sea. [< L,
< aestus tide] —es´tu·arʹi·al, adj.
–et, suﬃx. little, as in owlet, islet. This
meaning has disappeared in most words
formed by adding –et. [< OF]
ETA, estimated time of arrival.
e·ta (āʹtә; ēʹtә), n. the seventh letter of the
Greek alphabet (H, η).
et al., 1 and elsewhere. 2 and others.
[(def.1) < L et alibi; (def. 2) < L et alii]
etc., et cetera.
et cet·er·a (et setʹә rә; setʹrә), and others;
and the rest; and so forth; and so on; and
the like [< L]
etch (ech), v. 1 engrave (a drawing or
design) on metal, glass, etc., by means
of acid. When ﬁlled with ink, the lines
of the design will reproduce a copy on
paper. 2 engrave a drawing or design
on by means of acid. 3 make drawings
or designs by this method. [< Du. < G
ätzen; akin to eat] —etchʹer, n.
etch·ing (echʹing), n. 1 picture or design
printed from an etched plate. 2 an
etched plate; etched drawing or design.
3 art of an etcher; process of engraving
a drawing or design on metal, glass, etc.,
by means of acid.
ETD, estimated time of departure.
e·ter·nal (i tėrʹnәl), adj. 1 without beginning or ending; lasting throughout all
time. 2 always and forever the same.
3 seeming to go on forever; occurring
very frequently. —n. the Eternal, God.
[< L aeternalis, ult. < aevum age] —eterʹnal·ly, adv. —e·terʹnal·ness, n.
Eternal City, the, Rome.
e·ter·ni·ty (i tėrʹnә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 time
without beginning or ending; all time. 2
the endless period after death; future life.
3 a seemingly endless period of time.
eth·ane (ethʹān), n. a colorless, odorless,
inﬂammable gas, C2H6. It is a hydrocarbon present in natural gas and illuminating gas.
eth·a·nol (ethʹә nōl, –nol), n. 1 ⫽ethyl
alcohol. 2 alcohol-based fuel made from
grains, including corn, wheat, and barley, and often mixed with gasoline for
use in automobiles. [< ethane + –ol
derived from alcohol]
e·ther (ēʹthәr), n. 1 a colorless, strongsmelling liquid, (C2H5)2O, that burns
and evaporates readily. Its fumes cause
unconsciousness when deeply inhaled.
Ether is used as a solvent for fats and
resins. 2 a the upper regions of space
beyond the earth’s atmosphere; clear
sky. b the invisible, elastic substance
formerly supposed to be in space. [< L
< Gk. aither upper air]
e·the·re·al (i thirʹi әl), adj. 1 light; airy;
delicate: ethereal beauty. 2 not of the
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earth; heavenly. —e·the´re·alʹi·ty, n. —etheʹre·al·ly, adv. —e·theʹre·al·ness, n.
eth·ic (ethʹik), adj. ⫽ethical. —n. ethics;
system of ethics. [< L < Gk., < ethos
moral character]
eth·i·cal (ethʹә kәl), adj. 1 having to do
with standards of right and wrong; of
ethics or morality. 2 in accordance with
formal or professional rules of right and
wrong. —eth´i·calʹi·ty, n. —ethʹi·cal·ly,
adv. —eth·i·cal·ness, n.
eth·ics (ethʹiks), n. 1 (sing. in use) study of
standards of right and wrong; that part
of science and philosophy dealing with
moral conduct, duty, and judgment. 2
(pl. in use) formal or professional rules
of right and wrong; system of conduct
or behavior.
E·thi·o·pi·a (ē´thi ōʹpi ә), n. 1 country
in E Africa. 2 an ancient region in NE
Africa, S of Egypt.
E·thi·o·pi·an (ē´thi ōʹpi әn), adj. of
or having to do with Ethiopia or its
people. —n. native or inhabitant of
Ethiopia.
E·thi·op·ic (ē´thi opʹik; –ōʹpik), adj. of or
having to do with the ancient language
of Ethiopia or the church using this
language. —n. the ancient language of
Ethiopia.
eth·nic (ethʹnik) adj. 1 having to do
with the various cultures, languages,
and characteristics of diﬀerent people,
special to them. 2 of or having to do
with people from another country or
culture. 3 of or for ethnics. —n. member
of an ethnic group. [< L <G k., < ethnos
nation] —ethʹni·cal·ly, adv.
ethnic cleansing, use of force and violence to clear a geographic area of an
ethnic group.
eth·nic·ity (eth nisʹә ti), n. ethnic heritage; cultural or national background.
ethno–, combining form. people; nation;
culture; as in ethnocentric.
eth·no·cen·tric (eth´nō senʹtrik), adj.
believing one’s own culture or national
origin superior to another. —eth´nocenʹtrism, n.
eth·nog·ra·phy (eth nogʹrә ﬁ), n. the scientiﬁc description and classiﬁcation of
the various races of people. —eth·nogʹrapher, n. —eth´no·g·raphʹic, eth´nographʹi·cal, adj. —eth´no·graphʹi·cally, adv.
eth·nol·o·gy (eth nolʹә ji), n. science that
deals with the various races of people,
their origin, distribution, characteristics, customs, institutions, and culture.
—eth´no·logʹic, eth´no·logʹi·cal, adj.
—eth´no·logʹical·ly, adv. —eth·nolʹogist, n.
e·thos (ēʹthos), n. 1 spirit or nature of a
particular group, institution, etc. 2 qualities or characteristics that distinguish a
particular culture or group. [< NL, < Gk.
ethos character, nature]
eth·yl (ethʹәl), n. a univalent radical,
⫺C2H5, in many organic compounds.
Ordinary alcohol contains ethyl.

ethyl alcohol, ordinary alcohol, C2H5OH,
made by the fermentation of grain,
sugar, etc.
eth·yl·ene (ethʹә lēn), n. a colorless,
inﬂammable gas, C2H4, with an unpleasant odor, used as a fuel and anesthetic,
and for coloring and ripening citrus
fruits.
e·ti·ol·o·gy (ē´ti olʹә ji), n. 1 an assigning of a cause. 2 science that deals with
origins or causes. 3 theory of the causes
of disease. [< L < Gk., < aitia cause +
–logos treating of] —e´ti·o·logʹi·cal, adj.
—e´ti·o·logʹi·cal·ly, adv. —e´ti·olʹogist, n.
et·i·quette (etʹә ket), n. 1 conventional
rules for conduct or behavior in polite
society. 2 formal rules or conventions
governing conduct in a profession, oﬃcial ceremony, etc.: medical etiquette.
[< F < Gmc.]
Et·na (etʹnә), n. Mount, volcano in NE
Sicily.
E·tru·ri·a (i tru̇rʹi ә) n. an ancient country
in W Italy.
E·trus·can (i tru̇sʹkәn), E·tru·ri·an
(i tru̇rʹi әn), adj. of or having to do with
Etruria, its people, their language, art, or
customs. —n. 1 native or inhabitant of
Etruria. 2 language of Etruria.
et seq., and the following; and that which
follows. [< L et sequens]
–ette, suﬃx. 1 little, as in kitchenette,
statuette. 2 female, as in farmerette, suffragette. 3 substitute for, as in leatherette.
[< F, fem. of –et –et]
é·tude (ā tüdʹ; ā tūdʹ), n. 1 piece of music
intended to develop skill in technique. 2
such a composition intended for performance. [< F, study]
et·y·mol·o·gy (et ә molʹә ji), n., pl. –gies.
1 account or explanation of the origin
and history of a word. 2 a historical
study dealing with linguistic changes,
esp. a study dealing with individual
word origins. [< L < Gk., < etymon the
original sense or form of a word (neut.
of etymos true, real) + –logos treating
of] —et´y·mo·logʹi·cal, adj. —et´y·mologʹi·cal·ly, adv. —et´y·molʹo·gist, n.
eu–, preﬁx. good; well; true as in eulogy,
euphony. [< Gk.]
EU, European Union.
Eu, europium.
eu·ca·lyp·tus (ū´kә lipʹtәs), n., pl. –tus·es,
–ti (–tī). a very tall tree that originated
in Australia. It is valued for its timber
and for an oil made from its leaves.
[< NL, < Gk. eu– well + kalyptos covered;
with ref. to bud covering]
eu·car·y·ote (ü karʹi ōt), n. cell having a
visible nucleus or an organism with visible nuclei. Also, eukaryote. [< eu– good,
true + Gk. káryon nut, kernel]
Eu·cha·rist (ūʹkә rist), n. 1 sacrament of
the Lord’s Supper; Holy Communion. 2
the consecrated bread and wine used in
this sacrament. [< LL < Gk. eucharistia
thankfulness, the Eucharist] —Eu´charisʹtic, adj.
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eu·chre (ūkәr), n., v., –chred, –chring,
—n. a simple card game for two, three,
or four players, using the 32 (or 28, or
24) highest cards. —v. defeat (the side
that declared the trump) at euchre.
Eu·clid (ūʹklid), n. Greek mathematician
who wrote a book on geometry about
300 b.c.
Eu·clid·e·an, Eu·clid·i·an (ū´klidʹli әn),
adj. of Euclid or his principles of geometry.
eu·gen·ic (ū jenʹik), adj. 1 having to do
with improvement of the race; improving the oﬀspring produced; improving
the race. 2 possessing good inherited
characteristics. [< Gk. eugenes well-born
< eu– well + genos birth] —eu·genʹical·ly, adv.
eu·gen·ics (ū jenʹiks), n. science of
improving the human race. Eugenics would apply the same principles
to human beings that have long been
applied to animals and plants. —eugenʹi·cist, n.
eu·lo·gist (ūʹlә jist), n. person who eulogizes.
eu·lo·gis·tic (ū´lә jisʹtik), adj. praising
highly. —eu´lo·gisʹti·cal·ly, adv.
eu·lo·gize (ūʹlә jīz), v., –gized, –giz·ing.
praise very highly. —euʹlo·giz´er, n.
eu·lo·gy (ūʹlә ji), n., pl. –gies. speech or
writing in praise of a person, action, etc.;
high praise. [< Gk. eulogia < eu– well +
legein speak]
eu·nuch (ūʹnәk), n. 1 a castrated man. 2
a castrated man in charge of a harem or
the household of an Oriental ruler. [< L
< Gk., < eune bed + echein keep]
eu·phe·mism (ūʹfә miz әm), n. 1 use of
a mild or indirect expression instead of
one that is harsh or unpleasantly direct.
2 a mild or indirect expression used
in this way. “Pass away” is a common
euphemism for “die.” [< Gk., < eu– good
+ pheme speaking] —euʹphe·mist, n.
—eu´phe·misʹtic, adj. —eu´phe·misʹtical·ly, adv.
eu·phe·mize (ūʹfә mīz), v., –mized, –mizing. 1 employ euphemism. 2 express by
euphemism. —euʹphe·miz´er, n.
eu·phon·ic (ū fonʹik), adj. 1 having to
do with euphony. 2 euphonious. —euphonʹi·cal·ly, adv. —eu·phonʹi·calness, n.
eu·pho·ni·ous (ū fōʹni әs), adj. sounding
well; pleasing to the ear; harmonious.
—eu·phoʹni·ous·ly, adv. —eu·phoʹnious·ness, n.
eu·pho·ni·um (ū fōʹni әm), n. a brass
musical instrument like a tuba, having a
loud, deep tone.
eu·pho·ny (ūʹfә ni), n., pl. –nies. 1 agreeableness of sound; pleasing eﬀect to
the ear; agreeableness of speech sounds
as uttered or combined in utterance.
2 tendency to change sounds so as to
favor ease of utterance. [< LL < Gk.,
< eu– good + phone sound]
eu·phor·bi·a (ū fôrʹbi ә), n. any of a genus
of plants with acrid, milky juice and
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euphoria

small, inconspicuous ﬂowers; spurge.
Some euphorbias resemble cacti. [< L,
< Euphorbus, a Greek physician]
eu·pho·ri·a (ū fôʹri ә; –fōʹ–), n. sense of
well-being and expansiveness. [< NL
< Gk., < eu well + pherein to bear] —euphorʹic, adj.
Eu·phra·tes (ū frāʹtēz), n. river in SW
Asia, ﬂowing from E Turkey into the
Persian Gulf. It joins the Tigris River
in Iraq.
Eur., Europe; European.
Eur·a·sia (yu̇r āʹzhә; –shә), n. Europe and
Asia. —Eur·aʹsian, adj., n.
eu·re·ka (yu̇ rēʹkә), interj. I have found it!
(the motto of California). [< Gk.]
Eu·rip·i·des (yu̇ ripʹә dēz), n. 480?–406?
b.c., Greek tragic poet.
eu·ro (yu̇rʹō), currency of the European
Union.
Euro– or euro–, combining form. European, esp. of the European Union, as in
Eurodollar.
Eu·ro·bank (yu̇rʹō bangk´), n. bank of the
European Union. esp. the central bank.
Eu·ro·dol·lar (yu̇rʹō dolʹәr), n. a U.S. dollar held by banks and ﬁnancial institutions of the European Union.
Eu·rope (yu̇rʹәp), n. continent W of Asia.
Eu·ro·pe·an (yu̇rʹә pēʹәn), adj. of or having to do with Europe or its people. —n.
native or inhabitant of Europe.
European Community, former name of
the European Union.
Eu·ro·pe·an·ize (yu̇rʹә pēʹәn īz), v., –ized,
–iz·ing. make European in appearance,
habit, way of life, etc.
European plan, system of charges to
guests in a hotel by which the price covers the room, but not the meals (distinguished from American plan).
European Union, economic, political,
and social union of European countries,
founded in 1993, formerly called the
European Community.
eu·ro·pi·um (yu̇ rōʹpi әm), n. a rare
metallic element, Eu, of the same group
as cerium. [< NL, < L Europa Europe
< Gk.]
Eu·ryd·i·ce (yu̇ ridʹә sē), n. Gk. Myth. the
wife of Orpheus, who freed her from
Hades by the charm of his music, but
lost her again when he turned back to
see if she was following.
Eu·sta·chi·an tube (ū stāʹki әn; –stāʹshәn),
a slender canal between the pharynx
and the middle ear.
Eu·ter·pe (ū tėrʹpē), n. the Greek Muse of
music and lyric song.
eu·tha·na·sia (ū´thә nāʹzhә), n. a painless killing, esp. to end a painful and
incurable disease. [< Gk., < eu– easy +
thanatos death]
eu·tro·phi·ca·tion (ū´trә fә kāʹshәn), n.
too great an amount of nutrients in
ponds, lakes, etc., causing excess growth
of algae and plants and a reduction of
oxygen in the water. [< Gk. eutrophos
thriving, nourishing]

Eux·ine Sea (ūkʹsin), an ancient name for
the Black Sea.
ev, eV or EV, electron volt.
e·vac·u·ate (i vakʹyu̇ āt), v., –at·ed, –ating. 1 leave empty; withdraw from: the
soldiers evacuated the fort. 2 withdraw;
remove: evacuate ﬂood victims. 3 make
empty: evacuate the bowels. [< L, < ex–
out + vacuus empty] —e·vac´u·aʹtion, n.
—e·vacʹu·a´tor, n.
e·vac·u·ee (i vakʹyu̇ ē; i vak´yu̇ ēʹ), n. one
who is removed to a place of greater
safety.
e·vade (i vādʹ), v., e·vad·ed, e·vad·ing. 1
get away from by trickery; avoid by cleverness. 2 elude [< L, < ex– away + vadere
go] —e·vadʹa·ble, e·vadʹi·ble, adj. —evadʹer, n. —e·vadʹing·ly, adv.
e·val·u·ate (i valʹyu̇ āt), v., –at·ed, –ating. ﬁnd the value or the amount of; ﬁx
the value of. —e·val´u·aʹtion, e·val´uaʹtor, n.
ev·a·nesce (ev´ә nesʹ), v., –nesced, –nescing. disappear; fade away; vanish.
[< L evanescere < ex– out + vanus insubstantial]
ev·a·nes·cence (ev´ә nesʹәns), n. 1 gradual
disappearance; vanishing. 2 tendency
not to last long: evanescence of the northern lights.
ev·a·nes·cent (ev´ә nesʹәnt), adj. tending to disappear or fade away; able to
last only a short time. —ev´a·nesʹcently, adv.
e·van·gel·i·cal (ē´van jelʹә kәl; ev´әn–),
adj. Also, e´van·gelʹic. 1 of, concerning, or according to the four Gospels
or the New Testament. 2 of or having
to do with the Protestant churches that
emphasize Christ’s atonement and salvation by faith as the most important
parts of Christianity, as the Methodists and Baptists. 3 evangelistic. —n. 1
an adherent of evangelical doctrines.
2 member of an evangelical church.[
E evangel + –ical, evangel < LL, < Gk.
evangelion good tidings, ult. < eu– good
+ angellein announce] —e´van·gelʹi·calism, n. —e´van·gelʹi·cal·ly, adv.
e·van·ge·lism (i vanʹjә liz әm), n. 1 a
preaching of the Gospel; earnest eﬀort
for the spread of the Gospel. 2 work of
an evangelist. 3 belief in the doctrines of
an evangelical church or party.
e·van·ge·list (i vanʹjә list), n. 1 preacher
of the Gospel. 2 a traveling preacher
who stirs up religious feeling in revival
services or camp meetings. 3 Evangelist, any of the writers of the four
Gospels; Matthew, Mark, Luke, or John.
—e·van´ge·lisʹtic, e·van´ge·lisʹti·cal,
adj. —e·van´ge·lisʹti·cal·ly, adv.
e·van·ge·lize (i vanʹjә līz), v., –lized, –lizing. 1 preach the Gospel to. 2 convert to
Christianity by preaching. —e·van´ge·lizaʹtion, n. —e·vanʹge·liz´er, n.
e·vap·o·rate (i vapʹә rāt), v., –rat·ed, –rating. 1 change from a liquid or solid into
a vapor. 2 remove water or other liquid
from: heat is used to evaporate milk. 3

give oﬀ moisture. 4 vanish; disappear.
[< L, < ex– out + vapor vapor] —evap´o·raʹtion, n. —e·vapʹo·ra´tive, adj.
—e·vapʹo·ra´tor, n.
e·va·sion (i vāʹzhәn), n. 1 a getting away
from something by trickery; an avoiding by cleverness. 2 an attempt to escape
an argument, a charge, a question, etc. 3
means of evading; trick or excuse used
to avoid something.
e·va·sive (i vāʹsiv; –ziv), adj. tending or
trying to evade. “Perhaps” is an evasive
answer. —e·vaʹsiveʹly, adv. —e·vaʹsiveness, n.
eve (ēv), n. 1 evening or day before a holiday or some other special day: Christmas Eve. 2 time just before. 3 Poetic.
evening. [var. of even2]
Eve (ēv), n. in the Bible, the ﬁrst woman,
Adam’s wife.
e·ven1 (ēʹvәn), adj. 1 level; ﬂat; smooth.
2 at the same level. 3 regular; uniform.
4 equal. 5 leaving no remainder when
divided by 2. 6 exact. —v. make even.
—adv. 1 evenly. 2 just; exactly. 3 indeed.
4 fully; quite: faithful even unto death. 5
though one would not expect it: even the
least noise disturbs her. 6 still; yet
break even, have equal gains and losses.
even if, in spite of the fact that.
even out, become level; balance.
even though, although.
get even, get revenge.
e·ven2 (ēʹvәn), n. Poetic. evening. [OE
œ̄fen]
e·ven-hand·ed (ēʹvәn hanʹdid), adj.
impartial; fair; just.
eve·ning (ēvʹning), n. 1 the last part
of day and early part of night; time
between sunset and bedtime. 2 S U.S.
afternoon. 3 the last part: the evening of
life. —adj. in the evening; of the evening;
for the evening. [OE œ̄fnung < œ̄fnian
become evening < œ̄fen evening]
evening dress, 1 formal clothes for evening. 2 woman’s formal clothing, esp. a
long dress.
evening primrose, a tall plant with spikes
of fragrant yellow or white ﬂowers that
open in the evening.
evening star, a bright planet seen in the
western sky after sunset.
e·ven·song (ēʹvәn sông´; –song´), n. a
church service said or sung in the late
afternoon or early evening; vespers.
e·vent (i ventʹ), n. 1 a happening. 2 result;
outcome. 3 item or contest in a program
of sports.
at or in all events, in any case; whatever
happens.
in any event, in any case; anyhow.
in the event of, in case of.
in the event that, if it should happen
that. [< L, < ex– out + venire come]
e·ven-tem·pered (ēʹvәn temʹpәrd), adj.
not easily disturbed or angered; calm.
e·vent·ful (i ventʹfәl), adj. 1 full of events;
having many unusual events. 2 having
important results; important. —e·ventʹful·ly, adv. —e·ventʹful·ness, n.
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e·vent·ing (i venʹting), n. equestrian competition, which includes dressage, jumping, etc.
e·ven·tu·al (i venʹchu̇ әl), adj. 1 coming in
the end; ﬁnal. 2 depending on uncertain
events; possible. —e·venʹtu·al·ly, adv.
e·ven·tu·al·i·ty (i ven´chu̇ alʹә ti), n., pl.
–ties. a possible occurrence or condition; possibility.
e·ven·tu·ate (i venʹchu̇ āt), v., –at·ed, –ating. come out in the end; happen ﬁnally;
result.
ev·er (evʹәr), adv. 1 at any time: was there
ever a man with such bad luck. 2 at all
times: ever at your service. 3 continuously: ever since. 4 at all; by any chance;
in any case.
ever so, very: ever so cold today. [ OE
œ̄fre]
Ev·er·est (evʹәr ist), n. Mount, peak in
the Himalayas in S Tibet, the highest in
the world.
ev·er·glade (evʹәr glād´), n. 1 a large tract
of low, wet ground partly covered with
tall grass; large swamp or marsh. 2 Everglades, a swampy region in S Florida.
ev·er·green (evʹәr grēn´), adj. having
green leaves all the year. —n. 1 an evergreen plant, as pine, spruce, cedar, ivy,
etc. 2 evergreens, evergreen twigs or
branches used for decoration, esp. at
Christmas; greens.
ev·er·last·ing (ev´әr lasʹting; –läsʹ–), adj.
1 lasting forever. 2 lasting a long time.
3 lasting too long; tiresome. —n. 1 eternity. 2 ﬂower that keeps its shape and
color when dried.
the Everlasting, God. —ev´er·lastʹingly, adv. —ev´er·lastʹing·ness, n.
ev·er·more (ev´әr môrʹ; –môrʹ), adv., n.
always; forever.
e·ver·sion (i vėrʹzhәn; –shәn), n. a turning of an organ, structure, etc., inside
out. —e·verʹsi·ble, adj.
e·vert (i vėrtʹ), v. turn inside out. [< L,
< ex– out + vertere turn]
eve·ry (evʹri), adj. 1 all, regarded singly or
separately; each and all. 2 all possible: we
showed him every consideration.
every last, all; every one.
every now and then, from time to time.
every other, each ﬁrst, third, ﬁfth, etc.,
or second, fourth, sixth, etc. [< OE œ̄fre
ever + œ̄lc each]
eve·ry·bod·y (evʹri bod´i), pron. every
person; everyone: everybody likes the
new teacher.
eve·ry·day (evʹri dā´), adj. 1 of every
day; daily. 2 for every ordinary day; not
for Sundays or holidays. 3 not exciting;
usual. —eve´ry·dayʹness, n.
eve·ry·one (evʹri wun; –wәn), pron. every person; everybody: everyone took his
purchases home.
eve·ry·place (evʹri plās), adv. ⫽everywhere.
eve·ry·thing (evʹri thing), pron. every
thing; all things.—n.something extremely
important; very important thing.

eve·ry·where (evʹri hwãr), adv. in every
place; in all places.
e·vict (i viktʹ), v. expel by a legal process
from land, a building, etc.; eject (a tenant). [< L evictus < ex– out + vincere
conquer] —e·vicʹtion, n. —e·vicʹtor, n.
ev·i·dence (evʹә dәns), n., v., –denced,
–denc·ing. —n. 1 whatever makes clear
the truth or falsehood of something. 2
facts established and accepted in a court
of law. 3 person who gives testimony in
a court of law; witness: state’s evidence. 4
indication; sign. —v. make easy to see or
understand; show clearly; prove.
in evidence, easily seen or noticed.
turn state’s evidence, (of someone
involved in a crime) oﬀer to be a witness
against another or others also involved
in the crime. [< L, < ex– out + videns,
ppr. of videre to see]
ev·i·dent (evʹә dәnt), adj. easy to see or
understand; clear; plain. —evʹi·den´tial,
adj. —evʹi·dent·ly, adv.
e·vil (ēʹvәl), adj. 1 bad; wrong; sinful;
wicked. 2 causing harm or injury. —n. 1
something bad; sin; wickedness. 2 thing
that causes harm or injury. —adv. badly.
[OE yfel] —eʹvil·ly, —adv. —eʹvil·ness, n.
e·vil·do·er (ēʹvәl dü´әr), n. person who
does evil. —eʹvil·do´ing, n.
evil eye, the supposed power of causing
harm or bringing bad luck to others by
looking at them.
e·vil-mind·ed (ēʹvәl mīnʹdid), adj. having
an evil mind; wicked; malicious.
e·vince (i vinsʹ), v., e·vinced, e·vinc·ing.
1 show clearly; reveal. 2 show that one
has (a quality, trait, etc.). [< L, < ex– out
+ vincere conquer] —e·vinʹci·ble, e·vinʹcive, adj.
e·vis·cer·ate (i visʹәr āt), v., –at·ed, –ating. 1 remove the bowels from; disembowel. 2 deprive of something essential.
[< L, < ex– out + viscera viscera] —evis´cer·aʹtion, n.
e·voke (i vōkʹ), v., e·voked, e·vok·ing. call
forth; bring out. [< L, < ex– out + vocare
call] —ev´o·caʹtion n. —e·vokʹer, n.
ev·o·lu·tion (ev´ә lüʹshәn), n. 1 any process of formation or growth; gradual
development: the evolution of modern
chemistry from alchemy. 2 theory that
all living things developed from a few
simple forms of life. 3 movement that is
a part of a deﬁnite plan, design, or series.
—ev´o·luʹtion·ar´y, ev´o·luʹtion·al, adj.
—ev´o·luʹtion·al·ly, adv.
ev·o·lu·tion·ist (ev´ә lüʹshәn ist), n. student of, or believer in, the theory of
evolution.
e·volve (i volvʹ), v., e·volved, e·volv·ing. 1
develop gradually; work out. 2 develop
by a process of growth and change to a
more highly organized condition. [< L,
< ex– out + volvere roll] —e·volvʹer, n.
ewe (ū), n. a female sheep. [OE ēowu]
ew·er (ūʹәr), n. a widemouthed water
pitcher. [< AF < VL aquaria < L aquarius
for drawing water < aqua water]

ex (eks), n. former wife, husband, or
partner.
ex–, preﬁx. 1 out of; from; out, as in
exclude, exit, export. 2 utterly; thoroughly, as in excruciating, exasperate.
3 former; formerly, as in ex-member,
ex-president, ex-soldier. [< L ex– out of,
without; also, e– (before b, d, g, h, l, m, n,
r, v), and ef– (before f)]
Ex., Exodus.
ex., 1 example. 2 except.
ex·ac·er·bate (ig zasʹ әr bāt; ek sasʹ–), v.,
–bat·ed, –bat·ing. 1 make a condition
worse, as pain, discomfort, disease, etc. 2
irritate (feelings). —ex·ac´er·baʹtion, n.
ex·act (ig zaktʹ), adj. 1 without any error
or mistake; strictly correct. 2 strict;
severe; rigorous. —v. 1 demand and
get; force to be paid. [< L exactus, pp.
of exigere weigh accurately < ex– out +
agere weigh] —ex·actʹa·ble, adj. —exactʹer, ex·acʹtor, n. —ex·actʹness, n.
ex·act·ing (ig zakʹting), adj. 1 requiring
much; making severe demands; hard to
please. 2 requiring eﬀort, care, or attention. —ex·actʹing·ly, adv. —ex·actʹingness, n.
ex·ac·tion (ig zakʹshәn), n. 1 an exacting.
2 thing exacted, as taxes, fees, etc.
ex·act·i·tude (ig zakʹtә tüd; –tud), n.
exactness.
ex·act·ly (ig zaktʹli), adv. 1 in an exact
manner; accurately; precisely. 2 just so;
quite right.
ex·ag·ger·ate (ig zajʹәr āt), v., –at·ed, –ating. 1 make (something) greater than
it is; overstate: exaggerate a misfortune.
2 increase or enlarge abnormally. 3 say
or think something is greater than it is.
[< L, < ex– out, up + agger heap] —exagʹger·at´ed, adj. —ex·ag´ger·aʹtion, n.
—ex·agʹger·a´tor, n.
ex·alt (ig zôltʹ), v. 1 raise in rank, honor,
power, character, quality, etc. 2 ﬁll with
pride, joy, or noble feeling. 3 praise;
honor; glorify. [< L, < ex– out, up + altus
high] —ex·altʹed·ly, adv. —ex·altʹer, n.
ex·al·ta·tion (eg´zôl tāʹshәn), n. 1 an
exalting. 2 a being exalted. 3 lofty emotion; rapture.
ex·am (ig zamʹ), n. examination.
ex·am·i·na·tion (ig zam´ә nāʹshәn), n. 1
an examining or being examined. 2 test
of knowledge or qualiﬁcations; list of
questions. 3 answers given in such a test.
4 Law. a formal interrogation.
ex·am·ine (ig zamʹәn), v., –ined, –in·ing.
1 look at closely and carefully. 2 test the
knowledge or qualiﬁcations of; ask questions of. [< F < L examinare < examen a
weighing. See exact.] —ex·amʹin·a·ble,
adj. —ex·amʹin·er, n.
ex·am·i·nee (ig zam´ә nēʹ), n. person
who is being examined.
ex·am·ple (ig zamʹpәl; –zämʹ–), n., v.,
–pled, –pling. —n. 1 one taken to show
what others are like; case that shows
something; sample. 2 person or thing to
be imitated; model; pattern. 3 warning
to others: make an example of rioters by
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arresting the leaders. —v. 1 be an example of; exemplify. 2 set an example to.
[< OF < L exemplum. See exempt.]
ex·as·per·ate (ig zasʹpәr āt; –zäsʹ–), v., –ated, –at·ing. irritate very much; annoy
extremely; make angry. [< L, < ex– thoroughly + asper rough] —ex·asʹper·at´er,
n. —ex·asʹper·at´ing·ly, adv.
ex· as· per· a· tion
(ig zas´ pәr āʹ shәn;
–zäs´–), n. extreme annoyance; irritation; anger.
exc., 1 excellent. 2 except.
Exc., Excellency.
Ex·cal·i·bur (eks kalʹә bәr), n. the magic
sword of King Arthur.
ex ca·the·dra (eks kә thēʹdrә; kathʹә–),
Latin. with authority; from the seat of
authority.
ex·ca·vate (eksʹkә vāt), v., –vat·ed, –vating. 1 make hollow; hollow out. 2 make
by digging; dig. 3 dig out; scoop out. 4
get or uncover by digging. [<L, < ex–
out + cavus hollow] —ex´ca·vaʹtion, n.
—exʹca·va´tor, n.
ex·ceed (ik sēdʹ), v. 1 go beyond; overstep. 2 be more or greater than others;
surpass. [< F < L, < ex– out + cedere go]
—ex·ceedʹer, n.
ex·ceed·ing (ik sēdʹing), adj. surpassing;
very great; unusual; extreme. —ex·ceedʹing·ly, adv.
ex·cel (ik selʹ), v., –celled, –cel·ling. 1 be
better than; do better than. 2 be better
than others; do better than others. [< F
< L excellere)
ex·cel·lence (ekʹsә lәns), n. 1 a being better than others; superiority. 2 an excellent quality or feature.
ex·cel·len·cy (ekʹsә lәn si), n., pl. –cies,
excellence.
Excellency, title of honor used in speaking to or of a president, governor, ambassador, bishop, etc.
ex·cel·lent (ekʹsә lәnt), adj. unusually
good; better than others. —exʹcel·lently, adv.
ex·cel·si·or (adj. ik selʹsi ôr; n. ik selʹsi әr), adj. ever upward; higher. —n.
short, thin, curled shavings of soft wood.
[< L, comparative of excelsus high, pp. of
excellere excel]
ex·cept (ik septʹ), prep. Also, ex·ceptʹing. leaving out; other than. —v. 1 take
out; leave out; exclude: present company
excepted. 2 make objection.
except for a with the exception of:
everyone laughed except for me. b were
it not for: except for the rain, a perfect
day. [< L exceptus < ex– out + capere
take]
ex·cep·tion (ik sepʹshәn), n. 1 a leaving
out. 2 person or thing left out. 3 an
unusual instance; case that does not follow the rule. 4 objection.
take exception, a object. b be oﬀended.
ex·cep·tion·a·ble (ik sepʹshәn ә bәl), adj.
objectionable. —ex·cepʹtion·a·bly, adv.
ex·cep·tion·al (ik sepʹshәn әl), adj. out of
the ordinary; unusual. —ex·cepʹtional·ly, adv.

ex·cerpt (n. ekʹsėrpt; v. ik sėrptʹ), n. a
selected passage; quotation. —v. take
out; select (a passage) from; quote. [< L
excerptum < ex– out + carpere pluck]
ex·cess (n. ik sesʹ; adj. ekʹses, ik sesʹ), n.
1 more than enough; part that is too
much. 2 amount or degree by which one
thing is more than another. 3 action that
goes beyond what is necessary or just.
—adj. extra: excess baggage.
in excess of, more than.
to excess, too much: party to excess.
[< L excessus < ex– out + cedere go; akin
to exceed]
ex·ces·sive (ik sesʹiv), adj. too much; too
great; going beyond what is necessary
or right. —ex·cesʹsive·ly, adv. —ex·cesʹsive·ness, n.
exch., 1 exchange. 2 exchequer.
ex·change (iks chānjʹ), v., –changed,
–chang·ing, n. —v. 1 give (for something else). 2 give and take (one thing in
return for another); change for another.
3 be taken in a trade. —n. 1 an exchanging. 2 what is exchanged. 3 place where
things are exchanged. Stocks are bought,
sold, and traded in a stock exchange.
4 varying rate or sum in one currency given for a ﬁxed sum in another
currency. [< OF < VL, < ex– out +
cambiare change < Celtic] —ex·changeʹable, adj. —ex·change´a·bilʹi·ty, n. —exchangʹer, n.
exchange rate, amount that one country’s
currency is worth in terms of another’s:
exchange rate of $1.20 for one euro.
exchange student, student participating in a program of trading students
between countries or institutions.
ex·cheq·uer (iks chekʹәr; eksʹchek әr),
n. 1 treasury of a state or nation. 2
treasury. 3 Exchequer, department of
the British government in charge of
its ﬁnances and the public revenues.
[< OF eschequier chessboard; because
accounts were kept on a table marked
in squares]
ex·cise1 (ekʹsīz; –sīs; ik sīzʹ), n. tax on
the manufacture, sale, or use of certain
articles made, sold, or used within a
country. [appar. < MDu. < OF acceis tax,
ult. < L ad– to + census tax]
ex·cise2 (ik sīzʹ), v., –cised, –cis·ing. cut
out; remove. [< L excisus < ex– out +
caedere cut] —ex·cisʹa·ble, adj. —exciʹsion, n.
ex·cit·a·ble (ik sītʹә bәl), adj. capable of
being excited; easily excited. —ex·cit´abilʹi·ty, ex·citʹa·ble·ness, n. —ex·citʹably, adv.
ex·ci·ta·tion (ek´sī tәʹshәn), n. 1 an exciting. 2 a being excited.
ex·cite (ik sītʹ), v., –cit·ed, –cit·ing. 1
stir up the feelings of. 2 arouse. 3 stir to
action; stimulate. [< L excitare, ult. < ex–
out + ciere set in motion] —ex·citʹed,
adj. —ex·citʹed·ly, adv. —ex·citʹer, n.
ex·cite·ment (ik sītʹmәnt), n. 1 an exciting; arousing. 2 state of being excited. 3
thing that excites.

ex·cit·ing (ik sītʹing), adj. arousing; stirring. —ex·citʹing·ly, adv.
ex·claim (iks klāmʹ), v. say or speak suddenly in surprise or strong feeling; cry
out. [< F < L, < ex– + clamare cry out]
—ex·claimʹer, n.
ex·cla·ma·tion (eksʹklә māʹshәn), n. 1 an
exclaiming. 2 thing exclaimed. Ah! and
oh! are exclamations. —ex·clamʹa·to´ry,
adj.
exclamation mark or point, punctuation
mark (!) that shows a word, phrase, etc.,
was exclaimed.
ex·clude (iks klüdʹ), v., –clud·ed, –cluding. 1 shut out; keep out. 2 drive out
and keep out; expel. [< L excludere < ex–
out + claudere shut] —ex·cludʹa·ble, adj.
—ex·cludʹer, n. —ex·cluʹsion, n.
ex·clu·sive (iks klüʹsiv; –ziv), adj. 1 shutting out all others. 2 each shutting out
the other: exclusive terms. 3 not divided
or shared with others; single; sole: an
exclusive right. 4 very particular about
choosing friends, members, patrons,
etc.: an exclusive club. —ex·cluʹsive·ly,
adv. —ex·cluʹsive·ness, n.
ex·com·mu·ni·cate (eks´kә mūʹnә kāt),
v., –cat·ed, –cat·ing. cut oﬀ from membership in a church; —ex´com·mu´nicaʹtion, n. —exʹcom·muʹni·caʹtor, n.
ex·co·ri·ate (iks kôʹri āt; –kōʹ–), v., –ated, –at·ing. denounce violently. [< LL,
< ex– oﬀ + corium hide, skin] —exco´ri·aʹtion, n.
ex·cre·ment (eksʹkrә mәnt), n. waste matter discharged from the bowels. [< L
excrementum, ult. < ex– out + cernere
sift] —ex´cre·menʹtal, adj.
ex·cres·cence (iks kresʹәns), ex·cres·cency (–әn si), n., pl. –cen·ces; –cies, an
unnatural growth; disﬁguring addition,
as a wart. [< L, < ex– out + crescere grow]
—ex·cresʹcent, adj.
ex·crete (iks krētʹ), v., –cret·ed, –cret·ing.
discharge (waste matter) from the body;
separate (waste matter) from the blood
or tissues. [< L excretus, pp. See excrement.] —ex·creʹtion, n. —ex·creʹtive,
exʹcre·to´ry, adj.
ex·cru·ci·ate (iks krüʹshi āt), v., –at·ed,
–at·ing. crucify; torture. [< L excruciatus < ex– utterly + cruciare to torture
< crux cross] —ex·cruʹci·at´ing, adj.
—ex·cruʹci·at´ing·ly, adv.
ex·cul·pate (eksʹkul pāt; iks kulʹ–), v.,
–pat·ed, –pat·ing. free from blame;
prove innocent. [< L ex– out + culpa
guilt] —ex´cul·paʹtion, n. —ex·cul´patoʹry, adj.
ex·cur·sion (iks kėrʹzhәn; –shәn), n. 1 a
short journey made with the intention
of returning; pleasure trip. 2 a wandering from the subject; deviation; digression. [< L excursio < ex– out + currere
run] —ex·curʹsion·ist, n.
ex·cur·sive (iks keėrʹsiv), adj. oﬀ the subject; wandering; rambling. —ex·curʹsively, adv. —ex·curʹsive·ness, n.
ex·cuse (v. iks kūzʹ; n. iks kūsʹ), v., –cused,
–cus·ing, n. —v. 1 overlook (a fault, etc.);
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pardon; forgive. 2 give a reason or apology for; try to clear of blame. 3 be a reason or explanation for; clear of blame. 4
free from duty or obligation; let oﬀ. —n.
1 a real or pretended reason or explanation. 2 act of excusing.
excuse oneself, a ask to be pardoned.
b ask to be allowed to leave. [< OF
< L excusare < ex– away + causa cause]
—ex·cusʹa·ble, adj. —ex·cusʹa·bly, adv.
—ex·cusʹer, n.
ex·ec (ig zekʹ), n. Informal. executive.
exec., executive; executor.
ex·e·cra·ble (ekʹsә krә bәl), adj. abominable; detestable. —exʹe·cra·bly, adv.
ex·e·crate (ekʹsә krāt), v., –crat·ed, –crating. 1 abhor; loathe; detest. 2 curse. [< L
execratus, ult. < ex– completely + sacer
accursed] —ex´e·craʹtion, n. —exʹecra´tive, adj. —exʹe·cra´tor, n.
ex·e·cute (ekʹsә kūt), v., –cut·ed, –cut·ing.
1 carry out; do. 2 put into eﬀect; enforce.
3 put to death according to law. 4 make
according to a plan or design. 5 make
(a deed, contract, etc.) legal by signing,
sealing, or doing whatever is necessary.
[< Med.L executare, ult. < L ex– out
+ sequi follow] —exʹe·cut´a·ble, adj.
—exʹe·cut´er, n.
ex·e·cu·tion (ek´sә kūʹshәn), n. 1 an executing. 2 a being executed. 3 mode or
style of performance. 4 inﬂiction of
capital punishment. 5 eﬀective action.
ex·e·cu·tion·er (ek´sә kūʹshәn әr), n. person who puts criminals to death according to law.
ex·ec·u·tive (ig zekʹyә tiv), adj. 1 having
to do with carrying out or managing
aﬀairs. 2 having the duty and power of
putting the laws into eﬀect. —n. 1 person who carries out or manages aﬀairs. 2
person, group, or branch of government
that has the duty and power of putting the
laws into eﬀect. 3 Usually, Executive.
the President of the United States.
the Executive, executive branch of the
U.S. government. —ex·ecʹu·tive·ly, adv.
Executive Mansion, the White House in
Washington, D.C.
executive privilege, U.S. right not to testify in court or before Congress, asserted
by members of the executive branch of
the Federal government to protect them
from having to reveal national secrets,
private meetings, etc.
executive session, meeting of a legislative
body that is closed to the public, usually
to consider sensitive matters.
ex·ec·u·tor (ig zekʹyә tәr for 1; ekʹsә kū´tәr for 2), n. 1 person named in a will
to carry out the provisions of the will.
2 person who executes plans, laws, etc.
—ex·ec´u·toʹri·al, adj.
ex·ec·u·trix (ig zekʹyә triks), n., pl. ex·ecu·tri·ces (ig zek´yә trīʹsēz), ex·ec·u·trixes. a woman executor.
ex·e·ge·sis (ek´sә jēʹsis), n., pl. –ses (–sēz).
1 a scholarly explanation or interpretation of the Bible. 2 an explanatory note.
[< Gk., < ex– out + hegeesthai lead,

guide] —ex´e·getʹic, adj. —ex´e·getʹical·ly, adv.
ex·em·plar (ig zemʹplәr; –plär), n. 1 model;
pattern. 2 a typical case; example.
ex· em· pla· ry
(ig zemʹ plә ri;
egʹzәm pler´i), adj. 1 being a good model
or pattern: exemplary conduct. 2 serving as a warning to others: exemplary
punishment. 3 serving as an example;
typical. [< L exemplaris. See example.]
—ex·emʹpla·ri·ly, adv. —ex·emʹpla·riness, n.
ex·em·pli·fy (ig zemʹplә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fying. show by example; be an example of.
—ex·em´pli·ﬁ·caʹtion, n.
ex·em·pli gra·ti·a (ig zemʹplī grāʹshi ә),
Latin. for example; for instance.
ex·empt (ig zemptʹ), v. free from a duty,
obligation, rule, etc., to which others are
subject; release. —adj. freed from a duty,
obligation, rule, etc.; released. —n. an
exempt person. [< L exemptus < ex– out
+ emere take] —ex·emptʹi·ble, adj. —exempʹtion, n.
ex·er·cise (ekʹsәr siz), n., v., –cised, –cising. —n. 1 active use to give practice
and training or to cause improvement. 2
thing that gives practice and training or
causes improvement. —v. 1 give exercise
to; train. 2 take exercise. 3 carry out in
action; perform. 4 make uneasy; annoy.
exercises, a physical regimen; activities;
do exercises daily. b ceremony: graduation exercises. [< OF < L exercitium
< exercere not allow to rest < ex– +
arcere keep away] —exʹer·cis´a·ble, adj.
—exʹer·cis´er, n.
ex·ert (ig zėrtʹ), v. use actively; put into
action. [< L, thrust out, < ex– out + serere
attach] —ex·erʹtive, n.
ex·er·tion (ig zėrʹshәn), n. 1 eﬀort. 2 a
putting into action; active use; use.
ex·hale (eks hālʹ), v., –haled, –hal·ing. 1
breathe out. 2 give oﬀ (air, vapor, smoke,
odor, etc.). [< F < L, < ex– out + halare
breathe] —ex´ha·laʹtion, n.
ex·haust (ig zôstʹ), v. 1 empty completely.
2 use up. 3 tire very much. 4 draw oﬀ:
exhaust the air in a jar. 5 leave nothing
important to be found out or said about;
study or treat thoroughly. —n. 1 the
escape of used steam, gasoline, etc., from
a machine. 2 means or way for used
steam, gasoline, etc., to escape from an
engine. 3 the used steam, gasoline, etc.,
that escapes. [< L exhaustus < ex– out, oﬀ
+ haurire draw] —ex·haustʹer, n. —exhaustʹi·ble, adj. —ex·haust´i·bilʹi·ty, n.
ex·haust·ed (ig zôsʹtid), adj. 1 used up:
exhausted grain stores. 2 worn out.
ex·haus·tion (ig zôsʹchәn), n. 1 an
exhausting. 2 a being exhausted. 3
extreme fatigue.
ex·haus·tive (ig zôsʹtiv), adj. leaving out
nothing important; thorough; comprehensive. —ex·hausʹtive·ly, adv. —exhausʹtive·ness, n.
ex·hib·it (ig zibʹit), v. 1 show; display.
2 show publicly. 3 show in court as
evidence; submit for consideration or

inspection. —n. 1 show; display. 2 thing
or things shown publicly. 3 a public
show. 4 thing shown in court as evidence. [< L exhibitus < ex– out + habere
hold] —ex·hibʹi·tor, ex·hibʹit·er, n.
ex·hi·bi·tion (ek´sә bishʹәn), n. 1 a showing; display: an exhibition of bad manners. 2 a public show. 3 thing or things
shown publicly; exhibit.
ex·hi·bi·tion·ism (ek´sә bishʹәn iz әm),
n. 1 an excessive tendency to show oﬀ
one’s abilities. 2 tendency to show what
should not be shown. —ex´hi·biʹtionist, n.
ex·hil·a·rate (ig zilʹә rāt), v., –rat·ed, –rating. make merry or lively; put into high
spirits; stimulate. [< L, < ex– thoroughly
+ hilaris merry] —ex·hilʹa·rat´ing, adj.
—ex·hilʹa·rat´ing·ly, adv. —ex·hil´a·raʹtion, n.
ex·hort (ig zôrtʹ), v. urge strongly; advise
or warn earnestly. [< L, < ex– + hortari urge strongly] —ex´hor·taʹtion, n.
—ex·horʹta·tive, ex·horʹta·to´ry, adj.
—ex·hortʹer, n.
ex·hume (eks hūmʹ; ig zūmʹ), v., –humed,
–hum·ing. 1 take out of a grave or the
ground; dig up. 2 reveal. [< Med.L, < L
ex– out of + humus ground] —ex´humaʹtion n.
ex·i·gen·cy (ekʹsә jәn si), ex·i·gence
(–jәns), n., pl. –cies; –gen·ces. exigencies. an urgent need; demand for
immediate action or attention; situation
demanding immediate action or attention; emergency.
ex·i·gent (ekʹsә jәnt), adj. 1 demanding
immediate action or attention; urgent.
2 demanding a great deal; exacting. [< L
exigens, ppr. of exigere exact]
ex·ile (egʹzīl; ekʹsīl), v., –iled, –il·ing, n.
—v. force (a person) to leave his or her
country or home; banish. —n. 1 a being
exiled; banishment. 2 an exiled person.
3 any prolonged absence from one’s
own country. [< OF < L exilium] —exilʹic, adj.
ex·ist (ig zistʹ), v. 1 have actual existence;
be; be real. 2 continue to be; live; have
life. 3 be present; occur. [< F < L, < ex–
forth + sistere stand] —ex·istʹent, adj.
ex·ist·ence (ig zisʹtәns), n. 1 real or actual
being; being. 2 continued being; living;
life. 3 occurrence; presence. 4 thing that
exists.
ex·is·ten·tial·ism (eg´zis tenʹshәl iz әm;
ek´sis–), n. philosophy stressing the need
for personal decision in a world lacking
purpose. —ex´is·tenʹtial, adj. —ex´istenʹtial·ist, n.
ex·it (egʹzit; ekʹsit), n. 1 way out. 2 a going
out; departure. 3 act of leaving the stage.
—v. 1 leave; depart; go out. 2 go out;
depart; leave (stage direction for an
actor to leave the stage). dis·so·ci·a·tion
[< L, goes out; also < L exitus a going out
< ex– out + ire go]
ex li·bris (eks līʹbris; lēʹ–), Latin. from the
library (of).
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exo– preﬁx. outside; outside of; outer:
exosphere ⫽ outer layer of the atmosphere. [< Gk. exō without]
ex·o·at·mos·phere (ek´sō atʹmә sﬁr), n.
⫽exosphere. —ex´o·at´mos·pherʹic, adj.
ex·o·bi·ol·o·gy (ek´sō bī olʹә ji), n. study
of life on other planets or celestial bodies. —ex´o·bi´o·logʹi·cal, adj. —ex´o·biolʹo·gist, n.
ex·o·crine (ekʹsә krīn; –krin), adj. 1
secreting to the outside, through a duct
or cavity; exocrine glands, such as the
mammary glands. 2 of or having to do
with exocrine secretions. [< exo– + Gk.
krínein to separate]
Exod., Exodus.
ex·o·dus (ekʹsә dәs), n. a going out;
departure.
Exodus, a departure of the Israelites
from Egypt. b Exodus, second book of
the Old Testament. [< L < Gk., < ex– out
+ hodos way]
ex of·ﬁ·ci·o (eks ә ﬁshʹi ō), because of
one’s oﬃce. [< L] —ex´-of·ﬁʹci·o, adj.
ex·og·a·my (ek sogʹә mē), n. practice of
marrying only outside of one’s tribe
or group. [< exo– + –gamy] —ex·ogʹamous, adj.
ex·og·e·nous (eks ojʹә nәs), adj. 1 having
stems that grow by the addition of layers
of wood on the outside under the bark.
2 originating from the outside. [< NL
exogenus growing on the outside. < Gk.
exo– outside + gen– bear, produce] —exogʹe·nous·ly, adv.
ex·on·er·ate (ig zonʹәr āt), v., at·ed, ating. free from blame. [< L, < ex– oﬀ +
onus burden] —ex·on´er·aʹtion, n. —exonʹer·a´tive, adj.
ex·or·bi·tant (ig zôrʹbә tәnt), adj. exceeding what is customary, proper, or reasonable; very excessive. [< L, < ex– out
of + orbita track. See orbit.] —ex·orʹbitance, ex·orʹbi·tan·cy, n. —ex·orʹbitant·ly, adv.
ex·or·cise, ex·or·cize (ekʹsôr sīz), v.,
–cised, –cis·ing; –cized, –ciz·ing. 1
drive out (an evil spirit) by prayers,
ceremonies, etc. 2 free (a person or
place) from an evil spirit. [< LL < Gk.
exorkizein bind by oath < ex– + horkos
oath] —exʹor·cis´er, exʹor·ciz´er, n.
ex·or·cism (ekʹsôr siz әm), n. 1 an exorcising. 2 prayers, ceremonies, etc., used
in exorcising. —exʹor·cist, n.
ex·o·sphere (ekʹsә sﬁr), n. the outermost
atmospheric layer in which the ionosphere begins to merge with interplanetary space, about 300 miles above the
earth’s surface.
ex·ot·ic (ig zotʹik), adj. foreign; strange;
rare. —n. anything exotic. [< L < Gk.
exotikos < exo outside < ex– out of] —exotʹi·cal·ly, adv.
exp., 1 expenses. 2 export. 3 express.
ex·pand (iks pandʹ), v. 1 increase in size;
enlarge; swell. 2 spread out; open out;
unfold; extend. 3 express in fuller form
or greater detail. [< L, < ex– out + pan-

dere spread. Doublet of spawn.] —expandʹer, n.
ex·panse (iks pansʹ), n. a large, unbroken space or stretch; wide, spreading
surface.
ex·pan·sion (iks panʹshәn), n. 1 an
expanding. 2 a being expanded; increase
in size, volume, etc. 3 amount or degree of
expansion. 4 an expanded part or form.
ex·pan·sive (iks panʹsiv), adj. 1 capable of
expanding; tending to expand. 2 wide;
spreading. 3 taking in much or many
things; broad; extensive. 4 showing one’s
feelings freely and openly; eﬀusive. —expanʹsive·ly, adv. —ex·panʹsive·ness, n.
ex·pa·ti·ate (iks pāʹshi āt), v., –at·ed, –ating. write or talk much. [< L, < exspatiari
walk about < ex– out + spatium space]
—ex·pa´ti·aʹtion, n. –ex·paʹti·a´tor, n.
ex·pa·tri·ate (v. eks pāʹtri āt; adj., n.
eks pāʹtri it, –āt), v., –at·ed, –at·ing, adj.,
n. —v. banish; exile. —adj. expatriated.
—n. an expatriated person; exile. [< LL,
< ex– out of + patria fatherland] —expa´tri·aʹtion, n.
ex·pect (iks pektʹ), v. 1 look forward to;
think likely to come or happen. 2 look
forward to with reason or conﬁdence;
desire and feel sure of getting. 3 think;
suppose; guess.
be expecting, be pregnant. [< L, < ex–
out + specere look]
ex·pect·an·cy (iks pekʹtәn si), ex·pectance (–tәns), n., pl. –cies; –an·ces.
expectation.
ex·pect·ant (iks pekʹtәnt), adj. 1 having expectations; expecting. 2 showing
expectation. 3 pregnant. —n. person
who expects something. —ex·pectʹantly, adv.
ex·pec·ta·tion (eks´pek tāʹshәn), n. 1 an
expecting or being expected; anticipation. 2 thing expected. 3 ground for
expecting something; prospect.
ex·pec·to·rant (iks pekʹtә rәnt), Med.
—adj. causing or helping the discharge
of phlegm, etc. —n. an expectorant
medicine.
ex·pec·to·rate (iks pekʹtә rāt), v., –rat·ed,
–rat·ing. cough up and spit out (phlegm,
etc.); spit. [< L, < ex– out of + pectus
breast] —ex·pec´to·raʹtion, n.
ex·pe·di·en·cy (iks pēʹdi әn si), ex·pedi·ence (–әns), n., pl. –cies; –enc·es. 1
suitability for bringing about a desired
result; desirability or ﬁtness under the
circumstances. 2 personal advantage;
self-interest.
ex·pe·di·ent (iks pēʹdi әnt), adj. 1 ﬁt for
bringing about a desired result; desirable
or suitable under the circumstances.
2 giving or seeking personal advantage; based on self-interest. —n. a useful
means of bringing about a desired result.
[< L expediens, ppr. of expedire to free
from a net, set right < ex– out + pes foot]
—ex·peʹdi·ent·ly, adv.
ex·pe·dite (eksʹpә dīt), v., –dit·ed, –diting. make easy and quick; speed up. [< L
expeditus. See expedient.]

ex·pe·dit·er (eksʹpә dīt´әr), n. 1 person
who is responsible for supplying raw
materials or delivering ﬁnished products on schedule.
ex·pe·di·tion (eks´pә dishʹәn), n. 1 journey for some special purpose. 2 group
of people, ships, etc., that make such a
journey. 3 eﬃcient and prompt action.
ex·pe·di·tion·ar·y (eks´pә dishʹәn er´i),
adj. of or making up an expedition: an
expeditionary force.
ex·pe·di·tious (eks´pә dishʹәs), adj. eﬃcient and prompt. —ex´pe·diʹtious·ly,
adv.
ex·pel (iks pelʹ), v., –pelled, –pel·ling.
1 force out; force to leave. 2 put out;
dismiss permanently. [< L, < ex– out +
pellere drive] —ex·pelʹla·ble, adj. —expelʹler, n.
ex·pend (iks pendʹ), v. spend; use up. [< L,
< ex– out + pendere weigh, pay. Doublet
of spend.] —ex·pendʹer, n.
ex·pend·a·ble (iks penʹdә bәl), adj. 1 that
can be expended. 2 worth giving up or
sacriﬁcing to the enemy or to destruction for strategic reasons. —n. Usually,
expendables. expendable persons or
things.
ex·pend·i·ture (iks penʹdi chәr; –chu̇r),
n. 1 act of expending. 2 cost; expense.
ex·pense (iks pensʹ), n. 1 an expending;
paying out money; outlay. 2 cost; charge.
3 cause of spending. 4 loss; sacriﬁce.
at the expense of, a paid for by someone
else. b with the loss or sacriﬁce of: work
long hours at the expense of time with
family.
expenses, a costs involved in doing
something: expenses for the sheep are
included. b money paid to reimburse
someone for doing a job; paid travel
plus expenses. [< AF < LL expensa. See
expend.]
ex·pen·sive (iks penʹsiv), adj. costly;
high-priced. —ex·penʹsive·ly, adv. —expenʹsive·ness, n.
ex·pe·ri·ence (iks pirʹi әns), n., v., –enced,
–enc·ing. —n. 1 what has happened to
one; anything or everything observed,
done, or lived through. 2 an observing, doing, or living through things:
people learn by experience. 3 skill, practical knowledge, or wisdom gained by
observing, doing, or living through
things. —v. have happen to one. [< of
< L, < experiri test < ex– out + peri– try]
—ex·per´i·enʹtial, adj.
ex·pe·ri·enced (iks pirʹi әnst), adj. 1 having had experience. 2 taught by experience. 3 skillful or wise because of
experience.
ex·per·i·ment (v. iks perʹә ment; n.
iks perʹә mәnt), v. try in order to ﬁnd
out; make trials or tests: experimenting
with dyes to get the color wanted. —n.
1 test or trial to ﬁnd out something: a
cooking experiment. 2 a conducting of
such tests or trials: scientists test out
theories by experiments. [< L experi-
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mentum. See experience.] —ex·perʹiment´er, n.
ex·per·i·men·tal (iks per´ә menʹtәl), adj.
1 based on experiments: chemistry is an
experimental science. 2 used for experiments. 3 based on experience, not on
theory or authority. —ex·per´i·menʹtally, adv.
ex·per·i·men·ta·tion (iks per´ә men tāʹshәn), n. an experimenting.
ex·pert (n. eksʹpėrt; adj. iks pėrtʹ, eksʹpėrt), n. person who knows a great
deal about some special thing. —adj. 1
very skillful; knowing a great deal about
some special thing. 2 from an expert;
requiring or showing knowledge about
some special thing. [< L expertus, pp.
of experiri test. See experience.] —expertʹly, adv. —ex·pertʹness, n.
ex·pi·ate (eksʹpi āt), v., –at·ed, –at·ing.
make amends for (a wrong, sin, etc.);
atone for. [< L, < ex– completely + piare
appease < pius devout] —exʹpi·a·ble,
adj. —ex´pi·aʹtion, n. —exʹpi·a´tor, n.
ex·pi·a·tory (eksʹpi ә tô´ri; –tō´–), adj.
intended to expiate; expiating; atoning.
ex·pi·ra·tion (ek´spә rāʹshәn), n. 1 a coming to an end. 2 a breathing out. —expirʹa·toʹry, adj.
ex·pire (ik spīrʹ), v., –pired, –pir·ing. 1
come to an end. 2 die. 3 breathe out: used
air is expired from the lungs. [< L, < ex–
out + spirare breathe] —ex·pirʹer, n.
ex·pi·ry (ek spīrʹi), n. 1 end; expiration: a
warrantee’s expiry. 2 dying; death.
ex·plain (iks plānʹ), v. 1 make plain or
clear; tell how to do. 2 tell the meaning
of; interpret. 3 give reasons for; account
for.
explain away, give excuses for: could not
explain away his behavior.
explain oneself, a make one’s meaning clear. b give reasons for one’s behavior. [< L, < ex– out + planus ﬂat]
—ex·plainʹa·ble, adj. —ex·plainʹer, n.
—ex·planʹa·to´ry, adj. —ex·planʹa·to´ri·ly, adv.
ex·pla·na·tion (eks´plә nāʹshәn), n. 1 an
explaining. 2 thing that explains. 3 interpretation.
ex·ple·tive (eksʹplә tiv), adj. ﬁlling out
a sentence or line; completing. —n. 1
something that ﬁlls out a sentence or
line. 2 oath or meaningless exclamation.
[< LL expletivus < ex– out + plere ﬁll]
—exʹple·tive·ly, adv.
ex·pli·ca·ble (eksʹplә kә bәl; iks plikʹә–),
adj. capable of being explained.
ex·pli·cate (eksʹplә kāt), v., –cat·ed, –cating. 1 develop (a principle, doctrine,
etc.). 2 explain. —ex´pli·caʹtion, n.
ex·plic·it (iks plisʹit), adj. 1 clearly
expressed; distinctly stated; deﬁnite. 2
not reserved; frank; outspoken. [< L,
< ex– un– + plicare fold] —ex·plicʹit·ly,
adv. —ex·plicʹit·ness, n.
ex·plode (iks plōdʹ), v., –plod·ed, –ploding. 1 blow up; burst with a loud noise.
2 cause to explode. 3 burst forth noisily; explode with laughter. 4 cause to be

rejected; destroy belief in. [< L explodere
drive out by clapping < ex– out + plaudere clap] —ex·plodʹer, n.
ex·plod·ed view (ik splōʹ did), diagram
or drawing that shows the parts of a
mechanism, construction, etc., separated
but placed in relation to one another.
ex·ploit (n. eksʹploit, iks ploitʹ; v.
iks ploitʹ), n. a bold, unusual act; daring deed. —v. 1 make use of; turn to
practical account. 2 make unfair use of;
use selﬁshly for one’s own advantage.
[< OF < VL explicitum achievement
< L, pp. neut. of explicare unfold, settle.
See explicit.] —ex·ploitʹa·ble, adj.
—ex´ploi·taʹtion, n. —ex·ploitʹa·tive,
adj. —ex·ploitʹer, n.
ex·plore (iks plôrʹ; –plôrʹ), v., –plored,
–plor·ing. 1 travel in (little known lands
or seas) for the purpose of discovery.
2 go over carefully; look into closely;
examine. [< L explorare spy out, orig.,
cry out (at sight of game or enemy) < ex–
out + plorare weep) —ex´plo·raʹtion,
n. —ex·plorʹa·to´ry, ex·plorʹa·tive, adj.
—ex·plorʹer, n.
ex·plo·sion (iks plōʹzhәn), n. 1 a blowing
up; a bursting with a loud noise. 2 loud
noise caused by this. 3 a noisy bursting
forth; outbreak; explosions of anger.
ex·plo·sive (iks plōʹsiv; –ziv), adj. 1 of
or for explosion; tending to explode.
2 tending to burst forth noisily. —n.
an explosive substance. —ex·ploʹsive·ly,
adv. —ex·ploʹsive·ness, n.
ex·po (eksʹpō), n., pl. -pos. Informal.
exposition (def. 1).
ex·po·nent (iks pōʹnәnt), n. 1 person or
thing that explains, interprets, etc. 2 person or thing that stands as an example,
type or symbol of something: Lincoln
is a famous exponent of self-education.
3 index or small number written above
and to the right of an algebraic symbol
or a quantity is to be used as a factor, as
in a3. [< L exponens. See expound.]
ex·po·nen·tial (iks´pō nenʹshәl), adj. 1
of or involving an algebraic exponent.
2 Fig. greater or more than ordinary:
exponential growth. —ex´po·nenʹtially, adv.
ex·port (v. iks pôrtʹ, –pōrtʹ, eksʹpôrt,
–pōrt; n. eksʹpôrt, –pōrt), v. send (goods)
out of one country for sale and use in
another. —n. 1 article exported. 2 an
exporting. [< L, < ex– away + portare
carry] —ex·portʹa·ble, adj. —ex´portaʹtion, n. —ex·portʹer, n.
ex·pose (iks pōzʹ), v., –posed, –pos·ing. 1
lay open; leave unprotected; uncover. 2
show openly; display: goods are exposed
for sale in a store. 3 make known; show
up; reveal: he exposed the plot. 4 allow
light to reach and act on (a photographic ﬁlm or plate). [< OF, < ex– forth
+ poser put, pose] —ex·posʹer, n.
ex·po·sé (eks´pō zāʹ), n. a showing up
of crime, dishonesty, etc. [< F. See
expose.]

ex·po·si·tion (eks´pә zishʹәn), n. 1 a public show or exhibition. 2 a detailed explanation. 3 speech or writing explaining a
process or idea.
ex·pos·i·tor (iks pozʹә tәr), n. person or
thing that explains; expounder, interpreter.
ex·pos·i·to·ry (iks pozʹә tô´ri; –tō´–), expos·i·tive (–ә tiv), adj. explaining; serving or helping to explain
ex post fac·to (eksʹ pōst´ fakʹtō), made or
done after something, but applying to it.
[< Med.L ex postfacto from what is done
afterward]
ex·pos·tu·late (iks posʹchә lāt), v., –lat·ed,
–lat·ing. reason earnestly with a person,
protesting against something he or she
means to do or has done; remonstrate.
[< L,< ex– (intensive) + postulare demand]
—ex·pos´tu·laʹtion, n. —exposʹtu·la´tor, n. —ex·posʹtu·la·to´ry, adj.
ex·po·sure (iks pōʹzhәr), n. 1 an exposing. 2 a being exposed. 3 position in
relation to the sun and wind: a southern
exposure. 4 time during which light
reaches and acts on a photographic ﬁlm
or plate. 5 a putting oﬀ without shelter;
abandoning.
ex·pound (iks poundʹ), v. 1 make clear;
explain; interpret. 2 set forth or state in
detail. [< OF < L, < ex– forth + ponere
put] —ex·poundʹer, n.
ex·press (iks presʹ), v. 1 put into words:
your thoughts are well expressed. 2 show
by look, voice, or action; reveal: express
feeling in one’s tone. 3 show by a sign,
ﬁgure, etc.; indicate. 4 send by express. 5
press out; squeeze out: express the juice
of grapes. —adj. 1 clear; deﬁnite. 2 for
a particular purpose; special. 3 exact. 4
having to do with express. 5 traveling fast
and making few stops: an express train. 6
for fast traveling: an express highway. —n.
1 message sent for a particular purpose.
2 a quick or direct means of sending
things. 3 train, bus, elevator, etc., traveling fast and making few stops. —adv.
by express; directly.
express oneself, say what one is thinking. [< L expressus < ex– out + premere
press] —ex·pressʹer, n. —ex·pressʹi·ble,
adj.
ex·pres·sion (iks preshʹәn), n. 1 a putting into words. 2 word or group of
words used as a unit. 3 a showing by
look, voice, or action. 4 look that shows
feeling. 5 a bringing out the meaning
or beauty of something read, sung, etc.
6 a showing of a characteristic: genetic
expression. 7 symbol or group of symbols expressing some mathematical fact.
—ex·presʹsion·less, adj. —ex·presʹsionless·ness, n.
ex·pres·sive (iks presʹiv), adj. 1 serving
as a sign or indication; expressing. 2
full of expression; having much feeling, meaning, etc. —ex·presʹsive·ly, adv.
—ex·presʹsive·ness, n.
ex·press·ly (iks presʹli), adv. 1 clearly;
plainly; deﬁnitely. 2 on purpose.
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ex·pres·so (iks presʹō), n. ⫽espresso.
ex·press·way (iks presʹwā´), n. an express
highway.
ex·pro·pri·ate (eks prōʹpri āt), v., –at·ed,
–at·ing. 1 take (land, etc.) out of the
owner’s possession, esp. for public use.
2 put (a person) out of possession; dispossess. [< Med.L, < ex– away from +
proprius one’s own] —ex·pro´pri·aʹtion,
n. —ex·proʹpri·a´tor, n.
ex·pul·sion (iks pulʹshәn), n. 1 an expelling; forcing out. 2 a being expelled or
forced out: expulsion from school. —expulʹsive, adj.
ex·punge (iks punjʹ), v., –punged, –punging. remove completely; blot out; erase.
[< L, < ex– out + pungere prick] —expungʹer, n.
ex·pur·gate (eksʹpәr gāt), v., –gat·ed,
–gat·ing. remove objectionable passages
or words from (a book, letter, etc.);
purify. [< L, < ex– out + purgare purge]
—ex´pur·gaʹtion, n. —exʹpur·ga´tor, n.
ex·qui·site (eksʹkwi zit; iks kwizʹit), adj.
1 very lovely; delicate. 2 sharp; intense.
3 of highest excellence; most admirable:
exquisite taste and manners. [< L exquisitus < ex– out + quaerere seek] —exʹquisite·ly, adv. —exʹqui·site·ness, n.
ext., 1 extension. 2 external. 3 extinct. 4
extra. 5 extract.
ex·tant (eksʹtәnt; iks tantʹ), adj. still in
existence. [< L extans < ex– out, forth +
stare stand]
ex·tem·po·ra·ne·ous (iks tem´pә rāʹni әs), ex·tem·po·ra·ry (–temʹpә rer´i),
adj. 1 spoken or done without preparation; offhand: an extemporaneous speech.
2 made for the occasion: my newspaper
became an extemporaneous umbrella.
[< LL, < L ex tempore according to the
moment] —ex·tem´po·raʹne·ous·ly, extemʹpo·rar´i·ly adv. —ex·tem´po·raʹneous·ness, ex·temʹpo·rar´i·ness, n.
ex·tem·po·re (iks temʹpә rē), adv. without preparation; offhand. —adj. extemporaneous. [< L]
ex·tem·po·rize (iks temʹpә rīz), v., –rized,
–riz·ing. 1 speak, play, sing, or dance,
composing as one proceeds. 2 compose offhand; make for the occasion.
—ex·tem´po·ri·zaʹtion, n. —ex·temʹporiz´er, n.
ex·tend (iks tendʹ), v. 1 stretch out. 2
straighten out. 3 lengthen. 4 widen;
enlarge. 5 give grant. [< L, < ex– out +
tendere stretch] —ex·tendʹed, adj. —extendʹed·ly, adv. —ex·tendʹi·ble, adj.
extended family, family and near relatives, such as aunts, uncles, cousins,
grandparents, living together in one
household.
ex·tend·er (iks tenʹdәr), n. 1 thing that
extends. 2 a cheap substance added to
one that is scarce and expensive, to
make it last longer.
ex·ten·si·ble (iks tenʹsә bәl), adj. capable
of being extended. —ex·ten´si·bilʹi·ty,
ex·tenʹsi·ble·ness, n.

ex·ten·sion (iks tenʹshәn), n. 1 an extending. 2 a being extended. 3 an extended
part; addition. 4 range; extent. —extenʹsion·al, adj.
ex·ten·sive (iks tenʹsiv), adj. 1 of great
extent. 2 aﬀecting many things; comprehensive. 3 depending on the use of
large areas: extensive agriculture. —extenʹsive·ly, adv. —ex·tenʹsive·ness, n.
ex·ten·sor (iks tenʹsәr; –sôr), n. muscle
that extends or straightens out a limb or
other part of the body.
ex·tent (iks tentʹ), n. 1 size, space,
length, amount, or degree to which a
thing extends. 2 something extended;
extended space.
ex·ten·u·ate (iks tenʹyu̇ āt), v., –at·ed, –ating. 1 make (guilt, a fault, oﬀense, etc.)
seem less; excuse in part. 2 make thin or
weak; diminish. [< L, < ex– out + tenuis
thin] —ex·ten´u·aʹtion, n. —ex·tenʹua´tive, adj. —ex·tenʹu·a´tor, n.
extenuating circumstances, circumstances that make guilt for an oﬀense,
etc., seem less.
ex·te·ri·or (iks tirʹi әr), n. an outer surface or part; outward appearance; outside: a harsh exterior but a kind heart.
—adj. 1 on the outside; outer. 2 coming
from without; happening outside. [< L,
< exterus outside < ex out of] —ex·teʹrior·ly, adv.
exterior angle 1 any one of four angles
formed outside two parallel lines intersected by a straight line. 2 angle formed
by one side of a closed polygon and the
extension of an adjacent side.
ex·ter·mi·nate (iks tėrʹmә nāt), v., –nated, –nat·ing. destroy completely. [< LL,
< L, drive out < ex– out of + terminus
boundary] —ex·ter´mi·naʹtion, n. —exterʹmi·na´tor, n.
ex·ter·nal (iks tėrʹnәl), adj. 1 on the outside; outer. 2 to be used on the outside
of the body. 3 having to do with outward appearance or show; superﬁcial. 6
having to do with international aﬀairs;
foreign. —n. 1 an outer surface or part;
outside. 2 externals, clothing, manners,
outward acts, or appearances. [< L externus outside < exterus outside < ex out
of] —ex·terʹnal·ly, adv.
external ear, the outermost part of the
ear, at the side of the head.
external fertilization, fertilization of an
egg or human ovum outside the body;
in vitro fertilization.
ex·tinct (iks tingktʹ), adj. 1 no longer in existence. 2 no longer active;
extinguished: an extinct volcano. [< L
exstinctus, pp. of exstinguere. See extinguish.]
ex·tinc·tion (iks tingkʹshәn), n. 1 an
extinguishing. 2 a being extinguished;
extinct condition. 3 a doing away with
completely; wiping out; destruction.
ex·tin·guish (iks tingʹgwish), v. 1 put out;
quench. 2 put an end to; do away with;
wipe out; destroy. [< L, < ex– out +
stinguere quench] —ex·tinʹguish·a·ble,

adj. —ex·tinʹguish·a·bly, adv. —ex·tinʹguish·er, n. —ex·tinʹguish·ment, n.
ex·tir·pate (eksʹtәr pāt; iks tėrʹpāt), v.,
–pat·ed, –pat·ing. 1 remove completely;
destroy totally. 2 tear up by the roots.
[< L, < ex– out + stirps root] —ex´tir·paʹtion, n. —exʹtir·pa´tive, adj. —exʹtirpa´tor, n.
ex·tol, ex·toll (iks tōlʹ; –tolʹ), v., –tolled,
–tol·ling. praise highly. [< L, < ex– up
+ tollere raise] —ex·tolʹler, n. —ex·tolʹment, ex·tollʹment, n.
ex·tort (iks tôrtʹ), v. obtain (money, a
promise, etc.) by threats, force, fraud,
or illegal use of authority. [< L extortus
< ex– out + torquere twist] —ex·tortʹer,
n. —ex·torʹtive, adj.
ex·tor·tion (iks tôrʹshәn), n. 1 act
of extorting. 2 anything obtained by
extorting.
ex·tor·tion·ar·y (iks tôrʹshәn er´i), adj.
characterized by or given to extortion.
ex·tor·tion·ate (iks tôrʹshәn it), adj. characterized by extortion. —ex·torʹtionate·ly, adv.
ex·tor·tion·er (iks tôrʹshәn әr), ex·tortion·ist (–ist), n. person who is guilty
of extortion.
ex·tra (eksʹtrә), adj. more, greater, or
better than what is usual, expected, or
needed. —n. 1 something in addition
to what is usual, expected, or needed.
2 an additional charge. 3 person who is
employed by the day to play minor parts
in motion pictures. —adv. more than
usually. [prob. short for extraordinary]
extra–, preﬁx. outside; beyond; besides,
as in extraordinary. [< L]
ex·tract (v. iks traktʹ; n. eksʹtrakt), v. 1
pull out or draw out, usually with some
eﬀort: extract a tooth, extract a confession.
2 obtain by pressure, suction, etc.: oil is
extracted from olives. 3 deduce: extract
a principle from a collection of facts. 4
take out; select (a passage) from a book,
speech, etc. —n. 1 something drawn out
or taken out; passage taken from a book,
speech, etc. 2 a concentrated preparation of a substance: vanilla extract. [< L
extractus < ex– out + trahere draw] —extractʹa·ble, ex·tractʹi·ble, adj. —ex·tracʹtive, adj., n. —ex·tracʹtor, n.
ex·trac·tion (iks trakʹshәn), n. 1 an
extracting. 2 a being extracted. 3 descent;
origin.
ex·tra·cur·ric·u·lar (eks´trә kә rikʹyә lәr),
adj. outside the regular course of study:
football is an extracurricular activity.
ex·tra·dite (eksʹtrә dīt), v., –dit·ed, –diting. 1 give up or deliver (a fugitive or
prisoner) to another nation or legal
authority for trial or punishment. 2
obtain the extradition of (such a person). [< extradition] —exʹtra·dit´a·ble,
adj.
ex·tra·di·tion (eks´trә dishʹәn), n. surrender of a fugitive or prisoner by one state,
nation, or legal authority to another for
trial or punishment. [< L, < ex– out +
tradere trade]
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ex·tra·mar·i·tal (eks´trә marʹә tәl), adj.
outside the bonds of marriage: extramarital aﬀair. —ex´tra·marʹi·tal·ly, adv.
ex·tra·ne·ous (iks trāʹni әs), adj. from
outside; not belonging; foreign. [< L,
< extra outside < ex– out of. Doublet of
strange.] —ex·traʹne·ous·ly, adv. —extraʹne·ous·ness, n.
ex·traor·di·nar·y (iks trôrʹdә ner´i; esp.
for 2 eks´trә ôrʹ–), adj. 1 beyond what
is ordinary; most unusual; very remarkable. 2 outside of, additional to, or ranking below the regular class of oﬃcials;
special. [< L, < extra ordinem out of
the (usual) order] —ex·traorʹdi·nar´ily, adv. —ex·traorʹdi·nar´i·ness, n.
ex·trap·o·late (iks trapʹә lāt), v., –lat·ed,
–lat·ing. predict from facts: extrapolate
a storm’s course from pressure gradients.
ex·tra·sen·so·ry (eksʹtrә senʹsә ri), adj.
not within ordinary sense perception.
extrasensory perception, the perceiving
of thoughts, actions, etc., in other than a
normal fashion; mental telepathy.
ex·tra·ter·ri·to·ri·al (eksʹtrә ter´ә tôʹri әl; –tōʹ–), adj. beyond territorial limits
or jurisdiction, as persons resident in
a country but not subject to its laws.
—exʹtra·ter´ri·to´ri·alʹi·ty, n. —exʹtrater´ri·toʹri·al·ly, adv.
ex·trav·a·gance (iks travʹә gәns), n. 1
careless and lavish spending; wastefulness. 2 a going beyond the bounds of
reason; excess.
ex·trav·a·gant (iks travʹә gәnt), adj. 1
spending carelessly and lavishly; wasteful. 2 beyond the bounds of reason;
excessive; exorbitant. [< Med.L, < L
extra– outside + vagari wander] —extravʹa·gant·ly, adv.
ex·trav·a·gan·za (iks trav´ә ganʹzә), n. a
fantastic play, piece of music, etc. [blend
of Ital. stravaganza peculiar behavior,
and E extra]
ex·tra·ve·hic·u·lar (iks´trә vi hikʹyә lәr),
adj. 1 outside a spacecraft in space. 2 of
or for activity, esp. repairs, outside an
orbiting spacecraft.
ex·treme (iks trēmʹ), adj., –trem·er,
–trem·est, n. —adj. 1 much more than
usual; very great; very strong. 2 at the
very end; farthest possible; last. —n. 1
something extreme; one of two things
as far or as diﬀerent as possible from
each other. 2 an extreme degree. 3 Math.
the ﬁrst or last term in a proportion or
series.
go to extremes, do or say too much. [< L
extremus, superl. of exterus outer] —extremeʹly, adv. —ex·tremeʹness, n.
extreme sports, active sports that include
danger as part of their appeal, including skydiving, bungee-jumping, snowboarding, etc.
extreme unction, ⫽annointing of the
sick.
ex·trem·ism (iks trēʹmiz әm), n. tendency
to go to extremes, or pleasure in going
to extremes.

ex·trem·ist (iks trēmʹist), n. 1 person who
goes to extremes. 2 person who has
extreme ideas or favors extreme measures.
ex·trem·i·ty (iks tremʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
the very end; farthest possible place; last
part or point. 2 extreme need, danger,
suﬀering, etc. 3 an extreme degree. 4
an extreme action.
extremities, hands and feet.
ex·tri·cate (eksʹtrә kāt), v., –cat·ed, –cating. set free (from entanglements, difﬁculties, embarrassing situations, etc.);
release. [< L, < ex– out of + tricae perplexities] —exʹtri·ca·ble, adj. —ex´trica·bilʹi·ty, n. —exʹtri·ca·bly, adv. —ex´tri·caʹtion, n.
ex·trin·sic (eks trinʹsik), adj. 1 not essential or inherent. 2 being outside of a
thing; coming from without; external.
[< later L extrinsecus outer < earlier L,
from outside, < unrecorded OL extrim
from outside + secus following] —extrinʹsi·cal·ly, adv.
ex·tro·vert (eksʹtrә vėrt), n. person more
interested in what is going on around
him or her than in his or her own
thoughts and feelings. [< extro– (var. of
extra– outside) + L vertere turn]
ex·trude (iks trüdʹ), v., –trud·ed, –truding. 1 thrust out; push out. 2 stick out;
protrude. [< L, < ex– out + trudere
thrust] —ex·truʹsion, n. —ex·truʹsive,
adj.
ex·u·ber·ance (ig züʹbәr әns), n. fact, quality, state, or condition of being exuberant. [< L, < exuberare grow luxuriantly
< ex– thoroughly + uber fertile]
ex·u·ber·ant (ig züʹbәr әnt), adj. 1 very
abundant; overﬂowing; lavish. 2 profuse in growth; luxuriant. —ex·uʹberant·ly, adv.
ex·ude (ig züdʹ; ik südʹ), v., –ud·ed, –uding. 1 ooze. 2 give forth. [< L, < ex– out +
sudare to sweat] —exʹu·da´tion, n.
ex·ult (ig zultʹ), v. be very glad; rejoice
greatly. [< L exsultare < ex– forth + salire
leap] —ex´ul·taʹtion, n. —ex·ultʹingly, adv.
ex·ult·ant (ig zulʹtәnt), adj. rejoicing
greatly; exulting. —ex·ultʹant·ly, adv.
ex·ur·ban·ite (eks´ėrʹbәn īt), n. person
who lives in the exurbs. [< ex– (def. 1, ?
also def. 3) + (sub)urbanite]
ex·ur·bi·a (eks´ėrʹbi ә), n. the exurbs.
ex·urbs (eksʹėrbz), n. pl. region outside a
large city, between the suburbs and the
country. [< ex– + (sub)urbs]
–ey, suﬃx. full of; containing; like, as in
clayey, skyey. [var. of –y1]
eye (ī), n., v., eyed, ey·ing or eye·ing. —n.
1 organ of the body by which people
and animals see; organ of sight. 2 the
colored part of the eye; iris. 3 region
surrounding the eye: the blow gave him
a black eye. 4 ability to see small diﬀerences in things: an eye for color. 5 look;
watchful look; view; opinion: in the eye
of the law. 6 thing shaped like or suggesting an eye: the eye of a storm. —v.

look at; watch: the dog eyed the stranger.
an eye for an eye, punishment equal in
severity to the injury.
be all eyes, watch or look eagerly.
catch one’s eye, attract one’s notice.
cry one’s eyes out, cry copiously; be
very upset.
easy on the eyes, Informal. goodlooking; attractive.
have an eye to or for, pay attention to:
an eye for opportunity.
in the public eye, often seen in public;
recognized by the public.
keep an eye on, watch.
keep one’s eyes peeled, Informal. be
watchful, alert.
knock one’s eyes out, Informal. overcome
with wonder or delight.
lay or set eyes on, see; notice: ﬁrst laid
eyes on her yesterday.
make eyes at, ﬂirt with.
open one’s eyes, cause one to see what
is true or actually happening.
see eye to eye, agree.
shut one’s eyes to, refuse to see or consider.
turn a blind eye, ignore; disregard.
with an eye to, keeping in mind; considering: a choice made with an eye to
public opinion.
with one’s eyes open, fully aware of the
circumstances or possible risks.
without batting an eye, without any
reaction; with no emotion. [OE ēage]
eye·ball (īʹbôl´), n. the ball-shaped part
of the eye, without the lids and bony
socket. —v. Slang. watch carefully.
eyeball to eyeball, face to face with an
adversary.
eye·brow (īʹbrou´), n. 1 arch of hair
above the eye. 2 the bony ridge that it
grows on.
raise an eyebrow or eyebrows, cause
disapproval, doubt, discomfort, amazement: a lifestyle that raised eyebrows in
the town.
eye-catch·ing (īʹkach´ing), adj. 1 attractive. 2 easily noticed.
eye cup, small cup shaped to ﬁt around
the eye, used for washing or medicating
the eye.
eye·ful (īʹfu̇l), n. 1 as much as the eye can
take in. 2 a good look. 3 Informal. Fig.
good-looking person.
eye·glass (īʹglas´; īʹgläs´), n. lens to aid
poor vision.
eyeglasses, pair of glass lenses to help
vision.
eye·lash (īʹlash´), n. one of the hairs on
the edge of the eyelid.
eye·let (īʹlit), n. 1 a small, round hole for a
lace or cord to go through. 2 a metal ring
around such a hole to strengthen it.
eye·lid (īʹlid´), n. the movable fold of skin
over the eye.
eye·lin·er (īʹlī´nәr), n. 1 cosmetic applied
to the edge of the eyelid to accentuate
the shape of the eye. 2 applicator for
eyeliner.
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eye opener

eye opener or eye-open·er (īʹō´pә nәr), n.
Informal. surprising event or information.
eye·piece (īʹpēs´), n. lens nearest to the eye
of the user in a telescope, microscope, etc.
eye shadow, cosmetic applied to the eyelids.
eye·shot (īʹshot´), n. range of vision.

eye·sight (īʹsīt´), n. 1 power of seeing;
sight. 2 range of vision; view.
eye·sore (īʹsôr´; īʹsōr´), n. thing unpleasant to look at.
eye·strain (īʹstrān´), n. a tired or weak condition of the eyes caused by using them
too much, reading in a dim light, etc.

eye·tooth (īʹtüth´), n., pl. –teeth. an upper
canine tooth.
eye·wit·ness (īʹwit´nis), n. person who
actually sees or has seen some act or
happening.
E·ze·ki·el (i zēʹki әl; i zēkʹyәl), n. book of
the Old Testament.
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F, f (ef), n., pl. F’s; f’s. 1 the
sixth letter of the alphabet. 2 the fourth note of
the scale of C major.
F, 1 ﬂuorine. Also, Fl. 2
French.
F., 1 Fahrenheit. 2 February. 3 Friday.
f., 1 feminine. 2 folio. 3 following.
fa (fä), n. the fourth note of the musical
scale. [see gamut]
fa·ble (fāʹbәl), n., v., –bled, –bling. —n.
1 story made up to teach a lesson. 2 an
unntrue story; falsehood. —v. 1 tell or
write fables. 2 lie. [< OF < L fabula < fari
speak] —faʹbled, adj. —faʹbler, n.
fab·ric (fabʹrik), n. 1 woven or knitted material; cloth. 2 thing constructed
of combined parts; framework: cultural
fabric of the country. [< F < L fabrica
workshop. Doublet of forge1.]
fab·ri·cate (fabʹrә kāt), v., –cat·ed, –cating. 1 build; construct; manufacture. 2
make up; invent (stories, lies, excuses,
etc.). 3 forge (a document). —fab´ricaʹtion, n. —fabʹri·ca´tor, n.
fab·u·lous (fabʹyә lәs), adj. 1 not believable; amazing. 2 of or belonging to a
fable; imaginary. [< L < fabula fable]
—fabʹu·lous·ly, adv. —fabʹu·lous·ness, n.
fa·cade or fa·çade (fә sädʹ), n. the front
part or principal side of a building.
[< F, < face face]
face (fās), n., v., faced, fac·ing. —n. 1 the
front part of the head. 2 look; expression. 3 a look made by distorting the
face. 4 outward appearance. 5 the front
part; right side; surface: the face of a
clock or building. 6 boldness; impudence.
7 dignity; self-respect: face is very important to Asian peoples. —v. 1 be opposite
(to). 2 stand before. 3 meet bravely
or boldly; oppose and resist. 4 present
itself to: a crisis faced us. 5 cover or line
with a diﬀerent material.
face down, confront fearlessly.
face to face, a with faces toward each
other. b in the actual presence: come
face to face with failure.
face up to, confront something
with full awareness of its importance, diﬃculty, etc.
fall (ﬂat) on one’s face. Informal.
fail.
ﬂy in the face of, defy
in the face of, a in the presence of.
b in spite of.
in your face, confrontational;
aggressive.
show one’s face, be present; be
seen.
to one’s face, in one’s presence. [< F,
ult. < L facies form] —faceʹa·ble, adj.
—faceʹless, adj.
face card, king, queen, or jack in a deck
of cards.
face·down (fāsʹdown´), n. direct confrontation. —adj. with the face downward:
facedown on the sidewalk.
face·lift (fāsʹlift´), n. 1 surgery to remove
wrinkles and fat deposits on the face. 2

F

Fig. any superﬁcial change to improve
the image or appearance of something.
face·oﬀ (fāsʹôf´; –of´), n. 1 act of putting
the puck in play in ice hockey. 2 Fig.
confrontation between opponents.
fac·et (fasʹit), n., v., –et·ed, –et·ing. —n. 1
any one of the small, polished surfaces
of a cut gem. 2 thing like the facet of a
gem. —v. cut facets on. [< F facette, dim.
of face face]
fa·ce·tious (fә sēʹshәs), adj. 1 having
the habit of joking. 2 said in fun; not
to be taken seriously. [< L facetia jest
< facetus witty] —fa·ceʹtious·ly, adv.
—fa·ceʹtious·ness, n.
face value, 1 value stated on a bond,
check, note, etc. 2 apparent worth,
meaning, etc.
fa·cial (fāʹshәl), adj. 1 of the face. 2 for the
face. —n. massage or treatment of the
face. —faʹcial·ly, adv.
fac·ile (fasʹәl), adj. 1 easily done, used,
etc.: a facile task. 2 moving, acting, working, etc., with ease: a facile pen. 3 of easy
manners or temper; agreeable; yielding:
a facile nature. [< L facilis easy < facere
do] —facʹile·ly, adv. —facʹile·ness, n.
fa·cil·i·tate (fә silʹә tāt), v., –tat·ed, –tating. make easy; lessen the labor of; assist.
—fa·cil´i·taʹtion, n.
fa·cil·i·ty (fә silʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
absence of diﬃculty; ease. 2 power to do
anything easily, quickly, and smoothly.
3 something that makes an action
easy; aid; convenience.
facilities, place built or reserved for
special use or to provide special service:
playground facilities; sports facilities.
fac·ing (fāsʹing), n. 1 a covering of diﬀerent material for ornament, protection,
etc. 2 material put around the edge of
cloth to protect or trim it.
fac·sim·i·le (fak simʹә lē), n., v., –led, –leing, adj. —n. 1 an exact copy or likeness; perfect reproduction. 2 process for
transmitting printed matter and reproducing it on a receiving set; fax. —v.
make a facsimile of. —adj. of a facsimile.
[< L fac make! + simile like]
fact (fakt), n. 1 thing known to be
true or to have really happened. 2
what is true or has really happened;
truth; reality. 3 thing supposed to be
true: we doubted his facts.
as a matter of fact, in point of actual fact;
indeed.
in fact, truly; really. [< L factum (thing)
done, pp. of facere do. Doublet of feat.]
fac·tion (fakʹshәn), n. 1 group of people
in a political party, church, club, etc., acting together or having a common end in
view. 2 strife; discord. [< L factio party,
orig., a doing < facere do. Doublet of
fashion.] —facʹtion·al, adj. —facʹtional·ism, n.
fac·tious (fakʹshәs), adj. 1 fond of causing faction. 2 of or caused by faction.
—facʹtious·ly, adv. —facʹtious·ness, n.
fac·ti·tious (fak tishʹәs), adj. developed
by eﬀort; not natural; forced; artiﬁcial.

[< L facticius artiﬁcial] —fac·tiʹtious·ly,
adv. —fac·tiʹtious·ness, n.
fac·tor (fakʹtәr), n. 1 element, condition,
quality, etc., that helps to bring about a
result. 2 any of the numbers, algebraic
expressions, etc., that form a product
when multiplied together. 3 person
who does business for another; agent.
—v. separate into mathematical factors.
—facʹtor·ship, n.
fac·to·ry (fakʹtә ri; –tri), n., pl. –ries. a
building or group of buildings where
things are manufactured. —facʹto·rylike´, adj.
fac·to·tum (fak tōʹtәm), n. person
employed to do all kinds of work.
[< Med.L, < L fac do! + totum the
whole]
fac·tu·al (fakʹchu̇ әl), adj. concerned with
fact; consisting of facts. —facʹtu·al·ly,
adv.
fac·ul·ty (fakʹәl ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 power
to do some special thing, esp. a power
of the mind. 2 a teachers of a school,
college, or university. b department of
learning: faculty of theology. [< L facultas
< facilis facile]
fad (fad), n. something everybody is very
much interested in for a short time; craze;
rage. —fadʹdish, adj. —fadʹdist, n.
fade (fād), v., fad·ed, fad·ing. 1 lose
color or brightness. 2 lose freshness or
strength; wither. 3 die away; disappear.
fade in, of ﬁlm or television, appear
slowly.
fade out, of ﬁlm or television, disappear
slowly. [< OF, < fade vapid]
fade-in (fādʹin´), n. scene in a motion
picture or on television that slowly
appears and brightens.
fade-out (fādʹout´), n. 1 scene in a motion
picture or on television that slowly disappears. 2 a gradual disappearance.
fag1 (fag), v., fagged, fag·ging, 1 work
hard or until wearied. 2 tire by work.
fag out, tire completely.
fag2 (fag), n. Slang. male homosexual;
faggot.
fag end, remnant.
fag·got (fagʹәt), n. Slang. male homosexual.
fag·ot (fagʹәt), n. bundle of sticks or twigs
tied together. [< OF]
Fahr., Fahrenheit.
Fahr·en·heit (farʹәn hīt), adj. of, based
on, or according to a scale for measuring temperature on which 32 degrees
marks the freezing point of water and
212 degrees the boiling point. [after G.
D. Fahrenheit, physicist]
fai·ence (fī änsʹ; fā–) n. brightly decorated, ﬁne earthenware.
fail (fāl), v. 1 not succeed; be unable to do
or become. 2 not do; neglect. 3 be of no
use or help to; be not enough; become
weak; die away; be unable to pay what one
owes. 4 give or receive a mark of failure.
without fail, without failing to do;
certainly. [< OF faillir, ult. < L fallere
deceive]
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fail·ing (fālʹing), n. 1 failure. 2 fault;
defect. —prep. in the absence of; lacking.
—adj. that fails. —failʹing·ly, adv.
faille (fīl; fāl), n. a soft, ribbed silk or
rayon cloth. [< F]
fail-safe (fālʹsāf´), adj. 1 having protection from a failure built in. 2 guaranteed
foolproof, safe.
fail·ure (fālʹyәr), n. 1 a being unable to
do or become. 2 a not doing; neglecting.
3 a being not enough; falling short. 4
becoming weak; dying away. 5 a being
unable to pay what one owes. 6 person
or thing that has failed.
fain (fān), Archaic. —adv. willingly. —adj.
willing. [OE fœgen]
faint (fānt), adj. 1 not clear or plain; dim.
2 weak; feeble. 3 ready to faint; about to
faint. —v. lose consciousness temporarily. —n. condition in which a person
lies unconscious. [< OF, pp. of faindre
feign] —faintʹer, n. —faintʹish, adj.
—faintʹly, adv. —faintʹness, n.
faint-heart· ed (fāntʹ här´ tid), adj.
lacking courage; cowardly; timid.
—faintʹ-heartʹed·ly,adv.—faintʹ-heartʹedness, n.
fair1 (fãr), adj. 1 not favoring one more
than the other or others; just; honest. 2 according to the rules. 3 pretty
good; average. 4 not dark; light. 5 clear;
sunny. 6 beautiful. 7 clean; easily read.
—adv. in a fair manner.
fair and square, a just; honest: fair and
square deal. b justly; honestly: win fair
and square. [OE fœger] —fairʹish, adj.
—fairʹness, n.
fair2 (fãr), n. 1 display of goods, products,
etc. 2 a gathering of people to buy and
sell, often held in a certain place at regular times during the year: a county fair.
3 a combined entertainment and sale of
articles. [< OF < LL feria holiday]
fair ball, ball hit to or over the legal playing area.
fair game, 1 animals or birds that can
be lawfully hunted. 2 Fig. someone or
something it is permissible to attack.
fair·ground (fãrʹground´), ﬁeld or other
outdoor area where a fair is held.
fair-haired (fãrʹhãrd´), adj. 1 having
light-colored hair; blond. 2 Fig. favored:
the fair-haired one advanced rapidly.
fair·ly (fãrʹli), adv. 1 justly; honestly. 2
rather; somewhat.
fair-mind·ed (fãrʹmīnʹdid), adj. not prejudiced; just; impartial. —fairʹ-mindʹedness, n.
fair sex, females.
fair·way (fãrʹwā´), n. 1 an unobstructed
passage or way. 2 the mowed and tended
area between the tee and putting green.
fair-weath·er (fãrʹweth´әr), adj. 1 of or
ﬁtted for fair weather. 2 Fig. weakening
or failing in time of need: fair-weather
friend.
fair·y (fãrʹi), n., pl. fair·ies, adj. —n. a tiny
supernatural being, very lovely and delicate, supposed to help or harm human
beings. —adj. 1 of fairies. 2 like a fairy;

lovely; delicate. [< OF faerie < fae fay]
—fairʹy·like´, adj.
fair·y·land (fãrʹi land´), n. 1 the imaginary place where the fairies live. 2 an
enchanting and pleasant place.
fairy tale, 1 story about fairies, elves, or
other magical beings. 2 a lie.
fait ac·com·pli (fe tä kôn plēʹ), French. thing
done and no longer worth opposing.
faith (fāth), n. 1 a believing without proof;
trust. 2 belief in God, religion, or spiritual things. 3 what is believed. 4 religion.
5 a being faithful; loyalty.
break faith, break a promise.
in bad faith, dishonestly.
keep faith, keep a promise.
keep the faith, remain true to one’s convictions or beliefs. [< OF feit < L ﬁdes]
faith·ful (fāthʹfәl), adj. 1 worthy of trust;
doing one’s duty; loyal. 2 true; accurate. —n. the faithful, a true believers.
b loyal supporters. —faithʹful·ly, adv.
—faithʹful·ness, n.
faith healing, method of curing disease
or aﬄiction by prayer and religious
faith. —faith healer.
faith·less (fāthʹlis), adj. 1 unworthy of
trust; not loyal. 2 without faith; unbelieving. —faithʹless·ly, adv. —faithʹlessness, n.
fake (fāk), v., faked, fak·ing, n., adj. —v.
make to seem satisfactory; falsify; counterfeit. —n. 1 fraud; deception. 2 one
who fakes. —adj. intended to deceive;
false. —fakʹer, n.
fak·er·y (fāʹkәr i), n. fraud; deceit.
fa·kir (fә kirʹ; fāʹkәr), n. 1 a Muslim holy
man who lives by begging. 2 a Hindu
ascetic. [< Ar. faqīr poor]
fal·con (fôlʹkәn; fôʹkәn), n. 1 hawk trained
to hunt and kill birds and small game.
2 a swift-ﬂying hawk having a short,
curved, notched bill. [< OF < LL falco]
fal·con·ry (fôlʹkәn ri; fôʹkәn–), n. 1 sport
of hunting with falcons. 2 the training of
falcons to hunt. —falʹcon·er, n,
fal·de·ral (falʹdә ral), fal·de·rol (–rol), n.
=folderol.
fall (fôl), v., fell, fall·en, fall·ing n. —v. 1
drop or come down from a higher place:
the snow falls fast. 2 come down suddenly from an erect position. 3 become
bad or worse: he was tempted and fell. 4
be captured, destroyed, or killed. 5 pass
into a certain condition: he fell asleep;
night falls. 6 come; happen: Christmas
falls on Sunday. 7 become lower or less:
prices fell sharply. 8 be divided: fall into
ﬁve parts. 9 slope downward: the land
falls gradually. —n. 1 a dropping from
a higher place. 2 amount that falls: a
heavy fall of snow. 3 distance that anything falls. 4 a coming down suddenly
from an erect position. 5 a becoming
bad or worse. 6 capture; destruction. 7 a
lowering; becoming less. 8 a downward
slope. 9 season of the year between
summer and winter; autumn.
fall apart, a crumble; disintegrate. b Fig.
become very emotional.

fall away, a withdraw support or allegiance. b fade; languish.
fall back, retreat.
fall ﬂat, utterly fail.
fall for, a be duped or taken in by. b fall
in love with; be attracted to.
fall in, a take a place in formation and
come to attention. b meet: fell in with
some bad characters. c agree.
fall oﬀ, become less: productivity fell
oﬀ.
fall on, a attack. b come upon: fall on a
solution.
fall out, a leave a place in formation.
b quarrel.
fall through, fail.
fall under, belong under; be classiﬁed as.
falls, waterfall; cascade; cataract.
the Fall, the sin of Adam and Eve in
yielding to temptation. [OE feallan]
fal·la·cious (fә lāʹshәs), adj. 1 deceptive;
misleading. 2 logically unsound; erroneous. —fal·laʹcious·ly, adv. —fal·laʹciousness, n.
fal·la·cy (falʹә si), n., pl. –cies. 1 a false
idea; mistaken belief; error. 2 mistake in
reasoning; misleading or unsound argument. [< L, ult. < fallere deceive]
fall·en (fôlʹәn), v. pp. of fall. —adj. 1
dropped. 2 on the ground; down ﬂat.
3 degraded. 4 overthrown; destroyed.
5 dead.
fall guy, Slang. person left in a diﬃcult
situation.
fal·li·ble (falʹә bәl), adj. 1 liable to be
deceived or mistaken; liable to err. 2 liable to be erroneous, inaccurate, or false.
[< Med.L, < L fallere deceive] —fal´libilʹi·ty, falʹli·ble·ness, n. —falʹli·bly,
adv.
falling star, =meteor.
Fal·lo·pi·an tubes (fә lōʹpi әn), pair of
slender tubes through which ova from
the ovaries pass to the uterus.
fall·out (fôlʹoutʹ), n. 1 the radioactive
particles or dust that fall to the earth
after an atomic explosion. 2 Fig. aftermath of a quarrel, unpopular decision,
scandal, etc.
fal·low1 falʹō), adj. plowed and left
unseeded for a season or more; uncultivated; inactive. —n. 1 land plowed and
left unseeded for a season or more. 2
the plowing of land without seeding it
for a season in order to destroy weeds,
improve the soil, etc. —v. plow and harrow (land) without seeding. [OE fealg]
fal·low2 (falʹō), adj. pale yellowish-brown.
[OE fealu]
fallow deer, a small European deer with a
yellowish coat that is spotted with white
in the summer.
false (fôls), adj., fals·er, fals·est, adv.
—adj. 1 not true; not correct; wrong.
2 not truthful; lying. 3 not loyal; not
faithful. 4 used to deceive; deceiving:
false weights. 5 not real; artiﬁcial: false
teeth. 6 improperly called or named. The
false acacia is really a locust tree. —adv.
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in a false manner. [< L falsus < fallere
deceive] —falseʹly, adv. —false·ness, n.
false·hood (fôlsʹhu̇d), n. 1 quality of being
false. 2 something false. 3 lying. 4 a lie.
fal·set·to (fôl setʹō), n., pl. –tos, adj., adv.
—n. an unnaturally high-pitched voice,
esp. in a man. —adj. that sings in a falsetto. —adv. in a falsetto. [< Ital., dim of
falso false]
fal·si·fy (fôlʹsә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1
make false; misrepresent. 2 lie. 3 disprove. —fal´si·ﬁ·caʹtion, n. —falʹsiﬁ´er, n.
fal·si·ty (fôlʹsә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 a being
false; incorrectness. 2 deceitfulness. 3
that which is false.
fal·ter (fôlʹtәr), v. 1 lose courage; draw
back; hesitate; waver. 2 move unsteadily;
stumble; totter. 3 speak in hesitating,
broken words; stammer. —n. faltering
sound. [cf. Scand. faltrask be cumbered]
—falʹter·er, n. —falʹter·ing·ly, adv.
fame (fām), n., v., famed, fam·ing. —n. 1
a being very well known; having much
said or written about one. 2 what is said
about one; reputation. —v. make famous.
[< obs. F < L fama < fari speak]
famed (fāmd), adj. made famous; celebrated; well-known.
fa·mil·ial (fә milʹyәl), adj. 1 of or like a
family. 2 genetic; inherited through the
genes.
fa·mil·iar (fә milʹyәr), adj. 1 well-known.
2 widely used. 3 well-acquainted. 4
close; personal; intimate. 5 not formal;
friendly. 6 too friendly; presuming. —n.
a familiar friend. [< OF < L familiaris.
See family.] —fa·milʹiar·ly, adv.
fa·mil·iar·i·ty (fә mil´yarʹә ti), n., pl.
–ties. 1 close acquaintance. 2 freedom
of behavior suitable only to friends. 3
instance of such behavior.
fa·mil·iar·ize (fә milʹyәr īz), v., –ized, –izing. 1 make well acquainted. 2 make well
known. —fa·mil´iar·i·zaʹtion, n.
fam·i·ly (famʹә li; famʹli), n., pl. –lies.
1 father, mother, and their children.
2 children of a father and mother. 3
group of people living in the same
house. 4 all of a person’s relatives. 5
group of related people; tribe. 6 group
of related or similar things. 7 Biol.
group of related animals or plants
ranking below an order and above a
genus. [< L familia household < famulus servant]
family name, the last name of all the
members of a certain family; surname.
family planning, limitation of the size of
a family by birth control.
family tree, 1 diagram that shows the
relationships of ancestors and members
of a family. 2 genealogy of a family.
fam·ine (famʹәn), n. 1 starvation. 2 lack
of food in a place; time of starving. 3 a
very great lack of anything. [< F, ult. < L
fames hunger]
fam·ish (famʹish), v. be or make extremely
hungry; starve. —famʹish·ment, n.

fa·mous (fāʹmәs), adj. very well known;
noted. [< AF < L, < fama fame]
—faʹmous·ly, adv. —faʹmous·ness, n.
fan1 (fan), v., fanned, fan·ning. —n. 1
instrument or device to make a current
of air. It causes a cooling breeze, blows
dust away, etc. 2 thing spread out like
an open fan. 3 a striking out in baseball.
—v. 1 make a current of (air) with a
fan, etc. 2 direct a current of air with
a fan, etc.: fan a ﬁre. 3 stir up; arouse:
bad treatment fanned their dislike into
hate. 4 spread out: fanned her cards.
5 strike out in baseball.
fan out, spread out: searchers fanned
out. [< L vannus fan for winnowing
grain] —fan·ner, n.
fan2 (fan), n. 1 an enthusiastic follower of
a sport, hobby, etc. 2 admirer of an actor,
writer, etc. [short for fanatic]
fa·nat·ic (fә natʹik), n. person who is carried away beyond reason by his beliefs.
—adj. enthusiastic or zealous beyond
reason. [< L, < fanum temple] —fanatʹi·cism, n.
fa·nat·i·cal (fә natʹә kәl), adj. unreasonably enthusiastic; extremely zealous.
—fa·natʹi·cal·ly, adv.
fan belt, strong rubber belt rotated by
the crankshaft of an engine that turns
the cooling systems, generator, etc. of an
automobile.
fan·cied (fanʹsid), adj. imagined; imaginary.
fan·ci·er (fanʹsi әr), n. person who is
especially interested in something, as
dogs, etc.
fan·ci·ful (fanʹsi fәl), adj. 1 showing fancy;
quaint; odd. 2 inﬂuence by fancy; imaginative. 3 imaginary; unreal. —fanʹci·fully, adv. —fanʹci·ful·ness, n.
fan·cy (fanʹsi), n., pl. –cies, v., –cied, –cying, adj., –ci·er, –ci·est. —n. 1 imagination. 2 thing imagined. 3 a liking;
fondness. —v. 1 imagine. 2 be fond of;
like. —adj. 1 made or arranged specially
to please. 2 decorated; ornamental. 3
requiring much skill: fancy skating. 4
costing extra to please the taste, etc.:
fancy fruit. [contraction of fantasy]
fan·cy-free (fanʹsi frēʹ), adj. free from
inﬂuence.
fan·cy·work (fanʹsi wėrk´), n. ornamental needlework; embroidery, crocheting,
etc.
fan·dan·go (fan dangʹgō), n., pl. –gos. a
lively Spanish dance in three-quarter
time. [< Sp.]
fan·fare (fanʹfãr), n. 1 a short tune or call
sounded by trumpets, bugles, etc. 2 a
loud show of activity, talk, etc.; showy
ﬂourish. [< F, < fanfarer, v., Sp. < Ar.]
fang (fang), n. 1 a long, pointed tooth
of a dog, wolf, snake, etc. 2 a long,
slender, tapering part of anything.
[OE] —fanged, adj. —fangʹless, adj.
—fangʹlike´, adj.
fan·light (fanʹlīt´), n. 1 a semicircular
window with bars spread out like an

open fan. 2 any semicircular or other
window over a door.
fan·tail (fanʹtāl´), n. 1 tail, end, or part
spread out like an open fan. 2 pigeon
whose tail spreads out like an open fan.
fan·ta·si·a (fan tāʹzhi ә; –zhә; –zi ә), n.
musical composition following no ﬁxed
form or style. [< Ital. See fantasy.]
fan·ta·size (fanʹtә sīz), v., –sized, –sizing. imagine; speculate fantastically.
fan·tas·tic (fan tasʹtik), fan·tas·ti·cal
(–tә kәl), adj. 1 very odd or queer:
weird, fantastic shadows. 2 very fanciful;
capricious: a fantastic idea. 3 unreal:
superstitioncausesfantasticfears.—fan·tasʹtical·ly, adv. —fan·tasʹti·cal·ness, fantas´ti·calʹi·ty, n.
fan·ta·sy (fanʹtә si; –zi), n., pl. –sies. 1
play of the mind; imagination. 2 a wild,
strange fancy; caprice; whim. 4 fantasia.
[< OF < L < Gk. phantasia appearance,
image, ult. < phainein show]
far (fär), adj., far·ther, far·thest, adv.
—adj. 1 distant; not near: a far country. 2 more distant: the far side of the
hill. —adv. 1 a long way oﬀ in time
or space. 2 very much.
as far as, to the distance, point, or
degree that.
by far, very much.
far and away, very much.
far and near, everywhere.
far and wide, everywhere.
far be it from me, I do not dare
or want.
far from it, not at all; by no
means.
far out, Informal. unconventional.
go far, a last long. b tend very much.
c get ahead.
how far, to what distance, point, or
degree.
in so far as, to the extent that.
so far, a to this or that point.
b until now or then.
so far as, to the extent that.
so far so good, until now everything has
been safe or satisfactory. [OE feorr]
far·ad (farʹәd), n. a unit of electrical
capacity. It is the capacity of a condenser
that, when charged with one coulomb,
gives a pressure of one volt. [for Michael
Faraday]
far·a·way (färʹә wāʹ), adj. 1 distant. 2
dreamy.
farce (färs), n., v., farced, farc·ing.
—n. 1 play full of ridiculous happenings, absurd actions, etc. 2 broad humor.
3 ridiculous mockery; absurd pretense.
[< F, lit., stuﬃng, ult. < L farcire stuﬀ ]
—farʹcial, adj.
far·ci·cal (färʹsә kәl), adj. of or like a
farce; absurd; improbable. —far´ci·calʹity, farʹci·cal·ness, n. —farʹci·cal·ly, adv.
far cry, a long way; great distance.
fare (fãr), n., v., fared, far·ing. —n. 1 sum
of money paid to ride on a plane, bus,
etc. 2 passenger on a plane, bus, etc. 3
food. [blend of OE faer and faru] —v.
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1 get along; do. 2 turn out; happen. [OE
faran] —farʹer, n.
Far East, China, Japan, and other parts of
E Asia. —Far Eastern.
fare·well (fãr´welʹ), interj. good-by; good
luck. —n. 1 expression of good wishes at
parting; good-by. 2 departure; leave-taking. —adj. of farewell; parting; last.
far-fetched (färʹfechtʹ), adj. not coming
naturally; forced; strained.
far-ﬂung (färʹﬂungʹ), adj. widely spread;
covering a large area.
fa·ri·na (fә rēʹnә), n. ﬂour or meal made
from grain, potatoes, beans, nuts, etc.
[< L, < far grits]
far·i·na·ceous (far´ә nāʹshәs), adj. consisting of ﬂour or meal; starchy; mealy.
farm (färm), n. 1 piece of land used to
raise crops or animals. 2 thing like a
farm. A sheet of water for cultivating oysters is an oyster farm. 3 a minor-league
baseball team belonging to or associated
with a major-league club. —v. 1 raise
crops or animals on a farm. 2 cultivate
(land). 3 take proceeds or proﬁts of (a
tax, undertaking, etc.) on paying a ﬁxed
sum. 4 let out (taxes, revenues, an enterprise, etc.) to another for a ﬁxed sum or
percentage. 5 be a farmer.
farm out, a subcontract to another person, company, etc. b assign to a minorleague baseball team. [< F, ult. < L ﬁrmus
ﬁrm]
farm·er (färʹmәr), n. 1 person who raises
crops or animals on a farm; person
who runs a farm. 2 person who takes
a contract for the collection of taxes
by agreeing to pay a certain sum to the
government.
farm hand, person who works on a
farm.
farm·house (färmʹhous´), n. house on
a farm.
farm·ing (färʹming), n. 1 business of raising crops or animals on a farm; agriculture. 2 practice of letting out the
collection of public revenue. 3 condition
of being let out at a ﬁxed sum. —adj. of
or pertaining to farms.
farm·stead (färmʹsted), n. farm with its
buildings.
farm·yard (färmʹyärd´), n. yard connected with the farm buildings or
enclosed by them.
far·o (fãrʹō), n. a gambling game played
by betting on the order in which certain cards will appear. [appar. alter. of
Pharaoh]
far-oﬀ (färʹôfʹ; –ofʹ), adj. distant.
far-reach·ing (färʹrēchʹing), adj. having a
wide inﬂuence or eﬀect; extending far.
far·ri·er (farʹi әr), n. person who shoes
horses. [< OF < L, < ferrum iron]
far·ri·er·y (farʹi әr i), n., pl. –er·ies. work
of a farrier.
far·row (farʹō), n. litter of pigs. —v. give
birth to a litter of pigs. [OE fearh]
far-see·ing (färʹsēʹing), adj. 1 able to see
far. 2 looking ahead; planning wisely for
the future.

far-sight·ed (färʹsītʹid), adj. 1 able to see
far. 2 seeing distant things more clearly
than near ones. 3 Fig. looking ahead;
planning wisely for the future. —farʹsightʹed·ly, adv. —farʹ-sightʹed·ness, n.
far·ther (färʹther), comparative of far.
—adj. 1 more distant. 2 more; additional: do you need farther help? —adv.
1 at or to a greater distance. 2 at or to a
more advanced point. 3 in addition; also.
[ME ferther]
far·ther·most (färʹthәr mōst), adj. most
distant; farthest.
far·thest (färʹthist), superlative of far.
—adj. 1 most distant. 2 longest. —adv.
1 to or at the greatest distance. 2 most.
[ME ferthest]
far·thin·gale (färʹthing gāl), n. a hoop
skirt worn in England from about 1550
to about 1650. [< F < Sp., < verdugo
rod]
fas·ces (fasʹēz), n.pl., sing. fas·cis (fasʹis).
bundle of rods or sticks containing an
ax with the blade projecting, carried
before a Roman magistrate as a symbol
of authority. [< L, pl. of fascis bundle]
fas·ci·cle (fasʹә kәl), n. 1 a small bundle.
2 a close cluster of ﬂowers, leaves, etc.
3 a single part of a printed work issued
in sections. [< L fasciculus, dim. of fascis
bundle] —fasʹci·cled, adj.
fas·ci·nate (fasʹә nāt), v., –nat·ed, –nating. 1 attract very strongly; enchant by
charming qualities. 2 hold motionless
by strange power, terror, etc. Snakes
are said to fascinate small birds. [< L,
< fascinum spell] —fasʹci·nat´ed·ly, adv.
fasʹci·nat´ing, adj. —fasʹci·nat´ing·ly,
adv. —fasʹci·na´tor, n.
fas·ci·na·tion (fas´ә nāʹshәn), n. 1 a fascinating or being fascinated. 2 very strong
attraction; charm; enchantment.
fas·cism (fashʹiz әm), n. 1 a strongly
nationalistic movement in favor of government control of business. 2 any system of government in which property
is privately owned, but all industry and
business is regulated by a strong national
government. [< Ital., < fascio bundle (as
political emblem) < L fascis]
fas·cist (fashʹist), n. 1 person who favors
and supports fascism. 2 Fascist, person
who favored and supported Fascism
in Italy. —adj. of or having to do with
fascism or fascists. —fas·cisʹtic, Fascisʹtic, adj.
fash·ion (fashʹәn), n. 1 manner; way. 2 the
prevailing style; current use in clothes,
manners, speech, etc. 3 fashionable people. —v. make; shape; form.
after or in a fashion, in some way or
other; not very well. [< OF < L factio a
doing or making. Doublet of faction.]
—fashʹion·er, n.
fash·ion·a·ble (fashʹәn ә bәl; fashʹnә bәl),
adj. 1 following the fashion; in fashion;
stylish. 2 of, like, or used by people
of fashion. —fashʹion·a·ble·ness, n.
—fashʹion·a·bly, adv.

fast1 (fast; fäst), adj. 1 quick; rapid; swift.
2 indicating a time ahead of the correct time. 3 not restrained in pleasures;
too wild. 4 ﬁrm; secure; tight: a fast
hold on a rope. 5 loyal; faithful. 6 that
will not fade easily. —adv. 1 quickly;
rapidly; swiftly. 2 ﬁrmly; securely;
tightly. 3 thoroughly; completely;
soundly: he was fast asleep.
play fast and loose, say one thing and
do another; be tricky, insincere, or
unreliable.
pull a fast one, play a trick; deceive.
[OE fœst]
fast2 (fast; fäst), v. go without food; go
without certain kinds of food. —n. 1
a fasting. 2 day or time of fasting. [OE
fœstan
fast day, day observed by fasting, esp. a
day regularly set apart by a church.
fas·ten (fasʹәn; fäsʹ–), v. 1 ﬁx ﬁrmly in
place; tie; lock; shut. 2 attach; connect:
he tried to fasten the blame upon his companions. 3 direct; ﬁx: the dog fastened his
eyes on the stranger. [OE fœstnian < fœst
fast1] —fasʹten·er, n.
fas·ten·ing (fasʹәn ing; fasʹning; fäsʹ–),
n. thing used to fasten something, as a
lock, bolt, clasp, hook, button, etc.
fast food, food that is cooked and served
quickly, as hamburgers, chicken, etc.
—fast-food, adj.
fas·tid·i·ous (fas tidʹi әs), adj. hard to
please; extremely reﬁned or critical; easily disgusted. [< L, < fastidium loathing]
—fas·tidʹi·ous·ly, adv. —fas·tidʹi·ousness, n.
fast·ness (fastʹnis; fästʹ–), n. 1 a strong,
safe place; stronghold. 2 a being fast.
fast-track (fastʹtrak´), v., –tracked,
–track·ing. arrange or move for consideration, action, etc., as soon as possible: fast-track emergency relief.
on the fast track, moving forward
quickly. —fastʹ-track´, adj.
fat (fat), n., adj., fat·ter, fat·test, v., fatted, fat·ting. —n. 1 a white or yellow,
oily substance formed in the bodies of
animals. 2 animal tissue containing this
substance. 3 any of a class of organic
compounds of which the natural fats are
usually mixtures. 4 the richest or best
part. —adj. 1 consisting of or containing
fat; oily: fat meat. 2 fertile: fat land. 3
proﬁtable: a fat oﬃce. 4 plentiful. 5 too
fat; obese. —v. make fat; become fat.
[OE fœ̄tt, orig. pp., fatted] —fatʹly, adv.
—fatʹness, n.
fa·tal (fāʹtәl), adj. 1 causing death. 2 causing destruction or ruin. 3 important;
decisive; fateful. [< L, < fatum fate]
—faʹtal·ly, adv. —faʹtal·ness, n.
fa·tal·ism (fāʹtәl iz әm), n. 1 belief that
fate controls everything that happens. 2
submission to everything that happens
as inevitable. —faʹtal·ist, n. —fa´tal·isʹtic, adj. —fa´tal·isʹti·cal·ly, adv.
fa·tal·i·ty (fā talʹә ti; fә–), n., pl. –ties. 1 a
fatal accident or happening; death. 2 a
fatal inﬂuence or eﬀect.

feasible
fat cat, 1 big contributor to political parties. 2 person who is very highly paid
and expects special privileges, deference, etc.
fate (fāt), n., v., fat·ed, fat·ing. —n. 1
power supposed to ﬁx beforehand and
control everything that happens. 2 what
is caused by fate. 3 what becomes of a
person or thing. 4 death; ruin. —v. destine. [< L fatum (thing) spoken (i.e., by
the gods), pp. of fari speak]
fat·ed (fātʹid), adj. determined by fate.
fate·ful (fātʹfәl), adj. 1 controlled by
fate. 2 determining what is to happen; important; decisive. 3 showing
what fate decrees; prophetic. 4 causing
death, destruction, or ruin; disastrous.
—fateʹful·ly, adv. —fateʹful·ness, n.
Fates (fāts), n.pl. Gk. and Roman Myth.
the three goddesses supposed to control
human life.
fa·ther (fäʹthәr), n. 1 a male parent. 2
person who is like a father. 3 a male
ancestor; forefather. 4 person who
helped to make something; founder;
inventor; author. 5 title of respect used
in addressing priests. —v. 1 be the father
of. 2 take care of as a father does; act as
a father to. 3 make; originate.
the Father, God. [OE fœder] —faʹtherhood, n. —faʹther·less, adj. —faʹtherless·ness, n.
fa·ther-in-law (fäʹthәr in lô´), n., pl.
fathers-in-law. father of one’s husband
or wife.
fa·ther·land (fäʹthәr land´), n. one’s native
country; land of one’s ancestors.
fa·ther·ly (fäʹthәr li), adj. 1 of a father. 2
like a father; kindly. —adv. in the manner of a father. —faʹther·li·ness, n.
fath·om (fathʹәm), n., pl. fath·oms or
(esp. collectively) fath·om, v. —n. a unit
of measure equal to 6 feet, used mostly
in measuring the depth of water and the
length of ships’ ropes, cables, etc. —v. 1
measure the depth of. 2 get to the bottom
of; understand fully. [OE fœthm width of
the outstretched arms] —fathʹom·a·ble,
adj. —fathʹom·er, n. —fathʹom·less, adj.
—fathʹom·less·ly, adv.
fa·tigue (fә tēgʹ), n., v., –tigued,
–ti·guing, adj. —n. 1 weariness. 2
hard work; eﬀort. 3 a weakening (of
metal) caused by long-continued
use or strain. —v. 1 cause fatigue in;
weary. 2 weaken by much use or strain.
—adj. pertaining to fatigue.
fatigues, work clothes, of the military.
[< F, ult. < L fatigare tire] —fa·tigueʹless,
adj.
Fa·ti·ma (fә tēʹmә; fatʹi mә), n. a.d.
606?–632, only daughter of Muhammad.
fat·ling (fatʹling), n. calf, lamb, kid, or pig
fattened to be killed for food.
fat·ten (fatʹәn), v. make fat; become fat.
—fatʹten·er, n.
fat·tish (fatʹish), adj. somewhat fat.
—fatʹtish·ness, n.

fat·ty (fatʹi), adj., –ti·er, –ti·est. 1 of fat;
containing fat. 2 like fat; oily; greasy.
—fatʹti·ly, adv. —fatʹti·ness, n.
fatty acid, any one of a group of organic
acids, found in animal and vegetable
fats and oils.
fa·tu·i·ty (fә tüʹә ti; –tūʹ–), n., pl. –ties.
self-satisﬁed stupidity; silliness.
fat·u·ous (fachʹu̇ әs), adj. stupid but
self-satisﬁed; foolish; silly. [< L fatuus
foolish] —fatʹu·ous·ly, adv. —fatʹu·ousness, n.
fat·wa (fatʹwä), n. directive from a Muslim leader. [Ar., edict]
fau·cet (fôʹsit), n. device containing a
valve for controlling the ﬂow of water or
other liquid from a pipe, tank, barrel, etc.
[< F fausset < fausser bore through]
fault (fôlt), n. 1 something that is not
as it should be. 2 mistake. 3 cause for
blame. 4 a break in a rock or vein
with part pushed up or down. 5 failure to serve the ball into the right
place in tennis and similar games.
—v. Geol. suﬀer or cause a fault.
at fault, observing blame; wrong.
ﬁnd fault, pick out faults; complain.
ﬁnd fault with, object to; criticize.
in fault, deserving blame; wrong.
to a fault, too much; very. [< OF faute,
ult. < L fallere deceive]
fault·ﬁnd·ing (fôltʹfīn´ding), n., adj.
ﬁnding fault; complaining; pointing out
faults. —faultʹﬁnd´er, n.
fault·less (fôltʹlis), adj. without a single
fault; free from blemish or error; perfect.
—faultʹless·ly, adv. —faultʹless·ness, n.
fault·y (fôlʹti), adj., fault·i·er, fault·i·est.
1 having faults; containing blemishes
or errors; wrong; imperfect. 2 blamable.
—faultʹi·ly, adv. —faultʹi·ness, n.
faun (fôn), n. Roman Myth. deity that
helped farmers and shepherds, represented as looking like a man, but with
the ears, horns, tail, and sometimes the
legs, of a goat. [< L Faunus a pastoral
deity]
fau·na (fôʹnә), n. animals of a given
region or time. [< NL, orig. (in LL) name
of a rural goddess]
faux pas (fō´ päʹ), pl. faux pas (fō´ päzʹ),
slip in speech, conduct, manners, etc.;
breach of etiquette; blunder. [< F]
fa·vor (fāʹvәr), n. 1 kindness. 2 liking;
approval. 3 more than fair treatment; too
great kindness. 4 gift; token. —v. 1 show
kindness to. 2 like; approve. 3 give more
than fair treatment to. 4 help. 5 treat
gently: the dog favors his sore foot. 6 look
like: the girl favors her mother.
curry favor, try to win favor from
someone by insincere or constant
ﬂattery, attention, etc.
in favor of, a on the side of; supporting.
b to the advantage of; helping. [< OF < L,
< favere show kindness to] —faʹvored,
adj. —faʹvor·er, n. —faʹvor·ing·ly, adv.
fa·vor·a·ble (fāʹvәr ә bәl; fāvʹrә–), adj. 1
favoring; approving. 2 being to one’s
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advantage; helping: a favorable wind.
—faʹvor·a·ble·ness, n. —faʹvor·a·bly,
adv.
fa·vor·ite (fāʹvәr it; fāvʹrit), adj. liked better than others; liked very much. —n.
1 one liked better than others. 2 one
expected to win a contest.
favorite son, politician supported by his
or her state’s delegation for nomination
as a presidential candidate at a national
convention.
fa·vor·it·ism (fāʹvәr ә tiz´әm; fāvʹrә–), n.
a favoring of one or some more than
others; having favorites.
fawn1 (fôn), n. 1 deer less than a year old.
2 a light, yellowish brown. —adj. light
yellowish-brown. [< OF faon, ult. < L
fetus fetus]
fawn2 (fôn), v. 1 cringe and bow; act slavishly. 2 (of dogs, etc.) show fondness by
crouching, wagging the tail, licking the
hand, etc. [OE fagnian < fœgen fain]
—fawnʹer, n. —fawnʹing·ly, adv.
fax (faks), n., pl. faxes. 1 =fax machine. 2
copy of document, etc., sent or received
on a fax machine. [< facsimilie]
fax machine, electronic device for sending, receiving, and printing out documents, etc., over telephone lines.
fay (fā), n. =fairy. [< OF, ult. < L fatum
fate]
faze (fāz), v., fazed, faz·ing. disturb;
worry; bother. [var. of feeze, OE fēsian
drive]
FBI or F.B.I., U.S. Federal Bureau of
Investigation.
F.C.C., FCC, Federal Communications
Commission.
F clef, the bass clef in music.
FDA or F.D.A., Food and Drug Administration.
Fe, iron. [< L ferrum]
fe·al·ty (fēʹәl ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 loyalty and
duty owed by a vassal to his feudal lord.
2 loyalty; faithfulness; allegiance. [< OF
< L ﬁdelitas. Doublet of fidelity.]
fear (ﬁr), n. 1 a being afraid; feeling
that danger or evil is near; dread. 2
cause for fear; danger: there is no fear
of our losing. 3 an uneasy feeling; anxious thought. —v. 1 feel fear. 2 feel
fear of. 3 feel concern.
for fear of (a thing), in order to prevent
(that thing) from occurring.
without fear or favor, impartially; justly.
[OE fœ̄r peril] —fearʹer, n. —fearʹless,
adj. —fearʹless·ly, adv. —fearʹless·ness, n.
fear·ful (ﬁrʹfәl), adj. 1 causing fear; terrible; dreadful. 2 full of fear; afraid. 3
showing fear; caused by fear. 4 very bad,
unpleasant, ugly, etc. —fearʹful·ly adv.
—fearʹful·ness, n.
fear·some (ﬁrʹsәm), adj. 1 causing fear;
frightful. 2 timid; afraid. —fearʹsome·ly,
adv. —fearʹsome·ness, n.
fea·si·ble (fēʹzә bәl), adj. 1 capable of
being done or carried out easily. 2 likely;
probable. 3 suitable; convenient. [< OF
faisable, ult. < L facere do] —fea´si·bilʹity, feaʹsi·ble·ness, n. —feaʹsi·bly, adv.
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feast (fēst), n. 1 an elaborate meal prepared for some special occasion and for
a number of guests. 2 a religious festival
or celebration. —v. 1 have a feast. 2
provide with a feast. 3 give pleasure or
joy to. [< OF < L festa festal ceremonies]
—feastʹer, n.
feat (fēt), n. a great or unusual deed;
act showing great skill, strength, etc.
[< OF < L factum (thing) done. Doublet
of fact.]
feath·er (fethʹәr), n. 1 one of the light,
thin growths that cover a bird’s skin.
2 something like a feather in shape or
lightness. —v. 1 supply or cover with
feathers. 2 grow like feathers. 3 turn
the edge of a blade in the direction of
movement.
feather in one’s cap, thing to be
proud of.
feather one’s nest, take advantage of
chances to get rich.
in fine feather, in good health,
high spirits, etc.
make feathers ﬂy, cause trouble.
ruﬄe (someone’s) feathers, irritate.
smooth (someone’s) feathers, soothe;
smooth over. [OE fether] —feathʹered,
adj. —feathʹer·less, adj. —feathʹerlike´, adj.
feath·er·brain (fethʹәr brān´), n. a
silly, foolish, weak-minded person.
—feathʹer·brained´, adj.
feath·er·weight (fethʹәr wāt´), n. 1 a
very light thing or person. 2 boxer who
weighs less than 126 pounds and more
than 118 pounds. —adj. very light.
feath·er·y (fethʹәr i), adj. 1 having feathers; covered with feathers. 2 like feathers.
3 light; ﬂimsy. —feathʹer·i·ness. n.
fea·ture (fēʹchәr), n., v., –tured, –tur·ing.
—n. 1 part of the face. The nose, mouth,
chin, and forehead are features. 2 a distinct part or quality; thing that stands
out and attracts attention. 3 a main ﬁlm
being shown. b a special article, comic
strip, etc., in a newspaper. —v. be a feature of. [< OF < L factura < facere do]
—feaʹture·less, adj.
Feb., February.
fe·brile (fēʹbrәl; febʹrәl), adj. 1 of fever;
feverish. 2 caused by fever. [< Med.L
febrilis. See fever.]
Feb·ru·ar·y (febʹru̇ er´i; febʹyu̇–), n., pl.
–ar·ies. the second month of the year. It
has 28 days except in leap years, when it
has 29. [< L, februa, pl., the feast of puriﬁcation celebrated on Feb. 15]
fe·ces (fēʹsēz), n.pl. waste matter discharged from the intestines. [< L faeces,
pl., dregs] —feʹcal, adj.
feck·less (fekʹlis), adj. 1 futile; ineﬀective.
2 weak; helpless. [< feck vigor, var. of fect
< eﬀect] —feckʹless·ly, adv. —feckʹlessness, n.
fe·cund (fēʹkәnd; fekʹәnd), adj. fruitful;
productive; fertile. [< F < L fecundus]
—fe·cunʹdi·ty, n.
fed1 (fed), v. pt. and pp. of feed.

fed up, disgusted or bored: fed up with
meetings.
fed2 (fed), n. Informal. Federal agent.
Fed (fed), n. Informal. 1 Federal Reserve
System. 2 Federal Reserve Bank. 3 Federal Reserve Board of Governors.
fed·er·al (fedʹәr әl; fedʹrәl), adj. 1 formed
by an agreement between groups establishing a central organization. 2 of or
having to do with such a central organization.
Federal, a of or having to do with the
central government of the United States.
b supporting the Constitution. c supporting the central government of the
United States during the Civil War.
Federal, supporter or soldier of the
central government of the United States
during the Civil War. [< L foedus compact] —fedʹer·al·ly, adv.
Federal Bureau of Investigation, bureau
of the Department of Justice established
to investigate violations of Federal laws.
fed·er·al·ism (fedʹәr әl iz´әm; fedʹrәl–), n.
federal principles of government.
Federalism, principles of the Federalist
Party.
fed·er·al·ist (fedʹәr әl ist; fedʹrәl–), n. 1
advocate of a federal union among the
colonies during and after the War of
Independence. 2 person who favors the
federal principle of government. —adj.
of federalism or the Federalists.
ederalist, member of the Federalist
Party in the United States. —fed´er·alisʹtic, adj.
Federalist Party, a political party in the
United States that favored the adoption
of the Constitution and a strong central
government. It existed from about 1791
to about 1816.
fed·er·al·ize (fedʹәr әl īz; fedʹrәl–), v.,
–ized, –iz·ing. 1 unite into a federal
union. 2 bring under control of the
federal government. —fed´er·al·i·zaʹtion, n.
fed·er·ate (v. fedʹәr āt; adj. fedʹәr it, fedʹrit), v., –at·ed, –at·ing, adj. —v. form into
a federation. —adj. federated. [< L foederatus leagued together. See federal.]
fed·er·a·tion (fed´әr āʹshәn), n. 1 formation of a political unity out of a number of separate states, etc. 2 union by
agreement, often a union of states or
nations. —fedʹer·a´tive, adj. —fedʹera´tive·ly, adv.
fe·do·ra (ﬁ dôʹrә; –dōʹ–), n. a soft felt hat
with a curved brim.
fee (fē), n. 1 sum of money asked or paid
for a service or privilege; charge. Doctors and lawyers get fees for their services. 2 right to keep and use land; ﬁef. 3
an inherited estate in land. 4 ownership.
[< AF ﬁeu < Gmc.]
fee·ble (fēʹbәl), adj., –bler, –blest. weak;
ineﬀective: a feeble attempt. [< OF
< L < ﬂebilis lamentable < ﬁere weep]
—feeʹble·ness, n. —feeʹblish, adj.
—feeʹbly, adv.

fee·ble-mind·ed (fēʹbәl mīnʹdid), adj.
lacking normal intelligence. —feeʹblemindʹed·ly, adv. —feeʹble-mindʹedness, n.
feed (fēd), v., fed, feed·ing, n. —v. 1 give
food to. 2 eat. 3 supply with material:
feed a machine; praise fed his vanity. —n.
1 food for animals. 2 a supplying with
material. 3 the material supplied. [OE
fēdan < fōda food] —feedʹer, n.
feed·back (fēdʹbak´), n. 1 the return of
the results of a process, or a part of
them, to the same or an earlier stage
of the process, as a self-criticizing or
regulating mechanism. 2 the return of
the energy in an electronic circuit from
the output to the input, either in positive
phase to amplify or in negative phase to
control the output.
feed·bag (fēdʹbag´), n. bag for grain that
hangs from a horse’s head, enabling the
animal to feed; nosebag.
feel (fēl), v., felt, feel·ing, n. —v. 1 touch:
feel this cloth. 2 try to touch; try to ﬁnd
by touching: feel in all your pockets. 3
ﬁnd out by touching; be aware of: feel the
cool breeze. 4 have the feeling of being;
be: she feels sure. 5 seem: the air feels
cold. 6 experience. —n. 1 touch: the feel
of silk. 2 a feeling: a feel of frost in the air.
3 the sense of touch. [OE fēlan]
feel·er (fēlʹәr), n. 1 person or thing that
feels. 2 a special part of an animal’s body
for touching, as an insect’s antenna. 3
remark, question, etc., made to ﬁnd out
what others are thinking or planning.
feel·ing (fēlʹing), n. 1 act or condition
of one that feels. 2 sense of touch. 3 a
being conscious; awareness. 4 emotion;
sympathy. 5 opinion. —adj. sensitive.
feelings, sympathies; susceptibilities:
hurt one’s feelings. —feelʹing·ly, adv.
feet (fēt), n. pl. of foot.
feign (fān), v. 1 put on a false appearance
of; pretend. 2 make up to deceive: feign
an excuse. [< OF feindre (feign–) < L ﬁngere form] —feigned, adj. —feignʹed·ly,
adv. —feignʹer, n. —feignʹing·ly, adv.
feint (fānt), n. 1 false appearance; pretense. 2 movement intended to deceive.
—v. make a pretended blow. [< F, <
feindre feign]
feis·ty (fīsʹti), adj., feist·i·er, feist·i·est.
full of high spirits; lively.
feld·spar (feldʹspär´; felʹ–), n. any of
several crystalline minerals composed
mostly of aluminum silicates. Also, felspar. [< feld– (< G feldspat, lit. ﬁeld spar)
+ spar3]
fe·lic·i·tate (fә lisʹә tāt), v., –tat·ed, –tating. formally express good wishes to;
congratulate. [< LL, < felix happy] —felic´i·taʹtion, n.
fe·lic·i·tous (fә lisʹә tәs), adj. 1 well chosen
for the occasion; unusually appropriate.
2 having a gift for apt speech. —fe·licʹitous·ly, adv. —fe·licʹi·tous·ness, n.
fe·lic·i·ty (fә lisʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 happiness; bliss. 2 good fortune; blessing. 3 a

fertile
pleasing aptness in expression. 4 a happy
turn of thought; well-chosen phrase.
fe·line (fēʹlīn), adj. 1 of or belonging to
the cat family. 2 catlike; stealthy. —n.
any animal belonging to the cat family,
such as lions, tigers, and panthers. [< L
felis cat] —feʹline·ly, adv. —feʹline·ness,
fe·linʹi·ty. n.
fell1 (fel), v. pt. of fall.
fell2 (fel), v. 1 cause to fall; knock down.
2 cut down (a tree). 3 turn down and
stitch one edge of (a seam) over the
other. —n. seam made by felling. [OE
fellan < feallan fall] —fellʹa·ble, adj.
—fellʹer, n.
fell3 (fel), adj. 1 cruel; ﬁerce; terrible: a
fell blow. 2 deadly; destructive: a fell
disease. [< OF < VL fello. See felon1.]
—fellʹness, n.
fell4 (fel), n. skin or hide of an animal.
[OE; akin to film]
fel·loe (felʹō), n. the circular rim of a
wheel into which the outer ends of the
spokes are inserted. [var. of felly, OE
felg]
fel·low (felʹō), n. 1 man; boy. 2 companion; comrade; associate. 3 a graduate
student who has a fellowship in a university or college. —adj. belonging to
the same class; united by the same work,
aims, etc.: fellow citizens, fellow workers.
[< Scand. fēlagi partner (lit., fee-layer)]
fel·low·ship (felʹō ship), n. 1 companionship. 2 a taking part with others; sharing.
3 group of people having similar tastes,
interests, etc.; brotherhood. 4 position
or sum of money given to a graduate
student in a university or college to
enable him or her to go on with his or
her studies.
fel·on1 felʹәn), n. person who has committed a serious crime. [< OF, ult. < L fellare
suck (obscene)]
fel·on2 (felʹәn), n. a very painful infection
on a ﬁnger or toe, usually near the nail.
fe·lo·ni·ous (fә lōʹni әs), adj. that is a
felony; criminal. —fe·loʹni·ous·ly, adv.
—fe·loʹni·ous·ness, n.
fel·o·ny (felʹә ni), n., pl. –nies. crime more
serious than a misdemeanor. Murder
and burglary are felonies.
fel·spar (felʹspär´), n. feldspar.
felt1 (felt), v. pt. and pp. of feel.
felt2 (felt), n. cloth made by rolling and
pressing together wool, hair, or fur, used
to make hats, slippers, etc. —adj. made
of felt. —v. 1 make into felt. 2 cover with
felt. [OE]
felt-tip (feltʹtip´), n. or felt tip pen, pen
with a hard felt tip, esp. for labeling.
fem., feminine.
fe·male (fēʹmāl), n. 1 woman or girl. 2
animal belonging to the sex that brings
forth young. 3 plant having a pistil and
no stamens. —adj. 1 of or pertaining to
women or girls. 2 belonging to the sex
that brings forth young. 3 having pistils.
4 designating some part of a machine,
connection, etc., into which a corresponding part ﬁts. [< OF < L < femella,

dim. of femina woman; form inﬂ. by
male] —fe·malʹi·ty, n.
fem·i·nine (femʹә nin), adj. 1 of women
or girls. 2 like a woman; womanly. 3 like
that of a woman; not suited to a man. 4
of or belonging to the female sex. 5 of
the gender to which names of females
belong. Actress, queen, and cow are feminine nouns. —n. a the feminine gender.
b word or form in the feminine gender.
[< OF < L, < femina woman] —femʹinine·ly, adv. —fem´i·ninʹi·ty, femʹinine·ness, n.
fem·i·nism (femʹә niz әm), n. 1 doctrine
that favors more rights and activities for
women. 2 feminine nature or character.
—femʹi·nist, n. —fem´i·nisʹtic, adj.
femme fa·tale (fam fä tälʹ), French. a dangerously fascinating or alluring woman;
siren.
fe·mur (fēʹmәr), n., pl. fe·murs, fem·o·ra,
(femʹә rә). the thighbone. [< L, thigh]
—femʹo·ral, adj.
fen (fen), n. marsh; swamp; bog. [OE
fenn]
fence (fens), n., v., fenced, fenc·ing. —n.
1 railing, wall, or other means of enclosing a yard, garden, ﬁeld, farm, etc., to
show where it ends or to keep people
or animals out or in. 2 person who buys
and sells stolen goods. —v. 1 put a fence
around; enclose. 2 ﬁght with swords or
foils. 3 parry; evade.
mend (one’s) fences, improve one’s
relations or standing.
on the fence, not having made up
one’s mind which side to take;
doubtful; hesitating.
sit on the fence, remain uncommitted
or undecided about something. [var. of
defence] —fenceʹless, adj. —fenceʹlessness, n. —fenceʹlike´, adj. —fencʹer, n.
fenc·ing (fenʹsing), n. 1 art of ﬁghting
with swords or foils. 2 material for
fences.
fend (fend), v. defend; resist.
fend for oneself, provide for oneself;
get along by one’s own eﬀorts. [var. of
defend]
fend·er (fenʹdәr), n. 1 anything that keeps
or wards something oﬀ. 2 guard or protection over the wheel of an automobile,
motorcycle, etc.; mudguard. 3 a metal
guard, frame, or screen in front of a ﬁreplace to keep hot coals and sparks from
the room. [var. of defender]
fend·er-bend·er (fenʹdәr benʹdәr), n.
minor automobile collision.
Fe·ni·an (fēʹni әn; fēnʹyәn), n. member
of an Irish secret organization founded
in the United States about 1858 for the
purpose of overthrowing English rule
in Ireland. —adj. of or having to do with
the Fenians. —Feʹni·an·ism, n.
fen·nel (fenʹәl), n. a tall plant with yellow
ﬂowers, used in medicine and cooking.
[< VL fenuclum, ult. < L fenum hay]
fe·ral (ﬁrʹәl), adj. 1 wild; untamed. 2 brutal; savage. [< L fera beast]
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fer-de-lance (fer dә länsʹ), n. a large poisonous snake of tropical America. [< F,
iron (tip) of a lance]
fer·ment (v. fәr mentʹ; n. fėrʹment), v.
1 undergo a gradual chemical change,
becoming sour or alcoholic and giving
oﬀ bubbles of gas. 2 cause this chemical change in. 3 cause unrest in; excite;
agitate. 4 be excited; seethe with agitation or unrest. —n. 1 substance causing fermentation: yeast is a ferment. 2
excitement; agitation; unrest: national
ferment. [< L fermentum < fervere boil]
—fer·mentʹa·ble, adj.
fer·men·ta·tion (fėr´men tāʹshәn), n. 1
act or process of fermenting. 2 excitement; agitation; unrest. 3 a change, as
becoming sour or alcoholic and giving
oﬀ bubbles of gas, caused by a ferment.
fer·mi·um (ferʹmi әm), n. a rare, radioactive, artiﬁcial element, Fm, produced as
a by-product of nuclear ﬁssion. [named
for Enrico Fermi]
fern (fėrn), n. plant that has roots, stems,
and leaves, but no ﬂowers, and reproduces by spores instead of seeds. [OE
fearn] —fernʹlike´, adj. —fernʹy, adj.
fe·ro·cious (fә rōʹshәs), adj. savagely
cruel; ﬁerce. [< L, < ferox ﬁerce] —fe·roʹcious·ly, adv. —fe·rocʹi·ty, fe·roʹciousness, n.
fer·ret (ferʹit), n. a white or yellowishwhite weasel used for killing rats, hunting rabbits, etc. —v. 1 hunt with ferrets.
2 hunt; search. [< OF fuiret, ult. < L fur
thief] —ferʹret·er, n.
fer·ric (ferʹik), adj. a of or containing
iron. b containing trivalent iron. [< L
ferrum iron]
Fer·ris wheel (ferʹis), a large, revolving
wheel with seats hanging from its rim,
used in carnivals, amusement parks, etc.
[for G. W. G. Ferris, its inventor]
fer·rous (ferʹәs), adj. a of or containing
iron. b containing divalent iron.
fer·ru·gi·nous (fә rüʹjә nәs), adj. 1 of or
containing iron; like that of iron. 2 reddish-brown like rust. [< L, < ferrugo iron
rust < ferrum iron]
fer·rule (ferʹәl; –ül), n., v., –ruled, –ruling. —n. 1 a metal ring or cap put
around the end of a cane, umbrella, etc.
2 a metal ring or short tube. —v. supply
with a ferrule. Also, ferule. [< OF, ult. < L
viriola, dim of viriae bracelets]
fer·ry (ferʹi), n., pl. –ries, v., –ried, –rying. —n. 1 place where boats carry
people and goods across a river or narrow stretch of water. 2 the boat used;
ferryboat. [< v.] —v. 1 carry (people and
goods) back and forth across a river or
narrow stretch of water. 2 go across in a
ferryboat. [OE ferian < fœr fare]
fer·ry·boat (ferʹi bōt´), n. boat used for
ferrying.
fer·ry·man (ferʹi mәn), n., pl. –men. person who owns or has charge of a ferry.
fer·tile (fėrʹtәl), adj. 1 able to produce
much; rich in things that aid growth,
development, etc. 2 capable of reproduc-
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tion; able to produce seeds, fruit, young,
etc. 3 Biol. capable of developing into
a new individual; fertilized. [< L fertilis
< ferre bear] —ferʹtile·ly, adv. —ferʹtileness, n.
fer·til·i·ty (fėr tilʹә ti), n. a being fertile.
fer·ti·lize (fėrʹtә līz), v., –lized, –liz·ing.
1 make fertile; make able to produce
much. 2 put fertilizer on. 3 unite with
(an egg cell) in fertilization; impregnate. —ferʹti·liz´a·ble, adj. —fer´ti·lizaʹtion, n.
fer·ti·liz·er (fėrʹtә līz´әr), n. substance put
on land to make it able to produce more,
as manure.
fer·ule1 (ferʹәl; –ül), n., v., –uled, –uling. —n. stick or ruler used for punishing children by striking them on the
hand. —v. punish with a stick or ruler.
[< L ferula rod]
fer·ule2 (ferʹәl; –ül), n., v., –uled, –ul·ing.
=ferrule.
fer·vent (fėrʹvәnt), adj. showing warmth
of feeling; very earnest. [< F < L fervens
boiling] —ferʹven·cy, ferʹvent·ness, n.
—ferʹvent·ly, adv.
fer·vid (fėrʹvid), adj. showing great
warmth of feeling; intensely emotional.
[< L, < fervere boil] —ferʹvid·ly, adv.
—ferʹvid·ness, n.
fer·vor (fėrʹvәr), n. great warmth of feeling; intense emotion. [< OF < L. See
fervent.]
fes·cue (fesʹkū), n. a tough grass used for
pasture. [< OF, ult. < L festuca]
fes·tal (fesʹtәl), adj. of a feast, festival, or
holiday; joyous; festive. [< OF < LL < L
festum feast] —fesʹtal·ly, adv.
fes·ter (fesʹtәr), v. 1 form pus. 2 cause pus
to form. 3 cause irritation or pain; rankle. [< n.] —n. sore that forms pus; small
ulcer. [< OF < L ﬁstula pipe, ulcer]
fes·ti·val (fesʹtә vәl), n. 1 day or special
time of rejoicing or feasting, often in
memory of some great happening. 2 celebration; entertainment: a music festival.
3 merrymaking; revelry. —adj. having
to do with a festival. [< Med.L, ult. < L
festum feast]
Festival of Lights, =Hanukkah.
fes·tive (fesʹtiv), adj. of or for a feast, festival, or holiday; joyous; merry. —fesʹtively, adv. —fesʹtive·ness, n.
fes·tiv·i·ty (fes tivʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 festive activity; thing done to celebrate. 2
gaiety; merriment. 3 festivities, festive
proceedings.
fes·toon (fes tünʹ), n. a hanging curve of
ﬂowers, leaves, ribbons, etc. —v. 1 decorate with festoons. 2 form into festoons;
hang in curves. [< F < Ital. festone < festa
festival, feast]
fet·a (fetʹә), n. Greek cheese made from
goat’s or sheep’s milk and cured in
brine.
fe·tal (fēʹtәl), adj. 1 of a fetus. 2 like that
of a fetus.
fetch (fech), v. 1 go and get; bring. 2 cause
to come; succeed in bringing. 3 be sold

for. —n. act of fetching. [OE feccan]
—fetchʹer, n.
fetch·ing (fechʹing), adj. Informal. attractive; charming. —fetch·ing·ly, adv.
fete (fāt), n., v., fet·ed, fet·ing, —n. festival; entertainment; party. —v. honor
with a fete; entertain: the engaged couple
were feted by their friends. [< F, feast]
fet·id (fetʹid; feʹtid), adj. smelling very
bad; stinking. [< L foetidus < foetere to
smell] —fetʹid·ly, adv. —fetʹid·ness, fetidʹi·ty, n.
fe·tish (fēʹtish; fetʹish), n. 1 any material
thing supposed to have magic power.
2 anything regarded with unreasoning
reverence or devotion. [< F < Pg. feitiço
charm < L facticius artiﬁcial] —feʹtishlike´, adj.
fe·tish·ism (fēʹtish iz әm; fetʹish–), n.
belief in fetishes; worship of fetishes.
—feʹtish·ist, n. —fe´tish·isʹtic, adj.
fet·lock (fetʹlok), n. 1 tuft of hair above
a horse’s hoof on the back part of the
leg. 2 part of a horse’s leg where this tuft
grows. [ME fetlok]
fet·ter (fetʹәr), n. 1 chain or shackle for
the feet to prevent escape. 2 Usually,
fetters. anything that shackles or binds;
restraint. —v. 1 bind with fetters; chain
the feet of. 2 bind; restrain. [OE feter;
akin to foot]
fet·tle (fetʹәl), n. condition; trim: the horse
is in ﬁne fettle. [? < ME fettel(en) gird up,
< OE fetel belt]
fet·tuc·cine or fet·tu·ci·ne (fet´ә chēʹni),
n. 1 ﬂat, thin Italian noodles. 2 dish
made with these noodles, usually with
a sauce and cheese. Also, fettuccini or
fettucini.
fe·tus (fēʹtәs), n. an animal embryo during the later stages of its development.
[< L]
feud1 (fūd), n. 1 a long and deadly quarrel between families, often passed down
from generation to generation. 2 bitter
hatred between two persons, groups, etc.
3 quarrel. —v. carry on a feud; quarrel
endlessly. [var. of ME fede < OF < OHG
fehida enmity] —feuʹdal, adj.
feud2 (fūd), n. a feudal estate; ﬁef. [<
Med.L feudum < Gmc.]
feu·dal (fūʹdәl), adj. 1 of or having to do
with feudalism. 2 of or having to do with
feuds or ﬁefs. [< Med.L feudalis. See
feud2.] —feuʹdal·ly, adv.
feu·dal·ism (fūʹdәl iz әm), n. the feudal
system or its principles and practices.
feuʹdal·ist, n. —feu´dal·isʹtic, adj.
feudal system, the social, economic, and
political system of Europe in the Middle
Ages, under which vassals held land in
return for military and other services to
the lord owning the land.
feu·da·to·ry (fūʹdә tô´ri; –tō´–), adj., n.,
pl. –ries. —adj. owing feudal services to
a lord. —n. a feudal estate; ﬁef.
fe·ver (fēʹvәr), n. 1 an unhealthy condition of the body in which the temperature is higher than normal. 2 any of
various diseases that cause fever, such as

typhoid fever. 3 Fig. an excited, restless
condition. 4 Fig. fad; enthusiasm. —v. 1
aﬀect with fever; heat. 2 become feverish. [< L febris] —feʹvered, adj. —feʹverless, adj.
fe·ver·few (fēʹvәr fū), n. a perennial plant
of the aster family with small, white,
daisylike ﬂowers. [< LL febrifug(i)a febrifuge]
fe·ver·ish (fēʹvәr ish), adj. 1 having fever.
2 causing fever. 3 infested with fever.
4 excited; restless. —feʹver·ish·ly, adv.
—feʹver·ish·ness, n.
fe·ver·ous (fēʹvәr әs), adj. =feverish.
—feʹver·ous·ly, adv.
fe·ver·root (fēʹvәr rüt´; –ru̇t´), n. a coarse
plant sometimes used for medicine.
fever sore, =cold sore.
few (fū), adj. not many. —n. a small
number.
quite a few, a good many.
the few, the minority: the few determined
to be heard. [OE fēawe] —fewʹness, n.
fey (fā), adj. 1 like a fairy or elf. 2 saucy;
lively. [< OE fœge]
fez (fez), n., pl. fez·zes. a felt cap, usually red, ornamented with a long, black
tassel, formerly worn by Turkish men.
[< Turk.; named after Fez, Morocco]
ﬀ, fortissimo.
ﬀ., and the following; and what follows.
f-hole (efʹhôl´), n. one of the two fshaped openings in the body of a violin,
cello, etc.
ﬁ·an·cé (fē´än sāʹ; fēʹän sā), n. man
engaged to be married. [< F, betrothed]
ﬁ·an·cée (fē´än sāʹ; fēʹän sā), n. woman
engaged to be married. [< F]
ﬁ·as·co (ﬁ asʹkō), n., pl. –cos, –coes. failure; breakdown. [< F < Ital., ﬂask]
ﬁ·at (fīʹәt; –at), n. 1 an authoritative order
or command; decree. 2 sanction. [< L,
let it be done]
ﬁb (ﬁb), n., v., ﬁbbed, ﬁb·bing. lie about
some small matter. [? < ﬁbble-fable
< fable] —ﬁbʹber, n.
ﬁ·ber (fīʹbәr), n. 1 a threadlike part;
thread: a muscle is made up of many
ﬁbers. 2 substance made up of threads
or threadlike parts. Hemp ﬁber can be
spun into rope. 3 texture: cloth of coarse
ﬁber. 4 character; nature. 5 a threadlike
root of a plant. [< F < L ﬁbra]
ﬁ·ber·ﬁll (fīʹbәr ﬁl´), n. synthetic, soft
ﬁber, used as padding for cushions, mattresses, coats, etc., and as stuﬃng for
toys.
Fi·ber·glas (fīʹbәr glas´; –gläs´), n. Trademark. =ﬁberglass.
ﬁ·ber·glass (fīʹbәr glas´; –gläs´), n., a very
ﬁne, ﬂexible glass ﬁber that can be made
into insulating material, fabrics, canoes,
etc., when combined with plastic.
ﬁ·bril (fīʹbrәl), n. a small ﬁber.
ﬁ·bril·la·tion (fī´brә lāʹshәn), n. slight
tremor in a muscle, esp. of the heart.
ﬁ·brin (fīʹbrәn), n. 1 a tough, elastic, yellowish protein formed when blood clots.
2 gluten in plants. —ﬁʹbrin·ous, adj.
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ﬁ·brin·o·gen (fī brinʹә jәn), n. protein, esp.
found in the blood and lymph, involved
in the coagulation of the blood.
ﬁ·bro·blast (fīʹbrә blast), n. cell from
which ﬁbrous tissue is formed, immediately after an injury.
ﬁ·broid (fīʹbroid), adj. composed of
ﬁbers. —n. tumor composed of ﬁbers or
ﬁbrous tissue.
ﬁ·brous (fīʹbrәs), adj. composed of ﬁbers;
having ﬁbers; like ﬁber.
ﬁ·bro·vas·cu·lar (fī´brō vasʹkyә lәr), made
of woody ﬁbers and ducts in plants.
ﬁbrovascular bundle, bundle of minute
ducts surrounded by long ﬁbers, such as
the vein on a leaf.
ﬁb·u·la (ﬁbʹyә lә), n., pl. –lae (–lē), –las. 1
the outer and thinner of the two bones
in the human lower leg. It extends from
knee to ankle. 2 a similar bone in the
hind leg of animals. [< L, clasp, brooch]
—ﬁbʹu·lar, adj.
ﬁck·le (ﬁkʹәl), adj. likely to change without reason; changing; not constant. [OE
ﬁcol]
ﬁc·tion (ﬁkʹshәn), n. 1 novels, short
stories, and other prose writings that
tell about imaginary people and happenings. 2 an imaginary account or
statement; made-up story. [< L ﬁctio
< ﬁngere to form, fashion] —ﬁcʹtion·al,
adj. —ﬁcʹtion·al·ly, adv.
ﬁc·ti·tious (ﬁk tishʹәs), adj. 1 not real;
imaginary; made-up: characters in novels are usually ﬁctitious. 2 assumed in
order to deceive; false: the criminal used
a ﬁctitious name. —ﬁctiʹtious·ly, adv.
—ﬁc·tiʹtious·ness, n.
ﬁd·dle (ﬁdʹәl), n., v., –dled, –dling.
—n. =violin. —v. 1 play on a violin.
2 make aimless movements; triﬂe:
he ﬁddled away the whole day doing
absolutely nothing.
play second ﬁddle, take a secondary
part. [OE ﬁthele (recorded in ﬁthelere
ﬁddler); prob. akin to viol] —ﬁdʹdler, n.
ﬁddler crab, small, burrowing crab found
on the east coast of the United States.
Also, ﬁddler.
ﬁd·dle·sticks (ﬁdʹәl stiks´), interj. nonsense! rubbish!
ﬁd·dly (ﬁdʹlē), Informal. requiring much
attention or care to do; fussy.
ﬁ·del·i·ty (fī delʹә ti; fә–), n., pl. –ties. 1
faithfulness to a trust or vow; steadfast
faithfulness. 2 accuracy; exactness. [<
L ﬁdelitas, ult. < ﬁdes faith. Doublet of
fealty.]
ﬁdg·et (ﬁjʹit), v. 1 move about restlessly;
be uneasy. 2 make uneasy. —n. 1 condition of being restless or uneasy. 2 person who moves about restlessly. [< obs.
ﬁdge move restlessly] —ﬁdgʹet·y, adj.
—ﬁdgʹet·i·ness, n.
ﬁ·du·ci·ar·y (ﬁ düʹshi er´i; –dūʹ–), adj., n.,
pl. –ar·ies. —adj. 1 held in trust: ﬁduciary estates. 2 holding in trust. A ﬁduciary possessor is legally responsible for
what belongs to another. 3 depending
upon public trust and conﬁdence for

its value. Paper money that cannot be
redeemed in gold or silver is ﬁduciary
currency. —n. trustee. [< L, < ﬁducia
trust]
ﬁe (fī), interj. for shame! shame! [< OF]
ﬁef (fēf), n. 1 piece of land held on condition of giving military and other services to the lord owning the land. 2 the
land or territory so held. [< F < Gmc.]
ﬁeld (fēld), n. 1 land with few or no trees.
2 piece of land used for crops or pasture. 3 piece of land used for sports or
contests. 4 land yielding some product:
an oil ﬁeld. 5 a battleﬁeld. 6 a broad
surface: a ﬁeld of ice. 7 sphere of activity
or operation. 8 Physics. space throughout which a force operates: a magnetic
ﬁeld. —v. 1 stop or catch and return (a
ball) in baseball, cricket, etc. 2 act as a
ﬁelder in baseball, cricket, etc. —adj.
1 of or pertaining to ﬁelds. 2 growing or living in ﬁelds. 3 performed on
a ﬁeld, not on a track.
play the ﬁeld, a engage in a wide variety
of activities or endeavors. b go out with
many different members of the
opposite sex.
take the ﬁeld, begin a battle, campaign,
game, etc. [OE feld]
ﬁeld day, 1 day for outdoor sports contests. 2 day when members of the military perform mock maneuvers. 3 Fig.
day of unusual pleasure or success.
ﬁeld·er (fēlʹdәr), n. baseball player who
is stationed around or outside the diamond to stop the ball and throw it in.
ﬁeld goal 1 a goal in football counting 3
points made by a drop kick. 2 a toss in
basketball into the basket made during
regular play, not as a result of a foul.
ﬁeld hand, person hired as a farm
laborer.
ﬁeld house, 1 building near an athletic
ﬁeld, esp. for storage of equipment. 2
building used for indoor athletics.
ﬁeld trip, trip away from a school to
allow students to see things or places
ﬁrst-hand.
ﬁeld work, scientiﬁc or technical work
done in the ﬁeld by surveyors, geologists, etc. —ﬁeldʹwork´er, n.
ﬁend (fēnd), n. 1 an evil spirit; devil. 2 a
very wicked or cruel person. 3 person
who gives himself up to some habit,
practice, game, etc.; devotee.
the Fiend, the Devil. [OE fēond]
—ﬁendʹlike´, adj.
ﬁend·ish (fēnʹdish), adj. very cruel or
wicked; devilish. —ﬁendʹish·ly, adv.
—ﬁendʹish·ness, n.
ﬁerce (ﬁrs), adj. ﬁerc·er, ﬁerc·est. 1 savage; wild: a ﬁerce lion. 2 raging; violent:
a ﬁerce wind. 3 very eager or active;
ardent: ﬁerce eﬀorts. [< OF < L ferus
wild] —ﬁerceʹly, adv. —ﬁerceʹness, n.
ﬁer·y (fīrʹi; fīʹәr i), adj., ﬁer·i·er, ﬁer·i·est,
1 containing ﬁre; burning; ﬂaming. 2 like
ﬁre; very hot; ﬂashing; glowing. 3 full of
feeling or spirit; ardent: a ﬁery speech. 4

easily aroused or excited: a ﬁery temper.
—ﬁerʹi·ly, adv. —ﬁerʹi·ness, n.
ﬁ·es·ta (ﬁ esʹtә), n. 1 a religious festival;
saint’s day. 2 holiday; festivity. [< Sp.,
feast]
ﬁfe (fīf), n., v., ﬁfed, ﬁf·ing. —n. a small,
shrill musical instrument like a ﬂute.
—v. play on a ﬁfe. [< G pfeife pipe]
—ﬁfʹer, n.
ﬁf·teen (ﬁfʹtēnʹ), n. 1 a cardinal number,
ﬁve more than ten. 2 symbol of this
number; 15. —adj. ﬁve more than ten;
15. —ﬁfʹteenthʹ, adj., n.
ﬁfth (ﬁfth), adj. 1 next after the fourth;
last in a series of 5. 2 being one of 5
equal parts. —n. 1 next after the fourth;
last in a series of 5. 2 one of 5 equal
parts. 3 a one ﬁfth of a gallon (U.S.), a
measure used for alcoholic beverages.
b bottle or container holding a ﬁfth.
—ﬁfthʹly, adv.
Fifth Amendment, part of the Bill of Rights
that protects a person from being a witness against himself or herself.
take the Fifth, refuse to answer a question, under oath, by citing the protection
of the Fifth Amendment.
ﬁf·ty (ﬁfʹti), n., pl. –ties, adj. —n. 1 a cardinal number, ﬁve times ten. 2 symbol of
this number; 50. —adj. ﬁve times ten; 50.
—ﬁfʹti·eth, adj., n.
ﬁf·ty-ﬁf·ty (ﬁfʹti ﬁfʹti), adv., adj. in or
with equal shares.
ﬁg (ﬁg), n. 1 a small, soft, sweet fruit that
grows in warm regions, eaten fresh or
dried like dates and raisins. 2 tree that
ﬁgs grow on. 3 very small amount: I
don’t care a ﬁg for your opinion. [< OF
< Pr., ult. < L ﬁcus ﬁg tree]
ﬁg., 1 ﬁgurative; ﬁguratively. 2 ﬁgure;
ﬁgures.
ﬁg·eat·er (ﬁgʹēt´әr), n. a large, greenand-red beetle that feeds on ripe fruit;
southern June bug.
ﬁght (fīt), n., v., fought, ﬁght·ing. —n. 1
struggle; battle; conﬂict. 2 an angry dispute. 3 power or will to ﬁght. [< v.] —v.
1 take part in a ﬁght. 2 war against. 3 get
or make by ﬁghting.
ﬁght back, resist; strive against.
ﬁght it out, ﬁght to a clear decision or
victory.
fight shy of, keep away from;
avoid.
show ﬁght, be ready to resist or ﬁght.
[OE feohtan] —ﬁghtʹa·ble, adj.
ﬁght·er (fītʹәr), n. 1 one who or that
which ﬁghts. 2 a professional boxer. 3
armed airplane used mainly for attacking the enemy.
ﬁg·ment (ﬁgʹmәnt), n. something imagined; made-up story. [< L ﬁgmentum <
ﬁngere to form, fashion]
ﬁg·ur·a·tion (ﬁg´yә rāʹshәn), n. 1 form;
shape. 2 act of forming; shaping. 3 act
of decorating with ﬁgures or designs. 4
in music, ornamenting with grace notes,
trills, etc.
ﬁg·ur·a·tive (ﬁgʹyәr ә tiv), adj. 1 using
words out of their literal meaning to
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add beauty or force. 2 representing by
a likeness or symbol. —ﬁgʹur·a·tive·ly,
adv. —ﬁgʹur·a·tive·ness, n.
ﬁg·ure (ﬁgʹyәr), n., v., –ured, –ur·ing.
—n. 1 symbol for a number, as 1, 2, 3,
4, etc. 2 form; shape: she saw dim ﬁgures
moving. 3 form enclosing a surface or
space. Circles, triangles, and spheres are
geometrical ﬁgures. 4 person; character: a great ﬁgure in history. 5 way in
which a person looks or appears: the
poor old woman was a ﬁgure of distress.
6 picture; drawing; diagram; illustration. 7 set of movements in dancing or
skating. —v. 1 use ﬁgures to ﬁnd the
answer to a problem; reckon; compute.
2 conclude; judge. 3 be conspicuous;
appear: the names of great leaders ﬁgure
in the story of human progress.
figure in, take into account;
include.
ﬁgure on, a depend on; rely on. b consider as a part of a plan or undertaking.
ﬁgure out, a understand. b calculate;
estimate. [< F < L ﬁgura ﬁngere form]
—ﬁgʹur·er, n.
ﬁg·ured (ﬁgʹyәrd), adj. decorated with a
design or pattern; not plain.
ﬁgure eight, 1 exercise in ﬁgure skating
in which the skater traces in the ice the
shape of an 8. 2 similar maneuver done
by a pilot of a plane in ﬂight.
ﬁg·ure·head (ﬁgʹyәr hed´), n. person who
is the head in name only, and has no real
authority or responsibility.
ﬁgure of speech, expression in which
words are used out of their literal meaning or out of their ordinary use to add
beauty or force. Similes and metaphors
are ﬁgures of speech.
ﬁg·ur·ine (ﬁg´yәr ēnʹ), n. a small ornamental ﬁgure made of stone, pottery,
metal, etc.; statuette. [< F < Ital. ﬁgurina]
ﬁg·wort (ﬁgʹwėrt´), n. 1 a tall, coarse
plant with small, greenish-purple or yellow ﬂowers that have a disagreeable
odor. 2 any similar plant.
Fi·ji (fēʹjē), n. 1 Fiji Islands. 2 native of
these islands. —Fiʹji·an, adj., n.
Fiji Islands, group of islands in the S
Paciﬁc, N of New Zealand.
ﬁl·a·ment (ﬁlʹә mәnt), n. 1 a very ﬁne
thread; very slender, threadlike part. 2
wire that gives oﬀ light in an electric
lightbulb. 3 the stalklike part of a stamen that supports the anther. [< LL,
< L ﬁlum thread]
ﬁl·bert (ﬁlʹbәrt), n. a cultivated hazelnut.
[for St. Philibert, because the nuts ripen
about the time of his day]
ﬁlch (ﬁlch), v. steal in small quantities;
pilfer. —ﬁlchʹer, n.
ﬁle1 (fīl), n., v., –ﬁled, ﬁl·ing. —n. 1 place
for keeping papers in order. 2 set of
papers kept in order. 3 line of people or
things one behind another. —v. 1 put
away in order. 2 march or move in a
ﬁle. 3 make application.
on ﬁle, in a ﬁle; put away and kept in

order. [< F ﬁl thread (< L ﬁlum) and F
ﬁle row (ult. < LL ﬁlare spin a thread)]
—ﬁlʹer, n.
ﬁle2 (fīl), n., v., ﬁled, ﬁl·ing. —n. a steel
tool with many small ridges or teeth
on it. Its rough surface is used to smooth
or wear away hard substances. —v.
smooth or wear away with a ﬁle. [OE
fīl] —ﬁlʹer, n.
ﬁle·ﬁsh (ﬁlʹﬁsh´), n., pl. –ﬁsh·es or (esp.
collectively) –ﬁsh. ﬁsh whose skin is
covered with many very small spines
instead of scales.
ﬁ·let (ﬁ lā; ﬁlʹ ā), n. 1 net or lace having a
square mesh. 2 ﬁllet (def. 2). —v. =ﬁllet.
[< F. See fillet.]
ﬁ·let mi·gnon (ﬁ lāʹmēnʹyon, min yonʹ),
n., pl. ﬁ·lets mi·gnons (ﬁ lāʹ mēnʹyon,
min yonʹ). thick, round slice of beef, cut
from the tenderloin and either broiled
or sautéed.
ﬁl·i·al (ﬁlʹi әl), adj. 1 of a son or daughter;
due from a son or daughter. 2 Genetics.
of any generation following that of the
parents. [< LL, < L ﬁlius son, ﬁlia daughter] —ﬁlʹi·al·ly, adv.
ﬁl·i·bus·ter (ﬁlʹә bus´tәr), n. the deliberate hindering of the passage of a bill in
a legislature by long speeches or other
means of delay. —v. deliberately hinder
the passage of a bill by long speeches or
other means of delay. [< Sp. < Du. vrijbuiter freebooter] —ﬁl´i·busʹter·er, n.
ﬁl·i·gree (ﬁlʹә grē), n., v., –greed, –greeing, adj. —n. very delicate, lacelike ornamental work of gold or silver wire. —v.
ornament with ﬁligree. —adj. Also, ﬁlʹigreed´. ornamented with ﬁligree; made
into ﬁligree. [for ﬁligrane < F < Ital. < L
ﬁlum thread + granum grain]
ﬁl·ings (fīlʹingz), n.pl. small pieces
removed by a ﬁle.
Fi·li·pi·na (ﬁl´ә pē na), n. female native of
the Philippines.
Fil·i·pi·no (ﬁl´ә pēʹnō), n., pl. –nos. native
of the Philippines. —adj. =Philippine.
ﬁll (ﬁl), v. 1 put into until there is room
for no more; make full: ﬁll a cup. 2
become full: the hall ﬁlled rapidly. 3 take
up all the space in: the crowd ﬁlled the
hall. 4 supply what is needed for: a store
ﬁlls orders. 5 stop up or close by putting
something in: a dentist ﬁlls decayed teeth.
6 hold and do the duties of (a position,
oﬃce, etc.). —n. 1 enough to ﬁll something. 2 something that ﬁlls.
ﬁll in, a ﬁll with something. b complete
by ﬁlling: ﬁll in the questionnaire.
ﬁll out, a make larger; swell. b complete
by ﬁlling: ﬁll out a form.
ﬁll up, ﬁll. [OE fyllan < full full]
ﬁll·er (ﬁlʹәr), n. 1 person or thing that
ﬁlls. 2 thing put in to ﬁll something.
ﬁl·let (ﬁlʹit; n. 3 and v., usually ﬁ lāʹ, ﬁlʹā),
n. 1 a narrow band, ribbon, etc., 2 Also,
ﬁlet. slice of ﬁsh, meat, etc., without
bones or fat. —v. Also, ﬁlet. cut (ﬁsh,
meat, etc.) into ﬁllets. [< F, dim. of ﬁl
< L ﬁlum thread)

ﬁll·ing (ﬁlʹing), n. thing put in to ﬁll
something.
Fill·more (ﬁlʹmôr; –mōr), n. Millard,
1800–74, the 13th president of the
United States, 1850–53.
ﬁl·ly (ﬁlʹi), n., pl. –lies. a female colt;
young mare. [? < Scand. fylja; akin to
foal]
ﬁlm (ﬁlm), n. 1 a very thin layer, sheet,
surface, or coating. 2 roll or sheet of thin,
ﬂexible material, such as cellulose, used
in making photographs and coated with
an emulsion sensitive to light. 3 a motion
picture. —v. 1 cover or become covered
with a ﬁlm: her eyes ﬁlmed with tears. 2
make a motion picture of.
ﬁlms, motion pictures. [OE ﬁlmen; akin
to fell4]
ﬁlm·y (ﬁlʹmi), adj., ﬁlm·i·er, ﬁlm·i·est.
1 of or like a ﬁlm; very thin. 2 covered
with a ﬁlm. —ﬁlmʹi·ly, adv. —ﬁlmʹiness, n.
ﬁl·ter (ﬁlʹtәr), n. 1 device for straining
out substances from a liquid or gas by
passing it slowly through felt, paper,
sand, charcoal, etc. 2 felt, paper, sand,
charcoal, or other porous material used
in such a device. 3 device for controlling
certain light rays, electric currents, etc.
—v. 1 pass through a ﬁlter; strain. 2 act
as a ﬁlter for. 3 pass or ﬂow very slowly.
4 remove or control by a ﬁlter. [< Med.L.
ﬁltrum felt < Gmc.] —ﬁlʹter·er, n.
ﬁl·ter·a·ble (ﬁlʹtәr ә bәl), adj. 1 that can
be ﬁltered. 2 that passes through a ﬁlter.
—ﬁl´ter·a·bilʹi·ty, ﬁlʹter·a·ble·ness, n.
ﬁlth (ﬁlth), n. 1 foul, disgusting dirt. 2
obscene words or thoughts; vileness;
moral corruption. [OE fȳlth < fūl foul]
ﬁlth·y (ﬁlʹthi), adj., ﬁlth·i·er, ﬁlth·i·est. 1
disgustingly dirty; foul. 2 vile. —ﬁlthʹily, adv. —ﬁlthʹi·ness, n.
ﬁl·trate (ﬁlʹtrāt), n., v., –trat·ed, –trating. —n. liquid that has been passed
through a ﬁlter. —v. pass through a ﬁlter.
—ﬁl·traʹtion. n.
ﬁn (ﬁn), n. 1 a movable winglike part of a
ﬁsh’s body. 2 thing shaped or used like a
ﬁn. [OE ﬁnn] —ﬁnʹless, adj. —ﬁnʹlike´,
adj.
ﬁ·na·gle (fә nāʹgәl), v., –gled, –gling.
1 manage craftly or cleverly. 2 cheat.
—ﬁ·naʹgler, n.
ﬁ·nal (fīʹnәl), adj. 1 at the end; last;
with no more after it. 2 settling the
question; not to be changed: a decision of the Supreme Court is ﬁnal. —n.
something ﬁnal.
ﬁnals, the last or deciding set in a series
of contests, examinations, etc. [< L,
< ﬁnis end]
ﬁ·na·le (ﬁ näʹlē), n. 1 the last part of a
piece of music or a play. 2 the last part;
end. [< Ital., final]
ﬁ·nal·ist (fīʹnәl ist), n. person who takes
part in the deciding set in a series of
contests, etc.
ﬁ·nal·i·ty (fī nalʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 a
being ﬁnal, ﬁnished, or settled. 2 something ﬁnal; ﬁnal act, speech, etc.
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ﬁ·nal·ize (fīʹnәl īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing. make
ﬁnal or deﬁnite. —ﬁʹnal·i·zaʹtion, n.
ﬁ·nal·ly (fīʹnәl i), adv. 1 at the end; at last.
2 so as to decide or settle the question.
ﬁ·nance (fә nansʹ; fī–; fīʹnans), n., v.,
–nanced, –nanc·ing. —n. money
matters. —v. 1 provide money for. 2
manage the ﬁnances of.
ﬁnances, money matters; money; funds;
revenue. [< OF, ending, settlement of
a debt, ult. < ﬁn end < L ﬁnis; akin to
fine2]
ﬁ·nan·cial (fә nanʹshәl; fī–), adj. having
to do with money matters or the management of large sums of money. —ﬁnanʹcial·ly, adv.
ﬁn·an·cier (ﬁn´әn sirʹ; fī´nәn-), n. person
skilled in ﬁnance.
ﬁn·back (ﬁnʹbak´), n. or ﬁnback whale.
kind of baleen whale having a large ﬁn
on its back.
ﬁnch (ﬁnch), n. a small songbird having a
cone-shaped bill, as sparrows, buntings,
and canaries. [OE ﬁnc]
ﬁnd (fīnd), v., found, ﬁnd·ing, n. —v.
1 come upon; happen on; meet with:
ﬁnd a bug in the sugar. 2 look for and
get; obtain: ﬁnd favor with the public. 3 discover: an astronomer ﬁnds a
new star; can you ﬁnd time to do this?
4 see; know; feel; perceive: he found
himself growing sleepy. 5 arrive at;
reach: water ﬁnds its level. 6 declare:
the jury founds the accused innocent.
—n. 1 a ﬁnding. 2 thing found.
ﬁnd oneself, learn one’s abilities and
how to make good use of them.
ﬁnd out, learn about; come to know;
discover. [OE ﬁndan] —ﬁndʹa·ble, adj.
ﬁnd·er (fīnʹdәr), n. person or thing that
ﬁnds.
ﬁn de siè·cle (fan dә syãʹklә), French, end
of the century.
ﬁnd·ing (fīnʹding), n. 1 discovery. 2
thing found. 3 decision reached after an
inquiry; verdict of a jury.
ﬁndings, results of an inquiry or
research.
ﬁne1 (fīn), adj., ﬁn·er, ﬁn·est, adv. —adj.
1 very good; excellent: a ﬁne sermon,
a ﬁne view, a ﬁne scholar. 2 very small
or thin: ﬁne wire. 3 sharp: a tool with a
ﬁne edge. 4 not coarse or heavy; delicate:
ﬁne linen. 5 subtle: the law makes ﬁne
distinctions. 6 clear; bright: ﬁne weather.
—adv. very well; excellently.
cut it ﬁne, allow very little leeway or
margin, esp. of time. [< OF ﬁn, ult. < L
ﬁnire ﬁnish] —ﬁneʹly, adv. —ﬁneʹness, n.
ﬁne2 (fīn), n., v. ﬁned, ﬁn·ing. —n. sum
of money paid as a punishment. —v.
cause to pay a ﬁne.
in ﬁne, a ﬁnally. b in a few words; brieﬂy.
[< OF < L ﬁnis end; in Med.L, settlement, payment]
ﬁne arts, arts depending upon taste and
appealing to the sense of beauty; painting, drawing, sculpture, and architecture.
Literature, music, dancing, and acting
are also often included in the ﬁne arts.

ﬁne-grained (fīnʹgrāndʹ), adj. having a
ﬁne, close grain.
ﬁn·er·y (fīnʹәr i), n., pl. –er·ies. showy
clothes, ornaments, etc.
ﬁ·nesse (fә nesʹ), n. v., –nessed, –nessing. —n. 1 delicacy of execution; skill. 2
the skillful handling of a delicate situation to one’s advantage; craft; stratagem.
—v. 1 use ﬁnesse. 2 bring or change by
ﬁnesse. [< F, < ﬁn fine1]
ﬁn·ger (ﬁngʹgәr), n. 1 one of the ﬁve end
parts of the hand, esp. the four besides
the thumb. 2 part of a glove that covers
a ﬁnger. 3 anything shaped or used like
a ﬁnger. —v. touch or handle with the
ﬁngers; use the ﬁngers on.
burn one’s ﬁngers, be hurt by doing
something unwise.
keep one’s ﬁngers crossed, hope for the
best.
lay or put a ﬁnger on, touch; meddle
with.
lift a ﬁnger, make some sort of
eﬀort.
point the or a ﬁnger at, blame;
accuse.
put one’s finger on, point out
exactly.
slip through one’s ﬁngers, fail to take
advantage of something; miss an opportunity. [OE] —ﬁnʹger·er, n. —ﬁnʹgerless, adj.
ﬁn·ger·ing (ﬁngʹgәr ing), n. 1 a touching
or handling with the ﬁngers; using the
ﬁngers. 2 signs marked on a piece of
music to show how the ﬁngers are to be
used in playing it.
ﬁn·ger·nail (ﬁngʹgәr nāl´), n. a hard layer
of horn at the end of a ﬁnger.
finger paint, thickened watercolors, applied to paper with the ﬁngers.
—ﬁnger painting.
ﬁn·ger·print (ﬁngʹgәr print´), n. impression of the markings on the inner surface of the last joint of a ﬁnger or thumb.
—v. take the ﬁngerprints of.
ﬁn·i·al (ﬁnʹi әl; fīʹni–), n. ornament on
top of a roof or lamp, end of a pew in
church, etc. [< Med.L ﬁnium ﬁnal settlement (prob. orig., end) < L ﬁnis]
ﬁn·ick·y (ﬁnʹә ki), adj. too dainty or
particular; too precise; fussy. [appar.
< ﬁne1]
ﬁ·nis (fīʹnis; ﬁnʹis), n. end. [< L]
ﬁn·ish (ﬁnʹish), v. 1 bring (action, speech,
etc.) to an end; end. 2 bring (work,
aﬀairs, etc.) to completion; complete:
he started the race but did not ﬁnish it.
3 use up completely: ﬁnish a spool of
thread. 4 perfect; polish. 5 prepare the
surface of in some way: ﬁnish cloth with
nap. —n. 1 end. 2 perfection. 3 way in
which the surface is prepared. 4 thing
used to ﬁnish something.
ﬁnish oﬀ, a complete: ﬁnish oﬀ that job.
b overcome completely; defeat: ﬁnish
oﬀ an adversary. c kill.
ﬁnish up, a complete. b use up.
ﬁnish with, a complete: ﬁnish with that
job. b have nothing to do with (some-

one). [< OF fenir < L ﬁnire] —ﬁnʹished,
adj. —ﬁnʹish·er, n.
ﬁ·nite (fīʹnīt), adj. having limits or bounds;
not inﬁnite: death ends man’s ﬁnite existence. —n. what is ﬁnite; something
ﬁnite. [< L ﬁnitus ﬁnished] —ﬁʹnite·ly,
adv. —ﬁʹnite·ness, n.
ﬁnk (ﬁngk), n. 1 informer. 2 strikebreaker.
Fin·land (ﬁnʹlәnd), n. 1 country in N
Europe. 2 Gulf of, part of the Baltic
Sea, south of Finland. —Finʹland·er,
Finn, n.
ﬁn·nan had·die (ﬁnʹәn hadʹi) or had·
dock (hadʹәk), smoked haddock. [for
Findhorn haddock; from name of town
in Scotland]
ﬁnned (ﬁnd), adj. having a ﬁn or ﬁns.
Finn·ish (ﬁnʹish), adj. of or having to do
with Finland, its people, or their language. —n. language of Finland.
ﬁn whale, =ﬁnback.
ﬁord (fyôrd; fyōrd), n. a long, narrow bay
of the sea between high banks or cliﬀs.
Also, fjord. [< Norw., earlier fjorthr;
akin to firth]
ﬁr (fėr), n. 1 tree somewhat like a pine. 2
its wood. [OE fyrh]
ﬁre (fīr), n., v., ﬁred, ﬁr·ing. —n. 1 ﬂame,
heat, and light caused by burning. 2
something burning. 3 fuel arranged to
burn: light a ﬁre. 4 something that suggests a ﬁre because it is hot, glowing,
brilliant, or light: the ﬁre in a diamond. 5
passion, fervor, excitement, etc. 6 severe
trial or trouble. 7 the shooting or discharge of guns, etc. —v. 1 cause to burn.
2 tend the ﬁre of: ﬁre a furnace. 3 dry
with heat; bake. Bricks are ﬁred to make
them hard. 4 arouse; excite; inﬂame. 5
discharge (gun, bomb, gas mine, etc.) 6
dismiss from a job, etc.
catch ﬁre, a begin to burn. b gain enthusiastic support or acceptance: the campaign ﬁnally caught ﬁre.
ﬁre away, a ﬁre guns; shoot. b Fig. bombard with questions or talk.
ﬁre oﬀ, a discharge guns. b launch a
rocket. c send in haste and anger: ﬁre
oﬀ a letter of complaint.
hang ﬁre, be slow in doing or completing
something, esp. because of uncertainty.
on ﬁre, a burning. b full of a feeling or
spirit or ardor.
open ﬁre, begin shooting or throwing.
play with ﬁre, meddle with something dangerous.
set ﬁre to, cause to burn.
under ﬁre, a exposed to shooting from
enemy guns. b attacked; blamed. [OE
fȳr] —ﬁrʹer, n.
ﬁre alarm, device or signal that warns
of ﬁre.
ﬁre·arm (fīrʹärm´), n. gun, pistol, or other
weapon to shoot with.
ﬁre·ball (fīrʹbôl´), n. great billowing mass
of ﬁre produced by an explosion.
ﬁre boat, boat equipped to put out ﬁres
on ships or docks.
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ﬁre·box (fīrʹboks´), n. place for the ﬁre in
a furnace, boiler, etc.
ﬁre·brand (fīrʹbrand´), n. 1 piece of burning wood. 2 person who arouses strife or
angry feeling in others.
ﬁre break, strip of ground cleared of
grass, trees, etc., to stop the progress
of a ﬁre.
ﬁre·brick (fīrʹbrik´), n. brick that can
stand great heat, used to line furnaces
and ﬁreplaces.
ﬁre company, organized group of ﬁreﬁghters.
ﬁre·crack·er (fīrʹkrak´әr), n. a paper roll
containing gunpowder and a fuse.
ﬁre·damp (fīrʹdamp´), n. methane, a
gas formed in coal mines, dangerously
explosive when mixed with certain proportions of air.
ﬁre department, 1 department of a city,
town, etc., organized and equipped to
ﬁght ﬁres. 2 people hired or who volunteer to serve in such a department.
ﬁre·dog (fīrʹdôg´; –dog´), n. =andiron.
ﬁre engine, machine for throwing water,
chemicals, etc., to put out ﬁres.
ﬁre escape, stairway, ladder, etc., in or on
a building, to use in case of ﬁre.
ﬁre extinguisher, container ﬁlled with
chemicals which, when sprayed upon
ﬁre, extinguish it.
ﬁre·ﬁght·er (fīrʹfī´tәr) n. or ﬁre ﬁghter,
person whose work is putting out
ﬁres.
ﬁre·ﬂy (fīrʹﬂī´), n., pl. –ﬂies. a small
beetle that gives oﬀ ﬂashes of light when
it ﬂies at night; lightning bug.
ﬁre·house (fīrʹhous´), n. building where
ﬁne department equipment is kept and
where ﬁreﬁghters sometimes live while
on duty.
ﬁre·man (fīrʹmәn), n., pl. –men. 1 =ﬁreﬁghter. 2 person whose work is taking care of the ﬁre in a furnace, boiler,
etc.
ﬁre·place (fīrʹplās´), n. place built in the
wall of a room or outdoors to hold a
ﬁre.
ﬁre·pow·er (fīrʹpou´әr), n. the total number of bullets, directed missiles, etc., that
can be ﬁred at an enemy or target in a
given instant.
ﬁre·proof (fīrʹprüf´), adj. that will not
burn; almost impossible to burn. —v.
make ﬁreproof.
ﬁre·side (fīrʹsīd´), n. 1 space around a
ﬁreplace or hearth. 2 home. 3 home life.
—adj. beside the ﬁre: ﬁreside comfort.
ﬁre station, =ﬁrehouse.
ﬁre·trap (fīrʹtrap´), n. 1 a building hard
to get out of when it is on ﬁre. 2 a building that will burn very easily.
ﬁre·wa·ter (fīrʹwô´tәr; –wot´–), n. strong
alcoholic drink. The American Indians
called whiskey, gin, rum, etc., ﬁrewater.
ﬁre·weed (fīrʹwēd´), n. any of various
weeds which grow on land that has been
burned over.
ﬁre·wood (fīrʹwu̇d´), n. wood to make
a ﬁre.

ﬁre·works (fīrʹwėrks´), n. pl. 1 ﬁrecrackers, bombs, rockets, etc., that make a
loud noise or a beautiful, ﬁery display at
night. 2 display of these.
ﬁring line, 1 line of soldiers placed to shoot.
2 soldiers forming this line.
on the ﬁring line, in a position to be
attacked by opponents in a controversy,
campaign, etc.
ﬁr·kin (fėrʹkәn), n. 1 quarter of a barrel,
used as a measure of capacity. 2 a small
wooden cask for butter, etc. [ME ferdekyn < MDu. verdelkijn, dim. of verdel,
lit., fourth part]
ﬁrm1 (fėrm), adj. 1 not yielding easily
to pressure or force; solid; hard: ﬁrm
ground. 2 tightly fastened or ﬁxed: a
candle ﬁrm in its socket. 3 not easily
changed; steady: a ﬁrm purpose; a ﬁrm
price. —v. make or become ﬁrm. [< L
ﬁrmus] —ﬁrmʹly, adv. —ﬁrmʹness, n.
ﬁrm2 (fėrm), n. a business company or
partnership. [< Ital. < Sp., Pg. ﬁrma signature, ult. < L ﬁrmus ﬁrm1]
ﬁr·ma·ment (fėrʹmә mәnt), n. arch of the
heavens; sky. [< L. ult. < ﬁrmus ﬁrm1]
ﬁrst (fėrst), adj. 1 before all others. anything else. 2 most important. 3 a highest
in pitch. b playing or signing the part
highest in pitch. —adv. 1 before anything else: the good die ﬁrst. 2 for the
ﬁrst time. 3 rather; sooner: I’ll go to jail
ﬁrst. —n. person, thing, place, etc., that
is ﬁrst. [OE fyrst]
ﬁrst aid, emergency treatment given
to an injured person before a doctor
comes. —ﬁrstʹ-aidʹ, adj.
ﬁrst base, 1 the ﬁrst of the bases from
the home plate in baseball. 2 player
stationed there.
ﬁrst-born (fėrstʹbôrnʹ), adj. born ﬁrst;
oldest. —n. the ﬁrst-born child.
ﬁrst-class (fėrstʹklasʹ; –kläsʹ), adj. of the
highest class or best quality; excellent.
—adv. on or by ﬁrst-class accommodations. —ﬁrst class.
ﬁrst-hand (fėrstʹhandʹ), adj., adv. from
the original source; direct.
ﬁrst lady, the wife of the president of the
United States.
ﬁrst lieutenant, oﬃcer ranking below a
captain and above a second lieutenant.
ﬁrst·ling (fėrstʹling), n. the ﬁrst of its
kind.
ﬁrst·ly (fėrstʹli), adv. in the ﬁrst place;
ﬁrst.
ﬁrst person, form of a pronoun or verb
used to refer to the speaker. I, me, my,
and we, us, our are pronouns of the ﬁrst
person.
ﬁrst-rate (fėrstʹrātʹ), adj. 1 of the highest
class. 2 excellent; very good.
ﬁrst sergeant, a master sergeant in direct
charge of a company or similar unit
under the commissioned oﬃcer in command.
ﬁrst-string (fėrstʹstring´), adj. 1 of or
having to do with the best and starting players on a team. 2 best; ﬁrst-rate;
excellent.

ﬁrth (fėrth), n. Esp. Scot. a narrow arm
of the sea; estuary of a river. [< Scand.
ﬁrthir, pl. of fjörthr; akin to fiord]
ﬁs·cal (ﬁsʹkәl), adj. 1 ﬁnancial. 2 having
to do with public ﬁnance. [< L, < ﬁscus
purse] —ﬁsʹcal·ly, adv.
ﬁsh (ﬁsh), n., pl. ﬁsh·es or (esp. collectively) ﬁsh, v., adj. —n. 1 a vertebrate
animal that lives in water and has gills
instead of lungs for breathing. Fish are
usually covered with scales and have ﬁns
for swimming. In popular use, whales
and dolphins are called ﬁsh, and certain invertebrates are called shellﬁsh. 2
ﬂesh of ﬁsh used for food. —v. 1 catch
ﬁsh; try to catch ﬁsh. 2 try to catch ﬁsh
in. 3 search. 4 ﬁnd and pull: he ﬁshed
the map from the back of the drawer.
—adj. of or pertaining to ﬁshes, ﬁshing, or the sale of ﬁsh.
ﬁsh out of water, person who is out
of his or her usual environment, and
uncomfortable; stranger.
Fishes, ⫽Pisces.
neither ﬁsh nor fowl, person or thing
not easily classiﬁed. [OE ﬁsc] —ﬁshʹable, adj. —ﬁshʹless, adj. —ﬁshʹlike´,
adj.
ﬁsh·er (ﬁshʹәr), n. 1 =ﬁsherman. 2 a slender animal like a weasel but larger.
ﬁsh·er·man (ﬁshʹәr mәn), n., pl. –men.
1 person who ﬁshes for a living or for
pleasure. 2 ship used in ﬁshing.
ﬁsh·er·y (ﬁshʹәr i), n., pl. –er·ies. 1 business or industry of catching ﬁsh. 2 place
for catching ﬁsh.
ﬁsh farm, place where ﬁsh are raised for
food, usually in ponds or submerged
pens.
ﬁsh hawk, large bird that feeds on ﬁsh;
osprey.
ﬁsh·hook (ﬁshʹhu̇k´), n. hook used for
catching ﬁsh.
ﬁsh·ing (ﬁshʹing), n. the catching of ﬁsh
for a living or for pleasure.
ﬁshing rod, a long pole with a line
attached to it, used in catching ﬁsh.
ﬁsh story, fabrication; tall tale.
ﬁsh·wife (ﬁshʹwīf´), n., pl. –wives. woman
who sells ﬁsh.
ﬁsh·y (ﬁshʹi), adj., ﬁsh·i·er, ﬁsh·i·est. 1
like a ﬁsh in smell, taste, or shape. 2 of ﬁsh.
3 full of ﬁsh. 4 doubtful; unlikely; suspicious. —ﬁshʹi·ly, adv. —ﬁshʹi·ness, n.
ﬁs·sion (ﬁshʹәn), n. 1 a splitting apart;
division into parts. 2 method of reproduction in which the body of the parent
divides to form two or more independent individuals. 3 the splitting that
occurs when the nucleus of an atom
under bombardment absorbs a neutron.
[< L ﬁssio. See fissile.]
ﬁs·sion·a·ble (ﬁshʹәn ә bәl), adj. capable
of nuclear ﬁssion: ﬁssionable material.
ﬁs·sure (ﬁshʹәr), n., v., –sured, –sur·ing.
—n. 1 split or crack; long, narrow opening. 2 a splitting apart; division into
parts. —v. split apart; divide into parts.
ﬁst (ﬁst), n. 1 hand closed tightly. 2 symbol used in printing. [OE fȳst]
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ﬁst·i·cuﬀ (ﬁsʹtә kuf´), n. blow with the
ﬁst.
ﬁsticuﬀs, a ﬁght with the ﬁsts. b blows
with the ﬁsts.
ﬁs·tu·la (ﬁsʹchu̇ lә), n., pl. –las, –lae (–lē).
1 tube or pipe. 2 a tubelike sore. [< L,
pipe, ulcer] —ﬁsʹtu·lous, ﬁsʹtu·lar, adj.
ﬁt1 (ﬁt), adj. ﬁt·ter, ﬁt·test, v., ﬁt·ted,
ﬁt·ting, n. —adj. 1 having the necessary qualities; suitable. 2 right; proper.
3 ready; prepared: ﬁt for service. 4 in
good health. —v. 1 be ﬁt; be ﬁt for. 2
have the right size or shape for. 3 make
ﬁt. 4 prepare. 5 equip. —n. 1 manner
in which one thing ﬁts another: a tight
ﬁt. 2 process of ﬁtting. 3 thing that
ﬁts: this coat is a good ﬁt.
ﬁt out or up, outﬁt with necessary
things.
ﬁt to be tied, Informal. very upset
or annoyed. [ME fyt] —ﬁtʹly, adv.
—ﬁtʹness, n. —ﬁtʹter, n.
ﬁt2 (ﬁt), n. 1 a sudden, sharp attack: a ﬁt
of colic; ﬁt of epilepsy; a ﬁt of anger. 2 a
short period of doing one thing.
by ﬁts and starts, starting and stopping
in an irregular fashion.
throw or have a ﬁt, Informal. become
very angry or overly excited. [OE ﬁtt
conﬂict]
ﬁtch (ﬁch), n. 1 polecat of Europe. 2 its
fur, yellowish with dark markings. [? <
MDu. vitsche]
ﬁt·ful (ﬁtʹfәl), adj. going on and then
stopping awhile; irregular. —ﬁtʹful·ly,
adv. —ﬁtʹful·ness, n.
ﬁt·ting (ﬁtʹing), adj. right; proper; suitable.
—n. 1 making ﬁt. 2 a trying on unﬁnished
clothes to see if they will ﬁt.
ﬁttings, furnishings; ﬁxtures. —ﬁtʹtingly, adv. —ﬁtʹting·ness, n.
ﬁve (fīv), n. 1 a cardinal number, one
more than four. 2 symbol for this number; 5. 3 team of ﬁve players. —adj. one
more than four; 5. [OE fīf]
ﬁve·fold (fīvʹfōld´), adj. 1 ﬁve times as
much or as many. 2 having ﬁve parts.
—adv. ﬁve times as much or as many.
ﬁx (ﬁks), v., ﬁxed, ﬁx·ing, n. —v. 1 make
or become ﬁrm; fasten tightly: ﬁx a
post in the ground. 2 settle; set: ﬁx a
price. 3 direct or hold (eyes, attention,
etc.) steadily. 4 become rigid: ﬁxed in
terror. 5 put deﬁnitely: ﬁx the blame. 6
treat to keep fading. 7 mend; repair. 8
put in order; arrange: ﬁx one’s hair. 9
put in a condition or position favorable
to oneself: ﬁx a race. —n. 1 position
hard to get out of. 2 point on a map
or chart at which two lines of position cross one another.
ﬁx up, a mend; repair. b put in order;
arrange. [< F. ult. < L ﬁxus ﬁxed] —ﬁxʹable, adj. —ﬁxʹer, n.
ﬁx·a·tion (ﬁks āʹshәn), n. 1 ﬁxing or being
ﬁxed. 2 treatment to keep something
from fading. 3 a morbid attachment.
ﬁx·a·tive (ﬁkʹsә tiv), adj. that prevents
fading. —n. substance used to prevent
fading.

ﬁxed (ﬁkst), adj. 1 not movable; ﬁrm. 2
settled; set; deﬁnite. 3 steady. 4 made
rigid. 5 permanent. 6 put order. 7 prearranged dishonestly. —ﬁxʹed·ly, adv.
—ﬁxʹed·ness, n.
ﬁxed star, star whose position in relation
to other stars appears not to change.
ﬁx·ing (ﬁkʹsing), n. act of one who or
that which ﬁxes.
ﬁxings, trimmings.
ﬁx·i·ty (ﬁkʹsә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 permanence; steadiness; ﬁrmness. 2 something
ﬁxed.
ﬁx·ture (ﬁksʹchәr), n. 1 thing put in place
to stay: electric light ﬁxtures. 2 person or
thing that stays in one place, job, etc.
ﬁzz (ﬁz), v., ﬁzzed, ﬁzz·ing. make a
hissing sound. —n. a hissing sound.
—ﬁzzʹer, n.
ﬁz·zle (ﬁzʹәl), v., –zled, –zling, n. —v. hiss
or sputter weakly. —n. 1 a hissing; sputtering. 2 failure.
ﬁzz·y (ﬁzʹi), adj., ﬁzz·i·er, ﬁzz·i·est. that
ﬁzzes.
fjord (fyôrd; fyord), n. =ﬁord.
FL, ﬂuorine. Also, F.
ﬂ., 1 ﬂourished. 2 ﬂuid.
FL, (zip code) Florida.
Fla., Florida.
ﬂab (ﬂab), n. Informal. 1 anything soft or
ﬂabby, esp. excess ﬂesh. 2 Fig. excess of
anything: a story full of ﬂab.
ﬂab·ber·gast (ﬂabʹәr gast), v. Informal.
make speechless with surprise; astonish
greatly; amaze. [? blend of ﬂap or ﬂabby
+ aghast]
ﬂab·by (ﬂabʹi), adj., –bi·er, –bi·est, lacking ﬁrmness or force; soft. [var. of earlier
ﬂappy < ﬂap] —ﬂabʹbi·ly, adv. —ﬂabʹbiness, n.
ﬂac·cid (ﬂakʹsid), adj. limp; weak: ﬂaccid
muscles. [< L, < ﬂaccus ﬂabby] —ﬂaccidʹi·ty, ﬂacʹcid·ness, n. —ﬂacʹcid·ly,
adv.
ﬂa·con (ﬂä kônʹ), n. a small bottle with a
stopper, used for perfume, smelling salts,
etc. [< F. See flagon.]
ﬂag1 (ﬂag), n., v., ﬂagged, ﬂag·ging.
—n. piece of cloth with a color or pattern that stands for some country, city,
party, club, etc., or which gives some
information or signal. —v. 1 stop or
signal by a ﬂag: ﬂag a train. 2 communicate by a ﬂag: ﬂag a message.
ﬂag down, stop by waving or other
signal.
ﬂags, a feathers on the second joint of a
bird’s wing. b long feathers on the lower
parts of certain birds’ legs.
wave the ﬂag, excite patriotic or other
emotion. [? < ﬂag3]
ﬂag2 (ﬂag), n., 1 iris with blue, purple, yellow, or white ﬂowers and sword-shaped
leaves. 2 =sweet ﬂag. [cf. Dan. ﬂœg]
ﬂag3 (ﬂag), v., ﬂagged, ﬂag·ging. get tired;
grow weak; droop. [cf. earlier Du. vlaggheren ﬂutter]
ﬂag4 (ﬂag), n., v., ﬂagged, ﬂag·ging. —n.
=ﬂagstone. —v. pave with ﬂagstones.
[var. of ﬂake]

Flag Day, June 14, the anniversary of the
day in 1777 when the ﬂag of the United
States was adopted.
ﬂag·el·late (ﬂajʹә tāt), v., –lat·ed, –lat·ing,
adj. —v. whip; ﬂog. —adj. Also, ﬂagʹellat´ed. 1 shaped like a whiplash. 2 having
ﬂagella. [< L, ﬂagellum whip] —ﬂag´ellaʹtion, n. —ﬂagʹel·la´tor, n.
ﬂa·gel·lum (ﬂә jelʹәm), n., pl. –la (–lә),
–lums. 1 a long, whiplike tail or part,
which is an organ of locomotion in
certain cells, bacteria, protozoa, etc. 2
runner of a plant. [< L, whip]
ﬂag·eo·let (ﬂaj´ә letʹ), n. a wind instrument somewhat like a ﬂute. [< F, dim. of
OF ﬂajol ﬂute, ult. < L ﬂare blow]
ﬂag·ging1 (ﬂagʹging), adj. drooping; tired;
weak. —ﬂagʹging·ly, adv.
ﬂag·ging2 (ﬂagʹing), n. 1 ﬂagstones. 2
pavement made of ﬂagstones.
ﬂag·man (ﬂagʹman´), n. person who signals with a ﬂag or sign, esp. at road
construction sites.
ﬂag·on (ﬂagʹәn), n. 1 container for liquids, usually having a handle and a
spout, and often a cover. 2 a large bottle,
holding about two quarts. 3 contents of
a ﬂagon. [< OF ﬂascon. Cf. flask.]
ﬂag·pole (ﬂagʹpōl´), ﬂag·staﬀ (–staf´;
–stäf´), n. pole from which a ﬂag is
ﬂown.
fla·gran·cy (flāʹgrәn si), fla·grance
(–grәns), n. ﬂagrant nature or quality.
ﬂa·grant (ﬂāʹgrәnt), adj. notorious; outrageous; scandalous. [< L ﬂagrans burning] —ﬂaʹgrant·ly, adv.
ﬂag·ship (ﬂagʹship´), n. ship that carries
the oﬃcer in command of a ﬂeet or
squadron and displays his ﬂag.
ﬂag·stone (ﬂagʹstōn´), n. a large, ﬂat
stone, used for paving walks, etc.
ﬂail (ﬂāl), n. instrument for threshing
grain by hand. —v. 1 strike with a ﬂail. 2
beat; thrash. [< LL ﬂagellum < L, whip]
ﬂair (ﬂãr), n. 1 keen perception: a ﬂair
for bargains. 2 talent: a ﬂair for making
clever rhymes. [< F, scent < ﬂairer smell
< L fragrare]
ﬂak (ﬂak), n. ﬁre from anti-aircraft guns.
[for Fl.A.K., G abbrev. of ﬂieger-abwehrkanone anti-aircraft cannon]
ﬂake (ﬂāk), n., v., ﬂaked, ﬂak·ing. —n.
1 a small, light mass; soft, loose bit: a
ﬂake of snow. 2 a thin, ﬂat piece or layer:
ﬂakes of rust. 3 Informal. odd or unreliable person. —v. 1 come oﬀ in ﬂakes;
take oﬀ, chip, or peel in ﬂakes. 2 form
into ﬂakes. [? < Scand. (Dan.) (sne) ﬂage
(snow) ﬂake]
ﬂak·y (ﬂākʹi), adj., ﬂak·i·er, ﬂak·i·est. 1
consisting of ﬂakes. 2 easily broken or
separated into ﬂakes. 3 Informal. odd or
crazy. —ﬂakʹi·ly, adv. —ﬂakʹi·ness, n.
ﬂam·boy·ant (ﬂam boiʹәnt, adj. 1 gorgeously brilliant; ﬂaming. 2 very ornate.
3 having wavy lines. [< F, ﬂaming.
See flambeau.] —ﬂam·boyʹance, n.
—ﬂam·boyʹant·ly, adv.
ﬂame (ﬂām), n. v., ﬂamed, ﬂam·ing. —n. 1
one of the glowing, red or yellow tongues
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of light that shoot out from a blazing
ﬁre. 2 a burning gas or vapor. 3 a burning with ﬂames; blaze. 4 thing that suggests ﬂame. —v. 1 burn with ﬂame; blaze.
2 shine brightly; give out a bright light.
3 burst out quickly and hotly.
flame out, suddenly fail to
function.
flame up, suddenly burst into
ﬂames.
the ﬂames, ﬁre, as an instrument of
death or destruction. [< OF < L ﬂamma]
—ﬂameʹless, adj. —ﬂamʹer, n.
ﬂa·men·co (ﬂә mengʹkō), n. gypsy dancing, music, etc., of a style characteristic
of Andalusia. [< Sp.]
ﬂame·out (ﬂāmʹout´), n. the sudden failure of a jet engine to function, esp. while
the aircraft containing it is in ﬂight.
ﬂame·proof (ﬂāmʹprüf´), adj. not liable
to burn, esp. a material treated with
ﬂame retardant.
ﬂame thrower, weapon that throws a
spray of oil that ignites in the air.
ﬂam·ing (ﬂāmʹing), adj. 1 burning with
ﬂames. 2 like a ﬂame; very bright;
brilliant. 3 Fig. violent; vehement.
—ﬂamʹing·ly. adv.
ﬂa·min·go (ﬂә mingʹgō), n., pl. –gos,
–goes. tropical wading bird with very
long legs and feathers that vary from
pink to scarlet. [< Pg. < Sp. < Pr. ﬂamenc
< ﬂama flame]
ﬂam·ma·ble (ﬂamʹә bәl), adj. =inﬂammable.
Flan·ders (ﬂanʹdәrz; ﬂänʹ–), n. district in
W Belgium, N France, and SW Netherlands.
ﬂange (ﬂanj), n., v., ﬂanged, ﬂang·ing.
—n. a projecting edge, rim, collar, etc.,
on an object for keeping it in place,
attaching it to another object, strengthening it, etc. —v. provide with a ﬂange.
[var. of ﬂanch, n., < ﬂanch, v., < OF
ﬂanchir bend; akin to ﬂank]
ﬂank (ﬂangk), n. 1 side of an animal or
person between the ribs and the hip. 2
piece of beef cut from this part. 3 side.
4 the far right or left side of an army,
ﬂeet, etc. —v. 1 be at the side of: high
buildings ﬂanked the alley. 2 get around
the far right or left side of. 3 attack from
or on the side. [< OF ﬂanc <Gmc.]
—ﬂankʹer, n.
ﬂan·nel (ﬂanʹәl), n. a soft, warm
woolen cloth. 2 a soft, warm cotton
cloth with a fuzzy nap.
ﬂannels, clothes made of ﬂannel.
ﬂan·nel·et, (ﬂan´әl etʹ), n. =ﬂannel.
ﬂap (ﬂap), v., ﬂapped, ﬂap·ping, n. —v.
1 swing or sway about loosely and with
more or less noise: curtains ﬂapped in
the open windows 2 move (wings, arms,
etc.) up and down. 3 strike noisily with
something broad and ﬂat. —n. 1 a ﬂapping motion. 2 noise caused by ﬂapping.
3 blow from something broad and ﬂat.
4 a broad, ﬂat piece, usually hanging or
fastened at one edge only. 5 hinged section on an airplane, a wing which can be

moved to assist a take-oﬀ or a landing.
6 Informal. noisy anger or excitement;
commotion: in a ﬂap over harsh criticism. [prob. imit.]
ﬂap·jack (ﬂapʹjak´), n. =griddlecake.
ﬂap·per (ﬂapʹәr), n. a ﬂap (def. 4).
ﬂare (ﬂãr), v., ﬂared, ﬂar·ing, n. —v. 1
ﬂame up brieﬂy or unsteadily, sometimes with smoke. 2 spread out in the
shape of a bell: the sides of a ship ﬂare
from the keel to the deck. —n. 1 a bright,
unsteady light or blaze. 2 a dazzling light
used for signaling. 3 a sudden outburst.
4 a spreading out into a bell shape.
5 part that spreads out.
ﬂare up or out, a ﬂame up. b Fig. burst
into anger, violence, etc. [cf. Norw. ﬂara
blaze]
ﬂare-up (ﬂãrʹup´), n. 1 outburst of ﬂame.
2 Fig. a sudden outburst of anger, violence, etc.
ﬂar·ing (ﬂãrʹing), adj. 1 ﬂaming. 2 gaudy.
3 spreading gradually outward in form.
ﬂash (ﬂash), n. 1 a sudden, brief light or
ﬂame: a ﬂash of lightning. 2 a sudden,
brief feeling or display: a ﬂash of wit. 3
a very brief time; instant. —v. 1 give out
a sudden, brief light or ﬂame. 2 come
suddenly; pass quickly. [appar. imit.]
—ﬂashʹer, n. —ﬂashʹing·ly, adv.
ﬂash·back (ﬂashʹbak´), n., 1 break in the
narrative of a novel, ﬁlm, etc., to show
something which happened in the past.
2 vivid recollection of something which
happened in one’s past.
ﬂash bulb, a portable electric device used
to make bright ﬂashes for taking photographs indoors or at night.
ﬂash·card (ﬂashʹkärd´), n. card with a
letter, word, number, etc., on it, used to
drill basic skills such as arithmetic and
word recognition.
ﬂash ﬂood, a very sudden, violent ﬂooding of a river, stream, etc.
ﬂash·light (ﬂashʹlīt´), n. a portable electric light, operated by batteries.
ﬂash point, 1 temperature at which a
ﬂammable substance will catch ﬁre. 2
Fig. point at which disagreement turns
into hostility.
ﬂash·y (ﬂashʹi), adj., ﬂash·i·er, ﬂash·i·est.
1 very bright for a short time; ﬂashing. 2
showy; gaudy. —ﬂashʹi·ly, adv. —ﬂashʹiness, n.
ﬂask (ﬂask; ﬂäsk), n. 1 any bottle-shaped
container. 2 a small bottle with ﬂat sides,
made to be carried in the pocket. [OE
ﬂasce. Cf. LL ﬂasca < Gmc.]
ﬂat1 (ﬂat), adj., ﬂat·ter, ﬂat·test, n., adv.,
v., ﬂat·ted, ﬂat·ing. —adj. 1 smooth and
level; even: ﬂat land. 2 spread out; at full
length. 3 not very deep or thick: a plate
is ﬂat. 4 with little air in it: a ﬂat tire. 5
positive: a ﬂat refusal. 6 without much
life, interest, ﬂavor, etc.: ﬂat food. 7 not
shiny or glossy: a ﬂat yellow. 8 below
the true pitch. —n. 1 something ﬂat. 2 a
ﬂat part. 3 ﬂat land. 4 sign ( ) that lowers a tone or note one half step below
natural pitch. 5 tire with little air in it.

—adv. 1 Music. below the true pitch.
2 in a ﬂat manner. 3 in a ﬂat position.
—v. make or become ﬂat.
fall ﬂat, fail completely; have no eﬀect
or interest. [< Scand. ﬂatr] —ﬂatʹly, adv.
—ﬂatʹness, n. —ﬂatʹtish, adj.
ﬂat2 (ﬂat), n. apartment or set of rooms
on one ﬂoor. [alter. of ﬂet, OE ﬂett]
ﬂat·bed (ﬂatʹbed´), n. ﬂat trailer for carrying containers, large equipment, etc.
ﬂat·boat (ﬂatʹbōt´), n. a large boat with
a ﬂat bottom, often used on a river or
canal.
ﬂat·car (ﬂatʹkär´), n. a railroad freight car
without a roof or sides.
ﬂat·ﬁsh (ﬂatʹﬁsh´), n., pl. –ﬁsh·es or (esp.
collectively) –ﬁsh. ﬁsh with a ﬂat body,
and with both eyes on the side kept
uppermost when lying ﬂat.
ﬂat·foot (ﬂatʹfu̇t´), n., pl. –feet. 1 foot
with a ﬂattened arch. 2 =policeman.
ﬂat-foot·ed (ﬂatʹfu̇tʹid), adj. 1 having feet with ﬂattened arches. 2
not to be changed or inﬂuenced;
ﬁrm; uncompromising.
catch one ﬂat-footed, catch one not
ready; be unprepared. —ﬂatʹfootʹed·ly,
adv. —ﬂatʹ-footʹed·ness, n.
ﬂat·i·ron (ﬂatʹī´әrn), n. =iron
ﬂat silver, silver knives, forks, etc.
ﬂat·ten (ﬂatʹәn), v. make or become ﬂat.
—ﬂatʹten·er, n.
ﬂat·ter (ﬂatʹәr), v. 1 praise too much. 2
show to be better looking than what
is true: this picture ﬂatters her. 3 try to
win over by ﬂattering.
ﬂatter oneself, be pleased to know or
think. [? extended use to ME ﬂateren
ﬂoat, flutter] —ﬂatʹter·er, n. —ﬂatʹtering, adv.
ﬂat·ter·y (ﬂatʹәr i), n., pl. –ter·ies, 1 act
of ﬂattering. 2 words of praise, usually
untrue or overstated.
ﬂat·top (ﬂatʹtop´), n. an aircraft carrier.
ﬂat·u·lent (ﬂachʹә lәnt), adj. 1 having gas
in the stomach or intestines. 2 pompous
in speech or behavior; vain; empty. [< F
< L ﬂatus a blowing] —ﬂatʹu·lence, n.
—ﬂatʹu·lent·ly, adv.
ﬂat·ware (ﬂatʹwã´), n. 1 knives, forks, and
spoons, esp of silver. 2 plates and other
ﬂat dishes.
ﬂat·worm (ﬂatʹwėrm´), n. worm with a
ﬂat body, that lives in water or as a parasite on some animal.
ﬂaunt (ﬂônt; ﬂänt), v. 1 show oﬀ: ﬂaunt
riches in public. 2 wave proudly: banners
ﬂaunting in the breeze. —n. a ﬂaunting.
[? <Scand. (Norw.) ﬂanta gad about]
—ﬂauntʹer, n. —ﬂauntʹing·ly, adv.
—ﬂauntʹy, adj.
ﬂau·tist (ﬂôʹtist), n. =ﬂutist.
ﬂa·vor (ﬂāʹvәr), n. 1 taste, esp. a characteristic taste: chocolate and vanilla have
diﬀerent ﬂavors. 2 thing used to give a
certain taste to food or drink; ﬂavoring. 3 a characteristic quality: stories
that have a ﬂavor of the sea. 4 aroma;
odor. —v. 1 give an added taste to; season. 2 give a characteristic quality to.
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[< OF ﬂaur, ult. < L fragrare emit odor]
—ﬂaʹvor·er, n. —ﬂaʹvor·less, adj.
ﬂa·vor·ing (ﬂāʹvәr ing; ﬂāvʹring), n. thing
used to give a certain taste to food or
drink.
ﬂaw (ﬂô, n. 1 a defective place; crack. 2
fault; defect. —v. make or become defective; crack. [< Scand. (Sw.) ﬂaga]
ﬂaw·less (ﬂôʹlis), adj. without a ﬂaw.
—ﬂawʹless·ly, adv. —ﬂawʹless·ness, n.
ﬂax (ﬂaks), n. 1 plant with small, narrow
leaves, blue ﬂowers, and slender stems
about two feet tall. Linseed oil is made
from its seeds. 2 the threadlike ﬁbers
of this plant, spun into linen thread.
[OE ﬂeax]
ﬂax·en (ﬂakʹsәn), adj. 1 made of ﬂax. 2
like the color of ﬂax; pale-yellow: ﬂaxen
hair.
ﬂax·seed (ﬂaksʹsēd´), n. seeds of ﬂax.
ﬂay (ﬂā), v. 1 strip oﬀ the skin or outer
covering of. 2 Fig. scold severely; criticize without pity or mercy. [OE ﬂēan]
—ﬂayʹer, n.
ﬂea (ﬂē), n. a small, wingless, jumping
insect that lives as a parasite on animals,
sucking their blood. [OE ﬂēah]
ﬂea·bane (ﬂēʹbān´), n. plant supposed to
drive away ﬂeas.
ﬂea collar, narrow strip of plastic treated
with a substance to repel and kill ﬂeas,
worn as a collar by cats and dogs.
ﬂea market, market, often outdoors,
where a wide variety of items are for
sale, esp. used furniture, clothes, books,
jewelry, etc.
ﬂeck (ﬂek), n. 1 spot or patch of color,
light, etc. 2 a small particle; ﬂake. —v.
sprinkle with spots or patches of color,
light, etc.; speckle. [? < Scand. ﬂekkr]
—ﬂecked, adj.
ﬂec·tion (ﬂekʹshәn), n. 1 a bending. 2
a bent part; bend. [< L ﬂexio < ﬂectere
bend] —ﬂecʹtion·al, adj.
ﬂedge (ﬂej), v., ﬂedged, ﬂedg·ing. 1 grow
the feathers needed for ﬂying. 2 bring
up (a young bird) until it is able to ﬂy.
3 provide or cover with feathers. [cf. OE
unﬂigge unﬂedged, unﬁt to ﬂy]
ﬂedg·ling (ﬂejʹling), n. 1 a young bird
just able to ﬂy. 2 a young inexperienced
person.
ﬂee (ﬂē), v., ﬂed (ﬂed), ﬂee·ing. 1 run
away; try to get away by running. 2 run
away from. 3 go quickly; move swiftly.
[OE ﬂēon] —ﬂeʹer, n.
ﬂeece (ﬂēs), n., v., ﬂeeced, ﬂeec·ing. —n.
1 wool that covers a sheep or similar
animal. 2 quantity of wool cut from
a sheep at one time. —v. 1 cut the
ﬂeece from. 2 rob; cheat; swindle. [OE
ﬂēos] —ﬂeeced, adj. —ﬂeeceʹless, adj.
—ﬂeecʹer, n.
ﬂeec·y (ﬂēsʹi), adj., ﬂeec·i·er, ﬂeec·i·est.
1 like a ﬂeece. 2 covered with ﬂeece.
—ﬂeecʹi·ly, adv. —ﬂeecʹi·ness, n.
ﬂeet1 (ﬂēt), n. 1 group of warships under
one command; navy. 2 any group of
boats sailing together. 3 group of airplanes, automobiles, etc., moving or

working together. [OE ﬂēot < ﬂēotan
ﬂoat]
ﬂeet2 (ﬂēt), adj. swift; rapid. [< v.] —v.
pass swiftly; move rapidly. [OE ﬂēotan
ﬂoat] —ﬂeetʹly, adv. —ﬂeetʹness, n.
ﬂeet·ing (ﬂētʹing), adj. passing swiftly;
moving rapidly; soon gone. —ﬂeetʹingly, adv. —ﬂeetʹing·ness, n.
Flem., Flemish.
Flem·ing (ﬂemʹing), n. 1 native of Flanders. 2 a Belgian whose native language
is Flemish.
Flem·ish (ﬂemʹish), adj. of or having to
do with Flanders, its people, or their
language. —n. 1 the people of Flanders.
2 their language.
ﬂesh (ﬂesh), n. 1 a soft substance of the
body that covers the bones and is covered by skin. 2 meat. 3 body, not the soul
or spirit. 4 the bad side of human nature.
5 family or relatives by birth. 6 the soft
part of fruits or vegetables.
in the ﬂesh, a alive. b in person. [OE
ﬂœ̄sc] —ﬂeshʹless, adj.
ﬂesh-col·ored (ﬂeshʹkul´әrd), adj. pinkish-white with a tinge of yellow.
ﬂesh·y (ﬂeshʹi), adj., ﬂesh·i·er, ﬂesh·iest. 1 having much ﬂesh; fat. 2 of or like
ﬂesh. 3 pulpy. —ﬂeshʹi·ness, n.
ﬂeur-de-lis (ﬂėr´dә lēʹ; –lēsʹ), n., pl.
ﬂeurs-de-lis (ﬂėr´dә lēzʹ). 1 design or
device used in heraldry. 2 the royal coat
of arms of France. 3 the iris ﬂower or
plant. [< F, lily ﬂower]
ﬂew (ﬂü), v. pt. of ﬂy2.
ﬂex (ﬂeks), v. bend. [< L ﬂexus bent]
ﬂex·i·ble (ﬂekʹsә bәl), adj. 1 easily bent;
not stiﬀ; bending without breaking. 2
easily adapted or managed. [< F < L ﬂexibilis. See flex.] —ﬂexʹi·bilʹi·ty, ﬂexʹible·ness, n. —ﬂexʹi·bly, adv.
ﬂex·or (ﬂekʹsәr), n. any muscle that bends
some part of the body.
ﬂex·time (ﬂeksʹtīm´), n. working hours
set to the convenience of the employee
that may begin earlier or end later than
usual. [< ﬂexible + time]
ﬂex·ure (ﬂekʹshәr), n. 1 a bending; curving. 2 bend; curve. —ﬂexʹur·al, adj.
ﬂib·ber·ti·gib·bet (ﬂibʹәr ti jib´it), n. a
frivolous, ﬂighty person.
ﬂick (ﬂik), n. 1 a quick, light blow; sudden, snapping stroke. 2 the light, snapping sound of such a blow or stroke. 3
streak; splash; ﬂeck. 4 Slang. a motion
picture. —v. 1 strike lightly with a
quick, snapping blow. 2 make a sudden, snapping stroke with: the boys
ﬂicked wet towels at each other. 3 ﬂutter;
move quickly and lightly. [prob. imit.]
—ﬂickʹer, n.
ﬂick·er1 (ﬂikʹәr), v. 1 shine with a wavering light; burn with an unsteady ﬂame.
2 move quickly and lightly in and out
or back and forth: the tongue of a snake
ﬂickers. —n. 1 a wavering, unsteady light
or ﬂame. 2 a quick, light movement. [OE
ﬂicorian] —ﬂickʹer·ing·ly, adv.
ﬂick·er2 (ﬂikʹәr), n. woodpecker of North
America with golden-yellow feathers

on the underside of the wings. [? imit.
of its note]
ﬂi·er (ﬂiʹәr), n. 1 person or thing that ﬂies.
2 an aviator. 3 =handbill. Also, ﬂyer.
ﬂight1 (ﬂīt), n. 1 act or manner of ﬂying.
2 distance a bird, bullet, airplane, etc.,
can ﬂy. 3 group of things ﬂying through
the air together. 4 trip in an aircraft.
5 a soaring above or beyond what is
ordinary. 6 set of stairs or steps between
landings of a building. [OE ﬂyht; akin
to fly2]
ﬂight2 (ﬂīt), n. act of ﬂeeing; running
away. [ME ﬂiht < OE ﬂēon ﬂee]
ﬂight attendant, steward or stewardess
on an aircraft.
ﬂight·less (ﬂītʹlis), adj. unable to ﬂy.
ﬂight recorder, recording device that
makes a record of speed, course, and
other data, esp. of use in analyzing the
cause of a crash; black box.
ﬂight·y (ﬂītʹi), adj., ﬂight·i·er, ﬂight·iest. likely to have sudden fancies; full
of whims; frivolous. —ﬂightʹi·ly, adv.
—ﬂightʹi·ness, n.
ﬂim·sy (ﬂimʹzi), adj., –si·er, –si·est. 1
light and thin; frail. 2 lacking seriousness or sense; trivial: a ﬂimsy excuse. [?
< alter. of ﬁlm] —ﬁlmʹsi·ly, adv. —ﬁlmʹsiness, n.
ﬂinch (ﬂinch), v. draw back from difﬁculty, danger, or pain; shrink. —n. a
drawing back. [prob. < OF ﬂenchir <
unrecorded Frankish hlankjan bend. Cf.
G lenken.] —ﬂinchʹer, n. —ﬂinchʹingly, adv.
ﬂing (ﬂing), v., ﬂung, ﬂing·ing, n. —v. 1
throw with force; throw: ﬂing a stone. 2
plunge; kick. 3 put suddenly or violently:
ﬂing him into jail. —n. 1 a sudden throw.
2 plunge; kick. 3 time of doing as one
pleases. 4 a lively Scottish dance.
have a ﬂing at, try; attempt. [? akin to
Scand. ﬂengja ﬂog] —ﬂingʹer, n.
ﬂint (ﬂint), n. 1 a very hard, gray or
brown stone that makes a spark when
struck against steel. 2 piece of this used
with steel to light ﬁres, explode gunpowder, etc. 3 Fig. anything very hard or
unyielding. [OE]
ﬂint·lock (ﬂintʹlok´), n. 1 gunlock in
which a ﬂint striking against steel makes
sparks that explode the gunpowder. 2 an
old-fashioned gun with such a gunlock.
ﬂint·y (ﬂinʹti), adj., ﬂint·i·er, ﬂint·i·est. 1
consisting of ﬂint; containing ﬂint. 2 Fig.
like ﬂint; very hard; unyielding. —ﬂintʹily, adv. —ﬂintʹi·ness, n.
ﬂip1 (ﬂip), v. ﬂipped, ﬂip·ping, n., adj.,
ﬂip·per, ﬂip·pest. —v. 1 toss or move
with a snap of a ﬁnger and thumb. 2 jerk:
the branch ﬂipped back. 3 ﬂick. —n. 1 a
smart tap; snap. 2 a sudden jerk. —adj.
ﬂippant. [prob. imit.]
ﬂip2 (ﬂip), n. a hot drink containing beer,
ale, cider, or the like, with sugar and
spice. [n. use of ﬂip1, v.]
ﬂip-ﬂop (ﬂipʹﬂop´), n. 1 reversal: a
ﬂip-ﬂop on policy. 2 acrobatic stunt. 3
Often, ﬂip-ﬂops. rubber sandals held
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on the foot by a thong. —v. turn about;
reverse.
ﬂip·pan·cy (ﬂipʹәn si), n., pl. –cies. a
being ﬂippant.
ﬂip·pant (ﬂipʹәnt), adj. smart or pert in
speech; not respectful. [cf Scand. ﬂeipa
babble] —ﬂipʹpant·ly, adv. —ﬂipʹpantness, n.
ﬂip·per (ﬂipʹәr), n. 1 a broad, ﬂat limb
esp. adapted for swimming. Seals have
ﬂippers. 2 swimming aid made of rubber and shaped like a frog’s foot, worn
on the swimmer’s foot.
ﬂip side, opposite or reverse of something.
ﬂirt (ﬂėrt), v. 1 make love without meaning it. 2 triﬂe; toy: he ﬂirted with the idea
of going to Europe. 3 move quickly; ﬂutter. —n. 1 person who makes love without meaning it. 2 a quick movement or
ﬂutter. [imit.] —ﬂirtʹer, n. —ﬂirtʹingly, adv.
ﬂir·ta·tion (ﬂėr tāʹshәn), n. 1 a making
love without meaning it. 2 a love aﬀair
that is not serious. —ﬂir·taʹtious, adj.
—ﬂir·taʹtious·ly, adv. —ﬂir·taʹtiousness, n.
ﬂit (ﬂit), v., ﬂit·ted, ﬂit·ting, n. —v. 1
ﬂy lightly and quickly; ﬂutter. 2 pass
quickly. —n. a light, quick movement. [?
< Scand. ﬂytjask] —ﬂitʹter, n.
ﬂit·ter (ﬂitʹәr), v., n. =ﬂutter.
ﬂoat (ﬂōt), v. 1 stay on top of or be held
up by air, water, or other liquid. 2 move
with a moving liquid; drift: the boat
ﬂoated out to sea. 3 rest or move in a liquid, the air, etc. 4 set going as a company.
—n. 1 anything that stays up or holds
up something else in water. 2 a raft. 3
a low, ﬂat car that carries something
to be shown in a parade. [OE ﬂotian]
—ﬂoatʹa·ble, adj. —ﬂoatʹer, n.
ﬂoat·ing (ﬂōtʹing), adj. 1 that ﬂoats. 2 not
ﬁxed; not staying in one place; moving
around.
ﬂoating ribs, ribs not attached to the
breastbone; last two pairs of ribs.
ﬂock1 (ﬂok), n. 1 group of animals of
one kind keeping, feeding, or herded
together, esp. of sheep, goats, or birds.
2 a large group; crowd. 3 people of the
same church group. —v. go or gather in a
ﬂock; come crowding. [OE ﬂocc]
ﬂoe (ﬂō), n. ﬁeld or sheet of ﬂoating ice.
[< Scand. (Norw.) ﬂo]
ﬂog (ﬂog; ﬂôg), v., ﬂogged, ﬂog·ging.
whip very hard; beat with a whip, stick,
etc. —ﬂogʹger, n.
ﬂood (ﬂud), n. 1 ﬂow of water over what
is usually dry land. 2 a great outpouring
of anything: ﬂood of light, ﬂood of words.
3 a ﬂowing of the tide toward the shore.
—v. 1 ﬂow over. 2 ﬁll much fuller than
usual. 3 ﬁll, cover, or overcome like a
ﬂood. 4 ﬂow like a ﬂood.
the Flood, the water that covered the
earth in the time of Noah. Gen. 7 [OE
ﬂōd] —ﬂoodʹa·ble, adj. —ﬂoodʹer, n.
—ﬂoodʹless, adj.

ﬂood control, control of rivers that tend
to overﬂow by the use of dams, levees,
dikes, extra outlets, reforestation, etc.
ﬂood·gate (ﬂudʹgāt´), n. 1 gate in a canal,
river, stream, etc., to control the ﬂow of
water. 2 Fig. thing that controls any ﬂow
or passage.
ﬂood·light (ﬂudʹlīt´), n. 1 lamp that gives
a broad beam of light. 2 a broad beam of
light from such a lamp. —v. illuminate
by such a lamp.
ﬂoor (ﬂôr; ﬂōr), n. 1 the inside bottom
covering of a room. 2 story of a building.
3 a ﬂat surface at the bottom. 4 part of a
room or hall of a lawmaking body, etc. 5
privilege to speak in a lawmaking body,
etc. The chairman decides who has the
ﬂoor. 6 part of an exchange where buying and selling of stocks, bonds, etc., is
done. 7 of prices, amounts, etc., the lowest level. —v. 1 put a ﬂoor in or over. 2
knock down. 3 defeat. 4 confuse; puzzle.
[OE ﬂōr] —ﬂoorʹless, adj.
ﬂoor·board (ﬂôrʹbôrd´; ﬂōrʹ–), n. 1 one
of the boards making up a wooden ﬂoor.
2 Usually, ﬂoorboards. the ﬂoor of an
automobile, esp. where the driver sits.
ﬂoor·ing (ﬂôrʹing; ﬂōrʹ–), n. 1 ﬂoor. 2
ﬂoors. 3 material for making ﬂoors.
ﬂoor leader, member of a lawmaking
body chosen to direct the members who
belong to his or her political party.
ﬂoor plan, diagram of the layout of the
ﬂoor of a building, showing the location
and size of various rooms, windows,
etc., and drawn to scale.
ﬂoor show, entertainment presented at
a night club.
ﬂop (ﬂop), v., ﬂopped, ﬂop·ping, n. —v.
1 move loosely or heavily; ﬂap around
clumsily. 2 fall, throw, or move heavily.
3 change or turn suddenly. 4 fail. —n. 1
a ﬂopping. 2 sound made by ﬂopping. 3
failure. [imit. var. of ﬂap] —ﬂopʹper, n.
ﬂop·py (ﬂopʹi), adj., –pi·er, –pi·est. ﬂopping; tending to ﬂop. —ﬂopʹpi·ly, adv.
—ﬂopʹpi·ness, n.
ﬂoppy disk, small disk for storing computer data.
ﬂo·ra (ﬂôʹrә; ﬂōʹ–), n. plants of a particular region or time. [< L]
ﬂo·ral (ﬂôʹrәl; ﬂōʹ–) adj. 1 of ﬂowers;
having to do with ﬂowers. 2 resembling
ﬂowers. —ﬂoʹral·ly, adv.
Flor·ence (ﬂôrʹәns; ﬂorʹ-), n. city in C
Italy. —Florʹen·tine, adj., n.
ﬂo·res·cence (ﬂô resʹәns; ﬂō–), n. 1 act of
blossoming. 2 condition of blossoming.
3 period of blossoming. [< NL ﬂorescentia, ult. < L ﬂorere ﬂourish] —ﬂoresʹcent, adj.
ﬂo·ret (ﬂôʹrit; ﬂōʹ–), 1 a small ﬂower. 2
one of the small ﬂowers in a ﬂower head
of a composite plant.
ﬂor·id (ﬂôrʹid; ﬂorʹ–), adj. 1 highly colored; ruddy: a ﬂorid complexion. 2 elaborately ornamented; ﬂowery; showy;
ornate. [< L ﬂoridus < ﬂos ﬂower] —ﬂoridʹi·ty, ﬂorʹid·ness, n. —ﬂorʹid·ly, adv.

Flor·i·da (ﬂôrʹә dә; ﬂorʹ-), n. a state in
the extreme SE part of the United States.
—Flo·ridʹi·an, Florʹi·dan, adj., n.
ﬂor·in (ﬂôrʹәn; ﬂorʹ–), n. 1 a gold coin
issued at Florence in 1252. 2 any of various gold or silver coins used in diﬀerent
countries of Europe since then. [< F Ital.
ﬁorino Florentine coin marked with a
lily, ult. < L ﬂos ﬂower]
ﬂo·rist (ﬂôʹrist; ﬂōʹ–; ﬂorʹist), n. person
who raises or sells ﬂowers.
ﬂoss (ﬂôs; ﬂos), or ﬂoss silk, n. 1 short
loose silk ﬁbers. 2 a shiny, untwisted silk
thread made from such ﬁbers. 3 soft,
silky ﬂuﬀ or ﬁbers.
ﬂoss·y (ﬂôsʹi; ﬂosʹi), adj., ﬂoss·i·er, ﬂossi·est. 1 of ﬂoss. 2 like ﬂoss.
ﬂo·ta·tion (ﬂō tāʹshәn), n. a ﬂoating or
launching.
ﬂo·til·la (ﬂō tilʹә), n. 1 a small ﬂeet. 2 ﬂeet
of small ships. [< Sp., dim. of ﬂota ﬂeet]
ﬂot·sam (ﬂotʹsәm), n. wreckage of a ship
or its cargo found ﬂoating on the sea.
[< AF ﬂoteson < ﬂoter ﬂoat < OE]
ﬂounce1 (ﬂouns), v., ﬂounced, ﬂouncing, n. —v. go with an angry or impatient ﬂing of the body: she ﬂounced out
of the room in a rage. —n. an angry or
impatient ﬂing of the body. [< Scand.
(Sw.) ﬂunsa plunge]
ﬂounce2 (ﬂouns), n., v., ﬂounced, ﬂouncing. —n. a wide ruﬄe used to trim a
dress, skirt, etc. —v. trim with a ﬂounce
or ﬂounces. [var. of frounce < OF fronce
wrinkle]
ﬂoun·der1 (ﬂounʹdәr), v. 1 struggle awkwardly without making much progress;
plunge about. 2 be clumsy or confused
and make mistakes. —n. a ﬂoundering.
—ﬂounʹder·ing·ly, adv.
ﬂoun·der2 (ﬂounʹdәr), n., pl. –ders or
(esp. collectively) –der. ﬂatﬁsh that has a
large mouth. [< AF ﬂo(u)ndre < Scand.
(Norw.) ﬂundra]
ﬂour (ﬂour), n. 1 a ﬁne, powdery substance made by grinding and sifting
wheat or other grain. 2 any ﬁne, soft
powder. —v. cover with ﬂour. [special
use of ﬂower (i.e., the ﬂower of the
meal)] —ﬂourʹless, adj. —ﬂourʹy, adj.
ﬂour·ish (ﬂėrʹish), v. 1 grow or develop
with vigor; thrive; do well. 2 be in the
best time of life or activity. 3 wave (a
sword, arm, etc.) in the air. 4 make a
showy display. —n. 1 a waving in the
air. 2 a showy decoration in writing. 3
a showy trill or passage in music. 4 a
showy display. [< OF ﬂorir, ult. < L ﬂos
ﬂower] —ﬂourʹish·er, n. —ﬂourʹishing, adj. —ﬂourʹish·ing·ly, adv.
ﬂout (ﬂout), v. treat with contempt or
scorn; mock; scoﬀ at. —n. contemptuous
speech or act; insult; mockery; scoﬃng.
[var. of ﬂute, v.] —ﬂoutʹer, n. ﬂoutʹingly, adv.
ﬂow (ﬂō), v. 1 run like water; circulate.
2 pour out; pour along: the audience
ﬂowed out of the theater. 3 move easily
or smoothly; glide. 4 hang loose and
waving: ﬂowing curtains before an open
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window. —n. 1 act of ﬂowing: ﬂow of
blood. 2 any continuous movement. 3
rate of ﬂowing. 4 current; stream. 5 rise
of the tide. [OE ﬂōwan]
ﬂow·er (ﬂouʹәr), n. 1 part of a plant that
produces the seed; blossom; bloom. 2
plant grown for its blossoms. 3 any of
several kinds of reproductive structures
in lower plants, such as the mosses.
4 the ﬁnest part. 5 time of being at
one’s best. —v. 1 have ﬂowers; produce ﬂowers. 2 cover or decorate with
ﬂowers. 3 be at one’s best.
in ﬂower, ﬂowering.
in full ﬂower, at peak competence and
achievement; ﬂourishing. [< OF < L
ﬂos]
ﬂow·ered (ﬂouʹәrd), adj. 1 having ﬂowers.
2 covered or decorated with ﬂowers.
ﬂow·er·et (ﬂouʹәr it), n. a small ﬂower;
ﬂoret.
ﬂow·er·ing (ﬂouʹәr ing), adj. having ﬂowers.
ﬂow·er·pot (ﬂouʹәr pot´), n. pot to hold
dirt for a plant to grow in.
ﬂow·er·y (ﬂouʹәr i), adj., –er·i·er, –er·iest. 1 having many ﬂowers. 2 containing
many ﬁne words and fanciful expressions. —ﬂowʹer·i·ly, adv. —ﬂowʹer·iness, n.
ﬂown (ﬂōn), v. pp. of ﬂy2.
ﬂ. oz., ﬂuid ounce.
ﬂu (ﬂü), n. =inﬂuenza.
ﬂub (ﬂub), v., ﬂubbed, ﬂub·bing. Informal. do (something) very clumsily;
make a mess of.
ﬂuc·tu·ate (ﬂukʹchu̇ āt), v., –at·ed, –ating. rise and fall; change continually;
vary irregularly. [< L, < ﬂuctus wave]
—ﬂuc´tu·aʹtion, n.
ﬂue (ﬂü), n. tube, pipe, or other enclosed
passage for conveying smoke, hot air,
etc.
ﬂu·ent (lüʹәnt), adj. 1 ﬂowing smoothly
or easily: speak ﬂuent French. 2 speaking or writing easily and rapidly. [< L
ﬂuens ﬂowing] —ﬂuʹen·cy, ﬂuʹent·ness,
n. —ﬂuʹent·ly, adv.
ﬂuﬀ (ﬂuf), n. 1 soft, light, downy particles.
2 a downy mass: a ﬂuﬀ of fur. —v. shake
or puﬀ out (hair, feathers, etc.) into a
soft, light mass. —ﬂuﬀ´er, n.
ﬂuﬀ·y (ﬂufʹi), adj., ﬂuﬀ·i·er, ﬂuﬀ·i·est. 1
soft and light like ﬂuﬀ: whipped cream is
ﬂuﬀy. 2 covered with ﬂuﬀ; downy: ﬂuﬀy
baby chicks. —ﬂuﬀʹi·ly, adv. —ﬂuﬀʹiness, n.
ﬂu·id (ﬂüʹid), n. any liquid or gas; any
substance that ﬂows. Water, mercury,
air, and oxygen are ﬂuids. —adj. 1 in the
state of a ﬂuid; like a ﬂuid; ﬂowing. 2
changing easily; not ﬁxed. [< L, < ﬂuere
ﬂow] —ﬂu·idʹic, adj. —ﬂu·idʹi·ty, ﬂuʹidness, n. —ﬂuʹid·ly, adv.
ﬂuid dram, one eighth of a ﬂuid ounce.
ﬂuid ounce, measure for liquids. In the
United States, 16 ﬂuid ounces = 1 pint.
ﬂuke1 (ﬂük), n. 1 either of the two points
of an anchor. 2 the barbed head or barb

of an arrow, harpoon, etc. [? special use
of ﬂuke3]
ﬂuke2 (ﬂük), n. a lucky chance; fortunate
accident.
ﬂuke3 (ﬂük), n. =ﬂatﬁsh. [OE ﬂōc]
ﬂuk·y (ﬂükʹi), adj., ﬂuk·ie·r, ﬂuk·i·est.
obtained by chance rather than by skill.
ﬂume (ﬂüm), n. 1 a deep, narrow valley
with a stream running through it. 2
a large, inclined through or chute for
carrying water. [< OF < L ﬂumen river
< ﬂuere ﬂow]
ﬂum·mox (ﬂumʹәks), v. Informal. cause
confusion; bewilder.
ﬂung (ﬂung), v. pt. and pp. of ﬂing.
ﬂunk (ﬂungk), —v. 1 fail in school work.
2 cause to fail. 3 mark or grade as having
failed. —n. failure.
ﬂunk·y (ﬂungkʹi), n., pl. ﬂunk·ies. a ﬂattering, fawning person.
ﬂu·o·resce (ﬂü´ә resʹ), v., –resced, –rescing. give oﬀ light by ﬂuorescence.
ﬂu·o·res·cence (ﬂü´ә resʹәns), n. 1 a giving oﬀ of light by a substance when it
is exposed to certain rays (X rays and
ultraviolet rays). 2 property of a substance that causes this. 3 light given oﬀ
in this way. —ﬂu´o·resʹcent, adj.
ﬂuorescent lamp, an electric lamp containing gas or vapor which produces
light (ﬂuorescent light) when electric
current is introduced. —ﬂuorescent
lighting.
ﬂuor·i·date (ﬂu̇rʹә dāt; ﬂüʹә rә–), v., –dated, –dat·ing. add small amounts of ﬂuorine to drinking water, esp. to decrease
tooth decay. [< ﬂuoridation]
fluor·i·da·tion (flu̇r´ә dāʹshәn; flü´ә rә–), n. act or process of ﬂuoridating.
[< ﬂuoride]
ﬂu·o·ride (ﬂüʹә rīd; -rid), ﬂu·o·rid (–rid)
n. compound of ﬂuorine and another
element or radical.
ﬂu·o·rine (ﬂüʹә rēn; –rin), ﬂu·o·rin (–rin),
n. a poisonous, greenish-yellow gas, F or
Fl, that is a very active element similar to
chlorine. —ﬂu·orʹic, adj.
ﬂu·o·rite (ﬂüʹә rīt), ﬂu·or·spar (ﬂüʹôr spär´; –әr–) n. calcium ﬂuoride, CaF2,
a transparent, crystalline mineral that
occurs in many colors.
ﬂuor·o·scope (ﬂu̇rʹә skōp; ﬂüʹә rә–), n.
device containing a ﬂuorescent screen
for examining objects exposed to X
rays, etc.
ﬂur·ry (ﬂėrʹi), n., pl. –ries, v., –ried,
–ry·ing. —n. 1 a sudden gust. 2 a sudden, gusty shower or snowfall. 3 sudden
excitement, confusion, or commotion.
—v. 1 excite; confuse; disturb. 2 fall in a
sudden shower of snow.
ﬂush1 (ﬂush), v. 1 blush; glow. 2 ﬂow
rapidly: embarrassment caused the blood
to ﬂush to her cheeks. 3 wash or cleanse
with a rapid ﬂow of water. —n. 1 blush;
glow. 2 rapid ﬂow. 3 glowing vigor;
freshness: the ﬁrst ﬂush of youth. 4 ﬁt
of feeling very hot. [? connected with
ﬂash, blush]

ﬂush2 (ﬂush), adj. 1 even; level. 2 well
supplied: ﬂush with money. 3 abundant;
plentiful. —adv. 1 so as to be level;
evenly. 2 directly; squarely. —v. make
even; level. [? extended use of ﬂush1]
ﬂush3 (ﬂush), v. 1 ﬂy or start up suddenly, as a bird. 2 cause to ﬂy or start
up suddenly.
ﬂush4 (ﬂush), n. a hand all of one suit in
cards. [cf. F ﬂus, ﬂux < L ﬂuxus ﬂow]
ﬂus·ter (ﬂusʹtәr), v. make or become nervous and excited; confuse. —n. nervous
excitement; confusion. [cf. Scand. ﬂaustr
bustle and ﬂaustra be ﬂustered]
ﬂute (ﬂüt), n., v., ﬂut·ed, ﬂut·ing. —n. 1
a long, slender, pipelike instrument with
a series of ﬁnger holes or keys along the
side. It is played by blowing across a hole
near one end. 2 a long, round groove, as
in cloth, a column, etc. —v. 1 play on
a ﬂute. 2 make long, round grooves in.
[< OF < Pr. ﬂauta, ult. < L ﬂatus blown]
—ﬂuteʹlike´, adj.
ﬂut·ed (ﬂüʹtid), adj. 1 having long, round
grooves. 2 Fig. like a ﬂute in sound:
ﬂuted bird song.
ﬂut·ing (ﬂütʹing), n. decoration made
of ﬂutes.
ﬂut·ist (ﬂütʹist), n. person who plays a
ﬂute.
ﬂut·ter (ﬂutʹәr), v. 1 wave back and forth
quickly and lightly. 2 ﬂap the wings; ﬂap.
3 move restlessly. 4 tremble: her heart
ﬂuttered. 5 confuse; excite. —n. 1 a ﬂuttering. 2 confused or excited condition.
[OE ﬂotorian < ﬂēotan ﬂoat] —ﬂutʹterer, n. —ﬂutʹter·ing·ly, adv.
ﬂux (ﬂuks), n. 1 a ﬂow; ﬂowing. 2 a ﬂowing in of the tide. 3 continuous change.
4 an unnatural discharge of blood or
liquid matter from the body. 5 substance used to help metals or minerals
melt together. —v. 1 cause a discharge
in; purge. 2 melt together. [< L ﬂuxus
< ﬂuere ﬂow]
ﬂy1 (ﬂī), n., pl. ﬂies. 1 a houseﬂy. 2 any
of a large group of insects, including
houseﬂies, mosquitoes, gnats, May ﬂies,
etc. 3 ﬁshhook with feathers, silk, tinsel,
etc., on it to make it look like an insect.
[OE ﬂēoge]
ﬂy2 (ﬂī), v., ﬂew, ﬂown, ﬂy·ing; n., pl.
ﬂies. —v. 1 move through the air with
wings. 2 ﬂoat in the air. 3 cause to ﬂy. 4
travel through the air in an aircraft. 5 go
rapidly. 6 run away; ﬂee. —n. 1 ﬂap to
cover buttons on clothing. 2 ﬂap forming the door of a tent. 3 ball hit high in
the air with a bat. [OE ﬂēogan]
ﬂy·blown (ﬂīʹblōn´), adj. 1 tainted by the
eggs or larvae of ﬂies. 2 spoiled.
ﬂy-by-night (ﬂīʹbī nīt´), adj. not reliable;
not to be trusted.
ﬂy-cast·ing (ﬂīʹkas´ting; –käs´–), n., or
ﬂy casting. sport of ﬁshing with rod and
reel, with an artiﬁcial ﬂy as bait.
ﬂy·catch·er (ﬂīʹkach´әr), n. any of a family of songless, perching birds having
small, weak feet, short necks, and large
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heads with broad, ﬂattened bills hooked
at the tip.
ﬂy·er (ﬂīʹәr), n. =ﬂier.
ﬂy-ﬁsh (ﬂīʹﬁsh´), v. ﬁsh with ﬂies as bait.
—ﬂyʹ-ﬁsh´er, n. —ﬂyʹ-ﬁsh´ing, n.
ﬂy·ing (ﬂīʹing), adj. 1 that ﬂies; moving
through the air. 2 ﬂoating in the air. 3
swift; hasty.
ﬂying buttress, an arched support or
brace built against the wall of a building
to resist outward pressure.
ﬂying colors, success; victory.
ﬂying ﬁsh, a tropical ﬁsh that has winglike ﬁns and can leap through the air.
ﬂying jib, a small, triangular sail set in
front of the regular jib.
ﬂying machine, =aircraft.
ﬂying saucer, any of various mysterious
disklike objects reportedly seen ﬂying
over the United States and Mexico, since
1947; UFO.
ﬂy·leaf (ﬂīʹlēf´), n., pl. –leaves. a blank
sheet of paper at the beginning or end
of a book, pamphlet, etc.
ﬂy·o·ver (ﬂīʹō´vәr), n. a mass ﬂight of aircraft over a city, reviewing stand, etc.
ﬂy paper, strip of paper with a sticky
coating, used to trap ﬂies.
ﬂy·speck (ﬂīʹspek´), n. a tiny spot left by a
ﬂy. —v. make ﬂyspecks on.
ﬂy·weight (ﬂīʹwāt´), n. boxer who weighs
not more than 112 pounds.
ﬂy·wheel (ﬂīʹhwēl´), n. a heavy wheel
attached to machinery to keep the speed
even.
fm, 1 fathom. 2 from.
Fm, fermium.
FM, F.M., frequency modulation.
f number, focal length of a camera lens.
foal (fōl), n. a young horse, donkey, etc.;
colt or ﬁlly. —v. give birth to (a foal).
[OE fola]
foam (fōm), n. mass of very small bubbles. —v. 1 form or gather foam. 2 break
into foam. [OE fām] —foamʹless, adj.
foam rubber, rubber processed so that
it is soft and porous, used for cushions,
etc.
foam·y (fōmʹi), adj., foam·i·er, foam·iest. 1 covered with foam; foaming. 2
made of foam. 3 like foam. —foamʹi·ly,
adv. —foamʹi·ness, n.
fob1 (fob), n. 1 a small pocket in trousers or breeches to hold a watch, etc. 2
a short watch chain, ribbon, etc., that
hangs out of a watch pocket. [cf. dial.
HG fuppe pocket]
fob2 (fob), v., fobbed, fob·bing. cheat;
trick.
fob oﬀ, put oﬀ or get rid of by a trick.
f.o.b., F.O.B., free on board.
fo·cal (fōʹkәl), adj. of a focus; having to do
with a focus. —foʹcal·ly, adv.
focal length, distance of the focus from
the optical center of a lens.
fo·cus (fōʹkәs), n., pl. –cus·es, –ci (–sī),
v., –cused, –cus·ing. —n. 1 point where
rays of light, heat, etc., meet after being
bent by a lens, curved mirror, etc. 2
distance of this point from the lens,

curved mirror, etc. 3 correct adjustment
of a lens, the eye, etc., to make a clear
image. 4 the central point. —v. 1 bring
(rays of light, heat, etc.) to a point. 2
adjust (a lens, the eye, etc.) to make a
clear image. 3 concentrate: he focused
his mind on his lessons.
in focus, clear; distinct.
out of focus blurred; indistinct. [< L,
hearth] —foʹcus·er, n.
focus group, group of people brought
together to give their opinions about
something, such as a political issue, a
proposed policy, etc.
fod·der (fodʹәr), n. coarse food for horses,
cattle, etc. [OE fōdor < fōda food]
foe (fō), n. enemy. [OE fāh hostile]
fog (fog; fôg), n., v., fogged, fog·ging. —n.
1 cloud of ﬁne drops of water just above
the earth’s surface; thick mist. 2 a confused or puzzled condition. —v. 1 cover
with fog. 2 confuse; puzzle. [< foggy]
fog bank, a dense mass of fog.
fog·gy (fogʹi; fôgʹi), adj., –gi·er, –gi·est.
1 having much fog; misty. 2 confused;
puzzled. [< fog long grass; orig., marshy]
—fogʹgi·ly, adv. —fogʹgi·ness, n.
fog·horn (fogʹhôrn´; fôgʹ–), n. horn that
warns ships in foggy weather.
fo·gy (fōʹgi), n., pl. –gies. person who is
behind the times. —foʹgy·ish, adj.
foi·ble (foiʹbәl), n. a weak point; weakness. [< F, older form of modern faible
feeble]
foil1 (foil), v. prevent from carrying out
(plans, attempts, etc.); turn aside or
hinder. [< OF fuler trample, full (cloth).
See fuller.]
foil2 (foil), n. 1 metal beaten, hammered,
or rolled into a very thin sheet. 2 anything that makes something else look
or seem better by contrast. —v. 1 cover
or back with metal foil. 2 set oﬀ by contrast. [< F < L folia leaves]
foil3 (foil), n. a long, narrow sword with a
knob or button on the point to prevent
injury, used in fencing.
foist (foist), v. 1 palm oﬀ as genuine;
impose slyly. 2 insert secretly or slyly.
[prob. < dial. Du. vuisten take in hand
< vuist ﬁst]
fol., 1 folio. 2 following.
fold1 (fōld), v. 1 bend or double over on
itself. 2 bring close to the body. 3 wrap;
enclose. 4 fail in business; close up. —n.
1 layer of something folded. 2 a hollow place made by folding. 3 bend in
rock after its stratiﬁcation.
fold in, mix an ingredient into a batter
by gently turning it over and over,
esp. a cake batter.
fold up, a make or become smaller and
ﬂatter by folding. b collapse. c Informal.
fail completely. [OE fealdan]
fold2 (fōld), n. 1 pen to keep sheep in. 2
church group; church. —v. put or keep
(sheep) in a pen. [OE falod]
–fold, suﬃx. 1 times as many; times as
great, as in tenfold. 2 formed or divided

into —— parts, as in manifold. [OE
–feald]
fold·er (fōlʹdәr), n. 1 person or thing that
folds. 2 holder for papers, made by folding a piece of stiﬀ paper. 3 a small book
made of one or more folded sheets.
fo·li·a·ceous fō´li āʹshәs), adj. 1 leaﬂike;
leafy. 2 made of leaﬂike plates or thin
layers. [< L, < folia leaves.]
fo·li·age (fōʹli ij), n. 1 leaves. 2 decoration made of carved or painted leaves,
ﬂowers, etc. [alter. of F feuillage, ult. < L
folia leaves]
fo·li·ate (adj. fōʹli it, –āt; v. fōʹli āt), adj., v.,
–at·ed, –at·ing. —adj. having leaves; covered with leaves. —v. put forth leaves.
fo·li·a·tion (fō´li āʹshәn), n. 1 a growing
of leaves; putting forth of leaves. 2 a
being in leaf. 3 decoration with leaﬂike
ornaments. 4 the consecutive numbering of leaves of a book.
fo·lic acid (fōʹlik), part of the vitamin
B complex, found in green leaves and
animal tissue.
fo·li·o (fōʹli ō), n., pl. –li·os, adj., v.,
–li·oed, –li·o·ing. —n. 1 a large sheet of
paper folded once to make two leaves, or
four pages, of a book, etc. 2 book having
pages made by folding large sheets of
paper once. 3 a page number of a book,
etc. —adj. of the largest size; made of
large sheets of paper folded once. —v.
number the leaves of a book, pamphlet,
etc. [< L, abl. of folium leaf]
folk (fōk), n., pl. folk, folks, adj. —n. 1
people. 2 tribe; nation. —adj. of or having to do with the common people, their
beliefs, legends, customs, etc.
folks a people. b members of one’s own
family. [OE folc]
folk art, art originating among ordinary
people that is a direct expression of
their lives.
folk dance, 1 dance originating and
handed down among the common people. 2 music for it.
folk·lore (fōkʹlôr´; –lōr´), n. beliefs, legends, customs, etc., of a people, tribe, etc.
folkʹlor´ist, n. —folk´lor·isʹtic, adj.
folk music, music originating and handed
down among the common people.
folk song, 1 song originating and handed
down among the common people. 2
song imitating this.
folk·sy (fōkʹsi), adj., –si·er, –si·est. 1
appealing to ordinary people; informal.
2 sociable.
folk tale or story, story or legend originating and handed down among the
common people.
folk·way (fōkʹwā´), n. custom or habit
that has grown up within a social group
and is common among the members of
this group.
fol·li·cle (folʹә kәl), n. 1 a small cavity,
sac, or gland. Hair grows from follicles.
2 a dry, one-celled seed vessel. Milkweed
pods are follicles. [< L folliculus, dim of
follis bellows] —fol·licʹu·lar, adj.
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fol·low (folʹō), v. 1 go or come after. 2 result
from; result. 3 go along with; accompany.
4 pursue. 5 take as a guide; use; obey. 6
keep the eyes or mind on: follow a story.
7 be concerned with: follow the career of
an artist. —n. act of following.
as follows, the following.
follow out, carry out to the end: follow
out a plan.
follow through, continue a stroke or
motion through to its end.
follow up, a follow closely. b carry out
to the end. c increase the eﬀect of. [OE
folgian] —folʹlow·a·ble, adj.
fol·low·er (folʹō әr), n. 1 person or thing
that follows. 2 person who follows the
ideas or beliefs of another. 3 attendant;
servant. 4 a male admirer; beau.
fol·low·ing (folʹō ing), n. followers;
attendants. —adj. that follows; next
after.
the following, persons, things, items,
etc., now to be named, related, described,
etc.
fol·low-through (folʹō thrü´), n. 1 continuation of a movement or stroke in
sports. 2 continuation of something
undertaken, as a plan, idea, etc.
fol·low-up (folʹō up´), n. 1 act of carrying
out to an end or completion. 2 further
action on something in order to reach a
goal, get a positive response, etc. 3 newspaper story that follows an initial story
about something.
fol·ly (folʹi), n., pl. –lies. 1 being foolish;
lack of sense; unwise conduct. 2 a foolish act, practice, or idea; something silly.
3 a costly but foolish undertaking. [< OF,
< fol foolish. See fool.]
fo·ment (fō mentʹ), v. promote; foster
(trouble, rebellion, etc.) [< LL fomentare,
ult. < L fovere to warm]
fond (fond), adj. 1 liking: fond of children. 2 loving: a fond look. 3 cherished:
fond remembrances. [ME fonned, pp.
of fonne(n) be foolish] —fondʹly, adv.
—fondʹness, n.
fon·dle (fonʹdәl), v., –dled, –dling. pet;
caress. [< fond, v., special use of fond,
adj.] —fonʹdler, n.
fon·due (fonʹdü; fon düʹ), n. 1 traditionally, a combination of melted cheese
and wine, eaten on small pieces of bread
dipped into it. 2 any similar dish of a
sauce into which small pieces of food
are dipped. [< F, fem. pp. of fondre melt]
font1 (font), n. 1 basin holding water for
baptism. 2 basin for holy water. 3 fountain; source. [< L fons spring]
font2 (font). n. in printing, a complete set
of type of one size and style. [< F fonte
< fondre melt]
food (füd), n. 1 what an animal or plant
takes in to enable it to live and grow. 2
what is eaten: give food to the hungry.
3 a particular kind or article of food. 4
what sustains or serves for consumption
in any way: food for thought. [OE fōda]
—foodʹless, adj.

food chain, 1 natural system of animals
feeding on each other, esp. higher animals feeding on lower animals. 2 Fig.
any system in which members of one
group are dependent on another group:
economic food chain.
foodie (füʹdē), n. person with an unusual
interest in food.
food processor, 1 business that prepares
agricultural products for sale as food,
esp. by canning, freezing, etc. 2 small
appliance that chops, slices, and minces
food.
food·stuﬀ (füdʹstuf´), n. material for
food.
fool (fül), n. 1 person without sense;
unwise or silly person. 2 clown formerly kept by a king or lord to
amuse people; jester. 3 person who
has been deceived or tricked; dupe.
—v. 1 act like a fool for fun; play; joke.
2 make a fool of; deceive; trick.
fool around, waste time foolishly.
fool with, meddle foolishly with. [< OF
fol madman, prob. < LL follis emptyheaded < L, bag, bellows]
fool·er·y (fülʹәr i), n., pl. –er·ies. foolish
action or behavior.
fool·har·dy (fülʹhär´di), adj., –di·er, –diest. foolishly bold; rash. —foolʹhar´dily, adv. —foolʹhar´di·ness, n.
fool·ish (fülʹish), adj. 1 like a fool; without sense; unwise; silly. 2 ridiculous. 3
triﬂing. —foolʹish·ly, adv. —foolʹishness, n.
fool·proof (fülʹprüf´), adj. so safe or simple that even a fool can use or do it.
fool’s gold, mineral that looks like gold;
iron pyrites or copper pyrites.
foot (fu̇t), n., pl. feet, v. —n. 1 the end
part of a leg; part that a person, animal,
or thing stands on. 2 end toward which
the feet are put. 3 bottom; base. 4 part
that covers the foot. 5 measure of length,
twelve inches. 6 one of the parts into
which a line of poetry is divided. —v. 1
walk. 2 add. 3 pay (a bill, etc.).
get a foot in the door, enter into or begin
a desirable arrangement.
on foot, walking.
put one’s foot down, act ﬁrmly,
decisively.
under foot, in the way. [OE fōt]
foot·age (fu̇tʹij), n. length in feet.
foot-and-mouth disease, a dangerous,
contagious disease of cattle and some
other animals, characterized by blisters
in the mouth and around the hoofs.
foot·ball (fu̇tʹbôl´), n. 1 game played
with a large, inﬂated leather ball by
two teams of eleven players each on a
ﬁeld with a goal at each end. 2 ball used
in this game. 3 any game or ball like
this.
foot·board (fu̇tʹbôrd´; –bōrd´), n. 1 board
or small platform to be used as a support for the feet. 2 an upright piece
across the foot of a bed.
foot·bridge (fu̇tʹbrij´), n. bridge for people on foot only.

foot-can·dle (fu̇tʹkanʹdәl), n. unit for
measuring illumination. It is the amount
of light produced by a standard candle at
a distance of one foot.
foot·ed (fu̇tʹid), adj. having a certain kind
or number of feet: a four-footed animal.
foot·fall (fu̇tʹfôl´), n. sound of steps coming or going; footstep.
foot·hill (fu̇tʹhil´), n. a low hill at the base
of a mountain or mountain range.
foot·hold (fu̇tʹhōld´), n. 1 place to put
the feet; support for the feet; surface to
stand on. 2 a ﬁrm footing or position.
foot·ing (fu̇tʹing), n. 1 a ﬁrm placing of
the feet. 2 place to put the feet; surface to
stand on. 3 condition; position; relationship: the United States and Canada are
on a friendly footing.
foot·lights (fu̇tʹlīts´), n. pl. 1 row of lights
at the front of a stage. 2 profession of
acting.
foot-loose (fu̇t´lüs´), adj. free to go anywhere or do anything.
foot·man (fu̇tʹmәn), n., pl. –men. a male
servant who opens doors, waits on the
table, etc.
foot·note (fu̇tʹnōt´), n. note at the bottom
of a page about something on the page.
foot·path (fu̇tʹpath´; –päth´), n. path for
people on foot only.
foot-pound (fu̇tʹpoundʹ), n. quantity of
energy needed to raise a weight of one
pound to a height of one foot.
foot·print (fu̇tʹprint´), n. mark made by
a foot.
foot soldier, infantryman.
foot·sore (fu̇tʹsôr´; –sōr´), adj. having
sore feet from much walking.
foot·step (fu̇tʹstep´), n, 1 sound of steps
coming or going. 2 footprint. 3 distance
covered in one step. 4 step on which to
go up or down.
foot·stool (fu̇tʹstu̇l´), n. a low stool to put
the feet on when sitting.
foot·wear (fu̇tʹwãr´), n. shoes, slippers,
stockings, etc.
foot·work (fu̇tʹwėrk´), n. way of using
the feet.
fop (fop), n. a vain man who is very
fond of ﬁne clothes and has aﬀected
manners. —fopʹper·y, n. —fopʹpish, adj.
—fopʹpish·ly, adv. —fopʹpish·ness, n.
for (fôr; unstressed fәr), prep. 1 in place
of: use boxes for chairs. 2 in favor of: who
did he vote for? 3 representing: a lawyer
acts for a client. 4 in order to become,
have, keep, go, etc.: he ran for his life;
hunting for her cat; left for New York. 5
suited to: books for children. 6 because
of: punished for stealing. 7 in honor of:
a party given for her. 8 with a feeling
toward: longing for home. 9 throughout;
during: work for an hour. 10 as being:
know for a fact. 11 to the amount of: a
check for $20. —conj. because: we can’t
go, for it is raining. [OE]
for·age (fôrʹij; forʹ–), n., v., –aged, –aging. —n. 1 food for horses, cattle, etc. 2
a hunting or searching for food. —v. 1
hunt or search for food. 2 get by hunting
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or searching about. 3 hunt; search about.
4 plunder. [< F, < OF fuerre fodder
< Gmc.] —forʹag·er, n.
fo·ram·i·nif·er·a (fô ram´ә nifʹәr ә; fō–),
n. pl. group of tiny, one-celled sea animals, most of which have shells with
tiny holes in them. [< NL, < L foramen a small opening + ferre to bear]
—fo·ram´i·nifʹer·al, fo·ram´i·nifʹerous, adj.
for·as·much as (fôr´әz muchʹ az), in view
of the fact that; since; because.
for·ay (fôrʹā; forʹā), n. a raid for plunder.
—v. plunder; lay waste; pillage. [akin to
forage. Cf. OF forrer forage.] —forʹayer, n.
for·bear1 (fôr bãrʹ), v., –bore, –borne,
–bearing. 1 hold back; keep from doing,
saying, using, etc. 2 be patient; control
oneself. [OE forberan] —for·bearʹer, n.
—for·bearʹing·ly, adv.
for·bear2 (fôrʹbãr), n. forebear; ancestor.
for·bear·ance (fôr bãrʹәns), n. 1 act of
forbearing. 2 patience; self-control.
for·bid (fәr bidʹ), v., –bade (–badʹ) or
–bad (–badʹ), –bid·den or –bid, –bidding. order (one) not to do something;
make a rule against; prohibit. [OE
forbēodan] —for·bidʹder, n.
for·bid·ding (fәr bidʹing), adj. causing fear or dislike; looking dangerous
or unpleasant. —for·bidʹding·ly, adv.
—for·bidʹding·ness, n.
force (fôrs; fōrs), n., v., forced, forc·ing.
—n. 1 strength; power. 2 strength used
against a person or thing; violence. 3
power to control, inﬂuence, etc.; eﬀectiveness. 4 group of people working
or acting together: our oﬃce force. 5
group of soldiers, sailors, policemen,
etc. 6 cause that produces, changes, or
stops the motion of a body. —v. 1 use
force on. 2 compel. 3 compel a baseball
player to leave one base and try in vain
to reach the next. 4 make or drive by
force. 5 get or take by force. 6 break open
or through by force. 7 urge to violent
eﬀort. 8 hurry the growth of. 9 make by
unnatural eﬀort: force a laugh.
by force of, by dint of; by virtue of: by
force of personality alone.
forces, armed forces.
in force, a in eﬀect; binding; valid. b
with full strength. [< F, ult. < L fortis
strong] —forceʹa·ble, adj. —forceʹless,
adj. —forcʹer, n.
forced (fôrst; fōrst), adj. 1 made, compelled, or driven by force: forced labor.
2 made by an unnatural eﬀort: a forced
smile.
forced march, an unusually long, fast
march.
force·ful (fôrsʹfәl; fōrsʹ–), adj. full of force;
strong; powerful; vigorous; eﬀective.
—forceʹful·ly, adv. —forceʹful·ness, n.
for·ceps (fôrʹseps; –sәps), n. small pincers
or tongs used by surgeons, dentists, etc.,
or seizing, holding, and pulling. [< L,
< formus hot + capere take]

for·ci·ble (fôrʹsә bәl; fōrʹ–), adj. 1 made
or done by force; using force: a forcible entrance into a house. 2 having or
showing force; powerful; convincing:
a forcible speaker. —forʹci·ble·ness, n.
—forʹci·bly, adv.
ford (fôrd; fōrd), n. place where a river or
other body of water is not too deep to
cross by walking through the water. —v.
cross by a ford. [OE] —fordʹa·ble, adj.
—fordʹless, adj.
Ford (fôrd; fōrd), Gerald Rudolph,
1913–2006, 38th president of the United
States, 1974–77.
fore (fôr; for), adj., adv. at the front;
toward the beginning or front; forward.
[adj. use of fore–] —n. the forward part;
front. [< adj.] —interj. shout of warning
to persons ahead who are liable to be
struck by the ball.
fore–, preﬁx. 1 front; in front; at or near
the front, as in foremast. 2 before; beforehand, as in foresee. [OE for(e)]
fore-and-aft (fôrʹәnd aft´; fōrʹ–; –äftʹ),
adj. lengthwise on a ship; from bow to
stern.
fore and aft, 1 at or toward both bow and
stern of a ship. 2 lengthwise on a ship.
fore·arm1 (fôrʹärm´; fōrʹ–), n. that part of
the arm between the elbow and wrist.
fore·arm2 (fôr ärmʹ; fōr–), v. prepare for
trouble ahead of time; arm beforehand.
fore·bear (fôrʹbãr; fōrʹ–), n. ancestor;
forefather. Also, forbear.
fore·bode (fôr bōdʹ; fōr–), v., –bod·ed,
–bod·ing. 1 give warning of; predict.
2 have a feeling that something bad is
going to happen. —fore·bodʹing, n., adj.
—fore·bodʹing·ly, adv.
fore·brain (fôrʹbrān´; fōrʹ–), n. the front
section of the brain.
fore·cast (fôrʹkast´; fōrʹ–; –käst´), v., –cast
or –cast·ed, –cast·ing, n. —v. prophesy;
predict; plan ahead: forecast earnings.
—n. prophecy; prediction: a gloomy
forecast. —foreʹcast´er, n.
fore·cas·tle (fōkʹsәl; fōrʹkas´әl; fōrʹ–;
–käs´–), n. 1 the upper deck in front
of the foremast. 2 sailor’s quarters in a
merchant ship.
fore·close (fôr klōzʹ; fōr–), v., –closed,
–clos·ing. 1 shut out; prevent; exclude. 2
take away the right to redeem (a mortgage). [< OF forclos excluded < for– out
(< Frankish for– and L foris) + clore shut
< L claudere] —fore·closʹa·ble, adj.
fore·clo·sure (fôr klōʹzhәr; fōr–), n. the
foreclosing of a mortgage.
fore·doom (fōr dümʹ; fōr–), v. doom
beforehand.
fore·fa·ther (fôrʹfä´thәr; fōrʹ–), n. ancestor.
fore·ﬁn·ger (fōrʹﬁng´gәr; fōr´–), n. ﬁnger
next to the thumb, ﬁrst ﬁnger; index
ﬁnger
fore·foot (fōrʹfu̇t´; fōrʹ–), n., pl. –feet. one
of the front feet of an animal having four
or more feet.
fore·front (fōrʹfrunt´; fōrʹ–), n. place of
greatest importance, activity, etc.

fore·gath·er (fōr gathʹәr; fōr–), v. =forgather.
fore·go1 fôr gōʹ; fōr–), v., –went, –gone,
–go·ing. =forgo. —fore·goʹer, n.
fore·go2 (fôr gōʹ; fōr-), v., –went, –gone,
–go·ing. precede; go before. —foregoʹer, n.
fore·go·ing (fôrʹgō´ing, fōrʹ–; fôr´gōʹing,
fōr´–), adj. preceding; previous.
fore·gone (fôr gônʹ, fōr–, –gonʹ; fôrʹgôn,
fōrʹ–, –gon), adj. that has gone before;
previous.
foregone conclusion, 1 fact that was
almost surely known beforehand. 2 a
predictable result.
fore·ground (fôrʹground´; fōrʹ–), n.
part of a picture or scene nearest the
observer; part toward the front.
fore·hand (fôrʹhand´; fōrʹ–), adj. 1 foremost. 2 made with the palm of the
hand turned forward. —n. 1 a forehand
stroke. 2 position in front or above;
advantage.
fore·hand·ed (fôrʹhanʹdid; fōrʹ–), adj.
1 providing for the future; prudent;
thrifty. 2 done beforehand; early.
—foreʹhandʹed·ness, n.
fore·head (fôrʹid; forʹid; fôrʹhed´), n. 1
part of the face above the eyes. 2 a front
part.
for·eign (fôrʹәn; for´–), adj. 1 outside
one’s own country. 2 coming from outside one’s own country: foreign money.
3 having to do with other countries: foreign trade. 4 not belonging; not related:
foreign to her nature; a foreign substance
in the blood. [< OF forain, ult. < L foras
outside] —forʹeign·ness, n.
foreign aﬀairs, a country’s relations with
other countries.
for·eign-born (fôrʹәn bôrn´; forʹ–), adj.
born in another country.
for·eign·er (fôrʹәn әr; forʹ–), n. person
from another country; alien.
foreign exchange, 1 the settling of
accounts between people in diﬀerent
countries. 2 currency and bills used to
settle such accounts.
foreign oﬃce, Brit. the government
department in charge of foreign aﬀairs.
Foreign Service, part of the Department
of State of the United States, providing
people to serve in embassies abroad and
in Washington, D.C.
fore·know (fôr nōʹ; fōr–), v., –knew,
–known, –know·ing. know beforehand.
—for·knowʹa·ble, adj. —foreʹknowledge, n.
fore·leg (fôrʹleg´; fōrʹ–), n. one of the
front legs of an animal having four or
more legs. Also, forelimb.
fore·lock (fôrʹlok´; fōrʹ–), n. lock of hair
that grows just above the forehead.
fore·man (fôrʹmәn; fōrʹ–), n., pl. –men. 1
person in charge of a group of workers
or of some part of a factory. 2 chairperson of a jury.
fore·mast (fôrʹmast´; fōrʹ–; –mäst´), n.
mast nearest the bow of a ship.
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fore·most (fôrʹmōst; fōrʹ–), adj. ﬁrst in
rank, order, place, etc. —adv. ﬁrst: fall
head foremost.
fore·noon (fôr nünʹ; fōr–), n. time
between early morning and noon.
fo·ren·sic (fә renʹsik), adj. of or suitable
for a law court or public debate. [< L
forensis < forum forum] —fo·renʹsics, n.
fore·or·dain (fôr´ôr dānʹ; fōr´–), v. ordain
beforehand; predestine.
fore·paw (fôrʹpô´; fōrʹ–), n. a front paw.
fore·run (fôr runʹ; fōr–), v., –ran, –run,
–run·ning. 1 precede. 2 be a sign or
warning of (something to come).
fore·run·ner (fôrʹrun´әr, fōr´–; fôr runʹәr,
fōr–), n. 1 person that is sent before; herald. 2 sign or warning of something to
come. 3 ancestor.
fore·sail (fôrʹsāl´; fōrʹ–; Naut. –sәl), n. 1
the principal sail on the foremast of a
schooner. 2 the lowest sail on the foremast of a square-rigged ship.
fore·see (fôr sēʹ; fōr–), v., –saw, –seen,
–see·ing. see or know beforehand.
—fore·seeʹa·ble, adj. —fore·seʹer, n.
fore·shad·ow (fôr shadʹō; fōr–), v. indicate beforehand; be a warning of.
fore·sheet (fôrʹshēt´; fōrʹ–), n. one of the
ropes used to hold a foresail in place.
fore·shore (fôrʹshôr´; fōrʹshōr´), n. part
of the shore between the high-water
mark and low-water mark.
fore·short·en (fôr shôrʹtәn; fōr–), v.
represent (lines, etc.) as of less than
true length in order to give the proper
impression to the eye.
fore·sight (fôrʹsīt´; fōrʹ–), n. 1 power to
see or realize beforehand what is likely
to happen. 2 careful thought for the
future; prudence. 3 a looking ahead;
view into the future. —foreʹsightʹed,
adj. —foreʹsightʹed´ness, n.
fore·skin (fôrʹskin´; fōrʹ–), n. fold or
skin that covers the end of the penis;
prepuce.
for·est (fôrʹist; forʹ–), n. 1 a large area of
land covered with trees; thick woods;
woodland. 2 the trees themselves. —v.
plant with trees; change into a forest.
[< OF, ult. < L foris out of doors]
—forʹest·ed, adj. —forʹest·less, adj.
—forʹest·like´, adj.
fore·stall (fôr stôlʹ; fōr–), v. 1 prevent
by acting ﬁrst. 2 deal with (a thing) in
advance; anticipate; be ahead of. [ME
forstalle(n) < OE foresteall prevention]
—fore·stallʹer, n.
for·est·a·tion (fôr´is tāʹshәn; for´–), n.
the planting or taking care of forests.
fore·stay (fôrʹstā´; fōrʹ–), n. rope or cable
reaching from the foremast to the bowsprit.
for·est·ed (fôrʹә stid; forʹ–), adj. covered
with trees; wooded.
for·est·er (fôrʹis tәr; forʹ–), n. person in
charge of a forest who looks after the
trees and guards against ﬁres.
forest preserve, forest protected by the
government or other organizations

from sale for development, commercial
exploitation, etc. Also, forest reserve.
for·est·ry (fôrʹis tri; forʹ–), n. science of
planting and taking care of forests.
fore·taste (n. fôrʹtāst´, fōrʹ–; v. fôr tāstʹ,
fōr–), n., v., –tast·ed, –tast·ing. —n. a
preliminary taste; anticipation. —v. taste
beforehand; anticipate.
fore·tell (fôr telʹ; fōr–), v., –told, –tell·ing.
tell or show beforehand; predict; prophesy. —fore·tellʹer, n.
fore·thought (fôrʹthôt´; fōrʹ–), n. 1 previous thought or consideration; planning. 2 careful thought for the future;
prudence.
fore·top (fôrʹtop´; fōrʹ), n. platform at the
top of the foremast.
fore-top·mast (fôr´topʹmast´; fōr´–;
–mäst´), n. mast next above the foremast.
fore-top·sail (fôr´topʹsāl´; fōr´–; Naut.
–sәl), n. sail next above the foresail.
for·ev·er (fәr evʹәr), adv. 1 for always;
without ever coming to an end. 2 all the
time; always.
for·ev·er·more (fәr ev´әr môrʹ; –mōrʹ),
adv. forever.
fore·warn (fôr wôrnʹ; fōr–), v. warn
beforehand.
fore·went (fôr wentʹ; fōr–), v. pt. of
forego.
fore·wo·man (fôrʹwu̇m´әn, fōrʹ–), n., pl.
–wom·en. 1 women in charge of a group
of workers or some part of production
in a factory. 2 chairwoman of a jury.
fore·word (fôrʹwėrd´; fōrʹ–), n. introduction; preface.
for·feit (fôrʹﬁt), v. lose or have to give up
as a penalty for some act, neglect, fault,
etc. —n. 1 thing lost or given up as a
penalty; ﬁne. 2 loss or giving up as a
penalty. —adj. lost or given up as a penalty. [< OF forfait < forfaire transgress
< for– wrongly (< Frankish for– and
L foris outside) + faire do < L facere]
–forʹfeit·a·ble, adj. —forʹfeit·er, n.
for·fei·ture (fôrʹﬁ chәr), n. 1 a forfeiting.
2 penalty; ﬁne.
for·gath·er (fôr gathʹәr), v. 1 gather
together; assemble; meet. 2 meet by
accident. 3 be friendly; associate.
for·gave (fәr gāvʹ), v. pt. of forgive.
forge1 (fôrj; fōrj), n., v., forged, forging. —n. 1 place with ﬁre where metal
is heated very hot and then hammered
into shape. 2 a blacksmith’s shop; smithy.
3 where iron or other metal is melted
and reﬁned. —v. 1 heat (metal) very hot
and then hammer into shape. 2 make;
shape; form. 3 make or write (something
false). 4 sign (another’s name) falsely to
deceive. [< OF, ult. < L fabrica workshop.
Doublet of fabric.] —forgeʹa·ble, adj.
—forgʹer, n.
forge2 (fôrj; fōrj), v., forged, forg·ing.
move forward slowly but steadily.
for·ger·y (fôrʹjәr i; fōrʹ–), n., pl. –ger·ies.
1 act of forging a signature, etc. 2 something made or written falsely to deceive.
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for·get (fәr getʹ), v., –got, –got·ten or –got,
–get·ting. 1 let go out of the mind; fail to
remember; be unable to remember. 2 omit
or neglect without meaning to.
forget it, take no notice; don’t mention
it, esp. a favor. [OE forgietan]
for·get·ful (fәr getʹfәl), adj. 1 apt to forget; having a poor memory. 2 heedless.
3 causing to forget. —for·getʹful·ly, adv.
—for·getʹful·ness, n.
for·get-me-not (fәr getʹmē not´), n. any
of several small plants with hairy leaves
and clusters of small blue or white ﬂowers.
for·give (fәr givʹ), v., –gave, –giv·en, –giving. 1 give up the wish to punish or get
even with; pardon; excuse. 2 give up all
claim to; not demand payment for: forgive a debt. [OE forgiefan] —for·givʹable, adj. —for·givʹer, n.
for·give·ness (fәr givʹnis), n. 1 act of forgiving; pardon. 2 willingness to forgive.
for·giv·ing (fәr givʹing), adj. that forgives;
willing to forgive. —for·givʹing·ly, adv.
—for·givʹing·ness, n.
for·go (fôr gōʹ), v., –went, –gone, –going. 1 do without; give up. 2 refrain; forbear. [OE forgān] —for·goʹer, n.
for·got (fәr gotʹ), v. pt. and pp. of forget.
for·got·ten (fәr gotʹәn), v. pp. of forget.
fork (fôrk), n. 1 instrument with a
handle and two or more long, pointed
parts at one end. 2 anything shaped
like a fork, as the place where a tree,
road, or stream divides into branches.
3 one of the branches into which
anything is divided. —v. 1 lift, throw,
or dig with a fork. 2 have a fork or
forks; divide into branches.
fork over, Informal. hand over; pay out.
[< L furca] —forkʹless, adj. —forkʹlike´,
adj.
forked (fôrkt), adj. 1 having a fork or forks.
2 zigzag: forked lightning. —forkʹed·ly,
adv. —forkʹed·ness, n.
fork lift, 1 device with prongs for lifting
and lowering a load. 2 small tractor or
truck equipped with this device.
for·lorn (fôr lôrnʹ), adj. 1 left alone;
neglected; deserted. 2 wretched in feeling or looks; unhappy. [OE forloren
lost, pp. of forlēosan] —for·lornʹly, adv.
—for·lornʹness, n.
form (fôrm), n. 1 appearance apart from
color or materials; shape. 2 shape of
the body of a person or animal. 3 thing
that gives shape to something; mold. 4
an orderly arrangement of parts. The
eﬀect of a work of music comes from
its form as well as its content. 5 way of
doing something; manner; method: his
form in running is bad. 6 a set way of
doing something; formality; ceremony.
7 document with printing or writing
on it and blank spaces to be ﬁlled in.
8 kind; sort: heat and light are forms of
energy. 9 shapes of a word to express
diﬀerent relationships. Boys is the plural
form of boy. —v. 1 give shape to; make.
2 take shape: clouds form in the sky. 3
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formal

become: water forms ice when it freezes.
4 organize; establish: we formed a club.
5 arrange in some order: the soldiers
formed into lines. [< OF < L forma form,
mold]
–form, suﬃx. 1 shaped, as in cruciform.
2 (number of) forms, as in multiform.
[< L –formis]
for·mal (fôrʹmәl), adj. 1 with strict attention to outward forms and ceremonies;
not familiar and homelike. 2 according
to set customs or rules. 3 clear and deﬁnite: a contract is a formal agreement. 4
very regular; orderly. [< L formalis. See
form.] —forʹmal·ly, adv. —forʹmalness, n.
form·al·de·hyde (fôr malʹdә hīd), n. a colorless gas, CH2O, with a sharp, irritating
odor. It is used as a preservative.
for·mal·ism (fôrʹmәl iz әm), n. strict
attention to outward forms and ceremonies. —forʹmal·ist, n. —for´malisʹtic, adj.
for·mal·i·ty (fôr malʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
outward form; ceremony. 2 attention to
forms and customs. 3 stiﬀness of behavior or arrangement. 4 something done
merely for form’s sake.
for·mal·ize (fôrʹmәl īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
1 make formal. 2 give a deﬁnite form
to. —for´mal·i·zaʹtion, n. —forʹmaliz´er, n.
for·mat (fôrʹmat), n. 1 shape, size, and
general arrangement of a book, magazine, etc. 2 plan or arrangement of
anything: format at a debate. —v., –matted, –mat·ting. 1 design or plan the
arrangement of something: format a
brochure. 2 put into a format. [< F < L
(liber) formatus (book) formed (in a
special way)]
for·ma·tion (fôr māʹshәn), n. 1 a forming or being formed. 2 arrangement;
order: troops in battle formation. 3 thing
formed. 4 series of layers or deposits of
the same kind of rock or mineral.
form·a·tive (fôrʹmә tiv), adj. 1 forming;
molding. 2 used to form words. The
suﬃxes –ly and –ness are formative endings. —formʹa·tive·ly, adv. —formʹative·ness, n.
for·mer1 (fôrʹmәr), adj. 1 ﬁrst of two. 2
earlier; past; long past. [ME formere,
a comparative patterned after formest
foremost]
form·er2 (fôrʹmәr), n. person or thing
that forms.
for·mer·ly (fôrʹmәr li), adv. in the past;
some time ago.
form-ﬁt·ting (fôrmʹﬁt´ing), adj. close-ﬁtting: a form-ﬁtting jacket.
for·mic acid (fôrʹmik), a colorless liquid,
CH2O2, that is irritating to the skin. It
occurs in ants, spiders, nettles, etc. [< L
formica ant]
for·mi·da·ble (fôrʹmә dә bәl), adj. hard
to overcome; hard to deal with; to
be dreaded. [< L, < formidare dread]
—forʹmi·da·ble·ness, for´mi·da·bilʹi·ty,
n. —forʹmi·da·bly, adv.

form·less (fôrmʹlis), adj. without deﬁnite
or regular form; shapeless. —formʹlessly, adv. —formʹless·ness, n.
form letter, letter so phrased that it may
be sent to many diﬀerent people.
For·mo·sa (fôr mōʹsә), n. =Taiwan.
for·mu·la (fôrʹmyә lә), n., pl. –las, –lae
(–lē). 1 recipe; prescription: formula for
making soap. 2 expression showing by
chemical symbols the composition of
a compound. The formula for water is
H2O. 3 expression showing by algebraic
symbols a rule, principle, etc. 4 a set
form of words, esp. one which by much
use has partly lost its meaning. “How do
you do?” is a polite formula. [< L, dim.
of forma form]
for·mu·la·ic (fôr´myә lāʹik), adj. based
on or consisting of formulas: a formulaic plot.
for·mu·lar·y (fôrʹmyә ler´i), n., pl. –laries, adj. —n. 1 collection of formulas. 2
a set form of words; formula. —adj. having to do with formulas.
for·mu·late (fôrʹmyә lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lating. 1 state deﬁnitely; express in systematic form. 2 express in a formula;
reduce to a formula. —for´mu·laʹtion,
n. —forʹmu·la´tor, n.
for·ni·cate (fôrʹnә kāt), v., –cat·ed, –cating. commit fornication. [< Eccl.L,
< fornix brothel] —forʹni·ca´tor, n.
for·ni·ca·tion (fôr´nә kāʹshәn), n. a sexual act between unmarried persons.
for·sake (fôr sākʹ), v., –sook (–su̇kʹ), –saken, –sak·ing. give up; leave alone; leave.
[OE, < for– + sacan dispute, deny]
for·sak·en (fôr sākʹәn), v. pp. of forsake.
—adj. deserted; abandoned; forlorn.
—for·sakʹen·ly, adv.
for·sooth (fôr süthʹ), adv. Archaic. in
truth; indeed. [OE forsōth]
for·swear (fôr swãrʹ), v., –swore, –sworn,
–swear·ing. 1 renounce on oath; swear
or promise solemnly to give up. 2 be
untrue to one’s sworn word or promise;
perjure (oneself). —for·swearʹer, n.
for·syth·i·a (fôr sithʹi ә; –sīʹthi ә), n.
shrub having many bell-shaped, yellow
ﬂowers in early spring before its leaves
come out. [< NL; named for W. Forsyth,
horticulturist]
fort (fôrt; fōrt), n. a strong building or
place that can be defended against an
enemy. [< F < L fortis strong]
forte1 (fôrt; fōrt), n. something a person
does very well; strong point. [< F fort
< L fortis strong]
for·te2 (fôrʹtā), adj., adv. in music, loud.
[< Ital., strong, < L fortis]
forth (fôrth; fōrth), adv. 1 forward;
onward. 2 into view or consideration;
out. 3 away. [OE]
forth·com·ing (fôrthʹkumʹing; fōrthʹ–),
adj. 1 about to appear; approaching. 2
ready when wanted: she needed help, but
none was forthcoming.
forth·right (fôrth´rītʹ, fōrth´–; fôrthʹrīt´, fōrthʹ–), adj. frank and outspoken;

straight-forward; direct: forthright criticism. —forthʹright´ness, n.
forth·with (fôrth´withʹ; fōrth´–; –withʹ),
adv. at once; immediately.
for·ti·ﬁ·ca·tion (fôr´tә fә kāʹshәn), n. 1 a
fortifying. 2 fort, wall, ditch, etc., used
in fortifying. 3 a fortiﬁed place. 4 the
enriching of foods, as with vitamins.
for·ti·fy (fôrʹtә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1
build forts, walls, etc.; strengthen against
attack; provide with forts, walls, etc. 2
give support to; strengthen. 3 enrich the
nutritive value of (a food) by adding
vitamins and minerals in processing.
[< F < LL, ult. < L fortis strong + facere
make] —forʹti·ﬁ´a·ble, adj. —forʹtiﬁ´er, n.
for·tis·si·mo (fôr tisʹә mō), adj., adv. in
music, very loud. [< Ital., superlative of
forte strong]
for·ti·tude (fôrʹtә tüd; –tūd), n. courage
in facing pain, danger, or trouble; ﬁrmness of spirit. [< L, < fortis strong]
Fort La·my (lä mēʹ), capital of Chad, in
the S part.
fort·night (fôrtʹnīt; –nit), n. two weeks.
fort·night·ly (fôrtʹnīt li), adv., adj., n., pl.
–lies. —adv. once in every two weeks.
—adj. appearing or happening once in
every two weeks. —n. periodical published every two weeks.
FORTRAN or For·tran (fôrʹtran), n.
computer language based on algebraic
notation. [< Formula translation]
for·tress (fôrʹtris), n. a fortiﬁed place;
fort.
for·tu·i·tous (fôr tüʹә tәs; –tūʹ–), adj. happening by chance; accidental: a fortuitous meeting. [< L fortuitus, ult. < fors
chance] —for·tuʹi·tous·ly, adv. —fortuʹi·tous·ness, n.
for·tu·i·ty (fôr tüʹә ti; –tūʹ–), n., pl. –ties.
chance; accident.
for·tu·nate (fôrʹchә nit), adj. 1 having
good luck; lucky. 2 bringing good luck;
having favorable results. [< L, < fortuna
fortune] —forʹtu·nate·ly, adv. —forʹtunate·ness, n.
for·tune (fôrʹchәn), n., v., –tuned, –tuning. —n. 1 good luck; prosperity. 2
what is going to happen to a person;
fate. 3 what happens; luck; chance. 4 a
great deal of money or property; riches;
wealth. 5 position in life. —v. happen;
chance. [< OF < L fortuna] —forʹtuneless, adj.
for·tune·tell·er (fôrʹchәn tel´әr), n. person who claims to be able to tell what
will happen to people. —forʹtune·tell´ing, adj., n.
for·ty (fôrʹti), n., pl. –ties, adj. —n. 1
a cardinal number, four times ten. 2
symbol of this number; 40. —adj. four
times ten; 40. [OE fēowertig] —forʹtieth, adj., n.
for·ty-nin·er (fôr´ti nīnʹәr), n. person
who went to California to seek gold
in 1849.
forty winks, Informal. short nap.
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fo·rum (fôʹrәm; fōʹ–), n., pl. fo·rums, fo·
ra (fôʹrә; fōʹ–). 1 the public square or
marketplace of an ancient Roman town.
2 assembly for discussing questions of
public interest. 3 a law court; tribunal.
[< L]
for·ward (fôrʹwәrd), adv. Also, forʹwards.
1 ahead; onward: run forward. 2 toward
the front: come forward. 3 under or
into consideration: bring forward a plan.
—adj. 1 toward the front: the forward
part of a ship. 2 far ahead; advanced: a
child forward for his age. 3 ready; eager:
forward with his answers. 4 pert; bold:
forward behavior. —v. 1 send on further:
forward mail. 2 help along: forward
hopes. —n. player whose position is in
the front line in certain games. [OE
forweard] —forʹward·er, n. —forʹwardly, adv. —forʹward·ness, n.
for·went (fôr wentʹ), v. pt. of forgo.
fos·sa (fosʹә), n., pl. fos·sae (fosʹē). a
shallow depression or pit in a bone, etc.
[< L, ditch]
fosse, foss (fôs; fos), n. ditch; trench;
canal; moat. [< F < L fossa ditch]
fos·sil (fosʹәl), n. 1 the hardened remains
or traces of animals or plants. 2 a very
old-fashioned person, set in his or her
ways. —adj. 1 forming a fossil; of the
nature of a fossil. 2 belonging to the
outworn past: fossil ideas. [< F < L fossilis
dug up < fodere dig] —fosʹsil·like´, adj.
fossil fuel, coal, oil, and gas.
fos·sil·ize (fosʹә līz), v., –ized, –iz·ing. 1
change into a fossil; turn into stone. 2
make or become antiquated, set, stiﬀ, or
rigid. —fos´sil·i·zaʹtion, n.
fos·ter (fôsʹtәr; fosʹ–), v. 1 help the growth
or development of. 2 bring up; rear.
—adj. in the same family, but not related
by birth: a foster brother. [OE fōstrian
nourish, fōster nourishment; akin to
food] —fosʹter·er, n.
fought (fôt), v. pt. and pp. of ﬁght.
foul (foul), adj. 1 very dirty; nasty; smelly.
2 very wicked; vile. 3 against the rules;
unfair: a foul stroke. 4 hitting against:
one boat foul of the wharf. 5 tangled
up; caught: cut the foul rope. 6 clogged
up: the chimney is foul. 7 unfavorable;
stormy: foul weather. 8 pertaining to a
ball not hit within the playing area. —v.
1 make or become dirty; soil; deﬁle. 2
hit a ball so that it falls outside the base
lines. 3 hit against: one boat fouled the
other. 4 get tangled up with; catch. 6 clog
up. —n. 1 unfair play. 2 ball hit so that it
falls outside the base lines.
foul up, bungle.
go, fall, or run foul of, a hit against and
get tangled up with. b get into trouble or
diﬃculties with. [OE fūl] —foulʹly, adv.
—foulʹness, n.
fou·lard (fü lärdʹ; fә–), n. a soft, thin fabric made of silk, rayon, or cotton, used
for neckties, dresses, etc. [< F < Swiss F
foulat cloth that has been cleansed and
thickened]

foul line, 1 in baseball, either the line
from home to ﬁrst base, or from home
to third base, with their unmarked continuations. 2 in basketball, line in front
of each basket from which free throws
are made. 3 line beyond which a broad
jumper, javelin thrower, etc. cannot step.
found1 (found), v. pt. and pp. of ﬁnd.
found2 (found), v. 1 establish; set up: the
Pilgrims founded a colony at Plymouth.
2 rest for support; base: he founded
his claim on facts. [< OF < L, < fundus
bottom]
found3 (found), v. melt and mold (metal);
make of molten metal; cast. [< F < L
fundere pour]
foun·da·tion (foun dāʹshәn), n. 1 part on
which the other parts rest for support;
base. 2 basis; ground: foundation of an
argument. 3 a founding or establishing. 4 a being founded or established.
5 institution founded and endowed. 6
fund that supports a charity, research,
etc. —foun·daʹtion·al, adj.
foun·der1 (founʹdәr), v. 1 ﬁll with water
and sink. 2 break down; go lame; stumble. [< OF foundrer, ult. < L fundus
bottom]
found·er2 (founʹdәr), n. person who
founds or establishes something.
found·er3 (founʹdәr), n. person who casts
metals.
found·ling (foundʹling), n. baby or child
found deserted. [ME fundeling; akin to
find]
found·ry (founʹdri), n., pl., –ries. place
where metal is melted and molded.
fount (fount), n. 1 fountain. 2 source.
[< L fons spring]
foun·tain (founʹtәn), n. 1 stream of water
rising into the air. 2 spring of water. 3
place to get a drink. 4 source; origin.
[< OF < LL fontana of a spring < L fons
spring] —founʹtain·less, adj. — founʹtain·like´, adj.
foun·tain·head (founʹtәn hed´), n. 1
source of a stream. 2 original source.
four (fôr; fō), n. 1 a cardinal number,
one more than three. 2 symbol for this
number; 4. —adj. one more than three;
4. [OE fēower]
four-ﬂush·er (fôrʹﬂush´әr; fōrʹ–), n. person who pretends to be more or other
than he or she really is; bluﬀer.
four·fold (fôrʹfōld´; fōrʹ–), adj. 1 four
times as much or as many. 2 having
four parts. —adv. four times as much
or as many.
four-foot·ed (fôrʹfu̇t´id; fōrʹ–), adj. having four feet.
4-H club or Four-H club (fôrʹāchʹ; fōrʹ–),
a club in a nationwide system dedicated
to teaching agricultural skills to young
people.
four-in-hand (fôrʹin hand´; fōrʹ–), n. 1
necktie tied in a slip knot with the ends
left hanging. 2 carriage pulled by four
horses. —adj. 1 tied in a slip knot. 2
pulled by four horses.

four-post·er (fôrʹpōsʹtәr; fōrʹ–), n. bed
with four tall corner posts, originally for
supporting curtains.
four·score (fôrʹskôrʹ; fōrʹskōrʹ), adj., n.
four times twenty; 80.
four·square (adj. fôrʹskwãrʹ, fōrʹ–; n.
fôrʹskwãr´, fōrʹ–), adj. 1 =square. 2
frank; outspoken. 3 not yielding; ﬁrm.
—n. =a square. —fourʹsquareʹly, adv.
—fourʹsquareʹness, n.
four·teen (fôrʹtēnʹ; fōrʹ–), n. 1 a cardinal
number, four more than ten. 2 symbol of
this number; 14. —adj. four more than
ten; 14. —fourʹteenthʹ, adj., n.
fourth (fôrth; fōrth), adj. 1 next after
the third; last in a series of 4. 2 being
one of 4 equal parts. —n. 1 next after
the third; last in a series of 4. 2 one of
4 equal parts. 3 Music. a tone on the
4th degree from a given tone that is
counted as the 1st. b interval between
such tones. c combination of such tones.
—fourthʹly, adv.
fourth dimension, dimension in addition
to length, width, and thickness. Time
can be thought of as a fourth dimension.
—fourth´-di·menʹsion·al, adj.
fourth estate, newspapers or newspaper
workers; journalism or journalists.
Fourth of July, holiday in honor of the
adoption of the Declaration of Independence on July 4, 1776; Independence
Day.
fowl (foul), n., pl. fowls or (esp. collectively) fowl. 1 any bird. 2 any of several
kinds of large birds used for food, such
as the hen, rooster, and turkey. 3 ﬂesh
of a fowl used for food. [OE fugol]
—fowlʹer, n.
fowling piece, a light gun for shooting
wild birds.
fox (foks), n. 1 a wild animal somewhat
like a dog. 2 its fur. 3 Fig. sly, crafty person. —v. 1 trick by being sly and crafty.
2 became discolored; cause to become
discolored. [OE] —foxʹlike´, adj.
fox·ﬁre (foksʹfīr´), n. phosphorescent
light given oﬀ by decaying wood.
fox·glove (foksʹgluv´), n. plant with tall
stalks having many bell-shaped ﬂowers.
fox·hole (foksʹhōl´), n. hole in the ground
for protection against enemy ﬁre.
fox·hound (foksʹhound´), n. hound with
a keen sense of smell, bred and trained
to hunt foxes.
fox·tail (foksʹtāl´), n. 1 tail of a fox. 2
grass with brushlike spikes of ﬂowers.
fox terrier, a small, active dog of a breed
once trained to drive foxes from their
holes.
fox trot, 1 dance with short, quick steps.
2 music for it.
fox-trot (foksʹtrot´), v., –trot·ted, –trotting. dance the fox trot.
fox·y (fokʹsi), adj., fox·i·er, fox·i·est. 1 like
a fox; sly; crafty. 2 discolored; stained.
—foxʹi·ly, adv. —foxʹi·ness, n.
foy·er (foiʹәr; foiʹā), n. 1 an entrance hall
in a theater or hotel furnished with
sofas and chairs where people can relax;
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lobby. 2 an entrance hall. [< F, ult. < L
focus hearth]
fp or FP, 1 foot-pound. 2 freezing point.
fpm or f.p.m., feet per minute.
fps or f.p.s., feet per second.
Fr, francium.
Fr., 1 Father. 2 French. 3 Friday.
fr., 1 fragment. 2 pl. fr., frs. franc. 3
from.
fra·cas (frāʹkәs), n. a noisy quarrel or
ﬁght; disturbance; brawl. [< F < Ital.
fracasso < fracassare smash]
frac·tion (frakʹshәn), n. 1 one or more
of the equal parts of a whole. 2 a very
small part, amount, etc.: fragment. [< LL
fractio < L frangere break] —fracʹtional, adj. —fracʹtion·al·ly, adv.
frac·tious (frakʹshәs), adj. cross; peevish;
unruly. —fracʹtious·ly, adv. —fracʹtiousness, n.
frac·ture (frakʹchәr), v. –tured, –tur·ing,
n. —v. break; crack. —n. 1 a breaking of
a bone or cartilage. 2 a breaking or being
broken. 3 break; crack.[< F < L fractura
< frangere break] —fracʹtur·al, adj.
frag·ile (frajʹәl), adj. easily broken, damaged, or destroyed; delicate; frail. [< L
fragilis; akin to frangere break. Doublet
of frail.] —fragʹile·ly, adv. —fra·gilʹity, fragʹile·ness, n.
frag·ment (fragʹmәnt), n. 1 a broken
piece; part broken oﬀ. 2 an incomplete or disconnected part. 3 part of an
incomplete or unﬁnished work. [< L
fragmentum < frangere break] —fragmenʹtal, adj.
frag·men·tar·y (fragʹmәn ter´i), adj.
made up of fragments; incomplete;
disconnected. —fragʹmen·tar´i·ly, adv.
—fragʹmen·tar´i·ness, n.
frag·men·ta·tion (frag´mәn tāʹshәn), adj.
denoting a bomb, grenade, etc., that scatters pieces of its contents on explosion.
fra·grance (frāʹgrәns), n., pl. –granc·es. a
sweet smell; pleasing odor.
fra·grant (frāʹgrәnt), adj. having a pleasing odor; sweet-smelling. [< L fragrans
smelling, emitting odor] —fraʹgrantly, adv.
frail (frāl), adj. 1 not very strong; weak. 2
easily broken, damaged, or destroyed. 3
liable to yield to temptation. [< OF < L
fragilis. Doublet of fragile.] —frailʹly,
adv. —frailʹness, n.
frail·ty (frālʹti), n., pl. –ties. 1 a being frail.
2 liability to yield to temptation.
frame (frām), n., v., framed, fram·ing.
—n. 1 support over which something
is stretched or built: frame of a house.
2 body. 3 way in which a thing is put
together. 4 border in which a thing is set:
a picture frame. [< v.] —v. 1 put together;
plan; make. 2 put a border around. 3
prearrange falsely; make seem guilty.
[OE framian to proﬁt < fram forth]
—frameʹless, adj. —framʹer, n.
frame of mind, way of thinking or feeling; disposition; mood.
frame-up (frāmʹup´), n. Informal. 1 a
secret and dishonest arrangement made

beforehand. 2 arrangement made to
have a person falsely accused.
frame·work (frāmʹwėrk´), n. 1 support
over which a thing is stretched or built.
2 way in which a thing is put together;
structure.
franc (frangk), n. 1 unit of money in
France, Belgium, and Switzerland. 2
coin worth one franc. [< OF < Francorum Rex king of the Franks, on early
coins]
France (frans; fräns), n. country in W
Europe.
fran·chise (franʹchīz), n. 1 privilege
or right granted by a government: a
franchise to operate buses on the city
streets. 2 right to vote. [< OF, < franc
free; akin to frank] —franʹchised, adj.
—franʹchise·ment, n.
Fran·cis·can (fran sisʹkәn), n. member
of a religious order founded by Saint
Francis in 1209. —adj. of this religious
order.
fran·ci·um (franʹsi әm), n. a rare radioactive element, Fr.
fran·gi·ble (franʹjә bәl), adj. breakable.
[< OF < L frangere break] —fran´gibilʹi·ty, franʹgi·ble·ness, n.
fran·glais or Fran·glais (frän glāʹ), n.,
spoken French that contains many
English words and expressions. [< F
franglais, < français French + anglais
English]
frank (frangk), adj. free in expressing
one’s real thoughts, opinions, and feelings; not afraid to say what one thinks.
—v. send (a letter, package, etc.) without
charge. —n. 1 mark to show that a letter, package, etc., is to be sent without
charge. 2 right to send letters, packages,
etc., without charge. [< OF, free, sincere
(orig., a Frank) < Gmc.] —frankʹable, adj. —frankʹer, n. —frankʹly, adv.
—frankʹness, n.
Frank (frangk), n. member of a group of
German tribes that conquered northern
Gaul in the sixth century a.d.
Frank·en·stein (frangkʹәn stīn), n. 1 a
man in a story, who creates a monster
that he cannot control. b the monster
itself. 2 Fig. thing that causes the ruin
of its creator. [from novel by Mary
Shelley]
Frank·fort (frangkʹfәrt), n. capital of
Kentucky, in the N part.
frank·furt·er (frangkʹfәr tәr), n. a reddish
sausage made of beef and pork. [< G, of
Frankfort]
frank·in·cence (frangkʹin sens), n. a
fragrant resin from certain Asiatic or
African trees. [< OF franc encens pure
incense]
Frank·ish (frangkʹish), adj. of or having
to do with the Franks. —n. the language
of the Franks.
Frank·lin (frangkʹlәn), n. Benjamin,
1706–90, American statesman, author,
and scientist.
fran·tic (franʹtik), adj. very much excited.
[< OF < L < Gk. phrenitikos < phre-

nitis frenzy. Doublet of phrenetic.]
—franʹtic·ly, adv. —franʹtic·ness, n.
frappe (frap), n. 1 =milkshake. 2 =frappé.
[< F]
frap·pé (fra pāʹ), —adj. iced; cooled. —n.
1 fruit juice sweetened and frozen. 2
any frozen and blended or iced food or
drink. [< F, chilled, beaten]
fra·ter·nal (frә tėrʹnәl), adj. brotherly.
[< L fraternus brotherly < frater brother]
—fra·terʹnal·ism, n. —fra·terʹnal·ly,
adv.
fraternal twins, twins coming from two
separately fertilized egg cells.
fra·ter·ni·ty (frә tėrʹnә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
group of men or boys joined together
for fellowship or for some other purpose. 2 group having the same interests,
kind of work, etc.
frat·er·nize (frātʹәr nīz), v., –nized,
–niz·ing. associate in a brotherly way;
be friendly. —frat´er·ni·zaʹtion, n.
—fratʹer·niz´er, n.
frat·ri·cide1 (fratʹrә sīd; frāʹtrә–), n. act
of killing one’s brother or sister. [< L,
< frater brother + cidium a killing]
—frat´ri·cidʹal, adj.
frat·ri·cide2 (fratʹrә sīd; frāʹtrә–), n. person who kills his own brother or sister.
[< L, < frater brother + –cida killer]
Frau (frou), n., pl. Fraus (frouz), Ger.
Frau·en (frouʹәn). German. 1 Mrs. 2
wife.
fraud (frôd), n. 1 deceit; cheating; dishonesty. 2 a dishonest act, statement,
etc.; something done to deceive; trick.
3 Esp. U.S. person who is not what he
pretends to be. [< OF < L fraus cheating]
fraud·u·lent (frôjʹә lәnt); frôdʹyu̇–), adj. 1
deceitful; cheating; dishonest. 2 intended
to deceive. 3 done by fraud. —fraudʹulence, n. —fraudʹu·lent·ly, adv.
fraught (frôt), adj. loaded; ﬁlled. [< MDu.
or MLG vracht freight]
Fräu·lein (froiʹlīn), n., pl. Fräu·leins, Ger.
Fräu·lein. German 1 Miss. 2 an unmarried woman; young lady. 3 fraülein.
unmarried, young German woman.
fray1 (frā), n. a noisy quarrel; ﬁght. [var.
of aﬀray]
fray2 (frā), v. 1 separate into threads;
make or become ragged or worn along
the edge. 2 wear away; rub. [< F frayer
< L fricare rub]
fraz·zle (frazʹәl), v., –zled, –zling, n. Esp.
U.S. —v. 1 tear to shreds; fray; wear out.
2 tire out; weary. —n. frazzled condition.
freak (frēk), n. 1 something very
queer or unusual. 2 unconventional person. 3 Fig. devotee of anything: a movie freak. 4 drug addict.
—adj. very queer or unusual.
freak out, become overly excited. [cf.
OE frīcian dance] —freakʹish, adj.
—freakʹish·ly, adv. —freakʹish·ness, n.
freck·le (frekʹәl), n., v., –led, –ling. —n. a
small, light-brown spot on the skin. —v.
1 cover with freckles. 2 become marked

frenzy
or spotted with freckles. [prob. alter. of
frecken < Scand. freknur, pl.] —freckʹled,
freckʹly, adj.
Fred·er·ic·ton (fredʹrik tәn; fredʹәr ik–),
n. capital of New Brunswick, Canada.
free (frē), adj., fre·er, fre·est, adv., v.,
freed, free·ing. —adj. 1 not under
another’s control; having liberty; able
to do, act, or think as one pleases. 2 not
held back, fastened, or shut up; released;
loose. 3 not hindered: having a free
hand. 4 open to all: a free port. 5 without
cost, tax, or duty. 6 not following rules,
forms, or words exactly; not strict. 7 not
combined with something else: oxygen
exists free in air. —adv. 1 without cost,
payment, or return. 2 freely. —v. 1 relieve
from any kind of burden, bondage, or
slavery; make free. 2 let loose; release. 3
clear: freed of suspicion.
for free, without charge or cost.
free and easy, relaxed; natural.
free from or of, having no;
without.
free with, giving or using freely; generous. [OE frēo, frīo] —freeʹly, adv.
—freeʹness, n.
free·base (frēʹbās´), v., –based, –bas·ing.
remove impurities from (cocaine). —n.
pure cocaine.
free·bie or free·bee (frēʹbē), n. Informal.
something obtained without charge.
free·board (frēʹbôrd´; –bōrd´), n. part of
a ship’s side between the water line and
the deck or gunwale.
free·boot·er (frēʹbüt´әr), n. pirate; buccaneer. [< Du. vrijbuiter < vrij free +
buit booty]
free·born (frēʹbôrn´), adj. born free, not
in slavery.
free city, city forming an independent
state.
freed·man (frēdʹmәn), n., pl. –men. man
freed from slavery.
free·dom (frēʹdәm), n. 1 state or condition of being free. 2 not being under
another’s control; power to do, say, or
think as one pleases; liberty. 3 free use:
guests have freedom of our home. 4
undue familiarity. 5 ease of movement
or action.
freedom ﬁghter, person who actively
opposes or ﬁghts against a repressive
government.
freed·wom·an (frēdʹwu̇m´әn), n., pl.
–wom·en. woman freed from slavery.
free enterprise, right of private business
to organize and operate under open
competition with a minimum of government regulation; private enterprise.
free fall, 1 movement of a body in ﬂight
inﬂuenced only by the force of gravity.
2 period before the parachute opens
during a jump. 3 Fig. any unrestrained
decline: in a ﬁnancial free fall.
free·hand (frēʹhand´), adj. done by hand
without using instruments, measurements, etc.
free·hand·ed (frēʹhanʹdid), adj. 1 generous; liberal. 2 having the hands free.

free·hold (frēʹhōld´), n. 1 piece of land
held for life or with the right to transfer
it to one’s heirs. 2 the holding of land in
this way. —freeʹhold´er, n.
free·lance (frēʹlans´; –läns´), v., –lanced,
–lanc·ing. work as a freelancer. Also,
free-lance.
free·lanc·er (frēʹlan´sәr), n. 1 skilled
worker, esp. an artist, editor, etc., who
is hired by diﬀerent employers to do a
particular job. 2 writer, artist, etc., who
sells work to anyone who will buy it.
Also, free-lancer. —freeʹlance´, freeʹlance´, adj.
free·man (frēʹmәn), n., pl. –men. 1 person who is not not a slave or a serf. 2
person who has civil or political freedom; citizen.
free market, market regulated by the
economic forces of supply and demand
without much government interference
into its operation.
Free·ma·son (frēʹmā´sәn), n. member
of a worldwide secret society; Mason.
—free´ma·sonʹic, adj.
Free·ma·son·ry (frēʹmā´sәn ri), n. 1 principles or doctrines of the society of
Freemasons. 2 freemasonry, natural fellowship.
free press, a press not censored or controlled by the government.
free-spo·ken (frēʹspōʹkәn), adj. speaking
freely; saying what one thinks; frank.
—freeʹ-spoʹken·ly, adv. —freeʹ-spoʹkenness, n.
free-stand·ing or free·stand·ing (frē´stanʹding), adj. able to stand or standing
by itself; independent.
free·stone (frēʹstōn´), n. 1 stone, such as
limestone or sandstone, that can easily
be cut without splitting. 2 fruit having
a stone that is easily separated from the
pulp. —adj. having a fruit stone that is
easily separated from the pulp.
free·style or free-style (frēʹstīl´), adj.
executed in any form or manner: freestyle competition. —n. freestyle contest
or competition, as of ﬁgure skating or
swimming.
free·think·er (frēʹthingkʹәr), n. person who forms his religious opinions independently of authority or
tradition. —freeʹthinkʹing, n., adj.
—free thought.
free trade, trade unrestricted by taxes,
imposts, or diﬀerences of treatment; esp.
international trade free from protective
duties, subject only to tariﬀ for revenue.
—free´tradʹer, n.
free verse, poetry not restricted by the
usual rules about meter, rhyme, etc.
free·way (frēʹwā´), n. a high-speed highway for which no tolls are charged.
free·wheel·ing (frēʹhwē´ling), adj. 1 acting freely, without restraint. 2 coasting.
free·will (frēʹwilʹ), adj. of one’s own
accord; voluntary: a freewill oﬀering.
free will, will free from outside
restraints; voluntary choice; freedom
of decision.
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freeze (frēz), v., froze, fro·zen, freezing, n. —v. 1 turn into ice; harden by
cold. 2 make or become very cold. 3 kill
or injure by frost. 4 cover or become
covered with ice; clog with ice. 5 make
or become stiﬀ and unfriendly. 6 chill
or be chilled with fear, etc. 7 become
motionless. 8 a ﬁx a price at a deﬁnite
amount. b make (funds, bank balances,
etc.) unusable and inaccessible by government decree. —n. 1 a freezing or
being frozen. 2 period during which
there is freezing weather.
freeze out, force out; get rid of; exude.
[OE frēosan]
freeze-dry (frēzʹdrī´), v., –dried, –drying. remove the moisture in foods or
other organic substances by freezing
and then evaporating the ice that has
formed. Something freeze-dried does
not need refrigeration.
freez·er (frēzʹәr), n. 1 machine to freeze
ice cream. 2 a refrigerator cabinet (for
frozen foods, ice cream, etc.) within
which a temperature below the freezing
point is maintained.
freezing point, temperature at which
a liquid freezes. The freezing point of
water is 32 degrees F. or 0 degrees C.
freight (frāt), n. 1 load of goods carried
on a truck, plane, train, etc. 2 the carrying of goods on a truck, plane, train, etc.
3 charge for this. 4 large truck or train for
carrying goods. 5 Fig. load; burden. —v.
1 load with freight. 2 carry as freight. 3
send as freight. 4 load; burden. [< MDu.
or MLG vrecht] —freightʹless, adj.
freight·er (frātʹәr), n. large truck or ship
for carrying freight.
French (french), adj. of or having to do
with France, its people, or their language. —n. 1 people of France. 2 their
language. —Frenchʹman, n.
French Canadian, 1 Canadian whose
ancestors came from France. 2 French,
as spoken in Canada.
French doors, pair of glass doors that are
hinged and open in the middle. Also,
French windows.
french fries (frīz), potatoes cut into thin
strips and fried in deep fat.
french-fry (frenchʹfrī), v., –fried, –frying. fry in deep fat; deep-fry.
French horn, a brass wind instrument
that has a mellow tone.
French·i·fy (frenʹchә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fying. make French or like the French.
French Revolution, revolution in France
from 1789 to 1799, which changed
France from a monarchy to a republic.
french toast, slices of bread dipped in a
mixture of egg and milk and then fried.
fre·net·ic (frә netʹik), adj. frantic; frenzied. [var. of phrenetic] —fre·netʹi·cally, adv.
fren·zy (frenʹzi), n., pl. –zies, v., –zied,
–zy·ing. —n. brief fury; near madness;
very great excitement. —v. make frantic.
[< OF < L phrenesis, ult. < Gk. phren
mind] —frenʹzied, adj.
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frequency

fre·quen·cy (frēʹkwәn si), n., pl. –cies. 1
a frequent occurrence. 2 rate of occurrence. 3 number of complete cycles per
second of an alternating current.
frequency modulation, 1 a deliberate
modulation of the frequency of the
transmitting wave in broadcasting to
align with the changes in sounds or
images being broadcast. 2 a broadcasting system, relatively free of static, using
this method of modulation.
fre·quent (adj. frēʹkwәnt; v. fri kwentʹ),
adj. occurring often, near together, or
every little while. —v. go often to; be
often in. [< L frequens crowded] —frequentʹer, n. —freʹquent·ly, adv.
fre·quen·ta·tive (fri kwenʹtә tiv), adj.
Gram. expressing frequent repetition
of an action.
fres·co (fresʹkō), n., pl. –coes, –cos. 1 act
or art of painting with water colors on
damp, fresh plaster. 2 picture or design
so painted. [< Ital., cool, fresh] —fresʹcoer, n.
fresh (fresh), adj. 1 newly made, arrived,
or obtained: fresh footprints. 2 new;
recent: a fresh start. 3 not salty. 4 not
spoiled; not stale. 5 not artiﬁcially preserved. 6 not wearied; vigorous; lively. 7
looking healthy or young. 8 pure; cool;
refreshing: a fresh breeze. 9 too bold;
impudent. —n. spring, pool, or stream
of fresh water. [OE fersc; but inﬂ. in
form by OF freis, fem. fresche < Gmc.]
—freshʹness, n.
fresh·en (freshʹәn), v. make fresh; become
fresh. —freshʹen·er, n.
fresh·et (freshʹit), n. 1 ﬂood caused by
heavy rains or melted snow. 2 rush of
fresh water ﬂowing into the sea.
fresh·ly (freshʹli), adv. in a a fresh manner.
fresh·man (freshʹmәn), n., pl. –men, adj.
—n. 1 student in the ﬁrst year of high
school or college. 2 beginner. —adj. of
these students.
fresh·wa·ter (freshʹwô´tәr; –wot´әr), adj.
of or living in water that is not salty.
fret1 (fret), v., fret·ted, fret·ting, n. —v. 1
be or make peevish, unhappy, discontented, or worried. 2 eat away; wear;
rub. —n. peevish complaining; worry;
discontented condition. [OE fretan eat]
—fretʹter, n.
fret2 (fret), n., v., fret·ted, fret·ting. —n.
an ornamental pattern made of straight
lines bent or combined at angles. —v.
decorate with fretwork. [< OF frete]
fret3 (fret), n. any of a series of ridges of
wood, ivory, or metal on a guitar, banjo,
etc., to produce diﬀerent tones on the
strings. —fretʹted, adj.
fret·ful (fretʹfәl), adj. apt to fret; peevish.
—fretʹful·ly, adv. —fretʹful·ness, n.
fret·work (fretʹwėrk´), n. 1 ornamental
openwork or carving. 2 anything patterned like fretwork.
Fri., Friday.
fri·a·ble (frīʹә bәl), adj. easily crumbled.
[< L, < friare crumble] —fri´a·bilʹi·ty,
friʹa·ble·ness, n.

fri·ar (frīʹәr), n. member of certain religious orders of the Roman Catholic
Church. [< OF < L frater brother]
fri·ar·y (frīʹәr i), n., pl. –ar·ies. 1 a building or buildings where friars live; monastery. 2 brotherhood of friars.
fric·as·see (frik´ә sēʹ), n., v., –seed, –seeing. —n. meat cut up, stewed, and served
in a sauce made with its own gravy. —v.
prepare (meat) in this way. [< F, < fricasser mince and cook in sauce]
fric·a·tive (frikʹә tiv), —adj. pronounced
by forcing the breath through a narrow opening formed by placing the
tongue or lips near or against the palate, teeth, etc.; spirant. F, v, s, and z are
fricative consonants. —n. a fricative
consonant.
fric·tion (frikʹshәn), n. 1 a rubbing of one
object against another; rubbing. 2 resistance to motion of surfaces that touch.
3 conﬂict of diﬀering ideas, opinions,
etc.; disagreement. [< L, < fricare rub]
—fricʹtion·al, adj. —fricʹtion·al·ly, adv.
—fricʹtion·less, adj.
Fri·day (frīʹdi; –dā), n. 1 the sixth day of
the week, following Thursday. 2 servant
of Robinson Crusoe. 3 any faithful servant or devoted follower. [OE Frīgedaeg
Frigg’s day]
fridge (frij), n. refrigerator.
fried (frīd), adj. cooked in hot fat. —v. pt.
and pp. of fry1.
friend (frend), n. 1 person who knows
and likes another. 2 person who favors
and supports. 3 person who belongs
to the same side or group. 4 Friend,
member of the Society of Friends, a
religious group opposed to war and
to taking oaths; Quaker.
be friends with, be a friend of;
like.
make friends with, become a friend of;
come to like. [OE frēond] —friendʹed,
adj. —friendʹless, adj. —friendʹlessness, n.
friend at court, person who can help one
with others; inﬂuential friend.
friend·ly (frendʹli), adj., –li·er, –li·est,
adv. —adj. 1 of a friend; having the
attitude of a friend. 2 like a friend; like
a friend’s. 3 on good terms; not hostile.
4 wanting to be a friend: a friendly dog.
5 favoring and supporting; favorable.
—adv. in a friendly manner; as a friend.
—friendʹli·ly, adv. —friendʹli·ness, n.
friend·ship (frendʹship), n. 1 state of
being friends. 2 the liking between
friends. 3 friendly feeling or behavior.
fri·er (frīʹәr), n. 1 appliance for frying: an
electric frier. 2 small chicken, or other
fowl, suitable for frying. Also, fryer.
fries (frīz), n. =french fries.
frieze (frēz), n. 1 a horizontal band of
decoration around a room, building,
mantel, etc. 2 a horizontal band, often
ornamented with sculpture, between the
cornice and architrave of a building.
[< F frise]

frig·ate (frigʹit), n. a three-masted, sailing warship of medium size. [< F < Ital.
fregata]
frigate bird, a strong-ﬂying, tropical sea
bird that steals other birds’ food.
fright (frīt), n. 1 sudden fear; sudden
terror. 2 Informal. person or thing that
is ugly, shocking, or ridiculous. [OE
fryhto]
fright·en (frītʹәn), v. 1 ﬁll with fright;
make afraid; scare. 2 drive (away, oﬀ,
etc.) by scaring. —frightʹen·er, n.
—frightʹen·ing·ly, adv.
fright·ful (frītʹfәl), adj. 1 that should cause
fright; dreadful; terrible. 2 ugly; shocking. 3 Informal. disagreeable; unpleasant.
4 Informal. very great. —frightʹful·ly,
adv. —frightʹful·ness, n.
frig·id (frijʹid), adj. 1 very cold: a frigid
climate. 2 cold in feeling or manner;
stiﬀ; chilling: a frigid greeting. [< L, ult.
< frigus cold] —fri·gidʹity, frigʹid·ness,
n. —frigʹid·ly, adv.
Frigid Zone, region within the Arctic or
the Antarctic Circle.
fri·jol (frēʹhōl), fri·jole (frēʹhōl; frē hōʹlē),
n., pl. fri·joles (frēʹhōlz; frē hōʹlēz; Sp.
frē hōʹlās). kind of bean much used for
food in Mexico and SW United States.
[< Sp.]
frill (fril), n. 1 a ruﬄe. 2 thing added
merely for show; useless ornament;
aﬀectation of dress, manner, speech, etc.
3 fringe of feathers, hair, etc., around
the neck of a bird or animal. —v. decorate with a ruﬄe; adorn with ruﬄes.
—frillʹer, n. —frillʹy, adj.
fringe (frinj), n., v., fringed, fring·ing.
—n. 1 border or trimming made of
threads, cords, etc., either loose or tied
together in small bunches. 2 anything
like this; border: a fringe of hair hung
over her forehead. —v. 1 make a fringe
for. 2 be a fringe for: bushes fringed the
road. [< OF < L ﬁmbria] —fringeʹless,
adj. —fringeʹlike´, adj. —fringʹy, adj.
fringe beneﬁt, compensation other than
wages, as insurance, pensions, etc., or
privileges, received by an employee of
a company.
frip·per·y (fripʹәr i), n., pl., –per·ies.
cheap, showy clothes; gaudy ornaments.
[< F friperie, ult. < frepe rag]
Fris., Frisian.
Fris·bee (frizʹbē), n. trademark for a saucer-shaped disk, usually made of plastic,
that skims through the air when thrown.
2 frisbee, any similar disk. [< Frisby,
the name of a bakery whose pie plates
inspired the disc]
Fris·co (frisʹkō), n. Informal. San Francisco.
Fri·sian (frizhʹәn), adj. of or having to do
with Friesland (in the northern Netherlands), its people, or their language.
—n. 1 native or inhabitant of Friesland
or certain nearby islands. 2 language
spoken in Friesland and certain nearby
islands, a W Germanic dialect.

fruitless
frisk (frisk), v. 1 run and jump about
playfully; skip and dance joyously; frolic.
2 search (a person) for concealed weapons, stolen goods, etc., by running a
hand quickly over his or her clothes.
[orig. adj., < F frisque] —friskʹer, n.
frisk·y (frisʹki), adj., frisk·i·er, frisk·i·est.
playful; lively. —friskʹi·ly, adv. —friskʹiness, n.
frit·ter1 (fritʹәr), v. waste little by little.
[< fritters small pieces, ? alter. of ﬁtters]
—fritʹter·er, n.
frit·ter2 (fritʹәr), n. a small cake of batter, sometimes containing fruit or other
food, fried in fat. [< F friture, ult. < L
frigere fry]
fritz (frits), n. Informal. on the fritz, not
working properly; broken down.
fri·vol·i·ty (fri volʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
a being frivolous. 2 a frivolous act or
thing.
friv·o·lous (frivʹә lәs), adj. 1 lacking in
seriousness or sense; silly. 2 of little
worth or importance; trivial. [< L frivolus] —frivʹo·lous·ly, adv. —frivʹo·lousness, n.
friz, frizz (friz), v., frizzed, friz·zing, n.,
pl. friz·zes, —v. 1 form into small, crisp
curls; curl. 2 form into little tufts: cloth
with a frizzed nap. —n. hair arranged in
close, untidy curls. [appar. < F friser]
friz·zle (frizʹәl), v., –zled, –zling. form
into small, crisp curls; curl. [? akin to OE
frīs curly] —frizʹzler, n.
friz·zly (frizʹli), adj. full of small, crisp
curls; curly.
friz·zy (frizʹi), adj. =frizzly. —frizʹzi·ly,
adv. —frizʹzi·ness, n.
fro (frō), adv. from; back.
to and fro, ﬁrst one way and then back
again; back and forth. [< Scand. frā; akin
to from]
frock (frok), n. gown; dress. —v. clothe in
a frock. [< OF froc] —frockʹless, adj.
frog1 (frog; frôg), n., v., frogged, frogging. —n. 1 a small, leaping animal with
webbed feet, that lives in or near water.
2 animal like this. 3 horny substance in
the middle of the bottom of a foot of a
horse, donkey, etc. —v. hunt frogs. [OE
frogga] —frogʹlike´, adj.
frog2 (frog; frôg), n. an ornamental fastening for a coat or dress. [? < Pg. froco
< L ﬂoccus ﬂock2]
frog·man (frogʹman), n., pl. –men. person trained and equipped for underwater operations of various kinds.
frol·ic (frolʹik), n., v., –icked, –ick·ing,
adj. —n. 1 a gay prank; fun. 2 a merry
game or party. [< v. or adj.] —v. play;
have fun; make merry. [< adj.] —adj. full
of fun; merry. [< Du. vrolijk < MDu. vro
glad] —frolʹick·er, n.
frol·ic·some (frolʹik sәm), adj. full of fun;
merry; playful. —frolʹic·some·ly, adv.
—frolʹic·some·ness, n.
from (from; frum; unstressed frәm), prep.
1 out of: a train from New York. 2 out
of the possession of: take the book from
her. 3 beginning with: from that time

forward. 4 caused by: act from a sense of
duty. 5 as being unlike: tell one tree from
another. [OE from]
frond (frond), n. 1 a divided leaf of a fern,
palm, etc. 2 a leaﬂike part of a seaweed,
lichen, etc. [< L frons leaf] —frondʹed,
adj.
front (frunt), n. 1 the ﬁrst part. 2 part that
faces forward. 3 part that faces a street
or road: the front of a house. 4 thing
fastened or worn on the front. 5 place
where ﬁghting is going on; line of battle.
6 land facing a street, river, etc. 7 an outward appearance of wealth, importance,
etc. 8 person or thing that serves as a
cover for illicit or illegal activities. 9 the
dividing surface between two dissimilar
air masses. —adj. of, on, in, or at the
front. —v. 1 have the front toward; face.
2 meet face to face; oppose.
in front of, in a place or position
before.
up front, a in advance. b Fig. straightforward; open. [< L frons, lit., forehead]
front·age (frunʹtij), n. 1 front of a building or of a lot. 2 length of this front. 3
land facing a street, river, etc.
fron·tal (frunʹtәl), adj. 1 of, on, in, or at
the front. 2 of the forehead. —n. bone of
the forehead. —fronʹtal·ly, adv.
fron·tier (frun tirʹ; frunʹtir; fronʹtir), n. 1
U.S. the farthest part of a settled country, where the wilds begin. 2 an uncertain or undeveloped region: the frontiers
of science. —adj. of or on the frontier.
[< OF < front front]
fron·tiers·man (frun tirzʹmәn), n., pl.
–men. person who lives on the frontier.
fron·tis·piece (frunʹtis pēs; fronʹ–), n. 1 a
front part. 2 picture facing the title page
of a book. [< F < LL frontispicium, lit.,
looking at the forehead < L frons forehead + specere look]
front-page (fruntʹpājʹ), adj. suitable for the
front page of a newspaper; important.
frost (frost; frost) n. 1 freezing condition with temperature below the point
at which water freezes. 2 ice crystals
formed when water vapor in the air
condenses at a temperature below freezing. 3 coldness of manner or feeling.
—v. 1 cover with frost. 2 cover with
anything that suggests frost. 3 kill or
injure by frost. [OE] —frostʹless, adj.
—frostʹlike´, adj.
frost·bite (frôstʹbīt´; frostʹ–), n., v., –bit,
–bit·ten, –bit·ing. —v. injury to the
body caused by severe cold. —v. injure
by severe cold. —frostʹbit·ten, adj.
frost·ing (frôsʹting; frosʹ-), n. mixture
of sugar, eggs, water, etc., for covering
a cake.
frost·y (frôsʹti; frosʹ–), adj., frost·i·er,
frost·i·est. 1 cold enough for frost. 2
covered with frost. 3 cold in manner
or feeling; unfriendly. —frostʹi·ly, adv.
—frostʹi·ness, n. —frostʹless, adj.
froth (frôth; froth), n. 1 foam. 2 trivial
talk, etc. —v. 1 give out froth; foam. 2
cover with foam. 3 cause to foam. [ME
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frothe; ? < Scand. frotha; but cf. OE
āfrēothan, v.] —frothʹer, n.
froth·y (frôthʹi; frothʹi), adj. froth·i·er,
froth·i·est. 1 foamy. 2 triﬂing; unimportant. —frothʹi·ly, adv. —frothʹi·ness, n.
fro·ward (frōʹwәrd; frōʹәrd), adj. not easily managed; willful; contrary. [< fro +
–ward] —froʹward·ly, adv. —forʹwardness, n.
frown (froun), n. 1 a drawing together
of the brows, usually in deep thought
or in strong feeling. 2 any expression or
show of disapproval. —v. 1 wrinkle the
forehead in annoyance or disapproval. 2
look displeased or angry. [< OF froignier
< Celtic] —frownʹer, n. —frownʹingly, adv.
frowz·y (frouzʹi), adj., frowz·i·er, frowzi·est. slovenly; untidy. —frowzʹi·ly, adv.
—frowzʹi·ness, n.
froze (frōz), v. pt. of freeze.
fro·zen (frōʹzәn), adj. 1 turned into ice;
hardened by cold. 2 very cold 3 killed
or injured by frost. 4 covered or clogged
with ice. 5 cold and unfeeling. 6 too
frightened to move. 7 made impossible
to sell or exchange: frozen assets. —v. pp.
of freeze. —froʹzen·ly, adv. —froʹzenness, n.
fruc·ti·fy (frukʹtә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing.
1 bear fruit. 2 make fruitful; fertilize.
[< F < L, < fructus fruit + facere make]
—fruc´ti·ﬁ·caʹtion. n.
fruc·tose (frukʹtōs), n. fruit sugar,
C6H12O6, a carbohydrate found in all
sweet fruits and in honey.
fru·gal (früʹgәl), adj. 1 avoiding waste;
saving: a frugal housekeeper. 2 costing
little; barely suﬃcient: a frugal meal.
[< L, < frugi economical] —fru·galʹi·ty,
fruʹgal·ness, n. —fruʹgal·ly, adv.
fruit (früt), n. 1 product of a tree, bush,
shrub, or vine that is good to eat. 2 part
of a plant that contains the seeds. A fruit
is the ripened ovary of a ﬂower and the
tissues connected with it. 3 the useful
product of plants: the fruits of the earth.
4 product; result. —v. have or produce
fruit. [< OF < L fructus] —fruitʹlike´,
adj.
fruit·cake (frütʹkāk´), n., or fruit cake.
heavy, rich cake made with candied
fruits, nuts, spices, and often, brandy.
fruit·er·er (frütʹәr әr), n. dealer in fruit.
fruit ﬂy, a small ﬂy whose larvae feed on
decaying fruits and vegetables.
fruit·ful (frütʹfәl), adj. 1 producing much
fruit. 2 producing much of anything. 3
having good results; bringing beneﬁt
or proﬁt. —fruitʹful·ly, adv. —fruitʹfulness, n.
fru·i·tion (frü ishʹәn), n. 1 condition of
having results; fulﬁllment; attainment.
2 pleasure that comes from possession
or use. 3 condition of producing fruit.
[< LL, < frui enjoy]
fruit·less (frütʹlis), adj. 1 having no
results; useless; unsuccessful. 2 producing no fruit; barren. —fruitʹless·ly, adv.
—fruitʹless·ness, n.
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fruit sugar

fruit sugar, =fructose.
fruit·y (frütʹi), adj., fruit·i·er, fruit·i·est.
tasting or smelling like fruit. —fruitʹiness, n.
frump (frump), n. woman who is frumpish.
frump·ish (frumpʹish), adj. shabby and
out of style in dress.
frump·y (frumpʹi), adj., frump·i·er,
frump·i·est. =frumpish. —frumpʹi·ly,
adv. —frumpʹi·ness, n.
frus·trate (frusʹtrāt), v., –trat·ed, –trating. 1 bring to nothing; make useless or
worthless; foil; defeat. 2 thwart; baﬄe.
[< L, < frustra in vain] —frusʹtrat·er, n.
—frus·traʹtion, n. —frusʹtra·tive, adj.
fry1 (frī), v., fried, fry·ing, n., pl. fries. —v.
cook in hot fat. —n. fried food; dish of
fried meat, ﬁsh, etc. [< F < L frigere]
fry2 (frī), n., pl. fry. a young ﬁsh. [cf.
Scand. frjō seed]
fry·er (frīʹәr), n. 1 =frier (def. 1). 2 fowl
(chicken, duck, etc.) intended for frying.
fry·ing (frīʹing), pan, ﬂat pan with a handle
and made of iron, stainless steel, or other
metals, used for frying food.
out of the frying pan (and) into the
ﬁre, from one bad situation to another,
possibly worse.
ft., 1 foot; feet. 2 fort.
fuch·sia (füʹshә), n. shrub with handsome
pink, red, or purple ﬂowers that droop
from the stems. [< NL; named for L.
Fuchs, botanist]
fudge (fuj), n., interj., v., fudged, fudging. —n. 1 a soft candy made of sugar,
milk, butter, etc. 2 nonsense. —interj. nonsense! bosh! —v. 1 do or make in a perfunctory way. 2 talk nonsense. 3 fake.
fu·el (fūʹәl), n., v., –eled, –el·ing. —n. 1
thing that can be burned to make a ﬁre.
Coal and oil are fuels. 2 thing that keeps
up or increases a feeling. —v. 1 supply
with fuel. 2 get fuel. [< OF feuaile, ult.
< L focus hearth] —fuʹel·er, n.
fuel cell, device which produces electricity from a chemical reaction between
oxygen and a gaseous fuel such as
hydrogen.
fuel injection, the spraying of gasoline
or other fuel directly into the combustion chamber of an internal-combustion
engine.
fuel rod, long rod of nuclear fuel, used in
a nuclear reactor.
fu·gi·tive (fūʹjә tiv), n. person who is
ﬂeeing or who has ﬂed. —adj. 1 ﬂeeing;
having ﬂed; runaway. 2 lasting only a
very short time; passing swiftly. [< F < L,
< fugere ﬂee] —fuʹgi·tive·ly, adv. —fuʹgitive·ness, n.
fugue (fūg), n. composition based on one
or more short themes in which diﬀerent
voices or instruments repeat the same
melody with slight variations. [< F < Ital.
< L fuga ﬂight] —fugueʹlike´, adj.
–ful, suﬃx. 1 full of, as in cheerful. 2
having; characterized by, as in careful,

thoughtful. 3 having a tendency to, as in
harmful, mournful. 4 enough to ﬁll, as in
cupful, handful. 5 other meanings, as in
manful, useful. [see full, adj.]
ful·crum (fulʹkrәm), n., pl. –crums, –cra
(–krә). support on which a lever turns
or is supported. [< L, bedpost, < fulcire
to support]
ful·ﬁll, ful·ﬁl (fu̇l ﬁlʹ), v., –ﬁlled, –ﬁlling. 1 carry out (a promise, etc.); cause
to happen or take place. 2 do or perform (a duty); obey. 3 satisfy (a requirement, etc.); serve (a purpose). 4 ﬁnish;
complete [OE fullfyllan] —ful·ﬁllʹer, n.
—ful·ﬁllʹment, ful·ﬁlʹment, n.
full (fu̇l), n. the greatest size, amount,
extent, volume, etc. —v. make or become
full. —adj. 1 able to hold no more; ﬁlled:
a full cup. 2 complete; entire: a full supply. 3 more than enough to satisfy; well
supplied. 4 plump; round. 5 strong and
distinct: a full voice. 6 made with wide
folds or much cloth. —adv. 1 completely;
entirely. 2 straight; directly: the blow
hit him full in the face.
full of,a ﬁlled with.b completely absorbed
with: full of his new job.
in full, a to or for the complete amount.
b written or said with all the words.
[OE] —fullʹness, n. —fulʹly, adv.
full·back (fu̇lʹbak´), n. player whose position is farthest behind the front line.
full blast, Informal. in full operation; at
highest speed and full capacity.
full-blood·ed (fu̇lʹbludʹid), adj. 1 of pure
race, breed, etc. 2 vigorous; hearty.
full-blown (fu̇lʹblōnʹ), adj. 1 in full bloom.
2 Fig. fully developed: full-blown ﬂu.
full dress, formal clothes worn in the evening or on important occasions.
full-dress (fu̇lʹdressʹ), adj. 1 pertaining to
full dress: a full-dress dinner. 2 complete;
formal: a full-dress conference.
full-grown (fu̇lʹgrōnʹ), adj. mature.
full moon, the moon seen as a whole
circle.
full·ness (fúlʹnis), n. quality or condition
of being full.
full-time (fu̇lʹtōm´), adj., adv. for the
amount of time usually spent at work:
full-time work; start full-time next week.
—fullʹ-tim´er, n.
ful·mi·nate (fulʹmә nāt), v., –nat·ed, –nating. 1 thunder forth in speech or writing;
denounce violently. 2 explode violently.
[< L, < fulmen lightning] —ful´mi·naʹtion, n. —fulʹmi·na´tor, n.
ful·ness (fu̇lʹnis), n. =fullness.
ful·some (fu̇lʹsәm; fulʹ-), adj. so much
as to be disgusting; oﬀensive. [< full
+ –some1; inﬂ. in meaning by foul]
—fulʹsome·ly, adv. —fulʹsome·ness, n.
fum·ble (fumʹbәl), v., –bled, –bling, n.
—v. 1 grope or handle awkwardly. 2
fail to hold (a ball). —n. 1 an awkward
groping or handling. 2 failure to hold
a ball. [cf. LG fummeln] —fumʹbler,
n. —fumʹbling, adj., n. —fumʹblingly, adv.

fume (fūm), v., fumed, fum·ing, n. —v.
1 give oﬀ fumes. 2 make angry complaints; show anger or irritation. —n.
Often, fumes. vapor, gas, or smoke, esp.
if harmful, strong, or odorous. [< OF
< L fumus smoke] —fumeʹless, adj.
—fumʹer, n. —fumʹing·ly, adv.
fu·mi·gate (fūʹmә gāt), v., –gat·ed, –gating. disinfect with fumes; expose to
fumes. [< L fumigatus < fumus fume]
—fu´mi·gaʹtion, n. —fuʹmi·ga´tor, n.
fun (fun), n., adj. —n. playfulness; merry
play; amusement; joking. —adj. Informal. amusing: a fun time.
for or in fun, playfully; as a joke.
make fun of or poke fun at, laugh
at; ridicule. [? orig. v., var. of obs. fon
befool]
func·tion (fungkʹshәn), n. 1 proper work;
normal action or use; purpose. 2 a formal public or social gathering for some
purpose. 3 quantity whose value depends
on, or varies with, the value given to one
or more related quantities. —v. work; be
used; act. [< L functio < fungi perform]
—funcʹtion·less, adj.
func·tion·al (fungkʹshәn әl), adj. 1 having to do with a function or functions.
2 having a function; working; acting.
—funcʹtion·al·ly, adv.
functional illiteracy, unable to read or
write above a basic level. —functional
illiterate.
func·tion·ar·y (fungkʹshәn er´i), n., pl.
–aries. person charged with a function
or oﬃce.
function word, word whose function
in a sentence is mainly to express relationships between other elements or to
express grammatical meanings.
fund (fund), n. 1 sum of money set aside for
a special purpose. 2 stock or store ready
for use; supply: a fund of information.
—v. 1 set aside a sum of money. 2 change
(a debt) from short to long term.
funds, a money ready to use. b money.
[< L fundus bottom, piece of land]
fun·da·men·tal (fun´dә menʹtәl), adj. of
or forming a foundation or basis; essential. —n. 1 principle, rule, law, etc., that
forms a foundation or basis. [< NL,
< L fundamentum foundation, ult.
< fundus bottom] —fun´da·men·talʹity, n. —fun´da·menʹtal·ly, adv.
fun· da· men· tal· ism
(fun´ dә menʹtәl iz әm), n. 1 the belief that the words
of the Bible were inspired by God and
should be believed and followed literally. 2 movement in certain Protestant churches upholding this belief.
—fun´da·menʹtal·ist, n., adj.
fu·ner·al (fūʹnәr әl; fūnʹrәl), n. 1 ceremonies performed when a dead person’s
body is buried or burned. 2 procession
taking a dead person’s body to the place
where it is buried or burned. —adj. of or
suitable for a funeral. [< LL funeralis < L
funus funeral, death]
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fu·ne·re·al (fū nirʹi әl), adj. 1 of or suitable for a funeral. 2 gloomy; dismal.
—fu·neʹre·al·ly, adv.
fun·gi·cide (funʹjә sīd), n. any substance
that destroys fungi. [< L fungus + –cida
killer] —fun´gi·cidʹal, adj.
fun·gous (fungʹgәs), adj. 1 of a fungus or
fungi; like a fungus; spongy. 2 caused
by a fungus.
fun·gus (fungʹgәs), n., pl. fun·gi (funʹjī),
fun·gus·es, adj. —n. 1 plant without
ﬂowers, leaves, or green coloring water.
Mushrooms are fungi. 2 something that
grows or springs up rapidly like a mushroom. 3 a diseased, spongy growth on
the skin. —adj. =fungous. [< L; prob.
akin to Gk. sphongos sponge] —funʹguslike´, adj.
funk1 (fungk), —n. 1 fear; panic. 2 feeling
of depression; bad mood. —v. shrink
from; shirk.
funk2 (fungk), n. type of blues, inﬂuenced
by gospel and African rhythms.
funk·y (fungʹki), adj. 1 of or like the
blues; sad; earthy. 2 fearful; panicky. 3
hip; cool.
fun·nel (funʹәl), n., v., –neled, –nel·ing.
—n. 1 a small, tapering tube with a wide,
cone-shaped mouth. 2 anything shaped
like a funnel. 3 a round, metal chimney;
smokestack. —v. 1 pass or feed through
a funnel. 2 converge. [< OF < LL < L,
< in– in + fundere pour] —funʹnellike´, adj.
fun·ny (funʹi), adj., –ni·er, –ni·est, n., pl.
–nies. —adj. 1 causing laughter; amusing. 2 strange; queer; odd. —n. funnies,
a comic strips. b section of a newspaper devoted to them. —funʹni·ly, adv.
—funʹni·ness, n.
funny bone, part of the elbow over which
a nerve passes.
fur (fėr), n, v., furred, fur·ring. —n. 1 the
soft hair covering the skin of certain
animals. 2 skin with such hair on it. 3
Usually, furs. garment made of fur. 4 a
coating of foul or waste matter like fur.
[< v.] —v. 1 make, cover, trim, or line
with fur. 2 coat with foul or waste matter like fur.
furs, a coat, wrap, etc., made of fur. b
animal skins with fur on them.
make the fur ﬂy, cause trouble or a
quarrel or ﬁght. [< OF forrer line, encase
< forre sheath < Gmc.] —furʹless, adj.
fur., 1 furlong. 2 furnished.
fur·be·low (fėrʹbә lō), n. bit of elaborate
trimming. —v. trim in an elaborate way.
[alter. of falbala < Rom.]
fur·bish (fėrʹbish), v. 1 brighten by rubbing or scouring; polish. 2 restore to
good condition; make usable again.
[< OF forbir polish < Gmc.] —furʹbisher, n.
Fu·ries (fyu̇rʹiz), n. pl. Gk. and Roman
Myth. the three spirits of revenge.
fu·ri·ous (fyu̇rʹi әs), adj. 1 intensely violent; raging. 2 full of wild, ﬁerce anger. 3
of unrestrained energy, speed, etc.: furi-

ous activity. [< L, < furia fury] —fuʹrious·ly, adv. —fuʹri·ous·ness, n.
furl (fėrl), v. roll up; fold up: furl a ﬂag.
—n. roll or coil of something furled. [< F
ferler < AF ferlier < fer ﬁrm (< L ﬁrmus)
+ lier bind < L ligare] —furlʹer, n.
fur·long (fėrʹlông; –long), n. measure of
distance equal to one eighth of a mile.
[OE furlang < furh furrow + lang long]
fur·lough (fėrʹlō), n. leave of absence, esp.
for a soldier. —v. give leave of absence to.
[< Du. verlof]
fur·nace (fėrʹnis), n. 1 an enclosed structure to make a very hot ﬁre in, used to
heat buildings. 2 a very hot place. [< OF
< L fornax < fornus oven] —furʹnacelike´, adj.
fur·nish (fėr nish), v. 1 supply; provide.
The sun furnishes heat. 2 supply (a
room, house, etc.) with furniture, equipment, etc. [< OF furnir accomplish
< Gmc.] —furʹnish·er, n.
fur·nish·ings (fėrʹnish ingz), n. pl. 1 furniture or equipment for a room, house,
etc. 2 accessories of dress; articles of
clothing.
fur·ni·ture fėrʹnә chәr), n. 1 movable
articles needed in a room, house, etc. 2
articles needed; equipment. [< F fourniture. See furnish.]
fu·ror (fyu̇rʹôr), n. 1 outburst of wild
enthusiasm or excitement. 2 craze;
mania. 3 madness; frenzy. [< F fureur
< L, < furere rage]
furred (fėrd), adj. 1 having fur. 2 made,
covered, trimmed, or lined with fur.
fur·ri·er (fėrʹi әr), n. person whose work
is preparing furs or making and repairing fur coats, etc.
fur·ring (fėrʹing), n. 1 act of covering,
trimming, or lining with fur. 2 the fur
used. 3 thin strips of wood nailed to
beams, walls, etc.
fur·row (fėrʹō), n. 1 a long, narrow groove
or track cut in the ground by a plow.
2 any long, narrow groove or track. 3
wrinkle. —v. 1 plow. 2 make furrows
in. 3 wrinkle. [OE furh] —furʹrow·er,
n. —furʹrow·less, adj. —furʹrow·like´,
adj., —furʹrow·y, adj.
fur·ry (fėrʹi), adj., –ri·er, –ri·est. 1 of fur.
2 covered with fur. 3 looking or feeling
like fur. —furʹri·ness, n.
fur·ther (fėrʹthәr), compar. adj. and adv.,
superl. fur·thest (fėrʹthist), v. —adj. 1
farther; more distant: on the further side.
2 more: have you any further need of me?
—adv. 1 at or to a greater distance: seek
no further for happiness. 2 to a greater
extent: inquire further into the matter.
3 also; besides: say further. —v. help
forward; promote. [OE furthra, adj., furthor, adv., < forth forth] —furʹther·er, n.
fur·ther·ance (fėrʹthәr әns), n. act of furthering; helping forward; promotion.
fur·ther·more (fėrʹthәr môr; –mōr), adv.
moreover; also; besides.
fur·ther·most (fėrʹthәr mōst), adj. furthest.

fur·tive (fėrʹtiv), adj. 1 done stealthily;
secret: a furtive glance. 2 sly; stealthy;
shifty: a furtive manner. [< L, < fur thief]
—furʹtive·ly, adv. —furʹtive·ness, n.
fu·ry (fyu̇rʹi), n., pl. –ries. 1 wild, ﬁerce
anger; rage. 2 violence; ﬁerceness.
like fury, violently; very rapidly. [< L
furia]
furze (fėrz), n. a low, prickly, evergreen
shrub with yellow ﬂowers, common on
waste lands in Europe; gorse. [OE fyrs]
—furzʹy, adj.
fuse1 (fūz), n. 1 part of a circuit that melts
and breaks the connection when the
current becomes dangerously strong. 2
=a fuze (def. 1). [< Ital. < L fusus spindle]
—fuseʹless, adj. —fuseʹlike´, adj.
fuse2 (fūz), v., fused, fus·ing. 1 melt; melt
together. Copper and zinc are fused to
make brass. 2 blend; unite. [< L fusus
poured, melted]
fu·se·lage (fūʹzә läzh; –lij; –sә–), n. framework of the body of an airplane that
holds passengers, cargo, etc. [< F, < fuselé
spindle-shaped. See fuse1.]
fu·si·ble (fūʹzә bәl), adj. that can be fused
or melted. —fu´si·bilʹi·ty, fuʹsi·ble·ness,
n. —fuʹsi·bly, adv.
fu·sil·ier, fu·sil·eer (fū´zә lirʹ), n. formerly, a soldier armed with a light ﬂintlock musket. [< F, < fusil musket]
fu·sil·lade (fū´zә lādʹ), n., v., –lad·ed,
–lad·ing. —n. 1 discharge of many
ﬁrearms. 2 something that resembles a
fusillade: a fusillade of questions. —v.
attack or shoot down by a fusillade. [< F,
< fusiller shoot < fusil musket]
fu·sion (fūʹzhәn), n. 1 a melting; melting
together; fusing. 2 a blending; union. 3
a fused mass. 4 the combining of two
nuclei to create a nucleus of greater
mass. 5 blend of jazz and other popular
musical styles.
fu·sion·ist (fūʹzhәn ist), n. person taking
part in a union of political parties or
factions. —fuʹsion·ism, n.
fuss (fus), n. much bother about small
matters; useless talk and worry. —v. 1
make a fuss. 2 make nervous or worried;
bother. —fussʹer, n.
fuss·y (fusʹi), adj., fuss·i·er, fuss·i·est. 1
inclined to fuss; hard to please; very
particular. 2 much trimmed; elaborately
made. 3 full of details; requiring much
care. —fussʹi·ly, adv. —fussʹi·ness, n.
fust·y (fusʹti), adj., fust·i·er, fust·i·est.
1 having a stale smell; musty; moldy;
stuﬀ y. 2 old-fashioned; out-of-date.
[< fust, n., < OF wine cask, < L fustis
cudgel] —fustʹi·ly, adv. —fustʹi·ness, n.
fu·tile (fūʹtәl), adj. 1 not successful; useless. 2 not important; triﬂing. [< L futilis pouring easily, worthless < fundere
pour] —fuʹtile·ly, adv. —fu·tilʹi·ty, fuʹtile·ness, n.
fu·ton (füʹton), n. 1 padded Japanese
ﬂoor mattress. 2 such a mattress, folded
on a frame and used as a couch or a bed,
when unfolded. [< Jap.]
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fu·ture (fūʹchәr), n. 1 time to come; what
is to come; what will be. 2 chance of
success or prosperity. 3 a future tense or
verb form. —adj. 1 that is to come; that
will be; coming. 2 expressing or indicating time to come. Shall go or will go is
the future tense of go.
futures, things, esp. stocks and commodities, bought or sold to be received or delivered at a future date
and at a certain price. [< L futurus,

future participle of esse be] —fuʹtureless, adj.
fu·tu·ri·ty (fū tu̇rʹә ti; –tyu̇rʹ–), n., pl.
–ties. 1 future. 2 a future state or event.
3 quality of being future.
fuze (fūz), n. 1 a slow-burning wick or
other device to detonate a shell, bomb,
etc. 2 =fuse1.
fuzz (fuz), n. loose, light ﬁbers or hairs;
down. —v. make or become fuzzy. [cf.
Du. voos spongy]

fuzz·y (fuzʹi), adj., fuzz·i·er, fuzz·i·est.
1 of or like fuzz. 2 covered with fuzz.
3 blurred; indistinct. —fuzzʹi·ly, adv.
—fuzzʹi·ness, n.
fwd., forward.
–fy, suﬃx. 1 make; cause to be; change
into, as in simplify, intensify. 2 become,
as in solidify. 3 other meanings, as in
modify, qualify. [< F –ﬁer < L –ﬁcare
< facere do, make]
FYI, for your information.

gallant
G, g (jē), n., pl. G’s; g’s.
1 the seventh letter of
the alphabet. 2 the ﬁfth
note in the scale of C
major.
G, 1 general (audience), a
ﬁlm rating. 2 German. Also, Ger.
g., 1 conductance. 2 gram.
GA, (zip code) Georgia.
Ga, gallium.
Ga., Georgia.
gab (gab), n., v., gabbed, gab·bing. Informal. chatter; gabble.
gab·ar·dine, gab·er·dine (gabʹәr dēn;
gab´әr dēnʹ), n. a closely woven woolen
or cotton cloth having small, diagonal
ribs on its surface, used for raincoats,
suits, etc. [< Sp. gabardina]
gab·ble (gabʹәl), v., –bled, –bling, n. —v.
1 talk rapidly with little of no meaning; jabber. 2 make rapid, meaningless
sounds: the geese gabbled. —n. rapid
talk with little or no meaning. [< gab,
var. of gob < Scotch Gaelic, mouth]
—gabʹbler, n.
gab·by (gabʹi), adj., –bi·er, –bi·est, talkative.
ga·ble (gāʹbәl), n., v., –bled, –bling. —n.
1 end of a ridged roof, with the threecornered piece of wall that it covers. 2
an end wall with a gable. 3 a triangular
ornament or canopy over a door, window, etc. —v. build or form as a gable.
[< OF gable < Scand. gaﬂ] —gaʹbled,
adj. —gaʹble·like´, adj.
gable roof, roof that forms a gable at one
or both ends.
Ga·bon (gä bônʹ), n. republic in W C
Africa on the Atlantic.
Ga·bri·el (gāʹbri әl), n. archangel who
acts as God’s messenger.
gad1 (gad), v., gad·ded, gad·ding, n. —v.
move about restlessly; go about looking
for pleasure or excitement. —n. a gadding. [< gadling companion, wanderer]
—gadʹder, n.
gad2, Gad (gad), n., interj. word used as a
mild oath, exclamation of surprise, etc.
gad·ﬂy (gadʹﬂī´), n., pl. –ﬂies. 1 ﬂy that
stings cattle, horses, etc. 2 an irritating
or annoying person.
gadg·et (gajʹit), n. a small mechanical
device or contrivance; any ingenious
device.
gadg·et·ry (gajʹә tri), n. 1 gadgets. 2 making or using gadgets.
gad·o·lin·i·um (gad´ә linʹi әm), n. a rare
metallic element, Gd.
Gael (gāl), n. 1 a Scottish Highlander. 2
Celt born or living in Scotland or the
Isle of Man, or, occasionally, in Ireland.
Gael·ic (gālʹik), adj. of or having to do
with the Gaels or their language. —n.
language of the Gaels.
gaﬀ (gaf), n. 1 a strong hook or barbed
spear for pulling large ﬁsh out of the
water. 2 spar or pole extending along
the upper edge of a fore-and-aft sail.
—v. hook or pull (a ﬁsh) out of the water
with a gaﬀ.

G

stand the gaﬀ, hold up well under strain
or punishment. [< OF gaﬀe < Celtic]
gaﬀe (gaf), n. blunder; faux pas. [< F]
gag (gag), n., v., gagged, gag·ging. —n. 1
something thrust into a person’s mouth
to keep him or her from talking, crying
out, etc. 2 anything used to silence a person; restraint or hindrance to free speech.
3 an amusing remark or trick; joke. —v. 1
put a gag into; keep from talking, crying
out, etc., with a gag. 2 force to keep silent;
restrain or hinder from free speech. 3
choke or strain in an eﬀort to vomit.
[prob. imit.] —gagʹger, n.
gage (gāj), n., v., gaged, gag·ing. gauge.
—gagʹer, n.
gag·gle (gagʹәl), n. 1 honking sound of a
goose. 2 ﬂock of geese. 3 Informal. Fig.
group of people or things. —v., –gled,
–gling. make the honking sound of a
goose. [prob. imit.]
gai·e·ty (gāʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 cheerful liveliness; merriment. 2 gay entertainment. 3 bright appearance. Also,
gayety.
gai·ly (gāʹli), adv. 1 as if gay; happily;
merrily. 2 brightly; showily. Also, gayly.
gain (gān), v. 1 get; obtain; secure. 2 get
as an increase, addition, advantage, or
proﬁt; make a proﬁt; beneﬁt. 3 make
progress; advance; improve. 4 be the victor in; win. 5 get to; arrive at. —n. 1 act
of gaining or getting anything. 2 what
is gained; increase; addition; advantage;
proﬁt. 3 getting wealth.
gain on, come closer to; get near to.
gains, proﬁts; earnings; winnings. [< OF
gaaigner < Gmc.] —gainʹa·ble, adj.
gain·er (gānʹәr), n. 1 person or thing that
gains. 2 a fancy dive in which the diver
turns a back somersault in the air.
gain·ful (gānʹfәl), adj. bringing in money
or advantage; proﬁtable. —gain·ful·ly,
adv. —gainʹful·ness, n.
gain·say (v. gān sāʹ; n. gānʹsā´), v., –said,
–say·ing, n. —v. deny; contradict; dispute. —n. contradiction. [< gain– against
+ say] —gain·sayʹer, n.
gainst, ’gainst (genst), prep., conj.
against.
gait (gāt), n. kind of steps used in going
along; way of walking or running.
[< Scand. gata way] —gaitʹed, adj.
gai·ter (gāʹtәr), n. 1 a covering for the
lower leg or ankle, made of cloth, leather,
etc. 2 shoe with an elastic strip in each
side. [< F guêtre]
gal (gal), n. Informal. girl.
gal., gallon; gallons.
ga·la (gāʹlә; galʹә), n. festive occasion;
festival. —adj. of festivity; for a festive
occasions; with festivities. [< F < Ital.
< OF gale merriment]
ga·lac·tic (gә lakʹtik), adj. 1 of or having
to do with the Milky Way or other galaxies. 2 of milk; obtained from milk. [< Gk.
galaktikos < gala milk]
Gal·a·had (galʹә had), n. Sir, noblest and
purest knight of the Round Table, who
found the Holy Grail.
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gal·an·tine (galʹәn tēn), n. veal, chicken,
or other white meat boned, tied up,
boiled, and then served cold with its
own jelly. [< F]
Ga·lá·pa·gos Islands (gә läʹpә gәs; –gōs),
group of islands in the Paciﬁc, 600 miles
west of and belonging to Ecuador.
Ga·la·tia (gә lāʹshә), n. an ancient country in C Asia Minor that later became a
Roman province. —Ga·laʹtian, adj., n.
Ga·la·tians (gә lāʹshәnz), n.pl. book of
the New Testament, written by the
Apostle Paul.
gal·ax·y (galʹәk si), n., pl. –ax·ies. 1 a
brilliant or splendid group. 2 a portion
of space in which stars are clustered
relatively thickly. Our Milky Way is only
one of over a million such galaxies. 3
Galaxy, Milky Way. [< LL galaxias
< Gk., < gala milk]
gale1 (gāl), n. 1 a very strong wind. 2
wind with a velocity of 25 to 75 miles
per hour. 3 a noisy outburst: gales of
laughter.
gale2 (gāl), n. shrub with fragrant leaves
that grows in marshy places. [OE gagel]
ga·le·na (gә lēʹnә), n. a metallic, gray ore
containing much lead sulﬁde, PbS. It
is the most important source of lead.
[< L]
Ga·li·cia (gә lishʹә), n. region in C Europe,
now divided between Poland and Russia.
Gal·i·le·an1 (gal´ә lēʹәn), adj. of or having to do with Galilee or its people. —n.
native or inhabitant of Galilee.
Gal·i·le·an2 (gal´ә lēʹәn), adj. of or having
to do with Galileo.
Gal·i·lee (galʹә lē), n. 1 region in N Israel
that was a Roman province in the time
of Christ.
Gal·i·le·o (gal´ә lēʹō; –lāʹō), n. 1564–1642,
Italian astronomer, ﬁrst to use the telescope and prove that the earth goes
around the sun.
gal·i·ot (galʹi әt), n. 1 a small, fast galley
moved with oars and sails. 2 a singlemasted Dutch cargo or ﬁshing boat.
[< OF galiote, dim. of galie, ult.
< Med.Gk. galea]
gall1 (gôl), n. 1 a bitter, yellow, brown, or
greenish liquid secreted by the liver and
stored in the gall bladder; bile of animals. 2 gall bladder. 3 anything very bitter or harsh. 4 bitterness; hate. 5 U.S. too
great boldness; impudence. [OE galla]
gall2 (gôl), v. 1 make or become sore by
rubbing: the rough strap galled the horse’s
skin. 2 annoy; irritate. —n. 1 a sore spot
on the skin caused by rubbing. 2 cause
of annoyance or irritation. [extended
use of gall1]
gall3 (gôl), n. lump or ball that forms
on the leaves, stems, or roots of plants
where they have been injured by insects
or fungi. [< F < L galla]
gal·lant (adj. 1–3 galʹәnt; adj. 4 gә lantʹ,
galʹәnt; n. galʹәnt, gә lantʹ), adj. 1 noble;
brave; daring. 2 grand; ﬁne; stately. 3
showy. 4 very polite and attentive to
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women. —n. 1 a spirited or courageous
man. 2 man who wears showy clothes. 3
man who is very polite and attentive to
women. [< OF galant, ppr. of galer make
a show. See gala.] —galʹlant·ly, adv.
—galʹlant·ness, n.
gal·lant·ry (galʹәn tri), n., pl. –ries. 1 the
conduct of a gallant. 2 noble spirit or
conduct; dashing courage. 3 great politeness and attention to women. 4 a gallant
act or speech. 5 showy display.
gall bladder, sac attached to the liver, in
which excess gall or bile is stored until
needed.
gal·le·on (galʹi әn; galʹyәn), n. a large,
high ship, usually with three or four
decks. [< Sp. galeón < galea galley]
gal·ler·y (galʹәr i; galʹri), n., pl. –ler·ies.
1 a projecting upper ﬂoor in a church,
theater, or hall for part of the audience; a
balcony. 2 people who sit there. 3 a long,
narrow room or passage; hall. 4 room or
building where works of art are shown.
5 collection of works of art. 6 room or
building where shooting is practiced,
etc. [< Ital. galleria]
gal·ley (galʹi), n., pl. –leys. 1 a long,
narrow ship of former times having
oars and sails. 2 kitchen of a ship.
3 galley proof. [< OF galee, ult.
< Med.Gk. galea]
galley proof, proof printed from type.
galley slave, 1 person compelled or condemned to row a galley. 2 drudge.
gall·ﬂy (gôlʹﬂī´), n., pl. –ﬂies. insect that
causes galls on plants.
Gal·lic (galʹik), adj. 1 of or having to do
with Gaul or its people. 2 French.
Gal·li·cism, gal·li·cism (galʹә siz әm), n. a
French idiom or expression.
gal·li·na·ceous (gal´ә nāʹshәs), adj.
belonging to a large group of birds that
nest on the ground and ﬂy only short
distances. [< L, < gallina hen]
gall·ing (gôlʹing), adj. that galls; chaﬁng.
gal·li·nule (galʹә nül; –nūl), n. any of certain long-toed wading birds of the rail
family, as the moor hen of Europe.
gal·li·um (galʹi әm), n. a shining, white
metal, Ga, with a low melting point. It is
an element similar to mercury. [< NL, ?
< L gallus cock, trans of Lecoq (de Boisbaudran), the discoverer]
gal·li·vant (galʹә vant), v. go about seeking pleasure; gad about. [? < gallant]
gall·nut (gôlʹnut´), n. a nutlike gall on
plants.
gal·lon (galʹәn), n. a measure for liquids,
equal to 4 quarts. The U.S. gallon equals
231 cubic inches and 3.785 liters. [< OF
galon]
gal·lop (galʹәp), n. 1 the fastest gait of a
horse or other four-footed animal. In a
gallop, all four feet are oﬀ the ground
together once in each stride. 2 a ride at
a gallop. 3 rapid motion; rapid progress.
—v. 1 ride at a gallop. 2 go at a gallop. 3
go very fast; hurry. [< F galoper < Gmc.]
—galʹlop·er, n.

gal·lows (galʹōz), n., pl. –lows·es or –lows.
1 a wooden frame made of a crossbar on
two upright posts, used for hanging
criminals. 2 hanging as a punishment.
[OE galga]
gall·stone (gôlʹstōn´), n. a pebblelike
mass that sometimes forms in the gall
bladder or its duct.
ga·lore (gә lôrʹ; –lōrʹ), adv. in abundance.
[< Irish go leōr]
ga·losh (gә loshʹ), n. Usually, galoshes. a
plastic or rubber overshoe covering the
ankle, worn in wet or snowy weather.
Also, golosh. [< F galoche]
gals., gallons.
gal·van·ic (gal vanʹik), adj. 1 producing
an electric current by chemical action. 2
of or caused by an electric current.
gal·va·nism (galʹvә niz әm), n. electricity
produced by chemical action. [for Luigi
Galvani]
gal·va·nize (galʹvә nīz), v., –nized, –nizing. 1 apply an electric current to. 2
arouse suddenly; startle. 3 cover (iron
or steel) with a thin coating of zinc
to prevent rust. —gal´va·ni·zaʹtion, n.
—galʹva·niz´er, n.
Gam·bi·a (gamʹbi ә), n. republic in W
Africa.
gam·bit (gamʹbit), n. 1 way of opening a
game of chess by purposely sacriﬁcing a
pawn or a piece to gain some advantage.
2 Fig. any action or move, esp. at the
beginning of something, intended to
gain an advantage. [< F < Pr. cambi an
exchange]
gam·ble (gamʹbәl), v., –bled, –bling, n.
—v. 1 play games of chance for money.
2 take a risk; take great risks in business,
speculation, etc. 3 bet; wager. —n. a risky
venture or undertaking. [prob. akin to
game, v.] —gamʹbler, n. —gamʹbling, n.
gam·bol (gamʹbәl), n., v., –boled, –boling. —n. a running and jumping about
in play; caper; frolic. —v. frisk about;
run and jump about in play. [< F gambade < Ital., ult. < gamba leg]
gam·brel (gamʹbrәl), n. gambrel roof.
[< OF gamberel < gambe leg < LL
gamba]
gambrel roof, roof having two slopes
on each side. The lower slope is usually
steeper than the upper one.
game1 (gam), n., adj., gam·er, gam·est, v.,
gamed, gam·ing. —n. 1 way of playing;
pastime; amusement. 2 things needed to
play a game. 3 contest with certain rules.
4 number of points required to win. 5
plan; scheme; we discovered his game.
6 wild animals, birds, or ﬁsh hunted
or caught for sport or for food. —adj.
1 having to do with game, hunting, or
ﬁshing: game laws protect wild life. 2
brave; plucky: the losing team put up a
game ﬁght. —v. 1 gamble. 2 manipulate
(rules or a system or process) to one’s
advantage.
ahead of the game, doing well rather
than suﬀering a loss, esp. ﬁnancial
loss.

games, athletic contests.
play games, avoid facing something; act
evasively.
play the game, follow the rules; be a good
sport.
the game is up, the plan or scheme has
failed. [OE gamen joy] —gameʹly, adv.
—gameʹness, n.
game2 (gām), adj. lame; crippled.
game of chance, game that depends on
luck, not skill.
gam·ete (gamʹēt; gә mētʹ), n. reproductive cell capable of uniting with another
to form a fertilized cell that can develop
into a new plant or animal. [< NL < Gk.
gamete wife, gametes husband, ult.
< gamos marriage] —ga·metʹic adj.
ga·me·to·cyte (gә mēʹtә sīt), n. cell that
produces gametes by division.
ga·me·to·gen·e·sis (gam´ә tә jenʹә sis), n.
formation or development of gametes.
ga·me·to·phyte (gә mēʹtә fīt), n. part or
structure producing gametes.
game warden, oﬃcial whose duty it is
to enforce the game laws in a certain
district.
gam·in (gamʹәn), n. a neglected boy left
to roam about the streets. [< F]
gam·ing (gāmʹing), n. the playing of
games of chance for money; gambling.
gam·ma (gamʹә), n. 1 the third letter of
the Greek alphabet (Γ, γ). 2 the third in
any series or group.
gamma glob·u·lin (globʹyә lin), a constituent of the human blood. Gamma
globulin contains antibodies.
gamma rays, penetrating electromagnetic radiations of very high frequency
given oﬀ by radium and other radioactive substances.
gam·o·pet·al·ous (gam´ә petʹәl әs), adj.
having the petals joined to form a tubeshaped corolla. [< Gk. gamos marriage
+ E petal]
gam·o·sep·al·ous (gam´ә sepʹәl әs), adj.
having the sepals joined together.
gam·ut (gamʹәt), n. 1 the whole series of
recognized musical notes. 2 the entire
range of anything: the gamut of feeling
from hope to despair. [contraction of
Med.L gamma ut < gamma G, the lowest
tone, + ut, later do.
gam·y (gāmʹi), adj., gam·i·er, gam·i·est.
1 having a strong taste or smell like the
ﬂesh of wild animals or birds; slightly
tainted. 2 abounding in game. 3 brave;
plucky. —gamʹi·ly, adv. —gamʹi·ness, n.
gan·der (ganʹdәr), n. a male goose. [OE
gandra]
gang (gang), n. 1 group of people acting or going around together. 2 group
of people working together under
one foreman. 3 set of similar tools or
machines arranged to work together.
—v. form a gang.
gang up on, Informal. oppose or attack
as a group. [OE, a going]
gang·land (gangʹland´; –lәnd), n. 1 the
world of gangs or gangsters. 2 territory controlled by a gang or a gangster

gas
organization. —adj. of or having to do
with gangland.
gan·gling (gangʹgling), adj. awkwardly
tall and slender; lank and loosely built.
[appar. ult. < gang, v.]
gan·gli·on (gangʹgli әn), n., pl. –gli·a
(–gli ә), –gli·ons group of nerve cells
forming a nerve center, esp. outside of
the brain or spinal cord [< LL < Gk.]
gang·plank (gangʹplangk´), n. a movable bridge used in getting on and oﬀ
a ship, etc.
gan·grene (gangʹgrēn; gang grēnʹ), —n.
decay of a part of a living person or animal when the blood supply is interfered
with by injury, infection, freezing, etc.
[< L < Gk. gangraina] —ganʹgre·nous,
adj.
gang·ster (gangʹstәr), n. member of a
gang of criminals.
gang·ster·ism (gangʹstә riz әm), n. 1
crimes committed by organized gangs.
2 crimes and activities of gangsters. 3
crime.
gang·way (gangʹwā´), n. 1 passageway.
2 passageway on a ship. 3 gangplank.
—interj. get out of the way! stand aside
and make room!
gan·net (ganʹit), n. a large, ﬁsh-eating sea
bird somewhat like a pelican, but with
long, pointed wings and a shorter tail.
[OE ganot]
gan·oid (ganʹoid), adj. of ﬁshes, having hard scales of bone overlaid with
enamel. —n. a ganoid ﬁsh. [< Gk. ganos
brightness]
gant·let1 (gôntʹlit; gantʹ–; gäntʹ–), n. punishment in which the oﬀender had to
run between two rows of men who
struck him with clubs or other weapons
as he passed. [< Sw. gatlopp < gata lane
+ lopp course]
gant·let2 (gôntʹlit; gantʹ–; gäntʹ–) n.
gauntlet1.
gap (gap), n., v., gapped, gap·ping. —n.
1 a broken place; opening. 2 an empty
part; unﬁlled space; blank. 3 a wide
diﬀerence of opinion, character, etc. 4
a pass through mountains. —v. make a
gap. [< Scand.; akin to gape]
gape (gāp; gap), v., gaped, gap·ing, n. —v.
1 open wide. 2 open the mouth wide;
yawn. 3 stare with the mouth open.
—n. 1 a wide opening. 2 act of opening
the mouth wide; yawning. 3 an openmouthed stare. [< Scand. gapa]
gar (gär), n., pl. gars or (esp. collectively)
gar. garﬁsh. [for garﬁsh]
G.A.R., Grand Army of the Republic.
ga·rage (gә räzhʹ; –räjʹ), n., v., –raged,
–rag·ing. —n. place where automobiles
are kept; shop for repairing automobiles.
—v. put or keep in a garage. [< F, < garer
put in shelter]
garage sale, private sale of household
items, including furniture, dishes, appliances, etc., often held in a garage or on a
lawn; yard sale.
garb (gärb), n. 1 way one is dressed;
clothing 2 outward covering, form, or

appearance. —v. clothe. [< F < Ital.
garbo grace]
gar·bage (gärʹbij), n. 1 waste animal or
vegetable matter from a kitchen, store,
etc.; scraps of food to be thrown away.
2 Informal. Fig. anything worthless or
contemptible.
gar·ban·zo (gär bänʹzō), n., pl. –zos.
chickpea. [< Sp. garbanzo]
gar·ble (gärʹbәl), v., –bled, –bling. make
unfair or misleading selections from
(facts, statements, writings, etc.); omit
parts of in order to misrepresent. [< Ital.
< Ar. gharbala sift, prob. < LL cribellare,
ult < cribrum sieve] —garʹbler, n.
gar·den (gärʹdәn), n. 1 piece of ground
used for growing vegetables, herbs,
ﬂowers, or fruits. 2 park or place where
people go for amusements or to see
things that are displayed. —v. take care
of a garden; make a garden; work in a
garden. —adj. 1 growing or grown in a
garden; for a garden. 2 common; ordinary. [< OF gardin < Gmc.] —garʹdener, n. —garʹden·like´, adj.
gar·de·nia (gär dēʹnyә; –ni ә), n. 1 a fragrant, roselike, white ﬂower with waxy
petals. 2 shrub having these ﬂowers.
[< NL; named for A. Garden, botanist]
Gar·ﬁeld (gärʹfēld), n. James, 1831–81,
the 20th president of the United States,
in 1881.
gar·ﬁsh (gärʹﬁsh´), n., pl. –ﬁsh·es or (esp.
collectively) –ﬁsh. ﬁsh with a long, slender body and long, narrow jaws. [< gar
(OE gār spear) + ﬁsh]
Gar·gan·tu·a (gär ganʹchu̇ ә), n. a goodnatured giant in a satire by Rabelais.
Gar·gan·tu·an or gar·gan·tu·an (gär ganʹchu̇ әn), adj. huge; gigantic; over-sized.
gar·gle (gärʹgәl), v., –gled, –gling, n. —v.
wash or rinse (the throat) with a liquid
kept in motion by the breath. —n. liquid
used for gargling. [prob. imit.]
gar·goyle (gärʹgoil), n. spout for carrying
oﬀ rain water, ending in a grotesque
head that projects from the gutter of a
building. [< OF gargouille. Cf. L gargulio
gullet.] —garʹgoyled, adj.
gar·ish (gãrʹish), adj. unpleasantly bright;
glaring; showy; gaudy. [ult. < obs. gaure
stare] —garʹish·ly, adv. —garʹish·ness, n.
gar·land (gärʹlәnd), n. 1 wreath of ﬂowers, leaves, etc. 2 book of short literary
selections, esp. poems. —v. decorate
with garlands. [< OF garlande]
gar·lic (gärʹlik), n. 1 plant like an onion
whose strong-smelling bulb is composed
of small sections called cloves. 2 bulb or
clove of this plant, used to season meats,
salads, etc. [OE gārlēac < gār spear + lēac
leek] —garʹlick·y, adj.
gar·ment (gärʹmәnt), n. 1 article of clothing. 2 an outer covering. [< OF garnement < garnir ﬁt out. See garnish.]
—garʹment·less, adj.
garment bag, bag of plastic or other
ﬂexible fabric with a zipper opening,
for protecting clothes while traveling or
in storage.
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gar·ner (gärʹnәr), v. gather and store away.
[< n.] —n. storehouse for grain. [< OF <
L granarium < granum grain]
gar·net (gärʹnit), n. 1 a hard, vitreous
silicate mineral occurring in a number
of varieties. A deep-red, variety is used
as a gem. 2 a deep red. —adj. deep-red.
[< OF grenat < Med.L granatum < L,
pomegranate] —garʹnet·like´, adj.
gar·nish (gärʹnish), n. 1 something laid
on or around food as a decoration. 2
decoration; trimming. —v. 1 decorate
(food). 2 decorate; trim. [< OF garnir
provide, defend < Gmc.] —garʹnisher, n.
gar·nish·ee (gär´nish ēʹ), v., –nish·eed,
–nish·ee·ing, n. —v. attach (money or
property) by legal authority in payment
of a debt. —n. person served with a
notice of garnishment.
gar·nish·ment (gärʹnish mәnt), n. 1 decoration; trimming. 2 a legal notice warning a person to hold in his possession
property that belongs to the defendant
in a lawsuit until the plaintiﬀ ’s claims
have been settled.
gar·ni·ture (gärʹnә chәr), n. decoration;
trimming; garnish.
gar·ret (garʹit), n. space in a house just
below a sloping roof; attic. [< OF garite
< garir defend < Gmc.]
gar·ri·son (garʹә sәn), n. 1 soldiers stationed in a fort, town, etc., to defend it.
2 place that has a garrison. —v. 1 station
soldiers in (a fort, town, etc.) to defend
it. 2 occupy (a fort, town, etc.) as a garrison. [< OF garison < garir. See garret.]
gar·rote, gar·rotte, ga·rotte (gә rōtʹ;
–rotʹ), n., v., –rot·ed, –rot·ing; –rot·ted,
–rot·ting. —n. 1 a Spanish method of
executing a person by strangulation with
an iron collar. 2 the iron collar used for
this. 3 a strangling and robbery. —v. 1
execute by garroting. 2 strangle and rob.
[< Sp., stick for twisting cord] —garrotʹer, gar·rotʹter, ga·rotʹter, n.
gar·ru·lous (garʹә lәs; –yә–), adj. 1 talking too much about triﬂes. 2 wordy. [< L,
< garrire chatter] —gar·ruʹli·ty, garʹrulous·ness, n. —garʹru·lous·ly, adv.
gar·ter (gärʹtәr), n. 1 band or strap to
hold up a stocking or sock. 2 Garter,
Order of the. a oldest and most prestigious knighthood in Great Britain,
established about 1349. b its badge. —v.
fasten with a garter. [< OF gartier < garet
bend of the knee]
garter snake, a small, harmless, brownish or greenish snake with long yellow
stripes.
gas (gas), n., pl. gas·es, v., gassed, gassing. —n. 1 any ﬂuid substance that
can expand without limit; not a solid or
liquid. 2 any mixture of gases that can
be burned, esp. that obtained from coal
and other substances. 3 air. 4 substance
used in warfare that poisons, suﬀocates,
etc. 5 gasoline. —v. 1 attack with gas in
warfare. 2 supply with gasoline. 3 Informal. talk idly.
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gas up, ﬁll a tank with gasoline.
step on the gas, accelerate; go faster.
[alter. of Gk. chaos chaos; coined by J. B.
van Helmont, physicist] —gasʹless, adj.
Gas·con (gasʹkәn), n. native of Gascony.
—adj. of Gascony or its people.
Gas·co·ny (gasʹkә ni), n. region in SW
France.
gas·e·ous (gasʹi әs), adj. in the form of
gas; of or like a gas. —gasʹe·ous·ness, n.
gas guzzler, automobile or other vehicle
that burns more than an average amount
of gasoline. —gas-ʹguz´zling, adj.
gash (gash), n. a long, deep cut or wound.
[< v.] —v. make a long, deep cut or
wound in. [earlier garsh < OF garser
scarify]
gas·i·fy (gasʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. change
into a gas. —gasʹi·ﬁ´a·ble, adj. —gas´iﬁ·caʹtion, n. —gasʹi·ﬁ´er, n.
gas·ket (gasʹkit), n. ring or strip of rubber,
metal, plaited hemp, etc., packed around
a piston, pipe joint, etc., to keep steam,
gas, etc., from escaping.
gas mask, mask with a ﬁlter containing chemicals to neutralize poisonous
gases, etc.
gas·o·line (gasʹә lēn; gas´ә lēnʹ), n. a colorless liquid that evaporates and burns
very easily, made by distilling petroleum, used chieﬂy as a fuel.
gasp (gasp; gäsp), n. a catching of the
breath with open mouth, as if out of
breath or surprised. —v. 1 catch the
breath with diﬃculty; breathe with
gasps. 2 utter with gasps. [< Scand.
geispa yawn]
gas·ser (gasʹәr), n. 1 natural gas well or
boring. 2 Slang. something remarkable.
gas·sy (gasʹi), adj., –si·er, –si·est. 1 full of
gas; containing gas. 2 like gas.
gas·tric (gasʹtrik), adj. of or near the
stomach. [< Gk. gaster stomach]
gastric juice, the digestive ﬂuid secreted
by glands in the lining of the stomach. It
contains pepsin and other enzymes and
hydrochloric acid.
gas·trin (gasʹtrin), n. hormone that promotes secretion of gastric juice.
gas·tri·tis (gas trīʹtis), n. inﬂammation of
the stomach, esp. of its mucous membrane. —gas·tritʹic, adj.
gas·tro·en·ter·i·tis (gas´trō en´tә rīʹtis),
n. inﬂammation of the lining of the
stomach and intestines.
gas·tro·en·ter·ol·o·gy (gas´tro en´tә rolʹә jē), n. a branch of medicine that deals
with disorders and function of the stomach and intestines. —gas´tro·en´terolʹo·gist, n.
gas·tron·o·my (gas tronʹә mi), n. art or
science of good eating. [< F < Gk., < gaster
stomach + nomos law] —gas´tro·nomʹic,
gas´tro·nomʹi·cal, adj. —gas´tro·nomʹical·ly, adv. —gas·tronʹo·mist, n.
gas·tro·pod (gasʹtrә pod), n. mollusk
with a disklike organ of locomotion on
the ventral surface of its body. —adj.
of such mollusks. [< NL, < Gk. gaster
stomach + –podos footed < pous foot]

gas·tru·la (gasʹtru̇ lә), n., pl. –lae (–lē).
state in the development of all manycelled animals, when the embryo is
usually saclike and composed of two
layers of cells. [< NL, dim. of Gk. gaster
stomach] —gasʹtru·lar, adj.
gas turbine, turbine powered by the gas
obtained from combustion of a fuel.
gas turbine engine, engine that obtains
power from a gas turbine, as a jet
engine.
gat (gat), n. Slang. a revolver or pistol.
[for Gatling gun]
gate (gāt), n. 1 a movable part or frame
to close an opening in a wall or fence.
2 gateway. 3 way to get something. 4
door, valve, etc., to stop or control the
ﬂow of water in a pipe, dam, lock, etc.
5 number of people who pay to see a
contest, exhibition, etc. 6 amount of
money received from them. [OE gatu,
pl. of geat] —gateʹless, adj. —gateʹlike´,
adj. —gateʹman, n.
gate-crash (gātʹcrash´), v., Informal.
attend an event without an invitation
or a ticket.
gate crasher, person who attends a function, party, etc. without an invitation
ticket; uninvited guest.
gated community, private housing
development with access controlled by
a security system.
gate·way (gātʹwā´), n. 1 an opening in a
wall or fence where a gate is. 2 way to go
in or out; way to get to something.
gath·er (gathʹәr), v. 1 bring into one place
or group. 2 come together; assemble.
3 pick and collect; take: farmers gather
their crops. 4 get or gain little by little:
gather speed. 5 put together in the mind;
conclude; infer. 6 pull together in folds:
gather a skirt to ﬁt at the waist. —n. one
of the little folds between stitches when
cloth is gathered.
gather up, pick up. [OE gaderian
< geador together] —gathʹer·a·ble, adj.
—gathʹer·er, n.
gath·er·ing (gathʹәr ing), n. 1 act of one
that gathers. 2 meeting; assembly; party;
crowd.
gauche (gōsh), adj. awkward; clumsy;
tactless. [< F, left] —gaucheʹly, adv.
—gaucheʹness, n.
gau·che·rie (gō´shә rēʹ), n. 1 awkwardness; tactlessness. 2 an awkward or tactless movement, act, etc.
gau·cho (gouʹchō), n., pl. –chos. cowboy
of mixed Spanish and Indian descent in
the southern plains of South America.
[< Sp.]
gaud (gôd), n. a cheap, showy ornament. [appar. < AF, < gaudir rejoice
< L gaudere]
gaud·y (gôdʹi), adj., gaud·i·er, gaud·iest. too bright and gay to be in good
taste; showy but cheap. —gaudʹi·ly, adv.
—gaudʹi·ness, n.
gauge (gāj), n., v., gauged, gaug·ing. —n.
1 standard measure; scale of standard
measurements; measure. 2 instrument

for measuring. 3 means of estimating or
judging. 4 size; capacity; extent. —v. 1
measure accurately; ﬁnd the size of with
a gauge. 2 estimate; judge. Also, gage.
[< OF gauger] —gaugeʹa·ble, adj.
Gaul (gôl), n. 1 an ancient country in W
Europe. It included France, Belgium,
the Netherlands, and parts of Switzerland, Germany, and N Italy. 2 one of the
Celtic inhabitants of ancient Gaul. 3 a
Frenchman.
Gaul·ish (gôʹlish), adj. of or having to
do with ancient Gaul or its people. —n.
Celtic language of the ancient Gauls.
gaunt (gônt; gänt), adj. 1 very thin and
bony; with hollow eyes and a starved
look. 2 looking bare and gloomy; desolate;
grim. —gauntʹly, adv. —gauntʹness, n.
gaunt·let1 (gôntʹlit; gäntʹ–), n. 1 a stout,
heavy glove, usually of leather covered
with plates of iron or steel, that was
part of a knight’s armor. 2 a stout, heavy
glove with a wide, ﬂaring cuﬀ. 3 the
wide, ﬂaring cuﬀ. Also, gantlet.
run the gauntlet, a run between two
rows of men who strike the victim as he
passes. b Fig. endure harsh criticism or
unfriendly attacks from all sides.
throw down the gauntlet, challenge.
[< OF gantelet, dim. of gant glove
< Gmc.] —gauntʹlet·ed, adj.
gaunt·let2 (gôntʹlit; gäntʹ–), n. gantlet1.
Gau·ta·ma (gôʹtә mә; gouʹ–), n. Buddha.
gauze (gôz), n. 1 a very thin, light cloth,
easily seen through. 2 a thin haze. [< F
gaze; named for Gaza, Palestine]
—gauzeʹlike´, adj.
gauz·y (gôzʹi), adj., gauz·i·er, gauz·iest, like gauze; thin and light as gauze.
—gauzʹi·ly, adv. —gauzʹi·ness, n.
gave (gāv), v. pt. of give.
gav·el (gavʹәl), n. a small mallet used by a
presiding oﬃcer to signal for attention
or order. [OE gafeluc spear < Welsh]
ga·vi·al (gāʹvi әl), n. a large crocodile of
India that has a long, slender snout. [< F
< Hind. ghariyāl]
ga·votte, ga·vot (gә votʹ), n. 1 dance like
a minuet but much more lively. 2 music
for it. [< F < Pr. gavoto < Gavots Alpine
people]
gawk (gôk), n. an awkward person;
clumsy fool. —v. Informal. stare rudely
or stupidly. [? < dial. gaulick(-handed)
left(-handed)]
gawk·y (gôkʹi), adj., gawk·i·er, gawk·iest. awkward; clumsy. —gawkʹi·ly, adv.
—gawkʹi·ness, n.
gay (gā), adj., gay·er, gay·est. 1 happy
and full of fun; merry. 2 bright-colored;
showy. 3 homosexual. —n. a homosexual. [< F gai] —gayʹness, n.
gay·e·ty (gāʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. gaiety.
gay·ly (gāʹli), adv. gaily.
gaze (gāz), v., gazed, gaz·ing, n. —v.
look long and steadily. —n. a long,
steady look [cf. Scand. (dial. Norw.)
gasa] —gazʹer, n.
ga·ze·bo (gә zēʹbō), n., pl. –bos or –boes.
1 summerhouse, balcony, etc., that
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aﬀords a ﬁne view. 2 screened structure,
usually with a canvas roof, for eating
and relaxing outdoors. [? < Egaze +
< –bo I shall]
ga·zelle (gә zelʹ), n. a small, graceful antelope of Africa and Asia that has soft,
lustrous eyes. [< F < Ar. ghazāl] —gazelleʹlike´, adj.
ga·zette (gә zetʹ), n., v., –zet·ted, –zetting. —n. 1 a newspaper. 2 an oﬃcial
government journal containing lists
of appointments, promotions, etc. —v.
publish, list, or announce in a gazette.
[< F < Ital. gazzetta, orig., coin; from
price of paper]
gaz·et·teer (gaz´ә tirʹ), n. dictionary of
geographical names.
gaz·pa·cho (gäs päʹchō), n. spicy soup of
pureed tomatoes, peppers, onions, etc.,
served cold. [< Sp. gazpacho]
G clef, the treble clef.
Gd, gadolinium.
GDP gross domestic product.
Ge, germanium.
gear (gir), n. 1 wheel having teeth that ﬁt
into the teeth of another wheel of the
same kind. 2 arrangement of ﬁxed and
moving parts for transmitting or changing motion; mechanism; machinery. 3
working order; adjustment: chimes on
the clock are out of gear; plans in gear for
a celebration. 4 equipment needed for
some purpose. —v. 1 connect by gears.
2 ﬁt or work together; mesh. 3 provide
with gear; equip.
in gear, a connected to the motor. b Fig.
in working order.
out of gear, a not connected to the
motor. b Fig. not in working order.
shift gears, a change from one gear to
another. b Fig. change one’s attitude or
approach to something. [appar. < Scand.
gervi, görvi] —gearʹless, adj.
gear·ing (girʹing), n. set of gears, chains,
etc., for transmitting motion or power;
gears.
gear·shift (girʹshift´), n. device for connecting a motor, etc., to any of several
sets of gears.
gear·wheel (girʹhwēl´), n. wheel having
teeth that ﬁt into the teeth of another
wheel of the same kind; cogwheel.
geck·o (gekʹō), n., pl. geck·os, geck·oes.
a small, harmless, insect-eating lizard
with suction pads on its feet so that it
can walk on ceilings, walls, etc. [< Malay
gēkoq; imit.]
GED, General Educational Development
(test).
gee (jē), interj. exclamation or mild oath.
geese (gēs), n. pl. of goose.
Gei·ger counter (gīʹgәr), device which
detects and counts ionizing particles.
It is used to measure radioactivity, test
cosmic-ray particles, etc. [after H. Geiger, physicist]
gei·sha (gāʹshә; gēʹ–), n., pl. –sha, –shas.
Japanese young woman trained as an
entertainer and companion for men.
[< Jap.]

gel (jel), n., v., gelled, gel·ling. —n. 1 a
jellylike or solid material formed from a
colloidal solution. 2 jellylike preparation
for holding the hair in place. —v. form
a gel. Egg white gels when it is cooked.
[for gelatin]
gel·a·tin (jelʹә tәn), gel·a·tine (–tәn; –tēn),
n. 1 an odorless, tasteless substance
obtained by boiling animal tissues,
bones, hoofs, etc. used in making jellied
desserts, glue, etc. 2 any of various vegetable substances having similar properties. [< F < Ital., < gelata jelly < L gelare
freeze] —gelʹa·tin·like´, adj.
ge·lat·i·nous (jә latʹә nәs), adj. 1 jellylike.
2 of or containing gelatin. —ge·latʹinous·ly, adv. —ge·latʹi·nous·ness, n.
ge·la·to (jә läʹtō), n., pl. –ti (–tē). rich and
creamy Italian ice cream. [< Ital. gelato <
gelare to freeze < L gelāre]
geld (geld), v., geld·ed or gelt, geld·ing.
remove the male glands of (a horse or
other animal); castrate. [< Scand. gelda
castrate]
geld·ing (gelʹding), n. a gelded horse or
other animal.
gem (jem), n., v., gemmed, gem·ming.
—n. 1 a precious stone; jewel. 2 Fig.
person or thing that is very precious,
beautiful, etc. —v. set or adorn with
gems, or as if with gems. [< F < L gemma
gem, bud] —gemʹlike´, adj.
gem·i·nate (jemʹә nāt), v., –nat·ed, –nating, adj. —v. make or become double;
combine in pairs. —adj. combined in a
pair or pairs; coupled. [< L, < geminus
twin] —gemʹi·nate·ly, adv. —gem´i·naʹtion, n.
Gem·i·ni (jemʹә nī), n.pl., gen. Gem·i·norum (jem´ә nôʹrәm; –nōʹ–). 1 a northern constellation in the zodiac containing two bright stars. 2 the third sign
of the zodiac; the Twins. 3 Castor and
Pollux, the twin sons of Zeus.
gem·mate (jemʹāt), v., –mat·ed, –mating. put forth buds; reproduce by budding.
gem·ol·o·gy (je molʹә ji), n. science of
gems, including their uses and characteristics. —gem·olʹo·gist, n.
gems·bok (gemzʹbok´), n. a large antelope of South Africa, having long,
straight horns and a long, tufted tail.
[< Afrikaans < G, < gemse chamois +
bock buck]
Gen., 1 General. 2 Genesis.
gen., 1 gender. 2 general. 3 genitive.
gen·darme (zhänʹdärm), n., pl. –darmes
(–därmz). policeman with military
training. [< F, < gens d’armes men of
arms]
gen·der (jenʹdәr), n. 1 a in many languages, the grouping of nouns into a
series of classes, such as masculine, feminine, neuter, etc. b one of such classes.
2 sex: male gender. [< OF < L genus
kind, sort]
gene (jēn), n. element of a chromosome
transmitted from parent to oﬀspring and
composed mainly of DNA. Genes are car-

riers of hereditary traits that determine
the characteristics of oﬀspring. [< Gk.
genea breed, kind]
ge·ne·al·o·gy (jē´ni alʹә ji; jen´i–; –olʹ–),
n., pl. –gies. 1 account of the descent of
a person or family from an ancestor or
ancestors. 2 descent of a person or family from an ancestor; pedigree; lineage,
3 the making or investigation of such
accounts; study of pedigrees. [< L < Gk.,
ult. < genea, generation + –logos treating
of] —ge´ne·a·logʹi·cal, ge´ne·a·logʹic,
adj. —ge´ne·a·logʹi·cal·ly, adv. —ge´nealʹo·gist, n.
gene mapping, the process of determining the positions of genes on a molecule
of DNA.
gene pool, all of the genes of a speciﬁc
species, considered as a whole or in relation to a particular area.
gen·er·a (jenʹәr ә), n. pl. of genus.
gen·er·al (jenʹәr әl; jenʹrәl), adj. 1 of all;
for all; from all: the general welfare. 2
widespread: general interest in sports.
3 not special: a general reader. 4 not
detailed; suﬃcient for practical purposes: general instructions. 5 forming a
group: “cat” is a general term for cats,
lions, and tigers. 6 in chief; of highest
rank: the postmaster general. —n. 1 oﬃcer ranking above a colonel. 2 head of a
religious order.
in general, usually; for the most part.
[< L generalis of a (whole) class < genus
class, race] —genʹer·al·ness, n.
General Assembly, 1 legislature of
certain states of the United States. 2
the legislative body of the United
Nations.
gen·er·al·is·si·mo (jen´әr әl isʹә mō; jen´rәl–), n., pl. –mos. commander in chief of
all or several armies in the ﬁeld. [< Ital.,
superlative of generale general]
gen·er·al·i·ty (jen´әr alʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
a general statement; word or phrase not
deﬁnite enough to have much meaning
or value. 2 general quality or condition. 3 a general principle or rule. 4 the
greater part; main body; mass.
gen·er·al·ize (jenʹәr әl īz; jenʹrәl–), v.,
–ized, –iz·ing. 1 make into one general
statement. 2 infer (a general rule) from
particular facts. 3 talk indeﬁnitely or
vaguely; use generalities. 4 make general;
bring into general use or knowledge.
—gen´er·al·i·zaʹtion, n. —genʹeral·iz´er, n.
gen·er·al·ly (jenʹәr әl i; jenʹrәl i), adv. 1 in
most cases; usually. 2 for the most part;
widely. 3 in a general way; without giving details.
general oﬃcer, in the military, an oﬃcer
holding a rank above colonel.
general practitioner, a physician who
has not trained in a medical specialty.
gen·er·al·ship (jenʹәr әl ship´; jenʹrәl–), n.
1 ability as a general; skill in commanding an army. 2 skillful management;
leadership. 3 rank, commission, authority, or term of oﬃce of a general.
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general staﬀ, group of high army oﬃcers
who make plans for war or national
defense.
general store, store that sells a variety of
goods, as clothing, hardware, groceries, etc.
gen·er·ate (jenʹәr āt), v., –at·ed, –at·ing.
1 produce; cause to be: friction generates heat. 2 produce (oﬀspring). [< L, <
genus race]
gen·er·a·tion (jen´әr āʹshәn), n. 1 all the
people born about the same time. 2
time from the birth of one generation to
the birth of the next generation; about
20–30 years. 3 one step or degree in the
descent of a family. 4 production: generation of electricity. 5 descent; genealogy.
—genʹer·a´tive, adj.
generation gap, diﬀerences in attitudes
and values between one generation and
another, as between parents and their
children.
gen·er·a·tor (jenʹәr ā´tәr), n. 1 machine
that changes mechanical energy into
electrical energy; dynamo. 2 person or
thing that generates.
ge·ner·ic (jә nerʹik), adj. 1 applied to, or
referring to, a group or class; general.
2 having to do with a class or group of
similar things; inclusive. 3 not registered
as a trademark: generic drugs. —generʹi·cal·ly, adv.
gen·er·os·i·ty (jen´әr osʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
1 a being generous; willingness to share
with others; unselﬁshness. 2 nobleness
of mind; absence of meanness. 3 a generous act.
gen·er·ous (jenʹәr әs), adj. 1 willing to
share with others; unselﬁsh. 2 having or
showing a noble mind; willing to forgive;
not mean. 3 large; plentiful. 4 fertile:
generous ﬁelds. [< L generosus of noble
birth < genus race, stock] —genʹer·ously, adv. —genʹer·ous·ness, n.
Gen·e·sis (jenʹә sis), n. 1 the ﬁrst book of
the Old Testament, that gives an account
of the creation of the world. 2 genesis,
origin; creation. [< L < Gk.]
gen·et (jenʹit), n. jennet.
gene therapy, treatment of inherited disorders by replacement of the defective
genes which cause them.
ge·net·ic (jә netʹik), adj. 1 having to do
with origin and natural growth. 2 of or
having to do with genetics. [< Gk. genetikos < genesis origin, creation] —genetʹi·cal·ly, adv.
genetic code, combinations of nucleotides occurring in the DNA or RNA of a
chromosome, which determines hereditary characteristics.
genetic engineering, alteration of genetic
material to change particular characteristics.
genetic ﬁngerprint, DNA ﬁngerprint.
ge·net·ics (je netʹiks), n. science dealing with the principles of heredity and
variation in animals and plants. —genetʹi·cist n.

Geneva Convention, agreement between
nations providing for the neutrality of
the members and buildings of the medical departments on battleﬁelds. It was
ﬁrst formulated at Geneva, Switzerland,
in 1864.
Gen·ghis Khan (jengʹgis känʹ),1162–1227,
Mongol conqueror of C Asia.
gen·ial (jēnʹyәl), adj. 1 smiling and pleasant; cheerful and friendly: a genial
welcome. 2 helping growth; pleasantly
warming; comforting: genial sunshine.
[< L genialis, lit., belonging to the
genius] —ge´ni·alʹi·ty, genʹial·ness, n.
—genʹial·ly, adv.
ge·nie (jēʹni), n. spirit; jinni. [< F génie]
gen·i·tal (jenʹә tәl), adj. having to do with
reproduction or the sex organs. [< L
genitalis, ult. < gignere beget]
gen·i·tals (jenʹә tәlz), n.pl. the external
sex organs.
gen·i·tive (jenʹә tiv), —n. 1 case in certain
languages showing possession, source,
origin, etc. 2 word or construction in
this case. —adj. of this case; in this case;
having to do with its forms or constructions. [< L genitivus of origin] —gen´itiʹval, adj. —gen´i·tiʹval·ly, adv.
gen·ius (jēnʹyәs; jēʹni әs), n., pl. gen·iuses for 1–4, ge·ni·i (jēʹni ī) for 5. 1 very
great natural power of mind. 2 person
having such power. 3 great natural ability of some special kind: genius for acting. 4 the special character or spirit of
a person, nation, age, language, etc. 5
either of two spirits, one good and one
evil, supposed to inﬂuence a person’s
fate. [< L, tutelary spirit, male generative power]
gen·o·cide (jenʹә sīd), n. systematic extermination of a cultural or racial group.
[< Gk. genos race + E –cide killing < L
caedere to kill; coined by R. Lemkinn in
1944] —gen´o·cidʹal, adj.
gen·ome (jēʹnōm), n. all of the genetic
material contained in the chromosomes
of a particular organism: the human
genome. —ge·nomʹic, adj.
gen·o·type (jēʹnō tīp), n. genetic makeup
of an organism, as distinguished from
its outward appearance. —gen´o·typʹic,
gen´o·typʹi·cal, adj.
gen·re (zhänʹrә), n. 1 kind; sort; style.
2 style or kind of painting, etc., that
shows scenes from ordinary life. [< F < L
genus kind]
gent (jent), n. man; gentleman.
gen·teel (jen tēlʹ), adj. 1 belonging or
suited to polite society. 2 polite; wellbred; fashionable. [< F gentil < L gentilis.
Doublet of gentile, gentle.] —genteelʹly, adv. —gen·teelʹness, n.
gen·tian (jenʹshәn), n. plant with funnelshaped, usually blue ﬂowers, stemless
leaves, and bitter juice. [< L gentiana;
said to be named for Gentius, king of
Illyria (ancient country on the Adriatic)]
gen·tile, Gen·tile (jenʹtīl), n. 1 person
who is not a Jew. 2 heathen; pagan.

—adj. 1 not Jewish. 2 heathen; pagan.
[< LL gentilis foreign < L, of a people,
national. Doublet of genteel, gentle.]
gen·til·i·ty (jen tilʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
gentle birth; membership in the aristocracy or upper class. 2 good manners. 3
reﬁnement.
gen·tle (jenʹtәl), adj., –tler, –tlest, v.,
–tled, –tling. —adj. 1 not severe, rough,
or violent; mild: a gentle tap. 2 soft; low:
a gentle sound. 3 moderate: a gentle
wind. 4 kindly; friendly: a gentle disposition. 5 easily handled or managed: a
gentle dog. 6 of good family; wellborn.
7 reﬁned; polite. —v. tame (a horse).
[< OF < L gentilis of the (same) family,
national < gens family, nation. Doublet
of genteel, gentile.] —genʹtle·ness,
n. —genʹtly, adv.
gen·tle·folk (jenʹtәl fōk´), gen·tle·folks
(–fōks´), n.pl. people of good family and
social position.
gen·tle·man (jenʹtәl mәn), n., pl. –men. 1
man of good family and social position.
2 man who is honorable and well-bred.
3 (as a polite term) any man. —genʹtleman·like´, adj.
gen·tle·man·ly (jenʹtәl mәn li), adj.
like a gentleman; suitable for a gentleman; polite; well-bred. —genʹtle·man·liness, n.
gentleman’s agreement, agreement binding as a matter of honor, not legally.
gen·tle·wom·an (jenʹtәl wu̇m´әn), n.,
pl. –wom·en. 1 woman of good family and social position. 2 a well-bred
woman; lady. —genʹtle·wom´an·ly, adj.
—genʹtle·wom´an·li·ness, n.
gen·try (jenʹtri), n. 1 people of good family and social position. 2 people of any
particular class. [alter. of gentrice < OF
genterise, ult. < gentil gentle]
gen·u·ﬂect (jenʹyu̇ ﬂekt), v. bend the knee
as an act of reverence or worship.[< Med.L,
< L genu knee + ﬂectere bend] —genʹuﬂec´tor, n.
gen·u·ﬂec·tion (jen´yu̇ ﬂekʹshәn), n. a
bending of the knee as an act of reverence or worship.
gen·u·ine (jenʹyu̇ әn), adj. 1 actually
being what it seems or is claimed to be;
real; true. 2 without pretense; sincere;
frank. [< L genuinus, native, ult. < gignere beget] —genʹu·ine·ly, adv. —genʹuine·ness, n.
ge·nus (jēʹnәs), n., pl. gen·er·a (jenʹәr a),
ge·nus·es. 1 kind; sort; class. 2 group of
related animals or plants ranking below
a family and above a species. The scientiﬁc name of an animal or plant consists
of the genus written with a capital letter
and the species written with a small
letter.
geo– combining form. 1 earth; of the
earth, as in geocentric. 2 geology, as in
geophysics. 3 geographical, as in geopolitics.
ge·o·cen·tric (jē´ō senʹtrik), adj. 1 as
viewed or measured from the earth’s
center. 2 having or representing the
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earth as a center. [< geo– earth (< Gk. ge)
+ Gk. kentron center] —ge´o·cenʹtrical·ly, adv.
ge·od·e·sy (ji odʹә si), ge·o·det·ics (jē´ә detʹiks), n. branch of applied mathematics dealing with the shape and
dimensions of the earth, the determination of the shape and area of large
tracts on its surface, variations in terrestrial gravity, and the exact position
of geographical points. [< NL < Gk.
geodaisia < ge earth + daiein divide]
—ge´o·desʹic, ge´o·desʹi·cal, adj. —geodʹe·sist, n.
ge·o·det·ic (jē´ә detʹik), adj. having to do
with geodesy. —ge´o·detʹi·cal·ly, adv.
ge·og·ra·phy (ji ogʹrә ﬁ), n., pl. –phies. 1
study of the earth’s surface, climate, continents, countries, peoples, industries,
and products. 2 the surface features of
a place or region. [< L < Gk., < ge earth
+ graphein describe] —ge·ogʹra·pher, n.
—ge´o·graphʹi·cal, ge´o·graphʹic, adj.
—ge´o·graphʹi·cal·ly, adv.
geol., geology; geologic.
ge·ol·o·gy (ji olʹә ji), n., pl. –gies. 1 science that deals with the earth’s crust, the
layers of which it is composed, and their
history. 2 features of the earth’s crust in
a place or region; rocks, rock formation,
etc., of a particular area. [< NL, < Gk. ge
earth + –logos treating of] —ge´o·logʹic,
ge´o·logʹi·cal, adj. —ge´o·logʹi·cal·ly,
adv. —ge·olʹo·gist, n.
geom., geometry; geometric.
ge·om·e·tri·cian (ji om´ә trishʹәn; jē´әm ә–), n. person trained in geometry.
geometric progression, also geometrical
progression. progression (def. 2).
ge·om·e·trid (ji omʹә trid), n. any of a
group of gray or greenish moths with
slender bodies, whose larvae ar called
measuring worms or inchworms.
ge·om·e·try (ji omʹә tri), n. branch of
mathematics that deals with lines, angles,
surfaces, and solids. Geometry includes
the deﬁnition, comparison, and measurement of squares, triangles, circles,
cubes, cones, spheres, etc. [< L < Gk.,
< ge earth + –metres measurer] —ge´ometʹric, ge´o·metʹri·cal, adj. —ge´ometʹri·cal·ly, adv.
ge·o·phys·ics (jē´ō ﬁzʹiks), n. science
dealing with the relations between the
features of the earth and the forces that
produce them. —ge´o·physʹi·cist, n.
ge·o·po·lit·i·cal (jē´ō pә litʹә kәl), adj.
pertaining to or involved in geopolitics.
—ge´o·po·litʹi·cal·ly, adv. —ge´o·poli·tiʹcian, n.
ge·o·pol·i·tics (jē´ō polʹә tiks), n. study of
government and its policies as aﬀected
by physical geography.
George (jôrj), n. 1 Saint, died a.d. 303?,
Christian martyr, the patron saint of
England. 2 III, 1738–1820, king of England, 1760–1820.
Geor·gia (jôrʹjә), n. a S state of the United
States. —Georʹgian, adj., n.

ge·o·sci·ence (jē´ō sīʹәns), n. any science
of the solid earth, as geology, geophysics,
etc. —ge´o·sciʹen·tist, n.
ge·o·ther·mal (jē´ә thėrʹmәl), adj. of or
having to do with the internal heat of
the earth.
ge·ot·ro·pism (ji otʹrә piz әm), n. Biol.
response to gravity. Positive geotropism is a tendency to move down into
the earth. Negative geotropism is a
tendency to move upward. [< geo– earth
(< Gk. ge) + Gk. tropikos < trope turning] —ge´o·tropʹic, adj. —ge´o·tropʹical·ly, adv.
Ger., 1 Also, G. German. 2 Germany. 3
Also, Gmc. Germanic.
ger., gerund.
ge·ra·ni·um (jә rāʹni әm), n. 1 a cultivated
plant having large clusters of showy
ﬂowers or fragrant leaves. 2 a wild plant
having pink or purple ﬂowers, deeply
notched leaves, and long, pointed pods.
[< L < Gk., < geranos crane; from resemblance of seed pod to crane’s bill]
ger·bil (jėrʹbәl), n. small rodent with
short front legs and long back legs,
native to desert regions, used in research
and kept as pets. Also, gerbille.
ger·fal·con (jėrʹfôl´kәn; –fô´–), n. a large
falcon of the arctic.Also, gyrfalcon. [< OF
gerfaucon < Gmc.]
ger·i·at·rics (jer´i atʹriks), n. science dealing with the study of old age and its
diseases. [< Gk. geras old age + iatreia
healing] —ger´i·atʹric, adj. —ger´i·atriʹcian, n.
germ (jėrm), n. 1 a microscopic animal or plant that causes disease. 2 the
earliest form of a living thing; seed;
bud. 3 origin. [< F < L germen sprout]
—germʹless, adj.
Ger·man (jėrʹmәn), n. 1 native or inhabitant of Germany. 2 language of Germany, esp. that used in literature, on the
radio, etc. —adj. of Germany, its people,
or their language.
ger·man (jėrʹmәn), adj. 1 having the same
parents. Children of the same father and
mother are brothers-german, or sisters-german. 2 related as a child of one’s
uncle or aunt. A cousin-german is a ﬁrst
cousin. [< OF < L germanus]
ger·mane (jėr mānʹ), adj. closely connected; to the point; pertinent. [var. of
german]
Ger·man·ic (jėr manʹik), adj. 1 German.
2 Teutonic. —n. a branch of the IndoEuropean language family, customarily
divided into East Germanic (Gothic),
North Germanic (the Scandinavian
languages), and West Germanic (English, Frisian, Dutch, German).
ger·ma·ni·um (jėr māʹni әm), n. a rare
metallic element, Ge, with a grayishwhite color. Its compounds resemble
those of tin.
German measles, a contagious disease
resembling measles, but much less
serious.
German shepherd, police dog.

German silver, a white alloy of copper,
zinc, and nickel, used for ornaments,
utensils, etc.
Ger·ma·ny (jėrʹmә ni), n. country in C
Europe.
germ cell, 1 cell that can produce a new
individual; egg or sperm cell. 2 cell from
which an egg or sperm cell develops. 3
fertilized ovum.
ger·mi·cide (jėrʹmә sīd), n. any substance
that kills germs,esp.disease germs.[< germ
+ –cide < L –cida killer < caedere to kill]
—ger´mi·cidʹal, adj.
ger·mi·nal (jėrʹmә nәl), adj. 1 of germs
or germ cells. 2 like that of germs or
germ cells. 3 in the earliest stage of
development.
ger·mi·nant (jėr mә nәnt), adj. germinating.
ger·mi·nate (jėrʹmә nāt), v., –nat·ed,
–nat·ing. start growing or developing;
sprout. —ger´mi·naʹtion, n. —gerʹmina´tor, n.
germ plasm or plasma, 1 germ cells. 2
chromosomes in germ cells.
germ warfare, the spreading of germs
to produce disease among the enemy in
time of war.
ger·on·tol·o·gy (jer´әn tolʹә ji), n. branch
of science dealing with the phenomena
and problems of old age. —ger´on·tologʹi·cal, adj. —ger´on·tolʹo·gist, n.
ger·ry·man·der (gerʹi man´dәr; jerʹ–),
Am. —n. arrangement of the political
divisions of a state, county, etc., made
to give one political party an unfair
advantage in elections. —v. 1 arrange
the political divisions of (a state, county,
etc.) to give one political party an unfair
advantage in elections. 2 manipulate
unfairly. [< Gerry + (sala)mander; Gov.
Gerry’s party redistricted Mass. in 1812,
and Essex Co. became roughly salamander-shaped]
ger·und (jerʹәnd), n. a verb form used as
a noun; verbal noun. [< LL gerundium,
ult. < L gerere bear] —ge·runʹdi·al, adj.
ge·run·dive (jә runʹdiv), n. 1 a Latin verb
form used as an adjective, frequently
expressing the idea of necessity or duty.
2 an analogous verbal adjective in other
languages. —ger´un·diʹval, adj. —gerunʹdive·ly, adv.
Ge·sta·po (gә stäʹpō; –shtäʹ–), n. an
oﬃcial organization of secret police in
Germany under Hitler. [< G ge(heime)
sta(ats) po(lizei) secret state police]
ges·tate (jesʹtāt), v., –tat·ed, –tat·ing. 1
carry (young) in the uterus from conception to birth. 2 form and develop (a
project, idea, etc.). [< L gestatus carried
< gestare carry] —ges·taʹtion, n.
ges·tic·u·late (jes tikʹyә lāt), v., –lat·ed,
–lat·ing. 1 make or use gestures. 2 make
or use many vehement gestures. [< L
gesticulatus, ult. < gestus gesture] —gesticʹu·la´tor, n. —ges·ticʹu·la·to´ry, gesticʹu·la´tive, adj.
ges·tic·u·la·tion (jes tik´yә lāʹshәn), n. 1
act of gesticulating. 2 gesture.
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ges·ture (jesʹchәr), n., v., –tured, –turing. —n. 1 movement of the hands,
arms, or any parts of the body, used
instead of words or with words to help
express an idea or feeling. 2 the use of
such movements. 3 any action for eﬀect
or to impress others: her refusal was
merely a gesture; she really wanted to
go. —v. make or use gestures. [< Med.L
gestura < L gerere to bear, conduct]
—gesʹtur·er, n.
get (get), v., got or (Archaic) gat, got or
(esp. U.S.) got·ten, get·ting, n. —v. 1
obtain by eﬀort; gain; win: get ﬁrst prize;
get a reputation. 2 come to be; become:
get sick; get to be friends. 3 commit
to memory; learn: get one’s lessons. 4
receive: get a gift; get ten days in jail; get
skill through practice. 5 catch or contract
(a disease or illness). 6 succeed in ﬁnding (a thing or a person). 7 bring into a
particular position, situation, or condition: get a ﬁre under control. 8 cause to
be or do; persuade: we got him to speak;
he got me nervous. 9 be obliged to: we
have got to die sometime. 10 come to or
arrive in a place speciﬁed or implied: his
plane got in yesterday. 11 Slang. understand (a person or idea). —n. oﬀspring
of an animal.
get across, a make clear or convincing.
b succeed.
get along, a go away. b advance. c manage; succeed; prosper. d agree.
get around, a go from place to place. b
become widely known; spread. c deceive;
trick.
get away, a go away. b escape. c start.
get away with, a get the advantage of. b
succeed in taking or doing something.
get back at, get revenge.
get behind, support; endorse.
get by, a pass. b not be noticed or
caught.
get down on, develop a dislike for.
get even, retaliate.
get into, a ﬁnd out about. b get control of.
get oﬀ, a come down from or out of. b
escape. c start. d say or express (a joke,
witticism).
get oﬀ on, a start: got oﬀ on our way. b
drift into: easy to get oﬀ on other subjects.
get on, a go up on or into. b put on. c
advance. d manage; succeed; agree.
get out, a go out. b take out. c go away;
escape. d become known; publish.
get over, a recover from; overcome. b
make clear or convincing.
get there, succeed.
get through, secure favorable action on.
get together, meet; assemble; come to an
agreement.
get up, a get out of bed, etc. b stand
up. c prepare; arrange. [< Scand. geta]
—getʹta·ble, getʹa·ble, adj. —getʹter, n.
get·a·way (getʹә wa´), n. 1 act of getting
away; escape. 2 start of a race.

Geth·sem·a·ne (geth semʹә nē), n. garden near Jerusalem, the scene of Jesus’s
agony, betrayal, and arrest. Matt. 26:36.
get-out (getʹout´), n. Informal. way of
escape.
as all get-out, as much as possible;
extremely: pretty as all get-out.
get-to·geth·er (getʹtu̇ geth´әr), n. an
informal social gathering or party.
Get·tys·burg (getʹiz bėrg), n. town in S
Pennsylvania; Civil War battle, July 1–3,
1863.
get·up (getʹup´), n. Informal. 1 dress; costume. 2 initiative; energy; ambition.
get-up-and-go (getʹup´әn gōʹ), n. Informal. energy; drive; spunk.
gew-gaw (gūʹgô), n. a showy triﬂe; bauble.
gey·ser (gīʹzәr), n. spring that sends a column of hot water and steam into the air
at intervals. [< Icelandic Geysir, name of
a spring in Iceland, < geysa gush]
Gha·na (gäʹnә), n. country in W Africa,
formerly the Gold Coast.
ghast·ly (gastʹli; gästʹ–), adj., –li·er, –li·est,
adv. —adj. 1 horrible: a ghastly wound. 2
like a dead person or ghost; deathly pale.
3 shocking: a ghastly failure. —adv. in a
ghastly manner; deathly. [OE gāstlic <
gāst ghost] —ghastʹli·ness, n.
ghat (got), n. in India: 1 landing place. 2
mountain pass. [< Hind.]
gher·kin (gėrʹkәn), n. 1 small, prickly
cucumber often used for pickles. 2 a
young, green cucumber used for pickles.
[< earlier Du. agurkje, dim. of agurk < G
< Slavic < Med.Gk., ult. < Pers. angorah
watermelon]
ghet·to (getʹō), n., pl. –tos. 1 part of a
city where a racial group was required
to live. 2 part of a city where one racial
or ethnic group lives, usually for social
or economic reasons. 3 Fig. any place
where only people similar to each other
live. [< Ital.]
ghet·to·ize (getʹō īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
segregate; enclose in an area.
ghost (gōst), n. 1 spirit of a dead person.
It is supposed to live in another world
and appear to living people as a pale,
dim, shadowy form. 2 a faint image;
slightest suggestion: not a ghost of
a chance. 3 a ghost writer. —v. Informal.
be a ghost writer for.
give up the ghost, die. [OE gāst]
—ghostʹlike´, adj., adv.
ghost·ly (gōstʹli), adj., –li·er, –li·est. 1 like
a ghost; pale, dim, and shadowy. 2 spiritual; religious. —ghostʹli·ness, n.
ghost town, town empty of all residents
and business.
ghost-write (gōstʹrīt´), v., –wrote, –written, –writ·ing. write (something) for an
employer who is the ostensible author.
ghost writer, person who writes something for another who takes the credit.
ghoul (gül), n. 1 a horrible demon in
Oriental stories, believed to feed on
corpses. 2 person who robs graves or
corpses. 3 person who enjoys what is

revolting, brutal, and horrible. [< Ar.
ghūl] —ghoulʹish, adj. —ghoulʹish·ly,
adv. —ghoulʹish·ness, n.
GI (jēʹīʹ), adj., n., pl. —adj. 1 from government issue: GI equipment. 2 or for
enlisted army personnel: a GI obstacle
course. —n. an enlisted soldier; serviceman [< the initial letters of the phrase
“Government Issue”]
gi·ant (jīʹәnt), n. 1 an imaginary being
having human form, but larger and more
powerful than a man. 2 person or thing
of unusual size, strength, importance,
etc. —adj. like a giant; unusually big and
strong; huge. [< OF < L < Gk. gigas]
gi·ant·ess (jīʹәn tis), n. a woman giant.
giant star, bright star of great size and
low density.
gib·ber (jibʹәr; gibʹ–), v. chatter senselessly; talk rapidly and indistinctly. —n.
senseless chattering.
gib·ber·ish (jibʹәr ish; gibʹ–), n. senseless
chatter; rapid, indistinct talk; jargon.
gib·bet (jibʹit), n., v., –bet·ed, –bet·ing.
—n. 1 an upright post with a projecting
arm at the top, from which the bodies of
criminals were hung after execution. 2
gallows. —v. hang on a gibbet. [< OF
gibet, dim. of gibe club]
gib·bon (gibʹәn), n. a small, long-armed
ape of SE Asia and the East Indies, that
lives in trees. [< F]
gib·bous (gibʹәs), adj. curved out;
humped. A gibbous moon is more than
half full but less than full. [< L gibbus
a hump]
gibe (jīb), v. gibed, gib·ing, n. —v. jeer;
scoﬀ; sneer. —n. a sneering or sarcastic
remark. Also, jibe. [? < OF giber handle
roughly < gibe staﬀ ] —gibʹer, n.
gib·let (jibʹlit), n. Usually, giblets. the
heart, liver, or gizzard of a fowl. [< OF
gibelet stew of game]
Gi·bral·tar (jә brôlʹtәr), n. 1 seaport and
fortress on a high rock at the S tip of
Spain. It is a British colony. 2 Rock of,
the large rock on which this fortress
stands. 3 Strait of, strait between Africa
and Europe, connecting the Mediterranean Sea with the Atlantic.
gid·dy (gidʹi), adj., –di·er, –di·est, v.,
–died, –dy·ing. —adj. 1 having a confused, whirling feeling in one’s head;
dizzy. 2 likely to make dizzy; causing
dizziness. 3 rarely or never serious;
ﬂighty. [OE gydig mad, possessed (by an
evil spirit) < god a god] —gidʹdi·ly, adv.
—gidʹdi·ness, n.
gift (gift), n. 1 thing given; present. 2 act
of giving; get a thing by gift. 3 natural
ability; special talent. —v. present with
a gift or gifts; endow. [< Scand.; akin
to give]
gift·ed (gifʹtid), adj. having natural ability
or special talent: a gifted musician.
gig (gig), n. 1 a light, two-wheeled carriage drawn by one horse. 2 a long, light
ship’s boat moved by oars or sails.
giga–, combining form. one billion, as in
gigahertz.
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gig·a·bit (gigʹә bit´), n. unit of information equal to one billion bits.
gig·a·hertz (gigʹә hėrts), n. one billion
hertz.
gi·gan·tic (jī ganʹtik), adj. like a giant;
unusually big; huge; enormous. —giganʹti·cal·ly, adv. —gi·ganʹtic·ness, n.
gi·gan·tism (jī ganʹtiz әm), n. 1 condition
of overdeveloped growth of the body. 2
unusual growth of a plant. 3 tendency
to extremely large size: the gigantism of
these new buildings. Also, giantism.
gig·gle (gigʹәl), v., –gled, –gling, n.
—v. laugh in a silly or undigniﬁed way.
—n. a silly or undigniﬁed laugh. [< giglet
laughing girl] —gigʹgler, n. —gigʹglingly, adv. —gigʹgly, adj.
gig·o·lo (jigʹә lō), n., pl. –los. man who
is paid for being a dancing partner or
escort for a woman. [< F]
Gi·la monster (hēʹlә), a large, poisonous
lizard of Arizona and New Mexico, covered with beadlike, orange-and-black
scales. [after Gila River, Arizona]
gild1 (gild), v., gild·ed or gilt, gild·ing. 1
cover with a thin layer of gold or similar
material; make golden. 2 make (a thing)
look bright and pleasing. 3 make (a
thing) seem better than it is. [OE gyldan
< gold] —–gildʹa·ble, adj. —gildʹed,
adj. —gildʹer, n. —gildʹing, n.
gild2 (gild), n. guild. —gildsʹman, n.
gill1 (gil), n. part of the body of a ﬁsh,
tadpole, crab, etc. by which it breathes in
water. [< Scand. (Sw.) gäl] —gilled, adj.
—gillʹ-like´, adj.
gill2 (jil), n. measure for liquids; one fourth
of a pint. [< OF gille wine measure]
gil·lie (gilʹi), n. Scot. 1 attendant of a
hunter or ﬁsherman. 2 follower; servant.
[< Scotch Gaelic gille lad]
gill net, ﬁshing net designed to catch ﬁsh
by their gills.
gil·ly·ﬂow·er (jilʹi ﬂou´әr), n. any of various ﬂowers that have a spicy fragrance.
[< OF < L < Gk. karyophyllon clove tree
< karyon clove + phyllon leaf]
gilt (gilt), v. pt and pp. of gild1. —n. a thin
layer of gold or similar material with
which a thing is gilded. —adj. gilded.
gilt-edged (giltʹejdʹ), adj. 1 having gilded
edges. 2 of the very best quality.
gim·bals (jimʹbәlz; gimʹ–), n.pl. device
for keeping an object horizontal. A ship’s
compass is supported on gimbals. [ult. <
OF gemel twin < L gemellus]
gim·crack (jimʹkrak´), n. a showy, useless
triﬂe. —adj. showy but useless.
gim·crack·er·y (jimʹkrak´әr i), n., pl. –eries. showy, useless triﬂes, collectively.
gim·let (gimʹlit), n. a small tool with a
screw point, for boring holes. [< OF
guimbelet]
gim·let-eyed (gimʹlit īdʹ), adj. having
eyes that are sharp and piercing.
gim·mick (gimʹik), n. U.S. Informal. any
tricky device.
gimp1 (gimp), n. a braidlike trimming
made of silk, worsted, or cotton. [< F
guimpe < Gmc. Doublet of guimpe.]

gimp2 (gimp), v. walk with a limp. —n.
Informal. 1 lame person. 2 a limp.
gin1 (jin), n. a strong alcoholic drink,
usually ﬂavored with juniper berries.
[short for geneva liquor]
gin2 (jin), n., v., ginned, gin·ning. —n.
1 machine for separating cotton from
its seeds. 2 trap; snare. —v. 1 separate
(cotton) from its seeds. 2 catch in a gin.
gin up, Informal. stir up; excite. [< OF
engin engine]
gin3 (jin), n. gin rummy.
gin·ger (jinʹjәr), n. 1 spice made from
the root of a tropical plant, used for
ﬂavoring and in medicine. 2 the root,
often preserved in syrup or candied.
3 the plant. [< LL < L < Gk. < Prakrit
(an ancient lang. of India) singabēra]
—ginʹger·y, adj.
ginger ale, a nonalcoholic, bubbling
drink ﬂavored with ginger.
ginger beer, an English drink similar to
ginger ale, but made with fermenting
ginger.
gin·ger·bread (jinʹjәr bred´), n. 1 cake
ﬂavored with ginger and sweetened with
molasses. 2 something showy and elaborate, but not in good taste. —adj. gaudy.
gin·ger·ly (jinʹjәr li), adv. with extreme
care or caution. —adj. extremely cautious. —ginʹger·li·ness, n.
gin·ger·snap (jinʹjәr snap´), n. a thin,
crisp cooky ﬂavored with ginger.
ging·ham (gingʹәm), n. a cotton cloth
made from colored threads, usually in
stripes, plaids, or checks. [< F < Malay
ginggang, orig., striped]
gin·gi·vi·tis (jin´jә vīʹtәs), n. inﬂammation of the gums. [< L gingīva gum2]
gink·go (gingʹkō; jingʹkō), ging·ko
(gingʹkō), n., pl. –goes; –koes. a large,
ornamental tree of China and Japan
with fan-shaped leaves and edible nuts.
[< Jap.]
gin rummy (jin), a kind of rummy in
which players form sequences and
matching combinations and lay down
their hands when having ten or less
points.
gin·seng (jinʹseng), n. 1 a low plant with
a thick, branched root. 2 this root,
much used in medicine by the Chinese.
[< Chinese jên shên; jên = man]
gi·raﬀe (jә rafʹ; –räfʹ), n. a large African
mammal with a very long neck and legs
and a spotted skin, the tallest of living
animals. [< F < Ar. zarāfah]
gird (gėrd), v., girt or gird·ed, gird·ing. 1
put a belt or girdle around. 2 fasten with
a belt or girdle. 3 surround; enclose. 4
get ready for action. 5 clothe; furnish.
[OE gyrdan]
gird·er (gėrʹdәr), n. a main supporting
beam. A tall building or big bridge often
has steel girders for its frame. [< gird]
gir·dle (gėrʹdәl), n., v., –dled, –dling.
—n. 1 belt, sash, cord, etc., worn around
the waist. 2 anything that surrounds or
encloses. 3 support like a corset worn
about the hips or waist. —v. 1 form a

girdle around; encircle. 2 kill (a tree) by
cutting a ring around its trunk. 3 put
a girdle on or around. [OE gyrdel. See
gird.] —girʹdle·like´, adj. —girʹdler, n.
girl (gėrl), n. 1 a female child. 2 a young,
unmarried woman. 3 a female servant.
4 sweetheart. 5 Informal. woman of any
age. [OE gyrl– in gyrlgyden virgin goddess] —girlʹish, adj. —girlʹish·ly, adv.
—girlʹish·ness, n.
girl·friend (gėrlʹfrend´), n. 1 young
man’s sweetheart or steady companion.
2 female companion. Also, girl friend.
girl·hood (gėrlʹhu̇d), n. 1 time or condition of being a girl. 2 girls as a group.
girl·ie (gėrʹli), n. Informal. a little girl.
girl scout, member of the Girl Scouts.
Girl Scouts, organization for girls that
seeks to develop health, character, and
useful skills.
girt (gėrt), v. 1 pt. and pp. of gird. 2 put a
girth around. 3 fasten with a girth.
girth (gėrth), n. 1 the measure around
anything: man of large girth. 2 strap or
band that keeps a saddle, pack, etc., in
place on a horse’s back. —v. 1 measure
in girth. 2 fasten with a strap or band.
[< Scand. gjörth girdle; akin to gird]
gist (jist), n. the essential part; main idea;
substance of a longer statement [< OF,
(it) consists (in), depends (on) < L jacet
it lies]
give (giv), v., gave, giv·en, giv·ing, n.
—v. 1 hand over: my brother gave me his
watch, please give me a drink, give one’s
word. 2 let have; furnish; provide: give
aid to the needy; give advice; give a long
account. 3 deal; administer; allot: give
one a blow; give a contract; give credit to
another. 4 produce: give a lecture, a play,
etc. 5 put forth; utter: give a cry. 6 cause;
occasion: give trouble. 7 yield to force
or pressure. —n. a yielding to force or
pressure; elasticity.
give away, a give as a present. b hand over
(a bride) to a bridegroom. c betray a secret,
esp. unintentionally; expose (a person).
give back, return.
give in, a admit defeat; yield. b hand in.
give it to (someone), punish; scold.
give oﬀ, send out; put forth: give oﬀ a
glow.
give or take, about; more or less: coming
soon, give or take a week.
give out, a send out; put forth. b
distribute; make known. c become used
up or worn out.
give up, a hand over; deliver; surrender.
b stop having, doing, or trying. c have
no more hope for. d devote entirely.
[< Scand. (Dan.) give] —givʹer, n.
give-and-take (givʹәn tākʹ), n. 1 an even
or fair exchange; mutual concession. 2
good-natured banter; exchange of talk.
give·a·way (givʹә wā´), n. an unintentional revelation; exposure; betrayal.
give·back (givʹbak´), n. a return or concession of beneﬁts in a labor contract,
usually in exchange for something from
management, such as job security, etc.
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giv·en (givʹәn), adj. 1 stated; ﬁxed; speciﬁed. 2 inclined; disposed. 3 assigned as
a basis of calculating, reasoning, etc. 4
known. —v. pp. of give.
given name, name given to a person in
addition to a family name. John is the
given name of John Smith.
Gi·za (gēʹzә), n. city in NE Egypt, the
location of the great Pyramids and the
Sphinx.
giz·mo (gizʹmō), n. Informal. gadget; contraption.
giz·zard (gizʹәrd), n. a bird’s second
stomach, where the food from the ﬁrst
stomach is ground up ﬁne. [< OF, ult. < L
gigeria cooked entrails of a fowl]
Gk., Greek, Also, Gr.
Gl, glucinum (beryllium).
gla·brous (glāʹbrәs), adj. without hair or
down; smooth. [< L glaber smooth]
gla·cé (gla sāʹ, adj. 1 covered with sugar,
frosting, or icing. 2 frozen. 3 ﬁnished
with a glossy surface. [< F, pp. of glacer
impart a gloss to]
gla·cial (glāʹshәl), adj. 1 of ice or glaciers;
having much ice or many glaciers. 2
relating to a glacial epoch or period. 3
made by the action of ice or glaciers.
4 very cold; icy. [< L, < glacies ice]
—glaʹcial·ly, adv.
glacial epoch, 1 Ice Age; Pleistoscene.
2 any time when the earth was largely
covered by glaciers.
gla·ci·ate (glāʹshi āt), v., –at·ed, –at·ing. 1
cover with ice or glaciers. 2 act on by ice
or glaciers. —gla´ci·aʹtion, n.
gla·cier (glāʹshәr), n. a large mass of
ice formed from snow on high ground
wherever winter snowfall exceeds summer melting. Glaciers move very slowly
down a mountain or along a valley. [< F,
ult. < L glacies] —glaʹciered, adj.
glad (glad), adj., glad·der, glad·dest. 1
happy; pleased. 2 bringing joy; pleasant.
3 bright; gay. [OE glœd bright, shining]
—gladʹly, adv. —gladʹness, n.
glad·den (gladʹәn), v. make or become
glad. —gladʹden·er, n.
glade (glād), n. 1 an open space in a wood
or forest. 2 a marshy tract of low ground
covered with grass. [prob. akin to glad]
glad hand, the hand extended in cordial
greeting. —v., glad-hand. make a show
of being everyone’s friend.
glad-hand·er (glad´handʹәr), n. person who
makes a show of being friendly to all.
glad·i·a·tor (gladʹi ā´tәr), n. 1 in ancient
Rome, a slave, captive, or paid ﬁghter
who fought at the public shows. 2 a
skilled contender in any ﬁeld or cause.
[< L, < gladius sword] —glad´i·a·toʹrial, adj.
glad·i·o·lus (glad´i ōʹlәs; glә dīʹә–), gladi·o·la (–lә), n., pl. –li (–lī), –lus·es; –las.
kind of iris with spikes of large, handsome ﬂowers in various colors. [< L,
dim. of gladius sword]
glad·some (gladʹsәm), adj. 1 glad; joyful; cheerful. 2 causing gladness.

—gladʹsome·ly, adv. —gladʹsomeness, n.
glam (glam), n. 1 glamour. 2 form of
heavy-metal rock music.
glam·or·ize (glamʹәr īz), v., –ized, –izing. make (someone or something)
glamorous.
glam·or·ous (glamʹәr әs), adj. full of
glamour; fascinating. —glamʹor·ously, adv.
glam·our, glam·or (glamʹәr), n. 1 mysterious fascination; alluring charm. 2 a
magic spell or inﬂuence; enchantment.
[alter. of grammar or its var. gramarye
occult learning; orig., a spell]
glance (glans; gläns), n., v., glanced,
glanc·ing. —n. 1 a quick look. 2 ﬂash of
light; gleam. 3 a glancing oﬀ; deﬂected
motion; swift , oblique movement.
—v. 1 direct in a quick look. 2 ﬂash
with light; gleam. 3 direct obliquely.
4 hit and go oﬀ at a slant. [var. of ME
glace(n) strike a glancing blow < OF
glacier to slip]
gland (gland), n. organ in the body
by which certain substances are separated from the blood and changed into
some secretion for use in the body,
such as bile, or into a product to be
discharged from the body, such as
sweat. [< F glande, ult. < L glandula,
dim. of glans acorn] —glandʹless, adj.
—glandʹlike´, adj.
glan·ders (glanʹdәrz), n. a serious contagious disease of horses, mules, etc.,
accompanied by swellings beneath the
lower jaw and a profuse discharge from
the nostrils. [< OF glandre gland]
—glanʹder·ous, adj.
glan·du·lar (glanʹjә lәr), adj. of or like a
gland; having glands.
glare1 (glãr), n., v., glared, glar·ing. —n.
1 a strong, bright light; light that shines
so brightly it hurts the eyes. 2 a ﬁerce,
angry stare. 3 too great brightness and
showiness. —v. 1 give oﬀ a strong, bright
light; shine so brightly as to hurt the
eyes. 2 stare ﬁercely and angrily. [ME
glaren. Cf. OE glœren glassy.]
glare2 (glãr), —n. a bright, smooth surface.
—adj. bright and smooth. [extended use
of glare1]
glar·ing (glãrʹing), adj. 1 very bright;
dazzling. 2 staring ﬁercely and angrily.
3 too bright and showy. 4 conspicuous.
—glarʹing·ly, adv. —glarʹing·ness, n.
glar·y (glãrʹi), adj. glaring.
glass (glas; gläs), n. 1 a hard, brittle substance that is usually transparent, made
by melting sand with soda, potash, lime,
or other substances. 2 thing to drink
from made of glass. 3 as much as a glass
holds. 4 thing or things made of glass. A
windowpane, a mirror, or a telescope is
a glass. —v. put glass in; cover or protect
with glass. —adj. made of glass.
glasses, a pair of lenses to correct defective eyesight; eyeglasses; spectacles. b
ﬁeld glasses; binoculars.

(see, look at, etc.) through rose-colored glasses, view something in the
most favorable way possible. [OE glœs]
glass blowing, art or process of shaping
glass by blowing while it is still hot and
soft. —glass blower.
glass·ful (glasʹfu̇l; gläsʹ–), n., pl. –fuls. as
much as a glass holds.
glass snake, a legless, snakelike lizard of
the S United States, whose tail breaks
oﬀ very easily.
glass·ware (glasʹwãr´; gläsʹ–), n. articles
made of glass.
glass·y (glasʹi; gläsʹi), adj., glass·i·er, glassi·est. 1 like glass; smooth; easily seen
through. 2 having a ﬁxed, stupid stare.
—glassʹi·ly, adv. —glassʹi·ness, n.
glau·co·ma (glô kōʹmә), n. disease of the
eye, characterized by hardening of the
eyeball and gradual loss of sight. [< Gk.
glaukoma. See glaucous.] —glaucoʹma·tous, adj.
glau·cous (glôʹkәs), adj. 1 light bluishgreen. 2 covered with whitish powder
as plums and grapes are. [< L < Gk.
glaukos gray]
glaze (glāz), v., glazed, glaz·ing, n. —v. 1
put glass in; cover with glass. 2 make a
smooth, glassy surface or glossy coating
on (china, food, etc.). 3 become smooth,
glassy, or glossy: eyes glazed over. —n. 1 a
smooth, glassy surface or glossy coating:
the glaze on a china cup. 2 a coating of
smooth ice. [ME glase(n) < glas glass]
—glazʹer, n. —glazʹing, n. —glazʹy, adj.
—glazʹi·ness, n.
gla·zier (glāʹzhәr), n. person whose work
is putting glass in windows, picture
frames, etc.
gleam (glēm), n. 1 ﬂash or beam of light.
2 a short or faint light. 3 a faint show: a
gleam of hope. —v. 1 ﬂash or beam with
light. 2 shine with a short or faint light.
[OE glœ̄m]
glean (glēn), v. 1 gather (grain) left on a
ﬁeld by reapers. 2 gather little by little or
slowly: glean the facts. [< OF < LL glennare < Celtic] —gleanʹer, n.
glee (glē), n. 1 joy; delight; mirth. 2 song
for three or more voices singing diﬀerent parts, usually without instrumental
accompaniment. [OE glēo]
glee club, group organized for singing
songs.
glee·ful (glēʹfәl), adj. ﬁlled with glee;
merry; joyous. —gleeʹful·ly, adv.
—gleeʹful·ness, n.
glen (glen), n. a small, narrow valley.
[< Scotch Gaelic gle(a)nn] —glenʹlike´,
adj.
glen·gar·ry (glen garʹi), n., pl. –ries. a
Scottish cap with straight sides and a
creased top, often having short ribbons
at the back. [after Glengarry, valley in
Scotland]
glen plaid, cloth or design of narrow
checks or crisscross stripes in subtle
colors. [< Glenurquhart plaid, after the
name of a valley in Scotland]
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glib (glib), adj., glib·ber, glib·best. 1
speaking or spoken smoothly and easily.
2 speaking or spoken too smoothly and
easily to be sincere: a glib excuse. [short
for glibbery slippery. Cf. Du. glibberig.]
—glib·ly, adv. —glibʹness, n.
glide (glīd), v., glid·ed, glid·ing, n. —v. 1
move along smoothly, evenly, and easily.
2 pass gradually, quietly, or imperceptibly. 3 of an aircraft, come down slowly
at a slant without using a motor. —n. 1
a smooth, even, easy movement. 2 of an
aircraft, act of gliding. 3 a slur. 4 sound
made in passing from one speech sound
to another. [OE glīdan] —glidʹing·ly,
adv.
glide path, path of an aircraft or spacecraft as it comes in for a landing.
glid·er (glīdʹәr), n. 1 aircraft resembling
an airplane without a motor. Rising air
currents keep it in the air. 2 person or
thing that glides. 3 seat, suspended in a
frame, that swings.
glim·mer (glimʹәr), n. 1 a faint, unsteady
light. 2 a vague idea; dim notion; faint
glimpse. —v. 1 shine with a faint,
unsteady light. 2 appear faintly or dimly.
[cf. OE gleomu splendor] —glimʹmering, n. —glimʹmer·ing·ly, adv.
glimpse (glimps), n., v., glimpsed, glimpsing. —n. 1 a short, quick view. 2 a short,
faint appearance. —v. 1 catch a short,
quick view of. 2 look quickly; glance.
[akin to glimmer] —glimpsʹer, n.
glint (glint), v., n. gleam; ﬂash. [cf. dial.
Sw. glinta]
glis·sade (gli sädʹ; –sādʹ), n. 1 slide over
ice or snow descending a slope. 2 slide
down any surface. 3 gliding or sliding
ballet step. —v., –sad·ed, –sad·ing. make
a glissade; slide. [< F glissade < glisser
to slide]
glis·san·do (gli sänʹdō), adj. played with
a gliding eﬀect, by sliding one ﬁnger
across the piano keys. —n. passage
played glissando. [Italianization of F
glissant, ppr. of glisser to slide]
glis·ten (glisʹәn), v., n. sparkle; glitter;
shine. [OE glisnian] —glisʹten·ing·ly,
adv.
glitch (glich), n. Informal. minor difﬁculty or obstacle. [perhaps < Yiddish
glitsh a slipping]
glit·ter (glitʹәr), v. 1 shine with a bright,
sparkling light. 2 be bright and showy.
—n. 1 a bright, sparkling light. 2 brightness; showiness. [cf. Scand. glitra]
—glitʹter·ing, glitʹter·y, adj. —glit·tering·ly, adv.
gloam·ing (glōmʹing), n. Poetic. evening
twilight; dusk. [OE glōmung < glōm
twilight]
gloat (glōt), v. gaze intently; ponder with
pleasure; stare: the miser gloated over his
gold. [cf. Scand. glotta smile scornfully]
—gloatʹer, n. —gloatʹing·ly, adv.
glob (glob), n. lump; blob.
glob·al (glōbʹәl), adj. 1 shaped like a
globe. 2 worldwide. —globʹal·ly, adv.

glob·al·ism (glōʹbә liz әm), n. 1 principle
that the world and its peoples are interdependent. 2 concern for the whole
world, with national self-interest playing
a subsidiary role.
global village, the world seen as resembling a village because of instant electronic communication, which makes
distance less important and less of an
obstacle.
global warming, gradual warming of the
earth’s atmosphere, caused by concentration of gases, esp. carbon dioxide in
the atmosphere.
globe (glōb), n., v., globed, glob·ing. —n.
1 anything round like a ball; sphere. 2
earth; world. 3 sphere with a map of the
earth or sky on it. 4 anything rounded
like a globe. —v. gather or form into a
globe. [< F < L globus]
globe·ﬁsh (glōbʹﬁsh´), n., pl. –ﬁsh·es
or (esp. collectively) –ﬁsh. ﬁsh that can
make itself nearly ball-shaped by drawing in air.
globe·trot·ter (glōbʹtrot´әr), n. person
who travels widely over the world.
—globeʹtrot´ting, n., adj.
glo·bose (glōʹbōs), adj. globular.
—gloʹbose·ly, adv. —glo·bosʹi·ty, n.
glob·u·lar (globʹyә lәr), adj. 1 shaped like
a globe or globule; spherical. 2 consisting of globules. —glob´u·larʹi·ty, n.
—globʹu·lar·ly, adv.
glob·ule (globʹūl), n. a very small ball;
tiny drop.
glob·u·lin (globʹyә lin), n. any one of
a group of proteins, found in plant
and animal tissues, and a constituent of
human blood plasma.
glock·en·spiel (glokʹәn spēl´), n. instrument consisting of a series of small,
tuned bells, metal bars, or tubes mounted
in a frame and struck by two little hammers. [< G, < glocke bell + spiel play]
glom (glom), v., –glommed, glom·ming.
Slang. 1 grab; steal. 2 look at; glimpse:
glom a pretty girl.
glom on to, Slang. grab; hold on to. [< Dial.
glaum]
glom·er·ate (glomʹәr it), adj. clustered
together; collected into a rounded mass.
[< L, < glomus ball] —glom´er·aʹtion, n.
gloom (glüm), n. 1 deep shadow; darkness; dimness. 2 low spirits; sadness. —v.
1 be or become dark, dim, or dismal.
2 be in low spirits; feel miserable. [OE
glōm twilight]
gloom·y (glümʹi), adj., gloom·i·er,
gloom·i·est. 1 dark; dim. 2 in low spirits;
sad; melancholy. 3 causing low spirits;
discouraging; dismal. —gloomʹi·ly, adv.
—gloomʹi·ness, n.
glop (glop), n. Slang. anything unpleasant or sticky; goo. —glopʹpy, adj. [prob.
imit.]
Glo·ri·a (glôʹri ә; glōʹ–), n. song of praise
to God, or its musical setting. [<L]
glo·ri·fy (glôʹrә fī; glōʹ–), v., –ﬁed, –fying. 1 give glory to; make glorious. 2

praise; honor; worship. 3 make more
beautiful or splendid. [< OF < L, < gloria
glory + facere make] —gloʹri·ﬁ´able, adj. —glo´ri·ﬁ·caʹtion, n. —gloʹriﬁ´er, n.
glo·ri·ous (glôʹri әs; glōʹ–), adj. 1 having
or deserving glory; illustrious. 2 giving
glory. 3 magniﬁcent; splendid. —gloʹrious·ly, adv. —gloʹri·ous·ness, n.
glo·ry (glôʹri; glō-), n., pl. –ries, v., –ried,
–ry·ing. —n. 1 great praise and honor;
fame; renown. 2 that which brings praise
and honor; source of pride and joy.
3 radiant beauty; brightness; magniﬁcence; splendor or greatest prosperity. 4
heaven. —v. be proud; rejoice.
in one’s glory, feeling great satisfaction
or pleasure. [< OF < L gloria]
gloss1 (glôs; glos), n. 1 a smooth, shiny
surface; luster. 2 an outward appearance
or surface that covers wrong underneath. —v. 1 put a smooth, shiny surface
on. 2 smooth over; make seem right:
gloss over a mistake. [cf. Scand. glossi
ﬂame] —glossʹer, n.
gloss2 (glôs; glos), n. 1 explanation; interpretation; comment. 2 glossary. 3 translation inserted between the lines of a
text printed in a foreign language. —v. 1
comment on; explain; annotate. 2 make
glosses. [< L < Gk. glossa, lit., tongue]
—glossʹer, n.
glos·sa·ry (glosʹә ri; glôsʹ–), n., pl. –ries.
list of special, technical, or diﬃcult
words with explanations or comments:
glossary of Shakespeare’s plays. [< L,
< glossa gloss2] —glosʹsa·rist, n.
glos·so·la·li·a (glos´ә lāʹlē ә; glôs´–), n. 1
utterance of words or sounds without
recognizable meaning. 2 speaking in
tongues; ecstatic speech, esp. in a religious context. [< Gk. glôssa tongue +
laliá speech]
gloss·y (glôsʹi; glosʹi), adj., gloss·i·er,
gloss·i·est. smooth and shiny. —glossʹily, adv. —glossʹi·ness, n.
glot·tal (glotʹәl), adj. 1 of the glottis. 2
produced in the glottis. H in hope is a
glottal sound.
glot·tis (glotʹis), n. an opening at the
upper part of the windpipe, between the
vocal cords. [< NL < Gk., ult. < glotta
tongue]
glove (gluv), n., v., gloved, glov·ing. —n.
1 a covering for the hand, usually with
separate places for each of the four
ﬁngers and the thumb. 2 a boxing glove.
—v. 1 cover with a glove; provide with
gloves. 2 serve as a glove for.
ﬁt like a glove, ﬁt or suit perfectly.
handle with kid gloves, treat gently;
handle carefully.
take oﬀ the gloves or take the gloves oﬀ,
become aggressive; get tough. [OE glōf]
—gloveʹless, adj. —gloveʹlike´, adj.
glov·er (gluvʹәr), n. person who makes or
sells gloves.
glow (glō), n. 1 shine from something
that is red-hot or white-hot; similar
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shine. 2 brightness: the glow of sunset. 3
Fig. a warm feeling or color of the body:
the glow of health. 4 Fig. an eager look
on the face: glow of excitement. —v. 1
shine as if red-hot or white-hot. 2 show
a warm color; be red or bright. 3 Fig.
be eager or passionate. [OE glōwan]
—glowʹing, adj. —glowʹing·ly, adv.
glow·er (glouʹәr), v. stare angrily; scowl.
—n. an angry or sullen look. [? < obs.
glow, v., stare] —glowʹer·ing·ly, adv.
glow·worm (glōʹwėrm´), n. any insect
larva or wormlike insect that glows in
the dark.
glu·ca·gon (glüʹkә gon), n. hormone secreted
by the pancreas that raises the blood
sugar level. It is used to treat diabetes
and tumors. [< glucose]
glu·cose (glüʹkōs), n. 1 kind of sugar,
C6H12O6, occurring in fruits. 2 syrup
made from starch.
glue (glü), n., v., glued, glu·ing. —n. 1
substance used to stick things together,
often made by boiling the hoofs, skins,
and bones of animals in water. 2 any
similar sticky substance. —v. 1 stick
together with glue. 2 fasten tightly;
attach ﬁrmly. [< OF gluz < LL glutis]
—glueʹlike´, adj. —gluʹer, n.
glue·y (glüʹi), adj. glu·i·er, glu·i·est. 1 like
glue; sticky. 2 smeared with glue.
glum (glum), adj. glum·mer, glum·mest.
gloomy; dismal; sullen. —glumʹly, adv.
—glumʹness, n.
glu·on (glüʹon), n. particle believed to
hold together the constituents of quarks.
[< glue + –on nuclear particle]
glut (glut), v., glut·ted, glut·ting, n. —v. 1
ﬁll full; feed or satisfy fully. 2 ﬁll too full;
supply too much for. —n. 1 a full supply;
great quantity. 2 too great a supply. [< obs.
glut, n., glutton < OF]
glu·ten (glüʹtәn), n. a tough, sticky substance that remains in ﬂour when the
starch is taken out. [< L, glue] —gluʹtenous, adj.
glu·ti·nous (glüʹtә nәs), adj. sticky.
—gluʹti·nous·ly, adv. —gluʹti·nousness, glu´ti·nosʹi·ty, n.
glut·ton (glutʹәn), n. 1 a greedy eater;
person who eats too much. 2 Fig. person
who never seems to have enough of
something. [< OF < L gluto]
glut·ton·ous (glutʹәn әs), adj. greedy
about food; having the habit of eating too much. —glutʹton·ous·ly, adv.
—glutʹton·ous·ness, n.
glut·ton·y (glutʹәn i), n., pl. –ton·ies.
excess in eating.
glyc·er·in (glisʹәr in), glyc·er·ine (–in;
–ēn), n. a colorless, syrupy, sweet liquid,
C3H8O3, obtained from fats and oils,
used in ointments, lotions, antifreeze
solutions, and explosives.
glyc·er·ol (glisʹәr ōl; –ol), n. glycerin.
gly·co·gen (glīʹkә jәn), n. a starchlike
substance in the liver and other animal
tissues that is changed into sugar as
needed.

glyph (glif), n. 1 hieroglyph or other
similar symbol. 2 pictorial symbol used
to substitute for a word: international
airport glyphs.
gm., gram; grams.
G-man (jēʹman´), n., pl. –men. a special
agent of the U.S. Department of Justice;
agent of the FBI.
Gmc., Germanic. Also, Ger.
gnarl (närl), n. knot in wood; hard, rough
lump. —gnarled, gnarlʹy, adj.
gnash (nash), v. strike or grind (the teeth)
together; grind together. [var. of gnast,
appar. < Scand. gnastan gnashing]
gnat (nat), n. any of various small, twowinged insects or ﬂies. Most gnats are
bloodsucking and make bites that itch.
[OE gnœtt] —gnatʹlike´, adj.
gnaw (nô), v., gnawed, gnawed or gnawn
(nôn), gnaw·ing. 1 bite at and wear
away. 2 make by biting. 3 wear away;
consume; corrode. 4 torment. [OE gnagan] —gnawʹer, n. —gnawʹing, adj.
—gnawʹing·ly, adv.
gneiss (nīs), n. rock like granite, but with
ﬂatter crystals in more nearly parallel
layers. [< G] —gneissʹic, adj.
gnoc·chi (nôkʹki), n.pl. small Italian
dumplings.
gnome (nōm), n. dwarf supposed to live
in the earth and guard precious treasures. [< F < NL gnomus] —gnomʹish,
adj.
gno·mon (nōʹmon),n. pointer on a sundial,
etc., that shows the time of day. [< Gk.,
indicator, < gignoskein know]
Gnos·tic (nosʹtik), n. believer in Gnosticism. adj. Also, Gnosʹti·cal. of Gnosticism or Gnostics. [< Gk. gnostikos of
knowledge < gignoskein know]
Gnos·ti·cism (nosʹtә siz әm), n. the mystical religious and philosophical doctrine
of pre-Christian and early Christian
times.
GNP, gross national product
gnu (nü; nū), n., pl. gnus or (esp. collectively) gnu. an African antelope with an
oxlike head and a long tail; wildebeest.
[< Kaﬃr nqu]
go (gō), v., went, gone, go·ing. n., pl.
goes. —v. 1 move along or away; leave;
proceed: go straight home, go to the city. 2
act; work; run: the clock goes. 3 become:
go mad, go hungry. 4 put oneself: don’t
go to any trouble for me, go under an
alias. 5 extend; reach: his memory goes
far back. 6 be given or sold: ﬁrst prize
goes to you. 7 turn out; have a certain
result: how did the game go? 8 belong:
this book goes up there, certain colors go
together. 9 have certain words: How does
the song go? 10 carry authority; be done
without any question: what he says goes.
11 break down; give way: Her hearing is
going. —n. 1 act of going. 2 try; attempt;
chance. 3 something successful.
go about, a be busy at; work on. b move
from place to place. c turn around;
change direction.

go along (with), cooperate (with); agree
(with).
go around, a move from place to place:
went around, looking for a job. b be
enough to give some to all.
go at, a attack. b Fig. work at energetically: go at a problem.
go back on, break one’s word.
go behind, investigate the real or hidden
reasons for.
go by, a pass. b be guided by; follow.
c be known by.
go down, a descend; decline; sink. b be
defeated; lose. c work out; play out: the
plan went down badly.
go for, a try to get. b favor; support. c
attack. d be attracted by or to: he goes for
beauty over brains.
go for broke, try wholeheartedly.
go into, a enter into: go into a fury; go
into medicine. b be contained in: much
experience goes into a performance. c
investigate.
go in with, join.
go it alone, do something without help;
act independently.
go oﬀ, a leave; depart. b explode. c take
place; happen. d stop; discontinue: go oﬀ
a food.
go on, a go ahead. b behave: go on like a
fool. c happen: what went on last night?
go out, a stop; end. b go to a party, dinner, etc. c go on strike.
go over, a look at carefully. b do or read
again. c succeed.
go through, a go to the end of; do all
of. b undergo; experience. c search. d be
accepted: the loan went through.
go through with, carry out to completion.
go together, a harmonize; complement: dress, hat, and scarf all went
together perfectly. b keep steady company
as lovers.
go under, be ruined; fail; sink.
go up, a ascend. b increase. c be built.
go with, a accompany. b be in harmony
with.
go without, not have.
let go, a allow to escape.b give up one’s
hold. c fail to keep in good condition.
let oneself go, a give way to one’s feelings or desires. b fail to keep oneself in
good health or condition.
on the go, always moving or acting. [OE
gān] —goʹer, n.
goad (gōd), n. 1 a sharp-pointed stick for
driving cattle, etc. 2 anything that drives
or urges one on. —v. drive on; urge on;
act as a goad to. [OE gād] —goadʹlike´,
adj.
go-a·head (gōʹә hed´), —n. action of
going forward; ambition; spirit; authority to proceed. —adj. disposed to push
ahead.
goal (gōl), n. 1 place where a race ends.
2 place to which players try to advance
a ball, etc., in certain games. 3 score or
points won by advancing a ball, etc.,
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to this place. 4 thing wanted. [ME gol]
—goalʹless, adj.
goal·keep·er (gōlʹkēp´әr), goal·ie (gōlʹi),
n. player who tries to prevent the ball,
etc., from reaching the goal in certain
games.
goat (gōt), n., pl. goats or (esp. collectively) goat. 1 a cud-chewing mammal
with hollow horns and long, usually
straight hair, closely related to the sheep,
but stronger, less timid, and more active.
2 the Rocky Mountain goat. 3 Goat,
Capricorn. 4 Slang. person made to
suﬀer for the mistakes of others; scapegoat.
get one’s goat, make a person angry
or annoyed; tease someone. [OE gāt]
—goatʹlike´, adj.
goat·ee (gō tēʹ), n. a pointed beard on a
man’s chin.
goat·herd (gōtʹhėrd´), n. person who
tends goats.
goat·skin (gōtʹskin´), n. 1 skin of a goat. 2
leather made from it.
goat·suck·er (gōtʹsuk´әr), n. bird with a
ﬂat head, wide mouth, and long wings
that ﬂies at night and feeds on ﬂying
insects.
gob1 (gob), n. sailor in the navy.
gob2 (gob), n. lump; mass. [appar. < OF
gobe]
gob·bet (gobʹit), n. lump; mass. [< OF
gobet, dim. of gobe gob2]
gob·ble1 (gobʹәl), v., –bled, –bling. eat fast
and greedily; swallow quickly in big
pieces.
gobble up, seize upon eagerly. [< gob2]
—gobʹbler, n.
gob·ble2 (gobʹәl), v., –bled, –bling, n. —v.
make the throaty sound that a turkey
does. —n. this sound. [imit.]
gob·ble·dy·gook, gob·ble·de·gook (gobʹәl di gu̇k´), n. speech or writing whose
meaning is obscured by excessive use
of technical terminology, involved sentences, and big words.
gob·bler (gobʹlәr), n. a male turkey.
go-be·tween (gōʹbi twēn´), n. person who
goes back and forth between others with
messages, proposals, etc.; intermediary.
gob·let (gobʹlit), n. a drinking glass with
a base and stem. [< OF gobelet, dim. of
gobel cup]
gob·lin (gobʹlәn), n. a mischievous sprite
or elf in the form of an ugly-looking dwarf. [< F gobelin < MHG kobold
demon]
go-cart or go·cart (gōʹkärt´), n. 1 child’s
cart, a seat on wheels that can be ridden.
2 an infant’s walker. 3 a light carriage.
God (god), n. 1 the maker and ruler of
the world; Supreme Being. 2 god, a a
being thought of as superior to nature
and to human beings and considered
worthy of worship. b idol. c god. 3 Fig.
person intensely admired and respected.
[OE]
god·child (godʹchīld´), n., pl. –chil·dren.
child for whom a grown-up person
takes vows at its baptism.

god·daugh·ter (godʹdô´tәr), n. a female
godchild.
god·dess (godʹis), n. 1 a female god. 2
a very beautiful or charming woman.
—godʹdess·hood, godʹdess-ship, n.
god·fa·ther (godʹfä´thәr), n. man who
takes vows for a child when it is baptized.
God-giv·en (godʹgiv´әn), adj. 1 given by
God. 2 very welcome and suitable.
God·head (godʹhed), n. 1 God. 2 divine
nature; divinity.
god·hood (godʹhu̇d), n. divine character;
divinity.
god·less (godʹlis), adj. 1 not believing
in God; not religious. 2 wicked; evil.
—godʹless·ly, adv. —godʹless·ness, n.
god·like (godʹlīk´), adj. 1 like God or a
god; divine. 2 suitable for God or a god.
—godʹlike´ness, n.
god·ly (godʹli), adj., –li·er, –li·est. obeying God’s laws; religious; pious; devout.
—godʹli·ly, adv. —godʹli·ness, n.
god·moth·er (godʹmuth´әr), n. woman
who takes vows for a child when it is
baptized.
god·par·ent (godʹpãr´әnt), n. godfather
or godmother.
god·send (godʹsend´), n. something
unexpected and very welcome, as if sent
from God.
god·son (godʹsun´), n. a male godchild.
God·speed (godʹspēd´), n. wish of success to a person starting on a journey.
go·fer (gōʹfәr), n. person, esp. an oﬃce
assistant, who runs errands for someone. [< go for, as a pun on gopher]
go-get·ter (gōʹgetʹәr), n. an energetic person who gets what he seeks.
gog·gle (gogʹәl), n., v., –gled, –gling, adj.
—n. Usually, goggles. large, close-ﬁtting
spectacles to protect the eyes from light,
dust, etc. —v. stare with bulging eyes.
—adj. bulging: a frog has goggle eyes.
[ME gogel(en)] —gogʹgle-eyedʹ, adj.
go·ing (gōʹing), n. 1 a going away. 2
condition of the ground or road for
walking, riding, etc. —adj. 1 moving;
acting; working; running. 2 that goes; that
can or will go.
be going to, about to.
get going, begin.
going concern, company, store, etc., that
is doing business.
go·ings-on (gōʹingz on´), n. pl. or goings
on, actions or events, esp. involving
questionable behavior.
goi·ter, goi·tre (goiʹtәr), n. 1 disease of
the thyroid gland, that often causes a
large swelling in the neck. 2 the swelling.
[< F goitre, ult. < L guttur throat]
gold (gōld), n. 1 a shiny, bright-yellow,
precious metal, used for making coins
and jewelry. Gold is a chemical element.
Symbol: Au. 2 coins made of gold. 3
money in large sums; wealth; riches. 4
a bright, beautiful, or precious thing or
material: a heart of gold. —adj. 1 made
of gold. 2 of or like gold. 3 bright-yellow. [OE]
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gold-brick (gōldʹbrik´), —v. pretend illness to avoid duties. —n. Also, goldʹbrick´er. person, esp. in the army or
navy, who avoids duty or shirks work.
Gold Coast, region in W Africa, largely
included in Ghana.
gold digger, Slang. woman who tries by
various schemes to get money from
men.
gold dust, gold in a ﬁne powder.
gold·en (gōlʹdәn), adj. 1 made of gold. 2
containing gold. 3 shining like gold. 4
extremely favorable, valuable, or important. 5 very happy and prosperous;
ﬂourishing. —goldʹen·ly, adv. —goldʹenness, n.
golden parachute, award of generous
beneﬁts and payment to an employee.
gold·en·rod (gōlʹdәn rod´), n. plant that
blooms in the autumn and has many
small yellow ﬂowers on tall, branching
stalks.
golden rule, rule of conduct set forth by
Jesus.
gold-ﬁlled (gōldʹﬁldʹ), adj. made of cheap
metal covered with a layer of gold.
gold·ﬁnch (gōldʹﬁnch´), n. 1 a small
American songbird. The male is yellow
marked with black. 2 a European songbird with yellow on its wings.
gold·ﬁsh (gōldʹﬁsh´), n., pl. –ﬁsh·es or
(esp. collectively) –ﬁsh. a small, reddishgolden ﬁsh.
gold leaf, gold beaten into very thin
sheets.
gold rush, 1 a sudden rush of people to a
place where gold has just been found. 2
sudden rush to buy something valuable.
gold·smith (gōldʹsmith´), n. person
whose work is making articles of gold.
gold standard, 1 use of gold as the
standard of value for the money of a
country. 2 Fig. the very best of something.
golf (golf; gôlf), n. an outdoor game
played with a small, hard ball and a set
of long-handled clubs having wooden
or iron heads. The player tries to hit the
ball into a series of holes with as few
strokes as possible. —v. play this game.
—golfʹer, n.
Go·li·ath (gә līʹәth), n. in the Bible, a
giant whom David killed with a stone
from a sling.
gol·ly (golʹi), interj. exclamation of wonder, pleasure, surprise, as a substitute
for “God.”
go·losh (gә loshʹ), n. galosh.
Go·mor·rah, Go·mor·rha (gә môrʹә;
–morʹ–), n. in the Bible, a wicked city
destroyed, together with Sodom, by ﬁre
from heaven. Gen. 18 and 19.
gon·ad (gonʹad; gōʹnad), n. organ in
which reproductive cells develop. Ovaries and testes are gonads. [< NL < Gk.
gone seed] —gonʹad·al, go·naʹdi·al, gonadʹic, adj.
gon·a·do·tro·pin (gon´ә dә tropʹin, gәnad´ә–), n. hormone which stimulates
the gonads.
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gondola

gon·do·la (gonʹdә lә), n. 1 a long, narrow
boat with a high peak at each end, used
on the canals of Venice. 2 car that hangs
under a dirigible and holds the motors,
passengers, etc. [< dial. Ital., < gondolar
rock]
gondola car, a freight car that has low
sides and no top.
gon·do·lier (gon´dә lirʹ), n. man who
poles a gondola.
gone (gôn; gon), adj. 1 moved away; left.
2 lost: a gone cause. 3 dead. 4 used up. 5
failed; ruined. —v. pp. of go.
far gone, much advanced; deeply
involved.
gon·er (gônʹәr; gonʹ–), n. Informal. person or thing that is dead, ruined, past
help, etc.
gong (gông; gong), n. a metal disk with a
turned-up rim, that makes a loud noise
when struck. [< Malay] —gongʹlike´, adj.
gon·or·rhe·a (gon´ә rēʹә), n. a contagious
sexually transmitted disease that causes
inﬂammation of the genital and urinary
organs. [< LL < Gk., < gonos seed + rhoia
ﬂow] —gon´or·rheʹal, adj.
goo (gü), n. Informal. something thick
or sticky.
goo·ber (güʹbәr), n. S., Informal. peanut.
[< Bantu]
good (gu̇d), adj. bet·ter, best, n., interj.
—adj. 1 having the right qualities; desirable: a good book. 2 right; proper: do
what seems good to you. 3 well-behaved:
a good boy. 4 kind; friendly: say a good
word for me. 5 reliable; dependable:
good judgment. 6 agreeable; pleasant: a
good time. 7 satisfying; full: a good day.
8 skillful; clever: a good manager. —n.
1 beneﬁt: work for the common good.
2 that which is good: ﬁnd the good in
people. —interj. that is good!
as good as, almost the same as; practically.
feel good, feel well or elated.
for good, forever; ﬁnally; permanently.
good for, a able to do, live, or last. b able
to pay. c worth.
make good, a make up for. b carry out;
fulﬁll. c succeed. [OE gōd]
Good Book, Bible.
good-by, good-bye (gu̇d´bīʹ), interj., n.,
pl. –bys; –byes. farewell. [contraction of
God be with ye]
good-for-noth·ing (gu̇dʹfәr nuth´ing),
adj. worthless; useless. —n. person who
is worthless or useless.
Good Friday, Friday before Easter,
observed in commemoration of Christ’s
cruciﬁxion.
good-heart·ed (gu̇dʹhärʹtid), adj. kind
and generous. —goodʹ-heartʹed·ly, adv.
—goodʹ-heartʹed·ness, n.
Good Hope, Cape of, cape near the SW
tip of Africa.
good-hu·mored (gu̇dʹhūʹmәrd; –ūʹ–), adj.
cheerful; pleasant. —goodʹ-huʹmoredly, adv. —goodʹ-huʹmored·ness, n.
good-look·ing (gu̇dʹlu̇kʹing), adj. having
a pleasing appearance; handsome.

good·ly (gu̇dʹli), adj., –li·er, –li·est. 1
pleasant; excellent: a goodly land. 2
good-looking: a goodly youth. 3 considerable: a goodly quantity. —goodʹliness, n.
good morning, form of greeting said in
the morning.
good-na·tured (gu̇dʹnāʹchәrd), adj.
pleasant; kindly; cheerful; agreeable.
—goodʹ-naʹtured·ly, adv. —goodʹ-naʹtured·ness, n.
good·ness (gu̇dʹnis), n. 1 quality or state
of being good; kindness; friendliness.
—interj. exclamation of surprise.
good night, form of farewell said at night.
goods (gu̇dz), n.pl. 1 personal property;
belongings. 2 thing or things for sale;
wares. 3 material for clothing; cloth.
Good Samaritan, person who is unselfish in helping others.
good-tem·pered (gu̇dʹtemʹpәrd), adj. easy
to get along with. —goodʹtemʹpered·ly,
adv.
good will, 1 kindly or friendly feeling. 2
cheerful consent; willingness. 3 reputation and steady trade that a business has
with its customers.
good·y (gu̇dʹi), n., pl. good·ies, interj. —n.
something very good to eat. —interj.
exclamation of pleasure. [< good]
good·y-good·y (gu̇dʹi gu̇dʹi), n. person
who makes a display of how good he or
she is. —adj. good, in an artiﬁcial way.
goose (güs), n. pl., geese 1 a wild or tame
web-footed swimming bird, like a duck
but larger and having a longer neck. 2 a
female goose. 3 a silly person.
cook one’s goose, ruin one’s reputation,
chance to advance, succeed, etc. [OE
gōs] —gooseʹlike´, adj.
goose·ber·ry (güsʹber´i; güzʹ–), n., pl.
–ries. 1 a small, sour berry somewhat
like a currant but larger, used to make
pies, tarts, jam, etc. 2 the thorny bush
that it grows on.
goose egg, 1 egg of a goose. 2 Slang. zero,
esp. in sports.
goose pimples, a rough condition of the
skin caused by cold or fear. Also, goose
bumps, goose ﬂesh.
goose·neck (güsʹnek´), n. anything long
and curved like a goose’s neck, such as a
movable support for a lamp.
goose step, a marching step in which
the leg is swung high with a straight,
stiﬀ knee.
goose-step (güsʹstep´), v., –stepped,
–step·ping. march with a goose step.
G.O.P., the “Grand Old Party” (the
Republican Party in the United States).
go·pher (gōʹfәr), n. 1 S., W. a burrowing,
ratlike rodent with large cheek pouches.
2 ground squirrel. [? < early United
States F, gaufre, lit., honeycomb; with
ref. to burrowing]
Gor·di·an knot (gôrʹdi әn). cut the
Gordian knot, use a quick, easy way
out of a diﬃculty. [with ref. to the knot
tied by Gordius, king of Phrygia, and cut
by Alexander the Great]

gore1 (gôr; gōr), n. blood that is shed;
thick blood; clotted blood. [OE gor dirt,
dung]
gore2 (gôr; gōr), v., gored, gor·ing. wound
with a horn or tusk: the savage bull gored
the farmer. [ME gorre(n)]
gore3 (gôr; gōr), n., v., gored, gor·ing. —n.
a long, triangular piece of cloth put or
made in a skirt, sail, etc., to give greater
width or change the shape. —v. put or
make a gore in. [OE gāra point < gār
spear] —gored, adj. —gorʹing, n.
gorge (gôrj), n., v., gorged, gorg·ing. —n.
1 a deep, narrow valley, usually steep
and rocky. 2 Archaic. throat; gullet. —v.
eat greedily until full; stuﬀ with food.
[< OF, ult. < LL gurges throat, jaws < L,
abyss, whirlpool] —gorgʹer, n.
gor·geous (gôrʹjәs), adj. richly colored;
splendid: a gorgeous sunset. [< OF gorgias fashionable] —gorʹgeous·ly, adv.
—gorʹgeous·ness, n.
Gor·gon (gôrʹgәn), n. Gk. Legend. any of
three horrible sisters who had snakes
for hair and whose look turned the
beholder to stone. [< L < Gk., < gorgos
terrible]
Gor·gon·zo·la (gôr´gәn zōʹlә), n. a strong,
white Italian cheese that looks and tastes
much like Roquefort cheese.
go·ril·la (gә rilʹә), n. 1 a very large humanlike ape of Africa. 2 Informal. a strong
and unreﬁned man. [< NL < Gk. < an
African lang.] —go·rilʹla·like´, adj.
gor·mand (gôrʹmәnd), n. gourmand.
gor·mand·ize (gôrʹmәn dīz), v., –ized,
–iz·ing. stuﬀ oneself with food; eat very
greedily; gorge. [orig. n., < F gourmandise gluttony] —gorʹmand·iz´er, n.
gor·y (gôrʹi; gōrʹi), adj., gor·i·er, gor·i·est.
bloody. —gorʹi·ly, adv. —gorʹi·ness, n.
gosh (gosh), interj. exclamation or mild
oath.
gos·hawk (gosʹhôk´), n. a powerful, shortwinged hawk, formerly much used in
falconry. [OE gōshafoc < gōs goose +
hafoc hawk]
gos·ling (gozʹling), n. a young goose.
gos·pel (gosʹpәl), n. 1 the teachings of
Jesus and the Apostles. 2 Usually, Gospel. any one or part of the ﬁrst four
books of the New Testament, by Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. 3 the absolute truth. —adj. 1 evangelical. 2 of or
pertaining to the gospel. [OE gōdspel
good tidings (i.e., of the Nativity) < gōd
good + spel spell2]
gos·sa·mer (gosʹә mәr), n. 1 ﬁlm or
thread of cobweb. 2 a very thin, light
cloth. 3 anything very light and thin.
—adj. Also, gosʹsa·mer·y. very light and
thin; ﬁlmy. [ME gossomer goose summer, name for “Indian summer,” the
season for goose and cobwebs]
gos·sip (gosʹip), n., v., –siped, –sip·ing.
—n. 1 idle talk, not always true, about
other people and their aﬀairs. 2 person
who gossips a good deal. —v. repeat
what one knows, or the idle talk that
one hears, about other people and their
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aﬀairs. [OE godsibb, orig., godparent <
god God + sibb relative] —gosʹsip·er, n.
—gosʹsip·ing, n. —gosʹsip·ing·ly, adv.
—gosʹsip·y, adj.
got (got), v. pt. and pp. of get.
Goth (goth), n. 1 member of a Teutonic
tribe that overran the Roman Empire in
the third, fourth, and ﬁfth centuries a.d.
2 an uncivilized person; barbarian.
Goth·ic (gothʹik), n. 1 style of architecture using pointed arches and high,
steep roofs, developed in W Europe during the Middle Ages from about 1150 to
1550. 2 language of the Goths. —adj. 1
of Gothic architecture. 2 of the Goths
or their language. 3 also, gothic. (of a
story, novel, etc.) dark and mysterious,
complicated. —Gothʹi·cal·ly, adv.
got·ten (gotʹәn), v. pp. of get.
gou·ache (gu̇ʹwäsh), n. 1 opaque water
color, made from a mixture of pigment
and gum. 2 method of painting with
gouache. 3 painting made this way. [< F
gouache < Ital. guazzo water colors]
gouge (gouj), n., v., gouged, goug·ing.
—n. 1 chisel with a curved blade. 2
groove or hole made by gouging. —v. 1
cut with a gouge. 2 dig out; force out. 3
Informal. trick; cheat. [< F < LL gulbia]
—gougʹer, n.
gou·lash (güʹläsh), n. stew made of beef
or veal and vegetables, usually highly
seasoned. [< Hung. gulyás (hús herdsman’s (meat)]
gourd (gôrd; gōrd; gu̇rd), n. 1 the hardshelled fruit of certain vines. 2 cup,
bowl, bottle, rattle, etc., made from a
dried shell of this fruit. 3 vine that
gourds grow on. 4 any plant of the
family to which cucumbers, pumpkins,
and muskmelons belong. [< F < OF
cohorde < L cucurbita] —gourdʹlike´,
adj. —gourdʹ-shaped, adj.
gour·mand (gu̇rʹmәnd), n. person who is
fond of good eating. [< F, gluttonous <
gourmet gourmet]
gour·met (gu̇rʹmā), n. person who is
expert in judging and choosing ﬁne
foods, wines, etc.; epicure. [< F < OF
groumet wine tester]
gout (gout), n. a painful disease of the
joints, often characterized by a swelling
of the big toe. [< OF < L gutta a drop, in
Med.L, gout]
gout·y (goutʹi), adj., gout·i·er, gout·iest. 1 diseased or swollen with gout.
2 of gout; caused by or causing gout.
—goutʹi·ly, adv. —goutʹi·ness, n.
Gov., Governor.
gov., 1 government. 2 governor.
gov·ern (guvʹәrn), v. 1 rule; control; manage. 2 exercise a directing or restraining inﬂuence over; determine: motives
governing a person’s decision. 3 hold
back; restrain; check: govern one’s temper. [< OF < L < Gk. kybernaein steer]
—govʹern·a·ble, adj.
gov·ern·ance (guvʹәr nәns), n. rule; control.

gov·ern·ess (guvʹәr nis), woman who
teaches children in a private house.
gov·ern·ment (guvʹәrn mәnt; –әr–), n. 1
act of governing; rule or authority over
a country, state, district, etc. 2 person or
persons ruling a country, state, district,
etc.; administration. 3 system of ruling:
republican government. 4 country, state,
district, etc., ruled. —gov´ern·menʹtal,
adj. —gov´ern·menʹtal·ly, adv.
gov·er·nor (guvʹәr nәr; guvʹnәr), n. 1 oﬃcial elected as the executive head of a state
of the United States. 2 oﬃcial appointed
to govern a province, city, fort, etc. 3 an
automatic device that keeps a machine
going at a certain speed.
governor general, pl. governors general. governor who has subordinate or
deputy governors under him. —govʹernor-genʹer·al·ship´, n.
gov·er·nor·ship (guvʹәr nәr ship´; guvʹnәr–), n. position or term of oﬃce of
governor.
govt., Govt., government.
gown (goun), n. 1 a woman’s dress. 2 a
loose outer garment worn to show position, profession, etc., as that of a judge.
3 nightgown or dressing gown. —v.
put a gown on; dress in a gown. [< OF
< LL gunna]
GP, (gēʹpēʹ), general practitioner.
Gr., 1 Grecian. 2 Greece. 3 Also, Gk.
Greek.
gr., 1 grain. 2 gram. 3 gravity. 4 gross.
grab (grab), v., grabbed, grab·bing,
n. —v. seize suddenly; snatch. —n. 1
a snatching; a sudden seizing. 2 that
which is grabbed. [cf. MDu. grabben]
—grabʹber, n.
grab bag, 1 bag in which an assortment
of objects is hidden and from which a
person takes one, without knowing what
it will be. 2 Fig. a variety or odd assortment: grab bag of ideas.
grab·by (grabʹi), adj., –bi·er, –bi·est.
greedy; grasping.
grace (grās), n., v., graced, grac·ing. —n.
1 beauty of form, movement, or manner;
pleasing or agreeable quality. 2 good
will; favor. 3 mercy; pardon. 4 favor and
love of God. 5 a short prayer of thanks
before or after a meal. 6 favor shown by
granting a delay. 7 allowance of time.
—v. 1 give or add grace to; set oﬀ with
grace. 2 do a favor or honor to.
fall from grace, a fall out of favor. b
return to bad habits, sinful ways, etc.
in one’s good or bad graces, liked or
disliked by one; approved of or disapproved of.
Grace, Class. Myth. one of the three sister
goddesses controlling beauty and charm
in people and in nature.
with good grace, willingly; pleasantly.
[< F < L gratia < gratus pleasing]
grace·ful (grāsʹfәl), adj. having or showing grace; beautiful in form, movement, or manner. —graceʹful·ly, adv.
—graceʹful·ness, n.
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grace·less (grāsʹlis), adj. 1 without grace.
2 not caring for what is right or proper.
—graceʹless·ly, adv. —graceʹless·ness, n.
grace note, note not essential to the
harmony or melody, added for embellishment.
gra·cious (grāʹshәs), adj. pleasant; kindly;
courteous. —interj. exclamation of surprise. [< OF < L gratiosus] —graʹcious·ly,
adv. —graʹcious·ness, gra´ci·osʹi·ty, n.
grack·le (grakʹәl), n. kind of blackbird. [< L
graculus jackdaw]
grad., graduate; graduated.
gra·da·tion (grā dāʹshәn), n. 1 a change
by steps or stages; gradual change. 2 Usually, gradations. step, stage, or degree in
a series. 3 act or process of grading. [< L
gradatio. See grade.] —gra·daʹtion·al,
adj. —gra·daʹtion·al·ly, adv.
grade (grād), n., v., grad·ed, grad·ing.
—n. 1 any one division of a school
arranged according to the pupils’ progress. 2 degree in a scale of rank, quality,
value, etc. 3 group of people or things
having the same rank, quality, value, etc.
4 number or letter that shows how well
one has done. 5 slope of a road, railroad
track, etc. 6 amount of slope. —v. 1 place
in classes; arrange in grades; sort. 2 give
a grade to. 3 make more nearly level. 4
change gradually.
make the grade, overcome diﬃculties.
[< F < L gradus step, degree]
grade crossing, place where a railroad
crosses a street or another railroad on
the same level.
grad·er (grādʹәr), n. 1 person or thing
that grades. 2 person who is in a certain
grade at school.
grade school, elementary school.
gra·di·ent (grāʹdi әnt), n. 1 rate at which a
road, railroad track, etc., rises. 2 the sloping part of a road, etc. 3 rate at which
temperature or pressure changes. 4 rate
of change of any variable. [< L gradiens
walking. See grade.]
grad·u·al (grajʹu̇ әl), adj. by degrees too
small to be separately noticed; little by
little. —gradʹu·al·ly, adv. —gradʹu·alness, n.
grad·u·al·ism (grajʹu̇ ә liz´әm), n. principle of gradual change. —gradʹu·alist, n.
grad·u·ate (v. grajʹu̇ āt; n., adj. grajʹu̇ it),
v., –at·ed, –at·ing, n., adj. —v. 1 ﬁnish
a course of study at a school, college, or
university and receive a diploma or other
document saying so. 2 give a diploma to
for ﬁnishing a course of study. 3 mark
with degrees for measuring. A thermometer is graduated. —n. 1 person
who has graduated. 2 container marked
with degrees for measuring. —adj. 1 that
is a graduate: a graduate student. 2 of or
for graduates. [< Med.L graduatus. See
grade.] —gradʹu·a´tor, n.
graduate school, part of a university or
college that oﬀers studies leading to
master’s and doctor’s degrees.
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grad·u·a·tion (graj´u̇ āʹshәn), n. 1 a
graduating from a school, college, or
university. 2 graduating exercises. 3 a
marking with degrees for measuring. 4
mark or set of marks to show degrees
for measuring.
graf·ﬁ·ti (grә fēʹti), n. spray-painted pictures or words on buildings, bridges,
subway cars, etc. [< Ital. graﬃto, pl.
graﬃti, scribbling < Gk. gráphein, draw,
write]
graft1 (graft; gräft), v. 1 insert (a shoot,
bud, etc.) from one tree or plant into a
slit in another so that it will grow there
permanently. 2 produce or improve
(fruit, ﬂower, etc.) by grafting. 3 transfer
(a piece of skin, bone, etc.) from one
part of the body to another so that it will
grow there permanently. 4 Fig. insert or
impose on: graft new work onto earlier
writings. —n. 1 shoot, bud, etc., used
in grafting. 2 act of grafting. 3 piece of
skin, bone, etc., transferred in grafting.
[earlier, graﬀ < OF < L < Gk. grapheion
stylus < graphein write; from similarity
of shape] —graftʹer, n. —graftʹing, n.
graft2 (graft; gräft), —n. 1 the taking of
money dishonestly in connection with
public business. 2 money dishonestly
taken or obtained. —v. make money
dishonestly through one’s job, esp. in
political positions. —graftʹer, n.
gra·ham (grāʹәm), adj. made from
unsifted whole wheat or whole-wheat
ﬂour. [for S. Graham, reformer of dietetics]
Grail (grāl),n.the Holy Grail.[< OF < Med.L
gradale plate, or < VL cratale < crater
bowl < Gk.]
grain (grān), n. 1 a seed of wheat, oats,
and similar cereal grasses. 2 plants that
these seeds or seedlike fruits grow on. 3
a tiny, hard particle of sand, salt, sugar,
etc. 4 the smallest unit of weight. One
pound avoirdupois equals 7000 grains. 5
the smallest possible amount; tiniest bit:
grain of truth. 6 arrangement or direction of ﬁbers in wood, layers in stone,
etc. 7 the rough surface of leather. 8
natural character; disposition. —v. form
into grains.
go against the grain, be contrary to
what someone believes or wants.
with a grain of salt, with skepticism;
with reservations. [< OF < L granum
grain, seed] —grained, adj. —grainʹer,
n. —grainʹless, adj. —grainʹy, adj.
grain alcohol, ethyl alcohol, often made
from grain.
grained (grānd), adj. 1 having the lines
and markings of wood. 2 painted to look
like wood or marble.
grain elevator, a building for storing
grain.
gram (gram), n. unit of weight in the
metric system. Twenty-eight grams
weigh about one ounce avoirdupois. [< F
< LL < Gk. gramma small weight < graphein write]

–gram, combining form. 1 something
written; message, as in cablegram,
telegram, monogram. [< Gk. –gramma
something written, ult. < graphein write]
2 grams; of a gram, as in kilogram, milligram. [< Gk., < gramma small weight,
ult. < graphein write]
gram., grammar; grammatical.
gram·mar (gramʹәr), n. 1 study and classiﬁcation of the classes, forms, sounds,
and uses of words of a particular language. 2 statements about the use of
words. 3 the elements of any subject:
grammar of painting. [< OF < L < Gk.
grammatike (techne) (art) of letters, ult.
< graphein write]
gram·mar·i·an (grә mãrʹi әn), n. expert
in grammar.
grammar school, 1 a public school in the
United States having the grades between
preschool and high school. 2 Brit. a secondary school.
gram·mat·i·cal (grә matʹә kәl), adj. 1
according to correct use of words. 2
of grammar. —gram·matʹi·cal·ly, adv.
—gram·matʹi·cal·ness, n.
gram-mo·lec·u·lar (gramʹmә lekʹyә lәr),
adj. of or having to do with a gram
molecule.
gram molecule, amount of an element
or compound that equals its molecular
weight expressed in grams.
gram·pus (gramʹpәs), n. 1 a large, ﬁerce
dolphin; killer whale. 2 a small, toothed
whale. [earlier grapays < OF < Med.L
crassus piscis fat ﬁsh]
gran·a·ry (granʹә ri; grānʹ–), n., pl. –ries.
1 place where grain is stored. 2 region
having much grain. [< L, < granum
grain]
grand (grand), adj. 1 large and of ﬁne
appearance: grand mountains. 2 ﬁne;
noble; stately: grand music. 3 very high
in rank; chief: grand jury. 4 important; main: the grand staircase. 5 complete: grand total. 6 very satisfactory.
—n. Informal. a thousand dollars. [< OF
< L grandis big] —grandʹly,adv.—grandʹness, n.
gran·dam (granʹdam), gran·dame
(–dām), n. 1 grandmother. 2 old
woman. [< AF graund dame. See grand,
dame.]
grand·aunt (grandʹant´; –änt´), n. greataunt.
Grand Canyon, a deep gorge of the Colorado River, in N Arizona.
grand·child (grandʹchīld´), n., pl. –children. child of one’s son or daughter.
grand·daugh·ter (grandʹdô´tәr), n. daughter of one’s son or daughter.
gran·dee (gran dēʹ), n. 1 a Spanish or Portuguese nobleman of the highest rank. 2
person of high rank or great importance.
[< Sp., Pg. grande. See grand.]
gran·deur (granʹjәr; –ju̇r), n. greatness;
majesty; nobility; dignity; splendor.
grand·fa·ther (grandʹfä´thәr), n. 1 father
of one’s father or mother. 2 forefather.
—grandʹfa´ther·ly, adj.

grandfather clause, provision that allows
an existing right or privilege to continue, despite its being withdrawn by a
new law. [< grandfather clause a provision in some S U.S. states that made
voting diﬃcult for blacks]
gran·dil·o·quent (gran dilʹә kwәnt), adj.
using lofty or pompous words. [< L,
< grandis grand + loquens speaking]
—gran·dilʹo·quence, n. —gran·dilʹoquent·ly, adv.
gran·di·ose (granʹdi ōs), adj. 1 grand in
an imposing or impressive way. 2 grand
in an aﬀected or pompous way; trying
to seem magniﬁcent. [< F < Ital. grandioso] —granʹdi·ose·ly, adv. —gran´diosʹi·ty, n.
grand jury, jury chosen to investigate
accusations and bring an indictment
against the accused if there is enough
evidence for trial before an ordinary
jury.
grand·ma (grandʹmä´ ; gramʹmä´;
gramʹә), n. Informal. grandmother.
grand·moth·er (grandʹmuth´әr), n. 1
mother of one’s father or mother. 2
ancestress. —grandʹmoth´er·ly, adj.
grand·neph·ew (grandʹnef´ū; –nev´ū), n.
son of one’s nephew or niece.
grand·niece (grandʹnēs´), n. daughter of
one’s nephew or niece.
Grand Old Party, the Republican Party.
grand opera, a musical drama in which
all the speeches are sung to the accompaniment of an orchestra.
grand·pa (grandʹpä; gramʹpä´; gramʹpә),
n. Informal. grandfather.
grand·par·ent (grandʹpãr´әnt), n. grandfather or grandmother.
grand·sire (grandʹsīr´), n. Archaic. 1
grandfather. 2 forefather. 3 an old
man.
grand·son (grandʹsun´), n. son of one’s
son or daughter.
grand·stand (grandʹstand´), n. the principal seating place for people at an
athletic ﬁeld, race track, etc. —v. –standed, –stand·ing. do something showy or
meant to impress.
grandstand play, something done to win
applause, attract attention, etc.
grand·un·cle (grandʹung´kәl), n. greatuncle.
grange (grānj), n. 1 farm. 2 Grange, organization of farmers for the improvement
of their welfare. [< OF < VL granica < L
granum grain]
grang·er (grānʹjәr), n. farmer.
gran·ite (granʹit), n. a hard igneous
rock made of grains of other rocks,
chieﬂy quartz and feldspar. [< Ital.
granito grained, ult. < L granum grain]
—granʹite·like´, adj. —gra·nitʹic, adj.
gran·ny (granʹi), n., pl. –nies. Informal.
1 grandmother. 2 an old woman. 3 a
fussy person.
granny knot, knot diﬀering from a
square knot in having the ends crossed
the wrong way.
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gra·no·la (grә nōʹlә), n. mixture of cereals, nuts, raisins, etc., sold as breakfast
food or as a natural-food snack.
grant (grant; gränt), v. 1 give what is
asked; allow. 2 admit to be true; accept
without proof; concede. 3 bestow or
confer (a right, etc.) by formal act; transfer or convey (the ownership of property), esp. by deed or writing. —n. 1
thing granted, such as a privilege, right,
sum of money, or tract of land. 2 act of
granting.
take for granted, assume to be true; use
as proved or agreed to. [< OF granter,
var. of creanter, promise, authorize, ult.
< L credens trusting] —grantʹa·ble, adj.
—gran·teeʹ, n. —grantʹer, grantʹor, n.
Grant (grant), Ulysses S., 1822–85,
American general, 18th president of the
United States, 1869–77.
gran·u·lar (granʹyә lәr), adj. 1 consisting
of or containing grains or granules. 2
resembling grains or granules. —gran´ularʹi·ty, n. —granʹu·lar·ly, adv.
gran·u·late (granʹyә lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lat·
ing. 1 form into grains or granules. 2
roughen on the surface. 3 become granular; develop granulations. —granʹulat´ed, adj. —granʹu·lat´er, granʹu·la´tor, n. —gran´u·laʹtion, n. —granʹula´tive, adj.
gran·ule (granʹūl), n. 1 a small grain. 2
a small bit or spot like a grain. [< LL
granulum, dim. of granum grain]
grape (grāp), n. 1 a small, round fruit that
grows in bunches on a vine. 2 grapevine. 3 a dark, purplish red. [< OF,
bunch of grapes, < graper pick grapes
< grape hook < Gmc.] —grapeʹless, adj.
—grapeʹlike´, adj.
grape·fruit (grāpʹfrüt), n. a pale-yellow
citrus fruit like an orange, but larger
and sourer.
grape·shot (grāpʹshot´), n. cluster of
small iron balls used as a charge for
cannon.
grape sugar, sugar formed in all green
plants, but esp. in grapes; dextrose.
grape·vine (grāpʹvīn´), n. 1 vine that
bears grapes. 2 a way by which reports
are mysteriously spread. b a baseless
report.
graph (graf; gräf), n. 1 line or diagram
showing how one quantity depends on
or changes with another. 2 any line or
lines representing a series of relations.
—v. draw (such a line or diagram); draw
a line representing some change, equation, or function. [for graphic formula.
See graphic.]
–graph, combining form. 1 make a picture, draw, or write, as in photograph.
2 machine that makes a picture, draws,
or writes, as in seismograph. 3 drawn or
written, as in autograph. 4 something
drawn or written, as in lithograph. [< Gk.
gráphein write]
graph·ic (grafʹik), adj. 1 lifelike; vivid. 2
of or about diagrams and their use. 3
shown by a graph. 4 of or about draw-

ing, painting, engraving, or etching: the
graphic arts. 5 of or used in handwriting:
graphic symbols. 6 written; inscribed. [< L
< Gk., < gráphein write] —graphʹi·cally, graphʹic·ly, adv. —graphʹi·cal·ness, n.
graphic arts, drawing, painting, engraving, etc., esp. as applied to making prints
and designing books.
graph·ics (grafʹiks), n. 1 art or science
of drawing, esp. mechanical drawing. 2
illustrative material included in a book
or other printed materials. 3 layout,
type, and design generated by a computer.
graph·ite (grafʹīt), n. a soft, black form
of carbon with a metallic luster, used
for lead in pencils and for lubricating
machinery. [< G graphit < Gk. graphein
write] —gra·phitʹic, adj.
graph paper, paper ruled into squares,
used for making graphs and diagrams.
grap·nel (grapʹnәl), n. 1 instrument with
one or more hooks for seizing and holding. 2 a small anchor with three or more
hooks. [< OF grapin hook, dim. of grape
hook]
grap·ple (grapʹәl), v., –pled, –pling, n.
—v. 1 seize and hold fast; grip or hold
ﬁrmly. 2 struggle; ﬁght. 3 use a grapnel;
search for with a grapnel. [< n.] —n. 1
a seizing and holding fast; ﬁrm grip or
hold. 2 grapnel. [< OF grapil hook]
—grapʹpler, n.
grappling iron, grapnel.
grasp (grasp; gräsp), v. 1 seize and hold
fast by closing the ﬁngers around. 2
understand. —n. 1 a seizing and holding tightly; clasp of the hand. 2 power of
seizing and holding. 3 control; possession. 4 understanding.
grasp at, a try to take hold of. b accept
eagerly. [ME graspe(n); akin to grope]
—graspʹa·ble, adj. —graspʹer, n.
grasp·ing (grasʹping; gräsʹ–), adj. 1 eager
to get all that one can; greedy. 2 that
grasps. —graspʹing·ly, adv. —graspʹingness, n.
grass (gras; gräs), n. 1 any of various
plants that cover ﬁelds, lawns, and pastures. 2 land covered with grass; pasture. 3 plant that has jointed stems and
long, narrow leaves. Wheat, corn, and
bamboo are grasses. 4 Slang. marijuana.
—v. cover with grass. [OE grœs; akin
to green, grow] —grassʹless, adj.
—grassʹlike´, adj.
grass·hop·per (grasʹhop´әr; gräsʹ–), n.
insect with strong legs and wings for
jumping.
grass·land (grasʹland´; gräsʹ–), n. land
with grass on it, used for pasture.
grass roots, the ordinary citizens of a
region or state taken all together.
grass snake, any of various harmless
snakes that are gray-green in color and
live in meadows.
grass widow, a woman divorced or separated from her husband.
grass widower, a man divorced or separated from his wife.

grass·y (grasʹi; gräsʹi), adj., grass·i·er,
grass·i·est. 1 covered with grass. 2 of or
like grass. —grassʹi·ness, n.
grate1 (grāt), n., v., grat·ed, grat·ing. —n.
1 framework of iron bars to hold a ﬁre.
2 framework of bars over a window or
opening; grating. —v. furnish with a
grate or grating. [< Med.L < Ital. < LL
cratis, L, hurdle] —grateʹless, adj.
—grateʹlike´, adj.
grate2 (grāt), v., —grat·ed, grat·ing. 1
make (a grinding sound); sound harshly.
2 rub with a harsh sound: the door
grated on its hinges. 3 have an annoying
or unpleasant eﬀect: rude manners grate.
4 wear down or grind oﬀ in small pieces:
grate cheese. [< OF grater < Gmc.]
grat·er (grātʹәr), n. kitchen tool for shredding cheese, vegetables, etc.
grate·ful (grātʹfәl), adj. 1 feeling gratitude; thankful. 2 pleasing; welcome.
[< obs. grate agreeable (< L gratus)
+ full] —grateʹful·ly, adv. —grateʹfulness, n.
grat·i·fy (gratʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1
give pleasure or satisfaction to; please.
2 satisfy; indulge. [< F < L, < gratus
pleasing + facere make, do] —grat´iﬁ·caʹtion, n. —gratʹi·ﬁ´er, n. —gratʹify´ing·ly, adv.
grat·ing1 (grātʹing), n. framework of bars
over a window or opening.
grat·ing2 (grātʹing), adj. harsh or unpleasant. —gratʹing·ly, adv.
grat·is (gratʹis; grāʹtis), adv., adj. free of
charge. [< L, ult. < gratia favor]
grat·i·tude (gratʹә tüd; –tūd), n. kindly
feeling because of a favor received;
thankfulness. [< LL, < gratus thankful]
gra·tu·i·tous (grә tüʹә tәs; –tūʹ–), adj. 1
freely given or obtained; free. 2 without
reason or cause. —gra·tuʹi·tous·ly, adv.
—gra·tuʹi·tous·ness, n.
gra·tu·i·ty (grә tüʹә ti; –tūʹ–), n., pl. –ties.
1 present of money in return for service;
tip. 2 present; gift. [< Med.L, gift, appar.
< L gratuitus free]
grave1 (grāv), n. 1 hole dug in the ground
where a dead body is to be buried. 2
mound or monument over it. 3 any
place that becomes the receptacle of
what is dead: a watery grave.
dig one’s own grave, cause one’s
own downfall or ruin. [OE grœf. See
grave3.]
grave2 (grāv), adj., grav·er, grav·est, n.
—adj. 1 important; weighty; momentous. 2 serious; threatening: a grave
situation. 3 digniﬁed; sober; solemn.
4 having a particular accent (`) that
may indicate pitch, quality of sound
(as in French père), or syllabic value
(as in belovèd). —n. the grave accent.
[< F < L gravis serious] —graveʹly, adv.
—graveʹness, n.
grave3 (grāv), v., graved, graved or graven, grav·ing. engrave; carve. [OE grafan] —gravʹer, n.
grav·el (gravʹәl), n., v., –eled, –el·ing.
—n. pebbles and rock fragments coarser
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than sand. —v. lay or cover with gravel.
[< OF gravele, dim. of grave sand, seashore < Celtic] —gravʹel·ly, adj.
grav·en (grāvʹәn), adj. engraved; carved;
sculptured: graven image. —v. pp. of
grave3.
grave·stone (grāvʹstōn´), n. stone that
marks a grave.
grave·yard (grāvʹyärd´), n. place for burying the dead; cemetery; burial ground.
grav·i·tate (gravʹә tāt), v., –tat·ed, –tating. 1 move or tend to move by gravitation. 2 settle down; sink. 3 tend to go; be
strongly attracted: unemployed workers
gravitated to the city. [< NL, ult. < L
gravis heavy]
grav·i·ta·tion (grav´ә tāʹshәn), n. 1 a
force that attracts bodies toward one
another. b a moving or tendency to
move caused by this force. 2 a natural
tendency toward some point or object
of inﬂuence. —grav´i·taʹtion·al, adj.
—grav´i·taʹtion·al·ly, adv.
grav·i·ty (gravʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 the
natural force that causes objects to move
or tend to move toward the center of
the earth. Gravity causes objects to have
weight. 2 the natural force that makes
objects move or tend to move toward
each other; gravitation. 3 heaviness;
weight. 4 seriousness; solemnity; earnestness. 5 critical character; importance. [< L, < gravis heavy]
gra·vy (grāʹvi), n., pl. –vies. 1 juice that
comes out of meat in cooking. 2 sauce
for meat, potatoes, etc., made from this
juice. 3 Fig. proﬁt or gain secured without eﬀort. [ME grave, a mistaken writing
of OF grané properly grained, seasoned,
ult. < L granum grain]
gravy boat, small dish, shaped somewhat
like a boat, for serving gravy or sauce.
gravy train, Informal. something that yields
money or proﬁt without much eﬀort.
gray (grā), n. 1 color made by mixing
black and white. 2 gray cloth or clothing. —adj. 1 having a color between
black and white. 2 having gray hair.
3 dark; gloomy; dismal. —v. make or
become gray. [OE grœ̄g] —gray·ly, adv.
—grayʹness, n.
gray·beard (grāʹbird´), n. old man.
gray·ish (grāʹish), adj. somewhat gray.
gray·lag (grāʹlag´), n. a wild, gray goose
that is common in Europe. [< gray + lag;
because these birds migrate south at a
very late date]
gray·ling (grāʹling), n. a freshwater ﬁsh
somewhat like a trout.
gray matter, 1 grayish tissue in the brain
and spinal cord that contains nerve cells
and some nerve ﬁbers. 2 Informal. intelligence; brains.
graze1 (grāz), v., grazed, graz·ing. 1
feed on growing grass. 2 put (cattle,
sheep, etc.) to feed on growing grass
or a pasture. [OE grasian < grœs grass]
—grazʹer, n.
graze2 (grāz), v., grazed, graz·ing, n. —v.
1 touch lightly in passing; rub lightly

(against). 2 scrape the skin from. —n.
1 a grazing. 2 a slight wound made by
grazing. —grazʹing·ly, adv.
graz·ing (grāzʹing), n. growing grass that
cattle, sheep, etc., feed on; pasture.
grease (n. grēs; v. grēs, grēz), n., v.,
greased, greas·ing. —n. 1 soft animal
fat. 2 any thick, oily substance. —v. 1
smear with grease; put grease on. 2 cause
to run smoothly by greasing. 3 Slang.
give money as a bribe or tip. [< OF,
ult. < L crassus fat] —greaseʹless, adj.
—greasʹer, n.
grease·ball (grēsʹbôl´), n. Informal. person who seems untrustworthy, slippery.
grease gun, device shaped like a tube
that has a piston which forces grease out
through a nozzle or small opening to
lubricate bearings, tracks, etc.
greas·y (grēsʹi; grēzʹi), adj., greas·i·er,
greas·i·est. 1 smeared with grease; having grease on it. 2 containing much
grease. 3 like grease; smooth; slippery.
—greasʹi·ly, adv. —greasʹi·ness, n.
greasy spoon, Informal. restaurant serving cheap, sometimes greasy, food.
great (grāt), adj. 1 big; large: a great crowd.
2 more than usual; much: great ignorance, a great talker. 3 important; famous:
a great composer. 4 much in use; favorite:
that is a great habit of his. 5 Informal.
very good; ﬁne: a great party. [OE grēat]
—greatʹly, adv. —greatʹness, n.
great-aunt (grātʹant´; –änt´), n. aunt of
one’s father or mother, grandaunt.
Great Britain, England, Scotland, and
Wales. It is the largest island of Europe.
great circle, any circle on the surface of a
sphere having its plane passing through
the center of the sphere.
great·coat (grātʹkōt´), n. a heavy overcoat.
Great Dane, one of a breed of large, powerful, short-haired dogs.
Great Divide, the Rocky Mountains of
N America.
great-heart·ed (grātʹhärʹtid), adj. 1 noble;
generous. 2 brave; fearless. —greatʹheartʹed·ness, n.
Great Lakes, series of lakes between
the United States and Canada; Lakes
Ontario, Erie, Huron, Michigan, and
Superior.
Great Plains, a semiarid region just east
of the Rocky Mountains in the United
States and SW Canada.
great-un·cle (grātʹung´kәl), n. uncle of
one’s father or mother; granduncle.
grebe (grēb), n. a diving bird like a loon,
having feet not completely webbed and
a pointed bill. [< F]
Gre·cian (grēʹshәn), adj., n. Greek.
Gre·co-Ro·man (grē´kō rōʹmәn), adj.
Greek and Roman.
Greece (grēs), n. country in S Europe, on
the Mediterranean Sea.
greed (grēd), n. extreme or excessive
desire, esp. for money. [OE grœ̄d]
—greedʹless, adj.

greed·y (grēdʹi), adj., greed·i·er, greedi·est. 1 wanting to get more than one’s
share; having a very great desire to
possess something. 2 wanting to eat
or drink a great deal in a hurry; piggish. [OE grœ̄dig] —greedʹi·ly, adv.
—greedʹi·ness, n.
Greek (grēk), adj. of Greece, its people, or
their language. —n. 1 native or inhabitant of Greece. 2 language of Greece.
Greek ﬁre, wildﬁre.
Greek Orthodox Church, 1 Christian
church of the countries in communion
or doctrinal agreement with the patriarch of Constantinople. 2 Also, Greek
Church. part of this church that constitutes the established church in Greece.
green (grēn), n. 1 color of most growing
plants, grass, and leaves. 2 green coloring matter, dye, paint, etc. 3 grassy land
or a plot of grassy ground as a town
common. 4 a putting green. 5 Usually, Green. person, esp. a politician,
or group dedicated to preservation of
the environment. —adj. 1 having the
color green. 2 covered with growing
plants, grass, leaves, etc.: green ﬁelds. 3
not dried, cured, seasoned, or otherwise
prepared for use. 4 not ripe; not fully
grown. 5 not trained or experienced;
not mature; easily fooled. 6 having a
pale, sickly color. —v. make or become
green.
greens, a green leaves and branches
used for decoration. b leaves and stems
of plants used for food: salad greens.
[OE grēne; akin to grass, grow]
—greenʹish, adj. —greenʹness, n.
green algae, bright, grass-green algae living mainly in fresh water.
green·back (grēnʹbak´), n. paper money
having the back printed in green.
green bean, green string bean.
green·bri·er (grēnʹbrī´әr), n. a climbing
smilax with prickly stems and green
leaves.
green card, identiﬁcation card issued to
a registered alien resident of the United
States that permits him or her to work.
green·er·y (grēnʹәr i), n., pl. –er·ies. green
plants, grass, or leaves; verdure.
green·eyed (grēnʹīd´), adj. jealous.
green·gage (grēnʹgāj´), n. a large plum
with a light-green skin and pulp. [after
Sir Wm. Gage, who introduced it into
England]
green·gro·cer (grēnʹgrō´sәr), n. person
who sells fresh vegetables and fruit.
—greenʹgroʹcer·y, n.
green·horn (grēnʹhôrn´), n. person without experience. [with ref. to the green
horns of young oxen]
green·house (grēnʹhous´), n. a building
with a glass roof and glass sides kept
warm for growing plants; hothouse.
—adj. of or having to do with the greenhouse eﬀect.
greenhouse eﬀect, absorption and retention of the sun’s radiation in the earth’s
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atmosphere, causing an increase in temperature.
greenhouse gas, gas in the atmosphere,
such as ozone and carbon dioxide, that
traps the sun’s radiation.
Green·land (grēnʹlәnd), n. the largest
island in the world, belonging to Denmark. It lies NE of North America.
green light, oﬃcial permission to proceed
on a particular task or undertaking.
Green Mountains, part of the Appalachian Mountains extending through
Vermont.
green·room (grēnʹrüm´; –ru̇m´), n. room
in old theaters for the use of actors
and actresses when they are not on the
stage.
green·sward (grēnʹswôrd´), n. green
grass.
green tea, tea whose leaves have been
withered by steam.
green thumb, a remarkable ability to
grow ﬂowers, vegetables, etc., esp. as a
hobby.
Green·wich (grinʹij; grenʹ–; –ich), n.
borough in SE London, England. Longitude is measured east and west of
Greenwich.
Green·wich Village (grenʹich), section of
New York City, famous as a district for
artists and writers.
green·wood (grēnʹwu̇d´), n. forest in
spring and summer when the trees are
green.
greet (grēt), v. 1 speak or write to in a
friendly, polite way. 2 address; salute.
3 receive: his speech was greeted with
cheers. 4 present itself to; meet. [OE
grētan] —greetʹer, n.
greet·ing (grētʹing), n. act or words of a
person who greets another; welcome.
greetings, friendly wishes, as on a special occasion.
gre·gar·i·ous (grә gãrʹi әs), adj. 1 fond
of being with others. 2 living in ﬂocks,
herds, or other groups. [< L gregarius
< grex ﬂock] —gre·garʹi·ous·ly, adv.
—gre·garʹi·ous·ness, n.
Gre·go·ri·an calendar (grә gôʹri әn; –gōʹ–),
calendar now in use in the United States
and most other countries, introduced by
Pope Gregory XIII in 1582. It is a correction of the calendar of Julius Caesar.
Gregorian chant, vocal music having
free rhythm and a limited scale, used in
the Roman Catholic Church.
grem·lin (gremʹlәn), n. an imaginary elf
that troubles the pilots of airplanes.
gre·nade (grә nādʹ), n. a small bomb, usually hurled by hand. [< F < Sp. granada
pomegranate (lit., having grains) < L
granatus. See garnet.]
gren·a·dier (gren´ә dirʹ), n. member of a
special regiment of guards in the British
army; originally, a soldier who threw grenades; later, a very tall foot soldier. [< F,
< grenade grenade] —gren´a·dierʹi·al,
adj. —gren´a·dierʹly, adv.
gren·a·dine (gren´ә dēnʹ; grenʹә dēn),
n. syrup made from pomegranate or

currant juice. [< F grenadin. See grenade.]
grew (grü), v. pt. of grow.
grey (grā), n., adj., v. gray. —greyʹly, adv.
—greyʹness, n.
grey·hound (grāʹhound´), n. one of a
breed of tall, slender, swift dogs. [prob.
< Scand. greyhundr < grey bitch + hundr
dog]
grid (grid), n. 1 framework of parallel
iron bars; grating; gridiron. 2 the lead
plate in a storage battery. 3 network
or system of electric lines that delivers
electricity to a region or country: midwestern power grid. [short for gridiron]
grid·dle (gridʹәl), n., v., –dled, –dling.
—n. a heavy, ﬂat plate of metal to cook
griddlecakes, etc. —v. cook on a griddle.
[< unrecorded OF gredil; cf. OF grediller
singe. See grill.]
grid·dle·cake (gridʹәl kāk´), n. thin, ﬂat
cake of batter cooked on a griddle; pancake; ﬂapjack.
grid·i·ron (gridʹī´әrn) n. 1 a cooking
utensil consisting of a framework of
parallel iron bars or wires, usually with
a handle. 2 any framework or network
that looks like a gridiron. 3 a football
ﬁeld. [ME gredire griddle; ﬁnal element
assimilated to iron]
grid·lock (gridʹlok´), n. 1 stoppage of
vehicular traﬃc on city streets caused by
heavy volume. 2 any stoppage, as of telephone service or complex negotiations.
grief (grēf), n. 1 deep sadness caused by
trouble or loss; heavy sorrow.
come to grief, a have trouble; fail. b cause
of sadness or sorrow. [< OF, < grever
grieve] —griefʹless, adj.
griev·ance (grēvʹәns), n. a real or imagined wrong; reason for being angry or
annoyed; cause for complaint.
grieve (grēv), v., grieved, griev·ing. 1 feel
grief; be very sad. 2 cause to feel grief;
make very sad; aﬄict. [< OF grever,
ult. < L gravis heavy] —grievʹer, n.
—grievʹing·ly, adv.
griev·ous (grēvʹәs), adj. 1 hard to bear;
causing great pain or suﬀering. 2 ﬂagrant; atrocious: a grievous wrong. 3
causing grief. 4 full of grief; showing
grief: a grievous cry. —grievʹous·ly, adv.
—grievʹous·ness, n.
grif·ﬁn, grif·fon (grifʹәn), n. Gk. Myth.
creature with the head and wings of an
eagle, and the body of a lion. [< OF grifon < L gryphus, var. of gryps < Gk.]
grill (gril), n. 1 a cooking utensil consisting of a framework of parallel iron bars
for broiling meat, ﬁsh, etc.; gridiron. 2
dish of broiled meat, ﬁsh, etc. 3 restaurant or dining room that specializes
in serving broiled meat and ﬁsh. —v.
1 broil. 2 torture with heat. 3 question
severely and persistently: the detectives
grilled the prisoner until he ﬁnally confessed. [< F gril, ult. < LL cratis grate < L,
hurdle] —grillʹer, n.
grille (gril), n. an openwork metal structure or screen, used as a gate, door,
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or window. [< F < L craticula < cratis
hurdle] —grilled, adj.
grim (grim), adj., grim·mer, grim·mest. 1
without mercy; stern; harsh; ﬁerce. 2 not
yielding; not relenting: grim determination. 3 looking stern, ﬁerce, or harsh. 4
horrible; ghastly: grim scenes of destruction. [OE grimm ﬁerce] —grimʹly, adv.
—grimʹness, n.
gri·mace (grә māsʹ; grimʹis), n., v.,
–maced, –mac·ing. —n. twisting of the
face; ugly or funny smile. —v. make grimaces. [< F < Sp. grimazo panic] —grimacʹer, n.
grime (grīm), n., v., grimed, grim·ing.
—n. dirt rubbed deeply and ﬁrmly into
a surface. —v. cover with grime; make
very dirty. [? OE grīma mask]
grim·y (grīmʹi), adj., grim·i·er, grimi·est. covered with grime; very dirty.
—grimʹi·ly, adv. —grimʹi·ness, n.
grin (grin), v., grinned, grin·ning, n.
—v. 1 smile broadly. 2 show, make, or
express by smiling broadly: he grinned
approval. —n. a broad smile. [OE grennian] —grinʹner, n. —grinʹning·ly, adv.
Grinch or grinch (grinch), n. Informal.
person who spoils the pleasure of others; spoilsport. [< How the Grinch Stole
Christmas, a children’s story by Dr. Seuss
(Theodor Seuss Geisel)]
grind (grīnd), v., ground or (Rare) grinded, grind·ing, n. —v. 1 crush into bits
or into powder. 2 crush by harshness
or cruelty. 3 sharpen, smooth, or wear
by rubbing on something rough. 4 rub
harshly (on, into, against, or together):
grind one’s heel into the ground. 5 work
by turning a crank: to grind an ice cream
freezer. 6 work or study long and hard.
—n. 1 act of grinding. 2 long, hard
work or study. 3 person who works long
and hard at his studies. [OE grindan]
—grindʹing·ly, adv.
grind·er (grīnʹdәr), n. 1 person or thing
that grinds. 2 person or machine that
sharpens tools. 3 a molar.
grind·stone (grīndʹstōn´), n. a ﬂat, round
stone set in a frame and turned to
sharpen tools and knives, or to smooth
and polish things.
have, keep, or put one’s nose to the
grindstone, work long and hard.
grin·ga (gringʹgә), n., pl. –gas. among
Latinos, a woman gringo. [< Mex. Sp.
fem. of gringo]
grin·go (gringʹgō), n., pl., –gos. among
Latinos, term for a foreigner, esp. for an
American or Englishman. [< Mex. Sp.
< Sp., gibberish]
grip (grip), n., v., gripped (gript) or gript
(gript), grip·ping. —n. 1 a ﬁrm hold;
seizing and holding tight; tight grasp.
2 power of gripping. 3 handle. 4 special
way of shaking hands. 5 ﬁrm control.
6 mental grasp. 7 sudden, sharp pain.
8 inﬂuenza. 9 a stagehand. —v. 1 take
a ﬁrm hold on; seize and hold tight.
2 get and keep the interest and attention of: an exciting story grips you. [OE
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gripe

gripe < grīpan to grasp] —gripʹper, n.
—gripʹping·ly, adv.
gripe (grīp), v., griped, grip·ing, n. —v. 1
clutch tightly; pinch. 2 cause pain in the
bowels. 3 U.S. complain. —n. 1 fast hold;
gripping; clutch. 2 grasp; control. 3 U.S.
complaint. [OE grīpan]
grippe (grip), n. inﬂuenza. [< F < Russ.
khrip hoarseness]
grip·ping (gripʹing), adj. catching and
holding the attention or interest.
—gripʹping·ly, adv.
gris·ly (grizʹli), adj., –li·er, –li·est.
frightful; horrible; ghastly. [OE grislic]
—grisʹli·ness, n.
grist (grist), n. 1 grain to be ground. 2
grain that has been ground; meal or
ﬂour.
grist for (or to) one’s mill, something
useful, proﬁtable, or advantageous for
one. [OE grīst < grindan grind]
gris·tle (grisʹәl), n. cartilage. [OE]
gris·tly (grisʹli), adj., –tli·er, –tli·est. of,
containing, or like gristle.
grist mill, mill for grinding grain.
grit (grit), n., v., grit·ted, grit·ting. —n. 1
very ﬁne gravel or sand. 2 a coarse sandstone. 3 courage; pluck. —v. grate; grind:
grit one’s teeth. [OE grēot] —gritʹless, adj.
grits (grits), n.pl. 1 coarsely ground corn,
oats, etc., with the husks removed. 2
coarse hominy. [OE gryttan, pl.]
grit·ty (gritʹi), adj., –ti·er, –ti·est, 1 of or
containing grit; like grit; sandy. 2 courageous; plucky. —gritʹti·ly, adv. —gritʹtiness, n.
griz·zled (grizʹәld), adj. 1 grayish; gray.
2 gray-haired. [< grizzle gray hair,
(adj.) gray < OF grisel, dim. of gris gray
< Gmc.]
griz·zly (grizʹli), adj., –zli·er, –zli·est, n.,
pl. –zlies. —adj. 1 grayish; gray. 2 grayhaired. —n. grizzly bear.
grizzly bear, a large, ﬁerce, gray or brownish-gray bear of W North America.
groan (grōn), n. a deep-throated sound
expressing grief, pain, or disapproval;
short moan. —v. 1 give a groan or
groans. 2 be loaded or overburdened.
3 express by groaning. [OE grānian]
—groanʹer, n. —groanʹing, n., adj.
—groanʹing·ly, adv.
gro·cer (grōʹsәr), n. person who sells food
and household supplies. [< OF grossier,
ult. < L grossus thick]
gro·cer·y (grōʹsәr i; grōsʹri), n., pl. –ceries. store that sells food and household
supplies.
groceries, food and household supplies
sold by a grocer.
grog (grog), n. Esp. Brit. 1 drink made of
rum or other alcohol, diluted with water.
2 any strong alcohol. [short for grogram,
nickname of Brit. Admiral Vernon, from
his grogram cloak]
grog·gy (grogʹi), adj. –gi·er, –gi·est. shaky;
unsteady. —grogʹgi·ly, adv. —grogʹginess, n.
groin (groin), n. 1 part of the body where
the thigh joins the abdomen. 2 a curved

line where two vaults of a roof cross.
—v. build with groins. [ME grynde, inﬂ.
by loin]
grom·met (gromʹit), n. 1 a metal eyelet. 2
ring of rope, used as an oarlock, to hold
a sail on its stays, etc. [< obs. F gromette
curb of bridle < gourmer curb]
groom (grüm), n. 1 man or boy who
has charge of horses. 2 bridegroom.
3 Archaic. manservant. —v. 1 feed and
take care of (horses); rub down and
brush. 2 take care of the appearance of;
make neat and tidy. 3 prepare (a person)
to run for a position or political oﬃce.
[ME grom(e) boy] —groomʹer, n.
grooms·man (grümzʹmәn), n., pl. –men.
man who attends the bridegroom at a
wedding.
groove (grüv), n., v., grooved, groov·ing.
—n. 1 a long, narrow channel or furrow,
esp. one cut by a tool. 2 a ﬁxed way of
doing things. —v. 1 make a groove in.
2 be in good form. 3 have a ﬁne time;
have fun.
in the groove, Informal. a in best form.
b current; fashionable. [OE grōf ditch]
—grooveʹless, adj. —grooveʹlike´, adj.
—groovʹer, n.
groov·y (grüʹvi), adj. groov·i·er, groov·iest. Informal. great; excellent; cool.
grope (grōp), v., groped, grop·ing. 1
feel about with the hands. 2 search
blindly and uncertainly. 3 ﬁnd by feeling about with the hands. [OE grāpian,
akin to grīpan to grasp] —gropʹer, n.
—gropʹing·ly, adv.
gros·beak (grōsʹbēk´), n. ﬁnch with a
cone-shaped bill. [< F, gros large + bec
beak]
gros·grain (grōʹgran´), n. a closely woven
silk or rayon cloth with heavy cross
threads and a dull ﬁnish. —adv. having
heavy cross threads and a dull ﬁnish
[var. of grogram]
gross (grōs), adj., n., pl. gross·es for 1,
gross for 2. —adj. 1 with nothing taken
out; whole; entire: gross receipts. 2 very
bad; outrageous; glaring: gross errors.
3 Fig. coarse; vulgar. 4 too big and fat;
overfed. 5 thick; heavy; dense: the gross
growth of a jungle. —n. 1 whole sum;
total amount. 2 unit consisting of
twelve dozen; 144.
gross out, Informal. disgust. [< OF < L
grossus thick] —grossʹly, adv. —grossʹness, n.
gross domestic product, total value
of goods and services produced in a
nation during a particular period of
time, excluding foreign investments and
payments.
gross national product, total value of all
goods and services produced in a nation
during a particular period of time.
gro·tesque (grō teskʹ), adj. 1 odd or
unnatural in shape, appearance, manner, etc.; fantastic; queer. 2 ridiculous;
absurd. [< F < Ital. grottesco < grotta
grotto] —gro·tesqueʹly, adv. —grotesqueʹness, n.

grot·to (grotʹō), n., pl. –toes, –tos. 1 cave.
2 an artiﬁcial cave made for coolness or
pleasure. [< Ital. grotta < L < Gk. krypte
vault. Doublet of crypt.]
grouch (grouch), v. be sulky or ill-tempered; complain. —n. 1 a sulky person.
2 a sulky, discontented feeling. [var. of
obs. grutch < OF groucher murmur]
grouch·y (grouchʹi), adj., grouch·i·er,
grouch·i·est. sulky; sullen; discontented.
—grouchʹi·ly, adv. —grouchʹi·ness, n.
ground1 (ground), n. 1 the solid part of
the earth’s surface. 2 soil; dirt. 3 particular piece of land; land for some special
purpose. 4 Often, grounds. foundation
for what is said, thought, claimed, or
done; basis; reason. 5 underlying surface; background: a blue pattern on a
white ground. 6 connection of an electrical conductor with the earth. —adj. of,
on, at, or near the ground. —v. 1 put on
the ground. 2 run aground. 3 establish
ﬁrmly. 4 have a basis. 5 instruct in ﬁrst
principles: well grounded in grammar.
6 connect (an electric wire) with the
earth.
break ground, a plow up soil. b begin
building. c Fig. begin something, as a
venture.
cover ground, a go over a certain distance. b travel. c do a certain amount of
work, etc.
gain ground, a advance; progress. b Fig.
become more common or widespread.
get oﬀ the ground, go forward; start.
give ground, retreat; yield.
grounds, a land or area for some purpose: fair grounds. b land, lawns, and
gardens around a house. c small bits
that sink to the bottom of a drink such
as coﬀee or tea; dregs; sediment.
hold one’s ground, not retreat or yield.
lose ground, a retreat; yield. b Fig.
become less widespread or common.
run into the ground, wear out; overdo:
run a joke into the ground.
shift one’s ground, use a diﬀerent defense
or argument.
stand one’s ground, refuse to retreat or
yield. [OE grund bottom]
ground2 (ground), v. pt. and pp. of
grind.
ground cover, low plants and vines
planted to prevent soil from eroding
and to enrich it.
ground crew, people responsible for servicing an aircraft while at an airport.
ground·er (grounʹdәr), n. baseball hit to
bound or roll along the ground.
ground ﬂoor, the most advantageous
position in relation to a business deal,
etc.
ground hog, woodchuck.
ground·less (groundʹlis), adj. without foundation, basis, or reason.
—groundʹless·ly, adv. —groundʹlessness, n.
ground·nut (groundʹnut´), n. 1 any of
various plants having edible underground parts, such as the peanut. 2 the
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edible tuber, pod, or the like, of such
a plant.
ground pine, a low, creeping evergreen,
a kind of club moss, used for Christmas
decorations and the like.
ground plan, 1 plan of a ﬂoor of a building. 2 ﬁrst or fundamental plan.
ground rule, one of a basic set of rules, in
a sport or any activity.
ground squirrel, any one of various burrowing rodents belonging to the squirrel
family, esp. the chipmunk.
ground swell, broad, deep waves caused
by a distant storm, earthquake, etc.
ground water, water from a spring or
well.
ground·work (groundʹwėrk´), n. foundation; basis.
group (grüp), n. 1 number of persons or
things together. 2 number of persons or
things belonging or classed together. 3
number of persons or things that act as
a unit. —v. 1 form into a group. 2 put
in a group. 3 arrange in groups. [< F
< gruppo]
group·er (grüpʹәr), n., pl. –ers or (esp.
collectively) –er. a large food ﬁsh of
warm seas. [< Pg. garupa]
group·ie (grüʹpē), n. Informal. 1 adolescent girl who is a fan of a rock group
or a celebrity, attending performances,
following them, etc. 2 any devotee.
group·ing (grüʹping), n. 1 placement or
way of being placed in a group. 2 people
or things in a group.
grouse1 (grous), n., pl. grouse. a game
bird with feathered legs. The prairie
chicken, sage hen, and ruﬀed grouse of
the United States are diﬀerent kinds.
—grouseʹlike´, adj.
grouse2 (grous), v., groused, grous·ing, n.
—v. grumble; complain. —n. complaint.
—grousʹer, n.
grout (grout), n. thin plaster or mortar
used to ﬁll cracks, esp. around tiles,
and ﬁnish walls, etc. —v. use or ﬁnish
with grout.
grove (grōv), n. group of trees standing
together; orchard. [OE grāf]
grov·el (gruvʹәl; grovʹ–), v., –eled, –el·ing.
lie face downward; crawl at someone’s
feet; humble oneself. [< groveling, orig.
adv., < phrase on grufe prone < Scand.
ā grūfu] —grovʹel·er, n. —grovʹel·ingly, adv.
grow (grō), v., grew, grown, grow·ing.
1 become bigger by taking in food, as
plants and animals do: a tree growing. 2
become greater; increase: his fame grew.
3 become attached: grow fast to the wall.
4 become: grow cold, grow rich. 5 cause
to grow; produce; raise: grow corn, grow
a beard.
grow on or upon, a have an increasing
eﬀect or inﬂuence on: the habit simply
grew on me. b become liked or admired
by: the story grows on you.
grow out of, a outgrow. b be a result of;
develop from.

grow up, a advance to or arrive at
full growth. b be produced; develop.
[OE grōwan; akin to grass, green]
—growʹer, n.
growl (groul), v. 1 make a deep, low,
angry sound. 2 express by growling.
—n. a deep, low, angry sound; deep,
warning snarl. [prob. imit.] —growlʹer,
n. —growlʹing·ly, adv.
grown (grōn), adj. 1 arrived at full
growth. 2 covered with a growth. —v.
pp. of grow.
grown-up (adj. grōnʹupʹ; n. grōnʹup´),
adj. 1 adult. 2 characteristic of or for
adults. —n. adult.
growth (grōth), n. 1 process of growing;
development. 2 amount of growing or
developing; increase. 3 what has grown
or is growing: a thick growth of bushes
covered the ground. 4 an unhealthy mass
of tissue formed in or on the body, as
a tumor.
grub (grub), n., v., grubbed, grub·bing.
—n. 1 a wormlike form or larva of an
insect, esp. the smooth, thick larva of a
beetle. 2 Slang. food. [< v.] —v. 1 dig.
2 root out of the ground; dig up. [ME
grubbe(n)] —grubʹber, n.
grub·by (grubʹi), adj., –bi·er, –bi·est.
1 dirty; grimy. 2 infested with grubs.
—grubʹbi·ly, adv. —grubʹbi·ness, n.
grub·stake (grubʹstāk´), n., v., –staked,
–stak·ing. W, Informal. —n. food, outﬁt,
money, etc., supplied to a prospector
on the condition of sharing in whatever
is found. —v. supply with a grubstake.
—grubʹstak´er, n.
grudge (gruj), n., v., grudged, grudging. —n. sullen feeling against. —v. 1
envy the possession of. 2 give unwillingly. [var. of obs. grutch < OF groucher]
—grudgʹer, n. —grudgʹing·ly, adv.
gru·el (grüʹәl), n., v., –eled, –el·ing. —n.
a thin, almost liquid food made by boiling oatmeal, etc., in water or milk. —v.
subject to an exhausting or tiring experience. [< OF, ult. < Gmc.] —gru·eling, adj.
grue·some (grüʹsәm), adj. revolting in a
ghastly way; horrible. [< grue to shudder.
Cf. MDu., MLG gruwen.] —grueʹsomely, adv. —grueʹsome·ness, n.
gruﬀ (gruf), adj. 1 deep and harsh;
hoarse. 2 rough; rude; unfriendly; badtempered. [< Du. grof] —gruﬀʹly, adv.
—gruﬀʹness, n.
grum·ble (grumʹbәl), v., –bled, –bling,
n. —v. 1 mutter in discontent; complain
in a bad-tempered way. 2 express by
grumbling. —n. mutter of discontent;
bad-tempered complaint. [akin to OE
grymettan roar, and grim] —grumʹbler,
n. —grumʹbling·ly, adv.
grump (grump), n. an ill-humored person.
grump·y (grumpʹi), adj., grump·i·er,
grump·i·est. surly; ill-humored; gruﬀ.
—grumpʹi·ly, adv. —grumpʹi·ness, n.
grunt (grunt), n. 1 the deep, hoarse sound
that a hog makes. 2 sound like this. —v. 1

make this sound. 2 say with this sound.
3 Informal. soldier who ﬁghts at the
front. [OE grunnettan < grunian grunt]
—gruntʹer, n. —gruntʹing·ly, adv.
grunt·work (gruntʹwėrk´), n. menial
work, either as a laborer or at the bottom of an organization.
Gru·yère (gri yãrʹ; grü–), n. variety of
ﬁrm, light-yellow cheese made from
whole milk. [after Gruyère, district in
Switzerland]
gua·ca·mo·le (gwä´kә mōʹlā; –li), n.
mashed avocado, usually seasoned with
cilantro, onions, tomatoes, and lime
juice, esp. used as an accompaniment
for Latin American food. [< Mex. Sp.
< Nahuatl]
Guam (gwäm), n. a U.S. island in the W
Paciﬁc, east of the Philippines.
gua·nine (gwäʹnēn; –nin), n. one of the
bases of DNA and RNA and found in
the nucleic acids in all cells.
gua·no (gwäʹnō), n., pl. –nos. 1 manure
of sea birds found esp. on islands near
Peru, used for fertilizing. 2 fertilizer
made from ﬁsh. [< Sp. < Quechua (Ind.
lang. of Peru) huanu]
guar·an·tee (gar´әn tēʹ), n., v., –teed,
–tee·ing. —n. 1 a promise to pay or do
something if another fails; pledge to
replace goods if they are not as represented. 2 person who so promises. —v.
1 stand back of; give a guarantee for;
assure genuineness or permanence of. 2
undertake to secure for another. 3 make
secure (against or from). 4 engage to do
(something). [prob. var. of guaranty]
guar·an·tor (garʹәn tôr; –tәr), n. person
who makes or gives a guarantee.
guar·an·ty (garʹәn ti), n., pl. –ties, v.,
–tied, –ty·ing. —n. 1 act or fact of giving security. 2 pledge or promise given
as security; security. 3 person who acts
as guarantee. —v. guarantee. [< OF guarantie < guarant warrant < Gmc. Doublet
of warranty.]
guard (gärd), v. 1 keep safe; watch over
carefully; defend; protect. 2 keep in
check; prevent from getting out; hold
back. —n. 1 somebody or something
that guards. 2 anything that gives protection. 3 careful watch. 4 in football,
player at either side of the center. 5 in
basketball, either of two players defending the goal.
oﬀ (one’s) guard, not prepared for a
sudden attack or threat; not watchful;
not alert.
on (one’s) guard, ready for a sudden
attack or threat; alert. [< F garder, v.,
garde, n. < Gmc. Doublet of ward.]
—guardʹer, n.
guard·ed (gärʹdid), adj. 1 kept safe;
carefully watched over; protected. 2
careful; cautious. —guardʹed·ly, adv.
—guardʹed·ness, n.
guard·house (gärdʹhous´), n. 1 a building
occupied by soldiers on guard. 2 a building used as a jail for soldiers.
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guard·i·an (gärʹdi әn), n. 1 person
appointed by law to take care of the
aﬀairs of someone who cannot take
care of them himself or herself. 2 any
person who takes care of somebody or
something. —adj. protecting: a guardian
angel. —guardʹi·an·ship´, n.
guards·man (gärdzʹmәn), n., pl. –men. 1
guard. 2 U.S. soldier who belongs to the
National Guard.
Gua·te·ma·la (gwä´tә mäʹlә), n. 1 country in NW Central America. 2 Also,
Guatemala City. its capital. —Gua´temaʹlan, adj., n.
gua·va (gwäʹvә), n. 1 a tropical American
tree or shrub with a yellowish, pearshaped fruit. 2 the fruit, used for jelly,
jam, etc. [< Sp. guayaba]
gua·yu·le (gwä ūʹlā), n. a small shrub
growing in Mexico and Texas. Rubber
is obtained from its juice. [< a Mexican
lang.]
gu·ber·na·to·ri·al (gū´bәr nә tôʹri әl;
–tôʹ–; gü´–), adj. of or having to do with
a governor. [< L gubernator, orig., pilot.
See govern.]
gudg·eon (gujʹәn), n. 1 a small European
freshwater ﬁsh. It is easily caught and
often used for bait. 2 minnow. [< OF
goujon, ult. < L gobius, a kind of ﬁsh < Gk.
kobios]
Guern·sey (gėrnʹzi), n., pl. —seys. 1 any
of a breed of dairy cattle resembling the
Jersey, but somewhat larger. 2 a British
island in the English Channel.
guer·ril·la, gue·ril·la (gә rilʹә), n. ﬁghter
in a war carried on by independent
bands which harass the enemy by sudden raids, plundering supplies, etc.
—adj. of or by guerrillas. [< Sp., dim. of
guerra war]
guess (ges), v. 1 form an opinion without really knowing: guess the height
of a building. 2 get right by guessing:
guess a riddle. 3 Esp. U.S. think; believe;
suppose: I guess I can get there. —n.
opinion formed without really knowing.
[prob. < Scand. (Sw.) gissa] —guessʹer,
n. —guessʹing·ly, adv.
guess·ti·mate (n. gesʹtә mit; v. gesʹtә māt),
n., v. –mat·ed, –mat·ing. —n. estimate
based on a guess. —v. make an estimate
based on guessing. [< guess + estimate]
guess·work (gesʹwėrk´), n. work, action,
or results based on guessing; guessing.
guest (gest), n. 1 person who is received
and entertained at one’s home, club,
etc.; person who is not a regular member; visitor. 2 person staying at a hotel,
boarding house, etc. [< Scand. gestr. Cf.
OE giest.] —guestʹless, adj.
guest worker, person who enters a country to work, esp. to ﬁll a temporary
labor shortage. [< G gastarbeiter guest
worker]
guﬀ (guf), n. Informal. 1 nonsense. 2
backtalk. [imit.]
guf·faw (gu fôʹ), n. a loud, coarse burst of
laughter. —v. laugh loudly and coarsely.

Gui·a·na (gē äʹnә; –anʹә), n. region in N
South America including French Guiana, Guyana, and Surinam.
guid·ance (gīdʹәns), n. 1 a guiding; leadership; direction. 2 thing that guides.
guide (gīd), v., guid·ed, guid·ing, n.
—v. 1 show the way; lead; conduct;
direct. 2 manage; control. —n. 1 person,
who shows the way, leads, conducts, or
directs. 2 mark, sign, etc., to direct the
eye or mind. 3 guidebook. [< OF guider
< Gmc.] —guidʹa·ble, adj. —guideʹless,
adj. —guidʹer, n.
guide·book (gīdʹbu̇k´), n. book of directions and information, eps. one for travelers.
guided missile, projectile that can
be guided accurately often for great
distances by transmitted electronic
impulses.
guide·line (gīdʹlīn´), n. 1 Usually, guidelines. 1 principle, policy, or set of rules.
2 a rope or rail that serves as a guide.
guide·post (gīdʹpōst´), n. post with signs
and directions on it for travelers.
guide word, word at the top of a page
that indicates what is on that page, as in
a dictionary.
gui·don (gīʹdәn), n. 1 a small ﬂag or
streamer carried as a guide by soldiers. 2
ﬂag, streamer, or pennant of a company,
regiment, etc. [< F <Ital. guidone]
guild (gild), n. 1 society for mutual aid or
for some common purpose: the Ladies’
Auxiliary Guild of the church. 2 in the
Middle Ages, a union of the men in one
trade formed to keep standards high
and to look out for the interests of their
trade. [< Scand. gildi]
guil·der (gilʹdәr), n. 1 a silver coin or unit
of money in the Netherlands. 2 coin
formerly used in the Netherlands, Germany, or Austria. [alter. of gulden]
guild·hall (gildʹhôl´), n. hall in which a
guild meets.
guilds·man (gildzʹmәn), n., pl. –men.
member of a guild.
guile (gīl), n. crafty deceit; craftiness; sly
tricks. [< OF < Gmc. Doublet of wile.]
guile·ful (gīlʹfәl), adj. crafty and deceitful; sly and tricky. —guileʹful·ly, adv.
—guileʹful·ness, n.
guile·less (gīlʹlis), adj. without guile.
—guileʹless·ly, adv. —guileʹless·ness, n.
guil·le·mot (gilʹә mot), n. any of several
arctic diving birds of the auk family with
narrow bills. [< F, prob. < Guillaume
William]
guil·lo·tine (n. gilʹә tēn; v. gil´ә tēnʹ), n.,
v., –tined, –tin·ing. —n. machine for
beheading persons by means of a heavy
blade that slides down between two
grooved posts. —v. behead with this
machine. [< F; named for J. I. Guillotin,
physician and advocate of its use]
guilt (gilt), n. 1 fact or state of having done wrong; being guilty; being to
blame. 2 guilty action or conduct. [OE
gylt oﬀense]

guilt·less (giltʹlis), adj. not guilty; free
from guilt; innocent. —guiltʹless·ly, adv.
—guiltʹless·ness, n.
guilt·y (gilʹti), adj., guilt·i·er, guilt·iest. 1 having done wrong; deserving to
be blamed and punished: the jury pronounced the prisoner guilty of murder. 2
knowing or showing that one has done
wrong: a guilty conscience. —guiltʹi·ly,
adv. —guiltʹi·ness, n.
guimpe (gimp; gamp), n. blouse worn
under a dress and showing at the neck
or at the neck and arms. [< F < Gmc.
Doublet of gimp.]
guin·ea (ginʹi), n. 1 a former English gold
coin worth 21 shillings. 2 guinea fowl.
Guin·ea (ginʹi) republic in W Africa on
the Atlantic, formerly including French,
Portuguese, and Spanish colonies.
Guin·ea-Bis·sau (ginʹi bi sou´), n. country in W Africa, formerly Portuguese
Guiana.
guinea fowl, a domestic fowl somewhat
like a pheasant, having dark-gray feathers with small, white spots.
guinea hen, 1 guinea fowl. 2 a female
guinea fowl.
guinea pig, 1 a short-eared, tailless animal like a big, fat, harmless rat, often
used for laboratory experiments. 2 any
person or thing serving as a subject for
experiment or observation.
guise (gīz), n. 1 style of dress; garb: the
soldier went in the guise of a monk. 2
external appearance; aspect; semblance.
3 assumed appearance; pretense: under
the guise of friendship. [< OF < Gmc.]
gui·tar (gә tärʹ), n. a musical instrument
having six strings, played with the ﬁngers. [< Sp. guitarra < Gk. kithara cithara.
Doublet of cithara and zither.] —guitarʹist, n. —gui·tarʹlike´, adj.
gu·lag or Gu·lag (güʹlag, gü lagʹ), n. 1
prison camp for intellectuals, dissidents,
and criminals, esp. in the former Soviet
Union. 2 Fig. an isolated place or situation, like a prison. [< Russ. acronym for
Chief Administration of Camps]
gulch (gulch), n. a deep, narrow ravine
with steep sides, esp. one marking the
course of a stream or torrent.
gulf (gulf), n. 1 a large bay; arm of an
ocean or sea extending into the land. 2
a very deep break or cut in the earth. 3
any wide separation: a gulf between old
friends. 4 the Gulf, the Gulf of Mexico.
[< F < Ital., ult. < Gk. kolpos, orig.,
bosom] —gulfʹlike´, adj.
Gulf Stream, current of warm water
ﬂowing north from the Gulf of Mexico
along the Atlantic coast to Newfoundland, where it turns northeast toward
the British Isles.
gull1 (gul), n. a graceful, gray-and-white
bird with long wings, webbed feet, and a
thick, strong beak, living on or near large
bodies of water. [? < Welsh gŵylan]
gull2 (gul), v. deceive; cheat. —n. person
who is easily deceived or cheated.
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Gul·lah (gulʹә), n. 1 one of a group of
blacks living along the coast of South
Carolina and Georgia and on the islands
oﬀ the coast. 2 dialect of English spoken
by the Gullahs.
gul·let (gulʹit), n. 1 passage for food from
the mouth to the stomach; esophagus. 2
throat, [< OF, ult. < L gula throat]
gul·li·ble (gulʹә bәl), adj. easily deceived.
—gulʹli·bilʹi·ty, n. —gulʹli·bly, adv.
gul·ly (gulʹi), n., pl. –lies. a narrow gorge;
ditch made by running water. [? var. of
gullet]
gulp (gulp), v. 1 swallow eagerly or greedily. 2 keep in; choke back. 3 gasp; choke.
—n. 1 act of swallowing. 2 amount
swallowed at one time; mouthful. [imit.]
—gulpʹer, n. —gulpʹing·ly, adv.
gum1 (gum), n., v., gummed, gum·ming.
—n. 1 a sticky juice, obtained from or
given oﬀ by certain trees and plants, used
to make candy, medicine, and mucilage.
2 chewing gum. 3 substance on the
back of a stamp, the ﬂap of an envelope,
etc.; glue. —v. 1 smear, stick together, or
stiﬀen with gum. 2 give oﬀ gum; form
gum. 3 make or become sticky; clog
with something sticky.
gum up, Informal. put out of order. [< OF
< L < Gk. kommi] —gumʹlike´, adj.
—gumʹmer, n.
gum2 (gum), n. Often gums. ﬂesh
around the teeth. —v., gummed, gumming. chew with the gums. [OE gōma
palate]
gum·bo (gumʹbō), n., pl. –bos. 1 the okra
plant. 2 its sticky pods. 3 soup thickened
with okra pods. [of African origin]
gum·drop (gumʹdrop´), n. a stiﬀ, jellylike piece of candy made of gelatin, etc.,
sweetened and ﬂavored.
gum·my (gumʹi), adj., –mi·er, –mi·est. 1
sticky like gum. 2 covered with gum. 3
giving oﬀ gum. —gumʹmi·ness, n.
gump·tion (gumpʹshәn), n. 1 initiative;
energy. 2 good judgment.
gum·shoe (gumʹshü´), n. detective.
gum tree, a sweet gum, tupelo, eucalyptus, or other tree that yields gum.
gun (gun), n., v., gunned, gun·ning. —n.
1 riﬂe, cannon, or other weapon with
a long metal tube for shooting bullets,
shot, etc. 2 pistol or revolver. 3 anything
resembling a gun in use or shape. —v.
1 shoot with a gun; hunt with a gun. 2
accelerate rapidly.
gun down, a shoot down. b Fig. destroy;
kill: gun down a proposal.
gun for, a have as a target; aim for. b
shoot.
jump the gun, a start a race before the
starting gun. b begin before anyone else;
get a head start.
stick to one’s guns, refuse to retreat
or change position. [< OF engan
engine, trap, snare, ult. < L canna reed]
—gunʹless, adj.
gun·boat (gunʹbōt´), n. a small warship
that can be used in shallow water.

gun·cot·ton (gunʹkot´әn), n. explosive
made by treating cotton with nitric and
sulfuric acids.
gun·ﬁre (gunʹfīr´), n. the shooting of a
gun or guns.
gun·lock (gunʹlok´), n. part of a gun by
which the charge is ﬁred.
gun·man (gunʹmәn), n., pl. –men. man
who uses a gun to rob, kill, etc.
gun metal, 1 dark-gray metal used for
chains, handles, etc. 2 dark gray. 3 a
bronze formerly used to make guns.
—gunʹ-met´al, adj.
gun·nel1 (gunʹәl), n. gunwale.
gun·nel2 (gunʹәl), n. a small N Atlantic
ﬁsh resembling a perch.
gun·ner (gunʹәr), n. 1 person trained to
ﬁre artillery; soldier who handles and
ﬁres cannon. 2 a navy oﬃcer in charge
of a ship’s guns. 3 person who hunts
with a gun.
gun·ner·y (gunʹәr i), n. 1 art and science
of constructing and managing big guns.
2 use of guns; shooting of guns. 3 guns
collectively.
gun·ning (gunʹing), n. hunting with a
gun.
gun·ny (gunʹi), n., pl. –nies. 1 a strong,
coarse fabric used for sacks, bags, etc.
2 Also, gunny sack. sack, etc., made of
this. [< Hind. goni]
gun·pow·der (gunʹpou´dәr), n. powder
that explodes with force when brought
into contact with ﬁre, used esp. in gunnery.
gun·run·ning (gunʹrun´ing), n. the
bringing of guns and ammunition into a
country illegally. —gunʹrun´ner, n.
gun·ship (gunʹship´), n. helicopter armed
with guns and rockets, used in battle.
gun·shot (gunʹshot´), n. 1 shot ﬁred from
a gun. 2 the shooting of a gun. 3 distance
that a gun will shoot.
gun·smith (gunʹsmith´), n. person whose
work is making or repairing small guns.
gun·stock (gunʹstok´), n. the wooden
support to which the barrel of a gun is
fastened.
gun·wale (gunʹәl), n. the upper edge of a
ship’s or boat’s side. Also, gunnel.
gup·py (gupʹi), n., pl. –pies. a very small,
brightly colored, viviparous ﬁsh of tropical fresh water. [for R. J. L. Guppy]
gur·gle (gėrʹgәl), v., –gled, –gling, n. —v.
1 ﬂow or run with a bubbling sound. 2
make a bubbling sound. —n. a bubbling
sound. [? imit.]
gur·ney (gėrʹni) n. 1 wheeled stretcher
for transporting patients. 2 wheeled
canvas cart. [orig. uncert.]
gu·ru (güʹrü), n. 1 religious leader; spiritual guide, esp. in Hinduism. 2 any
leader or expert.
gush (gush), v. 1 rush out suddenly; pour
out. 2 talk in a silly way about one’s
aﬀections or enthusiasms. 3 give forth
suddenly or very freely. —n. 1 rush of
water or other liquid from an enclosed
place. 2 silly, emotional talk. [prob. imit.]
—gushʹing, adj. —gushʹing·ly, adv.

gush·er (gushʹәr), n. 1 Esp. U.S. an oil well
that gives oil in large quantities without
pumping. 2 a gushy person.
gush·y (gushʹi), adj., gush·i·er, gush·iest. showing silly feeling; eﬀusive; sentimental.
gus·set (gusʹit), n. a triangular piece of
material inserted to give greater strength
or more room. [< OF gousset < gousse
husk]
gust (gust), n. 1 a sudden, violent rush of
wind. 2 a sudden burst of rain, smoke,
sound, etc. 3 outburst of anger, enthusiasm, etc. [< Scand. gustr]
gus·to (gusʹtō), n., pl. –tos. keen relish;
hearty enjoyment. [< Ital., orig., taste
< L gustus]
gust·y (gusʹti), adj., gust·i·er, gust·i·est.
1 coming in gusts; windy; stormy. 2
marked by outbursts: gusty laughter.
—gustʹi·ly, adv. —gustʹi·ness, n.
gut (gut), n., v., gut·ted, gut·ting. —n. 1
intestine. 2 a tough string made from
the intestines of a sheep, cat, etc., used
for violin strings, tennis rackets, etc. —v.
1 remove the entrails of; disembowel. 2
plunder or destroy the inside of.
guts, a pluck; courage; endurance.
b entrails; bowels. [OE guttas, pl.]
—gutʹter, n.
Gu·ten·berg (güʹtәn bėrg), n. Johann,
1398?–1468, German printer, supposedly the ﬁrst European to print from
movable type.
gut·ter (gutʹәr), n. 1 channel along the
side of a street or road to carry oﬀ water;
low part of a street beside the sidewalk.
2 channel or trough along the lower
edge of a roof to carry oﬀ rain water. 3
channel; groove. 4 Fig. a low, miserable
place or situation. —v. 1 form gutters in.
2 ﬂow or melt in streams. [< OF goutiere,
ult. < L gutta drop] —gutʹter-like´, adj.
—gutʹter·y, adj.
gut·ter·snipe (gutʹәr snīp´), n. Informal.
1 gamin who lives in the streets. 2 person without breeding or decency.
gut·tur·al (gutʹәr әl), adj. 1 of the throat.
2 formed in the throat; harsh. [< NL,
< L guttur throat] —gut´tur·alʹi·ty, n.
—gutʹtur·al·ly, adv. —gutʹ tur·al·ness, n.
guy1 (gī), n., v., guyed, guy·ing. —n. rope,
chain, wire, etc., attached to something
to steady or secure it. —v. steady or
secure with a guy or guys. [< OF guie a
guide, ult. < Gmc.]
guy2 (gī), n. 1 fellow; chap. 2 Informal.
attractive man. [for Guy Fawkes]
Guy·a·na (gē äʹnә; –anʹә), n. republic in
NE South America; formerly the British
colony of British Guiana.
guz·zle (guzʹәl), v., –zled, –zling. drink
greedily; drink too much. —guzʹzler, n.
gym (jim), n. gymnasium.
gym·na·si·um (jim nāʹzi әm), n., pl. –siums, –si·a (–zi ә). room, building, etc.,
ﬁtted up for physical exercise or training
and for indoor athletic sports. [< L < Gk.
gymnasion, ult. < gymnos naked]
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gym·nast (jimʹnast), n. expert in gymnastics. [< Gk., < gymnazein exercise.
See gymnasium.]
gym·nas·tic (jim nasʹtik), adj. having to
do with bodily exercise or activities.
—gym·nasʹti·cal·ly, adv.
gym·nas·tics (jim nasʹtiks), n. physical
exercises for developing the muscles.
gym·no·sperm (jimʹnә spėrm), n. any of
a large group of plants having the seeds
exposed, not enclosed in ovaries. The
pine, ﬁr, and spruce, which bear seeds
on the surface of cone scales instead
of in pods, are gymnosperms. [< NL
< Gk., < gymnos naked + sperma seed]
—gym´no·sperʹmous, adj.
gy·ne·col·o·gy (gī´nә kolʹә ji), n. branch
of medical science that deals with the
functions and diseases peculiar to
women. [< Gk. gyne woman + –logy]
—gy´ne·co·logʹic adj. gy´ne·co·logʹical, adj. —gy´ne·col´o·gist, n.
gyp (jip), v., gypped, gyp·ping, n. U.S.
Slang. —v. cheat; swindle. —n. 1 a cheat

or swindle. 2 a swindler. [shortened
from gypsy] —gypʹper, n.
gyp·sum (jipʹsәm), n. a hydrated calcium
sulfate, CaSO4·2H2O, a mineral used for
making plaster of Paris, fertilizer, etc.
[< L < Gk. gypsos]
Gyp·sy (jipʹsi), n., pl. –sies, adj. —n. 1
person belonging to a group of people
who probably came from India originally; Romany. 2 Romany, the language
of the Gypsies. 3 gypsy, U.S. person
who resembles a Gypsy or lives a wandering life. 4 gypsy cab. —adj. gypsy,
a of the Gypsies. b resembling a Gypsy
or gypsy. [ult. < Egyptian] —gypʹsylike´, adj.
gypsy cab, taxicab that is not licensed to
cruise the streets looking for passengers.
gypsy moth, a brownish or white moth
whose larvae eat the leaves of trees.
gy·rate (jīʹrāt; jī rātʹ), v., –rat·ed, –rat·ing.
move in a circle or spiral. [< L, < gyrus
circle < Gk. gyros] —gy·raʹtion, n. —gyraʹtor, n. —gyʹra·to´ry, adj.

gyr·fal·con (jėrʹfôl´kәn; –fô´–), n. gerfalcon.
gy·ro·com·pass (jīʹrō kum´pәs), n. compass using a gyroscope intead of a magnetic needle to point to the geographic
North Pole instead of to the magnetic
pole.
gyr·o (jīʹrō), n., pl. gyr·os. sandwich esp.
of roast pork or lamb, served rolled
up on thin bread. [< Gk. gyros circle,
spiral]
gy·ro·scope (jīʹrә skōp), n. a heavy
wheel or disk mounted so that its axis
can turn freely in one or more directions. A spinning gyroscope tends to
resist change in the direction of its axis.
—gy´ro·scopʹ·ic, adj. —gy´ro·scopʹical·ly, adv.
gy·ro·sta·bi·liz·er (jī´rō stāʹbә līz´әr), n.
device for stabilizing a seagoing vessel
by counteracting its rolling motion.
gyve (jīv), n., v., gyved, gyv·ing. —n. Usually, gyves. shackle, esp. for the leg; fetter.
—v. fetter; shackle.

hairline
H, h (āch), n., pl. H’s; h’s.
the eighth letter of the
alphabet.
H, 1 henry (unit of inductance). 2 hydrogen.
h., H., 1 high. 2 hits. 3 hour.
Ha, hahnium (radioactive element).
ha (hä), interj. 1 exclamation of surprise,
joy, triumph, etc. 2 sound of a laugh.
ha·be·as cor·pus (hāʹbi әs kôrʹpәs), writ
requiring that a prisoner be brought
before a judge or into court to decide
whether he or she is being held lawfully.
[L, you may have the person]
hab·er·dash·er (habʹәr dash´er), n. dealer
in men’s wear.
hab· er· dash· er· y
(habʹ әr dash´ әr i;
–dash´ri), n., pl. –er·ies. shop of a haberdasher.
hab·it (habʹit), n. 1 tendency to act in
a certain way or to do a certain thing;
usual way of acting: habit of waking
early. 2 the distinctive dress or costume
worn by members of a religious order.
3 a woman’s riding suit. 4 the characteristic form, mode of growth, etc.,
of an animal or plant.
break a habit, stop doing something
habitual.
kick the habit, stop doing something
that had become a habit, esp. smoking.
[< OF < L habitus < habere hold, live
in, stay]
hab·it·a·ble (habʹә tә bәl), adj. ﬁt to live
in. —hab´it·a·bilʹi·ty, habʹit·a·ble·ness,
n. —habʹit·a·bly, adv.
hab·it·ant (habʹә tәnt), n. inhabitant. [< F
< L, ppr. of habitare live in]
hab·i·tat (habʹә tat), n. 1 place where
an animal or plant naturally lives or
grows. 2 a dwelling place. [< L habitat
it inhabits]
hab·i·ta·tion (hab´ә tāʹshәn), n. 1 place
to live in. 2 an inhabiting.
ha·bit·u·al (hә bichʹu̇ әl), adj. 1 done by
habit; caused by habit: a habitual smile.
2 being or doing something by habit: a
habitual reader. 3 often done, seen, or
used: ice and snow are a habitual sight
in arctic regions. —ha·bitʹu·al·ly, adv.
—ha·bitʹu·al·ness, n.
ha·bit·u·ate (hә bichʹu̇ āt), v., –at·ed, –ating. make used (to); accustom. —habit´u·aʹtion, n.
ha·bit·u·é (hә bich´u̇ āʹ), n. a person who
has the habit of going to any place frequently. [< F]
ha·ci·en·da (hä´si enʹdә), n. a large ranch;
landed estate; country house [< Sp < L
facienda (things) to be done < facere do]
hack1 (hak), v. 1 cut roughly or unevenly;
deal cutting blows. 2 give short, dry
coughs. —n. 1 a rough cut. 2 a short, dry
cough. [OE –haccian] —hackʹer, n.
hack2 (hak), n. 1 U.S. carriage for hire.
2 taxi. 3 an old or worn-out horse. 4
person hired to do routine literary work;
drudge. —v. drive a taxi. —adj. working
or done merely for money. [short for
hackney]

H

hack·ber·ry (hakʹber´i), n., pl. –ries. 1
tree related to the elm that has small,
cherrylike fruit. 2 the fruit.
hack·er (hakʹәr), n. 1 person who spends
time fooling around. 2 person skilled
at using and programming computers,
esp. someone who illegally enters and
manipulates a computer system, causing
it to malfunction.
hack·le1 (hakʹәl), n. 1 one of the long,
slender feathers on the neck of certain birds. 2 the neck plumage of certain birds. [ME hakell; akin to heckle]
—hackʹler, n.
hack·le2 (hakʹәl), v., –led, –ling. cut
roughly; hack; mangle [< hack1]
hack·ney (hakʹni), n., pl. –neys, adj., v.,
–neyed, –ney·ing. —n. 1 horse for ordinary riding. 2 carriage for hire. —adj.
hired. —v. use too often; make commonplace. [< OF haquenee]
hack·neyed (hakʹnid), adj. used too often;
commonplace.
hack·saw (hakʹsô´), n. saw for cutting
metal, consisting of a narrow, ﬁnetoothed blade ﬁxed in a frame.
hack·work (hakʹwėrk), n. unoriginal or
tiresome work, esp. writing done by a
hack.
had (had), v. pt. and pp. of have.
had·dock (hadʹәk), n., pl. –docks or (esp.
collectively) –dock. a food ﬁsh of the
N Atlantic, somewhat like a cod, but
smaller. [ME haddok]
Ha·des (hāʹdēz), n. 1 Gk. Myth. home of
the dead, below the earth. 2 hades, hell.
[< Gk. Haides]
hadj (haj), n. ⫽hajj.
hadj·i (hajʹi), n., pl. –is. ⫽hajji.
had·n’t (hadʹәnt), had not.
haf·ni·um (hafʹni әm; häfʹ–), n. a rare
metallic element, Hf, somewhat like zirconium. [< Hafnia, L name for Copenhagen]
haft (haft; häft), n. handle (of a knife,
sword, dagger, etc.). —v. furnish with a
handle or hilt; set in a haft. [OE hœft]
hag (hag) n. 1 a very ugly old woman,
esp. one who is vicious or malicious.
2 witch. [ME hagge, akin to OE hœgtesse witch, fury] —hagʹgish, adj.
—hagʹlike´, adj.
hag ﬁsh (hagʹﬁsh´), n., pl. –ﬁsh·es or (esp.
collectively) –ﬁsh. a small saltwater ﬁsh
shaped like an eel, that attaches itself to
other ﬁsh by its round mouth and bores
into them with its horny teeth.
Hag·ga·dah (hә gäʹdә), n., pl. –doth
(–dōth). legend in the Talmud that
explains the law.
hag·gard (hagʹәrd), adj. wild-looking
from pain, fatigue, worry, hunger, etc.
—hagʹgard·ly, adv. —hagʹgard·ness, n.
hag·gis (hagʹis), n. Scot. heart, lungs, and
liver of a sheep mixed with suet and
oatmeal and boiled in the stomach of
the animal.
hag·gle (hagʹәl), v., –gled, –gling. 1 dispute about a price or the terms of a
bargain; wrangle. 2 mangle in cutting;
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hack. [< hag chop < Scand. höggva]
—hagʹgler, n.
hag·i·og·ra·phy (hā´jē ogʹrә ﬁ; hag´ē–),
n. 1 literature that deals with the lives of
saints. 2 Fig. biography that idolizes its
subject. —hag´i·ogʹra·pher, n.
hag·i·ol·o·gy (hā´ji olʹә ji; hag´i–), n., pl.
–gies. 1 literature that deals with the
lives and legends of saints. 2 list of
saints. [< Gk. hagios holy + –logy]
—hag´i·o·logʹi·cal, adj. —hag´i·olʹogist, n.
hag·rid·den (hagʹrid´әn), adj. worried or
tormented, as if by witches.
hahn·i·um (häʹnē әm), n. element 105.
[< NL hahnium < Otto Hahn (1879–
1968), German radiochemist]
hail1 (hāl), v. 1 shout in welcome to; greet;
cheer. 2 greet as: they hailed him leader.
3 call loudly to; shout to. —n. 1 greeting; cheer. 2 a loud call; shout. —interj.
Poetic. greetings! welcome!
hail from, come from. [< Scand. heill
health] —hailʹer, n.
hail2 (hāl), n. 1 small, roundish pieces of
ice coming down from the clouds in a
shower; frozen rain. 2 shower like hail: a
hail of bullets. —v. 1 come down in hail.
2 pour down or upon in a shower like
hail. [OE hœgel]
hail·stone (hālʹstōn´), n. a small, roundish piece of ice coming down from the
clouds.
hail·storm (hālʹstôrm´), n. storm with
hail.
hair (hãr), n. 1 a ﬁne, threadlike growth
from the skin of people and animals. 2
mass of such growths. 3 a ﬁne; threadlike growth from the outer layer of
plants. 4 a very narrow space; something
very small; least degree.
by a hair’s breadth, by the least amount
imaginable.
get in one’s hair, bother one; be a
nuisance to one.
let one’s hair down, a be relaxed.
b be candid.
make one’s hair stand on end, frighten
or alarm one.
split hairs, make too ﬁne distinctions.
tear one’s hair, be extremely upset,
with worry.
turn a hair, show a reaction, as of
embarrassment or discomfort. [OE
hœ̄r] —hairʹless, adj. —hairʹless·ness,
n. —hairʹlike´, adj.
hair·cloth (hãrʹklôth´; –kloth´), n. cloth
made of horsehair or camel’s hair, used
to cover furniture, stiﬀen garments, etc.
hair·cut (hãrʹkut´), n. act or manner of
cutting the hair. —hairʹcut´ter, n.
hair·do (hãrʹdü´), n., pl. –dos. way of
arranging the hair.
hair·dress·er (hãrʹdres´әr), n. person
whose work is taking care of people’s
hair or cutting it. —hairʹdress´ing, n.,
adj.
hair·line (hãrʹlīn´), n. 1 a very thin line. 2
line where hair growth ends on the head
and forehead.
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hair·piece (hārʹpēs´), n. 1 toupee. 2 small
wig worn by women as part of a hairdo.
hair·pin (hãrʹpin´), n. pin, usually a Ushaped piece of wire, shell, or plastic,
used by women to keep the hair in
place.
hair·rais·ing (hãrʹrāz´ing), adj. making
the hair stand on end; terrifying.
hair’s-breadth, hairs·breadth (hãrzʹbredth´), n. a very small space or distance. —adj. extremely narrow or close.
hair shirt, 1 a rough shirt or girdle made
of horsehair, worn as a penance. 2 Fig.
adoption of austerity or self-sacriﬁce.
hair·split·ting (hãrʹsplit´ing), n., adj.
making too ﬁne distinctions. —hairʹsplit´ter, n.
hair·spring (hãrʹspring´), n. a ﬁne, hairlike spring that regulates the motion of
the balance wheel in a watch or clock.
hair trigger, trigger that operates by very
slight pressure.
hair·y (hãrʹi), adj., hair·i·er, hair·i·est. 1
covered with hair; having much hair. 2
of or like hair. —hairʹi·ness, n.
Hai·ti (hāʹti), n. republic in the western part of the island of Hispaniola.
—Haiʹti·an, adj., n.
hajj or haj (haj), n. pilgrimage to Mecca,
a requirement that each Muslim undertake at least once. Also, hadj. [< Ar.
hajj]
.
haj·ji (hajʹi), n., pl. –jis. Muslim who
has made a pilgrimage to Mecca. Also,
hadji. [< Ar. hājjī,
var. of hajj]
.
.
hake (hāk), n., pl. hakes or (esp. collectively) hake. a sea ﬁsh related to the cod.
[? < Scand. (Norw.) hakeﬁsk, lit., hook
ﬁsh; from the hooklike growth under
the lower jaw]
hal·berd (halʹbәrd), hal·bert (–bәrt), n.
weapon that is both a spear and a battleax, used in warfare in the 15th and
16th centuries. [< F hallebarde < Ital.
alabarda]
hal·cy·on (halʹsi әn), adj. calm; peaceful; happy. [< L < Gk., var. of alkyon
kingﬁsher]
hale1 (hāl), adj., hal·er, hal·est. strong and
well; healthy. [OE hāl] —haleʹness, n.
hale2 (hāl), v., haled, hal·ing. 1 compel to
go. 2 drag by force.[< OF haler < Gmc.
Doublet of haul.]
Hale (hāl), n. Nathan, 1755–76, American
patriot hanged as a spy by the British.
half (haf; häf), n., pl. halves, adj., adv. —n.
1 one of two equal (or approximately
equal) parts. 2 one of two equal periods
in certain games. 3 a half hour: half past
ten. —adj. 1 forming a half; being or
making half of. 2 not complete; being
only part of: a half truth. —adv. 1 to
half of the full amount or degree: a glass
half full of milk. 2 partly: half aloud. 3
almost: half dead from hunger.
not half bad, fairly good. [OE]
half-and-half (hafʹәnd hafʹ; häfʹәnd häfʹ),
adj. 1 half one thing and half another. 2
not clearly one thing or the other. —adv.
in two equal parts. —n. U.S. mixture of
milk and cream.

half·back (hafʹbak´; häfʹ–), n. football
player whose position is behind the
forward line.
half-baked (hafʹbāktʹ; häfʹ–), adj. 1 not
cooked enough. 2 not fully worked out;
incomplete. 3 not experienced; showing
poor judgment.
half-blood (hafʹblud´; häfʹ–), n. 1 ⫽halfbreed. 2 person related to another person
through one parent only. —halfʹ-bloodʹed, adj.
half blood, relationship between persons
who are related through one parent
only.
half-breed (hafʹbrēd´; häfʹ–), n. person
whose parents are of diﬀerent races.
half brother, brother related through one
parent only.
half-caste (hafʹkast´; häfʹkäst´), n. ⫽halfbreed.
half cock, position of the hammer of a
gun when it is pulled back halfway and
locked.
half-cocked (hafʹkoktʹ, häf-), adj. 1 having
the hammer of a gun pulled back halfway. 2 Informal. Fig. done or said without thought beforehand; absurd.
go oﬀ half-cocked, speak or act without
thinking ﬁrst.
half dollar, a silver coin of the United
States and Canada, worth 50 cents.
half-heart·ed (hafʹhärʹtid; häfʹ–), adj.
lacking courage, interest, or enthusiasm.
—halfʹ-heartʹed·ly, adv. —halfʹ–heartʹed·ness, n.
half hitch, an easily unfastened knot,
formed by passing the end of a rope
under and over its standing part and
then inside the loop.
half hour, n. 1 thirty minutes. 2 the halfway point in an hour.
half-hour (hafʹour´; häf–), adj. of or lasting a half hour. —halfʹ-hourʹly, adv.
half-life (hafʹlīf´; häfʹ–), n. time in which
half of the original radiant energy of an
element is given oﬀ, used to measure
radioactivity.
half-mast (hafʹmastʹ; häfʹmästʹ), n. position halfway down from the top of a
mast, staﬀ, etc.
half moon, 1 moon when only half of
its surface appears bright. 2 something
shaped like a half moon or crescent.
—halfʹ-moon´, adj.
half nelson, hold in wrestling accomplished by hooking one arm under an
opponent’s armpit and putting the hand
on the back of his neck.
half note, note in music held half as long
as a whole note; minim.
half·pen·ny (hāʹpә ni; hāpʹni), n., pl.
half·pen·nies (hāʹpә niz; hāpʹniz), halfpence (hāʹpәns), adj. —n. coin worth
half a British penny. —adj. 1 worth only
a halfpenny. 2 having little value.
half sister, sister related through one
parent only.
half-staﬀ (hafʹstaf´, häf–), adj. ⫽halfmast.
half step, diﬀerence in pitch between two
adjacent keys on a piano; semitone.

half tone, ⫽half step.
half·track (hafʹtrak´; häfʹ–), n. vehicle
that has wheels in front and short tracks
in the rear for driving, used to carry
personnel and weapons.
half·way (hafʹwāʹ; häfʹ–), adv. half the
way: halfway home. —adj. 1 midway: a
halfway house. 2 not going far enough;
incomplete.
go or meet halfway, do one’s share to be
friendly or agreeable with.
halfway house, 1 place where people
recovering from a mental condition or
illness live and receive care before going
home. 2 place where former prisoners
live under supervision to become accustomed to life outside prison.
half-wit (hafʹwit´; häfʹ–), n. 1 a feebleminded person. 2 a stupid, foolish person.
half-wit·ted (hafʹwitʹid; häfʹ–), adj. 1
feeble-minded. 2 very stupid; foolish.
—halfʹ-witʹted·ly, adv. —halfʹ-witʹtedness, n.
hal·i·but (halʹә bәt; holʹ–), n., pl. –buts
or (esp. collectively) –but. a large ﬂatﬁsh
much used for food, often weighing
several hundred pounds. [ME halybutte
< haly holy + butte ﬂatﬁsh; eaten on
holy days]
Hal·i·fax (halʹә faks), n. seaport in SE
Canada, the capital of Nova Scotia.
hal·ite (halʹīt; hāʹlīt), n. a native rock salt.
[< NL, < Gk. hals salt]
hal·i·to·sis (hal´ә tōʹsis), n. bad or oﬀensive breath. [< NL, < L halitus breath]
hall (hôl), n. 1 U.S. way to go through
a building; passageway. 2 passageway
or room at the entrance of a building.
3 a large room for holding meetings,
parties, banquets, etc. 4 a building for
public business: the town hall. [OE
heall]
hal·le·lu·jah, hal·le·lu·iah (hal´ә lüʹyә),
interj. praise ye the Lord! —n. a rendering of this. Also, alleluia. [< Heb.
hallēlū-yāh praise ye Yah (Jehovah)]
hal·liard (halʹyәrd), n. ⫽halyard.
hall·mark (hôlʹmärk´), n. 1 an oﬃcial
mark indicating standard of purity, put
on gold and silver articles. 2 mark or
sign of genuineness or good quality. —v.
put a hallmark on. [from Goldsmiths’
Hall in London, the seat of the Goldsmiths’ Company, by whom the stamping was legally regulated]
hal·loo (hә lüʹ), interj., n., pl. –loos, v.,
–looed, –loo·ing. —interj. 1 shout to
make hounds run faster. 2 call or shout
to attract attention. —n., v. shout; call.
hal·low1 (halʹō), v. 1 make holy; make
sacred. 2 honor as holy or sacred. [OE
hālgian < hālig holy]
hal·low2 (hә lōʹ), interj., n., v. ⫽halloo.
hal·lowed (halʹōd; in worship, often halʹō id), adj. 1 made holy; sacred; consecrated. 2 honored or observed as holy.
—halʹlowed·ness, n.
Hal·low·een (hal´ō ēnʹ; hol´–), n. evening
of October 31, preceding All Saints’ Day.
[for Allhallow-even]
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hal·lu·ci·nate (hә lüʹsә nāt), v., –nat·ed,
–nat·ing. to aﬀect with or have hallucinations. [< L alucinātus, pp. of alucinārī
wander (in the mind); dream + E–ate1]
hal·lu·ci·na·tion (hә lüʹsә nāʹshәn), n. 1
apparent perception of an object or
sound that is not really present. 2 the
object or sound apparently perceived
illusion. —hal·luʹci·na·to´ry, adj.
hal·lu·cin·o·gen (hә lüʹsә nә jәn), n. substance, esp. a drug, that produces hallucinations.
hall·way (hôlʹwā´), n. 1 way to go through
a building. 2 passageway or room at the
entrance of a building.
ha·lo (hāʹlō), n., pl. –los, –loes, v., –loed,
–lo·ing. —n. 1 ring of light around
the sun, moon, or other shining body.
2 a golden circle of light represented
about the head of a saint, etc. 3 glory
or glamour that surrounds an idealized person or thing: a halo of romance
surrounds King Arthur and his knights.
—v. surround with a halo. [< L (def. 1) <
Gk. halos disk, threshing ﬂoor (with ref.
to circular path of the oxen)] —haʹlolike´, adj.
hal·o·gen (halʹә jәn), n. any one of the
elements iodine, bromine, chlorine, and
ﬂuorine, that combine directly with
metals to form salts. [< Gk. hals salt +
gennaein to produce]
halt1 (hôlt),v. stop for a time,as in marching.
[< n.] —n. a temporary stop.
call a halt, order a stop. [< F halte < G
halt < halten to stop]
halt2 (hôlt), v. 1 be in doubt; hesitate;
waver: words halt in embarrassment.
2 be faulty or imperfect: a halting line
of verse. 3 Archaic. be lame. —adj. 1
ﬂawed; not smoothly ﬂowing, as of writing, an argument, etc. 2 Archaic. lame.
—n. Archaic. lameness. [OE healt, adj.]
—haltʹing·ly, adv. —haltʹing·ness, n.
hal·ter (hôlʹtәr). n. 1 rope, strap, etc., for
leading or tying an animal. 2 an abbreviated shirt for women which fastens
behind the neck and across the back.
—v. put a halter on; tie with a halter.
[OE hœlftre]
halve (hav; häv), v., halved, halv·ing. 1
share equally: halve expenses on a trip. 2
reduce to half: halve the time of doing the
work. [< half]
halves (havz; hävz), n. pl. of half.
by halves, a partly. b in a half-hearted
way.
go halves, share equally.
hal·yard (halʹyәrd), n. rope or tackle used
on a ship to raise or lower a sail, yard,
ﬂag, etc. Also, halliard. [ME hallyer
< hale2]
ham (ham), n., v., hammed, ham·ming.
—n. 1 salted and smoked meat from
the upper part of a hog’s hind leg. 2 the
upper part of an animal’s hind leg, used
for food. 3 a poor actor or performer. 4
an amateur radio operator. —v. overact.
ham it up, overact; ham: an interview is
not the time to ham it up.
hams, back of the thigh and buttock:

cramped from crouching on their hams.
[OE hamm]
Ham (ham), n. in the Bible, the second son
of Noah.
ham·a·dry·ad (ham´ә drīʹәd; –ad), n. Gk.
Myth. a wood nymph supposed to live
and die with the tree she dwelt in; dryad.
[< L < Gk. Hamadryas < hama together
(with) + drys tree]
ham·burg (hamʹbėrg), n. ⫽hamburger.
ham·burg·er (hamʹbėr gәr), n. 1 ground
beef, usually shaped into round, ﬂat
cakes and fried or broiled. 2 sandwich
made with this meat. [< G, pertaining
to Hamburg]
Ham·il·ton (hamʹәl tәn), n. 1 Alexander,
1757–1804, American statesman, the
ﬁrst secretary of the treasury. 2 capital
of Bermuda.
Ham·it·ic (ham itʹik; hә mitʹ–), adj. of or
having to do with a group of languages
in N and E Africa, including ancient
Egyptian, Berber, Ethiopian, etc.
ham·let (hamʹlit), n. a small village, [< OF
hamelet, dim. of hamel village < Gmc.;
akin to home]
Ham·let (hamʹlit), n. 1 one of Shakespeare’s greatest tragedies, ﬁrst printed
in 1603. 2 the principal character in
this play.
ham·mer (hamʹәr), n. 1 tool with a metal
head and a handle, used to drive nails and
beat metal into shape. 2 anything shaped
or used like a hammer: a mallet or gavel
used by an auctioneer. b cock of a gun
or pistol. —v. 1 drive, hit, or work with a
hammer. 2 beat into shape with a hammer. 3 fasten by using a hammer. 4 hit
again and again. 5 force by many eﬀorts.
6 work out with much eﬀort.
come or go under the hammer, be sold
at auction.
hammer (away) at, a keep working at.
b keep insisting on.
hammer out, a shape by beating with a
hammer. b Fig. work out; devise. [OE
hamor] —hamʹmer·er, n. —hamʹmerless, adj. —hamʹmer·like´, adj.
ham·mer·head (hamʹәr hed´), n. shark
whose wide head looks somewhat like a
double-headed hammer.
hammer lock, a wrestling hold in which
an opponent’s arm is twisted and held
behind his back.
ham·mock (hamʹәk), n. a hanging bed or
couch made of canvas, netted cord, etc.
[< Sp. hamaca < Carib] —hamʹmocklike´, adj.
ham·per1 (hamʹpәr), v. hold back; hinder.
[ME hampre(n)]
ham·per2 (hamʹpәr), n. a large basket,
usually with a cover. [var. of hanaper
< OF, < hanap cup < Gmc.]
ham·ster (hamʹstәr), n. small rodent with
a short tail and large cheek pouches,
often kept as a pet and used in laboratory research.
ham·string (hamʹstring´), n., v., –strung
or (Rare) –stringed, –string·ing. —n.
1 one of the tendons at the back of the
knee in humans. 2 the great tendon at

the back of the hock of a fourfooted
animal. —v. 1 cripple by cutting the
hamstring. 2 destroy activity, eﬃciency,
etc., of.
Han·cock (hanʹkok), n. John, 1737–93,
American statesman, the ﬁrst signer of
the Declaration of Independence.
hand (hand), n. 1 the end part of an arm;
part that a person grasps and holds
things with. 2 anything resembling a
hand. 3 a hired worker: a farm hand. 4
Often, hands. possession; control: this is
no longer in my hands. 5 part or share
in doing something: he had no hand in
the matter. 6 side: at her left hand stood
two men. 7 source: she heard the story
at second hand. 8 style of handwriting:
in a clear hand. 9 round of applause:
the winner got a big hand. 10 promise
of marriage. 11 measure using breadth
of a hand; 4 inches. 12 cards held by
a player in a card game. 13 one round
of a card game. —v. 1 give with the
hand; pass; pass along: please hand me
the butter. 2 help with the hand: the
polite boy handed the lady into her car.
—adj. of, for, by, or in the hand.
at ﬁrst hand, from direct knowledge
or experience.
at hand, a within reach; near; close.
b ready.
by hand, a by using the hands, not
machinery b by special messenger.
change hands, pass from one person
to another.
force one’s hand, make a person act
before he or she had planned to or to
do something disliked.
(from) hand to mouth, without provision for the future.
give or lend or bear a hand, help; assist.
hand and foot, thoroughly; completely.
hand and glove, in close relationship.
hand in hand, a holding hands. b
Fig. together.
hands down, without question; easily.
in hand, a under control. b in possession.
lay hands on, a seize; take; got. b arrest.
c attack; harm.
on hand, a near; close. b ready.
on the other hand, considering the other
side.
out of hand, beyond control: behavior
completely out of hand.
show one’s hand, reveal one’s intentions.
throw up one’s hands, give up; admit
failure.
wash one’s hands of, have nothing
more to do with; give up on. [OE]
—handʹless, adj.
hand·bag (handʹbag´), n. woman’s small
bag for money, keys, cosmetics, etc.
hand·ball (handʹbôl´), n. 1 game played
by hitting a small ball against a wall with
the hand. 2 ball used in this game.
hand·bill (handʹbil´), n. a printed
announcement to be handed out to
people.
hand·book (handʹbu̇k´), n. 1 a small
book of reference; manual. 2 guidebook
for tourists.
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hand·breadth (handʹbredth´), n. breadth of
a hand, used as a measure. It varies from
2½ to 4 inches. Also, hand’s-breadth.
hand·cart (handʹkärt´), n. a small cart
pulled or pushed by hand.
hand·clasp (handʹklasp´; –kläspʹ), n.
grasp of a person’s hand, as in agreement or greeting.
hand·craft (handʹkraft´), v. make or fashion by hand. —n. ⫽handicraft.
hand·cuﬀ (handʹkuf´), n. Usually, handcuﬀs. one of a pair of metal clasps joined
by a short chain and fastened around the
wrists. —v. put handcuﬀs on.
–handed, suﬃx. 1 having or using a hand
or hands: a two-handed stroke. 2 having
a certain kind or number of hands, as in
left-handed.
hand·ed·ness (hanʹdid nis), n. preference
of using one hand over the other.
Han·del (hanʹdәl), n. George Frederick,
1685–1759, German musical composer.
hand·ful (handʹfu̇l), n., pl. –fuls. 1 as
much or as many as the hand can hold.
2 a small number or quantity. 3 person
or thing that is hard to manage.
hand·i·cap (hanʹdi kap), n., v., –capped,
–cap·ping. —n. 1 race, contest, game,
etc., in which the better contestants
are given certain disadvantages, or the
poorer ones certain advantages, so that
all have an equal chance to win. 2 disadvantage or advantage given. 3 something
that puts a person at a disadvantage;
hindrance. —v. 1 give a handicap to. 2
put at a disadvantage; hinder. [for hand
in cap; appar. with ref. to an old game]
—handʹi·cap´per, n.
hand·i·craft (hanʹdi kraft; –kräft), n. 1 skill
with the hands. 2 trade or art requiring
skill with the hands. [alter. of handcraft,
patterned after handiwork] —handʹicrafts´man, n. —handʹi·crafts´manship, n.
hand·i·work (hanʹdi wėrk´), n. 1 work
done with the hands. 2 work that a person has done herself or himself. 3 result
of a person’s action. [OE handgeweorc
handwork]
hand·ker·chief (hangʹkәr chif), n. 1 a soft,
square piece of cloth used for wiping
the nose, face, eyes, etc. 2 piece of cloth
worn over the head or around the neck;
kerchief.
han·dle (hanʹdәl), n., v., —dled, –dling.
—n. part of a thing made to be held
or grasped by the hand. —v. 1 touch,
feel, hold, or move with the hand; use
the hands on. 2 manage; direct; control. 3 behave or act when handled:
this car handles easily. 4 deal with;
treat. 5 deal in; trade in: that store handles meat and groceries.
ﬂy oﬀ the handle, lose one’s temper;
get angry.
get or have a handle on, grasp; understand. [OE < hand] —hanʹdled, adj.
—hanʹdle·less, adj.
handle bar. Often, handle bars. the bar,
usually curved, in front of the rider, by
which a bicycle, etc., is guided.

han·dler (hanʹdlәr), n. 1 person or thing
that handles. 2 person who helps to train
a boxer or who acts as his second.
hand·made (handʹmādʹ), adj. made by
hand, not by machinery; not machinemade.
hand·maid (handʹmād´), hand·maid·en
(–mād´әn), n. 1 a female servant. 2 a
female attendant.
hand-me-down (handʹmē doun´), n.
something passed from one person to
another; something used or secondhand.
hand organ, a large music box that is
made to play tunes by turning a crank.
hand·out (handʹout´), n. 1 portion of
food, money, etc. handed out: to give a
handout to a beggar. 2 written material
given to reporters as news, but often
contrived to serve some purpose of
publicity, propaganda, etc.
hand·picked (handʹpiktʹ), adj. 1 picked
by hand. 2 carefully selected. 3 unfairly
selected.
hand·rail (handʹrāl´), n. railing used as
a guard or support on a stairway, platform, etc.
hand’s-breadth (handzʹbredth´), n.
⫽hand-breadth.
hand·shake (handʹshāk´), n. a clasping and shaking each other’s hands in
friendship.
hand·some (hanʹsәm), adj., –som·er,
–som·est. 1 good-looking; pleasing in
appearance. 2 fairly large; considerable:
a handsome sum of money, a handsome
gift. [ME, eacy to handle, ready at hand
< hand + –some1] —handʹsome·ly, adv.
—handʹsome·ness, n.
hands-on (handzʹonʹ, –ônʹ), adj. personally involved.
hand·spring (handʹspring´), n. spring or
leap in which a person turns heels over
head while balancing on one or both
hands.
hand·stand (handʹstand´), n. a balancing on one’s hands with the feet in the
air.
hand-to-hand (handʹtә handʹ), adj. close
together; at close quarters.
hand-to-mouth (handʹtә mouthʹ), adj.
not providing for the future; not thrifty.
hand·work (handʹwėrk´), n. work done
by hand, not by machinery.
hand·writ·ing (handʹrīt´ing), n. 1 writing
by hand; writing with pen, pencil, etc.
2 manner or style of writing. —handʹwrit´ten, adj.
hand·y (hanʹdi), adj., hand·i·er, hand·iest. 1 easy to reach or use; saving work;
convenient. 2 skillful with the hands. 3
easy to handle or manage. —handʹi·ly,
adv. —handʹi·ness, n.
handy man, person who does odd jobs.
hang (hang), v., hung or (esp. for execution or suicide) hanged, hang·ing, n.
—v. 1 fasten or be fastened to something
above. 2 fasten or be fastened so as to
swing or turn freely: hang a door on
its hinges. 3 put to death by hanging
with a rope around the neck. 4 cover

or decorate with things that hang: hang
a window with curtains. 5 bend down;
droop: he hung his head in shame. 6 be
doubtful or undecided; hesitate. 7 loiter;
linger: hang at the mall. —n. 1 way that
a thing hangs. 2 way of using or doing;
idea. 3 a triﬂe: not care a hang.
hang around with, Informal. spend time
with.
hang back, be reluctant to move ahead.
hang on, a hold tightly to. b be unwilling
to let go, stop, or leave. c depend on. d
consider or listen to very carefully.
hang out, a put up outdoors, as a ﬂag or
laundry. b lean out. c spend time with. d
Slang. live or stay.
hang together, a support each other. 2
Fig. make sense; be coherent.
hang tough, be resolute or ﬁrm.
hang up, a put on a hook, peg, etc.
b end a telephone call. [OE hangian]
—hangʹa·ble, adj.
hang·ar (hangʹәr), n. shed for aircraft.
[< F, ? < Gmc.]
hang·dog (hangʹdôg´; –dog´), adj.
ashamed; sneaking; degraded.
hang·er (hangʹәr), n. 1 person who
hangs things: a paper hanger. 2 tool or
machine that hangs things. 3 thing on
which something else is hung: a coat
hanger.
hang·er-on (hangʹәr onʹ; –ônʹ), n., pl.
hang·ers-on. 1 follower; dependent. 2 an
undesirable follower. 3 person who often
goes to a place.
hang glider, device like a large kite under
which a person hangs from a harness
and steers with a bar, used for the sport
of hang gliding.
hang gliding, sport of soaring on air currents in a hang glider.
hang·ing (hangʹing), n. 1 death by hanging with a rope around the neck. 2
Often, hangings. thing that hangs from
a wall, bed, etc. —adj. fastened to something above.
hang·man (hangʹmәn), n., pl. –men. person who puts criminals to death by
hanging them.
hang·nail (hangʹnāl´), n. bit of skin that
hangs partly near a ﬁngernail.
hang·out (hangʹoutʹ), n. a rendezvous,
esp. for criminals or gangs.
hang·o·ver (hangʹō´vәr), n. 1 something
that remains from an earlier time or
condition. 2 condition the morning after
drinking too much alcoholic liquor.
hang-up (hangʹup´), n. Informal. problem or anxiety that keeps a person from
moving forward.
hank (hangk), n. 1 coil; loop. 2 skein.
[appar. < Scand. hönk]
han·ker (hangʹkәr), v. wish; crave.
—hankʹer·er, n. —hanʹker·ing, n.
han·kie (hangʹki), n. handkerchief.
han·ky-pan·ky (hangʹki pangʹki), n. 1
underhanded or illegal conduct. 2 trickery; shenanigans. [prob. alter. of hocuspocus]
Han·ni·bal (hanʹә bәl), n. 247–183? b.c., a
Carthaginian general who invaded Italy.
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han·som (hanʹsәm), n. a two-wheeled cab
for two passengers, drawn by one horse,
with the driver on a seat high up behind
the cab. [from name of early designer of
such cabs]
han·ta·vi·rus (hanʹtә vī´rәs), n. virus carried by rodents that causes respiratory
and kidney infections that are sometimes fatal. [< Hanta genus name < river
in Korea]
Ha·nuk·kah or Ha·nuk·ka (häʹnu̇ kä;
häʹ–), annual Jewish Feast of Lights or
Feast of Dedication, usually in December, when a candle is lit on each day of
the Feast. Also, Chanukah.
hap (hap), n. Archaic. chance; luck.
[< Scand. happ]
hap·haz·ard (n. hapʹhaz´әrd; adj., adv.
hap´hazʹәrd), n. chance. —adj. random;
not planned: haphazard answers. —adv.
by chance; at random. —hap´hazʹard·ly,
adv. —hap´hazʹard·ness, n.
hap·less (hapʹlis), adj. unlucky; unfortunate. —hapʹless·ly, adv. —hapʹlessness, n.
hap·loid (hapʹloid), adj. having the number of sets of chromosomes usual for a
species; monoploid. —n. haploid organism or cell; monoploid. [< Gk. haploûs
single + E –oid]
hap·pen (hapʹәn), v. 1 take place; occur:
nothing happens here. 2 be or take place
by chance: accidents will happen. 3 have
the fortune; chance: I happened to sit by
Mary. 4 be done (to): something has happened to this lock.
happen on, a meet. b ﬁnd. [ME
happene(n) < hap]
hap·pen·ing (hapʹәn ing), n. thing that
happens; event; occurrence.
hap·pen·stance (hapʹәn stans), n. accidental or chance occurrence. [< happen
+ circumstance]
hap·py (hapʹi), adj., –pi·er, –pi·est. 1 feeling or showing pleasure and joy; glad.
2 lucky; fortunate: by a happy chance,
I found the money. 3 clever and ﬁtting;
apt; successful and suitable. [ME, < hap]
—hapʹpi·ly, adv. —hapʹpi·ness, n.
hap·py-go-luck·y (hapʹi gō lukʹi), adj.
taking things easily; trusting to luck.
—adv. by mere chance.
har·a-ki·ri (harʹә kirʹi; häʹrә–), har·a-kari (–karʹi; –käri), n. suicide by ripping
open the abdomen with a knife, the
national form of honorable suicide in
Japan. Also, hari-kari. [< Jap., belly cut]
ha·rangue (hә rangʹ), n., v., –rangued,
–rangu·ing. —n. 1 a noisy speech. 2 a
long, pompous speech. —v. 1 address in
a harangue. 2 deliver a harangue. [< OF
arenge < Gmc.] —ha·ranguʹer, n.
har·ass (harʹәs; hә rasʹ), v. 1 trouble by
repeated attacks; harry. 2 disturb; worry;
torment. [< F harasser < OF harer set a
dog on] —harʹass·er, n. —harʹass·ingly, adv. —harʹass·ment, n.
har·bin·ger (härʹbin jәr), n. one that goes
ahead to announce another’s coming;
forerunner. —v. announce beforehand;
announce. [< OF herbergere provider of

shelter (hence, one who goes ahead), ult.
< herberge lodging < Gmc.]
har·bor (härʹbәr), n. 1 place of shelter for
ships and boats. 2 any place of shelter.
—v. 1 give shelter to; give a place to
hide: a dog that harbors ﬂeas. 2 keep
or nourish in the mind: harbor unkind
thoughts. [OE herebeorg lodgings < here
army + beorg shelter] —harʹbor·er, n.
—harʹbor·less, adj.
har·bor·age, (härʹbәr ij), n. 1 shelter for
ships and boats. 2 any shelter.
harbor master, oﬃcer who has charge of
a port and enforces the rules respecting it.
hard (härd), adj. 1 solid and ﬁrm to the
touch; not soft. 2 ﬁrmly formed; tight: a
hard knot. 3 needing much ability, eﬀort,
or time; diﬃcult: a hard problem. 4 causing much pain, trouble, care, etc.; severe:
a hard illness. 5 stern; unfeeling: be hard
on a person. 6 not pleasant; harsh: a
hard face. 7 acting or done with energy,
persistence, etc.: a hard worker. 8 containing mineral salts that interfere with
the action of soap: hard water. 9 U.S.
containing much alcohol: hard liquor.
10 pronounced as the c and g in corn
and get. —adv. 1 so as to be hard, solid,
or ﬁrm: frozen hard. 2 ﬁrmly; tightly:
hold hard. 3 with diﬃculty: breathe hard.
4 with eﬀort or energy: try hard. 5
close; near: the house stands hard by
the bridge.
hard and fast, that cannot be changed;
strict.
hard of hearing, somewhat deaf.
hard up, needing money or anything
very badly. [OE heard] —hardʹness,
hard·ball (härdʹbôl´), n. ⫽baseball. —adj.
tough; rough.
play hardball, be rough and uncompromising.
hard-bit·ten (härdʹbitʹәn), adj. stubborn;
unyielding; dogged.
hard-boiled (härdʹboildʹ), adj. 1 boiled
until hard. 2 Informal. not easily inﬂuenced by the feelings.
hard coal, ⫽anthracite.
hard copy, copy typed or written or
printed out from a computer on paper.
hard-core (härdʹkôrʹ; –kōr), adj. 1
unyielding; persistent: hard-core nationalism, hard-core poverty. 2 addictive:
hard-core drugs.
hard core, the permanent or most persistent part of any thing or group; central
or vital part.
hard·en (harʹdәn), v. 1 make or become
hard or capable of endurance. 2 make or
become unfeeling or pitiless. —hardʹener, n.
hard goods, machinery, vehicles, and
other heavy goods. —hardʹ-goods, adj.
hard·hat (härdʹhatʹ), n. or hard hat, 1
rigid, protective hat worn by construction workers. 2 a construction worker.
hard-head·ed (härdʹhedʹid), adj. 1 not
easily excited or deceived. 2 stubborn; obstinate. —hardʹ-headʹed·ly,
adv. —hardʹ-headʹed·ness, n.

hard-heart·ed (härdʹhärʹtid), adj. without
pity; cruel; unfeeling. —hardʹ-heartʹedly, adv. —hardʹ-heartʹed·ness, n.
hard-hit·ting (härdʹhitʹing), adj. vigorous; aggressive; powerful.
har·di·hood (härʹdi hu̇d), n. boldness;
daring.
Har·ding (härʹding), n. Warren Gamaliel, 1865–1923, the 29th president of
the United States, 1921–23.
hard landing, crash landing, esp. of a
spacecraft.
hard line, unyielding adherence to a
policy, attitude, etc. —hardʹ-line´, adj.
—hardʹ-linʹer, n.
hard·ly (härdʹli), adv. 1 only just; barely:
he had hardly reached there, when it
began to snow. 2 not quite: hardly strong
enough. 3 probably not: he will hardly
come now. 4 with trouble or eﬀort: a
hardly won contest. 5 harshly; severely:
deal hardly with a person.
hard-nosed (härdʹnōzdʹ), adj. stubborn.
hard palate, the front, bony part of the
roof of the mouth.
hard·pan (härdʹpan´), n. hard, ﬁrm,
underlying earth.
hard-pressed (härdʹprestʹ), adj. under
severe pressure; in diﬃculty.
hard·ship (härdʹship), n. something hard
to bear; hard condition of living.
hard·tack (härdʹtak´), n. a very hard, dry
biscuit, eaten by sailors.
hard·ware (härdʹwãr´), n. 1 articles made
from metal, as locks, screws, etc. 2 military equipment, as tanks, guns, etc., as
distinguished from manpower.
hard·wood (härd ʹwu̇d´), n. 1 any hard,
compact wood. 2 in forestry, any tree
that has broad leaves or does not have
needles. 3 wood of such a tree, as the
oak or maple.
har·dy (härʹdi), adj., –di·er, –di·est. 1
able to bear hard treatment, fatigue, etc.;
strong; robust. 2 able to withstand the
cold of winter in the open air: hardy
plants. 3 bold; daring. [< OF hardi, pp. of
hardir harden < Gmc.] —harʹdi·ly, adv.
—harʹdi·ness, n.
hare (hãr), n., pl. hares or (esp. collectively) hare. 1 a gnawing animal very
much like a rabbit but larger, having
long ears, long hind legs, a short tail, and
a divided upper lip. 2 a rabbit. [OE hara]
—hareʹlike´, adj.
hare·bell (hãrʹbel´), n. a slender plant
with blue, bell-shaped ﬂowers; bluebell.
hare·brained (hãrʹbrānd´), adj. giddy;
heedless; reckless.
hare·lip (hãrʹlip´), n. a congenital
deformity caused when parts of the
lip fail to grow together before birth.
—hareʹlipped´, adj.
har·em (hãrʹәm), n. 1 part of a Muslim
house where the women live. 2 its occupants; the wives, female relatives, female
servants, etc., of a Muslim household.
[< Ar. harīm forbidden]
˙ i (harʹi karʹi; häʹri käʹri), n.
har·i-kar·
⫽harakiri.
hark (härk), v. listen.
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hark back, go back; turn back. [ME
herkien]
hark·en (härʹkәn), v. hearken. [OE heorcnian] —harkʹen·er, n.
har·le·quin (härʹlә kwin; –kin), n. 1.
Often, Harlequin. character in comedy
and pantomime who is usually masked,
has a costume of varied colors, and carries a wooden sword. 2 a mischievous
person; buﬀoon. —adj. varied in color;
many-colored. [< F; OF var. of Herlequin
< ME Herle King King Herla (mythical
ﬁgure); modern meaning in French is
from Ital. arlecchino < F Harlequin]
har·lot (härʹlәt), n. ⫽prostitute. [< OF,
vagabond]
har·lot·ry (härʹlәt ri), n. ⫽prostitution.
harm (härm), n. 1. hurt; damage. 2 evil;
wrong. —v. damage; injure; hurt. [OE
hearm] —harmʹer, n.
harm·ful (härmʹfәl), adj. causing harm;
injurious; hurtful. —harmʹful·ly, adv.
—harmʹful·ness, n. pernicious.
harm·less (härmʹlis), adj. causing
no harm; that would not harm anyone or anything. —harmʹless·ly, adv.
—harmʹless·ness, n.
har·mon·ic (här monʹik), adj. 1 having to
do with harmony. 2 musical. 3 indicating a series of oscillations accompanying
a fundamental frequency. —n. overtone. [< L < Gk. harmonikos harmonic,
musical. See harmony.] —har·monʹical·ly, adv.
har·mon·i·ca (här monʹә kә), n. an oblong
musical instrument with metal reeds,
played by the mouth; mouth organ.
har·mon·ics (här monʹiks), n. science of
musical sounds.
har·mo·ni·ous (här mōʹni әs), adj. 1
agreeing in feelings, ideas, or action:
play together in a harmonious group. 2
arranged so that the parts are orderly or
pleasing; going well together: harmonious colors. 3 sweet-sounding; musical.
—har·moʹni·ous·ly, adv. —har·moʹnious·ness, n.
har·mo·ni·um (här mōʹni әm), n. a small
organ with metal reeds.
har·mo·nize (härʹmә nīz), v., –nized,
–niz·ing. 1 bring into harmony or
agreement. 2 be in harmony or agreement: the colors in the room harmonized.
3 add tones to (a melody) to make successive chords. —har´mo·ni·zaʹtion, n.
—harʹmo·niz´er, n.
har·mo·ny (härʹmә ni), n., pl. –nies. 1
agreement of feeling, ideas, or actions;
getting along well together: work in
perfect harmony. 2 an orderly or pleasing arrangement of parts; going well
together: harmony of colors in a picture.
3 a sounding together of notes in a
chord. b study of chords and of relating them to successive chords. [< F
< L < Gk. harmonia concord, a joining
< harmos joint]
har·ness (härʹnis), n. combination of
leather straps, bands, and other pieces
used to connect a horse or other animal

to a carriage, wagon, plow, etc. —v. 1 put
harness on. 2 cause to produce power.
in harness, in or at one’s regular
work.[< OF harneis < Scand.] —harʹnesser, n. —harʹness·less, adj. —harʹnesslike´, adj.
Har·old II (harʹәld), 1022?–1066, the last
Saxon king of England, defeated by William the Conqueror in 1066.
harp (härp), n. instrument with strings
set in a triangular frame, played by
plucking the strings with the ﬁngers.
—v. play on a harp.
harp on, keep on tiresomely talking
or writing about; refer continually to.
[OE hearpe] —harpʹer, n. —harpʹist, n.
—harpʹlike´, adj.
har·poon (här pünʹ), n. a barbed spear
with a rope tied to it, used for catching whales and other sea animals. —v.
strike, catch, or kill with a harpoon. [(?
< Du.) < F harpon < L harpe sickle,
hook < Gk.] —har·poonʹer, n. —harpoonʹlike, adj.
harp·si·chord (härpʹsә kôrd), n. a stringed
instrument like a piano, used from about
1550 to 1750. [< obs. F harpechorde <
harpe (< Gmc.) + chorde chord2]
Har·py (härʹpi), n., pl –pies. 1 Gk. Legend.
any of several ﬁlthy, greedy monsters
having women’s heads and birds’ bodies, wings, and claws. 2 harpy, a very
greedy person; person who preys upon
others. [<L < Gk. harpyia, prob. akin to
harpazein snatch]
har·que·bus (härʹkwә bәs), n. an old
form of portable gun, used before muskets. Also arquebus. [< F < Ital. < Du.
haakbus, lit., hook gun]
har·ri·dan (harʹә dәn), n. a bad-tempered,
disreputable old woman.
har·ri·er1 (harʹi әr), n. a small hound of
the kind used to hunt hares. [appar. <
hare]
har·ri·er2 (harʹi әr), n. 1 person who harries. 2 hawk that preys on small animals.
Har·ris·burg (harʹis bėrg), n. capital of
Pennsylvania, in the S part.
Har·ri·son (harʹә sәn), n. 1 Benjamin,
1833–1901, the 23rd president of the
United States, 1889–93. 2 his grandfather, William Henry, 1773–1841,
American general and ninth president
of the United States, in 1841.
har·row (harʹō), n. a heavy frame with
iron teeth or upright disks, used on
plowed ﬁelds for breaking up clods,
covering seeds, etc. —v. 1 draw a harrow over (land, etc.). 2 hurt; wound. 3
arouse uncomfortable feelings in; distress; torment. [ME harwe] —harʹrower, n. —harʹrow·ing, adj. —harʹrowing·ly, adv.
har·ry (harʹi), v., –ried, –ry·ing. 1 raid
and rob with violence. 2 keep troubling;
worry; torment. [OE hergian < here
army]
harsh (härsh), adj. 1 rough to the touch,
taste, eye, or ear; sharp and unpleasant.

2 without pity; cruel; severe. 3 rugged; bleak: a harsh climate. [var. of ME
harsk < Scand. (Dan.) harsk rancid]
—harshʹly, adv. —harshʹness, n.
hart (härt), n., pl. harts or (esp. collectively) hart. 1 a male red deer after
its ﬁfth year. 2 a male deer; stag. [OE
heorot]
har·te·beest (härʹtә bēst; härtʹbēst´), n.,
pl. –beests or (esp. collectively) –beest. a
large, swift African antelope with ringed,
curved horns bent backward at the tips.
[< Afrikaans, hart beast]
Hart·ford (härtʹfәrd), n. capital of Connecticut, in the C part.
harts·horn (härtsʹhôn´), n. smelling
salts.
har·um-scar·um (hãrʹәm skãrʹәm), adj.
reckless; rash. —adv. recklessly; wildly.
—n. 1 a reckless person. 2 reckless
behavior. [appar. < hare frighten +
scare]
har·vest (härʹvist), n. 1 a reaping and
gathering in of grain and other food
crops, usually in the late summer or
early autumn. 2 time or season when
grain, fruit, etc., are gathered in. 3 one
season’s yield of any natural product;
crop. 4 Fig. result; consequences. —v.
gather in and bring home for use. [OE
hœrfest]
har·vest·er (härʹvis tәr), n. 1 person
who works in a harvest ﬁeld; reaper.
2 machine for harvesting crops, esp.
grain.
har·vest·man (härʹvist mәn), n., pl.
–men. 1 person who harvests. 2 ⫽daddylonglegs.
harvest moon, full moon at harvest time
or about September 23.
has (haz), v. 3rd pers. sing. pres. indic.
of have.
has-been (hazʹbin´), n. person or thing
whose best days are past.
hash (hash), n. 1 mixture of cooked
meat, potatoes, etc., chopped into small
pieces and fried or baked. 2 Fig. mixture;
jumble. 3 Fig. mess; muddle. 4 Informal.
hashish. [< v.] —v. 1 chop into small
pieces. 2 mess; muddle. [< F hacher
< hache hatchet]
Hash·em·ite (hash´ә mit), adj. of or having to do with the royal dynasty of
Jordan and the former royal dynasty
of Iraq. —n. member of this dynasty,
claiming descent from Muhammad.
Also, Hashimite.
hash·ish, hash·eesh (hashʹēsh), n. the
dried ﬂowers, top leaves, and tender
parts of Indian hemp, used for its narcotic eﬀect. [< Ar. hashīsh
dried hemp
.
leaves]
Ha·sid·ic (hә sidʹik), adj. of or having to
do with the Hasidim or their beliefs.
Has·i·dim (hasʹi dim; häʹsi–; häʹsē–), n.
members of a pious and mystical Jewish
sect founded in the 1700s. 2 members
of a Jewish sect founded about 200 b.c.
[< Heb. hasidim pious ones]
has·n’t (hazʹәnt), has not.
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hasp (hasp; häsp), n. clasp or fastening
for a door, window, trunk, box, etc., esp.
one that ﬁts over a staple or into a hole
and is fastened by a peg, padlock, etc.
[var. of OE hœpse]
has·sle (hasʹәl), n. struggle; contest.
—v., –sled, –sling. Informal. 1 struggle.
2 harass; annoy. [appar. < Southern U.S.
dial. hassle pant, breathe noisily (cf. E
dial. hussle, same meaning), frequentative of E dial. hoose cough, wheeze;
related to wheeze]
has·sock (hasʹәk), n. 1 a thick cushion to
rest the feet on, sit on, or kneel on. 2 tuft
or bunch of coarse grass. [OE hassuc
coarse grass]
hast (hast), v. Archaic. 2nd pers. sing.
pres. indic. of have.
haste (hāst), n. 1 a trying to be quick;
hurrying: the emergency king’s business
required haste. 2 quickness without
thought or care: haste makes waste.
in haste, a in a hurry; quickly. b without
careful thought; rashly.
make haste, hurry; be quick. [< OF
< Gmc.]
has·ten (hāsʹәn), v. 1 cause to be quick;
speed; hurry: hasten everyone oﬀ to bed.
2 be quick; go fast: hasten to explain.
—hasʹten·er, n.
hast·y (hāsʹti), adj., hast·i·er, hast·i·est. 1
hurried; quick: a hasty visit. 2 not well
thought out; rash: a hasty decision. 3 easily angered; quick-tempered. —hastʹi·ly,
adv. —hastʹi·ness, n.
hasty pudding, mush made of corn meal.
hat (hat), n., v., hat·ted, hat·ting. —n. a
covering for the head, usually with a
brim. —v. cover or furnish with a hat.
hold on to your hat, prepare for a shock
or surprise.
pass the hat, ask for contributions; take
up a collection.
talk through one’s hat, talk about
something without much knowledge of
the subject.
wear two (or many or several) hats,
have more than one job; have many
responsibilities. [OE hœtt] —hatʹless,
adj. —hatʹlike´, adj.
hat·band (hatʹband´), n. band around the
crown of a hat, just above the brim.
hatch1 (hach), v. 1 bring forth (young)
from an egg or eggs. 2 keep (an egg or
eggs) warm until the young come out.
3 come out from the egg: three chickens hatched today. 4 arrange; plan, esp.
secretly; plot. —n. 1 act of hatching.
2 the brood hatched. [ME hacche(n)]
—hatchʹer, n.
hatch2 (hach), n. 1 an opening in a ship’s
deck through which the cargo is put in.
2 an opening in the ﬂoor or roof of a
building, etc. 3 a trap door covering such
an opening. [OE hœcc]
hatch·er·y (hachʹәr i; hachʹri), n., pl. –eries. place for hatching eggs of ﬁsh, hens,
etc.
hatch·et (hachʹit), n. a small ax with a
short handle, for use with one hand.

bury the hatchet, make peace. [< OF
hachette, dim. of hache ax. See hash.]
—hatchʹet·like´, adj.
hatch·et-faced (hachʹit fāsd´), adj. having
a narrow face with sharp features.
hatchet job, Informal. ruthless criticism.
hatch·ing (hachʹing), n. ﬁne, parallel lines
drawn, cut, or engraved close together.
hatch·way (hachʹwā´), n. 1 an opening in
the deck of a ship to the lower part. 2 a
similar opening in a ﬂoor, roof, etc.
hate (hat), v., hat·ed, hat·ing, n. —v. 1 dislike very strongly: do good to them that
hate you. 2 dislike: I hate to study. —n. 1
a strong dislike. 2 object of hatred. [OE
hatian] —hateʹa·ble, adj. —hatʹer, n.
hate·ful (hātʹfәl), adj. 1 causing hate; to
be hated. 2 feeling hate; showing hate.
—hateʹful·ly, adv. —hateʹful·ness, n.
hath (hath), v. Archaic. 3rd pers. sing.
pres. indic. of have.
ha·tred (hāʹtrid), n. very strong dislike;
hate.
hat·ter (hatʹәr), n. person who makes or
sells hats.
haugh·ty (hôʹti), adj., –ti·er, –ti·est. 1 too
proud of oneself and too scornful of
others: a haughty man. 2 showing pride
and scorn: a haughty smile. [< haut or
haught < F haut < L altus high; form inﬂ.
by OG hauh high] —haughʹti·ly, adv.
—haughʹti·ness, n.
haul (hôl), v. pull or drag with force:
haul logs to a mill with horses. —n. 1 act
of hauling; hard pull. 2 load hauled. 3
distance that a load is hauled. 4 amount
won, taken, etc., at one time; catch: a
good haul of ﬁsh.
haul oﬀ, move one’s arm back before
delivering a blow.
haul up, a change the course of (a ship).
b bring up for a reprimand. [< F haler
< Gmc. Doublet of hale2.] —haulʹer, n.
haul·age (hôlʹij), n. 1 act of hauling. 2
charge made for hauling.
haunch (hônch; hänch), n. 1 part of the
body around the hip; the hip. 2 a hind
quarter of an animal. 3 leg and loin of
a deer, sheep, etc., used for food. [< OF
hanche < Gmc.]
haunt (hônt; hänt), v. 1 go often to; visit
frequently: ghosts were supposed to haunt
the old house. 2 be often with; come
often to: memories of his youth haunted
the old man. —n. Often, haunts. place
frequently gone to or often visited: a
swimming pool is a favorite haunt of boys
in summer. [< OF hanter < OE hāmettan
shelter (cf. home)] —hauntʹer, n.
—hauntʹing·ly, adv.
haunt·ed (hônʹtid; hänʹ–), adj. visited or
frequented by ghosts.
Ha·van·a (hә vanʹә), n. capital of Cuba,
on the NW coast.
have (hav; unstressed hәv, әv), v., pres.
indic. sing. have, have, has, pl. have; pt.
and pp. had; ppr. hav·ing. 1 hold; possess; own: I have a house in the country.
2 cause to: have him shut the door. 3 be
obliged: men have to eat. 4 take; get:

have a seat. 5 engage in; experience:
have fun, have a talk with him. 6 allow;
permit: he won’t have any noise while he
is reading. 7 keep; retain; know: he has
the directions in mind, have an idea. 8
hold an advantage over: you have him
there. 9 become the father or mother of.
10 Have is used with past participles to
express completed action (the perfect
tense): they have come.
have at, a hit; attack. b attack with
words.
have done (with), stop; ﬁnish.
have had it, Informal. a become disgusted. b be ﬁnished or unable to
advance.
have it in for, have a grudge against.
have it out, ﬁght or argue until a question is settled.
have on, wear.
have to do with, a be connected to. b
pertain to. [OE habban]
ha·ven (hāʹvәn), n. 1 harbor; port. 2 place
of shelter and safety. —v. shelter in a
haven. [OE hœfen] —haʹven·less, adj.
have-not (havʹnot´), n. person or country
that has little or no property or wealth.
have·n’t (havʹәnt), have not.
hav·er·sack (havʹәr sak), n. bag used by
soldiers and hikers to carry food. [< F
< LG habersack oat sack]
hav·oc (havʹәk), n., v., –ocked, –ock·ing.
—n. very great destruction or injury.
—v. devastate.
play havoc with, injure severely; ruin;
destroy. [< AF var. of OF havot plundering, devastation] —havʹock·er, n.
haw1 (hô), n. 1 the red berry of the hawthorn. 2 the hawthorn. [OE haga]
haw2 (hô), interj., n. a stammering sound
between words. —v. make this sound;
stammer.
haw3 (hô), interj. word of command to
horses, oxen, etc., directing them to turn
to the left. —v. turn to the left.
Ha·wai·i (hә wīʹē; –wäʹyә), n. 1 a group
of islands in the N Paciﬁc, the 50th state
of the United States. 2 the largest of the
Hawaiian Islands. —Ha·waiʹian, adj., n.
hawk1 (hôk), n. 1 bird of prey with a
strong hooked beak, large curved claws,
short rounded wings, and a long tail.
2 bird of prey like a hawk; buzzard or
kite. 3 person who is eager for war.
—v. hunt with trained hawks. [OE
hafoc] —hawkʹer, n. —hawkʹing, n.
—hawkʹish, hawkʹlike´, adj.
hawk2 (hôk), v. 1 carry (goods) about for
sale as a street peddler does. 2 spread (a
report) around. [< hawker peddler, prob.
< MLG huckster.] —hawkʹer, n.
hawk3 (hôk), v. clear the throat noisily.
—n. a noisy eﬀort to clear the throat.
[prob. imit.]
hawk-eyed (hôkʹīd´), adj. having sharp
eyes like a hawk.
hawk moth, a large moth with a long
body and narrow wings.
hawks·bill turtle (hôksʹbil´), hawk’sbill, or hawksbill, n. a sea turtle whose
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mouth is shaped like a hawk’s beak
and whose horny plates furnish tortoise
shell.
hawse (hôz; hôs), n. 1 part of a ship’s
bow having holes for hawsers or cables
to pass through. 2 one of these holes.
3 space between the bow of a ship at
anchor and her anchors. [< Scand. hāls]
hawse·hole (hôzʹhōl´; hôsʹ–), n. hole in a
ship’s bow for a hawser to pass through.
haw·ser (hôʹzәr; –sәr), n. a large rope or
small cable, esp. one used for mooring
or towing ships. [appar. < AF hauceour
< OF haucier hoist, ult. < L altus high]
haw·thorn (hôʹthôrn), n. a thorny shrub
or tree with clusters of white, red, or
pink blossoms and small, red berries
called haws.
hay (hā), n. grass, alfalfa, clover, etc.,
cut and dried for use as food for cattle, horses, etc. —v. cut and dry grass,
alfalfa, clover, etc., for hay.
hit the hay, Informal. go to bed.
make hay, a cut and dry grass for animal
feed. b take advantage of an opportunity
without delay.
make hay while the sun shines, take
advantage of an opportunity before it
vanishes. [OE hēg; akin to hew]
hay·cock (hāʹkok´), n. a small pile of hay,
shaped like a cone, in a ﬁeld.
Hay·dn (hīʹdәn; hāʹ–), n. Franz Joseph,
1732–1809, Austrian composer.
Hayes (hāz), n. Rutherford B., 1822–93,
the 19th president of the United States,
1877–81.
hay fever, allergy to the pollen of ragweed
and other plants that has symptoms like
a cold.
hay·ﬁeld (hāʹfēld´), n. ﬁeld where grass,
alfalfa, clover, etc., is grown or cut for
hay.
hay·loft (hāʹlôft´; –loft´), n. place in a
stable or barn where hay is stored.
hay·mow (hāʹmou´), n. 1 ⫽hayloft. 2
heap of hay stored in a barn.
hay·seed (hāʹsēd´), n. 1 seed shaken out
of hay. 2 U.S. Informal. person from the
country; farmer.
hay·stack (hāʹstak´), hay·rick (–rik´), n.
a large pile of hay outdoors.
hay·wire (hāʹwīr´), adj. Informal. 1 in
a mess; in utter confusion. 2 crazy;
insane.
haz·ard (hazʹәrd), n. 1 risk; danger; peril:
at all hazards. 2 chance. —v. 1 take a
chance with; risk; venture. 2 expose to
risk. [< OF hasard < Ar. az-zahr the
die] —hazʹard·a·ble, adj. —hazʹard·er,
n. —hazʹard·less, adj.
hazard light, ﬂashing light to warn of a
traﬃc hazard such as a disabled vehicle,
esp. this device on an automobile.
haz·ard·ous (hazʹәr dәs), adj. dangerous;
risky; perilous. —hazʹard·ous·ly, adv.
—hazʹard·ous·ness, n.
haze1 (hāz), n. 1 a small amount of mist,
smoke, dust, etc., in the air. 2 vagueness
of the mind; slight confusion. [cf. E dial.
haze to drizzle, be foggy]

haze2 (hāz), v., hazed, haz·ing. in schools,
universities, etc., force (a fellow student,
esp. a freshman) to do unnecessary or
ridiculous tasks; bully. [< OF haser irritate, annoy] —hazʹer, n. —hazʹing, n.
ha·zel (hāʹzәl), n. 1 shrub or small tree
whose light-brown nuts are good to eat.
2 a light brown. —adj. 1 light-brown.
2 of or pertaining to the hazel. [OE
hœsel]
ha·zel·nut (hāʹzәl nut´), n. nut of the
hazel.
ha·zy (hāʹzi), adj., –zi·er, –zi·est. 1 full of
haze; misty; smoky: hazy air. 2 rather
confused; vague; obscure: hazy ideas.
—haʹzi·ly, adv. —haʹzi·ness, n.
H-bomb (āchʹbom´), n. the hydrogen
bomb.
HDL, high-density lipoprotein, a component of cholesterol in the blood that
contains more protein than fats, and so
is sometimes called good cholesterol.
he (hē; unstressed ē, i), pron., nom., he;
poss., his, of him, of his; obj., him; pl.
nom., they; poss., theirs, their, of them,
of theirs; obj., them; n., pl. he’s. —pron.
1 boy, man, or male animal spoken
about or mentioned before. 2 anyone: he
who hesitates is lost. —n. boy; man; male
animal. [OE hē]
He, helium.
head (hed), n., adj., v. —n. 1 the top part
of the human body where the eyes, ears,
and mouth are. 2 the corresponding
part of an animal’s body. 3 the top or
foremost part of anything: the head of
a pin, the head of column of troops. 4
chief person; leader: the crowned heads
of England. 5 anything rounded like a
head: head of lettuce, head of a boil. 6
the striking part of a tool or implement.
7 piece of skin stretched tightly over
the end of a drum, tambourine, etc. 8
the higher or more important part of
anything: head of a lake, head of a coin. 9
mind; understanding; intelligence; intellect: have a good head for mathematics.
10 topic; point: four main heads. 11 a
decisive point; crisis: bring matters to a
head. 12 force or pressure gained little
by little: a head of steam, the movement
has gathered head. 13 source of a river
or stream. 14 foam; froth. —adj. 1 at the
head, top, or front: the head division of a
parade. 2 coming from in front: a head
wind. 3 chief; leading; directing. —v. 1
be or go at the head, top, or front of:
head a parade. 2 move or face (toward):
head a boat toward shore. 3 be the head
or chief of: head a business. 4 put a head
on: head a report.
come to a head, a (of an infection) ﬁll
with pus. b Fig. come to a point of crisis
or need for a decision.
give one his or her head, allow someone
to do what he or she wants to do.
go to one’s head, a aﬀect one’s mind. b
make one dizzy. c make one conceited.
head oﬀ, a get in front of and turn back
or aside. b prevent.

keep one’s head, remain calm.
lose one’s head, get excited; lose one’s
self-control.
out of one’s head, Informal. crazy;
insane.
over one’s head, a beyond one’s understanding. b higher authority.
turn one’s head, make one conceited.
[OE hēafod]
head·ache (hedʹāk´), n. 1 pain in the
head. 2 thing, situation, etc., that is the
cause of great bother, vexation, etc.
head·dress (hedʹdres´), n. a covering or
decoration for the head.
–headed, suﬃx. 1 having a certain kind of
head, as in long-headed. 2 having a speciﬁed number of heads, as in two-headed.
head·er (hedʹәr), n. 1 person, tool, or
machine that puts on or takes oﬀ heads
of grain, pins, nails, etc. 2 a plunge or
dive headﬁrst.
head·ﬁrst (hedʹfėrstʹ), adv. 1 with the
head ﬁrst. 2 hastily; rashly.
head·fore·most (hedʹfôrʹmōst; –fōrʹ–),
adv. headﬁrst.
head·gear (hedʹgir´), n. a covering for the
head; hat, cap, etc.
head-hunt·ing (hedʹhun´ting), n. practice among some tribes of taking the
heads of enemies as signs of victory,
manhood, etc.
head·hunt·er (hedʹhun´tәr), n. 1 person
who practices head-hunting. 2 Informal.
person who ﬁnds executives for businesses.
head·ing (hedʹing), n. 1 part forming the
head, top, or front. 2 something written
or printed at the top of a page. 3 title of
a page, chapter, etc; topic. 4 direction in
which a ship or aircraft is moving.
head·land (hedʹlәnd), n. point of land
jutting out into water; cape.
head·less (hedʹlis), adj. 1 having no head.
2 without a leader.
head·light (hedʹlīt´), n. 1 a bright light at
the front of an automobile, locomotive,
etc. 2 light at a masthead.
head·line (hedʹlīn´), n., v., –lined, –lining. —n. words printed at the top of an
article in a newspaper, indicating what it
is about. —v. 1 furnish with a headline.
2 give prominence to; call attention to. 3
be the main attraction.
head·long (hedʹlông; –long), adv., adj. 1
⫽headﬁrst. 2 with great haste and force.
3 in too great a rush; rash; rashly.
head·man (hedʹman´; –mәn), n., pl.
–men. chief; leader.
head·mas·ter (hedʹmasʹtәr; –mäsʹ–), n.
person in charge of a school, esp. of a private school; principal. —headʹmasʹtership, n.
head·mis·tress (hedʹmisʹtris), n. a woman
headmaster.
head·most (hedʹmōst), adj. ﬁrst; foremost.
head-on (hedʹonʹ; -ônʹ), adj. with the
head or front ﬁrst.
head·phone (hedʹfōn´), n. receiver held
on the head, against the ears.
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head·piece (hedʹpēs´), n. 1 piece of armor
for the head; helmet. 2 hat, cap, or other
covering for the head.
head·quar·ters (hedʹkwôr´tәrz), n. pl. or
sing. 1 place from which the chief or
commanding oﬃcer of an army, police
force, etc., sends out orders. 2 center
from which any organization is controlled and directed; main oﬃce.
head·rest (hedʹrest´), n. support for the
head, as on a dentist chair or on the back
of an automobile seat.
head·room (hedʹrüm´; –ru̇m´), n. empty
space above, as in an aircraft cabin or a
doorway.
head·ship (hedʹship), n. position of head;
chief authority.
head·stall (hedʹstôl´), n. part of a bridle
or halter that ﬁts around a horse’s head.
head·stone (hedʹstōn´), n. stone set at the
head of a grave.
head·stream (hedʹstrēm´), n. stream that
is the source of a larger stream.
head·strong (hedʹstrông´; –strong´), adj.
1 rashly or foolishly determined to have
one’s own way; hard to control or manage; obstinate. 2 showing rash or foolish
determination to have one’s own way.
—headʹstrong´ness, n.
heads-up (hedzʹupʹ), n. advance warning
about something. —interj. exclamation
to warn something, esp. a ﬂy ball, is
headed toward a person.
head·wait·er (hedʹwātʹәr), n. person in
charge of the waiters in a restaurant,
hotel, etc.
head·wa·ters (hedʹwô´tәrz; –wot´әrz),
n.pl. sources or upper parts of a river.
head·way (hedʹwā´), n. 1 motion forward: the ship made headway against the
tide. 2 progress with work, etc. 3 a clear
space overhead in a doorway or under
an arch, bridge, etc.; clearance.
head wind, wind blowing straight against
the front of a ship, etc.
head·y (hedʹi), adj., head·i·er, head·i·est.
1 hasty; rash. 2 apt to aﬀect the head and
make one dizzy; intoxicating. —headʹily, adv. —headʹi·ness, n.
heal (hēl), v. 1 make whole, sound, or well;
bring back to health; cure (a disease or
wound). 2 become whole or sound; get
well. [OE hœ̄lan < hāl whole] —healʹer,
n. —healʹing, n. —healʹing·ly, adv.
health (helth), n. 1 a being well; freedom
from sickness. 2 condition of body or
mind: in poor health. 3 a drink in honor
of a person, with a wish for health and
happiness: drink a health to the bride.
[OE hœ̄lth < hāl whole]
health·ful (helthʹfәl), adj. giving health;
good for the health. —healthʹful·ly, adv.
—healthʹful·ness, n.
health·y (helʹthi), adj., health·i·er, healthi·est. 1 having good health. 2 showing good health: a healthy appearance. 3 ⫽healthful. —healthʹi·ly, adv.
—healthʹi·ness, n.
heap (hēp), n. 1 pile of many things
thrown or lying together: a heap of sand.

2 a large amount. —v. 1 form into a
heap; gather in heaps. 2 give generously
or in large amounts. 3 ﬁll full or more
than full: heap a plate with food. [OE
hēap] —heapʹer, n.
hear (hir), v., heard (hėrd), hear·ing,
interj. —v. 1 perceive by the ear: hear
sounds. 2 be able to perceive by the ear:
he cannot hear well. 3 listen to: hear a
person’s explanation. 4 be told; receive
news or information: hear from a friend.
—interj. hear! hear! shouts of approval;
cheering.
hear from, receive news or information
from.
hear one out, listen to someone to the
end.
not hear of it, not agree to or allow
something to happen. [OE hēran]
—hearʹer, n.
hear·ing (hirʹing), n. 1 sense by which
sound is perceived: the old man’s hearing
is poor. 2 act or process of perceiving
sound: be within hearing. 3 chance to be
heard: the judge gave both sides a hearing in court.
heark·en (härʹkәn), v. 1 listen; listen
attentively. 2 Poetic. listen to; give heed
to; hear. Also, harken. [OE hercnian,
heorcnian] —hearkʹen·er, n.
hear·say (hirʹsā´), n. common talk; gossip.
hearse (hėrs), n. automobile, carriage,
etc., for carrying a dead person to the
grave. [< OF < L hirpex harrow; orig., a
frame like a harrow]
heart (härt), n. 1 a hollow, muscular
organ that pumps the blood throughout the body by contracting and dilating. 2 feelings; emotions: a kind heart,
give one’s heart, have no heart. 3 spirit;
courage; enthusiasm: take heart. 4 the
innermost or most important part: heart
of the forest, the very heart of the matter.
5 ﬁgure shaped somewhat like this ♥.
6 a playing card with one or more red,
heart-shaped ﬁgures.
after one’s own heart, just as one likes
it.
at heart, basically; actually.
by heart, a by memory. b from memory.
get to the heart of, ﬁnd out the truth of.
hearts (sing. in use), game in which the
players try to get rid of cards in this
suit.
lose one’s heart to, fall in love with.
take heart, be encouraged.
with all one’s heart, sincerely. [OE
heorte]
heart·ache (härtʹāk´), n. sorrow; grief.
heart attack, sudden malfunction of the
heart.
heart·beat (härtʹbēt´), n. pulsation of the
heart, including one complete contraction and dilation.
heart·break (härtʹbrāk´), n. a crushing
sorrow or grief. —heartʹbreak´er, n.
—heartʹbreak´ing, adj. —heartʹbreak´ing·ly, adv.

heart·bro·ken (härtʹbrō´kәn),adj. crushed
with sorrow or grief. —heartʹbro´kenly, adv. —heartʹbro´ken·ness, n.
heart·burn (härtʹbėrn´), n. a burning
feeling in the stomach, often rising to
the chest and throat.
heart·ed (härʹtid), adj. having a heart (of
the kind mentioned): good-hearted.
heart·en (härʹtәn), v. encourage; cheer up.
heart failure, inability of the heart to
function properly, resulting in inadequate blood ﬂow from the heart.
heart·felt (härtʹfelt´), adj. sincere; genuine.
hearth (härth), n. 1 ﬂoor of a ﬁreplace. 2
home; ﬁreside. [OE heorth]
hearth·stone (härthʹstōn´), n. 1 stone
forming a hearth. 2 home; ﬁreside.
heart·i·ly (härʹtә li), adv. sincerely; with
enthusiasm; thoroughly.
heart·i·ness (härʹti nis), n. 1 vigor. 2 sincerity.
heart·land (härtʹland´), n. 1 area or
region that is the center of or important
to a country, industry, etc. 2 an area
thought to represent the personality or
character of a country.
heart·less (härtʹlis), adj. 1 without kindness or sympathy. 2 without courage,
spirit, or enthusiasm. —heartʹless·ly,
adv. —heartʹless·ness, n.
heart-rend·ing (härtʹren´ding), adj. causing mental anguish; very distressing.
—heartʹrend´ing·ly, adv.
heart·sick (härtʹsik´), adj. sick at heart;
very much depressed; very unhappy.
—heartʹsick´ness, n.
heart-strik·en (härtʹstrik´әn), adj. struck
to the heart with grief; shocked with
fear; dismayed.
heart·strings (härtʹstringz´), n.pl. deepest
feelings; strongest aﬀections.
heart·throb (härtʹthrob´), n. person who
is the object of passionate aﬀection.
heart-to-heart (härtʹtә härtʹ), adj. without reserve; frank; sincere.
heart-warm·ing (härtʹwôr´ming), adj.
arousing warm, friendly feeling; endearing.
heart·wood (härtʹwu̇d´), n. the hard, central wood of a tree.
heart·y (härʹti), adj. heart·i·er, hearti·est, n., pl. heart·ies. —adj. 1 warm
and friendly; genuine; sincere: a hearty
welcome. 2 strong and well; vigorous: a
hearty old man, a hearty laugh. 3 with
plenty to eat; abundant: a hearty meal, a
hearty eater. —n. 1 a fellow sailor; sailor.
[< heart] —heartʹi·ness, n.
heat (hēt), n. 1 degree of hotness; temperature. 2 sensation of warmth. 3 form
of energy that consists of the motion of
the molecules of a substance. The rate of
motion determines the temperature. 4
warmth or intensity of feeling. 5 Informal. pressure; coercion. 6 one trial in a
race. 7 sexual excitement in female animals. —v. 1 make hot or warm; become
hot or warm. 2 Fig. ﬁll with strong feeling; excite; become excited.
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heatedly

heat up, a make or become hot. b Fig.
increase the level of intensity, excitement, etc.
turn the heat on, Informal. put pressure
on, esp. increase eﬀort to achieve a result.
[OE hœ̄tu; akin to hot] —heatʹed, adj.
—heatʹless, adj.
heat·ed·ly (hētʹid li), adv. in a vigorous,
angry, or excited manner.
heat·er (hētʹәr), n. stove, furnace, or other
apparatus that gives heat or warmth.
heat exchanger, device to transfer heat
from one medium to another to be
utilized as a source of power, as in a gas
turbine, etc.
heath (hēth), n. 1 open, waste land with
heather or low bushes growing on it, but
few or no trees. 2 a low bush growing on
such land. Heather is one kind of heath.
one’s native heath, place where one
was born or brought up. [OE hœ̄th]
—heathʹlike´, adj. —heathʹy, adj.
hea·then (hēʹthәn), n., pl. –thens, –then,
adj. —n. 1 person who is not a Christian, Jew, or Muslim. 2 an irreligious
person. —adj. 1 of or having to do with
the heathen. 2 irreligious. [OE hœ̄then
< hœ̄th heath] —heaʹthenish, adj.
—heaʹthen·ish·ly, adv. —heaʹthen·ishness, n. —heaʹthen·ism, n. —heaʹthenness, n.
heath·er (hethʹәr), n. a low, evergreen
shrub with stalks of small, rosy-pink,
bell-shaped ﬂowers, covering many
heaths of Scotland and N England. [? <
heath] —heathʹer·y, adj.
heat lightning, ﬂashes of lightning without any thunder, seen esp. on hot summer evenings.
heat shield, coating of a material that
is extremely resistant to heat to protect the nose of a missile or spacecraft
from the intense heat of reentry in the
atmosphere.
heat·stroke (hētʹstrōk´), n. collapse or
sudden illness caused by too much heat.
heat wave, a long period of very hot
weather.
heave (hēv), v., heaved or (esp. Naut.)
hove, heav·ing, n. —v. 1 lift with force
or eﬀort: heave a heavy box into a wagon,
heave the anchor overboard. 2 pull with
force or eﬀort; haul: they heaved on the
rope. 3 give a deep, heavy breath. 4 rise
and fall alternately: waves heave in a
storm. 5 try to vomit; vomit. —n. act or
fact of heaving.
heaves (sing. in use), disease of horses
characterized by diﬃcult breathing,
coughing, and heaving of the ﬂanks.
heave to, stop a ship; stop. [OE hebban]
—heavʹer, n.
heav·en (hevʹәn), n. 1 in Christian use,
the place of God and the angels. 2
Heaven, God: the will of Heaven. 3
place or condition of greatest happiness.
4 Usually, heavens. the upper air; sky.
[OE heofon]
heav·en·ly (hevʹәn li), adj. 1 divine; holy:
our heavenly Father. 2 like heaven: a
heavenly spot. 3 of or in the heavens:

the moon and other heavenly bodies.
—heavʹen·li·ness, n.
heav·en·ward (hevʹәn wәrd), adv. Also,
heavʹen·wards. toward heaven. —adj.
directed toward heaven.
Heav·i·side layer (hevʹi sīd), the ionosphere’s second layer, which reﬂects
radio waves of frequencies produced in
short-wave broadcasting.
heav·y (hevʹi), adj., heav·i·er, heav·i·est,
n., pl. heav·ies, adv. —adj. 1 hard to
lift or carry; of great weight. 2 of great
amount, force, or intensity; greater than
usual: heavy rain. 3 hard to bear or
endure: heavy taxes, heavy food, heavy
reading. 4 weighted down; laden: eyes
heavy with sleep. 5 cloudy: a heavy sky.
6 thick; coarse: heavy features. 7 clumsy;
slow: a heavy walk. 8 loud and deep: the
heavy roar of cannon. 9 of large size:
heavy artillery. 10 not risen enough:
heavy bread. 11 among isotopes, indicating one possessing a greater atomic
weight. —n. 1 a heavy person or thing.
2 villain in a play. —adv. 1 in a heavy
manner; heavily.
hang heavy, pass slowly, boringly. [OE
heﬁg < hebban heave] —heavʹi·ly, adv.
—heavʹi·ness, n.
heavy cream, cream that has a high butterfat content and can be whipped.
heav·y-du·ty (hevʹi düʹti; –dyüʹ–), adj.
built to withstand hard use, exposure to
the weather, etc.
heav·y-hand·ed (hevʹi han´did), adj.
clumsy or awkward, of the hand or
touch.
heav·y-heart·ed (hevʹi härʹtid), adj. sad;
gloomy. —heavʹy-heartʹed·ness, n.
heavy hydrogen, deuterium, D.
heavy metal, rock music that has a heavy
beat and harsh, ampliﬁed instrumental
eﬀects. —heavʹy-metʹal, adj.
heav·y-set or heav·y·set (hevʹi setʹ), adj.
having a broad, stocky build.
heavy water, water formed of oxygen and
heavy hydrogen, D2O, similar to ordinary water, but 1.1 times as heavy.
heav·y·weight (hevʹi wāt´), n. 1 person
or thing of much more than average
weight. 2 boxer or wrestler who weighs
175 pounds or more. 3 person who has
much intelligence or importance.
Heb., 1 Hebrew. 2 Hebrews.
He·bra·ic (hi brāʹik), adj. of or having to
do with the Hebrews or their language or
culture; Hebrew. —He·braʹi·cal·ly, adv.
He·brew (hēʹbrü), n. 1 Jew; Israelite. 2 the
ancient language of the Jews, in which
the Old Testament was recorded. 3 the
present-day language of Israel. —adj.
Jewish.
He·brews (hēʹbrüz), n. book of the New
Testament.
Heb·ri·des (hebʹrә dēz), n. pl. group
of Scotch islands oﬀ NW Scotland.
—Heb´ri·deʹan, adj.
Hec·a·te (hekʹә tē), n. Gk. Myth. the goddess of the moon, earth, and infernal
regions, later associated with magic and
witchcraft. Also, Hekate.

heck·le (hekʹәl), v., –led, –ling. harass
and annoy by asking many bothersome questions, etc. [< heckle, n., ME
hekele; akin to hackle1] —heckʹler, n.
—heckʹling, n.
hec·tare (hekʹtãr), n. measure of area in
the metric system, equal to 100 ares,
10,000 square meters, or 2.471 acres. [< F
< Gk. hekaton hundred + F are are2]
hec·tic (hekʹtik), adj. 1 very excited or
exciting. 2 feverish. [< L < Gk. hektikos
habitual, consumptive] —hecʹti·cal·ly,
adv.
hecto–, preﬁx. hundred, as in hectogram,
hectoliter. [< Gk. hekaton]
hec·to·gram (hekʹtә gram´), n. unit of
weight in the metric system, equal to
100 grams (3.527 ounces).
hec·to·li·ter (hekʹtә lē´tәr), n. unit of
capacity in the metric system, equal to
100 liters (2.8378 bushels or 26.4 gallons).
Hec·tor (hekʹtәr), n. Gk. Legend. in the
Iliad, a son of Priam, the bravest of the
Trojans, who was killed by Achilles.
hec·tor (hekʹtәr), v. 1 bluster; bully. 2
tease.
Hec·u·ba (hekʹyu̇ bә), n. Gk. Legend. in
the Iliad, the wife of Priam and mother
of Hector.
he’d (hēd; unstressed ēd, id, hid), 1 he had.
2 he would.
hedge (hej), n., v., hedged, hedg·ing,
—n. 1 Also, hedge·row (hejʹrō´). a thick
row of bushes or small trees, planted as
a fence or boundary. 2 any barrier or
boundary. 3 act of hedging. —v. 1 put a
hedge around. 2 enclose or separate with
a hedge. 3 avoid giving a direct answer
or taking a deﬁnite stand. 4 protect (a
bet, etc.) by taking some oﬀsetting risk.
[OE hecg] —hedgʹer, n.
hedge·hog (hejʹhog´; –hôg´), n. 1 the
porcupine. 2 any of a group of small
European mammals that have spines
on the back.
he·don·ism (hēʹdәn iz әm), n. doctrine
that pleasure or happiness is the highest
good. [< Gk. hedone pleasure] —heʹdonist, n., adj. —he´do·nisʹtic, adj. —he´donisʹti·cal·ly, adv.
heed (hēd), v. give careful attention to;
take notice of. —n. careful attention.
[OE hēdan] —heedʹer, n. —heedʹingly, adv.
heed·ful (hēdʹfәl), adj. careful; attentive.
—heedʹful·ly, adv. —heedʹful·ness, n.
heed·less (hēdʹlis), adj. careless; thoughtless. —heedʹless·ly, adv. —heedʹlessness, n.
heel1 (hēl), n. 1 the back part of a person’s
foot, below the ankle. 2 part of a stocking or shoe that covers the heel. 3 part
of a shoe or boot that is under the heel.
4 part of the hind leg of an animal that
corresponds to a person’s heel. 5 anything shaped, used, or placed at an end
like a heel, such as an end crust of bread,
etc. —v. 1 follow closely. 2 put a heel or
heels on.
down at the heel or heels, shabby.
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drag one’s heels, act slowly or reluctantly; delay.
take to one’s heels, run away.
under the heel or heels of, controlled by;
dominated by. [OE hēla] —heelʹless, adj.
heel2 (hēl), v. lean over to one side; tilt: the
ship heeled as it turned. —n. act of heeling. [alter. of earlier heeld < OE h(i)eldan
< heald inclined]
heel3 (hēl), n. Informal. a hateful or odious person [special use of heel1]
heeled (hēld), adj. provided with money.
heel·er (hēlʹәr), n. follower or hanger-on
of a political boss.
heft (heft), n. 1 weight; heaviness. 2
the greater part; bulk. —v. 1 judge the
weight or heaviness of by lifting. 2 lift;
heave. [< heave]
heft·y (hefʹti), adj., heft·i·er, heft·i·est. 1
weighty; heavy. 2 big and strong.
he·gem·o·ny (hi jemʹә ni; hejʹә mō´ni),
n., pl. –nies. political domination, esp.
the leadership or domination of one
state in a group; leadership. [< Gk.,
< hegemon leader] —heg´e·monʹic, adj.
He·gi·ra (hi jīʹrә; hejʹә–), n. 1 ﬂight of
Muhammad from Mecca to Medina
in a.d. 622. 2 hegira, departure; ﬂight.
Also, Hejira.
heif·er (hefʹәr), n. a young cow that has
not had a calf. [OE hēahfore]
heigh (hā; hī), interj. ⫽hey.
height (hīt), n. 1 measurement from top
to bottom; how high a thing is; elevation above ground, sea level, etc. 2 a
fairly great distance up. 3 a high point or
place; hill. 4 the highest part; top. 5 the
highest point; greatest degree: the height
of folly. [OE hīehthu < hēah high]
height·en (hītʹәn), v. 1 make or become
higher. 2 make or become stronger or
greater; increase. —heightʹen·er, n.
Heim·lich maneuver (hīmʹlik), technique to stop someone from choking on
food caught in the windpipe. [< Henry
J. Heimlich, American physician who
devised it]
hei·nous (hāʹnәs), adj. very wicked;
extremely oﬀensive; hateful. [< OF
haïnos, ult. < OF haïr hate < Gmc.]
—heiʹnous·ly, adv. —heiʹnous·ness, n.
heir (ãr), n. 1 person who receives, or has
the right to receive, someone’s property
or title after the death of its owner. 2 person who inherits anything. —v. inherit.
[< OF < L heres heir] —heirʹless, adj.
heir apparent, pl. heirs apparent. person
who will be heir if he or she lives longer
than the one holding the property or
title.
heir·ess (ãrʹis), n. 1 a female heir. 2 woman
or girl inheriting great wealth.
heir·loom (ãrʹlüm´), n. possession handed
down from generation to generation. [<
heir + loom, orig., implement]
heir presumptive, pl. heirs presumptive.
person who will be heir unless a nearer
relative is born.
held (held), v. pt. and pp. of hold1.
Hel·e·na (helʹә nә), n. capital of Montana,
in the W part.

Helen of Troy (helʹәn), Gk. Legend. the
beautiful wife of King Menelaus of
Sparta. Her abduction by Paris led to
the Trojan War.
hel·i·cal (helʹә kәl), adj. having to do with,
or having the form of, a helix; spiral.
—helʹi·cal·ly, adv.
hel·i·ces (helʹә sēz), n. pl. of helix.
hel·i·cop·ter (helʹә kop´tәr; hēʹlә–), n. an
aircraft lifted from the ground and kept
in the air by horizontal propellers; choppers. [< F, < Gk. helix spiral + pteron
wing]
he·li·o·cen·tric (hē´li ō senʹtrik), adj. 1
viewed or measured from the sun’s center.
2 having or representing the sun as a center. [< Gk. helios sun + kentron center]
he·li·o·trope (hēʹli ә trōp; hēlʹyә–), n. 1
plant with clusters of small, fragrant
purple or white ﬂowers. 2 a pinkish
purple. 3 ⫽bloodstone. —adj. pinkishpurple. [< L < Gk., < helios sun + –tropos
turning]
he·li·ot·ro·pism (hē´li otʹrә piz әm), n.
tendency that makes a plant turn itself
toward the light.
hel·i·pad (helʹә pad´; hēʹlә–), n. small,
paved area for helicopters to take oﬀ or
land on, as at a hospital.
hel·i·port (helʹә pôrt; hēʹlә–; –pōrt), n.
airport designed esp. for helicopters.
he·li·um (hēʹli әm), n. a rare, very light,
inert gaseous element, He, that will not
burn, much used in balloons and dirigibles. [< NL, < Gk. helios sun]
he·lix (hēʹliks), n., pl. hel·i·ces (helʹә sēz),
he·lix·es. 1 spiral, as a screw thread or a
watch spring. 2 a spiral ornament. [< L
< Gk., a spiral]
hell (hel), n. 1 in Christian use, a place
where wicked persons are punished
after death. 2 the powers of evil. 3 abode
of the dead; Hades. 4 any place or state
of wickedness, torment, or misery. [OE]
he’ll (hēl), 1 he will. 2 he shall.
Hel·las (helʹәs), n. Greece.
hell·bend·er (helʹben´dәr), n. a large salamander that is common in the Ohio
River and its tributaries.
hell-bent (helʹbent´), adj. Slang. recklessly determined.
hell·cat (helʹkat´), n. 1 a mean, spiteful
woman. 2 witch.
hel·le·bore (helʹә bôr; –bōr), n. 1 any of
several plants of the buttercup family
with showy ﬂowers that bloom before
spring. 2 any of several tall plants of the
lily family. [< L < Gk. helleboros]
Hel·lene (helʹēn), n. Greek.
Hel·len·ic (he lenʹik; –lēʹnik), adj. 1
Greek. 2 of Greek history, language, or
culture from 776 b.c. to the death of
Alexander the Great in 323 b.c.
Hel·len·ism (helʹәn iz әm), n. 1 ancient
Greek culture or ideals. 2 adoption or
imitation of Greek speech, ideals, or
customs. 3 idiom or expression peculiar
to the Greek language. —Helʹlen·ist, n.
—Hel´len·isʹtic, Hel´len·isʹti·cal, adj.
Hel·len·ize (helʹәn īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing. 1
make Greek in character. 2 use or imitate
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the Greek language, ideals, or customs.
—Hel´len·i·zaʹtion, n. —Helʹleniz´er, n.
Hel·les·pont (helʹәs pont), n. an ancient
name of the Dardanelles.
hell·ﬁre (helʹfīr´), n. ﬁre of hell; punishment in hell.
hel·lion (helʹyәn), n. Informal. a mischievous, troublesome person.
hell·ish (helʹish), adj. 1 ﬁt to have come
from hell; devilish; ﬁendish. 2 of hell.
—hellʹish·ly, adv. —hellʹish·ness, n.
hel·lo (he lōʹ; hә–), interj., n., pl. –los, v.,
–loed, –lo·ing. —interj. 1 exclamation
to attract attention or express greeting.
2 exclamation of surprise. —n. 1 call
of greeting or surprise. 2 call to attract
attention. —v. shout or call to attract
attention or in greeting or surprise.
helm (helm), n. 1 handle or wheel by
which a ship is steered. 2 the entire
steering apparatus. 3 position of control or guidance. —v. steer. [OE helma]
—helmʹless, adj.
hel·met (helʹmit), n. a covering, usually
metal, which protects the head. [< OF,
< Gmc.] —helʹmet·ed, adj.
hel·minth (helʹminth), n. an intestinal
worm, such as the tapeworm, etc. [< Gk.
helmins]
helms·man (helmzʹmәn), n., pl. –men.
person who steers a ship.
Hel·ot, hel·ot (helʹәt; hēʹlәt), n. 1 slave
or serf in ancient Sparta. 2 slave; serf.
[< L < Gk. Heilos, prob. akin to Gk.
haliskesthai be captured] —helʹot·ism,
n. —helʹot·ry, n.
help (help), v., helped, help·ing, n. —v.
1 provide with what is needed or useful; aid; assist: help out a friend, help
someone with his work. 2 make better;
relieve: this will help your cough. 3 avoid;
keep from: he can’t help yawning. 4 give
food to: help her to some cake. —n. 1
thing done or given in helping; aid;
assistance. 2 person or thing that helps. 3
a hired helper or group of hired helpers.
4 means of making better; remedy. [OE
helpan] —helpʹa·ble, adj. —helpʹer, n.
help·ful (helpʹfәl), adj. giving help; useful.
—helpʹful·ly, adv. —helpʹful·ness, n.
help·ing (helpʹing), n. portion of food
served to a person at one time.
help·less (helpʹlis), adj. 1 not able to help
oneself; weak. 2 without help, protection, etc. —helpʹless·ly, adv. —helpʹlessness, n.
help·mate (helpʹmāt´), n. companion and
helper; wife or husband.
Hel·sin·ki (helʹsing ki), n. seaport and
capital of Finland.
hel·ter-skel·ter (helʹtәr skelʹtәr), adv. with
headlong, disorderly haste. —adj. carelessly hurried; confused.
Hel·ve·tia (hel vēʹshә), n. Poetic. Switzerland.
hem1 (hem), n., v., hemmed, hem·ming.
—n. border or edge on a garment; edge
made by folding over the cloth and sewing it down. —v. fold over and sew down
the edge of (cloth).
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hem

hem in, around, or about, a surround
on all sides. b keep from getting away
or moving freely. [OE hemm]
—hemʹmer, n.
hem2 (hem), interj., n., v., hemmed, hemming. —interj., n. sound like clearing the throat, used to attract attention
or show doubt or hesitation. —v. 1
make this sound. 2 hesitate in speaking. [imit.]
hem·a·tite (hemʹә tīt; hēʹmә–), n. an
important iron ore, Fe2O3, that is reddish-brown when powdered. [< L < Gk.
haimatites bloodlike < haima blood]
—hem´a·titʹic, adj.
hem·a·tol·o·gy (hem´ә tolʹә ji; hē´mә–),
n. branch of physiology that deals with
the structure, constituents, and diseases
of the blood, and the organs that produce the blood. —hem´a·tolʹo·gist, n.
hemi–, preﬁx. half, as in hemisphere.
[< Gk.]
he·mip·ter·ous (hi mipʹtәr әs), adj. belonging to a large group of insects
including bedbugs, chinch bugs, lice,
and aphids. [< Gk. hemi– half + pteron
wing]
hem·i·sphere (hemʹә sﬁr), n. 1 half of
a sphere or globe. 2 half of the earth’s
surface. [< F < L < Gk., < hemi– half
+ sphaira sphere] —hem´i·spherʹi·cal,
adj. —hem´i·spherʹi·cal·ly, adv.
hem·i·stich (hemʹә stik), n. 1 half a line
of verse. 2 an incomplete line of verse.
[< L < Gk., < hemi– half + stichos row]
hem·line (hemʹlīn´), n. edge or hem of a
garment, esp. of a skirt.
hem·lock (hemʹlok), n. 1 a poisonous
plant of the carrot family, with spotted
stems, ﬁnely divided leaves, and small
white ﬂowers. 2 poison made from it. 3
an evergreen tree of the pine family with
small cones and drooping branches,
whose bark is used in tanning. 4 its
wood. [OE hymlice]
he·mo·glo·bin (hē´mә glōʹbәn; hem´ә–),
n. the protein matter in the red corpuscles of the blood that carries oxygen
from the lungs to the tissues, and carbon
dioxide from the tissues to the lungs. [for
hematoglobulin, ult. < Gk. haima blood
+ L globulus, dim. of globus globe]
he·mo·phil·i·a (hē´mә ﬁlʹi ә; hem´ә–), n.
an inherited condition in which the
blood does not clot normally, resulting
in excessive bleeding from the slightest cut. [< NL, < Gk. haima blood
+ philia aﬀection, tendency] —he´mophilʹi·ac, n.
hem·or·rhage (hemʹә rij; hemʹrij), n. discharge of blood, as a nosebleed. [< L
< Gk. haimorrhagia, ult. < haima blood
+ rhegnynai break, burst] —hem´orrhagʹic, adj.
hemorrhagic fever, viral disease transmitted to human by rodents, insects,
ticks, etc., characterized by fever, internal bleeding, and shock.
hem·or·rhoids (hemʹә roidz), n.pl. painful swellings formed by the dilation of

blood vessels near the anus; piles. [< L
< Gk., ult. < haima blood + –rhoos ﬂowing] —hem´or·rhoiʹdal, adj.
hemp (hemp), n. 1 a tall Asiatic plant
whose tough ﬁbers are made into heavy
string, rope, coarse cloth, etc. 2 the
tough ﬁbers of this plant. 3 hashish or
other drug obtained from some kinds of
hemp. [OE henep] —hempʹen, adj.
hem·stitch (hemʹstich´), v. hem along a
line from which threads have been drawn
out, gathering the cross threads into a
series of little groups. —n. 1 the stitch
used. 2 ornamental needlework made by
hemstitching. —hemʹstitch´er, n.
hen (hen), n. 1 a female domestic fowl. 2
female of other birds. [OE henn]
hen·bane (henʹbān´), n. a coarse, badsmelling plant with sticky, hairy leaves
and clusters of yellowish-brown ﬂowers,
poisonous to fowls.
hence (hens), adv. 1 as a result of this;
therefore: it is very late, hence go to bed.
2 from now; from this time onward:
years hence. 3 from this source or origin.
4 from here: a mile hence. —interj. go
away! [ME hennes < OE heonan + –s,
adv. ending]
hence·forth (hens´fôrthʹ; –fōrthʹ), hencefor·ward (–fôrʹwәrd), adv. from this
time on.
hench·man (henchʹmәn), n., pl. –men.
a trusted attendant or follower. [ME
henxstman < OE hengest horse + man;
orig., a groom]
hen·e·quen (henʹә kin), n. 1 a yellow ﬁber
from leaves of an agave of Yucatán, used
for making binder twine, ropes, coarse
fabrics, etc. 2 plant that yields this ﬁber.
[< Sp. < native Yucatán word]
hen·house (henʹhous´), n. house for
poultry.
hen·na (henʹә), n., adj., v., –naed, –naing. —n. 1 a dark, reddish-brown dye
used on the hair. 2 tree of Asia and
Africa from whose leaves this dye is
made. —adj. reddish-brown. —v. dye or
color with henna. [< Ar. hinnā’]
.
hen·ner·y (henʹәr i), n., pl. –ner·ies. place
where fowls are kept.
hen·peck (henʹpek´), v. domineer over;
browbeat. —henʹpecked´, adj.
Hen·ry (henʹri), n. 1 Patrick, 1736–99,
American patriot, orator, and statesman. 2 VIII, 1491–1547, king of England, 1509–47.
hen·ry (henʹri), n., pl. –ries, –rys. unit of
electrical inductance. When a current
varying at the rate of one ampere per
second induces an electromotive force
of one volt, the circuit has an inductance
of one henry. [after J. Henry, physicist]
he·pat·ic (hi patʹik), adj. 1 of or having to
do with the liver. 2 acting on the liver as
a medicine. [< L < Gk., < hepar liver]
he·pat·i·ca (hi patʹә kә), n. a low plant
with delicate purple, pink, or white ﬂowers that bloom early in the spring. [< NL,
ult. < Gk. hepar liver; leaf thought to
resemble the liver in shape]

hep·a·ti·tis (hep´ә tīʹtis), n. 1 inﬂammation of the liver. 2 contagious disease
of the liver caused by a virus and characterized by inﬂammation of the liver,
fever, and jaundice. There are two types,
A and B. [< Gk. hépar, hépatos liver]
hep·ta·gon (hepʹtә gon), n. a plane ﬁgure
having seven angles and seven sides. [< L
< Gk., < hepta seven + gonia angle]
—hep·tagʹo·nal, adj.
her (hėr; unstressed hәr, әr), pron. the
objective case of she: I like her. —adj. the
possessive form of she; of her; belonging
to her; done by her: her look, her book,
her work. [OE hire]
her., heraldic; heraldry.
He·ra (hirʹә), n. Gk. Myth. goddess, wife
of Zeus and queen of gods and men.
her·ald (herʹәld), n. 1 formerly, an oﬃcer
who carried messages, made announcements, arranged public ceremonies, and
regulated armorial bearings. 2 forerunner; harbinger: dawn is the herald of
day. —v. 1 bring news of; announce. 2
go before and announce the coming of.
[< Med.L heraldus < Rom. < Gmc.]
he·ral·dic (he ralʹdik), adj. of or having to
do with heraldry or heralds. —he·ralʹdical·ly, adv.
her·ald·ry (herʹәld ri), n., pl. –ries. 1 science or art dealing with coats of arms
and tracing family descent. 2 coat of
arms.
herb (ėrb; hėrb), n. 1 plant whose leaves
or stems are used for medicine, seasoning, food, or perfume. Sage, mint,
and lavender are herbs. 2 a ﬂowering
plant whose stems live only one season.
Peonies, buttercups, corn, wheat, cabbage, lettuce, etc., are herbs. 3 ⫽herbage. [< OF < L herba] —herbʹless, adj.
—herbʹlike´, adj.
her·ba·ceous (hėr bāʹshәs), adj. 1 of an
herb; like an herb; having stems that are
soft and not woody. 2 like a leaf; green.
herb·age (ėrʹbij; hėrʹ–), n. 1 herbs. 2
grass. 3 the green leaves and soft stems
of plants.
herb·al (hėrʹbәl; ėrʹ–), adj. of herbs. —n.
book about herbs.
herb·al·ist (hėrʹbәl ist; hėrʹ–), n. 1 person
who gathers or deals in herbs. 2 formerly, a botanist.
her·bar·i·um (hėr bãrʹi әm), n., pl. –bari·ums, –bar·i·a (–bãrʹi ә), 1 collection
of dried plants systematically arranged.
2 room or building where such a collection is kept.
her·bi·cide (hėrʹbә sīd; hėrʹ–), n. substance used to kill weeds; weedkiller.
[< herb + –cide killer] —her´bi·ciʹdal, adj.
her·biv·o·rous (hėr bivʹә rәs), adj. feeding on grass or other plants. [< NL, < L
herba herb + vorare devour]
her·cu·le·an, Her·cu·le·an (hėr kūʹli әn;
hėr´kyә lēʹәn), adj. 1 of great strength,
courage, or size; very powerful. 2 requiring great strength, courage, or size; hard
to do.
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Her·cu·les (hėrʹkyә lēz), n. 1 Class. Legend. hero famous for his great strength.
2 a northern constellation.
herd (hėrd), n. 1 number of animals
together, esp. large animals: a herd of
cows, a herd of elephants. 2 a large
number of people. 3 the common people; rabble. —v. 1 join together; ﬂock
together. 2 form into a ﬂock, herd, or
group. 3 tend or take care of (cattle,
sheep, etc.).
ride herd on, keep within limits; control. [OE heord] —herdʹer, n.
herds·man (hėrdzʹmәn), n., pl. –men.
person who takes care of a herd.
here (hir), adv. 1 in this place; at this
place: place it here. 2 to this place: come
here. 3 at this time; now. 4 in this life.
—n. 1 this place. 2 this life. —interj.
answer showing that one is present
when the roll is called.
here and there, in this place and that at
intervals.
here’s to (you)!, a wish of health, happiness, or success to.
neither here nor there, oﬀ the subject;
unimportant. [OE hēr]
here·a·bout (hirʹә bout´), here·a·bouts
(–bouts´), adv. about this place; around
here; near here.
here·af·ter (hir afʹtәr; –äfʹ–), adv. 1 after
this; in the future. 2 in life after death.
—n. 1 the future. 2 life after death.
here·by (hir bīʹ), adv. by this means; in
this way.
he·red·i·ta·ble (hә redʹә tә bәl), adj. that
can be inherited. —he·red´i·ta·bilʹi·ty,
n. —he·redʹi·ta·bly, adv.
he·red·i·tar·y (hә redʹә ter´i), adj. 1 coming by inheritance: a hereditary title.
2 holding a position by inheritance: a
hereditary ruler. 3 transmitted or caused
by heredity: hereditary color blindness.
—he·redʹi·tar´i·ly, adv. —he·redʹi·tar´iness, n.
he·red·i·ty (hә redʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
the transmission of genetic physical or
mental characteristics from parent to
oﬀspring. 2 qualities that have come to
oﬀspring from parents. [< L hereditas
< heres heir]
Her·e·ford (hėrʹfәrd; herʹә fәrd), n. one of
a breed of beef cattle having a red body,
white face, and white markings under
the body.
here·in (hir inʹ), adv. 1 in this place. 2 in
this matter; in view of this.
here·in·af·ter (hir´in afʹtәr; –äfʹ–), adv.
afterward in this document, statement,
etc.
here·of (hir ovʹ; –uvʹ), adv. of this; about
this.
here·on (hir onʹ; –ônʹ), adv. 1 on this. 2
immediately after this.
here’s (hirz), here is.
her·e·sy (herʹә si), n., pl. –sies. 1 belief
diﬀerent from the accepted belief of
a church, school, profession, etc. 2 the
holding of such a belief. [< OF < L < Gk.

hairesis a taking, choosing < haireein
take]
her·e·tic (herʹә tik), n. person who holds a
belief that is diﬀerent from the accepted
belief of his or her church, school, profession, etc. —adj. holding such a belief.
he·ret·i·cal (hә retʹә kәl), adj. 1 of or having to do with heresy or heretics. 2 containing heresy; characterized by heresy.
—he·retʹi·cal·ly, adv.
here·to (hir tüʹ), adv. to this place, thing,
etc.
here·to·fore (hir´tә fôrʹ; –fōrʹ), adv.
before this time; until now.
here·un·to (hir´un tüʹ), adv. 1 unto this. 2
until this time.
here·up·on (hir´ә ponʹ; –pônʹ), adv. 1
upon this. 2 immediately after this.
here·with (hir withʹ; –withʹ), adv. 1 with
this. 2 by this means; in this way.
her·it·a·ble (herʹә tә bәl), adj. 1 capable of
being inherited. 2 capable of inheriting.
—her´it·a·bilʹi·ty, n. —herʹit·a·bly, adv.
her·it·age (herʹә tij), n. what is or may be
handed on to a person from his or her
ancestors; inheritance. [< OF, < heriter
inherit < LL, ult. < L heres heir]
her·maph·ro·dite (hėr mafʹrә dīt), n. 1
animal or plant having the reproductive
organs of both sexes. 2 person or thing
that combines two opposite qualities.
—adj. of or like a hermaphrodite. [< L
< Gk. Hermaphroditos Hermaphroditus, son of Hermes and Aphrodite, who
became united in body with a nymph]
—her·maph´ro·ditʹic, adj.
Her·mes (hėrʹmēz), n. Gk. Myth. god
who was the messenger of Zeus and the
other gods.
her·met·ic (hėr metʹik), her·met·i·cal
(–ә kәl), adj. airtight. [< Med.L hermeticus < Hermes Hermes] —her·metʹical·ly, adv.
her·mit (hėrʹmit), n. person who goes
away from other people and lives by
himself, esp. one who does so for religious reasons; anchorite. [< OF < LL
< Gk. eremites < eremia desert < eremos
solitary] —her·mitʹic, her·mitʹi·cal, adj.
—her·mitʹi·cal·ly, adv. —herʹmit·like´,
adj.
her·mit·age (hėrʹmә tij), n. 1 home of a
hermit. 2 place to live away from other
people.
hermit crab, a soft-bodied crab that lives
in the empty shells of snails, whelks, etc.
her·ni·a (hėrʹni ә), n., pl. –ni·as, –ni·
ae (–ni ē), protrusion of a part of the
intestine or some other organ through a
break in its surrounding walls; rupture.
[< L] —herʹni·al, adj.
he·ro (hirʹō), n., pl. –roes. 1 person
admired for bravery, great deeds, or
noble qualities. 2 the most important
person in a story, play, poem, etc. [ult.
< L < Gk. heros]
He·rod·o·tus (hә rodʹә tәs), n. 484?–425
b.c., Greek historian, called “the father
of history.”

he·ro·ic (hi rōʹik), adj. Also, he·roʹi·cal.
1 like a hero in deeds, or qualities. 2 of
or about heroes and their deeds: heroic
poetry. 3 unusually daring or bold. —n.
a heroic poem.
heroics, a high-sounding language. b
words, feelings, or actions that seem
grand or noble but are only for eﬀect.
—he·roʹi·cal·ly, adv. —he·roʹi·cal·ness,
he·roʹic·ness, n.
heroic couplet, two successive lines
of poetry in iambic pentameter that
rhyme.
heroic verse, iambic pentameter couplets.
her·o·in (herʹō in), n. a poisonous, habitforming drug made from morphine.
her·o·ine (herʹō in), n. 1 woman or girl
admired for her great deeds or noble
qualities. 2 the most important female
person in a story, play, poem, etc. [< L
< Gk., fem. of heros hero]
her·o·ism (herʹō iz әm), n. 1 actions and
qualities of a hero or heroine; great
bravery; daring courage. 2 a very brave
act or quality.
her·on (herʹәn), n. a wading bird with a
long neck, long bill, and long legs. [< OF
hairon < Gmc.]
her·pes (hėrʹpēz), n. viral disease of the
skin or mucous membrane characterized by clusters of blisters, such as cold
sores and shingles. [< L < Gk., shingles,
< herpein creep] —her·petʹic, adj.
her·pes·vi·rus (hėrʹpēz vīʹrәs), n. any
one of a group of viruses, including
the viruses that cause chicken pox and
herpes.
her·pe·tol·o·gy (hėr´pә tolʹә ji), n. branch
of zoology dealing with reptiles. [< Gk.
herpeton reptile (< herpein creep) +
–logy] —her´pe·to·logʹi·cal, adj.
—her´pe·tolʹo·gist, n.
her·ring (herʹing), n., pl. –rings or (esp.
collectively) –ring. a small food ﬁsh of
the N Atlantic. [OE hœ̄ring]
her·ring·bone (herʹing bōn´), adj. having
a zigzag pattern or arrangement. —n. a
zigzag pattern or arrangement.
hers (hėrz), pron. 1 of her; belonging to
her. 2 the one or ones belonging to her.
her·self (hėr selfʹ), pron. 1 the emphatic
form of she or her: she herself did it.
2 the reﬂexive form of her: she hurt
herself. 3 her real self: in those ﬁts she is
not herself.
hertz (hėrts), n. unit of frequency equivalent to one cycle per second.
hertz·i·an wave (hertʹsi әn), an electromagnetic radiation, such as the wave
used in communicating by radio, produced by irregular ﬂuctuation of electricity in a conductor. [ﬁrst investigated
by H. R. Hertz, physicist]
he’s (hēz; unstressed ēz, iz, hiz), 1 he is.
2 he has.
hes·i·tan·cy (hezʹә tәn si), hes·i·tance
(hezʹә tәns), n., pl. –cies; –tanc·es. hesitation; doubt; indecision.
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hes·i·tant (hezʹә tәnt), adj. hesitating;
doubtful; undecided. —hesʹi·tant·ly,
adv.
hes·i·tate (hezʹә tāt), v., –tat·ed, –tat·ing.
1 hold back because one feels doubtful; be undecided. 2 feel that perhaps
one should not: I hesitated to ask you.
3 pause. 4 speak with stops or pauses.
[< L haesitare < haerere stick fast] —hesʹitat´er, hesʹi·ta´tor, n. —hesʹi·tat´ing,
adj. —hesʹi·tat´ing·ly, adv.
hes·i·ta·tion (hez´ә tāʹshәn), n. 1 a hesitating; doubt; indecision; unwillingness;
delay. 2 a speaking with short stops or
pauses.
Hes·per·us (hesʹpәr әs), n. the evening
star.
Hes·sian (heshʹәn), adj. of Hesse or its
people. —n. 1 native or inhabitant of
Hesse. 2 U.S. a German soldier hired by
England to ﬁght against the Americans
during the American Revolution.
heter–, hetero–, combining form. other;
diﬀerent, as in heterogeneous. [< Gk.,
< heteros]
het·er·o·dox (hetʹәr ә doks), adj. rejecting the regularly accepted beliefs or doctrines; diﬀering from an acknowledged
standard; not orthodox. [< LL < Gk.,
< heteros other + doxa opinion]
het·er·o·dox·y (hetʹәr ә dok´si), n., pl. –doxies. 1 rejection of regularly accepted
beliefs or doctrines; opposite of orthodoxy. 2 belief, doctrine, or opinion not
in agreement with what is regularly
accepted.
het·er·o·ga·mete (het´әr ō gә mētʹ), n.
either of two gametes, diﬀering in character or behavior, which can unite with
the other to form a zygote, as an egg
and a sperm.
het· er· o· ge· ne· ous (het´ әr ә jēʹ ni әs;
–jēnʹyәs), adj. 1 diﬀerent in kind; unlike;
not at all similar; varied. 2 made up of
unlike elements or parts; miscellaneous.
[< Med.L heterogeneus, ult. < Gk. heteros
other + genos kind] —het´er·o·ge·neʹity, het´er·o·geʹne·ous·ness, n. —het´ero·geʹne·ous·ly, adv.
het·er·o·sex·u·al (het´әr ә sekʹshu̇ әl), adj.
1 of or having to do with the diﬀerent
sexes. 2 having to do with or showing an
interest in a person of the opposite sex.
—n. a heterosexual person.
hew (hū), v., hewed, hewed or hewn
(hūn), hew·ing. 1 cut with an ax, sword,
etc. 2 cut into shape; form by cutting:
hew stone for building. 3 cut down;
fell with cutting blows. [OE hēawan]
—hewʹer, n.
hex (heks), —v. practice witchcraft on;
bewitch. [< n.] —n. a magic spell. [< G
hexe witch]
hex·a·gon (hekʹsә gon), n. a plane ﬁgure
having six angles ad six sides. [< LL <
Gk., ult. < hex six + gonia angle] —hexagʹo·nal, adj. —hex·agʹo·nal·ly, adv.
hex·a·gram (hekʹsә gram), n. a sixpointed star formed of two equilateral
triangles.

hex·a·he·dron (hekʹsә hēʹdrәn), n., pl.
–drons, –dra (–drә). a solid ﬁgure having six faces. [< Gk., < hex six + hedra
surface] —hex´a·heʹdral, adj.
hex·am·e·ter (heks amʹә tәr), adj. of
poetry, consisting of six feet or measures. —n. poetry having six feet or
measures in each line. [< L < Gk., < hex
six + metron measure]
hex·a·pod (hekʹsә pod), n. a true insect;
arthropod having six feet. —adj. having
six feet. [< Gk., < hex six + pous foot]
hey (hā), interj. sound made to attract
attention, to express surprise or other
feeling, or to ask a question.
hey·day (hāʹdā´), n. period of greatest
strength, vigor, spirits, prosperity, etc.
Hf, hafnium.
hf., half.
HG, High German.
Hg, mercury.
hi (hī), interj. hello! how are you?
HI, (zip code) Hawaii.
H.I., Hawaiian Islands.
hi·a·tus (hī āʹtәs), n., pl. –tus·es, –tus. 1 an
empty space; gap. 2 interruption of continuity: several hiatuses in the testimony.
[< L, gap, < hiare gape]
hi·ba·chi (hi bäʹchi), n. small, portable
grill that burns charcoal, used for cooking or heating. [< Jap. hibachi < hi ﬁre +
bachi bowl, pot]
hi·ber·nal (hī bėrʹnәl), adj. of winter;
wintry.
hi·ber·nate (hīʹbәr nāt), v., –nat·ed, –nating. spend the winter in sleep or in an
inactive condition, as bears and woodchucks do. [< L, < hibernus wintry]
—hi´ber·naʹtion, n.
Hi·ber·ni·a (hī bėrʹni ә), n. Poetic. Ireland. —Hi·berʹni·an, n., adj.
hi·bis·cus (hә bisʹkәs; hī–), n. plant,
shrub, or tree with large, showy, bellshaped ﬂowers. [< L]
hic·cup, hic·cough (hikʹup; –әp), n. an
involuntary catching of the breath. —v.
catch the breath in this way.
hick (hik), —n. an unsophisticated person. —adj. of or like hicks.
hick·o·ry (hikʹә ri; hikʹri), n., pl. –ries.
1 North American tree whose nuts are
good to eat. 2 its tough, hard wood.
[< Am.Ind.]
hid·den (hidʹәn), adj. concealed; secret;
mysterious; obscure. —v. pp. of hide1.
hide1 (hīd), v., hid (hid), hid·den or hid,
hid·ing. 1 put or keep out of sight; conceal. 2 cover up; shut oﬀ from sight. 3
keep secret. [OE hȳdan] —hidʹer, n.
hide2 (hīd), n., v., hid·ed, hid·ing. —n.
skin of an animal, either raw or tanned.
—v. beat; thrash.
neither hide nor hair, nothing whatsoever. [OE hȳd]
hide-and-seek (hīdʹәnd sēkʹ), n. children’s game in which some hide and
others try to ﬁnd them.
hide·a·way (hīdʹә wā´), n. ⫽hideout.
hide·bound (hīdʹbound´), adj. narrowminded and stubborn.

hid·e·ous (hidʹi әs), adj. 1 very ugly;
frightful: a hideous monster. 2 revolting to the moral sense: a hideous crime.
[< OF hide fear, horror] —hidʹe·ous·ly,
adv. —hidʹe·ous·ness, n.
hide·out or hide-out (hīdʹout´), n. place
for hiding or being alone.
hid·ing1 (hīdʹing), n. 1 concealment. 2
place to hide.
hid·ing2 (hīdʹing), n. a beating.
hi·er·ar·chy (hīʹәr är´ki), n., pl. –chies. 1
system of persons, etc., which has higher
and lower ranks. 2 body of church oﬃcials of diﬀerent ranks, as archbishops,
bishops, priests, etc. 3 government by
priests. [< Med.L. < Gk., < hieros sacred
+ archos ruler] —hi´er·arʹchic, hi´er·arʹchi·cal, adj. —hi´er·arʹchi·cal·ly, adv.
hi·er·at·ic (hi´әr atʹik), hi·er·at·i·cal
(–ә kәl), adj. having to do with a form
of Egyptian writing used by the early
priests in their records. Hieratic writing
is a simpliﬁed form of hieroglyphics.
[< L < Gk., ult., < hieros sacred] —hi´eratʹi·cal·ly, adv.
hier·o·glyph·ic (hīr´ә glifʹik), n. 1 picture
or symbol of an object standing for a
word, idea, or sound, used by ancient
Egyptians, etc. 2 a secret symbol. —adj.
1 of or written in hieroglyphics. 2 symbolical.
hieroglyphics, letter or word that is
hard to read. [< LL < Gk., < hieros sacred
+ glyphe carving] —hier´o·glyphʹi·cally, adv.
hig·gle·dy-pig·gle·dy (higʹәl di pigʹәl di),
adv. in jumbled confusion. —adj. jumbled; confused.
high (hī), adj. 1 of more than usual
height; tall: a high building. 2 far above
the ground or some base: an airplane
high in the air. 3 extending to or down
from a height: a high leap. 4 above others in rank, quality, character, etc.: high
oﬃce. 5 greater, stronger, or better than
average: high temperature, high costs,
high crimes. 6 chief; main: the high altar.
7 not low in pitch; shrill; sharp: a high
voice. 8 slightly tainted. 9 stimulated or
dazed by narcotics or alcoholic drink.
—adv. at or to a high point, place, rank,
amount, degree, price, pitch, etc.: the
eagle ﬂies high. —n. 1 something that is
high. 2 region or area of high barometric
pressure.
on high, a high above; up in the air. b in
heaven. [OE hēah]
on a high, stimulated; excited.
high·ball (hīʹbôl´), n. whiskey, brandy,
etc., mixed with soda water or ginger ale
and served with ice in a tall glass.
high·born (hīʹbôrn´), adj. of noble birth.
high·boy (hīʹboi´), n. a tall chest of drawers on legs.
high·brow (hīʹbrou´), n. person who
cares a great deal about knowledge and
culture. —adj. of or suitable for a highbrow.
high·er-up (hīʹәr upʹ), n. Informal. one
occupying a superior position.
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high·fa·lu·tin (hī´fә lüʹtәn), adj. Informal.
pompous; bombastic.
high-ﬁ·del·i·ty (hīʹfә delʹә ti; –fī–), adj.
indicating reproduction of the full audio
range with a minimum of distortion.
high·ﬂi·er (hīʹﬂīʹәr), n. person who is
extravagant or has pretentious ideas.
high-flown (hīʹflōnʹ), adj. aspiring;
extravagant.
high-fre·quen·cy (hīʹfrēʹkwәn si), adj. of
a frequency having from 1.5 to 30 megacycles per second.
High German, the literary and oﬃcial
language of Germany, a development of
the dialects of the highlands in C and S
Germany.
high-grade (hīʹgrādʹ), adj. superior.
high-hand·ed (hīʹhanʹdid), adj. bold;
arbitrary; domineering; overbearing. —highʹ-handʹed·ly, adv. —highʹhandʹed·ness, n.
high-hat (hīʹhat´), adj. 1 stylish; grand.
2 snobbish.
high jump, event in which the contestants try to jump as high as possible.
high·land (hīʹlәnd), n. country or region
that is higher and hillier than the neighboring country.
High·land·er (hīʹlәn dәr), n. native or
inhabitant of the Highlands of Scotland.
Highland ﬂing, a lively dance of the
Highlands of Scotland.
High·lands (hīʹlәndz), n.pl. a mountainous region in N and W Scotland.
high-level (hī´levʹәl), adj. 1 of high rank;
important. 2 having or reaching great
height. 3 highly radioactive.
high-level language, computer programming language that uses words.
high·light (hīʹlīt´), n., v., –light·ed, –lighting. —n. Also, high light. 1 eﬀect or
representation of bright light. 2 part of
a painting, photograph, etc., in which
light is represented as falling with full
force. 3 the most conspicuous or interesting part, event, scene, etc. —v. 1 cast a
bright light on. 2 make prominent.
high·ly (hīʹli), adv. 1 in a high degree;
very. 2 favorably. 3 at a high price.
high-mind·ed (hīʹmīnʹdid), adj. having
or showing high principles and feelings. —highʹ-mindʹed·ly, adv. —highʹmindʹed·ness, n.
high·ness (hīʹnis), n. 1 a being high;
height. 2 Highness, title of honor given
to members of royal families.
high-pitched (hīʹpichtʹ), adj. 1 of high
tone or sound; shrill. 2 having a steep
slope.
high-pow·ered (hī´pouʹәrd), adj. 1 having much power. 2 Fig. energetic; vigorous; aggressive.
high-pres·sure (hīʹpreshʹәr), adj., v.,
–sured, –sur·ing. —adj. 1 having or
using more than the usual pressure. 2
using strong, vigorous methods. —v. use
strong, vigorous methods in selling, etc.
high-pro·ﬁle (hī´prōʹfīl), adj. attracting
attention; well-known; conspicuous.

high-rise (hīʹrīz´), adj. of or having to do
with a tall apartment building.
high·road (hīʹrōd´), n. 1 a main road;
highway. 2 a direct and easy way.
high school, school attended after the
elementary school. —highʹ-school´,
adj.
high seas, the open ocean, outside the
authority of any country.
high-sound·ing (hīʹsounʹding), adj. having an imposing or pretentious sound.
high-spir·it·ed (hīʹspirʹit id), adj. 1 proud.
2 courageous. 3 spirited; ﬁery.
high spot an outstanding part or feature.
hit the high spots, a go through with great
speed. b mention a few points brieﬂy.
high-strung (hīʹstrungʹ), adj. very sensitive; easily excited; nervous.
high-test (hīʹtestʹ), adj. passing high
requirements or tests.
high tide, 1 the highest level of the tide. 2
time when the tide is highest.
high time, time just before it is too late.
high-toned (hīʹtōndʹ), adj. 1 high in tone
or pitch. 2 digniﬁed; fashionable.
high treason, treason against one’s government.
high water, 1 highest level of water. 2
⫽high tide.
high-wa·ter mark (hīʹwôʹtәr; -wotʹәr), 1
the highest level reached by a body of
water. 2 any highest point.
high·way (hīʹwā´), n. 1 a public road. 2 a
main road or route.
high·way·man (hīʹwā´mәn), n., pl. –men.
man who robs travelers on the public
road.
hi·jack (hīʹjak´), v. rob or take by force,
esp. goods being transported or possession of a vehicle, aircraft, etc.
—hiʹjack´er, n.
hike (hīk), v., hiked, hik·ing, n. —v. 1 take
a long walk; tramp; march. 2 move, draw,
or raise with a jerk. —n. 1 a march or
tramp. 2 increase. —hikʹer, n.
hi·lar·i·ous (hә lãrʹi әs; hī–), adj. very
merry. —hi·larʹi·ous·ly, adv. —hi·larʹious·ness, n.
hi·lar·i·ty (hә larʹә ti; hī–), n. great mirth.
[< L, < hilaris, hilarus gay < Gk. hilaros]
hill (hil), n. 1 a raised part on the earth’s
surface, not so big as a mountain. 2 a
little heap or pile: an ant hill.
over the hill, too old; on the way down.
the Hill, Capitol Hill in Washington,
D.C.; Congress. [OE hyll]
hill·bil·ly (hilʹbil´i), n., pl. –lies. person
who lives in the backwoods or a mountain region, esp. in the South.
hill·ock (hilʹәk), n. a little hill. —hillʹocky, adj.
hill·side (hilʹsīd´), n. side of a hill.
hill·top (hilʹtop´), n. top of a hill.
hill·y (hilʹi), adj., hill·i·er, hill·i·est. 1
having many hills. 2 like a hill; steep.
—hillʹi·ness, n.
hilt (hilt), n. handle of a sword, dagger,
etc.
up to the hilt, completely. [OE]
—hiltʹed, adj.

hi·lum (hīʹlәm), n., pl. –la (–lә). mark or
scar on a seed at the point of attachment
to the seed vessel. [< L, triﬂe]
him (him; unstressed im), pron. the objective case of he: take him home.
Him·a·la·yas (him´ә lāʹәz; hә mälʹyәz),
n.pl. a mountain range extending for
1600 miles along the N border of India.
—Him´a·laʹyan, adj.
him·self (him selfʹ; unstressed im selfʹ),
pron. 1 the emphatic form of he or him:
he himself did it. 2 the reﬂexive form of
him: he hurt himself. 3 his real self: he
feels like himself again.
hind1 (hīnd), adj., hind·er, hind·most or
hind·er·most. back; rear. [see hinder2,
behind]
hind2 (hīnd), n., pl. hinds or (esp. collectively) hind. a female deer, usually a
female red deer after its third year. [OE]
Hind., Hindustani.
hin·der1 (hinʹdәr), v. keep back; hold
back; get in the way of; make diﬃcult;
stop; prevent. [OE hindrian] —hinʹderer, n. —hinʹder·ing·ly, adv.
hind·er2 (hīnʹdәr), adj. hind; back; rear.
[cf. OE hinder and hindan in back,
behind]
Hin·di (hinʹdi), n. 1 an Indo-European
vernacular language of N India. 2 form
of Hindustani.
hind·most (hīndʹmōst), adj. furthest
behind; last.
hind·quar·ter (hīndʹkwôr´tәr), n. the
hind leg and loin of a carcass of beef,
lamb, etc.
hin·drance (hinʹdrәns), n. 1 person or
thing that hinders; obstacle. 2 act of
hindering.
hind·sight (hīndʹsīt´), n. ability to see, too
late, what should have been done.
Hin·du (hinʹdü), n., pl. –dus; adj. —n.
1 member of a native people of India,
esp. one who speaks an Indo-European
language. 2 person who believes in Hinduism. —adj. having to do with the Hindus, their languages, or their religion.
Hin·du·ism (hinʹdu̇ iz әm), n. the religious and social system of the Hindus.
Hin·du·stan (hin´du̇ stänʹ; –stanʹ), n. 1
India. 2 part of India north of the Deccan.
Hin·du·sta·ni (hin´du̇ stäʹni; –stanʹi), adj.
having to do with India, its people, or
their languages. —n. the commonest
language of India.
hinge (hinj), n., v., hinged, hing·ing. —n.
1 joint on which a door, gate, cover, lid,
etc., moves back and forth. 2 a critical
point. —v. 1 furnish with hinges; attach
by hinges. 2 hang or turn on a hinge.
3 depend. [OE henge–; akin to hang]
—hinged, adj.
hin·ny (hinʹi), n., pl. –nies. a mulelike
animal that is the oﬀspring of a male
horse and a female donkey. [< L hinnus
< Gk. innos]
hint (hint), n. a slight sign; indirect suggestion. —v. give a slight sign of; suggest
indirectly.
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hint at, give a hint of; suggest. [appar.
< hent, v., seize, OE hentan] —hintʹer, n.
—hintʹing·ly, adv.
hin·ter·land (hinʹtәr land´), n. 1 land or
district behind a coast; back country. 2
remote parts; background. [< G]
hip1 (hip), n. the projecting part on a person where the leg joins the body; joint
formed by the upper thighbone and
pelvis. [OE hype] —hipʹlike´, adj.
hip2 (hip), n. pod containing the ripe seed
of a rose bush. [OE hēope]
hip·bone (hipʹbōn´), n. either of the two
wide bones that, with the backbone,
form the pelvis in mammals.
hip hop, rap music for dancing that has
a strong beat.
hip joint, joint formed by the hipbone
and thighbone.
hip·po (hipʹō), n., pl. –pos. Informal. hippopotamus.
Hip· poc· ra· tes (hi pokʹ rә tēz),
n.
460?–357? b.c., Greek physician, called
“the father of medicine.” —Hip´pocratʹic, adj.
Hippocratic oath, a famous oath describing the duties and obligations of a physician.
hip·po·drome (hipʹә drōm), n. 1 arena or
building for a circus, rodeo, etc. 2 in
ancient Greece and Rome, an oval track
for horse races and chariot races, surrounded by tiers of seats for spectators. [<
L < Gk., < hippos horse + dromos course]
hip·po·pot·a·mus (hip´ә potʹә mәs), n.,
pl. –mus·es, –mi (–mī). a huge, thickskinned, hairless mammal found in and
near the rivers of Africa. [< L < Gk.,
< hippos horse + potamos river]
hir·cine (hėrʹsīn; –sin), adj. of goats;
resembling a goat. [< L, < hircus goat]
hire (hīr), v., hired, hir·ing, n. —v. 1 pay
for the use of (a thing) or the work or
services of (a person). 2 give the use
of (a thing) or the work or services
of (a person) in return for payment.
[OE hȳrian, < n.] —n. 1 payment for
such use or work. 2 a hiring. [OE hȳr]
—hirʹa·ble, hireʹa·ble, adj. —hirʹer, n.
hire·ling (hīrʹling), n. person who works
only for money, without interest or pride
in the task. —adj. to be had for hire;
mercenary.
Hir·o·shi·ma (hir´ә shēʹmә), n. seaport
in W Japan, largely destroyed by an
atomic bomb.
hir·sute (hėrʹsüt), adj. hairy. [< L hirsutus] —hirʹsute·ness, n.
his (hiz; unstressed iz), pron. 1 of him;
belonging to him: this is his. 2 the one or
ones belonging to him: the others are not
his. —adj. of him; belonging to him: this
is his book. [OE, gen. of hē he]
His·pan·ic (his panʹik), n. person living
in the United States who is of Spanish or Latin-American descent. —adj. 1
⫽Spanish. 2 ⫽Latin-American; Latino.
His·pan·io·la (his´pәn yōʹlә), n. the second largest island in the West Indies,
divided into the Dominican Republic
and the republic of Haiti.

hiss (his), v. 1 make a sound like ss. Geese
and snakes hiss. 2 show disapproval of
or scorn for by hissing: hiss poor acting.
3 force or drive by hissing: hiss him oﬀ
the stage. —n. a sound like ss. [imit.]
—hissʹer, n.
hist (hist), interj. be still! listen!
hist., historian; historical; history.
his·ta·mine (hisʹtә mēn; –min), n. an
amine, C5H9N3, released by the body
in allergic reactions. It lowers the blood
pressure, etc.
his·tol·o·gy (his tolʹә ji), n. science of the
tissues of animals and plants; study of
the structure, esp. the microscopic structure, of organic tissues. [< Gk. histos web
+ –logy] —his´to·logʹi·cal, adj. —histolʹo·gist, n.
his·to·ri·an (his tôʹri әn; –tōʹ–), n. 1 person who writes about history. 2 scholar
who is an authority on history.
his·tor·ic (his tôrʹik; –torʹ–), adj. 1 famous
or important in history. 2 ⫽historical.
his·tor·i·cal (his tôrʹә kәl; -torʹ-), adj. 1 of
or having to do with history. 2 according
to history; based on history. 3 known
to be real or true; in history, not in legend. 4 ⫽historic. —his·torʹi·cal·ly, adv.
—his·torʹi·cal·ness, n.
his·to·ri·og·ra·pher (his tô´ri ogʹrә fәr;
–tō´–), n. historian. —his·to´ri·ogʹraphy, n.
his·to·ry (hisʹtә ri; hisʹtri), n., pl. –ries. 1
statement of what has happened. 2 story
of a person or a nation; systematic written account. 3 a known past: this ship
has a history.
make history, a inﬂuence the course of
history. b do something remarkable, historic. [< L < Gk. historia inquiry, record,
history. Doublet of story1.]
his·tri·on·ic (his´tri onʹik), adj. 1 having
to do with actors or acting. 2 theatrical;
insincere. [< L, < histrio actor < Etruscan
(h)ister] —his´tri·onʹi·cal·ly, adv.
his·tri·on·ics (his´tri onʹiks), n. pl. 1
dramatic representation; theatricals;
dramatics. 2 a theatrical or insincere
manner, expression, etc.
hit (hit), v., hit, hit·ting, n. —v. 1 come
against with force; give a blow to; strike;
knock. 2 propel by a stroke: hit the ball
over the fence. 3 have a painful eﬀect on;
aﬀect severely. 4 of an engine, ignite the
mixture in a cylinder: the car hits on all
cylinders. —n. 1 a blow; stroke. 2 a getting to what is aimed at. 3 a successful
attempt, performance, or production:
the song was a hit. 4 ball so struck that
the batter can get to the ﬁrst base safely,
and perhaps further.
hit it oﬀ, get along well together; agree.
hit on or upon, a come on; meet with;
get to. b ﬁnd, esp. by accident; guess correctly.
hit or miss, by chance; at random.
[< Scand. hitta] —hitʹter, n.
hit-and-run (hitʹәn runʹ), adj. of or having to do with hitting a person or vehicle
and driving away, rather than stopping
to see what happened.

hitch (hich), v. 1 move or pull with a
jerk; move jerkily. 2 harness to a cart or
conveyance. 3 fasten with a hook, ring,
rope, strap, etc. 4 become fastened or
caught; catch. —n. 1 a short, sudden pull
or jerk; jerky movement. 2 a fastening;
catch. 3 obstacle; hindrance: the performance went oﬀ without a hitch. 4 kind of
knot used for temporary fastening. [ME
hyche(n)] —hitchʹer, n.
hitch·hike (hichʹhīk), v. –hiked, –hik·ing.
travel by getting free rides from passing
automobiles. —hitchʹhik´er, n.
hith·er (hithʹәr), adv. to this place; toward
this place; here: come hither. —adj. on
this side; nearer. [OE hider; akin to
here]
hith·er·to (hith´әr tüʹ), adv. up to this
time; until now.
hith·er·ward (hithʹәr wәrd), hith·erwards (–wәrdz), adv. toward this place;
hither.
Hit·tite (hitʹīt), n. 1 member of an ancient
people in Asia Minor and Syria, existing
from about 2000 b.c. until about 1200
b.c. 2 language of the Hittites. —adj. of
or having to do with the Hittites or their
language.
HIV, human immunodeﬁciency virus,
which causes AIDS.
hive (hīv), n., v., hived, hiv·ing. —n. 1
house or box for bees to live in. 2 a
large number of bees living together. 3
a busy, swarming place full of people or
animals. 4 a swarming crowd. —v. put
(bees) in a hive. [OE hȳf]
hives (hīvz), n. any of various diseases in
which the skin itches and shows patches
of red.
H.M., His Majesty; Her Majesty.
H.M.S., His (Her) Majesty’s Service; His
(Her) Majesty’s Ship.
ho (hō), interj. 1 exclamation of scornful
laughter, joy, or surprise. 2 exclamation
to attract attention.
Ho, holmium.
hoa·gy or hoa·gie (hōgʹi), n., pl. –gies.
hero sandwich.
hoar (hôr; hōr), adj. hoary. —n. hoarfrost.
[OE hār]
hoard (hôrd; hōrd), n. what is saved and
stored away; things stored. —v. save and
store away. [OE hord] —hoardʹer, n.
hoar·frost (hôrʹfrôst´; hōrʹ–; –frost´), n.
white frost.
hoar·hound (hôrʹhound´; hōrʹ–), n.
⫽horehound.
hoarse (hôrs; hōrs), adj., hoars·er, hoarsest. 1 sounding rough and deep. 2 having a rough voice. [OE hās; inﬂ. by
Scand. hāss] —hoarseʹly, adv. —hoarseʹness, n.
hoar·y (hôrʹi; hōrʹi), adj. hoar·i·er, hoar·iest. 1 white or gray. 2 white or gray with
age. 3 old; ancient. —hoarʹi·ness, n.
hoax (hōks), n. a mischievous trick, esp. a
made-up story. —v. play a mischievous
trick on; deceive in fun or to injure.
(prob. alter. of hocus] —hoaxʹer, n.
hob1 (hob), n. shelf at the back or side of
a ﬁreplace.
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hob2 (hob), n. ⫽hobgoblin; elf. [ME, for
Rob (Robert or Robin)]
Ho·bart (hōʹbärt; –bәrt), n. capital of
Tasmania.
hob·ble (hobʹәl), v., –bled, –bling, n. —v.
1 walk awkwardly; limp. 2 tie the legs of
(a horse, etc.) together. 3 ⫽hinder. —n. 1
an awkward walk; limp. 2 rope or strap
used to hobble a horse, etc. [ME hobelen.
Cf. Du. hobbelen to rock.] —hobʹbler, n.
—hobʹbling, adj.
hob·by (hobʹi), n., pl. –bies. something
a person especially likes to work at or
study apart from his or her main business; any favorite pastime, topic of conversation, etc. [ME hobyn small horse]
hob·by·horse (hobʹi hôrs´), n. 1 stick
with a horse’s head, used as a toy horse
by children. 2 a rocking horse.
hob·gob·lin (hobʹgob´lәn), n. 1 goblin;
elf. 2 bogy. [< hob2 + goblin]
hob·nail (hobʹnāl´), n. a short nail with a
large head formerly used to protect the
soles of heavy shoes. [< hob peg + nail]
—hobʹnailed´, adj.
hob·nob (hobʹnob´), v., –nobbed, –nobbing. associate intimately; talk together
on familiar terms. [from drinking phrase
hob or nob give or take, ult. OE hœbbe
have + nœbbe not have]
ho·bo (hōʹbō), n., pl. –bos, –boes. a tramp
or vagrant.
Hob·son’s choice (hobʹsәnz), choice of
taking the thing oﬀered or nothing.
[from T. Hobson, who rented the horse
nearest his stable door or none]
hock1 (hok), n. joint in the hind leg of a
horse, cow, etc., above the fetlock joint.
[OE hōh]
hock2 (hok), n. kind of white Rhine wine.
[for Hockamore, alter. of Hochheimer]
hock3 (hok), v., n. pawn.
in hock, in debt. [orig. n. Cf. Du. hok
pen, jail.]
hock·ey (holʹi), n. game played by two
teams on ice or on a ﬁeld, where players
hit a rubber disk or ball with curved
sticks to drive it across a goal.
ho·cus-po·cus (hōʹkәs pōʹkәs), n., v.,
–cused, –cusi·ng. —n. 1 form of words
used in conjuring. 2 trickery; deception.
—v. play tricks on; deceive. [sham Latin
used by jugglers, etc.]
hod (hod), n. trough or tray with a long
handle, used for carrying bricks, mortar,
etc., on the shoulder. [cf. MDu. hodde]
hodge·podge (hojʹpoj´), n. a disorderly
mixture; mess; jumble. [var. of hotchpot
< OF hochepot ragout]
Hodg·kin’s disease (hojʹkinz), cancer of
the lymphatic system. [< Thomas Hodgkin (1798–1866), English physician who
described it]
hoe (hō), n., v., hoed, hoe·ing. —n. tool
with a small blade set across the end of
a long handle, used to loosen soil and
cut weeds. —v. 1 loosen, dig, or cut with
a hoe. 2 use a hoe. [< OF houe < Gmc.]
—hoeʹlike´, adj.
hoe·cake (hōʹkāk´), n. S. kind of bread
made of corn meal.

hoe·down (hōʹdoun´), n. 1 noisy, unrestrained dance, esp. a square dance. 2
music for this dance.
hog (hog; hôg), n., v., —hogged, hogging. —n. 1 pig. 2 a full-grown pig,
raised for food. 3 a selﬁsh, greedy, or
dirty person. —v. Slang. take more than
one’s share of. [OE hogg]
ho·gan (hōʹgôn), n. Navaho Indian dwelling made with logs and covered by
earth with a hole at the top for smoke to
escape. [< Athapaskan (Navaho) hōghan
house]
hog·gish (hogʹish; hôgʹ–), adj. 1 like a
hog; very selﬁsh; greedy. 2 dirty; ﬁlthy.
—hogʹgish·ly, adv. —hogʹgish·ness, n.
hog·nose snake (hogʹnōz´; hôgʹ–), a
harmless North American snake with
an upturned snout.
hogs·head (hogzʹhed; hôgzʹ–), n. 1 a large
barrel that contains from 63 to 140
gallons. 2 a liquid measure, equal to 63
gallons.
hog-tie (hogʹtī´; hôgʹ–), v., –tied, –ty·ing.
tie all four feet together.
hog·wash (hogʹwosh´; –wôsh´; hôgʹ–), n.
1 swill. 2 worthless stuﬀ; nonsense.
ho-hum (hōʹhumʹ), interj. sound made to
express boredom or indiﬀerence. —adj.
boring; indiﬀerent: a ho-hum performance.
hoi pol·loi (hoi´pә loiʹ), the masses.
[< Gk.]
hoist (hoist), v. raise on high; lift up, often
with ropes and pulleys. —n. 1 a hoisting;
lift. 2 elevator or other apparatus for
hoisting heavy loads. [earlier hoise < Du.
hijschen] —hoistʹer, n.
hoi·ty-toi·ty (hoiʹti toiʹti), interj. exclamation showing surprise and some contempt. —adj. 1 giddy; ﬂighty. 2 inclined
to put on airs; haughty. —n. 1 ﬂightiness.
2 haughtiness.
Hok·kai·do (hōʹkī´dō), n. the second
largest island in Japan.
ho·kum (hōʹkәm), n. Slang. 1 sentimental
matter introduced merely for eﬀect. 2
humbug; nonsense; bunk. [? < hocus]
hold1 (hōld), v., held, held or (Archaic)
hold·en, hold·ing, n. —v., 1 take in the
hands or arms and keep: hold a child.
2 keep in some position or condition:
please hold still, hold your breath. 3
defend: hold the fort. 4 contain: this
theater holds 500 people. 5 occupy: hold
an oﬃce. 6 keep or support; adhere; be
true: hold a belief, hold to a purpose, the
rule holds in all cases. 7 consider: hold
human life cheap. 8 continue: the good
weather held. 9 decide legally: the court
holds him guilty. —n. 1 act of holding:
release one’s hold. 2 thing to hold by, as
a handle. 3 a controlling force or inﬂuence: have a secret hold on a person. 4
way of holding one’s opponent; grasp
or grip.
get hold of, get; obtain.
hold back, keep back; keep from acting.
hold down, a keep down; keep under
control. b have and keep: hold down a
job.

hold forth, a talk; preach. b oﬀer.
hold in, a keep in; restrain. b keep
silence: held in her criticism.
hold oﬀ, keep at a distance; keep from
acting or attacking.
hold on, a keep one’s hold. b keep on;
continue. c stop!
hold out, a continue; last. b extend. c
oﬀer.
hold over, a keep for future consideration. b stay in oﬃce beyond the regular
term.
hold up, a keep from falling; support. b
show; display. c continue; last; endure. d
stop. e stop by force and rob.
no hold or holds barred, no restraint;
complete freedom of action or expression.
on hold, a awaiting someone to take or
resume a telephone call. b Fig. put oﬀ;
delayed. [OE healdan]
hold2 (hōld), n. interior of a ship below
the deck. [var. of hole]
hold·er (hōlʹdәr), n. 1 person who holds
something. 2 thing to hold something
else with.
hold·ing (hōlʹding), n. 1 land; piece of
land. 2 Often, holdings. property in
stocks or bonds.
holding action, 1 a military operation
that seeks merely to prevent an enemy
advance. 2 any undertaking that resembles this: a holding action against inﬂation.
holding company, company that owns
stocks or bonds of other companies and
often controls them.
hold·out (hōldʹout´), n. refusal to compromise or come to an agreement on
something, esp. in order to exact a
higher place, better terms, etc.
holding pattern, 1 ﬂight pattern of an
aircraft waiting to land at an airport. 2
Fig. any maneuver that delays a decision
or action, esp. one that continues for a
long period.
hold·up (hōldʹup´), n. 1 act of stopping
by force and robbing. 2 a stopping.
hole (hōl), n., v., holed, hol·ing. —n. 1
an open place: a hole in a sweater. 2 a
hollow place. 3 place dug by an animal
to live in. 4 a small, dark, dirty place.
5 ﬂaw; defect. 6 embarrassing position.
—v. make holes in.
pick holes or shoot full of holes, ﬁnd
fault with; criticize.
hole up, a go into a hole for the winter.
b hide; withdraw. [OE hol] —holeʹless,
adj. —holeʹy, adj.
hol·i·day (holʹә dā), n. 1 day when one
does not work; day for pleasure and
enjoyment. 2 Now usually, holy day. a
religious festival. —adj. suited to a holiday. [OE hāligdœg holy day]
ho·li·ness (hōʹli nis), n. 1 a being holy. 2
Holiness, title used of the Pope.
Hol·land (holʹәnd), n. ⫽the Netherlands.
—Holʹland·er, n.
hol·low (holʹō), adj. 1 having nothing, or
only air, inside; empty. A pipe is hollow.
2 cup-shaped: a hollow wooden bowl. 3 as
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if coming from something hollow; dull:
a hollow voice. 4 Fig. not real or sincere;
false; worthless: hollow promises, hollow
praise. 5 deep and sunken: hollow eyes
and cheeks. —n. 1 a hollow place; hole; a
hollow in the road. 2 valley: Sleepy Hollow. —v. make hollow; bend or dig out to
a hollow shape. [OE holh, n.] —holʹlowly, adv. —holʹlow·ness, n.
hol·ly (holʹi), n., pl. –lies. 1 tree or shrub
with shiny, sharp-pointed, green leaves
and bright-red berries. 2 the leaves and
berries used as Christmas decorations.
[OE holegn]
hol·ly·hock (holʹi hok), n. a tall plant with
clusters of large, showy ﬂowers of various colors. [ME holihoc < holi holy + hoc
mallow (OE hocc)]
hol·mi·um (hōlʹmi әm), n. a rare metallic
element, Ho, belonging to the yttrium
group. [< NL; named for Stockholm]
holm oak (hōm), an evergreen oak of
S Europe with leaves like those of the
holly. [OE holegn holly + āc oak]
hol·o·caust (holʹә kôst), n. 1 an oﬀering all of which is burned. 2 complete
destruction by ﬁre, esp. of animals or
human beings. 3 great or wholesale
destruction.
the Holocaust, mass extermination of
Jews by the Nazis during World War
II. [< L < Gk., < holos whole + kaustos
burned] —hol´o·causʹtal, hol´o·causʹtic, adj.
hol·o·gram (holʹә gram), n. record or
reproduction of an image produced by
holography.
hol·o·graph1 (holʹә graf; –gräf), adj.
wholly written in the handwriting of the
person in whose name it appears: a
holograph will. —n. a holograph manuscript, letter, document, etc. [< LL < Gk.,
< holos whole + graphe writing] —hol´ographʹic, adj.
hol·o·graph2 (holʹә graf), v. produce a
hologram of. —ho·logʹra·pher, n.
—hol´o·graphʹic, adj.
ho·log·ra·phy (ho lôgʹrә fē, –logʹ–), n.
method of photography which uses
laser light to record a three-dimensional
image on a plate or ﬁlm. [< holo- whole;
entire + –graphy]
Hol·stein (hōlʹstīn; –stēn), HolsteinFriesian (–frēʹzhәn), n. any of a breed
of large, black-and-white dairy cattle.
hol·ster (hōlʹstәr), n. a leather case for a
pistol, attached to a belt or a horseman’s
saddle. [cf. Du. holster] —holʹstered,
adj.
ho·ly (hōʹli), adj., –li·er, –li·est, n., pl.
–lies. —adj. 1 set apart to the service of
God; declared sacred: a holy day. 2 like
a saint; spiritually perfect; very good. 3
worthy of reverence. [OE hālig]
Holy City, 1 city considered sacred by
the adherents of any religion. Jerusalem,
Rome, and Mecca are Holy Cities. 2
heaven.
Holy Communion, 1 a sharing in the
Lord’s Supper as a part of church worship. 2 celebration of the Lord’s Supper.

holy day, a religious festival, esp. one not
occurring on Sunday, as Good Friday,
etc.
Holy Ghost, spirit of God; third person
of the Trinity.
Holy Grail, cup or dish supposed to have
been used by Christ at the Last Supper.
Holy Land, Palestine.
holy orders, the rite or sacrament of
ordination.
Holy Roman Empire, empire in W and C
Europe regarded as the continuation of
the Roman Empire.
Holy Scriptures, the Bible; scripture (def.
2).
Holy See, position or authority of the
Pope.
Holy Spirit, ⫽Holy Ghost.
ho·ly·stone (hōʹli stōn´), n., v., –stoned,
–ston·ing. —n. piece of soft sandstone
used for scrubbing the wooden decks of
ships. —v. scrub with a holystone.
Holy Week, week before Easter.
Holy Writ, the Bible; the Scriptures.
hom·age (homʹij; omʹ–), n. 1 respect; reverence: pay homage to a great leader. 2 a
formal acknowledgment by a vassal that
he owed loyalty and service to his lord.
[< OF, < hom man, vassal < L homo].
hom·bre (ômʹbrā), n. Spanish. man.
hom·burg (homʹbėrg), n. a man’s soft
felt hat with the crown dented in at
the top.
home (hōm), n., adj., adv., v., homed,
hom·ing. —n. 1 a place where a person
or family lives. 2 place where a person
was born or brought up. 3 place where
an animal or plant lives; habitat. 4 place
where a person can rest and be safe. 5
place where people who are old, sick,
blind, etc., may live: a nursing home. 6
in sports and games, goal. 7 Baseball.
home plate. —adj. having to do with
one’s own home or country. —adv. at, to,
or toward one’s own home or country:
go home. 2 to the place where it belongs;
to the thing aimed at: strike home. 3 to
the heart or center; deep in: drive a nail
home. —v. 1 go home. 2 have a home.
at home, a in one’s own home or country. b at ease; comfortable. c ready to
receive visitors.
bring home, make clear, emphatic, or
realistic.
home (in) on, a (of a guided missile),
reach a target. b Fig. focus on; concentrate on. [OE hām] —homeʹlike´, adj.
home·boy (hōmʹboi´), n. 1 boy or man
from one’s own neighborhood or community, esp. one who embodies the
attitudes, dress. etc., of a particular
area. 2 inner-city young person, esp.
one associated with a neighborhood
or gang.
home·bred (hōmʹbredʹ), adj. native;
domestic.
home-brew (hōmʹbrüʹ), n. beer or other
alcoholic liquor made at home.
home economics, science and art that
deals with the management of a household.

home-grown (hōmʹgrōn´), adj. 1 grown
or made at home; produced locally. 2 Fig.
produced domestically; not imported.
home·land (hōmʹland´), n. one’s native
land.
home·less (hōmʹlis), adj. having no home.
—n. the homeless, people, considered as
a group, who do not have a place to
live. —homeʹless·ly, adv. —homeʹlessness, n.
home·ly (hōmʹli), adj., –li·er, –li·est. 1
not good-looking; ugly; plain. 2 suited
to home life; simple; everyday: homely
pleasures. 3 of plain manners; unpretending. —homeʹli·ness, n.
home·made (hōmʹmādʹ), adj. made at
home.
ho·me·op·a·thy (hō´mi opʹә thi; hom´i–),
n. method of treating disease by drugs,
given in very small doses, which would
in large doses produce in a healthy
person symptoms similar to those of
the disease. [< Gk. homoios similar +
–pathy] —hoʹme·o·path, ho´meopʹa·thist, n. —ho´me·o·pathʹic, adj.
—hoʹme·o·pathʹi·cally, adv.
home plate, block or slab beside which
a player stands to bat the ball, and to
which he must return, after hitting the
ball and rounding the bases, in order
to score.
hom·er (hōmʹәr), n. 1 ⫽home run. 2 a
homing pigeon.
Ho·mer (hōmʹәr), n. about the 10th
cent. b.c., the great epic poet of ancient
Greece; author of the Iliad and the
Odyssey.
Ho·mer·ic (hō merʹik), adj. 1 by Homer. 2
of or pertaining to Homer or his poems.
3 in the style of Homer.
Homeric laughter, loud, hearty laughter.
home rule, local self-government.
home run, run made by a player on a hit
that enables him, without aid from ﬁelding errors of the opponents, to make
the entire circuit of the bases without
a stop.
home-school·ing (hōmʹskü´ling), n.
instruction of children by parents at
home, rather than at a public or private
school. —homeʹ-school´, v. —homeʹschool´er, n.
home·sick (hōmʹsik´), adj. longing for
home. —homeʹsick´ness, n.
home·spun (hōmʹspun´), adj. 1 spun or
made at home. 2 Fig. not polished; plain;
simple. —n. 1 cloth made of yard spun
at home. 2 a strong, loosely woven cloth
similar to it.
home·stead (hōmʹsted), n. 1 house with
its land and other buildings; farm with
its buildings. 2 parcel of 160 acres of
public land granted to a settler under
certain conditions by the U.S. government. —homeʹstead·er, n.
home stretch, 1 part of a track over
which the last part of a race is run. 2
the last part.
home·ward (hōmʹwәrd), adv. Also,
homeʹwards. toward home. —adj. being
in the direction of home.
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home·work (hōmʹwėrkʹ), n. 1 work done
at home. 2 lesson to be studied or prepared outside the classroom.
home·y (hōmʹi), adj., hom·i·er, hom·iest. like home; cozy and comfortable.
hom·i·cide1 (homʹә sīd; hōʹmә–), n. the
killing of one human being by another.
Intentional homicide is murder. [< OF
< L, < homo man + –cidium act of
killing] —homʹi·cidʹal, adj. —homʹicidʹal·ly, adv.
hom·i·cide2 (homʹә sīd; hōʹmә–), n. person who kills a human being. [< OF < L,
< homo man + –cida killer]
hom·i·let·ics (hom´ә letʹiks), n., art of
composing and preaching sermons.
[< LL < Gk., aﬀable, ult. < homileein
associate with. See homily.] —hom´iletʹic, adj. —hom´i·letʹi·cal·ly, adv.
hom·i·ly (homʹә li), n., pl. –lies. 1 sermon,
usually on some part of the Bible. 2 a
serious moral talk or writing. [< OF
< LL < Gk. homilia < homilios throng
< homou together]
homing pigeon, pigeon trained to ﬂy
home from great distances carrying
written messages.
hom·i·nid (homʹә nid), adj., having to do
with or resembling any one of a family
of primates that includes humans. —n. a
hominid animal.
hom·i·noid (homʹә noid), adj., of or
like a human. —n. a hominoid animal.
[< NL Hominidas the family name < L
homō man + E –oid]
hom·i·ny (homʹә ni), n., corn hulled and
coarsely ground or crushed, usually
eaten boiled. [< Algonkian]
ho·mo (hōʹmō), n., pl. hom·i·nes (homʹә nēz). man. [< L]
Ho·mo e·rec·tus (hōʹmō i rekʹtәs), an
extinct species of human being whose
fossil remains show walked upright.
[< NL homō ērēctus erect man]
ho·mo·ge·ne·ous (hō´mә jēʹni әs; –jēnʹyәs; homʹә–), adj., 1 of the same kind;
similar. 2 composed of similar elements
or parts. [< Med.L < Gk., < homos the
same + genos kind] —ho´mo·ge·neʹity, ho´mo·geʹne·ous·ness, n. —ho´mogeʹne·ous·ly, adv.
ho·mog·e·nize (hә mojʹә nīz), v., –nized,
–niz·ing. make homogeneous. In
homogenized milk the fat is distributed
evenly throughout and does not rise in
the form of cream.
hom·o·graph (homʹә graf; –gräf; hōʹmә–),
n. word having the same spelling as
another, but a diﬀerent origin and
meaning. Mail, meaning “letters,” and
mail, meaning “armor,” are homographs.
[< Gk., < homos the same + graphe writing] —hom´o·graphʹic, adj.
Ho·mo hab·i·lis (hōʹmō habʹә lәs), an
extinct species of human being thought
to be the earliest toolmaker. [< L homō
habilis skillful man]
ho·mol·o·gous (hō molʹә gәs), adj. 1 corresponding in position, value, etc. 2
corresponding in type of structure and
in origin. The wing of a bird and the

foreleg of a horse are homologous. [< Gk.,
agreeing, < homos same + logos reasoning, relation]
ho·mol·o·gy (hō molʹә ji), n., pl. –gies.
correspondence in position, proportion,
value, structure, origin, etc.
hom·o·nym (homʹә nim), n. word having the same pronunciation as another,
but a diﬀerent meaning. Meat and meet
are homonyms. [< L < Gk., < homos
same + onyma (dial.) name] —hom´onymʹic, adj.
hom·o·phone (homʹә fōn; hōʹmә–), n., 1
letter or symbol having the same sound
as another. The letters c and k are homophones in the word cork. 2 ⫽homonym.
[< Gk., < homos same + phone sound]
ho·moph·o·ny (hō mofʹә ni; homʹә fō´ni),
n. 1 sameness of sound. 2 music having one part or melody predominating.
—hom´o·phonʹic, ho·mophʹo·nous,
adj.
ho·mop·ter·ous (hō mopʹtәr әs), adj.,
belonging to a group of insects (including the aphids and cicadas) with mouth
parts adapted to sucking and wings of
the same texture throughout. [< Gk.
homos same + pteron wing]
Ho·mo sa·pi·ens (hōʹmō sāʹpi enz), man;
human being; the species including all
humankind. [L, lit., man having sense]
ho·mo·sex·u·al (hō´mә sekʹshu̇ әl), adj.,
pertaining to or manifesting sexual feelings for one of the same sex. —n. a
homosexual person. [< Gk. homos same
+ L sexus sex] —ho´mo·sex´u·alʹi·ty, n.
ho·mo·zy·gote (hō´mә zīʹgōt; –zigʹōt;
hom´ә–), n., an animal or plant whose
chromosomes contain an identical pair
of genes and reproduces without variation of genus, form, etc. —ho´mo·zyʹgous, adj. —ho´mo·zyʹgous·ly, adv.
ho·mun·cu·lus (hō mungʹkyә lәs), n., pl.
–li (–lī). a little man. [< L, dim. of homo
man]
Hon., Honorable; Honorary.
Hon·du·ras (hon du̇rʹәs; –dyu̇rʹәs), n.
country in N Central America. —Honduʹran, adj., n.
hone (hōn), n., v., honed, hon·ing. —n.
a ﬁne-grained whetstone on which to
sharpen cutting tools. —v. sharpen on a
hone. [OE hān a stone]
hon·est (onʹist), adj. 1 not lying, cheating,
or stealing; truthful: an honest man. 2
obtained by fair and upright means:
honest proﬁts. 3 frank; open: honest
opposition. 4 not mixed; genuine; pure:
honest goods. [< OF < L honestus < honos
honor] —honʹest·ly, adv.
hon·es·ty (onʹis ti), n. fairness and
uprightness.
hon·ey (hunʹi), n., pl. hon·eys adj., v.,
hon·eyed or hon·ied, hon·ey·ing. —n.
1 a thick sweet, yellow liquid, that bees
make out of the drops they collect from
ﬂowers. 2 drop of sweet liquid, found in
many ﬂowers. 3 Fig. sweetness. 4 darling; dear. —v. 1 sweeten with or as with
honey. 2 talk sweetly; ﬂatter. [OE hunig]
—honʹey·like´, adj.
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hon·ey·bee (hunʹi bē´), n. bee that makes
honey.
hon·ey·comb (hunʹi kōmʹ), n. 1 structure
of wax containing rows of six-sided
cells formed by bees, in which to store
honey, pollen, and their eggs. 2 anything
like this. —adj. like a honeycomb: a
honeycomb pattern. —v. 1 make like a
honeycomb. 2 pierce with many holes.
3 permeate: the city is honeycombed
with crime.
hon·ey·dew (hunʹi dü´; –dū´), n. 1 a sweet
substance on the leaves of certain plants
in hot weather. 2 a sweet substance on
leaves and stems, secreted by tiny insects
called aphids. 3 ⫽honeydew melon.
honeydew melon, a variety of melon
with sweet, green ﬂesh and a smooth,
whitish skin.
hon·eyed (hunʹid), adj. 1 sweetened with
honey. 2 laden with honey. 3 Fig. sweet
as honey.
honey locust, a thorny North American
tree with long, divided leaves and large,
ﬂat pods containing sweet pulp.
hon·ey·moon (hunʹi mün´) n. 1 vacation spent together by a newly married
couple. 2 the ﬁrst month of marriage.
3 period of good relations, as in diplomacy or business, esp. at the beginning
of an association. —v. spend or have a
honeymoon. —honʹey·moon´er, n.
hon·ey·suck·le (hunʹi suk´әl), n. 1 shrub
or vine with small, fragrant ﬂowers. 2
any of various similar plants. —honʹeysuck´led, adj.
honk (hongk; hôngk), n. 1 cry of the wild
goose. 2 any similar sound: honk of a
taxi. —v. make such a sound. [imit.]
—honkʹer, n.
honk·y-tonk (hongʹki tongk´; hôngʹki tôngk´), n. a cheap saloon, cabaret,
etc. —adj. of or having to do with the
music or entertainment in such a place.
Hon·o·lu·lu (hon´ә lüʹlü), n. seaport and
capital of Hawaii.
hon·or (onʹәr), n. 1 glory; fame; renown;
good name. 2 sense of what is right or
proper. 3 Honor, title used in speaking
to or of a judge, mayor, etc. —v. 1 respect
greatly; regard highly. 2 accept and pay
(a bill, etc.) when due.
do the honors, act as host or hostess.
honors, a course of study in a particular
ﬁeld more intensive or rigorous than
required for an ordinary degree. b recognition given a student for excellence
in academic work. [< OF < L honos,
honor] —honʹor·er, n.
hon·or·a·ble (onʹәr ә bәl), adj. 1 honest;
upright. 2 causing or bringing honor. 3
Honorable, title of respect before the
names of certain oﬃcials. —honʹor·able·ness, n. —honʹor·a·bly, adv.
hon·o·rar·i·um (on´ә rãrʹi әm), n., pl.
–rar·i·ums, –rar·i·a (–rãrʹi ә). fee for
professional services on which no ﬁxed
price is set.
hon·or·ar·y (onʹәr er´i), adj. 1 given or
done as an honor. 2 as an honor only: an
honorary secretary.
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honoriﬁc

hon·or·if·ic (on´әr ifʹik), adj. 1 doing or
giving honor. 2 showing respect or deference. —n. an honoriﬁc word or phrase.
—hon´or·ifʹi·cal·ly, adv.
honor system, system of trusting people
in schools and other institutions to obey
the rules and do their work independently.
hood (hu̇d), n. 1 a soft covering for the
head and neck, either separate or as
part of a cloak. 2 anything like a hood
in shape or use. 3 a metal covering
over the engine of an automobile. 4
Informal. hoodlum. 5 Informal. ⫽neighborhood. —v. cover with a hood. [OE
hōd] —hoodʹed, adj. —hoodʹless, adj.
—hoodʹlike´, adj.
–hood, suﬃx. 1 state or condition of
being, as in, likelihood. 2 character or
nature of, as in sainthood. 3 group, body
of, as in sisterhood. [OE –hād]
hood·ie (hu̇dʹi), n. jacket with a hood, esp.
a sweatshirt.
hood·lum (hüdʹlәm), n. a young rowdy;
street ruﬃan. —hoodʹlum·ism, n.
hoo·doo (hüʹdü), n., pl. –doos, v., –dooed,
–doo·ing. —n. 1 person or thing that
brings bad luck. 2 bad luck. —v. bring or
cause bad luck to. [? var. of voodoo]
hood·wink (hu̇dʹwingk), v. mislead by a
trick; deceive. —hoodʹwink·er, n.
hoo·ey (hüʹi), n. nonsense. —interj. exclamation of disgust or disapproval.
hoof (hu̇f; hüf), n., pl. hoofs or (Rare)
hooves, v. —n. 1 a hard, horny covering
on the feet of horses, cattle, sheep, pigs,
and some other animals. 2 the whole
foot of such animals. —v. Informal. 1
walk. 2 dance.
on the hoof, alive; not killed and butchered. [OE hōf] —hoofed, adj. —hoofʹer,
n. —hoofʹlike´, adj.
hoof·beat (hu̇fʹbēt´; hüfʹ–), n. sound
made by an animal’s hoof.
hook (hu̇k), n. 1 piece of metal, wood,
etc., curved for catching hold of something or for hanging things on. 2 a
curved piece of wire for catching ﬁsh. 3
anything curved like a hook as a sharp
bend or point of land or a curve thrown
in baseball. 4 a short, swinging blow. —v.
1 attach or fasten with a hook or hooks:
please hook my dress for me. 2 catch
(ﬁsh) with a hook. 3 be curved like a
hook. 4 throw (a ball) so that it curves. 5
hit with a hook in boxing.
by hook or by crook, in any way at all;
by fair means or foul.
hook up, a attach or fasten with a hook
or hooks. b arrange and connect parts of
(a computer, telephone, etc.). c Informal.
meet (a person). [OE hōc] —hookʹless,
adj. —hookʹlike´, adj.
hook·ah (hu̇kʹә), n. a tobacco pipe with a
long tube by which the smoke is drawn
through water. [< Ar. huqqa
vase, pipe]
.
hooked (hu̇kt), adj. 1 curved or bent like
a hook. 2 having hooks.
hooked rug, rug made by pulling yarn or
strips of cloth through a piece of canvas,
burlap, etc.

hook·er (hu̇kʹәr), n. Informal. 1 a prostitute. 2 a diﬃculty or possible problem. 3
something that catches the attention.
hook·up (hu̇kʹup´), n. 1 arrangement and
connection of the parts of a computer,
telephone, etc. 2 an eﬀecting of relationships: a hookup between nations.
hook·worm (hu̇kʹwėrm´), n. 1 worm that
gets into the intestines and causes a
disease characterized by weakness and
apparent laziness. 2 the disease.
hook·y (hu̇kʹi), n. play hooky, run away;
be absent without reason.
hoo·li·gan (hüʹlә gәn), n. a street ruﬃan;
hoodlum. —hooʹli·gan·ism, n.
hoop (hu̇p; hüp), n. 1 ring or ﬂat band in
the form of a circle: hoop for holding the
staves of a barrel. 2 anything shaped like
a hoop. —v. fasten together with hoops.
[OE hōp] —hooped, adj. —hoopʹer, n.
—hoopʹlike´, adj.
hoop·la (hüpʹlä´), n. Informal. any meaningless, showy, or overexuberant activity
to gain publicity, promote a product,
etc.; ballyhoo.
hoo·poe (hüʹpü), n. a bright-colored bird
with a long, sharp bill and a fanlike crest
on its head. [earlier hoop < F < L upupa
(imit.)]
hoop skirt, a woman’s skirt worn over a
ﬂexible hoop.
hoo·ray (hu̇ rāʹ), interj., n., v. hurrah.
Hoo·sier (hüʹzhәr), n. native or inhabitant of Indiana.
hoot (hüt), n. 1 sound that an owl makes.
2 any similar sound. 3 shout to show
disapproval or scorn. 4 thing of little
value. —v. 1 make the sound that an owl
makes. 2 make a shout to show disapproval. 3 show disapproval by hooting. 4
force or drive by hooting. [ME hute(n);
? imit.] —hootʹer, n.
Hoo·ver (hüʹvәr), Herbert C. 1874–1964,
the 31st president of the United States,
1929–33.
hooves (hu̇vz; hüvz), n. Rare. pl. of hoof.
hop1 (hop), v., hopped, hop·ping, n. —v.
1 spring, or move by springing, on one
foot or with all feet at once: many birds
hop. 2 jump over: hop a ditch. 3 jump on
(a train, car, etc.). —n. a hopping; spring.
[OE hoppian]
hop2 (hop), n., 1 vine having ﬂower clusters that look like small, yellow pine
cones. 2 hops, dried ﬂower clusters of
the hop vine, used to ﬂavor beer and
other malt drinks. [< MDu. hoppe]
hope (hōp), n., v., hoped, hop·ing. —n.
1 a feeling that what one desires will
happen. 2 thing that expectation centers
in: he is the hope of the family. 3 thing
hoped for. 4 ground for expectation: no
hope of recovery. —v. wish and expect.
[OE hopa]
hope chest, chest for storing articles that
will be useful after a woman marries.
hope·ful (hōpʹfәl) adj. 1 feeling or
showing hope. 2 causing hope; giving
hope; likely to succeed. —n. boy or girl
thought likely to succeed. —hopeʹful·ly,
adv. —hopeʹful·ness, n.

hope·less (hōpʹlis), adj. 1 feeling no hope.
2 giving no hope: a hopeless illness.
—hopeʹless·ly, adv. —hopeʹless·ness, n.
Ho·pi (hōʹpi), n., pl. –pis. 1 member of a
tribe of Pueblo Indians living largely in
stonebuilt towns in N Arizona. 2 their
Shoshonean language [< a contraction
of Shoshonean hȯpitu peaceful ones, or
hōpitu shinumu “peaceful all people,” the
Hopi tribal name].
hop·lite (hopʹlīt), n. a heavily armed foot
soldier of ancient Greece. [< Gk., <
hopla arms]
hop·per (hopʹәr), n. 1 person or thing
that hops. 2 container to hold something
and feed it into another part, usually
larger at the top than at the bottom.
hop·scotch (hopʹskoch´), n. a children’s
game in which the players hop over the
lines of a ﬁgure drawn on the ground.
hor., 1 horizon. 2 horizontal.
horde (hôrd; hōrd), n. 1 crowd; swarm. 2
a wandering tribe or troop. [< F < G <
Polish < Turk. urdü camp]
hore·hound (hôrʹhound´; hōrʹ–), n. 1
plant with woolly, whitish leaves and
clusters of small, whitish ﬂowers. 2 a
bitter extract made from the leaves of
this plant. 3 candy or cough medicine
ﬂavored with it. [OE hārhūne < hār hoar
+ hūne name of a plant]
ho·ri·zon (hә rīʹzәn), adj., n. 1 line where
the earth and sky seem to meet. 2 limit
of one’s thinking, experience, interest, or
outlook. [< OF < L < Gk. horizon (kyklos) bounding (circle), ult. < horos limit]
hor·i·zon·tal (hôr´ә zonʹtәl; hor´–), adj.
1 parallel to the horizon; at right angles
to a vertical line. 2 ﬂat; level. —n. a horizontal line, plane, direction, position,
etc. —hor´i·zon·talʹi·ty, hor´i·zonʹtalness, n. —hor´i·zonʹtal·ly, adv.
hor·mone (hôrʹmōn), n. 1 substance
formed in certain parts of the body that
enters the blood stream and inﬂuences
the activity of some organ, as adrenalin
and insulin. 2 any similar substance produced in plants. [< Gk. hormon setting
in motion] —hor·moʹnal, adj.
horn (hôrn), n. 1 a hard growth, usually curved and pointed, on the heads
of cattle, sheep, goats, and some other
animals. 2 anything that sticks up on
the head of an animal: a snail’s horns.
3 container made of horn: a powder
horn. 4 instrument sounded by blowing
into the smaller end. 5 device sounded
as a warning signal: a foghorn. 6 thing
shaped like a horn: a saddle horn. —adj.
made of horn. —v. furnish with horns.
horn in, meddle or intrude.
horns of a dilemma, two unpleasant
choices, one of which must be taken.
lock horns, dispute; quarrel. [OE]
—horned, adj. —hornʹless. adj.
—hornʹlike´, adj.
Horn (hôrn), n. Cape, cape on an island
at the S tip of South America.
horn·bill (hôrnʹbil´), n. a large bird having a very large bill with a horn or horny
lump on it.
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horn·blende (hôrnʹblend´), n. a common
black, dark-green, or brown mineral
found in granite and other rocks. [< G]
—horn·blenʹdic, adj.
horn·book (hôrnʹbu̇k´), n. page with the
alphabet, etc., on it, covered with a sheet
of transparent horn and fastened in a
frame with a handle, formerly used in
teaching children to read.
horned toad, a small lizard with a broad,
ﬂat body, short tail, and many spines.
hor·net (hôrʹnit), n. a large wasp that can
give a very painful sting. [OE hyrnet(u]
horn of plenty, ⫽cornucopia.
horn·pipe (hôrnʹpip´), n. 1 a lively dance
done by one person, formerly popular
among sailors. 2 music for it.
horn·swog·gle (hôrnʹswog´әl), v., –gled,
–gling. Informal. hoax; cheat.
horn·y (hôrʹni), adj., horn·i·er, horn·iest. 1 made of horn or a substance
like it. 2 hard like a horn: hands horny
from work. 3 having a horn or horns.
—hornʹi·ness, n.
ho·rol·o·gist (hō rolʹә jist), n. expert in
horology.
ho·rol·o·gy (hō rolʹә ji), n. 1 science of
measuring time. 2 art of making timepieces. —hor´o·logʹi·cal, adj.
hor·o·scope (hōrʹә skōp; horʹ–), n. 1 position of the planets at the hour of a person’s birth, regarded as inﬂuencing his
life. 2 diagram of the heavens at given
times, used in telling fortunes. [< F < L <
Gk., < hora hour + skopos watcher]
hor·ren·dous (hô renʹdәs; ho–), adj. horrible; terrible; frightful. —hor·renʹdously, adv.
hor·ri·ble (hôrʹә bәl; horʹ–) adj. 1 causing horror; terrible; dreadful; frightful; shocking. 2 extremely unpleasant or
amazing. [< OF < L, < horrere bristle]
—horʹri·ble·ness, n. —horʹri·bly, adv.
hor·rid (hôrʹid; horʹ–), adj. 1 terrible;
frightful. 2 very unpleasant. –horʹrid·ly,
adv. —horʹrid·ness, n.
hor·ri·fy (hôrʹә fī; horʹ–), v., –ﬁed, –fying. 1 cause to feel horror. 2 shock
very much. —hor·rifʹic, adj. —horʹriﬁ·caʹtion, n.
hor·ror (hôrʹәr; horʹ–), n. 1 terror and
disgust caused by something frightful.
2 very great disgust. 3 cause of horror.
[< L, < horrere bristle]
hor·ror-strick·en (hôrʹәr strik´әn; horʹ–),
hor·ror-struck (–struk´), adj. horriﬁed.
hors d’oeu·vre (ôr´dėrvʹ; Fr. dœʹvrә), pl.
d’oeu·vres (dėrvzʹ; Fr. dœʹvrә). relish
or light food served before the regular courses of a meal, as olives, celery,
anchovies, etc. [F, apart from (the main)
work]
horse (hôrs), n., pl. hors·es or (esp. collectively) horse, v., horsed, hors·ing, adj.
—n. 1 a four-legged animal with solid
hoofs and ﬂowing mane and tail, used
from very early times to draw loads,
carry riders, etc. 2 cavalry. 3 piece of
gymnasium apparatus to jump or vault
over. 4 frame with legs to support something; sawhorse. —v. 1 provide with a

horse or horses. 2 tease in a rough way;
act boisterously. —adj. 1 having to do
with horses. 2 on horses.
back the wrong horse, support a losing
cause, candidate, etc.
beat a dead horse, persist in a fruitless
eﬀort.
from the horse’s mouth, from an original or well-informed source.
hold one’s horses, Informal. slow down
or stop momentarily.
horse of another or diﬀerent color,
another matter altogether; utterly diﬀerent. [OE hors]
horse·back (hôrsʹbak´), n. the back of a
horse. —adv. on the back of a horse.
horse chestnut, 1 a shade tree with
spreading branches, large leaves, clusters of showy white ﬂowers, and glossy
brown nuts. 2 the nut. 3 any tree or
shrub of the same family as the horse
chestnut.
horse·ﬂesh (hôrsʹﬂesh´), n. 1 horses. 2
meat from horses.
horse·ﬂy (hôrsʹﬂī´), n., pl. –ﬂies. ﬂy that
bites horses.
horse·hair (hôrsʹhãr´), n. 1 hair from the
mane or tail of a horse. 2 a stiﬀ fabric
made of this hair.
horse·hide (hôrsʹhīd´), n. 1 hide of a
horse. 2 leather made from this hide.
horse latitudes, two regions where there
is often very calm weather, extending
around the world at about 30° north and
30° south of the equator.
horse laugh, a loud, boisterous laugh.
horse·less (hôrsʹlis), adj. 1 without a
horse. 2 not requiring a horse; self-propelled: automobiles were called horseless
carriages.
horse·man (hôrsʹmәn) n., pl. –men. 1
man who rides on horseback. 2 man
skilled in riding or managing horses.
—horseʹman·ship, n.
horse·play (hôrsʹplā´), n. rough, boisterous fun.
horse·pow·er (hôrsʹpou´әr), n. unit for
measuring the power of engines, motors,
etc.; 1 horsepower = 550 foot-pounds
per second.
horse·rad·ish (hôrsʹrad´ish), n. 1 a tall
plant with a white, hot-tasting root that
is ground up and used as a relish with
meat, oysters, etc. 2 relish made of this
root.
horse sense, common sense; plain, practical good sense.
horse·shoe (hôrshʹshü´; hôrsʹ–), n., v.,
–shoed, –shoe·ing. —n. 1 a U-shaped
metal plate nailed to a horse’s hoof to protect it. 2 thing shaped like a horseshoe. 3
horseshoes (sing. in use), game in which
the players try to throw horseshoes over
or near a stake. —v. put a horseshoe or
horseshoes on. —horseʹsho´er, n.
horseshoe crab, a crablike sea animal
with a body shaped like a horseshoe and
a long, spiny tail; king crab.
horse·tail (hôrsʹtā´), n. a ﬂowerless plant
with hollow, jointed stems and scalelike
leaves at each joint.

horse-trade (hôrsʹtrād´), v., –trad·ed,
–trad·ing. buy or sell shrewdly. —horse
trade, horse trader.
horse·whip (hôrsʹhwip´), n., v., –whipped,
–whip·ping. —n. whip for driving or
controlling horses. —v. beat with a
horsewhip.
horse·wom·an (hôrsʹwu̇m´әn), n., pl.
–wom·en. 1 woman who rides on horseback. 2 woman skilled in riding or managing horses.
hors·y (hôrʹsi), adj., hors·i·er, hors·i·est.
1 having to do with horses. 2 fond of
horses or horse racing. 3 dressing or
talking like people who spend much
time with horses. 4 large and awkward
in appearance. Also, horsey. —horsʹiness, n.
hort., horticultural; horticulture.
hor·ta·to·ry (hôrʹtә tô´ri; –tō´–), adj. serving to urge or encourage; giving advice;
exhorting. [< LL, < L hortari exhort]
hor·ti·cul·ture hôrʹtә kul´chәr), n. 1 science of growing ﬂowers, fruits, vegetables, etc. 2 cultivation of a garden.
[< L hortus garden + cultura cultivation] —hor´ti·culʹtur·al, adj. —hor´ticulʹtur·ist, n.
ho·san·na (hō zanʹә), interj. shout
of praise to the Lord. —n. a shout of
“hosanna.” [< LL < Gk. < Heb. hōshī‘ āh
nnā save now, we pray]
hose (hōz), n., pl. hose, v., hosed, hos·ing.
—n. 1 stockings. 2 a close-ﬁtting outer
garment extending from the waist to
the toes, formerly worn by men. 3 tube
made of rubber, canvas, or other ﬂexible
material, used to carry water or other
liquids for short distances. —v. put water
on with a hose. [OE hosa]
Ho·se·a (hō zēʹә; –zāʹә), n. 1 book of the
Old Testament. 2 its author, a Hebrew
prophet who lived in the eighth century b.c.
ho·sier (hōʹzhәr), n. person who makes
or sells hosiery.
ho·sier·y (hōʹzher i), n. 1 hose; stockings;
2 business of a hosier.
hos·pice (hosʹpis), n. 1 house where travelers can lodge. 2 a a place where people
who are dying are cared for. b special
care in the home for people near death.
[< F < L hospitium < hospes guest, host1]
hos·pi·ta·ble (hosʹpi tә bәl; hos pitʹә–),
adj. 1 giving a welcome, food and shelter, and friendly treatment to guests or
strangers: a hospitable family. 2 willing
and ready to entertain; receptive: hospitable to new ideas. —hosʹpi·ta·ble·ness,
n. —hosʹpi·ta·bly, adv.
hos·pi·tal (hosʹpi tәl) n. 1 place where
sick or injured people are cared for. 2
similar place for animals. [< OF < Med.
L hospitale inn. See host1.]
hos·pi·tal·i·ty (hos´pә talʹә ti), n., pl.
–ties. friendly, generous reception and
treatment of guests or strangers. [< L
hospitalitas. See host1.]
hos·pi·tal·ize (hosʹpi tәl īz), v., –ized, –izing. put in a hospital. —hos´pi·tal·izaʹtion, n.
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host1 (hōst), n. 1 person who receives
another at his or her house as a guest.
2 keeper of an inn or hotel. 3 plant or
animal in or on which a parasite lives.
[< OF < L hospes guest, host]
host2 (hōst), n. 1 a large number; multitude. 2 army. [< OF < LL hostis army
< L, enemy (orig., stranger)]
Host (hōst), n. bread or water used in the
Eucharist. [< OF oiste < L hostia animal
sacriﬁced]
hos·tage (hosʹtij), n. person given up to
another or held by an enemy as a pledge
that certain promises, agreements, etc.,
will be carried out. [< OF, ult. < L hospes
guest]
hos·tel (hosʹtәl), n. a lodging place, esp.
a supervised lodging place for young
people on bicycle trips, hikes, etc.; inn;
hotel. [< OF < oste host1. Doublet of
hotel.] —hosʹtel·er, n.
hos·tel·ry (hosʹtәl ri), n., pl. –ries. inn;
hotel.
host·ess (hōsʹtis), n. 1 woman who
receives another person as her guest. 2
woman whose job is to welcome and
help guests at a hotel, restaurant, etc. 3
female ﬂight attendant. 4 female innkeeper. 5 woman paid to entertain or
dance with guests, travelers, etc.
hos·tile (hosʹtәl; sometimes hosʹtīl), adj.
1 of an enemy or enemies. 2 opposed;
unfriendly; unfavorable. [< L, < hostis
enemy] —hosʹtile·ly, adv.
hos·til·i·ty (hos tilʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
being an enemy; unfriendliness. 2 state
of being at war. 3 opposition; resistance.
hostilities, acts of war; warfare; ﬁghting.
hos·tler (osʹlәr; hosʹ–), n. person who
takes care of horses at an inn or stable.
Also, ostler.
hot (hot), adj., hot·ter, hot·test, adv.
—adj. 1 having much heat: ﬁre is hot,
food too hot to eat. 2 having a sharp,
burning taste: peppers are hot. 3 actively
conducting current: a hot wire. 4 radioactive: hot debris. 5 full of strong feeling:
hot with anger. 6 full of enthusiasm;
eager. 7 new; fresh: a hot scent. 8 following closely: in hot pursuit. 9 obtained
illegally. —adv. in a hot manner.
hot up, Informal. a heat something up;
warm. b Fig. make livelier or more exciting.
make it hot for, Informal. make trouble
or diﬃculties for. [OE hāt] —hotʹly, adv.
—hotʹness, n.
hot air, empty talk or writing.
hot·bed (hotʹbed´), n. 1 bed of earth covered with glass and kept warm for growing plants. 2 Fig. place favorable to rapid
growth, esp. of something unwanted or
dangerous.
hot-blood·ed (hotʹbludʹid), adj. 1 easily
excited or angered. 2 passionate.
hot cake, ⫽griddle cake.
sell or go like hot cakes, sell quickly or
well.

hot cross bun, bun marked with a cross,
usually eaten during Lent or on Good
Friday.
hot dog, 1 a hot frankfurter enclosed in
a roll. 2 ⫽frankfurter. 3 skillful athlete.
4 a show-oﬀ.
ho·tel (hō telʹ), n. house or large building
that provides lodging, food, etc., to travelers and others. [< F hôtel < OF hostel.
Doublet of hostel.]
hot·foot (hotʹfu̇t´), adv. in great haste.
—v. go in great haste; hurry.
hot·head (hotʹhed´), n. a hot-headed person.
hot-head·ed (hotʹhedʹid), adj. 1 having a
ﬁery temper. 2 impetuous; rash. —hotʹheadʹed·ly, adv. —hotʹ-headʹed·ness, n.
hot·house (hotʹhous´), n. ⫽greenhouse.
—adj. of or from a greenhouse: hothouse
grapes.
hot rod, a stripped-down, usually older,
automobile with a supercharged motor
and other modiﬁcations for speed.
hot seat, an uncomfortable situation.
hot-shot or hot·shot, (hotʹshot´), n.
highly skilled person, esp. one who
seems self-important.
hot spot, 1 dangerous or violent place. 2
popular bar, club, etc.
hot-tem·pered (hotʹtemʹpәrd), adj. easily
angered.
Hot·ten·tot (hotʹәn tot), n. 1 member
of a South African race having a dark,
yellowish-brown complexion. 2 their
language.
hot tub, large vat ﬁlled with hot water circulated through jets, in which a person
or group of people soak, for relaxation
or therapy.
hot water, Informal. trouble; diﬃculty.
hou·dah (houʹdә), n. ⫽howdah.
hough (hok), n. ⫽hock1.
hound (hound), n. 1 dog of any of various breeds, most of which hunt by scent
and have large, drooping ears and short
hair. 2 any dog. 3 person who is very
fond of something. —v. 1 hunt; chase. 2
urge (on). [OE hund]
hour (our), n. 1 60 minutes; 1⁄24 of a day.
2 one of the 12 points that measure
time from noon to midnight and from
midnight to noon. 3 time of day. Some
clocks strike the hours. 4 a particular
time: the breakfast hour, the man of the
hour.
hours, a time for something, as for
study or doing business: our hours are
9–5. b usual time for getting up and
going to bed: keeps long hours. [< OF
< L < Gk. hora season, time, hour]
hour·glass (ourʹglas´; –gläs´), n. device
for measuring time, requiring just an
hour for its contents (sand or mercury)
to go from the container on top to one
on the bottom.
hou·ri (hu̇rʹi; houʹri), n., pl. –ris. a young,
eternally beautiful girl of the Muslim
paradise. [< F < Pers. hūri
< Ar. hūr
.
.
black-eyed]

hour·ly (ourʹli), adj. 1 done, happening,
or counted every hour. 2 coming very
often; frequent. —adv. 1 every hour;
hour by hour. 2 very often; frequently.
house (n. hous; v. houz), n., pl. hous·es
(houzʹiz), v., housed, hous·ing. —n. 1 a
building in which people live. 2 a building to hold anything: greenhouse, warehouse. 3 lawmaking body: the House of
Representatives. 4 a business ﬁrm. 5 theater. 6 audience. 7 family, esp. a noble or
royal family. —v. 1 put or provide with a
house. 2 give shelter to; harbor.
bring down the house, be loudly
applauded.
clean house, a thoroughly clean a home.
b Fig. get rid of unsatisfactory employees, practices, etc., in a business or
organization.
keep house, manage a home and its
aﬀairs; do housework.
on the house, paid for by the owner of
the business; free. [OE hūs] —houseʹless,
adj.
house arrest, legally conﬁned to one’s
house, rather than being in jail.
house·boat (housʹbōt´), n. boat used as a
place to live in.
house·break·er (housʹbrāk´ әr), n.
person who breaks into a house to
steal or commit some other crime.
—houseʹbreak´ing, n.
house·bro·ken (housʹbrō´ken), adj. of a
dog, cat, etc., trained to live indoors.
house·coat (housʹkōt´), n. a light dresslike garment with a long skirt, for casual
wear in one’s home.
house·ﬂy (housʹﬂī´), n., pl. –ﬂies. a twowinged ﬂy that lives around and in
houses, feeding on food, garbage, and
ﬁlth.
house·hold (housʹhōld), n. 1 all the people living in a house; family. 2 home and
its aﬀairs. —adj. of a household; having
to do with a household; domestic: household expenses.
house·hold·er (housʹhōl´dәr), n. 1 person
who owns or lives in a house. 2 head of
a family.
house·keep·er (housʹkēp´әr), n. 1 person who manages a home and its
aﬀairs and does the housework. 2
woman who directs the servants that
do the housework. —houseʹkeep´, v.
—houseʹkeep´ing, n.
house·lights (housʹlīts´), n. lights used to
illuminate a theater before and after a
performance.
house·maid (housʹmād´), n. woman servant who does housework.
House of Burgesses, the lower house of
the colonial legislature in Virginia or
Maryland.
House of Commons, the lower, elective branch of the lawmaking body of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, or
of Canada.
house of correction, place of conﬁnement and reform for persons convicted

hum
of minor oﬀenses and not regarded as
conﬁrmed criminals.
House of Delegates, the lower branch of
the legislature in Maryland, Virginia,
and West Virginia.
House of Lords, the upper, nonelective
branch of the lawmaking body of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, composed
of nobles and clergymen of high rank.
House of Representatives, 1 the lower
branch of the lawmaking body of the
United States.2 the lower branch of the lawmaking body of certain states of the United
States. 3 the lower branch of the Parliament of Australia, or of the general
assembly of New Zealand.
house party, entertainment of guests in a
home for a few days.
house-sit (housʹsit´), v. live in a home
and take care of it while the owners or
occupants are away. —houseʹ-sit´ter, n.
house·top (housʹtop´), n. top of a house;
roof.
from the housetops, publicly or loudly.
house·warm·ing (housʹwôr´ming), n.
party given when a family moves into
a new home.
house·wife (housʹwīf´), n., pl. –wives.
woman who is the head of a household.
—houseʹwife´ly, adj. —houseʹwife´liness, n.
house·work (housʹwėrk´), n. work to be
done in housekeeping, such as washing,
ironing, cleaning, sweeping, or cooking.
house wrecker, 1 person whose occupation is demolishing houses and other
buildings. 2 Fig. a disruptive person.
hous·ing (houzʹing), n. 1 act of sheltering;
provision of homes. 2 houses. 3 shelter;
covering. 4 frame or plate to hold part of
a machine in place.
hove (hōv), v. pt. and pp. of heave.
hov·el (huvʹәl; hovʹ–), n. 1 house that is
small, mean, and unpleasant to live in. 2
an open shed for sheltering cattle, tools,
etc. [ME]
hov·er (huvʹәr; hovʹ–), v. 1 stay in or near
one place in the air: the two birds hovered over their nest. 2 wait near at hand.
3 be in an uncertain condition; waver:
the sick man hovered between life and
death. —n. 1 act of hovering. 2 state of
hovering. [ME hover(en) < hoven hover]
—hovʹer·er, n. —hovʹer·ing·ly, adv.
hov·er·craft (huvʹәr kraft; hovʹ–; –kräft),
n. vehicle which travels just above the
ground or water on a cushion of air created by a system of fans.
how (hou), adv. 1 in what way: tell her
how to do it. 2 to what degree: how long?
3 in what state or condition: tell me how
Mrs. Jones is. 4 why: how is it you are
late? —n. way or manner of doing: she
considered all the hows and wherefores.
and how, Informal. certainly; very
much.
how about, Informal. would you like
to or would you consider: how about a
movie tonight?

how far, to what point: how far did they
get? [OE hū]
how·dah (houʹdә), n. seat for persons
riding on the back of an elephant.
[< Hind. < Ar. haudaj]
how·e’er (hou ãrʹ), conj., adv. however.
how·ev·er (hou evʹәr), adv. 1 to whatever
degree or amount; no matter how. 2
in whatever way; by whatever means.
—conj. nevertheless; yet.
how·itz·er (houʹit sәr), n. a short cannon
for ﬁring shells in a high curve. [earlier
howitz < Du. < G < Czech houfnice
catapult]
howl (houl), v. 1 give a long, loud, mournful cry. Dogs and wolves howl. 2 give a
long, loud cry of pain, rage, scorn, etc.
3 yell; shout: howl with laughter. 4 force
or drive by howling. —n. 1 a long, loud,
mournful cry. 2 a loud cry of pain, rage,
etc. 3 yell; shout.
howl down, drown out someone’s
speech with loud sounds like howling.
[ME houle(n)]
howl·er (houlʹәr), n. 1 person or thing
that howls. 2 a ridiculous mistake; stupid blunder.
how·so·ev·er (hou´sō evʹәr), adv. 1 to
whatever degree or amount. 2 in whatever way.
how-to (houʹtü), adj. showing how something is done.
hoy·den (hoiʹden), n. a boisterous, romping girl; tomboy. —adj. boisterous;
rude. Also, hoiden. —hoyʹden·ish, adj.
—hoyʹden·ish·ly, adv. —hoyʹden·ishness, n.
Hoyle (hoil), n. 1 book of rules and
instructions for playing card games. 2
according to Hoyle, according to the
rules or customs; fair.
HP, H.P., hp., or h.p., horsepower.
H.Q., h.q., headquarters.
hr., pl. hrs. hour.
H.R., House of Representatives.
H.R.H., His (Her) Royal Highness.
ht., height.
html, Hyper Text Markup Language, used
to format World Wide Web documents.
http, Hyper Text Transfer Protocol, used
to determine how messages are formatted and transmitted on the World Wide
Web.
hua·ra·ches (hә räʹchiz), n. leather sandals that have no heel. [< Mex. Sp.
huaraches]
hub (hub), n. 1 the central part of a wheel.
2 any center of interest, importance,
activity, etc.
hub·bub (hubʹub), n. a noisy tumult;
uproar.
hu·bris (hūʹbris), n. arrogant self-conﬁdence. [< Gk. hýbris]
huck·le·ber·ry (hukʹәl ber´i), n., pl. –ries.
1 a small berry like a blueberry, but
darker. 2 shrub that it grows on.
huck·ster (hukʹstәr), n. 1 peddler. 2 person who sells small articles. 3 mean and
unfair trader. —v. sell; peddle; haggle.
[cf. MDu. hokester. See hawk2.]
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hud·dle (hudʹәl), v., –dled, –dling, n.
—v. 1 crowd, close: the sheep huddled
together in a corner. 2 nestle in a heap:
the cat huddled itself on the cushion. 3
group together behind the line of scrimmage to receive signals. —n. 1 a confused heap, mass, or crowd. 2 a grouping
of players behind the line of scrimmage
to receive signals.
go into a huddle, confer secretly.
Hud·son (hudʹsәn), n. river in E New
York State, ﬂowing into New York Bay.
Hudson Bay, a large bay in C Canada.
hue1 (hū), n. 1 color. 2 that quality
whereby one color (as red) diﬀers from
other colors (as blue, green, etc.). 3 a
particular color: a greenish hue. [OE
hīw] —hued, adj.
hue2 (hū), n. a shouting.
hue and cry, shouts of alarm or protest.
[< F hu < huer shout]
huﬀ (huf), n. ﬁt of anger or peevishness.
—v. 1 make angry; oﬀend. 2 puﬀ; blow.
huﬀ·y (hufʹi), adj., huﬀ·i·er, huﬀ·i·est.
1 oﬀended. 2 easily oﬀended; touchy.
—huﬀʹi·ly, adv. —huﬀʹi·ness, n.
hug (hug), v., hugged, hug·ging, n. —v. 1
put the arms around and hold close, esp.
in aﬀection. 2 cling ﬁrmly or fondly to:
hug an opinion. 3 keep close to: the boat
hugged the shore. —n. a tight clasp with
the arms. [cf. Scand. hugga comfort]
huge (hūj), adj., hug·er, hug·est.
extremely large. [< OF ahuge] —hugeʹly,
adv. —hugeʹness, n.
Hu·gue·not (hūʹgә not), n. a French Protestant of the 16th and 17th centuries.
hu·la (hüʹlә), n., pl. –las, v. –laed, –la·ing.
—n. a native Hawaiian dance. —v. dance
the hula. [< Hawaiian]
hula hoop, large plastic hoop swung
around the body by rotating the hips.
hulk (hulk), n. 1 body of an old or wornout ship. 2 ship used as a prison. 3 a big,
clumsy ship. 4 a big, clumsy person or
thing. [OE hulc, ? < Med.L < Gk. holkas
merchant ship]
hulk·ing (hulʹking), adj. big and clumsy.
hull1 (hul), n. 1 the outer covering of a
seed. 2 calyx of some fruits, such as the
green frill of a strawberry. 3 any outer
covering. —v. remove the hull or hulls
from. [OE hulu] —hullʹer, n.
hull2 (hul), n. body or frame of a ship,
exclusive of masts, sails, or rigging. [?
same word as hull1]
hul·la·ba·loo (hulʹә bә lü´), n. ⫽uproar.
hul·lo (hә lōʹ), interj., n., pl. –los, v.,
–loed, –lo·ing. ⫽hello.
hum (hum), v., hummed, hum·ming,
n., interj. —v. 1 make a continuous
murmuring sound: the sewing machine
hums busily. 2 sing with closed lips, not
sounding words. 3 be busy and active:
make things hum. —n. 1 a continuous
murmuring sound: the hum of the city
street. 2 a singing with closed lips, not
sounding words. —interj. a low sound
like that of the letter m. [imit.] —humʹmer, n.
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hu·man (hūʹmәn), adj. 1 of a person or
people; that a person or people have:
selﬁshness is a human weakness, human
aﬀairs, beyond human power. 2 being
a person or persons; having the form
or qualities of people: children are
human beings, he is more human than
his brother. —n. a human being; person.
[< OF < L humanus] —huʹman·ness, n.
hu·mane (hū mānʹ), adj. kind; merciful;
not cruel or brutal. [var. of human]
—hu·maneʹly, adv. —hu·maneʹness, n.
hu·man·ism (hūʹmәn iz әm), n. 1 study of
the humanities. 2 Sometimes, Humanism, the principles or culture of the
scholars of the Renaissance. —huʹmanist, n. —hu´man·isʹtic, adj.
hu·man·i·tar·i·an (hū man´ә tãrʹi әn),
adj. helpful to humanity; philanthropic.
—n. person who is devoted to the welfare of all human beings. [< humanity;
patterned after unitarian, etc.] —human´i·tarʹi·an·ism, n.
hu·man·i·ty (hū manʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
human beings taken as a group; people:
advances in science help all humanity.
2 fact of being human; human character or quality. 3 fact of being humane;
humane treatment; kindness: treat animals with humanity.
the humanities, a the Latin and Greek
languages and literatures. b languages,
literatures, art, etc. c branches of learning concerned with humans.
hu·man·ize (hūʹmәn īz), v., –ized, –izing. 1 make human; give a human character or quality to. 2 make humane;
cause to be kind or merciful. —hu´mani·zaʹtion, n. —huʹman·iz´er, n.
hu·man·kind (hūʹmәn kīndʹ), n. human
beings; people; human race; mankind.
hu·man·ly (hūʹmәn li), adv. 1 in a human
manner; by human means. 2 according
to the feelings, knowledge, or experience
of people.
human nature, qualities and characteristics shared by human beings.
hu·man·oid (hūʹma noid), adj. of human
form; having human characteristics; like
a human. —n. a humanoid being. Also,
hominoid.
hum·ble (humʹbәl), adj., –bler, –blest, v.,
–bled, –bling. —adj. 1 low in position
or condition: a humble place to live. 2
modest in spirit. 3 courteously respectful: in my humble opinion. —v. make
humble. [< OF < L humilis low < humus
earth] —humʹble·ness, n. —humʹbler,
n. —humʹbly, adv.
hum·ble·bee (humʹbәl bē´), n. ⫽bumblebee. [ME humbalbee, ult. < hum]
humble pie. eat humble pie, be forced
to do something very disagreeable and
humiliating.
hum·bug (humʹbug´), n., v., –bugged,
–bug·ging. —n. 1 a cheat; sham. 2 quality
of falseness, deception, etc. —v. deceive
with a sham; cheat. —humʹbug´ger, n.
hum·ding·er (hum dingʹәr), n. Informal.
someone or something remarkable,
exceptional.

hum·drum (humʹdrum´), adj. without
variety; dull. —n. humdrum routine.
hu·mer·us (hūʹmәr әs), n., pl. –mer·i
(–mәr ī), 1 the long bone in the upper
part of the forelimb or arm, from the
shoulder to the elbow. 2 the upper part
of the forelimb or arm. [< L umerus]
—huʹmer·al, adj.
hu·mid (hūʹmid), adj. moist; characterized by much moisture in the air: a
humid region. [< L umidus < umere
be moist] —huʹmid·ly, adv. —huʹmidness, n.
hu·mid·i·fy (hū midʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fying. make humid, moist, or damp. —humid´i·ﬁ·caʹtion, n. —hu·midʹi·ﬁ´er, n.
hu·mid·i·ty (hū midʹә ti), n. moistness;
amount of moisture in the air.
hu·mi·dor (hūʹmә dôr), n. box, jar, etc.,
for keeping things, esp. tobacco, moist.
hu·mil·i·ate (hū milʹi āt), v., –at·ed,
–at·ing. lower the pride, dignity, or selfrespect of: humiliated by failure. [< L,
< humilis humble] —hu·milʹi·atʹing·ly,
adv. —hu·mil´i·aʹtion, n.
hu·mil·i·ty (hū milʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
humbleness of mind; meekness.
hum·ming·bird (humʹing bėrd´), n. a
very small, brightly colored American
bird with a long, narrow bill and narrow
wings that make a humming sound.
hum·mock (humʹәk), n. a very
small, rounded hill; knoll; hillock.
—humʹmock·y, adj.
hu·mor (hūʹmәr; ūʹ–), n. 1 funny or amusing quality: I see no humor in your tricks.
2 ability to see or show the funny or
amusing side of things. 3 state of mind;
mood; disposition: success puts you in
good humor. 4 fancy; whim. —v. give in
to the fancies or whims of (a person);
indulge: a sick person has to be humored.
[< L umor ﬂuid] —huʹmor·less, adj.
hu·mor·esque (hū´mәr eskʹ), n. a light,
playful, or humorous piece of music.
hu·mor·ist (hūʹmәr ist; ūʹ–), n. a humorous talker; writer of jokes and funny
stories. —hu´mor·isʹtic, adj.
hu·mor·ous (hūʹmәr әs; ūʹ–), adj. full of
humor; funny; amusing. —huʹmor·ously adv. —huʹmor·ous·ness, n.
hump (hump), n. 1 a rounded lump that
sticks out. 2 mound. —v. 1 raise or bend
up into a lump: the cat humped her back
when she saw the dog. 2 U.S. exert (oneself). [cf. Du. homp lump] —humped,
adj. —humpʹless, adj.
hump·back (humpʹbak´), n. 1 ⫽hunchback. 2 a large whale that has a humplike
dorsal ﬁn. —humpʹbacked´, adj.
humph (humf), interj., n. exclamation
expressing doubt, disgust, contempt, etc.
Hump·ty-Dump·ty (humpʹti dumpʹti),
n. anything broken or smashed beyond
repair, as a plan, idea, etc. [the name of
the egg-shaped ﬁgure in the nursery
rhyme]
hump·y (humpʹi), adj., hump·i·er, humpi·est. 1 full of humps. 2 humplike.
hu·mus (hūʹmәs), n. soil made from
decayed leaves and other vegetable

matter, containing valuable plant foods.
[< L, earth]
Hun (hun), n. 1 member of a warlike
Asiatic people who overran E and C
Europe between about a.d. 375 and 453.
2 Fig. a barbarous, destructive person;
vandal.
hunch (hunch), v. 1 hump. 2 draw, bend,
or form into a lump: he sat hunched up
with his chin between his knees. 3 move,
push, or shove by jerks. —n. 1 a hump.
2 a vague feeling or suspicion: a hunch
it would rain.
hunch·back (hunchʹbak´), n. person with
a hump on his or her back; humpback.
—hunchʹbacked´, adj.
hun·dred (hunʹdrәd), n., pl. –dreds or
(as after a numeral) –dred, adj. —n. 1 a
cardinal number, ten times ten. 2 symbol
of this number; 100. —adj. ten times ten;
100. [OE] —hunʹdredth, adj.
hun·dred·fold (hunʹdrәd fōld´), adj., adv.
a hundred times as much or as many.
hun·dred·weight (hunʹdrәd wāt´), n.,
pl. –weights or (as after a numeral)
–weight. measure of weight, equal to
100 pounds in the United States or 112
pounds in England.
hung (hung), v. pt. and pp. of hang.
hung up, Informal. a delayed or stopped.
b in diﬃculty; anxious.
hung up on, Informal. a obsessed with. b
too attached to.
Hung., 1 Hungarian. 2 Hungary.
Hun·gar·i·an (hung gãrʹi әn), adj. of Hungary, its people, or their language. —n. 1
native or inhabitant of Hungary; Magyar. 2 language of Hungary; Magyar.
Hun·ga·ry (hungʹgә ri), n. country in
C Europe, formerly a part of AustriaHungary.
hun·ger (hungʹgәr), n. 1 painful feeling or
weak condition caused by lack of food. 2
desire or need for food. 3 a strong desire:
a hunger for kindness. —v. 1 feel hunger;
be hungry. 2 have a strong desire. [OE
hungor] —hunʹger·ing·ly, adv.
hunger strike, refusal to eat until certain
demands are granted.
hung·o·ver (hungʹoʹvәr), adj. suﬀering
from a hangover; miserable.
hun·gry (hungʹgri), adj., –gri·er, –griest. 1 feeling a desire or need for food. 2
showing hunger: a hungry look. 3 having
a strong desire or craving; eager: hungry
for books. —hunʹgri·ly, adv. —hunʹgriness, n.
hunk (hungk), n. 1 a big lump or piece. 2
Informal. muscular, attractive man.
hunk·er (hungʹkәr), v. crouch on one’s
haunches.
hunker down, wait patiently or
guardedly.
hunt (hunt), v. 1 chase or go after (wild
animals, game birds, etc.) for food or
sport. 2 drive (out, away); pursue. 3 try
to ﬁnd; search carefully: hunt through
drawers. —n. 1 act of hunting. 2 group
of persons hunting together. 3 attempt
to ﬁnd something; thorough look; careful search.
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hunt down, a hunt for until found or
killed. b look or search for until found.
hunt up, look for or ﬁnd by searching:
hunt up old friends. [OE huntian]
hunt·er (hunʹtәr), n. 1 person who hunts.
2 horse or dog for hunting.
hunting horn, horn used in a hunt.
hunt·ress (hunʹtris), n. woman who
hunts.
hunts·man (huntsʹmәn), n., pl. –men.
hunter.
hur·dle (hėrʹdәl), n., v., –dled, –dling.
—n. 1 barrier for people or horses to
jump over in a race. 2 obstacle; diﬃculty. —v. 1 jump over. 2 overcome (an
obstacle, diﬃculty, etc.).
hurdles, race in which the runners jump
over hurdles. [OE hyrdel] —hurʹdler, n.
hur·dy-gur·dy (hėrʹdi gėr´di), n., pl.
–dies. a barrel organ or street piano
played by turning a handle. [? imit.]
hurl (hėrl), v. 1 throw with much force. 2
ﬂing forth (words, cries, etc.) violently; utter
with vehemence. —n. a forcible or violent
throw. [cf. LG hurreln] —hurlʹer, n.
hurl·y-burl·y (hėrʹli bėr´li), n., pl. –burlies, disorder and noise; tumult.
Hu·ron (hyu̇rʹәn), n. 1 Lake, the second
largest of the ﬁve Great Lakes, between
the United States and Canada. 2 member of a tribe of Iroquois Indians. —adj.
of this tribe.
hur·rah (hә räʹ; –rôʹ), hur·ray (hә rāʹ),
interj., n. shout of joy, approval, etc. —v.
shout hurrahs; cheer.
hur·ri·cane (hėrʹi kān), n. 1 a tropical
cyclone; storm with violent wind and,
usually, very heavy rain. 2 a sudden, violent outburst. [< Sp. huracán < Carib]
hur·ried (hėrʹid), adj. 1 forced to hurry.
2 done or made in a hurry; hasty.
—hurʹried·ly, adv. —hurʹried·ness, n.
hur·ry (hėrʹi), v., –ried, –ry·ing, n., pl.
–ries. —v. 1 drive, carry, send, or move
with more than natural speed. 2 urge to
act soon or with great speed. 3 cause to
hasten. —n. 1 a hurried action. 2 eagerness to have or do quickly.
hurry up! move faster; get a move on.
—hurʹry·ing·ly, adv.
hur·ry-scur·ry (hėrʹi skėrʹi), n., pl. –ries,
adj., adv. —n. a hurrying and confusion.
—adj. hurried and confused. —adv. with
hurrying and confusion.
hurt (hėrt), v., hurt, hurt·ing, n. —v. 1
cause pain, harm, or damage. 2 suﬀer
pain. 3 have a bad eﬀect on. —n. 1 pain;
injury; wound. 2 a bad eﬀect; damage; harm. [appar. < OF hurter strike
< Gmc.] —hurtʹer, n. —hurtʹless, adj.
hurt·ful (hėrtʹfәl), adj. causing hurt,
harm, or damage; injurious. —hurtʹfully, adv. —hurtʹful·ness, n.
hur·tle (hėrʹtәl), v., –tled, –tling. 1 dash
or drive violently; rush suddenly; come
with a crash: spears hurtled against
shields. 2 move with a clatter; rush noisily or violently: the train hurtled past.
[? < hurt]
hus·band (huzʹbәnd), n. man who has
a wife; married man. —v. manage

carefully; be saving of: husband one’s
resources. [OE hūsbōnda < hūs house +
bōnda head of family < Scand. bōndi]
—husʹband·less, adj.
hus·band·man (huzʹbәnd mәn), n., pl.
–men. ⫽farmer.
hus·band·ry (huzʹbәnd ri), n. 1 farming. 2 management of one’s aﬀairs or
resources. 3 careful management.
hush (hush), v. 1 stop making a noise;
make or become silent or quiet. 2
soothe; calm. —n. a stopping of noise;
silence; quiet. —interj. stop the noise! be
silent! keep quiet!
hush up a keep from being told; stop
discussion of. b be quiet! [< ME hussht
silent]
hush money, money paid to keep a person from telling something.
hush-pup·py (hushʹpup i), n. small ball of
corn meal, deep-fried.
husk (husk), n. 1 the dry outer covering
of certain seeds or fruits. An ear of corn
has a husk. 2 the dry or worthless outer
covering of anything. —v. remove the
husk from. [ME huske] —huskʹer, n.
husk·y1 (husʹki), adj., husk·i·er, husk·iest, n., pl. husk·ies. —adj. 1 dry in the
throat; hoarse; rough of voice. 2 of, like,
or having husks. 3 big and strong. —n.
a big, strong person. —huskʹi·ly, adv.
—huskʹi·ness, n.
Husk·y, husk·y2 (husʹki), n., pl. Husk·ies,
husk·ies. an Eskimo dog.
Huss (hus), n. John, 1369?–1415, Bohemian religious reformer. —Hussʹite, n.
hus·sar (hu̇ zärʹ), n. a European light-armed
cavalry soldier. [< Hung. < OSerbian
< Ital. corsaro runner. See corsair.]
hus·sy (huzʹi; husʹ–), n., pl. –sies. 1 a
bad-mannered or pert girl. 2 a worthless woman.
hus·tings (husʹtingz), n. pl. or sing. platform from which speeches are made in
a political campaign. [< Scand. hūsthing
council < hūs house + thing assembly]
hus·tle (husʹәl), v., –tled, –tling, n. —v.
1 hurry. 2 force hurriedly or roughly;
jostle rudely. 3 work with tireless energy.
—n. 1 a hurry. 2 a rough pushing; rude
jostling. 3 tireless energy. [< Du. hutselen
shake] —husʹtler, n.
hut (hut), n. a small, roughly built house;
small cabin. [< F < G hütte] —hutʹlike´,
adj.
hutch (huch), n. 1 pen for rabbits, etc.
2 box; chest; bin. 3 cabinet with open
shelves on top for dishes. —v. put in
a hutch; hoard. [< OF < Med.L hutica
chest]
Hu·tu (hüʹtü), n. member of a Bantuspeaking people of Rwanda and
Burundi.
huz·za (hә zäʹ), interj., n., pl. –zas, v.,
–zaed, –za·ing. —interj., n. a loud shout
of joy, encouragement, or applause; hurrah. —v. shout huzzas; cheer.
hy·a·cinth (hīʹә sinth), n. 1 plant of the
lily family that grows from a bulb and
has a spike of small, fragrant, bellshaped ﬂowers. 2 a reddish-orange gem,

a variety of zircon. [< L < Gk. hyakinthos
kind of ﬂower]
hy·a·lu·ron·i·dase (hī´ә lu̇ ronʹә dās), n.
enzyme that aids the circulation of body
ﬂuids.
hy·brid (hīʹbrid), n. 1 oﬀspring of two
animals or plants of diﬀerent species,
varieties, etc. A loganberry is a hybrid
between a raspberry and blackberry.
2 anything of mixed origin. A word
formed of parts from diﬀerent languages
is a hybrid. —adj. 1 bred from two different species, varieties, etc. A mule is a
hybrid animal. 2 of mixed origin. [< L
hybrida, var. of ibrida mongrel, hybrid]
—hyʹbrid·ism, n.
hy·brid·ize (hīʹbrid īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
1 cause to produce hybrids. Botanists
hybridize diﬀerent kinds of plants to
get new varieties. 2 produce hybrids.
—hy´brid·i·zaʹtion, n.
hy·dra (hīʹdrә), n., pl. –dras, –drae (–drē).
1 any persistent evil. 2 kind of freshwater polyp, so called because when the
body is cut into pieces, each piece forms
a new individual. 3 Hydra, Gk. Legend.
a monstrous serpent having nine heads.
[< L < Gk., water serpent]
hy·dran·gea (hī drānʹjә), n. shrub with
opposite leaves and large, showy clusters
of small white, pink, or blue ﬂowers.
[< NL, < Gk. hydor water + angeion vessel, capsule]
hy·drant (hīʹdrәnt), n. an upright street
ﬁxture from which water may be drawn
to ﬁght ﬁres, wash the streets, etc. [< Gk.
hydor water]
hy·drate (hīʹdrāt), n., v., –drat·ed, –drating. —n. compound produced when
certain substances unite with water, represented in formulas as containing molecules of water. Washing soda (NA2CO8·
10H2O) is a hydrate. —v. become or
cause to become a hydrate; combine
with water to form a hydrate. [< Gk.
hydor water] —hy·draʹtion, n. —hyʹdrator, n.
hy·drau·lic (hī drôʹlik), adj. 1 having to
do with water in motion. 2 operated by
water or other liquid: hydraulic brakes.
3 hardening under water: hydraulic
cement. [< L < Gk., ult. < hydor water +
aulos pipe] —hy·drauʹli·cal·ly, adv.
hy·drau·lics (hī drôʹliks), n. science treating of water and other liquids in motion,
their uses in engineering, the laws of
their actions, etc.
hy·dride (hīʹdrīd; –drid), hy·drid (–drid),
n. compound of hydrogen with another
element or radical.
hydro–, hydr–, combining form. 1 of
or having to do with water or other
liquids, as in hydrometer, hydrostatics. 2 combined with hydrogen, as in
hydrochloric, hydrosulfuric. [< Gk.,
< hydor water]
hy·dro·car·bon (hī´drō kärʹbәn), n. any
of a class of compounds containing
only hydrogen and carbon, as methane,
benzene, and acetylene. Gasoline is a
mixture of hydrocarbons.
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hy·dro·ceph·a·lus (hī´drō sefʹә lәs), n.
accumulation of ﬂuid in the skull, esp.
in infancy, often causing enlargement
of the head. [< NL hydrocephalus < Gk.
hýdōr water + kephalé head] —hy´droce·phalʹic, adj.
hy·dro·chlo·ric acid (hī´drә klôʹrik;
–klōʹ–), a a colorless gas, HCl, with a
strong, sharp odor. b an aqueous solution of this.
hy·dro·cor·ti·sone (hī´drō kôrʹtә zōn), n.
an adrenal hormone similar to cortisone, used in treating arthritis.
hy·dro·cy·an·ic acid (hī´drō sī anʹik),
⫽prussic acid.
hy·dro·dy·nam·ics (hī´drō dī namʹiks;
–di–), n. branch of physics dealing with
the forces that water and other liquids
exert, often called hydraulics. —hy´drody·namʹic, adj.
hy·dro·e·lec·tric (hī´drō i lekʹtrik), adj.
of or pertaining to the production of
electricity by water power. —hy´dro·elec´tricʹi·ty, n.
hy·dro·foil (hīʹdrō foil), n. 1 a ﬁn below
the waterline of a boat that raises the
hull out of the water at high speeds,
enabling the boat to go even faster. 2 a
boat with hydrofoils.
hy·dro·gen (hīʹdrә jәn), n. a very light,
colorless gas, H, that burns easily and
weighs less than any other known element. [< F, ult. < Gk. hydor water +
geinasthai produce; form inﬂ. by –genes
born] —hy·drogʹe·nous, adj.
hy·dro·gen·ase (hīʹdrә jә nās), n. enzyme
found in bacteria that can insert or
remove hydrogen from organic compounds.
hydrogen bomb, bomb that uses the
fusion of atoms to cause an explosion
of tremendous force; fusion bomb. Also,
H-bomb.
hydrogen peroxide, a colorless, unstable
liquid, H2O2, often used in dilute solution as an antiseptic, bleaching agent,
etc.
hy·drog·ra·phy (hī drogʹrә ﬁ), n. science
of the measurement and description
of seas, lakes, rivers, etc., with special
reference to their use for navigation and
commerce. —hy·drogʹra·pher, n. hy´dro·graphʹic, adj.
hy·droid (hīʹdroid), n. a very simple form
of hydrozoan that grows into branching
colonies by budding; polyp. —adj. like
a polyp.
hy·drol·y·sis (hī drolʹә sis), n., pl. –ses
(–sēz). decomposition that changes
a compound into other compounds
by taking up the elements of water.
—hy´dro·lytʹic, adj.
hy·dro·lyze (hīʹdrә līz), v., –lyzed, –lyzing. decompose by hydrolysis.
hy·drom·e·ter (hī dromʹә tәr), n. a graduated instrument for ﬁnding the speciﬁc
gravity of liquids.
hy·dro·pho·bi·a (hī´drә fōʹbi ә), n.
1 rabies. 2 a morbid dread of water.
—hy´dro·phoʹbic, adj.

hy·dro·phyte (hīʹdrә fīt), n. any plant that
can grow only in water or very wet soil.
hy·dro·plane (hīʹdrә plān), n., v., –planed,
–plan·ing. —n. 1 fast motorboat that
glides on the surface of water. 2 airplane
provided with ﬂoats or with a boatlike
underpart, enabling it to take oﬀ and
land on water; seaplane. 3 structure on
an airplane that enables it to ﬂoat. 4
horizontal rudder on a submarine that
enables it to surface and submerge. —v.
ride in a hydroplane.
hy·dro·pon·ics (hī´drә ponʹiks), n. the
growing of plants in water containing mineral nutrients. [< hydro– + L
ponere to place] —hy´dro·ponʹic, adj.
hy·dro·pow·er (hīʹdrō pou´әr), n. ⫽hydroelectric power.
hy·dro·sphere (hīʹdrә sﬁr), n. 1 water on
the surface of the globe. 2 water vapor in
the atmosphere.
hy·dro·stat·ics (hī´drә statʹiks), n. branch
of physics that deals with the equilibrium and pressure of liquids. —hy´drostatʹic, hy´dro·statʹi·cal, adj. —hyʹdrostatʹi·cal·ly, adv.
hy·dro·trop·ic (hī´drә tropʹik), adj. bending or turning in response to moisture,
as the roots of a plant grow toward
water. [< hydro– + Gk. trópos a turning]
—hy·dro·troʹpism, n.
hy·drous (hīʹdrәs), adj. 1 containing
water. 2 containing water or its elements
in some kind of union, as in hydrates or
in hydroxides.
hy·drox·ide (hī drokʹsīd; –sid), n. any
compound consisting of an element or
radical combined with one or more
hydroxyl radicals.
hy·drox·yl (hī drokʹsәl), a univalent radical, OH, in all hydroxides.
hy·dro·zo·an (hī´drә zōʹәn), n. any of
a group of invertebrate water animals
including hydras, polyps, many jellyﬁshes, etc. [< NL Hydrozoa, genus name
< Gk. hydor water + zoion animal]
hy·e·na (hī ēʹnә), n. a wolﬂike, ﬂesh-eating mammal of Africa and Asia. [< L
< Gk. hyaina < hys pig]
hy·giene (hīʹjēn; –ji ēn), n. rules of health;
science of keeping well. [< NL (ars)
hygieina the healthful art < GK., ult.
< hygies healthy] —hyʹgien·ist, n.
hy·gi·en·ic (hīʹji enʹik; –jēʹnik), adj. 1
healthful; sanitary. 2 having to do with
health or hygiene. —hy´gi·enʹi·cal·ly,
adv.
hy·grom·e·ter (hī gromʹә tәr), n. instrument for determining the amount of
moisture in the air. [< Gk. hygron moisture (neut. of hygros wet) + –meter]
hy·grom·e·try (hī gromʹә tri), n. science
of determining the amount of moisture
in the air.
hy·ing (hīʹing), v. ppr. of hie.
hy·la (hīʹlә), n. a tree toad. [< NL < Gk.
hyle woods]
hy·men (hīʹmәn), n. a fold of mucous
membrane extending partly across the
opening into the vagina. [< LL < Gk.]

hy·me·ne·al (hī´mә nēʹәl), adj. having to
do with marriage. —n. a wedding song.
hy·me·nop·ter·ous (hī´mә nopʹtәr әs),
adj. belonging to a group of insects
including ants, bees, and wasps. [< Gk.,
< hymen membrane + pteron wing]
—hy´me·nopʹter·an, n.
hymn (him), n. 1 song in praise of God.
2 any similar song of praise. [< L < Gk.,
hymnos] —hymnʹlike´, adj.
hym·nal (himʹnәl), n. Also, hymnʹbook´.
book of hymns. —adj. of hymns.
hym·nol·o·gy (him nolʹә ji), n. 1 study of
hymns, their history, classiﬁcation, etc. 2
hymns. —hym´no·logʹi·cal, adj. —hymnolʹo·gist, n.
hy·oid (hīʹoid), n. the U-shaped bone
at the root of the tongue. [< NL < Gk.
hyoeides U-shaped < Υ (upsilon) + eidos
form]
hype (hīp), v., hyped, hyp·ing. Often,
hype up. promote; publicize; generate
interest in. —n. 1 publicity; promotion. 2
exaggeration; trickery: media hype.
hy·per (hīʹpәr), adj. too excited or enthusiastic; nervous; jumpy.
hyper–, preﬁx. over; above; beyond; exceedingly; to excess, as in hyperactive, hypersensitive, hypertension. [< Gk. hyper]
hy·per·ac·tive (hī´pәr akʹtiv), adj. overly
active: hyperactive imagination.
hy·per·bo·la (hī pėrʹbә lә), n., pl. –las.
a curve formed when a cone is cut by
a plane making a larger angle with the
base than the side of the cone makes.
[< NL < Gk. hyperbole, ult. < hyper– beyond
+ ballein throw]
hy·per·bo·le (hī pėrʹbә lē), n. exaggeration for eﬀect. [< L < Gk. See hyperbola.]
hy·per·bol·ic (hī´pәr bolʹik), adj. 1 of,
like, or using hyperbole; exaggerated;
exaggerating. 2 of hyperbolas. —hy´perbolʹi·cal·ly, adv.
hy·per·crit·i·cal (hī´pәr kritʹә kәl), adj.
too critical. —hy´per·critʹi·cal·ly, adv.
hy·per·gly·ce·mi·a (hī´pәr gli sēʹmē ә), n.
abnormally high sugar content in the
blood, as in diabetes. —hy´per·gly·ceʹmic, adj.
hy·per·on (hīʹpәr on), n. a very shortlived, unstable particle with a mass
between that of the neutron and the
deuteron.
hy·per·par·a·site (hī´pәr parʹә sīt), n. a
parasitic organism that lives oﬀ another
parasite. —hy´per·parʹa·sit·ic, adj.
—hy´per·parʹa·sit·ism, n.
hy·per·sen·si·tive (hī´pәr senʹsә tiv), adj.
excessively sensitive. —hy´per·senʹsitive·ness, hy´per·sen´si·tivʹi·ty, n.
hy·per·ten·sion (hī´pәr tenʹshәn), n. an
abnormally high blood pressure.
hy·per·ten·sive (hī´pәr tenʹsiv), —adj.
having or marked by rising, or unusually
high, blood pressure. —n. a hypertensive
person.
hy·per·text (hīʹpәr tekst´), n. system for
storage of computer data that is linked
by subject or content, as for a browser.

Hz
hy·per·tro·phy (hī pėrʹtrә ﬁ), n., pl. –phies,
v., –phied, –phy·ing. —n. enlargement
of a part or organ. —v. grow too big.
[< NL, < Gk. hyper– over + trophe
nourishment] —hy´per·trophʹic, adj.
hy·per·ven·ti·late (hī´pәr venʹtә lāt), –lated, –lat·ing. breathe too quickly or too
deeply. —hy´per·ven´ti·laʹtion, n.
hy·phen (hīʹfәn), n. mark (-) used to connect the parts of a compound word, or
the parts of a word divided at the end of
a line, etc. —v. hyphenate. [< LL < Gk., in
one, hyphen, < upo– under + hen one].
hy·phen·ate (hīʹfәn āt), v., –at·ed, –at·ing.
connect by a hyphen; write or print with
a hyphen. —hy´phen·aʹtion, n.
hyp·no·sis (hip nōʹsis), n., pl. –ses (–sēz).
state resembling deep sleep, but more
active, in which a person has little will of
his or her own and little feeling, and acts
according to the suggestions of the person who brought about the hypnosis.
hyp·no·ther·a·py (hip´nә therʹә pi), n. 1
treatment of some mental disorders by
hypnosis. 2 hypnosis used in place of
anesthetics.
hyp·not·ic (hip notʹik), adj. 1 of hypnosis.
2 easily hypnotized. 3 causing sleep. —n.
1 person who is hypnotized or easily
hypnotized. 2 drug or other means of
causing sleep. [< LL < Gk. hypnotikos
putting to sleep < hypnoein put to sleep
< hypnos sleep] —hyp·notʹi·cal·ly, adv.
hyp·no·tism (hipʹnә tiz әm), n. 1 the
inducing of hypnosis. 2 science dealing
with hypnosis. —hypʹno·tist, n.
hyp·no·tize (hipʹnә tīz), v., –tized, –tizing. 1 put into a hypnotic state; cause
hypnosis. 2 Fig. dominate by suggestion;
control, as if by a spell. —hypʹno·tiz´able, adj. —hyp´no·ti·zaʹtion, n.
—hypʹno·tiz´er, n.
hypo–, preﬁx. under; beneath; below; less
than; slightly; somewhat, as in hypodermic. [< Gk., < hypo]

hy·po·chon·dri·a (hī´pә konʹdri ә), n.
unnatural anxiety about one’s health;
imaginary illness. [< LL, abdomen,
< Gk., hypo– under + chondros cartilage
(of the breastbone); from the supposed
seat of melancholy]
hy·po·chon·dri·ac (hī´pә konʹdri ak), n.
person suﬀering from hypochondria.
—adj. suﬀering from hypochondria.
hy·po·cot·yl (hī´pә kotʹәl), n. part of the
stem below the cotyledons in the embryo
of a plant. —hy´po·cotʹy·lous, adj.
hy·poc·ri·sy (hi pokʹrә si), n., pl. –sies. 1
act or fact of putting on a false appearance of goodness. 2 pretending to be
what one is not. [< OF < LL < Gk.
hypokrisis acting, dissimulation, ult.
< hypo– under + krinein judge]
hyp·o·crite (hipʹә krit), n. 1 person who
puts on a false appearance of goodness.
2 person who pretends to be what one
is not. [< OF < L < Gk. hypokrites actor.
See hypocrisy.] —hyp´o·critʹi·cal, adj.
—hyp´o·critʹi·cal·ly, adv.
hy·po·der·mic (hī´pә dėrʹmik), adj. 1
under the skin. 2 injected under the
skin: a hypodermic needle. —n. 1 dose
of medicine injected under the skin. 2
syringe used to inject a dose of medicine
under the skin. [< NL, < Gk. hypo–
under + derma skin] —hy´po·derʹmical·ly, adv.
hy·po·der·mis (hī´pә dėrʹmis, hip´ә–), n. 1
layer of tissue that secretes integuement
and lies under the shell or outer covering
of some insects, crustaceans, and worms.
hy·po·gly·ce·mi·a (hī´pō glī sēʹmē ә), n.
abnormally low sugar content in the
blood. —hy´po·gly·ceʹmic, adj.
hy·po·ten·sion (hī´pō tenʹshәn), n. an
abnormally low blood pressure.
hy·pot·e·nuse (hī potʹә nüs; –nūs), n. side
of a right-angled triangle opposite the
right angle. [< LL < Gk. hypoteinousa subtending < hypo– under + teinein stretch]
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hy·po·thal·a·mus (hī´pә thalʹә mәs; hip´ә–),
n. part of the brain under the thalamus,
which controls temperature, hunger,
thirst, and the pituitary gland. —hy´potha·lamʹic, adj.
hy·poth·e·sis (hī pothʹә sis), n., pl. –ses
(–sēz). 1 something assumed because
it seems likely to be a true explanation;
theory. 2 proposition assumed as a basis
for reasoning. 3 a mere guess. [< NL
< Gk., < hypo– under + thesis a placing]
hy·poth·e·size (hī pothʹә sīz), v., –sized,
–siz·ing. 1 make a hypothesis. 2 assume;
suppose.
hy·po·thet·i·cal (hī´pә thetʹә kәl), hy·pothet·ic (–ik), adj. 1 of or based on
a hypothesis; assumed; supposed. 2 in
logic, conditional: a hypothetical proposition. —hy´po·thetʹi·cal·ly, adv.
hys·sop (hisʹәp), n. a fragrant, bushy plant
of the same family as mint, used for
medicine, ﬂavoring, etc. [< L < Gk. hyssopos < Semitic]
hys·ter·ec·to·my (his´tәr ekʹtә mi), n., pl.
–mies. removal of the uterus or a portion of it. [< Gk. hystera uterus + ex– out
+ tomos cutting]
hys·te·ri·a (his tirʹi ә; –terʹ–), n. 1 a nervous disorder that causes violent ﬁts
of laughing and crying, imaginary illnesses, or general lack of self-control. 2
senseless excitement. [< NL, < Gk. hystera uterus; because women are thought
to be more often aﬀected than men]
hys·ter·ic (his terʹik), adj. hysterical. —n.
Usually, hysterics, ﬁt of hysterical laughing and crying.
hys·ter·i·cal (his terʹә kәl), adj. 1 unnaturally excited; showing an unnatural lack
of control; unable to stop laughing, crying, etc. 2 suﬀering from hysteria. 3 of,
characteristic of, or pertaining to hysteria. —hys·terʹi·cal·ly, adv.
Hz, hertz.
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I, i

I, i (ī), n., pl. I’s; i’s. 1 the
ninth letter of the alphabet. 2 the Roman numeral
for 1.
I (ī), pron., nom. I, poss.
my or mine, obj. me; pl.
nom. we, poss. ours or our, obj. us; n.,
pl. I’s. —pron. the nominative case singular of the pronoun of the ﬁrst person,
used by a speaker or writer to denote
himself. —n. the pronoun I used as a
noun. [OE ic]
I, iodine.
I., 1 Island; Islands. 2 Isle; Isles. 3 Israel;
Israeli.
i., interest.
IA, (zip code) Iowa.
Ia., Iowa.
IAEA, International Atomic Energy
Agency (implementing international
cooperation on nuclear issues).
–ial, suﬃx. form of –al, as in adverbial,
facial, etc.
i·am·bic (ī amʹbik), n. measure in poetry
consisting of two syllables, an unaccented followed by an accented. —adj.
of or containing such measures. Much
English poetry is iambic. [< L < Gk.
iambos + E –ic]
–ian, suﬃx. form of –an, as in Bostonian,
Episcopalian, etc.
I-beam (īʹbēm´), n. metal beam shaped
in cross section like the capital letter I.
I·be·ri·a (ī birʹi ә), n. peninsula in SW
Europe, occupied by Spain and Portugal.
—I·beʹri·an, adj., n.
i·bex (īʹbeks), n., pl. i·bex·es, ib·i·ces
(ibʹә sēz; īʹbә–), or (esp. collectively) ibex. a wild goat of Europe, Asia, or
Africa, the male of which has very large
horns. [< L]
ibid., ib., ibidem.
i·bi·dem (i bīʹdem), adv. Latin. in the
same place; in the same book, chapter,
page, etc.
i·bis (īʹbis), n., pl. i·bis·es or (esp. collectively) i·bis. a long-legged wading bird
like a heron, regarded by ancient Egyptians as sacred. [< L < Gk. < Egyptian]
–ible, suﬃx. that can be ——ed, as in
impressible, perfectible, reducible. [< OF
< L –ibilis]
ibn–, combining form. Arabic. son; son of:
Abdul ibn-Saud.
I·bo (ēʹbō), n., pl. –bo or –bos. 1 member
of a people of W Africa, forming a large
part of the population of Nigeria. 2 their
language. Also, Igbo.
–ic, suﬃx. 1 of or pertaining to, as in
atmospheric, Icelandic. 2 having the
nature of, as in artistic, heroic. 3 constituting or being, as in bombastic, monolithic. 4 characterized by; containing;
made up of, as in alcoholic, iambic. 5
made by; caused by, as in phonographic.
6 like; like that of; characteristic of, as
in meteoric, sophomoric. 7 –ic implies a
smaller proportion of the element than
–ous implies, as in sulfuric. [< F –ique or
L –icus or Gk. –ikos]

I

–ical, suﬃx. 1 –ic, as in geometrical, parasitical, hysterical. 2 –ic specialized or differentiated in meaning, as in economical.
3 –ical sometimes equals –al added
to nouns ending in –ic, as in critical,
musical.
Ic·a·rus (ikʹә rәs; īʹkә-), n. Gk. Legend. the
son of Daedalus, Icarus and his father
escaped from Crete by using wings that
Daedalus had made. Icarus ﬂew so high
that the sun melted the wax by which his
wings were attached. —I·carʹi·an, adj.
ICBM, Intercontinental Ballistic Missile.
I.C.C., ICC, Interstate Commerce Commission.
ice (īs), n., v., iced, ic·ing, adj. —n. 1
water made solid by cold; frozen water. 2
layer or surface of ice. 3 something that
looks or feels like ice. 4 a frozen dessert
usually made of sweetened fruit juice. 5
icing. —v. 1 cool with ice; put ice in or
around. 2 cover with ice. 3 turn to ice;
freeze. 4 cover (cake) with icing. —adj.
of ice; having to do with ice.
break the ice, a make a beginning. b
overcome ﬁrst diﬃculties in talking or
getting acquainted.
ice up, ﬁll up or cover with ice. on ice,
not being considered; inactive; out of
sight.
on thin ice, in a dangerous or difﬁcult position. [OE īs] —iceʹless, adj.
—iceʹlike´, adj.
ice age, 1 the glacial epoch. 2 Usually, Ice
Age. ⫽Pleistocene.
ice bag, waterproof bag for holding ice,
used as a compress to relieve swelling,
etc.
ice·berg (īsʹbėrg´), n. a large mass of ice
ﬂoating in the sea.
tip of the iceberg, small or insigniﬁcant
part of something much larger, more
serious, etc. [< Dan. isbjerg, or Swed.
isberg, or Du. ijsberg, lit., ice mountain]
iceberg lettuce, round-headed lettuce
with crisp leaves.
ice·boat (īsʹbōt´), n. 1 a triangular frame
on runners, ﬁtted with sails for sailing
on ice. 2 ⫽icebreaker (def. 1).
ice·bound (īsʹbound´), adj. 1 held fast by
ice. 2 shut in or obstructed by ice.
ice·box (īsʹboks´), n. 1 ⫽refrigerator. 2
an insulated box in which to keep food,
liquids, etc., cool with ice, etc.
ice·break·er (īsʹbrāk´әr), n. 1 a strong
boat used to break a channel through
ice. 2 Fig. anything that serves to encourage or enliven conversation.
ice·cap (īsʹkap´), n. a permanent covering
of ice over an area, sloping down on all
sides from an elevated center.
ice-cold (īsʹkōldʹ), adj. 1 cold as ice. 2 Fig.
unfeeling.
ice cream, a frozen dessert made of cream
or custard sweetened and ﬂavored.
ice cube, small cube-shaped piece of ice,
put in a drink to make or keep it cool.
iced (īst), adj. 1 cooled with ice; with ice
in or around it. 2 covered with ice: iced
highways. 3 covered with icing.

ice ﬁeld, a large sheet of ice ﬂoating in the
sea or covering an area of land.
ice ﬂoe, large sheet of ice ﬂoating in
the sea.
Ice·land (īsʹlәnd), n. a large island republic in the N Atlantic. —Iceʹland´er, n.
Ice·lan·dic (īs lanʹdik), adj. of or having
to do with Iceland, its people, or their
language. —n. the language of Iceland.
ice·man (īsʹman´), n., pl. –men (–men´).
man who sells or handles ice.
ice pack, 1 large area of masses of ice
ﬂoating in the sea. 2 bag containing ice
for application to the body.
ice sheet, a broad, thick sheet of ice covering a very large area for a long time.
ice-skate (īsʹskāt´), v., –skat·ed, –skating. skate on ice. —iceʹ-skat´er, n.
ice skates, a pair of metal runners, usually attached to high shoes, for skating.
ich·neu·mon (ik nüʹmәn; –nūʹ–), n. 1
a small brown, weasellike animal of
Egypt. 2 ⫽ichneumon ﬂy. [< L < Gk.,
lit., searcher (supposedly for crocodile’s
eggs), ult. < ichnos track]
ichneumon ﬂy, insect that looks like a
wasp but does not sting. Its larvae live as
parasites in or on other insects, usually
killing them.
ich·thy·ol·o·gy (ik´thi olʹә ji), n. branch
of zoology dealing with ﬁshes. [< Gk.
ichthys ﬁsh + –logy] —ich´thy·o·logʹic,
ich´thy·o·logʹi·cal, adj. —ich´thy·olʹogist, n.
ich·thy·or·nis (ik´thē ôrʹnis), n., pl. –orni·thes (–ôr´nә thēz). any member of an
extinct genus of birds having vertebrae
resembling those of ﬁsh. [< NL ichythyornis genus name < Gk. ichthys ﬁsh +
órnīs bird]
ich·thy·o·saur (ikʹthi ә sôr´), ich·thy·osau·rus (ik´thi ә sôrʹәs), n., pl. –saurs,
–sau·ri (–sôʹrī). an extinct ﬁshlike marine
reptile with four paddlelike ﬂippers.
[< NL, < Gk. ichthys ﬁsh + sauros lizard]
i·ci·cle (īʹsi kәl), n. 1 a pointed, hanging
stick of ice formed by the freezing of
dripping water. 2 anything like an icicle,
as glittery tinsel, etc. [ME isykle < OE īs
ice + gicel icicle] —iʹci·cled, adj.
ic·ing (īsʹing), n. mixture of sugar with
butter, egg white, etc., used to cover
cakes.
i·con (īʹkon), n., pl. i·cons, i·co·nes
(īʹkә nēz). 1 in the Eastern Church, a
sacred picture or image of Christ, an
angel, a saint, etc. 2 picture; image. [< L
< Gk. eikon]
i·con·ic (ī konʹik), adj. 1 of or having to
do with an icon. 2 representative of;
quintessential. 3 following or based on a
conventional style of art.
i·con·o·clasm (ī konʹә klaz әm), n. 1 ridicule or attack on revered institutions or
beliefs viewed as based on superstition
or error. 2 practice of destroying icons.
i·con·o·clast (ī konʹә klast), n. 1 person
opposed to worshiping images. 2 person who attacks cherished beliefs or
institutions as wrong or foolish. [< Med.L

igneous
< Med.Gk. eikonoklastes < Gk. eikon
image + klaein to break] —i·con´o·clasʹtic, adj. —i·con´o·clasʹti·cal·ly, adv.
–ics, suﬃx. 1 facts, principles, science, as
in physics. 2 methods, system, activities,
as in athletics, politics, tactics.
i·cy (īʹsi), adj., i·ci·er, i·ci·est. 1 like ice;
very cold; slippery. 2 having much ice;
covered with ice. 3 of ice. 4 Fig. without warm feeling; cold and unfriendly.
—iʹci·ly, adv. —iʹci·ness, n.
id (id), n. the preformed, primitive psychic force in the unconscious, which is
the source of instinctive energy essential
for propagation and self-preservation.
[< G use of L id it]
I’d (īd), 1 I should. 2 I would. 3 I had.
ID, (zip code) Idaho.
I.D. (īʹdē), n. 1 identity. 2 Also, ID. identiﬁcation. —v. identify (someone).
ID card, ⫽identity card.
id., idem.
Ida., Id., Idaho.
I·da·ho (īʹdә hō), n. a W state of the
United States. —Iʹda·ho´an, adj., n.
–ide, –id, suﬃx. compound of, as in chloride, sulﬁde. [< oxide]
i·de·a (ī dēʹә), n. 1 plan, picture, or belief
of the mind. 2 thought; fancy; opinion.
i·de·al (ī dēʹәl; ī dēlʹ), n. perfect type;
model to be imitated; what one would
wish to be: religion holds up high ideals for us to follow. —adj. 1 just as one
would wish; perfect: an ideal day for
a picnic. 2 existing only in thought. A
point without length, breadth, or thickness is an ideal object. 3 not practical;
visionary.
i·de·al·ism (ī dēʹәl iz әm), n. 1 an acting
according to one’s ideals of what ought
to be, regardless of circumstances or of
the approval or disapproval of others.
2 the cherishing of ﬁne ideals. 3 representing imagined types rather than an
exact copy of any person, instance, or
situation. 4 belief that all knowledge
is of ideas and that it is impossible to
know whether there really is a world
of objects.
i·de·al·ist (ī dēʹәl ist), n. 1 person who acts
according to his or her ideals; person who
has ﬁne ideals. 2 person who neglects
practical matters in following ideals.
i·de·al·is·tic (ī dē´әl isʹtik), adj. 1 having high ideals and acting according to
them. 2 forgetting or neglecting practical matters in trying to follow out one’s
ideals; not practical. 3 of idealism or
idealists. —i·de´al·isʹti·cal·ly, adv.
i·de·al·ize (ī dēʹәl īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
make ideal; think of or represent as perfect rather than as is actually the case:
Many voters idealize their candidate. —ide´al·i·zaʹtion, n. —i·deʹal·iz´er, n.
i·de·al·ly (ī dēʹәl i), adv. 1 according to an
ideal; perfectly. 2 in idea or theory.
i·dée ﬁxe (ē dāʹfēksʹ), pl. i·dées ﬁxes
(ē dāʹfēks). French. ﬁxed idea.
i·dem (īʹdem; idʹem), pron., adj. Latin. the
same as previously given or mentioned.

i·den·ti·cal (ī denʹtә kәl), adj. 1 the same:
both events happened on the identical
day. 2 exactly alike: identical houses.
[< Med.L identicus < L idem same] —idenʹti·cal·ly, adv. —i·denʹti·cal·ness, n.
identical twin, one of twins, of the same
sex, developing from a single fertilized
ovum.
i·den·ti·ﬁ·ca·tion (ī den´tә fә kāʹshәn), n.
1 an identifying or being identiﬁed. 2
something used to identify a person
or thing.
i·den·ti·fy (ī denʹtә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing.
1 recognize as being, or show to be,
a certain person or thing; prove to be
the same: identify handwriting. 2 make
the same; treat as the same. 3 connect
closely; link; associate (with): identify
with the aims of the UN. —i·denʹti·ﬁ´able, adj. —i·denʹti·ﬁ´er, n.
i·den·ti·ty (ī denʹtә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 individuality; who a person is; what a thing
is: the writer concealed his identity under
an assumed name. 2 exact likeness;
sameness: the identity of the two crimes.
identity card, card issued to a person to
prove his or her identity; ID card.
id·e·o·graph (idʹi ә graf´; –gräf´; īʹdi–),
id·e·o·gram (–gram´), n. a graphic symbol that represents a thing or an idea
without indicating a word for the thing
or the idea, as Egyptian hieroglyphics
and Chinese characters. [< Gk. idea
idea + –graph] —id´e·o·graphʹic, id´eo·graphʹi·cal, adj. —id´e·o·graphʹi·cally, adv.
i·de·o·logue (ī dēʹә lôg; –log), n. person
occupied by ideas; visionary; idealologist.
i·de·ol·o·gy (ī´di olʹә ji; id´i–), n., pl. –gies.
1 set of doctrines; body of opinions. 2
fundamental doctrines and point of view.
3 the combined doctrines, assertions,
and intentions of a social or political
movement. —i´de·o·logʹic, i´de·ologʹi·cal, adj. —i´de·o·logʹi·cal·ly, adv.
—i´de·olʹo·gist, n.
ides (īdz), n.pl. in the ancient Roman calendar, the 15th day of March, May, July,
and October, and the 13th day of the
other months. [< F < L idus < Etruscan]
id·i·o·cy (idʹi ә si), n., pl. –cies. 1 being an
idiot. 2 very great stupidity or folly.
id·i·o·lect (id´i ә lekt), n. the way a person
speaks his or her native language; individual speech.
id·i·om (idʹi әm), n. 1 phrase or expression whose meaning cannot be understood from the ordinary meanings of
the words in it. “How do you do?” and
“I have caught cold” are English idioms.
2 dialect. 3 a people’s way of expressing
themselves. [< LL < Gk. idioma, ult.
< idios one’s own]
id·i·o·mat·ic (id´i ә matʹik), id·i·o·mati·cal (–ә kәl), adj. 1 using an idiom or
idioms. 2 of or concerning idioms. 3
characteristic of a particular language.
—id´i·o·matʹi·cal·ly, adv.
id·i·o·syn·cra·sy (id´i ō singʹkrә si; –sinʹ–),
n., pl. –sies. personal peculiarity. [< Gk.,
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< idios one’s own + synkrasis temperament < syn together + kerannymi mix]
—id´i·o·syn·cratʹic, adj.
id·i·ot (idʹi әt), n. 1 person born with such
slight mental capacities that he or she can
never learn to read or count. 2 a very stupid or foolish person. [< L < Gk. idiotes,
orig., private person < idios one’s own]
id·i·ot·ic (id´i otʹik), adj. of or like an
idiot; very stupid or foolish. —id´i·otʹical·ly, adv.
id·i·ot sa·vant (idʹi әt sә väntʹ), pl. idiot
savants or idiots savants. person who is
mentally retarded but displays a remarkable skill, esp. feats of memory. [< F idiot
savant, lit. scholarly idiot]
i·dle (īʹdәl), adj., i·dler, i·dlest, v., i·dled,
i·dling. —adj. 1 doing nothing; not
busy; not working: idle hands, money
lying idle. 2 not willing to do things;
lazy. 3 useless; worthless: idle pleasures.
4 without any good reason, cause, or
foundation: idle fears. —v. 1 be idle;
do nothing. 2 waste (time); spend. 3
run slowly without transmitting power.
[OE īdel] —iʹdle·ness, n. —iʹdler, n.
—iʹdly, adv.
i·dol (īʹdәl), n. 1 image or other object
worshiped as a god. 2 object of extreme
devotion. [< OF < L < Gk. eidolon image
< eidos form]
i·dol·a·ter (ī dolʹә tәr), n. 1 person who
worships idols. 2 admirer; adorer; devotee.
i·dol·a·trous (ī dolʹә trәs), adj. 1 worshiping idols. 2 having to do with idolatry. 3
blindly adoring. —i·dolʹa·trous·ly, adv.
—i·dolʹa·trous·ness, n.
i·dol·a·try (ī dolʹә tri), n., pl. –tries. 1
worship of idols. 2 worship of a person
or thing; extreme devotion. [< OF < L
< Gk. < eidolon image + latreia service]
i·dol·ize (īʹdәl īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing. 1
worship as an idol. 2 love or admire very
much; be extremely devoted to. —i´doli·zaʹtion, n.
i·dyl, i·dyll (īʹdәl), n. 1 a short description in poetry or prose of a simple
and charming scene or event, esp. one
connected with country life. 2 scene or
event suitable for such a description. [<
L < Gk. eidyllion, dim. of eidos form]
i·dyl·lic (ī dilʹik), adj. suitable for an idyl;
simple and charming. —idylʹli·cal·ly,
adv.
i.e., that is; that is to say. [Latin id est]
if (if), conj. 1 supposing that; on condition that; in case that: if you are going,
leave now. 2 whether: I wonder if he will
go. 3 although; even though: if he is little,
he is strong. —n. condition; supposition.
as if, as it would be if. [OE gif]
if·fy (ifʹi), adj., –ﬁ·er, –ﬁ·est. 1 full of ifs.
2 doubtful.
ig·loo (igʹlü), n., pl. –loos. 1 a domeshaped hut used by Eskimos, often built
of blocks of hard snow. 2 a structure
shaped like an igloo. [< Eskimo, house]
ig·ne·ous (igʹni әs), adj. 1 of ﬁre; pertaining to ﬁre. 2 produced by ﬁre, intense
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ignite

heat, or volcanic action. [< L, < ignis
ﬁre]
ig·nite (ig nītʹ), v., –nit·ed, –nit·ing. 1 set
on ﬁre. 2 make intensely hot; cause to
glow with heat. 3 take ﬁre; begin to burn.
[< L, < ignis ﬁre] —ig·nitʹa·ble, ig·nitʹible, adj. —ig·nit´a·bilʹi·ty, ig·nit´i·bilʹity, n. —ig·nitʹer, ig·niʹtor, n.
ig·ni·tion (ig nishʹәn), n. 1 a setting on
ﬁre. 2 a catching on ﬁre. 3 apparatus for
igniting the explosive vapor in the cylinders of an internal-combustion engine.
4 any chemical or mechanical device
used to ignite rocket or jet fuel.
ig·no·ble (ig nōʹbәl), adj. 1 mean; base;
without honor. 2 of low birth. [< L,
< in– not + Old L gnobilis noble] —ig´nobilʹi·ty, ig·noʹble·ness, n. —ig·noʹbly,
adv.
ig·no·min·i·ous (ig´nә minʹi әs), adj. 1
shameful; disgraceful; humiliating. 2
contemptible. —ig´no·minʹi·ous·ly, adv.
—ig´no·minʹi·ous·ness, n.
ig·no·min·y (igʹnә min´i), n., pl. –minies. 1 loss of one’s good name; public
shame and disgrace; dishonor. 2 shameful action or conduct. [< L ignominia
< in- not + nomen name]
ig·no·ra·mus (ig´nә rāʹmәs; –ramʹәs), n.,
pl. –mus·es. an ignorant person. [< L, we
do not know]
ig·no·rance (igʹnә rәns), n. lack of knowledge; quality or condition of being ignorant.
ig·no·rant (igʹnә rәnt), adj. 1 knowing
little or nothing; without knowledge.
2 uninformed; unaware: ignorant of
the facts. 3 showing lack of knowledge:
an ignorant remark. [< L ignorans not
knowing] —igʹno·rant·ly, adv.
ig·nore (ig nörʹ; –norʹ), v., –nored, –noring. pay no attention to; disregard. [< L
ignorare not know] —ig·norʹer, n.
i·gua·na (i gwäʹnә), n. a large climbing
lizard found in tropical America. [< Sp.
< Carib] —i·guaʹni·an adj., n.
IHS, ﬁrst three letters of the name of
Jesus in Greek.
i·kon (īʹkon), n. icon.
Il, illinium.
IL, (zip code) Illinois.
il·e·i·tis (il´i īʹtis), n. inﬂammation of the
ileum, due to infection, a tumor, or other
cause and involving partial or complete
blocking of the passage of food through
the small intestine.
il·e·um (ilʹi әm), n. the lowest part of the
small intestine. [< LL, var. of ilium, sing.
to L ilia loins, entrails] —ilʹe·ac, adj.
i·lex (īʹleks), n. 1 ⫽holm oak. 2 ⫽holly.
[< L]
il·i·ac (ilʹi ak), adj. of or having to do with
the ilium; near the ilium.
Il·i·ad (ilʹi әd), n. a long Greek epic poem
about the siege of Ilium, or Troy, supposedly written by Homer. —Il´i·adʹic,
adj.
il·i·um (ilʹi әm), n., pl. il·i·a (ilʹi ә), the
broad upper portion of the hipbone.
[< NL < LL, sing. to L ilia ﬂank, groin]

Il·i·um (ilʹi әm), n. ancient Troy.
ilk (ilk), n. 1 kind; sort.
of that ilk, of that kind or sort. [OE īlca
same]
ill (il), adj., worse, worst, n., adv. —adj.
1 having some disease; not well; sick.
2 bad; evil; harmful; an ill deed, an ill
wind. —n. 1 sickness; disease. 2 an evil;
a harm; a trouble. —adv. 1 badly; harmfully. 2 in an unkind manner; harshly;
cruelly. 3 with trouble or diﬃculty;
scarcely.
ill at ease, uncomfortable. [< Scand.
illr]
I’ll (īl), 1 I shall, 2 I will.
Ill., Illinois.
ill., illustrated; illustration.
ill-advised (ilʹәd vīzdʹ), adj. acting or
done without enough consideration;
unwise. —ill´-ad·visʹed·ly, adv.
ill-bred (ilʹbredʹ), adj. badly brought up;
rude.
ill breeding, bad manners; rudeness.
ill-con·sid·ered (ilʹkәn sidʹәrd), adj. unwise.
ill-dis·posed (ilʹdis pōzdʹ), adj. unfriendly.
il·le·gal (i lēʹәl), adj. not lawful; against
the law; forbidden by law. —il·leʹgal·ly,
adv. —il·leʹgal·ness, n.
il·le·gal·i·ty (il´ē galʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
unlawfulness. 2 an illegal act.
il·leg·i·ble (i lejʹә bәl), adj. very hard or
impossible to read. —il·leg´i·bilʹi·ty, illegʹi·ble·ness, n. —il·legʹi·bly, adv.
il·le·git·i·mate (il´ә jitʹә mit), adj. 1 born
of parents who are not married to each
other. 2 not according to the law or
the rules. —il´le·gitʹi·ma·cy, il´le·gitʹimate·ness, n. —il´le·gitʹi·mate·ly, adv.
ill-fat·ed (ilʹfātʹid), adj. 1 sure to have a
bad fate or end. 2 unlucky.
ill-fa·vored, (ilʹ-fāʹvәrd), adj. 1 ugly. 2
oﬀensive. —illʹ-faʹvored·ely, adv. —illʹfaʹvored·ness, n.
ill feeling, mistrust, animosity.
ill-found·ed (ilʹfounʹdid), adj. without a
good reason or sound basis.
ill-got·ten (ilʹgotʹәn), adj. acquired by evil
or unfair means; dishonestly obtained.
ill health, poor health.
ill humor, cross, unpleasant temper or
mood.
ill-hu·mored (ilʹhūʹmәrd; –ūʹ–), adj.
cross; unpleasant. —illʹhuʹmored·ly,
adv. —illʹ-huʹmored·ness, n.
il·lib·er·al (i libʹәr әl), adj. 1 not liberal;
narrow-minded; prejudiced. 2 stingy;
miserly. —il·lib´er·alʹi·ty, il·libʹer·alness, n. —il·libʹer·al·ly, adv.
il·lic·it (i lisʹit), adj. not permitted by law;
forbidden. —il·licʹit·ly, adv. —il·licʹitness, n.
il·lim·it·a·ble (i limʹit ә bәl), adj. limitless; boundless; inﬁnite. —il·lim´it·abilʹi·ty, il·limʹit·a·ble·ness, n. —illimʹit·a·bly, adv.
Il·li·nois (il´ә noiʹ; –noizʹ), n. 1 a Middle
Western state of the United States. 2
member of an American Indian tribe

formerly living between the Mississippi
and Wabash Rivers. —adj. of this tribe.
—Il´li·noisʹan, adj., n.
il·liq·uid (i likʹwid), adj. 1 not easily converted into cash. 2 not having liquid
assets.
il·lit·er·a·cy (i litʹәr ә si), n., pl. –cies. 1
inability to read or write. 2 lack of
education.
il·lit·er·ate (i litʹәr it), adj. 1 unable to
read or write. 2 lacking in education. 3
showing lack of culture. —n. an illiterate
person. —il·litʹer·ate·ly, adv. —il·litʹerate·ness, n.
ill-judged (ilʹjujdʹ), adj. unwise; rash.
ill-man·nered (ilʹmanʹәrd), adj. having
or showing bad manners; impolite; rude.
—illʹ-manʹnered·ly, adv. —illʹ-manʹnered·ness, n.
ill nature, crossness; disagreeableness;
spite. —illʹ-naʹtured, adj. —illʹ-naʹtured·ly, adv. —illʹ-naʹtured·ness, n.
ill·ness (ilʹnis), n. sickness; disease.
il·log·i·cal (i lojʹә kәl), adj. not logical; not
reasonable. —il·log´i·calʹi·ty, il·logʹical·ness, n. —il·logʹi·cal·ly, adv.
ill-spent (ilʹspentʹ), adj. spent badly;
wasted.
ill-starred (ilʹstärdʹ), adj. unlucky; disastrous.
ill-suit·ed (ilʹsütʹid; –sūtʹ–), adj. unsuitable.
ill temper, bad temper or disposition;
crossness. —illʹ-temʹpered, adj. —illʹtemʹpered·ly, adv. —illʹ-temʹperedness, n.
ill-timed (ilʹtīmdʹ), adj. inappropriate.
ill-treat (il´trētʹ), v. treat badly or cruelly;
do harm to; abuse. —ill´-treatʹment, n.
il·lu·mi·nate (i lüʹmә nāt), v., –nat·ed,
–nat·ing. 1 light up; make bright. 2
make clear; explain; inform; instruct.
3 decorate with lights. 4 decorate with
gold, colors, pictures, and designs: some
old books and manuscripts were illuminated. [< L illuminatus, ult. < in– in
+ lumen light] —il·luʹmi·nat´ing, illuʹmi·na´tive, adj. —il·luʹmi·nat´ingly, adv. —il·luʹmi·na´tor, n.
il·lu·mi·na·tion (i lü´mә nāʹshәn), n. 1 a
lighting up; a making bright. 2 amount
of light; light. 3 a making clear; explanation. 4 decoration with lights. 5 decoration of books and letters with gold,
colors, pictures, and designs.
il·lu·mine (i lüʹmәn), v., –mined, –mining. make or become bright; illuminate;
light up. —il·luʹmi·na·ble, adj.
illus., illust., illustrated; illustration.
ill-use (v. il´ūzʹ; n. ilʹūsʹ), v., –used,
–us·ing, n. —v. treat badly, cruelly, or
unfairly. —n. Also, illʹ-usʹage. bad,
cruel, or unfair treatment.
il·lu·sion (i lüʹzhәn), n. 1 appearance
which is not real; misleading appearance. 2 a false impression, perception,
notion, or belief. 3 thing that deceives
by giving a false impression or idea: an
optical illusion. [< L illusio < illudere
mock] —il·luʹsion·al, adj.

imminent
il·lu·sion·ary (i lüʹzhә ner´i), adj. like an
illusion; illusory.
il·lu·sive (i lüʹsiv), adj. due to an illusion;
unreal; misleading; deceptive. —il·luʹsive·ly, adv. —il·luʹsive·ness, n.
il·lu·so·ry (i lüʹsә ri), adj. illusive. —illuʹso·ri·ly, adv. —il·luʹso·ri·ness, n.
illust., illustrated; illustration.
il·lus·trate (ilʹәs trāt; i lusʹ–), v., –trat·ed,
–trat·ing. 1 make clear or explain by
stories, examples, comparisons, etc. 2
provide with pictures, diagrams, maps,
etc., that explain or decorate. [< L illustratus lighted up, ult. < in– in + lustrum
puriﬁcation] —ilʹlus·tra´tor, n.
il·lus·tra·tion (il´әs trāʹshәn), n. 1 picture, diagram, map, etc., used to explain
or decorate something. 2 story, example,
comparison, etc., used to make clear or
explain something. 3 act or process of
illustrating.
il·lus·tra·tive (i lusʹtrә tiv; ilʹәs trā´–),
adj. illustrating; used to illustrate; helping to explain. —il·lusʹtra·tive·ly, adv.
il·lus·tri·ous (i lusʹtri әs), adj. very
famous; outstanding. [< L illustris
lighted up, bright] —il·lusʹtri·ous·ly,
adv. —il·lusʹtri·ous·ness, n.
ill will, unkind or unfriendly feeling; dislike; hate. —illʹ-willedʹ, adj.
ill wind, misfortune; calamity.
il·ly (ilʹi), adv. ill; badly.
I’m (īm), I am.
im·age (imʹij), n., v., –aged, –ag·ing. —n.
1 likeness; picture; copy. 2 likeness made
of stone, wood, etc.; statue. 3 picture
in the mind; idea. Your memory or
imagination forms images of people
and things that you do not actually
see. 4 description or ﬁgure of speech
that helps the mind to form forceful or
beautiful pictures. Poetry often contains
images. 5 symbol: image of good taste. 6
public face or perception of a person or
organization. —v. 1 form an image of. 2
reﬂect as a mirror does. 3 picture in one’s
mind; imagine. [< OF < L imago]
im·age·ry (imʹij ri), n., pl. –ries. 1 pictures
in the mind; things imagined. 2 descriptions and ﬁgures of speech that help
the mind to form forceful or beautiful
pictures. 3 images; statues.
i·mag·i·na·ble (i majʹә nә bәl), adj. that
can be imagined. —i·magʹi·na·ble·ness,
n. —i·magʹi·na·bly, adv.
i·mag·i·nar·y (i majʹә ner´i), adj. existing
only in the imagination; not real: the
equator is an imaginary line. —i·magʹinar´i·ly, adv.
i·mag·i·na·tion (i maj´ә nāʹshәn), n. 1 an
imagining; power of forming pictures
in the mind of things not present to the
senses. 2 ability to create new things or
ideas or to combine old ones in new
forms. 3 creation of the mind; fancy. —imag´i·naʹtion·al, adj.
i·mag·i·na·tive (i majʹә nā´tiv; –nә tiv),
adj. 1 showing imagination. 2 able to
imagine well; fond of imagining. 3 of

imagination. —i·magʹi·na´tive·ly, adv.
—i·magʹi·na´tive·ness, n.
i·mag·ine (i majʹәn), v., –ined, –in·ing. 1
picture in one’s mind; have an idea: we
can hardly imagine life without electricity. 2 suppose: imagine this to be the
case. 3 guess: I cannot imagine what you
mean. [< F < L, < imago image]
im·ag·ing (imʹә jing), n. process of creating or transmitting electronic images.
—adj. of or having to do with electronic
images.
i·ma·go (i māʹgō), n., pl. i·ma·gos, i·magi·nes (i majʹә nēz). insect in the ﬁnal
adult, esp. winged, stage. [< L, image]
im·be·cile (imʹbә sәl), n. 1 person of very
weak mind: an imbecile is almost an
idiot. 2 a very stupid or foolish person.
—adj. 1 very weak in mind. 2 very stupid or foolish. [< F < L imbecillus weak
< in- without + bacillus staﬀ ] —imʹbecile·ly, adv. —im´be·cilʹi·ty, n.
im·bed (im bedʹ), v., –bed·ded, –bedding. ⫽embed.
im·bibe (im bībʹ), v., –bibed, –bib·ing.
1 drink; drink in. 2 absorb. 3 take into
one’s mind. [< L, < in– in + bibere drink]
—im·bibʹer, n.
im·bro·glio (im brōlʹyō), n., pl. –glios.
1 a diﬃcult situation. 2 a complicated
disagreement. [< Ital.]
im·bue (im būʹ), v., –bued, –bu·ing. 1
ﬁll; inspire: he imbued his son’s mind
with the ambition to succeed. 2 ﬁll with
moisture or color. [< L imbuere] —imbueʹment, n.
imit., imitation; imitative (def. 2).
im·i·ta·ble (imʹә tә bәl), adj. that can be
imitated. —im´i·ta·bilʹi·ty, n.
im·i·tate (imʹә tāt), v., –tat·ed, –tat·ing.
1 try to be like; follow the example of:
the little boy imitated his father. 2 make
or do something like; copy: a parrot
imitates the sounds it hears. 3 act like:
John imitated a bear. 4 be like; look like;
resemble: wood painted to imitate stone.
[< L imitatus]
im·i·ta·tion (im´ә tāʹshәn), n. 1 an imitating: we learn many things by imitation. 2
a copy: give us an imitation of a rooster
crowing. —adj. not real: imitation pearls.
in imitation of, in order to be like or
look like. —im´i·taʹtion·al, adj.
im·i·ta·tive (imʹә tā´tiv), adj. 1 likely or
inclined to imitate others: monkeys are
imitative. 2 imitating; showing imitation. Bang and whiz are imitative words.
3 not real. —imʹi·ta´tive·ly, adv. —imʹita´tive·ness, n.
im·i·ta·tor (imʹә tā´tәr), n. person or animal that imitates; mimic.
im·mac·u·late (i makʹyә lit), adj. 1 without a spot or stain; absolutely clean. 2
without sin; pure. [< L, < in– not + macula spot] —im·macʹu·la·cy, im·macʹulate·ness, n. —im·macʹu·late·ly, adv.
Immaculate Conception, doctrine that
the Virgin Mary was conceived free of
original sin.
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im·ma·nence (imʹә nәns), im·ma·nen·cy
(–nәn si), n. state of being immanent.
im·ma·nent (imʹә nәnt), adj. originating
within; inherent. [< L, < in– in + manere
stay] —imʹma·nent·ly, adv.
Im·man·u·el (i manʹyu̇ әl), n. Christ. Also,
Emmanuel.
im·ma·te·ri·al (im´ә tirʹi әl), adj. 1 not
important; insigniﬁcant. 2 not material; spiritual. —im´ma·teʹri·al·ly, adv.
—im´ma·teʹri·al·ness, n.
im·ma·ture (im´ә chu̇rʹ; –tu̇rʹ; –tyu̇rʹ), adj.
not mature; not ripe; not full-grown; not
fully developed. —im´ma·tureʹly, adv.
—im´ma·turʹi·ty, im´ma·tureʹness, n.
im·meas·ur·a·ble (i mezhʹәr ә bәl), adj.
too vast to be measured; boundless;
without limits. —im·measʹur·a·bilʹity, im·measʹur·a·ble·ness, n. —immeasʹur·a·bly, adv.
im·me·di·a·cy (i mēʹdi ә si), n. a being
immediate.
im·me·di·ate (i mēʹdi it), adj. 1 coming at
once; without delay: an immediate reply.
2 with nothing between: in immediate
contact, the immediate result. 3 closest;
nearest: my immediate neighbor. 4 pertaining to the present: our immediate
plans. [< LL immediatus, ult. < L in– not
+ medius in the middle] —im·meʹdiate·ness, n.
im·me·di·ate·ly (i mēʹdi it li), adv. 1 at
once; without delay. 2 with nothing
between. 3 next.
im·me·mo·ri·al (im´ә môʹri әl; –mōʹ–),
adj. extending back beyond the bounds
of memory; extremely old. —im´memoʹri·al·ly, adv.
im·mense (i mensʹ), adj. 1 very big; huge;
vast. 2 very good. [< L, < in– not +
mensus measured] —im·menseʹly, adv.
—im·menseʹness, n.
im·men·si·ty (i menʹsә ti), n., pl. –ties.
very great or boundless extent; vastness.
im·merse (i mėrsʹ), v., –mersed, –mersing. 1 plunge (something) into a liquid.
2 baptize by dipping (a person) under
water. 3 involve deeply; absorb: immersed
in business aﬀairs. [< L immersus < in–
in + mergere plunge] —im·merʹsion, n.
im·mi·grant (imʹә grәnt), n. person who
comes into a foreign country or region
to live: Canada has many immigrants
from Europe. —adj. immigrating.
im·mi·grate (imʹә grāt), v., –grat·ed,
–grat·ing. come into a foreign country
or region to live. [< L, < in– into +
migrare move] —imʹmi·gra´tor, n.
im·mi·gra·tion (im´ә grāʹshәn), n. 1 a
coming into a foreign country or region
to live. 2 immigrants: the immigration
of 1918.
im·mi·nence (imʹә nәns), im·mi·nen·cy
(–nәn si), n. 1 state or fact of being
imminent. 2 thing that is imminent; evil
or danger about to occur.
im·mi·nent (imʹә nәnt), adj. likely to happen soon; about to occur. [< L imminens
overhanging] —imʹmi·nent·ly, adv.

316 immiscible
im·mis·ci·ble (i misʹә bәl), adj. incapable
of being mixed. —im·mis´ci·bilʹi·ty, n.
—im·misʹci·bly, adv.
im·mo·bile (i mōʹbәl; –bēl), adj. 1 not
movable; ﬁrmly ﬁxed. 2 not moving;
not changing; motionless. —im´mobilʹi·ty, n.
im·mo·bi·lize (i mōʹbә līz), v., –lized,
–liz·ing. make immobile. —im·mo´bili·zaʹtion, n.
im· mod· er· a· cy (i modʹ әr ә si), n.
⫽immoderation.
im·mod·er·ate (i modʹәr it), adj. not
moderate; too much; going too far;
extreme; more than is right or proper.
—im·modʹer·ate·ly, adv. —im·modʹerate·ness, n.
im·mod·er·a·tion (i mod´ә rāʹshәn), n.
lack of moderation; excess.
im·mod·est (i modʹist), adj. 1 bold and
rude. 2 indecent; improper. —im·modʹest·ly, adv.
im·mod·es·ty (i modʹis ti), n. 1 lack of
modesty; boldness and rudeness. 2 lack
of decency; improper behavior.
im·mo·late (imʹә lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lating. 1 kill as a sacriﬁce. 2 sacriﬁce.
[< L immolatus sacriﬁced, orig., sprinkled
with sacriﬁcial meal < in– on + mola
sacriﬁcial meal] —im´mo·laʹtion, n.
—imʹmo·la´tor, n.
im·mor·al (i môrʹәl; i morʹ–), adj. 1 morally wrong; wicked. Lying and stealing
are immoral. 2 lewd; unchaste. —immorʹal·ly, adv.
im·mo·ral·i·ty (im´ә ralʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
1 wickedness; wrongdoing; vice. 2 lewdness; unchastity. 3 an immoral act.
im·mor·tal (i môrʹtәl), adj. 1 living forever; never dying; everlasting. 2 remembered or famous forever. —n. 1 an
immortal being. 2 Usually, immortals
one of the gods of ancient Greek and
Roman mythology. 3 person remembered
or famous forever: Shakespeare is one of
the immortals. —im·morʹtal·ly, adv.
im·mor·tal·i·ty (im´ôr talʹә ti), n. 1 endless life; living forever. 2 fame that lasts
forever.
im·mor·tal·ize (i môrʹtәl īz), v., –ized,
–iz·ing. 1 make immortal. 2 give everlasting fame to. —im·mor´tal·i·zaʹtion,
n. —im·morʹtal·iz´er, n.
im·mov·a·ble (i müvʹә bәl), adj. 1 that
cannot be moved; ﬁrmly ﬁxed. 2 not
moving; not changing position; motionless. 3 Fig. ﬁrm; steadfast; unyielding. 4
Fig. unfeeling; impassive. —im·mov´abilʹi·ty, im·movʹa·ble·ness, n. —immovʹa·bly, adv.
im·mune (i mūnʹ), adj. 1 having immunity: a exempt, as from taxes, laws, etc.
b protected against disease, as by inoculation. 2 of or having to do with the
immune system. [< L immunis, orig.,
free from obligation]
immune system, the body’s system of
defense against disease, which destroys
viruses, bacteria, or other foreign matter
by means of antibodies, T-cells, etc.

im·mu·ni·ty (i mūʹnә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
resistance to disease, poison, etc. 2 freedom or protection from obligation, service, or duty.
im·mu·nize (imʹyu̇ nīz), v., –nized, –nizing. give immunity to; make immune.
—im´mu·ni·zaʹtion, n.
im·mu·no·bi·ol·o·gy (i mü´nō bī olʹә ji),
n. study of biological immunity or
immunization.
im·mu·nol·o·gy (im´yu̇ nolʹә ji),n. science
of the nature and causation of immunity from diseases. —im·mu´no·logʹic,
im·mu´no·logʹi·cal, adj. —im´munolʹo·gist, n.
im·mu·no·ther·a·py (i mü´nō therʹә pi),
n. treatment of disease by stimulation or
suppression of the body’s immune system, as in the case of allergic reactions.
im·mure (i myu̇rʹ), v., –mured, –muring. 1 imprison. 2 conﬁne closely.
[< Med.L, < L in– in + murus wall] —immureʹment, n.
im·mu·ta·ble (i mūʹtә bәl), adj. never
changing; unchangeable. —im·mu´tabilʹi·ty, im·muʹta·ble·ness, n. —immuʹta·bly, adv.
IMO, in my opinion.
imp (imp), n. 1 a young or small devil or
demon. 2 a mischievous child. [OE impe
a shoot, graft, ult. < VL imputus < Gk.
emphytos engrafted]
imp., 1 imperative. 2 imperfect. 3 imperial. 4 import.
im·pact (imʹpakt), n. the striking (of one
thing against another): the impact of
the two swords broke both of them. [< L
impactus struck against. See impinge.]
—im·pacʹtion, n.
im·pact·ed (im pakʹtid), adj. 1 ﬁrmly
wedged or pressed in place. 2 of a
tooth, pressed between the jawbone and
another tooth.
im·pair (im pārʹ), v. make worse; damage; weaken. [< OF empeirer, ult. < L
in– + pejor worse] —im·pairʹer, n. —impairʹment, n.
im·pale (im pālʹ), v., –paled, –pal·ing. 1
pierce through with anything pointed;
fasten upon anything pointed. 2 torture
or punish by thrusting upon a pointed
stake. [< F, ult. < L in– on + palus stake]
—im·paleʹment, n. —im·palʹer, n.
im·pal·pa·ble (im palʹpә bәl), adj. 1 that
cannot be perceived by the sense of
touch: sunbeams are impalpable. 2 very
hard for the mind to grasp: impalpable
distinctions. —im·pal´pa·bilʹi·ty, n.
—im·palʹpa·bly, adv.
im·pan·el (im panʹәl), v., –eled, –el·ing. 1
put on a list for duty on a jury. 2 select (a
jury) from the list. Also, empanel. —impanʹel·ment, n.
im·part (im pärtʹ), v. 1 give a share in;
give: rich furnishings that impart elegance. 2 communicate; tell: impart a
secret. [< L, < in– in + pars part] —impartʹi·ble, adj.
im·par·tial (im pärʹshәl), adj. showing no
more favor to one side than to the other;

fair; just. —im·parʹtial·ly, adv. —imparʹtial·ness, n.
im·par·ti·al·i·ty (im´pär shi alʹә ti), n.
fairness, justice.
im·pass·a·ble (im pasʹә bәl), adj. not passable; so that one cannot go through or
across. —im·pass´a·bilʹi·ty, im·passʹable·ness, n. —im·passʹa·bly, adv.
im·passe (im pasʹ), n. 1 position from
which there is no escape; deadlock. 2
road or way closed at one end. [< F]
im·pas·si·ble (im pasʹә bәl), adj. 1 unable
to suﬀer or feel pain. 2 that cannot be
harmed. 3 without feeling; impassive.
[< L impassibilis, ult.< in– not + pati suﬀer]
—im·pas´si·bilʹi·ty, im·pasʹsi·ble·ness,
n. —im·pasʹsi·bly, adv.
im·pas·sioned (im pashʹәnd), adj. full of
strong feeling; ardent; emotional. —impasʹsioned·ly, adv. —im·pasʹsionedness, n.
im·pas·sive (im pasʹiv), adj. 1 without
feeling or emotion; unmoved; indiﬀerent. 2 calm; serene. —im·pasʹsive·ly, adv.
—im·pasʹsive·ness, n.
im·pas·siv·i·ty (im´pa sivʹә ti), n. state of
being impassive.
im·pas·to (im päsʹtō), n. 1 technique of laying paint, esp. oil paint, thickly on a canvas. 2 paint laid on in this manner. [< It.
impasto < impastare beplaster]
im·pa·tience (im pāʹshәns), n. 1 lack of
patience; being impatient. 2 uneasiness
and eagerness.
im·pa·ti·ens (im pāʹshәnz; –shē enz), n.
plant of the genus that includes balsam,
much used in gardens for its colorful ﬂowers in all hues of red. [< NL
impatiens genus name < L impatiēns
impatient]
im·pa·tient (im pāʹshәnt), adj. 1 not
patient; not willing to bear delay, opposition, pain, bother, etc., calmly. 2 restless: the horses were impatient to start in
the race. 3 showing lack of patience: an
impatient answer. —im·paʹtient·ly, adv.
—im·paʹtient·ness, n.
im·peach (im pēchʹ), v. 1 call in question:
to impeach a person’s honor. 2 charge
with wrongdoing; accuse. 3 accuse (a
public oﬃcer) of wrong conduct during oﬃce before a competent tribunal:
a judge may be impeached for taking a
bribe. [< OF empechier hinder, ult. < L
in– on + pedica shackle] —im·peachʹable, adj. —im·peach´a·bilʹi·ty, n. —impeachʹer, n. —im·peachʹment, n.
im·pec·ca·ble (im pekʹә bәl), adj. 1
faultless. 2 sinless. [< LL, < in– not +
peccare sin] —im·pec´ca·bilʹi·ty, n. —impecʹca·bly, adv.
im·pe·cu·ni·ous (im´pi kūʹni әs), adj.
having little or no money; penniless;
poor. [< L, < in– not + pecunia money]
—im´pe·cuʹni·ous·ly, adv. —im´pecuʹni·ous·ness, n.
im·ped·ance (im pēdʹәns), n. the apparent resistance in an alternating-current
circuit.
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im·pede (im pēdʹ), v., –ped·ed, –peding. hinder; obstruct. [< L impedire
< in– on + pes foot] —im·pedʹer, n. —impedʹing·ly, adv.
im·ped·i·ment (im pedʹә mәnt), n. 1 hindrance. 2 defect in speech. —im·ped´imenʹtal, adj.
im·ped·i·men·ta (im ped´ә menʹtә), n.pl.
1 baggage. 2 military supplies carried
with an army. 3 hindrances. [< L]
im·pel (im pelʹ), v., –pelled, –pel·ling.
1 cause to move; drive forward; push
along: the wind impelled the boat to shore.
2 drive; force; cause: hunger impelled the
lazy man to work. [< L, < in– on + pellere
push] —im·pelʹler, n.
im·pend (im pendʹ), v. 1 be likely to happen soon; be near: when war impends,
wise men try to prevent it. 2 hang; hang
threateningly. [< L, < in– over + pendere
hang]
im·pend·ing (im penʹding), adj. 1 likely
to happen soon; imminent. 2 overhanging.
im·pen·e·tra·ble (im penʹә trә bәl), adj.
1 that cannot be entered, pierced, or
passed. 2 impossible for the mind to
understand; inscrutable. —im·pen´etra·bilʹi·ty, im·penʹe·tra·ble·ness, n.
—im·penʹe·tra·bly, adv.
im·pen·i·tent (im penʹә tәnt), adj. not
penitent; feeling no sorrow or regret for
having done wrong. —im·penʹi·tence,
im·penʹi·tent·ness, n. —im·penʹi·tently, adv.
imper., imperative.
im·per·a·tive (im perʹә tiv), adj. 1 not to
be avoided; urgent; necessary. 2 expressing a command; peremptory: an imperative tone. 3 in grammar, expressing
command: the imperative mood. —n. 1
a command. 2 in grammar, the imperative mood. [< L, < imperare order]
—im·perʹa·tive·ly, adv. —im·perʹa·tiveness, n.
im·per·cep·ti·ble (im´pәr sepʹtә bәl), adj.
1 that cannot be perceived or felt. 2 very
slight; gradual. —im´per·cep´ti·bilʹity, im´per·cepʹti·ble·ness, n. —im´percepʹti·bly, adv.
imperf., imperfect.
im·per·fect (im pėrʹﬁkt), adj. 1 not perfect; having some defect or fault. 2 not
complete; lacking some part. 3 expressing continued or customary action in
the past. —n. the imperfect tense or
verb form. English has no imperfect,
but such forms as was studying and used
to study are like the imperfect in other
languages. —im·perʹfect·ly, adv. —imperʹfect·ness, n.
im·per·fec·tion (im´pәr fekʹshәn), n. 1
lack of perfection. 2 fault; defect.
im·pe·ri·al (im pirʹi әl), adj. 1 of or pertaining to an empire or its ruler. 2 of or
having to do with the rule or authority
of one country over other countries and
colonies. 3 supreme; majestic; domineering. —n. a small beard left growing
beneath the lower lip. [< L, < imperium

empire] —im·peʹri·al·ly, adv. —impeʹri·al·ness, n.
im·pe·ri·al·ism (im pirʹi әl iz´әm), n. 1
policy of extending the rule or authority of one country over other countries
and colonies. 2 an imperial system of
government. —im·peʹri·al·ist, n. —impe´ri·al·isʹtic, adj. —im·pe´ri·al·isʹtical·ly, adv.
im·per·il (im perʹәl), v., –iled, –il·ing. put
in danger. —im·perʹil·ment, n.
im·pe·ri·ous (im pirʹi әs), adj. 1 haughty;
domineering. 2 imperative; urgent. [< L
imperiosus commanding. See imperative.] —im·peʹri·ous·ly, adv. —impeʹri·ous·ness, n.
im·per·ish·a·ble (im perʹish ә bәl), adj.
everlasting; not perishable; indestructible. —im·per´ish·a·bilʹi·ty, im·perʹisha·ble·ness, n. —im·perʹish·a·bly, adv.
im·per·ma·nent (im pėrʹmә nәnt), adj.
temporary. —im·perʹma·nence, n.
—im·perʹma·nent·ly, adv.
im·per·me·a·ble (im pėrʹmi ә bәl), adj. 1
impassable. 2 impervious. —im·per´mea·bilʹi·ty, im·perʹme·a·ble·ness, n. —imperʹme·a·bly, adv.
impers., impersonal.
im·per·son·al (im pėrʹsәn әl; –pėrsʹnәl),
adj. 1 referring to all or any persons,
not to any special one: “ﬁrst come, ﬁrst
served” is an impersonal remark. 2 having no existence as a person: electricity is
an impersonal force. 3 of a verb, having
nothing but an indeﬁnite it for a subject.
Example: rained in “It rained yesterday.”
im·per·son·al·i·ty (im pėr´sәn alʹә ti),
n., pl. –ties. 1 impersonal character. 2
impersonal thing, force, etc.
im·per·son·al·ize (im pėr sә nә līz), v.,
–ized, –iz·ing. make impersonal. —imper´son·al·i·zaʹtion, n.
im·per·son·al·ly (im pėrʹsәn әl i; –pėrsʹnәl i), adv. in an impersonal manner;
without personal reference or connection.
im·per·son·ate (im pėrʹsәn āt), v., –at·ed,
–at·ing. 1 act the part of; impersonate Hamlet on the stage. 2 pretend to
be; mimic the voice, appearance, and
manners of: impersonate a well-known
news commentator. 3 personify; typify.
—im·perʹson·aʹtion, n. —im·perʹsona´tor, n.
im·per·ti·nence (im pėrʹtә nәns), imper·ti·nen·cy (–nәn si), n., pl. –nenc·es;
–cies. 1 impertinent quality. 2 impertinent act or speech. 3 lack of pertinence;
irrelevance.
im·per·ti·nent (im pėrʹtә nәnt), adj. 1
saucy; impudent; insolent. 2 not pertinent; not to the point; out of place. —imperʹti·nent·ly, adv.
im·per·turb·a·ble (im´pәr tėrʹbә bәl), adj.
unexcitable; not easily excited; calm.
—im´per·turb´a·bilʹi·ty,im´per·turbʹable·ness, n. —imʹper·turbʹa·bly, adv.
im·per·vi·ous (im pėrʹvi әs), adj. 1 not
letting things pass through; not allowing passage. 2 not open to argument,

suggestions, etc. —im·perʹvious·ly, adv.
—im·perʹvi·ous·ness, n.
im·pe·ti·go (im´pәʹtīʹgō), n. an infectious
skin disease causing pimples ﬁlled with
pus. [< L, < impetere attack < in– + petere
aim for]
im·pet·u·os·i·ty (im pechʹu̇ osʹә ti), n., pl.
–ties. sudden or rash energy; ardor.
im·pet·u·ous (im pechʹu̇ әs), adj. 1 acting
hastily, rashly, or with sudden feeling.
2 moving with great force or speed.
—im·petʹu·ous·ly, adv. —im·petʹu·ousness, n.
im·pe·tus (imʹpә tәs), n. 1 force with
which a moving body tends to maintain
its velocity and overcome resistance. 2 a
driving force; incentive. [< L, attack]
im·pi·e·ty (im pīʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 lack
of piety or reverence for God. 2 lack of
respect. 3 an impious act.
im·pinge (im pinjʹ), v., –pinged, –pinging. 1 encroach; infringe. 2 hit; strike:
rays of light impinge on the eye. [< L
impingere < in– on + pangere strike]
—im·pingeʹment, n. —im·pingʹer, n.
im·pi·ous (im pīʹәs), adj. not pious; not
having or not showing reverence for
God; wicked; profane. —im·piʹous·ly,
adv. —im·piʹous·ness, n.
imp·ish (impʹish), adj. 1 of or like an
imp. 2 mischievous. —impʹish·ly, adv.
—impʹish·ness, n.
im·pla·ca·ble (im plāʹkә bәl; –plakʹә–),
adj. that cannot be placated, paciﬁed,
or appeased. —im·pla´ca·bilʹi·ty, implaʹca·ble·ness, n. —im·plaʹca·bly, adv.
im·plant (im plantʹ; –pläntʹ), v. 1 instill or
ﬁx deeply (a desire, opinion, etc.): a
good teacher implants high ideals in children. 2 plant in the ground, planter, etc.
3 insert in the body: implant a tooth;
implant a pacemaker. —n. any tissue,
organ, or artiﬁcial substance inserted in
the body. —im´plan·taʹtion, n. —implantʹer, n.
im·plau·si·ble (im plôʹzә bәl), adj. not
appearing reasonable, possible, or true;
not plausible. —im·plau´si·bilʹi·ty, n.
—im·plauʹsi·bly, adv.
im·ple·ment (n. imʹplә mәnt; v. imʹplә ment), n. a useful article of equipment; tool; instrument; utensil, such as a
plow, ax, shovel, broom, etc. —v. 1 provide with implements or other means. 2
provide the power and authority necessary to accomplish or put (something)
into eﬀect: implement a policy. 3 carry
out; get done. [< LL implementum, lit.,
that which ﬁlls a need, ult. < in– in +
–plere ﬁll] —im´ple·menʹtal, adj.
im·pli·cate (imʹplә kāt), v., –cat·ed, –cating. 1 show to have a part or to be connected; involve: the thief ’s confession
implicated two other men. 2 imply. [< L,
< in– in + plicare fold]
im·pli·ca·tion (im´plә kāʹshәn), n. 1 an
implying or being implied: admit a thing
by implication. 2 indirect suggestion; hint:
no implication of dishonesty. —im´pli·caʹtion·al, adj.
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im·plic·it (im plisʹit), adj. 1 meant, but
not clearly expressed or distinctly stated;
implied: implicit consent. 2 without
doubting, hesitating, or asking questions; absolute: implicit obedience. [< L
implicitus, pp. of implicare implicate]
—im·plicʹit·ly, adv. —im·plicʹit·ness, n.
im·plied (im plīdʹ), adj. involved, indicated, suggested, or understood without
express statement.
im·plode (im plōd), v., –plod·ed, –ploding. burst inward; collapse. —im·ploʹsion, n. [< im– (in–2) into + explode]
im·plore (im plôrʹ; –plōrʹ), v., –plored,
–plor·ing. 1 beg earnestly for. 2 beg
(a person to do some act). [< L,
< in– toward + plorare cry] —im´plo·raʹtion, n. —im·plorʹer, n. —im·plorʹingly, adv. —im·plorʹing·ness, n.
im·ply (im plīʹ), v., –plied, –ply·ing. 1
indicate without saying outright; express
indirectly; suggest: her smile implied that
she had forgiven us. 2 involve as a necessary part or condition: speech implies a
speaker. [< OF emplier involve, put (in).
See implicate.]
im·po·lite (im´pә līt), adj. not polite;
having or showing bad manners; rude;
discourteous. —im´po·liteʹly, adv.
—im´po·liteʹness, n.
im·pol·i·tic (im polʹә tik), adj. not politic;
not expedient; unwise. —im·polʹi·tic·ly,
adv. —im·polʹi·tic·ness, n.
im·pon·der·a·ble (im ponʹdәr ә bәl), adj.
without weight that can be felt or measured. —n. something imponderable.
—im·pon´der·a·bilʹi·ty, im·ponʹder·able·ness, n. —im·ponʹder·a·bly, adv.
im·port (v. im pôrtʹ, –pōrtʹ, imʹpôrt, –pōrt;
n. imʹpôrt, –pōrt), v. 1 bring in from
a foreign country for sale or use: we
import coﬀee from Brazil. 2 mean; signify: tell me what your remark imports.
3 be of importance or consequence.
—n. 1 thing imported: rubber is a useful
import. 2 an importing; importation.
3 meaning: what is the import of your
remark? 4 importance. [< L, < in– in
+ portare carry] —im·portʹa·ble, adj.
—im·port´a·bilʹi·ty, n. —im·portʹer, n.
im·por·tance (im pôrʹtәns), n. quality or
fact of being important; consequence;
signiﬁcance.
im·por·tant (im pôrʹtәnt), adj. 1 meaning
much; worth noticing or considering;
having value or signiﬁcance. 2 having
social position or inﬂuence. 3 acting or
seeming important. [< F < Med.L importans being signiﬁcant < L, bringing on or
in. See import.] —im·porʹtant·ly, adv.
im·por·ta·tion (im´pôr tāʹshәn; –pōr–),
n. 1 act of importing. 2 something
imported.
im·por·tu·nate (im pôrʹchә nit), adj. asking repeatedly; annoyingly persistent.
—im·porʹtu·nate·ly, adv. —im·porʹtunate·ness, n.
im·por·tune (im´pôr tünʹ; –tūnʹ; im pôrʹchәn), v., –tuned, –tun·ing. ask urgently
or repeatedly; trouble with demands.

[< MF < L importunus inconvenient]
—im´por·tuneʹly, adv. —im´portunʹer, n.
im·por·tu·ni·ty (im´pôr tüʹnә ti; –tūʹ–),
n., pl. –ties. persistence in asking; act of
demanding again and again.
im·pose (im pōzʹ), v., –posed, –pos·ing. 1
put (a burden, tax, punishment, etc.) on.
2 force or thrust one’s or its authority or
inﬂuence on another or others. 3 force
or thrust (oneself or one’s company) on
another or others. 4 pass oﬀ (a thing
upon a person) to deceive. [< F, < in–
on + poser put, place, pose] —im·posʹable, adj. —im·posʹer, n.
im·pos·ing (im pōzʹing), adj. impressive
because of size, appearance, dignity, etc.:
the Capitol is an imposing building. —imposʹing·ly, adv. —im·posʹing·ness, n.
im·po·si·tion (im´pә zishʹәn), n. 1 act or
fact of imposing. 2 tax, duty, task, burden, etc. 3 an unfair tax, etc. 4 an imposing upon a person by taking advantage
of his good nature. 5 deception; fraud;
trick.
im·pos·si·bil·i·ty (im pos´ә bilʹә ti; im´pos–), n., pl. –ties. 1 quality of being
impossible. 2 something impossible.
im·pos·si·ble (im posʹә bәl), adj. 1 that
cannot be or happen: the accident seemed
impossible. 2 not possible to use; not to
be done: few things are impossible. 3 that
cannot be true: an impossible rumor. 4
not endurable; very objectionable: an
impossible person. —im·posʹsi·ble·ness,
n. —im·posʹsi·bly, adv.
im·post (imʹpōst), n. 1 tax on goods
brought into a country. 2 tax; tribute.
—v. ﬁx duties on. [< OF, ult. < L in– on +
ponere place, put]
im·pos·tor (im posʹtәr), n. 1 person
who assumes a false name or character.
2 deceiver; cheat. [< LL, < imponere
impose. See impost.]
im·pos·ture (im posʹchәr), n. deception;
fraud.
im·po·tence (imʹpә tәns), im·po·ten·cy
(–tәn si), n. lack of power; condition or
quality of being impotent.
im·po·tent (imʹpә tәnt), adj. 1 not having power; helpless. 2 lacking in sexual
power. —imʹpo·tent·ly, adv. —imʹpotent·ness, n.
im·pound (im poundʹ), v. 1 shut up in a
pen or pound. 2 shut up; enclose; conﬁne. 3 put in the custody of a law court:
the court impounded the documents to
use as evidence. —im·poundʹage, n.
—im·poundʹer, n.
im·pov·er·ish (im povʹәr ish; –povʹrish),
v. 1 make very poor. 2 exhaust the
strength, richness, or resources of. [<
OF empoveriss–, ult. < L in– + pauper poor] —im·povʹer·ish·er, n. —impovʹer·ish·ment, n.
im·pow·er (im pouʹәr), v. ⫽empower.
—im·powʹer·ment, n.
im·prac·ti·ca·ble (im prakʹtә kә bәl), adj.
1 not working well in practice: impracticable suggestions. 2 that cannot be used:

an impracticable road. —im·prac´ti·cabilʹi·ty, im·pracʹti·ca·ble·ness, n. —impracʹti·ca·bly, adv.
im·prac·ti·cal (im prakʹtә kәl), adj. not
practical. —im·prac´ti·calʹi·ty, n.
im·pre·cate (imʹprә kāt), v., –cat·ed, –cating. call down (curses, evil, etc.). [< L
imprecatus, ult. < in– on + prex prayer]
—im´pre·caʹtion, n. —imʹpre·ca´tor, n.
im·pre·cise (im pri sīsʹ), adj. not precise,
inexact; inaccurate. —im·pre·ciʹsion, n.
im·preg·na·ble (im pregʹnә bәl), adj. that
cannot be overthrown by force; able to
resist attack: an impregnable fortress, an
impregnable argument. [< F, < in– not
+ pregnable pregnable] —im·preg´nabilʹi·ty, im·pregʹna·ble·ness, n. —impregʹna·bly, adv.
im·preg·nate (im pregʹnāt), v., –nat·ed,
–nat·ing. 1 make pregnant; fertilize. 2
ﬁll (with); saturate. [< LL impraegnatus
made pregnant] —im´preg·naʹtion, n.
—im·pregʹna·tor, n.
im·pre·sa·ri·o (im´pre säʹri ō), n., pl. –sari·os. organizer or manager of an opera
or concert company. [< Ital., < impresa
undertaking, ult. < L in– on + prehendere
take] —im´pre·saʹri·o·ship´, n.
im·press1 (v. im presʹ; n. imʹpres), v.,
–pressed, –press·ing, n. —v. 1 have a
strong eﬀect on the mind or feelings
of: a hero impresses us with his courage. 2 ﬁx in the mind: she repeated the
words to impress them in her memory. 3
mark by pressing or stamping; imprint.
—n. 1 impression; mark; stamp. 2 act
of impressing. [< L impressus < in– in +
premere press] —im·pressʹer, n. —impressʹi·ble, adj. —im·press´i·bilʹi·ty, n.
im·press2 (im presʹ), v., –pressed, –pressing. 1 seize by force for public use. 2
force (men) to serve in the navy or army.
[< in-2 + press2] —im·pressʹment, n.
im·pres·sion (im preshʹәn), n. 1 eﬀect
produced on a person: make a bad
impression. 2 idea; notion: a vague
impression. 3 something produced by
pressure; mark, stamp, print, etc.: impression of a rabbit’s feet in the snow.
im·pres·sion·a·ble (im preshʹәn ә bәl), adj.
sensitive to impressions; easily impressed
or inﬂuenced. —im·pres´sion·a·bilʹi·ty,
im·presʹsion·a·ble·ness, n.
im·pres·sion·ism (im preshʹәn iz әm), n. 1
style of painting, developed in France in
the 1800’s that conveys esp. the impression created by light on a person, scene,
etc. 2 style of literature concerned with
emotional mood and general impressions. 3 style of musical composition
that conveys the composer’s impressions
of an emotion, scene, etc. —im·presʹsion·ist, n. —im·pres´sion·isʹtic, adj.
im·pres·sive (im presʹiv), adj. able to
impress the mind, feelings, conscience,
etc.: an impressive sermon. —im·presʹsive·ly, adv. —im·presʹsive·ness, n.
im·pri·ma·tur (im´pri māʹtәr; –prī–), n.
1 an oﬃcial license to print or publish a book, etc., now usually works

inanimate
sanctioned by the Roman Catholic
Church. 2 sanction; approval. [< NL, let
it be printed. See impress1.]
im·print (n. imʹprint; v. im printʹ), n.
1 mark made by pressure; print: the
imprint of a foot in the sand. 2 impression; mark: suﬀering left its imprint on
her face. 3 a publisher’s name, with the
place and date of publication, on the
title page or at the end of a book. —v.
1 mark by pressing or stamping; print:
imprint a postmark on an envelope. 2
press or impress: a scene imprinted on
my memory. —im·printʹer, n.
im·print·ing (im prinʹting), n. process in
very young animals that causes them to
recognize a parent.
im·pris·on (im prizʹәn), v. 1 put in prison;
keep in prison. 2 conﬁne closely; restrain.
—im·prisʹon·ment, n.
im·prob·a·ble (im probʹә bәl), adj. not
probable; not likely to happen; not
likely to be true. —im·prob´a·bilʹi·ty,
im·probʹa·ble·ness, n. —im·probʹa·bly,
adv.
im·promp·tu (im prompʹtü; –tū), adv.,
adj. without previous thought or preparation; offhand. —n. improvisation. [< in
promptu in readiness]
im·prop·er (im propʹәr), adj. 1 not correct. 2 not suitable. 3 not decent. —impropʹer·ly, adv. —im·propʹer·ness, n.
improper fraction, fraction greater than
1. Examples: 3⁄2, 4⁄3.
im·pro·pri·e·ty (im´prә prīʹә ti), n., pl.
–ties. 1 lack of propriety; quality of
being improper. 2 improper conduct,
act, expression, etc.
im·prove (im prüvʹ), v., –proved, –proving. 1 make or become better: his health
is improving. 2 increase the value of (land
or property). 3 use well; make good use
of: improve your time by studying.
improve on, make better; do better
than. [< AF emprouer < OF en– in +
prou proﬁt] —im·provʹa·ble, adj. —improv´a·bilʹi·ty, im·provʹa·ble·ness, n.
—im·provʹa·bly, adv. —im·provʹer, n.
—im·provʹing·ly, adv.
im·prove·ment (im prüvʹmәnt), n. 1 a
making or becoming better. 2 increase
in value. 3 change or addition that
increases value: a house with all modern
improvements. 4 better condition; thing
that is better than another; advance.
im·prov·i·dent (im provʹә dәnt), adj.
lacking foresight; not looking ahead;
not careful in providing for the future;
not thrifty. —im·provʹi·dence, n. —improvʹi·dent·ly, adv.
im·pro·vise (imʹprә vīz), v., –vised, –vising. 1 compose or utter (verse, music,
etc.) without preparation. 2 prepare
or provide offhand; extemporize. [< F
< Ital. improvvisare, ult. < L in– not +
pro– beforehand + videre see] —im´provi·saʹtion, n. —im´pro·vi·saʹtion·al,
adj. —imʹpro·vis´er, n.
im·pru·dence (im prüʹdәns), n. lack of
prudence; imprudent behavior.

im·pru·dent (im prüʹdәnt), adj. not prudent; rash; not discreet. —im·pruʹdently, adv. —im·pruʹdent·ness, n.
im·pu·dence (imʹpyә dәns), n. lack of
shame or modesty; rude boldness.
im·pu·dent (imʹpyә dәnt), adj. without
shame or modesty; oﬀensively impertinent; rudely bold. [< L, < in– not +
pudere be modest] —imʹpu·dent·ly, adv.
—imʹpu·dent·ness, n.
im·pugn (im pūnʹ), v. call in question;
attack by words or arguments; challenge
as false. [< OF < L impugnare assault
< in– against + pugnare ﬁght] —impugnʹa·ble, adj. —im·pugnʹment, n.
—im·pugnʹer, n.
im·pulse (imʹpuls), n. 1 a sudden, driving force or inﬂuence; push: the impulse
of hunger. 2 eﬀect of a sudden, driving
force, inﬂuence, or tendency to act: an
angry mob inﬂuenced more by impulse
than by reason. 3 stimulus transmitted,
esp. by nerve cells, and inﬂuences action
in the muscle, gland, or other nerve cells
that it reaches. [< L impulsus < impellere
impel]
im·pul·sion (im pulʹshәn), n. 1 an impelling; driving force. 2 impulse. 3 impetus.
im·pul·sive (im pulʹsiv), adj. 1 acting
upon impulse; easily moved. 2 driving
onward; impelling; pushing. —im·pulʹsive·ly, adv. —im·pulʹsive·ness, n.
im·pu·ni·ty (im pūʹnә ti), n. freedom
from punishment, injury, or other bad
consequences. [< L impunitas, ult. < in–
without + poena punishment]
im·pure (im pyu̇rʹ), adj. 1 not pure; dirty.
2 immoral; corrupt. 3 mixed with something of lower value; adulterated. 4 not
of one color, style, etc.; mixed. —impureʹly, adv. —im·pureʹness, n.
im·pu·ri·ty (im pyu̇rʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
lack of purity; being impure. 2 Often,
impurities. impure thing or element;
thing that makes something else
impure.
im·pute (im pūtʹ), v., –put·ed, –put·ing.
consider as belonging; attribute; charge
(a fault, etc.) to a person; blame. [< L,
< in– in + putare reckon] —im·putʹable, adj. —im´pu·taʹtion, n. —im·putʹative, adj. —im·putʹa·tive·ly, adv. —imputʹa·tive·ness, n. —im·putʹer, n.
in (in), prep. In expresses inclusion, situation, presence, existence, position, and
action. 1 inside: in the box, go in the
house. 2 of: a dress in silk, one in a
hundred, a book in American history. 3
because of; for: act in self-defense. 4 during; while: in the present time, in crossing
the street. —adv. 1 in or into some place,
position, condition, etc.: come in. 2 present, esp. in one’s home or oﬃce: he is not
in today. —adj. that is in; being in. —n.
1 familiarity or inﬂuence over someone
or something. 2 access to someone or
something.
in for, unable to avoid; sure to get or
have.
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in for it, Informal. in trouble.
in on, aware of; involved.
ins, people in oﬃce; or in control.
ins and outs, a twists and turns. b
details.
in that, because.
in with, a friendly with. b partners with.
[OE]
In, indium.
IN, (zip code) Indiana.
in–1, preﬁx. not; the opposite of; the
absence of, as in inexpensive, inattention. [< L; in– becomes il– before l, im–
before b, m, and p, and ir– before r]
in–2, preﬁx. in; within; into; toward, as in
inborn, indoors, inland. [OE]
in., inch; inches.
in·a·bil·i·ty (in´ә bilʹә ti), n. lack of ability,
power, or means; fact or state of being
unable.
in ab·sen·tia (in ab senʹshә), Latin. while
absent.
in·ac·ces·si·ble (in´әk sesʹә bәl), adj. 1
not accessible; that cannot be reached
or entered. 2 hard to get at; hard to
reach or enter. —in´ac·ces´si·bilʹi·ty,
in´ac·cesʹsi·ble·ness, n. —in´ac·cesʹsibly, adv.
in·ac·cu·ra·cy (in akʹyә rә si), n., pl. –cies.
1 lack of accuracy. 2 error; mistake.
in·ac·cu·rate (in akʹyә rit), adj. not exact;
containing mistakes. —in·acʹcu·rate·ly,
adv. —in·acʹcu·rate·ness, n.
in·ac·tion (in akʹshәn), n. absence of
action; idleness.
in·ac·ti·vate (in akʹtә vāt), v., –vat·ed,
–vat·ing. make inactive. —in´ac·ti·vaʹtion, n.
in·ac·tive (in akʹtiv), adj. not active; idle;
sluggish. —in·acʹtive·ly, adv. —in´activʹi·ty, in·acʹtive·ness, n.
in·ad·e·quate (in adʹә kwit), adj. not
adequate; not enough; not as much as
is required. —in·adʹe·qua·cy, in·adʹequate·ness, n. —in·adʹe·quate·ly, adv.
in·ad·mis·si·ble (in´әd misʹә bәl), adj.
1 not allowable. 2 not to be admitted. —in´ad·mis´si·bilʹi·ty, n. —in´admisʹsi·bly, adv.
in·ad·vert·ence (in´әd vėrʹtәns), n., pl.
–enc·es. 1 lack of attention; carelessness.
2 oversight; mistake.
in·ad·vert·ent (in әd vėrʹtәnt), adj. 1
not attentive; heedless; negligent. 2 not
done on purpose; caused by oversight.
—in´ad·vertʹent·ly, adv.
in·ad·vis·a·ble (in´әd vīzʹbә әl), adj. not
advisable; unwise; not prudent. —in´advis´a·bilʹi·ty, in´ad·visʹa·ble·ness, n.
—in´ad·visʹa·bly, adv.
in·al·ien·a·ble (in ālʹyәn ә bәl; –āʹli әn–),
adj. that cannot be given away or taken
away. —in·al´ien·a·bilʹi·ty, n. —in·alʹien·a·bly, adv.
in·ane (in ānʹ), adj. 1 silly; senseless. 2
empty. [< L inanis] —in·aneʹly, adv.
—in·aneʹness, n.
in·an·i·mate (in anʹә mit), adj. 1 lifeless.
2 dull. —in·anʹi·mate·ly, adv. —in·anʹimate·ness, n.
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in·a·ni·tion (in´ә nishʹәn), n. 1 emptiness. 2 weakness from lack of food.
[< LL, < L inanire to empty]
in·an·i·ty (in anʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 silliness; lack of sense. 2 a silly or senseless
act, practice, remark, etc. 3 emptiness.
in·ap·pli·ca·ble (in apʹlә kә bәl; in´ә plikʹә bәl), adj. not applicable; not appropriate; not suitable. —in·ap´pli·ca·bilʹi·ty,
in·apʹpli·ca·ble·ness, n. —in·apʹpli·cably, adv.
in·ap·pre·ci·a·ble (in´ә prēʹshi ә bәl; –shә bәl), adj. too small to be noticed or felt;
very slight. —in´ap·preʹci·a·bly, adv.
in·ap·pro·pri·ate (in´ә prōʹpri it), adj. not
suitable; not ﬁtting. —in´ap·proʹpri·ately, adv. —in´ap·proʹpri·ate·ness, n.
in·apt (in aptʹ), adj. 1 not apt; not suitable; unﬁt. 2 unskillful; awkward. —inaptʹly, adv. —in·aptʹness, n.
in·ap·ti·tude (in apʹtә tüd; –tūd), n. 1
unﬁtness. 2 lack of skill.
in·ar·tic·u·late (in´är tikʹyә lit), adj. 1
not distinct; not like regular speech: an
inarticulate mutter. 2 unable to speak in
words; dumb. 3 not jointed. —in´ar·ticʹulate·ly, adv. —in´ar·ticʹu·late·ness, n.
in·ar·tis·tic (in´är tisʹtik), adj. not artistic; lacking good taste. —in´ar·tisʹtical·ly, adv.
in·as·much as (in´әz muchʹ), 1 because.
2 in so far as.
in·at·ten·tion (in´ә tenʹshәn), n. lack of
attention; negligence.
in·at·ten·tive (in´ә tenʹtiv), adj. not attentive; careless; negligent. —in´at·tenʹtively, adv. —in´at·tenʹtive·ness, n.
in·au·di·ble (in ôʹdә bәl), adj. that cannot
be heard. —in·au´di·bilʹi·ty, in·auʹdible·ness, n. —in·auʹdi·bly, adv.
in·au·gu·ral (in ôʹgyә rәl), adj. of or for an
inauguration. —n. 1 inaugural address. 2
inaugural ceremonies.
inaugural address, speech made by a
president of the United States, or a
governor of a state, when he or she is
inaugurated.
in·au·gu·rate (in ôʹgyә rāt), v., –rat·ed,
–rat·ing. 1 install in oﬃce with a ceremony. 2 make a formal beginning of;
begin. [< L, ult. < in– for + augur taker
of omens] —in·auʹgu·ra´tor, n.
in·au·gu·ra·tion (in ô´gyә rāʹshәn), n. 1
act or ceremony of installing a person in
oﬃce. 2 formal beginning; beginning. 3
opening for public use with a ceremony
or celebration.
in·aus·pi·cious (in´ôs pishʹәs), adj. unfavorable; unlucky. —in´aus·piʹcious·ly,
adv. —in´aus·piʹcious·ness, n.
in·board (inʹbôrd´; –bōrd´), adv., adj.
inside the hull of a ship.
in·born (inʹbôrnʹ), adj. born in a person;
instinctive; natural.
in·bound (inʹboundʹ), adj. inward
bound.
in·bred (inʹbredʹ), adj. 1 inborn; natural:
an inbred courtesy. 2 bred for generations from ancestors closely related.

in·breed (inʹbrēdʹ), v., –bred, –breed·ing.
1 breed from closely related animals or
plants. 2 produce or develop within.
in·breed·ing (inʹbrēd´ing), n. breeding
from closely related persons, animals,
or plants.
inc., 1 inclosure. 2 including. 3 inclusive.
4 Also, Inc. incorporated. 5 increase.
In·ca (ingʹkә), n. 1 member of a South
American Indian people who ruled an
empire in Peru before the Spanish conquest. 2 ruler or member of the royal
family of these people. —Inʹcan, n., adj.
in·cal·cu·la·ble (in kalʹkyә lә bәl), adj. 1
too great in number to be counted;
numerous. 2 not to be reckoned beforehand. 3 not to be relied on; uncertain.
—in·cal´cu·la·bilʹi·ty, in·calʹcu·la·bleness, n. —in·calʹcu·la·bly, adv.
in·can·desce (in´kәn desʹ), v., –desced,
–des·cing. glow or cause to glow.
in·can·des·cence (in´kәn desʹәns), n. redhot or white-hot condition.
in·can·des·cent (in´kәn desʹәnt), adj. 1
glowing with heat; red-hot or white-hot.
2 Fig. intensely bright; brilliant. 3 pertaining to or containing a material that
gives light by incandescence: an incandescent lamp. [< L incandescens beginning to glow < in– + candere be gleaming
white] —in´can·desʹcent·ly, adv.
in·can·ta·tion (in´kan tāʹshәn), n. 1 set
of words spoken as a magic charm or to
cast a magic spell. 2 use of such words.
[< L, ult. < in– against + cantare chant]
in·ca·pa·ble (in kāʹpә bәl), adj. 1 without
ordinary ability; not eﬃcient; not competent: incapable workers.
incapable of, a without the ability,
power, or ﬁtness for: incapable of work. b
not susceptible to; not capable of receiving or admitting: incapable of exact
measurement.—in·ca´pa·bilʹi·ty,in·caʹpable·ness, n. —in·caʹpa·bly, adv.
in·ca·pac·i·tant (in´ka pasʹә tant), n.
something that incapacitates, as a chemical or drug.
in·ca·pac·i·tate (in´kә pasʹә tāt), v., –tated, –tat·ing. deprive of ability, power, or
ﬁtness; disable. —in´ca·pac´i·taʹtion, n.
in·ca·pac·i·ty (in´kә pasʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
lack of ability, power, or ﬁtness; disability.
in·car·cer·ate (in kärʹsәr āt), v., –at·ed,
–at·ing. imprison. [< LL, < L in– in +
carcer jail] —in·car´cer·aʹtion, n. —incarʹcer·a´tor, n.
in·car·nate (adj. in kärʹnit, –nāt; v. in kärʹnāt), adj., v., –nat·ed, –nat·ing. —adj.
embodied in ﬂesh, esp. in human form.
—v. 1 make incarnate; embody. 2 put
into an actual form; realize. [< L, < in– +
caro ﬂesh]
in·car·na·tion (in´kär nāʹshәn), n. 1 a
taking on of human form by a divine
being. 2 person or thing that represents
some quality or idea. 3 the Incarnation,
the union of divine nature and human
nature in the person of Jesus Christ.

in·case (in kāsʹ), v., –cased, –cas·ing.
⫽encase. —in·caseʹment, n.
in·cau·tious (in kôʹshәs), adj. not cautious; heedless; reckless; rash. —in·cauʹtious·ly, adv. —in·cauʹtious·ness, n.
in·cen·di·ar·y (in senʹdi er´i), adj., n., pl.
–ar·ies. —adj. 1 having to do with the
setting of property on ﬁre maliciously. 2
causing ﬁres; used to start a ﬁre: incendiary bombs. 3 deliberately stirring up
strife or rebellion: incendiary speeches.
—n. 1 person who maliciously sets ﬁre
to property. 2 person who deliberately
stirs up strife or rebellion. [< L, < incendium ﬁre] —in·cenʹdi·a·rism, n.
in·cense1 (inʹsens), n. 1 substance giving oﬀ a sweet smell when burned. 2
perfume or smoke from it. 3 something
sweet like incense, such as the perfume
of ﬂowers, ﬂattery, or praise. [< LL
incensus < L incendere burn] —inʹcenseless, adj.
in·cense2 (in sensʹ), v., –censed, –censing. make very angry; ﬁll with rage. [< L
incensus kindled] —in·censeʹment, n.
in·cen·tive (in senʹtiv), n. motive; stimulus. —adj. inciting; encouraging. [< L
incentivus striking up the tune < in- +
canere sing]
in·cep·tion (in sepʹshәn), n. a beginning;
commencement. [< L inceptio < incipere
begin < in– on + capere take] —in·cepʹtive, adj.
in·ces·sant (in sesʹәnt), adj. never stopping; continued or repeated without
interruption. [< LL, < L in– not + cessare
cease] —in·cesʹsan·cy, in·cesʹsant·ness,
n. —in·cesʹsant·ly, adv.
in·cest (inʹsest), n. crime of sexual intercourse between persons so closely
related that their marriage is prohibited
by law. [< L incestum < in– not + castus
chaste]
in·ces·tu·ous (in sesʹchu̇ әs), adj. 1 involving incest. 2 guilty of incest. —in·cesʹtuous·ly, adv. —in·cesʹtu·ous·ness, n.
inch (inch), n. 1 measure of length, 1⁄12 of
a foot. 2 the amount of rainfall, etc., that
would cover a surface to the depth of
one inch. 3 the smallest part, amount, or
degree; very little bit. —v. move slowly
or little by little: a worm inches along.
by inches or inch by inch, slowly; little by
little.
every inch, completely.
within an inch of, very near; very close
to. [< L uncia, orig., a twelfth. Doublet of
ounce1]
in·cho·ate (in kōʹit), adj. just begun; in
an early stage; incomplete; undeveloped.
[< L inchoatus begun] —in·choʹate·ly,
adv. —in·choʹate·ness, n.
inch·worm (inchʹwėrm´), n. a measuring worm.
in·ci·dence (inʹsә dәns), n. 1 range of
occurrence or inﬂuence; way of aﬀecting: in an epidemic the incidence of
disease is widespread. 2 a falling on; a
striking, esp. the direction in which one
thing falls on or strikes another, as the
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angle (angle of incidence) that a line
or ray of light falling upon a surface
makes with a line perpendicular to that
surface.
in·ci·dent (inʹsә dәnt), n. 1 a happening; event. 2 event that helps or adds
to something else, as a distinct piece of
action in a story, play, or poem. —adj.
liable to happen; belonging: hardships
incident to the life of an explorer. [< L
incidens happening < in– on + cadere
to fall]
in·ci·den·tal (in´sә denʹtәl), adj. 1 happening or likely to happen along with
something else more important: discomforts incidental to camping out. 2
occurring by chance. —n. something
incidental.
in·ci·den·tal·ly (in´sә denʹtәl i; –dentʹli),
adv. as an incident along with something else; accidentally.
incidental music, music that accompanies a ﬁlm, play, etc., to set a mood or
engage an audience.
in·cin·er·ate (in sinʹәr āt), v., –at·ed, –ating. burn to ashes. [< Med.L, < L in– into
+ cinis ashes] —in·cin´er·aʹtion, n.
in·cin·er·a·tor (in sinʹәr ā´tәr), n. furnace or other arrangement for burning
things.
in·cip·i·ent (in sipʹi әnt), adj. just beginning; in an early stage. [< L incipiens
beginning < in– on + capere take] —incipʹi·ence, n. —in·cipʹi·ent·ly, adv.
in·cise (in sīzʹ), v., –cised, –cis·ing. 1 cut
into. 2 carve; engrave. [< F inciser, ult.
< in– into + caedere cut] —in·cisedʹ, adj.
in·ci·sion (in sizhʹәn), n. 1 cut made in
something; gash. 2 act of incising.
in·ci·sive (in sīʹsiv), adj. sharp; penetrating; piercing; keen: an incisive criticism.
[< Med.L incisivus < L incidere incise]
—in·ciʹsive·ly, adv. —in·ciʹsive·ness, n.
in·ci·sor (in sīʹzәr), n. tooth adapted for
cutting; one of the front teeth.
in·cite (in sītʹ), v., –cit·ed, –cit·ing. move
to action; urge on; stir up; rouse. [< L
incitare, ult. < in– on + ciere cause to
move] —in·citeʹment, n. —in·citʹer, n.
—in·citʹing·ly, adv.
in·ci·vil·i·ty (in´sә vilʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
rudeness; lack of courtesy; impoliteness.
2 a rude or impolite act.
incl., 1 including. 2 inclusive.
in·clem·en·cy (in klemʹәn si), n., pl. –cies.
severity; harshness: the inclemency of the
weather kept us at home.
in·clem·ent (in klemʹәnt), adj. 1 rough;
stormy. 2 severe; harsh. —in·clemʹently, adv.
in·cli·na·tion (in´klә nāʹshәn), n. 1 tendency: an inclination to become fat. 2
preference; liking: a strong inclination
for sports. 3 a leaning; a bending; a bowing: a nod is an inclination of the head.
4 slope; slant: the inclination of a roof.
—in´cli·naʹtion·al, adj.
in·cline (v. in klīnʹ; n. inʹklīn, in klīnʹ), v.,
–clined, –clin·ing, n. —v. 1 be favorable;
be disposed; tend: dogs incline toward

meat as a food. 2 make favorable or willing; inﬂuence: incline your conscience to
obey the law. 3 slope; slant. 4 lean; bend;
bow. —n. 1 slope; slant. 2 a sloping surface. [< L, < in– + –clinare bend] —inclinedʹ, adj. —in·clinʹer, n.
inclined plane, plank or other plane
surface put at an oblique angle with a
horizontal surface.
in·close (in klōzʹ), v., –closed, –clos·ing.
⫽enclose. —in·closʹer, n.
in·clo·sure (in klōʹzhәr), n. ⫽enclosure.
in·clude (in klüdʹ), v., –clud·ed, –clud·ing.
1 contain; comprise: the farm includes
160 acres. 2 put in a total, a class, or the
like; reckon in a count: all on board the
ship were lost, including the captain. [< L
includere < in– in + claudere shut] —includʹi·ble, in·cludʹa·ble, adj.
in·clu·sion (in klüʹzhәn), n. 1 an including or being included. 2 thing included.
in·clu·sive (in klüʹsiv), adj. 1 including
in consideration; including; comprising:
read pages 10 to 20 inclusive. 2 including
much; including everything concerned:
an inclusive list of expenses.
inclusive of, including; counting: $30,
inclusive of shipping and handling. —incluʹsive·ly, adv. —in·cluʹsive·ness, n.
in·cog·ni·to (in´kog nēʹtō), adj., adv., n.,
pl. –tos. —adj., adv. with one’s name,
character and rank, etc., concealed. —n.
a disguised state or condition. [< Ital.
< L incognitus unknown, ult. < in– not +
cognoscere come to know]
in·co·her·ence (in´kō hirʹәns), n., pl.
–enc·es. 1 disconnected thought or
speech. 2 lack of logical connection. 3
failure to stick together; looseness.
in·co·her·ent (in´kō hirʹәnt), adj. 1 disconnected; confused. 2 not sticking
together. —in´co·herʹent·ly, adv.
in·com·bus·ti·ble (in´kәm busʹtә bәl),
adj. that cannot be burned; ﬁreproof.
—in´com·bus´ti·bilʹi·ty, in´com·busʹtible·ness, n. —in´com·busʹti·bly, adv.
in·come (inʹkum), n. what comes in from
property, business, labor, etc.; receipts.
income tax, government tax on a person’s
income.
in·com·ing (inʹkum´ing), adj. coming in.
in·com·men·su·ra·ble (in´kә menʹ-shә rә bәl; –sә rә–), adj. 1 that cannot be
compared because not measurable in
the same units or scale. 2 having no
common integral divisor. —in´commen´su·ra·bilʹi·ty, in´com·menʹsu·rable·ness, n. —in´com·menʹsu·ra·bly, adv.
in·com·men·su·rate (in´kә menʹshә rit;
–sә rit), adj. 1 not in proportion; not adequate. 2 ⫽incommensurable. —in´commenʹsu·rate·ly, adv. —in´com·menʹsurate·ness, n.
in·com·mo·di·ous (in´kә mōʹdi әs), adj.
1 not roomy enough. 2 inconvenient;
uncomfortable. —in´com·moʹdi·ously, adv.
in·com·mu·ni·ca·ble (in´kә mū ʹnә kә bәl),
adj. not capable of being communicated

or told. —in´com·muʹni·ca·ble·ness, n.
—in´com·muʹni·ca·bly, adv.
in·com·mu·ni·ca·do (in´kә mū ´nә käʹdō),
adj. deprived of communication with
others. [< Sp.]
in·com·pa·ra·ble (in komʹpә rә bәl; –prә bәl), adj. 1 without equal; matchless:
incomparable beauty. 2 not to be compared; unsuitable for comparison.
—in·com´pa·ra·bilʹi·ty, in·comʹpa·rable·ness, n. —in·comʹpa·ra·bly, adv.
in·com·pat·i·bil·i·ty (in´kәm pat´ә bilʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 lack of harmony. 2
incompatible thing, quality, etc.
in·com·pat·i·ble (in´kәm patʹә bәl), adj.
1 not able to live or act together peaceably; opposed in character. 2 inconsistent: poor eating habits are incompatible
with health. —in´com·patʹi·ble·ness, n.
—in´com·patʹi·bly, adv.
in·com·pe·tence (in komʹpә tәns), n. lack
of ability, power, or ﬁtness.
in·com·pe·tent (in komʹpә tәnt), adj. not
competent; lacking ability, power, or ﬁtness. —n. an incompetent person. —incomʹpe·tent·ly, adv.
in·com·plete (in´kәm plētʹ), adj. not
complete; lacking some part; unﬁnished.
—in´com·pleteʹly, adv. —in´com·pleteʹness, in´com·pleʹtion, n.
in·com·pre·hen·si·ble (in´kom pri henʹsә bәl), adj. impossible to understand.
—in´com·pre·hen´si·bilʹi·ty, in´compre·henʹsi·ble·ness, n. —in´com·prehenʹsi·bly, adv.
in·com·press·i·ble (in´kәm presʹә bәl),
adj. not capable of being squeezed into
a smaller size. —in´com·press´i·bilʹity, n.
in·con·ceiv·a·ble (in´kәn sēvʹә bәl), adj.
impossible to imagine; unthinkable;
incredible. —in´con·ceiv´a·bilʹi·ty, in´con·ceivʹa·ble·ness, n. —in´con·ceivʹably, adv.
in·con·clu·sive (in´kәn klüʹsiv), adj. not
decisive; not eﬀective. —in´con·cluʹsively, adv. —in´con·cluʹsive·ness, n.
in·con·gru·i·ty (in´kong grüʹә ti; –kon–;
–kәn–), n., pl. –ties. 1 unﬁtness; inappropriateness; being out of place. 2 lack
of agreement or harmony; inconsistency.
3 something that is incongruous.
in·con·gru·ous (in kongʹgru̇ әs), adj. 1
out of keeping; not appropriate; out of
place. 2 lacking in agreement or harmony; not consistent. —in·conʹgru·ously, adv. —in·conʹgru·ous·ness, n.
in·con·se·quent (in konʹsә kwent; –kwәnt),
adj. 1 not logical; not logically connected.
2 not to the point; oﬀ the subject. —inconʹse·quence, n. —in·conʹse·quent·ly,
adv.
in·con·se·quen·tial (in´kon sә kwenʹshәl), adj. 1 unimportant; triﬂing. 2
inconsequent. —in·con´se·quenʹtial·ly,
adv.
in·con·sid·er·a·ble (in´kәn sidʹәr ә bәl),
adj. not worthy of consideration; not
important. —in´con·sidʹer·a·ble·ness,
n. —in´con·sidʹer·a·bly, adv.
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inconsiderate

in·con·sid·er·ate (in´kәn sidʹәr it), adj.
not thoughtful of the rights and feelings of others. —in´con·sidʹer·ate·ly,
adv. —in´con·sidʹer·ate·ness, in´consid´er·aʹtion, n.
in·con·sist·en·cy (in´kәn sisʹtәn si), n.,
pl. –cies. 1 lack of agreement or harmony; variance. 2 failure to keep to the
same principles, course of action, etc.;
changeableness. 3 thing, act, etc., that is
inconsistent.
in·con·sist·ent (in´kәn sisʹtәnt), adj. 1
lacking in agreement or harmony; at
variance. 2 failing to keep to the same
principles, course of action, etc.; changeable. —in´con·sistʹent·ly, adv.
in·con·sol·a·ble (in´kәn sōlʹә bәl), adj. not
to be comforted. —in´con·sol´a·bilʹi·ty,
in´con·solʹa·ble·ness, n. —in´con·solʹably, adv.
in·con·spic·u·ous (in´kәn spikʹyu̇ әs),
adj. attracting little or no attention.
—in´con·spicʹu·ous·ly, adv. —in´conspicʹu·ous·ness, n.
in·con·stan·cy (in konʹstәn si), n. ﬁckleness.
in·con·stant (in konʹstәnt), adj. not constant; changeable; ﬁckle. —in·conʹstantly, adv.
in·con·test·a·ble (in´kәn tesʹtә bәl), adj.
not to be disputed; unquestionable.
—in´con·test´a·bilʹi·ty, in´con·testʹable·ness, n. —in´con·testʹa·bly, adv.
in·con·ti·nence (in konʹtә nәns), n. lack
of self-restraint.
in·con·ti·nent (in konʹtә nәnt), adj. without self-restraint. —in·conʹti·nent·ly,
adv.
in·con·tro·vert·i·ble (in´kon trә vėrʹtә bәl),
adj. that cannot be disputed; unquestionable. —in´con·tro·vert´i·bilʹi·ty,
in´con·tro·vertʹi·ble·ness, n. —in´contro·vertʹi·bly, adv.
in·con·ven·ience (in´kәn vēnʹyәns), n., v.,
–ienced, –ienc·ing, —n. 1 lack of convenience or ease; trouble; bother. 2 cause
of trouble, diﬃculty, or bother. —v. cause
trouble, diﬃculty, etc., to.
in·con·ven·ient (in´kәn vēnʹyәnt), adj.
not convenient; troublesome; causing
bother or discomfort. —in´con·venʹient·ly, adv.
in·cor·po·rate (v. in kôrʹpә rāt; adj. inkôrʹpә rit), v., –rat·ed, –rat·ing, adj. —v.
1 make (something) a part of something
else; join or combine (something) with
something else: we will incorporate your
suggestion in this new plan. 2 form into
a corporation: incorporate a business. 3
embody; give material form to: incorporate one’s thoughts in an article. —adj.
united; combined; incorporated. [< L,
in– into + corpus body] —in·corʹpo·ra´tive, adj. —in·corʹpo·ra´tor, n.
in·cor·po·ra·tion (in kôr´pә rāʹshәn), n.
1 an incorporating: the incorporation
of air bubbles in the glass spoiled it.
2 a being incorporated: incorporation
gives a company the power to act as one
person.

in·cor·po·re·al (in´kôr pôʹri әl; –pōʹ–),
adj. not made of any material substance;
spiritual. —in´cor·poʹre·al·ly, adv.
in·cor·rect (in´kә rektʹ), adj. 1 not correct;
wrong; faulty. 2 not proper. —in´correctʹly, adv. —in´cor·rectʹness, n.
in·cor·ri·gi·ble (in kôrʹә jә bәl; in korʹ-),
adj. so ﬁrmly ﬁxed (in bad ways, a bad
habit, etc.) that nothing else can be
expected: an incorrigible liar. —n. an
incorrigible person. —in·cor´ri·gi·bilʹity, in·corʹri·gi·bleʹness, n. —in·corʹrigi·bly, adv.
in·cor·rupt·i·ble (in´kә rupʹtә bәl), adj.
1 not to be corrupted; honest. 2 not
capable of decay. —in´cor·rupt´i·bilʹity, in´cor·ruptʹi·ble·ness, n. —in´corruptʹi·bly, adv.
in·crease (v. in krēsʹ; n. inʹkrēs), v.,
–creased, –creas·ing, n. —v. 1 make
greater or more numerous; make richer
or more powerful. 2 become greater;
grow in numbers; advance in quality, success, power, etc. —n. 1 gain in
size, numbers, etc.; growth. 2 result of
increasing; increased product.
on the increase, increasing. [< AF
var. of OE encreistre < L, < in– in
+ crescere grow] —in·creasʹa·ble, adj.
—increasʹer, n.
in·creas·ing·ly (in krēsʹing li), adv. more
and more.
in·cred·i·ble (in kredʹә bәl), adj. seeming
too extraordinary to be possible; unbelievable: incredible bravery. —in·cred´ibilʹi·ty, in·credʹi·ble·ness n. —in·credʹibly, adv.
in·cre·du·li·ty (in´krә düʹlә ti; –dūʹ–), n.
lack of belief; doubt.
in·cred·u·lous (in krejʹә lәs), adj. 1 not
ready to believe; not credulous; doubting.
2 showing a lack of belief. —in·credʹulous·ly, adv. —in·credʹu·lous·ness, n.
in·cre·ment (inʹkrә mәnt; ingʹ–), n. 1
increase; growth. 2 amount by which
something increases. [< L incrementum
< increscere increase] —in´cre·menʹtal, adj.
in·crim·i·nate (in krimʹә nāt), v., –nated, –nat·ing. accuse of a crime; show
to be guilty: the thief incriminated two
others who helped him steal. [< LL, < L
in– against + crimen charge] —in·crim´inaʹtion, n. —in·crimʹi·na´tor, n.
in·crust (in krustʹ), v. ⫽encrust. —in´crustaʹtion, n.
in·cu·bate (inʹkyә bāt; ingʹ–), v., –bated, –bat·ing. 1 sit on (eggs) in order to
hatch them. 2 keep (eggs, etc.) warm so
that they will hatch or grow. [< L, < in–
on + cubare lie] —inʹcu·ba´tive, adj.
in·cu·ba·tion (in´kyә bāʹshәn; ing´–), n.
1 an incubating or being incubated. 2
stage of a disease from the time of infection until the appearance of the ﬁrst
symptoms. —in´cu·baʹtion·al, adj.
in·cu·ba·tor (inʹkyә bā´tәr; ingʹ–), n. 1
apparatus having a box or chamber for
keeping eggs at a speciﬁc temperature
so that they will hatch. 2 a similar

apparatus for rearing children born prematurely. 3 apparatus in which bacterial
cultures are developed.
in·cu·bus (inʹkyә bәs; ingʹ–), n., pl. –bi
(–bī), –bus·es. 1 an evil spirit supposed
to descend upon sleeping persons. 2
nightmare. 3 an oppressive or burdensome thing. [< Med.L (def. 1), LL (def. 2),
< L (def. 2), < L, < in– on + cubare lie]
in·cul·cate (in kulʹkāt; inʹkul kāt), v.,
–cat·ed, –cat·ing. impress by repetition;
teach persistently. [< L inculcatus, orig.,
trampled in, ult. < in– in + calx heel]
—in´cul·caʹtion, n. —in·culʹca·tor, n.
in·cum·ben·cy (in kumʹbәn si), n., pl.
–cies. a holding of an oﬃce, position,
etc., and performance of its duties; term
of oﬃce.
in·cum·bent (in kumʹbәnt), adj. 1 lying,
leaning, or pressing (on). 2 resting (on
a person) as a duty: it is incumbent on
a judge to be just. —n. person holding
an oﬃce, position, church living, etc.
[< L incumbens lying down on] —incumʹbent·ly, adv.
in·cum·ber (in kumʹbәr), v. ⫽encumber.
in·cum·brance (in kumʹbrәns), n.
⫽encumbrance.
in·cu·nab·u·la (in´kyu̇ nabʹyә lә), n.pl.,
sing. –lum (–lәm). books printed before
the year 1500. [< L, cradle] —in´cunabʹu·lar, adj.
in·cur (in kėrʹ), v., –curred, –cur·ring.
run or fall into (something unpleasant); bring (blame, punishment, danger,
etc.) on oneself: the hunter incurred
great danger in killing the tiger. [< L,
< in– upon + currere run]
in·cur·a·ble (in kyu̇rʹә bәl), adj. not capable of being cured or remedied. —n.
person having an incurable disease. —incur´a·bilʹi·ty, in·curʹa·ble·ness, n. —incurʹa·bly, adv.
in·cu·ri·ous (in kyu̇rʹi әs), adj. not curious; without curiosity. —in´cu·ri·osʹity, in·cuʹri·ous·ness, n. —in·cuʹri·ously, adv.
in·cur·sion (in kėrʹzhәn; –shәn), n. invasion; raid; sudden attack. [< L incursio
< incurrere. See incur.]
in·cur·sive (in kėrʹsiv), adj. making
incursions.
in·cus (ingʹkәs), n., pl. in·cu·des. the middle one of a chain of three small bones
in the middle ear of man and other
animals. [< L, anvil]
Ind., 1 India. 2 Indian. 3 Indiana.
ind., 1 independent. 2 index. 3 indicative.
in·debt·ed (in detʹid), adj. in debt;
obliged; owing money or gratitude.
—in·debtʹed·ness, n.
in·de·cen·cy (in dēʹsәn si), n., pl. –cies.
1 lack of decency. 2 an indecent act or
word.
in·de·cent (in dēʹsәnt), adj. 1 not decent;
in very bad taste; improper: an indecent lack of gratitude to the man who
saved his life. 2 not modest; morally bad;
obscene. —in·deʹcent·ly, adv.

indicator
in·de·ci·pher·a·ble (in´di sīʹfәr ә bәl), adj.
incapable of being deciphered; illegible.
—in´de·ci´pher·a·bilʹi·ty, n.
in·de·ci·sion (in´di sizhʹәn), n. lack of
decision; tendency to delay or to hesitate.
in·de·ci·sive (in´di sīʹsiv), adj. 1 having
the habit of hesitating and putting oﬀ
decisions. 2 not deciding or settling the
matter. —in´de·ciʹsive·ly, adv. —in´deciʹsive·ness, n.
in·dec·o·rous (in dekʹә rәs; in´di kôʹrәs,
–kōʹ–), adj. not suitable; improper.
—in·decʹo·rous·ly, adv. —in·decʹorous·ness, n.
in·deed (in dēdʹ), adv. in fact; really; truly;
surely. —interj. expression of surprise,
incredulity, irony, or contempt.
indef., indeﬁnite.
in·de·fat·i·ga·ble (in´di fatʹә gә bәl), adj.
tireless; untiring. —in´de·fat´i·ga·bilʹity, in´de·fatʹi·ga·ble·ness, n. —in´defatʹi·ga·bly, adv.
in·de·fen·si·ble (in´di fenʹsә bәl), adj. 1 that
cannot be defended. 2 not justiﬁable.
—in´de·fen´si·bilʹi·ty, in´de·fenʹsi·bleness, n. —in´de·fenʹsi·bly, adv.
in·de·ﬁn·a·ble (in´di fīnʹә bәl), adj. that
cannot be deﬁned. —in´de·ﬁnʹa·bleness, n. —in´de·ﬁnʹa·bly, adv.
in·def·i·nite (in defʹә nit), adj. 1 not
clearly deﬁned; not precise; vague. 2
not limited. —in·defʹi·nite·ly, adv. —indefʹi·nite·ness, n.
indeﬁnite article, a or an.
in·del·i·ble (in delʹә bәl), adj. 1 that cannot be erased or removed; permanent:
an indelible disgrace. 2 making an indelible mark: an indelible pen. [< L, < in–
not + delere destroy] —in·del´i·bilʹi·ty,
in·delʹi·ble·ness, n. —in·delʹi·bly, adv.
in·del·i·ca·cy (in delʹә kә si), n., pl. -cies.
lack of delicacy; being indelicate.
in·del·i·cate (in delʹә kit), adj. 1 not
delicate; coarse; crude. 2 improper;
immodest.—in·delʹi·cate·ly,adv.—in·delʹicate·ness, n.
in·dem·ni·ﬁ·ca·tion (in dem´nә fә kāʹshәn), n. 1 an indemnifying or being
indemniﬁed. 2 compensation; recompense.
in·dem·ni·fy (in demʹnә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fying. 1 repay; make good; compensate
for damage, loss, or expenses incurred.
2 secure against damage or loss; insure.
—in·demʹni·ﬁ´er, n.
in·dem·ni·ty (in demʹnә ti), n., pl. –ties.
1 payment for damage, loss, or expense
incurred. 2 security against damage or
loss; insurance. [< LL, < L indemnis
unhurt < in– not + damnum damage]
in·dent1 (v. in dentʹ; n. inʹdent, in dentʹ),
v. 1 cut (an edge) so that it looks like
a row of teeth; notch. 2 begin (a line)
farther from the edge than the other
lines. —n. 1 a notch. 2 an indenting.
[< OF endenter, ult. < L in– in + dens
tooth] —in·dentʹer, n.
in·dent2 (in dentʹ), v. 1 make a dent in. 2
press in; stamp. [< in–2 + dent]

in·den·ta·tion (in´den tāʹshәn), n. 1 an
indenting or being indented. 2 dent;
notch; cut. 3 ⫽indention.
in·den·tion (in denʹshәn), n. 1 a beginning of a line farther from the edge than
the other lines. 2 blank space left by
doing this. 3 ⫽indentation.
in·den·ture (in denʹchәr), n., v., –tured,
–tur·ing. —n. 1 written agreement. 2
Also, indentures. contract by which a
person is bound to serve someone else. 3
⫽indentation. —v. bind by a contract for
service. [< OF endenteure indentation]
in·de·pend·ence (in´di penʹdәns), n.
freedom from the control, inﬂuence,
support, or help of another.
Independence Day, the Fourth of July.
in·de·pend·ent (in´di penʹdәnt), adj. 1
needing, wishing, or getting no help
from others: independent thinking. 2
acting, working, or esp. voting by one’s
own ideas. 3 not under another’s rule.
4 not depending on others. 5 having
an adequate private income. 6 not controlled or inﬂuenced by something else;
separate; distinct. —n. 1 person who
is independent in thought or behavior.
2 person who votes without regard to
party. —in´de·pendʹent·ly, adv.
independent clause, ⫽main clause.
in-depth (in´depthʹ), adj. covering all
aspects; thorough; complete.
in· de· scrib· a· ble
(in´ di skrībʹ ә bәl),
adj. that cannot be described; beyond
description. —in´de·scrib´a·bilʹi·ty,
in´de·scribʹa·ble·ness, n. —in´describʹa·bly, adv.
in·de·struct·i·ble (in´di strukʹtә bәl),
adj. that cannot be destroyed. —in´destruct´i·bilʹi·ty, in´de·structʹi·ble·ness,
n. —in´de·structʹi·bly, adv.
in·de·ter·mi·na·ble (in´di tėrʹmә nә bәl),
adj. 1 not capable of being settled or
decided. 2 not capable of being ascertained. —in´de·terʹmi·na·bly, adv.
in· de· ter· mi· nate (in´ di tėrʹ mә nit),
adj. not determined; indeﬁnite; vague.
—in´de·terʹmi·nate·ly, adv. —in´deterʹmi·nate·ness, n.
in·de·ter·mi·na·tion (in´di tėr´mә nāʹshәn), n. 1 lack of determination. 2 an
unsettled state.
in·dex (inʹdeks), n., pl. –dex·es, –di·ces
(–dә sēz), v. —n. 1 list of what is in a
book, telling on what pages to ﬁnd topics, names, etc., usually put at the end of
the book and arranged in alphabetical
order. 2 thing that points out or shows;
sign. 3 Also, index ﬁnger. ﬁnger next to
the thumb; foreﬁnger. 4 pointer: a dial
has an index. 5 number representing an
increase or decrease of prices, business
activity, etc., consumer price index. —v.
1 provide with an index; make an index
of. 2 enter in an index. [< L, orig., that
which points out]
In·di·a (inʹdi ә) n. 1 a peninsular subcontinent in Asia, S of the Himalayas,
between the Bay of Bengal and the
Arabian Sea, projecting into the Indian
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Ocean. Now chieﬂy divided between
the republic of India and Pakistan. 2 a
republic in S Asia.
India ink, 1 a black pigment consisting of lampblack mixed with a binding
material. 2 liquid ink prepared from
this pigment.
In·di·a·man (inʹdi ә mәn), n., pl. –men. a
ship in the trade with India.
In·di·an (inʹdi әn), n. 1 an American
Indian. 2 any one of the languages of
the American Indians. 3 native of India
or the East Indies. —adj. 1 of or having to do with American Indians. 2 of,
living in, or belonging to India or the
East Indies.
In·di·an·a (in´di anʹә), n. a Middle Western state of the United States. —In´dianʹi·an, adj., n.
In·di·an·ap·o·lis (in´di әn apʹә lis), n.
capital of Indiana, near the center of
the state.
Indian club, a bottle-shaped wooden
club swung for exercise.
Indian corn, 1 grain that grows on large
ears; maize. 2 plant that it grows on.
Indian ﬁle, single ﬁle.
Indian giver, person who takes back a
gift after having bestowed it.
Indian Ocean, ocean S of Asia, E of
Africa, and W of Australia.
Indian paintbrush, 1 plant of the ﬁgwort
family, esp. found in W North America,
that has red, pink, or yellow bracts. 2
common weed of North America that
has reddish-orange ﬂowers.
Indian pipe, a leaﬂess plant with a solitary
ﬂower that looks like a tobacco pipe.
Indian summer, time of mild, dry, hazy
weather in late autumn.
India paper, a thin, tough paper, used for
Bibles, prayer books, etc.
In·dic (inʹdik), adj. 1 of or having to do
with India. 2 of or indicating the Indian
branch of the Indo-Iranian languages,
Hindi, Urdu, Sanskrit, etc.
indic., indicative.
in·di·cate (inʹdә kāt), v., –cat·ed, –cating. 1 point out; show; make known: a
thermometer indicates temperature. 2 be
a sign or hint of: fever indicates sickness.
3 give a sign or hint of; express: indicate
one’s intention. [< L, < in– in + dicare
proclaim]
in·di·ca·tion (in´dә kāʹshәn), n. 1 an
indicating. 2 thing that indicates; sign.
in·dic·a·tive (in dikʹә tiv), adj. 1 pointing
out; showing; being a sign (of); suggestive. 2 expressing or denoting a state,
act, or happening as actual or asking a
question. In “I go” and “Did I go?” the
verbs are in the indicative mood. —n.
a the indicative mood. b a verb form in
this mood. —in·dicʹa·tive·ly, adv.
in·di·ca·tor (inʹdә kā´tәr), n. 1 person or
thing that indicates. 2 pointer on the dial
that measures something. 3 a measuring
or recording instrument. 4 substance
used to indicate chemical conditions or
changes, as litmus paper.
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in·di·ces (inʹdә sēz), n. pl. of index.
in·dict (in dītʹ), v. 1 charge with an oﬀense
or crime; accuse. 2 ﬁnd enough evidence
against (an accused person) so that a
trial is necessary. [< AF enditer indite]
—in·dictʹa·ble, adj. —in·dictʹer, indictʹor, n.
in·dict·ment (in dītʹmәnt), n. 1 a formal
accusation, esp. the legal accusation presented by a grand jury. 2 accusation.
in·die (inʹdē), n. 1 independent producer,
esp. of ﬁlms. 2 ﬁlm or recording independently produced. —adj. of or having
to do with an independent production
or producer. [< independent]
In·dies (inʹdēz), n.pl. 1 East Indies, India,
and the Malay Archipelago. 2 the East
Indies. 3 the West Indies.
in·dif·fer·ence (in difʹәr әns; –difʹrәns),
n. 1 lack of interest or attention. 2 lack of
importance: where we ate was a matter
of indiﬀerence.
in·dif·fer·ent (in difʹәr әnt; –difʹrәnt),
adj. 1 having no feeling for or against:
indiﬀerent to an admirer. 2 impartial;
neutral; without preference: an indiﬀerent decision. 3 unimportant; not mattering much: the time for starting is
indiﬀerent to me. 4 neither good nor
bad; just fair.
in·dif·fer·ent·ly (in difʹәr әnt li; –difʹrәnt–),
adv. 1 with indiﬀerence. 2 without distinction; equally. 3 moderately; tolerably; passably. 4 poorly; badly.
in·di·gence (inʹdә jәns), n. poverty.
in·dig·e·nous (in dijʹә nәs), adj. originating in the region or country where found;
native. [< L indigena native] —in·digʹenous·ly, adv. —in·digʹe·nous·ness, n.
in·di·gent (inʹdә jәnt), adj. poor; needy.
[< L indigens needing] —inʹdi·gently, adv.
in·di·gest·i·ble (in´dә jesʹtә bәl; –dī–), adj.
that cannot be digested; hard to digest.
—in´di·gest´i·bilʹi·ty, in´di·gestʹi·bleness, n. —in´di·gestʹi·bly, adv.
in·di·ges·tion (in´dә jesʹchәn; –dī–), n.
inability to digest food; diﬃculty in
digesting food.
in·dig·nant (in digʹnәnt), adj. angry at
something unworthy, unjust, or mean.
—in·digʹnant·ly, adv.
in·dig·na·tion (in´dig nāʹshәn), n. anger
at something unworthy, unjust, or mean;
righteous anger. [< L, ult. < in– not +
dignus worthy]
in·dig·ni·ty (in digʹnә ti), n., pl. –ties.
injury to dignity; an insult; a slight.
in·di·go (inʹdә gō), n., pl. –gos, –goes, adj.
—n. 1 blue dyestuﬀ obtained from certain plants or made artiﬁcially. 2 plant
from which indigo is obtained. 3 a deep
violet blue. —adj. deep violet-blue. [< Sp.
< L < Gk. indikon, orig. adj., Indian]
indigo bunting, a small American ﬁnch,
the male of which is a deep violet-blue.
in·di·rect (in´dә rektʹ; –dī–), adj. 1 not
direct; not straight: an indirect route. 2
not directly connected; secondary: an
indirect consequence. 3 not straightfor-

ward and to the point: an indirect reply,
indirect methods. —in´di·rectʹly, adv.
—in´di·rectʹness, n.
in·di·rec·tion (in´dә rekʹshәn; –dī–), n.
1 roundabout act, means, etc. 2 dishonesty; deceit.
indirect lighting, diﬀused light that illuminates without glare.
indirect object, person or thing that is
indirectly aﬀected by the action of the
verb. The indirect object usually comes
before the direct object and shows to
whom or for whom something is done.
In “I gave John a book,” John is the indirect object and book is the direct object.
indirect tax, tax paid by the consumer in
the form of higher prices for the taxed
goods or services.
in·dis·cern·i·ble (in´di zėrʹnә bәl; –sėrʹ–),
adj. imperceptible. —in´dis·cernʹi·bleness, in´dis·cernʹi·bly, adv.
in·dis·creet (in´dis krētʹ), adj. not
discreet; not wise and judicious;
imprudent.—in´dis·creetʹly,adv.—in´discreetʹness, n.
in·dis·cre·tion (in´dis kreshʹәn), n. 1 lack
of good judgment. 2 an indiscreet act.
in·dis·crim·i·nate (in´dis krimʹә nit), adj.
1 with no feeling for diﬀerences: an indiscriminate reader. 2 confused: an indiscriminate mass. —in´dis·crimʹi·nate·ly, adv.
—in´dis·crimʹi·nate·ness, n.
in·dis·pen·sa·ble (in´dis penʹsә bәl), adj.
absolutely necessary: air is indispensable to life. —n. an indispensable person
or thing. —in´dis·penʹsa·ble·ness, n.
—in´dis·penʹsa·bly, adv.
in·dis·pose (in´dis pōzʹ), v., –posed,
–pos·ing. 1 make unwilling; make
averse. 2 make slightly ill. 3 make unﬁt
or unable.
in·dis·posed (in´dis pōzdʹ), adj. 1 slightly
ill. 2 unwilling; without inclination;
averse.
in·dis·po·si·tion (in´dis pә zishʹәn), n. 1
disturbance of health; slight illness. 2
unwillingness; disinclination; aversion.
in·dis·put·a·ble (in´dis pūtʹә bәl; in disʹpyә tә–), adj. not to be disputed; undoubtedly true; unquestionable. —in´dis·putʹa·ble·ness, n. —in´dis·putʹably, adv.
in·dis·sol·u·ble (in´di solʹyә bәl), adj. not
capable of being dissolved, undone, or
destroyed; lasting; ﬁrm. —in´dis·solʹuble·ness, n. —in´dis·solʹu·bly, adv.
in·dis·tinct (in´dis tingktʹ), adj. not distinct; not clear to the eye, ear, or mind.
—in´dis·tinctʹly, adv. —in´dis·tinctʹness, n.
in·dis·tin·guish·a·ble (in´dis tingʹgwishә bәl), adj. that cannot be distinguished.
—in´ dis· tinʹ guish· a· ble· ness,
n.
—in´dis·tinʹguish·a·bly, adv.
in·dite (in dītʹ), v., –dit·ed, –dit·ing. put
in words or writing; compose. [< OF
enditer < L in– in + dictare dictate,
express in writing] —in·diteʹment, n.
—in·ditʹer, n.

in·di·um (inʹdi әm), n. a metallic element,
In, that is soft, white, malleable, and easily fusible. [< NL, < L indicum indigo]
in·di·vid·u·al (in´dә vijʹu̇ әl), n. 1 person.
2 one person, animal, or thing. —adj.
1 single; particular; separate: an individual question. 2 for one person only:
individual seats. 3 pertaining or peculiar
to one person or thing: individual tastes,
an individual style. [< Med.L, ult. < L in–
not + dividuus divisible]
in·di·vid·u·al·ism (in´dә vijʹu̇ әl iz´әm),
n. 1 theory that individual freedom is as
important as the welfare of the group as
a whole. 2 each for himself; selﬁshness.
in·di·vid·u·al·ist (in´dә vijʹu̇ әl ist), n. 1
one who lives life for himself or herself
and does not try to cooperate with
others. 2 supporter of individualism.
—in´di·vid´u·al·isʹtic, adj.
in·di·vid·u·al·i·ty (in´dә vij´u̇ alʹә ti), n.,
pl. –ties. 1 individual character; sum
of the qualities that make a person
himself or herself, not someone else. 2
state of being individual; existence as an
individual.
in·di·vid·u·al·ize (in´dә vijʹu̇ әl īz), v.,
–ized, –iz·ing. 1 make individual; give
a distinctive character to. 2 consider
as individuals; list one by one; specify.
—in´di·vid´u·al·i·zaʹtion, n. —in´dividʹu·al·iz´er, n.
in·di·vid·u·al·ly (in´dә vijʹu̇ әl i), adv. 1
personally; one at a time; as individuals: the teacher helps us individually.
2 each from the others: people diﬀer
individually.
in·di·vis·i·ble (in´dә vizʹә bәl), adj. 1 not
capable of being divided. 2 not capable
of being divided without a remainder.
—in´di·vis´i·bilʹi·ty, in´di·visʹi·bleness, n. —in´di·visʹi·bly, adv.
In·do·chi·na (inʹdō chīʹnә), n. the SE
peninsula of Asia, comprising Myanmar, the Malay Peninsula, Thailand,
Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam.
In·do·chi·nese (inʹdō chī nēzʹ; –nēsʹ), adj.
1 of or having to do with Indochina, the
Mongoloid peoples living there, or their
languages. 2 of or having to do with the
family of languages comprising these
languages and the Tibetan and Chinese
groups of languages. —n. native or inhabitant of Indochina.
in·doc·tri·nate (in dokʹtrә nāt), v., –nated, –nat·ing. 1 teach a doctrine, belief, or
principle to. 2 inculcate. [prob. < Med.L,
< in– in + doctrinare teach < L doctrina
doctrine] —in·doc´tri·naʹtion, n.
—in·docʹtri·na´tor, n.
Indo-, combining form. of India; Indian,
as in Indo-European.
In·do-Eu·ro·pe·an (inʹdō yu̇r´ә pēʹ әn),
adj. 1 of India and Europe. 2 of or
having to do with a group of related
languages spoken in India, W Asia, and
Europe. English, German, Latin, Greek,
Persian, and Sanskrit are some of the
Indo-European languages. —n. this
group of languages.
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In·do-Ger·man·ic (inʹdō jėr manʹik), adj.
⫽Indo-European.
In·do-Iranian (inʹdō i rāʹnē әn; –ī–;
–i rä–), adj. of or having to do with the
Indic and Iranian (Persian) branch of
Indo-European.
in·do·lence (inʹdә lәns), n. laziness; dislike of work; idleness.
in·do·lent (inʹdә lәnt), adj. lazy; disliking
work. [< LL, < L in– not + dolere be in
pain] —inʹdo·lent·ly, adv.
in·dom·i·ta·ble (in domʹә tә bәl), adj.
unconquerable; unyielding.[< LL indomitabilis, ult. < L in- not + domare tame]
—inʹdom´i·ta·bilʹi·ty, in·domʹi·ta·bleness, n. —in·domʹi·ta·bly, adv.
In·do·ne·sia (in´dō nēʹshә; –zhә), n. 1
Republic of, an autonomous republic in
the Malay Archipelago, including Java,
Sumatra, S and E Borneo, W Timor,
Bali, and other islands. 2 ⫽Malay Archipelago. —In´do·neʹsian, adj., n.
in·door (inʹdôr´; –dōr´), adj. done, used,
etc., in a house or building: indoor
tennis.
in·doors (inʹdôrzʹ; -dōrzʹ), adv. in or into
a house or building.
in·dorse (in dôrsʹ), v., –dorsed, –dorsing. ⫽endorse.
in·du·bi·ta·ble (in düʹbә tә bәl; –dūʹ–),
adj. not to be doubted; certain. —induʹbi·ta·ble·ness, n. —in·duʹbi·ta·bly,
adv.
in·duce (in düsʹ; –dūsʹ), v., –duced,
–duc·ing. 1 lead on; inﬂuence; persuade: advertising induces people to buy.
2 cause; bring about: some drugs induce
sleep. 3 produce (an electric or magnetic
change) without contact. 4 infer by reasoning from particular facts to a general
rule or principle. [< L, < in– in + ducere
lead] —in·ducʹer, n. —in·ducʹi·ble, adj.
in·duce·ment (in düsʹmәnt; –dūsʹ–), n.
something that inﬂuences or persuades;
incentive.
in·duct (in duktʹ), v. 1 bring in; introduce
(into position, oﬃce, etc.). 2 put formally
in possession of (an oﬃce, etc.): inducted
into the oﬃce of governor. 3 U.S. enroll
in military service. [< L inductus, pp. of
inducere. See induce.]
in·duct·ance (in dukʹtәns), adj. property
of an electrical conductor or circuit that
makes induction possible.
in·duc·tee (in dukʹtē), n. person who is
soon to be inducted into military service.
in·duc·tile (in dukʹtәl), adj. not ductile.
—in´duc·tilʹi·ty, n.
in·duc·tion (in dukʹshәn), n. 1 process
by which an object having electrical or
magnetic properties produces similar
properties in a nearby object, usually
without direct contact. 2 reasoning from
particular facts to a general rule or principle. 3 conclusion reached in this way. 4
act or ceremony of installing a person in
oﬃce. 5 enrollment in military service.
in·duc·tive (in dukʹtiv), adj. 1 of or using
induction; reasoning by induction. 2

having to do with electrical or magnetic
induction. —in·ducʹtive·ly, adv. —inducʹtive·ness, n.
in·dulge (in duljʹ), v., –dulged, –dulging. 1 yield to the wishes of; humor:
indulge a sick person. 2 give way to:
indulge our desires. 3 give way to one’s
pleasures; give oneself up to: indulge in
tobacco. [< L indulgere] —in·dulgʹer, n.
—in·dulgʹing·ly, adv.
in·dul·gence (in dulʹjәns), n. 1 an indulging: indulgence in rich food. 2 thing
indulged in. 3 favor; privilege. 4 in the
Roman Catholic Church, remission of
the punishment still due to sin after the
guilt has been forgiven.
in·dul·gent (in dulʹjәnt), adj. indulging;
kind; almost too kind: the indulgent
mother bought her boy everything he
wanted. —in·dulʹgent·ly, adv.
in·dus·tri·al (in dusʹtri әl), adj. 1 having
to do with or connected with the industries, trades, or manufactures: industrial
workers. 2 manufacturing rather than
agricultural or commercial: an industrial community. 3 of or having to do
with the workers in industries: industrial
insurance. —in·dusʹtri·al·ly, adv.
in·dus·tri·al·ism (in dusʹtri әl iz´әm), n.
system of social and economic organization in which large industries are very
important and industrial activities or
interests prevail.
in·dus·tri·al·ist (in dusʹtri әl ist), n. person who conducts or owns an industrial
enterprise.
in·dus·tri·al·i·za·tion (in dus´tri әl ә zāʹshәn), n. development of large industries
as an important feature in a country or a
social or economic system.
in·dus·tri·al·ize (in dusʹtri әl īz), v., –ized,
–iz·ing. 1 make industrial. 2 organize as
an industry.
industrial park, area, usually outside a
city or large town, esp. designed and
built for manufacturing.
in·dus·tri·ous (in dusʹtri әs), adj. hardworking. —in·dusʹtri·ous·ly, adv. —indusʹtri·ous·ness, n.
in·dus·try (inʹdәs tri), n., pl. –tries. 1 any
branch of business, trade, or manufacture: the automobile industry. 2 systematic work or labor. 3 steady eﬀort. [< L
industria]
–ine1, suﬃx. of; like; like that of; characteristic of; having the nature of; being, as
in crystalline, elephantine. [< L –inus]
–ine2, suﬃx. used esp. in the names of
chemicals, as in chlorine, aniline. [< F
< L –ina]
in·e·bri·ate (v. in ēʹbri āt; n., adj. in ēʹbri it), v., –at·ed, –at·ing, n., adj. —n.
1 make drunk; intoxicate. 2 intoxicate
mentally; excite. —n. habitual drunkard;
intoxicated person. —adj. intoxicated;
drunk. [< L, < in– + ebrius drunk] —ine´bri·aʹtion, n.
in·e·bri·e·ty (in´i brīʹә ti), n. drunkenness.

in·ed·i·ble (in edʹә bәl), adj. not ﬁt to eat.
—in·ed´i·bilʹi·ty, n.
in·ef·fa·ble (in efʹә bәl), adj. 1 not to be expressed in words; too great to be described
in words. 2 that must not be spoken. [< L
ineﬀabilis, ult. < in– not + ex– out + fari
speak] —in·ef´fa·bilʹi·ty, in·efʹfa·bleness, n. —in·efʹfa·bly, adv.
in·ef·fec·tive (in´ә fekʹtiv), adj. 1 not
eﬀective; of little use. 2 unﬁt for work;
incapable. —in´ef·fecʹtive·ly, adv.
—in´ef·fecʹtive·ness, n.
in·ef·fec·tu·al (in´ә fekʹchu̇ әl), adj. 1
without eﬀect; useless. 2 not able to produce the eﬀect wanted. —in´ef·fec´tualʹi·ty, in´ef·fecʹtu·al·ness, n. —in´effecʹtu·al·ly, adv.
in·ef·ﬁ·ca·cious (in´ef ә kāʹshәs), adj.
not able to produce the eﬀect wanted.
—in´ef·ﬁ·caʹcious·ly, adv. —in´ef·ﬁ·caʹcious·ness, in´ef·ﬁ·cacʹi·ty, n.
in·ef·ﬁ·ca·cy (in efʹә kә si), n. inability to
produce the eﬀect wanted.
in·ef·ﬁ·cien·cy (in´ә ﬁshʹәn si) n. inability to get things done.
in·ef·ﬁ·cient (in´ә ﬁshʹәnt), adj. 1 not able
to produce, accomplish, or eﬀect anything without waste of time, energy, etc.
2 not able to get things done. —in´efﬁʹcient·ly, adv.
in·e·las·tic (in´i lasʹtik), adj. stiﬀ; inﬂexible; unyielding.
in·e·las·tic·i·ty (in´i las tisʹә ti), n. lack of
elasticity.
in·el·e·gance (in elʹә gәns), n., pl. –gances. 1 lack of good taste. 2 something that
is not elegant or graceful.
in·el·e·gant (in elʹә gәnt), adj. not in
good taste; crude; vulgar. —in·elʹe·gantly, adv.
in·el·i·gi·ble (in elʹә jә bәl), adj. not suitable; not qualiﬁed. —n. person who is
not suitable or not qualiﬁed. —in·el´i·gibilʹi·ty, n. —in·elʹi·gi·bly, adv.
in·e·luc·ta·ble (in´i lukʹtә bәl), adj. that
cannot be escaped. [< L ineluctabilis
< in– not + ex– out of + luctari to struggle]
—in´e·luc´ta·bilʹi·ty, n. —in´e·lucʹtably, adv.
in·ept (in eptʹ), adj. 1 not suitable; out
of place. 2 absurd; foolish. [< L ineptus
< in– not + aptus apt] —in·eptʹly, adv.
—in·eptʹness, n.
in·ept·i·tude (in epʹtә tüd; –tūd), n. 1
unﬁtness; foolishness. 2 a silly or inappropriate act or remark.
in·e·qual·i·ty (in´i kwolʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
1 a being unequal in amount, size, value,
rank, etc. 2 lack of evenness or uniformity. 3 Math. expression showing that
two quantities are unequal, like a > b
or c < d.
in·eq·ui·ta·ble (in ekʹwә tә bәl), adj.
unfair; unjust. —in·eqʹui·ta·bly, adv.
in·eq·ui·ty (in ekʹwә ti), n., pl. –ties.
unfairness; injustice.
in·e·rad·i·ca·ble (in´i radʹә kә bәl), adj.
that cannot be rooted out or got rid of.
—in´e·radʹi·ca·ble·ness, n. —in´e·radʹica·bly, adv.
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in·ert (in ėrtʹ), adj. 1 having no power
to move or act; lifeless. 2 inactive; slow;
sluggish. 3 with few or no active properties. Helium and neon are inert gases.
[< L iners idle, unskilled < in– without
+ ars art, skill] —in·ertʹly, adv. —inertʹness, n.
in·er·tia (in ėrʹshә), n. 1 tendency to
remain in the state one is in and not
start changes. 2 tendency of all matter
to stay still or to go on moving in the
same direction unless acted on by some
outside force. [< L, < iners inert] —inerʹtial, adj.
inertial guidance, a complex gyroscopic
navigational system which keeps an aircraft, missile, submarine, etc. on a predetermined course.
in·es·cap·a·ble (in´әs kāpʹә bәl), adj. that
cannot be escaped or avoided.
in·es·ti·ma·ble (in esʹtә mә bәl), adj. too
good, great, valuable, etc., to be measured
or estimated. —in·esʹti·ma·bly, adv.
in·ev·i·ta·ble (in evʹә tә bәl), adj. not
avoidable; sure to happen; certain to
come. —n. that which is inevitable.
—in·ev´i·ta·bilʹi·ty, in·evʹi·ta·ble·ness,
n. —in·evʹi·ta·bly, adv.
in·ex·act (in´ig zaktʹ), adj. not exact; not
accurate. —in´ex·actʹly, adv. —in´exactʹness, n.
in·ex·cus·a·ble (in´iks kūzʹә bәl), adj. that
ought not to be excused; that cannot be
justiﬁed. —in´ex·cus´a·bilʹi·ty, in´excusʹa·ble·ness, n. —in´ex·cusʹa·bly, adv.
in·ex·haust·i·ble (in´ig zôsʹtә bәl), adj. 1
that cannot be exhausted; very abundant. 2 tireless. —in´ex·haust´i·bilʹity, in´ex·haustʹi·ble·ness, n. —in´exhaustʹi·bly, adv.
in·ex·o·ra·ble (in ekʹsә rә bәl), adj. relentless; unyielding; not inﬂuenced by
prayers or entreaties. [< L, < in– not +
ex– successfully + orare entreat] —inex´o·ra·bilʹi·ty, in·exʹo·ra·ble·ness, n.
—in·exʹo·ra·bly, adv.
in·ex·pe·di·en·cy (in´iks pēʹdi әn si), n.
lack of expediency; being inexpedient.
in·ex·pe·di·ent (in´iks pēʹdiʹәnt), adj. not
expedient; not practicable, suitable, or
wise. —in´ex·peʹdi·ent·ly, adv.
in·ex·pen·sive (in´iks penʹsiv), adj. not
expensive; cheap; low-priced. —in´expenʹsive·ly, adv. —in´ex·penʹsive·ness, n.
in·ex·pe·ri·ence (in´iks pirʹi әns), n. lack
of experience; lack of skill or wisdom
gained from experience. —in´ex·peʹrienced, adj.
in·ex·pert (in eksʹpėrt; in´iks pėrtʹ), adj.
unskilled. —in´ex·pertʹly, adv. —in´expertʹness, n.
in·ex·pi·a·ble (in eksʹpi ә bәl), adj. that
cannot be atoned for: an inexpiable
crime. —in·exʹpi·a·ble·ness, n. —inexʹpi·a·bly, adv.
in·ex·pli·ca·ble (in eksʹpli kә bәl; in´iks plikʹә bәl), adj. impossible to explain
or understand; mysterious. —in·ex´plica·bilʹi·ty, in·exʹpli·ca·ble·ness, n. —inexʹpli·ca·bly, adv.

in· ex· press· i· ble
(in´ iks presʹ ә bәl),
adj. that cannot be expressed; beyond
expression. —in´ex·press´i·bilʹi·ty, in´ex·pressʹi·ble·ness, n. —in´ex·pressʹibly, adv.
in·ex·pres·sive (in´iks presʹiv), adj.
not expressive; lacking in expression.
—in´ex·presʹsive·ly, adv. —in´ex·presʹsive·ness, n.
in·ex·tin·guish·a·ble (in´iks tingʹgwish әbәl), adj. that cannot be put out or
stopped. —in´ex·tinʹguish·a·bly, adv.
in ex·tre·mis (in iks trēʹmis), at the point
of death. [< L, lit., amid the ﬁnal things]
in·ex·tri·ca·ble (in eksʹtri kә bәl), adj. 1
that one cannot get out of. 2 that cannot
be disentangled or solved. —in·ex´trica·bilʹi·ty, in·exʹtri·ca·ble·ness, n. —inexʹtri·ca·bly, adv.
inf., 1 Also, Inf. infantry. 2 inﬁnitive. 3
information. 4 infra (below).
in·fal·li·bil·i·ty (in fal´ә bilʹә ti), n. absolute freedom from error.
in·fal·li·ble (in falʹә bәl), adj. 1 free from
error; that cannot be mistaken. 2 absolutely reliable; sure. —in·falʹli·ble·ness,
n. —in·falʹli·bly, adv.
in·fa·mous (inʹfә mәs), adj. 1 shamefully bad; extremely wicked. 2 having a
very bad reputation; in public disgrace.
—inʹfa·mous·ly, adv. —inʹfa·mousness, n.
in·fa·my (inʹfә mi), n., pl. –mies. 1 very bad
reputation; public disgrace. 2 shameful
badness; extreme wickedness. [< L, < in–
without + fama (good) reputation]
in·fan·cy (inʹfәn si), n., pl. –cies. 1 condition or time of being an infant; babyhood.
2 early stage; beginning of development.
3 condition of being under legal age of
responsibility.
in·fant (inʹfәnt), n. 1 baby; very young
child. 2 person under the legal age of
responsibility; a minor. —adj. 1 of or
for an infant. 2 in an early stage; just
beginning to develop. [< L infans, orig.,
not speaking < in– not + fari speak]
—inʹfant·hood, n.
in·fan·ti·cide (in fanʹtә sīd), n. the killing of a baby. [< L, < infans infant +
–cidium act of killing < caedere kill]
—in·fan´ti·cidʹal, adj.
in·fan·tile (inʹfәn tīl; –til), adj. 1 of an
infant or infants; having to do with
infants. 2 like an infant; babyish; childish. 3 in an early stage; just beginning
to develop.
infantile paralysis, ⫽poliomyelitis.
in·fan·ti·lism (in fanʹtә liz әm), n. abnormal persistence or appearance of childish traits in adults.
in·fan·try (inʹfәn tri), n., pl. –tries. soldiers who ﬁght on foot. [<F < Ital.,
< infante, fante foot soldier, orig., a
youth. See infant.]
in·fan·try·man (inʹfәn tri mәn), n., pl.
–men, soldier who ﬁghts on foot.
in·fat·u·ate (v. in fachʹu̇ āt; adj., n. in fachʹu̇ it, –āt), v., –at·ed, –at·ing, adj., n. —v.
inspire with a foolish or extreme pas-

sion. —adj. infatuated. —n. an infatuated
person. [< L, < in– + fatuus foolish]
in·fat·u·at·ed (in fachʹu̇ āt´id), adj.
extremely adoring; foolishly in love.
—in·fatʹu·at´ed·ly, adv.
in·fat·u·a·tion (in fach´u̇ āʹshәn), n. foolish love; unreasoning fondness.
in·fect (in fektʹ), v. 1 cause disease in by
introducing germs: dirt infects an open
cut. 2 inﬂuence in a bad way; contaminate: one bad companion can infect a
whole group. 3 inﬂuence by spreading
from one to another: the captain’s courage infected his soldiers. [< L infectus
dyed, orig., put in < in– in + facere make]
—in·fecʹtor, n.
in·fec·tion (in fekʹshәn), n. 1 causing of
disease in people, animals, and plants
by the introduction of germs. 2 disease
caused in this way. 3 inﬂuence, feeling,
or idea spreading from one to another. 4
fact or state of being infected.
in·fec·tious (in fekʹshәs), adj. 1 spread
by infection: measles is an infectious
disease. 2 causing infection. 3 apt to
spread. —in·fecʹtious·ly, adv. —in·fecʹtious·ness, n.
in·fec·tive (in fekʹtiv), adj. ⫽infectious.
—in·fecʹtive·ness, in´fec·tivʹi·ty, n.
in·fe·lic·i·tous (in´fә lisʹә tәs), adj. 1
unsuitable; not appropriate. 2 unfortunate; unhappy. —in´fe·licʹi·tous·ly, adv.
in·fe·lic·i·ty (in´fә lisʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
1 unsuitability; inappropriateness. 2
misfortune; unhappiness. 3 something
unsuitable; inappropriate word, remark,
etc.
in·fer (in fėrʹ), v., –ferred, –fer·ring. 1
ﬁnd out by reasoning; conclude: from
the facts known we infer his innocence.
2 indicate; imply: ragged clothing infers
poverty. [< L, < in– in + ferre bring]
—in·ferʹa·ble, adj. —in·ferʹa·bly, adv.
—in·ferʹrer, n.
in·fer·ence (inʹfәr әns), n. 1 process of
inferring. 2 that which is inferred; conclusion.
in·fe·ri·or (in ﬁrʹi әr), adj. 1 lower in position or rank: a lieutenant is inferior to a
captain. 2 not so good; lower in quality; worse. 3 below average: an inferior
mind. —n. 1 person who is lower in rank
or station. 2 an inferior thing. [< L, compar. of inferus, adj., situated below] —infeʹri·or·ly, adv.
in·fe·ri·or·i·ty (in ﬁr´i ôrʹә ti; –orʹ–), n.
inferior condition or quality.
inferiority complex, an abnormal or
morbid feeling of being inferior to other
people.
in·fer·nal (in fėrʹnәl), adj. 1 of hell; having to do with the lower world. 2 hellish; diabolical. 3 Informal. abominable;
outrageous. [< LL infernalis, ult. < L
inferus below] —in´fer·nalʹi·ty, n. —inferʹnal·ly, adv.
in·fer·no (in fėrʹnō), n., pl. –nos. 1 hell. 2
a hell-like place or thing. [< Ital.]
in·fer·tile (in fėrʹtәl), adj. not fertile; sterile. —in´fer·tilʹi·ty, n.
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in·fest (in festʹ), v. trouble or disturb frequently or in large numbers: mosquitoes
infest swamps. [< L, attack, < infestus hostile] —in´fes·taʹtion, n. —in·festʹer, n.
in·ﬁ·del (inʹfә dәl), n. 1 person who does
not believe in religion. 2 person who
does not accept a particular faith: Muslims call Christians inﬁdels. 3 person
who does not accept Christianity. —adj.
1 not believing in religion. 2 not accepting a particular faith. [< L, < in– not +
ﬁdes faith]
in·ﬁ·del·i·ty (in´fә delʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
lack of religious faith. 2 unfaithfulness,
esp. of husband or wife; disloyalty. 3 an
unfaithful or disloyal act.
in·ﬁeld (inʹfēld´), n. 1 a baseball diamond. 2 ﬁrst, second, and third basemen
and shortstop of a baseball team.
in·ﬁeld·er (inʹfēl´dәr), n. an inﬁeld player.
in·ﬁght·ing (in fīʹting), n. 1 throwing
punches in boxing at close quarters. 2
Fig. conﬂict or controversy among close
associates: oﬃce inﬁghting. —inʹﬁght´,
v. —inʹﬁght´er, n.
in·ﬁl·trate (in ﬁlʹtrāt), v., –trat·ed, –trating, n. —v. 1 pass into or through by, or
as by, ﬁltering: enemy troops inﬁltrated
the front lines. 2 ﬁlter into or through;
permeate. —n. that which inﬁltrates.
—in´ﬁl·traʹtion, n. —in·ﬁlʹtra·tive, adj.
inﬁn., inﬁnitive.
in·ﬁ·nite (inʹfә nit), adj. 1 without limits
or bounds; endless: the inﬁnite power
of God. 2 extremely great. —n. 1 that
which is inﬁnite.
the Inﬁnite, God. [< L, < in– not + ﬁnis
boundary] —inʹﬁ·nite·ly, adv. —inʹﬁnite·ness, n.
in·ﬁn·i·tes·i·mal (in´ﬁn ә tesʹә mәl), adj.
so small as to be almost nothing. —n.
an inﬁnitesimal amount. [< NL inﬁnitesimus the “nth” < L inﬁnitus infinite]
—in´ﬁn·i·tesʹi·mal·ly, adv.
in·ﬁn·i·tive (in ﬁnʹә tiv), n. a form of a
verb not limited by person and number.
Examples: Let him go. We want to go
now. [< LL, < L inﬁnitus unrestricted,
infinite] —in·ﬁnʹi·tive·ly, adv.
in·ﬁn·i·tude (in ﬁnʹә tüd; –tūd), n. 1
a being inﬁnite. 2 an inﬁnite extent,
amount, or number.
in·ﬁn·i·ty (in ﬁnʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 state
of being inﬁnite. 2 an inﬁnite distance,
space, time, or quantity. 3 an inﬁnite
extent, amount, or number.
in·ﬁrm (in fėrmʹ), adj. 1 weak; feeble. 2
weak in will or character; not steadfast.
—in·ﬁrmʹly, adv. —in·ﬁrmʹness, n.
in·ﬁr·ma·ry (in fėrʹmә ri), n., pl. –ries.
place for the care of the inﬁrm, sick, or
injured; hospital in a school or institution.
in·ﬁr·mi·ty (in fėrʹmә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
weakness; feebleness. 2 sickness; illness.
in·ﬁx (v. in ﬁksʹ; n. inʹﬁks´), v. 1 ﬁx in;
drive in. 2 Fig. ﬁx in the mind or memory; impress. 3 Gram. insert an inﬁx.
—n. Gram. a formative element inserted
within the body of a word.

inﬂ., inﬂuenced.
in·ﬂame (in ﬂāmʹ), v., –ﬂamed, –ﬂaming. 1 excite; make more violent. 2
become excited with intense feeling. 3
make or become red or hot from disease,
etc. [< OF enﬂamer < L, ult. < in– in
+ ﬂamma ﬂame] —in·ﬂamʹer, n. —inﬂamʹing·ly, adv.
in·ﬂam·ma·ble (in ﬂamʹә bәl), adj. 1 easily set on ﬁre. 2 easily excited or aroused.
—n. something inﬂammable. —inﬂam´ma·bilʹi·ty, in·ﬂamʹma·ble·ness,
n. —in·ﬂamʹma·bly, adv.
in·ﬂam·ma·tion (in´ﬂә māʹshәn), n. 1 a
diseased condition of some part of the
body, marked by heat, redness, swelling, and pain. 2 an inﬂaming or being
inﬂamed.
in·ﬂam·ma·to·ry (in ﬂamʹә tô´ri; –tō´–),
adj. 1 tending to excite or arouse. 2 of,
causing, or accompanied by inﬂammation.
in·ﬂate (in ﬂātʹ), v., –ﬂat·ed, –ﬂat·ing. 1
blow out or swell with air or gas: inﬂate
a balloon. 2 swell or puﬀ out: inﬂate
with pride. 3 increase (prices or currency) beyond the normal amount. [< L,
< in– into + ﬂare blow] —in·ﬂatʹa·ble,
adj. —in·ﬂatʹer, in·ﬂaʹtor, n.
in·ﬂa·tion (in ﬂāʹshәn), n. 1 a swelling
(with air, gas, pride, etc.). 2 swollen
state; too great expansion. 3 a sharp and
sudden rise of prices. 4 increase of the
currency of a country by issuing much
paper money.
in·ﬂa·tion·ar·y (in ﬂāʹshәn er´i), adj. of
or having to do with inﬂation; tending
to inﬂate.
in·ﬂect (in ﬂektʹ), v. 1 change the tone
or pitch of (the voice). 2 vary the form
of (a word) to show gender, person,
tense, etc. 3 bend; curve. [< L, < in– in
+ ﬂectere bend] —in·ﬂecʹtive, adj. —inﬂecʹtor, n.
in·ﬂec·tion (in ﬂekʹshәn), n. 1 change
in the tone or pitch of the voice as in
a question with a rising inﬂection. 2
variation in the form of a word to show
gender, person, tense, etc. 3 bend; curve.
—in·ﬂecʹtion·al·ly, adv.
in·ﬂec·tion·al (in ﬂekʹshәn әl), adj. of,
pertaining to, or exhibiting grammatical
inﬂection.
in·ﬂex·i·ble (in ﬂekʹsә bәl), adj. 1 ﬁrm;
unyielding; steadfast. 2 that cannot be
changed; unalterable. 3 not easily bent;
stiﬀ; rigid. —in·ﬂex´i·bilʹi·ty, in·ﬂexʹible·ness, n. —in·ﬂexʹi·bly, adv.
in·ﬂict (in ﬂiktʹ), v. 1 give or cause, as a
blow, wound, pain, etc. 2 impose, as a
burden, suﬀering, anything unwelcome,
etc. [< L inﬂictus < in– on + ﬂigere
dash] —in·ﬂictʹer, in·ﬂicʹtor, n. —inﬂicʹtive, adj.
in·ﬂic·tion (in ﬂikʹshәn), n. 1 act of
inﬂicting. 2 something inﬂicted; pain;
suﬀering; burden; punishment.
in·ﬂo·res·cence (in´ﬂô resʹәns; –ﬂō–), n.
1 ﬂowering stage. 2 a arrangement of
ﬂowers on the stem or axis. b a ﬂower
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cluster. [< NL inﬂorescentia < L in– in +
ﬂos ﬂower] —in´ﬂo·resʹcent, adj.
in·ﬂow (inʹﬂō´), n. 1 a ﬂowing in or into.
2 that which ﬂows in.
in·ﬂu·ence (inʹﬂu̇ әns), n., v., –enced,
–enc·ing. —n. 1 power of persons or
things to act on others: a person may
have inﬂuence by one’s ability or wealth.
2 person or thing that has such power.
—v. have power over; change the nature
or behavior of: the moon inﬂuences the
tides. [< Med.L inﬂuentia, orig., a ﬂowing in, ult. < L in– in + ﬂuere to ﬂow]
—inʹﬂu·enc·er, n.
in·ﬂu·en·tial (in´ﬂu̇ enʹshәl), adj. 1 having inﬂuence. 2 using inﬂuence; producing results. —in´ﬂu·enʹtial·ly, adv.
in·ﬂu·en·za (in´ﬂu̇ enʹzә), n. an acute
contagious disease, like a very bad cold
in its symptoms, but much more dangerous and exhausting; ﬂu. [< Ital., influence] —in´ﬂu·enʹzal, adj.
in·ﬂux (inʹﬂuks), n. a ﬂowing in; steady
ﬂow. [< LL inﬂuxus, ult. < L in– in +
ﬂuere ﬂow]
in·form (in fôrmʹ), v. 1 supply with
knowledge, facts, or news; tell. 2 make
an accusation or complaint: one thief
informed against the others. [< L, < in– +
forma form] —in·formʹing·ly, adv.
in·for·mal (in fôrʹmәl), adj. 1 not in the
regular or prescribed manner; done
without ceremony. 2 used in everyday
common talk, but not used in formal
talking or writing. —in·forʹmal·ly, adv.
in·for·mal·i·ty (in´fôr malʹә ti), n., pl.
–ties. 1 lack of ceremony. 2 an informal act.
in·form·ant (in fôrʹmәnt), n. person who
gives information to another.
in·for·ma·tion (in´fәr māʹshәn), n.
1 knowledge; facts; news: a dictionary gives information about words. 2
an informing: a guidebook is for the
information of travelers. 3 accusation or
complaint against a person. —in´formaʹtion·al, adj.
information retrieval, process of recovering data from a ﬁle, esp. as stored on
a computer.
information technology, application of
computers to managing data.
in·form·a·tive (in fôrʹmә tiv), adj. giving
information; instructive.
in·formed (in fôrmdʹ), adj. having knowledge or information; educated.
in·form·er (in fôrʹmәr), n. 1 person
who makes an accusation or complaint
against others: an informer told the
police. 2 ⫽informant.
in·frac·tion (in frakʹshәn), n. a breaking
of a law or obligation; violation. [< L
infractio < in– in + frangere to break]
in·fra·red (in´frә redʹ), n. the invisible
part of the spectrum whose rays have
wave lengths longer than those of the
red part of the visible spectrum. —adj.
pertaining to the infrared.
in·fra·struc·ture (inʹfrә struk´chәr), n.
underlying elements necessary for any
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infrequency

system or structure to function: the
county’s crumbling infrastructure, the
economic infrastructure.
in·fre·quen·cy (in frēʹkwәn si), in·frequence (–kwәns), n. a being infrequent;
scarcity; rarity.
in·fre·quent (in frēʹkwәnt), adj. not frequent; occurring seldom or far apart.
—in·freʹquent·ly, adv.
in·fringe (in frinjʹ), v., –fringed, –fringing. 1 violate: infringe the food and drug
law. 2 trespass; encroach: infringe upon
rights. [< L, < in– in + frangere break]
—in·fringeʹment, n. —in·fringʹer, n.
in·fu·ri·ate (in fyu̇rʹi āt), v., –at·ed,
–at·ing. put into a fury; make furious;
enrage. [< Med.L, < L in– into + furia
fury] —in·fuʹri·ate·ly, adv. —in·fuʹriat´ing·ly, adv. —in·fu´ri·aʹtion, n.
in·fuse (in fūzʹ), v., –fused, –fus·ing. 1
introduce as by pouring: the captain
infused his own courage into his men. 2
inspire: infuse with courage. 3 steep or
soak in a liquid to get something out.
[< L infusus < in– in + fundere pour] —infusʹer, n.
in·fu·si·ble (in fūʹzә bәl), adj. that cannot
be fused or melted. —in·fu´si·bilʹi·ty,
in·fuʹsi·ble·ness, n.
in·fu·sion (in fūʹzhәn), n. 1 act or process
of infusing. 2 intravenous injection of a
medication. 3 a liquid extract obtained
by steeping or soaking.
in·fu·so·ri·an (in´fyu̇ sôʹri әn; –sōʹ–), n.
one of a group of one-celled animals
that move by vibrating ﬁlaments.
–ing1, suﬃx. 1 action, result, product,
material, etc., of some verb, as in hard
thinking, the art of painting. 2 action,
result, product, material, etc., of some
other part of speech, as in lobstering,
oﬃng, shirting. 3 of one that ——s; of
those that ——, as in smoking habit,
printing trade, drinking song. [ME –ing,
OE –ing, –ung]
–ing2, suﬃx. 1 element forming the present participle. 2 that ——s, as in seeing
eye, lasting happiness, growing child. [ME
–ing, –inge]
in·gen·ious (in jēnʹyәs), adj. 1 skillful in
making; good at inventing. 2 cleverly
planned and made. [< L, < ingenium
natural talent] —in·genʹious·ly, adv.
—in·genʹious·ness, n.
in·ge·nue or in·gé·nue (anʹzhә nü), n.,
pl. –nues. 1 a simple, innocent girl or
young woman, esp. as represented on
the stage. 2 actress who plays such a part.
[< F, orig. adj., ingenuous]
in·ge·nu·i·ty (in´jә nüʹә ti; –nūʹ–), n., pl.
–ties. skill in planning, inventing, etc.;
cleverness. [< L ingenuitas frankness <
ingenuus ingenuous; inﬂ. by association
with ingenious]
in·gen·u·ous (in jenʹyu̇ әs), adj. 1 frank;
open; sincere. 2 simple; natural; innocent. [< L ingenuus, orig., native, free
born] —in·genʹu·ous·ly, adv. —ingenʹu·ous·ness, n.

in·gest (in jestʹ), v. take (food, etc.) into
the body for digestion. [< L ingestus
< in– in + gerere carry] —in·gesʹtion, n.
—in·gesʹtive, adj.
in·glo·ri·ous (in glôʹri әs; –glōʹ–), adj. 1
bringing no glory; shameful; disgraceful. 2 having no glory; not famous.
—in·gloʹri·ous·ly, adv. —in·gloʹri·ousness, n.
in·got (ingʹgәt), n. mass of metal, such
as gold, silver, or steel, cast into a convenient shape in a mold. [< OE in– in +
goten poured]
in·grained (in grāndʹ; inʹgrānd´), adj.
deeply and ﬁrmly ﬁxed; thoroughly
imbued: ingrained honesty.
in·grate (inʹgrāt), n. an ungrateful person.
[< L, < in– not + gratus thankful]
in·gra·ti·ate (in grāʹshi āt), v., –at·ed, –ating. bring (oneself) into favor: ingratiate oneself by giving presents. [< in–2 +
L gratia favor] —in·graʹti·at´ing·ly, adv.
—in·gra´ti·aʹtion, n.
in·grat·i·tude (in gratʹә tüd; –tūd), n. lack
of gratitude; being ungrateful.
in·gre·di·ent (in grēʹdi әnt), n. one of the
parts of a mixture: the ingredients of a
cake. [< L ingrediens entering < in– in
+ gradi go]
in·gress (inʹgres), n. 1 a going in: ingress
to a ﬁeld. 2 way in; entrance. 3 right to go
in. [< L ingressus < ingredi. See ingredient.] —in·gresʹsion, n. —in·gresʹsive,
adj. —in·gresʹsive·ness, n.
in·grown (inʹgrōnʹ), adj. 1 grown within;
grown inward. 2 grown into the ﬂesh.
in·hab·it (in habʹit), v. live in (a place,
region, house, cave, tree, etc.). [< L, < in–
in + habitare dwell < habere have, dwell]
—in·habʹit·a·ble, adj. —in·hab´it·abilʹi·ty, n. —in´hab·i·taʹtion, n. —inhabʹit·er, n.
in·hab·it·ant (in habʹә tәnt), n. person or
animal that lives in a place.
in·hal·ant (in hālʹәnt) n. 1 medicine to be
inhaled. 2 apparatus for inhaling it.
in·hale (in hālʹ), v., –haled, –hal·ing.
draw into the lungs; breathe in (air, gas,
fragrance, etc.). [< L, < in– in + halare
breathe] —in´ha·laʹtion, n.
in·hal·er (in hālʹәr), n. 1 apparatus used
in inhaling medicine. 2 person who
inhales.
in·har·mo·ni·ous (in´här mōʹni әs), adj.
discordant; disagreeing.—in´har·moʹnious·ly, adv. —in´har·moʹni·ousness, n.
in·here (in hirʹ), v., –hered, –her·ing.
exist; belong to as a quality or attribute:
power inheres in a ruler. [< L, < in– in +
haerere to stick]
in·her·ent (in hirʹәnt; –herʹ–), adj. belonging to (a person or thing) as a quality
or attribute: inherent modesty, inherent
probability. —in·herʹence, n. —in·herʹent·ly, adv.
in·her·it (in herʹit), v. 1 receive as an heir:
the widow inherited the farm. 2 get or
possess from one’s ancestors: she inherits

her father’s blue eyes. [< OF enheriter, ult.
< L in– + heres heir] —in·herʹi·tor, n.
in·her·it·a·ble (in herʹә tә bәl), adj. 1
capable of being inherited. 2 capable
of inheriting; qualiﬁed to inherit. —inher´it·a·bilʹi·ty, in·herʹit·a·ble·ness, n.
in·her·it·ance (in herʹә tәns), n. 1 act or
process of inheriting: he obtained his
house by inheritance from an aunt. 2
right of inheriting. 3 anything inherited:
good health is a ﬁne inheritance.
in·hib·it (in hibʹit), v. 1 hinder by obstruction or restriction; restrain: duty inhibits
fear in a crisis. 2 prohibit; forbid. [< L
inhibitus < in– in + habere hold] —inhibʹit·a·ble, adj. —in·hibʹit·er, in·hibʹitor, n. —in·hibʹi·tive, adj.
in·hi·bi·tion (in´i bishʹәn; in´hi–), n. 1 an
inhibiting or being inhibited. 2 emotion
or other inner force that restrains natural impulses. —in·hibʹi·tive, in·hibʹito´ry, adj.
in·hos·pi·ta·ble (in hosʹpi tә bәl; in´hospitʹә bәl), adj. 1 not hospitable. 2 providing no shelter; barren: an inhospitable shore. —in·hosʹpi·ta·ble·ness, n.
—in·hosʹpi·ta·bly, adv.
in·hos·pi·tal·i·ty (in hos´pә talʹә ti), n.
lack of hospitality; inhospitable behavior.
in·hu·man (in hūʹmәn), adj. not human;
not having the qualities natural to a
human being. —in·huʹman·ly, adv.
—in·huʹman·ness, n.
in·hu·mane (in´hū mānʹ), adj. lacking
in compassion, humanity, or kindness.
—in´hu·maneʹly, adv.
in·hu·man·i·ty (in´hū manʹә ti), n., pl.
–ties. 1 inhuman quality; lack of feeling;
cruelty; brutality. 2 an inhuman, cruel,
or brutal act.
in·im·i·cal (in imʹә kәl), adj. 1 unfriendly;
hostile. 2 adverse; unfavorable; harmful.
[< LL, < L inimicus < in– not + amicus
friendly] —in·im´i·calʹi·ty, n. —in·imʹicalʹly, adv.
in·im·i·ta·ble (in imʹә tә bәl), adj. that
cannot be imitated or copied; matchless.
—in·im´i·ta·bilʹi·ty, in·imʹi·ta·ble·ness,
n. —in·imʹi·ta·bly, adv.
in·iq·ui·tous (in ikʹwә tәs), adj. 1 very
unjust. 2 wicked. —in·iqʹui·tous·ly, adv.
—in·iqʹui·tous·ness, n.
in·iq·ui·ty (in ikʹwә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 very
great injustice. 2 wickedness. 3 a wicked
or unjust act. [< L iniquitas, ult. < in–
not + aequus just]
i·ni·tial (i nishʹәl), adj., n., v., –tialed,
–tial·ing. —adj. occurring at the beginning; ﬁrst; earliest. —n. the ﬁrst letter of
a word. —v. mark or sign with initials.
[< L initialis, ult. < inire begin < in– in
+ ire go]
i·ni·tial·ly (i nishʹәl i), adv. at the beginning.
i·ni·ti·ate (v. i nishʹi āt; n., adj. i nishʹi it,
–āt), v., –at·ed, –at·ing. n., adj., —v. 1
be the ﬁrst one to start; begin. 2 admit (a
person) by special forms or ceremonies
(into mysteries, secret knowledge, or a
society). 3 introduce into the knowledge
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of some art or subject. —n. person who
is initiated. —adj. initiated. [<L initiatus,
ult. < inire begin. See initial.] —i·niʹtia´tor, n.
i·ni·ti·a·tion (i nishʹi āʹshәn), n. 1 an
initiating or being initiated. 2 formal
admission into a group or society. 3
ceremonies by which one is admitted to
a group or society.
initiation fee, fee one pays upon being
initiated into a society, club, etc.
i·ni·ti·a·tive (i nishʹi ә tiv; –i ā´tiv), n. 1
active part in taking the ﬁrst steps in any
undertaking; the lead: take the initiative
in making acquaintances. 2 readiness
and ability to be the one to start a course
of action: a leader must have initiative. 3
right of citizens outside the legislature to
introduce or enact a new law by vote. 4
right to be the ﬁrst to act, legislate, etc.
—i·niʹti·a·tive·ly, adv.
i·ni·ti·a·to·ry (i nishʹi ә tō´ri; –tō´–), adj.
1 ﬁrst; beginning; introductory. 2 of initiation. —i·niʹti·a·to´ri·ly, adv.
in·ject (in jektʹ), v. 1 force (liquid) into
(a passage, cavity, or tissue). 2 throw
in: inject a remark into the conversation.
[< L injectus < in– in + jacere to throw]
—in·jecʹtion, n. —in·jecʹtor, n.
in·ju·di·cious (in´jü dishʹәs), adj. showing lack of judgment; unwise; not
prudent.—in´ju·diʹcious·ly,adv.—in´judiʹcious·ness, n.
in·junc·tion (in jungkʹshәn), n. 1 command; order. 2 a formal order issued by
a law court ordering a person or group
to do, or refrain from doing, something.
[< LL injunctio < L injungere enjoin]
in·jure (inʹjәr), v., –jured, –jur·ing. 1 do
damage to; harm; hurt. 2 do wrong to; be
unfair to. [< injury] —inʹjur·er, n.
in·ju·ri·ous (in ju̇rʹi әs), adj. 1 causing
injury; harmful. 2 wrongful; unfair;
unjust. —in·juʹri·ous·ly, adv. —in·juʹrious·ness, n.
in·ju·ry (inʹjәr i), n., pl. –ju·ries. 1 damage; harm; hurt. 2 wrong; unfairness.
[< L injuria < in– not + jus right]
in·jus·tice (in jus tis), n. 1 lack of justice;
being unjust. 2 an unjust act.
ink (ingk), n. 1 liquid used for writing
or printing. 2 dark liquid discharged
by cuttleﬁsh for protection. —v. put
ink in; mark or stain with ink. [< OF
enque < LL < Gk. enkauston < en in +
kaiein burn] —inkʹer, n. —inkʹless, adj.
—inkʹlike´, adj.
ink·horn (ingkʹhôrn´), n. a small container formerly used to hold ink, often
made of horn. —adj. bookish; pedantic.
ink-jet (ingkʹjet´), adj. of or having to do
with high-speed printing that uses jets
of ink controlled by a computer to form
images on paper.
ink·ling (ingkʹling), n. slight suggestion;
vague notion; hint. [< OE inca doubt]
ink·stand (ingkʹstand´), n. 1 stand to
hold ink and pens. 2 container used to
hold ink.

ink·well (ingkʹwel´), n. container used to
hold ink on a desk or table.
ink·y (ingkʹi), adj., ink·i·er, ink·i·est. 1
like ink; dark; black. 2 covered with ink;
marked or stained with ink. 3 of ink.
—inkʹi·ness, n.
in·laid (inʹlād´), adj. 1 set in the surface
as a decoration or design. 2 decorated
with a design or material set in the
surface.
in·land (adj. inʹlәnd; n., adv., also inʹland´), adj. 1 away from the coast or
the border; situated in the interior: an
inland sea. 2 domestic; not foreign:
inland trade. —n. interior of a country;
land away from the border or the coast.
—adv. in or toward the interior.
in·land·er (inʹlәn dәr), n. person who
lives in an interior area.
in-law (inʹlô´), n. relative by marriage.
in·lay (inʹlā´), v., –laid, –lay·ing, n. —v.
1 set in the surface as a decoration or
design: inlay strips of gold. 2 decorate
with something set in the surface: inlay
a wooden box with silver. —n. 1 an
inlaid decoration, design, or material.
2 a shaped piece of gold, porcelain,
etc., cemented in a tooth as a ﬁlling.
—inʹlay´er, n.
in·let (inʹlet), n. 1 a narrow strip of
water extending from a larger body of
water into the land or between islands.
2 entrance.
in·line skate (inʹlīnʹ), roller skate with
the wheels arranged in a line under the
boot; rollerblade; blade.
in lo·co pa·ren·tis (in lōʹkō pә renʹtis),
Latin. in the place of a parent; as a
parent.
in·mate (inʹmāt), n. person conﬁned in a
prison, asylum, hospital, etc.
in me·mo·ri·am (in mә môʹri әm; –mōʹ–),
in memory (of); to the memory (of).
[< L]
in·most (inʹmōst), adj. 1 farthest in;
deepest within: inmost depths. 2 most
private; most secret: inmost desire.
inn (in), n. 1 a public house for lodging
and caring for travelers. 2 ⫽tavern. [OE,
lodging] —innʹless, adj.
in·nate (i nātʹ; inʹāt), adj. natural; inborn:
an innate talent for drawing. [< L innatus
< in– in + nasci be born] —in·nateʹly,
adv. —in·nateʹness, n.
in·ner (inʹәr), adj. 1 farther in; inside. 2
more private; more secret: inner thoughts.
3 of the mind or soul: a person’s inner
life. —inʹner·ly, adv. —inʹner·ness, n.
inner city, central part of a large city, esp.
that part which is poor, crowded, and
subject to violence.
inner ear, space in the bone behind the
middle ear, containing the organs of
balance and hearing.
in·ner·most (inʹәr mōst), adj. farthest in;
inmost: the innermost parts.
inner tube, separate rubber tube that ﬁts
inside a tire and is ﬁlled with air.
in·ning (inʹing), n. 1 turn of one side in
a game; chance to play. 2 Fig. Usually,
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innings. time a person or party is in
power. [OE innung a taking in]
inn·keep·er (inʹkēp´әr), n. person who
owns, manages, or keeps an inn.
in·no·cence (inʹә sәns), n. 1 freedom from
sin, wrong, or guilt. 2 simplicity.
in·no·cent (inʹә sәnt), adj. 1 doing no
wrong; free from sin or wrong; not
guilty. 2 without knowledge of evil: a
baby is innocent. 3 without evil eﬀects;
harmless: innocent amusements. 4 simple; artless. —n. an innocent person. [<
L, < in– not + nocere to harm] —inʹnocent·ly, adv.
in·noc·u·ous (i nokʹyu̇ әs), adj. harmless.
[< L, < in- not + nocuus hurtful < nocere
to harm] —in·nocʹu·ous·ly, adv. —innocʹu·ous·ness, n.
in·no·vate (inʹә vāt), v., –vat·ed, –vating. make changes; bring in something
new or new ways of doing things. [< L,
< in– + novus new] —inʹno·va´tive, adj.
—inʹno·va´tor, n.
in·no·va·tion (in´ә vāʹshәn), n. 1 change
made in the established way of doing
things. 2 making changes; bringing in
new things or new ways of doing things.
—in´no·vaʹtion·al, adj. —in´no·vaʹtion·ist, n.
in·nox·ious (i nokʹshәs), adj. harmless.
in·nu·en·do (in´yu̇ enʹdō), n., pl. –does.
1 indirect hint or reference. 2 indirect
suggestion against somebody: spread
scandal by innuendo. [< L, lit., by giving
a nod to, in– in + –nuere nod]
in·nu·mer·a·ble (i nüʹmәr ә bәl; –nūʹ–),
adj. too many to count; very many. —innuʹmer·a·ble·ness, n. —in·nuʹmer·ably, adv.
in·oc·u·late (in okʹyә lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lating. 1 infect (a person or animal) with
germs that will cause a very mild form
of a disease so the individual will not
catch that disease. 2 use disease germs
to prevent or cure diseases. 3 put bacteria, serums, etc., into: inoculate soil
with bacteria. [< L inoculatus engrafted
< in– in + oculus bud, eye] —in·oc´ulaʹtion, n. —in·ocʹu·la´tive, adj. —inocʹu·la´tor, n.
in·of·fen·sive (in´ә fenʹsiv), adj. harmless; not arousing objections. —in´offenʹsive·ly, adv. —in´of·fenʹsive·ness, n.
in·op·er·a·ble (in opʹәr ә bәl), adj. 1 not
able to be cured or repaired by surgery.
2 unworkable.
in·op·er·a·tive (in opʹәr ā´tiv; –opʹrә tiv),
adj. without eﬀect; not working. —inopʹer·a´tive·ness, n.
in·op·por·tune (in´op әr tünʹ; –tūnʹ),
adj. coming at a bad time; unsuitable.
—in´opʹpor·tuneʹly, adv. —in´op·portuneʹness, n.
in·or·di·nate (in ôrʹdә nit), adj. much
too great; excessive; unrestrained. [< L,
< in– not + ordo order] —in·orʹdi·na·cy,
in·orʹdi·nate·ness, n. —in·orʹdi·nately, adv.
in·or·gan·ic (in´ôr ganʹik), adj. 1 not having the organized physical structure of
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animals and plants: minerals are inorganic. 2 not produced by animal or
plant activities. 3 not containing organic
matter, as certain chemical compounds.
—in´or·ganʹi·cal·ly, adv.
inorganic chemistry, branch of chemistry dealing with all compounds except
the organic compounds.
in·put (inʹpu̇t´), n. 1 what is put in or
taken in. 2 data put into a computer. 3
power supplied to a machine.
in·quest (inʹkwest), n. a legal inquiry, esp.
before a jury, to determine the cause of
a death that may possibly have been the
result of a crime. [< OF enqueste, ult. < L
inquirere inquire]
in·qui·e·tude (in kwīʹә tüd; –tūd), n. restlessness; uneasiness.
in·quire (in kwīrʹ), v., –quired, –quiring. 1 try to ﬁnd out by questions; ask.
2 make a search for information, knowledge, or truth; make an examination of
facts or principles. Also, enquire. [< L
inquirere < in– into + quaerere ask] —inquirʹer, n. —in·quirʹing·ly, adv.
in·quir·y (in kwīrʹi; inʹkwә ri), n., pl.
–quir·ies. 1 an inquiring; an asking.
2 question. 3 search for information,
knowledge, or truth; examination of
facts or principles.
in·qui·si·tion (in´kwә zishʹәn), n. 1 a thorough investigation; searching inquiry. 2
oﬃcial investigation; judicial inquiry.
the Inquisition, a court appointed by
the Roman Catholic Church to discover
and suppress heresy and to punish heretics. b activities of this court. —in´quisiʹtion·al, adj.
in·quis·i·tive (in kwizʹә tiv), adj. 1 asking
many questions. 2 too curious; prying
into other people’s aﬀairs. —in·quisʹitive·ly, adv. —in·quisʹi·tive·ness, n.
in·quis·i·tor (in kwizʹә tәr), n. person
who makes an inquisition; oﬃcial investigator; judicial inquirer.
Inquisitor, member of the Inquisition.
in·road (inʹrōd´), n. 1 attack; raid. 2
forcible encroachment: inroads upon
savings.
in·rush (inʹrush´), n. rushing in; inﬂow.
—inʹrush´ing, n., adj.
ins., 1 inches. 2 inspector. 3 insurance.
in·sane (in sānʹ), adj. 1 not sane; mentally
deranged. 2 for insane people: an insane
asylum. 3 extremely foolish. —insaneʹly, adv. —in·sane·ness, n.
in· san· i· tar· y (in sanʹ ә ter´ i), adj.
unhealthful. —in·sanʹi·tar´i·ness, n.
in·san·i·ty (in sanʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 state
of being insane. 2 extreme folly.
in·sa·tia·ble (in sāʹshә bәl), adj. that cannot be satisﬁed. —in·sa´tia·bilʹi·ty, insaʹtia·ble·ness, n. —in·saʹtia·bly, adv.
in·sa·ti·ate (in sāʹshi it), adj. never satisﬁed. —in·saʹti·ate·ly, adv. —in·saʹti·ateness, n.
in·scribe (in skrībʹ), v., –scribed, –scribing. 1 write, engrave, or mark (words,
letters, etc.) on paper, metal, stone,
etc. 2 mark or engrave (with words,

letters, etc.). 3 address or dedicate (a
book, etc.) informally to a person. 4 Fig.
impress deeply: my father’s words are
inscribed in my memory. [< L, < in– on
+ scribere write] —in·scribʹa·ble, adj.
—in·scribʹer, n.
in·scrip·tion (in skripʹshәn), n. 1 something inscribed, as by writing or engraving. A monument or a coin has an
inscription on it. 2 informal dedication
in a book, on a picture, etc.
in·scru·ta·ble (in skrüʹtә bәl), adj. that
cannot be understood; so mysterious
or obscure that one cannot make out its
meaning. [< LL, < L in– not + scrutari
examine, ransack < scruta trash] —inscru´ta·bilʹi·ty, in·scruʹta·ble·ness, n.
—in·scruʹta·bly, adv.
in·seam (inʹsēm´), n. inner or inside
seam of a trouser leg, sleeve, or shoe.
in·sect (inʹsekt), n. 1 a small invertebrate
animal with its body divided into three
parts (head, thorax, and abdomen), with
three pairs of legs, and usually two
pairs of wings, as ﬂies, mosquitoes, and
beetles. 2 any similar small animal with
its body divided into several parts, with
several pairs of legs, as spiders, centipedes, etc. [< L insectum, lit., divided ininto + secare to cut] —inʹsect·like´, adj.
in·sec·ti·cide (in sekʹtә sīd), n. substance
for killing insects. —in·sec´ti·cidʹal, adj.
in·sec·tiv·o·rous (in´sek tivʹә rәs), adj. 1
insect-eating; feeding mainly on insects.
2 of or belonging to a group of small
mammals including moles, hedgehogs,
etc. —in·secʹti·vore, n.
in·se·cure (in´si kyu̇rʹ), adj. 1 not secure;
unsafe. 2 Fig. uncertain; unsure: our
insecure future. 3 liable to give way; not
ﬁrm: an insecure lock. —in´se·cureʹly,
adv.
in·se·cu·ri·ty (in´si kyu̇rʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
1 lack of security. 2 Fig. feelings of
uncertainty. 3 something insecure.
in·sem·i·nate (in semʹә nāt), v., –nat·ed,
–nat·ing. 1 sow; implant. 2 impregnate.
—in·sem´i·naʹtion, n.
in·sen·sate (in senʹsāt; –sit), adj. 1 without
sensation. 2 unfeeling: insensate cruelty.
3 senseless; stupid: insensate folly. —insenʹsate·ly, adv. —in·senʹsate·ness, n.
in·sen·si·bil·i·ty (in sen´sә bilʹә ti), n., pl.
–ties. 1 lack of feeling. 2 lack of consciousness.
in·sen·si·ble (in senʹsә bәl), adj. 1 not
sensitive; not able to feel or observe: a
blind man is insensible to colors. 2 not
aware: insensible of the danger. 3 not able
to feel anything; unconscious: the man
hit by the truck was insensible for hours.
4 not easily felt: the room grew cold by
insensible degrees. —in·senʹsi·bly, adv.
in·sen·si·tive (in senʹsә tiv), adj. 1 not
sensitive. 2 slow to feel or notice. —insenʹsi·tive·ness, in·sen´si·tivʹi·ty, n.
in·sen·ti·ent (in senʹshi әnt; –shәnt), adj.
unable to feel; lifeless. —in·senʹti·ence, n.
in·sep·a·ra·ble (in sepʹә rә bәl; –sepʹrә bәl), adj. that cannot be separated.

—in·sep´a·ra·bilʹi·ty, in·sepʹa·ra·bleness, n. —in·sepʹa·ra·bly, adv.
in·sert (v. in sėrtʹ; n. inʹsėrt), v. put in; set
in: insert a key into a lock. —n. something set in or to be set in: an insert
of several pages. [< L, < in– in + serere
entwine] —in·sertʹer, n.
in·ser·tion (in sėrʹshәn), n. 1 an inserting: the insertion of pictures in a book. 2
thing inserted. 3 band of lace or embroidery to be sewed at each edge between
parts of other material.
in-serv·ice (inʹserʹvis), adj. while working: in-service computer courses.
in·set (v. in setʹ, inʹset´; n. inʹset´), v.,
–set, –set·ting, n. —v. set in; insert. —n.
something inserted.
in·shore (inʹshôrʹ; –shōrʹ), adj. near the
shore. —adv. in toward the shore.
in·side (n., adj. inʹsīdʹ; adv., prep. in´sīdʹ),
n. 1 side or surface that is within; inner
part: the inside of a house. 2 inward
nature. —adj. 1 being on the inside: an
inside seat. 2 done or known by those
inside; private; secret: inside information, the theft was an inside job. —adv.
1 on or to the inside; within. 2 indoors:
go inside. —prep. in; within: a gift inside
a box.
inside of, in; within the limits of: be
home inside of a week.
inside out, a so that what is inside is
outside; with the outside showing. b
backwards; confused: inside out reasoning. c thoroughly: knew her parts inside
out.
insides, part inside the body; stomach
and bowels.
in·sid·er (in´sīdʹәr), n. 1 person who is
inside some place, society, organization, etc. 2 person who is so situated as
to understand the actual conditions or
facts of a case. 3 person with access to
secret information or facts not generally
known: a government insider.
insider trading, illegal practice of buying
or selling shares of stock on the basis
of secret information about a company
that would aﬀect the value of its stock.
inside track, 1 lane nearest the inside
curve of a race course. 2 Fig. advantageous position.
in·sid·i·ous (in sidʹi әs), adj. 1 crafty;
tricky; treacherous. 2 working secretly
or subtly: an insidious disease. [< L,
< insidiae ambush, ult. < in– in + sedere
sit] —in·sidʹi·ous·ly, adv. —in·sidʹi·ousness, n.
in·sight (inʹsīt´), n. 1 a viewing of the
inside or inner parts of (something)
with understanding. 2 wisdom and
understanding in dealing with people
or with facts.
in·sig·ni·a (in sigʹni ә), n.pl., sing. in·signe (in sigʹnē). emblems, badges, or other
distinguishing marks of a high position,
military order, etc. [< L, pl. of insigne
badge < in– on + signum mark]
in·sig·nif·i·cance (in´sig nifʹә kәns), n. 1
unimportance. 2 meaninglessness.
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in·sig·nif·i·cant (in´sig nifʹә kәnt), adj. 1
having little use or importance. 2 meaningless. —in´sig·nifʹi·cant·ly, adv.
in·sin·cere (in´sin sirʹ), adj. not sincere;
not honest or candid; deceitful. —in´sincereʹly, adv.
in·sin·cer·i·ty (in´sin serʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
lack of sincerity; hypocrisy.
in·sin·u·ate (in sinʹyu̇ āt), v., –at·ed, –ating. 1 push in or get in by an indirect,
twisting way: the spy insinuated himself
into the conﬁdence of important army
oﬃcers. 2 suggest indirectly; hint. [< L,
< in– in + sinus a curve] —in·sinʹu·at´ing·ly, adv. —in·sinʹu·a´tive, adj. —insinʹu·a´tor, n.
in·sin·u·a·tion (in sin´yu̇ āʹshәn), n. 1
an insinuating. 2 indirect suggestion
against someone. 3 hint; suggestion. 4
act or speech to gain favor.
in·sip·id (in sipʹid), adj. 1 without much
taste. 2 uninteresting; colorless; weak.
[< LL insipidus < L in– not + sapidus
tasty] —in·sipʹid·ly, adv. —in·sipʹidness, n.
in·si·pid·i·ty (in´si pidʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
1 lack of ﬂavor; lack of interest. 2 something insipid.
in·sist (in sistʹ), v. keep ﬁrmly to some
demand, some statement, or some position. [< L, < in– on + sistere take a stand]
—in·sistʹer, n.
in·sist·ent (in sisʹtәnt), adj. 1 insisting; continuing to make a strong, ﬁrm
demand or statement. 2 compelling
attention or notice; pressing; urgent.
—in·sistʹence, in·sistʹen·cy, n. —in·sistʹent·ly, adv.
in·snare (in snãrʹ), v., –snared, –snaring. ⫽ensnare.
in·so·bri·e·ty (in´sә brīʹә ti), n. intemperance.
in·so·far (in´sō färʹ), or in so far, adv.
to such an extent or degree: insofar as
we know.
in·sole (inʹsōl´), n. the inner sole of a
shoe or boot.
in·so·lence (inʹsә lәns), n. bold rudeness;
insulting behavior or speech.
in·so·lent (inʹsә lәnt), adj. boldly rude;
insulting. [< L insolens, orig., unusual
< in– not + solere be wont] —inʹso·lently, adv.
in·sol·u·ble (in solʹyә bәl), adj. 1 that cannot be dissolved. 2 that cannot be solved.
—in·sol´u·bilʹi·ty, in·solʹu·ble·ness, n.
—in·solʹu·bly, adv.
in·solv·a·ble (in solʹvә bәl), adj. that cannot be solved.
in·sol·vent (in solʹvәnt), adj. 1 not able to
pay one’s debts; bankrupt. 2 pertaining
to bankrupts. —n. an insolvent person.
—in·solʹven·cy, n.
in·som·ni·a (in somʹni ә), n. inability to
sleep; sleeplessness. [< L, < in– not +
somnus sleep] —in·somʹni·ous, adj.
in·som·ni·ac (in somʹnē ak), n. person
who suﬀers from insomnia.
in·so·much (in´sō muchʹ), adv. 1 to such
an extent or degree; so. 2 inasmuch.

in·sou·ci·ance (in süʹsi әns), n. freedom
from care or anxiety; carefree feeling.
in·sou·ci·ant (in süʹsi әnt), adj. free from
care or anxiety. [< F] —in·souʹci·antly, adv.
in·spect (in spektʹ), v. 1 look over carefully; examine. 2 examine oﬃcially. [< L
inspectus < in– upon + specere look]
in·spec·tion (in spekʹshәn), n. 1 an
inspecting. 2 formal or oﬃcial examination. —in·specʹtion·al, adj.
in·spec·tor (in spekʹtәr), n. 1 person who
inspects. 2 police oﬃcer ranking next
below a superintendent. —in·specʹtoral, in´spec·toʹri·al, adj. —in·specʹtorship, n.
in·spi·ra·tion (in´spә rāʹshәn), n. 1 inﬂuence of thought and strong feelings on
actions, esp. on good actions: get inspiration from a speech. 2 any inﬂuence that
arouses eﬀort to do well: the captain was
an inspiration to his men. 3 idea that is
inspired. 4 a breathing in; a drawing air
into the lungs. —in´spi·raʹtion·al, adj.
—in´spi·raʹtion·al·ly, adv.
in·spire (in spīrʹ), v., –spired, –spir·ing.
1 put thought, feeling, life, force, etc.,
into: the speaker inspired the crowd. 2
cause (thought or feeling): the leader’s
courage inspired conﬁdence in others. 3
aﬀect; inﬂuence: his sly ways inspire me
with distrust. 4 suggest; cause to be told
or written: his enemies inspired false stories about him. 5 breathe in; breathe in
air. [< L, < in– in + spirare breathe] —inspirʹa·ble, adj. —in·spirʹer, n. —in·spirʹing·ly, adv.
in·spir·it (in spirʹit), v. put spirit into;
encourage; hearten. —in·spirʹit·ing·ly,
adv.
inst., 1 installment. 2 instant. 3 Also,
Inst. institute; institution.
in·sta·bil·i·ty (in´stә bilʹә ti), n. lack
of ﬁrmness; liability to give way or
change.
in·stall (in stôlʹ), v. 1 place (a person) in
oﬃce with ceremonies. 2 establish in
a place: install oneself in an easy chair.
3 put in position for use: install a telephone. [< Med.L, < in– in ( < L) + stallum stall1 (< Gmc.)] —in´stal·laʹtion,
n. —in·stallʹer, n.
in·stall·ment1 (in stôlʹmәnt), n. 1 part of
a sum of money or of a debt to be paid
at certain regular times. 2 any of several
parts furnished or issued at successive times: a serial story in a magazine
in six installments. [prob. < install pay
periodically]
in·stall·ment2 (in stôlʹ mәnt), n. installation.
installment plan, system of paying for
goods in installments.
in·stance (inʹstәns), n., v., –stanced,
–stanc·ing. —n. 1 example; case: an
instance of neglect. 2 stage or step in an
action; occasion: in the ﬁrst instance. 3
request; suggestion; urging: he came at
our instance. —v. refer to as an example.
for instance, for example. [< OF < L

instantia insistence < instans insistent.
See instant.]
in·stant (inʹstәnt), n. 1 particular moment:
stop talking this instant. 2 moment of
time: he paused for an instant. —adj. 1
immediate; without delay: instant relief.
2 pressing; urgent; an instant need for
action. 3 dehydrated, crystallized, or
powdered: instant coﬀee. 4 of the present
month; present. [< L instans insisting,
standing near < in– in + stare stand]
in·stan·ta·ne·ous (in´stәn tāʹni әs), adj.
occurring, done, or made in an instant.
—in´stan·taʹne·ous·ly, adv. —in´stantaʹne·ous·ness, n.
in·stant·ly (inʹstәnt li), adv. 1 in an
instant; at once; immediately. 2 urgently.
in·stead (in stedʹ), adv. 1 in place (of):
instead of studying, she read a book. 2 in
one’s or its place: let him go instead.
in·step (inʹstep), n. 1 the upper surface
of the human foot between the toes and
the ankle. 2 part of a shoe, stocking, etc.,
over the instep.
in·sti·gate (inʹstә gāt), v., –gat·ed, –gating. urge on; stir up: foreign agents instigated a rebellion. [< L instigatus] —in´stigaʹtion, n. —inʹsti·ga´tive, adj. —inʹstiga´tor, n.
in·still, in·stil (in stilʹ), v., –stilled, –stilling. 1 put in little by little; impart gradually: reading good books instills a love of
literature. 2 put in drop by drop. [< L,
< in– in + stilla a drop] —in´stil·laʹtion,
n. —in·stillʹer, n. —in·stillʹment, instilʹment, n.
in·stinct1 (inʹstingkt), n. 1 natural feeling,
knowledge, or power, such as guides
animals; unlearned tendency: an instinct
leads birds to ﬂy. 2 a natural bent, tendency, or gift; talent: an instinct to govern. [< L instinctus, n. < instinguere
impel]
in·stinct2 (in stingktʹ), adj. charged or
ﬁlled with something: the picture is
instinct with life and beauty. [< L instinctus, pp. See instinct1.]
in·stinc·tive (in stingkʹtiv), adj. of, caused,
or done by instinct; born in an animal
or person, not learned. —in·stincʹtively, adv.
in·stinc·tu·al (in stingktʹchu̇ әl), adj., of
or having to do with instinct: an instinctual reaction.
in·sti·tute (inʹstә tüt; –tūt), v., –tut·ed,
–tut·ing, n. —v. set up; establish; begin;
initiate: the police instituted an inquiry.
—n. 1 organization, building, or society for some special purpose, as an art
institute. 2 an established principle, law,
custom, organization, or society. [< L
institutus < in– in + statuere establish]
—inʹsti·tut´er, inʹsti·tu´tor, n.
in·sti·tu·tion (in´stә tüʹshәn; –tūʹ–), n. 1
organization or society for some public
or social purpose, as a church, school,
hospital, etc. 2 building that houses
such an organization or society. 3 established law, custom, organization, or society: giving presents on Christmas is an
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institution. 4 setting up; establishing;
beginning: the institution of a savings
bank. 5 Fig. familiar person or thing: the
fair has become an institution.
in·sti·tu·tion·al (in´stә tüʹshәn әl; –tūʹ–),
adj. of, like, or established by an institution. —in´sti·tuʹtion·al·ly,
in·sti·tu·tion·al·ize (in´stә tüʹshәn ә līz;
–tūʹ–), v., –ized, –iz·ing. 1 make into an
institution: institutionalized the annual
clambake. 2 put a person into an institution: fewer people with mental illness
are institutionalized. —in´sti·tuʹtion·ali·zaʹtion, n.
instr., 1 instructor. 2 instrument.
in·struct (in struktʹ), v. 1 teach. 2 give
directions or orders to. 3 inform. [< L
instructus < in– on + struere to pile]
in·struc·tion (in strukʹshәn), n. a teaching; knowledge; education.
instructions, directions; orders. —instrucʹtion·al, adj.
in·struc·tive (in strukʹtiv), adj. useful for
instruction; instructing: an instructive
experience. —in·strucʹtive·ly, adv. —instrucʹtive·ness, n.
in·struc·tor (in strukʹtәr), n. 1 teacher.
2 teacher ranking below an assistant
professor in American colleges and universities. —in·strucʹtor·ship, n.
in·stru·ment (inʹstrә mәnt), n. 1 tool or
mechanical device: a dentist’s instruments. 2 device for producing musical
sounds: stringed instruments. 3 thing
with or by which something is done; a
person so made use of; means. 4 a formal legal document, such as a contract.
[< L instrumentum < instruere arrange,
instruct]
in·stru·men·tal (in´strә menʹtәl), adj.
1 acting or serving as a means; useful; helpful. 2 played on or written for
instruments. —inʹstru·menʹtal·ly, adv.
in·stru·men·tal·ist (in´strә menʹtәl ist),
n. person who plays on an instrument.
in·stru·men·tal·i·ty (in´strә men talʹә ti),
n., pl. –ties. helpfulness as an instrument; agency; means.
in·stru·men·ta·tion (in´strә men tāʹshәn), n. 1 arrangement or composition
for instruments. 2 use of instruments.
instrument board, ⫽instrument panel.
in·stru·ment·ed (inʹstrә ment´id), adj.
equipped with electronic or other
devices necessary for guidance: a fully
instrumented missile.
instrument ﬂying, directing an airplane
by instruments only.
instrument panel, panel with dials, lights,
etc., that show how various components
or systems connected to it are functioning, as for an automobile, aircraft, or
spacecraft.
in·sub·or·di·nate (in´sә bôrʹdә nit), adj.
resisting authority; disobedient; unruly.
—n. one who is insubordinate. —in´suborʹdi·nate·ly, adv.
in·sub·or·di·na·tion (in´sә bôr´dә nāʹshәn), n. resistance to authority; disobedience.

in·sub·stan·tial (in´sәb stanʹshәl), adj. 1
frail; ﬂimsy; weak: a cobweb is very
insubstantial. 2 unreal; not actual; imaginary: ghosts are insubstantial. —in´substan´ti·alʹi·ty, n.
in·suf·fer·a·ble (in sufʹәr ә bәl; –sufʹrә bәl), adj. intolerable; unbearable:
insuﬀerable insolence. —in·sufʹfer·a·bleness, n. —in·sufʹfer·a·bly, adv.
in·suf·ﬁ·cien·cy (in´sә ﬁshʹәn si), n. too
small an amount; lack; deﬁciency.
in·suf·ﬁ·cient (in´sә ﬁshʹәnt), adj. not
enough. —in´suf·ﬁʹcient·ly, adv.
in·su·lar (inʹsә lәr), adj. 1 of or having
to do with islands or islanders. 2 living
or situated on an island. 3 forming an
island. 4 narrow-minded; prejudiced.
[< LL, < L insula island] —inʹsu·lar·ism,
in´su·larʹi·ty, n. —inʹsu·lar·ly, adv.
in·su·late (inʹsә lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lat·ing. 1
keep from losing or transferring electricity, heat, sound, etc. 2 cover or surround
(electric wire, etc.) with nonconducting
material. 3 set apart; separate from others; isolate. [< L insulatus formed into an
island < insula island]
in·su·la·tion (in´sә lāʹshәn), n. 1 an insulating or being insulated. 2 material
used in insulating.
in·su·la·tor (inʹsә lā´tәr), n. that which
insulates; nonconductor.
in·su·lin (inʹsә lin), n. 1 hormone secreted
by the pancreas that enables the body to
use sugar and other carbohydrates. 2
insulin for treatment of diabetes produced by genetic engineering. [< L
insula island (i.e., of the pancreas)]
in·sult (v. in sultʹ; n. inʹsult), v. treat
with scorn, abuse, or great rudeness: the
rebels insulted the ﬂag by throwing mud
on it. —n. an insulting speech or action.
[< L insultare < in– on, at + salire to leap]
—in·sultʹer, n. —in·sultʹing, adj. —insult·ing·ly, adv.
in·su·per·a·ble (in süʹpәr ә bәl), adj. that
cannot be passed over or overcome: an
insuperable barrier. —in·su´per·a·bilʹity, in·suʹper·a·ble·ness, n. —in·suʹpera·bly, adv.
in·sup·port·a·ble (in´sә pôrʹtә bәl; –pōrʹ–),
adj. unbearable; unendurable; intolerable. —in´sup·portʹa·ble·ness, n.
—in´sup·portʹa·bly, adv.
in·sur·a·ble (in shu̇rʹә bәl), adj. capable
of being insured; ﬁt to be insured. —insur´a·bilʹi·ty, n.
in·sur·ance (in shu̇rʹәns), n. 1 an insuring
of property, person, or life: ﬁre insurance. 2 the business of insuring property, life, etc. 3 amount of money for
which a person or thing is insured: he
has $100,000 insurance. 4 amount of
money paid for insurance; premium: her
insurance is $300 a year.
in·sure (in shu̇rʹ), v., –sured, –sur·ing. 1
arrange for money payment in case of
loss of (property, proﬁt, etc.) or accident
or death to (a person): insure antiques.
2 make safe from ﬁnancial loss by accident, death, etc., by paying money to an

insurance company: was he insured at
the time of the accident? [var. of ensure
< AF, < en– in + OF seur sure]
in·sured (in shu̇rdʹ), n. person whose
property, life, etc., are insured.
in·sur·er (in shu̇rʹәr), n. person or company that insures.
in·sur·gence (in sėrʹjәns), n. a rising in
revolt; rebellion.
in·sur·gen·cy (in sėrʹjәn si), n. 1 ⫽insurgence. 2 revolt against a government,
not recognized as a state of war; insurrection: the insurgency may become allout civil war.
in·sur·gent (in sėrʹjәnt), n. person who
rises in revolt; rebel. —adj. rising in
revolt; rebellious. [< L, < in– against +
surgere rise]
in·sur·mount·a·ble (in´sәr mounʹtә bәl),
adj. that cannot be overcome. —in´surmountʹa·bly, adv.
in·sur·rec·tion (in´sә rekʹshәn), n. an
uprising against established authority;
revolt. [< LL insurrectio < L insurgere.
See insurgent.] —in´sur·recʹtion·al,
adj. —in´sur·recʹtion·al·ly, adv.
in·sus·cep·ti·ble (in´sә sepʹtә bәl), adj.
not susceptible; not easily inﬂuenced.
—in´sus·cep´ti·bilʹi·ty, n. —in´suscepʹti·bly, adv.
int., 1 interest. 2 international. 3 intransitive.
in·tact (in taktʹ), adj. with no part missing; untouched; uninjured; whole: dishes
left intact after a fall. [< L intactus, ult.
< in– not + tangere touch] —in·tactʹness, n.
in·tagl·io (in talʹyō; –tälʹ–), n., pl. in·taglios. 1 process of engraving by making
cuts in a surface. 2 design engraved in
this way. [< Ital., ult. < in– into + tagliare
to cut]
in·take (inʹtāk´), n. 1 place where water,
gas, etc., enters a channel, pipe, or other
narrow opening. 2 a taking in. 3 amount
or thing taken in.
in·tan·gi·ble (in tanʹjә bәl), adj. 1 not
capable of being touched. 2 not easily
grasped by the mind. —n. something
intangible. —in·tan´gi·bilʹi·ty, in·tanʹgible·ness, n. —in·tanʹgi·bly, adv.
in·te·ger (inʹtә jәr), n. a whole number as
distinguished from a fraction or mixed
number. 1, 2, 3, 15, 106, etc., are integers.
[< L, whole]
in·te·gral (inʹtә grәl), adj. 1 necessary to
the completeness of the whole; essential.
2 entire; complete. 3 having to do with
whole numbers; not fractional. [< LL,
< L integer whole] —in´te·gralʹi·ty, n.
—inʹte·gral·ly, adv.
in·te·grate (inʹtә grāt), v., —grat·ed,
–grat·ing. 1 make into a whole; complete. 2 bring together (parts) into a
whole. 3 U.S. make schools, parks, etc.
available to all citizens on an equal
basis. [< L, < integer whole] —in´tegraʹtion, n. —inʹte·graʹtive, adj. —inʹtegra´tor, n.

interdenominational
in·te·grat·ed circuit (inʹtә grā´tid), electronic circuit on a chip, esp. of silicon,
whose components cannot be moved;
microcircuit.
in·teg·ri·ty (in tegʹrә ti), n. 1 honesty;
sincerity; uprightness: a man of integrity. 2 wholeness; completeness: defend
the integrity of one’s country. 3 perfect
condition; soundness. [< L integritas.
See integer.]
in·teg·u·ment (in tegʹyu̇ mәnt), n. an
outer covering, as a skin or a shell.
[< L integumentum < in– on + tegere
to cover]
in·tel·lect (inʹtә lekt), n. 1 power of
knowing; understanding. 2 great intelligence; high mental ability: a man of
intellect. 3 person having high mental
ability. [< L intellectus < intelligere. See
intelligent.]
in·tel·lec·tu·al (in´tә lekʹchu̇ әl), adj. 1 of
the intellect: intellectual power. 2 needing or using intelligence: an intellectual
process. 3 possessing or showing intelligence: an intellectual type of mind, intellectual tastes. —n. person who is well
informed or concerned with the intellect. —in´tel·lecʹtu·alʹi·ty, in´tel·lecʹtual·ness, n. —in´tel·lecʹtu·al·ly, adv.
in·tel·lec·tu·al·ize (in´tә lәkʹchu̇ ә līz), v.
–ized, –iz·ing. make intellectual; apply
understanding or reason to.
in·tel·li·gence (in telʹә jәns), n. 1 ability to
learn and know; understanding; mind.
2 knowledge; news; information. 3 the
obtaining or distributing of information, esp. secret information. 4 group
of persons engaged in obtaining secret
information.
intelligence quotient, number used to
measure a child’s intelligence, obtained
by dividing the mental age by the chronological age.
intelligence test, test used to measure
mental development.
in·tel·li·gent (in telʹә jәnt), adj. having or
showing intelligence; able to learn and
know; quick at learning. [< L intelligens
understanding < inter– between + legere
choose] —in·telʹli·gent·ly, adv.
in·tel·li·gent·si·a (in tel´ә jentʹsi ә; –gentʹ–),
n.pl. persons representing, or claiming
to represent, the enlightened opinion of
a society. [< Russ. < L intelligentia. See
intelligent.]
in·tel·li·gi·ble (in telʹә jә bәl), adj. capable
of being understood; comprehensible.
[< L, < intelligere. See intelligent.]
—in·tel´li·gi·bilʹi·ty, in·telʹli·gi·bleness, n. —in·telʹli·gi·bly, adv.
in·tem·per·ance (in temʹpәr әns; –prәns),
n. 1 lack of moderation or self-control;
excess. 2 the excessive use of intoxicating liquor.
in·tem·per·ate (in temʹpәr it; –prit), adj.
1 not moderate; lacking in self-control;
excessive. 2 drinking too much intoxicating liquor. 3 not temperate; severe: an
intemperate winter. —in·temʹper·ate·ly,
adv. —in·temʹper·ate·ness, n.

in·tend (in tendʹ), v. 1 have in mind as
a purpose; mean; plan: we intend to go
home soon. 2 design; destine: a book
intended for beginners. [< L, < in– toward
+ tendere stretch] —in·tendʹer, n.
in·tend·ed (in tenʹdid), adj. 1 meant;
planned. 2 prospective: a woman’s
intended husband. —n. a prospective
husband or wife.
in·tense (in tensʹ), adj. 1 very much; very
great; very strong: intense pain. 2 full of
vigorous activity, strong feelings, etc.: an
intense life. 3 having or showing strong
feelings: an intense person. [< L intensus,
pp. of intendere strain. See intend.]
—in·tenseʹly, adv. —in·tenseʹness, n.
in·ten·si·fy (in tenʹsәfī), v., –ﬁed, –fying. make or become intense or more
intense; strengthen: blowing on a ﬁre
intensiﬁes the heat. —in·ten´si·ﬁ·caʹtion, n. —in·tenʹsi·ﬁ´er, n.
in·ten·si·ty (in tenʹsә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 a
being intense; great strength; extreme
degree. 2 great strength or violence of
feeling. 3 amount or degree of strength
of electricity, heat, light, sound, etc., per
unit of area, volume, etc.
in·ten·sive (in tenʹsiv), adj. 1 deep and
thorough: an intensive study. 2 giving
force or emphasis; expressing intensity.
In “He himself said it,” himself is an
intensive pronoun. —n. intensive word,
preﬁx, etc. —in·tenʹsive·ly, adv. —intenʹsive·ness, n.
intensive care, hospital care of a patient
who is seriously ill that involves constant monitoring and immediate access
to lifesaving equipment.
intensive care unit, special unit of a hospital having the equipment and staﬀ to
provide intensive care.
in·tent1 (in tentʹ), n. 1 purpose; intention.
2 meaning; signiﬁcance.
to all intents and purposes, in almost
every way; practically. [< OF entent,
entente < L intendere intend]
in·tent2 (in tentʹ), adj. 1 very attentive;
having the eyes or thoughts earnestly
ﬁxed on something; earnest. 2 earnestly
engaged; much interested. [< L intentus,
pp. of intendere to strain. See intend.]
—in·tentʹly, adv. —in·tentʹness, n.
in·ten·tion (in tenʹshәn), n. 1 purpose;
design; plan: our intention is to travel
next summer. 2 meaning.
intentions, purposes with respect to
marrying.
in·ten·tion·al (in tenʹshәn әl), adj. done
on purpose; meant; intended. —in·tenʹtion·al·ly,
in·ter (in tėrʹ), v., –terred, –ter·ring. put
(a dead body) into a grave or tomb;
bury. [< OF enterrer, ult. < L in– in +
terra earth]
inter–, preﬁx. 1 together; one with the
other, as in intercommunicate. 2 between,
as in interlude. 3 among a group, as in
interscholastic. [< L, < inter, prep., adv.,
among, between, during]
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in·ter·act (in´tәr aktʹ), v. act on each
other. —in´ter·acʹtion, n. —in´ter·acʹtive, adj.
in·ter·breed (in´tәr brēdʹ), v., –bred,
–breed·ing. breed by the mating of different kinds; breed by using diﬀerent
varieties or species of animals or plants.
in·ter·ca·lar·y (in tėrʹkә ler´i), adj.
inserted in a calendar: February 29 is an
intercalary day.
in·ter·cede (in´tәr sēdʹ), v., –ced·ed, –ceding. 1 plead or beg in another’s behalf:
Will interceded with the teacher for Dan.
2 interfere in order to bring about an
agreement. [< L, < inter– between +
cedere go] —in´ter·cedʹer, n.
in·ter·cel·lu·lar (in´tәr selʹyә lәr), adj.
situated between or among cells.
in·ter·cept (in´tәr septʹ), v. 1 take or seize
on the way from one place to another:
intercept a letter. 2 cut oﬀ (light, water,
etc.). 3 check; stop: intercept the ﬂight of a
criminal. 4 mark oﬀ between two points
or lines. [< L interceptus < inter- between
+ capere catch] —in´ter·cepʹtion, n.
—in´ ter· cepʹ tive, adj.
—in´ tercepʹtor, n.
in·ter·ces·sion (in´tәr seshʹ әn), n. act or
fact of interceding. —in´ter·cesʹsion·al,
adj. —in´ter·cesʹsor, n. —in´ter·cesʹsory, adj.
in·ter·change (v. in´tәr chānjʹ; n. inʹtәr chānj´), v., –changed, –chang·ing, n.
—v. 1 put each of (two or more persons
or things) in the place of the other.
2 give and take; exchange: interchange
gifts. 3 cause to happen by turns; alternate: interchange severity with indulgence. —n. 1 a putting each of two or
more persons or things in the other’s
place. 2 a giving and taking; exchanging.
3 point at which an express highway
connects with another road.
in·ter·change·a·ble (in´tәr chānʹjә bәl),
adj. 1 capable of being used in place of each
other. 2 able to change places. —in´terchange´ a· bilʹ i· ty, in´ ter· changeʹ able·ness, n. —in´ter·changeʹa·bly, adv.
in·ter·col·le·giate (in´tәr kә lēʹjit; –ji it),
adj. between colleges or universities.
in·ter·com (inʹtәr kom´), n. telephone
apparatus with which members of the
crew of an airplane, oﬃce, etc., can talk
to each other.
in·ter·com·mu·ni·cate (in´tәr kә mūʹnәkāt), v., –cat·ed, –cat·ing. communicate
with each other. —in´ter·com·mu´ni·
caʹtion, n.
in·ter·con·nect (in´tәr kә nektʹ), v. connect with each other. —in´ter·con·necʹtion, n.
in·ter·con·ti·nen·tal (in´tәr kon´tә nenʹtәl), adj. 1 for use between continents. 2
of more than one continent.
in·ter·course (inʹtәr kôrs; –kōrs), n. 1
communication; dealings between people; exchange of thoughts, services, feelings, etc. 2 sexual intercourse.
in·ter·de·nom·i·na·tion·al (in´tәr dinom´ә nāʹshәn әl; –nāshʹnәl), adj. between
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or involving diﬀerent religious denominations.
in·ter·de·part·men·tal (in´tәr di pärt´menʹt әl, –dē´pärt–), adj. between departments, as of an agency, school, etc.
in·ter·de·pend·ence (in´tәr di penʹdәns),
in·ter·de·pend·en·cy (–dәn si), n. dependence on each other; mutual dependence.
in·ter·de·pend·ent (in´tәr di penʹdәnt),
adj. dependent each upon the other.
—in´ter·de·pendʹent·ly, adv.
in·ter·dict (v. in´tәr diktʹ; n. inʹtәr dikt),
v. 1 prohibit; forbid. 2 restrain. 3 cut oﬀ
from certain church privileges. —n. 1
prohibition based on authority; formal
order forbidding something. 2 a cutting oﬀ from certain church privileges.
[< L, < inter– between + dicere speak]
—in´ter·dicʹtion, n. —in´ter·dicʹtive,
adj. —in´ter·dicʹtor, n. —in´ter·dicʹtory, adj.
in·ter·dis·ci·pli·nar·y (in´tәr disʹә plә ner´i),
adj. between diﬀerent ﬁelds of study.
in·ter·est (inʹtәr ist; –trist), n. 1 a feeling
of wanting to see, do, own, share in: an
interest in sports. 2 power of arousing
such a feeling: a dull book lacks interest.
3 share; part; portion: buy a half interest
in a business. 4 group of people having
the same business, activity, etc. 5 advantage; beneﬁt. 6 money paid for the use
of money: the interest on the loan was 5
percent. —v. 1 arouse the attention, curiosity, concern, etc., of: an exciting story
interests you. 2 cause (a person) to take
a share or interest in: the dealer tried to
interest us in buying a car.
in the interest of, for; to help. [< L, it
is of importance, it makes a diﬀerence
< inter– between + esse be]
in·ter·est·ed (inʹtris tid; –tәr es´tid), adj.
1 feeling or showing interest. 2 having an interest or share. 3 inﬂuenced
by personal considerations; prejudiced.
—inʹter·est·ed·ly, adv. —inʹter·est·edness, n.
in·ter·est·ing (inʹtris ting; –tәr es´ting),
adj. arousing interest; holding one’s
attention. —inʹter·est·ing·ly, adv.
—inʹter·est·ing·ness, n.
in·ter·face (in´tәr fāsʹ), n., v., –faced, facing. —n. 1 surface lying between two
objects or spaces, that forms their shared
boundary. 2 connection or relationship
between people or things; interaction:
customer interface, computer interface.
—v. work together smoothly.
in·ter·faith (in´tәr fāthʹ), adj. for or of
more than one faith or religion.
in·ter·fere (in´tәr ﬁrʹ), v., –fered, –fering. 1 come into opposition; clash: come
on Saturday if nothing interferes. 2 disturb the aﬀairs of others; meddle. 3 take
part for a purpose: the police interfered
to stop the riot.
interfere with, hinder. [< OF, < L inter–
between + ferire to strike] —in´terferʹer, n. —in´ter·ferʹing·ly, adv.
in·ter·fer·ence (in´tәr ﬁrʹәns), n. 1 an
interfering. 2 the reciprocal action of

waves by which they reinforce or neutralize one another. 3 interruption of
a desired radio or television signal by
other signals. 4 act of interfering with a
football player who is trying to tackle.
in·ter·fer·on (in´tәr ﬁrʹon), n. 1 protein
produced by animal cells infected by a
virus and released into the bloodstream
or cellular ﬂuid, which triggers healthy
cells to manufacture an enzyme to ﬁght
the infection. 2 this protein produced
by genetic engineering and used to
treat conditions such as hepatitis and
leukemia. [< interfere + NL –on substance]
in·ter·fuse (in´tәr fūzʹ), v., –fused, –fusing. 1 be diﬀused through; permeate.
2 fuse together; blend. [< L interfusus
< inter– between + fundere pour] —in´terfuʹsion, n.
in·ter·ga·lac·tic (in´tәr gә lakʹtik), adj.
located or occurring between galaxies.
in·ter·gen·er·a·tion·al (in´tәr jen´ә rāʹshә nәl), adj. occurring or existing
between generations.
in·ter·gla·cial (in´tәr glāʹshәl), adj. happening or formed between two glacial
periods.
in·ter·im (inʹtәr im), n. meantime; time
between. —adj. for the meantime; temporary. [< L, in the meantime < inter
between]
in·te·ri·or (in tirʹi әr), n. 1 inside; inner
surface or part. 2 part of a region or
country away from the coast or border.
3 aﬀairs within a country: Department
of the Interior. —adj. 1 on the inside;
inner. 2 away from the coast or border. 3
domestic. [< L, inner] —in·te´ri·orʹi·ty,
n. —in·teʹri·or·ly, adv.
interj., interjection.
in·ter·ject (in´tәr jektʹ), v. throw in
between other things; insert abruptly;
interject a witty remark. [< L interjectus < inter– between + jacere throw]
—in´ter·jecʹtor, n.
in·ter·jec·tion (in´tәr jekʹshәn), n. 1
an exclamation regarded as a part of
speech, as oh! hurrah! 2 an interjecting. 3 something interjected; remark;
exclamation. —in´ter·jecʹtion·al, adj.
—in´ter·jecʹtion·al·ly, adv.
in·ter·lace (in´tәr lāsʹ), v., –laced, –lacing. 1 cross over and under each other;
weave together; intertwine. 2 cross in an
intricate manner. —in´ter·laceʹment, n.
in·ter·lard (in´tәr lärdʹ), v. give variety to;
mix; intersperse. [< F, < L inter– between
+ lardum fat] —in´ter·lardʹment, n.
in·ter·lay (in´tәr lāʹ), v., –laid, –lay·ing. 1
lay between. 2 diversify with something
laid between.
in·ter·lay·er (in´tәr lāʹәr), n. layer
between two or more layers: an insulating interlayer for warmth.
in·ter·leave (in´tәr lēvʹ), v., –leaved,
–leav·ing. insert a leaf or leaves of paper
between the pages.
in·ter·line1 (in´tәr līnʹ), v., –lined, –lining. insert an extra lining between the

outer cloth and the ordinary lining of
(a garment).
in·ter·line2 (in´tәr līnʹ), v., –lined, –lining. write, print, or mark between the
lines.
in·ter·lin·e·ar (in´tәr linʹi әr), adj. 1
inserted between the lines. 2 containing
two diﬀerent languages or versions in
alternate lines.
in·ter·lin·ing (inʹtәr līn´ing), n. an extra
lining inserted between the outer cloth
and the ordinary lining of a garment.
in·ter·link (in´tәr lingkʹ), v. link together.
in·ter·lock (in´tәr lokʹ), v. lock or join
with one another. —in´ter·lockʹer, n.
in·ter·lop·er (inʹtәr lōp´әr), n. intruder.
in·ter·lude (inʹtәr lüd), n. 1 anything
thought of as ﬁlling the time between
two things; interval. 2 piece of music
played between the parts of a song,
church service, play, etc. 3 entertainment
between the acts of a play. [< Med.L, < L
inter– between + ludus play]
in·ter·lu·nar (in´tәr lūʹnәr), adj. 1 having
to do with the time when the moon is
not seen at night. 2 having to do with
the period between the old moon and
the new moon.
in·ter·mar·ry (in´tәr marʹi), v., –ried, –rying. 1 become connected by marriage.
2 marry within the family. —in´termarʹriage, n.
in·ter·med·dle (in´tәr medʹәl), v., –dled,
–dling. meddle; interfere. —inʹter·medʹdler, n.
in·ter·me·di·ar·y (in´tәr mēʹdi er´i), n.,
pl. –ar·ies, adj. —n. person who acts for
one person with another; go-between.
—adj. 1 acting between. 2 being between;
intermediate.
in·ter·me·di·ate (inʹtәr mēʹdi it), adj.
being or occurring between: gray is
intermediate between black and white.
—n. 1 something in between. 2 mediator. [< Med.L, ult. < L inter– between +
medius in the middle] —in´ter·meʹdiate·ly, adv. —in´ter·meʹdi·ate·ness, n.
in·ter·ment (in tėrʹmәnt), n. burial.
in·ter·mez·zo (in´tәr metʹsō; –medʹzō),
n., pl. –zos, –zi (–sē; –zē). 1 a short dramatic or musical entertainment between
the acts of a play. 2 a short musical
composition between the main divisions
of an extended musical work. 3 an independent musical composition of similar
character. [< Ital.]
in·ter·mi·na·ble (in tėrʹmә nә bәl), adj.
endless; so long as to seem endless. —interʹmi·na·bly, adv.
in·ter·min·gle (in´tәr mingʹgәl), v., –gled,
–gling. mix together; mingle. —in´terminʹgle·ment, n.
in·ter·mis·sion (in´tәr mishʹәn), n. 1 time
between periods of activity; pause. 2
stopping for a time; interruption: rain
without intermission.
in·ter·mit·tent (in´tәr mitʹәnt), adj. 1
stopping and beginning again. 2 pausing at intervals. —in´ter·mitʹtence, n.
—in´ter·mitʹtent·ly, adv.

intervene
in·ter·mix (in´tәr miksʹ), v. mix together;
blend. —in´ter·mixʹture, n.
in·tern1 (in tėrnʹ), v. 1 conﬁne within
a country; intern soldiers in a neutral
country. 2 force to stay in a certain place.
[< F interner < L internus within] —internʹment, n.
in·tern2 (inʹtėrn), person learning a skill,
job, etc., while working as an assistant
under supervision. —v. act as an intern.
[< F interne. See intern1.] —inʹternship, n.
in·ter·nal (in tėrʹnәl), adj. 1 inner; inside:
internal injuries, internal evidence. 2
having to do with aﬀairs within a country; domestic: internal disturbances.
[< Med.L internalis. See intern1.] —interʹnal·ly, adv.
internal-combustion engine, engine in
which the pressure is produced by gas or
vapor exploding inside the cylinder and
against the piston.
in·ter·nal·ize (in tėr nә līz), v., –ized, –izing. 1 adopt a habit, custom, mannerism, etc. of another person or group, and
make it part of one’s personality. 2 keep
an emotion, problem, etc., to oneself;
repress. —in·ter´nal·i·zaʹtion, n.
internal medicine, branch of medicine
that deals with the internal organs of the
body and the diagnosis and treatment of
their diseases.
in· ter· na· tion· al
(in´ tәr nashʹ әn әl;
–nashʹnәl), adj. 1 between or among
nations: an international agreement 2
having to do with the relations between
nations: international law. —in´terna´tion·alʹi·ty, n. —in´ter·naʹtion·ally, adv.
International Date Line, date line (def.
1).
in·ter·na·tion·al·ism (in´tәr nashʹәn әliz´әm; –nashʹnәl–), n. principle of international cooperation for the good of all
nations. —in´ter·naʹtion·al·ist, n.
in·ter·na·tion·al·ize (in´tәr nashʹәn әl īz;
–nashʹnәl–), v., –ized, –iz·ing. make
international; bring (territory) under
the control of several nations. —in´ternaʹtion·al·i·zaʹtion, n.
international law, law governing the
conduct of relations between nations.
in·ter·ne·cine (in´tәr nēʹsin; –sīn), adj.
1 destructive to both sides. 2 deadly;
destructive. [< L internecinus, ult. <
inter– between + nex slaughter]
in·tern·ee (in´tėr nēʹ), n. person interned,
as a prisoner of war, enemy alien, etc.
In·ter·net (inʹtәr net´), n. worldwide
electronic network that links smaller
networks of governments, universities,
and individuals into a global communication system.
in·tern·ist (in tėrʹnist), n. doctor who
treats internal diseases, or those of
internal organs that do not respond to
surgery.
in·ter·pel·late (in´tәr pelʹāt; in tėrʹpә lāt),
v., –lat·ed, –lat·ing. ask formally in a
legislature for an explanation of oﬃ-

cial action or government policy. [< L
interpellatus interrupted] —in´ter·pellaʹtion, n.
in·ter·plan·e·tar·y (in´tәr planʹә ter´i),
adj. within the solar system, but not
within the atmosphere of the sun or
any planet.
in·ter·play (inʹtәr plā´), n. action or inﬂuence on each other: interplay of light and
shadow.
in·ter·po·late (in tėrʹpә lāt), v., –lat·ed,
–lat·ing. 1 alter (a book, passage, etc.)
by putting in new words or groups of
words. 2 put in (new words, passages,
etc.). 3 insert terms or something diﬀerent) between other terms or things, as in
a series. [< L interpolatus refurbished]
—in·terʹpo·lat´er, in·terʹpo·la´tor, n.
in·ter·po·la·tion (in tėr´pә lāʹshәn), n. 1
an alteration in a text. 2 words inserted
in a text. 3 something added to a series
or group of things.
in·ter·po·la·tive (in tėr´pә lāʹtiv), adj.
altering; changing.
in·ter·pose (in´tәr pôzʹ), v., –posed,
–pos·ing. 1 put between; insert. 2 come
between; be between. 3 interrupt. 4
interfere in order to help; intervene:
mother interposed in the dispute. 5 put
in as an interference or interruption.
[< F, < inter– between + poser place, pose]
—in´ter·posʹer, n. —in´ter·posʹing·ly,
adv.
in·ter·po·si·tion (in´tәr pә zishʹәn), n. 1
something inserted. 2 an interruption.
3 interference: the interposition of calming words.
in·ter·pret (in tėrʹprit), v. 1 explain the
meaning of: interpret a dream. 2 bring
out the meaning of: interpret a part in
a play. 3 understand in a certain way:
interpret silence as consent. 4 serve as an
interpreter; translate. [< L interpretari
< interpres mediary] —in·terʹpret·a·ble,
adj. —in·ter´pret·a·bilʹi·ty, n. —in·terʹpre·tive, adj. —in·terʹpre·tive·ly, adv.
in·ter·pre·ta·tion (in tėr´prә tāʹshәn), n.
1 an interpreting; explanation: diﬀerent interpretations of the same facts. 2
bringing out the meaning of a dramatic
part, music, etc. —in·ter´pre·taʹtional, in·terʹpre·ta´tive, adj. —in·terʹpreta´tive·ly, adv.
in·ter·pret·er (in tėrʹprә tәr), n. 1 person
who interprets. 2 person whose business
is translating from a foreign language.
in·ter·ra·cial (in´tәr rāʹshәl), adj. between
or involving diﬀerent racial groups.
in·ter·reg·num (in´tәr regʹnәm), n. 1
time between the end of one ruler’s
reign and the beginning of the next
one. 2 any time during which a nation
is without its usual ruler. 3 period of
inactivity; pause. [< L, < inter– between
+ regnum reign]
in·ter·re·late (in´tәr ri lātʹ), v., –lat·ed,
–lat·ing. connect closely with each other;
bring into mutual relation. —in´terre·latʹed, adj. —in´ter·re·laʹtion, n.
—in´ter·re·laʹtion·ship, n.
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in·ter·ro·gate (in terʹә gāt), v., –gat·ed,
–gat·ing. question thoroughly; examine
by asking questions: interrogate a witness. [< L, inter– between + rogare ask]
—in·terʹro·gat´ing·ly, adv. —in·terʹroga´tor, n.
in·ter·ro·ga·tion (in ter´ә gāʹshәn), n. 1
a questioning. The formal examination
of a witness by asking questions is interrogation. 2 a question.
in·ter·rog·a·tive (in´tә rogʹә tiv), adj. asking a question; having the form of a
question. —n. a word used in asking a
question. —in´ter·rogʹa·tive·ly, adv.
in·ter·rog·a·to·ry (in´tә rogʹә tô´ri; –tō–),
questioning.
in·ter·rupt (in´tә ruptʹ), v. 1 break in
upon (talk, work, rest, a person speaking,
etc.); hinder; stop: do not interrupt the
speaker. 2 make a break in: interrupt the
view. [< L interruptus < inter– between +
rumpere break] —in´ter·ruptʹer, n.
in·ter·rup·tion (in´tә rupʹshәn), n. 1 an
interrupting: her frequent interruption
was rude. 2 a being interrupted: ﬂooding
caused interruption in travel. 3 thing that
interrupts. 4 intermission.
in·ter·scho·las·tic (in´tәr skә lasʹtik), adj.
between schools: interscholastic competition.
in·ter·sect (in´tәr sektʹ), v. 1 cut or divide
by passing through or crossing. 2 cross
each other. [< L, < inter– between +
secare cut]
in·ter·sec·tion (in´tәr sekʹshәn), n. 1 an
intersecting. 2 point or line where one
thing crosses another. —in´ter·secʹtional, adj.
in·ter·sperse (in´tәr spėrsʹ), v., –spersed,
–spers·ing. scatter here and there among
other things: bushes were interspersed
among trees. [< L interspersus < inter–
between + spargere scatter] —in´tersperʹsion, n.
in·ter·state (in´tәr stātʹ; inʹtәr stāt´), adj.
between states: interstate commerce. —n.
interstate highway.
in·ter·stel·lar (in´tәr stelʹәr; inʹtәr stel´әr),
adj. among or between the stars.
in·ter·stice (in tėrʹstis), n. a small or narrow space between things or parts; chink.
[< LL interstitium < L inter– between
+ stare to stand] —in´ter·stiʹtial, adj.
—in´ter·stiʹtial·ly, adv.
in·ter·twine (in´tәr twīnʹ), v., –twined,
–twin·ing. twine, one with another.
—in´ter·twinʹing·ly, adv.
in·ter·ur·ban (in´tәr ėrʹbәn; inʹtәr ėr´bәn), adj. between cities or towns: an
interurban railroad.
in·ter·val (inʹtәr vәl), n. 1 time or space
between: an interval of a week. 2 the
diﬀerence in pitch between two tones.
at intervals, a now and then. b here
and there. [< L intervallum, orig., space
between palisades < inter– between +
vallum wall]
in·ter·vene (in´tәr vēnʹ), v., –vened, –vening. 1 come between; be between: a week
intervenes between the two holidays. 2
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come in to help settle a dispute: the
President intervened in the strike. [< L, <
inter– between + venire come] —in´tervenʹer, in´ter·veʹnor, n.
in·ter·ven·tion (in´tәr venʹshәn), n. 1 an
intervening. 2 interference by one nation
in the aﬀairs of another. —in´ter·venʹtion·al, adj. —in´ter·venʹtion·ist, n.
in·ter·view (inʹtәr vū), n. 1 a meeting to
talk over something special: an interview
with a manager for a job. 2 a a meeting
between a reporter and a person from
whom information is sought for publication. b newspaper or magazine article
resulting from such a meeting. —v. have
an interview with; meet and talk with
[< F entrevue, ult. < L inter– between +
videre see] —inʹter·view´er, n.
in·ter·weave (in´tәr wēvʹ), v., –wove
or –weaved, –wo·ven or –wove or
–weaved, –weav·ing. 1 weave together.
2 intermingle; connect closely. —in´terweaveʹment, n. —in´ter·weavʹer, n.
—in´ter·woʹven, adj.
in·tes·tate (in tesʹtāt; –tit), adj. 1 having
made no will. 2 not disposed of by a
will. —n. person who has died without
making a will. [< L, < in– not + testari
make a will < testis witness] —in·tesʹtacy, n.
in·tes·ti·nal (in tesʹtә nәl), adj. of or in
the intestines. —in·tesʹti·nal·ly, adv.
intestinal fortitude, courage; tenacity.
in·tes·tine (in tesʹtәn), n. 1 part of the
alimentary canal that extends from the
stomach to the anus. 2 a portion of this.
The ﬁrst, narrower and longer portion
is the small intestine and the other the
large intestine. [< L intestina, neut. pl.,
internal, ult. < in in]
in·ti·ma·cy (inʹtә mә si), n., pl. –cies. 1 a
being intimate; close acquaintance. 2 a
familiar or intimate act.
in·ti·mate1 (inʹtә mit), adj. 1 very familiar; known very well; closely acquainted.
2 close; thorough: intimate knowledge
of a matter. 3 very personal; most private: intimate aﬀairs of the family. 4 far
within; inmost: intimate desires of the
heart. —n. a close friend. [< L intimatus
(see intimate2), confused with intimus
inmost] —inʹti·mate·ly, adv. —inʹtimate·ness, n.
in·ti·mate2 (inʹtә māt), v., –mat·ed,
–mat·ing. 1 suggest indirectly; hint. 2
announce; notify. [< L intimatus, orig.,
made to sink in, ult. < L intimus inmost]
—inʹti·mat´er, n.
in·ti·ma·tion (in´tә māʹshәn), n. 1 indirect suggestion; hint. 2 announcement;
notice.
in·tim·i·date (in timʹә dāt), v., –dat·ed,
–dat·ing. 1 frighten; make afraid. 2
inﬂuence or force by fear. [< Med.L,
< L in– + timidus fearful] —in·tim´idaʹtion, n. —in·timʹi·da´tor, n.
in·to (inʹtü; unstressed inʹtu̇, –tә), prep.
1 to the inside of; toward the inside;
within: go into the house. 2 to the condi-

tion of; to the form of: divided into ten
rooms.
in·tol·er·a·ble (in tolʹәr ә bәl), adj. unbearable; too much, too painful, etc., to be
endured. —in·tol´er·a·bilʹi·ty, in·tolʹera·ble·ness, n.
in·tol·er·a·bly (in tolʹәr ә bli), adv. unbearably; beyond endurance.
in·tol·er·ance (in tolʹәr әns), n. 1 lack of
tolerance; unwillingness to let others do
and think as they choose, esp. in matters
of religion. 2 inability to endure; unwillingness to endure.
in·tol·er·ant (in tolʹәr әnt), adj. not tolerant; unwilling to let others do and
think as they choose, esp. in matters of
religion.
intolerant of, not able to endure; unwilling to endure. —in·tolʹer·ant·ly, adv.
in·to·na·tion (in´tō nāʹshәn; –tә–), n. 1
act of intoning. 2 pattern of modulation
and inﬂection in connected speech.
in·tone (in tōnʹ), v., –toned, –ton·ing. 1
read or recite in a singing voice; chant.
2 utter with a particular tone. [< Med.L,
ult. < L in– in + tonus tone] —in·tonʹer, n.
in to·to (in tōʹtō), Latin, completely.
in·tox·i·cant (in tokʹsә kәnt), n. any
intoxicating agent, as an alcoholic liquor
or drug.
in·tox·i·cate (in tokʹsә kāt), v., –cat·ed,
–cat·ing. 1 make drunk. 2 excite beyond
self-control. [< Med.L, ult. < L in– in +
toxicum poison. See toxic.] —in·toxʹicat´ed, adj. —in·toxʹi·cat´ing·ly, adv.
in·tox·i·ca·tion (in tok´sә kāʹshәn), n. 1
drunkenness. 2 great emotional excitement.
intra–, preﬁx. within; inside; on the
inside. [< L intra, prep., adv.]
in·tra·coast·al (in´trә kōsʹtәl), adj. 1
located within a coastal area. 2 of or
having to do with intracoastal waterways: intracoastal travel.
in·trac·ta·ble (in trakʹtә bәl), adj. hard
to manage; stubborn. —in·trac´ta·bilʹity, in·tracʹta·ble·ness, n. —in·tracʹtably, adv.
in·tra·mu·ral (in´trә myu̇rʹәl), adj. 1
within a school or college, etc. 2 within
the walls; inside, esp. of the body or an
organ.
in·tra·mus·cu·lar (in´trә musʹkyә lәr),
adj. in or within a muscle.
intrans., intr., intransitive.
in·tran·si·gence (in tranʹsә jәns), in·transi·gen·cy (–jәn si), n. uncompromising
hostility.
in·tran·si·gent (in tranʹsә jәnt), adj.
unwilling to agree or compromise; irreconcilable. —n. person who is unwilling
to agree or compromise. [< F < Sp., ult.
< L in– not + transigere come to an
agreement < trans– through + agere to
drive] —in·tranʹsi·gent·ly, adv.
in·tran·si·tive (in tranʹsә tiv), —adj. of
verbs, not taking a direct object. —n.
an intransitive verb. —in·tranʹsi·tive·ly,
adv. —in·tranʹsi·tive·ness, n.

in·tra·state (in´trә stātʹ), adj. within a
state.
in·tra·u·ter·ine (in´trә ūʹtәr in; –tә rīn),
adj. within the uterus.
in·tra·vas·cu·lar (in´trә vasʹkyә lәr), adj.
within a blood vessel or vessels.
in·tra·ve·nous (in´trә vēʹnәs), adj. 1
within a vein or the veins. 2 into a vein.
[< intra– + L vena vein] —in´tra·veʹnous·ly, adv.
in·trep·id (in trepʹid), adj. fearless; dauntless; very brave. [< L, < in– not + trepidus alarmed] —inʹtre·pidʹi·ty, n. —intrepʹid·ly, adv.
in·tri·ca·cy (inʹtrә kә si), n., pl. –cies. 1
a being intricate; complexity. 2 complication; something involved; intricate
proceeding.
in·tri·cate (inʹtrә kit), adj. 1 with many
twists and turns; entangled; complicated:
an intricate knot. 2 very hard to understand; perplexing: an intricate piece of
machinery. [< L intricatus entangled, ult.
< in– in + tricae hindrances] —inʹtricate·ly, adv. —inʹtri·cate·ness, n.
in·trigue (n. in trēgʹ, inʹtrēg; v. in trēgʹ),
n., v., –trigued, –tri·guing. —n. 1 underhand planning; plotting; secret scheming. 2 a crafty plot; secret scheme. —v.
1 carry on an underhand plan; scheme
secretly; plot. 2 excite the curiosity and
interest of. [< F < Ital. < L intricare
entangle. See intricate. —in·triʹguer,
n. —in·triʹguing·ly, adv.
in·trin·sic (in trinʹsik), in·trin·si·cal
(–sә kәl), adj. belonging to a thing by
its very nature; essential; inherent: the
intrinsic value of a dollar bill is only that
of a piece of paper. [< Med.L intrinsecus
internal < L, inwardly] —in·trinʹsi·cally, adv.
in·tro (inʹtrō), n., pl. –tros. Informal. 1
social or business introduction. 2 introductory passage of music.
intro., introd., introduction; introductory.
in·tro·duce (in´trә düsʹ; –dūsʹ), v.,
–duced, –duc·ing. 1 bring in: introduce
a story into the conversation. 2 put in;
insert: introduce a tube into the throat.
3 bring into use, notice, knowledge,
etc.: introduce a new word, introduce to
biochemistry. 4 make known: introduce
a speaker. 5 begin: introduce a trial
with a plea of not guilty. [< L, < intro–
in + ducere lead] —in´tro·ducʹer, n.
—in´tro·ducʹi·ble, adj.
in·tro·duc·tion (in´trә dukʹshәn), n. 1
an introducing: the introduction of steel
made tall buildings easy to build. 2 a
being introduced: introduction to strangers. 3 thing that introduces; ﬁrst part
of a book, speech, piece of music, etc.,
leading up to the main part. 4 thing
introduced.
in·tro·duc·to·ry (in´trә dukʹtә ri), adj.
used to introduce; serving as an introduction; preliminary. —in´tro·ducʹtively, adv.
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in·tro·spec·tion (in´trә spekʹshәn), n.
examination of one’s own thoughts and
feelings. [< L, < intro– into + specere to
look] —in´tro·specʹtive, adj. —in´trospecʹtive·ly, adv.
in·tro·ver·sion (in´trә vėrʹzhәn; –shәn),
n. tendency to be more interested in
one’s own thoughts and feelings than in
what is going on around one.
in·tro·vert (v. in´trә vėrtʹ; n. inʹtrә vėrt´),
v. turn (one’s thoughts, etc.) upon oneself. —n. person more interested in one’s
own thoughts and feelings than in what
is going on around one; person tending
to think rather than act. [< L intro–
within + vertere to turn]
in·trude (in trüdʹ), v., –trud·ed, –truding. 1 thrust oneself in; come unasked
and unwanted. 2 in geology, thrust in;
force in. [< L, < in– in + trudere to
thrust] —in·trudʹer, n. —in·trudʹingly, adv.
in·tru·sion (in trüʹzhәn), n. 1 act of
intruding. 2 unlawful entry. 3 in geology, a the forcing of molten rock into
ﬁssures or strata. b molten rock forced
into ﬁssures or strata.
in·tru·sive (in trüʹsiv), adj. intruding. —intruʹsive·ly, adv. —in·truʹsive·ness, n.
in·tu·it (in tu̇ʹit; –tyu̇ʹ–), v., –it·ed, –iting. know or understand instinctively,
without reasoning; perceive. [< L intuitus, pp. of intuērī. See intuition.]
in·tu·i·tion (in´tu̇ ishʹәn; –tyu̇–), n. 1 perception of truths, facts, etc., without reasoning. 2 something so perceived. [< LL
intuitio a gazing at, ult. < in– at + tueri
to look] —in´tu·iʹtion·al, adj. —in´tuiʹtion·al·ly, adv.
in·tu·i·tive (in tüʹә tiv; –tūʹ–), adj. 1 perceiving by intuition. 2 acquired by intuition: intuitive knowledge. —in·tuʹi·tively, adv. —in·tuʹi·tive·ness, n.
In·u·it (inʹyu̇ it), n., pl. –it or –its. 1 a native
person living in the arctic regions of
North America; Eskimo. 2 the language
of this people; Eskimo. —adj. of or
having to do with these people or their
language.
in·un·date (inʹun dāt; in unʹdāt), v., –dated, –dat·ing. overﬂow; ﬂood. [< L, < in–
onto + undare ﬂow] —in´un·daʹtion, n.
in·ure (in yu̇rʹ), v., –ured, –ur·ing. 1
toughen or harden; accustom; habituate. 2 have eﬀect; be useful. [< in + obs.
ure use, n. < AF < L opera work] —inureʹment, n.
inv., invoice.
in·vade (in vādʹ), v., –vad·ed, –vad·ing. 1
enter with force or as an enemy; attack:
soldiers invaded the country. 2 enter as if
to take possession: tourists invaded the
city. 3 interfere with; encroach upon;
violate: invade the rights of others. [< L, <
in– in + vadere go, walk] —in·vadʹer, n.
in·va·lid1 (inʹvә lid), n. a sick, weak person not able to get about and do things.
—adj. 1 not well; weak and sick. 2 of or
for an invalid or invalids. —v. 1 make
weak or sick; disable. 2 remove from

active service because of sickness or
injury. [< L, < in– not + validus strong]
in·val·id2 (in valʹid), adj. not valid; without force or eﬀect. —in´va·lidʹi·ty, n.
—in·valʹid·ly, adv.
in·val·i·date (in valʹә dāt), v., –dat·ed,
–dat·ing. make valueless; deprive of
force or eﬀect. —in·val´i·daʹtion, n.
—in·valʹi·da´tor, n.
in·va·lid·ism (inʹvә lid iz´әm), n. condition of being an invalid; prolonged ill
health.
in·val·u·a·ble (in valʹyu̇ ә bәl; –yә bәl),
adj. very precious; valuable beyond
measure. —in·valʹu·a·ble·ness, n. —invalʹu·a·bly, adv.
in·var·i·a·ble (in vãrʹi ә bәl), adj. always
the same; unchangeable; unchanging.
—in·var´i·a·bilʹi·ty, in·varʹi·a·ble·ness,
n. —in·varʹi·a·bly, adv.
in·va·sion (in vāʹzhәn), n. 1 an invading;
an attack. 2 interference; encroachment;
violation. —in·vaʹsive, adj.
in·vec·tive (in vekʹtiv), n. violent attack in
words; abusive language. [< LL invectivus. See inveigh.] —in·vecʹtive·ly, adv.
—in·vecʹtive·ness, n.
in·veigh (in vāʹ), v. make a violent attack
in words. [< L, < in– against + vehere
carry] —in·veighʹer, n.
in·vei·gle (in vēʹgәl; –vāʹ–), v., –gled,
–gling. lead by trickery; entice; allure.
[ult. < F aveugler make blind < aveugle
blind, ult. < L ab– away + oculus eye]
—in·veiʹgler, n.
in·vent (in ventʹ), v. 1 make or think
out (something new): Bell invented the
telephone. 2 make up; think up: invent
an excuse. [< L, < in– in + venire come]
—in·ventʹi·ble, adj. —in·venʹtor, inventʹer, n.
in·ven·tion (in venʹshәn), n. 1 a making something new: the invention of
gunpowder. 2 thing invented. 3 power
of inventing. 4 a made-up story; false
statement. —in·venʹtion·al, adj.
in·ven·tive (in venʹtiv), adj. 1 good at
inventing. 2 of invention. 3 showing
power of inventing: an inventive mind.
—in·venʹtive·ly, adv. —in·venʹtiveness, n.
in·ven·to·ry (inʹvәn tô´ri; –tō´–), n., pl.
–to·ries, v., –to·ried, –to·ry·ing. —n. 1
a detailed list of articles with their estimated value. 2 collection of articles that
are or may be so listed; stock. —v. make
a detailed list of; enter in a list. [< Med.L
inventorium. See invent.] —in´ventoʹri·al, adj.
in·verse (in vėrsʹ, inʹvėrs), adj. reversed
in position, direction, or tendency;
inverted: DCBA is the inverse order of
ABCD. —n. direct opposite: evil is the
inverse of good. [< L inversus, pp. of
invertere invert] —in·verseʹly, adv.
in·ver·sion (in vėrʹzhәn; –shәn), n. 1 an
inverting or being inverted. 2 something
inverted.
in·vert (in vėrtʹ), v. 1 turn upside down.
2 turn around or reverse in position,
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direction, order, etc. [< L, < in– + vertere
to turn] —in·vertʹi·ble, adj.
in·ver·te·brate (in vėrʹtә brit; –brāt), adj. 1
without a backbone. 2 of or having to do
with invertebrates. —n. animal without
a backbone. All animals except ﬁshes,
amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals are invertebrates.
in·ver·ter (in vėrʹtәr), n. electrical device
that changes direct current into alternating current.
in·vest (in vestʹ), v. 1 use (money) to buy
something that is expected to produce a
proﬁt, or income, or both: people invest
in stocks, lands, etc. 2 lay out; spend:
invest large sums in books. 3 clothe;
cover; surround: darkness invests the
earth at night. 4 give power, authority,
or right to: invest a lawyer with power
to act. 5 install in oﬃce: the mayor was
invested in oﬃce. 6 besiege: the enemy
invested in the city. [< L, < in– in + vestis
clothing] —in·vesʹtor, n.
in·ves·ti·gate (in vesʹtә gāt), v., –gat·ed,
–gat·ing. search into; examine closely:
scientists investigate nature. [< L, < in– in
+ vestigare to track, trace] —in·vesʹtiga´tive, in·vesʹti·ga·to´ry, adj. —invesʹti·ga´tor, n.
in·ves·ti·ga·tion (in ves´tә gāʹshәn), n.
careful search; detailed or careful examination.
in·ves·ti·ture (in vesʹtә chәr), n. a formal
investing of a person with an oﬃce, dignity, power, right, etc.
in·vest·ment (in vestʹmәnt), n. 1 a laying out of money. 2 amount of money
invested. 3 something expected to yield
income or proﬁt or both. 4 siege.
in·vest·or (in vesʹtәr), n. person who
invests money.
in·vet·er·a·cy (in vetʹәr ә si), n. settled,
ﬁxed condition; habitualness.
in·vet·er·ate (in vetʹәr it), adj. 1 conﬁrmed
in a habit, practice, feeling, etc.; habitual:
an inveterate reader of the newspaper.
2 long and ﬁrmly established. [< L,
< in– in + veterascere grow old < vetus
old] —in·vetʹer·ate·ly, adv. —in·vetʹerate·ness, n.
in·vid·i·ous (in vidʹi әs), adj. likely to
arouse ill will or resentment; giving
oﬀense because unfair or unjust. [< L,
< invidia envy] —in·vidʹi·ous·ly, adv.
—in·vidʹi·ous·ness, n.
in·vig·or·ate (in vigʹәr āt), v., –at·ed,
–at·ing. give vigor to; ﬁll with life and
energy. [< vigor] —in·vigʹor·at´ing·ly,
adv. —in·vig´or·aʹtion, n. —in·vigʹora´tive, adj.
in·vin·ci·ble (in vinʹsә bәl), adj. not to
be overcome; unconquerable. [< L,
< in– not + vincere conquer] —in·vin´cibilʹi·ty, in·vinʹci·ble·ness, n. —in·vinʹcibly, adv.
in·vi·o·la·ble (in vīʹә lә bәl), adj. 1 that
must not be violated or injured; sacred.
2 that cannot be violated or injured.
—in·vi´o·la·bilʹi·ty, in·viʹo·la·ble·ness,
n. —in·viʹo·la·bly, adv.
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in·vi·o·late (in vīʹә lit; –lāt), adj. not violated; uninjured; unbroken; not profaned. —in·viʹo·late·ly, adv.
in·vis·i·ble (in vizʹә bәl), adj. 1 not visible; not capable of being seen: germs
are invisible to the naked eye. 2 out of
sight. 3 hidden: invisible assets. —invis´i·bilʹi·ty, in·visʹi·ble·ness, n. —invisʹi·bly, adv.
in·vi·ta·tion (in´vә tāʹshәn), n. 1 request
to come to some place or to do something. 2 act of inviting. 3 attraction;
inducement. —in´vi·taʹtion·al, adj.
in·vite (in vītʹ), v., –vit·ed, –vit·ing. 1 ask
(someone) politely to come to some
place or to do something. 2 make a
polite request for: he invited our opinion
of his work. 3 give occasion for: the letter
invites some question. 4 attract; tempt. [<
L invitare] —in·vitʹer, n.
in·vit·ing (in vītʹing), adj. attractive;
tempting. —in·vitʹing·ly, adv. —in·vitʹing·ness, n.
in vit·ro (in vēʹtrō, vitʹrō), in an artiﬁcial
environment, as a Petri dish or test tube.
[< NL in vitro < L in in; vitrum glass]
in vitro fertilization, fertilization of a
human ovum outside the body.
in·vo·ca·tion (in´vә kāʹshәn), n. act of
calling upon in prayer; appeal for help
or protection.
in·voice (inʹvois), n., v., –voiced, –voicing. —n. list of goods sent to a purchaser showing prices, amounts, shipping charges, etc. —v. make an invoice
of; enter on an invoice. [earlier invoyes,
pl. of invoy, var. of envoy]
in·voke (in vōkʹ), v., –voked, –vok·ing. 1
call on in prayer; appeal to for help or
protection. 2 ask earnestly for; beg for.
3 call forth by magic. [< L, < in– on +
vocare call] —in·vokʹer,
in·vo·lu·cre (inʹvә lü´kәr), n. circle of
bracts around a ﬂower cluster. [< F
< L involucrum a cover, < involvere. See
involve.]
in·vol·un·tar·y (in volʹәn ter´i), adj. 1 not
voluntary; not done of one’s own free
will; unwilling: an involuntary witness. 2
not done on purpose; not intended: an
involuntary injury. 3 not controlled by
the will: breathing is mainly involuntary.
—in·volʹun·tar´i·ly, adv. —in·volʹuntar´i·ness, n.
involuntary muscle, ⫽smooth muscle.
in·vo·lute (inʹvә lüt), adj. 1 rolled inward
from the edge. 2 having the whorls
closely wound, as a spiral shell. [< L
involutus, pp. of involvere involve.]
—inʹvo·lut´ed·ly, adv.
in·volve (in volvʹ), v., –volved, –volving. 1 have as a necessary part; take in;
include. 2 cause to be implicated; bring
(into diﬃculty, danger, etc.). 3 entangle;
complicate: involved sentences are hard
to understand. 4 take up the attention of;
occupy: involved in working out a puzzle.
[< L, < in– in + volvere to roll] —involveʹment, n. —in·volvʹer, n.

in·volved (in volvdʹ), adj. entangled;
complicated.
in·vul·ner·a·ble (in vulʹnәr ә bәl), adj.
that cannot be wounded or injured;
proof against attack. —in·vul´ner·abilʹi·ty, in·vulʹner·a·ble·ness, n. —invulʹner·a·bly, adv.
in·ward (inʹwәrd), adv. 1 toward the
inside: a passage leading inward. 2 into
the mind or soul: turn your thoughts
inward. —adj. 1 placed within; internal:
the inward parts of the body. 2 directed
toward the inside: an inward slant of
the eyes. 3 in the mind or soul: inward
peace.
in·ward·ly (inʹwәrd li), adv. 1 on the
inside; within. 2 toward the inside. 3 in
the mind or soul. 4 not aloud or openly.
in·ward·ness (inʹwәrd nis), n. 1 inner
nature or meaning. 2 spirituality. 3 earnestness.
in·wrought (in rôtʹ), adj. 1 having a decoration worked in. 2 worked in. 3 mixed
together; closely blended.
Io, ionium.
I/O, input-output.
i·o·dide (īʹә dīd; –did), i·o·did (–did), n.
compound of iodine with another element or radical.
i·o·dine (īʹә dīn; –din) 1 a nonmetallic
element, I, consisting of blackish crystals that give oﬀ a dense, violet-colored
vapor with an irritating odor, used in
medicine, in making dyes, in photography, etc. 2 a brown liquid, tincture
of iodine, used in antiseptics. [< F
iode iodine < Gk. iodes rust-colored
< ios rust]
i·on (īʹәn; īʹon), n. 1 an atom or group of
atoms having a negative or positive electric charge as a result of having gained
one or more electrons. 2 an electrically
charged particle formed in a gas. [< Gk.,
neut. ppr. of ienai go] —i·onʹic, adj.
–ion, suﬃx. 1 act of ——ing, as in attraction. 2 condition or state of being ——ed,
as in adoption. 3 result of ——ing, as in
abbreviation. [< F < L –io, –ionis]
I·o·ni·a (ī ōʹni ә), n. an ancient region on
the W coast of Asia Minor, with nearby
islands, colonized by the Greeks in very
early times. —I·oʹni·an, adj., n.
I·on·ic (ī onʹik), adj. 1 noting or pertaining to the order of Greek architecture
having scrolls in the capitals of the columns. 2 of Ionia or its people.
i·o·ni·um (ī ōʹni әm), n. a radioactive element, Io, formed from disintegrating
uranium.
i·on·ize (īʹәn īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing. separate into ions; produce ions in. Acids,
bases, and salts ionize in solution.
—i´on·i·zaʹtion, n. —iʹon·iz´er, n.
i·on·o·sphere (ī onʹә sﬁr), n. a region of
ionized layers of air beginning 18 to 28
miles above the earth’s surface. —i·on´ospherʹic, adj.
i·o·ta (ī ōʹtә), n. 1 the ninth letter of the
Greek alphabet (I, ι). 2 a very small
quantity.

I.O.U., IOU (īʹō´ūʹ), 1 I owe you. 2 informal note showing a debt.
I·o·wa (īʹә wә), n. a Middle Western state
of the United States. —Iʹo·wan, n.
ip·so fac·to (ipʹsō fakʹtō), Latin. by that
very fact; by the fact itself.
IQ, I.Q., intelligence quotient.
Ir, iridium.
Ir., Ireland; Irish.
I·ran (i ranʹ; ī–; ē ränʹ), n. country in SW
Asia. Formerly called Persia.
I·ra·ni·an (i rāʹnē әn; ī–; i räʹ–), adj. of
or having to do with Iran, its inhabitants, or their language. —n. 1 native or
inhabitant of Iran. 2 language of Iran;
Persian.
I·raq (i rakʹ; ē räkʹ), n. country in SW
Asia, N of Arabia. Formerly called Mesopotamia.
I·ra·qi (ē räʹkē; i rakʹi), n., pl. –qis, adj.
—n. 1 native or inhabitant of Iraq. 2
Arabic as spoken in Iraq. —adj. of or
having to do with Iraq, its inhabitants,
or their language.
i·ras·ci·ble (i rasʹә bәl), adj. 1 easily made
angry; irritable. 2 showing anger. [< LL,
< L irasci grow angry < ira anger] —iras´ci·bilʹi·ty, —i·rasʹci·ble·ness, n. —irasʹci·bly, adv.
i·rate (īʹrāt; ī rātʹ), adj. angry. [< L, < ira
anger] —iʹrate·ly, adv.
IRBM, Intermediate Range Ballistic Missile.
ire (īr), n. anger; wrath. [< OF < L ira]
—ireʹful, adj. —ireʹful·ly, adv. —ireʹfulness, n. —ireʹless, adj.
Ire., Ireland.
Ire·land (īrʹlәnd), n. 1 one of the British
Isles divided into the Republic of Ireland
and Northern Ireland. 2 Republic of,
the Irish Republic.
ir·i·des·cence (ir´ә desʹәns), n. changing
or play of colors, as in mother-of-pearl,
opals, a peacock’s feathers, etc. [< L
iris rainbow < Gk.] —ir´i·desʹcent, adj.
—ir´i·desʹcent·ly, adv.
i·rid·i·um (i ridʹi әm), n. a rare metallic
element, Ir, that resembles platinum and
is twice as heavy as lead.
i·ris (īʹris), n., pl. i·ris·es, ir·i·des (irʹә dēz; īʹrә–). 1 a plant with swordshaped leaves and large ﬂowers with
three upright petals and three drooping
petallike sepals. b the ﬂower. 2 the colored part around the pupil of the eye.
[< L < Gk., rainbow]
I·rish (īʹrish), adj. of or having to do with
Ireland, its people, or their language.
—n. 1 (pl. in use) people of Ireland. 2
the Celtic language spoken in part of
Ireland; Gaelic. 3 English as spoken by
the Irish.
Irish Gaelic, Celtic language of Ireland;
Gaelic.
I·rish·man (īʹrish mәn), n., pl. –men. person of Irish birth or Irish descent.
Irish Republic, an independent republic
in C and S Ireland.
Irish setter, a hunting dog with long,
silky, reddish-brown hair.
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Irish terrier, a small dog with brown wiry
hair, somewhat like a small Airedale.
I·rish·wom·an (īʹ rish wu̇m´әn), n., pl.
–wom·en. woman of Irish birth or Irish
descent.
irk (ėrk), v. weary; disgust; annoy; trouble. [ME irke(n)]
irk·some (ėrkʹsәm), adj. tiresome; tedious.
—irkʹsome·ly, adv. —irkʹsome·ness, n.
i·ron (īʹәrn), n. 1 the commonest and
most useful metal, from which tools,
machinery, etc., are made. It is a chemical element, Fe. 2 great hardness and
strength; ﬁrmness: men of iron. 3 tool
with a ﬂat surface for smoothing cloth
or pressing clothes. —adj. 1 made of
iron; pertaining to iron. 2 like iron;
hard or strong; unyielding: an iron will.
—v. smooth or press (cloth, etc.) with a
heated iron.
have too many irons in the ﬁre, do too
many things at once.
iron out, smooth away or solve (a problem, disagreement, etc.).
irons, chains or bands of iron; handcuﬀs; shackles.
pump iron, Informal. lift weights.
strike while the iron is hot, act while
circumstances are favorable. [OE īren,
? < Celtic] —iʹron·like´, adj.
i·ron·clad (īʹәrn klad´), adj. Fig. very hard
to change or get out of: an ironclad
agreement. —n. warship protected with
iron plates.
Iron Curtain, an imaginary wall that
separated the former Soviet Union and
the nations under its control or inﬂuence from the rest of the world.
i·ron·i·cal (ī ronʹә kәl), i·ron·ic (–ik), adj.
1 expressing one thing and meaning the
opposite: “Speedy” would be an ironical
name for a snail. 2 contrary to what
would naturally be expected. —i·ronʹical·ly, adv. —i·ronʹi·cal·ness, n.
i·ron·ing (īʹәrn ing), n. 1 the smoothing
or pressing of cloth with a heated iron.
2 batch of clothing, etc., that needs to be
ironed or has already been ironed.
ironing board, board covered with a
smooth cloth, used for ironing clothes.
iron pyrites, mineral, FeS2, that looks
somewhat like gold; fool’s gold.
i·ron·sides (īʹәrnsīdz´), n.pl. (sing. in use
an armor-clad warship.
i·ron·stone (ī әrn stōn), n. 1 any clay,
rock, etc., that contains iron; iron ore.
2 hard, white pottery, used for dishes,
bathroom ﬁxtures, etc.
i·ron·ware (īʹәrn wãr´), n. articles made
of iron, such as pots, kettles, tools, etc.;
hardware.
i·ron·wood (īʹәrn wu̇d´), n. 1 any of various trees with hard heavy wood. 2 the
wood itself.
i·ron·work (īʹәrn wėrk´), n. 1 things
made of iron. 2 work in iron. —iʹronwork´er, n.
i·ron·works (īʹәrn wėrks´), n., pl. or sing.
place where iron is made or worked into
iron articles.

i·ro·ny (īʹrә ni), n., pl. –nies. 1 method of
expression in which the ordinary meaning of the words is the opposite of the
thought in the speaker’s mind: the boys
called the very thin boy “Fatty” in irony. 2
event contrary to what would naturally
be expected. [< L < Gk. eironeia dissimulation < eiron dissembler]
Ir·o·quois (irʹә kwoi), n. sing. and pl.
member of a powerful group of American Indian tribes called the Five Nations,
formerly living mostly in New York State
and Quebec. —Ir´o·quoiʹan, adj.
ir·ra·di·ate (i rāʹdi āt), v., –at·ed, –at·ing.
1 shine upon; make bright; illuminate. 2
Fig. illuminate or brighten intellectually
or spiritually. 3 shine. 4 radiate; give out.
5 treat with ultraviolet rays: irradiate
fruit. [< L, < in– + radius ray] —ir·ra´diaʹtion, n.
ir·ra·tion·al (i rashʹәn әl; i rashʹnәl), adj.
1 not rational; unreasonable: it is irrational to be afraid of the number 13. 2
unable to think and reason clearly. 3 that
cannot be expressed by a whole number
or a common fraction. √3 is an irrational number. —ir·ra´tion·alʹi·ty, ir·raʹtion·al·ness, n. —ir·raʹtion·al·ly, adv.
irrational number, any number that is
not a whole number.
ir·re·claim·a·ble (ir´i klāmʹә bәl), adj.
that cannot be reclaimed. —ir´reclaim´a·bilʹi·ty, ir´re·claimʹa·ble·ness,
n. —ir´re·claimʹa·bly, adv.
ir·rec·on·cil·a·ble (i rek´әn sīlʹә b әl; irekʹәn sīl´–), adj. that cannot be reconciled; that cannot be made to agree;
opposed. —ir·rec´on·cil´a·bilʹi·ty, irrec´on·cilʹa·ble·ness, n. —ir·rec´oncilʹa·bly, adv.
ir·re·cov·er·a·ble (ir´i kuvʹәr ә bәl), adj. 1
that cannot be regained or gotten back:
wasted time is irrecoverable. 2 that cannot be remedied: irrecoverable sorrow.
—ir´re·covʹer·a·ble·ness, n. —ir´recovʹer·a·bly, adv.
ir·re·deem·a·ble (ir´i dēmʹә bәl), adj. 1
that cannot be bought back. 2 that cannot be exchanged for coin: irredeemable
paper money. 3 beyond remedy; hopeless. —ir´re·deemʹa·bly, adv.
ir·re·den·tist (ir i denʹtist), n. person
or political party that advocates taking over a region of another country
because of cultural or ethnic ties. —adj.
of or having to do with irridentists.
[< It. irredentista ult. < L in– not + redimere redeem] —ir´re·denʹtism, n.
ir·re·duc·i·ble (ir´i düsʹә bәl; –dūsʹ–), adj.
that cannot be reduced. —ir´re·duc´ibilʹi·ty, ir´re·ducʹi·ble·ness, n. —ir´reducʹi·bly, adv.
ir·ref·u·ta·ble (i refʹyә tә bәl; ir´i fūtʹә bәl), adj. that cannot be refuted or
disproved. —ir·ref´u·ta·bilʹi·ty, n. —irrefʹu·ta·bly, adv.
irreg., 1 irregular. 2 irregularly.
ir·reg·u·lar (i regʹyә lәr), adj. 1 not regular; not according to the usual order or
natural way: irregular breathing. 2 not

smooth; not straight; without symmetry: an irregular pattern. 3 not according
to law or morals: irregular behavior. 4
not a member of an established group:
an irregular soldier. 5 not inﬂected in
the usual way. Come is an irregular verb.
—n. one that is irregular. —ir·regʹular·ly, adv.
ir·reg·u·lar·i·ty (i reg´yә larʹә ti), n., pl.
–ties. 1 lack of regularity. 2 something
irregular.
ir·rel·e·vant (i relʹә vәnt), adj. not to the
point; oﬀ the subject. —ir·relʹe·vance,
ir·relʹe·van·cy, n. —ir·relʹe·vant·ly, adv.
ir·re·li·gion (ir´i lijʹәn), n. 1 lack of religion. 2 hostility to religion; disregard
of religion.
ir·re·li·gious (ir´i lijʹәs), adj. 1 not religious; indiﬀerent to religion. 2 contrary
to religious principles; impious. —ir´reliʹgious·ly, adv. —ir´re·liʹgious·ness, n.
ir·re·me·di·a·ble (ir´i mēʹdi ә bәl), adj.
that cannot be remedied; incurable.
—ir´re·meʹdi·a·ble·ness, n. —ir´remeʹdi·a·bly, adv.
ir·re·mov·a·ble (ir´i müvʹә bәl), adj. that
cannot be removed. —ir´re·mov´a·bilʹity, n. —ir´re·movʹa·bly, adv.
ir·rep·a·ra·ble (i repʹә rә bәl), adj. that
cannot be repaired or made good. —irrepʹa·ra·ble·ness, n. —ir·repʹa·ra·bly,
adv.
ir·re·place·a·ble (ir´i plāsʹә bәl), adj. not
replaceable; impossible to replace with
another.
ir·re·press·i·ble (ir´i presʹә bәl), adj.
that cannot be repressed or restrained.
—ir´re·press´i·bilʹi·ty, ir´re·pressʹi·bleness, n. —ir´re·pressʹi·bly, adv.
ir·re·proach·a·ble (ir´i prōchʹә bәl), adj.
free from blame;faultless.—ir´re·proachʹa·ble·ness, n. —ir´re·proachʹa·bly, adv.
ir·re·sist·i·ble (ir´i zisʹtә bәl), adj. that
cannot be resisted; too great to be withstood. —ir´re·sistʹi·ble·ness, n. —ir´resistʹi·bly, adv.
ir·res·o·lute (i rezʹә lüt), adj. not resolute;
unable to make up one’s mind. —irresʹo·lute·ly, adv. —ir·resʹo·lute·ness,
ir·res´o·luʹtion, n.
ir·re·spec·tive (ir´i spekʹtiv), adj. regardless: any person, irrespective of age, may
join the club. —ir´re·specʹtive·ly, adv.
ir·re·spon·si·ble (ir´i sponʹsә bәl), adj.
1 without a sense of responsibility. 2
not responsible; that cannot be called
to account: a dictator is an irresponsible ruler. —n. an irresponsible person.
—ir´re·spon´si·bilʹi·ty, ir´re·sponʹsible·ness, n. —ir´re·sponʹsi·bly, adv.
ir·re·triev·a·ble (ir´i trēvʹә bәl), adj. that
cannot be retrieved or recovered; that
cannot be recalled or restored to its former condition. —ir´re·triev´a·bilʹi·ty,
ir´re·trievʹa·ble·ness, n. —ir´re·trievʹably, adv.
ir·rev·er·ence (i rev´әr әns), n. 1 lack of
reverence; disrespect. 2 act of showing
irreverence.
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ir·rev·er·ent (i revʹәr әnt), adj. not reverent; disrespectful. —ir·revʹer·ent·ly, adv.
ir·re·vers·i·ble (ir´i vėrʹsә bәl), adj. not
capable of being reversed. —ir´re·vers´ibilʹi·ty, ir´re·versʹi·ble·ness, n. —ir´reversʹi·bly, adv.
ir·rev·o·ca·ble (i revʹә kә bәl), adj. not to
be recalled, withdrawn, or annulled: an
irrevocable decision. —ir·rev´o·ca·bilʹity, ir·revʹo·ca·ble·ness, n. —ir·revʹo·cably, adv.
ir·ri·gate (ir´ә gāt), v., –gat·ed, –gat·ing.
1 supply (land) with water by ditches
sprinkling, etc. 2 supply (a wound, cavity in the body, etc.) with a ﬂow of
some liquid. [< L, < in– + rigare wet]
—ir´ri·gaʹtion, n. —ir´ri·gaʹtion·al,
adj. —irʹri·ga´tor, n.
ir·ri·ta·bil·i·ty (ir´ә tә bilʹә ti), n., pl.
–ties. 1 a being irritable; impatience. 2
unnatural sensitiveness (of an organ or
part of the body). 3 property that living
plant or animal tissue has of responding
to a stimulus.
ir·ri·ta·ble (irʹә tә bәl), adj. 1 easily made
angry; impatient. 2 unnaturally sensitive
or sore. 3 able to respond to stimuli.
—irʹri·ta·ble·ness, n. —irʹri·ta·bly, adv.
ir·ri·tant (irʹә tәnt), n. thing that causes
irritation. —adj. causing irritation.
—irʹri·tan·cy, n.
ir·ri·tate (irʹә tāt), v., –tat·ed, –tat·ing. 1
arouse to impatience or anger; provoke:
his foolish questions irritated me. 2 make
unnaturally sensitive or sore: sunburn
irritates the skin. 3 stimulate (an organ,
muscle, tissue, etc.) to perform some
characteristic action or function. [< L
irritatus enraged, provoked] —irʹri·tat´ing, irʹri·ta´tive, adj. —irʹri·tat´ing·ly,
adv. —ir´ri·taʹtion, n. —irʹri·ta´tor, n.
ir·rup·tion (i rupʹshәn), n. a breaking or
bursting in; violent invasion. [< L irruptio, ult. < in– in + rumpere break] —irrupʹtive, adj.
IRS or I.R.S., Internal Revenue Service.
is (iz), v. 3rd pers. sing. pres. indic. of be.
He is, she is, it is.
as is, as it is now; in its present condition. [OE]
is., Is., 1 island. 2 isle.
Isa., Is., Isaiah.
I·saac (īʹzәk), n. son of Abraham and
Sarah, and father of Jacob and Esau.
Gen. 21:3.
I·sai·ah (ī zāʹә; ī zīʹә), n. 1 Hebrew
prophet. 2 book of the Old Testament.
ISBN, International Standard Book
Number.
Is·car·i·ot (is karʹi әt), n. 1 surname of
Judas. 2 a traitor.
–ise, suﬃx. variant of –ize.
–ish, suﬃx. 1 somewhat, as in oldish,
sweetish, 2 resembling; like, as in a childish man. 3 like that of; having the characteristics of, as in a childish idea. 4 of or
pertaining to; belonging to, as in British,
Turkish. 5 tending to; inclined to, as
in bookish, thievish. 6 near, but usually
somewhat past, as in fortyish. [OE –isc]

Ish·ma·el (ishʹmi әl), n. 1 son of Abraham
and Hagar, driven into the wilderness by
Sarah. Gen. 16. 2 outcast.
Ish·ma·el·ite (ishʹmi әl īt), n. 1 descendant of Ishmael. 2 outcast.
i·sin·glass (īʹzing glas´; –gläs´), n. 1 kind
of gelatin obtained from ﬁshes, used for
making glue, clearing liquors, etc. 2 thin
layers of mica. [alter. of MDu. huysenblas sturgeon bladder; inﬂ. by glass]
I·sis (īʹsis), n. the chief ancient Egyptian
goddess, the wife and sister of Osiris,
who represented fertility.
isl., 1 pl. isls. island. 2 isle.
Is·lam (isʹlәm; is lämʹ), n. 1 the Muslim religion. 2 Muslims as a group. 3
the countries under Muslim rule. —Islamʹic, adj. —Isʹlam·ism, n. —Isʹlamite, n., adj.
Is·lam·ist (is lämʹist), n. orthodox Muslim, esp. a militant Muslim.
is·land (īʹlәnd), n. 1 body of land surrounded by water. 2 something resembling this. 3 a safety area painted in the
middle of a busy street. 4 a group of cells
distinct from its neighbors in structure
or function. —v. make into an island.
[OE īgland < īg island + land land;
spelling inﬂ. by isle] —isʹland·less, adj.
—isʹland·like´, adj.
is·land·er (īʹlәn dәr), n. native or inhabitant of an island.
isle (īl), is·let (īʹlit), n. a small island.
[< OF < L insula]
islets of Lang·er·hans (längʹәr häns),
endocrine glands in the pancreas that
secrete insulin. Also, islands of Langerhans. [< Paul Langerhans (1847–88),
German physician]
ism (izʹәm), n. distinctive doctrine, theory, system, or practice. [See –ism.]
–ism, suﬃx. 1 action; practice, as in
baptism, criticism. 2 doctrine; system;
principle, as in socialism. 3 quality; characteristic; state; condition, as in paganism, Americanism. 4 illustration; case;
instance, as in witticism. 5 unhealthy
condition caused by, as in alcoholism.
[< Gk. –ismos, –isma]
is·n’t (izʹәnt), is not.
iso–, is–, combining form. equal; alike,
as in isometric, isotope. [< Gk., < isos
equal]
i·so·bar (īʹsә bär), n. line on a weather
map connecting places having the same
average atmospheric pressure. [< Gk.,
< isos equal + baros weight] —i´sobarʹic, adj.
i·so·cline (īʹsә klīn), n. a fold of tightly
compressed rock strata. [< iso– + Gk.
klīnein to dip, incline] —i´so·cliʹnal,
adj.
i·so·late (īʹsә lāt; isʹә–), v., –lat·ed, –lating. 1 place apart; separate from others.
2 separate (an infected person) from
other noninfected persons. [< isolated
< F < Ital. isolato < L insulatus, ult
< insula island] —i´so·laʹtion, n.
i·so·la·tion·ist (ī´sә lāʹshәn ist), n. one
who objects to his or her country’s

participation in international aﬀairs.
—i´so·laʹtion·ism, n.
i·so·mer (īʹsә mәr), n. an isomeric compound.
i·so·mer·ase (ī somʹә rās), n. enzyme that
initiates the formation of an isomer or
isomers.
i·so·mer·ic (ī´sә merʹik), adj. composed
of the same elements in the same proportions by weight, but diﬀering in one
or more properties because of the diﬀerence in arrangement of atoms. [< Gk.,
< isos equal + meros part]
i·so·met·ric (ī´sә metʹrik), i·so·met·ri·cal
(–rә kәl), adj. pertaining to equality of
measure; having equality of measure.
—i´so·metʹri·cal·ly, adv.
isometric exercises, exercises which
are intended to strengthen muscles by
pushing against an immovable object,
as a wall.
i·so·pod (īʹsә pod), n. crustacean with a
ﬂat, oval body and usually seven pairs of
similar legs. —adj. of or like an isopod.
[< NL Isopoda order name < Gk. isos
equal + poús, podós foot]
i·sop·ter·an (ī sopʹtәr әn), n. any one of
the order of insects comprising the termites; termite. —adj. of or belonging to
this order. [< NL Isopteran < iso– + Gk.
pterón wing] —i·sopʹter·ous, adj.
i·sos·ce·les (ī sosʹә lēz), adj. having two
sides equal. [< LL < Gk., < isos equal +
skelos leg]
i·so·therm (īʹsә thėrm), n. line connecting places having the same average temperature. [< iso– + Gk. therme heat]
—i´so·therʹmal, adj. —i´so·therʹmally, adv.
i·so·tope (īʹsә tōp), n. any of two or more
elements that have the same chemical
properties and the same atomic number,
but diﬀerent atomic weights or radioactive behavior. Hydrogen and heavy
hydrogen are isotopes. [< iso– + Gk.
topos place] —i´so·topʹic, adj.
Is·ra·el (izʹri әl), n. 1 republic comprising
a portion of Palestine, declared a Jewish
state, 1948. 2 name given to the Hebrews.
3 ancient kingdom in N Palestine.
Is·rae·li (iz rāʹli), n., pl. –lis, adj. —n.
citizen or inhabitant of Israel. —adj. of
or pertaining to Israel.
Is·ra·el·ite (izʹri әl īt), n. Jew; Hebrew. —adj.
of or pertaining to Israel or the Jews.
Is·sei (ēsʹsāʹ), n., pl. –sei. a ﬁrst-generation Japanese living in the United States.
[< Jap., ﬁrst generation]
is·su·ance (ishʹu̇ әns), n. an issuing; issue.
is·sue (ishʹü), v., –sued, –su·ing, n. —v. 1
send out; put forth: issue a bulletin, the
government issues stamps. 2 come out;
go out; proceed: smoke issues from the
chimney. 3 result: the game issued in a
tie. —n. 1 something sent out; quantity
(of stamps, copies of a magazine, etc.)
sent out at one time. 2 a sending out; a
putting forth: issue of an order. 3 a ﬂowing out; a discharge: an issue of blood. 4
result; outcome: the issue of the battle. 5

–ize
point to be debated; problem: the issues
of a political campaign. 6 child or children; oﬀspring.
at issue, in question; to be considered or
decided.
make an issue (of), provoke an argument about or make a point of disagreement.
take issue, disagree. [< OF, ult. < L ex–
out + ire go] —isʹsu·a·ble, adj. —isʹsuer, n.
–ist, suﬃx. 1 a person who does or makes,
as in theorist, tourist. 2 one who knows
about or has skill with, as in biologist,
ﬂutist. 3 one engaged in or busy with, as
in horticulturist, machinist. 4 one who
believes in; adherent of, as in abolitionist, idealist. [< Gk. –istes]
Is·tan·bul (is´tän bülʹ; –tan–), n. a city in
European Turkey. Formerly called Constantinople.
isth·mi·an (isʹmi әn), adj. of or having to
do with an isthmus.
isth·mus (isʹmәs), n., pl. –mus·es, –mi
(–mī). a narrow strip of land, having
water on either side, connecting two
larger bodies of land. [< L < Gk. isthmos]
IT, information technology.
it (it), pron., nom. it, poss. its, obj. it; pl.
nom. they, poss. their or theirs, obj.
them; n. —pron. thing, part, animal, or
person spoken about: it rains, it is hard
to believe that he is gone, he lorded it
over us. —n. person or player who must
perform a given task. [OE hit]
Ital., It., Italian; Italy.
ital., italic.
I·tal·ian (i talʹyәn), adj. of Italy, its people, or their language. —n. 1 native or
inhabitant of Italy. 2 language of Italy.
i·tal·ic (i talʹik), adj. of or in type whose
letters slant to the right: these words are
in italic type. —n. 1 an italic type, letter,
or number. 2 Often, italics. type whose
letters slant to the right. [< L, < Italia
Italy < Gk.]

i·tal·i·cize (i talʹә sīz), v., –cized, –ciz·ing.
1 print in type in which the letters slant
to the right. 2 underline with a single
line to indicate italics. 3 use italics.
It·a·ly (itʹә li), n. country in S Europe on
the Mediterranean, including Sicily and
Sardinia.
itch (ich), n. 1 a tickly, prickling feeling in the skin that makes one want to
scratch. 2 a restless, uneasy feeling, longing, or desire for anything. —v. 1 have
or cause an itching feeling. 2 have an
uneasy desire. [OE gyccan] —itchʹy, adj.
—itchʹi·ness, n.
–ite1, suﬃx. person associated with, as
in Israelite, Canaanite, laborite. [< Gk.
–ites]
–ite2, suﬃx. salt of, as in phosphite, sulﬁte,
nitrite. [< Gk. –ites]
i·tem (īʹtәm), n. 1 a separate thing or
article: the list contains twelve items. 2
piece of news; bit of information: the
interesting items in today’s paper. [< L,
adv., likewise]
i·tem·ize (īʹtәm īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing. give
each item of; list by items: itemize the
cost of a house. —i´tem·i·zaʹtion, n.
—iʹtem·iz´er, n.
it·er·ate (itʹәr āt), v., –at·ed, –at·ing. repeat.
[< L, < iterum again] —it´er·aʹtion, n.
it·er·a·tive (itʹәr ā´tiv), adj. repeating; full
of repetitions.
i·tin·er·ant (ī tinʹәr әnt; i tinʹ–), adj. traveling from place to place. —n. person
who travels from place to place. [< LL
itinerans traveling < L iter journey] —itinʹer·an·cy, i·tinʹer·a·cy, n. —i·tinʹerant·ly, adv.
i·tin·er·ar·y (ī tinʹәr er´i; i tinʹ–), n., pl.
–ar·ies, adj. —n. 1 route of travel; plan
of travel. 2 record of travel. —adj. 1 of
traveling or routes of travel. 2 itinerant.
–itis, suﬃx. inﬂammation of; inﬂammatory disease of, as in bronchitis, tonsillitis. [< Gk. –itis, fem. of –ites]
it’ll (itʹәl), 1 it will. 2 it shall.
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its (its), pron., adj. of it; belonging to it:
the dog wagged its tail.
it’s (its), 1 it is: it’s going to rain. 2 it has:
it’s rained over a week.
it·self (it selfʹ), pron. 1 emphatic form
of it: the land itself is worth more. 2
reﬂexive form of it: the horse tripped
and hurt itself.
–ity, suﬃx. condition or quality of being;
——ness, as in brutality, activity, sincerity. [< F –ité]
IV or i.v., intravenous.
I’ve (īv), I have.
–ive, suﬃx. 1 of or pertaining to, as in
inductive. 2 tending to; likely to, as in
active, appreciative. [< L ivus]
i·vied (īʹvid), adj. overgrown with ivy.
i·vo·ry (īʹvә ri; īvʹri), n., pl. –ries, adj.
—n. 1 a hard white substance composing the tusks of elephants, walruses, etc.
2 substance like ivory. 3 creamy white.
—adj. 1 made of ivory. 2 of or like ivory.
3 creamy-white. [< AF < L eboreus of
ivory < ebur ivory < Egyptian] —iʹvory·like´, adj.
Ivory Coast, republic in W Africa on the
Atlantic.
ivory tower, place or condition of withdrawal from the world of action into a
world of ideas and dreams.
i·vy (īʹvi), n., pl. i·vies. 1 Also, English
ivy. a climbing plant with smooth, shiny,
evergreen leaves. 2 any of various other
climbing plants that resemble this plant,
as American ivy, poison ivy, etc. [OE īﬁg]
—iʹvy·like´, adj.
–ization, suﬃx. act of or condition of
being: neutralization ⫽ the act neutralizing or condition of being neutral.
–ize, suﬃx. 1 make, as in legalize, centralize. 2 become, as in crystallize, materialize. 3 engage in; be busy with; use, as in
apologize, theorize. 4 treat with, as in
circularize, macadamize. 5 other meanings, as in alphabetize, criticize, memorize. Also, –ise. [< Gk. –izein]
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J, j

J, j (jā), n., pl. J’s; j’s. the
tenth letter of the alphabet.
J., 1 journal. 2 judge; justice.
j., joule.
Ja., January. Also, Jan.
jab (jab), v., jabbed, jab·bing, n. —v.
thrust with something pointed; poke.
—n. a sharp thrust or poke. [ME
jobbe(n); prob. imit.]
jab·ber (jabʹәr), v. talk very fast in a confused, senseless way; chatter. —n. rapid,
unintelligible talk; chatter. [prob. imit.]
—jabʹber·er, n. —jabʹber·ing·ly, adv.
ja·bot (zha bōʹ; zhabʹō; jabʹō), n. ruﬄe or
frill of lace, worn at the throat or down
the front of a woman’s dress or shirt.
[< F, orig., maw of a bird]
jack (jak), n. 1 tool or machine for lifting
or pushing up heavy weights a short
distance. 2 U.S. playing card with a
picture of a court page on it; knave. 3
metal piece or pebble used in the game
of jacks. 4 device to receive a plug. 5 a
male donkey. 6 fellow; sailor. —v. lift or
push up with a jack.
jacks, children’s game in which metal
pieces or pebbles are tossed and caught
or picked up during the bounce of a
small rubber ball; jackstones.
jack up, a raise (prices, wages, etc.). b
push or lift up: jack up a porch. [orig.
proper name < Jackie, var. of Jankin,
dim. of John]
jack·al (jakʹôl; –әl), n. a wild dog of Asia
and Africa. [< Turk. < Pers. shaghāl]
jack·a·napes (jakʹә nāps), n. a pert, presuming fellow.
jack·ass (jakʹas´; –äs´), n. 1 a male donkey. 2 a very stupid person; fool.
jack·boot (jakʹbüt´), n. a large strong
boot reaching above the knee.
jack·daw (jakʹdô´), n. 1 a European crow.
2 one of several kinds of American
grackle.
jack·et (jakʹit), n. 1 a short coat. 2 an
outer covering, as the paper cover for
a book or the skin of a potato. —v. put
a jacket on; cover with a jacket. [< OF
jaquet, dim. of jaque tunic < Sp. jaco
< Ar.] —jackʹet·ed, adj. —jackʹet·less,
adj. —jackʹet·like´, adj.
jack·ham·mer (jakʹham´әr), n. pneumatic drill used esp. to break up rock
and concrete.
jack-in-the-box (jakʹin thә boks´), n. a
toy ﬁgure that springs up from a box
when the lid is unfastened.
jack-in-the-pulpit (jakʹin the pu̇lʹpit), n.
Am. a plant with a greenish, petallike
sheath arched over the ﬂower stalk.
jack·knife (jakʹnīf´), n., pl. –knives. 1 a
large strong pocketknife. 2 kind of dive
in which the diver touches his or her feet
with the hands before entering the water.
jack of all trades, person who can do
many diﬀerent kinds of work fairly well.
jack-o’-lan·tern (jakʹә lan´tәrn), n. 1
pumpkin hollowed out and cut to look
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like a face, used as a lantern at Halloween. 2 ⫽will-o’-the-wisp (def. 1).
jack pot, 1 stakes that accumulate in a
poker game until some player wins with
a pair of jacks or something better. 2 any
large pool of winnings, as in a lottery. 3
Fig. any large gain; good fortune.
hit the or a jackpot, a win a large prize.
b have some very good luck.
jack rabbit, a large hare of W North
America, having very long legs and
ears.
Jack·son (jakʹsәn), n. 1 Andrew,
1767–1845, the seventh president of the
United States, 1829–37. 2 capital of Mississippi, in the C part.
Jack·so·ni·an (jak sōʹni әn), Am. —adj. of
or like Andrew Jackson or his principles.
—n. follower of Andrew Jackson.
jack·stone (jakʹstōn´), n. 1 ⫽jack (def. 3).
2 jackstones (sing. in use), ⫽jacks.
jack·straw (jakʹstrô´), n. 1 thin sticks
of wood, pointed at each end, or bone,
straw, etc., used in a game. 2 jackstraws
(sing. in use), game played with a set of
these thrown down in a confused pile
and picked up one at a time without
moving any of the rest of the pile; pickup sticks.
Jac·o·be·an (jak´ә bēʹәn), adj. of King
James I of England or the period of his
reign, 1603–25.
Jac·o·bin (jakʹә bin), n. 1 member of
a radical political club organized in
1789 during the French Revolution. 2
an extreme radical in politics. —Jacʹobin·ism, n.
Jac·o·bite (jakʹә bīt), n. supporter of
James II and his descendants in their
claims to the English throne after the
English Revolution in 1688.
Jacob’s ladder, a rope ladder used on
ships.
jac·quard (jә kärdʹ), n. fabric with patterns woven into it. [< F jacquard or
jacquart weaving loom < Joseph Jacquard (1752–1834), French weaver who
invented it]
jade1 (jād), n. 1 a hard stone, usually
green, used for jewels and ornaments.
2 Also, jade green sea green. [< F < Sp.
(piedra de) ijada (stone of) colic (jade
being supposed to cure this), ult. < L ilia
ﬂanks] —jadeʹlike´, adj.
jade2 (jād), n., v., jad·ed, jad·ing. —n. an
inferior or worn-out horse. —v. 1 wear
out; tire; weary. 2 dull by continual use;
surfeit; satiate. —jadʹish, adj.
jad·ed (jādʹid), adj. 1 weary. 2 satiated.
—jadʹed·ly, adv. —jadʹed·ness, n.
jae·ger (yāʹgәr; jāʹ–), n. a sea bird like
a gull, that pursues weaker birds and
makes them disgorge their prey.
jag (jag), n., v., jagged, jag·ging. —n. a
sharp point sticking out; pointed projection. —v. 1 make notches in. 2 cut or
tear unevenly.
jag·ged (jagʹid), adj. with sharp points
sticking out. —jagʹged·ly, adv. —jagʹgedness, n.

jag·uar (jagʹwär; –yu̇ är), n. a ﬁerce animal of tropical America, much like a
leopard, but larger. [< Tupi-Guarani]
jai a·lai (hīʹlī´, hīʹә lī´, hī´ә līʹ), n. game
like handball, played on a walled court
with a hard ball, which is caught and
thrown from a curved wicker basket
fastened to the arm; pelota. [< Sp. jai alai
< Basque jai festival + alai merry]
jail (jāl), n. prison for people awaiting trial
or being punished for minor oﬀenses.
—v. put in jail; keep in jail. [< OF jaiole,
ult < L cavea coop] —jailʹlike´, adj.
jail·bird (jālʹbėrd´), n. 1 prisoner in jail. 2
person who has been in jail many times.
jail·break (jālʹbrāk´), n. escape from
prison.
jail·er, jail·or (jālʹәr), n. keeper of a jail.
ja·la·pe·ño (hä´lä pāʹnyō), n. hot Mexican
pepper, used to ﬂavor dishes, soups, etc.
ja·lop·y (jә lopʹi), n., pl. –lop·ies. an old
automobile in bad repair.
jam1 (jam), v., jammed, jam·ming, n.
—v. 1 press tightly; squeeze; crush; push.
2 block up; stick or catch so as not to
be worked. 3 make (radio signals, etc.)
unintelligible by sending out others of
approximately the same frequency. 4 perform a jazz composition with improvised
embellishments. —n. 1 mass of people or
things crowded together: a traﬃc jam.
2 a jamming or being jammed. 3 a difﬁculty or tight spot. [? imit.]
jam2 (jam), n. fruit boiled with sugar until
thick. [? special use of jam1] —jamʹlike´,
adj.
Ja·mai·ca (jә māʹkә), n. an island country
in the West Indies, S of Cuba. —Ja·maiʹcan, adj., n.
jamb (jam), n. the upright piece forming
the side of a doorway, window, ﬁreplace,
etc. [< F jambe, orig., leg < LL gamba]
jam·ba·lay·a (jam´bә līʹә), n. Creole
dish made of rice, tomatoes, and spices
cooked with shrimp or ham. [probably
< Haitian Creole jambalaya < Provinçal
jambalaia stew of rice and chicken]
jam·bo·ree (jam´bә rēʹ), n. a noisy party;
lively entertainment.
James (jāmz), n. 1 the name of two of
Christ’s disciples. 2 book of the New
Testament.
James·town (jāmzʹtoun´), n. a ruined
village in SE Virginia; site of the ﬁrst
successful English settlement in North
America, in 1607.
jam·packed, jam-packed (jamʹpakt´),
adj. ﬁlled to absolute capacity.
jam session, gathering at which musicians improvise on jazz compositions.
Jan., January. Also, Ja.
jan·gle (jangʹgәl), v., –gled, –gling, n. —v.
sound harshly. —n. harsh sound. [< OF
jangler] —janʹgler, n.
jan·i·tor (janʹә tәr), n. person hired to
take care of a building, oﬃces, etc. [< L,
doorkeeper] —jan´i·toʹri·al, adj.
Jan·u·ar·y (janʹyu̇ er´i), n., pl. –ar·ies. the
ﬁrst month of the year. It has 31 days.
[< L, < Janus Janus]

jerky
Ja·nus (jāʹnәs), n. Roman god of gates
and doors, and beginnings and endings, represented with two faces, one
looking forward, and the other looking
backward.
Jap., Japan; Japanese.
Ja·pan (jә panʹ), n. an island nation in the
Paciﬁc, E of Asia.
ja·pan (jә panʹ), n., v., –panned, –panning. —n. 1 a hard, glossy varnish, used
on wood or metal. 2 articles varnished
and decorated in the Japanese manner.
—v. put japan on.
Jap·a·nese (jap´ә nēzʹ; –nēsʹ), adj., n., pl.
–nese. —adj. of Japan, its people, or
their language. —n. 1 native of Japan. 2
language of Japan.
Japanese beetle, a small green-andbrown beetle that eats fruits, leaves, and
grasses.
jape (jāp), n., v., japed, jap·ing. 1 joke;
jest. 2 trick. —japʹer, n.
ja·pon·i·ca (jә ponʹә kә), n. 1 camellia.
2 shrub with showy red, pink, or white
ﬂowers. [< NL, orig. fem. adj., Japanese]
jar1 (jär), n. 1 a deep container made
of glass, earthenware, etc., with a wide
mouth. 2 amount that it holds. [< F jarre,
ult. < Ar. jarrah]
jar2 (jär), n., v., jarred, jar·ring. —n. 1
a shake; rattle. 2 a harsh, grating noise.
3 a harsh, unpleasant eﬀect; shock. 4 a
clash; quarrel. —v. 1 make shake; rattle.
2 make a harsh, grating noise. 3 have
a harsh, unpleasant eﬀect on; shock.
4 cause to clash; quarrel. [OE ceorran
creak]
jar·gon (järʹgәn; –gon), n. 1 confused,
meaningless talk or writing. 2 language
that is not understood. 3 language of
a special group, profession, etc. Doctors, actors, and sailors have jargons.
4 mixture of languages. [< OF, prob.
ult. imit.]
jas·mine (jasʹmәn; jazʹ–), n. shrub or vine
with clusters of fragrant yellow, white,
and red ﬂowers. [< F jasmin < Ar. < Pers.
yāsmīn]
jas·per (jasʹpәr), n. 1 a colored quartz,
usually red or brown. 2 a green precious
stone of ancient times. [< OF jaspre, ult.
< L < Gk. iaspis < Phoenician]
jaun·dice (jônʹdis; jänʹ–), n., v., –diced,
–dic·ing. —n. 1 disease that causes yellowness of the skin, eyes, and body ﬂuids, and disturbed vision. 2 a disturbed
or unnaturally sour mental outlook.
—v. 1 cause jaundice in. 2 prejudice the
mind and judgment of; sour the temper
of. [< OF jaunisse, ult. < L galbinus
greenish-yellow]
jaunt (jônt; jänt), n. a short pleasure trip
or excursion. —v. take such a trip.
jaun·ty (jônʹti; jänʹ–), adj., –ti·er, –ti·est.
1 easy and lively; sprightly; carefree:
jaunty steps. 2 smart; stylish: a jaunty
little hat. [< F gentil gentle] —jaunʹtily, adv. —jaunʹti·ness, n.
Ja·va (jäʹvә; javʹә), n. 1 a large island of
Indonesia, SE of Asia. 2 java, coﬀee.

Jav·a·nese (jav´ә nēzʹ; –nēsʹ), adj., n., pl.
–nese. —adj. of Java, its people, or their
language. —n. 1 native of Java. 2 language of Java.
jave·lin (javʹlin; –ә lin), n. a light spear
thrown by hand. [< F javeline]
jaw (jô), n. 1 either of the two bones, or
sets of bones, that form the framework
of the mouth. 2 either of the parts in
a tool or machine that grip and hold.
—v. Informal. talk; gossip.
jaws, a mouth with its jawbone and
teeth. b narrow entrance to a valley,
mountain pass, channel, etc. [? akin to
chew; inﬂ. by F joue cheek]
jaw·bone (jôʹbōn´), n., v., –boned, boning. —n. 1 bone of either jaw. 2 bone
of the lower jaw. —v. try to persuade by
lecturing, scolding, etc.
jaws of life, device for prying open a door
on a crushed vehicle in order to reach an
occupant trapped inside.
jay (jā), n. 1 a noisy American bird with
blue feathers; bluejay. 2 a noisy European bird with a crest. 3 any of various
birds of the same family as these two.
[< OF]
jay·walk (jāʹwôk´), v. walk across a street
without paying attention to traﬃc rules.
—jayʹwalk´er, n. —jayʹwalk´ing, n.
jazz (jaz), n. music with the accents falling at unusual places; syncopated music.
—adj. of or like jazz: a jazz band. —v.
play (music) as jazz. [of black American
orig.]
jeal·ous (jelʹәs), adj. 1 fearful that a person one loves may prefer someone else.
2 full of envy; envious: he is jealous of
John’s grades. 3 watchful in guarding
something; careful; suspicious: the dog
was a jealous guardian of the child.
[< OF gelos, ult. < L zelus zeal] —jealʹously, adv. —jealʹous·ness, n.
jeal·ous·y (jelʹәs i), n., pl. –ous·ies. jealous
condition or feeling.
jeans (jēnz), n. 1 denim pants, often
close-ﬁtting. 2 a strong twilled cotton
cloth, used for overalls, etc. [prob. < F
Gênes Genoa]
jeep (jēp), n. a small, but powerful,
general-purpose automobile with a
four-wheel drive. [back formation
from “Jeepers creepers!”; coined by the
designer of the vehicle)]
jeer (jir), v. make fun rudely or unkindly;
mock; scoﬀ. —n. a jeering remark;
rude, sarcastic comment. —jeerʹer, n.
—jeerʹing·ly, adv.
Jef·fer·son (jefʹәr sәn), n. Thomas,
1743–1826, American statesman, third
president of the United States, 1801–09.
He drafted the Declaration of Independence. —Jef´fer·soʹni·an, adj., n.
Jeﬀerson City, capital of Missouri.
Je·ho·vah (ji hōʹvә), n. one of the names
of God in the Old Testament.
je·june (ji jünʹ), adj. 1 lacking nourishing
qualities. 2 ﬂat and uninteresting; unsatisfying. [< L jejunus, orig., hungry] —jejuneʹly, adv.
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je·ju·num (ji jüʹnәm), n. the middle portion of the small intestine, between the
duodenum and the ileum. [< NL < L,
neut. empty]
jell (jel), v. become jelly. [< jelly]
jel·lied (jelʹid), adj. 1 turned into jelly;
having the consistency of jelly. 2 spread
with jelly.
jel·ly (jelʹi), n., pl. –lies, v., –lied, –lying. —n. 1 a food, soft when hot, but
somewhat ﬁrm and partly transparent
when cold, made by boiling fruit juice
and sugar together, cooking bones and
meat juice, using gelatin, etc. 2 a jellylike
substance. —v. become jelly; turn into
jelly. [< OF gelee, orig., frost, ult. < L
gelare congeal]
jel·ly·ﬁsh (jelʹﬁsh´), n., pl. –ﬁsh·es or
(esp. collectively) –ﬁsh. any of a group
of invertebrate sea animals with a body
formed of a mass of jellylike tissue that
is often transparent. Most jellyﬁsh have
long trailing tentacles that may bear
stinging hairs or feelers.
jel·ly·roll (jelʹi rol´), n. spongecake spread
with jelly and rolled up, with the outside
of the roll usually sprinkled with confectioner’s sugar.
jen·net (jenʹit), n. 1 a small Spanish horse.
2 female donkey.
jen·ny (jenʹi), n., pl. –nies. female of certain animals. [orig. proper name, dim. of
Jane, fem. of John]
jeop·ard·ize (jepʹәr dīz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
risk; endanger; imperil: soldiers jeopardize their lives in war.
jeop·ard·y (jepʹәr di), n. 1 risk; danger;
peril: his life was in jeopardy when the
tree fell. 2 condition of a person on trial
for a criminal oﬀense. [< OF jeu parti an
even or divided game, ult. < L jocus play
+ pars part]
Jer., 1 Jeremiah. 2 Jersey.
jer·bo·a (jәr bōʹә), n. a small, jumping,
mouselike mammal of Asia and N Africa.
[< NL < Ar. yarbū‘]
Jer·e·mi·ah (jer´ә mīʹә), n. 1 a Hebrew
prophet who lamented the evils of his
time. 2 book of the Old Testament.
Jer·i·cho (jerʹә kō), n. an ancient city in
Palestine.
jerk1 (jėrk), n. 1 a sudden, sharp pull,
twist, or start: get up with a jerk. 2 pull
or twist of the muscles that one cannot
control; twitch. 3 Informal. an unsophisticated or stupid person. —v. 1 pull or
twist suddenly: jerk one’s hand out of hot
water. 2 move with a jerk: the old wagon
jerked along. [prob. imit.]
jerk2 (jėrk), v. preserve (meat) by cutting
it into long thin slices and drying it in
the sun. [< Am. Sp. charquear, v., < charquí < Quechua (Ind. lang. of Peru)]
jer·kin (jėrʹkәn), n. a short coat or jacket,
with or without sleeves.
jerk·y1 (jėrʹki), adj., jerk·i·er, jerk·i·est.
with sudden starts and stops; with jerks.
—jerkʹi·ly, adv. —jerkʹi·ness, n.
jerk·y2 (jėrʹki), n. dried strips of meat,
usually beef. [< jerk2 + –y1]
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Jerome

Je·rome (jә rōmʹ), n. Saint, a.d. 340?–420,
monk and scholar, author of the Latin
translation of the Bible, the Vulgate.
jer·ry-build (jerʹi bild´), v., –built,
–build·ing. build quickly and cheaply of
poor materials. —jerʹry-built´, adj.
Jer·sey (jėrʹzi), n., pl. –seys. 1 one of a
group of British islands, near the coast
of France. 2 one of a breed of small,
fawn-colored cattle that came from this
island. 3 ⫽New Jersey.
jer·sey (jėrʹzi), n., pl. –seys. 1 a close-ﬁtting sweater that is pulled on over the
head. 2 a machine-knitted cloth.
Je·ru·sa·lem (jә rüʹsә lәm), n. city on the
Israel-Jordan border, capital of Israel.
It is a holy city to Jews, Christians, and
Muslims. —Je·ruʹsa·lem·ite´, adj., n.
Jerusalem artichoke, 1 kind of sunﬂower
whose root is edible. 2 its root.
jess (jes), n. a short strap fastened around
a falcon’s leg. [< OF ges, ult. < L jacere
to throw]
Jes·se (jesʹi), n. father of David, in the
Bible.
jest (jest), n. 1 joke. 2 act of poking
fun; mockery. 3 thing to be mocked or
laughed at. —v. 1 joke. 2 poke fun (at);
make fun.
in jest, in fun; not seriously. [< OF geste,
orig., story, exploit, ult. < L gerere accomplish] —jestʹing·ly, adv.
jest·er (jesʹtәr), n. 1 person who jests. 2 in
the Middle Ages, a professional clown.
Je·su (jēʹzū; –zü; –sü), n. Poetic. Jesus.
Jes·u·it (jezhʹu̇ it; jezʹyu̇–), n. member of
a Roman Catholic religious order called
the Society of Jesus. —Jes´u·itʹic, Jes´uitʹi·cal, adj. —Jes´u·itʹi·cal·ly, adv.
Je·sus (jēʹzәs), or Jesus Christ, n. founder
of the Christian religion.
jet1 (jet), n., v., jet·ted, jet·ting. —n. 1 a
stream of water, steam, gas, etc., sent
with force, esp. from a small opening. 2
a spout or nozzle for sending out a jet. 3
a jet engine. 4 a jet plane. —v. 1 gush out;
shoot forth in a jet or forceful stream. 2
ﬂy by jet. [< F, < jeter to throw]
jet2 (jet), n. 1 a hard black mineral, glossy
when polished, used for making beads,
buttons, etc. 2 a deep glossy black. —adj.
1 made of jet. 2 deep glossy black. [< OF
< L < Gk. gagates < Gagai, in Lycia]
jet-black (jetʹblakʹ), adj. very black.
jet engine, engine driven by a jet of air or
gas; jet-propelled engine.
jet lag, fatigue, apathy, etc., caused by
traveling by jet across several time zones
in less than a day.
jet·lin·er (jetʹlīn´әr), n. a transport airplane driven by jet propulsion.
jet plane, airplane driven by jet propulsion.
jet propulsion, propulsion in one direction by a jet of air, gas, etc., forced in
the opposite direction. —jetʹpro·pelledʹ,
adj.
jet·sam (jetʹsәm), n. 1 goods thrown
overboard to lighten a ship in distress

and often afterward washed ashore. 2
thing tossed aside as useless.
jet stream, a high-speed air current (up
to 250 miles per hour or more) traveling
from W to E at high altitudes (six to
ten miles).
jet·ti·son (jetʹә sәn; –zәn), v. 1 throw
(goods) overboard to lighten a ship in
distress or an aircraft waiting to land or
preparing to make an emergency landing. 2 throw away; discard. —n. 1 act of
doing this. 2 goods thrown overboard;
jetsam. [< AF getteson, ult. < L jacere
throw]
jet·ty (jetʹi), n., pl. –ties. 1 structure built
out into the water to protect a harbor
or inﬂuence the current; breakwater. 2 a
landing place; pier. [< OF, < jeter throw,
ult. < L jacere]
Jew (jü), n. 1 member of a people that formerly lived in Palestine, but now live in
many countries. 2 person whose religion
is Judaism; Hebrew. —adj. Jewish.
jew·el (jüʹәl), n., v., –eled, –el·ing. —n.
1 a precious stone; gem. 2 a valuable
ornament to be worn, set with precious
stones. 3 person or thing that is very
precious. 4 gem or some substitute used
as a bearing in a watch. —v. set or adorn
with jewels or with things like jewels.
[< OF juel, ult. < L jocus joke, game]
—jewʹel·like´, adj.
jew·el·er (jüʹәl әr), n. person who makes,
sells, or repairs jewels, jeweled ornaments, watches, etc.
jew·el·ry (jüʹәl ri), n. jewels.
jew·el-weed (jüʹәl wēd´), n. ⫽impatiens.
jew·ﬁsh (jüʹﬁsh´), n. pl. –ﬁsh·es or (esp.
collectively) –ﬁsh. 1 giant sea bass. 2 any
of various other large ﬁshes of warm
seas.
Jew·ish (jüʹish), adj. of, belonging to, or
characteristic of the Jews. —n. Yiddish.
Jew·ry (jüʹri), n., pl. –ries. 1 Jews as a
group; Jewish people. 2 ghetto. 3 Judea.
jews’-harp, jew’s-harp (jüzʹhärp´), n. a
simple musical instrument, held between
the teeth and played by striking the free
end of a piece of metal with a ﬁnger.
Jez·e·bel (jezʹә bәl; –bel), n. 1 the wicked
wife of Ahab, king of Israel. II Kings
9:7–10, 30–37. 2 a shameless, immoral
woman.
jg., j.g., junior grade.
jib1 (jib), n. a triangular sail in front of the
foremast. [? < jib2]
jib2 (jib), v., jibbed, jib·bing. ⫽jibe1.
jibe1 (jīb), v., jibed, jib·ing. 1 shift (a sail)
from one side of a ship to the other
when sailing before the wind. 2 of a sail
or boom, shift thus. 3 change the course
of a ship so that the sails shift in this way.
Also, jib. [ Du. gijben]
jibe2 (jīb), v., jibed, jib·ing, n. ⫽gibe.
—jibʹer, n.
jibe3 (jīb), v., jibed, jib·ing. be in harmony; agree.
jif·fy (jifʹi), jiﬀ (jif), n., pl. jif·ﬁes; jiﬀs.
Informal. a very short time; moment.

jig1 (jig), n., v. jigged, jig·ging. —n. 1 a
lively dance, often in triple time. 2 music
for it. —v. dance a jig.
the jig’s up, Slang. there’s no more
chance. [< OF giguer dance < gigue
ﬁddle] —jigʹlike´, adj.
jig2 (jig), n. 1 ﬁshhook, or set of ﬁshhooks,
loaded with a bright metal or having a
spoon-shaped piece of bone attached,
for drawing through the water. 2 any
of various mechanical contrivances or
devices, esp. a guide in using a drill, ﬁle,
etc. [var. of gauge]
jig·ger1 (jigʹәr), n. 1 a small sail. 2 article,
or part; gadget; contraption. 3 a small
glass used to measure liquor usually 1½
oz. [< jig2]
jig·ger2 (jigʹәr), n. 1 a small ﬂea; chigoe. 2
chigger. [alter. of chigoe]
jig·gle (jigʹәl), v., –gled, –gling, n. —v.
shake or jerk slightly. —n. a slight shake;
light jerk; rocky motion. [< jig1]
jig·saw (jigʹsô´), n. a narrow saw mounted
in a frame and worked with an up-anddown motion, used to cut curves or
irregular lines.
jigsaw puzzle, picture sawed into irregular pieces that can be ﬁtted together
again.
ji·had (ji hädʹ), n. 1 war of religious
Muslims against unbelievers. 2 Fig. any
crusade against a belief or principle.
[< Arabic jihād, lit. struggle, contest,
eﬀort]
jill, Jill (jil), n. 1 woman; girl. 2 sweetheart.
jilt (jilt), v. cast oﬀ (a lover or sweetheart)
after giving encouragement. —jiltʹer, n.
Jim Crow (jim´ krōʹ), Jim Crow·ism
(krōʹiz әm), Slang. discrimination
against blacks. [Am Eng.]
jim·my (jimʹi), n., pl. –mies, v., –mied,
–my·ing. —n. a short crowbar used esp.
by burglars to force windows, doors, etc.,
open. —v. force open with a jimmy.
jim·son weed (jimʹsәn), a coarse, badsmelling weed with white ﬂowers and
poisonous, narcotic leaves. [alter. of
Jamestown (Va.)]
jin·gle (jingʹgәl), n., v., –gled, –gling.
—n. 1 sound like that of little bells, or
of coins or keys striking together. 2
verse or music that has a jingling sound,
esp. short rhyming advertisements. —v.
make or cause to make a jingling sound:
the sleigh bells jingle, jingle one’s money.
[imit.] —jinʹgling·ly, adv. —jinʹgly, adj.
jin·go (jingʹgō), n., pl. –goes, adj. —n.
person who favors an aggressive foreign
policy that might lead to war with other
nations. —adj. of jingoes; like that of
jingoes. —jinʹgo·ism, n. —jinʹgo·ist, n.
—jin´go·isʹtic, adj.
jinn (jin), n.pl., sing. jin·ni (ji nēʹ). 1 spirits that can appear in human or animal
form. 2 (sing. in use with pl. jinns) one
of these spirits; jinni. Also, djin, djinn,
jin. [< Ar.]
jin·rik·i·sha, jin·rick·sha (jin rikʹshә;
–shô), n. a small, two-wheeled, hooded

jostle
carriage pulled by one or more men,
formerly used in Japan, China, etc. Also,
rickshaw, ricksha. [< Jap., < jin man +
riki strength + sha vehicle]
jinx (jingks), —n. person or thing that
brings bad luck. —v. bring bad luck to.
[< L iynx bird used in charms < Gk.]
jit·ney (jit´ni), n., pl. –neys, small bus that
carries passengers, as a private service.
jit·ter (jitʹәr), n. jitters, extreme nervousness. —v. be or act very nervous.
jit·ter·y (jitʹәr i), adj. U.S. nervous.
jiu·jit·su (jü jitʹsü), n. ⫽jujitsu.
jive (jīv), n., v., jived, jiv·ing. Slang. —n.
swing music. —v. perform swing music.
Joan of Arc (jōn´ әv ärkʹ), 1412–31,
French heroine who led armies against
the invading English.
job (job), n., adj., v., jobbed, job·bing.
—n. 1 piece of work. 2 work done regularly for pay; employment. 3 anything
one has to do. —adj. done by the job;
hired for a particular piece of work. —v.
1 buy (goods) from manufacturers and
sell to dealers. 2 let out (work) to diﬀerent contractors, workmen, etc.
on the job, a while working: learn on the
job. b tending to one’s work or duty: on
the job 24/7. —jobʹless, adj. —jobʹlessness, n.
Job (jōb), n. 1 a very patient man in the
Bible who kept his faith in God in spite
of many troubles. 2 book of the Old
Testament.
job·ber (jobʹәr), n. person who buys
goods from manufacturers and sells to
retailers.
job·hold·er (job´hōl´dәr), n. person regularly employed.
job lot, quantity of goods bought or sold
together, often of inferior quality.
jock·ey (jokʹi), n., pl. –eys, v., –eyed, –eying. —n. person whose occupation is
riding horses in races. —v. 1 ride (a
horse) in a race. 2 trick; cheat. 3 maneuver to get advantage: the crews were
jockeying their boats to get into the best
position for the race. [orig. proper name,
< Jack] —jockʹey·ship, n.
jo·cose (jō kōsʹ), adj. jesting; humorous;
playful. [< L, < jocus jest] —jo·coseʹly,
adv. —jo·coseʹness, jo·cosʹi·ty, n.
joc·u·lar (jokʹyә lәr), adj. funny; joking.
[< L, ult. < jocus jest] —joc´u·larʹi·ty, n.
—jocʹu·lar·ly, adv.
joc·und (jokʹәnd; joʹkәnd), adj. cheerful;
merry; gay. [< var. of L jucundus pleasant
< juvare please] —jo·cunʹdi·ty, n.
jodh·purs (jodʹpәrz), n.pl. breeches for
horseback riding, loose above the knees
and ﬁtting closely below. [< Jodhpur,
India]
jog1 (jog), v., jogged, jog·ging, n. —v. 1
shake with a push or jerk: jog a person’s
elbow to get his attention. 2 stir up (one’s
own or another person’s memory). 3
move up and down with a jerking or
shaking motion: the old horse jogged
along. 4 go forward at a regular, slow
walk or trot, esp. as exercise. —n. 1

a shake, push, or nudge. 2 a hint or
reminder: give one’s memory a jog. 3 a
slow walk or trot. [blend of jot jolt and
shog shake] —jogʹger, n.
jog2 (jog), n. part that sticks out or in;
unevenness in a line or a surface: a jog
in a wall. [var. of jag1]
jog·gle (jogʹәl), v., –gled, –gling, n. —v. 1
shake slightly. 2 move with a jerk. —n. a
slight shake. [< jog1]
John (jon), n. 1 one of Christ’s Apostles. 2
the fourth book of the New Testament.
John Bull, 1 the typical Englishman. 2 the
English nation.
John Doe, a ﬁctitious name used in legal
forms or proceedings for the name of an
unknown person.
John Hancock, a person’s signature.
[< the ﬁrst signer’s name on the American Declaration of Independence]
john·ny·cake (jonʹi kāk´), n. kind of corn
bread.
John·ny-jump-up (jonʹi jumpʹup´), n. 1 a
wild pansy. 2 violet.
John·son (jonʹsәn), n. 1 Andrew, 1808–75,
the 17th president of the United States,
1865–69. 2 Lyndon B., 1908–73, the
36th president of the United States,
1963–69.
John the Baptist, man who foretold the
coming of Christ and baptized him.
Matt. 3.
joie de vi·vre (zhwä dә vēʹvrә), French.
joy of living; enjoyment of life.
join (join), v. 1 bring or come together;
connect; meet: join hands; two roads join
here; the brook joins the river. 2 combine;
unite: join in marriage; join in a song.
3 become a member of: join a club. 4
adjoin: his farm joins mine. —n. place or
line of joining; seam.
join battle, begin to ﬁght.
join up, enlist in the armed forces. [<
OF joindre < L jungere]
join·er (joinʹәr), n. 1 person or thing that
joins. 2 a skilled workman who makes
woodwork and furniture.
join·er·y (joinʹәr i), n. skill or trade of
a joiner.
joint (joint), n. 1 place at which two
things or parts are joined. 2 the way
parts are joined: a perfect joint. 3 in
an animal, the parts where two bones
move on one another. 4 one of the parts
of which a jointed thing is made up:
the middle joint of the ﬁnger. 5 piece of
meat cut for cooking. 6 Slang. a a cheap,
low place, often for the illegal sale of
liquor. b.any place or establishment. —v.
1 connect by a joint or joints. 2 divide at
the joints. —adj. owned together; done
by two or more persons; sharing: joint
owners; joint eﬀorts.
out of joint, a out of place at the joint.
b out of order; in bad condition. [< OF,
< joindre join] —jointʹless, adj.
joint·ly (jointʹli), adv. together; in common: the two men owned the newsstand
jointly.
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joint-stock company, company or ﬁrm
whose capital is owned in shares by
stockholders.
joist (joist), n. one of the parallel pieces of
timber to which the boards of a ﬂoor or
ceiling are fastened. [< OF giste, ult. < L
jacere lie] —joistʹless, adj.
jo·jo·ba (hō hōʹbә; hә–), n. shrub or small
tree of the box family, found in Mexico
and SW United States, whose seeds yield
an oil used in inks and waxes.
joke (jōk), n., v., joked, jok·ing. —n. 1
something said or done to make somebody laugh; something amusing: this
was a good joke on me. 2 person or thing
laughed at. —v. 1 make a joke; say or do
something as a joke. 2 laugh at; make
fun of; tease. [< L jocus] —jokʹingly, adv.
jok·er (jōkʹәr), n. 1 person who jokes.
2 an extra playing card used in some
games.
jol·li·ﬁ·ca·tion (jol´ә fә kāʹshәn), n. merrymaking.
jol·li·ty (jolʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. fun; merriment; festivity.
jol·ly (jolʹi), adj., –li·er, –li·est, v., –lied,
–ly·ing. —adj. full of fun; merry: a jolly
disposition. —v. 1 ﬂatter (a person) to
make him feel good or agreeable. 2 make
fun of; kid. [< OF joli, ? < Gmc.] —jolʹlily, adv. —jolʹli·ness, n.
Jolly Rog·er (rojʹәr), a pirates’ black ﬂag
with a skull and crossbones on it.
jolt (jōlt), v. move with a shock or jerk;
jar; shake up: the wagon jolted us when
the wheel went over a rock. —n. jar;
shock; jerk: stop with a jolt. —joltʹer, n.
—joltʹy, adj.
Jo·nah (jōʹnә), n. 1 in the Bible, a Hebrew
prophet thrown overboard during a
storm, swallowed by a whale. 2 book of
the Old Testament.
jon·gleur (jongʹglәr; Fr. zhôn glœrʹ), n. a
wandering minstrel or entertainer in the
Middle Ages. [< F < OF jogleor juggler.
See juggle.]
jon·quil (jongʹkwәl; jonʹ–), n. 1 plant
of the narcissus family with yellow or
white ﬂowers and long slender leaves. 2
the ﬂower. [< F < Sp. junquillo, ult. < L
juncus reed]
Jor·dan (jôrʹdәn), n. country in SW Asia.
Jordan almond, candy made by coating
almonds with a hard sugar frosting.
Jo·seph (jōʹzәf), n. 1 favorite son of Jacob
whose jealous brothers sold him into
slavery in Egypt. Gen. 37, 39–41. 2 the
husband of Mary, the mother of Jesus.
josh (josh), v. Informal. make goodnatured fun of; tease playfully; banter.
—joshʹer, n.
Josh·u·a (joshʹu̇ ә), n. 1 successor of
Moses. 2 book of the Old Testament.
jos·tle (josʹәl), v., –tled, –tling, n.
—v. crowd, strike, or push against; elbow
roughly: we were jostled by the big crowd
at the entrance. —n. a jostling; push;
knock. [< joust] —josʹtler, n.
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jot

jot (jot), n., v., jot·ted, jot·ting. —n. little
bit; very small amount: not care a jot.
—v. write brieﬂy or in haste: jot down the
order. [< L < Gk. iota iota] —jotʹter, n.
joule (joul; jül), n. a unit of work or
energy, equal to ten million ergs. [for J.
P. Joule, scientist]
jounce (jouns), v., jounced, jounc·ing,
n. —v. bounce; bump; jolt. —n. a jolting
movement.
jour·nal (jėrʹnәl), n. 1 a daily record. 2
account of what happens or of what
one thinks or notices, as a diary. 3
newspaper; magazine. 4 book in which
every item of business is written down
to be entered under the proper account.
5 part of a shaft or axle that turns on a
bearing. [< OF < LL diurnalis. Doublet
of diurnal.]
jour·nal·ism (jėrʹnәl iz әm), n. 1 work
of writing for, editing, managing, or
producing a newspaper or magazine.
2 newspapers and magazines as a
group.
jour·nal·ist (jėrʹnәl ist), n. person engaged
in journalism, as an editor or reporter.
—jour´nal·isʹtic, adj. —jour´nal·isʹtical·ly, adv.
jour·ney (jėrʹni), n., pl. –neys, v., –neyed,
–ney·ing. —n. 1 travel; trip: a journey
around the world. 2 distance traveled or
that one can travel in a certain time. —v.
take a trip; travel. [< OF journee, orig., a
day, ult. < L diurnus of one day]
jour·ney·man (jėrʹni mәn), n., pl. –men.
a qualiﬁed workman who has completed
an apprenticeship, but has not become
an employer or master workman.
joust (just; joust; jüst), n. 1 combat
between two knights on horseback,
armed with lances. 2 Fig. an intellectual
contest of ideas, opinions, etc. —v. 1
ﬁght with lances on horseback. 2 Fig.
dispute using words; exchange.
jousts, a tournament. [< OF jouster, ult.
< L juxta beside] —joustʹer, n.
Jove (jōv), n. by Jove, exclamation of
surprise, pleasure, etc. [< L, Jupiter]
jo·vi·al (jōʹvi әl), adj. good-hearted and
full of fun; good-humored and merry.
[< L Jovialis pertaining to Jupiter (those
born under the planet’s sign being supposedly cheerful)] —joʹvi·al·ly, adv.
—joʹvi·al·ness, jo´vi·alʹi·ty, n.
jowl1 (joul; jōl), n. 1 part under the jaw;
jaw. 2 cheek. [OE ceaﬂ]
jowl2 (joul; jōl), n. fold of ﬂesh hanging
from the jaw. [akin to OE ceole throat]
joy (joi), n. 1 a strong feeling of pleasure;
gladness; happiness. 2 something that
causes gladness or happiness: “a thing
of beauty is a joy forever.” [< OF joie < L
gaudia joys]
joy·ful (joiʹfәl), adj. 1 glad; happy: a joyful heart, a joyful look. 2 causing joy:
joyful news. —joyʹful·ly, adv. —joyʹfulness, n.
joy·less (joiʹlis), adj. without joy; sad;
dismal: a joyless prospect. —joyʹless·ly,
adv. —joyʹless·ness, n.

joy·ous (joiʹәs), adj. joyful; glad; gay.
—joyʹous·ly, adv. —joyʹous·ness, n.
joy ride, ride in an automobile for pleasure, esp. when the car is driven recklessly. —joy rider. —joy riding.
joy-ride (joiʹrīd´), v., –rode, –rid·den,
–rid·ing. take a joy ride.
J.P., Justice of the Peace.
Jr., jr., Junior.
ju·bi·lance (jüʹbә lәns), n. a rejoicing.
ju·bi·lant (jüʹbә lәnt), adj. expressing or
showing joy; rejoicing. [< L jubilans
shouting with joy < jubilum wild shout]
—juʹbi·lant·ly, adv.
ju·bi·la·tion (jü´bә lāʹshәn), n. a rejoicing; joyful celebration.
ju·bi·lee (jüʹbә lē), n. 1 time of rejoicing
or great joy: hold a jubilee over a victory.
2 rejoicing; great joy: a day of jubilee.
[< OF < LL < Gk. iobelaios < Heb. yōbēl,
orig., trumpet, ram(’s horn)]
Ju·da·ic (jüdāʹik), Ju·da·i·cal (–ә kәl), adj.
of the Jews or Judaism; Jewish.
Ju·da·ism (jüʹdi iz әm; –dā–), n. 1 the
religion of the Jews. 2 the following of
Jewish rules and customs.
Ju·das (jüʹdәs), n. 1 the disciple who
betrayed Christ for money. 2 an utter
traitor; person treacherous enough to
betray a friend. —Juʹdas·like´, adj.
Jude (jüd), n. 1 one of the twelve disciples
chosen by Jesus as his Apostles. 2 book
of the New Testament.
Ju·de·a, Ju·dae·a (jü dēʹә), n. the S part of
Palestine when it was a province of the
Roman Empire.
Ju·de·an, Ju·dae·an (jü dēʹәn), adj. 1 of
Judea. 2 of the Jews. —n. a Jew.
judge (juj), n., v., judged, judg·ing. —n.
1 a government oﬃcial appointed or
elected to hear and decide cases in a
law court. 2 person chosen to settle a
dispute or decide who wins. 3 person
qualiﬁed to form an opinion: a good
judge of cattle. 4 person who decides: let
me be the judge of that. —v. 1 hear and
decide in a law court. 2 settle (a dispute);
decide who wins (a race, contest, etc.). 3
form an opinion or estimate (of): judge
the merits of a book. 4 think; suppose;
consider: I judged the slight to be intentional. 5 criticize; condemn: who can
judge another? [< OF < L judex < ius law
+ root of dicere say] —judgeʹless, adj.
—judgeʹlike´, adj. —judgʹer, n.
judge advocate, oﬃcer who acts as a
prosecutor at a court-martial.
judge·ship (jujʹship), n. position, duties,
or term of oﬃce of a judge.
judg·ment (jujʹ mәnt), n. 1 act of judging:
hall of judgment. 2 decision given by a
judge or court. 3 opinion: it was a bad
plan in his judgment. 4 ability to form
opinions; good sense.
judgment day, day of God’s ﬁnal judgment of humankind at the end of the
world.
ju·di·ca·to·ry (jüʹdә kә tô´ri; –tō´–), adj.,
n., pl. –to·ries. —adj. of the administration of justice: a judicatory tribunal. —n.

administration of justice. [< LL judicatorius, ult. < L judex judge]
ju·di·ca·ture (jüʹdә kә chәr), n. 1 administration of justice. 2 position, duties, or
authority of a judge. 3 group of judges.
ju·di·cial (jü dish´әl), adj. 1 of or having
to do with courts, judges, or the administration of justice: judicial proceedings.
2 ordered, permitted, or enforced by a
judge or a court: a judicial separation.
3 of or suitable for a judge: a judicial
mind. [< L judicialis, ult. < judex judge]
—ju·diʹcial·ly, adv.
ju·di·ci·ar·y (jüdishʹi er´i), n., pl. –ar·ies,
adj. —n. 1 branch of government that
administers justice. 2 judges of a country, state, or city. —adj. of or having to
do with judges or justice.
ju·di·cious (jü dishʹәs), adj. having, using,
or showing good judgment; wise; sensible: a judicious historian considers facts
carefully. [< F judicieux, ult. < L judex
judge] —ju·diʹcious·ly, adv. —ju·diʹcious·ness, n.
ju·do (jüdō), n. ⫽jujitsu.
jug (jug), n. container for liquids with
a narrow neck and a handle. [prob.
orig. proper name, alter. of Joan, fem.
of John]
jug·gle (jugʹәl), v., –gled, –gling. 1 do
tricks that require skill of hand or eye.
2 do such tricks with: juggle three balls
in the air. 3 change by trickery: juggle
accounts to hide thefts. [< OF jogler
< L joculari to joke, ult. < jocus jest]
—jugʹgler, n.
jug·gler·y (jugʹlәr i), n., pl. –gler·ies. 1
sleight of hand. 2 trickery; fraud.
jug·u·lar (jugʹyә lәr; jüʹgyә–), —adj. 1 of
the neck or throat. 2 of the jugular vein.
3 Fig. cutthroat; murderous. —n. jugular
vein. [< NL, < L jugulum collarbone,
dim. of jugum yoke]
jugular vein, one of the two large veins
in the neck that return blood from the
head to the heart.
juice (jüs), n. 1 liquid in fruits, vegetables,
and meats. 2 liquid in the body. The gastric juices of the stomach help to digest
food. 3 Informal. electricity.
juice up, Slang. enliven.
stew in one’s own juice, Informal. suﬀer
the consequences of one’s own actions.
[< OF < L jus broth] —juiceʹless, adj.
juice box, paper container that holds a
single portion of processed juice.
juiced (jüst), adj. 1 having electric power.
2 Fig. stimulated; pumped up. 3 Slang.
drunk.
juic·er (jüʹsәr), n. small appliance used to
extract juice from fruits and vegetables.
juic·y (jüsʹi), adj., juic·i·er, juic·i·est. 1
full of juice; having much juice. 2 full of
interest; lively. —juicʹi·ly, adv. —juicʹiness, n.
ju·jit·su, ju·jut·su (jü jitʹsü), n. Japanese
method of wrestling or ﬁghting without weapons that uses the strength and
weight of an opponent to his or her disadvantage. [< Jap., < jū soft + jutsu art]
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juke box (jük), a machine that plays
recorded music when coins or bills are
deposited in a slot.
Jul., July. Also, Jy.
ju·lep (jüʹlәp), n. drink made of whiskey
or brandy, sugar, crushed ice, and fresh
mint. [< F < Ar. < Pers. gulāb, orig., rose
water]
Jul·ian (jülʹyәn), adj. of Julius Caesar.
Julian calendar, calendar in which the
average length of a year was 365¼ days.
It was introduced by Julius Caesar in
46 b.c.
ju·li·enne (jü´li enʹ), adj. cut in thin strips
or small pieces, as potatoes.
Ju·li·et (jüʹli et; –әt), n. the young heroine
of Shakespeare’s play Romeo and Juliet.
Jul·ius Cae·sar (jülʹyәs sēʹzәr). See Caesar.
Ju·ly (ju̇ lī), n., pl. –lies. the seventh
month of the year. It has 31 days. [after
Julius Caesar]
jum·ble (jumʹbәl), v., –bled, –bling, n.
—v. mix; confuse: things strangely jumbled together. —n. a confused mixture.
[? imit.]
jum·bo (jumʹbō), n., pl. –bos, adj. —n.
a big, clumsy person, animal, or thing.
—adj. very big.
jumbo jet, large aircraft that can carry
several hundred passengers.
jump (jump), v. 1 spring from the ground;
leap; bound: jump up and down.. 2 cause
to jump: jump a horse over a fence. 3
give a sudden start or jerk: you made me
jump. 4 rise suddenly: prices jumped. 5
in checkers, pass over and capture (an
opponent’s piece). 6 evade by running
away: jump bail. —n. 1 spring from
the ground; leap; bound. 2 thing to be
jumped over. 3 distance jumped. 4 a
sudden nervous start or jerk. 5 a sudden rise. 6 in checkers, move made to
capture an opponent’s piece.
get or have the jump on, get or have
an advantage over.
jump a claim, seize a piece of land
claimed by another.
jump at, accept eagerly and quickly.
jump on, blame; scold; criticize. [prob.
imit.]
jump cables or jumper cables, electric
cables used to start the engine of a
vehicle with a dead battery by connecting to a live battery.
jump·er1 (jumpʹәr), n. one that jumps.
jump·er2 (jumpʹәr), n. 1 a loose jacket.
2 a one-piece dress without sleeves,
worn over a blouse. [< jump short coat,
? alter. of F juppe, ult. < Ar. jubbah long
open coat]
jumping bean, seed of a Mexican plant
containing a larva whose movements
cause the seed to jump.
jumping jack, toy man or animal that can
be made to jump by pulling a string.
jump shot, in basketball, a shot to the
basket made while jumping.
jump-start (jumpʹstärt´), v. 1 a start an
engine in a vehicle by connecting cables

to the battery from an outside source of
electricity. b start an engine in a vehicle
by making the engine turn over while
the vehicle is being pushed. 2 Fig. start
an enterprise or undertaking by extra
eﬀort or help.
jump suit or jump·suit (jumpʹsüt´), n. 1
outﬁt worn by parachutists. 2 informal
or casual one-piece garment resembling
a parachutist’s outﬁt.
jump·y (jumpʹi), adj. jump·i·er, jump·iest. 1 moving by jumps; making sudden,
sharp jerks. 2 easily excited or frightened; nervous. —jumpʹi·ness, n.
Jun., 1 June. 2 Also, Jr. Junior.
Junc. or junc., junction.
jun·co (jungʹkō), n., pl. –cos. any of several small North American ﬁnches often
seen in ﬂocks during the winter. [< Sp. <
L juncus reed]
junc·tion (jungkʹshәn), n. 1 a joining or
being joined: the junction of opposing
forces. 2 place where things join: highway junction; electrical junction.
junc·ture (jungkʹchәr), n. 1 point of time.
2 state of aﬀairs, often a crisis. 3 a joining
or being joined; junction. [< L junctura.
Doublet of jointure.]
June (jün), n. the sixth month of the year. It
has 30 days. [< L Junius, a Roman gens]
Ju·neau (jüʹnō), n. capital of Alaska, in
the SE part.
June bug or beetle, a large brown beetle of
the N United States that appears in June.
jun·gle (jungʹgәl), n. 1 a wild land thickly
overgrown with bushes, vines, trees, etc.
2 a tangled mass. [< Hind. jangal < Skt.
jangala desert]
jungle gym, a framework of ladders and
bars for children to climb and swing
from.
jun·ior (junʹyәr), adj. 1 the younger: John
Parker, Junior, son of John Parker. 2 of
lower position, rank, or standing; of
more recent appointment: a junior partner. 3 of or having to do with juniors in
high school or college. —n. 1 a younger
person. 2 person of lower rank or standing; person of more recent appointment. 3 student in the third year of
high school or college. [< L, compar. of
juvenis young]
junior college, school giving only the ﬁrst
two years of a regular four-year college
course.
junior high school, school attended after
elementary school, usually consisting of
grades 7, 8, and 9.
ju·ni·per (jüʹnә pәr), n. an evergreen
shrub or tree with small berrylike cones.
[< L juniperus]
junk1 (jungk), n. 1 old metal, paper, rags,
etc. 2 rubbish; trash. —v. throw away or
discard as junk.
junk2 (jungk), n. a Chinese sailing ship. [<
Pg. junco, prob. ult. < Javanese jong]
junk art, 1 art, esp. sculpture, made from
scrap metal or other cast-oﬀ materials.
2 the art of making such works. —junk
artist.

junk DNA, stretch of DNA on the genome
between genes; intron.
jun·ket (jungʹkit), n. 1 curdled milk,
sweetened and ﬂavored. 2 pleasure trip.
3 trip taken by an oﬃcial at the expense
of the government. —v. go on a junket.
[prob. < dial. OF jonquette basket < jonc
reed < L juncus] —junʹket·er, n.
junk food, food with little nutritional
value.
junk·ie (jungʹki), n. Informal. 1 drug
addict. 2 Fig. any kind of addict: fashion
junkie.
junk mail, third-class mail; bulk-rate
advertising mail.
junk·man (jungkʹman´), n., pl. –men.
man who buys and sells old metal, paper,
rags, etc.
jun·ta (junʹtә), n. 1 revolutionary military governing council. 2 a Spanish or
Latin-American council for deliberation
or administration. 3 ⫽junto. [< Sp., ult.
< L jungere join]
jun·to (junʹtō), n., pl. –tos. a political
faction or group, sometimes of a revolutionary character: Benjamin Franklin’s
Philadelphia junto. 2 ⫽junta. [alter. of
junta]
Ju·pi·ter (jüʹpә tәr), n. the largest planet.
Ju·ras·sic (ju̇ rasʹik), n. 1 geological period
when birds ﬁrst appeared. 2 rocks of this
period. —adj. of this period.
ju·rid·i·cal (ju̇ ridʹә kәl), ju·rid·ic (–ik),
adj. 1 having to do with the administration of justice. 2 of law; legal. [< L, ult. < jus
law + dicere say] —ju·ridʹi·cal·ly, adv.
ju·ris·dic·tion (ju̇r´is dikʹshәn), n. 1 right
or power of administering law or justice.
2 authority; power; control. 3 extent of
authority: the judge ruled that the case
was not within his jurisdiction. [< L, ult.
< jus law + dicere say] —ju´ris·dicʹtional, adj. —ju´ris·dicʹtion·al·ly, adv.
ju·ris·pru·dence (ju̇r´is prüʹdәns), n. 1
science or philosophy of law. 2 system
of laws. 3 branch of law: medical jurisprudence. [< L, < jus law + prudentia
prudence] —ju´ris·pru·denʹtial, adj.
ju·rist (ju̇rʹist), n. 1 expert in law. 2 a
learned writer on law. [< Med.L jurista
< L jus law]
ju·ris·tic (ju̇ risʹtik), adj. of or having to
do with jurists or jurisprudence; relating
to law. —ju·risʹti·cal·ly, adv.
ju·ror (ju̇rʹәr), n. member of a jury.
ju·ry1 (ju̇rʹi), n., pl. ju·ries. 1 group of persons selected to hear evidence in a law
court and sworn to give a decision in
accordance with the evidence presented
to them. 2 group of persons chosen to
give a judgment or to decide a contest
and award prizes. [< AF jurie, ult. < L
jurare swear] —juʹry·less, adj.
ju·ry2 (ju̇rʹi), adj. for temporary use on a
ship; makeshift. [prob. ult. < OF ajurie
help, ult. < L ad– + juvare aid]
ju·ry·man (ju̇rʹi mәn), n., pl. –men.
⫽juror.
just (just), adj. 1 right; fair: a just price.
2 deserved; merited; well-founded: just
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anger, a just reward. 3 lawful: a just claim.
4 true; correct: a just description, just
weights. —adv. 1 exactly: just a pound. 2
a very little while ago: he has just gone.
3 barely: it just missed the mark. 4 only;
merely: just an ordinary man.
just now, a only a short time ago. b at
present; at this time. [< L justus upright
< jus right] —justʹly, adv. —justʹness, n.
jus·tice (jusʹtis), n. 1 fair dealing: have a
sense of justice. 2 fairness; rightfulness;
well-founded reason: uphold the justice
of our cause, complain with justice. 3
administration of law; trial and judgment by process of law: a court of justice.
4 judge: the justices of the U.S. Supreme
Court.
bring a person to justice, do what is necessary so that a person will be punished
for a crime.
do justice to, a treat fairly. b show proper
appreciation for.
do oneself justice, do as well as one
really can do. [< OF < L justitia]
—jusʹtice·ship, n.

justice of the peace, a local magistrate
who tries minor cases, administers
oaths, performs civil marriages, etc.
jus·ti·ﬁ·a·ble (jusʹtә fī´ә bәl), adj. capable
of being justiﬁed; that can be shown to be
just and right; defensible. —jus´ti·ﬁ´abilʹi·ty, jusʹti·ﬁ´a·ble·ness, n. —jusʹtiﬁ´a·bly, adv.
jus·ti·ﬁ·ca·tion (jus´tә fә kāʹshәn), n. 1 a
justifying or being justiﬁed. 2 fact or circumstance that justiﬁes; good reason.
jus·ti·fy (jusʹtә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1
show to be just or right; give a good
reason for: the ﬁne quality of the cloth
justiﬁes its high price. 2 clear of blame or
guilt. —jusʹti·ﬁ´er, n.
jut (jut), v., jut·ted, jut·ting, n. —v. stick
out; project: the pier juts out into the
water. —n. part that sticks out; projection. [var. of jet1]
jute (jüt), n. strong ﬁber used for making coarse sacks, burlap, rope, etc.,
obtained from two tropical plants. [<
Bengali jhōto < Skt. jūta mat of hair]
—juteʹlike´, adj.

Jute (jüt), n. member of a Germanic tribe.
Some of the Jutes invaded and settled
in SE Britain in the ﬁfth century a.d.
—Jutʹish, adj.
Jut·land (jutʹlәnd), n. peninsula of Denmark.
juv., juvenile.
ju·ve·nile (jüʹvә nәl; –nīl), adj. 1 young;
youthful; childish. 2 of or for young
people: juvenile books. —n. 1 a young
person. 2 actor who plays youthful
parts. [< L, < juvenis young] —juʹvenile·ly, adv. —juʹve·nile·ness, ju´venilʹi·ty, n.
juvenile court, law court where cases
involving boys and girls are heard.
juvenile delinquent, young person, usually less than 18 years old, who has committed a legal oﬀense.
jux·ta·pose (juks´tә pōzʹ), v., –posed,
–pos·ing. put close together; place
side by side. [< F, < L juxta beside
+ F poser place, pose] —jux´ta·posiʹtion, n.
Jy., July. Also, Jul.
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K, k (kā), n., pl. K’s; k’s.
the 11th letter of the
alphabet.
K1, potassium.
K2 (kā), n. 1 thousand;
1000. 2 unit of computer
memory equal to a binary thousand
(1024 bits). [< kilo–, preﬁx for 1000]
K or K., 1 king; kings. 2 Knight.
k., 1 karat. 2 kilogram. 3 knot.
Kaa·ba (käʹbә), n. the sacred shrine of
Muslims, a small structure, containing
a black stone, in the great mosque at
Mecca.
ka·bob (kә bob´), n. in India, roast meat.
kabobs, small pieces of meat and sometimes vegetables, seasoned and roasted
on a skewer. [< Hind. kabāb < Ar.]
Ka·bu·ki or ka·bu·ki (kä büʹki), n. stylized Japanese drama from the 1600’s
that includes song and dance, extravagant acting, and rich costuming. [< Jap.
kabuki < ka song + bu dance + ki art]
Ka·bul (käʹbu̇l), n. capital of Afghanistan.
ka·di (käʹdi; kāʹ–), n., pl. –dis. cadi.
kad·dish (käʹdish), n. Also, Kaddish.
Hebrew prayer of mourning for a
deceased family member. [< Ar. qaddīsh
holy]
Ka·di·ak bear (kãʹdē ak; kadʹē–), ⫽Kodiak
bear.
Kaf·ﬁr, Kaf·ir (kafʹәr), n. 1 member of
a Bantu-speaking people in southern
Africa. 2 their language. 3 kaﬃr, kaﬁr,
⫽kaﬃr corn.
kaﬃr corn, kaﬁr corn, a sorghum grown
for grain and forage in dry regions.
kaf·tan (kafʹtәn; käf tänʹ), n. ⫽caftan.
Kai·ser, kai·ser (kīʹzәr), n. 1 title of the
rulers of Germany from 1871 to 1918. 2
title of the rulers of Austria from 1804
to 1918. 3 title of the rulers of the Holy
Roman Empire from a.d. 962 to 1806.
[< G, < Julius Caesar] —Kaiʹser·ship,
kaiʹser·ship, n.
kale, kail (kāl), n. any of various kinds of
cabbage that have loose leaves instead of
a compact head. Kale looks somewhat
like spinach. [var. of cole]
ka·lei·do·scope (kә līʹdә skōp), n. 1 tube
containing bits of colored glass and two
mirrors. As it is turned, it reﬂects continually changing patterns. 2 anything
that changes continually; a continually
changing pattern. [< Gk. kalos pretty +
eidos shape + E –scope instrument of
viewing < Gk. skopein look at] —kalei´do·scopʹic, ka·lei´do·scopʹi·cal, adj.
—ka·lei´do·scopʹi·cal·ly, adv.
kal·ends (kalʹәndz), n.pl. ⫽calends.
Kam·chat·ka (kam chatʹkә), n. peninsula
of NE Asia between the Sea of Okhotsk
and Bering Sea.
kame (kām), n. hill or ridge composed of
detritus deposited by a glacier. [< comb
(special use)]
Ka·nak·a (kә nakʹә; kanʹә kә), n. 1 native
of Hawaii. 2 native of any island in the
S Paciﬁc; South Sea islander. [< Hawaiian, man]
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kan·ga·roo1 (kang´gә rüʹ), n., pl. –roos
or (esp. collectively) –roo. mammal of
Australia and New Guinea having small
forelegs and very strong hind legs, which
give it great leaping power. The female
kangaroo has a pouch in front in which
she carries her young. [prob. < Australian lang.] —kan´ga·rooʹlike´, adj.
kan·ga·roo2 (kangʹgә rü´), adj. unauthorized; irregular: a kangaroo court.
kangaroo rat, a small, mouselike animal
of the desert regions of the U.S. and
Mexico.
Kans., Kan., Kansas.
Kan·sas (kanʹzәs), n. a Middle Western
state of the United States. —Kanʹsan,
adj., n.
ka·o·lin, ka·o·line (kāʹә lin), n. a ﬁne
white clay, used in making porcelain.
[< F < Chinese Kao-ling, mountain in
China]
ka·on (kãʹon), n. ⫽K-meson.
ka·pok (kāʹpok; kapʹәk), n. the silky ﬁbers
around the seeds of a tropical tree, used
for stuﬃng pillows and mattresses. [<
Malay kapoq]
kap·pa (kapʹә), n. the tenth letter (Κ, κ) of
the Greek alphabet.
Ka·ra·chi (kә räʹchi), n. former capital of
Pakistan, in the W part.
kar·a·kul (karʹә kәl), n. 1 variety of Russian or Asiatic sheep. 2 ⫽caracul. [< Kara
Kul, lake in Turkestan.
kar·a·o·ke (kar´ē ōʹkē), n. entertainment
at a bar or club, in which patrons sing to
the accompaniment of recorded music.
[< Jap. karaoke empty orchestra]
kar·at (karʹәt), n. ⫽carat.
ka·ra·te (kä räʹtā; –ti), n. Japanese
method of ﬁghting without weapons by
striking certain vulnerable parts of the
opponent’s body. [< Jap.]
ka·ra·te-chop (kä räʹti chop´), n. v.,
–chopped, chop·ping. —n. sharp blow
delivered at an angle by the hand, in
karate. —v. strike with such a blow.
Ka·re·li·a (kә rēʹli ә; –rēlʹyә), n. region of
NW Russia, next to Finland.
kar·ma (kärʹmә), n. 1 in Buddhism and
Hinduism, all of the deeds and thoughts
of a person’s life, believed to determine
the quality of an individual’s next existence. 2 fate; destiny; kismet. 3 good or
bad feelings that are apparently given oﬀ
by someone or something. [< Skt. karma
deed] —karʹmic, adj.
Kash·mir (kash mirʹ; kashʹmir), n. district in N India. Also, Cashmere.
Kat·man·du (kät´män düʹ), n. capital of
Nepal.
kar·y·o·type (karʹē ō tīp), n., v., –typed,
–typ·ing. —n. 1 characteristics of a set
of chromosomes. 2 group of chromosome sets that share one or more characteristics. —v. classify chromosome sets
by their characteristics. [< karyo– cell
nucleus + type]
Kas·bah (käz bä), n. Arab quarter, esp.
its shops and markets, in a N African
city.

ka·ty·did (kāʹti did), n. a large green
insect somewhat like a grasshopper. The
male makes a shrill noise sounding like
“Katy did, Katy didn’t.”
Kau·ai (kou īʹ), n. the fourth largest island
of Hawaii.
Kau·nas (kouʹnäs), n. capital of Lithuania.
kau·ri, kau·ry (kouʹri), n., pl. –ris;
–ries. 1 a tall pine tree that grows in
New Zealand. 2 its wood. 3 a resin
obtained from it that is used in varnish.
[< Maori]
kay·ak (kīʹak), n. 1 a covered canoe made
of fabric stretched over a light frame
with an opening in the middle for one
person. 2 a similar canoe used by the
Inuit, made of bones and skins. Also,
kaiak. [< Eskimo (Greenland) kajakka,
lit. small boat of skins]
Ka·zakh·stan (kә zäkʹstän), n. country in
C Asia on the Caspian Sea.
ka·zoo (kә züʹ), n. toy instrument which
is a tube closed at one end that makes
a buzzing sound when it is hummed
into. [imit.]
kc., kilocycle; kilocycles.
K.C., 1 King’s Counsel. 2 Knights of
Columbus.
ke·a (kāʹә; kēәʹ), n. a large, greenish parrot of New Zealand, that kills sheep to
feed upon their fat. [< Maori]
ke·bab (kә bobʹ), n. ⫽kabob.
kedge (kej), v., kedged, kedg·ing, n. —v.
move (a ship, etc.) by pulling on a rope
attached to an anchor that has been
dropped some distance away. —n. Also,
kedge anchor. a small anchor used in
kedging a boat, etc.
keel (kēl), n. the main timber or steel
piece that extends the whole length of
the bottom of a ship or boat.
on an even keel, horizontal.
keel over, a turn over or upside down;
upset. b fall over suddenly. c faint.
[< Scand. kjölr]
keel·son (kelʹsәn; kēlʹ–), n. beam or line
of timbers or iron plates fastened along
the top of a ship’s keel to strengthen it.
Also, kelson.
keen1 (kēn) adj. 1 sharp; piercing; cutting: keen wind, keen wit. 2 able to do
its work quickly and accurately: a keen
mind. 3 full of enthusiasm; eager: keen
about sailing. [< OE cēne] —keenʹly, adv.
—keenʹness, n.
keen2 (ken), n. a wailing lament for the
dead. —v. wail; lament. [< Irish caoine]
—keenʹer, n.
keep (kēp), v., kept, keep·ing, n. —v. 1
have for a long time or forever: keep a
job. 2 have and not let go: keep a secret. 3
take care of: keep chickens. 4 have; hold:
keep a thing in mind. 5 hold back; prevent: keep from laughing; what is keeping
her from coming? 6 continue; remain;
stay: keep warm under a blanket. 7 celebrate: keep Christmas. —n. 1 food and
a place to sleep: he works for his keep.
2 the strongest part of a castle or fort.
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for keeps, a forever: mine for keeps. b to
be kept: play for keeps.
keep at, work at; persist.
keep back, a restrain. b Fig. withhold:
keep back an opinion.
keep books, make a record of all money
received or spent.
keep company, be together.
keep on, continue.
keep to, a follow closely; adhere to: kept
to the plan. b abide by: keep to a bargain.
keep up, a continue: keep up a business.
b maintain in good condition: keep up
the garden. c not fall behind: keep up a
diary.
keep up with, a not fall behind. b stay
up-to-date: keep up with the news. [OE
cēpan observe]
keep·er (kēpʹәr), n. 1 person or thing
that keeps: a keeper of promises. 2 someone or something worth keeping. 3
guard; watchman. 4 guardian; protector.
—keepʹer·less, adj.
keep·ing (kēpʹing), n. 1 charge; maintenance: keeping a pet requires care and
feeding. 2 celebration; observance: the
keeping of Thanksgiving Day. 3 agreement; harmony: actions are in keeping
with promises. 4 being kept for future
use; preservation.
keep·sake (kēpʹsāk´), n. thing kept in
memory of the giver.
keg (keg), n. a small barrel, usually holding
less than 10 gallons. [< Scand. kaggi]
kelp (kelp), n. 1 a large, tough, brown
seaweed that contains iodine. 2 ashes
of seaweed.
kel·pie, kel·py (kelʹpi), n., pl. –pies. a
water spirit, usually in the form of a
horse, supposed to drown people or
warn them of drowning.
kel·son (kelʹsәn), n. ⫽keelson.
Kelt (kelt), n. ⫽Celt. —Keltʹic, adj., n.
ken (ken), n. 1 range of sight. 2 range of
knowledge: what happens on Mars is
still beyond our ken. [OE cennan make
declaration < cann know, can1]
Ken., Kentucky.
Ken·ne·dy (kenʹә di), n. John F., 1917–63,
the 35th president of the United States,
1961–63.
ken·nel (kenʹel), n., v., –neled, –nel·ing.
—n. 1 house for a dog or dogs. 2 Often,
kennels. place where dogs are bred. 3
pack of dogs. —v. 1 put or keep in a kennel. 2 take shelter or lodge in a kennel.
[< OF kenel, ult. < L canis dog]
Kent (kent), n. 1 county in SE England. 2
an early English kingdom.
Kent·ish (kenʹtish), adj. of Kent or its
people. —n. an Anglo-Saxon dialect
spoke in the kingdom of Kent.
Ken·tuck·y (kәn tukʹi), n. a S state of the
United States. —Ken·tuckʹi·an, adj., n.
Ken·ya (kenʹyә; kēnʹyә), n. country in E
Africa. —Kenʹyan, adj., n.
kept (kept), v. pt. and pp. of keep.
ker·a·tin (kerʹә tin), n. a complex protein,
the chief constituent of horn, nails, hair,
feathers, etc. [< Gk. keras horn]

ker·chief (kėrʹchif), n. 1 piece of cloth
worn over the head or around the neck.
2 ⫽handkerchief. [< OF, < couvrir
cover + chief head (< L caput)]
kerf (kėrf), n. 1 cut made by saw, axe, etc.
2 something cut oﬀ. [OE cyrf < ceorfan
carve]
ker·fuf·ﬂe (kәr fufʹәl), n. Informal. minor
disagreement or controversy. [? < Scot.
curfuﬄe < Scot. Gaelic car twist, bend +
Scot. fuﬄe disorder]
ker·nel (kėrʹnәl), n. 1 the softer part
inside the hard shell of a nut or inside
the stone of a fruit. 2 grain or seed like
wheat or corn. 3 the central or most
important part. [< OE cyrnel < corn
seed, grain] —kerʹnel·less, adj.
ker·o·sene (kerʹә sēn; ker´ә sēnʹ), n. a
thin oil produced by distilling petroleum; coal oil. It is used in lamps and
stoves. [< Gk. kērós wax]
kes·trel (kesʹtrәl), n. a small European
falcon. [prob. < OF cresserelle, ult. < L
crista crest]
ketch (kech), n. 1 a fore-and-aft-rigged
sailing ship with a large mainmast
toward the bow and a smaller mast
toward the stern. 2 formerly, a sturdy
sailing vessel with two masts. [? < catch]
ketch·up (kechʹәp), n. sauce used with
meat, ﬁsh, etc. Tomato ketchup is made
of tomatoes, onions, salt, sugar, and
spices. Also, catchup, catsup.
ket·tle (ketʹәl), n. 1 a metal container
for boiling liquids, cooking fruit, etc. 2
⫽teakettle.
kettle of ﬁsh, awkward state of aﬀairs;
mess; muddle. [< L catillus, dim. of
catinus vessel]
ket·tle·drum (ketʹәl drum´), n. drum
consisting of a hollow brass or copper
hemisphere and a parchment top.
key1 (kē), n., pl. keys, adj., v. keyed, keying. —n. 1 instrument that locks and
unlocks; thing that turns or opens: key to
a door. 2 thing that explains or answers:
key to a puzzle. 3 place that commands
or gives control of a sea, a district, etc.,
because of its position: Gibraltar is the
key to the Mediterranean. 4 an important or essential person, thing, etc. 5
one of a set of parts pressed in playing
a piano and in using a computer. 6 scale
of notes in music related to one another:
key of B ﬂat. —adj. controlling; very
important: the key industries of a nation.
—v. 1 regulate the pitch of: key a piano
up to concert pitch. 2 adjust; attune: key
a speech to an audience.
key up, raise the courage or nerve of (to
the point of doing something): players
keyed up for the big game. [OE cœ̄g]
key2 (kē), n., pl. keys. a low island; reef.
[< Sp. < F quai < Celtic]
key·board (kēʹbôrd´; –bōrd´), n. set of
keys in a piano, organ, computer, etc.
keyed (kēd), adj. 1 having keys: a keyed
ﬂute. 2 set or pitched in a particular key.
3 fastened or strengthened with a key.
keyed-up (kēdʹupʹ), adj. excited; agitated.

key·hole (kēʹhōl´), n. opening in a lock
through which a key is inserted to turn
the lock.
key·note (kēʹnōt´), n., v., –not·ed, –noting. —n. 1 note on which a scale of
tones in music is based. 2 main idea;
guiding principle. —v. give the keynote
speech of.
keynote speech, speech, usually at a
political gathering, that presents the
principal issues in which those present
are interested.
key·pad (kēʹpad´), n. buttons, arranged
as on a calculator, cell phone, telephone,
etc.
key signature, sharps or ﬂats placed after
the clef at the beginning of a staﬀ of
music to indicate the key.
key·stone (kēʹstōn´), n. 1 middle stone
at the top of an arch, holding the other
stones or pieces in place. 2 part on which
other associated parts depend; essential
principle.
key word, word that serves as a guide to
ﬁnd other words, topics, etc., in a list.
kg., kilogram; kilograms.
khak·i (kakʹi; käʹki), adj., n., pl. khak·is.
—adj. dull yellowish-brown. —n. 1 a
dull, yellowish brown. 2 a stout twilled
cloth of this color. 3 uniform or uniforms made of this cloth. [< Pers., orig.,
dusty < khāk dust]
kha·lif (kāʹlif; kalʹif), n. ⫽caliph.
khan1 (kän; kan), n. title of a ruler among
Tartar or Mongol tribes, or of the
emperor of China during the Middle
Ages. [< Turk.]
khan2 (kän; kan), n. in Turkey and nearby
countries, an inn or place to shelter.
[< Pers.]
Khu·fu (küʹfü), n. ⫽Cheops.
Khy·ber Pass (kīʹbәr), a mountain pass
between Pakistan and Afghanistan.
kHz, kilohertz.
kib·butz (ki bu̇tsʹ), n., pl. kib·butz·im.
Hebrew. a collective farm in Israel.
kib·itz (kibʹits), v. look on as an outsider
and oﬀer unwanted advice. [< Yiddish
< colloq. G kiebitzen look on at cards
< kiebitz an annoying onlooker < kiebetz
plover]
kib·itz·er (kibʹit sәr), n. 1 person oﬀering
unwanted advice. 2 meddler. [< kibitz]
kick (kik), v. 1 strike out with the foot:
the horse kicked the boy. 2 drive, force, or
move by kicking: kick a ball, kick a goal.
3 spring back when ﬁred: this shotgun
kicks. 4 complain; object; grumble. —n.
1 act of kicking. 2 recoil of a gun. 3 complaint. 4 thrill, excitement.
kick around, Informal. a abuse. b discuss: kick around some ideas.
kick back, Informal. a relax; do nothing.
b recoil suddenly and unexpectedly. c
return a portion of money received
as a fee.
kick in, pay what is due or expected.
kick oﬀ, put a football in play with
a kick.
kick oneself, reproach oneself.
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kick up, start; cause.
kick upstairs, Informal. promote to a
better job. —kickʹer, n.
kick·back (kikʹbak´), n. amount or portion returned, esp. as a fee.
kick·ball (kikʹbôl´), n. children’s game
similar to baseball, but played with a
large ball which is kicked, rather than a
small ball hit with a bat.
kick·oﬀ (kikʹôf´; –of´), n. kick that puts a
football in a play.
kick·stand (kikʹstand´), n. metal rod
attached to the frame of a bicycle, motor
scooter, etc., that keeps the vehicle
upright when it is not in use.
kick·y (kikʹi), adj. Informal. interesting;
exciting.
kid1 (kid), n. 1 a young goat. 2 leather
made from the skin of young goats,
used for gloves and shoes. 3 child.
[< Scand. (Dan.)]
kid2 (kid), v., kid·ded, kid·ding. tease
playfully; talk jokingly. [? < kid1 in sense
of “treat as a child”] —kidʹder, n.
kid·nap (kidʹnap), v., –napped, –napping. steal (a child); carry oﬀ by force;
seize and hold against the will by force
of fraud. [< kid1 child + nap snatch
away] —kid´nap·per, n.
kid·ney (kidʹni), n., pl. –neys. 1 one of the
pair of organs in the body that separate
waste matter and water from the blood
and pass them oﬀ through the bladder as urine. 2 kidney or kidneys of an
animal, cooked for food. 3 nature; kind;
sort. [? < kiden–, of uncert. meaning + ey
egg] —kidʹney·like´, adj.
kidney bean, 1 a kidney-shaped bean. 2
plant that it grows on. 3 the scarlet runner, a bean that has red ﬂowers.
Kil·i·man·ja·ro (kil´i män jäʹrō), n.
Mount, the highest mountain in Africa.
kill1 (kil), v. 1 put to death; cause the death
of: the blow killed him. 2 put an end to;
destroy: kill odors, kill faith. 3 cancel (a
word, paragraph, item, etc.). 4 defeat or
veto (a legislative bill). 5 spoil the eﬀect
of: one color may kill another near it. 6
use up (time). 7 overcome completely.
—n. 1 act of killing. 2 animal killed. [ME
kyllen, cullen; prob. akin to quell]
kill2 (kil), n. Dial. stream. [< Du. kil]
kill·deer (kilʹdir´), kill·dee (–dē´), n., pl.
–deers or (esp. collectively) –deer; –dees
or (esp. collectively) –dee. a small wading
bird that has a loud, shrill cry, the commonest plover of North America. [imit.
of its call]
killed (kild), adj. made inactive; unable to
produce disease: killed virus.
kill·er (kilʹәr), n. person, animal, or thing
that kills.
killer whale, dolphin that kills and eats
large ﬁsh, seals, and even whales.
kill·ing (kilʹing), adj. 1 deadly; destructive; fatal: a killing frost. 2 overpowering; exhausting. —n. Informal. a sudden
great ﬁnancial success.
kill-joy (kilʹjoi´), n. person who spoils
other people’s fun.

kiln (kil; kiln), n. furnace or oven for
burning, baking, or drying something.
—v. burn, bake, or dry in a kiln. [< L
culina kitchen]
ki·lo (kēʹlō; kilʹō), n., pl. ki·los. 1 kilogram. 2 kilometer.
kilo–, preﬁx. one thousand, as in kilogram, kilometer, kilowatt. [< F]
kil·o·bar (kilʹә bär), n. unit of pressure
equal to 14,500 pounds per square inch.
kil·o·bit (kilʹә bit´), n. unit of electronic
information equal to 1000 bits.
kil·o·byte (kilʹә bīt´), n. unit of electronic
information equal to 1024 bytes.
kil·o·cal·o·rie (kilʹә kal´ә ri), n. a large
calorie.
kil·o·cy·cle (kilʹә sī´kәl), n. 1 1000 cycles;
kilohertz. 2 1000 cycles per second.
kilog., kilogram; kilograms.
kil·o·gram (kilʹә gram), n. unit of mass
and weight equal to 1000 grams, or
2.2046 pounds avoirdupois.
kil·o·hertz (kilʹә hėrts´), n. 1000 hertz,
esp. in radio frequency.
kil·o·li·ter (kilʹә lē´tәr), n. unit of capacity equal to 1000 liters, or one cubic
meter; 264.17 U.S. gallons, or 1.308
cubic yards.
kil·o·me·ter (kilʹә mē´tәr; kә lomʹә tәr),
n. distance equal to 1000 meters, or
3280.8 feet. —kil´o·metʹric, adj.
kil·o·ton (kilʹә tun´), n. a measure of
atomic power equivalent to the energy
released by 1000 tons of high explosive,
speciﬁcally TNT. [< kilo– + ton (of
explosive energy)]
kil·o·watt (kilʹә wot´), n. unit of power
equal to 1000 watts.
kil·o·watt-hour (kilʹә wot´ourʹ), n. unit
of energy equal to the work done by one
kilowatt acting for one hour.
kilt (kilt), n. a pleated skirt reaching to
the knees, worn by men in the Scottish
Highlands. [prob. < Scand. (Dan.) kilte
tuck up] —kiltʹlike´, adj.
kil·ter (kilʹtәr), n. good condition; order:
our radio is out of kilter.
ki·mo·no (kә mōʹnә), n., pl. –nos. 1 a
loose outer garment held in place by a
sash, worn by Japanese men and women.
2 a woman’s loose dressing gown.
[< Jap.]
kin (kin), n. 1 family or relatives; kindred.
2 family relationship; connection by
birth or marriage: what kin is she to you?
—adj. related. [OE cynn] —kinʹless,
adj.
–kin, suﬃx. little, as in lambkin. [ME]
kind1 (kīnd), adj. 1 friendly; doing good:
kind words. 2 gentle: be kind to animals,
a kind master. [OE (ge)cynde natural
< (ge)cynd kind2]
kind2 (kīnd), n. class; sort; variety: many
kinds of candy.
in kind, a in goods or produce, not in
money. b in something of the same sort. c
in characteristic quality: diﬀerence in kind
not merely in degree.
kind of, nearly; almost; somewhat;
rather.

of a kind, a of the same kind; alike. b of
a poor or mediocre quality: two boxes
and a plank make a table of a kind. [OE
(ge)cynd]
kin·der·gar·ten (kinʹdәr gär´tәn), n.
school that educates children from 3
to 6 years old. [< G, < kinder children +
garten garden]
kin· der· gart· ner, kin· der· gar· ten· er
(kinʹdәr gärtʹnәr), n. 1 child who goes
to kindergarten. 2 teacher in a kindergarten.
kind-heart·ed (kīndʹhärʹtid), adj. having
or showing a kind heart; kindly; sympathetic. —kindʹ-heartʹed·ly, adv.
kin·dle (kinʹdәl), v., –dled, –dling. 1 set
on ﬁre; light. 2 catch ﬁre; begin to burn.
3 arouse; stir up: kindle suspicion. 4 light
up; brighten: the boy’s face kindled as he
told about the circus. [prob. ult. < Scand.
kynda kindle] —kinʹdler, n.
kin·dling (kinʹdling), n. small pieces of
wood for starting a ﬁre.
kind·ly (kīndʹli), adj. –li·er, –li·est, adv.
—adj. 1 kind; friendly: kindly faces. 2
pleasant; agreeable: a kindly shower.
—adv. 1 in a kind or friendly way. 2
pleasantly; agreeably; he does not take
kindly to criticism. 3 cordially; heartily:
thank you kindly. —kindʹli·ness, n.
kind·ness (kīndʹnis), n. 1 quality of being
kind; kind nature. 2 kind treatment. 3
a kind act.
kin·dred (kinʹdrid), n. 1 family or relatives. 2 family relationship; connection
by birth or marriage. 3 likeness; resemblance. —adj. 1 related: kindred tribes. 2
like; similar: we are studying about dew,
frost, and kindred facts of nature. [< kin]
kine (kīn), n.pl. Archaic. cows; cattle.
kin·e·mat·ics (kin´ә matʹiks), n. branch
of physics that deals with the characteristics of diﬀerent kinds of motion
without reference to mass or to causes
[< Gk. kinema motion < kineein move]
—kin´e·matʹic, kin´e·matʹi·cal, adj.
kin·es·thet·ic (kin´әs thetʹik), adj. of or
having to do with muscular movement.
ki·net·ic (ki netʹik), adj. 1 of motion. 2
caused by motion. [< Gk., < kineein
move]
ki·net·ics (ki netʹiks), n. branch of physics that deals with the eﬀects of forces
in causing or changing the motion of
objects.
kin·folk (kinʹfōk´), kin·folks (–fōks´),
n.pl. Dial. kinsfolk.
king (king), n. 1 the male ruler of a
nation; male sovereign, either with absolute or limited power. 2 man supreme in
a certain sphere: a baseball king. 3 something considered best or most powerful
in its class. 4 the chief piece in chess.
5 piece that has moved entirely across
the board in checkers. 6 a playing card
bearing a picture of a king. [OE cyning]
—kingʹless, adj.
King Arthur, hero in a group of legends
about the knights of the Round Table.
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kingbird

king·bird (kingʹbėrd´), n. a quarrelsome
bird that catches and eats insects as it
ﬂies.
king cobra, very large and poisonous
cobra of SE Asia.
king crab, 1 horseshoe crab. 2 large,
edible crab of the N Paciﬁc.
king·dom (kingʹdәm), n. 1 country that is
governed by a king or a queen. 2 realm;
domain; province: the mind is the kingdom of thought. 3 one of the divisions of
the natural world: the animal kingdom,
the vegetable kingdom.
king·ﬁsh (kingʹﬁsh´), n., pl. –ﬁsh·es or
(esp. collectively) –ﬁsh. any of several
large food ﬁshes of the Atlantic or
Paciﬁc coast.
king·ﬁsh·er (kingʹﬁsh´әr), n. a brightcolored bird with a large head and a
strong beak. The American kingﬁshers
eat ﬁsh; some of the European kinds
eat insects.
King James Version, English translation
of the Bible published in 1611.
king·ly (kingʹli), adj., –li·er, –li·est, adv.
—adj. 1 of a king or kings; of royal rank.
2 ﬁt for a king: a kingly crown. 3 like a
king; royal; noble. —adv. as a king does.
—kingʹli·ness, n.
king·mak·er (kingʹmā´kәr), n. 1 person
responsible for someone attaining a
throne. 2 powerful politician able to
inﬂuence or determine the choice of a
candidate for oﬃce.
king·pin (kingʹpin´), n. 1 pin in front or
in the center in bowling games. 2 the
most important person or thing.
king post, a vertical post between the
apex of a triangular roof truss and a
tie beam.
Kings (kingz), n.pl. 1 in the Protestant
Old Testament, either of two books
(I Kings or II Kings). 2 in the Roman
Catholic Old Testament, one of four
books that include I and II Samuel and
I and II Kings.
king’s English, correct English.
king’s evil, scrofula, a disease that was
supposed to be cured by the touch of
a king.
king·ship (kingʹship), n. 1 position, rank,
or dignity of a king. 2 rule of a king;
government by a king.
king·size (kingʹsīz´), adj. large or long for
its kind: a king-size bed.
king snake, a large, harmless snake that
lives in the S United States. It eats mice
and rats and is supposed to kill other
snakes.
king’s ransom, very large amount of
money.
Kings·ton (kingʹstәn), n. capital and chief
seaport of Jamaica.
kink (kingk), n. 1 a twist or curl in thread,
rope, hair, etc. 2 pain or stiﬀness in the
muscles of the neck, back, etc.; crick. 3
mental twist; queer idea; odd notion;
eccentricity; whim. —v. form a kink;
make kinks in. [prob. < Du., twist]

kin·ka·jou (kingʹkә jü), n. a yellowishbrown mammal of Central and South
America. It resembles a raccoon, but
has a long prehensile tail. [< F quincajou
< Tupi]
kink·y (kingkʹi), adj., kink·i·er, kink·iest. 1 full of kinks; twisted; curly. 2 Informal. strange; eccentric. —kinkʹi·ly, adv.
—kinkʹi·ness, n.
kins·folk (kinzʹfōk´), n.pl. family; relatives; kin. Also, kinfolk.
Kin·sha·sa (kēn shäʹsä), n. capital of the
Democratic Republic of the Congo.
kin·ship (kinʹship), n. 1 family relationship. 2 relationship. 3 resemblance.
kins·man (kinzʹmәn), n., pl. –men. a
male relative.
kins·wom·an (kinzʹwu̇m´әn), n., pl.
–wom·en. a female relative.
ki·osk (ki oskʹ), n. a small building with
one or more sides open, used as a newsstand, a bandstand, or an opening to a
subway. [< F < Turk. kiūshk pavilion]
kip (kip), n. hide of a young or undersized animal.
kip·per (kipʹәr), v. salt and dry or smoke
(herring, salmon, etc.). —n. 1 herring,
salmon, etc., that has been kippered.
2 male salmon or sea trout during or
after the spawning season. [OE cypera
(def. 2)]
Kir·ghiz (kir gēzʹ), n., pl. –ghiz, –ghizes. 1 a member of a Mongolian people
widely scattered over the western part
of C Asia. 2 their language.
kirk (kėrk), n. Scot. church.
kis·met (kizʹmet; kisʹ–), n. fate; destiny.
[< Turk. < Ar. qismat]
kiss (kis), v. 1 touch with the lips as a
sign of love, greeting, or respect. 2 touch
gently: a soft wind kissed the treetops.
3 put, bring, take, etc., by kissing: kiss
away tears. —n. 1 a touch with the lips.
2 a gentle touch. 3 a piece of candy of
certain sorts.
kiss and tell, betray a conﬁdence or
trust.
kiss oﬀ, Informal. disregard; dismiss.
[OE cyssan] —kissʹa·ble, adj. —kissʹer, n.
kit (kit), n. 1 equipment that a soldier
carries. 2 any person’s equipment packed
for traveling. 3 bag, case, knapsack, etc.,
for carrying equipment. [prob. < MDu.
kitte]
kitch·en (kichʹәn), n. 1 room where food
is cooked. 2 cooking department. [ult.
< L coquina < coquus a cook]
kitch·en·ette (kich´ә netʹ), n. a very small,
compactly arranged kitchen.
kitchen garden, garden where vegetables and fruit for a family are grown.
—kitchen gardener.
kitch·en·ware (kichʹәn wãr´), n. kitchen
utensils.
kite (kīt), n., v., kit·ed, kit·ing. —n. 1 a
light frame covered with paper or cloth,
ﬂown in the air on the end of a long
string. 2 hawk with long pointed wings.
3 a ﬁctitious certiﬁcate, check, contract,
etc., not representing any actual transac-

tion, used for raising money or sustaining credit. —v. obtain money or credit
through kites. [OE cȳta]
kith and kin (kith), 1 friends and relatives. 2 kin. [OE cȳthth acquaintance, ult.
< cunnan know]
kitsch or Kitsch (kich), n. artistic work
that lacks merit; junk. [< G Kitsch trash]
—kitschʹy, Kitschʹy, adj.
kit·ten (kitʹәn), n. a young cat. [< var. of
OF cheton, ult. < LL cattus cat]
kit·ten·ish (kitʹәn ish), adj. 1 like a kitten;
playful. 2 coquettish. —kitʹten·ish·ly,
adv. —kitʹten·ish·ness, n.
kit·ti·wake (kitʹi wāk), n. kind of sea gull.
[imit. of its call]
kit·ty1 (kitʹi), n., pl. –ties. 1 kitten. 2 pet
name for a cat. [ult. < kitten]
kit·ty2 (kitʹi), n., pl. –ties. 1 stakes in a
poker game. 2 money pooled by the
players in other games for some special
purpose.
ki·va (kēʹvә), n. large room, often underground, used by Pueblo Indians for religious ceremonies and other communal
purposes. [< Shoshonean (Hopi) kiva
sacred chamber]
Ki·wa·nis (ki wäʹnis), n. an international
group of clubs of business and professional men.
ki·wi (kēʹwi), n., pl. –wis. 1 ⫽apteryx. 2
fruit of New Zealand, somewhat like a
large gooseberry. [< Maori]
K.K.K., KKK, Ku Klux Klan.
kl., kiloliter.
Klan (klan), n. ⫽Ku Klux Klan.
Klans·man (klanzʹmәn), n., pl. –men.
member of the Ku Klux Klan.
klee·nex (klēʹneks), n. paper handkerchief. [< Kleenex trademark for a brand
of paper handkerchief]
klep·to·ma·nia (klep´tә māʹni ә), n.
an insane impulse to steal. [< NL,
< Gk. kleptes thief + mania madness]
—klep´to·maʹni·ac, n.
klieg light (klēg), a bright, hot arc light
used in taking motion pictures. [after
Kliegl brothers, the inventors]
Klon·dike (klonʹdīk), n. region in NW
Canada, along the Yukon River, famous
for its gold ﬁelds.
klutz (kluts), n. clumsy, awkward person. [< Yiddish klots, lit. block, lump]
—klutzʹy, adj.
km., 1 kilometer; kilometers. 2 kingdom.
K-mes·on (kāʹmes´on; –mē´son; –mez´on; –mē´zon), n. heavy meson having
a weight about 967 times that of an
electron.
knack (nak), n. 1 special skill; power to
do something easily. 2 trick; habit.
knack·er (nakʹәr), n. person who buys
useless livestock and sells their hides,
hoofs, etc.
knap·sack (napʹsak´), n. a canvas bag for
carrying clothes, equipment, etc., on the
back. [< LG, < knappen eat + sack sack1]
knave (nāv), n. 1 a tricky, dishonest person; rogue; rascal. 2 the jack, a playing
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card with a picture of a servant or soldier on it. [OE cnafa boy]
knav·er·y (nāvʹәr i; nāvʹri), n., pl. –er·ies.
1 behavior characteristic of a knave. 2 a
tricky, dishonest act.
knav·ish (nāvʹish), adj. tricky; dishonest.
—knavʹish·ly, adv. —knavʹish·ness, n.
knead (nēd), v. 1 mix (dough, clay, etc.)
by pressing and squeezing, usually with
one’s hands: a baker kneads dough. 2
press and squeeze with the hands; massage. 3 make or shape by kneading. [OE
cnedan] —kneadʹer, n.
knee (nē), n., v., kneed, knee·ing. —n.
1 the joint between the thigh and the
lower leg. 2 any joint corresponding to
the human knee or elbow. 3 part of a
garment covering the knee. —v. strike or
touch with the knee.
bring to one’s knees, force to yield.
on bended knee, pleading; begging. [OE
cnēo]
knee·cap (nēʹkap´), n., v., –capped, –capping. —n. a ﬂat, movable bone at the
front of the knee; patella. —v. shoot a
bullet into a person’s kneecap, as a form
of torture or punishment.
knee-deep (nēʹdēpʹ), adj. so deep as to
reach the knees.
knee-jerk (nēʹjėrk), adj. Informal. Fig.
without thought: knee-jerk politician.
kneel (nēl), v., knelt (nelt) or kneeled,
kneel·ing. 1 go down on one’s knees or
knees. 2 remain in this position. [OE
cnēowlian < cnēo knee] —kneelʹer, n.
knee·pad (nēʹpad´), n. pad worn around
the knee for protection.
knell (nel), n. 1 sound of a bell rung
slowly after a death or at a funeral. 2
warning sign of death, failure, etc. 3 a
mournful sound. —v. 1 ring slowly. 2
give a warning sign of death, failure, etc.
3 make a mournful sound. [OE cnyllan]
knew (nü; nuū), v. pt. of know.
Knick·er·bock·er (nikʹәr bok´әr), n.
descendant of the early Dutch settlers
of New York.
knick·ers (nikʹәrz), n.pl. short loose-ﬁtting trousers gathered in at or just below
the knee. [< knickerbockers]
knick·knack (nikʹnak´), n. a pleasing triﬂe; ornament; trinket. Also, nicknack.
knife (nīf), n., pl. knives, v., knifed, knifing. —n. 1 a cutting tool with a sharpedged blade and handle. 2 a cutting blade
in a tool or machine: the knives of a lawn
mower. —v. 1 cut or stab with a knife. 2 try
to defeat in an underhand way.
under the knife, undergoing a surgical
operation. [OE cnīf] —knifeʹless, adj.
—knifeʹlike´, adj.
knife edge 1 thin, sharp edge of a knife.
2 anything very sharp and thin. 3 Fig.
uncertain or precarious situation: the
knife edge of uncertainty.
knight (nīt), n. 1 in the Middle Ages, a
man raised to an honorable military
rank and pledged to do good deeds. 2
in modern times, a man raised to an
honorable rank. 3 piece in the game of

chess. —v. raise to the rank of knight.
[OE cniht boy] —knightʹless, adj.
knight-er·rant (nītʹerʹәnt), n., pl. knightser·rant. knight traveling in search of
adventure.
knight·hood (nītʹhu̇d), n. 1 rank or dignity of a knight. 2 character or qualities of a knight. 3 knights as a group
or class.
knight·ly (nītʹli), adj. of a knight; brave;
generous; courteous; chivalrous. —adv.
as a knight should do; bravely; generously; courteously. —knightʹli·ness, n.
Knights of Columbus, a fraternal society of Roman Catholic men, founded
in 1882.
Knight Templar, pl. Knights Templars
for 1; Knights Templar for 2. 1 ⫽Templar (def. 1). 2 member of an order of
Masons in the United States.
knish (kә nishʹ), n. small pastry stuﬀed
with potato, cheese, etc., and baked or
fried. [< Yiddish knish]
knit (nit), v., knit·ted or knit, knit·ting.
1 make (cloth or article of clothing)
by looping yarn or thread together
with long needles: mother is knitting a
sweater. 2 form into cloth by looping
stitches, not by weaving: jersey is cloth
knitted by machine. 3 join closely and
ﬁrmly together; grow together: a broken
bone knits. 4 draw (the brows) together
in wrinkles. [OE cnyttan < cnotta knot]
—knitʹter, n.
knit·ting (nitʹing), n. knitted work.
knitting needle, one of a pair of long
needles used in knitting.
knit·wear (nitʹwār´), n. clothing made
from knitted fabric or knitting.
knives (nīvz), n. pl. of knife.
knob (nob), n. 1 a rounded lump. 2 handle of a door, drawer, etc. 3 a rounded
hill or mountain. [cf. MLG knobbe]
—knobbed, adj. —knobʹlike´, adj.
knob·by (nobʹi), adj. –bi·er, –bi·est. 1
covered with knobs. 2 rounded like a
knob. —knobʹbi·ness, n.
knock (nok), v. 1 hit: he knocked him
on the head. 2 hit each other: his knees
knocked with fright. 3 hit and cause to
fall: the car knocked him down. 4 hit with
a noise: knock on a door. 5 make a noise,
esp.a rattling or pounding noise: the engine
is knocking. 6 criticize; ﬁnd fault. —n.
1 hit. 2 hit with a noise. 3 act of knocking.
4 sound of knocking: she did not hear
the knock at the door. 5 sound caused
by loose parts: a knock in the engine.
knock about, a Also, knock around.
wander from place to place. b suﬀer
harsh treatment: knocked about by life.
knock back, Informal. eat or drink, esp.
without pause.
knock down, take apart.
knock oﬀ, a take oﬀ; deduct. b stop
work. c make quickly; do quickly. d
Informal. kill.
knock oneself out, exhaust oneself.
knock out, hit so hard as to make
helpless or unconscious.

knock together, make or put together
hastily. [OE cnocian]
knock·a·bout (nokʹә bout´), adj. 1 suitable for rough use. 2 noisy; boisterous.
knock·er (nokʹәr), n. 1 person or thing
that knocks. 2 knob, ring, etc., fastened
on a door for use in knocking.
knock-kneed (nokʹnēd´), adj. having legs
bent inward at the knees.
knock·oﬀ (nokʹôf´; –of´), n. Informal.
cheap imitation, esp. of an expensive
product.
knock·out (nokʹout´), n. 1 act of knocking out. 2 condition of being knocked
out. 3 blow that knocks out. 4 Informal.
a very attractive person; overwhelming
or striking thing. —adj. Informal. that
knocks out: a knockout blow.
knoll (nōl), n. a small rounded hill;
mound. [OE cnoll]
Knos·sos (nosʹәs), n. the ancient capital
of Crete.
knot (not), n., v., knot·ted, knot·ting.
—n. 1 a fastening made by tying or twining together pieces of rope, cord, string,
etc. 2 group; cluster: a knot of people.
3 a hard mass of wood formed where
a branch grows out from a tree, which
shows as a roundish, cross-grained piece
in a board. 4 tangle, as of hair. 5 a
hard lump: a knot sometimes forms in a
tired muscle. 6 a unit of speed used on
ships; one nautical mile per hour: the
ship averaged 12 knots. b nautical mile,
6080.27 feet. 7 diﬃculty; problem. —v. 1
tie or twine together in a knot. 2 tangle
in knots. 3 form (a fringe) by making
knots. 4 form into a hard lump. [OE
cnotta] —knotʹless, adj. —knotʹted,
adj.
knot·hole (notʹhōl´), n. hole in a board
where a knot has fallen out.
knot·ty (notʹi), adj., –ti·er, –ti·est. 1 full of
knots: knotty wood. 2 diﬃcult; puzzling:
a knotty problem. —knotʹti·ness, n.
know (nō), v., knew, known, know·ing, n.
—v. 1 be sure of; have information about:
he knows the facts of the case. 2 be aware
of; be acquainted with; be familiar with:
I know her. 3 have an understanding
of; be skilled in: he knows that subject.
4 recognize; identify; distinguish: you
will know his house by the red roof.
in the know, having inside information.
let (someone) know, tell (someone);
inform. [OE cnāwan] —know·er, n.
know·a·ble (nōʹә bәl), adj. capable of
being known. —knowʹa·ble·ness, n.
know-how (nōʹhou´), n. ability to do
something.
know·ing (nōʹing), adj. 1 having knowledge; well-informed. 2 clever; shrewd.
3 suggesting shrewd or secret understanding of matters: a knowing look.
—knowʹing·ly, adv. —knowʹing·ness, n.
know-it-all (nōʹit ôl´), n. Informal. someone who acts as if he or she knows
everything.
knowl·edge (nolʹij), n. 1 what one knows:
his knowledge of the subject is limited. 2
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all that is known or can be learned. 3 fact
of knowing: the knowledge of our victory
caused great joy. 4 act of knowing.
knowl·edge·a·ble (nolʹij ә bәl), adj. intelligent.
known (nōn), v. pp. of know.
know-noth·ing (nōʹnuth´ing), n. an
ignorant person.
known quantity, Fig. something familiar.
Knt., knight.
knuck·le (nukʹәl), n., v., –led, –ling. —n.
1 ﬁnger joint; joint between a ﬁnger and
the rest of the hand. 2 knee or hock joint
of an animal used as food: boiled pigs’
knuckles.
knuckle down, apply oneself earnestly;
work hard.
knuckle under, submit; yield. [cf. Du.
kneukel < knok bone]
knuckle ball, slow pitch in baseball,
thrown from the knuckles and heel of
the palm, that curves or drops, making it
diﬃcult to hit. —knuckʹle·ball´er, n.
knurl (nėrl), n. 1 knot; knob. 2 a small
ridge, as on the edge of a coin or round
nut. [? < knur knot. Cf. MDu. knorre.]
—knurled, adj.
knurl·y (nėr´li), adj., knurl·i·er, knurl·iest. ⫽gnarled.
k.o., K.O., knockout.
ko·a·la (kō äʹlә), n. a gray, furry mammal of Australia that looks like a small
bear and carries its young in a pouch.
[< Australian lang.]
Ko·di·ak bear (kōʹdi ak), large brown
bear found in S Alaska and nearby
islands. Also, Kadiak bear. [< Kodiak,
name of an island where it lives]
kohl (kōl), n. powder used as a cosmetic
in Egypt and SW Asia to darken the
eyes and the lashes. [< Ar. kuhl metallic
powder]
kohl·ra·bi (kōlʹrä´bi), n., pl. –bies. vegetable
that looks somewhat like a turnip, but is a
kind of cabbage. [< G < Ital. cavoli rape,
ult. < L caulis cabbage + rapa turnip]
ko·la (kōʹlә), n. 1 ⫽kola nut. 2 stimulant
or tonic made from kola nuts. Also, cola.
[< African lang.]
kola nut, a bitter brownish nut of a tropical tree. It contains about 3 percent of
caﬀeine.
Ko·mo·do dragon (kә mōʹdō), very large
lizard of Indonesia; dragon of Komodo;
dragon lizard. [< Komodo, island where
the lizard is found]
ko·peck, ko·pek (kōʹpek), n. a Russian
copper or bronze coin. 100 kopeks = 1
ruble. Also, copek. [< Russ. kopeika]
Ko·ran (kô ränʹ; –ranʹ; kō–), n. the sacred
book of Muslims. It consists of revela-

tions from Allah to the prophet Muhammad and is a guide to living a Muslim
life. Also, Qur’an, Quran. [< Ar. qur’ān
a reading < qara’a to read]
Ko·re·a (kô rēʹә; kō–), n. a peninsula in
E Asia, divided into two republics, North
Korea and South Korea. —Ko·reʹan,
adj., n.
ko·sher (kōʹshәr), adj. 1 right or clean
according to Jewish ritualistic law. 2 all
right; ﬁne; legitimate. —v. prepare (food)
according to the Jewish law. —n. food
thus prepared. [< Heb. kāshēr proper]
ko·to (kōʹtō), large Japanese instrument,
somewhat like a zither, with 13 strings
plucked by the ﬁngers of both hands.
[< Jap.]
kow·tow (kouʹtouʹ), v. 1 kneel and touch
the ground with the forehead to show
deep respect, submission, or worship. 2
show slavish respect or obedience. —n.
act of kowtowing. [< Chinese k’o-t’ou,
lit., knock (the) head] —kowʹtowʹer, n.
K.P., kitchen police.
Kr. krypton.
kraal (kräl), n. 1 village of South African
natives, protected by a fence. 2 pen for
cattle or sheep in South Africa. [< Afrikaans < Pg. curral corral]
kra·ter (krāʹtәr), n. ancient Greek vase or
bowl, with painted decoration. [< Gk.
krātēr < kerannýnai mix]
K-ra·tion (kāʹrash´әn; –rā´shәn), n.
ration used by troops in the ﬁeld.
Krebs cycle (krebz), series of chemical
reactions by which cells metabolize food
into energy. [< Hans A. Krebs (1900–81),
biochemist who discovered it]
Krem·lin (kremʹlin), n. citadel of Moscow. The chief oﬃces of the Russian
government are in the Kremlin. [< F
< Russ. kreml < Tatar]
Krish·na (krishʹnә), n. one of the most
important Hindu gods, one of the incarnations of Vishnu.
Kriss Krin·gle (krisʹ kringʹgәl), Santa
Claus. [< G Christkindl, –del Christ
child, Christmas gift]
kro·na (krōʹnә), n., pl. –nor (–nôr).
a Swedish or Icelandic silver coin.
[< Swed., Icel., crown]
kro·ne1 (krōʹne), n., pl. –ner (–ner). a
Danish or Norwegian silver coin.
[< Dan., Norw., crown]
kro·ne2 (krōʹnә), n., pl. –nen (–nәn). 1
former German gold coin. 2 former
Australian silver coin. [< G, crown]
kryp·ton (kripʹton), n. a rare inert gas,
Kr, one of the chemical elements. [< NL
< Gk., neut. adj., hidden]
KS, (zip code) Kansas.

Kt., 1 Also, kt. karat. 2 kiloton. 3 Knight.
Kua·la Lum·pur (kwäʹlә lu̇m´pu̇rʹ), capital of Malaysia.
ku·dos (kūʹdos; küʹ–), n. glory; fame.
[< Gk. kydos]
ku·du (küʹdü), n. a large, grayish-brown
African antelope with white stripes.
kud·zu (ku̇dʹzü), n. invasive vine of the
pea family, cultivated in China and
Japan for its roots and as animal feed.
[Jap. kuzu]
Ku Klux Klan (küʹ kluks´ klanʹ; kūʹ), 1
a secret society of white people in the
S United States formed after the Civil
War to regain and maintain their control. 2 a secret society founded in 1915,
opposed to blacks, Jews, Catholics, and
foreigners.
ku·lak (kü läkʹ), n. a Russian farmer who
had poorer peasants working for him.
[< Russ., lit., ﬁst]
ku·miss (küʹmis), n. fermented mare’s or
camel’s milk used as a drink by Asiatic
nomads. [< Russ. < Tatar kumiz]
küm·mel (kimʹәl), n. liqueur ﬂavored
with caraway seeds, anise, etc. [< G]
kum·quat (kumʹkwot), n. 1 a yellow fruit
somewhat like a small orange. 2 tree
that it grows on. [< Chinese (Cantonese
dial.)]
Kurd (kėrd; ku̇rd), n. member of a
nomadic and warlike Muslim people
living chieﬂy in Kurdistan. —Kurdʹish,
adj.
Kur·di·stan (kėrʹdә stan; ku̇r´di stänʹ), n.
an extensive plateau and mountainous
region in SW Asia, now divided between
Turkey, Iran, and Iraq.
Ku·rile Islands (ku̇rʹil; kü rēlʹ), chain of
31 small islands N of Japan.
Ku·wait (ku̇ witʹ), n. 1 a country in NE
Arabia. 2 its capital. —Ku·waiʹti, n.
kv or k.v., kilovolt.
kvetch (kvech), n., v. —n. Informal. person who constantly complains or criticizes. —v. complain; criticize.
kw., kilowatt.
K.W.H., kwh, or kwhr, kilowatt-hour.
Kwa·ki·u·tl (kwä´ki üʹtәl), n. 1 member
of any of various groups of American
Indians of the N Paciﬁc coast. 2 their
Wakashan language.
Kwan·za or Kwan·zaa (kwänʹzә), n. African-American festival celebrated annually from December 25 to January 1
[< Swahili kwanza, inf. of anza to
begin]
KY, (zip code) Kentucky.
Ky., Kentucky.
Kyu·shu (kyüʹshü) n. a large island at the
SW end of Japan.
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L1, l (el), n., pl. L’s; l’s. 1 the
12th letter of the alphabet.
2 Roman numeral for 50.
L2 (el), n., pl. L’s. thing
shaped like an L; extension to a building at right
angles with the main part.
L, 1 Latin. 2 Physics. length. 3 Libra.
L., 1 Lake. 2 Late. 3 Latin. 4 Liberal.
l., 1 book. [< L liber] 2 latitude. 3 left. 4
length. 5 pl. ll. line. 6 liter; liters. [< L
libra; libras]
la (lä), n. the sixth tone of the musical
scale. [see gamut]
La, lanthanum.
LA, (zip code) Louisiana.
La., Louisiana.
lab (lab), n. laboratory.
Lab., Labrador.
la·bel (lāʹbәl), n., v., –beled, –bel·ing,
—n. 1 slip of paper or other material
attached to anything and marked to
show what or whose it is, or where it is
to go. 2 a short phrase used to describe
some person, thing, or idea. —v. 1 put
or write a label on: the bottle is labeled
poison. 2 put in a class; call; name: label
a man a liar. [< OF, ? < Gmc.] —laʹbeler, n.
la·bi·al (lāʹbi әl), adj. of the lips. [< Med.L,
< L labium lip] —laʹbi·al·ly, adv.
la·bi·ate (lāʹbi āt; –it), adj. having one or
more liplike parts.
la·bi·um (lāʹbi әm), n., pl. –bi·a (–bi ә). lip
or liplike part. [< L]
la·bor (lāʹbәr), n. 1 work; toil. 2 piece
of work; task. 3 workers as a group.
4 childbirth. —v. 1 work; toil. 2 work
hard. 3 elaborate with eﬀort or in detail:
the speaker labored the point. 4 move
slowly and heavily: the ship labored in
the high waves. 5 be burdened, troubled,
or distressed: labor under a mistake. 6
be in childbirth. [< OF < L] —laʹboring·ly, adv.
lab·o·ra·to·ry (labʹrә tô´ri; –tō´–; labʹә rә–), n., pl. –ries. 1 place where scientiﬁc work is done; room or building
ﬁtted with apparatus for conducting
scientiﬁc investigations, experiments,
tests, etc.: a chemical laboratory. 2 place
ﬁtted up for manufacturing chemicals,
medicines, explosives, etc.
Labor Day, the ﬁrst Monday in September, in honor of labor and laborers.
la·bored (lāʹbәrd), adj. done with eﬀort;
forced; not easy or natural: labored
politeness.
la·bor·er (lāʹbәr әr), n. 1 worker. 2 person who does work requiring strength
rather than skill or training.
la·bo·ri·ous (lә bôʹri әs; –bō–), adj. 1
requiring much work; requiring hard
work: climbing a mountain is laborious.
2 hard-working; industrious: bees are
laborious insects. 3 labored. —la·boʹrious·ly, adv. —la·boʹri·ous·ness, n.
La·bor·ite (lāʹbә rīt´), n. member of the
Labor Party.

L

Labor Party, a political party organized
to protect and promote the interests of
workers.
la·bor-sav·ing (lāʹbәr sāv´ing), adj. that
takes the place of or lessens labor: a
labor-saving device.
labor union, association of workers to
protect and promote their interests, and
for dealing collectively with employers.
Labour Party, British political party.
—Laʹbour·ite, n.
Lab·ra·dor (labʹrә dôr), n. peninsula in
NE North America, between Hudson
Bay and the Atlantic.
la·bur·num (lә bėrʹnәm), n. a small tree
or shrub with hanging clusters of yellow
ﬂowers. [< L]
lab·y·rinth (labʹә rinth), n. 1 place
through which it is hard to ﬁnd one’s
way; maze. 2 a confusing, complicated
arrangement or state of aﬀairs. 3 Labyrinth, Gk. Myth. maze built by Daedalus
for King Minos of Crete. 4 the internal
ear. [< L < Gk. labyrinthos]
lab·y·rin·thine (lab´ә rinʹthin; –thēn),
adj. 1 of a labyrinth; forming a labyrinth. 2 intricate; confusing.
lac1 (lak), n. a resinous substance deposited on trees in S Asia by certain insects,
used in making sealing wax, varnish,
etc. [< Hind. < Skt. lākshā]
lac2 (lak), n. in India: a 100,000. b any
large number; great amount. Also, lakh.
[< Hind. < Skt. laksha 100,000]
lace (lās), n., v., laced, lac·ing. —n. 1 an
open weaving or net of ﬁne thread in
an ornamental pattern. 2 cord, string,
leather strip, etc., for pulling or holding
together. 3 gold or silver braid used for
trimming: some uniforms have lace on
them. —v. 1 trim with lace. 2 put laces
through; pull or hold together with a
lace or laces. 3 adorn or trim with narrow braid: his uniform was laced with
gold. 4 interlace; intertwine. 5 mark with
streaks; streak; a white petunia laced with
purple. 6 lash; beat; thrash.
lace into, a attack; strike repeatedly. b
criticize severely. [< OF laz < L laqueus
noose. Doublet of lasso.] —laceʹlike´,
adj.
lac·er·ate (lasʹәr āt), v., –at·ed, –at·ing,
adj. —v. 1 tear roughly; mangle. 2
wound; hurt (the feelings, etc.). —adj.
1 torn; jagged. 2 deeply and irregularly
indented: lacerate leaves. [< L, < lacer
mangled]
lac·er·a·tion (las´әr āʹshәn), n. 1 a lacerating. 2 rough tear; mangled place;
wound.
lace·wing (lāsʹwing´), n. insect that has
four lacelike wings.
lace·work (lāsʹwėrk´), n. 1 lace. 2 openwork like lace.
lach·ry·mal (lakʹrә mәl), adj. 1 of tears;
producing tears. 2 noting, pertaining
to, or situated near the lachrymals. —n.
lachrymals, glands that produce tears.
[< Med.L, < L lacrima tear]

lac·ing (lāsʹing), n. 1 cord, string, etc., for
pulling or holding something together. 2
gold or silver braid used for trimming. 3
lashing; beating; thrashing.
lack (lak), v. 1 have not enough; need: a
desert lacks water. 2 be without; have
no: a homeless person lacks a home. 3 be
absent or missing, as something needed
or desirable. —n. 1 shortage; not having
enough: lack of rest made her tired. 2 fact
or condition of being without: lack of a
ﬁre made him cold. 3 thing needed: if
you are cold, your lack is heat. [cf. MDu.
lac, MLG lak]
lack·a·dai·si·cal (lak´ә dāʹzә kәl), adj. languid; listless; dreamy. —lack´a·daiʹsical·ly, adv. —lack´a·daiʹsi·cal·ness, n.
lack·ey (lakʹi), n., pl. –eys. —n. 1 a slavish
follower. 2 a male servant; footman. [< F
< Sp. lacayo footsoldier]
lack·ing (lakʹing), adj. 1 not having
enough; deﬁcient. 2 absent; not here.
—prep. without; not having: lacking anything better we must use what we have.
lack·lus·ter (lakʹlus´tәr), adj. not shining
or bright; dull. —n. a lack of luster.
la·con·ic (lә konʹik), adj. using few words;
brief in speech or expression; concise.
[< L < Gk. lakonikos Spartan; Spartans
were noted for pithy speech] —la·conʹical·ly, adv.
lac·quer (lakʹәr), n. 1 varnish consisting
of shellac dissolved in alcohol, used
for coating brass. 2 varnish made from
the resin of a sumac tree of SE Asia. 3
articles coated with such varnish. —v.
coat with lacquer. [< F < Pg. laca lac1]
—lacʹquer·er, n.
la·crosse (lә krôsʹ; –krosʹ), n. game played
with a ball and long-handled rackets
by two teams of 10 players each. The
players try to send the ball through a
goal. [< F]
lac·tase (lakʹtās), n. enzyme found in
some yeasts and the intestines that
breaks down lactose. [< lactose + –ase
suﬃx denoting enzymes]
lac·tate (lakʹtāt), n., v., –tat·ed, –tat·ing.
—n. any salt of lactic acid. —v. produce
milk.
lac·ta·tion (lak tāʹshәn), n. 1 act of suckling a baby. 2 time during which a
mother gives milk. 3 secretion or formation of milk.
lac·te·al (lakʹti әl), adj. 1 of or like milk;
milky. 2 carrying chyle, a milky liquid
formed from digested food. —n. any
of the tiny vessels that carry this liquid
to be mixed with the blood. [< L, < lac
milk] —lacʹte·al·ly, adv.
lac·tic (lakʹtik), adj. of or from milk.
[< L lac milk]
lactic acid, a colorless, odorless acid,
C3H6O3, formed in sour milk.
lac·to·ba·cil·lus (lak´tō bә silʹәs), n., pl.
–cil·li (–silʹi). any of a genus of aerobic
bacteria that produces lactic acid.
lac·to·ﬂa·vin (lak´tō ﬂāʹvin), n. ⫽riboﬂavin.
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lac·tose (lakʹtōs), n. a crystalline sugar,
C12H22O11, present in milk; milk sugar.
la·cu·na (lә kūʹnә), n., pl. –nae (–nē),
–nas. 1 an empty space; gap; blank: lacunae in an old manuscript. 2 a tiny cavity
in bones or tissues. [< L, hole]
lac·y (lāsʹi), adj., lac·i·er, lac·i·est. 1 of
lace. 2 like lace; having an open pattern.
—lacʹi·ly, adv. —lacʹi·ness, n.
lad (lad), n. youth. [ME ladde]
lad·der (ladʹәr), n. 1 set of rungs or steps
fastened to two long sidepieces, for use
in climbing. 2 means of climbing higher.
[OE hlœ̄der]
lad·die (ladʹi), n. Esp. Scot. young boy.
lade (lād), v., lad·ed, lad·en or lad·ed,
lad·ing. 1 put a burden on; load. 2
dip; scoop; ladle. 3 take on cargo. [OE
hladan]
lad·en (lādʹәn), adj. loaded; burdened.
—v. pp. of lade.
lad·ing (lādʹing), n. 1 act of loading. 2
load.
la·dle (lāʹdәl), n., v., –dled, –dling. n. a
large cup-shaped spoon with a long handle, for dipping out liquids. —v. 1 dip out.
2 carry in a ladle. [OE hlœdel < hladan
lade] —laʹdle·ful´, n. —laʹdler, n.
la·dy (lāʹdi), n., pl. –dies. 1 any woman.
2 a well-bred woman; woman of high
social position. 3 woman who has the
rights or authority of a lord; mistress of a
household. 4 noblewoman; woman who
has the title of Lady. 5 Lady, title given
to women of certain ranks in the British
Empire. [OE hlœ̄fdīge, lit., loaf-kneader]
la· dy· bug (lāʹ di bug´), la· dy· bird
(–bėrd´), n. a small round beetle with
black spots, that eats other insects.
la·dy·ﬁn·ger (lāʹdi ﬁng´gәr), n. a small
sponge cake shaped somewhat like a
ﬁnger.
lady in waiting or lady-in-waiting, n., pl.
ladies in waiting or ladies-in-waiting.
lady who is an attendant of a queen or
princess.
la·dy·like (lāʹdi līk´), adj. 1 like a lady. 2
suitable for a lady. —laʹdy·like´ness, n.
la·dy·love (lāʹdi luv´), n. woman who is
loved by a man; sweetheart.
la·dy·ship (lāʹdi ship), n. rank or position
of a lady.
la·dy’s-slip·per (lāʹdiz slip´әr), la·dy-slipper (lāʹdi–), n. wild orchid whose ﬂower
looks somewhat like a slipper.
lag (lag), v., lagged, lag·ging, n. —v. move
too slowly; fall behind. —n. 1 a lagging.
2 amount by which a person or thing
lags.
la·ger (läʹgәr), or lager beer, n. beer stored
from six weeks to six months before
being used. [short for G lagerbier]
lag·gard (lagʹәrd), n. person who moves
too slowly or falls behind; backward
person. —adj. slow; falling behind;
backward.
la·goon (lә günʹ), n. 1 pond or small lake
connected with a larger body of water. 2
shallow water separated from the sea by
low sandbanks. 3 water within a ring-

shaped coral island. [< Ital. laguna < L
lacuna pond]
La·gos (läʹgōs; lāʹgos), n. capital of Nigeria.
la·ic (lāʹik), adj. lay; secular. —n. layman.
[< L laicus < Gk., < laos people. Doublet
of lay3.] —laʹi·cal·ly, adv.
laid (lād), v. pt. and pp. of lay1.
laid up, a stored up; put away for future
use. b forced to stay indoors or in bed by
illness.
laid-back (lād´bakʹ) or laid back, adj.
Informal. very relaxed; not excitable.
lain (lān), v. pp. of lie2.
lair (lãr), n. den or resting place of a wild
animal. [OE leger < licgan lie2]
laird (lãrd), n. Scot. owner of land.
[Scot. var. of lord] —lairdʹly, adj.
—lairdʹship, n.
lais·sez faire (les´ā fãrʹ), 1 principle of letting people do as they please. 2 absence
of regulation and interference by government. [< F, allow to do] —lais´sezfaireʹ, adj.
la·i·ty (lāʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. laymen; the
people as distinguished from the clergy
or from a professional class. [< lay3]
lake1 (lāk), n. 1 a large body of water
entirely or nearly surrounded by land. 2
a wide place in a river. [< L lacus]
lake2 (lāk), n. a deep-red or purplish-red
coloring matter. [< F < Pers. lāk]
lake dwelling, house built on piles over
a lake in prehistoric times. —lake
dweller.
lake trout, a gray trout of the lakes of
North America.
lakh (lak), n. ⫽lac2.
Lam., Lamentations.
lam (lam), n. a running away.
on the lam, a escaping. b in hiding.
la·ma (läʹmә), n. a Buddhist priest or
monk in Tibet and Mongolia. [< Tibetan
blama]
La·ma·ism (läʹmә iz әm), n. the religious
system of the lamas, a form of Buddhism.
—Laʹma·ist, n. —La´ma·isʹtic, adj.
la·ma·ser·y (läʹmә ser´i), n., pl. –ser·ies.
monastery of lamas.
La·maze (lә mäzʹ), adj. of or having to
do with a popular form of natural childbirth. [< Fernand Lamaze, French obstetrician who developed it in the 1950’s)
lamb (lam), n. 1 a young sheep. 2 meat
from a lamb. 3 a young, dear, or innocent person. —v. give birth to a lamb
or lambs.
like a lamb, a meekly; timidly. b easily
fooled.
the Lamb, Christ. John 1:29 and 36.
[OE] —lambʹlike´, adj.
lam·bast (lam bastʹ), v. ⫽lambaste.
lam·baste (lam bāstʹ), v. –bast·ed, –basting. 1 beat; thrash. 2 scold roughly.
lamb·da (lamʹdә), n. the 11th letter of the
Greek alphabet. (Λ, λ).
lam·bent (lamʹbәnt), adj. 1 moving lightly
over a surface: a lambent ﬂame. 2 playing lightly and brilliantly over a subject:
a lambent wit. 3 softly bright: moon-

light is lambent. [< L lambens licking]
—lamʹben·cy, n. —lamʹbent·ly, adv.
lamb·kin (lamʹkin), n. 1 a little lamb. 2 a
young or dear person.
lamb·skin (lamʹskin´), n. 1 skin of a lamb,
esp. with the wool on it. 2 leather made
from the skin of a lamb. 3 parchment.
lame (lām), adj., lam·er, lam·est, v.,
lamed, lam·ing. —adj. 1 not able to walk
properly; having an injured leg or foot;
crippled. 2 stiﬀ and sore. 3 Fig. poor;
weak; unsatisfactory: a lame excuse. 4
Informal. naive; unsophisticated. —v. 1
make lame; cripple. 2 become lame;
go lame. [OE lama] —lameʹly, adv.
—lameʹness, n.
la·mé (la māʹ; lä–), n. a rich fabric made,
wholly or partly, of metal threads. [< F,
lit., laminated, < lame metal leaf]
lame-brained (lāmʹbrānd´), adj. Informal. stupid; foolish. —lame brain.
lame duck, 1 person who has been
defeated for reelection, esp. to Congress,
and is serving the last part of his or her
term. 2 a disabled or helpless person
or thing.
la·mel·la (lә melʹә), n., pl. –mel·lae
(–melʹē), –mel·las. a thin plate, scale, or
layer, esp. of ﬂesh or bone. [< L, dim. of
lamina thin plate] —la·melʹlar, lamʹellate, adj.
la·mel·li·branch (lә melʹә brangk), n. any
of a class of bivalve mollusks including oysters, mussels, etc. [< lamella +
branchia]
la·ment (lә mentʹ), v. 1 express grief for;
mourn: lament the dead. 2 regret: we
lamented his absence. —n. 1 expression
of grief; wail. 2 poem, song, or tune that
expresses grief. [< L, < lamentum a wailing] —la·mentʹer, n. —la·mentʹing, adj.
—la·mentʹing·ly, adv.
lam·en·ta·ble (lam әnʹtә bәl), adj. 1 to be
regretted or pitied: a lamentable accident, a lamentable failure. 2 sorrowful; mournful. —lam·enʹta·ble·ness, n.
—lam·enʹta·bly, adv.
lam·en·ta·tion (lam´әn taʹshәn), n. loud
grief; mourning; wailing; cries of sorrow.
Lamentations, book of the Old Testament ascribed by tradition to Jeremiah.
lam·i·na (lamʹә nә), n., pl. –nae (–nē),
–nas. 1 a thin plate, scale, or layer. 2 the
ﬂat wide part of a leaf. [< L]
lam·i·nar (lamʹә nәr), adj. 1 arranged
in thin layers. 2 smooth; not turbulent
or rough.
laminar ﬂow, ﬂow of water, air, etc., that
is steady and smooth, rather than turbulent or rough.
lam·i·nate (v. lamʹә nāt; adj., n. lamʹә nāt,
–nit), v., –nat·ed, –nat·ing, adj., n. —v.
1 split into thin layers. 2 make by putting layer on layer. 3 beat or roll (metal
into a thin plate. 4 cover with thin
plates. —adj. Also, lamʹi·nat´ed. having, or composed of, thin layers, plates,
etc. —n. a laminated plastic. —lam´inaʹtion, n.
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lamp (lamp), n. 1 thing that gives light, as
oil lamps, gas lamps, and electric lamps.
2 something that suggests the light of a
lamp. [< OF < L < Gk. lampas < lampein
shine]
lamp·black (lampʹblak´), n. a ﬁne black
soot consisting of almost pure carbon
that is deposited when oil, gas, etc., burn
incompletely, used as a coloring matter
in paint and ink.
lamp oil, 1 oil used for burning in a lamp.
2 ⫽kerosene.
lam·poon (lam pünʹ), n. piece of malicious or virulent writing that attacks
and ridicules a person. —v. attack in a
lampoon. [< F lampon drinking-song
< lampons let us drink] —lam·poonʹer,
lam·poonʹist, n. —lam·poonʹer·y, n.
lam·prey (lamʹpri), n., pl. –preys. a water
animal having a body like an eel, gill slits
like a ﬁsh, no jaws, and a large, round
mouth. Some species live on the blood
of ﬁsh they attach themselves to. [< OF
< Med.L lampreda. Doublet of limpet.]
lamp·shade (lampʹshād´), n. shade over a
lamp to reduce glare or direct the light.
lance (lans; läns), n., v., lanced, lanc·ing.
—n. 1 a long wooden spear with a sharp
iron or steel head: knights carried lances.
2 soldier armed with a lance. 3 any
instrument like a soldier’s lance. 4 ⫽lancet. —v. 1 pierce with a lance. 2 cut open
with a lancet: the dentist lanced the gum.
[< F < L lancea light Spanish spear]
lan·ce·o·late (lanʹsi ә lāt; –lit), adj. shaped
like the head of a lance. [< L, < lanceola
small lance]
lanc·er (lanʹsәr; länʹ–), n. a mounted
soldier armed with a lance.
lan·cet (lanʹsit; länʹ–), n. 1 a small, sharppointed surgical knife, usually having
two sharp edges. 2 lancet arch or window. [< OF lancette small lance]
lancet arch, narrow, pointed arch.
lancet window, tall, narrow window with
a lancet arch at its top.
land (land), n. the solid part of the earth’s
surface: dry land. 2 ground; soil: arable
land, common land. 3 country; region:
mountainous land. 4 people of a country; nation. —v. 1 come to land; bring
to land: the pilot landed the airplane, the
ship landed its passengers. 2 arrive; cause
to arrive: the thief landed in jail. 3 catch;
get: land a job.
how the land lies, what the situation is;
how things are; state of aﬀairs.
lands, territorial possessions.
make land, see land as a ship approaches
a shore. [OE]
lan·dau (lanʹdô; -dou), n. a four-wheeled
carriage with two seats and a top made
in two parts that can be folded back.
[from name of German town]
land breeze, breeze that blows from land
toward the sea.
land bridge, strip of land that connects
two land masses: a land bridge between
North America and Mongolia.

land·ed (lanʹdid), adj. 1 owning land:
landed nobles. 2 consisting of land:
landed property.
land·er (lanʹdәr), n. spacecraft designed
to land rather than orbit: pictures from
the Mars lander.
land·fall (landʹfôl´), n. 1 approach to land
from the sea or air; landing. 2 sighting
land. 3 land sighted or reached.
land·ﬁll (landʹﬁl´), n. 1 place where refuse
and debris is deposited and covered
with dirt. 2 low-lying land reclaimed
by ﬁlling it with refuse, etc., or earth
and rocks.
land grant, grant of land; gift of land by
the government for colleges, railroads,
etc.
land·hold·er (landʹhōl´dәr), n. person who owns or occupies land.
—landʹhold´ing, adj., n.
land·ing (landʹing), n. 1 a coming to
land: the landing of the Pilgrims. 2 place
where persons or goods are landed from
a ship: the steamboat landing. 3 platform
between ﬂights of stairs.
landing craft, any of various kinds of
boats or ships used for landing troops
or equipment on a shore, esp. during
an assault.
landing ﬁeld, ﬂat ﬁeld suitable for aircraft to take oﬀ and land.
landing gear, wheels, pontoons, etc.,
under an aircraft.
landing strip, a long, narrow runway for
aircraft to take oﬀ from and land on.
land·la·dy (landʹlā´di), n., pl. –dies. 1
woman who owns buildings or land that
she rents to others. 2 mistress of an inn,
boarding house, etc.
land·less (landʹlis), adj. without land;
owning no land.
land·locked (landʹlokt´), adj. 1 shut in,
or nearly shut in, by land. 2 living in
waters shut oﬀ from the sea: landlocked
salmon.
land·lord (landʹlôrd´), n. 1 person who
owns buildings or land that he or she
rents to others. 2 keeper of an inn, lodging house, or boarding house.
land·lub·ber (landʹlub´әr), n. person not
used to being on ships; person clumsy
on ships.
land·mark (landʹmärk´), n. 1 something
familiar or easily seen, used as a guide.
2 Fig. an important fact or event; happening that stands out above others:
invention of the printing press was a
landmark in the progress of communication. 3 historic building, site, etc. 4 stone
or other object that marks the boundary
of a piece of land. —landʹmarked, adj.
land mine, container ﬁlled with explosives or chemicals, placed on the ground
or lightly covered.
land mass or land·mass (landʹmas´), n.
large unbroken area of land, esp. a continent.
land-oﬃce business (landʹôf´is; –of´–),
Informal. rapid or very active business.

Land of Promise, country promised by
God to Abraham and his descendants;
Canaan. Gen. 15:18; 17:8.
land·own·er (landʹōn´әr), n. person
who owns land. —landʹown´er·ship, n.
—landʹown´ing, n.
land-poor (landʹpu̇r´), adj. owning valuable land but lacking cash.
land reform 1 government program of
redistribution of land, esp. to those who
work on the land. 2 any measure to
beneﬁt farmers.
land·scape (landʹskāp), n., v., –scaped,
–scap·ing. —n. 1 view of scenery on
land. 2 picture showing a land scene.
3 Fig. scene of an activity: the political
landscape. —v. make (land) more pleasant to look at by the arrangement of
plantings of trees, shrubs, ﬂowers, etc.:
the park is landscaped. [< Du., < land
land + –schap –ship]
land·slide (landʹslīd´), n. 1 a a sliding
down of a mass of soil or rock on a
steep slope. b mass that slides down. 2
overwhelming majority of votes for one
political party or candidate.
lands·man (landzʹmәn), n., pl. –men. 1
man who lives or works on land. 2 an
inexperienced seaman.
land·ward (landʹwәrd), adv. Also, landʹwards. toward the land. —adj. directed
toward the land.
lane (lān), n. 1 a narrow way between
hedges, walls, houses, or fences; narrow
country road. 2 portion of a highway
used by traﬃc going in one direction
only. 3 any narrow way: a lane on a
running track. 4 course or route used
by ships or airplanes going in the same
direction. [OE]
lang., language.
lang·syne (lang´sīnʹ; –zīnʹ), adv., n. Scot.
—adv. long since; long ago. —n. time
long ago. [see long, since]
lan·guage (langʹgwij), n. 1 human speech,
spoken or written. 2 speech of one nation
or race: the French language. 3 form,
style, or kind of language: bad language,
Shakespeare’s language, the language of
chemistry. 4 wording; words: the language of the Lord’s Prayer. 5 any means
of expressing thoughts or feelings: dogs’
language. [< OF langage < langue tongue
< L lingua]
language arts, training in using language,
as in speaking, reading, writing.
language laboratory or language lab,
room equipped with computers, recording devices, etc., esp. for the study and
practice in using a language.
lan·guid (langʹgwid), adj. 1 drooping;
weak; weary; without energy: people feel
languid in hot weather. 2 without interest or enthusiasm; indiﬀerent: he is too
languid to go anywhere. 3 sluggish; dull;
not brisk or lively: a languid market.
[< L, < languere be faint] —lanʹguid·ly,
adv. —lanʹguid·ness, n.
lan·guish (langʹgwish), v. 1 become weak
or weary; lose energy; droop: ﬂowers
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languish from lack of water, his vigilance never languished. 2 long; pine: she
languished for home. [< F languir < L
languere] —lanʹguish·er, n. —lanʹguishment, n.
lan·guish·ing (langʹgwish ing), adj. 1
drooping; pining; longing. 2 tender;
sentimental; loving. 3 lasting; lingering.
—lanʹguish·ing·ly, adv.
lan·guor (langʹgәr), n. 1 lack of energy;
weakness; weariness: long illness causes
languor. 2 lack of interest or enthusiasm;
indiﬀerence. 3 softness or tenderness of
mood. 4 quietness; stillness: the languor
of a summer afternoon. [< L] —lanʹguorous, adj. —lanʹguor·ous·ly, adv.
lank (langk), adj. 1 long and thin; slender; lean. 2 straight and ﬂat; not curly
or wavy. [OE hlanc] —lankʹly, adv.
—lankʹness, n.
lank·y (langkʹi), adj., lank·i·er, lank·iest. awkwardly long and thin; tall and
ungraceful. —lankʹi·ly, adv. —lankʹiness, n.
lan·o·lin (lanʹә lin), n. fat or grease
obtained from wool, used in ointments.
[< L lana wool]
Lan·sing (lanʹsing), n. capital of Michigan, in the S part.
lan·tern (lanʹtәrn) n. 1 case to protect a
light from wind, rain, etc., having sides
of glass or some other material through
which the light can shine. 2 room at
the top of a lighthouse where the light
is. 3 an upright structure on a roof or
dome, for letting in light and air or for
decoration. [< F < L < Gk. lampter torch
< lampein to shine]
lan·tern-jawed (lanʹtәrn jôd´), adj. having long thin jaws and hollow cheeks.
lan·tha·nide (lanʹthә nīd, –nid), n. any of
the rare-earth elements. [< lanthanum
+ –ide]
lan·tha·num (lanʹthә nәm), n. ﬁrst of the
rare-earth elements, La, one of the most
common and belonging to the same
group of chemical elements as cerium.
[< NL lanthanum < Gk. lanthánein lie
hidden]
lan·yard (lanʹyәrd), n. 1 a short rope or
cord used on ships to fasten rigging. 2
cord with a small hook at one end, used
in ﬁring certain kinds of cannon. [blend
of lanyer (< F lanière thong) and yard2]
La·os (läʹōs), n. country in SE Asia.
La·o·tian (lā ōʹshәn), adj. of or having to
do with Laos, its people, or their language. —n. native or inhabitant of Laos.
lap1 (lap), n. 1 the front part from the
waist to the knees of a person sitting
down. 2 clothing that covers it. 3 place
where anything rests or is cared for.
[OE lœppa]
lap2 (lap), v., lapped, lap·ping, n. —v. 1
lay or lie together, one partly over or
beside another: shingles on a roof lap.
2 wind or wrap (around); fold (over or
about): he lapped himself in a warm blanket. 3 surround; envelop: joy lapped over
him. 4 in a race, get a lap or more ahead

of (other racers). —n. 1 lapping over. 2
part that laps over. 3 one time around a
race track. [< lap1] —lapʹper, n.
lap3 (lap), v., lapped, lap·ping, n. —v. 1
drink by lifting up with the tongue; cats
and dogs lap up water. 2 move or beat
gently with a lapping sound; splash gently: little waves lapped against the boat.
—n. 1 act of lapping. 2 sound of lapping.
lap up, a drink or eat greedily and with
enjoyment. b pay very close attention
to. c believe without reservation, esp.
something questionable. [OE lapian]
—lapʹper, n.
La Paz (lä päsʹ), one of the two capitals
of Bolivia (Sucre is the other), in the
W part.
la·pel (lә pelʹ), n. part of the front of a
coat folded back just below the collar.
[< lap1]
lap·ful (lapʹfu̇l), n., pl. –fuls. as much as a
lap can hold.
lap·i·dar·y (lapʹә der´i), n., pl. –dar·ies.
person who cuts, polishes, or engraves
precious stones. [< L lapidarius < lapis
stone]
lap·in (lapʹәn), n. 1 rabbit. 2 rabbit fur.
[< F]
lap·is laz·u·li (lapʹis lazʹyu̇ lī), a deepblue, opaque semiprecious stone used as
an ornament. [< Med. L, < L lapis stone
+ Med.L lazuli, gen. of lazulum lapis
lazuli < Ar.]
Lap·land (lapʹland), n. region in N Norway, Sweden, Finland, and NW Soviet
Union. —Lapʹland·er, n.
Lapp (lap), n. 1 member of a Mongoloid
race living in Lapland. 2 language of
the Lapps.
lap·pet (lapʹit), n. 1 a small ﬂap or fold. 2
a loose fold of ﬂesh or membrane. 3 lobe
of the ear. [< lap1]
lap robe, blanket, fur rug, etc., used to
keep the lap and legs warm.
lapse (laps), n., v., lapsed, laps·ing. —n.
1 a slight mistake or error: a lapse of
memory. 2 a slipping by; a passing away:
a minute is a short lapse of time. 3 a slipping or falling away from what is right:
a moral lapse, a lapse into savage ways.
4 a forsaking of a religious faith. —v. 1
make a slight mistake or error. 2 slip by;
pass away: the boy’s interest soon lapsed.
3 slip or fall away from what is right. 4
slip back; sink down: the house lapsed
into ruin. [< L lapsus fall < labi to slip]
—lapsʹer, n.
lap·wing (lapʹwing´), n. a crested plover
of Europe, Asia, and N Africa that has
a slow, irregular ﬂight and a peculiar
wailing cry.
lar·board (lärʹbәrd; –bôrd; –bōrd), n.
side of a ship to the left of a person
looking from the stern toward the bow;
port. —adj. on this side of a ship. [ME
laddeborde]
lar·ce·ny (lärʹsә ni), n., pl. –nies. 1 theft.
2 unlawful taking, carrying away, and
using of the personal property belonging to another person without his or her

consent. [< AF < L latrocinium < latro
bandit] —larʹce·nous, adj.
larch (lärch), n. 1 tree of the pine family
with small woody cones and needles
that fall oﬀ in the autumn. 2 its strong,
tough wood. [< G, ult. < L larix]
lard (lärd), n. fat of pigs and hogs, melted
down and made clear, used in cooking.
—v. 1 insert strips of bacon or salt pork
in (meat) before cooking. 2 give variety
to; enrich: lard a long speech with stories.
3 cover or smear with lard or grease.
[< OF < L lardum] —lardʹlike´, adj.
lard·er (lärʹdәr), n. 1 pantry; place where
food is kept. 2 stock of food. [< OF
lardier, ult. <L lardum lard]
lard·y (lärʹdi), adj. 1 full of or like lard. 2
plump; fat.
large (lärj), adj., larg·er, larg·est, n. —adj.
1 of great size, amount, or number; big;
huge: a large crowd. 2 big compared with
others of the same sort: a large apple. 3
of great scope or range; extensive; broad:
a man of large experience.
at large, a at liberty; free b as a whole;
altogether. c representing the whole of a
state or district, not merely one division
of it: a congressman at large. [< OF < L
largus copious] —largeʹness, n.
large-heart·ed (lärjʹhärʹtid), adj. generous;
big-hearted. —largeʹheartʹed·ness, n.
large intestine, wide, lower part of the
intestines, where water is absorbed and
wastes eliminated, located between the
small intestine and the anus.
large·ly (lärjʹli), adv. to a great extent;
mainly: largely a matter of conjecture.
large-scale (lärjʹskālʹ), adj. 1 wide; extensive; involving many persons or things:
a large-scale disaster. 2 made or drawn
to a large scale.
lar·gess, lar·gesse (lärʹjis), n. 1 generous
giving. 2 a generous gift or gifts. [< OF,
< large large]
lar·ghet·to (lär getʹō), adj., n., pl. –ghettos. —adj. rather slow. —n. passage or
piece of music in rather slow time.
[< Ital., dim. of largo largo]
larg·ish (lärʹjish), adj. rather large.
lar·go (lärʹgō), adj., n., pl. –gos. —adj.
slow and digniﬁed; stately. —n. a slow,
stately passage or piece of music. [< Ital.
< L largus large]
lar·i·at (larʹi әt), n. ⫽lasso. [< Sp. la reata
the rope]
lark1 (lärk), n. 1 a small songbird of
Europe, Asia, and N Africa with brown
feathers and long hind claws, esp. the
skylark. 2 any of several similar songbirds, as the meadow lark. [OE lāwerce]
lark2 (lärk), n. a merry adventure; frolic;
prank. —v. have fun; play pranks.
—larkʹer, n. —larkʹsome, adj.
lark·spur (lärkʹspėr), n. plant whose ﬂowers have a petallike sepal shaped like
a spur. Most larkspurs have clusters of
blue ﬂowers on tall stalks.
lar·va (lärʹvә), n., pl. –vae (–vē). 1 early
form of an insect from the time it leaves
the egg until it becomes a pupa, as cater-
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pillars, grubs, and maggots. 2 immature
form of certain animals that is diﬀerent
in structure from the adult form, as a
tadpole. [< L, ghost] —larʹval, adj.
la·ryn·ge·al (lә rinʹji әl), adj. 1 produced
or inﬂuenced by the larynx. 2 in the
larynx. 3 used on the larynx.
lar·yn·gi·tis (lar´әn jīʹtis), n. inﬂammation of the larynx.
lar·ynx (larʹingks), n., pl. la·ryn·ges
(lә rinʹjēz), lar·ynx·es. 1 cavity at the
upper end of the windpipe, containing the vocal cords and acting as an
organ of voice. 2 similar organ in other
mammals, or corresponding structure
in other animals. [< Gk.]
la·sa·gna (lә zänʹyә), n., pl. –gne (–yә). 1
dish of wide, ﬂat noodles, tomato sauce,
chopped meat, and cheese arranged in
layers and cooked. 2 wide, ﬂat noodle.
[< Ital. lasagna < L lasanum cooking pot
< Gk. lásnon utensil]
las·car (lasʹkәr), n. a native sailor of the
East Indies. [< Pg., prob. < Urdu (lang.
derived from Hindustani) lashkarī soldier]
las·civ·i·ous (lә sivʹi әs), adj. 1 feeling lust.
2 showing lust. 3 causing lust. [< LL, < L
lascivia playfulness] —las·civʹi·ous·ly,
adv. —las·civʹi·ous·ness, n.
lase (lāz), v., lased, las·ing. 1 emit a
laser beam. 2 subject to a laser beam
or beams.
la·ser (lāʹzәr), n. a device which generates and ampliﬁes light waves of a
pure color in a narrow and extremely
intense beam of light. —adj. Fig. laserlike; focused; sharp: laser intellect.
[< l(ight) a(mpliﬁcation by) s(timulated)
e(mission of) r(adiation)]
lash1 (lash), n. 1 the part of a whip that is
not the handle. 2 stroke or blow with a
whip, etc. 3 a sudden, swift movement.
4 anything that hurts as a blow from a
whip does: the lash of the wind on one’s
face. 5 ⫽eyelash. —v. 1 beat or drive
with a whip, etc.: he lashed his horse. 2
wave or beat back and forth: the wind
lashes the sails. 3 rush violently; pour:
the rain lashed against the windows. 4
attack severely in words; hurt severely.
lash out, a hit; attack; strike. b attack
severely in words; scold vigorously. c
break forth into violent action, excess,
or extravagance.
under the or one’s lash, under the control
or supervision of someone. [ME lassh]
lash2 (lash), v. bind with a rope, cord, etc.
[? ult. < OF lache lace]
lash·ing1 (lashʹing), n. 1 act of one that
lashes. 2 severe attack in words; sharp
scolding.
lash·ing2 (lashʹing), n. rope, cord, etc.,
used in tying or fastening.
lass (las), n. 1 girl; young woman. 2
sweetheart. [ME lasse]
las·sie (lasʹi), n. 1 girl. 2 sweetheart.
las·si·tude (lasʹә tüd; –tūd), n. lack of
energy; weakness; weariness. [< L,
< lassus tired]

las·so (lasʹō; lasʹü; la süʹ), n., pl. –sos,
–soes, v., –soed, –so·ing. —n. a long
rope with a running noose at one end;
lariat. —v. catch with a lasso. [< Sp. lazo
< L laqueus noose. Doublet of lace.]
—lasʹso·er, n.
last1 (last; läst), adj. 1 coming after all
others; being at the end; ﬁnal: the last
page of the book. 2 most unlikely; least
suitable: that is the last thing one would
expect. 3 extreme. —adv. 1 after all others; at the end; ﬁnally: he arrived last. 2
on the latest or most recent occasion:
when did you last see him? —n. 1 person
or thing that is last: the last in the row. 2
end: faithful to the last.
at last, at the end; after a long time;
ﬁnally.
breathe one’s last, die.
see the last of, not see again. [OE latost,
lœtest, superl. of lœt late]
last2 (last; läst), v. 1 go on; hold out;
continue to be; endure: the storm lasted
three days. 2 continue in good condition,
force, etc.: cloth too ﬂimsy to last.
last out, survive; endure and come
through (something). [OE lœstan < lāst
track; akin to last3] —lastʹer, n.
last3 (last; läst), n. block shaped like a
person’s foot, on which shoes and boots
are formed or repaired.
stick to one’s last, pay attention to one’s
own work; mind one’s own business.
[OE lœste < lāst track] —lastʹer, n.
last·ing (lasʹting; läsʹ–), adj. that lasts a
long time; permanent. —lastʹing·ly, adv.
last·ly (lastʹli; lästʹ–), adv. ﬁnally; in the
last place; in conclusion.
last-min·ute (lastʹminʹit), adj. at the latest
time possible; almost too late.
last rites, ⫽anointing of the sick.
last straw, last of a series of troublesome
things that ﬁnally causes a collapse,
outburst, etc.
Last Supper, supper of Jesus and his
disciples on the evening before he was
cruciﬁed.
Lat., Latin.
lat., latitude.
latch (lach), n. catch for fastening a door,
gate, or window, consisting of a movable
piece of metal or wood that ﬁts into a
notch, opening, etc. [< v.] —v. fasten
with a latch. [OE lœccan grasp]
latch·key (lachʹkē´), n. key used to draw
back or unfasten the latch of a door.
latch·string (lachʹstring´), n. string used
to unfasten the latch of a door.
late (lāt), adj., lat·er or lat·ter, lat·est or
last, adv., lat·er, lat·est or last. —adj.
1 happening, coming, etc., after the
usual or proper time: too late for the
train. 2 happening, coming, etc., at
an advanced time: success late in life.
3 recent: the late war. 4 recently dead
or gone out of oﬃce: the late professor.
—adv. 1 after the usual or proper time:
he worked late. 2 at an advanced time:
late in the afternoon. 3 recently but no
longer.
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of late, lately; a short time ago; recently.
[OE lœt] —lateʹness, n.
lateen sail, a triangular sail held up by a
long yard on a short mast.
Late Latin, the Latin language from about
a.d. 300–700.
late·ly (lātʹli), adv. a short time ago;
recently.
la·ten·cy (lāʹtәn si), n. latent condition
or quality.
la·tent (lāʹtәnt), adj. present but not
active; hidden; concealed: latent germs.
[< L latens lying hidden]
lat·er·al (latʹәr әl), adj. of the side; at the
side; from the side; toward the side: a
lateral branch of a family is a branch
not in the direct line of descent. —n. 1 a
lateral part or outgrowth. 2 a lateral pass
in football. [< L < latus side] —latʹeral·ly, adv.
lat·er·ite (latʹә rīt), n. reddish soil rich
in iron or aluminum, commonly found
in SW Asia, Africa, and other tropical
areas. —lat´er·itʹic, adj.
la·tex (lāʹteks), n., pl. lat·i·ces (latʹә sēz),
la·tex·es (lāʹtek siz). 1 a milky liquid
found in the rubber tree, dandelion,
milkweed, etc. 2 any of various emulsions of plastic or synthetic rubber, used
in water-based paints, adhesives, etc.
[< L, liquid]
lath (lath; läth), n., pl. laths (lathz; laths;
läthz; läths), v. —n. 1 one of the thin
narrow strips of wood formerly used to
form a support for plaster or to make a
lattice. 2 a wire cloth or sheet metal with
holes in it, used in place of laths. 3 lining made of laths; lathwork; lathing. —v.
cover or line with laths. [ME laththe]
lathe (lāth), n. machine for holding articles of wood, metal, etc., and turning
them against a cutting tool used to
shape them. [< Scand. (Dan.) (dreje) lad
(turning) lathe]
lath·er (lathʹәr), n. 1 foam made from
soap and water. 2 foam formed in sweating. —v. 1 put lather on. 2 form a lather. 3
become covered with foam. [OE lēathor]
—lathʹer·er, n. —lathʹer·y, adj.
Lat·in (latʹәn), n. 1 language of the
ancient Romans. 2 member of any of
the peoples whose languages came from
Latin, as the Italians, French, Spanish,
etc. 3 native or inhabitant of Latium or
of ancient Rome. —adj. 1 of Latin; in
Latin. 2 of the Latin peoples. 3 of Latium
or its people.
La·ti·na (lä tiʹnä), n. a female Latin
American.
Latin America, South America, Central America, Mexico, and most of the
West Indies. —Latʹin-A·merʹi·can, adj.
—Latin American.
Lat·in·ate (latʹә nāt), adj. from or having
to do with Latin.
La·ti·no (lä tiʹnō), n. a Latin American.
—adj. Latin-American.
lat·ish (lātʹish), adj., adv. rather late.
lat·i·tude (latʹә tüd; –tūd), n. 1 distance
north or south of the equator, measured
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in degrees. 2 place or region having
a certain latitude: the cold latitudes. 3
room to act; scope; freedom from narrow rules: you are allowed much latitude
in this work; use your own judgment.
[< L, < latus wide] —lat´i·tuʹdi·nal, adj.
lat·i·tu·di·nar·i·an (latʹә tü´dә nãrʹi әn;
–tū´–), adj. allowing others their own
beliefs; not insisting on strict adherence to established principles, esp. in
religious views. —n. person who is latitudinarian in outlook or action. —lat´itu´di·narʹi·an·ism, n.
La·ti·um (lāʹshi әm), n. ancient country
in Italy, SE of Rome.
la·trine (lә trēnʹ), n. toilet in a camp,
barracks, factory, etc.; privy. [< F < L
latrina]
lat·ter (latʹәr), adj. 1 second of two: Canada and the United States are in North
America; the former lies N of the latter.
2 later; more recent; nearer the end: Friday comes in the latter part of the week.
[OE lœtra later]
Latter-day Saint, ⫽Mormon.
lat·ter·ly (latʹәr li), adv. lately; recently.
lat·tice (latʹis), n., v., –ticed, –tic·ing. —n.
1 structure of crossed wooden or metal
strips with open spaces between them. 2
window, gate, etc., having a lattice. —v. 1
form into a lattice; make like a lattice. 2
furnish with a lattice. [< OF lattis < latte
lath < Gmc.]
lat·tice·work (latʹis wėrk´), n. 1 lattice.
2 lattices.
Lat·vi·a (latʹvi ә), n. a small country in
N Europe, on the Baltic Sea. —Latʹvian, adj., n.
laud (lôd), v. praise. —n. 1 praise. 2 song
or hymn of praise. 3 lauds, Lauds.
morning church service with psalms
of praise to God. [ult. < L laus praise]
—laudʹer, n.
laud·a·ble (lôdʹә bәl), adj. worthy of
praise; commendable. —laud´a·bilʹi·ty,
laudʹa·ble·ness, n. —laudʹa·bly, adv.
lau·da·num (lôʹdә nәm), n. solution of
opium in alcohol, used to lessen pain.
[< NL; coined by Paracelsus]
lau·da·tion (lô dāʹshәn), n. praise.
laud·a·to·ry (lôdʹә tô´ri; –tō´–), laud·ative (–tiv), adj. expressing praise.
laugh (laf; läf), v. 1 make the sounds and
movements of the face and body that
show mirth, amusement, scorn, etc. 2
express with laughter: laugh a reply. —n.
act or sound of laughing.
for laughs, for fun; as amusement.
have the last laugh, to get the better of
someone after having appeared to have
lost.
laugh at, make fun of.
laugh oﬀ, pass oﬀ or dismiss with a
laugh; get out of by laughing.
no laughing matter, a serious matter.
[OE hliehhan] —laughʹer, n.
laugh·a·ble (lafʹә bәl; läfʹ–), adj. such
as to cause laughter; amusing; funny.
—laughʹa·ble·ness, n. —laughʹa·bly,
adv.

laugh·ing (lafʹing; läfʹ–), adj. 1 that laughs
or seems to laugh: the laughing brook. 2
accompanied by laughter. —n. laughter.
no laughing matter, matter that is serious. —laughʹing·ly, adv.
laugh·ing·stock (lafʹing stok´; läfʹ–), n.
object of ridicule; person or thing that
is made fun of.
laugh·ter (lafʹtәr; läfʹ–), n. 1 action of
laughing. 2 sound of laughing.
laugh track, recorded laughter of an
audience, inserted into the sound track
of esp. a television show.
launch1 (lônch; länch), n. 1 the largest
boat carried by a warship. 2 more or
less open motorboat used for pleasure
trips, etc. [< Sp., Pg. lancha < lanchar
launch2]
launch2 (lônch; länch), v. 1 cause to slide
into the water; set aﬂoat: launch a ship.
2 push out or put forth on the water or
into the air. 3 start; set going; set out:
launch a new business. 4 throw; hurl;
send out: launch threats against enemies.
5 burst; plunge: launch into a violent
attack on the government. —n. movement of a boat or ship from the land
into the water. [ult. < OF lancer < lance
lance] —launchʹer, n.
launch pad or launching pad, 1 the surface on which a rocket or missile is prepared for launching and from which it is
shot into the air. 2 Fig. circumstances or
place where a campaign, an idea, a new
business, etc. gets underway.
laun·der (lônʹdәr; länʹ–), v., 1 wash and
iron (clothes, etc.). 2 be able to be
washed; stand washing: some shirts
launder well. 3 Fig. remove all trace of
illegality from, esp. money; make legitimate. [< OF, ult. < L lavanda (things) to
be washed < lavare wash] —launʹderer, n.
laun·der·ette (lôn´dә retʹ; län´–), n.
⫽laundromat. [< Launderette, Trademark for a self-service laundry]
laun·dress (lônʹdris; länʹ–), n. woman
whose work is washing and ironing
clothes, etc.
laun·dro·mat (lônʹdrә mat, länʹ–), n. 1
self-service laundry with coin-operated
washers and dryers. 2 laundry with
attendants who wash, dry, and fold laundry. [< Laundromat, Trademark]
laun·dry (lônʹdri; länʹ–), n., pl. –dries.
1 room or building where clothes, etc.,
are washed and ironed. 2 clothes, etc.,
washed or to be washed.
laundry list, Fig. long, itemized list: a
laundry list of complaints.
laun·dry·wom·an (lônʹdri wu̇m´әn; länʹ–),
n., pl. –wom·en. laundress.
lau·re·ate (lôʹri it), adj. 1 crowned with
a laurel wreath as a mark of honor. 2
honored; distinguished. —n. 1 ⫽poet
laureate. 2 a person who is honored
or given a prize for signiﬁcant accomplishment in a particular ﬁeld: Nobel
laureate. [< L,ult.< laurus laurel] —lauʹreate·ship´, n.

lau·rel (lôʹrәl; lorʹәl), n. 1 a small evergreen tree with smooth, shiny leaves;
bay tree. 2 the leaves. The ancient
Greeks and Romans crowned victors
with wreaths of laurel. 3 any tree or
shrub of the same family as the bay
tree. 4 American evergreen shrub, the
mountain laurel.
laurels. a honor; fame. b victory.
rest on one’s laurels, be satisﬁed with
what one has already achieved or been
honored for. [< OF, ult. < L laurus]
—lauʹreled, adj.
la·va (läʹvә; lavʹә), n. 1 molten rock ﬂowing from a volcano or ﬁssure in the
earth. 2 rock formed by the cooling of
this molten rock. Some lavas are hard
and glassy; others are light and porous.
[< dial. Ital., stream, ult. < L lavare
wash]
lav·a·to·ry (lavʹә tô´ri; –tō´–), n., pl.
–ries. 1 room where a person can wash
hands and face. 2 bowl or basin to wash
in. 3 bathroom; toilet. [< LL, < L lavare
wash]
lave (lāv), v., laved, lav·ing. Poetic. 1
wash; bathe. 2 wash or ﬂow against.
[< L lavare]
lav·en·der (lavʹәn dәr), n. 1 a pale purple.
2 a small shrub with spikes of fragrant pale-purple ﬂowers, yielding an oil
much used in perfumes. 3 its dried ﬂowers, leaves, and stalks, used to perfume
or preserve linens, clothes, etc. —adj.
pale-purple. [< AF < Med.L lavendula]
lav·ish (lavʹish), adj. 1 very free or too
free in giving, using, or spending; prodigal: lavish with money. 2 very abundant;
more than enough; given or spent too
freely: lavish gifts. —v. give or spend
very freely or too freely: she lavished
kindness on her guest. [ult. < OF lavasse
ﬂood < laver wash < L lavare] —lavʹisher, n. —lavʹish·ly, adv. —lavʹish·ness, n.
law (lô), n. 1 body of rules recognized
by a state or a community as binding
on its members: English law is diﬀerent
from French law. 2 one of these rules:
there is a law against driving too fast.
3 controlling inﬂuence of these rules:
maintain law and order, courts of law.
4 study concerned with these rules;
jurisprudence: study law. 5 body of rules
concerned with a particular subject:
commercial law, criminal law. 6 legal
profession: enter the law. 7 statement of
phenomena under the same conditions:
the law of gravitation.
go to law, appeal to law courts; take legal
action.
lay down the law, a give orders that
must be obeyed. b give a scolding.
take the law into one’s own hands, act
independently of the law in protecting
one’s rights or to punish someone who
has wronged one. [OE lagu < Scand.]
law-a·bid·ing (lôʹә bīd´ing), adj. obedient to the law; peaceful and orderly.
law·break·er (lôʹbrāk´әr), n. person who
breaks the law. —lawʹbreak´ing, n., adj.

leadoﬀ
law court, place where justice is administered; court of law.
law enforcement oﬃcer, police oﬃcer,
sheriﬀ, or sheriﬀ ’s deputy, etc.
law·ful (lôʹfәl), adj. 1 according to law;
done as the law directs: lawful arrest. 2
allowed by law; rightful: lawful demands.
—lawʹful·ly, adv. —lawʹful·ness, n.
law·giv·er (lôʹgiv´әr), n. lawmaker; legislator. —lawʹgiv´ing, n., adj.
law·less (lôʹlis), adj. 1 paying no attention to the law; breaking the law: lawless
criminal. 2 hard to control; unruly: lawless passions. 3 having no laws: lawless
wilderness. —lawʹless·ly, adv. —lawʹlessness, n.
law·mak·er (lôʹmāk´әr), n. person who
helps to make laws; member of a legislature, congress, or parliament; legislator.
law·mak·ing (lôʹmāk´ing), adj. that
makes laws; legislative. —n. making the
laws; legislation.
law·man (lôʹmәn), n., pl. –men. ⫽law
enforcement oﬃcer.
lawn1 (lôn), n. land covered with grass
kept closely cut, esp. near or around a
house. [< OF launde wooded ground <
Celtic] —lawnʹy, adj.
lawn2 (lôn), n. a thin, sheer linen or cotton cloth. [? ult. < Laon, French city]
lawn mower, machine with revolving
blades for cutting the grass on a lawn.
lawn sale, outdoor sale of used household goods, clothing, furniture, etc.,
held outdoors and often to raise funds
for charity.
lawn tennis, game in which a ball is hit
back and forth over a low net; tennis.
law·suit (lôʹsüt´), n. case in a law court;
application to a court for justice.
law·yer (lôʹyәr), n. person whose profession is giving advice about the laws or
acting for others in a law court.
lax (laks), adj. 1 not ﬁrm or tight; loose;
slack: lax cord. 2 not strict; careless:
lax mental powers, lax scruples. 3 not
exact; vague. [< L laxus] —laxʹly, adv.
—laxʹness, n.
lax·a·tive (lakʹsә tiv), n. medicine that
makes the bowels move. —adj. making
the bowels move. [< L laxativus loosening, ult. < laxus loose]
lax·i·ty (lakʹsә ti), n. lax condition or
quality.
lay1 (lā), v., laid, lay·ing, n. —v. 1 put
down; keep down: lay your hat on the
table. 2 place in a lying-down position
or a position of rest: lay the baby down
gently. 3 place, set, or cause to be in a
particular situation or condition: lay
great emphasis on good manners, the
scene of the story is laid in New York. 4
place in a proper position or in orderly
fashion: lay bricks. 5 bring down; beat
down: a storm laid the crops low. 6 put
cloth, dishes, etc., on (a table). 7 devise;
arrange: lay plans. 8 present; bring forward: lay claim to an estate. 9 impute;
attribute: the theft was laid to him. 10 of
a hen, to produce (an egg or eggs). 11

put down as a bet; wager: lay ﬁve dollars
on a horse. —n. way or position in which
a thing is laid or lies: the lay of the land.
lay aside, away, or by, put away for
future use; save.
lay down, a declare; state. b give; sacriﬁce. c store away for future use.
lay for, lie in wait for.
lay hold of or on, grasp, seize.
lay in, provide; save; put aside for the
future.
lay into, a beat; thrash. b scold.
lay oﬀ, a put aside. b stop for a time. c
put out of work.
lay on, a apply. b strike; inﬂict.
lay oneself or one open, expose oneself
or another (to): laid himself open to teasing.
lay out, a spread out. b prepare (a dead
body) for burial. c arrange; plan. d spend.
lay over, stop for a time in a place.
lay up, a put away for future use; save. b
cause to stay in bed or indoors because
of illness or injury. c put (a ship) in
dock. [OE lecgan < licgan lie2]
lay2 (lā), v. pt. of lie2.
lay3 (lā), adj. of ordinary people; not of
the clergy, lawyers, doctors, or those
learned in the profession in question.
[< OF < L laicus. Doublet of laic.]
lay4 (lā), n. 1 a short poem to be sung;
poem. 2 song; tune. [< OF lai, ?
< Celtic]
lay·er (lāʹәr), n. 1 thing that lays. 2 one
thickness or fold: a cake made of layers. —v. form or arrange in layers: layer
two shirts under a sweater for warmth.
—layʹered, adj.
layer cake, cake made of two or more
layers put together with frosting, jelly,
etc., between.
lay·ette (lā etʹ), n. set of clothes, bedding, etc., for a newborn baby. [< F,
< laie chest]
lay·man (lāʹmәn), n., pl. –men. person
outside of any particular profession, esp.
one not belonging to the clergy.
lay·oﬀ (lāʹôf´; –of´), n. 1 a dismissing
of workers temporarily. 2 time during
which workers are out of work.
lay·out (lāʹout´), n. 1 act of laying out. 2
arrangement; plan: the layout of a house
or a book. 3 thing laid or spread out;
display.
lay·o·ver (lāʹō´vәr), n. a stopping for a
time in a place.
Laz·a·rus (lazʹә rәs), n. brother of Mary
and Martha, whom Jesus raised from
the dead. John 11:1–44.
laze (lāz), v., lazed, laz·ing. be lazy or
idle.
la·zy (lāʹzi), adj., la·zi·er, la·zi·est. 1 not
willing to work or be active: a lazy student. 2 moving slowly; not very active: a
lazy walk. —laʹzi·ly, adv. —laʹzi·ness, n.
la·zy·bones (lāʹzi bōnz´), n. a lazy person.
lb., pl. lbs., lb. pound; pounds.
l.c., lower case; in small letters, not capital
letters.
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LDL, low-density lipoprotein, a component of cholesterol in the blood that
contains more fats than protein, and so
is sometimes called bad cholesterol.
lea (lē), n. a grassy ﬁeld; meadow. [OE
lēah]
leach (lēch), v. 1 dissolve out soluble
parts from (ashes, etc.) by running water
through slowly. 2 lose soluble parts
when water passes through. —n. solution obtained by leaching. [OE leccan to
wet] —leachʹer, n.
lead1 (lēd), v., led, lead·ing, n. —v. 1
show the way by going along with or in
front of: lead a horse. 2 bring to a place,
condition, etc: hard work leads to success;
one word led to another. 3 go or be at
the head of: lead a parade; he leads his
class. 4 pass or spend (life, time, etc.):
lead an idle life. 5 begin; begin with
(card or suit named). —n. 1 direction;
example. 2 ﬁrst or foremost place; position in advance: take the lead. 3 extent
of advance. 4 something that leads. 5 the
principal part in a play. 6 string, strap,
etc., for leading a dog or other animal.
lead oﬀ, a begin; start. b be the ﬁrst batter in a baseball inning or the ﬁrst in the
batting lineup.
lead on, persuade or entice to go along
with something, esp. on unwise activity
or action; gull.
lead up to, a prepare the way for: dissatisfaction leads up to demonstrations.
b approach (a matter, concern, etc.),
gradually or in an indirect way. [OE
lœ̄dan]
lead2 (led), n. 1 a heavy, easily melted,
bluish-gray metal. Lead is a chemical element. Symbol: Pb. 2 something
made of this metal or an alloy of it. 3
weight on a line used to ﬁnd out the
depth of water; plummet. 4 bullets;
shot. 5 a long, thin piece of graphite
as used in pencils. —adj. made of lead.
[OE lēad]
lead·en (ledʹәn), adj. 1 made of lead. 2
like lead in any way: a heavy. b heavy
and slow. c dull; gloomy. —leadʹen·ly,
adv. —leadʹen·ness, n.
lead·er (lēdʹәr), n. 1 person or thing that
leads. 2 a short length of transparent
material attaching the lure to a ﬁsh line.
leaders, row of dots or dashes to guide
the eye across a printed page. —leadʹerless, adj. —leadʹer·ship, n.
lead·ing (lēdʹing), adj. 1 guiding; directing. 2 most important; chief: the leading
actor in a play. —leadʹing·ly, adv.
lead·ing edge (lēʹding), 1 forward edge
of an airfoil or propeller blade. 2 forward part; front edge: leading edge of a
weather front.
lead·ing question (lēdʹing), question
so worded that it suggests the answer
desired.
lead·oﬀ (lēdʹ ôf´; –of´), n. 1 beginning;
ﬁrst. 2 ﬁrst batter of an inning or the
batting order in a baseball game. —adj.
that begins or is ﬁrst: leadoﬀ speaker.
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leaf (lēf), n., pl. leaves, v. —n. 1 one of the
thin, ﬂat, green parts that grow on the
stem of a tree or other plant. 2 a sheet
of paper. 3 a ﬂat movable piece in the
top of a table. —v. 1 put forth leaves:
the trees leaf out in the spring. 2 turn
the pages of.
in leaf, having leaves: trees in full leaf.
take a leaf from one’s book, copy or
follow one’s example.
turn over a new leaf, try to do or be better in the future. [OE lēaf] —leafʹlike´,
adj.
leaf·age (lēfʹij), n. leaves; foliage.
leaf bud, a bud producing a stem with
leaves only.
leaf·less (lēfʹlis), adj. having no leaves.
leaf·let (lēfʹlit), n. 1 a small or young leaf.
2 one of the separate blades or divisions
of a compound leaf. 3 a small, ﬂat or
folded sheet of printed matter: advertising leaﬂets.
leaf·stalk (lēfʹstôk´), n. a petiole.
leaf·y (lēfʹi), adj., leaf·i·er, leaf·i·est. having many leaves; covered with leaves.
—leafʹi·ness, n.
league1 (lēg), n. 1 association of persons,
parties, or countries formed to help one
another. 2 persons, parties, or countries
associated in a league. 3 an association
of sports clubs.
in league, associated by agreement;
associated. [< OF < Ital., ult. < L ligare
bind] —leaʹguer, n.
league2 (lēg), n. measure of distance, usually about 3 miles. [< LL leuga < Celtic]
leak (lēk), n. 1 hole or crack not meant to
be there that lets something in or out: a
leak in the roof. 2 release of information
supposed to be kept secret. 3 leakage. 4
a point where electrical current escapes
from a conductor. 5 means of escape.
—v. 1 go in or out through a hole or
crack. 2 let in something which should
be kept out; let out something which
should be kept in: his boat leaks. 3 make
or become known gradually: the secret
leaked out. [< Scand. leka]
leak·age (lēkʹij), n. 1 a leaking; a going in
or out through a leak. 2 that which leaks
in or out. 3 amount of leaking.
leak·proof (lēkʹprüf´), adj. that will not
or does not leak: leakproof boots.
leak·y (lēkʹi), adj. leak·i·er, leak·i·est,
leaking; having a leak or leaks. —leakʹiness, n.
lean1 (lēn), v., leaned, lean·ing, n. —v.
1 stand slanting, not upright; bend: a
small tree leans over in the wind. 2 rest
sloping or slanting: lean against me. 3
set or put in a leaning position: lean the
picture against the wall. 4 depend; rely:
lean on a friend’s advice. 5 bend or turn
a little: lean toward mercy. —n. act of
leaning; inclination.
lean, or bend over backward, do everything possible to be accommodating.
[OE hleonian]
lean2 (lēn), adj. 1 with little or no fat. 2
producing little; scant: a lean harvest, a

lean diet. —n. meat having little fat. [OE
hlœ̄ne] —leanʹly, adv. —leanʹness, n.
lean·ing (lēnʹing), n. tendency; inclination.
lean-to (lēnʹtü´), n., pl. –tos. 1 building
attached to another, toward which its
supports or roof slants. 2 a crude shelter
built against a tree or post. It is usually
open on one side.
leap (lēp), n., v., leaped or leapt (lept;
lēpt), leap·ing. —n. 1 a jump or spring.
2 thing to be jumped. 3 distance covered
by a jump. —v. 1 jump: a frog leaps. 2
jump over: leap a wall. 3 move quickly
and lightly: the ﬂames leaped up.
by leaps and bounds, very fast and very
much; swiftly. [OE hlēapan]
leap·frog (lēpʹfrog´; –frôg´), n. game in
which one player jumps over another
who is bending over.
leap year, year having 366 days. The extra
day is February 29.
learn (lėrn), v., learned or learnt (lėrnt),
learn·ing. 1 gain knowledge of (a subject) or skill in by study, instruction,
or experience: learn French. 2 acquire
knowledge, skill, etc.: he learns easily. 3
memorize: learn a poem by heart. 4 ﬁnd
out; come to know; hear. [OE leornian]
—learnʹer, n.
learn·ed (lėrʹnid), adj. having, showing,
or requiring much knowledge; scholarly.
—learnʹed·ly, adv. —learnʹed·ness, n.
learn·er (lėrʹnәr), n. 1 person who is
learning: a quick learner. 2 beginner.
learn·ing (lėrʹning), n. 1 the gaining
of knowledge or skill. 2 possession of
knowledge gained by study; scholarship.
3 knowledge.
lear·y (lirʹi), adj., lear·i·er, lear·i·est.
⫽leery.
lease (lēs), n., v., leased, leas·ing. —n. 1
contract; the right to use property for a
certain length of time, usually by paying
rent. 2 length of time for which such an
agreement is made. —v. 1 give a lease
on. 2 take a lease on. 3 be leased.
a new lease on life, chance to live better, happier, or longer. [< AF < L laxare
loosen < laxus loose] —leasʹer, n.
leash (lēsh), n. strap, chain, etc., for holding a dog or other animal in check. —v.
fasten or hold in with a leash; control.
on a short or tight or long leash, with
very little or a great deal of latitude:
work kept her on a short leash.
strain at the leash, be impatient. [< OF
< L laxa, fem., loose]
least (lēst), adj. less than any other; smallest; slightest: the least distance. —n.
least amount or degree: that is the least
you can do. —adv. to the least extent,
amount, or degree: he liked that book
least of all.
at least or at the least, a at the lowest
estimate. b at any rate; in any case. not
in the least, not at all. [OE lœ̄st]
least common denominator, least common multiple of the denominators of

a group of fractions; lowest common
denominator.
least common multiple, smallest quantity divisible by two or more given
quantities without a remainder; lowest
common multiple.
least·wise (lēstʹwīz´), least·ways (–wāz),
adv. at least; at any rate.
leath·er (lethʹәr), n. material made from
the skin of animals by removing the
hair and then tanning it. —adj. made of
leather: leather gloves. [OE lether]
leath·er·back (lethʹәr bak´), n. tropical
sea turtle having a leathery, ﬂexible shell
studded with bony plates. It is the largest
living turtle.
leath·ern (lethʹәrn), adj. 1 made of
leather. 2 like leather.
leath·er·neck (lethʹәr nek´), n. a U.S.
marine.
leath·er·y (lethʹәr i), adj. like leather;
tough. —leathʹer·i·ness, n.
leave1 (lēv), v., left, leav·ing. 1 go away or
go away from: he left the house. 2 stop
living in, belonging to, or working at
or for: leave a club. 3 let remain: leave
a window open; the wound left a scar.
4 forsake; abandon: he left home. 5 let
remain when one dies; bequeath: he left
a large fortune. 6 let remain uneaten,
unused, unremoved, etc.: there is some
snow left.
leave oﬀ, a stop. b drop oﬀ; leave someplace: leave oﬀ a package.
leave out, fail to do, say, or put in; omit.
[OE lœ̄fan] —leavʹer, n.
leave2 (lēv), n. 1 permission; consent: they
gave him leave to go. 2 permission to be
absent from duty. 3 length of time that
this lasts.
on leave, absent from duty with permission.
take leave of, say good-by to. [OE lēaf]
leave3 (lēv), v., leaved, leav·ing. put forth
leaves: trees leave in the spring. [var. of
leaf]
leaved (lēvd), adj. having leaves or foliage.
leav·en (levʹәn), n. 1 any substance, such
as yeast, that will cause fermentation
and raise dough. 2 a small amount of
fermenting dough kept for this purpose. 3 Fig. inﬂuence that, spreading
silently and strongly, changes conditions or opinions. —v. 1 raise with a
leaven; make (dough) light or lighter.
2 Fig. spread through and transform.
[< OF < L levamen a lifting < levare
raise]
leav·en·ing (levʹә ning), n. something
that leavens; leaven.
leaves (lēvz), n. pl. of leaf.
leave-tak·ing (lēvʹtāk´ing), n. act of taking leave; saying good-by.
leav·ing (lēvʹing), n. 1 thing left over. 2
leavings, leftovers; remnants.
Leb·a·non (lebʹә nәn), n. republic at the
E end of the Mediterranean, N of Israel.
—Leb´a·neseʹ, adj., n.
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lech·er (lechʹәr), n. man who indulges in
lechery. [< OF lecheor licker < lechier
lick < Gmc.]
lech·er·ous (lechʹәr әs), adj. lewd; lustful. —lechʹer·ous·ly, adv. —lechʹer·ousness, n.
lech·er·y (lechʹәr i), n. lewdness.
lec·i·thin (lesʹә thin), n. fatty substance
found in plant and animal tissues and
used in manufacturing candies, drugs,
cosmetics, and paints.
lec·tern (lekʹtәrn), n. a reading desk in
a church, esp. the desk from which the
lessons are read. [< OF < Med.L lectrum
< L legere read]
lec·ture (lekʹchәr), n., v., –tured, –turing. —n. 1 speech; planned talk on a
chosen subject; such a talk written down
or printed. 2 a scolding. —v. 1 give a lecture. 2 instruct or entertain by a lecture.
3 scold; reprove. [< LL lectura < L legere
read] —lecʹtur·er, n. —lecʹture·ship, n.
led (led), v. pt. and pp. of lead1.
LED, light-emitting diode, a crystalline
semiconductor that emits a red light,
used esp. for electronic display, as on
a watch.
ledge (lej), n. 1 a narrow shelf: a window
ledge. 2 shelf or ridge of rock. [< ME
legge(n) lay1] —ledged, adj.
ledg·er (lejʹәr), n. book of accounts in
which a business keeps a record of
all money transactions. [< ME legge(n)
lay1]
ledger line, line added above or below
the staﬀ in written music for notes that
are too high or too low to be put on the
staﬀ. Also, leger line.
lee1 (lē), n. 1 shelter. 2 side or part sheltered from the wind. 3 side away from
the wind. 4 direction toward which the
wind is blowing. —adj. 1 sheltered from
the wind. 2 on the side away from the
wind. 3 in the direction toward which
the wind is blowing. [OE hlēo]
lee2 (lē), n. Usually, lees. dregs; sediment,
as from wine. [< F lie < Celtic]
leech (lēch), n. 1 worm living in ponds
and streams that sucks the blood of animals, formerly used to suck blood from
sick people. 2 person who tries persistently to get what he or she can out of
others. [OE lœ̄ce] —leechʹlike´, adj.
leek (lēk), n. vegetable somewhat like an
onion, but with larger leaves, a smaller
bulb shaped like a cylinder, and a milder
ﬂavor. [OE lēac]
leer (lir), n. a sly sidelong look; evil glance.
—v. give a sly sidelong look; glance evilly.
[? OE hlēor cheek] —leerʹing·ly, adv.
leer·y (lirʹi), adj. 1 sly. 2 wary.
lee·ward (lēʹwәrd; lüʹәrd), adj. 1 on the
side away from the wind. 2 in the direction toward which the wind is blowing.
—adv. toward the lee side. —n. side away
from the wind.
lee·way (lēʹwā´), n. 1 extra space at the
side; time, money, etc., more than is
needed. 2 convenient room or scope

for action. 3 side movement of a ship to
leeward, out of its course.
left1 (left), adj. 1 belonging to the side
of the less used hand (in most people);
having this relation to the front of any
object: the driver sits on the left side of
a car. 2 situated nearer the observer’s
or speaker’s left hand than his or her
right. 3 having liberal or radical political views. —adv. on or to the left side:
turn left. —n. 1 the left side or hand.
2 Often, Left. more radical part of a
lawmaking/political group or opinion.
3 Fig. people or political parties holding
liberal or radical views. [dial. OE left (for
lyft) weak]
left2 (left), v. pt. and pp. of leave1.
Left Bank, section of Paris on the left
bank of the Seine, favored by artists,
students, etc.
left ﬁeld, the outﬁeld behind third base,
in baseball.
out in left ﬁeld, impractical; wrongheaded.
left-hand (leftʹhandʹ), adj. 1 on or to the
left. 2 of, for, or with the left hand.
left-hand·ed (leftʹhanʹdid), adj. 1 using
the left hand more easily and readily
than the right. 2 done with the left hand.
3 made to be used with the left hand.
4 turning from right to left. 5 clumsy;
awkward: a left-handed excuse. 6 doubtful; insincere: a left-handed compliment.
—leftʹ-handʹed·ly, adv. —leftʹ-handʹedness, n. —leftʹ-handʹer, n.
left·ist (lefʹtist), n. 1 person who has
radical ideas. 2 member of a radical
or extreme organization. —adj. having
radical ideas.
left·o·ver (leftʹō´vәr), n. thing that is left:
scraps of food from a meal are leftovers.
—adj. that is left; remaining.
left wing, the radical members, as of
a political party. —leftʹ-wingʹ, adj.
—leftʹ-wingʹer, n.
left·y (lefʹti), n.pl. –ties. Informal. 1 lefthanded person. 2 ⫽leftist.
leg (leg), n. 1 one of the limbs on which
humans and animals support themselves and walk. 2 part of a garment that
covers a leg. 3 anything shaped or used
like a leg. 4 one of the distinct portions
or stages of any course: last leg of a trip.
5 side of a triangle that is not the base or
hypotenuse.
pull one’s leg, fool, trick, or make fun of
him.
stretch one’s legs, take a walk. [< Scand.
leggr] —legʹless, adj.
leg., 1 legal. 2 legislative; legislature.
leg·a·cy (legʹә si), n., pl. –cies. 1 money or
other property left to a person by a will.
2 something that has been handed down
from an ancestor or predecessor. [< OF
< Med.L legatia < L legatum bequest]
le·gal (lēʹgәl), adj. 1 of law: legal knowledge. 2 of lawyers. 3 according to law;
lawful. [< L legalis < lex law. Doublet of
loyal.] —leʹgal·ly, adv.

legal age, age at which a person gains full
legal rights and responsibilities; majority.
le·gal·ese (lēʹgә lēz; –lēs), n. jargon of the
legal profession.
le·gal·ism (lēʹgәl iz әm), n. strict adherence to law or prescription. —leʹgal·ist,
n. —le´gal·isʹtic, adj.
le·gal·i·ty (li galʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. accordance with law; lawfulness.
le·gal·ize (lēʹgәl īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
make legal; authorize by law; sanction.
—le´gal·i·zaʹtion, n.
le·gal-sized (lēʹgәl sīzd´), adj. of a size
longer than ordinary, used esp. for documents or legal papers.
legal tender, money that must, by law, be
accepted in payment of debts.
leg·ate (legʹit), n. 1 ambassador; representative; messenger. 2 a representative
of the Pope. [< L legatus, orig., provided
with a contract < lex contract] —legʹateship, n.
leg·a·tee (leg´ә tēʹ), n. person to whom a
legacy is left.
le·ga·tion (li gāʹshәn), n. 1 the diplomatic representative of a country and
the staﬀ of assistants. A legation ranks
next below an embassy. 2 the oﬃcial
residence, oﬃces, etc., of a diplomatic
representative in a foreign country. [< F
< L legatio] —le·gaʹtion·ar´y, adj.
le·ga·to (li gäʹtō), adj. smooth and connected; without breaks between successive musical tones. [< Ital., bound]
leg·end (lejʹәnd), n. 1 story coming down
from the past, which many people have
believed. The stories about King Arthur
and his knights are legends, not history.
2 such stories as a group. 3 inscription
on a coin or medal. 4 words, etc., accompanying a picture or diagram; caption.
[< OF < Med.L., < L legenda (things) to
be read < legere read]
leg·end·ar·y (lejʹәn der´i), adj. of a legend
or legends; like a legend; not historical.
leg·er·de·main (lej´әr dә mānʹ), n. 1
sleight of hand; conjuring tricks; jugglery. 2 trickery. [< F, quick of hand]
—leg´er·de·mainʹist, n.
leg·er line (lejʹәr), ⫽ledger line.
leg·gings (legʹingz), n.pl. extra outer coverings of cloth or leather for the legs, for
use out of doors.
leg·gy (legʹi), adj. 1 a having long legs. b
having long and shapely legs. 2 too tall,
esp. of plants.
Leg·horn (legʹhôrn), n. a small kind of
domestic fowl.
leg·i·ble (lejʹә bәl), adj. 1 that can be read.
2 easy to read; plain and clear. [< LL,
< L legere read] —leg´i·bilʹi·ty, legʹi·bleness, n. —legʹi·bly, adv.
le·gion (lēʹjәn), n. 1 body of soldiers;
army. 2 body of soldiers in the ancient
Roman army consisting of 3000 to 6000
foot soldiers and 300 to 700 cavalrymen.
3 great many; very large number. [< OF
< L legio]
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le·gion·ar·y (lēʹjәn er´i), adj., n., pl. –aries. —adj. of or belonging to a legion.
—n. soldier of a legion.
le·gion·naire (lē´jәn ãrʹ), n. member of
a legion.
legionnaires’ or legionnaire’s disease, a
serious form of pneumonia, sometimes
fatal, caused by bacteria. [< an American Legion convention in 1976 where
there was an outbreak and the pneumonia was identiﬁed]
leg·is·late (lejʹis lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lat·ing.
1 make laws: Congress legislates for the
United States. 2 force by legislation: the
council legislated him out of oﬃce.
leg·is·la·tion (lej´is lāʹshәn), n. 1 the
making of laws. 2 the laws made.
leg·is·la·tive (lejʹis lā´tiv), adj. 1 having to
do with making laws. 2 having the duty
and power of making laws: Congress
is a legislative body. 3 ordered by law.
—legʹis·la´tive·ly, adv.
leg·is·la·tor (lejʹis lā´tәr), n. lawmaker;
member of a legislative body. [< L legis
lator proposer of a law]
leg·is·la·ture (lejʹis lā´chәr), n. a group of
persons that has the duty and power of
making laws for a state or country.
le·git (lә jitʹ), adj. Informal. legitimate.
le·git·i·ma·cy (lә jitʹә mә si), n. being
legitimate or lawful; being recognized as
lawful or proper.
le·git·i·mate (adj. lә jitʹә mit; v. lә jitʹә māt), adj., v., –mat·ed, –mat·ing.
—adj. 1 rightful; lawful; allowed: a legitimate excuse. 2 conforming to accepted
standards. 3 born of parents who are
married. 4 resting on, or ruling by, the
principle of hereditary right: the legitimate title to a throne. 5 logical: a legitimate conclusion. —v. make or declare
lawful. [< Med.L, < L legitimus lawful]
—le·gitʹi·mate·ly, adv. —le·gitʹi·mateness, n.
legitimate stage, drama acted on the
stage as opposed to motion pictures.
le·git·i·mist (lә jitʹә mist), n. supporter
of legitimate authority, esp. of claims to
rule based on direct descent. —le·gitʹimism, n.
le·git·i·mize (lә jitʹә mīz), v., –mized,
–miz·ing. make or declare to be legitimate. —le·git´i·mi·zaʹtion, n.
leg·man (legʹman´), n., pl. –men. 1 newspaper reporter who gathers facts and
information by going to the scene of
an event. 2 person who does legwork,
going out to gather information, deliver
messages, etc.
leg·ume (legʹūm; li gūmʹ), n. 1 plant having a number of seeds in a pod, such
as beans, peas, etc. Many legumes can
absorb nitrogen from the air. 2 seed pot
of such a plant. [< F < L legumen]
le·gu·mi·nous (li gūʹmә nәs), adj. 1 of or
bearing legumes. 2 of the same group of
plants as beans and peas.
leg warm·ers (wôrʹmerz), n. knitted coverings for the legs that reach from the
thighs to the ankles, used esp. by dancers.

leg·work (legʹwėrk´), n. work that
involves going from place to place, usually to gather information.
lei (lā), n., pl. leis. wreath of ﬂowers,
leaves, etc. [< Hawaiian]
lei·sure (lēʹzhәr; lezhʹәr), n. time free
from required work in which a person
may rest, and do the things he or she
likes to do. —adj. 1 free; not busy: leisure
hours. 2 having leisure: the leisure class.
at leisure, a free; not busy. b without
hurry; taking plenty of time.
at one’s leisure, at one’s convenience.
[< OF leisir < L licere be allowed]
lei·sured (lēʹzhәrd), adj. 1 having enough
leisure. 2 ⫽leisurely.
lei·sure·ly (lēʹzhәr li; lezhʹәr–), adj., adv.
without hurry; taking plenty of time.
—leiʹsure·li·ness, n.
leit·mo·tif, leit·mo·tiv (lītʹmō tēf´), n. a
short passage in a musical composition,
associated throughout the work with a
certain person, situation, or idea. [< G
leitmotiv leading motive]
lem·ming (lemʹing), n. a small, mouselike
arctic animal, having a short tail and
furry feet. [< Norw.]
lem·on (lemʹәn), n. 1 a sour, light-yellow
citrus fruit growing in warm climates.
2 a thorny tree that bears this fruit. 3 a
pale yellow. 4 Fig. something disagreeable, unpleasant, or worthless. —adj.
pale-yellow. [< OF < Ar. < Pers. līmūn]
lem·on·ade (lem´әn ādʹ), n. drink made
of lemon juice, sugar, and water.
le·mur (lēʹmәr), n. animal somewhat like
a monkey, but having a foxlike face and
woolly fur, found mainly in Madagascar.
[< L, specter]
lend (lend), v., lent, lend·ing. 1 let
another have or use for a time: lend an
umbrella. 2 give the use of (money) for
a ﬁxed or speciﬁed amount of payment:
banks lend money and charge interest. 3
make a loan or loans. 4 give for a time;
give: a becoming dress lends charm to
a girl.
lend itself or oneself to, help or be
suitable for. [OE lœ̄nan < lœ̄n loan]
—lendʹer, n.
length (lengkth; length), n. 1 how long a
thing is; thing’s measurement from end
to end; longest way a thing can be measured: the length of a rope. 2 distance a
thing extends. 3 extent in time: length
of an hour. 4 long stretch or extent. 5
piece or portion of given length: a length
of rope.
at length, a at last; ﬁnally. b in full; with
all the details.
go to any length, do everything possible.
keep at arm’s length, keep from being
too familiar. [OE, < lang long1]
length·en (lengkʹthәn; lengʹ–), v. make,
become, or grow longer.
length·wise (lengkthʹwīz´; lengthʹ–),
adv. Also, length·ways (lengkthʹwāz´;
lengthʹ–). in the direction of the length.
—adj. directed toward the length.

length·y (lengkʹthi; lengʹ–), adj., lengthi·er, length·i·est. long; too long.
—lengthʹi·ly, adv. —lengthʹi·ness, n.
len·ien·cy (lēnʹyәn si; lēʹni әn–), len·ience
(–yәns; –ni әns), n. mildness; gentleness; mercy.
len·ient (lēnʹyәnt; lēʹni әnt), adj. mild;
gentle; merciful. [< L leniens softening
< lenis mild] —lenʹient·ly, adv.
lens (lenz), n., pl. lens·es, piece of glass
or plastic that brings closer together or
sends wider apart the rays of light passing through it. The lens of the eye and
the lens of a camera form images. The
lenses of a telescope make things look
larger and nearer. [< L, lentil (which has
a biconvex shape)]
lent (lent) v. pt. and pp. of lend.
Lent (lent), n. the forty weekdays before
Easter, observed by Christians as a time
for fasting and repenting of sins. [OE
lengten spring < lang long1 (from lengthening days)]
Lent·en, lent·en (lenʹtәn), adj. of or during Lent; suitable for Lent.
len·til (lenʹtәl), n. 1 plant whose pods
contain two seeds shaped like doubleconvex lenses. Lentils grow mostly in S
Europe and Asia. 2 seed of this plant.
Lentils are eaten like peas. [< F < L lenticula, dim. of lens lentil]
len·to (lenʹtō), adj., adv. (of music) slow;
slowly. [< Ital., slow]
Le·o (lēʹō), n., gen. Le·o·nis ((li ōʹnis). 1 a
northern constellation that was thought
of as arranged in the shape of a lion. 2
the ﬁfth sign of the zodiac; the Lion.
Le·o·nid (lēʹә nid), n., pl., Le·o·nids, Leon·i·des. one of the meteor showers that
occurs in mid-November, seeming to
originate from the constellation Leo.
le·o·nine (lāʹә nīn), adj. of or like a lion.
[< L, < leo lion]
leop·ard (lepʹәrd), n. 1 a ﬁerce animal
of Africa and Asia that has a dull-yellowish skin spotted with black. 2 jaguar
or American leopard. [< OF < L < Gk.,
< leon lion + pardos leopard]
leop·ard·ess (lepʹәr dis), n. a female leopard.
le·o·tard (lēʹә tärd), n. 1 close-ﬁtting,
one-piece garment, worn by dancers
and acrobats. 2 Also, leotards. ⫽tights.
[< F létard < Jules Léotard, French aerialist of the 1800s]
lep·er (lepʹәr), n. person who has leprosy. [< OF < L < Gk. lepra leprosy. See
leprous.]
lep·i·dop·ter·ous (lep´ә dopʹtәr әs), adj.
belonging to the group of insects including butterﬂies and moths. The larvae are
wormlike; the adults have four broad
wings. [< NL, < Gk. lepis scale + pteron
wing] —lep´i·dopʹter·an, adj., n.
lep·re·chaun (lepʹrә kôn), n. in Irish folklore, a sprite or goblin resembling a little
old man. [< Irish lupracan]
lep·ro·sy (lepʹrә si), n. an infectious disease, characterized by ulcers and white,
scaly scabs. [< leprous]
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lep·rous (lepʹrәs), adj. 1 having leprosy. 2
of or like leprosy. [< LL. < lepra leprosy
< Gk., < lepein to peel] —lepʹrous·
ly, adv.
les·bian (lezʹbi әn), adj. pertaining to lesbianism. n. a homosexual woman.
les·bi·an·ism (lezʹbi әn iz´әm), n. homosexual relations between women.
lese-maj·es·ty (lēzʹmajʹis ti) or lese majesty, n. crime or oﬀense against the
sovereign power in a state; treason. Also,
lèse-majesté. [< F lèse-majesté < L laesa
majestas insulted sovereignty]
le·sion (lēʹzhәn), n. 1 injury; hurt. 2 a
diseased condition. [< L laesio injury
< laedere to strike]
Le·so·tho (lә sōʹtō), country in S Africa,
entirely surrounded by the Republic of
South Africa.
less (les), adj. 1 smaller; not so much: less
time. 2 lower in age, rank, or importance: no less a person than the President. —n. a smaller amount or quantity.
—adv. to a smaller extent or degree: less
known. —prep. lacking; without; minus:
a year less two days.
less and less, ever smaller in amount,
degree, etc.: less and less comfortable.
none the less, nevertheless. [OE lœ̄s(sa)]
–less, suﬃx. 1 without; that has no, as
in childless, homeless. 2 that does not,
as in ceaseless, tireless. 3 that cannot be
——ed, as in countless. [OE –lēas].
les·see (les ēʹ), n. person to whom a lease
is granted. —les·seeʹship, n.
less·en (lesʹәn), v. 1 grow or make less;
decrease. 2 represent as less; minimize.
less·er (lesʹәr), adj. 1 less; smaller: the
lesser evil. 2 the smaller or less important of two.
lesser panda, reddish-brown mammal
from the Himalayas, resembling and
related to the racoon; panda.
les·son (lesʹәn), n. 1 something learned
or studied. 2 unit of learning or teaching; what is to be studied or practiced at
one time: a music lesson. 3 an instructive experience, serving to encourage
or warn. 4 selection from the Bible,
read as part of a church service. 5 Fig.
rebuke; lecture. [< OF < L lectio reading
< legere read]
les·sor (lesʹôr; les ôrʹ), n. person who
grants a lease.
lest (lest), conj. 1 for fear that; that
—— not; in order that —— not: be careful lest you fall from that tree. 2 that: I
was afraid lest he should come too late to
save us. [OE thȳ lœ̄s the whereby less]
let (let), v., let, let·ting. 1 allow; permit:
she is letting her hair grow, let a person on
board a ship. 2 allow to run out: doctors
used to let blood from people to lessen a
fever. 3 rent; hire out: let a boat by the
hour, that house lets for $1000 a month. 4
assign by contract: let work to a contractor. 5 suppose; assume: let the two lines
be parallel.
let alone, leave alone; not touch or interfere with.

let be, leave alone.
let down, a lower. b slow up. c disappoint.
let go, release the hold on.
let in, admit; permit to enter.
let in on, share a secret with.
let know, tell.
let loose, set free; release: an imagination let loose.
let oﬀ, allow to go free.
let on, allow to be known; reveal one’s
knowledge of.
let out, a permit to go out. b make
larger. c rent. d dismiss or be dismissed,
as a school or a meeting. e make known;
disclose.
let up, stop; pause. [OE lœ̄tan]
–let, suﬃx. 1 little, as in booklet, streamlet.
2 thing worn as a band on, as in anklet,
armlet. 3 other meanings, as in couplet,
gauntlet, ringlet. [< OF –elet]
let·down (letʹdoun´), n. 1 a slowing up. 2
disappointment.
le·thal (lēʹthәl), adj. causing death;
deadly: a lethal dose. [< L let(h) alis
< letum death]
le·thar·gic (lә thärʹjik), adj. 1 unnaturally drowsy; sluggish; dull: a hot,
humid day produces a lethargic condition. 2 producing lethargy. —le·tharʹgical·ly, adv.
leth·ar·gy (lethʹәr ji), n., pl. –gies. 1
drowsy dullness; lack of energy; sluggish
inactivity. 2 unnatural sleep. [< L < Gk.
lethargia, ult. < lethe forgetfulness)
let’s (lets), let us.
Lett (let), n. 1 member of a group of
people living in Latvia. 2 their language;
Lettish.
let·ter (letʹәr), n. 1 mark or sign (on
paper, etc.) that stands for any one of the
sounds that make up words. 2 written
or printed message. 3 oﬃcial document
granting some right or privilege. 4 exact
wording; actual terms: he kept the letter
of a law but not the spirit. —v. 1 mark
with letters. 2 inscribe (something) in
letters.
letters, a literature. b knowledge of literature; literary culture. c profession of
an author.
to the letter, very exactly; just as one
has been told. [< OF < L littera] —letʹterer, n.
letter box, 1 ⫽mailbox. 2 place to receive
and store email on a computer.
letter carrier, person who carries and
delivers mail for the United States Postal
Service; mailman; postman.
let·tered (letʹәrd), adj. 1 marked with letters. 2 able to read and write; educated.
3 knowing literature; having literary
culture.
let·ter·head (letʹәr hed´), n. 1 words
printed at the top of a sheet of paper,
usually a name and address. 2 sheet of
paper so printed.
let·ter·ing (letʹәr ing), n. 1 letters drawn,
painted, stamped, etc. 2 a marking with
letters; making letters.

letter of credit, document issued by a
bank, allowing the person named in it
to draw money up to a certain amount
from other speciﬁed banks.
let·ter·per·fect (letʹәr pėrʹﬁkt), adj. correct in every detail.
Let·tish (letʹish), adj. of the Letts or their
language. —n. language of the Letts.
let·tuce (letʹis), n. 1 the large, green leaves
of a plant much used in salad. 2 the
plant. [< OF < L lactuca < lac milk]
let·up (letʹup´), n. stop; pause.
leu·co·cyte (lüʹkә sīt), n. a white blood
corpuscle; one of the tiny white cells in
the blood that destroy disease germs.
[< Gk. leukos white + kytos hollow
body]
leu·ke·mi·a (lü kēʹmi ә; –kēmʹyә), n. a
usually fatal, kind of cancer characterized by a large excess of white corpuscles
in the blood.
Lev., Leviticus.
Le·vant (lә vantʹ), n. countries on the
Mediterranean Sea, E of Italy. —Le·vanʹtine, adj., n.
lev·ee1 (levʹi), n. 1 bank built to keep a
river from overﬂowing. 2 a landing place
for boats. [< F, < lever raise < L levare]
lev·ee2, lev·ée (levʹi; le vēʹ), n. reception.
[< F levé, lever. See levee1.]
lev·el (levʹәl), adj., n., v., –eled, –el·ing.
—adj. 1 having the same height everywhere; ﬂat; even: a level ﬂoor. 2 of equal
height, importance, etc.: the table is
level with the edge of the window. 3
even; uniform; steady: a calm and level
tone. 4 well-balanced; sensible. —n. 1
something that is level. 2 instrument
for showing whether a surface is level.
3 level position or condition. 4 height:
the ﬂood rose to a level of 60 feet. 5 position or standard from a social, moral, or
intellectual point of view. —v. 1 make
level; put on the same level. 2 lay low;
bring (something) to the level of the
ground. 3 raise and hold level for shooting; aim. 4 remove or reduce (diﬀerences, etc.); make uniform.
ﬁnd one’s or its level, arrive at the natural or proper level.
level oﬀ or out, come to an equilibrium,
neither rising nor falling, or increasing
or decreasing.
level with, be honest with; tell the truth
to.
one’s level best, one’s very best; as well
as one can do.
on the level, in a fair, straightforward
manner. [< OF, ult. < L libella, dim. of
libra balance] —levʹel·er, n. —levʹel·ly,
adv. —levʹel·ness, n.
lev·el-head·ed (levʹәl hedʹid), adj. having
good common sense and judgment.
level playing ﬁeld, competitive situation
that is fair, with no person or organization having an unfair advantage.
lev·er (levʹәr; lēʹvәr), n. 1 bar for raising
or moving a weight at one end by pushing down at the other end. It must be
supported at a point in between. 2 any
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bar working on an axis or support. —v.
1 move with a lever. 2 use a lever. [< OF
leveor < lever raise < L levare] —levʹerlike´, adj.
lev·er·age (levʹәr ij; lēʹvәr–), n. 1 action
of a lever. 2 advantage or power gained
by using a lever. 3 Fig. increased power
of action.
le·vi·a·than (lә vīʹә thәn), n. 1 in the
Bible, a huge sea animal. 2 any great and
powerful person or thing. [< LL < Heb.
liwyā·thān dragon, crocodile, prob.
< lavāh twist, wind]
Le·vi’s (lēʹvīz), n., pl. 1 Trademark. heavy
blue denim trousers reinforced at strain
points with copper rivets, as made by
Levi Strauss and Company. 2 levis.
⫽blue jeans.
lev·i·tate (levʹә tāt), v. –tat·ed, –tat·ing.
1 rise or ﬂoat in the air. 2 cause to rise
or ﬂoat in the air. [< L levitas lightness
(see levity), modeled after gravitate]
—lev´i·taʹtion, n. —levʹi·ta´tor, n.
Le·vit·i·cus (lә vitʹә kәs), n. the third
book of the Old Testament, containing
the ritual for Jewish rites and ceremonies.
lev·i·ty (levʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. lightness
of mind, character, or behavior; lack
of proper seriousness or earnestness:
giggling in church shows levity. [< L,
< levis light]
lev·u·lose (levʹyә lōs), n. fructose. [< L
laevus left; under polarized light its
plane of polarization is turned to the
left]
lev·y (levʹi), v., lev·ied, lev·y·ing, n., pl.
lev·ies. —v. 1 order to be paid: the government levies taxes to pay its expenses.
2 collect (men) for an army: troops are
levied in time of war. 3 seize by law
for unpaid debts: a court can levy on a
person’s property for unpaid debts. —n. 1
money collected. 2 men collected for an
army. 3 a levying. [< F levée < lever raise.
See levee1.] —levʹi·er, n.
lewd (lüd), adj. 1 lustful; lascivious. 2
indecent; obscene. [OE lœ̄wede laic]
—lewdʹly, adv. —lewdʹness, n.
lex (leks), n., pl. le·ges (lēʹjēz). Latin. law.
lex· i· cog· ra· pher (lek´ sә kogʹ rә fәr),
n. dictionary maker. [< Gk., < lexikon
wordbook + graphein write]
lex·i·cog·ra·phy (lek´sә kogʹrә ﬁ), n. dictionary making —lex´i·co·graphʹic,
lex´i·co·graphʹi·cal, adj. —lex´i·cographʹi·cal·ly, adv.
lex·i·con (lekʹsә kәn; -kon), n. 1 dictionary, esp. of Greek, Latin, or Hebrew. 2
vocabulary of a language or of a certain
group, activity, etc.: the lexicon of crime.
[< Gk. lexikon (biblion) wordbook]
Leyden jar, device for accumulating frictional electricity, consisting of a glass
jar lined inside and outside with tin foil.
[from Leyden, Leiden, Holland]
LG, Low German.
lge., large.
LGK., Late Greek.
lgth., length.

l.h., left hand.
Lha·sa (läʹsә; lasʹә), n. capital of Tibet.
Li, lithium.
L.I., Long Island.
li·a·bil·i·ty (lī´ә bilʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
state of being susceptible: liability to a
disease. 2 state of being under obligation: liability for a debt. 3 debt. 4 thing
to one’s disadvantage: poor handwriting
is a liability.
li·a·ble (līʹә bәl; līʹbәl), adj. 1 likely;
unpleasantly likely: glass is liable to
break. 2 in danger of having, doing, etc.:
we are all liable to diseases. 3 responsible;
bound by law to pay: liable for damage.
4 under obligation; subject: citizens are
liable to jury duty. [< OF, ult. < L ligare
bind] —liʹa·ble·ness, n.
li·aise (lē āzʹ), v., –aised, –ais·ing. meet
with or connect with, esp. to coordinate the work or activity of a group or
groups. [ < liaison]
li·ai·son (lē´ā zonʹ; li āʹzon; lēʹә zon;
–zәn), n. 1 connection between parts of
an army to secure proper cooperation. 2
connection between groups or persons
for the purpose of working together as
smoothly as possible. 3 unlawful intimacy between a man and a woman. [< F
< L ligatio < ligare bind]
li·a·na (li äʹnә; –anʹә), li·ane (–änʹ), n. a
climbing vine with a woody stem. [< F
liane, earlier liorne]
li·ar (līʹәr), n. person who tells lies.
lib (lib), n. Informal 1 liberation. 2 liberationist. —adj. of or having to do with
liberation or liberationists.
lib., 1 book. [< L liber] 2 librarian;
library.
li·ba·tion (lī bāʹshәn), n. 1 a pouring out
of wine, water, etc., as an oﬀering to a
god. 2 wine, water, etc., oﬀered in this
way. [< L, < libare pur out]
lib·ber (libʹәr), n. Informal. ⫽liberationist.
li·bel (līʹbәl), n., v., –beled, –bel·ing. —n.
1 a written or printed statement tending
to damage a person’s reputation. 2 crime
of writing or printing a libel. 3 any false
or damaging statement about a person.
—v. 1 write or print a libel about. 2 make
false or damaging statements about. 3
institute suit against by means of a libel.
[< L libellus, dim. of liber book] —liʹbeler, n.
li·bel·ous (līʹbәl әs), adj. 1 containing a
libel. 2 spreading libels: a libelous tongue.
—liʹbel·ous·ly, adv.
lib·er·al (libʹәr әl; libʹrәl), adj. 1 generous:
a liberal donation. 2 plentiful; abundant:
a liberal amount. 3 broad-minded; not
narrow in one’s ideas: a liberal thinker. 4
favoring progress and reforms: a liberal
party. 5 giving the general thought, not
a word-for-word rendering: a liberal
translation. —n. person favorable to
progress and reforms.
Liberal, member of a Liberal Party. [< L
liberalis beﬁtting free men < liber free]
—libʹer·al·ly, adv. —libʹer·al·ness, n.

liberal arts, subjects studied for culture
rather than for immediate practical use,
as literature, languages, history, and philosophy.
lib·er·al·ism (libʹәr әl iz´әm; libʹrәl–), n.
liberal principles and ideas; belief in
progress and reforms.
lib·er·al·i·ty (lib´әr alʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
1 generosity. 2 a gift. 3 broad-mindedness.
lib·er·al·ize (libʹәr әl īz; libʹrәl–), v.,
–ized, –iz·ing. make or become liberal. —lib´er·al·i·zaʹtion, n. —libʹeral·iz´er, n.
lib·er·al-mind·ed (libʹәr әl mīnʹdid; libʹrәl–), adj. broad-minded.
Liberal Party, political party that favors
progress and reforms.
lib·er·ate (libʹәr āt), v., –at·ed, –at·ing.
1 set free. 2 free from social biases or
restrictions. [< L, < liber free] —lib´eraʹtion, n. —libʹer·a·tor, n.
lib·er·a·tion·ist (lib´ә rāʹshә nist), n. person who advocates freedom from social
biases or restrictions: a women’s liberationist.
Li·be·ri·a (lī birʹi ә), n. country in W
Africa, founded by freed American black
slaves in 1847. —Li·beʹri·an, adj., n.
lib·er·tar·i·an (lib´әr tärʹē әn), n. 1 person who advocates individual freedom,
esp. in thought and conduct. 2 person
who believes in the least government
possible. —adj. of or having to do with
libertarians or libertarianism. —lib´ertarʹi·an·ism´, n.
lib·er·tine (libʹәr tēn), n. person who
lacks moral restraint, esp. a man.
—adj. without moral restraints; dissolute; licentious. [< L libertinus freedman,
ult. < liber free]
lib·er·tin·ism (libʹәr tēn iz´әm; –tin–), n.
behavior of a libertine.
lib·er·ty (libʹәr ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 freedom:
grant liberty to slaves, land of liberty,
the colonies won their liberty. 2 right or
power to do as one pleases; power or
opportunity to do something: liberty
of speech or action. 3 leave granted to a
sailor to go ashore. 4 right of being in,
using, etc.: we give our dog the liberty
of the yard. 5 too great freedom; setting
aside rules and manners.
at liberty, a free. b allowed; permitted. c
not busy.
take liberties, be too familiar. [< OF
< L, < liber free]
Liberty Bell, bell rung in Philadelphia
July 4, 1776, and regarded as a symbol
of liberty.
li·bid·i·nous (lә bidʹә nәs), adj. lustful;
lewd. —li·bidʹi·nous·ly, adv. —li·bidʹinous·ness, n.
li·bi·do (lә bēʹdō), n. 1 sexual desire
or instinct. 2 instinct generally; vital
impulse; the force motivating mental
life. [< L, desire] —li·bidʹi·nal, adj.
Li·bra (līʹbrә), n., gen. –brae (–brē). 1 a
southern constellation that was thought
of as arranged in the shape of a pair of
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scales. 2 the seventh sign of the zodiac;
the Scales. [< L, a balance]
li·brar·i·an (lī brãrʹi әn), n. 1 person in
charge of a library or part of a library. 2
person trained for work in a library.
li·brar·y (līʹbrer´i; līʹbrәr i), n., pl. –braries. 1 collection of books. 2 room or
building where a collection of books is
kept. [< L librarium bookcase < liber
book]
li·bret·tist (lә bretʹist), n. writer of a
libretto.
li·bret·to (lә bretʹō), n., pl. –tos, –ti (–tē).
1 words of an opera or other long musical composition. 2 book containing the
words. [< Ital., dim. of libro book]
Lib·y·a (libʹi ә), n. a country in N Africa
W of Egypt. —Libʹy·an, adj., n.
lice (līs), n. pl. of louse.
li·cense (līʹsәns), n., v., –censed, –censing. —n. 1 permission given by law to
do something: a license to drive a car.
2 paper, card, plate, etc., showing such
permission: show your driver’s license. 3
freedom of action, speech, thought, etc.,
that is permitted or conceded: poetic
license. 4 too much liberty; abuse of liberty. —v. give a license to; permit by law:
a doctor is licensed to practice medicine.
[< OF < L licentia < licere be allowed]
—liʹcens·a·ble, adj. —liʹcens·er, n.
li·cen·see (lī´sәn sēʹ), n. person to whom
a license is given.
li·cen·ti·ate (lī senʹshi it; –āt), n. 1 person
who has a license or permit to practice
an art or profession. 2 holder of any
of certain European university degrees
lower than that of doctor. —li·cenʹtiate·ship´, n.
li·cen·tious (lī senʹshәs), adj. 1 disregarding commonly accepted rules or
principles. 2 lawless; immoral. 3 lewd.
[< L, < licentia license] —li·cenʹtious·
ly, adv. —li·cenʹtious·ness, n.
li·chen (līʹkәn), n. plant that looks somewhat like moss and grows in patches
on trees, rocks, etc., consisting of a fungus and an alga growing together. —v.
cover with lichens. [< L < Gk. leichen]
—liʹchen·like´, adj. —liʹchen·ous, adj.
lich gate (lich), roofed gateway leading
into a churchyard, originally where a
casket was set down to await escort into
the church by a clergyman. Also, lych
gate. [< lich corpse + gate]
lic·it (lisʹit), adj. lawful; permitted. [< L
licitus] —licʹit·ly, adv.
lick (lik), v. 1 pass the tongue over: lick
a stamp. 2 lap up with the tongue. 3
make or bring by using the tongue: the
cat licked the plate clean. 4 pass about
or play over like a tongue: the ﬂames
were licking the roof. 5 beat; thrash;
defeat. —n. 1 stroke of the tongue over
something. 2 place where natural salt is
found and where animals go to lick it up.
3 a blow. 4 a small quantity. [OE liccian]
—lickʹer, n.
lick·ing (likʹing), n. beating, defeat;
thrashing.

take a licking, a suﬀer a beating or
defeat. b suﬀer a setback or reverse, esp.
in business.
lic·o·rice (likʹә ris; likʹris; –rish), n. 1 a
sweet, black gummy extract obtained
from the roots of a European plant
used as a ﬂavoring. 2 plant that yields
this. 3 its root. 4 candy ﬂavored with
this extract. Also, liquorice. [< AF
< LL < Gk. glykyrrhiza < glykys sweet +
rhiza root]
lid (lid), n. 1 a movable cover; top: the lid
of a box. 2 cover of skin that is moved
in opening and shutting the eye; eyelid.
[OE hlid] —lidʹded, adj. —lidʹless, adj.
lie1 (lī), n., v., lied, ly·ing. —n. 1 a false
statement, esp. one known to be false by
the person who makes it. 2 something
intended to give a false impression. [OE
lyge] —v. 1 tell a lie; tell lies. 2 get, bring,
put, etc., by lying: lie oneself out of a difﬁculty. 3 convey a false impression.
give the lie to, a show to be false. b call
a liar; accuse of lying. [OE lēogan]
lie2 (lī), v., lay, lain, ly·ing, n—v. 1 have
one’s body in a ﬂat position along the
ground or other surface: lie on the grass,
lie down on the couch. 2 be or stay in
a given position state, etc.: lie idle, the
book is lying on the table, the ship lies
to the south of us. 3 exist; have its place;
belong: the cure lies in education. 4 be
buried. —n. manner, position, or direction in which something lies.
lie back, lean backward.
lie in, be conﬁned in childbirth.
lie low, conceal oneself.
lie oﬀ, stay or be not far from.
lie over, suspend or put oﬀ, as travel or
business plans.
(not) take (something) lying down,
(not) yield or give in to (something).
[OE licgan] —liʹer, n.
Liech·ten·stein (lihʹtәn shtīn), n. country
between SW Germany and NE Switzerland.
lie·der·kranz (lēʹdәr kränts), n. a smooth
cheese with a strong odor. [< G, garland,
of songs]
liege (lēj), n. 1 lord having a right to the
homage and loyal service of his vassals.
2 vassal obliged to give homage and
loyal service to his lord. —adj. having
the right to, or obliged to give, homage
and loyal service to a lord. [< OF < LL
leticus < letus freedman, ult. < Gmc.]
—liegeʹman, n.
lien (lēn), n legal claim on the property
of another for payment of a debt: the
garage owner has a lien upon my automobile until I pay his bill. [< F < L ligamen bond < ligare bind]
lieu (lü), n. place; stead.
in lieu of, in place of; instead of. [< F
< L locus]
Lieut., Lieutenant.
lieu·ten·an·cy (lü tenʹәn si), n., pl. –cies.
rank, commission, or authority of a
lieutenant.
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lieu·ten·ant (lü tenʹәnt), n. 1 person who
acts in the place of someone above him
in authority. 2 a commissioned army
oﬃcer ranking next below a captain. 3
a commissioned naval oﬃcer ranking
next below a lieutenant commander.
[< F, < lieu a place + tenant, ppr. of tenir
hold < L tenere]
lieutenant colonel, a commissioned army
oﬃcer ranking next below a colonel and
next above a major.
lieutenant commander, a commissioned
naval oﬃcer ranking next below a commander and next above a lieutenant.
lieutenant general, a commissioned army
oﬃcer ranking next below a general and
next above a major general.
lieutenant governor, 1 an oﬃcer next
in rank to the governor of a state and
taking his place during his absence or
in the event of his death. 2 oﬃcial who
acts in place of the governor general in a
district of province.
life (līf), n., pl. lives 1 living; being alive;
quality that people, animals, and plants
have and that rocks, dirt, and metals
lack. 2 time of being alive: a short life. 3
time of existence or action of inanimate
things, as a machine. 4 living being; person: ﬁve lives were lost. 5 living beings
considered together: the desert island
had almost no animal or vegetable life.
6 way of living: a dull life. 7 account of
a person’s life: a life of Lincoln. 8 spirit;
vigor: put more life into your work.
(as) big or large as life, a as just as in
life. b in person.
bring to life, make seem alive: the story
brings that time to life.
for life, during the rest of one’s life.
from life, using a living model: a painting from life.
take life, kill.
take one’s own life, kill oneself.
true to life, as in or resembling real life.
[OE līf]
life belt, life preserver made like a belt.
life·blood (līfʹblud´), n. 1 blood necessary to life. 2 source of strength and
energy.
life·boat (līfʹbōt´), n. strong boat specially built for saving lives at sea or along
the coast.
life buoy, life preserver; something to
keep a person aﬂoat until rescued.
life expectancy, 1 the average length of
time a person can expect to line. 2 average length of time a person of a particular age can expect to live.
life·guard (līfʹgärd´), n. person employed
on a bathing beach to help in case of
accident or danger to bathers.
life insurance, 1 system by which a person pays a small sum regularly to have
a large sum paid to his or her family or
heirs at death. 2 sum paid by the insurance company at death.
life jacket, sleeveless jacket made of
waterproof fabric and ﬁlled with air or
a light material, worn as a life preserver.
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life·less (līfʹlis), adj. 1 without life: a lifeless planet. 2 dead: lifeless bodies on the
battleﬁeld. 3 dull: a lifeless performance.
—lifeʹless·ly, adv. —lifeʹless·ness, n.
life·like (līfʹlīk´), adj. like life; looking
as if alive; like the real thing: a lifelike
description. —lifeʹlike´ness, n.
life line, rope for saving life, such as one
thrown to a ship from the shore.
life·long (līfʹlông´; –long´), adj. lasting
all one’s life: a lifelong companion.
life preserver, a wide belt, jacket, or circular tube, usually made of waterproof
fabric ﬁlled with air, cork, etc., to keep a
person aﬂoat in the water; something to
keep a person aﬂoat until rescued.
life·sav·er (līfʹsāv´әr), n. 1 person who
saves people from drowning. 2 person or thing that saves someone from
trouble, discomfort, embarrassment,
etc. —lifeʹsav´ing, adj., n.
life science, any science that deals with
living matter, as biology, biochemistry,
zoology, etc.
life-size (līfʹsīz´), adj. as big as the living
person, animal, etc.: a life-size statute.
life span, 1 length of time a plant or animal lives or is likely to live. 2 length of
time or possible length of time anything
will last or be of use: the bridge’s estimated life span.
life·style (līfʹstīl´) or life style, n. characteristic manner of living of a person
or group.
life·time (līfʹtīm´), n. time of being alive;
time during which a life lasts. —adj.
for life.
life·work (līfʹwėrkʹ), n. work that takes or
lasts a whole lifetime; main work in life.
lift (lift), v. 1 raise; take up; raise into a
higher position: lift a chair. 2 rise and
go; go away: the darkness lifts. 3 go up;
yield to an eﬀort to raise something: this
window will not lift. 4 sent up loudly: lift
a voice or cry. 5 steal; plagiarize: to lift
things from a store, lift a paragraph. —n.
1 an elevating inﬂuence. 2 act or fact of
lifting. 3 load lifted. 4 distance through
which a thing is lifted. 5 a helping hand.
6 ride in a vehicle given to a traveler on
foot; free ride. 7 elevator. [<Scand. lypta
< lopt air] —liftʹa·ble, adj. —liftʹer, n.
lift·oﬀ (liftʹôf´; –of´), n. take-oﬀ or
launching, esp. of a rocket.
lig·a·ment (ligʹә mәnt), n., pl. lig·a·ments,
lig·a·men·ta (lig´ә menʹtә). band of
strong tissue that connects bones or
holds parts of the body in place. [< L
ligamentum < ligare bind]
lig·a·ture (ligʹә chәr; –chu̇r), n. 1 anything used to bind or tie up; bandage,
cord, etc. 2 thread, string, etc., used to
tie up a bleeding artery or vein. 3 a slur
or a group of notes in music connected
by a slur. 4 two or three letters joined in
printing. Æ and ﬀ are ligatures. [< LL
ligatura, ult. < L ligare bind]
light1 (līt), n., adj., v., light·ed or lit, lighting. —n. 1 that by which we see; form of
radiant energy that acts on the retina of

the eye. 2 thing that gives light, as the
sun, a lamp, etc. 3 brightness; clearness:
a strong light, light and shade. 4 daytime.
5 window or other means of letting in
light. 6 knowledge; information. 7 public knowledge; open view: bring to light.
—adj. 1 having light. 2 bright; clear: it is
as light as day. 3 pale in color; whitish.
—v. 1 give light to; provide with light.
2 make or become bright: her face lights
up when he comes in. 4 become light: the
sky lights up at dawn. 5 set ﬁre to: she
lighted the candles.
according to one’s lights, following
one’s own ideas, intelligence, and conscience in the best way one knows.
come to light, be revealed, exposed.
in (the) light of, a considering. b from
the point of view of.
see the light (of day), a be born. b be
made public. c get the right idea; understand. [OE lēoht]
light2 (līt), adj. 1 easy to carry; not heavy:
a light load. 2 of less than standard or
usual weight, amount, force, etc.: a light
sleep, light clothing. 3 of foods, easy to
digest. 4 easy to do or bear; not hard or
severe. 5 not looking heavy; graceful;
delicate: a light bridge, light on one’s feet.
6 not serious: light reading, light losses.
7 not dense: a light fog, a light soil. 8
lightly armed or equipped: light cavalry.
—adv. lightly.
make light of, treat as of little importance. [OE lēoht, līht]
light3 (līt), v., light·ed or lit, light·ing. 1
come down to the ground: a bird lighted
on the branch. 2 come by chance: his
eye lighted upon a sentence, the blow lit
on his head.
light into, a attack. b scold.
light out, leave suddenly; go away
quickly. [OE līhtan < līht light2]
light bulb, transparent globe or tube that
ﬁts into an electric socket to provide
light.
light·en1 (lītʹәn), v. 1 make light; grow
light: the sky lightens before the dawn.
2 brighten: her face lightened. 3 ﬂash
with lightning: it thundered and lightened outside. [ME, < light1] —lightʹener, n.
light·en2 (lītʹәn), v. 1 reduce the load
of; have the load reduced. 2 make or
become less of a burden: to lighten taxes.
3 make or become more cheerful. [ME,
< light2]
light·er1 (lītʹәr), n. thing or person that
starts something burning. [ME, < light1]
light·er2 (lītʹәr), n. a ﬂat-bottomed barge
used for loading and unloading ships. [<
light2 or ? < Du. lichter]
light-ﬁn·gered (lītʹﬁngʹgәrd), adj. thievish; skillful at picking pockets.
light-foot·ed (lītʹfu̇tʹid), adj. stepping
lightly. —lightʹfootʹed·ly, adv. —lightʹfootʹed·ness, n.
light-head·ed (lītʹhedʹid), adj. 1 dizzy. 2
delirious. 3 frivolous; ﬂighty. —lightʹheadʹed·ly, adv. lightʹ-headʹed·ness, n.

light-hearted·ed (lītʹhärʹtid), adj. carefree; cheerful. —lightʹ-heartʹed·ly, adv.
—lightʹ-heartʹed·ness, n.
light heavyweight, boxer who weighs
between 161 and 175 pounds.
light·house (lītʹhous´), n. tower or framework with a bright light that shines far
over the water to warn and guide ships.
light industry, industry that produces
goods for consumers, as clothing, food,
etc.
light·ing (lītʹing), n. 1 giving of light; providing with light. 2 way in which lights
are arranged. 3 starting to burn.
lightning arrester, device that protects
electrical equipment from damage by
lightning.
light·ly (lītʹli), adv. 1 with little weight,
force, etc.: rest lightly on a thing. 2 to a
small degree or extent: lightly clad. 3
quickly; easily: to jump lightly aside. 4
cheerfully: take bad news lightly.
light·ness1 (lītʹnis), n. 1 brightness; clearness. 2 paleness; whitishness. 3 amount
of light.
light·ness2 (lītʹnis), n. 1 a being light; not
being heavy. 2 not being hard or severe.
3 gracefulness; delicacy. 4 being cheerful. 5 lack of proper seriousness.
light·ning (lītʹning), n. discharge or ﬂash
of electricity in the sky. [< lighten1]
lightning bug, ⫽ﬁreﬂy.
lightning rod, 1 metal rod ﬁxed on a
building or ship to conduct lightning
into the earth or water. 2 Fig. someone
or something that attracts criticism or
controversy.
light·proof (lītʹpruf´), adj. that will not
let light through; resistant to light: a
lightproof box.
light rail, system of transportation that
uses monorails, streetcars, etc., usually
in a city.
light railway, 1 narrow-gauge railway. 2
⫽light rail
light·ship (lītʹship´), n. ship with a bright
light that shines far over the water,
anchored at a dangerous place to warn
and guide ships.
light show, display of colored lights in
constantly changing patterns, often
accompanied by music.
light·some (lītʹsәm), adj. 1 nimble; lively.
2 happy; gay; cheerful. 3 frivolous.
—lightʹsome·ly, adv. —lightʹsomeness, n.
light·weight (lītʹwāt´), n. 1 person or
thing of less than average weight 2
boxer who weighs less than 135 pounds.
3 person who has little intelligence or
importance.
light-year (lītʹyirʹ), n. 1 distance
that light travels in one year; about
6,000,000,000,000 miles. 2 Fig. lightyears. a very great distance. 3 Fig., light
years. a very long time.
lig·ne·ous (ligʹni әs), adj. of or like wood;
woody. [< L, < lignum wood]
lig·nin (ligʹnin), n. organic substance
which, along with cellulose, forms

linage
the essential part of woody tissue and
accounts for the greater part of the
weight of dry wood. [< L lignum wood
+ –in, var. of –ine2]
lig·nite (ligʹnīt), n. a dark-brown kind of
coal in which the texture of the wood
can be seen. [< F, < L lignum wood]
lig·num vi·tae (ligʹnәm vīʹtē), 1 an
extremely heavy and hard wood, used
for making pulleys, rulers, etc. 2 a tropical tree from which it comes. [< L, wood
of life; from its supposed medicinal
value]
lik·a·ble, like·a·ble (līkʹә bәl), adj. having
qualities that win good will or friendship; popular. —likʹa·ble·ness, likeʹable·ness, n.
like1 (līk), adj., prep., adv., n, conj., —adj.
1 similar; similar to; resembling something or each other: our house is like
theirs. 2 characteristic of: isn’t that just
like a boy? 3 prophetic or indicative of:
it looks like rain. 4 in the right state or
frame of mind for: I feel like working.
—prep. in like manner with; similarly
to: she works like a beaver. —adv. 1
probably: like enough it will rain. 2 in
like manner. —n. 1 person or thing like
another; match; counterpart or equal.
2 something of similar nature: wheat,
oats, and the like are cereals. —conj. 1
like as; as. 2 as if. 3 Slang. as if to say;
so to speak: I thought like wow, this is
great.
and the like, and so forth; and other
things.
nothing like, not nearly.
or the like, or other things.
something like, nearly; almost.
tell it (or say it) like it is, Informal.
speak frankly; give the facts plainly. [OE
gelī]
like2 (līk), v., liked, lik·ing, n. —v. 1 be
pleased with; be satisﬁed with. 2 wish
for; wish. —n. likes, likings; preferences.
[OE līcian to please]
–like, suﬃx. 1 like, as in wolﬂike. 2 like
that of; characteristic of, as in childlike. 3
suited to; ﬁt or proper for, as in businesslike. [< like1, adj.]
like·li·hood (līkʹli hu̇d), n. probability:
is there any great likelihood of rain this
afternoon?
like·ly (līkʹli), adj., –li·er, –li·est, adv.
—adj. 1 probable: one likely result of
this heavy rain is the rising of the river.
2 to be expected: it is likely to be hot in
August. 3 suitable: is there a likely place
to ﬁsh? 4 showing ability: a likely boy.
—adv. probably: I shall very likely be at
home all day. [< Scand. līkligr]
like-mind·ed (līkʹmīnʹdid), adj. 1 in
agreement: we are like-minded about the
problem. 2 sharing opinions, attitudes,
etc.: a like-minded friend.
lik·en (līkʹәn), v. compare; represent as
like.
like·ness (līkʹnis), n. 1 a resembling; a
being alike: a boy’s likeness to his father.
2 something that is like; copy; picture:

have one’s likeness painted. 3 appearance;
shape: assume the likeness of a swan.
like·wise (līkʹwīz´), adv. 1 the same: go
and do likewise. 2 also; moreover; too.
lik·ing (līkʹing), n. 1 preference; fondness; kindly feeling: a liking for apples. 2
taste; pleasure: food to your liking.
li·lac (līʹlәk; –lak), n. 1 shrub with clusters
of tiny fragrant ﬂowers. 2 the cluster of
ﬂowers. 3 a pale pinkish purple. —adj.
pale pinkish-purple. [< F < Sp. < Ar.
< Pers. līlak < nīl indigo]
Lil·li·pu·tian (lil´ә pūʹshәn), adj. very
small; tiny; petty. —n. a very small
person; dwarf.
lilt (lilt), v. sing or play (a tune) in a light
tripping manner. —n. 1 lively song or
tune with a swing. 2 a lively, springing
movement. [ME lulte]
lil·y (lilʹi), n., pl. lil·ies, adj. —n. 1 any
plant of a family of herbs, shrubs, and
trees that grow from a bulb, usually
have ﬂowers with six parts, and have
stemless leaves. 2 the ﬂower. 3 the bulb.
4 any of various related or similar
plants, such as the calla lily or water
lily. —adj. like a lily; white; pale; pure;
lovely; delicate. [< L, akin to Gk. leirion]
—lilyʹy·like´, adj.
lil·y-liv·ered (lilʹi livʹәrd), adj. cowardly.
lily of the valley, pl. lilies of the valley.
plant having tiny, fragrant, bell-shaped,
white ﬂowers arranged up and down a
single stem.
Li·ma (lēʹmә), n. capital of Peru.
Li·ma bean (līʹmә), 1 a broad, ﬂat bean
used for food. 2 plant that it grows on.
[< Lima (Peru)]
limb (lim), n. 1 leg, arm, or wing. 2 a
large branch of a tree. 3 part that projects; branch; arm. 4 person or thing
thought of as a branch or oﬀshoot.
limb from limb, into pieces; completely
apart.
out on a limb, in a risky or vulnerable
position. [OE lim] —limbʹless, adj.
lim·ber (limʹbәr), adj. bending easily;
ﬂexible: limber ﬁngers. —v. make or
become limber: limber up by exercise.
[? < limp2 or limb] —limʹber·ly, adv.
—limʹber·ness, n.
lim·bic lobe (limʹbik), either of the two
lobes of the brain, one in each hemisphere.
limbic system, interconnected neural
structures in the cortex of the brain,
believed to control emotions and certain
behavior.
lim·bo (limʹbō), n. 1 Often, Limbo. a
place for those who are not baptized
Christians but do not deserve the punishment of sinners. 2 place for people
and things forgotten, cast aside, or out of
date. [< L (in) limbo on the edge]
lime1 (līm), n., v., limed, lim·ing. —n. a
white substance obtained by burning
limestone, shells, bones, etc.; calcium
oxide; quicklime. Lime is used in making mortar and on ﬁelds to improve the
soil. —v. put lime on. [OE līm]
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lime2 (līm), n. 1 a greenish-yellow fruit
much like a lemon, but smaller and
sourer. 2 tree that it grows on. [< F < ?
< Ar. līma]
lime3 (līm), n. linden tree, often used for
shade. [var. of earlier line < OE lind]
lime·ade (līm´ādʹ), n. drink made of lime
juice, sugar, and water.
lime·kiln (līmʹkil´; –kiln´), n. furnace
for making lime by burning limestone,
shells, etc.
lime·light (līmʹlīt´), n. 1 a strong light
thrown upon the stage of a theater to
light up certain persons or objects. 2
center of public attention and interest.
lim·er·ick (limʹәr ik; limʹrik), n. kind of
nonsense verse of ﬁve lines. [appar. from
a song about Limerick, Ireland]
lime·stone (līmʹstōn´), n. rock consisting
mostly of calcium carbonate, used for
building and for making lime. Marble is
a kind of limestone.
lim·it (limʹit), n. farthest edge or boundary; where something ends or must end:
the limits of the school grounds. —v. set a
limit to; restrict: her food was limited to
bread and water.
limits, a boundaries; bounds. b areas or
regions.
the limit, as much as, or more than, one
can stand. [< OF < L limes boundary]
—limʹit·a·ble, adj. —limʹit·er, n.
lim·i·ta·tion (lim´ә tāʹshәn), n. 1 a limiting. 2 limited condition. 3 a limiting
rule or circumstance; restriction.
lim·i·ta·tive (limʹә tā´tiv), adj. limiting.
lim·it·ed (limʹit id), adj. kept within
limits; restricted. —limʹit·ed·ly, adv.
—limʹit·ed·ness, n.
limited monarchy, monarchy in which
the ruler’s powers are limited by law.
lim·it·less (limʹit lis), adj. without limits;
boundless.
Li·moges (li mōzhʹ), n. porcelain made at
Limoges, France.
lim·ou·sine (lim´ә zēnʹ; limʹә zēn) n. a
closed automobile, in which passengers
are seated in the back, usually separated
from the driver. [< F, < Limousin, former
French province]
limp1 (limp), n. a lame step or walk.
—v. walk with a limp. [cf. OE lemphealt
lame] —limpʹer, n.
limp2 (limp), adj. lacking stiﬀness or
ﬁrmness: clothes get limp in hot weather.
[akin to Scand. limpa indisposition]
—limpʹly, adv. —limpʹness, n.
lim·pet (limʹpit), n. a small shellﬁsh that
sticks to rocks. [< LL lampreda lamprey.
Doublet of lamprey.]
lim·pid (limʹpid), adj. clear; transparent: limpid water, limpid eyes. [< L limpidus] —limpidʹi·ty, limʹpid·ness, n.
—limʹpid·ly, adv.
lim·y (līmʹi), adj., lim·i·er, lim·i·est, 1
of, containing, or resembling lime. 2
smeared with birdlime.
lin·age (līnʹij), n. 1 alignment. 2 quantity
of printed or written matter estimated in
lines. 3 rate of payment by the line.
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linch·pin (linchʹpin´), n. pin inserted
through a hole in the end of an axle to
keep the wheel on.
Lin·coln (lingʹkәn), n. 1 Abraham,
1809–65, the 16th president of the
United States, 1861–65. 2 capital of
Nebraska, in the SE part.
lin·den (linʹdәn), n. shade tree with
heartshaped leaves and clusters of small,
fragrant, yellowish ﬂowers. [OE, orig.
adj., < lind linden, lime3]
line1 (līn), n., v., lined, lin·ing. —n. 1
piece of rope, cord, or wire: a ﬁshing
line. 2 a long narrow mark: draw two
lines along the margin. 3 edge; limit;
boundary: the line between Texas and
Mexico. 4 row of persons or things: a
line of trees, a column of 40 lines. 5 short
letter; note: drop me a line. 6 family or
lineage: of noble line. 7 course; track: a
line of march, a line of policy. 8 any rope,
wire, pipe, hose, etc., running from one
point to another: a telephone line. 9 a
system of transportation: the main line
of a railroad. 10 ﬁeld interest; kind of
activity: a good line of hardware. 11 one
of the horizontal lines that make a staﬀ
in music. 12 in football, the players lined
up even with the ball before the action of
a down begins. —v. 1 mark with lines on
paper, etc. 2 cover with lines: a face lined
by age. 3 arrange in a line. 4 arrange a
line along; form a line along.
all along the line, at every point; everywhere.
along the line, while something else was
happening or being done: changes made
along the line.
bring into line, cause to or change in
order to agree or conform.
down the line, in the future: what happens down the line?
down (to the end of) the line, to the
end; along the whole way.
draw a or the line, ﬁx or set a limit.
hold the line, prevent or resist a change
or shift.
in line, a in a row. b Fig. in agreement. c
in order or succession.
in line with, in agreement with.
lay or put on the line, a put at risk. b
speak frankly.
lines, a outline; contour: a ship of ﬁve
lines; the lines of a suit. b plan; approach;
method: an investigation along the same
lines. c words that an actor speaks in a
play or ﬁlm. d poetry; verses. e trenches
or other defenses used in war.
line up, a form up into a line. b make
readily available: line up experienced help.
out of line, a not in agreement. b not
behaving properly.
toe the line, conform to a standard.
[coalescence of OE līne line, rope (< līn
ﬂax) and L linea line, linen thread
(< linum ﬂax)]
line2 (līn), v., lined, lin·ing. 1 put a layer
inside of. 2 ﬁll: line one’s pockets with
money. 3 serve as a lining for. [< OE
līn ﬂax]

lin·e·age (linʹi ij), n. 1 descent in a direct
line from an ancestor. 2 family; race.
[< OF lignage < ligne line < L linea]
lin·e·al (linʹi әl), adj. 1 in the direct line
of descent: a lineal descendant. 2 hereditary. 3 linear. —linʹe·al·ly, adv.
lin·e·ar (linʹi әr), adj. 1 of or in a line or
lines. 2 made of lines; making use of
lines. 3 long and narrow. [< L, < linea
line1] —linʹe·ar·ly, adv.
linear accelerator, device for accelerating charged particles in a straight line
through a vacuum tube or series of
tubes.
linear measure, 1 measure of length. 2
system for measuring length in which
12 inches = 1 foot.
line dance, 1 dance in which dancers are
arranged in usually a single line. 2 dance
in which one or more lines of dancers
perform intricate steps in unison. —line
danc·er. —line danc·ing.
line·man (līn´mәn), n., pl. –men. 1 person who sets up or repairs telegraph,
telephone, or electric wires. 2 center,
guard, tackle, or end in football.
lin·en (linʹәn), n. 1 cloth or thread made
from ﬂax. 2 articles made of linen or
some substitute. [OE līnen, adj. < līn
ﬂax]
line of force, Physics. line in a ﬁeld of
electrical or magnetic force that indicates the direction in which the force
is acting.
lin·er1 (līnʹәr), n. 1 ship or airplane
belonging to a transportation system.
2 person or thing that makes lines. 3
a baseball hit so that it travels not far
above the ground.
lin·er2 (līnʹәr), n. 1 one that lines. 2 a lining. 3 booklet in a CD box or short passage printed on the cover for a recording
that gives information about the material that has been recorded.
lines·man (līnzʹmәn), n., pl. –men. 1 in
certain games, person who watches the
lines which mark out the ﬁeld, court,
etc., and assists the umpire. 2 lineman.
line-up, line·up (līnʹup´), n. 1 formation
of persons or things into a line: a police
line-up. 2 Am. arrangement of the players in football, baseball, etc., before a
play begins.
ling (ling), n., pl. ling, lings. ﬁsh of N
Europe and Greenland, used for food.
[ME lenge < OE lang long1]
–ling, suﬃx. 1 little; unimportant, as in
lordling. 2 one that is, as in underling. 3
one belonging to or concerned with, as
in earthling, hireling. [OE]
lin·ger (ling´gәr), v. 1 stay on in a place:
linger in the country. 2 continue; persist:
traces linger. 3 go slowly, as if unwilling
to leave; loiter. [frequentative of earlier
leng delay, OE lengan < lang long1]
—linʹger·er, n.
lin·ge·rie (lan´zhә rēʹ; län´zhә rāʹ), n.
women’s underwear. [< F, ult. < linge
linen]

lin·go (lingʹgō), n., pl. –goes. 1 language.
2 any speech regarded as outlandish
or queer: writers about baseball use a
strange lingo. [blend of Pr. lengo and Ital.
lingua, both < L lingua tongue]
lin·gua fran·ca (lingʹgwә frangʹkә). 1 a
hybrid language, consisting largely of
Italian, used by the Latin races in dealing with Arabs, Turks, Greeks, etc. 2 any
hybrid language similarly used. [< Ital.,
Frankish language]
lin·gual (lingʹgwәl), adj. of the tongue:
a lingual defect. [< Med.L, <L lingua
tongue] —linʹgual·ly, adv.
lin·gui·ne (ling gwēʹni), n. pasta, like spaghetti, but ﬂat. [< Ital. linguine, pl. of
linguina (dim.) < lingua tongue]
lin·guist (lingʹgwist), n. 1 person skilled
in a number of languages besides his
or her own. 2 scientist who studies
the structure of language. [< L lingua
tongue]
lin·guis·tic (ling gwisʹtik), adj. having to
do with language or the study of languages. —lin·guisʹti·cal·ly, adv.
lin·guis·tics (ling gwisʹtiks), n. science
of language.
lin·i·ment (linʹә mәnt), n. liquid for rubbing on the skin to relieve soreness,
sprains, bruises, etc. [< LL, < linere
anoint]
lin·ing (līnʹing), n. layer of material covering the inner surface of something:
the lining of a coat, the lining of a water
heater.
link (lingk), n. 1 one ring or loop of a
chain. 2 anything that joins as a link
joins. 3 bond or tie. 4 Fig. fact or thought
that connects others: a link in a chain
of evidence. 5 link of a surveying chain
used as a measure; 7.92 inches. —v. join
as a link does; unite or connect.
link up with, meet, esp. by prearrangement. [< Scand. (Sw.) länk] —linked,
adj.
link·age (lingkʹij), n. 1 a linking or being
linked. 2 arrangement or system of
links.
linking verb, a verb with little or no
meaning of its own that connects a subject with a predicate adjective or noun.
links (lingks), n. pl. ⫽golf course. [OE
hlinc rising ground]
lin·net (linʹit), n. a small songbird of
Europe, Asia, and Africa. [OE līnēte
ﬂax-eater; ﬂaxseeds form much of its
diet]
li·no·le·um (li nōʹli әm), n. ﬂoor covering made by putting a hard surface
of ground cork mixed with oxidized
linseed oil on a canvas back. [< L linum
ﬂax + oleum oil]
lin·seed (linʹsēd´), n. seed of ﬂax. [OE
līnsœ̄d ﬂaxseed]
linseed oil, a yellowish oil pressed from
linseed, used in making paints and wood
ﬁnishes, printing inks, and linoleum.
lin·sey-wool·sey (linʹzi wu̇lʹzi), or lin sey,
n., pl. –wool·seys; lin·seys. a strong
coarse fabric made of linen and wool

literary
or of cotton and wool. [< OE līn linen
+ wull wool]
lint (lint), n. 1 a soft down or ﬂeecy material obtained by scraping linen. Lint was
formerly much used as a dressing for
wounds. 2 tiny bits of thread. [ME lynet
< OE līn ﬂax] —lintʹy, adj.
lin·tel (lin´tәl), n. a horizontal beam or
stone over a door, window, etc., to support the structure above it. [< OF, ult.
< L limes boundary]
li·on (līʹәn), n. 1 a large, strong, tawny
animal of the cat family, found in Africa
and S Asia. The male has a full, ﬂowing
mane of coarse hair. 2 Fig. a very brave
or strong person. 3 Fig. a famous person.
4 Lion, Leo, a constellation and sign of
the zodiac.
throw or feed to the lions, abandon or
withdraw support, even if it will lead to
ruin or destruction. [< OF < L < Gk.
leon]
li·on·ess (līʹәn is), n. a female lion.
li·on-heart·ed (līʹәn här´tid), adj. brave.
li·on·ize (līʹәn īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing. treat
someone as very important. —li´on·izaʹtion, n.
lion’s share, the biggest or best part.
lip (lip), n., v., lipped, lip·ping, adj. —n.
1 either of the two ﬂeshy movable edges
of the mouth. 2 folding or bent-out edge
of any opening: the lip of a pitcher. 3
mouthpiece of a musical instrument.
4 impudent talk. —v. 1 touch with the
lips. 2 use the lips in playing a wind
instrument. 3 murmur. —adj. not heartfelt or deep, but just on the surface: lip
worship.
curl one’s lip, raise the upper lip as an
expression of contempt.
keep a stiﬀ upper lip, show no emotion;
appear brave.
lips, mouth.
read my lips, Informal. pay close attention to what I say.
smack one’s lips, a open the lips with a
sharp sound to express pleasure. b Fig.
express pleasure at the thought of something. [OE lippa]
lip·id (lipʹid), n. any one of a group of
organic compounds including the fats,
oils, waxes, and sterols, that have an oily
feeling and do not dissolve in water.
[< Gk. lípos fat + –id]
lip·o·pro·tein (lip´ә prōʹtēn; –tēin), n. any
one of a class of proteins having a lipid
as a component.
lipped (lipt), adj. having a lip or lips.
lip reading, understanding of speech by
watching the movements of the speaker’s lips. —lipʹ-readʹ, v. —lip reader.
lip service, help or support consisting only of words; empty or insincere
expressions of good will or loyalty: support limited to lip service.
lip·stick (lipʹstik´), n. a small stick of
rouge, etc., used for coloring the lips.
lip-sync or lip-synch (lipʹsingk´), v.
move the lips in synchronization with

sound recorded separately. —lip sync,
lip synch, n.
liq., 1 liquid. 2 liquor.
liq·ue·fac·tion (lik´wә fakʹshәn), n. 1
process of changing into a liquid. 2 liqueﬁed condition.
liq·ue·fy (likʹwә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing.
change into a liquid. [< L, < liquere be
ﬂuid + facere make] —liqʹue·ﬁ´a·ble,
adj. —liqʹue·ﬁ´er, n.
li·queur (li kėrʹ; –kyu̇rʹ), n. a strong,
sweet, highly ﬂavored alcoholic liquor.
[< F. Doublet of liquor.]
liq·uid (likʹwid), n. substance that is neither a solid nor a gas; substance that
ﬂows freely like water. —adj. 1 in the
form of a liquid; melted: liquid soap.
2 clear and bright like water. 3 clear
and smooth-ﬂowing in sound: the liquid notes of a bird. 4 easily turned into
cash: a liquid investment. [< L liquidus
< liquere be ﬂuid] —liqʹuid·ly, adv. —liquidʹi·ty, n. —liqʹuid·ness, n.
liquid air, intensely cold, transparent
liquid formed when air is very greatly
compressed and then cooled, used esp.
as a refrigerant.
liq·ui·date (likʹwә dāt), v., –dat·ed, –dating. 1 pay (a debt). 2 settle the accounts
of (a business, etc.); clear up the aﬀairs
of (a bankrupt). 3 get rid of (an undesirable person or thing): the Russian
revolution liquidated the nobility. 4 kill
ruthlessly; exterminate. 5 determine the
amount of (indebtedness or damages).
—liq´ui·daʹtion, n. —liqʹui·da´tor, n.
—li·quidʹi·ty. n.
liquid crystal, substance that ﬂows like
a liquid but has some properties of a
crystal, used in digital watches, calculator displays, etc.
liquid measure, 1 measurement of liquids. 2 system for measuring liquids: 2
pints = 1 quart; 4 quarts = 1 gallon.
liquid oxygen, extremely cold, clear liquid formed by cooling pressurized oxygen, used as rocket fuel; lox.
liq·uor (likʹәr), n. 1 an alcoholic drink,
esp. brandy, gin, rum, and whiskey. 2
any liquid: pickles are put up in a salty
liquor. [< L. Doublet of liqueur.]
liq·uo·rice (lik´ә ris; likʹris; –rish), n.
⫽licorice.
li·ra (lirʹә), n., pl. li·re (lirʹā), li·ras. 1 unit
of money in Italy. 2 coin worth a lira.
[< Ital. < L libra pound]
Lis·bon (lizʹbәn), n. capital of Portugal.
lisle (līl), n. a ﬁne, strong, linen or cotton thread, used for making socks, knit
shirts, etc. [< F Lisle, former name of
Lille]
lisp (lisp), v. 1 use the sounds of th, as in
thin and then, instead of the sound of s
and the sound of z in speaking. 2 speak
imperfectly. —n. act, habit, or sound of
lisping. [ult. < OE wlisp, adj., lisping]
—lispʹer, n. —lispʹing·ly, adv.
LISP (lisp), n. computer programming
language that deals with lists, used esp.
in artiﬁcial-intelligence programs.
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lis·some, lis·som (lisʹәm), adj. 1 lithe;
limber; supple. 2 nimble; active. [var. of
lithesome < lithe] —lisʹsome·ly, lisʹsomly, adv. —lisʹsome·ness, lisʹsom·ness, n.
list1 (list), n. series of names, numbers,
words, etc.: a shopping list. —v. make a
list of; enter in a list. [< F liste < Gmc.]
list2 (list), n. the edge of cloth, where the
material is a little diﬀerent. [OE līste]
list3 (list), n. a tipping to one side; tilt: the
list of a ship. —v. tip to one side; tilt.
list4 (list), v. Archaic listen. [OE hlystan <
hlyst hearing; akin to listen]
lis·ten (lisʹәn), v. 1 try to hear; attend
closely for the purpose of hearing: listen
to the radio. 2 give heed to advice, temptation, etc.); pay attention.
listen in, listen to others talking on a
telephone. [OE hlysnan; akin to list5]
—lisʹten·er, n.
list·er (lisʹtәr), n. plow that throws the
dirt to both sides of the furrow. [< list2]
list·less (listʹlis), adj. seeming too tired
to care about anything; not interested in
things; not caring to be active. —listʹlessly, adv. —listʹless·ness, n.
list price, price given in a catalog or list;
full price.
lists (lists), n. pl. 1 place where knights
fought in tournaments. 2 Fig. any place
or scene of combat. [< list2]
lit (lit), v. pt. and pp. of light1 and light3.
lit., 1 liter. 2 literal; literally. 3 literature.
lit·a·ny (litʹә ni), n., pl. –nies. 1 series of
prayers by the minister with responses
by the congregation. 2 a repeated series.
[< LL < Gk. litaneia litany, an entreating]
li·tchi (lēʹchē), n., pl. –tchis. 1 Also, litchi
nut. a nut-shaped fruit with a hard,
rough skin. 2 the Chinese tree that it
grows on. [< Chinese]
lit crit (litʹkritʹ), n. literary criticism.
lite (līt), adj. 1 a reduced in calories: lite
beer. b reduced in weight or content. 2
Fig. not serious: history lite.
li·ter (lēʹtәr), n. the common measure of
capacity in France, Germany, and other
countries which use the metric system.
One liter equals 1.0567 qt. liquid measure, or .908 qt. dry measure. [< Gk. < F
litre, ult. litra pound]
lit·er·a·cy (litʹәr ә si), n. ability to read
and write.
lit·er·al (litʹәr әl), adj. 1 following the
exact words of the original: a literal
translation. 2 of persons, taking words
in their usual meaning, without exaggeration or imagination; matter-of-fact.
3 of meaning, precise; strict: the literal
meaning of a word. 4 true to fact: a
literal account. [< LL, < L lit(t)era letter] —lit´er·alʹi·ty, n. —litʹer·al·ly, adv.
—litʹer·al·ness, n.
lit·er·al·ism (litʹәr әl iz´әm), n. 1 exact
translation or interpretation. 2 exact
portrayal in art or literature. —litʹer·alist, n. —lit´er·al·isʹtic, adj.
lit·er·ar·y (litʹәr er´i). adj. 1 having to do
with literature. 2 knowing much about
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literate

literature. 3 engaged in literature as a
profession. —litʹer·ar´i·ly, adv. —litʹerar´i·ness, n.
lit·er·ate (litʹәr it), adj. 1 able to read and
write. 2 acquainted with literature; educated. —n. 1 person who can read and
write. 2 educated person.
lit·e·ra·ti (lit´ә räʹti; –rāʹtī), n. pl. scholarly or literary people. [< L, pl., lit.,
lettered]
lit·e·ra·tim (litʹә rāʹtim), adv. letter for
letter; exactly as written. [< Med.L < L
lit(t)era letter]
lit·er·a·ture (litʹәr ә chәr; –chu̇r; litʹrә–),
n. 1 writings of a period or of a country,
esp. those kept alive by their beauty
or style or thought. Shakespeare is a
great name in English literature. 2 all
the books and articles on a subject: the
literature of stamp collecting. 3 profession of a writer. 4 printed matter of
any kind. [< F < L lit(t) eratura writing
< lit(t)era letter]
lith·arge (lithʹärj; li thärjʹ), n. a yellow
oxide of lead, PbO, used in making glass,
glazes for pottery, and driers for paints
and varnishes. [< OF < L < Gk., < lithos
stone + argyros silver]
lithe (līth), lithe·some (līthʹsәm), adj.
bending easily; supple. [OE līthe mild]
—litheʹly, adv. —litheʹness, n.
lith·i·um (lithʹi әm), n. a soft, silverwhite
metallic element, Li, similar to sodium.
Lithium is the lightest of all metals.
[< NL, < Gk. lithos stone]
lith·o·graph (lithʹә graf; –gräf), n. picture, print, etc., made from a ﬂat, specially prepared stone or a metal plate.
—v. print from a stone or plate. [< Gk.
lithos stone + -graph] —li·thogʹrapher, n.
li·thog·ra·phy (li thogʹrә ﬁ), n. art or process of making lithographs. —lith´ographʹical, adj. —lith´o·graphʹi·cal·ly,
adv.
lith·o·sphere (lithʹә sﬁr), n. solid portion
of the earth.
Lith·u·a·ni·a (lith´u̇ āʹni ә), n. a small
country in N Europe. —Lith´u·aʹnian, adj., n.
lit·i·ga·ble (litʹә gә bәl), adj. capable of
being made the subject of a suit in a
law court.
lit·i·gant (litʹә gәnt), n. person engaged in
a lawsuit. —adj. 1 engaging in a lawsuit.
2 inclined to go to law.
lit·i·gate (litʹә gāt), v., –gat·ed, –gat·ing.
1 engage in a lawsuit. 2 contest in a lawsuit. [< L litigatus < lis lawsuit] —litʹiga´tor, n.
lit·i·ga·tion (lit´ә gāʹshәn), n. 1 the carrying of of a lawsuit. 2 a going to law.
li·ti·gious (lә tijʹәs), adj. 1 having the
habit of going to law. 2 that can be
disputed in a court of law. 3 of lawsuits. —li·tiʹgious·ly, adv. —li·tiʹgiousness, n.
lit·mus (litʹmәs), n. a blue coloring
matter, obtained from certain plants.

[< Scand. litmosi dyer’s herbs < litr color
+ mosi moss]
litmus paper, paper treated with litmus.
It turns red when put into an acid and
back to blue when put into an alkali.
litmus test, decisive test; acid test: the
campaign was a litmus test of the candidate’s political skills.
li·tre (lēʹtәr), n. Esp. Brit. liter.
lit·ter (litʹәr), n. 1 things scattered about
or left in disorder. 2 disorder; untidiness.
3 young animals produced at one time:
a litter of puppies. 4 straw, hay, etc., used
as bedding for animals. 5 stretcher for
carrying a sick or wounded person. —v.
leave odds and ends lying around; scatter things about: litter a yard with bottles
and cans. [< AF, ult. < L lectus bed]
lit·te·ra·teur, lit·té·ra·teur (lit´ә rә tėrʹ),
n. literary person; writer or critic of
literature.
lit·tle (litʹәl), adj. less or less·er, least;
or lit·tler, lit·tlest adv. less, least; n.
—adj. 1 not great or big; small: a little
house, little discomforts, little hope. 2 on
a small scale: the little fellows in business.
3 mean; narrow-minded: little thoughts.
—adv. 1 in a small amount or degree;
slightly: he eats very little. 2 not at all:
little did I think it would happen. —n. a
small amount, quantity, or degree: add a
little, move a little to the left.
little by little, slowly; gradually; by a
small amount at a time.
make little of, treat or represent as of
little importance.
not a little, much; very.
think little of, a not value much; consider as unimportant or worthless. b not
hesitate about. [OE lȳtel] —litʹtle·ness, n.
Little Bear, Ursa Minor.
Little Dipper, group of stars in the constellation of Ursa Minor (the Little
Bear).
little ﬁnger, smallest ﬁnger, farthest from
the thumb.
Little Ice Age, period of the formation
of new glaciers, beginning about 5000
years ago and reaching its height about
1700.
lit·tle·neck (litʹәl nek´), n., or littleneck
clam, young quahog or similar small
clam, usually eaten raw.
Little Rock, capital of Arkansas, in the
C part.
little theater, small theater or theater
group that presents new, experimental
plays.
lit·to·ral (litʹә rәl), adj. 1 of a shore. 2 on
the shore. —n. region along the shore.
[ult. <L litoralis < litus shore]
li·tur·gi·cal (lә tėrʹjә kәl), li·tur·gic (–jik),
adj. of or used in liturgies; having to do
with liturgies. —li·turʹgi·cal·ly, adv.
lit·ur·gy (litʹәr ji), n., pl. –gies. form of
public worship. Diﬀerent churches use
diﬀerent liturgies. [< LL < Gk. leitourgia
< leitos public + ergon work]
liv·a·ble, live·a·ble (livʹә bәl), adj. 1 ﬁt to
live in: a livable house. 2 easy to live with.

3 worth living; endurable. —livʹa·bleness, liveʹa·ble·ness, n.
liv·a·bil·i·ty or live·a·bil·i·ty (liv´ә bilʹә ti), n. condition of being ﬁt to live in.
live1 (liv), v., lived, liv·ing. 1 have life; be
alive; exist: all creatures have an equal
right to live, if I live till May, live on one’s
income. 2 feed or subsist: live on 1200
calories per day. 3 dwell: live with one’s
parents.
live down, live so worthily that (some
fault or sin) is overlooked or forgotten.
live it up, Informal. enjoy oneself to
the fullest extent possible; have a great
time.
live up to, act according to; do (what is
expected or promised).
live with, accept; be resigned to; put up
with. [OE liﬁan, libban]
live2 (līv), adj. 1 having life; alive: a live
animal. 2 burning or glowing: live coals.
3 of present interest: a live question. 4
still in use or to be used: live steam. 5
carrying an electric current: a live wire.
6 loaded: a live cartridge. 7 not recorded
electronically on ﬁlm: a live show. [var.
of alive]
live·cast (līvʹkast´), n. television program
broadcast as an event is unfolding.
live-in (livʹin´), adj. living in the place
where one works: my live-in babysitter.
—n. Informal. partner or lover who lives
with another in his or her home.
live·li·hood (līvʹli hu̇d), n. means of keeping alive; support: Dickens wrote for a
livelihood.
live·long (livʹlông´; –long´), adj. whole
length of; whole; entire.
live·ly (līʹli), adj., –li·er, –li·est, adv. —adj.
1 full of life; active; vigorous; spirited: a
lively child. 2 exciting: a lively time. 3
bright; vivid: lively green. 4 bounding
back quickly: a lively baseball. —adv.
in a lively manner. —liveʹli·ly, adv.
—liveʹli·ness, n.
liv·en (līvʹәn), v. make or become more
lively; brighten; cheer up. —livʹen·er, n.
live oak (līv), 1 an evergreen oak of the S
United States. 2 its hard wood.
liv·er1 (livʹәr), n. a large, reddish-brown
organ in vertebrate animals that secretes
bile and helps in the absorption of food.
[OE lifer]
liv·er2 (livʹәr), n. 1 person who lives. 2
person who dwells in a place.
liv·er·ied (livʹәr id; livʹrid), adj. clothed
in a livery.
liv·er·wort (livʹәr wėrt´), n. 1 any of various plants somewhat like mosses. 2
⫽hepatica.
liv·er·wurst (livʹәr wėrst´; –wu̇rst´), n.
sausage consisting largely of liver. [< G
leberwurst liver sausage]
liv·er·y (livʹәr i; livʹri), n., pl. –er·ies. 1
any special uniform provided for the
servants of a household, or adopted by
any group or profession. 2 a distinctive
dress, badge, or cognizance provided
for retainers. 3 Fig. any characteristic
dress, garb, or outward appearance. 4 the
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feeding, stabling, and care of horses for
pay; the hiring out of horses and carriages.
[< OF livrée < livrer dispense; orig., provisions dispensed to servants]
liv·er·y·man (livʹәr i mәn; livʹri–), n., pl.
–men. person who works in or keeps a
livery stable.
livery stable, stable engaged in the livery
business.
lives (līvz), n. pl. of life.
live·stock (līvʹstok´), n. farm animals.
Cows, horses, sheep, and pigs are livestock.
live wire, 1 wire in which an electric
current is ﬂowing. 2 specially alert and
enterprising person.
liv·id (livʹid), adj. 1 having a dull-bluish
or leaden color. 2 discolored by a bruise.
[< L lividus < livere be bluish] —livʹid·ly,
adv. —livʹid·ness, li·vidʹi·ty, n.
liv·ing (livʹing), adj. 1 having life; being
alive: a living plant. 2 full of life; strong:
a living faith. 3 in actual existence; still
in use: living language. 4 of persons who
are alive: within living memory. 5 true to
life; vivid; lifelike: a living picture. 6 of
life; for living in: living conditions. —n. 1
act or condition of one that lives. 2 manner of life: the importance of right living.
3 means of obtaining what is needed to
support life; livelihood. —livʹing·ly, adv.
—livʹing·ness, n.
living quarters, place to live.
living room, room for general family
use.
living wage, suﬃcient pay to buy the
necessities of life.
liz·ard (lizʹәrd), n. any of a large group
of reptiles, most of which are small and
have long bodies with four legs and a
long tail. Chameleons, horned toads,
and glass snakes are lizards. [< OF < L
lacertus]
LL, Late Latin.
ll., lines.
lla·ma (läʹmә), n., pl. –mas or (esp. collectively) –ma. a South American animal
somewhat like a camel, but smaller and
without a hump. [< Sp. < Quechua (Ind.
lang. of Peru)]
LL.D., Doctor of Laws.
lo (lō), interj. look! see! behold! [OE lā]
loach (lōch), n. a small European freshwater ﬁsh. [< OF loche]
load (lōd), n. 1 what one is carrying; burden. 2 something that oppresses mind or
spirit. 3 in mechanics, weight supported
by a structure or part. 4 external resistance overcome by an engine, measured
by the power required. 5 one charge of
powder and shot for a gun. —v. 1 place
on or in something for conveyance: load
grain, load a wagon. 2 burden; oppress. 3
add weight to: load dice. 4 put a charge
in (a gun).
loads, great quantity or number. [OE lād
course, carrying. See lode.] —loadʹer, n.
load·ed (lōʹdid), adj. 1 bearing a load. 2
charged with ammunition. 3 Informal.

Fig. full of suggestive meaning: a loaded
remark. 4 Informal. very rich.
load·star (lōdʹstär), n. ⫽lodestar.
load·stone (lōdʹstōn´), n. 1 stone that
attracts iron as a magnet does. 2 something that attracts.
loaf1 (lōf), n., pl. loaves. 1 bread shaped
and baked as one piece. 2 a rather large
cake, often baked in the shape of a loaf
of bread. 3 food shaped like a loaf of
bread. 4 cone-shaped mass of sugar.
[OE hlāf]
loaf2 (lōf), v. spend time idly; do nothing.
loaf·er (lōfʹәr), n. 1 one who loafs. 2 shoe
resembling a moccasin, but with sole
and heel stitched to the upper.
loam (lōm), n. rich, fertile earth; earth in
which much humus is mixed with clay
and sand. [OE lām] —loamʹy, adj.
loan (lōn), n. 1 a lending. 2 money lent.
3 anything lent. —v. make a loan; lend.
[< Scand. lān] —loanʹer, n.
loan shark, Informal. person who lends
money at an extremely high or unlawful
rate of interest.
loan word, foreign word that has been
anglicized, as khaki or intelligentsia.
loath (lōth), adj. unwilling; reluctant: the
little girl was loath to leave. Also, loth.
[OE lāth odious]
loathe (lōth), v., loathed, loath·ing. feel
strong dislike and disgust for; abhor;
hate. [OE lāthian be hateful < lāth odious] —loathʹer, n.
loath·ing (lōthʹing), n. strong dislike and
disgust; intense aversion. —loathʹingly, adv.
loath·some (lōthʹsәm), adj. disgusting; sickening: a loathsome stench.
—loathʹsome·ly, adv. —loathʹsomeness, n.
loaves (lōvz), n. pl. of loaf1.
lob (lob), n., v., lobbed, lob·bing. —n. a
tennis ball hit high to the back of the
opponent’s court. —v. 1 hit (a ball) thus.
2 throw (a ball) hastily or carelessly.
—lobʹber, n.
lo·bar (lōʹbәr), adj. of or having to do
with a lobe or lobes.
lo·bate (lōʹbāt), lo·bat·ed (–id), adj. having a lobe or lobes; having the form of a
lobe: the liver is lobate. —loʹbate·ly, adv.
lo·ba·tion (lō bāʹshәn), n. 1 a lobate formation. 2 lobe.
lob·by (lobʹi), n., pl. –bies, v., –bied, –bying. —n. 1 entrance hall; passageway:
the lobby of a theater. 2 person or group
that tries to inﬂuence legislators. —v. a
try to inﬂuence legislators. b get or try to
get (a bill) passed by lobbying. [< Med.
L lobia < Gmc. Doublet of lodge, loge,
loggia.] —lobʹby·ist, n.
lobe (lōb), n. a rounded projecting part:
the lobes of an oak leaf. The lobe of the
ear is the lower rounded end. [< F < LL
< Gk. lobos] —lobed, adj.
lo·bel·ia (lō bēlʹyә), n. plant with blue,
red, yellow, or white ﬂowers. [for M. de
Lobel, botanist]

lob·lol·ly (lobʹlol´i), n., pl. –lies. Am. 1
Also, loblolly pine. a pine tree of the
S United States that has thick bark and
long needles. 2 its coarse, inferior wood.
lob·ster (lobʹstәr), n. an edible sea animal
with two big claws in front and eight
legs. [OE loppestre, prob. < loppe spider;
from the shape]
lobster pot, a trap to catch lobsters,
shaped like a box with slatted sides.
lob·ule (lobʹūl), n. 1 a small lobe. 2 part of
a lobe. —lobʹu·lar, adj.
lo·cal (lōʹkәl), adj. 1 of place: a local
address. 2 having to do with a certain
place or places: the local doctor, local
self-government, local news. 3 of just one
part of the body: a local pain. 4 making
all, or almost all, stops: a local train.
—n. 1 train, bus, etc., that makes all, or
almost all, stops. 2 branch or chapter
of a labor union. [< L, < locus place]
—loʹcal·ly, adv.
local color, customs, peculiarities, etc.,
of a certain place or period, used in
stories and plays to make them seem
more real.
lo·cale (lō kalʹ), n. place, esp. with reference to events or circumstances connected with it. [< F local local]
lo·cal·ism (lōʹkәl iz әm), n. 1 a local
expression, custom, etc. 2 ⫽provincialism.
lo·cal·i·ty (lō kalʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 the
place; region; area: a locality known for
its peaches.
lo·cal·ize (lōʹkәl īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
make local; ﬁx in, assign, or limit to a
particular place or locality: an infection
localized in the foot. —loʹcal·iz´a·ble,
adj. —lo´cal·i·zaʹtion, n.
lo·cate (lōʹkāt; lō kātʹ), v., –cat·ed, –cating. 1 establish in a place: he located
his new store on Main Street. 2 establish
oneself in a place: he went to New York
and located there. 3 ﬁnd out the exact
position of: the general tried to locate the
enemy’s camp. 4 state or show the position of: locate Boston.
be located, be situated: Rome is located in
Italy. [< L, < locus place] —loʹca·tor, n.
lo·ca·tion (lō kāʹshәn), n. 1 a locating or
being located. 2 position; place. 3 plot of
ground marked out by boundaries; lot.
4 a place outside of the studio used in
making all or part of a motion picture.
loc·a·tive (lokʹә tiv), adj. indicating place.
—n. 1 case used to indicate place in
which. 2 word in this case.
loc. cit., in the place cited. [< L loco
citato]
loch (lok; loh), n. Scot. 1 lake: Loch
Lomond. 2 arm of the sea partly shut in
by land. [< Scotch Gaelic]
lo·ci (lōʹsī), n. pl. of locus.
lock1 (lok), n. 1 means of fastening doors,
boxes, etc., usually needing a key of
special shape to open it. 2 a locking or
being locked. 3 part of a canal, dock,
etc., in which the level of the water can
be changed by letting water in or out
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to raise or lower ships. 4 part of a gun
by which the charge is ﬁred. 5 a kind
of hold in wrestling. —v. 1 fasten with
a lock: lock the door. 2 shut (something
in or out or up): lock a prisoner in a cell.
3 hold fast: a ship locked in ice, a secret
locked in one’s heart. 4 join, ﬁt, jam, or
link together: the girls locked arms.
lock on, a ﬁx on a target, using an electronic guidance system, radar, etc. b ﬁx
on and follow a moving object.
lock out, refuse to give work to workers until they accept the employer’s
terms.
lock, stock, and barrel, Informal. completely; totally.
under lock and key, locked up. [OE
loc]
lock2 (lok), n. tress of hair.
locks, the hair of the head. [OE locc]
lock·down (lokʹdoun´), n. of a building,
completely closed so that no one can
leave or enter: the shootings caused a
lockdown for several hours.
lock·er (lokʹәr), n. 1 one that locks. 2
chest, drawer, closet, or cupboard that
can be locked.
lock·et (lokʹit), n. a small ornamental case
of gold, silver, etc., for holding a picture
of someone or a lock of hair. It is usually
worn around the neck. [< F loquet latch,
dim. of OF loc < Gmc.]
lock·jaw (lokʹjô´), n. blood poisoning in
which the jaws become ﬁrmly closed.
lock·nut (lokʹnut´), n. 1 nut that holds
another securely in place. 2 nut that
locks in place when securely screwed.
lock·out (lokʹout´), n. refusal to give
work to workers until they accept the
employer’s terms.
lock·smith (lokʹsmith´), n. person who
makes or repairs locks and keys.
lock step, 1 way of marching in step very
close together. 2 Fig. rigid arrangement
or way of doing something.
lock·up (lokʹup´), n. ⫽jail.
lock washer, metal washer placed under a
nut to keep it from loosening.
lo·co (lōʹkō), n., pl. –cos, adj. —n. 1
locoweed. 2 disease caused by eating
this weed. —adj. Informal. crazy. [< Sp.,
insane]
lo·co·mo·tion (lō´kә mōʹshәn), n. act or
power of moving from place to place.
Walking, swimming, and ﬂying are
common forms of locomotion. [< L loco
from a place + motio motion]
lo·co·mo·tive (lō´kә mōʹtiv), n. a railroad
engine. —adj. 1 moving from place to
place. 2 having to do with the power to
move from place to place.
lo·co·mo·tor (lō´kә mōʹtәr), adj. of or
pertaining to locomotion.
locomotor ataxia, a degenerative disease
of the spinal cord, marked by loss of
control over walking and certain other
movements.
lo·co·weed (lōʹkō wēd´), n. plant of W
United States that aﬀects the brains of
horses, sheep, etc., that eat it.

lo·cus (lōʹkәs), n., pl. lo·ci (lōʹsī), 1 place.
2 curve, surface, or other ﬁgure that
contains all the points, and only those
points, that satisfy a given condition.
[< L]
lo·cust (lōʹksәt), n. 1 any of the grasshoppers with short antennae, certain species of which migrate in great swarms,
destroying crops. 2 cicada. 3 a tree with
small rounded leaﬂets and clusters
of sweet-smelling white ﬂowers. b its
wood, hard and resisting decay. 4 any of
various other trees, such as the honey
locust. [< L locusta]
lo·cu·tion (lō kūʹshәn), n. 1 style of
speech: childish locution. 2 form of
expression: foreign locutions. [< L locutio
< loqui speak]
lode (lōd), n. vein of metal ore. [OE lād
course, carrying. See load.]
lo·den (lōʹdәn), n. 1 heavy, waterproof
woolen cloth. 2 coat made from this
fabric. [< G Loden < OHG lodo]
lode·star (lōdʹstär´), n. polestar; North
Star.
lode·stone (lōdʹstōn´), n. ⫽loadstone.
lodge (loj), v., lodged, lodg·ing, n. —v. 1
live in a place for a time. 2 provide with
a place to live in or sleep in for a time.
3 get caught or put in a place: the kite
lodged in a tree top. 4 put before some
authority: lodge a complaint with the
police. —n. 1 place to live in; small or
temporary house; house. 2 branch of a
secret society. 3 den of a beaver or otter.
[OF loge arbor, covered walk < Gmc.
Doublet of lobby, loge, loggia.]
lodg·er (lojʹәr), n. person who lives in a
rented room in another’s house.
lodg·ing (lojʹing), n. place to live in for
a time.
lodgings, a rented room or rooms in a
house, not in a hotel.
lo·ess (lōʹis; lœs), n. a yellowish-brown
loam, usually deposited by the wind.
[< G löss]
loft (lôft; loft), n. 1 attic. 2 room under
the roof of a barn. 3 gallery in a church
or hall. 4 U.S. upper ﬂoor of a business
building or warehouse. —v., 1 throw
or hit a ball, stone, etc., high into the
air. 2 launch into space. [< Scand. lopt
air, sky]
loft·y (lôfʹti; lofʹ–), adj., loft·i·er, loft·i·est.
1 very high: lofty mountains. 2 exalted;
digniﬁed; grand: lofty aims. 3 proud;
haughty: a lofty contempt for others.
—loftʹi·ly, adv. —loftʹi·ness, n.
log (lôg; log), n., v., logged, log·ging, adj.
—n. 1 length of wood just as it comes
from the tree. 2 daily record of a ship’s
voyage. 3 record of an airplane trip,
performance of an engine, etc. 4 any
daily record: telephone log. 5 ﬂoat for
measuring the speed of a ship. —v. 1 cut
down trees, cut them into logs, and get
them out of the forest. 2 enter in a daily
record. 3 enter in a ship’s log. —adj.
made of logs: a log house. [ME logge]
log., logarithm.

lo·gan·ber·ry (lōʹgәn ber´i), n., pl. –ries.
a large, purplish-red fruit of a bramble
developed from a cross between a blackberry and a red raspberry. [after J. H.
Logan, its ﬁrst grower]
log·a·rithm (lôgʹә rith әm; logʹ–), n. 1
exponent of the power to which a ﬁxed
number (usually 10) must be raised in
order to produce a given number. If the
ﬁxed number is 10, the logarithm of 1000
is 3. 2 one of a system of such exponents
used to shorten calculations in mathematics. [< NL, < Gk. logos proportion +
arithmos number] —log´a·rithʹmic, adj.
—log´a·rithʹmi·cal·ly, adv.
log·book (lôgʹbu̇k´; logʹ–), n. book in
which a daily record of a ship’s voyage,
airplane’s trip, etc., is kept.
loge (lōzh), n. box in a theater or opera
house. [< F < Gmc. Doublet of lobby,
lodge, loggia.]
log·ger (lôgʹәr; logʹ–), n. person whose
work is logging.
log·ger·head (lôgʹәr hed´; logʹ–) n. 1 a
stupid person. 2 Also, loggerhead turtle,
a large-headed turtle of the Atlantic.
at loggerheads, disputing; at enmity.
[< log + head]
log·gia (lojʹә), n., pl. log·gias. gallery or
arcade open to the air on at least one
side. [<Ital. < Gmc. Doublet of lobby,
lodge, loge.]
log·ging (lôgʹing; logʹ–), n. work of cutting down trees, cutting them into logs,
and getting them from the forest.
log·ic (lojʹik), n. 1 reasoning; use of argument. 2 reason; sound sense. 3 science
of proof or of reasoning. 4 the nonarithmetical operations in a computer or
the circuitry performing such logical
operations. [< LL < Gk. logike (techne)
reasoning (art) < logos word]
log·i·cal (lojʹә kәl), adj. 1 reasoning correctly. 2 reasonable; reasonably expected.
3 having to do with logic; according to
the principles of logic. —log´i·calʹi·ty,
logʹi·cal·ness, n. —logʹi·cal·ly, adv.
lo·gi·cian (lō jishʹәn), n. expert in logic.
lo·gis·tic (lō jisʹtik), lo·gis·ti·cal (–tә kәl),
adj. of or having to do with logistics.
lo·gis·tics (lō jisʹtiks), n. the science of
transportation and supply. [< F logistique logistics < MF logistique (inﬂ. by
meaning of pertaining to calculation)
< logis lodging]
log·jam (lôgʹjam´, logʹ–), n. 1 a blockage of the movement of logs ﬂoating
downstream. 2 Fig. lack of movement;
deadlock.
log·roll (lôgʹrōl´; logʹ–), v. Informal. 1 get
(a bill) passed by logrolling. 2 take part
in logrolling. —logʹroll´er, n.
log·roll·ing (lôgʹrōl´ing; logʹ–), n. 1 giving of political aid in return for a like
favor. 2 rolling logs by treading on them,
esp. as a sport.
log·wood (lôgʹwu̇d´; logʹ–), n. 1 the
heavy brownish-red wood of a tropical American tree, used in dyeing. 2
the tree.

loom
lo·gy (lōʹgi), adj., –gi·er, –gi·est. U.S.
heavy; sluggish; dull. [cf. Du. log]
–logy, combining form. 1 account, doctrine, or science of, as in biology. 2
speaking; discussion, as in eulogy.
[< Gk., in a few cases < logos word, discourse, but usually < –logos treating of]
loin (loin), n. 1 Usually, loins. part of the
body between the ribs and the hipbones.
The loins are on both sides of the backbone. 2 piece of meat from this part of
an animal.
gird (up) one’s loins, get ready for
action. [< OF loigne, ult. < L lumbus]
loin·cloth (loinʹklôth´; –kloth´), n. piece
of cloth worn around the hips and
between the thighs by native peoples of
warm countries.
loi·ter (loiʹtәr), v. 1 linger idly; stop along
the way. 2 spend (time) idly: loiter the
hours away. [< MDu. leuteren be loose]
—loiʹter·er, n. —loiʹter·ing·ly, adv.
loll (lol), v. 1 recline or lean in a lazy
manner: loll on a sofa. 2 hang loosely
or droop: a dog’s tongue lolls out in hot
weather. —n. a lolling. [ME lolle(n)]
—lollʹer, n.
lol·li·pop, lol·ly·pop (lolʹi pop), n. piece
of hard candy on the end of a small
stick.
Lom·bard (lomʹbärd; –bәrd; lumʹ–), n.
1 member of a Germanic tribe which
in the sixth century a.d. conquered the
part of N Italy since known as Lombardy. 2 native or inhabitant of Lombardy. —Lom·barʹdic, adj.
Lon·don (lunʹdәn), n. capital of Great
Britain in SE England. —Lonʹdoner, n.
lone (lōn), adj. 1 alone; solitary: a lone
survivor. 2 lonesome; lonely: a lone life.
3 standing apart; isolated: a lone house.
[var. of alone]
lone·ly (lōʹli), adj., –li·er, –li·est. 1 feeling oneself alone and longing for company or friends: she was lonely when
among strangers. 2 without many people: a lonely road. 3 alone: a lonely tree.
—loneʹli·ly, adv. —loneʹli·ness, n.
lon·er (lōnʹәr), n. 1 person who is or prefers to be alone. 2 independent person:
a political loner.
lone·some (lōnʹsәm), adj. –som·er,
–som·est. 1 feeling lonely 2 making
one feel lonely. —loneʹsome·ly, adv.
—loneʹsome·ness, n.
long1 (lông; long), adj., long·er, longest, adv., n. —adj. 1 measuring much,
or more than usual, from end to end in
space or time: a long distance. 2 having
a speciﬁed length in space or time: ﬁve
feet long. 3 far-reaching; extending to a
great distance in space or time: a long
memory, a long sight. 4 of vowels or
syllables, taking a comparatively long
time to speak. —adv. 1 throughout the
whole length of: all night long. 2 for a
long time: a reform long advocated. 3 at
a point of time far distant from the time
indicated: long before, long since. —n.

1 a long time: for long, before long. 2 a
long sound.
as long as, provided that.
before long, soon.
so long as, provided that. [OE lang]
—longʹish, adj.
long2 (lông; long), v. wish very much;
desire greatly. [OE langian < lang long1]
long., longitude.
long·boat (lôngʹbōt´; longʹ–), n. the largest and strongest boat carried by a sailing ship.
long·bow (lôngʹbō´; longʹ–), n. bow
drawn by hand and discharging a long,
feathered arrow (distinguished from
crossbow).
long-dis·tance (lôngʹdisʹtәns; longʹ–),
adj. 1 of or having to do with telephone
service to another town, city, etc. 2
involving great distances.
long division, method of dividing large
numbers, in which each step is written out.
long-drawn (lôngʹdrônʹ; longʹ–), adj.
lasting a long time; prolonged to great
length. Also, long-drawn-out.
lon·gev·i·ty (lon jevʹә ti), n. long life. [< L
longaevitas, ult. < longus long + aevum
age]
long·hand (lôngʹhand´; longʹ–), n. ordinary writing, not shorthand or typewriting.
long·horn (lôngʹhôrn´; longʹ–), n. one
of a breed of beef cattle having very
long horns.
long house, large communal dwelling of
N American Indians, esp. the Iroquois,
and various other tribal societies elsewhere.
long·ing (lôngʹing; longʹ–), n. earnest
desire: a longing for home. —adj. having or showing earnest desire: a child’s
longing look at a window full of toys.
—longʹing·ly, adv.
lon·gi·tude (lonʹjә tüd; –tūd), n. 1 distance E or W on the earth’s surface,
measured in degrees from a certain
meridian. 2 length. [< L longitudo length
< longus long]
lon·gi·tu·di·nal (lon´jә tüʹdә nәl; –tūʹ–),
adj. 1 of length; in length. 2 running
lengthwise: our ﬂag has longitudinal
stripes. 3 of longitude. —lon´gi·tuʹdinal·ly, adv.
long johns (jonz), Informal. long, warm
underwear.
long jump, 1 jump to cover the greatest
length of ground; broad jump. 2 contest
to execute the longest jump.
long-lived (lôngʹlīvdʹ; longʹ–; –livdʹ), adj.
living or lasting a long time.
long-range (lôngʹrānj´; longʹ–), adj. looking ahead; future: long-range plans.
long-run (lôngʹrun´; longʹ–), adj. happening or continuing over a long period
of time. —n. a long period of time: plans
for the long-run.
long·shore·man (lôngʹshôr´mәn; longʹ–;
–shōr´–), n., pl. –men. person whose
work is loading and unloading ships.
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long shot, an attempt to do something
that probably will not succeed but that
oﬀers the possibility of great reward.
not by a long shot, not at all.
long-sight·ed (lôngʹsītʹid; longʹ–), adj.
1 farsighted; focusing at more than
the right distance. 2 having foresight;
wise.
long-stand·ing (lôngʹstanʹding; long´–),
adj. having lasted for a long time.
long-suf·fer·ing (lôngʹsufʹәr ing; longʹ–;
–sufʹring), adj. enduring trouble, pain,
or injury long and patiently. —n. long
and patient endurance of trouble, pain,
or injury.
long suit, 1 Fig. strong attribute; a
strength. 2 suit of cards of which one
holds the most.
long-term (lôngʹtėrm´; longʹ–), adj. of or
involving a long period of time.
long-time, long·time (lôngʹtīm´; longʹ–),
adj. for a long time; of long standing.
long-wind·ed (lôngʹwinʹdid; longʹ–), adj.
talking or writing at great lengths; tiresome. —longʹ-windʹed·ly, adv. —longʹwindʹed·ness, n.
long·wise (lôngʹwīz´; longʹ–), long·ways
(–wāz´), adv. ⫽lengthwise.
look (lu̇k), v. 1 see; try to see; direct the
eyes: he looked this way. 2 direct the
mind: look into the matter. 3 search: ﬁnd
without looking. 4 face; have a view: our
house looks on a garden. 5 seem; appear:
she looks pale. 6 express or suggest by
looks: look daggers at a person. —n. act
of looking: a careful look.
look after, attend to; take care of.
look back, remember; recollect.
look down on, despise; scorn.
look forward to, anticipate with pleasure.
look in (on), make a short visit (to
someone).
look into, examine; investigate: look into
their complaint.
look on, a watch without taking part. b
regard; consider: look on as a friend.
look out, be careful; watch out.
look over, examine; inspect: look over
papers.
looks, appearance; aspect: admire her
good looks; the looks of things are not
good.
look to, a attend to; take care of. b turn
to for help.
look up, a ﬁnd; refer to. b call on; visit.
look upon, regard; consider.
look up to, respect; admire. [OE lōcian]
—lookʹer, n.
look·er-on (lu̇k´әr onʹ; –ônʹ), n., pl. lookers-on. person who watches without
taking part; spectator.
looking glass, ⫽mirror.
look·out (lu̇kʹout´), n. 1 a careful watch
for someone to come or for something
to happen. 2 person or group that keeps
such a watch. 3 place from which to
watch. 4 crow’s-nest.
loom1 (lüm), n. machine for weaving
cloth. [OE (ge)lōma implement]
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loom2 (lüm), v. 1 appear indistinctly: an
iceberg loomed through the thick fog.
2 appear in a vague, unusually large,
or threatening shape: disaster loomed
ahead.
loon1 (lün), n. a large diving bird that has
a loud wild cry. [earlier loom < Scand.
lōmr]
loon2 (lün), n. a worthless or stupid
person.
loon·y (lünʹi), adj., loon·i·er, loon·i·est.
adj. crazy. Also, looney. —loonʹi·ness, n.
loop (lüp), n. 1 the shape of a curved
string, ribbon, bent wire, etc., that
crosses itself. In writing, b and g have
loops. 2 thing, bend, course, or motion
shaped like this. 3 a fastening or ornament formed of cord, etc., bent and
crossed. 4 a complete vertical turn or
revolution. —v. 1 make a loop of. 2
make loops in. 3 fasten with a loop. 4
form a loop or loops.
in the loop, part of the process.
out of the loop, outside the process,
esp. the political process. [ME loupe, ?
< Celtic] —loopʹer, n.
loop·hole (lüpʹhōl´), n. 1 a small opening
in a wall to shoot through, look through,
or let in light and air. 2 means of escape:
ﬁnd a loophole in the law. [? < MDu.
lupen peer]
loose (lüs), adj., loos·er, loos·est, v.,
loosed, loos·ing, adv., n. —adj. 1 not
fastened: a loose thread. 2 not tight:
loose clothing, a loose tooth. 3 not bound
together: loose papers. 4 not put up
in a box, can, etc.: loose coﬀee. 5 free;
not shut in or up: we let the dog loose
at night. 6 not pressed close together:
loose earth, cloth with a loose weave. 7
not strict close, or exact: a loose translation, loose thinking. 8 moving too freely:
a loose tongue, loose bowels. —v. 1 set
free; let go. 2 discharge (an arrow, gun,
etc.); shot. 3 make loose; untie; unfasten.
—adv. in a loose manner.
cut loose, a separate from anything;
break a connection or relation. b run
away; free oneself. c Colloq. go on a spree.
on the loose, free; without restraint.
[< Scand. lauss] —looseʹly, adv.
—looseʹness, n.
loose cannon, Informal. person or thing
that is out of control.
loose-joint·ed (lüsʹjoinʹtid), adj. 1 having loose joints; loosely built. 2 able to
move freely.
loose-leaf (lüsʹlēf´), adj. having pages
or sheets that can be taken out and
replaced.
loos·en (lüsʹәn), v. 1 make loose or looser;
untie; unfasten. 2 become loose or looser.
—loosʹen·er, n.
loot (lüt), n. 1 spoils; plunder; booty.
2 Fig. Informal. presents: birthday
loot. —v. plunder; rob. [< Hind. lôut]
—lootʹer, n.
lop (lop), v., lopped, lop·ping. 1 cut; cut
oﬀ. 2 cut branches, twigs, etc., from.
—lopʹper, n.

lope (lōp), v., loped, lop·ing, n. —v. run
with a long, easy stride. —n. a long,
easy stride. [ult. < Scand. hlaupa leap]
—lopʹer, n.
lop-eared (lopʹird´), adj. having ears that
hang loosely or droop.
lop·sid·ed (lopʹsīdʹid), adj. larger or
heavier on one side than the other;
unevenly balanced. —lopʹsidʹed·ly, adv.
—lopʹsidʹed·ness, n.
lo·qua·cious (lō kwāʹshәs), adj. talking
much; fond of talking. —lo·quaʹciously, adv.
lo·quac·i·ty (lō kwasʹә ti), n. inclination
to talk a great deal; talkativeness. [< L,
< loquax talkative]
lord (lôrd), n. 1 owner, ruler, or master;
one who has the power. 2 a feudal
superior. —v. rule; domineer; behave
like a lord.
Lord, in Great Britain, a titled nobleman or peer of the realm.
lord it over, domineer over.
the Lord, a God. b Christ.
the Lords, the House of Lords; the
upper house of the British Parliament.
[OE hlāford < hlāf loaf + weard keeper,
ward]
lord·ly (lôrdʹli), adj., –li·er, –li·est, adv.
—adj. 1 like a lord; suitable for a lord;
grand; magniﬁcent. 2 haughty; insolent;
scornful. —adv. in a lordly manner.
—lordʹli·ness, n.
Lord’s Day, Sunday.
lord·ship (lürdʹship), n. rank or position
of a lord.
Lord’s Prayer, prayer given by Jesus to his
disciples. Matt. 6:9–13.
Lord’s Supper, 1 Jesus’s last supper with
his disciples. 2 Holy Communion.
lore (lôr; lōr), n. 1 facts and stories about
a certain subject. 2 learning; knowledge.
[OE lār; akin to learn]
lorn (lôrn), adj., Archaic. 1 forsaken;
forlorn. 2 lost; ruined. [OE –loren, pp.
of –lēosan lose. See forlorn.]
lor·ry (lôrʹi; lorʹi), n., pl. –ries. Brit.
truck.
lo·ry (lôrʹi; lōrʹ–), n. any one of various
small, brightly colored parrots of Australia. [< Malay luri]
lose (lüz), v., lost, los·ing. 1 not have any
longer; have taken away from one by
accident, carelessness, parting, death,
etc.: lose one’s life, lose a book. 2 fail to
keep, preserve, or maintain; cease to
have: lose patience. 3 fail to follow with
eye, hearing, mind, etc.: lose words here
and there in a speech. 4 leave behind in a
race or contest. 5 wander from; become
separated from: lose one’s way. 6 fail to
win: lose the prize, our team lost. 7 bring
to destruction; ruin: the ship and its crew
were lost. 8 cause the loss of: delay lost
the battle.
lose oneself, a let oneself go astray;
become bewildered. b become absorbed.
[OE –leōsan, var. of –lēosan lose] —losʹable, adj. —losʹer, n.

los·er (lüʹzәr), n. Informal. person who
consistently fails; failure.
los·ings (lüzʹingz), n. pl. losses.
loss (lôs; los), n. 1 a losing or being lost:
loss of life. 2 person or thing lost. 3
amount lost. 4 harm or disadvantage
caused by losing something.
at a loss, puzzled; uncertain; in diﬃculty.
losses, a number of soldiers killed,
wounded, or captured. b the greater
amount of money spent or invested over
money earned. [OE los]
lost (lôst; lost), v. pt. and pp. of lose.
—adj. 1 no longer possessed or retained:
lost friends, lost articles. 2 attended with
defeat: a lost battle. 3 not used to good
purpose; wasted: lost time. 4 having
gone astray. 5 destroyed or ruined. 6
bewildered.
lost in, completely absorbed or interested in.
lost to, a no longer possible or open to. b
no longer belonging to. c insensible to.
lost cause, 1 undertaking that cannot
or will not succeed. 2 Fig. person who
cannot or will not change (behavior,
job, etc.).
lost sheep, person who has strayed from
the right sort of conduct or religious
belief.
lot (lot), n., adv. —n. 1 object used to
decide something by chance: we drew
lots to decide who should be captain. 2
such a method of deciding: divide property by lot. 3 choice made in this way:
the lot fell to me. 4 what one gets by lot;
share or portion. 5 fate; fortune: a happy
lot. 6 plot of ground. 7 place where
motion pictures are made. 8 number of
persons or things considered as a group;
a collection: a ﬁne lot of boys. —adv. to a
great extent: a lot better.
a lot or lots or lots of, a great many; a
great deal: lots of money.
cast or draw lots, use lots to decide
something.
cast or throw in one’s lot with, share
the fate of; become a partner with. [OE
hlot]
Lot (lot), n. in the Bible, a righteous man
who was allowed to escape from Sodom
before God destroyed it. His wife looked
back and was changed into a pillar of
salt. Gen. 19:1–26.
Lo·thar·i·o (lō thãrʹiō), n., pl. –thar·i·os.
man who makes love to many women;
libertine.
lo·tion (lōʹshәn), n. liquid containing
medicine, used on the skin to soothe,
heal, or cleanse. [< L lotio a washing, ult.
< lavere to wash]
lot·ter·y (lotʹәr ri), n., pl. –ter·ies 1 scheme
for distributing prizes by lot or chance.
In a lottery a large number of tickets
are sold, some of which draw prizes. 2
Fig. anything in which the outcome is a
matter of chance. [< Ital. lotteria < lotto
lot. See lotto.]

lowly
lot·to (lotʹō), n. game played by drawing
numbered disks from a bag or box and
covering the corresponding numbers on
cards. [< Ital., lot, ult. < Gmc.]
lo·tus, lo·tos (lōʹtәs), n. 1 water lily that
grows in Egypt and Asia. 2 plant with
red, pink, or white ﬂowers, of the same
family as the pea. 3 Gk. Legend. plant
whose fruit was supposed to cause a
dreamy and contented forgetfulness in
those who ate it. [< L < Gk. lotos]
lo·tus-eat·er, lo·tos-eat·er (lōʹtәs ēt´әr),
n. person who leads a life of dreamy,
indolent ease.
loud (loud), adj. 1 making a noise; not
quiet or soft. 2 resounding; noisy. 3
clamorous; insistent: be loud in demands.
4 showy or ﬂashy: loud clothes. —adv. in
a loud manner. [OE hlūd] —loudʹly,
adv. —loudʹness, n.
loud·ish (loudʹish), adj. somewhat loud.
loud·mouth (loudʹmouth´), n. Informal.
person who talks too much, too noisily,
or oﬀensively. —loudʹmouthed´, adj.
loud·speak·er (loudʹspēkʹәr), n. device
for amplifying the sound of a speaker’s
voice, music, etc.
Lou·i·si·an·a (lu̇ ē´zi anʹә; lü´i–), n. a S
state of the United States. —Lou·i´sianʹan, Lou·i´si·anʹi·an, adj., n.
lounge (lounj), v., lounged, loung·ing,
n. —v. stand, stroll, sit, or lie at ease and
lazily. —n. 1 act or state of lounging. 2
a comfortable and informal room in
which one can lounge. 3 couch; sofa.
—loungʹer, n.
louse (lous), n., pl. lice. 1 a small, wingless insect that infests the hair or skin of
people and animals. 2 anything like it.
louse up, Informal. spoil wreck; make a
mess of. [OE lūs]
lous·y (louzʹi), adj., lous·i·er, lous·i·est. 1
infested with lice. 2 of poor or low quality. 3 dirty; disgusting. —lousʹi·ly, adv.
—lousʹi·ness, n.
lout (lout), n. an awkward, stupid fellow;
boor. [? n. use of v., OE lūtan bow or
lūtian skulk] —loutʹish, adj. —loutʹishly, adv. —loutʹish·ness, n.
lou·ver (lüʹvәr), n. 1 window or other
opening covered with louver boards. 2 a
ventilating slit. 3 a louver board. [< OF
lover] —louʹvered, adj.
louver boards, horizontal strips of wood,
ﬁberglass, etc. set slanting in a window
or other opening, so as to keep out rain,
but provide ventilation and light.
lov·a·ble, love·a·ble (luvʹә bәl), adj.
deserving love; endearing. —lov´a·bilʹity, love´a·bilʹi·ty; lovʹa·ble·ness, loveʹable·ness, n. —lovʹa·bly, loveʹa·bly, adv.
love (luv), n., v., loved, lov·ing. —n.
1 strong or passionate aﬀection for a
person. 2 a loved one; sweetheart. 3 a
strong liking: a love of books. 4 no score
in tennis and certain other games. —v. 1
be in love with: he loves his wife. 2 caress:
she held the baby and loved him. 3 like
very much; take great pleasure in: the
children love ice cream.

fall in love, begin to love; come to feel
love.
for the love of, for the sake of; because
of: for the love of art.
in love, feeling love.
in love with, a feeling love for: in love
with a young man. b very fond of: in love
with opera.
make love, have sexual relations: “Make
love, not war.” [OE lufu, n., luﬁan, v.]
love·bird (luvʹbėrd´), n. a small parrot
that shows great aﬀection for its mate.
love knot, an ornamental knot or bow of
ribbons as a token of love.
love·less (luvʹlis), adj. 1 not loving. 2 not
loved. —loveʹless·ly, adv. —loveʹlessness, n.
love-lies-bleed·ing (luvʹlīz blēdʹing), n.
a kind of amaranth having spikes of
crimson ﬂowers.
love·lorn (luvʹlôrn´), adj., suﬀering
because of love; forsaken by the person
whom one loves. —loveʹlorn´ness, n.
love·ly (luvʹli), adj., –li·er, –li·est. 1 beautiful in mind or character; beautiful: a
lovely woman. 2 very pleasing; delightful: a lovely evening. —loveʹli·ly, adv.
—loveʹli·ness, n.
love potion, magic drink supposed to
cause love for a certain person.
lov·er (luvʹәr), n. 1 person who loves.
2 person who is in love with another.
3 person who loves someone already
married to another; paramour. 4 person
having a strong liking: a lover of books.
lovers, two people who are in love with
each other. —lovʹer·like´, adj.
love seat, seat or small sofa for two
persons.
love·sick (luvʹsik´), adj. languishing
because of love. —loveʹsick´ness, n.
lov·ing (luvʹing), adj. feeling or showing love; aﬀectionate; fond. —lovʹing·ly,
adv. —lovʹing·ness, n.
loving cup, a large cup with handles,
passed around for all to drink from.
lov·ing-kind·ness (luvʹing kīndʹnis), n.
kindness coming from love.
low1 (lō), adj. 1 not high or tall: low walls.
2 of less than ordinary height, depth, or
quantity: low ground, the well is getting
low. 3 near the ground, ﬂoor, or base:
a low shelf. 4 small in amount, degree,
force, value, etc.: a low price. 5 not
loud; soft: a low whisper. 6 humble: low
birth. 7 unfavorable; poor: I have a low
opinion of his abilities. 8 Fig. depressed
or dejected: low spirits. 9 mean or base;
coarse; vulgar; degraded: low company.
10 pertaining to regions near sea level:
low country. 11 prostrate or dead: lay one
low. 12 deep: a low bow. 13 of sounds, at
or toward the bottom of a scale. —n. 1
that which is low. 2 arrangement of the
gears used for the lowest speed in an
automobile and similar machines. 3 an
area of low barometric pressure. —adv.
1 near the ground, ﬂoor, or base: ﬂy
low. 2 in, at, or to a low portion, point,
degree, condition, price, etc.: the sun
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sank low, supplies are running low. 3 at
low pitch; softly: speak low. 4 humbly;
meanly: act low.
lay low, a knock down. b kill.
lie low, stay hidden; keep still. [< Scand.
lāgr] —lowʹness, n.
low2 (lō), v. make the sound of a cow;
moo. —n. sound a cow makes; mooing.
[OE hlōwan]
low·boy (lōʹboi´), n. a low chest of drawers.
low·brow (lōʹbrou´), n. Informal. person
who is not or does not claim to be intellectual, cultured, or elegant. —adj. 1
being a lowbrow. 2 ﬁt for lowbrows.
Low Countries, Netherlands, Belgium,
and Luxemburg. —lowʹ-coun´try, adj.
low-down (n. lōʹdoun´; adj. lōʹdounʹ), n.
actual facts or truth. —adj. low; mean;
contemptible.
low-end (lōʹend´), adj. 1 of or for the
low-income consumer. 2 least complicated or expensive version of a line of
products.
low·er1 (lōʹәr), v. 1 let down; make lower:
lower the ﬂag, lower the volume of a
radio. 2 sink; become lower: the sun lowered slowly. —adj., adv. comparative of
low.
low·er2 (louʹәr), v. 1 look dark and threatening. 2 frown; scowl. —n. 1 a dark and
threatening look. 2 frown; scowl. [ME
loure(n)]
lower case, small letters, not capital.
Lower For·ty-eight or Lower 48 or lower
for·ty-eight (fôrʹtē ātʹ), the states of the
United States, with the exception of
Alaska and Hawaii.
Lower House, lower house, the more
representative branch of a legislature
that has two branches.
low·er·ing (louʹәr ing), adj. 1 dark and
threatening. 2 frowning; scowling.
—lowʹer·ing·ly, adv.
low·er·most (lōʹәr mōst), adj. ⫽lowest.
lower world, hell; Hades. Also, lower
regions.
lowest common denominator, ⫽least
common denominator.
lowest common multiple, ⫽least common multiple.
Low German, the Germanic speech of
the Low Countries (Dutch, Flemish,
etc.) and esp. of N Germany.
low-grade (lōʹgrādʹ), adj. 1 of inferior
quality. 2 not intense enough to be serious, esp. of a fever or infection.
low-key (lōʹkēʹ), adj. subdued; understated.
low·land (lōʹlәnd), n. land that is lower
and ﬂatter than the neighboring country.
—adj. of or in the lowlands. —lowʹlander, n.
Low Latin, Latin as spoken in the Middle
Ages.
low·ly (lōʹli), adj., –li·er, –li·est, adv.
—adj. 1 low in rank, station, position,
or development: a lowly corporal, a lowly
occupation. 2 modest in feeling, behavior, or condition; humble: he held a
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low-minded

lowly opinion of himself. —adv. humbly;
meekly. —lowʹli·ness, n.
low-mind·ed (lōʹmīnʹdid), adj. mean;
vulgar. —lowʹ-mindʹed·ly, adv. —lowʹmindʹed·ness, n.
low-proﬁle (lōʹprōʹfīl), adj. played down;
low-key.
low-spir·it·ed (lōʹspirʹit id), adj. sad;
depressed. —lowʹ-spirʹit·ed·ly, adv.
—lowʹ-spirʹit·ed·ness, n.
low tide, 1 lowest level of the tide. 2
time when the tide is lowest. 3 lowest
point.
low water, 1 lowest level of water. 2 ⫽low
tide.
lox1 (loks), n. a kind of smoked salmon.
[< Yiddish laks < MHG lacs salmon]
lox2 (loks), ⫽liquid oxygen.
loy·al (loiʹәl), adj. 1 faithful to love, promise, or duty: a loyal husband. 2 faithful to
one’s king, one’s government, or one’s
country: a loyal citizen. [< F < L legalis
< lex law. Doublet of legal.] —loyʹally, adv.
loy·al·ist (loiʹәl ist), n. 1 person who is
loyal to his or her government, esp. in
time of revolt. 2 Sometimes, Loyalist,
Am. American who favored England at
the time of the American Revolution.
loy·al·ty (loiʹәl ti), n., pl. –ties. loyal feeling or behavior; faithfulness.
loz·enge (lozʹinj), n. 1 design or ﬁgure
shaped like this ◊. 2 a small tablet of
medicine or piece of candy. [< OF losenge, ult. < LL lausa slab]
Lr, lawrencium.
LSD, lysergic acid diethylamide, a psychedelic drug.
Lt., Lieutenant.
Ltd., ltd., Esp. Brit. limited.
Lu, lutetium.
lu·au (lüʹou), n. a feast, originally in
Hawaii, generally held outdoors, with
roast pig as the main dish. [< Haw.]
lub·ber (lubʹәr), n. 1 a big, clumsy, stupid
fellow. 2 a clumsy sailor.
lub·ber·ly (lubʹәr li), adj. 1 loutish;
clumsy; stupid. 2 awkward in the work
of a sailor. —adv. in a lubberly manner.
—lubʹber·li·ness, n.
lube (lüb), n. 1 ⫽lubricant. 2 ⫽lubrication.
lu·bri·cant (lüʹbrә kәnt), n. oil, grease,
etc., for putting on parts of machines
that slide or move against one another,
to make them work smoothly and easily.
—adj. lubricating.
lu·bri·cate (lüʹbrә kāt), v., –cat·ed, –cating. 1 make (machinery) smooth and
easy to work by putting on oil, grease,
etc. 2 make slippery or smooth. [< L,
< lubricus slippery] —lu´bri·caʹtion, n.
—luʹbri·ca´tive, adj. —luʹbri·ca´tor, n.
lu·cent (lüʹsәnt), adj. 1 shining; luminous.
2 letting the light through; clear. [< L
lucens shining] —luʹcence, luʹcen·cy, n.
—luʹcent·ly, adv.
lu·cid (lüʹsid), adj. 1 easy to understand.
2 sane: an insane person sometimes has
lucid intervals. 3 clear; transparent: a

lucid stream. 4 shining; bright: the lucid
stars. [< L lucidus < lux light] —lu·cidʹity, luʹcid·ness, n. —luʹcid·ly, adv.
Lu·ci·fer (lüʹsә fәr), n. chief rebel angel
who was cast out of heaven; Satan; the
Devil.
Lu·cite (lüʹsīt), n. Trademark. a clear plastic compound used for airplane windows, lenses, etc.
luck (luk), n. 1 that which seems to happen or come to one by chance; chance.
2 good luck.
as luck would have it, by chance.
down on one’s luck, having bad luck;
unlucky.
in luck, having good luck; lucky.
luck out, have something work out well;
be lucky.
out of luck, having bad luck; unlucky.
push one’s luck, risk one’s good fortune;
lose one’s advantage.
try one’s luck, see what one can do.
worse luck, unfortunately. [< MDu,
(ghe)luc, MLG (ge)lucke]
luck·less (lukʹlis), adj. having or bringing
bad luck; unlucky. —luckʹless·ly, adv.
luck·y (lukʹi), adj., luck·i·er, luck·i·est.
having or bringing good luck. —luckʹily, adv. —luckʹi·ness, n.
lu·cra·tive (lüʹkrә tiv), adj. bringing in
money; proﬁtable. —luʹcra·tive·ly, adv.
—luʹcra·tive·ness, n.
lu·cre (lüʹkәr), n. money considered as a
bad inﬂuence. [< L lucrum]
Lud·dite (ludʹīt), n. 1 person opposed
to automation or mechanization, esp.
computerization. 2 person with opinions thought to be outdated. [< Luddites, workers in England (1811–16),
who destroyed machinery, believing it
caused unemployment].
lu·di·crous (lüʹdә krәs), adj. amusingly
absurd; ridiculous. [< L ludicrus < ludus
sport] —luʹdi·crous·ly, adv. —luʹdicrous·ness, n.
luﬀ (luf), —v. turn the bow of a ship
toward the wind. —n. 1 turning the bow
of a ship toward the wind. 2 the forward
edge of a fore-and-aft sail. [< Du. loef]
lug1 (lug), v., lugged, lug·ging, n. —v. pull
along or carry with eﬀort; drag. —n. a
pull; haul; drag. [< Scand. (Sw.) lugga
pull by the hair]
lug2 (lug), n. a projecting part used to
hold or grip something.
lug3 (lug), n. ⫽lugsail.
lug·gage (lugʹij), n. ⫽baggage. [< lug1]
lug·ger (lugʹәr), n. boat with lugsails.
lug·sail (lugʹsāl´; –sәl), n. a four-cornered
sail held by a yard that slants across the
mast.
lu·gu·bri·ous (lu̇ güʹbri әs; –gūʹ–), adj.
sad; mournful. [< L lugubris < lugere
mourn] —lu·guʹbri·ous·ly, adv. —luguʹbri·ous·ness, n.
Luke (lük), n. the third book of the New
Testament.
luke·warm (lükʹwôrmʹ), adj. 1 neither hot nor cold. 2 showing little
enthusiasm; half-hearted. [< ME leuk

tepid + warm] —lukeʹwarmʹly, adv.
—lukeʹwarmʹness, n.
lull (lul), v. 1 hush to sleep: the mother
lulled the crying baby. 2 quiet: lull one’s
suspicions. 3 become calm or more
nearly calm: the wind lulled. —n. 1
period of less noise or violence; brief
calm. 2 a soothing sound. [ME lulle(n)]
lul·la·by (lulʹә bī), n., pl. –bies, v., –bied,
–by·ing. —n. song to put a baby to sleep.
—v. lull with or as with a lullaby.
lum·ba·go (lum bāʹgō), n. pain in the
muscles of the back and in the loins.
[< LL, < L lumbus loin]
lum·bar (lumʹbәr), adj. of the loin or
loins: the lumbar region. —n. a lumbar
vertebra, artery, nerve, etc. [< NL, < L
lumbus loin]
lum·ber1 (lumʹbәr), n. 1 timber, logs,
beams, boards, etc., roughly cut and
prepared for use. 2 household articles
no longer in use, old furniture, etc.,
that takes up room. —v. cut and prepare lumber. [orig. useless goods, prob.
noun use of lumber2] —lumʹber·er, n.
—lumʹber·ing, n.
lum·ber2 (lumʹbәr), v. move along heavily
and noisily. [< ME lomeren move slowly,
haltingly < Scand.] —lumʹber·ing, adj.
lum·ber·jack (lumʹbәr jak´), n. person
whose work is cutting down trees and
getting out the logs.
lum·ber·man (lumʹbәr mәn), n., pl.
–men. 1 ⫽lumberjack. 2 person whose
work is cutting and preparing timber for
use. 3 person whose business is buying
and selling timber or lumber.
lum·ber·yard (lumʹbәr yärd´), n. place
where lumber and building supplies are
stored and sold.
lu·men (lüʹmәn), n., pl. –mi·na (–mәnә). unit of light; the light given out
by a point source of one candle power.
[< L, light]
lu·mi·nance (lüʹmә nәns), n. intensity of
light in relation to the size of its source.
lu·mi·nar·y (lüʹmә ner´i), n., pl. –nar·ies.
1 the sun, moon, or other light-giving
body. 2 Fig. a famous person. [< Med.L,
< L lumen light]
lu·mi·nes·cence (lü´mә nesʹәns), n. emission of light occurring at a temperature below that of incandescent bodies.
Luminescence includes phosphorescence and ﬂuorescence. [< L lumen light
+ E –escence a beginning to be < L
–escere] —lu´mi·nesʹcent, adj.
lu·mi·nous (lüʹmә nәs), adj. 1 shining
by its own or reﬂected light: the sun
and stars are luminous bodies. 2 full of
light; bright. 3 easily understood; clear;
enlightening. —lu´mi·nosʹi·ty, luʹminous·ness, n. —luʹmi·nous·ly, adv.
lum·mox (lumʹәks), n. an awkward, stupid person.
lump1 (lump), n. 1 solid mass of no particular shape: a lump of coal. 2 swelling;
bump: a lump on the head. —v. 1 make
lumps of, on, or in. 2 put together; deal
with in a mass or as a whole: we will
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lump all our expenses. —adj. 1 in lumps;
in a lump. 2 including a number of
items. [ME]
lump2 (lump), v. put up with; endure: if
you don’t like it, you can lump it.
lump·ish (lumpʹish), adj. 1 like a lump;
heavy and clumsy. 2 stolid; stupid.
—lumpʹish·ly, adv. —lumpʹish·ness, n.
lump·y (lumpʹi), adj., lump·i·er, lump·iest, 1 full of lumps: lumpy gravy. 2 covered with lumps: lumpy ground. 3 heavy
and clumsy: a lumpy animal. —lumpʹily, adv. —lumpʹi·ness, n.
lu·na·cy (lüʹnә si), n., pl. –cies. 1 insanity.
2 extreme folly. [< lunatic]
lu·na moth or Lu·na moth (lüʹnә), large
moth of North America with light-green
wings having a crescent spot and a long
tail-shaped end to each hind wing.
lu·nar (lüʹnәr), adj. 1 of the moon. 2
like the moon. 3 crescent-shaped. [< L,
< luna moon]
lunar month, interval between one new
moon and the next, about 291⁄2 days.
lu·na·tic (lüʹnә tik), n. 1 an insane person.
2 an extremely foolish person. —adj. 1
insane. 2 for insane people. [< LL, ult.
< L luna moon] —lu·natʹi·cal·ly, adv.
lunatic fringe, those whose zeal in some
cause, movement, or ism goes beyond
reasonable limits.
lunch (lunch), n. 1 a light meal between
breakfast and dinner, or breakfast and
supper. 2 a light meal. —v. eat lunch.
[short for luncheon] —lunchʹer, n.
lunch·eon (lunʹchәn), n. 1 ⫽lunch. 2 a
formal lunch. —v. lunch. [< luncheon
thick piece, hunk, prob. inﬂ. by lunch
hunk of bread or cheese]
lunch·eon·ette (lun´chәn etʹ), n. restaurant that serves lunches and light
meals.
lunch·room (lunchʹrüm´; –ru̇m´), n. 1
room in an oﬃce, school, etc., where
lunch or snacks can be eaten. 2 ⫽luncheonette.
lung (lung), n. one of the pair of breathing organs in vertebrates by means
of which the blood receives oxygen
and is relieved of carbon dioxide. [OE
lungen]
lunge (lunj), n., v., lunged, lung·ing. —n.
any sudden forward movement; thrust.
—v. move suddenly forward; thrust. [ult.
< F allonger, ult. < L ad– toward + longus
long] —lungʹer, n.
lung·ﬁsh (lungʹﬁsh´), n., pl. –ﬁsh·es.
freshwater ﬁsh having a lunglike sac as
well as gills and able to obtain oxygen
from both the air and water, found in
South America, Australia, and Africa.
lung·wort (lungʹwėrt´), n. plant with blue
ﬂowers and spotted leaves.
lu·pine1 or lu·pin (lüʹpәn), n. 1 any of
several plants of the same family as peas
and beans, that have long spikes of ﬂowers, radiating clusters of grayish, hairy
leaﬂets, and ﬂat pods with beanshaped
seeds. 2 one of the seeds. [< L lupinus,
lupinum. lupine2.]

lu·pine2 (lüʹpīn), adj. 1 wolﬂike; ﬁerce. 2
related to the wolf. [< L lupinus < lupus
wolf]
lurch1 (lėrch), n. sudden leaning or roll
to one side: the car gave a lurch and
crashed. —v. lean or roll suddenly to
one side.
lurch2 (lėrch), n. leave in the lurch, leave
in a helpless condition or diﬃcult situation. [< F lourche, name of a game]
lure (lu̇r), n., v., lured, lur·ing. —n. 1
attraction: the lure of the sea. 2 decoy;
bait. —v. 1 lead away or into something
by arousing desire; attract; tempt. 2
attract with a bait. [< OF leurre < Gmc.]
—lurʹer, n.
lu·rid (lu̇rʹid), adj. 1 lighted up with a red
or ﬁery glare: lurid ﬂashes of lightning.
2 terrible; sensational; startling: lurid
crimes. [< L luridus] —luʹrid·ly, adv.
—luʹrid·ness, n.
lurk (lėrk), v. 1 stay about without arousing attention; wait out of sight: a tiger
was lurking in the jungle. 2 be hidden. [appar. < lour lower2] —lurkʹer, n.
—lurkʹing·ly, adv.
lus·cious (lushʹәs), adj. 1 delicious; richly
sweet: a luscious peach. 2 very pleasing to taste, smell, hear, see, or feel.
—lusʹcious·ly, adv. —lusʹcious·ness, n.
lush (lush), adj. 1 tender and juicy; growing thick and green. 2 characterized by
abundant growth. [? < OF lasche lax]
—lushʹly, adv. —lushʹness, n.
lust (lust), n. 1 strong desire. 2 improper
desire or appetite. 3 desire for indulgence of sex. —v. have a strong desire: a
miser lusts after gold. [OE, pleasure]
lus·ter (lusʹtәr), n. 1 bright shine on the
surface: the luster of pearls. 2 brightness: her eyes lost their luster. 3 fame;
glory; brilliance. 4 in ceramics, a metallic, sometimes iridescent, glaze. —v. put
a luster or gloss on. [< F < Ital. lustro, ult.
< L lustrare illuminate]
lust·ful (lustʹfәl), adj. full of lust; desiring indulgence of sex; sensual; lewd.
—lustʹful·ly, adv. —lustʹful·ness, n.
lus·trous (lusʹtrәs), adj. having luster;
shining; glossy. —lusʹtrous·ly, adv.
—lusʹtrous·ness, n.
lust·y (lusʹti), adj., lust·i·er, lust·i·est.
strong and healthy; full of vigor. —lustʹily, adv. —lustʹi·ness, n.
lute (lüt), n. a stringed musical instrument, formerly much used, having a
long neck and a hollow resonant body,
played with the ﬁngers of one hand or
with a plectrum. [< OF < Pr. < Ar. al-’ud
the lute]
lu·te·ti·um (lu̇ tēʹshi әm), n. a rare metallic element, Lu. [< NL, < L Lutetia Paris]
Lu·ther·an (lüʹthәr әn; lüthʹrәn), adj.
having to do with Martin Luther or
the church that was named for him.
—n. member of the Lutheran Church.
—Luʹther·an·ism, n.
Lux·em·burg, Lux·em·bourg (lukʹsәm
bėrg), n. 1 a small country between Germany, France, and Belgium. 2 its capital.
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lux·u·ri·ance (lung zhu̇rʹi әns; luk shu̇rʹ–),
n. luxuriant growth or productiveness;
rich abundance.
lux·u·ri·ant (lug zhu̇rʹi әnt; luk shu̇rʹ–),
adj. 1 growing thick and green. 2 producing abundantly. 3 rich in ornament.
[< L luxurians luxuriating. See luxuriate.] —lux·uʹri·ant·ly, adv.
lux·u·ri·ate (lug zhu̇rʹi āt; luk shu̇rʹ–), v.,
–at·ed, –at·ing. 1 indulge in luxury. 2
take great delight. 3 grow very abundantly. [< L luxuriatus, ult. < luxus
excess] —lux·u´ri·aʹtion, n.
lux·u·ri·ous (lug zhu̇rʹi әs; luk shu̇rʹ–),
adj. 1 fond of luxury; tending toward
luxury; self-indulgent: a luxurious age.
2 giving luxury; very comfortable and
beautiful: a luxurious hotel. —lux·uʹrious·ly, adv. —lux·uʹri·ous·ness, n.
lux·u·ry (lukʹshә ri; lugʹzhә–), n., pl.
–ries. 1 comforts and beauties of life
beyond what is really necessary. 2 use of
the best and most costly food, clothes,
houses, furniture and amusements. 3
thing that one enjoys, usually something choice and costly. 4 thing pleasant
but not necessary. [< L luxuria < luxus
excess]
–ly1, suﬃx forming adverbs. 1 in a
—— manner, as cheerfully, warmly. 2
in —— ways or respects, as ﬁnancially,
medically, physically. 3 to a —— degree
or extent, as greatly, slightly, moderately.
4 in, to, or from a —— direction, as
northwardly, laterally. 5 in a —— place,
as inwardly, thirdly. 6 at a —— time, as
recently. [OE –līce < līc]
–ly2, suﬃx forming adjectives. 1 like a
——, as a ghostly form. 2 like that of
a ——; characteristic of a ——, as a
brotherly kiss. 3 suited to a ——; ﬁt or
proper for a ——, as a manly ﬁght, womanly kindness. 4 of each or every ——;
occurring once per ——, as hourly, daily,
monthly. 5 being a ——; that is a ——, as
our heavenly home. [OE –līc]
ly·cée (lē sāʹ), n. a French secondary
school maintained by the government.
[< F. See lyceum.]
ly·ce·um (lī sēʹәm; līʹsi әm), n. 1 lecture
hall; place where lectures are given. 2
Lyceum, an ancient outdoor grove and
gymnasium near Athens, where Aristotle
taught. [< L < Gk. Lykeion (def. 2), from
the nearby temple of Apollo, Lykeios]
lye (lī), n. any strong alkaline solution,
used in making soap and in cleaning. Sodium hydroxide and potassium
hydroxide are kinds of lye. [OE lēag]
ly·ing1 (līʹing), n. telling a lie; habit of telling lies. —adj. false; untruthful: a lying
rumor. —v. ppr. of lie1.
ly·ing2 (līʹing), v. ppr. of lie2: a book lying
on the table.
ly·ing-in (līʹing inʹ), n. 1 conﬁnement in
childbirth. 2 ⫽childbirth.
lymph (limf), n. a nearly colorless liquid
in the tissues of the body, somewhat like
blood without the red corpuscles. [< L
lympha clear water]
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lym·phat·ic (lim fatʹik), adj. 1 of lymph;
carrying lymph. 2 sluggish; lacking
energy. —n. vessel that contains or carries lymph.
lymphatic system, network of small
vessels by which lymph circulates
throughout the body, transporting
food to cells, fats from the small intestine, and wastes to the blood. Also,
lymph system.
lymph gland, any of the glandlike
bodies occurring in the course of the
lymphatic vessels, a source of leucocytes, and involved in filtering out
microorganisms and bacteria from
lymph. Also, lymphatic gland, lymph
node.
lym·pho·cyte (limʹfә sīt), n. one of the
colorless cells of lymph. Also, lymph
cell.
lynch (linch), v. 1 put (an accused person)
to death without a lawful trial. 2 Fig.
denounce or criticize vehemently; exco-

riate. [orig. Lynch’s law, from Wm. Lynch
of Va.] —lynchʹer, n. —lynchʹing, n.
lynx (lingks), n., pl. lynx·es or (esp. collectively) lynx. wildcat of the Northern
Hemisphere that has a short tail and
rather long legs. [< L < Gk.] —lynxʹlike´,
adj.
lynx-eyed (lingksʹīd´), adj. having sharp
eyes.
ly·on·naise (lī´ә nāzʹ), adj. fried with
pieces of onion: lyonnaise potatoes. [< F,
< Lyon Lyons]
lyre (līr), n. an ancient stringed musical
instrument somewhat like a small harp.
[< OF < L < Gk. lyra]
lyre·bird (līrʹbėrd´), n. an Australian bird,
the male of which has a long tail that is
lyre-shaped when spread.
lyr·ic (lirʹik), n. 1 a short poem expressing personal emotion, as a love poem,
a lament, etc. 2 words for a song. —adj.
1 having to do with lyric poems: a lyric
poet. 2 of or suitable for singing.

lyr·i·cal (lirʹә kәl), adj. 1 emotional;
poetic. 2 lyric. —lyrʹi·cal·ly, adv. —lyrʹical·ness, n.
lyr·i·cism (līrʹә siz әm), n. 1 lyrical form
or expression. 2 outpouring of lyrical
enthusiasm. 3 lyric form or character.
lyr·i·cist (līrʹә sist), n. 1 person who
writes song lyrics, esp. for the musical
theater. 2 lyric poet.
ly·sin (līʹsin), n. antibodies which are
developed in blood serum, capable of
causing the dissolution or destruction of
bacteria, red blood cells, and other cellular elements. [< Gk. lysis a loosening]
ly·so·some (līʹsә sōm), n. particle present
in the cytoplasm of cells that breaks
down foods in the cells. [< Gk. lýsis a
loosening + sôma body]
ly·so·zyme (līʹsә zīm; –zim), n. substance
similar to an enzyme, found in tears, egg
white, and most body ﬂuids, that is able
to destroy many kinds of bacteria. [< Gk.
lýsis a loosening + enzyme]

madame
M, m (em), n., pl. M’s;
m’s. 1 the 13th letter of
the alphabet. 2 Roman
numeral for 1000.
M, Middle (def. 4).
M., 1 Majesty. 2 Monday.
3 pl. MM. Monsieur. 4 noon. [< L meridies]
m., 1 male. 2 married. 3 masculine. 4
Mech. mass. 5 Also, m meter. 6 mile. 7
minim. 8 minute. 9 month. 10 noon.
[< L meridies]
ma (mä), n. Informal. mamma; mother.
Ma, masurium.
MA, (zip code) Massachusetts.
M.A., Master of Arts.
ma’am (mam; mäm), n. madam.
ma·ca·bre (mә käʹbrә; –bәr), ma·ca·ber
(–bәr), adj. gruesome; horrible; ghastly.
[< F]
mac·ad·am (mә kadʹәm), n. 1 small, broken stones, mixed with tar and rolled
until solid and smooth to make roads.
2 road made of layers of this. [after J. L.
McAdam, engineer]
mac·a·da·mi·a (mak´ә dāʹmē ә), n. 1 any
one of a genus of tall shrubs or trees
native to Australia and cultivated in
Hawaii. 2 its large, smooth nut.
mac·ad·am·ize (mә kadʹәm īz), v., –ized,
–iz·ing. make or cover (a road) with
macadam.
ma·caque (mә käkʹ), n. any of several
kinds of monkeys of Asia, the East
Indies, and Africa. [< F < Pg. < African
lang.]
mac·a·ro·ni (mak´ә rōʹni), n., pl. –nis,
–nies. ﬂour paste dried, usually in the
form of hollow tubes, to be cooked for
food. [< earlier Ital. maccaroni, pl., ult.
< LGk. makaria barley broth]
mac·a·roon (mak´ә rünʹ), n. a very sweet
cookie made of whites of eggs, sugar, and
ground almonds or coconut. [< F < Ital.
maccarone, sing.; for pl., see macaroni]
ma·caw (mә kôʹ), n. a large parrot with a
long tail, brilliant feathers, and a harsh
cry, living in South America and Central
America. [< Pg. macao < Brazilian]
Mac·beth (mәk bethʹ; mak–), n. 1 play by
Shakespeare. 2 its principal character.
Mac·ca·bees (makʹә bēz), n.pl. two books
of the Old Testament Apocrypha, telling
about the successful revolts against the
Syrians in the second century b.c., led
by the Maccabees. —Mac´ca·beʹan, adj.
mace1 (mās), n. 1 a war club used in the
Middle Ages. 2 staﬀ used as a symbol of
authority: a chancellor’s mace. 3 bearer
of a mace. [< OF]
mace2 (mās), n. spice made from the
dried outer covering of nutmegs.
[< OF macis]
mace3 (mās), n., v. maced, mac·ing. —n.
tear gas in liquid form, used to subdue
rioters, etc. —v. attack or subdue with
mace. [< trademark Mace]
mac·er·ate (masʹәr āt), v., –at·ed, –ating. 1 soften by soaking for some time:
macerate ﬂowers to extract their perfume,
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macerate berries. 2 cause to grow thin.
3 become thin; waste away. [< L maceratus, pp. of macerare soften] —macʹer·at´er, macʹer·a´tor, n. —mac´eraʹtion, n.
mach., machinery; machines; machinist.
Mach (mäk; mak), n. ⫽Mach number.
ma·chet·e (mә shetʹē; mә shetʹ; Sp.
mä chāʹtā), n. a large heavy knife, used
as a tool and weapon. [< Sp.]
ma·chic·o·lat·ed (mә chikʹә lāt´id), adj.
having machicolations.
ma·chic·o·la·tion (mә chik´ә lāʹshәn), n.
an opening in the ﬂoor of a projecting
gallery or parapet, or in the roof of an
entrance, through which missiles, hot
liquids, etc., might be cast upon attackers, much used in medieval fortiﬁed
structures. [< Med.L, < OF < Pr. machacol projection, balcony]
mach·i·nate (makʹә nāt), v., –nat·ed,
–nat·ing. contrive or devise artfully or
with evil purpose; plot; intrigue. [< L, <
machina machine] —machʹi·na´tor, n.
mach·i·na·tion (mak´ә nāʹshәn), n. 1
evil or artful plotting; scheming against
authority. 2 Usually, machinations. evil
plot; secret or cunning scheme.
ma·chine (mә shēnʹ), n., v., –chined,
–chin·ing. —n. 1 arrangement of ﬁxed
and moving parts for doing work, each
with some special thing to do: a washing
machine. 2 device for applying power
or changing its direction. Levers and
pulleys are simple machines. 3 person
or group that acts without thinking. 4
group of people controlling a political
organization. —v. make or ﬁnish with a
machine. [< F < L < Gk. mechane device,
means]
machine gun, gun for keeping up a rapid
ﬁre of bullets.
ma·chine-gun (mә shēnʹgun´), v., –gunned,
–gun·ing. ﬁre at with a machine gun.
machine language, information or
instructions in a code that a computer
can process directly, without translation
or processing.
ma·chin·er·y (mә shēnʹәr i; –shēnʹri), n.,
pl. –er·ies. 1 machines: a factory contains much machinery. 2 the parts or
works of a machine: machinery is oiled
to keep it running smoothly. 3 any combination of persons or things by which
something is kept going or something is
done: judges and courts are a part of the
legal machinery.
machine shop, workshop where people
make or repair machines or parts of
machines.
machine tool, tool worked by power.
ma·chin·ist (mә shēnʹist), n. 1 a skilled
worker with machine tools. 2 person
who runs a machine. 3 person who
makes and repairs machinery.
ma·chis·mo (mä chēsʹmō, –chēzʹ–), n.
assertive manliness; manly bravado
[< Am. Sp. machismo < macho]
Mach number, number that expresses
the speed of an object in relation to the
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speed of sound in the same medium.
Mach 2 denotes a speed twice the speed
of sound, or supersonic speed. [< Ernst
Mach (1838–1916), Austrian physicist]
ma·cho (mäʹchō), n., pl. –chos. 1 strong,
manly male. 2 ⫽machismo. —adj. 1
virile; manly. 2 Fig. assertive; suggesting
strength: macho design. [< Sp. macho,
lit., male]
Ma·chu Pic·chu (mäʹchü pēʹchü), ancient
and fabulous Inca city built on a mountain in SE Peru.
mack·er·el (makʹәr әl; makʹrәl), n., pl.
–el, (occasionally, esp. with reference to
diﬀerent species) –els. a saltwater ﬁsh
of the N Atlantic, much used for food.
[< OF maquerel]
mackerel sky, sky spotted with small,
white, ﬂeecy clouds.
mack·i·naw (makʹә nô), n. kind of short
coat made of heavy woolen cloth. [after
Mackinac, trading post in Michigan]
mack·in·tosh, mac·in·tosh (makʹәn tosh),
waterproof coat; raincoat. [after C.
Macintosh, the inventor]
mac·ra·mé (makʹrә mā), n. coarse lace or
fringe made by knotting cord or thread.
[appar. < Turk. makrama napkin]
macro–, combining form. 1 large or long,
as in macrobiotic. 2 abnormally large, as
in macrophage.
mac·ro·bi·ot·ic (mak´rō bī otʹik), adj. 1
long-lived. 2 tending to lengthen life. 3
of or having to do with a diet of ﬁsh, rice,
fruits, and vegetables. [< Gk. makrobíotos long-lived, prolonging life < makrós
long + bíotos life + E –ic] —mac´ro·biotʹics, n.
mac·ro·ce·phal·ic (mak´rō sә falʹik), adj.
having an abnormally large skull or
head. Also, macrocephalous. —mac´rocephʹa·ly, n.
mac·ro·cosm (makʹrә koz әm), n. the
universe. [< F < Med.L, < Gk. makros
great + kosmos world] —mac´ro·cosʹmic, adj.
ma·cron (māʹkron; makʹron), n. a straight,
horizontal line (-) placed over a vowel to
show its sound. Examples: cāme, bē.
[< Gk. makron, neut. adj., long]
mac·ro·phage (makʹrә fāj), n. only one of
several especially large phagocytes.
mad (mad), adj., mad·der, mad·dest. 1
out of one’s head; crazy; insane. 2 much
excited; wild. 3 foolish; unwise: mad
spending. 4 blindly and unreasonably
fond: mad about going to dances. 5 furious; angry. 6 having rabies: a mad dog.
like mad, furiously; very hard, fast, etc.
[OE gemœ̄dd]
Mad·a·gas·car (mad´ә gasʹkәr), n. island
republic of the SE coast of Africa in the
Indian Ocean.
mad·am (madʹәm), n., pl. mad·ams, mesdames (mā dämʹ). 1 a polite title used in
speaking to or of a lady. 2 woman who
runs a brothel. [< OF ma dame my lady.
See dame.]
mad·ame (madʹәm; Fr. mä dämʹ), n., pl.
mes·dames. 1 French title for a married
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woman. 2 title used by women singers,
artists, etc.
mad·cap (madʹkap´), n. a very impulsive
person. —adj. impulsive; hasty; wild.
mad·den (madʹәn), v. 1 make or become
very angry or excited; irritate greatly.
2 make or become crazy; drive insane.
—madʹden·ing, adj. —madʹden·ing·ly,
adv.
mad·der (madʹәr), n. 1 vine with small
yellowish ﬂowers. 2 its red root. 3 a red
dye made from these roots. 4 red; crimson. [OE mœdere]
mad·ding (madʹing), adj. 1 crazy; acting
as if mad. 2 driving insane; maddening.
made (mād), v. pt. and pp. of make.
—adj. 1 built; formed. 2 specially prepared. 3 artiﬁcially produced: made
land. 4 invented: a made word. 5 certain of success; successful.
have or got it made, Informal. assured
of success.
Ma·dei·ra (mә dirʹә), n. Often, madeira.
wine made in a group of Portuguese
islands NW of Africa.
mad·e·moi·selle (mad´ә mә zelʹ; Fr.
mäd mwä zelʹ), n., pl. mes·dem·oi·selles
(mād mwä zelʹ). French title for an
unmarried woman; Miss. [< F, orig. ma
demoiselle my young lady]
made-up (mādʹupʹ), adj. 1 put together.
2 invented; untrue. 3 painted, powdered,
etc.
mad·house (madʹhous´), n. 1 asylum for
insane people. 2 place of uproar and
confusion.
Mad·i·son (madʹә sәn), n. 1 James,
1751–1836, the fourth president of
the United States, 1809–17. 2 capital of
Wisconsin, in the S part.
mad·ly (madʹli), adv. 1 insanely. 2 furiously. 3 foolishly.
mad·man (madʹman´; –mәn), n., pl.
–men. an insane man; crazy person.
mad·ness (madʹnis), n. 1 being crazy; loss
of one’s mind. 2 great rage; fury. 3 folly.
Ma·don·na (mә donʹә), n. Mary, the
mother of Jesus. [< Ital., my lady]
mad·ras (madʹrәs; mә drasʹ), n. a closely
woven cotton cloth, used for shirts,
dresses, etc. [after Madras, India]
mad·re·pore (madʹrә pôr; –pōr), n. kind
of coral that forms coral islands and
reefs. [< F < Ital. madrepora]
Ma·drid (mә dridʹ), n. capital of Spain,
in the C part.
mad·ri·gal (madʹrә gәl), n. 1 a short
poem that can be set to music. 2 song
with parts for several voices, sung
without instrumental accompaniment.
[< Ital. < LL matricale original, chief
< matrix womb]
mael·strom (mālʹstrәm), n. 1 a great or
violent whirlpool of water. 2 a violent
confusion of feelings, ideas, or conditions. [< earlier Du., < malen grind +
stroom stream]
mae·nad (mēʹnad), n. woman in a frenzy.
[< L < Gk. mainás, mainádos mad
woman, bacchante] —mae·nadʹic, adj.

ma·es·to·so (mä´es tōʹsō), adj., adv. of
music, with dignity or majesty; in a
stately, majestic manner.
maes·tro (mīsʹtrō; Ital. mä esʹtrō), n.,
pl. –tros, Ital. ma·es·tri (mä esʹtrē). 1 a
great composer, teacher, or conductor
of music. 2 master of any art. [< Ital. < L
magister master]
Mae West (māʹwestʹ), n. inﬂatable vest
worn as a life preserver.
Ma·ﬁ·a or Maf·ﬁa (mäʹfē ä), n. 1 secret
criminal organization active in various parts of the world. 2 secret Sicilian
organization, engaged in criminal and
terrorist activities. 3 Also, maﬁa. any
exclusive group, society, etc.: the medical maﬁa. [Ital. Maﬁa secret society of
criminals in Sicily < Sicilian maﬁa boldness, bravado prob. < Ar.]
Ma·ﬁ·o·so or ma·ﬁ·o·so (mä´fē ōʹsō), n.,
pl. –si (-si). member of the Maﬁa or a
maﬁa.
mag., 1 magazine. 2 magnitude.
mag·a·zine (mag´ә zēnʹ; magʹә zēn), n.
1 publication appearing regularly and
containing stories, articles, etc., by various writers. 2 room in a fort or warship
for storing gunpowder and other explosives. 3 a building for storing gunpowder,
guns, food, or other military supplies. 4
place for cartridges in a repeating gun. 5
place for ﬁlm in a camera; receptacle. [<
F < Ital., ult. < Ar. makhzan storehouse]
Mag·da·lene (magʹdә lәn),n. ⫽Mary Magdalene.
Mag·el·lan·ic cloud (maj´ә lanʹik), either
of two luminous patches in the skies
south of the equator, which are galaxies
nearest to our own. [< Ferdinand Magellan (1480?–1521), Portuguese explorer]
ma·gen·ta (mә jenʹtә), n. 1 a purplishred dye. 2 a purplish red. —adj. purplish-red. [after Battle of Magenta, 1859,
because discovered in that year]
mag·got (magʹәt), n. insect in the wormlike stage just after leaving the egg; legless larva of any of various kinds of ﬂies.
[ME magot] —magʹgot·y, adj.
Ma·gi (māʹjī; majʹī), n.pl., sing. Ma·gus
(māʹgәs). the three “Wise Men” from
the East, who brought gifts to the infant
Jesus. Matt. 2:1 and 2, 7–13.
mag·ic (majʹik), n. 1 the pretended art of
making things happen by secret charms
and sayings. 2 something that produces
results as if by magic; mysterious inﬂuence; unexplained power: the magic of
music. —adj. Also, magʹi·cal. 1 of magic;
used by magic; done by magic. 2 like
magic; mysterious; unexplained. [< L,
ult. < Gk., magos astrologer < OPers.]
—magʹi·cal·ly, adv.
ma·gi·cian (mә jishʹәn), n. 1 person
skilled in the use of magic. 2 person skilled in sleight of hand. [< OF
magicien]
magic marker, 1 marking pen with a
broad, felt tip. 2 Magic Marker. trademark for this kind of pen.

mag·is·te·ri·al (maj´is tirʹi әl), adj. 1 of
a magistrate; suited to a magistrate: a
judge has magisterial rank. 2 showing
authority: the captain’s magisterial voice.
3 imperious; domineering; overbearing.
[< LL, < L magister master] —mag´isteʹri·al·ly, adv. —mag´is·teʹri·al·ness, n.
mag·is·tra·cy (majʹis trә si), n., pl. –cies. 1
position, rank, or duties of a magistrate.
2 magistrates as a group. 3 district under
a magistrate.
mag·is·trate (majʹis trāt; –trit), n. 1 oﬃcer of the government who has power
to apply the law and put it in force. The
President is the chief magistrate of the
United States. 2 judge. [< L magistratus,
ult < magister master]
Mag·na Car·ta or Char·ta (magʹnә
k ärʹtә), 1 the great charter guaranteeing
the personal and political liberties of
the people of England. 2 any fundamental constitution guaranteeing civil and
political rights. [< Med.L, great charter]
mag·na cum lau·de (mag´nә ku̇m louʹdә;
kum lôʹdē), with high honors. [< L]
mag·na·nim·i·ty (mag´nә nimʹә ti), n., pl.
–ties. 1 magnanimous nature or quality.
2 a magnanimous act.
mag·nan·i·mous (mag nanʹә mәs), adj.
noble in soul or mind; generous in forgiving; free from mean or petty feelings
and acts. [< L, < magnus great + animus spirit] —mag·nanʹi·mous·ly, adv.
—mag·nanʹi·mous·ness, n.
mag·nate (magʹnāt), n. a great man;
important person. [< LL, < L magnus
great]
mag·ne·sia (mag nēʹshә; –zhә), n. 1 magnesium oxide, MgO, a white tasteless
powder, used as a laxative. 2 ⫽magnesium. [< Med.L < Gk. he Magnesia lithos
the Magnesian stone (from Magnesia,
in Thessaly)]
mag·ne·si·um (mag nēʹshi әm; –zhi–), n.
a light, silver-white metallic element,
Mg, that burns with a dazzling white
light.
mag·net (magʹnit), n. 1 piece of iron,
steel, etc., that attracts iron or steel. 2
anything that attracts. [< OF < L < Gk.
Magnes (lithos) Magnesian stone. See
magnesia.]
mag·net·ic (mag netʹik), adj. 1 having the
properties of a magnet. 2 of magnetism;
producing magnetism. 3 of the earth’s
magnetism: the magnetic meridian. 4
capable of being magnetized. 5 attractive: a magnetic personality. —magnetʹi·cal·ly, adv.
magnetic ﬁeld, space around a magnet
in which it exerts appreciable magnetic
force.
magnetic pole, 1 one of the two poles of
a magnet. 2 Magnetic Pole, point on the
earth’s surface toward which a magnetic
needle points. The earth has a North
and a South Magnetic Pole.
magnetic storm, disturbance of the
earth’s magnetic ﬁeld, related to solar
ﬂares.
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magnetic tape, thin paper, plastic, or
metal strip coated with iron oxide on
which images, sound, or data can be
recorded.
mag·net·ism (magʹnә tiz әm), n. 1 properties of a magnet; manifestation of
magnetic properties. 2 branch of physics dealing with magnets and magnetic
properties. 3 power to attract or charm:
a person of great magnetism.
mag·net·ite (magʹnә tīt), n. an important
iron ore, Fe3O4, that is strongly attracted
by a magnet; black iron oxide.
mag·net·ize (magʹnә tīz), v., –ized, –izing. 1 give the properties of a magnet to.
2 become magnetic. 3 attract or inﬂuence (a person). —magʹnet·iz´a·ble,
adj. —mag´net·i·zaʹtion, n. —magʹnetiz´er, n.
mag·ne·to (mag nēʹtō), n., pl. –tos. a
small machine for producing electricity.
In some gasoline engines, a magneto
supplies an electric spark to ignite the
vapor.
mag·ne·to·e·lec·tric (mag nē´tō i lekʹtrik), adj. of electricity produced by
magnets.
mag·ne·to·sphere (mag nēʹtә sﬁr; –netʹә–),
n. 1 zone of strong magnetic forces that
surrounds the earth, extending about
40,000 miles. 2 any similar zone around
a celestial body.
magnet school, school with a strong,
broad curriculum, designed to attract
students from all over a city or from
smaller districts.
mag·ni·ﬁ·ca·tion (mag´nә fә kāʹshәn),
n. 1 act of magnifying. 2 a magniﬁed
condition. 3 a magniﬁed copy, model,
or picture.
mag·nif·i·cence (mag nifʹә sәns), n. richness of material, color, and ornament;
grand beauty; splendor. [< OF < L magniﬁcentia < magniﬁcus noble < magnus
great + facere make]
mag·nif·i·cent (mag nifʹә sәnt), adj. richly
colored or decorated; splendid; grand;
stately. [< OF, < magniﬁcence magnificence] —mag·nifʹi·cent·ly, adv.
mag·nif·i·co (mag nifʹә kō), n., pl. –coes.
an important person. [< Ital.]
mag·ni·fy (magʹnә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1
cause to be or look larger; increase the
real or apparent size of an object. 2 make
too much of; go beyond the truth in telling: magnify the facts. [< L magniﬁcare
esteem greatly, ult. < magnus great +
facere make] —magʹni·ﬁ´er, n.
mag·nil·o·quence (mag nilʹә kwәns), n.
1 high-ﬂown, lofty style of speaking or
writing. 2 boastfulness. [< L, < magnus
great + loquens, ppr. of loqui speak]
mag·nil·o·quent (mag nilʹә kwәnt), adj.
1 using big and unusual words; in highﬂown language. 2 boastful. [< magniloquence] —mag·nilʹo·quent·ly, adv.
mag·ni·tude (magʹnә tüd; –tūd), n. 1 size.
2 importance. 3 degree of brightness of
a star: stars of the ﬁrst magnitude are the
brightest. [< L, < magnus large]

mag·no·cel·lu·lar system (mag´nō selʹyә lәr), visual pathway of specialized
cells in the brain of human and other
primates that is involved in perception
of motion, low contrast light, and depth.
Also, magno system.
mag·no·lia (mag nōlʹyә), n., 1 tree with
large white, pink, or purplish ﬂowers. 2
the ﬂower. [< NL, after P. Magnol, French
botanist.]
mag·num (magʹnәm), n. 1 bottle that
holds two quarts of alcoholic liquor. 2
amount that it holds. [< L, neut. adj.,
great]
mag·num o·pus (magʹnәm ōʹpәs), 1 a
great work of literature or art. 2 person’s
greatest work. [< L]
mag·pie (magʹpī), n. 1 a noisy bird, black
and white with a long tail and short
wings, related to the jays. 2 person who
chatters. [< Mag, for Margaret, + pie2]
mag·uey (magʹwā), n. plant with ﬂeshy
leaves, growing in tropical America and
SW United States. A century plant or
agave is a maguey. [< Sp. < West Ind.
lang.]
Mag·yar (magʹyär; Hung. modʹyor), n.
1 member of the chief race living in
Hungary. 2 their language; Hungarian.
—adj. of the Magyars or their language;
Hungarian. [< Hung.]
ma·ha·ra·ja, ma·ha·ra·jah (mä´hә räʹjә),
n. title of certain great ruling princes
in India. [< Skt., < mahā– great + rājā
rajah]
ma·ha·ra·nee, ma·ha·ra·ni (mä´hә räʹnē),
n. wife of a maharaja. [< Hind., < Skt.
mahā– great + rājñī queen]
Ma·ha·ri·shi (mä´hә rēʹshē), n. 1 Hindu
spiritual guide or guru. 2 Also, maharishi. any guru. [< Skt. mahā great + rishi
sage, seer]
ma·hat·ma (mә hätʹmә; –hatʹ–), n. in
India, a wise and holy person who has
extraordinary powers. [< Skt. < mahā–
great + ātman soul]
Mah·di (mäʹdi), n., pl. –dis. 1 leader
expected by Muslims to appear and
establish a reign of righteousness. 2
person who claims to be this leader. [<
Ar. mahdīy one who is guided correctly,
right < hadā he led correctly]
Ma·hi·can (mә hēʹkәn), n. 1 ⫽Mohegan.
2 ⫽Mohican.
mah-jong (mäʹjongʹ; –zhongʹ), n. Chinese game played with 144 dominolike
pieces. [< Chinese ma chiang name of
the game, lit. sparrows]
ma·hog·a·ny (mә hogʹә ni), n., pl. –nies,
adj. —n. 1 a hard reddish-brown wood
of a large evergreen tree that grows in
tropical America, much used for furniture. 2 the tree itself. 3 a dark reddish
brown. —adj. 1 made of mahogany. 2
dark reddish-brown. [< West Ind. lang.]
ma·hout (mә houtʹ), n. in the East Indies,
driver of an elephant. [< Hind. mahāut]
maid (mād), n. 1 a young unmarried
woman; girl. 2 an unmarried woman. 3

virgin. 4 a woman servant. [shortened
from maiden]
maid·en (mādʹәn), n. a young unmarried woman; girl. —adj. 1 of a maiden.
2 unmarried; virgin: a maiden aunt. 3
new; fresh; untried; unused: maiden
ground. 4 ﬁrst: a ship’s maiden voyage.
[OE mœgden]
maid·en·hair (mādʹәn hãr´), n. a delicate
fern with very slender stalks.
maid·en·head (mādʹәn hed), n. 1 maidenhood; virginity. 2 the hymen.
maid·en·hood (mādʹәn hu̇d), n. 1 condition of being a maiden. 2 time when one
is a maiden.
maid·en·ly (mādʹәn li), adj. 1 of a maiden.
2 like a maiden; gentle; modest. 3 suited
to a maiden. —maidʹen·li·ness, n.
maiden name, a woman’s surname before
her marriage.
maid of honor, 1 an unmarried woman
who is the chief attendant of the bride at
a wedding. 2 an unmarried noble lady
who attends a queen or princess.
maid·serv·ant (mādʹsėr´vәnt), n. a female
servant.
mail1 (māl), n. 1 letters, papers, parcels,
etc., sent by the postal system. 2 system
by which they are sent, managed by the
United States Postal Service. —v. send
by mail; put in a mailbox. —adj. of mail.
[< OF male wallet < Gmc.] —mailʹa·ble,
adj. —mailʹer, n.
mail2 (māl), n. 1 armor made of metal
rings or small loops of chain. 2 armor;
protective covering. —v. cover or protect with mail. [< OF < L macula a mesh
in network] —mailed, adj.
mail·box (mālʹboks´), n. 1 a public box
from which mail is collected. 2 a private box to which mail is delivered. 3
location on a computer where email is
received and stored.
mail carrier, ⫽letter carrier.
mail drop, address used only to receive
mail.
mail·er (māʹlәr), n. 1 advertisement sent
through the mail to individuals. 2 reinforced envelope or box for mailing a
letter or small package. 3 machine that
stamps and addresses mail. 4 person
who mails: the mailer is unknown.
mail·man (mālʹman´), n., pl. –men. person who carries or delivers mail; postman; letter carrier.
mail order, order for goods sent by mail.
mail-or·der house (mālʹôr´dәr), business
that receives orders and sends goods
by mail.
maim (mām), v. cut oﬀ or make useless
some part of; cripple; disable: automobile
accidents maim thousands of people each
year. [var. of mayhem] —maimʹer, n.
main (mān), adj. most important; largest:
the main street of a town. —n. 1 a large pipe
for water, gas, etc. 2 Poetic. the open sea;
ocean.
in the main, for the most part; chieﬂy;
mostly.
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with might and main, with all one’s
strength. [OE mœgen power]
main clause, clause in a complex sentence that can stand by itself as a sentence; independent clause.
Maine (mān), n. a New England state of
the United States.
main·frame (mānʹfrām´), n., or main
frame, central processor of a computer, esp. of a very large computer
network.
main·land (mānʹland´; –lәnd), n. the
largest part of a continent; land that is
not a small island or peninsula.
main·ly (mānʹli), adv. for the most part;
chieﬂy; mostly.
main·mast (mānʹmast´; –mäst´; –mәst),
n. the principal mast of a ship.
main·sail (mānʹsāl´; –sәl), n. the largest
sail of a ship.
main·sheet (mānʹshēt´), n. rope that controls the angle at which the mainsail
is set.
main·spring (mānʹspring´), n. 1 the principal spring in a clock, watch, etc. 2 the
main cause, motive, or inﬂuence.
main·stay (mānʹstā´), n. 1 rope supporting the mainmast. 2 main support.
main·tain (mān tānʹ), v. 1 keep; keep up;
carry on: maintain an action, a business, etc. 2 defend; uphold: maintain an
opinion. 3 declare to be true: he maintained his innocence. 4 provide for: he
maintained his family. [< F maintenir < L
manu tenere hold by the hand] —maintainʹa·ble, adj. main·tainʹer, n.
main·te·nance (mānʹtә nәns), n. 1 a maintaining: maintenance of quiet is necessary in a hospital. 2 a being maintained;
support: a government collects taxes to
pay for its maintenance. 3 enough to
support life; means of living: his small
farm provides only a maintenance.
main·top (mānʹtop´), n. platform on the
mainmast.
main·top·mast (mān´topʹmast´; –mäst´;
–mәst), n. the second section of the
mainmast above the deck.
main·top·sail (mān´topʹsāl´; –sәl), n. sail
above the mainsail.
maî·tre d’ (mãʹtrә dēʹ), n. Informal. manager of the dining room and staﬀ in a
restaurant.
maî·tre d’hô·tel (mãʹtrә dô telʹ), 1 a hotel
manager. 2 headwaiter. [< F]
maize (māz), n. 1 a kind of grain that
grows on large ears; corn; Indian corn.
2 plant that it grows on. 3 the color of
ripe corn; yellow. [< Sp. maíz, of West
Ind. orig.]
Maj., Major.
ma·jes·tic (mә jesʹtik), adj. grand; noble;
digniﬁed; stately. —ma·jesʹti·cal·ly, adv.
maj·es·ty (majʹis ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 grandeur; nobility; dignity; stateliness.
2 supreme power or authority: the
majesty of the law.
Majesty, title used in speaking to or of a
king, queen, emperor, etc.: your Majesty.
[< F < L majestas]

ma·jol·i·ca (mә jolʹә kә; –yolʹ–), n. kind
of enameled Italian pottery richly
decorated in colors. [< Ital. maiolica
Majorca]
ma·jor (māʹjәr), adj. 1 larger; greater;
more important: take the major share.
2 elder; senior: Cato major. 3 of legal
age. —n. 1 an army oﬃcer ranking next
below a lieutenant colonel and next
above a captain. 2 person of the legal
age of responsibility. 3 subject or course
of study to which a student gives most
of his or her time and attention. 4 one of
two sets of intervals, chords, scales, or
keys: the scale of C major. —v. specialize
in a subject or course of study: major in
mathematics. [< L, compar. of magnus
great. Doublet of mayor.]
ma·jor-do·mo (mā´jәr dōʹmō), n., pl.
–mos. 1 man in charge of a royal or
noble household. 2 butler; steward.
[< Sp. or Ital. < Med.L major domus chief
of the household]
major general, an army oﬃcer ranking
next below a lieutenant general and next
above a brigadier general. —ma´jorgenʹer·al·ship´, n.
ma·jor·i·ty (mә jôrʹә ti; –jorʹ–), n., pl.
–ties. 1 the larger number; greater part;
more than half: the majority of humankind. 2 a larger number of votes than all
the rest. If Smith received 12,000 votes,
Adams 7000, and White 3000, Smith
had a majority of 2000 and a plurality
of 5000. 3 the legal age of responsibility:
attain one’s majority. 4 rank or position
of an army major.
major key, musical key based on the
major scale.
major league, either of the two chief
leagues in American professional baseball.
major scale, a musical scale having eight
notes, with half steps instead of whole
steps after the third and seventh notes.
make (māk), v., made, mak·ing, n. —v.
1 bring into being; put together; build;
form; shape: make a dress, one big deal
made the young businessman. 2 have
the qualities needed for: wood makes
a good ﬁre, a lawyer makes a good
legislator. 3 cause or cause to be: make
trouble, he made me go, make public.
4 get ready for use; arrange: make a
bed. 5 get; obtain; acquire; earn: make
a fortune, make a reputation, he made
the team. 6 do; perform: make a mistake. 7 amount to; add up to; count as:
two and two make four. 8 think of as;
ﬁgure to be: I make the distance across
the room 15 feet. 9 reach; arrive at: the
ship made port. 10 go; travel: make
500 miles an hour in an airplane. —n.
1 way in which a thing is made; style;
fashion. 2 kind; brand.
make believe, pretend.
make do, get along; manage.
make fast, fasten ﬁrmly.
make it, Informal. succeed.
make oﬀ, run away; leave suddenly:

heard shouting and made oﬀ in that
direction.
make oﬀ with, steal.
make out, a write out; ﬁll out. b show
to be; prove or declare. c understand. d
see with diﬃculty. e get along; manage. f
Informal. kiss; make love.
make over, a alter; make diﬀerent. b hand
over; transfer ownership of.
make time, go with speed.
make up, a put together; compose; invent.
b set right; make satisfactory. c pay for.
d become friends again after a quarrel. e
put powder, eye shadow, etc. on the face.
f decide: made up one’s mind.
make up to, try to get the friendship of;
ﬂatter.
on the make, Informal. working for success, proﬁt, etc. [OE macian]
make-be·lieve (mākʹbi lēv´), n. pretense.
—adj. pretended.
mak·er (mākʹәr), n. person or thing that
makes.
Maker, God.
make·over (mākʹo´vәr), n. 1 renovation
of a house, room etc. 2 change of a
person’s appearance, esp. with new hairstyle, makeup, etc.
make·shift (mākʹshift´), n. something
used for a time instead of the right
thing; temporary substitute: when the
electric lights went out, we used candles
as a makeshift. —adj. used for a time
instead of the right thing.
make·up or make-up (mākʹup´), n. 1
way of being put together. 2 nature;
disposition: a nervous makeup. 3 way in
which an actor is dressed and painted to
look his or her part. 4 lipstick, mascara,
etc., put on the face; cosmetics.
make-work (mākʹwėrk´), n. unnecessary
work to keep a person occupied; busy
work.
mak·ing (mākʹing), n. 1 cause of a person’s success; means of advancement. 2
material or qualities needed.
in the making, in the process of being
made; not yet fully developed.
mal–, combining form. bad or badly; poor
or poorly, as in malnutrition, maltreat.
[< OF mal– < L male badly < malus
bad]
Mal·a·chi (malʹә kī), n. last book of the
Old Testament.
mal·a·chite (malʹә kīt), n. a green mineral, Cu2(OH)2CO3, used for ornamental
articles. [< F < Gk. malache mallow
(from the similar color)]
mal·ad·just·ed (mal´ә jusʹtid), adj. badly
adjusted.
mal·ad·just·ment (mal´ә justʹmәnt), n.
bad adjustment.
mal·a·droit (mal´ә droitʹ), adj. unskillful;
awkward; clumsy. —mal´a·droitʹness, n.
mal·a·dy (malʹә di), n., pl. –dies. sickness;
illness; disease. [< OF, < malade ill < L
male habitus doing poorly]
Mal·a·ga (malʹә gә), n. 1 kind of large,
oval, ﬁrm, white grape. 2 kind of white
wine.
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ma·laise (ma lāzʹ), n. 1 vague bodily discomfort. 2 feeling of unease; disturbed
condition. [< F, < mal– imperfect +
aise ease]
mal·ap·por·tion·ment (mal´ә pôʹshәn
mәnt; –pōrʹ–), n. wrong or unfair assignment of representation in a legislature.
mal·a·prop·ism (malʹә prop iz´әm), n.
1 a ridiculous misuse of words. 2 a
misused word. [after Mrs. Malaprop, a
character in Sheridan’s Rivals, who constantly misuses words]
ma·lar·i·a (mә lãrʹi ә), n. disease characterized by periodic chills followed by
fever and sweating. Malaria is transmitted
by the bite of certain kinds of mosquito.
[< Ital. < mala aria bad air] —malarʹi·al, ma·larʹi·ous, adj.
ma·lar·key or ma·lar·ky (mә lārʹki), n.
Informal. nonsense; baloney.
Ma·la·wi (ma läʹwē), n. country in SE
Africa.
Ma·lay (māʹlā; mә lāʹ), Ma·lay·an
(mә lāʹәn), n. 1 member of the people living in the Malay Peninsula and
nearby islands. 2 their language. —adj.
of the Malays, their country, or their
language.
Ma·lay·a (mә lāʹә), n. the Malay Peninsula.
Mal·a·ya·lam (mal´ә yäʹlәm), n. the Dravidian language spoken on the SW coast
of India.
Malay Archipelago, ⫽Malaysia (def. 1).
Malay Peninsula, peninsula in SE Asia,
part of Malaysia.
Ma·lay·sia (mә lāʹzhә; –shә), n. 1 group
of islands between SE Asia and Australia; East Indies. Also called Malay
Archipelago. 2 Also, Federation of
Malaysia. association of Malaya, Sabah,
and Sarawak. —Ma·layʹsian, adj., n.
mal·con·tent (malʹkәn tent´), adj. discontented; rebellious. —n. a discontented
person.
mal de mer (mäl dә mãrʹ), French. seasickness.
male (māl), n. 1 a man or boy. b animal
of the same sex as a man or boy. 2 a
ﬂower having a stamen but no pistil.
b plant bearing ﬂowers with stamens
and no pistils. —adj. 1 belonging to the
sex that produces sperm when mature
and can father oﬀspring. 2 of or having
to do with men, boys, or animals of
the same sex as a man or boy: male
aggression; a male club. 3 of plants, a
having ﬂowers with stamens, but no
pistils. b able to fertilize the female. 4
ﬁtting into a corresponding part of a
machine. [< OF < L masculus, dim. of
mas male]
mal·e·dic·tion (mal´ә dikʹshәn), n. a
curse. [< L. ult. < male ill + dicere
speak]
mal·e·fac·tion (mal´ә fakʹshәn), n. crime;
evil deed.
mal·e·fac·tor (malʹә fak´tәr), n. criminal; evildoer. [< L, ult. < male badly +
facere do]

ma·lef·i·cence (mә lefʹә sәns), n. harm;
evil. [< L, < maleﬁcus wicked < male
badly + facere do]
ma·lef·i·cent (mә lefʹә sәnt), adj. harmful; evil.
ma·lev·o·lent (mә levʹә lәnt), adj. wishing evil to happen to others; showing
ill will; spiteful. [< L malevolens, ult.
< male ill + velle wish] —ma·levʹo·lence,
n. —ma·levʹo·lent·ly, adv.
mal·fea·sance (mal fēʹzәns), n. oﬃcial
misconduct; violation of a public trust
or duty. A judge is guilty of malfeasance
if he accepts a bribe. [< F malfaisance,
ult. < mal– badly + faire do] —mal·feaʹsant, adj., n.
mal·for·ma·tion (mal´fôr māʹshәn), n.
bad shape; faulty structure.
mal·formed (mal fôrmdʹ), adj. badly
shaped; having a faulty structure.
mal·func·tion (mal´fungkʹshәn), n. failure to work or perform properly; dysfunction.
Ma·li (mäʹli), n. a republic in W Africa S
of Algeria.
mal·ic acid (malʹik; māʹlik), an acid,
C4H6O5,, found in certain fruits.
mal·ice (malʹis), n. active ill will; wish to
hurt others; spite [< OF < L, < malus
evil]
ma·li·cious (mә lishʹәs), adj. showing
active ill will; wishing to hurt others;
spiteful. —ma·liʹcious·ly, adv. —ma·liʹcious·ness, n.
ma·lign (mә līnʹ), v. speak evil of; slander.
—adj. 1 evil; injurious. 2 hateful; malicious. 3 very harmful; causing death.
[< OF < L malignus < malus evil + genbirth, nature] —ma·lignʹer, n. —malignʹly, adv.
ma·lig·nant (mә ligʹnәnt), adj. 1 very
evil; very hateful; very malicious. 2 very
harmful. 3 very infectious; very dangerous; causing death: a malignant growth.
[< LL malignans acting from malice
< malignus malign] —ma·ligʹnance,
ma·ligʹnan·cy, n. —ma·ligʹnant·ly, adv.
ma·lig·ni·ty (mә ligʹnә ti), n., pl. –ties.
1 great malice; extreme hate. 2 great
harmfulness; dangerous quality; deadliness. 3 malignant act.
ma·lin·ger (mә lingʹgәr), v. pretend to
be sick in order to escape work or duty;
shirk. [< F malingre sickly] —ma·linʹger·er, n.
mall (môl; mal), n. 1 shopping center,
often with shops enclosed in a large
building. 2 walkway through a central
shopping district. 3 a shaded walk; public walk or promenade. [< OF < L malleus hammer]
mal·lard (malʹәrd), n., pl. –lards or (esp.
collectively) –lard. kind of wild duck.
The male has a green head and a white
band around his neck. [< OF mallart,
prob. < Gmc.]
mal·le·a·ble (malʹi ә bәl), adj. 1 capable
of being hammered or pressed into
various shapes without being broken. 2
adaptable; yielding. [< OF, < L malleare

hammer, v. < malleus, n.] —mal´le·abilʹi·ty, malʹle·a·ble·ness, n.
mal·let (malʹit), n. a wooden hammer.
Specially shaped mallets are used to play
croquet and polo. [< OF maillet, dim. of
mail < L malleus hammer]
mal·le·us (malʹi әs), n., pl. mal·le·i (malʹi ī) the outermost of three small bones
in the middle ear, shaped like a hammer.
[< L, hammer]
mal·low (malʹō), n. 1 an ornamental plant
with purple, pink or white ﬂowers, and
downy leaves and stems. 2 any plant like
this. [< L malva. Cf. Gk. malache.]
mall rat, Informal. young person who
spends time socializing at malls.
malm·sey (mämʹzi), n. kind of strong
sweet wine. [< Med.L malmasia, alter. of
Monembasia, Greek town]
mal·nour·ished (mal nėrʹisht), adj. lacking nourishment; poorly nourished.
mal·nu·tri·tion (mal´nü trishʹәn; –nū–),
n. poor nourishment; lack of nourishment.
mal·oc·clu·sion (mal´ә klüʹzhәn), n. failure of the teeth in the upper and lower
jaws to close or meet properly.
mal·o·dor·ous (mal ōʹdәr әs), adj. smelling bad. —mal·oʹdor·ous·ly, adv. —maloʹdor·ous·ness, n.
mal·prac·tice (mal prakʹtis), n. 1 criminal
neglect or unprofessional treatment of a
patient by a doctor. 2 wrong practice or
conduct in any oﬃcial or professional
position. —mal´prac·tiʹtion·er, n.
malt (môlt), n. 1 barley or other grain
soaked in water until it sprouts and
tastes sweet, used in brewing and distilling alcoholic liquors. 2 beer or ale. —v.
1 change into malt. 2 prepare with malt.
—adj. of malt; containing malt. [OE
mealt] —maltʹy, adj.
Mal·ta (môlʹtә), n. 1 country made up of
islands in the Mediterranean, S of Sicily. 2 the principal island of this group.
—Mal·teseʹ, adj., n.
malt·ase (môlʹtās), n. enzyme, present in
saliva and other body ﬂuids and in yeast,
that changes maltose to dextrose.
Maltese cat, kind of bluish-gray cat.
Maltese cross, a kind of cross having
arms of equal length shaped like arrowheads pointing toward the center.
malt extract, a sugary substance obtained
by soaking malt in water.
malt·ose (môlʹtōs), n. sugar made by the
action of diastase on starch, C12H22O11·
H2O.
malt sugar, ⫽maltose.
mal·treat (mal trētʹ), v. treat roughly or
cruelly; abuse. —mal·treatʹment, n.
mam·ba (mamʹbә), n. any one of a genus
of long and slender poisonous snakes of
Central and South America, from the
same family as the cobra.
mam·bo (mamʹbō; mämʹ–), n. 1 a ballroom dance of Caribbean origin. 2 the
music for it. [< Am. Sp.; ? related to
mambi a festival and dance of the Antilles]
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mam·ma1, ma·ma (mäʹmә;), n. mother.
[reduplication of an infantile sound]
mam·ma2 (mamʹә), n., pl. mam·mae
(mamʹē). ⫽mammary gland. [< L,
breast]
mam·mal (mamʹәl), n. a vertebrate animal that gives milk to its young. Human
beings, horses, dogs, lions, rats, and
whales are all mammals. [< NL, ult.
< L mamma breast] —mam·maʹli·an,
adj., n.
mam·ma·ry (mamʹә ri), adj. of the mammae or breasts.
mammary gland, milk-producing gland
in female mammals.
mam·mo·gram (mamʹә gram), n. X-ray
photograph of the breast. [< L mamma
breast + E –gram]
mam·mog·ra·phy (ma mogʹrә ﬁ), n. Xray examination of the breast.
Mam·mon, mam·mon (mamʹәn), n.
riches thought of as an evil; greed for
wealth [< L < Gk. < Aram. māmōn(ā)
riches]
mam·moth (mamʹәth), n. a very large,
extinct kind of elephant with a hairy
skin and long, curved tusks. —adj. huge;
gigantic. [< earlier Russ. mammot]
man (man), n., pl. men, v., manned, manning. —n. 1 an adult male person. 2
person; human being: no man knows.
3 the human race: man has existed for
thousands of years. 4 a male follower,
servant, or employee. 5 husband. 6 one
of the pieces used in games such as chess
and checkers. —v. 1 supply with men:
man a ship with sailors. 2 serve or operate; get ready to operate: man the guns. 3
make strong; brace: the captive manned
himself to endure torture.
man alive! Informal. exclamation
expressing disbelief or surprise.
to a man, without exception; all. [OE
mann]
Man., 1 Manila. 2 Manitoba.
man·a·cle (manʹә kәl), n., v., –cled,
–cling. —n. 1 Usually, manacles. handcuﬀ; shackles for the hands. 2 Fig. any
restraint. [< OF < L manicula, dim.
of manicae sleeves, manacles < manus
hand]
man·age (manʹij), v., –aged, –ag·ing, n.
—v. 1 control; conduct; handle; direct:
manage a business, manage a horse. 2
succeed in accomplishing; contrive;
arrange: can you manage to keep warm?
3 get along: manage on one’s income.
[< Ital. maneggiare < mano hand < L
manus]
man·age·a·ble (manʹij ә bәl), adj. that can
be managed. —man´age·a·bilʹi·ty, manʹage·a·ble·ness, n. —manʹage·a·bly, adv.
man·age·ment (manʹij mәnt), n. 1 control; handling; direction. 2 persons that
manage a business or an institution.
man·ag·er (manʹij әr), n. person who
manages. —manʹag·er·ship´, n.
man·a·ge·ri·al (man´ә jirʹi әl), adj. of a
manager; having to do with management. —man´a·geʹri·al·ly, adv.

Ma·na·gua (mә näʹgwә), n. capital of
Nicaragua.
ma·ña·na (mä nyäʹnä), n., adv. tomorrow;
some time. [< Sp.]
man-at-arms (manʹәt ärmzʹ), n., pl. menat-arms. 1 soldier. 2 a heavily armed
soldier on horseback.
man·a·tee (man´ә tēʹ), n. a sea cow, a large
sea mammal with ﬂippers and a ﬂat, oval
tail. [< Sp. manatí < Carib lang.]
Man·chu (manʹchü), n. 1 member of a
Mongolian people living in Manchuria.
The Manchus conquered China in 1644
and ruled it until 1912. 2 their language.
—adj. of the Manchus, their country, or
their language.
Man·chu·ri·a (man chu̇rʹi ә), n. region in
E Asia, including several provinces of
China. —Man·chuʹri·an, adj., n.
man·da·mus (man dāʹmәs), n. a written
order from a higher court to a lower
court, an oﬃcial, a city, a corporation,
etc., directing that a certain thing be
done. [< L, we order]
Man·dan (manʹdan), n. 1 member of a
W Plains tribe of North American Indians. 2 their Siouan language.
man·da·rin (manʹdә rin), n. 1 a Chinese
oﬃcial of high rank. 2 Mandarin, the
main dialect of the Chinese language,
spoken esp. by educated people. 3 kind
of small, sweet orange with a very loose
peel; tangerine. [< Chinese pidgin Eng.
< Pg. mandar to order (< L mandere),
blended with Malay mantrī < Hind.
< Skt. mantrin advisor]
mandarin collar, narrow collar that
stands up, fashioned with a split at the
front.
man·date (n. manʹdāt; –dit), n. 1 command; order. 2 order from a higher
court or oﬃcial to a lower one. 3 the
expressed will of voters to their representative. [< L mandatum, n. use of
neut. pp. of mandare order]
man·da·to·ry (manʹdә tô´ri; –tō´–), adj.
1 of or like a mandate; giving a command or order. 2 required by a command or order.
man·di·ble (manʹdә bәl), n. 1 jawbone;
jaw, esp. the lower jaw. 2 either part of a
bird’s beak. 3 organ in insects for seizing
and biting. [< L mandibula < mandere
chew]
man·do·lin (manʹdә lin; man´dә linʹ), n.
a musical instrument with a pear-shaped
body, having four or more strings, played
with a plectrum. [< F < Ital. mandolino,
dim. of mandola, ult. < Gk. pandoura
three-stringed instrument]
man·drag·o·ra (man dragʹә rә), n. a
genus of plants belonging to the nightshade family. [< L < Gk. mandragoras]
man·drake (manʹdrāk), n. 1 plant with a
very short stem and a thick root, used in
medicine. 2 the May apple. [by popular
etymology < mandragora]
man·drel, man·dril (manʹdrәl), n. spindle
or bar of a lathe that supports the material being turned. [< F mandrin]

man·drill (manʹdril), n. a large, ﬁerce
baboon of W Africa. [< man + drill
baboon (<African lang.)]
mane (mān), n. the long, heavy hair on
the back of the neck of a horse, lion, etc.
[OE manu] —maned, adj.
man-eat·er (manʹē´tәr), n. 1 Fig. a woman
who is very aggressive and possessive of
men. b any extremely aggressive person.
2 ⫽cannibal. 3 animal that attacks or is
believed to attack humans for food.
ma·neu·ver (mә nüʹvәr), n., v., –vered,
–ver·ing. —n. 1 a planned movement
of troops or warships. 2 a skillful plan;
clever trick. —v. 1 perform or cause to
perform maneuvers. 2 plan skillfully;
use clever tricks. 3 force by skillful
plans; get by clever tricks. 4 move or
cause to move with skill: maneuver a car
over icy roads. [< F manoeuvre, ult. < L
manu operare work by hand] —ma·neuʹver·a·ble, adj. —ma·neu´ver·a·bilʹi·ty,
n. —ma·neuʹver·er, n.
man·ful (manʹfәl), adj. manly; brave;
resolute. —manʹful·ly, adv. —manʹfulness, n.
man·ga·nese (mangʹgә nēs; –nēz), n. a
hard, brittle, grayish-white metallic element, Mn, used in making glass, paints,
and medicines. [< F < Ital., alter. of
Med.L. magnesia magnesia]
mange (mānj), n. a skin disease of animals that forms scabs and causes loss of
hair. [< OF manjüe itch < mangier eat <
L manducare chew]
man·ger (mānʹjәr), n. box or trough in
which hay can be placed for horses or
cows to eat. [< OF mangeoire, ult. < L
manducare chew]
man·gle (mangʹgәl), v., –gled, –gling. 1
cut or tear (the ﬂesh) roughly. 2 spoil;
ruin. [< AF mangler, ? < OF mahaignier.
See mayhem.] —manʹgler, n.
man·go (mangʹgō), n., pl. –goes, –gos. 1
a slightly sour, juicy fruit with a thick,
yellowish-red rind. 2 the tropical tree
that it grows on. [< Pg. < Malay < Tamil
mānkāy]
man·grove (mangʹgrōv), n. a tropical tree
that sends down many branches that take
root and form new trunks. [< Sp. mangle
< Malay manggi-manggi; inﬂ. by grove]
man·gy (mānʹji), adj., –gi·er, –gi·est. 1
having the mange; with the hair falling
out. 2 shabby and dirty. 3 mean; contemptible. —manʹgi·ly, adv. —manʹginess, n.
man·han·dle (manʹhan´dәl), v., –dled,
–dling. 1 treat roughly; pull or push
about. 2 move by human strength without mechanical appliances.
man·hole (manʹhōl´), n. hole through
which a person can enter a sewer, steam
boiler, etc., to inspect or repair it.
man·hood (manʹhu̇d), n. 1 condition or
time of being a man. 2 courage; manliness. 3 men as a group.
man-hour (manʹourʹ), n. hour of work
by one person, used as a time unit in
industry.
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ma·ni·a (māʹni ә), n. 1 kind of insanity
characterized by great excitement and
sometimes violence. 2 unusual fondness;
craze: a mania for chocolate. [< L < Gk.,
madness]
ma·ni·ac (māʹni ak), n. 1 an insane person; raving lunatic. 2 person who has an
intense liking or enthusiasm for something: a maniac for details. —adj. Also,
ma·niʹa·cal. insane, raving. —ma·niʹacal·ly, adv.
ma·nic (māʹnik; manʹik), adj. 1 of or like
mania. 2 suﬀering from mania.
man·ic-de·pres·sive (manʹik di presʹiv),
adj. having alternating attacks of mania
and depression: manic-depressive condition. —n. manic-depressive person.
man·i·cot·ti (man´ә kotʹi), n. noodles
formed into tubes, stuﬀed with cheese,
spinach, etc., and baked in a tomato
sauce. [< Ital.]
man·i·cure (manʹә kyu̇r), v., –cured,
–cur·ing, n. —v. care for (the ﬁngernails
and hands); trim, clean, and polish (the
ﬁngernails). —n. care of the hands; trimming, cleaning, and polishing of ﬁngernails. [< F, < L manus hand + cura care]
—manʹi·cur´ist, n.
man·i·fest (manʹә fest), adj. apparent to
the eye or to the mind; plain; clear. —v.
1 show plainly; reveal; display. 2 prove;
put beyond doubt. —n. list of a ship’s
cargo. [< L manifestus palpable < manus
hand + ? fers– seize] —manʹi·fest´ly,
adv. —manʹi·fest´ness, n.
man·i·fes·ta·tion (man´ә fes tāʹshәn), n.
1 a manifesting or being manifested. 2
thing that manifests: diving in to rescue
the child was a manifestation of courage.
3 public demonstration.
manifest destiny, popular idea in the
United States in the 1840s that westward
expansion was inevitable and preordained.
man·i·fes·to (man´ә fesʹtō), n., pl. –toes.
1 a public declaration of intentions,
purposes, or motives by an important
person or group; proclamation. [< Ital.]
man·i·fold (manʹә fōld), adj. 1 of many
kinds; many and various: manifold
duties. 2 having many parts or forms:
the manifold eﬀects of the hurricane. —n.
pipe with several openings. [OE manigfeald] —manʹi·fold´ly, adv. —manʹifold´ness, n.
man·i·kin (manʹә kin), n. 1 a little man;
dwarf. 2 ⫽mannequin [< Du. manneken, dim. of man man]
ma·nil·a, ma·nil·la (mә nilʹә), n. 1
⫽Manila hemp. 2 ⫽Manila paper.
Manila hemp, a strong ﬁber made from
the leaves of a Philippine banana plant,
used for making ropes and fabrics;
abacá.
Manila paper, a strong, brown or brownish-yellow wrapping paper.
man·i·oc (manʹi ok; māʹni–), n. ⫽cassava. [< Sp., Pg., < Tupi manioca]
ma·nip·u·late (mә nipʹyә lāt), v., –lat·ed,
–lat·ing. 1 handle or treat skillfully;

handle: manipulate the gear shift of an
automobile. 2 Fig. manage by clever
use of inﬂuence, esp. unfair inﬂuence:
he so manipulated the ball team that he
was elected captain. 3 Fig. change for
one’s own purpose or advantage: the
bookkeeper manipulated the company’s
accounts to conceal his theft. [< F, < L
manipulus handful] —ma·nipʹu·lat´able, adj. —ma·nip´u·laʹtion, n. —manipʹu·la´tive, ma·nipʹu·la·to´ry, adj.
—ma·nipʹu·la´tor, n.
man·i·to (manʹә tō), man·i·tou (–tü), n.
spirit worshiped by Algonquian Indians
as a force of nature. [< Algonquian]
Man·i·to·ba (man´ә tōʹbә), n. province
in S Canada.
man·kind (man´kīndʹ for 1; manʹkīnd´
for 2), n. 1 the human race; all human
beings. 2 men; the male sex (as distinguished from women).
man·like (manʹlīk´), adj. 1 like a man. 2
suitable for a man; masculine.
man·ly (manʹli), adj., –li·er, –li·est. 1 like
a man; as a man should be. 2 suitable for
a man; masculine. —manʹli·ness, n.
man·na (manʹә), n. 1 food miraculously
supplied to the Israelites in the wilderness. Exod. 16:14–36. 2 Fig. food for the
soul. 3 Fig. a much needed thing that
is unexpectedly supplied. [< LL < Gk.
< Heb. mān]
man·ne·quin (manʹә kin), n. 1 woman
whose work is wearing new clothes to
show how they look; model. 2 ﬁgure of a
person used by tailors, artists, stores, etc.
[< F < Du. See manikin.]
man·ner (manʹәr), n. 1 way of doing,
being done, or happening: the trouble
arose in this manner. 2 way of acting or
behaving: an austere manner. 3 characteristic style in art or literature: verses in
the manner of Spenser. 4 kind or kinds:
all manner of things.
by all manner of means, most certainly.
by no manner of means, not at all;
under no circumstances.
in a manner of speaking, as one might
say.
manners, a way of behaving: good manners. b polite ways of behaving.
to the manner born, accustomed since
birth to some way or condition. [< AF
manere, ult. < L manus hand]
man·nered (manʹәrd), adj. 1 having
manners of a certain kind, as in wellmannered. 2 aﬀected; artiﬁcial; having
many mannerisms: mannered speech.
man·ner·ism (manʹәr iz әm), n. 1 too
much use of some manner in speaking,
writing, or behaving. 2 an odd little trick;
queer habit; peculiar way of acting.
man·ner·less (manʹәr lis), adj. without
good manners.
man·ner·ly (manʹәr li), adj. having or
showing good manners; polite. —adj.
politely. —manʹner·li·ness, n.
man·ni·kin (manʹә kin), n. ⫽mannequin.

man·nish (manʹish), adj. 1 characteristic
of a man: a mannish way of holding
a baby. 2 imitating a man: a mannish
style of dress. —manʹnish·ly, adv.
—manʹnish·ness, n.
ma·noeu·vre (mә nüʹvәr), n., v., –vred,
–vring. ⫽maneuver.
ma·nom·e·ter (mә nomʹә tәr), n. instrument for measuring the pressure of
gases or vapors. [< F, < Gk. manos thin +
metron measure]
man·or (manʹәr), n. 1 a landed estate,
part of which was set aside for the lord
and the rest divided among his peasants, who paid the owner rent in goods,
services, or money but were legally little
more than property of the manor. 2 in
colonial America, a large tract of land
within which the owner had similar
arrangements with the tenants. 3 a a
large estate. b the main house on an
estate. [< OF manoir, orig. v., dwell < L
manere stay] —ma·noʹri·al, adj.
man·qué (män kāʹ), adj. French. defective
or undeveloped; unfulﬁlled; frustrated:
a painter manqué.
man·pow·er (manʹpou´әr), n. 1 power
supplied by the physical work of men.
2 strength thought of in terms of the
number of people needed or available.
man·sard (manʹsärd), or mansard roof,
n. roof with two slopes on each of four
sides. [after F. Mansard, architect]
manse (mans), n. a minister’s house; parsonage. [< Med.L mansa dwelling, n. use
of fem. pp. of L. manere stay]
man·serv·ant (manʹsėr´vәnt), n., pl. menserv·ants. a male servant.
man·sion (manʹshәn), n. a large house;
stately residence. [< OF < L mansio
< manere stay]
man·slaugh·ter (manʹslô´tәr), n. 1 killing a human being. 2 killing a person
unlawfully but without malice.
man-tai·lored (manʹtā´lәrd), adj. tailored
for women in the same manner as clothing for men.
man·teau (manʹtō), n., pl. –teaus, –teaux
(–tōz). mantle; cloak [< F]
man·tel (manʹtәl), n. 1 shelf above a ﬁreplace with its supports. 2 Also, manʹtelpiece´. the shelf. [var. of mantle]
man·til·la (man tilʹә), n. a lace or silk
veil or scarf covering the hair and falling down over the shoulders, often
worn by Spanish and Mexican women.
[< Sp., dim. of manta, ult. < L mantellum mantle]
man·tis (manʹtis), n. insect that holds its
forelegs doubled up as if praying. It eats
other insects; praying mantis. [NL use
of Gk. mantis prophet (from its praying
posture)]
man·tle (manʹtәl), n,. v., –tled, –tling.
—n. 1 a loose cloak without sleeves;
cape. 2 Fig. anything that covers like a
mantle. 3 a tube made of ﬁne netting
around a ﬂame that gets so hot it glows
and gives light. 4 layer of the earth that
lies between the crust and the outer
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core. —v. 1 cover with a mantle. 2 cover;
conceal. [< L mantellum]
man·tra (manʹtrә), n. 1 prayer or invocation of Hinduism and Buddhism, sometimes believed to have magical power. 2
any formulaic phrase repeated over and
over. [< Skt. mantra, lit., instrument of
thought]
man·u·al (manʹyu̇ әl), adj. of the hands;
done with the hands: manual labor. —n.
1 a small book that helps its readers to
understand or use something; handbook. A cookbook is a manual. 2 an
organ keyboard played with the hands.
[< L, < manus hand] —manʹu·al·ly, adv.
man·u·fac·to·ry (man´yә fakʹtә ri), n., pl.
–ries. ⫽factory.
man·u·fac·ture (man´yә fakʹchәr), v.,
–tured, –tur·ing, n. —v. 1 make by hand
or by machine. A big factory manufactures goods in large quantities by using
machines and dividing the work up
among many people. 2 make into something useful. 3 Fig. invent; make up:
manufacture an excuse. 4 Fig. produce
(music, literary work, etc.) in quantity
and in a mechanical way: manufactured three mysteries this year. —n. 1 act
or process of manufacturing. 2 thing
manufactured. [< F, ult. < L manu facere
make by hand]
man·u·fac·tur·er (man´yә fakʹchәr әr), n.
person whose business is manufacturing; owner of a factory.
man·u·mis·sion (man´yә mishʹәn), n. a
freeing or a being freed from slavery.
ma·nure (mә nūrʹ; –nyu̇rʹ), n., v., –nured,
–nur·ing. —n. substance put on the soil
as fertilizer; refuse from stables, etc. —v.
put manure in or on. [< AF maynoverer
work with the hands. See maneuver.]
man·u·script (manʹyә skript), n. book or
paper written by hand or with a typewriter. —adj. written by hand or with a
typewriter. [< L manu scriptus written
by hand]
Manx (mangks), adj. of the Isle of Man,
its people, or their language. —n. 1 (pl.
in use) people of the Isle of Man. 2 (sing.
in use) their language.
Manx cat, kind of cat that has no tail.
Manx·man (mangksʹmәn), n., pl. –men.
native of the Isle of Man.
man·y (menʹi), adj., more, most, n. —adj.
consisting of a great number; numerous: many people, many years ago. —n.
1 a great number: did many come? Yes,
a great many. 2 many people or things:
there were many at the dance. [OE
manig]
man·za·ni·ta (man´zә nēʹtә), n. 1 a heathlike evergreen shrub that grows in the
W United States. 2 fruit of these shrubs.
[< Sp., dim. of manzana apple]
Ma·o·ri (mäʹō ri; mouʹri; mäʹri), n., pl.
–ris, adj. —n. 1 member of the native
people of New Zealand. 2 their language. —adj. of the Maoris or their
language.

map (map), n., v., mapped, map·ping.
—n. 1 drawing representing the earth’s
surface or part of it, usually showing
countries, cities, rivers, seas, lakes, and
mountains. 2 drawing representing part
of the sky, showing the position of the
stars. —v. 1 make a map of; show on a
map. 2 plan; arrange in detail: map out
the week’s work.
put on the map, give prominence to;
make well-known. [< Med.L mappa
mundi map of the world (L mappa napkin)]
ma·ple (māʹpәl), n. 1 tree grown for its
shade, its wood, or its sap. There are
many kinds of maples, but all have
dry fruits with two wings and opposite leaves without stipules. 2 its hard,
light-colored wood. 3 ﬂavor of maple
sugar or maple syrup. [OE mapeltrēow
maple tree]
maple sugar, sugar made from the sap of
one variety of maple.
maple syrup, syrup made from the sap of
one variety of maple.
mar (mär), v., marred, mar·ring. spoil
the beauty of; damage; injure. [OE merran waste]
Mar., March.
mar·a·bou (marʹә bü), n. 1 kind of large
stork common in Africa and the East
Indies. 2 a furlike trimming made from
its soft, downy feathers. [< F]
ma·ra·ca (mә räʹkә; –rakʹә), n. percussion
instrument made from a dried gourd,
or something shaped like a gourd,
with dried seeds, pebbles, etc. inside it
that rattle when shaken. [< Pg. maracá
< Brazilian name for gourd]
mar·a·schi·no (mar´ә skēʹnō), n. a strong,
sweet alcoholic drink made from a kind
of small black cherry. [< Ital., ult. < L
amarus sour]
maraschino cherries, cherries preserved
in a syrup ﬂavored with maraschino.
mar·a·thon (marʹә thon), n. 1 a foot race
of 26 miles, 385 yards. 2 any long race
or contest.
ma·raud (mә rôdʹ), v. go about in search
of plunder; make raids on for booty. —n.
a raid for booty. [< F, < maraud rascal]
—ma·raudʹer, n. —ma·raudʹing, adj.
mar·ble (märʹbәl), n., adj., v., –bled,
–bling. —n. 1 a hard limestone, white
or colored, capable of taking a beautiful
polish. 2 marbles, collection of sculptures. 3 a small ball of clay, glass, stone,
etc., used in games. 4 marbles (sing. in
use), game played with marbles. —adj.
1 made of marble. 2 Fig. like marble;
white, hard, cold, or unfeeling. 3 having
a pattern like marble. —v. color in imitation of the patterns in marble: binders
marble the edges of some books.
lose one’s marbles, Informal. lose one’s
ability to reason, one’s common sense:
seems to have lost his marbles. [< OF < L
< Gk. marmaros gleaming stone]
mar·bling (märʹbling), n. coloring, graining, or marking that is like the patterns

in marble: handsome marbling on the
doors, a marbling of fat throughout the
meat.
Mar·burg disease (märʹbėrg), contagious
viral disease that is often fatal, characterized by high fever and hemorrhaging.
[< Marburg, Germany, where it was
identiﬁed]
mar·ca·site (märʹkә sīt), n. yellow mineral used for ornaments; iron pyrites.
[< Med. L < Ar. marqashī.tā < Aram.]
march1 (märch), v. 1 walk in time and
with steps of the same length. 2 walk
or proceed steadily. 3 cause to march or
go: the policeman marched the thief oﬀ
to jail. —n. 1 act or fact of marching:
a quick march. 2 music for marching. 3
distance marched. 4 a long, hard walk. 5
advance; progress: the march of events.
on the march, going forward; moving
ahead.
steal a march, gain an advantage without being noticed; get ahead of one’s
competition. [< F marcher, earlier, to
trample] —marchʹer, n.
march2 (märch), n. land along the border
of a country; frontier.
the Marches, lands along the border
between England and Wales or Scotland. [< OF marche < Gmc.]
March (märch), n. the third month of the
year, having 31 days. [< OF marche < L
Martius (month) of Mars]
march·ing orders (märʹching), 1 military
orders to move. 2 Fig. any instruction to
do something. 3 Informal. Fig. notiﬁcation to an employee that he or she has
been ﬁred.
mar·chion·ess (märʹshәn is), n. 1 wife or
widow of a marquis. 2 lady equal in rank
to a marquis. [< Med.L. marchionissa
< marchio marquis]
march·pane (märchʹpān´), n. ⫽marzipan.
Mar·di gras (märʹdi gräʹ), the last day
before Lent; Shrove Tuesday. [< F, fat
Tuesday]
mare1 (mãr), n. a female horse, donkey,
etc. [OE mere]
ma·re2 (märʹē, mãrʹē), n., pl. ma·ri·a. 1
dark area on the moon that appears
to be ﬂat. 2 similar area on any planet.
[< L sea]
mare’s-nest (mãrzʹnest´), n. something
supposed to be a great discovery that
turns out to be a mistake or joke.
mar·ga·rine (märʹjә rin), n. a substitute
for butter consisting mainly of vegetable
fat derived from cottonseed and soybean
oils and to a lesser extent from corn and
peanut oils; oleomargarine. [< F]
mar·gay (märʹgā), n. small long-tailed
and spotted wildcat like the ocelot,
found from Texas to Brazil. [< F margay, alter. of margaia < Tupi (Brazil)
mbaracaïa]
mar·gin (märʹjәn), n. 1 a edge; border:
the margin of a lake. b Fig. the edge of
anything: at the margins of society. 2
blank space around the writing or printing on a page. 3 extra amount; amount

marmot
beyond what is necessary; diﬀerence. 4
diﬀerence between the cost and selling
price of stocks, etc. 5 a money or security deposited with a broker to protect
him from loss on contracts undertaken
for the actual buyer or seller. b amount
of such a deposit: 60 percent margin.
[< L margo edge]
mar·gin·al (märʹjә nәl), adj. 1 written
or printed in a margin. 2 of a margin.
3 on or near the margin of production
or proﬁt: marginal land, marginal business. 4 Fig. existing or occurring on the
fringes of anything: marginal problem;
marginal society. —marʹgin·al·ly, adv.
mar·grave (märʹgrāv), n. title of certain
German princes. [< MDu. markgrave
count of the marches]
mar·gue·rite (mär´gә rētʹ), n. kind of
daisy with white petals and a yellow center. [< F < L < Gk. margarites pearl]
ma·ri·a·chi (mär´i ächʹi), n. 1 member of
a Mexican band of strolling musicians,
traditionally including singers accompanied by accordions and guitars. 2 the
band of musicians. 3 music played by
such a band. [< Mex. Sp. mariachi, prob.
< F mariage marriage (because orig.
they played at weddings)]
mar·i·cul·ture (marʹә kul´chәr), n. cultivation of marine animals and plants, for
food and raw materials; aquaculture.
mar·i·gold (marʹә gōld), n. 1 plant of
the aster family with yellow, orange, or
red ﬂowers. 2 the ﬂower. [< (the Virgin)
Mary + gold]
mar·i·jua·na (marʹә wäʹnә), n. 1 kind of
hemp. 2 drug made from its leaves and
ﬂowers and smoked in a cigarette for
its narcotic eﬀect; hashish. [< Am.Sp.;
? < Am. Ind. word, inﬂ. by name María
Juana Mary Jane]
ma·rim·ba (mә rimʹbә), n. a musical
instrument somewhat like a xylophone.
[< Bantu]
ma·ri·na (mә rēʹnә), n. a boat basin, esp.
one having facilities for rest and recreation of the owners and crews as well as
for berthing, repairing, and supplying
all types of craft.
mar·i·nate (marʹә nāt), v. –nat·ed, –nating. 1 steep in a pickle, usually one of
vinegar or wine seasoned with herbs,
spices, etc. 2 soak in oil and vinegar.
[< F mariner] —mar´i·naʹtion, n.
ma·rine (mә rēnʹ), adj. 1 of the sea; found
in the sea; produced by the sea: marine
animals. 2 of shipping; of the navy; for
use at sea. —n. 1 shipping; ﬂeet 2 soldier
formerly serving only at sea, now also
participating in land and air action. [< F
< L, < mare sea]
Marine Corps, a separate branch of the
U.S. armed forces trained for land, sea,
and air action.
mar·i·ner (marʹә nәr), n. sailor; seaman.
[< AF, < OF marin marine]
mar·i·o·nette (mar´i ә netʹ), n. a small
doll moved by strings or the hands.
A marionette show is often given on

a miniature stage. [< F, ult. < Marie
Mary]
Mar·i·po·sa lily (mar´ә pōʹsә; –zә), 1
plant with tuliplike ﬂowers that grows
in the W United States and Mexico. 2
the ﬂower. [< Sp mariposa butterﬂy]
mar·i·tal (marʹә tәl), adj. of marriage;
pertaining to marriage: marital vows.
[< L, < maritus married man] —marʹital·ly, adv.
mar·i·time (marʹә tīm), adj. 1 on or
near the sea: a maritime city. 2 living
near the sea: maritime peoples. 3 of the
sea; having to do with shipping and
sailing: maritime law. [< L maritimus
< mare sea]
mar·jo·ram (märʹjә rәm), n. a fragrant
plant of the same family as mint. Sweet
marjoram is used in cooking. [< OF
majorane, ? < L amaracus < Gk.]
mark1 (märk), n. 1 trace or impression
made by some object on the surface
of another: Your glass left a mark on
the table. 2 line, dot, or other object to
show position: a high-water mark. 3 line
where a race starts. 4 something that is
a sign; indication: a mark of respect. 5
written or printed stroke or sign: punctuation marks. 6 grade or rating: a failing
mark. 7 cross made by a person who
cannot write his or her name. 8 what is
usual, proper, or expected; standard: a
tired person does not feel up to the mark.
9 inﬂuence; impression: a great man
leaves his mark on whatever he does. —v.
1 give grades to; rate. 2 make a mark or
marks; put a mark or marks on. 3 show
clearly; manifest: a frown marked her
displeasure. 4 distinguish; set oﬀ: many
important inventions mark the last 150
years. 5 pay attention to; notice; observe:
mark my words.
hit the mark, a succeed in doing what
one aimed to accomplish. b be exactly
right.
make one’s mark, succeed; become
well-known.
mark down, a write down; note down. b
mark for sale at a lower price.
mark time, a move the feet as if marching, but without advancing. b suspend
progress temporarily.
mark up, mark for sale at a higher
price.
miss the mark, a fail to do what one
tried to do. b be not exactly right.
wide of the mark, Fig. irrelevant. [< OE
mearc] —markʹer, n.
mark2 (märk), n. 1 a unit of money of
Germany. 2 coin or paper note equal to
the mark. [OE m(e)arc]
Mark (märk), n. the second book of the
New Testament, telling the story of the
life of Christ.
marked (märkt), adj. 1 having a mark
or marks on it. 2 very noticeable; easily
recognized: there is a marked diﬀerence
between grapes and oranges. —markʹedness, n.
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mark·ed·ly (märʹkid li), adv. in a marked
manner or degree; noticeably.
mar·ket (märʹkit), n. 1 store for the sale
of provisions: a vegetable market. 2
space or building in which provisions,
cattle, etc., are shown for sale. 3 a meeting of people for buying and selling. 4
the people so gathered. 5 trade, esp. as
regards a particular article: the cotton
market. 6 opportunity to sell or buy;
demand: lose one’s market. —v. 1 buy or
sell in a market: market goods. 2 carry or
send to market.
play the market, speculate on the stock
exchange. [< OF < L mercatus trade, ult.
< merx merchandise] —marʹket·er, n.
mar·ket·a·ble (märʹkit ә bәl), adj. that
can be sold; salable. —mar´ket·a·bilʹity, n.
mar·ket·place (märʹkit plās´), n. or market place, 1 place where a market is held.
2 world of business and commerce.
market research, study of what people
want to buy, their opinions of products
and prices, etc.
market value, price at which an item
would be bought or sold in the market
at a particular time.
mark·ing (märʹking), n. 1 mark or marks.
2 arrangement of marks.
marks·man (märksʹmәn), n., pl. –men.
person who shoots well. —marksʹmanship, n.
marl (märl), n. soil containing clay and
calcium carbonate, used in making
cement and as a fertilizer. [< OF < Med.
L margila < L marga, prob. < Celtic]
—marlʹy, adj.
mar·lin (märʹlәn), n. a large sea ﬁsh like a
sailﬁsh. [short for marlinespike]
mar·line (märʹlәn), n. a small cord wound
around the ends of a rope to keep it
from fraying. [< Du. marlijn < marren
tie + lijn line]
mar·line·spike, mar·lin·spike (märʹlәn spīk´), n. a pointed iron implement
used by sailors to separate strands of
rope in splicing, etc.
mar·ma·lade (märʹmә lād), n. preserve
like jam, made of oranges or of other
fruit. [< F < Pg., < marmelo, quince, ult.
< Gk., < meli honey + melon apple]
Mar·ma·ra, Marmo·ra (märʹmә rә), n.
Sea of, a small sea between Europe and
Asia Minor, connected with the Aegean
Sea by the Dardanelles and with the
Black Sea by the Bosporus.
mar·mo·re·al (mär môrʹēәl; –mōrʹ–), adj.
1 of marble. 2 cold and smooth or white,
like marble. [< L marmoreus < marmor
marble + E –al1]
mar·mo·set (märʹmә zet), n. a very small
monkey with a soft thick fur, living in
South America and Central America.
[< OF marmouset grotesque ﬁgurine]
mar·mot (märʹmәt), n. a gnawing animal with a thick body and a bushy tail.
Woodchucks and prairie dogs are marmots. [< F marmotte]
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ma·roon1 (mә rünʹ), n., adj. very dark
brownish-red. [< F < Ital. marrone
chestnut]
ma·roon2 (mә rünʹ), v. 1 put (a person)
ashore in a lonely place and leave him
or her there. 2 leave in a lonely, helpless
position. [< F marron, ? < Sp. cimarron
wild < cimarra bushes]
marque (märk), n. oﬃcial permission
from a government to capture enemy
merchant ships. [< F < Pr. marca reprisal
< marcar seize as a pledge, ult. < Gmc.]
mar·quee (mär kēʹ), n. 1 a large tent,
often one put up for some outdoor
entertainment. 2 a rooﬂike shelter over
an entrance, esp. of a theater or hotel.
[< F marquise (misunderstood as plural)]
mar·que·try, mar·que·te·rie (märʹkә tri),
n., pl. –tries; –te·ries. inlaid decoration made of small pieces of contrasting wood, ivory, etc., in furniture. [< F,
< marqueter inlay < marque mark1
< Gmc.]
mar·quis (märʹkwis), n. nobleman ranking below a duke and above an earl
or count. [< OF, < march < Gmc. See
march2.] —marʹquis·ate, n.
mar·quise (mär kēzʹ), n. 1 wife or widow
of a marquis. 2 woman equal in rank to
a marquis. [< F]
mar·qui·sette (mär´ki zetʹ; –kwi–), n. a
very thin fabric with square meshes,
made of cotton, silk, or rayon and often
used for window draperies. [< F, dim. of
marquise marquise]
mar·riage (marʹij), n. 1 a two people living together as husband and wife; married life. b two people living together as
partners. 2 ceremony of being married;
a marrying. 3 Fig. a close union: a
marriage of form and function. 4 Fig. a
merger of two enterprises or businesses.
[< OF, < marier marry1]
mar·riage·a·ble (marʹij ә bәl), adj. ﬁt
for marriage; old enough to marry.
—mar´riagea·bilʹi·ty, marʹriage·a·bleness, n.
mar·ried (marʹid), adj. 1 having a husband or wife or partner. 2 of marriage;
of husbands and wives or partners.
mar·row (marʹō), n. 1 the soft tissue that
ﬁlls the cavities of most bones. 2 Fig. the
inmost or essential part: frightened to the
marrow. [OE mearg]
mar·ry (mar´i), v., –ried, –ry·ing. 1 join
as husband and wife: the minister married them. 2 become married; take a
husband or wife: she married late in life.
3 give in marriage: she has married all
her daughters. 4 unite closely.
marry into, become part of (a family)
through marriage.
marry oﬀ, give in marriage: children
are all married oﬀ. [< OF < L, < maritus
husband < mas male] —marʹri·er, n.
Mars (märz), n. planet next beyond the
earth. It is the fourth in order from
the sun.

Mar·seil·laise (mär´sә lāzʹ), n. French
national song, written in 1792 during
the French Revolution.
mar·seilles (mär sālzʹ), n. a thick cotton
cloth woven in ﬁgures or stripes, used
for bedspreads, etc. [< Marseilles, city
in France]
marsh (marsh), n. low land covered at
times by water; soft wet land; swamp.
—adj. swampy; marshy. [OE mersc
< mere lake]
mar·shal (märʹshәl), n., v., –shaled, –shaling. —n. 1 oﬃcer of various kinds, esp. a
police oﬃcer. 2 an oﬃcer of a U.S. Federal court whose duties are like those of a
sheriﬀ. 3 a high oﬃcer in an army: Marshal of France. 4 person arranging the
order of march in a parade or of events
or ceremonies. —v. 1 arrange in order: he
marshaled his facts well. 2 conduct with
ceremony: marshaled into the presence of
the king. [< OF < LL mariscalcus groom
< Gmc., lit., horse servant]
marsh gas, ⫽methane.
marsh·mal·low (märshʹmal´ō; often
–mel´ō), n. a soft, white, spongy candy,
covered with powdered sugar. [OE merscmealwe; orig. made from the root of the
marsh mallow]
marsh mallow, plant with pink ﬂowers
that grows in marshy places.
marsh marigold, ⫽cowslip.
marsh·y (märʹshi), adj., marsh·i·er,
marsh·iest. 1 soft and wet like a marsh.
2 having many marshes. 3 of marshes.
—marshʹi·ness, n.
mar·su·pi·al (mär süʹpi әl), n. animal that
carries its young in a pouch. Kangaroos
and opossums are marsupials. —adj. 1
of a marsupials. 2 having a pouch for
carrying the young.
mar·su·pi·um (mär süʹpi әm), n., pl. –pia (–pi ә). pouch or fold of skin on the
abdomen of a female marsupial for carrying the young. [< L < var. of Gk. marsippion, dim. of marsippos pouch]
mart (märt), n. market; center of trade.
[< Du. markt market]
mar·ten (märʹtәn), n., pl. –tens or (esp.
collectively) –ten. 1 a slender animal like
a weasel, but larger. 2 its valuable fur. [<
OF martrine, ult. < Gmc.]
mar·tial (märʹshәl), adj. 1 of war; suitable for war: martial music. 2 fond of
ﬁghting; warlike; brave: martial spirit.
[< L Martialis < Mars Mars] —marʹtially, adv.
martial law, rule by the army or militia
with special military courts instead of
by the usual civil authorities, as during war.
Mar·tian (märʹshәn), adj. of the planet
Mars. —n. a supposed inhabitant of the
planet Mars.
mar·tin (märʹtәn), n. swallow with a
short beak and a forked or square tail.
[from the name Martin]
mar·ti·net (mär´tә netʹ; märʹtә net), n.
person who enforces very strict discipline. [after J. Martinet, French general]

mar·tin·gale (märʹtәn gāl), n. 1 strap of a
horse’s harness that prevents the horse
from rising on its hind legs or throwing
back its head. 2 rope or spar that steadies
the jib boom on a ship. [< F]
mar·ti·ni (mär tēʹni), n., pl. –nis. a cocktail containing gin and dry vermouth.
mar·tyr (märʹtәr), n. 1 person who
chooses to die or suﬀer rather than
renounce his or her faith; person who is
put to death or made to suﬀer greatly for
his or her religion or other beliefs. 2 person who suﬀers great pain or anguish.
—v. 1 put (a person) to death or torture
because of his or her religion or other
beliefs. 2 cause to suﬀer greatly; torture.
[< L < Gk., witness] —marʹtyr·dom, n.
mar·vel (märʹvәl), n., v., –veled, –vel·ing.
—n. something wonderful; astonishing
thing: the marvels of science. —v. be
ﬁlled with wonder. [< OF < VL < L mirabilia wonders, ult. < mirus strange]
mar·vel·ous (märʹvәl әs), adj. 1 wonderful; extraordinary. 2 improbable.
—marʹvel·ous·ly, adv. —marʹvel·ousness, n.
Marx·ism (märkʹsiz әm), n. political
and economic theories of Karl Marx
(1818–83) and Friedrich Engels
(1820–95).
Marx·ist (märkʹsist), n. follower of Karl
Marx’s theories. —adj. of Marx or his
theories. —Marxʹi·an, adj.
Mar·y (mãrʹi), n. mother of Jesus. Matt.
1:18–25.
Mar·y·land (merʹә lәnd), n. an E state of
the United States. —Marʹy·land·er, n.
mar·zi·pan (märʹzә pan), n. paste made
of ground almonds and sugar, molded
into various forms or used as a ﬁlling for pastries and cakes. [< G < Ital.
marzapane < unrecorded Ar. mar.tabān
porcelain container]
masc., masculine.
mas·car·a (mas karʹә), n. preparation
used for coloring the eyelashes and eyebrows. [< Sp., mask]
mas·cot (masʹkot), n. animal, person, or
thing supposed to bring good luck. [< F
mascotte, ult. < Pr. masco witch]
mas·cu·line (masʹkyә lin), adj. 1 of men;
male. 2 like a man; manly; strong; vigorous. 3 of the gender of male names. King,
ram, and bull are masculine nouns. —n.
1 masculine gender. 2 word or form in
the masculine gender. [< L masculinus,
ult. < mas male] —masʹcu·line·ly, adv.
—mas´culinʹi·ty, masʹcu·line·ness, n.
ma·ser (māʹzәr), n. device that ampliﬁes
or generates microwaves, used in radar
and radio astronomy. [< microwave
ampliﬁcation by stimulated emission of
radiation]
mash (mash), n. 1 a soft mixture; soft
mass. 2 a warm mixture of bran or meal
and water for horses and other animals.
3 crushed malt or meal soaked in hot
water for making beer. —v. 1 beat into
a soft mass; crush to a uniform mass.
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2 mix crushed malt or meal with hot
water in brewing. [OE māsc–]
mash·er (mashʹәr), n. 1 one that mashes.
2 Informal. man who makes inappropriate advances to women.
mask (mask; mäsk), n. 1 a covering to
hide or protect the face: the burglar
wore a mask. 2 Fig. thing that hides or
disguises: he hid his evil plans under
a mask of friendship. 3 clay, wax, or
plaster likeness of a person’s face. —v.
1 cover (the face) with a mask. 2 Fig.
hide; disguise: a smile masked his disappointment. [< F < Ital. maschera < Ar.
maskhara laughingstock < sakhira to
ridicule] —maskʹer, n.
mas·och·ism (masʹәk iz әm; mazʹ–), n. 1
perversion in which sexual pleasure is
derived from the experience of physical
pain or abuse. 2 any pleasure derived
from experiencing misery, pain, or
abuse. [after L. von Sacher Masoch, who
described it in his novels] —masʹochist, n. —mas´och·isʹtic, adj.
ma·son (māʹsәn), n. 1 man whose work
is building with stone or brick. 2 Often,
Mason. member of the worldwide secret
society of Freemasons. [< OF, ult. < VL
maccare beat < Gmc.]
Ma·son-Dix·on line (māʹsәn dikʹsәn),
boundary between Pennsylvania and
Maryland, as laid out in 1763–67, formerly thought of as separating the North
and the South of the United States or the
free and slave states.
ma·son·ic, Ma·son·ic (mә sonʹik), adj.
having to do with the Freemasons or
Freemasonry.
Ma·son·ite (māʹsә nīt), n. Trademark.
type of hard ﬁberboard with a smooth
ﬁnish on one side, used on the backs of
cabinets, panels, etc.
Mason jar, jar for canning with a metal
top that forms a seal. [< John Mason,
American inventor who patented the
jar in 1858]
ma·son·ry (māʹsәn ri), n., pl. –ries. 1 work
built by a mason; stonework; brickwork.
2 trade or skill of a mason. 3 Often,
Masonry. a principles or doctrines of
the society of Freemasons. b members
of this society
masque (mask; mäsk), n. 1 a former amateur dramatic entertainment in which
ﬁne costumes, scenery, music, and dancing were more important than the story.
2 a masked ball; masquerade. [< F. See
mask.] —masʹquer, n.
mas·quer·ade (mas´kәr ādʹ), n., v., –aded, –ad·ing. —n. 1 party or dance at
which masks and fancy costumes are
worn. 2 false pretense; disguise. —v. 1
take part in a masquerade. 2 disguise
oneself; go about under false pretenses:
the king masqueraded as a beggar. [< F
< Ital., < maschera mask] —mas´queradʹer, n.
mass1 (mas), n. 1 large quantity: mass
of treasure, mass of dough. 2 majority;
greater part: the mass of the people. 3

bulk; size: the mass of a landslide. 4
quantity of matter a body contains: the
mass of a piece of lead is not changed
by melting it. —v. form or collect into a
mass; assemble: mass the peonies behind
the roses.
the masses, the common people; the
working classes; the lower classes.
[< L massa kneaded dough < Gk. maza
barley bread < massein knead]
Mass, mass2 (mas), n. 1 central service of
worship in the Roman Catholic Church
and some other churches; Holy Eucharist as a sacrament. 2 music written for
certain parts of it. [< LL missa < L mittere send away]
Mass., Massachusetts.
Mas·sa·chu·setts (mas´ә chüʹsits; –zits),
n. a New England state of the United
States.
mas·sa·cre (masʹә kәr), n., v., –cred,
–cring. —n. 1 wholesale, pitiless slaughter of people or animals. 2 Fig. any great
loss or instance of destruction: the game
turned into a massacre. —v. kill (many
people or animals) needlessly or cruelly;
slaughter in large numbers. [< F, in OF
macecle shambles] —masʹsa·crer, n.
mas·sage (mә säzhʹ), n., v., –saged, –saging. —n. a rubbing and kneading of the
muscles and joints to make them work
better and to increase the circulation
of blood. —v. give a massage to. [< F,
ult. < masse mass] —mas·sagʹer, massagʹist, n.
massage parlor, 1 place where massages
are given. 2 brothel.
Mas·sa·soit (masʹә soit), n. American
Indian chief (1580?–1661) who was
friendly to the Pilgrims.
mas·seur (ma sœrʹ), n. person whose
work is massaging people. [< F]
mas·seuse (ma sœzʹ), n. female masseur.
[< F]
mas·sive (masʹiv), adj. 1 big and heavy;
large and solid; bulky. 2 Fig. imposing;
impressive. 3 much larger or more than
usual: a massive crowd; massive bleeding.
—masʹsive·ly, adv. —masʹsive·ness, n.
mass media, n., pl. of mass medium.
forms of communication (newspapers,
television, ﬁlms, etc.) that reach a large
number of people.
mass meeting, a large public gathering of
people to hear or discuss some matter of
common interest.
mass noun, a noun that does not form a
plural, that usually refers to something
uncountable, and that cannot be preceded by a or an.
mass number, number that indicates, as
closely as possible, the atomic weight of
an isotope, which equals the sum of protons and neutrons in the nucleus.
mass production, making of goods in
large quantities by machinery. —massʹpro·duceʹ, v.
mass·y (masʹi), adj., mass·i·er, mass·i·est.
⫽massive. —massʹi·ness, n.

mast1 (mast; mäst), n. 1 a long pole of
wood or steel set upright on a ship to
support the sails and rigging. 2 any
upright pole.
before the mast, as a common sailor.
[OE mœst]
mast2 (mast; mäst), n. acorns, chestnuts,
beechnuts, etc., esp. as food for pigs.
[OE mœst]
mas·tec·to·my (mas tekʹtә mē), n., pl.
–mies. surgical removal of the breast,
usually because it is caucerous. [< Gk.
mastós breast + ektomē a cutting out]
mas·ter (masʹtәr; mäsʹ–), n. 1 person
who has power or authority; one in control; employer; owner. 2 man at the head
of a household. 3 captain of a merchant
ship. 4 person whose teachings one follows or accepts. 5 person with much
knowledge; expert. 6 a skilled worker;
craftsman in business for himself: master carpenter. 7 a great artist. 8 picture
or painting by a great artist. 9 title of
respect for a boy: young Master George.
—adj. 1 being master; of a master: a
master key. 2 main; controlling. —v. 1
become master of; conquer; control. 2
become expert in; become skillful at:
master French. [< L magister; cf. magis
more] —masʹter·less, adj.
mas·ter·ful (masʹtәr fәl; mäsʹ–), adj. 1
fond of power or authority; domineering. 2 expert; skillful. —masʹter·ful·ly,
adv. —masʹter·fulness, n.
mas·ter·ly (masʹtәr li; mäsʹ–), adj. expert;
skillful. —adv. expertly; skillfully.
—masʹter·li·ness, n.
mas·ter·mind (masʹtәr mīnd´, mäsʹ–),
n. person who plans and supervises a
scheme of action, usually from behind
the scenes. —masʹter·mind, v.
master of ceremonies, person in charge
of a ceremony or entertainment who
makes sure that all its parts occur in the
proper order.
mas·ter·piece (masʹtәr pēs´; mäsʹ–), n. 1
anything done or made with wonderful
skill. 2 person’s greatest work.
master sergeant, U.S. Army. the highest ranking noncommissioned oﬃcer,
formerly next above technical sergeant,
next above sergeant ﬁrst class.
master stroke, very skillful act or achievement.
mas·ter·work (masʹtәr wėrk´), n. ⫽masterpiece.
mas·ter·y (masʹtәr i; –tri; mäsʹ–), n., pl.
–ter·ies. 1 power such as a master has;
control: the mastery of the seas. 2 the
upper hand; victory. 3 great skill; expert
knowledge: mastery of a foreign language.
mast·head (mastʹhed´; mästʹ–), n. 1 top
of a ship’s mast. 2 that part of a newspaper or magazine that gives the title,
owner, address, rates, etc.
mas·tic (masʹtik), n. a yellowish resin
used in making varnish, chewing gum,
and incense, and as an astringent. [< OF
< L < Gk. mastiche]
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mas·ti·cate (masʹtә kāt), v., –cat·ed, –cating. 1 chew. 2 reduce to a pulp. [< LL,
< masticare < Gk. mastichaein gnash
the teeth] —mas´ti·caʹtion, n. —masʹtica´tor, n.
mas·tiﬀ (masʹtif; mäsʹ–), n. a large, strong
dog with drooping ears and hanging
lips. [< OF mastin, ult. < L mansuetus
tame]
mas·to·don (masʹtә don), n. a very large
extinct animal much like an elephant. [<
NL, < Gk. mastos breast + odon tooth]
mas·toid (masʹtoid), n. projection of
bone behind the ear. —adj. of this bone.
[< Gk., < mastos breast + eidos form]
mas·tur·ba·tion (mas´tәr bāʹshәn), n.
sexual self-stimulation. [< L masturbatio, ult. < manus hand + stuprum
deﬁlement]
mat1 (mat), n., v., mat·ted, mat·ting. —n.
1 piece of coarse fabric like a rug, made
of woven grass, straw, rope, etc. 2 piece
of material to put under a dish, vase,
lamp, etc. 3 a large thick pad used to protect wrestlers or gymnasts. 4 anything
packed or tangled thickly together: mat
of weeds. —v. 1 cover with mats. 2 pack
or tangle thickly together. [< LL matta]
mat2 (mat), n. border or background for
a picture, between it and the frame. [< F,
orig. adj., dull, dead. See mat3.]
mat3 (mat), adj., n., v., mat·ted, mat·ting.
—adj. dull; not shiny. —n. a dull surface
or ﬁnish. —v. give a dull ﬁnish to. [< F,
< mater subdue, checkmate]
mat·a·dor (matʹә dôr), n. chief performer
and person appointed to kill the bull
in bullﬁghts. [< Sp., ult. < mate dead
< Ar. māt]
match1 (mach), n. 1 a short, slender piece
of wood, pasteboard, etc., tipped with a
mixture that takes ﬁre when rubbed on
a rough or specially prepared surface. 2
cord prepared to burn at a uniform rate,
for ﬁring guns, cannon, etc. [< OF meiche, prob. ult. < Gk. myxa lamp wick]
match2 (mach), n. 1 person or thing equal
to or like another: a boy is not a match
for a man. 2 two persons or things that
are alike or go well together: her hat is
a match for her coat. 3 game; contest. 4
marriage. 5 person considered as a possible husband or wife. —v. 1 be equal to;
be a match for: no one could match him
in singing. 2 be alike; go well together:
the rugs and the wallpaper match. 3
ﬁnd one like; get a match for: match a
color. 4 put in opposition; oppose: Tom
matched his strength against Bob’s. [OE
gemœcca companion] —matchʹa·ble,
adj. —matchʹer, n.
match·book (machʹbu̇k´), n. folder of
paper matches with a strip on the bottom for striking.
match·box (machʹboks´), n. box that
holds matches, esp. wooden matches,
and has a surface for striking on one
side.
match·less (machʹlis), adj. so great
or wonderful that it cannot be equaled.

—matchʹless·ly, adv. —matchʹlessness, n.
match·lock (machʹlok´), n. 1 an old form
of gun ﬁred by lighting the powder with
a wick or cord. 2 the mechanism for
ﬁring it.
match·mak·er (machʹmāk´әr), n. 1 person who arranges, or tries to arrange,
marriages for others. 2 person who
arranges contests, prize ﬁghts, races, etc.
—matchʹmak´ing, n., adj.
mate1 (māt), n., v., mat·ed, mat·ing. —n.
1 one of a pair: where is the mate to this
glove? 2 husband or wife. 3 assistant:
gunner’s mate. 5 companion; fellow
worker. —v. 1 join in a pair: birds mate
in the spring. 2 marry. [appar. < MLG
mate messmate; akin to meat]
mate2 (māt), n., v., mat·ed, mat·ing.
defeat in the game of chess. [< OF mater
checkmate]
ma·té, ma·te3 (mäʹtā; matʹā), n. 1 kind
of tea made from the dried leaves of a
South American plant. 2 the plant. 3 its
leaves. [< Sp., < Quechua (Ind. lang. of
Peru) mati calabash dish]
ma·te·ri·al (mә tirʹi әl), n. 1 what a thing
is made from; matter or articles needed
for making or doing something: dress
material, building materials. 2 fabric:
what is the material of that coat? —adj.
1 of, relating to, or involved with matter:
material laws. 2 of the body: material
comforts. 3 caring too much for the
things of this world and neglecting spiritual needs. 4 that matters; important:
no material objections to the plan. [< L,
< materia timber, matter < mater trunk
(of a tree). Doublet of matériel.]
ma·te·ri·al·ism (mә tirʹi әl iz´әm), n. 1
belief that all action, thought, and feeling can be explained by the movements
and changes of matter. 2 tendency to
care too much for the things of this
world and neglect spiritual needs. —mateʹri·al·ist, n. —ma·te´ri·al·isʹtic, adj.
—ma·te´ri·al·isʹti·cal·ly, adv.
ma·te·ri·al·ize (mә tirʹi әl īz), v., –ized,
–iz·ing. 1 become an actual fact; be
realized: our plans did not materialize. 2
give material form to: an inventor materializes his ideas by building a model. 3
appear in bodily form: a spirit materialized from the smoke of the magician’s ﬁre.
—ma·te´ri·al·i·zaʹtion, n. —ma·teʹri·aliz´er, n.
ma·te·ri·al·ly (mә tirʹi әl i), adv. 1 physically. 2 considerably; greatly. 3 in matter
or substance; not in form.
ma·te·ri·el or ma·té·ri·el (mә tir´i elʹ), n.
everything used by an army, organization, undertaking, etc.; equipment. [< F,
material. Doublet of material.]
ma·ter·nal (mә tėrʹnәl), adj. 1 of or like
a mother; motherly. 2 related on the
mother’s side of the family: everyone has
two maternal grandparents. 3 received or
inherited from a mother. [< F maternel,
ult. < L mater mother] —ma·terʹ-nally, adv.

ma·ter·ni·ty (mә tėrʹnә ti), n. 1 motherhood; being a mother. 2 motherliness;
qualities of a mother. —adj. 1 for a
woman soon to have a baby: a maternity
dress. 2 for a woman in or after childbirth: maternity hospital.
math (math), n. Informal. mathematics.
do the math, calculate, esp. in terms
of cost: do the math to see if it’s worthwhile.
math., mathematics.
math·e·mat·i·cal (math´ә matʹә kәl; mathmatʹ–), math·e·mat·ic (–ik), adj. 1 of or
having to do with mathematics: mathematical problems. 2 exact; accurate.
—math´e·matʹical·ly, adv.
math·e·ma·ti·cian (math´ә mә tishʹәn;
math´mә–), n. person skilled in mathematics.
math·e·mat·ics (math´ә matʹiks; mathmatʹ–), n. science dealing with numbers
and the measurement, properties, and
relationships of quantities. Mathematics
includes arithmetic, algebra, geometry,
calculus, etc. [pl. of mathematic < L
< Gk. mathematikos, ult. < manthanein
learn]
mat·i·nee or mat·i·née (mat´ә nāʹ), n. a
dramatic or musical performance held
in the afternoon. [< F, < matin morning]
ma·tins (matʹәnz), n. pl. 1 ﬁrst of the
seven canonical hours in the breviary.
2 morning prayers in the Church of
England. [< OF, < LL matutinus of or in
the morning]
ma·tri·arch (māʹtri ärk), n. 1 mother who
is the ruler of a family or tribe. 2 a
venerable old woman. [< matri– (< L
mater mother) + (patri)arch] —ma´triarʹchal, ma´tri·arʹchic, adj.
ma·tri·ar·chy (māʹtri är´ki), n., pl. –chies.
form of social organization in which
the mother is the ruler of a family or
tribe, descent being traced through the
mother.
ma·tri·cide1 (māʹtrә sīd; matʹrә–),
n. act of killing one’s mother. [< L,
< mater mother + –cidium act of killing]
—ma´tri·cidʹal, adj.
ma·tri·cide2 (māʹtrә sīd; matʹrә–), n. person who kills his mother. [< L, < mater
mother + –cida killer]
ma·tric·u·late (mә trikʹyә lāt), v., –lated, –lat·ing. enroll as a student in a
college or university. [< LL matricula,
dim. of L matrix register] —ma·tric´ulaʹtion, n.
mat·ri·mo·ny (matʹrә mō´ni), n., pl.
–nies. 1 married life. 2 act of marrying;
rite or ceremony of marriage. 3 relation
between married persons. [< L matrimonium < mater mother] —mat´ri·moʹnial, adj. —mat´ri·moʹni·al·ly, adv.
ma·trix (māʹtriks; matʹriks), n., pl. matrices (māʹtrә sēz; matʹrә–), ma·trixes. that which gives origin or form
to something enclosed within it. A
mold for a casting is a matrix. [< L,
womb]
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ma·tron (māʹtrәn), n. 1 married woman
or widow, esp. a woman with a child
or children. 2 woman who manages
the household aﬀairs or supervises the
inmates of a school, hospital, or other
institution: a police matron. [< OF < L
matrona < mater mother] —maʹtron·al,
adj. —maʹtron·like´, adj. —maʹtron·ly,
adj. —maʹtron·li·ness, n.
matron of honor, a married woman who
is the chief attendant of the bride at a
wedding.
Matt., Matthew.
mat·ted (matʹid), adj. formed into a mat;
entangled in a thick mass.
mat·ter (matʹәr), n. 1 what things are
made of; material. Matter occupies
space. 2 some particular kind of substance: coloring matter. 3 words written
or printed: reading matter. 4 grounds;
occasion; cause: matter for complaint,
matter of record. 5 amount; quantity: a
matter of 20 miles. 6 importance; signiﬁcance: a trivial complaint of no matter.
—v. be of importance.
for that matter, so far as that is concerned; in fact.
no matter, it is not important; never
mind.
no matter what, regardless of something.
what is the matter? what is wrong?
[< OF < L materia, orig., timber]
matter of course, something to be
expected.
matter of fact, something that is based
on fact, as contrasted with an opinion
or supposition.
as a matter of fact, in truth, in reality.
mat·ter-of-fact (matʹәr әv faktʹ), adj.
dealing with facts; not fanciful; unimaginative: a matter-of-fact account of the
accident.
Mat·thew (mathʹū), n. the ﬁrst book of
the New Testament, telling the story of
the life of Christ.
mat·ting (matʹing), n. fabric of grass,
straw, hemp, or other ﬁber, for covering
ﬂoors, etc.
mat·tock (matʹәk), n. tool like a pickax,
but having a ﬂat blade, used for loosening soil and cutting roots. [OE mattuc]
mat·tress (matʹris), n. a covering of
strong cloth stuﬀed with cotton, foam
rubber straw, etc., used on a bed frame
or as a bed. [< OF < Ital. < Ar. al-ma.tra.h
the cushion]
mat·u·rate (machʹu̇ rāt), v., –rat·ed,
–rating. ripen. [< L, < maturus ripe]
mat·u·ra·tion (mach´u̇ rāʹshәn), n. 1
process of developing; maturing the
maturation of an idea. 2 last stages of
development of a germ cell in preparation for fertilization.
ma·ture (mә chu̇rʹ; –tu̇r; –tyu̇rʹ), adj., v.,
–tured, –tur·ing. —adj. 1 ripe; fullgrown: ﬁfty is a mature age. 2 fully
worked out; carefully thought out; fully
developed: mature plans. 3 due; payable: a mature loan. —v. 1 come to full

growth; ripen. 2 work out carefully. 3 fall
due. [< L maturus ripe] —ma·tureʹly,
adv. —ma·tureʹness, n.
ma·tu·ri·ty (mә chu̇rʹә ti; –tu̇r–ʹ; –tyu̇rʹ–),
n. 1 full development; ripeness. 2 a
being completed or ready. 3 a falling
due; time a debt is payable.
mat·zo (mätʹsō), n., pl. matz·oth (mätʹsōth), matz·os (mätʹsōs; pop. –sәz),
or (collectively) mat·zo. thin piece of
unleavened bread, eaten by Jews esp.
during the Passover. [< Heb. matstsōth,
pl. of matstsāh, unleavened bread]
matzo ball, small dumpling made from
matzo meal, usually served in soup.
maud·lin (môdʹlәn), adj. 1 sentimental in
a weak, silly way: just a maudlin tale of
loss that lacks real understanding. 2 sentimental and tearful because of drunkenness or excitement. [alter. of Mary
Magdalene, often painted as weeping]
maul (môl), n. a very heavy hammer or
mallet. —v. beat and pull about; handle
roughly: the lion mauled its keeper badly.
[var. of mall]
Mau·ri·ta·ni·a (mô´rә tāʹni ә; –tānʹyә), n.
a republic in W Africa on the Atlantic.
—Mau´ritaʹnian, n., adj.
Mau·ri·tius (mô rishʹәs), n. island country, east of Madagascar in the Indian
Ocean. —Mau·riʹtian, n., adj.
mau·so·le·um (mô´sә lēʹәm), n., pl. –leums, –le·a (–lēʹә). a large, magniﬁcent
tomb. [< L < Gk. Mausoleion, tomb of a
king, Mausolus]
mauve (mōv), n., adj. delicate, pale purple. [< F < L malva mallow]
ma·ven or ma·vin (māʹvәn), n. an expert
or connoisseur: a food maven. [< Yiddish meyvn < Heb. mēbhīn, lit. one who
understands]
mav·er·ick (mavʹәr ik), n. 1 W. calf or
other animal not marked with an owner’s brand. 2 Fig. a anyone or anything
that is unconventional. b one who does
not conform to the policies of his group
or refuses to fall in with a regular political party. [prob. after S. Maverick, Texan
who did not brand his cattle]
ma·vis (māʹvis), n. a European song
thrush. [< OF mauvis < Celtic]
maw (mô), n. 1 mouth. 2 throat. 3 stomach. [OE maga]
mawk·ish (môkʹish), adj. 1 sickening.
2 sickly sentimental; weakly emotional. [orig., maggoty < mawk maggot
< Scand. mathkr] —mawkʹish·ly, adv.
—mawkʹish·ness, n.
max., maximum.
max·il·la (mak silʹә), n., pl. –il·lae (–silʹē).
1 jaw; jawbone; upper jawbone. 2 either
of a pair of appendages just behind the
mandibles of insects, crabs, etc. [< L,
jaw] —maxʹil·lar´y, adj.
max·im (makʹsәm), n. a short rule of
conduct; proverb; statement of a general
truth. [< F < LL maxima (propositio)
axiom]
max·i·mal (makʹsә mәl), adj. greatest
possible; maximum.
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max·i·mize (makʹsә mīz), v. –mized,
–miz·ing. increase to the highest possible amount or degree. —max´i·mizaʹtion, n.
max·i·mum (makʹsә mәm), n., pl.
–mums, –ma (–mә), adj. —n. the largest or highest amount; greatest possible
amount. —adj. largest; highest; greatest
possible: the maximum score on the test
is 100. [< L, neut. adj., greatest, superl. of
magnus great]
may (mā), auxiliary v., pt. might. 1 possibility, opportunity, or permission: you
may enter. 2 wish or prayer: may you be
very happy. [OE mœg (inf., magan)]
May (mā), n. the ﬁfth month of the year,
having 31 days. [< L Maius]
Ma·ya (mäʹyә), n. 1 member of an
ancient American Indian people living
in Mexico and Central America. 2 their
language. —adj. of the Mayas, their
culture, or their language. —Maʹyan,
adj., n.
may·be (māʹbi), adv. possibly; perhaps.
May Day, May 1, sometimes celebrated
by labor parades and meetings.
May·day or may·day (māʹdā), n. international distress call, used esp. by ships,
aircraft, and small craft. [< pronunciation of F m’aidez help me]
May·ﬂow·er (māʹﬂou´әr), n. 1 ship on
which the Pilgrims came to America
in 1620. 2 plant whose ﬂowers blossom
in May.
May ﬂy, a slender insect, having the forewings much larger than the hind wings,
that dies soon after reaching the adult
stage; ephemerid.
may·hem (māʹhem; –әm), n. 1 state of
chaos and confusion. 2 crime of intentionally maiming a person or causing
injury so that he or she is less able to
make or defense. [< OF mahaigne]
may·on·naise (mā´ә nāzʹ), n. a dressing
made of egg yolks, olive oil, vinegar
or lemon juice, and seasoning, beaten
together until thick. [< F, ult. < Mahon,
Minorca]
may·or (māʹәr; mãr), n. the chief oﬃcial
of a city or town. [< OF maire, maor
< L major. Doublet of major.] —mayʹorship, n.
may·or·al·ty (māʹәr әl ti; mãrʹәl ti), n., pl.
–ties. 1 position of mayor. 2 mayor’s
term of oﬃce.
May·pole, may·pole (māʹpōl´), n. a high
pole decorated with ﬂowers or ribbons,
around which merrymakers dance.
maze (māz), n. 1 network of paths
through which it is hard to ﬁnd one’s
way. 2 state of confusion; muddled condition. [var. of amaze]
ma·zur·ka (mә zėrʹkә; –zu̇rʹ–), n. 1 a lively
Polish dance. 2 music for it. [< Polish,
woman of Mazovia in Poland]
M.C., 1 Master of Ceremonies. 2 Member
of Congress.
mc or mc., megacycle.
Mc·Coy (mә koiʹ), n. the real, a genuine
person or thing.
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Mc·Kin·ley (mә kinʹli), n. William,
1843–1901, the 25th president of the
United States, 1897–1901.
Md, mendelevium.
MD, 1 (zip code) Maryland. 2 Also, M.D.
Doctor of Medicine.
Md., Maryland.
mdse., merchandise.
me1 (mē; unstressed mi), pron. the objective, or accusative, case of I: the dog bit
me, give me a bandage. —adj. concerned
only with self: me-generation. [OE mē]
me2 (mē), n. third tone of a musical scale.
[see gamut]
ME, 1 (zip code) Maine. 2 Middle English.
Me., Maine.
mead (mēd), n. an alcoholic drink made
from fermented honey and water. [OE
medu]
mead·ow (medʹō), n. piece of grassy
land; ﬁeld where hay is grown. [OE
mœ̄dwe, oblique case of mœ̄d mead1]
—meadʹow·y, adj.
meadow lark, songbird with a black crescent on a yellow breast.
mea·ger (mēʹgәr), adj. 1 poor; scanty:
meager fare. 2 thin; lean: a meager man.
[< F < L macer thin] —meaʹger·ly, adv.
—meaʹger·ness, n.
meal1 (mēl), n. 1 breakfast, lunch, dinner,
supper, or tea. 2 food served or eaten at
one time. [OE mœ̄l]
meal2 (mēl), n. 1 ground grain, esp. corn
meal. 2 anything ground to a powder.
[OE melu]
meal·worm (mēlʹwėrm´), n. or meal
worm, a beetle larva that feeds on ﬂour
and meal.
meal ticket, 1 ticket or pass that allows
a person to get a meal. 2 Informal.
Fig. person or thing that is a source of
money.
meal·time (mēlʹtīm´), n. the usual time
for eating a meal.
meal·y (mēlʹi), adj., meal·i·er, meal·i·est.
1 like meal; dry and powdery. 2 of meal.
3 containing meal. 4 pale. —mealʹiness, n.
meal·y·bug (mēlʹi bug´), n. or mealy
bug, small scale insect that has a soft
body covered by a white secretion and
causes great damage to citrus trees.
meal· y-mouthed
(mēlʹ i mouthdʹ ;
–mouthtʹ), adj. unwilling to tell the
straight truth in plain words; using soft
words insincerely.
mean1 (mēn), v., meant, mean·ing. 1
signify; denote: what does this word
mean? 2 have as a purpose; have in
mind; intend: I do not mean to go. [OE
mœ̄nan]
mean2 (mēn), adj. 1 small-minded; stingy:
mean about money, mean thoughts. 2 low
in quality or grade; poor. 3 low in social
position or rank; humble. 4 of poor
appearance; shabby: a mean appearance. 5 hard to manage; bad-tempered:
a mean horse. [OE (ge)mœ̄ne common]
—meanʹly, adv. —meanʹness, n.

mean3 (mēn), adj. halfway between two
extremes. —n. 1 condition, quality, or
course of action halfway between two
extremes: a happy mean between extravagance and stinginess. 2 quantity having
a value intermediate between the values
of other quantities.
by all means, certainly; without fail.
by any means, at all; in any possible
way; at any cost.
by means of, by the use of; through;
with.
by no means, certainly not.
means, a (sing. or pl. in use) what a
thing is done by; agency; method: by
fair means. b (pl. in use) wealth: a man
of means.
means to an end, way of getting or
doing something: a friendship that sadly
was only a means to an end. [< OF < L
medianus middle < medius]
me·an·der (mi anʹdәr), v. 1 follow a winding course. 2 wander aimlessly. [< L
< Gk. Maiandros, name of a winding
river]
mean·ie (mēʹnē), n. person who is
unkind, nasty.
mean·ing (mēnʹing), n. what is meant or
intended; signiﬁcance. —adj. that means
something; expressive. —meanʹing·ful,
adj. —meanʹing·ful·ly, adv. —meanʹingly, adv.
mean·ing·less (mēnʹing lis), adj. without
meaning; not signiﬁcant. —meanʹingless·ly, adv. —meanʹing·less·ness, n.
meant (ment), v. pt. and pp. of mean1.
mean·time (mēnʹtīm´), mean·while
(–hwīl´), n. time between. —adv. in the
time between.
mea·sles (mēʹzәlz), n. 1 an infectious disease characterized by a bad cold, fever,
and a breaking out of small red spots on
the skin. 2 a similar but much less severe
disease; German measles. [ME maseles;
prob. inﬂ. by ME mezel leprous < OF, ult.
< L miser wretched]
mea·sly (mēʹzli), adj., –sli·er, –sli·est. 1
too little; scanty; very unsatisfactory.
2 of or like measles. 3 infected with
measles.
meas·ur·a·ble (mezhʹәr ә bәl; māzhʹ–),
adj. capable of being measured.
—meas´ur·a·bilʹi·ty, measʹur·a·bleness, n. —measʹur·a·bly, adv.
meas·ure (mezhʹәr; māzhʹ–), v., –ured,
–ur·ing, n. —v. 1 ﬁnd out the extent, size,
quantity, capacity, etc., of something;
estimate by some standard: measure the
room. 2 be of speciﬁed measure: this
brick measures 2 x 4 x 8 inches. 3 get
or take by measuring: measure out a
bushel of potatoes. 4 serve as a measure of: a ruler measures distance. 5
compare: measure one’s behavior by the
company one is in. —n. 1 size, dimensions, quantity, etc., thus determined: his
waist measure is 30 inches. 2 instrument
for measuring: a pint measure. 3 system
or unit of measuring: dry measure. Inch,
quart, pound, and hour are common

measures. 4 quantity or degree; reasonable limit: angry beyond measure. 5 bar
of music. 6 course of action; procedure:
take measures to relieve suﬀering.
for good measure, as an extra.
in a measure, to some degree; partly.
measure out, divide; distribute; deal
out.
measure up, have the necessary abilities
or qualiﬁcations.
take measures, act; take steps.
take one’s measure, judge one’s character. [< OF < L mensura, n., < mensus, pp.
of metiri, v., measure] —measʹur·er, n.
meas·ured (mezhʹәrd; māzhʹ–), adj. 1
regular; uniform: a measured pace. 2
deliberate and restrained: measured
speech. —measʹured·ly, adv.
meas·ure·less (mezhʹәr lis; māzhʹ–), adj.
too great to be measured; unlimited;
vast.
meas·ure·ment (mezhʹәr mәnt; māzhʹ–),
n. 1 way of measuring: clocks give us a
measurement of time. 2 act or fact of
measuring: the measurement of length
by a yardstick is easy. 3 size or amount
found by measuring. 4 system of measuring.
measuring worm, larva of any geometrid; inchworm.
meat (mēt), n. 1 animal ﬂesh used as
food. Fish and poultry are not usually
called meat. 2 food of any kind: meat
and drink. 3 part that can be eaten: meat
of a nut. 4 substance; food for thought.
[OE mete] —meatʹless, adj.
meat·ball (mētʹbôl´), n. 1 ball of seasoned
chopped meat, usually beef, cooked and
served in a sauce, esp. tomato sauce and
with spaghetti. 2 Informal. dull, uninspired person.
meat·y (mētʹi), adj., meat·i·er, meat·iest. 1 of meat; having the ﬂavor of
meat. 2 like meat. 3 full of meat. 4 full
of substance; giving food for thought: a
meaty speech.
Mec·ca (mekʹә), n. 1 city in W Saudi Arabia. Muslims turn toward Mecca when
praying and go there on pilgrimages. 2
mecca, any place that a person longs to
visit or reach. —Mecʹcan, adj., n.
me·chan·ic (mә kanʹik), n. worker skilled
with tools, esp. one who repairs machinery. [< L < Gk., < mechane machine]
me·chan·i·cal (mә kanʹә kәl), adj. 1 having to do with machinery. 2 made or
worked by machinery. 3 like a machine;
like that of a machine; automatic;
without expression: her reading is very
mechanical. 4 or in accordance with
the science of mechanics. —me·chanʹical·ly, adv.
mechanical engineering, branch of
engineering that deals with mechanical
power and machinery.
me·chan·ics (mә kanʹiks), n. 1 branch
of physics dealing with the action of
forces on bodies and with motion.
Mechanics includes kinetics, statics, and
kinematics. 2 knowledge dealing with

medulla oblongata
machinery. 3 (pl. in use) mechanical
part; technique.
mech·a·nism (mekʹә niz әm), n. 1 means
or way by which something is done;
machinery. 2 system of parts working
together as the parts of a machine do:
the mechanism of the body. 3 mechanical part; technique. —mechʹa·nist, n.
—mech´a·nisʹtic, adj.
mech·a·nize (mekʹә nīz), v., –nized,
–niz·ing. 1 make mechanical. 2 do by
machinery, rather than by hand: much
housework can be mechanized. 3 replace
men or animals by machinery in (a business, etc.). —mech´a·ni·zaʹtion, n.
mech·an·o·re·cep·tion (mek´ә nō ri sepʹshәn), n. response to mechanical stimuli
by a sense organ.
mech·an·o·re·cep·tor (mek´ә nō ri sepʹtәr), n. sense organ that responds to
mechanical stimuli, as the sense of hearing.
Med., Medieval.
med., medical; medicine.
med·al (medʹәl), n. a ﬂat piece of metal
with a design or words stamped on it.
[< F < Ital. medaglia, ult. < L metallum
metal]
med·al·ist (medʹәl ist), n. 1 person who
has won a medal. 2 person who designs
or makes medals.
me·dal·lion (mә dalʹyәn), n. 1 a large
medal. 2 design, ornament, etc., shaped
like a medal.
med·dle (medʹәl), v., –dled, –dling. busy
oneself with other people’s things or
aﬀairs without being asked or needed.
[< OF medler, ult. < L miscere mix]
—medʹdler, n.
med·dle·some (medʹәl sәm), adj. fond of
meddling in other people’s aﬀairs; meddling. —medʹdle·some·ness, n.
Med. Gk., Medieval Greek.
me·di·a (mēʹdi ә), n. 1 pl. of medium. 2
⫽mass media.
me·di·ae·val (mē´di ēʹvәl; med´i–), adj.
medieval. —me´di·aeʹval·ly, adv.
me·di·al (mēʹdi әl), adj. 1 in the middle.
2 average; ordinary. [< LL, < L medius
middle]
me·di·an (mēʹdi әn), adj. middle. —n. 1
in the middle. 2 the middle number of a
series. The median of 1, 3, 4, 8, 9 is 4. 3
⫽median strip. [< L, < medius middle]
—meʹdi·an·ly, adv.
median strip, strip of land, often landscaped with grass and shrubs, that
divides highway lanes for traﬃc going
in opposite directions.
me·di·ate (v. mēʹdi āt; adj. mēʹdi it), v.,
–at·ed, –at·ing, adj. —v. 1 eﬀect by
intervening; settle by intervening. 2 be
a go-between; act in order to bring
about an agreement between persons
or sides. 3 be a connecting link. —adj.
connected, but not directly; connected
through some other person or thing.
[< LL mediatus situated in the middle
< L medius middle] —meʹdi·ate·ly, adv.
—meʹdi·a´tive, adj.

me·di·a·tion (mē´di āʹshәn), n. intervention to bring about agreement or reconciliation between persons or sides in a
dispute. —meʹdi·a´tor, n.
med·ic (medʹik), n. 1 a member of a medical battalion in the army. 2 Informal.
physician. [< L medicus physician]
Med·i·caid or med·i·caid (medʹә kād),
n. government program, involving federal, state, and local governments, that
provides medical care for needy and
disabled children and adults.
med·i·cal (medʹә kәl), adj. of or having
to do with the science or practice of
medicine. [< F < LL, < L medicus doctor] —medʹi·cal·ly, adv.
medical examiner. 1 oﬃcial of a local
government, esp. a physician or coroner,
who performs autopsies and determines
the causes of suspicious deaths. 2 doctor
who examines people claiming insurance compensation.
Med·i·care or med·i·care (medʹә kãr´),
n. program of the U.S. government to
provide medical and hospital care for
people 65 years old and older.
med·i·cate (medʹә kāt), v., –cat·ed, –cating. 1 treat with medicine. 2 put medicine on or in. [< L, < medicus healing]
—med´i·caʹtion, n.
me·dic·i·nal (mә disʹә nәl), adj. having
value as medicine; healing; helping;
relieving. —medicʹi·nal·ly, adv.
med·i·cine (medʹә sәn), n. 1 substance,
drug, or means used to cure disease or
improve health. 2 science of curing disease or improving health; skill in healing; doctor’s art; treatment of diseases.
take one’s medicine, do what one must;
do something one dislikes to do. [< L,
< medicus doctor]
medicine ball, a large, heavy leather ball
tossed from one person to another for
exercise.
medicine man, man believed by North
American Indians and primitive peoples
to have magic power over diseases, evil
spirits, and other things.
me·di·e·val (mē´di ēʹvәl; med´i-), adj. 1
belonging to or having to do with the
Middle Ages (the years from about a.d.
500 to about 1450). 2 like that of the
Middle Ages. [< L medium middle +
aevum age] —me´di·eʹval·ly, adv.
Medieval Greek, the Greek language
from about a.d. 700 to about 1500.
me· di· e· val· ism
(mē´ di ēʹ vәl iz әm;
med´i–), n. 1 spirit, ideals, and customs
of the Middle Ages; medieval thought,
religion, and art. 2 a medieval belief or
custom.
me·di·e·val·ist (mē´di ēʹvәl ist; med´i–),
n. person who knows much about the
Middle Ages.
Medieval Latin, the Latin language from
about a.d. 700 to about 1500.
med·i·gap (medʹә gap´), n. supplementary health insurance that pays for
medical costs which Medicare does not
cover.
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me·di·o·cre (mēʹdi ō´kәr; mē´di ōʹkәr),
adj. neither good nor bad; average; ordinary. [< F < L mediocris, orig., halfway up < medius middle + ocris jagged
mountain]
me·di·oc·ri·ty (mē´di okʹrә ti), n., pl.
–ties. 1 mediocre quality. 2 mediocre
ability or accomplishment. [L mediocritas]
Medit., Mediterranean.
med·i·tate (medʹә tāt), v., –tat·ed, –tating. 1 engage in thought or contemplation; reﬂect: monks meditate on holy
things for hours at a time. 2 consider in
the mind as something to be done or
eﬀected: the king struck a blow that he
had meditated for some time. [< L meditatus] —medʹi·ta´tor, n.
med·i·ta·tion (med´ә tāʹshәn), n. continued thought; reﬂection, esp. on sacred
or solemn subjects.
med·i·ta·tive (medʹә tā´tiv), adj. fond of
meditating. —medʹita´tive·ly, adv.
Med·i·ter·ra·ne·an (med´ә tә rāʹni әn;
–rānʹyәn), n. a large sea between Europe
and Africa. —adj. of this sea or the lands
around it.
me·di·um (mēʹdi әm), adj., n., pl. –diums, –di·a (–di ә). —adj. having a
middle position; moderate: hamburger
cooked medium, set at medium speed, a
medium temperature. —n. 1 that which
is in the middle; neither one extreme
nor the other; middle condition. 2 substance or agent through which anything
acts; a means: radio is a medium of
communication. 3 substance in which
something can live; environment: water
is the medium in which ﬁsh live. 4 liquid
with which paints are mixed. 5 person
through whom supposed messages from
the world of spirits are sent. [< L, neut.
adj., middle]
Med.L, Medieval Latin.
med·lar (medʹlәr), n. 1 fruit that looks
like a small brown apple. 2 the small,
bushy tree that it grows on. [< OF meslier (tree) < mesle (fruit), ult. < L < Gk.
mespilon]
med· ley (medʹli), n., pl. –leys, adj.
—n. 1 mixture of things that ordinarily do not belong together. 2 piece of
music made up of parts from other
pieces. —adj. made up of parts that
are not alike; mixed. [< OF meslée
< mesler mix, ult. < L miscere. Doublet
of melee.]
medley relay, 1 swimming event in which
teams of swimmers compete, with each
team member in turn swimming a different stroke over the course. 2 relay
race.
me·dul·la (mi dulʹә), n., pl. –lae (–ē). 1
⫽medulla oblongata. 2 the inner substance of an organ or structure. 3 the
pith of plants. [< L, marrow]
me·dul·la ob·lon·ga·ta (mi dulʹә ob´long gäʹtә; –gāʹtә), the lowest part of the
brain, at the top end of the spinal cord.
[< NL, prolonged medulla]
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med·ul·lar·y (medʹә ler´i; mi dulʹәr i),
adj. of or like medulla or the medulla
oblongata.
meek (mēk), adj. 1 not easily angered;
mild. 2 submitting when ordered
about by others. [< Scand. miūkr soft]
—meekʹly, adv. —meekʹness, n.
meet1 (mēt), v., met, meet·ing, n. —v. 1
come face to face with; come together
or in contact with; join: where the two
streets meet. 2 be introduced to; become
acquainted with. 3 be present at the
arrival of: meet a train. 4 satisfy; pay:
meet bills. 5 come together in conﬂict;
ﬁght. 6 come to; experience: strange
sounds met our ears. 7 assemble: Congress will meet next month. —n. a meeting; a gathering: an athletic meet.
meet up with, meet; spend some time
with.
meet with, have; get: the plan met with
approval. [OE mētan]
meet2 (mēt), adj. suitable; proper; ﬁtting.
[OE gemœ̄te] —meetʹly, adv.
meet·ing (mētʹing), n. 1 a coming
together. 2 assembly. 3 junction.
meeting house, building used for worship; church.
me·ga (megʹә), adj. Informal. huge;
extremely important.
mega–, combining form. 1 very large,
as in megabucks. 2 one million, as in
megaton.
meg·a·bit (megʹә bit´), n. unit of electronic information equal to one million
bits. [< mega– + bit]
meg·a·buck (megʹәbuk´), Informal. a
million dollars.
megabucks, very large amount of
money. [< mega– + buck dollar]
meg·a·byte (megʹә bīt´), n. unit of electronic information that is about equal to
one million bytes. [< mega– + byte]
meg·a·cy·cle (megʹә sī´kәl), n. a million
cycles in radio. [< mega– one million
times (< Gk. megas great) + cycle < Gk.
kyklos circle]
meg·a·lo·ma·ni·a (meg´ә lō māʹni ә), n.
delusions of greatness, wealth, etc. [<
Gk. megas (megalo–) great + mania
madness] —meg´a·lo·maʹni·ac, n.
meg·a·lith (megʹә lith), n. very large
stone, esp. one used in construction by
prehistoric people.
meg·a·lith·ic (meg´ә lithʹik), adj. 1 of
or having to do with megaliths. 2 of or
having to do with a late neolithic culture
in W Europe identiﬁed with the use of
megaliths in building monuments and
tombs.
meg·a·lop·o·lis (meg´ә lopʹә lis), n. city
of enormous size, esp. when thought of
as the center of power, wealth, etc., in
a country or the world. [< Gk. mégas,
megálou great + pólis city]
meg·a·phone (megʹә fōn), n. a large, funnel-shaped horn used to increase the
loudness of the voice or the distance
at which it can be heard. [< Gk. megas
great + phone sound]

meg·a·spore (megʹә spôr; –spōr), n. 1
large spore in certain ferus from which
the female gametophyte develops. 2
embryo sac in seed plants.
meg·a·ton (megʹә tun), n. a measure of
atomic power equivalent to the energy
released by one million tons of TNT.
[< mega– one million times + ton]
mei·o·sis (mīōʹsis), n., pl. –ses (–sēz).
process that reduces the number of
chromosomes in reproductive cells by
one half, resulting in the production of
gametes or spores; reduction division.
[< NL < Gk. meíōsis a lessening ult.
< meíōn less]
mel·an·cho·li·a (mel´әn kōʹli ә), n. great
depression of spirits and gloomy fears.
[< LL < Gk., < melas black + chole bile]
mel·an·chol·y (melʹәn kol´i), n. sadness;
low spirits; tendency to be sad. —adj. 1
sad; gloomy. 2 causing sadness; depressing. —mel´an·cholʹic, adj. —mel´ancholʹi·cal·ly, adv.
Mel·a·ne·sia (mel´ә nēʹzhә; –shә), n.
group of islands in the Paciﬁc, NE of
Australia.
Mel·a·ne·sian (mel´ә nēʹzhәn; –shәn), n.
1 a member of any of the peoples living
in Melanesia. 2 the languages of Melanesia. —adj. of or relating to Melanesia, its
inhabitants, or their languages.
mel·a·nin (melʹә nin), n. dark pigment,
esp. the black of skin, hair, and eyes of
humans, which helps protect the skin
from sunburn and improves vision in
bright sunlight. [< Gk. mélās, –anos
black + E –in]
mé·lange (mā länzhʹ), n. mixture; medley.
[< F, < mêler mix]
Mel·ba toast (melʹbә), very thin, crisp
toast.
meld1 (meld), n. in canasta, pinochle,
etc., the announcement of any counting combination in a hand. —v. make
a meld.
meld2 (meld), v. merge; blend. [< prob.
verb use of melled mingled, blended
< ME mellen mix, mingle]
me·lee (māʹlā; mā lāʹ; melʹā), n. a confused ﬁght; hand-to-hand ﬁght among a
number of ﬁghters. [< F mêlée. Doublet
of medley.]
mel·lif·lu·ent (mә lifʹlu̇ әnt), adj. mellifluous. —mel·lifʹlu·ence, n. —mel·lifʹluent·ly, adv.
mel·lif·lu·ous (mә lifʹlu̇ әs), adj. sweetly
or smoothly ﬂowing: the melliﬂuous
speech of the orator. [< LL, < L mel honey
+ ﬂuere to ﬂow] —mel·lifʹlu·ous·ly, adv.
mel·low (melʹō), adj. 1 soft and full-ﬂavored from ripeness; sweet and juicy:
a mellow apple. 2 fully matured: mellow
wine. 3 soft and rich: mellow tones. 4
softened and made wise by age and
experience. —v. make or become mellow. [var. of OE mearu soft tender]
—melʹlow·ly, adv. —melʹlow·ness, n.
me·lo·de·on (mә lōʹdi әn), n. a small reed
organ. [see melody]

me·lod·ic (mә lodʹik), adj. 1 having to do
with melody. 2 melodious. —me·lodʹical·ly, adv.
me·lo·di·ous (mә lōʹdi әs), adj. 1 sweetsounding; pleasing to the ear; musical.
2 producing melody. —me·loʹdi·ous·ly,
adv. —meloʹdi·ous·ness, n.
mel·o·dra·ma (melʹә drä´mә; –dram´ә),
n. 1 a sensational drama with exaggerated appeal to the emotions and, usually,
a happy ending. 2 any sensational writing, speech, or action with exaggerated
appeal to the emotions. [< F, < Gk. melos
music + drama drama]
mel·o·dra·mat·ic (mel´ә drә matʹik), adj.
of, like, or suitable for melodrama; sensational and exaggerated. —mel´o·dramatʹi·cal·ly, adv. —mel´o·dramʹatist, n.
mel·o·dy (melʹә di), n., pl. –dies. 1 sweet
music; any sweet sound. 2 succession of
single tones in music; tune. 3 the main
tune in harmonized music; air. [< LL
< Gk. meloidia, ult. < melos song + oide
song]
mel·on (melʹәn), n. a large juicy fruit that
grows on a vine. Watermelons, cantaloupes or muskmelons, and honeydew
melons are diﬀerent kinds. [< F < LL
melo, short for L melopepo < Gk.,
< melon apple + pepon gourd]
melt (melt), v., melt·ed, melt·ed or molten, melt·ing, n. —v. 1 change from
solid to liquid: great heat melts iron. 2
dissolve: sugar melts in water. 3 change
or disappear gradually: the clouds melted
away; pity melted her heart. —n. act of
melting. [OE meltan] —meltʹa·ble, adj.
—meltʹer, n.
melt·down (meltʹdoun´), n. 1 melting of
nuclear fuel through its containment
vessel and its release into the environment because of a failure of the cooling
system. 2 Informal. Fig. great emotional
upset.
melting point, degree of temperature at
which a solid substance melts.
mem·ber (memʹbәr), n. 1 one belonging
to a group: a member of Congress. 2
constituent part of a whole: a member
of an equation. 3 part of a plant, animal,
or human body, esp. a leg or arm. [< OF,
< L membrum limb, part]
mem·ber·ship (memʹbәr ship), n. 1 fact
or state of being a member: membership
in the Boy Scouts. 2 members. 3 number
of members.
mem·brane (memʹbrān), n. 1 a thin, soft
sheet or layer of animal tissue lining
or covering some part of the body.
2 a similar layer of vegetable tissue.
[< L membrana < membrum member]
—memʹbra·nous, adj.
me·men·to (mә menʹtō), n., pl. –tos,
–toes. thing serving as a reminder, warning, or remembrance. [< L, remember!]
mem·o (memʹō), n., pl. mem·os. ⫽memorandum.
mem·oir (memʹwär; –wôr), n. biography.
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memoirs, a record of facts and events
written from personal knowledge or
special information. b autobiography.
[< F mémoire < L memoria. Doublet of
memory.]
mem·o·ra·bil·i·a (mem´ә rә bilʹi ә), n. pl.
things or events worth remembering.
[< L (pl.). See memorable.]
mem·o·ra·ble (memʹә rә bәl), adj. worth
remembering; not to be forgotten;
notable. [< L, ult. < memor mindful]
—mem´o·ra·bilʹi·ty, n. —memʹo·rably, adv.
mem·o·ran·dum (mem´ә ranʹdәm), n.,
pl. –dums, –da (–dә). 1 a short written
statement for future use; note to aid
one’s memory. 2 an informal note or
report. [< L, (thing) to be remembered]
me·mo·ri·al (mә môʹri әl; –mōʹ–), n.
something that is a reminder of some
event or person, such as a statue, an arch
or column, a book, or a holiday. —adj.
helping people to remember: memorial
services. [< L, < memoria memory]
Memorial Day, day for honoring American servicemen and women who died
while serving their country. It is celebrated on the last Monday in May, and
is generally a legal holiday.
me·mo·ri·al·ize (mә môʹri әl īz; –mōʹ–),
v., –ized, –iz·ing. preserve the memory
of; commemorate. —me·mo´ri·al·i·zaʹtion, n. —me·moʹri·al·iz´er, n.
mem·o·rize (memʹә rīz), v., –rized,
–riz·ing. commit to memory; learn by
heart. —mem´o·ri·zaʹtion, n. —memʹoriz´er, n.
mem·o·ry (memʹә ri; memʹri), n., pl.
–ries. 1 ability to remember. 2 act or fact
of remembering: the memory of things
past. 3 all that a person remembers. 4
person, thing, or event that is remembered. 5 length of time during which
the past is remembered: this has been
the hottest summer within my memory.
6 a system of storing information in
computer.
in memory of, to help in remembering;
as a reminder of. [< L memoria < memor
mindful. Doublet of memoir.]
men (men), n. pl. 1 pl. of man. 2 human
beings; people in general.
men·ace (menʹis), n., v., –aced, –ac·ing.
—n. threat: forest ﬁres are a menace.
—v. threaten: ﬂoods menaced the valley
with destruction. [< F < L minaciae (pl.),
ult. < minae projecting points, threats]
—menʹac·ing·ly, adv.
me·nag·er·ie (mә najʹәr i; –nazhʹ–), n. 1
collection of wild animals kept in cages
for exhibition. 2 place where such animals are kept. 3 Fig. unusual assortment
of people. [< F, lit., management of a
household]
me·nar·che (mә närʹkē; me–), n. ﬁrst
menstrual period. [< Gk. mēn month +
–archē a beginning]
mend (mend), v. 1 put in good condition
again; make whole; repair: mend a road.
2 set right; improve: he should mend

his manners. 3 get back one’s health.
—n. 1 place that has been mended. 2 a
mending; improvement. [var. of amend]
—mendʹa·ble, adj. —mendʹer, n.
men·da·cious (men dāʹshәs), adj. 1
lying; untruthful. 2 false; untrue. [< L, <
mendax lying] —men·daʹcious·ly, adv.
—men·daʹcious·ness, men·dacʹi·ty, n.
men·de·le·vi·um (men´dә lāʹvi әm), n. a
rare, radioactive, artiﬁcial element. Mv,
produced as a by-product of nuclear
ﬁssion. [named for D. I. Mendeleev, Russian chemist]
Men·de·li·an (men dēʹlē әn), adj. 1 of
or having to do with Gregor Mendel
or Mendel’s laws. 2 inherited in accord
with Mendel’s laws.
Mendel’s laws, laws describing the
inheritance of many characteristics in
animals and plants. [< Gregor Mendel
(1822–84), Austrian monk and botanist
who formulated them]
men·di·cant (menʹdә kәnt), adj. begging: mendicant friars ask alms for charity. —n. 1 beggar. 2 a mendicant friar.
[< L mendicans < mendicus beggar]
—menʹdi·can·cy, n.
men·folk (menʹfōk´), n. pl. men.
men·ha·den (men hāʹdәn), n., pl. –den. a
sea ﬁsh common along the E coast of the
United States. [< Algonquian]
me·ni·al (mēʹni әl; mēnʹyәl), adj. belonging to or suited to a servant; low; mean.
—n. servant who does the humblest and
most unpleasant tasks. [< AF, < meiniée
household, ult. < L mansio habitation]
—meʹni·al·ly, adv.
me·nin·ges (mә ninʹjēz), n. pl., sing. meninx (mēʹningks). the three membranes
that surround the brain and spinal cord.
[< NL (pl.) < Gk.] —me·ninʹge·al, adj.
men·in·gi·tis (men´in jīʹtis), n. a very
serious disease in which the membranes
surrounding the brain or spinal cord are
inﬂamed. —men´in·gitʹic, adj.
me·nis·cus (mә nisʹkәs), n., pl. –nis·cuses, –nis·ci (–nisʹī). 1 the curved upper
surface of a column of liquid. 2 lens that
is convex on one side and concave on
the other. [< NL < Gk. meniskos, dim. of
mene moon]
Men·non·ite (menʹәn īt), n. member of a
Christian church opposed to infant baptism, taking oaths, holding public oﬃce,
and military service.
Me·nom·i·nee (mә nomʹә nē), n., pl.
–nees or –ne. 1 member of a tribe
of Indians of Algonkian descent living
in Wisconsin, northern Michigan, and
northern Illinois. 2 Algonkian language
of this tribe.
men·o·pause (menʹә pôz), n. the ﬁnal
cessation of the menses, occurring normally between the ages of 45 and 50. [<
NL, < Gk. men month + pausis pause]
me·nor·ah (mә nôrʹә, –nōrʹ–), n. 1
Also, Menorah. candlestick with eight
branches, used during the Jewish celebration of Hanukkah. 2 Menorah,

the seven-branched candlestick in the
ancient Temple at Jerusalem. [< Heb.]
mensch (mench), n. Informal. decent,
respected person. [< Yiddish mentsch
person < G Mensch]
men·ses (menʹsēz), n. pl. discharge of
blood from the uterus that normally
occurs every four weeks between
puberty and the menopause. [< L, pl. of
mensis month]
men·stru·al (menʹstru̇ әl), adj. 1 pertaining to the menses. 2 monthly.
men·stru·ate (menʹstru̇ āt), v., –at·ed,
–at·ing. have a discharge of blood from
the uterus, normally at intervals of four
weeks. [< LL menstruatus, ult. < L mens
month] —men´stru·aʹtion, n.
men·sur·a·ble (menʹshәr ә bәl), adj. measurable. —men´sur·a·bilʹi·ty, n.
men·su·ra·tion (men´shә rāʹshәn), n.
1 act, art, or process of measuring. 2
branch of mathematics that deals with
ﬁnding lengths, areas, and volumes.
[< LL, ult. < L mensura measure]
–ment, suﬃx forming nouns from verbs
or the stems of verbs. 1 act or state or
fact of ——ing, as in enjoyment, management. 2 state or condition or fact of
being ——ed, as in amazement, astonishment. 3 product or result of ——ing,
as in pavement. 4 means or instrument
for ——ing, as in inducement. [< F < L
–mentum]
men·tal (menʹtәl), adj. 1 of the mind:
a mental test. 2 for the mind; done by
the mind: mental arithmetic. 3 having a
mental disease or weakness. 4 for insane
people. [< LL, < L mens mind]
mental age, measure of the development or natural intelligence of a person,
determined by testing.
men·tal·i·ty (men talʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
mental capacity; mind.
men·tal·ly (menʹtәl i), adv. 1 in the mind;
with the mind. 2 with regard to the
mind.
mental reservation, an unexpressed
qualiﬁcation of a statement.
mental telepathy, ⫽extrasensory perception.
men·thol (menʹthol; –thôl; –thōl), n. a
white, crystalline substance, C10H20O,
obtained from oil of peppermint, used
in medicine. [< G, < L menta mint +
oleum oil]
men·tho·lat·ed (menʹthә lāt´id), adj.
containing menthol.
men·tion (menʹshәn), v. speak about;
refer to. [< n.] —n. a short statement
(about); reference (to).
make mention of, mention.
not to mention, not even considering;
besides. [< OF < L mentio] —menʹtiona·ble, adj. —menʹtion·er, n.
men·tor (menʹtәr), n. a wise and trusted
adviser. [< Gk.]
men·u (menʹu̇; māʹnū), n. 1 list of the
food served at a meal; bill of fare. 2 the
food served. 3 list of options available to
the user of a computer program. [< F,
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small, detailed, < L minutus made small.
Doublet of minute2.]
me·ow (mi ouʹ), n. sound made by a cat.
—v. make this sound. [imit.]
Meph·i·stoph·e·les (mef´ә stofʹә lēz),
n. a powerful evil spirit; crafty devil.
—Meph´is·to·pheʹli·an, adj.
mer·can·tile (mėrʹkәn til; –tīl), adj. 1
of merchants or trade; commercial: a
mercantile ﬁrm, mercantile law. 2 of or
pertaining to mercantilism. [< F < Ital.,
< mercante merchant]
mer·can·til·ism (mėrʹkәn til iz´әm; –tīl–),
n. 1 system which favored a balance of
exports of commodities, over imports,
and regulated a nation’s agriculture,
industry, and trade with that end in
view. 2 mercantile principles, practices,
or spirit. —merʹcan·til·ist, n.
Mer·ca·tor’s projection (mәr kāʹtәrz),
method of drawing maps with straight
instead of curved lines for latitude and
longitude. [after G. Mercator, cartographer]
mer·ce·nar·y (mėrʹsә ner´i), adj., n., pl.
–nar·ies. —adj. 1 working for money
only; acting with money as the motive.
2 done for money or gain. —n. soldier
serving for pay in a foreign army. [< L,
< merces wages]
mer·cer·ize (mėrʹsәr īz), v., –ized, –izing. treat (cotton thread or cloth) with
a chemical solution that strengthens it,
gives it a silky luster, and makes it hold
dyes better. [after J. Mercer, patentee of
the process]
mer·chan·dise (mėrʹchәn dīz; –dīs), n.,
v., –dised, –dis·ing. —n. goods for sale;
wares; articles bought and sold. —v. buy
and sell; trade. [< F, < marchand merchant] —merʹchan·dis´er, n.
mer·chant (mėrʹchәnt), n. 1 person who
buys and sells. 2 storekeeper. —adj. trading; pertaining to trade: merchant ships.
[< OF marchëant, ult. < L merx wares]
mer·chant·a·ble (mėrʹchәn tә bәl), adj.
marketable.
mer·chant·man (mėrʹchәnt mәn), n., pl.
–men. ship used in commerce.
merchant marine, 1 ships used in commerce. 2 U.S. Merchant Marine. oﬃcers
and sailors trained to serve on these
ships, patrol U.S. waterways, perform
rescues at sea, etc.
mer·ci·ful (mėrʹsi fәl), adj. having mercy;
showing or feeling mercy; full of mercy.
—merʹci·ful·ly, adv. —merʹci·ful·ness, n.
mer·ci·less (mėrʹsi lis), adj. without
mercy; having no mercy; showing no
mercy. —merʹci·less·ly, adv. —merʹciless·ness, n.
mer·cu·ri·al (mәr kyu̇rʹi әl), adj. 1
sprightly; quick; changeable; ﬁckle. 2
caused by the use of mercury: mercurial
poisoning. 3 containing mercury: a mercurial ointment. —mer·cuʹrial·ly, adv.
—mer·cuʹri·al·ness, n.
mer·cu·ric (mәr kyu̇rʹik), adj. of compounds, containing mercury in a bivalent state.

mer·cu·rous (mәr kyu̇rʹәs; mėrʹkyә rәs),
adj. of compounds, containing mercury
as a univalent radical.
mer·cu·ry (mėrʹkyә ri), n., pl. –ries. 1 a
heavy, silver-white metallic element, Hg,
that is liquid at ordinary temperatures.
2 column of mercury in a thermometer
or barometer. 3 Mercury, planet nearest
the sun. [< L Mercurius (def. 3)]
mer·cy (mėrʹsi), n., pl. –cies. 1 more
kindness than justice requires; kindness beyond what can be claimed or
expected. 2 kindly treatment; pity. 3
something to be thankful for; blessing.
at the mercy of, in the power of. [< OF
< Med.L merces < L, reward]
mere1 (mir), adj., superl. mer·est. nothing else than; only; simple: the cut was
the merest scratch. [< L merus pure]
mere2 (mir), n. Poetic. lake; pond. [OE]
mere·ly (mirʹli), adv. simply; only; and
nothing more; and that is all: merely a
matter of form.
mer·e·tri·cious (mer´ә trishʹәs), adj.
attractive in a showy way; alluring by
false charms. [< L, < meretrix prostitute
< mereri earn] —mer´e·triʹcious·ly, adv.
—mer´e·triʹcious·ness, n.
mer·gan·ser (mәr ganʹsәr), n., pl. –sers
or (esp. collectively) –ser. any of several
kinds of large ducks that have long, slender bills. The male has a crested head.
[< NL, < mergus diver + anser goose]
merge (mėrj), v., merged, merg·ing.
swallow up or become swallowed up;
absorb; combine and absorb; combine:
the twilight merges into darkness. [< L
mergere to dip]
merg·er (mėrʹjәr), n. a merging; absorption; combination: one big company was
formed by the merger of four small ones.
me·rid·i·an (mә ridʹi әn), n. 1 circle passing through any place on the earth’s surface and through the North and South
Poles. 2 the half of such a circle from
pole to pole. 3 Fig. the highest point: the
meridian of life is the prime of life. [< OF
< L meridianus, ult. < medius middle +
dies day]
me·ringue (mә rangʹ), n. 1 mixture made
of egg whites beaten stiﬀ and sweetened.
2 a small cake, etc., made of this mixture.
[< F]
me·ri·no (mә rēʹnō), n., pl. –nos. 1 kind
of sheep with long, ﬁne wool. 2 wool of
this sheep. 3 a soft woolen yarn made
from it. [< Sp.]
mer·it (merʹit), n. 1 goodness; worth;
value: the merits of Shakespeare’s plays
are obvious. 2 thing that deserves praise
or reward: realistic thinking is one of
his merits. 3 often, merits. real fact or
quality, whether good or bad: the judge
will consider the case on its merits. —v.
deserve. [< F < L meritum earned]
mer·i·toc·ra·cy (mer´ә tokʹrә si), n. 1
class of people distinguished by their
intellect, talent, or accomplishments.
2 system that advances individuals on
the basis of intellect, talent, or accom-

plishments. [< merit + –ocracy, as in
aristocracy]
mer·i·to·ri·ous (mer´ә tôʹri әs; –tōʹ–),
adj. deserving reward or praise; having
merit; worthy. —mer´i·toʹri·ous·ly, adv.
—mer´i·toʹri·ous·ness, n.
merit pay, wages paid on the basis of an
employee’s performance on the job.
merit system, appointment and advancement in the civil service on the basis of
performance and merit, as opposed to
political aﬃliation.
mer·maid (mėrʹmād´), n. maiden in fairy
tales having the form of a ﬁsh from the
waist down. [< mere2 + maid]
mer·ri·ment (merʹi mәnt), n. laughter
and gaiety; fun; mirth; merry enjoyment.
mer·ry (merʹi), adj., –ri·er, –ri·est. 1
laughing; full of fun: a merry reveler. 2
joyful: a merry holiday, merry bells. 3
Archaic. delightful.
make merry, laugh and be happy;
have fun. [OE myrge] —merʹri·ly, adv.
—merʹri·ness, n.
mer·ry-an·drew (mer´i anʹdrü), n.
clown.
mer·ry-go-round (merʹi gō round´), n. 1
set of animals and seats on a platform
that goes round and round by machinery. 2 any whirl or rapid round: a merrygo-round of parties.
mer·ry·mak·ing (merʹi māk´ing), n. 1
laughter and happiness; fun. 2 happy
festival; merry entertainment. —adj.
happy and full of fun; engaged in merrymaking. —merʹry·mak´er, n.
me·sa (māʹsә), n. a small, high plateau
with steep sides. [< Sp. < L mensa table]
mé·sal·li·ance (mā zalʹi әns; Fr. mā zälyänsʹ), n. French. unsuitable marriage;
misalliance.
mes·cal (mes kalʹ), n. 1 an alcoholic drink
made from the fermented juice of an
agave plant. 2 the plant itself. 3 a small
cactus whose buttonlike tops are dried
and chewed as a stimulant and hallucinogen by some Indian tribes during religious ceremonies; peyote. [< Sp.
< Aztec mexcalli liquor]
mes·dames (mā dämʹ), n. pl. 1 pl. of
madam. 2 pl. of madame. 3 ladies.
mes·de·moi·selles (mād mwä zelʹ), n. pl.
of mademoiselle.
mesh (mesh), n. 1 open space of a net or
sieve: this net has half-inch meshes. —v.
1 catch or be caught in a net. 2 engage
or become engaged: the teeth of the small
gear mesh with the teeth of a larger one.
in mesh, in gear; ﬁtted together. [cf. OE
mœ̄scre net]
mes·mer·ism (mesʹmәr iz әm; mezʹ–), n.
hypnotism. [for F. A. Mesmer, who popularized the doctrine] —mes·merʹic, adj.
—mes·merʹi·cal·ly, adv. —mesʹmer·ist, n.
mes·mer·ize (mesʹmәr īz; mezʹ–), v.,
–ized, –iz·ing. ⫽hypnotize. —mes´meri·zaʹtion, n. —mesʹmer·iz´er, n.
Mes· o· a· mer· i· ca (mes´ ō ә merʹ әkә;
mē´so–), n. part of the American con-
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tinent extending from northern Mexico
to the Isthmus of Panama. —Mes´o·amerʹi·can, adj., n.
mes·o·carp (mesʹә kärp), n. the middle
layer of the pericarp, such as the ﬂeshy
part of a peach. [< Gk. mesos middle +
karpos fruit]
mes·o·derm (mesʹә dėrm), n. the middle
layer of cells in an embryo. [< Gk.
mesos middle + derma skin] —mes´oderʹmal, adj.
mes·o·lith·ic or Mes·o·lith·ic (mes´ә lithʹik), adj. of or having to do with the
middle period of the Stone Age. —n. this
period: people of the mesolithic. [< Gk.
meso– middle + líthos stone + E –ic]
mes·o·sphere (mesʹә sﬁr), n. region of the
earth’s atmosphere between the stratosphere and ionosphere, about 30–50
miles above the earth’s surface, where
most ozone is created.
mes·on (mesʹon), n. a highly unstable heavy electron found in cosmic
rays; particle having the same electric charge as an electron, but much
greater mass.
mes·quite (mes kētʹ; mesʹkēt), n. tree or
shrub growing in the SW United States
and in Mexico. [< Am.Sp. mezquite <
Aztec]
mess (mes), n. 1 a dirty or untidy mass or
group of things; dirty or untidy condition. 2 confusion; diﬃculty: her papers
are in a mess. 3 an unpleasant or unsuccessful aﬀair or state of aﬀairs: the beggar
had made a mess of his life. 4 group of
people who take meals together regularly, esp. such a group in the army or
navy. 5 meal of such a group: the oﬃcers
are at mess now. 6 a portion of food that
does not look or taste good: have a mess
of beans. —v. 1 make dirty or untidy. 2
make a failure of; confuse; spoil. 3 take
one’s meals (with).
mess about, mess around, putter
around.
mess around with or about with, Informal. a meddle with. b fool around with;
be involved with. [< OF < L missus
(thing) put (i.e., on the table)]
mes·sage (mesʹij), n. 1 words sent from
one person to another. 2 oﬃcial speech
or writing: the Presidentʹs message to
Congress. 3 inspired words: the message
of a prophet.
get the message, Informal. fully understand the importance of something.
[< OF, ult. < L missus sent]
mes·sa·line (mes´ә lēnʹ; mesʹә lēn), n. a
thin, soft silk cloth with a surface like
satin. [< F]
mes·sen·ger (mesʹәn jәr), n. 1 person
who carries a message or goes on an
errand. 2 sign that something is coming;
forerunner.
messenger RNA, a ribonucleic acid that
carries genetic instructions from the
DNA to the ribosomes which control
the kind of protein or enzyme a cell will
produce.

Mes·si·ah (mә sīʹә), n. 1 expected deliverer of the Jewish people. 2 in Christian
use, Jesus. 3 any savior. [var. of LL Messias, < Gk. < Heb. māshīa.h anointed]
—Mes´si·anʹic, adj.
mes·sieurs (mesʹәrz; Fr. mā syœʹ), n.pl. 1
pl. of monsieur. 2 gentlemen.
mess·mate (mesʹmāt´), n. one of a group
of people who eat together regularly.
Messrs., n. messieurs.
mess·y (mesʹi), adj., mess·i·er, mess·i·est.
in a mess; like a mess; untidy; in disorder; dirty. —messʹi·ness, n.
mes·ti·za (mes tēʹzә), n. 1 a woman of
mixed ancestry. 2 woman of Spanish and American Indian ancestry. 3
woman of the Philippine Islands having
Chinese ancestry.
mes·ti·zo (mes tēʹzō), n., pl. –zos, –zoes.
1 person of mixed blood. 2 person of
Spanish and American Indian blood. 3
native of the Philippine Islands having
Chinese blood. [< Sp., ult. < L mixtus
mixed]
met (met), v. pt. and pp. of meet1.
met., metropolitan.
me·tab·o·lism (mә tabʹә liz әm), n. processes of building up food into living
matter and using living matter until it is
broken down into simpler substances or
waste matter, giving oﬀ energy. [< Gk.
metabole change < meta– into a diﬀerent
position + bole a throwing] —met´abolʹic, adj. —me·tabʹo·lize, v.
met·a·car·pus (met´ә kärʹpәs), n., pl. –pi
(–pī). 1 part of a hand between the wrist
and the ﬁngers. 2 part of a forefoot
between the carpus and the phalanges.
[< NL, ult. < Gk. meta– after + karpos
wrist] —met´a·carʹpal, adj., n.
met·al (metʹәl), n., adj., v., –aled, –aling. —n. 1 substance such as iron, silver, copper, and brass. 2 any element
whose atoms tend to lend electrons, or
any mixture of such elements. 3 broken
stone, cinders, etc., used for roads and
roadbeds. 4 material; substance: cowards
are not made of the same metal as heroes.
—adj. made of metal. —v. furnish or
cover with metal. [< OF < L < Gk. metallon, orig., mine]
metal fatigue, cracking, weakening, or
failure of a metal, caused by stress from
vibration, tapping, etc.
metall., metallurgic; metallurgy.
me·tal·lic (mә talʹik), adj. 1 of, containing, or consisting of metal. 2 like metal;
characteristic of metal; that suggests
metal: a metallic luster, a metallic voice.
—me·talʹli·cal·ly, adv.
met·al·lif·er·ous (met´әl ifʹәr әs), adj.
containing or yielding metal. [< L, <
metallum metal + ferre to bear]
met·al·lur·gy (metʹәl ėr´ji), n. science or
art of separating metals from their ores
and reﬁning them for use. [< NL metallurgia, ult. < Gk. metallon metal + ergon
work] —met´al·lurʹgic, met´al·lurʹgical, adj. —met´al·lurʹgi·cal·ly, adv.
—metʹal·lur´gist, n.

met·al·work·ing (metʹәl wėr´king), n.
act or process of making things out
of metal. —metʹal·work´, n. —metʹalwork´er, n.
met·a·mor·phism (met´ә môrʹfiz әm),
n. 1 change of form. 2 change in the
structure of a rock caused by pressure,
heat, etc.
met·a·mor·phose (met´ә môrʹfōz; –fōs),
v., –phosed, –phos·ing. change in form;
transform: the witch metamorphosed
people into animals.
met·a·mor·pho·sis (met´ә môrʹfә sis), n.,
pl. –ses (–sēz). 1 change of form. 2 the
changed form. 3 a noticeable or complete change of character, appearance, or
condition. [< L < Gk., ult. < meta– over +
morphe form] —met´a·morʹphic, adj.
met·a·phase (met´ә fāz), n. second stage
of mitosis, marked by the arrangement
of the pairs of chromosomes along one
spindle, or line of minute ﬁbers, in the
center of the nucleus of the cell.
met·a·phor (metʹә fәr; –fôr), n. ﬁgure of
speech in which a word or phrase that
ordinarily means one thing is used of
another thing in order to suggest a likeness between the two. [< F < L < Gk.
metaphora transfer, ult. < meta– over +
pherein carry] —met´a·phorʹic, met´aphorʹi·cal, adj. met´a·phori·cal·ly, adv.
met·a·phys·i·cal (met´ә ﬁzʹә kәl), adj. 1
of metaphysics. 2 highly abstract; hard
to understand. —met´a·physʹi·cal·ly,
adv.
met·a·phys·ics (met´ә ﬁzʹiks), n. branch
of philosophy that tries to explain reality and knowledge; the philosophical
study of the real nature of the universe.
[< Med.L < Med.Gk. (ta) metaphysika
for Gk. ta meta ta physika the (works)
after the Physics; with ref. to philosophical works of Aristotle] —met´a·physiʹcian, n.
me·tas·ta·sis (mә tasʹtә sis), n., pl. –ses.
1 transfer from one organ or part to
another of a function, pain, disease,
etc., esp. of cancerous cells. 2 cancerous
cells, growth, etc., transferred in this
way. [< LL < Gk. metástasis removal, ult.
< meta– changed over + histánai place]
—me·tasʹta·size, v.
met·a·tar·sus (met´ә tärʹsәs), n., pl. –si (–
sī). 1 part of a foot between the ankle and
the toes. 2 part (or bony part) of a hind
foot between the tarsus and the phalanges. [< NL, < Gk. meta– after + tarsos ﬂat
of the foot] —met´a·tarʹsal, adj.
me·tath·e·sis (mә tathʹә sis), n., pl. –ses
(–sēz). 1 transposition of sounds, syllables, or letters in a word. 2 interchange
of atoms between two molecules. 3
transposition; reversal. [< LL < Gk.,
transposition, ult. < meta– over + tithenai set] —met´a·thetʹic, met´a·thetʹical, adj.
Met·a·zo·a (met´ә zōʹә), n. pl. a large
zoological division of the two kingdom system of classiﬁcation comprising all animals which are composed of
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mete

more than one cell. [< NL, ult. < Gk.
meta– after + zoion animal] —met´azoʹan, adj., n.
mete (mēt), v., met·ed, met·ing. give to
each a share of; distribute; allot. [OE
metan]
me·te·or (mēʹti әr), n. mass of stone or
metal that comes toward the earth from
outer space with enormous speed; shooting star. [< L < Gk. meteoron (thing)
in the air < meta– up + –aoros lifted
< aeirein lift]
me·te·or·ic (mē´ti ôrʹik; –orʹ–), adj. 1
consisting of meteors. 2 Fig. ﬂashing
like a meteor; brilliant and soon ended;
swift: a meteoric career. —me´te·orʹical·ly, adv.
me·te·or·ite (mēʹti әr īt), n. 1 mass of
stone or metal that has fallen to the
earth from outer space. 2 meteor or
meteoroid. —me´te·or·itʹic, adj.
me·te·or·oid (mēʹti ә roid), n. any of the
small bodies that travel through space
and become meteorites or shooting stars
when they enter the earth’s atmosphere.
meteorol., 1 meteorology. 2 meteorologic.
me·te·or·ol·o·gy (mē´ti әr olʹә ji), n. science of the atmosphere and weather.
—me´te·or·o·logʹic, me´te·or·o·logʹical, adj. —me´te·or·o·logʹi·cal·ly, adv.
—me´te·or·olʹo·gist, n.
me·ter1 (mēʹtәr), n. 1 unit of length in
the metric system; 39.37 inches. 2 the
arrangement of beats or accents in a line
of poetry. 3 the arrangement of beats in
music. [< F < L < Gk. metron]
me·ter2 (mēʹtәr), n. 1 device for measuring.
2 device for measuring and recording the
amount of gas, water, electricity, etc., used.
—v. measure with a meter. [< mete1]
–meter, combining form. 1 device for
measuring, as in speedometer. 2 meter;
39.37 inches, as in kilometer. 3 —— feet,
as in hexameter. [< NL –metrum Gk.
metron measure]
me·tered mail (mēʹtәrd), mail with postage stamped on it by a machine.
meter maid, woman assigned to enforce
parking meter regulations.
meth (meth), n. Informal. ⫽methamphetamine.
Meth., Methodist.
meth·a·done (methʹә dōn), n. synthetic
narcotic used to reduce pain and to treat
heroin addiction.
meth·am·phet·a·mine (meth´am fetʹә min), n. powerful drug that acts as a
stimulant to the central nervous system.
[< methyl + amphetamine]
meth·ane (methʹān), n. a colorless, odorless, inﬂammable gas, CH4, the simplest
of the hydrocarbons. Methane comes
from marshes, petroleum wells, volcanoes, and coal mines.
meth·a·nol (methʹә nōl; –nol), n. ⫽methyl
alcohol.
me·thinks (mi thingksʹ), v., pt. methought. Archaic. it seems to me. [OE
mē thyncth it seems to me]

meth·od (methʹәd), n. 1 way of doing
something: method of instruction. 2 system in doing things; order in thinking:
work with method.
method in one’s madness, sensible purpose in what appears to be foolish. [< L
< Gk. methodos, orig., pursuit < metaafter + hodos a traveling]
me·thod·i·cal (mә thodʹә kәl), me·thodic (–ik), adj. according to a method;
systematic; orderly. —me·thodʹi·cal·ly,
adv. —me·thodʹical·ness, n.
Meth·od·ism (methʹәd iz әm), n. doctrine, organization, and manner of worship of the Methodist Church.
Meth·od·ist (methʹәd ist), n. member of
a church that had its origin in the teachings and work of John Wesley. —adj. of
Methodists or Methodism. —Meth´odisʹtic, adj.
meth·od·ize (methʹәd īz), v., –ized, –izing. reduce to a method; arrange with
method. —methʹod·iz´er, n.
meth·od·ol·o·gy (meth´ә dolʹә ji), n. 1
system of methods or procedures used
in any ﬁeld, as a type of surgery or teaching. 2 branch of logic concerned with
the application of this system to any
ﬁeld of knowledge.
me·thought (mi thôtʹ), v. pt. of methinks.
Me·thu·se·lah (mә thüʹzә lә), n. 1 a man
said to have lived 969 years. Gen. 5:27. 2
a very old man.
meth·yl (methʹәl), n. a univalent hydrocarbon radical, CH3. [< F, ult.< Gk.
methy wine + hyle wood]
methyl alcohol, wood alcohol, CH3OH;
methanol.
me· tic· u· lous (mә tikʹ yә lәs), adj.
extremely or excessively careful about
small details. [< L meticulosus < metus
fear] —me·ticʹu·lous·ly, adv.
mé·tier (mā tyāʹ), n. trade; profession.
[< F < L ministerium. Doublet of ministry.]
me·ton·y·my (mә tonʹә mi), n. use of the
name of one thing for that of another
which it naturally suggests. Example:
The pen (power of literature) is mightier
than the sword (force). [< LL < Gk.
metonymia, lit., change of name < meta–
over + dial. onyma name] —met´onymʹic, met´o·nymʹi·cal, adj.
me·tre (mēʹtәr), n. Esp. Brit. meter.
met·ric (metʹrik), adj. 1 of the meter or
the system of measurement based on it.
2 metrical.
met·ri·cal (metʹrә kәl), adj. 1 of meter;
having a regular arrangement of accents;
written in verse, not in prose. 2 of,
pertaining to, or used in measurement.
—metʹri·cal·ly, adv.
met·ri·ca·tion (met´rә kāʹshәn), n. act or
process of changing to a metric system.
metric system, a decimal system of measurement that uses the meter (39.37 in.)
as its unit of length, the gram (.0022046
pound) as the unit of mass or weight,
and the liter (61.024 cu. in. or 1 cubic
decimeter) as the unit of volume.

metric ton, 1000 kilograms or 2204.62
avoirdupois pounds.
met·ro·nome (metʹrә nōm), n. a clocklike device with a pendulum that can
be adjusted to tick at diﬀerent speeds.
[< Gk. metron measure + –nomos regulating] —met´ro·nomʹic, adj.
me·trop·o·lis (mә tropʹә lis), n. 1 the
most important city of a country or
region: New York is the metropolis of the
United States. 2 a large, important center: Chicago is a busy metropolis. 3 the
chief diocese of a church province. [< LL
< Gk., < meter mother + polis city]
met·ro·pol·i·tan (met´rә polʹә tәn), adj.
of a large city; belonging to large cities:
metropolitan newspapers. —n. 1 person
who lives in a large city and knows its
ways. 2 bishop who has authority over
the bishops of a church province.
met·tle (metʹәl), n. disposition; spirit;
courage.
on one’s mettle, ready to do one’s best.
[var. of metal] —metʹtled, adj.
met·tle·some (metʹәl sәm), adj. full of
mettle; spirited; courageous.
Mev or mev (mev), n. million electron
volts.
mew1 (mū), n. sound made by a cat;
meow. —v. make this sound. [imit.]
mew2 (mū), n. a sea gull; gull. [OE
mœ̄w]
mewl (mūl), v. cry like a baby; whimper.
[imit.]
mews (mūz), n. stables built around a
court or alley.
Mex., 1 Mexican. 2 Mexico.
Mex·i·co (mekʹsә kō), n. 1 country in
North America, just S of W United
States. 2 Gulf of, gulf of the Atlantic, S
of the United States and E of Mexico.
—Mexʹi·can, adj., n.
Mexico City, capital of Mexico, in the
C part.
me·zu·zah or me·zu·za (me züʹzä), n.,
pl. –zahs, –za, –zoth (–zōth). small
box, tube, etc., with a parchment scroll
inside, attached to the doorpost of an
Orthodox Jewish home. [< Heb. mәzuzå
doorpost]
mez·za·nine (mezʹә nēn), n. a low story
between two higher stories of a building,
usually one just above and extending
only part way over the ground ﬂoor.
[< F < Ital., < mezzano middle < L
medianus]
mez·zo (metʹsō; mezʹō), adj. middle as
the range of a singer’s voice or the loudness or softness of a passage; medium;
half. [< Ital. < L medius middle]
mez·zo-so·pran·o (metʹsō sә pranʹō;
–präʹnō; mezʹō–), n., pl. –pran·os. 1
voice between soprano and contralto. 2
singer having such a voice.
mez·zo·tint (metʹsō tint´; mezʹō–), n. 1
picture engraved on copper or steel by
polishing and scraping away parts of
a roughened surface. 2 this method of
engraving pictures. —v. engrave by this
method. [< Ital. mezzotinto half-tint]
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MF, Middle French.
mf., somewhat loud. [< Ital. mezzo forte]
mfg., manufacturing.
mfr., pl. mfrs. manufacturer.
Mg, magnesium.
mg. or mg, milligram; milligrams.
Mgr., 1 Manager. 2 Monsignor.
MHG, Middle High German.
mho (mō), n., pl. mhos. unit of electrical
conductance, equal to the conductance
of a body through which one ampere
ﬂows. [< reversed spelling of ohm, unit
of electrical resistance]
mi (mē), n. the third tone of the scale.
[see gamut]
MI, (zip code) Michigan.
mi., 1 mile; miles. 2 mill; mills.
mi·as·ma (mī azʹmә; mi–), n., pl. –mas,
–ma·ta (–mә tә). harmful vapors arising from rotting organic matter. [< NL
< Gk., pollution] —mi·asʹmal, mi´asmatʹic, mi·asʹmic, adj.
mi·ca (mīʹkә), n. mineral that divides into
thin, partly transparent layers; isinglass.
[< L, grain, crumb] —mi·caʹceous, adj.
Mi·cah (mīʹkә), n. book of the Old Testament.
mice (mīs), n. pl. of mouse.
Mich., 1 Michaelmas. 2 Michigan.
Mich·ael·mas (mikʹәl mәs), n. September
29, church festival in honor of the archangel Michael.
Mich·i·gan (mishʹә gәn), n. a Middle
Western state of the United States.
—Mich´i·ganʹder, Michʹi·gan·ite, n.
mick·le (mikʹәl), adj., adv., n. Archaic.
much. [OE micel]
Mic·mac (mikʹmak), n., pl. –mac or
–macs. member of an Algonkian Indian
tribe of E Canada.
micro–, combining form. 1 small; very
small, as in microchip. 2 one millionth
of a ——, as in microfarad. 3 that makes
much use of the microscope, as in microbiology. [< Gk., < mikros small]
mi·crobe (mīʹkrōb), n. 1 a microscopic
organism, usually one of vegetable
nature; germ. 2 bacterium, esp. one
causing disease. [< F, < Gk. mikros small
+ bios life] —mi·croʹbi·al, mi·croʹbic,
adj.
mi·cro·chip (mīʹkrō chip´), n. ⫽microcircuit.
mi·cro·cir·cuit (mī´krō sėrʹkit), n. miniaturized electronic circuit, used esp. in
computers; integrated circuit. —mi´crocirʹcuit·ry, n.
mi·cro·cosm (mīʹkrō koz әm), n. 1 a little
world; universe in miniature. 2 man
thought of as a miniature representation
of the universe. [< F < LL < LGk. mikros
kosmos little world] —mi´cro·cosʹmic,
mi´cro·cosʹmi·cal, adj.
mi·cro·far·ad (mī´krō farʹәd; –ad), n.
unit of electrical capacity; one millionth
of a farad.
mi·cro·ﬁche (mīʹkrә fēsh´), n., pl. –ﬁches, –ﬁche (–fēsh). plastic card or sheet
containing microﬁlms of as many as

100 pages of a book. [< E micro– + F
ﬁche card]
mi·cro·ﬁlm (mīʹkrō ﬁlm´), n. ﬁlm preserving the contents of newspapers,
records, etc., in very small space. —v.
record on microﬁlm.
mi·cro·lith (mīʹkrә lith), n. tiny pointed
blade, usually made from ﬂint, used as
arrow or tools during the Stone Age.
[< E micro– + Gk. líthos stone] —mi·crolithʹic, adj.
mi·crom·e·ter (mī kromʹәt әr), n. 1
instrument for measuring minute distances, angles, objects, etc., used with a
microscope or telescope. 2 micrometer
caliper.
micrometer caliper, caliper having a
screw with a ﬁne thread, used for very
accurate measurement.
mi·cron (mīʹkron), n., pl. mi·crons, micra (mīʹkrә). one millionth of a meter.
Symbol: μ [< NL < Gk., neut. adj., small]
Mi·cro·ne·sia (mī´krō nēʹzhә; –shә), n.
group of small islands in the Paciﬁc, E
of the Philippines. —Mi´cro·neʹsian,
adj., n.
mi·cro·or·gan·ism (mī´krō ôrʹgәn iz әm),
n. animal or vegetable organism too
small to be seen except with a microscope, as bacteria.
mi·cro·phone (mīʹkrә fōn), n. instrument
that changes sound waves into variations of an electric current.
mi·cro·proc·es·sor (mī´krō prosʹәs әr), n.
very small processing unit for a computer, made as an integrated circuit.
mi·cro·scope (mīʹkrә skōp), n. 1 instrument with a lens or combination of
lenses for making small things look
larger. 2 an electron microscope.
[< NL microscopium < Gk. mikros small +
–skopion means of viewing < skopeein
look at]
mi·cro·scop·ic (mī´krә skopʹik), adj. 1
that cannot be seen without using a
microscope; tiny. 2 like a microscope;
suggesting a microscope: a microscopic
eye for mistakes. 3 of a microscope;
with a microscope. —mi´cro·scopʹi·cally, adv.
mi·cros·co·py (mī krosʹkә pi; mīʹkrәskō´pi), n. use of a microscope; microscopic investigation.
mi·cro·sec·ond (mīʹkro sek´әnd), n. unit
of time equal to one millionth of a
second.
mi·cro·spore (mīʹkrә spôr´; –spōr´), n. 1
very small spore of certain ferns, from
which a male gametophyte develops. 2
pollen grain of seed plants.
mi·cro·sur·ger·y (mīʹkrō sėr´jәr i), n. surgery performed on small or minute
structures of the body, as blood vessels or nerves. —miʹcro·sur´geon, n.
—mi´cro·surʹgi·cal, adj.
mi·cro·wave (mīʹkrō wāv´), n. 1 an electromagnetic wave, usually having a wave
length less than thirty centimeters. 2
⫽microwave oven. —v. heat or cook in

a microwave oven. —mi´cro·waveʹable, adj.
microwave oven, oven heated by microwaves.
mid (mid), adj. in the middle of; middle.
[OE midd]
mid·air or mid-air (mid´ãrʹ), adj. up in
the air: a midair collision was averted.
in midair, in doubt: an answer left hanging in mid-air.
mid-At·lan·tic or Mid-At·lan·tic (mid´at lanʹtik), adj. of or having to do with
the E states of New York, New Jersey,
and Pennsylvania.
mid·brain (midʹbrān´), n. the middle
segment of the brain.
mid·chan·nel (midʹchanʹәl), n. the middle part of a channel.
mid·con·ti·nent (midʹkonʹtә nәnt), n. the
middle part of a continent.
mid·day (midʹdā´), n. middle of the day;
noon. —adj. of midday.
mid·den (midʹәn), n. refuse heap, esp.
one from prehistoric times that contains bones, tools, etc., as a record of
life at that time. [< ME mydyng, appar.
< Scand.]
mid·dle (midʹәl), adj. 1 halfway between;
in the center; at the same distance
from either end or side. 2 in between;
medium: a man of middle size. 3 intermediate, esp. in time. 4 between old and
modern: Middle English. —n. 1 point or
part that is the same distance from each
end or side or other limit; the central
part. 2 the middle part of a person’s
body; waist. 3 something intermediate.
[OE middel]
middle age, time of life between youth
and old age; period from about 40 to
about 55 years old. —midʹdle-agedʹ,
adj.
Middle Ages, period of European history between ancient and modern times,
from about a.d. 50 to about 1450.
Middle America, 1 American middle
class, esp. as considered representative
of American culture and values. 2 Middle West region of the U.S. —Middle
American.
Middle Atlantic States or Region, E
states of New York, New Jersey, and
Pennsylvania.
mid·dle·brow (midʹәl brou´), n. Informal. person moderately interested in
culture or intellectual pursuits, between
a highbrow and a low-brow.
middle C, note on the ﬁrst added line
below the treble staﬀ and the ﬁrst above
the bass staﬀ.
middle class, people between the aristocracy or the very wealthy and the
peasantry or working class.
middle ear, the tympanum.
Middle East, region from the E Mediterranean to India. The term has no
exact geographical limits, but is usually
taken to include the Near East. Also,
Mideast.
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Middle English

Middle English, 1 period in the history
of the English language between Old
English and Modern English, lasting
from about 1100 to about 1475. 2 language of this period.
Middle French, the French language
from 1400–1600.
Middle High German, the High German
language from 1100–1450.
Middle Low German, the Low German
language from 1100–1450.
mid·dle·man (midʹәl man´), n., pl.
–men. trader or merchant who buys
goods from the producer and sells
them to a retailer or directly to the
consumer.
mid·dle·most (midʹәl mōst), adj. in the
exact middle; nearest the middle; midmost.
mid·dle-of-the-road (midʹәl әv thә rōd ʹ),
adj. avoiding extremes, as in politics,
editorial policy, etc. —midʹdle-of-theroadʹer, n.
middle school, any school for the grades
between elementary school and high
school.
mid·dle·weight (midʹәl wāt´), n. boxer
or wrestler who weighs more than 147
pounds and less than 160 pounds.
Middle West, part of the United States W
of the Appalachian Mountains, E of the
Rocky Mountains, and N of the Ohio
River and the S boundaries of Missouri
and Kansas. Also, Midwest. —Middle
Western. —Middle Westerner.
mid·dling (midʹling), adj. medium in
size, quality, grade, etc. —adv. moderately; fairly. [< middle]
mid·dy (midʹi), n., pl. –dies. 1 mid-shipman. 2 middy blouse.
middy blouse, a loose blouse like a sailor’s with a collar that forms a broad ﬂap
at the back.
Mid·east (midʹēstʹ), n. ⫽Middle East.
midge (mij), n. a kind of very small
insect; gnat. [OE mycg]
midg·et (mijʹit), n. 1 a very small person;
dwarf. 2 something very small of its
kind. [< midge]
mid·i·ron (midʹī´әrn), n. a golf club with
a steel or iron head having a face of
medium slope.
mid·land (midʹlәnd), n. the middle part
of a country; the interior. —adj. in or of
the midland.
Mid·lands (midʹlәndz), n. pl. the C part
of England; the midland counties.
mid·life (midʹlīf´), n. ⫽middle age.
—adj. of or in middle age.
mid·most (midʹmōst), adj. in the exact
middle; nearest the middle.
mid·night (midʹnīt´), n. twelve o’clock at
night; the middle of the night. —adj. of
or like midnight; late at night.
midnight sun, sun seen at midnight in
the arctic and antarctic regions during
summer.
mid·o·cean (mid´ōʹshәn), n. the middle
of the ocean: mid-ocean ridges of both
the Atlantic and Paciﬁc.

mid·point (midʹpoint´), n. middle part
of anything.
mid·rib (midʹrib´), n. the central vein
of a leaf.
mid·riﬀ (midʹrif), n. muscular wall separating the chest cavity from the abdomen; diaphragm. [OE midhrif < midd
mid + hrif belly]
mid·sec·tion (midʹsek´shәn), n. 1 middle
part of anything. 2 ⫽midriﬀ.
mid·ship (midʹship´), adj. in or of the
middle of a ship.
mid·ship·man (midʹship´mәn), n., pl.
–men. 1 student at the U.S. Naval Academy at Annapolis. 2 formerly, a boy or
young man who assisted the oﬃcers
of a ship.
mid·ships (midʹships´), adv. ⫽amidships.
midst1 (midst), n. middle.
in the midst of, in the middle of; among;
surrounded by.
midst2, ’midst (midst), prep. amidst;
amid.
mid·stream (midʹstrēmʹ), n. middle of
a stream.
mid·sum·mer (mid’sumʹәr), n. 1 middle
of summer. 2 time around June 21.
—adj. in the middle of summer.
mid·term (midʹtėrm´), n. 1 middle of a
term of oﬃce, school, etc. 2 examination
given students in the middle of a term.
—adj. occurring or having to do with
the midterm.
mid·way (midʹwā´), adv., adj. halfway; in
the middle. —n. 1 middle way or course.
2 place for side shows and other amusements at a fair.
mid·week (midʹwēk´), n. the middle of
the week. —adj. in the middle of the
week.
Mid·west (midʹwestʹ), n. ⫽Middle West.
—Midʹwestʹern, adj. —Midʹwestʹerner, n.
mid·wife (midʹwīf´), n., pl. –wives.
woman who helps women in childbirth.
[OE mid with + wīf woman]
mid·wife·ry (midʹwīf´ә ri; –wīf´ri), n. the
helping of women in childbirth.
mid·win·ter (midʹwinʹtәr), n. 1 middle of
winter. 2 the time around December 21.
—adj. in the middle of winter.
mid·year (midʹyir´), adj. happening in
the middle of the year. —n. midyears,
midyear examinations.
mien (mēn), n. manner of holding the
head and body; way of acting and looking: George Washington had the mien
of a soldier. [prob. < demean; inﬂ. by F
mine expression < Celtic]
miﬀ (mif), —n. a peevish ﬁt; petty quarrel. —v. 1 be oﬀended; have a petty quarrel. 2 oﬀend slightly.
might1 (mīt), v. pt. of may. [OE mihte]
might2 (mīt), n. great power; strength.
[OE miht]
might·y (mītʹi), adj., might·i·er, might·iest, adv. —adj. 1 possessing, characterized by, or showing strength or
power; powerful; strong: a mighty ruler,
mighty force. 2 very great: a mighty

famine. —adv. very. —mightʹi·ly, adv.
—mightʹi·ness, n.
mi·gnon·ette (min´yәn etʹ), n. plant with
long, pointed clusters of small, fragrant,
greenish-white ﬂowers. [< F]
mi·graine (mīʹgrān), n. a severe headache, usually on one side only; sick
headache. [< F < LL < Gk. hemikrania
< hemi– half + kranion skull]
mi·grant (mīʹgrәnt), n. person, animal,
bird, or plant that migrates. —adj.
migrating.
mi·grate (mīʹgrāt), v., –grat·ed, –grating. 1 move from one place to settle
in another: pioneers from New England
migrated to all parts of the United States.
2 go from one region to another with
the change in the seasons: most birds
migrate to warmer countries in the winter. [< L migratus]
mi·gra·tion (mī grāʹshәn), n. 1 a migrating. 2 number of people or animals
migrating together. —migraʹtion·al, adj.
mi·gra·to·ry (mīʹgrә tô´ri; –tō´–), adj. 1
migrating; that migrates. 2 of migration.
3 wandering.
mi·ka·do, Mi·ka·do (mә käʹdō), n., pl.
–dos. title of the emperor of Japan.
[< Jap., lit., exalted gate]
mike (mīk), n. ⫽microphone.
mil (mil), n. unit of length, .001 of an
inch, used in measuring the diameter of
wires. [< L mille thousand]
mil., 1 military. 2 militia.
mi·la·dy (mi lāʹdi), n., pl. –dies. 1 my lady.
2 an English lady.
milch (milch), adj. giving milk; kept for
the milk it gives: a milch cow. [OE –milce
milking < mioluc milk]
mild (mīld), adj. 1 gentle; kind: a mild,
inoﬀensive man. 2 warm; temperate;
moderate; not harsh or severe: a mild
climate. 3 soft or sweet to the senses;
not sharp, sour, bitter, or strong in taste:
mild cheese. [OE milde] —mildʹly, adv.
—mildʹness, n.
mil·dew (milʹdü; –dū), n. kind of fungus
that appears on plants or on paper,
clothes, leather, etc. —v. cover or become
covered with mildew. [OE mildēaw honeydew] —milʹdew·y, adj.
mile (mīl), n. 1 unit of measure equal to
5280 feet (a statute mile). 2 geographical or nautical mile, the length of one
minute of a great circle of the earth,
oﬃcially ﬁxed at 6080.27 feet. 3 international nautical or air mile, an oﬃcial
measure equal to 6076.097 feet. [< L
milia (passum), pl. of mille (passus) a
thousand (paces)]
mile·age (mīlʹij), n. 1 miles covered or
traveled. 2 length, extent, or distance in
miles. 3 allowance for traveling expenses
at so much a mile.
mile·post (mīlʹpōst´), n. post or stake
marking miles to a place on the distance
covered.
mil·er (mīʹlәr), n. person or animal, esp.
a horse, trained or competing in a milelong race.

mimetic
mile·stone (mīlʹstōn´), n. 1 stone set up
to show the distance in miles to a certain
place. 2 Fig. an important event showing
progress.
mi·lieu (mē lyœʹ), n. surroundings; environment. [< F]
mil·i·tant (milʹә tәnt), adj. aggressive;
ﬁghting; warlike. —n. a militant person.
[< L, serving as a soldier, ult. < miles
soldier] —milʹi·tan·cy, n. —milʹi·tantly, adv.
mil·i·ta·rism (milʹә tә riz´әm), n. 1 policy of making military organization and
power very strong. 2 military spirit and
ideals. —milʹi·ta·rist, n. —mil´i·ta·risʹtic, adj. —mil´i·ta·risʹtical·ly, adv.
mil·i·ta·rize (milʹә tә rīz), v., –rized, –rizing. 1 make the military organization
of (a country) very powerful. 2 ﬁll with
military spirit and ideals. —mil´i·ta·rizaʹtion, n.
mil·i·tar·y (milʹә ter´i), adj. 1 of soldiers
or war. 2 done by soldiers. 3 ﬁt for
soldiers. 4 suitable for war; warlike. 5
belonging to the army. —n. the army;
soldiers. [< L, < miles soldier] —milʹitar´i·ly, adv.
military police, soldiers that act as police
for the army.
mil·i·tate (milʹә tāt), v., –tat·ed, –tat·ing.
act; work; operate (against or in favor
of): bad weather militated against the
success of the picnic.
mi·li·tia (mi lishʹә), n. army of citizens
trained for war or any other emergency. [< L < miles soldier] —mi·liʹtiaman, n.
milk (milk), n. 1 the white liquid secreted
by female mammals for the nourishment of their young. 2 any kind of liquid
resembling this: the milk of a coconut.
—v. 1 draw milk from (a cow, goat,
etc.). 2 yield or produce milk. 3 drain
contents, strength, information, wealth,
etc., from: the dishonest treasurer milked
the club treasury. 4 draw sap or poison
from: milk a rattlesnake. [OE mioluc]
—milkʹer, n.
milk chocolate, chocolate candy made
from chocolate liquor, milk solids, and
sugar.
milk·maid (milkʹmād´), n. 1 woman who
milks cows. 2 woman who works in a
dairy.
milk·man (milkʹman´), n., pl. –men. person who sells or delivers milk.
milk of magnesia, a milky, white medicine, Mg(OH)2 in water, used as a laxative and antacid.
milk run, routine trip, esp. a ﬂight on
a plane.
milk shake, drink made of milk, flavoring, and usually ice cream, beaten
together to a smooth, foamy mixture.
milk snake, a small, harmless, gray
snake.
milk·sop (milkʹsop´), n. an unmanly fellow; coward. —milkʹsop´ism, n.
milk sugar, ⫽lactose.

milk tooth, one of the ﬁrst set of teeth;
temporary tooth of a young child or
animal.
milk·weed (milkʹwēd´), n. weed with
white juice that looks like milk.
milk·y (milʹki), adj., milk·i·er, milk·i·est.
1 like milk; white as milk; whitish. 2 of
milk; containing milk. —milkʹi·ness, n.
Milky Way, 1 a broad band of faint light
that stretches across the sky at night. It
is made up of countless stars, too far
away to be seen separately without a
telescope. 2 the galaxy in which these
countless stars are found, and which
includes the earth, sun, and the planets
around the sun.
mill1 (mil), n. 1 machine for grinding
grain into ﬂour or meal. 2 building containing such a machine. 3 any machine
for crushing or grinding: a coﬀee mill. 4
machine for stamping, pressing, cutting,
polishing, etc. 5 building where manufacturing is done. —v. 1 grind (grain)
into ﬂour or meal. 2 grind into powder
or pulp. 3 manufacture. 4 move around
in confusion: the frightened cattle began
to mill. 5 cut ﬁne notches on the edge
of (a coin).
go through the mill, Informal. a undergo
thorough training or experience. b learn
from experience, esp. hard or painful
experience.
put through the mill, Informal. a test;
try out. b teach by painful experience.
[< LL molinum < L mola millstone]
mill2 (mil), n. $.001, or 1⁄10 of a cent. Mills
are used in ﬁguring, but not as coins.
[short for L millesimum one thousandth
< mille thousand]
mill·dam (milʹdam´), n. 1 dam built in a
stream to supply water power for a mill.
2 ⫽millpond.
mil·len·ni·um (mә lenʹi әm), n., pl. –niums, –ni·a (–ni ә). 1 period of a thousand years. 2 the period of a thousand
years during which Christ is expected
to reign on earth. Rev. 20:1–7. 3 period
of righteousness and happiness. [< NL,
< L mille thousand + annus year] —millenʹni·al, adj.
mil·le·pede (milʹә pēd), n. ⫽millipede.
mill·er (milʹәr), n. 1 one who owns or
runs a mill, esp. a ﬂour mill. 2 moth
whose wings look as if they were powdered with ﬂour.
mil·let (milʹit), n. 1 a very small grain
used for food in Asia and Africa. 2 the
plant that it grows on, often used for hay.
[< F, ult. < L milium]
milli–, combining form. one thousandth
of a ——, as in millimeter. [< L, < mille]
mil·li·am·pere (mil´i amʹpir), n. one
thousandth of an ampere.
mil·liard (milʹyәrd; –yärd), n. thousand
millions; 1,000,000,000. [< F, < L mille
thousand]
mil·li·gram (milʹә gram), n. one thousandth of a gram.
mil·li·li·ter (milʹә lē´tәr), n. one thousandth of a liter.
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mil·li·me·ter (milʹә mē´tәr), n. one thousandth of a meter, or .03937 inch.
mil·li·mi·cron (milʹә mī´kron), n., pl.
–cra (–krә). the thousandth part of a
micron.
mil·li·ner (milʹә nәr), n. person who
makes, trims, or sells women’s hats. [var.
of Milaner, dealer in goods from Milan,
Italy, famous for straw]
mil·li·ner·y (milʹә ner´i; –nәr i), n. 1
women’s hats. 2 business of making,
trimming, or selling women’s hats.
mill·ing (milʹing), n. 1 business of grinding grain in a mill. 2 manufacturing. 3
cutting ridges on the edge of a coin. 4
the ridges on the edge of a coin.
mil·lion (milʹyәn), n. 1 one thousand
thousand; 1,000,000. 2 a very large
number. —adj. 1 one thousand thousand; 1,000,000. 2 very many. [< OF
< Ital. milione, ult. < L mille thousand]
—milʹlionth, adj., n.
mil·lion·aire (mil´yәn ãrʹ), n. 1 person
who has a million or more dollars,
pounds, francs, etc. 2 very wealthy person.
mil·li·pede (milʹә pēd), n. small, wormlike arthropod that has two pairs of legs
for most of its segments. Also, milliped,
millepede. [< L millepeda < mille thousand + pēs, pedis foot]
mill·pond (milʹpond´), n. pond supplying water to drive a mill wheel, esp. one
formed by a milldam.
mill·race (milʹrās´), n. 1 current of water
that drives a mill wheel. 2 channel in
which it ﬂows to the mill.
mill·stone (milʹstōn´), n. 1 either of a
pair of round ﬂat stones for grinding
corn, wheat, etc. 2 a heavy burden.
mill·stream (milʹstrēm´), n. the stream
in a millrace.
mill wheel, wheel that supplies power
for a mill.
mill·work (milʹwėrk´), n. 1 doors, windows, moldings, and other things made
in a planing mill. 2 work done in a mill.
mill·wright (milʹrīt´), n. 1 person who
designs, builds, or sets up mills or
machinery for mills. 2 mechanic who
sets up and takes care of the machinery
in a factory, workshop, etc.
mi·lord (mi lôrdʹ), n. 1 my lord. 2 an
English gentleman.
milque·toast (milkʹtōst´), n. an extremely
timorous person. [after comic-strip
character, Mr. Milquetoast]
milt (milt), n. 1 the sperm cells of male
ﬁshes with the milky ﬂuid containing
them. 2 the reproductive gland in male
ﬁshes. [OE milte]
Mil·ton·ic (mil tonʹik), adj. of or having
to do with John Milton (1808–74), English poet. 2 like Milton’s literary style;
solemn; majestic. Also, Miltonian.
mime (mīm), n., v., mimed, mim·ing.
—n. jester; clown. —v. imitate; mimic.
[< L < Gk. mimos] —mimʹer, n.
mi·met·ic (mi metʹik; mī–), adj. 1 imitative. 2 make-believe. 3 exhibiting mimicry.
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[< Gk. mimetikos < mimeesthai imitate]
—mi·metʹical·ly, adv.
mim·ic (mimʹik), v., –icked, –ick·ing, n.,
adj. —v. 1 make fun of by imitating. 2
copy closely; imitate: a parrot can mimic
a person’s voice. 3 resemble closely: some
insects mimic leaves. —n. person or
thing that imitates. —adj. not real, but
imitated or pretended for some purpose.
[< L < Gk. mimikos. See mime.]
mim·ic·ry (mimʹik ri), n., pl. –ries. 1 a
mimicking. 2 protective mimicry, close
resemblance of an animal to its surroundings or to some other animal.
mi·mo·sa (mi mōʹsә; –zә), n. tree, shrub,
or plant growing in warm regions, and
usually having fernlike leaves, and heads
or spikes of small ﬂowers. [< NL, < L
mimus mime; from mimicry of animal
reactions]
min., 1 minimum. 2 minute; minutes.
min·a·ret (min´ә retʹ; minʹә ret), n. a
slender, high tower of a Muslim mosque
with one or more projecting balconies,
from which a crier calls the people to
prayer. [< F or Sp. < Ar. manārat lighthouse]
mince (mins), v., minced, minc·ing, n.
—v. 1 chop up into very small pieces.
2 speak or do in an aﬀectedly polite or
elegant manner. 3 walk wth little short
steps. —n. ⫽mincemeat.
not to mince matters, speak plainly and
frankly. [< OF mincier, ult. < L minutus
small] —mincʹer, n.
mince·meat (minsʹmēt´), n. mixture
of chopped meat, apples, suet, raisins,
spices, etc., used as a ﬁlling for pies.
make mincemeat of, totally overcome;
reduce, as if cut into pieces.
minc·ing (minʹsing), adj. 1 too polite; too
nice. 2 walking with little short steps.
—mincʹing·ly, adv.
mind (mīnd), n. 1 that which thinks,
feels, and wills; intellect; reason: be out
of one’s mind, change one’s mind, have
a mind to do something. 2 what one
thinks or feels; opinions; sentiments:
speak your mind. —v. 1 remember: keep
safety in mind. 2 attend to; give heed to:
mind my words! mind the baby. 3 obey:
mind your father and mother. 4 feel
concern about; object to: mind parting
from a friend.
bear or keep in mind, remember.
be of one mind, have the same opinion.
blow one’s mind, Informal. shock or
greatly surprise.
cross one’s mind, occur to one; think
of.
have in mind, a remember. b think of;
consider. c intend; plan.
make up one’s mind, decide.
put in mind, remind.
set one’s mind on, want very much. [OE
gemynd] —mindʹer, n.
mind-blow·ing (mīndʹblō´ing), adj.
Informal. 1 very shocking; extremely
surprising. 2 causing hallucinations.

mind-bog·gling (mīndʹbog´ling), adj.
overwhelming; jarring.
mind·ful (mīndʹfәl), adj. 1 having in
mind: mindful of the advice. 2 taking
thought; careful: mindful of every step.
—mindʹful·ly, adv. —mindʹful·ness, n.
mind·less (mīndʹlis), adj. 1 without intelligence; stupid. 2 not taking thought;
careless. —mindʹless·ly, adv.
mind reader, person able to guess the
thoughts of others.
mind·set or mind-set (mīndʹset´), n. way
of thinking or feeling; attitude.
mind’s eye, mental view; imagination.
mine1 (mīn), pron. the one or ones
belonging to me: your shoes are black;
mine are brown. [OE mīn]
mine2 (mīn), n., v., mined, min·ing. —n.
1 a large hole or space dug in the earth
to get out something valuable. 2 Fig.
rich or plentiful source: a dictionary is
a mine of information. 3 container holding an explosive charge that is put under
water or shallowly buried. —v. 1 dig a
mine; make a hole, space, passage, etc.,
below the earth. 2 dig into (the earth, a
hill, etc.) for coal, ore, etc. 3 get (metal,
etc.) from a mine. 4 dig in; make (passages, etc.) by digging. 5 lay explosive
mines. [< F < Celtic]
mine ﬁeld, area throughout which explosive mines have been laid.
min·er (mīnʹәr), n. 1 worker in a mine. 2
machine used to mine.
min·er·al (minʹәr әl; minʹrәl), n. 1 substance obtained by mining. Coal is a
mineral. 2 any substance that is neither
plant nor animal. —adj. containing minerals: mineral water. [< OF, ult. < mine
mine2]
mineral., mineralogy.
min·er·al·ize (minʹәr әl īz; minʹrәl–),
v., –ized, –iz·ing. convert into mineral
substance; transform (metal) into an
ore. —min´er·al·i·zaʹtion, n. —minʹeral·iz´er, n.
min·er·al·o·gy (min´әr alʹә ji; –olʹә–), n.
science of minerals. —min´er·a·logʹical, adj. —min´er·a·logʹi·cal·ly, adv.
—min´er·alʹo·gist, n.
mineral oil, 1 oil obtained from the
earth. Kerosene is a mineral oil. 2 a
colorless, odorless, tasteless oil obtained
from petroleum.
mineral water, water containing mineral
salts or gases.
min·e·stro·ne (min´ә strōʹni), n. a thick
soup containing vegetables, vermicelli,
etc. [< Ital.]
mine sweeper, ship used for dragging a
harbor, the sea, etc., to remove mines
laid by an enemy.
min·gle (mingʹgәl), v., –gled, –gling. 1
mix: two rivers that join mingle their
waters. 2 associate: mingle with important people. [ME mengele(n) < OE mengan mix] —minʹgler, n.
min·i (minʹi), n., pl. min·is. anything
smaller than the usual size: drive a mini.

—adj. smaller than ordinary; miniature:
a hand-held mini computer.
min·i·a·ture (minʹi ә chәr; minʹә chәr),
n. 1 anything represented on a small
scale: a miniature of the ship Mayﬂower.
2 a very small painting, usually a portrait. —adj. done or made on a very
small scale; tiny.
in miniature, on a small scale; reduced
in size. [< Ital. miniatura < Med.L miniare illuminate (a manuscript) < L, paint
red, < minium red lead; confused with L
minutus small] —minʹi·a·tur·ist, n.
min·i·bike (minʹi bīk´), n. small motorcycle.
min·i·cam (minʹi kam´), n. miniature
camera.
min·im (minʹәm), n. 1 the smallest liquid measure, one sixtieth of a dram,
or about a drop. 2 a half note in music.
3 a very small amount. [< L minimus
smallest]
min·i·mal (minʹә mәl), adj. least possible;
at or of a minimum: minimal help.
min·i·mize (minʹә mīz), v., –mized,
–miz·ing. 1 reduce to the least possible
amount or degree: minimize the eﬀects
of inﬂation. 2 state at the lowest possible
estimate; make the least of: minimize
the help others have given. —min´i·mizaʹtion, n. —minʹi·miz´er, n.
min·i·mum (minʹә mәm), n., pl. –mums,
–ma (–mә), adj. —n. the least possible amount; lowest amount: eight
hours’ sleep is the minimum that children should have. —adj. 1 least possible: minimum age for voting. 2 lowest:
minimum rate. [< L, smallest (thing)]
—minʹi·mal, adj.
minimum wage, wage agreed upon or
ﬁxed by law as the lowest payable to
certain employees.
min·ing (mīnʹing), n. 1 working mines
for ores, coal, etc. 2 business or work of
digging coal or ores from mines.
min·ion (minʹyәn), n. servant or follower willing to do whatever he or she is
ordered. [< F mignon petite, dainty]
min·i·se·ries (minʹi sir´ēz), n., pl. –ries.
serial program, esp. for television, having fewer episodes than programs that
run for a season.
min·is·ter (minʹis tәr), n. 1 clergyman
serving a church; spiritual guide; pastor. 2 person who is given charge of
a department of the government: the
Minister of War. 3 person sent to a
foreign country to represent his or her
own government: the United States Minister to France. —v. 1 act as a servant or
nurse; be of service: she ministers to the
sick man’s wants. 2 be helpful; give aid;
contribute. [< L, servant < minus less,
after magister master]
min·is·te·ri·al (min´is tirʹi әl), adj. 1 of a
minister. 2 of the ministry. 3 suitable for
a clergyman. —min´is·teʹri·al·ly, adv.
min·is·trant (minʹis trәnt), adj. ministering. —n. one who ministers.
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min·is·tra·tion (min´is trāʹshәn), n. 1
service as a minister of a church. 2
help; aid.
min·is·try (minʹis tri), n., pl. –tries. 1
oﬃce, duties, or time of service of a
minister. 2 ministers of a church. 3
ministers of a government. 4 a government department under a minister. 5 a
ministering or serving. [< L ministerium
oﬃce, service; see minister. Doublet of
métier.]
mink (mingk), n. 1 a weasellike animal
that lives in water part of the time. 2
its valuable brown fur. [appar. Scand.
(Sw.) mänk]
Minn., Minnesota.
min·ne·sing·er (minʹә sing´әr), n. a German lyrical poet and singer of the 12th,
13th, and 14th centuries. [< G, love
singer]
Min·ne·so·ta (min´ә sōʹtә), n. a Middle Western state of the United States.
—Min´ne·soʹtan, adj., n.
min·now (minʹō), n. 1 a very small freshwater ﬁsh. 2 any very tiny ﬁsh. [ME
minwe, OE myne]
Mi·no·an (mi nōʹәn), adj. of or having to
do with the ancient civilization of Crete
(about 3500–1400 b.c.). —n. native or
inhabitant of Minoan Crete.
mi·nor (mīʹnәr), adj. 1 smaller; lesser; less
important: a minor fault, a minor poet.
2 under legal age. 3 a less by a half step
than the corresponding major interval.
b denoting a scale, mode, or key whose
third tone is minor in relation to the
fundamental tone. —n. 1 person under
the legal age of responsibility. 2 subject a
student gives less time and attention to
than a major subject. [< L, lesser]
mi·nor·i·ty (mә nôrʹә ti; mī–; –norʹ–), n.,
pl. –ties, adj. —n. 1 smaller number or
part; less than half. 2 member of a group
that is a minority of the population or is
treated as a minority: Latin Americans,
women, and other minorities. 3 condition or time of being under the legal age
of responsibility. —adj. of or pertaining
to a minority.
minor key, musical key or mode based
on the minor scale.
minor league, any professional sports
league or association, esp. in baseball,
other than the major leagues.
minor scale, musical scale of eight notes
with whole steps after the second and
ﬁfth notes.
min·ster (minʹstәr), n. Esp. Brit. 1 church
of a monastery. 2 a large or important
church; cathedral. [< LL monasterium.
Doublet of monastery.]
min·strel (minʹstrәl), n. 1 singer or musician in the household of a lord in the
Middle Ages. 2 singer or musician who
went about and sang or recited poems,
often of his own making. [< OF < LL
ministerialis < L ministerium ministry]
minstrel show, popular entertainment
of esp. the 1800s that included singing,

dancing, humorous sketches, etc., done
by performers in blackface.
min·strel·sy (minʹstrәl si), n., pl. –sies. art
or practice of a minstrel.
mint1 (mint), n. 1 a sweet-smelling plant
used for ﬂavoring. 2 piece of candy
ﬂavored with mint. [< L menta, akin to
Gk. minthe]
mint2 (mint), n. 1 place where money
is coined by public authority. 2 a large
amount: a million dollars is a mint of
money. —v. 1 coin (money). 2 make or
fabricate; originate. [< L moneta mint,
money. Doublet of money.] —mintʹer, n.
min·u·end (minʹyu̇ end), n. number or
quantity from which another is to be
subtracted. In 100 ⫺ 23 ⫽ 77, the minuend is 100. [< L minuendus to be made
smaller < minus less]
min·u·et (min´yu̇ etʹ), n. 1 a slow, stately
dance. 2 music for it. [< F menuet, dim.
of menu small]
mi·nus (mīʹnәs), prep. 1 less; decreased
by: 5 minus 2 leaves 3. 2 lacking: a book
minus its cover. —adj. 1 less than: a mark
of B minus is not so high as B. 2 showing
subtraction: the minus sign is ⫺. 3 less
than zero: if you have no money, and
owe someone 3 cents, you have ⫺3¢. —n.
1 Also, minus sign. sign (⫺) meaning
that the quantity following it is to be
subtracted. 2 minus quantity. 3 deﬁciency or loss. [< L, less]
min·ute1 (minʹit), n. 1 sixty seconds;
one sixtieth of an hour. 2 short time;
instant: that’ll be over in a minute, come
here this minute. 3 one sixtieth of a
degree. 10˚10´ means ten degrees and
ten minutes.
minutes, a written summary of a conversation, meeting, etc. b oﬃcial record
of proceedings of a society, board, committee, etc.
up to the minute, up-to-date. [< OF
< LL minuta small part. See minute2.]
mi·nute2 (mī nütʹ; –nūtʹ; mә–), adj. 1
very small: microscopes are used to study
minute organisms. 2 going into or concerned with very small details: minute
instructions. [< L minutus made small
< minus less. Doublet of menu.] —mi·
nuteʹly, adv. —mi·nuteʹness, n.
min·ute hand (minʹit), hand on a clock
or watch that indicates minutes. It moves
around the whole dial once in an hour.
min·ute·man (minʹit man´), n., pl. –men.
member of the American militia just
before and during the Revolution, who
were ready for military service at very
short notice.
mi·nu·ti·ae (mi nüʹshi ē; –nūʹ–), n. pl.
very small matters; triﬂing details. [< L,
smallness. See minute2.]
minx (mingks), n. a pert girl.
mir·a·cle (mirʹә kәl), n. 1 a wonderful
happening that is contrary to or independent of the known laws of nature: it
would be a miracle if the sun should stand
still in the heavens for an hour. 2 something marvelous; a wonder. 3 remarkable

example: a miracle of patience. [< OF < L
miraculum, ult. < mirus wonderful]
mi·rac·u·lous (mә rakʹyә lәs), adj. 1 contrary to or independent of the known
laws of nature. 2 wonderful; marvelous.
—mi·racʹu·lous·ly, adv. —mi·racʹulous·ness, n.
mi·rage (mә räzhʹ), n. 1 a misleading
appearance, usually in the desert or at
sea, resulting from a reﬂection of some
distant scene in such a way as to give the
impression that it is near. 2 illusion. [< F,
< mirer look at. See mirror.]
mire (mīr), n., v., mired, mir·ing. —n. 1
soft deep mud; slush. 2 bog; swamp. —v.
1 get stuck in mire. 2 soil with mud or
mire. 3 involve in diﬃculties. [< Scand.
mȳrr]
mir·ror (mirʹәr), n. 1 a looking glass;
surface that reﬂects light. 2 Fig. whatever
reﬂects or gives a true description: that
book is a mirror of the times. —v. reﬂect
as a mirror does: the still water mirrored
the trees along the bank. [< OF mirour,
ult. < L mirari wonder, admire]
mirror image, a reverse image; reﬂection.
mirror writing, writing in reverse, as if
reﬂected in a mirror.
mirth (mėrth), n. merry fun; being joyous; laughter. [OE myrgth < myrge
merry] —mirthʹless, adj. —mirthʹlessly, adv. —mirthʹless·ness, n.
mirth·ful (mėrthʹfәl), adj. merry; laughing. —mirthʹful·ly, adv. —mirthʹfulness, n.
mir·y (mīrʹi), adj., mir·i·er, mir·i·est. 1
muddy; swampy. 2 dirty; ﬁlthy. —mirʹiness, n.
mis–, preﬁx. 1 bad, as in misformation,
misgovernment. 2 badly, as in misform,
mismade, mismake. 3 wrong, as in mispronunciation, misvaluation. 4 wrongly,
as in misclassify, mislabel. [OE mis(s)–,
or in borrowed words < OF mes– < OHG
missi–, missa–]
mis·ad·ven·ture (mis´әd venʹchәr), n. an
unfortunate accident; bad luck; mishap.
mis·al·li·ance (mis´ә līʹәns), n. an unsuitable alliance or association, esp. in marriage.
mis·an·thrope (misʹәn thrōp; mizʹ–), n.
hater of humankind; person who dislikes
or distrusts human beings. [< Gk., < missein hate + anthropos man] —mis´anthropʹic, adj. —mis´anthropʹi·cal·ly,
adv.
mis·an·thro·py (mis anʹthrә pi), n.
hatred, dislike, or distrust of human
beings.
mis·ap·ply (mis´ә plīʹ), v., –plied, –plying. apply wrongly; make a wrong application or use of. —mis´ap·pli·caʹtion, n.
mis·ap·pre·hend (mis´ap ri hendʹ), v. misunderstand. —mis´ap·pre·henʹsion, n.
mis·ap·pro·pri·ate (mis´ә prōʹpri āt), v.,
–at·ed, –at·ing. 1 put to a wrong use. 2
use dishonestly as one’s own. —mis´appro´pri·aʹtion, n.
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misbegotten

mis·be·got·ten (mis´bi gotʹәn), adj.
begotten unlawfully; illegitimate.
mis·be·have (mis´bi hāvʹ), v., –haved,
–hav·ing. behave badly. —mis´be·havʹior, n.
misc., miscellaneous; miscellany.
mis·cal·cu·late (mis kalʹkyә lāt), v.,
–lat·ed, –lat·ing. calculate wrongly.
—mis´cal·cu·laʹtion, n.
mis·call (mis kôlʹ), v. call by a wrong
name.
mis·car·riage (mis karʹij), n. 1 failure: a
miscarriage of justice. 2 birth of a baby
before it is able to live.
mis·car·ry (mis karʹi), v., –ried, –ry·ing.
1 go wrong: John’s plans miscarried, and
he could not come. 2 have a miscarriage.
mis·ce·ge·na·tion (mis´ә jә nāʹshәn),
n. an interbreeding between diﬀerent
races. [< L miscere mix + genus race]
mis·cel·la·ne·ous (mis´ә lāʹni әs), adj. not
all of one kind or nature: a miscellaneous
collection containing stones, stamps, birds’
nests, and other things. [< L, < miscellus
mixed, ult. < miscere mix] —mis´cellaʹne·ous·ly, adv. —mis´cel·laʹne·ousness, n.
mis·cel·la·ny (misʹә lā´ni), n., pl. –nies.
1 a miscellaneous collection; mixture.
2 miscellanies, collection of miscellaneous articles in one book.
mis·chance (mis chansʹ; –chänsʹ), n. misfortune; bad luck.
mis·chief (misʹchif), n. 1 injury, usually
done by some person; harm. 2 conduct
that causes harm or trouble, often without meaning it. 3 one who does harm,
often just in fun. 4 merry teasing: eyes
full of mischief. [< OF meschief, ult.
< mes– bad (see mis–) + chever come to
an end < chief head < L caput]
mis·chie·vous (misʹchә vәs), adj. 1 harmful: a mischievous belief. 2 full of mischief; naughty. 3 full of pranks and
teasing fun. —misʹchie·vous·ly, adv.
—misʹchie·vous·ness, n.
mis·ci·ble (misʹә bәl), adj. capable of
being mixed. [< L miscere mix] —mis´cibilʹi·ty, n.
mis·con·ceive (mis´kәn sēvʹ), v., –ceived,
–ceiv·ing. have wrong ideas about;
misunderstand. —mis´con·ceivʹer, n.
—mis´con·cepʹtion, n.
mis·con·duct (n. mis konʹdukt; v. mis´kәn duktʹ), n. 1 bad behavior. 2 bad
management: misconduct of the business
resulted in a loss. —v. 1 behave badly. 2
manage badly.
mis·con·strue (mis´kәn strüʹ), v., –strued,
–stru·ing. take in a wrong sense; misunderstand. —mis´con·strucʹtion, n.
mis·count (v. mis kountʹ; n. misʹkount),
v. count wrongly. —n. wrong count.
mis·cre·ant (misʹkri әnt), adj. having very bad morals; base. —n. villain.
[< OF, < mes– wrongly (see mis–) + creant, ppr. of creire believe < L credere]
mis·cue (mis kūʹ), Fig. error; mistake.
[< shot in billiards or pool where the
cue slips]

mis·deal (v. mis dēlʹ; n. misʹdēl´), v.,
–dealt (–deltʹ), –deal·ing, n. —v. deal
wrongly, esp. at cards. —n. a wrong deal.
—mis·dealʹer, n.
mis·deed (mis dēdʹ; misʹdēd´), n. a bad
act; wicked deed.
mis·de·mean·or (mis´di mēnʹәr), n. 1 a
breaking of the law, not so serious as a
felony. Disturbing the peace and breaking traﬃc laws are misdemeanors. 2
bad behavior: all were punished for the
misdemeanor of a few.
mis·di·rect (mis´dә rektʹ; –dī–), v. direct
wrongly. —mis´di·recʹtion, n.
mis·do (mis düʹ), v., –did, –done, –doing. do wrongly. —mis·doʹer, n.
mis·em·ploy (mis´em ploiʹ), v. use
wrongly or improperly. —mis´em·ployʹment, n.
mi·ser (mīʹzәr), n. person who loves
money for its own sake; one who lives
poorly in order to save money and keep
it. [< L, wretched]
mis·er·a·ble (mizʹәr ә bәl; mizʹrә bәl),
adj. 1 wretchedly unhappy: a sick child
is often miserable. 2 causing trouble or
unhappiness: a miserable cold. 3 poor;
mean; wretched: they live in miserable
surroundings. —n. a miserable person;
one who is in misery. —misʹer·a·bleness, n. —misʹer·a·bly, adv.
mi·ser·ly (mīʹzәr li), adj. of, like, or suited
to a miser; stingy. —miʹser·li·ness, n.
mis·er·y (mizʹәr i; mizʹri), n., pl. –er·ies.
1 a miserable, unhappy state of mind:
the misery of having no home or friends.
2 poor, mean, miserable circumstances:
the misery of poverty. [< L miseria
< miser wretched]
mis·ﬁre (mis fīrʹ), v., –ﬁred, –ﬁr·ing,
n. —v. 1 fail to be ﬁred or exploded
properly. 2 fail: the joke misﬁred. —n.
instance of misﬁring.
mis·ﬁt (v. mis ﬁtʹ; n. misʹﬁt´), v., –ﬁt·ted,
–ﬁt·ting, n. —v. ﬁt badly. —n. 1 a bad ﬁt.
2 a maladjusted individual.
mis·for·tune (mis fôrʹchәn), n. 1 bad luck.
2 piece of bad luck; unlucky accident.
mis·give (mis givʹ), v., –gave, –giv·en,
–giv·ing. cause to feel doubt, suspicion,
or anxiety.
mis·giv·ing (mis givʹing), n. a feeling of
doubt, suspicion, or anxiety: have misgivings about their safety.
mis·gov·ern (mis guvʹәrn), v. govern or
manage badly. —mis·govʹern·ment, n.
mis·guide (mis gīdʹ), v., –guid·ed, –guiding. lead into mistakes or wrongdoing;
mislead. —mis·guidʹance, n. —misguidʹed, adj. —mis·guidʹed·ly, adv.
—mis·guidʹer, n.
mis·han·dle (mis hanʹdәl), v., –dled,
–dling. handle badly; maltreat.
mis·hap (misʹhap; mis hapʹ), n. an
unlucky accident.
mish·mash (mishʹmash´), n. confused
jumble; hodgepodge. [prob. imit. reduplication of mash]
mis·in·form (mis´in fôrmʹ), v. 1 give
wrong or misleading information to. 2

make a false statement about. —mis´infor·maʹtion, n.
mis·in·ter·pret (mis´in tėrʹprit), v. interpret wrongly; explain wrongly; misunderstand. —mis´in·ter´pre·taʹtion, n.
mis·judge (mis jujʹ), v., –judged, –judging. judge wrongly or unjustly. —misjudgʹment, n.
mis·lay (mis lāʹ), v., –laid, –lay·ing. 1 put
in the wrong place. 2 put in a place and
then forget where it is: mislay a sweater.
—mis·layʹer, n.
mis·lead (mis lēdʹ), v., –led, –lead·ing.
1 lead astray; cause to go in the wrong
direction: the sign misled the traveler. 2
cause to do wrong; lead into wrongdoing: he was misled by his companions.
3 lead to think what is not so; deceive:
his lies misled me. —mis·leadʹing, adj.
—mis·leadʹing·ly, adv.
mis·man·age (mis manʹij), v., –aged,
–ag·ing. manage badly. —mis·manʹagement, n. —mis·manʹag·er, n.
mis·match (mis machʹ), v. match badly
or unsuitably. —n. a bad or unsuitable
match, esp. of people.
mis·name (mis nāmʹ), v., –named, –naming. call by a wrong name.
mis·no·mer (mis nōʹmәr), n. 1 name that
describes wrongly. 2 error in naming.
[< OF, < mes– wrongly (see mis–) +
nommer to name < L nominare. See
nominate.]
mi·sog·a·my (mi sogʹә mi), n. hatred
of marriage. [< NL, ult. < Gk. misos
hatred + gamos marriage] —mi·sogʹamist, n.
mi·sog·y·ny (mi sojʹә ni), n. hatred of
women. [< NL, ult. < Gk. misos hatred +
gyne woman] —mi·sogʹy·nist, n. —misogʹy·nous, adj.
mis·place (mis plāsʹ), v., –placed, –placing. 1 put in the wrong place. 2 put in a
place and then forget where it is. 3 give
(one’s love or trust) to the wrong person.
—mis·placeʹment, n.
mis·play (mis plāʹ), n. a wrong play. —v.
play wrongly.
mis·print (n. misʹprint´; v. mis printʹ), n.
mistake in printing. —v. print wrongly.
mis·pri·sion (mis prizhʹәn), n. 1 a wrongful action or omission, esp. by a public
oﬃcial. 2 neglect to give notice of an
act of treason or felony. [< OF, ult.
< mes– wrongly (see mis–) + prendre
take < L prehendere]
mis·pro·nounce (mis´prә nounsʹ), v.,
–nounced, –nounc·ing. pronounce
incorrectly. —mis´pro·nun´ci·aʹtion, n.
mis·quote (mis kwōtʹ),v.,–quot·ed,–quot·
ing. quote incorrectly. —mis´quotaʹtion, n.
mis·read (mis rēdʹ), v., –read (–redʹ),
–read·ing. 1 read wrongly: misread a
sentence. 2 misunderstand; interpret
wrongly: misread directions and get lost.
mis·rep·re·sent (mis´rep ri zentʹ), v. represent falsely; give a wrong idea of.
—mis´rep·re·sen·taʹtion, n. —mis´repre·sentʹer, n.
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mis·rule (mis rülʹ), n., v., –ruled, –ruling. —n. 1 bad or unwise rule. 2 disorder. —v. rule badly. —mis·rulʹer, n.
miss1 (mis), v. 1 fail to hit, ﬁnd, get, meet,
attend, use, catch, hear, read, do, solve,
etc. 2 let slip by; not seize: I missed my
chance. 3 escape or avoid: barely miss
being hit. 4 notice the absence of; feel
keenly the absence of: I miss my mother
when she goes away. —n. failure to hit,
attain, etc.
miss ﬁre, a of guns, fail to go oﬀ; misﬁre.
b go wrong; fail: a scheme certain to miss
ﬁre.
miss out on, a fail to grasp or take
advantage of: miss out on an opportunity. b fail to comprehend: miss out on
the signiﬁcance of the event. [OE missan]
miss2 (mis), n., pl. miss·es. 1 girl; young
woman. 2 Miss, title put before a girl’s or
unmarried woman’s name: Miss Brown,
the Misses Brown, the Miss Browns.
[short for mistress]
Miss., Mississippi.
mis·sal (misʹәl), n. book containing
the prayers, etc., for celebrating Mass
throughout the year. [< Med.L, < LL
missa mass]
mis·shape (mis shāpʹ), v., –shaped,
–shaped or –shap·en, –shap·ing. shape
badly; deform; make in the wrong shape.
—mis·shapʹen, adj.
mis·sile (misʹәl), n. 1 object that is thrown,
hurled, or shot, such as a stone, a bullet,
an arrow, or a lance. 2 a self-propelled
rocket. [< L, ult. < mittere send]
miss·ing (misʹing), adj. lacking; wanting; absent; not found; gone: one book
is missing.
mis·sion (mishʹәn), n. 1 sending or being
sent on some special work; errand: he
was sent on a mission to a foreign government. 2 group sent on some special business: a mission was sent by the
church. 3 business on which a mission
is sent. 4 station or headquarters of a
religious mission. 5 business or purpose
in life; calling: her mission seems to be to
help others. [< L missio < mittere send]
—misʹsion·al, adj.
mis·sion·ar·y (mishʹәn er´i), n., pl. –aries, adj. —n. 1 person sent on a religious
mission. 2 person who works to advance
some cause or idea. —adj. of missions or
missionaries.
Mis·sis·sip·pi (mis´ә sipʹi), n. 1 largest
river in the United States, ﬂowing south
from Minnesota to the Gulf of Mexico. 2
a S state of the United States. —Mis´sissipʹpi·an, adj., n.
mis·sive (misʹiv), n. a written message;
letter. [< Med.L missivus, ult. < L mittere send]
Mis·sou·ri (mi zu̇rʹi; –ә), n. a Middle
Western state of the United States.
—Mis·souʹri·an, adj., n.
mis·speak (mis spēkʹ), v., –spoke, –spoken, –speak·ing. speak, utter, or pronounce wrongly or incorrectly.

mis·spell (mis spelʹ), v., –spelled, –spelling. spell incorrectly.
mis·spell·ing (mis spelʹing), n. an incorrect spelling.
mis·spend (mis spendʹ), v., –spent,
–spend·ing. spend foolishly or wrongly;
waste.
mis·spent (mis spentʹ), adj. spent foolishly or wrongly. —v. pt. and pp. of
misspend.
mis·state (mis stātʹ), v., –stat·ed, –stating. make wrong or misleading statements about. —mis·stateʹment, n.
mis·step (mis stepʹ; misʹstep), n. 1 a
wrong step. 2 error or slip in conduct.
mist (mist), n. 1 cloud of very ﬁne drops
of water in the air; fog. 2 anything that
dims, blurs, or obscures. —v. 1 come
down in mist; rain in very ﬁne drops. 2
be covered with mist; make dim: tears
misted her eyes. [OE]
mis·tak·a·ble (mis tākʹә bәl), adj. that
may be mistaken or misunderstood.
mis·take (mis tākʹ), n., v., –took, –tak·en,
–tak·ing. —n. error; blunder; misunderstanding: I used your towel by mistake.
—v. 1 misunderstand (what is seen or
heard). 2 take wrongly; take (to be some
other person or thing): mistake a stick
for a snake. 3 make a mistake.
make no mistake (about it), have no
doubt. [< Scand. mistaka]
mis·tak·en (mis tākʹәn), adj. 1 wrong in
opinion; having made a mistake: a mistaken person should admit his error. 2
wrong; wrongly judged; misplaced: giving too much is a mistaken kindness. —v.
pp. of mistake. —mis·takʹen·ly, adv.
mis·ter (misʹtәr), n. 1 Mister, Mr., a title
put before a man’s name or the name of
his oﬃce: Mr. Smith, Mr. President. 2 sir:
Good morning, mister. [var. of master]
mis·tle·toe (misʹәl tō), n. 1 plant with
small, waxy, white berries and yellow
ﬂowers, that grows as a parasite on
certain trees. 2 sprig of mistletoe, often
used as a Christmas decoration. [OE
misteltān < mistel mistletoe + tān twig]
mis·took (mis tu̇kʹ), v. pt. of mistake.
mis·tral (misʹtrәl; mis trälʹ), n. a cold,
dry, northerly wind common in S
France and neighboring regions. [< F
< Pr., orig., dominant, <L magistralis
< magister master]
mis·treat (mis trētʹ), v. treat badly. —mistreatʹment, n.
mis·tress (misʹtris), n. 1 the woman who
is at the head of a household. 2 woman
or country that is in control or can rule:
mistress of the seas. 3 woman who has
a thorough knowledge or mastery: a
mistress of cookery. 4 a woman teacher.
5 woman who occupies the place of a
wife. 6 Obs. Mistress, title of courtesy
for a married woman, usually abbreviated in writing to Mrs. [< OF maistresse
< maistre master]
mis·tri·al (mis trīʹәl), n. 1 trial having no
eﬀect in law because of some error in
the proceedings. 2 an inconclusive trial.

mis·trust (mis trustʹ), v. feel no conﬁdence in; doubt: mistrust one’s ability.
—n. lack of trust or conﬁdence. —mistrustʹer, n. —mis·trustʹful, adj. —mistrustʹful·ly, adv. —mis·trustʹful·ness,
n. —mis·trustʹing·ly, adv. —mis·trustʹless, adj.
mist·y (misʹti), adj., mist·i·er, mist·i·est. 1
of mist. 2 characterized by mist; covered
with mist. 3 not clearly seen or outlined; vague; indistinct. —mistʹi·ly, adv.
—mistʹi·ness, n.
mist·y-eyed (misʹti īdʹ), adj. 1 a close to
tears. b Fig. having moist, dreamy eyes. 2
Fig. sentimental.
mis·un·der·stand (mis´un dәr standʹ),
v., –stood, –stand·ing. 1 understand
wrongly. 2 take in a wrong sense; give
the wrong meaning to. —mis´un·derstandʹing, n.
mis·un·der·stood (mis´un dәr stu̇dʹ),
adj. not understood; not properly
appreciated. —v. pt. and pp. of misunderstand.
mis·use (v. mis ūzʹ; n. mis ūsʹ), v., –used,
–us·ing, n. —v. 1 use for the wrong purpose: misuse a knife at the table by lifting
food with it. 2 abuse; ill-treat: misuse
horses by loading them too heavily. —n. a
wrong or improper use.
mite1 (mīt), n. any of various tiny animals
that belong to the same class as spiders
and live in foods, on plants, or on other
animals. [OE mīte]
mite2 (mīt), n. 1 anything very small;
little bit. 2 a very small child. [< Mdu., ?
ult. identical with mite1]
mi·ter (mīʹtәr), n., v., mi·tered, mi·tering. —n. 1 a tall, pointed, folded cap
worn by bishops during sacred ceremonies. 2 the bevel on either of the pieces
in a miter joint. —v. prepare (ends of
wood) for joining in a miter joint. [< L
< Gk. mitra headband] —miʹtered, adj.
—miʹter·er, n.
miter box, device with guides for a saw
blade for cutting wood at the proper
angle to make a miter joint.
miter joint, a right-angled joint made by
cutting the ends of two pieces of wood
on equal slants.
mit·i·gate (mitʹә gāt), v., –gat·ed, –gatʹing. make or become mild; make or
become milder; make less severe or
less intense: mitigate a person’s anger
or pain, mitigate a punishment. [< L
mitigatus < mitis gentle] —mitʹi·ga·ble,
adj. —mit´i·gaʹtion, n. —mitʹi·ga´tive,
adj. —mitʹi·ga´tor, n.
mi·to·chon·dri·a (mī´tә konʹdrē ә), n.,
pl. of mitochondrion. short, threadlike structures in the cytoplasm of cells
that contain many enzymes necessary
to metabolism. [< Gk. mitos a threat +
chóndros lump]
mi·to·sis (mi tōʹsis; mī–), n. method of
cell division in which the chromain of
the nucleus forms into a thread that
separates into segments or chromosomes, each of which in turn separates
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longitudinally into two parts. [< NL,
< Gk. mitos thread] —mi·totʹic, adj.
mitt (mit), n. 1 glove used by baseball
players. 2 mitten. [short for mitten]
mit·ten (mitʹәn), n. kind of winter glove
covering the four ﬁngers together and
the thumb separately. [< F mitaine half
glove]
mix (miks), v., mixed or mixt, mix·ing,
n. —v. 1 put together; stir well together:
mix ingredients to make a cake. 2 join:
mix business and pleasure. 3 associate
together; get along together: people mix
well in a group like ours. —n. mixture.
mix it up, Informal. ﬁght, esp. ﬁercely.
mix up, a confuse. b involve; concern.
[< mixt mixed < F < L mixtus mixed]
—mixʹer, n.
mixed (mikst), adj. 1 put together or
formed by mixing; of diﬀerent kinds
combined: mixed candies, mixed emotions. 2 of diﬀerent classes, kinds, etc.;
not exclusive: a mixed company.
mixed bag, Informal. mixture, esp. of
diﬀerent things; miscellaneous collection.
mixed doubles, tennis doubles played
with a man and a woman on each team.
mixed economy, an economy that is
partly based on free-market capitalism
and partly under government control.
mixed up, mentally confused; unstable.
mixed media, ⫽multimedia.
mixed number, number consisting of a
whole number and a fraction, such as
11⁄2 or 162⁄3.
mix·er (mikʹsәr), n. 1 thing that mixes. 2
a person who mixes or socializes with
others: a good mixer. b a party or gettogether for the purpose of meeting
diﬀerent people. 3 soda, etc., used as a
drink mixer.
mix·ture (miksʹchәr), n. 1 a mixing or
being mixed. 2 what has been mixed. 3
two or more substances mixed together,
but not chemically combined.
mix-up (miksʹup´), n. confusion; mess.
miz·zen (mizʹәn), n. 1 a fore-and-aft sail
on the mizzenmast. 2 ⫽mizzenmast.
[< F < Ital. < L medianus in the middle]
miz·zen·mast (mizʹәn mast´; –mäst´;
–mәst), n. mast nearest the stern in a
two-masted or three-masted ship.
ml. or ml, milliliter.
MLG, Middle Low German.
Mlle., pl. Mlles. Mademoiselle.
MM., Messieurs.
mm. or mm, millimeter; millimeters.
Mme., pl. Mmes. Madame.
Mn, manganese.
MN, (zip code) Minnesota.
mne·mon·ic (ni monʹik), adj. 1 aiding the
memory. 2 of or pertaining to memory.
[< Gk., < mnamnasthai remember]
Mo, molybdenum.
MO, (zip code) Missouri. 2 (emʹō), modus
operandi.
Mo., 1 Missouri. 2 Monday.
M.O., m.o., money order.
mo., 1 pl. mos. month. 2 months.

mo·a (mōʹә), n. a large extinct bird of
New Zealand, somewhat like an ostrich.
[< Maori]
moan (mōn), n. 1 a long, low sound
of suﬀering. 2 any similar sound: the
moan of the wind. —v. 1 make moans;
utter with a moan. 2 complain; grieve.
[ME man. Cf. OE mœ̄nan complain.]
—moanʹing·ly, adv.
moat (mōt), n. a deep, wide ditch dug
around a castle or town as a protection
against enemies. Moats were usually
kept ﬁlled with water. —v. surround
with a moat. [< OF mote mound]
mob (mob), n., v., mobbed, mob·bing.
—n. 1 a large number of people, usually
crowded closely together. 2 the common
mass of people. 3 a lawless crowd, easily
moved to act without thinking. —v. 1
crowd around in curiosity, anger, etc.
2 attack with violence, as a mob does.
[short for L mobile vulgus ﬁckle common people]
mo·bile (mōʹbәl; mōʹbēl), adj. 1 movable;
easy to move. 2 moving easily; changing easily: a mobile mind adapts itself
quickly. —n. pieces of metal, wood, etc.,
suspended on wires or threads and so
balanced as to move in a slight breeze.
[< L, movable < movere move] —mobilʹi·ty, n.
mobile home, large house trailer on a
more or less permanent site.
mobile phone, ⫽cell phone.
mo·bi·lize (mōʹbә liz), v., –lized, –lizing. 1 assemble and prepare for war;
organize for war: mobilized troops
quickly. 2 put into motion or active use:
mobilize the wealth of a country. [<F,
< mobile mobile] —moʹbi·liz´a·ble, adj.
—mo´bi·li·zaʹtion, n.
mob·ster (mobʹstәr), n. ⫽gangster.
moc·ca·sin (mokʹә sәn), n. 1 a soft leather
shoe or sandal. 2 Also, water moccasin.
a poisonous snake found in the S part of
the United States. [< Algonquian]
mo·cha (mōʹkә), n. 1 a choice variety of
coﬀee originally coming from Arabia. 2
mixture of coﬀee and chocolate, used as
a ﬂavoring. —adj. ﬂavored with coﬀee or
coﬀee and chocolate.
mock (mok), v. 1 laugh at; make fun of.
2 make fun of by copying or imitating.
—adj. not real; copying; sham; imitation:
a mock battle. —n. an action or speech
that mocks. [< OF mocquer] —mockʹer,
n. —mockʹing, adj. —mockʹing·ly, adv.
mock·er·y (mokʹәr i), n., pl. –er·ies. 1
a making fun; ridicule: their mockery
of John hurt his feelings. 2 person or
thing to be made fun of. 3 a bad copy
or imitation: an unfair trial is a mockery
of justice.
mock·ing·bird (mokʹing bėrd´), n. songbird of the S United States that imitates
the notes of other birds.
mock orange, ⫽syringa.
mock-up (mokʹup´), n. a full-sized model
of an airplane, machine, etc., used for
design, testing, teaching, etc.

mod (mod), adj. Informal. up-to-date.
—n. up-to-date, modern style. [< modern, British fashion style of the 1960’s]
mo·dal (mōʹdәl), adj. of or having to do
with mode, manner, or form. —modalʹi·ty, n. —modʹal·ly, adv.
mode (mōd), n. 1 manner or way in
which a thing is done: his mode of dressing was unusual. 2 form of a verb that
shows whether an act or state is thought
of as a fact, command, etc.; mood. [< L
modus measure]
mod·el (modʹәl), n., v., –eled, –el·ing,
adj. —n. 1 a small copy: a model of a
ship. 2 way in which a thing is made;
style: dresses of that model are becoming to me. 3 Fig. thing or person to
be copied or imitated. 4 person who
poses for artists, photographers, etc. 5
person who puts on garments in order
to show how they look. —v. 1 make;
shape; fashion; design; plan: model a
bird’s nest in clay. 2 form (something)
after a particular model: model yourself
on your father. 4 be a model. —adj.
1 serving as a model. 2 just right or
perfect, esp. in conduct: a model child.
[< F < Ital. modello, dim. of modo
mode] —modʹel·er, n.
mo·dem (mōʹdәm), n. electronic device
that converts signals from analog to
digital, or vice versa, allowing computer
communications over telephone lines to
a network, esp. to the Internet. [< modulator + demodulator]
mod·er·ate (adj., n. modʹәr it; v. modʹәr āt), adj., n., v., –at·ed, –at·ing. —adj.
1 kept or keeping within proper bounds;
not extreme: moderate expenses. 2 not
violent; calm: moderate winds. —n. person who holds moderate opinions. —v.
1 make less violent: the wind is moderating. 2 act as moderator; preside (over).
[< L moderatus regulated]
mod·er·a·tion (mod´әr āʹshәn), n. 1 a
moderating. 2 freedom from excess;
proper restraint; temperance. 3 calmness; lack of violence.
in moderation, within limits; not going
to extremes.
mod·er·a·tor (modʹәr ā´tәr), n. 1 a presiding oﬃcer; chairman. 2 arbitrator;
mediator.
mod·ern (modʹәrn), adj. 1 of the present
time; of times not long past: television
is a modern invention. 2 up-to-date; not
old-fashioned. —n. person of modern
times. [< LL modernus < LL modo just
now] —modʹern·ly, adv. —modʹernness, n.
Modern English, the English language
from about 1500 through the present.
mod·ern·ism (modʹәr niz әm), n. 1 modern attitudes or methods; sympathy with
what is modern. 2 a modern word or
phrase. —modʹern·ist, n. —mod´ernisʹtic, adj.
mo·der·ni·ty (mә dėrʹnә ti; mō–), n., pl.
–ties. 1 a being modern. 2 something
modern.
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mod·ern·ize (modʹәr nīz), v., –ized,
–iz·ing. make or become modern;
bring up to present ways or standards.
—mod´ern·i·zaʹtion, n. —modʹerniz´er, n.
mod·est (modʹist), adj. 1 not thinking
too highly of oneself; not vain; humble.
2 bashful; not bold; shy. 3 not calling
attention to one’s body; decent. 4 not too
great: a modest request, a modest little
house. [< L modestus in due measure
< modus measure] —modʹest·ly, adv.
mod·es·ty (modʹis ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
freedom from vanity; being modest or
humble. 2 shyness; bashfulness. 3 being
decent.
mod·i·cum (modʹә kәm), n. a small
or moderate quantity: a modicum of
common sense. [< L, neut., moderate
< modus measure]
mod·i·ﬁ·ca·tion (mod´ә fә kāʹshәn), n. 1
partial alteration or change: a modiﬁcation of one’s claims. 2 modiﬁed form;
variety.
mod·i·ﬁ·er (modʹә fī´әr), n. 1 word or
group of words that limits another word
or group of words. 2 person or thing
that modiﬁes.
mod·i·fy (modʹә ﬁ), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1
change (somewhat): modify the terms
of a lease. 2 make less; tone down;
make less severe or strong: modify his
demands. 3 Gram. limit the meaning
of; qualify. Adverbs modify verbs and
adjectives. [< L modiﬁcare limit < modus
measure + facere make] —modʹi·ﬁ´able, adj.
mod·ish (mōdʹish), adj. fashionable; stylish.
—modʹish·ly, adv. —modʹish·ness, n.
mod·u·late (mojʹә lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lating. 1 regulate; adjust; vary; soften; tone
down. 2 alter (the voice) for expression. 3 change from one key or note to
another. 4 attune to a certain pitch or
key. 5 vary the frequency of (electrical
waves). 6 change (a radio current) by
adding sound waves to it. [<L modulatus, ult. < modus measure] —modʹula´tor, n. —modʹu·la·to´ry, adj.
mod·u·la·tion (moj´ә lāʹshәn), n. 1
a modulating or being modulated. 2
change from one key to another in the
course of a piece. 3 a varying of highfrequency waves.
mod·ule (mojʹül), n. 1 a standard or
unit for measuring. 2 the size of some
part taken as a unit of measure. 3 any
standardized, interchangeable unit. 4
unit of a prefabricated dwelling: a house
constructed from modules delivered to
the site on a truck. [< L modulus, dim. of
modus measure. Doublet of mold1.]
mod·u·lar (mojʹu̇ lәr), adj. 1 of or having
to do with a module or modules. 2 made
or built from interchangeable units.
mo·dus o·pe·ran·di (mōʹdәs op´ә ranʹdī),
Latin. method or manner of working.
mo·dus vi·ven·di (mōʹdәs vi venʹdī),
Latin. way of getting along, esp. while
waiting for something.

Mo·gul (mōʹgul; mō gulʹ), n. 1 ⫽Mongolian. 2 one of the Mongol conquerors of
India in the 16th century or one of their
descendants. Also, Mughal. 3 mogul, an
important person.
mo·hair (mōʹhãr), n. 1 cloth made from
the long, silky hair of the Angora goat.
2 a similar cloth made of wool and
cotton or rayon. [ult. < Ar. mukhayyar;
conformed to hair]
Mo·ham·med (mō hamʹid), n. ⫽Muhammad.
Mo·ham·med·an (mō hamʹә dәn), adj.,
n. Muslim. Also, Muhammadan.
Mo·hawk (mōʹhôk), n., pl. –hawk,
–hawks. 1 member of an Iroquois tribe
of American Indians formerly living in
C New York State. 2 Iroquoian language
of the Mohawk.
Mo·he·gan (mō hēʹgәn), n. member of
a tribe of American Indians formerly
living in Connecticut and related to the
Mohicans.
Mo·hi·can (mō hēʹkәn), n. member of
a tribe of American Indians formerly
living in the upper Hudson valley and
Connecticut.
Mohs or Mohs’ scale, scale for classifying the relative hardness of minerals.
[< Friedrich Mohs (1773–1839), German mineralogist who developed it]
moi·e·ty (moiʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 half. 2
part. [< OF < LL medietas half < L, the
middle < medius middle]
moire (mwär; mwä rāʹ; mô rāʹ; mō–), n.
fabric having a wavelike pattern; watered
fabric. [< F, alter. of E mohair]
moi·ré (mwä rāʹ; mô rāʹ; mō-), n. 1
⫽moire. 2 a wavy pattern that results
from two other patterns which overlap. —adj. 1 having a wavelike pattern;
watered: moiré silk. 2 printed with a
wavy pattern to prevent forgery. [< F]
moist (moist), adj. 1 slightly wet; damp:
moist ground. 2 rainy: moist weather.
[< OF moiste < L mucidus moldy,
musty < mucus mucus] —moistʹly, adv.
—moistʹness, n.
moist·en (moisʹәn), v. make or become
moist. —moistʹen·er, n.
mois·ture (moisʹchәr), n. slight wetness;
water or other liquid spread in very
small drops in the air or on a surface.
mois·tur·ize (moisʹchә rīz), v., –ized, –izing. add or supply with moisture by use
of some agent, esp. a lotion or cream for
the skin. —moisʹtur·iz´er, n.
mo·lar (mōʹlәr), n. tooth with a broad
surface for grinding. A person’s back
teeth are molars. —adj. 1 adapted for
grinding. 2 of the molar teeth. [< L,
< mola mill]
mo·las·ses (mә lasʹiz), n. a sweet syrup
obtained in making sugar from sugar
cane. [< Pg. < LL mellaceum must
< mel honey]
mold1 (mōld), n. 1 a hollow shape in
which anything is formed or cast: pour
melted metal into a mold. 2 the shape
or form which is given by a mold. 3

model according to which anything is
shaped. 4 nature; character. —v. form;
shape: mold candles from wax. [< OF
modle < L modulus. Doublet of module.] —moldʹa·ble, adj.
mold2 (mōld), n. 1 a woolly or furry,
fungous growth, often greenish in color,
that appears on food and other animal
or vegetable substances when they are
left too long in a warm, moist place. 2
any of the fungi that produce such a
growth. —v. cover or become covered
with mold. [ME moul, earlier muwle(n),
prob. inﬂ. by mold3]
mold3 (mōld), n. loose earth; ﬁne, soft,
rich soil. [OE molde]
mold·board (mōldʹbôrd´; –bōrd´), n. a
curved metal plate in a plow, that turns
over the earth from the furrow.
mold·er1 (mōlʹdәr), v. turn or cause to
turn into dust by natural decay; crumble; waste away. [prob. < mold3]
mold·er2 (mōlʹdәr), n. one that molds.
mold·ing (mōlʹding), n. 1 act of shaping.
2 something molden. 3 strip, usually of
wood, used to support pictures, to cover
electric wires, etc. 4 decorative strip of
wood, stone, plaster, etc.
mold·y (mōlʹdi), adj., mold·i·er, mold·iest. 1 covered with mold: a moldy crust
of bread. 2 musty; stale: a moldy smell.
—moldʹi·ness, n.
mole1 (mōl), n. a congenital spot on the
skin, usually brown. [OE māl]
mole2 (mōl), n. 1 a small animal that lives
underground most of the time. Moles
have velvety fur and very small eyes.
2 spy who inﬁltrates an organization,
group, etc. [ME molle]
mole3 (mōl), n. breakwater. [< L moles
mass]
mo·lec·u·lar (mә lekʹyә lәr), adj. having
to do with, caused by, or consisting of
molecules. —mo·lecʹu·lar·ly, adv.
molecular biology, branch of biology
that deals with the chemical processes
of life at the molecular level, esp. cell
replication and the transmission of
genetic information. —molecular biologist.
molecular weight, weight of a molecule
expressed as the sum of the atomic
weights of all the atoms in a molecule.
mol·e·cule (molʹә kūl), n. 1 the smallest
particle into which a substance can be
divided without chemical change. 2 a
very small particle. [< NL molecula, dim.
of L moles mass]
mole·hill (mōlʹhil´), n. 1 a small mound
or ridge of earth raised up by moles burrowing under the ground. 2 something
insigniﬁcant.
mole·skin (mōlʹskin´), n. 1 skin of the
mole used as fur. 2 a strong cotton fabric
with a short, soft nap.
mo·lest (mә lestʹ), v. meddle with and
injure; interfere with and trouble; disturb. [< OF < L, < molestus troublesome
< moles burden] —mo´les·taʹtion, n.
—mo·lestʹer, n.
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moll (mol), n. 1 a female companion, esp.
of a criminal or vagrant. 2 prostitute.
[short for Molly, familiar var. of Mary]
mol·li·fy (molʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing.
soften; appease; mitigate: mollify a person or his wrath. [< F < LL, < mollis soft
+ facere make] —mol´li·ﬁ·caʹtion, n.
—molʹli·ﬁ´er, n. —molʹli·fy´ing·ly, adv.
mol·lusk (molʹәsk), n. animal having a
soft body not composed of segments,
and usually covered with a hard shell.
Snails, mussels, oysters, and clams are
mollusks. [< F < L molluscus soft (of a
nutshell)] —mol·lusʹcan, adj., n.
mol·ly·cod·dle (molʹi kod´әl), n., v.,
–dled, –dling. —n. boy or man accustomed to being fussed over and pampered; milksop. —v. coddle; pamper.
[< Molly (familiar var. of Mary) + coddle] —molʹly·cod´dler, n.
Mo·loch (mōʹlok), n. 1 a Semitic deity
whose worship was marked by the sacriﬁce of children by their parents. 2 Fig.
anything conceived as requiring frightful sacriﬁce.
Mo·lo·tov cocktail (môʹlә tôf; –tôv;
molʹә–; mōʹlә–), improvised but eﬀective hand grenade made from a gasoline-ﬁlled bottle with a rag as a wick.
[< V. Molotov, Russian diplomat active
during the Spanish Civil War where it
was used]
molt (mōlt), v. shed the feathers, skin,
etc., before a new growth. Birds and
snakes molt. —n. act or time of doing
this. [ME mout < OE mūtian (as in
bemūtian exchange for) < L mutare
change] —moltʹer, n.
molt·en (mōlʹtәn), adj. 1 melted: molten
steel. 2 made by melting and casting: a
molten image. —v. pp. of melt.
mo·lyb·de·num (mә libʹdә nәm; mol´ib dēʹnәm), n. a silver-white metallic
element, Mo, of the chromium group.
[< NL < L molybdaena < Gk., < molybdos lead]
mom (mom), n. Informal. mother.
mom and pop, of or having to do with a
small retail business, esp. family-run: a
mom and pop deli.
mo·ment (mōʹmәnt), n. 1 a very short
space of time; instant: in a moment, all
was changed. 2 a present or other particular point of time: we both arrived at
the same moment. 3 importance: a matter of moment. [< L momentum < movere
move. Doublet of momentum.]
mo·men·tar·i·ly (mōʹmәn ter´ә li), adv.
1 for a moment: hesitate momentarily.
2 at every moment; from moment to
moment: danger momentarily increasing. 3 at any moment.
mo·men·tar·y (mōʹmәn ter´i), adj. lasting only a moment. —moʹmen·tar´iness, n.
mo·men·tous (mō menʹtәs), adj. very
important. —mo·menʹtous·ly, adv.
—mo·menʹtous·ness, n.
mo·men·tum (mō menʹtәm), n., pl.
–tums, –ta (–tә). 1 force with which a

body moves, the product of its mass and
its velocity: a falling object gains momentum as it falls. 2 impetus resulting from
movement. [< L, moving power. Doublet of moment.]
mom·my (momʹi), n., pl. –mies. Informal. mother.
Mon., 1 Monday. 2 Monsignor.
Mon·a·co (monʹә kō; mә nakʹō), n. a very
small country within SE France, on the
Mediterranean Sea.
mon·ad (monʹad; mōʹnad), n. 1 unit. 2
a very simple single-celled animal or
plant. 3 atom, element, or radical having
a valence of one. [< LL < Gk. monas unit
< monos alone]
mon·arch (monʹәrk), n. 1 king, queen,
emperor, etc.; hereditary sovereign;
ruler. 2 Fig. person or thing like a monarch. 3 ⫽monarch butterﬂy. [< LL < Gk.,
< monos alone + archein rule]
mo·nar·chal (mә närʹkәl), mo·nar·chi·al
(–ki әl), adj. 1 of a monarch. 2 characteristic of a monarch. 3 suitable for a
monarch. —mo·narʹchal·ly, adv.
monarch butterﬂy, large butterﬂy with
orange and black wings that migrates
south as far as Mexico in the fall.
mo·nar·chic (mә närʹkik), mo·nar·chical (–kә kәl), adj. 1 of or like a monarch
or monarchy. 2 favoring a monarchy.
—mo·narʹchi·cal·ly, adv.
mon·ar·chism (monʹәr kiz әm), n. 1
principles of monarchy. 2 advocacy of
monarchic principles. —monʹar·chist,
n., adj. —mon´ar·chisʹtic, adj.
mon·ar·chy (monʹәr ki), n., pl. –chies.
1 government by a monarch. 2 nation
governed by a monarch.
mon·as·ter·y (monʹәs ter´i), n., pl. –teries. building where monks or nuns live a
contemplative life according to ﬁxed rules
and under religious vows. [< LL < Gk.
monasterion, ult. < monos alone. Doublet
of minster.] —mon´as·teʹri·al, adj.
mo·nas·tic (mә nasʹtik), mo·nas·ti·cal
(–tә kәl), adj. 1 of monks or nuns:
monastic vows. 2 of monasteries. 3 like
that of monks or nuns. —n. monk. [< LL
< LGk. monastikos, ult. < monos alone]
—mo·nasʹti·cal·ly, adv.
mo·nas·ti·cism (mәnasʹtә siz әm), n. system or condition of living according to
ﬁxed rules, in groups shut oﬀ from the
world, and devoted to religion.
Mon·day (munʹdi; –dā), n. the second
day of the week, following Sunday.
mo·ne·ran (mә nirʹәn), n. any plant or
animal, such as blue-green algae and
bacteria, that does not have a cellular
nucleus. [< Gk. monērēs individual, solitary + E -an]
mon·e·tar·y (monʹә ter´i; munʹ–), adj. 1
of the coinage or currency of a country.
The monetary unit in the United States
is the dollar. 2 of money: a monetary
reward. [< LL monetarius. See money.]
—monʹe·tar´i·ly, adv.
mon·ey (munʹi), n., pl. –eys. 1 current
coin; gold, silver, or other metal made

into coins; bank notes, etc., representing
gold or silver; any medium of exchange.
2 a particular form or denomination of
money. 3 wealth.
coin money, Informal. make a great deal
of money from a business.
for my money, Informal. in my opinion.
in the money, Informal. having more
than enough money.
make money, a get money. b become
rich. [< OF < L moneta mint, money
< Juno Moneta, in whose temple money
was coined. Doublet of mint2.]
mon·ey·bag (munʹi bag´), n. 1 bag for
money. 2 moneybags, Informal. a
wealth; riches. b (sing. in use) a wealthy
or avaricious person.
mon·eyed (munʹid), adj. 1 having money;
wealthy. 2 consisting of or representing
money.
mon·ey·lend·er (munʹi len´dәr), n. person whose business is lending money
at interest.
mon·ey-mak·er or mon·ey·mak·er
(munʹi mā´kәr), n. 1 person skilled in
earning money and building a fortune.
2 investment or activity that earns a
proﬁt.
money order, order for the payment of
money, issued at one post oﬃce and
payable at another.
mon·ger (mungʹgәr; mongʹ–), n. Brit.
dealer in some sort of article: a ﬁshmonger. [ult. < L mango trader < Gk.]
Mon·gol (mongʹgәl; –gol; –gōl), n.
1 member of an Asian people now
inhabiting Mongolia and nearby parts
of China and Siberia. 2 ⫽Mongolian.
—adj. 1 of this race. 2 ⫽Mongolian.
Mon·go·li·a (mong gōʹli ә), n. vast region
in Asia, N of China and S of W Siberia.
Mon·go·li·an (mong gōʹli әn), 1 member of the people native to Asia, as the
Chinese, Japanese, etc. 2 their language
or languages. 3 native or inhabitant of
Mongolia. —adj. of Mongolia, the Mongolians, or their languages.
Mon·gol·oid (mongʹgәl oid), adj. resembling the Mongols; having characteristics of the Mongolian people. —n.
Mongolian individual.
mon·goose (mongʹgüs), n., pl. –goos·es. a
slender, ferretlike animal of India, used
for destroying rats, and noted for its
ability to kill certain poisonous snakes
without being harmed. [< Marathi (lang.
of W India) mangūs]
mon·grel (mungʹgrәl; mongʹ–), n. animal
or plant of mixed breed, esp. a dog.
—adj. of mixed breed, origin, nature, etc.
[cf. OE gemang mixture]
mon·ies (munʹiz), n.pl. sums of money.
mon·i·tor (monʹә tәr), n. 1 pupil in
school with special duties, such as helping to keep order and taking attendance.
2 person who gives advice or warning.
3 a large lizard of Africa, Australia, and
S Asia. 4 listening device or receiver for
surveillance of electronic, telephone, or
other communications. 5 screen that
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displays output from a computer. —v.
1 check (radio, telephone, television, or
electronic transmissions) by using a
monitor, esp. to check the quality of
transmission. 2 listen to (telephone,
broadcast, or other transmissions)
for the purpose of surveillance. [< L,
< monere admonish] —mon´i·toʹri·al,
adj. —monʹi·tor·ship´, n.
mon·i·to·ry (monʹә tô´ri; –tō´–), adj.
admonishing; warning.
monk (mungk), n. man who gives up
everything else for religion and enters
a monastery to live. [< LL < LGk.
monachos < Gk., individual, < monos
alone]
mon·key (mungʹki), n., pl. –keys, v.,
–keyed, –key·ing. —n. 1 one of the
group of animals most closely resembling humans. 2 one of the smaller
animals in this group, not a chimpanzee,
gorilla, or other large ape. 3 person, esp.
a child, who is full of mischief. —v. play;
fool; triﬂe.
make a monkey (out) of, make a fool
of. [prob. < MLG Moneke, son of Martin
the Ape in story of Reynard]
monkey bars, ⫽jungle gym.
monkey business, Informal. trickery;
deceit.
mon·key·shine (mungʹki shīn´), n. Informal a mischievous trick; clownish joke.
monkey wrench, wrench with a movable
jaw that can be adjusted to ﬁt diﬀerent
sizes of nuts.
put or throw a monkey wrench into,
spoil; ruin.
monk·ish (mungkʹish), adj. 1 of a monk;
having to do with monks. 2 like a monk;
characteristic of a monk. 3 like monks
or their way of life. —monkʹish·ly, adv.
—monkʹish·ness, n.
monks·hood (mungksʹhu̇d´), n. a kind
of aconite, so called from its hooded
ﬂowers.
mon·o (monʹō), n. Informal. mononucleosis.
mono–, combining form. one; single, as
in monogamy, monosyllable, [< Gk.,
< monos single]
mon·o·chrome (monʹә krōm), n. a painting, drawing, print, etc., in a single color
or shades of a single color. [< Gk.,
< monos single + chroma color]
—mon´o·chro·matʹic, adj. —mon´ochroʹmic, adj. —monʹo·chrom´ist, n.
mon·o·cle (monʹә kәl), n. eyeglass for
one eye. [< F < LL, one-eyed, < Gk.
mono– single + L oculus eye] —monʹocled, adj.
mon·o·clon·al antibody (mon´ә klōʹnәl),
antibody produced by cloning genetically distinct cells which have been
fused, used to treat various medical conditions and diagnose cancer. [< mono– +
clone clone + –al]
mon·o·cot·y·le·don (mon´ә kot´ә lēʹ dәn),
n. plant with only one cotyledon. Also,
monocot, monocotyl. —mon´ocot·y·leʹdon·ous, adj.

mon·o·cyte (monʹә sīt), n. type of leucocyte in the blood, the largest in size
and having a single, well-deﬁned
nucleus. [< mono– + –cyte cell]
mon·o·dy (monʹә di), n., pl. –dies. 1 a
mournful song. 2 poem in which one
person laments another’s death. 3 a style
of composition in which one part or
melody predominates. b composition
in this style. [< LL < Gk. monoidia, ult.
< monos single + aeidein sing] —monodʹic, adj. —mo·nodʹi·cal·ly, adv.
mo·nog·a·my (mә nogʹә mi), n. 1 practice or condition of being married to
only one person at a time. 2 habit of having only one mate. [< L < Gk., < monos
single + gamos marriage] —mo·nogʹamist, n. —mo·nogʹa·mous, adj.
mon·o·gram (monʹә gram), n. a person’s
initials combined in one design. [< LL
< Gk., < monos single + gramma letter]
—mon´o·gram·matʹic, adj. —monʹogrammed, adj.
mon·o·graph (monʹә graf; –gräf), n.
book or article written on a particular
subject: Darwin’s monograph on earthworms. —mo·nogʹra·pher, n. —mon´ographʹic, adj.
mon·o·lin·gual (mon´ә lingʹgwәl), adj.
limited to only one language. [< E
mono– + L lingua tongue + E –al]
mon·o·lith (monʹә lith), n. 1 a single large
block of stone. 2 monument, column,
statue, etc., formed of a single large
block of stone. 3 Fig. culture, political organization, etc., that is rigid and
unyielding. [< L < Gk., < monos single
+ lithos stone]
mon·o·lith·ic (mon´ә lithʹik), adj. 1 of or
pertaining to monoliths. 2 Fig. comprising an imposing and rigidly uniform
whole: a police state is a monolithic
organization.
mon·o·logue, mon·o·log (monʹә lôg;
–log), n. 1 a long speech by one person
in a group. 2 entertainment by a single
speaker. 3 play for a single actor. 4 part
of a play in which a single actor speaks
alone. [< F < LGk., < monos single
+ logos speech, discourse] —monʹolog´ist, n.
mon·o·ma·ni·a (mon´ә māʹni ә), n. 1
insanity on one subject only. 2 unreasonable interest or tendency. —mon´omaʹni·ac, n. —mon´o·ma·niʹa·cal, adj.
mon·o·mer (monʹә mәr), n. single molecule that can combine with others to
form a polymer. [< E mono– + Gk. méros
part] —mon´o·merʹic, adj.
mo·no·mi·al (mō nōʹmi әl), —adj. consisting of a single term. —n. expression
consisting of a single term. [< mono– +
–nomial, as in binomial]
mon·o·nu·cle·ar (mon´ә nüʹklē әr; –nyüʹ–),
adj. having only one nucleus. Also,
mononucleate.
mon·o·nu·cle·o·sis (mon´ә nü´klē ōʹsis;
–nyü´–), n. 1 condition marked by an
abnormal increase in the mononuclear
leucocytes in the blood. 2 Also, infec-

tious mononucleosis. infectious disease
characterized by an increase of mononuclear leucocytes in the blood, swollen
glands, sore throat, fatigue, etc.
mon·o·plane (monʹә plān), n. airplane
with only one pair of wings.
mon·o·ploid (monʹә ploid), adj. having
one set of unpaired chromosomes; haploid. —n. monoploid organism or cell.
mo·nop·o·list (mә nopʹә list), n. 1 person
who has a monopoly. 2 person who
favors monopoly. —mo·nop´o·lisʹtic,
adj.
mo·nop·o·lize (mә nopʹә līz), v., –lized,
–liz·ing. 1 have or get exclusive possession or control of: this ﬁrm monopolizes
thread production. 2 occupy wholly; keep
entirely to oneself: the agent monopolized the conversation. —mo·nop´o·lizaʹtion, n. —mo·nopʹo·liz´er, n.
mo·nop·o·ly (mә nopʹә li), n., pl. –lies.
1 exclusive control of a commodity or
service: the only milk company in town
has a monopoly on milk delivery. 2 such
control granted by a government: an
inventor has a monopoly on his invention
for a certain number of years. 3 control
that, though not exclusive, enables the
person or company to ﬁx prices. 4 a
commercial product or service that is
exclusively controlled or nearly so. 5
person or company that has a monopoly
of some commodity or service. 6 the
exclusive possession or control: no one
country has a monopoly of virtue. [< L
< Gk., < monos single + poleein sell]
mon·o·rail (monʹә rāl´), n. railway in
which cars run on a single rail.
mon·o·sac·cha·ride (mon´ә sakʹә rīd;
–әr id), n. any one of the simple sugars,
such as glucose, fructose, etc., that occur
naturally or can be formed by hydrolyzing polysaccharides. [< mono– + saccharide]
mon·o·syl·la·ble (monʹә sil´ә bәl), n.
word of one syllable. Yes and no are
monosyllables. —mon´o·syl·labʹic, adj.
—mon´o·syl·labʹi·cal·ly, adv.
mon·o·the·ism (monʹә thē iz´әm), n.
doctrine or belief that there is only
one God. [< mono– + Gk. theos god]
—monʹo·the´ist, n. —mon´o·the·isʹtic,
adj. —mon´o·the·isʹti·cal·ly, adv.
mon·o·tone (monʹә tōn), n. sameness of
tone, of style of writing, of color, etc.
—adj. continuing on one tone; of one
tone, style, or color.
mo·not·o·nous (mә notʹә nәs), adj. 1 continuing in the same tone. 2 not varying;
without change. 3 wearying because of
its sameness. —mo·notʹo·nous·ly, adv.
—mo·notʹo·nous·ness, n.
mo·not·o·ny (mә notʹә ni), n. 1 sameness
of tone or pitch. 2 lack of variety. 3 wearisome sameness. [< Gk. monotonia, ult.
< Gk. monos single + tonos tone]
mon·o·treme (monʹә trēm), n. one of the
lowest order of mammals. Duckbills and
echidnas are monotremes. [< mono– +
trema hole]
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monovalent

mon·o·va·lent (mo´ә vāʹlәnt), adj. having
a valence of one.
mon·ox·ide (mon okʹsīd), n. oxide containing one oxygen atom in each molecule.
Mon·roe (mәn rōʹ), n. James, 1758–1831,
the ﬁfth president of the United States,
1817–25.
Monroe Doctrine, doctrine that European nations should not interfere with
American nations or try to acquire more
territory in the Americas.
Mon·ro·vi·a (mon rōʹvi ә), n. capital of
Liberia.
Mon·sei·gneur, mon·sei·gneur (môn se nyœrʹ), n., pl. Mes·sei·gneurs; mes·seigneurs (mā se nyœrʹ), 1 a French title
of honor given to princes, bishops, and
other persons of importance. 2 person
bearing this title. [< F, my lord. See
seigneur.]
mon·sieur (mә syœʹ), n., pl. mes·sieurs
(mā syœʹ). Mr.; sir. [< F, earlier mon sieur
my lord. See sire.]
Mon·si·gnor, mon·si·gnor (mon sēʹnyәr), n., pl. Mon·si·gnors, Mon·signo·ri (mon´sē nyôʹri; –nyōʹ–), monsi·gnors, mon·si·gno·ri. 1 title given to
certain dignitaries in the Roman Catholic Church. 2 person having this title.
[< Ital., half-trans. of F monseigneur
monseigneur]
mon·soon (mon sünʹ), n. 1 a seasonal
wind of the Indian Ocean and S Asia,
blowing from the SW from April to
October and from the NE during the
rest of the year. 2 a rainy season during
which this wind blows from the SW.
[< Du. < Pg. < Ar. mausim season]
mon·ster (monʹstәr), n. 1 any animal or
plant that is out of the usual course of
nature. Centaurs, sphinxes, and griﬃns
are imaginary monsters. 2 Fig. a huge
creature or thing. 3 Fig. person too
wicked to be human: he is a monster of
cruelty. —adj. huge. [< OF < L monstrum
divine warning < monstrare show]
mon·stros·i·ty (mon strosʹә ti), n., pl.
–ties. 1 monster. 2 a monstrous thing. 3
state or character of being monstrous.
mon·strous (monʹstrәs), adj. 1 huge;
enormous. 2 wrongly formed or shaped;
like a monster. 3 Fig. so wrong or
absurd as to be almost unheard of. 4
Fig. shocking; horrible; dreadful. —adv.
very; extremely. —monʹstrous·ly, adv.
—monʹstrous·ness, n.
Mont., Montana.
mon·tage (mon täzhʹ), n. 1 the combination of several distinct pictures to make
a composite picture. 2 a composite picture so made. 3 the use of a rapid succession of pictures, esp. to suggest a train of
thought. [< F, < monter mount1]
mon·ta·gnard or Mon·ta·gnard (mon´tәn yärdʹ), n., pl. –gnards or –gnard.
member of the aboriginal tribes living
in the mountains of Vietnam. —adj. of
or belonging to the montagnards. [< F,
lit. mountaineer]

Mon·tan·a (mon tanʹә), n. a W state of the
United States. —Mon·tanʹan, adj., n.
Mon·te·vi·de·o (mon´tә vi dāʹō; –vidʹi ō)
n. capital of Uruguay.
Mont·gom·er·y (mont gumʹәr i; –gumʹri),
n. capital of Alabama, in the C part.
month (munth), n. 1 one of the 12 parts
(Jan., Feb., etc.) into which the year is
divided. 2 time from any day of one
month to the corresponding day of the
next month. [OE mōnath; akin to moon]
month·ly (munthʹli), adj., adv., n., pl.
–lies. —adj. 1 of or for a month; lasting
a month. 2 done, happening, payable,
etc., once a month. —adv. once a month;
every month. —n. magazine or periodical published once a month.
Mont·pel·ier (mont pēlʹyәr), n. capital of
Vermont, in the C part.
mon·u·ment (monʹyә mәnt), n. 1 something set up to keep a person or an event
from being forgotten. A monument may
be a building, pillar, arch, statue, tomb,
or stone. 2 anything that keeps alive
the memory of a person or an event.
3 enduring or prominent instance; the
professor’s researches were monuments of
learning. 4 something set up to mark a
boundary. [< L monumentum < monere
remind]
mon·u·men·tal (mon´yә menʹtәl), adj. 1
of a monument. 2 serving as a monument. 3 like a monument. 4 weighty and
lasting; important: The Constitution of
the United States is a monumental document. 5 very great: monumental ignorance. —mon´u·menʹtal·ly, adv.
moo (mü), n., pl. moos, v., mooed, mooing. —n. sound made by a cow. —v.
make this sound.
mooch (müch), v. Informal. 1 steal. 2
beg; get at another person’s expense.
—moochʹer, n.
mood1 (müd), n. state of mind or feeling.
[OE mōd spirit]
mood2 (müd), n. form of a verb that
shows whether the act or state is thought
of as a fact, a command, etc.: the indicative mood. Also, mode. [alter. of mode;
inﬂ. by mood1]
mood·y (müdʹi), adj., mood·i·er, moodi·est. 1 likely to have changes of mood.
2 often having gloomy moods. 3 sunk
in sadness; gloomy; sullen. —moodʹi·ly,
adv. moodʹi·ness, n.
moon (mün), n. 1 a celestial body that
revolves around the earth once in
approximately 28 days and reﬂects the
sun’s light so that it looks bright. 2 moon
at a certain phase: new moon (visible as
slender crescent); half moon (visible as
half circle); full moon (visible as circle);
old moon (waning). 3 a lunar month. 4
moonlight. 5 satellite of any planet. —v.
wander about idly or gaze listlessly. [OE
mōna] —moonʹlike´, adj.
moon·beam (münʹbēm´), n. ray of
moonlight.
moon·light (münʹlīt´), n., adj., v., –lighted, –light·ing. —n. light of the moon.

—adj. 1 Also, moonlit. having the light
of the moon. 2 while the moon is shining; by night. —v. to work at a second job, usually at night, to supplement
income.
moon·light·er (münʹlīt әr), n. person
who holds more than one job at the
same time.
moon·shine (münʹshīn´), n. 1 moonlight. 2 intoxicating liquor unlawfully
distilled or unlawfully smuggled into
the country.
moon·shin·er (münʹshīn´әr), n. person
who makes intoxicating liquor contrary
to law.
moon·stone (münʹstōn´), n. a whitish
gem with a pearly luster, a variety of
feldspar.
moon·struck (münʹstruk´), moon·stricken (–strik´әn), adj. dazed; crazed.
moor1 (mu̇r), v. 1 put or keep (a ship, etc.)
in place by means of ropes or chains
fastened to the shore or to anchors. 2 be
made secure by ropes, anchors, etc. [ME
more(n). Cf. OE mārels mooring rope.]
moor2 (mu̇r), n. open waste land, esp. if
heather grows on it [OE mōr]
Moor (mu̇r), n. member of Muslim people
living in NW Africa. In the eighth century a.d. the Moors conquered Spain.
—Moorʹish, adj.
moor·age (mu̇rʹij), n. 1 a mooring or
being moored. 2 place for mooring. 3
charge for using a mooring.
moor hen, 1 a female red grouse. 2 any
of various wading birds, as the rail,
coot, etc.
moor·ings (mu̇rʹingz), n.pl. 1 ropes,
cables, anchors, etc., by which a ship
is fastened. 2 place where a ship is
moored.
moor·land (mu̇rʹland´; –lәnd), n. land
covered with heather; moor.
moose (müs), n., pl. moose. 1 animal
like a large deer, living in Canada and
the N United States. 2 the European elk.
[< Algonquian]
moot (müt), adj. debatable; doubtful: a
moot point. —v. 1 argue. 2 bring forward
(a point, subject, case, etc.) for discussion. [OE mōt meeting]
moot court, mock court, esp. one held in
a law school to give students practice.
mop (mop), n., v., mopped, mop·ping.
—n. 1 bundle of coarse yarn, rags, cloth,
etc., fastened at the end of a stick, for
cleaning ﬂoors, etc. 2 a thick head of hair
like a mop. —v. 1 wash or wipe up; clean
with a mop. 2 wipe.
mop up, ﬁnish. [ME mappe]
mope (mōp), v., moped, mop·ing, n. —v.
be indiﬀerent and silent; be gloomy and
sad. —n. person who mopes.
the mopes, low spirits: infected with the
mopes. —mopʹer, n. —mopʹish, adj.
—mopʹish·ly, adv. —mopʹish·ness, n.
mo·ped (mōʹped), n. well-built bicycle
with a motor and powered by either the
motor or pedals. [< motor + pedal]

mortality
mop·pet (mopʹit), n. child. [< obs. mop
doll]
mop-up (mopʹup´), n. 1 a cleaning up.
2 killing or capture of defeated troops
at the end of a major engagement in
a war. —adj. of or having to do with a
mop-up.
mop·y (mōʹpi), adj. listless; gloomy; sad.
mo·raine (mә rānʹ), n. mass of rocks, dirt,
etc., deposited at the side or end of a
glacier. [<F] —mo·rainʹic, adj.
mor·al (môrʹәl; morʹ–), adj. 1 good in
character or conduct; virtuous according to civilized standards of right and
wrong; right; just: a moral act, a moral
man. 2 capable of understanding right
and wrong: a little baby is not a moral
being. 3 having to do with character or
with the diﬀerence between right and
wrong: a moral question. 4 teaching a
good lesson; having a good inﬂuence.
—n. 1 lesson, inner meaning, or teaching of a fable, a story, or an event.
morals, a behavior in matters of right
and wrong. b character. c principles in
regard to conduct. [< L moralis < mos
custom (pl., manners)]
mo·rale (mә ralʹ; –rälʹ), n. moral or mental condition as regards courage, conﬁdence, enthusiasm, etc.: the morale of
troops. [< F, fem. of moral moral]
mor·al·ist (môrʹәl ist; morʹ–) n. 1 person
who thinks much about moral duties,
sees the moral side of things, and leads
a moral life. 2 person who teaches, studies, or writes about morals. —mor´alisʹtic, adj.
mo·ral·i·ty (mә ralʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
right or wrong of an action. 2 doing
right; virtue. 3 system of morals; set of
rules or principles of conduct.
mor·al·ize (môrʹәl īz; morʹ–) v., –ized,
–iz·ing. 1 think, talk, or write about
questions of right and wrong. 2 point
out the lesson or inner meaning of. 3
improve the morals of. —mor´al·i·zaʹtion, n. —morʹal·iz´er, n.
mor·al·ly (môrʹәl i; morʹ–), adv. 1 in a
moral manner. 2 in morals; as to morals.
3 ethically: things morally considered.
moral victory, defeat that has the eﬀect
on the mind that a victory would have.
mo·rass (mә rasʹ), n. piece of low, soft,
wet ground; swamp. [< Du. moeras < OF
marais < Gmc.]
mor·a·to·ri·um (môr´ә tôʹri әm; mor´–;
–tōʹ–), n., pl. –ri·ums, –ri·a (–ri ә). 1 a
legal authorization to delay payments of
money due. 2 period during which such
authorization is in eﬀect. 3 any voluntary or negotiated ending of an activity: declare a moratorium on swearing.
[< NL, < L morari delay < mora a delay]
mor·bid (môrʹbid), adj. 1 unhealthy; not
wholesome: a morbid liking for horror. 2 caused by disease; characteristic
of disease; diseased: cancer is a morbid growth. 3 frightful; ghastly: morbid
events. [< L morbidus < morbus dis-

ease] —mor·bidʹi·ty, morʹbid·ness, n.
—morʹbid·ly, adv.
mor·dant (môrʹdәnt), adj. biting; cutting;
sarcastic. —n. 1 substance that ﬁxes colors in dyeing. 2 acid that eats into metal.
[< OF, ppr. of mordre bite < L mordere]
—morʹdan·cy, n. —morʹdant·ly, adv.
mor·dent (môrʹdәnt), n. grace note or
embellishment in music. [< G Mordent
< It. mordente, ppr. of mordere bite]
more (môr; mōr), adj. (used as comparative of much and many, with the superlative most), n., adv. (often used before
adjectives and adverbs, and regularly
before those of more than two syllables,
to form comparatives). —adj. 1 greater
in number, quantity, amount, degree,
or importance: more men, more help. 2
further; additional: take more time. —n.
1 a greater number, quantity, amount, or
degree: the more they have, the more they
want. 2 an additional amount: tell me
more. —adv. 1 in or to a greater extent
or degree: that hurts more. 2 in addition;
further; longer; again: sing once more.
be no more, be dead.
more and more, a increasingly more. b
to an increasing degree.
more or less, a somewhat: more or less
accurate. b nearly; approximately: ﬁve
miles more or less. [OE māra]
mo·rel (mә relʹ), n. edible mushroom
with a brown, spongy cap, regarded as a
delicacy. [< F morille < Gmc.]
more·o·ver (môr ōʹvәr; mōr–), adv. also;
besides; in addition to that: his power is
absolute and, moreover, hereditary.
mo·res (môʹrēz; mōʹ–), n.pl. traditional
rules; customs. [< L, manners]
mor·ga·nat·ic (môr´gә natʹik), adj. designating or pertaining to a form of
marriage in which a man of high rank
marries a woman of lower rank with
an agreement that neither she nor her
children shall have any claim to his rank
or property. [< NL morganaticus morning gift, ult. < OHG morgan morning]
—mor´ga·natʹi·cal·ly, adv.
morgue (môrg), n. 1 place in which the
bodies of unknown persons found dead
are kept until they can be identiﬁed.
2 in a newspaper oﬃce, the reference
library. [< F]
mor·i·bund (môrʹә bund; morʹ–), adj.
dying. [< L moribundus < mori die]
—mor´i·bunʹdi·ty, n. —morʹi·bund·ly,
adv.
Mor·mon (môrʹmәn), n. member of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints, founded in 1830 by Joseph Smith.
—adj. of or pertaining to the Mormons
or their religion. —Morʹmon·ism, n.
morn (môrn), n. Poetic. morning. [OE
morgen]
morn·ing (môrʹning), n. 1 the early part
of the day, ending at noon. 2 dawn. 3 the
ﬁrst or early part of anything. —adj. of
or in the morning. [ME morwening (see
morn); patterned on evening]
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morning-after pill, oral contraceptive
that prevents pregnancy if taken relatively soon after intercourse.
morn·ing-glo·ry (môrʹning glô´ri; –glō–),
n., pl. –ries. a climbing vine with heartshaped leaves and funnel-shaped blue,
lavender, pink, or white ﬂowers.
morning sickness, nausea and vomiting,
esp. in the morning, a fairly common
symptom of early pregnancy.
morning star, planet, esp. Venus, seen in
the eastern sky before sunrise.
Mo·roc·co (mә rokʹō), n. country in NW
Africa. —Mo·rocʹcan, adj.
mo·roc·co (mә rokʹō), n., pl. –cos. 1 a ﬁne
leather made from goatskins, used in
binding books. 2 leather imitating this.
mo·ron (môʹron; mōʹ–), n. 1 person of
20 years or more who has the same
intelligence as an ordinary child from
8 to 12 years old. 2 Informal. a stupid
person; dummy. [< Gk., neut., foolish,
dull] —mo·ronʹic, adj.
mo·rose (mә rōsʹ), adj. gloomy; sullen;
ill-humored. [< L morosus, orig., set in
one’s ways < mos habit] —mo·roseʹly,
adv. —mo·roseʹness, n.
morph (môrf), v. change; transform.
[< morph a variant form, in biology]
mor·pheme (môrʹfēm), n. smallest part
of a word that has meaning of its own,
including words, preﬁxes, suﬃxes, etc.
[< F morphème < Gk. morphé form]
mor·phine (môrʹfēn), n. drug made from
opium, used to dull pain and to cause
sleep. [< F < G morphin < Morpheus
Morpheus]
mor·phol·o·gy (môr folʹә ji), n. 1 branch
of biology that deals with the forms
and structure of animals and plants. 2
branch of the science of language that
deals with forms of words as aﬀected by
inﬂection, derivation, etc. [< Gk. morphe
form + –logy] —mor´pho·logʹic, mor´pho·logʹi·cal, adj. —mor´pho·logʹi·cally, adv. —mor·pholʹo·gist, n.
morris dance, an old English dance performed by people in fancy costumes.
mor·row (môrʹō; morʹo), n. 1 the following day or time. 2 Archaic. morning. 3
tomorrow. [ME morwe, var. of morwen
morn]
Morse code, a telegraphic alphabet made
up of dots, dashes, and spaces. [< Samuel F. B. Morse (1791–1872), American
inventor of the telegraph]
mor·sel (môrʹsәl), n. 1 a small bite;
mouthful. 2 piece; fragment. [< OF, dim.
of mors a bite, ult. < L mordere bite]
mor·tal (môr tәl), adj. 1 sure to die sometime: all creatures are mortal. 2 of man:
past all mortal aid. 3 causing death: a
mortal wound. 4 to the death: a mortal
enemy. 5 very great; deadly: mortal terror. —n. man; human being. [< L mortalis < mors death] —morʹtal·ly, adv.
mor·tal·i·ty (môr talʹә ti), n. 1 mortal
nature; being sure to die sometime. 2 loss
of life on a large scale: the mortality from
automobile accidents is very serious.
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mor·tar1 (môrʹtәr), n. mixture of lime,
sand, and water, or of cement, sand,
and water, for holding bricks or stones
together. [< OF mortier < L mortarium]
mor·tar2 (môrʹtәr), n. 1 bowl of very hard
material, in which substances may be
pounded to a powder. 2 a short cannon
for shooting shells at high angles. [< L
mortarium (through F for the meaning
“cannon”)]
mor·tar·board (môrʹtәr bôrd´; –bōrd´),
n. an academic cap with a ﬂat, square
top.
mort·gage (môrʹgij), n., v., –gaged, –gaging. —n. 1 claim on property, given to
a person who has loaned money in case
the money is not repaid when due. 2
document that gives such a claim. —v. 1
give a lender a claim to (one’s property)
in case a debt is not paid when due. 2
put under some obligation; pledge. [<
OF, < mort dead (< L mortuus) + gage
pledge, gage1]
mort·ga·gee (môr´gi jēʹ), n. person to
whom property is mortgaged.
mort·ga·gor (môrʹgi jәr), n. person who
mortgages his or her property.
mor·ti·cian (môr tishʹәn), n. undertaker.
mor·ti·ﬁ·ca·tion (môr´tә fә kāʹshәn), n.
1 shame; humiliation. 2 cause of shame
or humiliation. 3 a mortifying or being
mortiﬁed: the mortiﬁcation of the body
by fasting.
mor·ti·fy (môrʹtә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1
make ashamed; humiliate: a child’s misconduct mortiﬁes its parent. 2 overcome
(bodily desires and feelings) by pain and
self-denial: saints often mortiﬁed their
bodily cravings. 3 die; decay: cut oﬀ an
injured foot that has mortiﬁed. [< OF
< L mortiﬁcare kill < L mors death +
facere make] —morʹti·ﬁ´er, n.
mor·tise (môr tis), n., v., –tised, –tis·ing.
—n. a rectangular hole in one piece
of wood cut to receive a projection on
another piece (called the tenon) so as to
form a joint. —v. 1 cut a mortise in. 2
fasten by a mortise. [< F mortaise < Ar.
murtazz fastened]
mor·tu·ar·y (môrʹchu̇ er´i), n., pl. –ar·ies,
adj. —n. 1 building where dead bodies
are kept until burial. 2 ⫽morgue. —adj.
of death or burial. [< Med.L mortuarium, ult. < L mors death]
mos., months
mo·sa·ic (mō zāʹik), n. 1 small pieces of
stone, glass, wood, etc., of diﬀerent colors inlaid to form a picture or design. 2
such a picture or design. 3 anything like
a mosaic. —adj. formed by, pertaining
to, or resembling such work. [< Med.L
mosaicus, musaicus of the Muses. See
muse.]
Mo·sa·ic (mō zāʹik), adj. of Moses or of
writings ascribed to him.
Mosaic law, 1 the ancient laws of the
Hebrews ascribed to Moses. 2 part of the
Bible where these laws are stated.
Mos·cow (mosʹkou; –kō), n. capital of
Russia.

Mo·ses (mōʹziz; –zis), n. the great leader
and lawgiver of the Israelites.
mo·sey (mōʹzi), v., –seyed, –sey·ing.
Informal. 1 shuﬄe along. 2 saunter;
amble.
Mos·lem (mozʹlәm; mosʹ–), n., pl. –lems,
–lem, adj. Muslim.
mosque (mosk), n. a Muslim place
of worship. [< F < Ital. < Ar. masjid
< sajada prostrate oneself]
mos·qui·to (mәs kēʹtō), n., pl. –toes, –tos.
a small, thin insect whose female gives
a bite or sting that itches. Some kinds
transmit malaria; some transmit yellow
fever. [< Sp., dim. of mosca < L musca
ﬂy]
mosquito net, piece of ﬁne netting hung
on a frame, esp. over a bed, to keep
mosquitos away.
moss (môs; mos), n. 1 very small, soft,
green or brown plants that grow close
together like a carpet on the ground,
on rocks, on trees, etc. 2 any of various
similar plants. [OE mos bog]
moss rose, a cultivated rose with mosslike growth on the calyx and stem.
moss·y (môsʹi; mosʹi), adj., moss·i·er,
moss·i·est. 1 covered with moss: a
mossy bank. 2 like moss: mossy green.
—mossʹi·ness, n.
most (mōst), adj. (used as superlative of
much and many, with the comparative
more), n., adv. (often used before adjectives and adverbs, and regularly before
those of more than two syllables, to form
superlatives). —adj. 1 the greatest quantity, amount, measure, degree, or number of: the winner gets the most money. 2
almost all: most children like candy. —n.
the greatest quantity, amount, degree, or
number: he did most of the work. —adv.
1 in or to the greatest extent or degree:
which hurt most? 2 almost; nearly.
at most or at the most, not more than.
for the most part, mainly; usually.
make the most of, make the best use of.
the most, Informal. the ultimate: his
behavior was the most.
–most, suﬃx forming superlatives, as
in foremost, inmost, topmost, uttermost.
[ME]
most·ly (mōstʹli), adv. almost all; for the
most part; mainly; chieﬂy.
mo·tel (mō telʹ), n. a hotel, usually located
near a highway, which provides sleeping,
and often eating, accommodations for
motorists. [blend of motor and hotel]
moth (môth; moth), n., pl. moths (môthz;
mothz; môths; moths). 1 a small, winged
insect that lays eggs in cloth, fur, etc.
Its larvae eat holes in the material. 2 a
broad-winged insect very much like a
butterﬂy, but ﬂying mostly at night. [OE
moththe] —mothʹy, adj.
moth ball, ball of naphthalene, used to
keep moths away from wool, silk, fur,
etc.
moth·ball (môthʹbôl´; mothʹ–), v. 1 clean
and cover (something) with a protective
ﬁlm to prepare it for temporary storage.

2 take (ships, aircraft, etc.) out of service
for storage.
moth-eat·en (môthʹēt´әn; mothʹ–), adj.
1 having holes made by moths. 2 Fig.
worn-out; out-of-date.
moth·er1 (muthʹәr), n. 1 a female parent.
2 person who is like a mother. 3 Fig.
cause; source: Necessity is the mother of
invention. 4 head of a female religious
community; woman exercising control
and responsibility like that of a mother.
—v. 1 be mother of; act as mother to.
2 acknowledge oneself mother of or
assume as one’s own. —adj. 1 that is a
mother. 2 like a mother. 3 of a mother.
[OE mōdor] —mothʹer·less, adj.
moth·er2 (muthʹәr), n. a stringy, sticky
substance formed in vinegar or on
liquids turning to vinegar. Mother
consists of bacteria. [special use of
mother1]
mother country, 1 country where a person was born. 2 country in relation to its
colonies or its natives.
mother earth, the earth as the source
and protector of its inhabitants and
resources.
moth·er·hood (muthʹәr hu̇d), n. 1 state of
being a mother. 2 qualities of a mother.
3 mothers.
moth·er-in-law (muthʹәr in lô´), n., pl.
moth·ers-in-law. 1 mother of one’s husband or wife. 2 stepmother.
moth·er·land (muthʹәr land´), n. 1 one’s
native country. 2 land of one’s ancestors.
mother lode, rich, large vein of ore.
moth·er·ly (muthʹәr li), adj. 1 of a mother.
2 like a mother; like a mother’s; kindly.
—mothʹer·li·ness, n.
moth·er-of-pearl (muthʹәr әv pėrlʹ), n.
the hard, rainbow-colored lining of certain shells, used to make buttons and
ornaments; nacre.
Mother’s Day, the second Sunday of May,
set apart in the United States in honor
of mothers.
mother ship, 1 aircraft that carries
another aircraft, drone, etc., aloft and
launches it. 2 ship, aircraft, etc., that acts
as a base of operations for other ships
or aircraft.
mother superior, woman who is the head
of a convent of nuns.
mother tongue, 1 one’s native language. 2
language to which other languages owe
their origin.
moth·proof (môthʹprüf´; mothʹ–), adj.
repelling or resisting to moths. —v.
make repellant or resistant to moths.
mo·tif (mō tēfʹ), n. 1 subject for development or treatment in art, literature, or
music. 2 element of a design, painting,
etc., which imparts a theme or unity.
[< F]
mo·tile (mō tәl), adj. able to move by
itself. [< L motus moved] —mo·tilʹity, n.
mo·tion (mōʹshәn), n. 1 change of position or place; movement; moving: the

mouth
motion of one’s hand in writing. 2 a
formal suggestion made in a meeting
or law court: the motion to adjourn was
carried. —v. 1 make a movement, as of
the hand or head, to show one’s meaning. 2 show (a person) what to do by
such a motion: he motioned me out.
go through the motions, do something
automatically or as a habit.
in motion, moving.
motions, movements; actions; activities.
[< L motio < movere move]
mo·tion·less (mōʹshәn lis), adj. not moving. —moʹtion·less·ly, adv. —moʹtionless·ness, n.
motion picture, series of pictures shown
on a screen in which people and things
seem to move; movie; ﬁlm.
motion sickness, feeling of dizziness,
nausea, etc., experienced when in
motion, as in an automobile, etc.
mo·ti·vate (mōʹtә vāt), v., –vat·ed, –vating. provide with a motive: act upon as
a motive. —mo´ti·vaʹtion, n.
mo·tive (mōʹtiv), n. thought or feeling
that makes one act: his motive in going
away was a wish to travel. —adj. that
makes something move: steam is the
motive power of this engine. [< Med.L
motivum moving (impulse) < L movere
to move]
mot·ley (motʹli), n., pl. –leys, adj. —n. suit
of more than one color worn by clowns.
—adj. 1 of diﬀerent colors like a clown’s
suit. 2 made up of units not alike: a motley collection. [ME motteley]
mo·to·cross (mōʹtō krôs´), n. cross-country motorcycle race. [< F moto-cross
< moto– motorcycle + (E) cross-country]
mo·tor (mōʹtәr), n. 1 any thing or person
that imparts motion, esp. an engine
that makes a machine go. 2 an internalcombustion engine. —adj. 1 pertaining
to a motor. 2 run by a motor. 3 having
to do with motion. 4 having to do with
bodily movements. Motor nerves arouse
muscles to action. [< L, mover < movere
to move]
mo·tor·boat (mōʹtәr bōt´), n. boat that is
run by a motor.
mo·tor·cade (mōʹtәr kād), n. procession
or long line of automobiles.
mo·tor·car (mōʹtәr kär´), n. ⫽automobile.
motor coach, ⫽coach.
mo·tor·cy·cle (mōʹtәr sī´kәl), n. a
self-propelled, two-wheeled vehicle.
—mo´tor·cyʹclist, n.
motor home, motor vehicle that has living accommodations for recreational
travel and camping; recreational vehicle.
mo·tor·ist (mōʹtәr ist), n. person who
drives or travels in an automobile.
mo·tor·ize (mōʹtәr īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing. 1
furnish with a motor. 2 supply (infantry
units, cavalry, etc.) with motor-driven
vehicles to facilitate maneuverability.
—mo´tor·i·zaʹtion, n.
mo·tor·man (mōʹtәr mәn), n., pl. –men.
1 person who runs an electric train. 2
person who runs a motor.

motor scooter, two-wheeled vehicle like
a small motorcycle.
mot·tle (motʹәl), v., –tled, –tling, n. —v.
mark with spots or streaks of diﬀerent
colors. —n. a mottled coloring or pattern. [? < motley] —motʹtler, n.
mot·to (motʹō), n., pl. –toes, –tos. a brief
sentence adopted as a rule of conduct.
[< Ital. < L muttum grunt, word. Doublet
of mot.]
mould (mōld), n., v., Esp. Brit. mold.
—mouldʹa·ble, adj.
mound (mound), n. 1 bank or heap of
earth or stones. 2 a small hill. 3 in baseball, the slightly elevated ground from
which the pitcher pitches. —v. enclose
with a mound; heap up. [OE mund protection; meaning inﬂ. by mount2]
mount1 (mount), v. 1 go or get up; get
up on: mount stairs. 2 move or proceed
upwards: a ﬂush mounts to the brow. 3
rise; increase; rise in amount: the costs
are mounting. 4 get on a horse; put
on a horse: mounted the nervous horse
with diﬃculty 5 put in proper position
or order for use: mount specimens on
slides, mount a picture on cardboard.
6 go or put on (guard) as a sentry or
watch does. —n. 1 horse provided for
riding. 2 a setting; backing; support. 3
act of mounting. 4 manner of mounting. [< OF monter < L mons mountain]
—mountʹa·ble, adj. —mountʹer, n.
mount2 (mount), n. mountain; high hill.
[< L mons]
moun·tain (mounʹtәn), n. 1 very high
hill. 2 something like a high hill: a
mountain of rubbish. 3 a huge amount.
—adj. 1 of or pertaining to mountains.
2 living, growing, or found on mountains. 3 resembling or suggesting a
mountain.
make a mountain out of a mole hill,
assign great importance to something
unimportant. [< OF montaigne < mont
mount2]
mountain ash, any of several trees of the
rose family with pinnate leaves, white
ﬂowers, and bright-red berries.
mountain bike, bicycle with a strong
frame equipped with multiple gears, for
bicycling on rugged terrain.
moun·tain·eer (moun´tә nirʹ), n. 1 person who lives in the mountains. 2 person skilled in mountain climbing. —v.
climb mountains.
mountain goat, the white antelope of the
Rocky Mountains.
mountain gorilla, gorilla of the mountain forests of Congo and Uganda, larger
in size and having longer hair than other
gorillas.
mountain laurel, an evergreen shrub with
glossy leaves and pale-pink ﬂowers.
mountain lion, ⫽cougar.
moun·tain·ous (mounʹtә nәs), adj. 1 covered with mountain ranges. 2 huge.
mountain sheep, the wild sheep of the
Rocky Mountains, including the bighorn.
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moun·te·bank (mounʹtә bangk), n. 1 any
person who tries to deceive people;
charlatan. 2 person who sells quack
medicines in public, appealing to his
audience by tricks, stories, jokes, etc.
—v. act like a mountebank. [< Ital. montambanco for monta in banco mounton-bench]
mount·ed (mounʹtid), adj. 1 on a vehicle,
horse, etc. 2 positioned for use: mounted
gun. 3 on a support; in a jewelry setting.
mount·ing (mounʹting), n. support, setting, or the like: the mounting of a
photograph.
mourn (môrn; mōrn), v. 1 grieve. 2 feel
or show sorrow over. [OE murnan]
—mournʹer, n.
mourn·ful (môrnʹfәl; mōrnʹ–), adj. 1 sad;
sorrowful. 2 gloomy; dreary. 3 causing,
or attended with, sorrow or mourning. —mournʹful·ly, adv. —mournʹfulness, n.
mourn·ing (môrʹning; mōrʹ–), n. 1 sorrowing; lamentation. 2 the wearing of
black or some other color, to show sorrow for a person’s death. 3 a draping of
buildings, hanging ﬂags at half-mast,
etc., as signs of such sorrow. 4 clothes,
draperies, etc., to show such sorrow.
—adj. of mourning; used in mourning.
—mournʹing·ly, adv.
mourning dove, a wild dove of North
America that makes a mournful sound.
mouse (n. mous; v. mouz), n., pl. mice
(mīs), v., moused, mous·ing. —n. 1 a
small, gray, gnawing animal. 2 a shy,
timid person. 3 device that moves a cursor on a computer screen. —v. 1 hunt
for mice; catch mice for food. 2 search
as a cat does; move about as if searching. [OE mūs]
mous·er (mouzʹәr), n. animal that catches
mice.
mous·sa·ka (mü´sä käʹ), n. Greek baked
dish made of alternating layers of
ground meat and eggplant or zucchini
with a topping of dough and cheese.
mousse (müs), n. a fancy food made with
whipped cream, either frozen or stiﬀened with gelatin or beaten egg whites:
chocolate mousse, chicken mousse. [< F,
moss, < Gmc.]
mous·y (mousʹi), adj., mous·i·er, mous·iest. 1 resembling or suggesting a mouse
in color, odor, behavior, etc. 2 quiet as a
mouse. 3 infested with mice.
mouth (n. mouth; v. mouth), n., pl.
mouths (mouthz), v. —n. 1 opening
through which an animal takes in food.
2 space containing tongue and teeth.
3 an opening suggesting a mouth: the
mouth of a river. —v. 1 seize or rub with
the mouth. 2 utter (words) in an aﬀected
or pompous way.
foam at the mouth, a be very angry. b
be too eager.
make one’s mouth water, stimulate one’s
appetite or desire.
mouth oﬀ or shoot one’s mouth oﬀ,
talk too frankly or indiscreetly. [OE
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mouthful

mūth] —mouthʹer, n. —mouthʹless,
adj.
mouth·ful (mouthʹfu̇l), n., pl. –fuls. 1
amount the mouth can hold. 2 what is
taken into the mouth at one time. 3 a
small amount; enough to taste. 4 a great
deal: said a mouthful.
mouth organ, ⫽harmonica.
mouth·piece (mouthʹpēs´), n. 1 the part
of a pipe, horn, etc., that is placed in or
against a person’s mouth. 2 piece placed
at the mouth of something or forming
its mouth. 3 guard for the mouth to
protect it from injury in sports. 4 Fig.
person, newspaper, etc., that speaks for
others.
mouth·wash (mouthʹwosh´; –wôsh´), n.
antiseptic liquid for rinsing the mouth.
mouth·y (mouthʹi; mouthʹi), adj.,
mouth·i·er, mouth·i·est. loud-mouthed.
—mouthʹi·ly, adv. —mouthʹi·ness, n.
mov·a·ble (müvʹә bәl), adj. 1 that can be
moved. 2 that can be carried from place
to place as personal possessions can.
3 changing from one date to another
in diﬀerent years. Easter is a movable
holy day. —n. piece of furniture that
is not a ﬁxture but can be moved to
another house. —mov´a·bilʹi·ty; movʹable·ness, n. —movʹa·bly, adv.
move (müv),v., moved, mov·ing,n. —v. 1
change place or position: the trees move.
2 change one’s abode: we move next
week. 3 make a move in a game: I move
my bishop. 4 put or keep in motion: the
wind moves the trees. 5 act: God moves in
a mysterious way. 6 impel; rouse; excite:
power to move the masses, move men to
tears. 7 make a proposal: I move that
we adjourn. 8 make progress; go: the
train moves slowly.—n. 1 right or time to
move in a game. 2 act of moving; movement. 3 action toward a goal: a move to
disconcert his opponents.
get a move on, Informal. a hurry. b
begin to move.
move in, move one’s family, possessions,
etc., into a new place to live.
move up, promote or be promoted:
moved up to district manager.
on the move, moving about. [< AF < L
movere] —movʹer, n.
move·ment (müvʹmәnt), n. 1 act or fact
of moving: movements of the legs. 2 the
moving parts of a machine. The movement of a watch consists of many little
wheels. 3 a the kind of rhythm a piece
has, its speed, etc. b one division of a
long musical selection. 4 suggestion of
motion in a pointing or sculpture. 5
eﬀorts and results of a group of people
working together to bring about some
one thing: women’s movement, the movement for gun control.
mov·ie (müvʹi), n. a motion picture.
mov·ing (müvʹing), adj. 1 that moves. 2
causing motion; actuating. 3 touching;
pathetic: a moving story. —movʹingly, adv.
moving picture, ⫽motion picture.

mow1 (mō), v., mowed, mowed or mown,
mow·ing. 1 cut down with a machine
or a scythe. 2 cut down grass or grain. 3
destroy in large numbers, as if by mowing. [OE māwan] —mowʹer, n.
mow2 (mou), n. 1 place in a barn where
hay, grain, or the like is piled or stored. 2
pile or stack of hay, grain, etc., in a barn.
[OE mūga]
Mo·zam·bique (mō´zәm bēkʹ), n. a country in SE Africa.
M.P., 1 Member of Parliament. 2 Also,
MP. Military Police.
mph, m.p.h., miles per hour.
Mr., Mr (misʹtәr), pl. Messrs. mister, title
put in front of a man’s name or the name
of his position.
MRE, meals ready to eat, emergency
rations, esp. for the military.
mRNA, messenger RNA.
Mrs. or Mrs (misʹiz; mizʹiz; miz), pl.
Mmes. title put in front of a married
woman’s name.
Ms. or Ms (miz), n., pl. Mses. or Mses
title put in front of a woman’s name.
Ms., MS., or ms., pl. Mss.; MSS.; mss.
manuscript.
MS, 1 (zip code) Mississippi. 2 multiple
sclerosis.
M.S., M.Sc., Master of Science.
Msgr., Monsignor.
M.S.T., MST, or m.s.t., Mountain Standard Time.
MT, (zip code) Montana.
Mt., pl. Mts. Mount: Mt. Everest.
mt., mtn., pl. mts.: mtns. mountain.
mu (mū), n. the 12th letter of the Greek
alphabet (M, μ).
much (much), adj., more, most, adv.,
more, most, n. —adj. in great quantity,
amount, or degree: much money, much
time.—adv. 1 to a great extent or degree:
much pleased. 2 nearly about: this is much
the same as the others. —n. 1 a great deal:
much of this is not true. 2 a great, important, or notable thing or matter: the rain
did not amount to much.
much as, a in the same way as. b though.
not much of, small in amount or degree
of: not much of a salary, not much of a
housekeeper.
make much of, treat, represent, or consider as of great importance. [var. of OE
micel] —muchʹness, n.
mu·ci·lage (mūʹsә lij), n. 1 a gummy
substance used to stick things together.
2 substance like glue or gelatin in plants.
[< F < LL mucilago musty juice < L
mucus mucus]
mu·ci·lag·i·nous (mū´sә lajʹә nәs), adj. 1
sticky; gummy. 2 containing or secreting mucilage.
muck (muk), n. 1 dirt; ﬁlth. 2 moist farmyard manure. —v. 1 soil or make dirty. 2
put muck on.
muck about or around, Informal. fool
around; waste time.
muck out, clean out, esp. a stable.
muck up, Informal. ruin; mess up.
[< Scand. myki] —muckʹy, adj.

muck·rake (mukʹrāk´), v., –raked, –raking. hunt for and expose corruption.
—muckʹrak´er, n.
mu·cous (mūʹkәs), adj. 1 of or like mucus.
2 containing or secreting mucus.
mucous membrane, lining of the nose,
throat, and other cavities that are open
to the air.
mu·cus (mūʹkәs), n. a slimy substance
that moistens the linings of the body.
[< L]
mud (mud), n. soft, sticky, wet earth.
[ME mudde]
mud·dle (mudʹәl), v., –dled, –dling, n.
—v. 1 mix up; bring (things) into a mess.
2 make confused or stupid or slightly
drunk. 3 think or act in a confused,
blundering way. —n. mess; disorder;
confusion.
muddle through, manage somehow.
[< mud] —mudʹdler, n.
mud·dy (mudʹi), adj., –di·er, –di·est, v.,
–died, –dy·ing. —adj. 1 of or like mud.
2 having much mud; covered with mud.
3 clouded with mud; dull; not pure:
muddy water, a muddy color. 4 confused;
not clear. —v. make or become muddy.
—mudʹdi·ly, adv. —mudʹdi·ness, n.
mud hen, water bird that looks like a
large chicken. It lives in marshes.
mud puppy, salamander that lives in
water.
mu·ez·zin (mū ezʹin), n. crier who, at
certain hours, calls Muslims to prayer.
[< Ar. mu’adhdhin]
muﬀ (muf), n. 1 a covering of fur or
other material for a woman to keep
both hands warm. One hand is put in
at each end. 2 a clumsy failure to catch
a ball that comes into one’s hands. —v.
1 fail to catch (a ball) when it comes
into one’s hands. 2 bungle. [< Du. < F
mouﬂe]
muf·ﬁn (mufʹәn), n. a small, round cake
made of wheat ﬂour, corn meal, or
the like, eaten with butter and usually
served hot.
muf·ﬂe (mufʹәl), v., –ﬂed, –ﬂing, n. —v.
1 dull or deaden (a sound). 2 wrap or
cover with something in order to soften
or stop the sound. 3 wrap or cover up
in order to keep warm and dry. —n. a
muﬄed sound. [< OF enmouﬂer wrap
up < mouﬂe muﬀ ]
muf·ﬂer (mufʹlәr), n. 1 thing used to
deaden sound: the muﬄer of a motor.
2 wrap or scarf worn around the neck
for warmth.
muf·ti (mufʹti), n., pl. –tis. ordinary
clothes, not a uniform. [< Ar. muftī
(Muslim jurist, judge), with ref. to clothing worn by such an oﬃcial when not
at work]
mug (mug), n., v., mugged, mug·ging.
—n. 1 a heavy earthenware or metal
drinking cup with a handle. 2 amount a
mug holds. 3 face. —v. attack (a person),
esp from behind. [cf. Scand. (Norw.)
mugge; def. 3 from common shape of
mugs in earlier times] —mugʹger, n.
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mug·gy (mugʹi), adj., –gi·er, –gi·est.
warm and humid; damp and close. [<
mug fog < Scand. mugga] —mugʹginess, n.
Mu·ham·mad (mә hämʹid), n. a.d. 570?–
632, founder and prophet of Islam, a
religion widely practiced in Asia and
Africa. Also, Mohammed.
mu·ja·hed·din or mu·ja·he·din (mü jäʹhә dēn), n. pl. Muslim guerrilla ﬁghters,
esp. in Afghanistan and Iran. Also, mujahideen, mujahedeen. [< Ar. mujähidīn,
pl. of mujähid ﬁghter < jihād struggle,
ﬁght, jihad]
mu·lat·to (mә latʹō; myu̇–), n., pl. –toes. 1
person having one white and one black
parent. 2 person having some white and
some black ancestry. [< Sp. and mulato
< mulo mule; from hybrid origin]
mul·ber·ry (mulʹber´i), n., pl. –ries. 1 any
of various trees such as the American
mulberry that yields a berrylike fruit
or the white mulberry whose leaves are
used for feeding silkworms. 2 the berrylike fruit of any of these trees. 3 dark
purplish red. [OE mōrberie < L morum
mulberry + OE berie berry]
mulch (mulch), n. straw, leaves, loose
earth, etc., spread on the ground around
trees or plants, used to protect the roots
from cold or heat, to prevent evaporation of moisture from the soil, etc. —v.
cover with straw, leaves, etc. [OE mylsc
mellow]
mule1 (mūl), n. 1 oﬀspring of the ass and
horse, esp. of a male ass and a mare. 2 a
stubborn person. [< F < L mula, mulus]
mule2 (mūl), n. kind of slipper that leaves
the heel uncovered. [< F < Du. < L mulleus shoe of red leather]
mule skinner, Informal. muleteer.
mu·le·teer (mū´lә tirʹ), n. driver of
mules.
mul·ish (mūlʹish), adj. stubborn; obstinate.
—mulʹish·ly, adv. —mulʹish·ness, n.
mull1 (mul), v. think (about) without
making much progress; ponder.
mull2 (mul), v. make (wine, beer, etc.)
into a warm drink, with sugar, spices,
etc.
mul·lah (mulʹә; mu̇lʹә), n. in Muslim
countries, a title of respect for one who
is learned in the sacred law. [< Turk.,
Pers., Hind. mullā < Ar. mawlā]
mul·lein, mul·len (mulʹәn), n. weed with
coarse, woolly leaves and spikes of yellow ﬂowers. [< AF moleine]
mul·let (mulʹit), n., pl. –lets or (esp.
collectively) –let. kind of edible ﬁsh.
There are red mullets and gray mullets.
[< OF mulet < L mullus red mullet
< Gk. myllos]
mul·lion (mulʹyәn), n. a vertical bar
between the lights of a window, the
panels in the wall of a room, or the like.
—mulʹlioned, adj.
multi–, combining form. 1 having many
or several, as in multiform. 2 many
or several times, as in multimillionaire.
[< L, < multus much, many]

mul·ti·cel·lu·lar (mul´ti selʹyә lәr), adj.
having more than one cell.
mul·ti·col·ored (mulʹti kul´әrd), adj.
having many colors.
mul·ti·cul·tur·al (mul´ti kulʹchәr әl), adj.
having or combining many distinct cultures. —mul´ti·culʹtur·al·ism, mul´ticulʹtur·al·ist, n.
mul·ti·far·i·ous (mul´tә fãrʹi әs), adj. 1
having many diﬀerent parts, elements,
forms, etc. 2 many and various. [< L
multifarius] —mul´ti·farʹi·ous·ly, adv.
mul·ti·form (mulʹtә fôrm), adj. having
many diﬀerent shapes, forms, or kinds.
—mul´ti·forʹmi·ty, n.
mul·ti·lat·er·al (mul´ti latʹәr әl), adj. 1
having many sides; many-sided. 2 involving two or more nations. —mul´tilatʹer·al·ly, adv.
mul·ti·me·di·a (mul´ti mēʹdi ә), adj.
1 using or involving the use of various media as ﬁlms, recordings, etc.,
for entertainment or instruction; mixed
media. 2 involving diﬀerent communications media, in the same place. —n.
use of various media at the same time
and place.
mul·ti·mil·lion·aire (mul´ti mil´yәn ãrʹ),
n. a millionaire many times over.
mul·ti·na·tion·al (mul´ti nashʹә nel), adj.
of or involving many countries. —n. a
company with branches, plants, etc., in
many countries.
mul·ti·ple (mulʹtә pәl), adj. of, having,
or involving many parts, elements, relations, etc.: a man of multiple interests.
—n. number that contains another number a certain number of times without a
remainder. 12 is a multiple of 3. [< F
< LL multiplus manifold]
multiple sclerosis, disorder of the nervous system that attacks the brain and
spinal cord.
mul·ti·plex (mulʹtә pleks), adj. 1 of many
kinds, elements, etc. 2 transmitting
more than one signal on a band, wave,
or wire. —n. cinema with a number of
smaller theaters within it.
mul·ti·pli·cand (mul´tә pli kandʹ), n.
number or quantity to be multiplied by
another. [< L multiplicandus to be multiplied. See multiply.]
mul·ti·pli·ca·tion (mul´tә plә kāʹshәn),
n. 1 a multiplying. 2 a being multiplied.
mul·ti·plic·i·ty (mul´tә plisʹә ti), n., pl.
–ties. a manifold variety; great many.
mul·ti·pli·er (mulʹtә plī´әr), n. 1 number by which another number is to
be multiplied. 2 person or thing that
multiplies.
mul·ti·ply (mulʹtә plī), v., –plied, –plying. 1 increase in number or amount.
2 take (a number or quantity) a given
number of times. To multiply 16 by 3
means to take 16 three times, making
48. [< OF < L multiplicare < multiplex
manifold] —mulʹti·pliʹa·ble, adj.
mul·ti·stage (mulʹti stāj), adj. of a rocket
or missile, having two or more propul-

sive sections, each operating after the
preceding stage has burned out and
separated.
mul·ti·tude (mulʹtә tüd; –tūd), n. a great
many; crowd.
the multitude, the common people.
[< L, < multus much]
mul· ti· tu· di· nous (mul´ tә tüʹdә nәs;
–tūʹ–), adj. 1 very numerous. 2 including
many parts, elements, items, or features.
—mul´ti·tuʹdi·nous·ly, adv. —mul´tituʹdi·nous·ness,n.
mul·ti·va·lent (mul´ti vāʹlәnt; mul tivʹә–),
adj. having a valence of three or more.
—mul´ti·vaʹlence, n.
mum1 (mum), adj. silent; saying nothing.
—interj. be silent! say nothing!
mum’s the word, don’t say anything.
[ME; ? imit.]
mum2 (mum), n. chrysanthemum.
Mumbaì (mum bīʹ), n. ⫽Bombay.
mum·ble (mumʹbәl) v., –bled, –bling, n.
—v. speak indistinctly. —n. a mumbling. [ME momele(n), ? < mum]
—mumʹbler, n.
mum·bo·jum·bo (mumʹbō jumʹbō), n.
nonsense, esp. talk which confuses or
obscures. [< name of guardian genius of
native African village in W Sudan]
mu-mes·on (myüʹmes´on; –mē´son;
–mezʹon; –mēʹzon), n. meson having
a mass more than 200 times that of an
electron; muon. [< Gk. mu letter designating a series + E meson]
mum·mer (mumʹәr), n. 1 person who
wears a mask, fancy costume, etc., for
fun. 2 actor.
mum·mer·y (mumʹәr i), n., pl. –meries. 1 performance of mummers. 2 useless or silly show or ceremony. [< OF
mommerie]
mum·mi·fy (mumʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing.
1 make (a dead body) into a mummy;
make like a mummy. 2 dry or shrivel up.
—mum´mi·ﬁ·caʹtion, n.
mum·my (mumʹi), n., pl. –mies,v., –mied,
–my·ing. —n. 1 a dead body preserved
from decay. Egyptian mummies have
lasted more than 3000 years. 2 a brown
bituminous pigment. —v. mummify.
[< Med.L < Ar. < Pers. mūmiyā < mūm
wax]
mumps (mumps), n. pl. (sing. in use) a
contagious disease marked by swelling
of the face and diﬃculty in swallowing.
[pl. of obs. mump grimace]
munch (munch), v. chew vigorously and
steadily; chew noisily. [appar. imit.]
—munchʹer, n.
munch·ies (munʹchēz), n. 1 snack food. 2
hunger: attack of the munchies.
mun·dane (munʹdān), adj. 1 of this world,
not of heaven; earthly. 2 of the universe;
of the world. [< F < L, < mundus world]
—munʹdane·ly, adv.
mu·nic·i·pal (mū nisʹә pәl), adj. 1 of or
having to do with the aﬀairs of a city,
town, or other municipality. 2 run by a
city, town, etc. 3 having local self-government. [< L municipalis, ult. < munia
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oﬃcial duties + capere take on] —municʹi·pal·ly, adv.
mu·nic·i·pal·i·ty (mū nis´ә palʹә ti), n., pl.
–ties. city, town, or other district having
local self-government.
mu·nif·i·cence (mū nifʹә sәns), n. very
great generosity. [< L, < muniﬁcus generous, ult. < munus gift + facere make]
mu· nif· i· cent (mū nifʹә sәnt), adj.
extremely generous. [< muniﬁcence]
—mu·nifʹi·cent·ly, adv.
mu·ni·tion (mū nishʹәn), n. munitions,
military materials used in war, such as
guns, ammunition, or bombs. —adj.
pertaining to materials for the military: A munition plant is a factory
for making munitions. —v. provide
with materials for the military. [< L,
< munire fortify]
mu·ral (myu̇rʹәl), adj. 1 on a wall. 2 of
a wall; having to do with walls; like a
wall. 3 steep. —n. picture painted on a
wall. [< F < L, < murus wall] —muʹralist, n.
mur·der (mėrʹdәr), n. 1 the unlawful killing of a human being when it is planned
beforehand. 2 Informal. Fig. anything
very unpleasant or diﬃcult: the exam
was murder. —v. 1 kill thus. 2 spoil; do
very badly.
get away with murder, do something
objectionable without any consequences.
murder will out, a misdeed will be
found out. [var. of obs. murther, OE
morthor] —murʹder·er, n.
mur·der·ess (mėrʹdәr is), n. woman who
murders somebody.
mur·der·ous (mėrʹdәr әs), adj. 1 capable
of killing: a murderous blow. 2 ready to
murder: a murderous villain. 3 causing
murder: a murderous plot. —murʹderous·ly, adv.
mu·ri·at·ic acid (myu̇r´i atʹik), hydrochloric acid. [< L, < muria brine]
murk (mėrk), n. darkness; gloom. —adj.
Poetic. dark; gloomy. [< Scand, myrkr]
murk·y (mėrʹki), adj., murk·i·er, murki·est. 1 dark; gloomy. 2 Fig. not clear;
obscure: a murky past. —murkʹi·ly, adv.
—murkʹi·ness, n.
mur·mur (mėrʹmәr), n. 1 a soft, low,
indistinct sound that rises and falls a
little and goes on without breaks: murmur of a stream, murmur of voices in
another room. 2 a sound in the heart
or lungs, esp. an abnormal sound due
to a leaky valve in the heart. 3 a softly
spoken word or speech. —v. 1 make a
soft, low, indistinct sound. 2 utter in a
murmur. [< L murmur] —murʹmurer, n. —murʹmur·ing,adj. —murʹmuring·ly, adv.
mus., 1 museum. 2 music; musical.
mus·ca·dine (musʹkә din; –dīn), n. grape
of the S United States.
mus·cat (musʹkat; –kәt), n. a lightcolored grape with the ﬂavor or odor
of musk. [< F < Pr. < LL muscatus with
musk < muscus musk]

mus·ca·tel (mus´kә telʹ), n. 1 a strong,
sweet wine made from muscat grapes. 2
the muscat grape. [< OF. See muscat.]
mus·cle (musʹәl), n., v., –cled, –cling.
—n. 1 bundle of special tissue that can
be tightened or loosened to move a part
of the body. 2 this tissue. 3 strength. —v.
move or lift using only the muscles.
muscle in, force oneself into a situation
where one is not wanted. [< F < L musculus, dim. of mus mouse; from appearance of certain muscles]
mus·cle-bound (musʹәl bound´), adj.
having some of the muscles stiﬀ or tight,
usually as a result of too much exercise.
Mus·co·vite (musʹkә vit), n., adj. 1 Russian. 2 of or from Moscow.
Mus·co·vy (musʹkә vi), n. Archaic. Russia.
mus·cu·lar (musʹkyә lәr), adj. 1 of the
muscles; inﬂuencing the muscles. 2 having well-developed muscles; strong. 3
consisting of muscle. —mus´cu·larʹity, n. —musʹcu·lar·ly, adv.
muscular dys·tro·phy (disʹtrә ﬁ), a gradual wasting away and weakening of the
muscles.
mus·cu·la·ture (musʹkyә lә chәr), n. system or arrangement of muscles.
muse (mūz), v., mused, mus·ing. 1 think
in a dreamy way; think; meditate. 2 look
thoughtfully. 3 say thoughtfully. [< OF
muser loiter] —musʹer, n.
Muse (mūz), n. 1 Class. Myth. one of the
nine Greek Goddesses of the ﬁne arts
and sciences. 2 Sometimes, muse. spirit
that inspires a poet or composer. [< OF
< L < Gk. Mousa]
mu·se·um (mū zēʹәm), n. building or
rooms where a collection of objects
illustrating science, art, ancient life,
or other subjects is kept. [< L < Gk.
mouseion seat of the Muses. See Muse.]
mush1 (mush), n. 1 corn meal boiled in
water. 2 a soft, thick mass. 3 Informal.
Fig. anything weak, sentimental, or silly,
esp. talk. [var. of mash. Cf. Du. moes.]
mush2 (mush), n., v. journey on foot,
usually with a dog sled across snow.
[? for mush on, alter. of F marchons let us
advance] —mushʹer, n.
mush·room (mushʹrüm; –ru̇m), n. 1 a
small fungus, shaped like an umbrella,
that grows very fast. Some mushrooms
are good to eat; some are poisonous.
2 anything shaped or growing like a
mushroom. —adj. 1 of or like a mushroom. 2 of very rapid growth. —v. 1
grow very fast. 2 ﬂatten at one end: A
bullet sometimes mushrooms when it
hits a very hard object. [< F mousseron,
? < mousse moss < Gmc.]
mush·y (mushʹi), adj., mush·i·er, mushi·est. 1 like mush; pulpy. 2 weakly sentimental. —mushʹi·ness, n.
mu·sic (mūʹzik), n. 1 art of putting
sounds together in various sequences
and arrangements that have melody,
harmony, and rhythm. 2 such arrangements of sounds, esp. as produced by
instruments or the voice. 3 any pleas-

ant sound. 4 written or printed signs
for tones.
face the music, meet trouble boldly or
bravely.
set to music, provide (the words of a
song) with music. [< L < Gk. mousike
(techne) art of the Muse. See Muse.]
mu·si·cal (mūʹzә kәl), adj. 1 of music.
2 beautiful or pleasing to the ear; like
music. 3 set to music; accompanied
by music. 4 fond of music. 5 skilled
in music. —n. a play with music that
advances the plot. —muʹsi·cal·ly, adv.
—muʹsi·cal·ness, n.
musical chairs, children’s game in which
the players march to music around an
ever decreasing row of chairs.
play musical chairs, any activity that
consists of switching or changing position without achieving a result.
musical comedy, an amusing play in
which plot and characterization are less
important than singing, dancing, and
costumes.
mu·si·cale (mū´zә kalʹ), n. a social gathering to enjoy music. [< F, short for
soirée musicale musical evening]
music box, box or case containing apparatus for producing music mechanically.
music hall, hall for musical entertainments.
mu·si·cian (mū zishʹәn), n. 1 person
skilled in music. 2 person who sings
or who plays on a musical instrument,
especially one who does so for pay. 3
composer of music. —mu·siʹcian·ly, adj.
—mu·siʹcian·ship, n.
music video, videotape or disk with
images that accompany popular music.
mus·ing (mūzʹing), adj. dreamy; meditative. —musʹing·ly, adv.
musk (musk), n. 1 substance with a
strong and lasting odor, used in making
perfumes. Musk is found in a special
gland in the male musk deer. 2 the odor
of musk. [< LL < LGk. < Pers. mushk]
musk deer, a small, hornless deer of C
Asia, the male of which has a gland
containing musk.
mus·keg (musʹkeg), n. 1 bog covered
with moss, esp. in the tundra and forest
regions of North America and Europe. 2
any of certain mosses.
mus·kel·lunge (musʹkә lunj), n., pl.
–lunge. a large American pike. [< Ojibwa
mashkinonge great pike]
mus·ket (musʹkit), n. kind of old gun.
Soldiers used muskets before riﬂes were
invented. [< F < Ital. moschetto, orig., a
kind of hawk < mosca ﬂy < L musca]
mus·ket·eer (mus´kә tirʹ), n. soldier
armed with a musket.
mus·ket·ry (musʹkit ri), n. 1 muskets. 2
shooting with muskets or riﬂes. 3 soldiers armed with muskets.
musk·mel·on (muskʹmel´әn), n. kind of
sweet, juicy melon; cantaloupe.
Mus·ko·gee (mus kōʹgē), n., pl. –gee or
–gees. 1 tribe of American Indians from
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the SE United States, including Choctaw, Chickasaw, Creek, Seminole, and
others. 2 their language. —Mus·koʹgean, adj.
musk ox, an arctic animal, somewhat like
a sheep, that has a musky smell.
musk·rat (muskʹrat´), n., pl. –rats or (esp.
collectively) –rat. 1 a water animal of
North America, like a rat, but larger. 2
its valuable dark-brown fur.
musk·y (musʹki), adj., musk·i·er, muski·est. of musk; like musk; like that of
musk.
Mus·lim (muzʹlәm; musʹ–), n., pl.
–lims, –lim. follower of Muhammad
and believer in Islam, the religion he
founded. —adj. of Muhammad, his followers, or Islam, Islamic. [< Ar. muslim
one who submits < aslama submit; akin
to salaam]
mus·lin (muzʹlәn), n. 1 a thin, ﬁne cotton cloth, used for dresses, curtains,
etc. 2 a heavier cotton cloth, used for
sheets, undergarments, etc. —adj. made
of muslin. [ F < Ital. mussolina < Mussolo Mosul, city in Iraq]
muss (mus), v. put into disorder; rumple. —n. disorder; mess. [var. of mess]
—mussʹy, adj.
mus·sel (musʹәl), n. 1 an edible saltwater
mollusk that looks like a small clam,
with black shells. 2 a freshwater mollusk
whose shells are used in making buttons. [< L musculus mussel, muscle]
must1 (must; unstressed mәst), auxuliary
verb, pt. must, n., adj. —aux. v. 1 be
obliged to; be forced to: humans must
eat to live. 2 ought to; should: I must go
home soon. 3 be certain to (be, do, have,
etc.): I must seem very rude,. you must
have that book. 4 Must is sometimes
used with its verb omitted: we must
away. —n. something necessary; obligation: this rule is a must. —adj. demanding attention or doing; necessary: a must
item, must legislation. [OE mōste, pt.]
must2 (must), n. the unfermented juice
of the grape; new wine. [< L (vinum)
mustum fresh (wine)]
must3 (must), n. period of dangerous
excitement and irritability, esp. among
male elephants and camels during mating season. Also, musth.
mus·tache (musʹtash; mәs tashʹ), n. 1 hair
growing on a person’s upper lip. 2 bristly
hairs near an animal’s mouth. [< F < Ital.
< Gk. mystax upper lip, mustache]
mus·ta·chio (mәs täʹshō), n., pl. –chios,
⫽mustache. —mus·taʹchioed, adj.
mus·tang (musʹtang), n. the small, wild or
half-wild horse of the American plains.
[< Sp. mestengo untamed]
mus·tard (musʹtәrd), n. 1 a yellow powder or paste used as seasoning to give a
pungent taste. 2 plant from whose seeds
it is made. [< OF moustarde, ult. < L
mustum must2]
mus·ter (musʹtәr), v. 1 assemble, as
troops, the crew of a ship, etc.; gather
together; collect: muster soldiers. 2 sum-

mon: muster up courage. —n. 1 assembly; collection. 2 bringing together of
men or troops for review or service. 3
list of those mustered. 4 the number
mustered.
muster in, enroll; enlist, esp. for military service.
muster out, discharge, esp. from military service.
pass muster, be inspected and approved;
come up to the required standards.
[< OF < L monstrare show < monstrum
portent]
mus·ty (musʹti), adj., –ti·er, –ti·est. 1
having a smell or taste suggesting mold
or damp; moldy. 2 stale; out-of-date:
musty laws. —musʹti·ly, adv. —musʹtiness,n.
mu·ta·ble (mūʹtә bәl), adj. 1 liable to
change: mutable customs. 2 ﬁckle: a
mutable person. [< L, < mutare change]
—mu´ta·bilʹi·ty, muʹta·ble·ness, n.
—muʹta·bly, adv.
mu·ta·gen (myüʹtә jәn), n. agent that
causes mutation in an organism. —mu´tagenʹe·sis, n. —mu´ta·genʹic, adj.
mu·tant (mūʹtәnt), n. new variety of plant
or animal resulting from mutation.
mu·tate (mūʹtāt), v., –tat·ed, –tat·ing. 1
change. 2 produce mutations.
mu·ta·tion (mū tāʹshәn), n. 1 change;
alteration. 2 a new feature that appears
suddenly in animals or plants and can
be inherited. 3 a new variety of animal or plant formed in this way. [< L,
< mutare change] —mu·taʹtion·al, adj.
mute (mūt), adj., n., v., mut·ed, mut·ing.
—adj. 1 not making any sound; silent. 2
unable to speak; dumb. 3 (of letters) not
pronounced. —n. 1 person who cannot
speak. 2 clip or pad put on a musical
instrument to soften the sound. —v.
put a clip or pad on a musical instrument to soften the sound. [< L mutus]
—muteʹly, adv. —muteʹness, n.
mu·ti·late (mūʹtә lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lating. 1 cut, tear, or break oﬀ a part
of; injure seriously by cutting, tearing,
or breaking oﬀ some part. 2 make (a
story, song, etc.) imperfect by removing or damaging parts. [< L, < mutilus
maimed] —mu´ti·laʹtion, n. —muʹtila´tive, adj. —muʹti·la´tor, n.
mu·ti·neer (mū´tә nirʹ), n. person who
takes part in a mutiny.
mu·ti·nous (mūʹtә nәs), adj. rebellious.
—muʹti·nous·ly, adv. —muʹti·nousness, n.
mu·ti·ny (mūtә ni), n., pl. –nies,v., –nied,
–ny·ing. —n. open rebellion against
lawful authority, esp. by sailors or soldiers against their oﬃcers. —v. take
part in a mutiny; rebel. [< obs. mutine
revolt < OF, < mutin rebellious, ult. < L
movere move]
mutt (mut), n. dog, esp. a mongrel.
mut·ter (mutʹәr), v. 1 utter low and indistinctly with lips partly closed. 2 complain; grumble. —n. 1 act of muttering.
2 muttered words. [< obs. moot mur-
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mur, OE mōtian make a speech < mōt
meeting] —mutʹter·er, n. —mutʹtering·ly, adv.
mut·ton (mutʹәn), n. meat from a sheep.
[< OF moton < Celtic]
mu·tu·al (mūʹchu̇ әl), adj. 1 done, said,
felt, etc., by each toward the other; given
and received: mutual promises, mutual
dislike. 2 each to the other: mutual enemies. 3 belonging to each of several: our
mutual friend. [< L mutuus reciprocal]
—mu´tu·alʹi·ty, n. —muʹtu·al·ly, adv.
muz·zle (muzʹәl), n., v., –zled, –zling.
—n. 1 nose, mouth, and jaws of a fourfooted animal. 2 cover of straps put over
an animal’s head and jaws to keep it
from biting or eating. 3 open front end
of a gun, pistol, etc. —v. 1 put a muzzle
on. 2 compel (a person) to keep silent
about something. [< OF, < muse muzzle]
—muzʹzler, n.
muz·zle·load·er (muzʹәl lōd´әr), n. gun
that is loaded through the muzzle.
MVP, most valuable player, in sports.
mw, milliwatt.
Mw, megawatt.
my (mī), pron. belonging to me. —interj.
exclamation of surprise. [OE mīn]
My·an·mar (mīʹәn mãr´), n. country, formerly Burma, in SE Asia on the Bay of
Bengal and between India and China.
my·ce·li·um (mī sēʹli әm), n., pl. –li·a
(–li ә) the main part of a fungus, consisting of interwoven ﬁbers. [< NL,
< Gk. mykes mushroom]
My·ce·nae·an (mīʹsә nēʹәn), adj. of or
having to do with Mycenae, an ancient
city in S Greece, or its civilization, culture, or art that ﬂourished from about
1500 b.c. to 1100 b.c.
my·col·o·gy (mī kolʹә ji),n. branch of botany that deals with fungi. [< Gk. mykes
fungus + –logy] —my·colʹo·gist, n.
my·co·tox·in (mī´kә tokʹsәn), n. poison
produced by a fungus. [< Gk. mýkēs
fungus + E toxin]
my·e·lin (mīʹә lin), n. soft, fatty substance
that forms a sheath around certain nerve
ﬁbers.
my·na, my·nah (mīʹnә), n. an Asiatic bird
of the starling family. [< Hind. mainā]
my·o·car·di·um (mī´ә kãrʹdi әm), n.
muscle tissue of the heart. [< NL < Gk.
mýs, myós muscle + kardíā heart]
my·o·pi·a (mī ōʹpi ә), n. ⫽near-sightedness. [< NL, < Gk., ult. < myein shut +
ops eye] —my·opʹic, adj.
myr·i·ad (mirʹi әd), n. 1 ten thousand. 2
a very great number: there are myriads
of stars. —adj. 1 ten thousand. 2 countless. [< LL < Gk. myrias ten thousand,
myriad]
myr·i·a·pod (mirʹi ә pod´), n. arthropod
having a wormlike body with many
segments and many legs. Centipedes
and millepedes are myriapods. [< Gk.
myrias myriad + pous foot]
myrrh (mėr), n. a fragrant, gummy substance with a bitter taste, used in medicines, perfumes, and incense. It is obtained
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myrtle

from a shrub that grows in Arabia and E
Africa. [< L < Gk., ult. < Akkadian (group
of extinct Semitic langs.) murrû]
myr·tle (mėrʹtәl), n. 1 an evergreen shrub
of S Europe with shiny leaves, fragrant
white ﬂowers, and black berries. 2 a low,
creeping, evergreen vine with blue ﬂowers; periwinkle. [< OF mirtile, dim. of L
myrtus < Gk. myrtos]
my·self (mī selfʹ), pron., pl. ourselves. 1
the emphatic form of me or I: I myself
will go. 2 reﬂexive form of me: I hurt
myself. 3 my real self; my normal self: I
am not myself today.
mys·te·ri·ous (mis tirʹi әs), adj. 1 full of
mystery; hard to explain or understand;
secret; hidden. 2 suggesting mystery.
—mys·teʹri·ous·ly, adv. —mys·teʹri·ousness, n.
mys·ter·y (misʹtәr i; misʹtri), n., pl. –teries. 1 secret; something that is hidden or
unknown. 2 secrecy; obscurity. 3 something that is not explained or understood. 4 a religious doctrine that human

reason cannot understand. 5 a secret
religious rite. [< L < Gk. mysterion, ult.
< myein close (i.e., the lips or eyes)]
mystery play, medieval religious play.
mys·tic (misʹtik), n. person who believes
that truth or God can be known through
spiritual insight. —adj. mystical. [< L
< Gk. mystikos. See mystery1.]
mys·ti·cal (misʹtә kәl), adj. 1 having some
secret meaning; mysterious. 2 spiritually symbolic. The lamb and the dove
are mystical symbols of the Christian
religion. 3 of or concerned with mystics or mysticism. 4 of or having to do
with secret rites. —mysʹti·cal·ly, adv.
—mysʹti·cal·ness,n.
mys·ti·cism (misʹtә siz әm), n. 1 beliefs
or mode of thought of mystics. 2 doctrine that truth or God may be known
through spiritual insight, independent
of the mind.
mys·ti·fy (misʹtә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1
bewilder purposely; puzzle; perplex. 2
make mysterious; involve in mystery.

—mys´ti·ﬁ·caʹtion, n. —mysʹti·fy´ingly, adv.
mys·tique (mis tēkʹ), n. aura of mystery surrounding someone or something. [< F]
myth (mith), n. 1 legend or story, usually
attempting to account for something in
nature. 2 any invented story. 3 an imaginary person or thing. [< NL < LL < Gk.
mythos word, story]
myth., mythological; mythology.
myth·i·cal (mithʹә kәl), myth·ic (–ik),
adj. 1 of myths; like a myth; in myths. 2
not real; made-up; imaginary. —mythʹical·ly, adv.
my·thol·o·gy (mi tholʹә ji), n., pl. –gies.
1 myths collectively: Greek mythology.
2 study of myths. —myth´o·logʹi·cal,
myth´o·logʹic, adj. —myth´o·logʹi·cally, adv. —my·tholʹo·gist, n.
myx·o·vi·rus (mik´sә vīʹrәs), n. one of a
group of viruses that cause red blood
cells to clump, including the viruses
that cause inﬂuenza and mumps. [< Gk.
mýxa mucus + E virus]

narcolepsy
N, n (en), n., pl. N’s; n’s.
the 14th letter of the
alphabet.
N, 1 nitrogen. 2 North;
Northern.
n, an indeﬁnite number.
N., 1 Navy. 2 New. 3 Noon. 4 North;
Northern. 5 November.
n., 1 neuter. 2 nominative. 3 north; northern. 4 noun. 5 number.
Na, sodium.
N.A., North America.
NAACP, National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People.
nab (nab), v., nabbed, nab·bing. 1 catch
or seize suddenly; grab. 2 arrest. [earlier
nap, OE hnœppan strike]
na·cho (näʹchō), n., pl. –chos. toasted
tortilla chip with a topping of cheese,
ground meat, and sauce made with chili
peppers, tomato, etc. [< Mexican Sp.]
na·da (näʹdә), n. Informal. nothing. [< Sp.]
na·dir (nāʹdәr; –dir), n. 1 the point in
the heavens directly beneath the place
where one stands; the point opposite
the zenith. 2 Fig. the lowest point of
anything. [ult. < Ar. na.zīr opposite (i.e.,
to the zenith)]
nae (nā), adj., adv. Scot. no.
NAFTA or Naf·ta (nafʹtә), n. North
American Free Trade Agreement,
which established a free-trade zone
that includes Mexico, Canada, and the
United States.
nag1 (nag), v., nagged, nag·ging. irritate
or annoy by peevish complaints; scold.
[cf. Icel. nagga grumble] —nagʹger, n.
—nagʹging·ly, adv.
nag2 (nag), n. 1 a horse. 2 an inferior
horse. [cf. Du. negge]
Na·hua·tl (näʹwä tәl), n. language of the
Aztecs, Toltecs, and other American
Indian tribes of C Mexico and parts of
Central America. —adj. of this language.
Na·hum (nāʹәm; –hәm), n. book of the
Old Testament.
nai·ad (nāʹad; nīʹ–), n., pl. –ads, –a·des
(–ә dēz). immature insect, such as the
May ﬂy or dragonﬂy, in one of a series
of aquatic stages of development. [< L
< Gk. Naias; akin to naein to ﬂow]
na·if (nä ēfʹ), adj. =naive.
nail (nāl), n. 1 a slender piece of metal
that holds separate pieces of wood
together or for use as a peg after being
hammered into place. 2 a thin, horny
plate on the upper side of the end of a
ﬁnger or toe. —v. 1 fasten with a nail or
nails. 2 hold or keep ﬁxed. 3 Informal.
catch; seize: nail the deal.
hit the nail on the head, guess or understand correctly; say or do something just
right.
nail down, ﬁx ﬁrmly; secure: nail down
a lid, nail down a claim. [OE nœgel]
—nailʹer, n.
nail·set (nālʹset´), n. tool for driving a
nail below a surface.
Nai·ro·bi (nī rōʹbi), n. capital of Kenya, a
country in E Africa.
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na·ive (nä ēvʹ), adj. simple in nature; like
a child; artless; not sophisticated. [< F,
fem., < L nativus native] —na·iveʹly,
adv. —na·iveʹness, n.
na·ive·te (nä ēv´tāʹ), n. 1 unspoiled freshness. 2 a naive action, remark, etc.
na·ked (nāʹkid), adj. 1 with no clothes
on; bare. 2 not covered; stripped: a
naked sword, naked ﬁelds. 3 Fig. not protected; exposed. 4 Fig. without addition
of anything else; plain: the naked truth.
[OE nacod] —naʹked·ly, adv. —naʹkedness, n.
naked eye, eye not helped by a glass,
telescope, or microscope.
nam·by-pam·by (namʹbi pamʹbi), adj.,
n., pl. –bies. —adj. weakly simple or
sentimental; insipid: valentines are often
namby-pamby. —n. 1 namby-pamby talk
or writing. 2 a namby-pamby person.
[alter. of Ambrose Philips, 18th cent. Brit.
poet ridiculed by H. Carey, A. Pope]
name (nām), n., v., named, nam·ing.
—n. 1 word or words by which a person,
animal, place, or thing is spoken of or to.
2 word or words applied descriptively;
appellation, title, or epithet: call a person
names. 3 reputation; fame. —v. 1 give
a name to: name a newborn baby. 2
call by name; mention by name: three
persons were named in the report. 3 give
the right name for: can you name these
ﬂowers? 4 mention; speak of; state: name
several reasons. 5 choose for some duty
or oﬃce; nominate: name Mr. Taft for
president.
in name only, supposed to be, but not
really so: the boss in name only.
in the name of, a with appeal to the
name of: what, in the name of goodness,
were you thinking? b acting for.
name names, identify those involved:
even named names to the press.
name of the game, central or important
thing.
you name it, anyone or anything one
can think of. [OE nama] —namʹa·ble,
nameʹa·ble, adj. —namʹer, n.
name-drop·ping (nāmʹdrop´ing), n.
use of a well-known person’s name in
conversation, suggesting acquaintance
with him or her, in order to make oneself seem important. —nameʹ-drop, v.
—name-ʹdrop´per, n.
name·less (nāmʹlis), adj. 1 having no
name: a nameless grave. 2 that cannot
be named or described: a strange, nameless longing. 3 not named. —nameʹlessness, n.
name·ly (nāmʹli), adv. that is to say.
name·sake (nāmʹsāk´), n. one having the
same name as another, esp. one named
after another.
nan·ny (nanʹi), n. 1 woman employed to
care for children in a household. 2 Informal. nanny goat.
nan·ny goat (nanʹi), a female goat.
nano– combining form. 1 one-billionth,
as in nanosecond. 2 extremely small, as
in nanoplankton.
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na·no·plank·ton (nan´ō plangʹtәn; nan´ә–),
n. very small plankton.
na·no·sec·ond (nanʹō sek´әnd, nanʹә–),
n. billionth of a second.
na·no·sur·ger·y (nanʹo sur´jәr i; nanʹә–),
n. surgery performed on minute tissues
or cells, with the aid of a microscope.
na·no·tech·nol·o·gy (nanʹō tek nol´ә ji;
nanʹә–), n. machines, tools, procedures,
etc., needed to manipulate materials the
size of molecules or cells.
Nantes (nants; Fr. nänt), n. Edict of, edict
granting religious toleration to French
Huguenots in 1598.
nap1 (nap), n., v., napped, nap·ping, —n.
a short sleep. —v. take a short sleep.
napping, oﬀ guard; unprepared. [OE
hnappian sleep lightly]
nap2 (nap), n. the soft, short, woolly
threads or hairs on the surface of cloth.
[< Mdu. or MLG noppe] —napʹless,
adj.
na·palm (nāʹpäm´; –pälm´), n. 1 a chemical substance used to thicken gasoline
for use in certain military weapons. 2
the thickened gasoline.
nape (nāp; nap), n. the back of the neck.
[< ME nape]
na·per·y (nāʹpәr i; nāpʹri), n. tablecloths,
napkins, and doilies. [< obs. F napery
< nape, nappe < L mappa napkin]
naph·tha (napʹthә; nafʹ–), n. a liquid
made from petroleum, coal tar, etc., used
as fuel and to take spots from clothing.
[< L < Gk., orig., an inﬂammable liquid
issuing from the earth]
naph·tha·lene (nafʹthә lēn; napʹ–), n. a
white, crystalline hydrocarbon, C10H8,
usually prepared from coal tar, used in
making moth balls, dyes, disinfectants,
etc.
nap·kin (napʹkin), n. 1 piece of cloth
used at meals for protecting the clothing
or for wiping the lips or ﬁngers. 2 any
similar piece, such as a baby’s diaper or a
small towel. [< F nappe. See napery.]
napkin ring, ring to hold a rolled-up
napkin, often of silver.
na·po·le·on (nә pōʹli әn; –pōlʹyәn), n.
kind of pastry with a cream or custard
ﬁlling. [named for the Napoleons]
Na·po·le·on (nә pōʹli әn; –pōlʹyәn), n.
(Napoleon Bonaparte), 1769–1821,
French general and emperor of France,
1804–15. —Na·po´le·onʹic, adj.
nar·cis·sism (när sisʹiz әm), n. excessive
love or admiration for oneself. [< G
Narzissismus < Narcissus in Gk. mythology, beautiful youth who loved his own
reﬂection and turned into the ﬂower,]
—nar·cisʹsist, n. —nar´cis·sisʹtic, adj.
nar·cis·sus (när sisʹәs), n., pl. –cis·suses, –cis·si (–sisʹī). 1 a spring plant with
yellow or white ﬂowers and long, slender leaves. It grows from a bulb. 2 the
ﬂower. [< L < Gk.; assoc. (from the
sedative eﬀect of the plant) with narke
numbness]
nar·co·lep·sy (närʹkә lep´si), n. disorder
marked by uncontrollable drowsiness in
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the daytime. [< Gk. nárkē numbness +
lépsis a seizure] —nar´co·lepʹtic, n.
nar·co·sis (när kōʹsis), n. stupor; insensibility.
nar·co·ter·ror·ism (när´kō terʹә riz әm),
n. violent acts committed by drug trafﬁckers against government agents or
others trying to control their activities.
nar·cot·ic (när kotʹik), n. 1 drug that
produces drowsiness, sleep, dullness, or
an insensible condition, lessens pain by
dulling the nerves, and can be addictive: opium is a powerful narcotic. 2 Fig.
anything that soothes or dulls. —adj. 1
having the properties and eﬀects of a
narcotic. 2 of or for persons addicted to
narcotic drugs. [< L < Gk., < narkoein
benumb < narke numbness]
nar·rate (na rātʹ; narʹāt), v., –rat·ed, –rating. 1 tell (a story, etc.) of. 2 tell stories,
etc. [< L, pp. of narrare relate] —nar·
raʹtor, n.
nar·ra·tion (na rāʹshәn), n. 1 act of telling. 2 the form of composition that
relates an event or a story. Novels, short
stories, histories, and biographies are
forms of narration. 3 story; account.
nar·ra·tive (narʹә tiv), n. 1 story. 2 narration; storytelling. —adj. that narrates: a
narrative poem. —narʹra·tive·ly, adv.
nar·row (narʹō), adj. 1 not wide; having little width; of less than the speciﬁed, understood, or usual width: narrow
cloth. 2 limited in extent, space, amount,
range, scope, opportunity, etc.: a narrow
circle of friends. 3 with little margin: a
narrow escape. 4 lacking breadth of view
or sympathy; not liberal; prejudiced:
a narrow point of view. —n. narrows,
the narrow part of a river, strait, sound,
valley, pass, etc. —v. make or become
narrower; decrease in breadth, extent,
etc.; limit. [OE nearu] —narʹrow·ly, adv.
—narʹrow·ness, n.
nar·row·cast·ing (narʹōkas´ting), n.
broadcasting by cable television; cable
casting. [< narrow limited in range +
broadcasting]
nar·row-gauge (narʹō gājʹ), adj. having
railroad tracks less than 561⁄2 inches
apart.
nar·row-mind·ed (narʹō mīnʹdid), adj.
lacking breadth of view or sympathy;
prejudiced. —nar·row-mindʹed·ly, adv.
—narʹrow-mindʹed·ness, n.
nar·whal, nar·wal (närʹhwәl; –wәl), or
nar·whale (–hwāl´), n. kind of arctic
whale whose body is about 16 feet long.
The male has a long tusk extending forward from the upper jaw. [< Dan. or Sw.
narhval < nār corpse + hval whale]
NASA (naʹsa), n. National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, United States
government agency, responsible for
civilian research and development in
aeronautics and aerospace technology.
na·sal (nāʹzәl), adj. 1 of, in, or from the
nose: a nasal discharge. 2 requiring the
nose passage to be open; spoken through
the nose. M, n, and ng represent nasal

sounds. —n. a nasal sound. [< L nasus
nose] —na·salʹi·ty, n. —naʹsal·ly, adv.
na·sal·ize (nāʹzәl īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
utter or speak with a nasal sound.
—na´sal·i·zaʹtion, n.
nas·cent (nasʹәnt; nāʹsәnt), adj. in the
process of coming into existence; just
beginning to exist, grow, or develop.
[< L nascens, ppr. of nasci be born]
—nasʹcen·cy, n.
Nash·ville (nashʹvil), n. capital of Tennessee, in the C part.
na·stur·tium (nә stėrʹshәm), n. 1 plant
with yellow, orange, and red ﬂowers,
and sharp-tasting seeds and leaves. 2
the ﬂower. [< L, < nasus nose + torquere
twist; from sharp odor]
nas·ty (nasʹti; näsʹ–), adj., –ti·er, –tiest. 1 disgustingly dirty; ﬁlthy. 2 very
unpleasant: nasty weather. [cf. Du. nestig] —nasʹti·ly, adv. —nasʹti·ness, n.
nat., 1 national. 2 native. 3 natural.
na·tal (nāʹtәl), adj. of one’s birth: one’s
natal day is his birthday. [< L natalis, ult.
< nasci be born]
natch (nach), adv. Informal. naturally;
of course.
na·tion (nāʹshәn), n. 1 people occupying the same country, united under the
same government, and mostly speaking
the same language: the English nation. 2
a people, race, or tribe; those having the
same descent, language, and history: the
Scottish nation. [< L natio stock, race, ult.
< nasci be born]
na·tion·al (nashʹәn әl; nashʹnәl), adj. of
a nation; belonging to a whole nation:
national laws, a national disaster. —n.
citizen of a nation. —naʹtion·al·ly, adv.
national debt, total amount a government of a country owes.
national forest, forest land set aside by
the President of the United States, protected and administered by the Federal
government.
National Guard, U.S. the reserve militia
of the individual states of the United
States, called or ordered to serve the
Federal government in time of war or
national emergency.
national income, total taxable income
received by all individuals, organizations, and businesses of a country.
na·tion·al·ism (nashʹәn әl iz´әm; nashʹnәl–), n. 1 patriotic feelings or eﬀorts. 2
desire and plans for national independence. —naʹtion·al·ist, n. —na´tion·alisʹtic, adj.
na·tion·al·i·ty (nash´әn alʹә ti), n., pl.
–ties. 1 nation. 2 condition of belonging
to a nation. Citizens of the same country
have the same nationality. 3 condition of
being a nation: after the American Revolution the colonies attained nationality.
na·tion·al·ize (nashʹәn әl īz; nashʹnәl–),
v., –ized, –iz·ing. 1 make national. 2
bring (land, industries, railroads, etc.)
under the control or ownership of a
nation. 3 make into a nation. —na´tional·i·zaʹtion, n.

national park, large area of land of special
geologic, historic, or scenic importance,
preserved by a national government
for the beneﬁt and enjoyment of all
citizens.
na·tion·wide (nāʹshәn wīdʹ), adj. extending throughout the nation: a nationwide election.
na·tive (nāʹtiv), n. 1 person born in a
certain place or country. 2 person who
has lived most or all of his or her life in
a place. 3 one of the original inhabitants
of a place, as contrasted with conquerors, settlers, visitors, etc. —adj. 1 born
in a certain place or country: people
born in New York are native sons and
daughters of New York. 2 belonging to
one because of birth: one’s native land,
a native costume. 3 born in a person;
natural: native ability, native courtesy. 4
that one learns to speak ﬁrst: one’s native
language, a native speaker of English. 5
produced in a certain place: tobacco is
native to America. 6 found in nature:
native salt is reﬁned for use, the native
beauty of the hills.
go native, live as the natives do. [< L
nativus innate, ult. < nasci be born]
—naʹtive·ly, adv. —naʹtive·ness, n.
Native American, =American Indian.
na·tive-born (nāʹtiv bôrnʹ), adj. born in
the place or country indicated.
na·tiv·i·ty (nә tivʹә ti; nā–), n., pl. –ties.
birth.
the Nativity, a birth of Christ. b Christmas; December 25.
natl., national.
NATO, North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
nat·ty (natʹi), adj., –ti·er, –ti·est. trim and
tidy; neatly smart in dress or appearance. —natʹti·ly, adv. —natʹti·ness, n.
nat·u·ral (nachʹә rәl; nachʹrәl), adj. 1 a
produced by nature; based on some state
of things in nature: scenery has natural
beauty, coal and oil are natural products.
b =organic. 2 instinctive; inborn: natural
ability. 3 coming in the ordinary course
of events; normal: a natural death, a
natural response. 4 instinctively felt to be
right and fair: natural rights. 5 free from
aﬀectation: a natural manner. 6 neither
sharp nor ﬂat; without sharps and ﬂats.
—n. 1 that which is natural. 2 a a natural
tone or note. b sign (  ) used to cancel
the eﬀect of a preceding sharp or ﬂat.
c a white key on the piano. 3 an expert
by nature. [< L naturalis. See nature.]
—natʹu·ral·ness, n.
natural childbirth, giving birth to a child
without the use of anesthetics or drugs.
natural food, food that is not processed
or has no additives.
natural gas, a combustible gas formed naturally in the earth, consisting of methane
with hydrogen and other gases.
natural history, the study of animals, plants,
minerals, and other things in nature.
nat·u·ral·ism (nachʹә rәl iz´әm; nachʹrәl–), n. 1 in art and literature, close
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adherence to nature and reality. 2 action
based on natural instincts.
nat·u·ral·ist (nachʹә rәl ist; nachʹrәl–), n.
1 person who makes a study of animals
and plants. 2 writer or artist who represents life exactly as it is; extreme realist.
nat·u·ral·is·tic (nach´ә rәl isʹtik; nach´rәl-), adj. 1 of natural history or naturalists. 2 of naturalism, esp. in art and
literature. 3 of or in accordance with
nature.
nat·u·ral·ize (nachʹә rәl īz; nachʹrәl–), v.,
–ized, –iz·ing. 1 admit (a foreigner) to
citizenship. 2 adopt (a foreign word or
custom). “Chauﬀeur” is a French word
that has been naturalized in English. 3
introduce and make at home in another
country: the English oak has been naturalized in parts of Massachusetts. 4
become like a native. —nat´u·ral·i·zaʹtion, n.
natural language, any language that has
developed naturally over a long period
of time, as opposed to one that is artiﬁcially created, as computer language.
natural law, 1 law based on the natural
tendency of people to exercise reason
in dealing with others and the basis of
common law. 2 law of nature.
nat·u·ral·ly (nachʹә rәl i; nachʹrәl i), adv.
1 in a natural way: speak naturally. 2 by
nature: a naturally obedient child. 3 as
might be expected; of course.
natural resources, materials supplied by
nature, as minerals and water power.
natural science, science of nature. Zoology, botany, and geology are natural
sciences.
natural selection, the process by which
animals and plants best adapted to their
environment tend to survive.
na·ture (nāʹchәr), n. 1 the world; all
things except those made by humans:
the laws of nature. 2 the instincts or
inherent tendencies: it is against nature
for a mother to kill her child. 3 what a
thing really is; quality: It is the nature
of cats to hunt. 4 sort; kind: a person of
a gentle nature. [< OF < L natura birth,
character, ult. < nasci be born]
naught (nôt), n. 1 nothing. 2 zero; 0.
Also, nought. [OE nāwiht < nā no +
wiht wight]
naugh·ty (nôʹti), adj., –ti·er, –ti·est. 1 bad;
not obedient. 2 somewhat improper.
[< naught wicked] —naughʹti·ly, adv.
—naughʹti·ness, n.
nau·sea (nôʹshә; –shi ә; –si ә), n. 1 the
feeling that one has when about to
vomit. 2 seasickness. 3 extreme disgust;
loathing. [< L < Gk., < naus ship]
nau·se·ate (nôʹshi āt; –si–), v., –at·ed,
–at·ing. 1 cause nausea in; make sick.
2 feel nausea; become sick. —nau´seaʹtion, n.
nau·seous (nôʹshәs; –shi әs), adj. 1
causing nausea; sickening. 2 disgusting; loathsome. —nauʹseous·ly, adv.
—nauʹseous·ness, n.
naut., nautical.

nau·ti·cal (nôʹtә kәl), adj. of or having
to do with ships, sailors, or navigation.
[< L < Gk. nautikos, ult. < naus ship]
—nauʹti·cal·ly, adv.
nautical mile, about 6080 feet.
nau·ti·lus (nôʹtә lәs), n., pl. –lus·es, –li
(–lī). either of two kinds of cephalopod.
The pearly nautilus has a spiral shell,
pearly inside. The paper nautilis has
saillike arms and a very thin shell. [< L
< Gk. nautilos, orig., sailor, ult. < naus
ship]
nav., 1 naval. 2 navigation.
Nav·a·jo, Nav·a·ho (navʹә hō), n., pl.
-jos, –hos. member of a tribe of American Indians living in New Mexico, Arizona, and Utah.
na·val (nāʹvәl), adj. 1 of or for warships or
the navy: a naval oﬃcer. 2 having a navy:
the naval powers. [< L, < navis ship]
nave (nāv), n. the main part of a church
or cathedral between the side aisles. The
nave extends from the main entrance to
the transepts. [< Med.L < L navis ship]
na·vel (nāʹvәl), n. 1 the mark or scar in
the middle of the surface of the abdomen. 2 center; middle. [OE nafela]
navel orange, a seedless orange with
a small growth resembling a navel at
one end.
navig., navigation.
nav·i·ga·ble (navʹә gә bәl), adj. 1 that
ships can travel on: the Mississippi River
is deep enough to be navigable. 2 seaworthy: the old ship is no longer navigable. 3
that can be steered. —nav´i·ga·bilʹi·ty,
navʹi·ga·ble·ness, n. —navʹi·ga·bly, adv.
nav·i·gate (navʹә gāt), v., –gat·ed, –gating. 1 sail, manage, or steer (a ship,
airplane, etc.). 2 sail on or over (a sea or
river). 3 travel by water; sail. 4 manage
a ship or aircraft. 5 Fig. manage to get
up, around, over, or through: navigate
a maze of hallways. [< L, < navis ship +
agree drive]
nav·i·ga·tion (nav´ә gāʹshәn), n. 1 act or
process of navigating. 2 art or science of
ﬁnding a ship’s or airplane’s position and
course. —nav´i·gaʹtion·al, adj.
nav·i·ga·tor (navʹә gā´tәr), n. 1 one who
sails the seas. 2 one who has charge of
the navigating of a ship or who is skilled
in navigating. 3 explorer of the seas. 4
one who ﬁnds the position and course
of an aircraft.
na·vy (nāʹvi), n., pl. –vies. 1 all the ships
of war of a country, with their personnel
and the department that manages them.
2 oﬃcers and men and women of the
navy. 3 Archaic or Poetic. ﬂeet of ships.
4 Also, navy blue. a dark blue. [< OF
navie, ult. < L navis ship]
navy bean, the common white bean,
dried for use as food, usually in soups
or casseroles.
nay (nā), adv. 1 no. 2 not only that, but
also: we are willing, nay eager to go. —n.
1 no; a denial or refusal. 2 a negative
vote or voter. [< Scand. nei < ne not +
ei ever]

nay·say (nāʹsā´), v. oppose; say no to; vote
against. —nayʹsay´er, n.
Na·zi (näʹtsi; natʹsi), n., pl. Na·zis, adj. —n.
1 member or supporter of the National
Socialist German Workers Party in Germany. 2 often, nazi. fascist. —adj. of
or having to do with the Nazis. [< G,
short for Na(tionalso)zi(alist) National
Socialist]
Na·zism (näʹtsiz әm; natʹsiz–), Na·ziism (näʹtsi iz әm; natʹsi–), n. the doctrines of the Nazis.
Nb, niobium.
N.B., 1 New Brunswick. 2 (L nota bene)
Also, n.b. note well; observe carefully.
NC, (zip code) North Carolina.
N.C., North Carolina.
N.C.O., noncommissioned oﬃcer.
Nd, neodymium.
ND, (zip code) North Dakota.
N. Dak., N.D., North Dakota.
Ne, neon.
NE, 1 (zip code) Nebraska. 2 northeast;
northeastern.
N.E., n.e., northeast; northeastern.
Ne·an·der·thal (ni anʹdәr thôl; –täl), adj. 1
of or belonging to a group of prehistoric
people living in Europe, N Africa, and C
and W Asia during the early Stone Age. 2
like a Neanderthal: Neanderthal features.
3 Fig. Often, neanderthal. reactionary;
backward. —n. 1 extinct species of man,
distinguished by a large, heavy skull and
lower jaw, and a low forehead, a predecessor of modern man. Also, Neanderthal man. 2 Fig. Often, neanderthal. a
reactionary. [< Neanderthal, Neander
Gorge in Germany where Neanderthal
fossils were discovered in 1856]
Ne·a·pol·i·tan (nē´ә polʹә tәn), adj. of
or pertaining to Naples. —n. native of
Naples.
neap tide (nēp), the lowest level of high
tide. Neap tide comes twice a month.
[OE nēp]
near (nir), adv. to or at a short distance;
not far: stand near. —adj. 1 close by;
not distant; less distant: the near side.
2 intimate; familiar: a near friend. 3
closely related: a near cousin. 4 short;
direct: go by the nearest route. 5 by a
close margin: a near escape. —prep. close
to in space, time, condition, etc.: regions
near the equator. —v. come or draw near;
approach: the ship neared the land.
near at hand, a within easy reach. b not
far in the future. [OE nēar, compar. of
nēah nigh] —nearʹness, n.
near·by (nir´bīʹ), adj., adv. near; close at
hand: a nearby house; they went nearby
to visit.
Near East, the countries of SW Asia
and, sometimes, the Balkans, Egypt,
and Sudan.
near·ly (nirʹli), adv. 1 almost: I nearly
made the train. 2 closely: a fact that
concerns you very nearly.
near-sight·ed (nirʹsītʹid), adj. seeing distinctly at a short distance only. —nearʹsightʹed·ly, adv. —nearʹ-sightʹed·ness, n.
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neat

neat (nēt), adj. 1 clean and in order: a
neat room. 2 able and willing to keep
things in order: a neat child. 3 wellformed; in proportion: a neat design. 4
skillful; clever: a neat trick. [< F < L nitidus gleaming < nitere shine] —neatʹly,
adv. —neatʹness, n.
neat·en (nēʹtәn), v. make tidy; put in order.
neath, ’neath (nēth; nēth), prep. Poetic.
beneath.
Nebr., Neb., Nebraska.
Ne·bras·ka (nә brasʹkә), n. a Middle
Western state of the United States. —Nebrasʹkan, adj., n.
neb·u·la (nebʹyә lә), n., pl. –lae (–lē), –las.
a bright spot like a small, bright cloud,
visible in the sky at night. [< L, mist]
—nebʹu·lar, adj.
neb·u·los·i·ty (neb´yә losʹә ti), n., pl.
–ties. 1 cloudlike quality. 2 nebula.
neb·u·lous (nebʹyә lәs), adj. 1 hazy; vague;
indistinct; confused. 2 cloudlike. 3 of or
like a nebula or nebulae. [< L, < nebula
mist] —nebʹu·lous·ly, adv. —nebʹulous·ness, n.
nec·es·sar·i·ly (nesʹә ser´ә li), adv. 1
because of necessity: leaves are not necessarily green. 2 as a necessary result:
war necessarily causes misery and waste.
nec·es·sar·y (nesʹә ser´i), adj., n., pl. –saries. —adj. 1 that must be, be had, or be
done: death is a necessary end. 2 involuntary: hunger is a necessary response.
—n. thing impossible to do without:
food, clothing, and shelter are necessaries
of life. [< L, < necesse unavoidable, ult.
< ne– not + cedere withdraw]
ne·ces·si·tate (nә sesʹә tāt), v., –tat·ed,
–tat·ing. 1 make necessary: his broken
leg necessitated an operation. 2 compel;
force. —ne·ces´si·taʹtion, n.
ne·ces·si·ty (nә sesʹә ti), n., pl. –ties, 1 fact
of being necessary; extreme need: the
necessity of eating. 2 that which cannot
be done without: water is a necessity. 3
that which forces one to act in a certain
way: necessity often drives people to do
disagreeable things. 4 that which is inevitable: night follows day as a necessity. 5
need; poverty: this poor family is in great
necessity.
of necessity, because it must be.
neck (nek), n. 1 part of the body that
connects the head with the shoulders.
2 part of a garment that ﬁts the neck.
3 a narrow strip of land. 4 the slender
part of a bottle, ﬂask, retort, or other
container. 5 the long, slender part of a
violin, etc., between the body and the
head. —v. Informal. embrace amorously;
hug; caress.
neck and neck, a abreast. b even in a
race or contest.
stick one’s neck out, put oneself in a
vulnerable position.
up to one’s neck, Informal. deeply
involved. [OE hnecca]
neck-band (nekʹband´), n. a cloth band
worn around the neck, either separately
or as part of a garment.

neck·er·chief (nekʹәr chif), n. cloth worn
round the neck.
neck·lace (nekʹlis), n. string of jewels,
gold, silver, beads, etc., worn around the
neck as an ornament.
neck·line (nekʹlīn´), n. line around the
neck where a garment ends: a dress with
a low neckline.
neck·tie (nekʹtī´), n. a narrow band or
a tie worn around the neck and tied
in front.
neck·wear (nekʹwãr´), n. ties and other
articles that are worn around the neck.
ne·crol·o·gist (ne krolʹә jist), n. person
who prepares or writes obituaries.
ne·crol·o·gy (ne krolʹә ji), n., pl. –gies. 1
list of persons who have died. 2 notice of
a person’s death. [< Med.L < Gk. nekros
dead body + –logy] —nec´ro·logʹi·cal,
adj. —nec´ro·logʹi·cal·ly, adv.
nec·ro·man·cy (nekʹrә man´si), n. magic;
a foretelling of the future by communicating with the dead. [< Med.L, L
< Gk., < nekros dead body + manteia divination; confusion with L niger
“black” led to interpretation as “black
art”] —necʹro·man´cer, n.
ne·cro·sis (ne krōʹsis), n., pl. –ses (–sēz).
death or decay (of a part of an animal
or plant). [< NL < Gk., ult. < nekros dead
body] —ne·crotʹic, adj.
nec·tar (nekʹtәr), n. 1 Gk. Myth. the drink
of the gods. 2 any delicious drink. 3 a
sweet liquid found in many ﬂowers. Bees
gather nectar and make it into honey.
[< L < Gk. nektar]
nec·tar·ine (nek´tәr ēnʹ; nekʹtәr ēn), n.
a kind of peach having no down on
its skin.
née, nee (nā), adj. born. [< F, fem. pp. of
naître be born < L nasci]
need (nēd), n. 1 lack of a useful or desired
thing: his writing showed need of grammar. 2 a useful or desired thing that is
lacking: in the jungle their need was fresh
water. 3 necessity: there is no need to
hurry. 4 a situation or time of diﬃculty:
a friend in need. 5 extreme poverty.
—v. 1 have need of; want; require: need
money. 2 be necessary: the rope cuts his
hands more than needs. 3 must; should;
have to; ought to: need she go?
have need to, must; should; have to;
ought to.
if need be, if it has to be. [OE ned]
—needʹer, n.
need·ful (nēdʹfәl), adj. needed; necessary.
—needʹful·ly, adv. —needʹful·ness, n.
nee·dle (nēʹdәl), n., v., –dled, –dling. —n.
1 a very slender tool, sharp at one end
and with a hole or eye to pass a thread
through, used in sewing. 2 a slender rod
used in knitting. 3 rod with a hook at
one end used in crocheting, etc. 4 a thin
steel pointer on a compass or on electrical machinery. 5 end of a syringe used
for injecting something below the skin.
6 the needle-shaped leaf of a ﬁr tree
or pine tree. —v. 1 sew or pierce with,
or as with, a needle. 2 vex by repeated

sharp prods, gibes, etc.; goad or incite,
as into hurrying. [OE nēdl] —neeʹdlelike´, adj.
needle·point (nēʹdәl point´), n. embroidery made on a coarse, stiﬀ canvas cloth
and used to cover chairs, footstools, etc.
Also, needle point. —neeʹdle-point´,
adj.
need·less (nēdʹlis), adj. not needed;
unnecessary. —needʹ less· ly, adv.
—needʹless·ness, n.
nee·dle·wom·an (nēʹdәl wu̇m´әn), n., pl.
–wom·en. 1 skillful user of the needle. 2
woman who earns her living by sewing.
nee·dle·work (nēʹdәl wėrk´), n. work
done with a needle; sewing; embroidery.
need·n’t (nēdʹәnt), need not.
needs (nēdz), adv. because of necessity;
necessarily: he needs must go where
duty calls.
need·y (nēdʹi), adj., need·i·er, need·iest. 1 very poor; not having enough to
live on. 2 craving attention or aﬀection:
Katy’s needy cats. —needʹi·ness, n.
ne’er (nãr), adv. Esp. Poetic. never.
ne’er-do-well (nãrʹdü wel´), n. a worthless fellow; good-for-nothing person.
—adj. worthless; good-for-nothing.
ne·far·i·ous (ni fãrʹi әs), adj. very wicked;
villainous. [< L nefarius, ult. < ne– not
+ fas right, orig., (divine) decree < fari
speak] —ne·farʹi·ous·ly, adv. —ne·farʹious·ness, n.
neg., negative; negatively.
ne·gate (ni gātʹ; nēʹgāt), v., –gat·ed, –gating. deny; nullify. [< L negatus, pp. of
negare say no]
ne·ga·tion (ni gāʹshәn), n. 1 a denying;
denial: shaking the head is a sign of
negation. 2 absence or opposite of some
positive thing or quality. Darkness is the
negation of light.
neg·a·tive (negʹә tiv), adj., n., v., –tived,
–tiv·ing. —adj. 1 saying no: his answer
was negative. 2 not positive; consisting in the lack of the opposite: negative kindness means not being unkind. 3
tending to emphasize what is wrong or
could be wrong: a negative attitude. 4
counting down from zero; minus. 5 of
the kind of electricity produced on resin
when it is rubbed with silk. 6 showing
the lights and shadows reversed: the
negative image on a ﬁlm. 7 moving or
turning away from light, the earth, etc.
8 resisting suggestions; very uncooperative. —n. 1 word or statement that
says no or denies. 2 the side that says
no or denies in an argument. 3 a negative quality or characteristic. 4 a minus
quantity. 5 kind of electricity produced
on resin when it is rubbed with silk. 6
the negative element in an electric cell.
7 a photographic image in which the
lights and shadows are reversed. Prints
are made from it.
in the negative, a in favor of denying (a
request, suggestion, etc.). b saying no;
denying. —negʹa·tive·ly, adv. —negʹative·ness, neg´a·tivʹi·ty, n.
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neg·a·tiv·ism (negʹә tiv iz´әm), n. tendency to say or do the opposite of what
is suggested. —neg´a·tiv·isʹtic, adj.
neg·lect (ni glektʹ), v. 1 give too little care
or attention to: neglect one’s health. 2
leave undone; not attend to: neglect an
order. 3 omit; fail: don’t neglect to water
the plants. —n. 1 act of neglecting; disregard. 2 want of attention to what should
be done. 3 a being neglected. [< L neglectus < neg– not + legere pick up]
neg·lect·ful (ni glektʹfәl), adj. careless;
negligent. —neg·lectʹful·ly, adv. —neglectʹful·ness n.
neg·li·gee (neg´lә zhāʹ; negʹlә zhā), n. a
woman’s loose gown, often of ﬁne fabric
and worn over a nightgown. [< F, fem.
pp. of négliger neglect]
neg·li·gence (negʹlә jәns), n. 1 lack of
proper care or attention; neglect: negligence was the cause of the accident. 2
carelessness; indiﬀerence. [< L, < neglegere neglect]
neg·li·gent (negʹlә jәnt), adj. 1 neglectful;
given to neglect; showing neglect. 2 careless; indiﬀerent. —negʹli·gent·ly, adv.
neg·li·gi·ble (negʹlә jә bәl), adj. that can
be disregarded: a diﬀerence of a penny is
negligible. —neg´li·gi·bilʹi·ty, negʹli·gible·ness, n. —negʹli·gi·bly, adv.
ne·go·tia·ble (ni gōʹshә bәl; –shi ә–), adj.
1 capable of being negotiated or sold;
whose ownership can be transferred. 2
that can be got past or over. —ne·go´tiabilʹi·ty, n.
ne·go·ti·ate (ni gōʹshi āt), v., –at·ed, –ating. 1 talk over and arrange terms: negotiate for peace. 2 sell. 3 get past or over: the
car negotiated the sharp curve by slowing
down. [< L, < negotium business < neg–
not + otium ease] —ne·goʹti·a´tor, n.
ne·go·ti·a·tion (ni gō´shi āʹshәn), n. a
negotiating; arrangement: negotiations
for the new school are nearly ﬁnished.
Ne·gro (nēʹgrō), n., pl. –groes, adj. —n.
1 person belonging to any of the black
people. 2 a person having some black
ancestors. —adj. of or pertaining to
blacks. [< Sp. < L niger black]
Ne·he·mi·ah (nē´ә mīʹә), n. book of the
Old Testament.
neigh (nā), n. sound that a horse makes.
—v. make such a sound. [OE hnœ̄gan]
neigh·bor (nāʹbәr), n. 1 one who lives
near another. 2 person or thing that is
near another. —v. 1 live or be near (to).
2 adjoin; border on. —adj. living or situated near to another. [OE nēahgebūr <
nēah nigh + gebūr dweller, countryman]
—neighʹbor·er, n. —neighʹbor·ing,
adj. —neighʹbor·ly, adj. —neighʹborli·ness, n.
neigh·bor·hood (nāʹbәr hu̇d), n. 1 region
near some place or thing. 2 place; district: a good neighborhood. 3 people living near one another; people of a place.
4 =the hood. 5 nearness. —adj. of or
having to do with a neighborhood.
in the neighborhood of, somewhere
near; about: in the neighborhood of $100.

nei·ther (nēʹthәr; nīʹ–), conj. 1 not either:
neither you nor I will go. 2 nor yet: “they
toil not, neither do they spin.” —adj. not
either: neither statement is true. —pron.
not either. [ME, < ne not + either]
nem·a·tode (nemʹә tōd), adj. belonging to
a class or group of worms characterized
by an elongated, unsegmented, cylindrical body. —n. such a worm. Hookworms
and trichinae are nematodes. [< NL, ult.
< Gk. nema thread]
Nem·e·sis (nemʹә sis), n., pl. –ses (–sēz). 1
the Greek goddess of vengeance. 2 nemesis, a just punishment for evil deeds.
b person who punishes another for evil
deeds [< Gk., < nemein give what is due]
N. Eng., Northern England.
neo–, combining form. 1 new. 2 recent.
[< Gk., < neos]
ne·o·co·lo·ni·al·ism (nē´ō kә lōʹni ә liz´әm),
n. the supposed policy or practice of a
large nation to dominate politically or
economically smaller nations, especially
former colonies; imperialism. —ne·o·coloʹni·al·ist, n., adj.
ne·o·con (nēʹō kon), n., adj. =neoconservative.
ne·o·con·serv·a·tive (nē´ō kәn sėrʹvә tiv),
n. person who supports a strong presidency, policies favoring business, and
an activist foreign policy. —adj. of or
having to do with neoconservative principles. —ne´o·con·servʹa·tism, n.
ne·o·dym·i·um (nē´ō dimʹi әm), n. a rare
metallic element, Nd, found in certain
rare minerals.
ne·o·lith·ic or Ne·o·lith·ic (nē´ә lithʹik),
adj. of the later Stone Age, when polished stone weapons and tools were
made and used: neolithic man.
ne·ol·o·gism (ni olʹә jiz әm), ne·ol·o·gy
(–ji), n., pl. –gisms; –gies. 1 use of new
words or new meanings for old words.
2 a new word; new meaning for an
old word. [< F, < Gk. neos new + logos
word]
ne·on (nēʹon), n. an element, Ne, that is
a colorless, odorless gas, forming a very
small part of the air. Tubes containing
neon are used in electric signs and television sets. [< NL < Gk., new]
ne·o·phyte (nēʹә fīt), n. 1 a new convert. 2
beginner; novice. [< L < Gk., < neos new
+ phyein to plant]
ne·o·plasm (neʹō plaz´әm), n. abnormal
growth of new tissue, as in a tumor. [< E
neo– + Gk. plásma something formed]
Ne·pal (nә pôlʹ), n. country between
India and Tibet. —Nep´a·leseʹ, n.
neph·ew (nefʹū), n. son of one’s brother
or sister; son of one’s brother-in-law or
sister-in-law. [< OF < L nepos]
ne·phri·tis (ni frīʹtis), n. inﬂammation of
the kidneys, esp. Bright’s disease. [< LL,
Gk., < nephros kidney] —ne·phritʹic, adj.
nep·o·tism (nepʹә tiz әm), n. the showing
of too much favor by one in power to
relatives, esp. by giving them desirable
appointments. [< F < Ital., < nipote
nephew] —nepʹo·tist, n.
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Nep·tune (nepʹtün; –tūn), n. 1 Roman
Myth. the god of the sea, identiﬁed with
the Greek god Poseidon. 2 a large planet
too far from the earth to be seen with
the naked eye.
nep·tu·ni·um (nep tüʹni әm; –tūʹ–), n.
a radioactive element, Np, obtained by
bombardment of uranium with neutrons.
ner·va·tion (nėr vāʹshәn), n. arrangement
of nerves.
nerve (nėrv), n., v., nerved, nerv·ing.
—n. 1 ﬁber or bundle of ﬁbers connecting the brain or spinal cord with the
eyes, ears, muscles, glands, etc. 2 mental strength; courage. 3 strength; vigor;
energy. 4 rude boldness; impudence.
—v. arouse strength or courage in: nerve
oneself for a struggle.
get on one’s nerves, annoy or irritate
one.
nerves, a nervousness. b attack of nervousness. [< L nervus sinew, tendon]
nerve cell, 1 cell that conducts impulses;
neuron. 2 cell body of a neuron.
nerve center, 1 group of nerve cells that
act together. 2 Fig. any place that is
the center of activity, esp. in directing
activity.
nerve gas, any poison gas that attacks the
central nervous system
nerve·less (nėrvʹlis), adj. 1 without
strength or vigor; feeble; weak. 2 without
courage or ﬁrmness. 3 without nerves.
—nerveʹless·ly, adv. —nerveʹless·ness, n.
nerv·ous (nėrʹvәs), adj. 1 of the nerves:
the nervous system of the body. 2 having
delicate or easily excited nerves; restless;
uneasy. —nervʹous·ly, adv. —nervʹousness, n.
nervous system, system of nerves and
nerve cells in a person or animal.
nerv·y (nėrʹvi), adj., nerv·i·er, nerv·i·est.
1 Informal. rude and bold. 2 requiring
courage or ﬁrmness. 3 highly excitable.
nes·cience (neshʹәns; neshʹi әns), n. ignorance. [< LL, ult. < L ne– not + scire
know] —nesʹcient, adj.
–ness, suﬃx. 1 quality, state, or condition
of being ——, as blackness, preparedness. 2 —— action; —— behavior, as in
some uses of carefulness, meanness, [OE
–nes(s)]
nest (nest), n. 1 a structure or place used
by birds for laying eggs and rearing
young. 2 place used by insects, ﬁshes,
turtles, rabbits, or the like, for depositing
eggs or young. 3 a snug abode, retreat,
or resting place. 4 place that swarms
(usually with something bad): a nest of
thieves. 5 the birds, animals, etc., living
in a nest. 6 set or series (often from
large to small) such that each ﬁts within
another: nest of drinking cups. —v. 1
build or have a nest. 2 settle or place in,
or as if in, a nest. [OE]
nest egg, 1 a natural or artiﬁcial egg left
in a nest to induce a hen to continue
laying eggs there. 2 something laid up
as a reserve.
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nes·tle (nesʹәl), v., –tled, –tling. 1 settle
comfortably or cozily; be sheltered: the
little house nestled among the trees. 2
press close in aﬀection or for comfort:
nestle up to one’s mother. [OE nestlian <
nest] —nesʹtler, n.
nest·ling (nestʹling), n. 1 bird too young
to leave the nest. 2 a young child.
net1 (net), n., v., net·ted, net·ting. —n. 1 an
open fabric made of string, cord, thread,
or hair, knotted together in such a way
as to leave holes regularly arranged, as
ﬁsh net, a mosquito net, a tennis net, etc.
2 anything like a net. 3 a lacelike cloth. 4
a trap or snare. —v. 1 catch in a net: net
a ﬁsh. 2 cover, conﬁne, or protect with a
net. [OE nett] —netʹlike´, adj.
net2 (net), adj., n., v., net·ted, net·ting.
—adj. remaining after deductions; free
from deductions. A net gain or proﬁt is
the actual gain after all working expenses
have been paid. —n. the net weight,
proﬁt, price, etc. —v. gain: the sale netted
me a good proﬁt. [< F. See neat1.]
neth·er (nethʹәr), adj. lower. [OE neothera]
Neth·er·lands (nethʹәr lәndz), the. n. a
small country in Europe, W of Germany
and N of Belgium; Holland. —Nethʹerland´er, n.
neth·er·most (nethʹәr mōst), adj. lowest.
nether world, world of the dead; hell.
net·ting (netʹing), n. a netted or meshed
material: mosquito netting.
net·tle (netʹәl), n., v., –tled, –tling. —n.
kind of plant having sharp leaf hairs
that sting the skin when touched. —v.
sting the mind; irritate; provoke; vex.
[OE netele]
net·work (netʹwėrk´), n. 1 a netting; net.
2 any netlike combination of things: a
network of railroads. 3 group of radio or
television stations connected together.
4 a number of computers linked to the
same server and able to share data. 5
group of people who share interests or
work together informally to promote
certain goals. —v. meet with groups of
people informally to promote shared
goals and interests.
neu·ral (nu̇rʹәl; nyu̇rʹ–), adj. of or pertaining to a nerve, neuron, or nervous
system. [< Gk. neuron nerve]
neu·ral·gia (nu̇ ralʹjә; nyu̇–), n. pain, usually sharp, along the course of a nerve.
[< NL, < Gk. neuron nerve + algos pain]
—neu·ralʹgic, adj.
neu·ras·the·ni·a (nu̇r´әs thēʹni ә; nyu̇r´–;
–thēnʹyә), n. nervous exhaustion or weakness. [< NL, < Gk. neuron nerve + asthenia
weakness] —neu´ras·thenʹic, adj.
neu·ri·tis (nu̇ rīʹtis; nyu̇–), n. inﬂammation
of a nerve or nerves. —neu·ritʹic, adj.
neu·ro·chem·is·try (nu̇r´ō kemʹә stri;
nyu̇r´–), n. branch of biochemistry
concerned with the chemicals that are
present and aﬀect the nervous system.
—neu´ro·chemʹi·cal, adj., n. —neu´rochemʹist, n.
neu·rol·o·gy (nu̇ rolʹә ji; nyu̇ rolʹ–), n.
study of the nervous system and its

diseases. —neu´ro·logʹi·cal, adj. —neurolʹo·gist, n.
neu·ron (nu̇rʹon; nyu̇rʹ–), n. one of the
conducting cells of which the brain,
spinal cord, and nerves are composed.
[< Gk., nerve] —neu·ronʹic, adj.
neu·rop·a·thy (nu̇ ropʹә thi; nyu̇–), n. disease of the nervous system. —neu´ropathʹic, adj. —neu´ro·pathʹi·cal·ly, adv.
neu·rop·ter·ous (nu̇ ropʹtәr әs; nyu̇–), adj.
belonging to an order of insects having
two pairs of wings with netlike veins.
[< Gk. neuron nerve + pteron wing]
neu·ro·sis (nu̇ rōʹsis; nyu̇–), n., pl. –ses
(–sēz). a nervous disorder or disease, esp.
one without apparent organic change.
[< NL, < Gk., < neuron nerve]
neu·ro·sur·ger·y (nu̇´rō sėrʹjәr i), n. surgery of the nervous system, esp. the
brain. —neu´ro·surʹgeon, n.
neu·rot·ic (nu̇ rotʹik; nyu̇–), adj. 1 suﬀering
from a nervous disease. 2 too nervous.
—n. person suﬀering from neurosis.
neut., neuter.
neu·ter (nüʹtәr; nūʹ–), adj. 1 neither masculine nor feminine. It is a neuter pronoun. 2 having sex organs that are not
fully developed. Worker bees are neuter.
3 being on neither side; neutral. —n. 1 a
neuter word or form. 2 the neuter gender. 3 an animal, plant, or insect that is
neuter. [< L, < ne– not + uter either]
neu·tral (nüʹtrәl; nūʹ–), adj. 1 on neither
side in a quarrel or war. 2 of or belonging to a neutral country or neutral zone:
a neutral port. 3 neither one thing nor
the other; indeﬁnite. 4 having little or no
color; grayish. 5 Elect. neither positive
nor negative. —n. 1 a neutral person or
country. 2 position of gears when they
do not transmit motion from the engine
to the wheels or other working parts.
[< L neutralis. See neuter.] —neuʹtrally, adv.
neu·tral·ist (nüʹtrәl ist; nū–), adj. practicing or advocating neutrality. —neuʹtralism, n.
neu·tral·i·ty (nü tralʹә ti; nū–), n. a being
neutral; neutral character or status.
neu·tral·ize (nüʹtrәl īz; nūʹ–), v., –ized,
–iz·ing. 1 make neutral. 2 keep war out
of. 3 make of no eﬀect by some opposite
force; counterbalance. 4 make chemically inert. 5 make electrically inert.
—neu´tral·i·zaʹtion, n. —neuʹtraliz´er, n.
neutral vowel, Phonet. schwa.
neu·tri·no (nü trēʹnō; nū–), n. Physics. a
small, uncharged particle, usually considered to have a mass of zero.
neu·tron (nüʹtron; nūʹ-), n. Physics.
particle that is neutral electrically and
has about the same mass as a proton.
[< neutr(al) neither positively nor negatively charged + –on (after electron,
proton)]
neutron bomb, a hydrogen bomb set oﬀ
with little heat or shock eﬀect. It releases
highly lethal, short-lived neutrons.
Nev., Nevada.

Ne·vad·a (nә vadʹә; –väʹdә), n. a W state
of the United States. —Ne·vadʹan,
adj., n.
nev·er (nevʹәr), adv. 1 not ever; at no
time: he never has seen a more perfect
copy. 2 in no case; not at all; to no extent
or degree: never the wiser. 3 never so, a
not even so. b no matter how. [OE nœ̄fre
< ne not + œ̄fre ever]
nev·er·more (nev´әr môrʹ; –mōrʹ), adv.
never again.
nev·er·the·less (nev´әr thә lesʹ), adv.
however; none the less; for all that; in
spite of it.
new (nü; nū), adj. 1 never having existed
before; now ﬁrst made, thought out,
known or heard of, felt, or discovered:
a new invention, a new path. 2 lately
grown, come, or made; not old: a new
bud. 3 diﬀerent; changed; as if new: he
is a new man now, a new country to me.
4 not yet accustomed: new to the work.
5 later; modern; recent: new dances, new
information. —adv. 1 newly; recently or
lately; freshly. 2 again; anew. [OE nīwe]
—newʹish, adj. —newʹness, n.
new·born (nüʹbôrnʹ; nūʹ–), adj. 1 recently
or only just born. 2 ready to start a
new life.
New·cas·tle (nüʹkas´әl; –käs´–; nūʹ–), n.
carry coals to Newcastle, do something
unnecessary.
new·com·er (nüʹkum´әr; nūʹ–), n. person
who has just come or who came not
long ago.
New Deal, the policies and measures
advocated by President Franklin D.
Roosevelt as a means of improving
the economic and social welfare of the
United States. —New Dealer.
New Delhi, the capital of the republic
of India.
new·el (nüʹәl; nūʹ–), n. the post at the top
or bottom of a stairway that supports
the railing. [< OF noiel, ult. < L nux nut;
inﬂ. by noel bud, ult. < L nodus knot]
New England, the NE part of the United
States. —New Englander.
new·fan·gled (nüʹfangʹgәld; nūʹ–), adj. 1
lately come into fashion; of a new kind. 2
fond of novelty. [ME newefangel < newe
new + fange (n) take]
New·found·land (nü´fәnd landʹ, nū´–;
nüʹfәnd land´, nūʹ–), n. 1 a large island
in the Atlantic just oﬀ the E coast of
Canada. 2 a shaggy, intelligent dog like a
spaniel, but much larger.
New Greek, Greek language as used after
1500; modern Greek.
New Guin·ea (ginʹi), a large island north
of Australia.
New Hamp·shire (hampʹshәr; –shir), a
New England state of the United States.
—New Hampshirite.
New Jer·sey (jėrʹzi), an E state of the
United States. —New Jerseyite.
New Latin, the Latin language after 1500.
new·ly (nüʹli; nūʹli), adv. 1 lately; recently:
newly wedded. 2 again; freshly: a newly
revived scandal. 3 in a new way.
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New Mexico, a SW state of the United
States. —New Mexican.
new moon, moon when seen as a thin
crescent with the hollow side on the left.
New Netherland, a former Dutch colony
in America, from 1614 to 1664, divided
into the colonies of New York and New
Jersey.
news (nüz; nūz), n. something told as
having just happened; information
about something that has just happened
or will soon happen.
break the news, make something
known; tell something. [ME newes, pl.
of newe that which is new, adj. used
as n.]
news·cast (nüzʹkast´; –käst´; nūzʹ–), n.
a radio or television broadcast of news.
—newsʹcast´er, n. —newsʹcast´ing, n.
news·deal·er (nüzʹdēl´әr; nūzʹ–), n. seller
of newspapers and magazines.
news·let·ter (nüzʹlet´әr; nūzʹ–), n. a
written or printed letter presenting an
informal or conﬁdential coverage of
the news.
news·pa·per (nüzʹpā´pәr; nūzʹ–; nüsʹ–;
nūsʹ–), n. sheets of paper printed every
day or week, telling the news, carrying
advertisements, and often having stories,
poems, and useful information.
news·print (nüzʹprint´; nūzʹ–), n. kind of
paper on which newspapers are usually
printed.
news·reel (nüzʹrēl´; nūzʹ–), n. short ﬁlm
showing current events.
news·stand (nüzʹstand´; nūzʹ–), n. place
where newspapers and magazines are
sold.
news·wor·thy (nüzʹwėr´thi), adj. of
great enough interest or importance
to be covered by the news media.
—newsʹwor´thi·ness, n.
news·y (nüzʹi; nūzʹi), adj., news·i·er,
news·i·est, n., pl. news·ies. —adj. full of
news. —n. newsboy.
newt (nüt; nūt), n. any of various small
salamanders that live in water part of
the time. [OE efete; ME an ewt taken
as a newt]
New Testament, the part of the Bible
which contains the life and teachings
of Christ recorded by his followers,
together with their own experiences and
teachings.
New·to·ni·an (nü tōʹni әn; nū–), adj,
of or by Isaac Newton (1642–1727),
English mathematician, physicist, and
philosopher: Newtonian physics. —n.
follower of Newton.
New World, the Western Hemisphere;
North America and South America.
—newʹ-world´, Newʹ-Worldʹ, adj.
new year, 1 year approaching or newly
begun. 2 New Year, New Year’s, a New
Year’s Day. b the ﬁrst day or days of
the year.
New Year’s Day, New Year’s, January 1,
usually observed as a legal holiday.
New Year’s Eve, the evening of December 31.

New York, an E state of the United States.
—New Yorker.
New Zea·land (zēʹlәnd), a country in the S
Paciﬁc, consisting of two main islands and
various small ones. —New Zealander.
next (nekst), adj. following at once; nearest: the next train, the next room. —adv.
1 the ﬁrst time after this: when you next
come, bring it. 2 in the place or time or
position that is nearest: his name comes
next. —prep. nearest to: the house next
the church.
next door to, a in or at the house next to.
b almost; nearly.
next to, a nearest to. b almost; nearly.
[OE nēhst, superl. of nēah nigh]
next-door (nekstʹdôr´; –dōr´), adj. in or
at the next building, house, etc.
next door, 1 the next building, house, etc.
2 very near.
next of kin, the nearest blood relative.
Nez Per·ce (nez´pėrsʹ), n., pl. Nez Per·ces.
1 member of an American Indian tribe
that formerly lived in Idaho, Oregon,
and Washington. 2 their Shahaptian language. [< F nez percé, lit. pierced nose]
N.G., n.g., no good.
NH, (zip code) New Hampshire.
N.H., New Hampshire.
Ni, nickel.
ni·a·cin (nīʹә sin), n. =nicotinic acid.
[from trademark < ni(cotinic) ac(id)]
nib (nib), n., v., nibbed, nib·bing. —n. 1
point of a pen; either of its parts. 2 tip;
point. 3 a bird’s bill. —v. furnish with a
nib. [var of neb]
nib·ble (nibʹәl), v., –bled, –bling, n. —v.
1 eat away with quick, small bites, as a
rabbit or a mouse does. 2 bite gently or
lightly. —n. a nibbling; small bite. [cf. LG
nibbelen] —nibʹbler, n.
Nic·a·ra·gua (nik´ә räʹgwә), n. country
in Central America. —Nic´a·raʹguan,
adj., n.
nice (nīs), adj., nic·er, nic·est. 1 pleasing; agreeable; satisfactory: a nice face.
2 thoughtful; kind: he was nice to us. 3
exact; precise; discriminating: a nice ear
for music. 4 minute; ﬁne; subtle: a nice
distinction. 5 exacting; particular; hard
to please; fastidious; dainty: nice in his
eating. [< OF, silly. < L nescius ignorant
< ne– not + scire know] —niceʹly, adv.
—niceʹness, n.
Ni·cene Creed (nī sēnʹ; nīʹsēn), a formal
statement of the chief tenets of Christian belief, based on that adopted in
a.d. 325.
ni·ce·ty (nīʹsә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 exactness; accuracy; delicacy: require nicety
of adjustment. 2 a ﬁne point; small distinction; detail: the niceties of scientiﬁc
measurement. 3 something dainty or
reﬁned: the niceties of living.
niche (nich), n. 1 a recess or hollow in a
wall for a statue, vase, etc. 2 a suitable place
or position. [< F, ult. < L nidus nest]
nick (nik), n. place where a small bit has
been cut or broken out; notch; groove.
—v. make a nick or nicks in.
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in the nick of time, just in time. [cf. OE
gehnycned wrinkled]
nick·el (nikʹәl), n., v., –eled, –el·ing. —n.
1 a metallic element, Ni, that looks like
silver and is somewhat like iron, much
used as an alloy. 2 a coin containing
nickel; a United States ﬁve-cent piece.
—v. cover or coat with nickel. [< Sw.
< G kupfernickel, lit., copper devil; the
ore resembles copper but yields none]
nick·nack (nikʹnak´), n. knickknack.
nick·name (nikʹnām´), n., v., –named,
–nam·ing. —n. name added to a person’s real name or used instead of it.
—v. give a nickname to. [ME ekename;
an ekename taken as a nekename. See
eke2, name.]
Nic·o·si·a (nik´ō sēʹә), n. capital of
Cyprus.
ni·co·ti·a·na (ni kō´tē aʹnә), n. plant of
the nightshade family, esp. one grown
for its showy, night-blooming ﬂowers;
ﬂowering tobacco.
nic·o·tine (nikʹә tēn), n. poison contained
in tobacco leaves. [< F; after J. Nicot, who
introduced tobacco in France]
nic·o·tin·ic acid (nik´ә tinʹik), a vitamin,
C5 H4NCOOH, which prevents pellagra.
nic·ti·tate (nikʹtә tāt), v., –tat·ed, –tating. wink. [< Med.L nictitatus, ult. < L
nictare wink] —nic´ti·taʹtion, n.
nictitating membrane, a thin membrane,
or inner or third eyelid, present in many
animals, capable of being drawn across
the eyeball.
niece (nēs), n. daughter of one’s brother
or sister; daughter of one’s brother-inlaw or sister-in-law. [< OF, ult. < L
neptis]
nif·ty (nifʹti), adj., –ti·er, –ti·est. Informal.
1 attractive; stylish. 2 wonderful; swell.
Ni·ger (nīʹjәr), n. republic in W Africa.
Ni·ge·ri·a (nī jirʹi ә), n. country in W
Africa. —Ni·geʹri·an, adj., n.
nig·gard·ly (nigʹәrd li), adj. 1 stingy. 2
meanly small or scanty: a niggardly gift.
—adv. stingily. —nigʹgard·li·ness, n.
nig·gling (nigʹling), adj. of little importance; petty: niggling criticism.
nigh (nī), adv., adj., nigh·er, nigh·est or
next, prep., v. =near. [OE nēah]
night (nīt), n. 1 the darkness between
evening and morning; the time between
sunset and sunrise. 2 the darkness of
night; the dark. 3 the darkness of ignorance, sin, sorrow, old age, death, etc. 4
evening; nightfall. —adj. 1 of the night:
the night sky, night manager. 2 done or
used at night: night ﬂight, night light.
make a night of it, celebrate most of the
night.
night and day, all the time. [OE niht]
night·cap (nītʹkap´), n. drink taken just
before going to bed.
night clothes, clothing worn at night, for
sleeping; sleepwear.
night club, place for dancing, eating, and
entertainment, open only at night.
night crawler, large earthworm that comes
to the surface of the ground at night.
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night·dress (nītʹdres´), n. =nightgown.
night·fall (nītʹfôl´), n. the coming of
night.
night·gown (nītʹgoun´), n. a long, loose
garment worn in bed.
night·hawk (nītʹhôk´), n. kind of bird
that ﬂies and feeds mostly by night.
night·in·gale (nītʹәn gāl; nītʹing–), n. a
small, reddish-brown bird of Europe.
The males sings sweetly at night as well
as in the daytime. [for nightgale, OE
nihtegale < niht night + galan sing]
night·jar (nītʹjär´), n. any one of various
birds that are active mostly at night and
whose calls can be heard in the night.
[< night + jar2 make a harsh sound]
night·life (nītʹlīf), n. activity at night, esp.
entertainment in clubs and theaters.
night·long (nītʹlông´; –long´), adj. lasting all night. —adv. through the whole
night.
night·ly (nītʹli), adj. 1 done, happening,
or appearing every night. 2 done, happening, or appearing at night. —adv.
1 every night: performances are given
nightly. 2 at night; by night.
night·mare (nītʹmãr´), n. 1 a very
distressing dream. 2 a very distressing experience. [< night + OE mare
monster oppressing men during sleep]
—nightʹmar´ish, adj.
night owl, person who habitually stays
up late.
night school, school held in the evening
for persons who work during the day.
night·shade (nītʹshād´), n. any of various
plants belonging to the same genus as
the potato and the tomato. The black
nightshade has black, poisonous berries. The deadly nightshade, or belladonna, has red berries.
night·shirt (nītʹshėrt´), n. a long, loose
shirt worn for sleeping.
night spot, club where music, food, dancing, etc., are oﬀered at night.
night·stick (nītʹstik´), n. police oﬃcer’s
club.
night·time (nītʹtīm´), n. time between
evening and morning.
ni·hil·ism (nīʹә liz әm), n. entire rejection
of the usual beliefs in religion, morals,
government, laws, etc. [< L nihil nothing] —niʹhil·ist, n. —ni´hil·isʹtic, adj.
nil (nil), n. =nothing. [< L, earlier nihil]
nim·ble (nimʹbәl), adj., –bler, –blest. 1
active and sure-footed; light and quick;
quick-moving: goats are nimble in climbing among the rocks. 2 quick to understand and to reply; clever: a nimble
mind. [ME nymel < OE niman take]
—nimʹble·ness, n. —nimʹbly, adv.
nim·bo·stra·tus (nim´bō strāʹtәs), n., pl.
–ti (–tē). cloud formation that appears as
a dark layer and produces rain or snow.
nim·bus (nimʹbәs), n., –bus·es, –bi (–bī).
1 a light disk or other radiance about
the head of a divine or sacred person in
a picture. 2 a bright cloud surrounding a
god, person, or thing. 3 =nimbostratus.
[< L, cloud]

nin·com·poop (ninʹkәm püp), n. fool;
simpleton; blockhead.
nine (nīn), n. 1 a cardinal number, one
more than eight. 2 symbol of this number; 9. 3 set of nine persons or things.
—adj. one more than eight; 9. [OE
nigon]
nine·fold (nīnʹfōld´), adj. 1 nine times as
much or as many. 2 having nine parts.
—adv. nine times as much or as many.
nine·pins (nīnʹpinz´), n. (sing. in use) game
in which nine large wooden pins are set
up to be bowled down with a ball.
nine·teen (nīnʹtēnʹ), n. 1 a cardinal number, nine more than ten. 2 symbol of this
number; 19. —adj. nine more than ten;
19. —nineʹteenthʹ, adj., n.
nine·ty (nīnʹti), n., pl. –ties, adj. —n. 1 a
cardinal number, nine times ten. 2 symbol of this number; 90. —adj. nine times
ten; 90. —nineʹti·eth, adj., n.
nin·ny (ninʹi), n., pl. –nies. fool; silly
person.
ninth (nīnth), adj. 1 next after the eighth;
last in a series of 9. 2 being one of 9
equal parts. —n. 1 next after the eighth;
last in a series of 9. 2 one of nine equal
parts. —ninthʹly, adv.
ni·o·bi·um (nī ōʹbi әm), n. a steel-gray,
rare metallic element, Nb, that resembles
tantalum in chemical properties. —nioʹbic, ni·oʹbous, adj.
nip1 (nip), v., nipped, nip·ping, n. —v.
1 squeeze tight and suddenly; bite: the
crab nipped my toe. 2 take oﬀ by biting,
pinching, or snipping. 3 hurt at the tips;
spoil; injure: plants nipped by frost. 4 have
a sharp, biting eﬀect on: cold winds nip
your ears and nose. —n. 1 a tight squeeze;
pinch; sudden bite. 2 injury caused by
frost. 3 sharp cold; chill: there is a nip in
the air on a frosty morning. 4 a small bit.
nip and tuck, very close or even in a
race or contest, so that the outcome is in
doubt. [ME nyppen. Cf. Du. nijpen.]
nip2 (nip), n. a small drink.
nip·per (nipʹәr), n. 1 one that nips. 2 Usually, nippers. pincers, forceps, pliers, or
any tool that nips.
nip·ple (nipʹәl), n. 1 a small projection
through which an infant or baby animal gets its mother’s milk. 2 a cap for
a baby’s bottle, made of rubber, latex,
or other rubbery substance and shaped
like a nipple. 3 anything shaped or used
like a nipple.
nip·py (nipʹi), adj., –pi·er, –pi·est. biting; sharp.
nir·va·na, Nir·va·na (nir väʹnә; –vanʹә;
nėr–), n. the Buddhist idea of heavenly
peace; perfect happiness reached by
complete absorption of oneself into the
supreme universal spirit. [< Skt., extinction, < nis– out + vā– blow]
Ni·sei (nēʹsāʹ), n., pl. –sei. a native-born
U.S. or Canadian citizen whose parents
were Japanese immigrants. [< Jap.]
nit (nit), n. 1 egg of a louse or similar
insect. 2 a very young louse or similar
insect. [OE hnitu]

ni·ter (nīʹtәr), n. 1 potassium nitrate,
KNO3, a salt obtained from potash,
used in making gunpowder; saltpeter.
2 sodium nitrate, NaNO3, used as fertilizer. [< L < Gk. nitron]
nit-pick (nitʹpik´), v. search for unimportant faults; criticize meanly, pettily.
—nitʹ-pick´er, n.
ni·trate (nīʹtrāt), n., v., –trat·ed, –trating. —n. 1 salt or ester of nitric acid.
2 potassium nitrate, KNO3, or sodium
nitrate, NaNO3, used as a fertilizer. —v.
treat with nitric acid or a nitrate. —nitraʹtion, n.
ni·tric acid (nīʹtrik), a clear, colorless liquid, HNO3, that eats into ﬂesh, clothing,
metal, and other substances.
ni·trite (nīʹtrīt), n. salt or ester of nitrous
acid.
ni·tro·gen (nīʹtrә jәn), n. one of the elements, a colorless, odorless, tasteless gas,
N, that forms about four-ﬁfths of the air
by volume. —ni·trogʹe·nous, adj.
nitrogen cycle, circulation of nitrogen and
its compounds by animals and plants.
Nitrogen is absorbed from the soil by
green plants, consumed in food by animals, and returned to the soil as animal
waste and decaying animals and plants.
ni·tro·glyc·er·in (nī´trә glisʹәr in), n. an
oily, explosive liquid, C3H5(NO3)3, made
by treating glycerin with nitric and sulfuric acids, used in dynamite.
ni·trous acid (nīʹtrәs), an acid, HNO2,
known only in solution or its salts.
nitrous oxide, a colorless gas, N2O, that
causes laughing and inability to feel
pain; laughing gas, used as an anesthetic
by dentists.
nit·wit (nitʹwit´), n. stupid person.
nix (niks), n., interj. Informal. nothing;
no. [< G nichts]
nix·ie (nikʹsi), n. a female water fairy.
Nixon (nikʹsәn), n. Richard M. 1913–94,
the 37th president of the United States,
1969–74, and the only to resign.
NJ, (zip code) New Jersey.
N.J., New Jersey.
NL, New Latin.
NM, (zip code) New Mexico.
N.M., N. Mex., New Mexico.
NNE, N.N.E., direction halfway between
north and northeast.
NNW, N.N.W., direction halfway between
north and northwest.
no1 (nō), n., pl. noes, no’s, adj., adv. —n. 1
word used to deny, refuse, or disagree. 2
denial; refusal. 3 a negative vote or voter:
the noes have it. [< adv.] —adj. not any;
not a: he has no friends. [var. of none]
—adv. 1 word used to deny, refuse, or
disagree: Will you come? No. 2 not in
any degree; not at all: he is no better. 3
not, chieﬂy in phrases like whether or no.
[OE nā < ne not + ā ever]
no2, No (nō), n., pl. no, nos, No, Nos.
Japanese classical drama. [< Jap.]
No, nobelium.
No., 1 north; northern. 2 Also, no. number.

non–
No·bel (nō belʹ), n. =Nobel prize.
No·bel·ist (nō belʹist), n. a winner of a
Nobel prize.
no·be·li·um (nō bēʹli әm), n. a rare radioactive, artiﬁcial element, No. [< Nobel
Institute, where produced]
Nobel prizes, money prizes established
by Alfred B. Nobel (1833–96) to be
given annually to those persons who
have made the greatest contributions in
the ﬁelds of physics, chemistry, economics, medicine or physiology, literature,
and the promotion of peace.
no·bil·i·ty (nō bilʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 people of noble rank. Earls, counts, princes,
and kings belong to the nobility. 2 noble
birth; noble rank. 3 noble character.
no·ble (nōʹbәl), adj., –bler, –blest, n.
—adj. 1 high and great by birth, rank,
or title. 2 high and great in character;
showing greatness of mind; good: a
noble deed. 3 excellent; ﬁne; splendid;
magniﬁcent: a noble sight. —n. person
high and great birth, rank, or title. [< F
< L nobilis renowned] —noʹble·ness, n.
—noʹbly, adv.
noble gas, any of a group of gaseous elements that are somewhat rare and do
not combine easily with other elements,
including helium, neon, argon, crypton,
xenon, and radon; inert gas.
no·ble·man (nōʹbәl mәn), n., pl. –men.
man of noble rank, title, or birth.
no·blesse o·blige (nō blesʹ ō blēzhʹ),
French. persons of noble rank should
behave nobly.
no·ble·wom·an (nōʹbәl wu̇m´әn), n., pl.
–wom·en. woman of noble birth or
rank.
no·bod·y (nōʹbod i), pron., n., pl. –bod·
ies. —pron. no one; no person. —n.
person of no importance.
no-brain·er (nō´brāʹnәr), n. something
that requires little or no thought.
noc·tur·nal (nok tėrʹnәl), adj. 1 of or in
the night: stars are a nocturnal sight. 2
active in the night: the owl is a nocturnal
bird. 3 closed by day, open by night: a
nocturnal ﬂower. [< LL nocturnalis, ult.
< L nox night] —noc·turʹnal·ly, adv.
noc·turne (nokʹtėrn), n. 1 a dreamy or pensive piece of music. 2 Fig. something like a
nocturne in character, as a poem. [< F]
nod (nod), v., nod·ded, nod·ding, n. —v.
1 bow (the head) slightly and raise it
again quickly. 2 say yes by nodding. 3
express by bowing the head: nod consent. 4 let the head fall forward and
bob about when sleepy or falling asleep.
—n. a nodding of the head: he gave
us a nod as he passed. [ME nodden]
—nodʹder, n.
node (nōd), n. 1 knot; knob; swelling. 2
joint in a stem; part of a stem that normally bears a leaf or leaves. [< L nodus
knot] —nodʹal, adj.
nod·ule (nojʹül), n. 1 a small knot, knob,
or swelling. 2 a small, rounded mass or
lump: nodules of pure gold. [< L nodulus,
dim. of nodus knot] —nodʹu·lar, adj.

no·el (nō elʹ), n. 1 a Christmas song;
carol. 2 Noel, Christmas. [< F < L natalis
natal (i.e. the natal day of Christ) < nasci
be born]
no-fault (nōʹfôlt´), adj. eliminating fault
or responsibility, esp. as a cause for withholding compensation (in an accident)
or as a reason for issuing a judgment
against someone (in a lawsuit).
nog·gin (nogʹәn), n. 1 a small cup or mug.
2 a small drink; one fourth of a pint. 3
Informal. a person’s head.
no·how (nōʹhou´), adv. Informal. in no
way; not at all.
noise (noiz), n., v., noised, nois·ing. —n.
1 a sound that is not musical or pleasant.
2 a sound. 3 din of voices and movements; loud shouting; outcry; clamor.
—v. 1 make a noise. 2 talk much. 3
spread the news of; tell: it was noised
abroad that the king was dying. [< OF
< L nausea nausea]
noise·less (noizʹlis), adj. making no noise:
a noiseless typewriter. —noiseʹless·ly,
adv. —noiseʹless·ness, n.
noi·some (noiʹsәm), adj. 1 oﬀensive; disgusting; smelling bad: a noisome slum.
2 harmful; injurious: a noisome pestilence. [< noy (var. of annoy) + some1]
—noiʹsome·ly, adv. —noiʹsome·ness, n.
nois·y (noizʹi), adj., nois·i·er, nois·i·est. 1
making much noise: a noisy boy. 2 full
of noise: a noisy street. 3 having much
noise with it: a noisy game, a noisy quarrel. —noisʹi·ly, adv. —noisʹi·ness, n.
nom., nominative.
no·mad (nōʹmad; nomʹad), n. 1 member
of a tribe that moves from place to place
to have pasture for its cattle. 2 wanderer.
—adj. 1 wandering from place to place
to ﬁnd pasture. 2 wandering. [< L < Gk.,
ult. < nemein to pasture]
no·mad·ic (nō madʹik), adj. of nomads
or their life; wandering; roving. —nomadʹi·cal·ly, adv.
nom de plume (nom´ dә plümʹ), a pen
name; name used by a writer instead of
his or her real name. [formed in E from
F words]
no· men· cla· ture
(nōʹ mәn klā´ chәr;
nō menʹklә–), n. set or system of names
or terms: the nomenclature of music.
[< L nomenclatura < nomen name +
calare to call]
nom·i·nal (nomʹә nәl), adj. 1 being so
in name only; not real: the president is
the nominal head of the club, but the
secretary is the one who really runs its
aﬀairs. 2 so small that it is not worth
considering; unimportant compared
with the real value. [< L, < nomen name]
—nomʹi·nal·ly, adv.
nom·i·nate (nomʹә nāt), v., –nat·ed, –nating. 1 name as candidate for an oﬃce:
three times Bryan was nominated for
President, but he was never elected. 2
appoint for an oﬃce or duty: the President nominated him as Secretary of State.
[< L, ult. < nomen name] —nomʹi·na´tor, n. —nom´i·naʹtion, n.
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nom·i·na·tive (nomʹә nә tiv; –nā´tiv),
Gram. —adj. 1 showing the subject of
a verb and words agreeing with the subject. 2 being in or pertaining to that case.
—n. 1 the nominative case. 2 a word in
that case. Who and I are nominatives.
nom·i·nee (nom´ә nēʹ), n. person who is
nominated.
non–, preﬁx. not; not a; opposite of; lack
of; failure of, as in nonconformity, nonacceptance, nonpayment. [< L non not]
Non– is a preﬁx that combines freely
with any noun, adjective, or adverb.
Some examples are listed below.
non´ad·heʹsive
non´ag·gresʹsive
non´as·signʹa·ble
non´be·lievʹer
non´bel·ligʹer·ent
non´co·herʹent
non·comʹbat
non´com·petʹi·tive
non´con·secʹu·tive
non´co·opʹer·a´tive
non´dem·o·cratʹic·ly
non´dis·crim´i·naʹtion
non·earnʹing
non´en·forceʹment
non´ex·istʹence
non·facʹtu·al
non·fadʹing
non·ﬁreʹproof´
non´gov·ern·menʹtal
non·huʹman
non´id·i·o·matʹic
non´im·muʹni·ty
non´in·fecʹtious
non´in·ﬂamʹma·ble
non·irʹri·tant
non´ju·diʹcial
non·livʹing
non´mag·netʹic
non·memʹber
non·milʹi·tar´y
non´ne·goʹtia·ble
non´ob·servʹer
non·opʹer·at´ing
non·orthʹo·dox
non´par·tic´i·paʹt ion
non´path·o·genʹic
non·payʹing
non´per·formʹance
non´po·litʹi·cal
non´pre·scripʹtive
non´pro·ducʹing
non´pro·lif´er·aʹtion
non·punʹish·a·ble
non´re·cipʹro·cal
non´re·newʹa·ble
non·resʹi·dence
non´re·turnʹa·ble
non·secʹu·lar
non·seʹrous
non·smokʹing
non´spe·cifʹic
non·standʹard
non·startʹer
non´sub·scribʹer
non·taxʹa·ble
non·techʹni·cal·ly
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nonacceptance

non·toxʹic
non´trans·ferʹa·ble
non·venʹom·ous
non·verʹbal
non·volʹa·tile
non·votʹing
non·ac·cept·ance (non´әk sepʹtәns), n.
failure or refusal to accept.
non·ad·dic·tive (non´ә dikʹtiv), adj. not
causing addiction.
non·a·ge·nar·i·an (non´ә jә nãrʹi әn;
nō´nә–), n. person who is 90 years old
or between 90 and 100 years old. —adj.
90 years old or between 90 and 100
years old. [< L nonagenarius containing
ninety]
non·ag·gres·sion (non´ә greshʹәn), n.
lack of aggression.
non·a·gon (nonʹә gon), n. a plane ﬁgure
having nine angles and nine sides. [< L
nonus ninth + Gk. gonia angle]
non·ap·pear·ance (non´ә pirʹәns), n. fact
of not appearing; failure to appear.
non·at·tend·ance (non´ә tenʹdәns), n.
failure to be present.
nonce (nons), n. the one or particular
occasion or purpose.
for the nonce, for the present time or
occasion. [ME (for then) ones (for the)
once, taken as (for the) nones]
nonce word, word formed and used for a
single occasion.
non·cha·lance (nonʹshә lәns; non´shәlänsʹ), n. cool unconcern; indiﬀerence.
non·cha·lant (nonʹshә lәnt; non´shәläntʹ), adj. without enthusiasm; coolly
unconcerned; indiﬀerent. [< F, < non–
not ( < L) + chaloir be warm < L calere]
—nonʹcha·lant·ly, adv.
non·com (nonʹkom´), n. a noncommissioned oﬃcer.
non· com· bat· ant (non´ kәm batʹ әnt;
–komʹbә tәnt), n. person who is not a
ﬁghter in the army or navy in time of
war; civilian. Surgeons are noncombatants even if in the military. —adj. not
ﬁghting; civilian in wartime.
non·com·mis·sioned (non´kә mishʹәnd),
adj. without a commission; not commissioned. Corporals are noncommissioned oﬃcers.
non·com·mit·tal (non´kә mitʹәl), adj. not
committing oneself; not saying yes or
no: “I will think it over” is a noncommittal answer. —non´com·mitʹtal·ly, adv.
non·com·pli·ance (non´kәm plīʹәns), n.
fact of not complying; failure to comply.
non·con·duc·tor (non´kәn dukʹtәr), n.
substance that does not readily conduct
heat, electricity, etc.
non·con·form·ist (non´kәn fôrʹmist), n.
person who refuses to conform to an
established church. —non´con·formʹity, n.
non·co·op·er·a·tion (non´kō op´әr āʹshәn), n. 1 failure or refusal to cooperate. 2 refusal to cooperate with a
government for political reasons.
non·de·script (nonʹdi skript), adj. not
easily classiﬁed; not of any one particu-

lar kind. —n. a nondescript person or
thing. [< non– + L descriptus (to be)
described]
none (nun), pron. 1 not any: we have none
of that paper left. 2 no one; not one: none
of these is a typical case. 3 (pl. in use) no
persons or things: none have arrived.
4 no part; nothing: she has none of her
mother’s beauty. —adv. to no extent; in
no way; not at all: our supply is none too
great. [OE nān < ne not + ān one]
non·en·ti·ty (non enʹtә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
person or thing of little or no importance. 2 something that does not exist.
non·es·sen·tial (non´ә senʹshәl), adj. not
essential; not necessary. —n. person or
thing not essential.
none·such (nunʹsuch´), n. person or
thing without equal or parallel.
none·the·less (nun´thә lesʹ), adv. none
the less; never the less.
non·e·vent (nonʹi vent´), n. 1 an event
expected to take place that does not
actually occur. 2 a well-publicized and
greatly anticipated event that turns out
to be of little interest or importance.
non·ﬁc·tion (non ﬁkʹshәn), n. prose literature that is not a novel, short story, or
other form of writing based on imaginary people and events. Biographies and
histories are nonﬁction.
non· ful· fill· ment, non· ful· fil· ment
(non´fu̇l ﬁlʹmәnt), n. failure to fulﬁll;
failure to be fulﬁlled.
non·in·ter·ven·tion (non´in tәr venʹshәn),
n. 1 failure or refusal to intervene. 2 systematic avoidance of any interference by
a nation in the aﬀairs of other nations or
of its own states, etc.
non·ju·ror (non ju̇rʹәr), n. one who
refuses to take a required oath.
non·met·al (nonʹmet´әl), n. an element
not having the character of a metal. Carbon and nitrogen are nonmetals.
no-no (nōʹnō´), n., pl. –nos. something
forbidden or unacceptable.
non·ob·jec·tive (non´әb jekʹtiv), adj. 1 of
art, not representational; abstract. 2 not
realistic; lacking objectivity.
non·pa·reil (non´pә relʹ), adj. having no
equal. —n. person or thing having no
equal. [< F, < non– not (< L) + pareil
equal, ult. < L par]
non·par·ti·san (non pärʹtә zәn), adj. 1
not partisan. 2 not supporting, or controlled by, any of the regular political
parties.
non·plus (non plusʹ; nonʹplus), v.,
–plused, –plus·ing, n. —v. puzzle completely; make unable to say or do anything. —n. a state of being nonplused.
[< L non plus no further]
non·pro·duc·tive (non´prә dukʹtiv), adj.
1 not productive. 2 not directly connected with production. —non´producʹtive·ness, n.
non·prof·it (non profʹit), adj. not for
proﬁt; without proﬁt.
non·res·i·dent (non rezʹә dәnt), adj. 1 not
residing in a particular place. 2 not

residing where oﬃcial duties require one
to reside. —n. a nonresident person.
non·re·sist·ant (non´ri zisʹtәnt), adj. not
resisting; passively obedient. —n. one
who does not resist authority or force;
one who maintains that violence should
never be resisted by force. —non´resistʹance, n.
non·re·stric·tive (non´ri strikʹtiv), adj. (of
a modiﬁer) adding descriptive detail.
non·sched·uled (nonʹskejʹu̇ld), adj. not
operating or proceeding according to
a regular schedule: a nonscheduled airline.
non·sec·tar·i·an (non´sek tãrʹi әn), adj.
not connected with any religious
denomination.
non·sense (nonʹsens), n. words, ideas,
or acts without meaning; foolish talk
or doings; a plan or suggestion that is
foolish.
non·sen·si·cal (non senʹsә kәl), adj. foolish; absurd. —non·senʹsi·cal·ly, adv.
—non·senʹsi·cal·ness, n.
non se·qui·tur (non sekʹwә tәr), inference
or conclusion that does not follow from
the premises. [< L, it does not follow]
non·skid (nonʹskidʹ), adj. made to resist
skidding: nonskid tires.
non·stop (nonʹstopʹ), adj., adv. without
stopping.
non·sup·port (non´sә pôrtʹ; –pōrtʹ), n.
1 lack of support. 2 failure to provide
for someone for whom one is legally
responsible.
non·un·ion (non ūnʹyәn), adj. 1 not
belonging to a trade union. 2 not following trade union rules. 3 not recognizing
or favoring trade unions. —non·unʹionism, n. —non·unʹion·ist, n.
non·vot·er (non vōtʹәr), n. person who
does not vote.
noo·dle1 (nüʹdәl), n. a mixture of ﬂour
and water, or ﬂour and eggs, like macaroni, but made in ﬂat strips. [< G
nudel]
noo·dle2 (nüʹdәl), n. Informal. head.
nook (nu̇k), n. 1 a cozy little corner. 2 a
hidden spot; sheltered place. [ME noke]
noon (nün), n. twelve o’clock in the daytime; middle of the day. —adj. of noon
[< L nona (hora) ninth (hour), 3 p.m.;
the meaning shifted with a change in
time of church service]
noon·day (nünʹdā´), n., adj. =noon.
no one (nōʹwun´), no person; nobody
noon·time (nünʹtīm´), noon·tide (–tīd´),
n. =noon.
noose (nüs), n., v., noosed, noos·ing. —n.
1 loop with a slip knot that tightens as
the string or rope is pulled. 2 =snare. —v.
make a noose with; tie a noose in. [prob.
< OF < L nodus knot]
nope (nōp), adv. Informal. no.
nor1 (nôr; unstressed nәr), conj. and not;
or not; neither; and not either. Nor
is used with a preceding neither or
negative: not a boy nor a girl stirred. [OE
(unstressed) nā(hwœ)ther < ne not +
ā(hwœ)ther either. See or.]

noseband
nor’, nor2 (nôr), n., adj., adv. =north
Nor., 1 North. 2 Norway.
Nor·dic (nôrʹdik), adj. designating,
belonging to, or pertaining to a race
or type characterized by tall stature,
blond hair, blue eyes, and long heads.
—n. member of such a race. Scandinavians are Nordics. [< F, < nord north
< Gmc.]
norm (nôrm), n. standard for a certain
group; type; model; pattern: in mathematics this class is above the norm.
[< L norma]
nor·mal (nôrʹmәl), adj. of the usual standard; regular; usual: the normal temperature of the human body is 98.6 degrees.
—n. the usual state or level: two pounds
above normal [< L normalis. See norm.]
—nor·malʹi·ty, norʹmal·ness, n.
nor·mal·cy (nôrʹmәl si), n. normal condition.
nor·mal·ize (nôrʹmәl īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
make normal. —nor´mal·i·zaʹtion, n.
nor·mal·ly (nôrʹmәl i), adv. in the normal
way; regularly; if things are normal.
Nor·man (nôrʹmәn), n. 1 member of the
mixed race, descended from the Scandinavians who settled in Normandy
and from the French. 2 one of the
Scandinavian ancestors of these people;
Northman. —adj. of the Normans or
Normandy.
Nor·man-French (nôrʹmәn frenchʹ), n.
=Anglo-French
nor·ma·tive (nôrʹmә tiv), adj. establishing a norm or standard: a normative
study of children’s language.
Norse (nôrs), adj. 1 of or having to do
with ancient Scandinavia, its people,
or their language. 2 of or having to do
with Norway or its people. —n. 1 (pl.
in use) a people of ancient Scandinavia;
Norsemen; Northmen. b Norwegians. 2
language of the ancient Scandinavians;
Old Norse. 3 language of Norway.
Norse·man (nôrsʹmәn), n., pl. –men.
member of a tall, blond race that lived
in ancient Scandinavia; Northman. The
Vikings were Norsemen.
north (nôrth), n. 1 direction to which a
compass needle points; direction to the
right as one faces the setting sun. 2 Also,
North. part of any country toward the
north. 3 North, the northern part of the
United States; the states north of Maryland, the Ohio River, and Missouri.
—adj. 1 lying toward or situated in the
north. 2 originating in or coming from
the north. 3 North, in the northern part;
northern: North China. —adv. 1 toward
the north. 2 in the north. [OE]
North Africa, a region in the northern
part of the continent of Africa, especially those countries bordering on or
north of the Sahara. —North African.
North America, the northern continent
of the Western Hemisphere. The United
States, Mexico, and Canada are some
of the countries in North America.
—North American.

North Car·o·li·na (kar´ә līʹnә), a S state
of the United States. —North Carolinian.
North Da·ko·ta (dә kōʹtә), a Middle
Western state of the United States.
—North Dakotan.
north·east (nôrth´ēstʹ; nôr´–), adj. 1 halfway between north and east. 2 lying
toward or situated in the northeast.
3 originating in or coming from the
northeast: a northeast wind. 4 directed
toward the northeast. —n. 1 a northeast
direction. 2 place that is in the northeast
part or direction. —adv. 1 toward the
northeast. 2 from the northeast. 3 in the
northeast.
the Northeast, New England and adjacent states.
north·east·er (nôrth´ēsʹtәr; nôr–), n.
wind or storm from the northeast. Also,
nor’easter.
north·east·er·ly (nôrth´ēsʹtәr li; nôr´–),
adj., adv. toward or from the northeast.
north·east·ern (nôrth´ēsʹtәrn; nôr´–),
adj. 1 toward the northeast. 2 from the
northeast. 3 Northeastern, of, having to
do with, or in the Northeast.
north·east·ward (nôrth´ēstʹwәrd; nôr´–),
adv. Also, north´eastʹwards. toward
the northeast. —adj. 1 toward the
northeast. 2 northeast. —n. northeast.
—north´eastʹward·ly, adj., adv.
north·er (nôrʹthәr), n. wind or storm
from the north.
north·er·ly (nôrʹthәr li), adj., adv. 1
toward the north. 2 from the north: a
northerly wind. —northʹer·li·ness, n.
north·ern (nôrʹthәrn), adj. 1 toward the
north. 2 from the north. 3 of or in
the north. 4 Northern, of or in the N
part of the United States. —northʹernmost, adj.
north·ern·er (nôrʹthәr nәr), n. 1 native
inhabitant of the north. 2 Northerner,
native or inhabitant of the N part of the
United States.
Northern Hemisphere, the half of the
earth that is north of the equator.
Northern Ireland, a self-governing district in NE Ireland that is a part of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland.
northern lights, the aurora borealis.
North Island, the northernmost of the
two main islands of New Zealand.
North Korea, country above the thirtyeighth parallel on the Korean peninsula.
north·land (nôrthʹlәnd), n. land in the
north; the northern part of a country.
—northʹlander, n.
North·man (nôrthʹmәn), n., pl. –men.
1 =Norseman. 2 native or inhabitant of
northern Europe.
North Pole, northern end of the earth’s
axis.
North Star, the bright star almost directly
above the North Pole.
north·ward (nôrthʹwәrd, nôrʹthәrd), adv.
Also, northʹwards. toward the north.
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—adj. 1 toward the north. 2 north. —n.
north.
north·ward·ly (nôrthʹwәrd li), adj., adv.
1 toward the north. 2 of winds, from
the north.
north·west (nôrth´westʹ; nôr´–), adj. 1
halfway between north and west. 2 lying
toward or situated in the northwest.
3 originating in or coming from the
northwest: a northwest wind. 4 directed
toward the northwest. —n. 1 a northwest
direction. 2 place that is in the northwest
part or direction. —adv. 1 toward the
northwest, 2 from the northwest. 3 in
the northwest.
the Northwest, Washington and Oregon.
north·west·er (nôrth´wesʹtәr; nôr´–), n.
wind or storm from the northwest.
north·west·er·ly (nôrth´wesʹtәr li; nôr´–),
adj., adv. 1 toward the northwest. 2 from
the northwest.
north·west·ern (nôrth´wesʹtәrn; nôr´–),
adj. 1 toward or from the northwest. 2
of the northwest. 3 Northwestern, of,
having to do with, or in Washington or
Oregon.
north·west·ward (nôrth´westʹwәrd; nôr´–
), adv. Also, north´westʹwards. toward
the northwest. —adj. 1 toward the
northwest. 2 northwest. —n. northwest.
—north´westʹward·ly, adj., adv.
Norw., Norway; Norwegian.
Nor·way (nôrʹwā), n. a mountainous
country in N Europe, west and north
of Sweden.
Nor·we·gian (nôr wēʹjәn), adj. of Norway, its people, or their language. —n.
1 native or inhabitant of Norway. 2 language of Norway.
nos., Nos., or no’s, numbers.
nose (nōz), n., v., nosed, nos·ing. —n.
1 part of the face or head just above
the mouth, serving as the opening for
breathing and as the organ of smell.
2 the organ of smell. 3 sense of smell:
a dog with a good nose. 4 faculty for
perceiving or detecting: a reporter must
have a nose for news. 5 part that stands
out, as the bow of a ship or airplane. —v.
1 discover by smell; smell out; sniﬀ. 2
rub with the nose. 3 push with the nose
or forward end: the boat nosed carefully
between the rocks. 4 search (for); pry
(into).
follow one’s nose, Fig. follow one’s
instincts.
lead by the nose, have complete control
over.
look down (or turn up) one’s nose at,
treat with contempt or scorn.
nose out, a Also, nose around. ﬁnd out
by looking around quietly or secretly. b
win by a very small margin.
pay through the nose, pay a great deal
too much.
under one’s nose, in plain sight; very
easy to notice. [OE nosu]
nose·band (nōzʹband´), n. part of a bridle
that goes over the animal’s nose.
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nose·bleed (nōzʹblēd´), n. a bleeding
from the nose.
nose cone, the front section of a ballistic
missile, designed to carry a bomb to a
target or instruments or a person into
space.
nose dive, 1 a swift plunge straight downward by an airplane, etc. 2 Fig. a sudden,
sharp drop.
nose-dive (nōzʹdīv´), v., –dived, –div·ing.
take a nose dive.
nose·gay (nōzʹgā´), n. =bouquet.
nose·piece (nōzʹpēs´), n. part of a helmet
that covers and protects the nose.
no-show (nōʹshō´), n. 1 person who
neglects to cancel a reservation. 2 person who fails to show up, esp. for an
appointment.
nos·tal·gia (nos talʹjә), n. =homesickness.
[< NL, < Gk. nostos homecoming + algos
pain] —nos·talʹgic, adj.
nos·tril (nosʹtrәl), n. either of the two
openings in the nose. Smells come into
the sensitive parts of the nose through
the nostrils. [OE nosthyrl < nosu nose +
thyrel hole]
nos·trum (nosʹtrәm), n. 1 medicine made
by the person who is selling it; quack
remedy; patent medicine. 2 a pet scheme
for producing wonderful results; a cureall. [< L, ours, because it is usually prepared by the person recommending it]
nos·y, nos·ey (nōzʹi), adj., nos·i·er, nos·iest. prying; inquisitive.
not (not), adv. word that says no; a negative: that is not true. [unstressed var. of
nought]
no·ta be·ne (nōʹtә bēʹnē), Latin. note
well; observe what follows; take notice.
no·ta·ble (nōʹtә bәl), adj. worthy of
notice; striking; remarkable: a notable
event. —n. person who is notable: many
notables came to the President’s reception.
[< L, < notare to note] —noʹta·ble·ness,
no´ta·bilʹi·ty, n. —noʹta·bly, adv.
no·ta·rize (nōʹtә rīz), v., –rized, –riz·ing.
certify (a contract, deed, will, etc.).
no·ta·ry public (nōʹtә ri), or notary, n.,
pl. no·tar·ies public; notaries. a public
oﬃcer authorized to certify deeds and
contracts, to record the fact that a certain
person swears that something is true,
and to attend to other legal matters. [< L
notarius clerk, ult. < nota note]
no·ta·tion (nō tāʹshәn), n. 1 set of signs
or symbols used to represent numbers,
quantities, or other values: the Arabic
notation (1, 2, 3, 4, etc.). 2 the representing of numbers, quantities, or other
values by symbols or signs. Music has
a special system of notation, and so
has chemistry. 3 note to assist memory;
record; jotting: make a notation on the
margin. 4 act of noting. —no·taʹtional, adj.
notch (noch), n. 1 a V-shaped nick or cut
made in an edge or on a curving surface:
the Indians cut notches on a stick to keep
count of numbers. 2 a deep, narrow pass
or gap between mountains. 3 Fig. grade;

step; degree. —v. 1 make a notch or
notches in. 2 record by notches; score;
tally. [< F oche < OF oschier to notch;
an och taken as a noch] —notched, adj.
—notchʹer, n.
note (nōt), n., v., not·ed, not·ing. —n.
1 words written down to remind one
of something: take notes of a lecture. 2
notice; heed: take note of. 3 a very short
letter. 4 a single sound made by a musical instrument or voice. 5 a written sign
to show the pitch and length of a sound.
6 a bird’s song or call. 7 a signiﬁcant
sound or way of expression: a note of
anxiety in her voice, strike the right note
in a letter. 8 distinction, importance, or
consequence: a man of note. 9 a written
promise to pay a certain sum of money
at a certain time. —v. 1 write down as a
thing to be remembered. 2 observe carefully; give attention to; take notice of. 3
mention specially.
compare notes, exchange ideas or opinions.
take notes, write down things to be
remembered, as of a conversation or
event. [< OF < L nota mark] —noteʹless,
adj. —notʹer, n.
note·book (nōtʹbu̇k´), n. 1 book in which
to write notes. 2 portable computer
about the size of a notebook.
not·ed (nōtʹid), adj. especially noticed;
conspicuous; well-known; celebrated;
famous: Samson was noted for his
strength, Shakespeare is the most noted
English author. —notʹed·ly, adv.
—notʹed·ness, n.
note paper, paper used for writing letters.
note·wor·thy (nōtʹwėr´thi), adj. worthy
of notice; remarkable: a noteworthy
achievement. —noteʹwor´thi·ly, adv.
—noteʹwor´thi·ness, n.
noth·ing (nuthʹing), n. 1 not anything; no
thing: nothing arrived by mail. 2 thing
that does not exist: create a world out
of nothing. 3 thing of no importance or
signiﬁcance; person of no importance:
people regard him as a nothing. 4 zero;
naught. —adv. not at all: be nothing
wiser than before.
for nothing, a without payment. b with
no result; in vain.
make nothing of, a be unable to understand: make nothing of these numbers. b
fail to use or do. c treat as worthless or
unimportant.
think nothing of, a consider as easy to
do. b treat as worthless or unimportant.
[< no + thing]
noth·ing·ness (nuthʹing nis), n. 1 nonexistence. 2 worthlessness. 3 an unimportant or worthless thing.
no·tice (nōʹtis), n., v., –ticed, –tic·ing.
1 observation; heed; attention: escape
one’s notice. 2 information; warning: the
whistle blew to give notice of quitting
time. 3 a written or printed sign; paper
posted in a public place. 4 a warning that
one will end an agreement with another

at a certain time: the servant gave notice.
5 paragraph or article about something:
the new book got a favorable notice.
—v. 1 take notice of; give attention to;
perceive: I noticed a big diﬀerence. 2
mention; refer to.
serve notice, warn; inform; announce.
take notice, give attention; observe; see.
[< F < L, < notus known]
no·tice·a·ble (nōʹtis ә bәl), adj. 1 easily seen or noticed. 2 worth noticing.
—noʹtice·a·bly, adv.
no·ti·ﬁ·ca·tion (nō´tә fә kāʹshәn), n. 1 a
notifying. 2 notice: have you received a
notiﬁcation of the meeting?
no·ti·fy (nōʹtә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. give
notice to; let know; inform; announce
to: notify us when there will be a test.
[< F < L, < notus known + facere make]
—noʹti·ﬁ´er, n.
no·tion (nōʹshәn), n. 1 idea; understanding: he has no notion of what I mean. 2
opinion; belief: one common notion is
that red hair means a quick temper. 3
intention: he has no notion of risking his
money. 4 a foolish idea or opinion.
notions, small useful articles; pins, needles, thread, tape, etc. [< L notio, ult.
< noscere know]
no·tion·al (nōʹshәn әl), adj. 1 having to
do with ideas or opinions. 2 in one’s
imagination or thought only; not real. 3
full of notions; having strange notions;
fanciful. —noʹtion·al·ly, adv.
no·to·chord (nōʹtә kôrd´), n. 1 rodshaped structure that runs down the
back of many of the simplest vertebrates
and supports the spinal nerve. 2 similar
structure in the embryo of higher vertebrates, replaced by the spinal chord later
in development.
no·to·ri·e·ty (nō´tә rīʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
a being famous for something bad; ill
fame: a crime or scandal brings much
notoriety to those involved in it. 2 being
widely known. 3 a well-known person.
no·to·ri·ous (nō tôʹri әs; –tō–), adj. wellknown because of something bad; having a bad reputation. [< Med.L notorius
< L notus known] —no·toʹri·ous·ly, adv.
—no·toʹri·ous·ness, n.
not·with·stand·ing (not´with stanʹding;
–with–), prep. in spite of: he bought it
notwithstanding the high price. —conj.
in spite of the fact that: notwithstanding
there was need for haste, he still delayed.
—adv. in spite of it; nevertheless: it is
raining; but I shall go, notwithstanding.
nou·gat (nüʹgәt; –gä), n. a kind of soft
candy containing nuts. [< F < Pr., ult.
< L nux nut]
nought (nôt), n. =naught. [see naught]
noun (noun), n. word used as the name
of a person, place, thing, quality, event,
etc. Words like John, table, school, kindness, skill, and party are nouns. —adj.
used as a noun. [< OF nom < L nomen
name] —nounʹal, adj.
nour·ish (nėrʹish), v. 1 make grow, or
keep alive and well, with food; feed:

numeral
milk nourishes a baby. 2 maintain; foster:
nourish a hope. [< OF noriss– < L nutrire
feed] —nourʹish·er, n. —nourʹish·ing,
adj. —nourʹish·ing·ly, adv.
nour·ish·ment (nėrʹish mәnt), n. 1 food.
2 a nourishing or being nourished.
nou·veau riche (nü vō rēshʹ), pl. nouveaux riches (nü vō rēshʹ). French. one
who has recently become rich; often,
one who makes a vulgar display of his
or her wealth.
Nov., November.
no·va (nōʹvә), n., pl. –vae (–vē), –vas. a
star that suddenly glows brightly, then
gradually fades to its normal brightness.
[< L, fem. of novus new]
nov·el (novʹәl), adj. of a new kind or
nature; strange; new: ﬂying gives people
a novel sensation. —n. story with characters and a plot, usually long enough
to ﬁll one or more volumes. [< Ital.,
< L novella new things, speech showing originality] —nov´el·isʹtic, adj.
—nov´el·isʹti·cal·ly, adv.
nov·el·ist (novʹәl ist), n. writer of novels.
no·vel·la (nō velʹә; Ital. nō velʹlä), n., pl.
–las, –le (–lā). a short novel or story.
Also, novelette. [< Ital. See novel.]
nov·el·ty (novʹәl ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 newness: after the novelty of washing dishes
wore oﬀ, Mary did not want to do it any
more. 2 a new or unusual thing: staying
up late was a novelty to the children.
novelties, small, unusual articles; toys,
cheap jewelry, etc.
No·vem·ber (nō vemʹbәr), n. the 11th
month of the year, having 30 days.
[< L, < novem nine; from the order of
the early Roman calendar]
nov·ice (novʹis), n. 1 one who is new
to what he or she is doing; beginner. 2
person who is received into a religious
group on trial before taking vows. [< OF
< L, < novus new]
no·vi·ti·ate (nō vishʹi it; –āt), n. 1 period
of trial and preparation in a religious
order. 2 novice.
no·vo·caine (nōʹvә kān), n. an alkaloid
compound, used as a local anesthetic.
[< Novocain, trademark, < L novus new
+ E (co)caine]
now (nou), adv. 1 at the present time;
by this time: he is here now, the case
is probably settled now. 2 then; next: if
passed, the bill now goes to the president.
—n. the present; this time. —conj. since;
inasmuch as. [OE nū]
now·a·days (nouʹә dāz´), adv. at the present day; in these times: nowadays people
travel by air. —n. the present day; these
times.
no·way (nōʹwā), adv. nowise.
now·cast (nouʹkast´; –käst´), v., –cast or
–cast·ed, –cast·ing. provide a description of weather conditions as they
develop. [< now + forecast]
no·where (nōʹhwãr), adv. in no place;
at no place; to no place: go nowhere.
nowhere near, not at all near or close:
nowhere near ﬁnished.

no-win (nō´winʹ), or no win, adj. not
likely to have the desired outcome; likely
to fail: a no-win situation.
no·wise (nōʹwīz), adv. in no way; not
at all.
nox·ious (nokʹshәs), adj. very harmful; poisonous: noxious fumes, noxious
teachings. [< L, < noxa hurt] —noxʹiously, adv. —noxʹious·ness, n.
noz·zle (nozʹәl), n. tip put on a hose, etc.,
forming an outlet. [dim. of nose]
Np, neptunium.
N.T., New Testament.
nth (enth), adj. 1 last in the series 1, 2, 3,
4 … n; being of the indeﬁnitely large or
small amount denoted by n. 2 Informal.
Fig. too many to count: called them for
the nth time.
to the nth degree or power, a to any
degree or power. b to the utmost.
nt. wt., net weight.
nu·ance (nü änsʹ, nū–; nüʹäns, nūʹ–), n.
1 shade of expression, meaning, feeling,
etc. 2 shade of color or tone. [< F]
nub (nub), n. 1 knob; protuberance. 2
point or gist of anything. [appar. var.
of knob]
nu·cle·ar (nüʹkli әr; nūʹ–), adj. 1 forming
a nucleus; having to do with nuclei. 2
like a nucleus or core; contained: nuclear
family.
nuclear ﬁssion, ﬁssion (def. 3).
nuclear medicine, use of radioactive isotopes in the diagnosis and treatment of
disease.
nuclear physics, branch of physics that is
concerned with atoms and their nuclear
structure.
nuclear reactor, reactor.
nu·cle·ate (v. nüʹkli āt, nūʹ–; adj. nüʹkli it,
–āt, nūʹ–), v., –at·ed, –at·ing, adj. —v.
form into a nucleus or around a nucleus.
—adj. having a nucleus. —nu´cle·aʹtion,
n. —nuʹcle·a´tor, n.
nu·cle·us (nüʹkli әs; nūʹ–), n., pl. –cle·i
(–kli ī), –cle·us·es. 1 a beginning to
which additions are to be made. 2 a central part or thing around which other
parts or things are collected. 3 a proton, or group of protons and electrons
(sometimes including alpha particles),
forming the central part of an atom and
carrying a positive charge. 4 an active
body lying within the protoplasm of
a cell of an animal or a plant, without
which the cell cannot grow and divide. 5
the dense central part of a comet’s head.
[< L, < nux nut]
nude (nüd; nūd), adj. naked; unclothed;
bare. —n. a naked ﬁgure in painting,
sculpture, or photography.
the nude, a the naked ﬁgure. b a naked
condition. [< L nudus] —nudeʹly, adv.
—nudeʹness, n.
nudge (nuj), v., nudged, nudg·ing, n. —v.
push slightly; jog with the elbow to attract
attention, etc. —n. a slight push or jog.
nud·ism (nüdʹiz әm; nūdʹ–), n. practice
of going naked for health. —nudʹist,
n., adj.
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nu·di·ty (nüʹdә ti; nūʹ–), n., pl. –ties. 1
nakedness. 2 something naked.
nug·get (nugʹit), n. 1 lump. 2 lump of
native gold. 3 anything valuable: nuggets
of wisdom. [? < nug lump]
nui·sance (nüʹsәns; nūʹ–), n. thing or
person that annoys, troubles, oﬀends,
or is disagreeable: ﬂies are a nuisance.
[< OF, < nuire harm < L nocere]
null (nul), adj. 1 not binding; of no eﬀect;
as if not existing: a promise obtained by
force is legally null. 2 unimportant; useless; meaningless. 3 not any; zero.
null and void, without force or eﬀect;
worthless. [< L, < ne– not + ullus any]
null set, =empty set.
nul·li·fy (nulʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1
make not binding; render void: nullify
a law. 2 make unimportant, useless,
or meaningless; destroy; cancel. [< L,
< nullus not any + facere make] —nul´liﬁ·caʹtion, n. —nulʹli·ﬁ´er, n.
nul·li·ty (nulʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 futility;
nothingness. 2 a mere nothing. 3 something of no legal force or validity.
Num., Numbers.
numb (num), adj. having lost the power
of feeling or moving: numb with cold.
—v. make numb; dull the feelings of:
numbed with grief. [ult. < OE numen
taken, seized] —numbʹing·ly, adv.
—numbʹly, adv. —numbʹness, n.
num·ber (numʹbәr), n. 1 word or symbol
used in counting; numeral. Two, fourteen, and 26 are numbers. 2 a particular
numeral in a series: a telephone number.
3 amount of units; sum; total; quantity:
a number of reasons. 4 a single issue of
a periodical. 5 property of words that
indicates one, or more persons or things.
Boy and ox are singular in number; boys
and oxen are plural in number. —v. 1
mark with a number; assign a number
to; distinguish with a number: the pages
of this book are numbered. 2 be able to
show; have: this city numbers a million
inhabitants. 3 ﬁx the number of; limit:
his days are numbered. [< OF < L numerus] —numʹber·er, n.
num·ber·less (numʹbәr lis), adj. 1 very
numerous; too many to count: the ﬁsh
in the sea are numberless. 2 without a
number.
number one, 1 Informal. oneself: take
care of number one. 2 best or ﬁrst of a
group or series.
num·ber-one (num´bәr wunʹ), adj. ﬁrst;
leading; principal: number-one painreliever.
Num·bers (numʹbәrz), n. the fourth book
of the Old Testament.
nu·mer·a·ble (nüʹmәr ә bәl; nūʹ–), adj.
that can be counted.
nu·mer·al (nüʹmәr әl; nūʹ–), n. ﬁgure,
letter, or word standing for a number; group of ﬁgures, letters, or words
standing for a number: Arabic numerals,
Roman numerals. —adj. of numbers;
standing for a number. [< LL, < L numerus number]
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numerate

nu·mer·ate (nüʹmәr āt; nūʹ–), v., –ated, –at·ing. number; count; enumerate.
—nu´mer·aʹtion, n.
nu·mer·a·tor (nüʹmәr ā´tәr; nūʹ–), n. 1
number above the line in a fraction
which shows how many parts are taken.
In ⅜, 3 is the numerator. 2 person or
thing that makes a count.
nu·mer·i·cal (nü merʹә kәl; nū–), numer·ic (–ik), adj. 1 of a number; having
to do with numbers; in numbers; by
numbers. 2 shown by numbers, not by
letters: 10 is a numerical quantity. —numerʹi·cal·ly, adv.
nu·mer·ous (nüʹmәr әs; nūʹ–), adj.
1 very many. 2 in great numbers.
—nuʹmer·ous·ly, adv. —nuʹmer·ousness, n.
nu·mis·mat·ics (nü´miz matʹiks; –mis-;
nū–), n. study of coins and medals.
[< F < L numisma coin < Gk., < nomizein have in use] —nu´mis·matʹic, adj.
—nu·misʹma·tist, n.
num·skull (numʹskul´), n. a stupid person; blockhead. [for numb skull]
nun (nun), n. woman who devotes her
life to religion and lives under religious
vows with a group of women like her.
[ult. < LL nonna]
nun·ci·o (nunʹshi ō), n., pl. –ci·os. ambassador from the pope to a government.
[< Ital. < L nuntius messenger]
nun·ner·y (nunʹәr i), n., pl. –ner·ies.
building or buildings where nuns live;
convent.
nup·tial (nupʹshәl), adj. of marriage or
weddings. —n. nuptials, a wedding; the
wedding ceremony. [< L nuptialis, ult.
< nubere take a husband]
nurse (nėrs), n., v., nursed, nurs·ing.
—n. 1 person who takes care of the sick,
the injured, or the old, or is trained to
do this. 2 woman who cares for and
brings up the young children or babies
of another person. 3 one who feeds
and protects. —v. 1 be a nurse; act as
a nurse; work as a nurse. 2 take care of
and bring up (another’s baby or young
child). 3 nourish; protect; make grow:
nurse a plant, nurse a ﬁre. 4 use or treat
with special care: he nursed his sore arm
by using it very little. 5 give milk to (a
baby). [< OF < L nutricia < nutrire feed,
nourish]
nurse·maid (nersʹmad´), n. woman
employed to care for children.
nurse practitioner, registered nurse with
qualiﬁcation to provide primary care to
patients.

nurs·er·y (nėrʹsәr i; nėrsʹri), n., pl. –eries. 1 room set apart for the use of children and babies. 2 piece of ground or
place where young trees and plants are
raised for transplanting or sale. 3 Fig.
place or condition that helps something
to grow and develop: poverty is a nursery of crime.
nurs·er·y·man (nėrʹsәr i mәn; nėrsʹri–),
n., pl. –men. person who grows or sells
young trees and plants.
nursery school, school for children not
old enough to go to kindergarten.
nursing home, establishment for longterm care of older people or convalescents.
nurs·ling, nurse·ling (nėrsʹling), n. baby
that is being nursed.
nur·ture (nėrʹchәr), v., –tured, –tur·ing,
n. —v. 1 rear; bring up; care for; foster;
train: she nurtured the child as if he had
been her own. 2 nourish. [< n.] —n. 1
rearing; bringing up; training; education: the two sisters had received very
diﬀerent nurture, one at home and the
other at a convent. 2 nourishment.
[< OF, ult. < L nutrire nourish]
—nurʹtur·er, n.
nut (nut), n., v., nut·ted, nut·ting, adj.
—n. 1 a dry fruit or seed with a hard,
woody or leathery shell and a kernel
inside which is good to eat. 2 kernel of
a nut. 3 a hard, one-seeded fruit that
does not open when ripe, such as an
acorn. 4 a small block, usually of metal,
that screws on to a bolt to tighten or
hold something. 5 Informal. a queer
or crazy person. —v. gather nuts; seek
for nuts.
hard nut to crack, something diﬃcult
to resolve, accomplish, or handle.
nuts, U.S. queer; crazy. [OE hnutu]
—nutʹlike´, adj.
nut·crack·er (nutʹkrak´әr), n. 1 instrument for cracking the shells of nuts. 2
any of several birds of the same family
as the crow, that feed on nuts.
nut·gall (nutʹgôl´), n. lump or ball that
swells up on an oak tree where it has
been injured by an insect.
nut·hatch (nutʹhach´), n. a small, sharpbeaked bird that feeds on small nuts,
seeds, and insects.
nut·meat (nutʹmēt´), n. kernel of a nut.
nut·meg (nutʹmeg), n. 1 a hard, spicy seed
about as big as a marble, obtained from
the fruit of an East Indian tree. The seed
is grated and used for ﬂavoring food. 2
the tree. [half-trans. of unrecorded OF

nois mugue, var. of nois muguete, musk
nut (nois < L nux)]
nu·tri·a (nüʹtri ә; nūʹ–), n. fur of the
coypu. [< Sp. < L lutra]
nu·tri·ent (nüʹtri әnt; nūʹ–), adj. nourishing. —n. a nourishing substance. [< L,
ppr. of nutrire nourish]
nu·tri·ment (nüʹtrә mәnt; nūʹ–), n. nourishment; food.
nu·tri·tion (nü trishʹәn; nū–), n. 1 food.
2 series of processes by which food is
changed to living tissues. —nu·triʹtional, adj. —nu·triʹtion·al·ly, adv. —nutriʹtion·ist, n.
nu·tri·tious (nü trishʹәs; nū–), adj. valuable as food; nourishing. —nu·triʹtiously, adv. —nu·triʹtious·ness, n.
nu·tri·tive (nüʹtrә tiv; nūʹ–), adj. 1 having
to do with foods and the use of foods. 2
nutritious. —nuʹtri·tive·ness, n.
nuts and bolts, essential features or practical details of something, such as a
plan.
nut·shell (nutʹshel´), n. shell of a nut.
in a nutshell, in very brief form; in a few
words.
nut·ting (nutʹing), n. gathering nuts.
nut·ty (nutʹi), adj., –ti·er, –ti·est. 1 containing many nuts. 2 like nuts; tasting like nuts. 3 Informal. queer; crazy.
—nutʹti·ness, n.
nuz·zle (nuzʹәl), v., –zled, –zling. 1 nestle; snuggle; cuddle. 2 poke or rub with
the nose; press the nose against. [< nose;
inﬂ. by nestle]
NV, (zip code) Nevada.
NW, N.W., or n.w., northwest; northwestern.
NY, (zip code) New York.
N.Y. New York.
N.Y.C., New York City.
ny·lon (nīʹlon), n. an extremely strong,
elastic, and durable substance, used to
make clothing, bristles, etc.
nymph (nimf), n., pl. nymphs for 1, 2,
nymphs or nym·phae (nimʹfē) for 3. 1
Class. Myth. one of the lesser goddesses
of nature, who lived in seas, rivers,
springs, hills, woods, or trees. 2 a beautiful or graceful young woman. 3 insect
in the stage of development between
larva and adult insect. A nymph has
no wings. [< OF < L < Gk. nymphe]
—nymʹphal, adj.
nym·pho·ma·ni·a (nim´fә māʹni ә), n. an
extreme and often uncontrollable sexual
desire in a woman. —nym´pho·maʹniac, adj., n.
N.Z., New Zealand.

obligation
O1, o (ō), n., pl. O’s; o’s.
1 the 15th letter of the
alphabet. 2 something
like the letter O in shape.
O2 (ō), interj. oh!
O, 1 old. 2 oxygen. 3 zero.
O., 1 Ocean. 2 October. 3 Ohio. 4 Old.
oaf (ōf), n., pl. oafs. 1 a very stupid
child or man. 2 a deformed, child. 3 a
clumsy person. [OE œlf elf] —oafʹish,
adj. —oafʹish·ly, adv. —oafʹish·ness, n.
oak (ōk), n. 1 a large tree with hard,
durable wood, jagged leaves, and nuts
called acorns. 2 its wood. 3 tree or shrub
resembling or suggesting an oak. —adj.
made of oak: an oak table. [OE āc]
—oakʹen, adj.
oak apple or gall, lump or ball on an oak
leaf or stem due to injury by an insect.
oa·kum (ōʹkәm), n. a loose ﬁber obtained
by untwisting and picking apart old
ropes. Oakum was used for calking the
seams or cracks on ships. [OE ācumba
oﬀcombings]
oar (ôr; ōr), n. 1 pole with a ﬂat end, used
in rowing. 2 person who rows. —v. row.
put or stick one’s oar in, meddle; interfere.
rest on one’s oars, stop working or trying and take a rest. [OE ār] —oared, adj.
—oarʹless, adj.
oar·lock (ôrʹlok´; ōrʹ–), n. a notch or Ushaped support in which the oar rests in
rowing; rowlock.
oars·man (ôrzʹmәn; ōrzʹ–), n., pl. –men.
1 person who rows. 2 person who rows
well. —oarsʹman·like´, adj. —oarsʹmanship, n.
OAS, Organization of American States.
o·a·sis (ō āʹsis), n., pl. o·a·ses (–sēz). a
fertile spot in the desert where there is
water. [< L, Gk.; appar. < Egyptian] —oaʹsal, adj.
oat (ōt), n. Usually, oats. a tall cereal grass
whose grain is used in making oatmeal
and as a food for horses.
feel one’s oats, Am., Slang. a be lively or
frisky. b feel pleased or important and
show it.
oats, grain of the oat plant.
sow one’s wild oats, do the things that
wild young people do before settling
down. [OE āte] —oatʹen, adj.
oath (ōth), n., pl. oaths (ōthz; ōths). 1 a
solemn promise or statement that something is true, which God or some holy
person or thing is called on to witness.
2 name of God or some holy person or
thing used as an exclamation to add
force or to express anger. 3 a curse;
swearword.
under oath, a bound by an oath. b
sworn to tell the truth.
upon one’s oath, sworn to tell the truth.
[OE āth]
oat·meal (ōtʹmēl´), n. 1 oats made into
meal; ground oats; rolled oats. 2 cooked
cereal made from oatmeal.
ob–, preﬁx. 1 against; in the way; opposing; hindering, as in obdurate, object.

O

2 toward; to, as in obey, obtrude. 3 on;
over, as in oblivion, obtuse. 4 down,
away, as in obese, obsolete. [< L ob– (also,
by assimilation to the following consonant, o–, oc–, of–, op–, os–)]
OB, obstetrics.
ob., 1 he, she, or it died. [< L obit] 2 incidentally. [< L obiter]
O·ba·di·ah (ō´bә dīʹә), n. book of the Old
Testament containing his prophecies.
ob·bli·ga·to (ob´lә gäʹtō), adj., n., pl. –tos.
—adj. accompanying a solo, but having
a distinct character and independent
importance. —n. such an accompaniment. [< Ital., lit., obliged]
ob·du·rate (obʹdә rit; –dyә–), adj. 1 stubborn; unyielding: an obdurate refusal.
2 hardened in feelings or heart; not
repentant: an obdurate criminal. [< L,
< ob– against + durare harden] —obʹdura·cy, obʹdu·rate·ness, n. —obʹdu·rately, adv.
o·be·di·ence (ō bēʹdi әns), n. act or fact
of doing what one is told; submission to
authority or law.
o·be·di·ent (ō bēʹdi әnt), adj. doing what
one is told; willing to obey. [< L, ppr.
of oboedire obey] —o·beʹdi·ent·ly, adv.
—o·beʹdi·ent·ness, n.
o·bei·sance (ō bāʹsәns; ō bēʹ–), n. 1
movement of the body expressing deep
respect; deep bow: the men made obeisance to the king. 2 deference; homage.
[< OF obeissance obedience] —o·beiʹsant, adj. —o·beiʹsant·ly, adv.
ob·e·lisk (obʹә lisk), n. a tapering, foursided shaft of stone with a top shaped
like a pyramid. [< L < Gk. obeliskos, dim.
of obelos a spit] —ob´e·lisʹcal, adj.
o·bese (ō bēsʹ), adj. extremely fat. [< L
obesus < ob– away + edere eat] —obeseʹly, adv. —o·beseʹness, o·besʹi·ty, n.
o·bey (ō bāʹ), v. 1 do what one is told: the
dog obeyed and went home. 2 follow the
orders of: obey your father. 3 yield to the
control of: a car obeys the driver. [< F
< L, < ob– to + audire give ear] —obeyʹer, n. —o·beyʹing·ly, adv.
ob·fus·cate (ob fusʹkāt; obʹfus–), v., –cated, –cat·ing. darken; obscure; confuse; stupefy: a man’s mind may be
obfuscated by liquor. [< L, < ob– + fuscus
dark] —ob´fus·caʹtion, n. —ob·fusʹcator, n.
ob-gyn (ō bē´jēʹwī әn, obʹgin), n. 1 obstetrician and gynecologist. 2 obstetrics
and gynecology.
o·bi (ōʹbi), n. long, broad sash worn tied
at the back with a Japanese kimono.
[< Jap.]
o·bit (ōʹbit, obʹit), n. Informal. an obituary. [< OF obit death or < L obitus
death]
o·bit·u·ar·y (ō bichʹu̇ er´i), n., pl. –ar·ies,
adj. —n. a notice of death, often with a
brief account of the person’s life. —adj.
of a death; recording a death. [< Med.L
obituarius, ult. < L obire (mortem) meet
(death) < ob– up to + ire go]
obj., object; objective.
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ob·ject (n. obʹjikt, –jekt; v. әb jektʹ), n. 1
something that can be seen or touched;
thing. 2 person or thing toward which
feeling, thought, or action is directed:
an object of charity. 3 thing aimed at;
end; purpose. 4 word or group of words
toward which the action of the verb
is directed or to which a preposition
expresses some relation. —v. 1 make
objections; be opposed; feel dislike:
many people object to loud noise. 2 give a
reason against; bring forward in opposition; oppose: mother objected that the
weather was too wet to play outdoors.
[< L objectus < ob– toward, against + jacere
to throw] —ob·jectʹing·ly, adv. —objecʹtor, n.
ob·jec·tion (әb jekʹshәn), n. 1 something
said in objecting; reason or argument
against something: make objections to a
plan. 2 feeling of disapproval or dislike:
an objection to working.
ob·jec·tion·a·ble (әb jekʹshәn ә bәl), adj.
1 likely to be objected to: objectionable features of the plan. 2 unpleasant; disagreeable: noise is objectionable
in church. —ob·jecʹtion·a·ble·ness, n.
—ob·jecʹtion·a·bly, adv.
ob·jec·tive (әb jekʹtiv), n. 1 something
aimed at: my objective this summer will
be learning to play tennis better. 2 something real and observable. 3 a the objective case. b word in that case. 4 lens or
lenses nearest to the thing seen through
a telescope, microscope, etc. —adj. 1
being the object of endeavor: an objective point. 2 existing outside the mind as
an actual object and not merely in the
mind as an idea; real. 3 about outward
things, not about the thoughts and feelings of the speaker, writer, painter, etc.: a
scientist must be objective in his experiments. 4 showing the object of a verb
or the object of a preposition. —ob·jecʹtive·ly, adv. —ob·jecʹtive·ness, n.
ob·jec·tiv·i·ty (ob´jek tivʹә ti), n. intentness on objects external to the mind;
external reality.
object lesson, a practical illustration of
a principle.
ob·jet d’art (ôb zhā därʹ), pl. ob·jets d’art
(ôb zhā därʹ). French. a small picture,
vase, etc., of some artistic worth.
ob·la·tion (ob lāʹshәn), n. 1 an oﬀering
to God or a god. 2 gift for pious use. 3
the oﬀering of bread and wine in the
Communion service. [< LL, < ob– up to
+ latus, pp. to ferre bring]
ob·li·gate (obʹlә gāt), v., –gat·ed, –gating. bind morally or legally; pledge: a
witness in court is obligated to tell the
truth. [< L, < ob– to + ligare bind]
ob·li·ga·tion (ob´lә gāʹshәn), n. 1 duty
under the law; duty due to a promise or
contract; duty on account of social relationship or kindness received: a wife’s
ﬁrst obligation is to her husband and
children. 2 a binding power (of a law,
promise, sense of duty, etc.): the one who
did the damage is under obligation to pay
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for it. 3 a binding legal agreement; bond;
contract: the ﬁrm was not able to meet
its obligations. 4 fact of being in debt for
a favor, service, or the like. —ob´li·gaʹtion·al, adj. —obʹli·ga´tor, n.
ob·lig·a·to·ry (әb ligʹә tô´ri; –tō´–; obʹlә gә–), adj. binding morally or legally;
required: attendance at primary school is
obligatory. —ob·ligʹa·to´ri·ly, adv. —obligʹa·to´ri·ness, n.
o·blige (ә blījʹ), v., o·bliged, o·blig·ing. 1
bind by a promise, contract, duty, etc.;
compel; force: the law obliges parents to
send their children to school. 2 put under
a debt of thanks for some favor; do a
favor: Grace obliged the crowd with a
song. [< OF < L, < ob– to + ligare bind]
—o·bligʹing, adj. —o·bligʹing·ly, adv.
ob·lique (әb lēkʹ; military әb līkʹ), adj. 1
not straight up and down; not straight
across; slanting. 2 not straightforward;
indirect: she made an oblique reference to
her illness, but did not mention it directly.
[< L obliquus] —ob·liqueʹly, adv. —obliqʹui·ty, ob·liqueʹness, n.
oblique angle, any angle that is not a
right angle.
ob·lit·er·ate (әb litʹәr āt), v., –at·ed,
–at·ing. remove all traces of; blot out;
destroy: rain obliterated the footprints.
[< L, < ob– + litera letter] —ob·lit´eraʹtion, n.
ob·liv·i·on (әb livʹi әn), n. 1 condition of
being entirely forgotten: many ancient
cities have long since passed into oblivion.
2 forgetfulness. [< L, < oblivisci forget,
orig. even out, smooth over < ob– over +
root of lēvis smooth]
ob·liv·i·ous (әb livʹi әs), adj. forgetful; not
mindful: oblivious of my surroundings.
—ob·livʹi·ous·ly, adv.
ob·long (obʹlông; –long), adj. longer than
broad: an oblong loaf of bread. —n. rectangle that is not a square. [< L, < ob– +
longus long]
ob·lo·quy (obʹlә kwi), n., pl. –quies. 1
public reproach; abuse; blame. 2 disgrace; shame. [< LL, ult. < ob– against +
loqui speak]
ob·nox·ious (әb nokʹshәs), adj. very disagreeable; oﬀensive; hateful: disgusting
table manners are obnoxious. [< L, ult.
< ob– + noxa injury] —ob·noxʹious·ly,
adv. —ob·noxʹious·ness, n.
o·boe (ōʹbō), n. a wooden wind instrument in which a thin, poignant tone is
produced by a double reed. [< Ital. < F
haubois hautboy] —oʹbo·ist, n.
obs., obsolete; used formerly but not
now.
ob·scene (әb sēnʹ), adj. oﬀending modesty or decency; impure; ﬁlthy; vile.
[< L obscenus] —ob·sceneʹly, adv. —obscenʹi·ty, ob·sceneʹness, n.
ob·scure (әb skyu̇rʹ), adj., –scur·er, –scurest, v., –scured, –scur·ing. —adj. 1 not
clearly expressed: an obscure passage
in a book. 2 not well known; attracting
no notice: an obscure poet. 3 hidden: an
obscure path. 4 not clear: obscure sounds,

an obscure view. 5 dark; dim: an obscure
corner. —v. hide from view; make
obscure; dim; darken: clouds obscure the
sun. [< OF < L, < ob– up + scur– cover]
—ob´scu·raʹtion, ob·scureʹment, n.
—ob·scureʹly, adv. —ob·scureʹness, n.
—ob·scurʹer, n. —ob·scurʹing·ly, adv.
ob·scu·ri·ty (әb skyu̇rʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
1 lack of clearness; diﬃculty in being
understood: the obscurity of the passage
makes several interpretations possible. 2
something obscure: poor writing is full of
obscurities. 3 a being unknown: Lincoln
rose from obscurity to fame.
ob·se·qui·ous (әb sēʹkwi әs), adj. polite or
obedient from hope of gain or from fear;
servile; fawning: obsequious courtiers. [< L,
ult. < ob– after + sequi follow] —ob·seʹqui·ous·ly, adv. —ob·seʹqui·ous·ness, n.
ob·serv·a·ble (әb zėrʹvә bәl), adj. 1 that
can be or is noticed; noticeable. 2 that
can be or is observed: Lent is observable
by some churches. —ob·servʹa·ble·ness,
n. —ob·servʹa·bly, adv.
ob·serv·ance (әb zėrʹvәns), n. 1 act of
observing or keeping laws or customs:
the observance of the Sabbath. 2 act performed as a sign of worship or respect;
religious ceremony: church services are
religious observances. 3 rule or custom
to be observed, esp. the rule of a religious order.
ob·serv·ant (әb zėrʹvәnt), adj. 1 quick to
notice; watchful; observing: an observant person. 2 careful in observing (a
law, rule, custom, etc.): observant of the
traﬃc rules. —n. person who is a strict
observer of customs, religious rites, etc.
—ob·servʹant·ly, adv.
ob·ser·va·tion (ob´zәr vāʹshәn), n. 1 act,
habit, or power of seeing and noting: the
trained observation of a doctor. 2 fact of
being seen; being seen; notice: the tramp
avoided observation. 3 something seen
and noted. 4 remark. —ob´ser·vaʹtional, adj. —ob´ser·vaʹtion·al·ly, adv.
ob·serv·a·to·ry (әb zėrʹvә tô´ri; –tō´–), n.,
pl. –ries. place or building with a telescope for observing the stars and other
heavenly bodies. —ob·serv´a·toʹri·al,
adj.
ob·serve (әb zėrvʹ), v., –served, –serving. 1 see and note; notice: I observed
nothing odd in his behavior. 2 examine
for some special purpose; study: an
astronomer observes the stars. 3 remark:
“Bad weather,” the captain observed. 4
keep; follow in practice: observe a rule,
observe the Sabbath. [< L, < ob– over
+ servare watch, keep] —ob·servʹer, n.
—ob·servʹing, adj. —ob·servʹing·ly,
adv. —ob·servʹing·ness, n.
ob·sess (әb sesʹ), v. ﬁll the mind of; keep
the attention of; haunt. [< L obsessus
< ob– by + sedere sit] —ob·sesʹsive, adj.
—ob·sesʹsor, n.
ob·ses·sion (әb seshʹәn), n. 1 inﬂuence of
a feeling, idea, or impulse that a person
cannot escape. 2 the feeling, idea, or
impulse itself.

ob·sid·i·an (ob sidʹi әn), n. a hard, dark,
glassy rock that is formed when lava
cools. [< L obsidianus; named for Obsius,
its discoverer]
ob·so·les·cent (ob´sә lesʹәnt), adj. passing
out of use; tending to become out of
date. [< L obsolescens, ult. < ob– + solere
to be accustomed] —ob´so·lesʹcence, n.
—ob´so·lesʹcent·ly, adv.
ob·so·lete (obʹsә lēt), adj. 1 no longer in
use: “eft” (meaning “again”) is an obsolete
word. 2 out-of-date: we still use this
machine though it is obsolete. [< L obsoletus. See obsolescent.] —obʹso·lete·ly,
adv. —obʹso·lete·ness, n.
ob·sta·cle (obʹstә kәl), n. something that
stands in the way or stops progress:
blindness is an obstacle in most occupations. [< OF < L obstaculum < ob– in the
way of + stare stand]
ob·ste·tri·cian (ob´stә trishʹәn), n. physician whose specialty is obstetrics.
ob·stet·rics (ob stetʹriks), n. branch of
medicine concerned with caring for and
treating women before, in, and after
childbirth. [< L, < obstetrix midwife
< ob– by + stare to stand] —ob·stetʹric,
ob·stetʹri·cal, adj.
ob·sti·na·cy (obʹstә nә si), n., pl. –cies.
1 stubbornness. 2 an obstinate act.
—obʹsti·nance, n.
ob·sti·nate (obʹstә nit), adj. 1 not giving in;
stubborn: an obstinate person. 2 hard to
control or treat: an obstinate cough. [< L
obstinatus, ult. < ob– by + –stare stand]
—obʹsti·nate·ly, adv. —obʹsti·nate·ness, n.
ob·strep·er·ous (әb strepʹәr әs), adj. 1
noisy; boisterous. 2 unruly; disorderly:
an obstreperous mob. [< L, < ob– against
+ strepere make a noise] —ob·strepʹerous·ly, adv. —ob·strepʹer·ous·ness, n.
ob·struct (әb struktʹ), v. 1 make hard
to pass through; block up: fallen trees
obstruct the road. 2 be in the way of; hinder: trees obstruct our view of the ocean.
[< L obstructus < ob– in the way of +
struere pile] —ob·structʹer, n. —obstrucʹtive, adj. —ob·strucʹtive·ly, adv.
—ob·strucʹtive·ness, n.
ob·struc·tion (әb strukʹshәn), n. 1 thing
that obstructs; something in the way. 2
a blocking; a hindering, esp. persistent
attempts to stop business in a legislative
assembly, etc. —ob·strucʹtion·ism, n.
—ob·strucʹtion·ist, n.
ob·tain (әb tānʹ), v. 1 get or procure
through diligence or eﬀort; acquire:
obtain possession of a house, obtain
knowledge. 2 be in use; be customary:
diﬀerent rules obtain. [< F < L, < ob– to +
tenere hold] —ob·tainʹa·ble, adj. —obtenʹtion, n.
ob·trude (әb trüdʹ), v., –trud·ed,
–trud·ing. 1 put forward unasked and
unwanted; force: don’t obtrude your
opinions on others. 2 come unasked and
unwanted; force oneself; intrude. 3 push
out; thrust forward. [< L, < ob– toward +
trudere to thrust] —ob·trudʹer, n. —obtruʹsion, n.

odd
ob·tru·sive (әb trüʹsiv), adj. inclined to
obtrude; intrusive. —ob·truʹsive·ly, adv.
—ob·truʹsive·ness, n.
ob·tuse (әb tüsʹ; –tūsʹ), adj. 1 not sharp
or acute; blunt. 2 having more than 90˚
of angle but less than 180˚: an obtuse
angle. 3 slow in understanding; stupid:
too obtuse to take the hint. 4 not sensitive; dull: obtuse hearing. [< L obtusus
< ob– on + tundere to beat] —ob·tuseʹly,
adv. —ob·tuseʹness, n.
ob·verse (n. obʹvėrs; adj. ob vėrsʹ, obʹvėrs), n. 1 side of a coin, medal, etc.,
that has the principal design. 2 the
face of anything that is meant to be
turned toward the observer; front. 3
counterpart. —adj. 1 turned toward the
observer. 2 being a counterpart to something else. [< L obversus < ob– toward +
vertere to turn] —ob·verseʹly, adv.
ob·vi·ate (obʹvi āt), v., –at·ed, –at·ing.
meet and dispose of; clear out of the
way; remove: a telephone call often
obviates the necessity of writing. [< L,
< obvius in the way. See obvious.]
—ob´vi·aʹtion, n.
ob·vi·ous (obʹvi әs), adj. easily seen or
understood; clear to the eye or mind;
not to be doubted: too obvious to need
proof. [< L, < obviam in the way < ob
across + via way] —obʹvi·ous·ly, adv.
—obʹvi·ous·ness, n.
oc·a·ri·na (ok´ә rēʹnә), n. a musical
instrument shaped like a sweet potato,
with ﬁnger holes and a whistlelike
mouthpiece that sounds like a soft ﬂute;
sweet potato. [prob. dim. of Ital. oca
goose; with ref. to the shape]
occas., occasional; occasionally.
oc·ca·sion (ә kāʹzhәn), n. 1 a particular
time: we have met on several occasions.
2 a special event: jewels worn only on
great occasions. 3 a good chance; opportunity. 4 cause; reason: the occasion of
the quarrel. —v. cause; bring about: his
odd behavior occasioned a good deal
of talk.
on occasion, now and then; once in a
while. [< L occasio, ult. < ob– in the way
of < cadere fall]
oc·ca·sion·al (ә kāʹzhәn әl), adj. 1 happening or coming now and then, or once
in a while: occasional thunderstorms. 2
caused by or used for some special time
or event: occasional poetry. —oc·caʹsional·ly, adv.
Oc·ci·dent (okʹsә dәnt), n. 1 countries in
Europe and the Americas; the West. 2
occident, the west. [< L occidents < ob–
+ cadere to fall] —Oc´ci·denʹtal, oc´cidenʹtal, adj., n. —oc´ci·denʹtal·ly, adv.
oc·cip·i·tal (ok sipʹә tәl), adj. of or having
to do with the back part of the head or
skull. —oc·cipʹi·tal·ly, adv.
oc·clude (o klüdʹ), v., –clud·ed, –cluding. 1 stop up (a passage, pores, etc.);
close. 2 shut in, out, or oﬀ. 3 meet closely.
[< L occludere < ob– up + claudere to
close] —oc·cluʹsion, n. —oc·cluʹsive,
adj.

oc·cult (o kultʹ; okʹult), adj. 1 beyond the
bounds of ordinary knowledge; mysterious. 2 outside the laws of the natural
world; magical. Astrology and alchemy
are occult sciences. [< L occultus hidden] —oc·cultʹism, n. —oc·cultʹist, n.
oc·cu·pan·cy (okʹyә pәn si), n. act or fact
of occupying; holding (land, houses, a
pew, etc.) by being in possession.
oc·cu·pant (okʹyә pәnt), n. 1 person who
occupies. 2 person in actual possession
of a house, estate, oﬃce, etc.
oc·cu·pa·tion (ok´yә pāʹshәn), n. 1
business; employment; trade. 2 being
occupied; possession; occupying: the
occupation of a town by the enemy.
—oc´cu·paʹtion·al, adj. —oc´cu·paʹtion·al·ly, adv.
oc·cu·py (okʹyә pī), v., –pied, –py·ing.
1 take up; ﬁll: the building occupies
an entire block. 2 keep busy; engage;
employ: sports often occupy a boy’s attention. 3 take possession of: the enemy
occupied our fort. 4 keep possession of;
hold: a judge occupies an important position. 5 live in: the owner and his family
occupy the house. [< OF < L occupare
seize < ob– onto + cap– grasp] —ocʹcupi´er, n.
oc·cur (ә kėrʹ), v., –curred, –cur·ring. 1
take place; happen: storms often occur
in winter. 2 be found; exist: e occurs in
print more than any other letter. 3 come
to mind; suggest itself: did it occur to you
to close the window? [< L, < ob– in the
way of + currere run]
oc·cur·rence (ә kėrʹәns), n. 1 an occurring: the occurrence of storms. 2 event:
an unexpected occurrence. —oc·curʹrent, adj.
o·cean (ōʹshәn), n. 1 the great body of salt
water that covers almost three fourths of
the earth’s surface. 2 any of its ﬁve main
divisions; the Atlantic, Paciﬁc, Indian,
Arctic, and Antarctic Oceans. 3 a vast
expanse or quantity. [< L < Gk. okeanos]
—o´ce·anʹic, adj.
O·ce·an·i·a (ō´shi anʹi ә), n. islands of the
C and S Paciﬁc.
o·cean·og·ra·phy (ō´shәn ogʹrә ﬁ), n.
branch of physical geography dealing with the oceans and marine life.
—o´cean·ogʹra·pher, n. —o´cean·ographʹic, o´cean·o·graphʹi·cal, adj.
o·ce·lot (ōʹsә lot; osʹә–), n. a spotted
wildcat somewhat like a leopard, found
from Texas through South America. [< F
< Mex. ocelotl]
o·cher, o·chre (ōʹkәr), n. 1 any of various
earths ranging in coloring from pale
yellow to orange, brown, and red, used
as pigments. 2 a brownish yellow. [< F
< L < Gk., < ochros pale yellow] —oʹcherous, oʹchre·ous, adj.
o’clock (ә klokʹ), of or by the clock.
OCR, optical character recognition (process by which a computer recognizes
letters and converts them into digital
form).
Oct., October.
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oc·ta·gon (okʹtә gon; –gәn), n. a plane
ﬁgure having eight angles and eight
sides. —oc·tagʹo·nal, adj. —oc·tagʹonal·ly, adv.
oc·tane (okʹtān), n. a colorless, liquid
hydrocarbon, C8H18, that occurs in
petroleum. Higher quality gasoline contains more of it. [< octo– eight + –ane,
as in methane]
oc·tave (okʹtiv; –tāv), n. 1 interval between
a note and another note having twice or
half as many vibrations per second. 2 the
eighth note above or below a given tone.
3 series of notes or of keys of an instrument, ﬁlling the interval between a note
and its octave. [< L octavus eighth] —octaʹval, adj.
oc·ta·vo (ok tāʹvō; –täʹ–), n., pl. –vos,
adj. —n. 1 the page size of a book in
which each leaf is one eighth of a whole
sheet of paper. 2 book having this size,
usually about 6 by 9½ inches. —adj.
having this size. [< Med.L in octavo in
an eighth]
oc·tet, oc·tette (ok tetʹ), n. 1 a musical
composition for eight voices or instruments. 2 eight singers or players. 3 any
group of eight. [< octo– eight + –et, patterned on duet, etc.]
octo–, oct–, or octa–, combining form.
eight, as in octopus and octagon. [< Gk.,
< okto]
Oc·to·ber (ok tōʹbәr), n. the tenth month
of the year, having 31 days. [< L, < octo
eight; from the order of the Roman
calendar]
oc·to·ge·nar·i·an (ok´tә jә nãrʹi әn), n.
person who is 80 years old or between
80 and 90 years old. —adj. 80 years old
or between 80 and 90 years old. [< L
octogenarius containing eighty]
oc·to·pus (okʹtә pәs), n. 1 a sea mollusk
having a soft body and eight arms with
suckers on them. 2 anything like an
octopus; powerful, grasping organization with far-reaching inﬂuence. [< NL
< Gk., < okto eight + pous foot]
oc·tu·ple (okʹtu̇ pәl; –tyu̇–), adj., v., –pled,
–pling. —adj. eightfold. —v. multiply by
eight. [< L, < octo eight + –plus –fold]
oc·u·lar (okʹyә lәr), adj. 1 of or having to
do with the eye: an ocular muscle. 2 like
an eye. 3 received by actual sight; seen:
ocular proof. —n. eyepiece of a telephone, microscope, etc. [< L, < oculus
eye] —ocʹu·lar·ly, adv.
oc·u·list (okʹyә list), n. doctor skilled in
the treatment of eye diseases.
O.D., Oﬃcer of the Day.
odd (od), adj. 1 left over: the odd change.
2 being one of a pair or set of which
the rest is missing: an odd stocking. 3
extra; occasional; casual: odd jobs, odd
moments. 4 with some extra: six hundred
odd children. 5 leaving a remainder of 1
when divided by 2: the odd numbers of
7, 9, 11. 6 strange; peculiar; queer: it is
odd that I cannot remember his name.
[< Scand. odda–] —oddʹish, adj.
—oddʹly, adv. —oddʹness, n.
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odd·i·ty (odʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
strangenes; queerness; peculiarity. 2 a
strange, queer, or peculiar person or
thing.
odds (odz), n.pl. or sing. 1 diﬀerence in
favor of one and against another; advantage. 2 in games, extra allowance given
to the weaker side.
at odds, quarreling; disagreeing.
odds and ends, things left over; extra
bits; odd pieces; scraps; remnants.
the odds are, the chances are; the probability is.
ode (ōd), n. a lyric poem full of noble
feeling expressed with dignity. [< F < LL
< Gk. oide, ult. < aeidein sing]
o·di·ous (ōʹdi әs), adj. very displeasing;
hateful; oﬀensive. [< L, odium odium]
—oʹdi·ous·ly, adv. —oʹdi·ous·ness, n.
o·di·um (ōʹdi әm), n. 1 hatred; dislike. 2
reproach; blame. [< L, < odisse to hate]
o·dom·e·ter (ō domʹә ter), n. device to
record the distance traveled by a vehicle.
[< F odomètre < Gk. hodómetron < hodós
way + métron measure]
o·don·tol·o·gy (ō don tolʹә ji), n. branch
of anatomy that deals with the structure,
development, and diseases of the teeth.
[< odonto– teeth + –logy] —o·don´tologʹi·cal, adj. —o´don·tolʹo·gist, n.
o·dor (ōʹdәr), n. 1 smell: the odor of roses,
the odor of garbage. 2 reputation. 3
fragrance; perfume. [< OF < L] —oʹdorless, adj.
o·dor·if·er·ous (ō´dәr ifʹәr әs), adj. giving
forth an odor; fragrant.
o·dor·ous (ōʹdәr әs), adj. giving forth an
odor; having an odor; sweet-smelling;
fragrant. —oʹdor·ous·ly, adv.
Od·ys·sey (od´ә si), n., pl. –seys. 1 a long
Greek epic poem, describing the wandering of Odysseus after the Trojan
War. 2 Also, odyssey. any long series of
wanderings.
OE, O.E., Old English (Anglo-Saxon).
o’er (ôr; ōr), prep., adv. Poetic or Dial.
over.
of (ov; uv; unstressed әv), prep. 1 belonging to: the children of a family. 2 made
from: a house of bricks. 3 that has;
containing; with: a house of six rooms,
a look of pity. 4 that is; named: the city
of Chicago. 5 away from; from: north of
Boston. 6 having to do with; in regard to;
concerning; about: think well of someone, the hour of prayer, the writings of
Shakespeare, die of grief. 7 before: ten
minutes of six. [OE (unstressed) of. Cf.
off.]
OF, O.F., Old French.
oﬀ (ôf; of), prep. 1 not on: a button is oﬀ
his coat. 2 from; away from: miles oﬀ the
main road. 3 the ship anchored oﬀ Maine.
—adv. 1 from the usual position, condition, etc.: he took oﬀ his hat, an afternoon
oﬀ, oﬀ on a trip. 2 away: go oﬀ on a journey, Christmas is only ﬁve weeks oﬀ. 3 so
as to stop or lessen: turn the water oﬀ. 4
in full; wholly: clear oﬀ the table. —adj.
1 not connected; stopped: the electricity

is oﬀ, oﬀ hours. 2 in a speciﬁed condition
in regard to money, property, etc.: how
well oﬀ are we? 3 not very good; not up
to average: an oﬀ season, an oﬀ chance.
—v. Informal. 1 kill; murder. 2 dismiss;
ignore. —interj. 1 go away! stay away!
be oﬀ, go away; leave quickly.
oﬀ and on, now and then; intermittently.
oﬀ with, a take oﬀ. b away with! [OE
(stressed) of. Cf. of.]
oﬀ., oﬃce; oﬃcer; oﬃcial.
of·fal (ôfʹәl; ofʹәl), n. 1 the waste parts
of an animal killed for food. 2 garbage;
refuse. [< oﬀ + fall]
oﬀ·beat (ôfʹbētʹ), adj. unusual; beyond
the ordinary, esp. in literature, art, music,
etc.
oﬀ-Broad·way (ôfʹbrôdʹwā´; ofʹ–), adj. 1
produced or located away from Broadway, the theatrical center of New York
City. 2 of plays and productions, more
experimental; less commercial than
Broadway theater.
oﬀ-cen·ter (ôf´senʹtәr; of´–), adj. 1 not in
the center. 2 Fig. unconventional; odd.
oﬀ-col·or (ôfʹkulʹәr; ofʹ–), adj. 1 defective
in color. 2 somewhat improper.
of·fend (ә fendʹ), v. 1 hurt the feelings of;
make angry; displease. 2 sin. [< OF < L,
< ob– against + –fendere strike] —offendʹer, n. —of·fendʹing·ly, adv.
of·fense (ә fensʹ), n. 1 a breaking of the
law; sin: an oﬀense against God and
man. 2 cause of wrongdoing or displeasure. 3 condition of being oﬀended;
hurt feelings; anger. 4 act of oﬀending;
hurting someone’s feelings: no oﬀense
was meant. 5 act of attacking: a gun is
a weapon of oﬀense. 6 those who are
attacking. —of·fenseʹless, adj.
of·fen·sive (ә fenʹsiv), adj. 1 giving oﬀense;
irritating; annoying: an oﬀensive remark.
2 unpleasant; disagreeable; disgusting:
an oﬀensive odor. 3 used for attack; having to do with attack: oﬀensive weapons.
—n. 1 position or attitude of attack: the
army took the oﬀensive. 2 attack. —offenʹsive·ly, adv. —of·fenʹsive·ness, n.
of·fer (ôfʹәr; ofʹ–), v. 1 hold out to be
taken or refused; present: he oﬀered us
his help. 2 propose: she oﬀered a few
ideas. 3 present in worship: oﬀer prayers.
4 present itself; occur: I will come if the
opportunity oﬀers. 5 attempt; try: oﬀer to
hit. —n. act or fact of oﬀering: an oﬀer of
money, an oﬀer to sing. [ult. < L, < ob– to
+ ferre bring] —ofʹfer·er, n.
of·fer·ing (ôfʹәr ing; ôfʹring; ofʹ–), n. 1
the giving of something as an act of
worship. 2 contribution. 3 act of one
that oﬀers.
of·fer·to·ry (ôfʹәr tô´ri; –tō´–; ofʹ–), n., pl.
–ries. 1 collection at a religious service.
2 verses said or the music sung or played
while the oﬀering is received. —of´fertoʹri·al, adj.
oﬀ·hand (ôfʹhandʹ; ofʹ–), adv. without
previous thought or preparation. —adj.
Also, oﬀʹhandʹed. 1 done or made oﬀ-

hand. 2 casual; informal. —oﬀʹhandʹedly, adv. —oﬀʹhandʹed·ness, n.
of·ﬁce (ofʹis; ofʹ–), n. 1 place in which
the work of a position is done; room or
rooms for work. 2 position, esp. in the
public service. 3 duty of one’s position;
task; job; work: a teacher’s oﬃce is teaching. 4 staﬀ of persons carrying on work
in an oﬃce. 5 act of kindnes or unkindness; attention: through the good oﬃces
of a friend, he was able to get a job. 6 a
religious ceremony or prayer. [< OF < L
oﬃcium service]
of·ﬁce·hold·er (ôfʹis hōl´dәr; ofʹ–), n. a
government oﬃcial.
of·ﬁ·cer (ôfʹә sәr; ofʹә–), n. 1 person who
commands others in the army or navy.
2 person who holds a public, church, or
government oﬃce. 3 person appointed
or elected to an administrative position
in a club, society, etc. —v. 1 provide
with oﬃcers. 2 direct; conduct; manage.
—ofʹﬁ·cer·less, adj.
of·ﬁ·cial (ә ﬁshʹәl), n. 1 person who holds
a public position or who is in charge of
some public work or duty: the President
and Secretary of State are government
oﬃcials. 2 person holding oﬃce; oﬃcer:
bank oﬃcials. —adj. 1 of or pertaining
to an oﬃce: an oﬃcial uniform. 2 having authority: an oﬃcial record. [< L
oﬃcialis. See office.] —of·ﬁʹcial·dom,
n. —of·ﬁʹcial·ly, adv.
of·ﬁ·ci·ate (ә ﬁshʹi āt), v., –at·ed, –at·ing.
1 perform the duties of any oﬃce or
position. 2 perform the duties of a priest
or minister. —of·ﬁ´ci·aʹtion, n. —ofﬁʹci·a´tor, n.
of·ﬁ·cious (ә ﬁshʹәs), adj. too ready to
oﬀer services or advice; minding other
people’s business; fond of meddling.
[< L oﬃciosus dutiful. See office.] —ofﬁʹcious·ly, adv. —of·ﬁʹcious·ness, n.
oﬀ·ing (ôfʹing; ofʹ–), n. 1 the more distant
part of the sea as seen from the shore.
in the oﬃng, a just visible from the
shore. b within sight. c not far oﬀ; likely.
oﬀ·ish (ôfʹish; ofʹ–), adj. inclined to keep
aloof; distant and reserved in manner.
—oﬀʹish·ly, adv. —oﬀʹish·ness, n.
oﬀ-key (ôf´kēʹ; of´–), adj. 1 not in tune. 2
inappropriate: an oﬀ-key remark.
oﬀ-load (ôfʹlōd´; ofʹ–), v. 1 unload cargo.
2 sell; dispose of, esp. an investment.
oﬀ-road (ôfʹrōd´; ofʹ–), adj. 1 oﬀ or away
from paved roads. 2 of or for travel on
rough terrain.
oﬀ·set (v. ôf´setʹ, of´–; n. ôfʹset´, ofʹ–), v.,
–set, –set·ting, n. —v. make up for; balance: the better roads oﬀset the greater
distance. —n. 1 something which makes
up for something else; compensation:
budget oﬀsets. 2 process of printing in
which the inked impression is ﬁrst made
on a rubber roller and then on the paper,
instead of directly on paper. 3 ledge
formed on a wall by lessening its thickness above.
oﬀ·shoot (ôfʹshüt´; ofʹ–), n. 1 shoot or
branch growing out from the main stem

olfaction
of a plant, tree, etc. 2 Fig. anything coming, or thought of as coming, from a
main part, origin, etc.
oﬀ·shore (ôfʹshôrʹ; –shōrʹ; ofʹ–), adv., adj.
oﬀ or away from the shore.
oﬀ·spring (ôfʹspring´; ofʹ–), n. what is
born from or grows out of something;
child or children; descendant.
oﬀ-stage (ôfʹstājʹ; ofʹ–), adj. away from
the part of the stage that the audience
can see.
oﬀ-the-cuﬀ (ôfʹthә kufʹ), adj. made without preparation; impromptu: an oﬀ-thecuﬀ speech. —adv. without preparation:
spoke oﬀ-the-cuﬀ.
oft (ôft; oft), adv. Archaic. often. [OE]
of·ten (ôfʹәn; ofʹ–; –tәn), adv. in many
cases; many times; frequently: blame is
often misdirected, he comes here often.
[ME, < oft]
of·ten·times (ôfʹәn tīmz´; ofʹ–), oft·times
(ôftʹtīmz´; oftʹ–), adv. often.
o·gee (ō jēʹ; ōʹjē), n. 1 an S-shaped curve
or line. 2 ⫽ogee arch. [< F ogive]
ogee arch, pointed arch having an Sshaped curve on each side, typical of
Gothic architecture.
o·gle (ōʹgәl), v., o·gled, o·gling, n. —v.
look at with desire; make eyes. —n. an
ogling look. [< Du. oogelen < oog eye]
—oʹgler, n.
o·gre (ōʹgәr), n. giant or monster that
supposedly eats people. [< F] —oʹgreish, oʹgrish, adj.
oh, Oh (ō), interj., n., pl. oh’s, ohs; Oh’s,
Ohs. —interj. 1 word used before names
in addressing persons: Oh, Mary, look!
2 expression of surprise, joy, grief, pain,
and other feelings. —n. the exclamation, Oh.
OH, (zip code) Ohio.
OHG, O.H.G., Old High German.
O·hi·o (ō hīʹō), n. a Middle Western state
of the United States. —O·hiʹo·an, adj., n.
ohm (ōm), n. unit of electrical resistance.
One ohm is the resistance of a conductor through which one volt can send
a current of one ampere. [named for
G. S. Ohm, physicist] —ohmʹic, adj.
—ohmʹme´ter, n.
–oid, suﬃx. 1 like; like that of, as in Mongoloid, amoeboid. 2 thing like a, as in
spheroid, alkaloid. [< Gk, < eidos form]
oil (oil), n. 1 any of several kinds of thick,
fatty or greasy liquids that are lighter
than water, burn easily, and dissolve in
alcohol, but not in water. Mineral oils
are used for fuel; animal and vegetable
oils are used in cooking and medicine.
Essential oils, such as oil of peppermint,
are distilled from plants and evaporate
quickly. 2 a petroleum. b fuel oil. 3 an
oil painting. —v. 1 put oil on or in. 2
bribe. [< OF < L oleum < Gk. elaion]
—oilʹer, n.
oil burner, anything that uses oil as fuel,
esp. a furnace to heat a building.
oil·cloth (oilʹklôth´; –kloth´), n. cloth
made waterproof by coating it with oilbased paint or oil.

oil of vitriol, sulfuric acid.
oil painting, 1 picture painted with oil
colors. 2 art of painting with oil colors.
oil well, well drilled in the earth to get
oil.
oil·y (oilʹi), adj., oil·i·er, oil·i·est. 1 of oil.
2 containing oil. 3 covered or soaked
with oil. 4 like oil; smooth; slippery.
—oilʹi·ly, adv. —oilʹi·ness, n.
oink (oingk), n. 1 sound made by a pig. 2
sound made in imitation of a pig; grunt.
—v. 1 make the sound a pig makes. 2
grunt like a pig. [imit.]
oint·ment (ointʹmәnt), n. substance
made from oil or fat, often containing
medicine, used on the skin to heal or
to make it soft and white. [< OF oignement, ult. < L unguere anoint; form inﬂ.
by anoint]
O·jib·wa, O·jib·way (ō jibʹwā), n., pl. –wa,
–was; –way, –ways; adj. —n. member
of a large tribe of American Indians
formerly living near the Great Lakes;
Chippewa. —adj. of this tribe or their
Algonkian language.
OK, (zip code) Oklahoma.
OK, O.K. (ōʹkāʹ), adj., adv., v., OK’d,
OK’ing; O.K.’d, O.K.’ing; n., pl. OK’s;
O.K.’s. —adj., adv. all right; correct;
approved. —v. endorse; approve. —n.
approval. [abbreviation of oll korrect,
alter. of all correct]
o·ka·pi (ō käʹpi), n., pl. –pis, –pi. an African animal like the giraﬀe, but smaller
and with a much shorter neck. [< an
African lang.]
o·kay (ōʹkāʹ), adj., adv., v., n. ⫽OK.
O·kie (ōʹki), n. Informal. a migratory
farm worker, originally one from Oklahoma.
Okla., Oklahoma.
O·kla·ho·ma (ō´klә hōʹmә), n. a S state
of the United States. —O´kla·hoʹman,
adj., n.
Oklahoma City, capital of Oklahoma, in
the C part.
o·kra (ōʹkrә), n. 1 plant cultivated for its
sticky pods, which are used in soups
and as a vegetable. 2 the pods. [< West
African lang.]
OL, Old Latin.
old (ōld), adj., old·er or eld·er, old·est or
eld·est, n. —adj. 1 having existed long;
aged: an old wall. 2 of age; in age: the
baby is one year old. 3 not new; made,
used, or known long ago; ancient: an old
tomb, the old language. 4 much worn by
age or use: old clothes. 5 seeming old;
mature; having much experience: an old
hand at driving. 6 familiar; dear: good
old fellow. —n. time long ago. [OE ald]
—oldʹish, adj. —oldʹness, n.
old age, years of life from about 65 on.
old country, country an emigrant comes
from.
old·en (ōlʹdәn), adj. Poetic. of old; old;
ancient.
Old English, 1 period in the history of
the English language before 1100. 2 language of this period; Anglo-Saxon.
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old-fash·ioned (ōldʹfashʹәnd), adj. 1 of
an old fashion: an old-fashioned dress. 2
keeping to old ways, ideas, etc.: an oldfashioned housekeeper.
Old French, the French language from
about a.d. 800 to about 1400.
Old Glory, ﬂag of the United States.
old-growth forest (ōldʹgrōth´), forest
that has reached its ﬁnal stage of growth
or stability.
old guard, very conservative members of
an organization, as a political party or a
community.
old hand, very skilled or experienced
person.
Old High German, form of the German
language that was spoken in S Germany
from about a.d. 800 to 1100.
Old Icelandic, ⫽Old Norse (def. 2).
Old Latin, the Latin language before the
second century b.c.
old-line (ōldʹlīnʹ), adj. 1 conservative. 2
established.
old maid, 1 woman who has not married
and seems unlikely to. 2 Fig. a prim,
fussy person. 3 children’s card game.
—old´maidʹish, adj.
old master, 1 any great painter who
lived before 1700. 2 a painting by such
a painter.
Old Norse, 1 Scandinavian speech
from the Viking period to about 1300.
2 the Icelandic language in the Middle
Ages.
Old Saxon, the form of Low German
spoken by the Saxons in NW Germany
from about a.d. 800 to about 1100.
old school, group of people who have
old-fashioned or conservative ideas.
Old Testament, the earlier part of the
Bible, which contains the religious and
social laws of the Hebrews, a record of
their history.
old-time (ōldʹtīmʹ), adj. of former times;
like old times.
old-tim·er (ōldʹtīmʹәr), n. person who
has long been a resident, member,
worker, etc.
old wives’ tale, a foolish story or belief.
old-world (ōldʹwėrldʹ), adj. 1 of or pertaining to the ancient world. 2 belonging
to or characteristic of a former period:
old-world courtesy. 3 Also, Old-World.
of or pertaining to the Eastern Hemisphere; not American.
Old World, Europe, Asia, and Africa.
o·le·ag·i·nous (ō´li ajʹә nәs), adj. oily.
[< L, < olea olive tree]
o·le·an·der (ō´li anʹdәr), n. a poisonous
evergreen shrub with fragrant red, pink,
or white ﬂowers. [< Med.L]
o·le·o·mar·ga·rine (ō´li ō märʹjә rēn;
–rin), o·le·o·mar·ga·rin (–rin), or o·le·o
(ōʹli ō), n. a substitute for butter made
from animal fats and vegetable oils;
margarine.
ol·fac·tion (ol fakʹshәn), n. 1 act of smelling. 2 sense of smell. [< L olfactus, pp. of
olfacere smell at < olere emit a smell +
facere make]
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olfactory

ol·fac·to·ry (ol fakʹtә ri), adj., n., pl. –ries.
—adj. having to do with smelling; of
smell. The nose is an olfactory organ.
—n. an olfactory organ.
ol·i·garch (olʹә gärk), n. one of the members of an oligarchy.
ol·i·gar·chy (olʹә gär´ki), n., pl. –chies.
1 form of government in which a few
people have power. 2 country or state
having such a government. 3 the ruling
few. [< Gk., ult. < oligos few + archos
leader] —ol´i·garʹchic, ol´i·garʹchi·cal,
adj. —ol´i·garʹchi·cal·ly, adv.
ol·i·gop·oly (ol´ә gopʹә li), n., pl. –lies.
economic condition where there are
so few producers of a product or
services that competition does not
aﬀect its price. [< oligo– small, few +
–opoly, as in monopoly] —ol´i·gopʹolist, n.
ol·ive (olʹiv), n. 1 kind of evergreen tree
with gray-green leaves that grows in S
Europe and other warm regions. 2 fruit
of this tree, with a hard stone and bitter
pulp. 3 wood of the olive tree. 4 a yellowish green. 5 a yellowish brown. —adj.
1 yellowish-green. 2 yellowish-brown.
[< F < L oliva < Gk. elaia]
olive branch, anything oﬀered as a sign
of peace.
olive oil, oil pressed from olives, used as
food and in medicine.
ol·o·gy (olʹә ji), n., pl. –gies. any science
or branch of knowledge. [< connective
–o– + –logy]
O·lym·pi·a (ō limʹpi ә), n. capital of
Washington, in the W part of the state.
—O·lymʹpic, adj.
O·lym·pi·ad, o·lym·pi·ad (ō limʹpi ad),
n. celebration of the modern Olympic
games.
O·lym·pi·an (ō limʹpi әn), adj. 1 pertaining to Olympia or to Mount Olympus.
2 like a god; heavenly. 3 rather too gracious; magniﬁcent; superior. —n. 1 one
of the Greek gods who lived on Mount
Olympus. 2 a contender in the modern
Olympic games.
O·lym·pic games (ō limʹpik), 1 Also,
Olympian games. contests in athletics,
poetry, and music, held every four years
by the ancient Greeks in honor of Zeus.
2 Also, the Olympics, modern athletic
contests imitating the athletic contests
of these games.
O·man (ō mänʹ), n. country in SE Arabia,
on the Arabian Sea.
o·ma·sum (ō māʹsәm), n., pl. –sa (–sә).
the third stomach of a cow or other
ruminant. It receives the food when it is
swallowed the second time. [< L]
om·buds·man (omʹbudz man´; –mәn;
om budzʹmәn), n., pl. –men. person
hired by a government, company, etc., to
receive and deal with complaints from
employees and the public.
o·meg·a (ō megʹә; ō mēʹgә; ō māʹgә), n.
1 the last letter of the Greek alphabet
(Ω, ω). 2 the last of any series; end. [< LGk.
o mega big o]

om·e·let, om·e·lette (omʹә lit; omʹlit), n.
eggs beaten up with milk or water, fried
or baked, and then folded over. [< F
omelette]
o·men (ōʹmәn), n. 1 sign of what is to
happen; object or event that is believed
to mean good or bad fortune. 2 prophetic meaning: a bird of ill omen. [< L]
om·i·nous (omʹә nәs), adj. of bad omen;
unfavorable; threatening: those clouds
look ominous for our picnic. [< L, < omen
omen] —omʹi·nous·ly, adv. —omʹinous·ness, n.
o·mis·sion (ō mishʹәn), n. 1 an omitting
or being omitted. 2 thing omitted.
o·mit (ō mitʹ), v., o·mit·ted, o·mit·ting. 1
leave out: omit a letter in a word. 2 fail
to do; neglect: Mary omitted making her
bed. [< L omittere < ob– by + mittere let
go] —o·mitʹtance, n. —o·mitʹter, n.
om·ni·bus (omʹnә bus), n., pl. –bus·es.
—n. 1 volume containing many works
by one author, or one containing works
by many authors: omnibus of American poetry. 2 bus. —adj. covering many
things at once: an omnibus law. [< L,
for all]
om·ni·far·i·ous (om´nә fãrʹi әs), adj. of
all forms, varieties, or kinds. [< L omnifarius] —om´ni·farʹi·ous·ness, n.
om·nip·o·tence (om nipʹә tәns), n. complete power; unlimited power.
om·nip·o·tent (om nipʹә tәnt), adj. having
all power; almighty. —n. the Omnipotent, God. [< L, < omnis all + potens
being able] —om·nipʹo·tent·ly, adv.
om·ni·pres·ence (om´nә prezʹәns), n.
presence everywhere at the same time:
God’s omnipresence.
om·ni·pres·ent (om´nә prezʹәnt), adj.
present everywhere at the same time.
om·nis·cience (om nishʹәns), n. knowledge of everything; complete or inﬁnite
knowledge. [< Med.L, < L omnis all +
scientia knowledge]
om·nis·cient (om nishʹәnt), adj. having
complete or inﬁnite knowledge; knowing everything. —om·nisʹcient·ly, adv.
om·niv·o·rous (om nivʹә rәs), adj. 1 eating every kind of food. 2 eating both
animal and vegetable food. 3 taking in
everything; fond of all kinds: an omnivorous reader. [< L, < omnis all + vorare
eat greedily] —om·nivʹo·rous·ly, adv.
—om·nivʹo·rous·ness, n.
on (on; ôn), prep. 1 above and supported
by: on the table. 2 touching, be around;
upon: the picture on the wall, put the
ring on her ﬁnger, a house on the shore.
3 toward: the workers marched on the
Capitol. 4 by means of; by the use of: on
good authority. 5 at the time of; during:
they greeted us on our arrival, on Sunday.
6 in relation to; in connection with; concerning: a book on animals, on purpose,
on an errand. 7 among: who is on the
committee? —adv. 1 on something: the
roof is on. 2 to something: hold on, or
you may fall. 3 toward something: some
played; the others looked on, march on. 4

in or into a condition, process, manner,
or action: turn the gas on. 5 forward:
from that day on, head on. —adj. taking
place: the race is on.
and so on, and more of the same.
on and oﬀ, at some times but not at
other times.
on and on, without stopping.
on to, aware of: on to my secret. [OE]
ON, O.N., Old Norse.
once (wuns), adv. 1 one time: he comes
once a day. 2 at some one time in the
past; formerly: a once powerful nation. 3
even a single time; ever: if the facts once
become known. —n. a single occasion:
once is enough. —conj. if ever; whenever:
once you cross the river you are safe.
all at once, suddenly.
at once, a immediately. b at one and the
same time.
once and again, repeatedly.
once (and) for all, ﬁnally or decisively.
once in a while, now and then.
once or twice, a few times. [OE ānes
< ān one]
once-o·ver (wunsʹō´vәr), n. a single or
brief inspection.
on·co·gen (ongʹkә jen), n. agent or virus
that causes growth of tumors. [< Gk.
ónkos tumor, mass + E –gen something
growing] —on´co·genʹe·sis, n. —on´cogenʹic, adj.
on·co·gene (ongʹkә jēn´), n. gene that
causes growth of tumors. [< Gk. ónkos
tumor, mass + E gene]
on·col·o·gy (ong kolʹә ji), n. branch of
medicine dealing with tumors. [< Gk.
ónkos tumor, mass + E –ology] —on´cologʹi·cal, adj. —on·colʹo·gist, n.
on·com·ing (onʹkum´ing; ônʹ–), adj.
approaching. —n. approach.
one (wun), n. 1 a cardinal number, the
ﬁrst and lowest whole number. 2 symbol
of this number; 1. 3 a single person or
thing: I gave him the one he wanted.
—adj. 1 a single: one apple, they held one
opinion. 2 some: one day he will be sorry.
3 joined together; united: they replied in
one voice. 4 a certain: one John Smith was
elected. —pron. 1 some person or thing:
one of the poems was selected for the
book. 2 any person or thing: one must
work hard to achieve success.
all one, all the same.
at one, in agreement or harmony.
make one, a form or be one of a number,
assembly, or party. b join together; unite
in marriage.
one and all, everyone.
one by one, one after another.
one or two, a few.
one up on, Informal. an advantage or
superiority over. [OE (stressed) ān. Cf.
a, an1.]
one another, one the other: they struck at
one another, they were in one another’s
way.
O·nei·da (ō nīʹdә), n. member of an
American Indian tribe formerly living
in C New York State.

open-handed
one-liner (wunʹlī´nәr), n. short, witty
remark or wisecrack.
one·ness (wunʹnis), n. 1 singleness. 2
unity. 3 agreement.
one·oﬀ (wunʹôf´; –of´), n. something
done or happening only once. —adj.
happening or done only once.
one-on-one (wunʹon wunʹ), adj. 1 in a
team sport, with each player guarding
an opponent. 2 between just two people:
a one-on-one meeting.
on·er·ous (onʹәr әs), adj. burdensome;
oppressive. [< L onerosus < onus burden]
—onʹer·ous·ly, adv. —onʹer·ous·ness, n.
one·self (wun selfʹ), one’s self, pron. one’s
own self: one should not praise oneself.
be oneself, a have full control of one’s
mind or body. b act naturally.
one-shot (wunʹshot´), adj. intended to be
used or happening only one time.
one-sid·ed (wunʹsīdʹid), adj. 1 seeing
only one side of a question; partial;
prejudiced. 2 uneven; unequal. 3 having
but one side.
one-time (wunʹtīm´), adj. 1 of the past;
former. 2 happening only once: a onetime opportunity.
one-track (wunʹtrak´), adj. 1 having
only one track. 2 Informal. understanding or doing only one thing at a time;
narrow.
one-way (wunʹwāʹ), adj. 1 moving or
allowing movement in only one direction. 2 developing or working in only
one direction: one-way glass.
on·go·ing (onʹgō´ing; ônʹ–), adj. continuing; not interrupted.
on·ion (unʹyәn), n. 1 a bulblike root with
a sharp, strong smell and taste. 2 the
plant it grows on. [< F < L unio onion,
kind of pearl]
on·line or on-line (onʹlīn´; ônʹ–), adj.
connected to a computer network server,
esp. to the Internet.
on·look·er (onʹlu̇k´әr; ônʹ–), n. person
who watches without taking part; spectator. —onʹlook´ing, adj., n.
on·ly (ōnʹli), adj. 1 by itself or themselves;
sole, single, or few of the kind or class:
an only son. 2 best; ﬁnest: he is the only
writer for my tastes. —adv. 1 merely: he
sold only two. 2 and no one else; and that
is all: only he remained. —conj. except
that; but: I would have gone only you
objected.
if only, I wish: if only wars would cease!
only too, very: she was only too glad to
help. [OE ānlīc]
on·o·mat·o·poe·ia (on´ә mat´ә pēʹә), n.
formation of a name or word by imitating the sound associated with the thing
designated, as in buzz, hum, cuckoo,
slap, splash. [< L < Gk., < onoma word,
name + –poios making] —on´o·mat´opoeʹic, adj.
On·on·da·ga (on´әn dôʹgә; –däʹ–), n.
member of a tribe of American Indians
formerly living in C New York State.
on·rush (onʹrush´; ônʹ–), n. a violent
forward rush.

on·rush·ing (onʹrush´ing), adj. moving
rapidly or forcefully forward.
on·set (onʹset´; ônʹ-), n. 1 beginning:
the onset of this disease is gradual. 2
attack: the onset of the enemy took us
by surprise.
on·shore (onʹshôrʹ; –shōrʹ; ônʹ–), adv.,
adj. 1 toward the land. 2 on the land.
on·slaught (onʹslôt´; ônʹ–), n. a vigorous
attack.
on·to (onʹtü; ônʹ-), prep. 1 on to; to a
position on: climb onto a limb, jump onto
the dock. 2 Informal. be familiar with or
aware of: I’m onto your jokes.
on·tog·e·ny (on tojʹә ni), n. development
of an organism, or the history of its
development. [< Gk. ṓn, óntos being +
–géneia origin]
on·tol·o·gy (on tolʹә ji), n. the philosophy of the nature of reality. [< NL
ontologia < Gk. ṓn, óntos being + –logiā
–logy] —on´to·logʹi·cal, adj. —on·tolʹogist, n.
o·nus (ōʹnәs), n. burden; responsibility.
[< L]
on·ward (onʹwәrd; ônʹ–), adv. Also, onʹwards. toward the front; further on;
on; forward: move onward. —adj. on;
further on; toward the front; forward: an
onward movement.
on·yx (onʹiks), n. a semiprecious variety
of quartz with layers of diﬀerent colors
and shades. [< L < Gk., nail, claw]
o·o·blast (ō ә blast), n. ovum not yet fully
developed. [< E oo– egg, ovum + Gk.
blastós germ, sprout]
oo·dles (üʹdelz), n. pl. Informal. huge
amount; loads; tons: oodles of friends,
oodles of fun.
o·o·gen·e·sis (ō´ә jenʹәsis), n. development of the ovum. [< oo– egg + genesis]
—o´o·ge·netʹic, adj.
oomph (u̇mf), n. Informal. energy;
enthusiasm.
ooze1 (üz), v., oozed, ooz·ing, n. —v. 1
pass out slowly through small openings;
leak out slowly and quietly: his courage
oozed away as he waited. 2 give out
slowly: the cut oozed blood. [< n.] —n. 1
a slow ﬂow. 2 something that oozes. [OE
wōs juice] —ooʹzy, adj. —ooʹzi·ness, n.
ooze2 (üz), n. a soft mud or slime, esp. at
the bottom of a pond, river, or on the
ocean bottom. [OE wāse mud] —ooʹzy,
adj. —ooʹzi·ness, n.
op., 1 opus; opera. 2 opposite.
o·pac·i·ty (ō pasʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 a
being opaque; darkness; a being impervious to light. 2 something opaque.
o·pal (ōʹpәl), n. a mineral, an amorphous
form of silica, found in many varieties
and colors (often a milky white), certain
of which have a peculiar rainbow play of
colors and are valued as gems. [< L opalus < Gk. opallios < Skt. upala precious
stone] —oʹpal·ine, adj.
o·pal·esce (ō´pәl esʹ), v., –esced, –escing. exhibit a play of colors like that of
the opal. —o´pal·esʹcence, n. —o´palesʹcent, adj.
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o·paque (ō pākʹ), adj. 1 not letting light
through; not transparent. 2 not shining;
dark; dull. 3 obscure; hard to understand.
—n. something opaque. [< L opacus
dark, shady] —o·paqueʹly, adv. —opaqueʹness, n.
op art (op), ⫽optical art.
op. cit., in the work cited. [< L opere
citato]
o·pen (ōʹpәn), adj. 1 that lets (a person
or thing) in or out: an open window. 2
that permits passing or ﬂowing through,
access into, a view into: an open gate, an
open lid, an open valve, an open ﬁeld, an
open book. 3 that may be shared, used,
taken, or taken part in by anyone: an
open market, an open race, an open position. 4 without protection, restriction, or
cover: an open ﬁre, open to temptation,
open season for hunting. 5 in plain sight;
for all to be aware of: open disregard
of rules. 6 frank and sincere: an open
face. 7 that is without a deﬁnite answer
or answers, or has not been settled: an
open question, an open mind. 8 of a note,
produced without aid of slide, key, etc.
—n. 1 an open or clear space; opening.
2 the open, a the open country, air, sea,
etc. b public view or knowledge. —v.
1 give access; let pass through: open a
gate or window, the classroom door opens
into the hall. 2 spread out; unfold: open
a newspaper or letter. 3 set up; establish:
open a new store. 4 begin; start: school
opens early, open a conversation. 5 free
from hindrance, as from ice: open a path
in the wilderness. 6 come apart; burst
open: an earthquake opened a crack in
the ground.
open to, a ready to take; willing to
consider: open to your ideas. b liable to:
worry left him open to all kinds of wild
imaginings. c to be had or used by: the
pool is open to everyone.
open up, a make or become open. b
unfold; spread out. c begin; start. [OE;
akin to up] —oʹpen·er, n. —oʹpen·ly,
adv. —oʹpen·ness, n.
open air, out of doors. —oʹpen-airʹ, adj.
o·pen-and-shut (ō´pәn әn shutʹ), adj.
Informal. obvious; straightforward.
open book, 1 someone who does not
hide thoughts or motives; a straightforward person. 2 something widely
known or readily understood: their history is an open book.
open-book (ō pәn bukʹ), adj. of an examination taken with texts and notes available.
open door, 1 free access to all. 2 policy of
admitting all nations to a country upon
equal terms, esp. for trade. —oʹpendoorʹ, adj.
o·pen-end·ed (ōʹpәn en´did), adj. 1 not
ﬁnal; able to be revised or adjusted later.
2 not closed at one end. 3 not decided:
open-ended negotiations.
o·pen-hand·ed (ōʹpәn hanʹdid), adj. generous; liberal. —oʹpen-handʹed·ly, adv.
—oʹpen-handʹed·ness, n.
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open-hearted

o·pen-heart·ed (ōʹpәn härʹtid), adj. 1
frank; unreserved. 2 kindly; generous.
—oʹpen-heartʹed·ly, adv. —oʹpenheartʹed·ness, n.
open house, 1 social event to which all
are welcome. 2 occasion when a house,
school, institution, etc., is open to the
public for inspection.
o·pen·ing (ōʹpәn ing; ōpʹning), n. 1 an
open or clear space; gap; hole: an opening in a wall. 2 the ﬁrst part; beginning.
3 a formal beginning: a spring opening to
show the new fashions. 4 place or position that is open or vacant. 5 a favorable
chance or opportunity.
open letter, letter addressed to a person
but published in a newspaper, magazine, etc.
o·pen-mind·ed (ōʹpәn mīnʹdid), adj.
having or showing a mind open to new
arguments or ideas. —oʹpen-mindʹedly, adv. —oʹpen-mindʹed·ness, n.
open primary, primary election in which
any registered voter of a state, city, etc.,
can vote without being a member of a
political party.
open secret, something secret that is
actually widely known.
open ses·a·me (sesʹә mē), 1 password at
which doors or barriers ﬂy open. 2 a
magical means of obtaining entrance.
open shop, factory, shop, or other establishment that will employ both union
and non-union workers.
o·pen·work (ōʹpәn wėrk´), n. ornamental
work that shows openings.
op·er·a1 (opʹәr ә; opʹrә), n. 1 play that is
mostly sung, with costumes, scenery,
acting, and music to go with the singing. Faust and Carmen are well-known
operas. 2 branch of art represented by
such plays: the history of opera. 3 performance of an opera. 4 theater where
operas are performed. [< Ital., for opera
in musica a (dramatic) work to music;
opera < L, eﬀort (akin to opus a work)]
op·e·ra2 (opʹә rә), n. pl. of opus.
op·er·a·ble (opʹәr ә bәl), adj. ﬁt for, or
admitting of, a surgical operation.
—opʹer·a·ble·ness, n. —opʹer·a·bly, adv.
opera glasses, a small binoculars used at
the opera and in theaters.
op·er·ate (opʹәr āt), v., –at·ed, –at·ing. 1
be at work; run: the machinery operates
night and day. 2 manage; keep at work:
who operates this elevator? 3 produce an
eﬀect; work; act: several causes operated
to bring on the war. 4 produce a desired
eﬀect: the medicine operated quickly. 5
do something to the body, usually with
instruments, to improve health: the doctor operated on the injured man. [< L
operatus < opus a work, or opera eﬀort]
—opʹer·at´a·ble, adj. —opʹer·at´a·bleness, n. —opʹer·at´a·bly, adv.
op·er·at·ic (op´әr atʹik), adj. of or like the
opera. —op´er·atʹi·cal·ly, adv.
op·er·a·tion (op´әr āʹshәn), n. 1 act or
fact of working. 2 the way a thing works:
the operation of a machine. 3 action;

activity: the operation of brushing one’s
teeth. 4 something done to the body,
usually with instruments, to improve
health. 5 movements of soldiers, ships,
supplies, etc., for war purposes.
in operation, a running; working; in
action. b in use or eﬀect. —op´er·aʹtional, adj.
op·er·a·tive (opʹәr ā´tiv; –ә tiv), adj.
operating; eﬀective: the laws operative
in a community. —opʹer·a´tive·ly, adv.
—opʹer·a´tive·ness, n.
op·er·a·tor (opʹәr ā´tәr), n. 1 person who
operates. 2 a skilled worker who operates a machine, telephone, telegraph,
etc. 3 person who runs a factory, mine,
railroad, etc.
operator gene, gene that regulates the
activity of structural genes.
op·er·on (opʹәr on), n. area of a chromosome that contains the operator gene
and the structural genes that produce
messenger RNA for a particular process. [operator + –on unit of genetic
material]
op·er·et·ta (op´әr etʹә), n., pl. –tas. a
short, amusing opera.
oph·thal·mi·a (of thalʹmi ә), n. an acute
infection of the membrane around the
eye that may aﬀect the eye, causing
blindness. [< LL < Gk., < ophthalmos
eye]
oph·thal·mic (of thalʹmik), adj. of or having to do with the eye.
oph·thal·mol·o·gy (of´thal molʹә ji),
n. science that deals with the structure, functions, and diseases of the
eye. —oph·thal´mo·logʹi·cal, adj.
—oph´thal·molʹo·gist, n.
o·pi·ate (ōʹpi it; –āt), n. 1 drug that contains opium and so dulls pain or brings
sleep. 2 anything that quiets. —adj. 1
containing opium. 2 bringing sleep or
ease. —o´pi·atʹic, adj.
o·pine (ō pīnʹ), v., o·pined, o·pin·ing.
Humorous. hold or express an opinion;
think. [< L opinari] —o·pinʹer, n.
o·pin·ion (ә pinʹyәn), n. 1 what one
thinks; belief not so strong as knowledge; judgment. 2 impression; estimate.
3 a formal judgment by an expert; professional advice. [< L opinio. See opine.]
—o·pinʹion·al, adj. —o·pinʹion·al·ly,
adv. —o·pinʹioned, adj.
o·pin·ion·at·ed (ә pinʹyәn āt´id), adj.
obstinate or conceited with regard to
one’s opinions; dogmatic. —o·pinʹionat´ed·ly, adv. —o·pinʹion·at´ed·ness, n.
o·pi·oid (ōʹpē oid), n. synthetic drug like
an opiate in its eﬀect.
o·pi·um (ōʹpi әm), n. a powerful drug
that causes sleep and eases pain. It is also
used to stimulate and intoxicate. Opium
is made from a kind of poppy. [< L < Gk.
opion, dim. of opos vegetable juice]
o·pos·sum (ә posʹәm), n. a small mammal that lives mostly in trees, common
in the S United States. When caught, it
pretends to be dead. [< Algonquian]
opp., 1 opposed. 2 opposite.

op·po·nent (ә pōʹnәnt), n. person who is
on the other side in a ﬁght, game, or discussion; person ﬁghting, struggling, or
speaking against one. —adj. opposing.
[< L, < ob– against + ponere place]
op·por·tune (op´әr tünʹ; –tūnʹ), adj. fortunate; well-chosen; favorable; suitable.
[< L, favorable (of wind), < ob portum
(ferens) (bringing) to port] —op´portuneʹly, adv. —op´por·tuneʹness, n.
op·por·tun·ism (op´әr tünʹiz әm; –tünʹ–),
n. policy or practice of adapting thought
and action to particular circumstances
rather than to general principles.
—op´por·tunʹist, n. —op´por·tun·isʹtic, adj. —op´por·tun·isʹti·cal·ly, adv.
opportunistic infection, infection that
develops when the immune system is
weakened by another condition, such as
AIDS or leukemia.
op·por·tu·ni·ty (op´әr tüʹnә ti; –tū–), n.,
pl. –ties. a good chance; favorable time;
convenient occasion.
op·pos·a·ble (ә pōzʹә bәl), adj. 1 capable
of being opposed. 2 capable of being
placed opposite something else. The
human thumb is opposable to the ﬁngers. —op·pos´a·bilʹi·ty, n.
op·pose (ә pōzʹ), v., –posed, –pos·ing. 1
be against; be in the way of; act, ﬁght,
or struggle against; try to hinder; resist:
a swamp opposed the advance of the
enemy. 2 set up against; place in the way
of: let us oppose good nature to anger. 3
put in contrast: love is opposed to hate.
[< OF, < op– (< L ob–) against + poser
put, pose] —op·posedʹ, adj. —opposʹer, n. —op·posʹing, adj. —op·posʹing·ly, adv.
op·po·site (opʹә zit), adj. 1 placed against;
as diﬀerent in direction as can be: the
house straight across the street is opposite
to ours. 2 as diﬀerent as can be; just
contrary. Sour is opposite to sweet. —n.
thing or person that is opposite. Black is
the opposite of white. —prep. opposite
to: opposite the church. [< L oppositus
< ob– against + ponere place] —opʹposite·ly, adv. —opʹpo·site·ness, n.
op·po·si·tion (op´ә zishʹәn), n. 1 action
against; resistance. 2 a political party
opposed to the party in power. —op´posiʹtion·al, adj.
op·press (ә presʹ), v. 1 govern harshly;
keep down unjustly or by cruelty. 2
weigh down; lie heavily on; burden.
[< Med.L oppressare, ult. < L ob– against
+ premere press] —op·presʹsor, n.
op·pres·sion (ә preshʹәn), n. 1 an oppressing: the oppression of the people by the
nobles. 2 a being oppressed: they fought
against oppression. 3 cruel or unjust
treatment. 4 a heavy, weary feeling.
op·pres·sive (ә presʹiv), adj. 1 harsh;
severe; unjust. 2 hard to bear; burdensome. —op·presʹsive·ly, adv. —op·presʹsive·ness, n.
op·pro·bri·ous (ә prōʹbri әs), adj. expressing scorn, reproach, or abuse. Coward,
liar, and thief are opprobrious names.
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—op·proʹbri·ous·ly, adv. —op·proʹbrious·ness, n.
op·pro·bri·um (ә prōʹbri әm), n. disgrace
or reproach caused by shameful conduct; infamy. [< L, ult. < ob– at + probrum infamy, reproach]
opt (opt), v. choose; desire: opt to resign.
opt for, favor; choose.
opt out, decide to back out: opted out of
the chairmanship. [< F opter < L optāre
choose, desire]
opt., 1 optative. 2 optics. 3 optional.
op·tic (opʹtik), adj. of the eye; of the sense
of sight. [< Med.L < Gk., < op– see]
op·ti·cal (opʹtә kәl), adj. 1 of the eye;
visual: an optical defect. 2 made to
assist sight: an optical instrument. 3 of
vision and light in relation to each other.
—opʹti·cal·ly, adv.
op·ti·cian (op tishʹәn), n. maker or seller
of eyeglasses and other optical instruments.
optic nerve, nerve of sight which connects the eye and brain.
op·tics (opʹtiks), n. science that deals with
light and vision.
op·ti·mal (opʹtә mәl), adj. most favorable.
—opʹti·mal·ly, adv.
op·ti·mism (opʹtә miz әm), n. 1 tendency
to look on the bright side of things. 2
belief that everything will turn out for
the best. 3 doctrine that the existing
world is the best of all possible worlds.
[< NL, < L optimus best] —opʹti·mist, n.
—op´ti·misʹtic, —op´ti·misʹti·cal, adj.
—op´ti·misʹti·cal·ly, adv.
op·ti·mize (opʹtә mīz), v., –mized, –mizing. make the best or most of. —op´timi·zaʹtion, n.
op·ti·mum (opʹtә mәm), n., pl. –mums,
–ma (–mә), adj. —n. the best or most
favorable point, degree, amount, etc., for
the purpose. —adj. optimal. [< L]
op·tion (opʹshәn), n. 1 right or freedom
of choice. 2 a choosing; choice. 3 right to
buy something at a certain price within
a certain time. [< L optio]
op·tion·al (opʹshәn әl), adj. left to one’s
choice; not required. —opʹtion·al·ly,
adv.
op·tom·e·try (op tomʹә tri), n. 1 measurement of visual powers. 2 practice or art
of testing eyes in order to ﬁt them with
glasses. [< opto– sight [< Gk. optos seen)
+ –metry < Gk., < metron measure]
—op·tomʹe·trist, n.
op·u·lent (opʹyә lәnt), adj. 1 wealthy; rich.
2 abundant; plentiful. [< L opulens < ops
power, resources] —opʹu·lence, opʹulen·cy, n. —opʹu·lent·ly, adv.
o·pus (ōʹpәs), n., pl. op·e·ra (opʹә rә). a
work; composition: the violinist played
his own opus, No. 16. [< L]
or (ôr; unstressed әr), conj. 1 word used to
express a choice, diﬀerence, etc.: you can
go or stay, is it sweet or sour? 2 and if not;
otherwise: hurry, or you will be late. 3
that is; being the same: this is the end or
last part. [OE (unstressed) ā(hwœ)ther <
ā ever + hwœther either, whether]

–or, suﬃx. 1 person or thing that ——s,
as in actor, accelerator, orator. 2 act, state,
condition, quality, characteristic, etc.,
esp. in words from Latin, as in error,
horror. [< L]
OR, (zip code) Oregon.
or·a·cle (ôrʹә kәl; orʹ–), n. 1 answer, often
equivocal, given by a god through a
priest or priestess, to some question.
2 place where the god gives answers.
3 priest, priestess, or other means by
which the god’s answer is given. 4 something regarded as an infallible guide
or indicator. 5 a very wise person. [<
OF < L oraculum < orare, orig., recite
solemnly]
o·rac·u·lar (ô rakʹyә lәr), adj. 1 of or like
an oracle. 2 with a hidden meaning that
is diﬃcult to make out. 3 very wise. —orac´u·larʹi·ty n. —o·racʹu·lar·ly, adv.
o·ral (ôʹrәl; ōʹ–), adj. 1 spoken; using
speech: an oral agreement. 2 of the
mouth: the oral opening. [< L os mouth]
—oʹral·ly, adv. —oʹral·ness, n.
or·ange (ôrʹinj; orʹ–), n. 1 a round, reddish-yellow, juicy fruit that grows in
warm climates. 2 the tree it grows on.
3 fruit or tree that suggests an orange.
4 a reddish yellow. —adj. 1 of or like an
orange. 2 reddish-yellow. [< OF < Sp.
< Ar. < Pers. nārang; in OF blended with
or gold]
or·ange·ade (ôr´inj ādʹ; or´–), n. drink
made of orange juice, sugar, and
water.
orange pekoe, a black tea from Sri Lanka
(Ceylon) or India.
o·rang·u·tan (ō rangʹu̇ tan´), o·rang-outang (–tang´), or o·rang (ō rangʹ), n.
a large ape of the forests of Borneo
and Sumatra, that has very long arms
and long, reddish-brown hair. It lives
mostly in trees and eats fruits and leaves.
[< Malay, < orang man + utan wild]
o·rate (ô rātʹ; ō–; ôʹrāt; ōʹrāt), v., o·rated, o·rat·ing. make an oration; talk in a
grand manner. [< oration]
o·ra·tion (ô rāʹshәn; ō–), n. a formal
public speech delivered on a special
occasion. [< L, < orare speak formally.
Doublet of orison.]
or·a·tor (ôrʹә tәr; orʹ–), n. 1 person who
makes an oration. 2 person who can
speak very well in public.
or·a·to·ri·o (ôr´ә tôʹri ō; –tōʹ–; or´–),
n., pl. –ri·os. a musical composition,
usually based on a religious theme,
for solo voices, chorus, and orchestra.
[< Ital., orig., place of prayer, LL oratorium oratory2]
or·a·to·ry1 (ôrʹә tô´ri; –tō´–; orʹ–), n. 1
skill in public speaking; ﬁne speaking. 2
art of public speaking. [< L (ars) oratoria oratorical (art)] —or´a·torʹi·cal, adj.
—or´a·torʹi·cal·ly, adv.
or·a·to·ry2 (ôrʹә tô´ri; –tō´–; orʹ–), n., pl.
–ries. a small chapel; room set apart for
prayer. [< LL oratorium < orare pray]
orb (ôrb), n. 1 sphere; globe. 2 sun,
moon, planet, or star. 3 world. —v. form
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into a circle or sphere. [< L orbis circle]
—orbed, adj.
or·bit (ôrʹbit), n., v., –bit·ed, –bit·ing.
—n. 1 path of the earth or any one of
the planets about the sun. 2 path of any
celestial body about another celestial
body. 3 Fig. regular course of life or
experience. 4 Fig. sphere of inﬂuence.
—v. 1 travel around (a body) in an orbit.
2 travel in orbit. 3 place (a satellite) in
an orbit. 4 of a satellite, etc., arrive in
its orbit. [< L orbita wheel track < orbis
wheel, circle] —orʹbit·al, adj.
or·bit·er (ôrʹbit әr), n. something, esp. a
spacecraft or satellite, that orbits.
or·chard (ôrʹchәrd), n. 1 piece of ground
on which fruit trees are grown. 2 trees in
an orchard. [OE ortgeard < ort– (appar.
< L hortus garden) + geard yard1]
or·ches·tra (ôrʹkis trә), n. 1 musicians
playing at a concert, an opera, or a play.
2 instruments played together by the
musicians in an orchestra. 3 part of a
theater just in front of the stage, where
the musicians sit. 4 the main ﬂoor of a
theater, esp. the part near the front. [< L
< Gk., the space where the dancers performed, ult. < orcheesthai to dance] —orchesʹtral, adj. —or·chesʹtral·ly, adv.
or·ches·trate (ôrʹkis trāt), v., –trat·ed,
–trat·ing. compose or arrange (music)
for performance by an orchestra. 2 Fig.
arrange anything complex or complicated.
—or´ches·traʹtion, orʹches·tra´tor, n.
or·chid (ôrʹkid), n. 1 a plant with beautiful, queerly shaped ﬂowers that are
formed of three petallike sepals and
three petals, one petal being very different from the other two. b its ﬂower.
2 a light purple. —adj. light-purple.
[< NL, ult. < L orchis < Gk., testicle; from
shape of root.]
ord., 1 order. 2 ordinance. 3 ordinary.
or·dain (ôr dānʹ), v. 1 order; ﬁx; decide;
appoint: the law ordains that the murderers shall be hanged. 2 oﬃcially appoint or
consecrate as a minister in a Christian
church. [< OF < L ordinare < ordo order]
—or·dainʹer, n. —or·dainʹment, n.
or·deal (ôr dēlʹ; –dēʹәl; ôrʹdēl), n. 1 a
severe test or experience: the ordeal of
a visit to the dentist. 2 in early times, an
eﬀort to decide the guilt or innocence
of an accused person by making him
do something dangerous like holding
ﬁre or taking poison. It was supposed
that an innocent person would not be
harmed by such danger. [OE ordœ̄l judgment]
or·der (ôrʹdәr), n. 1 way one thing follows
another: in order of size, in alphabetical
order. 2 condition in which every part
or piece is in its right place: put a room
in order. 3 condition; state: my aﬀairs
are in good order. 4 way the world
works; way things happen: the order of
nature. 5 state or condition of things
in which the law is obeyed and there is
no trouble: keep order. 6 command: the
captain’s orders. 7 direction of a court or
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judge. 8 paper saying that money is to
be paid over: a money order. 9 statement
telling a store what you wish sent. 10
kind or sort: ability of a high order. 11
Biol. a group in the classifying of plants
and animals that is below a class, but
higher than a family. 12 brotherhood of
monks, friars, or knights: the Franciscan
order. 13 any one of the typical styles
of columns and architecture: the Doric,
Ionic, and Corinthian orders. 14 portion
or serving of food served in a restaurant,
etc. —v. 1 put in order; arrange: order
one’s aﬀairs. 2 command; bid: he ordered
that the prisoners be handcuﬀed. 3 give
orders, directions, etc.: please order for
me. 4 give (a store, etc.) an order for.
5 decide; will: the gods ordered it otherwise.
call to order, a ask to be quiet and start
work. b open a convention or proceeding.
in order, a in obedience to authority:
keep the rebels in order. b permissible,
according to the rules: a vote is in order.
c necessary; logical: a letter of protest is
in order.
in order that, so that; with the purpose
that.
in order to, as a means to; to.
in short order, quickly.
on the order of, somewhat like; similar
to: a uniform on the order of a spacesuit.
order about or around, send here and
there; tell to do this and that.
out of order, a not working. b not
arranged properly; disordered. c Fig.
sick.
take orders, become a member of
the clergy. [< OF < L ordo row, rank]
—orʹder·er, n. —orʹder·less, adj.
or·der·ly (ôrʹdәr li), adj., n., pl. –lies.
—adj. 1 in order; with regular arrangement, method, or system. 2 keeping
order; well-behaved or regulated. —n.
1 a noncommissioned oﬃcer or private
soldier who attends a superior oﬃcer to
carry orders, etc. 2 a hospital attendant
who keeps things clean and in order.
—orʹder·li·ness, n.
or·di·nal (ôrʹdә nәl), adj. showing order
or position in a series. First, second,
third, etc., are ordinal numbers; one, two,
three, etc., are cardinal numbers. —n. an
ordinal number. [< LL ordinalis < L ordo
order] —orʹdi·nal·ly, adv.
or·di·nance (ôrʹdә nәns), n. rule or law
made by authority; decree. [< OF, ult.
< L ordinare arrange, regulate]
or·di·nar·i·ly (ôrʹdә ner´ә li; emphatic
ôr´dә nãrʹә li), adv. 1 usually; regularly. 2
to the usual extent.
or·di·nar·y (ôrʹdә ner´i), adj., n., pl. –naries. —adj. 1 usual; regular; customary:
for all ordinary purposes. 2 somewhat
below the average: the speaker was ordinary and tiresome. —n. person who has
authority in his own right, esp. a bishop
or a judge. [< L ordinarius. See order.]
—orʹdi·nar´i·ness, n.

or·di·nate (ôrʹdә nit; –nāt), n. a vertical
line drawn on a graph to deﬁne a point
in a system of coordinates.
or·di·na·tion (ôr´dә nāʹshәn), n. 1 act or
ceremony of ordaining. 2 fact or condition of being ordained.
ord·nance (ôrdʹnәns), n. 1 cannon; artillery. 2 military weapons of all kinds.
[var. of ordinance]
ore (ôr; ōr), n. rock, sand, or dirt containing some metal. [OE ãr brass]
Oreg., Ore., Oregon.
o·reg·a·no (ә regʹә nō; –rig–; ôr´ә gäʹ–), n.
pungent herb whose leaves are used
to ﬂavor food. [< Sp. orégano < L
orīganum]
Or·e·gon (ôrʹә gon; –gәn; orʹ–), n. a W
state of the United States, on the Paciﬁc
coast. —Orʹe·go´ni·an adj., n.
org. 1 organization. 2 organic.
.org, organization, part of domain address
on the Internet.
or·gan (ôrʹgәn), n. 1 any part of an animal or plant that is composed of various
tissues organized to perform some particular function. An eye, lung, stomach,
root, stamen, or pistil is an organ. 2
means of action; instrument. A court is
an organ of government. 3 means of giving information or expressing opinions;
newspaper or magazine that speaks for
and gives the views of a political party
or some other organization. 4 Also, pipe
organ. a musical instrument made of
pipes of diﬀerent lengths, which are
sounded by air blown by a bellows and
played by keys. 5 any of various other
musical instruments: a a hand organ. b
a reed organ. c a harmonica. [< L < Gk.
organon instrument < ergon work]
or·gan·dy (ôrʹgәn di), n., pl. –dies. a ﬁne,
thin, stiﬀ muslin, used for dresses.[< F
organdi < ? alter. of Organzi, name of
a city in C Asia where this fabric was
produced]
or·gan·elle (ôr´gә nelʹ), n. specialized
part of a cell of single-celled animals
that is similar in function to an organ in
higher animals.
or·gan·ic (ôr ganʹik), adj. 1 of the bodily
organs; vital; aﬀecting the structure of
an organ: an organic disease. 2 produced
by animal or plant activities. Starch is
an organic compound. 3 having organs,
or an organized physical structure, as
plants and animals have; not of the
mineral kingdom. 4 made up of related
parts, but being a unit; coordinated:
the United States is an organic whole
made up of 50 states. 5 of or containing
carbon: organic compounds. 6 grown or
prepared without use of chemical fertilizers or compounds; natural.
or·gan·i·cal·ly (ôr ganʹik li), adv. 1 in an
organic manner. 2 in organization. 3 as
part of an organization.
organic chemistry, branch of chemistry
that deals with compounds of carbon.
or·gan·ism (ôrʹgәn iz әm), n. 1 a living
body having organs or an organized

structure; individual animal or plant. 2
a very tiny animal or plant. 3 a whole
made up of related parts that work
together.
or·gan·ist (ôrʹgәn ist), n. person who
plays an organ.
or·gan·i·za·tion (ôr´gәn ә zāʹshәn), n. 1
group of persons united for some purpose. Churches, clubs, and political parties are organizations. 2 thing made up
of related parts, each having a special
duty. 3 act or process of organizing;
grouping and arranging parts to form a
whole. 4 way in which a thing’s parts are
arranged to work together. —or´gan·izaʹtion·al, adj.
or·gan·ize (ôrʹgәn īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing. 1
put into working order; get together and
arrange. 2 combine in a company, party,
labor union, etc. 3 furnish with organs.
[< LL, < organum organ] —orʹganiz´a·ble, adj. —or´gan·iz·a·bilʹi·ty, n.
—orʹgan·iz´er, n.
or·gan·za (ôr ganʹzә), n. sheer fabric, esp.
of silk, that resembles organdy. [probably alter. of Organzi; see organdy]
or·gasm (ôrʹgaz әm), n. the series of
responses at the climax of copulation.
[< NL orgasmus < Gk. orgaein swell, be
excited] —or·gasʹtic, adj.
or·gy (ôrʹji), n., pl. –gies. a wild, drunken
revel.
orgies, secret rites or ceremonies in the
worship of certain Greek and Roman
gods, esp. the god of wine, celebrated
with drinking, wild dancing, and singing.
[< L < Gk. orgia secret rites] —orʹgi·ac,
orʹgic, adj. —or´gi·asʹtic, adj. —or´giasʹti·cal·ly, adv.
o·ri·el (ôʹri әl; ōʹ–), n. a bay window
projecting from the outer face of a wall.
[< OF oriol porch]
o·ri·ent (v. ôʹri ent, ōʹ–; n., adj. ōʹri әnt,
ōʹ–), v. 1 orient oneself, get in the right
relations to what one is confronting,
or to new facts, principles, etc. 2 ﬁnd
the direction or compass bearings of.
3 turn toward the east or in any indicated direction: the building is oriented
north and south. —n. 1 the Orient, the
East; countries in Asia. China and Japan
are important nations of the Orient. 2
Poetic. the east. —adj. 1 Poetic. eastern.
2 rising. [< L oriens rising; with ref. to
the rising sun]
O·ri·en·tal (ô´ri enʹtәl; ō´–), adj. 1 Eastern; of the Orient. 2 oriental, eastern.
—n. native of the East. Turks, Arabs,
Iranians, Indians, and Chinese are Orientals. —o´ri·enʹtal·ly, adv.
O·ri·en·tal·ism, o·ri·en·tal·ism (ô´ri enʹtәl iz әm; ō´–), n. 1 Oriental character or
characteristics. 2 knowledge of Oriental
languages, literature, etc. —O´ri·enʹtalist, o´ri·enʹtal·ist, n.
o·ri·en·tate (ôʹri en tāt; ōʹ–), v., –tat·ed,
–tat·ing. ⫽orient.
o·ri·en·ta·tion (ô´ri en tāʹshәn; ō´–), n. 1
an orienting or being oriented. 2 a ﬁnding out of the actual facts or conditions

osprey
and putting oneself in the right relation
to them.
or·i·ﬁce (ôrʹә ﬁs; orʹ–), n. mouth; opening; hole. [< F < L oriﬁcium < L os mouth
+ facere make]
orig., 1 origin. 2 original; originally.
or·i·ga·mi (or´ә gäʹmi), n. Japanese art
of folding paper to make decorative
objects, as birds, ﬂowers, etc. [< Jap.]
or·i·gin (ôrʹә jin; orʹ–), n. 1 thing from
which anything comes; source; beginning. 2 parentage; ancestry; birth. [< L
origo < oriri rise]
o·rig·i·nal (ә rijʹә nәl), adj. 1 belonging to
the beginning; ﬁrst; earliest: the original
settlers. 2 new; fresh; novel: plan an
original game for the party. 3 able to do,
make, or think something new; inventive. 4 not copied, imitated, or translated
from something else. —n. 1 thing from
which another is copied, imitated, or
translated. 2 language in which a book
was ﬁrst written. 3 an unusual person. 4
origin; source. —o·rigʹi·nal·ly, adv. —origʹi·nal·ness, n.
o·rig·i·nal·i·ty (ә rij´ә nalʹә ti), n. 1 ability
to do, make, or think up something new.
2 freshness; novelty. 3 a being original.
o·rig·i·nate (ә rijʹә nāt), v., –nat·ed, –nating. 1 cause to be; invent. 2 come into
being; begin; arise. —o·rig´i·naʹtion,
n. —o·rigʹi·na´tive, adj. —o·rigʹi·na´tor, n.
o·ri·ole (ôʹri ōl; ōʹ–), n. 1 any of several American birds having yellow- or
orange-and-black feathers. 2 any of several European birds having yellow-andblack feathers. [< NL oriolus, ult. < L
aurum gold]
or·mo·lu (ôrʹmә lü), n. alloy of copper
and zinc, used to imitate gold. [< F or
moulu ground gold]
or·na·ment (n. ôrʹnә mәnt; v. ôrʹnә ment),
n. 1 something pretty; something to add
beauty: jewelry and vases are ornaments.
2 use of ornaments. 3 person or act
that adds beauty, grace, or honor. —v.
add beauty to; make more pleasing or
attractive; decorate. [< OF < L, < ornare
adorn]
or·na·men·tal (ôr´nә menʹtәl), adj. 1
of or having to do with ornament. 2
for ornament; used as an ornament. 3
decorative. —n. something ornamental.
—or´na·mentʹtal·ly, adv.
or·na·men·ta·tion (ôr´nә men tāʹshәn),
n. 1 an ornamenting or being ornamented. 2 decorations; ornaments.
or·nate (ôr nātʹ), adj. much adorned;
much ornamented. [< L ornatus
adorned] —or·nateʹly, adv. —or·nateʹness, n.
or·ner·y (ôrʹnәri), adj. 1 mean in disposition; grumpy: an ornery child; an
ornery mule. [contraction of ordinary]
—orʹner·i·ness, n.
or·ni·thol·o·gy (ôr´nә tholʹә ji), n. study
of birds. [< NL, < Gk. ornis bird + –logos
treating of] —or´ni·tho·logʹi·cal, adj.
—or´ni·tholʹo·gist, n.

or·phan (ôrʹfәn), n. child whose parents
are dead; child whose father or mother
is dead. —adj. 1 of or for such children. 2
without a father or mother or both. —v.
make an orphan of. [< LL < Gk. orphanos bereaved] —orʹphan·hood, n.
or·phan·age (ôrʹfәn ij), n. 1 home for
orphans. 2 being an orphan.
or·tho·clase (ôrʹthә klās; –klāz), n. feldspar having two cleavages at right angles
to each other. [< Gk. orthos straight +
klasis cleavage] —or´tho·clasʹtic, adj.
or·tho·don·tia (ôr´thә donʹshә; –shi ә),
or or·tho·don·tics (ôr´thә donʹtiks),
n. branch of dentistry that deals with
straightening and adjusting teeth.
[< NL, < Gk. orthos straight + odon
tooth] —or´tho·donʹtic, adj. —or´thodonʹtist, n.
or·tho·dox (ôrʹthә doks), adj. 1 generally
accepted, esp. in religion. 2 having generally accepted views or opinions, esp.
in religion. 3 approved by convention;
usual; customary. [< LL < Gk., < orthos
correct + doxa opinion] —orʹthodox´ly, adv.
Orthodox Church, group of Christian
churches in E Europe and W Asia that do
not recognize the Pope as the supreme
head of the Church. Also, Greek Orthodox Church, Eastern Church.
or·tho·dox·y (ôrʹthә dok´si), n., pl. –doxies. orthodox practice, esp. in religion;
being orthodox.
or·thog·ra·phy (ôr thogʹrә ﬁ), n., pl.
–phies. 1 correct spelling; spelling
considered as right or wrong. 2 art of
spelling; study of spelling. [< L < Gk.,
orthos correct + graphein write] —orthogʹra·pher, n. —or´tho·graphʹic, or´tho·graphʹi·cal, adj. —or´tho·graphʹical·ly, adv.
or·tho·pe·dics (ôr´thә pēʹdiks), n. branch
of surgery that deals with the deformities and diseases of bones and joints,
esp. in children. [< Gk. orthos correct
+ paideia rearing of children < pais
child] —or´tho·peʹdic, adj. —or´thopeʹdist, n.
or·thop·ter·ous (ôr thopʹtәr әs), adj.
belonging to the order of insects including crickets, grasshoppers, cockroaches,
etc. [< Gk. orthos straight + pteron
wing]
–ory, suﬃx. 1 ——ing, as in contradictory.
2 of or pertaining to ——; of or pertaining to ——ion, as in advisory, auditory.
3 characterized by ——ion, as in adulatory. 4 serving to ——, as in expiatory. 5
tending to ——; inclined to ——, as in
conciliatory. 6 place for ——; establishment for ——ing, as in depository. [< L
–orius, –orium]
o·ryx (ôʹriks; ōʹ–), n., pl. o·ryx·es or (esp.
collectively) o·ryx. an African antelope
with long, nearly straight horns. [< L
< Gk., antelope, pickax; with ref. to
pointed horns]
OS, O.S., Old Saxon.
Os, osmium.
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O·sage (ōʹsāj, ō sājʹ), n. 1 member of
an American Indian tribe that originally lived in the area of the Arkansas
and Missouri Rivers. 2 their Siouan
language. [< Siouan (Osage) Wazhazhe
war people (name given to one Osage
group)]
Os·car or os·car (osʹkәr), n. 1 a small statuette awarded annually by the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences for
the best performances, production, photography, etc., during the year. 2 a prize:
you deserve an oscar doing that. [supposedly from the remark, “He reminds
me of my Uncle Oscar,” made by the
secretary of the Academy upon seeing
one of the statuettes]
os·cil·late (osʹә lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lat·ing. 1
swing or to cause to swing to and fro like
a pendulum; move to and fro between
two points. 2 vary between opinions,
purposes, etc. 3 cause an electric current
to alternate at a high frequency. [< L
oscillatus) —osʹcil·la´tor, n. —osʹcilla·to´ry, adj.
os·cil·la·tion (os´ә lāʹshәn), n. 1 fact or
process of oscillating. 2 a single swing
of a vibrating body. 3 a a single forward
and backward surge of a charge of electricity. b a rapid change in electromotive
force. c a single complete cycle of an
electric wave.
os·cine (osʹin; –īn), n. any of a large group
of perching birds that have well-developed vocal organs and usually sing. [< L
oscines, pl., < ob– to + canere sing]
–ose1, suﬃx. 1 full of; having much or
many, as in verbose. 2 inclined to; fond
of, as in jocose. 3 like, as in schistose.
[< L –osus]
–ose2, suﬃx. used to form chemical terms,
esp. names of sugars and other carbohydrates, as in fructose, lactose, and of
protein derivatives, as in proteose. [< F
–ose in glucose]
o·sier (ōʹzhәr), n. 1 kind of willow tree.
2 a tough, ﬂexible branch or twig of
this tree. Osiers are woven into baskets.
3 kind of American dogwood. —adj.
made of osiers. [< F] —oʹsiered, adj.
Os·lo (ozʹlō; osʹ–), n. capital of Norway,
in the SE part.
os·mi·um (ozʹmi әm), n. a hard, heavy,
grayish metallic element, Os, used for
electric-light ﬁlaments, etc.
os·mose (oz mōsʹ; os–), v., –mosed, –mosing. subject to or pass by osmosis.
os·mo·sis (oz mōʹsis; os–), n. 1 tendency
of two ﬂuids that are separated by
something porous to go through it and
become mixed. 2 diﬀusion or spreading
of ﬂuids through a membrane or partition till they are mixed. 3 Fig. absorbing something without eﬀort; eﬀortless
learning. [Latinized var. of osmose < Gk.
osmos a thrust] —os·motʹic, adj. —osmotʹi·cal·ly, adv.
os·prey (osʹpri), n., pl. –preys. a large
hawk that feeds on ﬁsh. [ult. < L ossifraga < os bone + frangere break]
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os·si·fy (osʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing.
1 change into bone; become bone. 2
harden like bone; make or become ﬁxed,
hard-hearted, or very conservative.
[< L os bone + facere make] —os´si·ﬁcaʹtion, n.
os·ten·si·ble (os tenʹsә bәl), adj. apparent;
pretended; professed: her ostensible purpose was borrowing sugar, but she really
wanted to see the new furniture. [< F < L
ostendere show < ob– toward + tendere
stretch] —os·tenʹsi·bly, adv.
os·ten·ta·tion (os´ten tāʹshәn), n. a showing oﬀ; display intended to impress others. [< L ostentatio, ult. < ob– toward +
tendere stretch]
os·ten·ta·tious (os´ten tāʹshәs), adj. 1
done for display; intended to attract
notice. 2 showing oﬀ; liking to attract
notice. —os´ ten· taʹ tious· ly, adv.
—os´ten·taʹtious·ness, n.
os·te·o·ar·thri·tis (os´tē ō är thrīʹtis), n.
stiﬀness and pain in the joints caused
by degeneration of the cartilage, esp. in
older people. —os´te·o·ar·thritʹic, adj.
os·te·o·blast (osʹtē ә blast), n. bone cell.
os·te·o·gen·e·sis (os´tē ә jenʹә sis), n. formation or growth of bone. —os´te·o·genetʹic, os´te·o·genʹic, adj.
os·te·ol·o·gy (os´ti olʹә ji), n. branch of
anatomy that deals with bones. [< Gk.
osteon bone + –logy] —os´te·o·logʹical, adj. —os´te·olʹo·gist, n.
os·te·op·a·thy (os´ti opʹә thi), n. treatment of diseases by manipulating the
bones and muscles. [< Gk. osteon bone
+ –pathy] —osʹte·o·path, os´te·opʹathist, n. —os´te·o·pathʹic, adj. —os´teo·pathʹi·cal·ly, adv.
os·te·o·po·ro·sis (os´tē ō pә rōʹsis), n.
disease in which the bones become
weakened, break easily, and heal
slowly.
os·tra·cism (osʹtrә siz әm), n. 1 banishment from one’s native country. 2 a
being shut out from society, from favor,
from privileges, or from association with
one’s fellows.
os·tra·cize (osʹtrә sīz), v., –cized, –cizing. 1 banish. 2 shut out from society,
from favor, from privileges, etc. [< Gk., <
ostrakon tile, potsherd; orig. used in balloting] —osʹtra·ciz´a·ble, adj. —osʹtraciz´er, n.
os·trich (ôsʹtrich; osʹ–), n. 1 a large
African and Arabian bird that can run
swiftly but cannot ﬂy. 2 Fig. person who
hides from or refuses to face reality. [<
OF < LL avis struthio < L avis bird, LL
struthio < Gk. strouthion < strouthos
ostrich]
O.T., OT, or OT., Old Testament.
oth·er (uthʹәr), adj. 1 being the remaining
one of two or more: John is here, but the
other boys are at school. 2 additional or
further: he and one other person. 3 not
the same as one or more already mentioned: come some other day. —pron.
another person or thing: each praises the
other, there are others to be considered.

—adv. otherwise; diﬀerently: I can’t do
other than to go.
every other, every second; alternate: we
buy milk every other day.
of all others, more than all others: of all
others, I like this book.
the other day (night, etc.), recently. [OE
ōther] —othʹer·ness, n.
oth·er·wise (uthʹәr wīz´), adv. 1 in a different way; diﬀerently: I could not do
otherwise. 2 in other ways: he is noisy,
but otherwise a very nice boy. 3 in a
diﬀerent condition: he reminded me of
what I should otherwise have forgotten.
—adj. diﬀerent: it might have been otherwise. —conj. or else; if not: come at once;
otherwise you will be too late.
other world, world to come; life after
death.
oth·er·world·ly (uthʹәr wėrldʹli), adj. of
or devoted to another world, such as
the world of mind or imagination, or
the world to come. —othʹer·worldʹliness, n.
o·tol·o·gy (ō tolʹә ji), n. science of the ear
and its diseases. [< Gk. ous (ot–) ear +
–logy] —o´to·logʹi·cal, adj. —o·tolʹogist, n.
Ot·ta·wa (otʹә wә; –wä), n. capital of Canada, in SE Ontario.
ot·ter (otʹәr), n., pl. –ters or (esp. collectively) –ter. 1 any of several mammals
related to the minks and weasels, that
are good swimmers and have webbed
toes with claws. 2 fur of any otter. [OE
oter]
Ot·to·man (otʹә mәn), n., pl. –mans.
Turk.
ouch (ouch), interj. exclamation expressing sudden pain.
ought1 (ôt), auxiliary verb. 1 have a duty;
be obliged: you ought to obey your parents. 2 be right or suitable: it ought to be
allowed. 3 be wise: I ought to go before
it rains. 4 be expected: at your age you
ought to know better. 5 be very likely:
the fastest one ought to win the race. [OE
āhte (inf., āgan owe)]
ought2 (ôt), n., adv. aught; anything.
ought3 (ôt), n. nought; zero; 0. [var. of
nought, a nought taken as an ought]
ounce1 (ouns), n. 1 unit of weight, ¹⁄₁₆ of
a pound in avoirdupois, and ¹⁄₁₂ of a
pound in troy weight. 2 measure for
liquids; ﬂuid ounce. 16 ounces = 1 pint.
3 a very small amount. [< OF < L uncia
twelfth part. Doublet of inch.]
ounce2 (ouns), n. a grayish wild cat of C
Asia with black spots, somewhat like a
leopard. [< OF once for lonce < L lynx
lynx]
our (our; är), pron. of us; belonging to
us. [OE ūre]
ours (ourz; ärz), pron. 1 of us; belonging to us: this garden is ours. 2 the one
or ones belonging to us: ours is a large
house.
our·self (our selfʹ; är–), pron. myself.
our·selves (our selvzʹ; är–), pron. pl. 1 the
emphatic form of we or us: we did it

ourselves. 2 the reﬂexive form of us: we
hurt ourselves.
–ous, suﬃx. 1 having; having much; full
of, as in joyous. 2 characterized by, as
in zealous. 3 having the nature of, as
in murderous. 4 of or pertaining to, as
in monogamous. 5 like, as in thunderous. 6 committing or practicing, as in
bigamous. 7 inclined to, as in amorous.
8 implying a larger proportion of the
element indicated by the word than
–ic implies. Stannous means containing
tin in larger proportions than a corresponding stannic compound. [< OF
< L –osus]
oust (oust), v. force out; drive out.
[< AF ouster, (cf. F ôter) < L obstare
block, hinder. See obstacle.]
oust·er (ousʹtәr), n. 1 an ousting, esp. an
illegal forcing of a person out of his or
her property. 2 one that ousts.
out (out), adv. 1 away; forth: rush out, to
go out at noon. 2 not in or at a place,
position, state, etc.: out of fashion, stand
out. 3 to or at an end: ﬁght it out. 4 from
the usual condition, place, position, etc.:
put the light out. 5 into or in existence:
a rash broke out. 6 aloud; loudly: speak
out. 7 from a store, source, etc.: pick
out a new coat, give out the books. 8
from a state of satisfaction: feel put out.
9 at a money loss: be out ten dollars.
—adj. 1 not in possession or control:
the Democrats are in, the Republicans
out. 2 not in use, action, etc.: the ﬁre is
out. —n. 1 a being out or putting out.
2 a way out; excuse: an easy out. —v. 1
go or come out. 2 reveal, esp. something
very personal.
on the outs, quarreling; disagreeing.
out and away, by far.
out and out, thoroughly.
out for, looking for; trying to get.
out of, a without: out of milk. b because
of: done out of greed.
out of it, not taking part; withdrawn.
out to, eagerly trying to. [OE ūt]
out–, preﬁx. 1 outward; forth; away, as
in outburst, outgoing. 2 outside; at a
distance, as in outbuilding, outﬁeld, outlying. 3 more than; longer than, as in
outbid, outlive, outnumber. 4 better than,
as in outdo, outrun, outsail.
out·age (ouʹtij), n. interruption of the
provision of electricity, telephone service, etc.
out-and-out (outʹәn outʹ), adj. thorough.
out·bid (out bidʹ), v., –bid, –bid or –bidden, –bid·ding. bid higher than (someone else).
out·board (outʹbôrd´; –bōrd´), adj., adv.
1 outside the hull of a ship or boat. 2
away from the middle of a ship or boat.
outboard motor, a portable gasoline
motor attached to the back of a boat
or canoe.
out·bound (outʹbound´), adj. outward
bound.
out·break (outʹbrāk´), n. 1 a breaking out.
2 riot; public disturbance.
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out·build·ing (outʹbil´ding), n. shed or
building built near a main building.
out·burst (outʹbėrst´), n. a bursting
forth.
out·cast (outʹkast´; –käst´), adj. 1 cast
out from home and friends; homeless;
friendless. 2 rejected; discarded. —n. an
outcast person or animal.
out·class (out klasʹ; –kläsʹ), v. be of higher
class than; be much better than.
out·come (outʹkum´), n. result; consequence.
out·crop (n. outʹkrop´; v. out kropʹ), n., v.,
–cropped, –crop·ping. —n. 1 a coming
to the surface of the earth: the outcrop
of a vein of coal. 2 part that comes to
the surface. —v. come to the surface;
appear.
out·cry (outʹkrī´), n., pl. –cries. 1 a crying out; sudden cry or scream. 2 a great
noise or clamor. 3 auction.
out·date (out dātʹ), v., –dat·ed, –dat·ing.
make old-fashioned. —out·datʹed, adj.
out·dis·tance (out disʹtәns), v., –tanced,
–tanc·ing. leave behind; outstrip.
out·do (out düʹ), v., –did, –done, –doing. do more or better than; surpass.
—out·doʹer, n.
out·door (outʹdôr´; –dōr´), adj. done,
used, or living outdoors.
out·doors (out´dôrzʹ; –dōrzʹ), —adv. out
in the open air; not indoors or in the
house. —n. the open air.
out·er (outʹәr), adj. farther out; outside.
—outʹer·most, adj., adv.
outer ear, external ear on the side of
the head, including the passage to the
middle ear or tympanum.
outer space, 1 space beyond the pull of
the earth’s gravity. 2 space beyond the
solar system; interstellar space.
out·ﬁeld (outʹfēld´), n. a the part of the
ﬁeld beyond the diamond or inﬁeld. b
the three players in the outﬁeld.
out·ﬁeld·er (outʹfēl´dәr), n. a player positioned in the outﬁeld.
out·ﬁt (outʹﬁt), n., v., –ﬁt·ted, –ﬁt·ting.
—n. 1 all the articles necessary for any
undertaking or purpose: outﬁt for a
camping trip, bride’s outﬁt. 2 group
working together. —v. furnish with
everything necessary for any purpose;
equip. —outʹﬁt´ter, n.
out·ﬂank (out ﬂangkʹ), v. 1 go or extend
beyond the ﬂank of (an opposing army,
etc.); turn the ﬂank of. 2 circumvent.
out·ﬂow (outʹﬂō´), n. 1 a ﬂowing out:
an outﬂow of sympathy. 2 that which
ﬂows out.
out·fox (out foksʹ), v. outsmart.
out·gen·er·al (out jenʹәr әl; –jenʹrәl), v.,
–aled, –al·ing. get the better of by superior strategy.
out·go (outʹgō´), n., pl. –goes. what goes
out or is paid out; amount that is spent.
out·go·ing (outʹgō´ing), adj. 1 departing;
outward bound: outgoing ﬂights. 2 leaving
a position or oﬃce. 3 friendly; sociable.
out·grow (out grōʹ), v., –grew, –grown,
–grow·ing. 1 grow too large for. 2 grow

beyond or away from; get rid of by
growing older. 3 grow faster or taller
than.
out·growth (outʹgrōth´), n. 1 a natural
development, product, or result. 2 oﬀshoot; something that has grown out. 3
a growing out or forth.
out·guess (out gesʹ), v. get the better of.
out·house (outʹhous´), n. 1 a separate
building used in connection with a main
building. 2 outdoor toilet.
out·ing (outʹing), n. 1 a short pleasure
trip; walk or airing; holiday spent outdoors away from home. 2 a revealing of
something very personal.
out·land·ish (out lanʹdish), adj. 1 not
familiar; queer. 2 looking or sounding
as if it belonged to a foreign country.
—out·landʹish·ly, adv. —out·landʹishness, n.
out·last (out lastʹ; –lästʹ), v. last longer
than.
out·law (outʹlô´), n. 1 person outside the
protection of the law; exile; outcast. 2 a
lawless person; habitual criminal. —v. 1
make or declare (a person) an outlaw.
2 make or declare illegal: outlaw war. 3
deprive of legal force: an outlawed debt
cannot be collected. [< Scand. utlagi]
—outʹlaw´ry, n.
out·lay (n. outʹlā´; v. out lāʹ), n., v., –laid,
–lay·ing. —n. 1 a spending. 2 amount
spent. —v. expend: outlay money in
improvements.
out·let (outʹlet), n. 1 means or place of
letting out or getting out: outlet of a
lake, outlet for one’s energies. 2 market
for a product: electronics outlet. 3 box
in a wall where an electric plug can be
inserted to connect a toaster, lamp, etc.,
to an electrical system.
out·line (outʹlīn´), n., v., –lined, –lining. —n. 1 line that shows the shape of
an object; line that bounds a ﬁgure. 2 a
drawing or style of drawing that gives
only outer lines. 3 a general plan; rough
draft. —v. 1 draw the outer line of. 2 give
a plan of; sketch.
in outline, a with only the outline
shown. b with only the main features: a
story in outline. —outʹlin´er, n.
out·live (out livʹ), v., –lived, –liv·ing. live
or last longer than.
out·look (outʹlu̇k´), n. 1 what one sees on
looking out; view: a pleasant outlook. 2
what seems likely to happen; prospect:
the outlook for our picnic is not very
good. 3 way of thinking about things;
attitude of mind; point of view: a gloomy
outlook on life. 4 lookout; tower to watch
from.
out·ly·ing (outʹlī´ing), adj. lying outside the boundary; out-of-the-way;
remote.
out·ma·neu·ver (out´mә nüʹvәr), v.,
–vered, –ver·ing. outdo in maneuvering; get the better of by maneuvering.
out·mod·ed (out mōdʹid), adj. out-ofdate.
out·most (outʹmōst), adj. farthest out.

out·num·ber (out numʹbәr), v. be more
than; exceed in number: outnumbered
three to one.
out-of-bounds (outʹ әv
boundzʹ),
adj., adv. 1 outside the usual or accepted
limits: out-of-bounds behavior. 2 outside a boundary: the ball rolled outof-bounds (adv.), an out-of-bounds
pass. (adj.).
out-of-date (outʹәv dātʹ), adj. old-fashioned; not in present use.
out-of-doors (outʹәv dôrzʹ; –dōrzʹ), adj.
Also, out-of-door. outdoor. —n., adv.
outdoors.
out-of-the-way (outʹәv thә wāʹ), adj.
remote; unfrequented; secluded.
out·pa·tient (outʹpā´shәnt), n. patient
receiving treatment at a hospital but not
staying there.
out·play (out plāʹ), v surpass or defeat
in playing.
out·post (outʹpōst´), n. 1 guard, or small
number of soldiers, placed at some distance from an army or camp to prevent surprise. 2 place where they are
stationed. 3 anything thought of as an
outpost or advance guard.
out·pour (n. outʹpôr´, –pōr´; v. out pôrʹ,
–pōrʹ), n. 1 a pouring out. 2 that which
is poured out. —v. pour out.
out·pour·ing (outʹpôr´ing; –pōr´–), n. 1
a pouring out. 2 that which is poured
out; outﬂow. 3 unrestrained expression
of emotions, thoughts, etc.
out·put (outʹpu̇t´), n. 1 amount produced;
product or yield: the daily output of
automobiles. 2 a putting forth: a sudden
output of eﬀort.
out·rage (outʹrāj), n., v., –raged, –raging. —n. act showing no regard for
the rights or feelings of others; act of
violence; oﬀense; insult. —v. 1 oﬀend
greatly; do violence to; insult. 2 break
(the law, a rule of morality, etc.) openly;
treat as nothing at all. [< OF, ult < L ultra
beyond]
out·ra·geous (out rāʹjәs), adj. 1 that is or
involves an outrage. 2 atrocious. 3 very
oﬀensive or insulting. —out·raʹgeous·ly,
adv. —out·raʹgeous·ness, n.
out·rank (out rangkʹ), v. rank higher
than.
out·reach (v. out rēchʹ; n. outʹrēch´), v. 1
reach beyond. 2 reach out; extend. —n. 1
a reaching out. 2 length of reach.
out·ride (out rīdʹ), v., –rode, –rid·den,
–rid·ing. 1 ride faster or better than, as
in a competition. 2 of ships, last through
(a storm).
out·rig·ger (outʹrig´әr), n. 1 framework
ending in a ﬂoat, extending outward
from the side of a canoe or boat to
prevent upsetting. 2 boat equipped with
such a framework or brackets.
out·right (outʹrīt´), adv. 1 altogether;
entirely; not gradually: sell a thing
outright. 2 openly; without restraint: I
laughed outright. 3 at once. 4 straight
out; straight ahead. —adj. 1 complete;
thorough: an outright loss. 2 downright;
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straightforward; direct: an outright
refusal. —outʹright´ness, n.
out·run (out runʹ), v., –ran, –run, –running. 1 run faster than. 2 leave behind;
run beyond; pass the limits of.
out·sell (out selʹ), v., –sold, –sell·ing. 1
sell more than. 2 sell for more than.
out·set (outʹset´), n. a beginning.
out·shine (out shīnʹ), v., –shone, –shining. 1 shine more brightly than. 2 be
more brilliant or excellent than; surpass.
out·side (n., adj., adv. outʹsīdʹ; prep. also
out´sīdʹ), n. 1 side or surface that is out;
outer part. 2 space or position without.
—adj. 1 on the outside; of or near the
outside: the outside leaves, outside noises.
2 not belonging to a certain group, set,
district, etc. 3 reaching the utmost limit:
an outside estimate. —adv. on or to the
outside; outdoors. —prep. 1 U.S. with
the exception (of): outside of John, none
of us liked the play. 2 out of; beyond the
limits of.
at the outside, at the utmost limit; at
worst.
outside in, so that what should be outside is inside.
out·sid·er (out´sīdʹәr), n. person not
belonging to a particular group, set,
company, party, district, etc.
out·size (outʹsīz´), adj. larger than the
usual size. —n. article of clothing, etc.,
larger than the usual size.
out·skirts (outʹskėrts´), n.pl. the outer
parts or edges of a town, district, etc.;
outlying parts.
out·smart (out smärtʹ), v. U.S. outdo in
cleverness.
out·spo·ken (outʹspōʹkәn), adj. frank;
not reserved: outspoken criticism.
—outʹspoʹken·ly, adv. —outʹspoʹkenness, n.
out·spread (adj. outʹspred´; v. out spredʹ),
adj., v., –spread, –spread·ing. spread
out.
out·stand·ing (out stanʹding), adj. 1
standing out from others; well-known;
important. 2 unpaid. 3 projecting. —outstandʹing·ly, adv. —out·standʹing·ness, n.
out·stretched (outʹstrechtʹ), adj. extended.
out·strip (out stripʹ), v., –stripped, –stripping. 1 go faster than; leave behind in a
race. 2 do better than; excel.
out·ward (outʹwәrd), adj. 1 going toward
the outside; turned toward the outside:
an outward motion. 2 outer; plain to see:
to all outward appearances. —adv. Also,
outʹwards. 1 toward the outside; away. 2
on the outside. —outʹward·ness, n.
out·ward·ly (outʹwәrd li), adv. 1 on the
outside or outer surface. 2 in appearance
or outward manifestation.
out·wear (out wãrʹ), v., –wore, –worn,
–wear·ing. 1 wear longer than. 2 wear
out.
out·weigh (out wāʹ), v. 1 weigh more
than. 2 exceed in value, importance,
inﬂuence, etc.: the advantages outweigh
the disadvantages.

out·wit (out witʹ), v., –wit·ted, –wit·ting.
get the better of by being more intelligent; be too clever for. —out·witʹter, n.
out·work (out wėrkʹ), v. surpass in working; work harder or faster than.
ou·zel (üʹzәl), n. 1 any of various European thrushes, esp. the blackbird. 2 the
water ouzel. [OE ōsle]
o·va (oʹvә), n. pl. of ovum.
o·val (ōʹvәl), adj. 1 egg-shaped. 2 shaped
like an ellipse. —n. something having
an oval shape. [< NL, < L ovum egg]
—oʹval·ly, adv. —oʹval·ness, n.
o·va·ry (ōʹvә ri), n., pl. –ries. 1 organ of
a female in which eggs are produced.
2 part of a plant enclosing the young
seeds. [< NL, < L ovum egg] —o·varʹian, adj.
o·va·tion (ō vāʹshәn), n. an enthusiastic
public welcome; burst of loud clapping
or cheering. [< L, < ovare rejoice]
ov·en (uvʹәn), n. 1 space in a stove or near
a ﬁreplace, for baking food. 2 a small
furnace for heating or drying pottery;
kiln. [OE ofen]
o·ver (oʹvәr), prep. 1 above: the roof over
one’s head, we have a captain over us. 2
on; upon: a blanket lying over a bed. 3
across: leap over a wall, lands over the
sea. 4 out and down from: he fell over
the edge of the cliﬀ. 5 more than; beyond:
it costs over ten dollars. 6 during: over
many years. 7 concerning; about: quarrel
over a matter. —adv. 1 above: curtains
hung over the window. 2 so as to cover
the surface: paint over a wall. 3 to the
other side; across any space: go over to
the store, travel all over. 4 from one to
another: hand the money over. 5 down:
she went too near the edge and fell over.
6 so as to bring the lower side up: turn
over a page. 7 again; in repetition: ten
times over. 8 from beginning to end:
read a thing over. —adj. at an end: the
play is over.
over again, once more.
over against, a opposite to; in front of. b
so as to bring out a diﬀerence.
over and above, besides; in addition to.
over and over, again and again.
over with, ﬁnished. [OE ofer]
over–, preﬁx. 1 too; too much; too long,
etc., as in overcrowded, overfull, overburden, overpay, oversleep. 2 extra, as in
oversize, overtime. 3 over, as in overﬂow,
overlord, overseas, overthrow.
Over– is a preﬁx that combines freely
with nouns, verbs, adjectives and
adverbs. Some examples are listed
below.
o´ver·a·bunʹdance
oʹver·anx´ious
o´ver·buildʹ
o´ver·burʹden
oʹver·cauʹtious
oʹver·conʹﬁ·dence
o´ver·cookʹ
o´verʹde·velʹop
o´ver·eatʹ
o´ver·emʹpha·size

oʹver·fa·milʹiar
o´ver·heatʹ
o´ver·in·dulgeʹ
o´ver·in·vestʹ
oʹver·manʹy
oʹver·niceʹ
o´ver·payʹ
o´ver·rateʹ
oʹver·richʹ
oʹver·senʹsi·tive
oʹver·sim·plicʹi·ty
o´ver·spendʹ
o´ver·stimʹu·late
o´ver·stressʹ
o´ver·sureʹ
oʹver·techʹni·cal
o´ver·tireʹ
o´ver·useʹ
o´ver·valʹue
o·ver·act (ō´vәr aktʹ), v. act to excess;
overdo in acting; act (a part) in an exaggerated manner.
o·ver·ac·tive (ō´vәr akʹtiv), adj. too active;
active to excess. —o´ver·acʹtive·ly, adv.
—o´ver·ac·tivʹi·ty, n.
o·ver·a·chieve (ō´vәr ә chēvʹ), v. –chieved,
–chiev·ing. do or accomplish more than
is expected.
o·ver·a·chiev·er (ō´vәr ә chēvʹәr), n. person, esp. a student, who does better or
accomplishes more than is expected.
o·ver·age1 (ō´vәr ājʹ), adj. past the age of
eligibility, greatest usefulness, etc.
o·ver·age2 (ōʹvәr ij), n. amount or quantity over what is needed; surplus.
o·ver·all (ōʹvәr ôl´), adj. 1 from one end
to the other. 2 including everything.
—n. overalls, loose trousers worn over
clothes to keep them clean, usually having a part that covers the chest fastened
with shoulder straps.
o·ver·arm (ōʹvәr ärm´), adj., adv. ⫽overhand (def. 1).
o·ver·awe (ō´vәr ôʹ), v., –awed, –aw·ing.
overcome or restrain with awe.
o·ver·bal·ance (ō´vәr balʹәns), v., –anced,
–anc·ing. 1 be greater than in weight,
importance, value, etc. 2 cause to lose
balance.
o·ver·bear (ō´vәr bãrʹ), v., –bore, –borne,
–bear·ing. 1 overcome by weight or
force; oppress; master. 2 bear down by
weight or force; overthrow; upset.
o·ver·bear·ing (ō´vәr bãrʹing), adj.
inclined to dictate; forcing others to
one’s own will; domineering. —o´verbearʹing·ly, adv. —o´ver·bearʹing·ness, n.
o·ver·bid (v. ō´vәr bidʹ; n. ōʹvәr bid´),
v., –bid, –bid or –bid·den, –bid·ding,
n. —v. 1 bid more than the value of (a
thing). 2 bid higher than (a person).
—n. a bid that is higher.
o·ver·blown (ō´vәr blōnʹ), adj. 1 blown
over; overturned by wind. 2 exaggerated;
overdone. 3 too ripe: overblown apples.
o·ver·board (ōʹvәr bôrd´; –bōrd´), adv.
from a ship into the water.
throw overboard, a throw into the
water. b get rid of; give up; abandon;
discard.
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o·ver·cast (ōʹvәr kast´; –käst´), adj. v.,
–cast, –cast·ing. —adj. 1 cloudy; dark;
gloomy: the sky was overcast before the
storm. 2 sewed with overcast stitches.
—v. 1 cover or be covered with clouds
or darkness. 2 sew over and through
(the edges of a seam) with long stitches
to prevent raveling.
o·ver·charge (v. ō´ vәr chärjʹ; n.
ōʹvәr chärj´), v., –charged, –charg·ing,
n. —v. 1 charge too high a price. 2 load
too heavily. —n. 1 charge that is too
great. 2 too heavy or too full a load.
o·ver·coat (ōʹvәr kōt´), n. a heavy coat
worn over the regular clothing.
o·ver·come (ō´vәr kumʹ), v., –came,
–come, –com·ing. 1 get the better of;
win the victory over; conquer: overcome an enemy, one’s faults. 2 make
weak or helpless: overcome by weariness.
—o´ver·comʹer, n.
o·ver·do (ō´vәr düʹ), v., –did, –done, –doing. 1 do too much: she overdid and
became tired. 2 exaggerate. 3 cook too
much. 4 exhaust; tire.
o·ver·dose (n. ōʹvәr dōs´; v. ō´vәr dōsʹ),
n., v., –dosed, –dos·ing. —n. too big a
dose. —v. give too large a dose to.
o·ver·draft (ōʹvәr draft´; –dräft´), n. 1 an
overdrawing of an account, as at a bank.
2 amount of the excess.
o·ver·draw (ō´vәr drôʹ), v., –drew,
–drawn, –draw·ing. draw from (a bank
account, allowance, etc.) more than one
has available.
o·ver·dress (ō´vәr dressʹ), v. 1 put on too
much clothing, esp. outer clothing. 2
dress too elaborately or formally.
o·ver·due (ōʹvәr düʹ; –dūʹ), adj. more than
due; due some time ago but not yet
arrived, paid, etc.: the train is overdue.
o·ver·es·ti·mate (v. ō´vәr esʹtә māt; n.
ō´vәr esʹtә mit), v., –mat·ed, –mat·ing,
n. —v. estimate at too high a value,
amount, etc. —n. estimate that is too
high. —o´ver·es·ti·maʹtion, n.
o·ver·ex·tend (ōʹvәr ik stend´), v. 1 spread
something too far. 2 Fig. undertake too
many projects, responsibilities, etc. 3
take on too many ﬁnancial burdens.
o·ver·ﬂow (v. ō´vәr ﬂōʹ; n. ōʹvәr ﬂō´), v.,
–ﬂowed, –ﬂown, –ﬂow·ing, n. —v. 1
ﬂow over the bounds; cover; ﬂood: rivers often overﬂow in the spring. 2 ﬂow
over the top: my cup is overﬂowing. 3
extend out beyond; be too many for: the
crowd overﬂowed into the hall. 4 be very
abundant: overﬂowing kindness. —n. an
overﬂowing; excess. —o´ver·ﬂowʹing,
adj. —o´ver·ﬂowʹing·ly, adv.
o·ver·grow (ō´vәr grōʹ), v., –grew,
–grown, –grow·ing. 1 grow over. 2
grow too fast; become too big. —oʹvergrownʹ, adj.
o·ver·growth (ō´vәr groth´), n. growth
overspreading or covering something.
o·ver·hand (ōʹvәr hand´), adj., adv. 1
with the hand raised above the shoulder: pitch overhand. 2 in sewing, over
and over; with stitches passing succes-

sively over an edge. —v. sew overhand.
—oʹver·handʹed, adj.
o·ver·hang (v. ō´vәr hangʹ; n. ōʹvәr hang´),
v., –hung, –hang·ing, n. —v. 1 hang
over; project over. 2 hang over so as
to darken, sadden, or threaten. —n. 1
something that projects: the overhang of
a roof. 2 amount of projecting.
o·ver·haul (ō´vәr hôlʹ), v. 1 examine thoroughly so as to make any repairs or
changes that are needed. 2 gain upon;
overtake. —o´ver·haulʹing, n.
o·ver·head (adv. ō´vәr hedʹ; adj., n.
ōʹvәr hed´), adv. in the sky; on the ﬂoor
above; on high; above: the stars overhead. —adj. 1 being, working, or passing
overhead: overhead wires. 2 applying
to one and all; general. —n. general
expenses or charges, such as rent, lighting, heating, taxes, repairs.
o·ver·hear (ō´vәr hirʹ), v., –heard, –hearing. hear when one is not meant to
hear: overhear what they said. —o´verhearʹer, n.
o·ver·joy (ō´vәr joiʹ), v. make extremely
joyful. —oʹver·joyedʹ, adj.
o·ver·kill (n. ōʹvәr kil´; v. ō´vәr kilʹ), n. 1
use of much greater force or destructive
power than is necessary. 2 Fig. use of any
remedy much more severe or greater in
its force than is reasonable or warranted.
—v. kill or destroy with excessive force.
o·ver·lad·en (ōʹvәr lādʹәn), adj. overloaded.
o·ver·land (ōʹvәr land´; –lәnd), adv., adj.
on or through land; by land.
o·ver·lap (v. ō´vәr lapʹ; n. ōʹvәr lap´), v.,
–lapped, –lap·ping, n. —v. lap over;
cover and extend beyond: shingles are
laid to overlap each other. —n. 1 a lapping over. 2 amount by which one thing
laps over another. 3 part that overlaps.
o·ver·lay (v. ō´vәr lāʹ; n. ōʹvәr lā´), v.,
–laid, –lay·ing, n. —v. 1 lay or place
(one thing) over or upon another. 2
cover, overspread, or surmount with
something, esp. to ﬁnish with a layer or
applied decoration of something: wood
overlaid with gold. —n. 1 something laid
over something else; layer or decoration;
covering. 2 transparent sheet laid over an
illustration with additional details on it.
o·ver·lie (ō´vәr līʹ), v., –lay, –lain, –ly·
ing. lie over or upon.
o·ver·load (v. ō´vәr lōdʹ; n. ōʹvәr lōd´), v.
load too heavily. —n. too great a load.
o·ver·look (ō´vәr lu̇kʹ), v. 1 have a view
of from above; be higher than: this high
window overlooks half the city. 2 fail to
see: here are the letters you overlooked. 3
pay no attention to; excuse: overlook bad
behavior this time. 4 manage; look after
and direct. —n. a high place from which
a scenic view, battleﬁeld, or historic site
can be seen. —o´ver·lookʹer, n.
o·ver·lord (ōʹvәr lôrd´), n. person who
is lord over another lord or other lords.
—oʹver·lord´ship, n.
o·ver·ly (ōʹvәr li), adv. overmuch; excessively; too.

o·ver·much (ōʹvәr muchʹ), adj., adv., n.
too much.
o·ver·night (adv. ō´vәr nītʹ; adj., n.
ōʹvәr nīt´), adv. 1 during the night: stay
overnight. 2 on the night before. —adj. 1
done, occurring, etc., during the night:
an overnight stop. 2 for the night: an
overnight bag. 3 of or pertaining to the
night before. —n. the previous evening.
o·ver·pass (v. ō´vәr pasʹ, –päsʹ; n.
ōʹvәr pas´, –päs´), v., –passed or –past,
–pass·ing, n. —v. pass over (a region,
bounds, etc.). —n. bridge over a road,
railroad, canal, etc.
o·ver·play (ō´vәr plāʹ), v. 1 play (a part,
etc.) in an exaggerated manner. 2 play
better than; surpass; defeat.
o·ver·pow·er (ō´vәr pouʹer), v. 1 overcome; master; overwhelm: overpower
one’s enemies. 2 be so much greater
that nothing else is felt: sudden anger
overpowered every other feeling. —o´verpowʹer·ing, adj. —o´ver·powʹer·ing·ly,
adv.
o·ver·pro·duc·tion (ō´vәr prә dukʹshәn),
n. production of more than is needed or
can be sold.
o·ver·reach (ō´vәr rēchʹ), v. 1 reach over
or beyond. 2 reach too far. 3 cheat.
overreach oneself, a fail or miss by
trying for too much. b fail by being too
crafty or tricky. —o´ver·reachʹer, n.
o·ver·ride (ō´vәr rīdʹ), v., –rode, –ridden, –rid·ing. 1 prevail over: a new rule
overriding all previous ones. 2 act in
spite of: override objections. 3 ride over;
trample on.
o·ver·rule (ō´vәr rülʹ), v., –ruled, –ruling. 1 rule or decide against (a plea,
argument, objection, etc.); set aside. 2
prevail over; be stronger than. —o´verrulʹing, adj. —o´ver·rulʹing·ly, adv.
o·ver·run (v. ō´vәr runʹ; n. ōʹvәr run´), v.,
–ran, –run, –run·ning, n. —v. 1 spread
over: weeds overran the garden. 2 run or
go beyond; exceed: the speaker overran
the time set for him. —n. 1 an overrunning. 2 amount overrunning or carried
over. —o´ver·runʹner, n.
o·ver·seas (adv. ō´vәr sēzʹ; adj. ōʹvәr sēzʹ),
adv. across the sea; beyond the sea.
—adj. 1 done, used, or serving overseas.
2 of countries across the sea; foreign.
o·ver·see (ō´vәr sēʹ), v., –saw, –seen, –seeing. look after and direct (work or workers); superintend; manage.
o·ver·se·er (ōʹvәr sē´әr), n. one who oversees, superintends, or looks after the
work of others. —oʹver·se´er·ship, n.
o·ver·shad·ow (ō´vәr shadʹō), v. 1 be
more important than. 2 cast a shadow
over.
o·ver·shoe (ōʹvәr shü´), n. a rubber shoe
or a felt shoe with a rubber sole worn
over another shoe to keep the foot dry
and warm.
o·ver·shoot (ō´vәr shütʹ), v., –shot,
–shoot·ing. 1 shoot over, higher than,
or beyond. 2 go over, higher than, or
beyond. 3 go too far.
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o·ver·shot (adj. ōʹvәr shot´; v. ō´vәr shotʹ),
adj. 1 having the upper jaw projecting
beyond the lower. 2 driven by water
ﬂowing over from above. —v. pt. and pp.
of overshoot.
o·ver·sight (ōʹvәr sīt´), n. 1 failure to
notice or think of something. 2 watchful care.
o·ver·size (ōʹvәr sīzʹ), adj. too big. —n.
size larger than the proper or usual size.
o·ver·sleep (ō´vәr slēpʹ), v., –slept, –sleeping. sleep too long, or later than a certain time.
o·ver·state (ō´vәr stātʹ), v., –stat·ed,
–stat·ing. state too strongly; exaggerate.
—o´ver·stateʹment, n.
o·ver·stay (ō´vәr stāʹ), v. 1 stay longer
than appropriate or expected. 2 wait
too long to do or carry out something,
as a sale.
o·ver·step (ō´vәr stepʹ), v., –stepped,
–step·ping. 1 go beyond; exceed: the
government overstepped the bounds of
its proper functions. 2 Fig. disregard:
overstep the bounds of courtesy.
o·ver·stock (v. ō´vәr stokʹ; n. ōʹvәr stok´),
v. supply with more than is needed. —n.
too great a stock or supply.
o·ver·sup·ply (v. ō´vәr sә plīʹ; n. ōʹvәr
sә plī´), v., –plied, –ply·ing, n., pl. –plies.
—v. supply in excess. —n. an excessive
supply.
o·vert (ōʹvėrt; ō vėrtʹ), adj. open; evident;
not hidden; public: hitting someone is an
overt act. [< OF, pp. of ovrir open < L
aperire] —oʹvert·ly, adv. —oʹvert·ness, n.
o·ver·take (ō´vәr tākʹ), v., –took, –taken, –tak·ing. 1 come up with: the blue
car overtook ours. 2 come upon suddenly: a storm overtook the children.
o·ver·tax (ō´vәr taksʹ), v. 1 tax too heavily.
2 put too heavy a burden on. —o´vertax·aʹtion, n.
o·ver-the-count·er (ōʹvәr thә kounʹtәr),
adj. generally available for purchase:
over-the-counter drugs.
o·ver·throw (v. ō´vәr thrōʹ; n. ōʹvәr thrō´),
v., –threw, –thrown, –throw·ing, n. —v.
1 take away the power of; defeat: overthrow a king. 2 put an end to; destroy:
overthrow slavery. —n. a defeat; upset.
—o´ver·throwʹer, n.
o·ver·time (ōʹvәr tīm´), n. extra time;
time beyond the regular hours. —adv.,
adj. beyond the regular hours.
o·ver·tone (ōʹvәr tōn´), n. a fainter and
higher tone heard along with the main
or fundamental tone; harmonic.
o·ver·ture (ōʹvәr chәr), n. 1 proposal;
oﬀer: the enemy is making overtures
for peace. 2 composition played by the
orchestra as an introduction to an opera,
oratorio, etc. [< OF < L apertura opening. Doublet of aperture.]
o·ver·turn (ō´vәr tėrnʹ), v. 1 turn upside
down. 2 upset; fall down; fall over. 3
overthrow; destroy the power of.
—o´ver·turnʹer, n.
o·ver·ween·ing (ō´vәr wēnʹing), adj.
thinking too much of oneself; conceited;

self-confident; presumptuous. [ppr.
of overween < over– + ween expect
(OE wēnan)] —o´ver·weenʹing·ly, adv.
—o´ver·weenʹing·ness, n.
o·ver·weight (adj. ōʹvәr wātʹ; n. ōʹvәr wāt´),
adj. having too much weight: a boy
overweight for his age. —n. 1 too much
weight. 2 extra weight.
o·ver·whelm (ō´vәr hwelmʹ), v. 1 overcome completely; crush: overwhelm
with grief. 2 cover completely as a ﬂood
would [< over– + whelm roll, submerge
(ME)] —o´ver·whelmʹing, adj. —o´verwhelmʹing·ly, adv.
o·ver·work (n. ōʹvәr wėrk´; v. ō´vәr wėrkʹ),
n., v., –worked or –wrought, –work·ing.
—n. too much or too hard work. —v. 1
work too hard or too long. 2 spend too
much work upon; elaborate to excess.
o·ver·wrought (ōʹvәr rôtʹ), adj. 1 wearied;
excited: overwrought nerves. 2 too elaborate. 3 overworked.
o·vi·duct (ōʹvә dukt), n. tube through
which the ovum or egg passes from the
ovary. [< NL, < L ovum egg + ductus
duct]
o·vi·form (ōʹvә fôrm), adj. egg-shaped.
[< L ovum egg + –form]
o·vip·a·rous (ō vipʹә rәs), adj. producing
eggs that are hatched after leaving the
body. [< L, < ovum egg + parere bring
forth]
o·vi·pos·i·tor (ō´vә pozʹә tәr), n. in certain insects, an organ at the end of the
abdomen, by which eggs are deposited.
[< L ovum egg + positor placer < ponere
to place]
o·void (ōʹvoid), adj. egg-shaped.
o·vu·late (ôvʹyә lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lat·ing.
1 produce ova or oocytes. 2 release
ova or oocytes from the ovary. —o´vulaʹtion, n.
o·vule (ôvʹūl), n. 1 a little ovum. 2 part of
a plant that develops into a seed. [< NL
ovulum, dim. of L ovum egg] —oʹvular, adj.
o·vum (ōʹvәm), n., pl. ova (ōʹvә). a female
germ cell; egg. [< L, egg]
owe (ō), v., owed, ow·ing. 1 have to
pay; be in debt for: owe interest on a
mortgage. 2 be obliged or indebted for:
we owe a great deal to our parents. [OE
āgan]
ow·ing (ōʹing), adj. 1 that owes: a man
owing money. 2 due; owed: pay what is
owing.
owing to, on account of; because of; due
to; as a result of: owing to the rain we did
not go outdoors.
owl (oul), n. bird with a big head, big
eyes, and a short, hooked beak. Owls
hunt mice, small birds, etc. at night. [OE
ūle] —owlʹish, adj. —owlʹish·ly, adv.
—owlʹish·ness, n. —owlʹlike´, adj.
owl·et (oulʹit), n. 1 a young owl. 2 a small
owl.
own (ōn), adj. of oneself or itself; belonging to oneself or itself: we have our own
troubles, the house is her own. —n. the
one or ones belonging to oneself or

itself: come into one’s own. —v. 1 possess: he owns much land. 2 acknowledge;
admit; confess: he owned his guilt.
come into one’s own, gain recognition
that one deserves.
hold one’s own, a resist pressure to
change one’s position, opinion, etc. b
resist succumbing to illness.
of one’s own, belonging to oneself.
on one’s own, on one’s own account,
responsibility, resources, etc. [OE āgen,
orig. pp. of āgan owe] —ownʹer, n.
—ownʹer·less, adj. —ownʹer·ship, n.
ox (oks), n., pl. ox·en. 1 the full-grown
male of cattle, that has been castrated
and is used as a draft animal or for beef.
2 any of a group of mammals with horns
and cloven hoofs, including domestic
cattle, buﬀaloes, bison, etc. [OE oxa]
—oxʹlike´, adj.
ox·blood (oksʹblud´), n. dark red color.
—adj. of this color: oxblood leather.
ox·bow (oksʹbō´), n. 1 U.S. a U-shaped
piece of wood placed under and around
the neck of an ox, with the upper ends
inserted in the bar of the yoke. 2 a Ushaped bend in a river.
ox·cart (oksʹkärt´), n. cart drawn by oxen.
ox·en (okʹsәn), n. pl. of ox.
ox·eye (oksʹī´), n. 1 the common American daisy. 2 any of several plants like it.
ox·ford (oksʹfәrd), n. 1 kind of low shoe.
2 Also, Oxford gray. a very dark gray.
[after Oxford, the city]
Ox·ford (oksʹfәrd), n. very old English
university located in Oxford. —Ox·onʹian, adj., n.
ox·i·da·tion (ok´sә dāʹshәn), n. 1 an oxidizing. 2 a being oxidized.
ox·ide (okʹsīd; –sid), ox·id (–sid), n. compound of oxygen with another element
or radical. [< F, < ox(ygène) oxygen +
(ac)ide acid]
ox·i·dize (okʹsә dīz), v., –dized, –diz·ing.
1 combine with oxygen. When a substance burns or rusts, it is oxidized. 2
rust. 3 lose or cause to lose hydrogen.
—oxʹi·diz´a·ble, adj. —ox´i·di·zaʹtion,
n. —oxʹi·diz´er, n.
ox·y (okʹsē), adj. of or like an ox; large;
powerful; muscular.
ox·y·gen (okʹsә jәn), n. gas without color
or odor that forms about one ﬁfth of the
air. Animals and plants cannot live, and
ﬁre will not burn, without oxygen. Oxygen is a chemical element, O, present in
a combined form in many substances.
[< F, intended as “acidifying (principle)”
< Gk. oxys sharp + –genes born, ult.
< gignesthai be born]
ox·y·gen·ate (okʹsә jәn āt), ox·y·gen·ize
(–īz), v. –at·ed, –at·ing; –ized, –iz·ing.
1 treat or combine with oxygen. 2 ⫽oxidize. —ox´y·gen·aʹtion, n.
oxygen mask, device worn over the nose
and mouth through which supplementary oxygen is supplied from an attached
container or other source. Oxygen masks
are used by pilots and crews, astronauts,
people who are ill, etc.
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ox·y·mo·ron (ok´si môrʹon; –mōrʹ–), n.
expression that uses words with contradictory meanings or that suggest opposites, as in constant change, calm winds,
open secret, or with all deliberate speed.
[< Gk. oxýmōron pointedly foolish < oxýs
sharp + mōrós stupid]
o·yez, o·yes (ōʹyes; ōʹyez), interj. n. hear!
attend! a cry uttered, by a public or court
crier to command silence and attention

before a proclamation, etc., is made. [< AF
hear ye! < oyer hear, var. of oïr < L audire]
oys·ter (oisʹtәr), n. kind of mollusk much
used as food, having a rough, irregular
shell in two halves. Oysters are found in
shallow water along seacoasts. Some kinds
yield pearls. [< OF < L < Gk. ostreon]
oyster bed, place where oysters are cultivated or breed.
oz., pl. ozs. ounce.

o·zone (ōʹzōn), n. form of oxygen, O3,
with a peculiar odor, produced by electricity and present in the air, esp. after a
thunderstorm. [< F, < Gk. ozein smell +
F –one, chem. suﬃx] —oʹzo·nous, adj.
ozone layer ⫽ozonosphere.
o·zon·o·sphere (ō zonʹә sﬁr), n. region
of concentrated ozone in the earth’s
upper atmosphere, which shields the
earth from radiation.
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P, p

P, p (pē), n., pl. P’s; p’s. the
16th letter of the alphabet.
P, 1 phosphorus. 2 pressure.
p., 1 page. 2 participle. 3
past. 4 per. 5 pint.
pa (pä), n. papa; father.
Pa, protactinium.
PA, (zip code) Pennsylvania.
Pa., Pennsylvania.
P.A. physician’s assistant.
p.a., participial adjective.
pab·lum (pabʹlәm), n. 1 food; sustenance.
2 Fig. anything that energizes or sustains. 3 Fig. something, esp. an idea or
opinion, whose force is lost through
oversimpliﬁcation or other modiﬁcations; pap. [< Pablum, trademark for a
baby’s cereal, inﬂ. by pabulum < L]
pab·u·lum (pabʹyә lәm), n. ⫽pablum.
[< L, fodder]
PAC, political action committee, group
formed by a politician to gather ﬁnancial support for an election.
pace (pās), n., v., paced, pac·ing. —n. 1
rate; speed: a fast pace in walking. 2 a
step. 3 length of a step in walking; about
2½ feet. 4 way of stepping. The walk,
trot, and canter are some of the paces
of the horse. —v. 1 a set the pace for.
b Fig. be an example for others. 2 walk
over with regular steps: pace the ﬂoor.
3 measure by paces. 4 of horses, move
at a pace.
go through the or one’s paces, a do something to show how well one can do it. b do
something well, but automatically.
keep pace with, a stay even with, as in
walking, jogging, etc. b Fig. keep up with:
wages did not keep pace with inﬂation.
put one through his or her paces, try
one out; ﬁnd out what one can do. [< OF
< L passus step] —pacʹer, n.
pace·mak·er (pāsʹmāk´әr), n. 1 person, animal or thing that sets the pace.
2 electronic device implanted near the
heart to regulate the heartbeat. —paceʹmak´ing, n.
pace·set·ter (pāsʹset´әr), n. 1 person, animal or thing that sets the pace. 2 Fig.
someone or something that is ahead in
design, taste, etc., or sets the pace for all
others. —paceʹ-set´ting, adj.
pach·y·derm (pakʹә dėrm), n. a thickskinned mammal with hoofs, such as
the elephant, hippopotamus, and rhinoceros. [< F < Gk., < pachys thick +
derma skin]
pach·y·san·dra (pak´ә sanʹdrә), n. low,
spreading usually evergreen plant used
as ground cover. [< NL]
Pa·cif·ic (pә sifʹik), n. the great ocean W
of North and South America, extending
to Asia and Australia. —adj. of, on, or
near the Paciﬁc Ocean.
pa·cif·ic (pә sifʹik), adj. 1 tending to make
peace; making peace. 2 loving peace;
not warlike. 3 peaceful; calm; quiet. [< L
paciﬁcus, ult. < pax peace + facere make]
—pa·cifʹi·cal·ly, adv.

P

pac·i·ﬁ·ca·tion (pas´ә fә kāʹshәn), n. 1
act of making peaceful or condition of
being peaceful. 2 elimination of a rebellion or insurgency.
pac·i·ﬁ·er (pasʹә fī´әr), n. 1 person or
thing that paciﬁes. 2 a rubber nipple or
ring given to a baby to suck.
pac·i·ﬁsm (pasʹә ﬁz әm), n. principle or
policy of establishing and maintaining
universal peace by settlement of all differences between nations by peaceful
means. —pacʹi·ﬁst, n. —pac´i·ﬁsʹtic,
adj. —pac´i·ﬁsʹti·cal·ly, adv.
pac·i·fy (pasʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1
make calm; quiet down: pacify a screaming baby. 2 establish peace throughout:
soldiers were sent to pacify the country.
[< L paciﬁcare. See pacific.] —pacʹiﬁ´a·ble, adj. —pacʹi·fy´ing·ly, adv.
pack1 (pak), n. 1 bundle of things wrapped
up or tied together for carrying. 2 set;
lot; a number together: a pack of thieves,
a pack of lies. 3 a number of animals
hunting together; a number of dogs kept
together for hunting. 4 a complete set
of playing cards, usually 52. 5 ﬂoating
pieces of ice pushed together. 6 a paste
put on the face as a cosmetic treatment.
7 a wrapping of the body in cloths (hot
or cold, wet or dry) as a medical treatment. —v. 1 put together in a bundle,
box, bale, etc.: pack your clothes in this
bag. 2 ﬁll with things; put one’s things
into: pack your trunk. 3 press or crowd
closely together: a hundred men were
packed into one small room. 4 put into
a container to be sold or stored: meat
and ﬁsh are often packed in cans. 5 make
tight with something that water, steam,
air, etc., cannot leak through.
pack in, cram: pack in as much sightseeing as possible into one weekend.
pack it in, stop doing something;
quit.
pack oﬀ, a send away. b go away suddenly.
send packing, send away in a hurry.
[< MLG packe] —packʹer, n.
pack2 (pak), v. arrange unfairly. To pack a
jury is to ﬁll it unfairly with those who
will favor one side.
pack·age (pakʹij), n., v., –aged, –aging. —n. 1 bundle of things packed or
wrapped together; box with things
packed in it; parcel. 2 group of things,
as services, goods, terms of negotiation, etc. oﬀered together. —v. put in a
package.
package store, store that sells alcoholic
beverages packaged in bottles or containers.
pack animal, animal used for carrying
loads.
pack·et (pakʹit), n. a small package: a
packet of tacks.
pack horse, horse used to carry packs
of goods.
pack·ing (pakʹing), n. 1 material used to
pack and protect items in shipping. 2
material used to pack valves, pipe joints,

etc., to make them watertight. 3 act, process, or work of one that packs.
packing house, place where meat is prepared and packed to be sold.
pack rat, 1 large, furry-tailed rat of North
America that stows food, bits of cloth,
etc., in its nest. 2 Fig. person who hoards
or saves, esp. things not needed.
pact (pakt), n. agreement; compact [< L
pactum, orig., agreed]
pad1 (pad), n., v., pad·ded, pad·ding. —n.
1 a cushionlike mass of soft material
used for comfort, protection, or stuﬃng.
2 one of the cushionlike parts on the
bottom side of the feet of dogs, foxes,
and some other animals. 3 foot of a dog,
fox, etc. 4 the large ﬂoating leaf of the
water lily. 5 number of sheets of paper
fastened along an edge or edges; tablet. 6
launching pad. —v. 1 ﬁll with something
soft; stuﬀ: a padded suit for football. 2
make (a written paper or speech) longer
by using unnecessary words just to ﬁll
space. —padʹder, n.
pad2 (pad), v., pad·ded, pad·ding, n. —v. 1
walk; tramp; trudge. 2 walk or trot softly.
—n. a dull sound, as of footsteps on the
ground. [< Du. or LG; akin to path]
pad·ding (padʹing), n. 1 material used to
pad with, such as hair, cotton, or straw. 2
unnecessary words used just to make a
speech or a written paper longer.
pad·dle1 (padʹәl), n., v., –dled, –dling.
—n. 1 a short oar with a broad blade at
one end or both ends, used without resting it against the boat. 2 act of paddling;
a turn at the paddle. —v. 1 move (a boat
or canoe) with a paddle or paddles.
2 row gently. 3 beat or strike with a
paddle; spank. —padʹdler, n.
pad·dle2 (padʹәl), v., –dled, –dling. 1
move the hands or feet about in water. 2
walk unevenly or unsteadily, like a toddler. —padʹdler, n.
pad·dle·ﬁsh (padʹәl ﬁsh´), n., pl. –ﬁshes or (esp. collectively) –ﬁsh. a large ﬁsh
whose long, ﬂat snout looks somewhat
like a canoe paddle.
paddle wheel, wheel with paddles around
it for propelling a ship on water.
pad·dock (padʹәk), n. 1 a small ﬁeld near
a stable or house, used as a pasture.
2 pen for horses at a race track. [var.
of parrock, OE pearroc enclosed space,
fence < Med.L parricus enclosure. Doublet of park.]
pad·dy (padʹi), n., pl. pad·dies. 1 rice. 2
rice in the husk, uncut or gathered. 3
ﬁeld of rice. [< Malay padi]
pad·lock (padʹlok´), n. lock that can
be put on and removed. It hangs by
a curved bar, hinged at one end and
snapped shut at the other. —v. fasten
with a padlock.
pa·dre (päʹdrā), n. father (used esp. with
reference to a priest). [< Ital., Sp., Pg. < L
pater father]
pae·an (pēʹәn), n. song of praise, joy,
or triumph. [< L < Gk. paian hymn to
Apollo (called Paian)]
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pa·gan (pāʹgәn), n. 1 person who is not
a Christian, Jew, or Muslim; heathen.
The ancient Greeks and Romans were
pagans. 2 person who has no religion.
—adj. 1 having to do with pagans; not
Christian, Jewish, or Muslim. 2 not
religious. [< L paganus, lit., a rustic,
later civilian, heathen < pagus village]
—paʹgan·dom, n. —paʹgan·ish, adj.
—paʹgan·ism, n.
pa·gan·ize (pāʹgәn īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
make or become pagan. —pa´gan·izaʹtion, n.
page1 (pāj), n., v., paged, pag·ing. —n.
1 one side of a leaf or sheet of paper. 2
print or writing on one side of a leaf. 3
a record: the pages of history, the settling
of the West is a page in our history. —v.
number the pages of. [< F < L pagina
< pangere fasten]
page2 (pāj), n., v., paged, pag·ing. —n.
1 a boy servant; errand boy. 2 youth
who attends a person of rank. 3 youth
preparing to be a knight. —v. try to ﬁnd
(a person) at a hotel, club, etc., by having his or her name called out, as by a
loudspeaker, etc. [< OF < Ital., ult. < Gk.
paidion lad, dim. of pais child]
pag·eant (pajʹәnt), n. 1 an elaborate spectacle; procession in costume; pomp;
display: the coronation of the new king
was a splendid pageant. 2 a public entertainment that represents scenes from
history, legend, or the like, esp. a drama
or series of scenes. 3 empty show, not
reality.
pag·eant·ry (pajʹәnt ri), n., pl. –ries. 1 a
splendid show; gorgeous display; pomp.
2 mere show; empty display.
pag·er (pajʹәr) n. someone or something
that pages, esp. an electronic device.
pag·i·na·tion (paj´ә nāʹshәn), n. 1 act of
numbering the pages of books, etc. 2 the
ﬁgures with which pages are numbered.
pa·go·da (pә gōʹdә), n. temple with many
stories forming a tower. Pagodas are
built in India, China, and Japan. [< Pg.
pagode < Tamil pagavadi]
paid (pād), adj. 1 receiving money; hired.
2 no longer owed; settled. 3 cashed. —v.
pt. and pp. of pay.
pail (pāl), n. 1 a round container for carrying liquids, etc.; bucket. 2 amount a
pail holds. [OE pœgel; ? < Med.L pagella
a measure]
pail·ful (pālʹfu̇l), n., pl. –fuls. amount that
ﬁlls a pail.
pain (pān), n. a feeling of being hurt;
suﬀering. —v. cause to suﬀer; give pain;
hurt.
on or under pain of, with the punishment or penalty of, unless a certain
thing is done.
pains, trouble to do something; eﬀort;
care. [< OF < L poena penalty < Gk.
poine] —painʹless, adj. —painʹless·ly,
adv. —painʹless·ness, n.
pained (pānd), adj. 1 saddened; hurt; distressed. 2 showing or expressing pain,
misery, etc.

pain·ful (pānʹfәl), adj. 1 causing
pain; unpleasant; hurting. 2 diﬃcult.
—painʹful·ly, adv. —painʹful·ness, n.
pains·tak·ing (pānzʹtāk´ing), adj. very
careful. —painsʹtak´ing·ly, adv.
paint (pānt), n. 1 substance that can be
put on a surface to make a layer or ﬁlm
of white, black, or colored material. 2
coloring matter put on the face or body;
rouge. [< v.] —v. 1 cover or decorate
with paint: paint a house. 2 use paint.
3 represent (an object, etc.) in colors.
4 make pictures. 5 picture vividly in
words. [< OF < L pingere] —paintʹa·ble,
adj. —paintʹed, adj. —paintʹy, adj.
paint·brush (pāntʹbrush´), n. brush for
putting on paint.
paint·er1 (pānʹtәr), n. 1 person who
paints pictures; artist. 2 person who
paints houses, woodwork, etc. [< OF, ult.
< L pictor < pingere to paint]
paint·er2 (pānʹtәr), n. a rope, usually fastened to the bow of a boat, for tying it to
a ship, pier, etc. [? var. of panter net < OF
< L < Gk. panthera net]
paint·er3 (pānʹtәr), n. the American panther or cougar. [var. of panther]
paint·ing (pānʹting), n. 1 something
painted; picture. 2 act of one that paints.
3 art of representation, decoration, and
creating beauty with paints.
pair (pār), n., pl. pairs or (sometimes after
a numeral) pair, v. —n. 1 a set of two;
two of a kind: a pair of gloves, pair of
sixes. 2 a single thing of two parts that
cannot be used separately: a pair of scissors. 3 two people who are a couple. —v.
1 arrange in a pair or pairs. 2 join in love
and marriage.
pair oﬀ, separate into a pair or pairs.
[< F < L paria (neut. pl.) equals]
pais·ley (pāzʹli), n., pl. –leys, adj. —n. a
soft woolen cloth with a very elaborate
and colorful pattern. —adj. made of
paisley: a paisley shawl. [after Paisley,
Scotland]
pa·ja·mas (pә jäʹmәz; –jamʹәz), n.pl. garment to sleep in, etc., consisting of a
loose-ﬁtting jacket or top and pants.
[< Hind. < Pers., < pāe leg + jāmah
garment]
Pak·i·stan (pakʹә stan; päʹkә stän), n.
republic in S Asia. —Pak´i·stanʹi, n.
pal (pal), n., v., palled, pal·ling. —n. comrade; chum; accomplice. —v. associate as
pals. [< Gypsy, brother]
pal·ace (palʹis), n. 1 a grand house for a
king, queen, bishop, or some other exalted
personage to live in. 2 a very ﬁne house or
building. [< OF < L palatium Palatine
Hill, location of emperor’s palace]
pal·a·din (palʹә din), n. 1 one of the twelve
knights in attendance on Charlemagne.
2 a knightly defender. [< F < Ital.
paladino. See palatine.]
pal·an·quin (pal´әn kēnʹ), n. a covered
couch enclosed by heavy curtains or
shutters, and carried by poles resting on
men’s shoulders; litter. [< Pg. palanquim.
Cf. Skt. palyanka couch.]

pal·at·a·ble (palʹit ә bәl), adj. agreeable
to the taste; pleasing. —pal´at·a·bilʹi·ty,
palʹat·a·ble·ness, n. —palʹat·a·bly, adv.
pal·a·tal (palʹә tәl), adj. of or having to do
with the palate.
pal·ate (palʹit), n. 1 roof of the mouth.
The bony part in front is the hard palate, and the ﬂeshy part in back is the
soft palate. 2 sense of taste: the new ﬂavor pleased his palate. [< L palatum]
pa·la·tial (pә lāʹshәl), adj. of or like a palace; ﬁt for a palace; magniﬁcent. —palaʹtial·ly, adv.
pal·a·tine (palʹә tīn; –tin), adj. having
royal rights in one’s own territory: a
count palatine. [< L palatinus of the
palatium or Palatine Hill, palace]
pa·lav·er (pә lavʹәr; –läʹvәr), n. 1 talk
without substance. 2 smooth, persuading talk; ﬂuent talk; ﬂattery. —v. 1 talk. 2
talk ﬂatteringly. [< Pg. < L parabola story,
parable. Doublet of parable, parole.]
pale1 (pāl), adj., pal·er, pal·est, v., paled,
pal·ing. —adj. 1 without much color;
whitish. 2 not bright; dim. —v. turn
pale. [< OF < L pallidus < pallere be
pale. Doublet of pallid.] —paleʹly, adv.
—paleʹness, n. —palʹish, adj.
pale2 (pāl), n. 1 a long, narrow board,
pointed at the top, used for fences. 2
boundary: outside the pale of civilized
society. [< OF < L palus. Doublet of
pole1.]
paleo–, combining form. 1 early or earliest;
prehistoric, as in paleography, Paleozoic.
2 reactionary, as in paleoconservative.
[< Gk. palaio– < palaios ancient]
pa·le·o·bi·ol·o·gy (pā´li ō bī olʹә ji), n.
branch of paleontology dealing with
fossil plants and animals. —pa´le·o·biolʹo·gist, n.
pa·le·o·con·serv·a·tive (pā´li ō kәn sėrʹvә tiv), n. person who has extremely
reactionary views. —adj. of or having
to do with extremely reactionary views,
policies, etc. —pa´le·o·con·servʹa·tism, n.
pa·le·o·e·col·o·gy (pā´li ō ē kolʹә ji), n.,
study of the relation of living things to
their environment in prehistoric times.
—pa´le·o·ec·o·logʹi·cal, adj. —pa´le·oe·colʹo·gist, n.
pa·le·og·ra·phy (pā´li ogʹrә fi), n. 1
ancient writing or ancient forms of
writing. 2 study of ancient writings to
determine the dates, origins, meaning,
etc. [< paleo– + –graphy writing] —pa´leogʹra·pher, n. —pa´le·o·graphʹic, pa´leo·graphʹi·cal, adj.
pa·le·o·lith·ic (pā´li ә lithʹik), adj. of or
having to do with the earlier part of
the Stone Age, characterized by crudely
chipped stone tools. [< paleo– + Gk.
lithos stone]
pa·le·on·tol·o·gy (pā´li on tolʹә ji), n. science of the forms of life existing long
ago, as represented by fossil animals and
plants. [< paleo– + Gk. ón, óntos, a being
+ –logy] —pa´le·on´to·logʹic, pa´leon´to·logʹi·cal, adj. —pa´le·on´to·logʹical·ly, adv. —pa´le·on·tolʹo·gist, n.
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Pa·le·o·zo·ic (pā´li ә zōʹik), n. an old geological era, or a group of rocks, whose
fossils represent early forms of life. —adj.
of this era or these rocks. [< paleo– +
Gk. zōē life + E –ic]
pa·le·o·zo·ol·o·gy (pā´li ō zō olʹә ji), n.
branch of paleontology that deals with
fossil animals. —pa´le·o·zo´o·logʹi·cal,
adj. —pa´le·o·zo·olʹo·gist, n.
Pa·ler·mo (pә lãrʹmō), n. capital of Sicily,
in the NW part.
Pal·es·tine (palʹәs tīn), n. a former country in SW Asia, between the Mediterranean Sea and the Jordan River, now
divided into Israel and lands governed
by the Palestinian Authority. —Pal´estinʹi·an, adj., n.
pal·ette (palʹit), n. 1 a thin, smooth board
or something similar, often oval or
oblong, with a thumb hole at one end,
used by painters to lay and mix colors
on. 2 set of colors on this board. 3 choice
of colors used by an artist: a bright palette. [< F < VL, dim. of L pala spade]
pal·frey (pôlʹfri), n., pl. –freys. a gentle
riding horse, esp. one used by ladies.
[< OF < LL, < Gk. para– beside + L veredus light horse]
pal·imp·sest (palʹimp sest), n. parchment
or other writing material from which
one writing has been erased to make
room for another. [< L < Gk. palimpsestos scraped again, ult. < palin again +
pseein rub smooth]
pal·ing (pālʹing), n. 1 fence of pales. 2 a
pale, as in a fence.
pal·i·sade (pal´ә sādʹ), n., v., –sad·ed,
–sad·ing. —n. 1 a long, strong wooden
stake pointed at the top end. 2 fence
of stakes set ﬁrmly in the ground to
enclose or defend. 3 Usually, palisades.
line of high, steep cliﬀs. —v. furnish or
surround with a palisade. [< F, < palisser
enclose with pales. See pale2.]
palisade cell, any one of the elongated
cells below the epidermis of a leaf,
that contains many chloroplasts and is
involved in photosynthesis.
pall1 (pôl), n. 1 a heavy cloth of black,
purple, or white velvet spread over a
coﬃn, a hearse, or a tomb. 2 something
that spreads over or covers, esp. with
darkness or gloom: a pall of smoke. —v.
cover with or as with a pall. [< L pallium cloak]
pall2 (pôl), v. 1 become distasteful or very
tiresome because there has been too
much of it. 2 cloy. [var. of appall]
pal·la·di·um1 (pә lāʹdi әm), n. a rare silver-white metallic element, Pd, harder
than platinum. [< NL; named after the
asteroid Pallas]
pal·la·di·um2 (pә lāʹdi әm), n. anything
regarded as an important safeguard.
[< L < Gk. palladion, dim. of Pallas; the
statue of Pallas Athena overlooking Troy
was thought to protect the city]
pall·bear·er (pôlʹbãr´әr), n. one of the
men who walk with the coﬃn at a
funeral.

pal·let1 (palʹit), n. bed of straw; poor bed.
[< OF paillet < paille straw < L palea]
pal·let2 (palʹit), n. 1 a ﬂat blade used by
potters and others. 2 a painter’s palette.
3 projection on a pawl, or similar projection in a watch, clock, etc. that engages
with the wheels. 4 low platform on
which goods are stacked for shipment.
[var. of palette]
pal·li·ate (palʹi āt), v., –at·ed, –at·ing.
1 lessen without curing; mitigate: palliate a disease. 2 make appear less serious;
excuse: palliate a fault. [< L, < pallium
cloak] —pal´li·aʹtion, n. —palʹli·a´tive, adj. —palʹli·a´tive·ly, adv. —palʹlia´tor, n.
pal·lid (palʹid), adj. lacking color; pale: a
pallid complexion. [< L pallidus. Doublet
of pale1.] —palʹlid·ly, adv. —palʹlidness, n.
pal·lor (palʹәr), n. lack of color from fear,
illness, death, etc.; paleness. [< L]
palm1 (päm), n. 1 inside of the hand
between the wrist and the ﬁngers. 2 the
corresponding part of a glove. 3 width of
a hand; 3 to 4 inches. —v. 1 conceal in
the hand. 2 pass or get accepted (something not good).
in the palm of one’s hand, under one’s
control.
palm oﬀ, pass oﬀ or get accepted by
tricks, fraud, or false representation.
[< OF < L palma]
palm2 (päm), n. 1 any of many kinds of
trees growing in warm climates, the
majority of which are tall and have a
bunch of large leaves at the top. 2 branch
or leaf of a palm tree as a symbol of
victory or triumph. 3 victory; triumph.
[< L palma palm tree, palm1] —pal·maʹceous, adj.
Pal·ma (pälʹmä), n. capital of the Balearic
Islands.
pal·mate (palʹmāt), pal·mat·ed (–id),
adj. 1 shaped like a hand with the ﬁngers spread out. 2 web-footed; webbed.
—palʹmate·ly, adv.
palm·er1 (pämʹәr), n. 1 pilgrim returning
from the Holy Land bringing a palm
branch as a token. 2 pilgrim.
palm·er2 (pämʹәr), n. person who palms
or conceals something.
pal·met·to (pal metʹō), n., pl. –tos, –toes.
any of several kinds of palm trees with
fan-shaped leaves, abundant on the SE
coast of the United States.
palm·is·try (pämʹis tri), n. art of telling a person’s fortune from the lines
and marks in the palm of his hand.
—palmʹist, n.
Palm Sunday, the Sunday before Easter
Sunday.
palm·top (pämʹtop´, pälmʹ–), n. very
small portable computer, about the size
of the palm of the hand.
palm·y (pämʹi), adj. palm·i·er, palm·i·est.
1 abounding in palms; shaded by palms.
2 ﬂourishing; prosperous; glorious.
pal·o·mi·no (pal´ә mēʹnō), n., pl. –nos. a
cream-colored horse of Arabian stock.

Its mane and tail are usually lighter
colored. [< Sp.]
pal·pa·ble (palʹpә bәl), adj. 1 that can be
touched or felt. 2 readily seen or heard
and recognized; obvious. [< LL, < L palpare feel] —pal´pa·bilʹi·ty, n. —palʹpably, adv.
pal·pi·tate (palʹpә tāt), v., –tat·ed, –tating. 1 beat very rapidly: your heart palpitates when you are excited. 2 quiver;
tremble: he palpitated with terror. [< L,
< palpitare to throb < palpare to pat]
—pal´pi·taʹtion, n.
pal·pus (palʹpәs), palp (palp), n., pl. pal·
pi (palʹpī); palps. the jointed feeler
attached to the mouth of insects, spiders, lobsters, etc. Palpi are organs of
touch or taste. [< L]
pal·sy (pôlʹzi), n., pl. –sies, v., –sied, –sying. —n. tremors; inability to control
movement of a hand, leg, etc. —v. have
tremors or shaking. [< OF < L paralysis.
Doublet of paralysis.] —palʹsied, adj.
pal·try (pôlʹtri), adj., –tri·er, –tri·est.
almost worthless; triﬂing; petty; mean.
[? < dial. palt trash] —palʹtri·ly, adv.
—palʹtri·ness, n.
pam·pas (pamʹpәz; –pәs), n.pl. the vast
treeless plains of South America, esp. in
Argentina. [< Sp. < Peruvian] —pampeʹan, adj.
pam·per (pamʹpәr), v. indulge too much;
allow too many privileges to: pamper
a child, pamper one’s appetite. [ME
pampere(n)] —pamʹper·er, n.
pam·phlet (pamʹﬂit), n. booklet in paper
covers. [< Anglo-L panﬂetus, for Pamphilet, popular name for 12th-century
poem, “Pamphilus, seu de Amore”]
pam·phlet·eer (pam´ﬂә tirʹ), n. writer of
pamphlets. —v. write and issue pamphlets.
pan (pan), n., v., panned, pan·ning. —n.
1 dish for cooking and other household
uses, usually broad, shallow, and with
no cover. 2 anything like this. The
dishes on a pair of scales are called pans.
—v. 1 criticize severely; reprimand. 2
wash (gravel, sand, etc.) in a pan to
get gold.
pan out, turn out. [OE panne]
pan–, combining form. all, as in PanAmerican, Pan-Christian, pandemonium.
[< Gk. pas, masc., pan., neut.]
Pan., Panama.
pan·a·ce·a (pan´ә sēʹә), n. remedy for
all diseases or ills; cure-all. [< L < Gk.
panakeia, ult. < pan– all + akos cure]
—pan´a·ceʹan, adj.
Pan·a·ma (panʹә mä; –mô; pan´ә mäʹ;
–môʹ), n. 1 Isthmus of, a narrow neck
of land connecting North America
with South America. 2 country on the
Isthmus of Panama. —Pan´a·maʹni·an,
adj., n.
Panama Canal, canal cut across the Isthmus of Panama to connect the Atlantic
and Paciﬁc Oceans.
Panama hat, or panama, n. a ﬁne, straw
hat woven from the young leaves of a
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palmlike plant of Central and South
America.
Pan-A· mer· i· can (pan´ ә merʹ ә kәn),
adj. 1 of all Americans. 2 including all
the countries of North, Central, and
South America. —Pan´-A·merʹi·canism, n.
pan·cake (panʹkāk´), n., v., –caked, –caking. —n. 1 a thin, ﬂat cake of batter,
fried in a pan or on a griddle. 2 a quick,
almost ﬂat landing made by an airplane.
—v. make such a landing.
pan·chro·mat·ic (pan´krō matʹik), adj.
sensitive to the light of all colors.
pan·cre·as (panʹkri әs), n. gland near the
stomach that discharges into the intestine a secretion that helps digestion. The
pancreas of animals when used for food
is called sweetbread. [< NL < Gk., < pan
all + kreas ﬂesh]
pan·cre·at·ic (pan´kri atʹik), adj. of the
pancreas. The pancreatic juice aids
digestion.
pan·da (panʹdә), n. the giant panda, a
bear-like mammal of Tibet, mostly
white with black legs.
pan·dem·ic (pan demʹik), adj. 1 extending across a country, region, or the entire
world: a pandemic disease. 2 universal.
—n. disease that spreads around the
world: fears of another ﬂu pandemic.
pan·de·mo·ni·um (pan´dә mōʹni әm),
n. 1 place of wild disorder or lawless
confusion. 2 a wild uproar or lawlessness. [< NL, < Gk. pan– all + daimon
demon]
pan·der (panʹdәr), n. person who helps
other people indulge low desires, passions, or vices. —v. 1 supply material or
opportunity for vices. 2 act as pander
for. [from name of character in story
told by Boccaccio and Chaucer]
pan·dow·dy (pan douʹdi), n., pl. –dies. a
deep apple pie with top crust only.
pane (pān), n. a single sheet of glass in a
window, a door, or a sash. [< OF < L pannus piece of cloth] —paned, adj.
pan·e·gyr·ic (pan´ә jirʹik), n. 1 speech or
writing in praise of a person or thing.
2 enthusiastic or extravagant praise.
[< L < Gk., < pan– all + agyris assembly]
—pan´e·gyrʹi·cal, adj. —pan´e·gyrʹical·ly, adv. —pan´e·gyrʹist, n.
pan·el (panʹәl), n., v., –eled, –el·ing. —n. 1
strip or surface that is diﬀerent in some
way from what is around it. A panel is
often sunk below or raised above the
rest, and used for a decoration. Panels
may be on a wall, in a door or other
woodwork, on large pieces of furniture,
or made as parts of a dress. 2 list of
persons called as jurors; the members
of a jury. 3 a group formed for discussion. —v. 1 arrange in panels; furnish
or decorate with panels. 2 list or select
for a jury. [< OF, piece, ult. < L pannus
piece of cloth]
pan·el·ist (panʹәl ist), n. person who
serves on a discussion panel or jury.
pan·el·ing (panʹәl ing), n. panels.

pang (pang), n. a sudden, short, sharp
pain or feeling: the pangs of a toothache,
a pang of pity.
pan·go·lin (pang gōʹlin), n. a scaly, toothless mammal of tropical Asia and Africa;
scaly anteater. [< Malay peng-goling
roller]
pan·han·dle1 (panʹhan´dәl), n. 1 handle
of a pan. 2 a narrow strip of land projecting like a handle.
pan·han·dle2 (panʹhan´dәl), v., –dled,
–dling. beg, esp. in the streets. —panʹhan´dler, n.
Pan·hel·len·ic (pan´hә lenʹik), adj. of or
having do do with all of the Greek
people or all of Greece.
pan·ic (panʹik), n., adj., v., –icked, –icking. —n. fear spreading through a multitude of people so that they lose control
of themselves; unreasoning fear: when
the theater caught ﬁre, there was a panic.
—adj. caused by panic; showing panic.
—v. go into a state of panic: the audience
panicked when the ﬁre broke out. [< F < L
< Gk. Panikos of Pan (who caused fear)]
—panʹick·y, adv.
panic attack, feeling of sudden, unreasoning fear.
panic button, switch for use in an emergency, as on an aircraft.
hit the panic button, overreact to a
stressful situation.
pan· ic-strick· en
(panʹ ik strik´ әn),
adj. immobilized by fear; frightened
extremely. —panʹic-struck´, adj.
pan·i·cle (panʹә kәl), n. a compound
raceme; a loose, diversely branching ﬂower cluster: a panicle of oats.
[< L panicula, dim. of panus a swelling]
—panʹi·cled, adj.
pan·ni·er (panʹi әr), n. basket, esp. one of
a pair of considerable size to be slung
across the shoulders or across the back
of a beast of burden. [< OF < L panarium bread basket < panis bread]
pan·o·ply (panʹә pli), n., pl. –plies. 1
a complete suit of armor. 2 complete
equipment or covering: an Indian in
panoply of paint and feathers. [< Gk.
panoplia < pan– all + hopla arms]
—panʹo·plied, adj.
pan·o·ram·a (pan´ә ramʹә; –räʹmә), n. 1
a wide, unbroken view of a surrounding region. 2 a complete survey of some
subject: a panorama of history. 3 a continuously passing or changing scene:
the panorama of city life. [< pan– +
Gk. horama view] —pan´o·ramʹic, adj.
—pan´o·ramʹi·cal·ly, adv. —pan´oramʹist n.
Pan·pipe or pan·pipe (panʹpīp´), n. an
early musical instrument made of reeds
or tubes of diﬀerent lengths, fastened
together in order of their length. Also,
Pan’s pipes.
pan·sy (panʹzi), n., pl. –sies. 1 variety of
violet that has large ﬂowers with ﬂat,
velvety petals usually of several colors.
2 the ﬂower. [< F pensée thought. Cf.
pensive.]
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pant1 (pant), v. 1 breathe hard and quickly.
2 speak with short, quick breaths. 3 long
eagerly. —n. short quick breath. [? < OF
pantoisier < VL phantasiare be oppressed
with nightmare. See fantasy.]
pant2 (pant), n. ⫽pants. —adj. of or
belonging to pants: a wide pant leg.
pan·ta·lets, pan·ta·lettes (pan´tә letsʹ),
n.pl. long drawers with a frill at the
bottom and extending to the ankles,
formerly worn by women and girls.
pan·ta·loon (pan´tә lünʹ), n. 1 in modern
pantomime, a mean, foolish old man,
the butt and accomplice of the clown. 2
pantaloons, trousers. [< F < Ital. Pantalone, a comic character in early Italian
comedies]
pan·the·ism (panʹthē iz әm), n. 1 belief
that God and the universe are identical.
2 worship of all the gods. —panʹthe·ist,
n. —pan´the·isʹtic, pan´the·isʹti·cal,
adj. —pan´the·isʹti·cal·ly, adv.
pan·the·on (panʹthi on; pan thēʹәn), n. 1
a temple dedicated to all the gods. b all
the deities of a people. 2 Fig. any group
of important or venerated people: the
presidential pantheon of Washington and
Lincoln. [< L < Gk. pantheion < pan– all
+ theos god]
pan·ther (panʹthәr), n., pl. –thers or (esp.
collectively) –ther. 1 ⫽cougar. 2 ⫽leopard. 3 ⫽jaguar. [< OF < L < Gk.]
pan·to·mime (panʹtә mīm), n., v.,
–mimed, –mim·ing. —n. 1 a play
without words, in which the actors
express themselves by gestures. 2 gestures without words. —v. express by
gestures. [< L < Gk., < pas all + mimos
mimic] —pan´to·mimʹic, adj. —panʹtomim´ist, n.
pan·try (panʹtri), n., pl. –tries. a small
room in which food, dishes, silverware,
table linen, etc., are kept. [< AF panetrie,
ult. < L panis bread]
pants (pants), n.pl. 1 trousers. 2 drawers,
esp. women’s. [short for pantaloons]
pan·ty or pan·tie (panʹti), n., pl. –ties.
Usually, panties. pants with short legs,
worn as an undergarment by women
and children; underpants.
pan·zer (panʹzәr), adj. armored. A panzer
division consists largely of tanks. [< G,
armor]
pap (pap), n. 1 a soft food for infants or
invalids. 2 Fig. statements, opinions, etc.,
that are so bland and uninteresting they
are like baby food. [cf. LG pappe]
pa·pa (päʹpә; pә päʹ), n. father; daddy.
pa·pa·cy (pāʹpә si), n., pl. –cies. 1 position, rank, or authority of the Pope. 2
time during which a pope rules. 3 all
the popes. 4 government by the Pope.
[< Med.L., < papa pope]
pa·pal (pāʹpәl), adj. 1 of the Pope: a papal letter. 2 of the papacy. 3 of the Roman Catholic Church: papal ritual. —paʹpal·ism, n.
pa·paw (pôʹpô), n. 1 a small North American tree bearing oblong, edible fruit
with many beanlike seeds. 2 this fruit.
[< Sp. papaya. See papaya.]
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pa·pa·ya (pә päʹyә), n. 1 a tropical American tree having a straight, palmlike
trunk with a tuft of large leaves at the
top and edible, melonlike fruit with yellowish pulp. 2 the fruit. [< Sp. (def. 2),
< papayo (def. 1) < Carib]
pa·per (pāʹpәr), n. 1 a material in thin sheets
used for writing, printing, drawing, wrapping packages, covering walls, etc. Paper is
made from wood pulp, rags, etc. 2 piece or
sheet of paper. 3 document: an important
paper was stolen. 4 ⫽newspaper. 5 article;
essay. 6 paper money. 7 wallpaper. —adj. 1
of or pertaining to paper. 2 made of paper:
paper dolls. 3 existing only on paper: paper
proﬁts. —v. cover with paper.
on paper, a in writing or print. b in
theory: the idea looks good on paper.
paper over, cover up or smooth out a
disagreement, quarrel, etc.
papers, documents telling who or what
one is. [< L papyrus. Doublet of papyrus.] —paʹper·er, n. —paʹper·like´, adj.
pa·per·back (pāʹpәr bak´), n. a small,
inexpensive book bound in paper.
paper clip, wire bent into a ﬂat clip to
hold papers together.
paper money, money made from paper
rather than metal; bills.
paper tiger, person or thing that appears
to be strong or threatening, but is really
weak.
pa·per·weight (pāʹpәr wāt´), n. a small,
heavy object put on papers to keep them
from being scattered.
pa·per·work (pāʹpәr wėrk´), n. clerical
work, as the ﬁlling in of forms, planning,
ﬁguring, etc., incidental to some activity.
pa·per·y (pāʹpәr i), adj. thin like paper.
pa·pier-mâ·ché (pāʹpәr mә shāʹ), n. a
paper pulp mixed with some stiﬀener
such as paste and molded when moist.
It becomes hard and strong when dry.
—adj. made of papier-mâché. [< F,
chewed paper]
pa·pil·la (pә pilʹә), n., pl. –pil·lae (–pilʹē).
1 a small, nipplelike projection. 2 a small
vascular process at the root of a hair
or feather. 3 one of certain small protuberances concerned with the senses
of touch, taste, or smell. [< L, nipple]
—pap´il·larʹy, adj.
pap·il·lo·ma (pap´ә lōʹmә), noncancerous tumor of the skin or mucous membrane, as a corn or wart.
pa·pist (paʹpist), n., adj. Roman Catholic.
[< NL, < L papa pope]
pa·poose, pap·poose (pa püsʹ), n. a North
American Indian baby. [< Algonquian
papeisses < peisses child]
pap·ri·ka (pap rēʹkә; papʹrә–), n. a kind
of red pepper not so strong as the ordinary kind. [< Hung.]
Pap test or smear, microscopic examination to determine if cancer is present in
cells taken from esp. the cervix or uterus.
Also, pap test, pap smear.
Pap·u·a New Guinea (papʹyu̇ ә; päʹpu̇ ä),
a country in the E portion of the island
of New Guinea. —Papʹu·an, adj., n.

pa·py·rus (pә pīʹrәs), n., pl. –ri (–rī). 1 a
tall water plant from which the ancient
Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans made
a kind of paper to write on. 2 a writing material made from the pith of
the papyrus plant. 3 an ancient record
written on papyrus. [< L < Gk. papyros.
Doublet of paper.]
par (pär), n. 1 equality; an equal level:
he is on a par with his brother in intelligence. 2 average or normal amount,
degree, or condition: feel below par, not
up to par. 3 the value of a bond, note,
share of stock, etc., printed on it; face
value: stock selling above par. 4 the value
of the money of one country in terms
of another country. —adj. 1 average;
normal. 2 of or at par.
par for the course, what is to be
expected; the usual. [< L, equal]
par., 1 paragraph. 2 parallel.
par·a·ble (parʹә bәl), n. a short story used
to teach some truth or moral lesson:
Jesus taught in parables. [< L < Gk.
parabole comparison < para– alongside
+ bole a throwing. Doublet of palaver,
parole.]
pa·rab·o·la (pә rabʹә lә), n., pl. –las. a
plane curve formed by the intersection
of a cone with a plane parallel to a side
of the cone. [< NL < Gk., juxtaposition.
See parable.]
par·a·bol·ic (par´ә bolʹik), adj. pertaining to, of the form of, or resembling a
parabola. —par´a·bolʹi·cal·ly, adv.
par·a·chute (parʹә shüt), n., v., –chuted, –chut·ing. —n. an umbrellalike
apparatus used in descending safely
through the air from a great height. —v.
1 descend by, or as if by, a parachute.
2 convey by a parachute. [< F, < para(< Ital., guard against!) + chute a fall]
—parʹa·chut´ist, n.
pa·rade (pә rādʹ), n., v., –rad·ed, –rading. —n. 1 march for display; procession: the circus had a parade. 2 group of
people walking for display or pleasure.
3 place where people walk for pleasure.
4 a great show or display: a parade of
one’s wealth. 5 a military display or
review of troops. —v. 1 march through
with display: the performers and animals
paraded the streets. 2 march in procession. 3 make a great show of. 4 come
together in military order for review or
inspection. [< F < Sp. parada, ult. < L
parare prepare]
par·a·digm (parʹә dim; –dīm), n. pattern;
example. [< L < Gk. paradeigma pattern,
ult. < para– side by side + deiknunai to
show] —par´a·dig·matʹic, adj.
par·a·dise (parʹә dīs), n. 1 heaven. 2 place
or condition of great happiness. 3 place
of great beauty. [< L < Gk. < OPers.
pairidaēza park < pairi– around + daēza
wall] —par´a·disʹal, adj.
par·a·dox (parʹә doks), n. 1 statement
that may be true but seems to say two
opposite things. “More haste, less speed”
is a paradox. 2 statement that is false

because it says two opposite things. 3
person or thing that seems to be full
of contradictions. [< L < Gk. < para–
contrary to + doxa opinion] —par´adoxʹi·cal, adj. —par´a·doxʹi·cal·ly, adv.
—par´a·doxʹi·cal·ness, n.
par·af·ﬁn, (parʹә ﬁn), n. a white, tasteless
substance like wax, used for making
candles, for sealing jars, etc. [< G, < L
parum too little + aﬃnis related; from
its small aﬃnity for other substances]
—par´af·ﬁnʹic, adj.
par·a·gon (parʹә gon), n. model of excellence or perfection. [< OF <Ital. paragone touchstone]
par·a·graph (parʹә graf; –gräf), n. 1 group
of sentences that belong together; distinct part of a chapter, letter, or composition. It is customary to begin a paragraph
on a new line and to indent this line. 2
a separate note or item of news in a
newspaper. 3 sign (¶) used to show
where a paragraph begins or should
begin. —v. divide into paragraphs. [< LL
< Gk. paragraphos line (in the margin)
marking a break in sense < para– beside
+ graphein write] —parʹa·graph´er, n.
—par´a·graphʹic, adj. —par´a·graphʹical·ly, adv.
Par·a·guay (parʹә gwā; –gwī), n. country
in C South America, between Bolivia,
Brazil, and Argentina. —Par´a·guayʹan,
adj., n.
par·a·keet (parʹә kēt), n. any of various
small parrots, most of which have slender bodies and long tails. [< OF < Ital.
parrochetto < parroco parish priest]
par·a·le·gal (par´ә lēʹgәl), n. person
trained to assist a lawyer, prepare documents, etc. —adj. of or having to do with
paralegals or their work. [para– near
+ legal]
par·al·lax (parʹә laks), n. 1 the change or
amount of change in the direction in
which an object is seen or photographed,
caused by a change in the position of the
observer or camera. 2 in astronomy, the
parallax of a star observed from two
diﬀerent points is expressed as the angle
formed by the diﬀerence between the
two points and the star. [< Gk. parallaxis
alternation, ult. < para– + allassein to
change] —par´al·lacʹtic, adj.
par·al·lel (parʹә lel), adj., n., v., –leled,
–lel·ing. —adj. 1 at or being the same
distance apart everywhere, like the two
rails of a railroad track. 2 having the
same direction, course, or tendency. 3
similar; corresponding: parallel points in
the characters of diﬀerent men. —n. 1 a
parallel line or surface. 2 in geography,
any of the imaginary circles around the
earth parallel to the equator, marking
degrees of latitude. 3 thing like or similar to another. 4 comparison to show
likeness: draw a parallel between this
winter and last winter. —v. 1 be at the
same distance from: the street parallels
the railroad. 2 be like; be similar to: your
story closely parallels what he told me. 3
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ﬁnd a case which is similar or parallel
to. [< L < Gk., < para allelois beside one
another]
parallel bars, pair of bars parallel to the
ground and raised high enough for a
gymnast to perform exercises on that
strengthen the arm and chest muscles.
par·al·lel·ism (parʹә lel iz´әm), n. 1 a
being parallel. 2 likeness; similarity; correspondence.
par·al·lel·o·gram (par´ә lelʹә gram), n. a
four-sided ﬁgure whose opposite sides
are parallel and equal.
pa·ral·y·sis (pә ralʹә sis), n., pl. –ses
(–sēz). 1 a lessening or loss of the power
of motion or sensation in any part of the
body. 2 condition of powerlessness or
helpless inactivity; crippling: a paralysis
of trade. [< L < Gk., ult. < para– from
beside + lyein to loose. Doublet of
palsy.] —par´a·lytʹic, adj., n.
par·a·lyze (parʹә līz), v., –lyzed, –lyz·ing.
1 aﬀect with a lessening or loss of the
power of motion or feeling: his left arm
was paralyzed. 2 make powerless or
helplessly inactive; cripple: fear paralyzed my mind. —par´a·ly·zaʹtion, n.
par· a· me· ci· um
(par´ ә mēʹ shi әm;
–si әm), n., pl. –ci·a (–shi ә; –si ә). a
one-celled animal shaped like a slender
slipper, that is covered with cilia and has
a groove along one side leading into an
open mouth. Paramecia are free-swimming and usually live in stagnant water.
[< NL, < Gk. paramekes oblong < para–
on one side + mekos length]
par·a·med·ic1 (par´ә medʹik), n. medical
corpsman who parachutes from a plane
to give medical assistance in remote,
wilderness areas, or as a member of
the military, on the battleﬁeld. [< paraparachute + medic]
par·a·med·ic2 (par´ә medʹik), n. emergency or auxilliary medical worker.
[< para– near + medical] —par´a·medʹical, adj.
par·a·mount (parʹә mount), adj. chief
in importance; above others; supreme.
[< AF paramont above < par by (< L
per) + amont up < L ad montem to the
mountain] —parʹa·mount·ly, adv.
par·a·mour (parʹә mu̇r), n. 1 person who
takes the place of a husband or wife
illegally. 2 Archaic. lover. [< OF, < par
amour by love < L per amorem]
par·a·noi·a (par´ә noiʹә), n. a mental
derangement, esp. a chronic form of
insanity characterized by elaborate delusions. [< NL < Gk., ult < para– amiss +
nous mind] —par´a·noiʹac, adj., n.
par·a·noid (parʹә noid), n. person suﬀering from paranoia. —parʹa·noid, adj.
par·a·nor·mal (parʹә norʹmәl), adj.
⫽psychic.
par·a·pet (parʹә pet; –pit), n. 1 a low wall
or mound of stone, earth, etc., to protect
soldiers. 2 a low wall at the edge of a
balcony, roof, bridge, etc. [< Ital., < para
defend! (< L parare prepare) + petto
breast < L pectus]

par·a·pher·nal·ia (par´ә fәr nālʹyә), n.pl.
1 (pl. in use) personal belongings. 2
(sometimes sing. in use) equipment; outﬁt. [< Med.L, ult. < Gk., < para– besides
+ pherne dowry]
par·a·phrase (parʹә frāz), v., –phrased,
–phras·ing, n. —v. state the meaning
of (a passage) in other words; translate
freely. —n. expression of the meaning of
a passage in other words. [< F < L < Gk.,
< para– alongside of + phrazein say]
—parʹa·phras´er, n.
par·a·ple·gi·a (par´ә plēʹji ә), n. paralysis
of the legs and the lower part of the
trunk. [< NL < Gk., paralysis of one side
of the body] —par´a·pleʹgic, adj., n.
par·a·pro·fes·sion·al (par´ә prә feshʹәn әl), n. aide specially trained to assist
doctors, lawyers, etc. [< para– near +
professional]
par·a·site (parʹә sīt), n. 1 animal or plant
that lives on, with, or in another, from
which it gets its food. 2 person who lives
on others without making any useful
and ﬁtting return; hanger-on: beggars
and tramps are parasites. [< L < Gk.,
< para– alongside of + sitos food] —par´asitʹic, adj. —par´a·sitʹi·cal·ly, adv.
par·a·sit·ism (parʹә sī´tiz әm), n. 1 relationship between a parasite and its host.
2 parasitic infection or infestation. 3
Fig. existing as a human parasite, living
oﬀ others.
par·a·sol (parʹә sôl; -sol), n. umbrella
used to ward oﬀ the rays of the sun. [< F
< Ital., < para ward oﬀ! + sole sun]
par·a·thy·roid glands (par´ә thīʹroid),
small glands near the thyroid glands.
Their secretion, which enables the body
to use calcium, is necessary for life.
par·a·troop·er (parʹә trüp´әr), n. soldier
trained to use a parachute for descent
from an aircraft into a battle area.
[< para(chute) + trooper] —parʹatroops´, n.pl.
par·boil (pärʹboil´), v. 1 boil till partly
cooked. 2 overheat. [< F < LL, < per–
thoroughly + bullire boil; par– confused
with part]
par·cel (pärʹsәl), n., v., –celed, –cel·ing.
—n. 1 bundle of things wrapped or
packed together; package. 2 container
with things packed in it. 3 piece: a
parcel of land. —v. make into a parcel
or parcels.
parcel out, divide into, or distribute in,
portions. [< OF, ult. < L particula, dim.
of pars apart]
parch (pärch), v. 1 dry by heating; roast
slightly: parched corn. 2 make or become
hot, dry, or thirsty. 3 make excessively dry.
par·chee·si, par·che·si, or par·chisi (pär chēʹzi), n. 1 game somewhat
like backgammon, played by moving
pieces according to throws of dice. 2
Parcheesi, trademark for this game.
[< Hind. pachīsī < pachīs twenty-ﬁve
(highest throw)]
parch·ment (pärchʹmәnt), n. 1 skin of
sheep, goats, etc., prepared for use as a

writing material. 2 manuscript or document written on parchment. 3 paper
that looks like parchment. [< OF < LL
< Gk. pergamene < Pergamon Pergamum,
whence it came]
par·don (pärʹdәn), n. 1 forgiveness. 2
excuse. 3 a setting free from punishment; ecclesiastical indulgence. [< v.]
—v. 1 forgive. 2 excuse. 3 set free from
punishment: the governor pardoned the
criminal. [< OF < LL, < L per– thoroughly + donare give] —parʹdon·a·ble,
adj. —parʹdon·a·ble·ness, n. —parʹdona·bly, adv. —parʹdon·er, n.
pare (pãr), v., pared, par·ing. 1 cut, trim,
or shave oﬀ the outer part of; peel: pare
an apple. 2 cut away little by little: pare
down expenses. [< F < L parare make
ready. Doublet of parry.]
par·e·gor·ic (par´ә gôrʹik; –gorʹ–), n. a
soothing medicine containing camphor
and a very little opium. —adj. soothing.
[< LL < Gk. paregorikos soothing, ult. <
para– at the side of + –agoros speaking]
paren., pl. parens., parenthesis.
pa·ren·chy·ma (pә rengʹkә mә), n. 1 the
essential tissue of an animal organ as
distinguished from connective tissue,
etc. 2 the fundamental cellular tissue of
plants, which composes the softer parts
of leaves, the pulp of fruits, the pith of
stems, etc. [< Gk., < para– beside + en–
in + chyma what is poured] —par´enchymʹa·tous, adj.
par·ent (pãrʹәnt), n. 1 father or mother.
2 any animal or plant that produces
oﬀspring. 3 Fig. source; cause. [< OF
< L parens, orig. active pp. of parere
bring forth] —pa·renʹtal, adj. —pa·renʹtal·ly, adv. —parʹent·hood, n.
par·ent·age (pãrʹәn tij), n. 1 descent from
parents; family line; ancestry. 2 being
a parent.
pa·ren·the·sis (pә renʹthә sis), n., pl. –ses
(–sēz). 1 word, phrase, sentence, etc.,
inserted within a sentence to explain
or qualify something. 2 either or both
of two curved lines ( ) used to set oﬀ
such an expression. [< L < Gk., ult.
< para– beside + en– in + thesis a placing] —par´en·thetʹic, par´en·thetʹi·cal,
adj. —par´en·thetʹi·cal·ly, adv.
pa·ren·the·size (pә renʹthә sīz), v., –sized,
–siz·ing. insert as or in a parenthesis.
par·ent·ing (pãrʹәn ting), n. process of
caring for and rearing children or oﬀspring.
pa·re·sis (pә rēʹsis; parʹә–), n. an incomplete paralysis that aﬀects the ability to
move, but does not aﬀect ability to feel.
[< NL < Gk., a letting go, ult. < para– by
+ hienai let go] —pa·retʹic, adj., n.
par ex·cel·lence (pär ekʹsә läns), French.
above all others of the same sort.
par·fait (pär fāʹ), n. 1 frozen dessert of
ice cream layered with fruits, sauce, etc.,
with whipped cream on top, served in a
tall glass. 2 a rich ice cream containing
eggs and whipped cream and frozen
without stirring. [< F, perfect]
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par·he·li·on (pär hēʹli әn; –hēlʹyәn),
n., pl. –li·a (–li ә; –yә). a bright circular spot on a solar halo. [< L < Gk.,
< para– beside + helios sun]
pa·ri·ah (pә rīʹә; päʹri ә), n. 1 outcast. 2
Usually, Pariah. member of a low caste
in S India and Burma. [< Tamil paraiyar
drummer; because this caste provided
the drummers at festivals]
pa·ri·e·tal (pә rīʹә tәl), adj. of the wall of
the body or of one of its cavities. —n.
Also, parietal bone. either of two bones
that form part of the side and top of the
skull. [< LL, < L paries wall]
par·i-mu·tu·el (parʹi mūʹchu̇ әl), n. 1 system of betting on horse races in which
those who have bet on the winning
horses divide the money lost by the losers. 2 machine for recording such bets.
[< F, mutual wager]
par·ing (pãrʹing), n. part pared oﬀ; skin;
rind.
Par·is (parʹis), n. capital of France, located
in N France on the Seine. —Pa·riʹsian,
adj., n.
par·ish (parʹish), n. 1 district that has its
own church and clergyman. 2 people
of a parish. 3 in Louisiana, a county.
[< OF < LL < Gk., ult. < para near +
oikos dwelling]
pa·rish·ion·er (pә rishʹәn әr; –rishʹnәr),
n. member of a parish.
par·i·ty (parʹә ti), n. 1 equality with
regard to state, quality, degree, etc. 2
similarity or close correspondence. [< L,
< par equal]
park (pärk), n. 1 land set apart for the
pleasure of the public. 2 land set apart
for wild animals. 3 place to leave an
automobile, etc., for a time. —v. 1
enclose in a park. 2 leave (an automobile, etc.) for a time in a certain place.
[< OF parc < L parricus enclosure. Doublet of paddock.]
par·ka (pärʹkә), n. 1 a fur jacket with a
hood, worn in Alaska and in NE Asia.
2 a long woolen shirt or jacket with a
hood. [< Russ.]
parking lot, open area for parking vehicles, often for a fee.
parking meter, device containing a clock
mechanism which is operated by the
insertion of coins. It allows an automobile a speciﬁed amount of time in a
parking area for each coin.
park·way (pärkʹwā´), n. a broad road with
spaces planted with grass, trees, etc.
Parl., Parliament; Parliamentary.
par·lance (pärʹlәns), n. way of speaking;
talk; language. [< OF, < parler speak.
See parley.]
par·lay (pärʹli; –lā), v. 1 extend and
exploit (something) with conspicuous
success: parlay an idea into a big business. [alter. of paroli < F < Ital., grand
cast at dice]
par·ley (pärʹli), n., pl. –leys, v., –leyed,
–ley·ing. —n. 1 conference; informal
talk. 2 an informal discussion with
an enemy about terms of surrender,

exchange of prisoners, etc. —v. discuss
terms, esp. with an enemy. [< OF parlée
< pp. of parler speak, ult. < L parabola
parable]
par·lia·ment (pärʹlә mәnt), n. council or
congress that is the highest lawmaking
body of a country. [< OF parlement. See
parley.]
par·lia·men·tar·i·an (pär´lә men tãrʹi әn), n. one skilled in parliamentary
procedure or debate.
par· lia· men· ta· ry
(pär´ lә menʹ tә ri;
–menʹtri), adj. 1 of a parliament. 2 done
by a parliament. 3 according to the
rules and customs of a parliament or
other lawmaking body. 4 having a parliament.
par·lor (pärʹlәr), n. 1 room for receiving
or entertaining guests; sitting room. 2
room used as a shop; shop: a beauty
parlor. —adj. of or pertaining to a parlor.
[< AF parlur. See parley.]
Par·me·san (pär´mә zanʹ; pärʹmә zan), n.
Also, Parmesan cheese. a hard, dry Italian cheese made from skim milk. —adj.
made with this cheese. [< MF parmesan,
ult. < It. Parma, region in Italy]
pa·ro·chi·al (pә rōʹki әl), adj. 1 of, for, or
in a parish: a parochial school. 2 narrow;
limited: a parochial viewpoint. [< OF
< LL, < parochia parish] —pa·roʹchi·alism, n. —pa·roʹchi·al·ly, adv.
par·o·dy (parʹә di), n., pl. –dies, v., –died,
–dy·ing. —n. 1 a humorous imitation
of a serious writing. A parody follows
the form of the original, but changes its
sense to nonsense. 2 a poor imitation.
—v. 1 make fun of by imitating; make a
parody on. 2 imitate poorly. [< L < Gk.,
< para- beside + oide song] —parʹodist, n.
pa·role (pә rōlʹ), n., v., –roled, –rol·ing.
—n. 1 conditional release from prison
or jail before the full term is served. 2
conditional freedom allowed in place
of imprisonment. 3 word of honor: the
prisoner of war gave his parole not to try
to escape. —v. put on parole; release on
parole. [< F, word, < L parabola parable.
Doublet of parable, palaver.]
pa·ro·lee (pә rōlʹē), n. person on parole.
pa·rot·id (pә rotʹid), —adj. near the ear.
The parotid glands, one in front of
each ear, supply saliva to the mouth
through the parotid ducts. —n. parotid
gland. [< L < Gk. parotis < para– beside
+ ous ear]
par·ox·ysm (parʹәk siz әm), n. 1 a severe,
sudden attack: a paroxysm of coughing.
2 ﬁt; convulsion: a paroxysm of rage.
[< Med.L < Gk., ult. < para– + oxynein
render acute] —par´ox·ysʹmal, adj.
par·quet (pär kāʹ; –ketʹ), n., v., –queted,
–quet·ing. —n. an inlaid wooden ﬂooring. —v. 1 furnish with an inlaid wooden
ﬂoor. 2 make (ﬂooring) of inlaid wood.
[< F, dim of parc park]
par·quet·ry (pärʹkit ri), n., pl. –ries.
mosaic of wood used for ﬂoors, wainscoting, etc.

parr (pär), n., pl. parrs or (esp. collectively) parr. a young salmon before it is
old enough to go to sea.
par·ra·keet (parʹә kēt), par·ro·ket, or
par·ro·quet (–ket), n. ⫽parakeet.
par·ri·cide1 (parʹә sīd), n. 1 person who
kills his or her parent. 2 person who kills
anybody whom he or she should revere.
[< F < LL, < L pater father + –cida killer]
—par´ri·cidʹal, adj.
par·ri·cide2 (parʹә sīd), n. crime of killing
one’s parent or parents. [< F < LL, < L
pater father + –cidium act of killing]
par·rot (parʹәt), n. bird with a stout,
hooked bill and often with bright-colored feathers. Some parrots can imitate
sounds and repeat words and sentences.
—v. repeat without understanding. [< F
Perrot, dim. of Pierre Peter]
parrot fever, psittacosis.
par·ry (parʹi), v., –ried, –ry·ing, n., pl.
–ries. —v. ward oﬀ; turn aside; evade (a
thrust, stroke, weapon, question, etc.).
—n. 1 act of parrying; avoiding. 2 a
special defensive movement in fencing.
[< F < Ital. parare ward oﬀ < L parare
prepare. Doublet of pare.]
parse (pärs), v., parsed, pars·ing. 1 analyze (a sentence) grammatically, telling
its parts of speech and their uses in the
sentence. 2 describe (a word) grammatically, telling what part of speech it
is, its form, and its use in a sentence. 3
make sense: that statement doesn’t parse.
[< L pars (orationis) part (of speech)]
—parsʹer, n.
Par·see, Par·si (pärʹsē; pär sēʹ), n. member of a sun-worshiping sect in India
descended from the Persians who ﬁrst
settled there in the early part of the
eighth century a.d. —Parʹsee·ism,
Parʹsi·ism, n.
par·si·mo·ni·ous (pär´sә mōʹni әs), adj.
too economical; stingy. —par´si·moʹnious·ly, adv.
par·si·mo·ny (pärʹsә mō´ni), n. extreme
economy; stinginess. [< L parsimonia
< parcere to spare]
pars·ley (pärsʹli), n., pl. –leys. a garden
plant with ﬁnely divided, fragrant leaves,
used to ﬂavor food and to trim platters
of meat. [OE petersilie, also < OF peresil;
both < VL petrosilium < L < Gk., < petros
rock + selinon parsley]
pars·nip (pärsʹnip), n. 1 vegetable that
is the long, tapering, whitish root of a
plant belonging to the same family as
the carrot. 2 the plant. [< OF < L pastinaca (cf. pastinare dig); form inﬂ. by
ME nep turnip]
par·son (pärʹsәn), n. 1 minister in charge
of a parish. 2 any clergyman; minister.
[< Med.L persona parson. Doublet of
person.]
par·son·age (pärʹsәn ij), n. house provided for a minister by a church.
part (pärt), n. 1 something less than the
whole: part of an apple, a dime is a tenth
part of a dollar, everyone must do his part.
2 side in a dispute or contest: he always

paschal
takes his brother’s part. 3 character in a
play; the words spoken by a character.
4 a dividing line left in combing one’s
hair. 5 one of the voices or instruments
in music. The four parts in singing are
soprano, alto, tenor, and bass. 6 the
musical score for a part. 7 ability; talent:
a man of parts. 8 region; district; place:
in foreign parts. [< L pars] —v. 1 divide
into two or more pieces. 2 force apart;
divide: the policeman parted the crowd.
3 go apart; separate: the friends parted
in anger. 4 comb (the hair) away from a
dividing line. —adj. less than the whole:
part time. —adv. in some measure or
degree; partly.
for one’s (own) part, as far as one is
concerned.
for the most part, largely, mostly.
in part, to some extent; partly.
part and parcel, a necessary part.
part company (with), end companionship.
part from, go away from; leave.
part with, give up; let go.
take part, take or have a share. [< OF
< L partire < pars, n.] —partʹed, adj.
—partʹer, n.
part., 1 participle. 2 particular.
par·take (pär tākʹ), v., –took, –tak·en,
–tak·ing. 1 eat or drink some; take
some. 2 take or have a share.
partake of, a have a share in. b have to
some extent the nature or character of:
her graciousness partakes of condescension. [< partaker, for part-taker] —partakʹer, n.
par·the·no·gen·e·sis (pär´thә nō jenʹә sis), n. reproduction without any male
element. [< Gk. parthenos virgin + E
genesis] —par´the·no·ge·netʹic, adj.
Par·thi·a (pärʹthi ә), n. an ancient country in Asia SE of the Caspian Sea, now a
part of NE Iran. —Parʹthi·an, adj., n.
par·tial (pärʹshәl), adj. 1 not complete;
not total: a partial loss. 2 inclined to
favor one side more than another; favoring unfairly. 3 favorably inclined: be
partial to sports. [< LL, < L pars part]
—parʹtial·ly, adv. —parʹtial·ness, n.
par·ti·al·i·ty (pär´shi alʹә ti; –shalʹә–), n.,
pl. –ties. 1 a favoring of one more than
another or others; favorable prejudice;
being partial: treat all the students without partiality. 2 a particular liking; fondness: a partiality for candy.
par·tic·i·pant (pär tisʹә pәnt), n. one who
shares or participates. —adj. participating.
par·tic·i·pate (pär tisʹә pāt), v., –pat·ed,
–pat·ing. have a share; take part. [< L
participatus, ult. < pars part + capere
take] —par·tic´i·paʹtion, n. —par·ticʹipa´tor, n. —par·ticʹi·pa·to´ry, adj.
par·ti·cip·i·al (pär´tә sipʹi әl), adj. of or
having to do with a participle, as a
participial adjective (a masked man), a
participial noun (the fatigue of marching). —par´ti·cipʹi·al·ly, adv.
par·ti·ci·ple (pärʹtә sip´әl), n. a form of
a verb used as an adjective. [< OF,

< participe a sharing < L participium.
See participate.]
par·ti·cle (pärʹtә kәl), n. 1 a very little
bit. 2 preﬁx or suﬃx. 3 preposition,
conjunction, article, or interjection. In,
if, an, and ah are particles. 4 portion of
matter so small that it may be treated
as a point without length, breadth, or
thickness. [< L particula, dim. of pars
part]
particle physics, branch of physics
that deals with elementary particles.
—particle physicist.
par·ti-col·ored (pärʹti kul´әrd), adj. colored diﬀerently in diﬀerent parts.
par·tic·u·lar (pәr tikʹyә lәr), adj. 1 apart
from others; considered separately; single: that particular chair is already sold.
2 belonging to some one person, thing,
group, occasion, etc.; not general: a
particular characteristic of a skunk is his
smell. 3 diﬀerent from others; unusual;
special: a particular friend. 4 hard to
please; wanting everything to be just
right; very careful. 5 giving details; full
of details: a particular account of the
game. —n. an individual part; item;
point: the work is complete in every
particular.
in particular, especially. [< OF < L particularis. See particle.]
par·tic·u·lar·i·ty (pәr tik´yә larʹә ti), n.,
pl. –ties. 1 detailed quality; minuteness.
2 special carefulness. 3 attentiveness to
details. 4 a particular feature or trait. 5
quality of being hard to please. 6 quality
or fact of beig particular.
par·tic·u·lar·ize (pәr tikʹyә lәr īz), v.,
–ized, –iz·ing. 1 mention particularly or
individually; treat in detail. 2 mention
individuals; give details. —par·tic´u·lari·zaʹtion, n.
par·tic·u·lar·ly (pәr tikʹyә lәr li), adv. 1 in
a high degree; especially. 2 in a particular manner; in detail; minutely.
par·tic·u·late (pär tikʹyә lit; –lāt), adj. of,
having to do with, or made up of very
small particles. —n. small, separate particle, as of dust or ﬁber. [< L particula
particle]
part·ing (pärʹting), n. 1 departure; going
away. 2 a taking leave. 3 division; separation. 4 place of division or separation.
—adj. 1 given, taken, done, etc., at parting: a parting request, a parting shot. 2
departing. 3 dividing; separating.
par·ti·san (pärʹtә zәn), n. 1 a strong supporter of a person, party, or cause; one
whose support is based on feeling rather
than on reasoning. 2 guerrilla. —adj. of
or like a partisan. [< F < Ital. partigiano
< parte part] —parʹti·san·ship´, n.
par·ti·tion (pär tishʹәn), n. 1 wall between
rooms, etc. 2 division into parts: the
partition of a man’s wealth when he dies.
—v. divide into parts: partition a house
into rooms. [< L, < partire part] —partiʹtion·er, n. —par·tiʹtion·ment, n.
part·ly (pärtʹli), adv. in part; in some
measure or degree.
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part·ner (pärtʹnәr), n. 1 one who shares.
2 member of a company or ﬁrm who
shares the risk and proﬁts of the business. 3 a wife or husband. b intimate
companion. 4 companion in a dance.
5 player on the same team or side in a
game. [var. of parcener < AF, < parçon
partition; inﬂ. by part]
part·ner·ship (pärtʹnәr ship), n. 1 a being
a partner; joint interest; association: the
partnership of marriage. 2 company or
ﬁrm with two or more members who
share in the risk and proﬁts of the business. 3 the legal relation between persons
who are legally partners in business. 4
the contract creating this relation.
part of speech, any one of the form
classes which collectively include the
total structure of a language.
par·tridge (pärʹtrij), n., pl. –tridg·es or
(esp. collectively) –tridge. 1 any of several kinds of game birds belonging to
the same group as the quail, pheasant,
and grouse. 2 in the United States, the
ruﬀed grouse or the quail. [< OF < L
< Gk. perdix]
part song, song with parts in simple harmony for two or more voices, esp. one
meant to be sung without an accompaniment.
part-time (pärtʹtīm´), adj., adv. for less
than the usual amount of time: parttime work. —part´-timʹer, n.
par·tu·ri·ent (pär tu̇rʹi әnt; –tyu̇rʹ–), adj.
1 bringing forth young; about to give
birth to young. 2 pertaining to childbirth.
par·tu·ri·tion (pär´tu̇ rishʹәn; –tyu̇–;
–chu̇–), n. childbirth. [< L, < parturire be
in labor, ult. < parere to bear]
par·ty (pärʹti), n., pl. –ties, adj. —n. 1 group
of people doing something together:
a scouting party of three soldiers. 2 a
gathering for pleasure: on her birthday
she had a party and invited her friends. 3
group of people wanting the same kind
of government or action: the Democratic
Party. 4 one who takes part in, aids, or
knows about: he was a party to our plot.
5 each of the persons or sides in a contract, lawsuit, etc. —adj. of or pertaining
to a party. [< OF partie < pp. of < partir
divide, part]
party line, generally accepted view.
par value, face value.
par·ve·nu (pärʹvә nü; –nū), n. one who
has risen to a higher social level than he
or she is accustomed to; upstart. [< F, pp.
of parvenir arrive < L, < per– through +
venire come]
par·vo (pãrʹvō), n. ⫽parvovirus.
par·vo·cel·lu·lar (pãr´vō selʹyә lәr) system, pathway of cells, in the brain of
humans and other primates, specialized
to process color, form, and contrast.
par·vo·vi·rus (pãr´vō vīʹrәs), n. any one of
a group of viruses found in animals, esp.
one that causes serious disease in dogs.
pas·chal (pasʹkәl), adj. 1 of or having
to do with the Jewish Passover. 2 of or
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pasha

having to do with Easter; used in Easter
celebrations.
pa·sha (pәshäʹ; pashʹә; päʹshә), n. 1 a
former Turkish title of rank. 2 a civil or
military oﬃcial of high rank in Turkey.
[< Turk., var. of bāshā < bash head]
Pash·to (pushʹtō), n. 1 Iranian language
of Afghanistan and the Pathan people
of Pakistan. 2 ⫽Pathan. [< Pers. pashtō
Afghan]
Pash·tun or Pash·ton (push tünʹ), n.
member of a Muslim people of Afghanistan and Pakistan.
pasque·ﬂow·er (paskʹﬂou´әr), n. any of
several anemones with purple or white
ﬂowers that bloom early in the spring.
[pasque < OF, Easter, < L < Gk. < Heb.
pesah. Passover]
pass (pas; päs), v., passed, passed or past,
pass·ing, n. —v. 1 go by; move past: pass
another car on the road. 2 go from one
to another; circulate: his estate passed
to his children, the curious coin was
passed around. 3 go across, around, or
over: pass a threshold, he passed a rope
around his waist. 4 go away: the time for
action had already passed. 5 be successful in (an examination, a course, etc.).
6 ratify or enact: pass a bill or law. 7
exceed; surpass: his performance passed
all expectations. 8 use; spend: we passed
the days pleasantly. 9 be accepted (for or
as): use silk or a material that will pass
for silk. 10 express; pronounce: a judge
passes sentence on guilty persons. 11
go without notice: he was rude, but let
that pass. 12 transfer (the bail, etc.) in
football, hockey, and other games. —n.
1 act of passing; passage. 2 success in an
examination, etc. 3 free ticket. 4 state;
condition: things have come to a strange
pass. 5 a narrow road, path, way, channel, etc. esp. through mountains. 6 the
transfer of a ball, etc., as in football.
bring to pass, accomplish; cause to be.
come to pass, take place; happen.
make a pass, ﬂirt with.
pass away, come to an end; die.
pass by, overlook; disregard.
pass oﬀ, a fade away. b get accepted:
pass oﬀ as genuine. c pretend to be:
successfully passed oﬀ as a journalist. d
dismiss; turn aside: pass oﬀ a criticism.
pass out, faint; lose consciousness.
pass over, overlook; disregard.
pass up, give up; renounce.
take a pass, a accept the grade of pass in
a class rather than take an examination.
b put oﬀ. [< OF passer, ult. < L passus
step] —passʹer, n.
pass., 1 passenger. 2 passim. 3 passive.
pass·a·ble (pasʹә bәl; päsʹ–), adj. 1 fairly
good; moderate: a passable knowledge of
geography. 2 that can be passed: a passable river, a passable coin, a passable bill.
—passʹa·ble·ness, n. —passʹa·bly, adv.
pas·sage (pasʹij), n. 1 hall or way through
a building; passageway. 2 means of passing; way through: passage through a
crowd, the guard refused us passage. 3

a passing: the passage of time, a stormy
passage. 4 piece from a speech or writing: a passage from the Bible. 5 a making
into law by a favoring vote of a legislature: the passage of a bill. 6 phrase or
other division of a piece of music. [< OF,
< passer pass]
pas·sage·way (pasʹij wā´), n. way along
which one can pass; passage, as a hall
or alley.
pass·book (pasʹbu̇k´; päsʹ–), n. a small
book in which a bank keeps an account
of what a person puts in and takes out of
a savings account; bankbook.
pas·sé (pa sāʹ; pasʹā), adj. 1 past. 2 past its
usefulness. 3 out of date. [< F, passed]
pas·sel (pasʹәl), n. a group: a passel of
chattering girls. [var. of parcel]
pas·sen·ger (pasʹәn jәr), n. traveler in a
plane, train, bus, boat, etc. [< OF passagier < passage passage]
passenger pigeon, kind of wild pigeon,
now extinct, that ﬂew far in a very large
ﬂocks.
pass·er-by (pasʹәr bīʹ; päsʹ–), n., pl. passers-by. one that passes by.
pas·ser·ine (pasʹәr in; –īn), adj. belonging or pertaining to the very large group
of perching birds, including more than
half of all birds. —n. a bird that perches.
[< L, < passer sparrow]
pass-fail (pasʹfāl´; päsʹ–), adj. graded
only as passing or failing a course.
pas·sim (pasʹim), adv. Latin. here and
there; in various places.
pass·ing (pasʹing; päsʹ–), adj. 1 that
passes. 2 transient; ﬂeeting. 3 cursory;
incidental. 4 that is now happening. 5
allowing one to pass an examination or
test: 75 will be a passing mark. —n. 1 act
of one that passes; a going by; a departure. 2 means or place of passing.
in passing, as one proceeds or passes.
pas·sion (pashʹәn), n. 1 very strong feeling. Hate and fear are passions. 2 violent
anger; rage: he ﬂew into a passion. 3 an
ardent aﬀection or sexual love between
two people. 4 very strong liking: she has
a passion for music. 5 object of a passion:
music is her passion.
Passion. the suﬀerings of Jesus on the
cross or after the Last Supper. [< OF < L
passio < pati suﬀer] —pasʹsion·less, adj.
—pasʹsion·less·ly, adv. —pasʹsion·lessness, n.
pas·sion·ate (pashʹәn it), adj. 1 having or
showing strong feelings. 2 easily moved
to anger. 3 resulting from strong feeling:
a passionate speech. —pasʹsion·ate·ly,
adv. —pasʹsion·ate·ness, n.
pas·sion·ﬂow·er (pashʹәn ﬂou´әr), n.
1 plant with showy ﬂowers supposed
to suggest the crown of thorns, the
wounds, the nails, etc., of Christ’s cruciﬁxion. 2 the ﬂower.
Passion Play or passion play, play representing the suﬀerings and death of
Christ.
pas·sive (pasʹiv), adj. 1 not acting in
return; just being acted on without itself

acting: a passive mind or disposition.
2 not resisting: the slaves gave passive
obedience to their master. 3 inactive;
quiescent; inert. 4 showing the subject
as acted on. In “The window was broken
by John,” was broken is in the passive
voice. —n. 1 a verb form that shows the
subject as acted on. 2 the passive voice.
[< L passivus < pati suﬀer] —pasʹsive·ly,
adv. —pasʹsive·ness, pas·sivʹi·ty, n.
passive resistance, peaceful resistance to
esp. a government or other authority by
refusing to obey a law or rule, etc.
passive restraint, device that automatically protects someone from injury, as a
seatbelt or airbag in an automobile.
pass·key (pasʹkē´; päsʹ–), n., pl. –keys.
1 key for opening several locks. 2 a
private key.
Pass·o·ver (pasʹō´vәr; päsʹ–), n. an annual feast of the Jews in memory of
the sparing of the Hebrews in Egypt.
Exod. 12.
pass·port (pasʹpôrt; –pōrt; päsʹ–) n. 1 a
paper or book giving oﬃcial permission
to travel in a certain country, under the
protection of one’s own government. 2
Fig. anything that gives one admission
or acceptance.
pass·word (pasʹwėrd´; päsʹ–), n. a secret
word that allows a person speaking it to
pass a guard.
past (past; päst), adj. 1 gone by; ended:
our troubles are past. 2 having served a
term in oﬃce: a past president. 3 indicating time gone by, or former action or
state: the past tense, a past participle. —n.
1 time gone by; time before; what has
happened: life began far back in the past,
our country has a glorious past. 2 one’s
past life, esp. if hidden or unknown.
3 the past tense or a verb form in it.
—prep. 1 beyond; farther on than: past
the mark, it is past noon. —adv. so as to
pass by or beyond: trains go past quite
frequently. —v. pp. of pass.
pas·ta (päsʹtә), n. any of certain foods
made of ﬂour, eggs, water, and salt,
rolled and fashioned into diﬀerent
shapes and then usually dried, such as
spaghetti, macaroni, etc. [< Ital.]
paste (pāst), n., v., past·ed, past·ing. —n.
1 mixture, such as ﬂour and water boiled
together, that will stick paper together.
2 dough for pastry. 3 a soft, doughlike
mixture. Fish paste is mashed ﬁsh. 4 a
hard, glassy material used in making
imitations of precious stones. —v. 1
stick with paste. 2 Informal. strike, esp.
with a ﬁst; beat. [< OF < LL < Gk., pasta
porridge]
paste·board (pāstʹbôrd´; –bōrd´), n. a
stiﬀ material made of sheets of paper
pasted together or of paper pulp pressed
and dried.
pas·tel (pas telʹ; pasʹtel), n. 1 kind of
crayon used in drawing. 2 a drawing
made with such crayons. 3 a soft, pale
shade of some color. [< F < Ital., < LL
pasta paste]

pathway
past·er (pāsʹtәr), n. someone or something that pastes.
pas·tern (pasʹtәrn), n. the part of a horse’s
foot between the fetlock and the hoof.
[< OF pasturon, dim. of pasture tether
for a horse, ult. < L pastor herdsman.
See pastor.]
pas·teur·ize (pasʹchәrīz; –tәr–), v.,
–ized, –iz·ing. heat (milk, etc.) to a
high enough temperature to destroy
harmful bacteria, etc. [after L. Pasteur]
—pas´teur·i·zaʹtion, n.
pas·teur·iz·er (pasʹchәr īz´әr), n. equipment for pasteurizing milk, wine, etc.
pas·time (pasʹtīm´; päsʹ–), n. a pleasant way of passing time; amusement;
recreation.
past master, person who has much experience in any profession, art, etc.
pas·tor (pasʹtәr; päsʹ–), n. minister in
charge of a church; spiritual guide.
[< L, shepherd, < pascere feed] —pasʹtorship, n.
pas·tor·al (pasʹtәr әl; päsʹ–), adj. 1 of
shepherds or country life. 2 simple or
naturally beautiful like the country. 3 of
a pastor or his duties. —n. 1 a pastoral
play, poem, or picture. 2 letter from a
bishop to his clergy or to the people of
his church district. —pasʹtor·al·ism, n.
—pasʹtor·al·ist, n. —pasʹtor·al·ly, adv.
pas·to·rale (pas´tә rälʹ; päs´–), n. 1 musical composition that evokes the beauty
of the countryside. 2 Fig. something
like a pastorale in character, as a poem.
Also, pastoral. [< It. pastorale pastoral]
pas·tor·ate (pasʹtәr it; päsʹ–), pas·tor·age
(–ij), n. 1 position or duties of a pastor.
2 term of service of a pastor. 3 pastors
as a group.
past participle, participle that indicates
time gone by, or a former action or state.
Played and thrown are past participles in
“She has played all day,” “The ball should
have been thrown to me.”
past perfect, n. 1 a verb form showing
that an event was completed before
a given past time; pluperfect. In “He
had learned to read before he went to
school,” had learned is the past perfect of
learn. 2 the past perfect tense or a verb
form in it. —adj. of or pertaining to this
verb form.
pas·tra·mi (pәs träʹmi), n. a smoked and
well-seasoned cut of beef, usually sliced
thin on a sandwich. [< Yiddish]
pas·try (pāsʹtri), n., pl. –tries. 1 food
made of baked ﬂour paste, made rich
with lard, butter, or a vegetable shortening. 2 pies, tarts, and other foods wholly
or partly made of rich ﬂour paste.
[< paste]
pas·tur·age (pasʹchәr ij; päsʹ–), n. 1 the
growing grass and other plants for cattle, sheep, or horses to feed on. 2 pasture land.
pas·ture (pasʹchәr; päsʹ–), n., v., –tured,
–tur·ing. —n. 1 a grassy ﬁeld or hillside;
grasslands on which cattle, sheep, or
horses can feed. 2 the grass and other

growing plants. —v. 1 put (cattle, sheep,
etc.) out to pasture. 2 (of cattle, sheep,
etc.) feed on (growing grass, etc.). [< OF
< LL pastura < L pascere feed]
past·y (pāsʹti), adj., past·i·er, past·i·est.
1 like paste. 2 pale. 3 ﬂabby. —pastʹiness, n.
pat1 (pat), v., pat·ted, pat·ting, n. —v. 1
strike or tap lightly with something ﬂat:
she patted the dough into a ﬂat cake. 2
tap with the hand as a sign of sympathy,
approval or aﬀection: pat a dog. —n. 1 a
light stroke or tap with the hand or with
something ﬂat. 2 sound made by patting.
3 a small mass, esp. of butter, shaped by
patting. [OE potian push]
pat2 (pat), adj. apt; suitable: a pat reply.
—adv. aptly; exactly; suitably.
stand pat, hold to things as they are and
refuse to change. [prob. special use of
pat1] —patʹness, n.
patch (pach), n. 1 piece put on to mend
a hole or a tear. 2 pad over a hurt eye to
protect it. 3 piece of ground: a garden
patch. —v. 1 protect or adorn with a
patch or patches; put patches on; mend.
2 piece together; make hastily.
patch up, a put an end to; settle. b
make right hastily or for a time. c put
together hastily or poorly. [ME pacche]
—patchʹer, n. —patchʹy, adj. —patchʹily, adv. —patchʹi·ness, n.
patch pocket, ﬂat pocket sewn on the
outside of a jacket, coat, etc.
patch test, test for allergy to a substance in which the substance is applied
directly to the skin, often with a small
pad or patch.
patch-up (pachʹupʹ), adj. improvised;
makeshift: a patch-up repair.
patch·work (pachʹwėrk´), n. 1 pieces of
cloth of various colors or shapes sewed
together: a patchwork quilt. 2 anything
like this.
pate (pāt), n. 1 top of the head; head. 2
brains.
pâ·té or pa·te (pä tāʹ), n. 1 ﬁnely chopped
meat, livers, etc., seasoned with herbs
and spices, baked and often served cold.
2 pastry ﬁlled with meat, vegetables,
etc., in a sauce; patty. [< F]
pâ·té de foie gras (pä tāʹ dә fwä gräʹ),
French. paste made with livers of specially fattened geese.
pa·tel·la (pә telʹә), n., pl. –tel·las, –tel·lae
(–telʹē) ⫽kneecap. [< L, dim. of patina
pan] —pa·telʹlar, adj.
pat·ent (n., adj. 1 v. patʹәnt, adj. 2, 3
pāʹtәnt, patʹәnt), n. 1 a government
grant to a person by which he or she is
the only one allowed to make or sell a
new invention for a certain number of
years. 2 invention that is patented. 3
an oﬃcial document from a government giving a right or privilege. —adj.
1 given or protected by a patent.
2 evident; plain: it is patent that
cats dislike dogs. 3 open. —v. get a patent
for. [< L patens lying open] —paʹtency, n. —patʹent·a·ble, adj. —pat´ent·a-
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bilʹi·ty, n. —pat´ent·eeʹ, n. —paʹtent·ly,
adv. —patʹen·tor, n.
pat·ent leather (patʹәnt), leather with a
very glossy, smooth surface, often black.
pa·ter·nal (pә tėrʹnәl), adj. 1 of or like a
father; fatherly. 2 related on the father’s
side of the family: a paternal aunt,
cousin, etc. 3 received or inherited from
one’s father: Mary’s blue eyes were a
paternal inheritance. [< LL, ult. < pater
father] —pa·terʹnal·ly, adv.
pa·ter·nal·ism (pә tėrʹnәl iz әm), n. management of the aﬀairs of a country or
group of people in the way that a father
manages the aﬀairs of his family and
children. —pa·ter´nal·isʹtic, adj. —pater´nal·isʹti·cal·ly, adv.
pa·ter·ni·ty (pә tėrʹnә ti), n. 1 being a
father; fatherhood. 2 paternal origin:
King Arthur’s paternity was unknown.
pat·er·nos·ter (patʹәr nosʹtәr; pāʹtәr–), n.
1 the Lord’s Prayer, esp. in Latin. 2 one
of the beads of a rosary on which the
Lord’s Prayer is said. [< L, our father]
path (path; päth), n., pl. paths (paths;
päthz). 1 way made by people or animals walking, usually too narrow for
automobiles or wagons. 2 walk through
a garden or park. 3 line along which a
person or thing moves; route; track: the
moon has a regular path through the sky.
4 way of acting or behaving. [OE pœth]
—pathʹless, adj. —pathʹless·ness, n.
Pa·than (pә tanʹ; pәt hänʹ), n. 1 member
of a major group of Afghan people living in Afghanistan, Pakistan, and India.
2 an Afghan. —adj. of or having to
do with the Pathans. [< Hind. Pa.thān
< Afghan]
pa·thet·ic (pә thetʹik), adj. 1 pitiful;
arousing pity. 2 of the emotions. [< LL
< Gk. pathetikos, ult < pathein suﬀer]
—pa·thetʹi·cal·ly, adv.
pathetic fallacy, attributing human emotions and characteristics to nature.
path·ﬁnd·er (pathʹfīn´dәr; päthʹ–), n.
one who ﬁnds a path or way.
path·o·gen·ic (path´ә jenʹik), adj. producing disease. [< patho– (< Gk. pathos
disease) + –genic (ult. < Gk. gen– produce)] —pathʹo·gen, n.
pathol., pathology.
pa·thol·o·gize (pә thoʹә jīz), v., –gized,
–giz·ing. diagnose and treat, esp. behavior, as evidence of a diseased condition:
pathologize simple naughtiness.
pa·thol·o·gy (pә tholʹә ji), n., pl. –gies.
1 study of the causes and nature of
diseases. 2 unhealthy conditions and
processes caused by a disease. [< patho–
(< Gk. pathos disease) + –logy] —path´
o·logʹic, path´o·logʹi·cal, adj. —path´
o·logʹi·cal·ly, adv. —pa·tholʹo·gist, n.
pa·thos (pāʹthos), n. quality in speech,
writing, music, events, or a scene that
arouses a feeling of pity or sadness.
[< Gk., suﬀering, feeling]
path·way (pathʹwā´; päthʹ–), n. path.
–pathy, suﬃx. 1 feeling, as in antipathy.
2 disease, as in neuropathy. 3 treat-
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ment of disease, as in osteopathy. [< Gk.
–patheia]
pa·tience (pāʹshәns), n. 1 willingness to
put up with waiting, pain, trouble, etc.;
calm endurance without complaining
or losing self-control. 2 long, hard work;
steady eﬀort.
pa·tient (pāʹshәnt), adj. 1 willing to put
up with waiting, pain, trouble, etc.;
enduring calmly without complaining
or losing self-control. 2 with steady
eﬀort or long, hard work; quietly persevering. —n. person who is being treated
by a doctor. [< OF < L patiens suﬀering]
—paʹtient·ly, adv.
pat·i·na (patʹә nә), n. 1 ﬁlm or incrustation, usually green, on the surface of
old bronze. 2 ﬁlm or coloring produced
in the course of time on wood or other
substance. [< Ital.]
pat·i·o (patʹi ō; päʹti ō), n., pl. –i·os. 1
an inner court or yard open to the sky.
2 terrace for outdoor eating, lounging,
etc. [< Sp.]
pat·ois (patʹwä), n., pl. pat·ois (patʹwäz).
dialect spoken by the common people
of a district: the patois of the French
Canadians. [< F]
pa·tri·arch (pāʹtri ärk), n. 1 father and
ruler of a family or tribe. 2 person
thought of as the father or founder
of something. 3 a venerable old man.
[< L < Gk., patria family + archos leader]
—pa´tri·arʹchal, pa´tri·arʹchic, adj.
—pa´tri·arʹchal·ly, adv.
pa·tri·ar·chy (pāʹtri är´ki), n., pl. –chies.
form of social organization in which the
father is head of the family and in which
descent is reckoned in the male line, the
children belonging to the father’s clan.
pa·tri·cian (pә trishʹәn), n. 1 noble; aristocrat. 2 member of the nobility of
ancient Rome. —adj. 1 of high social
rank; aristocratic. 2 like or characteristic
of an aristocrat. 3 of the patricians. [<
L patricius of the patres (senators, lit.,
fathers) at Rome] —pa·triʹcian·ism, n.
pat·ri·cide1 (patʹrә sīd), n. crime of killing one’s father. [< LL, < L pater father +
–cidium act of killing] —pat´ri·cidʹal, adj.
pat·ri·cide2 (patʹrә sīd), n. person who
kills his or her father. [< Med.L, < L
pater father + –cida killer]
pat·ri·mo·ny (patʹrә mō´ni), n., pl. –nies.
1 property inherited from one’s father
or ancestors. 2 property belonging to
a church, monastery, or convent. 3 any
heritage. [< OF < L patrimonium < pater
father] —pat´ri·moʹni·al, adj.
pa·tri·ot (pāʹtri әt; –ot), n. person who
loves and loyally supports his or her
country. [< LL < Gk. patriotes, ult.
< patris fatherland] —pa´tri·otʹic, adj.
—pa´tri·otʹi·cal·ly, adv.
pa·tri·ot·ism (pāʹtri әt iz´әm), n. love and
loyal support of one’s country.
pa·trol (pә trōlʹ), v., –trolled, –trol·ling,
n. —v. go around (a town, camp, etc.)
to watch or guard. —n. 1 people who
patrol: the patrol was changed at mid-

night. 2 a going of the rounds to watch
or guard. 3 group of soldiers, ships, or
airplanes, sent out to ﬁnd out all they
can about the enemy. [< F patrouiller
paddle in mud] —pa·trolʹler, n.
pa·trol·man (pә trōlʹmәn), or pa·trolwo·man (pә trōlʹwüm´әn), n., pl. –men.
police oﬃcer, etc., who patrols a certain
district.
pa·tron (pāʹtrәn), n. 1 one who buys
regularly at a given store. 2 person who
gives his or her approval and support
to some person, art, cause, or undertaking. 3 a guardian saint or god. [< OF <
L patronus < pater father. Doublet of
patroon.] —paʹtron·al, adj.
pa·tron·age (pāʹtrәn ij; patʹrәn–), n. 1
regular business given by customers. 2
favor, encouragement, or support given
by a patron. 3 condescending favor: an
air of patronage. 4 power to give jobs or
favors: the patronage of a Congressman.
5 political jobs or favors.
pa·tron·ess (pāʹtrәn is; patʹrәn–), n. 1 a
woman patron. 2 lady who helps some
entertainment with her name, money,
or presence.
pa·tron·ize (pāʹtrәn īz; patʹrәn–), v.,
–ized, –iz·ing. 1 be a regular customer
of; give regular business to. 2 act as
a patron toward; support or protect.
3 treat in a condescending way: we
dislike to have anyone patronize us.
—paʹtron·iz´er, n. —paʹtron·iz´ing,
adj. —paʹtron·iz´ing·ly, adv.
patron saint, saint regarded as the special
guardian of a person, church, city, etc.
pat·ro·nym·ic (pat´rә nimʹik), n. name
derived from the name of a father or
ancestor. Williamson is a patronymic.
[< LL < Gk., < pater father + dial. onyma
name]
pa·troon (pә trünʹ), n. owner of a very
large estate in land who had certain
privileges under the Dutch governments
that controlled New York and New Jersey before the British. [< Du. < L patronus. Doublet of patron.]
pat·ter1 (patʹәr), v., make rapid taps: bare
feet pattered along the hard ﬂoor. —n.
series of quick taps or the sound they
make. [< pat1]
pat·ter2 (patʹәr), n. 1 rapid and easy talk:
a magician’s patter. 2 talk of a class or
group: the patter of beggars and thieves.
3 lyrics for a song, often comic, intended
to be sung rapidly. —v. talk or say rapidly and easily, without much thought.
[var. of pater in paternoster] —patʹterer, n.
pat·tern (patʹәrn), n. 1 arrangement of
forms and colors; design: the patterns
of wallpaper, rugs, cloth, and jewelry.
2 model or guide for something to be
made. 3 a ﬁne example; model to be followed. —v. make according to a pattern:
she patterned herself after her mother.
[< OF patron pattern, patron]
pat·terned (patʹәrnd), adj. having or decorated with patterns.

pat·ty (patʹi), n., pl. –ties. 1 Also, patty
shell, a hollow form of pastry ﬁlled with
chicken, oysters, etc. 2 a small, round,
ﬂat piece of food or candy. [< F pâté]
pau·ci·ty (pôʹsә ti), n. 1 a small number;
fewness. 2 a small amount; scarcity; lack.
[< L, < paucus few]
paunch (pônch; pänch), n. 1 belly; stomach. 2 a large, protruding belly. [< OF
panche < L pantex] —paunchʹy, adj.
—paunchʹi·ness, n.
pau·per (pôʹpәr), n. a very poor person;
person supported by charity. [< L, poor.
Doublet of poor.]
pau·per·ism (pôʹpәr iz әm), n. poverty.
pau·per·ize (pôʹpәr īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
make a pauper of. —pau´per·i·zaʹtion, n.
pause (pôz), v., paused, paus·ing, n. —v.
1 stop for a time; wait. 2 dwell; linger:
pause upon a word. —n. 1 moment of
silence; stop; rest. 2 a brief stop in speaking or reading. 3 Music. a sign ( or )
above or below a note, meaning that it is
to be held for a longer time.
give pause, a cause to be wait. b cause
uneasiness. [< F < L < Gk. pausis < pauein
to stop] —pauseʹless, adj. —pauseʹlessly, adv. —pausʹer, n. —pausʹing·ly, adv.
pav·an or pav·ane (pavʹәn, pә vänʹ), n.
slow, stately dance or the music for it.
[< F]
pave (pāv), v., paved, pav·ing. 1 cover (a
street, sidewalk, etc.) with a pavement.
2 make smooth or easy; prepare. [< OF
paver, ult. < L pavire beat, tread down]
—pavʹer, n.
pave·ment (pāvʹmәnt), n. 1 covering for
streets, sidewalks, etc., made of stones,
bricks, wood, asphalt, etc. 2 material
used for paving.
pa·vil·ion (pә vilʹyәn), n. 1 a light building, usually one somewhat open, used
for shelter, pleasure, etc.: a bathing pavilion. 2 a large tent raised on posts; tent.
—v. furnish with a pavilion; enclose or
shelter in a pavilion. [< OF < L papilio
tent, butterﬂy]
pav·ing (pāvʹing), n. 1 material for pavement. 2 pavement.
paw (pô), n. 1 foot of an animal having claws. Cats and dogs have paws. 2
Informal. hand. —v. 1 strike or scrape
with the paws or feet: the cat pawed the
mouse. 2 Informal. handle awkwardly,
roughly, or in too familiar a manner.
[< OF powe < Gmc.] —pawʹer, n.
pawl (pôl), n. a pivoted bar arranged to
catch in the teeth of a ratchet wheel or
the like to prevent movement backward
or to impart motion.
pawn1 (pôn), v. leave (something) with
another person as security that borrowed money will be repaid: he pawned
his watch to buy food. [< n.] —n. something left as security.
in pawn, in another’s possession as security; a pledge. [< OF pan] —pawnʹer, n.
pawn2 (pôn), n. 1 one of the 16 pieces of
lowest value in chess. 2 person or thing
used by someone for his own purposes.

pecan
[< AF, var. of OF peon < LL pedo foot
soldier < L pes foot. Doublet of peon.]
pawn·bro·ker (pônʹbrō´kәr), n. person
who lends money at interest on articles
that are left as security for the loan.
—pawnʹbro´king, n.
Paw·nee (pô nēʹ), n. member of an American Indian tribe that lived near the
forks of the Platte River.
pawn·shop (pônʹshop´), n. pawnbroker’s
shop.
paw·paw (pôʹpô), n. ⫽papaw.
pay (pā), v., paid or (Obs. except for def.
13) payed, pay·ing, n. —v. 1 give (a person) what is due for things, work, etc.
2 give money owed: pay your way, pay
a debt. 3 give; oﬀer: pay attention. 4 be
proﬁtable; be worth while to: it wouldn’t
pay to take that job, it pays to be polite.
5 reward or punish: paid for their insults
by causing trouble. 6 suﬀer; undergo: the
one who does wrong must pay. 7 let out
(a rope, etc.). —n. money or equivalent
given for things or work; return for
favors or hurts.
in the pay of, paid by and working for.
pay as you go, pay or discharge obligations as they are incurred.
pay back, a return money borrowed. b Fig.
give the same treatment as one received. c
Fig. get even with; get revenge on.
pay oﬀ, give all the money that is owed;
pay in full. [< OF < L pacare pacify < pax
peace] —pay·eeʹ, n. —payʹer, n.
pay·a·ble (pāʹә bәl), adj. 1 required to
be paid; due: bills payable. 2 that may
be paid.
pay dirt, 1 earth, ore, etc., containing
enough metal to be worth mining. 2 Fig.
something proﬁtable or beneﬁcial.
pay·load (pāʹlōd´), n. 1 load carried by
a rocket, aircraft, vehicle, etc. 2 missile
warhead.
pay·mas·ter (pāʹmas´tәr; –mäs´–), n.
person whose job is to pay wages.
pay·ment (pāʹmәnt), n. 1 a paying. 2
amount paid. 3 reward or punishment.
pay-oﬀ (pāʹôf´; –of´), n. 1 a paying of
wages. 2 time of such payment. 3 returns
from an enterprise, speciﬁc action, etc. 4
climax (of a story, situation, etc.).
pay roll, 1 list of persons to be paid and
the amounts that each one is to receive.
2 the total amount to be paid to them.
payt., payment.
Pb., lead. [< L plumbum]
PC, (pēʹsēʹ), 1 personal computer. 2
politically correct.
pc., pl. pcs. piece.
pct., p.c., percent.
Pd, palladium.
pd., paid.
P.D., Police Department.
pea (pē), n., pl. peas. 1 the round seed in
the pod of a plant, used as a vegetable.
2 the plant itself. 3 seed or plant like
a pea.
(as) like as two peas (in a pod), very
much alike; akin. [< pease, orig. sing.,
later taken as a pl.]

peace (pēs), n. 1 freedom from war or
strife of any kind. 2 public quiet, order,
and security. 3 agreement between contending parties to end war: the Peace
of Paris. 4 freedom from disturbance;
quiet; calm: peace of mind. interj. keep
still! stay quiet!
at peace, a not at war or quarreling. b
quiet; peaceful.
hold or keep one’s peace, be silent.
make peace, bring about an understanding or settlement of diﬀerences
between individuals, countries, etc.
[< OF < L pax]
peace·a·ble (pēsʹә bәl), adj. 1 liking peace;
keeping peace: peaceable people refrain
from quarreling. 2 peaceful: a peaceable
reign. —peaceʹa·ble·ness, n. —peaceʹably, adv.
Peace Corps, an agency of the U.S. government, set up in 1961 to provide
people with technical skills to underdeveloped countries.
peace·ful (pēsʹfәl), adj. 1 full of peace;
quiet; calm. 2 liking peace; keeping
peace. 3 of or having to do with peace.
—peaceʹful·ly, adv. —peaceʹful·ness, n.
peace·keep·ing (pēsʹkē´ping), adj. intervening to end hostilities or maintaining
an end to hostilities between enemies.
—n. task or duties of a peacekeeper or
peacekeeping force. —peaceʹkeep´er, n.
peace·mak·er (pēsʹmāk´әr), n. person
who makes peace. —peaceʹmak´ing,
n., adj.
peace oﬃcer, police oﬃcer, sheriﬀ, or
constable.
peace pipe, pipe smoked by American
Indians as a token or pledge of peace.
peace·time (pēsʹtīm´), n. a time of peace.
—adj. of or having to do with such a
time.
peach (pēch), n. 1 a juicy, nearly round
fruit having a rough stone or pit. 2 tree
that it grows on. 3 fruit or tree like a
peach. 4 a yellowish pink. 5 Informal.
someone especially admirable or likable.
—adj. yellowish-pink. [< OF, ult. < L
Persicum (malum) Persian apple < Gk.]
peach·y (pēchʹi), adj. peach·i·er, peach·iest. like a peach. —peachʹi·ness, n.
pea·cock (pēʹkok´), n., pl. –cocks or
(esp. collectively) –cock. male peafowl,
a showy bird with beautiful green, blue,
and gold feathers. The tail feathers have
spots like eyes on them and can be
spread out and held upright like a fan.
[ult. < OE pēa (< L pavo peafowl) +
cock1]
pea·fowl (pēʹfoul´), n. peacock or peahen.
pea green, light green.
pea·hen (pēʹhen´), n. female of the peacock with less showy feathers and coloration than the male.
pea jacket, a short coat of thick woolen
cloth worn by sailors. Also, peacoat.
peak (pēk), n. 1 the pointed top of a
mountain or hill. 2 mountain that stands
alone. 3 the highest point. 4 any pointed
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end or top: the peak of a beard, the peak
of a roof. 5 the front part or the brim of a
cap, which stands out. —v. raise straight
up; tilt up. [var. of pick2]
peaked1 (pēkt; pēkʹid), adj. having a peak;
pointed.
peak·ed2 (pēkʹid), adj. pale, thin. [< peak,
v., look sick]
peal (pēl), n. 1 a loud, long sound: a peal
of thunder. 2 the loud ringing of bells,
esp. of a set of bells rung in a certain
order. 3 set of bells; chimes. —v. sound
out in a peal; ring. [ME pele]
pea·nut (pēʹnut´), n. 1 plant of the same
family as the pea, whose pods ripen
underground and contain large seeds
which are used as nuts when roasted.
2 one of these pods containing seeds. 3
one of these seeds.
peanut brittle, hard candy made of
melted sugar and peanuts.
peanut butter, food made of peanuts
ground until soft and smooth.
pear (pãr), n. 1 a sweet, juicy fruit rounded
at one end and smaller toward the stem
end. 2 tree that it grows on. 3 fruit or
plant like a pear. [< LL pira < L pirum]
—pearʹ-shaped´, adj.
pearl (pėrl), n. 1 a white or nearly white
gem that has a soft shine like satin,
formed inside the shell of a kind of oyster, or in other similar shellﬁsh. 2 thing
that looks like a pearl, such as a dewdrop
or a tear. 3 a very ﬁne one of its kind. 4 a
very pale, clear, bluish gray. —adj. 1 very
pale, clear bluish-gray. 2 formed into
small, round pieces: pearl tapioca. —v.
hunt or dive for pearls. [< OF perle; ?
akin to L perna, a bivalve] —pearlʹer, n.
—pearlʹy, adj. —pearlʹi·ness, n.
pearl gray, a soft, pale, bluish gray.
peas·ant (pezʹәnt), n. farmer of the working class in Europe. [< AF var. of OF
paysant < pays country, ult. < L pagus
district]
peas·ant·ry (pezʹәnt ri), n. peasants.
pease (pēz), n. Archaic. pl. of pea. [< LL
pisa < L pisum < Gk. pison]
peat (pēt), n. kind of turf, used as
fuel after being dried. Peat is made
of partly rotted moss and plants.
—peatʹy, adj.
pea·vey, pea·vy (pēʹvi), n., pl. –veys;
–vies. a strong stick that is tipped with
an iron or steel point and has a hinged
hook near the end. Lumbermen use
peaveys in managing logs. [after J. Peavey, the inventor]
peb·ble (pebʹәl), n., v., –bled, –bling. —n.
a small stone, usually worn and rounded
by being rolled about by water. —v.
prepare (leather) so that it has a grained
surface. [OE pœbbel (in place names)]
—pebʹbled, pebʹbly, adj.
pe·can (pi känʹ; –kanʹ; pēʹkan), n. 1 an
olive-shaped nut with a smooth, thin
shell, that grows on a kind of hickory
tree common in the S United States.
2 tree that it grows on. [< Algonquian
pakan hard-shelled nut]
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peccadillo

pec·ca·dil·lo (pek´ә dilʹō), n., pl.
–loes, –los. a minor sin or fault. [< Sp.
pecadillo, dim. of pecado sin < L peccatum]
pec·ca·ry (pekʹә ri), n., pl. –ries or (esp.
collectively) –ry. kind of wild pig found
in South America and as far N as Texas.
[< Carib pakira]
peck1 (pek), n. 1 unit of dry measure,
eight quarts or one fourth of a bushel: a
peck of potatoes. 2 container holding just
a peck, to measure with. 3 a great deal: a
peck of trouble. [ME pec]
peck2 (pek), v. 1 strike and pick with the
beak, esp. with pounding movements. 2
make by striking with the beak: woodpeckers peck holes in trees. 3 strike at and
pick up with the beak: a hen pecks corn.
4 Informal. eat only a little, bit by bit. 5
ﬁnd fault. —n. 1 stroke made with the
beak. 2 hole or mark made by pecking.
3 stiﬀ, unwilling kiss. [akin to pick1]
—peckʹer, n.
peck·ing order (pekʹing), 1 order of
dominance, esp. among fowl, in which
the dominant bird pecks another weaker
bird, and so on down the line. 2 any
hierarchical order, as in a group of
young people or an oﬃce.
pec·tin (pekʹtin), n. substance that occurs
in ripe fruits and makes fruit jelly stiﬀ.
[< Gk. pektos congealing, curdling <
pegnynai make stiﬀ ]
pec·to·ral (pekʹtә rәl), adj. of, in, or on
the breast or chest. [< L, < pectus chest]
—pecʹto·ral·ly, adv.
pe·cul·iar (pi kūlʹyәr), adj. 1 strange; odd;
unusual. 2 belonging to one person or
thing and not to another; special: this
book has a peculiar value. [< peculiaris
of one’s own < peculium property. See
peculate.] —pe·culʹiar·ly, adv.
pe·cu·li·ar·i·ty (pi kū´li arʹә ti), n., pl.
–ties. 1 a being peculiar; strangeness;
oddness; unusualness. 2 thing or feature
that is strange or odd. 3 a distinguishing
quality or feature.
pe·cu·ni·ar·y (pi kūʹni er´i), adj. of or
pertaining to money; in the form of
money. [< L, < pecunia money. See
peculate.] —pe·cuʹni·ar´i·ly, adv.
ped·a·gog·ic (ped´ә gojʹik; –gōʹjik), peda·gog·i·cal (–ә kәl), adj. of teachers or
teaching; of pedagogy. —ped´a·gogʹical·ly, adv.
ped·a·gogue (pedʹә gog; –gôg), n. 1
teacher. 2 a narrow-minded teacher.
[< OF < L < Gk. paidagogos < pais boy +
agogos leader]
ped·a·go·gy (pedʹә gō´ji; –goj´i), n. 1
teaching. 2 science or art of teaching.
ped·al (n., v. pedʹәl; adj. pedʹәl, pēʹdәl), n.,
v., –aled, –al·ing, adj. —n. lever worked
by the foot; the part on which the foot
is placed to move any kind of machinery. Organs and pianos have pedals for
changing the tone. —v. 1 work or use the
pedals of; move by pedals: he pedaled his
bicycle up the hill. 2 work pedals. —adj.
of or having to do with the foot or feet.

[< F < Ital. < L pedale (thing) of the foot
< pes foot] —pedʹal·er, pedʹal·ist, n.
ped·ant (pedʹәnt), n. 1 person who
displays his or her knowledge in an
unnecessary or tiresome way. 2 a dull,
narrow-minded teacher or scholar.
[< Ital. pedante, ult. < Gk. paideuein educate] —pe·danʹtic, adj. —pe·danʹti·cally, adv. —pe·danʹti·cism, n.
ped·ant·ry (pedʹәnt ri), n., pl. –ries. 1
an unnecessary or tiresome display of
knowledge. 2 overemphasis on book
learning.
ped·dle (pedʹәl), v., –dled, –dling. 1
carry from place to place and sell. 2 sell
or deal out in small quantities; peddle
candy. 3 travel about with things to sell.
—pedʹdler, pedʹlar, n.
ped·er·as·ty (pedʹәr as´ti; pēʹdәr–), n.
sexual intercourse of a male with a male,
esp. of a man with a boy. [< NL < Gk.
paiderastia < pais boy + eran to love]
—pedʹer·ast, n.
ped·es·tal (pedʹis tәl), n. 1 base on which
a column or statue stands. 2 base of a
tall vase, lamp, etc. 3 base; support;
foundation. [< F < Ital. piedestallo < pie
foot (< L pes) + di of + stallo stall1
(<Gmc.)]
pe·des·tri·an (pә desʹtri әn), n. person
who goes on foot; walker. —adj. 1 going
on foot; walking. 2 Fig. without imagination; dull; slow. [< L pedester on foot <
pes foot] —pe·desʹtri·an·ism, n.
pe·di·a·tri·cian (pē´di ә trishʹәn; ped´i–),
n. doctor who specializes in pediatrics.
pe·di·at·rics (pē´di atʹriks; ped´i–), n.
branch of medicine dealing with children’s diseases and the care of babies
and children. [pl. of pediatric < Gk.
pais child + iatreia medical treatment]
—pe´di·atʹric, adj.
ped·i·cab (pedʹә kab´), n. three-wheeled
bicycle with a place for one or two passengers, pedaled by a driver. [< L pēs foot
+ E taxicab]
ped·i·cel (pedʹә sәl), n. a small stalk or
stalklike part. [< NL pedicellus, ult < L
pes foot]
ped·i·gree (pedʹә grē), n. 1 list of ancestors; family tree. 2 ancestry; line of
descent. [appar. < F pied de grue foot of
a crane; from appearance of 3-branched
mark used in genealogies] —pedʹigreed, adj.
ped·i·ment (pedʹә mәnt), n. the low triangular part on the front of buildings in
the Greek style.
pe·dol·o·gy (pi dolʹә ji), n. branch of science concerned with the nature, origin,
and use of soils. [< Gk. pédon soil +
E –logy] —pe´do·logʹi·cal, adj. —pedolʹo·gist, n.
pe·dom·e·ter (pi domʹә tәr), n. instrument for recording the number of steps
taken and thus measuring the distance
traveled. [< F, < pedo– (< L pes foot) +
–metre –meter]
pe·dun·cle (pi dungʹkәl), n. stalk; stem;
stalklike part. [< NL pedunculus, dim.

of L pes foot] —pe·dunʹcled, adj. —pedunʹcu·lar, adj.
peek (pēk), v. look quickly and slyly;
peep. —n. a quick, sly look. [ME piken]
peel (pēl), n. Also, peelʹing. rind or outer
covering of fruit, etc. —v. 1 strip skin,
rind, or bark from. 2 strip: the Indians
peeled the bark from trees to make canoes.
3 come oﬀ: when I was sunburned, my
skin peeled. [var. of pill, appar. < L pilare
to strip of hair] —peelʹer, n.
peep1 (pēp), v. 1 look through a small
or narrow hole or crack. 2 look when
no one knows it. 3 look out, as if peeping; come out partly. 4 cause to stick
out a little; show slightly. —n. 1 a look
through a hole or crack; little look. 2 a
secret look. 3 the ﬁrst looking or coming
out: at the peep of day. [? var. of peek]
—peepʹer, n.
peep2 (pēp), n. a short, sharp sound made
by a young bird. —v. make such a sound.
[imit.] —peepʹer, n.
peep·hole (pēpʹhōl´), n. hole through
which one may peep, esp. in a door.
peer1 (pir), n. 1 person of the same rank,
ability, etc., as another; equal. 2 person
who has a title; person who is high and
great by birth or rank. A duke or baroness is a peer. [< OF < L par equal]
peer2 (pir), v. 1 look closely to see
clearly, as a near-sighted person does:
she peered at the tag to read the price.
2 come out slightly; peep out: the sun
was peering from behind a cloud. [? var.
of appear]
peer·age (pirʹij), n. 1 rank or dignity of a
peer. 2 peers of a country. 3 book giving
a list of the peers of a country.
peer·ess (pirʹis), n. 1 wife or widow of a
peer. 2 woman having the rank of peer
in her own right.
peer·less (pirʹlis), adj. without an equal;
matchless: a peerless leader. —peerʹlessly, adv. —peerʹless·ness, n.
peeve (pēv), v., peeved, peev·ing, n. —v.
make, become, or be peevish. —n. an
annoyance.
pee·vish (pēʹvish), adj. cross; fretful;
complaining. [ME pevysh] —peeʹvishly, adv. —peeʹvish·ness, n.
pee·wee (pēʹwē), n. 1 someone or something very small. 2 ⫽pewee. —adj. small.
peg (peg), n., v., pegged, peg·ging. —n.
1 pin or small bolt of wood, metal, etc.,
used to hang things on, to make fast a
rope or string, to mark the score in a
game, etc. 2 a certain amount; degree.
3 wooden leg. —v. 1 fasten or hold with
or as if with pegs. 2 work hard. 3 aim;
throw.
take down a peg, lower the pride
of; humble. [appar. < MDu. pegge]
—pegʹger, n.
peign·oir (pān wärʹ; pānʹwär), n. a woman’s dressing gown. [< F, < peigner < L
pectinare to comb < pecten a comb]
pe·jor·a·tive (pi jôrʹә tiv; –jorʹ–; pēʹjә rā´tiv; pejʹ–), adj. tending to make worse;
disparaging. —n. a pejorative form or
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word. Poetaster is a pejorative of poet.
[< LL, < pejor worse]
Pe·king (pēʹkingʹ), n. ⫽Beijing.
Pe·king·ese (pē´king ēzʹ; –ēsʹ) n., pl.
–ese, adj. —n. 1 a small dog with long
hair and a pug nose. 2 native or inhabitant of Peking. —adj. of or having to do
with Peking or its people.
pe·koe (pēʹkō), n. kind of black tea.
[< Chinese pek-ho white down; because
the leaves are picked young with the
“down” still on them]
pelf (pelf), n. money or riches, thought of
as bad or degrading. [< OF pelfre spoils]
pel·i·can (pelʹә kәn), n. a large ﬁsh-eating
water bird with a huge bill and a pouch
for storing food. [< LL < Gk. pelekan, ?
ult. < pelekys ax]
pe·lisse (pә lēsʹ), n. 1 coat lined or
trimmed with fur. 2 woman’s long cloak.
[< F, ult. < LL pelliceus of fur < pellis
skin]
pel·lag·ra (pә lagʹrә; –lāʹgrә), n. disease
marked by eruption on the skin, a nervous condition, and sometimes insanity,
caused by improper food. [< Ital.] —pellagʹrous, adj.
pel·let (pelʹit), n. 1 a little ball of mud,
paper, food, medicine, etc.; pill. 2 bullet. —v. hit with pellets. [< OF pelote
< L pila ball]
pell-mell, pell·mell (pelʹmelʹ), adv. 1 in
a rushing, tumbling mass or crowd.
2 in headlong haste. —adj. headlong;
tumultuous. —n. violent disorder or
confusion. [< F pêle-mêle, latter element
appar. < mêler mix]
pel·lu·cid (pә lüʹsid), adj. 1 transparent; clear: a pellucid stream. 2 clearly
expressed; easy to understand: pellucid
language. [< L pellucidus, ult. < per–
through + lucere to shine] —pel´lucidʹi·ty, pel·luʹcid·ness, n. —pel·luʹcidly, adv.
pelt1 (pelt), v. 1 throw things at; attack;
assail: pelt a dog with stones. 2 beat heavily: the rain came pelting down. 3 throw:
the clouds pelted rain upon us. 4 hurry.
—n. speed: at full pelt. —peltʹer, n.
pelt2 (pelt), n. 1 skin of a sheep, goat, or
small fur-bearing animal, before it is
tanned. 2 skin. [prob. < peltry]
pel·vis (pelʹvis), n., pl. –ves (–vēz). 1 the
basin-shaped cavity formed by the hipbones and the end of the backbone. 2 a
corresponding cavity of any vertebrate.
3 bones forming this cavity. [< L, basin]
—pelʹvic, adj.
pem·mi·can (pemʹә kәn), n. dried meat
pounded into a paste with melted fat.
[< Cree (N Am. Ind.) pimikan < pimikew
he makes grease]
pen1 (pen), n., v., penned, pen·ning.
—n. 1 a small instrument with a point
used for writing in ink. 2 tool to use in
writing with ink. 3 Fig. style of writing;
writing. —v. write. [< OF < L penna
feather]
pen2 (pen), n., v., penned or pent, penning. —n. a small, closed yard for cows,

sheep, pigs, chickens, etc. —v. 1 shut in
a pen. 2 shut in; conﬁne closely. [OE
penn]
pen., peninsula.
pe·nal (pēʹnәl), adj. 1 of, having to do
with, or given as punishment: penal
laws, penal labor. 2 liable to be punished:
robbery is a penal oﬀense. [< L, < poena
punishment < Gk. poine ﬁne] —peʹnally, adv.
pe·nal·ize (pēʹnәl īz; penʹәl–), v., –ized,
–iz·ing. 1 declare punishable by law or
by rule; set a penalty for: fouls are penalized in most games. 2 inﬂict a penalty
on; punish: our team was penalized ﬁve
yards. —pe´nal·i·zaʹtion, n.
pen·al·ty (penʹәl ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 punishment: the penalty for speeding is a ﬁne
of sixty dollars. 2 disadvantage imposed
on a side or player for breaking rules.
3 disadvantage attached to some act or
condition: the penalties of old age.
pen·ance (penʹәns), n. punishment borne
to show sorrow for sin, to make up for
a wrong done, and to obtain pardon.
[< OF < L paenitentia penitence. Doublet of penitence.]
pence (pens), n. Brit. pl. of penny.
pen·chant (penʹchәnt), n. a strong taste
or liking; inclination: a penchant for
taking long walks. [< F, ppr. of pencher to
incline, ult. < L pendere hang]
pen·cil (penʹsәl), n., v., –ciled, –cil·ing.
—n. 1 a pointed tool to write or draw
with. 2 stick of coloring matter, as for
makeup. —v. 1 use a pencil on. 2 mark
or write with a pencil. 3 draw or execute
with a pencil.
pencil in, add to a list or schedule
tentatively. [< OF, ult. < L penicillum,
double dim. of penis tail] —penʹcil·er,
n. —penʹcil·ing, n.
pend (pend), v. remain undecided. [< L
pendere hang]
pend·ant (penʹdәnt), n. a hanging ornament, such as a locket. —adj. ⫽pendent.
pend·ent (penʹdәnt), adj. 1 hanging:
the pendent branches of willow. 2 overhanging. 3 pending. —n. ⫽pendant.
—pendʹent·ly, adv.
pend·ing (penʹding), adj. waiting to be
decided or settled: while the agreement
was pending. —prep. 1 while waiting
for; until: pending his return, let us get
everything ready. 2 during: pending the
investigation.
pen·drag·on (pen dragʹәn), n. chief
leader, title of ancient British chiefs.
[< Welsh, < pen chief + dragon war
leader, dragon] —pen·dragʹon·ship,
n.
pen·du·lous (penʹjә lәs), adj. 1 hanging
loosely: the oriole builds a pendulous
nest. 2 swinging. [< L, < pendere hang]
—penʹdu·lous·ly, adv. —penʹdu·lousness, n.
pen·du·lum (penʹjә lәm; –dyә lәm), n.
weight so hung from a ﬁxed point that
it is free to swing to and fro. The movement of the works of a tall clock is timed

by a pendulum. [< NL, neut., < L pendulus pendulous]
pen·e·tra·ble (penʹә trә bәl), adj. that
can be penetrated. —pen´e·tra·bilʹi·ty,
penʹe·tra·ble·ness, n. —penʹe·tra·bly,
adv.
pen·e·trate (penʹә trāt), v., –trat·ed, –trating. 1 get into or through: a bullet can
penetrate a wall. 2 pierce through: our
eyes could not penetrate the darkness. 3
soak through; spread through: the door
penetrated the whole house. 4 see into;
understand: I could not penetrate the
mystery. [< L penetratus, ult. < penitus
inmost] —penʹe·tra´tive, adj. —penʹetra´tive·ly, adv.
pen·e·trat·ing (penʹә trāt´ing), adj. 1
sharp; piercing. 2 Fig. having an acute
mind; understanding thoroughly.
—penʹe·trat´ing·ly, adv.
pen·e·tra·tion (pen´ә trāʹshәn), n. 1 act
or power of penetrating. 2 Fig. sharpness
of intellect; insight.
pen·guin (penʹgwin; pengʹ–), n. a sea
bird with ﬂippers for diving and swimming in place of wings for ﬂying.
pen·i·cil·lin (pen´ә silʹin), n. an antibiotic made from a penicillium mold.
[< penicillium]
pen·i·cil·li·um (pen´ә silʹi әm), n., pl. –cilli·ums, –cil·li·a (–silʹi ә). any of a certain genus of fungi. The mold on cheese
is a penicillium. [< L penicillus small
brush or tail. See pencil.]
pen·in·su·la (pәn inʹsә lә; –syә–), n. piece
of land almost surrounded by water, or
extending far out into the water. Florida
is a peninsula. [< L, < paene almost
+ insula island] —pen·inʹsu·lar, adj.
—pen·in´su·larʹi·ty, n.
pe·nis (pēʹnis), n., pl. –nis·es (–nis iz),
–nes (–nēz). the male organ of copulation, and, in mammals, urine is excreted
through it. [< L, tail]
pen·i·tence (penʹә tәns), n. sorrow for
sinning or doing wrong; repentance.
[< OF < L paenitentia < paenitere repent.
Doublet of penance.]
pen·i·tent (penʹә tәnt), adj. sorry for sinning or doing wrong; repenting. —n. 1
person who is sorry for sin or wrongdoing. 2 person who confesses and does
penance for his or her sins under the
direction of the church. —penʹi·tently, adv.
pen·i·ten·tial (pen´ә tenʹshәl), adj. 1 of,
showing, or pertaining to penitence:
the penitential psalms express remorse
for sin. 2 of or pertaining to penance.
—pen´i·tenʹtial·ly, adv.
pen·i·ten·tia·ry (pen´ә tenʹshә ri), n., pl.
–ries, adj. —n. 1 prison for criminals.
2 a state or Federal prison. —adj. 1
making one liable to punishment in a
prison: a penitentiary oﬀense. 2 used for
punishment, discipline, and reformation: penitentiary measures. 3 of penance; penitential.
pen·knife (penʹnīf´), n., pl. –knives. a
small pocketknife.
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pen·man (penʹmәn), n., pl. –men. 1
writer; author. 2 person whose handwriting is good.
pen·man·ship (penʹmәn ship), n. writing
with pen, pencil, etc.; handwriting.
Penn., Penna., Pennsylvania.
pen name, name used by a writer instead
of his or her real name.
pen·nant (penʹәnt), n. ﬂag, usually long
and narrow, used on ships in signaling,
as a school banner, etc. [blend of pendant and pennon]
pen·nate (penʹãt), adj. having feathers;
having wings. [< L penna feather, wing]
pen·ni·less (penʹi lis), adj. without a cent
of money; very poor.
pen·non (penʹәn), n. 1 a long, triangular
ﬂag, originally carried on the lance of a
knight. 2 ﬂag or banner. [< OF penon,
ult. < L penna feather] —penʹnoned,
adj.
Penn·syl·va·ni·a (pen´sәl vāʹni ә; –vānʹyә),
n. an E state of the United States.
—Penn´syl·vaʹni·an, adj., n.
Pennsylvania Dutch, 1 the descendants
of 17th and 18th century immigrants to
SE Pennsylvania from S Germany and
Switzerland. 2 dialect of German with
English intermixed, spoken by these
people.
pen·ny (penʹi), n., pl. pen·nies. 1 cent;
copper coin of the U.S. and Canada.
100 pennies = 1 dollar. 2 an English
bronze coin.
a pretty penny, a large sum of money.
[OE pending < Penda, king of Mercia]
pen·ny-an·te (pen´ē anʹtē), adj. of little
value; insigniﬁcant; cheap. [< penny ante
poker played for very small sums]
penny pincher or pen·ny-pinch·er (penʹē
pin´chәr), n. mean, miserly person.
—penʹny-pinch´ing, adj., n.
pen·ny·roy·al (pen´i roiʹәl), n. 1 plant of
the mint family. 2 a fragrant oil made
from it.
pen·ny·weight (penʹi wāt´), n. 24 grains
or 1⁄20 of an ounce in troy weight.
pen·ny-wise (penʹi wīzʹ), adj. wise in
regard to small sums or matters.
pen·ny·worth (penʹi wėrth´), n. 1 as
much as can be bought for a penny. 2
Fig. a small amount.
pe·nol·o·gy (pē nolʹә ji), n. science of
punishment of crime and management
of prisons. [< Gk. poine ﬁne + –logy]
—pe´no·logʹi·cal, adj. —pe·nolʹo·gist, n.
pen pal, person one regularly exchanges letters with, esp. a person one has never met.
pen·sile (penʹsәl), adj. 1 hanging; pendent. 2 building a hanging nest. [< L
pensilis < pendere hang]
pen·sion1 (penʹshәn), n. a regular payment to a person which is not wages.
Pensions are often paid because of long
service, special merit, injuries received,
etc. —v. give a pension to.
pension oﬀ, retire from service with
a pension. [< OF < L pensio < pendere weigh, pay] —penʹsion·a·ble, adj.
—penʹsion·ar´y, adj., n.

pen·sion2 (pän syônʹ), n. French. boarding house.
pen·sion·er (penʹshәn әr), n. 1 person
who receives a pension. 2 a hireling;
dependent.
pen·sive (penʹsiv), adj. 1 thoughtful in
a serious or sad way. 2 melancholy.
[< OF, < penser think < L pensare weight,
ponder < pendere weigh] —penʹsive·ly,
adv. —penʹsive·ness, n.
pent (pent), adj. closely conﬁned; penned;
shut: pent in the house all winter. —v. pt.
and pp. of pen2.
pen·ta·gon (penʹtә gon), n. ﬁgure having
ﬁve sides and ﬁve angles. [< LL < Gk.,
< pente ﬁve + gonia angle] —pen·tagʹonal, adj. —pen·tagʹo·nal·ly, adv.
pen·ta·he·dron (pen´tә hēʹdrәn), n. solid
ﬁgure having ﬁve faces. [< Gk. pente ﬁve
+ –hedron having bases]
pen·tam·e·ter (pen tamʹә tәr), n. poetry
having ﬁve feet or measures in each line.
—adj. consisting of ﬁve feet or measures.
[< L < Gk., < pente ﬁve + metron meter]
Pen·ta·teuch (penʹtә tük; –tūk), n. the
ﬁrst ﬁve books of the Old Testament;
Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers,
and Deuteronomy. [< L < Gk., < pente
ﬁve + teuchos vessel, book] —Pen´tateuʹchal, adj.
pen·tath·lon (pen tathʹlәn), n. an athletic contest consisting of ﬁve diﬀerent
events. The person having the highest
total score wins. [< Gk., < pente ﬁve +
athlon contest]
pen·ta·va·lent (pen´tә vāʹlәnt; pen tavʹә–),
adj. having a valence of ﬁve. —n. atom or
group of atoms have a valence of ﬁve.
Pen·te·cost (penʹtә kôst; –kost), n. 1 the
seventh Sunday after Easter, a Christian
festival. 2 a Jewish religious holiday,
observed about seven weeks after the
Passover. [< L < Gk. pentekoste (hemera)
ﬁftieth (day)] —Pen´te·cosʹtal, pen´tecosʹtal, adj.
pent·house (pentʹhous´), n. apartment or
house built on the top of a building. [ME
pentis < OF apentis, ult. < L appendere
append]
pen·tose (penʹtōs), n. any one of the class
of simple sugars that have ﬁne carbon
atoms in each molecule and are constituents of ribonucleic acid.
pent-up (pentʹupʹ), adj. closely conﬁned.
pe·nult (pēʹnult; pi nultʹ), n. the next to
the last syllable in a word. [< L paenultima (syllaba) next-to-last (syllable)
< paene almost + ultimus last] —pe·nulʹ
ti·mate, adj., n.
pe·num·bra (pi numʹbrә), n., pl. –brae
(–brē), –bras. 1 the partial shadow outside of the complete shadow formed by
the sun, moon, etc., during an eclipse.
2 the grayish outer part of a sunspot.
[< NL, < L paene almost + umbra
shadow] —pe·numʹbral, adj.
pe·nu·ri·ous (pi nu̇rʹi әs; –nyu̇rʹ–), adj.
mean about spending or giving money;
stingy. —pe·nuʹri·ous·ly, adv. —penuʹri·ous·ness, n.

pen·u·ry (penʹyә ri), n. very great poverty. [< L penuria]
pe·on (pēʹon; –әn), n. unskilled or menial
worker. [< Mex. Sp. peón]
pe·on·age (pēʹәn ij), n. 1 practice of contracting convicts to do heavy, manual
labor. 2 Fig. working like a peon.
pe·o·ny (pēʹә ni), n., pl. –nies. 1 a perennial garden plant with large, showy ﬂowers. 2 its ﬂower. [ult. < Gk. paionia
< Paion physician of the gods; from
plant’s use in medicine]
peo·ple (pēʹpәl), n., pl. –ple or (for def.
2) –ples, v., –pled, –pling. —n. 1 men,
women, and children; persons. 2 race;
nation. 3 body of citizens of a state;
the public. 4 persons of a place, class,
or group. 5 the common people; lower
classes. 6 persons in relation to a superior: a king rules over his people. 7 family;
relatives. —v. ﬁll with people; populate;
stock with animals, etc.: Europe very
largely peopled America. [< AF < L populus] —peoʹpler, n.
pep (pep), n., v., pepped, pep·ping. —n.
spirit; energy; vim. —v. pep up, instill
spirit or energy in. [short for pepper]
pep·per (pepʹәr), n. 1 a seasoning with a
hot taste, used for soups, meats, vegetables, etc. 2 plant with berries from which
pepper is made. 3 any of several hollow, green or red vegetables with many
seeds. They are eaten raw or cooked
or pickled. 4 ⫽capsicum. —v. 1 season
or sprinkle with pepper. 2 sprinkle
thickly: peppered with freckles. 3 hit
with small objects sent thick and fast:
we peppered clay pigeons with shot. [< L
< Gk. piperi]
pep·per-and-salt (pepʹәr әn sôltʹ), adj. of
black and white color, as with graying
hair or fabric.
pep·per·corn (pepʹәr kôrn´), n. a dried
berry ground up to make black pepper.
pep·per·grass (pepʹәr gras´) common
weed with a peppery taste.
pep·per·mint (pepʹәr mint), n. 1 herb
grown for its oil, used in medicine and
in candy. 2 this oil. 3 candy ﬂavored with
peppermint oil.
pep·per·o·ni (pep´әr ōʹnē), n. hot, spicy
Italian sausage. [< It.]
pep·per·y (pepʹәr i), adj. 1 full of pepper;
like pepper. 2 hot; sharp. 3 having a hot
temper; easily made angry. —pepʹperi·ness, n.
pep·py (pepʹi), adj., –pi·er, –pi·est. full of
pep; energetic; lively; vigorous. —pepʹpily, adv. —pepʹpi·ness, n.
pep·sin (pepʹsin), n. enzyme that helps
to digest meat, eggs, cheese, and other
proteins. [< Gk. pepsis digestion]
pep·tic (pepʹtik), adj. 1 promoting digestion; digestive. 2 of or pertaining to pepsin. [< L < Gk., < peptos cooked]
pep·tone (pepʹtōn), n. any of a class of
diﬀusible and soluble substances into
which meat, eggs, cheese, and other proteins are changed by pepsin or trypsin.
—pep·tonʹic, adj.

performance
Pe·quot (pēʹkwot), n. 1 member of a tribe
of American Indians in S New England.
2 their language. [appar. < Algonkian
Pequatoog destroyers]
per (pėr; pәr), prep. 1 for each: one book
per student, $2.50 per pound. 2 through;
by means of. [< L]
per–, preﬁx. 1 through; throughout. 2
thoroughly; utterly; very. 3 the maximum or a large amount of, as in peroxide. [< L]
per·ad·ven·ture (pėr´әd venʹchәr), adv.
Archaic. perhaps. —n. chance; doubt.
per·am·bu·late (pәr amʹbyә lāt), v., –lated, –lat·ing. walk through or about.
[< L, < per– through + ambulare to walk]
—per·am´bu·laʹtion, n. —per·amʹbula·to´ry, adj.
per an·num (pәr anʹәm), per year; yearly;
for each year: a salary of $40,000 per
annum.
per·cale (pәr kālʹ; –kalʹ), n. a closely
woven cotton cloth with a smooth ﬁnish. [< F < Pers. pärgālä]
per cap·i·ta (pәr kapʹә tә), for each person: $200 for ﬁve guests or $40 per
capita.
per·ceive (pәr sēvʹ), v., –ceived, –ceiv·
ing. 1 be aware of through the senses;
see, hear, taste, smell, or feel. 2 take
in with the mind; observe. [< OF < L,
< per– fully + capere grasp] —per·ceivʹable, adj. —per·ceivʹa·bly, adv.
per·cent, (pәr sentʹ) per cent, n. hundredths; parts in each hundred. Five percent (5%) of 40 is the same as 5⁄100 × 40.
[for LL per centum]
per cent., per centum, 1 by the hundred.
2 for or in every hundred.
per·cent·age (pәr senʹtij), n. 1 rate or proportion of each hundred; part of each
hundred: what percentage of children were
absent? 2 part; proportion: a large percentage of the city’s housing was damaged
or destroyed. 3 allowance, commission,
discount, rate of interest, etc., ﬁgured by
per cent. 4 advantage or proﬁt.
per·cen·tile (pәr senʹtil; –tәl; –tīl), n. any
value in a series of points on a scale
arrived at by dividing a group into a
hundred equal parts in order of magnitude.
per·cept (perʹsept), n. 1 that which is
perceived. 2 understanding that is the
result of perceiving.
per·cep·ti·ble (pәr sepʹtә bәl), adj. that
can be perceived. —per·cep´ti·bilʹi·ty,
n. —per·cepʹti·bly, adv.
per·cep·tion (pәr sepʹshәn), n. 1 act of
perceiving: his perception of the change
came in a ﬂash. 2 power of perceiving: a
keen perception. 3 percept. [< L perceptio
< percipere perceive] —per·cepʹtional, adj.
per·cep·tive (pәr sepʹtiv), adj. 1 having to
do with perception. 2 having the power
of perceiving. —per·cepʹtive·ness, n.
per·cep·tu·al (pәr sepʹchu̇ әl), adj. of or
having to do with perception. —percepʹtu·al·ly, adv.

perch1 (pėrch), n. 1 bar, branch, or anything else on which a bird can come to
rest. 2 a rather high place or position.
3 measure of length; rod; 51⁄2 yards. 4
measure of area; square rod; 301⁄4 square
yards. —v. 1 alight and rest; sit. 2 sit
rather high. 3 place high up. [< OF < L
pertica pole] —perchʹer, n.
perch2 (pėrch), n., pl. perch·es or
(esp. collectively) perch. 1 kind of
small freshwater ﬁsh, used for food.
2 a similar saltwater ﬁsh. [< OF < L
< Gk. perke]
per·chance (pәr chansʹ; –chänsʹ), adv.
perhaps.
Per·che·ron (pėrʹchә ron; –shә–), one of
a breed of large and strong horses.
per·cip·i·ent (pәr sipʹi әnt), adj. 1 perceiving. 2 having perception. —n. one
that perceives. [< L percipiens. See perceive.] —per·cipʹi·ence, n.
per·co·late (pėrʹkә lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lating. 1 drip or drain through small holes
or spaces. 2 ﬁlter through; permeate.
[< L, ult. < per– through + colum
strainer] —per´co·laʹtion, n.
per·co·la·tor (pėrʹkә lā´tәr), n. kind of
coﬀee pot in which boiling water drains
through ground coﬀee.
per·cus·sion (pәr kushʹәn), n. 1 the striking of one body against another with
force; stroke; blow. 2 the striking of
musical instruments to produce tones.
[< L percussio < per– (intensive) + quatere strike, beat] —per·cusʹsion·ist, n.
—per·cusʹsive, adj.
percussion instrument, musical instrument (as a drum or cymbal) played by
striking it.
per di·em (pәr dīʹәm), 1 per day; for each
day. 2 allowance of so much every day.
[< L, per day]
per·di·tion (pәr dishʹәn), n. 1 loss of one’s
soul and the joys of heaven. 2 hell.
3 utter loss. [< L, < perdere destroy
< per– to destruction + dare give]
per·e·gri·nate (perʹә grә nāt), v., –nat·ed,
–nat·ing. travel; journey. —per´e·grinaʹtion, n. —perʹe·gri·na´tor, n.
per·e·grine (perʹә grin; –grīn; –grēn), pere·grin (–grin), n. a large falcon. [< L
peregrinus from foreign parts, ult. < peroutside + ager (Romanus) the (Roman)
territory. Doublet of pilgrim.]
per·emp·to·ry (pәr empʹtә ri; perʹәmp tô´ri; –tō´–), adj. 1 imperious;
positive: a peremptory teacher. 2 allowing no denial or refusal: a peremptory
command. 3 leaving no choice; decisive;
ﬁnal; absolute: a peremptory decree. [< L
peremptorius deadly, that puts an end to,
ult. < per– to destruction + emere, orig.,
take] —per·empʹto·ri·ly, adv. —perempʹto·ri·ness, n.
per·en·ni·al (pәr enʹi әl), adj. 1 lasting for
a very long time; enduring: the perennial beauty of the hills. 2 having underground parts that live more than two
years: perennial garden plants. —n. a
perennial plant. [< L perennis lasting
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< per– through + annus year] —per·enʹnial·ly, adv.
perf., 1 perfect. 2 perforated.
per·fect (adj., n. pėrʹﬁkt; v. pәr fektʹ), adj.
1 without defect; faultless: perfect work
shows great care. 2 completely skilled;
expert. 3 having all its parts; complete.
4 entire; utter: a perfect stranger to us. 5
showing action or state completed at the
time of speaking. —v. 1 remove all faults
from; make perfect: perfect a plan as it is
being tried out. 2 improve. 3 complete.
—n. a the perfect tense. b a verb form
in such tense. Have eaten is the perfect
form of eat. [< OF < L perfectus completed < per- thoroughly + facere make,
do] —per·fectʹer, n. —perʹfect·ly, adv.
—perʹfect·ness, n.
per·fect·i·ble (pәr fekʹtә bәl), adj. capable
of becoming, or being made, perfect.
—per·fect´i·bilʹi·ty, n.
per·fec·tion (pәr fekʹshәn), n. 1 perfect
condition; faultlessness; highest excellence. 2 a perfect person or thing. 3 a
making complete or perfect: the perfection of plans.
to perfection, perfectly. —per·fecʹtionist, n.
per·fec·tive (pәr fekʹtiv), adj. tending to
make perfect; conducive to perfection.
—per·fecʹtive·ly, adv. —per·fecʹtiveness, n.
perfect number, whole number equal to
the sum of its factors, such as 6 (equals 1 +
2 + 3) or 28 (equals 1 + 2 + 4 + 7 + 14).
perfect participle, participle expressing
action completed before the time of
speaking or acting. In “Having written
the letter, she mailed it,” having written
is a perfect participle.
perfect pitch, ability to identify a musical
tone and name it on the musical scale
merely by hearing it.
per·ﬁ·dy (pėrʹfә di), n., pl. –dies. a breaking faith; base treachery; being false to
a trust. [< L, ult. < per– + ﬁdes faith]
—per·ﬁdʹi·ous adj. —per·ﬁdʹi·ous·ly,
adv. —per·ﬁdʹi·ous·ness, n.
per·fo·rate (v. pėrʹfә rāt; adj. pėrʹfә rit,
–rāt), v., –rat·ed, –rat·ing, adj. —v. make
a hole or holes through. —adj. pierced.
[< L < per- through + forare bore]
—perʹfo·ra´tive, adj. —perʹfo·ra´tor, n.
per·fo·ra·tion (pėr´fә rāʹshәn), n. 1 hole
bored or punched through something:
the perforations in a sheet of stamps. 2 a
perforating or being perforated.
per·force (pәr fôrsʹ; –fōrsʹ), adv. by necessity; necessarily.
per·form (pәr fôrmʹ), v. 1 do: perform
work. 2 put into eﬀect; carry out: perform a task. 3 act, play, sing, or do tricks
in public: perform a piece of music. [< AF
perfourmer, var. of OF parfournir < par–
completely + –fournir furnish, ﬁnish;
inﬂ. by forme form] —per·formʹer, n.
per·form·ance (pәr fôrʹmәns), n. 1 a performing. 2 thing performed; act; deed.
3 the giving of a play, circus, or other
show.
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perfume

per·fume (n. pėrʹfūm, pәr fūmʹ; v.
pәr fūmʹ), n., v., –fumed, –fum·ing. —n.
1 a sweet smell. 2 liquid having the sweet
smell of ﬂowers. —v. 1 ﬁll with sweet
odor: ﬂowers perfumed the air. 2 put a
sweet-smelling liquid on. [< F < OItal. <
L per– through + fumare to smoke]
per·fum·er (pәr fūmʹәr), n. 1 maker or
seller of perfumes. 2 someone or something that perfumes.
per·fum·er·y (pәr fūmʹәr i), n., pl. –er·ies.
1 a perfume. 2 perfumes. 3 business of
making or selling perfumes.
per·func·to·ry (pәr fungkʹtә ri), adj. 1
done merely for the sake of getting rid
of the duty; mechanical; indiﬀerent: the
little boy gave his face a perfunctory
washing. 2 acting in a perfunctory way.
[< LL perfunctorius, ult. < L perfungi
perform < per– to the end + fungi
execute] —per·funcʹto·ri·ly, adv. —perfuncʹto·ri·ness , n.
perh., perhaps.
per·haps (pәr hapsʹ; pәr apsʹ), adv. maybe;
possibly. [ME per happes by chances. See
per, hap.]
per·i·anth (perʹi anth), n. envelope of
a ﬂower, including the calyx and the
corolla. [< NL, < Gk. peri– around +
anthos ﬂower]
per·i·car·di·tis (per´ә kär dīʹtis), n.
inﬂammation of the pericardium.
per·i·car·dium (per´ә kärʹdi әm), n., pl.
–di·a (–di ә). a membranous sac enclosing the heart. [< Gk., < peri– around +
kardia heart] —per´i·carʹdi·ac, per´icarʹdi·al, adj.
per·i·carp (perʹә kärp), n. walls of a ripened ovary or fruit; seed vessel. [< NL
< Gk., < peri– around + karpos fruit]
—per·i´carʹpi·al, adj.
per·i·dot (perʹә dot), n. semiprecious
yellow-green stone used as a gem.
per·i·gee (perʹә jē), n. point in the orbit of
a celestial body where it comes closest to
the earth. [< F < NL < Gk., < peri– near
+ ge earth] —per´i·geʹal, adj.
per·i·he·li·on (per´ә hēʹli әn; –hēlʹyәn),
n., pl. –li·a (–li ә; –yә). point in its orbit
where a celestial body comes closest
to the sun. [< NL, < Gk. peri– near +
helios sun]
per·il (perʹәl), n., v., –iled, –il·ing. —n.
chance of harm; danger. —v. put in danger. [< F < L periculum]
per·il·ous (perʹә lәs), adj. dangerous.
—perʹil·ous·ly, adv.
pe·rim·e·ter (pә rimʹә tәr), n. 1 the outer
boundary of a surface or ﬁgure. 2 distance around such a boundary. [< L
< Gk., < peri– around + metron measure] —per´i·metʹric, per´i·metʹri·cal,
adj. —per´i·metʹri·cal·ly, adv.
per·i·na·tal (per´ә nāʹtәl), adj. of the
time of an infant’s life just before birth
and the month following birth. [< Gk.
peri– around + E natal] —per´i·naʹtolo·gy, n.
per·i·ne·um (per´ә nēʹәm), n., pl. –ne·a
(–nēʹә). region of the body between the

thighs. [< LL < Gk. perination] —per´ineʹal, adj.
pe·ri·od (pirʹi әd), n. 1 portion of time,
life, development, history, etc., having
certain features or conditions. 2 a class
hour devoted to the study of a single
subject. 3 the time of one complete cycle
of a vibration, current, etc. 4 portion of a
game during which there is actual play.
5 time during which a thing lasts, etc. 6
Also, periods. menses. 7 dot (.) marking
the end of most sentences or showing an
abbreviation. —adj. characteristic of a
certain period of time: period furniture.
[< L < Gk. periodos a going around,
cycle < peri– around + hodos a going]
pe·ri·od·ic (pir´i odʹik), adj. 1 occurring,
appearing, or done again and again at
regular intervals: periodic attacks of
malaria. 2 happening every now and
then: a periodic ﬁt of clearing up one’s
desk.
pe·ri·od·i·cal (pir´i odʹә kәl), n. magazine
that appears regularly. —adj. 1 of periodicals. 2 published at regular intervals.
3 periodic. —pe´ri·odʹi·cal·ly, adv.
pe·ri·o·dic·i·ty (pir´i ә disʹә ti), n., pl.
–ties. tendency to happen at regular
intervals.
periodic table, table in which the elements, arranged in the order of their
atomic weights, are shown in related
groups.
per·i·os·te·um (per´i osʹti әm), n., pl. –tea (–ti ә). the dense ﬁbrous membrane
covering the surface of bones except at
the joints. [< NL < LL < Gk., < peri–
around + osteon bone] —per´i·osʹteal, adj.
per·i·pa·tet·ic (per´ә pә tetʹik), adj. walking about; traveling from place to place.
[< L < Gk., < peri– around + pateein to
walk; with ref. to Aristotle’s manner of
teaching]
pe·riph·er·al (pә rifʹәr әl), adj. 1 pertaining to, situated in, or forming an outside
boundary. 2 at the outside; external.
—pe·riphʹer·al·ly, adv.
pe·riph·er·y (pә rifʹәr i), n., pl. –er·ies. 1
an outside boundary: the periphery of
a circle is called the circumference. 2 an
external surface. [< LL < Gk., < peri–
around + pherein carry]
per·i·phrase (perʹә frāz), n., v., –phrased,
–phras·ing. —n. a roundabout way of
speaking or writing; circumlocution.
—v. express in a roundabout way.
pe·riph·ra·sis (pә rifʹrә sis), n., pl.
–ses (–sēz). periphrase. [< L < Gk., ult.
< peri– around + phrazein speak]
per·i·phras·tic (per´ә frasʹtik), adj.
expressed in a roundabout way. —per´iphrasʹti·cal·ly, adv.
per·i·scope (perʹә skōp), n. instrument
that allows those in a submarine or
trench to obtain a view of the surface. It
is a tube with an arrangement of prisms
or mirrors that reﬂect light rays down
the tube. [< Gk. peri– around + skopeein
to look] —per´i·scopʹic, adj.

per·ish (perʹish), v. 1 lose life through
violence, accident, privation, etc. 2 decay
and disappear. 3 be destroyed: buildings
perish in ﬂames. [< OF periss– < L, < per–
to destruction + ire go]
per·ish·a·ble (perʹish ә bәl), adj. liable to
perish; liable to spoil or decay. —n. Usually, perishables. something perishable.
—perʹish·a·ble·ness, n.
per·i·stal·sis (per´ә stalʹsis), n., pl –ses
(–sēz). movement in the wall of a hollow organ by which it propels its contents onward, esp. the wavelike, circular
contractions of the alimentary canal. [<
NL < Gk., ult. < peri– around + stellein
wrap] —per´i·stalʹtic, adj.
per·i·style (perʹә stīl), n. 1 row of columns
surrounding a building, court, or the
like. 2 space or court so enclosed. [< F <
L < Gk., < peri– around + stylos pillar]
per·i·to·ne·um (per´ә tә nēʹәm), n., pl.
–ne·a (–nēʹә). membrane that lines the
walls of the abdomen and covers the
organs in it. [< LL < Gk. peritonaion,
neut. adj., stretched over, ult. < peri–
around + teinein stretch] —per´i·toneʹal, adj.
per·i·to·ni·tis (per´ә tә nīʹtis), n. inﬂammation of the peritoneum.
per·i·wig (perʹә wig), n. wig. [earlier
perewyke. See peruke.]
per·i·win·kle1 (perʹi wing´kәl), n. a low,
trailing evergreen plant with blue ﬂowers.
The American periwinkle is called myrtle. [< L pervinca; inﬂ. by periwinkle2]
per·i·win·kle2 (perʹi wing´kәl), n. a sea
snail with a thick, cone-shaped, spiral
shell, used for food. [OE pīnewincle;
pīne-? < L pina mussel]
per·jure (pėrʹjәr), v., –jured, –juring. make (oneself) guilty of perjury.
[< OF < L, < per– falsely + jurare swear]
—perʹjur·er, n.
per·ju·ry (pėrʹjәr i), n., pl. –ries. act of
swearing that something is true which
one knows to be false.
perk1 (pėrk), v. 1 move, lift the head, or
act briskly or saucily: the sparrow perked
up his tail. 2 move or carry oneself
briskly, jauntily, or assertively. —adj.
perky.
perk up, a make trim or smart. b
brighten up; energize: ﬂowers perked up
the room. [ME perke(n)]
perk2 (perk), n. Informal. perquisite.
perk3 (perk), v. Informal. percolate (coffee): a pot perked on the stove.
perk·y (pėrʹki), adj., perk·i·er, perk·i·est.
smart; brisk; saucy; pert: a perky squirrel. —perkʹi·ly, adv. —perkʹi·ness, n.
per·ma·nent (pėrʹmә nәnt), adj. lasting;
intended to last: a permanent ﬁlling
in a tooth. —n. Colloq. a permanent
wave. [< L permanens staying to the end
< per– through + manere stay] —perʹmanence, perʹma·nen·cy, n. —perʹmanent·ly, adv.
per·man·ga·nate (pәr mangʹgә nāt), n.
salt of an acid containing manganese,
used as an antiseptic solution.

personify
per·me·a·ble (pėrʹmi ә bәl), adj. that can
be permeated. —per´me·a·bilʹi·ty, n.
per·me·ate (pėrʹmi āt), v., –at·ed, –ating. 1 spread through the whole of;
pass through; soak through: smoke permeated the house. 2 penetrate. [< L,
< per– through + meare to pass]
—per´me·aʹtion, n. —perʹme·a´tive,
adj.
per·mis·si·ble (pәr misʹә bәl), adj. that
may be permitted; allowable. —permis´si·bilʹi·ty, n. —per·misʹsi·bly, adv.
per·mis·sion (pәr mishʹәn), n. formal or
express allowance or consent.
per·mis·sive (pәr misʹiv), adj. 1 permitting; allowing. 2 permitted; allowed.
—per·misʹsive·ly, adv. —per·misʹsiveness, n.
per·mit (v. pәr mitʹ; n. pėrʹmit, pәr mitʹ),
v., –mit·ted, –mit·ting, n. —v. 1 allow
(a person, etc.) to do something: permit
me to explain. 2 let (something) be done
or occur. 3 tolerate. 4 aﬀord opportunity
for: conditions permitting no delay. —n.
1 a formal, written order giving permission to do something: a permit to ﬁsh or
hunt. 2 permission. [< L, < per– through
+ mittere let go] —per·mitʹter, n.
per·mu·ta·tion (pėr´myu̇ tāʹshәn), n. 1
alteration. 2 a a changing of the order
of a set of things; arranging in diﬀerent
orders. b such an arrangement or group.
The permutations of a, b, and c are abc,
acb, bac, bca, cab, cba. [< L, < per– across
+ mutare to change]
per·ni·cious (pәr nishʹәs), adj. 1 that will
destroy or ruin; causing great harm or
damage: gambling is a pernicious habit.
2 fatal. [< L perniciosus, ult. < per– +
nex death] —per·niʹcious·ly, adv. —perniʹcious·ness, n.
per·o·ra·tion (per´ә rāʹshәn), n. the last
part of an oration or discussion. [< L, <
per– to a ﬁnish + orare speak formally]
per·ox·ide (pәr okʹsīd), n., v., –id·ed, –iding. —n. a oxide of a given element or
radical that contains the greatest, or an
unusual, amount of oxygen. b hydrogen
peroxide. —v. bleach (hair) by applying
peroxide (def. b).
perp (pėrp), n. Informal. person who is
indicted for a crime, or who has committed a crime. [< perpetrator]
per·pen·dic·u·lar (pėr´pәn dikʹyә lәr),
adj. 1 upright; standing straight up. 2 at
right angles. —n. 1 a perpendicular line
or plane. 2 a perpendicular position.
[< OF < L, < perpendiculum plumb line,
ult. < per– + pendere hang] —per´pendic´u·larʹi·ty, n. —per´pen·dicʹu·larly, adv.
per·pe·trate (pėrʹpә trāt), v., –trat·ed,
–trat·ing. do or commit (crime, fraud,
trick, or anything bad or foolish). [< L,
< per– (intensive) + patrare perform]
—per´pe·traʹtion, n. —perʹpe·tra´tor, n.
per·pet·u·al (pәr pechʹu̇ әl), adj. 1 lasting forever; eternal: the perpetual hills.
2 lasting throughout life: a perpetual
income. 3 continuous; never ceasing:

a perpetual stream of visitors. [< L,
< perpetuus continuous] —per·petʹu·ally, adv. —per·petʹu·al·ness, n.
per·pet·u·ate (pәr pechʹu̇ āt), v., –at·ed,
–at·ing. make perpetual; keep from
being forgotten. —per·pet´u·aʹtion, n.
—per·petʹu·a´tor, n.
per·pe·tu·i·ty (per´pә tüʹә ti; –tūʹ–), n.,
pl. –ties state or fact of being perpetual;
existence forever.
per·plex (pәr pleksʹ), v. 1 trouble with
doubt; puzzle; bewilder. 2 make difﬁcult to understand or settle; confuse.
[orig. adj., < L perplexus confused
< per– completely + plectere intertwine]
—per·plexʹed·ly, adv. —per·plexʹing,
adj. —per·plexʹing·ly, adv.
per·plex·i·ty (pәr plekʹsә ti), n., pl. –ties.
1 perplexed condition; confusion; being
puzzled. 2 something that perplexes.
per·qui·site (pėrʹkwә zit), n. anything
received for work besides the regular pay. [< Med.L perquisitum (thing)
gained, ult. < L per– carefully + quaerere
seek]
Pers., 1 Persia. 2 Persian.
pers., person; personal.
per se (pėr sēʹ), Latin. by itself; in itself;
intrinsically.
per·se·cute (pėrʹsә kūt), v., –cut·ed,
–cut·ing. 1 do harm to again and again;
oppress. 2 punish for religious reasons.
3 annoy: persecuted by silly questions.
[< persecution] —perʹse·cu´tive, adj.
—perʹse·cu´tor, n.
per·se·cu·tion (pėr´sә kūʹshәn), n. a
persecuting or being persecuted. [< L
persecutio, ult. < per– perseveringly +
sequi follow]
Per·seus (pėrʹsi әs; pėrʹsūs), n. group of
stars in the northern sky.
per·se·ver·ance (pėr´sә virʹәns), n. a
sticking to a purpose or an aim; never
giving up what one has set out to do.
per·se·vere (pėr´sә virʹ), v., –vered, –vering. continue steadily in doing something hard; persist. [< F < L, < per– very +
severus strict] —per´se·verʹing·ly, adv.
Per·sia (pėrʹzhә), n. ⫽Iran.
Per·sian (pėrʹzhәn), adj. of or pertaining
to Persia or modern Iran, its people, or
their language. —n. 1 native or inhabitant of Persia or modern Iran. 2 language
of Persia or modern Iran.
Persian cat, domestic cat that has long
hair, originally from Persia and Afghanistan.
Persian lamb, a very curly fur from lambs
of Persia and some parts of C Asia.
per·sim·mon (pәr simʹәn), n. 1 a North
American tree with a plumlike fruit
containing one to ten seeds. 2 fruit of
this tree, very astringent when green but
sweet and good to eat when very ripe.
[< Algonquian]
per·sist (pәr sistʹ; –zistʹ), v. 1 continue
ﬁrmly; refuse to stop or be changed. 2
last; stay; endure. 3 say again and again;
maintain. [< L, < per– to the end +
sistere stand]
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per·sist·ent (pәr sisʹtәnt; –zisʹ–), adj. 1
persisting; having lasting qualities, esp.
in the face of dislike, disapproval, or
diﬃculties: a persistent worker. 2 lasting;
going on; continuing: a persistent headache. —per·sistʹence, per·sistʹen·cy, n.
—per·sistʹent·ly, adv.
per·snick·e·ty (pәr snikʹә ti), adj. 1 too fastidious; fussy. 2 requiring carefulness and
precision. Also, pernickety. [< Scot.]
per·son (pėrʹsәn), n. 1 man, woman, or
child; human being: four persons saw
this. 2 a human body; bodily appearance: he has a ﬁne person. 3 a human
being or corporation having legal rights
and duties. 4 a change in a pronoun or
verb to show the person speaking (ﬁrst
person), the person spoken to (second
person), or the person or thing spoken
of (third person). b a form of a pronoun
or verb giving such indication. Comes is
third person singular of come.
in person, a in one’s own individual
character. b with one’s own bodily presence; physically present. [< OF < L
persona character, mask worn by actor.
Doublet of parson.]
per·son·a·ble (pėrʹsәn ә bәl), adj. having
a pleasing appearance or personality.
per·son·age (pėrʹsәn ij), n. 1 person of
importance. 2 person. 3 character in a
book, play, etc.
per·son·al (pėrʹsәn әl; pėrsʹnәl), adj. 1
individual; private: a personal letter. 2
done in person; directly by oneself, not
through others or by letter: a personal
visit. 3 of the body or bodily appearance: personal beauty. 4 inclined to make
remarks to or ask questions of others:
don’t be too personal. 5 showing person.
I, we, thou, you, he, she, it, and they are
the personal pronouns. —n. a short
paragraph in a newspaper about a particular person or persons.
per·son·al·i·ty (pėr´sә nalʹә ti), n., pl.
–ties. 1 the personal or individual quality that makes one person be diﬀerent or
act diﬀerently from another: a baby two
weeks old does not have much personality. 2 qualities of a person. 3 person;
personage.
per·son·al·ize (pėrʹsәn әl īz; pėrsʹnәl–),
v., –ized, –iz·ing. 1 make personal. 2
personify.
per·son·al·ly (pėrʹsәn әl i; pėrsʹnәl i), adv.
1 in person; not by the aid of others: see
to the comforts of guests personally. 2 as
far as oneself is concerned. 3 as a person:
we like Mr. Hart personally.
personal property, possessions that can be
moved, in contrast to land, a house, etc.
per·so·na non gra·ta (pәr sōʹnә non
grāʹtә), Latin. an unacceptable person.
per·son·i·ﬁ·ca·tion (pәr son´ә fә kāʹshәn),
n. 1 a striking example; type. 2 a representing as a person. 3 ﬁgure of speech
in which a lifeless thing or quality is
spoken of as if alive.
per·son·i·fy (pәr sonʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fying. 1 be a type of; embody: Satan
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personiﬁes evil. 2 regard or represent
as a person. We often personify the sun
and moon, referring to the sun as “he”
and the moon as “she.” —per·sonʹiﬁ´er, n.
per·son·nel (pėr´sә nelʹ), n. persons
employed in any work, business, or service. [< F, personal; adj. used as n.]
per·spec·tive (pәr spekʹtiv), n. 1 art of
picturing objects on a ﬂat surface so
as to give the appearance of distance. 2
eﬀect of distance on the appearance of
objects. 3 Fig. eﬀect of the distance of
events upon the mind: get a perspective
on what had happened to him. 4 view of
things or facts in which they are in the
right relations. —adj. drawn so as to
show the proper perspective.
in perspective, a drawn or seen according to the rules of perspective. b Fig.
from a particular point of view or attitude. [< Med.L perspectiva (ars) (science) of optics, ult. < L per– through +
specere look] —per·specʹtive·ly, adv.
per·spi·ca·cious (pėr´spә kāʹshәs), adj.
keen in observing and understanding;
discerning. [< L perspicax sharp-sighted,
ult. < per– through + specere to look]
—per´spi·caʹcious·ly , adv. —per´spicacʹi·ty, n.
per·spi·cu·i·ty (pėr´spә kūʹә ti), n. clearness in expression; ease in being understood.
per·spic·u·ous (pәr spikʹyu̇ әs), adj. clear;
easily understood. [< L perspicuus, ult.
< per– through + specere to look] —perspicʹu·ous·ly, adv. —per·spicʹu·ousness , n.
per·spi·ra·tion (pėr´spә rāʹshәn), n. 1
sweat. 2 sweating.
per·spire (pәr spīrʹ), v., –spired, –spiring. sweat. [< L, < per– through + spirare
breathe]
per·suade (pәr swādʹ), v., –suad·ed,
–suad·ing. win over to do or believe;
make willing or sure by urging, arguing, etc. [< L, < per– strongly + suadere
to urge] —per·suadʹa·ble, adj. —persuadʹer, n.
per·sua·sion (pәr swāʹzhәn), n. 1 a persuading: all our persuasion was of no
use; she would not come. 2 power of
persuading. 3 ﬁrm belief. 4 religious
belief; creed: all Christians are not of the
same persuasion.
per·sua·sive (pәr swāʹsiv; –ziv), adj. able,
intended, or ﬁtted to persuade. —persuaʹsive·ly, adv. —per·suaʹsive·ness, n.
pert (pėrt), adj. 1 too forward or free in
speech or action; saucy; bold. 2 lively.
[for apert, ME < OF, open < L apertus;
inﬂ. by OF aspert expert] —pertʹly,
adv. —pertʹness, n.
per·tain (pәr tānʹ), v. 1 belong or be connected as a part, possession, attribute,
etc.: we own the house and the land
pertaining to it. 2 refer; be related. “Pertaining to school” means “having to do
with school.” 3 be appropriate: we had
turkey and everything else that pertains

to Thanksgiving Day. [< OF < L, < per–
across + tenere to reach]
per·ti·na·cious (pėr´tә nāʹshәs), adj.
holding ﬁrmly to a purpose, action, or
opinion; very persistent. [< L pertinacia
ﬁrmness < per– very + tenax tenacious]
—per´ti·naʹcious·ly, adv. —per´ti·naʹcious·ness, per´ti·nacʹi·ty, n.
per·ti·nent (pėrʹtә nәnt), adj. having
to do with what is being considered;
relating to the matter in hand; to the
point: if your question is pertinent, I will
answer it. [< L, ppr. of pertinere pertain] —perʹti·nence, perʹti·nen·cy, n.
—perʹti·nent·ly, adv.
per·turb (pәr tėrbʹ), v. disturb greatly;
make uneasy or troubled: my wife was
very perturbed by my illness. [< L, < per–
thoroughly + turbare confuse] —perturbʹa·ble, adj. —per´tur·baʹtion, n.
—per·turbʹed·ly, adv.
Pe·ru (pә rüʹ), n. a mountainous country
on the W coast of South America. —Peruʹvi·an, adj., n.
pe·ruke (pә rükʹ), n. wig, esp. one worn
by men in the 17th and 18th centuries.
[< F perruque]
pe·rus·al (pә rüzʹәl), n. a perusing; reading: the perusal of a letter.
pe·ruse (pә rüzʹ), v., –rused, –rus·ing. 1
read through carefully. 2 read. [orig., use
up, [< L per– to the end + E use] —perusʹa·ble, adj. —pe·rusʹer, n.
per·vade (pәr vādʹ), v., –vad·ed, –vading. go or spread its inﬂuence, presence,
etc., throughout; be throughout; the odor
of pines pervades the air. [< L, < per–
through + vadere go] —per·vadʹer, n.
—per·vaʹsion, n. —per·vaʹsive·ness, n.
per·va·sive (pә vāʹsiv), adj. 1 widespread:
pervasive corruption nearly destroyed the
city. 2 strong enough to pervade: the
pervasive odor of paint. —per·vaʹsively, adv.
per·verse (pәr vėrsʹ), adj. 1 contrary and
willful; stubborn: the perverse child did
just what we told him not to do. 2 wicked.
3 not correct; wrong: perverse reasoning.
[< L perversus turned away. See pervert.] —per·verseʹly, adv. —per·verseʹness, per·verʹsi·ty, n.
per·ver·sion (pәr vėrʹzhәn; –shәn), n. 1
a turning or being turned to what is
wrong; change to what is unnatural,
abnormal, or wrong. 2 a perverted or
distorted form.
per·vert (v. pәr vėrtʹ; n. pėrʹvėrt), v. 1
lead or turn from the right way or from
the truth: reading crime comics perverts
our taste for good books. 2 give a wrong
meaning to: his enemies perverted his
friendly remark and made it into an
insult. 3 use for wrong purposes or in a
wrong way: a clever criminal perverts his
talents. —n. a perverted person. [< L,
< per– to destruction + vertere to turn]
—per·vertʹer, n. —per·vertʹi·ble, adj.
per·vi·ous (pėrʹvi әs), adj. 1 giving passage or entrance: sand is easily pervious
to water. 2 open to inﬂuence, argument,

etc. [< L, < per– through + via way]
—perʹvi·ous·ness, n.
pe·se·ta (pә sāʹtә), n. unit of money of
Spain. [< Sp., dim. of pesa weight. See
peso.]
pes·ky (pesʹki), adj., –ki·er, –ki·est. U.S.
troublesome; annoying. [? alter. of pesty
< pest]
pe·so (pāʹsō), n., pl. –sos. unit of money
in Spanish-speaking countries. [< Sp.,
weight < L pensum, pp. of pendere
weigh]
pes·si·mism (pesʹә miz әm), n. 1 tendency to look on the dark side of things
or to see diﬃculties and disadvantages.
2 belief that things naturally tend to evil,
or that life is not worth while. [< L pessimus worst] —pesʹsi·mist, n. —pes´simisʹtic, adj. —pes´si·misʹti·cal·ly, adv.
pest (pest), n. thing or person that causes
trouble, injuries, or destruction; nuisance. [< L pestis plague]
pes·ter (pesʹtәr), v. annoy; trouble; vex.
[appar. < OF empestrer hobble (an animal); inﬂ. by pest]
pes·tif·er·ous (pes tifʹәr әs), adj. 1 bringing disease or infection. 2 troublesome;
annoying. [< L, < pestis plague + ferre
bring] —pes·tifʹer·ous·ly, adv.
pes·ti·lence (pesʹtә lәns), n. disease that
spreads rapidly, causing many deaths.
Smallpox, yellow fever, and the plague
are pestilences. —pes´ti·lenʹtial, adj.
pes·ti·lent (pesʹtә lәnt), adj. 1 often causing death. Smallpox is a pestilent disease.
2 harmful to morals; destroying peace:
the pestilent eﬀects of war. 3 troublesome; annoying. —pesʹti·lent·ly, adv.
pes·tle (pesʹәl; pesʹtәl), n., v., –tled,
–tling. —n. tool for pounding or crushing substances into a powder in a mortar. —v. pound or crush with a pestle.
[< OF, < L pistillum < pinsere to pound.
Doublet of pistil.]
pet1 (pet), n., adj., v., pet·ted, pet·ting. —n.
1 animal kept as a favorite and treated
with aﬀection. 2 a darling; a favorite.
—adj. 1 treated as a pet. 2 showing aﬀection: a pet name. 3 darling; favorite. —v.
1 treat as a pet; stroke; pat. 2 fondle and
caress one of the opposite sex.
pet2 (pet), n. ﬁt of peevishness.
pet·al (petʹәl), n. one of the parts of
a ﬂower that are usually colored. A
rose has many petals. [< NL < Gk.
petalon leaf, orig. neut. adj., outspread]
—petʹaled, adj.
pe·tard (pi tärdʹ), n. an explosive device
formerly used in warfare to break doors
or gates.
hoist by, with, or on one’s own petard,
caught up by one’s own scheme, or
compromised by one’s own action. [< F,
< péter break wind, ult. < L pedere]
pet·cock (petʹkok´), n. a small faucet.
pe·ter (pēʹtәr), v. fail gradually (with out):
the gold lode petered out.
Pe·ter (pēʹtәr), n. either of two books
in the New Testament that bear the
Apostle Peter’s name.
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pet·i·ole (petʹi ōl), n. the slender stalk by
which a leaf is attached to the stem. [<
L petiolus, dim. of pes foot] —petʹi·olate, adj.
pet·it (petʹi), adj. in law, small; petty;
minor: petit larceny. [< F, < VL stem pitlittle. Doublet of petty.]
pe·tite (pә tētʹ), adj. little; of small size;
tiny, esp. with reference to a woman or
girl. —pe·titeʹness, n.
pet·it four (petʹi fôrʹ; fōrʹ), pl. pet·its
fours (petʹi fôrzʹ; fōrzʹ). small cakes
with colored icing decoration. [< F, little
oven]
pe·ti·tion (pә tishʹәn), n. 1 a formal
request to a superior or to one in authority for some privilege, right, beneﬁt, etc.:
the people signed a petition asking the
city council for a new sidewalk. —v. 1
ask earnestly; make a petition to. 2 pray.
[< L, < petere seek] —pe·tiʹtion·ar´y,
adj. —pe·tiʹtion·er, n.
pet·it jury (petʹi), ⫽petty jury.
pe·tit mal (pә tēʹ mȧlʹ), mild epilepsy
with very short periods of unconsciousness and tremors. [< F, lit., small sickness]
pet·rel (petʹrәl), n. any of a number of sea
birds, esp. the stormy petrel. [appar. dim.
of St. Peter, who walked on the sea]
Pe·tri (pēʹtrē) or pe·tri dish, round dish
with a cover, used for in vitro fertilization, to culture bacteria, etc. [< Julius
Petri (1852–1922), German bacteriologist who developed it]
pet·ri·fy (petʹrә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1
turn into stone; become stone. 2 harden;
stiﬀen; deaden. 3 paralyze with fear,
horror, or surprise. [< F pétriﬁer, ult.
< L petra stone < Gk.] —pet´ri·facʹtion,
pet´ri·ﬁ·caʹtion, n.
petro–, combining form. 1 rock or rocks,
as in petrography. 2 petroleum, as in
petrolatum. [< Gk. petra rock, petrus,
stone]
pet·ro·chem·i·cal (pet´rō kemʹә kәl), n. a
chemical compound or element
obtained from petroleum or natural gas
or wholly or partly from their hydrocarbons and intended for chemical markets. —pet´ro·chemʹis·try, n.
pet·ro·dol·lars (petʹrō dol´әrz), n.pl. dollars earned as proﬁts in oil-producing
countries and usually invested in highly
industrialized, developed countries.
pe·trog·ra·phy (pi trogʹrә ﬁ), n. branch of
geology that deals with the description
and classiﬁcation of rocks. —pe·trogʹrapher, n.
pet·rol (petʹrәl), n. Brit. gasoline. [< F
< Med.L petroleum. Doublet of petroleum.]
pet·ro·la·tum (pet´rә lāʹtәm), n. 1 salve
or ointment made from petroleum. 2
mineral oil.
pe·tro·le·um (pә trōʹli әm), n. an oil
liquid found in the earth. Gasoline,
kerosene, and paraﬃn are made from
petroleum. [< Med.L, < Gk. petra rock,
+ L oleum oil. Doublet of petrol.]

petroleum jelly, ⫽petrolatum.
pe·trol·o·gy (pi trolʹә ji), n. science of
rocks, including their origin, structure,
changes, etc. —pet´ro·logʹi·cal, adj.
—pe·trolʹo·gist, n.
pet·ti·coat (petʹi kōt), n. 1 skirt that hangs
from the waist or from the shoulders,
worn beneath the dress by women, girls,
and babies. 2 skirt. —adj. female; feminine: petticoat government. [orig. petty
coat little coat]
pet·ti·fog (petʹi fog; –fôg), v., –fogged,
–fog·ging. carry on a petty or shifty law
business. —petʹti·fog´ger, n. —petʹtifog´ging, n.
pet·tish (petʹish), adj. peevish; cross.
—petʹtish·ly, adv. —petʹtish·ness, n.
pet·ty (petʹi), adj., –ti·er, –ti·est. 1 having
little importance or value; small. 2 mean;
narrow-minded. 3 lower; subordinate.
[< OF petit. Doublet of petit.] —petʹtily, adv. —petʹti·ness, n.
petty cash, sum of money kept on hand
to pay small expenses.
petty jury, group of 12 persons chosen to
decide a case in court. Also, petit jury.
petty larceny, theft in which the value of
the property taken is less than a certain
amount.
petty oﬃcer, a noncommissioned oﬃcer
in the navy.
pet·u·lant (pechʹә lәnt), adj. peevish; subject to little ﬁts of bad temper; irritable
over triﬂes. [< L petulans, ult. < petere
seek, aim at] —petʹu·lance, petʹu·lan·cy,
n. —petʹu·lant·ly, adv.
pe·tu·ni·a (pә tüʹni ә; –nyә; –tūʹ–), n.
1 plant with funnel-shaped ﬂowers
of white, pink, and various shades of
purple. 2 the ﬂower. [< NL < F petun
tobacco; < South Am.Ind.]
pew (pū), n. 1 bench with a back, for
people to sit on in a church. 2 place in
a church set apart for the use of a certain family or group of people. [< OF
< L podia, pl., elevated place, balcony,
podium]
pe·wee (pēʹwē), n. 1 a small American
bird with an olive-colored or gray back.
2 a phoebe or other small ﬂycatcher.
[imit.]
pe·wit (pēʹwit; pūʹit), n. 1 the lapwing.
2 the European black-headed gull. 3
pewee. [imit.]
pew·ter (pūʹtәr), n. 1 alloy of tin with
lead, copper, or other metals. 2 dishes or
other utensils made of this alloy. —adj.
made of pewter: a pewter mug. [< OF
peautre]
pe·yo·te (pā ōʹtē), n. 1 stimulant made
from the mescal, used by SW and Mexican Indians in religious ceremonies. 2
one of several cacti, esp. the mescal.
[< Mex. Sp.]
pf., 1 Also, pfg. pfennig. 2 Also, pfd.
preferred.
Pfc., private ﬁrst class.
pfen·nig (pfenʹig), n., pl. pfen·nigs, pfenni·ge (pfenʹi gә). a German coin. [< G;
akin to penny]

Pg., 1 Portugal. 2 Portuguese.
PG, Parental Guidance, a ﬁlm rating
(acceptable for a general audience with
parents present for younger viewers).
PG-13, Parental Guidance for children
under 13, a ﬁlm rating.
pH, symbol (with a number) that indicates the acidity or alkalinity of soil,
water, etc.
pha·e·ton (fāʹә tәn), n. a light, fourwheeled carriage. [< F, named for
Phaëthon, son of Helios]
phag·o·cyte (fagʹә sīt), n. leucocyte capable of absorbing and destroying waste or
harmful material. [< Gk., phagos eating
+ E –cyte cell (< Gk. kytos hollow container)] —phag´o·cytʹic, adj.
pha·lan·ge (falʹәnj), n., pl. –ges (–jēz).
bone of the ﬁnger or toe. [< OF < L
phalanx]
pha·lan·ger (fә lanʹjәr), n. a small, treeclimbing marsupial of the Australian
region. [< NL, < Gk. phalangion spiderweb < phalanx spider; with ref. to
webbed toes]
pha·lanx (fāʹlangks; falʹangks), n., pl.
pha·lanx·es, pha·lan·ges (fә lanʹjēz).
1 in ancient Greece, a special battle
formation of infantry ﬁghting in close
ranks with their shields joined and long
spears overlapping each other. 2 a compact or closely massed body of persons,
animals, or things. 3 any bone in the
ﬁngers or toes. [< L < Gk.]
phal·lus (falʹәs), n., pl. phal·li (falʹī), 1
penis. 2 image of the penis, symbolizing
the generative power of nature. [< L
< Gk. phallos] —phalʹlic, phalʹli·cal,
adj.
phan·tasm (fanʹtaz әm), n. 1 thing seen
only in one’s imagination; unreal fancy:
the phantasms of a dream or fever. 2 a
supposed appearance of an absent person, living or dead. [< L < Gk. phantasma
image, ult. < phainein show. Doublet of
phantom.] —phan·tasʹmal, phan·tasʹmic, adj. —phan·tasʹmal·ly, adv.
phan·tas·ma·go·ri·a (fan taz´mә gôʹri ә;
–gōʹ–), n. a shifting scene of real things,
illusions, imaginary fancies, deceptions, and the like. [< Gk. phantasma
phantasm + ? agora assembly] —phantas´ma·goʹri·al, phan·tas´ma·gorʹic,
adj.
phan·ta·sy (fanʹtә si; -zi), n., pl. –sies.
⫽fantasy.
phan·tom (fanʹtәm), n. 1 image of the
mind: phantoms of a dream. 2 a vague,
dim, or shadowy appearance; ghost.
—adj. like a ghost; unreal: a phantom
ship. [< OF < VL < Gk. phantasma
image. Doublet of phantasm.]
Phar·aoh (fãrʹō), n. title given to the
kings of ancient Egypt.
Phar·i·see (farʹә sē), n. 1 member of an
ancient Jewish sect that was very strict
in keeping to tradition. 2 person who
makes a show of religion.
pharm., 1 pharmaceutic. 2 pharmacopoeia. 3 pharmacy.
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phar·ma·ceu·tic (far´mә süʹtik), pharma·ceu·ti·cal (–tә kәl), adj. pertaining
to pharmacy. [< LL < Gk., ult. < pharmakon drug, poison] —phar´ma·ceuʹtical·ly, adv.
phar·ma·ceu·tics (fär´mә süʹtiks), n.
⫽pharmacy (def. 1).
phar·ma·cist (färʹmә sist), n. ⫽druggist.
phar·ma·col·o·gy (fär´mә kolʹә ji), n. science of drugs, their preparation, uses,
and eﬀects. [< Gk. pharmakon drug
+ –logy] —phar´ma·co·logʹi·cal, adj.
—phar´ma·colʹo·gist, n.
phar·ma·co·poe·ia (fär´mә kә pēʹә), n.
book containing an oﬃcial list and
description of drugs and medicines.
[< Gk., < pharmakon drug + poieein
make] —phar´ma·co·poeʹial, adj.
phar·ma·cy (färʹmә si), n., pl. –cies. 1
preparation and dispensing of drugs
and medicines; occupation of a druggist; pharmaceutics. 2 place where drugs
and medicines are prepared and sold;
drugstore. [< LL < Gk., ult. < pharmakon drug]
phar·os (fãrʹos), n. lighthouse, beacon.
[< L < Gk., Pharos of Alexandria (Egypt),
famous ancient lighthouse]
pha·ryn·ge·al (fә rinʹji әl; far´in jēʹәl),
pha·ryn·gal (fә ringʹgәl), adj. pertaining
to or connected with the pharynx.
phar·ynx (farʹingks), n., pl. phar·ynx·es,
pha·ryn·ges (fә rinʹjēz). tube or cavity that connects the mouth with the
esophagus. [< NL < Gk.]
phase (fāz), n. 1 one of the changing
states or stages of development of a
person or thing: at present John has no
use for girls; that is a phase most boys go
through. 2 one side, part, or view (of a
subject): what phase of mathematics are
you studying now? 3 the apparent shape
of the moon or of a planet at a given
time. 4 a particular stage in a series of
periodic changes or movements. 5 a
homogeneous part of a heterogeneous
system, separated from other parts by
deﬁnite boundaries.
phase in, introduce gradually.
phase out or down, gradually reduce or
eliminate. [< NL < Gk. phasis appearance < phainein show]
Ph.B., Bachelor of Philosophy.
Ph.D., Doctor of Philosophy.
pheas·ant (fezʹәnt), n., pl. –ants or (esp.
collectively) –ant. 1 a game bird with
a long tail and brilliant feathers. 2 the
ruﬀed grouse. [< AF < Pr. < L < Gk.
phasianos, lit., Phasian; with ref. to River
Phasis in Colchis]
phe·no·bar·bi·tal (fē´nō bärʹbә tôl; –tal),
n. a white powder, used as a hypnotic
or sedative.
phe·nol (fēʹnōl; –nol), n. carbolic acid.
phe·nom·e·nal (fә nomʹә nәl), adj. 1
of or pertaining to a phenomenon or
phenomena. 2 having the nature of a
phenomenon. 3 extraordinary: a phenomenal memory. —phe·nomʹe·nal·ly,
adv.

phe·nom·e·non (fә nomʹә non), n., pl.
–na (–nә) or (esp. for def. 2) –nons. 1
fact, event, or circumstance that can
be observed: lightning is an electrical
phenomenon. 2 an extraordinary or
remarkable thing or person. [< L < Gk.
phainomenon, neut. ppr. of phainesthai
appear]
phew (fū), interj. exclamation of disgust,
impatience, surprise, relief, etc.
phi (fī; fē), n. the 21st letter of the Greek
alphabet (Φ, φ).
phi·al (fīʹәl), n. a small bottle; vial. [< F
< LL < L phiala < Gk. phiale a broad
ﬂat vessel]
Phi Be·ta Kap·pa (fīʹ bāʹtә kapʹә; bēʹtә),
society composed of American college
students and graduates who have ranked
high in scholarship.
Phil., 1 Philemon. 2 Philippians. 3 Philippine.
Phil·a·del·phi·a (ﬁl´ә delʹﬁ ә; –delʹfyә),
n. city in SE Pennsylvania, site of the
Continental Congress and the Constitutional Convention.
phi·lan·der (fә lanʹdәr), v. make love
without serious intentions; ﬂirt. [orig.
n., < Gk., < philos loving + aner man;
appar. taken as “loving man”] —philanʹder·er, n.
phi·lan·thro·py (fә lanʹthrә pi), n., pl.
–pies. 1 love of humankind shown by
practical kindness and helpfulness to
humanity. 2 thing that beneﬁts humanity: a hospital is a useful philanthropy.
[< LL < Gk., ult. < philos loving +
anthropos man] —phil´an·thropʹic, adj.
—phil´an·thropʹi·cal ·ly, adv. —philanʹthro·pist, n.
phi·lat·e·ly (fә latʹә li), n. the collecting,
arranging, and study of postage stamps,
stamped envelopes, post cards, etc. [< F,
ult. < Gk. philos loving + ateleia exemption from tax; the stamp indicates the tax
is paid] —phil´a·telʹic, adj. —phil´atelʹi·cal·ly, adv. —phi·latʹe·list, n.
Phi·le·mon (fә lēʹmәn), n. book of the
New Testament written by Paul.
phil·har·mon·ic (ﬁl´här monʹik; ﬁl´әr–),
adj. devoted to music; loving music: a
musical club is often called a philharmonic society. [< F, ult. < Gk. philos loving + harmonia music]
Phil·ip (ﬁlʹәp), n. one of the twelve disciples chosen by Jesus as his Apostles.
Phi·lip·pi·ans (fә lipʹi әnz), n. one of the
books of the New Testament, a letter
from Paul to the early Christians of
Philippi.
Phi·lip·pic (fә lipʹik), n. 1 any of several
orations by Demosthenes denouncing
King Philip of Macedonia. 2 any of
several orations by Cicero denouncing
Marcus Antonius. 3 philippic, a bitter
attack in words.
Phil·ip·pine (ﬁlʹә pēn), adj. of or having
to do with the Philippine Islands or their
inhabitants.
Philippines, n., pl. 1 island country in E
Asia, made up of the Philippine Islands.

2 Also, Philippine Islands. group of
7083 islands in the W Paciﬁc, SE of Asia
and N of Australia.
Phi·lis·tine (fә lisʹtin; ﬁlʹәs tēn; –tīn), n. 1
one of a warlike people in SW Palestine.
2 person who is commonplace in ideas
and tastes. —adj. 1 of the Philistines. 2
lacking culture; commonplace. —Philisʹtin·ism, n.
phil·o·den·dron (ﬁl´ә denʹdrәn), n. a
tropical American climbing evergreen
plant, often grown as a house plant for
its smooth, shiny leaves.
phi·lol·o·gy (ﬁ lolʹә ji), n. 1 an older
name for linguistics. 2 the study of literary and other records. [< L < Gk., ult.
< philos loving + logos word, speech,
story] —phil´o·logʹic, phil´o·logʹi·cal,
adj. —phi·lolʹo·gist, n.
phil·o·mel (ﬁlʹә mel), phil·o·me·la (ﬁl´ә mēʹlә), n. Poetic. nightingale.
philos., philosophical; philosophy.
phi·los·o·pher (fә losʹә fәr), n. 1 person
who studies philosophy much. 2 person
who has a system of philosophy. 3 person who shows the calmness of philosophy under hard conditions, accepting
life and making the best of it.
philosophers’ stone, substance believed
to have the power to change base metals
into gold or silver.
phil·o·soph·i·cal (ﬁl´ә sofʹә kәl), philo·soph·ic (–ik), adj. 1 of philosophy.
2 knowing much about philosophy.
3 devoted to philosophy. 4 wise;
calm; reasonable. —phil´o·sophʹical·ly, adv.
phi·los·o·phize (fә losʹә fīz), v., –phized,
–phiz·ing. think or reason as a philosopher does; try to understand and explain
things: philosophize about life. —philosʹo·phiz´er, n.
phi·los·o·phy (fә losʹәﬁ), n., pl. –phies. 1
study of the truth or principles underlying all knowledge; study of the most
general causes and principles of the universe. 2 explanation or theory of the
universe. 3 system for guiding life. 4 the
broad general principles of a particular subject: the philosophy of history. 5
a reasonable attitude; calmness. [< L
< Gk., love of wisdom ult. < philos loving
+ sophos wise]
phil·ter (ﬁlʹtәr), n. 1 drug or potion used
to make a person fall in love. 2 a magic
drink. [< F < L < Gk. philtron love
charm, ult. < philos loving]
phle·bi·tis (ﬂi bīʹtis), n. inﬂammation of a
vein. —phle·bitʹic, adj.
phle·bot·o·my (ﬂi botʹә mi), n. opening
a vein to let blood; bleeding. [< LL
< Gk., ult. < phleps vein + –tomos cutting] —phle·botʹo·mist, n.
phlegm (ﬂem), n. 1 the thick discharge
from the nose or throat that accompanies a cold. 2 sluggish disposition or
temperament; indiﬀerence. 3 coolness;
calmness. [< OF < LL < Gk. phlegma
clammy humor (resulting from heat)
< phlegein burn]

phylactery
phleg·mat·ic (ﬂeg matʹik), adj. 1 sluggish;
indiﬀerent. 2 cool; calm. —phleg·matʹical·ly, adv.
phlo·em (ﬂōʹem), n. tissue in a plant or
tree that carries dissolved food downward to the stems and roots. [< G < Gk.
phlóos bark]
phlox (ﬂoks), n. 1 plant with clusters of
showy ﬂowers in various colors. 2 the
ﬂower. [< L < Gk., a plant; lit., ﬂame]
Ph·nom Penh (pә nômʹ penʹ), n. capital
of Cambodia.
pho·bi·a (fōʹbi ә), n. a morbid or insane
fear. [< NL < Gk. –phobia < phobos fear]
—phoʹbic, adj.
phoe·be (fēʹbē), n. a small American bird
with a grayish-olive back, a yellowish
breast, and a low crest on the head.
[imit., but accommodated to Phoebe]
Phoe·ni·cia (fә nishʹә), n. an ancient
country in W Syria, on the Mediterranean Sea. —Phoe·niʹcian, adj., n.
phoe·nix (fēʹniks), n. a mythical bird,
the only one of its kind, said to live 500
or 600 years, to burn itself on a funeral
pile, and to rise again from the ashes,
fresh and beautiful, for another long life.
[< L < Gk. phoinix, prob. < Egyptian
bonū, bennu heron]
Phoe·nix (fēʹniks), n. capital of Arizona,
in the C part.
phone1 (fōn), n., v., phoned, phon·ing.
telephone.
phone2 (fōn), n. a speech sound. [< Gk.]
phone card, small, electronically coded
card used to pay for telephone calls.
pho·neme (fōʹnēm), n. one of a group
of distinctive sounds that make up the
words of a language. The words cat and
bat are distinguished by their initial
phonemes /k/ and /b/. [< Gk. phonema
a sound] —pho·neʹmic, adj.
pho·ne·mics (fә nēʹmiks), n. branch
of linguistics dealing with phonemes.
—pho·neʹmi·cist, n.
phonet., phonetics.
pho·net·ic (fә netʹik), adj. 1 of or having
to do with speech sounds: phonetic laws.
2 representing speech sounds: phonetic
symbols. [< NL < Gk., ult. < phone
sound] —pho·netʹi·cal·ly, adv.
pho·net·ics (fә netʹiks), n. science dealing
with speech sounds and the art of pronunciation. —pho´ne·tiʹcian, n.
phon·ic (fonʹik; fōʹnik), adj. 1 of sound. 2
of speech sounds; phonetic. 3 voiced.
pho·no·graph (fōʹnә graf; –gräf), n.
instrument that records and reproduces
sounds. [< phono– (< Gk. phone sound)
+ –graph] —pho´no·graphʹic, adj.
—pho´no·graphʹi·cal·ly, adv.
pho·nol·o·gy (fō nolʹә ji), n. 1 system of
sounds used in a language. 2 study of
the sounds of a language, their history
and changes. [< phono– (< Gk. phone
sound) + –logy] —pho´no·logʹic,
pho´no·logʹi·cal, adj. —pho´no·logʹical·ly, adv. —pho·nolʹo·gist, n.
pho·ny, pho·ney (fōʹni), adj., –ni·er,
–ni·est; –ney·er, –ney·est; n., pl. –nies;

–neys. Informal. —adj. not genuine;
counterfeit; fraudulent. —n. fake; pretender. [< fawney, a gilt brass ring used
by swindlers < Irish]
phos·phate (fosʹfāt), n. 1 salt or ester of
an acid containing phosphorus. 2 fertilizer containing such salts.
phos·phide (fosʹfīd; –ﬁd), n. compound
of phosphorus with a basic element or
radical.
phos·pho·resce (fos´fә resʹ), v., –resced,
–resc·ing. be luminous without noticeable heat. —phos´pho·resʹcence, n.
—phos´pho·resʹcent, adj.
phos·phor·ic (fos fôrʹik; –forʹ–), adj. pertaining to or containing phosphorus,
esp. in its higher valence.
phosphoric acid, a colorless, odorless
acid, H3PO4, containing phosphorus.
phos·pho·rous (fosʹfә rәs; fos fôʹ–; –fōʹ–),
adj. pertaining to or containing phosphorus, esp. in its lower valence.
phos·pho·rus (fosʹfә rәs), n., pl. –ri (–rī).
a solid nonmetallic element, P, existing
in two forms; one yellow, poisonous,
inﬂammable, and luminous in the dark;
the other red, nonpoisonous, and less
inﬂammable. [< L < Gk. phosphoros
the morning star < phos light + pherein
bring]
pho·to (fōʹtō), n., pl. –tos. photograph.
photo–, combining form. 1 light, as in
photoelectric. 2 photograph or photographic, as in photomontage. [< Gk.
phos light]
pho·to·cop·i·er (fō´tō kopʹi әr), n. machine
that produces photographic copies of
documents, drawings, etc., and immediately prints them.
pho·to·cop·y (fōʹtō kop´i), n., pl. –ies, v.,
–cop·ied, –cop·y·ing. copy of a document, drawing, etc., made on a photocopier. —v., produce a copy of a
document, drawing, etc., on a photocopier.
pho·to·e·lec·tric (fō´tō i lekʹtrik), adj.
pertaining to the electricity or electrical
eﬀects produced by light.
photoelectric cell, cell, as a solar cell,
which produces an electric current in
accordance with the intensity of the
light falling upon it.
photo ﬁnish, 1 a ﬁnish to a race so close
that a photograph is required to decide
the winner. 2 Fig. an outcome that is
unclear until the last moment.
photog., photography.
pho·to·gen·ic (fō´tә jenʹik), adj. 1 photographing very well, esp. in motion
pictures: a photogenic face. 2 phosphorescent; luminescent. Certain bacteria
are photogenic. [< photo– + Gk. –genes
born, produced]
pho·to·graph (fōʹtә graf; –gräf), n. picture made with a camera that records an
image on ﬁlm, or a digital camera that
converts an image into electronic form.
A photograph is made by the action of
the light rays from the pictured coming
through the lens of the camera onto
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ﬁlm. —v. 1 take a photograph of. 2 take
photographs. 3 look (clear, unnatural,
etc.) in a photograph: she does not photograph well. [< photo + –graph]
pho·tog·ra·phy (fә togʹrә ﬁ), n. the taking
of photographs. —pho·togʹra·pher, n.
—pho´to·graphʹic, pho´to·graphʹi·cal,
adj. —pho´to·graphʹi·cal·ly, adv.
pho·to·jour·nal·ism (fō´tō jėrʹnәl iz әm), n.
journalism that uses photographs rather
than text. —pho´to·jourʹnal·ist , n.
pho·tom·e·try (fō tomʹә tri), n. branch of
physics dealing with measurements of
the intensity of light. —pho´to·metʹric,
adj. —pho·tomʹe·trist, n.
pho· to· mon· tage
(fō´ tō mon täzhʹ ;
–môn–), n. montage that uses photographs.
pho·ton (fōʹton), n. quantum unit of
light, an element of radiant energy.
pho·to·sen·si·tive (fōʹtō senʹsә tiv), adj.
readily stimulated to action by light.
—pho´to·sen´si·tivʹi·ty, n.
pho·to·syn·the·sis (fō´tō sinʹthә sis), n.
process by which plant cells make sugar
from carbon dioxide and water in the
presence of chlorophyll and light.
pho·tot·rop·ism (fō totʹrә piz әm), n.
tendency to turn in response to light.
[< photo– + Gk. –tropos turning]
—pho´to·tropʹic, adj.
pho·to·vol·ta·ic (fōʹtō vol tā´ik), adj. 1
producing an electric current when
exposed to a source of radiant energy, as
sunlight. 2 ⫽photoelectric. —pho´tovol·taʹics, n.
phrase (frāz), n., v., phrased, phras·ing.
—n. 1 combination of words: he spoke
in simple phrases. 2 expression often
used: “call up” is the common phrase for
“get a telephone connection with.” 3 a
short, striking expression. Examples: A
Fair Deal; a war to end wars; liberty or
death. 4 a group of words not containing a subject and predicate and used as
a single word. Examples: in the house;
coming by the church; to eat too fast.
5 a short part of a piece of music, usually containing four measures. —v. 1
express in a particular way: she phrased
her excuse politely. 2 mark oﬀ or bring
out the phrases of (a piece of music).
[< L < Gk. phrasis < phrazein express]
—phrasʹal, adj.
phra·se·ol·o·gy (frā´zi olʹә ji), n., pl.
–gies. selection and arrangement of
words; particular way in which a person expresses himself in language: the
phraseology of the Bible. —phra´se·ologʹi·cal, adj.
phre·net·ic (fri netʹik), adj. ⫽frenetic.
[< OF < L < Gk. phrenetikos. Doublet of
frantic.] —phre·netʹi·cal·ly, adv.
phre·nol·o·gy (fri nolʹә ji), n. theory that
the shape of the skull shows what sort
of mind and character a person has.
[< Gk. phren mind + –logy] —phrenolʹo·gist, n.
phy·lac·ter·y (fә lakʹtәr i), n., pl. –teries. either of two small leather cases
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containing texts from the Jewish law,
worn by orthodox Jews during prayer
to remind them to keep the law. [< LL
< Gk. phylakterion safeguard, ult.
< phylax watchman]
phy·log·e·ny (fī lojʹә ni), n., pl. –nies.
racial history; the origin and development (of a kind of animal or plant).
[< G, < Gk. phylon race + –geneia origin]
—phy´lo·ge·netʹic, phy´lo·genʹic, adj.
—phy´lo·ge·netʹi·cal·ly, adv.
phy·lum (fīʹlәm), n., pl. –la (–lә). a primary division of the animal or vegetable kingdom, usually equivalent to a
subkingdom. [< NL < Gk. phylon race,
stock]
phys. 1 physical. 2 physician. 3 physics.
phys ed or phys. ed. (ﬁzʹ ed´), n. Informal. physical education.
phys·ic (ﬁzʹik), n. medicine, esp. one that
moves the bowels. [< L < Gk. physike
(episteme) (knowledge) of nature, ult.
< phyein produce]
phys·i·cal (ﬁzʹә kәl), adj. 1 of the body:
physical exercise. 2 of matter; material:
the tide is a physical force. 3 according to
the laws of nature: a physical impossibility. 4 of the science of physics. —physʹical·ly, adv.
physical chemistry, branch of chemistry
that deals with the physical properties of
substances and uses physical methods to
solve chemical problems.
physical education, instruction in how
to exercise and take care of the body.
physical geography, study of land forms,
climate, winds, ocean currents, and all
other physical features of the earth.
physically challenged, having a physical
disability; disabled.
physical science, 1 physics. 2 physics,
chemistry, geology, astronomy, and
other sciences of physical facts.
physical therapy, ⫽physiotherapy.
phy·si·cian (fә zishʹәn), n. doctor of
medicine.
physician’s assistant, person trained and
licensed to dispense basic medical care
to patients, write prescriptions, etc., in a
practice with a medical doctor.
phys·ics (ﬁzʹiks), n. science that deals
with matter and energy that do not
involve change in composition, or with
the action of diﬀerent forms of energy
on matter. Physics studies mechanics,
heat, light, sound, and electricity. [pl.
of physic (= Gk. ta physika the natural
things)] —physʹi·cist, n.
phys·i·og·no·my (ﬁz´i ogʹnә mi; –i onʹә–),
n., pl. –mies. 1 kind of features or type
of face one has; one’s face. 2 art of estimating character from the features of
the face or the form of the body. [< LL
< Gk., < physis nature + gnomon judge]
physiol., physiological; physiologist;
physiology.
phys·i·ol·o·gy (ﬁz´i olʹә ji), n. 1 science
dealing with the normal functions of living things or their organs: human physiology, plant physiology. 2 all the functions

and activities of a living thing or of
one of its organs. [< L < Gk., < physis
nature + –logos treating of] —phys´i·ologʹi·cal, phys´i·o·logʹic, adj. —phys´io·logʹi·cal·ly, adv. —phys´i·olʹo·gist, n.
phys·i·o·ther·a·py (ﬁz´i ō therʹә pi), n.
treatment of diseases and defects by
physical remedies, such as massage
(rather than by drugs). [< physio–
(< Gk. physis nature) + therapy]
phy·sique (ﬁ zēkʹ), n. bodily structure,
organization, or development: a man
of strong physique. [< F, physical. See
physic.]
phy·to·chrome (fīʹtә krōm), n. bluish pigment in plants that is sensitive to light.
pi1 (pī), n., pl. pis. 1 ratio of the circumference of any circle to its diameter,
usually written as π. (π = 3.141592+.) 2
the 16th letter of the Greek alphabet (Π,
π). [def. 1, use of Gk. letter to mean Gk.
periphereia periphery]
pi2 (pī), n., v., pied, pi·ing. —n. 1 printing
types all mixed up. 2 any confused mixture. —v. mix up (type). Also, pie.
P.I., Philippine Islands.
pi·a ma·ter (pīʹә māʹtәr), innermost layer
of the meninges, membranes that surround the brain and spinal cord. [< ML
pious mother, ult. < mistranslation of Ar.
thin or tender mother]
pi·a·nis·si·mo (pē´ә nisʹә mō), adj., adv.,
n., pl. –mos, –mi (–mē). —adj. very soft.
—adv. very softly. —n. a passage played
this way. [< Ital., superlative of piano
soft. See piano2.]
pi·an·ist (pi anʹist; pēʹә nist), n. person
who plays the piano.
pi·an·o1 (pi anʹō), n., pl. –an·os. a large
musical instrument whose tones come
from many wires. The wires are sounded
by hammers that are worked by striking
keys on a keyboard. [for pianoforte]
pi·a·no2 (pi äʹnō), —adj. soft. —adj. softly.
[< Ital. < L planus plain. Doublet of
plain and plan.]
pi·an·o·for·te (pi an´ә fôrʹtē, –fōrʹ–;
pi anʹә fôrt, –fōrt), n. ⫽piano1. [< Ital.,
< piano soft + forte loud]
pi·as·ter, pi·as·tre (pi asʹtәr), n. 1 coin
used in Turkey, Egypt, Lebanon, Syria,
etc. 2 a former Spanish silver coin.
pi·az·za (pi azʹә), n. 1 a large porch along
one or more sides of a house. 2 an open
public square in Italian towns. [< Ital.
< L < Gk. plateia (hodos) broad (street).
Doublet of place and plaza.]
pi·broch (pēʹbrok), n. kind of musical
piece performed on the bagpipe, usually
warlike or sad. [< Scotch Gaelic piobaireachd pipe music, ult. < piob pipe]
pi·ca (pīʹkә), n. 1 size of type, 12 point.
2 this size used as a measure; about 1⁄6
inch. [< Anglo-L, name of a book of
rules concerning holy days, supposed (?
erroneously) to be printed in pica]
pic·a·dor (pikʹә dôr), n. one of the horsemen who open a bullﬁght by irritating
the bull with pricks of their lances.
[< Sp., < picar pierce]

pic·a·resque (pik´ә reskʹ), adj. dealing
with rogues and their questionable
adventures: a picaresque novel. [< Sp.,
< pícaro rogue]
pic·a·yune (pik´ә ūnʹ), Am. —n. 1 any
coin of small value. 2 an insigniﬁcant
person or thing; triﬂe. —adj. small;
petty; mean. [< Louisiana F picaillon
coin worth 5 cents]
pic·ca·lil·li (pikʹә lil´i), n. relish made of
chopped pickles, onions, tomatoes, etc.,
with hot spices.
pic·co·lo (pikʹә lō), n., pl. –los. a small,
shrill ﬂute, sounding an octave higher
than the ordinary ﬂute. [< Ital., small]
pick1 (pik), v. 1 choose; select. 2 pull away
with the ﬁngers; gather: we pick fruit and
ﬂowers. 3 use a pick or pickax. 4 pierce,
dig into, or break up with something
pointed. 5 use something pointed to
remove things from: pick one’s teeth, pick
a bone. 6 prepare for use by removing
feathers, waste parts, etc. 7 pull apart. 8
use ﬁngers with a plucking motion: play
a banjo by picking its strings. 9 seek and
ﬁnd occasion for; seek and ﬁnd: pick a
quarrel. —n. 1 choice; selection. 2 the
best or most desirable part. 3 amount of
a crop gathered at one time. 4 thing held
in the ﬁngers and used to pull on the
strings of a musical instrument.
pick a lock, open a lock with a pointed
tool, wire, etc.
pick a pocket, steal from a person’s
pocket.
pick at, a pull at: pick at a sweater, the
bird picked at the suet. b eat only a little
of at a time. c ﬁnd fault with; nag.
pick oﬀ, a shoot, one at a time. b bring
down, as an opponent.
pick on, a ﬁnd fault with. b annoy; tease.
c select, esp. for unwelcome attention.
pick out, a choose; select. b distinguish
(a thing) from surroundings: pick out
adjectives from a word list. c make out
the meaning of something, the notes of
a tune, etc., slowly, with eﬀort.
pick over, a look over carefully: pick
over items on sale. b prepare for use: pick
over beans before cooking.
pick up, a take up: pick up litter. b get
by chance: pick up a bargain. c learn
without being taught: pick up Spanish.
d take up into a vehicle or ship: pick up
passengers. e improve: pick up quickly
after an accident, the economy has picked
up. f go faster; increase in speed. g tidy
up; put in order. [ME picke(n); cf. OE
pīcung pricking] —pickʹer, n. —pickʹy,
adj.
pick2 (pik), n. 1 a heavy, sharp-pointed
tool for breaking earth, rock, etc.;
pickax. 2 a sharp-pointed tool: ice is
broken into pieces with a pick. [ME picke,
var. of pik pike1]
pick·a·back (pikʹә bak´), adv. ⫽piggyback.
pick·ax, pick·axe (pikʹaks´), n. a heavy
tool with a sharp point for breaking up
dirt, rocks, etc.; pick.

pig
picked (pikt), adj. 1 cleaned by picking. 2
specially selected for merit.
pick·er·el (pikʹәr әl; pickʹrәl), n., pl. –els
or (esp. collectively) –el. U.S. and Canada. kind of large freshwater ﬁsh with
a long, narrow, pointed head. [dim. of
pike2]
pick·et (pikʹit), n. 1 a pointed stake or peg
driven into the ground to make a fence,
to tie a horse to, etc. 2 a small body of
troops, or a single person, posted at
some place to watch for the enemy and
guard against surprise. 3 person stationed by a labor union near a factory,
store, etc., where there is a strike. 4 a
person who takes part in a public demonstration or boycott to support a cause;
demonstrator. —v. 1 enclose with pickets; fence. 2 station pickets at or near:
picket a factory. 3 act as a picket. [< F,
dim. of pic a pick. See pick2] —pickʹet·
er, n. —pickʹet·ing, n.
picket fence, fence made of pickets.
pick·ings (pikʹingz), n.pl. 1 amount
picked. 2 things left over; scraps. 3 Fig.
proﬁts: slim pickings for retailers.
pick·le (pikʹәl), n., v., –led, –ling. —n.
1 salt water, vinegar, or other liquid in
which meat and vegetables can be preserved. 2 cucumber preserved in pickle.
3 any other vegetable preserved in
pickle. 4 trouble; diﬃculty. 5 an acid
bath for cleaning metal castings, etc.
—v. 1 preserve in pickle: she pickled the
beets. 2 clean with acid. [< MDu. pekel]
—pickʹler, n.
pick·pock·et (pikʹpok´it), n. person who
steals from people’s pockets.
pick·up (pikʹup´), n. 1 a picking up. 2
acceleration; going faster; increase in
speed. 3 reception of television images
and their conversion into electric waves.
4 a small, light truck for light hauling.
pick-up sticks, ⫽jackstraws.
pick·y (pikʹi), adj., –i·er, –i·est. 1 choosy.
2 critical; complaining.
pic·nic (pikʹnik), n., v., –nicked, –nicking. —n. 1 a meal in the open air. 2
Informal. a very easy job. —v. go on
a picnic. [< F piquenique] —picʹnicker, n.
pi·cot (pēʹkō), n. one of a number of
fancy loops in embroidery, tatting, etc.,
or along the edge of lace, ribbon, etc. —v.
trim with such loops. [< F, dim. of pic a
pick. See pick2.]
Pict (pikt), n. member of a group of
people formerly living in Scotland, esp.
N Scotland. —Pictʹish, adj.
pic·to·graph (pikʹtә graf; –gräf), n. picture used as a sign or symbol. [< L pictus
painted + –graph] —pic´to·graphʹic,
adj. —pic´to·graphʹi·cal·ly, adv. —pictogʹra·phy, n.
pic·to·ri·al (pik tôʹri әl; –tōʹ–), adj. 1 pertaining to pictures; expressed in pictures. 2 making a picture for the mind;
vivid. 3 illustrated by pictures: a pictorial
magazine. 4 having to do with painters
or painting. —n. magazine in which

pictures are an important feature. —pictoʹri·al·ly, adv.
pic·ture (pikʹchәr), n., v., –tured, –turing. —n. 1 a drawing, painting, portrait, or photograph; a print of any of
these. 2 scene. 3 something beautiful.
4 a mental image: memory’s pictures. 5
likeness: he is the picture of his father.
6 example; embodiment: she was the
picture of despair. 7 a motion picture;
ﬁlm. —v. 1 draw, paint, etc.; make into
a picture. 2 imagine: it is hard to picture
life a hundred years ago. 3 describe
vividly. [< L pictura < pingere to paint]
—picʹtur·a·ble, adj. —picʹtur·a·bleness, n. —picʹtured, adj.
pic·tur·esque (pik´chәr eskʹ), adj. 1
quaint or interesting enough to be used
as the subject of a picture: a picturesque
old mill. 2 vivid. —pic´tur·esqueʹly, adv.
—pic´tur·esqueʹness, n.
picture tube, the cathode-ray tube of a
television receiver, the front of which
constitutes the screen on which the picture being transmitted is reproduced.
picture window, a large window designed
to give a wide view.
picture writing, 1 the recording of events,
expression of ideas, etc., by means of
pictures. 2 the pictures used to record
events, express ideas, etc.
pid·dle (pidʹәl), v., –dled, –dling. do
anything in a triﬂing or ineﬀective way.
—pidʹdler, n. —pidʹdling, adj.
pidg·in English (pijʹәn), one of several
forms of English, with reduced grammatical structure and vocabulary, used
in W Africa, Australia, Melanesia, and
formerly in China, as a trade or communication jargon. [pidgin, Chinese alter.
of business]
pie1 (pī), n. fruit, meat, etc., enclosed in
pastry and baked. [ME pye]
pie2 (pī), n. ⫽magpie. [< OF < L pica]
pie3 (pī), n., v., pied, pie·ing. ⫽pi2.
[? extended use of pie1]
pie·bald (pīʹbôld´), adj. spotted in two
colors: a piebald horse. —n. a spotted
horse. [appar. < pie2 + bald; with ref. to
dark color of magpie]
piece (pēs), n., v., pieced, piec·ing. —n.
1 one of the parts into which a thing
is divided or broken; bit: piece of land,
piece of bread, this set of china has 144
pieces. 2 coin. 3 a single composition in
an art: a new piece at a theater. 4 gun;
cannon. 5 quantity in which goods are
made: she bought the whole piece of muslin. 6 ﬁgure, disk, block, or the like, used
in playing checkers, chess, and other
games. —v. 1 make or repair by adding
or joining pieces. 2 join the pieces of.
(give someone) a piece of one’s mind,
forcefully say what one thinks; give one’s
frank opinion.
go to pieces, a collapse physically or
mentally; break down. b break into
pieces.
of a piece, of the same kind; in keeping.
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pick up the pieces, restore order; return
to a normal condition. [< OF < VL
pettia fragment < Celtic] —piecʹer, n.
—piecʹing, n.
pièce de ré·sis·tance (pyes dә rā zēs tänsʹ),
French. the main or outstanding article
in any collection.
piece·meal (pēsʹmēl´), adv. 1 piece by
piece; a little at a time. 2 piece from
piece; to pieces; into fragments. —adj.
done piece by piece.
piece of cake, Informal. something
certain to succeed or easily accomplished.
piece of eight, an old Spanish dollar.
piece of work, Informal. person with an
unusual character, sometimes diﬃcult
to deal with.
piece·work (pēsʹwėrk´), n. work paid for
by the amount done, not by the time is
takes. —pieceʹwork´er, n.
pied (pīd), adj. having patches of two or
more colors; many-colored. [< pie2; with
ref. to magpie’s plumage]
pie in the sky, something very pleasant
or desirable and totally impractical or
unattainable.
pier (pir), n. 1 structure extending into
the water, used as a walk or a landing
place. 2 breakwater. 3 one of the solid
supports on which the arches of a bridge
rest; any solid support of masonry.
[< Med.L pera]
pierce (pirs), v., pierced, pierc·ing. 1 go
into; go through: a tunnel pierces the
mountain. 2 make a hole in; bore into
or through: a nail pierced the tire of our
car. 3 force a way; force a way through
or into: the cold pierces to my bones,
the wind pierces our shelter. 4 sound
sharply through, as a cry through the
air. 5 make a way through with the eye
or mind: pierce a mystery. [< OF percier,
ult. < L pertusus pierced] —piercʹer,
n. —piercʹing, adj. —piercʹing·ly, adv.
—piercʹing·ness, n.
Pierce (pirs), n. Franklin, 1804–69, the
14th president of the United States,
1853–57.
pier glass, tall mirror, esp. set between
windows.
Pierre (pir), n. capital of South Dakota.
pi·e·tism (pīʹә tiz әm), n. 1 deep piety. 2
pretended piety. —piʹe·tist, n. —pi´etisʹtic, pi´e·tisʹti·cal, adj.
pi·e·ty (pīʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 a being
pious; reverence for God; devotion
to religion. 2 dutiful regard for one’s
parents or other elders. 3 a pious act,
remark, belief, etc. [< OF < L pietas
< pius pious. Doublet of pity.]
pif·ﬂe (pifʹәl), n. Informal. silly talk; nonsense.
pig (pig), n. 1 a swine or hog, a domestic
animal raised for its meat. 2 a young
hog. 3 pork. 4 Informal. person who
seems or acts like a pig. 5 an oblong
mass of metal that has been run into
a mold while hot. 6 Informal. greedy,
slovenly, or unpleasant person.
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pig out, Informal. a eat a great deal
or too much. b Fig. overindulge. [OE
picg (in picg-bred acorn, lit., pig-bread]
—pigʹlike´, adj.
pi·geon (pijʹәn), n. kind of bird with a
plump body and short legs; dove. [< OF
< VL < LL pipio squab]
pigeon English, ⫽pidgin English.
pigeon hawk, a small hawk.
pi·geon·hole (pijʹәn hōl´), n., v., –holed,
–hol·ing. —n. one of a set of boxlike
compartments for holding papers and
other articles in a desk, a cabinet, etc.
—v. 1 put in a pigeonhole; put away. 2
classify and lay aside in memory where
one can refer to it. 3 put aside with the
idea of dismissing, forgetting, etc.
pi·geon-toed (pijʹәn tōd´), adj. having
the toes or feet turned inward.
pig·ger·y (pigʹәr i), n., pl. –ger·ies. place
where pigs are kept.
pig·gish (pigʹish), adj. like a pig; greedy;
ﬁlthy. —pigʹgish·ly, adv. —pigʹgishness, n.
pig·gy (pigʹi), n., pl. –gies, adj. —n. a
little pig. —adj. greedy.
pig·gy·back (pigʹi bak´), adj. designating
the carrying of anything that usually
moves alone by a larger vehicle, etc., as a
trailer truck by a railroad ﬂatcar. —adv.
on the back or shoulders: liked to ride
piggyback.
piggy bank, 1 a container shaped like a
pig that has a slot to slip coins through.
b any coin bank. 2 Fig. savings.
pig-head·ed (pigʹhed´id), adj. stupidly
obstinate or stubborn.
pig iron, crude iron as it ﬁrst comes from
the blast furnace or smelter, usually cast
into oblong masses called pigs.
pig·let (pigʹlit), n. small or baby pig.
pig·ment (pigʹmәnt), n. coloring matter.
The color of a person’s hair, skin, and
eyes is due to pigment in the cells of the
body. [< L pigmentum, ult. < pingere to
paint. Doublet of pimento.] —pigʹmentar´y, adj.
pig·ment·ta·tion (pig´mәn tāʹshәn), n.
deposit of pigment in the tissue of a living animal or plant, causing coloration
or discoloration.
pig·my (pigʹmi), n., pl. –mies, adj.
⫽pygmy.
pig·skin (pigʹskin´), n. 1 skin of a pig. 2
leather made from it. 3 football.
pig·sty (pigʹstī´), pig·pen (–pen´), n., pl.
–sties; –pens. 1 pen where pigs are kept.
2 Fig. a ﬁlthy place.
pig·tail (pigʹtāl´), n. braid of hair hanging
from the back of the head.
pike1 (pīk), n. a long wooden shaft with
a sharp-pointed metal head; spear. [OE
pīc pick] —pikeʹman, n.
pike2 (pīk), n. a large freshwater ﬁsh with
a long, narrow, pointed head. [for pikeﬁsh. See pick2.]
pike3 (pīk), n. ⫽turnpike. [for turnpike]
pik·er (pīkʹәr), n. Informal. person who
does things in a small or cheap way.

pike·staﬀ (pīkʹstaf´; –stäf´ ), n., pl. –staves
(–stāvz´). staﬀ or shaft of a pike or
spear.
pi·las·ter (pә lasʹtәr), n. a rectangular pillar, esp. when it forms part of a wall
from which it projects somewhat. [< F
< Ital. pilastro < L pila pillar] —pi·lasʹtered, adj.
pi·laf or pi·laﬀ (pi läfʹ), n. dish from
the Middle East consisting of rice or
cracked wheat boiled with mutton, fowl,
or the like, and ﬂavored with spices,
raisins, etc. [< Pers. pilāw]
pile1 (pīl), n., v., piled, pil·ing. —n. 1
many things lying one upon another in
a more or less orderly way: pile of wood.
2 mass like a hill or mound: pile of dirt.
3 a large structure or mass of buildings.
4 Informal. a large amount. —v. 1 make
into a pile; heap evenly; heap up. 2
gather or rise in piles. 3 go in a confused,
rushing crowd. [< OF < L pila pillar]
—piled, adj.
pile2 (pīl), n. a heavy beam driven into
the earth, often under water, to help
support a bridge, wharf, etc. [< L pilum
javelin]
pile3 (pīl), n. 1 a soft, thick nap on velvet,
plush, and many carpets. 2 a soft, ﬁne
hair or down; wool. [< L pilus hair]
—piled, adj.
pile driver, machine that drives piles into
the ground by hammering.
piles (pīlz), n.pl. swelling of blood vessels
at the anus, often painful; hemorrhoids.
pile-up or pile·up (pīlʹup´), n. 1 collision
involving many vehicles. 2 accumulation.
pil·fer (pilʹfәr), v. steal in small quantities; steal. [< OF pelfrer rob. Cf. pelf.]
—pilʹfer·er, n.
pil·grim (pilʹgrәm), n. 1 person who goes
on a journey to a sacred or holy place as
an act of religious devotion. 2 traveler;
wanderer. 3 Pilgim, one of the Puritan
settlers of Plymouth Colony in 1620.
[< AF < Med.L peregrinus pilgrim < L,
foreigner. Doublet of peregrine.]
pil·grim·age (pilʹgrә mij), n. 1 a journey
to some sacred or revered place. 2 Fig.
life thought of as a journey.
pil·ing (pīlʹing), n. 1 piles or heavy beams
driven into the ground, etc. 2 structure
made of piles.
pill (pil), n. 1 medicine made up into a
tiny ball to be swallowed whole. 2 a very
small ball of anything. 3 the pill. contraceptive in the form of a pill. 4 Informal.
an unpleasant person. [< MDu. or MLG
< L pilula, dim. of pila ball]
pil·lage (pilʹij), v., –laged, –lag·ing, n.
—v. rob with violence; plunder: pirates
pillaged the towns along the coast. —n.
plunder; robbery. [< OF < piller plunder
< VL piliare] —pilʹlag·er, n.
pil·lar (pilʹәr), n. 1 a slender, upright
structure; column. Pillars are usually
made of stone, wood, or metal and used
as supports or ornaments for a building.
2 anything slender and upright like a

pillar. 3 an important support, esp. a
person of strong character.
from pillar to post, from one thing or
place to another without any deﬁnite
purpose. [< OF piler, ult. < L pila pile1]
—pilʹlared, adj.
pill·box (pilʹboks´), n. 1 box, usually shallow and often round, for holding pills.
2 a small, low fortress with very thick
walls and roof, for ﬁring weapons, esp.
machine guns.
pil·lo·ry (pilʹә ri), n., pl. –ries, v., –ried,
–ry·ing. —n. frame of wood with holes
through which a person’s head and
hands were put, formerly used as a
punishment. —v. 1 put in the pillory. 2
expose to public ridicule, contempt, or
abuse. [< OF pellori < Pr. espilori]
pil·low (pilʹō), n. 1 bag or case ﬁlled with
feathers, down, or other soft material.
2 cushion; pad. —v. rest on a pillow.
[ult. < L pulvinus] —pilʹlow·like´, adj.
—pilʹlow·y, adj.
pil·low·case (pilʹō kās´), pil·low·slip
(–slip´), n. a cotton or linen cover pulled
over a pillow.
pi·lot (pīʹlәt), n. 1 person who steers a
ship. 2 person whose business is steering
ships in or out of a harbor or through
dangerous waters. 3 person who controls an aircraft or spacecraft. 4 device
that controls the action of one part of a
machine, motor, etc. 5 ⫽pilot light. —v.
1 act as the pilot of; steer. 2 guide; lead.
[< F < Ital. pilota] —piʹlot·less, adj.
pi·lot·age (pīʹlәt ij), n. 1 piloting. 2 the fee
paid for a pilot’s service.
pilot biscuit or bread, large, ﬂat cracker.
pilot ﬁsh, a small, bluish ﬁsh found in
warm seas, often accompanying sharks.
pilot light, a small ﬂame kept burning all
the time and used to ignite a burner, as
on a stove or hot water heater.
Pi·ma1 (pēʹma), n., or Pima cotton, 1
cotton that is a cross of Egyptian and
native cotton, originally raised in Arizona. 2 ﬁne, smooth fabric made from
this cotton. [< Pima, name of a county
in Arizona]
Pi·ma2 (pē mә), or Pi·man (pēʹmәn), n. 1
member of a tribe of American Indians
living in Arizona and Mexico. 2 their
language. —Piʹman, adj.
pi·men·to (pi menʹtō), n., pl. –tos. 1 kind
of sweet pepper, used as a vegetable,
relish, and stuﬃng for green olives. 2
⫽allspice. 3 tree that allspice grows on.
[< Sp. < Med.L pigmentum spice < LL,
vegetable juice, < L, pigment. Doublet
of pigment.]
pi·mien·to (pi myenʹtō), n., pl. –tos. a
sweet pepper. [< Sp. See pimento.]
pimp (pimp), n., v. ⫽pander.
pim·per·nel (pimʹpәr nel), n. 1 a small
scarlet, purple, or white ﬂower that
closes in bad weather. 2 plant it grows
on. [< OF pimprenele, ult. < VL piperinus
of peppercorns < L piper pepper]
pim·ple (pimʹpәl), n. a small, inﬂamed
swelling of the skin. [cf. OE piplian grow

pinwheel
pimply] —pimʹpled, adj. —pimʹply,
adj.
pin (pin), n., v., pinned, pin·ning. —n.
1 a short, slender piece of wire with a
point at one end and a head at the other,
for fastening things together. 2 badge
with a pin or clasp to fasten it to the
clothing. 3 ornament that has a pin or
clasp; brooch. 4 peg made of wood or
metal, used to fasten things together,
hold something, hang things, etc. 5 peg
in a violin, etc., to which a string is fastened. 6 a bottle-shaped piece of wood
used in the game of ninepins, tenpins,
etc. —v. 1 fasten with a pin or pins; put
a pin through. 2 Fig. fasten or attach
ﬁrmly to or on; pin the blame on them,
don’t pin your hopes on them. 3 hold fast
in one position. 4 bind to an undertaking or pledge.
on pins and needles, very anxious or
uneasy.
pin down, ﬁx ﬁrmly; establish: pin down
the facts, need to pin down her opinion
about this.
pins, legs: a toddler unsteady on his pins.
[OE pinn peg]
PIN (pin), personal identiﬁcation number (used with bank cards, credit cards,
etc.).
pin·a·fore (pinʹә fōr´; –fōr´), n. 1 a child’s
apron that covers most of the dress. 2
a light dress without sleeves. [< pin, v.
+ afore]
pi·ña·ta (pē nyäʹtä), n., pl. –tas. Spanish
papier-maché or clay container shaped
like a person or animal that holds candy,
trinkets, etc., and hung up at Christmas
and for other festivities in Latin America,
esp. in Mexico. Blindfolded children try
to break it with a stick.
pin·ball (pinʹbôl´), n. game in which a
ball rolls down a board studded with
pins or pegs into numbered compartments.
pin·cers (pinʹsәrz), n.pl. or sing. 1 tool for
gripping and holding tight, made like
scissors but with jaws instead of blades.
2 a large claw of crabs, lobsters, etc.,
which can be used to pinch or nip; pair
of claws. [< OF < pincier to pinch]
pinch (pinch), v. 1 squeeze between two
hard edges; squeeze with thumb and
foreﬁnger. 2 press so as to hurt; squeeze.
3 cause sharp discomfort or distress
to. 4 cause to shrink or become thin: a
face pinched by hunger. 5 limit closely;
stint: be pinched for space. 6 be stingy.
7 Informal. arrest. 8 Informal. steal.
—n. 1 squeeze between two hard edges;
squeeze with thumb and foreﬁnger. 2
sharp pressure that hurts; squeeze. 3 as
much as can be taken up with the tips of
ﬁnger and thumb: a pinch of salt. 4 sharp
discomfort or distress: the pinch of hunger. 5 time of special need; emergency.
6 Informal. arrest. 7 Informal. stealing.
[< OF pincier] —pinch·er, n.
pinch·ers (pinʹchәrz), n., pl. or sing.
⫽pincers.

pinch-hit (pinchʹhitʹ), v., –hit, –hit·ting.
1 bat for another baseball player when
a hit is badly needed. 2 take another’s
place in an emergency. —pinch hitter.
pin·cush·ion (pinʹku̇sh´әn), n. a small
cushion to stick pins in until needed.
pine1 (pīn), n. 1 any of a group of evergreen trees that have cones, and clusters
of needle-shaped leaves that grow out
from temporary scalelike leaves. Pines
are valuable for timber, turpentine,
resin, tar, etc. 2 its wood. [< L pinus]
pine2 (pīn), v., pined, pin·ing. 1 long
eagerly; yearn. 2 waste away with pain,
hunger, grief, or desire. [OE, < pīn, n.,
torture < L poena penalty < Gk. poine]
pin·e·al body or gland (pinʹi әl), a small
body in the brain of all vertebrates
which secretes various hormones. [< F
< L pinea pine cone < pinus pine]
pine·ap·ple (pīnʹap´әl), n. 1 a large, juicy
fruit growing in hot climates, that looks
somewhat like a large pine cone. 2 plant
with slender, stiﬀ leaves that it grows on.
pine·y (pīnʹi), adj., pin·i·er, pin·i·est.
⫽piny.
pin·feath·er (pinʹfeth´әr), n. an undeveloped feather that looks like a small
stub.
ping pong (pingʹ pong´), n. game like
tennis, played on a table with small
wooden rackets and a light, hollow celluloid ball; table tennis. —v. Fig. to toss
or bounce back and forth, as between
doctors or one decision or another.
[< Ping Pong, trademark]
pin·head (pinʹhed´), n. 1 the head of a
pin. 2 something very small or worthless. 3 Informal. Fig. a stupid person;
nitwit; dummy. —pinʹhead´ed, adj.
pin·ion1 (pinʹyәn), n. 1 the last joint of a
bird’s wing. 2 wing. 3 any one of the stiﬀ
ﬂying feathers of the wing. —v. 1 cut oﬀ
or tie the pinions of (a bird) to prevent
ﬂying. 2 bind; bind the arms of; bind (to
something). [< OF pignon, ult. < L pinna
feather. Cf. pinion2.] —pinʹioned, adj.
pin·ion2 (pinʹyәn), n. a small gear with
teeth that ﬁt into those of a larger gear or
rack. [< F pignon < OF, battlement, ult. <
L pinna pinnacle]
pink1 (pingk), n. 1 color obtained by
mixing red with white; light or pale
red. 2 the highest degree or condition: in the pink of health. 3 plant with
spicy-smelling ﬂowers of various colors,
mostly white, pink, and red. A carnation is a variety of pink. 4 this plant’s
ﬂower. —adj. pale-red. —pinkʹish, adj.
—pinkʹish·ness, n.
pink2 (pingk), v. 1 cut the edge of (cloth)
in small scallops or notches. 2 ornament with small, round holes. [ME
pynke(n) < OE pynca point] —pinked,
adj. —pinkʹer, n.
pink·eye (pingkʹī´), n. a contagious disease, a form of conjunctivitis, characterized by inﬂammation and soreness of
the membrane that lines the eyelids and
covers the eyeball.
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pink·ie (pingkʹi), n. the smallest ﬁnger.
Also, pinky.
pinking shears, scissors that pink fabric.
pink slip, notiﬁcation to an employee of
dismissal from a job.
pin money, a small amount of money
used to buy extra things for one’s own
use.
pin·na (pinʹә), n., pl. pin·nae (pinʹē),
pin·nas. 1 feather, wing, or winglike
part. 2 outer part of the ear. 3 primary
division of a pinnate leaf; leaﬂet. [< L ]
—pinʹnal, adj.
pin·nace (pinʹis), n. 1 a ship’s boat. 2 a
very small schooner. [< F < Ital. pinaccia
or Sp. pinaza, ult. < L pinus pine1]
pin·na·cle (pinʹә kәl), n., v., –cled, –cling.
—n. 1 a high peak or point of rock. 2
the highest point. 3 a slender turret or
spire. —v. 1 put on a pinnacle. 2 furnish
with pinnacles. [< OF < L pinnaculum,
dim. of pinna wing, point] —pinʹnacled, adj.
pin·nate (pinʹāt; –it), adj. 1 like a feather.
2 having leaﬂets on each side of a stalk.
[< L, < pinna feather] —pinʹnate·ly,
adv.
pi·noch·le (pēʹnuk´әl; –nok´–), n. game
played with 48 cards, in which points
are scored according to the value of
certain combinations of cards.
pi·ñon (pinʹyәn; penʹyon), n. 1 pine, esp.
of the Rocky Mountain region, producing large edible seeds. 2 its seed. [< Sp.,
< piña pine cone]
pin·point (pinʹpoint´), v. aim at accurately; determine precisely: pinpoint the
cause of a problem. —n. 1 point of a pin.
2 something very small: pinpoints of
light. 3 an exact location of something,
as on a map. —adj. extremely accurate
or precise: pictures of pinpoint clarity.
pin·prick (pinʹprik´), n. 1 a little hole
made by a sharp point. 2 Fig. a minor
irritation.
pin·stripe (pinʹstrīp´), n. 1 a thin stripe.
2 fabric with thin stripes or a garment
made from it. —pinʹstriped, adj.
pint (pīnt), n. 1 unit of measure equal to
half a quart. 2 container holding a pint.
[< F < MDu. pinte plug]
pin·tle (pinʹtәl), n. pin or bolt, esp. one
upon which something turns, as in a
hinge. [OE pintel penis]
pin·to (pinʹtō), adj., n., pl. –tos. —adj.
spotted in two colors; piebald. —n. 1
a pinto horse. 2 Also, pinto bean. a
mottled variety of kidney bean. [< Sp.,
painted]
pin-up (pinʹup´), n. picture of a very
attractive or famous person, pinned up
on a wall, usually by admirers personally
unacquainted. —adj. 1 very attractive: a
pin-up girl. 2 made to hang on a wall: a
pin-up lamp.
pin·wheel (pinʹhwēl´), n. 1 kind of ﬁrework that revolves when lighted. 2 toy
made of a paper wheel fastened to a
stick by a pin so that it revolves in the
wind.
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pinworm

pin·worm (pinʹwėrm´), n. a small,
threadlike worm infesting the rectum,
esp. of children.
pin·y (pīnʹi), adj., pin·i·er, pin·i·est. 1
abounding in or covered with pine trees:
piny mountains. 2 pertaining to or suggesting pine trees: a piny odor.
pi·o·neer (pī´ә nirʹ), n. 1 person who
settles in a part of the country that has
not been occupied before except by
primitive tribes. 2 person who goes ﬁrst,
or does something ﬁrst, and so prepares
a way for others. —v. prepare or open
up for others; take the lead in doing.
[< F pionnier < OF peon foot soldier.
See peon.]
pi·ous (pīʹәs), adj. 1 having or showing
reverence for God; religious. 2 done or
used from real or pretended religious
motives. [< L pius] —piʹous·ly, adv.
—piʹous·ness, n.
pip1 (pip), n. seed of an apple, orange, etc.
[short for pippin]
pip2 (pip), n. a contagious disease of
birds, characterized by the secretion of
thick mucus in the mouth and throat. [<
MDu. < VL pippita < L pituita phlegm]
pip3 (pip), n. one of the spots on playing
cards, dominoes, or dice. [earlier peep;
orig. uncert.]
pip4 (pip), v., pipped, pip·ping. break
through (the shell) to hatch. [? var. of
peep]
pipe (pīp), n., v., piped, pip·ing. —n.
1 tube through which a liquid or gas
ﬂows. 2 any tubelike thing or part, esp.
a tube with a bowl of clay, wood, etc.,
at one end, for smoking. 3 a musical
instrument with a single tube into which
the player blows. 4 any one of the tubes
in an organ. 5 a shrill sound, voice, or
song. 6 a boatswain’s whistle. [< VL pipa
< L pipare chirp; (def. 10) < OF] —v. 1
carry by means of a pipe or pipes. 2 supply with pipes. 3 play on a pipe. 4 make
a shrill noise; sing in a shrill voice. 5 give
orders, signals, etc., with a boatswain’s
whistle. 6 summon by a pipe.
pipe down, be quiet; shut up.
pipes, a set of musical tubes: the pipes of
Pan. b bagpipe.
pipe up, a begin to play (music). b Informal. speak. [< L pipare chirp] —pipʹer, n.
pipe dream, an impractical idea.
pipe·line (pīpʹlīn´), n. 1 line of pipes
for carrying oil or natural gas. 2 Fig.
source of information, usually secret. 3
Fig. stages in the development of a new
product, design, etc.: new drugs in the
pipeline.
pipe-line (pīpʹlīn´), v., –lined, –lin·ing.
1 carry by a pipeline. 2 provide with a
pipeline.
pipe organ, organ (def. 4).
pi·pette, pi·pet (pī petʹ; pi–), n. a slender
pipe or tube for transferring or measuring liquids. [< F, dim. of pipe pipe]
pip·ing (pīpʹing), n. 1 pipes. 2 material for
pipes. 3 a shrill sound. 4 music of pipes.
5 a narrow band of material, sometimes

containing a cord, used for trimming
along edges and seams. —adj. shrill.
piping hot, very hot.
pip·it (pipʹit), n. a small bird somewhat like a lark, that sings while ﬂying.
[imit.]
pip·pin (pipʹәn), n. any of several kinds
of apple. [< OF pepin]
pi·quant (pēʹkәnt), adj. 1 stimulating to
the mind, interest, etc.: a piquant bit of
news. 2 pleasantly sharp; stimulating to
the taste: a piquant sauce. 3 fresh; dashing. [< F, pricking, stinging] —piʹquancy, piʹquant·ness, n. —piʹquant·ly, adv.
pique (pēk), n., v., piqued, pi·quing.
—n. a feeling of anger at being slighted;
wounded pride. —v. 1 cause such a feeling in; wound the pride of. 2 arouse; stir
up: the curiosity of the boys was piqued
by the locked trunk. [< F piquer prick,
sting]
pi·qué (pi kāʹ), n. a cotton fabric with narrow ribs or raised stripes. [< F, quilted,
pp. of piquer stitch, prick]
pi·ra·cy (pīʹrә si), n., pl. –cies. 1 robbery on the sea. 2 act of publishing or
using a book, play, piece of music, etc.,
without permission. 3 taking or using
without permission anything assigned
by license or contract to another, as a
video, recording, drug, etc. [< Med.L
< Gk peirateia]
pi·rate (pīʹrit), n., v., –rat·ed, –rat·ing.
—n. 1 one who attacks and robs ships
unlawfully; robber on the sea. 2 ship
used by pirates. 3 any pillager. 4 user of
another’s creation, esp. writing, without
permission and for his own gain. —v. 1
be a pirate; plunder; rob. 2 publish or
use without the author’s permission. 3
use illegally. [< L < Gk., < peiraein to
attack] —pi·ratʹi·cal (pī ratʹә kәl), adj.
—pi·ratʹi·cal·ly, adv.
pir·ou·ette (pir´u̇ etʹ), n., v., –et·ted, –etting. —n. a turning or whirling about
on one foot or on the toes, as in dancing. —v. turn or whirl in this way. [< F,
spinning top] —pir´ou·etʹter, pir´ouetʹtist, n.
Pis·ces (pisʹēz), n. pl., gen. Pis·ci·um
(pishʹi әm). 1 the Fishes, a northern
constellation that was considered to
have the shape of ﬁshes. 2 the 12th sign
of the zodiac.
pis·mire (pisʹmīr´), n. ant. [cf. Norw.
myre]
pis·ta·chi·o (pis täʹshi ō; –tashʹi ō), n., pl.
–chi·os. 1 a greenish nut having a ﬂavor
that suggests almond. 2 a small tree that
it grows on. 3 its ﬂavor. 4 a light green.
[< Ital. < L < Gk. pistakion < pistake the
tree < OPers.]
pis·til (pisʹtәl), n. part of a ﬂower that
produces seeds, consisting, when complete, of an ovary, a style, and a stigma.
[< NL pistillum < L, pestle. Doublet of
pestle.] —pisʹtil·late, adj.
pis·tol (pisʹtәl), n. a small, short gun
held and ﬁred with one hand. [< F < G
< Czech pist’al]

pis·tole (pis tōlʹ), n. a former gold coin of
Spain. [< F, coin, pistol]
pis·ton (pisʹtәn), n. a short cylinder, or a
ﬂat round piece of metal, ﬁtting closely
inside a hollow cylinder in which it is
moved back and forth by some force, as
the pressure of steam. A piston transmits motion by means of a rod (piston
rod) attached to it. [< F < Ital. pistone
< pistare pound, ult. < L pistus, pp. of
pinsere pound]
pit1 (pit), n., v., pit·ted, pit·ting. —n. 1 a
hole in the ground. 2 a little hole or scar,
such as is left by smallpox. 3 a covered
hole used as a trap for wild animals. 4
place where dogs or cocks are made to
ﬁght. 5 place where the orchestra sits in
a theater, in front of and below the stage.
6 place in a garage or alongside a racetrack for working on cars. —v. 1 mark
with small pits or scars. 2 set to ﬁght or
compete; match: the little man pitted his
brains against the big man’s strength. [ult.
< L puteus well] —pitʹted, adj.
pit2 (pit), n., v., pit·ted, pit·ting. —n. the
hard seed of a cherry, peach, plum, date,
etc.; stone. —v. remove pits from (fruit).
[< Du., kernel]
pitch1 (pich), v. 1 throw; ﬂing; hurl; toss.
2 throw (a baseball, etc.) for the batter
to hit. 3 ﬁx ﬁrmly in the ground; set up:
pitch a tent. 4 take up a position; settle.
5 fall or plunge forward. 6 plunge with
the bow rising and then falling: the ship
pitched about in the storm. 7 set at a certain point, degree, or level. 8 determine
the key of (a tune, etc.). 9 Informal. try
to sell; propose: pitch an idea. —n. 1
throw; ﬂing; hurl; toss. 2 point; position;
degree. 3 degree of highness or lowness
of a sound. 4 height. 5 act or manner
of pitching. 6 that which is pitched. 7
amount of slope.
pitch in, work vigorously. pitch into,
attack. [ME picche(n)] —pitchʹing,
adj., n.
pitch2 (pich), n. 1 a black, sticky substance made from tar or turpentine,
used to seal roofs, to make pavements,
etc. 2 resin from certain evergreen trees.
—v. cover with pitch. [< L pix]
pitch-black (pichʹblakʹ), adj. very dark.
pitch·blende (pichʹblend´), n. mineral
consisting largely of uranium oxide,
occurring in black, pitchlike masses.
Pitchblende is a source of radium, uranium, and actinium.
pitch-dark (pichʹdärkʹ), adj. ⫽pitch-black.
pitched battle, battle with troops properly arranged.
pitch·er1 (pichʹәr), n. container for holding and pouring liquids, with a lip on
one side and a handle on the other.
[< OF pichier]
pitch·er2 (pichʹәr), n. 1 person who
pitches. 2 player on a baseball team
who throws the ball for the batter
to hit.
pitch·er·ful (pichʹәr fu̇l), n., pl. –fuls.
quantity suﬃcient to ﬁll a pitcher.
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pitcher plant, plant with leaves shaped
somewhat like a pitcher.
pitch·fork (pichʹfôrk´), n. a large fork
with a long handle, for lifting and throwing hay, etc. —v. lift and throw with a
pitchfork.
pitch pine, a pine tree from which pitch
or turpentine is obtained.
pitch pipe, small musical whistle used
to give a tone for singing or tuning an
instrument.
pitch·y (pichʹi), adj., pitch·i·er, pitch·iest. 1 full of pitch. 2 like pitch; sticky. 3
black. —pitchʹi·ness, n.
pit·e·ous (pitʹi әs), adj. to be pitied; moving the heart; deserving pity. —pitʹeous·ly, adv. —pitʹe·ous·ness, n.
pit·fall (pitʹfôl´), n. 1 a hidden pit to catch
animals in. 2 any trap or hidden danger.
pith (pith), n. 1 the central, spongy tissue
of plant stems. 2 a similar soft tissue: pith
of an orange. 3 an important or essential
part: pith of a speech. 4 strength; energy.
[OE pitha]
Pith·e·can·thro·pus (pith´ә kan thrōʹpәs;
–kanʹthrә pәs), n., pl. –pi (–pī). an extinct
ape man, whose existence is assumed
from remains found in Java, 1891–92.
[< NL, < Gk. pithekos ape + anthropos
man]
pith·y (pithʹi), adj., pith·i·er, pith·i·est.
1 full of substance, meaning, force, or
vigor: pithy phrases. 2 of or like pith.
3 having much pith: a pithy orange.
—pithʹi·ly, adv. —pithʹi·ness, n.
pit·i·a·ble (pitʹi ә bәl), adj. 1 to be pitied; moving the heart; deserving pity.
2 deserving contempt; mean; to be
scorned. —pitʹi·a·ble·ness, n. —pitʹia·bly, adv.
pit·i·ful (pitʹi fәl), adj. 1 to be pitied;
moving the heart; deserving pity. 2 feeling pity; feeling sorrow for the trouble
of others. 3 deserving contempt; mean;
to be scorned. —pitʹi·ful·ly, adv. —pitʹiful·ness, n.
pit·i·less (pitʹi lis), adj. without pity or
mercy. —pitʹi·less·ly, adv. —pitʹi·lessness, n.
pit stop 1 a pulling oﬀ the track while in
an auto race to refuel, get a tire replaced,
etc. 2 a a pulling oﬀ the highway to get
food, fuel, etc., while on a long trip. b
place to make such a stop.
pit·tance (pitʹәns), n. 1 a small allowance
of money. 2 a small amount or share.
[< OF pitance, ult. < L pietas piety]
pi·tu·i·tar·y (pi tüʹә ter´i; –tūʹ–), n. the
pituitary gland. [< L, < pituita phlegm]
pituitary gland or body, a small, oval
endocrine gland situated beneath the
brain, that secretes hormones that promote growth, stimulate other glands,
etc.
pit·y (pitʹi), n., pl. pit·ies, v., pit·ied, pit·ying. —n. 1 sympathy; sorrow for another’s suﬀering or distress; feeling for the
sorrows of others. 2 cause for pity or
regret; thing to be sorry for. —v. feel
pity for.

have or take pity on, show pity for.
[< OF < L pietas. Doublet of piety.]
—pitʹi·er, n. —pitʹy·ing·ly, adv.
piv·ot (pivʹәt), n. 1 shaft, pin, or point on
which something turns. 2 that on which
something turns, hinges, or depends;
central point. —v. 1 mount on, attach
by, or provide with a pivot. 2 turn on a
pivot. [< F] —pivʹot·al, adj.
pix (piks), n.pl. Informal. pictures.
pix·el (pikʹsәl), n. one of the tiny dots or
elements of an image on a computer or
television screen. [< pix + element]
pix·y, pix·ie (pikʹsi), n., pl. pix·ies. fairy
or elf.
piz·za (pētʹsә), n. a large, ﬂat pie of bread
dough covered with cheese, tomato
sauce, spices, etc., and baked. [< Ital.]
pi·zazz (pә zazʹ), n. exciting or ﬂashy
showiness; liveliness; jazziness.
piz·zi·ca·to (pit´sә käʹtō), adj., n., pl. –ti
(–tē). Music. —adj. played by plucking
the strings with the ﬁnger instead of
using the bow, as on a violin. —n. a note
or passage so played. [< Ital., picked]
pjs or p.j.’s. (pēʹjāz´), n. pl. Informal.
pajamas.
pk., pl. pks. 1 park. 2 peak. 3 peck.
pkg., pl. pkgs. package.
pl., 1 place. 2 plural.
pla·ca·ble (plāʹkә bәl; plakʹә–), adj. forgiving; easily quieted; mild. —pla´ca·bilʹi·ty, plaʹca·ble·ness, n. —plaʹcably, adv.
plac·ard (n. plakʹärd; v. plә kärdʹ, plakʹärd), n. notice to be posted in a public
place; poster. —v. put placards on or in.
[< F, < plaque plaque]
pla·cate (plāʹkāt; plakʹāt), v., –cat·ed,
–cat·ing. soothe or satisfy the anger of;
make peaceful: placate a person one has
oﬀended. [< L placatus] —plaʹcat·er, n.
—pla·caʹtion, n. —plaʹca·tive, plaʹcato´ry, adj.
place (plās), n., v., placed, plac·ing. —n.
1 part of space occupied by a person
or thing, as in a town, village, building, oﬃce, house, or dwelling. 2 part or
spot in something: the dentist ﬁlled the
decayed place in the tooth. 3 position:
books in place on shelves, save a place
for me on the bus, it is not my place to
ﬁnd fault. 4 position at the ﬁnish of
a race. —v. 1 put (in a spot, position,
condition, or relation): place an order,
place sentries. 2 be at the ﬁnish of a race:
place last.
go places, Informal. advance rapidly in a
career, profession, etc.
in place, in the right position or condition.
in place of, instead of.
out of place, a not in the proper or usual
place. b inappropriate or ill-timed.
take place, happen; occur. [< L < Gk.
plateia (hodos) broad way < platys
broad. Doublet of plaza and piazza.]
—placʹer, n.
pla·ce·bo (plә sēʹbō), n., pl. –bos or
–boes. medication or treatment given to

a patient that has no active ingredients,
esp. as part of a trial of a new drug.
place kick, kick given a football after it
has been put on the ground. —placeʹkick´, v.
place mat, mat of fabric, straw, etc., set on
a table with a napkin, glass, and silverware where a person will sit for a meal.
place·ment (plāsʹmәnt), n. 1 a placing
or being placed; location; arrangement.
2 the ﬁnding of work or a job for a
person.
pla·cen·ta (plә senʹtә), n., pl. –tae
(–tē), –tas. organ by which the fetus is
attached to the wall of the womb and
nourished. [< NL < L, ﬂat cake, < Gk.
plakounta, accus., < plax ﬂat surface]
—pla·cenʹtal, adj.
plac·er (plasʹәr), n. place where gold or
other minerals can be washed out of
loose sand or gravel. [< Am.Sp., sandbank; akin to plaza]
plac·id (plasʹid), adj. calm; peaceful;
quiet: a placid lake. [< L, < placere
please] —pla·cidʹi·ty, placʹid·ness, n.
—placʹid·ly, adv.
plack·et (plakʹit), n. an opening or slit
at the top of a skirt to make it easy to
put on.
pla·gia·rism (plāʹjә riz әm), n. 1 act of
plagiarizing. 2 idea, expression, plot,
etc., taken from another and used as
one’s own. [< L plagiarius kidnaper]
—plaʹgia·rist, n. —pla´gia·risʹtic, adj.
—pla´gia·risʹti·cal·ly, adv.
pla·gia·rize (plāʹjә rīz), v., –rized, –rizing. take and use as one’s own (the
thoughts, writings, inventions, etc., of
another), esp. to take and use (a passage, plot, etc., from the work of another
writer). —plaʹgia·riz´er, n.
plague (plāg), n., v., plagued, pla·guing.
—n. 1 a disease that spreads rapidly and
often causes death. The plague is common in Asia and has several times swept
through Europe. 2 thing or person that
torments, oﬀends, or is disagreeable. —v.
1 cause to suﬀer from a plague. 2 annoy;
bother. [< L plaga blow, pestilence < dial.
Gk. plaga blow] —plaʹguer, n.
plaice (plās), n., pl. plaice or (occasionally) plaic·es. a kind of ﬂatﬁsh. [< OF
< LL platessa ﬂatﬁsh < Gk. platys ﬂat]
plaid (plad), n. 1 any cloth with a pattern of checks or crisscross stripes. 2 a
pattern of this kind. 3 a long piece of
woolen cloth, usually having a pattern
of checks or stripes in many colors,
worn about the shoulders by the Scottish Highlanders. —adj. having a pattern of checks or crisscross stripes: a
plaid dress. [< Scotch Gaelic plaide]
—plaidʹed, adj.
plain (plān), adj. 1 easy to understand;
easily seen or heard; clear. 2 without
ornament, decoration, ﬁgured pattern,
or varied color. 3 not rich or highly seasoned. 4 common; ordinary in manner:
a plain man of the people. 5 not pretty: a
plain girl. 6 frank; honest; sincere. 7 ﬂat;
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level; smooth. —adv. in a plain manner;
clearly. —n. a ﬂat stretch of land.
plains, prairies. [< OF < L planus ﬂat.
Doublet of piano2, plan.] —plainʹish,
adj. —plainʹly, adv. —plainʹness, n.
plain-clothes man (plānʹklōzʹ; –klōtħzʹ),
detective wearing ordinary clothes when
on duty.
Plains Indian, a member of any of the
North American Indian tribes who lived
on the Great Plains and followed the
buﬀalo.
plains·man (plānzʹmәn), n., pl. –men.
man who lives on the plains.
plain song, vocal music used in the Christian church from the earliest times. Plain
song is sung in unison. It is rhythmical,
although the beats are not regular.
plain-spo·ken (plānʹspōʹkәn), adj. plain
or frank in speech.
plaint (plānt), n. 1 complaint. 2 Archaic.
lament.
plain·tiﬀ (plānʹtif), n. person who begins
a lawsuit. [< OF plaintif complaining.
See plaintive.]
plain·tive (plānʹtiv), adj. mournful; sad.
[< OF, ult. < L planctus complaint]
—plainʹtive·ly, adv. —plainʹtive·ness, n.
plait (plāt, plat for 1; plāt, plēt for 2), n., v.
1 braid. 2 pleat. [< OF pleit, ult. < L plicare to fold] —plaitʹed, adj. —plaitʹing,
plaitʹwork´, n.
plan (plan), n., v., planned, plan·ning.
—n. 1 way of making or doing something
that has been worked out beforehand;
scheme of arrangement. 2 a drawing or
diagram to show how a garden, a ﬂoor
of a house, a park, etc., is arranged. 3 a
deﬁnite intention or undertaking. —v. 1
think out beforehand how something is
to be made or done; design, scheme, or
devise; make plans. 2 make a drawing or
diagram of. [< F, lit., a plane, < L planus;
with ref. to a sketch on a ﬂat surface.
Doublet of plain, piano2.] —planʹless,
adj. —planned, adj. —planʹner, n.
plane1 (plān), n., adj., v., planed, planing. —n. 1 any ﬂat or level surface. 2
level; grade: try to keep your work on a
high plane. 3 ⫽airplane. 4 surface such
that if any two points on it are joined by
a straight line, the line will be contained
wholly in the surface. —adj. 1 ﬂat; level.
2 contained in a ﬂat or level surface: a
plane ﬁgure, plane geometry. —v. rise
slightly out of the water while moving.
[< L planum level place]
plane2 (plān), n., v., planed, plan·ing.
—n. 1 a carpenter’s tool with a blade
for smoothing or removing wood. 2
machine for smoothing or removing
metal. —v. 1 smooth with a plane. 2
remove with a plane. [< F, ult. < LL
plana]
plan·er (planʹәr), n. machine for planing wood or for ﬁnishing ﬂat surfaces
on metal.
plan·et (planʹit), n. one of the celestial
bodies (except comets and meteors) that
move around the sun. Mercury, Venus,

the earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,
Neptune, and Pluto are planets. [< LL
< Gk. planetes < planaesthai wander]
plan·e·tar·i·um (plan´ә tãrʹi әm), n., pl.
–i·a (–i ә). 1 apparatus that shows the
movements of the sun, moon, planets,
and stars by projecting lights on the
inside of a dome. 2 room or building
with such an apparatus.
plan·e·tar·y (planʹә ter´i), adj. 1 of a
planet; having to do with planets. 2
moving in an orbit.
plan·et·oid (planʹә toid), n. small planet;
asteroid. [< planet + –oid]
plane tree or plane, n. a tall spreading
tree with broad leaves and bare patches
on the trunk. The American plane tree is
also called the buttonwood or sycamore.
[< F < L < Gk. platanos < platys broad]
plank (plangk), n. 1 a long, ﬂat piece of
sawed timber thicker than a board. 2
article or feature of the platform of a
political party, etc. —v. cover or furnish
with planks.
walk the plank, a walk oﬀ a plank
extending from a ship’s side over the
water. Pirates used to make their prisoners do this. b Fig. do or experience
something unpleasant. [< OF < L planca]
—plankʹer, n. —plankʹing, n.
plant (plant; plänt), n. 1 a living thing
that is not an animal, esp. a living thing
that has leaves and roots. Trees, shrubs,
herbs, fungi, algae, etc., are plants: a
tomato plant. 2 the buildings, equipment, etc., for any purpose: a manufacturing plant. 3 Informal. scheme to trap,
trick, mislead, or deceive. —v. 1 put or
set in the ground to grow. 2 furnish;
stock; put seed in: plant a garden. 3 set
ﬁrmly; put; place. 4 establish or set up
(a colony, city, etc.). 5 implant (principles, doctrines, etc.). [< L planta sprout]
—plantʹing, n.
plan·tain1 (planʹtәn), n. 1 kind of large
banana. 2 plant that it grows on. [< Sp.
plátano]
plan·tain2 (planʹtan), n. a common weed
with large, spreading leaves close to
the ground and long, slender spikes
carrying ﬂowers and seeds. [< OF < L
plantago]
plan·tar (planʹtәr), adj. of or having to do
with the sole of the foot. [< L plantāris
< planta sole of the foot]
plan·ta·tion (plan tāʹshәn), n. 1 a large
farm or estate on which cotton, tobacco,
sugar, etc., are grown. The work on a
plantation is done by laborers who live
there. 2 a large group of trees or other
plants that have been planted. 3 colony.
[< L plantatio a planting. See plant.]
plant·er (planʹtәr; plänʹ–), n. 1 person who
owns or runs a plantation. 2 machine for
planting. 3 person who plants.
plan·ti·grade (planʹtә grād), adj. walking on the whole sole of the foot. —n.
a plantigrade animal, as the bear. [< L
planta sole + gradi to walk]
plant louse, ⫽aphid.

plaque (plak), n. 1 an ornamental tablet
of metal, porcelain, etc. 2 a platelike
ornament or badge. 3 ﬁlm that forms on
the teeth, caused by food and bacteria.
4 deposit on the wall of an artery, the
result of excess cholesterol in the blood.
[< F < Du. plak ﬂat board]
plas·ma (plazʹmә), n. 1 the liquid part
of blood or lymph, as distinguished
from the corpuscles. 2 protoplasm. [< LL
< Gk., something formed or molded,
< plassein to mold] —plasʹmic, adj.
plasma cell, cell that produces antibodies.
plas·mid (plazʹmid), n. genetic element that replicates independently of
the chromosomes, used esp. in DNA
research. Also, plasma gene. [< cytoplasm + –id]
plas·ter (plasʹtәr; pläsʹ–), n. 1 a soft mixture of lime, sand, and water that hardens
in drying. 2 ⫽plaster of Paris. —v. 1
cover with plaster. 2 spread with anything thickly. 3 make smooth and ﬂat. 4
apply a plaster to. 5 apply like a plaster.
[< Med.L plastrum < L emplastrum <Gk.,
< en– on + plassein to mold] —plasʹterer, n. —plasʹter·ing, n. —plasʹter·y, adj.
plas·ter·board (plasʹtәr bôrd´; –bōrd;
pläsʹ–), n. large sheets of wallboard
made of a layer of plaster pressed
between layers of paper.
plaster of Paris, a mixture of powdered
gypsum (a white material) and water,
which hardens quickly, used for making
molds, cheap statuary, etc.
plas·tic (plasʹtik), n. 1 any of various
substances that harden and retain their
shape after being molded or shaped
when softened by heat, pressure, etc.
Glass, acrylic, vulcanite, and nylon are
plastics. 2 Informal. ⫽credit card. —adj.
1 made of plastic: plastic toys, plastic
bottles. 2 molding or giving shape to
material. 3 concerned with molding or
modeling. Sculpture is a plastic art. 4
easily molded or shaped. Clay, wax, and
plaster are plastic substances. 5 easily
inﬂuenced; impressionable. [< L < Gk.
plastikos, ult. < plassein to form, shape]
—plasʹti·cal·ly, adv. —plas·ticʹi·ty, n.
plastic surgery, surgery that restores,
remedies, or improves the outer appearance of the body. Also, cosmetic surgery. —plastic surgeon.
plate (plāt), n., v., plat·ed, plat·ing. —n. 1
dish, usually round, that is almost ﬂat. 2
contents of such a dish: a plate of cookies. 3 something having a similar shape:
pass a collection plate in church. 4 dishes
and utensils covered with silver or gold.
5 a thin, ﬂat sheet or piece of metal.
6 a platelike part, organ, or structure.
Some reptiles and ﬁshes have a covering
of horny or bony plates. 7 something
printed from a piece of metal. 8 home
base in baseball. 9 piece of ﬁrm material with false teeth set into it. 10 one of
the massive, constantly moving pieces
of the earth’s crust. —v. cover with a
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thin layer of silver, gold, or other metal.
[< OF, ult. < VL plattus ﬂat < Gk. platys]
—plateʹlike´, adj. —platʹer, n.
pla·teau (pla tōʹ), n., pl. –teaus, –teaux
(–tōzʹ). 1 plain in the mountains or at
a height above the sea; large, high plain.
2 Fig. period with little apparent movement forward, as in learning something
or resolving a problem. [< F < OF platel,
dim. of plat ﬂat]
plate·ful (plātʹfu̇l), n., pl. –fuls. as much
as a plate will hold.
plate glass, thick and very clear glass
used for large windows, doors, mirrors, etc.
plate·let (plātʹlit), n. sticky, irregularlyshaped cell fragment that is a component of blood and involved in clotting.
plate tectonics, geological science that
deals with the movements of the plates
of the earth’s crust and their connection
to geological events, such as earthquakes
and the formation of mountains.
plat·form (platʹfôrm), n. 1 a raised level
surface. There usually is a platform
beside the track at a railroad station. A
hall usually has a platform for speakers. 2 in a railroad car, the separate
ﬂoor space at the end. 3 plan of action
or statement of principles of a political party. [< F plateforme ﬂat form]
—platʹformed, adj.
plat·ing (plātʹing), n. a thin layer of silver,
gold, or other metal.
plat·i·num (platʹә nәm), n. 1 a heavy
precious metal, Pt, that looks like silver
and does not tarnish or melt easily. It
is a chemical element. 2 shade of gray
suggestive of platinum. [< NL, ult. < Sp.
plata silver]
plat·i·tude (platʹә tüd; –tūd), n. 1 a dull
or commonplace remark, esp. one given
out solemnly as if it were fresh and
important. 2 ﬂatness; triteness; dullness.
[< F, < plat ﬂat] —plat´i·tuʹdi·nous,
adj.
Pla·ton·ic (plә tonʹik), adj. 1 of or pertaining to Plato or his philosophy. 2
Also, platonic. friendly but not loverlike. 3 idealistic; not practical. —Platonʹi·cal·ly, pla·tonʹi·cal·ly, adv.
Pla·to·nism (plāʹtә niz әm), n. philosophy or doctrines of Plato or his followers. —Plaʹto·nist, n. —Pla´to·nisʹtic,
adj.
pla·toon (plә tünʹ), n. 1 group of soldiers
acting as a unit. A platoon is smaller
than a company. 2 a small group. [< F
peloton group, little ball, dim. of pelote
ball. See pellet.]
plat·ter (platʹәr), n. a large, shallow dish
for holding or serving food, esp. meat
and ﬁsh. [< AF plater < OF plat plate]
plat·y·pus (platʹә pәs), n., pl. –pus·es, –pi
(–pī). -duckbill. [< NL < Gk., < platys
ﬂat + pous foot]
plau·dit (plôʹdit), n. Usually, plaudits.
round of applause; enthusiastic expression of approval or praise. [alter. of L
plaudite applaud!]

plau·si·ble (plôʹzә bәl), adj. 1 appearing
true, reasonable, or fair. 2 apparently
worthy of conﬁdence but often not
really so: a plausible liar. [< L plausibilis
deserving applause, pleasing < plaudere
applaud] —plau´si·bilʹi·ty, plauʹsi·bleness, n. —plauʹsi·bly, adv.
play (plā), n. 1 fun; sport; recreation. 2
a turn, move, or act in a game. 3 act of
carrying on a game. 4 a story written for
or presented as a dramatic performance;
drama. 5 action: foul play. 6 light, quick
movement or change: the play of sunlight
on leaves. 7 freedom for action, movement, etc.: give imagination full play.
8 operation; working: easy play in the
mechanism. —v. 1 have fun; take part in
a game. 2 do; perform: he played a mean
trick. 3 take part in (a game): play tag.
4 act the part of (a character in a play,
etc.); act (a drama). 5 act in a speciﬁed
way: play sick. 6 produce (music) on
an instrument; perform on (a musical
instrument). 7 move (on, over, along):
play a hose on a burning building. 8 put
into action in a game: play your ten of
hearts. 9 act carelessly; do foolish things:
don’t play with matches. 10 gamble; bet.
bring or call into play, begin to use;
make active: years of experience were
brought into play.
in play, a acting; operating: special forces
are now in play. b as a joke.
play back, replay something recorded.
play into the hands of, act so as to give
the advantage to.
play on or upon, take advantage of;
make use of.
play up, exaggerate the importance of.
play up to, try to get the favor of; ﬂatter.
[OE plegan to exercise] —playʹa·ble,
adj.
play·bill (plāʹbil´), n. program of a play.
play·boy (plāʹboi´), n. man, usually
wealthy, whose chief interest is in having a good time.
play·er (plāʹәr), n. 1 person who plays. 2
actor in a theater. 3 musician. 4 thing or
device that plays.
play·ful (plāʹfәl), adj. 1 full of fun; fond of
playing. 2 joking; not serious. —playʹfully, adv. —playʹful·ness, n.
play·ground (plāʹground´), n. place for
outdoor play.
play·house (plāʹhous´), n. 1 a small house
for a child to play in. 2 a toy house for a
child; doll house. 3 theater.
playing card, card used in playing
games like bridge and poker; one of a
set of 52 cards including 4 suits (spades,
hearts, diamonds, and clubs) of 13 cards
each.
playing ﬁeld, 1 open area or ﬁeld where
games are played. 2 Fig. any area or
sphere of competition.
level the playing ﬁeld, eliminate any
advantage one group or individual
might have over another.
play·mate (plāʹmāt´), n. one who plays
with another.

play-oﬀ (plāʹôf´; –of´), n. an extra game
or round played to settle a tie.
play on words, ⫽pun
play·thing (plāʹthing´), n. thing to play
with; toy.
play·time (plāʹtīm´), n. time for playing.
play·wright (plāʹrīt´), n. writer of plays;
dramatist.
pla·za (pläʹzә; plazʹә), n. a public square
in a city or town. [< Sp. < L < Gk. plateia broad way. Doublet of place and
piazza.]
plea (plē), n. 1 request; appeal: a plea
for pity. 2 excuse; defense: the man’s
plea was that he did not see the signal. 3
answer made by a defendant to a charge
against him or her in a law court. [< OF
< L placitum (that) which pleases]
plead (plēd), v., plead·ed or plead (pled),
plead·ing. 1 oﬀer reasons for or against;
argue as an excuse: the woman who stole
pleaded poverty. 2 ask earnestly; make
an earnest appeal. 3 speak for or against
in a law court: he had a good lawyer to
plead his case. 4 answer to a charge in
a law court: the prisoner pleaded guilty.
[< OF < VL placitare, ult. < L placere
please] —pleadʹer, n. —pleadʹing, adj.
—pleadʹing·ly, adv.
pleas·ant (plezʹәnt), adj. 1 pleasing;
agreeable; giving pleasure. 2 easy to get
along with; friendly. 3 fair; not stormy.
[< OF plaisant, ppr. of plaisir please < L
placere] —pleasʹant·ly, adv. —pleasʹantness, n.
pleas·ant·ry (plezʹәnt ri), n., pl. –ries. 1
a good-natured joke; witty remark. 2
joking.
please (plēz), v., pleased, pleas·ing. 1
be agreeable to: fresh air pleases most
people. 2 wish; think ﬁt: come if you
please. 3 be the will of. [< OF < L placere] —pleased, adj. —pleasʹing, adj.
—pleasʹing·ly, adv. —pleasʹing·ness, n.
pleas·ur·a·ble (plezhʹәr ә bәl; plāʹzhәr–),
adj. pleasant; agreeable. —pleasʹur·able·ness , n. —pleasʹur·a·bly, adv.
pleas·ure (plezhʹәr; plāʹzhәr), n. 1 a feeling of being pleased; enjoyment; delight.
2 something that pleases; cause of joy or
delight. 3 one’s will, desire, or choice:
what is your pleasure in this matter?
pleat (plēt), n. a ﬂat, usually narrow, fold
made in cloth by doubling it on itself.
—v. fold or arrange in pleats. [var. of
plait] —pleatʹer, n.
ple·be·ian (pli bēʹәn), n. 1 one of the
common people of ancient Rome. 2
one of the common people. —adj. 1 of
the plebeians. 2 of the common people.
[< L, < plebs the common people]
pleb·i·scite (plebʹә sīt; –sit), n. a direct
vote by the qualiﬁed voters of a state on
some important question. [< L, < plebs
the common people + scitum decree]
plec·trum (plekʹtrәm), n., pl. –trums,
–tra (–trә). a small piece of ivory, horn,
metal, etc., used for plucking the strings
of a mandolin, lyre, zither, etc. [< L
< Gk. plektron < plessein to strike]
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pled (pled), v. pt. and pp. of plead.
pledge (plej), n., v., pledged, pledg·ing.
—n. 1 a solemn promise. 2 something
that secures or makes safe; security. 3
condition of being held as security. 4
sign; token. —v. 1 promise solemnly;
bind by a promise. 2 give as security.
[< OF < Med.L plebium < Gmc.; akin to
plight2] —pledgʹer, n.
Ple·ia·des (plēʹә dēz; plīʹ–), n.pl. group of
hundreds of stars. Six can normally be
seen with the naked eye.
Pleis·to·cene (plīsʹtә sēn), n. geological
epoch before the present one, during
which time both vast glaciers spread
across the northern hemispheres and
humans were present in Europe; ice age.
2 geological deposits made during this
epoch. —adj. of or having to do with this
epoch or these deposits.
ple·na·ry (plēʹnә ri; plenʹә–), adj. 1 full;
complete; entire; absolute. 2 attended by
all of its qualiﬁed members. [< LL, < L
plenus full]
plen·i·po·ten·ti·ar·y (plen´ә pә tenʹshi er´i; –shә ri), n., pl. –ar·ies, adj. —n. person, esp. a diplomatic agent, having full
power or authority. —adj. having or giving full power and authority. [< Med.L,
ult. < L plenus full + potens powerful]
plen·i·tude (plenʹә tüd; –tūd), n. fullness;
completeness; abundance. [< L, < plenus
full]
plen·te·ous (plenʹti әs), adj. plentiful.
plen·ti·ful (plenʹti fәl), adj. more than
enough; ample; abundant: ten gallons
of gasoline is a plentiful supply for a seventy-mile trip.
plen·ty (plenʹti), n., pl. –ties, adj., adv.
—n. 1 a full supply; all that one needs;
large enough number or quantity: there
is plenty of time. 2 quality or condition of being plentiful; abundance:
years of peace and plenty. —adj. enough;
abundant: six potatoes will be plenty.
—adv. Informal. quite; fully: plenty good
enough. [< OF < L plenitas fullness
< plenus full]
ple·num (plēʹnәm), n. pl. –nums, –na
(–nә). full assembly, as of the upper and
lower houses of a legislature. [< L, full]
ple·o·nasm (plēʹә naz әm), n. 1 use of
more words than are necessary to
express an idea. Both of the two twins
is a pleonasm. 2 an unnecessary word,
phrase, or expression. [< LL < Gk., ult.
< pleon more] —ple´o·nasʹtic, adj.
Ple·si·an·thro·pus (plē´sē anʹthrә pәs), n.
early humanlike ape, whose bones were
found in South Africa. [< NL < Gk.
plēsíos near + anthrōpos man]
ple·si·o·saur (pleʹsē ә sôr), n. sea-reptile
of the Mesozoic era, which had four
ﬂippers, a long neck, and a small head.
[< NL < Gk. plēsíos near + saûros lizard]
pleth·o·ra (plethʹә rә), n. excessive fullness; too much; superabundance. [< NL
< Gk.,< plethein be full]
pleu·ra (plu̇rʹә), n., pl. pleu·rae (plu̇rʹē).
a thin membrane covering the lungs

and folded back to make a lining for the
thorax or chest cavity. [< NL < Gk., rib]
—pleuʹral, adj.
pleu·ri·sy (plu̇rʹә si), n. inﬂammation of
the thin membrane covering the lungs
and lining the thorax. —pleu·ritʹic, adj.
plex·i·glass (plekʹsә glas´; –gläs´), n. 1 a
light, transparent thermoplastic, often
used in place of glass used to make a
great many things, including car windows and household items. 2 Plexiglas. trademark for plexiglass sheets.
[< pl(astic) + (ﬂ)exi(ble) + glass]
plex·us (plekʹsәs), n., pl. –us·es, –us. network of nerves, blood vessels, etc. [< L,
< plectere to twine, braid]
pli·a·ble (plīʹә bәl), adj. 1 easily bent;
ﬂexible; supple: willow twigs are pliable.
2 easily inﬂuenced; adaptable; yielding:
he is too pliable to be a good leader. [< F,
< plier bend] —pli´a·bilʹi·ty, pliʹa·bleness, n. —pliʹa·bly, adv.
pli·ant (plīʹәnt), adj. 1 bending easily; ﬂexible; supple. 2 easily inﬂuenced; yielding.
[< OF, bending. See ply2.] —pliʹan·cy,
pliʹant·ness, n. —pliʹant·ly, adv.
pli·er (plīʹәr), n. 1 ⫽pliers. 2 one who or
that which plies.
pli·ers (plīʹәrz), n. (sometimes sing. in
use). small pincers with long jaws, for
bending wire, holding small objects, etc.
plight1 (plīt), n. condition or state, usually bad. [< AF plit, orig., manner of
folding, ult. < L plicare to fold; confused
with plight2]
plight2 (plīt), v. pledge; promise. —n. a
solemn promise; pledge.
plight one’s troth, a a promise to be
faithful. b promise to marry. [OE pliht
danger]
plinth (plinth), n. the lower, square part
of the base of a column. [< L < Gk.
plinthos]
Pli·o·cene (plīʹә sēn), n. geologic epoch
during which humanlike apes appeared,
migration of mammals between continents occurred, and the mountains of
W America rose.
plod (plod), v., plod·ded, plod·ding, n.
—v. 1 walk heavily; trudge: we plod
the path of toil. 2 work patiently with
eﬀort: plod away at one’s lessons. —n. 1
act of plodding; course of plodding. 2
sound as of a heavy tread. —plodʹder, n.
—plodʹding, adj.
plop (plop), v., plopped, plop·ping. 1
make or cause to make a sound like an
object hitting water without a splash. 2
fall with a plop: plopped into the chair.
—n. a sound like an object hitting water
without a splash: the constant plop of a
leaking faucet.
plot (plot), n., v., plot·ted, plot·ting. —n.
1 a secret plan, esp. an evil one: two men
formed a plot to rob the bank. 2 plan or
main story of a play, novel, poem, etc. 3
a small piece of ground: a garden plot.
4 map; diagram. —v. 1 plan secretly
with others; plan. 2 divide (land) into
plots. 3 make a map or diagram of. 4

mark the position of (something) on a
map or diagram. [OE, patch of ground;
meaning inﬂ. by complot a joint plot
(< F)] —plotʹless, adj. —plotʹted, adj.
—plotʹter, n.
plough (plou), n., v. ⫽plow.
plov·er (pluvʹәr; plōʹvәr), n. bird with a
short tail and a bill like that of a pigeon.
[< AF, ult. < L pluvia rain]
plow (plou), n. 1 a big, heavy implement
for cutting the soil and turning it over. 2
machine for removing snow; snowplow.
—v. 1 turn up (soil) with a plow. 2 move
as a plow does; advance slowly and with
eﬀort. 3 remove with a plow: plow up
old roots. 4 furrow: plow a ﬁeld, wrinkles
plowed in one’s face by time. 5 cut the
surface of (water).
plow back, reinvest (earnings) in an
enterprise.
plow into, collide with; hit: a car plowed
into the fence.
plow under, completely turn over a
ﬁeld, esp. to allow it to lie fallow.
plow up, a turn over the soil in a ﬁeld or
garden. b damage by plowing or turning
over: moles plow up lawns. [OE plōg]
—plowʹer, n. —plowʹing, n.
plow·man (plouʹmәn), n., pl. –men. 1
person who guides a plow. 2 a farm
worker.
plow·share (plouʹshãr´), n. blade of a
plow, the part that cuts the soil.
ploy (ploi), n. plan or trick used to gain
an advantage. [? < employ]
pluck (pluk), v. 1 pull oﬀ; pick. 2 pull at;
pull; tug; jerk. 3 pull on (the strings of
a musical instrument). 4 pull feathers
or hair oﬀ: pluck a chicken. —n. 1 act
of picking or pulling. 2 courage. [OE
pluccian] —plucked, adj. —pluckʹer, n.
—pluckʹless, adj. —pluckʹless·ness, n.
pluck·y (plukʹi), adj., pluck·i·er, plucki·est. having or showing courage.
—pluckʹi·ly, adv. —pluckʹi·ness, n.
plug (plug), n., v., plugged, plug·ging.
—n. 1 piece of wood, etc., used to stop
up a hole. 2 device to make an electrical
connection. 3 hydrant. 4 a spark plug.
5 an advertisement. —v. 1 stop up or
ﬁll with a plug. 2 work steadily; plod.
3 work steadily for by advertisements
or publicity.
plug in, a make an electrical connection
by inserting a plug. b Informal. Fig. be
alert or aware (of whatever is current
or new). [< MDu. plugge] —plugʹger,
n. —plugʹging, n., adj. —plugʹless, adj.
—plugʹlike´, adj.
plum (plum), n. 1 a roundish, juicy fruit
with a smooth skin and a stone or pit. 2
tree that it grows on. 3 raisin in a pudding, cake, etc. 4 sugarplum. 5 something very good or desirable. 6 a dark,
bluish purple. [< VL pruna < L prunum
< Gk., proumnon. Doublet of prune.]
—plumʹlike´, adj.
plum·age (plümʹij), n. feathers of a bird:
a parrot has bright plumage. [< OF,
< plume plume]
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plumb (plum), n. a small weight used
on the end of a line to ﬁnd the depth of
water or to see if a wall is vertical. —adj.
vertical. —adv. vertically. —v. 1 make
vertical. 2 test or adjust by a plumb line;
test; sound: plumb the depths of the lake.
3 get to the bottom of: no one could
plumb the mystery.
out of plumb or oﬀ plumb, not vertical.
[< OF < L plumbum lead]
plumb·er (plumʹәr), n. person whose
work is putting in and repairing water
pipes and ﬁxtures in buildings. [< OF
plombier, ult. <L plumbum lead]
plumb·ing (plumʹing), n. 1 work or trade
of a plumber. 2 the water pipes and ﬁxtures in a building: bathroom plumbing.
plumb line, line with a plumb at the end.
plume (plüm), n., v., plumed, plum·ing.
—n. 1 a large, long feather; feather. 2
a feather, bunch of feathers, or tuft of
hair worn as an ornament on a hat,
helmet, etc. —v. 1 furnish with plumes.
2 smooth or arrange the feathers of: the
eagle plumed its wing. [< OF < L pluma]
—plumed, adj. —plumeʹlike´, adj.
plum·met (plumʹit), v. plunge; drop. [<
OF plommet < plomb lead; see plumb]
plum·my (plumʹi), adj. –mi·er, –i·est.
1 full of or like plums: a rich, plummy
purple. 2 Fig. very good; desirable: a
plummy job. 3 Fig. mellow: a plummy
voice.
plump1 (plump), adj. rounded out;
attractively fat. —v. make plump;
become plump. [cf. MDu. plomp, MLG
plump blunt, thick] —plumpʹly, adv.
—plumpʹness, n.
plump2 (plump), v. fall or drop heavily or
suddenly: all out of breath, she plumped
down on a chair. —n. a sudden plunge;
heavy fall. —adv. 1 heavily or suddenly:
he ran plump into me. 2 directly; bluntly.
—adj. direct; downright; blunt. [cf. Du.
plompen, LG plumpen, and plump1]
—plumpʹer, n.
plum·y (plümʹi), adj. 1 having plumes. 2
adorned with plumes. 3 feathery.
plun·der (plunʹdәr), v. 1 rob by force; rob:
pirates plundered the town. 2 despoil;
ﬂeece; embezzle: the dishonest cashier
plundered $10,000 from the bank. —n. 1
things taken in plundering; booty; loot:
they carried oﬀ the plunder in their ships.
2 act of robbing by force. 3 Fig. an excess
or great deal of something, as gifts,
winnings, proﬁts, etc. [< G plündern]
—plunʹder·er, n. —plunʹder·ous, adj.
plunge (plunj), v., plunged, plung·ing,
n. —v. 1 throw or thrust with force into
a liquid, place, or condition. 2 throw
oneself (into water, danger, a ﬁght,
etc.). 3 rush; dash. 4 pitch suddenly
and violently. —n. 1 act of plunging.
2 a dive into the water. 3 a rapid dash.
[< OF plungier, ult. < L plumbum lead]
—plungʹing, adj. —plungʹing·ly, adv.
plung·er (plunʹjәr), n. 1 one that plunges.
2 part of a machine that acts with a
plunging motion.

plunk (plungk), v. 1 pluck (a banjo, guitar, etc.) 2 throw, push, put, drop, etc.,
heavily or suddenly. —n. act or sound
of plunking. —adv. with a plunk. [imit.]
plu·per·fect (plü´pėrʹﬁkt), n., adj. past
perfect. [short for L plus quam perfectum more than perfect]
plu·ral (plu̇rʹәl), adj. 1 containing or pertaining to more than one. 2 designating
that class of words or forms which
indicate or imply more than one. —n.
form of a word to show that it means
more than one; plural number. Books
is the plural of book; men, of man; are,
of is; we, of I; these, of this. [< L pluralis
< plus more]
plu·ral·ism (plu̇rʹә liz әm), n. 1 character,
condition, or an instance of being plural.
2 a acceptance and support of various minority ethnic and cultural groups
within a society. b belief in and advocacy of such a social system. —plu´ralisʹtic, adj.
plu·ral·i·ty (plu̇ ralʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 difference between the largest number of
votes and the next largest in an election.
2 the greater number; the majority. 3 a
large number; multitude. 4 state or fact
of being plural.
plu·ral·ize (plu̇rʹәl īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
make plural; express in the plural form.
plu·ral·ly (plu̇rʹәl i), adv. in the plural
number.
plus (plus), prep. 1 added to: 3 plus 2
equals 5. 2 and also: the work of an
engineer requires intelligence plus experience. —adj. 1 and more: his mark was B
plus. 2 showing addition: the plus sign.
3 positive; positively electriﬁed. —n. 1
the plus sign (+). 2 an added quantity.
3 a positive quantity. 4 surplus; gain.
[< L, more]
plush (plush), n. fabric like velvet but
thicker and softer. —adj. luxurious;
expensive. [< F pluche, ult. < L pilus
hair] —plushed, adj. —plushʹy, adj.
—plushʹi·ness, n.
Plu·to (plüʹtō), n. planet farthest from the
sun, whose planetary status is uncertain.
—Plu·toʹni·an, adj.
plu·toc·ra·cy (plü tokʹrә si), n., pl. –cies.
1 government in which the rich rule. 2
a ruling class of wealthy people. [< Gk.,
< ploutos wealth + kratos power]
plu·to·crat (plüʹtә krat), n. 1 person who
has power or inﬂuence because of his
wealth. 2 a wealthy person. —plu´tocratʹic, adj. —plu´to·cratʹi·cal·ly, adv.
plu·to·ni·um (plü tōʹni әm), n. a radioactive element, Pu, derived from neptunium, important in atomic ﬁssion. [< L,
neut., < Pluto]
plu·vi·al (plüʹvi әl), adj. 1 of or pertaining to rain; rainy. 2 caused by rain. [< L,
< pluvia rain]
ply1 (plī), v., plied, ply·ing. 1 work with;
use: the dressmaker plies her needle. 2
keep up work on; work away at or
on: we plied the water with our oars. 3
urge again and again: the enemy plied
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our messenger with questions. 4 supply
with in a pressing manner: ply a person
with food or drink. 5 go back and forth
regularly between certain places: a bus
plies between the station and the hotel,
boats ply the river. [ult. var. of apply]
—plyʹer, n.
ply2 (plī), n., pl. plies. thickness; fold;
twist. Three-ply rope is made up of three
twists. [< F pli < OF < L plicare to fold]
ply·wood (plīʹwu̇d´), n. board or boards
made of several thin layers of wood
glued together.
Pm, promethium.
P.M., 1 Postmaster. 2 Prime Minister.
p.m., P.M., 1 after noon. [< L post meridiem] 2 the time from noon to midnight.
pneu·mat·ic (nü matʹik; nū–), adj. 1 ﬁlled
with or containing air. 2 worked by air. 3
having to do with air and other gases. 4
pertaining to pneumatics. [< L < Gk., <
pneuma wind] —pneu·matʹi·cal·ly, adv.
pneu·mat·ics (nü matʹiks; nū–), n. branch
of physics that deals with the pressure,
elasticity, weight, etc., of air and other
gases.
pneu·mo·nia (nü mōʹnyә; –ni ә; nū–), n.
disease in which the lungs are inﬂamed.
[< NL < Gk., < pneumon lung] —pneumonʹic, adj.
Po, polonium.
P.O., post oﬃce.
poach1 (pōch), v. 1 trespass (on another’s
land), esp. to hunt or ﬁsh. 2 take (game
or ﬁsh) without any right. [< early F
pocher poke out < Gmc.; akin to poke1]
—poachʹer, n.
poach2 (pōch), v. cook (an egg) by breaking it into boiling water. [< OF pochier < poche cooking spoon < Celtic]
—poachʹa·ble, adj.
pock (pok), n. pimple, mark, or pit on
the skin, caused by smallpox and certain
other diseases. [OE pocc] —pocked, adj.
pock·et (pokʹit), n. 1 a small bag sewed
into clothing. 2 a hollow place; enclosed
place: a pocket of air. 3 bag at the corner
or side of a pool or billiard table. 4 hole
in the earth containing gold or other
ore; single lump of ore. —v. 1 shut in;
hem in. 2 place in one’s pocket. 3 hold
back; suppress; hide: he pocketed his
pride and said nothing. 4 take secretly or
dishonestly: Tom pocketed all the proﬁts.
—adj. 1 meant to be carried in a pocket:
a pocket handkerchief. 2 small enough to
go in a pocket; diminutive.
deep pockets, a great deal of money to
invest or spend.
in one’s (hip) pocket, under one’s control.
live one’s pocket, make a proﬁt for oneself, esp. unethically or illegally.
out of pocket, at one’s own expense.
[< AF pokete, dim. of poke poke2]
—pockʹet·y, adj.
pock·et·book (pokʹit bu̇k´), n. 1 a woman’s purse. 2 case for carrying money,
papers, etc., in a pocket.
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pock·et·ful (pokʹit fu̇l), n., pl. –fuls. as
much as a pocket will hold.
pock·et·knife (pokʹit nīf´), n., pl. –knives.
a small knife with one or more blades
that fold into the handle.
pocket veto, method by which the President can veto a bill by failing to sign it
within ten days after a session of Congress ends.
pock·mark (pokʹmärk´), n. pock.
—pockʹ-marked´, adj.
pod (pod), n., v., pod·ded, pod·ding.
—n. 1 a bivalve shell or case in which
plants like beans and peas grow their
seeds. 2 a dehiscent fruit or pericarp
with more than one seed. 3 a a rounded,
streamlined cover for something carried externally, esp. on the wings of an
aircraft. b any container shaped like a
pod. —v. 1 produce pods. 2 ﬁll out into
a pod.
pod·cast·ing (podʹkast´ing), n. distribution of digital audio or video ﬁles
over the Internet to personal computers and esp. portable, hand-held mobile
devices. [< iPod, trademark for a mobile
digital player-receiver + broadcasting]
—podʹcast´, podʹcast´er, n.
po·di·a·try (pō dīʹә tri), n. ⫽chiropody.
[< Gk. pous foot + E –iatry treatment
< Gk. iatreia] —po·diʹa·trist, n.
po·di·um (pōʹdi әm), n., pl. –di·a (–di ә).
1 a raised platform. 2 an animal structure that serves as a foot. [< L < Gk.
podion, dim. of pous foot]
po·em (pōʹәm; pōm), n. 1 an arrangement of words in lines with a regularly
repeated accent; composition in verse.
2 composition showing great beauty or
nobility of language or thought. [< L
< Gk. poema, var. of poiema < poeein,
var. of poieein make, compose]
po·e·sy (pōʹә si; –zi), n., pl. –sies. poetry.
[< OF, ult. < L poesis < Gk., var. of poiesis
composition]
po·et (pōʹit), n. person who writes poetry.
[< L < Gk. poetes]
po·et·ess (pōʹit is), n. a female poet.
po·et·ic (pō etʹik), po·et·i·cal (–ә kәl),
adj. 1 having to do with poems or poets.
2 suitable for poems or poets. Alas, o’er,
and blithe are poetic words. 3 consisting
of poems. —po·etʹi·cal·ly, adv.
po·et·ics (pō etʹiks), n. 1 part of literary
criticism that deals with the nature and
laws of poetry. 2 treatise on poetry.
poet laureate, pl. poets laureate. 1 in
Great Britain, poet appointed by the
king or queen to write poems in celebration of court and national events. 2 the
oﬃcial poet of any country, state, etc.
po·et·ry (pōʹit ri), n. 1 poems: a collection of poetry. 2 art of writing poems.
3 poetic quality; poetic spirit or feeling.
[< LL, < L poeta poet]
po·grom (pō gromʹ; pōʹgrәm), n. an organized massacre, esp. of Jews. [< Russ.,
devastation]
poi (poi), n. a Hawaiian food made of the
root of the taro. [< Hawaiian]

poign·ant (poinʹәnt; –yәnt), adj. 1 very
painful; piercing: poignant suﬀering.
2 keen; intense: a subject of poignant
interest. 3 sharp to the taste or smell:
poignant sauces. [< OF, ppr. of poindre
prick < L pungere] —poignʹan·cy, n.
—poignʹant·ly, adv.
poin·set·ti·a (poin setʹi ә), n. plant with
large, scarlet leaves that look like ﬂower
petals. [< NL; named after J. R. Poinsett,
its discoverer]
point (point), n. 1 a sharp end; something
having a sharp end. 2 a tiny round mark;
dot. 3 place; spot: stop at this point. 4 any
particular or deﬁnite position, condition, or time; degree; stage: boiling point.
5 item; detail: he answered my questions
point by point. 6 a distinguishing mark
or quality: one’s good points. 7 the main
idea or purpose; important or essential
thing. 8 piece of land with a sharp end
sticking out into the water; cape. 9 unit
of scoring or measuring: stock that has
gone up a point. —v. 1 indicate position or direction, or direct attention
with, or as if with, the ﬁnger. 2 direct
a ﬁnger, weapon, etc. 3 have a speciﬁed
direction: the signboard points north. 4
of a dog, show the presence of game by
standing rigid and looking toward it.
at the point of, in the act of; very
near to.
in point of, as regards.
make a point of, insist upon.
on the point of, just about; on the
verge of.
point out, show or call attention to.
point up, emphasize; give attention to.
to the point, appropriate to the subject
or occasion. [< OF point mark, moment
and pointe sharp point, both ult. < L
pungere to prick] —pointʹa·ble, pointʹy,
adj.
point-blank (pointʹblangkʹ), adj. 1 aimed
straight at the mark. 2 plain and blunt;
direct: a point-blank question. —adv.
1 straight at the mark. 2 plainly and
bluntly; directly: one boy gave excuses,
but the other refused point-blank.
pointe (point; pwant), n. 1 in ballet, toe,
esp. the position on the tip of the toe. 2
the toe of a ballet slipper. [< F]
point·ed (poinʹtid), adj. 1 having a
point or points: a pointed roof. 2 sharp;
piercing: a pointed wit. 3 Fig. directed;
aimed. 4 Fig. emphatic: he showed her
pointed attention. —pointʹed·ly, adv.
—pointʹed·ness, n.
point·er (poinʹtәr), n. 1 one that points.
2 a long, tapering stick used in pointing
things out on a map, blackboard, etc. 3
hand of a clock, meter, etc. 4 a shorthaired hunting dog trained to show
where game is by standing still and
directing its nose toward the location. 5
hint; suggestion.
poin·til·lism (pwanʹtә liz әm), n. technique of painting in which color is
applied in dots and is blended by the eye
of the observer. —poinʹtil·list, n.

point lace, lace made with a needle.
point·less (pointʹlis), adj. 1 without a
point. 2 without force or meaning.
—pointʹless·ly, adv. —pointʹless·ness, n.
point man, 1 person at the front of a
patrol. 2 someone who is at the front or
acts as leader for a team, group, etc.
point of order, question raised during a
proceeding of whether or not the rules
are being followed.
point of view, 1 position from which
objects are considered. 2 attitude of
mind.
point·y-head (poinʹti hed´), Informal. an
intellectual. —pointʹy-head´ed, adj.
poise (poiz), v., poised, pois·ing, n. —v. 1
balance. 2 hold supported or raised: poise
a spear. 3 hang supported or suspended.
—n. 1 balance. 2 general composure;
stability. 3 suspense. [< OF peser weigh <
L pensare intensive of pendere weigh]
poi·son (poiʹzәn), n. 1 drug or other substance very dangerous to life and health.
Strychnine and opium are poisons. 2
anything dangerous or deadly. —v. 1 kill
or harm by poison. 2 put poison in or
on. 3 have a dangerous or harmful eﬀect
on. —adj. poisonous. [< OF < L potio
potion. Doublet of potion.] —poiʹsoner, n. —poiʹson·ing, n.
poison ivy, plant with glossy, green, compound leaves of three leaﬂets each, that
causes a painful rash on most people if
they touch it.
poi·son·ous (poiʹzәn әs), adj. 1 containing poison; very harmful to life and
health. 2 having a dangerous or harmful
eﬀect. —poiʹson·ous·ly, adv. —poiʹsonous·ness, n.
poke (pōk), v., poked, pok·ing, n. —v. 1
push against with something pointed;
thrust into; thrust; push. 2 pry. 3 make
by poking. 4 go lazily; loiter. —n. 1 a
poking; thrust; push. 2 a slow, lazy person. [ME. Cf. MDu., MLG poken.]
poke·ber·ry (pōkʹber´i), n., pl. –ries. 1
berry of the pokeweed. 2 pokeweed.
poke bonnet, bonnet with a projecting
brim.
pok·er1 (pōkʹәr), n. 1 one that pokes. 2 a
metal rod for stirring a ﬁre.
pok·er2 (pōkʹәr), n. a card game in which
the players bet on the value of the cards
that they hold in their hands. [? < F
poque]
poker face, face that does not show one’s
thoughts or feelings.
poke·weed (pōkʹwēd´), n. a tall weed of
North America with juicy, purple berries and poisonous roots.
pok·ey1 (pōkʹi), n. Informal. jail.
pok·y, pok·ey2 (pōkʹi), adj., pok·i·er, poki·est. 1 puttering; slow; dull. 2 small and
dull; petty; mean. 3 shabby. [< poke1]
pol (pol), n. Informal. ⫽politician.
Pol., Polish.
Po·land (pōʹlәnd), n. country in C
Europe.
po·lar (pōʹlәr), adj. 1 of or near the North
or South Pole: the polar regions. 2 having
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to do with a pole or poles. 3 of the poles
of a magnet, electric battery, etc. 4 opposite in character, like the poles of a magnet: love and hatred are polar feelings or
attitudes. [< Med.L, < L polus pole2]
polar bear, a large, white bear of the
arctic regions.
Po·lar·is (pō lãrʹis), n. the North Star;
polestar.
po·lar·i·ty (pō larʹә ti), n. 1 the possession
of an axis with reference to which certain physical properties are determined.
A magnet or battery has polarity. 2 a
positive or negative polar condition, as
in electricity. 3 Fig. having two opposite
personality traits or tendencies.
po·lar·i·za·tion (pō´lәr ә zāʹshәn), n. 1
production or acquisition of polarity. 2
process by which gases produced during
electrolysis are deposited on electrodes
of a cell, giving rise to a reverse electromotive force.
po·lar·ize (pōʹlәr īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
give polarity to; cause polarization in:
an issue that polarized voters. —poʹlariz´a·ble, adj. —po´lar·iz´a·bilʹi·ty, n.
—poʹlar·iz´er, n.
pole1 (pōl), n., v., poled, pol·ing. —n.
1 a long, slender piece of wood, etc.: a
telephone pole, a ﬂag pole. 2 measure of
length; rod; 5½ yards. 3 measure of area;
square rod; 30¼ square yards. —v. make
(a boat) go with a pole. [< L palus stake.
Doublet of pale2.]
pole2 (pōl), n. 1 either end of the earth’s
axis. The North Pole and the South Pole
are opposite each other. 2 each of the
two points in which the earth’s axis,
when extended, cuts the celestial sphere,
about which the stars seem to revolve. 3
either of two parts where opposite forces
are strongest. A magnet or battery has
both a positive pole and a negative pole.
4 either end of the axis of any sphere.
poles apart, widely diﬀering, esp. in
opinion or point of view. [< L < Gk.
polos]
Pole (pōl), n. native or inhabitant of
Poland.
pole·cat (pōlʹkat´), n. 1 a small, darkbrown European animal with a very
disagreeable odor. 2 the North American skunk.
po·lem·ic (pә lemʹik), n. 1 argument; dispute; controversy. 2 a vigorous controversialist. —adj. Also, po·lemʹi·cal. of
controversy or disagreement; of dispute.
[< Gk. polemikos belligerent < polemos
war] —po·lemʹi·cal·ly, adv.
po·lem·ics (pә lemʹiks), n. art or practice
of disputation or controversy, esp. in
theology.
pole·star (pōlʹstär´), n. 1 the North Star. 2
a guiding principle; guide.
pole-vault (pōlʹvôlt´), v. perform a vault
over a high, horizontal bar by using a
long pole. —pole vault, poleʹ-vault´er,
poleʹ-vault´ing, n.
po·lice (pә lēsʹ), n., v., –liced, –lic·ing.
—n. 1 persons whose duty is keeping

order and arresting people who break
the law. 2 department of government
that keeps order and arrests persons
who break the law. 3 regulation and
control of a community, esp. with reference to matters of public order, safety,
health, morals, etc.; public order. —v.
keep order in: police the streets. [< F < L
< Gk. politeia polity. Doublet of policy1,
polity.]
police dog, a kind of large, strong dog that
looks like a wolf; German shepherd.
po·lice·man (pә lēsʹmәn), n., pl. –men.
member of the police.
police state, state strictly policed by governmental authority, thus demonstrating
only a minimum of social, economic,
and political liberty.
po·lice·wom·an (pә lēsʹwu̇m´әn), n., pl.
–wom·en. woman who is a member of
the police.
pol·i·cy1 (polʹә si), n., pl. –cies. 1 plan of
action; way of management: it is a poor
policy to promise more than you can do.
2 practical wisdom; prudence: policy, not
sentiment. 3 political skill or shrewdness. [< OF < L < Gk. politeia polity.
Doublet of police, polity.]
pol·i·cy2 (polʹә si), n., pl. –cies. a written
agreement about insurance. [< F < Ital.
pólissa < L < Gk. apodeixis declaration]
pol·i·cy·hold·er (polʹә si hōl´dәr), n. one
who holds an insurance policy.
po·li·o (pōʹli ō), n. ⫽poliomyelitis.
po·li·o·my·e·li·tis (pō´li ō mī´ә līʹtis;
pol´i ō–), n. 1 ⫽infantile paralysis. 2
any inﬂammation of the gray matter of
the spinal cord. [< NL, < Gk. polios gray
+ myelos marrow]
pol·ish (polʹish), v. 1 make smooth and
shiny, esp. by friction: polish shoes. 2 put
into a better condition; improve. —n. 1
substance used to give smoothness or
shine: silver polish. 2 polished condition; smoothness. 3 culture; elegance;
reﬁnement.
polish oﬀ, get done with; ﬁnish.
[< OF poliss– < L polire] —polʹished,
adj. —polʹish·er, n.
Pol·ish (pōlʹish), adj. of or pertaining to
Poland, its people, or their language. —n.
language of Poland.
po·lite (pә lītʹ), adj. 1 having or showing good manners; behaving properly.
2 reﬁned; elegant. [< L politus polished]
—po·liteʹly, adv. —po·liteʹness, n.
pol·i·tic (polʹә tik), adj. 1 wise in looking out for one’s own interests; prudent: a politic person. 2 scheming; crafty.
3 political: the state is a body politic.
[< L < Gk., ult. < polis city-state] —polʹitic·ly, adv.
po·lit·i·cal (pә litʹә kәl), adj. 1 of or concerned with politics. 2 having to do with
citizens or government: treason is a
political oﬀense. 3 of politicians or their
methods. —po·litʹi·cal·ize, v. —po·litʹical·ly, adv.
political science, science of the principles
and conduct of government.

pol·i·ti·cian (pol´ә tishʹәn), n. 1 person
who gives much time to political aﬀairs;
person who is experienced in politics. 2
person active in politics chieﬂy for his or
her own proﬁt or that of his or her party.
3 person holding a political oﬃce.
po·lit·i·cize (pә litʹә sīz), v., –cized, –cizing. make political; give a political character to. —po·lit´i·ci·zaʹtion, n.
po·lit·i·co (pә litʹә kō), n., pl. –cos. ⫽politician. [< It. or Sp.]
pol·i·tics (polʹә tiks), n. sing. or pl. 1
management of political aﬀairs: Franklin D. Roosevelt was engaged in politics
for many years. 2 political principles or
opinions. 3 political methods or maneuvers.
pol·i·ty (polʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 government. 2 a particular form or system
of government. 3 community with a
government; state. [< obs. F < L < Gk.
politeia, ult. < polis city-state. Doublet of
police, policy1.]
Polk (pōk), n. James K, 1795–1849, the
11th president of the United States,
1845–49.
pol·ka (pōlʹkә; pōʹ–), n., v., –kaed,
–ka·ing. —n. 1 a kind of lively dance.
2 music for it. —v. dance a polka. [< F
< G, prob. < Slavic]
pol·ka dot (pōʹkә), 1 dot or round spot
repeated to form a pattern on cloth.
2 pattern or fabric with such dots.
—polʹka-dot´ted, adj.
poll (pōl), n. 1 a voting; collection of
votes. 2 number of votes cast. 3 the
results of these votes. 4 list of persons,
esp. a list of voters. 5 a survey of public
opinion concerning a particular subject.
—v. 1 receive (as votes). 2 vote; cast (a
vote). 3 take or register the votes of.
polls, place where votes are cast and
counted. [cf. MDu. pol(le) top, MLG pol
head]
pol·len (polʹәn), n. a ﬁne, yellowish powder formed on the anthers of ﬂowers.
Grains of pollen carried to the pistils of
ﬂowers fertilize them. [< L, mill dust]
pol·li·nate (polʹә nāt), v., –nat·ed, –nating. carry pollen from stamens to pistils
of; shed pollen on. —pol´li·naʹtion,
polʹli·na´tor, n.
pol·li·wog, pol·ly·wog (polʹi wog), n.
⫽tadpole. [cf. ME polwigle. See poll,
wiggle.]
poll·ster (pōlʹstәr), n. one who takes a
public-opinion poll.
poll tax, a tax on every person, or on
every person of a speciﬁed class, esp.
as a prerequisite to the right to vote in
public elections.
pol·lute (pә lütʹ), v., –lut·ed, –lut·ing. 1
make dirty; deﬁle: to pollute water. 2
desecrate. [< L pollutus] —pol·luʹtant,
pol·lutʹer, n. —pol·luʹtion, n.
Pol·lux (polʹәks), n. one of the two brightest stars in the constellation Gemini.
Pol·ly·an·na (pol´i anʹә), n. an irrepressible optimist. [from the heroine of stories
by Eleanor Porter, American writer]
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po·lo (pōʹlō), n. a game played by men
on horseback with long-handled mallets and a wooden ball. [? ult. < Tibetan
pulu] —poʹlo·ist, n.
polo coat, double-breasted overcoat with
a belted back, made of a soft wool such
as camel’s hair.
pol·o·naise (pol´ә nāzʹ; pō´lә–), n. 1 a
slow, stately dance in three-quarter time.
2 music for it. [< F, fem. adj., lit., Polish]
po·lo·ni·um (pә lōʹni әm), n. a radioactive
element, Po, occurring in pitchblende.
[< NL, < Med.L Polonia Poland]
polo shirt, knit shirt with a collar, a buttoned opening at the neck, and, usually,
short sleeves.
pol·ter·geist (pōlʹtәr gīst), n. ghost or
spirit that slams doors or makes noises
that are unexplainable. [< G < poltern
make a noise + Geist spirit, ghost]
pol·troon (pol trünʹ), n. a wretched coward. [< F < Ital., < poltro lazy, orig.,
bed] —pol·troonʹer·y, n. —pol·troonʹish, adj.
poly–, combining form. more than one;
many; extensive, as in polyangular,
polylinguist, polynuclear. [< Gk.,< polys
much, many]
pol·y·an·thus (pol´i anʹthәs), n. 1 ⫽oxlip.
2 kind of narcissus bearing clusters of
small, yellow or white ﬂowers. [< NL
< Gk., < polys many + anthos ﬂower]
pol·y·chrome (polʹi krōm), adj. having many colors; decorated or done in
many colors. —n. work of art done with
various colors. [< F < Gk. polýchrōmos
< polýs many + chroma color]
pol·y·es·ter (pol´i esʹtәr), n. any of the
synthetic resins used in making paints,
ﬁlms, synthetic ﬁbers, construction
plastics, etc.
pol·y·eth·yl·ene (pol´i ethʹә lēn), n. an
odorless, ﬂexible, chemically inert plastic made by polymerizing ethylene, used
in industry, for garden hose, freezer
containers, etc.
po·lyg·a·my (pә ligʹә mi), n. practice or
condition of having more than one wife
at the same time. [< Gk., < polys many
+ gamos marriage] —po·lygʹa·mist, n.
—po·lygʹa·mous, adj.
pol·y·glot (polʹi glot), adj. 1 knowing
several languages. 2 written in several
languages. —n. person who knows several languages. [< Gk., < polys many +
glotta tongue] —polʹy·glotʹtal, pol´yglotʹtic, adj.
pol·y·gon (polʹi gon), n. a plane ﬁgure
having more than four angles and four
sides. [< L < Gk., < polys many + gonia
angle] —po·lygʹo·nal, adj. —po·lygʹonal·ly, adv.
pol·y·he·dron (pol´i hēʹdrәn), n., pl.
–drons, –dra (–drә). a solid ﬁgure having many faces. [< NL < Gk., < polys
many + hedra seat, side] —pol´y·heʹdral, adj.
pol·y·mer (polʹi mәr), n. any of two or
more polymeric compounds. Nylon and
cellulose are polymers.

pol·y·mer·ic (pol´i merʹik), adj. having
the same elements combined in the
same proportions by weight, but diﬀering in molecular weight and in chemical and physical properties. Acetylene,
C2H2, and benzene, C6H6, are polymeric
compounds. [< Gk., < polys many +
meros part]
pol·y·mer·ize (polʹi mәr īz; pә limʹәr–),
v., –ized, –iz·ing. combine so as to form
a polymer. —po·lymʹer·ism, n. —pol´ymer·i·zaʹtion, n.
pol·y·mor·phous (pol´i môrʹfәs), pol·ymor·phic (–ﬁk), adj. having, assuming,
or passing through many or various
forms, stages, etc. [< Gk., < polys many +
morphe form] —pol´y·morʹphism, n.
Pol·y·ne·sia (pol´ә nēʹzhә; –shә), n. group
of many small islands in the Paciﬁc, E of
Australia and the Philippines.
Pol·y·ne·sian (pol´ә nēʹzhәn; –shәn), n.
1 member of the brown race inhabiting
Polynesia. 2 the languages of Polynesia,
including Maori, Hawaiian, etc. —adj.
of or pertaining to Polynesia, its inhabitants, or their languages.
pol·y·no·mi·al (pol´i nōʹmi әl), n. an
algebraic expression consisting of two
or more terms. ab, x2y, and 3npq are
monomials; ab+x2y and pq–p2+q are
polynomials. —adj. consisting of two or
more terms. Homo sapiens is a polynomial expression. [< poly– + –nomial, as
in binomial]
pol·yp (polʹip), n. 1 a rather simple form
of water animal, not much more than a
saclike stomach with ﬁngerlike tentacles
around the edge to gather in food. Polyps often grow in colonies, with their
bases connected. Corals and sea anemones are polyps. 2 tumor arising from
a mucous or serous surface. [< F < L
< Gk., < polys many + pous foot]
pol·y·phon·ic (pol´i fonʹik), adj. having
two or more voices or parts, each with
an independent melody, but all harmonizing; contrapuntal.
po·lyph·o·ny (pә lifʹә ni), n. polyphonic
composition; counterpoint. [< Gk.,
< polys many + phone voice]
pol·y·ploid (polʹi ploid), adj. having
three or more sets of chromosomes. —n.
an organism or cell that has three or
more sets of chromosomes. [< poly– +
haploid]
pol·y·sac·cha·ride (pol´i sakʹә rīd), n. a
carbohydrate, such as starch, dextrin,
and insulin, that can be decomposed
into two or more simple sugars.
pol·y·sty·rene (pol´i stīʹrēn), n. colorless
and transparent plastic used to make
appliances, insulation, toys, synthetic
rubber, etc.
pol·y·syl·la·ble (polʹi sil´ә bәl), n. word of
more than three syllables. —pol·y·syllabʹic, adj. —pol´y·syl·labʹi·cal·ly, adv.
pol·y·tech·nic (pol´i tekʹnik), adj. pertaining to or dealing with many arts
or sciences: a polytechnic school. —n. a
technical school.

pol·y·the·ism (polʹi thē iz´әm), n. belief
in more gods than one. The religion of
the Greeks was polytheism. [< F, ult.
< Gk. polys many + theos god] —polʹythe´ist, n. —pol´y·the·isʹtic, pol´y·theisʹti·cal, adj.
pol·y·un·sat·u·rate (pol´i un sachʹәr it;
–ә rāt), n. a polyunsaturated oil or fat, as
in some vegetable and ﬁsh oils, that have
a low cholesterol content.
pol·y·un·sat·u·rat·ed (pol´i un sachʹә rā tid), adj. having many double and
triple bonds and free valences, esp. some
oils and fats derived from plants.
pom·ace (pumʹis), n. apple pulp or similar fruit pulp before or after the juice has
been pressed out. [ult. < Med.L pomacium cider < L pomum apple]
po·ma·ceous (pә māʹshәs), adj. belonging to the same family of plants as the
apple.
po·made (pә mādʹ; –mädʹ), n., v., –maded, –mad·ing. —n. a perfumed ointment for the scalp and hair. —v. put
pomade on. [< F < Ital. pommata < L
pomum fruit]
pome (pōm), n. apple or any fruit like
it; fruit consisting of ﬁrm, juicy ﬂesh
surrounding a core that contains several
seeds. Apples, pears, and quinces are
pomes. [< OF, ult. < L pomum apple]
pome·gran·ate (pomʹgran´it; pumʹ–;
pum granʹit), n. 1 a reddish-yellow fruit
with a thick skin, red pulp, and many
seeds. 2 tree it grows on. [< OF, < pome
fruit (ult. < L pomum) + grenate having
grains, < L granum grain]
Pom·er·a·ni·an (pom´әr āʹni әn), n. a
small dog with a sharp nose, pointed
ears, and long, thick, silky hair.
pom·mel (pumʹәl; pomʹ–), n., v., –meled,
–mel·ing. —n. 1 part of a saddle that
sticks up at the front. 2 a rounded
knob on the hilt of a sword, dagger, etc.
—v. beat with the ﬁsts; strike; beat. Also,
pummel. [< OF pomel, ult. < L pomum
apple] —pomʹmel·er, n.
po·mol·o·gy (pә molʹә ji), n. branch of
science that deals with fruits and fruit
growing. [< NL pomologia. See pome,
–logy.] —po´mo·logʹi·cal, adj. —pomolʹo·gist, n.
pomp (pomp), n. 1 a stately display;
splendor; magniﬁcence: the king was
crowned with great pomp. 2 a showy display. [< OF < L < Gk. pompe parade]
pom·pa·dour (pomʹpә dôr; –dōr), n. 1
arrangement of a woman’s hair in which it
is puﬀed high over the forehead. 2 arrangement of a man’s hair in which it is brushed
straight up and back from the forehead.
[from the Marquise de Pompadour]
pom·pa·no (pomʹpә nō), n., pl. –nos.
1 a food ﬁsh of the West Indies and
neighboring coasts of North America. 2
a somewhat similar ﬁsh of the California
coast. [< Sp.]
pom·pom (pomʹpom), n. 1 ⫽pompon
(def. 1). 2 ball of colored strips of paper
or fabric, used esp. by cheerleaders.

popular
pom·pon (pomʹpon), n. 1 an ornamental
tuft or ball of feathers, silk, or the like,
worn on a hat or dress, on the shoes,
etc. 2 kind of chrysanthemum or dahlia
with very small, rounded ﬂowers. [< F,
< pompe pomp]
pom·pous (pomʹpәs), adj. 1 trying to
seem magniﬁcent; fond of display; acting proudly; self-important: a pompous manner. 2 (of language, style, etc.)
ostentatiously lofty. 3 magniﬁcent;
stately. —pom·posʹi·ty, pomʹpous·ness,
n. —pomʹpous·ly, adv.
pon·cho (ponʹchō), n., pl. –chos. a large
piece of cloth, often waterproof, with
a slit in the middle for the head to go
through. [< Am. Sp. < Araucanian (S
Am.Ind.) pontho]
pond (pond), n. body of still water,
smaller than a lake. Ponds are often
artiﬁcially formed. [orig. var. of pound3]
—pondʹy, adj. Am.
pon·der (ponʹdәr), v. consider carefully;
meditate. [< OF < L ponderare weigh
< pondus weight] —ponʹder·a·ble, adj.
—pon´der·a·bilʹi·ty, n. —ponʹder·er, n.
—ponʹder·ing·ly, adv.
pon·der·ous (ponʹdәr әs), adj. 1 very
heavy. 2 heavy and clumsy. 3 dull; tiresome. [< L, < pondus weight] —ponʹderous·ly, adv. —ponʹder·ous·ness, pon´der·osʹi·ty, n.
pone (pōn), n. S. 1 bread made of corn
meal. 2 loaf or cake of this bread.
[< Algonquian]
pon·gee (pon jēʹ), n. kind of soft silk,
usually left in natural brownish-yellow
color. [? < dial. Chinese pun-chī homewoven]
pons or pons Va·ro·li·i (ponzʹvә rōʹlē ī),
bundles of nerve ﬁbers just above the
medulla oblongata in the brain, one
of which connects the two lobes of
the cerebellum and the other, connects the medulla with the cerebrum.
[< NL Varoli’s bridge < Constanzo Varoli
(?1543–75) Italian anatomist]
pon·tiﬀ (ponʹtif), n. 1 the Pope. 2 bishop.
3 a high priest; chief priest. [< F < L
pontifex, a high priest of Rome, prob.
< pons bridge + facere make]
pon·tif·i·cal (pon tifʹә kәl), adj. 1 of or
pertaining to the Pope; papal. 2 of or
pertaining to a bishop. —pon·tifʹi·cally, adv.
pon·tif·i·cate (pon tifʹә kit; –kāt), n., v.,
–cat·ed, –cat·ing. —n. oﬃce or term
of oﬃce of a pontiﬀ. —v. speak pompously.
pon·toon (pon tünʹ), n. 1 a low, ﬂatbottomed boat. 2 such a boat, or some
other ﬂoating structure, used as one
of the supports of a temporary bridge.
3 a sealed box containing air, used in
raising sunken boats, etc. 4 either of the
two boat-shaped parts of an airplane, for
landing on or taking oﬀ from water. [< F
< L ponto < pons bridge]
po·ny (pōʹni), n., pl. –nies. 1 a kind
of small horse. b any small horse. 2

Informal. a translation of a book, which
a pupil uses instead of his or her own
translation. b notes or other aids used to
help with schoolwork; crib.
pony up, pay a bill or debt; settle up.
[< F poulenet, < L pullus foal]
pony express, system of carrying mail,
etc., by men on fast ponies or horses.
pony tail, hairstyle in which the hair is
pulled back and fastened close to the
head with the ends hanging free, like
a tail.
pooch (püch), n. dog.
pood (püd), n. a Russian weight equal
to about 36 pounds. [< Russ., ult. < L
pondus weight]
poo·dle (püʹdәl), n. one of a breed of
pet dogs with thick hair. Some poodles
have wiry, curly hair; others have long,
silky hair. [< G pudel < dial. G pudeln
splash water]
pooh (pü), interj., n. exclamation of contempt.
pooh-pooh (pü´püʹ), v. express contempt
for; make light of. —interj. exclamation
of contempt.
pool1 (pül), n. 1 a small body of still
water; small pond. 2 a still, deep place
in a stream. 3 tank of water to swim or
bathe in. [OE pōl]
pool2 (pül), n. 1 game played on a special
table with six pockets. The players try
to drive balls into the pockets with long
sticks called cues. 2 things or money
put together by diﬀerent persons for
common advantage. —v. put (things or
money) together for common advantage. [< F poule booty, orig., hen < LL
pulla chick]
pool·room (pülʹrüm´; -ru̇m´), n. 1 room
or place in which the game of pool is
played. 2 place where people bet on
races.
poop1 (püp), n. 1 Also, poop deck. deck
at the stern above the ordinary deck,
often forming the roof of a cabin. 2 stern
of a ship. [< OF <Ital. < L puppis stern]
poop2 (püp), v. Informal. make or become
very tired; exhaust.
poop out, Informal. a stop; quit. b fail to
do something: pooped out on the party.
poor (pu̇r), adj. 1 having few things or
nothing; needy. 2 not good in quality;
lacking something needed. 3 needing
pity; unfortunate. 4 not favorable: a
poor chance for recovery. —n. the poor,
persons who are needy; poor people.
[< OF < L pauper. Doublet of pauper.]
—poorʹly, adv., adj. —poorʹness, n.
pop1 (pop), v., popped, pop·ping, n., adv.
—v. 1 make a short, quick, explosive
sound. 2 move, go, or come suddenly or
unexpectedly. 3 burst open with a pop.
4 heat (popcorn) until it bursts with
a pop. 5 hit a short, high ball over the
inﬁeld. 6 Informal. swallow pills, esp.
as a drug habit. —n. 1 a short, quick,
explosive sound. 2 a nonalcoholic carbonated drink. —adv. with a pop; suddenly; unexpectedly.
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a pop, Informal. apiece; for each: soda
was $1 a pop.
pop out, hit a ﬂy ball which is caught by
a ﬁelder in baseball. [imit.]
pop2 (pop), adj. 1 popular. 2 having to do
with pop art. —n. pop art.
pop3 (pop), n. 1 father. 2 any older man.
[short for papa]
pop., 1 popular. 2 population.
pop art, a form of painting and sculpture
that uses themes of a popular nature,
such as comic strips and advertisements.
—pop artist.
pop·corn (popʹkôrn´), n. 1 kind of Indian
corn, the kernels of which burst open
and puﬀ out when heated. 2 the white,
puﬀed-out kernels.
Pope, pope (pōp), n. the supreme head of
the Roman Catholic Church: the Pope,
the last three popes. [< LL papa pope < L,
tutor, bishop, < Gk. pap(p) as father]
pop·eyed (popʹīd´), adj. having bulging,
large eyes: a pop-eyed look of surprise.
pop ﬂy, high ﬂy ball in baseball that is
easy to catch.
pop·gun (popʹgun´), n. a toy gun that
shoots with a popping sound.
pop·in·jay (popʹin jā), n. a vain, overtalkative person; conceited, silly person.
[< OF < Sp. < Ar. babbaghā’ < Pers.]
pop·ish (pōpʹish), adj. pertaining to the
Roman Catholic Church. —popʹish·ly,
adv. —popʹish·ness, n.
pop·lar (popʹlәr), n. 1 any of several trees
that grow very rapidly and produce
light, soft wood, such as the cottonwood
and the aspen. 2 wood of such a tree.
[< OF poplier < L populus]
pop·lin (popʹlәn), n. a ribbed fabric,
made of silk and wool, cotton and wool,
cotton, or with some synthetic yarns.
[< F < Ital. papalina, fem., papal, from
the papal capital of Avignon]
pop·o·ver (popʹō´vәr), n. a very light and
hollow muﬃn.
pop·per (popʹәr), n. 1 one that pops. 2 a
wire basket or metal pan used for popping popcorn.
pop·py (popʹi), n., pl. –pies. 1 kind of
plant with showy red, yellow, or white
ﬂowers. 2 the extract from any of these
plants. Opium is made from one kind of
poppy. 3 the ﬂower. 4 a bright red. [ult.
< L papaver]
pop·py·cock (popʹi kok´), n., interj. nonsense; bosh.
poppy seed, seed of the poppy; used to
ﬂavor bread, cakes, etc.
pop·si·cle (popʹsә kәl), n. ice cream or
fruit-ﬂavored ice frozen on a stick.
[< Popsicle, Trademark]
pop·u·lace (popʹyә lis), n. the common
people. [< F < Ital. popolaccio, ult. < L
populus people]
pop·u·lar (popʹyә lәr), adj. 1 liked by
most people: a popular song. 2 of the
people; by the people; representing the
people: the United States has a popular
government. 3 widespread among many
people; common. 4 suited to or intended
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for ordinary people: popular prices. [< L,
< populus people] —popʹu·lar·ly, adv.
pop·u·lar·i·ty (pop´yә larʹә ti), n. a being
liked generally.
pop·u·lar·ize (popʹyә lәr īz), v., –ized,
–iz·ing. make popular. —pop´u·lar·izaʹtion, n. —popʹu·lar·iz´er, n.
popular vote, the vote of the entire electorate thought of as including all the
people.
pop·u·late (popʹyә lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lating. 1 inhabit: the city was densely populated. 2 furnish with inhabitants: hobbits
populated the woods. [< Med.L populatus, ult. < L populus people] —popʹula´tor, n.
pop·u·la·tion (pop´yә lāʹshәn), n. 1 people of a city or a country. 2 the number
of people. 3 part of the inhabitants
distinguished in any way from the rest:
the infant population. 4 act or process of
furnishing with inhabitants.
pop·u·lism (popʹyә liz әm), n. 1 belief
that politics should be concerned with
the needs and hopes of ordinary people,
as opposed to the powerful. 2 political
advocacy of that belief.
pop·u·list (popʹyә list), n. 1 supporter
or advocate of populism. [< Populist]
2 Populist. member of a political party
formed in the United States in 1891 that
advocated government control of the
railroads, etc. [< L populus people + E
–ist] —Popʹu·lism, n. —Pop´u·lisʹtic,
pop´u·lisʹtic, adj.
pop·u·lous (popʹyә lәs), adj. full of people; having many people per square
mile. —popʹu·lous·ly, adv. —popʹulous·ness, n.
pop-up (popʹup´), n. 1 a high ﬂy ball,
in baseball. 2 illustration mounted in a
book or card that pops up, becoming
three-dimensional when the book or
card is opened. —adj. of or having to do
with something that pops up.
por·ce·lain (pôrʹsә lin, pōrʹ–; pôrsʹlin,
pōrsʹ–), n. very ﬁne earthenware; china.
[< F < Ital. porcellana a kind of shell]
porch (pôrch; pōrch), n. 1 a covered
entrance to a building. 2 veranda. [< OF
< L porticus. Doublet of portico.]
por·cine (pôrʹsīn; –sin), adj. 1 of pigs or
hogs. 2 like or characteristic of pigs or
hogs. [< L, < porcus pig]
por·cu·pine (pôrʹkyә pīn), n. rodent covered with spines or quills. [< OF porcespin, ult. < L porcus pig + spina thorn]
pore1 (pôr; pōr), v., pored, por·ing. 1
study long and steadily: he would rather
pore over a book than play. 2 meditate or
ponder intently. —porʹer, n.
pore2 (pôr; pōr), n. a very small opening.
Sweat comes through the pores in the
skin. [< F < L <Gk. poros, lit., passage]
por·gy (pôrʹgi), n., pl. –gies or (esp. collectively) –gy. any of various saltwater
food ﬁshes, such as the scup and the
sea bream.
pork (pôrk; pōrk), n. 1 meat of a pig or
hog used for food. 2 money supplied

by federal or state appropriations, taxes,
etc., spent to confer local beneﬁts for
political reasons. [< OF < L porcus pig]
—porkʹlike´, adj.
pork barrel, ⫽pork (def. 2).
pork·er (pôrʹkәr; pōrʹ–), n. pig, esp. one
fattened to eat.
pork·y (pôrʹki; pōrʹ–), adj. of or like
pork; fat.
porn (pôrn), n. Informal. ⫽pornography.
—adj. ⫽pornographic.
por·no (pôrʹnō), n. Informal. ⫽pornography. —adj. ⫽pornographic.
por·no·graph·ic (pôr´nә grafʹik), adj.
of or having to do with pornography;
obscene.
por·nog·ra·phy (pôr nogʹrә ﬁ), n. obscene
writings or pictures. [ult. < Gk. porne
harlot + –graphos writing about]
po·rous (pôʹrәs; pōʹ–), adj. full of pores
or tiny holes; permeable by water, air,
etc. Cloth, blotting paper, and ordinary
ﬂowerpots are porous. —po·rosʹi·ty, poʹrous·ness, n. —poʹrous·ly, adv.
por·phy·ry (pôrʹfә ri), n., pl. –ries. a hard,
red or purplish rock of Egypt containing
white crystals. [< F, ult. < Gk. porphyra
purple dye of shellﬁsh] —por´phyritʹic, adj.
por·poise (pôrʹpәs), n., pl. –pois·es or
(esp. collectively) –poise. 1 a sea animal
from ﬁve to eight feet long, somewhat
like a small whale. Porpoises eat ﬁsh. 2
any of several other small sea animals, as
the common dolphin. [< OF porpeis, ult.
< L porcus hog + piscis ﬁsh]
por·ridge (pôrʹij; porʹ–), n. food made of
oatmeal or other cereal boiled in water
or milk. [var. of pottage]
por·rin·ger (pôrʹin jәr; porʹ–), n. a small
dish from which soup, porridge, bread
and milk, etc., can be eaten.
port1 (pôrt; pōrt), n. 1 place where ships
and boats can be sheltered from storms;
harbor. 2 place where ships and boats
can load and unload; city or town with a
harbor. 3 port of entry. [< L portus]
port2 (pôrt; pōrt), n. ⫽porthole. [< L
porta gate]
port3 (pôrt; pōrt), n. the left side of a
ship, when facing the bow. —adj. on the
left side of a ship. —v. turn or shift to
the left side.
port4 (pôrt; pōrt), n. way of holding
one’s head and body; bearing. [< F < L
portare carry]
port5 (pôrt; pōrt), n. a strong, sweet wine
that is dark red or tawny. [from Oporto,
Portuguese city]
Port., Portugal; Portuguese.
port·a·ble (pôrʹtә bәl; pōrʹ–), adj. capable
of being carried; easily carried. —port´abilʹi·ty, n.
por·tage (pôrʹtij; pōrʹ–), n. 1 a carrying
of boats, provisions, etc., overland from
one river, lake, etc., to another. 2 place
over which this is done. 3 cost of carrying. —v. carry (boats, goods, etc.) overland from one river or lake to another.
[< OF < porter to carry]

por·tal (pôrʹtәl; pōrʹ–), n. door, gate,
or entrance, usually an imposing one.
[< Med.L, < L porta gate]
portal vein, large vein carrying blood to
the liver from other organs.
Port-au-Prince (pôrt´ō prinsʹ; pōrt´–),
n. seaport and capital of Haiti.
port·cul·lis (pôrt kulʹis; pōrt–), n. a
strong gate or grating of iron sliding up
and down in grooves, used to close the
gateway of an ancient castle or fortress.
[< OF porte coleice sliding gate, ult. < L
porta gate + colare ﬁlter through]
por·tend (pôr tendʹ; pōr–), v. indicate
beforehand; be a portent of: black clouds
portend a storm. [< L, < por– before +
tendere extend]
por·tent (pôrʹtent; pōrʹ–), n. 1 a warning
of coming evil; sign; omen. 2 ominous
or fateful signiﬁcance.
por·ten·tous (pôr tenʹtәs; pōr–), adj.
1 indicating evil to come; ominous;
threatening. 2 amazing; extraordinary.
—por·tenʹtous·ly, adv. —por·tenʹtousness, n.
por·ter1 (pôrʹtәr; pōrʹ–), n. person
employed to carry burdens or baggage.
[< OF, ult. < L portare carry]
por·ter2 (pôrʹtәr; pōrʹ–), n. 1 doorkeeper;
gatekeeper. 2 ⫽janitor. [< OF < LL, < L
porta gate]
por·ter3 (pôrʹtәr; pōrʹ–), n. a heavy, darkbrown beer. [short for porter’s ale (i.e.,
ale for a porter1)]
por·ter·house (pôrʹtәr hous´; pōrʹ–), or
porterhouse steak, n. a choice beefsteak
containing the tenderloin. [supposedly
so called because made popular about
1814 by the keeper of a New York porterhouse (place where porter and other
liquors were sold)]
port·fo·li·o (pôrt fōʹli ō; pōrt–), n., pl. –lios. 1 brief case. 2 position and duties of
a cabinet member or a minister of state.
[< Ital. portafoglio, ult. < L portare carry
+ folium sheet, leaf]
port·hole (pôrtʹhōl´; pōrtʹ–), n. 1 an
opening in a ship’s side to let in light and
air. 2 opening through which to shoot, as
in a wall, or side of a ship. Also, port.
por·ti·co (pôrʹtә kō; pōrʹ–), n., pl. –coes,
–cos. roof supported by columns, forming a porch or a covered walk. [< Ital.
< L porticus. Doublet of porch.] —porʹ
ti·coed, adj.
por·tion (pôrʹshәn; pōrʹ–), n. 1 part;
share. 2 quantity of food served for
one person. 3 the part of an estate that
goes to an heir; property inherited. 4
one’s lot; fate. —v. 1 divide into parts or
shares. 2 give (a thing to a person) as
share; give a portion, inheritance, etc.,
to. [< OF < L portio] —porʹtion·er, n.
—porʹtion·less, adj.
Portland cement, kind of cement made
by burning limestone and clay in a kiln,
used in making mortar and concrete.
port·ly (pôrtʹli; pōrtʹ–), adj., –li·er, –liest. 1 stout; corpulent. 2 stately; digniﬁed. [< port4] —portʹli·ness, n.
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por·trait (pôrʹtrit; –trāt; pōrʹ–), n. 1 picture of a person, esp. of the face. 2 picture in words; description. [< F, orig. pp.
of portraire portray] —porʹtrait·ist, n.
por·trai·ture (pôrʹtri chәr; pōrʹ–), n. 1
act of portraying. 2 portrait.
por·tray (pôr trāʹ; pōr–), v. 1 picture in
words; describe. 2 make a picture of.
3 represent on the stage. [< OF < L,
< pro– forth + trahere draw] —portrayʹa·ble, adj. —por·trayʹal, n. —portrayʹer, n.
Por·tu·gal (pôrʹchә gәl; pōrʹ–), n. country
in SW Europe, just W of Spain.
Por·tu·guese (pôr´chә gēzʹ; –gēsʹ; pōr´–),
n., pl. –guese, adj. —n. 1 native or
inhabitant of Portugal. 2 language of
Portugal. Portuguese is also the chief
language of Brazil. —adj. of or pertaining to Portugal, its people, or their
language.
Portuguese man-of-war, pl. Portuguese
men-of-war. large hydrozoan, distinguished by its brilliant coloring and
strong sting.
por·tu·lac·a (pôr´chә lakʹә; pōr´–), n.
a low-growing plant with thick, ﬂeshy
leaves and variously colored ﬂowers.
[< L, purslane]
pos., 1 positive. 2 possessive.
pose (pōz), n., v., posed, pos·ing. —n. 1
position of the body; way of holding
the body. 2 attitude assumed for eﬀect;
pretense; aﬀectation: she takes the pose
of being an invalid when really she is well
and strong. —v. 1 hold a position: he
posed an hour for his portrait. 2 put in a
certain position; put: the artist posed him
before painting his picture. 3 put on an
attitude for eﬀect; make a false pretense:
he posed as a rich man though he owed
more than he owned. 4 put forward for
discussion; state: pose a question. [< F
poser < LL pausare pause < L pausa a
pause; in Romance lang. inﬂ. by stem
pos– of L ponere place (from meaning
“cause to pause, set down”) and inﬂuence spread to many compounds, e.g.,
compose, dispose, oppose]
pos·er1 (pōzʹәr), n. person who poses.
pos·er2 (pōzʹәr), n. a very puzzling problem.
po·seur (pō zėrʹ), n. an aﬀected person;
one who poses to impress others. [< F,
< poser pose]
posh (posh), adj. elegant; luxurious.
[uncert.]
pos·it (pozʹit), v. lay down or assume as a
fact or principle; aﬃrm; postulate. [< L
positus, pp. of ponere set, place]
po·si·tion (pә zishʹәn), n. 1 place where a
thing or person is. 2 way of being placed:
sit in a more comfortable position. 3
proper place: the army maneuvered for
position before attacking. 4 job. 5 rank;
standing, esp. high standing. 6 way of
thinking; set of opinions: what is your
position on this question? —v. 1 place in
a particular spot or position. 2 locate;
ﬁnd the position of. 3 place (a product)

to sell to a particular market or type of
buyer. [< L positio < ponere to set] —posiʹtion·al, adj.
pos·i·tive (pozʹә tiv), adj. 1 admitting of
no question; without doubt; sure. 2 too
sure; too conﬁdent: her positive manner annoys people. 3 deﬁnite; emphatic.
4 that can be thought of as real and
present. Light is a positive thing; darkness is only the absence of light. 5
that deﬁnitely does something or adds
something; practical: don’t just make
criticisms; give us some positive help. 6
counting up from zero; plus: ﬁve above
zero is a positive quantity. 7 of the kind
of electricity produced by rubbing glass
with silk; lacking electrons. —n. 1 a
positive degree, quantity, quality, or
characteristic. 2 plate in a battery from
which the current ﬂows into the wire.
3 the simple form of an adjective or
adverb, as distinct from the comparative and superlative. Fast is the positive;
faster is the comparative; fastest is the
superlative. [< L positivus, ult. < ponere
to set] —posʹi·tive·ly, adv. —posʹi·tive·
ness, n.
pos·i·tron (pozʹә tron), n. particle having
the same magnitude of mass and charge
as an electron, but exhibiting a positive
charge; positive electron.
poss., 1 possession. 2 possessive.
pos·se (posʹē), n. group of men summoned by a sheriﬀ to help him: the posse
pursued the thief. [< Med.L, power, < L,
v., be able]
pos·sess (pә zesʹ), v. 1 own; have. 2 hold as
property; hold; occupy. 3 control; inﬂuence strongly. 4 control by an evil spirit:
he fought like one possessed. [< OF, < possession < L, < possidere possess] —possessedʹ, adj. —pos·sesʹsor, n. —possesʹsor·ship, n.
pos·ses·sion (pә zeshʹәn), n. 1 a possessing; holding. 2 ownership. 3 thing
possessed; property. 4 territory under
the rule of a country: Puerto Rico is a
possession of the United States. 5 domination by a particular feeling, idea, etc.
6 self-control.
pos·ses·sive (pә zesʹiv), adj. 1 of possession. 2 showing possession. My, your,
his, and our are possessive forms of the
pronouns. 3 desirous of ownership: a
possessive nature. 4 asserting or claiming ownership: a possessive manner. —n.
1 the possessive case. 2 possessive form
of a word. In “the boy’s books,” boy’s is a
possessive. —pos·sesʹsive·ly, adv. —possesʹsive·ness, n.
pos·si·bil·i·ty (pos´ә bilʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
1 a being possible: there is a possibility
that the train may be late. 2 a possible
thing or person.
pos·si·ble (posʹә bәl), adj. 1 that can be;
that can be done; that can happen: come
if possible. 2 that can be true or a fact:
it is possible that he went. 3 that can be
done, chosen, etc., properly: the only possible candidate. [< L, < posse be able]

pos·si·bly (posʹә bli), adv. 1 by any possibility; no matter what happens: I cannot possibly go. 2 perhaps: possibly you
are right.
pos·sum (posʹәm), n. ⫽opossum.
play possum, put on a false appearance;
pretend.
post1 (pōst), n. 1 piece of timber, metal,
or the like, set upright, usually as a support: posts of a door or bed. 2 post, line,
etc., where a race starts or ends. —v.
1 fasten (a notice) up in a place where
it can easily be seen. 2 make known
by, or as if by, a posted notice; make
public: post a reward. 3 protect (land)
from trespassers by putting up notices.
4 put (a name) in a list that is published
or posted up. 5 cover (a wall, etc.) with
notices or bills. [< L postis]
post2 (pōst), n. 1 place where a soldier,
police oﬃcer, etc., is stationed. 2 military
station; fort. 3 job or position. 4 a trading station, esp. in unsettled country.
—v. 1 station at a post; place troops at a
particular point: post guards at the door.
2 deposit: post bail. 3 appoint to a military or diplomatic post. [< F < Ital. < L
positus stationed] —postʹed, adj.
post3 (pōst), n. 1 an established system
for carrying letters, papers, packages,
etc.; the mail. 2 one of a series of ﬁxed
stations along a route for furnishing
men and horses to carry letters, etc.,
and supply service to travelers. —v. 1
send by post; mail. 2 travel with speed;
hasten. 3 move the body up and down,
in the saddle, in rhythm with a horse’s
trot. 4 inform. —adv. by post; speedily. [< F < Ital. < L posita, fem., placed]
—postʹed, adj.
post–, preﬁx. after, as in postgraduate,
postmortem, postscript. [< L, < post,
prep., adv., after, behind]
post·age (pōsʹtij), n. amount paid on anything sent by mail.
postage meter, machine that stamps a
letter with postage and a postmark.
postage stamp, an oﬃcial stamp placed
on mail to show that postage has been
paid.
post·al (pōsʹtәl), adj. having to do with
mail and post oﬃces. —n. Also, postal
card. post card.
Postal Service, independent agency of
the United States government, responsible for handling mail and passports,
selling postage stamps, etc.
post card, 1 a card with a government
postage stamp printed on it. 2 any card,
esp. one with a picture on one side, for
sending a message by mail.
post·date (pōst´dātʹ), v., –dat·ed, –dating. give a later date than the true date
to (a letter, check, etc.)
post·er (posʹtәr), n. a large printed
sheet or notice put up in some public
place.
pos·te·ri·or (pos tirʹi әr), adj. 1 situated
behind; back; rear; hind. 2 later; coming
after. [< L, compar. of posterus sub-
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sequent < post after] —pos·teʹri·or·ly,
adv.
pos·ter·i·ty (pos terʹә ti), n. 1 generations of the future. 2 all of a person’s
descendants. [< L, < posterus. See posterior.]
pos·tern (pōsʹtәrn; posʹ–), n. 1 a back
door or gate. 2 any small door or gate.
—adj. 1 of or like a postern. 2 rear;
lesser: the castle had a postern door. [<
OF posterne, ult. < L posterus behind.
See posterior.]
post·grad·u·ate (pōst grajʹu̇ it), —n. student who continues studying in college
or at school after graduation. —adj. 1
taking a course of study after graduation. 2 of or for postgraduates.
post·haste (pōstʹhāstʹ), n. great haste.
—adv. very speedily; in great haste.
post·hole (pōstʹhōl´), n. hole in the
ground or wall to hold a post.
post horse, horse hired by travelers.
post·hu·mous (posʹchu̇ mәs), adj. 1 born
after the death of the father. 2 published
after the death of the author. 3 happening after death. [< LL posthumus,
var. of L postumus last; h by confusion
with humus earth, in sense of “burial”]
—postʹhu·mous·ly, adv.
pos·til·ion, pos·til·lion (pōs tilʹyәn;
pos–), n. man who rides one of the
horses drawing a carriage. [< F postillon]
post·lude (pōstʹlüd), n. a concluding
musical piece or movement. [< post– +
(pre)lude]
post·man (pōstʹmәn), n., pl. –men. ⫽letter carrier.
post·mark (pōstʹmärk´), n. an oﬃcial
mark stamped on mail to cancel the
postage stamp and record the place
and date of mailing. —v. stamp with a
postmark.
post·mas·ter (pōstʹmas´tәr; –mäs´–),
n. person in charge of a post oﬃce.
—postʹmas´ter·ship, n.
postmaster general, pl. postmasters
general. person at the head of the postal
system of a country.
post·me·rid·i·an (pōst´mә ridʹi әn), adj.
occurring after noon; of or pertaining
to the afternoon.
post me·rid·i·em (pōst mә ridʹi әm), after
noon. Abbrev.: p.m., P.M. [< L, after
midday]
post·mis·tress (pōstʹmis´tris), n. woman
in charge of a post oﬃce.
post-mod·ern (post´modʹәrn), adj. 1
rejecting twentieth-century modernism, in art and architecture. 2 rejecting
or reevaluating modern culture, society,
or politics, etc. —post´-modʹern·ism, n.
—post´-modʹern·ist, n., adj.
post-mor·tem (pōst môrʹtәm), adj. after
death. —n. ⫽autopsy. [< L, after death]
post·na·tal (pōst nāʹtәl), adj. after birth.
post oﬃce, 1 place where mail is handled
and postage stamps are sold. 2 Often,
Post Oﬃce. ⫽Postal Service.
post·paid (pōstʹpādʹ), adj. with the postage paid for.

post·par·tum (post pärʹtәm), adj. occurring after childbirth. [< L post after +
partum giving birth]
post·pone (pōst pōnʹ), v., –poned, –poning. put oﬀ till later; put oﬀ to a later
time; delay. [< L, < post– after + ponere
put] —post·ponʹa·ble, adj. —postponeʹment, n. —post·ponʹer, n.
post·pran·di·al (pōst pranʹdi әl), adj.
after-dinner: postprandial speeches.
[< post– + L prandium lunch]
post·rid·er (pōstʹrīd´әr), n. man who carried mail on horseback.
post road, 1 road or route over which
mail was carried. 2 road with stations
which furnished horses.
post·script (pōstʹskript), n. addition to
a letter, written after the writer’s name
has been signed. [< L postscriptum, orig.
neut. pp., < post– after + scribere write]
—postʹscript·al, adj.
post·trau·mat·ic (post´trô mat´ik), adj.
occurring after a wound, injury, or
shock.
post-traumatic stress disorder, psychiatric disorder caused by experiencing
or witnessing life-threatening events,
such as warfare, violent assault, or terrorist attack.
pos·tu·late (n. posʹchә lit; v. posʹchә lāt),
n., v., –lat·ed, –lat·ing. —n. a fundamental principle; necessary condition: one postulate of geometry is that
a straight line may be drawn between
any two points. —v. 1 assume without proof as a basis of reasoning; take
for granted. 2 require; demand; claim.
[< L postulatum, orig. neut. pp.,
demanded]
—pos´ tu· laʹ tion, n.
—posʹtu·la´tor, n.
pos·ture (posʹchәr), n., v., –tured, –turing. —n. 1 position of the body; way of
holding the body: good posture is important for health. 2 condition; situation;
state. —v. 1 take a certain posture. 2 put
in a certain posture. [< F < L positura
< ponere to place] —posʹtur·er, posʹturist, n.
post·war (pōstʹwôrʹ), adj. after the war.
po·sy (pōʹzi), n., pl. –sies. 1 ﬂower. 2 bunch
of ﬂowers; bouquet. [var. of poesy]
pot (pot), n., v., pot·ted, pot·ting. —n. 1
a round, deep container made of metal
or earthenware. There are many diﬀerent kinds of pots. 2 pot and what is in it;
amount a pot can hold. 3 basket used to
catch ﬁsh, lobsters, etc. 4 all the money
bet at one time. 5 Informal. marijuana.
—v. put into a pot.
go to pot, deteriorate; go to ruin. [OE
pott]
po·ta·ble (pōʹtә bәl), adj. ﬁt for drinking.
—n. Usually, potables. anything drinkable. [< LL, < L potare to drink] —po´tabilʹi·ty, n.
pot·ash (potʹash´), n. 1 any of several
substances made from wood ashes and
used in soap, fertilizers, etc., mainly
impure potassium carbonate. 2 ⫽potassium. [< Du. potasch, lit., pot ash]

po·tas·si·um (pә tasʹi әm), n. a soft, silver-white metallic element, K, occurring
in nature only in compounds. [< NL <
E potash]
potassium nitrate, a colorless, crystalline
substance, KNO3, used as an oxidizing
agent, in gunpowder, explosives, etc.;
niter; saltpeter.
po·ta·to (pә tāʹtō), n., pl. –toes. 1 a starchy
tuber that is a main item in the food of
many countries; Irish potato. 2 plant
producing these tubers, and having
trumpet-shaped ﬂowers that are white
or white with blue stripes. 3 ⫽sweet
potato. [< Sp. patata < Haitian]
potato beetle or bug, beetle with black
and yellow stripes that damages potato
plants.
potato chip, a thin slice of raw potato
fried in deep fat.
pot·bel·ly (potʹbel´i), n., pl. –lies. a distended or protuberant belly. —potʹbel´lied, adj.
pot·boil·er (potʹboil´әr), n. work of literature or art produced merely to make
a living.
pot cheese, variety of cottage cheese.
po·tent (pōʹtәnt), adj. powerful; having
great power: a potent remedy for a disease, his good deeds had potent eﬀects
on his comrades. [< L potens] —poʹtency, poʹtence, poʹtent·ness, n. —poʹtently, adv.
po·ten·tate (pōʹtәn tāt), n. 1 person having great power. 2 king, queen, emperor,
or other ruler.
po·ten·tial (pә tenʹshәl), adj. 1 possible
as opposed to actual; capable of coming
into being or action. 2 noting energy
which is due to position and not to
motion. A suspended weight has potential energy. —n. 1 something potential;
possibility. 2 amount of electromotive
force needed to electrify a point; voltage.
A high potential is necessary to transmit
an electric current over a long distance.
[< LL, ult. < L potens potent] —poten´ti·alʹi·ty, n. —po·tenʹtial·ly, adv.
potential energy, energy because of
position or composition, as opposed
to actual motion. A raised weight has
potential energy.
pot·hole (potʹhōl´), 1 round hole or cavity in paving on a road: a pothole deep
enough to break an axel. 2 deep, round
hole in a river bed. 3 round entrance in
the ground to a cave directly below.
po·tion (pōʹshәn), n. a drink, esp. one
that is used as a medicine or poison,
or in magic. [< L potio. Doublet of
poison.]
pot·luck (potʹluk´), n. whatever food
happens to be ready or on hand for a
meal.
pot·pie (potʹpī´), n. 1 a baked meat pie. 2
stew with dumplings.
pot·pour·ri (pō´pu̇ rēʹ; pot pu̇rʹi), n. 1
a musical or literary medley. 2 a fragrant mixture of dried ﬂower petals and
spices. [< F, trans. of Sp. olla podrida
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rotten pot < L olla pot, VL putrita,
fem. pp. of putrire to rot < L puter soft,
rotten]
pot·sherd (potʹshėrd´), n. a broken piece
of earthenware. [< pot + sherd, var. of
shard]
pot shot, 1 shot taken at game merely to
provide a meal, with little regard to the
rules of sport. 2 quick shot at an animal
or person from close range without
careful aim. 3 Often potshots. Fig. unfocused or random criticism.
pot·tage (potʹij), n. a thick soup of vegetables and meat. [< OF potage < pot
pot < Gmc.]
pot·ted (potʹid), adj. 1 put into a pot. 2
cooked and preserved in pots or cans.
pot·ter (potʹәr), n. person who makes
pots, dishes, vases, etc., out of clay. [OE
pottere < pott pot]
potter’s ﬁeld, piece of ground used for
burying people who have no friends
or money.
potter’s wheel, a rotating horizontal disk
upon which clay is molded into dishes,
etc.
pot·ter·y (potʹәr i), n., pl. –ter·ies. 1 pots,
dishes, vases, etc., made from clay and
hardened by heat. 2 art or business of
making them. 3 place where they are
made.
pot·ty (potʹē), n. Informal. toilet, esp. in
children’s talk.
pouch (pouch), n. 1 bag; sack: a messenger’s pouch. 2 a baglike fold of skin: a
kangaroo carries its young in a pouch.
—v. 1 put into a pouch. 2 form a pouch.
[< OF pouche, poche < Gmc.; akin to
poke2] —pouched, adj.
poul·ter·er (pōlʹtәr әr), n. dealer in poultry.
poul·tice (pōlʹtis), n., v., –ticed, –tic·
ing. —n. a soft, moist mass of mustard,
herbs, etc., applied to the body as a
medicine. —v. put a poultice on. [ult.
< L pultes, pl. of puls mush]
poul·try (pōlʹtri), n. chickens, turkeys,
geese, ducks, etc. [< OF, < poulet pullet]
pounce (pouns), v., pounced, pounc·ing.
n. —v. 1 come down with a rush and
seize. 2 dash, come, or jump suddenly.
—n. a sudden swoop or pouncing.
pound1 (pound), n., pl. pounds or (esp.
collectively) pound. 1 unit of weight. 1
pound avoirdupois = 16 ounces. 1 pound
troy = 12 ounces. 2 unit of money of
Great Britain. [< L pondo, orig., libra
pondo a pound by weight]
pound2 (pound), v. 1 hit hard again and
again; hit heavily: he pounded the door
with his ﬁst. 2 beat hard; throb: after
running fast you can feel your heart
pound. 3 make into a powder or pulp
by pounding. —n. 1 act of pounding. 2
a heavy or forcible blow. [OE pūnian]
—poundʹer, n.
pound3 (pound), n. 1 an enclosed place in
which to keep stray animals. 2 enclosure
for keeping, conﬁning, or trapping ani-

mals. 3 place of conﬁnement. —v. shut
up in a pound; conﬁne. [OE pund–]
pound·age (pounʹdij), n. weight, in
pounds.
pound·al (pounʹdәl), n. amount of force
that, acting for one second on a mass of
one pound, gives it a velocity of one foot
per second. 1 poundal = 13,825 dynes.
pound cake, cake made with a pound of
sugar and a pound of butter for each
pound of ﬂour, and plenty of eggs.
pound-fool·ish (poundʹfülʹish), adj. foolish or careless in regard to large amounts
of money.
pour (pôr; pōr), v. ﬂow in a steady stream.
—n. 1 a pouring. 2 a heavy rain. [ME
poure(n)] —pourʹer, n. —pourʹing·ly,
adv.
pout (pout), v. thrust or push out the lips,
as a displeased or sulky child does. —n. a
pushing out of the lips when displeased
or sulky. (ME poute(n)] —poutʹer, n.
—poutʹing·ly, adv.
pout·y (poutʹi), adj. inclined to pout;
peevish.
pov·er·ty (povʹәr ti), n. 1 condition of
being poor: their tattered clothing indicated their great poverty. 2 lack of what
is needed: poverty of the soil. Fig. 3 a
small amount: poverty of ideas. [< OF
< L paupertas < pauper poor]
pov·er·ty-strick·en (povʹәr ti strik´әn),
adj. extremely poor.
POW, prisoner of war.
pow·der (pouʹdәr), n. 1 a solid reduced
to dust by pounding, crushing, or grinding. 2 some special kind of powder: face
powder. 3 gunpowder. —v. 1 make into
powder. 2 become powder. 3 sprinkle or
cover with powder. 4 apply powder (to
the face, etc.). 5 sprinkle: ground powdered with snow. [< OF poudre < L pulvis
dust] —powʹder·er, n. —powʹder·y, adj.
powder blue, a light blue.
powder horn, ﬂask for carrying gunpowder, made of an animal’s horn.
powder keg, 1 small barrel for storing or transporting gun powder. 2 Fig.
someone or something likely to explode
without warning.
powder puﬀ, a soft puﬀ or pad for applying powder to the skin.
powder room, women’s lavatory, esp. one
with a dressing table, mirrors, etc.
pow·er (pouʹәr), n. 1 strength; might;
force: medicine of great healing power. 2
ability to do or act: her power of concentration. 3 control; authority; inﬂuence;
right: the power of the mayor’s oﬃce. 4
person, thing, body, or nation having
inﬂuence. 5 energy or force that can do
work: ﬂowing water produced power for
the mills. 6 product of a number multiplied by itself. 16 is the 4th power of 2.
7 capacity of an instrument to magnify.
The higher the power of a microscope
the more details you can see.
in power, having control or authority.
[ME, n. < AF, v. < OF poër < VL potere
for L posse be able] —powʹered, adj.

pow·er·boat (pouʹәr bōt´), n. boat propelled by an engine on board; motorboat.
pow·er·ful (pouʹәr fәl), adj. 1 having
great power or force; mighty; strong. 2
great in number or amount. —powʹerful·ly, adv. —powʹer·ful·ness, n.
pow·er·house (pouʹәr hous´), n. 1 building containing boilers, engines, dynamos,
etc., for generating power. 2 Informal.
Fig. a energetic, attractive person. b very
eﬀective or successful group.
pow·er·less (pouʹәr lis), adj. without
power; helpless. —powʹer·less·ly, adv.
—powʹer·less·ness, n.
power of attorney, a written statement
giving one person legal power to act
for another.
power plant, 1 ⫽powerhouse (def. 1). 2
motor or engine.
power station, ⫽powerhouse.
pow·wow (pouʹwou´), —n. 1 an American Indian ceremony, usually accompanied by magic, feasting, and dancing,
performed for the cure of disease, success in hunting, etc. 2 council or conference of or with American Indians. 3
any conference or meeting. —v. hold a
powwow; confer. [< Algonquian]
pox (poks), n. any disease that covers the
body or parts of the body with sores,
such as chicken pox or smallpox. [var.
of pocks, pl. of pock]
pp., 1 pages. 2 past participle. 3 pianissimo.
P.P., Parcel Post.
p.p., 1 parcel post. 2 past participle. 3
post-paid.
ppr., p.pr., present participle.
Pr, praseodymium.
Pr., Provençal.
pr., 1 pl. prs. pair. 2 present. 3 price.
PR, 1 public relations. 2 (zip code) Puerto
Rico.
P.R., Puerto Rico.
prac·ti·ca·ble (prakʹtә kә bәl), adj. 1
that can be done; capable of being put
into practice: a practicable idea. 2 that
can be used: a practicable road. [< F,
< pratiquer practice; inﬂ. by Med.L
practicare to practice] —prac´ti·cabilʹi·ty, pracʹti·ca-ble·ness, n. —pracʹtica·bly, adv.
prac·ti·cal (prakʹtә kәl), adj. 1 having to
do with action or practice rather than
thought or theory. 2 ﬁt for actual practice: a practical scheme. 3 useful: a practical suggestion. 4 having good sense: a
practical mind. 5 engaged in actual practice or work: a practical farmer. 6 being
such in eﬀect; virtual: so damaged as to
be a practical loss. [< earlier practic < LL
< Gk. praktikos < prassein do] —prac´ticalʹi·ty, pracʹti cal ness, n.
practical joke, trick played on a person
to have a laugh at him or her.
prac·ti·cal·ly (prakʹtik li), adv. 1 really;
in eﬀect: The mayor practically runs the
town. 2 almost; nearly: Home is practically around the corner. 3 in a practical
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way; in a useful way: plan practically. 4
by actual practice.
prac·tice (prakʹtis), n., v., –ticed, –tic·
ing. —n. 1 action done many times over
for skill: practice develops skill. 2 skill
gained by experience or exercise: he
was out of practice at batting. 3 action
or process of doing or being something:
a plan not workable in actual practice.
4 the usual way; custom: the practice
of a business to bill monthly. 5 business
of a doctor or lawyer: Dr. Adams sold
his practice. [< v.] —v. 1 do (some act)
again and again to learn to do it well:
practice the piano. 2 do usually; make
a custom of: practice good manners. 3
follow, observe, or use day after day:
practice moderation in eating. 4 work at
or follow as a profession, act, or occupation. [< OF practiser, ult. < LL practicus
practical] —pracʹtic·er, n.
prac·ticed (prakʹtist), adj. experienced;
skilled; expert; proﬁcient.
prac·ti·tion·er (prak tishʹәn әr; -tishʹnәr),
n. person engaged in the practice of a
profession: a medical practitioner.
prag·mat·ic (prag matʹik), prag·mat·ical (–ә kәl), adj. concerned with practical results or values; of or pertaining
to pragmatism: a pragmatic philosophy.
[< L < Gk. pragmatikos eﬃcient, ult.
< prassein do] —prag·matʹi·cal·ly, adv.
—prag·matʹi·cal·ness , n.
prag·ma·tism (pragʹmә tiz әm), n. philosophy that tests the value and truth of
ideas by their practical consequences.
—pragʹma·tist, n.
Prague (präg), n. capital of the Czech
Republic.
prai·rie (prãrʹi), n. a large area of level or
rolling land with grass but no trees. [< F,
ult. < L pratum meadow]
prairie chicken, any of several grouse of
the prairies of North America.
prairie dog, animal like a woodchuck but
smaller. Prairie dogs bark.
prairie schooner, a large covered wagon
used by emigrants in crossing the plains
of North America before the railroads
were built; covered wagon.
prairie wolf, ⫽coyote.
praise (prāz), n., v., praised, prais·ing.
—n. saying that a thing or person is
good; words that tell the worth or value
of a thing or person. —v. 1 express
approval or admiration of. 2 worship in
words or song: praise God.
damn with faint praise, give such
unenthusiastic approval that it seems
like a condemnation.
sing the praises of, praise openly and
enthusiastically. [< OF preisier, ult. < L
pretium price] —praisʹer, n.
praise·wor·thy (prāzʹwer´thi), adj. worthy
of praise; deserving approval. —praiseʹ
wor´thi·ly, adv. —praiseʹwor´thi·ness, n.
pra·line (präʹlēn), n. a small cake of brown
candy made of sugar and nuts, usually
pecans or almonds. [< F; invented by the
cook of Marshal Duplessis-Praslin]

prance (prans; präns), v., pranced, prancing, n. —v. 1 spring about on the hind
legs: horses prance when they feel lively.
2 move gaily or proudly; swagger. —n.
a prancing. —prancʹer, n. —prancʹingly, adv.
prank (prangk), n. piece of mischief; playful trick. —prankʹish, adj.
—prankʹish·ly, adv. —prankʹish·ness,
n. —prankʹster, n.
pra·se·o·dym·i·um (prā´zi ō dimʹi әm),
n. a rare metallic element, Pr, of the
same group as cerium. [< NL, ult. < Gk.
prasios leek-green + E (di)dymium, a
rare element, < Gk. didymos twin]
prate (prāt), v., prat·ed, prat·ing, n. —v.
talk a great deal in a foolish way. —n.
empty or foolish talk. [cf. MDu., MLG
praten] —pratʹer, n. —pratʹing·ly, adv.
prat·tle (pratʹәl), v., –tled, –tling, n. —v. 1
talk as a child does; tell freely and carelessly. 2 talk or tell in a foolish way. 3
sound like baby talk; babble. —n. 1 simple, artless talk. 2 baby talk; foolish talk.
3 a sound like baby talk; babble. [< prate]
—pratʹtler, n. —pratʹtling·ly, adv.
prawn (prôn), n. any of several edible
shellﬁsh much like shrimp but larger.
[ME prane]
pray (prā), v. 1 speak to God in worship;
oﬀer worship. 2 ask earnestly: pray God
for help or to help. 3 bring or get by
praying. [< OF < L precari < prex prayer]
—prayʹer, n.
prayer (prãr), n. 1 act of praying. 2 thing
prayed for. 3 form of words to be used
in praying. 4 form of worship. 5 an
earnest or humble request. [< OF preiere, ult. < L prex prayer] —prayerʹful,
adj. —prayerʹful·ly, adv. —prayerʹfulness, n.
praying mantis, ⫽mantis.
pre–, preﬁx. before in place, time, order,
or rank, as in prepay, prevision, prewar.
[< L prae–]
preach (prēch), v. 1 speak publicly on a
religious subject; deliver (a sermon).
2 make known by preaching; proclaim: preach the Gospel. 3 give earnest
advice, sometimes annoying or meddlesome advice. [< OF < L praedicare
declare, preach. Doublet of predicate.]
—preachʹing, n. —preachʹing·ly, adv.
preach·er (prēchʹәr), n. person who
preaches; clergyman; minister.
pre·am·ble (prēʹam´bәl), n. a preliminary
statement; introduction to a speech or
a writing. [< F < Med.L praeambulum,
orig. neut. adj., walking before, ult. < L
prae– before + ambulare to walk]
pre·ar·range (prē´ә rānjʹ), v., –ranged,
–rang· ing. arrange
beforehand.
—pre´ar·rangeʹment, n.
Pre-Cam·bri·an or Pre·cam·bri·an (prē´kamʹbrē әn), n. earliest geological era.
—adj. of this period or its rocks.
pre·can·cer·ous (prē´kanʹsәr әs), adj.
of or showing a condition that could
become cancerous: precancerous changes
in some cells.

pre·car·i·ous (pri kãrʹi әs), adj. 1 dependent on the will or pleasure of another. 2
not safe or secure; uncertain; dangerous;
risky: a soldier leads a precarious life.
[< L precarius, orig., obtainable by
entreaty, ult. < prex prayer] —pre·carʹious·ly, adv. —pre·carʹi·ous·ness, n.
pre·cau·tion (pri kôʹshәn), n. 1 a taking care beforehand: proper precaution
is prudent. 2 care taken beforehand;
thing done beforehand to ward oﬀ evil
or secure good results. —pre·cauʹtionar´y, pre·cauʹtion·al, adj.
pre·cede (prē sēdʹ), v., –ced·ed, –ceding. 1 go before; come before: Herbert
Hoover preceded Franklin Roosevelt as
President. 2 be higher than in rank or
importance: a major precedes a captain.
[< L, < prae– before + cedere go]
prec·e·dence (presʹә dәns; pri sēdʹәns),
prec·e·den·cy (–dәn si), n., pl. –denc·es;
–den·cies. 1 act or fact of preceding. 2
higher position or rank; greater importance: take precedence over all others. 3
right to precede others in ceremonies or
social aﬀairs; social superiority.
prec·e·dent (n. presʹә dәnt; adj. pri sēdʹәnt, presʹә dәnt), n. case that may serve
as an example or reason for a later
case. —adj. preceding. [< L praecedens.
See precede.] —prec´e·denʹtial, adj.
—preʹced·ent·ly, adv.
pre·ced·ing (prē sēdʹing), adj. going
before; coming before; previous.
pre·cept (prēʹsept), n. rule of action or
behavior; maxim. [< L praeceptum, orig.
neut. pp., enjoined, anticipated < prae–
before + capere take]
pre·ces·sion (prē seshʹәn), n. act, fact,
or condition of going ﬁrst; precedence.
—pre·cesʹsion·al, adj.
pre·cinct (prēʹsingkt), n. 1 district within
certain boundaries, for governmental,
administrative, or other purposes: an
election precinct, a police precinct. 2
space within a boundary: the school
precincts. 3 Often, precincts. boundary; limit. [< Med.L praecinctum, orig.
neut. pp., enclosed < prae– before +
cingere gird]
pre·cious (preshʹәs), adj. 1 worth much;
valuable. Gold, platinum, and silver are
often called the precious metals. 2 much
loved; dear. 3 too nice; overreﬁned.
—adv. Informal. very: precious little time
to talk. —n. darling. [< OF < L pretiosus
< pretium value] —preʹcious·ly, adv.
—preʹcious·ness, n.
prec·i·pice (presʹә pis), n. a very steep
cliﬀ; almost vertical slope. [< F < L,
< praeceps steep, lit. headlong, < prae–
ﬁrst + caput head]
pre·cip·i·tant (pri sipʹә tәnt), adj. 1 very
sudden or abrupt. 2 acting in a hasty or
rash manner. 3 falling or rushing headlong. —n. substance that causes another
substance in solution in a liquid to be
deposited in solid form. —pre·cipʹitance, pre·cipʹi·tan·cy, n. —pre·cipʹitant·ly, adv.

prefatory
pre·cip·i·tate (v. pri sipʹә tāt; adj., n.
pri sipʹә tāt, –tit), v., –tat·ed, –tat·ing,
adj., n. —v. 1 hasten the beginning of;
bring about suddenly: precipitate a war.
2 throw headlong; hurl. 3 separate (a
substance) out from a solution as a solid.
4 a condense from vapor in the form of
rain, dew, etc. b be condensed in this
way. —adj. 1 very hurried; sudden: a
precipitate drop in the temperature. 2
with great haste and force; plunging or
rushing; hasty; rash. 3 headlong. —n. 1
substance, usually crystalline, separated
out from a solution as a solid. 2 condensed moisture, usually in the form of
rain or snow. [< L, < praeceps headlong.
See precipice.] —pre·cipʹi·tate·ly, adv.
—pre·cipʹi·tate·ness , n. —pre·cipʹi·ta´tive, adj. —pre·cipʹi·ta´tor, n.
pre·cip·i·ta·tion (pri sip´ә tāʹshәn), n. 1
act or state of precipitating; throwing
down or falling headlong. 2 a sudden
bringing on: precipitation of a quarrel without warning. 3 unwise or rash
rapidity; sudden haste. 4 the depositing
of moisture in the form of rain, dew, or
snow. 5 the separating out of a substance
from a solution as a solid.
pre·cip·i·tous (pri sipʹә tәs), adj. 1 like a
precipice; very steep: precipitous cliﬀs.
2 hasty; rash. —pre·cipʹi·tous·ly, adv.
—pre·cipʹi·tous·ness , n.
pre·cise (pri sīsʹ), adj. 1 exact; accurate;
deﬁnite: the precise sum was 34½ cents.
2 careful. 3 strict; scrupulous. [< L praecisus abridged < prae– in front + caedere
to cut] —pre·ciseʹly, adv. —pre·ciseʹness, n.
pre·ci·sion (pri sizhʹәn), n. accuracy;
exactness: precision of a machine. —preciʹsion·ist, n.
pre·clude (pri klüdʹ), v., –clud·ed, –cluding. shut out; make impossible; prevent.
[< L, < prae– before + claudere to shut]
—pre·cluʹsion, n. —pre·cluʹsive, adj.
—pre·cluʹsive·ly, adv.
pre·co·cious (pri kōʹshәs), adj. developed
earlier than usual. [< L praecox, ult.
< prae– before (its name) + coquere
ripen] —pre·coʹcious·ly, adv. —pre·coʹcious·ness, pre·cocʹi·ty, n.
pre-Co·lum·bi·an (prē´kә lumʹbi әn),
adj. of or having to do with the period
before the arrival of Columbus in the
New World; of the American culture
before the 1400s.
pre·con·ceive (prē´kәn sēvʹ), v., –ceived,
–ceiv·ing. form an idea or opinion of
beforehand. —pre´con·cepʹtion, n.
pre·con·di·tion (prē´kәn dishʹәn), n.
requirement that must be satisﬁed
beforehand; prerequisite.
pre·cur·sor (pri kėrʹsәr), n. forerunner.
[< L praecursor, ult. < prae– before +
currere run]
pre·cur·so·ry (pri kėrʹsә ri), adj. indicative
of something to follow; introductory.
pred., predicate.
pre·date (prē dātʹ), v., –dat·ed, –dat·ing.
1 give a date earlier than the actual date.

2 give an earlier date to: experts predated
the Greek vase by two centuries. 3 begin
earlier: generally poor sales predate the
present manager.
pre·da·tion (pri dāʹshәn), n. 1 act or habit
of preying upon other animals. 2 act of
plundering or robbing.
pred·a·to·ry (predʹә tô´ri; –tō´–), adj. 1
preying upon other animals. Hawks and
owls are predatory birds. 2 of or inclined
to plundering or robbery. [< L, ult.
< praeda prey] —predʹa·to´ri·ly, adv.
—predʹa·to´ri·ness, n.
pre·de·cease (prē´di sēsʹ), v., –ceased,
–ceas·ing. die before (another).
pred·e·ces·sor (predʹә ses´әr), n. 1 person holding a position or oﬃce before
another: John Adams was Jeﬀerson’s
predecessor. 2 thing that came before
another. 3 ancestor; forefather. [< LL
praedecessor, ult. < prae– before + decedere retire]
pre· des· ti· nate
(v.
prē desʹ tә nāt;
adj. prē desʹtә nit, –nāt), v., –nat·ed,
–nat·ing, adj. —v. 1 decree or ordain
beforehand. 2 foreordain by divine
purpose. —adj. foreordained. —predesʹti·na´tor, n.
pre·des·ti·na·tion (prē´des tә nāʹshәn), n.
1 an ordaining beforehand; destiny; fate.
2 doctrine that by God’s decree certain
souls will be saved and others lost.
pre·des·tine (prē desʹtәn), v., –tined,
–tin·ing. determine or settle beforehand; foreordain.
pre·de·ter·mine (prē´di tėrʹmәn), v.,
–mined, –min·ing. 1 determine or
decide beforehand. 2 direct or impel
beforehand (to something). —pre´deterʹmi·na·ble, adj. —pre´de·ter´mi·naʹtion, n.
pre·di·a·bet·ic (prē dī´ә betʹik), adj.
showing a tendency to develop diabetes,
as established by blood tests. —pre·di´abeʹtes, n.
pre·dic·a·ment (pri dikʹә mәnt), n. 1 an
unpleasant, diﬃcult, or dangerous situation. 2 any condition, state, or situation.
[< LL praedicamentum quality, category
< L praedicare predicate]
pred·i·cate (n., adj. predʹә kit; v. predʹә kāt), n., adj., v., –cat·ed, –cat·ing. —n.
word or words expressing what is said
about the subject. Examples: Men work.
The men dug wells. The men are soldiers.
—adj. belonging to the predicate. In
“Horses are strong,” strong is a predicate adjective. —v. 1 found or base (a
statement, action, etc.) on something.
2 declare, assert, or aﬃrm to be real or
true: most religions predicate life after
death. [< L, < prae– before + dicare
make known. Doublet of preach.]
—pred´i·caʹtion, n. —predʹi·ca´tive,
adj. —predʹi·ca´tive·ly, adv.
pre·dict (pri diktʹ), v. tell beforehand;
prophesy. [< L, < prae– before + dicere
say] —pre·dictʹa·ble, adj. —pre·dicʹtive, adj. —pre·dicʹtive·ly, adv. —predicʹtor, n.
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pre·dic·tion (pri dikʹshәn), n. 1 act of
predicting. 2 thing predicted; prophecy.
pre·di·gest (prē´di jestʹ; –dī–), v. 1 treat
food with chemicals or enzymes to
make it more easily digested, as for
an invalid. 2 Fig. process beforehand
for public consumption: commentators
predigest the day’s news for us. —pre´digesʹtion, n.
pre·di·lec·tion (prē´dә lekʹshәn; pred´ә–),
n. a liking; preference. [< F, ult. < L
prae– before + diligere choose]
pre·dis·pose (prē´dis pōzʹ), v., –posed,
–pos·ing. give an inclination or tendency to; make liable or susceptible: a
cold predisposes a person to other diseases. —pre´dis·po·siʹtion n.
pre·dom·i·nant (pri domʹә nәnt), adj. 1
having more power, authority, or inﬂuence than others; superior. 2 prevailing;
most noticeable. —pre·domʹi·nance, n.
—pre·domʹi·nant·ly, adv.
pre·dom·i·nate (pri domʹә nāt), v.,
–nat·ed, –nat·ing. be greater in power,
strength, inﬂuence, or numbers. —predomʹi·nat´ing·ly, adv. —pre·dom´i·naʹtion, n. —pre·domʹi·na´tor, n.
pree·mie (prēʹmē), n. premature infant.
pre·em·i·nent (pri emʹә nәnt), adj. standing out above all others; superior to
others. —pre·emʹi·nence, n. —pre·emʹinent·ly, adv.
pre·empt (pri emptʹ), v. 1 secure before
someone else can; acquire or take possession of beforehand: the cat had preempted the comfortable chair. 2 settle
on (land) with the right to buy it before
others. [< preemption] —pre·empʹtive,
adj. —pre·empʹtor, n.
pre·emp·tion (pri empʹshәn), n. a preempting or being preempted. [< L prae–
before + emptio buying < emere to buy]
preen (prēn), v. 1 smooth or arrange (the
feathers) with the beak, as a bird does. 2
dress (oneself) carefully. —preenʹer, n.
pre·ex·ist (prē´ig zistʹ), v. exist beforehand, or before something else. —pre´existʹence, n. —pre´ex·istʹent, adj.
pref., 1 preface. 2 preferred. 3 preﬁx.
pre·fab (prē fabʹ), n. prefabricated structure, esp. a dwelling: prefabs sprouting
like mushrooms. —adj. of or having to
do with a prefabricated structure: prefab
construction.
pre·fab·ri·cate (prē fabʹrә kāt), v., –cated, –cat·ing. make all standardized
parts of (a house, etc.). The erection of
a prefabricated house requires merely
the assembling of the various sections.
—pre·fabʹri·cat´ed, adj. —pre´fab·ricaʹtion, n.
pref·ace (prefʹis), n., v., –aced, –ac·ing.
—n. introduction to a book, writing, or
speech: this book has a preface written by
the author. —v. 1 introduce by written or
spoken remarks; give a preface to. 2 be a
preface to; begin. [< OF, ult. < L, < prae–
before + fari speak] —prefʹac·er, n.
pref·a·to·ry (prefʹә tô´ri; –tō´–), pref·ato·ri·al (pref´ә tôʹri әl; –tōʹ–), adj. of or
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prefect

like a preface; given as a preface; introductory; preliminary. —prefʹa·to´ri·ly,
pref´a·toʹri·al·ly, adv.
pre·fect (prēʹfekt), n. 1 title of various
military and civil oﬃcers in ancient
Rome and elsewhere. 2 the chief administrative oﬃcial of a department of
France. [< L praefectus, orig. pp., put
in charge < prae– in front + facere
make] —pre·fecʹto·ral, pre´fec·toʹri·al, adj.
pre·fec·ture (prēʹfek chәr), n. oﬃce, jurisdiction, territory, or oﬃcial residence of
a prefect. —pre·fecʹtur·al, adj.
pre·fer (pri ferʹ), v., –ferred, –fer·ring. 1
like better; choose rather. 2 put forward;
present: in a few words he preferred
his claim to the property. 3 promote;
advance. [< L, < prae– before + ferre
carry] —pre·ferʹrer, n.
pref·er·a·ble (prefʹәr ә bәl; prefʹrә bәl),
adj. to be preferred; more desirable.
—pref´er·a·bilʹi·ty, prefʹer·a·ble·ness,
n. —prefʹer·a·bly, adv.
pref·er·ence (prefʹәr әns; prefʹrәns), n.
1 act or attitude of liking better: my
preference is for beef rather than lamb.
2 thing preferred; ﬁrst choice: Helen’s
preference in reading is a detective story.
3 a prior favor, choice, right, or claim. 4
favoritism.
pref·er·en·tial (pref´әr enʹshәl), adj.
of, giving, or receiving preference.
—pref´er·enʹtial·ly, adv.
pre·fer·ment (pri fėrʹmәnt), n. 1 advancement; promotion. 2 position or oﬃce
giving social or ﬁnancial advancement,
esp. one in the church.
pre·ﬁg·ure (prē ﬁgʹyәr), v., –ured, –uring. 1 represent beforehand by a ﬁgure
or type. 2 imagine to oneself beforehand.
—preʹﬁg·u·raʹtion, pre·ﬁgʹure·ment, n.
—pre·ﬁgʹur·a·tive, adj.
pre·ﬁx (n. prēʹﬁks; v. prē ﬁksʹ), n. a syllable, syllables, or word put at the beginning of a word to change its meaning
or to form a new word, as in prepaid,
unlike. —v. put before. We preﬁx Mr. to
a man’s name. [< L praeﬁxus < prae– in
front + ﬁgere ﬁx] —preʹﬁx·al, adj.
pre·ﬂight (prē´ﬂītʹ), adj. before takeoﬀ or
launch: preﬂight checks.
preg·na·ble (pregʹnә bәl), adj. open to
attack; assailable. —preg´na·bilʹi·ty, n.
preg·nan·cy (pregʹnәn si), n., pl. –cies.
pregnant quality or condition.
preg·nant (pregʹnәnt), adj. 1 having an
embryo or embryos developing in the
uterus; being with child or young. 2
ﬁlled; loaded. 3 fertile; rich; abounding. 4 very signiﬁcant. [< L praegnans < prae– before + gen– to bear]
—pregʹnant·ly, adv.
pre·hen·sile (pri henʹsәl), adj. adapted for
seizing, grasping, or holding on. Many
monkeys have prehensile tails. [< F, ult.
< L prehendere to grasp] —pre´hensilʹi·ty, n.
pre·his·tor·ic (prē´his tôrʹik; –torʹ–), prehis·tor·i·cal (–ә kәl), adj. of or belong-

ing to periods before recorded history.
—pre´his·torʹi·cal·ly, adv.
pre·his·to·ry or pre-his·to·ry (prē hisʹtә ri; –tri), n. history before the time of
keeping or making a record; prehistoric
times or events.
pre·judge (prē jujʹ), v., –judged, –judging. judge beforehand; judge without
knowing all the facts. —pre·judgʹer, n.
—pre·judgʹment, n.
prej·u·dice (prejʹә dis), n., v., –diced,
–dic·ing. —n. 1 opinion formed without
taking time and care to judge fairly: a
prejudice against doctors. 2 harm; injury.
—v. 1 cause a prejudice in; ﬁll with prejudice: one unfortunate experience prejudiced him against all lawyers. 2 damage;
harm; injure. [< F < L, < prae– before +
judicium judgment]
prej·u·di·cial (prej´ә dishʹәl), adj. causing prejudice or disadvantage; hurtful.
—prej´u·diʹcial·ly, adv.
prel·a·cy (prelʹә si), n., pl. –cies. 1 position or rank of a prelate. 2 prelates.
prel·ate (prelʹit), n. clergyman of high
rank, such as a bishop. [< Med.L, < L
praelatus one preferred, orig. pp. to L
praeferre prefer] —prelʹate·ship, n.
prelim., preliminary.
pre·lim·i·nar·y (pri limʹә ner´i), adj., n.,
pl. –nar·ies. —adj. coming before the
main business; leading to something
more important. —n. a preliminary step;
something preparatory. [< NL, ult. < L
prae– before + limen threshold] —prelimʹi·nar´i·ly, adv.
prel·ude (prelʹūd; prēʹlüd), n., v., –ud·ed,
–ud·ing. —n. 1 anything serving as an
introduction; preliminary performance:
the organ prelude to a church service.
2 a a prefatory or introductory musical piece to a larger composition, such
as a fugue or suite. b a brief musical
composition, usually based on a short
ﬁgure or motive. —v. be a prelude or
introduction to. [< F < Med.L, ult. < L
prae– before + ludere play]
pre·mar·i·tal (prē marʹә tәl), adj. before
marriage: premarital sex.
pre·ma·ture (prē´mә chu̇rʹ; –tu̇rʹ; –tyu̇rʹ),
adj. 1 before the proper time; too soon. 2
overhasty; precipitate. —pre´ma·tureʹly,
adv. —pre´ma·tureʹness, pre´ma·tuʹrity, n.
pre·med (prēʹmed), n. Informal. student
preparing for medical studies. —adj.
preparing for medical studies. Also, premedical.
pre·med·i·tate (prē medʹә tāt), v., –tat·ed,
–tat·ing. consider or plan beforehand: a
deliberate, premeditated murder. —premedʹi·tat´ed, adj. —pre·medʹi·tat´edly, adv. —pre´med·i·taʹtion, n. —premedʹi·ta´tor, n.
pre·mier (n. pri mirʹ, prēʹmi әr; adj.
prēʹmi әr, premʹyәr), n. prime minister.
—adj. ﬁrst in rank; chief. [< F, ﬁrst < L
primarius primary] —pre·mierʹship, n.
pre·miere or pre·mière (pri mirʹ;
prә myãrʹ), n., v., –miered, –mier·ing or

–mièred, –mièr·ing. —n. a ﬁrst public
performance or showing. —v. 1 give the
ﬁrst public performance or showing. 2
appear or perform for the ﬁrst time. [< F,
orig. fem. of premier. See premier.]
prem·ise (n. premʹis; v. pri mīzʹ), n.,
v., –ised, –is·ing. —n. 1 a statement
assumed to be true and used to draw
a conclusion. Example: Major premise:
Children should go to school. Minor
premise: He is a child. Conclusion: He
should go to school. 2 premises, a house
or building with its grounds. b property
forming the subject of a document.
—v. set forth as an introduction or
explanation; mention beforehand.
[< Med.L praemissa, orig. fem. pp., < L
prae– before + mittere send]
pre·mi·um (preʹmi әm), n. 1 reward;
prize: some magazines give premiums for
obtaining new subscriptions. 2 something
more than the ordinary price or wages. 3
amount of money paid for insurance: he
pays premiums on his life insurance four
times a year. 4 Fig. unusual or unfairly
high value: put a premium on being neat
and on time.
at a premium, a at more than the usual
value or price. b very valuable; much
wanted. [< L praemium reward]
pre·mo·ni·tion (prē´mә nishʹәn; prem´ә–),
n. a forewarning. [< earlier F < L, ult.
< prae– before + monere warn]
pre·na·tal (prē nāʹtәl), adj. previous to
birth. —pre·naʹtal·ly, adv.
pre·nup·tial (prē nupʹshәl), adj. before
marriage; premarital: prenuptial agreements are legally binding.
pre·oc·cu·py (pri okʹyә pī), v., –pied,
–py·ing. 1 take up all the attention
of: the question of getting to New York
preoccupied her mind. 2 occupy beforehand; take possession of before others:
our favorite seats had been preoccupied.
—pre·ocʹcu·pan·cy, n. —pre·oc´cu·paʹtion, n. —pre·ocʹcu·pied, adj.
pre·op (prē´opʹ), adj. Informal. ⫽preoperative.
pre·op·e·ra·tive (prē opʹәr ә tiv; –ә rā tiv),
before surgery: a preoperative blood test.
pre·or·dain (prē´ôr dānʹ), v. decide or
settle beforehand; foreordain. —pre´ordainʹment, pre´or·di·naʹtion, n.
prep., 1 preparatory. 2 preposition.
pre·pack·age (prē´pakʹij), v., –aged, –aging wrap, weigh, and price, esp. foods,
before putting out for sale: the market
prepackages fruit, vegetables, and meat.
pre·pack·aged (prē´pakʹijd), adj. arranged
or sold as a unit: prepackaged tours.
pre·paid (prē pādʹ), v. pt. and pp. of
prepay.
prep·a·ra·tion (prep´ә rāʹshәn), n. 1 a
preparing. 2 a being prepared: A good
sleep helps in preparation for a busy day.
3 thing done to prepare for something.
4 medicine, food, or other substance
made by a special process.
pre·par·a·to·ry (pri parʹә tô´ri; –tō´–),
adj. 1 of or for preparation; preparing: a
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preparatory school. 2 as an introduction;
preliminary: a preparatory statement.
—pre·parʹa·to´ri·ly, adv.
pre·pare (pri pãrʹ), v., –pared, –par·ing.
1 make ready; get ready. 2 make by a
special process. [< L, < prae– before +
parere make ready] —pre·parʹed·ly, adv.
—pre·parʹer, n.
pre·par·ed·ness (pri pãrʹid nis; –pãrdʹnis), n. a being prepared; readiness.
pre·pay (prē pāʹ), v., –paid, –pay·ing. 1
pay in advance. 2 pay for in advance.
—pre·payʹa·ble, adj. —pre·payʹment, n.
pre·pon·der·ant (pri ponʹdәr әnt), adj.
1 weighing more; being stronger or
more numerous; having more power
or inﬂuence. 2 chief; most important.
—pre·ponʹder·ance, pre·ponʹder·an·cy,
n. —pre·ponʹder·ant·ly, adv.
pre·pon·der·ate (pri ponʹdәr āt), v., –ated, –at·ing. 1 be greater than; outweigh.
2 be greater than something else in
weight, power, force, inﬂuence, number,
amount, etc.: oaks and maples preponderate in our woods. 3 be chief; be most
important. [< L praeponderatus outweighed, ult. < prae– before + pondus
weight] —pre·ponʹder·at´ing·ly, adv.
—pre·pon´der·aʹtion, n.
prep·o·si·tion (prep´ә zishʹәn), n. word
that shows certain relations between
other words. With, for, by, and in are
prepositions in the sentence “A man
with rugs for sale walked by our house,
in the morning.” [< L praepositio, ult.
< prae– before + ponere place] —prep´osiʹtion·al, adj. —prep´o·siʹtion·al·ly,
adv.
pre·pos·sess (prē´pә zesʹ), v. 1 ﬁll with
a favorable feeling or opinion. 2 ﬁll
with a feeling or opinion. —pre´possessʹing, adj. —pre´pos·sessʹing·ly , adv.
—pre´pos·sessʹing·ness, n. —pre´possesʹsion, n.
pre·pos·ter·ous (pri posʹtәr әs; –trәs),
adj. contrary to nature, reason, or
common sense; absurd; senseless.
[< L praeposterus in reverse order, ult.
< prae– before + post after] —preposʹter·ous·ly, adv. —pre·posʹter·ousness, n.
prep·pie or prep·py (prepʹi), adj. of or
resembling someone attending a private
preparatory school. —n. student who
attends a preparatory school. [< prep
school + –ie]
prep school, Informal. private preparatory school.
pre·quel (prēʹkwәl), n. book, ﬁlm, television series, etc., which tells a story
of what happened before the story on
which it is based. [< pre– + sequel]
pre·re·cord (prē´ri kôrdʹ), v. record in
advance, esp. a television program.
pre·req·ui·site (prē rekʹwә zit), n. something required beforehand: a high-school
course is the usual prerequisite to college
work. —adj. required beforehand.
pre·rog·a·tive (pri rogʹә tiv), n. right or
privilege that nobody else has: the gov-

ernment has the prerogative of coining
money. [< L praerogativa, orig. fem. adj.,
asked to vote ﬁrst, ult. < prae– before +
rogare ask]
Pres., President.
pres., 1 present. 2 pressure.
pres·age (n. presʹij; v. pri sajʹ), n., v.,
–aged, –ag·ing. —n. 1 sign felt as a
warning; omen. 2 prophetic signiﬁcance:
an occurrence of dire presage. 3 a feeling
that something is about to happen. —v.
give warning (of); predict: some people
think that a circle around the moon presages a storm. [< L, ult. < prae– before +
sagus prophetic] —pre·sagʹer, n. —presagʹing·ly, adv.
pres·by·ter (prezʹbә tәr; presʹ–), n. 1 an
elder in the early Christian church. 2 in
the Presbyterian church, a minister or
a lay elder. 3 in the Episcopal church,
a minister or a priest. [< L, elder, < Gk.
presbyteros, compar. of presbys old. Doublet of priest.] —pres·bytʹer·al, adj.
Pres·by·te·ri·an (prez´bә tirʹi әn; pres´–),
adj. 1 being or naming a Protestant
denomination or church governed by
elected presbyters or elders all of equal
rank. 2 of the Presbyterian church.
—n. member of the Presbyterian church.
—Pres´by·teʹri·an·ism, n.
pres·by·ter·y (prezʹbә ter´i; presʹ–), n., pl.
–ter·ies. 1 in the Presbyterian church, a
meeting or court of all the ministers and
certain of the elders within a district. 2
district under the jurisdiction of such a
meeting or court. 3 part of a church set
aside for the clergy.
pre·school (prēʹskül´), adj. before the age
of going to regular school.
pre·sci·ence (prēʹshi әns; preshʹi–), n.
knowledge of things before they exist
or happen; foreknowledge; foresight.
[< LL < L praesciens < prae– before + scire
know] —preʹsci·ent, adj. —preʹsci·ently, adv.
pre·scribe (pri skrībʹ), v., –scribed,
–scrib·ing. 1 order; direct: good citizens
do what the laws prescribe. 2 order as
a remedy or treatment: the doctor prescribed an antibiotic. [< L, < prae– before
+ scribere write] —pre·scribʹer, n.
pre·script (n. prēʹskript; adj. pri skriptʹ,
prēʹskript), n. 1 that which is prescribed.
2 order; direction. —adj. prescribed.
pre·scrip·tion (pri skripʹshәn), n. 1
order; direction. 2 a written direction
for preparing and using a medicine.
3 the medicine. —pre·scripʹtive, adj.
—pre·scripʹtive·ly, adv. —pre·scripʹtive·ness, n.
pres·ence (prezʹәns), n. 1 fact or condition of being present in a place. 2
place where a person is: the messenger
was admitted to my presence. 3 physical
nearness, as of an audience, or a person
of very high rank: the knight retired
from the royal presence. 4 appearance;
bearing: man of noble presence. 5 something present, esp. a ghost, spirit, or
the like.

in the presence of, in the sight or company of. [< OF < L, < praesens present]
presence of mind, ability to think
calmly and quickly when taken by surprise.
pres·ent1 (prezʹәnt), adj. 1 being in the
place or thing in question; at hand, not
absent. 2 at this time; being or occurring
now. 3 denoting action now going on or
a state now existing. Go is the present
tense; went is the past tense. —n. 1 the
present time: at present people need courage. 2 the present tense or a verb form in
that tense. [< L praesens < prae– before
+ esse be]
pre·sent2 (v. pri zentʹ; n. prezʹәnt), v. 1
give: he presented a gift to his hostess, the
carpenter presented his bill. 2 oﬀer; set
forth: present an argument, the waiter
presented a choice of dessert to each
guest. 3 oﬀer to view or notice: the new
City Hall presents a ﬁne appearance. 4
bring before the public: our school presented a play. 5 introduce: presented at
court. —n. thing given; gift.
present arms, bring a riﬂe, etc., to a
vertical position in front of the body.
[< OF < L praesentare < praesens present1] —pre·sentʹer, n.
pre·sent·a·ble (pri zenʹtә bәl), adj. 1 ﬁt to
be seen; suitable in appearance. —present´a·bilʹi·ty, pre·sentʹa·ble·ness, n.
—pre·sentʹa·bly, adv.
pres·en·ta·tion (prez´әn tāʹshәn; prē´zen–), n. 1 a giving: presentation of an
award. 2 gift. 3 a bringing forward; oﬀering to be considered: the presentation of
a plan. 4 an oﬀering to be seen; showing:
the presentation of a play. 5 a formal
introduction. —pres´en·taʹtion·al, adj.
pres·ent-day (prezʹәnt dāʹ), adj. of the
present time.
pre·sen·ti·ment (pri zenʹtә mәnt), n. a
feeling or impression that something
is about to happen; vague sense of
approaching misfortune; foreboding.
[< MF, ult. < L prae– before + sentire
to sense]
pres·ent·ly (prezʹәnt li), adv. before long;
soon: the clock will strike presently.
pre·sent·ment (pri zentʹmәnt), n. 1 presentation. 2 representation on the stage
or by a portrait.
present participle, participle that
expresses present time. Examples: rising
prices, growing fear of war.
present perfect, tense indicating action
now completed, constructed in English
by have with a past participle. In “I have
completed my work,” have completed is a
present perfect.
present tense, tense that expresses time
that is now.
pres·er·va·tion·ist (prez´әr vaʹshә nist),
n. person who supports and works to
preserve things from the past: preservationists saved Grand Central Station
from demolition.
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pre·serv·a·tive (pri zėrʹvә tiv), n. any substance that will prevent decay or injury:
salt is a preservative for meat. —adj. that
preserves.
pre·serve (pri zerv´), v., –served, –serving, n. —v. 1 keep from harm or change;
keep safe; protect. 2 keep up; maintain.
3 keep from spoiling: ice helps to preserve food. 4 prepare (food) to keep it
from spoiling. Boiling with sugar, salting, smoking, and pickling are diﬀerent
ways of preserving food. —n. 1 Usually,
preserves. fruit cooked with sugar and
sealed from the air. 2 place where wild
animals or ﬁsh are protected. [< OF
< LL, < L prae– before + servare keep]
—pre·servʹa·ble, adj. —pres´er·vaʹtion,
n. —pre·servʹer, n.
pre·set (prē´setʹ), v., –set, –set·ting. set
in advance; adjust beforehand: the clock
was preset for this time zone.
pre·side (pri zīdʹ), v., –sid·ed, –sid·ing. 1
hold the place of authority; have charge
of a meeting. 2 have authority; have
control. [< L, < prae– before + sedere sit]
—pre·sidʹer, n.
pres·i·den·cy (prezʹә dәn si; prezʹdәn si),
n., pl. –cies. 1 Often, Presidency. oﬃce
of president. 2 time during which a
president is in oﬃce.
pres·i·dent (prezʹә dәnt; prezʹdәnt), n. 1
the chief oﬃcer of a company, college,
society, club, etc. 2 Often, President. the
highest executive oﬃcer of a republic.
[< L praesidens presiding. See preside.]
—pres´i·denʹtial, adj. —pres´i·denʹtially, adv.
pres·i·dent-e·lect (prezʹә dәnt i lektʹ;
prezʹdәnt–), n. president elected but not
yet inaugurated.
press1 (pres), v. 1 use force or weight
steadily against; push with steady force.
2 squeeze; squeeze out. 3 clasp; hug. 4
make smooth; ﬂatten: press clothes. 5
push forward; keep pushing. 6 urge (a
person); keep asking; insist on. 7 weigh
heavily upon (the mind, a person, etc.);
demand prompt action. —n. 1 a pressing; pressure; push. 2 pressed condition. 3 any of various instruments or
machines for exerting pressure: a clothes
press. 4 printing press. 5 establishment
for printing books, etc. 6 newspapers
and periodicals and those who write for
them. 7 urgency; hurry.
go to press, begin to be printed. [< OF
< L pressare < premere to press]
—pressʹer, n.
press2 (pres), v. 1 force into service, usually naval or military. 2 seize and use.
[earlier prest < OF prester furnish, ult. <
L praesto ready]
press agent, agent in charge of publicity
for a person, organization, etc.
press box, enclosed place, usually high
above the ﬁeld of play in a sports arena,
stadium, etc., where sports reporters can
watch and report on a game.
press conference, meeting of reporters
with a public ﬁgure or politician where

information is given out and questions
from the reporters are answered; news
conference.
press release, news item or publicity
piece given to the news media by an
individual or group, usually to call
attention to or create interest in an
activity, book, etc.
press·ing (presʹing), adj. requiring
immediate action or attention; urgent.
—pressʹing·ly, adv. —pressʹing·ness, n.
pres·sure (preshʹәr), n. 1 the continued
action of a weight or force: the pressure of the wind ﬁlled the sails of the
boat. 2 force per unit of area: there is
a pressure of 20 pounds to the inch on
this tire. 3 Fig. state of trouble or strain:
pressure of poverty. 4 Fig. a compelling
force or inﬂuence: he changed his mind
under pressure from others. 5 Fig. need
for prompt or decisive action; urgency:
pressure of business. [< OF < L pressura
< premere to press] —presʹsur·al, adj.
pressure cooker, an airtight apparatus for
cooking with steam under pressure.
pressure group, any business, professional, or labor group which attempts
to further its interests in the state or
national legislatures.
pres·sur·ize (preshʹәr īz), v., –ized, –izing. 1 keep the atmospheric pressure
inside of the cabin of an aircraft or
spacecraft at a normal level in spite of
the altitude. 2 subject to very high or
increading pressure.
pres·tige (pres tēzhʹ; presʹtij), n. reputation, inﬂuence, or distinction based on
what is known of one’s abilities, achievements, opportunities, associations, etc.
[< F, magic spell, ult. < L praestigiae
tricks] —pres·tiʹgous, adj. —pres·tiʹgous·ly, adv.
pres·to (presʹtō), adv., adj., n., pl. –tos.
—adv. quickly. —adj. quick. —n. a quick
part in a piece of music. [< Ital., ult. < L
praesto, adv., ready]
pre·sume (pri zümʹ), v., –sumed, –suming. 1 take for granted without proving;
suppose: the law presumes innocence until
guilt is proved. 2 take upon oneself; venture; dare: may I presume to tell you you
are wrong? 3 take an unfair advantage
(used with on or upon): don’t presume on
a person’s good nature by borrowing from
him every week. [< L praesumere take for
granted < prae– before + sumere take]
—pre·sumʹa·ble, adj. —pre·sumʹa·bly,
pre·sumʹed·ly, adv. —pre·sumʹer, n.
—pre·sumʹing·ly, adv.
pre·sump·tion (pri zumpʹshәn), n. 1 act
of presuming. 2 thing taken for granted:
since he had the stolen jewels, the presumption was that he was the thief. 3
cause or reason for presuming; probability. 4 unpleasant boldness: it is presumption to go to a party when one has
not been invited.
pre·sump·tive (pri zumpʹtiv), adj. 1
based on likelihood; presumed. 2 giving ground for presumption or belief:

presumptive evidence of his guilt. —presumpʹtive·ly, adv.
pre·sump·tu·ous (pri zumpʹchu̇ әs), adj.
acting without permission or right; too
bold; forward. —pre·sumpʹtu·ous·ly,
adv. —pre·sumpʹtu·ous·nes s, n.
pre·sup·pose (prē´sә pōzʹ), v., –posed,
–pos·ing. 1 take for granted in advance;
assume beforehand: let us presuppose
that he wants more money. 2 require
as a necessary condition; imply: a ﬁght
presupposes ﬁghters. —pre´sup·po·siʹtion, n.
pret., preterit.
pre·teen or pre-teen (prē´tēnʹ), n. young
person close to the teenage years. —adj.
nearly a teenager.
pre·tend (pri tendʹ), v. 1 make believe. 2
claim falsely: she pretends to like you, but
talks about you behind your back. 3 claim
falsely to have: she pretended illness. 4
claim: I don’t pretend to be a musician.
5 lay claim: James Stuart pretended to
the English throne. 6 venture; attempt:
I cannot pretend to judge between them.
[< L, < prae– before + tendere to stretch]
—pre·tendʹed, adj. —pre·tendʹed·ly,
adv. —pre·tendʹing·ly, adv.
pre·tend·er (pri tenʹdәr), n. 1 person who
pretends. 2 person who makes claims to
a throne without just right.
pre·tense (pri tensʹ; prēʹtens), n. 1 makebelieve; pretending. 2 a false appearance:
under pretense of picking up the handkerchief, she took the money. 3 a false claim:
the girls made a pretense of knowing the
boys’ secret. 4 claim. 5 a showing oﬀ;
display: her manner is free from pretense.
6 anything done to show oﬀ. [< AF pretensse, ult. < L praetendere pretend]
pre·ten·sion (pri tenʹshәn), n. 1 claim:
the young prince has pretensions to the
throne. 2 a putting forward of a claim. 3
a pretentious display.
pre·ten·tious (pri tenʹshәs), adj. 1 making claims to excellence or importance:
a pretentious person, book, or speech. 2
doing things for show or to make a ﬁne
appearance: a pretentious style of entertaining guests. [< F prétentieux, ult. < L
praetendere pretend] —pre·tenʹtiously, adv. —pre·tenʹtious·ness, n.
pret·er·it, pret·er·ite (pretʹәr it), —n. a
verb form that expresses occurrence
in the past; past tense. Obeyed is the
preterit of obey; spoke, of speak; and saw,
of see. —adj. expressing past time. [< L
praeteritus, ult. < praeter– past + ire go]
pre· ter· nat· u· ral (prē´ tәr nachʹ ә rәl;
–nachʹrәl), adj. 1 out of the ordinary
course of nature; abnormal. 2 due to
something above or beyond nature;
supernatural. [< Med.L, ult. < L praeter–
beyond + natura nature] —pre´ternatʹu·ral·ly, adv. —pre´ter·natʹu·ralness, n.
pre·text (prēʹtekst), n. a false reason concealing the real reason; pretense; excuse.
[< L, ult. < prae– in front + texere to
weave]
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Pre·to·ri·a (pri tôʹri ә; –tōʹ–), n. the
administrative capital of the Republic of
South Africa, in the NE part.
pret·ti·fy (pritʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing.
make pretty, esp. overly pretty.
pret·ty (pritʹi), adj., –ti·er, –ti·est, adv.
—adj. 1 pleasing to look at; ﬁne or
lovely, as opposed to grand, striking, or
elegant. 2 too dainty or delicate. 3 Usually ironically. excellent: a pretty state of
aﬀairs. 4 ﬁne; nice: pretty weather. —adv.
fairly; rather.
pretty much or nearly or well, almost;
nearly: pretty much anyone can do this.
sitting pretty, in an excellent position or
situation. [OE prœ̄ttig cunning < prœ̄tt
trick] —pretʹti·ly, adv. —pretʹti·ness, n.
—pretʹty·ish, adj.
pret·zel (pretʹsәl), n. a hard biscuit, usually in the form of a knot, salted on
the outside. [< G brezel < L, ult. < Gk.
brachion arm]
pre·vail (pri vālʹ), v. 1 exist in many
places; be in general use. 2 be the most
usual or strongest. 3 be the stronger; win
the victory; succeed. 4 be eﬀective.
prevail on, upon, or with, persuade. [<
L, < prae– before + valere have power]
pre·vail·ing (pri vālʹing), adj. 1 that prevails; having superior force or inﬂuence;
victorious. 2 in general use; common.
—pre·vailʹing·ly, adv. —pre·vailʹingness, n.
prev·a·lent (prevʹә lәnt), adj. widespread;
in general use; common: colds are prevalent in the winter. [< L praevalens, ppr. of
praevalere prevail] —prevʹa·lence, n.
—prevʹa·lent·ly, adv.
pre·var·i·cate (pri varʹә kāt), v., –cat·ed,
–cat·ing. turn aside from the truth in
speech or act; lie. [< L praevaricatus
having made a sham accusation, ult.
< prae– before + varicus straddling
< varus crooked] —pre·var´i·caʹtion, n.
—pre·varʹi·ca´tor, n.
pre·vent (pri ventʹ), v. 1 keep (from). 2
keep from happening: rain prevented
the game. 3 hinder. [< L, < prae– before
+ venire come] —pre·ventʹa·ble, preventʹi·ble, adj. —pre·ventʹer, n.
pre·ven·tion (pri venʹshәn), n. 1 a preventing. 2 something that prevents.
pre·ven·tive (pri venʹtiv), pre·vent·a·tive
(–tә tiv), adj. that prevents: preventive
measures against disease. —n. something
that prevents: vaccination is a preventive
against smallpox. —pre·venʹtive·ly, adv.
—pre·venʹtive·ness, n.
preventive medicine, practice of medicine that focuses on the prevention of
disease, as opposed to its treatment.
pre·view (prēʹvū´), n. 1 a previous view,
inspection, survey, etc. 2 the advance
showing of scenes from a motion picture. —v. view beforehand.
pre·vi·ous (prēʹvi әs), adj. coming or
going before; that came before; earlier.
previous to, before. [< L praevius leading the way < prae– before + via road]
—preʹvi·ous·ly, adv. —preʹvi·ous·ness, n.

pre·vi·sion (prē vizhʹәn), n. foresight;
foreknowledge. —pre·viʹsion·al, adj.
pre·war (prēʹwôrʹ), adj. before the war.
prey (prā), n. 1 animal hunted or seized
for food, esp. by another animal: mice
and birds are the prey of cats. 2 habit
of hunting and killing other animals
for food: bird of prey. 3 person or thing
injured; victim: be a prey to fear or disease. —v. prey on or upon, a hunt or kill
for food. b be a strain upon; injure; irritate. c rob; plunder. [< OF < L praeda]
—preyʹer, n.
price (prīs), n., v., priced, pric·ing. —n.
1 amount for which a thing is sold or
can be bought. 2 reward oﬀered for the
capture of a person alive or dead. 3 Fig.
what must be given, done, undergone,
etc., to obtain a thing: the price of success. 4 value; worth. —v. 1 put a price on;
set the price of. 2 ask the price of; ﬁnd
out the price of.
at any price, regardless of cost.
beyond or without price, so valuable
it cannot be assigned a price; priceless.
[< OF < L pretium] —priced, adj.
—pricʹer, n.
price·less (prīsʹlis), adj. extremely valuable. —priceʹless·ness, n.
prick (prik), n. 1 a sharp point. 2 a little
hole or mark made by a sharp point. 3 a
pricking. 4 a sharp pain. —v. 1 make a
hole in with a sharp point. 2 mark with
a sharp point. 3 cause sharp pain to. 4
spur; urge on.
prick up, point upward. [OE prica
point] —pricked, adj. —prickʹing, adj.
—prickʹing·ly, adv.
prick·er (prikʹәr), n. 1 something with a
sharp point, as a thorn. 2 someone or
something that pricks.
prick·le (prikʹәl), n., v., –led, –ling. —n.
1 a small, sharp point; thorn; spine. 2 a
stinging or smarting sensation. —v. feel
a prickly or smarting sensation. [OE
pricel < prica point]
prick·ly (prikʹli), adj., –li·er, –li·est. 1
having many sharp points like thorns. 2
sharp and stinging; itching. —prickʹliness, n.
prickly pear, 1 a pear-shaped, edible
fruit of a species of cactus. 2 plant that
it grows on.
pride (prīd), n., v., prid·ed, prid·ing.
—n. 1 a high opinion of one’s own
worth or possessions. 2 pleasure or satisfaction in something concerned with
oneself: take pride in keeping our house
clean. 3 something that one is proud
of. 4 too high an opinion of oneself.
—v. pride oneself on, be proud of. [OE
prȳde < prūd proud] —prideʹful, adj.
—prideʹful·ly, adv. —prideʹful·ness, n.
—prideʹless, adj.
priest (prēst), n. 1 clergyman or minister of a Christian church. 2 a special servant of a god. [ult. < L
presbyter. Doublet of presbyter.]
—priestʹhood, n. —priestʹless, adj.
—priestʹlike´, adj.
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priest·ess (prēsʹtis), n. woman who serves
at an altar or in sacred rites.
priest·ly (prēstʹli), adj., –li·er, –li·est. 1 of
or pertaining to a priest. 2 suitable for a
priest. —priestʹli·ness, n.
prig (prig), n. 1 person who is too particular about speech and manners, and
takes pride in being better than others.
2 stuﬀy, humorless person. —prigʹgish,
adj. —prigʹgish·ly, adv. —prigʹgishness, n.
prim (prim), adj., prim·mer, prim·mest.
stiﬄy precise, neat, proper, or formal.
—primʹly, adv. —primʹness, n.
pri·ma·cy (prīʹmә si), n., pl. –cies. 1 a
being ﬁrst in order, rank, importance,
etc. 2 position or rank of a church primate. [< Med.L, < L primas of ﬁrst rank.
See primate.]
pri·ma don·na (prēʹmә donʹә), pl. prima don·nas. 1 the principal woman
singer in an opera; diva. 2 Fig. person
who is very sensitive and moody. [<Ital.,
ﬁrst lady]
pri·ma fa·ci·e (prīʹmә fāʹshi ē; fāʹshi), at
ﬁrst view; before investigation. [< L, abl.
of prima facies ﬁrst appearance]
pri·mal (prīʹmәl), adj. 1 of early times;
ﬁrst; primeval. 2 chief; fundamental.
[< Med.L, < L primus ﬁrst] —priʹmally, adv.
prim·a·quine (primʹә kwin), n. a synthetic
compound used in treating malaria.
pri·ma·ri·ly (prīʹmer´ә li; –mә rә–;
prī mãrʹә li), adv. 1 chieﬂy; principally.
2 at ﬁrst; originally.
pri·ma·ry (prīʹmer´i; –mә ri), adj., n., pl.
–ries. —adj. 1 ﬁrst in time; ﬁrst in order.
2 from which others have come; original; fundamental. 3 ﬁrst in importance;
chief. —n. 1 anything that is ﬁrst in
order, rank, or importance. 2 a primary
color. 3 election in which members of
a party choose candidates for oﬃce. [<
L primarius ﬁrst in rank < primus ﬁrst]
—priʹma·ri·ness, n.
primary accent, 1 the strongest accent in
the pronunciation of a word. 2 mark (ʹ)
used to show this.
primary care, basic medical care for
most illnesses, which is provided before
specialized treatment for more serious
medical problems.
primary colors, pigments or colors
that yield all other colors when mixed
together. Red, yellow, and blue are the
primary colors in pigments.
pri·mate (prīʹmit; –māt), n. 1 any of
the highest order of animals, including
humans, apes, and monkeys. 2 archbishop or bishop ranking above all other
bishops in a country or church province.
[< L primas of ﬁrst rank < primus ﬁrst]
—priʹmate·ship, n. —pri·maʹtial, adj.
prime1 (prīm), adj. 1 ﬁrst in rank; chief:
Hard work was the prime reason for
success. 2 ﬁrst in time or order; fundamental; original. 3 ﬁrst in quality;
ﬁrst-rate; excellent: in the prime years
of life. 4 the prime rate. 5 that cannot
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prime

be divided without a remainder by any
whole number except itself and 1. 7, 11,
and 13 are prime numbers. 6 having no
common divisor but 1. 2 is prime to 9.
—n. 1 the best time; best condition, or
part. 2 a prime number. [ult. < L primus
ﬁrst] —primeʹness, n.
prime2 (prīm), v., primed, prim·ing. 1
supply (a gun) with powder. 2 cover (a
surface) with a ﬁrst coat of paint or oil
so that paint will not soak in. 3 equip (a
person) with information, words, etc.
4 pour water into (a pump) to start
action.
prime meridian, meridian from which
the longitude east and west is measured.
It passes through Greenwich, England,
and its longitude is O°.
prime minister, the chief minister of a
government; the head of the cabinet.
prime mover, person or thing that initiates or does the most in an undertaking.
prim·er1 (primʹәr), n. 1 a ﬁrst book in
reading. 2 a ﬁrst book; beginner’s book.
[< Med.L primarius primary]
prim·er2 (prīmʹәr), n. 1 person or thing
that primes. 2 cap or cylinder containing a little gunpowder, used for ﬁring
a charge. 3 point or sealer applied to a
surface as a ﬁrst coat.
prime rate, lowest rate of interest charged
by a bank for a loan to a large business.
pri·me·val (prī mēʹvәl), adj. 1 of the ﬁrst
ages, esp. of the world. 2 dating from the
ﬁrst ages or earliest times. 3 characteristic of the ﬁrst ages or earliest times;
primitive. [< L primaevus early in life
< primus ﬁrst + aevum age] —pri·meʹval·ism, n. —pri·meʹval·ly, adv. —primeʹval·ness, n.
prim·ing (prīmʹing), n. 1 powder or other
material used to set ﬁre to an explosive.
2 a ﬁrst coat of paint, sizing, etc.
prim·i·tive (primʹә tiv), adj. 1 of early
times; of long ago: primitive people often
lived in caves. 2 ﬁrst of the kind: primitive Christians. 3 very simple; such as
people had early in human history. 4
original; primary. [< L, ult. < primus
ﬁrst] —primʹi·tive·ly, adv. —primʹitive·ness, n. —primʹi·tiv·ism, n.
pri·mo·gen·i·tor (prī´mә jenʹә tәr), n. 1
ancestor; forefather. 2 the earliest ancestor. [< LL, < L primus ﬁrst + genitor
begetter]
pri·mo·gen·i·ture (prī´mә jenʹә chәr), n.
1 state, condition, or fact of being the
ﬁrst-born of the children of the same
parents. 2 right or principle of inheritance or succession by the ﬁrst-born.
[< Med.L primogenitura, ult. < L primus
ﬁrst + gignere beget] —pri´mo·genʹital, adj.
pri·mor·di·al (prī môrʹdi әl), adj. 1 existing at the very beginning; primitive. 2
original; elementary. [< L, < primordium beginning] —pri·morʹdi·al·ism,
n. —pri·mor´di·alʹi·ty, n. —pri·morʹdial·ly, adv.

primp (primp), v. 1 dress (oneself) for
show. 2 dress carefully.
prim·rose (primʹrōz´), n. 1 any of a
large group of plants with ﬂowers of
various colors. The common primrose
of Europe is pale yellow. 2 the ﬂower.
—adj. pale-yellow. [<Med.L prima rosa
ﬁrst rose]
prin., principal.
prince (prins), n. 1 a male member of a
royal family; esp., in Great Britain, a son
or grandson of a king or queen. 2 sovereign. 3 ruler of a small state subordinate
to a king or emperor. 4 the greatest or
best of a group; chief. [< OF < L princeps
chief] —princeʹdom, n. —princeʹlike´,
adj. —princeʹship, n.
prince consort, prince who is the husband of a queen or empress ruling in
her own right.
Prince Edward Island, province of Canada on an island in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, just N of Nova Scotia.
prince·ly (prinsʹli), adj., –li·er, –li·est. 1
of a prince or his rank; royal. 2 like a
prince; noble. 3 ﬁt for a prince; magniﬁcent. —princeʹli·ness, n.
Prince of Wales, title conferred on the
eldest son, or heir apparent, of the British sovereign.
prin·cess (prinʹses; –sis), n. 1 daughter of
a king or queen; daughter of a king’s or
queen’s son. 2 wife or widow of a prince.
3 woman having the rank of a prince.
—prinʹcess·ly, adv.
prin·ci·pal (prinʹsә pәl), adj. most important; main; chief. —n. 1 a chief person;
one who gives orders. 2 the head, or one
of the heads, of a primary or secondary
school. 3 sum of money on which interest is paid. 4 money or property from
which income is received. 5 person who
hires another person to act for him or
her. [< L principalis < princeps chief]
—prinʹci·pal·ship´, n.
prin·ci·pal·i·ty (prin´sә palʹә ti), n., pl.
–ties. 1 a small state or country ruled by
a prince. 2 country from which a prince
gets his title. 3 supreme power.
prin·ci·pal·ly (prinʹsә pәl i; –sip li), adv.
for the most part; chieﬂy; mainly.
principal parts, the main parts of a verb,
from which the rest of its forms can be
derived.
prin·ci·pate (prinʹsә pāt), n. 1 a chief
place or authority. 2 ⫽principality. [< L,
< princeps chief]
prin·ci·ple (prinʹsә pәl), n. 1 truth that
is a foundation for other truths: the
principles of democratic government. 2 a
fundamental belief: religious principles.
3 rule of action or conduct: make it a
principle to save some money each week.
4 uprightness; honor: a man of principle.
5 rule of science explaining how things
act: the principle by which a machine
works. [< OF < L principium < princeps
chief]
print (print), v. 1 use type, blocks, plates,
etc., and ink or dye to stamp words,

pictures, designs, etc., on paper or the
like. 2 produce books, newspapers, etc.,
by printing press. 3 make (words or letters) the way they look in print instead
of in writing: print your name clearly. 4
stamp with designs, patterns, pictures,
etc.: machines print wallpaper, cloth, etc.
—n. 1 printed words, letters, etc.: this
book has clear print. 2 picture or design
printed from a block or plate. 3 cloth
with a pattern printed on it. 4 mark
made by pressing or stamping: the print
of a foot. 5 a photograph produced from
a negative. b photograph electronically
produced from a digital camera.
in print, a in printed form. b of books,
etc., still available from the publisher.
out of print, no longer sold by the publisher.
print out, print output from a computer. [< OF priente, ult. < L premere to
press] —printʹa·ble, adj. —printʹer, n.
—printʹless, adj.
print., printing.
print·ing (prinʹting), n. 1 the producing
of books, newspapers, etc., by impression from movable types, plates, etc. 2
printed words, letters, etc. 3 all the copies printed at one time. 4 letters made
like those in print.
printing press, machine for printing
from types, plates, etc.
print·out (printʹout´), n. printed output
from a computer.
pri·or1 (prīʹәr), adj. coming before; earlier: a prior engagement.
prior to, coming before in time, order,
or importance; earlier than; before.
[< L]
pri·or2 (prīʹәr), n. oﬃcer usually ranking
next below an abbot, in a monastery
or religious house. [< Med.L, n. use
of L prior prior1] —priʹor·ate, priʹorship, n.
pri·or·ess (prīʹәr is), n. woman holding
a position corresponding to that of a
prior.
pri·or·i·ty (prī ôrʹә ti; –orʹ–), n., pl. –ties.
1 a being earlier in time. 2 a coming before in order or importance: ﬁre
engines have priority over other traﬃc.
pri·o·ry (prīʹә ri), n., pl. –ries. a religious
house governed by a prior or prioress.
prism (prizʹәm), n. 1 solid whose
bases or ends have the same size and
shape and are parallel to one another,
and each of whose sides has two pairs
of parallel edges. 2 a transparent
prism, usually with three-sided ends,
that separates white light passing
through it into the colors of the rainbow. [< LL < Gk. prisma < priein to saw]
—prisʹmal, adj.
pris·mat·ic (priz matʹik), adj. 1 of or
like a prism. 2 formed by a transparent prism. 3 varied in color; brilliant.
—pris·matʹi·cal·ly, adv.
pris·on (prizʹәn), n. place where a person
is shut up against his or her will, esp.
a public building where criminals are
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conﬁned. [< OF < L prehensio arrest
< prehendere seize]
pris·on·er (prizʹәn әr; prizʹnәr), n. 1 person who is conﬁned in prison. 2 person
taken by the enemy in war. 3 person
arrested and held for trial.
pris·sy (prisʹi), adj., –si·er, –si·est. 1 too
careful and fussy. 2 too easily shocked;
overnice.
pris·tine (prisʹtēn; –tin; –tīn), adj. as it
was in its earliest time or state; original;
primitive. [< L pristinus]
prith·ee (prithʹi), interj. Archaic. I pray
thee: prithee, come hither.
pri·va·cy (prīʹvә si), n., pl. –cies. 1 condition of being private; being away from
others. 2 absence of publicity; secrecy.
pri·vate (prīʹvit), adj. 1 not for the public;
for just a few special people or for one: a
private car. 2 not public; individual; personal: my private opinion. 3 secret; conﬁdential: a private source. 4 secluded:
some private corner. 5 having no public
oﬃce: a private citizen. —n. a common
soldier, not an oﬃcer.
in private, a not publicly. b secret. [< L
privatus apart from the state, orig. pp.,
set apart, deprived < privus one’s own.
Doublet of privy.] —priʹvate·ly, adv.
—priʹvate·ness, n.
private detective or private investigator,
detective who is not on a police force
and can be hired by a private individual
to do investigative work.
private enterprise, business as conducted
without public (governmental) control
or ownership; free enterprise.
pri·va·teer (prē´vә tirʹ), n. 1 an armed
ship owned by private persons and holding a government commission to attack
and capture enemy ships. 2 commander
or one of the crew of a privateer.
private eye, Informal. ⫽private detective.
private school, educational institution
that is not part of the public educational
system.
pri·va·tion (prī vāʹshәn), n. 1 lack of
the comforts or of the necessities of
life. 2 loss; absence. [< L privatio. See
private.]
priv·et (privʹit), n. any of several evergreen shrubs with small leaves, much
used for hedges.
priv·i·lege (privʹә lij), n., v., –leged, –leging. —n. a special right, advantage, or
favor. —v. give a privilege to. [< L privilegium law applying to one individual
< privus individual + lex law] —privʹileged, adj.
priv·i·ly (privʹә li), adv. secretly.
priv·y (privʹi), adj., n., pl. priv·ies. —adj.
private. —n. a small outhouse used as
a toilet.
privy to, having secret or private knowlege of. [< OF < L privatus. Doublet of
private.]
privy council, group of personal advisers
to a ruler. —privy councilor.
prix ﬁxe (prēʹfēksʹ), French. 1 meal
oﬀered by a restaurant at a ﬁxed price:

tonight’s prix ﬁxe is a good buy. 2 price
of this meal.
prize1 (prīz), n. 1 reward won after trying
against other people. 2 reward worth
working for. —adj. 1 given as a prize. 2
that has won a prize. 3 worthy of a prize.
[var. of ME prise price]
prize2 (prīz), n. thing or person that is
taken or captured, esp. an enemy’s ship
taken at sea. [< F prise, n., seizure < L
prehensa, fem. pp., seized]
prize3 (prīz), v., prized, priz·ing. 1 value
highly. 2 estimate the value of. [< OF
prisier, var. of preisier praise] —prized,
adj.
prize4 (prīz), v., prized, priz·ing. Esp. Brit.
raise or move by force; pry.
prize court, a court that makes decisions
concerning ships and other property
captured at sea during a war.
prize ﬁght, ﬁght with ﬁsts which people pay money to see. —prize ﬁghter.
—prize ﬁghting.
pro1 (prō), adv., n., pl. pros. —adv. in
favor of; for. —n. reason in favor of. The
pros and cons of a question are the arguments for and against it.
pro2 (prō), n., pl. pros, adj. professional.
[short for professional]
pro–, preﬁx. 1 before, as in proscenium. 2
forward, as in proceed, project. 3 forth;
out, as in prolong, proclaim. 4 on the
side of; in favor of; in behalf of, as in
pro-British. [def. 1 < Gk. pro; defs. 2, 3,
4 < L pro]
pro·ac·tive (prō akʹtiv), acting in advance
to aﬀect the outcome of something.
prob., probably.
prob·a·bil·i·ty (prob´ә bilʹә ti), n., pl.
–ties. 1 quality or fact of being likely or
probable; chance. 2 something likely to
happen: a storm is one of the probabilities
for tomorrow.
in all probability, probably.
prob·a·ble (probʹә bәl), adj. 1 likely to
happen: cooler weather is probable. 2
likely to be true: the probable cause of
the accident. [< L, < probare prove]
—probʹa·bly, adv.
pro·bate (prōʹbāt), n., adj., v., –bat·ed,
–bat·ing. —n. the oﬃcial proving of a
will as genuine. —adj. of or concerned
with the probating of wills: a probate
court. —v. prove by legal process the
genuineness of (a will). [< L probatum,
orig., neut. pp., made good < probus
good]
pro·ba·tion (prō bāʹshәn), n. 1 trial or
testing of conduct, character, qualiﬁcations, etc.: on probation in a job. 2 any
act or process of testing: admitted to
college on probation. 3 system of letting
certain kinds of oﬀenders against the law
go without receiving the punishment
which they are sentenced to, esp. of jail,
unless there is a further oﬀense. —probaʹtion·al, pro·baʹtion·ar´y, adj.
pro·ba·tion·er (prō bāʹshәn әr), n. person
who is on probation. —pro·baʹtion·ership´, n.

probe (prōb), v., probed, prob·ing, n.
—v. 1 search into; examine thoroughly;
investigate. 2 search; penetrate: probe
into a secret. 3 examine or explore with
a probe. —n. 1 a thorough examination;
investigation. 2 investigation, usually by
a legislative body, in an eﬀort to discover evidences of law violation. 3 a
slender instrument with a rounded end
for exploring the depth or direction of
a wound, a cavity in the body, etc. [< LL
proba, n., < L probare prove. Doublet of
proof.] —probʹer, n. —probʹing, adj.
—probʹing·ly, adv.
pro·bi·ty (prōʹbә ti; probʹә–), n. uprightness; honesty; high principle. [< L,
< probus righteous]
prob·lem (probʹlәm), n. 1 question; difﬁcult question. 2 matter of doubt or
diﬃculty. 3 something to be worked
out: a problem in arithmetic. —adj. that
causes diﬃculty: a problem child. [< L
< Gk. problema < proballein propose
< pro– forward + ballein to throw]
prob·lem·at·ic (prob´lәm atʹik), problem·at·i·cal (–ә kәl), adj. having the
nature of a problem; doubtful; uncertain; questionable. —prob´lem·atʹi·cally, adv.
pro·bos·cis (prō bosʹis), n., pl. –bos·cises (–bosʹis iz), –bos·ci·des (–bosʹә dēz).
1 an elephant’s trunk. 2 a long, ﬂexible snout. 3 the mouth parts of some
insects, developed to great length for
sucking. [< L < Gk. proboskis]
pro·car·y·ote (prō karʹi ōt), n. cell or
organism lacking a well-deﬁned nucleus
or nuclei.
pro·ce·dure (prә sēʹjәr), n. 1 way of proceeding; method of doing things. 2 the
customary manners or ways of conducting business: legal procedure. 3 medical
or dental surgery. [< F, < procéder proceed] —pro·ceʹdur·al, adj.
pro·ceed (v. prә sēdʹ; n. prōʹsēd), v. 1 go
on after having stopped; move forward:
please proceed with your story. 2 carry
on any activity: he proceeded to light the
ﬁre. 3 come forth; issue; go out: heat proceeds from ﬁre. —n. Usually, proceeds,
money obtained from a sale, etc. [< L,
< pro– forward + cedere to move] —proceedʹer, n.
pro·ceed·ing (prә sēdʹing), n. action;
conduct; what is done.
proceedings, a action in a case in a law
court. b record of what was done at the
meetings of a society, club, etc.
proc·ess (prosʹes), n. 1 set of actions
or changes in a special order: by what
process is cloth made from wool? 2 part
that grows out or sticks out. 3 a written command or summons to appear
in a law court. —v. treat or prepare
by some special method. —adj. treated
or prepared by some special method.
[< F < L processus progress < procedere
proceed]
pro·ces·sion (prә seshʹәn), n. 1 something
that moves forward; persons march-
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ing or riding: a funeral procession. 2
an orderly moving forward: march in
procession.
pro·ces·sion·al (prә seshʹәn әl), adj. 1 of a
procession. 2 used or sung in a procession. —n. processional music. —procesʹsion·al·ly, adv.
pro·ces·sor (prosʹәs әr), n. 1 a person who
prepares foods before distribution and
sale. b small appliance that chops and
mixes foods. 2 unit of a computer that
processes data; central processing unit.
pro-choice (prō´choisʹ), adj. favoring a
woman’s right to choose whether or not
to continue a pregnancy; supporting the
right to have an abortion.
pro·claim (prә klāmʹ), v. make known
publicly and oﬃcially; declare publicly:
war was proclaimed, proclaim him king.
[< L, < pro– forth + clamare to shout]
—pro·claimedʹ, adj. —pro·claimʹer, n.
proc·la·ma·tion (prok´lә māʹshәn), n. an
oﬃcial announcement; public declaration: the President’s annual Thanksgiving
proclamation. —pro·clamʹa·to´ry adj.
pro·cliv·i·ty (prō klivʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
tendency; inclination. [< L, ult. < pro–
forward + clivus slope]
pro·cras·ti·nate (prō krasʹtә nāt), v., –nated, –nat·ing. put things oﬀ until later;
delay; delay repeatedly. [< L procrastinatus, ult. < pro– forward + cras
tomorrow] —pro·cras´ti·naʹtion, n.
—pro·crasʹti·na´tor, n.
pro·cre·ate (prōʹkri āt), v., –at·ed, –ating. 1 become father to; beget. 2 produce oﬀspring. 3 bring into being; produce. [< L, < pro- forth + creare create]
—pro´cre·aʹtion, n. —proʹcre·a´tive,
adj. —proʹcre·a´tor, n.
proc·tor (prokʹtәr), n. 1 oﬃcial in a university or school who keeps order. 2 person employed to manage another’s case
in a law court. [short for procurator]
—proc·toʹri·al, adj. —procʹtor·ship, n.
pro·cure (prә kyu̇rʹ), v., –cured, –curing. 1 obtain by care or eﬀort; get:
procure evidence. 2 bring about; cause:
procure a person’s death. [< L procurare
manage, ult. < pro– before + cura care]
—pro·curʹa·ble, adj. —pro·cureʹment,
n. —pro·curʹer, n.
prod (prod), v., prod·ded, prod·ding,
n. —v. 1 poke or jab with something
pointed: prod an animal with a stick. 2
stir up; urge on: prod a lazy boy. —n.
1 poke; thrust. 2 a sharp-pointed stick;
goad. [OE prod–, as in prodbor borer]
—prodʹder, n.
prod·i·gal (prodʹә gәl), adj. spending
too much; wasting money or other
resources; wasteful. —n. person who
is wasteful or extravagant; spendthrift.
[< earlier F, ult. < L prodigus wasteful]
—prodʹi·gal·ly, adv.
prod·i·gal·i·ty (prod´ә galʹә ti), n., pl.
–ties. 1 wasteful or reckless extravagance. 2 rich abundance; profuseness.
pro·di·gious (prә dijʹәs), adj. 1 very great;
enormous; huge. 2 wonderful; marvel-

ous. —pro·diʹgious·ly, adv. —pro·diʹgious·ness, n.
prod·i·gy (prodʹә ji), n., pl. –gies. 1 marvel; wonder: an infant prodigy. 2 a marvelous example. [< L prodigium omen]
pro·duce (v. prә düsʹ, –dūsʹ; n. prodʹüs,
–ūs, prōʹdüs, –dūs), v., –duced, –ducing, n. —v. 1 make: this factory produces
stoves, hens produce eggs. 2 bring about;
cause: hard work produces success. 3
bring forward; show: produce your proof.
4 bring (a play, etc.) before the public.
—n. what is produced; yield: vegetables
are a garden’s produce. [< L, < pro– forth
+ ducere bring] —pro·ducʹi·ble, adj.
pro·duc·er (prә düsʹәr; –dūsʹ–), n. 1 one
that produces. 2 person who grows or
makes things that are to be used or
consumed by others. 3 person who has
general charge of the production of
motion pictures, plays, etc.
producer goods, machinery, tools, raw
materials, etc., used in the production
of other articles.
prod·uct (prodʹәkt), n. 1 that which is
produced; result of work or of growth:
factory products, farm products. 2 number or quantity resulting from multiplying.
pro·duc·tion (prә dukʹshәn), n. 1 act of
producing; creation. 2 something that
is produced.
pro·duc·tive (prә dukʹtiv), adj. 1 producing; bringing forth: hasty words are productive of quarrels. 2 producing food or
other articles of commerce: productive
labor. 3 producing abundantly; fertile: a
productive farm. —pro·ducʹtive·ly, adv.
—pro´duc·tivʹi·ty, pro·ducʹtive·ness, n.
Prof., prof., professor.
pro·fane (prә fānʹ), adj., v., –faned, –faning. —adj. 1 not sacred; worldy: profane
literature. 2 with contempt or disregard
for holy things: profane language. —v.
1 treat (holy things) with contempt or
disregard. 2 put to wrong or unworthy
use. [< F < L profanus not sacred < pro–
in front (outside) of + fanum shrine]
—pro·faneʹly, adv. —pro·faneʹness, n.
—pro·fanʹer, n.
pro·fan·i·ty (prә fanʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
use of profane language; swearing. 2 a
being profane; lack of reverence.
pro·fess (prә fesʹ), v. 1 lay claim to; claim:
I don’t profess to be an expert. 2 declare
openly: he professed his loyalty to the
United States. 3 declare one’s belief in:
Christians profess Christ and the Christian religion. [< professed] —pro·fessʹing, adj.
pro·fessed (prә festʹ), adj. 1 alleged; pretended. 2 avowed or acknowledged;
openly declared. 3 having taken the
vows of, or been received into, a religious order. [< L professus < pro– forth +
fateri confess] —pro·fessʹed·ly, adv.
pro·fes·sion (prә feshʹәn), n. 1 occupation requiring an education, esp. law,
medicine, teaching, or the ministry. 2
people engaged in such an occupation.

3 act of professing; open declaration: a
profession of friendship.
pro·fes·sion·al (prә feshʹәn әl; –feshʹnәl),
adj. 1 of or pertaining to a profession;
appropriate to a profession: the professional gravity of a doctor. 2 engaged in a
profession: a professional man. 3 making
a business or trade of something that
others do for pleasure: a professional
ballplayer. 4 undertaken or engaged
in by professionals rather than amateurs: professional tennis. —n. person
who does this. —pro·fesʹsion·al·ism , n.
—pro·fesʹsion·al·ly, adv.
pro· fes· sion· al· ize (prә feshʹ әn әl īz;
–feshʹnәl–), v., –ized, –iz·ing. make or
become professional. —pro·fes´sion·ali·zaʹtion, n.
pro·fes·sor (prә fesʹәr), n. 1 teacher of
the highest rank in a college or university. 2 person who professes. [< L.
See professed.] —pro·fesʹsor·dom, n.
—pro´fes·soʹri·al, adj. —pro´fes·soʹrial·ly, adv.
prof·fer (profʹәr), v. oﬀer for acceptance:
proﬀer services. —n. an oﬀer made: proﬀers
of peace. [< AF proﬀrir < pro– forth (<L
pro–) + oﬀrir offer] —profʹfer·er, n.
pro·ﬁ·cien·cy (prә ﬁshʹәn si), n., pl. –cies.
a being proﬁcient; knowledge; skill.
pro·ﬁ·cient (prә ﬁshʹәnt), adj. advanced
in any art, science, or subject; skilled;
expert: proﬁcient in music. [< L proﬁciens making progress < pro– forward +
facere make] —pro·ﬁʹcient·ly, adv.
pro·ﬁle (prōʹfīl), n., v., –ﬁled, –ﬁl·ing.
—n. 1 a side view. 2 outline. 3 a short
and vivid biographical sketch. —v. 1
draw a proﬁle of. 2 portray vividly in a
biographical sketch. [< Ital., < proﬁlare
draw in outline < L pro– forth + ﬁlum
thread] —proʹﬁl·ist, n.
prof·it (profʹit), n. 1 Often, proﬁts. gain
from a business; what is left when the
cost of carrying on the business is subtracted from the money taken in. 2
gain from any transaction. 3 advantage;
beneﬁt. —v. 1 make proﬁt; gain in a
material sense. 2 get advantage; gain;
beneﬁt: proﬁt by one’s mistakes. 3 be
an advantage or beneﬁt. [< OF < L
profectus advance < proﬁcere. See proficient.] —profʹit·er, n. —profʹit·less,
adj. —profʹit·less·ly, adv.
proﬁt margin, the amount that the selling price of a product is greater than the
cost of producing it.
proﬁt sharing, the sharing of proﬁts by
employers with employees.
prof·it·a·ble (profʹit ә bәl), adj. 1 yielding a ﬁnancial proﬁt. 2 giving a gain or
beneﬁt; useful. —profʹit·a·ble·ness, n.
—profʹit·a·bly, adv.
prof·it·eer (prof´ә tirʹ), n. person who
makes an unfair proﬁt by taking advantage of public necessity. —v. seek or
make such excessive proﬁts. —prof´iteerʹing, n.
prof·li·ga·cy (profʹlә gә si), n. 1 reckless
extravagance. 2 great wickedness; vice.
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prof·li·gate (profʹlә git), adj. 1 recklessly
extravagant. 2 very wicked; shamelessly
bad. —n. person who is shamelessly
extravagant or wicked. [< L proﬂigatus
ruined] —profʹli·gate·ly, adv. —profʹligate·ness, n.
pro for·ma (prō fôrʹmә), Latin. for the
sake of form; only as a matter of form.
pro·found (prә foundʹ), adj. 1 very deep:
a profound sleep. 2 deeply felt; very great:
profound respect. 3 going far deeper than
what is easily understood: a profound
thinker. 4 low: a profound bow. [< OF
< L profundus < pro– away + fundus bottom] —pro·foundʹly, adv. —pro·funʹdity, pro·foundʹness, n.
pro·fuse (prә fūsʹ), adj. 1 very abundant:
profuse thanks. 2 spending or giving
freely; lavish; extravagant: profuse with
one’s money. [< L profusus poured forth
< pro– forth + fundere pour] —profuseʹly, adv. —pro·fuseʹness, n.
pro·fu·sion (prә fūʹzhәn), n. 1 great
abundance. 2 extravagance; lavishness.
—pro·fuʹsive, adj.
pro·gen·i·tor (prō jenʹә tәr), n. ancestor in the direct line; forefather. [< L,
< pro– forth + gignere beget] —progen´i·toʹri·al, adj. —pro·gen·i·torship´, n.
pro·gen·i·ture (prō jenʹә chәr), n. 1 a
begetting; birth. 2 ⫽progeny.
prog·e·ny (projʹә ni), n., pl. –nies. children; oﬀspring; descendants. [< OF < L
progenies. See progenitor.]
pro·ges·ter·one (prō jesʹtәr ōn), pro·gestin (–jesʹtin), n. a hormone, C21H30O2,
derived from a body which develops in
the ovary.
prog·no·sis (prog nōʹsis), n., pl. –ses
(–sēz). 1 forecast of the probable course
of a disease. 2 estimate of what will
probably happen. [< LL < Gk., ult.
< pro– before + gignoskein recognize]
—prog·nosʹtic, adj.
prog·nos·ti·cate (prog nosʹtә kāt), v., –cated, –cat·ing. predict from facts; forecast.
—prog·nos´ti·caʹtion , n. —prog·nosʹtica´tive , adj. —prog·nosʹti·ca´tor, n.
pro·gram (prōʹgram; –grәm), n., v.,
–grammed, –gram·ming. —n. 1 list of
items or events; list of performers, etc.:
the program ﬁlled four pages. 2 items
composing an entertainment: the entire
program was delightful. 3 plan of what
is to be done: a school program. 4 a set
of instructions fed into a computer.
—v. 1 arrange plans of operation for
(a computing mechanism, automation
system, group of workers, etc.). 2 put
(an item) on a program, as in a theatrical entertainment, plan of operation,
etc. [< LL < Gk. programma proclamation, ult. < pro– forth + graphein write]
—pro´gram·matʹic, adj.
prog·ress (n. progʹres, v. prә gresʹ), n.
1 advance; growth; development;
improvement: the progress of the arts
and sciences. 2 a moving forward; going
ahead: make rapid progress on a journey.

—v. 1 get better; advance; develop: we
progress in learning step by step. 2 move
forward; go ahead: the war had progressed some time. [< L progressus, ult.
< pro– forward + gradi walk]
pro·gres·sion (prә greshʹәn), n. 1 a moving forward; going ahead: a slow method
of progression. 2 succession of quantities in which there is always the same
relation between each quantity and the
one succeeding it. 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 are in
arithmetical progression. 2, 4, 8, 16
are in geometrical progression. —progresʹsion·al, adj.
pro·gres·sive (prә gresʹiv), adj. 1 making progress; advancing to something
better; improving: a progressive nation.
2 favoring progress; wanting improvement in government, etc. 3 moving forward; going ahead. 4 going from one
to the next. 5 in grammar, showing a
continuation of action: “is reading” is is
a progressive form of “read.” —n. person
who favors progress. —pro·gresʹsive·ly,
adv. —pro·gresʹsive·ness, n.
pro·hib·it (prō hibʹit), v. 1 forbid by law
or authority: picking ﬂowers in the park
is prohibited. 2 prevent. [< L prohibitus
< pro– away + habere keep] —pro·hibʹited, adj.
pro·hi·bi·tion (prō´ә bishʹәn), n. 1 act of
prohibiting or forbidding. 2 law or order
that prohibits. 3 law or laws against
making or selling alcoholic liquors.
—pro´hi·biʹtion·ist, n.
pro·hib·i·tive (prō hibʹә tiv), adj. prohibiting; preventing. —pro·hibʹi·tive·ly,
adv. —pro·hibʹi·tive·ness , n.
proj·ect (n. projʹekt; v. prә jektʹ), n. 1 a
plan; scheme. 2 an undertaking; enterprise. 3 Also, projects. group of apartment buildings, esp. public housing,
built and run as a unit. —v. 1 plan;
scheme. 2 stick out: the rocky point
projects far into the water. 3 throw or
cast forward: a cannon projects shot. 4
cause to fall on a surface: motion pictures
are projected on the screen, trees project
shadows on the grass. [< L projectus
< pro– forward + jacere to throw] —projectʹed, adj. —pro·jectʹing, adj.
pro·jec·tile (prә jekʹtәl), n. object that
can be thrown, hurled, or shot, such
as a stone or bullet. —adj. 1 capable of
being thrown, hurled, or shot. 2 forcing
forward; impelling.
pro·jec·tion (prә jekʹshәn), n. 1 part that
projects or sticks out. 2 a sticking out. 3
a throwing or casting forward: the projection of a cannon ball from a cannon.
4 the casting forward on a screen of an
image from a ﬁlm projector. 5 Fig. forecast of what is likely to happen on the
basis of what has happened before. 6 in
psychology, the attribution to someone
else one’s own thoughts, feelings, etc.
pro·jec·tor (prә jekʹtәr), n. apparatus for
projecting a picture on a screen.
pro·lac·tin (prō lacʹtin), n. a pituitary
hormone that causes the mammary

glands to produce milk. [< pro– + lac
milk + E –in]
pro·le·tar·i·an (prō´lә tãrʹi әn), adj. of or
belonging to the proletariat. —n. person
belonging to the proletariat. [< L proletarius furnishing the state only with
children < proles oﬀspring] —pro´letarʹi·an·ism, n.
pro·le·tar·i·at (prō´lә tãrʹi әt), n. class of
people that depend on daily work for a
living; laboring class.
pro-life (prōʹlīf´), adj. ⫽right-to-life.
pro·lif·er·ate (prō lifʹә rāt), v., –at·ed,
–at·ing. 1 grow or multiply parts, as in
budding or cellular division. 2 spread;
multiply: websites proliferate overnight, it
seems. —pro·lif´er·aʹtion, n.
pro·lif·ic (prә lifʹik), adj. 1 producing
offspring abundantly. 2 producing
much: a proliﬁc tree. [< Med.L, < L
proles oﬀspring + facere make] —prolifʹi·ca·cy, pro·lifʹic·ness, n. —pro·lifʹicly, adv.
pro·lix (prō liksʹ; prōʹliks), adj. using
too many words; too long; tedious.
[< L prolixus stretched out] —pro·lixʹity, pro·lixʹness, n. —pro·lixʹly, adv.
pro·logue, pro·log (prōʹlôg; –log), n. 1
speech or poem addressed to the audience by one of the actors at the beginning of a play. 2 introduction to a novel,
poem, or other literary work. 3 any
introductory act or event. [< L < Gk.
< pro– before + logos speech]
pro·long (prә lôngʹ; –longʹ), v. make
longer; extend. [< LL, < pro– forth +
longus long] —pro·longʹa·ble, adj.
—pro´long·aʹtion, pro·longʹment, n.
—pro·longedʹ, adj. —pro·longʹer, n.
prom (prom), n. formal. dance given by
a college or high-school class. [short for
promenade]
prom·e·nade (prom´ә nādʹ; –nädʹ), n.,
v., –nad·ed, –nad·ing. —n. 1 walk for
pleasure or display: the Easter promenade. 2 a public place for such a walk. 3
march of all the guests at the opening of
a formal dance. —v. 1 walk about or up
and down for pleasure or for display. 2
walk through. [< F, < promener take for
a walk] —prom´e·nadʹer, n.
pro·me·thi·um (prә mēʹthi әm), n. a
rare metallic element, Pm. Formerly,
illinium.
prom·i·nence (promʹә nәns), n. 1 quality
or fact of being prominent. 2 something
that juts out, esp. upward.
prom·i·nent (promʹә nәnt), adj. 1 wellknown; important: a prominent citizen.
2 easy to see: a single tree in a ﬁeld is
prominent. 3 standing out; projecting:
some insects have prominent eyes. [< L
prominens < pro– forward + men– jut]
—promʹi·nent·ly, adv.
pro·mis·cu·ous (prә misʹkyu̇ әs), adj. 1
mixed and in disorder: a promiscuous
heap of clothing. 2 making no distinctions; not discriminating: promiscuous
friendships. [< L promiscuus < phrase
pro miscus as common < miscere mix]
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—pro·misʹcu·ous·ly, adv. —pro·misʹcuous·ness, prom´is·cuʹi·ty, n.
prom·ise (promʹis), n., v., –ised, –is·ing.
—n. 1 words, said or written, binding
a person to do or not to do something.
2 indication of what may be expected:
the clouds give promise of rain. 3 indication of future excellence; something that
gives hope of success: a young scholar
who shows promise. —v. 1 make a promise of (something) to (a person, etc.). 2
give one’s word; make a promise. 3 give
indication or hope of; give ground for
expectation. [< L promissum, orig. neut.
pp., promised < pro– before + mittere
put] —promʹis·er, n.
Promised Land, 1 country promised by
God to Abraham and his descendants;
Canaan. Gen. 15:18; 17:1–8. 2 heaven.
3 Also, promised land. Fig. any place
thought of as wonderful.
prom·is·ing (promʹis ing), adj. likely to
turn out well; hopeful. —promʹis·ingly, adv.
prom·is·so·ry (promʹә sô´ri; –sō´–), adj.
containing a promise.
promissory note, a written promise to
pay a stated sum of money to a certain
person at a certain time.
prom·on·to·ry (promʹәn tô´ri; –tô´–),
n., pl. –ries. a high point of land extending from the coast into the water;
headland. [< Med.L promontorium, var.
of L promunturium] —prom´on·toʹri·al, adj.
pro·mote (prә mōtʹ), v., –mot·ed, –moting. 1 raise in rank, condition, or
importance: promoted to tenth grade,
be promoted from clerk to manager. 2
help to grow or develop; help to success: promote peace. 3 help to organize;
start: promote a new company. 4 further
the sale of (an article) by advertising.
[< L promotus < pro– forward + movere
to move] —pro·motʹa·ble, adj. —promotʹer, n. —pro·moʹtion, n. —pro·moʹtive, adj.
prompt (prompt), adj. 1 ready and willing; on time; quick: be prompt to obey.
2 done at once; made without delay:
prompt punishment. —v. 1 cause (someone) to do something: his curiosity
prompted him to ask questions. 2 give
rise to; suggest; inspire: a kind thought
prompted the gift. 3 remind (a learner,
speaker, actor) of the words or actions
needed. [< L promptus, orig. pp., brought
forth < pro– forward + emere orig.,
take. Doublet of pronto.] —promptʹer,
n. —promptʹly, adv. —promptʹness,
prompʹti·tude, n.
pro·mul·gate (prō mulʹgāt; promʹәl gāt),
v., –gat·ed, –gat·ing. 1 proclaim formally; announce oﬃcially: promulgate
the king’s decree. 2 spread far and wide:
promulgate knowledge. [< L, < pro– forth
+ unrecorded mulgare, intensive of
mulgere, orig., to press] —pro´mul·gaʹtion, n. —pro·mulʹga·tor, n.
pron., 1 pronoun. 2 pronunciation.

prone (prōn), adj. 1 inclined; liable: we
are prone to think evil of people we dislike. 2 lying face down. 3 lying ﬂat. [< L
pronus] —proneʹly, adv. —proneʹness,
n.
prong (prông; prong), n. one of the
pointed ends of a fork, antler, etc. [ME
prange] —pronged, adj.
prong·horn (prôngʹhôrn´; prongʹ–), n.,
pl. –horns or (esp. collectively) –horn.
animal like an antelope, found on the
plains of W North America.
pro·nom·i·nal (prō nomʹә nәl), adj. of
pronouns; having the nature of a pronoun. —pro·nomʹi·nal·ly, adv.
pro·noun (prōʹnoun), n. 1 one of the
parts of speech, comprising words used
to indicate without naming. 2 a word
that does this; word used instead of
a noun. Examples: I, we, you, he, it,
they, who, whose, which, this, mine,
whatever. [< F < L, < pro– in place of +
nomen noun]
pro·nounce (prә nounsʹ), v., –nounced,
–nounc·ing. 1 make the sounds of;
speak: pronounce your words clearly. 2
give an opinion or decision: only an
expert should pronounce on this case.
3 declare (a person or thing) to be:
the doctor pronounced her cured. 4
declare formally or solemnly: the judge
pronounced sentence on the criminal.
[< OF < L, ult. < pro– forth + nuntius
announcement] —pro·nounceʹa·ble,
adj. —pro·nouncʹer, n.
pro·nounced (prә nounstʹ), adj. strongly
marked; decided. —pro·nouncʹed·ly,
adv.
pro·nounce·ment (prә nounsʹmәnt), n. 1
a formal statement. 2 opinion; decision.
pro·nun·ci·a·tion (prә nun´si āʹshәn), n.
1 way of pronouncing: this book gives
the pronunciation of each main word. 2
a pronouncing.
proof (prüf), n. 1 way or means of showing beyond doubt the truth of something: Have you proof of what you say?
2 establishment of the truth of anything.
3 act of testing; trial. 4 condition of having been tested and approved. —adj. of
tested value against something: proof
against being taken by surprise. [< OF
prueve < LL proba < L probare prove.
Doublet of probe.] —proofʹless, adj.
–proof, suﬃx. protected against; safe
from, as in ﬁreproof, stainproof.
proof·read (prüfʹrēd´), v., –read (–red´),
–read·ing. read and mark errors to be
corrected. —proofʹread´er, n.
prop (prop), v., propped, prop·ping, n.
—v. 1 hold up by placing a support
under or against. 2 support; sustain. —n.
thing or person used to support another.
[cf. MDu. proppe] —propʹless, adj.
prop·a·gan·da (prop´ә ganʹdә), n. 1 systematic eﬀorts to spread opinions or
beliefs. 2 opinions or beliefs thus spread.
[< NL congregatio de propaganda ﬁde
congregation concerning propagating the faith] —prop´a·ganʹdism, n.

—prop´a·ganʹdist, n. —prop´a·gandisʹtic, adj.
prop·a·gan·dize (prop´ә ganʹdīz), v.,
–dized, –diz·ing. 1 propagate or spread
(doctrines, etc.) by propaganda. 2 carry
on propaganda.
prop·a·gate (propʹә gāt), v., –gat·ed, –gating. 1 produce oﬀspring. 2 increase in
number: trees propagate themselves by
seeds. 3 spread (news, knowledge, etc.):
propagate the principles of science. 4
pass on; send further: sound is propagated by vibrations. [< L propagatus]
—propʹa·ga·ble, adj. —prop´a·ga·bilʹity, n. —prop´a·gaʹtion, n. —propʹa·ga´tive, adj. —propʹa·ga´tor, n.
pro·pane (prōʹpān), n. colorless, ﬂammable gas, used as a fuel, refrigerant,
or solvent.
pro·pel (prә pelʹ), v., –pelled, –pel·ling.
drive forward; force ahead: propel a boat
by oars. [< L, < pro– forward + pellere to
push] —pro·pelʹla·ble, adj.
pro·pel·lant (prә pelʹәnt), n. something
that propels, esp. the fuel of a missile
or rocket.
pro·pel·lent (prә pelʹәnt), adj. propelling.
—n. one that propels.
pro·pel·ler (prә pelʹәr), n. 1 device consisting of a revolving hub with blades,
for propelling boats, airplanes, etc. 2 one
that propels.
pro·pen·si·ty (prә penʹsә ti), n., pl. –ties.
a natural inclination or bent. [< L propensus inclined < pro– forward + pendere hang]
prop·er (propʹәr), adj. 1 correct; right;
ﬁtting: night is the proper time to sleep,
and bed the proper place. 2 according
to recognized usage: use a word in its
proper sense. 3 strictly so called; in the
strict sense of the word: no shellﬁsh
are ﬁshes proper. 4 decent; respectable:
proper conduct. 5 belonging exclusively
or distinctively: qualities proper to a substance. [< OF < L proprius] —propʹer·ly,
adv. —propʹer·ness, n.
proper fraction, a fraction less than 1, as
2 1 3
⁄8, ⁄8, ⁄4, and 199⁄200.
proper noun, noun naming a particular
person or thing, as John or Chicago.
prop·er·ty (propʹәr ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
thing or things owned; possession or
possessions. 2 piece of land or real
estate. 3 quality or power belonging
specially to something: soap has the
property of removing dirt.
properties, furniture, weapons, etc.
(everything except scenery and clothes),
used in staging a play. [< OF propriete
< L, < proprius one’s own] —propʹertied, adj.
property tax, tax on real estate and personal property.
pro·phase (prōʹfāz), n. ﬁrst stage of both
mitosis and meiosis. [< pro– + phase]
proph·e·cy (profʹә si), n., pl. –cies. 1 a
foretelling of future events. 2 thing told
about the future. [< OF < L < Gk.,
< prophetes prophet]
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proph·e·sy (profʹә sī), v., –sied, –sy·ing.
1 tell what will happen; foretell; predict.
2 speak when or as if divinely inspired.
—prophʹe·si´er, n.
proph·et (profʹit), n. 1 person who tells
what will happen. 2 person who preaches
what he thinks has been revealed to
him. 3 the Prophets, books of the Old
Testament written by prophets. [< L
< Gk. prophetes, ult. < pro– before + phanai speak] —prophʹet·hood, prophʹetship, n.
proph·et·ess (profʹit is), n. a woman
prophet.
pro·phet·ic (prә fetʹik), pro·phet·i·cal
(–ә kәl), adj. 1 belonging to a prophet;
such as a prophet has: prophetic power. 2
containing prophecy: a prophetic saying.
3 giving warning of what is to happen;
foretelling. —pro·phetʹi·cal·ly, adv.
pro·phy·lac·tic (prō´fә lakʹtik; prof´ә–),
adj. protecting from disease. —n. medicine or treatment that protects against
disease. [< Gk. prophylaktikos, ult. < probefore + phylassein to guard] —pro´phylacʹti·cal·ly, adv.
pro·phy·lax·is (prō´fә lakʹsis; prof´ә–),
n. 1 protection from disease. 2 treatment to prevent disease. [< NL, < Gk.
pro– before + phylaxis protection]
pro·pi·ti·ate (prә pishʹi āt), v., –at·ed, –ating. prevent or reduce the anger of; win
the favor of; appease or conciliate. [< L,
ult. < propitius propitious] —pro·pi´tiaʹtion, n. —pro·piʹti·a´tor, n. —propiʹti·a·to´ry, pro·piʹti·a´tive, adj.
pro·pi·tious (prә pishʹәs), adj. 1 favorable:
propitious weather for our trip. 2 favorably inclined; gracious. [< L propitius,
orig., falling forward < pro– forward +
petere go toward] —pro·piʹtious·ly, adv.
—pro·piʹtious·ness, n.
pro·po·nent (prә pōʹnәnt), n. 1 person
who makes a proposal or proposition. 2
favorer; supporter.
pro·por·tion (prә pôrʹshәn; –pōrʹ–),
n. 1 relation in size, number, amount,
or degree of one thing compared to
another: each man’s pay will be in proportion to his work. 2 a proper relation
between parts: his short legs were not
in proportion to his long body. 3 part;
share: a large proportion of Nevada is
desert. 4 an equality of ratios. 4 is to
2 as 10 is to 5 is a proportion. —v. ﬁt
(one thing to another) so that they go
together: the designs in that rug are well
proportioned.
proportions, a size; extent. b dimensions. [< L, < phrase pro portione in
relation to the part] —pro·porʹtion·able, adj. —pro·porʹtioned, adj. —proporʹtion·less, adj.
pro·por·tion·al (prә pôrʹshәn әl; –pôrshʹnәl; –pōrʹ–), adj. in the proper proportion; corresponding: the increase in price
is proportional to the improvement in the
car. —n. one of the terms of a proportion in mathematics. —pro·por´tionalʹi·ty, n. —pro·porʹtion·al·ly, adv.

pro·por·tion·ate (prә pôrʹshәn it; –pôrshʹnit; –pōrʹ–), adj. in the proper proportion; proportioned; proportional. —proporʹtion·ate·ly, adv.
pro·pos·al (prә pōzʹәl), n. 1 what is proposed; plan; suggestion. 2 oﬀer of marriage.
pro·pose (prә pōzʹ), v., –posed, –pos·ing.
1 put forward for consideration, discussion, acceptance, etc.; suggest. 2 present (the name of someone) for oﬃce,
membership, etc. 3 intend; plan. 4 make
an oﬀer of marriage. [< F, < pro– forth
(< L) + poser pose] —pro·posʹa·ble, adj.
—pro·posedʹ, adj. —pro·posʹer, n.
prop·o·si·tion (prop´ә zishʹәn), n. 1 what
is oﬀered to be considered; proposal.
2 statement. 3 statement that is to be
proved true. 4 problem to be solved.
—prop´o·siʹtion·al, adj. —prop´o·siʹtion·al·ly, adv.
pro·pound (prә poundʹ), v. put forward;
propose: propound a theory. [earlier propone < L, < pro– before + ponere set]
—pro·poundʹer, n.
pro·pri·e·tar·y (prә prīʹә ter´i), adj., n.,
pl. –tar·ies. —adj. 1 belonging to a proprietor: proprietary rights. 2 holding
property: the proprietary class. 3 owned
by a private person or company: a proprietary medicine. —n. owner or group
of owners.
pro·pri·e·tor (prә prīʹә tәr), n. owner.
[alter. of proprietary < LL, < L proprietas
property, ownership < proprius one’s
own] —pro·pri´e·toʹri·al, adj. —propri´e·toʹri·al·ly, adv. —pro·priʹe·torship´, n. —pro·priʹe·to´ry, adj.
pro·pri·e·tress (prә prīʹә tris), n. a woman
owner or manager.
pro·pri·e·ty (prә prīʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
quality of being proper; ﬁtness. 2 proper
behavior. [< L, < proprius proper]
props (props), n.pl., ⫽properties (items
used in staging a play).
pro·pul·sion (prә pulʹshәn), n. 1 a driving forward or onward. 2 a propelling
force or impulse. —pro·pulʹsive, propulʹso·ry adj.
pro ra·ta (prō rāʹtә; räʹtә), in proportion.
[< L pro rata (parte) according to the
portion ﬁgured (for each)]
pro·rate (prō rātʹ; prōʹrāt´), v., –rat·ed,
–rat·ing. distribute or assess proportionally. [< pro rata] —pro·ratʹa·ble,
adj.
pro·sa·ic (prō zāʹik), adj. like prose; matter-of-fact; ordinary; not exciting. —prosaʹi·cal·ly, adv. —pro·saʹic·ness, n.
pro·sce·ni·um (prō sēʹni әm), n., pl. –nia (–ni ә). part of the stage in front of the
curtain. [< L < Gk., < pro– in front of +
skene stage, orig., tent]
pro·sciut·to (prō shüʹtō), n., pl. –ti
(–tē), –tos. air-cured ham that is spiced,
served in very thin slices, often with
melon. [< It.]
pro·scribe (prō skrībʹ), v., –scribed,
–scrib·ing. 1 prohibit as wrong or dangerous; condemn. 2 put outside of the

protection of the law; outlaw. 3 forbid to
come into a certain place; banish. [< L,
< pro– openly, publicly + scribere write]
—pro·scribʹer, n. —pro·scripʹtion, n.
—pro·scripʹtive, adj. —pro·scripʹtively, adv. —pro·scripʹtive·ness, n.
prose (prōz), n., adj., v., prosed, prosing. —n. 1 the ordinary form of spoken
or written language; plain language not
arranged in verses. 2 dull, ordinary talk.
—adj. 1 of or in prose. 2 lacking imagination; matter-of-fact; commonplace.
—v. talk or write in a dull, commonplace way. [< F < L prosa (oratio) straight
(speech), ult. < pro– forward + vertere to
turn] —proʹsa·ist, prosʹer, n.
pros·e·cute (prosʹә kūt), v., –cut·ed, –cuting. 1 bring before a court of law: reckless drivers will be prosecuted. 2 carry
out; follow up: he prosecuted an inquiry
into reasons for the company’s failure.
3 carry on (a business or occupation).
[< L prosecutus pursued < pro– forth
+ sequi follow] —prosʹe·cut´a·ble, adj.
—prosʹe·cu´tor, n. —prosʹe·cu´torship, n.
prosecuting attorney, ⫽district attorney.
pros·e·cu·tion (pros´ә kūʹshәn), n. 1 the
carrying on of a lawsuit. 2 side that
starts action against another in a law
court. 3 a carrying out; following up.
pros·e·lyte (prosʹә līt), n., v., –lyt·ed, –lyting. —n. person who has been converted from one opinion, religious
belief, etc., to another. —v. convert from
one opinion, religious belief, etc., to
another. [< L < Gk. proselytos, orig., one
from another land] —prosʹe·lyt´er, n.
—prosʹe·lyt´ism, n.
pros·e·lyt·ize (prosʹә līt īz´; –lә tīz´), v.,
–ized, –iz·ing. make converts. —pros´elyt´i·zaʹtion, n. —prosʹe·lyt·iz´er, n.
pros·o·dy (prosʹә di), n. science of poetic
meters and versiﬁcation. [< L < Gk., all
the features (accent, modulation, etc.)
that characterize speech < pros in addition to + oide song, poem] —pro·sodʹic,
pro·sodʹi·cal, adj. —pro·sodʹi·cal·ly,
adv. —prosʹo·dist, n.
pros·pect (prosʹpekt), n. 1 thing expected
or looked forward to. 2 act of looking
forward; expectation: the prospect of a
vacation is pleasant. 3 Also, prospects.
outlook for the future. 4 person who
may become a customer, candidate, etc.
5 view; scene: the prospect from the
mountain. —v. search: prospect for gold.
in prospect, expected; looked forward
to. [< L, ult. < pro– forward + specere to
look] —prosʹpect·less, n.
pro·spec·tive (prә spekʹtiv), adj. probable; expected. —pro·specʹtive·ly, adv.
—pro·specʹtive·ness, n.
pros·pec·tor (prosʹpek tәr; prә spekʹ–), n.
one who explores or examines a region
for gold, silver, oil, etc.
pro·spec·tus (prә spekʹtәs), n. a statement describing and advertising something, esp. to attract buyers or investors.
[< L, prospect]
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pros·per (prosʹpәr), v. 1 be successful;
have good fortune; ﬂourish. 2 make
successful. [< OF < L, < prosperus prosperous] —prosʹper·er, n. —prosʹpering·ly, adv.
pros·per·i·ty (pros perʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
prosperous condition; good fortune;
success.
pros·per·ous (prosʹpәr әs), adj. 1 successful; thriving; doing well; fortunate.
2 favorable; helpful. [< L prosperus]
—prosʹper·ous·ly, adv. —prosʹper·ousness, n.
pros·tate (prosʹtāt), or prostate gland, n.
a gland surrounding the male urethra
in front of the bladder. [< Med.L <
Gk. prostates one standing in front. ult.
< pro- before + stenai to stand] —prostatʹic, adj.
pros·ti·tute (prosʹtә tüt; –tūt), n., v., –tuted, –tut·ing. —n. 1 a woman who has
sexual relations for hire with men. b
person who engages in sexual acts for
money. 2 Fig. person who does base
things for money or gain. —v. 1 put to
an unworthy or base use. 2 submit to
providing sex for gain or hire. [< L prostitutus < pro– publicly + statuere cause
to stand] —pros´ti·tuʹtion, n. —prosʹtitu´tor, n.
pros·trate (prosʹtrāt), v., –trat·ed, –trating, adj. —v. 1 lay down ﬂat; cast down:
the captives prostrated themselves before
the conqueror. 2 Fig. make very weak
or helpless; exhaust: sickness often prostrates people. —adj. 1 lying ﬂat with face
downward. 2 lying ﬂat. 3 Fig. overcome;
helpless: a prostrate enemy. [< L prostratus < pro– forth + sternere strew]
—pros·traʹtion, n.
pros·y (prōzʹi), adj., pros·i·er, pros·i·est.
like prose; commonplace; dull; tiresome.
—prosʹi·ly, adv. —prosʹi·ness, n.
prot·ac·tin·i·um (prōt´ak tinʹi әm), n. a
very rare radioactive metallic element, Pa.
pro·tag·o·nist (prō tagʹә nist), n. 1 the
main character in a play, story, or novel.
2 any person who has a central role. [<
Gk., ult. < protos ﬁrst + agon contest]
pro·te·an (prōʹti әn; prō tēʹәn), adj. readily assuming diﬀerent forms or characters; exceedingly variable. [< Proteus]
pro·te·ase (prōʹtē ās), n., any of various
enzymes, such as pepsin, that break
down proteins into simpler compounds.
pro·tect (prә tektʹ), v. 1 shield from harm
or danger; shelter; defend; guard. 2
guard (home industry) against foreign
goods by taxing any which are brought
into the country. [< L protectus < pro– in
front + tegere to cover] —pro·tectʹing,
adj. —pro·tectʹing·ly, adv. —pro·tectʹing·ness, n. —pro·tecʹtor, n. —pro·tecʹtor·ship, n.
pro·tec·tion (prә tekʹshәn), n. 1 act of
protecting; condition of being kept from
harm; defense: we have the police for
our protection. 2 thing or person that
prevents damage: an apron is a protec-

tion when doing dirty work. 3 system of
taxing foreign goods to make them less
competitive than domestically produced
goods; the opposite of free trade. 4 payment to gangsters as protection from
harrassment or violence by them or
their associates. —pro·tecʹtion·ism, n.
—pro·tecʹtion·ist, n.
pro·tec·tive (prә tekʹtiv), adj. 1 being a
defense; protecting: the hard protective
covering of a turtle. 2 preventing injury
to those around: a protective device on
a machine. 3 discouraging importation
of foreign goods by putting a high tax
or duty on them. —pro·tecʹtive·ly, adv.
—pro·tecʹtive·ness, n.
pro·tec·tor·ate (prә tekʹtәr it), n. a weak
country under the protection and partial control of a strong country.
pro·té·gé (prōʹtә zhā), n. person under
the protection or kindly care of another.
[< F, pp. of protéger < L protegere protect]
pro·tein (prōʹtēn; –tē in), n. a complex
compound containing nitrogen that is
a necessary part of the cells of animals
and plants. —adj. of or containing protein. [< G, < Gk. proteios of the ﬁrst
quality]
pro tem., pro tempore.
pro tem·po·re (prō temʹpә rē), Latin. for
the time being; temporarily.
pro·test (n. prōʹtest; v. prә testʹ), n. 1
statement that denies or objects strongly:
yield after protest. 2 a solemn declaration: a protest of innocence. 3 public
demonstration against something esp.
a government action or position. —v.
1 make objections; object to: protest a
decision. 2 declare solemnly; assert: the
accused man protested his innocence.
under protest, unwillingly; with objection. [< OF < L, ult. < pro– forth + testis
witness] —pro·testʹer, n. —pro·testʹingly, adv.
Prot·es·tant (protʹis tәnt), n. 1 a member
of any of certain Christian churches
which ultimately have split oﬀ from the
Roman Catholic Church since the sixteenth century. Baptists, Presbyterians,
Methodists, Quakers, and many others
are Protestants. 2 protestant, person
who protests.
Protestant Episcopal Church, a Protestant church in the U.S. that has about
the same principles and beliefs as the
Church of England.
Prot·es·tant·ism (protʹis tәnt iz´әm), n.
1 the religion of Protestants. 2 their
principles and beliefs. 3 Protestants or
Protestant churches as a group.
prot·es·ta·tion (prot´is tāʹshәn), n. 1 a
solemn declaration; protesting. 2 a formal dissent or disapproval; protest.
pro·to·col (prōʹtә kol; –kôl), n. 1 a ﬁrst
draft or record from which a document,
esp. a treaty, is prepared. 2 rules of etiquette of the diplomatic corps. [< OF
< Med.L < Gk. protokollon a ﬁrst leaf (with
date and contents) glued onto a papyrus

roll < protos ﬁrst + kolla glue] —pro´tocolʹic, adj.
pro·ton (prōʹton), n. a tiny particle
smaller than an atom carrying one unit
of positive electricity. All atoms are built
up of electrons and protons. [< Gk.,
neut. adj., ﬁrst]
pro·to·plasm (prōʹtә plaz әm), n. living
matter; the substance that is the physical
basis of life; the living substance of all
plant and animal cells. [< G, < Gk. protos
ﬁrst + plasma something molded < plassein mold] —pro´to·plasʹmic, adj.
pro·to·type (prōʹtә tīp), n. the ﬁrst or
primary type of anything; the original
or model: a modern ship has its prototype in the hollowed log of early people.
—proʹto·typ´al, pro´to·typʹic, pro´totypʹi·cal, adj.
Pro·to·zo·a (prō´tә zōʹә), n.pl. phylum or
subkingdom of protozoans. [< NL, pl.,
< Gk. protos ﬁrst + zoion animal]
pro·to·zo·an (prō´tә zōʹәn), n. animal
that consists of a single cell. —adj.
belonging or pertaining to the singlecelled animals. —pro´to·zoʹal, pro´tozoʹic, adj.
pro·tract (prō traktʹ), v. 1 draw out;
lengthen in time: protract a visit. 2 slide
out; thrust out; extend. 3 draw by means
of a scale and protractor. [< L protractus
< pro– forward + trahere drag] —protractʹed, adj. —pro·tractʹed·ly, adv.
—pro·tractʹed·ness, n. —pro·tractʹible, adj. —pro·tracʹtion, n. —pro·tracʹtive, adj.
pro·trac·tile (prō trakʹtәl), adj. capable
of being lengthened out, or of being
thrust forth.
pro·trac·tor (prō trakʹtәr), n. instrument
for drawing or measuring angles.
pro·trude (prō trüdʹ), v., –trud·ed, –truding. 1 thrust forth; stick out: the saucy
child protruded her tongue. 2 be thrust
forth; project: her teeth protrude too far.
[< L, pro– forward + trudere to thrust]
—pro·truʹsion, n. —pro·truʹsive, protrudʹent, adj. —pro·truʹsive·ly, adv.
—pro·truʹsive·ness, n.
pro·tu·ber·ance (prō tüʹbәr әns; –tūʹ–),
pro·tu·ber·an·cy (–әn si) n., pl. –ances; –cies. 1 protuberant quality or condition. 2 part that sticks out; bulge;
swelling.
pro·tu·ber·ant (prō tüʹbәr әnt; –tūʹ–),
adj. bulging out; sticking out; prominent. [< LL protuberans bulging, ult.
< pro– forward + tuber lump] —protu´ber·anʹtial, adj. —pro·tuʹber·antly, adv.
proud (proud), adj. 1 thinking well of
oneself. 2 feeling or showing pleasure or
satisfaction: proud to call him a friend.
3 having a sense of what is due oneself,
one’s position, or character: too proud
to ﬁght. 4 thinking too well of oneself; haughty; arrogant. 5 highly honorable, creditable, or gratifying: a proud
moment. 6 majestic; magniﬁcent: proud
cities.

prune
proud of, thinking well of; being well
satisﬁed with. [< OF prod, prud valiant
< LL prode of use < L prōdesse be useful]
—proudʹly, adv. —proudʹness, n.
Prov., 1 Provençal. 2 Proverbs.
prov., provincialism.
prove (prüv), v., proved, proved or proven, prov·ing. 1 establish as true; make
certain. 2 be found to be: this book
proved interesting. 3 try out; test; subject
to some testing process: prove a new
gun. [< OF < L probare < probus worthy]
—provʹa·ble, adj. —provʹa·ble·ness, n.
—provʹa·bly, adv. —provʹer, n.
prov·e·nance (provʹә nәns), n. origin, as
the history of a painting or source of an
object. [< F < MF provenir come forth,
originate < L prōvidēre come forth,
originate]
Pro·ven·çal (prōʹvәn sälʹ; prov´әn–), n.
1 native or inhabitant of Provence. 2
language of Provence.
prov·en·der (provʹәn dәr), n. dry food for
animals, such as hay or corn. [< OF < L
praebenda. See prebend.]
prov·erb (provʹėrb), n. 1 a short wise
saying used for a long time by many
people. 2 Fig. a well-known example: he
is a proverb of wastefulness. 3 Proverbs,
book of the Old Testament made up of
sayings of the wise men of Israel, including Solomon.
pro·ver·bi·al (prә vėrʹbi әl), adj. 1 of
proverbs; expressed in a proverb; like
a proverb: proverbial wisdom. 2 that
has become a proverb: the proverbial
stitch in time. 3 well-known: the proverbial loyalty of dogs. —pro·verʹbi·ally, adv.
pro·vide (prә vīdʹ), v., –vid·ed, –vid·ing.
1 supply; furnish: sheep provide us with
wool. 2 take care for the future: provide
for old age. 3 state as a condition beforehand: the rules provide that dues must
be paid monthly. 4 get ready; prepare
beforehand. [< L, < pro– ahead + videre
see. Doublet of purvey.] —pro·vidʹable, adj. —pro·vidʹer, n.
pro·vid·ed (prә vīdʹid), conj. on the condition that; if: she will go provided her
friends can go also.
prov·i·dence (provʹә dәns), n. 1 God’s
care and help. 2 care for the future; good
management.
Providence, God.
Prov·i·dence (provʹә dәns), n. capital of
Rhode Island, in the NE part.
prov·i·dent (provʹә dәnt), adj. 1 having or showing foresight: provident
people lay aside money for their families. 2 economical; frugal. [< L providens. See provide.] —provʹi·dently, adv.
prov·i·den·tial (prov´ә denʹshәl), adj. 1
of or proceeding from divine power
or inﬂuence. 2 fortunate. —prov´i·denʹtial·ly, adv.
pro·vid·ing (prә vīdʹing), conj. on the
condition that: I shall go providing it
doesn’t rain.

prov·ince (provʹins), n. 1 one of the
main divisions of a country. Canada is
made up of provinces instead of states.
2 proper work or activity. 3 an ancient
Roman territory outside Italy, ruled by a
Roman governor.
the provinces, part of a country outside
the capital or the largest cities. [< F < L
provincia]
pro·vin·cial (prә vinʹshәl), adj. 1 of a
province. 2 belonging or peculiar to
some particular province or provinces
rather than to the whole country;
local: provincial English. 3 lacking reﬁnement or polish; narrow: a provincial
point of view. —n. 1 person born or
living in a province. 2 a provincial person. —pro·vin´ci·alʹi·ty, n. —pro·vinʹcial·ly, adv.
pro·vin·cial·ism (prә vinʹshәl iz әm), n.
1 provincial manners, habit of thought,
etc. 2 narrow-mindedness. 3 word,
expression, or way of pronunciation
peculiar to a district of a country.
pro·vi·sion (prә vizhʹәn), n. 1 statement making a condition: a provision
of the lease is that the rent must be paid
promptly. 2 a taking care for the future:
make provision for a child’s welfare. 3
care taken for the future; arrangement
made beforehand: there is a provision for
making the building larger if necessary. 4
that which is made ready; supply; stock.
—v. supply with provisions.
provisions, supply of food and drinks.
—pro·viʹsion·er, n.
pro·vi·sion·al (prә vizhʹәn әl), adj. for the
time being; temporary: a provisional
agreement, a provisional governor. —proviʹsion·al·ly, adv.
pro·vi·so (prә vīʹzō), n., pl. –sos, –soes.
sentence or part of a sentence in a contract, or other agreement, that states a
condition; condition: Tom was promoted
with the proviso that he was to be put
back if he failed any subject. [< L, it being
provided. < providere provide]
pro·vi·so·ry (prә vīʹzә ri), adj. 1 containing a proviso; conditional. 2 provisional.
—pro·viʹso·ri·ly, adv.
prov·o·ca·tion (prov´ә kāʹshәn), n. 1 act
of provoking. 2 something that stirs
one up; cause of anger: angry without
provocation.
pro·voc·a·tive (prә vokʹә tiv), adj. 1 irritating; vexing. 2 tending or serving
to call forth action, thought, laughter, anger, etc.: a remark provocative of
mirth. —n. something that rouses or
irritates. —pro·vocʹa·tive·ly, adv. —provocʹa·tive·ness , n.
pro·voc·a·teur (prô vô kȧ tœrʹ), person
who provokes trouble or incites violence, esp. one secretly hired or ordered
to do this. [< F (agent) provocateur]
pro·voke (prә vōkʹ), v., –voked, –voking. 1 make angry; vex. 2 stir up; excite:
an insult provokes a person to anger. 3
bring about; start into action; cause.
[< L, < pro– forth + vocare to call] —pro-
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vokʹer, n. —pro·vokʹing, adj. —provokʹing·ly, adv.
prov·ost (provʹәst), n. 1 person appointed
to superintend or preside, such as the
head of certain colleges or churches. 2
the chief magistrate in a Scottish town.
[< Med.L propositus for praepositus,
orig. pp. < prae– at the head of + ponere
to place] —provʹost·ship, n.
pro·vost marshal (prōʹvō), 1 in the army,
an oﬃcer acting as head of police in a
camp or district. 2 in the navy, an oﬃcer
charged with the safekeeping of prisoners until their trial by court-martial.
prow (prou), n. 1 the pointed front part
of a ship or boat; bow. 2 something like
it. [< F < Ital. < L < Gk. proira]
prow·ess (prouʹis), n. 1 bravery; daring. 2
brave or daring acts. 3 unusual skill or
ability. [< OF proece < prod valiant. See
proud.] —prowʹess·ful, adj.
prowl (proul), v. 1 go about slowly and
secretly hunting for something to eat or
steal: many wild animals prowl at night.
2 wander. —n. act of prowling.
on the prowl, out looking or hunting; prowling about. [ME prolle(n)]
—prowlʹer, n. —prowlʹing·ly, adv.
prox·i·mal (prokʹsә mәl), adj. situated
toward the point of origin or attachment. [< L proximus nearest] —proxʹimal·ly, adv.
prox·i·mate (prokʹsә mit), adj. 1 next;
nearest. 2 approximate. [< LL proximatus approached < proximus nearest]
—proxʹi·mate·ly, adv. —proxʹi·mateness, n.
prox·im·i·ty (proks imʹә ti), n. nearness:
she and her cat enjoy the proximity of the
ﬁre. [< L, < proximus nearest]
prox·y (prokʹsi), n., pl. prox·ies. 1 action
of a deputy or substitute. 2 agent; deputy; substitute. 3 a writing authorizing a
proxy to act or vote for a person. 4 vote
so given. [ME prokecye, alter. of procuracy the oﬃce of proctor. See procure.]
prs., pairs.
prude (prüd), n. person who is too proper
or too modest about sex; person who
puts on extremely proper or modest airs.
[< F, ult. < OF prod worthy. See prowess.] —prudʹish, adj. —prudʹish·ly, adv.
—prudʹish·ness, n.
pru·dence (prüʹdәns), n. 1 wise thought
before acting; good judgment. 2 good
management; economy.
pru·dent (prüʹdәnt), adj. planning carefully ahead of time; sensible; discreet:
a prudent man saves part of his wages.
[< L prudens, var. of providens provident] —pruʹdent·ly, adv.
pru·den·tial (prü denʹshәl), adj. of,
marked by, or showing prudence. —prudenʹtial·ly, adv.
prud·er·y (prüdʹәr i), n., pl. –er·ies. 1
extreme modesty or propriety, esp.
when not genuine. 2 a prudish act or
remark.
prune1 (prün), n. 1 kind of dried sweet
plum. 2 Fig. an unpleasant, sour person.
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[< F < L < Gk. proumnon. Doublet of
plum.]
prune2 (prün), v., pruned, prun·ing. 1
Fig. cut out useless or undesirable parts
from: prune a story to its essentials. 2
cut superﬂuous or undesirable twigs or
branches from (a bush, tree, etc.). [< OF
proognier] —prunʹer, n.
pruning hook, implement with a hooked
blade, used for pruning vines, etc.
pru·ri·ent (pru̇rʹi әnt), adj. having lustful thoughts or wishes. [< L pruriens
itching, being wanton] —pruʹri·ence,
pruʹri·en·cy, n. —pruʹri·ent·ly, adv.
Prussian blue, a deep-blue pigment,
essentially a cyanogen compound of
iron.
prus·sic acid (prusʹik), hydrocyanic acid.
pry1 (prī), v., pried, pry·ing, n., pl. pries.
—v. look with curiosity; peep: she is
always prying into other people’s aﬀairs.
—n. an inquisitive person. [ME prie(n)]
—pryʹing·ly, adv.
pry2 (prī), v., pried, pry·ing, n., pl. pries.
—v. 1 raise or move by force. 2 get with
much eﬀort: I pried the secret out of him.
[< n.] —n. lever for prying. [< prize a
lever, taken as a pl.]
Ps., Psalm; Psalms.
P.S., 1 postscript. 2 Public School.
psalm (säm), n. a sacred song or poem.
—v. celebrate or praise in psalms.
Psalm, any of the 150 sacred songs or
hymns that together form a book of the
Old Testament. [< LL < Gk. psalmos]
Psalms (sämz), n.pl. book of the Old Testament consisting of 150 psalms.
Psal·ter (sôlʹtәr), n. 1 the Book of Psalms.
2 Sometimes, psalter. a prayer book
containing the Psalms for liturgical or
devotional use. [< L < Gk. psalterion,
orig., stringed instrument < psallein
pluck]
pseu·do (süʹdō), adj. 1 false; sham; pretended. 2 having only the appearance of.
[< Gk. pseudes false]
pseu·do·sci·ence (sü´dō sīʹәns), n. false
or fake science: the theory is based on
pseudoscience. —pseu´do·sci´en·tif·ic,
adj. —pseu´do·sciʹen·tist , n.
pseu·do·nym (süʹdә nim), n. name used
by an author instead of his or her real
name. [< Gk. pseudonymon < pseudes
false + dial. onyma name]
pshaw (shô), interj., n. exclamation
expressing impatience, contempt, etc.
psi (sī; psē), n. the 23rd letter of the Greek
alphabet (Ψ, ψ).
psi or p.s.i., pounds per square inch.
psit·ta·co·sis (sit´ә kōʹsis), n. a contagious
disease of parrots and other birds, communicable to people; parrot fever. [< NL,
< Gk. psittakos parrot]
pso·ri·a·sis (sә rīʹә sis), n. a chronic skin
disease characterized by dry, scaling
patches. [< NL < Gk., ult. < psora itch]
PST, P.S.T., or p.s.t., Paciﬁc Standard
Time.
psych (sīk), n. Informal. psychology. —v.
1 use psychology on: psych an opponent,

psych out their strategy. 2 create excitement; stimulate: psych up for the game.
[< psychology]
psy·che (sīʹkē), n. 1 the human soul or
spirit. 2 the mind.
psy·che·del·ic (sī´kә delʹik), adj. 1 producing hallucinations along with a feeling of heightened awareness, expanded
consciousness, liberated creativity, etc. 2
brightly colored, wildly patterned, suggesting a hallucinogenic state. —n. 1
drug that produces such sensations. 2
person who uses such a drug.
psy·chi·a·try (sī kīʹә tri; si–), n. study
and treatment of mental diseases.
[< psycho– + Gk. iatreia cure] —psy´chi·atʹric, adj. —psy´chi·atʹri·cal·ly, adv.
—psy·chiʹa·trist, n.
psy·chic (sīʹkik), adj. Also, psyʹchi·cal. 1
of the soul or mind; mental. 2 supernatural. 3 especially susceptible to psychic inﬂuences. —n. medium (def. 5).
[< Gk., < psyche soul, mind] —psyʹchical·ly, adv.
psy·cho (sīʹkō), n., pl. –chos. Informal. a
psychopathic person. —adj. Informal.
psychopathic.
psycho–, psych–, combining form. mind,
as in psychoanalysis. [< Gk. psyche soul,
mind]
psy·cho·a·nal·y·sis (sī´kō ә nalʹә sis), n.
1 the minute examination of a mind to
discover the underlying mental causes
producing certain mental and nervous
disorders. 2 analysis of mind or personality. —psy´cho·anʹa·lyst, n. —psy´choan´a·lytʹic, psy´cho·an´a·lytʹi·cal, adj.
—psy´cho·an´a·lytʹi·cal·ly, adv.
psy·cho·an·a·lyze (sī´kō anʹә līz), v.,
–lyzed, –lyz·ing. examine by psychoanalysis. —psy´cho·anʹa·lyz´er, n.
psychological warfare, systematic eﬀorts
to aﬀect morale, loyalty, etc., esp. of large
national groups.
psy·chol·o·gy (sī kolʹә ji), n., pl. –gies. 1
the science of mind. Psychology tries
to explain why people act, think, and
feel as they do. 2 the mental states
and processes of a person or persons;
mental nature and behavior: Mrs. Jones
knew her husband’s psychology. [< NL,
< Gk. psyche soul, mind + –logos treating
of] —psy´cho·logʹi·cal, adj. —psy´chologʹi·cal·ly, adv. —psy·cholʹo·gist, n.
psy·cho·path (sīʹkә path), n. person who
suﬀers from a mental disorder.
psy·cho·path·ic (sī´kә pathʹik), adj. 1 of
or characteristic of mental disorders. 2
having a mental disorder.
psy·chop·a·thy (sī kopʹә thi), n. mental
disease or disorder.
psy·cho·sis (sī kōʹsis), n., pl. –ses (–sēz).
any severe form of mental disturbance
or disease, which can also be part of a
physical disease. [< NL < Gk., < psyche
soul, mind] —psy·chotʹic, adj.
psy· cho· so· mat· ic
(sī kō sә matʹ ik),
adj. of or pertaining to both mind and
body, esp. how the mind can aﬀect
the body.

psy·cho·ther·a·py (sī´kō therʹә pi), n.
treatment of disease by mental inﬂuences.
Pt, platinum.
pt., pl. (for 1, 3, 4) pts. 1 part. 2 past tense.
3 pint. 4 point.
P.T.A., Parent-Teacher Association.
ptar·mi·gan (tärʹmә gәn), n., pl. –gans
or (esp. collectively) –gan. any of several
kinds of grouse found in mountainous and cold regions. [< Scotch Gaelic
tārmachan]
pter·o·dac·tyl (ter´ә dakʹtәl), n. an extinct
ﬂying reptile that had wings somewhat
like a bat’s. [< Gk. pteron wing + daktylos
ﬁnger, toe]
P.T.O., please turn over (a page).
Ptol·e·ma·ic (tol´ә māʹik), adj. of or having to do with the astronomer Ptolemy.
The Ptolemaic system of astronomy
taught that the earth was the ﬁxed center of the universe.
pto·maine (tōʹmān; tō mānʹ), n. a substance, often poisonous, produced in
decaying matter. Improperly canned
foods may contain ptomaines and can
cause food poisoning. [< Ital., < Gk.
ptoma corpse]
PTSD, post-traumatic stress disorder.
Pu, plutonium.
pub (pub), n. public house (def. 1).
pu·ber·ty (pūʹbәr ti), n. the physical
beginning of manhood and womanhood. Puberty comes at about 14 in
boys and about 12 in girls. [< L pubertas
< pubes adult]
pu·bes·cent (pū besʹәnt), adj. 1 arriving
or arrived at puberty. 2 covered with
down or ﬁne short hair. [< L pubescens
reaching puberty < pubes adult] —pubesʹcence, n.
pu·bis (pūʹbis), n., pl. –bes (–bēz). part
of either hipbone that, with the corresponding part of the other, forms the
front of the pelvis. [< NL os pubis bone
of the groin] —puʹbic, adj.
pub·lic (pubʹlik), adj. 1 of, belonging to,
serving, or concerning the people as
a whole: public aﬀairs, a public park, a
public oﬃcial. 2 done, made, acting, etc.,
for the people as a whole: public relief. 3
known to many or all; not private: the
fact became public. —n. 1 the people
in general; all the people. 2 a particular
section of the people; clientele: a popular actor has a large public.
in public, not in private or secretly;
openly. [< L publicus, ult. < populus the
people] —pubʹlic·ly, adv.
pub·li·can (pubʹlә kәn), n. 1 Brit. keeper
of a pub. 2 a tax collector of ancient
Rome.
pub·li·ca·tion (pub´lә kāʹshәn), n. 1
book, newspaper, or magazine; anything that is published. 2 the printing
and selling of books, newspapers, magazines, etc. 3 act of making known; fact
or state of being made known; public
announcement. [< L, ult. < publicus
public]
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public defender, attorney paid from public funds to defend a person accused of a
crime who does not have enough money
to hire an attorney.
public domain, lands belonging to the
state or federal government.
in the public domain, of works, material, etc., available for unrestricted use
because unprotected by copyright or
patent.
public enemy, person who is a menace
to the public.
public health, 1 general level of health of
a whole community. 2 measures taken
by a government agency to maintain or
improve the general level of health in a
community, state, or country.
public house, 1 Brit. place where alcoholic liquor is sold to be drunk; saloon.
2 inn; hotel.
pub·li·cist (pubʹlә sist), n. 1 person skilled
or trained in law or in public aﬀairs. 2
writer on law, politics, or public aﬀairs.
pub·lic·i·ty (pub lisʹә ti), n. 1 public
notice: the publicity that actors desire. 2
measures used for getting, or the process
of getting, public notice: a campaign of
publicity for a new automobile. 3 being
public; being seen by or known to everybody: in the publicity of the street.
pub·li·cize (pubʹlә sīz), v., –cized, –cizing. give publicity to.
public opinion, opinion of the people in
a country, community, etc.
public relations, activities of an organization that are concerned with giving
the public a better understanding of
its policies and purposes, by giving out
news through various media.
public school, 1 a free school maintained
by taxes. 2 in England, an endowed private boarding school.
public servant, person who works for the
government.
pub·lic-spir·it·ed (pubʹlik spirʹit id), adj.
having or showing an unselﬁsh desire
for the public good.
public utility, company formed or chartered to render services to the public,
such as a company furnishing electricity
or gas, a railroad, a bus line, etc.
public works, things built by the government at public expense and for public
use, such as roads, docks, canals, and
waterworks.
pub·lish (pubʹlish), v. 1 prepare and oﬀer
(a book, paper, map, piece of music, etc.)
for sale or distribution. 2 make publicly
or generally known: don’t publish the
faults of your friends. 3 announce formally or oﬃcially. [< OF publier, ult. < L
publicus public; modeled after punish,
etc.] —pubʹlish·a·ble, adj.
pub·lish·er (pubʹlish әr), n. person or
company whose business is to publish
books, newspapers, magazines, etc.
puck (puk), n. 1 a mischievous spirit;
goblin. 2 a rubber disk used in the
game of ice hockey. [OE pūca goblin]
—puckʹish, adj. —puckʹish·ness, n.

puck·er (pukʹәr), v. draw into wrinkles or
irregular folds: pucker one’s brow. —n. an
irregular fold; wrinkle. [appar. < poke2]
pud·ding (pu̇dʹing), n. 1 a a soft cooked
food, usually sweet, as rice pudding.
b rich cake often made with nuts and
fruits, usually cooked by steaming. 2
kind of sausage. 3 anything soft like a
pudding.
pud·dle (pudʹәl), n., v., –dled, –dling.
—n. 1 a small pool of water, esp. dirty
water. 2 a small pool of any liquid. 3 wet
clay and sand stirred into a paste. —v. 1
make wet or muddy. 2 mix up wet clay
and sand to stop water from running
through. 3 stir (melted iron) along with
an oxidizing agent to make wrought
iron. [cf. OE pudd ditch] —pudʹdler, n.
—pudʹdly, adj.
pud·dling (pudʹling), n. act or process of
converting pig iron into wrought iron by
stirring the molten metal along with an
oxidizing agent.
pudg·y (pujʹi), adj., pudg·i·er, pudg·i·est.
short and fat or thick. —pudgʹi·ly, adv.
—pudgʹi·ness, n.
pueb·lo (pwebʹlō), n., pl. –los. 1 an Indian
village built of adobe and stone. There
were many pueblos in the SW United
States. 2 Pueblo, an Indian living in a
pueblo. [< Sp., people, < L populus]
pu·er·ile (pūʹәr il), adj. foolish for a
grown person to say or do; childish.
[< L, < puer boy] —puʹer·ile·ly, adv.
—pu´er·ilʹi·ty, puʹer·ile·ness, n.
pu·er·per·al (pū ėrʹpәr әl), adj. of or pertaining to childbirth. [< NL, ult. < L puer
child + parere to bear]
Puer·to Ri·co (pwerʹtō rēʹkō), island in
the E part of the West Indies. It is a
self-governing commonwealth aﬃliated
with the United States. —Puerto Rican.
puﬀ (puf), v. 1 blow or come with short,
quick blasts: the engine puﬀed, smoke
puﬀed out of the chimney. 2 breathe
quick and hard. 3 Fig. swell with air or
pride: he puﬀed out his cheeks. 4 arrange
in soft, round masses. 5 Fig. praise in
exaggerated language. —n. 1 a short,
quick blast: a puﬀ of wind. 2 act or
process of swelling. 3 a soft round mass,
as of hair. 4 a light pastry ﬁlled with
whipped cream, jam, etc. 5 Fig. extravagant praise. [OE pyﬀan] —puﬀʹy, adj.
—puﬀʹi·ly, adv. —puﬀʹi·ness, n.
puﬀ adder, a large and very poisonous
African snake that puﬀs up the upper
part of its body when excited.
puﬀ·ball (pufʹbôl´), n. any of various
ballshaped fungi characterized by spore
cases that give oﬀ a cloud of tiny spores
when suddenly broken.
puﬀ·er (pufʹәr), n. 1 person or thing that
puﬀs. 2 any of various ﬁshes capable of
inﬂating the body.
puﬀ·er·y (pufʹәr i), n., pl. –er·ies. exaggerated praise.
puf·ﬁn (pufʹәn), n. a sea bird of the N
Atlantic that has a high, narrow, furrowed, parti-colored bill. [ME poﬃn]

pug (pug), n. 1 a small, tan dog with a
curly tail and a short, turned-up nose.
2 pug nose.
pu·gi·lism (pūʹjәliz әm), n. art of ﬁghting with the ﬁsts; boxing. [< L pugil
boxer] —puʹgi·list, n. —pu´gi·lisʹtic,
adj. —pu´gi·lisʹti·cal·ly, adv.
pug·na·cious (pug nāʹshәs), adj. having
the habit of ﬁghting; fond of ﬁghting;
quarrelsome. [< L pugnax, ult. < pugnus
ﬁst] pug·naʹcious·ly, adv. —pug·nacʹity, pug·naʹcious·ness, n.
pug nose, a short, turned-up nose.
—pugʹnosed´, adj.
puke (pūk), n., v., puked, puk·ing. Informal. ⫽vomit.
Pu·litz·er Prize (pūʹlit sәr; pu̇lʹit–), any
one of various annual prizes for the
best American drama, novel, biography,
history, book of verse, editorial, and
cartoon, established by Joseph Pulitzer,
an American journalist, 1847–1911, and
ﬁrst awarded in 1917.
pull (pu̇l), n. 1 draw or haul toward oneself or itself, or in a particular direction,
or into a particular position: pull a sled
up a hill, pull at one’s tight collar. 2 move
or draw out, usually with eﬀort or force:
the bus pulled out of the station, pull a
tooth, yarn pulls apart easily. 3 tear; rip:
pull down an old shed. 4 stretch too far;
strain: the runner pulled a ligament in
his leg. 5 hold back, esp. to keep from
winning: pull one’s punches in a ﬁght. 6
perform; carry through: don’t pull any
tricks. —n. 1 act or eﬀort of pulling. 2
force expended in pulling. 3 handle,
rope, ring, or other thing to pull by. 4
inﬂuence; advantage.
pull for, give help to; support: pull for a
favorite to win.
pull in, Informal. a arrest: pull in the
suspect. b arrive: pull in about midnight.
pull oﬀ, Informal. succeed in.
pull oneself together, gather one’s faculties, energy, etc.
pull over, move a car to the side of a
road and stop.
pull through, get through a diﬃcult or
dangerous situation.
pull together, work in harmony; get on
together. [OE pullian] —pullʹer, n.
pul·let (pu̇lʹit), n. a young hen, usually
less than a year old. [< OF poulette, dim.
of poule hen < L pulla]
pul·ley (pu̇lʹi), n., pl. –leys. 1 wheel with
a grooved rim in which a rope can run,
and so change the direction of the pull.
2 set of such wheels used to increase the
power applied. [< OF poulie, ult. < Gk.
polos axle]
pull·out (pu̇lʹout´), n. 1 withdrawal of
troops. 2 something that pulls out, as a
folded picture in a magazine or book.
pull-o·ver (pu̇lʹō´vәr), n. sweater put on
by pulling it over the head.
pul·mo·nar·y (pulʹmә ner´i), adj. 1 of or
having to do with the lungs. Tuberculosis
and pneumonia are pulmonary diseases.
2 having lungs. [< L, < pulmo lung]
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pulp (pulp), n. 1 the soft part of any fruit
or vegetable. 2 the soft inner part of
a tooth, containing blood vessels and
nerves. 3 any soft wet mass. Paper is
made from wood pulp. —v. reduce to
pulp. [< L pulpa] —pulpʹer, n. —pulpʹy,
adj. —pulpʹi·ness, n.
pul·pit (pu̇lʹpit), n. platform or raised
structure in a church from which the
minister preaches.
the pulpit, preachers or preachings.
[< LL pulpitum < L, scaﬀold, platform]
pulp·wood (pulpʹwu̇d´), n. 1 wood
reduced to pulp for making paper. 2
wood suitable for making paper.
pul·sar (pulʹsär), n. source of radio waves
emitted in regular bursts from space:
pulsars located in the Milky Way. [< pulse
+ –ar, as in quasar]
pul·sate (pulʹsāt), v., –sat·ed, –sat·ing. 1
expand and contract rhythmically; beat;
throb. 2 vibrate; quiver. [< L pulsatus,
pp. of pulsare, frequentative of pellere to
beat. Doublet of push.] —pul·saʹtion, n.
—pulʹsa·tive adj.
pulse1 (puls), n., v., pulsed, puls·ing. —n.
1 the beating of the heart; changing ﬂow
of blood in the arteries caused by the
beating of the heart. 2 any regular, measured beat. 3 feeling; sentiment: the pulse
of the nation. —v. beat; throb; vibrate. [<
L pulsus < pellere to beat]
pulse2 (puls), n. peas, beans, and lentils,
used as food. [< OF < L puls porridge]
pul·ver·ize (pulʹvәr īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
1 grind to powder or dust. 2 become
dust. 3 break to pieces; demolish. [< LL
pulverizare < L pulvis dust] —pulʹveriz´a·ble, adj. —pul´ver·i·zaʹtion, n.
—pulʹver·iz´er, n.
pu·ma (puʹmә), n. ⫽cougar [< Sp. < Quechua (S Am.Ind.)]
pum·ice (pumʹis), n., v., –iced, –ic·ing.
—n. Also, pumice stone, a light, spongy
stone thrown up from volcanoes, used
for cleaning, smoothing, and polishing. —v. clean, smooth, or polish with
pumice. [< OF < L pumex] —pu·miʹceous, adj.
pum·mel (pumʹәl), v., –meled, –mel·ing.
⫽pommel.
pump1 (pump), n. apparatus or machine
for forcing liquids, air, or gas into or
out of things. —v. 1 move (liquids, air,
etc.) by a pump. 2 blow air into. 3 move
up and down like a pump handle: he
pumped my hand. 4 get or try to get
information out of.
pump up, Informal. excite; enthuse.
[appar. < F pompe, ? < Gmc.] —pumpʹer, n.
pump2 (pump), n. a low shoe with no
fasteners.
pum·per·nick·el (pumʹpәr nik´әl), n. a
heavy, dark bread made of unbolted
rye. [< G]
pump·kin (pumpʹkin; pungʹkin), n. 1 a
large, roundish, orange-yellow fruit of
a trailing vine, used for making pies, as
food for stock, etc. 2 vine that it grows

on. [alter. (with substitution of –kin) of
earlier pumpion < L < Gk. pepon]
pun (pun), n., v., punned, pun·ning.
—n. a humorous use of a word where
it can have diﬀerent meanings; play on
words. —v. make puns. —punʹner, n.
—punʹning·ly, adv.
punch1 (punch), v. 1 hit with the ﬁsh.
2 herd or drive cattle. —n. 1 a quick
thrust or blow. 2 vigorous force or eﬀectiveness.
beat to the punch, do something before
anyone else.
pull (one’s) punches, hold back, act or
speak with caution.
punch out, Informal. beat; hit, esp. someone already knocked down or injured.
[? var. of pounce] —punchʹer, n.
punch2 (punch), v. 1 pierce, cut, stamp,
force, or drive with a punch: the train
conductor punches tickets. 2 make (a
hole) with a punch or any pointed
instrument. —n. 1 a tool or apparatus
for piercing, perforating, or stamping
materials, impressing a design, forcing
nails, etc. 2 tool for making holes. [short
for puncheon a stamping tool used by
goldsmiths] —punchʹer, n.
punch3 (punch), n. drink made of different liquids mixed together. [prob.
< Hind. panc ﬁve, through number of
ingredients in drink]
Punch (punch), n. a hook-nosed, humpbacked doll who quarrels violently with
his wife Judy in the puppet show Punch
and Judy.
pleased as Punch, very much pleased.
[var. of punchinello]
punch-drunk (punchʹdrungk´), adj.
1 uncoordinated and confused as the
result of concussion to the brain, esp. of
a boxer. 2 Fig. dazed; confused.
pun·cheon (punʹchәn), n. 1 a large cask
for liquor. 2 amount that it holds. [< OF
poinchon, ult. < L pungere pierce]
pun·chi·nel·lo (pun´chә nelʹō), n., pl.
–los, –loes. clown. [< dial. Ital. Pulcinella. prob. ult. < L pullus chick]
punching bag, 1 a leather or canvas bag,
ﬁlled to make it hard, to be hung up and
punched with the ﬁsts for exercise. 2 Fig.
person or thing that endures another’s
anger, frustration, etc.
punch line, line in a play or book or
at the end of a monologue that sums
up the story or makes a point, often
humorously.
punch·y (punʹchi), adj. 1 forceful; sharp:
punchy writing. 2 dazed; confused.
punc·til·i·ous (pungk tilʹi әs), adj. 1 very
careful and exact: be punctilious in obeying the doctor’s orders. 2 paying strict
attention to details of conduct and ceremony. —punc·tilʹi·ous·ly, adv. —punctilʹi·ous·ness, n.
punc·tu·al (pungkʹchu̇ әl), adj. prompt;
on time: punctual to the minute. [ <
Med.L, < L punctus point] —punc´tualʹi·ty, punc´tu·al·ness, n. —puncʹtual·ly, adv.

punc·tu·ate (pungkʹchu̇ āt), v., –at·ed,
–at·ing. 1 use periods, commas, and
other marks to help make the meaning clear. 2 put punctuation marks in. 3
interrupt now and then. 4 give point or
emphasis to: he punctuated his remarks
with gestures. [< Med.L, < L punctus
point] —puncʹtu·a´tor, n.
punc·tu·a·tion (pungk´chu̇ āʹshәn), n. use
of periods, commas, and other marks to
help make the meaning clear.
punctuation marks, marks used in writing or printing to help make the meaning clear, such as periods, commas,
question marks, colons, etc.
punc·ture (pungkʹchәr), n., v., –tured,
–tur·ing. —n. 1 hole made by something
pointed. 2 act or process of puncturing.
—v. 1 make a hole in with something
pointed. 2 have or get a puncture. 3
reduce, spoil, or destroy as if by a puncture. [< L punctura < pungere prick]
—puncʹtur·a·ble, adj.
pun·dit (punʹdit), n. 1 a very learned
Hindu. 2 any very learned person;
expert; authority. 3 Fig. commentator, esp. one who regularly appears
on television. [< Hind. < Skt. pandita
learned]
pun·gent (punʹjәnt), adj. 1 sharply aﬀecting the organs of taste and smell: the
pungent smell of burning oil. 2 sharp;
biting: pungent criticism. 3 stimulating
to the mind; keen; lively: a pungent wit
[< L pungens pricking] —punʹgen·cy, n.
—punʹgent·ly, adv.
Pu·nic (pyüʹnik), adj. of or having to do
with Carthage or its people. —n. language of the Carthaginians. [< L Pūnicus
< Poenus a Carthaginian]
pun·ish (punʹish), v. 1 cause pain, loss, or
discomfort to for some fault or oﬀense:
punish a disobedient child, punish theft.
2 deal with severely, roughly, or greedily. [< OF puniss– < L, < poena penalty]
—punʹish·a·ble, adj. —pun´ish·a·bilʹity, punʹish·a·ble·ness, n. —punʹish·er, n.
pun·ish·ment (punʹish mәnt), n. 1 a punishing or being punished. 2 something
inﬂicted as a penalty in punishing. 3
pain, suﬀering, or loss. 4 severe or rough
treatment.
pu·ni·tive (pūʹnә tiv), pu·ni·to·ry (–tô´ri;
–tō–), adj. 1 concerned with punishment. 2 inﬂicting punishment. —puʹnitive·ly, adv. —puʹni·tive·ness, n.
punk (pungk), n. 1 a preparation that
burns very slowly. 2 decayed wood used
as tinder. 3 young hoodlum. 4 a ⫽punk
rock. b style and culture of the punk
rock. 5 young, inexperienced person.
—adj. 1 poor or bad in quality: a punk
car. 2 not good; miserable: a punk day
altogether. 3 of or having to do with
punk rock. [? < Am.Ind.]
punk rock, rock music having a strong
beat and aggressive, rough style. —punk
rocker,
pun·ster (punʹstәr), n. person fond of
making puns.

purslane
punt (punt), n. 1 a shallow, ﬂat-bottomed
boat having square ends, usually moved
by pushing with a pole against the bottom of a river, etc. 2 kick given to a
football dropped from the hands before
it touches the ground. —v. 1 propel (a
boat) by pushing with a pole against the
bottom of a river, pond, etc. 2 kick (a
football) before it touches the ground
after dropping it from the hands. [< L
ponto] —puntʹer, n.
pu·ny (pūʹni), adj., –ni·er, –ni·est. 1 of
less than usual size and strength; weak. 2
petty; not important. [< OF puisne laterborn < puis (ult. < L postea) afterwards
+ ne born < L natus] —puʹni·ly, adv.
—puʹni·ness, n.
pup (pup), n., v., pupped, pup·ping. —n.
1 a young dog; puppy. 2 a young fox,
wolf, seal, etc. —v. bring forth pups. [var.
of puppy]
pu·pa (puʹpә), n., pl. –pae (–pē), –pas.
1 stage between the larva and the adult
in the development of many insects.
2 form of an insect in this stage. Most
pupae are inactive and some, such as
those of many moths, are enclosed in a
tough case or cocoon. [special NL use of
L, girl, doll] —puʹpal, adj.
pu·pil1 (pūʹpәl), n. person who is learning
in school or being taught by someone.
[< OF < L pupillus, pupilla ward < pupus
boy, pupa girl] —puʹpil·like´, adj.
pu·pil2 (pūʹpәl), n. the expanding and
contracting opening in the iris of the
eye, through which light passes to the
retina. [< L pupilla, orig., little doll, dim.
of pupa girl, doll]
pup·pet (pupʹit), n. 1 a small doll. 2 ﬁgure
made to look like a person and moved
by wires, strings, or the hands. 3 Fig.
anybody who is not independent, waits
to be told how to act, and does what
somebody else says. [earlier poppet < F,
< L pupa girl, doll]
pup·pet·eer (pup´ә tirʹ), n. person who
manipulates puppets.
pup·pet·ry (pupʹә tri), n. 1 art of making
and working puppets, and putting on
puppet shows. 2 action or movements
of puppets.
pup·py (pupʹi), n., pl. –pies. a young dog.
[prob. < F poupée doll, ult. < L pupa]
—pupʹpy·hood, n.
pup tent, small tent.
pur (pėr), n., v., purred, pur·ring.
⫽purr.
pur·blind (pėrʹblīnd´), adj. 1 nearly blind.
2 slow to discern or understand. [earlier
pur blind pure blind] —purʹblind´ly,
adv. —purʹblind´ness, n.
pur·chase (pērʹchәs), v., –chased, –chasing, n. —v. 1 get by paying a price;
buy. 2 get in return for something: purchase safety at the cost of happiness.
3 hoist, haul, or draw by the aid of
some mechanical device. —n. 1 act of
buying. 2 thing bought. 3 a ﬁrm hold
to help move something or to keep
from slipping. [< AF purchacer pursue <

pur– forth (< L pro–) + chacer chase1]
—purʹchas·a·ble, adj. —purʹchas·er, n.
pure (pyu̇r), adj. 1 not mixed with anything else; unadulterated; genuine: pure
gold. 2 perfectly clean; spotless: a pure
white apron. 3 perfect; correct; without
defects: speak pure French. 4 nothing
else than; mere; sheer: pure accident.
5 with no evil; without sin; chaste: the
pure in heart. 6 abstract or theoretical
(opposed to applied): pure mathematics.
7 of unmixed descent: a pure Irish family. —n. that which is pure. [< OF < L
purus] —pureʹly, adv. —pureʹness, n.
pu·rée, pu·ree (pyu̇ rāʹ; pyu̇rʹā), n., v.,
–réed, –ré·ing; –reed, –re·ing. —n.
1 food cooked until soft and pushed
through a sieve or ground up raw to a
smooth consistency. 2 a thick soup. —v.
make into a purée. [< F, purer to strain]
pur·ga·tive (pėrʹgә tiv), n. medicine that
empties the bowels. —adj. purging.
—purʹga·tive·ly, adv. —purʹga·tiveness, n.
pur·ga·to·ry (pėrʹgә tô´ri; –tō´–), n., pl.
–ries. 1 in the belief of the Roman Catholics, a temporary condition or place
in which the souls of those who have
died penitent are puriﬁed from venial
sin or the eﬀects of sin by punishment.
2 any condition or place of temporary
suﬀering or punishment. [< Med.L purgatorium, orig. neut. adj., purging < L
purgare purge] —pur´ga·toʹri·al, adj.
purge (pėrj), v., purged, purg·ing, n. —v.
1 wash away all that is not clean from;
make clean. 2 clear or any undesired
thing or person, such as air in a water
pipe or opponents in a nation. 3 empty
(the stomach or intestinal tract). —n. 1
act of purging. 2 medicine that purges.
3 elimination of undesired persons from
a nation or party. [< OF < L purgare
cleanse, ult. < purus pure + agere drive]
—purgeʹa·ble, adj. —purgʹer, n.
pu·ri·fy (pyu̇rʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing.
make pure. [< OF < L, < purus pure
+ facere make] —pu´ri·ﬁ·caʹtion, n.
—puʹri·ﬁ´er, n.
pur·ist (pyu̇rʹist), n. 1 person who is
extremely careful to be correct in speech,
manner of expression, etc. 2 person who
is overty concerned with correctness.
—purʹism, n.
Pu·ri·tan (pyu̇rʹә tәn), n. 1 member of a
group in the Church of England during
the 16th and 17th centuries who wanted
simpler forms of worship and stricter
morals. Many Puritans settled in New
England. 2 puritan, person who is very
strict in morals and religion. —adj. 1
of the Puritans. 2 puritan, very strict in
morals and religion. —Puʹri·tan·ism,
puʹri·tan·ism, n.
pu·ri·tan·i·cal (pyu̇r´ә tanʹә kәl), pu·ritan·ic (–ik), adj. very strict or too strict
in morals or religion. —pu´ri·tanʹi·cally, adv. —pu´ri·tanʹi·cal·ness, n.
pu·ri·ty (pyu̇rʹә ti), n. 1 freedom from
dirt or mixture; clearness; cleanness. 2
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freedom from evil; innocence. 3 freedom from foreign or inappropriate elements or characteristics; correctness:
purity of style. [< L, < purus pure]
purl1 (pėrl), v. ﬂow with rippling motions
and a murmuring sound. —n. a purling
motion or sound. [? < Scand. (Norw.)
purla]
purl2 (pėrl), v. knit with inverted stitches.
—n. inversion of stitches in knitting,
producing a ribbed appearance. [< pirl
twist, of uncert. orig.]
pur·lieu (pėrʹlü), n. 1 piece of land on
the border of a forest. 2 one’s haunt or
resort; one’s bounds. 3 any bordering,
neighboring, or outlying region or district. [alter. of earlier puraley (inﬂ. by F
lieu place) < AF, < poraler go through]
pur·loin (pėr loinʹ), v. steal. [< AF purloigner remove < pur– forth (< L pro–) +
loin afar < L longe] —pur·loinʹer, n.
pur·ple (pėrʹpәl), n., adj., v., –pled, –pling.
—n. 1 a dark color made by mixing red
and blue. 2 purple cloth or clothing,
esp. as worn by emperors, kings, etc., to
indicate high rank. 3 imperial, royal, or
high rank: a prince is born to the purple.
—adj. 1 of the color of purple. 2 imperial; royal. 3 brilliant; gorgeous; gaudy.
—v. make or become purple. [< L < Gk.
porphyra, a shellﬁsh, or the purple dye
from it] —purʹplish, purʹply, adj.
purple martin, a large, blue-black swallow of the United States.
pur·port (v. pәr pôrtʹ, –pōrtʹ, pėrʹpôrt,
–pōrt; n. pėrʹpôrt, –pōrt), v. 1 claim;
profess: the document purported to be
oﬃcial. 2 have as its main idea; mean.
—n. meaning; main idea. [< AF, < pur–
forth (< L pro–) + porter carry < L portare] —purʹport·less, adj.
pur·pose (pėrʹpәs), n. 1 something one
has in mind to get or do; plan; aim;
intention. 2 object or end for which a
thing is made, done, used, etc.
on purpose, with a purpose; not by
accident.
to good purpose, with good results.
to little or no purpose, with few or
no results. [< OF purposer propose]
—purʹpose·ful, adj. —purʹpose·ful·ly,
adv. —purʹpose·less, adj. —purʹposeless·ness, n.
pur·pose·ly (pėrʹpәs li), adv. on purpose;
intentionally.
purr (pėr), n. a low murmuring sound
such as a cat makes when pleased. —v.
make this sound. Also, pur. [imit.]
purse (pėrs), n., v., pursed, purs·ing. —n.
1 a little bag or case for carrying money
around with one. 2 money; resources;
treasury. 3 sum of money: a purse was
made up for the victims of the ﬁre. —v.
draw together; press into folds or wrinkles. [< LL < Gk. byrsa hide, skin]
purs·er (pėrʹsәr), n. oﬃcer who keeps
the accounts of a ship, pays wages, and
attends to other matters of business.
purs·lane (pėrsʹlān; –lin), n. a common
plant that has small, yellow ﬂowers and
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small, thick leaves. [< OF porcelaine,
alter. of L porcilaca, var. of portulaca]
pur·su·ance (pәr süʹәns), n. a following;
carrying out; pursuit: in pursuance of his
duty, the policeman risked his life.
pur·su·ant (pәr süʹәnt), adj. pursuant to,
following; acting according to; in accordance with. —pur·suʹant·ly, adv.
pur·sue (pәr süʹ), v., –sued, –su·ing. 1
follow to catch or kill; chase. 2 try to get;
follow; seek: pursue a wise course, pursue pleasure. 3 carry on; keep on with:
pursue the study of French. 4 continue to
annoy or trouble: pursue a teacher with
questions. [< AF pursuer < L prosequi.
See prosecute.] —pur·suʹa·ble, adj.
—pur·suʹer, n.
pur·suit (pәr sütʹ), n. 1 act of pursuing: in
pursuit of a ﬂeeing enemy. 2 the pursuing
of something to be gained or attained:
pursuit of wealth. 3 occupation: literary
pursuits.
pu·ru·lent (pyu̇rʹә lәnt; pyu̇rʹyә–), adj. 1
full of pus; discharging pus; like pus.
2 Fig. rotten; corrupt. [< L purulentus
< pus pus] —puʹru·lence, n. —puʹrulent·ly, adv.
pur·vey (pәr vāʹ), v. supply (food or provisions); provide; furnish: purvey meat
for an army. [< AF porveier < L providere. Doublet of provide.] —pur·veyʹable, adj. —pur·veyʹor, n.
pur·vey·ance (pәr vāʹәns), n. 1 a purveying. 2 provisions; supplies.
pur·view (pėrʹvū), n. range of operation,
activity, concern, etc.; scope; extent. [<
AF purveu, orig. pp. of porveier purvey]
pus (pus), n. a yellowish-white liquid
formed by inﬂammation of infected tissue in the body, that consists of white
blood cells, bacteria, serum, etc. [< L]
—pusʹsy, adj.
push (pu̇sh), v. 1 move (something or
someone) away by pressing: push him
outdoors. 2 press hard: push with all
one’s might. 3 go by force: push on at
rapid pace. 4 make go forward; urge: he
pushed his plans cleverly, push a claim. 5
extend: Alexander pushed his conquests
still farther east. 6 urge the use, sale, etc.,
of. —n. 1 act of pushing. 2 hard eﬀort;
determined advance. 3 force; energy.
push around, Informal. bully; harass.
push oﬀ, a move from the shore or a
dock. b leave.
push on, move ahead; keep on. [< OF < L
pulsare beat, pulsate. Doublet of pulsate.] —pushʹer, n. —pushʹing, adj.
—pushʹing·ly, adv.
push back, refute. [< military use, force
back, repel]
push·cart (pu̇shʹkärt´), n. a light cart
pushed by hand.
push·o·ver or push-o·ver (pu̇shʹō´vәr),
n. Informal. 1 something very easy to
do. 2 person very easy to beat in a contest. 3 person who is easily swayed or
inﬂuenced.
push·up or push-up (pu̇shʹup), n. exercise done by raising and lowering the

body, from face-down on the ﬂoor,
using only the arms.
push·y (pu̇shʹi), adj., push·i·er, push·iest. assertive; aggressive.
pu·sil·lan·i·mous (pū´sә lanʹә mәs), adj.
cowardly; mean-spirited; faint-hearted.
[< L, < pusillus little + animus courage]
—pu´sil·la·nimʹi·ty, n. —pu´sil·lanʹimous·ly, adv.
puss (pu̇s), n. ⫽cat.
puss·y (pu̇sʹi), n., pl. puss·ies. ⫽cat.
puss·y·foot (pu̇sʹi fu̇t´), v., n., pl. –foots.
Informal. —v. 1 move softly and cautiously to avoid being seen. 2 be cautious
and timid about revealing one’s opinions or committing oneself. —n. person
who pussyfoots. —pussʹy·foot´er, n.
—pussʹy·foot´ing, n., adj.
pussy willow, a small American willow
with silky catkins.
pus·tule (pusʹchu̇l), n. 1 pimple containing pus. 2 any swelling like a pimple
or blister, such as the pustules of
chicken pox. [< L, < pus pus] —pusʹtular, adj.
put (pu̇t), v., put, put·ting, n. —v. 1
cause to be in some place or position;
place; lay: put your hand in mine. 2
cause to be in some state, condition,
position, relation, etc.: put a room in
order, put one in a doctor’s care, put a
tax on gasoline. 3 express: a teacher
should put things clearly. 4 take one’s
course; go; turn; proceed: the ship put
out to sea. 5 assign; attribute: he put a
wrong construction on my action. —n.
a throw or cast.
put across, get acceptance of; convince.
put aside or by, a save for future use. b
discard.
put away, a save for future use. b Fig.
consume food, drink, or a meal. c Informal. put in jail or a mental hospital. d
Informal. kill.
put down, a put an end to; supress. b
write down. c pay as a down payment.
d Informal. Fig. slight; belittle. e land (an
aircraft). e kill: put down our old dog.
put forward, suggest; propose.
put in, a spend (time) as speciﬁed. b
enter port. c enter a place for safety, supplies, etc. d plant.
put oﬀ, a lay aside; postpone. b ask or
cause to wait. c prevent or stop from: put
oﬀ the book by its foul language.
put on, a produce (a play or other entertainment). b take on oneself: put on the
pounds. c pretend: put on a happy smile.
d Informal. tease; joke: he was just putting you on.
put one over on, trick; deceive.
put out, a extinguish (ﬁre). b confuse;
embarrass; oﬀend. c distract, disturb, or
interrupt. d destroy (an eye). e cause to
be out in a game. f publish.
put through, carry out successfully.
put to it, force to a course; put in difﬁculty: put to it to ﬁnish the job on time.
put up, a oﬀer; give; show: put up the
furniture for sale. b build: put up a house.

c lay aside: put up all thought of vacation.
d preserve (fruits, etc.). e give lodging or
food to: put up strangers. f incite: someone put them up to this.
put upon, impose upon; take advantage
of; victimize: feel put upon by the criticism and advice of friends.
put up with, bear with patience; tolerate. [cf. OE putung impulse]
pu·ta·tive (pūʹtә tiv), adj. supposed;
reputed. [< L, < putare think] —puʹtative·ly, adv.
put-down (pu̇tʹdown´), n. slight; snub.
pu·tre·fac·tion (pū´trә fakʹshәn), n. decay;
rotting. —pu´tre·facʹtive, adj.
pu·tre·fy (pūʹtrә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. rot;
decay. [< OF < L, ult. < puter rotten +
ﬁeri become] —puʹtre·ﬁ´er, n.
pu·tres·cent (pū tresʹәnt), adj. 1 becoming
putrid; rotting. 2 pertaining to putrefaction. [< L putrescens growing rotten, ult.
< puter rotten] —pu·tresʹcence, n.
pu·trid (pūʹtrid), adj. 1 rotten; foul. 2 thoroughly corrupt or depraved; extremely
bad. [< L putridus, ult. < puter rotten]
—puʹtrid·ly, adv. —puʹtrid·ness, n.
putt (put), v. strike (a golf ball) gently
and carefully in an eﬀort to make it
roll into the hole. —n. the stroke itself.
[var. of put]
put·ter1 (putʹәr), v. keep busy in a rather
useless way. [var. of potter2] —putʹterer, n.
putt·er2 (putʹәr), n. 1 person who putts. 2
a golf club used in putting.
put·ter3 (pu̇tʹәr), n. one that puts.
putt·ing green (putʹing), the smooth turf
or sand around a golf hole.
put·ty (putʹi), n., pl. –ties, v., –tied, –tying. —n. a soft mixture of whiting and
linseed oil, used for fastening panes of
glass, etc. —v. stop up or cover with
putty. [< F potée, orig., potful < pot pot]
—putʹti·er, n.
put-up (pu̇tʹup´), adj. planned beforehand, or deliberately, in a secret or crafty
manner: a put-up job.
puz·zle (puzʹәl), n., v., –zled, –zling.
—n. 1 a hard problem. 2 problem or
task to be done for fun. 3 puzzled condition. —v. 1 make unable to answer,
solve, or understand something; perplex. 2 exercise one’s mind on something hard.
puzzle out, ﬁnd out by thinking or trying hard.
puzzle over, think hard about; try hard
to do or work out. —puzʹzle·ment, n.
—puzʹzler, n.
Pvt., Private.
PX, P.X., Post Exchange.
pyg·my (pigʹmi), n., pl. –mies, adj. —n.
1 a very small person; dwarf. 2 Pygmy,
member of any of various races of Africa,
SE Asia, Philippine Islands, etc. —adj.
very small. [< L < Gk. pygmaioi, orig. pl.
adj., dwarﬁsh < pygme cubit, ﬁst]
py·lon (pīʹlon), n. a tall steel framework
used to carry high-tension wires across
country. [< Gk., gateway, < pyle gate]

python
py·lo·rus (pī lôʹrәs; –lōʹ–; pә–), n., pl. –ri
(–rī). the opening that leads from the
stomach into the intestine. [< LL < Gk.
pyloros, orig., gatekeeper < pyle gate +
horos watching] —py·lorʹic, adj.
Pyong·yang (pyungʹyängʹ), n. capital of
North Korea.
py·or·rhe·a (pī´ә rēʹә), n. disease of the
gums in which pockets of pus form
about the teeth, the gums shrink, and
the teeth become loose. [< NL, < Gk.
pyon pus + rhoia a ﬂow < rhein to ﬂow]
—py´or·rheʹal, adj.
pyr·a·mid (pirʹә mid), n. 1 a solid having
triangular sides meeting in a point. 2
thing or things having the form of a pyramid. 3 the Pyramids, the huge, massive
stone pyramids, serving as royal tombs,
built by the ancient Egyptians. —v. 1 be
or put in the form of a pyramid. 2 raise
or increase (costs, wages, etc.) gradually.
[< L < Gk. pyramis < Egyptian] —pyramʹi·dal, adj. —py·ramʹi·dal·ly, adv.
—pyr´a·midʹic, pyr´amidʹi·cal, adj.
—pry´a·midʹi·cal·ly, adv.

pyre (pīr), n. 1 pile of wood for burning a
dead body. 2 any pile to be burned. [< L
pyra < Gk., < pyr ﬁre]
py·ret·ic (pī retʹik), adj. 1 of or having
to do with fever. 2 producing fever.
3 feverish. [< NL, < Gk. pyretos fever
< pyr ﬁre]
pyr·i·dox·ine (pir´ә dokʹsēn; –sin), n.
vitamin B6, C8H11O3N, essential to
human nutrition, found in wheat germ,
ﬁsh liver, etc.
py·ri·tes (pī rīʹtēz; pә–; pīʹrīts), n. 1 iron
pyrites, a mineral which has a yellow
color and glitters so that it suggests
gold; fool’s gold. 2 any of various compounds of sulfur and a metal. [< L <
Gk., ﬂint, < pyr ﬁre]
py·ro·clas·tic (pī´rә klasʹtik; pirʹә–), adj.
made up of rock fragments and lava
from a volcanic eruption.
py·rog·ra·phy (pī rogʹrә ﬁ; pi–), n. art
of burning designs on wood, leather,
etc. [< pyro– (< Gk. pyr ﬁre) + –graphy
(< Gk. graphein write)] —py´rographʹic, adj.
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py·ro·ma·ni·a (pī´rә māʹni ә), n. an
insane desire to set things on ﬁre. [<
pyro– (< Gk., pyr ﬁre) + mania] —py´romaʹni·ac n.
py·ro·tech·nics (pī´rә tekʹniks), n. 1 Also,
pyʹro·tech´ny. a the making of ﬁreworks. b use of ﬁreworks. c display of
ﬁreworks. 2 a brilliant or sensational
display. [< pyro– (< Gk. pyr ﬁre) + technics] —py´ro·techʹnic, py´ro·techʹnical, adj.
py·rox·y·lin, py·rox·y·line (pī rokʹsә lin),
n. any of various substances made by
nitrating certain forms of cellulose, as
guncotton.
Pyr·rhic victory (pirʹik), victory won at
too great cost, so named after Pyr·rhus
(pirʹәs), a Greek king, 318?–272 b.c.,
who invaded Italy and won a battle but
with an enormous loss of life.
py·thon (pīʹthon; –thәn), n. 1 any of
several large snakes of the Old World
that are related to the boas and kill their
prey by crushing. 2 any large boa. [< L
< Gk.]
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Q, q

Q

Q, q (kū), n., pl. Q’s; q’s.
the 17th letter of the
alphabet.
Q., question.
q., 1 quart. 2 question.
qt., 1 quantity. 2 pl. qt.,

qts. quart.
q.t. (kyü´tēʹ), n. on the q.t., in secret;
quietly.
quaa·lude (kwāʹlüd), n. sedative drug
used as a narcotic and thought to be
addictive. [< trademark Quaalude]
quack1 (kwak), n. sound a duck makes.
—v. make such a sound. [imit.]
—quackʹy, adj.
quack2 (kwak), n. 1 dishonest person who
pretends to be a doctor. 2 an ignorant
pretender to knowledge or skill of any
sort. —adj. 1 used by quacks. 2 not genuine. [short for quacksalver quack doctor
< Du.] —quackʹer·y, n. —quackʹish, adj.
—quackʹish·ly, adv.
quad1 (kwod), n. quadrangle of a college.
quad2 (kwod), n. quadruplet.
quad3 (kwod), quaalude.
quad·ran·gle (kwodʹrangʹgәl), n. 1 a foursided space or court wholly or nearly
surrounded by buildings. 2 the buildings
around a quadrangle. 3 ⫽quadrilateral.
[< LL quadrangulum < L quadri– four
+ angulus angle] —quad·ranʹgu·lar adj.
—quad·ranʹgu·lar·ly, adv.
quad·rant (kwodʹrәnt), n. 1 quarter of a
circle or of its circumference. 2 instrument used in astronomy, navigation, etc.,
for measuring altitudes. [< L quadrans a
fourth]
quad·rat·ic (kwod ratʹik), —adj. involving a square or squares, but no higher
powers. x2 + 3x + 2 = 12 is a quadratic
equation. —n. a quadratic equation.
—quad·ratʹi·cal·ly, adv.
quad·rat·ics (kwod ratʹiks), n. branch of
algebra that deals with quadratic equations.
quad·ra·ture (kwodʹrә chәr), n. 1 act of
squaring. 2 the ﬁnding of a square equal
in area to a given surface bounded by a
circle or other curve. [< L quadratura.
See quadrate.]
quad·ren·ni·al (kwod renʹi әl), adj. 1
occurring every four years: a quadrennial presidential election. 2 of or for four
years. [< L quadriennium < quadri– four
+ annus year] —quad·renʹni·al·ly, adv.
quad·ri·lat·er·al (kwod´rә latʹәr әl), adj.
having four sides and four angles. —n. a
plane ﬁgure having four sides and four
angles. [< L, < quadri– four + latus side]
qua·drille (kwә drilʹ), n. 1 a square dance
for four couples. 2 music for it. [< F < Sp.
cuadrilla troop < cuadro battle square
< L quadrus square]
quad·ril·lion (kwod rilʹyәn), n. 1 in the
United States and France, 1 followed by
15 zeros. 2 in Great Britain, 1 followed
by 24 zeros. [< F, < quadri– four (< L) +
million] —quad·rilʹlionth, adj., n.
quad·ru·ped (kwodʹru̇ ped), n. animal
that has four feet. —adj. having four feet.

[< L, < quadru– four + pes foot] —quadruʹpe·dal, adj.
quad·ru·ple (kwodʹru̇ pәl; kwod rūʹ–),
adj., n., v., –pled, –pling. —adj. 1 fourfold; consisting of four parts; including
four parts or parties. 2 four times; four
times as great. —n. number, amount,
etc., four times as great as another. —v.
make or become four times as great. [< L
quadruplus < quadru– four + –plus fold]
—quadʹru·ply, adv.
quad·ru·plet (kwodʹru̇ plit; kwod rūʹ–),
n. 1 one of four children born at a birth.
2 group of four.
quad·ru·pli·cate (adj., n. kwod rūʹplә kit;
v. kwod rūʹplә kāt), adj., v., –cat·ed,
–cat·ing, n. —adj. fourfold; quadruple.
—v. make fourfold; quadruple. —n. one
of four things, esp. four copies of a document, exactly alike. [< L quadruplicatus,
ult. < quadru– four + plicare to fold]
—quad·ru´pli·caʹtion , n.
quaﬀ (kwäf; kwaf; kwôf), v. drink in large
draughts; drink freely. —n. a quaﬃng.
—quaﬀʹer, n.
quag·gy (kwagʹi; kwogʹi), adj., –gi·er, –giest. miry; swampy. [prob. < quag bog]
—quagʹgi·ness, n.
quag·mire (kwagʹmīr´; kwogʹ–), n. 1 a
boggy or miry place. 2 a diﬃcult situation.
[< quag bog + mire] —quagʹmir´y, adj.
qua·hog, qua·haug (kwôʹhog, –hôg;
kwәhogʹ, –hôgʹ), n. a roundish, edible
American clam; hard clam. [< Algonquian]
quail1. (kwāl), n., pl. quails or (esp. collectively) quail. any of various game birds
belonging to the same group as fowls
and partridges, esp. the bobwhite. [< OF
quaille < Gmc.]
quail2 (kwāl), v. be afraid; lose courage;
shrink back in fear: the slave quailed at
his master’s look. —quailʹer, n.
quaint (kwānt), adj. strange or odd in an
interesting, pleasing, or amusing way. [<
OF cointe pretty < L cognitus known]
—quaintʹly, adv. —quaintʹness, n.
quake (kwāk), v., quaked, quak·ing, n.
—v. shake; tremble: quake with fear. —n.
1 a shaking; trembling. 2 earthquake.
[OE cwacian] —quakʹer, n. —quakʹing,
adj. —quakʹing·ly, adv. —quakʹy, adj.
Quak·er (kwākʹәr), n. member of a Christian group called the Society of Friends.
Quakers refuse to go to war or to take
oaths; their clothes, manners, and religious services are very plain and simple.
—Quakʹer·ish, adj. —Quakʹer·ism, n.
—Quakʹer·ly, adj.
qual·i·ﬁ·ca·tion (kwol´ә fә kāʹshәn), n. 1
that which makes a person ﬁt for a job,
task, oﬃce, etc.: to know the way is one
qualiﬁcation for a guide. 2 that which
limits, changes, or makes less free and
full: his pleasure had one qualiﬁcation; his
friends could not enjoy it, too. 3 modiﬁcation; limitation; restriction: the statement
was made without any qualiﬁcation.
qual·i·ﬁed (kwolʹә fīd), adj. 1 having
the desirable or required qualiﬁcations;

ﬁtted; adapted. 2 modiﬁed; limited;
restricted. —qualʹi·ﬁed·ly, adv. —qualʹiﬁed·ness, n.
qual·i·fy (kwolʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1
make ﬁt or competent: qualify oneself
for a job. 2 become ﬁt; show oneself ﬁt:
when did he qualify? 3 make less strong;
change somewhat; limit; modify: qualify
your statement that dogs are loyal by
adding “usually.” [< Med.L, < L qualis
of what sort + facere make] —qualʹiﬁ´a·ble, adj. —qualʹi·ﬁ´er, n. —qualʹify´ing·ly, adv.
qual·i·ta·tive (kwolʹә tā´tiv), adj. concerned with quality or qualities. —qualʹitaʹtive·ly, adv.
qualitative analysis, testing of something
to ﬁnd out what chemical substances
are in it.
qual·i·ty (kwolʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 something special about an object or person
that makes it what it is: one quality of
sugar is sweetness, she has many ﬁne
qualities. 2 the kind that anything is:
that is a poor quality of cloth. 3 ﬁneness;
merit; excellence: look for quality rather
than quantity. 4 the character of sounds
aside from pitch and volume or intensity. [< L, < qualis of what sort]
quality control 1 inspection of goods during the manufacturing process to maintain their quality. 2 Fig. any system for
monitoring the quality of something.
qualm (kwäm), n. 1 a sudden disturbing
feeling in the mind; misgiving: I tried the
test with some qualms. 2 disturbance or
scruple of conscience: have some qualms
about asking for a favor. 3 a feeling of
faintness or sickness, esp. of nausea,
that lasts for just a moment. [OE cwealm
pain] —qualmʹish, adj. —qualmʹish·ly,
adv. qualmʹish·ness, n.
quan·da·ry (kwonʹdә ri; –dri), n., pl.
–ries. state of perplexity or uncertainty;
dilemma.
quan·ti·fy (kwonʹtә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing.
1 ﬁnd the quantity of; measure. 2 express
as a quantity: impossible to quantify such
pleasure. [< ML quantiﬁcare < L quantus
how much + facere make] —quanʹtiﬁ´er, n.
quan·ti·ta·tive (kwonʹtә tā´tiv), adj. 1
concerned with quantity. 2 that can
be measured. —quanʹti·ta´tive·ly, adv.
—quanʹti·ta´tive·ness, n.
quantitative analysis, a testing of something to ﬁnd out how much there is of
each chemical substance in it.
quan·ti·ty (kwonʹtә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
amount: use equal quantities of nuts and
raisins in the cake. 2 a large amount;
large number: a baker buys ﬂour in
quantity. 3 length of a note in music.
[< L, < quantus how much]
quan·tum (kwonʹtәm), n., pl. –ta (–tә). a
the smallest amount of energy capable of
existing independently. b this amount of
energy regarded as a unit. —adj. of sudden importance or eﬀect: a quantum shift
of opinion. [< L, neut. adj., how much]

Quechua
quantum jump, 1 change in the orbit of
an electron within an atom that occurs
when a quantum of energy is lost or
gained. 2 Fig. ⫽quantum leap.
quantum leap, a huge and sudden
advance.
quantum mechanics, quantum theory
applied to the physical measurement of
the structure and interactions of atomic
and subatomic particles.
quantum physics, quantum theory as
applied to physics on an atomic level.
quantum theory, theory that whenever
energy is transferred, the transfer occurs
in pulsations or stages rather than continuously, and that the amount transferred during each stage is a deﬁnite
quantity.
quark (kwôrk), n. one of two basic constituents of matter, conﬁned within protons, neutrons, and mesons. [< “three
quarks,” a phrase in James Joyce’s novel,
Finnegans Wake]
quar·an·tine (kwôrʹәn tēn; kworʹ–), v.,
–tined, –tin·ing, n. —v. 1 keep away
from others for a time to prevent the
spread of an infectious disease: farms in
the area were quarantined. 2 Fig. isolate
for a time for any reason. —n. 1 state
of being quarantined: the kennel was
in quarantine for three weeks. 2 detention, isolation, and other measures taken
to prevent the spread of an infectious
disease. 3 time or place where people,
animals, plants, ships, etc., are held until
it is sure that they have no infectious
diseases, insect pests, etc. 4 isolation or
exclusion of a person or group judged
to be undesirable: amounting to a virtual
quarantine of the country. [< Ital., < quaranta forty < L quadraginta; with ref. to
40 days as the orig. period of isolation]
quar·rel1 (kwôrʹәl; kworʹ–), n., v., –reled,
–rel·ing. —n. 1 an angry dispute or
disagreement; breaking oﬀ of friendly
relations. 2 cause for a dispute or disagreement; reason for breaking oﬀ
friendly relations: a bully likes to pick
quarrels. 3 cause for complaint. —v. 1
dispute or disagree angrily; break oﬀ
friendly relations. 2 ﬁnd fault: it is impossible to quarrel with such a careful analysis of the facts. [< OF < L querella, var. of
querela complaint] —quarʹrel·er, n.
quar·rel2 (kwôrʹәl; kworʹ–), n. bolt or arrow
used with a crossbow. [< OF < Med.L
quadrellus, dim. of L quadrus square]
quar·rel·some (kwôrʹәl sәm; kworʹ–), adj.
too ready to quarrel; fond of ﬁghting and
disputing. —quarʹrel·some·ness, n.
quar·ry1 (kwôrʹi; kworʹi), n., pl. –ries, v.,
–ried, –ry·ing. —n. place where stone
is dug, cut, or blasted out for use in
building. —v. obtain from a quarry.
[< Med.L quareia, ult. < L quadrus
square] —quarʹri·er, n.
quar·ry2 (kwôrʹi; kworʹi), n., pl. –ries.
1 animal chased in a hunt; game; prey.
2 anything hunted or eagerly pursued.
[< OF, < cuir hide < L corium]

quart (kwôrt), n. 1 measure for liquids,
equal to one fourth of a gallon. 2 measure for dry things, equal to one eighth
of a peck. 3 container holding a quart.
[< F < L quarta, fem. adj., fourth]
quar·ter (kwôrʹtәr), n. 1 one fourth; half
of a half; one of four equal or corresponding parts. 2 one fourth of a dollar;
25 cents. 3 one fourth of an hour. 4 one
fourth of a year; 3 months. 5 one of the
four periods of the moon, lasting about
7 days each. 6 region; place; section; district; group: the Mexican quarter. 7 point
of the compass; direction: in what quarter is the wind? 8 mercy shown a defeated
enemy in sparing his or her life. —v. 1
divide into quarters. 2 give a place to live
in: soldiers were quartered in the town.
—adj. being one of four equal parts.
at close quarters, very close together;
almost touching.
quarters, a place to live or stay. b proper
position or station. [< OF < L quartarius
a fourth < quartus fourth]
quar·ter·back (kwôrʹtәr bak´), n. one of
four players behind the line.
quar·ter·deck (kwôrʹtәr dek´), n. part of
the upper deck between the mainmast
and the stern, used esp. by the oﬃcers
of a ship.
quar·tered (kwôrʹtәrd), adj. 1 divided
into quarters. 2 furnished with rooms
or lodging.
quar·ter·ﬁ·nal (kwôr´tәr fīʹnәl), n. game
or match that takes place just before the
semiﬁnal round in a tournament. —adj.
of or having to do with this round in a
tournament. —quar´ter·ﬁʹnal·ist , n.
quarter horse, horse bred originally to
race a quarter-mile course, now used
for polo, riding, and, by cowboys, to
separate cattle.
quar·ter·ly (kwôrʹtәr li), adj., adv., n., pl.
–lies —adj. happening, done, etc., four
times a year. —adv. once each quarter
of a year. —n. magazine published every
three months.
quar· ter· mas· ter (kwôrʹ tәr mas´ tәr;
–mäs´–), n. 1 in the army, an oﬃcer
who has charge of providing quarters,
clothing, fuel, transportation, etc., for
troops. 2 in the navy, an oﬃcer on a
ship who has charge of the steering, the
compasses, signals, etc. —quarʹter·mas´ter·ship, n.
quarter note, note equal to one fourth of
a whole note.
quarter rest, rest in music equal in length
to a quarter note.
quarter section, piece of land, usually
square, containing 160 acres.
quar·ter·staﬀ (kwôrʹtәr staf´; –stäf´), n.,
pl. –staves (–stāvz´). an old English
weapon consisting of a stout pole 6 to 8
feet long, tipped with iron.
quar·tet, quar·tette (kwôr tetʹ), n. 1 group
of four musicians (singers or players). 2
piece of music for four voices or instruments. 3 any group of four. [< F < Ital.,
< quarto fourth < L quartus]
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quar·tile (kwôrʹtīl; –tәl), n. one of four
points on a statistical scale that has the
same frequency as the other three. If a
student is ranked in the upper quartile
of everyone who took a particular test,
he or she would be among the 25% who
did better than the remaining 75%.
quar·to (kwôrʹtō), n., pl. –tos, adj. —n.
1 the page size, usually about 9 by 12
inches, of a book in which each leaf is
one fourth of a whole sheet of paper. 2
book having this size. —adj. having this
size. [< Med.L in quarto in the fourth
(of a sheet)]
quartz (kwôrts), n. a very hard mineral composed of silica, SiO2. Common
quartz crystals are colorless and transparent, but amethyst, jasper, and many
other colored stones are also quartz.
[< G quarz]
qua·sar (kwāʹsär; kwä–; –zär), n. celestial
object larger than a star, characterized by
emissions of powerful blue light and radio
waves. [< quasi– + stellar (radio source)]
quash1 (kwosh), v. put down completely;
crush: quash a revolt. [< OF quasser
< L quassare shatter, intensive of quatere
to shake]
quash2 (kwosh), v. make void; annul.
[< OF < LL cassare < cassus null; inﬂ. in
OF by quasser quash1]
qua·si (kwāʹsī; –zī; kwäʹsi; –zi), adj. seeming; not real; halfway. —adv. seemingly;
not really; partly; almost. [< L]
quasi–, preﬁx. form of quasi used in combination, as in quasi-oﬃcial.
qua·si-ju·di·ci·al (kwäʹsi jü dish´әl; –zi–;
kwäʹ–), adj. having some of the aspects
and authority of the judiciary but not
under the authority a judiciary.
quat·rain (kwotʹrān), n. stanza or poem
of four lines. [< F, < quatre four < L
quattuor]
qua·ver (kwāʹvәr), v. 1 shake tremulously;
tremble: the old man’s voice quavered.
2 trill in singing or in playing on an
instrument. 3 sound, speak, or sing in
trembling tones. —n. 1 a quavering or
tremulous shake, esp. in the voice. 2 trill
in singing or in playing on an instrument. 3 an eighth note. [frequentative of
quave shake, ME cwavien] —quaʹver·er,
n. —quaʹver·ing·ly, adv. —quaʹver·y,
adj.
quay (kē), n. a solid landing place where
ships load and unload, often built of
stone. [< OF kay < Celtic]
Que., Quebec.
quea·sy (kwēʹzi), adj., –si·er, –si·est. 1
inclined to nausea; easily upset. 2 tending to unsettle the stomach. 3 uneasy;
uncomfortable. 4 squeamish; fastidious.
—queaʹsi·ly, adv. —queaʹsi·ness, n.
Que·bec (kwi bekʹ), n. 1 province in E
Canada. 2 its capital, on the St. Lawrence
River. —Que·becʹer, Que·becʹker. n.
Qué·bé·cois (kā bā kwäʹ), n., pl. –cois.
French. person from Quebec.
Quech·ua (kechʹwä), n. 1 member of
the dominant Indian group of the Inca
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empire. 2 their language, dialects of
which are still spoken in parts of W
South America.
Quech·uan (kechʹwәn), adj. of or having
to do with the Quechuas, their language,
or civilization. —n. ⫽Quechua.
queen (kwēn), n. 1 wife of a king. 2 a
woman ruler. 3 woman who is very
important stately, or beautiful. 4 a fully
developed female in a colony of bees,
ants, etc., that lays eggs. There is usually only one queen in a hive of bees.
5 a playing card bearing a picture of a
queen. 6 piece in chess that can move
in any straight or diagonal row. 7 the
chief, best, ﬁnest, etc.: the rose, queen of
ﬂowers. 8 (often an unfriendly use) a
male homosexual. —v. act like a queen.
[OE cwēn] —queenʹdom, n. —queenʹhood, queenʹship, n. —queenʹless, adj.
—queenʹlike´, adj.
Queen Anne’s lace, the wild carrot, that
bears a dainty white bloom.
queen·ly (kwēnʹli), adj., –li·er, –li·est,
adv. —adj. 1 of a queen; ﬁt for a queen.
2 like a queen; like a queen’s. —adv. in
a queenly manner; as a queen does.
—queenʹli·ness, n.
queen-size (kwēnʹsīz´), adj. larger than a
regular size, esp. wider and longer. Also,
queen-sized.
queer (kwir), adj. 1 strange; odd: a queer
remark for her to make. 2 quirky; peculiar: a queer little house. 3 homosexual.
—n. a homosexual. —v. Informal. spoil;
ruin. [< G quer oblique] —queerʹer,
n. —queerʹish, adj. —queerʹly, adv.
—queer´ness, n.
quell (kwel), v. 1 put down (disorder,
rebellion, etc.); subdue: quell a mutiny.
2 put an end to; extinguish: quell one’s
hopes. 3 quiet or allay (feelings, etc.).
[OE cwellan to kill] —quellʹer, n.
quench (kwench), v. 1 put an end to;
stop: quench a thirst. 2 drown out;
put out: water will quench a ﬁre. [OE,
as in ācwencan] —quenchʹa·ble, adj.
—quenchʹer, n. —quenchʹless, adj.
quern (kwėrn), n. primitive mill turned by
hand for grinding grain. [< OE cweorn]
quer·u·lous (kwerʹә lәs; kwerʹyә–), adj. 1
complaining; faultﬁnding. 2 fretful; peevish. [< L querulus < queri complain]
—querʹu·lous·ly, adv. —querʹu·lousness, n.
que·ry (kwirʹi), n., pl. –ries, v., –ried, –rying. —n. question; inquiry. —v. 1 ask;
ask about; inquire into. 2 express doubt
about. [< Med.L quere < L quaere ask!]
que·sa·di·lla (kā sә diʹyә), n. tortilla ﬁlled
with cheese, meat, etc. folded in half
and toasted in a pan. [< Sp. queso cheese
+ tortilla]
quest (kwest), n. 1 search; hunt. 2 expedition of knights. 3 object sought for.
—v. search or seek for; hunt. [< OF < VL
quaesita < L quaerere seek] —questʹer,
n. —questʹful, adj.
ques·tion (kwesʹchәn), n. 1 thing asked;
sentence in interrogative form, addressed

to someone to get information: what was
your question? 2 matter to be talked over,
investigated, considered, etc.; problem:
the question of prohibition. 3 proposal to
be voted on. —v. 1 ask in order to ﬁnd
out; seek information from. 2 doubt; dispute: I question the truth of his story.
beg the question, a accept as proved or
correct the thing being argued about. b
raise another or more fundamental question: saying they shouldn’t have been there
begs the question of how they got there.
beside the question, oﬀ the subject.
beyond or without question, not to be
disputed.
call in or into question, dispute; challenge.
in question, under consideration or discussion.
out of the question, impossible.
[< AF < L quaestio, ult. < quaerere ask]
—quesʹtion·ar·y, adj., n. —quesʹtioner, n. —quesʹtion·ing, adj. —quesʹtioning·ly, adv.
ques·tion·a·ble (kwesʹchәn ә bәl), adj. 1
open to question or dispute; doubtful;
uncertain. 2 of doubtful propriety, honesty, morality, respectability, or the like.
—quesʹtion·a·ble·ness, n. —quesʹtiona·bly, adv.
question mark, mark (?) put after a question in writing or printing.
ques·tion·naire (kwes´chәn ãrʹ), n. list of
questions, usually a written or printed
list.
quet·zal (ket sälʹ), que·zal (kāsälʹ), n. a
Central American bird having brilliant
golden-green and scarlet plumage. The
male has long, ﬂowing tail feathers.
[< Sp. < Mex. quetzalli, the bird’s tail
feather]
queue (kū), n., v., queued, queu·ing. —n.
1 braid of hair hanging down from the
back of the head. 2 Esp. Brit. a long line
of people, automobiles, etc. —v. Esp. Brit.
form or stand in a long line. [< F < L
coda, var. of cauda tail]
quib·ble (kwibʹәl), n., v., –bled, –bling.
—n. an unfair and petty evasion of the
point or truth by using words with a
double meaning: a legal quibble. —v.
evade the point or the truth by twisting
the meaning of words. —quibʹbler, n.
quick (kwik), adj. 1 fast and sudden;
swift: a quick turn. 2 coming soon;
prompt: a quick reply. 3 not patient;
hasty: a quick temper. 4 acting quickly;
ready; lively. 5 understanding or learning quickly. —n. 1 the tender, sensitive
ﬂesh under a ﬁngernail or toenail. 2 the
tender, sensitive part of one’s feelings:
their insults cut him to the quick. 3 living
persons: the quick and the dead. —adv.
quickly. [OE cwic alive] —quickʹish,
adj. —quickʹness, n.
quick·en (kwikʹәn), v. 1 move more
quickly; hasten: quicken your pace. 2 stir
up; make alive: quicken one’s imagination. 3 become more alive or alive: his
pulse quickened. —quickʹen·er, n.

quick ﬁx, Informal. hasty remedy, esp. for
a problem that should be given careful
attention and thought: apply the usual
sloppy quick ﬁx.
quick-freeze (kwikʹfrēzʹ), v., –froze,
–fro·zen, –freez·ing. subject (food) to
rapid freezing to prepare it for storing at freezing temperatures. —quick
freezing.
quick·lime (kwikʹlīm´), n. a white, alkaline substance obtained by burning
limestone and used for making mortar;
unslaked lime.
quick·ly (kwikʹli), adv. in a quick manner.
quick·sand (kwikʹsand´), n. soft, wet
sand, very deep, that will not support
one’s weight.
quick·sil·ver (kwikʹsil´vәr), n. the metal
mercury. —v. coat with mercury.
quick·step (kwikʹstep´), n. 1 step used in
marching in quick time. 2 a lively dance
step. 3 music in a brisk march rhythm.
quick-tem·pered (kwikʹtemʹpәrd), adj.
easily angered.
quick time, a fast speed of marching. In
quick time, soldiers march four miles
an hour.
quick-wit·ted (kwikʹwitʹid), adj. having
a quick mind; mentally alert. —quickʹwitʹted·ly, adv. —quickʹ-witʹted·ness, n.
quid (kwid), n., pl. quid. Brit. Slang.
former British unit of one pound, or 20
shillings.
quid·di·ty (kwidʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
essence. 2 quibble. [< Med.L quidditas
whatness < L quid what]
quid pro quo (kwid´ prō kwōʹ), Latin.
compensation; one thing in return for
another.
qui·es·cence (kwī esʹәns), n. absence of
activity; quietness.
qui·es·cent (kwī esʹәnt), adj. quiet; still;
motionless; inactive. [< L quiescens resting < quies, n., rest] —qui·esʹcent·ly, adv.
qui·et1 (kwīʹәt), adj. 1 not moving or moving very little; not active: a quiet current,
quiet games. 2 free from disturbance; tranquil: a quiet neighborhood. 3 not giving
oﬀense or causing disorder; peaceable:
quiet neighbors. 4 free from fuss; in good
taste: quiet manners quiet colors. —v. make
or become quiet. —adv. quietly. [< L quietus resting, ult. < quies quiet2. Doublet
of coy and quit, adj.] —quiʹet·er, n.
—quiʹet·ly, adv. —quiʹet·ness, n.
qui·et2 (kwīʹәt), n. 1 state of rest; stillness;
absence of motion or noise. 2 freedom
from disturbance; peace. [< L quies]
qui·e·tude (kwīʹә tüd; –tūd), n. quietness;
stillness; calmness.
Quil·e·ute (kwilʹә yüt), n., pl. –ute, –utes.
member of a tribe of North American
Indians living on the NW coast of the
United States. 2 their language.
quill (kwil), n. 1 a large, stiﬀ feather. 2
the hollow stem of a feather. 3 anything
made from the hollow stem of a feather,
such as a pen, toothpick, etc. 4 a stiﬀ,
sharp hair or spine. A porcupine has
quills on its back. [ME quil]
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quilt (kwilt), n. 1 bedcover made of two
pieces of cloth with a soft pad between,
held in place by lines of stitching. 2
bedcover. 3 anything resembling a quilt.
—v. 1 make quilts. 2 stitch together with
a soft lining: quilt a bathrobe. 3 sew in
lines or patterns. [< OF L culcita cushion] —quiltʹed. adj. —quiltʹer. n.
quilt·ing (kwil ting), n. 1 quilted work
on articles of clothing, bed covers, etc. 2
fabric suited to making a quilt.
quilting bee, a gathering of women to
put a quilt together and do the quilting on it.
quince (kwins), n. 1 a hard, yellowish
fruit, used for preserves. 2 tree it grows
on. 3 a similar shrub or tree grown for
its blossoms. [orig. pl. of ME quyne < OF
cooin < L cotoneum]
qui·nine (kwīʹnīn), n. 1 a bitter, colorless,
crystalline drug made from the bark of
a cinchona tree, used for malaria and
fevers. 2 any of various compounds
of quinine that are used as medicine.
[< Sp. quina < Quechua (S Am.Ind.)
kina bark]
quinine water, a carbonated drink containing a small amount of quinine and a
little lemon, lime, or orange juice.
quin·quen·ni·al (kwin kwenʹi әl), adj. 1
occurring every ﬁve years. 2 of or for
ﬁve years. [< L quinquennium < quinque
ﬁve + annus year]
quin·sy (kwinʹzi), n. tonsillitis with pus;
very sore throat with an abscess in the
tonsils. [< Med.L quinancia < LL < Gk.
kynanche, orig., dog´s collar < kyon dog
+ anchein choke]
quint (kwint), n. Informal. a quintuplet.
quin·tes·sence (kwin tesʹәns), n. 1 pure
essence; purest form. 2 the most perfect example of something. [< Med.L
quinta essentia ﬁfth essence, trans. of
Gk. pempte ousia]
quin·tes·sen·tial (kwin´tә senʹshәl), adj.
having the nature of a quintessence; of
the purest or most perfect kind.
quin·tet, quin·tette (kwin tetʹ), n. 1 group
of ﬁve musicians (singers or players). 2
piece of music for ﬁve voices or instruments. 3 any group of ﬁve. [< F < Ital.,
< quinto ﬁfth < L quintus]
quin·til·lion (kwin tilʹyәn), n. 1 in the
United States and France, 1 followed by
18 zeros. 2 in Great Britain, 1 followed
by 30 zeros. [< L quintus ﬁfth + E million] —quin·tilʹlionth, adj., n.
quin·tu·ple (kwinʹtu̇ pәl; –tyu̇–; kwin tüʹpәl; –tūʹ–), adj., v., –pled, –pling, n.
—adj. 1 ﬁvefold; consisting of ﬁve
parts. 2 ﬁve times as great. —v. make or
become ﬁve times as great. —n. number, amount, etc., ﬁve times as great as
another. [< F, < L quintus ﬁfth; patterned
on quadruple]
quin·tu·plet (kwinʹtu̇ plit; –tyu̇–; kwin tüʹplit; –tūʹ–; –tupʹlit), n. 1 one of ﬁve
children born at a birth. 2 any group or
combination of ﬁve.

quip (kwip), n., v., quipped, quip·ping.
—n. 1 a clever of witty saying. 2 a sharp,
cutting remark. 3 something odd or
strange. —v. make quips. [for earlier
quippy < L quippe indeed!, I dare say]
—quipʹster, n.
quire (kwīr), n. 24 or 25 sheets of paper of
the same size and quality. [< OF quaier,
ult. < L quaterni four each]
quirk (kwėrk), n. 1 a peculiar way of acting. 2 a sudden twist or turn. —quirkʹy,
adj.
quirt (kwėrt), n. riding whip with a
short, stout handle and a lash of braided
leather. [? < Sp. cuerda cord]
quit (kwit), v., quit or quit·ted, quitting, adj. —v. 1 stop: the men quit work
when the whistle blew. 2 leave: he quit his
room in anger. 3 free; clear; rid. —adj.
free; clear; rid: I gave him money to be
quit of him. [(v.) < OF < Med.L quietare discharge < L quietus quiet1; (adj.)
< OF quite < L quietus. Doublet of
quiet1 and coy.]
quit·claim (kwitʹklām´), n. 1 the giving
up of a claim. 2 document stating that
somebody gives up a claim. —v. give up
claim to (a possession, etc.).
quite (kwī), adv. 1 completely; wholly;
entirely: a hat quite out of fashion. 2
actually; really; positively: quite the
thing. 3 to a considerable extent or
degree: quite pretty. [orig. adj., var. of
quit in sense of “clear”]
Qui·to (kēʹtō), n. capital of Ecuador, in
the N part.
quits (kwits), adj. on even terms by repayment or retaliation.
be quits with, get even with; have
revenge on.
call it quits, give up on something;
stop.
quit·ter (kwitʹәr), n. person who gives
up easily.
quiv·er1 (kwivʹәr), v., n. shake; shiver;
tremble. [cf. OE cwiferlīce actively]
—quivʹer·ing, adj. —quivʹer·ing·ly, adv.
quiv·er2 (kwivʹәr), n. case to hold
arrows. [< AF quiveir, prob. < Gmc.]
—quivʹered, adj.
Qui·xo·te (kē hōʹtē; kwikʹsәt), n. ⫽Don
Quixote.
quix·ot·ic (kwiks otʹik), quix·ot·i·cal
(–ә kәl), adj. 1 resembling Don Quixote;
extravagantly chivalrous or romantic.
2 visionary; not practical. —quix·otʹical·ly, adv.
quiz (kwiz), v., quizzed, quiz·zing, n.,
pl. quiz·zes. —v. examine informally by
questions; test the knowledge of. —n.
an informal written or oral examination; test. —quizʹzer, n. —quizʹzing, adj.
—quizʹzing·ly, adv.
quiz·zi·cal (kwizʹә kәl), adj. odd; queer;
comical. —quizʹzi·cal·ness, n. —quizʹzical·ly, adv.
quoin (koin; kwoin), n. 1 an external
angle of a wall or building. 2 stone
forming an outside angle of a wall;
cornerstone. 3 a wedge-shaped piece of

wood, metal, etc., esp. one in an arch.
[var. of coin]
quoit (kwoit), n. a heavy, ﬂattish iron or
rope ring thrown to encircle a peg stuck
in the ground or to come as close to it
as possible.
quoits (sing. in use), game so played.
The game of quoits is often played with
horseshoes.
Quon·set hut (kwonʹsit), a prefabricated
metal building with a semicircular roof.
[ﬁrst used at Quonset (R.I.) naval air
base]
quo·rum (kwôʹrәm; kwōʹ–), n. number of
members of any society or assembly that
must be present if the business done is
to be legal or binding. [< L, of whom]
quot., quotation.
quo·ta (kwōʹtә), n. 1 share of a total due
from or to a particular district, state,
person, etc. 2 a percentage of a total of
women, minorities, etc., who must be
hired or admitted to a school or profession to achieve a fair representation and
prevent discrimination. b any number
that restricts admission, immigration,
etc. [< Med.L, < L quota pars how large
a part]
quota·a·ble (kwōtʹә bәl), adj. 1 that can be
quoted. 2 that can be quoted with propriety. 3 suitable for quoting. —quot´abilʹi·ty, quotʹa·ble·ness, n. —quotʹa·bly,
adv.
quo·ta·tion (kwō tāʹshәn), n. 1 somebody’s words repeated exactly by
another person; passage quoted from a
book, speech, etc.: from what author does
this quotation come? 2 quoting: quotation is a habit of some preachers. 3 the
stating of the current price of a stock,
commodity, etc. 4 the price so stated:
what was today’s market quotation on
wheat? —quo·taʹtion·al, adj. —quo·taʹtion·al·ly, adv.
quotation mark, one of a pair of
marks (“ ”) used to indicate the beginning and end of a quotation. Also, quote
mark.
quote (kwō), v., quot·ed, quot·ing, n.
—v. 1 repeat the exact words of; give
words or passages from. 2 repeat exactly
the words of another or a passage
from a book. 3 bring forward as an example or authority. 4 give the price of.
—n. 1 quotation. 2 a quotation
mark. [< Med.L quotare number chapters < L quotus which (in sequence)]
—quotʹer, n.
quoth (kwōth), v. Archaic. said. [pt. of
queathe [OE cwethan). See bequeath.]
quo·tient (kwōʹshәnt), n. number
obtained by dividing one number
by another. [< L quotiens how many
times]
q.v., which see. [< L quod vide]
qwer·ty (kwәrʹti), n. Informal. arrangement of the keys on a computer or
typewriter keyboard. [< the letters on
the ﬁrst six alphabetical keys of a keyboard]
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R, r (är), n., pl. R’s; r’s.
the 18th letter of the
alphabet. the three R’s,
reading, writing, and
arithmetic.
R., restricted (audience,
in respect to age), a ﬁlm rating.
R., 1 railroad; 2 Republican. 3 River.
r., 1 radius. 2 road.
ra (rā), n. second tone of a musical scale.
[See gamut]
Ra (rä), n. the sun god and supreme deity
in Egyptian mythology.
Ra, radium.
Ra·bat (rә bätʹ), n. capital of Morocco on
the Atlantic coast.
rab·bet (rabʹit), n., v., –bet·ed, –bet·ing.
—n. 1 cut, groove, or slot made on the
edge or surface of a board or the like, to
receive the end or edge of another piece
of wood shaped to ﬁt it. 2 joint so made.
—v. 1 cut or form a rabbet in. 2 join with
a rabbet. [< OF rabat a beating down
< rabattre. See rebate.]
rab·bi (rabʹī), n., pl. –bis. teacher of the
Jewish religion; pastor of a Jewish congregation. [< L < Heb., my master]
rab·bin·i·cal (rә binʹә kәl), rab·bin·ic
(–ik), adj. of or pertaining to rabbis,
their learning, writings, etc. —rab·binʹical·ly, adv.
rab·bit (rabʹit), n. 1 a burrowing mammal
about as big as a cat, with soft fur and
long ears. 2 its fur. [ME rabet]
rab·ble (rabʹәl), n. a disorderly crowd;
mob.
the rabble, Contemptuous. the lower
classes. [cf. Du. rabbelen prattle]
rab·id (rabʹid), adj. 1 unreasonably
extreme; fanatical; violent. 2 furious;
raging. 3 having rabies; mad. [< L rabidus < rabere be mad] —rabʹid·ly, adv.
—rabʹid·ness, n.
ra·bies (rāʹbēz), n. ⫽hydrophobia (def. 1).
[< L, madness]
rac·coon (ra künʹ), n. 1 a small, grayish ﬂesh-eating mammal with a bushy,
ringed tail, that lives mostly in trees and
is active at night. 2 its fur. [< Algonquian]
race1 (ras), n., v., raced, rac·ing. —n. 1
contest of speed, as in running, driving, riding, sailing, etc. 2 Often, races.
a series of horse races run at a set time
over a regular course. 3 any contest
that suggests a race: a political race. 4 a
strong or fast current of water. 5 channel
leading water to or from a place where
its energy is utilized. —v. 1 engage in
a contest of speed. 2 try to beat in a
contest of speed; run a race with. 3 run,
move, or go swiftly. 4 of a motor, wheel,
etc., run too fast. [< Scand. rās]
race2 (rās), n. 1 a great division of humans
having certain physical characteristics
in common: there are few genetic diﬀerences among the various races. 2 group of
persons connected by common descent
or origin. 3 a particular variety of animals or plants. 4 a natural kind of living

R

creatures: the human race. [< F < Ital.
razza], adj. —raʹcial·ly, adv.
ra·ceme (rā sēmʹ; rә–), n. a simple ﬂower
cluster having its ﬂowers on nearly equal
stalks along a stem, the lower ﬂowers
blooming ﬁrst. The lily of the valley has
racemes. [< L racemus cluster. Doublet
of raisin.] —ra·cemedʹ, adj. —racʹemose, adj.
rac·er (rāʹsәr), n. 1 person or thing, as a
boat, car, horse, etc., that races. 2 harmless snake of North America, able to
move very quickly.
race·horse (rāsʹhôrs´), n. horse bred,
trained, and kept for racing.
race track or course, ground laid out
for racing.
ra·cial (rāʹshәl), adj. 1 of or having to do
with a race of people, animals, or plants.
2 because of or involving race: racial
discrimination, racial harmony.
ra·cial·ism (rāʹshәl iz em) unreasoning
fear of another racial group; extreme
racial prejudice.
rac·ism (rāsʹiz әm), n. 1 exaggeration of
inherent racial diﬀerences. 2 prejudice
in favor of certain races. —racʹist, n.
rack1 (rak), n. 1 frame with bars, shelves,
or pegs to hold, arrange, or keep things
on, such as a hat rack, tool rack, or baggage rack. 2 framework set on a wagon
for carrying hay, straw, etc. 3 instrument
formerly used for torturing people by
stretching them. 4 cause or condition
of great suﬀering in body or mind. 5
bar with pegs or teeth on one edge, into
which teeth on the rim of a wheel can ﬁt.
—v. 1 hurt very much: racked with grief.
2 stretch; strain.
on the rack, in great pain; suﬀering very
much. [prob. < MDu. or MLG recke]
rack2 (rak), n. ⫽wreck. [var. of wrack]
rack3 (rak), n. a horse’s gait, similar to a
pace; single-foot. —v. go thus.
rack·et1 (rakʹit), n. 1 a loud noise; loud
talk; din. 2 Informal. a dishonest scheme
for getting money from people by
threatening violence or damage. 3 Informal. any dishonest scheme. 4 Slang.
occupation. [? imit.]
rack·et2, rac·quet (rakʹit), n. a light,
wide bat made of a network of strings
stretched on a frame, used for games
like tennis. [< F raquette < Ar. rā.ha palm
of the hand]
rack·et·eer (rak´ә tirʹ), n. person who
extorts money by threatening violence
or damage. —v. extort money by threatening violence or damage. —rackʹeteerʹing, n.
rac·on·teur (rak´on tėrʹ), n. person clever
in telling stories, anecdotes, etc. [< F]
ra·coon (ra künʹ), n. ⫽raccoon.
rac·y (rāsʹi), adj., rac·i·er, rac·i·est. 1
vigorous; lively. 2 having an agreeably
peculiar taste or ﬂavor. 3 ⫽risqué.
—racʹi·ly, adv. —racʹi·ness, n.
ra·dar (rāʹdär), n. 1 instrument for determining the distance and direction of
unseen objects by the reﬂection of radio

waves. 2 process by which the reﬂection
of the radio waves is measured.
below or under the radar, Fig. not
observed or known about; hidden: these
problems were below the radar for a long
time.
on the or one’s radar (screen), Fig. aware
of and dealing with something, esp. a
problem. [short for ra(dio) d(etecting)
a(nd) r(anging)]
ra·di·al (rāʹdi әl), adj. arranged like or
in radii or rays. —n. Usually, radials.
⫽radial tire. —raʹdi·al·ly, adv.
radial tire, automobile tire strengthened
by cords that are placed at right angles
to the treads.
ra·di·ance (rāʹdi әns), ra·di·an·cy (–әn si),
n. 1 vivid brightness. 2 ⫽radiation.
ra·di·ant (rāʹdi әnt), adj. 1 shinning;
bright; beaming: a radiant smile. 2 sending out rays of light or heat: the sun is
a radiant body. 3 sent oﬀ in rays from
some source; radiated. [< L radians
beaming < radius ray]
radiant energy, energy in the form of
waves of light, heat, or electricity sent
through space, esp. electromagnetic
waves.
ra·di·ate (rāʹdi āt), v., –at·ed, –at·ing, adj.
—v. 1 give out rays of: the sun radiates
light and heat. 2 issue in rays. 3 give out;
send forth: her face radiates joy. 4 spread
out from a center: roads radiate from the
city. —adj. radiating from a center. [< L
radiatus. See radiant.] —raʹdi·ate·ly,
adv. —raʹdi·a´tive, adj.
ra·di·a·tion (rā´di āʹshәn), n. 1 act or
process of giving out rays of light, heat,
sounds, or electricity. 2 energy radiated;
ray or rays. 3 act or process of giving
oﬀ radioactive rays as the result of the
decay of a radioactive substance. 4 rays
given oﬀ by this decay.
radiation sickness, a systematic disease
resulting from overexposure to radioactivity.
ra·di·a·tor (rāʹdi ā´tәr), n. 1 a heating device consisting of a set of pipes
through which steam or hot water
passes. 2 device for cooling circulating
water, as on an automobile.
rad·i·cal (radʹә kәl), adj. 1 going to the
root; fundamental. 2 favoring extreme
changes or reforms; extreme. —n. 1
person who favors extreme changes
or reforms. 2 an atom or group of
atoms acting as a unit in chemical reactions. Ammonium (NH4) is a radical
in NH4OH. 3 the sign (√ ) put before
an expression to show that some root
of it is to be extracted. [< LL, < L radix
root] —radʹi·cal·ism, radʹi·cal·ness, n.
—rad´i·cal·ly, adv.
rad·i·cal·ize (radʹә kә līz), v., –ized, –izing. make or become radical. —rad´ical·i·zaʹtion, n.
ra·di·i (rāʹdi ī), n. pl. of radius.
ra·di·o (rāʹdi ō), n., pl. –di·os, adj., v., –dioed, –di·o·ing. —n. 1 way of sending
and receiving words, music, etc., by
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electric waves, without connecting wires.
2 apparatus for receiving and making
audible the sounds so sent. —adj. 1 of,
pertaining to, used in, or sent by radio.
2 of or having to do with electric frequencies higher than 15,000 per second.
—v. transmit or send out by radio. [independent use of radio–, abstracted from
radiotelegraphy, etc.]
radio–, combining form. 1 radio, as in
radiotelegraphy. 2 radial, as in radiosymmetrical. 3 radiant energy, as in radiograph. 4 radioactive, as in radioisotope.
[< radius]
ra·di·o·ac·tive (rā´di ō akʹtiv), adj. 1
giving oﬀ radiant energy in the form
of alpha, beta, or gamma rays by the
breaking up of atoms. 2 Fig. explosive;
poisonous: the relationship had become
radioactive. —ra´di·o·ac·tivʹi·ty, n.
radio astronomy, branch of astronomy
that uses radio waves emitted by distant
stellar objects to locate and study them.
—radio astronomer, n. —ra·di·o-as´tro·nomʹi·cal, adj.
ra· di· o· bi· ol· o· gy (rā´ di ō bī olʹ ә ji),
n. branch of biology dealing with the
eﬀects of radioactivity on living organisms. —ra´di·o·bi´o·logʹi·cal, adj.
—ra´di·o·bi·olʹo·gist, n.
ra·di·o·car·bon (rā´di ō kärʹbәn), n. carbon 14.
ra·di·o·chem·i·cal (ra´di o kemʹә kәl),
adj. of or having to do with radiochemistry. —n. chemical that has had radioisotopes added to it.
ra·di·o·chem·is·try (rā´di ō kemʹә stri),
n. branch of chemistry dealing with
radioactive substances.—ra´di·o·chem´ist, n.
ra·di·o·i·so·tope (rā´di ō īʹsә tōp), n. a
radioactive isotope derived artiﬁcially
from an element not normally radioactive, often as a by-product of atomic
research, the operation of an atomic
furnace, etc.
ra·di·o·sonde (rāʹdi ō sond´), n. a radio
transmitter dropped by parachute to
broadcast temperature, humidity, etc.
ra·di·o·tel·e·graph (rā´di ō telʹә graf;
–gräf), n. telegraph worked by radio.
—v. telegraph by radio. —ra´di·o·tel´egraphʹic, adj.
ra·di·o·te·leg·ra·phy (rā´di ō tә legʹrә ﬁ),
n. telegraphing by radio.
ra·di·o·tel·e·phone (rā´di ō telʹә fōn),
n., v., –phoned, –phon·ing. —n. Also,
raʹdi·o·phone´. a radio transmitter
using voice communication. —v. telephone by radio.
ra·di·o·te·leph·o·ny (rā´di ō tә lefʹә ni),
n. radio communication by means of
voice signals.
ra·di·o·tel·e·scope (rā di ō telʹә skōp), n.
large network of wires on a frame forming an antenna that can receive radio
signals from outer space, used to ﬁnd
new stars, track satellites, etc.
rad·ish (radʹish), n. 1 a small, crisp root
with a red or white skin, used as a relish

and in salads. 2 the plant. [< L radix
root]
ra·di·um (rāʹdi әm), n. a radioactive
metallic element, Ra, found in very
small amounts in uranium ores. [< NL,
< L radius ray]
ra·di·us (rāʹdi әs), n., pl. –di·i (–di ī), –dius·es. 1 any line going straight from
the center to the outside of a circle or a
sphere. 2 a circular area measured by the
length of its radius. 3 that one of the two
bones of the forearm which is on the
thumb side. [< L, ray, spoke of a wheel.
Doublet of ray1.]
ra·don (rāʹdon), n. a rare element, Rn, a
radioactive gas by given oﬀ by the decay
of radium. [< radium]
R.A.F., Royal Air Force (of Great Britain).
raf·ﬁ·a (rafʹi ә), n. 1 ﬁber from the leafstalks of a species of palm growing in
Madagascar, used in making baskets,
etc. 2 the raﬃa palm. [< Malagasy (the
language of Madagascar)]
raf·ﬂe (rafʹәl), n., v., –ﬂed, –ﬂing. —n.
sale in which many people each pay a
small sum for a chance of getting an
article. —v. 1 sell (an article) by a raﬄe. 2
hold a raﬄe. [ME raﬂe a dice game < OF,
plundering, stripping, ult. <Du. rafelen
ravel, pluck]
raft1 (raft; räft), n. logs or boards fastened
together to make a ﬂoating platform.
[< Scand. raptr log]
raft2 (raft; räft), n. a large number; abundance. [var. of raﬀ heap < riﬀraﬀ]
raft·er (rafʹtәr; räfʹ–), n. a slanting beam
of a roof. [OE rœfter]
rag1 (rag), n. 1 a torn or waste piece of
cloth. 2 a small piece of cloth. —adj.
made from rags.
rags, clothing that is much worn or
torn. [< Scand. rȯgg shaggy tuft]
rag2 (rag), v., ragged, rag·ging, n. —v. 1
scold. 2 tease. —n. a ragging.
rag·a·muf·ﬁn (ragʹә muf´әn), n. a ragged,
child.
rage (rāj), n., v., raged, rag·ing. n. 1 violent anger: a voice quivering with rage.
2 ﬁerce violence; fury: the rage to kill. 3
what everybody wants for a short time;
the fashion. —v. 1 be furious with anger;
speak or act with furious anger. 2 act
violently; move, proceed, or continue
with great violence: a storm is raging.
[< OF < VL rabia < L rabies] —rageʹful,
adj. —rageʹful·ly, adv.
rag·ged (ragʹid), adj. 1 worn or torn into
rags. 2 wearing torn or badly worn-out
clothing. 3 not straight and tidy; rough:
a dog’s ragged coat. 4 having loose shreds
or bits. 5 having rough or sharp points;
uneven; jagged: ragged rocks —ragʹgedly, adv. —ragʹged·ness, n.
rag·lan (ragʹlәn), n. a loose topcoat or
overcoat with sleeves cut so as to continue up to the collar. [after Lord Raglan,
British general]
ra·gout (ra güʹ), n. a highly seasoned
stew of meat and vegetables. [< F,
< ragoûter restore the appetite]
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rag·time (ragʹtīm´), n. 1 musical rhythm
with accents falling at unusual places. 2
music with such rhythm, a form of jazz.
rag·weed (ragʹwēd´), n. any of several
coarse weeds of the aster family whose
pollen is one of the most common
causes of hay fever.
rah (rä), interj., n. ⫽hurrah.
raid (rād), n. 1 attack; sudden attack. 2
an entering and seizing what is inside:
a police raid. 3 Fig. an attempt to lure
employees or athletes away from an
employer or team. —v. attack suddenly.
[northern form of OE rād a riding. Cf.
road] —raidʹer, n.
rail1 (rāl), n. 1 bar of wood or of metal.
There are stair rails, fence rails, rails
protecting monuments, etc. 2 one of the
two parallel bars of a railroad track. 3
railroad: ship by rail. 4 the upper part
of the bulwarks of a ship. —v. 1 furnish
with rails. 2 enclose with rails: rail in a
yard, rail oﬀ the barnyard. [< OF < L
regula straight rod. Double of rule.]
rail2 (rāl), v. complain bitterly; use violent
and reproachful language. [< F railler,
ult. < LL ragere to scream. Doublet of
rally2.] —railʹer, n.
rail3 (rāl), n., pl. rails or (esp. collectively)
rail. any of numerous small birds with
short wings, narrow bodies, strong legs,
long toes, and a harsh cry, that live in
marshes and swamps. [< F râle < VL
rascla; prob. imit.]
rail·ing (rālʹing), n. 1 fence made of rails.
2 material for rails. 3 rails.
rail·ler·y (rālʹәr i), n., pl. –ler·ies. 1 goodhumored ridicule; joking; teasing. 2 a
bantering remark. [< F raillerie. See
rail2.]
rail·road (rālʹrōd´), n. 1 road or track
with parallel steel rails on which the
wheels of the cars go. 2 tracks, stations,
trains, and other property of a system of
transportation that uses rails, together
with the people who manage them.
—v. 1 send by railroad; carry on a railroad. 2 work on a railroad. 3 Fig. send
along quickly or too quickly to be fair.
—railʹroad´er, n. —railʹroad´ing, n.
rail·way (rālʹwā´), n. 1 railroad. 2 track
made of rails.
rai·ment (rāʹmәnt), n. Archaic. clothing; garments. [short for arraiment. See
array.]
rain (rān), n. 1 water falling in drops
from the clouds. 2 the fall of such drops.
3 Fig. a thick, fast fall of anything: a
rain of rockets, a rain of abuse. —v. 1
fall in drops of water. 2 fall like rain. 3
pour like rain; send like rain. [OE regn]
—rainʹless, adj.
rain·bow (rānʹbō´), n. bow or arch of
seven colors (violet, indigo, blue, green,
yellow, orange, and red) seen sometimes
in the sky, or in mist or spray, when
the sun shines on it from behind the
viewer.
rain check, 1 ticket for future use, given
to the spectators at a baseball game or
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raincoat

other outdoor performance stopped by
rain. 2 Fig. a promise to do something
in the future that cannot be done now: a
rain check on an invitation.
rain·coat (rānʹkōt´), n. a waterproof coat
worn for protection from rain.
rain·drop (rānʹdrop´), n. drop of rain.
rain·fall (rānʹfôl´), n. 1 shower of rain.
2 amount of water in the form of rain,
snow, etc., falling within a given time
and area.
rain forest large and dense area of forest
found in areas of consistently abundant
rain, esp. in the tropics.
rain·mak·er (rānʹmāk´әr), n. 1 one who
seeks to produce rain, as by supernatural
or artiﬁcial means. 2 Fig. person, esp. an
executive, supposed to be able to expand
the business of a ﬁrm. —rainʹmak´ing,
n., adj.
rain·storm (rānʹstôrm´), n. storm with
much rain.
rain·y (rānʹi), adj., rain·i·er, rain·i·est. 1
having rain; having much rain. 2 bringing
rain. 3 wet with rain. —rainʹi·ness, n.
rainy day, future time of need: keep it for
a rainy day.
raise (rāz), v., raised, rais·ing, n. —v. 1
lift up: raise one’s hand. 2 set upright:
raise the overturned lamp. 3 cause to
rise: raise a cloud of dust. 4 put or take
into a higher position; make higher or
nobler; elevate: raise a man to manager.
5 increase in amount, degree, force, volume, etc.: raise the temperature, raise the
rent, raise your voice. 6 gather together;
collect; manage to get: the leader raised
an army. 7 breed; grow; rear: raise wheat,
dogs, or children. 8 cause; bring about;
utter: raise a shout, a funny remark raises
a laugh. 9 build; create; set up: raise a
monument. 10 Fig. rouse; stir up: the
dog raised a rabbit from the underbrush,
raise a commotion. 11 bring back to life:
raise the dead. 12 put an end to: raise the
siege of a fort. —n. 1 increase in amount,
price, pay, etc. 2 amount of such an
increase. [< Scand. reisa] —raisʹa·ble,
adj. —raisʹer, n.
rai·sin (rāʹzәn), n. a sweet dried grape.
[< OF < L racemus grape cluster. Doublet of raceme.]
raj (räj), n. in India, rule; dominion.
ra·jah (räʹjә), n. ruler or chief in India,
Java, Borneo, etc. [< Hind. rājā < Skt.]
—raʹjah·ship, n.
rake1 (rāk), n., v., raked, rak·ing. —n. a
longhandled tool having a bar at one
end with teeth in it, used for smoothing the soil or gathering together loose
leaves, hay, straw, etc. —v. 1 move with
a rake: rake the leaves oﬀ the grass. 2
gather; gather together. 3 search carefully. 4 ﬁre guns along the length of (a
ship, line of soldiers, etc.). [OE raca]
rake2 (rāk), n. a proﬂigate or dissolute
person. [short for rakehell a roué]
rak·ish (rākʹish), adj. 1 smart; jaunty;
dashing. 2 immoral; dissolute. —rakʹishly, adv. —rakʹish·ness, n.

Ra·leigh (rôʹli), n. capital of North Carolina, in the C part.
ral·ly (ralʹi), v., –lied, –ly·ing, n., pl. –lies.
—v. 1 bring together; bring together
again; get in order again: rally the ﬂeeing
troops. 2 come together in a body for
a common purpose or action. 3 come
to the assistance of a person, party, or
cause: he rallied to the side of his friend.
4 recover health and strength: the sick
man may rally now. 5 recover more or
less from a drop in price: the market rallied. —n. 1 act or fact of rallying; recovery. 2 a coming together; mass meeting:
a political rally. 3 act or fact of hitting
the ball back and forth several times in
tennis and similar games. [< F rallier <
re– again + allier ally]
ram (ram), n., v., rammed, ram·ming.
—n. 1 a male sheep. 2 machine or part
of a machine that strikes heavy blows.
—v. 1 butt against; strike head on, strike
violently. 2 push hard; drive down or in
by heavy blows.
Ram, Aries. [OE ramm] —ramʹmer, n.
RAM (ram), random-access memory
(storage of accessible data in a computer).
ram·ble (ramʹbәl), v., –bled, –bling, n.
—v. 1 wander about. 2 talk or write
about ﬁrst one thing and then another
with no useful connections. 3 spread
irregularly in various directions: vines
rambled over the wall. —n. a walk for
pleasure, not to go to any special place.
—ramʹbler, n.
ram·bunc·tious (ram bungkʹshәs), adj.
wild and uncontrollable; unruly; boisterous.
ram·e·kin (ramʹә kin), n. 1 a small, separately cooked portion of some food,
esp. one topped with cheese and bread
crumbs. 2 a small baking dish holding
enough for one portion. [< F ramequin
< Du.]
ram·i·ﬁ·ca·tion (ram´ә fә kāʹshәn), n. 1 a
spreading or branching out. 2 result of
spreading out or dividing; oﬀ shoot. 3
Fig. consequence.
ram·i·fy (ramʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing.
divide or spread out into branchlike
parts. [< F < Med. L, < L ramus branch
+ facere make]
ramp1 (ramp), n. a sloping way connecting two diﬀerent levels of a building,
road, etc.; slope.
ramp up, increase the level or intensity
of: ramp up a public relations campaign.
[< F rampe < ramper. See ramp2.]
ramp2 (ramp), v. 1 rush wildly about;
behave violently. 2 jump or rush with
fury. [< F ramper creep]
ram·page (n. ramʹpāj; v. ram pājʹ, ramʹpāj), n., v., –paged, –pag·ing. —n. ﬁt
or rushing wildly about; wild outbreak.
—v. rush wildly about; behave violently;
rage. [? < ramp2]
ramp·ant (ramʹpәnt), adj. 1 growing without any check; unrestrained; unchecked.
2 angry; excited; violent. [< OF, ramp-

ing] —rampʹan·cy, n. —rampʹant·ly,
adv.
ram·part (ramʹpärt), n. 1 a wide bank
of earth, often with a wall on top, built
around a fort to help defend it. 2 anything that defends; protection. [< F,
< remparer fortify, ult. < L re– back +
ante before + parare prepare]
ram·rod (ramʹrod´), n. 1 rod for ramming down the charge in a gun that is
loaded from the muzzle. 2 rod for cleaning the gun barrel.
ram·shack·le (ramʹshak´әl), adj. loose
and shaky; likely to come apart. [? ult.
< ransack]
ran (ran), v. pt. of run.
ranch (ranch), n. 1 a very large farm and
its buildings for raising cattle, horses, etc.
2 any farm or farming establishment: a
chicken ranch. 3 persons employed or
living on a ranch. —v. work on or manage a ranch. [< Sp., group of persons
who eat together] —ranchʹer, n.
ran·che·ro (ran chärʹō; rän–), n., pl. –ros.
SW U.S. 1 rancher. 2 ranch hand. [< Am.
Sp.; see ranch]
ranch house, 1 a one-story dwelling, like
most houses on a ranch, having a low
roof. 2 main house on a ranch, where
the owner or manager and family live.
ran·cho (ranʹchō; ränʹ–), n. SW U.S. 1
ranch. 2 hut for a herdsman. [< Am. Sp.;
see ranch]
ran·cid (ranʹsid), adj. 1 stale; spoiled:
rancid fat. 2 tasting or smelling like stale
fat or butter. [< L rancidus < rancere
be rank] —ranʹcid·ly, adv. —ranʹcidness, n.
ran·cor (rangʹkәr), n. bitter resentment
or ill will; extreme hatred or spite.
[< OF < LL, rankness, < L rancere be
rank] —ranʹcor·ous, adj. —ranʹcorous·ly, adv. —ranʹcor·ous·ness, n.
r & b, R & B, or R and B, rhythm and
blues.
R & D, R and D, research and development.
ran·dom (ranʹdәm), adj. by chance; with
no plan. —n. at random, by chance;
with no plan or purpose. [< OF randon rapid rush] —ran´dom·i·zaʹtion, n.
—ranʹdom·ize, v.
random access, access to data or programs in a computer memory according
to the needs of the user and without
having to close one program to access
another. —ran´dom-acʹcess, adj.
ra·nee (räʹni), n. wife of a rajah. Also,
rani. [< Hind. rānī < Skt. rājnī]
rang (rang), v. pt. of ring2.
range (rānj), n., v., ranged, rang·ing, adj.
—n. 1 distance between certain limits;
extent: a range of prices from 5 cents to
25 dollars. 2 distance a gun can shoot.
3 place to practice shooting. 4 land for
grazing. 5 row or line of mountains.
6 stove for cooking. [< v.] —v. 1 vary
within certain limits: prices ranging from
$5 to $10. 2 wander over: buﬀalo once
ranged these plains. 3 run in a line;
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extend: a boundary ranging east and
west. 4 be found; occur: a plant ranging
from Canada to Mexico. —adj. of or on
land for grazing. [< OF ranger array, ult.
< reng line, rank1]
rang·er (rānʹjәr), n. 1 person employed to
guard a tract of forest. 2 one of a body of
armed people employed in ranging over
a region to police it. —rangʹer·ship, n.
Ran·goon (rang günʹ), n. capital and chief
port of Myanmar, in the S part.
rang·y (rānʹji), adj., rang·i·er, rang·i·est.
slender and long-limbed: a rangy horse.
—rangʹi·ness, n.
ra·ni (räʹni), n. ⫽ranee.
rank1 (rangk), n. 1 row or line, usually
of soldiers, placed side by side. 2 position; grade; class: the rank of colonel, in
the ﬁrst rank. 3 high position: a duke is
a man of rank. —v. 1 arrange in a row
or line. 2 have a certain rank: New York
State ranks ﬁrst in wealth. 3 put in some
special order in a list: rank the states for
area. 4 outrank: a major ranks a captain.
close ranks, a come into close formation of troops. b Fig. come together for
mutual support: the family closed ranks.
pull rank, use one’s position, esp. to
impose one’s will.
ranks, a army; soldiers. b rank. [ult.
< OF reng < Gmc.]
rank2 (rangk), adj. 1 large and coarse:
rank grass. 2 growing richly. 3 producing a dense but coarse growth: rank
swamp land. 4 having a strong, bad smell
or taste: rank potatoes. 5 Fig. strongly
marked; extreme: rank ingratitude. 6
coarse; not decent. [OE ranc proud]
—rankʹly, adv. —rankʹness, n.
rank and ﬁle, 1 a common soldiers, not
oﬃcers. b the common people. 2 ordinary members, as opposed to oﬃcials,
of a group or organization.
ran·kle (rangʹkәl), v., –kled, –kling. be
sore; cause soreness; continue to give
pain: the insult rankled. [ult. < OF draoncler < Med.L dracunculus sore, dim. of
L draco serpent]
ran·sack (ranʹsak), v. 1 search thoroughly
through: ransack the desk for the lost letter. 2 rob; plunder. [< Scand. rannsaka,
lit., search a house < rann house + –saka
search] —ranʹsacker, n.
ran·som (ranʹsәm), n. price paid or
demanded before a captive is set free.
—v. 1 obtain the release of (a captive) by
paying a price. 2 redeem. [< OF rançon
< L redemption. Doublet of redemption.] —ranʹsom·er, n.
rant (rant), v. speak wildly, extravagantly,
violently, or noisily. —n. an extravagant,
violent, or noisy speech.
rant and rave, scold and shout wildly.
[< MDu. ranten] —rantʹer, n. —rantʹingly, adv.
rap1 (rap), n., v., rapped, rap·ping. —n. 1
a quick, light blow; a light, sharp knock.
2 blame; rebuke: take the rap. —v. 1
knock sharply; tap. 2 say sharply: rap out
an answer. [? imit.]

rap2 (rap), v., rapped, rap·ping. 1 talk;
chat. 2 talk rhythmically or in rhyme. 3
perform rap music. —n. 1 easy talk; chat.
2 rapid, rhyming talk. 3 ⫽rap music.
rap3 (rap), n. the least bit: not give a rap
about that.
ra·pa·cious (rә pāʹshәs), adj. 1 seizing by
force; plundering. 2 grasping; greedy. 3
of animals, living by the capture of prey.
[< L rapax grasping < rapere seize] —rapaʹcious·ly, adv. —ra·paʹcious·ness, n.
—ra·pac´i·ty, n.
rape1 (rāp), n., v., raped, rap·ing. —n. 1 a
seizing and carrying oﬀ by force. 2 the
crime of having sexual intercourse with
a woman or girl forcibly and against her
will. —v. 1 seize and carry oﬀ by force. 2
force (a woman or girl) to have sexual
intercourse against her will. [< L rapere
seize] —rapʹist, n.
rape2 (rāp), n. a small plant whose leaves
are used as food for sheep and hogs and
whose seeds yield an oil (rape oil) that
is used as a lubricant, etc. [< L rapa,
rapum]
rap·id (rapʹid), adj. 1 moving, acting,
or doing with speed: a rapid worker. 2
going on or forward at a fast rate: rapid
growth. —n. Usually, rapids. part of a
river’s course where the water rushes
quickly. [< L rapidus < rapere hurry
away] —ra·pidʹi·ty, rapʹid·ness, n.
—rapʹid·ly, adv.
rapid transit, system of rapid transportation in a city, as subways, elevated
trains, etc.
ra·pi·er (rāʹpi әr), n. a light sword used
for thrusting. [< MF rapière < râpe
grater, rasp; with ref. to the perforated
guard]
rap·ine (rapʹәn), n. robbing by force and
carrying oﬀ; plundering. [< L rapina]
rap music, a type of popular music with
a strong beat, accompanied by rapid,
rhyming talk.
rap·pel (ra pelʹ), v., –pelled, –pel·ling.
slide down a vertical surface, as a cliﬀ,
building, rock face, etc., using ropes
securely fastened above the person
descending to control his or her descent.
[< F rappeler; see repeal]
rap·per (rapʹәr), n. 1 person who plays or
performs rap music. 2 person who raps.
rap·port (ra pôrtʹ; –pōrtʹ; Fr. rä pôrʹ), n.
agreement; harmony. [< F, < rapporter
bring back]
rap·proche·ment (rä prôsh mänʹ), n.
establishment or renewal of friendly
relations. [< F, < rapprocher bring near]
rap·scal·lion (rap skalʹyәn), n. rascal;
rogue; scamp. [earlier rascallion < rascal]
rapt (rapt), adj. 1 lost in delight. 2 so
busy thinking of or enjoying one thing
that one does not know what else is
happening. 3 carried away in body or
spirit from earth, life, or ordinary aﬀairs.
4 showing or caused by a rapt condition. [< L raptus seized] —raptʹly, adv.
—raptʹness, n.

rap·tor (rapʹtәr; –tôr), n. bird of prey, as
an eagle or hawk.
rap·to·ri·al (rap tôʹri әl; –tōʹ–), adj. 1
adapted for seizing prey. 2 belonging or
pertaining to an order of birds of prey,
such as the eagles, hawks, etc. (ult. < L
raptor robber < rapere seize]
rap·ture (rapʹchәr), n. 1 a strong feeling
that absorbs the mind; very great joy.
2 Often, raptures. expression of great
joy. [< rapt]
rap·tur·ous (rapʹchәr әs), adj. full of
rapture; expressing or feeling rapture.
—rapʹtur·ous·ly, adv. —rapʹtur·ousness, n.
rare1 (rãr), adj., rar·er, rar·est. 1 seldom
seen or found: a rare bird. 2 not happening often; unusual: a rare event. 3 thin;
not dense. [< L rarus] —rareʹness, n.
rare2 (rãr), adj., rar·er, rar·est. not cooked
much: a rare steak. [OE hrēr]
rare·bit (rãrʹbit), n. ⫽Welsh rabbit.
rare earth, oxide of a rare-earth metal.
rare-earth elements or metals (rãrʹėrthʹ),
rare metallic elements having atomic
numbers 57 to 71.
rar·e·fy (rãrʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1 make
or become less dense. 2 reﬁne; purify.
[< L, < rarus rare + facere make] —rar´efacʹtion, n. —rar´e·facʹtive, adj.
rare·ly (rãrʹli), adv. 1 seldom; not often:
things rarely seen. 2 unusually; unusually
well: a rarely carved panel.
rar·ing (rārʹing), adj. eager; anxious: raring to begin. [< ppr. rare, var. of rear2]
rar·i·ty (rérʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 something
rare. 2 fewness; scarcity. 3 lack of density; thinness.
ras·cal (rasʹkәl), n. a bad, dishonest person. Sometimes rascal is used jokingly,
as when one calls a child a little rascal. —adj. low; mean; dishonest. [< OF
rascaille < rasque ﬁlth, ult. < L radere
scratch] —ras·calʹi·ty, n. —rasʹcal·ly,
adv.
rase (rāz), v., rased, ras·ing. ⫽raze.
rash1 (rash), adj. too hasty; careless; reckless; taking too much risk. [ME rasch
quick] —rashʹly, adv. —rashʹness, n.
rash2 (rash), n. a breaking out with many
small red spots on the skin. Scarlet fever
causes a rash. [< OF rasche, ult. < L
radere scratch]
rash·er (rashʹәr), n. a thin slice of bacon
or ham for frying or broiling.
rasp (rasp; räsp), v. 1 make a harsh, grating sound: the ﬁle rasped, rasp out a
command. 2 have a harsh or irritating
eﬀect (on); grate: rasp on one’s nerves. 4
scrape with a rough instrument. —n. 1 a
harsh, grating sound. 2 a coarse ﬁle with
pointlike teeth. [< OF rasper < Gmc.]
—raspʹing, adj.
rasp·ber·ry (razʹber´i; –bri; räzʹ–), n.,
pl. –ries. 1 a small fruit, usually red or
black, that grows on bushes. 2 bush that
it grows on. 3 Informal. sound of disapproval or derision made with the tongue
and lips. [< earlier raspis raspberry +
berry]
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rasp·y (rasʹpi; räsʹ–), adj., rasp·i·er, raspi·est. 1 harsh; grating. 2 Fig. irritating.
rat (rat), n., v., rat·ted, rat·ting. —n. 1 a
long-tailed rodent like a mouse but larger.
Rats are gray, black, brown, or white. 2 a
low mean, disloyal person. —interj. rats,
exclamation of irritation or impatience.
—v. 1 hunt for rats; catch rats. 2 behave
in a low, mean, disloyal way.
rat on, Informal. expose: how could you
rat on a friend?
smell a rat, suspect a trick or scheme.
[OE rœtt]
rat·a·ble (rātʹә bәl), adj. capable of being
rated. —rat´a·bilʹi·ty, ratʹa·ble·ness, n.
—ratʹa·bly, adv.
ra·tan (ra tanʹ), n. ⫽rattan.
ratch·et (rachʹit), n., v. —n. wheel or bar
with teeth that come against a catch so
that motion is permitted in one direction but not in the other. Also, ratch.
—v. 1 move with a ratchet. 2 move as
if using a ratchet: ratchet up the pace
of the discussions. [< F < Ital. rocchetto,
ult. < Gmc.]
rate (rāt), n., v., rat·ed, rat·ing. —n. 1
quantity, amount, or degree measured
in proportion to something else: the
rate of interest is 6 cents on the dollar. 2
degree of speed or progress: a rapid rate.
3 price: we pay the regular rate. 4 class;
grade; rating. —v. 1 put a value on. 2
consider; regard. 3 put in a certain class
or grade, as a ship or sailor.
at any rate, a in any case; under any
circumstances. b at least.
at that or this rate, in that or this
case; under such circumstances. [< OF
< Med.L rata (pars) ﬁxed (amount), pp.
of L reri reckon] —ratʹer, n.
rath·er (rathʹәr; räthʹ–), adv. 1 more
readily; more willingly: I would rather
stay than go. 2 more truly: late Monday
night or, rather, early Tuesday morning. 3
to some extent; somewhat; more than a
little: rather good.
had rather, would more willingly; prefer to. [OE hrathor, compar. of hrathe
quickly].
raths·kel·ler (rätsʹkel´әr), n. restaurant
selling alcoholic drinks, usually below
street level. [< G, < rat(haus) town hall
+ keller cellar]
rat·i·fy (ratʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. conﬁrm; approve: the Senate must ratify
a treaty to make it binding. [< OF <
Med.L, ult. < L ratus ﬁxed + facere make]
—rat´i·ﬁ·caʹtion, n. —rat´i·ﬁ´er, n.
rat·ing (rātʹing), n. 1 class; grade. 2 position in a class or grade: the rating of a
seaman. 3 an amount ﬁxed as a rate: a
rating of 80% in English. 4 estimate of
credit standing.
ra·ti·o (rāʹshi ō; –shō), n., pl. –ti·os. 1 relative magnitude. “He has sheep and cows
in the ratio of 10 to 3” means that he has
ten sheep for every three cows. 2 quotient.
The ratio of 6 to 10 is 6⁄10. 3 proportional relation; rate. [< L, reckoning, < reri
reckon. Doublet of ration, reason.]

ra·tion (rashʹәn; rāʹshәn), n. 1 a ﬁxed
allowance of food; daily allowance of
food for a person or animal: a balanced
ration. 2 portion of anything dealt out:
rations of sugar, of coal, etc. —v. 1 supply
with rations: ration an army. 2 allows
only certain amounts to: ration citizens
when supplies are scarce. 3 distribute in
limited amounts: ration food to the public in wartime. [< F < Med.L ratio < L,
reckoning. Doublet of ratio, reason.]
—raʹtion·ing, n.
ra·tion·al (rashʹәn әl; rashʹnәl), adj. 1
sensible; reasonable; reasoned out: act in
a rational way. 2 able to think and reason clearly: as children grow older, they
become more rational. 3 of reason; based
on reasoning. 4 expressible in ﬁnite
terms; involving no root that cannot
be extracted. [< L rationalis. See
ratio.] —ra´tion·alʹi·ty, n. —raʹtional·ly, adv.
ra·tion·ale (rash´ә nalʹ), n. 1 basic reason:
rationale for becoming a veterinarian. 2
principle: the rationale of a policy. [< L
ratiōnāle, neut. of ratiōnālis rational]
ra·tion·al·ism (rashʹәn әl iz´әm; rashʹnәl–), n. principle or habit of accepting reason as the supreme authority in
matters of opinion, belief, or conduct.
—raʹtion·al·ist, n. —ra´tion·al·isʹtic,
adj. —ra´tion·al·isʹti·cal·ly, adv.
ra·tion·al·ize (rashʹәn әl īz; rashʹnәl–), v.,
–ized, –iz·ing. 1 make rational or conformable to reason. 2 treat or explain in
a rational manner. 3 ﬁnd (often unconsciously) an explanation or excuse for. 4
ﬁnd excuses for one’s desires. —ra´tional·i·zaʹtion, n. —raʹtion·al·iz´er, n.
rat·line, rat·lin (ratʹlәn), n. one of the
small ropes that cross the shrouds of a
ship, used as steps for going aloft.
rat race, Informal. routine that is irrationally busy without much accomplished:
the commuter rat race.
rats·bane (ratsʹbān´), n. any poison for rats.
rat·tan (ra tanʹ), n. 1 kind of palm with
a very long stem. 2 stems of such palm
trees, used for wickerwork, canes, etc.
3 cane or switch made from a piece of
such a stem. [ult. < Malay rotan]
rat·ter (ratʹәr), n. animal, esp. a cat or dog,
that catches rats.
rat·tle (ratʹәl), v., –tled, –tling, n. —v. 1
make a number of short, sharp sounds. 2
move with short, sharp sounds: the cart
rattled down the street. 3 talk quickly,
on and on. 4 confuse; embarrass. —n.
1 a number of short, sharp sounds: the
rattle of empty bottles. 2 sound in the
throat, occurring in some diseases of
the lungs and also often just before
death. 3 toy, instrument, etc., that makes
a noise when it is shaken. 4 series of
horny pieces at the end of a rattlesnake’s
tail. [ME ratelen; prob. imit.]
rat·tle·brain (ratʹәl brān´), n. a giddy,
thoughtless person. —ratʹtle·brained´, adj.
rat·tler (ratʹlәr), n. 1 ⫽rattlesnake. 2
something that rattles.

rat·tle·snake (ratʹәl snāk´), n. a poisonous snake with a thick body and a broad
triangular head, that makes a rattling
noise with its tail.
rat·tle·trap (ratʹәl trap´), n. 1 a rattling,
rickety wagon or other vehicle. 2 any
shaky, rattling object.
rat·ty (ratʹi), adj., –ti·er, –ti·est. 1 of or
like rats. 2 full of rats. 3 shabby.
rau·cous (rôʹkәs), adj. hoarse; harshsounding. [< L raucus] —rauʹcous·ly,
adv. —rauʹcous·ness, rauʹci·ty, n.
rav·age (ravʹij), v., –aged, –ag·ing, n.
—v. lay waste; damage greatly; destroy.
—n. violence; destruction; great damage.
[< F, < ravir ravish] —ravʹag·er, n.
rave (rāv), v., raved, rav·ing. 1 talk wildly:
an excited, angry person raves. 2 talk
with too much enthusiasm: she raved
about her food. 3 howl; roar; rage. —n.
1 praise that is too enthusiastic. 2 Informal. wild party. [? < OF raver, var. of
rêver to dream]
rav·el (ravʹәl), v., –eled, –el·ing, n. —v.
1 separate the threads of; fray. 2 make
plain or clear; unravel. 3 become tangled,
involved, or confused. —n. an unraveled
thread or ﬁber. [prob. < MDu. ravelen]
—ravʹel·er, n.
rav·el·ing (ravʹәl ing; ravʹling), n. something raveled out; a thread drawn from
a woven or knitted fabric.
ra·ven (rāʹvәn), n. a large black bird like a
crow but larger. —adj. deep, glossy black.
[OE hrœfn]
rav·en·ing (ravʹәn ing), adj. greedy and
hungry.
rav·en·ous (ravʹәn әs), adj. 1 very hungry.
2 greedy. 3 rapacious. —ravʹen·ous·ly,
adv. —ravʹen·ous·ness, n.
ra·vine (rә vēnʹ), n. a long, deep, narrow
gorge worn by running water.
rav·ing (rāvʹing), adj. 1 that raves; delirious; frenzied; raging: a raving lunatic. 2
extraordinary: a raving beauty, a raving
success. 3 of or having to do with a rave:
put on my raving shoes. —n. delirious,
incoherent talk.
rav·i·o·li (rav´i ōʹli), n.pl. small, thin
pieces of dough ﬁlled with chopped
meat, cheese, etc., cooked in boiling
water and served with a seasoned tomato
sauce. [< Ital., ult. < L rapum beet]
rav·ish (ravʹish), v. 1 ﬁll with delight. 2
carry oﬀ by force. 3 rape. [< OF raviss–
< L rapere seize] —ravʹish·er, n.
—ravʹish·ment, n.
rav·ish·ing (ravʹish ing), adj. very delightful; enchanting. —ravʹish·ing·ly, adv.
raw (rô), adj. 1 not cooked: raw oysters. 2
in the natural state; not manufactured,
treated, or prepared: raw materials, raw
hides. 3 not experienced; not trained:
a raw soldier. 4 damp and cold: raw
weather. 5 with the skin oﬀ; sore: a raw
spot. 6 brutally or coarsely frank. 7 Informal. harsh; unfair: a raw deal. —n. the
raw ﬂesh. [OE hrēaw] —rawʹly, adv.
—rawʹness, n.
raw-boned (rôʹbōndʹ), adj. gaunt.
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raw·hide (rôʹhīd´), n., v., –hid·ed, –hiding. —n. 1 the untanned skin of cattle.
2 rope or whip made of this. —v. whip
with a rawhide.
ray1 (rā), n. 1 line or beam of light. 2 any
stream of particles moving in the same
line. 3 a thin line like a ray, coming out
from a center. 4 part like a ray. The petals of a daisy and the arms of a starﬁsh
are rays. 5 Fig. a slight trace; faint gleam.
—v. send forth in rays; radiate. [< OF
< L radius. Doublet of radius.]
ray2 (rā), n. any of several varieties of
ﬁshes, related to the sharks, that have
broad, ﬂat bodies with very broad pectoral ﬁns. [< F < L raia]
ray·on (rāʹon), n. ﬁber or fabric made
from cellulose treated with chemicals.
Rayon is used instead of silk, wool, and
cotton. [< ray1]
raze (rāz), v., razed, raz·ing. tear down;
destroy completely. [< F raser scrape,
ult. < L radere]
ra·zor (rāʹzәr), n. tool with a sharp blade
to shave with. [< OF rasor < raser. See
raze.]
ra·zor·back (rāʹzәr bak´), n. 1 kind of
thin, half-wild hog with a ridged back. 2
sharp ridge on a hill or mountain.
razz (raz), Informal. —v. laugh at; make
fun of. —n. derision. [< raspberry]
raz·zle-daz·zle (razʹәl daz´әl), Informal.
—n. performance that is fast, ﬂashy, or
showy and may also trick the eye. —adj.
spectacular; ﬂashy.
razz·ma·tazz (razʹmә tәz´), n. Informal.
1 ⫽razzle-dazzle. 2 nonsense: the usual
advertising razzmatazz.
Rb, rubidium.
R.C., 1 Red Cross. 2 Roman Catholic.
rd., 1 Also, Rd. road. 2 rod; rods.
re1 (rā; rē), n. the second tone of a scale.
[see gamut]
re2 (rē), prep. with reference to; about; concerning. [for L in re in the matter of]
Re, rhenium.
re–, preﬁx. 1 again; anew; once more, as
in reappear, rebuild, reheat, reopen. 2
back, as in recall, repay, replace. [< L;
also (before vowels), red–]
The meaning of each of the following
words is found by adding again or anew
to the main part.
re´ad·justʹ
re´ap·pearʹ
re´as·semʹble
re´as·sessʹ
re·buildʹ
re·conʹsti·tute
re·copʹy
re´de·posʹit
re´de·velʹop
re·edʹit
re´en·actʹ
re·fashʹion
re·heatʹ
re´in·ventʹ
re´in·vigʹor·ate
re·isʹsue
re·loʹcate

re·numʹber
re·oʹpen
re·phraseʹ
re·readʹ
re´saleʹ
re·startʹ
re·testʹ
re·thinkʹ
re·viʹtal·ize
re·wordʹ
reach (rēch), v. 1 get to; come to; arrive
at: reach the top of a hill, the end of a
book, an agreement, etc. 2 stretch; stretch
out: reach toward or after something. 3
extend in space, time, operation, eﬀect,
inﬂuence, etc. (to): the power of Rome
reached to the ends of the known world,
the radio reaches millions. 4 get in touch
with by anything extended, cast, etc.;
touch: the anchor reached bottom, I cannot reach the top of the wall. 5 move to
touch or seize something; try to get: the
man reached for a pencil. 6 amount to;
be equal to: sums reaching a considerable
amount. —n. 1 a stretching out; reaching: make a reach for the rope. 2 extent or
distance of reaching: out of one’s reach.
3 Fig. range; power; capacity: the reach
of the mind. 4 a continuous stretch or
extent. [OE rœ̄can] —reachʹa·ble, adj.
—reachʹer, n.
re·act (ri aktʹ), v. 1 act back; have an
eﬀect on the one that is acting: unkindness often reacts on the unkind person.
2 act in response: dogs react to kindness
by showing aﬀection, react against an
injustice. 3 act chemically: acids react
on metals.
re·ac·tion (ri akʹshәn), n. 1 action in the
opposite direction: fever is a common
reaction from a chill. 2 a political tendency toward a previous state of aﬀairs.
3 action or feeling in response to some
inﬂuence or force: our reaction to a joke
is to laugh. 4 action of two substances on
each other. —re·acʹtive, adj.
re·ac·tion·ar·y (ri akʹshәn er´i), adj., n., pl.
–ar·ies. —adj. marked by or favoring reaction; extremely conservative. —n. person
who favors reaction, esp. in politics.
re·ac·ti·vate (ri akʹtә vāt), v., –vat·ed, –vating. return or restore to active duty
or service: reactivate several national
guard units.
re·ac·tor (ri akʹtәr), n. a special assembly
for the production of a limited release
of nuclear energy, intended for splitting
nuclei; pile; nuclear reactor.
read1 (rēd), v., read (red), read·ing. 1
get the meaning of (writing or printing): the blind read with their ﬁngers, he
reads himself to sleep. 2 speak (printed
or written words): read this story to me.
3 show by letters, ﬁgures, signs, etc.: the
thermometer reads 70 degrees. 4 give as
the word or words in a particular passage: for “fail,” a misprint, read “fall.” 5
study: read law. 6 understand; interpret:
a prophet reads the future, read a hostile
intent in a letter.

read out of, expel from (a political
party, etc.). [OE rœ̄dan counsel]
read2 (red), adj. having knowledge
gained by reading; informed. [orig. pp.
of read1]
read·a·ble (rēdʹә bәl), adj. 1 easy to read;
interesting. 2 capable of being read.
—read´a·bilʹi·ty, readʹa·ble·ness, n.
—readʹa·bly, adv.
re·ad·dress (rē´ә dresʹ), v. 1 put a new
address on a letter, package, etc. 2 direct
one’s attention or energy to again: readdress a problem.
read·er (rēdʹәr), n. 1 person who reads.
2 person employed to read manuscripts
and estimate their ﬁtness for publication. 3 book for learning and practicing
reading.
read·ing (rēdʹing), n. 1 act or process of
getting the meaning of writing or printing. 2 a speaking out loud of written or
printed words; public recital. 3 written
or printed matter read or to be read. 4
thing shown by letters, ﬁgures, or signs:
the reading of the thermometer was 96
degrees. 5 the form of a given word or
passage in a particular edition of a book:
no two editions have the same reading for
that passage. 6 Fig. interpretation: a different reading of the play. —adj. used in
or for reading.
read·out (rēdʹout´), n. 1 display of data
on a computer screen. 2 transmission of
data, as from a space probe.
read·y (redʹi), adj., read·i·er, read·i·est,
v., read·ied, read·y·ing, n. —adj. 1 prepared for action or use at once; prepared:
dinner is ready, ships ready for battle.
2 willing: ready to face trial. 3 quick: a
ready welcome, too ready to ﬁnd fault. 4
quick in thought or action; dexterous:
ready wit. 5 immediately available: ready
money. —v. make ready; prepare. —n.
condition or position of being ﬁt for
action. [< OE rœ̄de ready] —readʹi·ly,
adv. —readʹi·ness, n.
read·y-made (redʹi mādʹ), adj. made for
anybody who will buy; not made to
order.
Rea·gan (rāʹgәn), n. Ronald Wilson,
1911–2004, the 40th president of the
United States, 1981–89.
re·a·gent (rē āʹjәnt), n. substance used to
detect the presence of other substances
by the chemical reactions it causes.
re·al1 (re´әl; rēl), adj. 1 existing as a fact;
not imagined or made up; actual; true: a
real experience, the real reason. 2 genuine: a real diamond. 3 noting or pertaining to immovable property. Lands and
houses are called real property. 4 either
rational or irrational, not imaginary.
get real, Informal. be realistic. [< LL
realis < L res matter] —reʹal·ness, n.
re·al2 (rēʹәl; Sp. rā älʹ), n., pl. re·als, Sp. rea·les (rā äʹlās). a former small Spanish
silver coin. [< Sp. < L regalis regal. Doublet of regal, royal.]
real estate, land together with the buildings, trees, water, etc. on it.
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re·al·ism (rēʹәl iz әm), n. 1 practical tendency. 2 in art and literature, the picturing of life as it actually is. 3 doctrine that
material objects have a real existence
independent of our consciousness of
them. —reʹal·ist, n. —re´al·isʹtic, adj.
—re´al·isʹti·cal·ly, adv.
re·al·i·ty (ri alʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 actual
existence; true state of aﬀairs: ghosts
have no place in reality. 2 a real thing;
actual fact.
in reality, really; actually; in fact; truly.
re·al·i·za·tion (rē´әl ә zāʹshәn), n. 1 clear
understanding; full awareness; perception. 2 a realizing or being realized.
re·al·ize (rēʹәl īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing. 1
understand clearly; be fully aware of: she
realizes how hard you worked. 2 make
real; bring into actual existence. 3 obtain
as a return or proﬁt: he realized $10,000.
—reʹal·iz´a·ble, adj. —reʹal·iz´er, n.
real-life (rēʹәl līfʹ), adj. taken from life;
not imagined.
re·al·ly (rēʹәl i; rēlʹi), adv. 1 actually:
things as they really are. 2 genuinely;
truly: really extraordinary. 3 indeed: Oh,
really?
realm (relm), n. 1 kingdom. 2 region
or sphere in which something rules or
prevails. 3 a particular ﬁeld of something: the realm of biology. [< OF reialme
< reial regal]
real time, 1 time within which something
is actually taking place. 2 inﬁnitesimal
amount of time that passes between putting data into a computer and receiving
it in processed form.
real-time (rēʹәl tīm´), adj. nearly instantaneous as with text messaging on a cell
phone or on-line: real-time conversation
online.
real·tor (rēlʹtәr; rēʹәl–; –tôr), n. person
engaged in the real estate business.
[< trademark Realtor]
re·al·ty (rēʹәl ti), n. ⫽real estate.
real wages, wages measured in actual
purchasing power.
ream1 (rēm), n. 480 or 500 sheets of paper
of the same size and quality. [< OF < Sp.
< Ar. rizmah bundle]
ream2 (rēm), v. enlarge or shape (a hole).
[OE rȳman enlarge < rūm room]
ream·er (rēmʹәr), n. tool for reaming.
reap (rēp), v. 1 cut (grain). 2 gather (a
crop). 3 Fig. get as a return or reward:
reap proﬁts. [OE repan] —reapʹa·ble,
adj. —reapʹer, n.
re·ap·praise (rē´ә prāzʹ), v., –praised,
–prais·ing. give new consideration to
the worth, desirability, etc. of. —re´appraisʹal, n.
rear1 (rir), n. 1 the back part; back. 2
space or position behind, or at the back
of, anything. 3 the last part of an army,
ﬂeet, etc. —adj. at or in the back.
at or in the rear of, behind. [var. of
arrear] —rearʹmost, adj.
rear2 (rir), v. 1 make grow; help to grow;
bring up: rear children. 2 set up; build:
rear a temple. 3 raise; lift up: rear one’s

head. 4 of an animal, rise on the hind
legs; rise. [OE rœ̄ran raise < rīsan rise]
—rearʹer, n.
rear admiral, a naval oﬃcer ranking next
above a commodore and next below a
vice-admiral.
re·arm (rē ärmʹ), v. 1 arm again; arm
oneself again. 2 supply with new or better weapons. —re·arʹma·ment, n.
re·ar·range (rē´ә rānjʹ), v., –ranged,
–rang·ing. 1 arrange in a new or different way. 2 arrange again. —re´arrangeʹment, n.
rear·ward (rirʹwәrd), adv., adj. toward or
in the rear.
rea·son (rēʹzәn), n. 1 cause; motive: I have
my own reasons for doing this. 2 justiﬁcation; explanation: there is no reason for
sloppy work. 3 ability to think and draw
conclusions: she will use her reason to
solve the problem. 4 right thinking; good
sense: listen to reason. —v. 1 think; think
logically: humans can reason. 2 draw
conclusions or inferences from facts or
premises. 3 consider; discuss; argue.
by reason of, on account of; because of.
in or within reason, that is reasonable
or sensible.
reason out, think through and draw a
conclusion about.
stand to reason, be reasonable, sensible.
with (good) reason, justiﬁably; properly. [< OF < L ratio. Doublet of ratio,
ration.] —reaʹson·er, n.
rea·son·a·ble (rēʹzәn ә bәl; rēzʹnә–), adj.
1 according to reason; sensible; not foolish. 2 not asking too much; fair; just. 3
not high in price; inexpensive. 4 able to
reason. —reaʹson·a·ble·ness, rea´son·abilʹi·ty, n. —reaʹson·a·bly, adv.
rea·son·ing (rēʹzәn ing; rēzʹning), n. 1
process of drawing conclusions from
facts. 2 reasons; arguments.
re·as·sure (rē´ә shu̇rʹ), v., –sured, –suring. 1 restore to conﬁdence. 2 assure
again or anew. —re´as·surʹance, n.
—re´as·surʹing·ly, adv.
re·bate (rēʹbāt; ri bātʹ), n., v., –bat·ed,
–bat·ing. —n. return of part of money
paid; partial refund; discount. —v. give
as a rebate. [< OF rabattre beat down <
re– back + abattre abate] —reʹbat·er, n.
reb·el (n., adj. rebʹәl; v. ri belʹ), n., adj., v.,
re·belled, re·bel·ling. —n. person who
resists or ﬁghts against authority instead
of obeying. [< v.] —adj. defying law or
authority: the rebel army. —v. 1 resist
or ﬁght against law or authority. 2 feel
a great dislike or opposition. [< OF < L
rebellare, ult. < re– again + bellum war.
Doublet of revel.]
re·bel·lion (ri belʹyәn), n. 1 active, armed
resistance to one’s government. 2 resistance to any power or restriction.
re·bel·lious (ri belʹyәs), adj. 1 defying
authority; acting like a rebel. 2 hard to
treat or deal with. 3 of or characteristic
of rebels or rebellion. —re·belʹlious·ly,
adv. —re·belʹlious·ness, n.

re·bound (v. ri boundʹ; n. rēʹbound´,
ri boundʹ), v. spring back. —n. a springing back.
re·buﬀ (ri bufʹ), n. a blunt or sudden
check to a person who makes advances,
oﬀers help, makes a request, etc. —v.
give a rebuﬀ to. [< F < Ital. ribuﬀo]
re·buke (ri būkʹ), v., –buked, –buk·ing,
n. —v. express disapproval of; reprove.
—n. expression of disapproval; scolding. [< AF rebuker. Cf. OF rebuchier
< re– back + buchier to strike] —rebukʹer, n. —re·bukʹing·ly, adv.
re·bus (rēʹbәs), n. representation of a
word or phrase by pictures suggesting
the syllables or words. A picture of a cat
on a log is a rebus for catalog. [< L, by
means of objects]
re·but (ri butʹ), v., –but·ted, –but·ting.
oppose by evidence on the other side or
by argument; try to disprove. [< AF, OF
reboter < re- back + boter butt2] —rebutʹter, n.
re·but·tal (ri butʹәl), n. a rebutting.
rec., 1 receipt. 2 recipe. 3 record.
re·cal·ci·trant (ri kalʹsә trәnt), adj. resisting authority or control; disobedient.
—n. person who is recalcitrant. [< L
recalcitrans kicking back, ult. < re– back
+ calx heel] —re·calʹci·trance, re·calʹcitran·cy, n.
re·call (v. ri kôl; n. ri kôlʹ, rēʹkôl´), v. 1 call
back to mind; remember. 2 call back;
order back: the ambassador was recalled.
3 take back; withdraw: recall an edition
of a book. 4 remove (a public oﬃcial)
from oﬃce by vote of the people. —n.
1 a recalling to mind. 2 a calling back;
ordering back. 3 a taking back; revocation; annulment. 4 removal of a public
oﬃcial from oﬃce by vote of the people.
—re·callʹa·ble, adj.
re·cant (ri kantʹ), v. 1 take back formally
or publicly; withdraw or renounce (a
statement, opinion, purpose, etc.): after
careful study the scholar recanted his ﬁrst
opinion. 2 renounce an opinion or allegiance: the prisoner would not recant. [<
L recantare, ult. < re– back + canere sing]
—re´can·taʹtion, n. —re·cantʹer, n.
re·ca·pit·u·late (rē´kә pichʹә lāt), v., –lated, –lat·ing. repeat or recite the main
points of; tell brieﬂy; sum up. —re´capit´u·laʹtion, n. —re´ca·pitʹu·la´tive,
re·ca·pitʹu·la·to´ry, adj. —re´ca·pitʹula´tor, n.
re·cap·ture (rē kapʹchәr), v., –tured,
–tur·ing, n. —v. capture again; have
again. —n. a taking or being taken a
second time.
re·cast (v. rē kastʹ, –kästʹ; n. rēʹkast´,
–käst´), v., –cast, –cast·ing, n. —v. 1 cast
again or anew. 2 make over; remodel.
—n. a recasting.
recd., rec’d., received.
re·cede (ri sēdʹ), v., –ced·ed, –ced·ing 1
go or move backward: he receded from
view. 2 slope backward: a receding chin.
3 withdraw: recede from a plan. [< L, <
re– back + cedere go] —re´cedʹence, n.

recognized
re·ceipt (ri sētʹ), n. 1 a written statement
that money, a package, a letter, etc., has
been received. 2 a receiving or being
received: on receipt of the news he went
home. 4 recipe. —v. write on (a bill,
etc.) that something has been received
or paid for.
receipts, money received; amount or
quantity received. [< OF < L recepta,
fem. pp. of recipere receive]
re·ceiv·a·ble (ri sēvʹә bәl), adj. 1 ﬁt for
acceptance. 2 on which payment is to be
received. —n. receivables, assets, esp.
payments, due from others.
re·ceive (ri sēvʹ), v., –ceived, –ceiv·ing. 1
take (something oﬀered or sent): receive
gifts. 2 be given; get: receive a letter
from home. 3 experience; suﬀer; endure:
receive a blow. 4 take; support; bear;
hold: the boat received a heavy load. 5
take or let into the mind: a theory widely
received. 6 let into one’s house, society,
etc.: receive a person into the church. 7
change electrical waves into sound signals in television, radio, cell phones, etc.
[< OF < L, < re– back + capere take]
re·ceiv·er (ri sēvʹәr), n. 1 person who
receives. 2 part of a telephone held to the
ear. 3 a receiving set for radio, television,
etc. 4 person appointed to take charge of
the property of others.
re·ceiv·er·ship (ri sēvʹәr ship), n. Law. 1
position of a receiver in charge of the
property of others. 2 condition of being
in the control of a receiver.
re·cent (rēʹsәnt), adj. 1 done or made not
long ago: recent events. 2 not long past;
modern: a recent period in history. [< L
recens] —reʹcent·ly, adv. —reʹcent·ness,
reʹcen·cy, n.
re·cep·ta·cle (ri sepʹtә kәl), n. any container or place used to put things in to
keep them conveniently. Bags, baskets,
and vaults are all receptacles. [< L receptaculum, ult. < recipere receive]
re·cep·tion (ri sepʹshәn), n. 1 act or fact
or receiving: calm reception of bad news.
2 manner of receiving: a warm reception. 3 a gathering to receive and welcome people. 4 a quality of the sound or
picture in a television, radio, etc. b act or
process of receiving a wireless transmission on a cell phone, television, etc.
re·cep·tion·ist (ri sepʹshәn ist), n. person employed to receive callers, as in a
doctor’s oﬃce.
re·cep·tive (ri sepʹtiv), adj. able, quick,
or willing to receive ideas, suggestions,
impressions, etc. —re·cepʹtive·ly, adv.
—re´cep·tivʹi·ty, re·cepʹtive·ness, n.
re·cep·tor (ri sepʹtәr), n. cell or group of
cells sensitive to stimuli; sense organ.
re·cess (n. rēʹses for 1, ri sesʹ, rēʹses for 2
and 3; v. ri sesʹ), n. 1 time during which
work stops: there will be a short recess
before the next meeting. 2 part in a wall
set back from the rest; alcove; niche. 3 an
inner place or part; quiet, secluded place.
—v. 1 take a recess: the convention recessed
until this afternoon. 2 place in a recess; set

back. 3 make a recess in: recess a wall. [< L
recessus a retreat < recedere recede]
re·ces·sion (ri seshʹәn), n. 1 a sloping
backward. 2 an indented place in a wall,
etc. 3 withdrawal. 4 period of temporary business reduction, shorter and less
extreme than a depression. [< L recessio
< recedere recede]
re·ces·sion·al (ri seshʹәn әl), adj. sung or
played while the clergy and the choir
retire from the church at the end of a
service. —n. a recessional hymn or piece
of music.
re·ces·sive (ri sesʹiv), adj. likely to go
back; receding. —n. recessive character
or gene. —re·cesʹsive·ly, adv.
recessive character, the one of any pair
of opposite characters that is latent and
subordinate in an animal or plant, when
both are present in the germ plasm.
re·cid·i·vism (ri sidʹә viz em), n. a relapse
or tendency to fall back into former
ways, esp. into crime. [< L recidere fall
back] —re·cidʹi·vist, adj., n.
rec·i·pe (resʹә pē), n. 1 set of directions
for preparing something to eat. 2 set of
directions for preparing any thing or
result. [< L, take! imperative of recipere
take, receive]
re·cip·i·ent (ri sipʹi әnt), n. person or thing
that receives something. [< L recipiens.
See receive.] —re·cipʹi·ence, n.
re·cip·ro·cal (ri sipʹrә kәl), adj. 1 in
return: although I gave him many presents, I had no reciprocal gifts from him.
2 mutual: reciprocal liking. —n. 1 thing
which is reciprocal to something else;
counterpart. 2 number so related to
another that when multiplied together
they give 1. 3 is the reciprocal of 1⁄3, and
1
⁄3 is the reciprocal of 3. [< L reciprocus
returning] —re·cip´ro·calʹi·ty, n. —recipʹro·cal·ly, adv.
re·cip·ro·cate (ri sipʹrә kāt), v., –cated, –cat·ing. 1 give, do, feel, or show
in return: reciprocate favors. 2 move
or cause to move with an alternating
backward and forward motion. [< L,
< reciprocus returning] —re·cip´ro·caʹtion, n. —re·cipʹro·caʹtive, re·cipʹroca·to´ry, adj.
rec·i·proc·i·ty (res´ә prosʹә ti), n. 1 reciprocal state; mutual action. 2 a mutual
exchange, esp. an exchange of special
privileges in regard to trade between
two countries.
re·cit·al (ri sītʹәl), n. 1 a musical entertainment, given usually by a single performer. 2 act of reciting; telling facts in
detail. 3 story; account.
rec·i·ta·tion (res´ә tāʹshәn), n. 1 a reciting. 2 a reciting of a prepared lesson by
pupils before a teacher. 3 a repeating
of something from memory. 4 piece
repeated from memory.
rec·i·ta·tive (res´ә tә tēvʹ), n. 1 a style of
music halfway between speaking and
singing. Operas often contain long passages of recitative. 2 passage, part, or
piece in this style.
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re·cite (ri sītʹ), v., –cit·ed, –cit·ing. 1 say
over; repeat: recite a lesson or a poem.
2 repeat something from memory; say
part of a lesson. 3 give an account of
in detail: recite one’s adventures. [< L
recitare < re– again + citare appeal to]
—re·citʹer, n.
reck·less (rekʹlis), adj. rash; heedless; careless. —reckʹless·ly, adv. —reckʹless·ness, n.
reck·on (rekʹәn), v. 1 ﬁnd the number or
value of; count: reckon the cost before
you decide. 2 consider; judge; account:
he is reckoned the best speller in the class.
3 Colloq. think; suppose. 4 depend; rely:
you can reckon on our help.
reckon with, take into consideration.
[OE (ge)recenian] —reckʹon·er, n.
reck·on·ing (rekʹәn ing; rekʹning), n. 1
method of computing; count; calculation. 2 settlement of an account. 3 calculation of the position of a ship.
re·claim (ri klāmʹ), v. 1 bring back to a
useful, good condition. 2 demand the
return of. —re·claimʹa·ble, adj. —reclaimʹer, n.
rec·la·ma·tion (rek´lә māʹshәn), n. a
reclaiming or being reclaimed; restoration to a useful, good condition.
re·cline (ri klīnʹ), v., –clined, –clin·ing.
lean back; lie or lay down. [< L, < re–
back + –clinare lean]
re·clin·er (ri klīnʹәr), n. 1 a chair that can
be adjusted to a reclining position. 2
person who reclines.
rec·luse (rekʹlüs, ri klüsʹ), n. person who
lives shut up or withdrawn from the
world, as for religious or personal reasons. [< OF < L reclusus shut up < re–
back + claudere shut] —re·cluʹsion, n.
rec·og·ni·tion (rek´әg nishʹәn), n. 1 a
knowing again; recognizing or being
recognized: by a good disguise he escaped
recognition. 2 acknowledgment: insist
on complete recognition of rights. 3
favorable notice; acceptance. 4 a formal
acknowledgment conveying approval or
sanction. [< L recognitio]
re·cog·ni·zance (ri kogʹnә zәns; –konʹә–),
n. Law. 1 bond binding a person to do
some particular act. 2 sum of money to
be forfeited if the act is not performed.
[< OF recognoissance < reconoistre recognize. Doublet of reconnaissance.]
rec·og·nize (rekʹәg nēz), v., –nized, –nizing. 1 know again: I could scarcely recognize my old friend. 2 identify: recognize
a person from a description. 3 acknowledge; accept; admit: recognize an oﬃcial’s
authority. 4 take notice of: wait till the
chairman recognizes you. 5 show appreciation of. 6 acknowledge and agree to
deal with: recognize a new government
that has come to power. [< OF reconoistre
< L, < re– again + com– (intensive) +
(g)noscere learn. Doublet of reconnoiter.] —recʹog·niz´a·ble, adj. —recʹogniz´a·bly, adv. —recʹog·niz´er, n.
rec·og·nized (rekʹәg nīzd), adj. acknowledged; accepted; admitted: a recognized
authority.
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recoil

re·coil (v. ri koilʹ; n. ri koilʹ, rēʹkoil), v. 1
draw back; shrink back: recoil at seeing
a snake. 2 spring back: the gun recoiled
when I ﬁred, revenge often recoils on the
avenger. —n. a recoiling. [< OF reculer]
—re·coilʹer, n.
rec·ol·lect (rek´ә lektʹ), v. call back to
mind; remember. —rec´ol·lecʹtion, n.
—rec´ol·lecʹtive, adj.
re-col·lect (rē´kә lektʹ), v. 1 collect again.
2 recover control of (oneself).
re·com·bi·nant DNA (ri komʹbi nәnt),
genetic material produced in the laboratory by combining bits of DNA from
diﬀerent cells or by transplantation of
such fragments into cells from other
life forms.
re·com·bi·na·tion (ri kom bi nāʹshәn), n.
1 a recombining; continuing anew. 2 the
forming of new genetic combinations
in an oﬀspring not present in either
parent.
rec·om·mend (rek´ә mendʹ), v. 1 speak
in favor of; suggest favorably. 2 advise. 3
make pleasing or attractive: the position
of the camp recommends it as a summer home. 4 hand over for safekeeping.
—rec´om·mendʹa·ble, adj. —rec´ommendʹer, n.
rec·om·men·da·tion (rek´ә men dāʹshәn), n. 1 a recommending. 2 anything
that recommends a person or thing. 3
words of advice or praise. 4 thing recommended.
re·com·mit (rē´kә mitʹ), v., –mit·ted,
–mit·ting. 1 commit again. 2 refer again
to a committee. —re´com·mitʹment,
re´com·mitʹtal, n.
rec·om·pense (rekʹәm pens), v., –pensed,
–pens·ing, n. —v. 1 pay (a person); pay
back; reward. 2 make a fair return for (an
action, anything lost, damage done, hurt
received, etc.). —n. payment; reward;
return; amends. [< LL recompensare,
ult. < L re– back + com– with, against +
pendere weigh out in payment]
rec·on·cile (rekʹәn sīl), v., –ciled, –cil·ing.
1 make friends again. 2 settle (a quarrel,
disagreement, etc.). 3 make agree; bring
into harmony: reconcile the facts with
her story. 4 make satisﬁed; make no
longer opposed: reconcile oneself to a
long recovery. [< L, ult. < re– back + concilium bond of union] —recʹon·cil´able, adj. —rec´on·cil´a·bilʹi·ty, recʹoncil´a·ble·ness, n. —recʹon·cil´a·bly, adv.
—recʹon·cil´er, n.
rec·on·cil·i·a·tion (rek´әn sil´i āʹshәn), n.
1 a reconciling; bringing together again
in friendship. 2 a being reconciled; settlement or adjustment of disagreements,
diﬀerences, etc. —recʹon·cile´ment, n.
—rec´on·cilʹi·a·to´ry, adj.
rec·on·dite (rekʹәn dīt; ri konʹdīt), adj. 1
hard to understand; profound. 2 little
known; obscure: recondite writings. 3
concealed. [< L reconditus stored away,
ult. < re– back + com– up + dare put]
—recʹon·dite·ly, adv. —recʹon·diteness, n.

re·con·di·tion (rē´kәn dishʹәn), v. put in
good condition by repairing, making
over, etc.
re·con·nais·sance (ri konʹә sәns), n.
examination or survey, esp. for military
purposes. [< F. Doublet of recognizance.]
rec·on·noi·ter, rec·on·noi·tre (rek´ә noiʹtәr; rē´kә–), v., –tered, –ter·ing;
–tred, –tring. approach and examine
or observe in order to learn something;
make a survey of (the enemy, the enemy’s strength or position, a region, etc.).
[< F. Doublet of recognize.] —rec´onnoiʹter·er, rec´on·noiʹtrer, n.
re·con·sid·er (rē´kәn sidʹәr), v. consider
again. —re´con·sid´er·aʹtion, n.
re·con·sti·tut·ed (rē konʹstә tü´tid; –tyü–),
adj. 1 brought back to an original form
or consistency: reconstituted foods;
reconstituted drugs. 2 made from used or
recycled materials: reconstituted wood.
re·con·struct (rē´kәn struktʹ), v. 1 rebuild;
make over. 2 bring back or rebuild in an
original form. —re´con·strucʹtive, adj.
re·con·struc·tion (rē´kәn strukʹshәn),
n. 1 a reconstructing. 2 thing reconstructed. 3 Reconstruction, a process
by which the Southern states after the
Civil War were reorganized and their
relations with the national government
were reestablished. b period when this
was done, 1865–77.
re·cord (v. ri kôrd; n., adj. rekʹәrd), v. 1
set down in writing so as to keep for
future use: record what the speaker says.
2 put in some permanent form; keep
for remembrance: we record history in
books. 3 a put music, words, or sounds
on a phonograph disk. b put images
and sound on a magnetic tape or digital
disk. —n. 1 thing written or kept. 2 an
oﬃcial written account: a secretary keeps
a record of what is done at a meeting. 3
an oﬃcial copy of a document. 4 disk
used on a phonograph. 5 the known
facts about what a person, animal, ship,
etc., has done: a ﬁne record at school.
6 the best yet done; best amount, rate,
speed, etc., yet attained: hold the record
for the high jump. 7 a recording or being
recorded: what happened is a matter
of record. —adj. making or aﬀording a
record: a record wheat crop.
break a or the record, surpass an established record.
go on record, state publicly.
oﬀ the record, not to be quoted or
recorded: an interview oﬀ the record.
on record, recorded; known: on record
in support of strong environmental policies. [< OF < L recordari remember, ult.
< re– back + cor heart, mind]
re·cord·er (ri kôrʹdәr), n. 1 person
whose business is to make and keep
records. 2 part of a machine that records.
3 ﬂutlike wind instrument. —re·cordʹership, n.
re·cord·ing (ri kôrʹding), n. 1 a tape,
digital disk, or phonograph record. 2

the original transcription of any sound
or combination of sounds.
re·count1 (ri kountʹ), v. tell in detail; give
an account of: recount the happenings
of the day. [< OF, < re– again + conter
relate, count1]
re·count2, re-count (n. rēʹkount´,
rē kountʹ; v. rē kountʹ), n. a second
count. —v. count again.
re·coup (ri küpʹ), v. 1 make up for: he
recouped his losses. 2 repay. [< F, < re–
back + couper cut] —re·coupʹment, n.
re·course (rēʹkôrs; –kōrs; ri kôrsʹ; –kōrsʹ),
n. 1 an appealing; turning for help or
protection. 2 person or thing appealed
to or turned to for help or protection.
have recourse to, appeal to; turn to
for help. [< OF < L recursus retreat, ult.
< re– back + currere run]
re·cov·er (ri kuvʹәr), v. 1 get back (something lost, taken away, or stolen). 2 make
up for (something lost or damaged):
recover lost time. 3 bring back or get
back to life, health, one’s senses, or normal condition. 4 get back to the proper
position or condition: he started to fall
but recovered himself. 5 obtain by judgment in a law court. 6 regain in usable
form; reclaim. Many useful substances
are now recovered from materials that
used to be thrown away. [< OF < L recuperare. Doublet of recuperate.] —recovʹer·a·ble, adj. —re·covʹer·er, n.
re-cov·er (rē kuvʹәr), v. put a new cover
on.
re·cov·er·y (ri kuvʹәr i; –kuvʹri), n., pl. –eries. 1 a recovering. 2 a coming back to
health or normal condition. 3 a getting
back something that was lost, taken
away, or stolen. 4 a getting back to a
proper position or condition.
recovery room, room in a hospital where
patients are monitored as they recover
from surgery.
rec·re·ant (rekʹri әnt), adj. 1 cowardly.
2 disloyal; traitorous. —n. 1 coward. 2
traitor. [< OF, confessing oneself beaten,
ult. < L re– back + credere believe]
—recʹre·ance, recʹre·an·cy, n. —recʹreant·ly, adv.
rec·re·ate (rekʹri āt), v., –at·ed, –at·ing. 1
refresh with games, pastimes, exercises,
etc. 2 take recreation. [< L recreatus
restored < re– again + creare create]
—recʹre·a´tive, adj.
re-cre·ate (rē´kri ātʹ), v., –at·ed, –at·ing.
create anew. —re´-cre·aʹtion, n.
rec·re·a·tion (rek´ri āʹshәn), n. play;
amusement. Walking, gardening, and
reading are quiet forms of recreation.
—rec´re·aʹtion·al, adj.
recreational vehicle, vehicle used for
recreation, esp. a bus or truck ﬁtted with
beds, kitchen, etc.
re·crim·i·nate (ri krimʹә nāt), v., –nat·ed,
–nat·ing. accuse (someone) in return.
[< Med.L, ult. < L re– back + crimen charge] —re·crim´i·naʹtion, n.
—re·crimʹi·na´tive, re·crimʹi·na·to´ry, adj.

redstart
re·cruit (ri krütʹ), n. 1 a newly enlisted
soldier or sailor. 2 a new member of
any group or class. —v. 1 get (men or
women) to join an army or navy. 2
strengthen or supply (an army, navy,
etc.) with new men and women. 3
get (new members). 4 replenish. [< F
recruter < OF recrue new growth, ult.
< L re– back + crescere grow] —recruitʹer, n. —re·cruitʹment, n.
rec·tal (rekʹtәl), adj. of the rectum.
rec·tan·gle (rekʹtang´gәl), n. a four-sided
ﬁgure with four right angles. [< LL, < L
rectus right + angulus angle]
rec·tan·gu·lar (rek tangʹgyә lәr), adj.
shaped like a rectangle. —rec·tan´gularʹi·ty, n. —rec·tanʹgu·lar·ly, adv.
rec·ti·fy (rekʹtә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1
make right; put right; adjust; remedy:
admit a mistake and be willing to rectify
it. 2 change (an alternating current)
into a direct current. 3 purify; reﬁne.
[< LL, < L rectus right + facere make]
—recʹti·ﬁ´a·ble, adj. —rec´ti·ﬁ·caʹtion,
n. —recʹti·ﬁ´er, n.
rec·ti·lin·e·ar (rek´tә linʹi әr), adj. 1 forming a straight line. 2 bounded or formed
by straight lines. [< L rectus straight + E
linear] —rec´ti·linʹe·ar·ly, adv.
rec·ti·tude (rekʹtә tüd; –tūd), n. upright
conduct or character; honesty; righteousness. [< LL, < L rectus straight]
rec·tor (rekʹtәr), n. 1 clergyman in the
Protestant Episcopal Church or the
Church of England who has charge of
a parish. 2 priest in the Roman Catholic
Church who has charge of a congregation or religious house. [< L, ruler,
< regere to rule] —rec·toʹri·al, adj.
—recʹtor·ship, n.
rec·to·ry (rekʹtә ri; rekʹtri), n., pl. –ries. a
rector’s house.
rec·tum (rekʹtәm), n. the lowest part of
the large intestine. [< NL, for L intestinum rectum straight intestine]
re·cum·bent (ri kumʹbәnt), adj. lying
down; reclining; leaning. [< L recumbens
reclining] —re·cumʹben·cy, n. —recumʹbent·ly, adv.
re·cu·per·ate (ri kūʹpәr āt; –küʹ–), v.,
–at·ed, –at·ing. 1 recover from sickness, exhaustion, loss, etc. 2 regain.
[< L recuperatus recovered. Doublet of
recover.] —re·cu´per·aʹtion, n. —recuʹper·a´tive, adj. —re·cuʹper·a´tiveness, n. —re·cuʹper·a´tor, n.
re·cur (ri kėrʹ), v., –curred, –cur·ring. 1
come up again; occur again; be repeated:
leap year recurs every four years. 2 return
in thought or speech. [< L, < re– back +
currere run]
re·cur·rent (ri kėrʹәnt), adj. 1 recurring;
occurring again; repeated. 2 turned back
so as to run in the opposite direction.
—re·curʹrence, n. —re·curʹrent·ly, adv.
re·curve (ri kėrvʹ), v., –curved, –curving. curve back; bend back.
re·cy·cla·ble (ri sīʹklә bәl), n. something
that can be recycled. —adj. that can be
recycled.

re·cy·cle (ri sīʹkәl), v., –cled, –cling. 1
treat or process used materials so that
they can be used again. 2 go through a
cycle or process again: recycle the wash.
3 reuse, esp. an idea or fashion.
red (red), n., adj., red·der, red·dest. —n.
1 the color of blood. 2 any shade of that
color. 3 a red pigment or dye. 4 red cloth
or clothing. 5 a red or reddish person,
animal, or thing. 6 Red, radical; revolutionary. Communists, extreme socialists, and anarchists were called Reds.
—adj. 1 having the color of blood, being
like it, or suggesting it. 2 sore; inﬂamed.
3 blushing. 4 Red, of or having to do
with the former Soviet Union.
in the red, in debt; losing money.
see red, become very angry. [OE rēad]
—red·dish, adj. —redʹness, n.
re·dact (ri daktʹ), v. put into literary form;
prepare for publication; edit. [< L redactus reduced < re– back + agere bring]
—re·dacʹtion, n. —re·dacʹtor, n.
red algae, large group of red or purple
marine algae, including many seaweeds.
Certain red algae secrete calcium and
are involved in building coral reefs.
red·breast (redʹbrest´), n. robin.
red·bud (redʹbud´), n. tree that has many
small, pink, budlike ﬂowers early in the
spring.
red corpuscle, small red blood cell,
formed in bone marrow, which carries
oxygen from the lungs to body tissues.
Also, red blood cell, erythrocyte.
Red Cross, an international organization
to care for the sick and wounded in war
and to relieve suﬀering caused by ﬂoods,
ﬁre, diseases, and other calamities.
red deer, 1 deer native to the forests of
Europe and Asia, and formerly very
abundant in England. 2 the common
American deer in its summer coat.
red·den (redʹәn), v. 1 make or become
red. 2 blush.
re·deem (ri dēmʹ), v. 1 buy back: property
on which money has been lent is redeemed
when the loan is paid back. 2 pay oﬀ: we
redeemed the mortgage. 3 carry out;
make good; fulﬁll: we redeem a promise
by doing what we said we would. 4 set
free; rescue; save: redeemed from sin.
5 make up for; balance: a redeeming
feature. [< redimere < re– back + emere
buy] —re·deemʹa·ble, adj.
re·deem·er (ri dēmʹәr), n. 1 person who
redeems: a redeemer of lost souls. 2
Redeemer, Jesus.
re·demp·tion (ri dempʹshәn), n. 1 a
redeeming. 2 a being redeemed. 3 deliverance; rescue. 4 deliverance from sin;
salvation. [< L redemptio < redimere
redeem. Doublet of ransom.] —redempʹtive, re·dempʹto·ry, adj.
re·de·ploy (rē´di ploiʹ), v. 1 change the
position of troops from one theater of
war to another. 2 a move someone or
something from one place to another. b
shift someone or something to another
task. —re´de·ployʹment. n.
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red ﬂag, 1 symbol of rebellion, revolution, etc. 2 sign of danger. 3 Fig. thing
that stirs up anger.
red-hand·ed (redʹhanʹdid), adj. 1 having
hands red with blood. 2 in the very act
of crime. —redʹ-handʹed·ly, adv. —redʹhandʹed·ness, n.
red·head (redʹhed´), n. 1 person having
red hair. 2 kind of duck resembling the
canvasback, that has a red head. —redʹhead´ed, adj.
red herring, 1 the common smoked herring. 2 something used to draw attention away from the real issue.
red-hot (redʹhotʹ), adj. 1 red with heat;
very hot. 2 Fig. very enthusiastic; excited;
violent. 3 Fig. fresh from the source.
re·di·rect (rē´dә rektʹ; –dī–), v. direct again
or anew. —adj. noting or pertaining to
a second examination of a witness by
the party calling him or her after crossexamination. —re´di·recʹtion, n.
re·dis·trict (rē disʹtrikt), v. divide into
districts again, esp. voting districts.
red lead, red oxide of lead, Pb3O4, used in
paint, in making glass, etc.
red-let·ter (redʹletʹәr), adj. 1 memorable;
especially happy. 2 marked by red letters.
re·do (rēʹdü´), n. 1 something done again:
the teacher allowed a redo of the test. 2
⫽rehash.
red·o·lent (redʹә lәnt), adj. 1 having a
pleasant smell; fragrant. 2 smelling
strongly; giving oﬀ an odor: a house
redolent of fresh paint. 3 suggesting
thoughts or feelings: “Ivanhoe” is a name
redolent of romance. [< L redolens emitting scent < re– back + olere to smell]
—redʹo·lence, —redʹo·lent·ly, adv.
re·dou·ble (rē dubʹәl), v., –bled, –bling,
n. —v. 1 double again. 2 increase greatly;
double. 3 repeat; echo. 4 double back. 5
in games, double an opponent’s double.
—n. act of redoubling; a double of a
double. [< F redoubler] —re·douʹblement, n.
re·doubt ri doutʹ), n. a small fort standing
alone. [< F redoute < Ital. < Med.L reductus retreat < reducere. See reduce.]
re·doubt·a·ble (ri doutʹә bәl), adj. that
should be feared or dreaded. [< OF,
< redouter dread < re– again + douter
doubt] —re·doubtʹa·ble·ness, n. —redoubtʹa·bly, adv.
re·dound (ri doundʹ), v. come back as a
result; contribute. [< OF < L redundare
overﬂow, ult. < re– back + unda wave]
red pepper, 1 plant that has a podlike
fruit that turns red when ripe. The sweet
pepper and cayenne are kinds of red
pepper. 2 ⫽cayenne pepper.
re·dress (v. ri dresʹ; n. rēʹdres; ri dresʹ),
v. set right; repair; remedy: redress the
wrongs of the poor. —n. a setting right;
reparation; relief. [< F, < re– again +
dresser (see dress)] —re·dressʹa·ble,
adj.
red·start (redʹstärt´), n. a ﬂy-catching
warbler of America. [< red + start tail]
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red tape, too much attention to details
and forms. —redʹ-tapeʹ, adj.
red tide, red or brown discoloration of
coastal waters caused by an accumulation
of huge numbers of red or brown algae.
red·top (redʹtop´), n. kind of grass grown
for forage and pasture.
re·duce (ri düsʹ; –dūsʹ), v., –duced,
–duc·ing. 1 make or become less; make
smaller; decrease: reduce expenses,
reduce weight. 2 make lower in degree,
intensity, etc.: weaken; dilute. 3 bring
down; lower: misfortune reduced that
poor woman to begging. 4 bring to a
certain state, form, or condition; change:
reduce a noisy class to order, reduce a
statement to writing. 5 conquer; subdue.
6 a combine with hydrogen. b remove
oxygen from. c change (a compound) so
that the valence of the positive element
is lower. [< L, < re– back + ducere bring]
—re·ducʹer, n. —re·ducʹi·ble, adj. —reduc´i·bilʹi·ty, n. —re·ducʹi·bly, adv.
reducing agent, any chemical substance
that reduces or removes the oxygen in
a compound.
re·duc·tion (ri dukʹshәn), n. 1 a reducing
or being reduced. 2 amount by which a
thing is reduced. 3 form of something
produced by reducing; copy of something on a smaller scale. —re·ducʹtional, adj. —re·ducʹtive, adj.
reduction division, ⫽meiosis.
re·dun·dan·cy (ri dunʹdәn si), re·dundance (–dәns), n., pl. –cies; danc·es.
1 more than is needed. 2 a redundant
thing, part, or amount. 3 the use of too
many words for the same idea.
re·dun·dant (ri dunʹdәnt), adj. 1 extra;
not needed. 2 using too many words
for the same idea; wordy. [< L, ppr. of
redundare redound] —re·dunʹdantly, adv.
re·du·pli·cate (v. ri düʹplә kāt, –dū–; adj.
ri düʹplә kit, –kāt, –dūʹ–), v., –cat·ed,
–cat·ing, adj. —v. double; repeat. —adj.
doubled or repeated. —re·du´pli·caʹtion, n. —re·duʹpli·ca´tive, adj.
red·wing (redʹwing´), n. North American
blackbird, of which the male has a red
patch on each wing. Also, red-winged
blackbird.
red·wood (redʹwu̇d´), n. 1 a California
evergreen tree that sometimes grows to
a height of 300 feet. 2 its brownish-red
wood.
re·ech·o (rē ekʹō), v., –ech·oed, –ech·oing, n., pl. –ech·oes. —v. echo back. —n.
echo of an echo.
reed (rēd), n. 1 a kind of tall grass with
a hollow jointed stalk that grows in wet
places. 2 such stalks. 3 thing made from
the stalk of a reed or anything like it, as
a musical instrument played by blowing
through it or an arrow. 4 a a thin piece
of wood, plastic, or metal in a musical
instrument that produces sound when a
current of air moves it. b ⫽reed instrument. —adj. producing tones by means
of reeds: a reed organ. [OE hrēod]

reed instrument, musical instrument,
such as a clarinet, that produces musical
tones by means of a vibrating reed, or an
oboe, which has two reeds.
reed·y (rēdʹi), adj., reed·i·er, reed·i·est. 1
full of reeds. 2 made of a reed or reeds.
3 like a reed or reeds. 4 sounding like
a reed instrument: a thin, reedy voice.
—reedʹi·ness, n.
reef1 (rēf), n. a narrow ridge of rocks or
sand at or near the surface of the water.
[ult. < Scand. rif]
reef2 (rēf), n. part of a sail that can be
rolled or folded up to reduce its size. —v.
reduce the size of (a sail) by rolling or
folding up a part of it. [< Scand. rif rib,
reef. Cf. reef1.]
reef·er1 (rēfʹәr), n. 1 one who reefs. 2 a
short coat of thick cloth, originally worn
esp. by sailors and ﬁshermen. [< reef2]
reef·er2 (rēfʹәr), n. Slang. cigarette containing marijuana. [< reef2, in sense of
“roll up”]
reef knot, ⫽square knot.
reek (rēk), n. a strong, unpleasant smell;
vapor. —v. 1 send out vapor or a strong,
unpleasant smell. 2 be wet with sweat or
blood. [OE rēc] —reekʹer, n. —reekʹy,
adj.
reel1 (rēl), n. 1 frame turning on an axis,
for winding thread, yarn, a ﬁsh line,
rope, wire, etc. 2 spool; roller. 3 spool for
ﬁlm. —v. 1 wind on a reel. 2 draw with a
reel or by winding: reel in a ﬁsh.
reel oﬀ, say, write, or make in a quick,
easy way. [OE hrēol]
reel2 (rēl), v. 1 sway, swing, or rock under
a blow, shock, etc. 2 sway in standing
or walking. 3 be in a whirl; be dizzy.
—n. a reeling or staggering movement.
[special use of reel1]
reel3 (rēl), n. 1 a lively dance. 2 music for
it. [special use of reel2]
re·en·act·ment or re-en·act·ment (rē´en aktʹmәnt), n. 1 enact again, as a law.
2 re-creation of a historical event.
—re´en·actʹ, re´-en·actʹ, v. —re´en·acʹtor,
re´-en-acʹtor, n.
re·en·force (rē´en fôrsʹ; –fōrsʹ), v.,
–forced, –forc·ing. -reinforce. —re´enforceʹment, n.
re·en·try (rē´enʹtri), n. an entering again
or return, esp. of a spacecraft into the
earth’s atmosphere.
reeve (rēv), v., reeved or rove, reev·ing.
pass (a rope) through a hole, ring, etc.
ref (ref), n. Informal. a referee.
ref., 1 referee. 2 reference. 3 referred.
re·fec·to·ry (ri fekʹtә ri), n., pl. –ries. a
room for meals, esp. in a monastery or
convent. [< LL refectorium, ult. < L reﬁcere refresh < re– again + facere make]
re·fer (ri fėrʹ), v., –ferred, –fer·ring. 1
direct attention: the minister often refers
to the Bible. 2 relate; apply: the rule refers
only to special cases. 3 send or direct for
information, help, or action: we referred
him to the boss. 4 turn for information or
help: writers often refer to a dictionary. 5
hand over; submit: let’s refer the dispute

to the umpire. 6 consider as belonging
or due; assign: many people refer their
failures to bad luck. [< L, < re– back +
ferre take] —refʹer·a·ble, re·ferʹra·ble,
adj. —re·ferʹrer, n.
ref·er·ee (ref´әr ēʹ), n., v., –eed, –ee·ing.
—n. 1 a judge of play in games and
sports. 2 person to whom something is
referred for decision or settlement. —v.
act as referee; act as referee in.
ref·er·ence (refʹәr әns), n. 1 direction of
the attention: this history contains many
references to larger histories. 2 statement,
book, etc., to which the attention is
directed: you will ﬁnd that reference on
page 16. 3 use for information or help: a
dictionary is a book of reference. 4 person
who can give information about another
person’s character or ability. 5 statement
about someone’s character or ability. 6
relation; respect; regard: a test without
reference to age. —adj. used for information or help: a reference library.
in or with reference to, about; concerning.
make reference to, mention. —ref´erenʹtial, adj. —ref´er·enʹtial·ly, adv.
ref·er·en·dum (ref´әr enʹdәm), n., pl.
–dums, –da (–dә). 1 process of submitting a law already passed by the
lawmaking body to a direct vote of the citizens for approval or rejection. 2 the
submitting of any matter to a direct
vote. [< L, that which must be referred.
See refer.]
ref·er·ent (refʹәr әnt), n. object or class
of objects, act, situation, quality, idea, or
fancy to which a word refers.
re·fer·ral (ri fėrʹәl), n. 1 direction or
assignment of someone or something
to a place or person for a particular
purpose: a referral to a lawyer. 2 person
who is referred: our patients are mainly
referrals.
re·ﬁll (v. rē ﬁlʹ; n. rēʹﬁl´), v. ﬁll again.
—n. material to reﬁll a thing. —re·ﬁllʹable, adj.
re·ﬁne (ri fīnʹ), v., –ﬁned, –ﬁn·ing. 1 free
from impurities: sugar, oil, and metals
are reﬁned before being used. 2 make
or become ﬁne, polished, or cultivated:
reading good books helps to reﬁne one’s
speech. 3 make very ﬁne, subtle, or exact.
—re·ﬁnʹer, n.
re·ﬁned (ri fīndʹ), adj. 1 freed from
impurities: reﬁned sugar. 2 freed or free
from grossness, coarseness, crudeness,
vulgarity, or the like. 3 subtle: reﬁned
distinctions. 4 minutely precise: reﬁned
measurements. —re·ﬁnʹed·ly, adv.
re·ﬁne·ment (ri fīnʹmәnt), n. 1 ﬁneness of
feeling, taste, manners, or language. 2 act
or result of reﬁning. 3 improvement.
re·ﬁn·er·y (ri fīnʹәr i), n., pl. –er·ies. a
building and machinery for purifying metal, sugar, petroleum, or other
things.
re·ﬁt (rē ﬁtʹ), v., –ﬁt·ted, –ﬁt·ting, n. —v.
1 ﬁt, prepare, or equip for use again. 2
get fresh supplies. —n. a reﬁtting.

regale
re·ﬂect (ri ﬂektʹ), v. 1 turn back or throw
back (light, heat, sound, etc.): the sidewalks reﬂect heat on a hot day. 2 give
back an image; give back a likeness or
image of: a mirror reﬂects your face and
body. 3 reproduce or show like a mirror:
the newspaper reﬂected the owner’s opinions. 4 think; think carefully: take time
to reﬂect before doing important things.
5 cast blame, reproach, or discredit: bad
behavior reﬂects on home training. 6
serve to cast or bring: a brave act reﬂects
credit on the person who does it. [< L,
< re– back + ﬂectere to bend] —reﬂectʹer, n. —re·ﬂectʹi·ble, adj.
re·ﬂec·tion (ri ﬂekʹshәn), n. 1 a reﬂecting or being reﬂected. 2 something
reﬂected. 3 likeness; image. 4 thinking;
careful thinking: on reﬂection, the plan
seemed too dangerous. 5 idea or remark
resulting from careful thinking; idea;
remark. 6 remark, action, etc., that casts
blame or discredit.
angle of reﬂection, angle which a ray
of light, or the like, reﬂected from a surface, makes with a perpendicular to that
surface at the point of reﬂection. —reﬂecʹtion·al, adj.
re·ﬂec·tive (ri ﬂekʹtiv), adj. 1 reﬂecting: a
reﬂective surface. 2 thoughtful: a reﬂective look. —re·ﬂecʹtive·ly, adv. —re·ﬂecʹtive·ness, re´ﬂec·tivʹi·ty, n.
re·ﬂec·tor (ri ﬂekʹtәr), n. any thing, surface, or device that reﬂects light, heat,
sound, etc.
re·ﬂex (adj., n. rēʹﬂeks; v. ri ﬂeksʹ), adj.
1 not voluntary; coming as a direct
response to a stimulation of some sensory nerve cells. Sneezing is a reﬂex act.
2 bent back; turned back. —n. 1 action
in direct response to a stimulation of
some nerve cells. Sneezing, vomiting,
and shivering are reﬂexes. 2 something
reﬂected; image; reﬂection: a law should
be a reﬂex of the will of the people. —v.
bend back; turn back. [< L reﬂexus, pp.
of reﬂectere. See reflect.] —re·ﬂexʹible, adj. —re·ﬂex´i·bilʹi·ty, n. —reʹﬂexly, adv.
re·ﬂex·ive (ri ﬂekʹsiv), —adj. 1 of a verb,
expressing an action in which the object
of the action is the same as the subject.
2 of a pronoun, indicating that it is the
same as a preceding person or thing.
—n. a reﬂexive verb or pronoun. In “The
boy hurt himself,” hurt and himself are
reﬂexives. —re·ﬂexʹive·ly, adv. —re·ﬂexʹive·ness, re´ﬂex·ivʹi·ty, n.
re·ﬂux (rēʹﬂuks), n. a ﬂowing back; the
ebb of a tide.
re·for·est (rē fôrʹist; –forʹ–), v. replant
(woodland) with trees. —re´for·estaʹtion, n.
re·form (ri fôrmʹ), v. 1 improve by some
alteration of form, arrangement, etc.:
reform the calendar. 2 change from
worse to better: reform a bad boy by
understanding treatment. 3 cause (a person) to abandon wrong or evil ways of
life or conduct, and to adopt right ones.

4 put an end to (abuses, disorders, etc.);
correct (errors, etc.). —n. 1 improvement by alteration of arrangement, etc.
2 an instance of this: political reform,
social reforms. 3 changing one’s manner of life, conduct, etc., for the better.
[< L, ult. < re– again + forma form] —reformʹa·ble, adj. —re·formʹa·tive, adj.
—re·formedʹ, adj. —re·formʹist, n.
re-form (rē fôrmʹ), v. 1 form again. 2 take
a new shape.
ref·or·ma·tion (ref´әr māʹshәn), n. 1 a
reforming or being reformed; change
for the better; improvement. 2 Reformation, the religious, social, and political
movement in Europe in the 16th century
that led to the establishment of Protestant churches. —ref´or·maʹtion·al, adj.
re·form·a·to·ry (ri fôrʹmә tô´ri; –tō´–),
adj., n., pl. –ries. —adj. serving to
reform; intended to reform. —n. Also,
reform school. formerly, a residential, custodial institution for reforming young oﬀenders against the laws; a
prison for young criminals.
re·form·er (ri fôrʹmәr), n. person who
reforms, or tries to reform, some state of
aﬀairs, custom, etc.; supporter of reforms.
re·fract (ri fraktʹ), v. bend (a ray) from a
straight course: water refracts light. [< L
refractus broken up < re– back + frangere
to break] —re·fracʹtive, adj. —re·fracʹtive·ly, adv. —re·fracʹtive·ness, re´fractivʹi·ty, n. —re·fracʹtor, n.
re·frac·tion (ri frakʹshәn), n. the turning or bending of a ray of light when it
passes obliquely from one medium into
another of diﬀerent density.
re·frac·to·ry (ri frakʹtә ri), adj. 1 hard to
manage; stubborn; obstinate: mules are
refractory. 2 not yielding readily to treatment: a refractory cough. 3 hard to melt,
reduce, or work. —re·fracʹto·ri·ly, adv.
—re·fracʹto·ri·ness, n.
re·frain1 (ri frānʹ), v. hold oneself back:
refrain from wrongdoing. [< OF < L,
< re– back + frenum bridle]
re·frain2 (ri frānʹ), n. 1 phrase or verse
repeated regularly in a song or poem. 2
music for it. [< OF, ult. < VL refrangere
break oﬀ. See refract.]
re·fran·gi·ble (ri franʹjә bәl), adj. capable
of being refracted. [< re– + L frangere to
break] —re·fran´gi·bilʹi·ty, re·franʹgible·ness, n.
re·fresh (ri freshʹ), v. make or become
fresh again; renew. [< OF, < re– again +
fresche fresh] —re·freshʹing, adj. —refresh·ing·ly, adv. —re·freshʹing·ness, n.
re·fresh·er (ri freshʹәr), adj. serving to
reinstate knowledge or abilities, or to
bring a person new needed knowledge.
—n. person or thing that refreshes.
re·fresh·ment (ri freshʹmәnt), n. 1 a
refreshing or being refreshed. 2 thing
that refreshes.
refreshments, food or drink.
re·fried beans (rēʹfrīd´), dried beans that
have been cooked, mashed, and then
fried, and served hot by frying again.
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re·frig·er·ant (ri frijʹәr әnt), adj. 1 refrigerating; cooling. 2 reducing bodily heat
or fever. —n. 1 something that cools.
2 a liquid convertible into a gas at low
temperature, used in mechanical refrigeration.
re·frig·er·ate (ri frijʹәr āt), v., –at·ed, –at·
ing. make or keep cold or cool. [< L
refrigeratus, ult. < re– again + frigus cold]
—re·frig´er·aʹtion, n.
re·frig·er·a·tor (ri frijʹәr ā´tәr), n. appliance or room for keeping foods, etc.,
cool, usually by mechanical means.
ref·uge (refʹūj), n. shelter or protection
from danger, trouble, etc. [< OF < L,
< re– back + fugere ﬂee]
ref·u·gee (ref´yә jēʹ; refʹyә jē), n. person
who ﬂees for refuge or safety, esp. to a
foreign country, as in time of persecution or war.
re·ful·gent (ri fulʹjәnt), adj. shining
brightly; radiant; splendid. [< L, < re–
back + fulgere shine] —re·fulʹgence, n.
—re·fulʹgent·ly, adv.
re·fund1 (v. ri fundʹ; n. rēʹfund), v.
pay back. —n. return of money paid.
[< L, < re– back + fundere pour] —refundʹer, n.
re·fund2 (rē fundʹ), v. change (a debt, loan,
etc.) into a new form. [< re– + fund]
re·fur·bish (rē fėrʹbish), v. polish up again;
do up anew; brighten; renovate.
re·fus·al (ri fūzʹәl), n. 1 act of refusing. 2
right to refuse or take a thing before it is
oﬀered to others.
re·fuse1 (ri fūzʹ), v., –fused, –fus·ing.
1 decline to accept; reject: refuse an
oﬀer. 2 deny (a request, demand, invitation); decline to give, do, or grant: refuse
admittance, refuse to discuss the question. [< OF refuser < L refusus, pp. of
refundere. See refund1.] —re·fusʹa·ble,
adj. —re·fusʹer, n.
ref·use2 (refʹūs), n. useless stuﬀ; waste;
rubbish. —adj. discarded. [< OF refus,
pp. of refuser refuse1]
ref·u·ta·tion (ref yә tāʹshәn), n. the disproving of a claim, opinion, or argument.
re·fute (ri fūtʹ), v., –fut·ed, –fut·ing.
prove (a claim, opinion, or argument)
to be false or incorrect. [< L refutare]
—refʹu·ta·ble, adj. —ref´u·ta·bilʹi·ty, n.
—refʹu·ta·bly, adv. —re·futʹer, n.
reg., 1 regiment. 2 register; registered. 3
regular; regularly. 4 regulation.
re·gain (ri gānʹ), v. 1 get again or anew;
recover: regain health. 2 get back to;
reach again: regain the shore. —re·gainʹable, adj. —re·gainʹer, n. —re·gainʹment, n.
re·gal (rēʹgәl), adj. 1 belonging to a king;
royal. 2 kinglike; ﬁt for a king. [< L regalis < rex king. Doublet of royal, real2.]
—reʹgal·ly, adv.
re·gale (ri gālʹ), v., –galed, –gal·ing. 1
entertain agreeably; delight with something pleasing. 2 entertain with a choice
repast; feast. [< F, ult. < MDu. wale
wealth] —re·galeʹment, n.
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regalia

re·ga·li·a (ri gāʹli ә; –gālʹyә), n.pl. 1 the
emblems of royalty. Crowns, scepters,
etc., are regalia. 2 the emblems or decorations of any society, order, etc. [< L,
royal things, neut. pl. of regalis regal]
re·gard (ri gärdʹ), v. 1 consider; think of:
he is regarded as the best doctor in town.
2 think highly of; care for; respect: she
always regards her parents’ wishes. 3
heed: none regarded her screams. 4 look
at; look closely at; watch: he regarded me
sternly. —n. 1 consideration; thought;
care: have regard for the feelings of others. 2 a look; steady look. 3 esteem;
favor; good opinion. 4 point; particular
matter.
as regards, with respect to; concerning.
in or with regard to, about; concerning;
relating to.
regards, good wishes; an expression of
esteem.
without regard to, not considering.
[< F, < re– back + garder guard] —regardʹa·ble, adj. —re·gardʹer, n.
re·gard·ful (ri gärdʹfәl), adj. 1 heedful; observant; mindful. 2 considerate;
respectful. —re·gardʹful·ly, adv. —regardʹful·ness, n.
re·gard·ing (ri gärʹding), prep. with regard
to; concerning; about: a prophecy regarding the future.
re·gard·less (ri gärdʹlis), adj. having or
showing no regard; careless. —adv. 1
without regard. 2 with complete disregard of expense or consequence. —regardʹless·ly, adv. —re·gardʹless·ness, n.
re·gat·ta (ri gatʹә), n. 1 a boat race. 2 a
series of boat races. [< dial. Ital.]
re·gen·cy (rēʹjәn si), n., pl. –cies. 1 position, oﬃce, or function of a regent or
group of regents. 2 government consisting of regents. 3 time during which there
is a regency.
re·gen·er·ate (v. ri jenʹәr āt; adj. ri jenʹәr it), v., –at·ed, –at·ing, adj. —v. 1 grow
again; form (new tissue, a new part,
etc.) to replace what is lost. 2 reform.
3 improve the moral condition of; put
new life and spirit in. 4 increase ampliﬁcation by transferring power from the
output circuit to the input circuit. —adj.
made over in better form; formed anew
morally or spiritually. [< L regeneratus
made over, ult. < re– again + genus birth]
—re·genʹer·a·cy, n. —re·gen´er·aʹtion,
n. —re·genʹer·a´tive, adj. —re·genʹera´tive·ly, adv. —re·genʹer·a´tor, n.
re·gent (rēʹjәnt), n. 1 person who rules
when the regular ruler is absent or unﬁt.
2 member of a governing board. —adj.
acting as a regent. [< L regens ruling]
—reʹgent·ship, n.
reg·gae (regʹā; rāʹgā), n. lively and rhythmical music from the West Indies, inﬂuenced by rhythm and blues. [< Jamaican
E, of uncert. orig.]
reg·i·cide (rejʹә sīd), n. 1 person who kills
a king. 2 crime of killing a king. [< L rex
king + E –cide < L –cida killer (def. 1),
–cidium killing]

re·gime (ri zhēmʹ; rā–), n. 1 system of
government or rule; prevailing system.
2 system of living; regimen. [< F < L
regimen. Doublet of regimen.]
reg·i·men (rejʹә men; –mәn), n. set of
rules or habits of diet, exercise, or manner of living intended to improve health,
reduce weight, etc. [< L, < regere to rule.
Doublet of regime.]
reg·i·ment (n. rejʹә mәnt; v. rejʹә ment), n.
1 unit of an army consisting of several
companies of soldiers organized into
one large group, usually commanded
by a colonel. A regiment is larger than
a battalion and smaller than a brigade.
2 a large number. —v. 1 form into a
regiment or organized group. 2 treat in a
strict or uniform manner: a totalitarian
state regiments its citizens. [< LL regimentum rule < regere to rule]
reg·i·men·tal (rej´ә menʹtәl), adj. of or
pertaining to a regiment. —reg´i·menʹtal·ly, adv.
reg·i·men·ta·tion (rej´ә men tāʹshәn), n.
1 formation into organized or uniform
groups. 2 a making uniform. 3 subjection to control.
re·gion (rēʹjәn), n. 1 any large part of the
earth’s surface: the region of the equator. 2
place; space; area: an unhealthful region.
3 part of the body: the region of the heart.
4 sphere; domain: the region of art. [< L
regio direction < regere to direct]
re·gion·al (rēʹjәn әl), adj. of or in a particular region: a regional storm. —reʹgional·ly, adv.
reg·is·ter (rejʹis tәr), n. 1 list; record:
a register of attendance is kept in our
school. 2 book in which a list or record
is kept. 3 thing that records. A cash register shows the amount of money taken
in. 4 range of a voice or an instrument.
—v. 1 write in a list or record: register the
names of the new members. 2 have one’s
name written in a list or record: a person
must register before he or she can vote. 3
indicate; record: the thermometer registers 90 degrees. 4 show (surprise, joy,
anger, etc.) by the expression on one’s
face or by actions. 5 have (a letter, parcel, etc.) recorded in a post oﬃce, paying
extra postage for special care in delivery.
[< Med.L registrum < L regestum, neut.
pp., recorded < re– back + gerere carry]
—regʹis·tra·ble, adj.
reg·is·tered (rejʹis tәrd), adj. 1 recorded:
registered trademark. 2 certiﬁed as specially qualiﬁed: a registered nurse. 3 sent
by registered mail to show delivery of a
parcel or letter. 4 pedigreed: a registered
breed.
reg·is·trar (rejʹis trär; rej´is trärʹ), n.
oﬃcial who keeps a register; oﬃcial
recorder. [var. of registrer < register]
reg·is·tra·tion (rej´is trāʹshәn), n. 1 a
registering. 2 an entry in a register. 3
number of people registered. —reg´istraʹtion·al, adj.
reg·is·try (rejʹis tri), n., pl. –tries. 1 a
registering; registration. 2 place where

a register is kept; oﬃce of registration.
3 book in which a list or record is kept;
register.
reg·nant (regʹnәnt), adj. 1 ruling. 2 exercising sway or inﬂuence; predominant.
3 prevalent; widespread. [< L regnans
ruling < regnum kingdom]
re·gress (v. ri gresʹ; n. rēʹgres), v. go back;
move in a backward direction. —n. a
going back; movement backward. [< L
regressus a return < re– back + gradi go]
—re·gresʹsion, n.
re·gret (ri gretʹ), n., v., –gret·ted, –gretting. —n. 1 sorrowful longing for what
is gone; sense of loss: it is a matter of
regret that I could not see my mother
before leaving. 2 the feeling of being
sorry for some fault, act, etc., of one’s
own: regret for injustice done. 4 Usually,
regrets. a polite reply declining an invitation. —v. feel regret about.
regrets, feelings of sorrow for what is
lost, gone, done, or past recall. [< OF
regreter < OE grētan, cry, greet] —regretʹful, adj. —re·gretʹful·ly, adv.
—re·gretʹful·ness, n. —re·gretʹta·ble,
adj. —re·gretʹta·bly, adv.
reg·u·lar (regʹyә lәr), adj. 1 ﬁxed by custom or rule; usual; normal: six o’clock
was his regular hour of rising. 2 following some rule or principle; according to
rule: a period is the regular ending for a
sentence. 3 coming, acting, or done again
and again at the same time: Sunday is a
regular holiday. 4 steady; habitual: a
regular customer. 5 even in size, spacing,
or speed; well-balanced: regular features,
regular teeth. 6 orderly; methodical: lead
a regular life. 7 properly ﬁtted or trained:
our regular crossing guard. 8 Informal.
thorough; complete: a regular tease.
9 permanently organized: the regular
army. —n. 1 member of a regularly paid
group of any kind: the ﬁre department is
made up of regulars and volunteers. 2 a
party member who faithfully stands by
the party. [< L, < regula rule] —reg´ularʹi·ty, n. —regʹu·lar·ly, adv.
reg·u·lar·ize (regʹyә lәr īz´), v., –ized, –izing. make regular. —reg´u·lar·i·zaʹtion, n.
reg·u·late (regʹyә lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lating. 1 control by rule, principle, or system: private schools regulate the behavior
of students. 2 keep at some standard:
regulate the temperature of the room. 3
adjust so as to ensure correct working:
regulate a watch. 4 put in good condition: regulate digestion. [< LL, < L regula
rule] —regʹu·lat´a·ble, regʹu·la·ble,
adj. —regʹu·la´tive, adj.
reg·u·la·tion (reg´yә lāʹshәn), n. 1 control
by rule, principle, or system: without
regulation there can be no cooperation
between men. 2 rule; law: traﬃc regulations. —adj. 1 according to or required
by a regulation; standard: a regulation
uniform. 2 usual; ordinary.
reg·u·la·tor (regʹyә lā´tәr), n. 1 person or
thing that regulates. 2 device in a clock
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or watch to make it go faster or slower.
—regʹu·la·to´ry, adj.
re·gur·gi·tate (rē gėrʹjә tāt), v., –tat·ed,
–tat·ing. 1 rush, surge, or ﬂow back, as
liquids, gases, undigested food, etc. 2
throw up, as food from the stomach. [<
Med.L regurgitatus, ult. < L re– back +
gurges whirlpool] —re·gur´gi·taʹtion, n.
re·hab (rēʹhab), n. 1 treatment, physical
therapy, etc., to restore a person’s ability
to walk, care for himself or herself, etc. 2
place where such treatment is provided.
re·ha·bil·i·tate (rē´hә bilʹә tāt), v., –tat·ed,
–tat·ing. 1 restore to a good condition;
make over in a new form: rehabilitate an
old house. 2 restore to former standing,
rank, rights, privileges, reputation, etc. 3
restore to good health or to an improved
ability to walk, care for oneself, etc., with
medical treatment, physical therapy, etc.
[< Med.L, ult. < L re– again + habilis ﬁt
(see able)] —re´ha·bil´i·taʹtion, n.
re·hash (v. rē hashʹ; n. rēʹhash), v. deal
with again; work up (old material) in a
new form. —n. 1 a rehashing. 2 something old put in a diﬀerent form.
re·hearse (ri hėrsʹ), v., –hearsed, –hearsing. 1 practice (a play, part, etc.) for
a public performance. 2 drill or train
(a person, etc.) by repetition. 3 tell in
detail; repeat. [< OF, < re– again + hercier to harrow, ult. < L hirpex rake] —rehearsʹal, n. —re·hearsʹer, n.
reign (rān), n. 1 period of power of
a ruler: Queen Victoria’s reign lasted
sixty-four years. 2 royal power. 3 existence everywhere; prevalence. —v. 1 be
a ruler: a king reigns over his kingdom.
2 exist everywhere; prevail: on a still
night silence reigns. [< OF < L regnum
< regere to rule]
re·im·burse (rē´im bėrsʹ), v., –bursed,
–burs·ing. pay back: you reimburse
a person for expenses made for you.
[< re– + obs. imburse < Med.L, < L
in– into + LL bursa purse; patterned on
F rembourser] —re´im·burseʹment, n.
—re´im·bursʹer, n.
re·im·port (v. rē´im pôrtʹ, –pôrtʹ; n. rē imʹpôrt, –pōrt), v. import (something previously exported. —n. reimportation.
re·im·por·ta·tion (rē´im pôr tāʹshәn;
–pōr–) n. 1 an importing of something
previously exported. 2 goods reimported.
rein (rān), n. 1 a long, narrow strap or line
fastened to a bridle or bit, by which to
guide and control an animal. 2 a means
of control and direction. —v. 1 check or
pull with reins. 2 guide and control.
give rein to, let move or act freely, without guidance or control.
keep a tight rein on, provide close control or constant guidance to.
rein in, a slow or stop by using the reins.
b Fig. slow down or cause a pause in (an
activity).
seize or take the reins, assume control.
[< OF rene, ult. < L retinere hold back,
retain]

re·in·car·nate (rē´in kärʹnāt), v., –nat·ed,
–nat·ing. give a new body to (a soul).
—re´in·car·naʹtion, n.
rein·deer (rānʹdir´), n., pl. –deer. kind of
large deer with branching horns, living
in northern regions, used to pull sleighs
and also for meat. [< Scand. hreindȳri
< hreinn reindeer + dȳr animal]
re·in·force (rē´in fôrsʹ; –fōrsʹ), v., –forced,
–forc·ing. 1 strengthen with new force
or materials: reinforce an army, a bridge,
etc. 2 strengthen: reinforce an argument,
etc. —re´in·forcʹer, n.
reinforced concrete, concrete with metal
embedded in it to make the structure
stronger.
re·in·force·ment (rē´in fôrsʹmәnt; –fōrsʹ–),
n. 1 act of reinforcing. 2 a being reinforced. 3 something that reinforces.
reinforcements, extra soldiers or warships.
re·in·state (rē´in stātʹ), v., –stat·ed, –stating. restore to a former position or
condition; establish again. —re´in·stateʹment, n.
re·in·vig·or·ate (rē´in vigʹә rāt), v., –ated, –at·ing. give new vigor to; reenergize. –re´in·vig´or·aʹtion, n.
re·it·er·ate (rē itʹәr āt), v., –at·ed, –ating. say or do several times; repeat (an
action, demand, etc.) again and again.
[< L, ult. < re– again + iterum again]
—re·it´er·aʹtion, n. —re·itʹer·a´tive,
adj. —re·itʹer·a´tive·ly, adv.
re·ject (v. ri jektʹ; n. rēʹjekt), v. 1 refuse to
take, use, believe, accept, acknowledge,
hear, consider, grant, etc.: he tried to
join the army but was rejected. 2 throw
away as useless or unsatisfactory: reject
all apples with soft spots. —n. a rejected
person or thing. [< L rejectus < re– back
+ jacere to throw] —re·jectʹa·ble, adj.
—re·jectʹer, n. —re·jectʹing·ly, adv.
—re·jecʹtion, n.
re·joice (ri joisʹ), v., –joiced, –joic·ing. 1
be glad; be ﬁlled with joy. 2 make glad;
ﬁll with joy. [< OF rejoiss–, ult. < L re–
again + gaudere be glad] —re·joicʹer, n.
—re·joicʹing, n. —re·joicʹing·ly, adv.
re·join1 (rē joinʹ), v. 1 join or unite again.
2 join the company of again. [< re– +
join]
re·join2 (ri joinʹ), v. answer; reply. [< F,
< re– back + joindre join]
re·join·der (ri joinʹdәr), n. an answer to a
reply; response.
re·ju·ve·nate (ri jüʹvә nāt), v., –nat·ed,
–nat·ing. make young or vigorous
again; give youthful qualities to. [< re– +
L juvenis young] —re·ju´ve·naʹtion, n.
—re·juʹve·na´tor, n.
re·lapse (ri lapsʹ), v., –lapsed, –laps·ing,
n. —v. fall or slip back into a former
state, way of acting, etc.: relapse into
silence. —n. a relapsing. [< L relapsus
< re– back + labi to slip] —re·lapsʹer, n.
re·late (ri lātʹ), v., –lat·ed, –lat·ing. 1 give
an account of; tell: the traveler related
his adventures. 2 connect in thought or
meaning: “better” and “best” are related
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to “good.” 3 be connected in any way: we
are interested in what relates to ourselves.
[< L relatus, pp. to referre < re– back +
ferre bring] —re·latʹer, n. pertain.
re·lat·ed (ri lātʹid), adj. 1 connected. 2
belonging to the same family; connected
by a common origin. —re·latʹed·ness, n.
re·la·tion (ri lāʹshәn), n. 1 connection in
thought or meaning: your answer has
no relation to the question. 2 connection
between persons, groups, countries, etc.:
the relation of mother and child. 3 person who belongs to the same family as
another, such as a father, brother, aunt,
etc.; relative. 4 reference; regard: we
must plan with relation to the future. 5
act of telling; account: we were interested
in his relation of his adventures. —relaʹtion·al, adj.
re·la·tion·ship (ri lāʹshәn ship), n. 1
connection, 2 connection between two
people who live together as a couple.
3 condition of belonging to the same
family.
rel·a·tive (relʹә tiv), n. 1 person who
belongs to the same family as another,
such as father, brother, aunt, etc. 2 a
relative pronoun, adjective, or adverb.
—adj. 1 related or compared to each
other: consider the relative merits of
your proposal and mine. 2 depending
for meaning on a relation to something
else. East is a relative term. 3 introducing a subordinate clause; referring to
another person or thing. In “The man
who wanted it is gone,” who is a relative
pronoun, and who wanted it is a relative
clause.
relative to, a about; concerning. b in
proportion to. —relʹa·tive·ness, n.
rel·a·tive·ly (relʹә tiv li), adv. 1 in a relative manner; in relation to something
else; comparatively: a relatively small
diﬀerence. 2 in relation or with reference (to): the value of one thing relatively
to other things. 3 in proportion (to): a
subject little understood relatively to its
importance.
rel·a·tiv·i·ty (rel´ә tivʹә ti), n. 1 a being relative. 2 character of being relative rather
than absolute, as ascribed to motion
or velocity. 3 theory expressed in certain equations by the twentieth century
physicist, Albert Einstein. According to
it, the only velocity we can measure is
velocity relative to some body; observers will obtain the same value for the
velocity of light which, in a vacuum,
is constant; and the mass of a moving
body increases with its velocity.
re·lax (ri laksʹ), v. 1 loosen up; make or
become less stiﬀ or ﬁrm: relax when
you dance. 2 make or become less strict
or severe; lessen in force: discipline is
relaxed on the last day of school. 3 reduce
strain and worry; be lazy and carefree:
take a vacation and relax. 4 weaken.
[< L relaxare, ult. < re– back + laxus
loose. Doublet of release.] —re·laxʹedly, adv. —re·laxʹer, n.
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re·lax·a·tion (rēlak sāʹshәn), n. 1 a loosening: relaxation of the muscles. 2 a lessening of strictness, severity, force, etc.
3 relief from work or eﬀort; recreation;
amusement.
re·lay (rēʹlā; ri lāʹ), n. 1 a fresh supply, esp.
or horses or men. 2 a relay race. 3 one
part of a relay race. 4 an electromagnetic
device in which a weak current controls
a stronger current, used in transmitting
telegraph or telephone messages over
long distances. —v. 1 take and carry
farther. 2 transmit by relay. [< OF relais
reserve pack of hounds, etc., ult. < re–
back + laier leave < Gmc.]
re-lay (rē lāʹ), v., –laid, –lay·ing. lay again.
re·lay race (rēʹlā), race in which each
member of a team runs only his or her
share of the way.
re·lease (ri lēsʹ), v., –leased, –leas·ing, n.
—v. 1 let go; let loose: the prisoner was
released. 2 set free; relieve: release from
a promise. 3 give up (legal right, claim,
etc.); make over to another (property,
etc.). 4 permit to be published, shown,
sold, etc. —n. 1 a letting go; setting free:
the release of the slaves. 2 freedom; relief:
release from pain. 3 part that releases
other parts of a machine. 4 permission
for publication, exhibition, sale, etc. 5
article, statement, etc., distributed for
publication. [< OF relaissier < L relaxare.
Doublet of relax.] —re·leasʹa·ble, adj.
—re·leaseʹment, n. —re·leasʹer, n.
re-lease (rē lēsʹ), v., –leased, –leas·ing.
lease again.
rel·e·gate (relʹә gāt), v., –gat·ed, –gat·ing.
1 send away, usually to a lower position
or condition. 2 send into exile; banish. 3
hand over (a matter, task, etc.). [< L, < re–
back + legare to despatch] —relʹe·gable, adj. —rel´e·gaʹtion, n.
re·lent (ri lentʹ), v. become less harsh or
cruel; be more yielding and merciful.
[ult. < L re- again + lentus slow] —relentʹing·ly, adv.
re·lent·less (ri lentʹlis), adj. without pity;
unyielding; harsh. —re·lentʹless·ly, adv.
—re·lentʹless·ness, n.
rel·e·vant (relʹә vәnt), adj. bearing upon
or connected with the matter in hand;
to the point: be sure your questions are
relevant. [< L relevans refreshing, ult.
< re– back + levis light] —relʹe·vance,
relʹe·van·cy, n. —relʹe·vant·ly, adv.
re·li·a·ble (ri līʹә bәl), adj. worthy of trust;
that can be depended on: reliable sources
of news. —re·li´a·bilʹi·ty, re·liʹa·bleness, n. —re·liʹa·bly, adv.
re·li·ance (ri līʹәns), n. 1 trust; dependence. 2 conﬁdence. 3 thing on which
one depends.
re·li·ant (ri līʹәnt), adj. 1 relying; depending. 2 conﬁdent. 3 relying on oneself.
rel·ic (relʹik), n. 1 thing, custom, etc.,
that remains from the past. 2 something
belonging to a holy person, kept as a
sacred memorial. 3 keepsake; souvenir.
relics, remains; ruins. [< OF < L reliquiae, pl., remains]

re·lief (ri lēfʹ), n. 1 the lessening of, or
freeing from, a pain, burden, diﬃculty,
etc. 2 something that lessens or frees
from pain, burden, diﬃculty, etc.; help
given to poor people, victims of disaster,
etc.; aid; help. 3 something that makes
a pleasing change or lessens strain. 4
release from a post of duty, as by the
coming of a substitute. 5 change of persons on duty. 6 persons who relieve others from duty; person who does this. 7
projection of ﬁgures and designs from a
surface in sculpture. drawing, painting,
etc. 8 ﬁgure or design standing out from
the surface from which it is cut, shaped,
or stamped.
in relief, standing out from a surface.
on relief, receiving aid from public funds; on welfare. [< OF, < relever
relieve]
relief map, map that shows the diﬀerent
heights of a surface by using shading,
colors, solid materials, etc.
relief pitcher, pitcher who comes into
a baseball game to take the place of
another pitcher.
re·lieve (ri lēvʹ), v., –lieved, –liev·ing. 1
make less; make easier; reduce the pain
or trouble of: aspirin will relieve a headache. 2 set free: your coming relieves me of
the bother of writing a long letter. 3 bring
aid to; help: soldiers were sent to relieve
the fort. 4 give variety or a pleasing
change to: a black dress relieved by red
trimming. 5 free (a person on duty) by
taking his or her place. 6 make stand out
more clearly. [< OF < L relevare lighten.
See relevant.] —re·lievʹa·ble, adj.
re·liev·er (ri lēvʹәr), n. 1 someone or something that relieves. 2 ⫽relief pitcher.
re·li·gion (ri lijʹәn), n. 1 recognition of
and belief in a superhuman power or
powers to whom obedience, reverence,
and worship are due. 2 any system of
faith in and worship of a Supreme Being
or a god or gods: the Christian religion,
the religion of the Muslims. 3 sense of
obligation. [< L religio respect for what
is sacred]
re·li·gi·os·i·ty (ri lij´i osʹә ti), n. 1 aﬀectation of religious feeling. 2 piety; religious sentiment.
re·li·gious (ri lijʹәs), adj. 1 of or connected with religion: religious meetings.
2 much interested in religion; devoted to
the worship of God or gods: an intensely
religious person. 3 strict: religious care.
—n. monk, nun, friar, etc.; member of
a religious order. —re·liʹgious·ly, adv.
—re·liʹgious·ness, n.
re·lin·quish (ri lingʹkwish), v. 1 give up;
desist from: relinquish all hope. 2 give
over (to); renounce or surrender (a possession, right, etc.). [< OF relinquiss–, ult.
< L re– behind + linquere leave] —re·linʹquish·er, n. —re·linʹquish·ment, n.
rel·i·quar·y (relʹә kwer´i), n., pl. –quaries. a small box or other receptacle for a
relic or relics. [< OF reliquaire < relique
relic]

rel·ish (relʹish), n. 1 a pleasant taste;
good ﬂavor: hunger gives relish to simple
food. 2 something to add ﬂavor to food.
Olives and pickles are relishes. 3 liking; appetite; enjoyment. —v. 1 make
pleasing to the taste. 2 like the taste
or ﬂavor of. 3 take pleasure in; enjoy.
[earlier reles < OF, remainder, < relesser
release] —relʹish·a·ble, adj. —relʹisher, n. —relʹish·ing·ly, adv.
re·luc·tance (ri lukʹtәns), re·luc·tan·cy
(–tәn si), n. 1 a reluctant feeling or
action; unwillingness. 2 slowness in
action because of unwillingness.
re·luc·tant (ri lukʹtәnt), adj. 1 unwilling;
showing unwillingness. 2 slow to act
because unwilling. [< L reluctans struggling against, ult. < re– back + lucta
wrestling] —re·lucʹtant·ly, adv.
re·ly (ri līʹ), v., –lied, –ly·ing. depend;
trust: rely on your own eﬀorts. [< OF
< L religare bind fast < re– back + ligare
bind]
rem (rem), n., pl. rem, rems. measure of
radiation absorbed, equaling one roentgen of X rays or gamma rays. [< roentgen + equivalent + man]
REM (rem), n. period during sleep when
the eyes move frequently and rapidly.
[< rapid + eye + movement]
re·main (ri mānʹ), v. 1 continue in a
place; stay: remain in the city. 2 continue
without change as to some form, state,
or quality speciﬁed: remain active in
business. 3 be left after a part, quantity,
or number has been taken away or
destroyed: the years of life that remain.
4 be left as not included; be still to be
dealt with: some objections remain. —n.
remains, a what is left. b a dead body.
[< OF < L, < re– back + manere stay]
re·main·der (ri mānʹdәr), n. 1 the part
left over; the rest: if you take 2 from 9,
the remainder is 7. 2 copies of a book left
over after the sale has practically ceased.
re·make (v. ri mākʹ; n. riʹmāk), v., –made,
–mak·ing. make again; make over. —n.
something remade, as a ﬁlm.
re·mand (ri mandʹ; –mändʹ) v. 1 send
back. 2 send back (a prisoner or an
accused person) to prison. —n. a
remanding. [< LL, < L re– back + mandare consign] —re·mandʹment, n.
re·mark (ri märkʹ), v. 1 say, write, or comment casually. 2 notice; observe: did you
remark his expression? —n. 1 something
said in few words; short statement. 2 act
of noticing; observation. [< F, < re–
again + marquer to mark]
re·mark·a·ble (ri märʹkә bәl), adj. worthy of notice; unusual. —re·markʹa·bleness, n. —re·markʹa·bly, adv.
re·me·di·a·ble (ri mēʹdi ә bәl), adj. that
can be remedied or cured. —re·meʹdia·bly, adv.
re·me·di·al (ri mēʹdi әl), adj. remedying;
curing; helping; relieving: remedial reading. —re·meʹdi·al·ly, adv.
rem·e·dy (remʹә di), n., pl. –dies, v., –died,
–dy·ing. —n. 1 a means of removing or
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relieving diseases or any bad condition;
cure. 2 legal means of enforcing a right
or redressing a wrong. —v. put or make
right; cure. [< L remedium] —remʹe·diless, adj.
re·mem·ber (ri memʹbәr), v. 1 have
(something) come into the mind again;
call to mind; recall. 2 keep in mind; take
care not to forget. 3 have memory: dogs
remember. 4 make a gift to; reward; tip. 5
mention (a person) as sending friendly
greetings; recall to the mind of another.
[< OF < L, ult. < re– again + memor
mindful of] —re·memʹber·a·ble, adj.
—re·memʹber·er, n.
re·mem·brance (ri memʹbrәns), n. 1
power to remember; act of remembering; memory. 2 state of being remembered. 3 keepsake; souvenir.
remembrances, greetings.
re·mind (ri mīndʹ), v. make (one) think
(of something); cause to remember.
—re·mindʹer, n.
rem·i·nisce (rem´ә nisʹ), v., –nisced,
–nisc·ing. talk or think about past experiences or events.
rem·i·nis·cence (rem´ә nisʹәns), n. 1 a
remembering; recalling past happenings,
etc. 2 Often, reminiscences. account
of something remembered; recollection. [< L, ult. < reminisci remember]
—rem´i·nisʹcent, adj. —rem´i·nisʹcently, adv.
re·miss (ri misʹ), adj. careless; slack;
neglectful; negligent: be remiss in one’s
duty. [< L remissus < re– back + mittere
send] —re·missʹness, n.
re·mis·si·ble (ri misʹә bәl), adj. that can
be remitted. —re·mis´si·bilʹi·ty, n.
re·mis·sion (ri mishʹәn), n. 1 a letting oﬀ
(from debt, punishment, etc.). 2 pardon;
forgiveness. 3 a lessening (of pain, force,
labor, etc.).
re·mit (ri mitʹ), v., –mit·ted, –mit·ting,
1 send money to a person or place:
enclosed is our bill; please remit. 2 refrain
from carrying out; refrain from exacting;
cancel: remit a punishment or ﬁne. 3 pardon; forgive: power to remit sins. 4 make
less; decrease: remit one’s eﬀorts. [< L
remittere send back. See remiss.] —remitʹta·ble, adj. —re·mitʹtal, n. —re·mitʹ
ter, n.
re·mit·tance (ri mitʹәns), n. 1 a sending
money to someone at a distance. 2 the
money that is sent.
re·mit·tent (ri mitʹәnt), adj. lessening for
a time; lessening at intervals. —re·mitʹtent·ly, adv.
rem·nant (remʹnәnt), n. a small part left:
the remnant of an ancient scroll, a fabric
remnant. [< OF remenant, ppr. of remenoir remain]
re·mod·el (rē modʹәl), v., –eled, –el·ing.
1 model again. 2 make over: remodel an
old barn into a house.
re·mon·strance (ri monʹstrәns), n. protest; complaint.
re·mon·strant (ri monʹstrәnt), adj.
remonstrating; protesting. —n. person

who remonstrates. —re·monʹstrant·ly,
adv.
re·mon·strate (ri monʹstrāt), v., –strated, –strat·ing. 1 say in protest; object.
2 reason or plead in protest. [< Med.L
remonstratus pointed out, ult. < L
re– back + monstrum sign] —re·monʹstraʹtion,n.—re·monʹstra·tive,adj.—remonʹstra·tor, n.
re·morse (ri môrsʹ), n. deep, painful
regret for having done wrong. [< L
remorsus torment, ult. < re– back + mordere to bite] —re·morseʹful, adj. —remorseʹful·ly, adv. —re·morseʹful·ness,
n. —re·morseʹless, adj. —re·morseʹless·ness, n.
re·mote (ri mōtʹ), adj., –mot·er, –motest. 1 far away; far oﬀ: a remote country.
2 out of the way; secluded: a remote village. 3 distant: a remote relative. 4 Fig.
slight; faint: I haven’t the remotest idea
what you mean. [< L remotus, pp. of
removere remove] —re·moteʹly, adv.
—re·moteʹness, n.
re·mount (v. rē mountʹ; n. rēʹmount´,
rē mountʹ), v. 1 mount again: remount
a drawing, remount a horse. 2 furnish
with fresh horses. —n. a fresh horse, or
a supply of fresh horses, for use.
re·mov·a·ble (ri müvʹә bәl), adj. that can
be removed. —re·mov´a·bilʹi·ty, removʹa·ble·ness, n. —re·movʹa·bly, adv.
re·mov·al (ri müvʹәl), n. 1 a removing;
taking away: after the removal of the
soup, ﬁsh was served. 2 change of place:
removal to larger quarters. 3 dismissal
from an oﬃce or position.
re·move (ri müvʹ), –moved, –mov·ing,
n. —v. 1 move from a place or position;
take oﬀ; take away: remove your hat.
2 get rid of; put an end to: remove all
doubt. 3 kill. 4 dismiss from an oﬃce
or position: the governor removed the
mayor for failing to do his duty. 5 go
or move away. —n. 1 a moving away. 2
change of residence. 3 Fig. step or degree
of distance: at every remove the mountain seemed smaller, only one remove
from failure. [< OF < L, < re– back +
movere to move] —re·movʹer, n.
re·moved (ri müvdʹ), adj. 1 distant;
remote. 2 separated by one or more
steps or degrees of relationship.
re·mu·ner·ate (ri mūʹnәr āt), v., –at·ed,
–at·ing. pay for work, services, trouble,
etc.; reward. [< L remuneratus, ult. < re–
back + munus gift] —re·mu´ner·aʹtion,
n. —re·muʹner·a´tive, adj. —re·muʹnera´tive·ly, adv. —re·muʹner·a´tor, n.
ren·ais·sance (ren´ә sänsʹ; renʹә säns;
ri nāʹsәns), n. revival; new birth.
the Renaissance, a the great revival of
art and learning in Europe during the
14th, 15th, and 16th centuries. b period
of time when this revival occurred. c
style of art, architecture, etc., of this
period. [< F, < renaître be born again,
ult. < L renasci. See renascent.]
Renaissance man, person having knowledge of a wide variety of subjects.
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re·nal (rēʹnәl), adj. of or pertaining to the
kidneys. [< L, < ren kidney]
re·nas·cence (ri nasʹәns; –nāʹsәns), n. 1
revival; new birth; renewal. 2 a being
renascent.
the Renascence, ⫽the Renaissance.
re·nas·cent (ri nasʹәnt; -nāʹsәnt), adj.
being born again; reviving; springing
again into being or vigor. [< L, < re–
again + nasci be born]
rend (rend), v., rent, rend·ing. 1 pull
apart violently; tear: wolves will rend a
lamb. 2 split: lightning rent the tree. 3
disturb violently: a mind rent by doubt.
4 remove with force or violence. [OE
rendan] —rendʹer, n.
ren·der (renʹdәr), v. 1 cause to become;
make: an accident has rendered him helpless. 2 give: render thanks, what service
has he rendered? 3 oﬀer for consideration, approval, payment, etc.; hand in;
report: the treasurer rendered an account
of all the money spent. 4 pay as due:
render tribute to a conqueror. 5 bring
out the meaning of; represent: the actor
rendered the part of Hamlet well. 6 melt
(fat, etc.); clarity or extract by melting.
7 forcibly transport a person to a secret
location. [< OF rendre < L reddere give
as due, pay < re– as due + dare give; inﬂ.
by L prendere take] —renʹder·a·ble, adj.
—renʹder·er, n.
ren·dez·vous (ränʹdә vü), n., pl. –vous
(–vüz), v., –voused (-vüd), –vous·ing
(–vü´ing). —n. 1 an appointment or
engagement to meet at a ﬁxed place or
time; meeting by agreement. 2 a meeting place; gathering place. —v. meet at
a rendezvous. [< F, < rendez-vous betake
yourself!]
ren·di·tion (ren dishʹәn), n. 1 a rendering. 2 the rendering of a dramatic part. 3
translation. 4 forcible transportation of a
person to a secret location.
ren·e·gade (renʹә gād), n. deserter from
a religious faith, a political party, etc.;
traitor. —adj. deserting; disloyal; like a
traitor. [< Sp. < Med.L renegatus denied.
See renege.]
re·nege (ri nigʹ), v., –neged, –neg·ing.
back out; fail to keep a promise. [< Med.L,
< L re– back + negare deny] —re·negʹer, n.
re·new (ri nüʹ; –nūʹ), v. 1 make new again;
make like new; restore. 2 begin again;
get again; say, do, or give again: renew
an attack, renew one’s eﬀorts. 3 replace
by new material or a new thing of the
same sort; ﬁll again. 4 give or get for a
new period: renew a lease. —re·newʹable, adj. —re·newʹed·ly, adv.
re·new·al (ri nüʹәl; –nūʹ–), n. a renewing
or being renewed.
ren·net (renʹit), n. substance containing
rennin, used for making cheese and
junket. [ME, < rennen run]
ren·nin (renʹin), n. enzyme in the gastric
juice that coagulates or curdles milk.
re·nounce (ri nounsʹ), v., –nounced,
–nounc·ing. 1 declare formally that
one gives up; give up entirely; give up:
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renounce a right, claim, or title. 2 disown;
cast oﬀ: renounce a wicked son. [< F < L,
ult. < re– back + nuntius message] —renounceʹment, n. —re·nouncʹer, n.
ren·o·vate (renʹә vāt), v., –vat·ed, –vating. make new again; make like new;
restore to good condition. [< L, ult.
< re– again + novus new] —ren´o·vaʹtion, n. —renʹo·va´tor, n.
re·nown (ri nounʹ), n. fame. [< AF renoun,
ult. < L re– repeatedly + nomen name]
—re·nownedʹ, adj.
rent1 (rent), n. regular payment for the
use of property. —v. 1 pay for the use
of (property): we rent a house from
Mr. Smith. 2 receive pay for the use of
(property): he rents several other houses.
3 be leased or let for rent: this farm
rents for $25,000 a year. [< OF rente, ult.
< L reddere render] —rentʹa·ble, adj.
—rentʹer, n.
rent2 (rent), n. a torn place; tear; split.
—adj. torn; split. —v. pt. and pp. of
rend. [orig. v., var. of rend]
rent·al (renʹtәl), n. amount received or
paid as rent. —adj. of or in rent.
re·nun·ci·a·tion (ri nun´si āʹshәn), n. a
giving up of a right, title, possession,
etc.; renouncing.
re·open (rē ōʹpәn), v. 1 open again: reopened the safe. 2 resume: reopen talks,
reopen classes.
re·or·gan·i·za·tion (rē´ôr gәn ә zāʹshәn),
n. 1 reorganizing. 2 being reorganized.
re·or·gan·ize (rē ôrʹgәn īz), v., –ized,
–iz·ing. 1 organize anew; form again;
arrange in a new way. 2 form a new company to operate (a business in the hands
of a receiver). —re·orʹgan·iz´er, n.
rep (rep), n. Informal. 1 representative: a
sales rep. 2 Also, Rep. repertory theater.
Rep., 1 Representative. 2 Republican.
re·pair1 (ri pãrʹ), v. 1 put in good condition again; mend: he repairs shoes. 2 make
up for: how can I repair the harm done?
—n. 1 act or work of repairing: make
repairs on the school building. 2 instance
or piece of repairing. 3 condition ﬁt to be
used: keep the roads in repair. 4 condition
with respect to repairing: a house in bad
repair. [< L, < re– again + parare prepare] —re·pairʹa·ble, adj. —re·pairʹer,
n. —re·pairʹman, n.
re·pair2 (ri pãrʹ), v. go (to a place).
[< OF < LL repatriare return to one’s
own country. Doublet of repatriate.]
rep·a·ra·ble (repʹә rә bәl), adj. that can
be repaired or remedied. —repʹa·rably, adv.
rep·a·ra·tion (rep´ә rāʹshәn), n. 1 a giving of satisfaction or compensation for
wrong or injury done. 2 compensation
for wrong or injury. 3 Usually, reparations. compensation for the devastation
of territory during war. 4 a repairing
or being repaired. —re·parʹa·tive, reparʹa·to´ry, adj.
rep·ar·tee (rep´әr tēʹ), n. 1 a witty reply
or replies. 2 talk characterized by clever
and witty replies. 3 cleverness and wit in

making replies. [< F, < repartir reply, ult.
< L re– back + pars part]
re·past (ri pastʹ; –pästʹ), n. 1 meal; attractive meal; food. 2 a taking of food.
[< OF, ult. < L re– again + pascere feed]
re·pa·tri·ate (rē pāʹtri āt), v., –at·ed, –ating. send back or restore to one’s own
country: the prisoners of war were repatriated. [< LL repatriatus, ult. < L re–
back + patria native land. Doublet of
repair2.] —re·pa´tri·aʹtion, n.
re·pay (ri pāʹ), v., –paid, –pay·ing. 1 pay
back; give back: repay money borrowed.
2 make return for: repay a kindness. 3
make return to: the boy’s success repaid
the teacher for her eﬀorts. —re·payʹa·ble,
adj. —re·payʹer, n. —re·payʹment, n.
re·peal (ri pēlʹ), v. do away with; revoke;
abrogate: the Stamp Act was ﬁnally
repealed. —n. act of repealing; abrogation: vote for the repeal of a law. [< AF
repeler, alter. of OF rapeler < re– back +
apeler to call. See appeal.] —re·pealʹable, adj. —re·pealʹer, n.
re·peat (ri pētʹ), v. 1 do or make again:
repeat an error. 2 say again: repeat a word
for emphasis. 3 say over; recite: repeat a
poem from memory. 4 say after another
says: repeat the oath after me. 5 tell to
another or others: do not repeat the secret.
—n. 1 a repeating. 2 thing repeated. 3 a
passage of music to be repeated. b sign
indicating this, usually a row of dots.
repeat oneself, say again what one has
already said. [< L repetere attack again
< re– again + petere aim at] —re·peatʹable, adj. —re·peatʹed, adj. —re·peatʹedly, adv.
re·peat·er (ri pētʹәr), n. 1 gun that ﬁres
several shots without reloading. 2 one
that repeats. 3 a student who does not
move into the next grade. b student who
repeats a course. 4 person who is sent to
prison again and again.
re·pel (ri pelʹ), v., –pelled, –pel·ling. 1
force back; drive back or away: repel the
enemy. 2 cause to move apart or away:
oil and water repel each other. 3 be displeasing to; cause disgust in: her manner
repels me. 4 refuse to admit or accept;
reject: repel a suggestion. [< L, < re– back
+ pellere to drive] —re·pelʹlence, n.
—re·pelʹler, n.
re·pel·lent (ri pelʹәnt), adj. 1 unattractive;
disagreeable. 2 repelling; driving back.
re·pent (ri pentʹ), v. 1 feel sorry for sin
and seek forgiveness. 2 feel sorry for;
regret: repent one’s choice. [< OF repentir,
ult. < L re– repeatedly + paenitere cause
to regret] —re·pentʹer, n.
re·pent·ance (ri penʹtәns), n. 1 sorrow
for doing wrong. 2 sorrow; regret. —repentʹant, adj. —re·pentʹant·ly, adv.
re·per·cus·sion (rē´pәr kushʹәn), n. 1 an
indirect inﬂuence or reaction from an
event. 2 sound ﬂung back; echo. 3 a
springing back; rebound; recoil. [< L
repercussio, ult. < re– back + per– thoroughly + quatere to beat] —re´percusʹsive, adj.

rep·er·toire (repʹәr twär; –twôr), n. the list
of plays, operas, parts, pieces, etc., that
a company or performer is prepared to
perform. [< F < LL repertorium. Doublet
of repertory.]
rep·er·to·ry (repʹәr tô´ri; –tō´–), n., pl.
–ries. 1 ⫽repertoire. 2 store or stock of
things ready for use. [< LL repertorium
inventory, ult. < reperire ﬁnd, get. Doublet of repertoire.]
rep·e·ti·tion (rep´ә tishʹәn), n. 1 a repeating: repetition helps learning. 2 thing
repeated. —re·petʹi·tive, adj.
rep·e·ti·tious (rep´ә tishʹәs), adj. full
of repetitions; repeating in a tiresome
way. —rep´e·tiʹtious·ly, adv. —rep´etiʹtious·ness, n.
re·pine (ri pīnʹ), v., –pined, –pin·ing. be discontented; fret; complain. [< re– + pine2]
re·place (ri plāsʹ), v., –placed, –plac·ing.
1 ﬁll or take the place of; supersede. 2
get another in place of. 3 put back; put
in place again; restore. —re·placeʹa·ble,
adj. —re·placeʹment, n. —re·placʹer, n.
re·plen·ish (ri plenʹish), v. ﬁll again; provide a new supply for: replenish a wardrobe. [< OF repleniss–, ult. < L re– again
+ plenus full] —re·plenʹish·er, n. —replenʹish·ment, n.
re·plete (ri plētʹ), adj. abundantly supplied; ﬁlled. [< L, < re– again + plere ﬁll]
—re·pleʹtion, re·pleteʹness, n.
rep·li·ca (repʹlә kә), n. copy; reproduction: a replica of the famous statue at the
museum. [< Ital., < replicare reproduce.
See reply.]
rep·li·cate (repʹlә kāt), v., –cat·ed, –cating. duplicate; copy.
re·ply (ri plīʹ), v., –plied, –ply·ing, n.,
pl. –plies. —v. 1 answer in words or
writing: reply to a question. 2 answer by
suitable action: reply to the enemy’s ﬁre.
3 return as an answer: not know what to
reply. —n. 1 act of replying. 2 an answer
in words or writing; response. 3 answer
by some action: his reply was a blow.
[< OF < L replicare unroll < re– back +
plicare to fold]
re·po (rēʹpō), n. Informal. a something
repossessed: the car is a repo. b repossession.
re·port (ri pôrtʹ; –pōrtʹ), n. 1 account
of something seen, heard, read, done,
or considered. 2 an account oﬃcially
expressed, generally in writing. 3 the
sound of a shot or an explosion. 4 common talk; rumor. 5 reputation. —v. 1
make a report of; announce. 2 give a
formal account of; state oﬃcially. 3 take
down in writing; write an account of. 4
make a report. 5 present; present oneself: report for duty at 9 a.m. 6 announce
as a wrongdoer; denounce. [< OF < L,
< re– back + portare carry] —re·portʹable, adj. —re·portʹed·ly, adv.
re·port·er (ri pôrʹtәr; –pōrʹ–), n. 1 person
who reports. 2 person who gathers news
for a newspaper. —rep´or·toʹri·al, adj.
re·pose1 (ri pôzʹ), n., v., –posed, –posing. —n. 1 rest; sleep: do not disturb her
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repose. 2 quietness; ease: repose of manner. 3 peace; calmness. —v. 1 lie at rest:
repose upon a bed. 2 lay to rest: repose
yourself in the hammock. [< F < LL,
cause to rest, < re– again + pausare to
pause] —re·poseʹful, adj. —re·poseʹfully, adv. —re·poseʹful·ness, n.
re·pose2 (ri pōzʹ), v., –posed, –pos·ing.
put; place: repose trust. [< L repos–
< reponere replace. See pose.]
re·pos·i·to·ry (ri pozʹә tô´ri; –tō´–), n.,
pl. –ries. place or container where things
are stored or kept.
re·pos·sess (rē´pә zesʹ), v. possess again;
get possession of again. —re´pos·sesʹsion, n.
re·pous·sé (rә pü sāʹ), adj. 1 in relief;
raised by hammering, esp. on thin metal,
on the reverse side. 2 ornamental in
this manner. —n. work ornamental this
way. [< F]
rep·re·hend (rep´ri hendʹ), v. reprove (a
person), as for a fault; rebuke; blame.
[< L, orig., pull back < re– back + prehendere grasp]
rep·re·hen·si·ble (rep´ri henʹsә bәl), adj.
deserving reproof, rebuke, or blame.
—rep´re·henʹsi·bilʹi·ty, rep´re·henʹsible·ness, n. —rep´re·henʹsi·bly, adv.
rep·re·hen·sion (rep´ri henʹshәn), n.
reproof; rebuke; blame.
rep·re·sent (rep´ri zentʹ), v. 1 stand for;
be a sign or symbol of: the stars in our
ﬂag represent the states, represent speech
by writing. 2 act in place of; speak and
act for: we chose a committee to represent us. 3 act the part of: each child will
represent an animal at the party. 4 show
in a picture, statue, carving, etc.; give
a likeness of; portray. 5 describe; set
forth: represent a scheme as safe. 6 bring
before the mind; make one think of.
[< L, < re– back + praesentare to present2] —rep´re·sentʹa·ble, adj.
rep·re·sen·ta·tion (rep´ri zen tāʹshәn), n.
1 act of representing. 2 condition or fact
of being represented: “Taxation without
representation is tyranny.” 3 representatives considered as a group. 4 likeness;
picture; model. 5 protest; complaint. 6
account; statement: false representations.
—rep´re·sen·taʹtion·al, adj. —rep´resen·taʹtion·al·ly, adv.
rep·re·sent·a·tive (rep´ri zenʹtә tiv), n. 1
person appointed to act or speak for
others. 2 example; type. —adj. 1 having
its citizens represented by chosen persons. 2 representing. 3 enough like all
those of its kind to stand for all the rest.
Representative, member of the House
of Representatives. —rep´re·sentʹa·tively, adv. —rep´re·sentʹa·tive·ness, n.
re·press (ri presʹ), v. 1 prevent from acting; check: repress an impulse to cough.
2 keep down; put down: the dictator
repressed the revolt. [< L repressus < re–
back + premere press] —re·pressʹer, n.
—re·pressʹi·ble, adj. —re·presʹsive, adj.
re·pres·sion (ri preshʹәn), n. 1 act of
repressing. 2 state of being repressed.

re·prieve (ri prēvʹ), v., –prieved, –prieving, n. —v. 1 delay the execution of (a
person condemned to death). 2 give
relief from any evil or trouble. —n. 1
delay in carrying out a punishment, esp.
of the death penalty. 2 temporary relief
from any evil or trouble. [prob. var. of
reprove in sense of “retest”]
rep·ri·mand (repʹrә mand; –mänd), n. a
severe or formal reproof. —v. reprove
severely or formally. [< F réprimande
< réprimer repress]
re·print (v. rē printʹ; n. rēʹprint´), v. print
again; print a new impression of. —n. a
reprinting; a new impression of printed
work.
re·pris·al (ri prīzʹәl), n. injury done in
return for injury, esp. by one nation to
another. [< OF reprisaille, ult. < L reprehendere reprehend]
re·proach (ri prōchʹ), n. 1 blame or disgrace. 2 cause or occasion of blame or
discredit. —v. blame. [< F reprocher]
—re·proachʹa·ble, adj. —re·proachʹer,
n. —re·proachʹing·ly, adv. —re·proachʹless, adj.
re·proach·ful (ri prōchʹfәl), adj. full of or
expressing reproach. —re·proachʹful·ly,
adv. —re·proachʹful·ness, n.
rep·ro·bate (repʹrә bāt), n., adj., v., –bated, –bat·ing. —n. an unprincipled scoundrel. —adj. corrupt; unprincipled. —v.
disapprove; condemn; censure. [< LL reprobatus reproved < L re– dis– + probare
approve. Doublet of reprove.] —rep´robaʹtion, n. —repʹro·ba´tive, adj.
re·pro·duce (rē´prә düsʹ; –dūsʹ), v.,
–duced, –duc·ing. 1 produce again: a
radio reproduces sounds. 2 make a copy
of: a camera will reproduce a picture. 3
produce oﬀspring: most plants reproduce
by seeds. —re´pro·ducʹer, n. —re´producʹi·ble, adj.
re·pro·duc·tion (rē´prә dukʹshәn), n. 1
a reproducing or being reproduced. 2
a copy. 3 process by which animals and
plants produce individuals like themselves.
re·pro·duc·tive (rē´prә dukʹtiv), adj. 1
that reproduces. 2 for or concerned with
reproduction. —re´pro·ducʹtive·ly, adv.
—re´pro·ducʹtive·ness, n.
re·proof (ri prüfʹ), n. words of blame or
disapproval.
re·prove (ri prüvʹ), v., –proved, –proving. express disapproval of; ﬁnd fault
with; rebuke; blame. [< OF < LL reprobare. Doublet of reprobate.] —reprovʹa·ble, adj. —re·provʹal, n. —reprovʹer, n. —re·provʹing·ly, adv.
rep·tile (repʹtәl; –tīl), n. a cold-blooded
animal that creeps or crawls, such as a
snake, lizard, turtle, alligator, or crocodile. —adj. of or like a reptile; crawling;
creeping. [< LL, orig. neut. adj., < L
repere crawl]
rep·til·i·an (rep tilʹi әn), adj. of or pertaining to reptiles. —n. a reptile.
re·pub·lic (ri pubʹlik), n. nation or state
in which the citizens elect representa-

tives to manage the government. [< L res
publica public interest, state]
re·pub·li·can (ri pubʹlә kәn), adj. 1 of a
republic; like that of a republic. 2 favoring
a republic. 3 Republican, of or having to
do with the Republican Party. —n. 1 person who favors a republic. 2 Republican. member of the Republican Party.
re·pub·li·can·ism (ri pubʹlә kәn iz´әm),
n. 1 republican government. 2 republican principles; adherence to republican
principles.
Republicanism, principles or policies of
the Republican Party.
Republican Party, one of the two main
political parties in the United States.
re·pu·di·ate (ri pūʹdi āt), v., –at·ed, –ating. 1 refuse to accept; reject: repudiate a
doctrine. 2 refuse to acknowledge or pay:
repudiate a debt. 3 cast oﬀ; disown: repudiate a son. [< L, < repudium divorce]
—re·pu´di·aʹtion, n. —re·puʹdi·a´tive,
adj. —re·puʹdi·a´tor, n.
re·pug·nance (ri pugʹnәns), re·pug·nancy (–nәn si), n. strong dislike, distaste,
or aversion.
re·pug·nant (ri pugʹnәnt), adj. 1 distasteful; disagreeable; oﬀensive. 2 objecting;
averse; opposed. [< L repugnans resisting < re- back + pugnare to ﬁght] —repugʹnant·ly, adv.
re·pulse (ri pulsʹ), v., –pulsed, –puls·ing,
n. —v. 1 drive back; repel. 2 refuse to
accept; reject: she coldly repulsed him.
—n. 1 a driving back; being driven
back: after the second repulse, the enemy
surrendered. 2 refusal; rejection. [< L
repulsus, pp. of repellere repel] —repulsʹer, n.
re·pul·sion (ri pulʹshәn), n. 1 strong dislike or aversion. 2 repulse; repelling or
being repelled. 3 action of bodies that
repel each other, or an inherent force by
which bodies are forced apart.
re·pul·sive (ri pulʹsiv), adj. 1 causing
strong dislike or aversion: snakes are
repulsive to some people. 2 tending to
drive back or repel. —re·pulʹsive·ly, adv.
—re·pulʹsive·ness, n.
rep·u·ta·ble (repʹyә tә bәl), adj. having
a good reputation; well thought of; in
good repute. —repʹu·ta·ble·ness, n.
—repʹu·ta·bly, adv.
rep·u·ta·tion (rep´yә tāʹshәn), n. 1 what
people think and say the character of
a person or thing is; character in the
opinion of others. 2 good name; good
reputation. 3 fame.
re·pute (ri pūtʹ), n., v., –put·ed, –put·ing.
—n. 1 reputation. 2 good reputation. —v.
suppose to be; consider; suppose: he is
reputed the richest man in the state. [< L,
< re– over + putare think]
re·put·ed (ri pūtʹid), adj. accounted or
supposed to be such: the reputed author.
—re·putʹed·ly, adv.
re·quest (ri kwestʹ), v. 1 ask for; ask as
a favor: request a loan from the bank. 2
ask: he requested her to go with him. —n.
1 act of asking: at our request. 2 what is
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asked for: grant my request. 3 state of
being asked for or sought after: a good
dancer is in great request.
by request, in response to a request.
[< OF requeste, ult. < L re– again +
quaerere ask]
req·ui·em, Req·ui·em (rekʹwi әm; rēʹkwi–), n. 1 Mass for the dead; musical
church service for the dead. 2 music for
it. [< L, accus. of requies rest; the ﬁrst
word of the Mass]
re·quire (ri kwīrʹ), v., –quired, –quir·ing.
1 have need for; need; want: we shall
require more help. 2 make necessary;
demand; order; command: circumstances
require us to submit. [< L requirere. See
request.] —re·quirʹer, n.
re·quire·ment (ri kwīrʹmәnt), n. 1 need;
thing needed: patience is a requirement
in teaching. 2 demand; thing demanded:
fulﬁll all requirements for graduation.
req·ui·site (rekʹwә zit), adj. required by
circumstances; needed; necessary: the
qualities requisite for a leader. —n. thing
needed: food and air are requisites for life.
—reqʹui·site·ly, adv. —reqʹui·site·ness, n.
req·ui·si·tion (rek´wә zishʹәn), n. 1 act
of requiring. 2 a demand made, esp. a
formal written demand. 3 state of being
required for use or called into service.
—v. 1 demand or take by authority. 2
make demands upon.
re·quit·al (ri kwītʹәl), n. repayment; payment; return.
re·quite (ri kwītʹ), v., –quit·ed, –quiting. 1 pay back; make return for: requite
evil with good. 2 make retaliation for;
avenge. 3 make return to. [< re– + quite,
var. of quit] —re·quiteʹment, n. —requitʹer, n.
rere·dos (rirʹdos), n. a screen or a decorated part of the wall behind an altar.
[< AF, ult. < rere rear1 + dos back (< L
dossus, var. of dorsum)]
re·route (ri rütʹ; –routʹ), v., –rout·ed,
–rout·ing. send or direct by a new or
diﬀerent route.
re·scind (ri sindʹ), v. deprive of force;
repeal; cancel: rescind a law or treaty.
[< L, < re– back + scindere to cut] —rescindʹa·ble, adj. —re·scindʹer, n. —rescindʹment, n.
re·scis·sion (ri sizhʹәn), n. a rescinding.
res·cue (resʹkū), v., –cued, –cu·ing, n.
—v. save from danger, capture, harm,
etc.; free; deliver. —n. a saving or freeing from danger, capture, harm, etc.
[< OF rescoure, ult. < L re– back + ex out +
quatere to shake] —resʹcu·er, n.
re·search (ri sėrchʹ; rēʹsėrch), n. a careful hunting for facts or truth; inquiry;
investigation. —v. make researches.
[< MF recerche. See re–, search.]
re·search·er (ri sėrʹchәr; rēʹsėr–), n. person who does research; investigator.
re·seat (rē sētʹ), v. 1 seat again. 2 put a
new seat on.
re·sect (ri sektʹ), v. remove or cut out
part of, as a surgical procedure. —resecʹtion, n. —re·secʹtion·al, adj.

re·sem·blance (ri zemʹblәns), n. likeness;
similar appearance: twins often show
great resemblance.
re·sem·ble (ri zemʹbәl), v., –bled, –bling.
be like or similar to; have likeness to in
form, ﬁgure, or qualities. [< OF resembler, ult. < L re– again + similis similar]
—re·semʹbler, n.
re·sent (ri zentʹ), v. feel injured and angry
at; feel indignation at: resent an insult.
[< F ressentir, ult. < L re– back + sentire
feel]—re·sentʹer,n.—re·sentʹful,adj.—resentʹful·ness, n.
re·sent·ment (ri zentʹmәnt), n. the feeling
that one has at being injured or insulted;
indignation.
res·er·va·tion (rez´әr vāʹshәn), n. 1 a
keeping back; hiding in part; something
not expressed: a mental reservation. 2 a
limiting condition: agree without reservation. 3 land set aside for a special purpose. 4 arrangement to keep a thing for
a person; securing of accommodations,
etc. 5 something reserved.
re·serve (ri zėrvʹ), v., –served, –serving, n., adj. —v. 1 keep back; hold
back: reserve criticism. 2 set apart: time
reserved for recreation. 3 save for use
later: reserve enough money for your fare
home. 4 set aside for the use of a particular person or persons: reserve a table.
—n. 1 the actual cash in a bank or assets
that can be turned into cash quickly:
banks must keep a reserve of money.
2 body of soldiers kept ready to help
the main army in battle. 3 public land
set apart for a special purpose: a forest
reserve. 4 anything kept back for future
use: a good reserve of energy. 5 fact, state,
or condition of being kept, set apart,
or saved for use later: keep some cash
in reserve. 6 habit of keeping back or
restraining one’s thoughts, feelings, and
aﬀairs to oneself; self-restraint. —adj.
kept in reserve; forming a reserve.
reserves, members of the armed forces
not in active service but ready to serve if
needed. [< L, < re– back + servare keep]
reserve bank, one of the twelve banks
that make up the U.S. Federal Reserve.
re·served (ri zėrvdʹ), adj. 1 kept in
reserve; kept by special arrangement.
2 set apart. 3 self-restrained in action
or speech. —re·servʹed·ly, adv. —reservʹed·ness, n.
re·serv·ist (ri zėrʹvist), n. soldier or sailor
not in active service but available if
needed.
res·er·voir (rezʹәr vwär; –vôr), n. 1 place
where water is collected and stored for
use. 2 anything to hold a liquid. 3 place
where anything is collected and stored. 4
a great supply. [< F, < réserver reserve]
re·set (v. rē setʹ; n. rēʹset´), v., –set, –setting, n. —v. set again: the broken arm
must be reset. —n. 1 act of resetting. 2
thing reset.
re·shape (ri shāpʹ), v., –shaped, –shaping. 1 form into a new or diﬀerent shape.
2 Fig. redesign: reshape a proposal.

re·shuf·ﬂe (ri shufʹәl), v., –ﬂed, –ﬂing.
1 shuﬄe again: reshuﬄe cards. 2 Fig.
rearrange; reorganize: reshuﬄe a department.
re·side (ri zīdʹ), v., –sid·ed, –sid·ing. 1
live (in or at) for a long time; dwell. 2 be
(in); exist (in): her charm resides in her
happy smile. 3 of rights, powers, etc., be
vested in; rest in. [< L residere < re– back
+ sedere settle] —re·sidʹer, n.
res·i·dence (rezʹә dәns), n. 1 house;
home. 2 act or fact of residing. 3 period
of residing in a place.
in residence, living in a place while on
duty or doing active work.
res·i·den·cy (rezʹә dәn si), n., pl. –cies.
residence.
res·i·dent (rezʹә dәnt), n. 1 person living
in a place, not a visitor. 2 an oﬃcial sent
to live in a foreign land to represent his
or her country. —adj. 1 dwelling in a
place; residing. 2 living in a place while
on duty or doing active work. 3 of birds,
not migratory.
res·i·den·tial (rez´ә denʹshәl), adj. 1 of,
pertaining to, or ﬁtted for residences.
2 pertaining to residence: residential
qualiﬁcations.
re·sid·u·al (ri zijʹu̇ әl), adj. of or forming a residue; remaining; left over. —n.
remainder.
res·i·due (rezʹә dü; –dū), n. what remains
after a part is taken; remainder. [< F < L
residuum, neut. adj., left over. Doublet
of residuum.]
re·sign (ri zīnʹ), v. give up a job, position,
etc.; give back; renounce.
resign oneself, submit quietly; adapt
oneself without complaint. [< OF < L
resignare unseal, ult. < re– back + signum seal]
res·ig·na·tion (rez´ig nāʹshәn), n. 1 act of
resigning. 2 a written statement giving
notice that one resigns. 3 patient acceptance; quiet submission.
re·signed (ri zīndʹ), adj. accepting what
comes without complaint. —re·signʹedly, adv. —re·signʹed·ness, n.
re·sil·i·ence (ri zilʹi әns; –zilʹyәns), re·sili·en·cy (–i әn si; –yәn si), n. 1 elasticity.
2 cheerfulness.
re·sil·i·ent (ri zilʹi әnt; –zilʹyәnt), adj. 1
springing back; returning to the original
form or position after being bent, compressed, or stretched. 2 readily recovering; buoyant; cheerful. [< resiliens
< re– back + salire to jump]
res·in (rezʹәn), n. a sticky yellow or brown
substance that ﬂows from certain plants
and trees, esp. the pine and ﬁr. It is also
derived chemically and is used in medicine and varnish. The harder portion
remaining after heating is called rosin.
[< L resina] —resʹin·ous, adj. —resʹinous·ly, adv. —resʹin·y, adj.
re·sist (ri zistʹ), v. 1 act against; strive
against; oppose: resist the adoption of a
plan. 2 strive successfully against; keep
from: unable to resist laughing. 3 withstand the action or eﬀect of (an acid,
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storm, etc.): resist rust. [< L, < re– back
+ sistere make a stand] —re·sistʹer, n.
—re·sistʹi·ble, adj. —re·sist´i·bilʹi·ty, n.
re·sist·ance (ri zisʹtәns), n. 1 act of resisting. 2 power to resist: resistance to disease. 3 thing or act that resists; opposing
force; opposition. 4 people in a country
occupied or controlled by another country who organize and ﬁght for their
freedom: the French resistance in World
War II. 5 property of a conductor that
opposes the passage of a current and
changes electric energy into heat. —resistʹant, adj.
re·sis·tiv·i·ty (ri´zis tivʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
electrical resistance of a given substance.
re·sis·tor (ri zisʹtәr), n. a conducting body
or device used in an electric circuit, etc.,
because of its resistance.
res·o·lute (rezʹә lüt), adj. 1 ﬁrmly determined; set or ﬁxed in purpose. 2 ﬁrm
and bold in pursuing purposes. [< L resolutus, pp. of resolvere resolve] —resʹolute·ly, adv. —resʹo·lute·ness, n.
res·o·lu·tion (rez´ә lüʹshәn), n. 1 act
of resolving or determining. 2 thing
decided on; thing determined. 3 determination. 4 a formal expression of opinion. 5 act or result of solving; solution.
re·solve (ri zolvʹ), v., –solved, –solv·ing,
n. —v. 1 make up one’s mind; determine; decide: resolve to do better work.
2 break into parts; break up; distinguish
parts within: resolve a spectrum into
its various lines. 3 answer and explain;
solve: his letter resolved all our doubts.
4 decide by vote: it was resolved that
our school have a lunchroom. 5 change:
the assembly resolved itself into a committee. —n. 1 thing determined on: he
kept his resolve to do better. 2 ﬁrmness in
carrying out a purpose; determination.
[< L, < re– un– + solvere loosen] —resolvʹa·ble, adj. —re·solv´a·bilʹi·ty, n.
—re·solvʹer, n.
re·solved (ri zolvdʹ), adj. determined; resolute. —re·solvʹed·ly, adv. —re·solvʹedness, n.
res·o·nance (rezʹә nәns), n. 1 resounding
quality; being resonant: the resonance
of an organ. 2 a reinforcing and prolonging of sound by reﬂection or by
vibration of other objects. 3 condition
of an electrical circuit adjusted to allow
the greatest ﬂow of current at a certain
frequency, such as in a radio to receive
sound waves.
res·o·nant (rezʹә nәnt), adj. 1 resounding;
continuing to sound; echoing. 2 tending
to increase or prolong sounds. 3 of or in
resonance, as of a radio. [< L resonans,
ult. < re– back + sonus sound] —resʹonant·ly, adv.
res·o·na·tor (rezʹә nā´tәr), n. something
that produces resonance; appliance for
increasing sound by resonance.
re·sort (ri zôrt), v. 1 go; go often: many
people resort to the beaches in hot weather.
2 turn for help: resort to violence. —n. 1

an assembling; going to often: a park is
a place of popular resort in good weather.
2 place people go to: a summer resort. 3
act of turning for help. 4 person or thing
turned to for help. [< OF, < re– back +
sortir go out] —re·sortʹer, n.
re·sound (ri zoundʹ), v. 1 give back sound;
echo. 2 sound loudly. 3 be ﬁlled with
sound. 4 repeat loudly; proclaim loudly;
celebrate. [< L, ult. < re– back + sonus
sound] —re·soundʹer, n. —re·soundʹing, adj. —re·soundʹing·ly, adv.
re·source (ri sôrsʹ; –sōrsʹ; rēʹsôrs; –sōrs),
n. 1 any source of supply, support, or
aid. 2 any means of getting success or
getting out of trouble. 3 skill in meeting
diﬃculties, getting out of trouble, etc.
resources, a the actual and potential
wealth of a country. b means of raising
money and supplies; funds. c available
means or capabilities of any kind. [< F
ressource, ult. < L re– again + surgere
rise]
re·source·ful (ri sôrsʹfәl; –sōrsʹ–), adj.
good at thinking of ways to do things;
quick-witted. —re·sourceʹful·ly, adv.
—re·sourceʹful·ness, n.
re·spect (ri spektʹ), n. 1 honor; esteem:
show respect to those who are older. 2
consideration; regard: show respect for
other people’s property. 3 point; matter;
detail: a plan unwise in many respects. 4
relation: reference: plan with respect to
the future. —v. 1 feel or show honor or
esteem for: respect the President. 2 show
consideration for: respect the feelings of
others. 3 relate to; refer to.
in or with respect to, in or with relation
or reference to: controversy in respect to
the scoring of admissions tests.
respects, expressions of respect; regards.
[< L respectus, pp. of respicere look back,
have regard for < re– back + specere to
look] —re·spectʹer, n.
re·spect·a·bil·i·ty (ri spek´tә bilʹә ti), n.,
pl. –ties. 1 respectable quality or condition. 2 respectable social standing.
re·spect·a·ble (ri spekʹtә bәl), adj. 1 worthy of respect; having a good reputation: respectable citizens obey the laws. 2
having fair social standing; honest and
decent: his parents were poor but respectable people. 3 fairly good; moderate in
size or quality: a respectable but not brilliant record. 4 good enough to use; ﬁt to
be seen. —re·spectʹa·ble·ness, n. —respectʹa·bly, adv.
re·spect·ful (ri spektʹfәl), adj. showing
respect; polite. —re·spectʹful·ly, adv.
—re·spectʹful·ness, n.
re·spect·ing (ri spekʹting), prep. with
regard to; about; concerning.
re·spec·tive (ri spekʹtiv), adj. belonging
to each; particular; individual: go to your
respective rooms.
re·spec·tive·ly (ri spekʹtiv li), adv. as
regards each one in his or her turn or in
the order mentioned.
res·pi·ra·tion (res´pә rāʹshәn), n. 1 act
of inhaling and exhaling; breathing. 2 a

single breath. 3 the processes by which
an animal, plant, or living cell secures
oxygen from the air or water, distributes
it, combines it with substances in the tissues, and gives oﬀ carbon dioxide.
res·pi·ra·tor (resʹpә rā´tәr), n. 1 a device,
usually of gauze, worn over the nose and
mouth to prevent inhaling harmful substances. 2 device used in giving artiﬁcial
respiration.
res·pi·ra·to·ry (resʹpә rә tô´ri; –tō´–;
ri spīrʹә–), adj. pertaining to or used for
breathing.
re·spire (ri spīrʹ), v., –spired, –spir·ing.
inhale and exhale; breathe. [< L, < re–
regularly + spirare breathe]
res·pite (resʹpit), n., v., –pit·ed, –pit·ing.
—n. 1 time of relief and rest; lull. 2 a
putting oﬀ; delay, esp. in carrying out
a sentence of death; reprieve. —v. give
a respite to. [< OF < VL respectus delay
< LL, expectation, < L respectare wait for.
See respect.]
re·splend·ent (ri splenʹdәnt), adj. very
bright; shining; splendid: the queen was
resplendent with jewels. [< L resplendens
glittering < re– back + splendere to
shine] —re·splendʹence, re·splendʹency, n. —re·splendʹent·ly, adv.
re·spond (ri spondʹ), v. 1 answer; reply.
2 act in answer; react: nerves respond to
a stimulus. [< OF < L, < re– in return +
spondere to promise]
re·spond·ent (ri sponʹdәnt), adj. answering; responding. —n. 1 person who
responds. 2 defendant, esp. in a divorce
case.
re·sponse (ri sponsʹ), n. 1 an answer by
word or act. 2 words said or sung by the
congregation or choir in answer to the
minister. 3 reaction of body or mind to a
stimulus. [< L responsum, orig. neut. pp.
of respondere respond]
re·spon·si·bil·i·ty (ri spon´sә bilʹә ti), n.,
pl. –ties. 1 a being responsible; obligation: a little child does not feel much
responsibility. 2 thing for which one is
responsible. A task, a debt, and little
children to care for are responsibilities.
re·spon·si·ble (ri sponʹsә bәl), adj. 1
obliged or expected to account (for):
each pupil is responsible for the care of
the books given him. 2 deserving credit
or blame: the bad weather is responsible
for the small attendance. 3 trustworthy;
reliable: a responsible person should take
care of the money. 4 involving obligation
or duties: the presidency is a very responsible position. —re·sponʹsi·ble·ness, n.
—re·sponʹsi·bly, adv.
re·spon·sive (ri sponʹsiv), adj. 1 making
answer; responding: a responsive glance.
2 easily moved; responding readily: be
responsive to kindness. —re·sponʹsive·ly,
adv. —re·sponʹsive·ness, n.
rest1 (rest), n. 1 sleep: have a good night’s
rest. 2 ease after work or eﬀort; freedom
from anything that tires, troubles, disturbs, or pains; quiet: rest after work. 3
absence of motion: bring a machine to
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rest. 4 support: rest for each arm. 5 a
pause in music. b mark to show such
a pause. 6 death; the grave. —v. 1 be
asleep or still; be free from work, eﬀort,
care, trouble, etc.: lie down and rest. 2
stop moving; be inactive: the ball rested
at the bottom of the hill. 3 be supported;
lean: the ladder rests against the wall.
4 be ﬁxed: our eyes rested on the open
book. 5 rely (on); depend; base: our hope
rests on you. 6 be found; be present: in
a democracy, government rests with the
people. 7 be dead; lie in the grave. 8 end
the introduction of evidence in (a case at
law): the lawyer rested her case.
at rest, a asleep. b not moving. c free
from pain, trouble, etc. d dead.
lay to rest, a bury. b Fig. end, as a disagreement.
rest up, have or get an adequate rest.
[OE]
rest2 (rest), n. what is left; those that are
left. —v. continue to be: you may rest
assured that I will keep my promise.
[< F reste, ult. < L restare be left <
re– back + stare stand]
res·tau·rant (resʹtә rәnt, –ränt; –trәnt,
–tränt), n. place to buy and eat a meal.
[< F, orig. ppr. of restaurer restore]
res·tau·ra·teur (res´tә rә tėrʹ), n. keeper
of a restaurant.
rest·ful (restʹfәl), adj. 1 full of rest; giving
rest. 2 quiet; peaceful. —restʹful·ly, adv.
—restʹful·ness, n.
res·ti·tu·tion (res´tә tüʹshәn; –tūʹ–), n. 1
a giving back of what has been lost or
taken away. 2 act of making good any
loss, damage, or injury. [< L restitutio,
ult. < re– again + statuere set up]
res·tive (resʹtiv), adj. 1 restless; uneasy. 2
hard to manage. 3 refusing to go ahead;
balky. [< OF restif motionless < rester
rest2, v.] —resʹtive·ly, adv. —resʹtiveness, n.
rest·less (restʹlis), adj. 1 unable to rest;
uneasy: the dog seemed restless. 2 without rest or sleep; not restful: a restless night. 3 rarely or never still or
quiet; always moving. —restʹless·ly, adv.
—restʹless·ness, n.
res·to·ra·tion (res´tә rāʹshәn), n. 1 restoring or being restored; bringing back
to a former condition. 2 something
restored.
the Restoration, a the reestablishment
of the monarchy in 1660 under Charles
II of England. b period from 1660 to
1688 in England during which Charles
II and James II reigned.
re·stor·a·tive (ri stôrʹә tiv; –stōrʹ–), adj.
capable of restoring; tending to restore
health or strength. —n. something that
does so.
re·store (ri stôrʹ; –stōrʹ), v., –stored, –storing. 1 bring back; establish again: restore
order. 2 bring back to a former condition
or to a normal condition: the old house
has been restored. 3 give back; put back:
restore stolen goods to the owner. [< OF
< L restaurare] —re·storʹer, n.

re·strain (ri strānʹ), v. 1 hold back; keep
down; keep in check; keep within limits:
restrain your curiosity. 2 keep in prison;
conﬁne. [< OF < L restringere restrict]
—re·strainʹa·ble, adj. —re·strainʹed·ly,
adv. —re·strainʹer, n.
re·straint (ri strāntʹ), n. 1 a restraining or
being restrained. 2 means of restraining.
3 tendency to restrain natural feeling;
reserve.
re·strict (ri striktʹ), v. keep within limits; conﬁne: restrict the membership to
twelve. [< L restrictus < re– back + stringere draw tight] —re·strictʹed, adj. —restrictʹed·ly, adv.
re·stric·tion (ri strikʹshәn), n. 1 a restricting or being restricted. 2 something
that restricts; limiting condition or rule:
restrictions on the use of the playground.
restriction enzyme, enzyme that cuts
strands of DNA at certain points into
fragments that can be used to make
recombinant DNA.
re·stric·tive (ri strikʹtiv), adj. restricting; limiting. Some laws are prohibitive;
some are only restrictive. —re·stricʹtively, adv.
rest·room (restʹrüm´) or rest room, lavatory in a public building.
re·sult (ri zultʹ), n. 1 that which happens
because of something; what is caused:
the result of the fall was a broken leg. 2
good or useful outcome: we want results,
not talk. 3 quantity, value, etc., obtained
by calculation. —v. 1 be a result; follow
as a consequence: sickness often results
from getting too little sleep. 2 have as a
result; end: too little sleep often results
in sickness. [< L resultare rebound, ult.
< re– back + salire spring]
re·sult·ant (ri zulʹtәnt), adj. resulting.
—n. result.
re·sume1 (ri zümʹ), v., –sumed, –suming. 1 begin again; go on: resume reading where we left oﬀ. 2 get or take again:
those standing may resume their seats.
[< L, < re– again + sumere take up] —resumʹa·ble, adj. —re·sumʹer, n.
res·u·me2 or rés·u·mé (rez´u̇ māʹ), n.
summary, esp. of a person’s education
and work experience. [< F, orig. pp. of
résumer resume]
re·sump·tion (ri zumpʹshәn), n. a resuming: the resumption of duties after
absence. —re·sumpʹtive, adj.
re·sur·gent (ri sėrʹjәnt), adj. rising or
tending to rise again. —re·surʹgence, n.
res·ur·rect (rez´ә rektʹ), v. 1 raise from
the dead; bring back to life. 2 bring back
to sight, use, etc.
res·ur·rec·tion (rez´ә rekʹshәn), n. 1 a coming to life again; rising from the dead. 2 a
being alive again after death. 3 restoration
from decay, disuse, etc.; revival.
the Resurrection, the rising of Christ
after his death and burial. [< L resurrectio, ult. < re– again + surgere rise]
—res´ur·recʹtion·al, adj.
re·sus·ci·tate (ri susʹә tāt), v., –tat·ed,
–tat·ing. bring or come back to life or

consciousness; revive. [< L resuscitatus,
ult. < re– again + sub– up + citare rouse]
—re·sus´ci·taʹtion, n. —re·susʹci·ta´tive, adj. —re·susʹci·ta´tor, n.
re·tail (n., adj., v. 1 rēʹtāl; v. 2 ri tālʹ), n.
sale of goods in small quantities at a
time: our grocer buys at wholesale and
sells at retail. —adj. of or engaged in selling in small quantities: the retail trade, a
retail merchant. —v. 1 sell or be sold in
small quantities. 2 tell over again: retail
gossip. [< OF, scrap, ult. < re– back + taillier cut (see tally)] —reʹtail·er, n.
re·tain (ri tānʹ), v. 1 continue to have or
hold; keep: china dishes retain heat longer than metal pans do. 2 hold or keep
in possession: retain television rights. 3
keep in mind; remember. 4 employ by
payment of a fee: he retained a lawyer.
[< OF < L, < re– back + tenere hold] —retainʹa·ble, adj. —re·tainʹment, n.
re·tain·er1 (ri tānʹәr), n. person who
serves a person of rank; vassal; attendant; follower.
re·tain·er2 (ri tānʹәr), n. fee paid to secure
services. [< F retenir, n. use of inf.,
retain]
re·take (v. rē tākʹ; n. rēʹtāk´), v., –took,
–tak·en, –tak·ing, n. —v. 1 take again. 2
take back. —n. a retaking of a scene in a
ﬁlm or of a photograph.
re·tal·i·ate (ri talʹi āt), v., –at·ed, –at·ing.
pay back wrong, injury, etc.; return like
for like, usually to return evil for evil.
[< L retaliatus < re– in return + tal– pay]
—re·tal´i·aʹtion, n. —re·talʹi·a·to´ry, retalʹi·a´tive, adj.
re·tard (ri tärdʹ), v. make slow; delay the
progress of; keep back; hinder: bad roads
retarded the car. [< L, ult. < re– back +
tardus slow] —re´tar·daʹtion, n. —retardʹer, n.
re·tard·ant (ri tärʹdәnt), n. something,
esp. a chemical, that slows a process,
action, etc.: fabric treated with a ﬂame
retardant. —adj. slowing; retarding.
re·tard·ed (ri tär´did), adj. slow in development; backward: retarded in various
ways.
retch (rech), v. make eﬀorts to vomit;
make movements like those of vomiting.
[OE hrœ̄can clear the throat]
retd. or ret’d., 1 retained. 2 returned.
re·ten·tion (ri tenʹshәn), n. 1 a retaining
or being retained. 2 power to retain. 3
ability to remember.
re·ten·tive (ri tenʹtiv), adj. 1 able to hold
or keep. 2 able to remember. —re·tenʹtive·ly, adv. —re·tenʹtive·ness, re´tentivʹi·ty, n.
ret·i·cence (retʹә sәns), n. tendency to
be silent or say little; reserve in speech.
Also, reticency.
ret·i·cent (retʹә sәnt), adj. disposed to
keep silent or say little; not speaking
freely; reserved in speech. [< L reticens
keeping silent < re– back + tacere be
silent] —retʹi·cent·ly, adv.
re·tic·u·la·tion (ri tik´yә lāʹshәn), n.
1 a netlike formation, arrangement,
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or appearance; network. 2 one of the
meshes of a network. [< L, ult. < reticulum, dim. of rete net]
re·tic·u·lum (ri tikʹyә lәm), n., pl. –la (–lә).
1 any system or structure like a network.
2 second stomach of a ruminant.
ret·i·na (retʹә nә), n., pl. –nas, –nae (–nē).
layer of cells at the back of the eyeball
that is sensitive to light and receives the
images of things looked at. [< Med.L,
< L retinacula, pl., band, reins] —retʹinal, adj.
ret·i·nue (retʹә nü; –nū), n. group of attendants or retainers; following: a king’s
retinue. [< OF, orig. fem. pp. of retenir
retain]
re·tire (ri tīrʹ), v., –tired, –tir·ing. 1 give
up an oﬃce, occupation, etc.: our teachers retire at 65. 2 remove from an oﬃce,
occupation, etc.: retire oﬃcers after a
war. 3 go away; retreat: retire to the country, we retire early. 4 withdraw (money)
from circulation. 5 put out (a batter,
side, etc.) in baseball. [< F, < re– back +
tirer draw]
re·tired (ri tīrdʹ), adj. 1 withdrawn from
one’s occupation: a retired sea captain. 2
withdrawn in manner; shy. 3 secluded;
shut oﬀ; hidden: a retired location.
re·tire·ment (ri tīrʹmәnt), n. 1 a retiring or
being retired; withdrawal. 2 a quiet way
or place of living: she lives in retirement.
re·tir·ing (ri tīrʹing), adj. shrinking from
society or publicity; reserved; shy. —retirʹing·ly, adv. —re·tirʹing·ness, n.
re·tort1 (ri tôrtʹ), v. 1 reply quickly or
sharply. 2 return in kind; turn back
on: retort blow for blow. —n. a sharp or
witty reply. [< L retortus thrown back <
re– back + torquere twist]
re·tort2 (ri tôrtʹ; rēʹtôrt), n. container
used for distilling or decomposing substances by heat. [< Med.L retorta, orig.
fem. pp. See retort1.]
re·touch (rē tuchʹ), v. improve by new
touches or slight changes.
re·trace (ri trāsʹ), v., –traced, –trac·ing.
go back over: we retraced our steps to
where we started. [< F, < re– back + tracer
trace1] —re·traceʹa·ble, adj.
re·trace (rē trāsʹ), v., –traced, –trac·ing.
trace over again: retrace these drawings.
—re·traceʹa·ble, adj.
re·tract (ri traktʹ), v. 1 draw back or in:
the dog snarled and retracted his lips. 2
withdraw; take back: retract an oﬀer or
an opinion. [< L retractare, ult. < re– back
+ trahere draw] —re·tractʹa·ble, adj.
—re·tract´a·bilʹi·ty, n. —re·tracʹtive,
adj. —re·tracʹtor, n.
re·trac·ta·tion (rē´trak tāʹshәn), n. a
retracting of a promise, statement, etc.
re·trac·tile (ri trakʹtәl), adj. capable of being
drawn back or in. —re´trac·tilʹi·ty, n.
re·trac·tion (ri trakʹshәn), n. 1 a drawing
or being drawn back or in. 2 withdrawal
of a promise, statement, etc.
re·tread (v. rē tredʹ; n. rēʹtred´), v., –treaded, –tread·ing, n. —v. put a new tread
on. —n. a retreaded tire.

re·treat (ri trētʹ), v. 1 go or move back;
withdraw. 2 make a forced withdrawal:
the enemy retreated before the advance of
our soldiers. —n. 1 act of going back or
withdrawing. 2 forced withdrawal, often
in a hurried and disorderly manner. 3
signal for retreat: the drums beat a retreat.
4 signal on a bugle or drum, given in the
army at sunset. 5 a safe, quiet place; place
of rest or refuge. [< OF retraite, orig. pp.
of retraire < L retrahere retract]
re·trench (ri trenchʹ),v. cut down or reduce
(expenses, etc.): we must retrench. [<
earlier F retrencher. See re–, trench.]
—re·trenchʹer, n. —re·trenchʹment, n.
ret·ri·bu·tion (ret´rә būʹshәn), n. a
deserved punishment; return for evil
done, or sometimes for good done.
[< L, ult. < re– back + tribuere assign]
—re·tribʹu·tive, re·tribʹu·to´ry, adj.
—re·tribʹu·tive·ly, adv.
re·trieve (ri trēvʹ), v., –trieved, –trieving, n. —v. 1 get again; recover: retrieve a
lost pocketbook. 2 bring back to a former
or better condition; restore: retrieve one’s
fortunes. 3 make good; make amends
for; repair: retrieve a mistake. 4 ﬁnd and
bring to a person: a dog can be trained
to retrieve game. —n. act of retrieving;
recovery; possibility of recovery. [< OF,
< re– again + trouver ﬁnd] —re·trievʹable, adj. —re·trievʹal, n.
re·triev·er (ri trēvʹәr), n. 1 one that
retrieves. 2 dog trained to ﬁnd killed or
wounded game and bring it to a hunter.
ret·ro (retʹrō), n. revival of style, art, etc.,
from an earlier period: the word for fashion is retro. —adj. of or characteristic of
such a revival: retro designs.
retro–, preﬁx. backward; back; behind, as
in retrogress. [< L, < retro, adv.]
ret·ro·ac·tive (ret´rō akʹtiv), adj. acting
back; having an eﬀect on what is past.
A retroactive law applies to events that
occurred before the law was passed.
—ret´ro·acʹtive·ly, adv. —ret´ro·activʹi·ty, n.
ret·ro·ﬁt (retʹrә ﬁt´), v., –ﬁt·ted, –ﬁt·ting.
change by adding parts after something
has already been made, esp. to bring to
a higher standard. —n. a retroﬁtting of a
machine or structure.
ret·ro·grade (retʹrә grād), adv., v., –graded, –grad·ing. —adj. 1 moving backward;
retreating. 2 becoming worse. —v. 1 move
or go backward. 2 fall back toward a
worse condition; grow worse; decline. [<
L, ult. < retro– backward + gradi go]
ret·ro·gress (retʹrә gres; ret´rә gresʹ), v.
1 move backward; go back. 2 become
worse. [< L retrogressus, pp. of retrogradi.
See retrograde.] —ret´ro·gresʹsion,
n. —ret´ro·gresʹsive, adj. —ret´rogresʹsive·ly, adv.
ret·ro·spect (retʹrә spekt), n. survey of
past time, events, etc.; thinking about
the past. —v. think of (something past).
in retrospect, when looking back. [ult.
< L retrospectus < retro– back + specere
to look] —ret´ro·specʹtive·ly, adv.

ret·ro·spec·tion (ret´rә spekʹshәn), n. a
looking back on things, events, or experiences.
ret·ro·spec·tive (ret´rә spekʹtiv), adj. 1
looking back on what is in the past. 2
applying to what is past; retroactive. —n.
Also, retrospective show. exhibition of
an artist’s or a group of artists’ works
done over a long period of time.
ret·ro·vi·rus (ret´rō vīʹrәs), n. any of a
group of viruses that produce tumors
and use RNA rather than DNA to carry
genetic information. —ret´ro·viʹral,
adj.
re·turn (ri tėrnʹ), v. 1 go back; come
back: my brother will return this summer. 2 bring, give, send, hit, put, or pay
back: return that book to the library. 3
yield: the concert returned about $50
over expenses. 4 report or announce oﬃcially: the jury returned a verdict of guilty.
5 reply: “No!” he returned crossly. 6 elect
to a lawmaking body. —n. 1 a going or
coming back; happening again. 2 thing
returned. 3 a bringing, giving, sending,
hitting, or putting back: a poor return
for kindness. 4 Often, returns. proﬁt;
amount received. 5 report; account: election returns. —adj. 1 of or pertaining to
a return: a return ticket. 2 sent, given,
done, etc., in return: a return game.
in return, as a return; to return something. [< OF retourner. See re–, turn.]
—re·turnʹa·ble, adj.
re·turn·ee (ri tėrn´ēʹ; ri tėrnʹē), n. person
who has returned.
Reu·ben (rüʹbәn) or Reuben sandwich,
sandwich made on rye bread with
corned beef, melted Swiss cheese, sauerkraut, salad dressing, and served hot.
[prob. < Reuben’s, the name of a New
York City sandwich shop]
re·un·ion (rē ūnʹyәn), n. 1 a coming
together again. 2 a social gathering of
persons who have been separated or
who have interests in common.
re·u·nite (rē´ū nītʹ), v., –nit·ed, –nit·ing.
bring or come together again. —re´unitʹa·ble, adj. —re´u·nitʹer, n.
re-up (rï upʹ), v., –upped, –up·ping. reenlist in the armed services.
rev (rev), n., v., revved, rev·ving. —n.
a revolution (of an engine or motor).
—v. increase the speed of (an engine
or motor).
rev., revised; revision.
Rev., 1 Revelation. 2 Reverend.
re·vamp (rē vampʹ), v. patch up; repair.
re·veal (ri vēlʹ), v. 1 make known: never
reveal my secret. 2 display; show. [< L, ult.
< re– back + velum veil] —re·vealʹa·ble,
adj. —re·vealʹer, n. —re·vealʹment, n.
rev·eil·le (revʹә lē), n. a signal on a bugle
or drum to waken soldiers or sailors
in the morning. [< F réveillez(-vous)
awaken!, ult. < L re– again + ex– up +
vigil awake]
rev·el (revʹәl), v., –eled, –el·ing, n. —v.
1 take great pleasure (in): the children
revel in country life. 2 make merry; take
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part in boisterous merrymaking. —n. a
noisy good time; merrymaking: the New
Year’s revels. [< OF < L rebellare. Doublet
of rebel.] —revʹel·er, n.
rev·e·la·tion (rev´ә lāʹshәn), n. 1 act
of making known. 2 the thing made
known.
Revelation, often, Revelations. the last
book of the New Testament.
rev·el·ry (revʹәl ri), n., pl. –ries. boisterous reveling or festivity; wild merrymaking.
re·venge (ri venjʹ), n., v., –venged, –venging. —n. 1 harm done in return for a
wrong; vengeance. 2 desire for vengeance. —v. do harm in return for.
be revenged or revenge oneself, get
revenge. [< OF revengier, ult. < L reback + vindicare avenge. See vindicate.] —re·vengʹer, n.
re·venge·ful (ri venjʹfәl), adj. feeling or
showing a strong desire for revenge.
—re·vengeʹful·ly, adv. —re·vengeʹfulness, n.
rev·e·nue (revʹә nü; –nū), n. 1 money
coming in; income. 2 the income of
a government from taxation, excise
duties, customs, etc., appropriated to
the payment of public expenses. [< F,
orig. fem. pp. of revenir < L re– back +
venire come]
rev·e·nu·er (revʹә nü әr), n. revenue agent,
esp. one who enforces the laws against
smuggling or illegally making liquor.
re·ver·ber·ate (ri vėrʹbәr āt), v., –at·ed,
–at·ing. 1 echo back. 2 cast or be cast
back; reﬂect (light or heat). [< L reverberatus beaten back, ult. < re– back +
verber a blow] —re·ver´ber·aʹtion, n.
—re·verʹber·a·to´ry, adj.
re·vere (ri virʹ), v., –vered, –ver·ing. love
and respect deeply; honor greatly; show
reverence for. [< L, < re– back + vereri
be awed]
rev·er·ence (revʹәr әns; revʹrәns), n., v.,
–enced, –enc·ing. —n. 1 a feeling of
deep respect, mixed with wonder, awe,
and love. 2 a deep bow. —v. regard with
reverence; revere.
rev·er·end (revʹәr әnd; revʹrәnd), adj.
worthy of great respect. —n. clergyman.
Reverend, title for clergymen. [< L reverendus to be respected. See revere1.]
rev·er·ent (revʹәr әnt; revʹrәnt), adj.
feeling reverence; showing reverence.
[< L reverens revering. See revere1.]
—revʹer·ent·ly, adv.
rev·er·en·tial (rev´әr enʹshәl), adj. reverent. —rev´er·enʹtial·ly, adv. —rev´erenʹtial·ness, n.
rev·er·ie (revʹәr i), n. dreamy thoughts;
dreamy thinking of pleasant things:
indulge in reveries about the future. Also,
revery. [< F, < rêver to dream]
re·ver·sal (ri vėrʹsәl), n. change to the
opposite; reversing or being reversed.
re·verse (ri vėrsʹ), n., adj., v., –versed,
–vers·ing. —n. 1 the opposite or contrary: she did the reverse of what I

ordered. 2 gear that reverses the movement of machinery. 3 a change to bad
fortune; check; defeat: unexpected
reverses. 4 the back: the reverse of a
medal. —adj. 1 turned backward; opposite or contrary in position or direction:
the reverse side of a fabric. 2 causing an
opposite or backward movement. —v.
1 turn the other way; turn inside out;
turn upside down: reverse a piece to
ﬁt. 2 change to the opposite: reverse a
vote. 3 repeal; annul: the court reversed
its decree. 4 cause to act in a backward
or opposite direction: reversed the car.
[< L reversus, pp. of revertere turn around.
See revert.] —re·verseʹly, adv. —reversʹer, n.
re·vers·i·ble (ri vėrʹsә bәl), adj. 1 that can
be reversed; that can reverse. 2 ﬁnished
on both sides so that either can be used
as the right side. —re·vers´i·bilʹi·ty, reversʹi·ble·ness, n. —re·versʹi·bly, adv.
re·ver·sion (ri vėrʹzhәn; –shәn), n. 1
return to a former condition, practice,
belief, etc.; return. 2 return of property
to the grantor or his or her heirs. 3 right
to possess a certain property under
certain conditions. —re·verʹsion·al, adj.
—re·verʹsion·ar´y, adj.
re·vert (ri vėrtʹ), v. 1 go back; return: if
a man dies without heirs, his property
reverts to the state. 2 go back to an
earlier state of development. [< OF < L,
< re– back + vertere turn] —re·vertʹible, adj.
rev·er·y (revʹәr i), n., pl. –er·ies. ⫽reverie.
re·view (ri vūʹ), v. 1 study again; look
at again: he reviewed the scene of the
crime. 2 looked back on; examine again:
reviewed the day’s events. A superior
court may review decisions of a lower
court. 3 inspect formally: the President
reviewed the ﬂeet. 4 examine to give an
account of: Mr. Brown reviews books for
a living. —n. 1 a studying again. 2 a looking back on; survey. 3 reexamination of
the decision or proceedings in a case.
4 an examination or inspection, esp. a
formal inspection of military or naval
forces. 5 account of a book, play, etc.,
giving its merits and faults. 6 magazine
containing articles on subjects of current
interest, including accounts of books,
etc.: a law review, a movie review. 7
⫽revue. [< F revue, orig. pp., seen again,
ult. < L re– again + videre see] —reviewʹa·ble, adj.
re·view·er (ri vūʹәr), n. 1 person who
reviews. 2 person who writes articles
discussing books, plays, etc.
re·vile (ri vīlʹ), v., –viled, –vil·ing. heap
reproaches on; abuse with words. [< OF
reviler despise < re– again + vil vile]
—re·vileʹment, n. —re·vilʹer, n. —revilʹing·ly, adv.
re·vise (ri vīzʹ), v., –vised, –vis·ing, n. —v.
1 read carefully in order to correct; look
over and change; examine and improve.
2 change; alter. —n. 1 process of revising. 2 a revised form or version. [< F

reviser, ult. < L re– again + videre see]
—re·visʹer, n.
Revised Standard Version, American
Protestant revision of the Bible, completed in 1952.
Revised Version, the revised form of the
Authorized Version (King James) of the
Bible (1881, 1885).
re·vi·sion (ri vizhʹәn), n. 1 act or work of
revising: a revision of taxes. 2 a revised
form: a revision of his book. —re·viʹsional, adj. —re·viʹsion·ism, n.
re·vi·sion·ist (ri vizhʹә nist), n. one who
favors or supports revision.
re·vi·tal·ize (ri vīʹtә līz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
bring new life or vitality to. —re·vi´tali·zaʹtion, n.
re·viv·al (ri vīvʹәl), n. 1 a bringing or
coming back to life or consciousness. 2
restoration to vigor or health. 3 a bringing or coming back to style, use, activity,
etc. 4 an awakening or increase of interest in religion. 5 Also, revival meeting. special services or eﬀorts made to
awaken or increase interest in religion.
re·viv·al·ist (ri vīvʹәl ist), n. person who
holds special services to awaken interest
in religion. —re·vivʹal·ism, n.
re·vive (ri vīvʹ), v., –vived, –viv·ing. 1
bring back or come back to life or
consciousness: revive a half-drowned
person. 2 bring or come back to a fresh,
lively condition: ﬂowers revive in water.
3 make or become fresh; restore: hot
coﬀee revived the cold, tired man. 4 bring
back or come back to notice, use, fashion, memory, activity, etc.: an old play
is sometimes revived on the stage. [< L,
< re– again + vivere live] —re·vivʹer, n.
re·viv·i·fy (rē vivʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing.
restore to life; give new life to. —reviv´i·ﬁ·caʹtion, n. —re·vivʹi·ﬁ´er, n.
rev·o·ca·ble (revʹә kә bәl), adj. that can
be repealed, canceled, or withdrawn.
—rev´o·ca·bilʹi·ty, n. —revʹo·ca·bly,
adv.
rev·o·ca·tion (rev´ә kāʹshәn), n. repeal;
canceling; withdrawal.
rev·o·ca·to·ry (revʹә kә tô´ri; –tō´–), adj.
revoking; recalling; repealing.
re·voke (ri vōkʹ), v., –voked, –vok·ing. n.
—v. take back; repeal; cancel; withdraw:
the king revoked his decree. [< L, < re–
back + vocare call] —re·vokʹer, n.
re·volt (ri vōltʹ), n. act or state of rebelling:
the ﬂeet was already in revolt. —v. 1 turn
away from and ﬁght against a leader;
rise against the government’s authority:
the people revolted against the dictator. 2
turn away with disgust: revolt at a bad
smell. 3 cause to feel disgust. [< F < Ital.
rivolta, ult. < L revolvere revolve] —revoltʹer, n.
re·volt·ing (ri vōlʹting), adj. disgusting;
repulsive. —re·voltʹing·ly, adv.
rev·o·lu·tion (rev´ә lüʹshәn), n. 1 a
complete overthrow of an established
government or political system. 2 a
complete change: the automobile caused
a revolution in ways of traveling. 3

rhythm 539
movement, real or apparent, in a circle
or curve around some point: one revolution of the earth around the sun takes
a year. 4 act or fact of turning round a
center or axis; rotation: the revolution of
the earth causes day and night. 5 time or
distance of one revolution. 6 a complete
cycle or series of events: the revolution of
the four seasons ﬁlls a year. [< L revolutio
< revolvere revolve]
rev·o·lu·tion·ar·y (rev´ә lüʹshәn er´i),
adj., n., pl. –ar·ies. —adj. 1 of or connected with a revolution. 2 bringing
or causing great changes. —n. ⫽revolutionist.
Revolutionary, of or having to do with
the American Revolution, or those who
fought in it.
Revolutionary War, ⫽American Revolution.
rev·o·lu·tion·ist (rev´ә lüʹshәn ist), n.
person who advocates, or takes part in,
a revolution.
rev·o·lu·tion·ize (rev´ә lüʹshәn īz), v.,
–ized, –iz·ing. 1 cause a revolution in
the government of. 2 change completely;
produce a very great change in.
re·volve (ri volvʹ), v., –volved, –volv·ing.
1 move in a circle; move in a curve
round a point: the moon revolves around
the earth. 2 turn round a center or axis;
rotate: the wheels of a moving car revolve.
3 turn over in the mind; consider from
many points of view. [< L, < re– back +
volvere roll] —re·volv´a·ble, adj. —revolvʹing, adj.
re·volv·er (ri volʹvәr), n. pistol that can
be ﬁred several times without loading
it again.
re·vue (ri vūʹ), n. a theatrical entertainment with singing, dancing, parodies
of recent plays, humorous treatments
of happenings and fads of the year, etc.
[< F. See review.]
re·vul·sion (ri vulʹshәn), n. a sudden,
violent change or reaction. [< L revulsio,
ult. < re– back + vellere tear away]
re·ward (ri wôrdʹ), n. 1 return made for
something done. 2 a money payment
given or oﬀered for the detection or
capture of oﬀenders against the law, the
return of lost property, etc. —v. 1 give a
reward to: reward a person for his services. 2 give a reward for: reward his past
services liberally. 3 be a reward for: the
good results rewarded him for his eﬀorts.
[< var. of OF regarder regard] —rewardʹa·ble, adj. —re·wardʹer, n.
Rey·kja·vík (rāʹkyә vēk´), n. capital and
seaport of Iceland, in the SW part.
R.F., r.f., radio frequency.
R.F.D., Rural Free Delivery.
Rh, rhodium.
rhap·sod·ic (rap sodʹik), rhap·sod·ical (–ә kәl), adj. of or characteristic
of rhapsody; extravagantly enthusiastic;
ecstatic.
rhap·so·dize (rapʹsә dīz), v., –dized,
–diz·ing. talk or write with extravagant
enthusiasm.

rhap·so·dy (rapʹsә di), n., pl. –dies. 1
utterance or writing marked by extravagant enthusiasm. 2 an instrumental
composition irregular in form. [< L
< Gk. rhapsoidia verse-composition, ult.
< rhaptein to stitch] —rhapʹso·dist, n.
rhe·a (rēʹә), n. any of several large birds
of South America that are much like the
ostrich, but are smaller and have three
toes instead of two.
Rhen·ish (renʹish), adj. of the river Rhine
or the regions near it. —n. Rhine wine.
rhe·ni·um (rēʹni әm), n. a rare, hard,
grayish metallic element, Re, that has
chemical properties similar to those of
manganese. [< L Rhenus Rhine]
rhe·o·stat (rēʹә stat), n. instrument for
regulating the strength of an electric current by introducing diﬀerent amounts of
resistance into the circuit. [< Gk. rheos
current + statos standing still] —rhe´ostatʹic, adj.
rhe·sus (rēʹsәs), n. a small, yellowishbrown monkey with a short tail, found
in India. [from a character in the Iliad]
Rhe·sus factor (rēʹsәs), Rh factor.
rhet·o·ric (retʹә rik), n. 1 art of using
words in speaking or writing. 2 book
about this art. 3 mere display in language. [< L < Gk. rhetorike (techne) art
of an orator]
rhe·tor·i·cal (ri tôrʹә kәl; –torʹ–), adj. 1 of
or pertaining to rhetoric. 2 using rhetoric. 3 intended especially for display;
artiﬁcial. —rhe·torʹi·cal·ly, adv.
rhetorical question, question asked only
for eﬀect, not for information.
rhet·o·ri·cian (ret´ә rishʹәn), n. person
skilled in rhetoric.
rheum (rüm), n. a watery discharge, such
as mucus, tears, or saliva. [< OF < L
< Gk. rheuma a ﬂowing < rheein to ﬂow]
—rheumʹy, adj.
rheu·mat·ic (rü matʹik), adj. 1 of rheumatism. 2 having rheumatism; liable to
have rheumatism. —n. person who has
rheumatism.
rheumatic fever, an acute disease that
often has very harmful aftereﬀects.
rheu·ma·tism (rüʹmә tiz әm), n. disease with inﬂammation, swelling, and
stiﬀness of the joints. [< L < Gk., ult.
< rheuma rheum]
Rh factor, antigen found in the red blood
cells of most human beings and the
higher mammals. Blood containing this
substance (Rh positive) does not combine favorably with blood lacking it (Rh
negative). [< rhesus monkey (it was ﬁrst
discovered in its blood)]
rhi·nal (rīʹnәl), adj. of or pertaining to
the nose; nasal.
rhine·stone (rīnʹstōn´), n. an imitation
diamond, made of glass. [trans. of F
caillou du Rhin]
Rhine wine, wine, usually a white wine,
produced in the valley of the Rhine.
rhi·ni·tis (rī nīʹtis), n. inﬂammation
of the nose or its mucous membrane.
[< NL, < Gk. rhis nose]

rhi·no (rīʹnō), n., pl. –nos or –no. Informal. rhinoceros.
rhi·noc·er·os (rī nosʹәr әs), n., pl. –os·es
or (esp. collectively) –os. a large, thickskinned animal of Africa and Asia with
one or two upright horns on the snout.
[< L < Gk. rhinokeros, ult. < rhis nose +
keras horn]
rhi·zome (rīʹzōm), n. a rootlike stem
lying along or under the ground, which
usually produces roots below and shoots
from the upper surface; rootstock.
[< Gk., ult. < rhiza root]
rho (rō), n. the 17th letter of the Greek
alphabet (Ρ, ρ).
Rhode Island (rōd), a New England
state of the United States. —Rhode
Islander.
rho·di·um (rōʹdi әm), n. a grayish-white
metallic element, Rh, forming salts that
give rose-colored solutions. [< Gk. rhodon rose]
rho·do·den·dron (rō´dә denʹdrәn), n. an
evergreen shrub somewhat like an azalea with beautiful pink, purple, or white
ﬂowers. [< NL < Gk., < rhodon rose +
dendron tree]
rhom·boid (romʹboid), n. parallelogram
with equal opposite sides that is not
a rectangle. —adj. Also, rhom·boiʹdal.
shaped like a rhombus or rhomboid.
rhom·bus (romʹbәs), n., pl. rhom·buses. parallelogram with equal sides, having two obtuse angles and two acute
angles; diamond. [< L < Gk. rhombos]
—rhomʹbic, adj.
rhu·barb (rüʹbärb), n. 1 a garden plant
with very large leaves, whose sour stalks
are used for making sauce, pies, etc. 2
the stalks. 3 the sauce made of them. 4 a
heated dispute, often of no importance
and usually marked by derisive comment. [< OF]
rhyme (rīm), v., rhymed, rhym·ing, n.
—v. 1 sound alike in the last part. Long
and song rhyme. Go to bed rhymes with
sleepy head. 2 put or make into rhyme:
rhyme a translation. 3 make rhymes. 4
use (a word) with another that rhymes
with it: rhyme “love” and “dove.” —n. 1
agreement in the ﬁnal sounds of words
or lines. 2 word or line having the same
last sound as another. Cat is a rhyme for
mat. 3 verses or poetry with a regular
return of similar sounds
without rhyme or reason, having no
system or sense. [< OF < L < Gk. rhythmos rhythm. Doublet of rhythm.]
—rhymʹer, n.
rhyme·ster (rīmʹstәr), n. maker of rather
poor rhymes or verse.
rhythm (rithʹәm), n. 1 movement with
a regular repetition of a beat, accent,
rise and fall, or the like: the rhythm of
dancing, the rhythm of the tides, the
rhythm of one’s heartbeats. 2 repetition
of an accent; arrangement of beats in a
line of poetry. 3 grouping by accents or
beats: triple rhythm. [< L < Gk. rhythmos
< rheein to ﬂow. Doublet of rhyme.]

540 rhythm and blues
rhythm and blues, popular music combining a strong beat with elements of
the blues.
rhyth·mi·cal (rithʹmә kәl), rhyth·mic
(–mik), adj. having rhythm; of or pertaining to rhythm. —rhythʹmi·cal·ly, adv.
RI, (zip code) Rhode Island.
R.I., Rhode Island.
ri·al (rīʹәl), n. an Iranian silver coin and
unit of money.
ri·al·to (ri alʹtō), n., pl. –tos. marketplace
or exchange. [< It.]
Ri·al·to (ri alʹtō), n. 1 former business
district of Venice. 2 famous bridge in
Venice that crosses the Grand Canal. 3
a theater district, esp. on Broadway in
New York City.
rib (rib), n., v., ribbed, rib·bing. —n. 1
one of the curved bones extending from
the backbone and enclosing the upper
part of the body. 2 cut of meat containing a rib. 3 piece that forms a frame. An
umbrella has ribs. 4 a thick vein of a
leaf. 5 ridge in cloth, knitting, etc. —v. 1
furnish or strengthen with ribs. 2 mark
with riblike ridges. 3 tease; mock. [OE
ribb] —ribbed, adj.
rib·ald (ribʹәld), adj. oﬀensive in speech;
coarsely mocking. —n. a ribald person. [<
OF ribauld, ult. < MDu. ribe prostitute]
rib·ald·ry (ribʹәld ri), n. ribald language.
rib·bon (ribʹәn), n. 1 strip or band of
silk, satin, velvet, etc. 2 a narrow strip
of cloth: torn to ribbons. 3 band charged
with ink for use in a typewriter. 4 a long,
narrow strip of anything. —v. 1 adorn
with ribbons. 2 separate into ribbons.
[< OF ruban < Gmc.] —ribʹboned, adj.
rib·cage (ribʹkāj´), n. framework of the
chest formed by the ribs.
ri·bo·ﬂa·vin (rī´bō ﬂāʹvin), n. constituent
of the vitamin B complex, C17H20N4O6,
present in liver, eggs, milk, spinach,
etc.; lactoﬂavin; vitamin B2; vitamin G.
[< ribose (ult. < gum arabic) + L ﬂavus
yellow]
ri·bo·nu·cle·ic acid (rī´bō nü klēʹik;
–nyü–), chains of ribose, posphoric
acid, and chemical bases, found in all
living cells, important in making proteins and in the transmission of genetic
information; RNA.
ri·bo·some (rīʹbә sōm), n. granular particle made up of mostly ribonucleic acid
and found in the cytoplasm of cells,
responsible for the synthesis of proteins and enzymes. [< ribonucleic acid +
–some body]
rice (rīs), n., v., riced, ric·ing. —n. 1 the
starchy seeds or grain of a plant grown
in warm climates. Rice is an important
food in India, China, and Japan. 2 the
plant itself. —v. reduce to a form like
rice: rice potatoes. [< OF < Ital., ult. <
Gk. oryza < Iranian]
rice paper, a thin paper made from the
straw of rice.
ric·er (rīsʹәr), n. utensil for ricing cooked
potatoes, etc., by pressing them through
small holes.

rich (rich), adj. 1 having much money or
property: a rich man. 2 abundantly supplied with resources: the United States
is rich in oil and coal. 3 abundant: a
rich harvest. 4 producing or yielding
abundantly; fertile: rich soil, a rich mine.
5 valuable; costly; elegant: rich dress.
6 having many desirable elements or
qualities, esp. containing plenty of butter, eggs, ﬂavoring, etc. 7 (of colors,
sounds, smells, etc.) deep; full; vivid. 8
amusing; ridiculous; absurd. —n.pl. the
rich, rich people.
strike it rich, Informal. Fig. have sudden, great success. [< OE rīce < Celtic]
—richʹly, adv. —richʹness, n.
rich·es (richʹiz), n.pl. wealth; abundance
of property; much money, land, goods,
etc. [< OF richesse < riche rich < Gmc.
See rich.]
Rich·mond (richʹmәnd), n. capital of
Virginia.
Rich·ter scale (rikʹtәr), scale that indicates the size of earthquakes, for example, 1.5 measuring a minor earthquake
and 8 to 8.9 measuring an earthquake
of major destructiveness. [< Charles
Francis Richter, 1900–85, American
seismologist who developed it]
rick (rik), n. stack of hay, straw, etc., esp.
one made so that the rain will run oﬀ
it. —v. form into a rick or ricks. [OE
hrēac]
rick·ets (rikʹits), n. disease of childhood,
caused by lack of vitamin D or calcium,
that results in softening, and sometimes
bending, of the bones; rachitis. [appar.
alter. of rachitis; inﬂ. by wrick wrench,
strain]
rick·etts·ia (ri ketʹsē ә), n. microorganisms found in the tissues of arthropods,
and sometimes transmitted to humans,
that cause diseases such as typhus.
[< Howard T. Ricketts, 1871–1910,
pathologist who studied them]
rick·et·y (rikʹit i), adj. liable to fall or
break down; shaky: a rickety old chair. 2
joints. —rickʹet·i·ness, n.
rick·shaw (rikʹshô), n. ⫽jinrikisha.
ric·o·chet (rik´ә shāʹ), n., v., –cheted
(–shādʹ), –chet·ing (–shāʹing). —n. the
skipping or jumping motion of an object
as it goes along a ﬂat surface. —v. move
in this way. [< F]
rid (rid), v., rid or rid·ded, rid·ding.
make free (from): what will rid a house
of rats?
be rid of, be freed from.
get rid of, a get free from. b do away
with. [OE (ge)ryddan to clear land]
—ridʹder, n.
rid·dance (ridʹәns), n. a clearing away or
out; removal.
rid·dle1 (ridʹәl), n., v., –dled, –dling. —n.
1 a puzzling question, statement, problem, etc. Example: When is a door not a
door? Answer: When it is ajar. 2 person
or thing that is hard to understand,
explain, etc. —v. speak in riddles. [OE
rœ̄dels < rœ̄dan guess, explain; ME redels

taken as pl.] —ridʹdler, n. —ridʹdlingly, adv.
rid·dle2 (ridʹәl), v., –dled, –dling. make
many holes in: the door of the fort was
riddled with bullets. [OE hriddel sieve]
ride (rīd), v., rode, rid·den (ridʹәn), riding, n. —v. 1 sit on and manage a horse,
camel, bicycle, etc.: he rides every morning, ride a bicycle. 2 admit of being ridden: a horse that rides easily. 3 be carried
along in or by anything: ride on a train.
4 ride over, along, or through (a road,
boundary, region, etc.). 5 be carried on;
move on; ﬂoat: the eagle rides on the
winds; the ship rides at anchor in the harbor. 6 control, dominate, or tyrannize
over: be ridden by foolish fears. —n. a
trip on the back of a horse, in a carriage,
car, train, boat, etc.
hitch a ride, get a free ride.
let ride, not meddle with; not disturb.
ride high, do well; enjoy success.
ride out, a withstand (a gale, etc.) without damage. b endure successfully: ride
out a crisis.
ride up, move up from the proper position: that coat rides up at the back.
take for a ride, cheat. [OE rīdan]
—rideʹa·ble, adj.
rid·er (rīdʹәr), n. 1 person who rides. 2
anything added to a record, document,
legislative bill, or statement after it was
supposed to be completed. —ridʹerless, adj.
ridge (rij), n., v., ridged, ridg·ing. —n.
1 the long and narrow upper part of
something: the ridge of an animal’s back.
2 line where two sloping surfaces meet:
the ridge of a roof. 3 a long, narrow chain
of hills or mountains: the Blue Ridge of
the Appalachian Mountains. 4 any raised
narrow strip: the ridges on corduroy
cloth. —v. 1 form or make into ridges.
2 cover or mark with ridges. [OE hrycg]
—ridgʹy, adj.
ridge·pole (rijʹpōl´), n. the horizontal
timber along the top of a roof or tent.
rid·i·cule (ridʹә kūl), v., –culed, –cul·ing,
n. —v. laugh at; make fun of. —n. laughter in mockery; words or actions that
make fun of somebody or something.
[< F < L ridiculum, neut. adj., ridiculous] —ridʹi·cul´er, n.
ri·dic·u·lous (ri dikʹyә lәs), adj. deserving
ridicule; absurd; laughable. [< L ridiculus < ridere to laugh] —ri·dicʹu·lous·ly,
adv. —ri·dicʹu·lous·ness, n.
rife (rīf), adj. 1 happening often; numerous; widespread. 2 full; abounding: the
land was rife with rumors of war. [OE
rīfe] —rifeʹness, n.
riﬀ (rif), n. 1 improvisations on a melodic
theme or phrase by individual musicians
in a jazz performance. 2 a stage routine
or bit of business. —v. perform riﬀs.
rif·ﬂe (rifʹәl), n., v., –ﬂed, –ﬂing. —n. 1 a
rapid. 2 a ripple. 3 act of shuﬄing cards.
—v. shuﬄe (cards) by bending the edges
slightly so that the two divisions of the
deck slide into each other.

ring
riﬀ·raﬀ (rifʹraf´), n. 1 worthless people.
2 trash. —adj. worthless. [< OF rif et raf
every scrap < riﬂer rifle2 + raﬄer carry
oﬀ (see raffle)]
ri·ﬂe1 (rīʹfәl), n., v., –ﬂed, –ﬂing. —n. 1
gun with spiral grooves in its barrel to
spin the bullet as it is ﬁred. 2 such a gun
that is ﬁred from the shoulder. —v. cut
spiral grooves in (a gun). [ult. < F riﬂer
to scratch, groove, rifle2]
ri·ﬂe2 (rīʹfәl), v., –ﬂed, –ﬂing. 1 search
and rob; ransack and rob. 2 steal; take
away. 3 strip bare. [< OF riﬂer < Gmc.]
—riʹﬂer, n.
ri·ﬂe·man (rīʹfәl mәn), n., pl. –men. 1
soldier armed with a riﬂe. 2 man who
uses a riﬂe.
ri·ﬂe·ry (rīʹfәl ri), n. 1 shooting a riﬂe esp.
as an art or sport. 2 ﬁring from riﬂes: the
occasional crack of riﬂery.
ri·ﬂing (rīʹﬂing), n. 1 act or process of
cutting spiral grooves in a gun barrel. 2
system of spiral grooves in a riﬂe.
rift (rift), n., v. split; break; crack.
[< Scand. ript] —riftʹy, adj.
rig (rig), v., rigged, rig·ging, n. —v. 1 get
ready for use. 2 put together in a hurry
or by using odds and ends. 3 arrange
dishonestly for one’s own advantage.
4 equip; ﬁt out. 5 equip (a ship) with
masts, sails, ropes, etc. 6 move (a shroud,
boom, stay, etc.) to its proper place. —n.
1 outﬁt; equipment: an oil rig. 2 arrangement of masts, sails, ropes, etc., on a
ship. A schooner has a fore-and-aft rig.
[< Scand. (Dan.) rigge] —rigged, adj.
—rigʹger, n.
Ri·ga (rēʹgә), n. capital of Latvia, on the
Baltic Sea.
rig·ging (rigʹing), n. 1 ropes, chains, etc.,
used to support and work the masts,
yards, sails, etc., on a ship. 2 tackle;
equipment.
right (rīt), adj. 1 correct; true: the right
answer. 2 proper; ﬁtting: say the right
thing. 3 good; just; lawful: right conduct. 4 healthy; normal: be in one’s right
senses. 5 meant to be seen; most important: the right side of cloth. 6 opposite of
left; belonging or pertaining to the side
of anything which is turned east when
the main side is turned north: one’s right
hand or right glove. —adv. 1 correctly:
she guessed right. 2 favorably; in good
or suitable condition: turn out right, put
things right. 3 in a way that is just or
lawful: it serves you right to lose if you
cheat. 4 to the right hand: turn right. 5
exactly; just; precisely: put it right here.
6 at once; immediately: stop playing
right away. 7 in a straight line; directly:
look me right in the eye. 8 completely:
his hat was knocked right oﬀ. —n. 1
that which is right: know the diﬀerence
between right and wrong. 2 a just claim,
title, or privilege: the right to vote. 3 fair
treatment; justice: equal treatment is a
matter of right. 4 blow struck with the
right hand. 5 the right side or what is on
the right side. 6 Also Right. politcially

conservative or reactionary; not liberal.
—v. 1 make correct: right errors. 2 put
in order: right a room. 3 do justice to:
right the oppressed. 4 get or put into
proper position: the ship righted as the
wave passed.
by right or by rights, justly; properly:
the payment is mine by rights.
in the right, right: which side is in the
right?
right along, a without stopping: move
right along. b without diﬃculty: her
recovery moved right along.
right and left, from all sides: criticism
right and left.
right away or oﬀ, immediately.
right on, Informal. exactly right; correct.
rights, a civil rights. b share in a property.
the Right, often the right, part of a lawmaking body, made up of conservative
or reactionary political groups, that sits
on the right of the presiding oﬃcer.
to rights, in or into proper condition,
order, etc.: put a closet to rights. [OE
riht] —rightʹa·ble, adj. —rightʹless, adj.
—rightʹly, adv. —rightʹness, n.
right angle, angle of 90 degrees.
right-an·gled (rītʹangʹgәld), adj. containing a right angle or right angles; rectangular.
right·eous (rīʹchәs), adj. 1 doing right;
virtuous; behaving justly. 2 morally
right or justiﬁable: righteous indignation. —rightʹeous·ly, adv. —rightʹeousness, n.
right ﬁeld, 1 the outﬁeld beyond ﬁrst
base. 2 position of a baseball player in
this part of the ﬁeld.
right·ful (rītʹfәl), adj. 1 according to law;
by rights: the rightful owner of this dog.
2 just and right; proper: one’s rightful
position. —rightʹful·ly, adv. —rightʹfulness, n.
right-hand (rītʹhand´), adj. 1 on or to the
right. 2 of, for, or with the right hand. 3
most helpful or useful.
right-hand·ed (rītʹhanʹdid), adj. 1
using the right hand more easily and
readily than the left. 2 done with the
right hand. 3 made to be used with the
right hand. 4 turning from left to right:
a right-handed screw. —rightʹ-handʹedness, n.
right·ist (rītʹist), n. person who has conservative or reactionary ideas in politics.
—adj. having conservative or reactionary ideas in politics.
right-mind·ed (rītʹmīnʹdid), adj. having
right opinions or principles.
right of way, 1 right to go ﬁrst; precedence over all others. 2 right to pass over
property belonging to someone else. 3
strip of land on which a railroad, power
line, etc., is built.
right-to-die (rītʹtә dīʹ), adj. opposed to
extreme measures to keep a person alive
who cannot recover from an illness or
injury.
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right-to-life (rītʹtә līfʹ), adj. opposed to
legal abortion.
right triangle, triangle one of whose
angles is a right angle.
right·ward (rītʹwәrd), adv., adj. to or
toward the right. Also, rightwards.
right wing, the conservative or reactionary members, as of a political party.
—rightʹ-wingʹ, adj. —rightʹ-wingʹer, n.
rig·id (rijʹid), adj. 1 stiﬀ; ﬁrm; not bending: a rigid support. 2 inﬂexible; strict;
not changing: rigid rules. 3 severely
exact; rigorous: a rigid examination.
[< L rigidus < rigere be stiﬀ ] —ri·gidʹity, rigʹid·ness, n. —rigʹid·ly, adv.
rig·ma·role (rigʹmә rōl), n. foolish talk;
words without meaning; nonsense. [earlier ragman roll < ragman list + roll]
rig·or (rigʹәr), n. 1 strictness; severity;
harshness: the rigors of a long, cold
winter. 2 stiﬀness; rigidity. [< OF < L,
< rigere be stiﬀ ]
rig·or mor·tis (rigʹәr môrʹtis), the stiﬀening of the muscles after death. [< L,
stiﬀness of death]
rig·or·ous (rigʹәr әs), adj. 1 very severe;
harsh; strict: the rigorous discipline in
a prison. 2 thoroughly logical and scientiﬁc; exact: the rigorous methods of
science. —rigʹor·ous·ly, adv. —rigʹorous·ness, n.
rile (rīl), v., riled, ril·ing. 1 irritate; vex. 2
make (water) muddy. [var. of roil]
rill (ril), n. a tiny stream; little brook. [cf.
Du ril groove, furrow]
rim (rim), n., v., rimmed, rim·ming. —n.
an edge, border, or margin on or around
anything: the rim of a wheel. —v. form or
put a rim around. [OE rima] —rimʹless,
adj. —rimmed, adj.
rime1 (rīm), v., rimed, rim·ing, n.
⫽rhyme. —rimʹer, n.
rime2 (rīm), n., v., rimed, rim·ing. —n.
white frost; hoarfrost. —v. cover with
rime. [OE hrīm] —rimʹy, adj.
rime·ster (rīmʹstәr), n. ⫽rhymester.
rind (rīnd), n. the ﬁrm outer covering (of
fruits, plants, cheeses, etc.). [OE]
ring1 (ring), n., v., ringed, ring·ing. —n.
1 circle: dance in a ring. 2 a thin circle of
metal or other material: a napkin ring. 3
the outer edge or border of a coin, plate,
wheel, or layer of wood produced yearly
in a tree trunk. 4 an enclosed space for
races, games, circus performances, etc.
The ring for a prize ﬁght is square. 5
group of people combined for a selﬁsh
or bad purpose. —v. 1 put a ring around;
enclose. 2 provide with or form a ring.
3 cut away the bark in a ring around a
tree or branch. [OE hring] —ringed,
adj. —ringʹer, n.
ring2 (ring), v., rang, rung, ring·ing, n.
—v. 1 give forth a clear sound: ring the
bell. 2 make (a sound) by ringing: the
bells rang a joyous peal. 3 announce or
proclaim; repeat: ring a person’s praises.
4 resound; sound: the room rang with
shouts of laughter, his words rang true.
5 have a sensation as of sounds of bells:
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ringleader

my ears ring. 6 call on the telephone.
—n. 1 act of ringing. 2 sound of a bell
or like a bell. 3 a characteristic sound
or quality, indicating genuineness or
the reverse.
run rings around, easily beat; easily
do much better than. [OE hringan]
—ringʹer, n.
ring·lead·er (ringʹlēd´әr), n. person who
leads others in opposition to authority
or law.
ring·let (ringʹlit), n. 1 a little ring. 2 curl:
wear hair in ringlets. —ringʹlet·ed, adj.
ring·mas·ter (ringʹmas´tәr; –mäs´–), n.
person in charge of the performances in
the ring of a circus.
ring·side (ringʹsīd´), n. 1 place just outside the ring at a circus, prize ﬁght, etc. 2
place aﬀording a close view.
ring·worm (ringʹwėrm´), n. a contagious
skin disease, caused by parasites and
characterized by ring-shaped patches.
rink (ringk), n. 1 sheet of ice for skating. 2 a smooth ﬂoor for roller skating.
[< Scotch < OF renc course, rank1]
rink·y-dink (ringʹki dingkʹ), adj. cheap;
out-of-date; commonplace.
rinse (rins), v., rinsed, rins·ing, n. —v.
1 wash with clean water: rinse the soap
out of your hair. 2 wash lightly: rinse
your mouth with salt water. —n. a rinsing. [< OF reincer, ult. < L recens fresh]
—rinsʹer, n.
ri·ot (rīʹәt), n. 1 disturbance of the peace
by an unlawful assembly of persons: a
march that became a riot. 2 wild disorder; violent confusion. 3 loose living;
wild reveling. 4 bright display: the garden was a riot of color. —v. 1 behave in a
wild, disorderly way. 2 revel.
read the riot act, give orders for disturbance to cease.
run riot, a act without restraint. b grow
wildly or luxuriantly. [< OF riote dispute,
ult. < L rugire to roar] —riʹot·er, n.
ri·ot·ous (rīʹәt әs), adj. 1 taking part in
a riot. 2 boisterous; disorderly: riotous
conduct, riotous glee. —riʹot·ous·ly, adv.
—riʹot·ous·ness, n.
rip1 (rip), v., ripped, rip·ping, n. —v. 1
cut roughly; tear apart; tear oﬀ: rip the
cover oﬀ this box. 2 cut or pull out (the
threads in the seams of a garment). 3
saw (wood) along the grain, not across
the grain. 4 move fast or violently. —n.
a torn place; seam burst in a garment.
[ME rippe(n)] —ripʹper, n.
rip2 (rip), n. 1 stretch of rough water
made by cross currents meeting. 2 a
swift current made by the tide. [? special
use of rip1]
R.I.P., may he or she (they) rest in peace.
[< L < Requiescat (requiescant) in pace]
ri·par·i·an (ri pãrʹi әn; rī–), adj. of or on
the bank of a river, a lake, etc.: riparian
rights. [< L, < ripa riverbank]
rip cord, cord that opens a parachute.
ripe (rīp), adj., rip·er, rip·est. 1 fullgrown and ready to be gathered and
eaten: ripe fruit. 2 fully developed and ﬁt

to use: ripe knowledge. 3 ready: ripe for
mischief. 4 advanced in years. [OE rīpe]
—ripeʹly, adv. —ripeʹness, n.
rip·en (rīpʹәn), v. become or make ripe.
—ripʹen·er, n.
rip·ple (ripʹәl), n., v., –pled, –pling. —n. 1
a very little wave. 2 anything that seems
like a tiny wave: ripples in sand. 3 sound
that reminds one of little waves: a ripple
of laughter. —v. 1 make a sound like
rippling water. 2 form or have ripples.
3 make little ripples on. —ripʹpler, n.
—ripʹpling, adj. —ripʹpling·ly, adv.
—ripʹply, adj.
rip·roar·ing (ripʹrôr´ing; –rōr´–), adj.
Informal. hilarious; uproarious.
rip·saw (ripʹsô´), n. saw for cutting
wood along the grain, not across the
grain.
rise (rīz), v., rose, ris·en (rizʹәn), rising, n. —v. 1 get up from sleep, rest, or
a position of lying, sitting, or kneeling:
rise from a chair, rise at dawn. 2 go,
come, move, or extend up: fog rises from
a river, the tower rises 60 feet, hills rise
in the distance, yeast makes dough rise.
3 go higher; increase: prices are rising.
4 advance to a higher level of action,
thought, feeling, expression, rank, position, etc.: he rose from errand boy to
president. 5 become louder or of higher
pitch. 6 come into being or action:
the wind rose; quarrels often rise from
triﬂes. 7 become more animated or more
cheerful: his spirits rose. 8 revolt; rebel.
—n. 1 an upward movement; ascent: the
rise of a balloon. 2 an upward slope or
high ground; hill. 3 increase. 4 advance
in rank, power, etc. 5 origin; beginning:
rise of a stream in a mountain.
give rise to, start; begin; cause; bring
about.
rise to, be equal to; be able to deal with:
they rose to the occasion. [OE rīsan]
ris·er (rīzʹәr), n. 1 person or thing that
rises: an early riser. 2 the vertical part
of a step.
ris·ing (rīzʹing), n. 1 act of one that rises.
2 revolt. 3 something that rises; prominence. —adj. 1 that rises. 2 advancing to
adult years: the rising generation.
risk (risk), n. 1 chance of harm or loss;
danger. 2 person or thing with reference
to the chance of loss from insuring him,
her, or it. —v. 1 expose to the chance
of harm or loss: a soldier risks his life.
2 take the risk of: they risked getting
wet. [< F risque < Ital., risicare to dare]
—riskʹer, n.
risk·y (risʹki), adj., risk·i·er, risk·i·est.
1 full of risk; dangerous. 2 somewhat
improper; risqué. —riskʹi·ly, adv.
—riskʹi·ness, n.
ri·sot·to (ri sōtʹtō), n. Italian dish made
of rice cooked with broth, cheese, poultry, or seafood. [< It.]
ris·qué (ris kāʹ), adj. suggestive of indecency; somewhat improper. [< F, pp. of
risquer to risk]
rit. or ritard., ritardando.

ri·tar·dan·do (ri´tär dänʹdō), adv., adj.
gradually slower in tempo. —n. a gradually slowing tempo. [< It.]
rite (rīt), n. 1 a solemn ceremony. The
church has rites for baptism, marriage,
and burial. 2 any customary ceremony
or observance. 3 a particular form
or system of ceremonies. [< L ritus]
—riteʹless, adj.
rit·u·al (richʹu̇ әl), n. 1 form or system
of rites. The rites of baptism, marriage,
and burial are parts of the ritual of
the church. 2 book containing rites or
ceremonies. 3 the carrying out of rites.
—adj. of rites; done as a rite: ritual laws,
a ritual dance. [< L, < ritus rite] —ritʹual·ly, adv.
rit·u·al·ism (richʹu̇ әl iz´әm), n. 1 fondness for ritual; insistence upon ritual.
2 study of ritual practices or religious
rites. —ritʹu·al·ist, n. —rit´u·al·isʹtic,
adj. —rit´u·al·isʹti·cal·ly, adv.
ri·val (rīʹvәl), n., adj., v., –valed, –valing. —n. 1 person who wants and tries
to get the same thing as another; one
who tries to equal or do better than
another. 2 thing that will bear comparison with something else; equal;
match. —adj. wanting the same thing as
another; being a rival. —v. 1 try to equal
or outdo. 2 engage in rivalry; compete. 3
equal; match. [< L rivalis using the same
stream < rivus stream] —riʹval·less, adj.
ri·val·ry (rīʹvәl ri), n., pl. –ries. action,
position, or relation of a rival or rivals;
competition.
riv·en (rivʹәn), adj. torn apart; split.
[< Scand. rifa]
riv·er (rivʹәr), n. 1 a large natural stream
of water. 2 any abundant stream or ﬂow.
[< OF rivere < L riparius of a riverbank
< ripa bank] —rivʹered, adj. —rivʹerless, adj.
riv·er·head (rivʹәr hed´), n. source of a
river.
riv·er·side (rivʹәr sīd´), n. bank of a river.
—adj. on the bank of a river: a riverside
path.
riv·et (rivʹit), n. a metal bolt with each
end hammered into a head. Rivets fasten
heavy steel beams together. —v. 1 fasten
with a rivet or rivets. 2 fasten ﬁrmly;
ﬁx ﬁrmly. [< OF, < river ﬁx < VL ripare
come to shore < L ripa bank] —rivʹeter, n.
riv·u·let (rivʹyә lit), n. a very small stream.
[< Ital. rivoletto, ult. < L rivus stream]
rm., pl. rms. 1 ream. 2 room.
Rn, radon.
R.N., 1 registered nurse. 2 Royal Navy.
RNA or rna, ribonucleic acid.
roach1 (rōch), n. ⫽cockroach, [short for
cockroach]
roach2 (rōch), n., pl. roach·es or (esp. collectively) roach. 1 a European freshwater
ﬁsh related to the carp. 2 any of various
similar ﬁshes, such as the American
sunﬁsh. [< OF roche]
road (rōd), n. 1 highway between places;
way made for trucks or automobiles to

roguish
travel on. 2 way or course. 3 ⫽railroad.
4 Also, roadstead. place near the shore
where ships can ride at anchor.
on the road, a on tour, as a theater
company or orchestra. b traveling, esp.
as a salesperson. [OE rād a riding]
—roadʹless, adj.
road·bed (rōdʹbed´), n. foundation of a
road or of a railroad.
road·block (rōdʹblok), n. an obstacle.
road runner, a long-tailed bird of the
deserts of the SW United States, related
to the cuckoo.
road·side (rōdʹsīd´), n. side of a road.
—adj. beside a road.
road·way (rōdʹwā´), n. road.
roam (rōm), v. go about with no special
plan or aim; wander: roam through the
ﬁelds. —n. a walk with no special aim;
wandering. [ME rome(n)] —roamʹer, n.
roam·ing (rōmʹing), n. the shift from one
cell phone provider to another when a
signal is weak or overwhelmed by the
volume of calls.
roan (rōn), adj. yellowish- or reddishbrown sprinkled with gray or white.
—n. a roan horse. [< F < Sp. roano]
roar (rôr; rōr), v. 1 make a loud, deep
sound; make a loud noise: a lion roars.
2 utter loudly: roar out a command.
3 make or put by roaring: the crowd
roared itself hoarse. 4 laugh loudly. 5
move with a roar: the train roared past
us. —n. a loud, deep sound; loud noise.
[OE rārian] —roarʹer, n.
roast (rōst), v. 1 cook by dry heat; cook
before a ﬁre; bake. 2 prepare by heating: roast coﬀee, roast a metal ore. 3
make or become very hot. 4 be baked.
5 Informal. make fun of; ridicule. —n.
piece of roasted meat; piece of meat to
be roasted. —adj. roasted: roast beef.
[< OF rostir < Gmc.]
roast·er (rōsʹtәr), n. 1 pan used in roasting. 2 chicken, young pig, etc., ﬁt to be
roasted. 3 person or thing that roasts.
rob (rob), v., robbed, rob·bing. take away
from by force or threats; steal from; steal.
[< OF robber < Gmc.] —robʹber, n.
robber baron, person who acquires great
wealth and power by unscrupulous or
ruthless business practices, esp. of the
late 1800s.
rob·ber·y (robʹәr i; robʹri), n., pl. –ber·ies.
act of robbing.
robe (rōb), n., v., robed, rob·ing. —n. 1
a long, loose outer garment. 2 garment
that shows rank, oﬃce, etc.: a judge’s
robe. 3 a covering or wrap. —v. put a
robe on; dress. [< OF, orig., plunder,
booty. Cf. rob.] —robed, adj.
rob·in (robʹәn), n. 1 a large American
thrush with a reddish breast. 2 a small
European bird with a yellowish-red
breast. [< OF, dim. of Robert]
rob·in’s-egg blue (robʹәnz eg´), greenish blue.
ro·bot (rōʹbәt; rob әt), n. 1 machine that
imitates some human abilities; mechanical device that does work in response

to commands. 2 Fig. person who acts
or works in a dull, mechanical way.
[invented by Karel Capek for his play,
R.U.R.; suggested by Czech robota work,
robotnik serf]
ro·bot·ics (rō botʹiks), n. science or technology of robots, esp. their design and
use.
ro·bust (rō bustʹ; rōʹbust), adj. 1 strong
and healthy; sturdy; vigorous: a robust
person, a robust mind. 2 suited to or
requiring bodily strength: robust exercises. 3 rough; rude. [< L robustus, orig.,
oaken < robur oak] —ro·bustʹly, adv.
—ro·bustʹness, n.
rock1 (rok), n. 1 a large mass of stone. 2
any piece of stone; a stone. 3 a the mass
of mineral matter of which the earth’s
crust is made up. b a particular layer or
kind of such matter. 4 Fig. something
like a rock: Mother was the rock of the
family. —adj. made of rock.
on the rocks, a wrecked; ruined. b
bankrupt. [< OF roque < VL rocca]
rock2 (rok), v. 1 move backward or forward, or from side to side; sway. 2 put
(to sleep, rest, etc.) with swaying movements. 3 move or sway violently with
emotion. —n. a rocking movement. [OE
roccian]
rock·a·billy (rokʹәbil´i), n. rock’n’roll
music with a hillbilly inﬂuence.
rock-and-roll (rokʹәn rōl´), n. ⫽rock’n’
roll.
rock bottom, the very bottom; lowest
level.
rock-bot·tom (rokʹbotʹәm), adj. down to
the very bottom; very lowest.
rock-bound (rokʹbound´), adj. surrounded by rocks; rocky.
rock candy, sugar in the form of large,
hard crystals.
rock crystal, a colorless, transparent variety of quartz that is often used for jewelry, ornaments, etc.
rock·er (rokʹәr), n. 1 one of the curved
pieces on which a cradle, rocking chair,
etc., rocks. 2 a rocking chair. 3 any
of various devices that operate with a
rocking motion. 4 rock’n’roll singer or
musician.
rock·et (rokʹit), n. a self-propelling device
operating by means of gases escaping
from a nozzle or jet at the rear of a combustion chamber. The rocket principle is
used in some types of projectiles and the
driving power in many aircraft.
rock·et·ry (rokʹәt ri), n. 1 the science of
designing and ﬁring rockets or missiles. 2 rockets collectively: long-range
rocketry.
rock garden, garden with ﬂowers planted
among rocks.
rocking chair, chair mounted on rockers,
or on springs, so that it can rock back
and forth.
rocking horse, toy horse on rockers for a
child to ride.
rock’n’roll (rokʹәn rōl´), n. popular music
with a simple melody and strong bass
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and beat, derived from jazz, blues, and
folk music.
rock-ribbed (rokʹribd´), adj. 1 having
ridges of rock. 2 unyielding.
rock salt, salt in large crystals.
rock·y1 (rokʹi), adj., rock·i·er, rock·i·est. 1
full of rocks. 2 made of rock. 3 like rock;
hard; ﬁrm.
rock·y2 (rokʹi), adj., rock·i·er, rock·iest. 1 likely to rock; shaky. 2 unpleasantly uncertain. 3 sickish; weak; dizzy.
—rockʹi·ness, n.
Rocky Mountain goat, the white antelope of the Rocky Mountains.
ro·co·co (rō kōʹkō; rō´kә kōʹ), n. style of
architecture and decoration with elaborate ornamentation, combining shellwork, scrolls, foliage, etc., much used in
the ﬁrst half of the 18th century. —adj.
of or pertaining to this style. [< F, ? <
rocaille shellwork]
rod (rod), n. 1 a thin, straight bar of
metal or wood. 2 anything like a rod in
shape. 3 a stick used to beat or punish.
4 ﬁshing rod. 5 a measure of length;
51⁄2 yards or 161⁄2 feet. A square rod is
301⁄4 square yards or 2721⁄4 square feet. 6
Slang. pistol.
spare the rod, fail to punish. [OE rodd]
rode (rōd), v. pt. of ride.
ro·dent (rōʹdәnt), n. any of a group
of mammals having teeth especially
adapted for gnawing wood and similar
material. Rats, mice, and squirrels are
rodents. —adj. of or like a rodent. [< L
rodens gnawing]
ro·de·o (rōʹdi ō; rō dāʹō), n., pl. –de·os.
contest or exhibition of skill in roping
cattle, riding horses, etc. [< Sp., < rodear
go around]
roe1 (rō), n. 1 ﬁsh eggs. 2 the spawn of
various crustaceans. [ME rowe]
roe2 (rō), n., pl. roes or (esp. collectively)
roe. a small deer of Europe and Asia,
with forked antlers. [OE rā]
roe·buck (rōʹbuk´), n. a male roe deer.
roent·gen (rentʹgәn), n. international unit
for measuring the intensity of X rays
and gamma rays. [see roentgen rays]
Roent·gen rays (rentʹgәn), =X rays. [after
W. K. Roentgen, physicist]
rog·er (rojʹәr), interj. U.S. OK; message received and understood. [from
the signaler’s word for the letter r, for
“received”]
rogue (rōg), n. 1 a tricky, dishonest, or
worthless person; cheat; rascal. 2 a mischievous person. 3 animal with a savage
nature that lives apart from the herd.
[? short for earlier roger beggar]
ro·guer·y (rōʹgәr i), n., pl. –guer·ies. 1
conduct of rogues; dishonest trickery. 2
playful mischief.
rogues’ gallery, 1 collection of photographs of known criminals. 2 Fig. any
collection of pictures of people, as of
family members.
ro·guish (rōʹgish), adj. 1 dishonest; rascally. 2 playfully mischievous.
—roʹguish·ly, adv. —roʹguish·ness, n.
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roil

roil (roil), v. 1 make (water, etc.) muddy
by stirring up sediment. 2 disturb; irritate; vex. [< earlier F ruiler mix mortar,
ult. < L regula rule] —roilʹy, adj.
role (rōl), n. 1 an actor’s part in a play:
the leading role. 2 part played in real life.
[< F, the roll (of paper, etc.) on which a
part is written]
roll (rōl), v. 1 move by turning over and
over: a ball rolls. 2 wrap around on
itself or on some other thing: roll the
string into a ball. 3 move or be moved
on wheels: the car rolled along. 4 move
smoothly; sweep along: the years roll on.
5 move from side to side: the ship rolled
in the waves. 6 rise and fall in gentle
slopes: rolling country. 7 make ﬂat or
smooth with a roller; spread out with
a rolling pin, etc. 8 make deep, loud
sounds: thunder rolls. 9 beat (a drum)
with rapid continuous strokes. 10 Slang.
rob (a person). 11 utter with a trill: roll
one’s r’s. 12 have more than enough:
be rolling in money. —n. 1 something
rolled up; cylinder formed by rolling:
a roll of carpet. 2 continued motion up
and down, or from side to side. 3 rapid
continuous beating on a drum. 4 a deep,
loud sound: the roll of thunder. 5 act
of rolling. 6 motion like that of waves;
undulation: the roll of a prairie. 7 record;
list; list of names: call the roll. 8 kind of
bread or cake.
on a roll, Informal. experiencing a period
of great success or intense activity.
roll back, return prices, wages, etc., to
an earlier, lower level.
roll up, increase; pile up or become
piled up. [< OF roller, ult. < L rota
wheel] —rollʹa·ble, adj.
roll·bar (rōlʹbärʹ), or roll bar, n.
strong overhead bar to protect passengers or the driver of a vehicle if it
rolls over.
roll call, the calling of a list of names, as
of soldiers, pupils, etc., to ﬁnd out who
are present.
roll·er (rōlʹәr), n. thing that rolls; cylinder on which something is rolled along
or rolled up or used for smoothing,
pressing, crushing, etc.
roll·er·blade (rōʹlәr blādʹ), v., –blad·ed,
–blad·ing. skate on inline skates. —n. 1
⫽inline skate. 2 Rollerblade. trademark
for this type of roller skate. —roll´erbladʹer, Roll´er·bladʹer, n.
roller coaster, railway for amusement,
consisting of inclined tracks along
which small cars roll, bump, etc.
roller skate, a skate with small wheels
instead of a runner, for use on a ﬂoor
or sidewalk.
roll·er·skate (rōlʹәr skāt´), v., –skat·ed,
–skat·ing. move on roller skates.
rol·lick·ing (rolʹik ing), rol·lick·some
(–sәm), adj. frolicking; jolly; merry;
lively.
roll·ing (rōlʹing), n. action, motion, or
sound of anything that rolls or is being
rolled: the rolling of a ball, the rolling of

thunder. —adj. 1 that rolls. 2 of land, rising and falling in gentle slopes.
rolling pin, cylinder of wood or glass for
rolling out dough.
roll·o·ver (rōlʹō´vәr), n. 1 an overturning of a vehicle. 2 extension of time for
repayment of a loan.
ro·ly-po·ly (rōʹli pōʹli), adj., n., pl. –lies.
—adj. short and plump. —n. a short,
plump person or animal. [appar. < roll]
Rom., 1 Roman. 2 Romania; Romanian.
3 Romanic. 4 Bible. Romans. 5 Romany.
ROM (rom), read-only memory (in a
computer, data that can be read but not
manipulated).
Ro·ma·ic (rō māʹik), n. the everyday
speech of modern Greece. —adj. of or
pertaining to this speech.
ro·maine (rō mānʹ), n. variety of lettuce
having long green leaves with crinkly
edges, which are joined loosely at the
base, [< F, fem. adj., Roman]
Ro·man (rōʹmәn), adj. 1 of or pertaining
to Rome or its people. 2 of or pertaining to the Roman Catholic Church.
3 roman, of or in roman type. —n. 1
native, inhabitant, or citizen of Rome.
2 a Roman Catholic. 3 roman, style of
type most used in printing and typewriting.
Roman candle, kind of ﬁrework consisting of a tube that shoots out balls of
ﬁre, etc.
Roman Catholic, 1 of, pertaining to, or
belonging to the Christian church that
recognizes the Pope as the supreme head.
2 member of this church. —Roman
Catholicism.
ro·mance (n. rō mansʹ, rōʹmans; v.
rō mansʹ), n., v., –manced, –manc·ing.
—n. 1 a love story. 2 story or poem telling of heroes, love, colorful adventures,
or noble deeds: the romances about King
Arthur and his knights. 3 romantic character, quality, or spirit. 4 a love aﬀair.
—v. 1 think or talk in a romantic way.
2 exaggerate; lie. [ult. < OF romanz, ult.
< VL romanice in a Romance language
< L Romanus Roman < Roma Rome]
—ro·mancʹer, n.
Romance languages, French, Italian,
Spanish, Portuguese, Romanian, Provençal, and other languages that came from
Latin, the language of the Romans.
Roman Empire, empire of ancient Rome
that lasted from 27 b.c. to a.d. .
Ro·man·esque (rō´mәn eskʹ), n. style of
architecture using round arches and
vaults, popular in Europe during the
early Middle Ages, between the periods of Roman and Gothic architecture.
—adj. of, in, or having to do with this
style of architecture.
Ro·ma·ni·a (rō māʹniә; –mānʹyә), n.
country in S Europe.
Ro·ma·ni·an (rō māʹni әn; –mānʹyәn),
adj. of or having to do with Romania, its
inhabitants, or language. —n. 1 native
or inhabitant of Romania. 2 language
of Romania.

Ro·man·ic (rō manʹik), adj. derived from
Latin. French, Italian, and Spanish are
Romanic languages; Romance languages. —n. a Romanic language.
Ro·man·ize (rōʹmәn īz), v., –ized, –izing. 1 make or become Roman in character. 2 make or become Roman Catholic. —Ro´man·i·zaʹtion, n.
Roman numerals, numerals like XXIII,
LVI, and MDCCLX, in which I = 1, V
= 5, X = 10, L = 50, C = 100, D = 500,
and M = 1000.
Ro·man·o (rō mäʹnō), Italian cheese that
is hard and dry and has a sharp, salty
taste. [< It.]
Ro·mans (rōʹmәnz), n. book of the New
Testament, an epistle written by Saint
Paul to the Christians of Rome.
ro·man·tic (rō manʹtik), adj. 1 characteristic of romances or romance; appealing
to fancy and the imagination: romantic
tales of love and war. 2 having ideas or
feelings suited to romance: a romantic
schoolgirl. 3 romance. 4 fond of making
up fanciful stories. —n. a romantic person. [< F romantique < earlier romant a
romance] —ro·manʹti·cal·ly, adv.
ro·man·ti·cism (rō manʹtә siz әm), n.
1 romantic spirit or tendency. 2 the
romantic tendency in literature and art.
—ro·manʹti·cist, n.
Rom·a·ny (romʹә ni), n., pl. –nies, adj.
—n. 1 a person belonging to a group of
wandering people, originally from India
and now living around the world; Gypsy.
b the Romany as a group. 2 the Indic
language of the Romany. —adj. belonging or pertaining to the Romany, their
customs, or their language.
Rom. Cath., Roman Catholic.
Rome (rōm), n. capital of Italy, on the
Tiber River.
romp (romp), v. play in a rough, boisterous way; rush, tumble, and punch
in play. —n. a rough, lively play or
frolic. [ult. var. of ramp, v.] —rompʹer, n.
—rompʹish, adj. —rompʹish·ness, n.
romp·ers (rompʹәrz), n., pl. one-piece
garment with short pants like bloomers, worn by infants and very young
children.
ron·do (ronʹdō; ron dōʹ), n., pl. –dos. a
work or movement having one principal
theme to which return is made after
the introduction of each subordinate
theme.
rood (rüd), n. 1 cruciﬁx. 2 40 square rods;
one fourth of an acre. [OE rōd]
roof (rüf; ru̇f), n. 1 the top covering of
a building. 2 something like it: the roof
of a cave, of a car, of the mouth, etc. —v.
cover with a roof; form a roof over.
raise the roof, Informal. a cause an
uproar or confusion. b complain noisily
(about something). go through or hit
the roof, Informal. become very angry.
[OE hrōf] —roofʹer, n. —roofʹless, adj.
roof·ing (rüfʹing; ru̇fʹ–), n. 1 act of covering with a roof. 2 material used for
roofs, as shingles.
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rook1 (ru̇k), n. a European crow that
often nests in trees near buildings. [OE
hrōc]
rook2 (ru̇k), n. one of the pieces with
which the game of chess is played; castle.
[< OF, ult. < Pers. rukh]
rook·er·y (ru̇kʹәr i), n., pl. –er·ies. a breeding place of rooks; colony of rooks.
rook·ie (ru̇kʹi), n. 1 an inexperienced
recruit. 2 beginner; novice.
room (rüm; ru̇m), n. 1 a part of a house,
or other building, with walls separating
it from the rest of the building of which
it is a part. 2 space occupied by, or available for, something: there is little room
to move in a crowd. 3 opportunity: room
for improvement. —v. 1 occupy a room;
lodge. 2 provide with a room.
rooms, lodgings. [OE rūm]
room·er (rümʹәr; ru̇mʹ–), n. person who
lives in a rented room or rooms in
another’s house; lodger.
room·ful (rümʹfu̇l; ru̇mʹ–), n., pl, –fuls.
enough to ﬁll a room.
rooming house, house with rooms to
rent.
room·mate (rümʹmāt´; ru̇mʹ-), n. person
who shares a room with another or
others.
room·y (rümʹi; ru̇mʹ-), adj., room·i·er,
room·i·est. having plenty of room; large;
spacious. —roomʹi·ly, adv. —roomʹiness, n.
Roo·se·velt (rōʹzә velt), n. 1 Franklin
Delano, 1882–1945, the 32nd president
of the United States, 1933–45. 2 Theodore, 1858–1919, the 26th president of
the United States, 1901–09.
roost (rüst), n. 1 bar, pole, or perch on
which birds rest or sleep. 2 place for
birds to roost in. —v. sit as birds do on a
roost; settle for the night.
come home to roost, backﬁre; come
back to bother or annoy the person
originally responsible for an act or
remark.
rule the roost, be master. [OE hrōst]
roost·er (rüsʹtәr), n. a male domestic fowl.
root1 (rüt; ru̇t), n. 1 part of a plant that
grows downward, to hold the plant in
place and absorb water and mineral
foods from the soil. 2 any underground
part of a plant. 3 something like a root
in shape, position, use, etc.: the root of a
tooth, the roots of the hair. 4 thing from
which other things grow and develop;
cause; source: “The love of money is the
root of all evil.” 5 quantity that produces
another quantity when multiplied by
itself a certain number of times. 2 is the
square root of 4. —v. 1 send out roots
and begin to grow; become ﬁxed in the
ground: some plants root quickly. 2 ﬁx
ﬁrmly: rooted to the spot by surprise. 3
pull, tear, or dig (up, out, etc.) by the
roots; get completely rid of.
take root, a send out roots and begin
to grow. b Fig. become ﬁrmly ﬁxed or
established. [< Scand. rōt] —rootʹless,
adj. —rootʹy, adj.

root2 (rüt; ru̇t), v. 1 dig with the snout,
as swine do. 2 poke; pry; search. [OE
wrōtan] —rootʹer, n.
root3 (rüt; ru̇t), v. cheer or support a
contestant, etc., enthusiastically. [prob.
< earlier rout to shout, roar < Scand.
rauta] —rootʹer, n.
root beer, a soft drink made from the
juice of the roots of certain plants, such
as sarsaparilla, sassafras, etc.
root canal, 1 narrow tube in the root of a
tooth through which blood vessels and
nerves pass to the pulp. 2 dental procedure to clean out infection or decayed
material in a canal.
root·ed (rütʹid; ru̇tʹ–), adj. 1 having
roots. 2 Fig. having taken root; ﬁrmly
implanted: a rooted belief. —rootʹed·ly,
adv. —rootʹed·ness, n.
root hair, a hairlike outgrowth from a
root that absorbs water and dissolved
minerals from the soil.
root·less (rütʹlis; ru̇tʹ–), adj. 1 having no
roots. 2 Fig. not ﬁxed or established; not
having family ties.
root·stock (rütʹstok´; ru̇tʹ–), n. ⫽rhizome.
rope (rōp), n., v., roped, rop·ing. —n. 1 a
strong, thick line or cord made by twisting smaller cords together. 2 W. lasso.
3 number of things twisted or strung
together: a rope of pearls. 4 a sticky,
stringy mass. —v. 1 tie, bind, or fasten
with a rope. 2 catch (a horse, calf, etc.)
with a lasso.
at the end of one’s rope, at the end of
one’s resources; desperate.
know the ropes, a know about the
various ropes of a ship. b know about a
business or activity.
rope in, Informal. get or lead in by tricking. [OE rāp]
rop·y (rōpʹi), adj., rop·i·er, rop·i·est. 1
forming sticky threads; stringy: a ropy
syrup. 2 like a rope or ropes. —ropʹi·ly,
adv. —ropʹi·ness, n.
Roque·fort (rōkʹfәrt), n. a strongly ﬂavored French cheese made of goats’
milk, veined with mold.
Ror·schach test (rôrʹshäk), a psychological test based on the subject’s interpretation of diﬀerent ink blot designs.
ro·sa·ry (rōʹzә ri), n., pl. –ries. 1 string
of beads for keeping count in saying a
series of prayers. 2 a series of prayers.
[< Med.L rosarium < L, rose garden, ult.
< rosa rose 1]
rose1 (rōz), n. 1 ﬂower that grows on a
bush with thorny stems. Roses are red,
pink, white, or yellow and usually smell
very sweet. 2 the bush itself. 3 any of
various related or similar plants or ﬂowers. 4 a pinkish-red color. —adj. pinkish-red. [< L rosa]
rose2 (rōz), v. pt. of rise.
rose beetle, beetle destructive to roses.
rose·bud (rōzʹbud´), n. bud of a rose.
rose·bush (rōzʹbu̇sh´), n. shrub or vine
bearing roses.
rose-col·ored (rōzʹkul´әrd), adj. 1 pinkish-red. 2 optimistic.
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rose·mar·y (rōzʹmãr´i), n., pl. –mar·ies.
an evergreen shrub whose leaves yield
a fragrant oil used in making perfume.
[< L ros maris, lit., dew of the sea; assoc.
with rose and Mary]
rose of Sharon, shrub with bright ﬂowers; althea.
ro·se·o·la (rō zēʹә lә), n. 1 mild, childhood disease characterized by a rash
and fever. 2 ⫽German measles.
ro·sette (rō zetʹ), n. ornament, object, or
arrangement shaped like a rose. Rosettes
are often made of ribbon. Carved or
molded rosettes are used in architecture.
[< F, dim. of rose rose1]
rose water, water made fragrant with oil
of roses.
rose window, an ornamental circular
window, esp. one with a pattern of small
sections that radiate from a center.
rose·wood (rōzʹwu̇d´), n. 1 a beautiful
reddish wood used in ﬁne furniture. 2
the tropical tree that it comes from.
Rosh Ha·sha·na (rosh´ hә shäʹnә; rōsh´),
the Jewish New Year.
ros·in (rozʹәn), n. a hard, yellow substance that remains when turpentine
is evaporated from pine resin. Rosin
is rubbed on violin bows and on the
shoes of acrobats to keep them from
slipping. —v. cover or rub with rosin.
[var. of resin]
ros·ter (rōsʹtәr), n. 1 list giving each
person’s name and duties. 2 any list.
[< Du. rooster]
ros·trum (rosʹtrәm), n., pl. –trums, –tra
(–trә). platform for public speaking.
[< L, beak, < rodere gnaw; with ref. to
the speakers’ platform in the Roman
forum, which was decorated with
the beaks of captured war galleys]
—rosʹtral, adj.
ros·y (rōzʹi), adj., ros·i·er, ros·i·est. 1 like
a rose; rose-red; pinkish-red. 2 made of
roses. 3 bright; cheerful. —rosʹi·ly, adv.
—rosʹi·ness, n.
rot (rot), v., rot·ted, rot·ting, n. —v. decay;
spoil. —n. 1 process of rotting; decay. 2
rotten matter. 3 a disease of plants and
animals, esp. of sheep. 4 Fig. become
corrupted; decay. [OE rotian]
ro·ta·ry (rōʹtә ri), adj. 1 turning like a top
or a wheel; rotating. 2 having parts that
rotate. —n. 1 ⫽traﬃc circle. 2 rotary
engine or machine.
rotary engine, engine in which the pistons, armiture, etc., rotate, rather than
moving in a straight line.
ro·tate (rōʹtāt), v., –tat·ed, –tat·ing. 1
move around a center or axis; turn in
a circle; revolve. Wheels, tops, and the
earth rotate. 2 change in a regular order;
take turns or cause to take turns: farmers
rotate crops. [< L rotatus < rota wheel]
—roʹtat·a·ble, adj. —roʹtat·a·bly, adv.
—roʹta·tive, adj. —roʹta·tor, n.
ro·ta·tion (rō tāʹshәn), n. 1 act or process
of moving around a center or axis; turning in a circle; revolving. 2 change in a
regular order.
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R.O.T.C.

in rotation, in turn; in regular succession. —ro·taʹtion·al, roʹta·to´ry, adj.
R.O.T.C., Reserve Oﬃcers’ Training
Corps.
rote (rōt), n. a set, mechanical way of
doing things.
by rote, by memory without thought of
the meaning.
ro·tor (rōʹtәr), n. the rotating part of a
machine or apparatus, esp. the blades of
a helicopter. [short for rotator]
ro·to·till·er (rōʹtә til´әr), n. motorized
rotary tiller or cultivator. [< E rotary +
tiller] —roʹto·till´, v.
rot·ten (rotʹәn), adj. 1 decayed; spoiled:
a rotten egg. 2 foul; bad-smelling: rotten
air. 3 not in good condition; unsound;
weak: rotten ice. 4 corrupt; dishonest. 5
bad; nasty. [< Scand. rotinn] —rotʹten·ly,
adv. —rotʹten·ness, n.
ro·tund (rō tundʹ), adj. 1 round; plump:
a rotund face. 2 sounding rich and full;
full-toned: a rotund voice. [< L rotundus,
ult. < rota wheel. Doublet of round.]
—ro·tunʹdi·ty, ro·tundʹness, n. —rotundʹly, adv.
ro·tun·da (rō tunʹdә), n. a circular building or part of a building, esp. one with a
dome. [< L, fem. adj. See rotund.]
rou·é (rü āʹ; rüʹā), n. a dissipated man;
rake. [< F, orig. pp. of rouer break on
the wheel; ﬁrst applied to 18th-century
group of proﬂigates]
rouge (rüzh), n. 1 a red powder, paste, or
liquid for coloring the cheeks or lips. 2 a
red powder, chieﬂy ferric oxide, used for
polishing metal, jewels, etc. [< F, red]
rough (ruf), adj. 1 not smooth; not level;
not even: rough boards, rough bark. 2
without polish or ﬁne ﬁnish: rough diamonds. 3 without luxury and ease: rough
life in camp. 4 not completed or perfected; done as a ﬁrst try; without details:
a rough drawing, a rough idea. 5 coarse
and tangled: a dog with a rough coat of
hair. 6 harsh; not gentle: rough manners, a rough crowd. 7 requiring strength
rather than skill: rough work. 8 stormy:
rough weather, a rough sea. 9 harsh to the
ear or taste: rough sounds. —n. 1 a coarse,
violent person. 2 rough ground. 3 a
rough thing or condition. —v. 1 make or
become rough; roughen. 2 treat roughly:
rough up somebody. 3 shape or sketch
roughly. —adv. in a rough manner.
in the rough, not polished or reﬁned;
coarse; crude.
rough it, live without comforts and
conveniences. [OE rūh] —roughʹer,
n. —roughʹish, adj. —roughʹly, adv.
—roughʹness, n.
rough·age (rufʹij), n. 1 rough or coarse
material. 2 the coarser parts or kinds of
food, as bran, fruit skins, and straw.
rough-and-read·y (rufʹәnd redʹi), adj. 1
good enough for the purpose; roughly
eﬀective. 2 showing rough vigor.
rough-and-tum·ble (rufʹәnd tumʹbәl),
adj. with little regard for rules; roughly
vigorous; boisterous.

rough·en (rufʹәn), v. make or become
rough.
rough-hew (ruf´hūʹ), v., –hewed, –hewed
or –hewn, –hew·ing. 1 hew (timber,
stone, etc.) roughly or without smoothing or ﬁnishing. 2 give crude form to.
rough·house (rufʹhous´), n., v., –housed,
–hous·ing. —n. rough play; rowdy conduct; disorderly behavior. —v. act in a
rough or disorderly way.
rough·neck (rufʹnek´), n. a rough, coarse
fellow.
rough·shod (rufʹshod´), adj. having
horseshoes with sharp calks to prevent
slipping.
ride roughshod over, show no consideration for; treat roughly.
rou·lette (rü letʹ), n. a gambling game
in which the players bet on the turn
of a wheel. [< F, ult. < roue < L rota
wheel]
round (round), adj. 1 shaped like a ball,
a ring, a cylinder, or the like; having a
circular or curved outline or surface: a
round hoop. 2 plump: her ﬁgure was short
and round. 3 full; complete; large: a good
round sum of money. 4 plainly expressed;
plain-spoken; frank: scold in good round
terms. 5 with a full tone: a mellow, round
voice. —n. 1 anything shaped like a ball,
circle, cylinder, or the like. The rungs of
a ladder are sometimes called rounds. 2
a ﬁxed course ending where it begins:
the watchman makes his rounds. 3 a
series (of duties, events, etc.); routine: a
round of parties at the holidays, a round
in a ﬁght. 4 discharge of ﬁrearms by a
group of soldiers at the same time. 5
bullets, powder, etc., for such a shot. 6 a
single outburst of applause, cheers, etc.
7 a short song, sung by several persons
or groups beginning one after the other.
The “Three Blind Mice” is a round.
—v. 1 make or become round: round the
corners of a table. 2 go wholly or partly
around: the ship rounded Cape Horn.
3 turn around; wheel about: the bear
rounded and faced the hunters. —adv.
1 in a circle; with a whirling motion:
wheels go round. 2 in circumference: the
pumpkin measures 50 inches round. 3 by
a longer road or way: we went round by
the candy store on our way home. 4 from
one to another: a report is going round.
5 through a round of time: summer will
soon come round again. 6 here and there:
just looking round. 7 for all: there is just
enough cake to go round. —prep. 1 on all
sides of; so as to encircle or surround:
build a fence round the yard. 2 so as to
make a turn to the other side of: walk
round the corner. 3 in a circuit or course
through; to all or various parts of: we
took our cousins round the town.
get round (someone), a outwit (someone). b wheedle (someone).
go the round, be passed, told, shown,
etc., by many people from one to
another: the rumor went the round of
every oﬃce in the building.

make or go the rounds, follow a ﬁxed
course from one place to the next, ending where it began: made the rounds of
every shoe store in town.
round oﬀ or out, a make or become
round. b Fig. ﬁnish; complete.
round up, collect; draw or drive
together: rounded up friends to help;
round up cattle. [< OF < L rotundus.
Doublet of rotund.] —roundʹish, adj.
—roundʹish·ness, n. —roundʹness, n.
round·a·bout (roundʹә bout´), adj.
indirect: a roundabout route, hear in a
roundabout way. —n. an indirect way,
course, or speech.
roun·de·lay (rounʹdә lā), n. song in which
a phrase or a line is repeated again and
again. [< OF rondelet, dim. of rondel
rondel; inﬂ. by lay4]
round·ly (roundʹli), adv. 1 in a round
manner. 2 Fig. bluntly; severely. 3 fully;
completely.
round number, 1 a whole number without a fraction. 2 number in even tens,
hundreds, thousands, etc. 3874 in round
numbers would be 3900 or 4000.
round robin, petition, protest, etc., with
the signatures written in a circle, so that
it is impossible to tell who signed ﬁrst.
round-shoul· dered
(roundʹ shōl´ dәrd), adj. having the shoulders bent
forward.
round table, group of persons assembled for an informal discussion, etc.
—roundʹ-ta´ble, adj.
round trip, trip to a place and back
again.
round·up (roundʹup´), n. 1 W. a act of
driving or bringing cattle together from
long distances. b the men and horses
that do this. 2 Fig. any similar gathering.
3 Fig. summary: a roundup of today’s
news.
round·worm (roundʹwėrm´), n. any of a
group of unsegmented worms that have
long, round bodies, as the hookworm
and trichina.
rouse (rouz), v., roused, rous·ing. arouse;
wake up; stir up: I was roused by the
telephone, the dogs roused a deer from
the bushes, he was roused to anger by
the insult. —rousʹer, n. —rousʹing, adj.
—rousʹing·ly, adv.
roust·a·bout (roustʹә bout´), n. an
unskilled laborer on wharves, ships,
ranches, etc.
rout1 (rout), n. 1 ﬂight of a defeated
army in disorder. 2 a complete defeat.
—v. 1 put to ﬂight. 2 defeat completely.
[< OF route detachment, ult. < L rumpere to break]
rout2 (rout), v. 1 put (out); force (out):
rout the lazy boys out of bed. 2 dig with
the snout. [var. of root2]
route (rüt; rout), n., v., rout·ed, rout·ing.
—n. way to go; road: go the northern
route. —v. 1 arrange the route for. 2 send
by a certain route. [< OF < L rupta (via)
(a way) opened up, (a passage) forced
< rumpere break]

ruﬀed grouse
rout·er (rouʹ tәr), n. tool for gouging and
shaping wood, as to form mouldings,
beveled edges, etc., esp. one with an
electric motor.
rou·tine (rü tēnʹ), n. a ﬁxed, regular
method of doing things; habitual doing
of the same things in the same way.
—adj. using routine: routine methods.
[< F, < route route] —rou·tinʹism, n.
rou·tin·ize (rü tēʹnīz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
make routine or habitual. —rou·tin´izaʹtion, n.
rove1 (rōv), v., roved, rov·ing. wander;
wander about; roam: rove over the ﬁelds
and woods. —rovʹer, n.
rove2 (rōv), v. pt. and pp. of reeve2.
row1 (rō), n. 1 line of people or things 2
line of seats, as in a theater. 3 street with
a line of buildings on either side.
hard row to hoe, a diﬃcult thing to do.
[OE rāw]
row2 (rō), v. 1 use oars to propel a boat.
2 convey in a rowboat: we were rowed
to the shore. 3 perform (a race, etc.) by
rowing. —n. 1 act of using oars. 2 trip in
a rowboat. [OE rōwan] —rowʹer, n.
row3 (rou), n. a noisy quarrel; disturbance; clamor; squabble. —v. quarrel
noisily; make noise.
row·an (rōʹәn; rouʹ–), n. 1 the mountain
ash. 2 its red, berrylike fruit. [< Scand.
(Norw.) raun]
row·boat (rōʹbōt´), n. boat moved by
oars.
row·dy (rouʹdi), n., pl. –dies, adj., –di·er,
–di·est. —n. a rough, disorderly, quarrelsome person. —adj. rough; disorderly;
quarrelsome. —rowʹdi·ly, adv. —rowʹdiness, n. —rowʹdy·ism, n.
row·el (rouʹәl), n. a small wheel with
sharp points, attached to the end of a
spur. [< OF roel, ult. < L rota wheel]
row house (rō), one of a row of attached
houses, as on a city street.
row·lock (rōʹlok), n. ⫽oarlock.
roy·al (roiʹәl), adj. 1 of kings and queens:
the royal family, royal power. 2 favored
or encouraged by a king or queen; serving a king or queen: the Royal Academy.
3 like a king; noble. 4 ﬁne; excellent.
5 beyond the common or ordinary in
size, quality, etc. —n. a small mast or
sail set above the topgallant. [< OF
< L regalis. Doublet of regal, real2.]
—royʹal·ly, adv.
roy·al·ist (roiʹәl ist), n. supporter of a
king or of a royal government.
royal palm, a tall palm tree that has a
whitish trunk and is often planted for
ornament.
roy·al·ty (roiʹәl ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 a royal
person; royal persons. Kings, queens,
princes, and princesses are royalty. 2
rank or dignity of a king or queen; royal
power. 3 kingliness; royal quality; nobility. 4 share of the receipts or proﬁts paid
to an owner of a patent or copyright;
payment for the use of any of various
rights.
rpm or r.p.m., revolutions per minute.

R.R., 1 railroad. 2 Right Reverend.
R.S.V., Revised Standard Version (of the
Bible).
R.S.V.P. or r.s.v.p., please answer. [< F
répondez s’il vous plaît]
Ru, ruthenium.
rub (rub), v., rubbed, rub·bing, n. —v. 1
move (one thing) back and forth (against
another); move (two things) together:
rub your hands to warm them. 2 move
one’s hand or an object over the surface
of; push and press along the surface of:
the nurse rubbed my lame back. 3 press
as it moves: that door rubs on the ﬂoor.
4 make or bring (to some condition)
by sliding the hand or some object: rub
silver bright. 5 irritate or make sore by
rubbing. —n. 1 act of rubbing. 2 something that rubs or hurts the feelings. 3
diﬃculty.
rub down, rub (the body); massage.
rub oﬀ on, become part of; cling: his
good manners rubbed oﬀ on his friend.
rub out, a erase. b Informal. kill; murder. [ME rubbe(n)]
rub·ber1 (rubʹәr), n. 1 an elastic substance
obtained from the milky juice of various
tropical plants, or by various chemical
processes. Rubber will not let air or
water through. 2 something made from
this substance. We wear rubbers on our
feet when it rains. 3 person or thing that
rubs. —adj. made of rubber. —rubʹbery, adj.
rub·ber2 (rubʹәr), n. 1 a series of games
of an odd number, usually three, the last
of which is played to decide the contest
when each side has won the same number of games. 2 the deciding game in a
series of this kind.
rub·ber·ize (rubʹәr īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
cover or treat with rubber.
rub·ber·neck (rubʹәr nek´), v. stretch the
neck or turn the head to look at something; stare.
rubber plant, 1 any plant yielding rubber. 2 an ornamental house plant with
oblong, shining, leathery leaves.
rubber stamp, person or group that
approves or endorses something without thought.
rub·ber-stamp (rub´әr stampʹ), v. approve
or endorse (a policy, bill, etc.) without
thought.
rub·bing (rubʹing), n. reproduction of
engraving or carving made by pressing
paper onto its surface and rubbing it
with crayon, charcoal, etc.: a rubbing
from an old brass plaque.
rub·bish (rubʹish), n. 1 waste stuﬀ of no
use; trash. 2 silly words and thoughts;
nonsense. —rubʹbish·y, adj.
rub·ble (rubʹәl), n. 1 rough broken stones,
bricks, etc. 2 masonry made of this. [ME
robel] —rubʹbly, adj.
rub·down (rubʹdoun´), n. a rubbing of
the body; massage.
Ru·bi·con (rüʹbә kon), n. cross the Rubicon, make an important decision from
which one cannot turn back.
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ru·bi·cund (rüʹbә kund), adj. reddish;
ruddy. [< L rubicundus < rubere be red]
—ru´bi·cunʹdi·ty, n.
ru·bid·i·um (rü bidʹi әm), n. a silverwhite metallic element, Rb, resembling
potassium. [< NL, < L rubidus red; its
spectrum has red lines]
ru·ble (rüʹbәl), n. a Russian monetary
unit and silver coin or piece of paper
money.
ru·bric (rüʹbrik), n. 1 title or heading of
a chapter, a law, etc., written or printed
in red or in special lettering. 2 any heading. 3 direction for the conducting of
religious services inserted in a prayer
book, ritual, etc. [< L rubrica red coloring matter < ruber red] —ruʹbri·cal, adj.
—ruʹbri·cal·ly, adv.
ru·by (rüʹbi), n., pl. –bies, adj. —n. 1 a
clear, hard, red precious stone. 2 its color.
—adj. deep, glowing red. [< OF rubi, ult.
< L rubeus red]
ruck·us (rukʹәs), n. a noisy disturbance
or uproar.
rud·der (rudʹәr), n. 1 a hinged, ﬂat piece
of wood or metal at the rear end of
a boat or ship, by which it is steered.
2 a similar piece in an airplane, dirigible, etc. [OE rōthor] —rudʹdered, adj.
—rudʹder·less, adj.
rud·dy (rudʹi), adj., –di·er, –di·est. 1 red.
2 healthy red: ruddy cheeks. [OE rudig]
—rudʹdi·ly, adv. —rudʹdi·ness, n.
rude (rüd), adj., rud·er, rud·est. 1 impolite; not courteous: it is rude to stare,
a rude reply. 2 roughly made or done;
without ﬁnish or polish; coarse: rude
tools, a rude cabin. 3 rough in manner or
behavior; violent; harsh: a rude shock. 4
harsh to the ear; unmusical. [< L rudis]
—rudeʹly, adv. —rudeʹness, n.
ru·di·ment (rüʹdә mәnt), n. 1 part to
be learned ﬁrst; beginning: the rudiments of grammar. 2 something in an
early stage; an organ or part incompletely developed in size or structure.
[< L rudimentum < rudis rude] —ru´dimenʹtal, adj.
ru·di·men·ta·ry (rü´dә menʹtә ri; –tri),
adj. 1 to be learned or studied ﬁrst;
elementary. 2 in an early stage of development; undeveloped. —ru´di·menʹtari·ly, adv.
rue1 (rü), v., rued, ru·ing. be sorry for;
regret. [OE hrēowan] —ruʹer, n.
rue2 (rü), n. a strong-smelling plant with
yellow ﬂowers and bitter leaves. [< OF
< L ruta, ? < Gk. rhyte]
rue·ful (rüʹfәl), adj. 1 sorrowful; unhappy;
mournful: a rueful expression. 2 causing
sorrow or pity: a rueful sight. —rueʹfully, adv. —rueʹful·ness, n.
ruﬀ (ruf), n. 1 a deep frill stiﬀ enough to
stand out, worn around the neck by men
and women in the 16th century. 2 collar
of specially marked feathers or hairs on
the neck of a bird or animal. [akin to
ruﬄe1] —ruﬀed, adj.
ruﬀed grouse, a North American game
bird with a tuft of feathers on each side
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ruﬃan

of the neck. It is in some places called a
partridge and in others a pheasant.
ruf·ﬁ·an (rufʹi әn), n. a rough, brutal, or
cruel person. —adj. rough, lawless, and
brutal. [< early F] —rufʹﬁ·an·ism, n.
ruf·ﬂe1 (rufʹәl), v., –ﬂed, –ﬂing, n. —v. 1
make rough or uneven; wrinkle: a breeze
ruﬄed the lake. 2 gather into a ruﬄe.
3 trim with ruﬄes. 4 disturb; annoy.
—n. 1 roughness or unevenness in some
surface; wrinkling. 2 strip of cloth, ribbon, or lace gathered along one edge
and used for trimming. 3 disturbance;
annoyance. [cf. Scand. hruﬂa scratch]
—rufʹﬂer, n.
ruf·ﬂe2 (rufʹәl), n., v., –ﬂed, –ﬂing. —n. a
low, steady beating of a drum. —v. beat
(a drum) in this way. [? imit.]
rug (rug), n. 1 a heavy ﬂoor covering. 2
a thick, warm cloth used as covering,
like a blanket.
pull the rug (out) from under, upset
the plans of.
sweep under the rug, hide something,
esp. something embarrassing or scandalous. [< Scand. (Norw. dial.) rugga
coarse covering]
rug·by or Rug·by (rugʹbi) n. Also, Rugby
football. one form of the game of football.
rug·ged (rugʹid), adj. 1 covered with
rough projections; rough and uneven:
rugged rocks, a rugged ascent. 2 sturdy
or strong rather than elegant; robust;
vigorous. 3 roughly irregular; hard in
outline and form: rugged features. 4 tempestuous; severe: rugged weather, rugged
times. [< Scand. (Sw.) rugga roughen.
Cf. rug.] —rugʹged·ly, adv. —rugʹgedness, n.
ru·in (rüʹәn), n. 1 very great damage;
destruction; overthrow; decay: his enemies planned the duke’s ruin. 2 condition
of destruction, decay, or downfall: the
house had gone to ruin and neglect. 3
cause of destruction, decay, or downfall:
gambling brought his ruin. 4 bankruptcy.
—v. 1 bring to ruin; destroy; spoil: the
rain has ruined my new hat. 2 come
to ruin.
ruins, that which remains after destruction or decay, esp. a building, wall,
etc., that has fallen to pieces. [< OF
< L ruina a collapse] —ruʹin·a·ble, adj.
—ruʹin·er, n.
ru·in·a·tion (rü´ә nāʹshәn), n. ruin;
destruction; downfall.
ru·in·ous (rüʹә nәs), adj. 1 bringing ruin;
causing destruction. 2 fallen into ruins;
in ruins. —ruʹin·ous·ly, adv. —ruʹinous·ness, n.
rule (rül), n., v., ruled, rul·ing. —n.
1 statement of what to do and not to
do; a law; principle governing conduct,
action, arrangement, etc.: obey the rules
of the game. 2 order by a law court
referring to only one particular case. 3
control; government: in a democracy the
people have the rule. 4 a regular method;
thing that usually happens or is done;

what is usually true: fair weather is the
rule in Arizona. 5 a straight strip used to
measure or as a guide to drawing. —v. 1
make a rule; decide. 2 decide formally or
authoritatively; decree: the judge ruled
the question out of order. 3 control; govern; direct. 4 prevail; be current: prices of
wheat and corn ruled high all the year. 5
mark with lines.
as a rule, usually; generally.
rule out, decide against; exclude.
[< OF < L regula straight stick < regere
to guide. Doublet of rail1.] —rulʹable, adj.
rule of thumb, 1 rule based on experience or practice rather than on scientiﬁc
knowledge. 2 a rough practical method
of procedure.
rul·er (rülʹәr), n. 1 person who governs. 2
a straight strip of wood, metal, etc., used
in drawing lines or in measuring.
rul·ing (rülʹing), n. 1 a decision of a judge
or court. 2 ruled lines. —adj. 1 that rules;
governing. 2 controlling; predominating; prevalent. —rulʹing·ly, adv.
rum (rum), n. an alcoholic liquor made
from sugar cane, molasses, etc.
Rum., Rumanian.
Ru·ma·ni·a (rü māʹni ә; –mānʹyә), n.
⫽Romania. —Ru·maʹni·an, adj., n.
rum·ba (rumʹbә), n., v., –baed, –ba·ing.
—n. 1 a Cuban dance. 2 music for such
a dance. —v. dance the rumba. [< Sp.,
prob. < African lang.]
rum·ble (rumʹbәl), v., –bled, –bling, n.
—v. 1 make a deep, heavy, continuous
sound. 2 move with such a sound. 3 utter
with such a sound. —n. 1 a deep, heavy,
continuous sound: the far-oﬀ rumble of
thunder. 2 Informal. a gang ﬁght. [? ult.
imit.] —rumʹbler, n. —rumʹbling, adj.
ru·men (rüʹmәn), n., pl. –mi·na, –mens.
1 ﬁrst stomach of a ruminant. 2 cud of
a ruminant.
ru·mi·nant (rüʹmә nәnt), n. animal that
chews the cud, as cows, sheep, camels,
etc. —adj. 1 belonging to the group of
ruminants. 2 Fig. meditative; reﬂective.
[< L ruminans chewing a cud < rumen
gullet] —ruʹmi·nant·ly, adv.
ru·mi·nate (rüʹmә nāt), v., –nat·ed, –nating. 1 chew the cud. 2 chew again: a cow
ruminates its food. 3 Fig. ponder; meditate. [< L ruminatus < rumen gullet]
—ruʹmi·nat´ing, adj. —ru´mi·naʹtion,
n. —ruʹmi·na´tive, adj.
rum·mage (rumʹij), v., –maged, –maging, n. —v., 1 search thoroughly by
moving things about. 2 search in a disorderly way. 3 pull from among other
things; bring to light. —n. 1 a rummaging search. 2 odds and ends. [< early F
arrumage < arrumer stow cargo]
rum·my (rumʹi), n. a kind of card game.
ru·mor (rüʹmәr), n. 1 a story or statement talked of as news without any
proof that it is true. 2 vague, general
talk: rumor has it that Italy will quarrel
with France. —v. tell or spread by rumor.
[< OF < L]

rump (rump), n. 1 the hind part of the
body of an animal, where the legs join
the back. 2 cut of beef from this part. [<
Scand. (Dan.) rumpe]
rum·ple (rumʹpәl), v., –pled, –pling, n.
—v. crumple; crush; wrinkle. —n. wrinkle; crease. [cf. MDu. rompel] —rumʹply,
adj.
rum·pus (rumʹpәs), n. 1 a noisy quarrel;
disturbance. 2 noise; uproar.
run (run), v., ran, run, run·ning, n. —v. 1
go faster than walking: run to the house.
2 go hurriedly; hasten: run to a person’s
aid. 3 go; move; keep going or doing:
run errands, this train runs to Buﬀalo. 4
go on, along, or proceed: prices of hats
run as high as $50, vines run along the
sides of the road, shelves run along the
walls. 5 trace; draw: run that report back
to its source. 6 drive; force; thrust: run a
knife into a person. 7 ﬂow; ﬂow with: the
streets ran blood, my nose runs. 8 bring,
come to, or have a certain condition: the
well ran dry, these potatoes run large.
9 spread: the color ran when the dress
was washed. 10 continue; last: a lease
to run two years. 11 take part in a race,
contest, or election. 12 expose oneself
to: run a risk. 13 move easily, freely, or
smoothly; keep operating: a rope runs in
a pulley, run a machine, run a business.
14 be worded or expressed: how does the
ﬁrst verse run? 15 get past or through:
enemy ships tried to run the blockade. 16
publish (an advertisement, story, etc.) in
a newspaper: he ran an ad in the evening
paper. 17 soften; become liquid; melt.
—n. 1 act of running: set out at a run.
2 spell or period of causing (a machine,
etc.) to operate; amount of anything
produced in such a period: during a run
of eight hours the factory produced a run
of 100 cars. 3 spell of causing something
liquid to run or ﬂow, or the amount that
runs: the run of sap from maple trees. 4
unit of score in baseball. 5 a continuous
spell or course: a run of bad luck, run
of strange events. 6 a rapid succession
of tones in music. 7 kind or class: the
common run of mankind. 8 freedom to
go over or through, or to use: the guests
were given the run of the house. 9 number of ﬁsh moving together: a run of
salmon. 10 stretch or enclosed space for
animals: a chicken run.
a run for one’s money, a strong competition. a satisfaction for one’s eﬀorts.
in the long run, on the whole; in the
end.
on the run, a hurrying. b in retreat or
rout; ﬂeeing.
run across, meet by chance.
run after, a chase; pursue. b take up
with; follow eagerly.
run against, oppose.
run away with, a win easily. b slope
with. c overrun; defeat: allow greed to
run away with good judgment.
run down, a cease to go; stop working. b pursue until caught or killed;

rustle
hunt down. c knock down by running
against. d speak evil against. e decline
or reduce in vigor or health. f fall oﬀ,
diminish, or decrease; deteriorate.
run for it, run for safety.
run in, arrest and put in jail.
run into, a meet by chance. b crash into;
collide with.
run oﬀ, a cause to run or be played. b
ﬂee.
run out, come to an end; become
exhausted.
run out of, use up; have no more.
run over, a ride or drive over. b overﬂow. c go through quickly.
run through, a consume or spend rapidly or recklessly. b pierce.
run up, a make quickly. b accumulate;
mount: run up a huge bill. c raise (a
ﬂag).
run up against, encounter diﬃculty.
[< pp. of OE rinnan run]
run·a·bout (runʹә bout´), n. a light carriage with a single seat.
run·a·round (runʹә round´), n. avoidance; evasion.
run·a·way (runʹә wā´), n. person, horse,
etc., that runs away. —adj. 1 out of control. 2 easily won.
run-down (runʹdounʹ), adj. 1 tired; sick.
2 falling to pieces; partly ruined. 3 that
has stopped going or working. —n. a
summary listing: give me a quick rundown of the important facts in the case.
rune (rün), n. 1 any letter of an ancient
Teutonic alphabet. 2 mark that looks
like a rune and has some mysterious,
magic meaning. [< Scand. rūn]
rung1 (rung), v. pp. of ring2.
rung2 (rung), n. 1 a round rod or bar
used as a step of a ladder. 2 crosspiece
set between the legs of a chair or as part
of the back or arm of a chair. 3 spoke of
a wheel. 4 bar of wood having a similar
shape and use. [OE hrung]
ru·nic (rüʹnik), adj. 1 consisting of runes;
written in runes; marked with runes. 2
like a rune.
run·ner (runʹәr), n. 1 person, animal, or
thing that runs; racer. 2 person who runs
or works a machine, etc. 3 something
in or on which something else runs or
moves. 4 either of the narrow pieces on
which a sleigh or sled slides. 5 blade of
a skate. 6 a long, narrow strip: runners
of linen and lace on bureaus. 7 a slender
stem that takes root along the ground,
thus producing new plants.
run·ner·up (run´әr upʹ), n. player or team
that takes second place in a contest.
run·ning (runʹing), n. 1 act of a person
or thing that runs: running a store, running a race. 2 that which runs. —adj. 1
cursive: a running hand. 2 discharging
matter: a running sore. 3 ﬂowing. 4
going or carried on continuously: a running comment. 5 repeated continuously:
a running pattern. 6 following in succession: for three nights running. 7 moving
or proceeding easily or smoothly. 8 that

is measured in a straight line. 9 operating as a machine.
in the running, having a chance to
win.
out of the running, having no chance to
win.
running knot, knot so made as to slide
along the rope.
running mate, candidate running on
the same ticket with another, but for a
subordinate oﬃce, as a candidate for
Vice-President.
run·ny (runʹi), adj., –ni·er, –ni·est. that
runs: a runny faucet.
run·oﬀ or run-oﬀ (runʹôf; –of´), n. 1
water that drains or runs oﬀ, esp. from
rain or overﬂowing streams. 2 a ﬁnal,
deciding race or contest.
run-of-the-mill (runʹәv thә milʹ), adj.
without particular merit; ordinary.
runt (runt), n. 1 a stunted animal, person,
or plant. 2 ox or cow of a small breed.
[OE hrunta (in sword name) < hrung
rung2] —runtʹy, adj.
run-through (runʹthrü´), n. 1 brief
review or summary. 2 rehearsal.
run-up (runʹup´), n. 1 an increase: a
huge run-up in the price of gas. 2 period
immediately before some event: in the
run-up to the election.
run·way (runʹwā´), n. 1 way, track,
groove, trough, or the like, along which
something moves, slides, etc. 2 the
beaten track of deer or other animals.
3 strip having a hard surface on which
aircraft land and take oﬀ. 4 walkway for
models in a fashion show.
ru·pee (rü pēʹ), n. a unit of money of India,
Pakistan, and other Asian countries. [<
Hind. rūpiyah < Skt. rūpya silver]
ru·pi·ah (rü pēʹә), n. the unit of money
of Indonesia.
rup·ture (rupʹchәr), n., v., –tured, –turing. —n. 1 a break; breaking: the rupture of a blood vessel. 2 the sticking
out of some tissue or organ of the
body through the wall of the cavity that
should hold it in; hernia. —v. 1 break;
burst; break oﬀ. 2 aﬀect with or suﬀer
hernia. [< L ruptura < rumpere burst]
ru·ral (ru̇rʹәl), adj. in, belonging to, or
like that of the country. [< L ruralis < rus
country] —ruʹral·ly, adv.
ruse (rüz; rüs), n. trick; stratagem. [< F,
< ruser dodge, rush1]
rush1 (rush), v. 1 move with speed or
force: we rushed along. 2 come, go, pass,
act, etc., with speed or haste: tears rush
to the eyes. 3 send, push, force, etc., with
speed or haste: rush a message. 4 attack
with much speed and force: they rushed
the enemy. —n. 1 act of rushing: the rush
of the ﬂood. 2 busy haste; hurry: the rush
of city life. 3 eﬀort of many people to go
somewhere or get something: the Christmas rush. 4 eager demand; pressure: a
sudden rush of business. 5 ⫽rush hour.
6 attempt to carry the ball through the
opposing line in football. —adj. requiring haste: a rush order.
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rushes, in motion pictures, the ﬁrst
prints of recent shots projected for cutting, criticism, etc.
with a rush, suddenly; quickly. [orig.,
force out of place by violent impact;
cf. OE hrȳsc a blow] —rushʹer, n.
—rushʹing, adj. —rushʹing·ly, adv.
rush2 (rush), n. 1 plant with pithy or hollow stems, that grows in wet ground. 2
stem of such a plant, used for making
chair seats, baskets, etc. [OE rysc]
rush hour, time when traﬃc is heaviest.
rusk (rusk), n. 1 piece of bread or cake
toasted in the oven. 2 a kind of light,
soft, sweet biscuit. [< Sp., Pg. rosca roll]
Russ., Russia; Russian.
rus·set (rusʹit), adj. yellow-brown; reddish-brown. —n. 1 yellowish brown;
reddish brown. 2 coarse, russet-colored
cloth. The peasants used to wear russet.
3 kind of potato with a rough, brown
skin. 4 kind of apple with a rough
brownish skin. [< OF rousset, ult. < L
russus red] —rusʹset·y, adj.
Rus·sia (rushʹә), n. 1 country in E Europe
and NW Asia. 2 formerly, the Soviet
Union (United Soviet Socialist Republics). 3 a former empire in E Europe and
NW Asia ruled by a czar, with its capital
at St. Petersburg.
Rus·sian (rushʹәn), adj. of or having to do
with Russia, its people, or their language.
—n. 1 native or inhabitant of Russia, esp.
a member of the dominant Slavic race of
Russia. 2 Slavic language of Russia.
Russian Federation, ⫽Russia (def. 1).
Russian thistle, a large weed with spiny
branches that develops into a tumbleweed.
rust (rust), n. 1 the reddish-brown or
orange coating that forms on iron or
steel when exposed to air or moisture. 2
any ﬁlm or coating on any other metal
due to oxidization, etc. 3 a plant disease
that spots leaves and stems. 4 a reddish
brown or orange. —v. 1 become covered
with rust. 2 coat with rust. 3 have or
cause to have the disease rust. —adj.
reddish-brown of orange.
rust out, disintegrate from rust. [OE
rūst] —rustʹless, adj.
rus·tic (rusʹtik), adj. 1 belonging to or
suitable for the country; rural. 2 simple;
plain: his rustic speech and ways made
him uncomfortable in the city school. 3
rough; awkward. —n. a country person.
[< L, < rus country] —rusʹti·cal·ly, adv.
rus·ti·cate (rusʹtә kāt), v.,, –cat·ed, –cating. 1 go to or stay in the country. 2 send
to the country. [< L, < rusticus rustic]
—rus´ti·caʹtion, n. —rusʹti·ca´tor, n.
rus·tle (rusʹәl), n., v., –tled, –tling. —n.
sound that leaves make when moved by
the wind; sound like this. —v. 1 make
such a sound. 2 move or stir (something) so that it makes such a sound:
rustle the papers. 3 steal (cattle, etc.).
rustle up, a gather; ﬁnd: rustle up a
suitable outﬁt. b prepare; ﬁx, esp. from
the food on hand: rustle up some dinner.
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[OE hrūxlian make noise] —rusʹtling,
adj. —rusʹtling·ly, adv.
rus·tler (rusʹlәr), n. a cattle thief.
rust·proof (rustʹprüf´), adj. resisting rust.
rust·y (rusʹti), adj., rust·i·er, rust·i·est. 1
covered with rust; rusted: a rusty knife.
2 made by rust. 3 colored like rust. 4
faded: a rusty black. 5 damaged by lack
of use. 6 out of practice. —rustʹi·ly, adv.
—rustʹi·ness, n.
rut1 (rut), n., v., rut·ted, rut·ting. —n. 1
track made in the ground by wheels. 2
a ﬁxed or established way of acting. —v.
make ruts in. [? var. of route]
rut2 (rut), n., v., rut·ted, rut·ting. —n. 1
sexual excitement of deer, goats, sheep,
etc., occurring at regular intervals. 2
period during which it lasts. —v. be in

rut. [< OF < L rugitus bellowing < rugire
bellow]
ru·ta·ba·ga (rü´tә bāʹgә; –begʹә), n. kind
of large yellow turnip. [< Swed. (dial.)
rotabagge]
Ruth (rüth), n. book of the Old Testament.
ru·the·ni·um (rü thēʹni әm), n. a brittle
gray metal, Ru. It is an element similar
to platinum. [< NL, < Med.L Ruthenia
Russia; because discovered in the Urals]
—ru·thenʹic, adj. —ru·theʹni·ous, adj.
ruth·less (rüthʹlis), adj. having no pity;
showing no mercy; cruel. —ruthʹlessness, n.
rut·ty (rutʹi), adj., –ti·er, –ti·est. full of
ruts.
RV, recreational vehicle.

R.V., Revised Version (of the Bible).
Rx, prescription (for medication). [< L Rx
symbol for recipe take!]
Ry., railway.
–ry, suﬃx. 1 occupation or work of a ——,
as in dentistry, chemistry. 2 act of a ——,
as in mimicry. 3 quality, state, or condition of a ——, as in rivalry. 4 group of
——s, considered collectively, as in jewelry, peasantry. [short form of –ery]
rye (rī), n. 1 a hardy annual plant widely
grown in cold regions. 2 its seeds or
grain. 3 a ﬂour made from them. b bread
made from rye ﬂour; rye bread. 4 Also,
rye whiskey, whiskey made from rye.
[OE ryge]
Ryu·kyu Islands (rūʹkūʹ), chain of 55
islands extending from Japan to Taiwan.

saddle blanket

S

S, s (es), n., pl. S’s; s’s, adj.
—n. 1 the 19th letter of
the alphabet. 2 anything
shaped like an S. —adj.
shaped like an S.
S, 1 south; southern. 2

sulfur.
S., 1 pl. SS. Saint. 2 Saturday. 3 September. 4 South; south. 5 Southern; southern. 6 Sunday.
s., 1 second. 2 singular. 3 south; southern.
S.A., 1 Salvation Army. 2 South Africa. 3
South America. 4 South Australia.
Sab·bath (sabʹәth), n. 1 day of the week
used for rest and worship. Sunday is
the Christian Sabbath; Saturday is the
Jewish Sabbath. 2 sabbath, period of
rest, quiet, etc. —adj. of or belonging
to the Sabbath. [< L < Gk. < Heb.,
< shabath rest]
sab·bat·i·cal (sә batʹә kәl), adj. 1 of or
suitable for the Sabbath. 2 a of or for
a rest from work. b denoting a time of
absence from duty for purposes of study
and travel given to teachers: sabbatical
leave. [< Gk. sabbatikos. See sabbath.]
sab·batʹi·cal·ly, adv.
sa·ber (sāʹbәr), n., v., –bered, –bering. —n. a heavy, curved sword with a
sharp edge, used by cavalry. —v. strike,
wound, or kill with a saber. [< F sabre,
alter, of sable, ult. < Hung., < szabni cut]
—saʹbered, adj. —saʹber·like´, adj.
saber-toothed tiger or cat, extinct
mammal somewhat like like a tiger,
but having long, curved upper canine
teeth.
sa·ble (sāʹbәl), n. 1 a small ﬂesh-eating
mammal valued for its dark brown,
glossy fur. 2 its fur. —adj. black;
dark. [< OF, ult. < Slavic] —saʹbleness, n.
sab·ot (sabʹō; Fr. sä bōʹ), n. 1 shoe hollowed out of a single piece of wood,
worn by peasants in France, Belgium,
etc. 2 a coarse leather shoe with a thick
wooden sole. [< F]
sab·o·tage (sabʹә täzh), n., v., –taged,
–tag·ing. —n. 1 damage done to work,
tools, machinery, etc., by workers as an
attack or threat against an employer. 2
such damage done by civilians of a conquered nation to injure the conquering
forces. 3 damage done by enemy agents
or sympathizers in an attempt to slow
down a nation’s war eﬀort. —v. damage
or destroy deliberately. [< F, < saboter
bungle, walk noisily < sabot sabot]
sab·o·teur (sab´ә tėrʹ), n. person who
practices sabotage. [< F]
sa·bra (säʹbrә), n., pl. sa·brot (sä brôtʹ).
Hebrew. person born in Israel.
sac (sak), n. a baglike part in an animal
or plant, often one containing liquids, as
the sac of a honeybee. [< L saccus sack1]
—sacʹlike´, adj.
sac·cha·ride (sakʹә rīd), n. compound of
one or more simple sugars; carbohydrate.

sac·cha·rin (sakʹә rin), n. a very sweet
substance obtained from coal tar, used
as a substitute for sugar in some diets.
sac·cha·rine (sakʹә rin), adj. sugary; very
sweet: a saccharine smile. —n. =saccharin. [< Med.L saccharum sugar
< Gk. sakcharon] —sacʹcha·rine·ly, adv.
—sac´cha·rinʹi·ty, n.
sac·er·do·tal (sas´әr dōʹtәl), adj. of priests
or the priesthood; priestly. [< L, < sacerdos priest < sacer holy] —sac´er·doʹtally, adv.
sa·chem (sāʹchәm), n. chief of an American Indian tribe. [< Algonquian]
sa·chet (sa shāʹ), n. a small bag or pad
containing perfumed powder. [< F, dim.
of sac sack1]
sack1 (sak), n. 1 a large bag made of coarse
cloth. 2 such a bag with what is in it: two
sacks of corn. 3 U.S. any bag or what is
in it: a sack of candy. 4 a discharge from
employment. —v. 1 put into a sack or
sacks. 2 discharge from employment;
ﬁre. [< L < Gk. < Heb. saq]
sack2 (sak), v. plunder (a captured city).
—n. a plundering of a captured city. [< F
sac < Ital. sacco] —sackʹer, n.
sack3 (sak), n. sherry or other strong,
light-colored wine. [< F (vin) sec dry
(wine) < L siccus]
sack·but (sakʹbut), n. a musical wind
instrument of the Middle Ages, somewhat like the trombone. [< F saquebute
< saquer pull + bouter push]
sack·cloth (sakʹklôth´; –kloth´), n. 1
coarse cloth for making sacks. 2 coarse
cloth worn as a sign of penitence.
sack·ful (sakʹfu̇l), n., pl. –fuls. enough to
ﬁll a sack.
sack·ing (sakʹing), n. coarse cloth for
making sacks, etc.
sac·ra·ment (sakʹrә mәnt), n. 1 a solemn religious ceremony of the Christian church. Baptism is a sacrament.
2 Often, Sacrament. the Eucharist, or
Lord’s Supper. 3 something especially
sacred. [< L sacramentum, ult. < sacer
holy] —sac´ra·menʹtal, adj. —sac´ramenʹtal·ly, adv.
Sac·ra·men·to (sak´rә menʹtō), n. capital
of California, in the C part.
sa·cred (sāʹkrid), adj. 1 belonging to or
dedicated to God or a god; holy: the
sacred altar, a sacred building. 2 connected with religion; religious: sacred
music, sacred writings. 3 worthy of reverence: the sacred memory of a dead
hero. 4 that must not be violated or
disregarded: sacred oaths. [orig. pp. of
ME sacre(n) sanctify < L, < sacer holy]
—saʹcred·ly, adv. —saʹcred·ness, n.
sacred cow, 1 the cow, believed to be
sacred, esp. among Hindus. 2 Fig. something believed in so strongly that it
cannot be questioned or criticized: the
free market is a sacred cow to some
economists.
sac·ri·ﬁce (sakʹrә fīs), n., v., –ﬁced, –ﬁcing. —n. 1 act of oﬀering to a god; the
thing oﬀered: the ancient Hebrews killed
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animals on the altars as sacriﬁces to God.
2 a giving up one thing for another. 3 the
thing given up or devoted. 4 loss: sell a
house at a sacriﬁce. 5 Also, sacriﬁce hit
or ﬂy, bunt or ﬂy in baseball that helps
the runner to advance although the
batter is put out. —v. 1 give or oﬀer to
a god. 2 permit injury or disadvantage
to, for the sake of something else; give
up: a mother will sacriﬁce her life for her
children. 3 sell at a loss: sacriﬁce a house.
4 help a base runner in baseball to
advance by a sacriﬁce. [< OF < L sacriﬁcium, ult. < sacra rites + facere perform]
—sacʹri·ﬁc´er, n.
sac·ri·ﬁ·cial (sak´rә ﬁshʹәl), adj. 1 having
to do with sacriﬁce. 2 used in a sacriﬁce.
—sac´ri·ﬁʹcial·ly, adv.
sacriﬁcial lamb, person or thing given
up or otherwise sacriﬁced to gain an
advantage.
sac·ri·lege (sakʹrә lij), n. an intentional
injury to anything sacred. [< OF < L
sacrilegium temple robbery < sacrum
sacred object + legere pick up]
sac·ri·le·gious (sak´rә lijʹәs; –lēʹjәs), adj.
injurious or insulting to sacred persons
or things. —sac´ri·leʹgious·ness, n.
sac·ris·tan (sakʹris tәn), n. person in
charge of a sacristy. [< Med.L, ult. < L
sacer holy. Doublet of sexton.]
sac·ris·ty (sakʹris ti), n., pl. –ties. place
where the sacred vessels, robes, etc., of a
church are kept. [< Med.L sacristia, ult.
< L sacer holy]
sac·ro·sanct (sakʹrō sangkt), adj. set apart
as sacred; consecrated; very holy or
sacred. [< L, ult. < sacer sacred + sancire
consecrate] —sac´ro·sancʹti·ty, n.
sa·crum (sāʹkrәm), n., pl. –cra (–krә),
–crums. bone at the lower end of the
spine, which is formed by the joining
of several vertebrae and which makes
the back of the pelvis. [< LL (os) sacrum
sacred (bone); from its being oﬀered as a
dainty in sacriﬁces] —saʹcral, adj.
sad (sad), adj., sad·der, sad·dest. 1 not
happy; full of sorrow; grieving: sad looks,
a sad disappointment. 2 dull in color;
dark. 3 extremely bad: a sad mess. [OE
sœd sated] —sadʹly, adv. —sadʹness, n.
sad·den (sadʹәn), v. make or become sad.
sad·dle (sadʹәl), n., v., –dled, –dling. —n.
1 seat for a rider on a horse’s back, on
a bicycle, etc. 2 part of a harness that
holds the shafts, or to which a checkrein
is attached. 3 thing shaped or placed like
a saddle. 4 ridge between two mountain
peaks. 5 piece of meat consisting of the
upper back portion of an animal. —v. 1
put a saddle on. 2 Fig. put as a burden
or responsibility on; burden: saddle with
too many responsibilities.
in the saddle, in a position of control.
[OE sadol]
sad·dle·bag (sadʹәl bag´), n. one of a
pair of bags laid over an animal’s back
behind the saddle.
saddle blanket, heavy cloth placed under
a horse’s saddle. Also, saddle cloth.
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saddler

sad·dler (sadʹlәr), n. person who makes
or sells saddles and harness.
sad·dler·y (sadʹlәr i), n., pl. –dler·ies. 1
work or shop of a saddler. 2 saddles, harness, and other equipment for horses.
saddle soap, soap made for cleaning
saddles and other leather goods.
sa·dism (sāʹdiz әm; sadʹiz–), n. 1 perverse
cruelty. 2 cruelty indulged in as a sexual
perversion. [< F; from the Count de
Sade, who wrote of it] —saʹdist, n., adj.
—sa·disʹtic adj. —sa·disʹti·cal·ly, adv.
sa·do·mas·och·ism (sā´dō masʹә kiz әm;
–mazʹ–), n. enjoyment of both giving
and receiving pain; combination of
sadism and masochism. —sa´do·masʹoch·ist, n. 2 sa´do·mas´och·isʹtic, adj.
sa·fa·ri (sә fäʹri), n., pl. –ris. 1 journey or
hunting expedition, esp. in E Africa. 2 a
long trip. [< Ar.]
safe (sāf), adj., saf·er, saf·est, n. —adj. 1
free from harm or danger: keep money
in a safe place. 2 not harmed: return
from war safe and sound. 3 out of danger; secure: we feel safe with the dog in
the house. 4 put beyond power of doing
harm: a tiger safe in its cage. 5 careful: a
safe move. 6 that can be depended on:
a safe guide. —n. 1 a steel or iron box
for money, jewels, papers, etc. 2 place
made to keep things safe: a meat safe.
[< OF sauf < L salvus] —safeʹly, adv.
—safeʹness, n.
safe-con·duct (sāf´konʹdukt), n. 1 privilege of passing safely through a region,
esp. in time of war. 2 paper granting this
privilege.
safe·crack·er (sāfʹkrak´әr), n. person
skilled at opening locked safes, esp. a
robber. —safeʹcrack´ing, n.
safe·guard (sāfʹgärd´), v. keep safe; guard
against hurt or danger; protect: pure
food laws safeguard our health. —n. protection; defense.
safe house, place where someone can stay
in secret and safety.
safe·keep·ing (sāfʹkēpʹing), n. protection.
safe sex, sexual intercourse practiced with
safeguards, esp. the condom, against the
spread of sexually transmitted disease
such as AIDS.
safe·ty (sāfʹti), n., pl. –ties, adj. —n. 1
quality or state of being safe; freedom
from harm or danger. 2 device to prevent injury. —adj. giving safety; making
harm unlikely.
safety pin, pin bent back on itself to form
a spring and having a guard that covers
the point.
safety valve, 1 valve in a steam boiler or
the like that opens and lets steam or
ﬂuid escape when the pressure becomes
too great. 2 Fig. a harmless outlet for
anger, stress, etc.
saf·ﬂow·er (safʹlou´әr), n. herb whose
seeds yield a cooking oil and whose red
ﬂower petals are used as a dye.
saf·fron (safʹrәn), n. 1 an orange-yellow
coloring matter obtained from a kind of
crocus, used to color and ﬂavor food, etc.

2 an autumn crocus with purple ﬂowers having orange-yellow stigmas. 3 an
orange yellow. —adj. orange-yellow. [< F
safran, ult. < Ar. za‘farān]
S. Afr., South Africa; South African.
sag (sag), v., sagged, sag·ging, n. —v. 1
sink under weight or pressure; bend
down in the middle: a sagging board. 2
hang down unevenly: a sagging door. 3
become less ﬁrm or elastic; droop; sink:
sagging spirits. 4 decline in value. —n. 1
a sagging. 2 place where anything sags.
[cf. Du. zakken sink]
sa·ga (säʹgә), n. 1 an old Norse story
of heroic deeds. 2 any long story of
heroic deeds or overcoming diﬃculties.
[< Scand.]
sa·ga·cious (sә gāʹshәs), adj. 1 wise in
a keen, practical way; shrewd. 2 intelligent. [< L sagax] —sa·gaʹciousness, n.
sa·gac·i·ty (sә gasʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. keen,
sound judgment; mental acuteness;
shrewdness.
sag·a·more (sagʹә môr; –mōr), n. in some
American Indian tribes, a chief or great
man.
sage1 (sāj), adj., sag·er, sag·est, n. —adj. 1
wise. 2 showing wisdom or good judgment: a sage reply. —n. a profoundly
wise man. [< OF, ult. < L sapere be wise]
—sageʹly, adv.
sage2 (sāj), n. 1 a plant whose leaves are
used as seasoning and in medicine. 2 its
dried leaves. 3 sagebrush. [< OF sauge
< L salvia. Doublet of salvia.]
sage·brush (sājʹbrush´), n. a grayishgreen shrub, common on the dry plains
of the W United States.
sage grouse, a very large grouse common
on the plains of W North America.
sage hen, 1 sage grouse. 2 a female sage
grouse.
Sag·it·tar·i·us (saj´ә tãrʹi әs), n. 1 a southern constellation that was thought of
as arranged in the shape of a centaur
drawing a bow. 2 the ninth sign of the
zodiac; the Archer.
sa·hib (säʹib), n. sir; master. [< Hind.
< Ar. çāhib lord]
said (sed), v. pt. and pp. of say. —adj.
named or mentioned before: the said
witness.
sail (sāl), n. 1 piece of cloth spread to the
wind to make a ship move through the
water. 2 something like a sail, as the arm
of a windmill. 3 trip on a boat with sails
or on any vessel. —v. 1 travel on water by
the action of wind on sails. 2 travel on a
steamboat, airship, etc. 3 move smoothly
like a ship with sails: the eagle sailed by. 4
sail upon, over, or through: sail the seas.
5 manage a ship or boat: learn to sail. 6
begin a trip by water: we sail at 2 p.m.
sail into, Informal. a attack; beat. b criticize; scold.
set sail, begin a trip by water.
take in sail, a lower the sails or reduce
the area of a ship’s sails. b Fig. lessen or
reduce one’s hopes, ambitions, etc.

trim one’s sails, change one’s behavior
or adjust one’s opinions in order to get
along.
under sail, with sails spread out. [OE
segl] —sailʹing, n. —sailʹless, adj.
sail·board (sālʹbôrd´; –bōrd´), n. surf
board equipped with a mast and sail.
—sailʹboard´ing, n.
sail·boat (sālʹbōt´), n. boat that is moved
by a sail or sails.
sail·cloth (sālʹklôth´; –kloth´), n. canvas
or other material used for making sails.
sail·er (sālʹәr), n. a ship with reference to
its sailing power: a fast sailer.
sail·ﬁsh (sālʹﬁsh´), n., pl. –ﬁsh·es or (esp.
collectively) –ﬁsh. a large saltwater ﬁsh
that has a long, high ﬁn on its back.
sail·or (sālʹәr), n. 1 person whose work is
sailing. 2 person who works on a ship. 3
member of a ship’s crew, not an oﬃcer.
4 a ﬁat-brimmed hat modeled after the
kind of hat sailors used to wear years
ago. —adj. like that of a sailor: a sailor
suit. —sailʹor·ly, adj.
sail·plane (sālʹplān´), n. lightweight glider
esp. designed to catch air currents.
saint (sānt), n. 1 a very holy person. 2 person who has gone to heaven. 3 person
declared a saint by the Roman Catholic
Church. 4 person like a saint. —v. 1
make a saint of; canonize. 2 call or consider a saint. —adj. holy; sacred. [< OF
< L sanctus consecrated] —saintʹhood,
saintʹship, n. —saintʹlike´, adj.
Saint. For place names beginning with
“Saint” look under the St. words.
Saint Ber·nard (bәr närdʹ), a big, tanand-white dog with a large head.
saint·ed (sānʹtid), adj. 1 declared to be
a saint. 2 thought of as a saint; gone to
heaven. 3 sacred; very holy. 4 saintly.
saint·ly (sāntʹli), adj., –li·er, –li·est. 1
like a saint; very holy. 2 very good.
—saintʹli·ness, n.
Saint Patrick’s Day, March 17.
Saint Val·en·tine’s Day (valʹәn tīnz), February 14.
sake1 (sāk), n. 1 cause; account; interest:
for appearances’ sake. 2 purpose; end.
for the sake of, a because of; on account
of: for the sake of appearances. b to help;
to please.
for your own sake, on your own account; to help yourself. [OE sacu cause
at law]
sa·ke2 (säʹkē), n. a Japanese fermented
alcoholic beverage made from rice.
[< Jap.]
sal (sal), n. salt, used esp. in druggists’
terms, such as sal ammoniac. [< L]
sa·laam (sә lämʹ), n. a greeting in Arabic
countries that means “Peace.” —v. greet
with a salaam. [< Ar. salām peace]
sal·a·ble (sālʹә bәl), adj. that can be sold;
ﬁt to be sold; easily sold. Also, saleable.
—sal´a·bilʹi·ty, salʹa·ble·ness, n. —salʹably, adv.
sa·la·cious (sә lāʹshәs), adj. lustful; lewd;
obscene; indecent. [< L salax] —sa·laʹcious·ly, adv.

salutation
sal·ad (salʹәd), n. 1 raw, green vegetables,
such as lettuce, cabbage, and celery,
served with a dressing. Often cold meat,
ﬁsh, eggs, cooked vegetables, or fruits
are used along with, or instead of, the
raw green vegetables. 2 any green vegetable that can be eaten raw. [< OF < Pr.
salada, ult. < L sal salt]
salad days, days of youthful inexperience.
sal·a·man·der (salʹә man´dәr), n. 1 any of
various lizardlike amphibians with long
tails and short limbs. 2 a mythical lizard
or reptile supposed to live in ﬁre. [< OF
< L < Gk. salamandra]
sa·la·mi (sә läʹmi), n. a kind of sausage.
[< Ital., pl. of salame, ult. < L sal salt]
sal ammoniac, ammonium chloride.
sal·a·ry (salʹә ri; salʹri), n., pl. –ries. ﬁxed
pay for regular work. [< AF < L salarium
soldier’s allowance for salt < sal salt]
—salʹa·ried, adj. —salʹa·ry·less, adj.
sale (sāl), n. 1 act of selling; exchange of
goods for money: no sale yet this morning. 2 amount sold: today’s sales were
larger than yesterday’s. 3 chance to sell;
demand; market: there is almost no sale
now for carriages. 4 a selling at lower
prices than usual: a sale on suits.
for or on sale, to be sold. [OE sala]
sale·a·ble (sālʹә bәl), adj. =salable.
—sale´a·bilʹi·ty, n. —saleʹa·bly, adv.
Sa·lem (sāʹlәm), n. capital of Oregon, in
the NW part.
sales·girl (sālzʹgėrl´), n. =saleswoman.
sales·la·dy (sālzʹlā´di), n., pl. –dies.
=saleswoman.
sales·man (sālzʹmәn), n., pl. –men.
=salesperson.
sales·man·ship (sālzʹmәn ship), n. 1 work
of a salesperson. 2 ability at selling.
sales·peo·ple (sālzʹpē´pәl), n.pl. salespersons.
sales·per·son (sālzʹpėr´sәn), sales·clerk
(–klėrk´), n. person whose work is selling in a store.
sales·room (sālzʹrüm´; –ru̇m´), n. room
where things are sold or shown for sale.
sales talk, 1 talk designed to sell something. 2 Fig. any talk intended to persuade.
sales tax, tax based on the amount
received for articles sold.
sales·wom·an (sālzʹwu̇m´әn), n., pl.
–wom·en. woman whose work is selling
in a store.
sal·i·cyl·ic acid (salʹә silʹik), a solid white
substance, C7H6O3, used as a mild antiseptic and medicine. Aspirin is a common preparation of salicylic acid.
sa·li·ent (sāʹli әnt; sālʹyәnt), adj. 1 standing out; easily seen or noticed; prominent; striking: the salient features in a
landscape, the salient points in a speech.
2 pointing outward; projecting: a salient
angle. —n. 1 a salient angle or part. 2
part of a fort or line of trenches that
projects toward the enemy. [< L saliens
leaping] —saʹli·ence, n. —saʹli·ent·ly,
adv.

sa·line (sāʹlīn), adj. like salt; salty. [< L sal
salt] —sa·linʹi·ty, n.
sa·li·va (sә līʹvә), n. liquid that the salivary glands secrete into the mouth to
keep it moist, aid in chewing, and start
digestion. [< L]
sal·i·var·y gland (salʹә ver´i), any of
various glands that empty their secretions into the mouth. The salivary
glands of human beings and most
other vertebrates are digestive glands
that secrete saliva containing enzymes,
salts, etc.
sal·i·vate (salʹә vāt), v., –vat·ed, –vat·ing.
produce a secretion of saliva. —sal´ivaʹtion, n.
sal·low (salʹō), adj. having a sickly, yellowish color or complexion. —v. make
yellowish. [OE salu] —salʹlow·ish, adj.
—salʹlow·ness, n.
sal·ly (salʹi), n., pl. –lies, v., –lied, –lying.
—n. 1 a sudden attack made from a
defensive position; sortie. 2 a sudden
rushing forth. 3 excursion. 4 a witty
remark. —v. 1 go suddenly from a defensive position to attack an enemy. 2 set
out briskly. 3 exchange clever remarks.
[< F saillie, ult. < L salire to leap]
sal·ma·gun·di (sal´mә gunʹdi), n. any
mixture, medley, or miscellany. [< F
salmigondis, ult. < Ital. salami conditi
pickled sausages]
salm·on (samʹәn), n., pl. –ons or (esp. collectively) –on, adj. —n. 1 a large marine
and freshwater ﬁsh with silvery scales
and yellowish-pink ﬂesh, common
in the N Atlantic near the mouths of
large rivers which it ascends in order to
spawn. 2 a variety of this species conﬁned to lakes (landlocked salmon). 3
any of various ﬁshes of the same family
but diﬀerent genera, which are common
in the N Paciﬁc and the rivers ﬂowing
into it. 4 a yellowish-pink color. —adj.
yellowish-pink. [< OF < L salmo]
sal·mo·nel·la (sal´mә nelʹә), n., pl. –nellas, –nel·lae (–nelʹi). any one of various bacteria that causes food poisoning,
typhoid fever, etc. [< NL Salmonella, genus
name, < Daniel E. Salmon, 1850–1914,
American pathologist]
salmon trout, kind of trout resembling
a salmon.
sa·lon (sә lonʹ), n., pl. –lons. 1 a large
room for receiving or entertaining
guests. 2 assembly of guests in such a
room. 3 place used to exhibit works of
art. [< F < Ital. salone < sala hall]
sa·loon (sә lünʹ), n. 1 place where alcoholic drinks are sold and drunk. 2 a
large room for general or public use:
the dining saloon of a ship. [< F salon
salon]
sa·loon·keep·er (sә lünʹkēp´әr), n. man
who keeps a saloon (def. 1).
sal·sa (sälʹsä), n. 1 mild to hot spicy sauce
served with Mexican or SW American
food. 2 a popular music from the Caribbean. b dance performed to this music.
[< Sp., lit. sauce]
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sal·si·fy (salʹsә fī), n. 1 a root with an
oyster-like ﬂavor, eaten as a vegetable.
2 the purple-ﬂowered plant having this
root. [< F < Ital. < L saxifraga. Doublet
of saxifrage.]
salt (sôlt), n. 1 a white substance found
in the earth and in sea water; sodium
chloride. Salt is used to season and
preserve food. 2 a compound derived
from an acid by replacing the hydrogen
wholly or partly by a metal or an electropositive radical. Baking soda is a salt.
3 that which gives liveliness, piquancy,
or pungency to anything. 4 saltcellar.
5 sailor. 6 wit. —adj. 1 containing salt.
2 tasting like salt. 3 overﬂowed with
or growing in salt water: salt marshes.
4 cured or preserved with salt. —v.
1 mix or sprinkle with salt: salt an
egg. 2 cure or preserve with salt: salt
meat. 3 make pungent; season: talk
salted with wit.
rub salt in a wound, make a bad situation worse.
salt away or down, a pack with salt to
preserve. b Fig. store away; save.
salt of the earth, the best, most goodhearted person.
salts, a medicine that acts as a laxative. b
smelling salts.
with a grain of salt, with some reservation or allowance: take that story with a
grain of salt.
worth one’s salt, worth one’s support,
wages, etc. [OE sealt] —saltʹed, adj.
—saltʹer, n.
salt-and-pepper (sôltʹәn pepʹәr), adj.
white and dark gray or black: salt-andpepper fabric, salt-and-pepper hair. Also,
pepper-and-salt.
salt·cel·lar (sôltʹsel´әr), n. shaker or dish
for holding salt, used on the table.
Salt Lake City, capital of Utah, in the
N part.
salt lick, 1 place where natural salt is
found on the surface of the ground and
where animals go to lick it up. 2 block of
salt set out for livestock to lick.
salt·pe·ter (sôlt´pētәr), n. 1 potassium
nitrate; niter. 2 kind of fertilizer; sodium
nitrate. [< Med.L sal petrae salt of rock]
salt·wa·ter (sôltʹwôʹtәr; –wotʹәr), adj. 1
consisting of or containing salt water.
2 living in the sea or in water like sea
water.
salt·y (sôlʹti), adj., salt·i·er, salt·i·est. 1
containing salt; tasting of salt. 2 to the
point; witty and a bit improper: a salty
remark. —saltʹi·ly, adv. —saltʹi·ness, n.
sa·lu·bri·ous (sә lüʹbri әs), adj. healthful.
[< L salubris < salus good health] —saluʹbri·ous·ly, adv. —sa·luʹbri·ty, n.
sal·u·tar·y (salʹyә ter´i), adj. 1 beneﬁcial:
salutary advice. 2 good for the health;
wholesome: salutary exercise. [< L salutaris < salus good health] —salʹu·tar´iness, n.
sal·u·ta·tion (sal´yә tāʹshәn), n. 1 a greeting; saluting: the man raised his hat in
salutation. 2 something uttered, written,
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or done to salute. You begin a letter with
a salutation, such as “Dear Sir.”
sa·lu·ta·to·ri·an (sә lü´tә tôʹri әn; –tōʹ–),
n. in American colleges and schools,
student who delivers the salutatory
address.
sa·lu·ta·to·ry (sә lüʹtә tô´ri; –tō´–), adj.,
n., pl. –ries. —adj. expressing greeting;
welcoming. —n. an opening address
welcoming guests at the graduation of
a class.
sa·lute (sә lütʹ), v., –lut·ed, –lut·ing, n.
—v. 1 honor in a formal manner by
raising the hand to the head, by ﬁring
guns, or by dipping ﬂags: salute the
ﬂag. 2 meet with kind words, a bow, a
kiss, etc.; greet: salute one’s friends. 3
come to; meet: shouts of welcome saluted
their ears. —n. 1 act of saluting; sign of
welcome, farewell, or honor. 2 position
of the hand, gun, etc., in saluting. [< L
salutare greet < salus good health] —salutʹer, n.
Sal·va·dor (salʹvә dôr), n. =El Salvador. —Sal´va·doʹran, Sal´va·doʹri·an,
adj., n.
sal·vage (salʹvij), n., v., –vaged, –vag·ing.
—n. 1 act of saving a ship or its cargo
from wreck, capture, etc. 2 payment for
saving it. 3 rescue of property from ﬁre,
etc. 4 property salvaged: the salvage from
a shipwreck or a ﬁre. —v. save from ﬁre,
shipwreck, etc. [< F, or < Med.L salvagium, ult. < L salvus safe] —salʹvage·able, adj. —salʹvag·er, n.
sal·va·tion (sal vāʹshәn), n. 1 a saving or
being saved. 2 person or thing that saves.
3 a saving of the soul; deliverance from
sin and from punishment for sin. [< LL,
ult. < L salvus safe]
salve1 (sav; säv), n., v., salved, salv·ing.
—n. 1 a soft, greasy substance put on
wounds and sores; healing ointment. 2
Fig. something soothing: kind words are
a salve to hurt feelings. —v. 1 put salve
on. 2 Fig. soothe; smooth over: he salved
his conscience by the thought that his lie
harmed no one. [OE sealf]
salve2 (salv), v., salved, salv·ing. save
from loss or destruction; salvage.
[< salvage] —salʹva·ble, adj.
sal·ver (salʹvәr), n. tray. [< F < Sp. salva,
orig., foretasting, ult. < L salvus safe]
sal·vi·a (salʹvi ә), n. 1 a garden plant with
racemes of bright-red ﬂowers; scarlet
sage. 2 any plant of the same family.
[< L, prob. < salvus healthy; with ref. to
its supposed healing properties. Doublet
of sage2.]
sal·vo (salʹvō), n., pl. –vos, –voes. the discharge of several guns at the same time
as a broadside or as a salute. [< Ital., ult.
< L salve hail!, be in good health!]
Sam., Samuel, the name of two books of
the Bible.
S. Am., South America; South American.
sam·a·ra (samʹә rә; sә mãrʹә), n. any dry
fruit that has a winglike extension and
does not split open when ripe. [< L,
elm seed]

Sa·mar·i·tan (sә marʹә tәn), n. 1 the good
Samaritan. 2 Fig. person who unselﬁshly
helps another in distress.
sa·mar·i·um (sә mãrʹi әm), n. a rare metal,
Sm, an element of the cerium group.
sam·ba (samʹbә), n. an African dance
adapted and modiﬁed in Brazil.
same (sām), adj. 1 not another; identical:
we came back the same way we went. 2
just alike; not diﬀerent: her name and
mine are the same. 3 unchanged in
character, condition, etc.: he is the same
kind old man. 4 just spoken of; aforesaid.
—pron. 1 the same person or thing. 2 the
same, in the same manner. Sea and see
are pronounced the same.
all the same, notwithstanding; nevertheless.
just the same, a in the same manner. b
nevertheless. [OE] —sameʹness, n.
sam·ite (samʹīt; sāʹmīt), n. a heavy, rich
silk fabric, sometimes interwoven with
gold, worn in the Middle Ages. [< OF
< Med.Gk. hexamiton < Gk. hex six +
mitos thread]
Sa·mo·a (sә moʹә), n. group of independent islands in the S Paciﬁc; Western
Samoa. —Sa·moʹan, adj., n.
sam·o·var (samʹә vär; sam´ә värʹ), n. a
metal urn used for heating water for tea.
[< Russ., lit., self-boiler]
sam·pan (samʹpan), n. any of various
small boats of China, etc. A sampan is
sculled by one or more oars at the stern.
[< Chinese < Pg.; orig. uncert.]
sam·ple (samʹpәl; sämʹ–), n., adj., v.,
–pled, –pling. —n. part to show what
the rest is like; one thing to show what
the others are like: shoving in line is one
sample of bad manners. —adj. serving as
a sample: a sample copy. —v. take a part
of; test a part of: sample a cake. [var. of
essample, var. of example]
sam·pler (samʹplәr; sämʹ–), n. 1 person
who samples. 2 piece of cloth embroidered to show skill in needlework.
Sam·son (samʹsәn), n. any very strong
man.
Sam·u·el (samʹyu̇ әl), n. either of two
books in the Old Testament.
sam·u·rai (samʹu̇ rī), n., pl. –rai. 1 the
military class in feudal Japan. 2 member
of this class. [< Jap.]
san·a·to·ri·um (san´ә tôʹri әm; –tōʹ–), n.,
pl. –to·ri·ums, –to·ri·a (–tôʹri ә; –tōʹ–).
sanitarium; health resort. [< NL, neut.
of LL sanatorius health-giving, ult. < L
sanus healthy]
san·a·to·ry (sanʹә tô´ri; –tō´–), adj. healing; having power to cure. [< LL, ult. < L
sanus healthy]
sanc·ti·ﬁed (sangkʹtә fīd), adj. consecrated.
sanc·ti·fy (sangkʹtә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1
make holy: a life of sacriﬁce had sanctiﬁed her. 2 set apart as sacred; observe as
holy: a service to sanctify the work of the
missionaries. 3 justify; make right. [< L,
< sanctus holy + facere make] —sanc´tiﬁ·caʹtion, n. —sancʹti·ﬁ´er, n.

sanc·ti·mo·ni·ous (sangk´tә mōʹni әs),
adj. making a show of holiness; putting
on airs of sanctity. —sanc´ti·moʹni·ously, adv. —sanc´ti·moʹni·ous·ness, n.
sanc·ti·mo·ny (sangkʹtә mō´ni), n. show
of holiness; airs of sanctity.
sanc·tion (sangkʹshәn), n. 1 permission
with authority; support; approval: the
sanction of the law. 2 action by several nations toward another, intended
to force it to obey international law, as a
blockade, military force, etc. —v. authorize; approve; allow: we do not sanction cheating. [< L, < sancire ordain]
—sancʹtion·er, n.
sanc·ti·ty (sangkʹtә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 holiness; saintliness; godliness. 2 sacredness;
holy character: the sanctity of a church.
[< L, < sanctus holy]
sanc·tu·ar·y (sangkʹchu̇ er´i), n., pl. –aries. 1 a sacred place. A church is a sanctuary. 2 part of a church around the altar.
3 a sacred place of refuge or protection.
4 any asylum or place of refuge: a bird
sanctuary. [< L, ult. < sanctus holy]
sanc·tum (sangkʹtәm), n. 1 a sacred place.
2 a private room or oﬃce where a person can be undisturbed. [< L, orig. neut.
adj., holy]
Sanc·tus (sangkʹtәs, sängkʹtu̇s), n. 1 hymn
that begins with the Latin “Sanctus,
Sanctus, Sanctus” (“Holy, Holy, Holy”). 2
musical setting for this, esp. in a longer
composition of a mass. [< L]
sand (sand), n. tiny grains of worn-down
or disintegrated rocks. —v. 1 sprinkle
with sand. 2 clean, smooth, or polish
with sand, sandpaper, etc.
sands, tract or region composed mainly
of sand. [OE]
san·dal (sanʹdәl), n. 1 kind of shoe made
of a sole fastened to the foot by straps. 2
kind of cutout slipper. [< F < L, ult. < Gk.
sandalon] —sanʹdaled, adj.
san·dal·wood (sanʹdәl wu̇d´), n. 1 a fragrant wood used for making boxes, fans,
etc., and burned as incense. 2 the tree
that it comes from.
sand·bag (sandʹbag´), n., v., –bagged,
–bag·ging. —n. bag ﬁlled with sand,
used to build dikes, etc. —v. 1 furnish
with sandbags. 2 hit or stun with a sandbag. —sandʹbag´ger, n.
sand·bank (sandʹbangk´), n. ridge of
sand, esp. at the water’s edge; sand bar.
sand bar, ridge of sand formed by the
action of tides or currents.
sand·blast (sandʹblast´; –bläst´), n. 1 blast
of air or steam containing sand, used to
clean, grind, cut, or decorate hard surfaces, such as glass, stone, or metal. 2
=sandblaster. —v. use a sandblaster.
sand·blast·er (sandʹblas´tәr), n. 1
machine used to sandblast. 2 person
who sandblasts.
sand·box (sandʹboks´), n. large, low box
to hold sand, esp. for children to play
in.
sand·hog (sandʹhog´; –hôg´), n. person
who works underground or underwater,

sarong
esp. building a tunnel or setting piers
for a bridge.
sand·man (sandʹman´), n. the fabled man
said to make children sleepy, by sprinkling sand on their eyes.
sand·pa·per (sandʹpā´pәr), n. a strong
paper with a layer of sand glued on it, used
for smoothing, cleaning, or polishing. —v.
smooth, clean, or polish with this.
sand·pip·er (sandʹpīp´әr), n. a small bird
with a long bill, living on sandy shores.
sand·stone (sandʹstōn´), n. kind of rock
formed mostly of sand.
sand·storm (sandʹstôrm´), n. storm of
wind that bears along clouds of sand.
sand·wich (sandʹwich), n. two or more
slices of bread with meat, jelly, cheese,
or some other ﬁlling between them.
—v. put in (between): he was sandwiched
between two fat people. [from the Earl of
Sandwich]
sand·y (sanʹdi), adj., sand·i·er, sand·i·est.
1 containing or consisting of sand; covered with sand. 2 yellowish-red: sandy
hair. 3 shifting like sand; not stable.
—sandʹi·ness, n.
sane (sān), adj., san·er, san·est. 1 having
a healthy mind; not crazy. 2 having or
showing good sense; sensible. [< L sanus
healthy] —saneʹly, adv. —saneʹness, n.
sang (sang), v. pt. of sing.
sang·froid (sän frwäʹ), n. coolness of
mind; calmness; composure. [F, lit., cold
blood]
san·gri·a (sang griʹә), n. Spanish drink
of red or white wine, fruit juice, sliced
fruit, and soda water. [< Sp. sangría
< sangre blood]
san·gui·nar·y (sangʹgwә ner´i), adj. 1
with much blood or bloodshed; bloody:
a sanguinary battle. 2 delighting in
bloodshed; bloodthirsty. [< L sanguinarius < sanguis blood] —sanʹgui·nar´i·ly,
adv. —sanʹgui·nar´i·ness, n.
san·guine (sangʹgwin), adj. 1 naturally
cheerful and hopeful: a sanguine disposition. 2 conﬁdent; hopeful: sanguine
of success. 3 having a healthy red color;
ruddy: a sanguine complexion. 4 =sanguinary. [< L sanguineus. See sanguinary.]
—sanʹguine·ly, adv. —sanʹguineness, n.
san·i·tar·i·um (san´ә tãrʹi әm), n., pl.
–tar·i·ums, –tar·i·a (–tãrʹi ә). establishment for treatment of the sick or convalescent; nursing home. [< L sanitas
health < sanus healthy]
san·i·tar·y (sanʹә ter´i), adj. 1 of or pertaining to health; favorable to health;
preventing disease: sanitary regulations.
2 free from dirt and ﬁlth. [< F sanitaire,
ult. < L sanus healthy] —sanʹi·tar´i·ly,
adv. —sanʹi·tar´i·ness, n.
san·i·ta·tion (san´ә tāʹshәn), n. the working out and practical application of sanitary measures.
san·i·tize (sanʹә tīz), v., –tized, –tiz·ing.
1 clean; free of germs; disinfect. 2 Fig.
make (something) appear more wholesome or acceptable; clean up.

san·i·ty (sanʹә ti), n. 1 soundness of mind;
mental health. 2 soundness of judgment; sensibleness; reasonableness. [< L,
< sanus healthy]
San Jo·sé (san´ hō zāʹ), capital of Costa
Rica.
San Juan (san hwänʹ), seaport and capital
of Puerto Rico, in the NE part.
sank (sangk), v. pt. of sink.
San Ma·ri·no (sän´ mä rēʹnō), an independent republic in the E part of the
Italian peninsula.
sans (sanz; Fr. sän), prep. French. without.
[< F < L absentia (abl.) in the absence
(of), inﬂ. by L sine without]
San Sal·va·dor (san salʹvә dôr), capital of
El Salvador.
San·sei or san·sei (sänʹsāʹ), n., pl. –sei
or –seis. person born in America or
Canada whose grandparents were Japanese immigrants.
sans-ser·if (sanz´sėrʹif), n. or sans serif,
style of type without serifs. [< F sans
without + E serif]
San·skrit, San·scrit (sanʹskrit), n. the
ancient literary language of India, esp.
important in the study of the development of European languages. —adj. of
or having to do with Sanskrit.
San·ta (sanʹtә for 1; sanʹtә, sänʹtä for 2), n.
1 Santa Claus. 2 a Spanish or an Italian
word meaning saint, used in combinations.
San·ta Claus (sanʹtә klôz´), Saint Nicholas, the saint of Christmas-giving,
according to modern conception.
San·ta Fe (sanʹtә fāʹ), capital of New
Mexico, in the N part.
San·ti·a·go (san´ti äʹgō), n. capital of
Chile, in the C part.
San·to Do·min·go (sanʹtō dә mingʹgō),
capital of the Dominican Republic.
São To·mé (soun tü meʹ), capital of São
Tomé e Principe on the island of São
Tomé.
São To·mé e Prín·ci·pe (soun tü meʹ e
prinʹsi pә), country composed of several
islands of the W coast of Africa.
sap1 (sap), n. 1 liquid that circulates
through a plant, carrying water, food,
etc., as blood does in animals. Rising
sap carries water and salt from the
roots; sap traveling downward carries sugar, gums, resins, etc. 2 any lifegiving liquid. 3 sapwood. 4 a silly,
stupid person; fool. [OE sœp] —sapʹless, adj.
sap2 (sap), v., sapped, sap·ping. 1 dig
under or wear away the foundation
of. 2 weaken; use up: the extreme heat
sapped our strength. [< F or Ital. < LL
sappa spade]
sa·pi·ent (sāʹpi әnt), adj. wise; sage.
[< L sapiens being wise] —saʹpi·ence, n.
—saʹpi·ent·ly, adv.
sap·ling (sapʹling), n. 1 a young tree. 2 a
young person.
sap·o·dil·la (sap´ә dilʹә), n. 1 a large
evergreen tree of tropical America that
yields chicle and bears large, edible ber-
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ries that look and taste somewhat like
pears. 2 its fruit.
sa·pon·i·fy (sә ponʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing.
1 make (a fat or oil) into soap by treating
with an alkali. 2 become soap. [< NL, < L
sapo soap + facere make]
sap·phire (safʹīr), n. 1 a bright-blue precious stone, that is hard and clear like
a diamond. 2 a bright blue. 3 variety of
corundum of gem quality and colors
other than red. —adj. bright-blue. [< L
< Gk. sappheiros]
sap·py (sapʹi), adj., –pi·er, –pi·est. 1 full
of sap. 2 vigorous; energetic. 3 Informal. silly; foolish; overly sentimental.
—sapʹpi·ly, adv. —sapʹpi·ness, n.
sap·ro·phyte (sapʹrō fīt), n. a vegetable
organism that lives on decaying organic
matter. Certain fungi are saprophytes.
[< Gk. sapros rotten + E –phyte < Gk.
phyton plant] —sap´ro·phytʹic, adj.
sap·suck·er (sapʹsuk´әr), n. a small
American woodpecker that feeds on the
sap and sapwood of trees.
sap·wood (sapʹwu̇d´), n. the soft, new,
living wood between the bark and the
hard, inner wood of most trees.
Sar·a·cen (sarʹә sәn), n. a Muslim at the
time of the Crusades. —adj. of or pertaining to the Saracens.
sa·ran wrap, (sә ranʹ) thin, clear plastic
ﬁlm, used esp. to wrap and preserve
food. [< Saran, trademark of this ﬁlm]
sar·casm (särʹkaz әm), n. 1 a sneering or
cutting remark; ironical taunt. 2 act of
making fun of a person to hurt his feelings; bitter irony. [< LL < Gk. sarkasmos
< sarkezein sneer, strip oﬀ ﬂesh < sarx
ﬂesh]
sar·cas·tic (sär kasʹtik), adj. using sarcasm; sneering; cutting. —sar·casʹti·cally, adv.
sar·co·ma (sär kōʹmә), n., pl. –mas,
–ma·ta (–mә tә). any of various harmful tumors of connective tissue. [< NL
< Gk., ult. < sarx ﬂesh] —sar·coʹmatous, adj.
sar·coph·a·gus (sär kofʹә gәs), n., pl. –gi
(-jī), –gus·es. a stone coﬃn, esp. an ornamental one. [< L < Gk., orig., ﬂesh-eating (stone) < sarx ﬂesh + phagein eat]
sar·dine (sär dēnʹ), n., pl. –dines or (esp.
collectively) –dine. kind of small ﬁsh
preserved in oil for food. [< F < Ital. < L
sardina < sarda]
sar·don·ic (sär donʹik), adj. bitter; sarcastic; scornful; mocking: a ﬁend’s sardonic
laugh. [< F < L < Gk. Sardonios, a supposed Sardinian plant that produced
hysterical convulsions] —sar·donʹi·cally, adv.
sa·ri (säʹri), n., pl. –ris. a long piece of cotton or silk, the outer garment of Hindu
women, worn, wound around the body
with one end thrown over the head or
shoulder. [< Hind.]
sa·rong (sә rôngʹ; –rongʹ), n. 1 a rectangular piece of cloth, usually a brightly
colored printed material, worn as a
skirt by men and women in the Malay
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Archipelago, East Indies, etc. 2 woman’s
skirt made to resemble the sarong. [<
Malay sārung]
sar·sa·pa·ril·la (sas´pә rilʹә; sär´sә pә–),
n. 1 a tropical American plant of the
smilax genus, or its root. 2 a cooling
drink made from the root. [< Sp. zarzaparilla < zarza bramble + parra vine]
sar·to·ri·al (sär tôʹri әl; –tōʹ–), adj. of tailors or their work. [< L sartorius of a
tailor, ult. < sarcire to patch]
sash1 (sash), n. a long, broad strip of cloth
or ribbon, worn as an ornament round
the waist or over one shoulder, [ult.
< Ar. shāsh turban]
sash2 (sash), n. 1 frame for the glass of a
window or door. 2 such frames. —v. furnish with sashes. [alter. of chassis, taken
as pl.]
sa·shay (sa shāʹ), v., glide, move, or go
about. [< F, alter. of chassé gliding step]
Sas·katch·e·wan (sas kachʹә won), n.
province in W Canada.
sas·sa·fras (sasʹә fras), n. 1 a slender
American tree that has fragrant, yellow
ﬂowers and bluish-black fruit. 2 the
aromatic dried bark of its root, used
in medicine and to ﬂavor candy, soft
drinks, etc. 3 the ﬂavor. [< Sp. sasafras]
sas·sy (sasʹi), adj., –si·er, –si·est. U.S.
saucy.
sat (sat), v. pt. and pp. of sit.
Sat., Saturday.
Sa·tan (sāʹtәn), n. the evil spirit; the
enemy of goodness; the Devil. [< L < Gk.
< Heb. sātān adversary] —sa·tanʹic, adj.
—sa·tanʹi·cal·ly, adv.
sate (sāt), v., sat·ed, sat·ing. 1 satisfy fully
(any appetite or desire). 2 supply with
more than enough, so as to disgust or
weary. [alter. of sade (OE sadian glut; cf.
sad) under inﬂ. of L satiare satiate]
sa·teen (sa tēnʹ), n. a cotton cloth made
to imitate satin, often used for lining
sleeves, [var. of satin]
sat·el·lite (satʹә līt), n. 1 a small planet
that revolves around a larger planet. 2 a
sphere or other object launched into an
orbit around the earth. 3 Fig. follower or
attendant upon a person of importance.
[< L satelles attendant]
sa·ti·a·ble (sāʹshi ә bәl; sāʹshә bәl), adj.
that can be satiated. —sa´ti·a·bilʹi·ty,
saʹti·a·ble·ness, n. —saʹti·a·bly, adv.
sa·ti·ate (sāʹshi āt), v., –at·ed, –at·ing. 1
feed fully; satisfy fully. 2 supply with too
much; weary or disgust with too much.
[< L, < satis enough] —sa´ti·aʹtion, n.
sa·ti·e·ty (sә tīʹә ti), n. the feeling of having had too much; satiated condition.
[< L satietas. See satiate.]
sat·in (satʹәn), n. a silk or rayon cloth
with one very smooth, glossy side. —adj.
of or like satin; smooth and glossy.
[< OF, ult. < VL seta silk] —sat·inʹlike´,
adj. —satʹin·y, adj.
sat·in·wood (satʹәn wu̇d´), n. 1 the
smooth wood of an East Indian tree,
used to ornament furniture, etc. 2 the
tree itself.

sat·ire (satʹīr), n. 1 use of sarcasm or
irony to attack or ridicule a habit, idea,
custom, etc. 2 poem, essay, story, etc.,
that attacks or ridicules in this way. [< L
satira, var. of (lanx) satura full (dish)]
sa·tir·i·cal (sә tirʹә kәl), sa·tir·ic (–ik),
adj. of satire; containing satire; fond of
using satire. —sa·tirʹi·cal·ly, adv. —satirʹi·cal·ness, n.
sat·i·rist (satʹә rist), n. writer of satires;
person who uses satire.
sat·i·rize (satʹә rīz), v., –rized, –riz·ing.
attack with satire; criticize with mockery; seek to improve by ridicule. —satʹiriz´er, n.
sat·is·fac·tion (sat´is fakʹshәn), n. 1 condition of being satisﬁed or pleased and
contented. 2 anything that makes a person feel pleased or contented. 3 fulﬁllment; gratiﬁcation. 4 payment of debt;
discharge of obligation; making up for
wrong or injury done.
give satisfaction, a satisfy. b ﬁght a duel
because of an insult.
sat·is·fac·to·ry (sat´is fakʹtә ri; –tri), adj.
satisfying; good enough to satisfy.
—sat´is·facʹto·ri·ly, adv. —sat´is·facʹtori·ness, n.
sat·is·fy (satʹis fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1
give enough to; fulﬁll (desires, hopes,
demands, etc.); put an end to (needs,
wants, etc.): satisfy one’s appetite. 2 make
contented; please: are you satisﬁed now?
3 pay (a debt or creditor): satisfy a bill. 4
make right (a wrong); make reparation
to (a person): satisfy claims for damage.
5 set free from doubt; convince: he was
satisﬁed that it was an accident. [< OF
< L, < satis enough + facere do] —satʹisﬁ´a·ble, adj. —satʹis·ﬁ´er, n. —satʹisfy´ing·ly, adv.
sa·trap (sāʹtrap; satʹrap), n. 1 ruler, often
a tyrant, who is subordinate to a higher
ruler. 2 governor of a province under the
ancient Persian monarchy. [< L < Gk.
satrapes < OPers.]
sa·trap·y (sāʹtrә pi; satʹrә–), n., pl. –trapies. province or authority of a satrap.
sat·u·ra·ble (sachʹә rә bәl), adj. that can
be saturated. —sat´u·ra·bilʹi·ty, n.
sat·u·rate (sachʹә rāt), v., –rat·ed, –rating. 1 soak thoroughly; ﬁll full: saturate
the moss with water before planting the
bulbs in it. 2 cause (a substance) to unite
with the greatest possible amount of
another substance. A saturated solution
(of sugar, salt, etc.) is one that cannot
dissolve any more (sugar, salt, etc.). [< L
saturatus glutted < satur full]
sat·u·ra·tion (sach´ә rāʹshәn), n. 1 act
or process of saturating. 2 fact of being
saturated; saturated condition.
saturation point, 1 point at which a substance will take up no more of another
substance. 2 Fig. condition which a person can endure no more.
Sat·ur·day (satʹәr di; –dā), n. the seventh
day of the week, following Friday.
Sat·urn (satʹәrn), n. large planet that has
rings around it.

sauce (sôs), n., v., sauced, sauc·ing. —n. 1
something, usually a liquid, served with
food to make it taste better: tomato
sauce. 2 stewed fruit: applesauce. 3 Fig.
something that adds interest or relish: a
sauce of witty conversation. —v. season.
[< OF < L salsa, fem. adj., salted, ult.
< sal salt]
sauce·pan (sôsʹpan´), n. a metal pot
with a handle, used for stewing, boiling, etc.
sau·cer (sôʹsәr), n. 1 a shallow dish to set
a cup on. 2 something round and shallow like a saucer. [< OF saucier sauce
dish < sauce sauce] —sauʹcer·less, adj.
sau·cy (sôʹsi), adj., –ci·er, –ci·est. 1 showing lack of respect; rude: saucy remarks.
2 pert; smart: a saucy hat. [< sauce]
—sauʹci·ly, adv. —sauʹci·ness, n.
Sa·u·di Arabia (sä üʹdi), country in C
Arabia.
sau·er·bra·ten (sourʹbrä´tәn), n. pot roast
of beef marinated in vinegar and herbs
before it is cooked. [< G sauer sour +
Braten roast meat]
sauer·kraut (sourʹkrout´), n. cabbage cut
ﬁne, salted, and allowed to ferment.
[< G, < sauer sour + kraut cabbage]
Sauk (sak, sôk), n., pl. Sauk, Sauks. 1
member of a tribe of North American
Indians of Algonkian descent, originally
living in Michigan and Wisconsin. 2
their language. —adj. of or having to do
with the Sauk. Also, Sac.
Saul (sôl), n. the original name of the
apostle Paul. Acts 9:1–31.
sau·na (sôʹnä; souʹ–), n. 1 steam bath in
which steam is produced by pouring
water on hot stones. 2 room or small
outbuilding for it.
saun·ter (sônʹtәr; sänʹ–), v. walk along
slowly and happily; stroll: saunter
through the park. —n. 1 a leisurely or
careless gait. 2 a stroll. —saunʹter·ingly, adv.
sau·ri·an (sôʹri әn), adj. of or belonging
to the lizards, or to the lizards and certain other reptiles. [< NL, < Gk. sauros
lizard]
sau·sage (sôʹsij), n. chopped pork, beef,
or other meats, seasoned and usually
stuﬀed into a thin tube. [< OF < LL salsicia, ult. < L sal salt]
sau·té (sō tāʹ), adj., n., v., –téed, –té·ing.
—adj. cooked or browned in a little fat.
—n. dish of food cooked in this way.
—v. fry quickly in a little fat. [< F, pp.,
jumped]
sau·terne (sō tėrnʹ), n. a French white
wine. [from Sauterne, in France, where
the grapes are grown]
sav·age (savʹij), adj. 1 ﬁerce, ferocious,
or cruel: a savage dog. 2 not civilized;
barbarous: savage customs. 3 wild or
rugged, as country or scenery. —n. 1
member of a people in the lowest stage
of development or cultivation. 2 a ﬁerce,
brutal, or cruel person. [< OF sauvage
< LL salvaticus, ult. < L silva forest]
—savʹage·ly, adv. —savʹage·ness, n.
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sav·age·ry (savʹij ri), n., pl. –ries. 1 an
uncivilized condition: live in savagery. 2
ﬁerceness; cruelty; brutality.
sa·van·na, sa·van·nah (sә vanʹә), n. a treeless plain. [< earlier Sp. zavana < Carib]
sa·vant (sә väntʹ; savʹәnt), n., pl. sa·vants.
person of learning or science. [< earlier
F ppr. of savoir know < L sapere be
wise]
save1 (sāv), v., saved, sav·ing. 1 make or
keep safe from harm, danger, loss, etc.;
rescue: save a drowning man, save one’s
honor. 2 lay aside; store up: save pieces of
string. 3 keep from spending or wasting:
save your strength, save for a bicycle. 4
prevent; make less: save work, save trouble. [< OF < LL salvare < L salvus safe]
—savʹa·ble, saveʹa·ble, adj. —savʹer, n.
save2 (sāv), prep. except; but: work every
day save Sundays. [var. of safe, in sense
of “not being involved”]
sav·ing (sāvʹing), adj. 1 that saves. 2
accustomed to save; economical. 3 making a reservation: a saving clause. —n. 1
act or way of saving money, time, etc.:
it will be a saving to take this short cut.
2 that which is saved. —prep. 1 save;
except. 2 with all due respect to or for:
saving your presence. —conj. with the
exception of.
savings, money saved. —savʹing·ly, adv.
—savʹing·ness, n.
saving grace, a quality that redeems: one
saving grace is humor.
savings bank, bank which pays interest
even on small deposits.
sav·ior (sāvʹyәr), n. one who saves or
rescues.
the Saviour, or Savior, Jesus Christ.
sa·voir-faire (savʹwär fãrʹ), n. knowledge
of just what to do; tact. [< F, lit., knowing
how to act]
sa·vor (sāʹvәr), n. 1 taste or smell; ﬂavor:
the soup has a savor of onion. 2 a pleasing ﬂavor or distinctive quality. —v. 1
taste or smell (of): a sauce that savors
of lemon. 2 taste with pleasure. 3 have
the quality or nature (of): a request that
savors of a command. [< OF < L sapor]
—saʹvor·er, n. —saʹvor·ous, adj.
sa·vor·y1 (sāʹvәr i), adj. –vor·i·er, –vori·est, n., pl. –vor·ies. adj. 1 pleasing
in taste or smell. 2 morally pleasing;
agreeable. —n. highly seasoned, appetizing dish served at the beginning or
end of a dinner. [< OF savoure, ult. < L
sapor taste] —saʹvor·i·ly, adv. —saʹvori·ness, n.
sa·vor·y2 (sāʹvәr i), n., pl. –vor·ies. any of
several fragrant herbs of the mint family
used for seasoning food. [< L satureia]
sa·voy (sә voiʹ), n. kind of spinach or cabbage with wrinkled leaves. [after Savoy, a
region in France]
sav·vy (savʹi), v., –vied, –vy·ing, n. —v.
know; understand. —n. understanding;
intelligence; sense. —adj. intelligent;
sensible. [partly < F savez(-vous)? do
you know?, partly < Sp. sabe or sabes you
know; both ult. < L sapere be wise]

saw1 (sô), n., v., sawed, sawed or sawn,
saw·ing. —n. tool for cutting, made of
a thin blade with sharp teeth on the
edge. —v. 1 cut with a saw. 2 make
or form with a saw. 3 use a saw. 4 be
sawed: wood that saws easily. [OE sagu]
—sawʹer, n.
saw2 (sô), v. pt. of see1.
saw3 (sô), n. wise saying; proverb. “A
stitch in time saves nine” is a familiar
saw. [OE sagu; akin to say]
saw·buck (sôʹbuk´), n. 1 =sawhorse.
2 Informal. a ten-dollar bill. [(def. 1)
< Du. zaagbok; (def. 2) with ref. to the
x-shaped ends of a sawyer’s sawbuck, X
being the Roman numeral for 10]
saw·dust (sôʹdust´), n. particles of wood
made by sawing.
saw·ﬁsh (sôʹﬁsh´), n., pl. –ﬁsh·es or (esp.
collectively) –ﬁsh. ﬁsh like a shark, with
a long, ﬂat snout like a saw.
saw·horse (sôʹhôrs´), n. frame for holding wood that is being sawed.
saw·mill (sôʹmil´), n. a building where
machines saw timber into planks,
boards, etc.
sawn (sôn), v. pp. of saw1.
saw·tooth (sôʹtüth´), n., pl. –teeth,
–tooths. n. 1 tooth on a sawblade. 2
notched tooth of an animal or machine.
—adj. having sawteeth or like sawteeth.
—sawʹtoothed´, adj.
saw·yer (sôʹyәr), n. person whose work is
sawing timber.
sax·i·frage (sakʹsә frij), n. a low, spreading plant with rosettes of thick leaves
with silvery, toothed edges, often grown
in rock gardens. [< L saxifraga, ult.
< saxum rock + frangere break. Doublet
of salsify.]
Sax·on (sakʹsәn), n. 1 member of a German tribe dwelling in NW Germany in
ancient times. With the Angles and Jutes,
the Saxons conquered Britain in the ﬁfth
and sixth centuries a.d. 2 language of
the Saxons. —adj. pertaining to the early
Saxons or their language.
sax·o·phone (sakʹsә fōn), n. a brass musical instrument with keys for the ﬁngers
and a reed mouthpiece. [after A. Sax, the
inventor] —saxʹo·phon´ist, n.
say (sā), v., said, say·ing, n. —v. 1 speak:
what did you say? 2 put into words;
express; declare: say what you think. 3
recite; repeat: say your prayers. 4 suppose; take for granted: you can learn in,
say, ten lessons. 5 express an opinion: it
is hard to say. —n. 1 what a person says
or has to say: I have had my say. 2 chance
to say something.
that is to say, that is; in other words.
the (ﬁnal) say, power; authority; ﬁnal
word: the boss has the ﬁnal say, of
course.
to say nothing of, without mentioning.
when all is said and done, in the end;
ultimately. [OE secgan] —sayʹa·ble, adj.
—sayʹer, n.
say·est (sāʹist), sayst (sāst), v. Archaic. say.
“Thou sayest” means “you say.”
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say·ing (sāʹing), n. 1 something said;
statement. 2 proverb.
go without saying, be too obvious to
need mention.
say-so (sāʹsō´), n. 1 an unsupported statement. 2 authority; power.
Sb, antimony.
Sc, scandium.
Sc., Scotch; Scottish.
sc., 1 scene. 2 science.
SC, (zip code) South Carolina.
S.C., 1 Signal Corps. 2 South Carolina.
s.c., small capitals.
scab (skab), n., v., scabbed, scab·bing.
—n. 1 crust that forms over a sore during healing. 2 worker who will not join
a labor union or who takes a striker’s
place. —v. 1 become covered with a
scab. 2 act or work as a scab. [< Scand.
(Dan.) skab]
scab·bard (skabʹәrd), n. sheath or case for
the blade of a sword, etc. [< AF escaubers, pl.]
scab·by (skabʹi), adj., –bi·er, –bi·est. 1
covered with scabs. 2 consisting of scabs.
—scabʹbi·ly, adv. —scabʹbi·ness, n.
sca·bies (skāʹbēz; –bi ēz), n. disease of the
skin caused by mites that live as parasites under the skin and cause itching.
[< L, itch, < scabere to scratch]
sca·brous (skāʹbrәs), adj. 1 somewhat
indelicate, salacious, or risqué. 2 full
of diﬃculties; harsh. [< LL, < L scaber
scaly] —scaʹbrous·ly, adv.
scad (skad), n. Infomal. Usually, scads. a
large quantity. [< Scand. (Norw.) skadd;
akin to shad]
scaf·fold (skafʹәld), n. 1 a temporary
structure for holding workrs and materials during the erection, repair, or decoration of building. 2 a raised platform
on which criminals are put to death.
—v. furnish or support with a scaﬀold.
[< var. of OF eschaﬀaut, from same
source as catafalque]
scaf·fold·ing (skafʹәl ding), n. 1 scaﬀold. 2
materials for scaﬀolds.
scal·a·wag (skalʹә wag), n. a good-fornothing person; scamp; rascal.
scald (skôld), v. 1 burn with hot liquid or
steam. 2 pour boiling liquid over; use
boiling liquid on. 3 heat or be heated
almost to boiling, but not quite. —n. 1
burn caused by hot liquid or steam. 2
any of several parasitic plant diseases.
[< dial. OF escalder < LL, < L ex– very
+ calidus hot]
scale1 (skāl), n., v., scaled, scal·ing. —n.
1 one of the thin, ﬂat, hard plates forming the outer covering of some ﬁshes,
snakes, and lizards. 2 a thin layer like a
scale: scales of skin peel oﬀ after scarlet
fever. 3 one of the parts that unite to
cover a bud in winter. 4 Also, scale
insect. insect that has a shieldlike covering under which it hides and feeds. —v. 1
remove scales from. 2 come oﬀ in scales.
3 remove in thin layers. [< OF escale
< Gmc.] —scalʹa·ble, adj. —scaleʹless,
adj. —scaleʹlike´, adj.
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scale

scale2 (skāl), n., v., scaled, scal·ing. —n.
scales. a balance; instrument for weighing. —v. 1 weigh: he scales 180 pounds. 2
weigh in scales; measure; compare.
Scales, Libra (constellation).
tip the scales, a weigh: tip the scales at
40 pounds. b Fig. overbalance; unbalance: having money tipped the scales in
his favor.
turn the scales, decide: public scorn
turned the scales against the ﬁrst plan.
[< Scand. skāl; akin to shale, shell]
scale3 (skāl), n., v., scaled, scal·ing. —n.
1 series of steps or degrees; scheme of
graded amounts: a scale of wages ranging
from $50 to $150 a day. 2 series of marks
made along a line at regular distances
to use in measuring. A thermometer
has a scale. 3 instrument marked in this
way, used for measuring, etc. 4 size of a
plan, map, drawing, or model compared
with what it represents: a map drawn to
the scale of one inch for each 100 miles.
5 relative size or extent: entertain on a
large scale. 6 series of tones ascending
or descending in pitch. —v. 1 U.S. reduce
by a certain proportion: all prices were
scaled down 10 percent. 2 make according to a scale. 3 climb; climb over. [< L
scala ladder] —scalʹer, n.
sca·lene (skā lēnʹ; skāʹlәn), adj. of a triangle, having three unequal sides. [< LL
< Gk. skalenos, orig., staggering]
scal·lion (skalʹyәn), n. 1 kind of onion.
2 =shallot. 3 =leek. [< OF < L (caepa)
Ascalonia (onion) from Ascalon, in Palestine]
scal·lop (skolʹәp; skalʹ–), n. 1 shellﬁsh
somewhat like a clam. In some species
the large muscle that opens and closes
the shell is edible. 2 one of the two parts
of the shell. 3 one of a series of curves on
an edge of a dress, etc. —v. 1 bake with
sauce and bread crumbs in a dish; escallop: scalloped oysters, scalloped tomatoes.
2 make with a series of curves on: she
scallops the edge of the paper. [< OF escalope shell < Gmc.] —scalʹlop·er, n.
scal·lop·pi·ne or scal·lop·pi·ni (skal´ә piʹni), n., pl. very thin slices of veal
cooked in wine, mushrooms, cheese,
and tomato paste. [< It. scaloppine, pl. of
scaloppina small thin slice]
scalp (skalp), n. 1 skin and hair on the
top and back of the head. 2 part of
this skin and hair cut oﬀ as a token of
victory. —v. 1 cut or tear the scalp from.
2 buy and sell to make small quick
proﬁts. 3 trade in (tickets to theaters,
games, etc.). [< Scand. skālpr sheath]
—scalpʹer, n.
scal·pel (skalʹpәl), n. a small, straight
knife used by surgeons. [< L scalpellum,
dim. of scalprum knife]
scal·y (skālʹi), adj., scal·i·er, scal·i·est. 1
covered with scales; having scales like a
ﬁsh. 2 suggesting scales. —scalʹi·ness, n.
scam (skam), n. fraud; swindle.
scamp (skamp), n. rascal; rogue; worthless person. [< dial. scamp roam, prob.

< scamper] —scampʹer, n. —scampʹish,
adj.
scam·per (skamʹpәr), v. run quickly. —n.
a quick run. [ult. < OF escamper run
away, ult. < L ex– out of + campus ﬁeld]
scam·pi (skämʹpi), n. shrimp cooked in
butter and garlic. [< It. shrimps]
scan (skan), v., scanned, scan·ning, n.,
—v. 1 look at closely; examine with care.
2 glance at; look over hastily. 3 mark oﬀ
(lines of poetry) into feet. Example: Sing'
a song' of six'pence. 4 be according to
the rules for marking oﬀ lines of poetry
into feet. 5 a expose bits of a surface in
rapid succession to beams of electrons
in order to transmit a television picture.
b examine a part of the body by using
electromagnetic beams or X rays. 6 convert a document into electronic form
for use or storage in a computer. —n.
act or fact of scanning. [< LL scandere
< L, climb]
Scand., 1 Scandinavia. 2 Scandinavian.
scan·dal (skanʹdәl), n. 1 a shameful
action that brings disgrace or oﬀends
public opinion. 2 damage to reputation;
disgrace. 3 public talk about a person
that will hurt his reputation; evil gossip.
[< L < Gk. skandalon trap. Doublet of
slander.]
scan·dal·ize (skanʹdәl īz), v., –ized,
–iz·ing. oﬀend by something wrong or
improper; shock. —scanʹdal·iz´er, n.
scan·dal·mon·ger (skanʹdәl mung´gәr;
–mong´–), n. person who spreads scandal and evil gossip.
scan·dal·ous (skanʹdәl әs), adj. 1 disgraceful to reputation; shameful; shocking. 2
spreading scandal or slander; slandering. —scanʹdal·ousʹly, adv. —scanʹdalous·ness, n.
Scan·di·na·vi·a (skan´dә nāʹvi ә; –nāvʹyә),
n. Norway, Sweden, and Denmark.
Scan·di·na·vi·an (skan´dә nāʹvi әn; –nāvʹyәn), adj. of Scandinavia, its people, or
their languages. —n. 1 native or inhabitant of Scandinavia. 2 languages of
Scandinavia and Iceland, both modern
and historical.
scan·di·um (skanʹdi әm), n. a rare metallic element, Sc. [< NL, < L Scandia
Scandinavia]
scan·ner (skanʹәr), n. 1 device that converts images into electronic data. 2
machine that uses electromagnetic or
X rays to examine the body. 3 radar
antenna.
scan·sion (skanʹshәn), n. the marking oﬀ
of lines of poetry into feet; scanning.
[< L scansio < scandere scan]
scant (skant), adj. 1 not enough in size or
quantity: her coat was short and scant.
2 barely enough; barely full; bare. —v.
make scant; cut down; limit; stint.
scant of, having not enough: scant of
breath. [< Scand. skamt, neut. adj., short]
—scantʹly, adv. —scantʹness, n.
scant·y (skanʹti), adj., scant·i·er, scant·iest. 1 not enough: his scanty clothing did
not keep out the cold. 2 barely enough;

meager: a scanty harvest. —scantʹi·ly,
adv. —scantʹi·ness, n.
scape·goat (skāpʹgōt´), n. person or thing
made to bear the blame for the mistakes
or sins of others. [< scape, var. of escape
+ goat. The ancient Jewish high priests
used to lay the sins of the people upon a
goat which was then driven out into the
wilderness.]
scape·grace (skāpʹgrās´), n. a reckless,
good-for-nothing person; scamp.
scap·u·la (skapʹyә lә), n., pl. –lae (–lē),
–las. shoulder blade. [< L]
scap·u·lar (skapʹyә lәr), adj. of the shoulder or shoulder blade. [< NL < LL, < L
scapula shoulder]
scar (skär), n., v., scarred, scar·ring. —n.
1 mark left by a healed cut, wound, burn,
or sore. 2 a any mark like this. b Fig. a
healed wound on the mind: scars from
her military experience. —v. 1 mark with
a scar. 2 form a scar; heal. [< OF < L
< Gk. eschara scab, hearth]
scar·ab (skarʹәb), n. 1 beetle, esp. the
sacred beetle of the ancient Egyptians.
2 image of this beetle, much used in
ancient Egypt as a charm or ornament.
[< F < L scarabaeus]
scar·a·mouch (skarʹә mouch´; –müsh´),
n. 1 a cowardly braggart. 2 rascal. [< F
< Ital. scaramuccia skirmish]
scarce (skãrs), adj., scarc·er, scarc·est,
adv. —adj. 1 hard to get; rare: a scarce
book. 2 not abundant or plentiful: some
vegetables were scarce because of the
drought. —adv. scarcely.
make oneself scarce, a go away. b stay
away. [< OF escars, ult. < L ex- out +
carpere pluck] —scarceʹness, n.
scarce·ly (skãrsʹli), adv. 1 not quite;
barely: we could scarcely see through the
thick fog. 2 decidedly not: he can scarcely
have said that. 3 very probably not: I will
scarcely pay that much.
scar·ci·ty (skãrʹsә ti), n., pl. –ties. too
small a supply; lack; rarity.
scare (skãr), v., scared, scar·ing, n. —v.
frighten. —n. 1 fright. 2 frightened condition. scare up, Informal.
get; raise: scare up some eggs. [< Scand.
skirra < skjarr timid] —scarʹer, n.
—scarʹing·ly, adv.
scare·crow (skãrʹkrō´), n. ﬁgure of a man
dressed in old clothes, set in a ﬁeld to
frighten birds away from crops.
scarf1 (skärf), n., pl. scarfs, scarves.
1 a long, broad strip of silk, wool,
etc., worn about the neck, shoulders,
head, or waist. 2 a long strip of cloth,
etc., used as a cover for a bureau, table,
piano, etc. [prob. < dial. OF escarpe
< Gmc.]
scarf2 (skärf), n., pl. scarfs, v. —n. joint in
which the ends of beams are cut so that
they lap over and join ﬁrmly. —v. join by
a scarf. [< Scand. (Sw.) skarva]
scarf3 (skärf), v., scarfed, scarf·ing. Informal. eat greedily, quickly: scarfed down
a huge breakfast. [ ? < scaﬀ eat heavily
< Afrikaans]

scholastic
scar·i·fy (skarʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1
make scratches or cuts in the surface of
(the skin, etc.). 2 criticize severely; hurt
the feelings of. 3 loosen (soil) without
turning it over. [< LL, < L scarifare <
Gk., < skariphos stylus] —scar´i·ﬁ·caʹtion, n. —scarʹi·ﬁ´er, n.
scar·let (skärʹlit), n. 1 a very bright red,
much lighter than crimson. 2 cloth or
clothing having this color. —adj. very
bright red. [< OF escarlate, ? ult. < Pers.
saqalāt rich cloth]
scarlet fever, a disease characterized by
rash, sore throat, and fever.
scarlet runner, a tall bean vine of tropical
America that has showy scarlet ﬂowers,
and long pods with large black seeds;
kidney bean.
scarlet sage, =salvia.
scarlet tanager, the common tanager
of North America. The male has black
wings and tail and a scarlet body.
scarp (skärp), n. 1 a steep slope. 2 the
inner slope or side of a ditch surrounding a fortiﬁcation. —v. make into a
steep slope; slope steeply. [< Ital. scarpa
< Gmc.]
scarves (skärvz), n. pl. of scarf1.
scar·y (skãrʹi), adj., scar·i·er, scar·i·est. 1
causing fright or alarm. 2 easily frightened.
scat1 (skat), v., scat·ted, scat·ting. go oﬀ
in a great hurry. —interj. exclamation
used to scare away an animal.
scat2 (skat), v., scat·ted, scat·ting. speak
or sing nonsense, esp. to jazz. —n. nonsense spoken or sung to jazz music.
scathe (skāth), n., v., scathed, scath·ing.
—n. hurt; harm. —v. criticize severely.
[< Scand. skathi injury]
scath·ing (skāthʹing), adj. bitterly severe.
—scathʹing·ly, adv.
scat·o·log·i·cal (skat´ә lojʹә kәl), adj.
obscene. —sca·tolʹo·gy, n.
scat·ter (skatʹәr), v. 1 throw here and
there; sprinkle: scatter sand on the icy
sidewalk. 2 separate and drive oﬀ in
diﬀerent directions: scatter the mob. 3
separate and go in diﬀerent directions:
the hens scattered. —n. act or fact of
scattering. [akin to shatter] —scatʹterer, n.
scat·ter·brain (skatʹәr brān´), n. a
thoughtless, heedless person. —scatʹterbrained´, adj.
scav·enge (skavʹinj), v., –enged, –enging. 1 cleanse. 2 act as scavenger.
[< scavenger]
scav·en·ger (skavʹin jәr), n. 1 animal that
feeds on decaying matter. [alter. of scavager, lit., inspector < scavage toll < OF,
< escauwer inspect < Flemish scauwen]
sce·nar·i·o (si nãrʹi ō; –näʹri–), n., pl.
–nar·i·os. 1 outline giving the main facts
about an event, ﬁlm, or play; outline of
any play, opera. etc. 2 Fig. the working
out of an imaginary situation. [< Ital.,
ult. < L scena scene]
scene (sēn), n. 1 time, place, circumstances, etc., of a play or story: the scene

of the novel is laid in Virginia during the
Civil War. 2 the painted screens, hangings, etc., used in a theater to represent
places: the scene represents a city street. 3
part of an act of a play: the king comes to
the castle in Act I, Scene 2. 4 a particular
incident of a play: the trial scene in the
“Merchant of Venice.” 5 action, incident,
situation, etc., occurring in reality or
represented in literature or art: the scene
of one’s childhood. 6 view; picture: the
boats make a pretty scene. 7 show of
strong feeling in front of others; exhibition; display: make a scene.
behind the scenes, a out of sight of the
audience. b privately; secretly, not publicly. [< L < Gk. skene, orig., tent, where
actors changed costumes]
scen·er·y (sēnʹәr i; sēnʹri), n., pl. –er·ies.
1 the painted hangings, ﬁttings, etc.,
used in a theater to represent places. 2
the general appearance of a landscape:
mountain scenery.
sce·nic (sēʹnik; senʹik), adj. 1 of or pertaining to natural scenery; having much
ﬁne scenery: a scenic route. 2 of or
belonging to the stage of a theater;
dramatic; theatrical: scenic eﬀects. 3 representing an action, incident, situation,
etc., in art. —sceʹni·cal·ly, adv.
scent (sent), n. 1 smell: the scent of roses.
2 sense of smell: bloodhounds have a
keen scent. 3 smell left in passing: dogs
follow a fox by the scent. 4 perfume. 5
means by which a thing or a person can
be traced: the police are on the scent of
the thieves. —v. 1 smell: the dog scented
a rabbit. 2 hunt by using the sense of
smell: the dog scented about for the trail.
3 perfume. 4 ﬁll with odor: roses scent
the air. 5 have a suspicion of; be aware
of: I scent trouble. [< OF sentir smell
< L sentire feel]
scep·ter (sepʹtәr), n., v., –tered, –tering. —n. 1 the rod or staﬀ carried by a
ruler as a symbol of royal power or authority. 2 royal or imperial power or
authority. —v. furnish with a scepter. [< OF < L < Gk. skeptron staﬀ ]
—scepʹtered, adj.
sched·ule (skejʹu̇l), n., v., –uled, –ul·ing.
—n. 1 a written or printed statement of
details; list. A timetable is a schedule of
the coming and going of trains. 2 a classiﬁed or tabular statement. —v. 1 make a
schedule of; enter in a schedule. 2 plan
or arrange to be, have, or do something
at a deﬁnite future date: schedule the convention for the fall. [< OF < LL schedula,
dim. of L scheda < Gk. schede sheet of
papyrus] —schedʹu·lar, adj.
sche·mat·ic (skē matʹik), adj. pertaining
to or having the nature of a diagram,
plan, or scheme; diagrammatic. —n.
schematic drawing or diagram. —schematʹi·cal·ly, adv.
scheme (skēm), n., v., schemed, scheming. —n. 1 program of action; plan: a
scheme for extracting gold from sea water.
2 plan of action to attain some end,
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often one characterized by self-seeking
or intriguing: a scheme to cheat the government. 3 system of connected things,
parts, thoughts, etc.: the color scheme of
a room. —v. plan; plot. [< L < Gk. schema
ﬁgure, appearance] —schemʹer, n.
schem·ing (skēmʹing), adj. making tricky
schemes; crafty. —schemʹing·ly, adv.
scher·zo (skerʹtsō), n., pl. –zos, –zi (–tsi).
a light or playful part of a sonata or symphony. [< Ital. < G scherz joke]
schil·ling (shilʹing), n. unit of money
used in Austria. [< G]
schism (sizʹәm), n. 1 division because of
some diﬀerence of opinion about religion. 2 a division into hostile groups. b
division between two people. [< L < Gk.
schisma < schizein to split]
schis·mat·ic (siz matʹik), adj. 1 causing or
likely to cause schism. 2 inclined toward,
or guilty of, schism. —schis·matʹi·cally, adv.
schist (shist), n. kind of crystalline rock
that splits easily into layers. [< F < L
< Gk. schistos cleft < schizein to split]
schiz·o (skitʹsō; skizʹ–), Informal. schizophrenic; unbalanced; hyper.
schiz·oid (skizʹoid; skitsʹ–), adj. 1 having schizophrenia. 2 resembling schizophrenia.
schiz·o·phre·ni·a (skiz´ә frēʹni ә; skitsʹ–;
–frēnʹyә), n. psychosis characterized
by dissociation from environment and
deterioration of personality. [< NL,
< Gk. schizein to split + phren mind]
—schiz´o·phrenʹic, adj., n.
schmaltz or schmalz (shmälts), n. sickly
sentimentality. —schmaltz·y, schmalzʹy,
adj.
schmuck (shmuk), n. Informal. stupid
person; jerk. [< Yiddish shmok]
schnapps, schnaps (shnäps), n. beer or
liquor. [< G]
schnau·zer (shnouʹzәr), n. a wire-haired
German terrier with a long head and
heavy eyebrows, mustache, and beard.
[< G, lit., snarler < schnauze snout]
schol·ar (skolʹәr), n. 1 a learned person; person having much knowledge. 2
student who is given money by some
institution to help him or her continue
studies. 3 pupil at school; learner. [< LL,
< L schola school1]
schol·ar·ly (skolʹәr li), adj. 1 of, beﬁtting,
or like that of a scholar: scholarly habits.
2 having much knowledge; learned. 3
fond of learning; studious. —scholʹarli·ness, n.
schol·ar·ship (skolʹәr ship), n. 1 possession of knowledge gained by study;
quality of learning and knowledge. 2
grant of money to help a student continue his or her studies.
scho·las·tic (skә lasʹtik), adj. Also, scholasʹti·cal. 1 of schools, scholars, or education; academic: scholastic achievements. 2 of or like scholasticism. —n.
theologian and philosopher in the Middle Ages. [< L < Gk., ult. < schole school]
—scho·lasʹti·cal·ly, adv.
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scho·las·ti·cism (skә lasʹtә siz әm), n.
1 system of theological and philosophical teaching dominant in the
Middle Ages, based chieﬂy on the
authority of the church and of Aristotle.
2 adherence to traditional doctrines and
methods.
school1 (skül), n. 1 place for teaching and
learning: go to school. 2 building where
there is a school. 3 a regular course
of meetings of teachers and pupils for
instruction: begin school as a young child.
4 those who are taught and their teachers. 5 Fig. any place, situation, experience, etc., as a source of instruction or
training: the school of adversity. 6 Fig.
those who exhibit in practice the same
general methods, principles, tastes, or
intellectual bent: the Dutch school of
painting, a gentleman of the old school.
7 a particular department or group in a
university: a dental school. —v. 1 educate
in a school; teach. 2 train; discipline:
school yourself to control your temper.
[< L < Gk. schole, orig., leisure] —schoolʹ
able, adj.
school2 (skül), n. a large group of the
same kind of ﬁsh or water animals
swimming together. [< Du. Cf. shoal2.]
school·book (skülʹbu̇k´), n. book for
study in schools.
school·boy (skülʹboi´), n. boy attending
school.
school·girl (skülʹgėrl´), n. girl attending
school.
school·house (skülʹhous´), n. a building
used as a school.
school·ing (skülʹing), n. 1 instruction in
school; education received at school. 2
cost of instruction. 3 the training of a
horse and rider.
school·mas·ter (skülʹmas´tәr; –mäs´–),
n. person, esp. a man, who teaches in or
manages a school.
school·mate (skülʹmāt´), n. companion
at school.
school·mis·tress (skülʹmis´tris),n. woman
who teaches in or manages a school.
school·room (skülʹrüm´;–ru̇m´), n. room
in which pupils are taught.
school·teach·er (skülʹtēch´әr), n. person
who teaches in a school.
school·work (skülʹwėrk´), n. lessons,
assignments of a student in school.
school year, time during a year when
school is in session.
schoon·er (skünʹәr), n. ship with two
or more masts and fore-and-aft sails.
[< scoon, skim, prob. < Scand.]
schot·tische (shotʹish), n. 1 a dance somewhat like the polka. 2 music for it. [< G,
lit., Scottish]
schwa (shwä), n. an unstressed vowel
sound such as a in about or u in circus,
represented by the symbol ә; neutral
vowel. [< G < Heb. sh’wa]
sci., science; scientiﬁc.
sci·at·ic (sī atʹik), adj. 1 of the hip. 2
aﬀecting the sciatic nerves. [< LL < Gk.
ischiadikos < ischion hip joint]

sci·at·i·ca (sī atʹә kә), n. pain in a sciatic
nerve and its branches; neuralgia of the
hips, thighs, and legs. —sci·atʹi·cal, adj.
sciatic nerve, a large nerve along the back
part of the thigh and leg.
sci·ence (sīʹәns), n. 1 knowledge of facts
and laws based upon observation and
arranged in an orderly system. 2 branch
of such knowledge. Biology, chemistry,
physics, and astronomy are natural sciences. Economics and sociology are
social sciences. Agriculture and engineering are applied sciences. 3 skill;
technique. [< OF < L scientia knowledge
< scire know]
science ﬁction, a novel or short story
based on some actual or fanciful elements of science.
sci·en·tif·ic (sī´әn tifʹik), adj. 1 trained in
or using the facts and laws of science,
or some branch of science: a scientiﬁc
farmer. 2 of or pertaining to science or
the sciences; used in science: scientiﬁc
instruments. 3 based on or conforming
to the principles of science: the scientiﬁc
method. [< LL, < scientia knowledge +
facere make] —sci´en·tifʹi·cal·ly, adv.
sci·en·tist (sīʹәn tist), n. person who is
trained in, or is familiar with, science.
sci-ﬁ (sīʹfīʹ), n. Informal. science ﬁction.
scil·i·cet (silʹә set), adv. to wit; namely.
[< L, < scire to know + licet it is allowed]
scim·i·tar, scim·i·ter (simʹә tәr), n. a
short, curved sword used by Turks, Persians, etc. [< Ital. scimitarra]
scin·til·la (sin tilʹә), n. spark; particle;
trace: barely a scintilla of proof. [< L,
spark. Doublet of tinsel.]
scin·til·late (sinʹtә lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lating. sparkle; ﬂash; twinkle: the snow
scintillates in the sun like diamonds. [< L,
< scintilla spark] —scinʹtil·lat´ing, adj.
—scin´til·laʹtion, n.
sci·o·list (sīʹә list), n. person who pretends to great knowledge. —sciʹo·lous,
adj.
sci·on (sīʹәn), n. 1 bud or branch cut for
grafting. 2 descendant. [< OF cion]
scis·sor (sizʹәr), v. cut with scissors.
scis·sors (sizʹәrz), n. pl. 1 tool or instrument for cutting that has two sharp
blades so fastened that they will work
toward each other. 2 a wrestling hold
with the legs. [< OF cisoires, pl., < LL
cisorium, sing., tool for cutting, ult. <
L caedere cut; confused with L scissor
cutter]
scler·a (sklirʹә), n. =sclerotic. [< NL < Gk.
sklērós hard] —sclerʹal, adj.
scle·ro·sis (skli rōʹsis), n., pl. –ses (–sēz). a
hardening of a tissue or part of the body
by an increase of connective tissue or
the like. [< Med.L < Gk., < sklērós hard]
—scle·roʹsal, adj.
scle·rot·ic (skli rotʹik), n. Also, sclerotic
coat. the hard, white outer membrane of
the eye. —adj. 1 of or pertaining to the
sclerotic. 2 of, with, or having sclerosis.
scoﬀ (skôf; skof), v. make fun to show one
does not believe something; mock. —n.

mocking words or acts. [< Scand. (Dan.)
skuﬀe deceive] —scoﬀʹer, n.
scoﬀ·law (skôfʹlô´; skofʹ–), n. person
who habitually disregards the law, esp.
law dealing with operation of motor
vehicles.
scold (skōld), v. ﬁnd fault with; blame with
angry words: scold a naughty boy. —n.
person who scolds, esp. a noisy, scolding woman. [prob. < Scand. skāld poet,
in sense of “lampooner”] —scoldʹer, n.
—scoldʹing, adj., n. —scoldʹing·ly, adv.
sco·li·o·sis (skōʹli ō´sis; skolʹi–), n. a curving of the spine to the side. [< NL < Gk.
skoliōsis curviture, crookedness]
sconce (skons), n. bracket projecting
from a wall, used to hold a candle or
other light. [< Med.L sconsa, ult. < L
< abscondere hide]
scone (skōn; skon), n. a thick, ﬂat, round
cake cooked on a griddle; a similar
cake baked in an oven. Some scones
taste much like bread; some are like
buns. [prob. < MDu. schoon(brot) ﬁne
(bread)]
scoop (sküp), n. 1 tool like a shovel. 2 part
of a dredge, steam shovel, etc., that holds
coal, sand, etc. 3 a kitchen utensil to take
out ﬂour, sugar, etc., from a container. 4
amount taken up at one time by a scoop.
5 act of taking up. 6 place hollowed out.
7 a the publishing of a piece of news
before a rival newspaper does. b the
piece of news. —v. 1 take up or out with
a scoop, or as a scoop does. 2 hollow out;
dig out; make by scooping. 3 publish a
piece of news before (a rival newspaper).
[partly < MDu. schoepe bucket, partly <
MDu. schoppe shovel]
scoop·ful (sküpʹfu̇l), n., pl. –fuls. enough
to ﬁll a scoop.
scoot (sküt), —v. go quickly; dart. —n.
act of scooting. [prob. < Scand.; akin
to shoot]
scoot·er (skütʹәr), n. 1 a vehicle consisting of two wheels, one in front of the
other, and a footboard between, steered
by a handle bar and propelled by pushing against the ground with one foot. 2 a
similar vehicle run by a motor.
scope1 (skōp), n. 1 distance the mind
can reach; extent of view: very hard
words are not within the scope of a
child’s understanding. 2 space; opportunity: football gives scope for courage and
quick thinking. [< Ital., ult. < Gk. skopos
aim, object]
scope2 (skōp), n. Informal. 1 instrument
for looking at something, as a microscope, telescope, etc. 2 telescopic riﬂe
sight.
scope out, look around; check out: scope
out the restaurants in town. [< telescope,
microscope, etc.]
scor·bu·tic (skôr būʹtik), adj. 1 pertaining
to or of the nature of scurvy. 2 aﬀected
with scurvy. [< NL, < scorbutus scurvy <
F scorbut < Gmc.]
scorch (skôrch), v. 1 burn slightly; burn
on the outside: scorch a shirt in ironing

scrappy
it. 2 dry up; wither: grass scorched by the
sun. 3 go or drive very fast. 4 Fig. criticize with burning words. —n. a slight
burn. —scorchʹing, adj.
scorch·er (skôrʹchәr), n. 1 a very hot day.
2 Fig. burning remark or rebuke. 3 person known for great speed, as a driver
or cyclist.
score (skôr; skōr), n., v., scored, scor·ing.
—n. 1 record of points made in a game,
contest, test, etc.: the score was 9 to 2 in
our favor. 2 reason; ground: don’t worry
on that score. 3 a written or printed piece
of music arranged for diﬀerent instruments or voices: the score of a musical
comedy. 4 a group or set of twenty;
twenty: a score or more were present.
—v. 1 make, as points in a game, contest,
test, etc. 2 keep a record of (the number
of points in a game, contest, etc.). 3
gain or win: he scored ﬁve runs for our
team, score a success. 4 arrange (a piece
of music) for diﬀerent instruments or
voices. 5 cut; scratch; mark; line.
settle or pay oﬀ a score, get even for an
injury or wrong.
scores, a great number: scores died in
the epidemic. [< Scand. skor notch]
—scorʹer, n.
score·board (skôrʹbôrd´; skōrʹbōrd´), n.
1 board where scores are posted during a sporting event or game. 2 Fig.
results; record: the scoreboard for last
year’s sales.
score·card (skôrʹkärd´; skōrʹ–), n., or
score card, card on which the score of a
game is kept, esp. while it is in progress.
2 Fig. performance, as of a business
executive.
scorn (skôrn), v. 1 look down upon; think
of as mean or low; despise: scorn a traitor. 2 reject or refuse as low or wrong:
the judge scorned to take a bribe. —n. 1
a feeling that a person, animal, or act is
mean or low; contempt. 2 person, animal, or thing that is scorned or despised.
[< OF escarn < Gmc.] —scornʹer, n.
scorn·ful (skôrnʹfәl), adj. showing
contempt; mocking; full of scorn.
—scornʹful·ly, adv.
Scor·pi·o (skôrʹpi ō), n. 1 a southern constellation that was thought of as arranged
in the shape of a scorpion. 2 the eighth
sign of the zodiac; the Scorpion.
scor·pi·on (skôrʹpi әn), n. a small animal
belonging to the same group as the spider and having a poisonous sting in its
tail. [< L, ult. < Gk. skorpios]
Scot (skot), n. native or inhabitant of
Scotland.
Scot., 1 Scotch; Scottish. 2 Scotland.
Scotch (skoch), adj. Scottish. —n. 1 the
people of Scotland. 2 Scottish (def. 2). 3
whiskey made in Scotland.
scotch (skoch), v. 1 crush; render harmless: scotch a rumor, scotch a snake
without killing it. 2 cut or gash.
Scotch-Gael·ic (skochʹgālʹik), n. the
Celtic language of the Scottish Highlanders; Erse.

Scotch·man (skochʹmәn), Scots·man
(skotsʹ–), n., pl. –men. native or inhabitant of Scotland.
Scotch tape, 1 transparent tape with
adhesive on one side, used for sealing,
mending tears, etc. 2 trademark for this
tape. —scotch´-tapeʹ, v.
Scotch terrier, kind of short-legged terrier with rough, wiry hair and pointed
ears.
scot-free (skotʹfrēʹ), adj. free from injury,
punishment, etc.; unharmed.
Sco·tia (skōʹshә), n. Poetic. Scotland.
Scot·land (skotʹlәnd), n. country N of
England and a part of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland.
Scotland Yard, 1 headquarters of the
London police. 2 the London police,
esp. the department that does detective work.
Scots (skots), adj. Scottish. —n. people
of Scotland.
Scot·ti·cism (skotʹә siz әm), n. way of
speaking peculiar to the Scottish dialect.
scot·tie (skotʹi), n. =Scottish terrier.
Scot·tish (skotʹish), adj. of or pertaining
to Scotland, its people, or their language.
—n. 1 Scotch (def. 1). 2 dialect of English spoken by the people of Scotland.
scoun·drel (skounʹdrәl), n. person without honor or good principles; villain;
rascal. —scounʹdrel·ly, adj.
scour1 (skour), v. 1 clean or polish by vigorous rubbing. 2 remove dirt and grease
from (anything) by rubbing. 3 make
clear by ﬂowing through or over: the
stream had scoured a channel. 4 clean;
cleanse. —n. act of scouring, [prob.
< MDu. < OF escurer, ult. < L ex– completely + cura care] —scourʹer, n.
scour2 (skour), v. 1 move quickly over. 2
go swiftly in search or pursuit. [prob.
< OF escourre run forth, ult. < L ex– out
+ currere run]
scourge (skėrj), n., v., scourged, scourging. —n. 1 a whip. 2 any means of punishment. 3 some thing or person that
causes great trouble or misfortune. —v.
1 whip; punish. 2 trouble very much;
aﬄict. [< OF escorge, ult. < L ex– out +
corium a hide] —scourgʹer, n.
scout (skout), n. 1 a person who is sent to
get information about the enemy. 2 airplane, ship, etc., used to discover enemy
positions. 3 person belonging to the Boy
Scouts or Girl Scouts. 4 fellow; person:
he’s a good scout. —v. 1 act as a scout;
hunt around to ﬁnd something: go out
and scout for wood. 2 observe or examine to get information. [< OF, < escouter
listen < L auscultare] —scoutʹer, n.
—scoutʹing·ly, adv.
scout·mas·ter (skoutʹmas´tәr; –mäs´–),
n. man in charge of a troop or band of
Boy Scouts.
scow (skou), n. a large, ﬂat-bottomed
boat used to carry freight, sand, etc.
[< Du. schouw]
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scowl (skoul), v. 1 look angry or sullen by lowering the eyebrows; frown.
2 express with a scowl. —n. an angry,
sullen look; frown. [< Scand. (Dan.)
skule] —scowlʹer, n. —scowlʹing, adj.
—scowlʹing·ly, adv.
scrab·ble (skrabʹәl), v., –bled, –bling,
n. —v. 1 scratch or scrape about with
hands, claws, etc. 2 scrawl; scribble. —n.
a scraping. [< Du. schrabbelen, frequentative of schrabben scratch]
scrag (skrag), n. 1 a lean, skinny person or
animal. 2 a lean, bony part.
scrag·gly (skragʹli), adj., –gli·er, –gli·est.
rough; irregular; ragged.
scrag·gy (skragʹi), adj., –gi·er, –gi·est. 1
lean; thin. 2 scraggly. —scragʹgi·ness, n.
scram (skram), v., scrammed, scramming. Informal. go at once, [short for
scramble]
scram·ble (skramʹbәl), v., –bled, –bling,
n. —v. 1 make one’s way by climbing,
crawling, etc.: scramble up a rocky hill.
2 struggle with others for something:
scramble for the ball. 3 cook (eggs) with
the whites and yolks mixed together. —n.
1 a climb or walk over rough ground. 2
struggle to possess: the scramble for
wealth. [var. of scrabble] —scramʹbler,
n. —scramʹbling·ly, adv.
scrap1 (skrap), n., v., scrapped, scrapping. —n. 1 a small piece; little bit; small
part left over. 2 bit of something written
or printed. —v. 1 make into scraps; break
up. 2 throw aside as useless or worn out.
[< Scand. skrap]
scrap2 (skrap), n., v., scrapped, scrapping. ﬁght; quarrel; struggle. [var. of
scrape] —scrapʹper, n.
scrap·book (skrapʹbu̇k´), n. book in
which pictures or clippings are pasted
and kept.
scrape (skrāp), v., scraped, scrap·ing,
n. —v. 1 rub with something sharp
or rough; make smooth or clean thus:
scrape your muddy shoes with this old
knife. 2 remove by rubbing with something sharp or rough: the man scraped
some paint oﬀ the table. 3 rub with a
harsh sound; rub harshly: the branch
of the tree scraped against the window.
4 collect by scraping or with diﬃculty:
scrape together enough money for one
year at college. 5 manage with diﬃculty:
that family can just scrape along. —n. 1
act of scraping. 2 a scraped place. 3 a
harsh, grating sound. 4 position hard to
get out of; diﬃculty. [< Scand. skrapa]
—scrapʹer, n.
scrap·ple (skrapʹәl), n. scraps of pork
boiled with corn meal and seasoned
with sage, etc., made into loaves, sliced,
and fried. [< scrap1]
scrap·py1 (skrapʹi), adj., –pi·er, –pi·est.
made up of odds and ends; fragmentary; disconnected. —scrapʹpi·ly, adv.
—scrapʹpi·ness, n.
scrap·py2 (skrapʹi), adj., –pi·er, –pi·est.
fond of ﬁghting. —scrapʹpi·ly, adv.
—scrapʹpi·ness, n.
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scratch

scratch (skrach), v. 1 break, mark, or cut
slightly with something sharp or rough:
don’t scratch the paint. 2 tear or dig with
the nails or claws: the cat scratched him.
3 rub or scrape to relieve itching; rub
some part of one’s body: he scratched
his head. 4 rub with a harsh noise; rub:
this pen scratches. 5 write in a hurry or
carelessly. 6 scrape out; strike out; draw
a line through. 7 withdraw (a horse, etc.)
from a race or contest. —n. 1 mark made
by scratching: there are scratches on this
new desk. 2 a very slight cut. 3 sound of
scratching: the scratch of a pen. 4 any act
of scratching. —adj. collected or prepared hastily, and often of poor quality.
from scratch, from nothing.
up to scratch, up to standard. [alter. of
earlier scrat, inﬂ. by obs. cratch; ult. orig.
uncert.] —scratchʹer, n.
scratch pad, pad of paper for hurried
writing.
scratch·y (skrachʹi), adj., scratch·i·er,
scratch·i·est. 1 that scratches, scrapes,
or grates. 2 consisting of mere scratches.
—scratchʹi·ly, adv. —scratchʹi·ness, n.
scrawl (skrôl), v. write or draw poorly or
carelessly. —n. poor, careless handwriting. —scrawlʹer, n. —scrawlʹy, adj.
scraw·ny (skrôʹni), adj., –ni·er, –ni·est.
lean; thin; skinny. [< Scand. (dial. Norw.)
skran] —scrawʹni·ness, n.
scream (skrēm), v. 1 make a loud, sharp,
piercing cry. People scream in fright, in
anger, and in sudden pain. 2 utter loudly.
3 laugh loudly. —n. 1 a loud, sharp, piercing cry. 2 something extremely funny.
[< Scand. skrœ̄ma scare] —screamʹer, n.
—screamʹing, adj.
screech (skrēch), v. make a loud, piercing cry. —n. a loud, piercing cry. [earlier scritch, imit.] —screechʹer, n.
—screechʹy, adj.
screech owl, 1 any of various small owls
having hornlike tufts of feathers. 2 owl
that screeches, as distinguished from
one that hoots.
screen (skrēn), n. 1 a covered frame
that hides, protects, or separates. 2 wire
woven together with small openings in
between: put the screens on the windows.
3 an ornamental partition. 4 anything
like a screen. 5 surface on which motion
pictures, etc., are shown. 6 sieve for sifting sand, gravel, coal, seed, etc. —v. 1
shelter, protect, or hide with, or as with,
a screen: screen one’s face from the ﬁre
with a fan. 2 sift (sand, gravel, coal,
etc.) with a sieve. [< OF escren < Gmc.]
—screenʹa·ble, adj. —screenʹer, n.
screen·ing (skrēʹning), 1 ﬁne wire mesh
used to make window screens and doors.
2 showing of a ﬁlm, esp. to a small group
of people: a private screening.
screw (skrü), n. 1 kind of nail, with a
ridge twisted evenly round its length:
turn the screw to the right to tighten it. 2
a cylinder with a ridge winding round it
to raise and lower something, esp. something heavy. b the threaded part into

which this cylinder ﬁts and advances.
c threaded bolt used to separate parts.
3 propeller of a boat or any other thing
that turns like a screw or looks like one.
4 a turn of a screw. 5 former instrument
of torture for compressing the thumbs.
—v. 1 turn as one turns a screw; twist:
screw the lid on the jar. 2 wind; twist. 3
fasten or tighten with a screw or screws.
4 force, press, or stretch tight by using a
screw or screws. 5 gather for an eﬀort:
screw up one’s courage.
have a screw loose, a have something
wrong or out of order. b Fig. be very
eccentric; crazy.
put the screws on, use pressure or force
to get something. [< OF escroue nut]
screw·ball (skrüʹbôl´), n. an eccentric
person. adj. eccentric; unpredictable:
screwball comedy.
screw·driv·er (skrüʹdrīv´әr), screw
driver, n. tool for putting in or taking
out screws by turning them.
screw propeller, a revolving hub with
radiating blades for propelling a ship,
aircraft, etc.
screw·y (skrüʹi), adj. Informal. odd;
strange.
scrib·ble (skribʹәl), v., –bled, –bling, n.
—v. 1 write or draw carelessly or hastily: scribble a note. 2 make marks that
do not mean anything. —n. something
scribbled. [< Med.L scribillare, ult. < L
scribere write]
scrib·bler (skribʹlәr), n. 1 person who
scribbles. 2 Fig. author of light or unimportant work.
scribe (skrīb), n. 1 person whose occupation is writing, esp. copying manuscripts. Before printing was invented,
there were many scribes. 2 person who
writes something for someone who does
not know how to write. 3 writer; author.
4 teacher of Jewish law in ancient times.
[< L scriba < scribere write] —scribʹal,
adj.
scrim·mage (skrimʹij), n., v., –maged,
–mag·ing. —n. play in football that
takes place when the two teams are lined
up and the ball is snapped back. —v. in
football, take part in a scrimmage. [ult.
var. of skirmish]
scrimp (skrimp), v. 1 be sparing of; use
too little of. 2 be very economical; stint;
skimp: many parents have to scrimp to
keep their children in school. 3 treat stingily or very economically.
scrimp·y (skrimpʹi), adj., scrimp·i·er,
scrimp·i·est. scanty; meager. —scrimpʹily, adv.
scrim·shaw (skrimʹshô´), n. 1 carving on
whale teeth, walrus tusks, etc., originally
done by sailors on long voyages. 2 such
an engraved article.
scrip (skrip), n. 1 a writing. 2 receipt,
certiﬁcate, or other document showing
a right to something. 3 paper money
issued by a government in an emergency or as an occupier of another
country. [var. of script]

script (skript), n. 1 written letters, ﬁgures,
signs, etc.; handwriting: German script.
2 style of type that looks like handwriting. 3 manuscript of a play or actor’s
part. 4 manuscript used in broadcasting.
[< L scriptum, orig. neut. pp., written]
—scriptʹwrit´er, n.
scrip·ture (skripʹchәr), n. 1 any sacred
writing. 2 Scripture. Also, the Scriptures, the Holy Scripture. the Bible.
[< L scriptura a writing < scribere write]
—scripʹtur·al, Scripʹtur·al, adj.
scrive·ner (skrivʹnәr), n. Archaic. clerk;
notary. [< obs. scrivein < OF escrivein,
ult. < L scribere write]
scrod (skrod), n. a young cod, esp. one
cut up for cooking. [< MDu. schrode
piece cut oﬀ ]
scrof·u·la (skrofʹyә lә), n. form of tuberculosis characterized by the enlargement of the lymph glands, esp those in
the neck. [< Med.L, sing. < L scrofulae,
pl. < scrofa a sow] —scrofʹu·lous, adj.
—scrofʹu·lous·ly, adv.
scroll (skrōl), n. 1 roll of parchment or
paper, esp. one with writing on it. 2
ornament resembling a partly unrolled
sheet of paper, or having a spiral or
coiled form. [alter. of scrow (inﬂ. by roll),
ult. < OF escroe scrap < Gmc.]
scroll saw, a very narrow saw for cutting
thin wood in curved or ornamental
patterns.
scro·tum (skrōʹtәm), n., pl. –ta (–tә).
pouch that contains the testicles. [< L]
—scroʹtal, adj.
scrounge (skrounj), v., scrounged,
scroung·ing. pilfer. —scroungʹer, n.
scrub1 (skrub), v., scrubbed, scrub·bing,
n. —v. 1 rub hard; wash or clean by
rubbing. 2 wash. —n. a scrubbing. [?
< MDu. schrubben]
scrub2 (skrub), n. 1 low, stunted trees or
shrubs. 2 anything small, or below the
usual size. 3 player not on the regular
team, etc. —adj. 1 small; poor; inferior:
a scrub ball team. 2 of or for players
not on the regular team. [var. of shrub]
—scrubʹby, adj.
scrub·ber (skrubʹәr), n. 1 person who
scrubs: a good scrubber in the bath. 2
brush for scrubbing. 3 apparatus that
removes impurities from a gaseous mixture: scrubbers clean the smoke.
scruﬀ (skruf), n. nape of the neck.
scruf·fy (skrufʹi), adj., scruf·ﬁ·er, scruf·ﬁest. dirty; shabby.
scrump·tious (skrumpʹshәs), adj. elegant; splendid; ﬁrst-rate: a scrumptious
meal.
scru·ple (skrüʹpәl), n., v., –pled, –pling.
—n. 1 a feeling of doubt about what one
ought to do. 2 a feeling of uneasiness
that keeps a person from doing something. 3 a weight of 20 grains. Three
scruples make 1 dram. 4 a very small
amount. —v. 1 hesitate or be unwilling
(to do something): he does not scruple to
deceive. 2 have scruples. [< L scrupulus,
orig. dim. of scrupus sharp stone]
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scru·pu·lous (skrüʹpyә lәs), adj. 1 having
or showing a strict regard for what is
right. 2 attending thoroughly to details;
very careful: pay scrupulous attention.
—scruʹpu·lous·ness, n. —scruʹpu·lously, adv.
scru·ti·nize (skrüʹtә nīz), v., –nized, –nizing. examine closely; inspect carefully.
—scruʹti·niz´er, n. —scruʹti·niz´ingly, adv.
scru·ti·ny (skrüʹtә ni), n., pl. –nies. close
examination; careful inspection. [< LL
scrutinium < L scrutari ransack]
scu·ba (sküʹbә), n. underwater breathing
equipment used by skin divers. [< s(elf)c(ontained) u(nderwater) b(reathing)
a(pparatus)]
scud (skud), v., scud·ded, scud·ding, n.
—v. run or move swiftly: clouds scudding
across the sky. —n. 1 a scudding. 2 clouds
or spray driven by the wind. [? var. of
scut a short tail, esp. of a rabbit or deer
(< Scand. skutr stern); ﬁrst applied to a
running of a hare]
scuﬀ (skuf), v. 1 walk without lifting the
feet; shuﬄe. 2 wear or injure the surface
of by hard use. —n. a scuﬃng. [var. of
scuffle]
scuf·ﬂe (skufʹәl), v., –ﬂed, –ﬂing, n. —v.
1 struggle or ﬁght in a rough, confused
manner. 2 shuﬄe. —n. 1 a confused,
rough struggle or ﬁght. 2 a shuﬄing.
[< Scand. (Sw.) skuﬀa push] —scufʹﬂer, n.
scull (skul), n. 1 oar worked with a side
twist over the end of a boat to make it
go. 2 one of a pair of oars used, one on
each side, by a single rower. 3 act of propelling by sculls. 4 a light racing boat for
one or more rowers. —v. propel (a boat),
by a scull or by sculls. —scullʹer, n.
scul·ler·y (skulʹәr i; skulʹri), n., pl. –leries. a small room where the dirty, rough
work of a kitchen is done. [< OF escuelerie, ult. < L scutella platter]
sculp·tor (skulpʹtәr), n. person who carves
or models ﬁgures; artist in sculpture.
sculp·tress (skulpʹtris), n. a woman
sculptor.
sculp·ture (skulpʹchәr), n., v., –tured,
–tur·ing. —n. 1 art of carving or modeling ﬁgures. Sculpture includes the cutting of statues from blocks of marble or
wood, casting in bronze, and modeling
in clay or wax. 2 sculptured work; piece
of such work. —v. 1 carve or model.
2 cover or ornament with sculpture.
[< L, < sculpere carve] —sculpʹtur·al, adj.
—sculpʹtur·al·ly, adv. —sculpʹtured, adj.
scum (skum), n., v., scummed, scumming. —n. 1 a thin layer that rises to
the top of a liquid; green scum ﬂoats on
the pond. 2 low, worthless people. —v. 1
form scum; become covered with scum.
2 skim. [? < MDu. schuum]
scum·my (skumʹi), adj., –mi·er, –mi·est.
1 of or containing scum. 2 low; worthless.
scup·per (skupʹәr), n. an opening in the
side of a ship to let water run oﬀ the
deck.

scur·ri·lous (skėrʹә lәs), adj. 1 coarsely
joking. 2 abusive and indecent. [< L,
< scurra buﬀoon] —scurʹri·lous·ly, adv.
—scurʹri·lous·ness, n.
scur·ry (skėrʹi), v., –ried, –ry·ing, n., pl.
–ries. —v. run or cause to run quickly;
hurry. —n. a hasty running; hurrying;
ﬂurry.
scur·vy (skėrʹvi), n. disease characterized
by swollen and bleeding gums, livid
spots on the skin, and prostration, due
to lack of vitamin C in the diet. Scurvy
used to be common among sailors when
they had little to eat except bread and
salt meat. [< scurf] —scurʹvi·ly, adv.
—scurʹvi·ness, n.
scut·tle1 (skutʹәl), n. kind of bucket for
holding or carrying coal. [< L scutella
platter]
scut·tle2 (skutʹәl), v., –tled, –tling, n.
scamper; scurry. [var. of scuddle < scud]
—scutʹtler, n.
scut·tle3 (skutʹәl), n., v., –tled, –tling.
—n. an opening in the deck or side of a
ship, with a lid or cover. —v. cut a hole
or holes through the bottom or sides of
(a ship) to sink it. [? < F < Sp. escotilla
hatchway] —scutʹtler, n.
scut·tle·butt (skutʹәl but´), n. Informal.
rumor and stories not based on fact.
Scyl·la (silʹә), n. between Scylla and
Charybdis, between two dangers, one
of which must be met.
scythe (sīth), n., v., scythed, scyth·ing.
—n. a long, slightly curved blade on a
long handle, for cutting grass, etc. —v.
cut with a scythe. [OE sīthe; spelling inﬂ.
by L scindere to cut]
SD, (zip code) South Dakota.
S. Dak., S.D., South Dakota.
Se, selenium.
SE, S.E., or s.e., southeast; southeastern.
sea (sē), n. 1 any large body of salt
water, smaller than an ocean, partly or
wholly enclosed by land: the North Sea.
2 the ocean. 3 a large, heavy wave. 4 the
swell of the ocean. 5 an overwhelming
amount or number.
at sea, a out on the sea. b Fig. puzzled;
confused.
go to sea, a become a sailor. b begin a
voyage on the sea.
put to sea, begin a voyage on the sea.
[OE sœ̄]
sea anemone, a ﬂowerlike polyp with a
ﬂeshy, cylindrical body and a mouth
surrounded by many tentacles.
sea bass, 1 a common food ﬁsh of the
Atlantic coast with a peculiar tail ﬁn. 2
any of various similar ﬁshes.
sea·bee (sēʹbē´), n. member of the construction battalion of the U.S. Navy.
[from the initials C.B., for Construction
Battalion]
sea·board (sēʹbôrd´; –bōrd´), n. land near
the sea; seacoast; seashore: the Atlantic
seaboard.
sea bream, any of certain ﬁshes belonging to the family which includes scups,
porgies, etc.
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sea breeze, light wind blowing from the
sea to land.
sea calf, the common seal, often called
the harbor seal.
sea·coast (sēʹkōst´), n. land along the
sea.
sea cow, 1 manatee, dugong, or any similar mammal living in the sea. 2 =walrus.
sea cucumber, any of a group of small
echinoderms, most of which have ﬂexible bodies that look somewhat like
cucumbers.
sea dog, a sailor, esp. one with long
experience.
sea elephant, kind of very large seal, the
male of which has a trunklike snout.
sea·far·er (sēʹfãr´әr), n. 1 sailor. 2 traveler
on the sea.
sea·far·ing (sēʹfãr´ing), adj. traveling or
working on the sea. —n. 1 a sailor’s life.
2 act or fact of traveling by sea.
sea·food (sēʹfüd´), n. edible saltwater ﬁsh
and shellﬁsh.
sea·go·ing (sēʹgō´ing), adj. 1 going by sea.
2 ﬁt for going to sea.
sea green, light bluish green.
sea gull, =gull1.
sea horse, a kind of small ﬁsh (2 to 10
inches long) with a prehensile tail and a
head suggesting that of a horse.
seal1 (sēl), n. 1 design stamped on a
piece of wax, etc., to show ownership or
authenticity; a paper, circle, mark, etc.,
representing it. The seal of the United
States is attached to important government papers. 2 stamp for marking
things with such a design: a seal with
one’s initials on it. 3 thing that fastens or
closes something tightly. 4 pledge: under
seal of secrecy. 5 mark; sign. —v. 1 mark
(a document) with a seal as evidence of
authenticity or conﬁrmation. 2 ratify,
certify, or make binding (an agreement,
etc.). 3 mark with a seal as evidence of
legal or standard exactness, measure,
quality, etc. 4 fasten (a letter, etc.) with a
seal, wax, etc. 5 close tightly; shut; fasten.
6 settle; determine.
seal oﬀ, completely close oﬀ; make inaccessible. [< OF, ult. < L sigillum, dim.
of signum sign] —sealʹa·ble, adj.
—sealʹer, n.
seal2 (sēl), n., pl. seals or (esp. collectively)
seal for 1, v. —n. 1 a marine carnivorous
mammal with large ﬂippers, living usually in cold regions. Some kinds are
hunted for their valuable fur. 2 the fur. 3
leather made from the skin of a seal. —v.
hunt seals. [OE seolh] —sealʹer, n.
sea lane, course on the ocean commonly
used by ships.
sea legs, get or have one’s, become accustomed to walking or moving on steady
surfaces or ground.
sea level, surface of the sea, esp.
when halfway between mean high and
low water. Heights of mountains are
measured as so many feet above sea
level.
sea lily, =crinoid.
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sealing wax

sealing wax, a hard kind of wax made of
resin and shellac, soft when heated, used
for sealing letters, packages, etc.
sea lion, a large seal of the Paciﬁc
coast.
seal·skin (sēlʹskin´), n. 1 skin of the fur
seal, prepared for use. 2 garment made
of this fur.
Sea·ly·ham (sēʹli ham; –әm), n. one of a
breed of white wire-haired terriers with
short legs and square jaws.
seam (sēm), n. 1 line formed by sewing two pieces of cloth, canvas, leather,
etc., together. 2 any line where edges
join. 3 any mark or line like a seam. 4
layer; stratum. —v. 1 sew the seam of;
join with a seam. 2 mark (the face, etc.)
with wrinkles, scars, etc. [OE sēam]
—seamʹless, adj.
sea·man (sēʹmәn), n,, pl. –men. 1 =sailor.
2 sailor who is not an oﬃcer. —seaʹmanlike´, seaʹman·ly, adj.
sea·man·ship (sēʹmәn ship), n. skill in
managing a ship.
seam·stress (sēmʹstris), n. woman whose
work is sewing.
seam·y (sēmʹi), adj., seam·i·er, seam·iest. 1 having or showing seams. 2 worst;
least pleasant: the seamy side of life.
—seamʹi·ness, n.
sé·ance (sāʹäns), n. 1 a sitting; session. 2 a
meeting of people trying to communicate with spirits of the dead by the help
of a medium. [< F, < seoir sit < L sedere]
sea·plane (sēʹplān´), n. hydroplane (def.
2).
sea·port (sēʹpôrt´; –pōrt´), n. port or
harbor on the seacoast; city or town
with a harbor that ships can reach from
the sea.
sear (sir), v. 1 burn or char the surface
of. 2 make hard or unfeeling. 3 dry
up; wither. —n. mark made by searing.
—adj. Also, sere. dried up; withered.
[OE sēar; v. < adj.]
search (sėrch), v. 1 try to ﬁnd by looking;
seek: search for a lost cat. 2 go through
and examine carefully and in detail, esp.
for something concealed: search a ship.
3 probe: the doctor searched the wound.
—n. act of searching; examination.
in search of, trying to ﬁnd; looking for.
search out, a look for. b ﬁnd by searching. [< OF cerchier, ult. < L circus circle]
—searchʹa·ble, adj. —searchʹer, n.
search·ing (sėrʹching), adj. 1 examining
carefully. 2 piercing; sharp. —searchʹingly, adv.
search·light (sėrchʹlīt´), n. 1 device that
can throw a very bright beam of light
in any direction desired. 2 the beam
of light.
search warrant, a legal document authorizing the search of a house or building
for stolen goods, criminals, etc.
sea·shore (sēʹshôr´; –shōr´), n. land along
the sea.
sea·sick (sēʹsik´), adj. sick because of a
ship’s motion. —seaʹsick´ness, n.
sea·side (sēʹsīd´), n. seacoast; seashore.

sea·son (sēʹzәn), n. 1 one of the four periods of the year; spring, summer, autumn,
or winter. 2 any period of time marked
by something special: the Christmas season. 3 time when something is occurring, active, at its best, or in fashion: the
baseball season. 4 a period of time: a
bad season. 5 a suitable or ﬁt time. —v.
1 improve the ﬂavor of: season soup with
salt. 2 give interest or character to: season conversation with wit. 3 make ﬁt for
use by a period of keeping or treatment:
wood is seasoned for building by drying
and hardening it. 4 become ﬁt for use. 5
accustom; make used: a doctor seasoned
to gunshot wounds by years spent in a
city emergency room. 6 make less severe;
soften: season justice with mercy.
for a season, for a time; for part of the
year.
in season, a at the right or proper time.
b in the time for eating, harvesting,
etc.: oysters in season. c early enough.
out of season, not in season: many
vegetables are out of season in winter.
[< OF < L satio a sowing < serere to sow]
—seaʹson·er, n.
sea·son·a·ble (sēʹzēn ә bәl; sēzʹnә bәl),
adj. 1 suitable to the season: seasonable
weather. 2 coming at the right or proper
time: seasonable aid. —seaʹson·a·bleness, n. —seaʹson·a·bly, adv.
sea·son·al (sēʹzәn әl), adj. having to do
with the seasons; depending on a season; happening at regular intervals.
—seaʹson·al·ly, adv.
sea·son·ing (sēʹzәn ing; sēzʹning), n. 1
something that gives a better ﬂavor, as
salt, pepper, or spices. 2 something that
gives interest or character: a speech with
a seasoning of humor.
seat1 (sēt), n. 1 thing to sit on. 2 place to
sit. 3 place in which one has the right
to sit: a seat in Congress. 4 that part of
a chair, bench, stool, etc., on which one
sits. 5 that part of the body on which
one sits, or the clothing covering it. 6
manner of sitting, as on horseback. 7
that on which anything rests; base. —v.
1 set or place on a seat: seat a person
on a chair. 2 have seats for (a speciﬁed
number). 3 provide with a seat or seats.
4 put a seat on.
be seated, a sit down. b be sitting. c be
situated. [< Scand. sœ̄ti] —seatʹer, n.
seat2 (sēt), n. 1 an established place or
center. 2 residence; home, esp. of an
aristocrat. —v. ﬁx in a particular or
proper place; settle; locate: seated in the
west. [OE sœ̄te]
sea trout, 1 species of trout that spends
part of its life in salt water. 2 one of several kinds of weakﬁsh.
sea urchin, a small sea animal with a
spiny shell.
sea wall, wall or bank of earth constructed to keep water and waves from
washing away a shoreline.
sea·ward (sēʹwәrd), adv. Also, seaʹwards.
toward the sea. —adj. lying, facing, or

tending toward the sea. —n. direction
toward the sea.
sea·way (sēʹwā´), n. 1 a way over the sea.
2 progress of a ship through the waves. 3
an inland waterway that is deep enough
to permit ocean shipping.
sea·weed (sēʹwēd´), n. any plant or plants
growing in the sea.
sea·wor·thy (sēʹwėr´thi), adj. ﬁt for sailing on the sea; able to stand storms at
sea. —seaʹwor´thi·ness, n.
se·ba·ceous (si bāʹshәs), adj. 1 pertaining
to fat; fatty; greasy. 2 secreting a fatty
matter, as certain glands. [< L, < sebum
grease]
sec., 1 secant. 2 pl. secs. second. 3 secondary. 4 secretary. 5 pl. secs. section.
se·cant (sēʹkәnt; –kant), n. 1 line that
intersects. 2 a a straight line drawn
from the center of a circle through one
extremity of an arc to the tangent from
the other extremity of the same arc. b
ratio of the length of this line to the
length of the radius of the circle. [< L
secans cutting]
se·cede (si sēdʹ), v., –ced·ed, –ced·ing.
withdraw formally from an organization. [< L, < se– apart + cedere go] —secedʹer, n.
se·ces·sion (si seshʹәn), n. 1 a formal
withdrawing from an organization. 2
Often, Secession, the withdrawal of
eleven Southern states in 1860–61,
which brought on the Civil War. —secesʹsion·ist, n.
se·clude (si klüdʹ), v., –clud·ed, –cluding. keep apart from company; shut oﬀ
from others. [< L secludere < se– apart +
claudere shut]
se·clud·ed (si klüdʹid), adj. shut oﬀ
from others; undisturbed. —se·cludʹedness, n.
se·clu·sion (si klüʹzhәn), n. 1 a secluding or being secluded; retirement. 2 a
secluded place. —se·cluʹsive, adj. —secluʹsive·ly, adv. —se·cluʹsive·ness, n.
sec·ond1 (sekʹәnd), adj. 1 next after the
ﬁrst: the second house on the block.
2 below the ﬁrst; inferior: the second
oﬃcer. 3 another; other: her second self.
—adv. in the second group, division,
rank, etc.; secondly. —n. 1 person or
thing that is second. 2 person who supports or aids another; backer: the prize
ﬁghter had a second. —v. 1 support; back
up; assist: second another person’s idea. 2
act as second to (a prize ﬁghter, etc.).
seconds, articles below ﬁrst quality. Seconds have some defect. [< F < L secundus < sequi follow] —secʹond·er, n.
sec·ond2 (sekʹәnd), n. 1 1⁄60 of a minute;
1
⁄3600 of an hour. 2 a very short time. 3
1
⁄3600 of a degree of an angle. 120º 10´
30ʹ means 12 degrees, 10 minutes, 30
seconds. [< F < Med.L secunda (minuta)
second (minute), i.e., the result of the
second division of the hour into sixty
parts]
sec·ond·ar·y (sekʹәn der´i), adj., n., pl.
–ar·ies. —adj. 1 next after the ﬁrst in
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order, place, time, etc. 2 not main or
chief; having less importance. 3 not
original; derived. —n. person or thing
that is secondary, second in importance,
or subordinate. —secʹond·ar´i·ly, adv.
secondary accent, 1 a stress accent that
is weaker than the strongest stress in
a word (primary accent), but stronger
than no stress. The second syllable of ab·
bre´vi·aʹtion has a secondary accent. 2
mark (´) used to show this.
secondary school, =high school.
sec·ond-best (sekʹәnd bestʹ), adj. almost
of ﬁrst quality; next to best.
second childhood, enjoyment, felt by an
adult, similar to that experienced as a
child from pure pleasure.
sec·ond-class (sekʹәnd klasʹ; –kläsʹ), adj.
of inferior grade or quality; second-rate.
—adv. on a second-class ship, train, etc.
sec·ond-guess (sekʹәnd gesʹ), v. 1 guess
or anticipate what will happen. 2 criticize after the fact, with the beneﬁt of
hindsight.
sec·ond-hand (sekʹәnd handʹ), adj. 1 not
original; obtained from another: second-hand information. 2 not new; used
already by someone else. 3 dealing in
used goods: a second-hand bookshop.
second hand, hand on a clock or watch,
pointing to the seconds, that moves
around the dial once in a minute.
second lieutenant, an army oﬃcer who
ranks next below a ﬁrst lieutenant.
sec·ond·ly (sekʹәnd li), adv. in the second
place; second.
second nature, habit, quality, knowledge,
etc., that a person has acquired and had
for so long that it seems to be almost a
part of his or her nature.
second person, form of a pronoun or
verb used to indicate the person spoken to.
sec·ond-rate (sekʹәnd rātʹ), adj. 1 rated
as second-class. 2 inferior. —adv. in an
inferior manner. —secʹond-ratʹer, n.
second sight, the supposed power of seeing distant objects or future events as if
they were present.
sec·ond-string (sekʹәnd stringʹ), adj. 1
not on the regular or starting team in a
sport. 2 =second-rate.
se·cre·cy (sēʹkrә si), n., pl. –cies. 1 condition of being secret: an aﬀair conducted
in strict secrecy. 2 ability to keep things
secret. 3 tendency to conceal; lack of
frankness.
se·cret (sēʹkrit), adj. 1 done, made, or
conducted without the knowledge of
others: a secret marriage. 2 keeping to
oneself what one knows: be as secret
as the grave. 3 known only to a few: a
secret society. 4 kept from sight; hidden:
a secret drawer. —n. 1 something secret
or hidden; thing known only to a few. 2
a hidden cause or reason.
in secret, secretly; in private; not openly.
[< F < L secretus set apart < se– apart +
cernere separate. Doublet of secrete.]
—seʹcret·ly, adv. —seʹcret·ness, n.

secret agent, agent of the government
secret service.
sec·re·tar·i·al (sek´rә tãrʹi әl), adj. of a
secretary; having to do with a secretary.
sec·re·tar·i·at (sek´rә tãrʹi әt; -at), n. 1
oﬃce or position of secretary. 2 group
of secretaries. 3 place where a secretary
transacts business.
sec·re·tar·y (sekʹrә ter´i), n., pl. –tar·ies. 1
person who writes letters, keeps records,
etc., for a person, company, club, etc. 2
person who has charge of a department
of the government. The Secretary of the
Treasury is the head of the Treasury
Department. 3 a writing desk with a
set of drawers and often with shelves
for books. [< LL secretarius conﬁdential oﬃcer < L secretum, n., secret]
—secʹre·tar´y·ship, n.
secretary bird, a large, long-legged African bird of prey that feeds on reptiles,
so called because its crest suggests pens
stuck over the ear.
se·crete1 (si krētʹ), v., –cret·ed, –cret·ing.
1 keep secret; hide. 2 take in secret:
secrete funds from the general account.
[< L secretus. Doublet of secret.] —secreʹtor, se·cretʹer, n.
se·crete2 (si krētʹ), v. –cret·ed, –cret·ing.
produce and discharge: glands secrete
enzymes. [< secretion]
se·cre·tion (si krēʹshәn), n. 1 substance
that is secreted by some part of an animal or plant. 2 process or function of
discharging various substances, as bile.
—se·creʹtion·ar´y, se·creʹtion·al, adj.
se·cre·tive (si krēʹtiv), adj. 1 having the
habit of secrecy; not frank and open. 2
causing or aiding secretion. —se·creʹtive·ly, adv. —se·creʹtive·ness, n.
se·cre·to·ry (si krēʹtә ri), adj., n., pl. –ries.
—adj. secreting; of or causing secretion.
—n. organ of the body that secretes.
secret service, 1 branch of a government
that makes secret investigations. 2 an
oﬃcial service that is secret. 3 Secret
Service, branch of the U.S. Treasury
Department concerned with discovering and preventing counterfeiting, protecting the President, etc.
sect (sekt), n. 1 group of people having
the same principles, beliefs, or opinions.
2 a religious group separated from an
established church. [< L secta party,
school < sequi follow]
sec·tar·i·an (sek tãrʹi әn), adj. 1 of or pertaining to a sect. 2 characteristic of one
sect only. —n. 1 a devoted member of a
sect, esp. a narrow-minded or strongly
prejudiced member. 2 member of a sect.
—sec·tarʹi·an·ism, n.
sec·tion (sekʹshәn), n. 1 part cut oﬀ;
part; division; slice: divide the cake into
sections. 2 one of several parts that can
be put together to form a whole: the
sections of a pipe, an orchestra’s string
section. 3 division of a book: Chapter
X has seven sections. 4 region; part of a
country, city, etc.: a town has a business
section, residential sections, etc. 5 act of

cutting. 6 a representation of a thing as
it would appear if cut straight through.
—v. cut into sections. [< L, < secare cut]
sec·tion·al (sekʹshәn әl), adj. 1 pertaining
to a particular section; local. 2 made of
sections: a sectional bookcase. —secʹtional·ist, n. —secʹtion·al·ly, adv.
sec·tion·al·ism (sekʹshә nә liz´әm), n.
division based on local interests or concerns; sectional prejudice.
sec·tor (sekʹtәr), n. 1 a plane ﬁgure
bounded by two radii and the included
arc of a circle, ellipse, or the like. 2 a
clearly deﬁned area which a particular
unit of a military force protects or covers with ﬁre; part of a front held by a
unit. [< LL, < L, cutter, < secare to cut]
—sec·toʹri·al, adj.
sec·u·lar (sekʹyә lәr), adj. 1 worldly, not
religious or sacred: secular music. 2 living in the world; not belonging to a
religious order. [< L, < saeculum age,
world] —secʹu·lar·ism, n. —secʹu·larist, n. —secʹu·lar·ly, adv.
sec·u·lar·ize (sekʹyә lәr īz), v., –ized, –izing. make secular or worldly; separate
from religious connection or inﬂuence:
secularize the schools. —sec´u·lar·i·zaʹtion, n. —secʹu·lar·iz´er, n.
se·cure (si kyu̇rʹ), adj., v., –cured, –curing. —adj. 1 safe against loss, attack,
escape, etc.: a secure hiding place. 2
sure; certain; that can be counted on:
our victory is secure. 3 free from care or
fear: a secure old age. 4 ﬁrmly fastened;
not liable to give way: the boards of this
bridge do not look secure. —v. 1 make
safe; protect. 2 make (something) sure
or certain. 3 make ﬁrm or fast: secure
the locks on the windows. 4 get; obtain:
secure your tickets early. [< L, < se– free
from + cura care. Doublet of sure.]
—se·cureʹly, adv. —se·curʹer, n.
se·cu·ri·ty (si kyu̇rʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
freedom from danger, care, or fear;
feeling or condition of being safe. 2
something that secures or makes safe: a
watchdog is a security against burglars. 3
Usually, securities. bond or stock certificate: these railroad securities can be sold
for $5000. 4 something given as a pledge
that a person will fulﬁll some duty,
promise, etc.: a life-insurance policy may
serve as security for a loan. 5 person who
agrees to be responsible for another.
securities, stocks or bonds or other
ﬁnancial instruments.
secy., sec’y., secretary.
se·dan (si danʹ), n. 1 a closed automobile
seating four or more persons. 2 sedan
chair.
sedan chair, a covered chair carried on
poles by two men.
se·date (si dātʹ), adj. quiet; calm; serious.
[< L sedatus calmed] —se·dateʹly, adv.
—se·dateʹness, n.
sed·a·tive (sedʹә tiv), n. 1 medicine that
lessens pain or excitement. 2 anything
soothing or calming. —adj. 1 lessening
pain or excitement. 2 soothing; calming.

566 sedentary
sed·en·tar·y (sedʹәn ter´i), adj. 1 used to
sitting still much of the time: sedentary
people. 2 that keeps one sitting still much
of the time: a sedentary occupation. 3
ﬁxed to one spot; not migratory. [< L
sedentarius, ult. < sedere sit] —sedʹentar´i·ly, adv. —sedʹen·tar´i·ness, n.
sedge (sej), n. a grasslike plant that grows
in wet places. [OE secg] —sedged,
sedgʹy, adj.
sed·i·ment (sedʹә mәnt), n. 1 matter that
settles to the bottom of a liquid. 2 matter
deposited, as by water. [< F < L, < sedere
settle] —sed´i·men·taʹtion, n.
sed·i·men·ta·ry (sed´ә menʹtә ri), adj. 1
of or having to do with sediment. 2
formed from sediment. —sed´i·menʹtari·ly, adv.
se·di·tion (si dishʹәn), n. speech or action
causing discontent or rebellion against
the government; incitement to discontent or rebellion. [< L seditio < se– apart
+ ire go] —se·diʹtion·ar´y, adj.
se·di·tious (si dishʹәs), adj. 1 stirring up
discontent or rebellion. 2 taking part in
sedition; guilty of sedition. 3 pertaining
to sedition. —se·diʹtious·ly, adv. —sediʹtious·ness, n.
se·duce (si düsʹ; –dūsʹ), v., –duced, –ducing. 1 tempt to wrongdoing; persuade to
do wrong. 2 lead away from virtue; lead
astray; beguile. 3 entice (a woman) to a
surrender of chastity. [< L, < se– aside +
ducere lead] —se·ducʹer, n. —se·ducʹible, adj. —se·ducʹing·ly, adv. —se·ducʹtion, n.
se·duc·tive (si dukʹtiv), adj. alluring; captivating; charming. —se·ducʹtive·ly, adv.
—se·ducʹtive·ness, n.
sed·u·lous (sejʹә lәs), adj. hard-working;
diligent; painstaking. [< L sedulus < se
dolo without deception] —se·duʹli·ty, n.
—sedʹu·lous·ly, adv.
see1 (sē), v., saw, seen, see·ing. 1 perceive or examine with the eyes; look at;
observe: see that black cloud, see a tennis
match. 2 have the power of sight: the
blind do not see. 3 take in with the mind;
understand: I see what you mean. 4 ﬁnd
out; learn: please see who it is. 5 take care;
make sure: see that the work is properly
done. 6 have knowledge or experience
of: that coat has seen hard wear. 7 attend;
go with: see a child home. 8 meet; call on:
will you see him at his home?
see (someone) oﬀ, go with someone to
the place where he or she begins a trip.
see through, a understand the real character or hidden purpose of. b go through
with; ﬁnish. c watch over or help through
a diﬃculty.
see to (it), look after; make sure of
(something). [OE sēon] —seeʹa·ble, adj.
see2 (sē), n. 1 position or authority of a
bishop. 2 diocese; bishopric. [< OF sie
< L sedes abode]
seed (sēd), n., pl. seeds, seed, v. —n. 1
thing from which a ﬂower, vegetable, or
other plant grows; small grainlike fruit.
2 bulb, sprout, or any part of a plant

from which a new plant will grow. 3
Fig. beginning; source. 4 Fig. children;
descendants. —v. 1 sow with seeds; scatter seeds over: the farmer seeded his ﬁeld
with corn, dandelions seed themselves.
2 remove the seeds from: seed raisins.
3 scatter or distribute (the names of
players) so that the best players do not
meet in the early part of a tournament.
4 scatter dry ice or other chemicals into
(clouds) from an airplane in an eﬀort to
produce rain artiﬁcially.
go to seed, a come to the time of yielding
seeds. b come to the end of vigor, usefulness, prosperity, etc. [OE sœ̄d] —seedʹer,
n. —seedʹless, adj. —seedʹlike´, adj.
seed·case (sēdʹkās´), n. any pod, capsule,
or other dry, hollow fruit that contains
seeds.
seed coat, outer covering of a seed.
seed·ing (sēdʹing), n. 1 act or fact of distributing seeds. 2 distribution of players
in a tournament. 3 in rain making, the
dropping of dry ice or other chemicals
into clouds.
seed leaf, =cotyledon.
seed·ling (sēdʹling), n. 1 a young plant
grown from a seed. 2 a small young tree
less than three feet high.
seed·y (sēdʹi), adj., seed·i·er, seed·i·est.
1 full of seed. 2 gone to seed. 3 shabby;
no longer fresh or new: seedy clothes.
—seedʹi·ly, adv. —seedʹi·ness, n.
see·ing (sēʹing), n. sight. —adj. that sees.
—conj. in view of the fact; considering:
seeing that it is 10 o’clock, we will wait
no longer.
Seeing Eye, organization that breeds and
trains dogs as guides for blind people.
seek (sēk), v., sought, seek·ing. 1 try to
ﬁnd; look for: seek a new home, seek
something lost. 2 try to get: friends sought
his advice, he seeks to make peace. 3 go
to: being sleepy, he sought his bed.
sought after, in demand. [OE sēcan]
—seekʹer, n.
seem (sēm), v. 1 appear; appear to be: he
seemed a very old man, it seems likely to
rain. 2 appear to oneself: I still seem to
hear the music. 3 appear to exist: there
seems no need to wait longer. [< Scand.
sœ̄ma conform to]
seem·ing (sēmʹing), adj. apparent; that
appears to be: a seeming advantage. —n.
appearance; likeness. —seemʹing·ly, adv.
—seemʹing·ness, n.
seem·ly (sēmʹli), adj., –li·er, –li·est, adv.
—adj. 1 suitable; proper. 2 having a
pleasing appearance. —adv. properly;
becomingly. —seemʹli·ness, n.
seen (sēn), v. pp. of see1.
seep (sēp), v. ooze; trickle; leak: water
seeps through sand. [? OE sīpian]
—seepʹy, adj.
seep·age (sēpʹij), n. 1 a seeping; leakage. 2
moisture or liquid that seeps.
seer (sir for 1, 3; sēʹәr for 2), n. 1 person
who foresees or foretells future events;
prophet. 2 one that sees. 3 one who tells
fortunes.

seer·suck·er (sirʹsuk´әr), n. cloth woven
into alternating plain and crinkled
stripes. [< Hind. < Pers. shir o shakkar,
lit., milk and sugar]
see·saw (sēʹsô´), n. 1 plank resting on a
support near its middle so the ends can
move up and down, esp. for children to
ride on. 2 moving up and down on such
a plank. 3 motion up and down or back
and forth. —v. 1 move up and down on a
balanced plank. 2 move up and down or
back and forth. 3 Fig. go back and forth
between two alternatives; be undecided.
—adj. moving up and down or back and
forth, [varied reduplication of saw1]
seethe (sēth), v., seethed, seeth·ing. 1
bubble and foam: seething waters. 2
be excited; be disturbed: seething with
discontent. [OE sēothan] —seethʹingly, adv.
seg·ment (segʹmәnt), n. 1 part cut,
marked, or broken oﬀ; division; section:
an orange is easily pulled apart into its
segments. 2 part of a circle, sphere, etc.,
cut oﬀ by a line or plane. —v. divide into
segments. [< L segmentum < secare to
cut] —seg·menʹtal, segʹmen·tar´y, adj.
—seg·menʹtal·ly, adv.
seg·men·ta·tion (seg´mәn tāʹshәn), n.
division into segments.
se·go lily (sēʹgō), or sego, n., pl. –gos.
plant that has trumpet-shaped ﬂowers,
common in the SW part of the United
States. [< Am.Ind.]
seg·re·gate (v. segʹrә gāt; adj. segʹrә git,
–gāt), v., –gat·ed, –gat·ing, adj. —v. 1
separate from others; set apart; isolate.
2 separate from the rest and collect in
one place, as in crystallization. —adj.
segregated. [< L segregatus < se– apart
from + grex herd] —segʹre·ga´tive, adj.
—segʹre·ga´tor, n.
seg·re·ga·tion (seg´rә gāʹshәn), n. 1 a segregating or being segregated. 2 separation of blacks from other racial groups,
esp. in schools and other public places.
School segregation was ruled unconstitutional by the United States Supreme
Court in 1954.
seg·re·ga·tion·ist (seg´rә gāʹshәn ist), n.
person who believes in the separation of
racial groups, esp. of blacks. —adj. of or
having to do with segregation: segregationist rhetoric.
se·gue (sāʹgwā), v., –gued, –gue·ing. 1
more from one thing to another without
pause: segued from death on the highway to
news of a captive panda’s birth. 2 proceed
from one section of a musical composition to the next, without pause. —n. an
immediate transition, esp. to something
entirely diﬀerent. [< It., lit., it follows]
sei·gneur (sēn yėrʹ), n. a feudal lord or
landowner. [< F. Doublet of seignior
and sieur.]
seign·ior (sēnʹyәr), n. 1 lord; lord of a
manor; gentleman. 2 title of respect.
3 =seigneur. [< OF < acc. of L senior
senior. Doublet of seigneur and
sieur.] —seignêiorʹi·al, adj.

selﬁsh 567
seine (sān), n., v., seined, sein·ing. —n.
a ﬁshing net that hangs straight down
in the water. It has ﬂoats at the upper
edge and sinkers at the lower. —v. 1 ﬁsh
with a seine. 2 catch with a seine. [< L
< Gk. sagene]
seis·mic (sīzʹmik; sīsʹ–), adj. 1 of earthquakes or an earthquake. 2 caused by an
earthquake. [< Gk. seismos earthquake
< seiein to shake]
seis·mo·graph (sīzʹmә graf; –gräf; sīsʹ–),
n. instrument for recording the direction, intensity, and duration of earthquakes. [< seismo– (< Gk. seismos
earthquake) + –graph] —seis·mogʹrapher, n. —seis´mo·graphʹic, adj. —seismogʹra·phy, n.
seis·mol·o·gy (sīz molʹә ji; sīs–), n. study
of earthquakes and other movements of
the earth’s crust. [< seismo– (< Gk. seismos earthquake) + –logy] —seis´mologʹi·cal, seis´mo·logʹic, adj. —seis´mologʹi·cal·ly, adv. —seis·molʹo·gist, n.
seize (sēz), v., seized, seiz·ing. 1 take
hold of suddenly; clutch; grasp. 2 grasp
with the mind. 3 grasp and use: seize an
opportunity. 4 take possession of: seize
smuggled goods, a fever seized her. 5 take
into custody; capture: men were seized
for rioting.
seize on or upon, a take hold of suddenly. b take possession of.
seize up, a become jammed, unable to
move or turn, as of a joint or motor. b
Fig. be unable to function: the singer
simply seized up and left the stage.
[< OF seisir, ult. < Gmc.] —seizʹa·ble,
adj. —seizʹer, n.
sei·zure (sēʹzhәr), n. 1 act of seizing:
seizure of smuggled goods. 2 condition
of being seized: after his seizure he was
imprisoned. 3 a sudden attack of disease.
sel·dom (selʹdәm), adv. rarely; not often:
he is seldom ill. [OE seldum] —selʹdomness, n.
se·lect (si lektʹ), v. choose; pick out: select
the book you want. —adj. 1 picked as
best; chosen specially: a select crew. 2
choice; superior. 3 careful in choosing;
particular as to friends, company, etc.: a
very select club.
select out, exclude; weed out. [< L selectus < se– apart + legere choose] —se·
lectʹly, adv. —se·lectʹness, n. —se·lecʹtor, n.
se·lec·tion (si lekʹshәn), n. 1 choice. 2
person, thing, or group chosen. 3 the
selecting of animals or plants to survive.
—se·lecʹtion·ist, n.
se·lec·tive (si lekʹtiv), adj. 1 selecting;
having the power to select. 2 having to
do with selection. —se·lecʹtive·ly, adv.
—se·lecʹtive·ness, n.
se·lec·tiv·i·ty (si lek´tivʹә ti), n. quality of
being selective.
se·lect·man (si lektʹmәn), n., pl. –men.
one of a board of town oﬃcers in New
England, chosen each year to manage
certain public aﬀairs.

se·le·ni·um (si lēʹni әm), n. a nonmetallic
element, Se, resembling sulfur in chemical properties, used in photoelectric
cells. [< NL, < Gk. selene moon]
self (self), n., pl. selves. pron., pl. selves.
—n. 1 one’s own person: his very self.
2 one’s own welfare, interests, etc.: a
selﬁsh person puts self ﬁrst. 3 nature,
character, etc., of a person or thing:
one’s former self. —pron. myself; himself;
herself; yourself: a check made payable
to self. [OE]
self–, preﬁx. 1 of or over oneself, etc., as
in self-conscious, self-control. 2 by or
in oneself, etc., as in self-inﬂicted, selfevident. 3 to or for oneself, etc., as in
self-addressed, self-respect. 4 automatic;
automatically, as in self-starter, self-closing. [< self]
self-a·base·ment (self´ә bāsʹmәnt), n.
abasement of self.
self-ab·sorbed (self´ab sôrbdʹ; –zôrbdʹ),
adj. absorbed in one’s own thoughts,
aﬀairs, etc. —self´-ab·sorpʹtion, n.
self-act·ing (selfʹakʹting), adj. working of
itself: a self-acting machine.
self-ad·dressed (selfʹә drestʹ), adj.
addressed to oneself.
self-as·ser·tion (self´ә sėrʹshәn), n. insistence on one’s own wishes, opinions,
claims, etc. —self´-as·serʹtive, adj.
—self´-as·serʹtive·ly, adv.
self-as·sur·ance (self´ә shu̇rʹәns), n. selfconﬁdence. —self´-as·suredʹ, adj.
self-cen·tered (selfʹsenʹtәrd), adj. 1 occupied with one’s own interests and
aﬀairs. 2 selﬁsh. 3 being a ﬁxed point
around which other things move.
—selfʹcenʹtered·ness, n.
self-com·mand (self´kә mandʹ; –mändʹ),
n. control of oneself.
self-con·ceit (self´kәn sētʹ), n. conceit;
too much pride in oneself or one’s ability. —self´-con·ceitʹed, adj. —self´-conceitʹed·ness , n.
self-con·fessed (self´kәn festʹ), adj.
admitted to by oneself: self-confessed
gambler.
self-con·ﬁ·dence (self´konʹfә dәns), n.
belief in one’s own ability, power, judgment, etc.; conﬁdence in oneself. —self´conʹﬁ·dent, adj.
self-con·scious (self´konʹshәs), adj. made
conscious of how one is appearing to
others; shy. —self´-conʹscious·ly, adv.
—self´-conʹscious·ness, n.
self-con·tained (self´kәn tāndʹ), adj. 1
saying little; reserved. 2 containing in
oneself or itself all that is necessary;
independent of what is external. —self´con·tainʹment, n.
self-con·tra·dic·tion (selfʹkon´trә dikʹshәn), n. statement containing elements
that are contradictory. —selfʹ-con´tradicʹto·ry, adj.
self-con·trol (self´kәn trōlʹ), n. control of
one’s actions, feelings, etc. —self´-controlledʹ, adj.
self-de·feat·ing (self´di fētʹing), adj. 1
against one’s own interest or purpose.

2 against a stated goal or purpose: some
taxes are self-defeating.
self-de·fense (self´di fensʹ), n. defense of
one’s own person, property, reputation,
etc. —self´-de·fenʹsive, adj.
self-de·ni·al (self´di nīʹәl), n. sacriﬁce of
one’s own desires and interests; going
without things one wants. —self´-denyʹing, adj.
self-de·ter·mi·na·tion (selfʹdi tėr´mә nāʹshәn), n. 1 direction from within only,
without inﬂuence or force from without.
2 the deciding by the people of a nation
what form of government they shall
have. —self´-de·terʹmined, adj. —self´de·terʹmin·ing, adj.
self-dis·ci·pline (self´disʹә plin), n. careful control and training of oneself.
self-de·struct (self´di struktʹ), v. destroy
oneself or itself. —self´des·trucʹtion, n.
self-ef·face·ment (self´i fāsʹmәnt), n. act
or habit of modestly keeping oneself in
the background. —self´-ef·facʹing, adj.
self-es·teem (self´es tәmʹ), n. 1 selfrespect. 2 conceit.
self-ev·i·dent (self´evʹә dәnt), adj. evident
by itself; needing no proof. —self´-evʹidence, n. —self´-evʹi·dent·ly, adv.
self-ex·am·i·na·tion (selfʹig zam´ә nāʹ
shәn), n. examination into one’s own
state, conduct, motives, etc.
self-ex·plan·a·to·ry (self´iks planʹә tô´ri;
–tō´–), self-ex·plain·ing (–iks plānʹing),
adj. explaining itself; obvious.
self-ex·pres·sion. (self´iks preshʹәn), n.
expression of one’s personality.
self-gov·ern·ment (self´guvʹәrn mәnt),
n. 1 government of a group by its own
members. 2 self-control, —self´-govʹerned, adj. —self´-govʹern·ing, adj.
self-help (self´helpʹ), n. a helping oneself;
getting along without assistance from
others. —self´-helpʹful, adj.
self-im·por·tant (self´im pôrʹtәnt), adj.
having or showing too high an opinion
of one’s own importance. —self´-imporʹtance, n.
self-im·posed (self´im pōzdʹ), adj.
imposed on oneself by oneself.
self-im·prove·ment (self´im prüvʹmәnt),
n. improvement of one’s character, mind,
etc., by one’s own eﬀorts. —self´-improvʹing, adj.
self-in·duced (self´in düstʹ; –dūstʹ), adj.
induced by itself; induced by oneself.
self-in·dul·gence (self´in dulʹjәns), n.
gratiﬁcation of one’s own desires, passions, etc., with too little regard for the
welfare of others. —self´-in·dulʹgent,
adj.
self-in·flict·ed (self´in flikʹtid), adj.
inﬂicted on oneself by oneself.
self-in·ter·est (self´inʹtәr ist; –trist), n. 1
interest in one’s own welfare with too
little care for the welfare of others; selfishness. 2 personal advantage. —self´inʹter·est·ed, adj.
self·ish (selʹﬁsh), adj. 1 caring too much
for oneself; caring too little for others. 2
characterized by or showing care solely
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or chieﬂy for oneself: selﬁsh motives.
—selfʹish·ly, adv. —selfʹish·ness, n.
self·less (selfʹlis), adj. having no regard or
thought for self; unselﬁsh. —selfʹless·ly,
adv. —selfʹless·ness, n.
self-made (selfʹmādʹ), adj. 1 made by
oneself. 2 successful through one’s own
eﬀorts.
self-mail·er (self´māʹlәr), n. folded card
that can be mailed without an envelope.
self-pit·y (self´pitʹi), n. pity for oneself.
—self´-pitʹy·ing, adj. —self´-pitʹy·ingly, adv.
self-pos·sessed (self´pә zestʹ), adj. having
or showing control of one’s feelings and
acts; calm. —self´-pos·sesʹsion, n.
self-pres·er·va·tion (selfʹprez´әr vāʹshәn),
n. preservation of oneself from harm or
destruction.
self-pro·claimed (self´prә klāmdʹ), adj.
claimed about oneself by oneself: a selfproclaimed investment counselor.
self-pro·tec·tion (self´prә tekʹshәn), n.
protection of oneself.
self-regard·ing (self´ri garʹding), adj.
focusing on or overly concerned with
oneself; self-serving. —self´-re·gardʹ, n.
self-reg·u·lat·ing (self´regʹyә lāt´ing), adj.
regulating oneself or itself. —selfʹ-reg´ulaʹtion, n. —self´-regʹu·la´tive, adj.
self-re·li·ance (self´ri līʹәns), n. reliance
on one’s own acts, abilities, etc. —self´re·liʹant, adj. —self´-re·liʹant·ly, adv.
self-re·proach (self´ri prōchʹ), n. blame
by one’s own conscience.
self-re·spect (self´ri spektʹ), n. respect for
oneself; proper pride. —self´-re·spectʹing, adj.
self-re·straint (self´ri strāntʹ), n. self-control. —self´-re·strainedʹ, adj.
self-right·eous (self´rīʹchәs), adj. thinking that one is more moral than others;
thinking that one is very good and
pleasing. —self´-rightʹeous·ly, adv.
—self´-rightʹeous·ness, n.
self-sac·ri·ﬁce (self´sakʹrә fīs), n. sacriﬁce
of one’s own interests and desires, as for
one’s duty or another’s welfare. —selfʹsacʹri·ﬁc´ing, adj.
self·same (selfʹsām´), adj. very same.
—self´sameʹness, n.
self-sat·is·ﬁed (self´satʹis fīd), adj. pleased
with oneself. —selfʹ-sat´is·facʹtion, n.
self-seek·ing (selfʹsēkʹing), adj. selﬁsh.
—n. selﬁshness. —selfʹ-seekʹer, n.
self-serv·ice (selfʹsėrʹvis), n. act or process of serving oneself in a restaurant,
store, etc.
self-serv·ing (self´sėrʹving), adj. useful
or helpful to oneself; advancing one’s
own interests.
self-start·er (selfʹstärʹtәr), n. an electric
motor or other device used to start an
engine automatically. —selfʹ-startʹing,
adj.
self-styled (selfʹstīldʹ), adj. called by oneself; self-proclaimed.
self-suf·ﬁ·cient (self´sә ﬁshʹәnt), adj. 1
asking no help; independent. 2 conceited. —self´-suf·ﬁʹcien·cy, n.

self-suf·ﬁc·ing (selfʹsә fīsʹing), adj. selfsuﬃcient. —self´-suf·ﬁcʹing·ness, n.
self-sup·port (self´sә pôrtʹ; -pōrtʹ), n.
unaided support of oneself. —self´-supportʹed, adj.
self-sup·port·ing (selfʹsә pôrʹting; –pōrʹ–),
adj. earning one’s expenses; getting along
without help.
self-sus·tain·ing (selfʹsәs tānʹing), adj. 1
self-supporting. 2 continuing to operate or function once started or begun.
—self´-sus·tainʹing·ly, adv.
self-taught (selfʹtôtʹ), adj. taught by oneself without aid from others.
self-wind·ing (selfʹwīnʹding), adj. that is
wound automatically.
sell (sel), v., sold, sell·ing. 1 exchange
for money or other payment: sell a
house. 2 deal in; keep for sale: jewelers
sell watches. 3 be on sale; be sold: good
cars sell at a high price. 4 give up; betray,
esp. for a price or to gain some advantage: sell one’s friend. 5 Fig. cause to be
accepted, approved, or adopted: sell an
idea to the public.
sell oﬀ, get rid of by selling.
sell out, a sell all that one has of; get rid
of by selling. b betray by a secret bargain. [OE sellan]
sell-by date (selʹbī´). 1 date printed on
a product label or package showing the
date by which it must be sold. 2 Fig. time
when a person or thing is not considered productive or useful.
sell·er (selʹәr), n. 1 person who sells. 2
thing considered with reference to its
sale: this book is a best seller.
sell·out or sell-out (selʹout´), n. 1 a selling out; betrayal. 2 performance of a
play, etc., for which no unsold seats
are left.
sel·vage, sel·vedge (selʹvij), n. edge of a
fabric ﬁnished oﬀ to prevent raveling;
border; edge. [< self + edge; because it
serves itself as an edge]
selves (selvz), n., pl. of self: he had two
selves.
se·man·tic (sә manʹtik), adj. pertaining to
signiﬁcation or meaning.
se·man·tics (sә manʹtiks), n. 1 the study
of the meanings and the development
of meanings of words. 2 the study of the
relations between symbols or signs and
what they denote. [< LL < Gk. semantikos having meaning, ult. < sema sign]
—se·manʹti·cist, n.
sem·a·phore (semʹә fôr; –fōr), n., v.,
–phored, –phor·ing. —n. apparatus for
signaling; upright post or structure with
movable arms, an arrangement of lanterns, ﬂags, etc., used in signaling. —v.
signal by semaphore. [< Gk. sema signal
+ –phoros carrying]
sem·blance (semʹblәns), n. 1 likeness;
copy. 2 the outward aspect; appearance.
3 an assumed or unreal appearance.
[< OF, < sembler seem, ult. < L similis
similar]
se·men (sәʹmәn), n. ﬂuid containing the
male reproductive cells. [< L, seed]

se·mes·ter (sә mesʹtәr), n. half of a school
year. [< G < L semestris semiannual, ult.
< sex six + mensis month]
sem·i (semʹi), n. =semitrailer.
semi–, preﬁx. 1 half, as in semicircle. 2
partly; incompletely, as in semicivilized.
3 twice. Semi——ly means in each half
of a ——, or twice in a ——, as in semimonthly. [< L]
sem·i·an·nu·al (sem´i anʹyu̇ әl), adj. 1
occurring every half year. 2 lasting a
half year. —sem´i·anʹnu·al·ly, adv.
sem·i·ar·id (sem´i arʹid), adj. having very
little rainfall.
sem·i·au·to·mat·ic (sem´i ô´tә matʹik),
adj. partly automatic in operation, as
with a ﬁrearm which loads automatically
but ﬁres only when the trigger is pulled.
—n. semiautomatic gun. —sem´i·au´tomatʹi·cal·ly, adv.
sem·i·breve (semʹi brēv´), n. whole note.
sem·i·cir·cle (semʹi sėr´kәl), n. half of a
circle. —sem´i·cirʹcu·lar, adj.
semicircular canal, any of three curved,
tubelike canals in the inner part of the
ear that help us keep our balance.
sem·i·co·lon (semʹi kō´lәn), n. mark of
punctuation ( ;) that shows a separation not so complete as that shown by
a period.
sem·i·con·duc·tor (sem´i kәn dukʹtәr), n.
silicon or other mineral substance that
is an eﬀective conductor of electricity
between metals and insulators, used in
converters and transistors.
sem·i·con·scious (sem´i konʹshәs), adj.
half-conscious; not fully conscious.
—sem´i·conʹscious·ly, adv. —sem´iconʹscious·ness, n.
sem·i·de·tached (sem´i di tachtʹ), adj.
partly detached, used esp. of either of
two houses joined by a common wall
but separated from other buildings.
sem·i·ﬁ·nal (sem´i fīʹnәl), n. one of the
two rounds, matches, etc., that immediately precede the ﬁnal one. —adj. designating or pertaining to such a round,
match, etc. —sem´i·ﬁʹnal·ist, n.
sem·i·month·ly (sem´i munthʹli), adj.,
adv., n., pl. –lies. —adj. occurring or
appearing twice a month. —adv. twice
a month. —n. something that occurs
or appears twice a month; magazine or
paper published twice a month.
sem·i·nal (semʹә nәl), adj. 1 of or pertaining to semen or seed. 2 like seed; having
the possibility of future development.
—semʹi·nal·ly, adv.
sem·i·nar (semʹә när), n. 1 group of
college or university students doing
research under direction. 2 course of
study or work for such a group. [< G <
L seminarium plant nursery, hotbed <
semen seed. Doublet of seminary.]
sem·i·nar·y (semʹә ner´i), n., pl. –nar·ies.
1 school, esp. one beyond high school. 2
school or college for training students
to be priests, ministers, etc. [< L seminarium. Doublet of seminar.] —sem´inarʹi·an, n.
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sem·i·na·tion (sem´ә nāʹshәn), n. a sowing; propagation; dissemination.
Sem·i·nole (semʹә nōl), n., pl. –nole,
–noles, adj. —n. member of a tribe of
American Indians living in Florida and
Oklahoma. —adj. of or having to do
with this tribe.
se·mi·ot·ics (sē´mi otʹiks), n. science of
signs or symbols. [< Gk. semeion sign]
—se´mi·otʹic, adj.
sem·i·per·me·a·ble (sem´i pėrʹmi ә bәl),
adj. permeable to some substances but
not to others.
sem·i·pre·cious (sem´i preshʹәs), adj.
having value but not great value.
sem·i·qua·ver (semʹi kwā´vәr), n. sixteenth note in music.
sem·i·skilled (sem´i skildʹ), adj. partly
skilled.
sem·i·sweet (sem´i swētʹ), adj. somewhat sweet; lightly sweetened: semisweet
chocolate.
Sem·ite (semʹīt; sēʹmīt), n. member of
the linguistic family that includes the
Hebrews, Arabs, Syrians, Phoenicians,
Assyrians, etc.
Se·mit·ic (sә mitʹik), adj. of or pertaining
to the Semites or their languages. —n.
group of languages including Hebrew,
Arabic, etc.
sem·i·tone (semʹi tōn´), n. half-tone on
the musical scale. —sem´i·tonʹic, adj.
sem·i·trail·er (sem´i trāʹlәr), n. trailer for
a truck that has wheels only on the back
end and is supported at the front by the
tractor that pulls it.
sem·i·trop·i·cal (sem´i tropʹә kәl), adj.
half-way between tropical and temperate.
sem·i·week·ly (sem´i wēkʹli), adj., adv., n.,
pl. –lies. —adj. occurring or appearing
twice a week. —adv. twice a week. —n.
something that occurs or appears twice
a week; magazine or paper published
twice a week.
sem·i·year·ly (sem´i yirʹli), adj., adv., n.,
pl. –lies. —adj. occurring or appearing
twice a year. —adv. twice a year. —n.
something that occurs or appears twice
a year.
sem·o·li·na (sem´ә lēʹnә), n. the parts of
hard wheat remaining after the ﬂour
has been sifted through, used in making
puddings, macaroni, etc. [< Ital. semolino, ult. < L simila ﬁne ﬂour]
sen (sen), n., pl. sen. a Japanese copper or
bronze coin, equal to 1⁄100 of a yen.
Sen., sen., 1 Senate; Senator. 2 Senior.
sen·ate (senʹit), n. 1 a governing or lawmaking assembly. 2 Senate, the upper
house of Congress or of a state legislature. 3 the upper house of the legislature
of certain other countries, as Canada,
Australia, etc. 4 a governing, advisory, or
disciplinary body, as in certain universities. [< L senatus < senex old man]
sen·a·tor (senʹә tәr), n. member of a senate. —sen´a·toʹri·al, adj.
send (send), v., sent, send·ing. 1 cause
or force to go: send ten men, send for

the ambulance. 2 cause to be carried:
send a letter. 3 cause to come, occur, be,
etc.: send relief to ﬂood victims. 4 drive;
impel; throw: send an arrow.
send packing, send away hurriedly; dismiss. [OE sendan] —sendʹer, n.
send-oﬀ (sendʹôf´; -of´), n. 1 a friendly
demonstration in honor of a person setting out on a journey, course, career, etc.
2 a favorable or unfavorable start given
to a person or thing.
send-up (sendʹup´), n. comic routine, esp.
one that parodies or ridicules a famous
person.
Sen·e·ca (senʹә kә), n. 1 member of the
largest tribe of the Iroquois Confederacy of American Indians living in
W New York State. 2 their Iroquoian
language. [< Du. Sennaacas Five Nations
< Algonkian (Mohegan).
Sen·e·gal (sen´ә gôlʹ), n. 1 republic in
W Africa on the Atlantic. —Sen´e·galeseʹ, adj., n.
se·nes·cent (sә nesʹәnt), adj. growing old;
beginning to show old age. [< L senescens growing old, ult. < senex old] —senesʹcence, n.
sen·es·chal (senʹә shәl), n. steward in
charge of a royal palace, nobleman’s
estate, etc., in the Middle Ages. [< OF;
from a Gmc. compound meaning “old
servant”]
se·nile (sēʹnīl; –nil), adj. 1 of old age.
2 showing the weakness of old age. 3
caused by old age. [< L, < senex old]
—se·nilʹi·ty, n.
sen·i·or (sēnʹyәr), adj. 1 older: senior
citizen. 2 the older; designating a father
whose son has the same given name:
John Parker, Senior. 3 higher in rank or
longer in service: Mr. Jones is the senior
member of the ﬁrm of Jones and Brown.
4 of or pertaining to the graduating
class. —n. 1 the older person: Paul is his
brother’s senior by two years. 2 an older,
esp. retired, person. 3 person of higher
rank or longer service. 4 member of the
graduating class. [< L, compar. of senex
old. Doublet of sire.]
senior citizen, an older person, esp. considered as part of a voting bloc and a
recipient of special government beneﬁts.
senior high school, school attended after
junior high school. It usually has grades
10, 11, and 12.
sen·ior·i·ty (sēn yôrʹә ti; –yorʹ–), n., pl.
–ties. superiority in age or standing;
state or fact of being older.
se·ñor (sā nyôrʹ), n., pl. –ño·res (–nyōʹrās). Spanish. 1 as a term of address, sir.
2 as a title, Mr. 3 gentleman.
se·ño·ra (sā nyōʹrä), n. Spanish. 1 Mrs.;
Madame. 2 lady.
se·ño·ri·ta (sā´nyō rēʹtä), n. Spanish. 1
Miss. 2 a young lady.
sen·sa·tion (sen sāʹshәn), n. 1 action of
the senses; power to see, hear, feel, taste,
smell, etc.: a dead body is without sensation. 2 feeling: he had a sad sensation. 3

strong or excited feeling: the announcement of war caused a sensation. 4 cause
of such feeling. [< LL sensatio, ult. < L
sensus sense]
sen·sa·tion·al (sen sāʹshәn әl), adj. 1
arousing strong or excited feeling. 2
trying to arouse strong or excited feeling. 3 of the senses; having to do with
sensation. —sen·saʹtion·al·ist, n. —sensaʹtion·al·ly, adv.
sen·sa·tion·al·ism (sen sāʹshәn әl iz´әm),
n. sensational methods; sensational
writing, language, etc.
sense (sens), n., v., sensed, sens·ing. —n.
1 power of the mind to know what happens outside itself. Sight, hearing, touch,
taste, and smell are senses. 2 feeling:
a sense of well-being. 3 understanding; appreciation: a sense of humor. 4
judgment; intelligence: common sense.
5 meaning: in every sense of the word. 6
general opinion: the sense of the assembly was clear before the vote. —v. 1 be
aware; feel. 2 understand.
in a sense, in some respects; to some
degree.
make or talk sense, be understandable;
be reasonable.
senses, clear, sound condition of mind:
quickly come to her senses. [< L sensus
< sentire perceive]
sense·less (sensʹlis), adj. 1 unconscious.
2 foolish; stupid. 3 meaningless, as
words. —senseʹless·ly, adv. —senseʹlessness, n.
sense organ, eye, ear, or other part of
the body by which a person or an animal receives sensations of heat, colors,
sounds, smells, etc.
sen·si·bil·i·ty (sen´sә bilʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
1 ability to feel or perceive: some drugs
lessen a person’s sensibilities. 2 ﬁneness
of feeling: she has an unusual sensibility for colors. 3 tendency to feel hurt or
oﬀended too easily.
sensibilities, a sensitive feelings. b emotional capacities.
sen·si·ble (senʹsә bәl), adj. 1 having
or showing good judgment; wise.
2 aware; conscious: overly sensible to
the cold. [< LL sensibilis, ult. < L sentire
feel] —senʹsi·ble·ness, n. —senʹsi·bly,
adv.
sen·si·tive (senʹsә tiv), adj. 1 receiving
impressions readily: the eye is sensitive
to light. 2 easily aﬀected or inﬂuenced: a
thermometer is sensitive to temperature.
3 easily hurt or oﬀended. [< Med.L sensitivus < L sensus sense] —senʹsi·tive·ly,
adv. —sen´si·tivʹi·ty, senʹsi·tive·ness, n.
sen·si·tize (senʹsә tīz), v., –tized, –tiz·ing.
make sensitive. —sen´si·ti·zaʹtion, n.
—senʹsi·tiz´er, n.
sen·sor (senʹsәr; –sôr), n. 1 device that
reacts to change, as of light, temperature,
motion, etc. 2 any sensing device, as a
radar system or photoelectric cell.
sen·so·ry (senʹsә ri), sen·so·ri·al (sen sôʹri әl; –sōʹ–), adj. of or pertaining to
sensation.
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sen·su·al (senʹshu̇ әl), adj. 1 pertaining
to the bodily senses rather than to the
mind or soul: sensual pleasures. 2 caring
too much for the pleasures of the senses.
3 lustful; lewd. [< LL, < L sensus sense]
—senʹsu·al·ism, n.
sen·su·al·i·ty (sen´shu̇ alʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
1 sensual nature. 2 excessive indulgence
in the pleasures of the senses. 3 lewdness.
sen·su·al·ize (senʹshu̇ әl īz), v., –ized,
–iz·ing. make sensual. —sen´su·al·izaʹtion, n.
sen·su·ous (senʹshu̇ әs), adj. 1 of or
derived from the senses; having an eﬀect
on the senses; perceived by the senses:
the sensuous thrill of a warm bath, a
sensuous love of color. 2 enjoying the
pleasures of the senses. —senʹsu·ous·ly,
adv. —senʹsu·ous·ness, n.
sent (sent), v. pt. and pp. of send.
sen·tence (senʹtәns), n., v., –tenced, –tencing. —n. 1 group of words that expresses
a complete thought. 2 a decision by a
judge on the punishment of a criminal.
b the punishment itself. —v. pronounce
punishment on. [< F < L sententia, orig.,
opinion < sentire feel] —senʹtenc·er, n.
—sen·tenʹtial, adj.
sen·ten·tious (sen tenʹshәs), adj. 1 full of
meaning; saying much in few words. 2
speaking as if one were a judge settling
a question. 3 inclined to make wise
sayings; abounding in proverbs. [< L,
< sententia sentence] —sen·tenʹtiously, adv. —sen·tenʹtious·ness, n.
sen·tient (senʹshәnt), adj. 1 that can feel;
of or having feeling. 2 characterized
by sensation or feeling. [< L sentiens
feeling] —senʹtience, senʹtien·cy, n.
—senʹtient·ly, adv.
sen·ti·ment (senʹtә mәnt), n. 1 mixture of
thought and feeling. Admiration, patriotism, and loyalty are sentiments. 2 feeling, esp. reﬁned or tender feeling. 3 an
attitude or personal opinion. [< LL, < L
sentire feel]
sen·ti·men·tal (sen´tә menʹtәl), adj. 1
having or showing much tender feeling: sentimental poetry. 2 likely to act
from feelings rather than from logical
thinking. 3 having too much sentiment.
—sen´ti·menʹtal·ly, adv.
sen·ti·men·tal·ism (sen´tә menʹtәl iz әm),
n. 1 tendency to be inﬂuenced by sentiment rather than reason. 2 excessive
indulgence in sentiment. —sen´ti·menʹtal·ist, n.
sen·ti·men·tal·i·ty (sen´tә men talʹә ti),
n., pl. –ties. sentimental quality, behavior, etc.
sen·ti·men·tal·ize (sen´tә menʹtәl īz), v.,
–ized, –iz·ing. aﬀect sentiment; make
sentimental.
sen·ti·nel (senʹtә nәl), n., v., –neled, –neling. —n. =sentry (def. 1). —v. watch over
as a sentry does. [< F < Ital. sentinella]
sen·try (senʹtri), n., pl. –tries. 1 one stationed to watch and guard against surprise. 2 Fig. anyone or thing that guards:
our dog, the family’s sentry.

stand sentry, watch; guard: we stood
sentry over the sleepers. [? abbrev. of
centrinel, var. of sentinel]
Seoul (sōl; sā ülʹ), n. capital of South
Korea.
se·pal (sēʹpәl), n. one of the leaﬂike divisions of the calyx, or outer covering,
of a ﬂower. [< NL sepalum, short for
L separatum petalum separate petal]
—seʹpaled, adj.
sep·a·ra·ble (sepʹә rә bәl; sepʹrә bәl), adj.
that can be separated. —sep´a·ra·bilʹity, sepʹa·ra·ble·ness, n. —sepʹa·ra·bly,
adv.
sep·a·rate (v. sepʹә rāt; adj., n. sepʹә rit,
sepʹrit), v., –rat·ed, –rat·ing, adj., n. —v.
1 put apart; take apart; divide: separate
ﬁghting dogs, separate your tools from
mine. 2 become parted, go, come, or
draw apart: the rope separated under the
strain. 3 remove or withdraw from association or relations: the partners have
separated. 4 keep apart: the Atlantic
separates Europe from America. —adj. 1
disconnected; being or standing apart:
a row of separate houses. 2 existing
independently: separate organizations.
3 unconnected; distinct: two separate
questions, each separate item. —n. something separate.
separates, separate items of women’s
clothing, as blouses, jackets, pants, etc.,
that can be worn in diﬀerent combinations to make an outﬁt. [< L,
< se– apart + parare get] —sepʹa·rately, adv. —sepʹa·rate·ness, n. —sepʹa·ra´tive, adj. —sepʹa·ra´tor, n.
sep·a·ra·tion (sep´ә rāʹshәn), n. 1 a separating or being separated. 2 line or point
of separating. 3 a divorce. b the living
apart of husband and wife by agreement.
sep·a·ra·tist (sepʹә rā´tist; sepʹә rә–;
sepʹrә–), n. member of a group that
separates or withdraws from a larger
group. —sepʹa·ra·tism´, n.
se·pi·a (sēʹpi ә), n. 1 a brown paint or
ink prepared from the inky ﬂuid of
cuttleﬁsh. 2 a dark-brown color. —adj.
1 dark-brown. 2 done in sepia: a sepia
print. [< L < Gk.]
se·poy (sēʹpoi), n. formerly, a native of
India who was a soldier in the British
army. [< Pg. < Hind. < Pers. sipāhī soldier < sipāh army]
sep·sis (sepʹsis), n. blood poisoning.
[< NL < Gk., putrefaction, < sepein to rot]
Sept., September.
Sep·tem·ber (sep temʹbәr), n. the ninth
month, containing 30 days. [< L, < septem seven; from the order of the Roman
calendar]
sep·ten·ni·al (sep tenʹi әl), adj. 1 lasting
seven years. 2 occurring every seven
years. [< L septennium seven-year period
< septem seven + annus year] —septenʹni·al·ly, adv.
sep·tet, sep·tette (sep tetʹ), n. 1 a musical
composition for seven voices or instruments. 2 seven singers or players. 3 any

group of seven. [< G, < L septem seven;
modeled after duet]
sep·tic (sepʹtik), adj. 1 causing infection
or putrefaction. 2 infected. [< L < Gk.,
< sepein to rot] —sep·ticʹi·ty, n.
sep·ti·ce·mi·a (sep´tә sēʹmi ә), n. blood
poisoning, esp. a form in which microorganisms as well as their toxins are
absorbed by the blood. [< NL < Gk. septikos septic (ult. < sepein to rot) + haima
blood] —sep´ti·ceʹmic, adj.
septic tank, tank in which sewage is
acted on by bacteria.
sep·til·lion (sep tilʹyәn), n. 1 in the
United States and France, 1 followed by
24 zeros. 2 in Great Britain, 1 followed
by 42 zeros. [< F (< L septem seven),
modeled after million million] —septilʹlionth, adj., n.
sep·tu·a·ge·nar·i·an (sep´chu̇ ә jә nãrʹiәn;
–tū–), sep·tu·ag·e·nar·y (–ajʹә ner´i),
adj., n., pl. –nar·i·ans; –nar·ies. —adj. of
the age of 70 years, or between 70 and
80 years old. —n. person who is 70, or
between 70 and 80, years old. [<L, ult.
< septuaginta seventy]
sep·tum (sepʹtәm), n., pl. –ta (–tә). a
dividing wall of bone, cartiliage, or tissue; partition, as in the nose or heart
or in some vegetables. [< L, a fence,
< saepire hedge in] —sepʹtal, adj.
sep·tu·ple (sepʹtu̇ pәl; –tyu̇–; sep tüʹpәl;
–tūʹ–), adj., v., –pled, –pling. adj. seven
times as great; sevenfold. —v. make
seven times as great. [< LL septuplus < L
septem seven + –plus –fold]
sep·ul·cher (sepʹәl kәr), n. place of burial;
tomb; grave. [< OF < L sepulcrum
< sepelire bury]
se·pul·chral (sә pulʹkrәl), adj. quiet, dark,
and gloomy, suggesting a tomb.
seq., the following. [< L sequens]
seqq., the following (items). [< L sequentia]
se·quel (sēʹkwәl), n. 1 that which follows;
continuation. 2 something that follows
as a result of some earlier happening;
result. 3 a complete story continuing an
earlier one about the same people. [< L,
< sequi follow]
se·quence (seʹkwәns), n. 1 the coming
of one thing after another; succession;
order of succession. 2 a connected series.
3 something that follows; result. [< LL,
ult. < L sequi follow]
se·quen·tial (si kwenʹshәl), adj. forming
a sequence or connected series. —sequenʹtial·ly, adv.
se·ques·ter (si kwesʹtәr), v. 1 remove or
withdraw from public use or from public view. 2 take away (property) for a
time from an owner until a debt is paid
or some claim is satisﬁed. 3 seize by
authority; take and keep. [< L, < sequester trustee, mediator < sequi follow]
—se·quesʹtered, adj.
se·ques·trate (si kwesʹtrāt), v., –trat·ed,
–trat·ing. conﬁscate.
se· ques· tra· tion
(sē´ kwes trāʹ shәn;
si kwes´–), n. 1 the seizing and holding
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of property until legal claims are satisﬁed. 2 forcible or authorized seizure;
conﬁscation. 3 separation or withdrawal
from others; seclusion.
se·quin (sēʹkwin), n. a small spangle used
to ornament dresses, scarfs, etc. [< F
< Ital. zecchino < zecca mint < Ar. sikka a
stamp] —seʹquined, adj.
se·quoi·a (si kwoiʹә), n. either of two
species of very tall evergreen trees of
California. [< NL, < Sequoya (Cherokee
Sikwayi), an Indian who invented a system of Cherokee writing]
se·ragl·io (si ralʹyō; –rälʹ–), n., pl. –raglios. the women’s quarters of a Muslim
house or palace; harem. [< Ital. serraglio,
ult. < L serare lock up; inﬂ. by Turk. serāi
palace]
se·ra·pe (sә räʹpē), n. shawl or blanket,
often having bright colors, worn by
Spanish American Indians. [< dial. Sp.]
ser·aph (serʹәf), n., pl. –aphs, –a·phim
(–ә ﬁm). one of the highest order of
angels. [< seraphim, pl., < LL < Heb.]
—se·raphʹic, adj. —se·raphʹi·cal·ly, adv.
Serb (sėrb), n. 1 native or inhabitant of
Serbia. 2 language of Serbia. —adj. of
Serbia, its people, or their language.
Ser·bi·a (sėrʹbi ә), n. a Balkan country in
S Europe. —Serʹbi·an, adj., n.
sere (sir), adj. sear. [var. of sear]
ser·e·nade (ser´ә nādʹ), n., v., –nad·ed,
–nad·ing. —n. 1 music played or sung
outdoors at night, esp. by a lover under
his lady’s window. 2 piece of music suitable for such a performance. —v. 1 sing
or play to in this way. 2 sing or play a
serenade. [< F < Ital. serenata, ult. < L
serenus serene] —ser´e·nadʹer, n.
ser·en·dip·i·ty (ser´әn dipʹә ti), n. the
facility to ﬁnd, by accident, interesting or unexpected facts, proofs, etc. [a
coined word] —ser´en·dipʹi·tous, adj.
se·rene (sә rēnʹ), adj. 1 peaceful; calm: a
serene smile. 2 clear; bright; not cloudy.
[< L serenus] —se·reneʹly, adv. —sereneʹness, n.
se·ren·i·ty (sә renʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 quiet
peace; calmness. 2 clearness; brightness.
serf (sėrf), n. 1 slave who cannot be sold
oﬀ the land, but passes from one owner
to another with the land. 2 person who
is mistreated, underpaid, etc. [< F < L
servus slave] —serfʹdom, n.
serge (sėrj), n. a kind of cloth having
slanting lines or ridges on its surface.
[< F, ult. < L serica (vestis) silken (garment) < Gk., < Seres the Chinese]
ser·geant (särʹjәnt), n. 1 an oﬃcer ranking next above a corporal. Sergeants and
corporals are noncommissioned oﬃcers.
2 a police oﬃcer ranking next above an
ordinary policeman and next below a
captain or lieutenant. 3 sergeant at arms.
[< OF < L serviens, ppr. of servire serve]
—serʹgean·cy, serʹgeant·ship, n.
sergeant at arms, ser·geant-at-arms (särʹjәnt әt ärmzʹ), n., pl. sergeants at arms;
ser·geants-at-arms. oﬃcer who keeps
order in a legislature, law court, etc.

se·ri·al (sirʹi әl), n. story published or
broadcast one part at a time, once a
week, every day, etc. —adj. 1 of or
having to do with a serial. 2 published
or broadcast one part at a time. 3 of,
arranged in, or making a series. [< NL,
< L series series] —se´ri·alʹi·ty, n. —seʹrial·ly, adv.
ser·i·al·ize (sirʹi ә līz), –ized, –iz·ing.
publish or broadcast as a series; make
a serial.
serial number, an individual number
given to a person, article, etc.
se·ri·a·tim (sir´i āʹtim; ser´i–), adv. in a
series; one after the other. [< Med.L]
se·ries (sirʹiz), n., pl. –ries. 1 number
of similar things in a row: a series of
rooms opened oﬀ the long hall. 2 number
of things placed one after another. 3
number of things, events, etc., coming
one after the other: a series of rainy
days, a television series about Columbus.
4 arrangement of batteries, capacitors,
etc., that are connected so that an electric current runs through each one in
turn. 5 a succession of terms related by
some law, and consequently predictable.
b their sum.
the Series, the World Series (of baseball). [< L, < serere join]
ser·if (serʹif), n. a thin or smaller line
used to ﬁnish oﬀ a main stroke of a letter, as at the top and bottom of M.
se·ri·o-com·ic (sir´i ō komʹik), se·ri·ocom·i·cal (–ә kәl), adj. partly serious
and partly comic. —se´ri·o-comʹi·cally, adv.
se·ri·ous (sirʹi әs), adj. 1 thoughtful;
grave: a serious mood. 2 in earnest; not
joking; sincere: he was serious about the
subject. 3 needing thought; important:
racial prejudice is a serious problem.
4 important because it may do much
harm; dangerous: serious trouble. [< LL
seriosus < L serius earnest] —seʹri·ously, adv. —seʹri·ous·ness, n.
ser·mon (sėrʹmәn), n. 1 a public talk on
religion or something connected with
religion. 2 a serious talk about morals,
conduct, duty, etc. 3 a long, tiresome
speech. [< L sermo a talk]
ser·mon·ize (sėrʹmәn īz), v., –ized, –izing. 1 give a sermon; preach. 2 preach
or talk seriously to; lecture. —serʹmoniz´er, n.
se·rol·o·gy (si rolʹә ji), n. science of
serums. —se´ro·logʹi·cal, adj. —serolʹo·gist, n.
se·ro·to·nin (sir´ō tōʹnәn), n. substance in
the blood, the brain, and smooth muscles, chemically related to adrenalin.
se·rous (sirʹәs), adj. 1 of or having to do
with serum. 2 like serum; watery. Tears
are drops of a serous ﬂuid. —se·rosʹity, n.
ser·pent (sėrʹpәnt), n. 1 snake; big snake.
2 Fig. a sly, treacherous person. [< L
serpens, orig., creeping]
ser·pen·tine (sėrʹpәn tēn; –tīn), adj. 1 of
or like a serpent. 2 winding; twisting. 3
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cunning; sly; treacherous. [< LL, < L serpens serpent] —serʹpen·ti´nous, adj.
ser·rate (serʹāt; –it), ser·rat·ed (–āt id),
adj. notched like the edge of a saw;
toothed. [< L, < serra a saw] —serraʹtion, n.
ser·ried (serʹid), adj. crowded closely
together. [< F serré, pp. of serrer press
close]
se·rum (sirʹәm), n., pl. se·rums, se·ra
(sirʹә). 1 a clear, pale-yellow, watery part
of the blood that separates from the clot
when blood coagulates. 2 liquid used
to prevent or cure a disease, usually
obtained from the blood of an animal
made immune to the disease. Diphtheria
antitoxin is a serum, as is polio vaccine.
3 any watery animal liquid. Lymph is a
serum. [< L, whey]
serv·ant (sėrʹvәnt), n. 1 person employed
in a household. 2 person employed by
another. Police oﬃcers and ﬁreﬁghters
are public servants. 3 person devoted to
any service. Ministers are called the servants of God. [< OF, ppr. of servir serve]
—serʹvant·less, adj.
serve (sėrv), v., served, serv·ing, n. —v. 1
be a servant of; give service; work for or
in: serve an employer, he served as butler.
2 wait on at table; bring food or drink,
the waiter served the ﬁrst course. 3 go
through a term of service as a soldier,
etc.: he served in the army. 4 supply;
furnish; help; aid: let me know if I can
serve you in any way. 5 be useful; be
what is needed: a grasshopper will serve
as bait. 6 pass; spend: the thief served a
term in prison. 7 deliver or present (with
an order from a court, etc.): serve with
a notice to appear in court. 8 put (the
ball) in play by hitting it in tennis and
similar games. —n. act or way of serving
a tennis ball.
serve one right, be exactly what one
deserves. [< OF < L, < servus slave]
serv·er (sėrʹvәr), n. 1 person who serves;
waiter. 2 tray for dishes. 3 player who
serves the ball in tennis. 4 central processing unit of a computer network.
serv·ice (sėrʹvis), n., v., –iced, –ic·ing.
—n. 1 helpful act or acts; conduct that is
useful to others: he performed many services for his country. 2 supply; arrangements for supplying: the train service
was good. 3 work for others; performance of duties; work: the services of
a doctor, telephone service, emergency
services. 4 department of government
or public employment: the civil service.
5 duty in the army or navy: be on active
service. 6 a religious meeting, ritual, or
ceremony. 7 manner of serving food; the
food served. 8 set of dishes, etc.: a solid
silver tea service. 9 the serving of a process or writ upon a person. 10 in tennis,
etc., act or manner of putting the ball in
play; the ball as put into play. —v. make
ﬁt for service; keep ﬁt for service.
at one’s service, ready to do what one
wants.
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break service, win a game from the
server in tennis.
of service, helpful; useful. [< OF < L
servitium < servus slave]
serv·ice·a·ble (sėrʹvis ә bәl), adj. capable
of giving good service; useful; able to
stand much use. —serv´ice·a·bilʹi·ty,
servʹice·a·ble·ness, n. —servʹice·a·bly,
adv.
serv·ice·man (sėrʹvis man´), n., pl. –men.
member of the armed forces.
service station, place for supplying
automobiles with gasoline, oil, water,
etc.
ser·vile (sėrʹvәl), adj. 1 like that of slaves;
mean; base: servile ﬂattery. 2 of slaves;
pertaining to slaves. [< L, < servus slave]
—serʹvile·ly, adv. —ser·vilʹi·ty, serʹvileness, n.
ser·vi·tude (sėrʹvә tüd; –tūd), n. 1 slavery;
bondage. 2 forced labor as a punishment. [< L, < servus slave]
ses·a·me (sesʹә mē), n. 1 an East Indian
plant. 2 its seeds, used for food and in
medicine. [< Gk. < Semitic]
ses·qui·cen·ten·ni·al (ses´kwi sen tenʹi әl), n. a 150th anniversary or its celebration. —adj. pertaining to, or marking
the completion of, a period of a century
and a half. [< L sesqui– one and a half +
E centennial]
ses·sile (sesʹәl), adj. attached by the base
instead of by a stem. [< L sessilis sitting
< sedere sit]
ses·sion (seshʹәn), n. 1 a sitting or meeting of a court, council, legislature, etc.:
Congress is now in session. 2 a series of
such sittings. 3 a single continuous term
or period of such sittings. 4 period of
lessons and study. [< L sessio < sedere sit]
—sesʹsion·al, adj.
set (set), v., set, set·ting, adj., n. —v. 1 put
in some place; put; place: set the plate
on the table. 2 put in the right place,
position, or condition: set a broken bone,
set a clock. 3 put in some condition or
relation: a spark set the woods on ﬁre, set
a person at ease. 4 put as the measure
of a person or thing: set great store by
a thing, set high value on friendship. 5
provide for others to follow: set a good
example. 6 put in a ﬁxed, rigid, or settled
state; become ﬁxed or rigid: set a limit,
set one’s teeth, jelly sets as it cools, set a
diamond in gold. 7 go down; sink below
the horizon: the sun sets. 8 sit on eggs to
hatch them; place (eggs) under a hen. 9
hang or ﬁt in a particular manner: that
coat sets well. 10 begin to apply; start:
have you set to work? 11 adapt; ﬁt: set
words to music. 12 in printing, put (type)
in the order required. —adj. 1 ﬁxed or
appointed beforehand; established: a set
time, set rules. 2 ﬁxed; rigid: a set smile,
a man set in his ways. 3 ﬁrm; hard. —n. 1
number of things or persons belonging
together; outﬁt: a set of dishes. 2 scenery
of a play. 3 device for receiving by radio,
telephone, television, etc. 4 way a thing is
put or placed; form; shape: his jaw had a

stubborn set. 5 slip or shoot for planting.
6 group of six or more games in tennis.
all set, ready; prepared.
set about, start work upon; begin: set
about washing the dishes.
set against, a make unfriendly or hostile
toward. b balance; compare: when the
reasons for going are set against those for
staying.
set apart, reserve.
set aside, a put to one side. b put by for
later use. c discard, dismiss, or leave out;
reject; annul.
set back, stop; hinder; check.
set down, a deposit or let alight; put
down. b put down in writing or printing.
c consider; ascribe: set down the remark
to jealousy.
set forth, a make known; express;
declare. b start to go: set forth on a journey.
set in, begin: winter set in with a fury.
set loose, free; let go.
set oﬀ, a explode. b start to go: set oﬀ
toward home. c increase by contrast:
a blue dress set oﬀ her fair skin. d Fig.
cause; touch oﬀ: inﬂation set oﬀ this
recession.
set on or upon, attack.
set out, a start to go: set out on vacation. b spread out to show, sell, or use. c
plant.
set right, restore; ﬁx: an apology set
things right.
set sail, a hoist and spread the sails. b
start on a journey by ship.
set to, a begin. b begin ﬁghting.
set up, a build. b begin; start. c put up;
raise in place, position, power, pride, etc.
d claim; pretend; trick: set up by a clever
crook.
set upon, attack someone without warning. [OE settan]
set·back (setʹbak´), n. 1 a check to progress; reverse. 2 a setting back, similar
to steps, of the outside wall in a tall
building.
set piece, scene in a novel, play, painting,
etc., that is familiar and stylized: a brilliant set piece of the family gathering.
set·screw (setʹskrü´), n. a machine screw
used to fasten gears, pulleys, etc., to a
shaft.
set·tee (se tē), n. sofa or long bench with a
back and, usually, arms. [< set]
set·ter (setʹәr), n. 1 person or thing that
sets. 2 a long-haired hunting dog, trained
to stand motionless and point his nose
toward the game that he scents.
set·ting (setʹing), n. 1 frame or other
thing in which something is set. The
mounting of a jewel is its setting. 2
scenery of a play. 3 place, time, etc., of
a play or story. 4 surroundings; background. 5 music composed to go with
certain words.
set·tle1 (setʹәl), v., –tled, –tling. 1 determine; decide; agree (upon): have you
settled on a time? 2 put or be put in
order; arrange: settle one’s aﬀairs. 3 pay;

arrange payment: settle a bill. 4 arrange,
set, or be set in a position, place, or way
of life: settle in Utah, settled in a new
home, settle in a comfortable chair. 5 put
or come to rest in a particular place;
put in or come to a deﬁnite condition:
his cold settled in his lungs. 6 make or
become quiet: hot milk will settle your
nerves. 7 go down; sink. 8 of liquid,
make or become clear.
settle down, a live a more regular life. b
direct steady eﬀort or attention.
settle for, accept, often reluctantly; agree
upon: settle for the smaller apartment.
[OE setlan < setl settle2]
set·tle2 (setʹәl), n. a long bench. [OE setl]
set·tle·ment (setʹәl mәnt), n. 1 act of settling or state of being settled: settlement
on a date. 2 arrangement: settlement of
a dispute. 3 payment: settlement of a
debt. 4 the settling of persons in a new
country. 5 colony. 6 group of buildings
and the people living in them. 7 the settling of property upon someone or the
amount so given.
set·tler (setʹlәr), n. 1 person who settles. 2
person who settles in a new country.
set-to (setʹtü´), n., pl. –tos. Informal. a
ﬁght; dispute.
set·up (setʹup´), n. 1 arrangement of
apparatus, machinery, etc. 2 arrangement of an organization. 3 Slang. a prize
ﬁght, game, etc., whose outcome has
been ﬁxed.
sev·en (sevʹәn), n. 1 a cardinal number,
one more than six. 2 symbol of this
number; 7. 3 card with seven spots.
—adj. one more than six. [OE seofon]
sev·en·fold (sevʹәn fōld´), adj. 1 seven
times as much or as many. 2 having
seven parts. —adv. seven times as much
or as many.
seven seas, all the oceans; the Arctic, Antarctic, North Atlantic, South Atlantic,
North Paciﬁc, South Paciﬁc, and Indian
Oceans.
sev·en·teen (sevʹәn tēnʹ), n. 1 a cardinal
number, seven more than ten. 2 symbol
of this number; 17. —adj. seven more
than ten. —sevʹen·teenthʹ, adj., n.
sev·enth (sevʹәnth), adj. 1 next after the
sixth; last in a series of 7. 2 being one
of 7 equal parts. —n. 1 next after the
sixth; last in a series of 7. 2 one of 7
equal parts. 3 Music. a interval between
two tones that are seven degrees apart.
b combination of two such tones.
—sevʹenth·ly, adv.
seventh heaven, 1 the highest part of
heaven. 2 the highest place or condition
of joy and happiness.
sev·en·ty (sevʹәn ti), n., pl. –ties, adj. —n.
1 a cardinal number, seven times ten. 2
symbol of this number; 70. —adj. seven
times ten. —sevʹen·ti·eth, adj., n.
sev·er (sevʹәr), v. 1 part; separate; divide:
a church severed into two factions. 2 cut
oﬀ; break oﬀ: sever the rope. [< OF, ult.
< L separare separate] —sevʹer·a·ble,
adj. —sevʹer·er, n.
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sev·er·al (sevʹәr әl; sevʹrәl), adj. 1 being
more than two or three but not many:
gain several pounds. 2 separate; individual; respective: the boys went their
several ways. 3 various: several steps in
a process. —n. more than two or three
but not many; some; a few: several have
given their consent. [< AF, ult. < L separ
distinct < separare separate]
sev·er·al·ly (sevʹәr әl i; sevʹrәl i), adv. 1
separately; singly; individually. 2 respectively.
sev·er·ance (sevʹәr әns; sevʹrәns), n. 1 a
severing or being severed; separation;
division. 2 a breaking oﬀ: the severance
of diplomatic relations.
severance pay, additional pay granted to
departing employees, based on seniority.
se·vere (sә virʹ), adj., –ver·er, –ver·est.
1 very strict; stern; harsh: the judge
imposed a severe penalty on the criminal. 2 serious; grave: a severe illness. 3
very plain or simple; without ornament:
a severe style of architecture. 4 sharp;
violent: a severe criticism. 5 diﬃcult: a
severe test. [< L severus] —se·vereʹly,
adv. —se·vereʹness, n.
se·ver·i·ty (sә verʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
strictness; sternness; harshness. 2 simplicity of style or taste; plainness. 3 violence; sharpness. 4 seriousness.
sew (sō), v., sewed, sewed or sewn, sewing. 1 work with needle and thread.
2 fasten with stitches. 3 close with
stitches. [OE seowian] —sewʹa·ble, adj.
—sewʹer, n.
sew·age (süʹij), n. the waste matter that
passes through sewers.
sew·er (süʹәr), n. an underground pipe or
channel for carrying oﬀ waste water and
refuse. [<OF sewiere sluice from a pond,
ult. < L ex out + aqua water]
sew·er·age (süʹәr ij), n. 1 removal of waste
matter by sewers. 2 system of sewers. 3
=sewage.
sew·ing (sōʹing), n. work done with a needle and thread; something to be sewed.
—adj. for sewing; used in sewing.
sewn (sōn), v. pp. of sew.
sex (seks), n. 1 one of the two divisions of
human beings, animals, etc. Men, bulls,
and roosters are of the male sex; women,
cows, and hens are of the female sex. 2
the character of being male or female:
people were admitted without regard to
age or sex. 3 attraction of one sex for the
other. 4 a behavior relating to sex. b sexual intercourse. —v. determine the sex
of. —adj. of or having to do with sex.
have sex, engage in sexual activity; have
sexual relations.
sex up, Fig. make more interesting or
exciting. [< L sexus] —sexʹless, adj.
—sexʹless·ly, adv. —sexʹless·ness, n.
sex·a·ge·nar·i·an (sek´sә jә nãrʹi әn), sexag·e·nar·y (seks ajʹә ner´i), adj., n., pl.
–nar·i·ans; –nar·ies. —adj. of the age
of 60 years, or between 60 and 70 years
old. —n. person who is 60, or between

60 and 70, years old. [< L, ult. < sexaginta
sixty]
sex·a·ges·i·mal (sek´ә jesʹә mәl), adj. of
or based on the number 60, as a fraction whose denominator is 60. [ult. < L
sexāgintā sixty]
sex appeal, personal charm tending to
draw together persons of the opposite
sex.
sex chromosome, chromosome which, in
combination with another, determines
the sex and sex-linked characteristics of
an oﬀspring.
sex gland =gonad.
sex hormone, hormone that regulates the
reproductive organs and sexual characteristics, as androgen and estrogen.
sex·ism, sexual discrimination or prejudice. —sexʹist, adj., n.
sex·tant (seksʹtәnt), n. instrument used
by navigators, surveyors, etc., for measuring the angular distance between
two objects. Sextants are used at sea to
measure the altitude of the sun, a star,
etc., in order to determine latitude and
longitude. [< L sextans a sixth < sex six]
sex·tet, sex·tette (seks tetʹ), n. 1 piece
of music for six voices or instruments.
2 six singers or players. [alter. of sestet
after L sex six]
sex·til·lion (seks tilʹyәn), n. 1 in the
United States and France, 1 followed by
21 zeros. 2 in Great Britain, 1 followed
by 36 zeros. [< F (< L sextus sixth),
modeled after million million] —sextilʹlionth, adj., n.
sex·ton (seksʹtәn), n. person who takes
care of a church. [< OF < Med.L sacristanus sacristan. Doublet of sacristan.]
sex·tu·ple (seksʹtu̇ pәl; –tyu̇–; seks tüʹpәl;
–tūʹ–), adj., n., v., –pled, –pling. —adj.
1 consisting of six parts; sixfold. 2 six
times as great. 3 characterized by six
beats to the measure. —n. number or
amount six times as great as another.
—v. make or become six times as great.
[< L sextus sixth; modeled after quadruple]
sex·tu·plet (seksʹtu̇ plit; –tyu̇–; seks tüʹplit; –tūʹ–), n. one of six children, animals, etc., born of the same mother at
the same time.
sex·u·al (sekʹshu̇ әl), adj. 1 of or pertaining to sex. 2 of or between the sexes. 3
having sex; separated into two sexes.
—sex´u·alʹi·ty, n. —sexʹu·al·ly, adv.
sexual harassment, harassment of a person based on his or her sex.
sexual intercourse, the joining of sexual
organs; coitus; copulation.
sexually transmitted disease, contagious
disease spread mainly by sexual activity,
as AIDS.
sex·y (sekʹsi), adj. 1 charming or attractive sexually. 2 sexually exciting. 3 preoccupied or concerned with sex.
sf., sforzando.
sfor·zan·do (sfôr tsänʹdō), n., pl. –dos,
–di (–di). chord, phrase, or passage of
music given greater emphasis or played

suddenly louder. —adj., adv. with sudden emphasis; louder. [< It.]
Sgt., Sergeant.
shab·by (shabʹi), adj., –bi·er, –bi·est. 1
much worn. 2 wearing old or much worn
clothes. 3 not generous; mean; unfair. [<
shab scab, OE sceabb] —shabʹbi·ly, adv.
—shabʹbi·ness, n.
shack (shak), n. a roughly built hut or
cabin; house in bad condition.
shack up with, Informal. cohabit with
someone. [? ult. < ramshackle]
shack·le (shakʹәl), n., v., –led, –ling.
—n. 1 a metal band fastened around the
ankle or wrist of a prisoner, slave, etc.
Shackles are usually fastened to each
other, the wall, ﬂoor, etc., by chains. 2
link fastening together the two rings for
the ankles and wrists of a prisoner. 3
Fig. anything that prevents freedom of
action, thought, etc. 4 thing for fastening or coupling. —v. 1 put shackles on.
2 restrain; hamper. 3 fasten or couple
with a shackle.
shackles, fetters; chains. [OE sceacel]
—shackʹler, n.
shad (shad), n., pl. shad or (for diﬀerent kinds) shads. any of several saltwater ﬁshes related to the herrings that
ascend rivers in the spring to spawn.
[OE sceadd]
shad·bush (shadʹbu̇sh´), n. a North
American shrub or small tree with white
ﬂowers and berrylike fruit, which blossoms about the time when shad appear
in the rivers.
shade (shād), n., v., shad·ed, shad·ing.
—n. 1 a partly dark place, not in the
sunshine. 2 a slight darkness or coolness:
the shade of a tree. 3 place or condition
of obscurity. 4 something that shuts out
light: pull down the shades of the windows. 5 lightness or darkness of color.
6 a very small diﬀerence, amount, or
degree: a shade too long, a shade of doubt
troubled her. 7 ghost; spirit. —v. 1 screen
from light; keep light from; reduce light
on. 2 make darker than the rest. 3 show
small diﬀerences; change little by little.
in or into the shade, a out of the light.
b Fig. in or into a condition of being
unknown or unnoticed.
shades, Informal. sunglasses.
shades of, reminiscent of.
the shades, Class. Myth. Hades. [OE
sceadu] —shadeʹless, adj. —shadʹer, n.
shad·ing (shādʹing), n. 1 a covering from
the light. 2 use of black or color to
give the eﬀect of shade in a picture. 3
a slight variation or diﬀerence of color,
character, etc.
shad·ow (shadʹō), n. 1 shade made by
some person, animal, or thing. 2 darkness; partial shade. 3 a little bit; small
degree; slight suggestion. 4 ghost. 5
a faint image. 6 person who follows
another closely and secretly, as a spy,
detective, etc. 7 a constant companion;
follower. 8 sadness; gloom. 9 obscurity.
—v. 1 protect from light; shade. 2 cast a
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shadow on. 3 follow closely and secretly.
4 make sad or gloomy.
afraid of one’s (own) shadow, extremely
timid; frightened of the slightest thing.
cast a long shadow, have great inﬂuence.
in or under the shadow of, very near
to.
the shadows, darkness after sunset.
[from oblique case forms of OE sceadu
shade] —shadʹowʹer, n. —shadʹow·less,
adj.
shad·ow·y (shadʹō i), adj. 1 having much
shadow or shade; shady. 2 like a shadow;
dim, faint, or slight. —shadʹow·i·ly, adv.
—shadʹow·i·ness, n.
shad·y (shādʹi), adj. shad·i·er, shad·i·est.
1 in the shade; shaded. 2 giving shade.
3 of doubtful honesty, character, etc.
—shadʹi·ly, adv. —shadʹi·ness, n.
shaft (shaft; shäft), n. 1 bar to support
parts of a machine that turn, or to help
move parts. 2 a deep passage sunk in
the earth. The entrance to a mine is
called a shaft. 3 a well-like passage: an
elevator shaft. 4 the long, slender stem
of an arrow, spear, etc. 5 arrow; spear.
6 ray or beam of light. 7 one of the two
wooden poles between which a horse is
harnessed to a carriage, etc. 8 column or
the main part of a column. —v. Slang.
use (someone) unfairly; victimize. [OE
sceaft] —shaftʹed, adj.
shag1 (shag), n. 1 rough, matted hair,
wool, etc. 2 the long, rough nap of some
kinds of cloth. 3 cloth having such a nap.
[OE sceacga]
shag2 (shag), v., shagged, shag·ging.
throw and catch balls, for practice or
amusement.
shag·bark (shagʹbärk´), n. 1 a hickory
tree with very rough bark. 2 nut of this
tree.
shag·gy (shagʹi), adj. –gi·er, –gi·est. 1
covered with a thick, rough mass of
hair, wool, etc. 2 long, thick, and rough:
shaggy eyebrows. [< shag] —shagʹgi·ly,
adv. —shagʹgi·ness. n.
shake (shāk), v., shook, shak·en, shak·ing
n. —v. 1 move quickly backwards and
forwards, up and down, or from side to
side: shake a rug. 2 bring, throw, force,
rouse, scatter, etc., by or as if by movement: shake snow oﬀ one’s clothes. 3 clasp
(hands) in greeting, congratulating, etc.,
another: shake hands. 4 make tremble:
shake with cold, the explosion shook the
town, shake the foundations of society. 5
disturb; make less ﬁrm: his lie shook my
faith in his honesty. 6 Slang. get rid of:
can’t you shake him? —n. 1 act or fact
of shaking: a shake of the head. 2 drink
made by shaking ingredients together: a
milk shake. 3 Informal. a moment: I’ll be
there in two shakes.
no great shakes, not unusual, extraordinary, or important.
shake down, a bring or throw down by
shaking: shake down ripe apples from
the tree. b cause to settle down, as into

a routine. c bring into working order:
shake down the team. d Informal. get
money from dishonestly.
shake up, a shake hard. b stir up. c Fig.
jar; rattle; disturb in body or nerves: the
accident really shook him up. [OE sceacan] —shakʹing, n. —shakʹing·ly, adv.
shake·down or shake-down (shākʹdoun´), n. 1 Slang. an exaction of money,
etc., by compulsion. 2 a bringing into
working order by practice.
shake·out (shākʹout´), n. reorganization
or change that involves the removal or
omission of some persons, items, etc.
shak·er (shākʹәr), n. 1 person who shakes
something. 2 container for pepper, salt,
etc., having a perforated top.
Shaker, member of an American religious sect, so called from movements
of the body that form part of their worship.
Shake·spear·i·an, Shake·spear·e·an,
(shāk spirʹi әn), adj. of or having to do
with William Shakespeare, sixteenthcentury English poet and dramatist, or
his works.
shake-up (shākʹup´), n. a sudden and
complete change.
shak·o (shakʹō), n., pl. shak·os. a high,
stiﬀ military hat with a plume or other
ornament. [<Hung. csákó peaked (cap)]
shak·y (shākʹi), adj. shak·i·er, shak·i·est.
1 shaking: a shaky voice. 2 liable to break
down; weak: a shaky porch. 3 not to be
depended on; not reliable. —shakʹi·ly,
adv. —shakʹi·ness, n.
shale (shāl), n. a ﬁne-grained rock,
formed from clay or mud, that splits
easily into thin layers. [OE scealu shell]
—shalʹy, adj.
shall (shal; unstressed shәl), v., pres. shall,
past should. 1 (used to denote future
time): we shall miss you. 2 (used to
denote promise or determination): you
shall hear from us, he shall not do it. [OE
sceal (inf., sculan)]
shal·lop (shalʹәp), n. a small, light open
boat with sail or oars. [< F chaloupe
< Du. sloepe. Doublet of sloop.]
shal·lot (shә lotʹ), n. 1 a small plant much
like an onion, but with a bulb composed
of sections or cloves. 2 bulb or clove of
this plant. 3 a small brown onion. [ult.
< F eschalotte, alter. of OF eschaloigne
scallion]
shal·low (shalʹō), adj. not deep: shallow
water, a shallow mind. —n. a shallow place.
—v. become or make less deep. [prob. ult.
< OE sceald] —shalʹlow·ness, n.
shalt (shalt), v. Archaic. shall.
sham (sham), n., adj., v., shammed,
sham·ming. —n. pretense; fraud. —adj.
pretended; feigned. —v. pretend; feign.
[orig. dial. var. of shame —shamʹmer, n.
sha·man (shäʹmәn), n. 1 priest with magical powers over diseases and evil spirits. 2 American Indian medicine man.
—shaʹman·ism, n.
sham·ble1 (shamʹbәl), v., –bled, –bling,
n. —v. walk awkwardly or unsteadily.

—n. a shambling walk. [prob. ult. special
use of shamble2; with ref. to the straddling legs of a bench]
sham·ble2 (shamʹbәl), n. 1 shambles
(often sing. in use), slaughter house. 2
shambles (often sing. in use). a place
of butchery or of great destruction and
confusion. b great disorder. [< L scamellum, dim. of scamnum bench; orig., a
table on which meat was sold]
shame (shām), n., v., shamed, sham·ing.
—n. 1 a painful feeling of having done
something wrong, improper, or silly:
blush with shame. 2 a disgrace; dishonor:
bring shame on one’s family. 3 fact to be
sorry about: it is a shame to be so wasteful. 4 person or thing to be ashamed of;
cause of disgrace. —v. 1 cause to feel
shame. 2 drive or force by shame. 3 bring
disgrace upon.
for shame! shame on you!
put to shame, a disgrace; make ashamed.
b surpass; make dim by comparison.
[OE sceamu] —shamʹer, n.
shame·faced (shāmʹfāst´), adj. 1 bashful;
shy. 2 showing shame and embarrassment. —shame´facʹed·ly, adv.
shame·ful (shāmʹfәl), adj. 1 causing
shame; bringing disgrace. 2 scandalous. —shameʹful·ly, adv. —shameʹfulness, n.
shame·less (shāmʹlis), adj. 1 without shame. 2 not modest. 3 insensible to disgrace. —shameʹless·ly, adv.
—shameʹless·ness, n.
sham·poo (shamʹpüʹ), v., –pooed, –pooing, n. —v. wash (the hair or scalp). —n.
1 a washing of the hair or scalp. 2 preparation used for shampooing. [< Hind.
champo, lit., press!] —sham·pooʹer, n.
sham·rock (shamʹrok), n. 1 a brightgreen leaf composed of three parts.
The shamrock is the national emblem
of Ireland. 2 any of various plants that
have leaves like this, such as white clover,
wood sorrel, etc. [< Irish seamrōg, dim.
of seamar clover]
shang·hai (shangʹhī; shang hīʹ), v., –haied,
–hai·ing. 1 make unconscious by drugs,
liquor, etc., and put on a ship to serve
as a sailor. 2 bring by trickery or force.
[with ref. to the practice of securing
sailors by foul means for long voyages,
often to Shanghai]
Shan·gri·la, Shan·gri-La (shangʹgri läʹ),
n. an idyllic earthly paradise. [an inaccessible land in Lost Horizon, a novel by
James Hilton]
shank (shangk), n. 1 the part of the leg
between the knee and the ankle. 2 the
corresponding part in animals. 3 the
whole leg. 4 the latter end or part of
anything: the shank of the evening. [OE
sceanca] —shanked, adj.
shan’t (shant: shänt), shall not.
shan·tung (shanʹtung), n. kind of soft
silk.
shan·ty1 (shanʹti), n., pl. –ties. a roughly
built hut or cabin. [< Irish seantig hut]
shan·ty2 (shanʹti), n., pl. –ties. =chantey.
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shape (shāp), n., v., shaped, shap·ing.
—n. 1 the outward contour or outline;
form; ﬁgure: the shape of a triangle, a
gift in the shape of money. 2 deﬁnite
form; proper arrangement: things are
taking shape. 3 condition: his aﬀairs are
in bad shape. [OE (ge)sceap] —v. 1 form:
the child shapes clay into balls. 2 take
shape; assume form: his plan is shaping
well. 3 adapt in form: shape a sleeve to
a person’s arm. 4 direct; plan: shape one’s
course in life.
shape up, a take on a certain form or
appearance; develop. b show a certain
tendency. [OE sceapen, pp. of scieppan
create] —shapʹer, n.
shape·less (shāpʹlis), adj. 1 without deﬁnite shape. 2 having an unattractive
shape. —shapeʹless·ly, adv. —shapeʹlessness, n.
shape·ly (shāpʹli), adj., –li·er, –li·est.
having a pleasing shape; well-formed.
—shapeʹli·ness, n.
shard (shärd), n. 1 a broken piece; fragment. 2 piece of broken earthenware or
pottery. [OE sceard]
share1 (shãr), n., v., shared, shar·ing. —n.
1 part belonging to one individual; portion; part: do your share of the work. 2 a
a deﬁnite part of something owned in
common with others. b each of the parts
into which the ownership of a company
or corporation is divided: the ownership
of this railroad is divided into several
million shares. —v. 1 use together; enjoy
together; have in common. 2 divide into
parts, each taking a part. 3 have a share;
take part.
share and share alike, share equally.
[OE scearu division] —sharʹer, n.
share2 (shãr), n. plowshare. [OE scear]
share·crop (shãrʹkrop´), v., –cropped,
–crop·ping. farm or raise (a crop) on
land owned by someone else, with payment for the use of the land made in a
part of the crop. —shareʹcrop´ping, n.
share·crop·per (shãrʹkrop´әr), n. person
who farms land for the owner in return
for part of the crops.
share·hold·er (shãrʹhōl´dәr), n. person
owning shares of stock.
shark1 (shärk), n. any of a group of ﬁshes,
mostly marine, certain species of which
are large and ferocious, and destructive
to other ﬁshes and sometimes dangerous to humans.
shark2 (shärk), n. 1 a dishonest person
who preys on others. 2 Slang. person
unusually good at something; expert.
[< G schork, var. of schurke scoundrel]
shark·skin (shärkʹskin´), n. 1 cloth made
from ﬁne ﬁbers of wool, rayon, or cotton, used in suits. 2 a skin of a shark. b
leather made from the skin of a shark.
sharp (shärp), adj. 1 having a thin cutting edge or a ﬁne point: a sharp knife,
a sharp pencil. 2 with a sudden change
of direction: a sharp turn. 3 severe;
biting: a sharp wind, sharp words. 4
feeling somewhat like a cut or prick: a

sharp pain. 5 clear; distinct: the sharp
contrast between black and white. 6 keen;
eager: a sharp appetite. 7 being aware of
things quickly: a sharp eye, sharp ears.
8 quick in mind; shrewd; clever: sharp
at a bargain. 9 high in pitch; shrill. 10
a above the true pitch; raised a half step
in pitch: F sharp. b having sharps in the
signature. —adv. 1 promptly; exactly:
one o’clock sharp. 2 in a sharp manner;
in an alert manner; keenly: look sharp!
3 suddenly: pull a horse up sharp. —n. a
tone one half step above a given tone. b
the sign (#) that shows this.
sharps, sewing needles. [OE scearp]
—sharpʹly, adv. —sharpʹness, n.
sharp·en (shärʹpәn), v., make or become
sharp. —sharpʹen·er, n.
sharp-eyed (shärpʹīd´), adj. 1 having
good eyesight. 2 watchful; observant.
sharp·shoot·er (shärpʹshüt´әr), n. person
who
shoots
very
well.
—sharpʹshoot´ing, n.
sharp-tongued, (shärpʹtungd´), adj.
severely critical; given to biting criticism.
sharp-wit·ted (shärpʹwitʹid), adj. having
or showing a quick, keen mind.
shat·ter (shatʹәr), v. 1 break into pieces:
a stone shattered the window. 2 disturb
greatly; destroy: a shattered mind. 3
damage.
shave (shāv), v., shaved, shaved or shaven, shav·ing, n. —v. 1 remove hair with
a razor; cut hair from (the face, chin,
etc.) with a razor. 2 cut oﬀ (hair) with a
razor. 3 cut oﬀ in thin slices; cut in thin
slices. 4 cut very close. 5 Fig. come very
close to; graze. —n. 1 the cutting oﬀ
of hair with a razor. 2 tool for shaving,
scraping, removing thin slices, etc. 3 a
thin slice. 4 Fig. a narrow miss or escape.
[OE sceafan]
shav·en (shāvʹәn), adj. 1 shaved. 2 closely
cut. 3 tonsured. —v. pp. of shave.
shav·er (shāvʹәr), n. 1 person who shaves.
2 device for shaving. 3 Informal. youngster.
Sha·vi·an (shāʹvi әn), adj. of, having to
do with, or characteristic of George
Bernard Shaw.
shav·ing (shāvʹing), n. Often, shavings. a
very thin piece or slice.
shawl (shôl), n. a square or oblong piece
of cloth to be worn about the shoulders
or head. [<Pers. shāl]
Shaw·nee (shô nēʹ), n., pl. –nee, –nees.
1 member of a tribe of American Indians formerly living in Tennessee and
South Carolina, now in Oklahoma. 2
their Algonkian language. [< Algonkian
(Shawnee) Shawunogi southerners]
shay (shā), n. light, two-wheeled carriage;
chaise.
she (shē), pron., sing. nom. she, poss. her
or hers, obj. her; pl. nom. they, poss.
their or theirs, obj. them; n., pl. shes.
—pron. 1 girl, woman, or female animal
spoken about or mentioned before. 2
anything thought of as female and spo-

ken about or mentioned before. —n. girl;
woman; female animal. [OE hēo]
sheaf (shēf), n., pl. sheaves (shēvz). bundle of things of the same sort bound
together or so arranged that they can be
bound together: a sheaf of wheat, a sheaf
of arrows. [OE scēaf]
shear (shir), v., sheared or (Archaic)
shore, sheared or shorn, shear·ing, n.
—v. 1 cut with shears or scissors. 2 cut
the wool or ﬂeece from. 3 cut close; cut
oﬀ; cut. —n. 1 act or process of shearing.
2 that which is taken oﬀ by shearing. 3
one blade of a pair of shears. 4 pair of
shears. [OE sceran] —shearʹer, n.
shears (shirz), n.pl. 1 large scissors. 2 any
cutting instrument resembling scissors.
[OE scēar]
sheath (shēth), n., pl. sheaths (shēthz).
1 case or covering for the blade of a
sword, knife, etc. 2 any similar covering,
esp. on an animal or plant. [OE scēath]
—sheathʹless, adj.
sheathe (shēth), v., sheathed, sheath·ing.
1 put (a sword, etc.) into a sheath.
2 enclose in a case or covering.
—sheathʹer, n.
sheath·ing (shēthʹing), n. 1 casing; covering as the plywood on the rafters or
joists of a house. 2 material used to
enclose or cover something.
She·ba (shēʹbә), n. 1 an ancient country
in S Arabia. 2 Queen of, queen who
visited Solomon to learn of his great
wisdom. I Kings 10:1–13.
she·bang (shә bangʹ), n. U.S. Slang. 1 outﬁt; concern. 2 aﬀair; event.
shed1 (shed), n. a building used for shelter, storage, etc., usually having only one
story: a wagon shed, a sheep shed. [OE
sced shelter]
shed2 (shed), v., shed, shed·ding. 1 pour
out; let fall: the girl shed tears. 2 throw
oﬀ: a snake sheds its skin. 3 scatter
abroad; give forth: ﬂowers shed perfume.
shed blood, destroy life; kill. [OE
scēadan] —shedʹder, n.
she’d (shēd), 1 she had. 2 she would.
sheen (shēn), n. brightness; luster. Satin
and polished silver have a sheen. [OE
scēne bright]
sheep (shēp), n., pl. sheep. 1 animal
raised for wool and mutton. 2 a weak,
timid, or stupid person. 3 leather made
from the skin of sheep. [OE scēap]
sheep dog, collie or other dog trained
to help a shepherd watch and tend
sheep.
sheep·fold (shēpʹfōld´), n. pen for sheep.
sheep·herd·er (shēpʹhėr´dәr), n. person
who watches and tends large numbers
of sheep while they are grazing on
unfenced land.
sheep·ish (shēpʹish), adj. 1 awkwardly
bashful or embarrassed. 2 like a sheep;
timid; weak; stupid. —sheepʹish·ly, adv.
—sheepʹish·ness, n.
sheep·man (shēpʹman´), n., pl. —men.
1 person who owns and raises sheep. 2
=sheepherder.
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sheep·skin (shēpʹskin´), n. 1 skin of a
sheep, esp. with the wool on it. 2 leather
or parchment made from it. 3 diploma.
sheep sorrel, a kind of sorrel with reddish ﬂowers.
sheer1 (shir), adj. 1 very thin; almost
transparent. 2 unmixed with anything
else; complete: sheer weariness. 3 straight
up and down; steep: a sheer drop of
100 feet. —adv. 1 completely; quite. 2
very steeply. —n. dress of transparent material worn over a slip. [OE scīr
bright; vowel from Scand. skœ̄rr bright]
—sheerʹly, adv. —sheerʹness, n.
sheer2 (shir), v. turn from a course; turn
aside; swerve. —n. 1 a turning of a ship
from its course. 2 the upward curve of
a ship’s deck or lines from the middle
toward each end. [var. of shear, v.]
sheet1 (shēt), n. 1 a large piece of cloth
esp. cotton, used to sleep on or under.
2 a broad, thin piece of anything. 3 a
single piece of paper. 4 a broad, ﬂat
surface: covered by a sheet of water. —v.
furnish or cover with a sheet. [OE scēte]
sheet2 (shēt), n. rope that controls the
angle at which a sail is set. [OE scēata]
sheet·ing (shētʹing), n. 1 cloth for bed
sheets. 2 a lining or covering of timber
or metal, used to protect a surface.
sheet metal, metal in thin pieces or ﬂat
plates.
sheet music, music printed on unbound
sheets of paper.
sheikh or sheik, (shēk), n. 1 an Arab chief
or head of a family, village, or tribe. 2 a
Muslim religious leader. [<Ar. shaikh,
orig., old man]
shek·el (shekʹәl), n. an ancient silver coin
of the Hebrews that weighed about half
an ounce. [<Heb. sheqel]
shel·drake (shelʹdrāk´), n., pl. –drakes
or (esp. collectively) –drake. 1 any of
various large ducks of Europe and Asia,
many of which have variegated plumage.
2 any merganser. [< obs. sheld variegated
+ drake]
shelf (shelf), n., pl. shelves. 1 a thin, ﬂat
piece of wood, metal, stone, etc., fastened to a wall or frame to hold things,
such as books, dishes, etc. 2 anything
like a shelf.
oﬀ the shelf, as is; without any adjustment or modiﬁcation.
on the shelf, put aside as no longer useful or desirable. [prob. <LG schelf]
shelf life, 1 length of time an item can be
kept without being spoiled or useless.
2 Fig. length of time a person’s talents,
abilities, experience, etc., are considered
useful.
shell (shel), n. 1 a hard outside covering
of an animal, as of a mollusk, turtle,
etc. 2 the hard outside covering of a
nut, seed, fruit, egg, etc. 3 a casing of
pastry, used for pies, tarts, etc. 4 a hollow projectile for a cannon, etc., ﬁlled
with an explosive charge; cartridge. 5
something like a shell, as the framework
of a house. 6 a shy, reserved attitude. —v.

1 take out of a shell. 2 separate (grains
of corn) from the cob. 3 bombard by
cannon ﬁre.
come out of one’s shell, become more
sociable, less reserved.
shell out, Informal. hand over (money);
pay up. [OE sciell] —shellʹer, n. —shellʹless, adj. —shellʹ-like´, adj. —shellʹy,
adj.
she’ll (shēl), 1 she shall. 2 she will.
shel·lac (shә lakʹ), n., v., –lacked, –lacking. —n. 1 liquid that gives a smooth,
shiny appearance to wood, metal, etc.
Shellac is made from a resinous substance dissolved in alcohol. 2 the resinous substance used. —v. 1 put shellac on;
cover or fasten with shellac. 2 Informal.
completely defeat. [shell + lac1; trans.
of F laque en écailles lac in thin plates]
—shel·lackʹer, n.
shel·lack·ing (shә lakʹing), n. an absolute,
thorough defeat.
shell·ﬁre (shelʹfīr´), n. the ﬁring of explosive shells or projectiles.
shell·ﬁsh (shelʹﬁsh´), n., pl. –ﬁsh·es or
(esp. collectively) –ﬁsh. a water animal
(not a ﬁsh in the ordinary sense) having a shell. Oysters, clams, crabs, and
lobsters are shellﬁsh.
shell shock, any of the many types of nervous or mental disorder resulting from
the strain of war; post-traumatic stress
disorder. —shellʹ-shocked´, adj.
shel·ter (shelʹtәr), n. 1 something that
covers or protects from weather, danger, or attack. 2 protection; refuge.
—v. 1 protect; shield; hide. 2 ﬁnd shelter.
—shelʹter·er, n. —shelʹter·ing·ly, adv.
—shelʹter·less, adj.
shel·ty, shel·tie (shelʹti), n., pl. –ties. 1
Shetland pony. 2 Shetland sheep dog.
shelve1 (shelv), v., shelved, shelv·ing. 1
put on a shelf. 2 lay aside. 3 furnish with
shelves. [ult. < shelf]
shelve2 (shelv), v., shelved, shelv·ing.
slope gradually.
shelves (shelvz), n. pl. of shelf.
shelv·ing (shelʹving), n. 1 wood, metal,
etc., for shelves. 2 shelves.
she·nan·i·gan (shә nanʹә gәn), n. Informal. Usually, shenanigans. mischief or
trickery.
shep·herd (shepʹәrd), n. 1 person who
takes care of sheep. 2 person who cares
for and protects. 3 a spiritual guide; pastor. —v. 1 take care of. 2 guide; direct.
[OE scēaphierde < scēap sheep + hierde
herder < heord herd]
shepherd dog, =sheep dog.
shep·herd·ess (shepʹәr dis), n. woman
who takes care of sheep.
sher·bet (shėrʹbәt), n. a frozen dessert
made of fruit juice, sugar, and water,
milk, or whites of eggs. [<Turk., Pers.
<Ar. sharbah drink]
sher·iﬀ (sherʹif), n. the most important
law-enforcing oﬃcer of a county. A
sheriﬀ appoints deputies to help him
keep order in the county. [OE scīrgerēfa
< scīr shire + gerēfa reeve1]

sher·ry (sherʹi), n., pl. –ries. a strong wine
made in S Spain, or a wine like it made
elsewhere. It varies in color from pale
yellow to brown. [earlier sherris (taken
as pl.) wine from Xeres, Spanish town]
she’s (shēz), 1 she is. 2 she has.
Shetland pony, a small, sturdy, roughcoated pony, originally from the Shetland Islands.
Shetland sheep, primitive breed of small
sheep with long, ﬁne wool, originally
from the Shetland Islands, NE of Scotland.
Shetland sheep dog, long-haired working dog, somewhat like a collie, originally from the Shetland Islands.
Shetland wool, ﬁne wool from Shetland
sheep, used to make sweaters, shawls,
etc.
Shi·ah or Shia (shēʹә), n. one of two main
sects of Islam [ < Ar. shiʹah sect]
shew (shō), v., shewed, shewn, shew·ing,
n. Esp. Brit. or Archaic. show.
shib·bo·leth (shibʹә lith), n. any test word,
watchword, or pet phrase of a political
party, a class, sect, etc. [<Heb., stream;
used as a password by the Gileadites
to distinguish the ﬂeeing Ephramities,
because they could not pronounce sh.
Judges 12:4–6]
shied (shīd), v. pt. and pp. of shy.
shield (shēld), n. 1 piece of armor carried
on the arm to protect the body in battle.
2 a covering for moving parts of machinery. 3 anything used to protect. —v. 1 be
a shield to; protect; defend. 2 serve as a
shield. [OE sceld] —shieldʹer, n.
shift (shift), v. 1 change from one place,
position, person, sound, etc., to another;
change: shift blame or responsibility, the
scene shifts. 2 manage to get along; contrive: when his parents died, Tom had to
shift for himself. 3 change the position
of (the gears of an automobile). —n. 1
a substituting in the place of another
person or thing; change: there are two
shifts of work at the factory. 2 group
of workers; group: this man is on the
night shift. 3 time during which such
a group works. [OE sciftan arrange]
—shiftʹer, n.
shift·less (shiftʹlis), adj. lazy; ineﬃcient.
—shiftʹless·ly, adv. —shiftʹless·ness, n.
shift·y (shifʹti), adj., shift·i·er, shift·i·est.
not straightforward; tricky. —shiftʹi·ly,
adv. —shiftʹi·ness, n.
Shi·ite (shēʹīt), n. member of the Shiah
sect of islam. —adj. of or having to
do with the Shiites or their faith. [see
shiah]
shil·le·lagh, shil·la·lah, shil·le·lah
(shә lāʹli; –lә), n. Irish. a stick to hit with;
cudgel [from Shillelagh, Irish village]
shil·ling (shilʹing), n. 1 a British money
of account and silver coin. 2 formerly,
a corresponding piece of money of one
of the thirteen American colonies. [OE
scilling]
shil·ly-shal·ly (shilʹi shal´i), adj., adv.,
v., –lied, –ly·ing, n. —adj. vacillating;
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wavering; hesitating; undecided. —adv.
in a vacillating or hesitating manner.
—v. be undecided; vacillate; hesitate.
—n. inability to decide; hesitation.
[reduplication of shall I?]
shim (shim), n., v. shimmed, shimming.
—n. thin wedge or piece of wood, metal,
etc., used to raise a part, make a part ﬁt
against another, or ﬁll a gap. —v. use a
shim or shims on. [Am. E. orig. uncert.]
shim·mer (shimʹәr), v. gleam faintly. —n.
a faint gleam or shine. [OE scimerian]
—shimʹmer·y, adj.
shim·my (shimʹi), n., pl. –mies, v., –mied,
–my·ing. —n. an unusual shaking or
vibration. —v. shake; vibrate. [var. of
chemise (taken as pl.)]
shin (shin), n., v., shinned, shin·ning.
—n. 1 the front part of the leg from
the knee to the ankle. 2 the lower part
of the foreleg in beef cattle. —v. climb.
[OE scinu]
shin·bone (shinʹbōn´), n. =tibia.
shin·dig (shinʹdig), n. Informal. a merry
or noisy dance, party, etc. [? < shin + dig,
a blow on the shin]
shine (shīn), v., shone or shined, shining, n. —v. 1 send out light; be bright
with light; reﬂect light; glow: the sun
shines. 2 do very well; be brilliant; excel:
a shining athlete. 3 make bright; polish:
shine shoes. 4 cause to shine: shine a
light. —n. 1 light; brightness. 2 luster;
polish; gloss, as of silk. 3 polish put on
shoes. 4 Slang. trick; prank.
take a shine to, Informal. become fond
of; like.
take the shine out of or oﬀ or from,
spoil; take some of the brightness or
cheer from. [OE scīnan]
shin·er (shīnʹәr), n. 1 person or thing that
shines. 2 a small American freshwater
ﬁsh with glistening scales. 3 Informal.
a black eye.
shin·gle1 (shingʹgәl), n., v., –gled, –gling.
—n. 1 a thin piece of wood, etc., used
to cover roofs, etc. Shingles are laid in
overlapping rows with the thicker ends
exposed. 2 a small signboard, esp. for
a doctor’s or lawyer’s oﬃce. —v. cover
with shingles: shingle a roof. [var. of earlier shindle <L scindula] —shinʹgler, n.
shin·gle2 (shingʹgәl), n. Esp. Brit. 1 coarse
gravel. 2 beach or other place covered
with this. —shinʹgly, adj.
shin·gles (shingʹgәlz), n. sing. or pl. a virus
disease that causes painful irritation of a
group of nerves and an outbreak of itching spots or blisters. [< Med.L cingulus,
var. of L cingulum girdle; trans. of Gk.
zoster girdle, shingles]
shin·ing (shīnʹing), adj. 1 that shines;
bright. 2 brilliant; outstanding.
—shinʹing·ly, adv.
Shin·to (shinʹtō), n. 1 Also, Shinʹto·ism.
the native religion of Japan, primarily
a system of nature worship and ancestor worship. 2 adherent of this religion. —adj. of or pertaining to Shinto.
—Shinʹto·ist, n., adj.

shin·y (shīnʹi), adj., shin·i·er, shin·i·est.
1 shining; bright. 2 worn to a glossy
smoothness: a coat shiny from hard
wear. —shinʹi·ness, n.
ship (ship), n., v., shipped, ship·ping. —n.
1 a large seagoing vessel, as a steamship,
a battleship, an airship, etc. 2 oﬃcers
and crew of a vessel. —v. 1 put, take, or
receive on board a ship. 2 send or carry
from one place to another by a ship,
plane, truck, etc. 3 take a job on a ship. 4
take in (water) over the side, as a vessel
does when the waves break over it.
jump ship, a desert a ship. b leave (a
job, place, etc.) suddenly and without
notice.
when one’s ship comes in, when one’s
fortunes change; when money is plentiful. [OE scip]
–ship, suﬃx. 1 oﬃce, status, or rank of
——, as in clerkship, governorship. 2
quality, state, or condition of ——, as in
kinship. 3 act, acts, power, or skill of ——,
as in horsemanship, dictatorship. 4 relation between ——s, as in comradeship.
[OE –scipe]
ship·board (shipʹbôrd´; –bōrd´), n. ship.
on shipboard, on or inside a ship.
ship·build·er (shipʹbil´dәr), n. person who designs or constructs ships.
—shipʹbuild´ing, n., adj.
ship·load (shipʹlōd´), n. a full load for
a ship.
ship·mas·ter (shipʹmas´tәr; –mäs´–), n.
master, commander, or captain of a
ship.
ship·mate (shipʹmāt´), n. a fellow sailor
on a ship.
ship·ment (shipʹmәnt), n. 1 act of shipping goods. 2 goods sent at one time to
a person, ﬁrm, etc.
ship·own·er (shipʹōn´әr), n. person who
owns a ship or ships.
ship·per (shipʹәr), n. person who ships
goods.
ship·ping (shipʹing), n. 1 act or business
of sending goods by water, air, etc. 2 a
body of ships. 3 the ships of a nation,
city, or business.
ship·shape (shipʹshāp´), adj. in good order;
trim. —adv. in a trim, neat manner.
ship·wreck (shipʹrek´), n. 1 destruction
or loss of a ship. 2 a wrecked ship. 3
destruction; ruin. —v. 1 wreck; ruin;
destroy. 2 suﬀer shipwreck.
ship·wright (shipʹrīt´), n. person who
builds ships.
ship·yard (shipʹyärd´), n. place near the
water where ships are built or repaired.
shire (shīr), n. one of the countries into
which Great Britain is divided. [OE
scīr]
shirk (shėrk), v. avoid or get out of doing
(work, a duty, etc.). —n. person who
shirks or does not do his or her share.
[? < G schurke rascal] —shirkʹer, n.
shirr (shėr), —v. 1 draw up or gather
(cloth) on parallel threads. 2 bake (eggs)
in a shallow dish with butter, etc. —n. a
shirred arrangement of cloth, etc.
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shirt (shėrt), n. 1 garment for the upper
part of the body. 2 undergarment for
the upper part of the body. [OE scyrte.
Cf. skirt.]
shirt dress, dress made like a long shirt,
usually with a belt or sash at the waist.
shirt·ing (shėrʹting), n. cloth for shirts.
shirt-sleeve (shėrtʹslēv´), adj. informal.
shirt·waist (shėrtʹwāst´), n. a woman’s
loose blouse, worn with a separate skirt.
shish·ke·bab (shish´kә bobʹ), n. pieces of
meat, usually beef or lamb, on a skewer,
often with tomatoes, onions, etc., and
broiled or roasted. [< Armenian shish
kabab]
Shi·va (shēʹvә), n. =Siva.
shiv·a·ree (shiv´ә riʹ), n. mocking serenade to a newly married couple, performed by beating on kettles and pots.
[respelling, based on pronunciation,
of chari-vari < OF chalivali discordant
noise]
shiv·er1 (shivʹәr), v. shake with cold, fear,
etc. —n. a shaking from cold, fear, etc.
[ME schivere(n)] —shivʹer·y, adj.
shivʹer2 (shivʹәr), v. break into small
pieces. —n. a small piece; splinter.
shoal1 (shōl), adj. shallow. —n. 1 place
where the water is shallow. 2 sandbank
or sand bar that makes the water shallow: wrecked on the shoals. —v. become
shallow. [OE sceald shallow]
shoal2 (shōl), n. a large number; crowd:
a shoal of ﬁsh. —v. form into a shoal.
[OE scolu]
shoat (shōt), n. a young pig able to feed
itself. Also, shote.
shock1 (shok), n. 1 a sudden, violent
shake, blow, or crash. 2 a sudden, violent,
or upsetting disturbance. 3 a collapsing or weakening of the body or mind
caused by some violent impression on
the nerves: suﬀer from shock. 4 disturbance produced by an electric current
passing through the body. —v. 1 strike
together violently. 2 cause to feel surprise, horror, or disgust. 3 give an electric shock to. [prob. < F choc, n., choquer,
v.] —shockʹer, n.
shock2 (shok), n. group of cornstalks or
bundles of grain set up on end together.
—v. make into shocks. [? <LG or MDu.
schok] —shockʹer, n.
shock3 (shok), n. a thick, bushy mass.
shock absorber, anything that absorbs or
lessens shocks, as for a car.
shock·ing (shokʹing), adj. 1 causing
intense and painful surprise. 2 oﬀensive; disgusting; revolting. 3 very
bad. —shockʹing·ly, adv. —shockʹingness, n.
shock wave, disturbance of the atmosphere created by the movement of an
aircraft, rocket, etc. at velocities greater
than that of sound.
shod (shod), v. pt. and pp. of shoe.
shod·dy (shodʹi), n., pl. –dies, adj., –di·er,
–di·est. —n. 1 an inferior kind of wool
made of woolen waste, old rags, yarn,
etc. 2 anything inferior made to look like
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what is better. —adj. 1 made of woolen
waste. 2 falsely claiming superiority. 3
making vulgar pretensions. —shodʹdily, adv. —shodʹdi·ness, n.
shoe (shü), n., pl. shoes, v., shod, shoeing. –n. 1 an outer covering, often of
leather, for a person’s foot. 2 thing like
a shoe in shape or use. 3 a horseshoe.
4 the part of a brake that presses on a
wheel; wheel drag. 5 a sliding plate or
contact by which an electric current
passes from the third rail. —v. furnish
with a shoe or shoes.
drop the other shoe, have the rest, usually of something unwanted, happen or
occur.
ﬁll one’s shoes, take one’s place.
if the shoe ﬁts, provided something, esp.
an unﬂattering description, is right or
accurate.
in another’s shoes, in another’s place,
situation, etc.
the shoe is on the other foot, the situation is reversed. [OE scōh]
shoe·horn (shüʹhôrn´), n. piece of metal,
horn, etc., inserted at the heel of a shoe
to make it slip on easily.
shoe·lace (shüʹlās´), n. cord, braid, or
leather strip for fastening a shoe.
shoe·mak·er (shüʹmāk´әr), n. person
who makes or mends shoes.
—shoeʹmak´ing, n.
shoe·string (shüʹstring´), n. 1 =shoelace.
2 Informal. Fig. a very small amount
of money used to start or carry on a
business, investment, etc.: done on a
shoestring.
shoe tree, form for keeping a shoe in
shape or for stretching it.
sho·gun (shōʹgun; –gün), n. a hereditary
commander in chief of the Japanese
army. The shoguns were the real rulers
of Japan for hundreds of years until
1867. [< Jap. < Chinese chiang chun
army leader]
shone (shōn), v. pt. and pp. of shine.
shoo (shü), v., shooed, shoo·ing. scare or
send away; drive oﬀ. —n. exclamation
used to scare oﬀ an animal.
shoo-in (shüʹin´), n. Informal. 1 a deﬁnite, certain winner. 2 something easy to
win. [< shoo + in]
shook (shu̇k), v. pt. of shake.
shoot (shüt), v., shot, shoot·ing, n. —v. 1
hit, wound, or kill with a bullet, arrow,
etc.: shoot a rabbit. 2 send swiftly: he shot
question after question at us. 3 ﬁre or use
(a gun, etc.): this gun shoots straight. 4
move suddenly and swiftly: a car shot by
us. 5 grow; grow rapidly. 6 take (a picture) with a camera; photograph. 7 measure the altitude of: shoot the sun. 8 send
(a ball, etc.) toward the goal, pocket, etc.
—n. 1 shooting practice. 2 trip, party, or
contest for shooting. 3 a new part growing out; young bud or stem.
shoot at or for, try for; aim for.
shoot down, a cause to fall out of the air
by shooting. b Fig. kill oﬀ or dismiss an
idea or proposal.

shoot up, a grow quickly. b rise quickly:
shot up the stairs, the building shot up
overnight, it seemed. c Slang. inject into
a vein. [OE scēotan] —shootʹer, n.
shooting gallery, 1 place especially
designed to practice shooting a ﬁrearm.
2 Slang. place where addicts take drugs.
shooting star, star seen falling or darting
through the sky; meteor.
shop (shop), n., v., shopped, shop·ping.
—n. 1 place where things are sold;
store. 2 place where things are made or
repaired. 3 place where a certain kind
of work is done: a barber shop. —v.
visit stores to look at or to buy things.
talk shop, talk about one’s work. [OE
sceoppa] —shopʹper, n.
shop·keep·er (shopʹkēp´әr), n. person
who carries on business in a shop or
store.
shop·lift·er (shopʹlif´tәr), n. person
who steals goods from a shop or store
while pretending to be a customer.
—shopʹlift´, v. —shopʹlift´ing, n.
shop·talk (shopʹtôk), n. the colloquial
vocabulary of an occupation.
shop·worn (shopʹwôrn´; –worn´), adj.
soiled by being displayed or handled
in a store.
shore1 (shôr; shōr), n. 1 land at the edge
of a sea, lake, etc. 2 land near a sea. 3
land.
in shore, in or on the water, near to the
shore or nearer to the shore.
oﬀ shore, in or on the water, not far
from the shore. [? < LG or MDu. schore]
—shoreʹless, adj.
shore2 (shôr; shōr), n., v., shored, shoring. —n. prop placed against or beneath
something to support it. —v. 1 prop up
or support with shores. 2 Fig. strengthen
with support or help: shore up a failing
enterprise. [? < MDu. schore prop]
shore3 (shôr; shōr), v. Archaic. pt. of
shear.
shore·line (shôrʹlīn´; shōrʹ–), n. line
where shore and water meet.
shore·ward (shôrʹwәrd; shōrʹ–), adv., adj.
toward the shore.
shor·ing (shôrʹing; shōrʹ-), n. shore or
props for supporting a building, ship,
etc.
shorn (shôrn: shōrn), v. pp. of shear.
short (shôrt), adj. 1 of less than usual
height or expected length; not long or
tall; of small extent: a short distance,
a short tail, a short man, short grass. 2
extending or reaching but a little way:
a short memory. 3 less than the right
amount, measure, standard, etc.: short
weighted. 4 not reaching a mark or the
like: a short throw. 5 concise; brief: a
short essay. 6 so brief as to be rude: a
short answer. 7 of vowels or syllables,
occupying a relatively short time in
utterance. The vowels are short in fat,
net. 8 breaking or crumbling easily, as
pastry. —adv. 1 so as to be or make
short: cut a thing short. 2 abruptly; suddenly: the horse stopped short. 3 brieﬂy.

4 on the near side of an intended or
particular point: the throw fell short. 5
without going the full length (of): stop
short of actual crime. —n. 1 something
short, esp. a short sound or syllable. 2 a
short circuit.
in short, brieﬂy; in a word: in short, he’s
crazy!
fall short, a fail to reach. b be insufﬁcient.
run short, a not have enough. b not be
enough.
short for, shortened form of: Bea, short
for Beatrice.
short of, a not up to; less than: nothing
short of your best work will satisfy me. b
not having enough of: short of ready cash.
short on, having little of; lacking: short
on help.
short out, a short-circuit. b Fig. become
irrational (over something).
shorts, a short trousers that reach just
above the knee. b man’s underwear:
boxer shorts. [OE sceort] —shortʹish,
adj. —shortʹness, n.
short·age (shorʹtij), n. 1 too small an
amount; lack. 2 amount by which something is deﬁcient.
short·bread (shôrtʹbred´), n. a rich cake
or cooky that crumbles easily.
short·cake (shôrtʹkāk´), n. 1 cake made
of rich biscuit dough and shortening,
covered or ﬁlled with berries or other
fruit. 2 a sweet cake ﬁlled with fruit.
short-change
(shôrt´ chānjʹ),
v.,
–changed, –chang·ing. 1 give less than
the right change to. 2 cheat. —short´changʹer, n.
short circuit, a side circuit of electricity
of relatively low resistance, connecting
two points of a larger electric current so
as to carry most of the current.
short-cir·cuit (shôrt´sėrʹkit), v. 1 make a
short circuit in. 2 make a short circuit. 3
Informal. Fig. go around; by-pass.
short·com·ing (shôrtʹkum´ing), n. fault;
defect.
short cut, a less distant or quicker way.
short·en (shôrʹtәn), v. 1 make shorter; cut
oﬀ. 2 make rich with butter, lard, etc. 4
take in (sail). —shortʹen·er, n.
short·en·ing (shôrʹtәn ing; shôrtʹning),
n. butter, lard, or other fat, used to make
pastry, cake, etc., crisp or crumbly.
short·fall (shôrtʹfôl´), n. an amount less than
expected; decrease: a shortfall in sales.
short·hand (shôrtʹhand´), n. method of
rapid writing that uses symbols in place
of letters, syllables, words, and phrases;
stenography. —adj. 1 using shorthand. 2
written in shorthand.
short-hand·ed (shôrtʹhanʹdid), adj. not
having enough workers or helpers.
—shortʹ-handʹed·ness, n.
short·horn (shôrtʹhôrn´), n. any of a
breed of cattle with short horns, raised
for beef.
short-lived (shôrtʹlīvdʹ; –livdʹ), adj. living only a short time; lasting only a
short time.
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short-order (shôrtʹôrʹdәr), adj. quickly
prepared and served: a short-order cook.
in short order, quickly: get an apology
in short order.
short·ly (shôrtʹli), adv. 1 in a short time;
before long; soon. 2 in a few words;
brieﬂy. 3 brieﬂy and rudely.
short shrift, little mercy, respite, or
delay.
short-sight·ed (shôrtʹsītʹid), adj. 1 nearsighted; not able to see far. 2 lacking in
foresight; not prudent.—shortʹ-sightʹedly, adv. —shortʹ-sightʹed·ness, n.
short·stop (shôrtʹstop´), n. a baseball
player stationed between second base
and third base.
short story, a prose story with a full plot,
but much shorter than a novel.
short-tem·pered (shôrtʹtemʹpәrd), adj.
easily made angry; quick-tempered.
short-term (shôrtʹtėrmʹ), adj. falling due
in a short time.
short ton, 2000 pounds avoirdupois.
short wave, a radio wave having a wave
length of 60 meters or less. —shortʹwaveʹ, adj.
short-wave (shôrtʹwāv´), v., –waved,
–wav·ing. transmit by short waves.
short-wind·ed (shôrtʹwinʹdid), adj. getting out of breath too quickly; having
diﬃculty in breathing.—shortʹ-windʹedness, n.
Sho·sho·ne (shō shōʹni), n. 1 member of
a tribe of North American Indians who
once occupied an area from Wyoming
to California, now living in Wyoming,
Nevada, and Idaho. 2 the language of
this tribe. —adj. of or having to do with
this tribe or their language.
Sho·sho·ne·an (shō shōʹnē әn), adj. of or
belonging to North American Indian
tribes of the W U.S. whose languages
have common roots, including the Hopi,
Shoshone, Comanche, and others.
shot1 (shot), n., pl. shots or (for defs. 2,
3) shot or shots, v. shot·ted, shot·ting.
—n. 1 act of shooting. 2 ball or balls for
a gun or cannon. 3 discharge of a gun
or cannon. 4 person who shoots: he is a
good shot. 5 an aimed stroke in a game.
6 remark aimed at some person or thing:
she made a parting shot. 7 an attempt;
try: take a shot at the job. 8 picture taken
with a camera; photograph: he took a
shot of the beautiful scene. 9 drink: a
shot of whiskey. —v. load or weight
with shot.
a long shot, an attempt at something
diﬃcult.
call the shots, control; manage.
like a shot, very fast; immediately.
shot in the arm, a stimulant; incentive.
b something that revives.
shot in the dark, wild guess; something
based on little or no evidence. [OE
sceot]
shot2 (shot), v. pt. and pp. of shoot. —adj.
woven so as to show a play of colors:
blue silk shot with gold.
shote (shōt), n. shoat.

shot·gun (shotʹgun´), n. a smoothbore
gun for ﬁring cartridges ﬁlled with small
shot.
should (shu̇d; unstressed shәd), v. 1 pt.
of shall. See shall for ordinary uses.
2 Should has special uses: a to express
duty: you should try to make fewer mistakes. b to make statements less direct
or blunt: I should not call her beautiful.
c to express uncertainty: if John should
win the prize, how happy he would be.
d to make statements about something
that might have happened but did not:
I should have gone if you had asked me.
e to express a condition or reason for
something: he was pardoned on the condition that he should leave the country.
[OE sceolde]
shoul·der (shōlʹdәr), n. 1 the part of the
body to which an arm or foreleg or wing
is attached. 2 part of a garment covering
this. 3 foreleg and adjoining parts of
a slaughtered animal. 4 a shoulderlike
part or projection. —v. 1 take upon or
support with the shoulder or shoulders:
shoulder a tray. 2 bear (a burden, blame,
etc.); assume (responsibility, expense,
etc.). 3 push with the shoulders: he
shouldered his way through the crowd.
shoulders, a the two shoulders and
upper part of the back. b Fig. strength to
support or sustain: a huge responsibility
on her shoulders.
shoulder to shoulder, a side by side;
together. b with united eﬀort. straight
from the shoulder, Fig. frankly. [OE
sculdor]
shoulder blade, the ﬂat bone of the
shoulder; scapula.
should·n’t (shu̇dʹәnt), should not.
shouldst (shu̇dst), should·est (shu̇dʹist),
v. Archaic. 2nd pers. sing of should.
shout (shout), v. 1 call or cry loudly and
vigorously. 2 talk or laugh very loudly.
3 express by a shout or shouts. —n. 1
a loud, vigorous call or cry. 2 a loud
outburst of laughter. [? ult. var. of scout2]
—shoutʹer, n.
shove (shuv), v., shoved, shov·ing, n. —v.
push. —n. a push.
shove oﬀ, a push away from the shore;
row away. b leave; start. [OE scūfan]
—shovʹer, n.
shov·el (shuvʹәl), n., v., –eled, –el·ing.
—n. 1 tool with a broad scoop, used
to lift and throw loose matter: a coal
shovel, a steam shovel. 2 a shovelful. —v.
1 lift and throw with a shovel. 2 make
with a shovel: shovel a path. 3 throw in
large quantities: shovel the food into one’s
mouth. [OE scoﬂ] —shovʹel·er, n.
shov·el·ful (shuvʹәl fu̇l), n., pl. –fuls. as
much as a shovel can hold.
show (shō), v., showed, shown or showed,
show·ing, n. —v. 1 let be seen; put or be
in sight; reveal; appear: anger showed
in his face, she showed us her new car.
2 point out; direct; guide: show him the
way. 3 make clear; explain to: show us
how to do the problem. 4 grant; give:

show mercy, show favor. —n. 1 display:
the jewels made a ﬁne show, a house
furnished for show, not comfort. 2 any
kind of public exhibition or display: a
horse show. 3 a showing: the club voted
by a show of hands. 4 appearance: a
sorry show. 5 false appearance: a show of
sincerity. 6 entertainment: a Broadway
show.
for show, for eﬀect; to attract attention.
run the show, take complete change of
something.
show oﬀ, a make a show of; display one’s
good points, etc. b attract attention:
talked too much and generally showed
oﬀ.
show up, a expose. b stand out. c put in
an appearance.
steal the show, attract the most attention; be liked the most. [OE scēawian
look at] —showʹer, n.
show·boat (shōʹbōt´), n. steamboat with
a theater for plays.
show·case (shōʹkās´), n. a glass case to
display and protect articles in stores,
museums, etc.
show·down (shōʹdoun´), n. decisive confrontation, esp. involving facts, purposes,
etc.
show·er (shouʹәr), n. 1 a short fall of rain
or snow. 2 anything like a fall of rain:
a shower of tears or sparks. 3 party for
giving presents to a woman about to be
married or have a baby. 4 bath in which
water pours down on the body from
above in small jets. —v. 1 rain or snow
for a short time. 2 come in a shower. 3
send in a shower; pour down. [OE scūr]
—showʹer·y, adj.
show·ing (shōʹing), n. 1 exhibition; show.
2 appearance; performance: a good
showing, a poor showing in sales.
show·man (shōʹmәn), n., pl. –men. 1
man who manages a show. 2 person
skilled in showmanship or publicity.
—showʹman·ship, n.
shown (shōn), v. pp of show.
show-oﬀ (shōʹôf´; –of´), n. 1 a showing
oﬀ. 2 person who shows oﬀ.
show piece, something displayed as the
best of its kind, of a collection, etc.;
centerpiece.
show·room (shōʹrüm´; –ru̇m´), n. room
used for the display of goods or merchandise.
show·y (shōʹi), adj., show·i·er, show·iest. 1 making a display; striking; conspicuous. A peony is a showy ﬂower.
2 gaudy; garish. —showʹi·ly, adv.
—showʹi·ness, n.
shrank (shrangk), v. pt. of shrink.
shrap·nel (shrapʹnәl), n. fragments scattered by a shell on explosion. [after the
inventor, H. Shrapnel, British oﬃcer]
shred (shred), n., v., shred·ded or shred,
shred·ding. —n. 1 a very small piece
torn oﬀ or cut oﬀ; very narrow strip;
scrap. 2 fragment; particle; bit. —v. tear
or cut into small pieces. [OE scrēade]
—shredʹder, n.
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shrew (shrü), n. 1 a bad-tempered, quarrelsome woman. 2 a mouselike animal
with a long snout and brownish fur, that
eats insects and worms. [OE scrēawa]
—shrewʹish, adj. —shrewʹish·ly, adv.
—shrewʹish·ness, n.
shrewd (shrüd), adj. 1 having a sharp
mind; showing a keen wit; clever. 2
keen; sharp. [earlier shrewed, < shrew,
v., in sense of “scold”] —shrewdʹly, adv.
—shrewdʹness, n.
shriek (shrēk), n. 1 a loud, sharp, shrill
sound. 2 a loud, shrill laugh. —v. 1 make
such a sound. 2 utter loudly and shrilly.
[akin to Scand. skrœ̄kja] —shriekʹer, n.
shrike (shrīk), n. bird with a strong,
hooked beak that feeds on large insects,
frogs, and sometimes on other birds.
[OE scrīc]
shrill (shril), adj. 1 having a high pitch;
high and sharp in sound; piercing.
Crickets, locusts, and katydids make
shrill noises. 2 full of shrill sounds. —v.
1 make a shrill sound. 2 sound sharply.
—n. a shrill sound. —adv. with a shrill
sound. [ME shrille] —shrillʹness, n.
—shrilʹly, adv.
shrimp (shrimp), n., pl. shrimps or for 1
(esp. collectively) shrimp. 1 a small, longtailed shellﬁsh, used for food. 2 a small
or insigniﬁcant person.
shrine (shrīn), n., v., shrined, shrin·ing.
—n. place or object considered as sacred
because of its memories, history, etc. —v.
enclose in a shrine or something like a
shrine. [< L scrinium case]
shrink (shringk), v., shrank or shrunk,
shrunk or shrunk·en, shrink·ing, n.
—v. 1 draw back. 2 make or become
smaller; cause to contract. —n. a shrinking. [OE scrincan] —shrinkʹa·ble, adj.
—shrinkʹer, n. —shrinkʹing·ly, adv.
shrink·age (shringkʹij), n. 1 fact or process of shrinking. 2 amount or degree
of shrinking.
shrinking violet, timid person.
shriv·el (shrivʹәl), v., –eled, –el·ing. dry
up; wither; shrink and wrinkle.
shroud (shroud), n. 1 cloth or garment
in which a dead person is wrapped for
burial. 2 something that covers, conceals,
or veils. 3 Usually, shrouds. rope from a
mast to the side of a ship. Shrouds
help support the mast. —v. 1 wrap for
burial. 2 cover; conceal; veil. [OE scrūd]
—shroudʹless, adj.
shrove (shrōv), v. pt. of shrive.
shrub (shrub), n. a woody plant smaller
than a tree, usually with many separate
stems starting from or near the ground;
bush. [OE scrybb brush] —shrubʹby,
adj. —shrubʹbi·ness, n. —shrubʹlike´,
adj.
shrub·ber·y (shrubʹәr i; shrubʹri), n., pl.
–ber·ies. shrubs.
shrug (shrug), v., shrugged, shrugging, n. —v. raise (the shoulders), as an
expression of dislike, doubt, indiﬀerence, impatience, etc. —n. a raising of
the shoulders in this way.

shrug oﬀ, dismiss as unimportant.
shrunk (shrungk), v. pp. and pt. of
shrink.
shrunk·en (shrungkʹәn), adj. grown
smaller; shriveled. —v. pp. of shrink.
shuck (shuk), n. husk; pod. —v. remove
the shucks from.
shuck oﬀ, remove; get rid of: shuck
oﬀ a coat and toss it on a chair.
—shuckʹer, n.
shucks (shuks), interj. Informal. exclamation of disgust, regret, impatience, etc.
shud·der (shudʹәr), v. tremble with horror, fear, cold, etc. —n. a trembling; quivering. [ME shodder(en), frequentative of
OE scūdan shake]
shuf·ﬂe (shufʹәl), v., –ﬂed, –ﬂing, n. —v.
1 walk without lifting the feet: the old
man shuﬄes feebly along. 2 dance with
a shuﬄe. 3 mix (cards, etc.) so as to
change the order. —n. 1 a scraping or
dragging movement of the feet. 2 dance
with a shuﬄe. 3 a shuﬄing of cards. 4
right or turn to shuﬄe (cards). [? < LG
schuﬀeln; akin to shove]
shuf·ﬂe·board (shufʹәl bôrd´; –bōrd´), n.
a game played by pushing large disks
along a surface to certain spots.
shun (shun), v., shunned, shun·ning.
keep away from; avoid. [OE scunian]
—shunʹner, n.
shunt (shunt), v. 1 move out of the way;
turn aside; sidetrack. 2 carry part of an
electric current by means of a shunt.
—n. 1 a turning aside; shift. 2 wire or
other conductor joining two points in
a circuit and forming a path through
which a part of the electric current will
pass. [? < shun]
shut (shut), v., shut, shut·ting, adj. —v. 1
close (a receptacle or opening) by pushing or pulling a lid, door, some part, etc.,
into a place: shut a box. 2 close (eyes,
a knife, a book, etc.) by bringing parts
together. 3 close tight; close securely:
shut a house for the summer. 4 conﬁne:
shut in prison. —adj. closed; fastened
up; enclosed.
shut down, a close by lowering. b close
(a factory or the like), for a time; stop
work. c put a stop or check on.
shut in, keep from going out.
shut oﬀ, close; obstruct; check; bar.
shut out, a keep from coming in. b
defeat (a team) without allowing it to
score.
shut up, a shut the doors and windows
of. b Informal. stop talking. c keep from
going out. [OE scyttan bolt up]
shut-down (shutʹdoun´), n. a closing of
a factory, or the like, for a time; shutting down.
shut-eye (shutʹī´), n. Informal. sleep.
shut-in (shutʹin´), adj. conﬁned. —n.
person who is kept from going out by
sickness, weakness, etc.
shut·out (shutʹout´), n. 1 defeat of a team
without allowing it to score. 2 =lockout.
shut·ter (shutʹәr), n. 1 a movable cover
for a window. 2 a movable cover, slide,

etc., for closing an opening. The device
that opens and closes in front of the
lens of a camera is the shutter. 3 person
or thing that shuts. —v. put a shutter or
shutters on or over. [< shut]
shut·tle (shutʹәl), n., v., –tled, –tling. —n.
1 train, bus, or plane that carries passengers between two points. 2 instrument
that carries the thread from one side of
the web to the other in weaving. 3 the
sliding container that carries the lower
thread in a sewing machine. —v. move
quickly to and fro. [OE scutel a dart
< scēotan to shoot]
shut·tle·cock (shutʹәl kok´), n. a weighted
cork with feathers stuck in one end,
hit back and forth in the game of badminton.
shy (shī), adj. shy·er, shy·est or shi·er, shiest, v., shied, shy·ing, n., pl. shies. —adj.
1 uncomfortable in company; bashful. 2
easily frightened away; timid. 3 cautious;
wary. 4 short in amount, degree, etc.,
to a certain extent. —v. 1 start back or
aside suddenly. 2 shrink. —n. a sudden
start to one side. [OE scēoh] —shyʹer, n.
—shyʹly, adv. —shyʹness, n.
Shy·lock (shīʹlok), n. 1 the relentless
and revengeful moneylender in Shakespeare’s play The Merchant of Venice. 2 a
greedy moneylender.
shy·ster (shīʹstәr), n. lawyer or other person who uses improper or questionable methods in his or her business or
profession.
si (sē), n. the seventh tone of the musical
scale. [see gamut]
Si, silicon.
S.I., Staten Island.
Si·am (sī amʹ; sīʹam), n. Thailand.
Si·a·mese (sī´ә mēzʹ; –mēsʹ), adj., n.,
pl. –mese. —adj. of or pertaining to
Thailand, its people, or their language.
—n. 1 native of Thailand. 2 language of
Thailand.
sib·i·lant (sibʹә lәnt), adj. 1 hissing. 2
making, having, or representing a hissing sound. —n. a hissing sound, letter,
or symbol. S and sh are sibilants. [< L
sibilans hissing]
sib·ling (sibʹling), n. one of two or more
children of a family. —adj. of or pertaining to a brother or sister.
sib·yl (sibʹәl), n. prophetess; fortuneteller;
witch. [< L < Gk. sibylla] —sibʹyl·line,
adj.
sic1 (sik), adv. Latin. so; thus, as copied
from an original.
sic2 (sik), v., sicked, sick·ing. 1 set upon
or attack. 2 incite to set upon or attack.
[var. of seek]
sick (sik), adj. 1 in poor health; having
some disease; ill. 2 feeling nausea. 3 for
a sick person; connected with sickness.
4 weary; tired. 5 aﬀected with sorrow or
longing: sick at heart. —n. sick people.
[OE sēoc] —sickʹish, adj. —sickʹish·ly,
adv. —sickʹish·ness, n.
sick bay, place on a ship used as a hospital.
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sick·bed (sikʹbed´), n. bed of a sick person.
sick·en (sikʹәn), v. make or become
sick. —sickʹen·er, n. —sickʹen·ing, adj.
—sickʹen·ing·ly, adv.
sick headache, =migraine.
sick·le (sikʹәl), n. tool consisting of a
short, curved blade on a short handle,
used for cutting grass, etc. [< L secula]
—sickʹle-shaped´, adj.
sickle cell anemia, hereditary anemia
characterized by sickle-shaped red
blood cells which are ineﬃcient in carrying oxygen and easily destroyed.
sick·ly (sikʹli), adj. –li·er, –li·est, adv., v.,
–lied, –ly·ing. —adj. 1 often sick; not
strong; not healthy. 2 of or pertaining
to sickness. 3 causing sickness. 4 faint;
weak; pale. —adv. in a sick manner.
—v. make sickly, esp. in appearance.
—sickʹli·ness, n.
sick·ness (sikʹnis), n. 1 condition of
being sick; illness; disease. 2 nausea;
vomiting.
side (sīd), n., adj., v., sid·ed, sid·ing. —n.
1 surface or line bounding a thing: the
sides of a square. 2 one of the two surfaces of an object that is not the front,
back, top, or bottom: there is a door
at the side of the house. 3 either of the
two surfaces of paper, cloth, etc.: write
only on one side of the paper. 4 aspect;
phase: all sides of a question. 5 either
the right or the left part of a person or
thing; either part or beyond a central
line: the east side of a city, a pain in one’s
side. 6 slope of a hill or bank of a river. 7
position, course, attitude, or part of one
person or party: be on the winning side
of a dispute, the man is English on his
mother’s side. —adj. 1 at one side; on one
side: the side aisles of a theater. 2 from
one side: a side view. 3 toward one side: a
side glance. 4 less important: a side issue.
—v. put siding on, as a building.
by one’s side, a with or near one. b Fig.
in support of one.
on the side, in addition to one’s ordinary
duties.
side against, oppose.
side by side, beside one another.
side with, take the part of; favor (one
among opposing or diﬀerent groups or
persons).
take sides, place oneself with one person or group against another. [OE sīde]
side arms, sword, revolver, bayonet, etc.,
carried at the side or in the belt.
side·bar (sīdʹbär´), n. additional information that supplements what is in a
news story, article, etc., often placed to
the side of the primary story or article.
side·board (sīdʹbôrd´; -bôrd´), n. piece of
dining room furniture. A sideboard has
drawers and shelves for holding silver
and linen, and space on top for dishes.
side·burns (sīdʹbėrnz´), n.pl. Am. short
whiskers just below the hairline on both
cheeks. [alter. of burnsides, from A.E.
Burnside, American general]

side eﬀect, secondary eﬀect or reaction
to something, esp. a drug.
side-kick (sīdʹkik´), n. Informal. partner
or very close friend.
side light, 1 light coming from the side.
2 incidental information about a
subject.
side·line (sīdʹlīn´), n., v., –lined, –lin·ing.
—— n. 1 line at the side of something.
2 line that marks the limit of play on
the side of the ﬁeld in football, etc. 3
Fig. an additional line of goods or of
business. force or be forced out of participation.
sidelines, a area just beyond the marked
boundaries of a playing ﬁeld. b not
actively playing on a team or as part of a
venture: sit on the sidelines.
side·long (sīdʹlông´; –long´), adj., adv. to
one side; toward the side.
side·piece (sīdʹpēs´), n. piece forming a
side or part of a side, or ﬁxed by the side,
of something.
si·de·re·al (sī dirʹi әl), adj. 1 of or pertaining to the stars. 2 measured by the apparent daily motion of the stars. A sidereal
day is about four minutes shorter than
a mean solar day. [< L sidereus astral
< sidus star]
side·sad·dle (sīdʹsad´әl), n. a woman’s
saddle so made that both of the rider’s
legs are on the same side of the horse.
side show, 1 a small show in connection
with a principal one. 2 any minor proceeding or aﬀair connected with a more
important one.
side·slip (sīdʹslip´), n., v., –slipped, –slipping. —n. a slip to one side. —v. slip to
one side.
side step, a step or stepping to one side.
side-step (sīdʹstep´), v., –stepped, –stepping. 1 step aside. 2 avoid by stepping
aside; evade: side-step a responsibility.
—sideʹ-step´per, n.
side·stroke (sīdʹstrōk´), n. swimming
stroke done with the swimmer on his
or her side propelled forward by downward arm strokes and scissor movements of the legs.
side·swipe (sīdʹswīp´), v., –swiped,
–swip·ing, n. —v. hit with a sweeping
blow along the side. —n. a sweeping
blow along the side.
side·track (sīdʹtrak´), n. a short railroad
track to which a train may be switched
from a main track. —v. 1 switch (a
train, etc.) to a sidetrack. 2 put aside;
turn aside.
side·walk (sīdʹwôk´), n. place to walk at
the side of a street, usually paved.
side·ward (sīdʹwәrd), adj. directed toward
one side. —adv. Also, sideʹwards. toward
one side
side·way (sīdʹwā´), adv., adj. sideways.
side·ways (sīdʹwāz´), side·wise (–wīz´),
adv., adj. 1 toward one side. 2 from one
side. 3 with one side toward the front.
side-wheel (sīdʹhwēl´), adj. having a
paddle wheel on each side. —sideʹwheel´er, n.

side whisker, hair growing long on the
side of the face. —sideʹ-whis´kered,
adj.
sid·ing (sīdʹing), n. 1 boards forming the
sides of a wooden building. 2 a short
railroad track to which cars can be
switched from a main track.
si·dle (sīʹdәl), v., –dled, –dling, n. —v. 1
move sideways. 2 move sideways slowly
so as not to attract attention. —n. movement sideways.
SIDS, sudden infant death syndrome.
siege (sēj), n., v., sieged, sieg·ing. —n. 1
the surrounding of a fortiﬁed place by
an army trying to capture it, mainly by
shutting oﬀ its supplies; besieging or
being besieged. 2 any long or persistent
eﬀort to overcome resistance; any longcontinued attack: siege of illness. —v.
besiege.
lay siege to, a besiege. b attempt to win
or get by long and persistent eﬀort.
[< OF, ult. < L sedere sit]
si·en·na (si enʹә), n. 1 a yellowish-brown
coloring matter (raw sienna) made
from earth containing iron. 2 a reddishbrown coloring matter (burnt sienna)
made by roasting earth containing iron.
3 a yellowish brown or reddish brown.
[short for Ital. terra di Sien(n)a earth of
Siena, a city in Italy]
si·er·ra (si erʹә), n. chain of hills or mountains with jagged peaks. [< Sp., lit., a saw
< L serra]
si·es·ta (si esʹtә), n. a nap or rest taken at
noon or in the afternoon. [< Sp.]
sieve (siv), n., v., sieved, siev·ing. —n.
utensil having holes that let liquids and
smaller pieces pass through, but not the
larger pieces. Shaking ﬂour through a
sieve removes lumps. —v. put through a
sieve. [OE sife]
sift (sift), v. 1 separate large pieces of
from small by shaking in a sieve. 2 put
through a sieve. 3 use a sieve. 4 fall
through, or as if through, a sieve: the
snow sifted softly down. 5 examine very
carefully: sift the evidence. [OE siftan
< sife sieve] —siftʹer, n.
sigh (sī), v. 1 let out a very long, deep
breath because one is sad, tired, relieved,
etc. 2 make a sound like a sigh. 3 wish
very much; long: sigh for home. 4 lament
with sighing: sigh over one’s unhappy
fate. —n. 1 act or sound of sighing. [ME
sighe(n), ult. < OE sīcan] —sighʹer, n.
—sighʹing·ly, adv.
sight (sīt), n. 1 power of seeing; vision:
birds have better sight than dogs. 2 act
of seeing; look; glance; gaze: love at ﬁrst
sight. 3 limit or range of seeing: land
was in sight. 4 glimpse: I caught a sight
of him. 5 something worth seeing: see
the sights of the city. 6 something that
looks queer: her clothes were a sight. 7
device on a gun, surveying instrument,
etc., to assist in taking aim or observing.
8 observation taken with a telescope or
other instrument; aim with a gun, etc.
—v. 1 see: at last Columbus sighted land.
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2 take a sight or observation of. 3 aim by
means of sights. 4 adjust the sight (of a
gun, etc.). 5 provide with sights.
at ﬁrst sight, immediately upon being
seen.
at or on sight, as soon as seen.
catch sight of, see; glimpse.
in sight, within view.
lose sight of, forget.
out of sight, Informal. unbelievable;
extraordinary.
out of sight of, a where one cannot
see. b where one cannot be seen. [OE
(ge)siht]
sight·ed (sīʹtid), adj. 1 able to see. 2 having sights, as on a gun. —n. person who
can see.
sight·less (sītʹlis), adj. 1 blind. 2 not in
sight; invisible.
sight·ly (sītʹli), adj., –li·er, –li·est. 1 pleasing to the sight. 2 aﬀording a ﬁne view.
—sightʹli·ness, n.
sight-read (sītʹrēd´), v., –read, –read·ing.
read a passage on ﬁrst seeing it, esp. a
piece of music.
sight·see·ing (sītʹsē´ing), n., adj. going
around to see objects or places of interest. —sightʹse´er, n.
sig·ma (sigʹmә), n. the 18th letter of the
Greek alphabet (Σ).
sign (sīn), n. 1 any mark or thing used
to mean, represent, or point out something. +, –, and ÷ are mathematical
signs: most streets are marked with a
street sign and many have a stop sign. 2
motion or gesture intended to express
or convey an idea: applause is a sign
of approval. 3 indication: no signs of
life, signs of a storm, the hunter found
signs of deer. —v. 1 attach one’s name
to; write: sign your initials here. 2 hire;
accept employment: they signed for three
years. 3 communicate by gesture: sign
assent.
sign away, give by signing one’s name;
assign.
sign in, register one’s presence or arrival
by signing.
sign oﬀ, a stop broadcasting. b quit.
sign on or up, join; enlist.
sign out, note one’s leaving by
signing.
sign over, hand over by signing one’s
name. [< OF < L signum]
sig·nal (sigʹnәl), n., v., –naled, –naling. adj. —n. 1 sign giving notice of
something. 2 any impulse, sound, etc.,
transmitted or received. —v. 1 make a
signal or signals (to). 2 make known
by a signal or signals. —adj. 1 used as
a signal or in signaling. 2 remarkable;
striking; notable. [< F, ult. < L signum
sign] —sigʹnal·er, n.
Signal Corps, part of the United States
Army in charge of signaling and communication.
sig·nal·ize (sigʹnәl īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
make stand out; make notable.
sig·nal·ly (sigʹnәl i), adv. remarkably;
strikingly; notably.

sig·nal·man (sigʹnәl mәn; –man´), n.,
pl. –men. person in charge of the signals on a railroad, in the army or navy,
etc.
sig·na·to·ry (sigʹnә tô´ri; –tō´–), n., pl.
–ries, adj. —n. a signer of a document.
—adj. signing.
sig·na·ture (sigʹnә chәr), n. 1 a person’s
name written by himself. 2 a writing of
one’s name. 3 signs printed at the beginning of a staﬀ to show the pitch, key, and
time of a piece. [< LL signatura, ult. < L
signum sign]
sign·board (sīnʹbôrd´; –bōrd´), n. board
having a sign, notice, advertisement,
etc., on it.
sig·net (sigʹnit), n. a small seal: the order
was sealed with the king’s signet. [< OF,
ult. < L signum seal]
sig·nif·i·cance (sig nifʹә kәns), sig·nif·ican·cy (–kәn si), n. 1 importance; consequence. 2 meaning. 3 expressiveness;
signiﬁcant quality.
sig·nif·i·cant (sig nifʹә kәnt), adj. 1 full of
meaning; important; of consequence. 2
having a meaning; expressive. 3 having
or expressing a hidden meaning. [< L,
ppr. of signiﬁcare signify] —sig·nifʹicant·ly, adv.
signiﬁcant other, person one lives with
but is not married to; partner.
sig·ni·ﬁ·ca·tion (sig´nә fә kāʹshәn), n. 1
meaning; sense. 2 act or process of
signifying. Signiﬁcation relies largely
upon words and gestures. —sig·nifʹica´tive, adj.
sig·ni·fy (sigʹnә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1 be
a sign of; mean. 2 make known by signs,
words, or actions. 3 have importance; be
of consequence; matter: what a fool says
does not signify. [< L, < signum sign +
facere make] —sigʹni·ﬁ´er, n.
sign language, communication by means
of gestures or speciﬁc motions of the
hands, esp. as developed for deaf people.
American Indians also used sign language.
sign of the zodiac, any of the twelve
divisions of the zodiac. Each of them is
named after a group of stars.
si·gnor (sē nyōrʹ), n. Italian. 1 Mr.; sir. 2
gentleman.
si·gno·ra (sē nyōʹrä), n., pl. –re (–rā). Italian. 1 Mrs. 2 lady.
si·gno·re (sē nyōʹrā), n., pl. –ri (–rē). Italian. 1 gentleman. 2 sir.
si·gno·ri·na (sē´nyo reʹnä), n., pl. –ne
(–nā). Italian. 1 Miss. 2 a young lady.
sign·post (sīnʹpōst´), n. =guidepost.
Sikh (sēk), n. member of a religious sect
of N India, famous as ﬁghters.
si·lage (sīʹlij), n. green food for farm animals, preserved in a silo.
si·lence (sīʹlәns), n., v., –lenced, –lencing, interj. —n. 1 absence of sound or
noise; stillness. 2 a keeping still; not talking. 3 omission of mention. 4 secrecy.
—v. stop the speech or noise of; make
silent; quiet. —interj. be silent! [< OF
< L, ult. < silere be silent]

si·lenc·er (sīʹlәn sәr), n. 1 person or thing
that silences. 2 device for deadening the
sound of a gun.
si·lent (sīʹlәnt), adj. 1 quiet; still; noiseless: the silent hills. 2 not speaking;
saying little or nothing: a silent person.
3 not spoken; not said out loud: a silent
prayer. The e in time is a silent letter. 4
not active; taking no open or active part:
a silent partner. [< L silens being silent]
—siʹlent·ly, adv. —siʹlent·ness, n.
sil·hou·ette (sil´u̇ etʹ), n., v., –et·ted, –etting. —n. 1 an outline portrait cut out
of a black paper or ﬁlled in with some
single color. 2 a dark image outlined
against a lighter background. —v. show
in outline. [after E. de Silhouette, French
politician]
sil·i·ca (silʹә kә), n. a hard, white or colorless substance, silicon dioxide, SiO2.
Flint, quartz, and sand are forms of
silica. [< NL, < L silex ﬂint]
sil·i·cate (silʹә kit; –kāt), n. compound
containing silicon with oxygen and an
alkali. Mica, soapstone, asbestos, and
feldspar are silicates.
sil·i·con (silʹә kәn), n. a nonmetallic element, Si, found only combined with
other substances. [< silica]
sil·i·cone (silʹә kōn), n. organic compound containing silicon, used in lubricants, varnishes, etc.
sil·i·co·sis (sil´ә kōʹsis), n. disease of the
lungs caused by continually breathing
air ﬁlled with dust from quartz or silicates.
silk (silk), n. 1 a ﬁne, soft thread spun
by silkworms. 2 cloth made from it. 3
garment of such material. 4 anything
like silk: corn silk. —adj. of, like, or pertaining to silk. [OE sioloc < Slavic < Gk.
serikos < Seres the Chinese]
silk·en (silʹkәn), adj. 1 made of silk: a
silken dress. 2 like silk; smooth, soft, and
glossy: silken hair.
silk-stock·ing (silkʹstokʹing), —adj. elegant; aristocratic: a silk-stocking aﬀair.
—n. an elegant, aristocratic person.
silk·worm (silkʹwėrm´), n. caterpillar that
spins silk to form a cocoon.
silk·y (silʹki), adj., silk·i·er, silk·i·est. 1
like silk; smooth, soft, and glossy. 2 of
silk. —silkʹi·ly, adv. —silkʹi·ness, n.
sill (sil), n. 1 piece of wood or stone
across the bottom of a door, window, or
house frame. 2 a large, wooden beam
on which the wall of a house, etc., rests.
[OE, syll]
sil·ly (silʹi), adj., –li·er, –li·est, n., pl.
–lies. —adj. 1 without sense or reason;
foolish. 2 stunned; dazed. —n. a silly
person. [OE sœ̄lig happy < sœ̄l happiness] —silʹli·ly, adv. —silʹli·ness, n.
si·lo (sīʹlō), n., pl. –los, v., –loed, –lo·ing.
—n. an airtight building or pit in which
green food for farm animals is stored.
—v. preserve in a silo. [< Sp. < L < Gk.
siros graincellar]
silt (silt), n. very ﬁne earth, sand, etc., carried by moving water and deposited as
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sediment. —v. ﬁll or choke up with silt.
[prob. akin to salt] —siltʹy, adj.
sil·van (silʹvәn), adj. =sylvan.
sil·ver (silʹvәr), n. 1 a shining white,
precious metallic element, Ag, used for
coins, jewelry, spoons, dishes, etc. 2 coins
made from this metal. 3 utensils or
dishes made from it: table silver. 4 something like silver. 5 the color of silver.
—adj. 1 made of or plated with silver.
2 of or pertaining to silver. 3 having
the color of silver. 4 eloquent: a silver
tongue. 5 indicating the 25th anniversary. —v. cover or coat with silver or
something like silver: silver a mirror.
[OE siolfor] —silʹver·er, n. —silʹverlike´, adj.
sil·ver·ﬁsh (silʹvәr ﬁsh´), n., pl. –ﬁsh·es
or (esp. collectively) –ﬁsh. any of various silver-colored insects which damage
books and things made of paper.
silver fox, 1 fox whose fur is composed
of black hairs with white bands near the
tips. 2 this fur.
silver lining, the brighter side of a sad or
unfortunate situation.
sil·ver-plat·ed (silʹvәr plātʹid), adj. covered with a thin layer of silver or similar
material.
silver screen, a ﬁlm or the screen on
which motion pictures are shown, esp in
a theater: saw it on the silver screen.
sil·ver·smith (silʹvәr smith´), n. person
who makes articles of silver.
sil·ver·ware (silʹvәr wãr´), n. articles
made of silver; utensils or dishes made
from silver.
sil·ver·y (silʹvәr i), adj. 1 like silver; like
that of silver. 2 containing silver; covered with silver. —silʹver·i·ness, n.
sim·i·an (simʹi әn), adj. like or characteristic of an ape or monkey. —n. ape;
monkey. [< L simia ape]
sim·i·lar (simʹә lәr), adj. 1 much the
same; alike; like. 2 of ﬁgures, having the
same shape. [< F similaire < L similis
like] —simʹi·lar·ly, adv.
sim·i·lar·i·ty (sim´ә larʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
1 a being similar; likeness; resemblance.
2 point of resemblance.
sim·i·le (simʹә lē), n. an expressed comparison of two diﬀerent things or ideas.
Examples: a face like marble, as brave as
a lion. [< L, neut. adj., like]
si·mil·i·tude (sә milʹә tüd; –tūd), n. 1
similarity; likeness; resemblance. 2 comparison. 3 copy; image. [< L, < similis
like]
sim·i·tar (simʹә tәr), n. =scimitar.
sim·mer (simʹәr), v. 1 make a murmuring sound while boiling gently. 2 keep
at or just below the boiling point; boil
gently. 3 be on the point of breaking out:
tensions simmer, anger has simmered for
weeks. —n. 1 process of cooking at or
just below the boiling point. 2 state of
simmering.
simmer down, cool oﬀ; calm down.
si·mo·ny (sīʹmә ni; simʹә–), n. 1 the making of money out of sacred things. 2 sin

of buying or selling positions, promotions, etc., in the church. [< LL simonia,
from Simon Magus, who tried to buy the
power of conferring the Holy Spirit. Acts
8:9–24.] —siʹmon·ist, n.
simp (simp), n. Informal. simpleton;
fool.
sim·per (simʹpәr), v. 1 smile in a silly,
aﬀected way. 2 express by a simper;
say with a simper. —n. a silly, aﬀected
smile. —simʹper·er, n. —simʹper·ingly, adv.
sim·ple (simʹpәl), adj., –pler, –plest, n.
—adj. 1 easy to do or understand: simple
language. 2 having few parts; not complex; not involved; elementary: simple
arithmetic. 3 with nothing added; plain;
mere: the simple truth, simple clothes. 4
natural; honest; sincere: a simple manner, a simple heart. 5 common; ordinary:
a simple soldier, his parents were simple
people. 6 dull; stupid; weak in mind. 7
not divided into parts: a simple leaf. 8
not compound; elementary: a simple,
one-celled organism. 9 composed of only
one element. —n. 1 a foolish, stupid
person. 2 something simple. [< OF < L
simplex] —simʹple·ness, n.
sim·ple-heart·ed (simʹpәl härʹtid), adj. 1
having or showing a simple, unaﬀected
nature. 2 guileless; sincere. —simʹpleheartʹed·ness, n.
simple machine, any of the elementary
devices that magnify mechanical force
on which other machines are based.
The lever, wedge, pulley, wheel and axle,
inclined plane, and screw are often
called the six simple machines.
sim· ple-mind· ed (simʹ pәl mīnʹ did),
adj. 1 artless; inexperienced. 2 ignorant; foolish; stupid. 3 feeble-minded.
—simʹple-mindʹed·ly, adv. —simʹplemindʹed·ness, n.
simple sentence, sentence made up of
only one clause, as in, “The dog ran
fast.”
simple sugar, =monosaccharide.
sim·ple·ton (simʹpәl tәn), n. a silly person; fool. [< simple]
sim·plic·i·ty (sim plisʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
1 a being simple. 2 freedom from difﬁculty; clearness. 3 plainness; sincerity.
4 lack of shrewdness; dullness. [< L,
< simplex simple]
sim·pli·fy (simʹplә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing.
make simpler; make plainer or easier.
—sim´pli·ﬁ·caʹtion, n. —simʹpli·ﬁ´er, n.
sim·plis·tic (sim plisʹtik), adj. attempting to explain something complex by a
single principle; too simple; naive.
sim·ply (simʹpli), adv. 1 in a simple manner. 2 without much ornament; without
pretense or aﬀectation; plainly: simply
dressed. 3 merely; only: he did not simply
cry, he yelled.
sim·u·late (simʹyә lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lating, adj. —v. 1 pretend; feign. 2 act like;
look like; imitate: certain insects simulate leaves. [< L simulatus < similis like]
—sim´u·laʹtion, n. —simʹu·la´tive,
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adj. —simʹu·la´tive·ly, adv. —simʹula´tor, n.
sim·u·lat·ed (simʹyә lat әd), adj. fake; pretend; imitative.
si·mul·cast (sīʹmәl kast´; –käst´), v.,
–cast or –cast·ed, –cast·ing. transmit
a program over radio and television
simultaneously. [< simul-(taneous) +
(broad)cast]
si·mul·ta·ne·ous (sī´mәl tāʹni әs; sim´әl–),
adj. existing, done, or happening at the
same time. [< Med.L simultaneus simulated; confused in sense with L simul at
the same time] —si´mul·taʹne·ous·ly,
adv. —si´mul·taʹne·ous·ness, n.
sin (sin), n., v., sinned, sin·ning. —n. 1
a breaking of the law of God deliberately. 2 an immoral act; wrongdoing.
3 oﬀense: sins against good taste. —v.
1 break the law of God. 2 do wrong. 3
oﬀend. [OE synn]
since (sins), prep. 1 from a past time
continuously till now: the package has
been ready since noon. 2 at any time
between (some past time or event and
the present): we have not seen him since
Saturday. —conj. 1 in the course of the
period following the time when: he has
not written since he left us. 2 continuously from or counting from the time
when: he has been busy ever since he
came. 3 because: since you ask, I will
tell you. —adv. 1 from then till now: he
got sick last Saturday and has been in
bed ever since. 2 at some time between
a particular past time and the present:
at ﬁrst he refused but since has accepted.
3 before now; ago: I heard that old joke
long since. [ME sinnes, sithenes < OE
siththan then, later < sīth late]
sin·cere (sin sirʹ), adj., –cer·er, –cer·est.
free from pretense or deceit; genuine;
real. [< L sincerus] —sin·cereʹly, adv.
—sin·cereʹness, n.
sin·cer·i·ty (sin serʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. freedom from pretense or deceit; honesty.
sine (sīn), n. in a right triangle, the ratio
of the length of the side opposite an
acute angle to the length of the hypotenuse. [< L sinus bend, bosom, trans. of
Ar. jaib sine, bosom]
si·ne·cure (sīʹnә kyu̇r; sinʹә–), n. an
extremely easy job; position requiring
little or no work and usually paying well.
[< Med.L (beneﬁcium) sine cura (beneﬁce) without cure (of souls)]
si·ne di·e (sīʹnē dīʹē), without a day
ﬁxed for future action: the committee
adjourned sine die. [< L, without a day]
si·ne qua non (sīʹnē kwā nonʹ), something essential; indispensable condition.
[< L, lit., without which not]
sin·ew (sinʹū), n. 1 a tough, strong band
or cord that joins muscle to bone; tendon. 2 strength; energy. 3 means of
strength; source of power. —v. furnish
with sinews; strengthen as by sinews.
[OE sionu] —sinʹew·less, adj.
sin·ew·y (sinʹū i), adj. 1 having strong
sinews; strong; powerful. 2 vigorous;
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forcible. 3 like sinews; tough; stringy.
—sinʹew·i·ness, n.
sin·ful (sinʹfәl), adj. full of sin; wicked;
wrong. —sinʹful·ly, adv. —sinʹful·ness, n.
sing (sing), v., sang or sung, sung, singing, n. —v. 1 make music with the voice:
he sings on the concert stage. 2 make
pleasant musical sounds: birds sing. 3
bring, send, put, etc., with or by singing, or as if by singing: sing the baby to
sleep, he sang the deeds of heroes, sing a
person’s praises. 4 make a ringing, whistling, humming, or buzzing sound. —n.
a singing, esp. in a group.
sing out, call loudly; shout. [OE singan]
sing., singular.
singe (sinj), v., singed, singe·ing, n. —v. 1
burn a little, esp. on the ends or edges. 2
remove by a slight burning. —n. a minor
burn. [OE sengan]
sing·er (singʹәr), n. person who sings.
Sin·gha·lese (sing´gә lēzʹ; –lēsʹ), n., pl.
–lese. 1 member of the principal native
people of Sri Lanka. 2 their language.
—adj. of or having to do with these
people or their language.
sing·ing (singʹing), n. 1 sound made by
one that sings. 2 a ringing in the ears.
—adj. that sings.
sin·gle (singʹgәl), adj., n., v., –gled,
–gling. —adj. 1 one and no more; only
one: a single piece of paper. 2 for only
one; individual: a single bed. 3 not married: a single man. 4 having only one on
each side: the knights engaged in single
combat. 5 sincere; honest; genuine: single
devotion to a cause. —n. 1 a single thing
or person. 2 hit that allows the batter to
reach ﬁrst base only. —v. 1 pick from
among others: the teacher singled Harry
out for praise. 2 make a hit in baseball
that allows the batter to reach ﬁrst base.
singles, game played with only one person on each side. [< OF < L singulus]
—sinʹgle·ness, n.
sin· gle-breast· ed (singʹ gәl bresʹ tid),
adj. overlapping across the breast just
enough to fasten with only one row of
buttons.
single ﬁle, line of persons or things
arranged one behind another.
sin·gle-hand·ed (singʹgәl hanʹdid), adj.
without help from others; working
alone. —sinʹgle-handʹed·ly, adv.
sin·gle-mind·ed (singʹgәl mīnʹdid), adj.
1 having only one purpose in mind;
determined. 2 sincere; straightforward.
—sinʹgle-mindʹed·ly, adv. —sinʹglemindʹed·ness, n.
sin·gle·ton (singʹgәl tәn), n. something
occurring singly or apart from others.
sin·gle-track (singʹgәl trak´), adj. able to
go or act in only one way.
sin·gle·tree (singʹgәl trē´), n. =whiﬄetree.
sin·gly (singʹgli), adv. 1 by itself; individually; separately: consider each point
singly. 2 one by one; one at a time:
misfortunes never come singly. 3 by one’s
own eﬀorts; without help.

sing·song (singʹsông´; –song´), n. a
monotonous tone or rhythm. —adj.
monotonous in rhythm.
sin·gu·lar (singʹgyә lәr), adj. 1 extraordinary; unusual: a scene of singular beauty,
singular nocturnal happenings. 2 being
the only one of its kind: an event singular in history. 3 one in number. Boy
is singular; boys is plural. 4 separate;
individual; private: a singular matter.
—n. 1 the singular number. 2 a word
in the singular number. [< L, < singulus
single] —sin´gu·larʹi·ty, sinʹgu·lar·ness,
n. —sinʹgu·lar·ly, adv.
sin·is·ter (sinʹis tәr), adj. 1 showing ill
will; threatening: a sinister rumor, a sinister look. 2 bad; evil; dishonest. [< L, left;
the left side being considered unlucky]
—sinʹis·ter·ly, adv. —sinʹis·ter·ness, n.
sink (singk), v., sank or sunk, sunk or
sunk·en, sink·ing, n. —v. 1 go down;
go lower and lower: the sun is sinking,
the ship sank with all its crew. 2 become
lower or weaker; reduce: her voice sank
to a whisper. 3 enter; penetrate: let the
lesson sink into your mind. 4 make go
deep; dig: the men are sinking a well.
5 become worse: sink into poverty, his
spirits sank. —n. 1 a shallow basin or
tub with a drainpipe. 2 a low-lying area
in land where water collects.
sink in, be understood.
sink or swim, fail or try hard to succeed.
[OE sincan] —sinkʹa·ble, adj.
sink·er (singkʹәr), n. 1 person or thing
that sinks. 2 a lead weight for sinking a
ﬁshing line or net.
sink·hole (singkʹhōl´), n. 1 a hole that
drains oﬀ surface water. b hole where
water collects. c hole in the ground
caused by water underground washing
away the dirt, rocks, etc., which supported the surface. 2 drain in a sink. 3
Fig. corrupt, wicked place: a rundown
sinkhole at the edge of town.
sin·ner (sinʹәr), n. person who sins or
does wrong.
sin·u·ous (sinʹyu̇ әs), adj. 1 having many
curves or turns; winding. 2 indirect;
morally crooked. [< L, < sinus curve]
—sinʹu·ous·ly, adv. —sinʹu·ous·ness,
sin´u·osʹi·ty n.
si·nus (sīʹnәs), n. 1 cavity in a bone of
the skull. 2 a long, narrow abscess with
a small opening. 3 a curved hollow;
cavity. [< L]
si·nus·i·tis (sī´nәs īʹtis), n. inﬂammation
of a sinus, esp. a nasal sinus.
Si·on (sīʹәn), n. =Zion.
Sioux (sü), n., pl. Sioux (sü; süz), adj. —n.
1 member of a group of tribes of American Indians of the Midwestern U.S. 2 the
language of the Sioux. —adj. of these
tribes or their language. —Siouʹan, adj.
sip (sip), v., sipped, sip·ping, n. —v.
drink little by little. —n. 1 act of sipping.
2 a very small drink. [OE sypian take in
moisture] —sipʹper, n.
si·phon (sīʹfәn), n. a bent tube through
which liquid can be drawn over the

edge of one container into another at a
lower level by air pressure. —v. draw oﬀ
by means of a siphon or pass through a
siphon. [< L < Gk., pipe]
sir (sėr; unstressed sәr), n. 1 a respectful
or formal term of address used to a man.
2 Sir, title of a knight or baronet: Sir
Walter Scott. [var. of sire]
sire (sīr), n., v., sired, sir·ing. —n. 1 a
male ancestor. 2 the male parent. 3 title
of respect used formerly to a great noble
and now to a king. —v. be the father of.
[< OF < VL seior < L senior, nom., older.
Doublet of senior.]
si·ren (sīʹrәn), n. 1 in Greek mythology,
nymph who, by her sweet singing, lured
sailors to destruction upon the rocks.
2 Fig. an alluring, beautiful woman. 3
very loud, wailing horn: ﬁre sirens. [< L
< Gk. seiren.]
Sir·i·us (sirʹi әs), n. the brightest (ﬁxed)
star in the sky; the Dog Star. —Sirʹian, adj.
sir·loin (sėrʹloin), n. cut of beef from the
part of the loin in front of the rump. [<
var. of OF surlonge < sur over (< L super)
+ longe loin]
si·roc·co (sә rokʹō), n., pl. –cos. 1 a hot,
dry, dust-laden wind blowing from N
Africa across the Mediterranean and
S Europe. 2 a moist, warm, south or
southeast wind in these same regions.
3 any hot, unpleasant wind. [< F < Ital.
< Ar. shoruq < sharq east]
sir·up (sirʹәp; sėrʹ-), n. =syrup. —sirʹupy, adj.
sis (sis), n. sister.
sis·al (sisʹәl; sīʹsәl), or sisal hemp, n. 1
a strong, white ﬁber, used for making
rope, twine, etc. 2 plant that it comes
from. [from Sisal, town in Yucatán]
sis·sy (sisʹi), n., pl. –sies. 1 fearful, timid
person. 2 boy or man who acts in a
girlish way. 3 sister. [dim. of sis, < sister]
—sisʹsy·ish, adj.
sis·ter (sisʹtәr), n. 1 daughter of the same
parents or parent. 2 person or thing
resembling or closely associated with
another. 3 a female fellow member of
a society, church, etc. 4 member of a
religious order of women; nun: Sisters of
Charity. —adj. being a sister; related as if
by sisterhood. [< Scand. systir] —sisʹterly, adj. —sisʹter·li·ness, n.
sis·ter·hood (sisʹtәr hu̇d), n. 1 bond
between sisters; feeling of sister for sister. 2 association of women with some
common aim, characteristic, belief,
experience, etc.
sis·ter-in-law (sisʹtәr in lô´), n., pl. sisters-in-law. 1 sister of one’s husband or
wife. 2 wife of one’s brother. 3 wife of the
brother of one’s husband or wife.
sit (sit), v., sat, sit·ting. 1 rest on the
lower part of the body, with the weight
oﬀ the feet: she sat in a chair. 2 have
place or position: the clock has sat on
that shelf for years. 3 have a seat in an
assembly, etc.; be a member of a council:
sit in Congress. 4 hold a session: the court
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sits next month. 5 perch: a bird sat on
the fence. 6 cover eggs so that they will
hatch; brood. 7 ﬁt: the coat sits well.
sit down, take a seat; put oneself in a
sitting position.
sit in, take part (in a game, conference,
etc.): sometimes sat in with a jazz group.
sit in on, be present as an observer.
sit on or upon, a sit in judgment or
council on. b have a seat on a jury, commission, etc.
sit through, be present throughout;
endure: sit through a boring ﬁlm.
sit tight, wait and not intervene in
something.
sit up, a raise the body to a sitting position. b keep such a position. c stay up
instead of going to bed. [OE sittan]
sit·com (sitʹkom´), n. situation comedy.
sit-down strike (sitʹdoun´), or sit-down,
n. strike in which the workers stay in the
factory, store, etc., without working until
their demands are met or an agreement
is reached.
site (sīt), n. position or place (of anything). [< L situs]
sit-in (sitʹin´), demonstration where protesters sit down and refuse to move,
usually to protest against some administrative or government policy, etc.
sit·ter (sitʹәr), n. 1 person who sits. 2
=baby sitter.
sit·ting (sitʹing), n. 1 act of one that sits.
2 a meeting or session of a legislature,
court, etc. 3 time of remaining seated.
sitting duck, an easy target or mark.
sit·u·ate (sichʹu̇ āt), v., –at·ed, –at·ing.
place; locate. [< LL, < L situs location]
sit·u·at·ed (sichʹu̇ āt´id), adj. 1 placed;
located. 2 of persons, being in certain
circumstances.
sit·u·a·tion (sich´u̇ āʹshәn), n. 1 position;
location; place. 2 circumstances; case;
condition: act reasonably in all situations. 3 place to work; job.
situation comedy, comedy that depends
on a contrived or ridiculous situation
for its humor.
sit-up (sitʹup´), n. exercise in which a
person lies on the ﬂoor and comes to a
sitting position without using the hands,
arms, or legs to help.
six (siks), n. 1 a cardinal number, one
more than ﬁve. 2 symbol of this number;
6. 3 card or die with six spots. —adj. one
more than ﬁve.
at sixes and sevens, in confusion. [OE
siex]
six·fold (siksʹfōld´), adj. 1 six times as
much or as many. 2 having six parts.
—adv. six times as much or as many.
Six Nations, a federation of the Iroquois.
six·pence (siksʹpәns), n. a British coin,
worth about 6 cents.
six·pen·ny (siksʹpen´i; –pәn i), adj. 1
worth or costing sixpence. 2 of little
worth; cheap.
six-shoot·er (siksʹshüt´әr), n. revolver
that can ﬁre six shots without being
reloaded.

six·teen (siksʹtēnʹ), n. 1 a cardinal number, six more than ten. 2 symbol of this
number; 16. —adj. six more than ten.
—sixʹteenthʹ, adj., n.
sixteenth note, a musical note having one
sixteenth of the time value of a whole
note; semiquaver.
sixth (siksth), adj. 1 next after the ﬁfth;
last in a series of 6. 2 being one of 6
equal parts. —n. 1 next after the ﬁfth;
last in a series of 6. 2 one of six equal
parts. —sixthʹly, adv.
sixth sense, an unusual power of perception; intuition.
six·ty (siksʹti), n., pl. –ties, adj. —n. 1 a
cardinal number, six times ten. 2 symbol
of this number; 60. —adj. six times ten.
—sixʹti·eth, adj., n.
six·ty-fourth note (siksʹti fôrthʹ; –fōrthʹ),
a musical note having the time value of
one sixty-fourth of a whole note.
siz·a·ble, size·a·ble (sīzʹә bәl), adj. fairly
large. —sizʹa·ble·ness, sizeʹa·ble·ness, n.
—sizʹa·bly, sizeʹa·bly, adv.
size1 (sīz), n., v., sized, siz·ing, adj. —n. 1
amount of surface or space a thing takes
up: the size of a city. 2 extent; amount;
magnitude: size of an industry, undertaking, etc. 3 a great extent or magnitude:
seek size rather than quality. 4 one of
a series of measures: his shoes are size
10. 5 Informal. Fig. the actual condition;
true description: that’s the size of things
here. —v. 1 arrange according to size or
in sizes. 2 make of certain size. —adj.
having size.
cut down to size, reduce the size, selfimportance, self-satisfaction, etc., of.
of a size, of the same size.
size up, a form an opinion of; estimate. b
come up to some size or grade. [ult. var.
of assize, in sense of “to set standard of
weights and measures”]
size2 (sīz), n., v., sized, siz·ing. —n. Also,
siz·ing (sīzʹing). a sticky substance made
from glue, starch, etc., used to glaze
paper, cover plaster, stiﬀen cloth, etc.
—v. coat or treat with size. [? special
use of size1]
siz·zle (sizʹәl), v., –zled, –zling, n. —v.
make a hissing sound, as fat does when
frying. —n. a hissing sound.
skate1 (skāt), n., v., skat·ed, skat·ing. —n.
1 frame with a blade fastened to a shoe
so that a person can glide over ice. 2 a
shoe with such a blade fastened to it. 3 a
roller skate. —v. glide or move along on
skates. [< Du. schaats < OF escache stilt
< Gmc.] —skatʹer, n.
skate2 (skāt), n., pl. skates or (esp. collectively) skate. a kind of broad, ﬂat ﬁsh.
[< Scand. skata]
skate·board (skātʹbôrd´; –bōrd´), n.
narrow board resembling a surfboard,
with roller-skate wheels attached to
each end, used for skating. —skateʹboard´, v. —skateʹboard´er, skateʹboard´ing, n.
skein (skān), n. 1 a small, coiled bundle of
yarn or thread. There are 120 yards in a

skein of cotton yarn. 2 a confused tangle. [< OF escaigne]
skel·e·ton (skelʹә tәn), n. 1 the bones of
a body, ﬁtted together in their natural
places. The skeleton is a frame that supports the muscles, organs, etc. 2 a very
thin person or animal. 3 frame: the steel
skeleton of a building. 4 outline. —adj.
1 of, like, or consisting of a skeleton. 2
greatly reduced in numbers; fractional:
a skeleton crew.
skeleton in the closet, something kept
hidden that is embarrassing or shameful. [< NL < Gk., neut. adj., dried up]
—skelʹe·tal, adj. —skelʹe·ton·less, adj.
skeleton key, key made to open most
locks.
skep·tic (skepʹtik), n. 1 person who questions the truth of theories or apparent
facts; doubter. 2 person who doubts or
questions the possibility or certainty of
our knowledge of anything. 3 person
who doubts the truth of religious doctrines. —adj. doubting; skeptical. [< L
< Gk. skeptikos reﬂective]
skep·ti·cal (skepʹtә kәl), adj. 1 of or like a
skeptic; inclined to doubt; not believing
easily. 2 questioning the truth of theories or apparent facts. —skepʹti·cal·ly,
adv. —skepʹti·cal·ness, n.
skep·ti·cism (skepʹtә siz әm), n. 1 a skeptical attitude; doubt; unbelief. 2 doubt
or unbelief with regard to religion. 3
doctrine that nothing can be proved
absolutely.
sketch (skech), n. 1 a rough, quickly
done drawing, painting, or design. 2
outline; plan. 3 a short description, story,
play, etc. —v. 1 make a sketch of; draw
roughly. 2 make sketches. [< Du. schets
< Ital. schizzo, ult. < L < Gk. schedios impromptu] —sketchʹa·ble, adj.
—sketchʹer, n.
sketch·book (skechʹbu̇k´), n. 1 book to
draw or paint sketches in. 2 book of
short descriptions, stories, plays, etc.
sketch·y (skechʹi), adj., sketch·i·er, sketchi·est. 1 like a sketch; having or giving
only outlines or main features. 2 incomplete; done very roughly. —sketchʹi·ly,
adv. —sketchʹi·ness, n.
skew (skū), adj. 1 twisted to one side;
slanting. 2 having a part that deviates
from a straight line, right angle, etc. 3
unsymmetrical. —n. a twisting or slanting position. —v. 1 slant; twist. 2 give a
slanting form, position, direction, etc.,
to. 3 turn aside; swerve. 4 Fig. represent
unfairly; distort. [< dial. OF eskiuer shy
away from, eschew < Gmc.]
skew·er (skūʹәr), n. a long pin of
wood or metal stuck through meat to
hold it together while it is cooking.
—v. fasten with or as if with a skewer
or skewers.
ski (skē; Norw. shē), n., pl. skis, ski, v.,
skied, ski·ing. —n. one of a pair of
long, slender pieces of hard wood, ﬁberglass, etc. that are fastened on to special
boots to enable a person to glide over
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snow. —v. glide over the snow on skis.
[< Norw.] —skiʹer, n.
skid (skid), n., v., skid·ded, skid·ding.
—n. 1 a slip or slide sideways. 2 a timber,
frame, etc., on which something rests, or
on which something heavy may slide.
—v. 1 slip or slide sideways while moving: the car skidded. 2 slide along on a
skid or skids.
on the skids, Informal. headed for dismissal, failure, or other disaster. [cf.
OFris, skīd stick of wood] —skidʹder, n.
skiﬀ (skif), n. 1 a light rowboat. 2 a small,
light boat. [< F < Ital. schifo < Gmc.]
ski lift, means of transporting skiers to
the top of a ski slope, often a cable with
seats that moves above the ground.
skill (skil), n. 1 ability gained by practice,
knowledge, etc.; expertness. 2 ability
to do things well with one’s body or
with tools. [< Scand. skil distinction]
—skilled, adj. —skillʹless, adj.
skil·let (skilʹit), n. a shallow pan with a
long handle, used for frying.
skill·ful, skil·ful (skilʹfәl), adj. 1 having
skill; expert: a skillful surgeon. 2 showing
skill: a skillful production. —skillʹful·ly,
skilʹful·ly, adv. —skillʹful·ness, skilʹfulness, n.
skim (skim), v., skimmed, skim·ming,
n. —v. 1 remove from the top: the cook
skims the cream from the milk. 2 Fig. take
from; steal, esp. proﬁts, general accounts,
etc. 3 move lightly over; glide along: the
swallows were skimming by. 4 send skimming: skim a ﬂat stone over the water. 5
read hastily or carelessly. 6 cover with a
thin layer of ice, scum, etc. —n. 1 that
which is skimmed oﬀ. 2 act of skimming. [prob. < OF escumer < escume
scum < Gmc.] —skimʹmer, n.
skim milk, milk from which the butterfat
has been removed: skim milk, also called
“fat-free.”
skimp (skimp), v. 1 supply in too small an
amount. 2 be very saving or economical.
3 do imperfectly. —skimpʹing·ly, adv.
skimp·y (skimpʹi), adj., skimp·i·er,
skimp·i·est. 1 scanty; not enough. 2 too
saving or economical. —skimpʹi·ly, adv.
—skimpʹi·ness, n.
skin (skin), n., v., skinned, skin·ning.
—n. 1 the covering of the body in persons, animals, fruits, etc., esp. when soft
and ﬂexible. 2 hide; pelt. 3 any outer
covering. —v. 1 take the skin oﬀ. 2 shed
skin. 3 Informal. swindle of money, etc.;
cheat. [< Scand. skinn] —skinʹless, adj.
—skinʹner, n.
skin-deep (skinʹdēpʹ), adj. shallow;
slight.
skin diver, swimmer equipped to go skin
diving.
skin diving, swimming about under
water for long periods of time equipped
with oxygen tanks and other gear, esp.
as a sport.
skin·ﬂint (skinʹﬂint´), n. a stingy person.
skin·ny (skinʹi), adj., –ni·er, –ni·est. 1
very thin; very lean. 2 like skin. 3 infor-

mation, esp. gossip or rumor. —skinʹniness, n.
skip (skip), v., skipped, skip·ping, n. —v.
1 leap lightly; spring; jump: skip rope. 2
send or go bounding along a surface:
skip stones on a lake. 3 pass over; fail to
notice; omit: skip a page. 4 advance in
school, bypassing one or more grades. 5
leave in a hurry. —n. 1 a light spring or
leap. 2 a passing over. [cf. Scand. (MSw.)
skuppa] —skipʹper, n.
skip·per (skipʹәr), n. 1 captain of a ship,
esp. of a small trading or ﬁshing boat. 2
any captain or leader. —v. act as leader
of. [< MDu. schipper < schip ship]
skirl (skėrl), v. Scot. of bagpipes, sound
loudly and shrilly. —n. sound of a bagpipe. [< Scand. (dial. Norw.) skrylla]
skir·mish (skėrʹmish), n. 1 a slight ﬁght
between small groups of soldiers.
2 a slight conﬂict, argument, contest, etc. —v. take part in a skirmish.
[< Of eskirmiss–, orig., ward oﬀ < Gmc.]
—skirʹmish·er, n.
skirt (skėrt), n. 1 the part of a dress that
hangs from the waist. 2 a woman’s or
girl’s garment that hangs from the waist.
3 something like a skirt. 4 border; edge.
5 Usually, skirts. outskirts. —v. 1 border
or edge. 2 pass along the border or edge:
skirt a town to avoid traﬃc. 3 be, lie, live,
etc., along the border of: many suburban
areas skirt New York City. [< Scand.
skyrta shirt] —skirtʹer, n.
skit (skit), n. a short sketch that contains humor or satire. [cf. Scand. skyti
shooter]
ski tow, rope that pulls skiers to the top
of a slope.
skit·tish (skitʹish), adj. 1 apt to start,
jump, or run; easily frightened. 2 ﬁckle;
changeable. 3 coy. [prob. < Scand. root
akin to skjōta shoot] —skitʹtish·ly, adv.
—skitʹtish·ness, n.
skit·tles (skitʹәlz), n. game in which the
players try to knock down nine wooden
pins by rolling or throwing wooden
disks or balls at them. [< Scand. (Dan.)
skyttel shuttle]
skoal (skōl), n., interj. a Scandinavian
word used in drinking a health. —v.
drink the health of. [< Dan., Norw. skaal
< ONorse skāl bowl]
Skt., Sanskrit.
sku·a (skūʹә), or skua gull, n. any of
several large brown sea birds that are
related to the gulls; jaeger. [cf. Scand.
skūfr]
skul·dug·ger·y (skul dugʹәr i; –dugʹri), n.
trickery; dishonesty.
skulk (skulk), v. 1 keep out of sight
to avoid danger, work, duty, etc.; hide
or lurk in a cowardly way. 2 move in
a stealthy, sneaking way. —n. person
who skulks. [< Scand. (Dan.) skulke]
—skulkʹer, n. —skulkʹing·ly, adv.
skull (skul), n. 1 the bones of the head;
the group of bones around the brain. 2
head; brain. [< Scand. (dial. Norw.) skul
shell] —skulled, adj. —skullʹ-less, adj.

skull·cap (skulʹkap´), n. a close-ﬁtting
cap without a brim.
skunk (skungk), n. 1 a black, bushy-tailed
animal, usually with white stripes along
its back. It is about the size of a cat and
gives oﬀ a very strong, unpleasant smell
when frightened or attacked. 2 fur of
this animal, used on coats, etc. 3 Informal. Fig. a mean, contemptible person.
—v. defeat utterly. [< Algonkian]
skunk cabbage, a low, ill-smelling,
broad-leaved plant, growing commonly
in moist ground.
sky (skī), n., pl. skies, v., skied or skyed,
sky·ing. —n. 1 Often, skies. the covering
over the world; the region of the clouds
or the upper air. 2 Often, skies. the heavens or ﬁrmament. 3 the celestial heaven.
—v. hit, throw, or raise high into the air.
out of a clear (blue) sky, suddenly;
unexpectedly: then, out of a clear sky, this
letter arrived.
to the skies, very highly: praised her to
the skies. [< Scand. skȳ cloud]
sky·box (skīʹboks´), n., pl. sky·box·es.
place high up in a stadium from which
a game can be viewed in comfort. [< sky
+ box seat]
sky diving or sky·div·ing (skīʹdī´ving),
n. sport of diving from an airplane and
opening a parachute only after having
fallen a certain distance. —skyʹdive´, v.
—sky diver.
sky·jack (skīʹjak´), v. commandeer an
aircraft in ﬂight and force it to ﬂy to a
diﬀerent destination. [< sky + hijack]
—skyʹjack´er, n.
sky·lark (skīʹlärk´), n. the common European lark, a small bird that sings very
sweetly as it ﬂies toward the sky. —v.
play pranks; frolic. —skyʹlark´er, n.
sky·light (skīʹlīt´), n. window in a roof
or ceiling.
sky·line (skīʹlīn´), n. 1 horizon. 2 outline
of buildings, mountains, trees, etc., as
seen against the sky.
sky marshal, law-enforcement oﬃcer
assigned to protect passengers and aircraft while in ﬂight.
sky·rock·et (skīʹrok´it), n. ﬁreworks
rocket. —v. rise much and quickly, as
prices, etc.
sky·scrap·er (skīʹskrāp´әr), n. a very tall
building.
sky·ward (skīʹwәrd), adj. directed toward
the sky. —adv. Also, skyʹwards. toward
the sky.
sky·writ·ing (skīʹrīt´ing), n. the tracing
of words, etc., against the sky from an
airplane, using smoke or some similar
substance.
slab (slab), n. 1 a broad, ﬂat, thick piece
(of stone, wood, meat, etc.). 2 a rough
outside piece cut from a log. [ME
slabbe]
slack (slak), adj. 1 not tight or ﬁrm; loose:
the rope was slack. 2 careless: she is a
slack housekeeper. 3 slow: a slack pace.
4 not active; not brisk; dull: business
is slack at this season. —n. 1 part that
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hangs loose: the slack of a rope. 2 a dull
season; quiet period: a slack in business.
3 a stopping of a strong ﬂow of the tide
or a current of water. —v. 1 make slack;
let up on: they did not slack their pace. 2
slake (lime). —adv. in a slack manner.
cut (one) some slack, Slang. give (one)
some time; be patient.
slack oﬀ, a loosen. b lessen one’s eﬀorts.
slack up, slow down; go more slowly.
[OE slœc] —slackʹly, adv. —slackʹness, n.
slack·en (slakʹәn), v. 1 make or become
slower. 2 become less active, vigorous,
brisk, etc. 3 make looser: slacken the
rope. —slackʹen·er, n.
slack·er (slakʹәr), n. Informal. person who
shirks work or evades responsibilities.
slacks (slaks), n.pl. loose trousers.
slag (slag), n., v., slagged, slag·ging. —n.
1 the rough, hard waste left after metal is
separated from ore by melting. 2 a light,
spongy lava. —v. form slag; change into
slag. [< MLG slagge] —slagʹgy, adj.
slain (slān), v. pp. of slay.
slake (slāk), v., slaked, slak·ing. 1 satisfy
(thirst, revenge, wrath, etc.); cause to be
less active, intense, etc. 2 put out (a ﬁre).
3 change (lime) from CaO to Ca(OH)2
(slaked lime) by leaving it in the moist
air or putting water on it. 4 become less
active, vigorous, intense, etc. [OE slacian
< slœc slack]
sla·lom (släʹlōm; slāʹlәm), n. in skiing, a
race over a downhill, twisting course.
[< Norw.]
slam (slam), v., slammed, slam·ming, n.
—v. 1 shut with force and noise; close
with a bang. 2 throw, push, hit, or move
hard with force. 3 criticize harshly. —n. 1
a violent and noisy closing, striking, etc.;
bang. 2 harsh criticism.
slam-bang (slamʹbangʹ), adj. forceful.
slam dunk, 1 basketball shot in which the
player jumps high enough to place the
ball in the hoop. 2 an easy win or success. 3 Fig. an absolute uncertainty.
slam·mer (slamʹәr), n. Slang. Usually, the
slammer. jail.
slan·der (slanʹdәr; slänʹ–), n. 1 a false
statement meant to do harm. 2 the
spreading of false reports. —v. 1 talk
falsely about. 2 speak or spread slander.
[< OF esclandre scandal < L scandalum.
Doublet of scandal.] —slanʹder·er, n.
slan·der·ous (slanʹdәr әs; –drәs; slänʹ–),
adj. 1 containing a slander. 2 speaking
or spreading slanders. —slanʹder·ous·ly,
adv. —slanʹder·ous·ness, n.
slang (slang), n. 1 words, phrases, etc.,
usually characterized by a special vividness or coloring, and not generally used
in formal English. Nut and slammer are
slang. 2 the specialized language of a
particular class of people. —slangʹy, adj.
—slangʹi·ly, adv. —slangʹi·ness, n.
slant (slant; slänt), v. slope. —n. 1 slope.
2 mental attitude; way of regarding
something. —adj. sloping. [? < Scand.
(Norw.), slent stratum] —slantʹing, adj.
—slantʹing·ly, adv. —slantʹly, adv.

slant·wise (slantʹwīz´; släntʹ–), adv. Also,
slant·ways (slantʹwāz´; släntʹ–), in a
slanting manner; obliquely. —adj. slanting; oblique.
slap (slap), n., v., slapped, slap·ping,
adv. —n. 1 a blow with the open hand
or with something ﬂat. 2 a direct insult
or rebuﬀ. —v. 1 strike with the open
hand or with something ﬂat. 2 put, dash,
or cast with force. —adv. 1 straight;
directly. 2 suddenly. [< LG slappe]
—slapʹper, n.
slap·dash, (slapʹdash´), adv. hastily and
carelessly. —adj. hasty and careless. —n.
hasty, careless action, methods, or work.
slap-hap·py (slapʹhap´i), adj. U.S. groggy;
witless.
slap·stick (slapʹstik´), n. 1 comedy full
of rough play. 2 device made of two
long, narrow sticks fastened so as to slap
together loudly when a clown, actor,
etc., hits somebody with it. —adj. full
of rough play. In slapstick comedy, the
actors knock each other around to make
people laugh.
slash (slash), v. 1 cut with a sweeping
stroke of a sword, knife, etc.; gash: he
slashed the bark oﬀ the tree with his
knife. 2 make a slashing stroke. 3 Fig.
criticize sharply, severely, or unkindly. 4
cut down severely; reduce a great deal.
—n. 1 a sweeping, slashing stroke. 2 a
cut or wound made by such a stroke.
[ME slaschen] —slashʹer, n. —slashʹing,
adj., n.
slat (slat), n., v., slat·ted, slat·ting. —n.
a long, thin, narrow piece of wood or
metal. —v. furnish with slats. [ult. < OF
esclat split piece]
slate (slāt), n., v., slat·ed, slat·ing, adj. —n.
1 a bluish-gray rock that splits easily
into thin, smooth layers. Slate is used to
cover roofs and for blackboards. 2 a thin
piece of this rock. 3 a dark, bluish gray. 4
list of candidates, oﬃcers, etc., to be considered for appointment, nomination,
etc. —v. cover with slate. —adj. dark bluish-gray. [< OF esclate, var. of esclat slat]
—slatʹer, n. —slatʹy, adj.
slat·tern (slatʹәrn), n. woman who is
dirty, careless, or untidy in her dress, her
ways, her housekeeping, etc. [< slatter
slop; orig. uncert.] —slatʹtern·ly, adj.
—slatʹtern·li·ness, n.
slaugh·ter (slôʹtәr), n. 1 a killing; butchering for food. 2 a massacre. —v. 1
kill; butcher. 2 massacre. [< Scand. slātr
butcher-meat] —slaughʹter·er, n.
slaughter house, place where animals are
killed for food.
Slav (släv; slav), n. member of a group of
peoples in E Europe whose languages
are related. Russians, Poles, Czechs,
Slovaks, Bulgarians, and Yugoslavs are
Slavs. —adj. of or having to do with
the Slavs.
slave (slāv), n., v., slaved, slav·ing. —n. 1
person who is the property of another.
Slaves were bought and sold like horses.
2 Fig. person who is controlled or ruled

by some desire, habit, or inﬂuence: a
slave of drugs. 3 person who works
like a slave. 4 ant that is captured and
forced to work for other ants. —v. work
extremely hard and for long hours.
[< OF < Med.L Sclavus Slav < LGk. Sklabos] —slaveʹless, adj.
slave driver, 1 oversee of slaves. 2 an
exacting taskmaster.
slave·hold·ing (slāvʹhōl´ding), adj. owning slaves. —n. the owning of slaves.
—slaveʹhold´er, n.
slav·er1 (slāvʹәr), n. 1 dealer in slaves. 2
ship used in the slave trade
slav·er2 (slavʹәr), v. 1 let saliva run from
the mouth. 2 wet with saliva. —n. saliva
running from the mouth. [< Scand.
slafra] —slavʹer·er, n.
slav·er·y (slāvʹәr i; slāvʹri), n. 1 condition of being a slave, the property of
another. Many African Americans are
the descendants of native Africans who
were captured and sold into slavery. 2
custom of owning slaves. 3 Fig. condition like that of a slave. 4 hard work like
that of a slave.
Slav·ic (slävʹik; slavʹ–), adj. of or pertaining to the Slavs or their languages. —n.
language or group of languages spoken
by the Slavs.
slav·ish (slāvʹish), adj. 1 of or pertaining to a slave or slaves. 2 like a slave;
mean; base. 3 Fig. weakly submitting. 4
like that of slaves; ﬁt for slaves. 5 Fig.
lacking originality and independence.
—slavʹish·ly, adv. —slavʹish·ness, n.
Sla·vo·ni·an (slә vōʹni әn), n. =Slavic.
slaw (slô), n. =coleslaw. [< Du. sla, contraction of salade salad]
slay (slā), v., slew, slain, slay·ing. kill with
violence. [OE slēan] —slayʹer, n.
slea·zy (slēʹzi), adj., –zi·er, –zi·est. 1
ﬂimsy and poor: sleazy cloth. 2 cheap;
disreputable: a sleazy bar. —sleaʹzi·ly,
adv. —sleaʹzi·ness, n.
sled (sled), n., v., sled·ded, sled·ding. —n.
a wooden framework mounted on runners for use on snow or ice. —v. 1 ride
on a sled. 2 carry on a sled. [< MDu.
sledde] —sledʹder, n.
sled·ding (sledʹing), n. a riding on a sled.
hard or tough sledding, unfavorable
conditions; diﬃculties.
sledge1 (slej), n., v., sledged, sledg·ing.
—n. sled; sleigh. —v. 1 carry on a sledge.
2 ride in a sledge. [< MDu. sleedse]
sledge2 (slej), n., v., sledged, sledging. —n. a sledge hammer (def. 1).
—v. pound or strike with a sledge. [OE
slecg]
sledge hammer, 1 a large, heavy hammer.
2 anything powerful and crushing.
sleek (slēk), adj. 1 soft and glossy;
smooth: sleek hair. 2 having smooth,
soft skin, hair, fur, etc.: a sleek cat. 3
Fig. smooth of speech, manners, etc.: a
sleek salesman. —v. 1 smooth. 2 make
smooth and glossy; make tidy. [var.
of slick] —sleekʹer, n. —sleekʹly, adv.
—sleekʹness, n. —sleekʹy, adj.
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sleep (slēp), v., slept, sleep·ing, n. —v. 1
rest body and mind; be without ordinary consciousness. 2 pass in sleeping:
sleep away the morning. 3 be asleep in
a particular state or condition: sleep
through winter in hibernation, he slept
the sleep of exhaustion. —n. 1 a condition in which body and mind are very
inactive, occurring naturally and regularly in animals. 2 Fig. state or condition
like sleep: put those concerns to sleep.
last sleep, death.
lose sleep over, be unable to sleep
because of worry.
sleep oﬀ, get rid of by sleeping.
sleep over, spend the night at someone
else’s house. [OE slœ̄pan] —sleepʹing,
adj., n. —sleepʹless, adj. —sleepʹless·ly,
adv. —sleepʹless·ness, n.
sleep·er (slēpʹәr), n. 1 person or thing
that sleeps. 2 a horizontal beam. 3 a
tie to support a railroad track. 4 Fig.
someone or something that is much
better or is more successful than was
anticipated.
sleeping bag, a waterproof bag, usually
warmly lined, to sleep in out of doors.
sleeping sickness, disease causing fever,
inﬂammation of the brain, sleepiness,
and usually death.
sleep·walk·ing (slēpʹwôk´ing), n. act of
walking while asleep. —adj. that walks
about while asleep. —sleepʹwalk´er, n.
sleep·wear (slēpʹwār´), n. pajamas, nightgowns, etc.; clothing worn when in bed.
sleep·y (slēpʹi), adj., sleep·i·er, sleep·i·est.
1 ready to go to sleep; inclined to sleep.
2 Fig. not active; quiet. —sleepʹi·ly, adv.
—sleepʹi·ness, n.
sleet (slēt), n. 1 half-frozen rain. 2 the
coating of thin ice that coats trees,
houses, etc., during winter rains. —v.
come down in sleet. [ME] —sleetʹy, adj.
—sleetʹi·ness, n.
sleeve (slēv), n., v., sleeved, sleev·ing. —n.
1 the part of a garment that covers the
arm. 2 tube into which a rod or another
tube ﬁts. 3 envelope for a book or disk.
—v. furnish with sleeves.
laugh in (or up) one’s sleeve, be amused
but not show it.
roll up one’s sleeves, get to work, esp. on
something diﬃcult.
up one’s sleeve, in reserve; ready for use
when needed. [OE slīefe] —sleeved, adj.
—sleeveʹless, adj.
sleigh (slā), n. carriage or cart mounted
on runners for use on ice or snow.
—v. travel or ride in a sleigh. [< Du.
slee, var. of slede sled] —sleighʹer, n.
—sleighʹing, n.
sleight (slīt), n. 1 skill; dexterity. 2 a clever
trick. [< Scand. slœ̄gth < slœ̄gr sly]
sleight of hand, 1 skill and quickness in
moving the hands. 2 tricks or skill of a
modern magician; juggling.
slen·der (slenʹdәr), adj. 1 long and thin;
not big around: a slender girl, a slender pen. 2 slight; small; scanty: a slender meal, a slender hope. [ME slendre,

sclendre] —slenʹder·ly, adv. —slenʹderness, n.
slen·der·ize (slenʹdәr īz), v. –ized, –iz·ing.
1 make slender. 2 cause to look slender.
slept (slept), v. pt. and pp. of sleep.
sleuth (slüth), n. 1 bloodhound. 2 detective. —v. be or act like a detective.
[< Scand. slōth trail]
slew1 (slü), v. pt. of slay.
slew2 (slü), v., n. turn; swing; twist. Also,
slue.
slew3 (slü), n. a swampy place; marshy
inlet. Also, slough, slue. [var. of
slough1]
slew4 (slü), n. Informal. a lot; large number or amount: a slew of guests. Also,
slue. [? < Irish sluagh host, crowd]
slice (slīs), n., v., sliced, slic·ing. —n. 1 a
thin, ﬂat, broad piece cut from something. 2 a slicing hit, in golf. —v. 1 cut
into slices. 2 cut (oﬀ ) as a slice. 3 hit (a
golf ball) so that it curves to one’s right,
if right-handed. [< OF esclice thin chip
< Gmc.] —slicʹer, n.
slick (slik), adj. 1 sleek; smooth: slick hair.
2 slippery; greasy. 3 Fig. sly; tricky. [ME
slike; akin to OE slician make smooth]
—v. 1 make sleek or smooth. 2 make
smart or pretentious. —n. a smooth
place or spot. —adv. smoothly; slyly;
cleverly. [OE slician] —slickʹly, adv.
—slickʹness, n.
slick·er (slikʹәr), n. a long, loose waterproof coat.
slide (slīd), v., slid (slid), slid or slidden (slidʹәn), slid·ing, n. —v. 1 move
smoothly along a surface: slide on ice.
2 move easily or quietly or secretly: the
thief slid in the window. 3 pass without
heeding or being heeded: let things slide.
4 pass by degrees; slip: slide into bad
habits, time slid by. —n. 1 act of sliding.
2 a smooth surface for sliding on. 3 mass
of earth, snow, etc., sliding down. 4 the
sliding down of such a mass. 5 a small,
thin sheet of glass on which objects are
put for microscopic examination. 6 shoe
without a back. [OE slīdan] —slidʹer, n.
—slidʹing, adj.
sliding scale, scale of wages, prices, taxes,
etc., that can be adjusted according to
certain conditions.
slight (slīt), adj. 1 not much; not important; small: the event had slight consequence. 2 not big around; slender: a slight
person. 3 frail; ﬂimsy: a slight excuse.
—v. treat as of little value; pay too little
attention to; neglect: slight work, feel
slighted. —n. a slighting treatment; act
of neglect. [OE –sliht level, as in eorthslihtes level with the ground] —slightʹer,
n. —slightʹing, adj. —slightʹing·ly, adv.
—slightʹly, adv.
sli·ly (slīʹli), adv. =slyly.
slim (slim), adj., slim·mer, slim·mest, v.,
slimmed, slim·ming. —adj. 1 slender;
thin. 2 small; slight; weak: a slim answer.
—v. 1 make slim. 2 become slim. [< Du.,
bad] —slimʹly, adv. —slimʹmish, adj.
—slimʹness, n.

slime (slīm), n., v., slimed, slim·ing. —n.
1 soft, sticky mud or something like it.
2 a sticky substance given oﬀ by snails,
slugs, ﬁsh, etc. 3 disgusting ﬁlth. —v. 1
cover or smear with or as with slime. 2
remove slime from. [OE slīm]
slim·y (slīmʹi), adj., slim·i·er, slim·i·est.
1 covered with slime. 2 of or like slime.
3 disgusting; ﬁlthy. —slimʹi·ly, adv.
—slimʹi·ness, n.
sling (sling), n., v., slung, sling·ing. —n. 1
strip of leather with a string fastened to
each end, for throwing stones. 2 a throw;
hurling. 3 a hanging loop of cloth fastened around the neck to support a hurt
arm. 4 loop of rope, band, chain, etc., by
which heavy objects are lifted, carried,
or held. [< v.] —v. 1 throw with a sling.
2 throw; cast; hurl; ﬂing. 3 raise, lower,
etc., with a sling. 4 hang in a sling; hang
so as to swing loosely. [< Scand. slyngva]
—slingʹer, n.
sling·back (slingʹbak´), n. women’s shoe
that has a strap around the heel rather
than a closed back.
sling·shot (slingʹshot´), n. a Y-shaped
stick with a rubber band fastened to its
prongs, used to shoot pebbles, etc.
slink (slingk), v., slunk or (Archaic)
slank, slunk, slink·ing. move in a sneaking, guilty manner; sneak [OE slincan]
—slinkʹing·ly, adv.
slink·y (slingʹki), adj. slink·i·er, slinki·est. 1 stealthy; sneaky. 2 close ﬁtting:
long, slinky dress.
slip1 (slip), v., slipped or (Archaic) slipt,
slipped, slip·ping, n. —v. 1 go or move
smoothly, quietly, easily, or quickly: she
slipped out of the room, time slips by,
the ship slips through the waves. 2 slide;
move out of place: the knife slipped and
cut him. 3 slide suddenly without wanting to: he slipped on the icy sidewalk.
4 put, pass, or draw smoothly, quietly,
or secretly: slip one’s shoes oﬀ, slip the
note into Mary’s hand. 5 get away from;
escape from: your name has slipped
my mind. 6 make a mistake or error.
—n. 1 act or fact of slipping. 2 thing
that can be slipped on or oﬀ; covering:
pillows are covered by slips. 3 a sleeveless garment worn under a dress. 4 mistake; error: he makes slips in grammar.
5 space for ships between wharves or
in a dock.
let slip, tell without meaning to.
slip one over on, get the advantage of,
esp. by trickery.
slip up, make a mistake or error. [prob.
< MLG slippen]
slip2 (slip), v., slipped or (Archaic) slipt,
slipped, slip·ping, n. —v. cut branches
from (a plant) to grow new plants; take
(a part) from a plant. —n. 1 a narrow
strip of paper, wood, etc. 2 a young, slender person. 3 a small branch or twig cut
from a plant, used to grow a new plant.
[prob. MDu., MLG slippe a cut]
slip case, cardboard boxlike cover for a
book, several disks, etc.
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slip cover, a removable cloth cover for
upholstered furniture.
slip knot, 1 knot made to slip along the
rope or cord around which it is made. 2
knot that can be undone by a pull.
slip-on (slipʹon; –ôn´), adj. 1 that can be
put on or taken oﬀ easily or quickly: slipon shoes. 2 that must be put on or taken
oﬀ over the head. —n. a slip-on blouse,
sweater, etc.
slip·page (slipʹij), n. 1 a slipping; slide. 2
amount or extent of slipping: an annual
rate of slippage that is too great.
slip·per (slipʹәr), n. 1 a kind of light,
low shoe. 2 person or thing that slips.
—slipʹpered, adj.
slip·per·y (slipʹәr i; slipʹri), adj., –per·i·er,
–per·i·est, 1 causing or likely to cause
slipping. 2 slipping away easily. 3 shifty;
tricky. [ME alter. of OE slipor slippery]
—slipʹper·i·ness, n.
slippery elm, 1 an elm tree of E North
America having an inner bark which
becomes slippery when moistened. 2
the inner bark.
slip·shod (slipʹshod´), adj. careless in
dress, habits, speech, etc.; untidy; slovenly. —slipʹshod´ness, n.
slip·stream (slipʹstrēm´), n. 1 current of
air produced by a propeller or jet engine.
2 current of air left behind a moving
vehicle.
slipt (slipt), v. Archaic. pt. of slip.
slip-up (slipʹup´), n. mistake; error.
slit (slit), v., slit, slit·ting, n. —v. cut or
tear in a straight line; make a long,
straight cut or tear in. —n. a straight,
narrow cut, tear, or opening. [OE slīte]
—slitʹter, n.
slith·er (slithʹәr), v. slide down or along a
surface, esp. unsteadily; go with a sliding
motion. —n. such a movement; a slide.
[OE slidrian]
slith·er·y (slithʹәr i), adj. slippery; crawly;
creepy.
sliv·er (slivʹәr), n. 1 a long, thin piece that
has been split oﬀ, broken oﬀ, or cut oﬀ;
splinter. 2 a loose ﬁber of wool, cotton,
etc. —v. split or break into slivers. [ult.
< OE slīfan split] —slivʹer·er, n.
slob (slob), n. a lazy, careless, or untidy
person. [prob. < Irish slab mud < Gmc.]
slob·ber (slobʹәr), v. 1 let liquid run out
from the mouth; drool. 2 wet or smear
with saliva, etc. 3 Fig. speak in a silly,
sentimental way. —n. 1 saliva or other
liquid running out from the mouth.
2 Fig. silly, sentimental talk or emotion; drivel. [prob. ult. < Du. slabberen]
—slobʹber·er, n. —slobʹber·ing, adj.
—slobʹber·ing·ly, adv. —slobʹber·y, adj.
—slobʹber·i·ness, n.
sloe (slō), n. 1 a dark-purple, plumlike
fruit. 2 a thorny shrub that it grows on;
blackthorn. [OE slāh]
sloe-eyed (slōʹīd´), adj. having dark or
slanted eyes.
slog (slog), v., slogged, slog·ging, n. —v. 1
hit hard. 2 plod heavily. —n. a hard blow.
[var. of slug2] —slogʹger, n.

slo·gan (slōʹgәn), n. 1 word or phrase
used by a business, club, political party,
etc., to advertise its purpose; motto. 2
a war cry; battle cry. [< Scotch Gaelic,
< sluagh army + gairm cry]
sloop (slüup), n. sailboat having one
mast, a mainsail, a jib, and sometimes
other sails. [< Du. sloep, earlier sloepe.
Doublet of shallop.]
slop (slop), v., slopped, slop·ping, n. —v.
1 spill liquid upon; spill; splash. 2 splash
through mud, slush, or water. —n. 1 liquid carelessly spilled or splashed about.
2 a thin liquid mud or slush.
slop over, a spill or slosh liquid over. b
Fig. show too much feeling, enthusiasm,
etc.
slops, a dirty water; liquid garbage; swill.
b liquid or semiliquid food; a bland,
unappetizing food. [cf. OE cūsloppe cow
slobber]
slope (slōp), v., sloped, slop·ing, n.
—v. go up or down at an angle: the land
slopes toward the sea. —n. 1 any line,
surface, land, etc., that goes up or down
at an angle. 2 amount of slope. [< OE
slopen, pp. of –slūpan slip] —slopʹer,
n. —slopʹing, adj. —slopʹing·ly, adv.
—slopʹing·ness, n.
slop·py (slopʹi), adj., –pi·er, –pi·est. 1 very
wet; slushy. 2 splashed or soiled with liquid. 3 careless; slovenly. —slopʹpi·ly, adv.
—slopʹpi·ness, n.
slosh (slosh), v. 1 splash in slush, mud,
or water. 2 dump or pour water or other
liquid: sloshed the coﬀee. 3 swirl water or
liquid in a bucket.
slot (slot), n., v., slot·ted, slot·ting. —n.
a small, narrow opening or depression.
—v. make a slot or slots in. [< OF esclot
the hollow between breasts]
sloth (slōth; slôth), n. 1 unwillingness
to work or exert oneself; laziness; idleness. 2 a very slow-moving animal of
South and Central America that lives in
trees. Sloths hang upside down from tree
branches. [< slow]
sloth·ful (slōthʹfәl; slôthʹ–), adj. unwilling to work or exert oneself; lazy; idle.
—slothʹful·ly, adv. —slothʹful·ness, n.
slot machine, machine, esp. for gambling
or for dispensing snacks and drinks,
that is worked by dropping a coin into
a slot.
slouch (slouch), v. 1 stand, sit, walk, or
move in an awkward, drooping manner:
the weary man slouched along. 2 droop
or bend downward. —n. 1 a bending
forward of head and shoulders; awkward, drooping way of standing, sitting,
or walking. 2 Esp. U.S. an awkward, slovenly, or ineﬃcient person. —slouchʹing,
adj. —slouchʹy, adj. —slouchʹi·ly, adv.
—slouchʹi·ness, n.
slough1 (slou for 1 and 3; slü for 2), n. 1
a soft, deep muddy place; mud hole. 2
=slew3. 3 hopeless despair; discouragement. [OE slōh] —sloughʹy, adj.
slough2 (sluf), n. the old skin shed or cast
oﬀ by a snake. —v. drop oﬀ; throw oﬀ;

shed. [ME slugh(e), slouh] —sloughʹy,
adj.
Slo·vak (slōʹvak), n. 1 member of a Slavic
people living in Slovakia. The Slovaks
are closely related to the Bohemians and
the Moravians. 2 their language. —adj.
of or having to do with Slovakia, its
people, or their language.
Slo·va·ki·a (slō väʹki ә; –vakʹi ә), n. country in C Europe. —Slo·vaʹki·an, adj., n.
slov·en (sluvʹәn), n. person who is untidy,
dirty, or careless in dress, appearance,
habits, work, etc. —adj. untidy; dirty;
careless. [? ult. < Flem. sloef dirty, Du.
slof careless]
Slo·vene (slōʹvēn), n. 1 member of a
Slavic group of people living in Slovenia. The Slovenes are closely related to
the Croats, Serbians, and other S Slavs.
2 their language. —adj. of or having to
do with Slovenia, its people, or their
language. Also Slovenian.
Slo·ve·ni·a (slō vēʹni ә; –vēnʹyә), n. country in SE Europe. —Slo·veʹni·an, adj., n.
slov·en·ly (sluvʹәn li), adj., –li·er, –liest, adv. —adj. untidy, dirty, or careless
in dress, appearance, habits, work, etc.
—adv. in a slovenly manner. —slovʹenli·ness, n.
slow (slō), adj. 1 taking a long time; taking longer than usual; not fast or quick:
a slow journey. 2 behind time; running
at less than proper speed: a slow runner, a slow clock. 3 causing a lower rate
of speed: a slow track. 4 burning or
heating gently: a slow ﬂame. 5 sluggish;
dull: a slow pupil, this book is very slow.
—v. make slow or go slower; reduce
the speed of: slow down a car, slow up
when you go through a town. —adv. in a
slow manner. [OE slāw] —slowʹly, adv.
—slowʹness, n.
slow-mo·tion (slōʹmōʹshәn), adj. 1 moving at less than normal speed. 2 showing action at much less than its actual
speed.
slow·poke (slōʹpōk´), n. Informal. someone or something that moves very
slowly.
sludge (sluj), n. 1 soft mud; mire; slush. 2
small broken pieces of ﬂoating ice.
slue1 (slü), v., slued, slu·ing, n. slew2.
slue2 (slü), n. slew3.
slue3 (slü), n. slew4.
slug1 (slug), n. a slow-moving animal
like a snail, without a shell or with only
a very small shell. 2 caterpillar or larva
that looks like a slug. 3 any slow-moving
person, animal, wagon, etc. 4 bullet for
ﬁring from a gun. [? < Scand. (dial. Sw.)
slogga be sluggish]
slug2 (slug), v., slugged, slug·ging, n.
—v. 1 hit hard with the ﬁst. 2 strike
violently. —n. a hard blow with the ﬁst.
—slugʹger, n. —slugʹging, n.
slug·gard (slugʹәrd), n. a lazy, idle person.
—adj. lazy; idle [ult. < slug1] —slugʹgardly, adj.
slug·gish (slugʹish), adj. 1 slow-moving;
not active; lacking energy or vigor. 2
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lazy; idle. [< slug1] —slugʹgish·ly, adv.
—slugʹgish·ness, n.
sluice (slüs), n., v., sluiced, sluic·ing.
—n. 1 structure with a gate for holding
back or controlling the water of a canal,
river, or lake. 2 Also, sluice gate. gate
that holds back or controls the ﬂow of
water. 3 a long, sloping trough through
which water ﬂows, used to wash gold
from sand, dirt, or gravel. 4 channel for
carrying oﬀ water. —v. 1 ﬂow or pour in
a stream; rush. 2 ﬂush or cleanse with a
rush of water; pour or throw water over.
3 send (logs, etc.) along a channel of
water. [< OF escluse, ult. < L ex– out +
claudere shut]
slum (slum), n., v., slummed, slum·ming.
—n. street, alley, etc., in a crowded, dirty
part of a city or town. —v. 1 go into or
visits slums. 2 Fig. go to a place thought
of as inferior to what one is accustomed
to, as a bar or dance hall.
the slums, a crowded, dirty part of a city
or town, where the poorest people live.
—slumʹming, n.
slum·ber (slumʹbәr), v. 1 sleep. 2
be inactive: the volcano had slumbered
for years. —n. 1 a light sleep. 2 an inactive state or condition. [ult. < OE slūma,
n.] —slumʹber·er, n. —slumʹberless, adj.
slum·ber·ous (slumʹbәr әs), slum·brous
(–brәs), adj. 1 sleepy. 2 causing sleep. 3
inactive; sluggish; calm.
slump (slump), v., drop heavily; fall suddenly. —n. a heavy or sudden fall.
slung (slung), v. pt. and pp. of sling.
slunk (slungk), v. pt. and pp. of slink.
slur (slėr), v., slurred, slur·ring, n. —v. 1
pass lightly over; go through hurriedly
or in a careless way: slur over a person’s
faults. 2 pronounce indistinctly: many
persons slur “how do you do.” 3 speak or
write sounds, letters, etc., so indistinctly
that they run into each other. 4 a sing
or play (two or more tones of diﬀerent
pitch) without a break; run together in
a smooth, connected manner. b mark
with a slur. 5 harm the reputation of;
insult; slight. —n. 1 a slurred pronunciation, sound, etc. 2 a a slurring of tones.
b a curved mark ( ) ( ) indicating this. 3
blot or stain (upon reputation); insulting or slighting remark: slur on a person’s
good name. [ME slor mud] —slurʹringly, adv.
slurp (slėrp), v. Informal. eat or drink
with a sloppy, gurgling noise. —n.
sloppy, gurgling noise.
slush (slush), n. 1 partly melted snow;
snow and water mixed. 2 soft mud.
3 silly, sentimental talk, writing, etc.
—slushʹy, adj. —slushʹi·ness, n.
slush fund, money siphoned oﬀ from
general funds and put aside for usually
illegal purposes.
slut (slut), n. 1 a dirty, untidy woman.
2 woman of loose morals. —slutʹtish, adj. —slutʹtish·ly, adv. —slutʹtishness, n.

sly (slī), adj., sly·er, sly·est, or sli·er, sliest, n. —adj. 1 able to do things without
letting others know; acting secretly: a sly
thief. 2 cunning; crafty; tricky; wily: a sly
plot, sly questions. 3 playfully mischievous or knowing: a sly wink.
on the sly, in a sly way; secretly.
[< Scand. slœ̄gr] —slyʹish, adj. —slyʹly,
adv. —slyʹness, n.
Sm, samarium.
smack1 (smak), n. 1 a slight taste or
ﬂavor. 2 trace; suggestion. —v. have a
smack. [OE smœcc]
smack2 (smak), v. 1 open (the lips)
quickly so as to make a sharp sound.
2 kiss loudly. 3 slap. —n. 1 a smacking
movement of the lips. 2 the sharp sound
made in this way. 3 a loud kiss, slap, or
crack. —adv. 1 directly; squarely. 2 suddenly and sharply; with or as if with a
smack. [ult. imit.]
smack3 (smak), n. a small sailboat with
one mast. [prob. <Du. smak]
smack4 (smak), n. Slang. heroin.
smack·ing (smakʹing), adj. lively, brisk,
or strong.
small (smôl), adj. 1 not large; little; not
great in amount, degree, extent, duration, value, strength, etc.: a small house,
a small dose, small hope of success. 2
not important: a small matter. 3 not
prominent; of low social position; humble; poor: both the great and the small
mourned Lincoln’s death. 4 having little
land, capital, etc.: a small farmer. 5 mean;
not generous: a small nature. 6 of letters,
not capital. —adv. 1 into small pieces. 2
in low tones. 3 in a small manner. —n. 1
that which is small. 2 the small, narrow,
or scanty part.
feel small, be ashamed or humiliated. [OE smœl] —smallʹish, adj.
—smallʹness, n.
small arms, weapons easily carried by a
person, such as riﬂes or revolvers.
small change, 1 coins of small value, as
nickels or dimes. 2 Fig. anything unimportant or of small worth.
small fry, 1 babies or children; small or
young creatures. 2 small ﬁsh. 3 unimportant people or things.
small hours, the early hours of the morning.
small intestine, part of the intestines,
from the stomach to the large intestine.
small potatoes, Informal. an unimportant person or thing; unimportant persons or things.
small·pox (smôlʹpoks´), n. a very contagious disease characterized by fever
and blisterlike eruptions on the skin
that often leave permanent scars shaped
like little pits.
small talk, conversation about unimportant matters; chat.
small-time (smôlʹtīmʹ), adj. second-rate;
inconsequential.
smart (smärt), v. 1 cause or feel sharp
pain: his eyes smarted. 2 feel or suﬀer
distress or irritation: he smarted from

the scolding. [OE smeortan] —n. a sharp
pain: the smart of a cut. —adj. 1 sharp;
severe: a smart blow. 2 keen; active;
lively: a smart pace. 3 clever; bright;
shrewd: a smart child. 4 fresh and neat;
in good order: smart in his uniform. 5
stylish; fashionable: smart restaurants.
—adv. in a smart manner.
smarts, Informal. intelligence. [OE
smeart] —smartʹly, adv. —smartʹness, n.
smart al·eck (alʹik), a conceited, obnoxious person. —smartʹ-al´eck·y, adj.
smart·en (smärʹtәn), v. 1 improve in
appearance; brighten. 2 make or become
brisker.
smart·y (smärʹti), n. brash, self-conﬁdent
person; smart aleck.
smash (smash), v. 1 break into pieces with
violence and noise: smash a window. 2
destroy; shatter; ruin: smash an argument. 3 be broken to pieces: the dishes
smashed on the ﬂoor. 4 become ruined.
5 rush violently; crash: the car smashed
into a tree. 6 crush; defeat: smash an
attack. 7 hit (a tennis ball) with a hard,
fast overhand stroke. 8 hit a hard blow.
—n. 1 a violent breaking; shattering;
crash: smash of two automobiles. 2 sound
of a smash or crash: the smash of broken
glass. 3 a crushing defeat; disaster. 4 a
hard, fast overhand stroke in tennis. 5 a
hard blow. [blend of smack2 and mash]
—smashʹer, n.
smash-up (smashʹup´), n. a bad collision;
wreck.
smat·ter·ing (smatʹәr ing), n. slight or
superﬁcial knowledge. —smatʹter·ingly, adv.
smear (smir), v. 1 cover or stain with
anything sticky, greasy, or dirty. 2 rub
or spread (oil, grease, paint, etc.). 3
Fig. harm; soil; spoil: smear a person’s
reputation. —n. 1 mark or stain left by
smearing. 2 Fig. a malicious attack. [OE
smeoru grease]
smell (smel), v., smelled or smelt (smelt),
smell·ing, n. —v. 1 perceive with the
nose: smell smoke. 2 use the sense of
smelling. 3 give out a smell. 4 give out a
bad smell; have a bad smell. 5 Fig. ﬁnd
a trace or suggestion of, esp. through
shrewdness: smell trouble brewing. 6 Fig.
have the trace (of): the plan smells of
trickery. 7 hunt or ﬁnd by smelling or
as if by smelling: smell out a fugitive,
smell out a theft. —n. 1 act of smelling. 2 sense of smelling. 3 quality in a
thing that aﬀects the sense of smell: the
smell of smoke. 4 Fig. trace; suggestion:
the distinctive smell of corruption. [ME
smelle(n)] —smellʹa·ble, adj. —smellʹer,
n. —smellʹy, adj.
smelling salts, a form of ammonia inhaled
to relieve faintness, headaches, etc.
smelt1 (smelt), v. melt (ore) in order to
get the metal out of it. [< MDu., MLG
smelten]
smelt2 (smelt), n., pl. smelts or (esp. collectively) smelt. a small, edible sea ﬁsh
with silvery scales. [OE]
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smelt·er (smelʹtәr), n. 1 place where ores
or metals are smelted. 2 furnace for
smelting ores.
smi·lax (smīʹlaks), n. 1 a twining, trailing plant or vine, much used by ﬂorists
in decoration. 2 any of a large group
of woody vines with prickly stems,
umbrella-shaped clusters of ﬂowers, and
blackish or red berries. [< L < Gk.]
smile (smīl), v., smiled, smil·ing, n. —v. 1
look pleased or amused; show pleasure,
favor, kindness, amusement, etc., by an
upward curve of the mouth. 2 Fig. look
pleasant or agreeable; look with favor:
fortune smiled upon the enterprise. 3
bring, put, drive, etc., by smiling: smile
one’s tears away, smile consent. —n. 1
act of smiling. 2 Fig. a favoring look
or regard; pleasant look or aspect. [ME
smile(n)] —smileʹless, adj. —smilʹer, n.
—smilʹing·ly, adv. —smilʹing·ness, n.
smirch (smėrch), v. soil with soot, dirt,
dust, dishonor, disgrace, etc. —n. a dirty
mark; blot. [? < OF esmorcher torture]
—smirchʹer, n.
smirk (smėrk), v. smile in an aﬀected,
silly, self-satisﬁed way. —n. an aﬀected,
silly, self-satisﬁed smile. [OE smearcian
to smile] —smirkʹer, n. —smirkʹingly, adv.
smite (smīt), v., smote, smit·ten or smit
(smit), smit·ing. 1 strike; strike or hit
hard. 2 aﬀect with sudden pain, disease,
etc. [OE smītan]
smith (smith), n. 1 person who makes
or shapes things out of metal. 2 =blacksmith. [OE]
smith·er·eens (smith´әr ēnzʹ), n.pl. small
pieces; bits.
smith·y (smithʹi; smithʹi), n., pl. smithies. workshop of a smith, esp. a blacksmith. [< smith]
smit·ten (smitʹәn), adj. 1 hard hit; struck.
2 suddenly and strongly aﬀected. 3 very
much in love. —v. pp. of smite.
smock (smok), n. a loose outer garment
worn to protect clothing. —v. ornament (a dress etc.) with a honeycomb
pattern made of lines of stitches crossing each other diagonally. [OE smocc]
—smockʹing, n.
smog (smog), n. a combination of smoke
and fog in the air. [blend of smoke and
fog]
smoke (smōk), n., v., smoked, smok·ing.
—n. 1 a visible mixture of gases and particles of carbon which rises when anything burns; cloud caused by anything
burning. 2 something resembling this.
3 that which is smoked; cigar, cigarette,
pipe, etc. 4 act of smoking tobacco. —v.
1 give oﬀ smoke or steam, or something
like it. 2 cure (meat, ﬁsh, etc.) by smoking. 3 draw into the mouth and puﬀ
out the smoke of burning tobacco or
the like.
go up in smoke, disappear; vanish: plans
went up in smoke.
smoke out, a drive out with smoke. b
ﬁnd out and make known. [OE smoca]

smoke·house (smōkʹhous´), n. a building
or place in which meat, ﬁsh, etc., are
treated with smoke to keep them from
spoiling.
smoke·less (smōkʹlis), adj. 1 making or
giving oﬀ little or no smoke: smokeless
powder. 2 having little or no smoke.
smok·er (smōkʹәr), n. 1 person who
smokes tobacco. 2 device that produces
smoke, as for smoking out bees.
smoke screen, mass of thick smoke used
to hide a ship, airplane, etc., from the
enemy.
smoke·stack (smōkʹstak´), n. 1 a tall
chimney. 2 pipe that discharges smoke,
etc. —adj. of or having to do with heavy
industry, esp. those factories that pollute.
smok·y (smōkʹi), adj., smok·i·er, smoki·est. 1 giving oﬀ much smoke. 2 full
of smoke. 3 darkened or stained with
smoke. 4 like smoke or suggesting
smoke: a smoky taste. —smokʹi·ly, adv.
—smokʹi·ness, n.
smol·der (smōlʹdәr), v. 1 burn and smoke
without ﬂame. 2 exist inwardly with
little or no outward sign. 3 show suppressed feeling: the angry man’s eyes
smoldered. —n. a slow, smoky burning without ﬂame; smoldering ﬁre.
Also, smoulder. [var. of ME smorther
smother] —smolʹder·ing·ly, adv.
smooth (smüth), adj. 1 having an even
surface, like glass, silk, or still water; ﬂat;
level: smooth stones. 2 free from unevenness or roughness: smooth sailing. 3
without lumps: smooth sauce. 4 without
hair: a smooth face. 5 without trouble
or diﬃculty; easy: a smooth course of
aﬀairs. 6 polished; pleasant; polite: a
smooth talker. 7 not harsh in sound or
taste: smooth wine. —v. 1 make smooth
or smoother. 2 Fig. make calmer. 3 Fig.
make easy: smooth away obstacles. 4
remove (projections, etc.). —adv. in a
smooth manner.
smooth over, make (something) seem
less wrong or unpleasant: smooth over a
disagreement. [OE smōth] —smoothʹer,
n. —smoothʹly, adv. —smoothʹness, n.
smooth·bore (smüthʹbôr´; –bōr´), adj.
not riﬂed.
smooth·ie (smüʹthē), n. 1 urbane, pleasant person. 2 cold drink made with
fruit, yogurt, and crushed ice blended
together. Also, smoothy.
smooth muscle, muscle contracted involuntarily, as of the intestines.
smooth-tongued (smüthʹtungdʹ), adj.
speaking smoothly; agreeable; suave;
plausible.
smor·gas·bord, smör·gås·bord (smôrʹgәs bôrd), n. an elaborate Scandinavian
meal, featuring a large variety of hors
d’oeuvres. [< Sw., lit., bread-and-butter
table]
smote (smōt), v. pt. of smite.
smoth·er (smuthʹәr), v. 1 make unable
to get air; kill by depriving of air. 2 be
unable to breathe freely; suﬀocate. 3

cover thickly. 4 deaden or put out by
covering thickly: smother a ﬁre. 5 Fig.
keep back; check; suppress: he smothered
a sharp reply. 6 cook in a covered pot
or baking dish: smothered chicken. [ME
smorther, n. < OE smorian suﬀocate]
—smothʹer·er, n.
smoul·der (smōlʹdәr), v., n. =smolder.
smudge (smuj), n., v., smudged, smudging. —n. 1 a dirty mark; smear. 2 a
smoky ﬁre made to drive away insects
or to protect fruit from frost. —v. mark
with dirty streaks; smear. —smudgʹy, adj.
—smudgʹi·ly, adv. —smudgʹi·ness, n.
smug (smug), adj., smug·ger, smug·gest,
too pleased with one’s own goodness,
cleverness, respectability, etc.; self-satisﬁed; complacent. [prob. < Du., LG
smuk spruce, adj.] —smugʹly, adv.
—smugʹness, n.
smug·gle (smugʹәl), v., –gled, –gling. 1
bring into or take out of a country
secretly and against the law. 2 bring,
take, put, etc., secretly. [< LG smuggeln]
—smugʹgler, n.
smut (smut), n., v., smut·ted, smut·ting.
—n. 1 soot, dirt, etc. 2 indecent, obscene
talk or writing; obscenity. 3 a plant
disease in which the ears of grain are
changed to a black dust. —v. 1 soil or
be soiled with smut. 2 become aﬀected
with smut. [OE smitte; inﬂ. by smudge,
smutch]
smut·ty (smutʹi), adj., –ti·er, –ti·est. 1
soiled with smut, soot, etc.; dirty. 2
indecent; obscene. 3 having the plant
disease called smut. —smutʹti·ly, adv.
—smutʹti·ness, n.
Sn, tin. [< L stannum]
snack (snak), n. 1 a light meal. 2 share;
portion. [< MLG snakken]
snack bar, place where light meals and
snacks are served.
snaf·ﬂe (snafʹәl), n., v., –ﬂed, –ﬂing. —n.
a slender, jointed bit used on a bridle.
—v. 1 put a snaﬄe on (a horse, etc.). 2
control or manage by a snaﬄe. [cf. Du.
snavel beak]
sna·fu (sna füʹ), adj., v., –fued, –fu·ing.
Informal. —adj. being in great disorder;
snarled; confused. —v. 1 put in disorder
or in a chaotic state. 2 mishandle.
snag (snag), n., v., snagged, snag·ging.
—n. 1 tree or branch held fast in a river
or lake. 2 any sharp or rough projecting point, such as the broken end of a
branch. 3 a hidden or unexpected obstacle. —v. 1 run or catch on a snag. 2 hinder. [? < Scand. (dial. Norw.) snage point
of land] —snagged, adj. —snagʹgy, adj.
snag·gle·tooth (snagʹәl tüth´), n., pl.
–teeth. tooth that grows apart from or
beyond the others. —snagʹgle-toothed´,
adj.
snail (snāl), n. 1 a small, soft-bodied
mollusk that crawls very slowly. Most
snails have spirally coiled shells on their
backs into which they can withdraw for
protection. 2 Fig. a lazy, slow-moving
person. [OE snegel]
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snake (snāk), n., v., snaked, snak·ing.
—n. 1 a long, slender, crawling reptile
without limbs. Some snakes are venomous. 2 Fig. a sly, treacherous person. 3
long, ﬂexible wire used by plumbers
to clear pipes, drains, etc. —v. move,
wind, or curve like a snake. [OE snaca]
—snakeʹlike´, adj.
snake oil, 1 medicine that is supposed
to cure most ailments but is completely
ineﬀective. 2 Fig. any ineﬀective remedy.
snak·y (snākʹi), adj., snak·i·er, snak·iest. 1 of a snake or snakes. 2 like a
snake; like the curving and turning of
a snake; twisting; winding. —snakʹi·ly,
adv. —snakʹi·ness, n.
snap (snap), v., snapped, snap·ping, n.,
adj., adv. —v. 1 make or cause to make
a sudden, sharp sound: this wood snaps
as it burns. 2 move, shut, catch, etc.,
with a snap: the latch snapped. 3 break
suddenly or sharply: the violin string
snapped. 4 Fig. become suddenly unable
to endure a strain: his nerves snapped.
5 seize suddenly: the dog snapped up
the meat, she snapped at the chance. 6
speak quickly and sharply: “Silence!”
snapped the teacher. 7 Fig. move quickly
and sharply: snap to attention. —n. 1 a
quick, sharp sound. 2 a sudden, sharp
breaking or the sound of breaking. 3 a
quick, sudden bite or snatch. 4 liveliness;
dash; vim. 5 a short spell of weather:
a cold snap. 6 fastener; clasp. 7 a thin,
crisp cooky. 8 an easy job, piece of work,
etc. —adj. 1 made or done suddenly;
offhand: snap judgment. 2 that moves,
shuts, catches, etc., with a snap. —adv. in
a brisk or sharp manner.
snap back, a recover quickly. b reply
sharply and quickly.
snap to it, move quickly; hurry.
snap up, seize or purchase immediately,
esp. a bargain. [< MDu., MLG snappen]
snap·drag·on (snapʹdrag´әn), n. a garden
plant with showy ﬂowers of crimson,
purple, white, yellow, etc.
snap·per (snapʹәr), n. 1 person or thing
that snaps. 2 a snapping turtle. 3 a red
ﬁsh of tropical seas used for food.
snapping turtle, a large turtle of American rivers that has powerful jaws with
which it snaps at its prey.
snap·pish (snapʹish), adj. 1 apt to snap.
2 quick and sharp in speech or manner; impatient. —snapʹpish·ly, adv.
—snapʹpish·ness, n.
snap·py (snapʹi), adj., –pi·er, –pi·est.
1 snappish; sharp. 2 quick or sudden.
3 having snap, crispness, smartness,
liveliness, etc.: snappy clothes, snappy
conversation. —snapʹpi·ly,adv.—snapʹpiness, n.
snap·shot (snapʹshot´), n. photograph
taken in an instant.
snare (snãr), n., v., snared, snar·ing. —n.
1 noose for catching small animals and
birds. 2 trap. 3 one of the strings of gut
or rawhide stretched across the bottom

of a snare drum. 3 Fig. anything that
traps or beguiles: the snare of ﬂattery.
—v. 1 catch with a snare. 2 trap: snared
by a lie. [< Scand. snara] —snarʹer, n.
snare drum, a small drum with strings of
gut or wire stretched across the bottom
to make a rattling sound.
snarl1 (snarl), v. 1 growl sharply and show
one’s teeth. 2 speak harshly in a sharp,
angry tone. 3 say or express with a snarl.
—n. 1 act of snarling. 2 a sharp, angry
growl. 3 sharp, angry words. [earlier
snar; cf. MDu., MLG snarren rattle; akin
to snore] —snarlʹer, n. —snarlʹing, adj.
—snarlʹing·ly, adv.
snarl2 (snärl), n. 1 tangle: she combed
the snarls out of her hair. 2 Fig. confusion: his legal aﬀairs were in a snarl.
—v. 1 tangle or become tangled. 2 Fig.
confuse. [ult. < snare or its source]
—snarlʹy, adj.
snatch (snach), v. 1 seize suddenly; grasp
hastily. 2 save or attain by quick action:
snatch victory from defeat. —n. 1 act
of snatching. 2 a short time. 3 a small
amount; bit; scrap.
snatch at, a try to seize or grasp; seize;
grasp. b eagerly take advantage of. [cf.
MDu. snakken] —snatchʹer, n.
sneak (snēk), v. sneaked or snuck, sneaking. 1 move in a stealthy, sly way. 2 get,
put, pass, etc., in a stealthy, sly way. 3 act
in a mean, contemptible, cowardly way.
—n. 1 act of sneaking. 2 person who
sneaks; cowardly, contemptible person.
sneak out of, avoid by slyness: sneak
out of an invitation with a slight
untruth. [cf. OE snīcan] —sneakʹing,
adj. —sneakʹing·ly, adv. —sneakʹy, adj.
—sneakʹi·ly, adv. —sneakʹi·ness, n.
sneak·er (snēkʹәr), n. 1 a light canvas
shoe with a soft rubber sole; tennis shoe.
2 a sneak.
sneakers, pair of such shoes.
sneer (snir), v. 1 show scorn or contempt
by looks or words. 2 utter with scorn or
contempt. —n. look or words expressing scorn or contempt. [ME snere(n);
akin to snore, snarl1] —sneerʹer, n.
—sneerʹing, adj. —sneerʹing·ly, adv.
sneeze (snēz), v., sneezed, sneez·ing, n.
—v. expel air suddenly and violently
through the nose and mouth by an
involuntary spasm. —n. a sudden, violent expelling of air through the nose
and mouth.
sneeze at, treat with contempt; despise.
[var. of earlier fnese(n), OE fnēosan]
—sneezʹer, n. —sneezʹing, n.
snick·er (snikʹәr), snig·ger (snigʹәr), n. a
half-suppressed and usually disrespectful laugh; sly or silly laugh; giggle. —v.
laugh in this way. [imit.] —snickʹer·er,
n. —snickʹer·ing·ly, adv.
snide (snīd), adj. slyly insinuating.
sniﬀ (snif), v. 1 draw air through the nose
in short, quick breaths that can be heard.
2 clear one’s nasal passages thus. 3 smell
with sniﬀs. 4 try the smell of. 5 draw in
through the nose with the breath: he

sniﬀed the medicine. 6 suspect; detect.
—n. 1 act or sound of sniﬃng. 2 a single
breathing in of something; breath. [akin
to snivel] —sniﬀʹer, n. —sniﬀʹing·ly,
adv. —sniﬀʹy, adj.
snif·ﬂe (snifʹәl), v., –ﬂed, –ﬂing, n. —v. 1
breathe audibly through a partly clogged
nose. 2 sniﬀ again and again. —n. a
sniﬄing.
the sniﬄes, a ﬁt of sniﬄing; tendency
to sniﬄe. b a slight cold in the head.
—snifʹﬂer, n.
snip (snip), v., snipped, snip·ping, n. —v.
cut with a small, quick stroke or series
of strokes with scissors. —n. 1 act of
snipping. 2 a small piece cut oﬀ. [< Du.,
LG snippen]
snipe (snīp), n., pl. snipes or (esp. collectively) snipe, v., sniped, snip·ing. —n.
any of various marsh birds with long
bills. —v. 1 hunt snipe. 2 shoot, as at soldiers one at a time as a sportsman shots
at game; shoot from a concealed place.
[< Scand. snīpa] —snipʹer, n.
snip·pet (snipʹit), n. 1 a small piece
snipped oﬀ. 2 a small or unimportant
person.
snip·py (snipʹi), adj., –pi·er, –pi·est.
1 sharp; curt. 2 haughty; disdainful.
[< snip] —snipʹpi·ness, n.
snitch1 (snich), v. snatch; steal.
—snitchʹer, n.
snitch2 (snich), v. be an informer; tell
tales. —n. informer. —snitchʹer, n.
sniv·el (snivʹәl), v., –eled, –el·ing, n. —v.
1 cry with sniﬄing. 2 put on a show of
grief; whine. 3 run at the nose; sniﬄe.
—n. 1 whining. 2 sniﬄing. [akin to OE
snoﬂ mucus] —snivʹel·er, n.
snob (snob), n. person who cares too
much for rank, wealth, position, etc., and
too little for real merit. —snobʹber·y, n.
—snobʹbish, adj. —snobʹbish·ly, adv.
—snobʹbish·ness, n.
snook·er (snu̇ʹkәr), n. version of billiards.
—v. 1 block (a snooker player) from
making a straight shot. 2 Informal. cheat
(someone). [orig. uncert.]
snoop (snüp), —v. go about in a sneaking,
prying way; prowl; pry. —n. 1 person
who snoops. 2 act of snooping. [< Du.
snoepen eat in a secret] —snoopʹer, n.
—snoopʹy, adj.
snoot·y (snütʹi), adj., snoot·i·er, snoot·iest. U.S. snobbish; conceited.
snooze (snüz), v., snoozed, snooz·ing,
n. —v. take a nap; sleep; doze. —n. nap;
doze.
snore (snôr; snōr), v., snored, snor·ing,
n. —v. breathe during sleep with a harsh,
rough sound. —n. the sound so made.
[ME snore(n)]
snor·kel (snôrʹkәl), n. 1 a periscopelike
intake and exhaust shaft which allows
submarines to remain submerged for a
very long period of time. 2 tube, curved
at one end with a mouthpiece at the
other, that allows swimmers to breathe
while submerged. [< LG, slang for nose
< unrecorded MLG snorkeln, frequenta-
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tive of snorken snore because it is the
nose of the submarine]
snort (snôrt), v. 1 force the breath violently through the nose with a loud,
harsh sound: the horse snorted. 2 make
a sound like this. 3 show contempt, deﬁance, anger, etc., by snorting. 4 say or
express with a snort. —n. act of snorting;
the sound made. [< snore] —snortʹer, n.
snout (snout), n. 1 the projecting part
of an animal’s head that contains the
nose, mouth, and jaws. Pigs, dogs, and
crocodiles have snouts. 2 anything like
an animal’s snout. 3 a large or ugly nose.
[ME snoute]
snout beetle, a small, snouted beetle that
eats grain, nuts, and fruit.
snow (snō), n. 1 water vapor frozen
into crystals that fall to earth in soft,
white ﬂakes and spread upon it as a
white layer. 2 a fall of snow. 3 cocaine
or heroin. —v. 1 fall as snow: snow
all day. 2 let fall or scatter as snow. 3
cover, block up, etc., with snow or as if
with snow. 4 deceive or persuade with
ﬂattery.
snow in, shut in by snow.
snow under, a cover with snow. b overwhelm. [OE snāw]
snow·ball (snōʹbôl´), n. 1 ball made of
snow pressed together. 2 shrub with
white ﬂowers in large clusters like balls.
—v. 1 throw balls of snow at. 2 increase
rapidly by additions like a snowball.
—snowʹball·ing, n.
snow·bank (snōʹbangk´), n. a large mass
or drift of snow.
snow·ber·ry (snōʹber´i), n., pl. –ries. 1 a
North American shrub that bears clusters of white berries in the fall. 2 the
berry.
snow·bird (snōʹbėrd´), n. 1 a small
American bird that has a slate-gray back
and a white breast, and is often seen
in ﬂocks during the winter. 2 the snow
bunting. 3 Informal. person who goes
to a warm climate for the winter, esp.
to Florida.
snow-blind (snōʹblīnd´), adj. temporarily or partly blind from exposure of
the eyes to the glare of snow. —snow
blindness.
snow·board (snoʹbôrd´; –bōrd´), n.
broad, short ski with bindings for the
feet, used for downhill skiing. Also, skiboard. —snowʹboard´er, snowʹboard´ing, n.
snow-bound (snōʹbound´), adj. shut in
by snow.
snow bunting, a small, white ﬁnch with
black and brownish markings that
inhabits cold regions.
snow-capped (snōʹkapt´), adj. having its
top covered with snow.
snow·drift (snōʹdrift´), n. 1 mass or bank
of snow piled up by the wind. 2 snow
driven before the wind.
snow·drop (snōʹdrop´), n. a small plant
with white ﬂowers that blooms early in
the spring.

snow·fall (snōʹfôl´), n. 1 a fall of snow. 2
amount of snow falling in a certain time
and area.
snow·ﬂake (snōʹﬂāk´), n. a small, feathery piece of snow.
snow job, Informal. something used to
overwhelm, as a ﬂow of fast, persuasive
talk.
snow·plow (snōʹplou´), n. machine for
clearing away snow from streets, railroad tracks, etc.
snow·shoe (snōʹshü´), n. a light, wooden
frame with strips of leather stretched
across it, worn to keep from sinking in
deep, soft snow.
snow·slide (snōʹslīd´), n. 1 the sliding
down of a mass of snow on a steep slope.
2 the mass of snow that slides.
snow·storm (snōʹstôrm´), n. storm with
much snow.
snow-white (snōʹhwītʹ), adj. white as
snow.
snow·y (snōʹi), adj., snow·i·er, snow·i·est.
1 having snow. 2 covered with snow. 3
like snow; white as snow. —snowʹi·ly,
adv. —snowʹi·ness, n.
snub (snub), v., snubbed, snub·bing,
n., adj. —v. 1 treat coldly, scornfully,
or with contempt. 2 check or stop (a
boat, horse, etc.) suddenly. —n.
1 cold, scornful, or disdainful treatment.
2 a sudden check or stop. 3 a sharp
rebuke. —adj. short and turned up at
the tip: a snub nose. [< Scand. snubba
reprove] —snubʹber, n.
snub-nosed (snubʹnōzd´), adj. having a
snub nose.
snuﬀ1 (snuf), v. 1 draw in through the
nose; draw up into the nose. 2 examine
by smelling; sniﬀ; smell. 3 take powdered tobacco into the nose by snuﬀing; use snuﬀ. —n. 1 powdered tobacco
taken into the nose. 2 act of snuﬃng. 3
amount snuﬀed.
up to snuﬀ, up to the usual standards.
[< MDu. snuﬀen sniﬀ ] —snuﬀʹy, adj.
—snuﬀʹi·ness, n.
snuﬀ2 v. 1 cut or pinch oﬀ the burned
wick of. 2 put out (a candle); extinguish.
—n. the burned part of a candlewick.
snuﬀ out, a put out; extinguish. b put an
end to suddenly and completely. c kill.
—snuﬀʹer, n.
snuﬀ·ers (snufʹәrz), n.pl. small tongs for
taking oﬀ burned wick or putting out
the light of a candle.
snuf·ﬂe (snufʹәl), v., –ﬂed, –ﬂing, n. —v. 1
breathe noisily through a partly clogged
nose. 2 smell; sniﬀ. 3 speak, sing, etc.,
through the nose or with a nasal tone.
—n. act or sound of snuﬄing.
the snuﬄes, ﬁt of snuﬄing; stuﬀed-up
condition of the nose, caused by a cold,
hay fever, etc. [ult. < snuﬀ1 or its source]
—snufʹﬂer, n. —snufʹﬂing·ly, adv.
snug (snug), adj., snug·ger, snug·gest, v.,
snugged, snug·ging, adv. —adj. 1 comfortable; warm; sheltered: a snug corner.
2 neat; trim; compact: a snug cabin. 3
ﬁtting closely. —v. make snug. —adv. in

a snug manner. [cf. Sw. snygg neat, trim]
—snugʹly, adv. —snugʹness, n.
snug·gle (snugʹәl), v., –gled, –gling. 1 lie
or press closely for warmth or comfort
or from aﬀection; nestle. 2 draw closely
[< snug]
so1 (sō; unstressed before consonants sә),
adv. 1 in that way; in the same way or
degree: is that really so?, do not walk so
fast, he was not so cold as she was. 2 very
or very much: you are so kind, my head
aches so. 3 for this reason; therefore: the
dog was hungry, so we fed it. —conj. with
the result that; in order that: go away so
I can rest, I did the work so he would not
need to. —interj. well! all right! —pron.
more or less: a pound or so.
and so, a likewise; also: she left and so
did I. b accordingly: the car broke down
and so we never got there.
and so on, et cetera.
so as, with the result or purpose: get up
early so as to be ready in time.
so far, up to this point.
so that, with the result or purpose that.
so what?, Informal. what diﬀerence does
it make?; who cares? [OE swā]
so2 (sō), n. sol.
so3 (sō), ﬁfth tone in a musical scale. [see
gamut]
So., South; south; southern.
soak (sōk), v. 1 make very wet; wet
through; saturate. 2 let remain in water
or other liquid until wet clear through. 3
make its way; enter; go: water will soak
through the earth. 4 Slang. make pay too
much; charge or tax heavily. —n. act or
process of soaking.
soak up, a absorb. b take into the mind.
[OE socian] —soakʹer, n. —soakʹing·ly,
adv.
so-and-so (sōʹәnd sō´), n., pl. –sos. some
person or thing not named.
soap (sōp), n. 1 substance used for washing, usually made of a fat and caustic
soda or potash. 2 any metallic salt of an
acid derived from a fat. —v. rub or treat
with soap. [OE sāpe]
soap·ber·ry (sōpʹber´i; –bәr i), n., pl.
–ries. 1 the fruit of any of certain tropical trees, used as a substitute for soap. 2
any of the trees bearing such fruit.
soap·box (sōpʹboks´), n. an empty box
used as a temporary platform by agitators or other speakers addressing gatherings on the streets.
soap opera, a daytime television drama
presented in serial form, usually featuring emotional domestic situations.
soap·stone (sōpʹstōn´), n. stone that feels
somewhat like soap.
soap·suds (sōpʹsudz´), n.pl. bubbles and
foam made with soap and water.
soap·y (sōpʹi), adj., soap·i·er, soap·i·est.
1 covered with soap or soapsuds. 2 containing soap. 3 like soap; smooth; greasy.
—soapʹi·ly, adv. —soapʹi·ness, n.
soar (sôr; sōr), v. 1 ﬂy at a great height;
ﬂy upward: an eagle soars. 2 rise beyond
what is common and ordinary; aspire:
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his ambition soared to the throne. 3 ﬂy or
move through the air by means of rising air currents. —n. 1 act of soaring. 2
height attained in soaring. [< OF essorer,
ult. < L ex– out + aura breeze] —soarʹer,
n. —soarʹing·ly, adv.
sob (sob), v., sobbed, sob·bing, n., adj.
—v. 1 cry or sigh with short, quick
breaths. 2 put, send, etc., by sobbing: she
sobbed herself to sleep. 3 make a sound
like a sob. 4 utter with sobs. —n. a catching of short, quick breaths because of
grief, etc. —adj. Informal. intended to
arouse feelings of pity, sadness, etc.: sob
stories. [prob. ult. imit.] —sobʹbing, n.
—sobʹbing·ly, adv.
so·ber (sōʹbәr), adj. 1 not drunk. 2 temperate; moderate: a sober, hard-working
life. 3 quiet; serious; solemn: a sober
expression. 4 quiet in color: dressed in
sober gray. —v. make or become sober.
sober up, recover from too much alcoholic drink. [< OF < L sobrius] —soʹberly, adv. —soʹber·ness, n.
so·ber-mind·ed (sōʹbәr mīnʹdid), adj.
self-controlled; sensible. —soʹbermindʹed·ness, n.
so·bri·e·ty (sә brīʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
soberness. 2 temperance in the use of
strong drink. 3 moderation. 4 quietness;
seriousness.
so·bri·quet (sōʹbrә kā), n. nickname.
[< F]
so-called (sōʹkôldʹ), adj. 1 called thus
improperly or incorrectly. 2 called
thus.
soc·cer (sokʹәr), n. game played between
two teams of eleven people each, using a
round ball; association football. The ball
may be struck with any part of the body
except the hands and arms. [< assoc.,
abbrev. of association]
so·cia·ble (sōʹshә bәl), adj. 1 liking company; friendly. 2 marked by conversation
and companionship: we had a sociable
afternoon together. —so´cia·bilʹi·ty, soʹcia·ble·ness, n. —soʹcia·bly, adv.
so·cial (sōʹshәl), adj. 1 concerned with
human beings in their relations to each
other: social problems, man is a social
creature. 2 for companionship or friendliness: social club. 3 liking company: she
has a social nature. 4 living together in
organized communities: ants and bees
are social insects. —n. a social gathering or party. [< L, < socius companion,
orig. adj., sharing in] —soʹcial·ly, adv.
—soʹcial·ness, n.
social climber, person who associates
with others who, because of their wealth
or status, will improve his or her standing in society. —social climbing.
so·cial·ism (sōʹshәl iz әm), n. 1 system
of social organization by which the
means of production and distribution
are owned collectively and controlled
through the government. 2 a political
movement associated with this system.
—soʹcial·ist, n., adj. —so´cial·isʹtic,
adj.

Socialist Party, political party that favors
and supports socialism.
so·cial·ite (sōʹshәl īt), n. a prominent person in society.
so·cial·ize (sōʹshәl īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
1 make social. 2 make ﬁt for living with
others. 3 adapt to community needs. 4
establish or regulate in accordance with
socialism. —so´cial·i·zaʹtion, n.
socialized medicine, medical care and
hospital services for a whole society, esp.
through government administration.
social science, study of people, their
activities, and their customs in relationship to others. History, sociology, economics, and civics are social sciences.
—social scientist.
social security, system of federal pensions for employed persons. The government pays part of the pension,
part is deducted from the employee’s
salary, and part is paid by his or her
employer.
social studies, course of studies in elementary, middle, and high school that
includes history, civics, geography, etc.
social work, social service, work directed
toward the betterment of social conditions in a community. Child welfare
departments, district nursing organizations, etc., are forms of social work.
—social worker.
so·ci·e·ty (sә sīʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 group
of persons joined together for a common purpose or by a common interest. A club, a fraternity, a lodge, or an
association may be called a society. 2
all the people; the people of any particular time or place: the good of society
demands that wrongdoing be punished.
3 company; companionship. 4 fashionable people; their doings. [< L societas
< socius sharing in]
Society of Friends. the Quakers. See
friend (def. 4).
Society of Jesus. the Jesuit religious
order.
so·ci·o·bi·ol·o·gy (sō´si ō bī olʹә ji; –shi–),
n. study of the role of biology in the
social behavior of all animals.
so·ci·o·lin·guis·tics (sō´si o ling gwisʹtiks; –shi–), n. branch of linguistics
concerned with social inﬂuences on
language and speech.
so·ci·ol·o·gy (sō´si olʹә ji; –shi–), n. study
of the nature, origin, and development
of human society and community life;
science of society. Sociology deals with
the facts of crime, poverty, marriage,
divorce, the church, the school, etc. [< L
socius companion + –logy] —so´ci·ologʹi·cal, adj. —so´ci·o·logʹi·cal·ly, adv.
—so´ci·olʹo·gist, n.
so·ci·o·path (sōʹsi ә path; –shi–), n. completely antisocial person. —so´ci·opathʹic, adj.
sock1 (sok), n. a short stocking, esp. one
that reaches about halfway to the knee.
[< L soccus a light shoe worn by actors
in comedy]

sock2 (sok), v. strike or hit hard. —n. a
hard blow.
sock·et (sokʹit), n. 1 a hollow part or piece
for receiving and holding something.
Eyes are set in sockets. 2 a connecting
place for electric wires and plugs. [< AF
soket < soc plowshare < Celtic]
sod (sod), n., v., sod·ded, sod·ding. —n.
1 ground covered with grass. 2 piece or
layer of this containing the grass and
its roots. —v. cover with sods. [< MDu.,
MLG sode]
so·da (sōʹdә), n. 1 sodium carbonate;
washing soda. 2 sodium bicarbonate;
baking soda. 3 sodium hydroxide; caustic soda. 4 soda water. 5 soda water ﬂavored with fruit juice or syrup, and often
containing ice cream. [< Med.L]
soda ash, partly puriﬁed sodium carbonate.
so·dal·i·ty (sō dalʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 fellowship; friendship. 2 an association,
society, or fraternity. [< L, < sodalis
sociable]
soda water, water charged with carbon
dioxide to make it bubble and ﬁzz, often
served with the addition of syrup, ice
cream, etc.
sod·den (sodʹәn), adj. 1 soaked through. 2
heavy and moist. 3 dull-looking; stupid.
[old pp. of seethe] —sodʹden·ness, n.
so·di·um (sōʹdi әm), n. a soft, silverwhite metallic element, Na, occurring
in nature only in compounds. Salt and
soda contain sodium. [< soda]
sodium bicarbonate, a powdery white
substance, NaHCO3, used in cooking,
medicine, etc.: baking soda.
sodium borate, =borax.
sodium carbonate, a salt, Na2CO3, that
occurs in a powdery white form and in a
hydrated crystalline form; washing soda.
It is used for softening water, making
soap and glass, etc.
sodium chloride, common salt, NaCl.
sodium hydroxide, a white solid, NaOH,
that is a strong, corrosive alkali; caustic
soda.
sodium nitrate, colorless crystals,
NaNO3, used in making fertilizers,
explosives, etc.; Chile saltpeter.
sod·om·y (sodʹәm i), n. unnatural sexual
intercourse. [< OF sodomie < Sodome
Sodom]
so·ev·er (sō evʹәr), adv. 1 in any case; in
any way; in any degree: no matter how
long soever the work may take. 2 of any
kind; at all.
so·fa (sōʹfә), n. a long, upholstered seat
or couch having a back and arms. [< F
< Ar. soﬀah]
sofa bed, sofa that can be converted into
a bed; convertible sofa.
So·ﬁ·a (sōʹﬁ ә; sō fēʹә), n. capital of Bulgaria.
soft (sôft; soft), adj. 1 not hard; yielding
readily to touch or pressure: a soft pillow. 2 not hard compared with other
things of the same kind: lead is a soft
metal. 3 ﬁne in texture; not rough or
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coarse; smooth: soft skin. 4 pleasant;
mild; not sharp or harsh: a soft voice,
soft light. 5 gentle; kind; tender: a soft
heart. 6 containing no mineral salts
which interfere with the action of soap:
soft water. 7 weak: soft from lack of
exercise, soft in the head. 8 pronounced
as a fricative or an aﬀricate, rather than
as an explosive sound. The c and g in
city and gem are “soft”; in corn and get
they are “hard.” —adv. softly; quietly;
gentle. —n. that which is soft; soft part.
[OE sōfte] —softʹish, adj. —softʹly, adv.
—softʹness, n.
soft·ball (sôftʹbôl´; softʹ–), n. a modiﬁed
kind of baseball employing a larger,
softer ball.
soft-boiled (sôftʹboildʹ; softʹ–), adj.
boiled only a little so as to keep (egg
yolks, etc.) soft.
soft coal =bituminous coal.
soft drink, drink that contains no alcohol.
soft·en (sôfʹәn; sofʹ–), v. make or become softer. —softʹen·er, n. —softʹening, n.
soft goods, textiles, groceries, etc.
—softʹgoods, adj.
soft-heart·ed (sôftʹhärʹtid; softʹ–), adj.
gentle; kind; tender. —softʹ-heartʹedness, n.
soft landing, 1 the landing of a spacecraft
on a celestial object that is slow enough
to prevent jarring or damage to the craft.
2 Fig. descent from an economic boom
that is not damaging to the general
economy.
soft lens, contact lens that is made of
plastic and is not rigid.
soft palate. See palate (def. 1).
soft-ped·al (sôft´pedʹәl; soft´–), v. –aled,
–al·ing. 1 soften sound on a piano with
a pedal. 2 Fig. make less important; tone
down. —soft pedal, n.
soft sell, selling by persuasion rather than
by aggressive tactics or pressure.
soft shoe, tap dance performed with
shoes that do not have metal taps.
—softʹ-shoeʹ v.
soft-spo·ken (sôftʹ spōʹkәn; softʹ–), adj. 1
spoken in a low, soft voice. 2 Fig. persuasive; mild: a soft-spoken critic.
soft·ware (sôftʹwãr´; softʹ–). n. 1 programs for a computer that allow it to
perform diﬀerent tasks. 2 Fig. anything
peripheral to a task, system, etc.: buckles
are military software, bullets are not.
soft soap, 1 a liquid or semiliquid soap.
2 ﬂattery.
soft-soap (sôft´sōpʹ; soft´–), v. ﬂatter.
soft·wood (sôftʹwu̇d´; softʹ–), n. 1 in forestry, tree that has needles or does not
have broad leaves. 2 wood of such a
tree.
soft·y (sôfʹti; sofʹ–), n., pl. soft·ies. a person who is easily imposed upon.
sog·gy (sogʹi), adj., –gi·er, –gi·est. 1 thoroughly wet; soaked: a soggy washcloth. 2
damp and heavy: soggy bread. —sogʹginess, n.

soil1 (soil), n. 1 ground; earth; dirt:
sandy soil. 2 land; country. [< AF
< L solium seat, inﬂ. by L solum soil]
—soiled, adj.
soil2 (soil), v. 1 make or become dirty:
he soiled his clean clothes. 2 spot; stain:
the splashing paint soiled the wall. 3 Fig.
disgrace; dishonor: soil the family name.
—n. a spot; stain. [< OF soillier, ult. < L
suile pigsty < sus pig]
soi·ree (swä rāʹ), n. an evening party or
social gathering. [< F, < soir evening]
so·journ (v. sō jėrnʹ, sōʹjėrn; n. sōʹjėrn),
v. stay for a time. —n. a brief stay. [< OF
sojorner, ult. < L sub under + diurnus of
the day] —so·journʹer, n. —so·journʹment, n.
Sol (sol), n. sun.
sol (sōl), n. the ﬁfth tone of the scale.
Also, so. [see gamut]
sol·ace (solʹis), n., v., –aced, –ac·ing.
—n. comfort; relief. —v. comfort; relieve.
[< OF < L solacium < solari console]
—solʹace·ment, n. —solʹac·er, n.
so·lar (sōʹlәr), adj. 1 of the sun: a solar
eclipse. 2 having to do with the sun: solar
phenomena. 3 coming from the sun:
solar energy. 4 measured or determined
by the earth’s motion in relation to the
sun: a solar year. 5 working by means
of the sun’s light or heat: a solar battery.
[< L, < sol sun]
solar battery, a device to trap sunlight
and convert it into electrical energy.
solar cell, device to convert solar radiation into electrical energy.
so·lar·i·um (sә lãrʹi әm), n., pl. –lar·i·a
(–lãrʹi ә). room, porch, etc., where people
can lie or sit in the sun. [< L, < sol sun]
solar plexus, network of nerves situated at the upper part of the abdomen,
behind the stomach and in front of the
aorta.
solar system, sun and all the planets, satellites, comets, etc., that revolve around
it.
solar wind, changed particles sent from
the sun in a continuous stream through
space.
solar year, =astronomical year.
sold (sōld), v. pt. and pp. of sell.
sol·der (sodʹәr), n. 1 metal or alloy that
can be melted and used for joining
or mending metal surfaces, parts, etc.
2 anything that unites ﬁrmly or joins
closely. —v. 1 fasten, mend, or join with
solder. 2 unite ﬁrmly; join closely. 3
mend; repair; patch. [< OF soldure, ult.
< L solidus solid] —solʹder·er, n.
sol·dier (sōlʹjәr), n. 1 person who serves
in an army. 2 an enlisted person in the
army, not a commissioned oﬃcer. 3
person having skill or experience in
war. 4 person who serves in any cause.
—v. 1 act or serve as a soldier. 2 pretend to work but do very little. [< OF,
< soulde pay < L solidus, a Roman coin]
—solʹdier·ly, adj. —solʹdier·li·ness, n.
soldier of fortune, person serving or
ready to serve as a soldier under any
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government for money, adventure, or
pleasure.
sol·dier·y (sōlʹjәr i), n. 1 soldiers. 2 military training of knowledge.
sole1 (sōl), adj. 1 one and only; single: the
sole survivor, sole heir. 2 only: the sole
grounds for action were based on hearsay.
3 of or for only one person or group and
not others; exclusive: the sole right of use.
4 without help; alone: a sole undertaking.
[< L solus] —soleʹness, n.
sole2 (sōl), n., v., soled, sol·ing. —n. 1 the
bottom or under surface of the foot. 2
bottom of a shoe, slipper, boot, etc. 3 the
under surface; under part; bottom. —v.
put a sole on. [< L solea < solum bottom,
ground] —soled, adj.
sole3 (sōl), n., pl. soles or (esp. collectively)
sole. a kind of ﬂatﬁsh. European sole is
valued highly as food. [< F < L solea,
orig., sole2]
sol·e·cism (solʹә siz әm), n. 1 violation
of the grammatical or other accepted
usages of a language; mistake in using
words. “I done it” is a solecism. 2 mistake in social behavior; breach of good
manners or etiquette. 3 any error. [< L
< Gk. soloikismos, supposedly < Soloi,
Greek colony in Cilicia] —solʹe·cist,
n. —sol´e·cisʹtic, adj. —sol´e·cisʹti·cally, adv.
sole·ly (sōlʹli), adv. 1 as the only one or
ones; alone: solely responsible for the
accident. 2 only: the plant can be found
solely in the United States. 3 wholly: a
solely ﬁctitious story.
sol·emn (solʹәm), adj. 1 serious;
grave; earnest: a solemn face. 2 causing
serious or grave thoughts. 3 done with
form and ceremony. 4 connected with
religion; sacred. 5 legally correct. [< L
sollemnis] —solʹemn·ly, adv. —solʹemnness, n.
so·lem·ni·ty (sә lemʹnә ti), n., pl. –ties.
1 solemn feeling; seriousness; impressiveness. 2 Often, solemnities. a solemn,
formal ceremony.
sol·em·nize (solʹәm nīz), v., –nized, –nizing. 1 observe with ceremonies. 2 hold
or perform (a ceremony or service). 3
make serious or grave. —sol´em·nizaʹtion, n.
so·le·noid (sōʹlә noid), n. coil of wire
that acts like a magnet when electricity
passes through it, used in automobile
directional signal lights, starters, etc.
[< F solénoide < Gk. sōlēn channel +
eídos form]
sol-fa (sōl´fäʹ), n. system of singing the
syllables do, re, mi, fa, sol, la, ti, do to
tones of the scale. [< Ital., < sol + fa. See
gamut.]
so·lic·it (sә lisʹit), v. 1 try to obtain orders
or business: solicit for a business ﬁrm. 2
ask earnestly for: solicit advice. 3 make
appeals or requests: solicit for contributions. 4 accost with immoral oﬀers. 5
inﬂuence to do wrong; tempt; entice.
[< L sol(l)icitare < sol(l)icitus wholly
moved] —so·lic´i·taʹtion, n.
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so·lic·i·tor (sә lisʹә tәr), n. 1 person who
entreats or requests. 2 person who seeks
trade, business, donations, etc. 3 in England, a lawyer. A solicitor prepares a
case, and a barrister pleads it. —so·licʹitor·ship´, n.
solicitor general, pl. solicitors general.
1 a law oﬃcer who assists the attorney
general and ranks next below him. 2
the chief law oﬃcer in a state having no
attorney general.
so·lic·it·ous (sә lisʹә tәs), adj. 1 showing
care or concern; anxious; concerned:
parents are solicitous for their children’s progress. 2 desirous; eager. [< L
sol(l)icitus. See solicit.] —so·licʹit·ously, adv. —so·licʹit·ous·ness, n.
so·lic·i·tude (sә lisʹә tüd; –tūd), n. anxious
care; anxiety; concern. —so·lic´i·tuʹdinous, adj.
sol·id (solʹid), adj. 1 not a liquid or a gas:
solid particles ﬂoating in water. 2 not
hollow: a solid ball of matter. 3 dense;
thick; heavy: solid masses of smoke. 4
strongly put together; hard; ﬁrm: solid
construction. 5 alike throughout: the
cloth is a solid blue. 6 ﬁrmly united:
the country was solid for peace. 7 real;
serious: chemistry and physics are solid
subjects. 8 genuine: solid comfort. 9 that
can be depended on; having good judgment; sensible: a solid citizen, a solid
thinker. 10 ﬁnancially sound or strong:
a solid business. 11 whole; undivided;
continuous: three solid hours, a solid row
of houses. 12 written without a hyphen.
Earthworm is a solid word. —n. 1 substance or body that is not a liquid or a
gas. 2 body that has length, breadth, and
thickness. [< L solidus] —solʹid·ly, adv.
—solʹid·ness, n.
sol·i·dar·i·ty (sol´ә darʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
unity or fellowship arising from common responsibilities and interests.
solid geometry, mathematics that deals
with three dimensions, length, breadth,
and thickness.
so·lid·i·fy (sә lidʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1
make or become solid; harden. 2 unite
ﬁrmly. —so·lidʹi·ﬁ´a·ble, adj. —so·lid´iﬁ·caʹtion, n.
so·lid·i·ty (sә lidʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. a being
solid; ﬁrmness; hardness; density.
so·lil·o·quize (sә lilʹә kwīz), v., –quized,
–quiz·ing. 1 talk to oneself. 2 speak
a soliloquy. —so·lilʹo·quist, so·lilʹoquiz´er, n. —so·lilʹo·quiz´ing·ly, adv.
so·lil·o·quy (sә lilʹә kwi), n., pl. –quies. 1
a talking to oneself. 2 speech made by
an actor to him or herself when alone on
the stage. It reveals his or her thoughts
and feelings to the audience, but not to
the other characters in the play. [< LL,
< L solus alone + loqui speak]
sol·i·taire (solʹә tãr), n. 1 a card game
played by one person. 2 diamond or
other gem set by itself. [< F < L solitarius. Doublet of solitary.]
sol·i·tar·y (solʹә ter´i), adj., n., pl. –taries. —adj. 1 alone; single; only: a solitary

passenger. 2 without companions; away
from people; lonely: a solitary kind of
life. —n. person living alone, away from
people. [< L solitarius, ult. < solus alone.
Doublet of solitaire.] —solʹi·tar´i·ly,
adv. —solʹi·tar´i·ness, n.
sol·i·tude (solʹә tüd; –tūd), n. 1 a being
alone. 2 a lonely place. 3 loneliness. [< L,
< solus alone]
sol·mi·za·tion (sol´mә zāʹshәn), n. system of singing the syllables, esp. the solfa syllables, to the tones of the scale. [< F
solmisation, ult. < sol + mi. See gamut.]
so·lo (sōʹlō), n., pl. –los, –li (–lē), adj., v.
—n. 1 piece of music for one voice or
instrument. 2 anything done without
a partner, companion, instructor, etc.
—adj. 1 arranged for and performed by
one voice or instrument. 2 playing the
solo part. 3 without a partner, companion, instructor, etc.; alone. —v. ﬂy alone.
[< Ital., alone, < L solus]
so·lo·ist (sōʹlō ist), n. person who performs a solo or solos.
Sol·o·mon (solʹә mәn), n. man of great
wisdom.
Sol·o·mon’s-seal (solʹә mәnz sēl´), n. a
kind of plant that has small ﬂowers
hanging from the bases of the leaves and
a rootstock with seallike scars.
So·lon (sōʹlәn; –lon), n. a wise man; sage.
[< the name of the Athenian lawgiver,
633?–558? b.c.] —So·lonʹic, adj.
so long, good-by; farewell.
sol·stice (solʹstis), n. either of the two
times in the year, when the sun is at
its greatest distance from the celestial
equator. In the Northern Hemisphere,
June 21 or 22, the summer solstice, is
the longest day of the year, and December 21 or 22, the winter solstice, is the
shortest. [< OF < L solstitium, ult. < sol
sun + sistere stand still] —sol·stiʹtial,
adj.
sol·u·ble (solʹyә bәl), adj. 1 that can be
dissolved or made into liquid. 2 that can
be solved. [< L solubilis < solvere dissolve] —sol´u·bilʹi·ty, solʹu·ble·ness, n.
—solʹu·bly, adv.
so·lu·tion (sә lüʹshәn), n. 1 the solving
of a problem. 2 explanation. 3 process
of dissolving; changing of a solid or gas
to a liquid by treatment with a liquid. 4
liquid or mixture formed by dissolving.
5 a separating into parts. 6 condition of
being dissolved. Sugar and salt can be
held in solution in water. [< L solutio a
loosing < solvere loosen] —so·luʹtional, adj.
solution set, set which contains all of
the solutions to an open sentence in
mathematics.
solve (solv), v., solved, solv·ing. ﬁnd the
answer to; clear up; explain. [< L solvere
loosen] —solvʹa·ble, adj. —solv´a·bilʹity, solvʹa·ble·ness, n. —solvʹer, n.
sol·vent (solʹvәnt), adj. 1 able to pay all
that one owes. 2 able to dissolve. —n.
1 substance, usually a liquid, that can
dissolve other substances. 2 thing that

solves. [< L solvens loosening, paying]
–solʹven·cy, n.
So·ma·li (sә mäʹli), n., pl. –li, –lis. member of a people living in E Africa or their
language.
So·ma·lia (sә mäʹlyә), n. country in E
Africa.
so·mat·ic (sō matʹik), adj. 1 of or
pertaining to the body. 2 pertaining
to the cavity of the body, or its walls.
[< GK., < sôma body] —so·matʹi·cally, adv.
so· mat· o· plasm (sōʹ mә tә plaz´ әm),
n. protoplasm of all cells of the body
except germ cells. [< Gk. sôma body +
plásma something molded]
som·ber (somʹbәr), adj. 1 dark; gloomy.
2 melancholy; dismal. [< F sombre]
—somʹber·ly, adv. —somʹber·ness, n.
som·brer·o (som brãrʹō), n., pl. –brer·os.
a broad-brimmed hat worn in the SW
United States, Mexico, etc. [< Sp., ult.
< L umbra shade]
some (sum; unstressed sәm), adj. 1 certain,
but not known or named: some people
sleep more than others. 2 a number of: he
was here some weeks ago. 3 a quantity of:
have some water. 4 a; any: ask some girl
to come here. 5 about: some twenty people saw it. 6 notable; big; good: that was
some storm! —pron. 1 certain unnamed
persons or things: some think so. 2 a
certain number or quantity: may I have
some of that? —adv. 1 to some degree
or extent; somewhat: he is some better
today. 2 to a great degree or extent: that’s
going some!
and then some, Informal. with a good
deal more. [OE sum]
–some1, suﬃx. 1 tending to, as in frolicsome. 2 causing, as in awesome, troublesome. 3 to a considerable degree, as in
lonesome. [OE –sume]
–some2, suﬃx. group of, as in twosome,
foursome. [< some]
some·bod·y (sumʹbod´i; –bә di), pron., n.,
pl. –bod·ies. —pron. person not known
or named; some person; someone. —n.
person of importance.
some·how (sumʹhou), adv. in a way not
known or not stated; in one way or
another.
somehow or other, in one way or
another.
some·one (sumʹwun; –wәn), pron., n.
some person; somebody.
som·er·sault (sumʹәr sôlt), n. a roll or
jump, turning the heels over the head.
—v. perform a somersault.
turn a somersault, somersault: turned
somersaults on the mat. [< earlier F sombresault < Pr., ult. < L supra over + saltus
jump]
some·thing (sumʹthing), n. 1 some thing;
particular thing not named or known:
he has something on his mind. 2 a certain
amount or quantity; part; little: something yet of doubt remains. 3 thing or
person of some value or importance: he
thinks he’s something. 4 thing or person
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that is to a certain extent an example of
what is named: Einstein was something
of a violinist. —adv. somewhat; to some
extent or degree: he is something like
his father.
something else, Informal. something
special or remarkable.
some·time (sumʹtīm), adv. 1 at an indeﬁnite time in the future: come over sometime. 2 at an indeﬁnite point of time:
sometime last March. —adj. former: a
sometime pupil.
some·times (sumʹtīmz), adv. now and
then; at times: he comes to visit sometimes.
some·what (sumʹhwot), adv. to some
extent or degree; slightly: somewhat
round. —n. some part; some amount:
somewhat of a musician.
some·where (sumʹhwãr), adv. 1 in or
to some place; in or to one place or
another: he lives somewhere in the neighborhood. 2 at some time: it happened
somewhere in the last century. —n. an
undetermined or unspeciﬁed place.
som·nam·bu·late (som namʹbyә lāt), v.,
–lat·ed, –lat·ing. walk in one’s sleep.
som·nam·bu·lism (som namʹbyә liz әm),
n. sleepwalking. [< L somnus sleep +
ambulare to walk] —som·namʹbu·list,
n. —som·nam´bu·lisʹtic, adj. —somnam´bu·lisʹti·cal·ly, adv.
som·nif·er·ous (som nifʹәr әs), adj. 1
causing sleep. 2 sleepy. [< L, < somnus
sleep + ferre bring] —som·nifʹer·ously, adv.
som·no·lent (somʹnә lәnt), adj. sleepy;
drowsy. [< L, < somnus sleep] —somʹnolence, somʹno·len·cy, n. —somʹno·lently, adv.
son (sun), n. 1 a male child. 2 a male
descendant. 3 boy or man attached to
country, etc., as a child is to its parents.
4 anything thought of as a son in relation to its origin. 5 term of address to
a boy or man from an older person,
priest, etc.
the Son, Jesus Christ. [OE sunu]
so·nant (sōʹnәnt), adj. of sound; having
sound; sounding. [< L sonans sounding
< sonus, n., sound] —soʹnance, n.
so·na·ta (sә näʹtә), n. piece of music,
usually for the piano and sometimes
another instrument, having three or
four movements in contrasted rhythms
but related keys. [< Ital., lit., sounded (on
an instrument, as distinguished from
sung), ult. < L sonus sound]
son·a·ti·na (sonʹә tiʹnә), n., pl. –nas,
–ni (–nā). short sonata. [< Ital., dim.
of sonata]
song (sông; song), n. 1 something to sing;
short poem set to music. 2 poetry that
has a musical sound. 3 piece of music
for, or as if for, a poem that is to be
sung. 4 act or practice of singing. 5 any
sound like singing: the song of the brook.
6 a mere triﬂe; low price: buy things for
a song.
for a song, cheaply.

song and dance, Informal, explanation
or account, not necessarily true, and
often intended to impress or deceive.
[OE sang]
song·bird (sôngʹbėrd´; songʹ–), n. 1 bird
that sings. 2 a woman singer.
song·less (sôngʹlis; songʹ–), adj. without
song; not able to sing, esp. of a bird.
Song of Solomon, The, a book of the Old
Testament.
song sparrow, a small North American
songbird with black, brown, and white
feathers.
song·ster (sôngʹstәr; songʹ–), n. 1 singer.
2 writer of songs or poems. 3 songbird.
song·stress (sôngʹstris; songʹ–), n. 1 a
woman singer. 2 a woman writer of
songs or poems; poetess. 3 a female
songbird.
song thrush, 1 the wood thrush. 2 a
European bird noted for its song; the
mavis.
son·ic (sonʹik), adj. 1 of, having to do
with, or using sound waves. 2 having to
do with the rate at which sound travels
in air (1087 feet per second).
sonic barrier, point at which an aircraft
or projectile attains the same rate of
speed as sound; sound barrier. Air disturbances are encountered at this point.
sonic boom, loud noise produced by
shock waves caused when an aircraft’s
speed is greater than the speed of
sound.
son-in-law (sunʹin lô´), n., pl. sons-inlaw. the husband of one’s daughter.
son·net (sonʹit) n. poem having 14 lines,
usually in iambic pentameter, and a certain arrangement of rhymes. [< F < Ital.
< Pr. sonet, ult. < L sonus sound]
son·net·eer (son´ә tirʹ), n. writer of sonnets. —v. write sonnets.
son·ny (sunʹi), n., pl. –nies. little son.
so·no·rous (sә nôʹrәs; –nōʹ–), adj. 1 giving out or having a deep, loud sound.
2 full and rich in sound. 3 having an
impressive sound; high-sounding. [< L
sonorus, ult. < sonus sound] —so·norʹity, so·noʹrous·ness, n. —so·noʹrous·ly,
adv.
soon (sün), adv. 1 in a short time; before
long: I will see you again soon. 2 before
the usual or expected time; early: why
have you come so soon? 3 readily; willingly: I would as soon ride as walk. [OE
sōna at once] —soonʹness, n.
soot (su̇t; süt), n. a black substance in
the smoke from burning coal, wood,
oil, etc. —v. cover or blacken with soot.
[OE sōt]
sooth (süth), Archaic. —n. truth.
—adj. true. —adv. in truth. [OE sōth]
—soothʹly, adv.
soothe (süth), v., soothed, sooth·ing. 1
quiet; calm; comfort. 2 make less painful;
relieve; ease. [OE sōthian] —soothʹer, n.
—soothʹing, adj. —soothʹing·ly, adv.
—soothʹing·ness, n.
sooth·say·er (süthʹsā´әr), n. person
who claims to tell what will hap-

pen; person who makes predictions.
—soothʹsay´ing, n.
soot·y (su̇tʹi; sütʹi), adj., soot·i·er, soot·iest. 1 covered or blackened with soot.
2 dark-brown or black; dark-colored.
—sootʹi·ly, adv. —sootʹi·ness, n.
sop (sop), n., v., sopped, sop·ping. —n. 1
piece of food dipped or soaked in milk,
broth, etc. 2 Fig. something given to
soothe or quiet; bribe. —v. 1 dip or soak.
2 take up (water, etc.); wipe; mop. 3
drench. [OE sopp]
soph·ism (sofʹiz әm), n. 1 a clever but
misleading argument; argument based
on false or unsound reasoning. 2 fallacy.
[< L < Gk., ult. < sophos clever]
soph·ist (sofʹist), n. 1 a clever but misleading reasoner. 2 Often, Sophist. a
one of a class of teachers of rhetoric, philosophy, ethics, etc., in ancient Greece. b
any member of this class at a later date
who was concerned with clever, rather
than sound, argument. 3 man of learning. —so·phisʹti·cal, so·phisʹtic, adj.
—so·phisʹti·cal·ly, adv. —so·phisʹtical·ness, n.
so·phis·ti·cate (v. sә·ﬁsʹtә·kāt; adj., n. sә·
ﬁsʹtә·kāt, –kit), v., –cat·ed, –cat·ing, adj.,
n. —v. make experienced in worldly
ways. —adj. sophisticated. —n. a sophisticated person. [< Med.L sophisticatus.
See sophism.]
so·phis·ti·cat·ed (sә ﬁsʹtә kāt´id), adj. 1
experienced in worldly ways. 2 appealing to the tastes of sophisticated people.
so·phis·ti·ca·tion (sә ﬁs´tә kāʹshәn), n.
worldly experience or ideas.
soph·ist·ry (sofʹis tri), n., pl. –ries. 1
unsound reasoning. 2 a clever but misleading argument. 3 art, practice, or
learning of the ancient Greek sophists,
esp. of their type of argument.
soph·o·more (sofʹә môr; sofʹmôr; –mōr),
n. student in the second year of high
school or college. —adj. of or pertaining
to second-year students. [< sophom, var.
of sophism]
soph·o·mor·ic (sof´ә môrʹik; sof môrʹik;
–morʹ–), adj. 1 a of, pertaining to, or
like a sophomore or sophomores. b
Fig. intellectually immature. 2 conceited
and pretentious but crude and ignorant.
—soph´o·morʹi·cal·ly, adv.
so·po·rif·ic (sō´pә rifʹik; sop´ә–), adj. 1
causing or tending to cause sleep. 2
sleepy; drowsy. —n. drug that causes
sleep. [< L sopor deep sleep + facere
make]
sop·ping (sopʹing), adj. soaked;
drenched.
sop·py (sopʹi), adj., –pi·er, –pi·est. 1
soaked; very wet. 2 Fig. annoyingly or
too sentimental.
so·pran·o (sә pranʹō; –präʹnō), n., pl.
–pran·os, –pra·ni (–präʹnē), adj. —n.
1 the highest singing voice in women
and boys. 2 singer with such a voice.
3 a soprano part. —adj. of, sung by, or
composed for a soprano. [< Ital., < sopra
above < L supra]
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sorcerer

sor·cer·er (sôrʹsәr әr), n. person who
practices magic with the aid of evil spirits; magician.
sor·cer·ess (sôrʹsәr is), n. woman who
practices magic with the aid of evil
spirits; witch.
sor·cer·y (sôrʹsәr i), n., pl. –cer·ies. magic
performed with the aid of evil spirits;
witchcraft. [< OF sorcerie, ult. < L sors
lot] —sorʹcer·ous, adj. —sorʹcer·ously, adv.
sor·did (sôrʹdid), adj. 1 dirty; ﬁlthy. 2
caring too much for money; meanly
selﬁsh; mean; low; base. [< L sordidus
dirty < sordere be dirty] —sorʹdid·ly,
adv. —sorʹdid·ness, n.
sore (sôr; sōr), adj., sor·er, sor·est, n.
—adj. 1 painful; aching; tender; smarting: a sore throat, a sore ﬁnger. 2 suﬀering bodily pain from wounds, etc.: his
body was very sore. 3 sad; distressed: the
suﬀering of the poor makes her heart sore.
4 oﬀended; angered; vexed. 5 Fig. causing pain, misery, anger, or oﬀense; vexing: a sore subject. —n. 1 a painful place
on the body where the skin or ﬂesh is
broken or bruised. 2 cause of pain, sorrow, sadness, anger, oﬀense, etc. [OE sār]
—soreʹly, adv. —soreʹness, n.
sore·head (sôrʹhed´; sōrʹ–), n. Informal. person who is angry or oﬀended.
—soreʹhead´ed, adj.
sor·ghum (sôrʹgәm), n. 1 a tall cereal
plant resembling corn. One variety has
a sweet juice used for making molasses, others provide food for livestock,
and furnish material for brushes or
brooms. 2 molasses or syrup made from
a sorghum plant. [< NL < Ital. < Med.L
surgum]
so·ror·i·ty (sә rôrʹә ti; –rorʹ–), n., pl. –ties.
1 a sisterhood. 2 club or society of
women or girls. [prob. < Med.L sororitas
< L soror sister]
sor·rel1 (sôrʹәl; sorʹ–), adj. reddishbrown. —n. 1 a reddish-brown color. 2
a reddish-brown horse. [< OF sorel < sor
yellowish-brown]
sor·rel2 (sôrʹәl; sorʹ–), n. any of several
plants with sour leaves. [< OF surele
< sur sour < Gmc.]
sor·row (sorʹō; sôrʹō), n. 1 grief; sadness;
regret: his sorrow was caused by the death
of his brother. 2 cause of grief, sadness, or
regret; trouble; suﬀering; misfortune:
her sorrows have aged her. —v. 1 feel or
show grief, sadness, or regret. 2 be sad;
feel sorry; grieve. [OE sorg] —sorʹrower, n. —sorʹrow·ing·ly, adv.
sor·row·ful (sorʹә fәl; sôrʹ–), adj. full of
sorrow; feeling sorrow; sad. —sorʹrowful·ly, adv. —sorʹrow·ful·ness, n.
sor·ry (sorʹi; sôrʹ–), adj., –ri·er, –ri·est. 1
feeling pity, regret, sympathy, etc.; sad: be
sorry for a loss. 2 wretched; poor; pitiful: a sorry sight. 3 melancholy; dismal;
gloomy. [OE sārig < sār sore] —sorʹri·ly,
adv. —sorʹri·ness, n.
sort (sôrt), n. kind; class: what sort of
work does he do? art of a certain sort, he

is a good sort. —v. 1 arrange by kinds or
classes. 2 separate from others; put.
of sorts, a of one kind or another. b of a
poor or mediocre quality.
out of sorts, ill, cross, or uncomfortable.
sort of (used adverbially), somewhat;
rather. [< OF, ult. < L sors, orig., lot]
—sortʹa·ble, adj. —sortʹer, n.
sor·tie (sôrʹtē), n. 1 a sudden attack by
troops from a defensive position. 2 a
single round trip of an aircraft on a tactical mission. [< F, < sortir go out]
SOS (esʹō´esʹ), 1 signal of distress consisting of the letters s o s of the international Morse alphabet (… — — — …),
originally used in wireless telegraphy.
2 any urgent call for help. 3 shoot on
sight.
so-so, so·so (sōʹsō´), or so so, adj. neither
very good nor very bad. —adv. passably;
indiﬀerently; tolerably.
sos·te·nu·to (sos´tә nüʹtō), adj., adv. 1
held longer; sustained, of a musical note
or passage of music. 2 becoming slower
in tempo. [< Ital. sustained]
sot (sot), n. person made stupid and
foolish by drinking too much alcohol;
drunkard. [< Med.L sottus] —sotʹtish,
adj. —sotʹtish·ly, adv. —sotʹtish·ness, n.
So·tho (sōʹthō), n., pl. –tho, –thos. 1
member of a people of S Africa. 2 Bantu
language of the Sotho.
sot·to vo·ce (sotʹō vōʹchē), 1 in an undertone. 2 aside; privately. [< Ital., lit., below
(normal) voice]
sou (sü), n. 1 a former French coin. 2 anything of little value. [F, ult. < L solidus, a
Roman coin]
sou·brette (sü bretʹ), n. 1 maidservant
in a play or opera, displaying coquetry,
pertness, and a spirit of intrigue. 2 person taking such a part. [< F < Pr. soubreto coy < soubra set aside]
sou·bri·quet (süʹbrә kā), n. =sobriquet.
souf·ﬂé (sü ﬂāʹ; süʹﬂā), n. a frothy baked
dish, usually made light by beaten eggs.
—adj. puﬀed up. [< F, orig. pp. of souﬄer
puﬀ up]
sough (suf; sou), v. make a rustling or
murmuring sound. —n. such a sound.
[OE swōgan]
sought (sôt), v. pt. and pp. of seek.
soul (sōl), n. 1 the part of the human
being that thinks, feels, and makes the
body act; the spiritual part of a person.
2 energy of mind or feelings; spirit:
his writing has no soul. 3 the essential
part: brevity is the soul of wit, the soul of
honor. 4 person: don’t tell a soul. 5 ⫽soul
music.
upon my soul! as I hope to be saved!
indeed! [OE sāwol]
soul food, 1 food typical of the S United
States, esp. among blacks. 2 any food
associated with home, comfort, etc.
soul·ful (sōlʹfәl), adj. 1 full of feeling;
deeply emotional. 2 expressing or suggesting a deep feeling. —soulʹful·ly, adv.
—soulʹful·ness, n.

soul·less (sōlʹlis), adj. having no soul;
without spirit or noble feelings.
—soulʹless·ly, adv.
soul music, music inﬂuenced by jazz,
rhythm and blues, and gospel, esp. as
developed and performed by black
musicians.
sound1 (sound), n. 1 what can be heard;
noise, note, tone, etc.: the sound of music.
2 one of the vocal elements used in the
oral communication of a language: a
vowel sound. 3 eﬀect produced on the
mind by what is heard: a warning sound.
—v. 1 make a sound or noise: the horn
sounded. 2 be heard: the bells sounded
in his ears. 4 order or direct by a sound:
sound a retreat. 5 seem: that excuse
sounds queer. 6 be ﬁlled with sound.
[< OF son < L sonus]
sound2 (sound), adj. 1 free from injury,
disease or defect: sound fruit, a sound
body and mind. 2 strong; safe; secure:
a sound business ﬁrm. 3 correct; right;
reasonable; reliable: sound advice. 4
having conventional ideas: politically
sound. 5 thorough; hearty: a sound sleep.
—adv. deeply; thoroughly. [OE (ge)sund]
—soundʹly, adv. —soundʹness, n.
sound3 (sound), v. 1 measure the depth
of (water) by letting down a weight
fastened to the end of a line. 2 examine
or test by a line arranged to bring up
a sample. 3 inquire into the feelings,
inclination, etc., of (a person); examine;
investigate: sound him out on the idea.
4 go toward the bottom; dive: the whale
sounded. [< OF sonder, prob. < Gmc.
source of sound4] —soundʹa·ble, adj.
—soundʹer, n.
sound4 (sound), n. 1 a narrow passage
of water joining two seas, or between
the mainland and an island: Long Island
Sound. 2 arm of the sea: Puget Sound. 3
a sac in ﬁshes containing air or gas that
helps them in ﬂoating. [OE sund swimming; partly < Scand. sund strait]
sound barrier, point approximating the
speed of sound at which an aircraft creates a shock wave as it reaches the speed
of sound; sonic barrier.
sound·ing (sounʹding), adj. 1 that sounds.
2 resounding.
sound·ings (sounʹdingz), n.pl. 1 Often,
sounding. meaning the depth of water
by letting down a weight fastened to the
end of a line. 2 depths of water found by
measuring in this way. 3 water not more
than 600 feet deep.
sound·less (soundʹlis), adj. without
sound; making no sound. —soundʹlessly, adv.
sound·proof (soundʹprüf´), adj. not letting sound pass through. —v. make
soundproof.
sound track, recording of words, music,
etc., made along one edge of a motionpicture ﬁlm.
soup1 (süp), n. a liquid food made by
boiling meat, vegetables, ﬁsh, etc. [< F
soupe < Gmc.]

soy
soup2 (süp), v. soup up, increase the
horsepower of (a motor, etc.); add additional power to. [< supe(rcharge)]
soup·çon (süp sôn; süpʹsôn), n. a slight
trace or ﬂavor. [< F]
soup·y (süpʹi), adj., soup·i·er, soup·i·est,
like soup.
sour (sour), adj. 1 having a taste like
vinegar or lemon juice: most green fruit
is sour. 2 fermented; spoiled: sour milk.
3 having a sour or rank smell. 4 Fig. disagreeable; bad-tempered; peevish: a sour
remark. —v. 1 make or become sour;
turn sour. 2 make or become peevish,
bad-tempered, or disagreeable. —n. 1
something sour. 2 an acid beverage containing alcohol. —adv. in a sour manner.
[OE sūr] —sourʹish, adj. —sourʹly, adv.
—sourʹness, n.
sour·ball (sourʹbôl´), n. round, hard
candy, usually fruit-ﬂavored, with a
slightly sour taste.
source (sôrs; sōrs), n. 1 beginning of
a brook or river; fountain; spring. 2
place from which anything comes or
is obtained. 3 person, book, statement,
etc., that supplies information. [< OF,
ult. < L surgere rise, surge]
sour cream, thick cream made sour by
a culturing process, used in cooking,
baking, etc.
sour·dough (sourʹdō´), n. prospector or
pioneer in Alaska or Canada. [so called
from their practice of saving a lump
of sour dough from each breadmaking to start fermentation in subsequent
baking]
sour grapes, something that a person
pretends not to like or want because it
is unattainable.
sour gum, the tupelo.
souse (sous), v., soused, sous·ing, n. —v.
1 plunge into liquid; drench; soak in a
liquid. 2 soak in vinegar, brine, etc.:
pickle. 3 Slang. make or become intoxicated. —n. 1 a plunging into
a liquid. 2 liquid used for pickling. 3 something soaked or kept in
pickle, esp. the head, ears, and feet
of a pig. 4 Slang. drunkard. [ult.
< OF sous pickled pork < Gmc.]
south (south), n. 1 direction to the right
as one faces the rising sun; direction
just opposite north. 2 Also, South. part
of any country toward the south. 3 the
South. the part of the United States
lying south of the Mason-Dixon Line,
the Ohio River, Missouri, and Kansas.
—adj. 1 lying toward or situated in the
south. 2 originating in or coming from
the south: a south wind. 3 South, in the
southern part; southern: South China.
—adv. 1 toward the south. 2 in the
south. [OE sūth]
South Africa, Republic of, country in S
Africa. —South African.
South African Dutch, ⫽Afrikaans.
South America, continent in the Western Hemisphere, SE of North America.
—South American.

South Carolina, a S state of the United
States. —South Carolinian.
South Da·ko·ta (dә kō tә), a Middle Western state of the United States. —South
Dakotan.
South·down (southʹdoun´), n. any of an
English breed of small, hornless sheep.
south·east (south´ēstʹ), adj. 1 halfway
between south and east. 2 lying toward
or situated in the southeast. 3 originating in or coming from the southeast. 4
directed toward the southeast. —n. 1
a southeast direction. 2 place that is in
the southeast part or direction. —adv. 1
toward the southeast. 2 from the southeast. 3 in the southeast.
south·east·er (south´ēsʹtәr; sou´–), n.
wind or storm from the southeast.
south·east·er·ly (south´ēsʹtәr li), adj.,
adv. 1 toward the southeast. 2 from the
southeast.
south·east·ern (south´ēsʹtәrn), adj. 1
toward the southeast. 2 from the southeast. 3 of or pertaining to the southeast.
south·east·ward (south´ēstʹwәrd), adv.
Also, south´eastʹwards. toward the
southeast. —adj. 1 toward the southeast.
2 southeast. —n. ⫽southeast.
south·east·ward·ly (south´ēstʹwәrd li),
adj., adv. 1 toward the southeast. 2 of
winds, from the southeast.
south·er (southʹәr), n. wind or storm
from the south.
south·er·ly (suthʹәr li), adj., adv. 1 toward
the south. 2 from the south. —southʹerli·ness, n.
south·ern (suthʹәrn), adj. 1 toward the
south. 2 from the south. 3 of or in the
south. 4 Southern, of or in the S part
of the United States. —southʹern·most,
adj.
Southern Cross, four bright stars in the
form of a cross, used in ﬁnding the
direction south.
south·ern·er (suthʹәr nәr), n. 1 native or
inhabitant of the south. 2 Southerner,
native or inhabitant of the South of
the U.S.
Southern Hemisphere, the half of the
earth that is south of the equator.
South Island, largest island of New Zealand.
South Korea, country in the southern
part of the Korean peninsula.
south·land (southʹlәnd; –land´), n. land
in the south; southern part of a country.
south·paw (southʹpô´), n. a left-handed
baseball pitcher. —adj. -left-handed.
South Pole, the southern end of the
earth’s axis.
south·ward (southʹwәrd), adv. Also,
southʹwards. toward the south. —adj.
1 toward the south. 2 ⫽south. —n.
⫽south.
south·ward·ly (southʹwәrd li), adj., adv.
1 toward the south. 2 of winds, coming
from the south.
south·west (south´westʹ), adj. 1 halfway
between south and west. 2 lying toward
or situated in the southwest. 3 originat-
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ing in or coming from the southwest: a
southwest wind. 4 directed toward the
southwest. —n. 1 a southwest direction. 2 place that is in the southwest
part or direction. 3 —adv. 1 toward the
southwest. 2 from the southwest. 3 in
the southwest.
the Southwest, New Mexico, Arizona,
and S California.
south·west·er (south´westʹtәr for 1; sou´for 2), n. 1 wind or storm from the
southwest. 2 ⫽sou’wester.
south·west·er·ly (south´wesʹtәr li), adj.,
adv. 1 toward the southwest. 2 from the
southwest.
south·west·ern (south´wesʹtәrn), adj.
1 toward the southwest. 2 from the
southwest. 3 of southwest; having to do
with the southwest. 4 southwestern, of,
having to do with, or in New Mexico,
Arizona, or S California.
south·west·ward (south´westʹwәrd; sou´–),
adv. Also, south´westʹwards. toward the
southwest. —adj. 1 toward the southwest. 2 ⫽southwest. —n. ⫽southwest.
south·west·ward·ly (south´westʹwәrd li),
adj., adv. 1 toward the southwest. 2 of
winds, from the southwest.
sou·ve·nir (sü´vә nirʹ; süʹvә nir), n. 1
something to remind one of a place, person, or occasion; keepsake. 2 a memory.
[< F, orig. inf., < L subvenire come to
mind < sub– up + venire come]
sou’west·er (sou´wesʹtәr), n. a waterproof
hat having a broader brim behind to
protect the neck, worn esp. by seamen.
sov·er·eign (sovʹrәn), n. 1 king or queen;
supreme ruler; monarch. 2 a former
British gold coin, worth 20 shillings.
—adj. 1 having the rank or power of a
sovereign. 2 greatest in rank or power. 3
independent of the control of other governments. 4 above all others; supreme;
greatest. 5 very excellent or powerful.
[< OF soverain, ult. < L super over]
—sovʹer·eign·ly, adv.
sov·er·eign·ty (sovʹrәn ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
supreme power or authority; exercise of
power without outside control or interference. 2 rank, power, or jurisdiction of
a sovereign.
so·vi·et (sōʹvi et; –it; sovʹi–), n. council; assembly, esp. in the former Soviet
Union. —adj. 1 of or pertaining to
soviets. 2 Soviet, of or pertaining to the
former Soviet Union. [< Russ., council]
Soviet Russia, ⫽Soviet Union.
Soviet Union former union of ﬁfteen
Soviet republics in E Europe and W
and N Asia.
sow1 (sō), v., sowed, sown (sōn) or sowed,
sowing. 1 scatter (seed) on the ground;
plant (seed); plant seed in. 2 scatter
(anything). [OE sāwan] —sowʹer, n.
sow2 (sou), n. fully grown female pig.
[OE sū]
sox (soks), n. pl. Informal. socks (short
stockings).
soy (soi), soy·a (soiʹә), n. 1 a Chinese and
Japanese sauce for ﬁsh, meat, etc., made
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from fermented soybeans. 2 ⫽soybean.
[< Jap. < Chinese, < shi condiment +
yu oil]
soy·bean (soiʹbēn´), n. 1 a bean widely
grown in China, Japan, and the United
States. 2 plant that it grows on.
Sp., 1 Spain. 2 Spaniard. 3 Spanish.
sp., 1 special. 2 species. 3 speciﬁc. 4 specimen. 5 spelling.
spa (spä), n. 1 a mineral spring. 2 place
where there is a mineral spring. 3 place
that oﬀers diet, exercise, beauty treatments, etc. [after Spa. Belgian resort
city]
space (spās), n., v., spaced, spac·ing. —n.
1 a unlimited room or place extending
in all directions: the earth moves through
space. b ⫽outer space. 2 limited place
or room: a space 2½ by 4 by 8 inches. 3
distance: a space of ten miles. 4 length of
time: a space of two hours. 5 Music. one
of the intervals between the lines of a
staﬀ. 6 accommodations on an airplane,
etc. —v. 1 ﬁx the space or spaces of;
separate by spaces. 2 divide into spaces.
space out, Informal. be inattentive; preoccupied: a bad idea to space out in class.
[< OF < L spatium] —spacʹer, n.
space age, period characterized by development of various spacecraft and exploration of outer space.
space cadet, Informal. person who is
inattentive or preoccupied.
space capsule, small spacecraft.
space·craft (spāsʹkraft´; –kräft´), n. any
vehicle used for spaceﬂight.
space·ﬂight (spāsʹﬂīt´) or space ﬂight,
ﬂight into outer space.
space shuttle, vehicle that is capable of
making repeated trips from earth to
space and back.
space station, a structure consisting of a
satellite in orbit around the earth, used
as an observatory or a launching site for
travel in outer space.
space ship, ⫽spacecraft.
space suit, an airtight suit designed to
protect travelers in outer space from
radiation, heat, and lack of oxygen.
space·walk (spās´wôk´), n. moving and
working outside a spacecraft in space,
esp. to make repairs, launch a satellite,
etc.
spa·cious (spāʹshәs), adj. containing
much space; with plenty of room; vast.
—spaʹcious·ly, adv. —spaʹcious·ness, n.
spac·y (spāʹsi), adj., spac·i·er, spac·i·est.
Informal. inattentive; preoccupied. Also,
spacey.
spade1 (spād), n., v., spad·ed, spad·ing.
—n. tool for digging; a kind of shovel.
—v. dig with a spade.
call a spade a spade, call a thing by its
real name; speak plainly and frankly.
[OE spadu] —spadʹer, n.
spade2 (spād), n. 1 a black ﬁgure (♠) used
on playing cards. 2 a playing card bearing such ﬁgures.
spades, suit of playing cards bearing
such ﬁgures, usually the highest rank-

ing suit. [< Ital. < L < Gk. spathe sword,
broad blade]
spade·work (spādʹwėrk´), n. 1 digging
with a spade. 2 Fig. research; preparation
for doing something.
spa·dix (spāʹdiks), n., pl. spa·dix·es, spadi·ces (spā dīʹsēz). spike composed of
minute ﬂowers on a ﬂeshy stem. A spadix is usually enclosed in a petallike
leaf called a spathe, as in the jack-inthe-pulpit and the calla lily. [< L < Gk.,
palm branch]
spa·ghet·ti (spә getʹi), n. long, slender
sticks made of a mixture of ﬂour and
water, soft when cooked. [< Ital., pl. dim.
of spago cord]
Spain (spān), n. country in SW Europe.
spake (spāk), v. Archaic. pt. of speak.
span1 (span), n., v., spanned, span·ning.
—n. 1 distance between two supports:
the arch had a ﬁfty-foot span. 2 part
between two supports: the bridge crossed
the river in three spans. 3 the distance
between the tip of a person’s thumb
and the tip of the little ﬁnger when the
hand is spread out; about 9 inches. 4 the
full extent: the span of life, the span of
memory. 5 a short length of time: “A life’s
but a span.” —v. 1 extend over: a bridge
spanned the river. 2 measure by the hand
spread out. [OE spann]
span2 (span), n. pair of horses or other
animals harnessed and driven together.
[< Du., LG, < spannen stretch, yoke]
span3 (span), v. Archaic. pt. of spin.
span·gle (spangʹgәl), n., v., –gled,
–gling. —n. 1 a small piece of glittering
metal used for decoration. 2 any small
bright bit: this rock shows spangles of
gold. —v. 1 decorate with spangles.
2 sprinkle with small bright bits: the
sky is spangled with stars. 3 glitter.
[dim. of earlier spang, prob. < MDu.
spange brooch] —spanʹgler, n.
—spanʹgly, adj.
Span·iard (spanʹyәrd), n. native or inhabitant of Spain.
span·iel (spanʹyәl), n. any of various
breeds of dogs, usually of small or
medium size with long, silky hair and
drooping ears. [< OF espagneul, orig.,
Spanish < L Hispania Spain]
Span·ish (spanʹish), adj. of Spain; pertaining to Spain, its people, or their
language. —n. 1 the people of Spain. 2
the language of Spain.
Spanish America, countries and islands S
of the United States, in which the principal language is Spanish; Latin America.
—Spanish American.
Spanish Main, 1 originally, the mainland of America adjacent to the Caribbean Sea, esp. between the mouth of
the Orinoco River and the Isthmus
of Panama. 2 in later use, the Caribbean Sea.
Spanish moss, plant growing on the
branches of certain trees, from which
it hangs in gray streamers, found in the
S United States.

spank (spangk) v. strike, esp. with the
open hand, on the buttocks. —n. a blow
with the open hand; slap. [imit.]
spank·er (spangkʹәr), n. a fore-and-aft
sail on the mast nearest the stern.
spank·ing (spangkʹing), adj. 1 blowing
briskly. 2 quick and vigorous. 3 Informal.
unusually ﬁne, great, large, etc. [cf. Dan.
spanke strut]
span·ner (spanʹәr), n. 1 one that spans.
2 ⫽wrench.
spar1 (spär), n., v., sparred, spar·ring.
—n. 1 a stout pole used to support or
extend the sails of a ship; mast, yard,
gaﬀ, boom, etc., of a ship. 2 the main
beam of an airplane wing. —v. provide
(a ship) with spars. [ME sparre. Cf.
Scand. sparri, MDu. sparre.]
spar2 (spär), v., sparred, spar·ring, n. —v.
1 make motions of attack and defense
with the arms and ﬁsts; box. 2 Fig.
dispute. —n. 1 a boxing match. 2 Fig.
a dispute.
spar3 (spär), n. a shiny mineral that splits
into ﬂakes easily. [OE spœr–] —sparʹry,
adj.
spare (spãr), v., spared, spar·ing, adj.,
spar·er, spar·est, n. —v. 1 show mercy
to; refrain from harming or destroying:
he spared his enemy. 2 save from labor,
pain, etc.: spare a person’s feelings, spare
you the trouble. 3 use in small quantities
or not at all; be saving of: spare gas. 4 get
along without; do without: can you spare
a dime? —adj. 1 free for other use: spare
time. 2 extra: a spare tire. 3 thin; lean:
a spare person. 4 small in quantity;
meager; scanty. —n. a spare thing, part,
tire, etc. [OE sparian] —spareʹly, —adv.
—spareʹness, n. —sparʹer, n.
spare·rib (spãrʹrib´), n rib of pork
having less meat than the ribs near the
loins.
spar·ing (spãrʹing), adj. 1 that spares. 2
economical; frugal. —sparʹing·ly, adv.
—sparʹing·ness, n.
spark (spärk), n. 1 a small bit of ﬁre: a
spark from his match caused the ﬁre. 2
ﬂash given oﬀ when electricity jumps
across an open space. 3 ﬂash; gleam:
a spark of light. 4 Fig. a small amount:
a spark of interest. —v. 1 ﬂash; gleam.
2 send out small bits of ﬁre; produce
sparks. 3 ﬁre (one’s associates, etc.) with
enthusiasm; enliven. [OE spearca]
spar·kle (spärʹkәl), v., –kled, –kling, n.
—v. 1 send out little sparks, esp. as ﬁre. 2
shine; glitter; ﬂash; gleam. 3 be brilliant;
be lively. 4 bubble: a sparkling drink.
—n. 1 a little spark. 2 shine; glitter; ﬂash;
gleam. 3 brilliance; liveliness. [ < spark1]
—sparʹkling, adj. —sparʹkling·ly, adv.
spar·kler (spärʹklәr), n. ﬁrework that
sends out little sparks.
spark plug, device in the cylinder of a
gasoline engine by which the mixture
of gasoline and air is exploded by an
electric spark.
spar·row (sparʹō), n. any of many small
ﬁnches, such as the song sparrow, the
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English sparrow, and the chipping sparrow. [OE spearwa]
sparrow hawk 1 small falcon of N America that feeds on insects, mice, etc. 2
hawk of Europe and Asia.
sparse (spärs), adj., spars·er, spars·est.
thinly scattered; occurring here and
there: a sparse population. [< L sparsus,
pp. of spargere scatter] —sparseʹly, adv.
—sparseʹness, sparʹsi·ty, n.
Spar·tan (spärʹtәn), adj. like the Spartans; simple, frugal, severe, and sternly
disciplined. —n. person who is like the
Spartans —Sparʹtan·ism, n.
spasm (spazʹәm), n. 1 a sudden, abnormal, involuntary contraction of a muscle
or muscles. 2 any sudden, brief ﬁt of
activity. [< L < Gk. spasmos < spaein
draw up, tear away]
spas·mod·ic (spaz modʹik), spas·mod·ical (–ә kәl), adj. 1 pertaining to spasms;
resembling a spasm. 2 sudden and violent, but brief; occurring very irregularly.
3 having or showing bursts of excitement. —spas·modʹi·cal·ly, adv.
spas·tic (spasʹtik), adj. 1 caused by a
spasm or spasms. 2 of, having to do with,
or characterized by spasms. —n. person
suﬀering from a paralysis of a muscle or
muscles. —spasʹti·cal·ly, adv.
spat1 (spat), n., v., spat·ted, spat·ting.
—n. a slight quarrel. —v. quarrel slightly.
[? imit.]
spat2 (spat), v. pt. and pp. of spit1..
spate (spāt), n. 1 a sudden outburst:
a spate of muggings. 2 large number:
a spate of reality TV shows. 3 ﬂood;
freshet. [ME; akin to OE spātan to spit]
spathe (spāth), n. a large bract or pair of
bracts that enclose a ﬂower cluster. The
calla lily has a white spathe around a yellow ﬂower cluster. [< Gk., palm branch.
oar blade] —spathed, adj.
spa·tial (spāʹshәl), adj. 1 of or pertaining
to space. 2 existing in space. —spa´tialʹi·ty, n. —spaʹtial·ly, adv.
spat·ter (spatʹәr), v. 1 scatter or dash in
drops or particles. 2 fall in drops or
particles: rain spatters on the sidewalk.
3 strike in a shower; strike in a number
of places: a rain of bullets spattered the
building. 4 splash or spot with mud,
slander, disgrace, etc. —n. 1 a spattering:
a spatter of mud. 2 sound of spattering.
3 a splash or spot. [cf. Du., LG spatten
spout] —spatʹter·ing·ly, adv.
spat·u·la (spachʹә lә), n. tool with a broad,
ﬂat, ﬂexible blade, used for mixing
drugs, spreading paints, frostings, etc.
[< L, dim. of spatha ﬂat blade < Gk.
spathe] —spatʹu·lar, adj.
spav·in (spavʹәn), n. disease of horses
in which a bony swelling forms at the
hock, causing lameness. [< OF espavain]
—spavʹined, adj.
spawn (spôn), n. 1 eggs of ﬁsh, frogs,
shellﬁsh, and the like. 2 young newly
hatched from such eggs. 3 a swarming brood; oﬀspring. 4 product; result.
[< v.] —v. bring forth; give birth to.

[< OF < L expandere spread out. Doublet
of expand.]
spay (spā), v. remove the ovaries of. [< AF
espeier, ult. < OF espee sword < L spatha.
See spade2.]
speak (spēk), v., spoke or (Archaic) spake,
spo·ken or (Archaic) spoke, speak·ing.
1 say words; talk: do not speak to me. 2
make a speech: who is going to speak at
the forum? 3 tell; express; make known:
speak the truth. 4 use (a language): do
you speak French?
so to speak, to speak in such a manner.
speak for, a speak in the interest of;
represent. b ask or apply for.
speak of, mention; refer to.
speak out or up, speak loudly, clearly, or
freely.
speak out (or up) for, speak in defense
or support of: speak out for angry homeowners. [OE specan] —speakʹa·ble, adj.
speak·eas·y (spēkʹēz´i), n., pl. –eas·ies.
place where alcoholic liquors are sold
contrary to law.
speak·er (spēkʹәr), n. 1 person who
speaks. 2 a presiding oﬃcer. —speakʹership, n.
Speaker of the House, the presiding oﬃcer of the House of Representatives.
speak·ing (spēkʹing), n. act, utterance, or
discourse of a person who speaks. —adj.
1 used in, suited to, or involving speech:
within speaking distance. 2 permitting
conversation: a speaking acquaintance
with a person. 3 that speaks: a speaking
dummy. —speakʹing·ly, adv.
spear1 (spir), n. weapon with a long shaft
and a sharp-pointed head. —v. pierce
with a spear. [OE spere] —spearʹer,
spearʹman, n.
spear2 (spir), n. sprout or shoot of a plant:
a spear of grass. —v. sprout or shoot
into a long stem. [var. of spire; inﬂ. by
spear1]
spear·head (spirʹhed´), n. 1 the sharppointed striking end of a spear. 2 Fig.
part that comes ﬁrst in an attack, undertaking, etc. —v. go ﬁrst; head.
spear·mint (spirʹmint´), n. common
mint, a fragrant herb much used for
ﬂavoring.
spec., special.
spe·cial (speshʹәl), adj. 1 of a particular
kind; distinct from others; not general: a
special key, the special features of a plan. 2
diﬀerent from what is ordinary or usual;
exceptional: a special occasion, special
importance. —n. 1 any special person or
thing. 2 featured product, esp. one with
a reduced price: this week’s specials. [< L,
< species appearance] —speʹcial·ly, adv.
—speʹcial·ness, n.
spe·cial·ist (speshʹәl ist), n. person who
devotes or restricts himself or herself
to one particular branch of study, business, etc. —speʹcial·ism, n. —spe´cialisʹtic, adj.
spe·ci·al·i·ty (spesh´i alʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
1 a special or distinctive quality or char-

acteristic. 2 a special point; particular;
detail. 3 specialty.
spe·cial·ize (speshʹәl īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
1 pursue some special branch of study,
work, etc.: many students specialize in
engineering. 2 adapt to special conditions; give special form, use, duty, etc.,
to; limit. 3 develop in a special way; take
on a special form, use, etc. —spe´cial·izaʹtion, n. —speʹcial·iz´er, n.
spe·cial·ty (speshʹәl ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
a special study; special line of work,
profession, trade, etc. 2 product, article,
etc., to which special attention is given:
a specialty of good service and reliable
products.
spe·ci·a·tion (spē´shi āʹshәn), n. evolutionary formation of a new species.
—speʹci·ate, v.
spe·cie (spēʹshi), n. money in the form of
coins; metal money. [< L (in) specie (in)
kind, abl. of species kind]
spe·cies (spēʹshiz), n., pl. –cies. 1 group
of animals or plants that have certain
permanent characteristics in common.
2 kind; sort; distinct kind or sort. [< L,
orig., appearance. Doublet of spice.]
specif., speciﬁc; speciﬁcally.
spe·cif·ic (spi sifʹik), adj. deﬁnite; precise;
particular: a speciﬁc rule, a scaly skin
is a speciﬁc feature of snakes. —n. any
speciﬁc statement, quality, etc. [< LL, < L
species sort + facere make] —spe·cifʹical·ly, adv. —spec´i·ﬁcʹi·ty, spe·cifʹicness. n.
spec· i· fi· ca· tion (spes´ ә fә kāʹ shәn),
n. 1 act of specifying; deﬁnite mention; detailed statement of particulars. 2 Often, speciﬁcations. a detailed
description of the dimensions, materials,
etc., for a building, road, dam, boat, etc.
3 something speciﬁed; particular item,
article, etc.
speciﬁc gravity, ratio of the weight of a
given volume of any substance to that
of the same volume of some other substance taken as a standard, water being
used for solids and liquids, and hydrogen or air for gases.
speciﬁc heat, 1 number of calories of
heat required to raise the temperature
of one gram of a substance one degree
centigrade. 2 the ratio of the amount of
heat required to raise the temperature
of a substance one degree as compared
with another substance.
spec·i·fy (spesʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1
mention or name deﬁnitely; state or
describe in detail: specify what you want.
2 include in the speciﬁcations. [< LL,
< speciﬁcus specific] —specʹi·ﬁ´a·ble,
adj. —specʹi·ﬁ´er, n.
spec·i·men (spesʹә mәn), n. one of a
group or class taken to show what the
others are like; single part, thing, etc.,
regarded as an example of its kind. [< L,
< specere to view]
spe·cious (spēʹshәs), adj. making a good
appearance; seeming desirable, reasonable, or probable, but not really so.
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[< L, < species appearance] —speʹciously, adv. —speʹcious·ness, n.
speck (spek), n. 1 a small spot; stain. 2 a
tiny bit; particle. —v. mark with specks.
[OE specca]
speck·le (spekʹәl), n., v., –led, –ling. —n.
a small spot or mark. —v. mark with
speckles.
specs (speks), n. pl. 1 spectacles.
spec·ta·cle (spekʹtә kәl), n. thing to look
at; sight.
make a spectacle of oneself, draw attention to oneself in public, esp. by embarrassing or unsuitable behavior.
spectacles, pair of glasses to help a
person’s sight or to protect his eyes. [< L
spectaculum, ult. < specere to view]
—specʹta·cled, adj.
spec·tac·u·lar (spek takʹyә lәr), adj. 1
making a great display. 2 pertaining to a
spectacle or show. —n. spectacular show
or event. —spec·tac´u·larʹi·ty, n. —spectacʹu·lar·ly, adv.
spec·ta·tor (spekʹtā tәr; spek tāʹ–), n. person who watches without taking part.
[< L, < spectare to watch < specere to view]
spec·ter (spekʹtәr), n. ghost. [< L spectrum appearance. See spectrum.]
spec·tral (spekʹtrәl), adj. 1 of or like a
specter; ghostly. 2 of or produced by the
spectrum: spectral colors. —specʹtralness, n. —specʹtral·ly, adv.
spec·trom·e·ter (spek tromʹә tәr), n.
spectroscope that has a scale for measuring spectra were lengths. —spectromʹe·try, n.
spec·tro·scope (spekʹtrә skōp), n. instrument for obtaining and examining the
spectrum of a ray from any source.
—spec´tro·scopʹic, spec´tro·scopʹi·cal,
adj. —spec´tro·scopʹi·cal·ly, adv.
spec·tros·co·py (spek trosʹkә pi; spekʹtrә skō´pi), n. 1 science having to do
with the examination and analysis
of spectra. 2 use of the spectroscope.
—spec·trosʹco·pist, n.
spec·trum (spekʹtrәm), n., pl. –tra (–trә),
–trums. 1 the band of colors formed
when a beam of light is broken up by
being passed through a prism or by
some other means. A rainbow has all
the colors of the spectrum: red, orange,
yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet. 2
band of colors formed when any radiant
energy is broken up. The ends of such a
band are not visible to the eye, but are
studied by photography, heat eﬀects,
etc. 3 the wave-length range between
30,000 meters and 3 centimeters. 4 Fig.
range; breadth; scope: the spectrum of
her knowledge. [< L, appearance, < specere to view]
spec·u·late (spekʹyә lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lating. 1 reﬂect; meditate; consider; conjecture. 2 buy or sell when there is a
large risk, with the hope of making a
proﬁt from future price changes. [< L,
< specula watchtower]
spec·u·la·tion (spek´yә lāʹshәn), n. 1
thought; reﬂection; conjecture. 2 a buy-

ing or selling when there is a large risk,
with the hope of making a proﬁt from
future price changes.
spec·u·la·tive (spekʹyә lā´tiv; –lә tiv), adj.
1 thoughtful; reﬂective. 2 theoretical
rather than practical. 3 risky. 4 of or
involving speculation in land, stocks, etc.
—specʹu·la´tive·ly, adv.
spec·u·la·tor (spekʹyә lā´tәr), n. person
who speculates.
speech (spēch), n. 1 act of speaking; talk: express anger in speech. 2 power
of speaking: the gift of speech. 3 manner of speaking: slurred speech. 4 what
is said; the words spoken. 5 a public
talk: an after-dinner speech. 6 language:
native speech. [OE spœ̄c] —speechʹful, adj.
speech·i·fy (spēchʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing.
Informal. make a speech or speeches.
—speechʹi·ﬁ´er, n.
speech·less (spēchʹlis), adj. 1 not able
to speak. 2 silent. —speechʹless·ly, adv.
—speechʹless·ness. n.
speed (spēd), n., v., sped (sped) or speeded, speed·ing. —n. 1 a swift or rapid
movement: the speed of a rocket. 2 rate
of movement: at full speed. —v. 1 go
fast: the boat sped over the water. 2 make
go faster: speed production, speed an
undertaking. 3 Slang. ⫽methamphetamine.
speed up, go or cause to go faster;
increase in speed. [OE spēd] —speedʹster, n.
speed·boat (spēdʹbōt´), n. motorboat
built to go fast.
speed·er (spēdʹәr), n. person or thing
that speeds, esp. a person who drives
an automobile at a higher speed than is
legal or safe.
speed limit, restriction on the speed a
vehicle can lawfully travel on a highway
or road.
speed·om·e·ter (spēd omʹә tәr), n. instrument to indicate speed.
speed trap, place where drivers exceeding the lawful speed are often caught
by police.
speed-up (spēdʹup´), n. a speeding up;
increase in speed.
speed·well (spēdʹwel), n. any of various
low plants with blue, purple, pink, or
white ﬂowers; veronica.
speed·y (spēdʹi), adj., speed·i·er, speedi·est. 1 moving, going, or acting with
speed: speedy workers, speedy progress,
a speedy change. 2 prompt: a speedy
decision. —speedʹi·ly, adv. —speedʹiness, n.
spe·le·ol·o·gy (spē´li olʹә ji), n. branch
of science dealing with caves. —spe´leolʹo·gist, n.
spell1 (spel), v., spelled or spelt, spell·
ing. 1 write or say the letters of (a word)
in order: spell a word. 2 mean; imply:
delay spells danger.
spell out, a explain simply and lucidly.
b read with diﬃculty. [< OF espeller
< Gmc.]

spell2 (spel), n. 1 word or set of words
having magic power. 2 fascination;
charm.
cast a spell on, fascinate.
under a spell, fascinated. [OE, story]
spell3 (spel), n., v., spelled, spell·ing. —n.
1 period of work or duty: the sailor’s spell
at the wheel was four hours. 2 period or
time of anything. [ME; akin to v.] —v.
work in place of (another) for a while.
[OE spelian, v.]
spell·bind (spelʹbīnd´), v., –bound,
–bind·ing. make spellbound, fascinate;
enchant. —spellʹbind´er, n.
spell·bound (spelʹbound´), adj. too
interested to move; fascinated;
enchanted.
spell·er (spelʹәr), n. 1 person who spells
words. 2 book for teaching spelling.
spell·ing (spelʹing), n. 1 the writing or
saying of the letters of a word in order. 2
way that a word is spelled.
spelling bee, a spelling contest.
spend (spend), v., spent, spend·ing. 1 pay
out: how much money did you spend? 2
pay out money: earn before you spend.
3 use (labor, words, time, etc.) on some
object, etc.: don’t spend any more time
on that job. 4 pass (time) in a particular
manner: spend a day at the beach. 5
wear out; exhaust: the storm has spent
its force. [OE spendan < L expendere.
Doublet of expend.] —spendʹa·ble, adj.
—spendʹer, n.
spend·thrift (spendʹthrift´), n. person
who wastes money. —adj. extravagant
with money.
spent (spent), v. pt. and pp. of spend.
—adj. 1 used up. 2 worn out; tired: a
spent swimmer.
sperm1 (spėrm), n. 1 the ﬂuid of a male
animal that fertilizes the eggs of the
female. 2 one of the male germ cells in it;
spermatozoon. [< L < Gk. sperma seed
< speirein sow]
sperm2 (spėrm), n. 1 spermaceti. 2 a
sperm whale. 3 sperm oil. [short for
spermaceti]
sper·ma·cet·i (spėr´mә setʹi; -sēʹti), n. a
whitish, waxy substance obtained from
the oil in the head of the sperm whale
and used in making ﬁne candles, ointments, cosmetics, etc. [< Med.L sperma
ceti sperm of a whale]
sper·mat·ic (spėr matʹik), adj. 1 of or
pertaining to sperm; seminal; generative. 2 pertaining to a sperm gland.
sper·ma·tid (sper´mә tid), n. cell that
develops into a sperm.
sper·ma·to·phyte (spėrʹmә tә fīt´), n.
plant that produces seeds. The spermatophytes form the largest division of
the plant kingdom. [< spermato– (< Gk.
sperma seed) + –phyte (< Gk. phyton
plant)] —sper´ma·to·phytʹic, adj.
sper·ma·to·zo·on (spėr´mә tә zōʹ әn), n.,
pl. –zo·a (–zōʹә). the male reproductive
cell; sperm cell. A spermatozoon unites
with an ovum to fertilize it. [< spermato–
(< Gk. sperma seed) + –zoon (< Gk. zoion
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animal)] —sper´ma·to·zoʹal, sper´mato·zoʹan, sper´ma·to·zoʹic, adj.
sperm oil, a light-yellow oil from the
sperm whale, used for lubricating.
sperm whale, a large, square-headed,
toothed whale that has a large cavity
in its head ﬁlled with sperm oil and
spermaceti.
spew (spū), v. throw out; cast forth; vomit.
[OE spīwan] —spewʹer, n.
sp. gr., speciﬁc gravity.
sphag·num (sfagʹnәm), n. any of various
soft mosses, found chieﬂy on the surface
of bogs. 2 a mass or quantity of this
moss used by gardeners in potting and
packing plants, etc. [< NL < Gk. sphagnos, kind of moss]
sphere (sﬁr), n., v., sphered, spher·ing.
—n. 1 a round body whose surface is
at all points equally distant from the
center; globe; ball. 2 place or surroundings in which a person or thing exists,
acts, works, etc.: woman’s sphere. 3 range;
extent; region: sphere of inﬂuence. 4 any
of the stars or planets. —v. 1 enclose in
or as if in a sphere. 2 form into a sphere.
[< L < Gk. sphaira]
spher·i·cal (sferʹә kәl), adj. 1 shaped like a
sphere. 2 of or pertaining to a sphere or
spheres. —spherʹi·cal·ness, n.
sphe·roid (sﬁrʹoid), n. 1 a body shaped
somewhat like a sphere. 2 a solid generated by the revolution of an ellipse
about one of its axes. —adj. almost
spherical. —sphe·roiʹdal, adj. —spheroiʹdal·ly, adv.
sphinc·ter (sﬁngkʹtәr), n. a ringlike muscle that surrounds an opening or passage of the body, and can contract to
close it. [< LL < Gk. sphinkter < sphingein squeeze] —sphincʹter·al, adj.
sphinx (sﬁngks), n., pl. sphinx·es, sphinges (sﬁnʹjēz). 1 statue of a lion’s body
with the head of a man, ram, or hawk. 2
Sphinx, a huge statue with a man’s head
and a lion’s body, near Cairo, Egypt. 3
a puzzling or mysterious person. [< L
< Gk.]
sphyg·mo·ma·nom·e·ter (sfig´mō mә
nomʹ ә tәr), n. device that measures
blood pressure. [< Gk. sphygmós throbbing, heartbeat + manós at intervals +
E –meter]
spi·cate (spīʹkāt), adj. 1 of a plant, having
or arranged in spikes. 2 of an animal,
having the form of a spike; pointed. [< L
spīcātus furnished with spikes]
spice (spīs), n., v., spiced, spic·ing. —n.
1 seasoning. Pepper, cinnamon, cloves,
ginger, and nutmeg are common spices.
2 a spicy, fragrant odor. 3 something
that adds ﬂavor or interest. —v. 1 put
spice in; season: spiced pickles. 2 add
ﬂavor or interest to. [< OF, ult. < L species
sort. Doublet of species.] —spiced, adj.
—spicʹer, n.
spick-and-span (spikʹәn spanʹ), adj. neat
and clean; spruce or smart; fresh; new:
a spick-and-span uniform. [short for
spick-and-span-new; spick, var. of spike;

span-new < Scand. spān-nȳr < spānn
chip + nȳr new]
spic·ule (spikʹūl), n. 1 a small, slender,
sharp-pointed piece, usually bony or
crystalline. 2 such a piece, as the skeletal
element of sponges, etc. 3 a small spike
of ﬂowers. [< L spiculum, dim. of spicum, var. of spica ear of grain]
spic·y (spīsʹi), adj., spic·i·er, spic·i·est. 1
ﬂavored with spice. 2 like spice. 3 lively;
keen. —spicʹi·ly, adv. —spicʹi·ness, n.
spi·der (spīʹdәr), n. 1 any of the eightlegged, wingless arachnids, many of
which spin webs to catch insects for
food. 2 something like or suggesting a
spider. 3 frame with three legs to support a pot or pan over a ﬁre. [OE spīthra
< spinnan spin] —spiʹder·y, adj.
spider monkey, monkey of Central and
South America that has a long, slim
body and long tail.
spi·der·wort (spīʹdәr wėrt´), n. a trailing
plant that takes root at the knots of its
stems and has clusters of ﬂowers.
spiel (spēl), n. Informal. talk; speech;
harangue, esp. one of a cheap, noisy
nature. [< dial. G, play]
spiﬀ·y (spifʹi), adj., spiﬀ·i·er, spiﬀ·i·est.
Informal. smart; neat; trim.
spig·ot (spigʹәt), n. 1 U.S. faucet. 2 peg
or plug used to stop the small hole of a
cask, barrel, etc.
spike1 (spīk), n., v., spiked, spik·ing. —n.
1 a large, strong nail. 2 a sharp-pointed
piece or part. —v. 1 fasten with spikes.
2 provide with spikes. 3 pierce or injure
with a spike. 4 put an end or stop to;
make useless; block. 5 add liquor to (a
drink, etc.).
spikes, a shoes with spikes on the sole,
used in track, baseball, etc. b women’s
shoes with very high heels. [< Scand.
spīk] —spikeʹlike´, adj. —spikʹer, n.
spike2 (spīk), n. 1 ear of grain. 2 a long,
pointed ﬂower cluster. [< L spica]
spike heel, high, narrow heel on a woman’s shoe.
spike·let (spīkʹlit), n. a small spike or
ﬂower cluster.
spike·nard (spīkʹnәrd; –närd), n. 1 a
sweet-smelling ointment used by the
ancients. 2 the fragrant East Indian plant
from which it was probably obtained.
[< Med.L spica nardi ear of nard]
spill (spil), v., spilled or spilt, spill·ing, n.
—v. 1 let (liquid or any matter in loose
pieces) run or fall: spill milk or salt. 2
cause to fall from a horse, car, boat, etc.
3 make known; tell. —n. 1 a spilling. 2
quantity spilled. 3 a fall. [OE spillan]
—spillʹer, n.
spill·way (spilʹwā´), n. channel or passage
for the escape of surplus water from a
dam, river, etc.
spin (spin), v., spun or (Archaic) span,
spun, spin·ning, n. —v. 1 draw out and
twist (cotton, ﬂax, wool. etc.) into thread.
2 make (a thread, web, cocoon, etc.) by
giving out from the body sticky material that hardens into thread: spiders

spin webs. 3 turn or make turn rapidly:
the boy spins his top. 4 feel dizzy: my
head spun after the rough boat ride. 5
fabricate; produce; tell: spin yarns about
adventures at sea. —n. 1 a spinning. 2
a rapid run, ride, drive, etc. 3 a ﬂight
maneuver in which an airplane descends
in a vertical spiral path.
spin oﬀ, a shed; sell: spin oﬀ a subsidiary company. b create from something
already done: spin oﬀ a TV series from a
ﬁlm.
spin out, a skid and turn rapidly in a
vehicle. b make long and slow; draw out;
prolong. [OE spinnan]
spin·ach (spinʹich; –ij), n. 1 a plant whose
green leaves are boiled and eaten. 2 the
leaves. [< OF (e)spinache < Med.L < Sp.
espinaca < Ar. isbānakh]
spi·nal (spīʹnәl), adj. of the spine or
backbone; pertaining to the backbone.
—spiʹnal·ly, adv.
spinal column, the spine; the backbone.
spinal cord, a thick, whitish cord of nerve
tissue in the backbone or spine.
spin·dle (spinʹdәl), n., v., –dled, –dling.
—n. 1 the rod or pin used in spinning to
twist, wind, and hold thread. 2 any rod
or pin that turns around, or on which
something turns, such as an axle, axis,
shaft. 3 arrangement of ﬁbrous cells in
a line at the center of a dividing cell
and along which chromosomes line up
during the metaphase, or second stage,
of mitosis. —v. grow tall and slender;
grow too tall and slender. [OE spinel
< spinnan spin]
spin·dle·legs (spinʹdәl legz´), spin·dleshanks (–shangks´), n. pl. 1 long, thin
legs. 2 (sing. in use) person with long,
thin legs.
spin·dling (spinʹdling), adj. very long and
slender; too tall and thin.
spin·dly (spinʹdli), adj., –dli·er, –dli·est.
spindling.
spine (spīn), n. 1 series of small bones
down the middle of the back; backbone.
2 anything like a backbone; long, narrow ridge or support. 3 a stiﬀ, sharppointed outgrowth on a plant or animal;
thorn or something like it. A cactus has
spines; so has a porcupine. 4 the supporting back portion of a book cover.
[< L spina, orig., thorn] —spined, adj.
—spineʹlike´, adj.
spine·less (spīnʹlis), adj. 1 without spines.
2 having no backbone. 3 Fig. without character, resolution, or courage;
weak-willed; feeble. —spineʹless·ly, adv.
—spineʹless·ness, n.
spin·et (spinʹit; spi netʹ), n. 1 a compact upright piano. 2 an old-fashioned
musical instrument like a small harpsichord. [< F < Ital. spinetta, prob. after G.
Spinetti, Italian inventor]
spin·na·ker (spinʹә kәr), n. a large, triangular sail carried by yachts on the
side opposite the mainsail when running before the wind. [supposedly from
Sphinx, a yacht on which ﬁrst used]
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spin·ner (spinʹәr), n. person, animal, or
thing that spins.
spin·ner·et (spinʹәr et), n. organ by
which spiders, silkworms, etc., spin their
threads.
spin·ning (spinʹing), adj. that spins. —n.
act or procedure of one that spins.
spinning jenny, an early type of spinning
machine having more than one spindle,
whereby one person could spin a number of threads at the same time.
spinning wheel, a large wheel and a
spindle arranged for spinning cotton,
ﬂax, wool, etc., into thread or yarn.
spin-oﬀ or spin·oﬀ (spinʹôf; –of), n. 1
part of a company or a subsidiary that
becomes an independent business. 2 byproduct of a ﬁlm, book, etc.
spin·ster (spinʹstәr), n. 1 an unmarried
woman. 2 an elderly woman who has
not married; old maid. —spinʹsterhood, n. —spinʹster·ish, adj.
spin·y (spīnʹi), adj., spin·i·er, spin·i·est.
1 covered with spines; having spines;
thorny: a spiny cactus, a spiny porcupine. 2 spinelike. 3 Fig. diﬃcult; thorny.
—spinʹi·ness, n.
spi·ra·cle (spīʹrә kәl; spirʹә–), n. an opening for breathing. Insects take in air
through tiny spiracles. A whale breathes
through a spiracle in the top of its head.
[< L spiraculum < spirare breathe]
spi·rae·a, spi·re·a (spī rēʹә), n. any of various shrubs that have clusters of small
white, pink, or red ﬂowers with ﬁve petals. [< L < Gk. speiraia]
spi·ral (spīʹrәl), n., adj., v., –raled, –raling. —n. 1 a winding and gradually widening coil; the shape of a watch spring;
the shape of the thread of a screw. 2 a
single turn of a spiral. —adj. coiled, as
a snail’s shell: spiral stairs. —v. 1 a move
in a spiral. b Fig. move like a spiral:
spiral out of control. 2 form into a spiral.
[< Med.L, < L spira a coil < Gk. speira]
—spiʹral·ly, adv.
spi·rant (spīʹrәnt), n. ⫽fricative. [< L
spirans breathing]
spire (spīr), n. 1 the top part of a tower
or steeple that narrows to a point. 2
anything tapering and pointed. [OE
spīr] —spired, adj. —spireʹlike´, adj.
—spirʹy, adj.
spir·it (spirʹit), n. 1 soul: he is present in
spirit, though absent in body. 2 humans’
moral, religious, or emotional nature. 3
a supernatural being. 4 inﬂuence that
stirs up and rouses: a spirit of reform.
5 person; personality: a noble spirit. 6
courage; vigor; liveliness: a race horse
must have spirit. 7 the real meaning or
intent: the spirit of a law. —v. 1 stir up;
encourage; cheer. 2 carry (away or oﬀ )
secretly: the child has been spirited away.
3 conjure (up).
spirits, a state of mind; disposition; temper: in good spirits. b vigor; cheerfulness:
an animal full of spirits. c strong alcoholic liquor. [< L spiritus, orig., breath
< spirare breathe. Doublet of sprite.]

—spirʹit·less, adj. —spirʹit·less·ly, adv.
—spirʹit·less·ness, n.
spir·it·ed (spirʹit id), adj. lively; dashing. —spirʹit·ed·ly, adv. —spirʹit·edness, n.
spir·it·u·al (spirʹi chu̇ әl), adj. 1 of the
spirit or soul. 2 caring much for things
of the spirit or soul. 3 sacred; religious.
—n. 1 a matter of religion or the church.
2 a sacred song or hymn that originally
came from blacks of the S United States.
—spirʹit·u·al·ly, adv. —spirʹit·u·al·ness,
spir´it·u·alʹi·ty, n.
spir·it·u·al·ism (spirʹi chu̇ әl iz´әm), n. 1
belief that spirits of the dead communicate with the living, esp. through
persons called mediums. 2 insistence on
the spiritual; doctrine that spirit alone
is real. —spirʹit·u·al·ist, n. —spir´it·ual·isʹtic, adj.
spir·it·u·al·ize (spirʹi chu̇ әl īz´), v., –ized,
–iz·ing. make spiritual. —spir´it·u·al·izaʹtion, n.
spi·ro·chete (spīʹrә kēt), n. any of the
bacteria that have a spiral shape. [< NL,
< Gk. speira coil + chaite hair] —spi´rocheʹtal, spi´ro·chaeʹtal, adj.
spi·ro·gy·ra (spī´rә jīʹrә), n. green algae
that form scum on freshwater ponds.
spit1 (spit), v., spat or spit, spit·ting, n.
—v. 1 throw out saliva from the mouth:
a cat spits when angry. 2 throw out: the
gun spits ﬁre. —n. 1 the liquid produced
in the mouth; saliva. 2 noise or act of
spitting. 3 a frothy or spitlike secretion
given oﬀ by some insects. [OE spittan]
—spitʹter, n.
spit2 (spit), n. 1 a sharp-pointed, slender
rod or bar on which meat is roasted. 2 a
narrow point of land running into the
water. [OE spitu]
spit·ball (spitʹbôl´), n. 1 a small ball of
chewed-up paper, used as a missile. 2
variety of curve pitched by moistening
one side of the ball with saliva.
spite (spīt), n., v. spit·ed, spit·ing. —n. ill
will; grudge. —v. show ill will toward;
annoy.
in spite of, not prevented by; notwithstanding. [ult. < despite] —spiteʹful, adj.
—spiteʹful·ly, adv. —spiteʹful·ness, n.
spit·ﬁre (spitʹfīr´), n. 1 person, esp. a
woman or girl, who has a quick and
ﬁery temper. 2 something that sends
forth ﬁre, such as a cannon or some
kinds of ﬁreworks. —adj. of or like a
spitﬁre.
spitting image, Informal. an exact likeness of another: the spitting image of
his father.
spit·tle (spitʹәl), n. saliva; spit. [< spit]
spit·toon (spi tünʹ), n. ⫽cuspidor.
spitz (spits), n. ⫽Pomeranian. [< G,
pointed]
splash (splash), v. 1 cause (water, mud,
etc.) to ﬂy about: the baby splashes in
his tub, the waves splashed on the beach.
2 wet, spatter, or soil. —n. 1 sound of
splashing; splashing. 2 spot of liquid
splashed upon a thing.

make a splash, attract attention; cause
excitement. [alter. of plash, n., < OE
plœsc puddle] —splashʹer, n. —splashʹy,
adj.
splat (splat), n. sound like a splash
or splatter: the splat of fat raindrops.
[< splatter]
splat·ter (splatʹәr), v., n. splash; spatter.
[blend of spatter and splash]
splay (splā), v. spread out; ﬂare. —adj. 1
spread out. 2 wide and ﬂat. —n. spread;
ﬂare. [< display]
splay·foot (splāʹfu̇t´), n., pl. –feet. a
broad, ﬂat foot, esp. one turned outward.
—splayʹfoot´ed, adj.
spleen (splēn), n. 1 ductless glandlike
organ at the left of the stomach in
humans, and near the stomach or intestine in other vertebrates that stores and
ﬁlters the blood. People used to think
that the spleen caused low spirits, bad
temper, and spite. 2 bad temper; spite;
anger. 3 low spirits. [< L < Gk. splen]
—spleenʹful, adj. —spleenʹish, spleenʹy,
adj.
splen·did (splenʹdid), adj. 1 brilliant;
magniﬁcent: splendid jewels, a splendid
name in history. 2 very good; ﬁne; excellent: a splendid chance. [< L splendidus
< splendere be bright] —splenʹdid·ly,
adv. —splenʹdid·ness, n.
splen·dor (splenʹdәr), n. 1 great brightness; brilliant light. 2 magniﬁcent show;
pomp; glory. [< L, < splendere be bright]
—splenʹdor·ous, adj.
sple·net·ic (spli netʹik), adj. 1 pertaining
to the spleen. 2 bad-tempered; irritable;
peevish. [< LL, < splen spleen] —splenetʹi·cal·ly, adv.
splice (splīs), v., spliced, splic·ing, n. —v.
1 join together (ropes, wires, etc.) by
weaving together ends that have been
untwisted. 2 join two pieces of something together by overlapping, esp. of
ﬁlm or timber. 3 join together ends of
genetic material. —n. a joining of ropes
or timbers by splicing. [< MDu. splissen]
—splicʹer, n.
splint (splint), n. 1 arrangement of wood,
metal, plaster, etc., to hold a broken or
dislocated bone in place. 2 a thin strip of
wood, such as is used in making baskets.
[< MDu., MLG splinte]
splin·ter (splinʹtәr), n. a thin, sharp piece
of wood, bone, glass, etc. —adj. pertaining to dissenting groups that break away
from regular political groups, religious
organizations, etc.: a splinter party. —v.
split or break into splinters. [< MDu.]
—splinʹter·y, adj.
split (split), v., split, split·ting, n., adj.
—v. 1 break or cut from end to end, or
in layers. 2 separate into parts; divide.
3 a divide (a molecule) into two or
more individual atoms. b divide (an
atomic nucleus) into two portions of
approximately equal mass by forcing
the absorption of a neutron. 5 Informal.
leave suddenly; clear out. —v. 1 division
in a group, party, etc.: there was a split in
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the Republican Party. 2 a splitting; break;
crack. 3 share; portion. 4 Often, splits.
an acrobatic trick of sinking to the ﬂoor
with the legs spread far apart in opposite
directions. 5 bottle of a drink half the
usual size. 6 a sweet dish made of sliced
fruit, ice cream, etc. —adj. broken or cut
from end to end; divided.
split hairs, make too ﬁne distinctions.
split one’s vote or ticket, vote for candidates of diﬀerent political parties.
[< MDu. splitten] —splitʹter, n.
split inﬁnitive, inﬁnitive having an
adverb between to and the verb. Example: He wants to never work, but to
always play.
split-lev·el (splitʹlevʹәl), adj. (of a house)
having certain rooms on a level less than
a full story higher than others.
split personality, 1 ⫽schízophrenia. 2
personality that appears to have contradictory traits.
split second, very brief time; instant.
—split-second, adj.
split·ting (splitʹing), adj. 1 that splits. 2
very severe; extreme; violent.
splotch (sploch), n. a large, irregular spot;
splash. —v. make splotches on. [? blend
of spot and blotch] —splotchʹy, adj.
splurge (splėrj), n., v., splurged, splurging. —n. a showing oﬀ; showy display;
outburst: a splurge of color. —v. spend
extravagantly.
splut·ter (splutʹәr), v. 1 talk in a hasty,
confused, or incoherent way. 2 make
spitting or popping noises; sputter. —n.
a spluttering. —splutʹter·er, n.
spoil (spoil), v., spoiled or spoilt (spoilt),
spoil·ing, n. —v. 1 damage; injure;
destroy: rain spoiled the picnic. 2 be
damaged; become bad or unﬁt for use:
fruit spoils if kept too long. 3 injure
the character or disposition of, esp. by
excessive indulgence: spoil a child. 4
take by force; steal; rob. —n. 1 Often,
spoils. things taken by force; things
won: the soldiers carried the spoils back
to their own land. 2 an object of plundering; prey. 3 Usually, spoils. government oﬃces and positions ﬁlled by the
successful political party.
spoil for, want a ﬁght or dispute. [< OF
espoillier, ult. < L spolium, n.] —spoilʹable, adj. —spoilʹer, n.
spoil·age (spoilʹij), n. 1 act of spoiling. 2
that which is spoiled.
spoil·sport (spoilʹspôrt´; –spōrt´), n. person who behaves in a manner that spoils
others’ pleasure or disrupts plans, etc.
spoils system, the system or practice in
which public oﬃces with their salaries
and advantages are at the disposal of
the victorious political party for its own
purposes and in its own interest.
spoke1 (spōk), v. 1 pt. of speak. 2 Archaic.
pp. of speak.
spoke2 (spōk), n. one of the bars from the
center of a wheel to the rim. [OE spāca]
spo·ken (spōʹkәn), v. pp. of speak. —adj.
1 expressed with the mouth; uttered;

told: the spoken word. 2 speaking in a
certain way: a soft-spoken man.
spokes·man (spōksʹmәn), n., pl. –men.
person who speaks for another or others.
spokes·per·son (spōks´pėr´sәn), n., pl.
–peo·ple, –per·sons. person who speaks
for another or others.
spokes·wom·an (spōksʹwu̇m´әn), n.,
pl. –wom·en woman who speaks for
another or others.
spo·li·a·tion (spō´li āʹshәn), n. a plundering or despoiling; robbery. [< L, ult.
< spolium booty]
spon·dee (sponʹdē), n. a foot or measure in poetry consisting of two long
or accented syllables. The spondee is
used to vary other meters. [< L < Gk.,
< sponde libation; orig. used in songs
accompanying libations] —spon·daʹic,
adj.
sponge (spunj), n., v., sponged, sponging. —n. 1 a kind of sea animal having a
tough, ﬁberlike skeleton or framework.
2 its light framework used for soaking
up water in bathing, cleaning, etc. 3 a
sponging. 4 something like a sponge,
such as bread dough, a kind of cake,
a kind of pudding, etc. 5 Fig. person
who continually lives at the expense of
others; parasite. —v. 1 wipe or rub with
a wet sponge; make clean or damp in
this way. 2 live or proﬁt at the expense
of another.
throw in the sponge, give up;
admit defeat. [< L < Gk. spongia]
—spongeʹlike´, adj. —spongʹer, n.
—sponʹgy, adj. —sponʹgi·ness, n.
sponge cake, a light, spongy cake made
with eggs, sugar, ﬂour, etc., but no butter.
spon·son (sponʹsәn), n. part projecting
from the side of a ship or boat, used for
support or protection.
spon·sor (sponʹsәr), n. 1 person who is
responsible for a person or thing: the
sponsor of a law. 2 person who takes
vows for an infant at baptism; godfather or godmother. 3 company, store, or
other business ﬁrm that pays the costs of
a radio or television program advertising
its products. —v. act as sponsor for. [< L,
< spondere give assurance] —spon·soʹrial, adj. —sponʹsor·ship, n.
spon·ta·ne·i·ty (spon´tә nēʹә ti), n., pl.
–ties, 1 a state, quality, or fact of being
spontaneous. 2 a spontaneous action,
movement, etc.
spon·ta·ne·ous (spon tāʹni әs), adj. 1
caused by natural impulse or desire;
not forced or compelled; not planned
beforehand: a spontaneous cheer. 2 taking place without external cause or help;
caused entirely by inner forces. 3 growing or produced naturally; not planted,
cultivated, etc. [< LL, < L sponte of one’s
own accord] —spon·taʹne·ous·ly, adv.
—spon·taʹne·ous·ness, n.
spontaneous combustion, the bursting
into ﬂame of a substance without any-

one’s having set it on ﬁre. In spontaneous combustion, the heat produced by
chemical action within the substance
itself causes it to catch on ﬁre.
spoof (spüf), v., n. trick; hoax; joke.
[coined by A. Roberts, British comedian]
spook (spük), n. ghost; specter. [< Du.]
—spookʹish, adj. —spookʹy, adj.
spool (spül), n. 1 a cylinder of plastic,
wood, or metal on which thread, wire,
etc., is wound. 2 something like a spool
in shape or use. —v. wind on a spool.
[< MDu. spoele] —spoolʹer, n.
spoon (spün), n. 1 utensil consisting of a
small, shallow bowl at the end of a handle and used to take up or stir food or
drink. 2 something shaped like a spoon,
as a lure used in casting or trolling for
ﬁsh. 3 a kind of golf club with a wooden
head that has more loft than a brassie.
—v. 1 take up in a spoon. 2 make love
by cuddling, carressing, etc. [OE spōn
chip, shaving]
spoon·bill (spünʹbil´), n. 1 a long-legged
wading bird that has a long, ﬂat bill with
a spoon-shaped tip. 2 any of various
birds that have a similar bill. —spoonʹbilled´, adj.
spoon·ful (spünʹfu̇l), n., pl. –fuls. as much
as a spoon can hold.
spoor (spu̇r), n. trail of a wild animal;
track. —v. track by or follow a spoor.
[< Du.]
spo·rad·ic (spә radʹik), spo·rad·i·cal
(–ә kәl), adj. appearing or happening at intervals in time or in scattered
instances: sporadic cases of scarlet fever.
[< Med.L < Gk. sporadikos scattered,
ult. < spora a sowing] — spo·radʹi·cally, adv.
spo·ran·gi·um (spә ranʹji әm), n., pl. –gia (–ji ә). receptacle containing spores;
spore case. The little brown spots sometimes seen on the under side of ferns are
sporangia. [< NL, < Gk. spora seed +
angeion vessel]
spore (spôr; spōr), n., v., –spored, sporing. —n. 1 a single cell capable of growing into a new plant or animal. Ferns
produce spores. 2 germ; seed. —v. produce spores. [< NL < Gk. spora seed]
spo·ro·phyte (spôʹrә fīt; spōʹ–), n. any
plant or generation of a plant that produces asexual spores.
spo·ro·zo·an (spôr´ә zōʹәn; spōr´–), n.
very small protozoan that lives as a
parasite and causes diseases in humans
and animals.
spor·ran (spôrʹәn; sporʹ–), n. in a Scottish Highland costume, a large purse,
commonly of fur, hanging from the belt
in front. [< Scotch Gaelic sporan]
sport (spôrt; spōrt), n. 1 form of amusement or play; game; contest. Baseball,
football, golf, tennis, ﬁshing, hunting,
and racing are outdoor sports. 2 playful
joking: say a thing in sport. 3 person of
sportsmanlike or admirable qualities.
4 one who is willing to take a chance;
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good fellow: be a sport. 5 animal or plant
that varies suddenly or in a marked
manner from the normal type. —v. 1
amuse oneself with some pleasant pastime. 2 display: sport a new hat. —adj.
of sports; suitable for sports.
make sport of, make fun of; laugh
at; ridicule. [ult. short for disport]
—sportʹer, n. —sportʹful, adj.
sport·ing (spôrʹting; spōrʹ–), adj. 1 of,
interested in, or engaging in sports. 2
playing fair. 3 willing to take a chance;
uncertain. —sportʹing·ly, adv.
spor·tive (spôrʹtiv; spōrʹ–), adj. playful;
jocose; merry. —sporʹtive·ly, adv.
sports (spôrts; spōrts), adj. 1 of sports;
suitable for sports: a sports dress. 2
sporty: a sports car.
sports·cast (spôrtsʹkast´; spōrtsʹ–), n.
broadcast of a sports event.
sports·cast·er (spôrtsʹkas´tәr; spōrtsʹ–),
n. person who describes the action or
comments on it during a sportscast.
sports·man (spôrtsʹmәn; spōrtsʹ–), n.,
pl. –men. 1 person who takes part in
sports, esp. hunting, ﬁshing, or racing.
2 person who likes sports. 3 person who
plays fair. —sportsʹman·like´, sportsʹman·ly, adj. —sportsʹman·ship, n.
sports·wear (spôrtsʹwār´; spōrtsʹ–), n.
informal clothing suitable for outdoor
activity or athletics.
sports·wom·an (spôrtsʹwu̇m´әn; spōrtsʹ–),
n. a female sportsman.
sport·y (spôrʹti; spōrʹ-), adj., sport·i·er,
sport·i·est. smart in dress, appearance,
manners, etc. —sportʹi·ness, n.
spot (spot), n., v., spot·ted, spot·ting,
adj. —n. 1 mark, stain, or speck, as on
a surface: a spot of ink on the paper. 2 a
moral stain or ﬂaw: his character is without spot. 3 a small part unlike the rest:
his tie is blue with white spots. 4 a small
amount; little bit: a spot of lunch. —v. 1
make spots on: spots a dress. 2 place in
a certain spot; scatter in various spots:
lookouts were spotted all along the coast.
3 pick out; ﬁnd out; recognize: spot a
friend in the crowd. 4 blemish; stain: he
spotted his reputation. —adj. 1 on hand;
ready: a spot answer. 2 pertaining to or
involving immediate cash payment: a
spot transaction.
hit the spot, be just right; be satisfactory.
in a spot, in diﬃculty or trouble.
in spots, a here and there. b now and
then.
on the spot, a at the very place. b at
once. c in trouble or diﬃculty. [ME]
—spotʹless, adj. —spotʹless·ly, adv.
—spotʹless·ness, n. —spotʹta·ble, adj.
spot check, an inspection made without
warning.
spot·light (spotʹlīt´), n., v., –light·ed,
or –lit, –light·ing. n. 1 a strong light
thrown upon a particular place or person. 2 the lamp that gives the light: a
spotlight in a theater. 3 conspicuous
attention; public notice. —v. 1 light with

a spotlight; train a spotlight on. 2 Fig.
call attention to.
spot·ted (spotʹid), adj. 1 stained with
spots: a spotted reputation. 2 marked
with spots: a spotted dog. —spotʹtedness, n.
spot·ter (spotʹәr), n. person or thing that
spots, esp. one that locates enemy positions.
spot·ty (spotʹi), adj., –ti·er, –ti·est. 1
having spots; spotted. 2 Fig. not of uniform quality. —spotʹti·ly, adv. —spotʹtiness, n.
spous·al (spouzʹәl), adj. of or pertaining
to marriage.
spouse (spous; spouz), n. husband or wife.
[< OF < L sponsus, sponsa, pp. of spondere
bind oneself] —spouseʹless, adj.
spout (spout), v. 1 throw out (a liquid) in
a stream or spray: the fountain spouted
water, water spouted from a break in the
pipe. 2 Fig. speak, as if from memory, or
without much thought. —n. 1 stream;
jet. 2 pipe for carrying oﬀ water. 3 tube
or lip by which liquid is poured. A teakettle, a coﬀee pot, and a syrup jug have
spouts. [cf. MDu. spouten] —spoutʹer, n.
—spoutʹless, adj.
sprain (sprān), v. injure (a joint or muscle) by a sudden twist or wrench: sprain
your ankle. —n. injury caused in this
way.
sprang (sprang), v. pt. of spring.
sprat (sprat), n. a small food ﬁsh related
to the herring, found along the Atlantic
coast of Europe. [OE sprott]
sprawl (sprôl), v. 1 lie or sit with the limbs
spread out, esp. ungracefully. 2 spread
out in an irregular or awkward manner:
a sprawling vine. —n. 1 act or position
of sprawling. 2 Fig. a spreading: urban
sprawl. [OE sprēawlian] —sprawlʹer, n.
—sprawlʹy, adj.
spray1 (sprā), n. 1 liquid going through
the air in small drops. 2 something like
this: a spray of bullets. 3 instrument that
sends a liquid out as spray. —v. 1 scatter
spray on; sprinkle. 2 direct numerous
small missiles. etc., upon. [? < MDu.
sprayen] —sprayʹer, n.
spray2 (sprā), n. 1 a small branch or piece
of some plant with its leaves, ﬂowers, or
fruit. 2 an ornament like this.
spread (spred), v., spread, spread·ing,
n., —v. 1 cover or cause to cover a large
or larger area; stretch out; unfold; open:
spread rugs on the ﬂoor, ﬁelds of corn
spread out before us. 2 move further
apart: spread out your ﬁngers. 3 scatter;
distribute: he spread the news. 4 cover
with a thin layer: spread bread with butter, spread paint evenly. 5 set (a table)
for a meal. —n. 1 extent; amount of
spreading: the spread of a deer’s antlers.
2 capacity for spreading: the spread of
an elastic material. 3 food put on the
table; feast. 4 a cloth covering for a bed,
table, etc. 5 something spread. Butter
and jam are spreads. [OE sprœ̄dan]
—spreadʹer, n.

spread-ea·gle (spredʹē´gәl), adj., v.,
–gled, –gling. —adj. 1 having the form
of an eagle with wings spread out. —v.
stretch out ﬂat and sprawling; tie with
arms and legs outstretched.
spread·sheet (spredʹshēt´), n. arrangement of data in rows and columns for
computation and analysis, esp. as produced on a computer.
spree (sprē), n. a lively frolic.
sprig (sprig), n. shoot, twig, or small
branch. —sprigʹgy, adj.
spright·ly (sprītʹli), adj., –li·er, –li·est,
adv. —adj. lively. —adv. in a lively manner. [< spright, var. of sprite] —sprightʹliness, n.
spring (spring), v., sprang or sprung,
sprung, spring·ing, n., adj. —v. 1 move
rapidly or suddenly; leap; jump: spring
into the air. 2 ﬂy back or away as if
by elastic force: spring a trap. 4 come
from some source; arise; grow: great
industries sprang up. 5 begin to move,
act, grow, etc., suddenly; burst forth:
sparks sprang from the ﬁre. 6 bring out,
produce, or make suddenly: spring a
surprise on someone. 7 cause game to ﬂy
or jump from cover. 8 Slang. release (a
person) from jail, as by bail. —n. 1 leap
or jump: a spring over the fence. 2 an
elastic device that returns to its original
shape after being pulled or held out of
shape: beds have wire springs. 3 a ﬂying
back from a forced position. 4 season
(in North America, March, April, May)
when plants begin to grow. 5 a small
stream of water coming from the earth.
—adj. 1 having a spring or springs:
a spring mechanism. 2 of, pertaining
to, characteristic of, or suitable for the
season of spring: spring hats. 3 from a
spring: spring water.
spring a leak, crack and begin to let water
through. [OE springan] —springʹer, n.
spring·board (springʹbôrd´; –bōrd´), n. 1
a projecting board from which persons
dive. 2 an elastic board used in vaulting, etc.
spring·bok (springʹbok´), n., pl. –boks
or (esp. collectively) –bok. a gazelle or
small antelope of South Africa. [< Du.,
springing buck]
spring chicken, 1 young chicken with
tender meat. 2 Informal. Fig. young person: Katy’s just a spring chicken.
spring-clean·ing (springʹklēʹning), n.
thorough cleaning of a house, oﬃce, etc.,
in mild weather. —springʹ-cleanʹ, v.
spring fever, a listless, lazy feeling felt by
some people, caused by the ﬁrst sudden
warm weather of spring.
Spring·ﬁeld (springʹfēld), n. capital of
Illinois, in the C part.
spring peeper, small brown tree frog
characterized by its peeping call in the
spring. Also, peeper.
spring tide, 1 the high tide at its highest
level, coming at the time of the new
moon or the full moon. 2 any great
ﬂood, swell, or rush.
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spring·time (springʹtīm´), spring·tide
(–tīd´), n. the season of spring.
spring·y (springʹi), adj., spring·i·er,
spring·i·est. 1 that springs; elastic. 2 having many springs of water. —springʹi·ly,
adv. —springʹi·ness, n.
sprin·kle (springʹkәl), v., –kled, –kling,
n.—v. 1 scatter in drops or tiny bits:
sprinkle sand on an icy sidewalk. 2 spray
or cover with small drops: sprinkle ﬂowers with water. 3 dot or vary with something scattered here and there. 4 rain a
little. —n. 1 a sprinkling; small quantity. 2 a light rain. [cf. Du. sprenkelen]
—sprinʹkler, n. —sprinʹkling, n.
sprint (sprint), v. 1 run at full speed, esp.
for a short distance. 2 Fig. work quickly
to ﬁnish a task or job. —n. 1 a short race
at full speed. 2 Fig. a fast pace at the end
of a job: a sprint to the end of the book.
[ME sprente(n)] —sprintʹer, n.
sprit (sprit), n. a small pole that supports
and stretches a sail. [OE sprēot]
sprite (sprīt), n. elf; fairy; goblin. [< OF
esprit spirit < L spiritus. Doublet of
spirit.]
spritz (sprits), v. spray or sprinkle water
on. —n. a ﬁne spray or sprinkle: a
spritz is enough. [< G spritzen to splash,
squirt]
spritz·er (spritʹsәr), n. cold drink made
with wine or juice and carbonated
water.
sprock·et (sprokʹit), n. 1 one of a set
of projections on the rim of a wheel,
arranged so as to ﬁt into the links of a
chain. The sprockets keep the chain from
slipping. 2 wheel made with sprockets.
sprout (sprout), v. 1 begin to grow: buds
sprout, seeds sprout, rain has sprouted the
corn. —n. a shoot of a plant.
sprouts, Brussels sprouts. [OE, as in
āsprūtan]
spruce1 (sprüs), n. 1 a coniferous evergreen tree with needle-shaped leaves. 2
its wood. [ult. var. of Pruce Prussia]
spruce2 (sprüs), adj., spruc·er, sprucest, v., spruced, spruc·ing. —adj. neat;
trim. —v. make or become spruce:
John spruced himself up for dinner. [?
special use of earlier Spruce Prussia
(i.e., made in Prussia, therefore smartlooking)] —spruceʹly, adv. —spruceʹness, n.
sprung (sprung), v. pp. of spring. —adj.
warped; bent: a sprung gate.
spry (sprī), adj., spry·er, spry·est, or
spri·er, spri·est. active; lively; nimble: a
mouse is a spry animal. —spryʹly, adv.
—spryʹness, n.
spud (spud), n. potato. [cf. Dan. spyd
spear]
spue (spū), v., spued, spu·ing. spew.
spume (spūm), n., v., spumed, spum·ing.
foam; froth. [< L spuma] —spuʹmous,
spumʹy, adj.
spu·mo·ni or spu·mo·ne (spә mōʹnē), n.
a type of Italian ice cream, usually containing fruit, nuts, etc. [< Ital.]
spun (spun), v. pt. and pp. of spin.

spunk (spungk), n. courage; pluck; spirit;
mettle. [< Irish or Scotch Gaelic < L
spongia sponge]
spunk·y (spungkʹi), adj., spunk·i·er,
spunk·i·est. courageous; plucky; spirited.
—spunkʹi·ly, adv. —spunkʹi·ness, n.
spur (spėr), n., v., spurred, spur·ring.
—n. 1 a pricking instrument worn on a
horseman’s heel for urging a horse on.
2 anything that urges on: ambition is
a spur. 3 something like a spur; point
sticking out: a spur of rock. 4 ridge projecting from the main body of a mountain or mountain range. 5 any short
branch: a spur of a railroad. —v. 1 prick
with spurs. 2 urge on: pride spurred the
boy to ﬁght.
on the spur of the moment, on a sudden impulse.
win one’s spurs, attain distinction. [OE
spura] —spurʹless, adj. —spurʹlike´,
adj.
spurge (sperj), n. ⫽euphorbia. [< OF
espurge, ult. < L ex out + purgare purge]
spu·ri·ous (spyu̇rʹi әs), adj. not coming
from the right source; not genuine; false;
sham: a spurious document. [< L spurius] —spuʹri·ous·ly, adv. —spuʹri·ousness, n.
spurn (spėrn), v. refuse with scorn; scorn:
spurn an apology. —n. disdainful rejection; contemptuous treatment. [OE
spurnan] —spurnʹer, n.
spurt (spėrt), v. 1 ﬂow suddenly in a
stream or jet; gush out; squirt. 2 put
forth great energy for a short time;
show great activity for a short time: the
runners spurted near the end of the race.
—n. 1 a sudden rushing forth; jet: spurts
of ﬂame. 2 a great increase of eﬀort or
activity for a short time. Also, spirt. [var.
of sprit, OE spryttan]
sput·ter (sputʹәr), v. 1 make spitting or
popping noises: the motor sputtered and
died. 2 throw out (drops of saliva, bits
of food, etc.) in excitement or in talking too fast. 3 say (words or sounds) in
haste and confusion. —n. 1 confused
talk. 2 a sputtering; sputtering noise.
[< spout] —sputʹter·er, n. —sputʹtering·ly, adv.
spu·tum (spūʹtәm), n., pl. –ta (–tә), 1
saliva; spit. 2 what is coughed up from
the lungs and spat out. [< L, < spuere
spit]
spy (spī), n., pl. spies, v., spied, spy·ing.
—n. 1 person who keeps secret watch
on the action of others. 2 person who,
in time of war, tries to get information
about the enemy, usually by visiting the
enemy’s territory in disguise or under
false pretenses. —v. 1 ﬁnd out or try to
ﬁnd out by careful observation; search. 2
keep secret watch: spy on the neighbors;
spy out what’s happening. 3 catch sight
of; see: he spied a plane overhead. [< OF
espier < Gmc.]
spy·glass (spīʹglas´; –gläs´), n. a small
telescope.
sq., 1 square. 2 the following.
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squab (skwob), n. a very young bird, esp.
a young pigeon.
squab·ble (skwobʹәl), n., v., –bled, –bling.
—n. a petty, noisy quarrel. —v. take part
in a petty, noisy quarrel. —squabʹbler, n.
squad (skwod), n., v., squad·ded, squadding. —n. 1 a number of soldiers
grouped for drill, inspection, or work.
A squad is the smallest tactical unit
in an army. 2 any small group of persons working together. —v. 1 form into
squads. 2 assign to a squad. [< F < Ital.
squadra square]
squad·ron (skwodʹrәn), n. 1 a part of a
naval ﬂeet used for special service. 2 a
formation of airplanes, usually two or
three ﬂights, that ﬂy or ﬁght together.
[< Ital. squadrone < squadra square]
squal·id (skwolʹid), adj. ﬁlthy; degraded;
wretched. [< L squalidus < squalere be
ﬁlthy] — squalʹid·ly, adv. —squalʹidness, squa·lidʹi·ty, n.
squall1 (skwôl), n. a sudden, violent gust
of wind, often with rain, snow, or sleet.
—v. blow in a squall. [cf. Sw. skval-regn]
—squallʹy, adj.
squall2 (skwôl), v. cry out loudly; scream
violently: the baby squalled. —n. a loud,
harsh cry. [< Scand. skvala cry out]
—squallʹer, n.
squal·or (skwolʹәr), n. misery and dirt;
ﬁlth. [< L, < squalere be ﬁlthy]
squan·der (skwonʹdәr), v. spend foolishly;
waste. —squanʹder·er, n. —squanʹdering·ly, adv.
square (skwãr), n., adj., squar·er, squarest, v., squared, squar·ing, adv. —n. 1 a
plane ﬁgure with four equal sides and
four equal angles ( ). 2 anything of
or near this shape. 3 space in a city or
town bounded by streets on four sides.
4 distance along one side of such a
space; block. 5 an open space in a city or
town bounded by streets on four sides,
often planted with grass, trees, etc. 6 an
L-shaped or T-shaped instrument used
for making or testing right angles. 7
Also, square number, product obtained
when a number in multiplied by itself.
16 is the square of 4. 8 Informal. person
who is conventional or old-fashioned.
—adj. 1 having four equal sides and
four right angles. 2 of a speciﬁed length
on each side of a square: a room ten feet
square, a square inch. 3 having breadth
more nearly equal to length or height
than is usual: a square jaw. 4 Fig. leaving no balance; even: make accounts
square. 5 just; fair; honest: a square deal.
6 Informal. conventional; old-fashioned:
he is so square. 7 multiplied by itself.
—v. 1 make square; make rectangular;
make cubical. 2 bring to the form of a
right angle: square a picture on the wall.
3 make straight, level, or even: square
the corners of a board. 4 adjust; settle:
square accounts. 5 agree; conform: his
acts do not square with his promises. 6 a
ﬁnd the equivalent of in square measure.
b multiply by itself. —adv. 1 fairly or
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square dance

honestly: fair and square. 2 so as to be
square; in square or rectangular form;
at right angles.
all square, even; with nothing owed.
at or to square one, the beginning;
where one or something began: had to
go back to square one.
on the square, a at right angles. b justly;
fairly; honestly.
square oﬀ, put oneself in a position of
defense or attack.
square oneself, a make up for something one has said or done. b get even.
[< OF esquar(r)e, ult. < L ex out + quadrus
square] —squareʹly, adv. —squareʹness,
n. —squarʹer, n. —squarʹish, adj.
square dance, dance performed by a
set of couples arranged in some set
form. The quadrille and Virginia reel
are square dances. —squareʹ-dance´, v.
—square dancer. —square dancing.
square deal, fair and honest treatment.
square foot, unit of measure of an area
equal to 1 foot by 1 foot.
square inch, unit of measure of an area
equal to 1 inch by 1 inch.
square knot, knot whose free ends come
out alongside of the other parts. It will
not slip and is easily untied.
square meal, a substantial or satisfying
meal.
square measure, system of measurement
of volume in square units: 144 square
inches = 1 square foot.
square-rigged (skwãrʹrigdʹ), adj. having
the principal sails set at right angles
across the masts. —squareʹ-rigʹger, n.
square root, number that produces a
given number when multiplied by itself.
The square root of 16 is 4.
square sail, a four-sided sail.
squash1 (skwosh), v. 1 press until soft or
ﬂat; crush. 2 make a squashing sound;
move with a squashing sound. 3 put an
end to; stop by force. 4 crowd; squeeze.
—n. 1 something squashed; a crushed
mass. 2 a squashing. 3 a squashing
sound. 4 game somewhat like handball
and tennis. [< OF esquasser, ult. < L ex
out + quassare shake] —squashʹer, n.
squash2 (skwosh), n. 1 fruit of any of
various vinelike plants, often eaten as a
vegetable or made into a pie. 2 plant it
grows on. [< Algonquian]
squash·y (skwoshʹi), adj., squash·i·er,
squash·i·est. 1 easily squashed. 2 soft
and wet. —squashʹi·ly, adv. —squashʹiness. n.
squat (skwot), v., squat·ted, or squat,
squat·ing, adj., n. —v. 1 crouch on the
heels. 2 sit on the ground or ﬂoor with
the legs drawn up closely beneath or in
front of the body. 3 a settle on another’s
land without title or right. b occupy
an abandoned building illegally. —adj.
1 crouching: a squat ﬁgure sat in front
of the ﬁre. 2 short and thick; low and
broad. —n. 1 act of squatting; squatting
posture. 2 a building illegally occupied.
[< OF esquatir crush, ult. < L ex– out +

coactus forced < co– together + agere
drive] —squatʹter, n.
squat·ty (skwotʹi), adj., –ti·er, –tie·est.
short and thick; low and broad.
squaw (skwô), n. an American Indian
woman or wife. [< Algonquian]
squawk (skwôk), v. 1 make a loud, harsh
sound; hens and ducks squawk when
frightened. 2 utter harshly and loudly.
3 Informal. complain loudly. —n. 1 a
loud, harsh sound. 2 Informal. a loud
complaint. —squawkʹer, n.
squeak (skwēk), v. make a short, sharp,
shrill sound: a mouse squeaks. —n. a
short, sharp, shrill sound.
narrow squeak, a narrow escape. [cf.
Sw. sqväka croak] —squeakʹer, n.
—squeakʹy, adj. —squeakʹi·ly, squeakʹing·ly, adv. —squeakʹi·ness, n.
squeal (skwēl), v. 1 make a long, sharp,
shrill cry: a pig squeals when it is hurt. 2
Slang. turn informer. —n. a long, sharp,
shrill cry. [imit.] —squealʹer, n.
squeam·ish (skwēmʹish), adj. 1 too
proper, modest, etc.; easily shocked. 2
too particular; too scrupulous. 3 slightly
sick at one’s stomach. 4 easily turned
sick. 5 dainty; delicate; fastidious. [var.
of earlier squeamous < AF escoymous]
—squeamʹish·ly, adv. —squeamʹishness, n.
squig·gle (skwigʹәl), n., v., –gled, –gling.
1 make twisting, curling lines. 2 wiggle;
squirm. —n. wiggly, twisty curve. [?
blend of squirm + wriggle]
squint (skwint), v. 1 look with the eyes
partly closed: squint in the sun. 2 look
sideways. —n. 1 act of squinting. 2 a
sidelong look; hasty look; look. 3 tendency to look sideways. [< asquint]
—squintʹer, n. —squintʹing·ly, adv.
—squintʹy, adj.
squire (skwīr), n., v., squired, squir·ing.
—n. 1 in England, a country gentleman,
esp. the chief landowner in a district.
2 a young man of noble family who
attended a knight till he himself was
made a knight. —v. 1 attend as a squire.
2 a escort a woman. b show the sights to.
[ult. var. of esquire]
squirm (skwėrm), v. 1 wriggle; writhe;
twist. 2 show great embarrassment,
annoyance, confusion, etc. —n. a wriggle; writhe; twist. [? imit.] —squirmʹy,
adj.
squir·rel (skwėrʹәl; skwėrl), n. 1 a small,
bushy-tailed animal that lives in trees.
2 its gray, reddish, or dark-brown fur.
[< AF esquirel < L sciurus < Gk., < skia
shadow + oura tail]
squirt (skwėrt), v. 1 force out (liquid)
through a narrow opening. 2 come out
in a jet or stream. —n. 1 act of squirting. 2 jet of liquid, etc. 3 an insigniﬁcant
person. —squirtʹer, n. —squirtʹing, adj.
Sr, strontium.
Sr., 1 senior. 2 Sir.
SRO, S.R.O., 1 standing room only.:
available tickets to the show are SRO. 2
single-room occupancy: an SRO hotel.

S.S., 1 Secretary of State. 2 Secret Service.
3 steamship.
SSE, S.S.E., direction halfway between
south and southeast.
SSW, S.S.W., direction halfway between
south and southwest.
St., 1 Saint. 2 Strait. 3 Street.
st., 1 stanza. 2 stet. 3 street.
stab (stab), v., stabbed, stab·bing, n.
—v. 1 pierce or wound with a pointed
weapon. 2 thrust with or as with a
pointed weapon: stab at an adversary. 3
penetrate suddenly and sharply; pierce.
4 Fig. deeply wound or injure the feelings. —n. 1 thrust or blow made with
a pointed weapon; any thrust. 2 wound
made by stabbing. 3 an injury to the
feelings. 4 an attempt.
have or make a stab at, try: you may fail,
but make a stab at it anyway.
stab in the back, attempt to injure in a
sly, treacherous manner; slander. [ult.
akin to stub] —stabʹber, n.
sta·bil·i·ty (stә bilʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 a
being ﬁxed in position; ﬁrmness. 2 permanence. 3 steadfastness of character,
purpose, etc.
sta·bi·lize (stāʹbә līz), v., –lized, –liz·ing.
1 make stable or ﬁrm. 2 prevent changes
in; hold steady: stabilize prices. 3 keep
(an airplane, etc.) steady by special construction or automatic devices. —sta´bili·zaʹtion, n.
sta·bi·liz·er (stāʹbә līz´әr), n. 1 person
or thing that makes something stable.
2 device for keeping an aircraft, ship,
etc., steady.
sta·ble1 (stāʹbәl), n., v., –bled, –bling.
—n. 1 a building where horses or cattle
are kept and fed. 2 group of animals
housed in such a building. 3 Often,
stables. buildings and grounds where
race horses are quartered and trained.
4 Fig. groups of people able to do something in particular: a large stable of
writers. —v. put, keep, or live in a stable. [< OF < stabulum] —staʹbler, n.
—staʹbling, n.
sta·ble2 (stāʹbәl), adj. 1 not likely to move
or change; steadfast; ﬁrm; steady. 2 lasting without change; permanent. 3 able
to return to its original position. 4 a
in a balanced condition; not readily
destroyed or decomposed, as a compound. b resisting molecular change.
[< F < L stabilis] —staʹble·ness, n.
—staʹbly, adv.
sta·ble·boy (stāʹbәl boi´), n. boy who
works in a stable.
stac·ca·to (stә käʹtō), adj. 1 with breaks
between the successive tones; not held
for the full time of a note. 2 disconnected;
abrupt: staccato speech. —adv. in a staccato manner. [< Ital., lit., detached]
stack (stak), n. 1 a large pile of hay,
straw, etc. Haystacks are often round
and arranged to shed water. 2 pile of
anything, usually in orderly arrangement: a stack of wood. 3 a large quantity.
4 chimney. —v. 1 pile or arrange in a

stalk
stack: stack hay, ﬁrewood, etc. 2 arrange
(playing cards) unfairly.
blow one’s stack, get angry; lose one’s
temper.
have the cards stacked against one, be
at a great disadvantage.
stacks, a rack with shelves for books,
CD’s, etc. b part of a library in which
the main collection of books is shelved.
[< Scand. stakkr] —stackʹer, n.
sta·di·um (stāʹdi әm), n., pl. –di·ums, –dia (–di ә). an oval or U-shaped structure
with rows of seats around a large open
space for athletic games. [< L < Gk.
stadion]
staﬀ (staf; stäf), n., pl. staves or staﬀs
for 1 and 2, staﬀs for 3 and 4, v. —n. 1
stick; pole; rod: the ﬂag hangs on a staﬀ.
2 something that supports or sustains:
bread is called the staﬀ of life. 3 group
assisting a chief; group of employees.
4 the ﬁve lines and the four spaces
between them on which music is written. —v. provide with a staﬀ. [OE stœf]
stag (stag), n. 1 a full-grown male deer. 2
the male of various other animals. esp.
one castrated when full grown. 3 man
who goes to a dance, party, etc., alone or
with other men. —adj. attended by, or
for men only. [OE stagga]
stage (stāj), n., v., staged, stag·ing. —n. 1
the raised platform in a theater on which
the actors perform. 2 the theater; the
drama; actor’s profession: Shakespeare
wrote for the stage. 3 scene of action: the
stage of politics. 4 a section of a rocket or
missile having its own motor and fuel.
A three-stage rocket has three motors,
one in each stage, which separate one
after another from the rocket after use. 5
place of rest on a journey; regular stopping place. 6 distance between stops. 7
stagecoach; bus. 8 one step or degree in
a process; period of development: the
ﬁrst stage of a disease. —v. 1 put on a
stage; arrange: the play was excellently
staged. 2 arrange to have an eﬀect: the
angry people staged a riot.
by easy stages, a little at a time; slowly;
often stopping.
on the stage, being an actor.
set the stage, Fig. prepare ahead; create
the right conditions. [< OF estage, ult.
< L stare stand]
stage·coach (stājʹkōch´), n. coach carrying passengers and parcels over a
regular route.
stage·craft (stājʹkraft´; –kräft´), n. the
art of writing, adapting, or presenting
plays.
stage fright, fear of performing in front
of an audience.
stage·hand (stājʹhand´), n. person whose
work is moving scenery, arranging
lights, etc., in a theater.
stage-struck (stājʹstruk´), adj. wanting very much to become an actor or
actress.
stage whisper, a loud whisper on a stage
meant for the audience to hear.

stag·ger (stagʹәr), v. 1 sway or reel (from
weakness, a heavy load, or drunkenness). 2 become unsteady; waver. 3 Fig.
cause to hesitate or become confused.
4 Fig. confuse or astonish greatly. 5
arrange in a zigzag order or in overlapping intervals, to relieve traﬃc, increase
the eﬃciency etc. —n. a swaying; reeling.
staggers (sing. in use), a nervous disease
of horses, cattle, etc., that makes them
stagger or fall suddenly. [ult. < Scand.
stakra] —stagʹger·er, n. —stagʹger·ingly, adv.
stag·gering (stagʹәr ing), adj. 1 causing
to reel or waver: a staggering revelation.
2 tremendous; enormous: a staggering
number of casualties.
stag·ing (stājʹing), n. 1 a temporary platform or structure of posts and boards
for support, as in building; scaﬀolding.
2 act or process of putting a play on
the stage.
stag·nant (stagʹnәnt), adj. 1 not running or ﬂowing. 2 foul from standing
still. 3 Fig. not active; sluggish; dull: a
stagnant economy. [< L stagnans stagnating. See stagnate.] —stagʹnan·cy, n.
—stagʹnant·ly, adv.
stag·nate (stagʹnāt), v., –nat·ed, –nat·ing.
be stagnant; become or make stagnant.
[< L, < stagnum standing water] —stagnaʹtion, n.
stag·y (stājʹi), adj., stag·i·er, stag·i·est.
1 of or pertaining to the stage. 2 suggestive of the stage; theatrical. 3 artiﬁcial; pompous; aﬀected. —stagʹi·ly, adv.
—stagʹi·ness, n.
staid (stād), adj. having a settled, quiet,
character; sober; sedate. —v. Archaic.
pt. and pp. of stay1. [orig. pp. of stay1
in sense of “restrain”] —staidʹly, adv.
—staidʹness, n.
stain (stān), n. 1 discoloration; spot. 2
patch of diﬀerent color. 3 Fig. cause
of reproach; blemish. —v. 1 discolor
with spots; soil. 2 Fig. bring reproach
upon; blemish. 3 color in a particular
way. 4 produce a stain. [earlier distain
< OF desteindre take out the color, ult.
< L dis– oﬀ + tingere dye] —stainʹable, adj. —stainʹer, n. —stainʹless, adj.
—stainʹless·ly, adv.
stained glass, 1 pieces of colored glass
used to create images or designs, as for
church windows. 2 any colored, pointed,
or enameled glass.
stainless steel, steel containing chromium, nickel, or some other metal that
prevents rusting or staining.
stair (stãr), n. 1 one of series of steps for
going from one level or ﬂoor to another.
2 set of such steps.
stairs, series of steps for going from
one level or ﬂoor to another. [OE
stœ̄ger]
stair·case (stãrʹkās´), n. ﬂight of stairs
with its framework; stairs.
stair·step (stārʹstep´), n. a step in a stairway. —adj. 1 arranged like steps. 2 Fig.
rising or falling like steps; changing one
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step at a time. 3 Fig. like stairsteps in
order, size, etc.
stair·way (stãrʹwā´), n. a way up and
down by stairs; stairs.
stair·well (stārʹwel´) n. or stair well,
open space surrounding a ﬂight of stairs
in a building.
stake1 stāk), n., v., staked, stak·ing. —n.
1 stick or post pointed at one end for
driving into the ground. 2 stick or post
to which a person is bound and burned
alive. —v. 1 fasten to a stake or with a
stake. 2 mark, protect, etc. (a claim) with
stakes; mark the boundaries of.
pull up stakes, move away.
stake out, a claim; reserve for oneself
or a special purpose. b watch secretly (a
building, person, etc.).
the stake, execution by burning: a barbaric death at the stake. [OE staca]
—stakʹer, n.
stake2 (stāk), v. staked, stak·ing, n. —v. 1
risk (money or something valuable) on
the result of a game or on any chance.
2 grubstake. 3 furnish with money or
materials. —n. 1 money risked; what is
staked. 2 Often, stakes. the prize in a
race or contest. 3 something to gain or
lose; interest; share in a property.
at stake, to be won or lost; risked.
—stakʹer, n.
stake·hold·er (stākʹhōl´dәr), n. person
who takes care of what is bet and pays
it to the winner.
sta·lac·tite (stә lakʹtīt; stalʹәk–), n. a formation of lime, shaped like an icicle,
hanging from the roof of a cave. Stalactites and stalagmites are formed by
dripping water that contains lime. [<
NL, < Gk. stalaktos dripping < stalassein
trickle]
sta·lag·mite (stәlagʹmīt; stalʹәg–), n. a
formation of lime, shaped like a cone,
built up on the ﬂoor of a cave. [< NL,
< Gk. stalagmos a drop < stalassein
trickle]
stale (stāl), adj., stal·er, stal·est, v., staled,
stal·ing. —adj. 1 not fresh; hard and dry:
stale bread. 2 no longer new or interesting: a stale joke. 3 out of condition: go
stale from too much sitting. —v. make
or become stale. [ME] —staleʹly, adv.
—staleʹness, n.
stale·mate (stālʹmāt´), n., v., –mat·ed,
–mat·ing. —n. 1 position of the pieces
in chess when no move can be made
by a player in his or her turn without
putting the king in check, thus forcing
a drawn game. 2 Fig. any position in
which no action can be taken; complete
standstill: reach a stalemate in negotiations. —v. put in such a position; bring
to a complete standstill. [< ME stale
stalemate (prob. < AF estale standstill)
+ mate2]
stalk1 (stok), n. 1 stem or main axis of a
plant. 2 any slender, supporting or connecting part of a plant. A ﬂower or leaf
blade may have a stalk. 3 any similar
part of an animal. The eyes of a crawﬁsh
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are on stalks. [ME stalke] —stalkʹless,
adj. —stalkʹlike´, adj. —stalkʹy, adj.
stalk2 (stôk), v. 1 approach (wild animals)
without being seen or heard by them. 2
pursue (an animal or a person) without
being seen or heard. 3 Fig. spread silently
and steadily: disease stalked through the
land. 4 walk with slow, stiﬀ, or haughty
strides. —n. 1 haughty gait. 2 a stalking. [OE, as in bestealcian steal along]
—stalkʹer, n.
stalk·ing-horse (stôkʹing hôrs´), n. 1
horse or ﬁgure of a horse, behind which
a hunter conceals himself in stalking
game. 2 Fig. anything used to hide plans
or acts; pretext.
stall1 (stôl), n. 1 place in a stable for one
animal. 2 a small place for selling things.
3 seat in the choir of a church. 4 of an
airplane, condition of stalling. —v. 1
live in a stall, stable, kennel, etc. 2 stop
or bring to a standstill, usually contrary
to one’s wish. 3 stick fast in mud, snow,
etc.; come to a standstill. 4 of an airplane, lose so much speed that it cannot
be controlled. [OE steall] —stalled, adj.
stall2 (stôl), n. pretext, esp. as a means of
delay. —v. 1 pretend; evade; deceive. 2
delay. [< AF estal decoy < Gmc.]
stal·lion (stalʹyәn), n. an uncastrated
male horse, esp. one kept for breeding
purposes. [< OF estalon < Gmc.]
stal·wart (stôlʹwәrt), adj. 1 strongly built:
a stalwart body. 2 strong and brave: a
stalwart knight. 3 ﬁrm; steadfast: a stalwart supporter. —n. 1 a stalwart person.
2 a loyal supporter of a political party.
[OE stœ̄lwierthe serviceable < stathol
position + wierthe worthy] —stalʹwartly, adv. —stalʹwart·ness, n.
sta·men (stāʹmәn), n., pl. sta·mens, stami·na (stamʹә nә). part of a ﬂower that
contains the pollen, consisting of a slender, threadlike stem or ﬁlament and an
anther. [< L, warp, thread] —staʹmened,
adj.
stam·i·na (stam´ә nә), n. strength; endurance. [< L, threads (of life, spun by the
Fates)]
stam·mer (stamʹәr), v. 1 repeat the same
sound, esp. involuntarily, in an eﬀort to
speak; hesitate in speaking. 2 utter thus:
stammer an excuse. —n. a stammering;
stuttering. [OE stamerian] —stamʹmerer, n. —stam´mer·ing·ly, adv.
stamp (stamp), v. 1 bring down (one’s
foot) with force. 2 walk in this way: she
stamped out of the room. 3 ﬁx ﬁrmly or
deeply: the scene was stamped in her
memory. 4 impress, cut, etc. (a design). 5
show to be of a certain quality or character; indicate: his speech stamps him as an
educated man. 6 put postage on. —n. 1
act of stamping. 2 instrument that cuts,
shapes, or impresses a design on (paper,
wax, metal, etc.); thing that puts a mark
on. 3 the mark made with it. 4 an oﬃcial
mark or seal. 5 impression; marks: her
face bore the stamp of suﬀering. 6 Fig.
kind; type: men of his stamp are rare. 7 a

small piece of paper with a sticky back,
put on letters, papers, parcels, etc., to
show that a charge has been paid.
stamp out, a put out by stamping:
stamp out ﬂames. b put an end to by
force. [ME stampe(n)] —stamped, adj.
—stampʹer, n.
stam·pede (stam pēdʹ), n., v., –ped·ed,
–ped·ing. —n. 1 a sudden scattering
or headlong ﬂight of a frightened herd
of cattle or horses. 2 Fig. any headlong
ﬂight of a large group. 3 Fig. a general
rush. —v. 1 scatter or ﬂee in a stampede.
2 Fig. make a general rush. [< Mex.Sp.
estampida (in Sp., uproar) < estampar
stamp, ult. < Gmc.] —stam·pedʹer, n.
stance (stans), n. position of the feet of
a player when making a stroke in golf
or other games. [< F, ult. < L stare
stand]
stanch1 (stänch; stanch), v. 1 stop or
check the ﬂow of (blood, etc.). 2 cease
ﬂowing. [< OF estanchier] —stanchʹer,
n. —stanchʹless, adj.
stanch2 (stänch; stanch), adj. 1 ﬁrm;
strong; substantial: stanch walls, a stanch
defense. 2 loyal; steadfast. 3 watertight:
a stanch boat. [< OF estanche, fem.]
—stanchʹly, adv. —stanchʹness. n.
stan·chion (stanʹshәn), n. an upright bar,
post, or support (in a window, in a stall
for cattle, on a ship, etc.). [< OF estanchon, ult. < L stare stand]
stand (stand), v., stood, stand·ing, n. —v.
1 be upright on one’s feet: he stands six
feet in his socks. 2 be set upright; place;
be located: the box stands over there,
stand the box here. 3 Fig. be in a certain
rank, scale, etc.: he stood ﬁrst in his class.
4 take or keep a certain position: “Stand
back!”, stand ﬁrm for justice. 5 Fig. be in
a special condition: he stands innocent
of any wrong. 6 Fig. be unchanged; hold
good; remain the same: the rule against
lateness will stand. 7 stay in place; last:
the old house has stood for many years.
8 undergo; bear; endure: stand trial. 9
withstand without being hurt or giving
way: cloth that will stand wear. —n. 1 a
halt; stop. 2 stop for defense, resistance,
etc.: make a last stand. 3 place where a
person stands; position: a stand for free
speech, make a stand against a bully. 4
a raised place where people can sit or
stand. 5 something to put things on or
in. 6 place or ﬁxtures for a small business: stand that sells newspapers. 7 group
of growing trees or plants.
stand a chance, have a chance.
stand by, a be near. b stand with; help;
support. c keep; maintain. d be or get
ready for use, action, etc.
stand down, a withdraw, as a military
force. b leave the stand, as a witness in a
trial.
stand for, a represent; mean. b be on the
side of; take the part of; uphold. c be a
candidate for. d put up with: I will not
stand for rudeness.
stand in, substitute for another.

stand out, a project. b be noticeable or
prominent.
stand pat, hold to things as they are and
refuse to change.
stand up, a get to one’s feet. b endure;
last. c fail to meet, as an appointment or
engagement.
stand up for, take the past of; defend;
support.
stand up to, meet or face boldly. [OE
standan] —standʹer, n.
stand·ard (stanʹdәrd), n. 1 anything taken
as a basis of comparison; model; rule:
good standards of living, your work is not
up to standard. 2 an authorized measure.
3 ﬂag, emblem, or symbol. —adj. 1 used
as a standard; according to rule. 2 having recognized excellence or authority. 3
indicating a speciﬁed manner of speaking and writing which is approved by
a particular society: standard English.
[< OF estandart < Gmc.]
stand·ard·bear·er (stanʹdәrd bãr´әr), n.
1 person who carries a banner in a
procession. 2 a conspicuous leader of a
movement, political party, etc.
stand·ard·ize (stanʹdәr dīz), v., –ized,
–iz·ing. 1 make standard in size, shape,
weight, quality, strength, etc.: the parts
of an automobile are standardized. 2
regulate by a standard. —stand´ard·izaʹtion, n. —standʹard·iz´er, n.
standard of living, way of living that a
person or community considers necessary to provide enough material things
for comfort, happiness, etc.
standard time, time oﬃcially adopted for
a region or country.
stand-by or stand·by (standʹbī´), n.,
pl. –bys. person or thing that can
be relied upon; chief support; ready
resource.
on stand-by, prepared and ready.
stand·ee (stan dēʹ), n. person who has to
stand in a theater, etc.
stand-in (standʹin´), n. person whose
work is standing in the place of another,
as for a motion-picture actor or actress
while the lights, camera, etc., are being
arranged.
stand·ing (stanʹding), n. 1 position; reputation: men of good standing. 2 Fig.
duration: a habit of long standing. 3 act
of standing; place of standing. —adj. 1
straight up; erect. 2 done from an erect
position: a standing jump. 3 established;
permanent: a standing army. 4 not ﬂowing; stagnant.
standing room, 1 space to stand in. 2
space to stand in after all the seats are
taken.
stand-oﬀ (standʹôf´; -of´), n. 1 a standing oﬀ or apart; reserve; aloofness. 2
situation involving a balance between
opposing elements; a tie or draw, as in
a game. —adj. standing oﬀ or apart;
reserved; holding aloof. —stand´-oﬀʹish, adj. —stand´-oﬀʹish·ness, n.
stand-out or standout (standʹoutʹ), n.
person or thing that is outstanding or

statecraft
excellent of its kind. —adj. outstanding;
excellent.
stand·pat (standʹpat´), adj. standing ﬁrm
for things as they are; opposing any
change.
stand·pipe (standʹpīp´), n. a large vertical
pipe or tower to hold water.
stand·point (standʹpoint´), n. point at
which one stands to view something;
point of view; mental attitude.
stand·still (standʹstil´), n. a complete
stop; halt; pause: during the strike, production came to a standstill.
stand-up (standʹup´), adj. 1 standing
upright. 2 performed while standing:
stand-up comedy. 3 taken while standing: stand-up lunch.
stang (stang), v. Archaic or Obs. pt. of
sting.
stank (stangk), v. pt. of stink.
stan·nic (stanʹik), adj. containing tin with
a valence of four.
stan·nous (stanʹәs), adj. containing tin
with a valence of two.
stan·num (stanʹәm), n. tin. [< LL]
stan·za (stanʹzә), n. group of lines of
poetry, commonly four or more,
arranged according to a ﬁxed plan; verse
of a poem. [< Ital., orig., stopping place,
ult. < L stare stand]
sta·pes (stāʹpēz), n. the innermost of the
three small bones in the middle ear; the
stirrup bone.
staph (staf), n. Informal. staphylococcus
or staphylococci. —adj. staphylococcol.
staph·y·lo·coc·cus, (staf´ә lә kokʹәs), n.,
pl. –coc·ci (–kokʹsi). round, parasitic
bacteria that can cause serious infections in humans. —staph´y·lo·cocʹcal,
adj.
sta·ple1 (stāʹpәl), n., v., –pled, –pling.
—n. 1 a U-shaped piece of metal with
pointed ends. Staples are driven into
doors, etc., to hold hooks, pins, or bolts.
2 a bent piece or wire used to hold
together papers, parts of a book, etc. —v.
fasten with a staple or staples. [OE stapol
post] —staʹpler, n.
sta·ple2 (stāʹpәl), n., 1 the most important
or principal article grown or manufactured in a place. Cotton is the staple
in many S states. 2 a chief element or
material. 3 a raw material. 4 ﬁber of cotton, wool. etc. —adj. 1 most important;
principal. 2 established in commerce:
a staple trade. 3 regularly produced in
large quantities for the market. [< OF
estaple mart < Gmc.] —staʹpler, n.
star (stär), n., v., starred, star·ring, adj.
—n. 1 any of the celestial bodies appearing as bright points in the sky at night.
2 a plane ﬁgure having ﬁve points, or
sometimes six, like these: ✩ ✶. 3 thing
having or suggesting this shape. 4 asterisk (*). 5 person who is celebrated as an
actor, singer, etc., esp. one who plays the
lead in a performance: a movie star. 6
fate; fortune. —v. 1 set with stars; ornament with stars. 2 mark with a star or
an asterisk. 3 be prominent; be a leading

performer: star in many movies. 4 present as a star. —adj. chief; best; leading;
excellent. [OE steorra] —starʹless, adj.
—starʹlike´, adj.
star·board (stärʹbәrd; –bôrd; –bōrd), n.
the right side of a ship, when facing
forward. —adj. on the right side of a
ship. —adv. toward the right side. [OE
stēorbord. See steer1, board.]
starch (stärch), n. 1 a white, tasteless food
substance. Potatoes, wheat, rice, and
corn contain much starch. 2 preparation
of it used to stiﬀen clothes, curtains,
etc. 3 a stiﬀ, formal manner; stiﬀness.
—v. stiﬀen (clothes, curtains, etc.) with
starch.
starches, foods containing much starch.
take the starch out of, weary; fatigue.
[OE stercan (in stercedferhth stouthearted) < stearc stiﬀ, strong] —starchʹy,
adj. —starchʹi·ness, n.
Star Chamber, 1 in English history, a
court that used arbitrary, secret, and
unfair methods of trial. 2 any court,
committee, or group like this.
star-crossed (stärʹkrôst´; –krost´), adj.
ill-fated; unfortunate.
star·dom (stärʹdәm), n. 1 condition of
being a star actor or performer. 2 star
actors or performers as a group.
stare (stãr), v., stared, star·ing, n. —v.
1 look long and directly with the eyes
wide open. A person stares in wonder,
surprise, rudeness. 2 bring to a named
condition by staring: stare one down. 3
gaze at. —n. a long and direct look with
the eyes wide open.
stare one in the face, be very evident;
seem very likely. [OE starian] —starʹer,
n. —starʹing, adj. —starʹing·ly, adv.
star·ﬁsh (stärʹﬁsh´), n., pl. –ﬁsh·es or
(esp. collectively) –ﬁsh. a star-shaped
sea animal.
stark (stärk), adj. 1 downright; complete:
stark nonsense. 2 stiﬀ: the dog lay stark in
death. 3 harsh; stern. —adv. 1 entirely;
completely. 2 in a stark manner. [OE
stearc stiﬀ, strong] —starkʹly, adv.
star·let (stärʹlit), n. 1 a young actress or
singer who is being coached for leading
roles in motion pictures. 2 a little star.
star·light (stärʹlīt´), n. light from the
stars.
star·ling (stärʹling), n. 1 a common European bird which nests about buildings
and is easily tamed. 2 a kind of American blackbird. [OE stœrling]
star·lit (stärʹlit´), adj. lighted by the stars.
star-of-Beth·le·hem (stärʹәv bethʹli әm;
–lә hem), n. plant of the lily family that
grows from a small bulb and has a tall
cluster of white, star-shaped ﬂowers.
star·ry (stärʹi), adj., –ri·er, –ri·est. 1
lighted by stars; containing many stars:
a starry sky. 2 shining like stars: starry
eyes. 3 like a star in shape. 4 of or having to do with stars. —starʹri·ly, adv.
—starʹri·ness, n.
Stars and Stripes, the ﬂag of the United
States.
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Star-Span·gled Banner (stärʹspang´gәld),
the American national anthem.
start (stärt), v. 1 get in motion; set out;
begin a journey: the train started on
time. 2 begin: start a book, start in a race.
3 set moving, going, acting, etc.; cause to
set out; cause to begin: start an automobile, start a person in business. 4 move,
come, rise, or spring suddenly: start in
surprise, tears started from her eyes. 5
rouse: start a rabbit. —n. 1 the beginning of a movement, act, journey, race,
etc. 2 a setting in motion: his father gave
him his start. 3 a sudden movement;
jerk. 4 spurt of activity: work by ﬁts and
starts. 5 place, where a race begins.
start in, out, or up, start. [< var. of OE
styrtan leap up] —startʹer, n.
star·tle (stärʹtәl), v., –tled, –tling, n. —v. 1
frighten suddenly; surprise. 2 move suddenly in fear or surprise. —n. a sudden
shock of surprise or fright. [OE steartlian
struggle] —starʹtler, n. —starʹtling, adj.
—starʹtling·ly, adv. —v.
star·va·tion (stär vāʹshәn), n. 1 a starving. 2 suﬀering from extreme hunger;
being starved.
starve (stärv), v., starved, starv·ing.
1 die because of hunger. 2 suﬀer severely
because of hunger or a need. 3 force
by lack of food: they starved the
enemy into surrendering. 4 feel hungry; have a craving. [OE steorfan die]
—starvʹer, n.
stash (stash), v. hide or put away for
safekeeping or future use. —n. what is
hidden or put away.
state (stāt), n., v., stat·ed, stat·ing, adj.
—n. 1 condition of a person or thing:
in an excited state, ice is water in a solid
state. 2 a person’s position in life; rank;
station: humble state. 3 high style of
living; dignity; pomp: a coach of state.
4 Also, State. a nation. b one of several
organized political groups of people
that together form a nation. The State of
Texas is one of the United States. 5 the
civil government; highest civil authority:
aﬀairs of state. —v. 1 tell in speech or
writing; express; says: state one’s views. 2
set forth in proper or deﬁnite form: state
a problem. —adj. 1 used on or reserved
for very formal and special occasions;
ceremonious; formal: state robes. 2 of or
having to do with civil government or
authority: state control.
lie in state, lie in a coﬃn where it can be
viewed by the public in a formal setting
before being buried: the king lay in state
for three days.
State or state, maintained, controlled, or
established by a state: a State road.
the States, the United States: returned to
the States after three years abroad. [< L
status condition, position < stare stand;
common in L phrase status rei publicae
condition of the republic] —statʹa·ble,
adj. —stateʹhood, n.
state·craft (stātʹkraft´; –kräft´), n. 1 statesmanship. 2 crafty statesmanship.
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stat·ed (stātʹid), adj. 1 said; told. 2 ﬁxed;
settled. —statʹed·ly, adv.
state·house (stātʹhous´), n. U.S. building
in which the legislature of a state meets.
state·ly (stātʹli), adj., –li·er, –li·est. dignified; imposing; grand; majestic.
—stateʹli·ness, n.
state·ment (stātʹmәnt), n. 1 act or manner of stating something. 2 something
stated; report: a written statement. 3
summary of an account, showing the
amount owed or due.
state of aﬀairs, conditions; the way things
are going.
state-of-the-art (stātʹәv thi ôrtʹ), adj. best;
most highly developed: a state-of-the-art
computer.
state·room (stātʹrüm´; –ru̇m´), n. a private room on a ship.
state’s evidence, testimony given in court
by a criminal against his associates in
a crime.
turn state’s evidence, testify in court
against one’s associates in a crime.
state·side (stātʹsīd´), states·side (stātsʹsīd´), adj. of or in the United States.
—adv. in or in the direction of the
United States.
states·man (stātsʹmәn), n., pl. –men. person skilled in the management of public
or national aﬀairs. —statesʹman·like´,
statesʹman·ly, adj.
states·man·ship (stātsʹmәn ship), n. the
qualities of a statesman; skill in the
management of public aﬀairs.
states’ rights, powers belonging to the
separate states of the United States,
under the Constitution.
states·wom·an (stātsʹwu̇m´әn), n., pl.
–wom·en. a female statesman.
stat·ic (statʹik), adj. 1 at rest; standing
still: civilization does not remain static,
but changes constantly. 2 characterized
by stability and lack of change: a static
society. 3 having to do with stationary electrical charges that balance each
other. Static electricity can be produced
by rubbing a glass rod with a silk cloth.
4 of or pertaining to atmospheric electricity that interferes with radio reception. —n. 1 atmospheric electricity. 2
interference due to such electricity.
[< Gk. statikos causing to stand] —statʹical·ly, adv.
stat·ics (statʹiks), n. pl. (sing. in use).
branch of mechanics that deals with
objects at rest or forces that balance
each other.
sta·tion (stāʹshәn), n. 1 place in which
anything stands; place which a person is
appointed to occupy in the performance
of some duty; assigned post: the policeman took his station at the corner. 2 a
regular stopping place, as on a railroad
or bus line. 3 building or buildings
at such a stopping place; depot. 4 a
building or place equipped for some
particular kind of work, research, etc.:
a postal station. 5 place or equipment
for sending out or receiving programs,

messages, etc., by radio or television. 6
Fig. social position; rank. —v. assign a
station to; place. [< L, < stare stand]
sta·tion·ar·y (stāʹshәn er´i), adj. 1 having
a ﬁxed station or place; not movable. 2
standing still; not moving. 3 not changing in size, number, activity, etc. [< L,
< statio station]
sta·tion·er (stāʹshәn әr), n. person who
sells paper, pens, pencils, etc. [< Med.
L stationarius shopkeeper, orig., stationary, as distinct from a roving peddler]
sta·tion·er·y (stāʹshәn er´i), n. writing
materials; paper, cards, and envelopes.
station wagon, closed automobile that
can be used as a light truck, with a wide
door at the back for easy loading.
stat·ism (stātʹiz әm), n. highly centralized
governmental control of the economy
newspapers, etc., of a state or nation.
sta·tis·tic (stә tisʹtik), adj. ⫽statistical.
—n. a numerical fact.
sta·tis·ti·cal (stә tisʹtә kәl), adj. of or
pertaining to statistics; consisting of
or based on statistics. —sta·tisʹti·cally, adv.
stat·is·ti·cian (stat´is tishʹәn), n. expert
in statistics.
sta·tis·tics (stә tisʹtiks), n. 1 (pl. in use)
numerical facts about people, the
weather, business conditions, etc. Statistics are collected and classiﬁed systematically. 2 (sing. in use) science of
collecting, classifying, and interpreting
such facts. [ult. < G < NL statisticus
political, ult. < L status state]
stat·u·ar·y (stachʹu̇ er´i), n., pl. –ar·ies,
adj. —n. statues. —adj. of or for statues.
stat·ue (stachʹü), n. image of a person or
animal carved in stone or wood, cast in
bronze, or modeled in clay or wax. [< F
< L status, ult. < stare stand]
stat·u·esque (stach´u̇ eskʹ), adj. like a
statue in dignity, formal grace, or classic
beauty. —stat´u·esqueʹly, adv. —stat´uesqueʹness, n.
stat·u·ette (stach´u̇ etʹ), n. a small statue.
stat·ure (stachʹәr), n. 1 height. 2 Fig.
development; physical, mental, or moral
growth. [< OF < L statura < stare stand]
sta·tus (stāʹtәs; statʹәs), n. 1 condition;
state. 2 social or professional standing;
position; rank: his status as a doctor. 3
legal position. [< L < stare stand]
status quo (kwō), the way things are; the
existing state of aﬀairs. [< L, the state
in which]
stat·ute (stachʹüt), n. 1 law enacted by
a legislative body. 2 a law; decree. [<
F statut, ult. < L statuere establish, ult.
< stare stand]
statute law, written law; law established
by statutes or legislative enactments.
statute of limitations, law restricting
the time allowed to ﬁle legal claims or
prosecute certain crimes.
stat·u·to·ry (stachʹu̇ tô´ri; –tō´–), adj. 1
pertaining to a statute. 2 ﬁxed by statute.
3 punishable by statute. —statʹu·to´rily, adv.

staunch1 (stônch; stänch), v., adj. ⫽stanch.
—staunchʹly, adv. —staunchʹness, n.
staunch2 (stônch, stänch), adj. 1 ﬁrm;
steadfast. 2 loyal. Also, stanch.
stave (stāv), n., v., staved or stove, staving. —n. 1 one of the curved pieces of
wood that form the sides of a barrel, tub,
etc. 2 rung of a ladder. 3 verse or stanza
of a poem or song. 4 the musical staﬀ.
—v. 1 become smashed or broken in. 2
furnish with staves.
stave oﬀ, put oﬀ; keep back; delay or
prevent. [< staves, pl. of staﬀ]
staves (stāvz), n. 1 pl. of staﬀ. 2 pl. of
stave.
stay1 (stā), v., stayed or staid, stay·ing,
n. —v. 1 continue to be as indicated;
remain: stay clean. 2 live for a while;
dwell: stay at a hotel. 3 stop; pause;
remain for: stay to dinner. 4 delay;
restrain; check: stay the spread of disease.
5 endure: unable to stay to the end of a
race. —n. 1 a staying; a stop; time spent:
a pleasant stay in the country. 2 check;
restrain: a stay on his activity, the judge
granted the condemned man a stay for an
appeal. 3 endurance.
stay put, remain in place. [< OF ester
stand < L stare] —stayʹer, n.
stay2 (stā), n., v., stayed, stay·ing. —n. a
support; prop; brace. —v. support; prop;
hold up.
stays, corset. [prob. ult. < OF estayer
< Gmc.] —stayʹer, n.
stay3 (stā), n., v., stayed, stay·ing, —n.
1 a strong rope, often of wire, which
supports a mast of a ship. 2 any rope or
chain similarly used. —v. 1 support or
secure with stays. 2 of a ship, change to
the other tack. [OE stœg]
staying power, endurance; determination to see something through to a
conclusion.
stay·sail (stāʹsāl´; –sәl), n. a sail fastened
on a stay or rope.
STD, sexually transmitted disease.
stead (sted), n. the place of a person or
thing as occupied by a successor or
substitute.
stand in good stead, be of advantage or
service to. [OE stede]
stead·fast (stedʹfast; –fäst; –fәst), adj.
firmly fixed; constant; not moving or changing. —steadʹfast·ly, adv.
—steadʹfast·ness, n.
stead·y (stedʹi), adj., stead·i·er, steadi·est, v., stead·ied, stead·y·ing, n., pl.
stead·ies. —adj. 1 ﬁrmly ﬁxed; ﬁrm;
not swaying or shaking: hold a ladder steady. 2 changing little; uniform;
regular: steady progress. 3 not easily
excited; calm: steady nerves. 4 reliable;
having good habits: a steady young man.
5 keeping nearly upright in a heavy sea.
—v. 1 make or keep steady. 2 become
steady. —n. a person’s regular companion or sweetheart. [< stead] —steadʹi·er,
n. —steadʹi·ly, adv. —steadʹi·ness, n.
steady state, in physics, a system in equilibrium.
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steak (stāk), n. slice of meat or ﬁsh for
broiling or frying. Steak often means
beefsteak. [< Scand. steik]
steal (stēl), v., stole, sto·len, steal·ing, n.
—v. 1 take (something) that does not
belong to one; take dishonestly: steal
money. 2 take, get, or do secretly: steal
a look at someone. 3 take, get, or win by
art, charm, or gradual means: she steals
all hearts. 4 move secretly or quietly: she
stole out of the house. 5 run to (a base)
without being helped by a hit or error.
—n. 1 act of stealing. 2 the thing stolen.
[OE stelan] —stealʹer, n. —stealʹingly, adv.
stealth (stelth), n. secret or sly action.
[< steal]
stealth·y (stelʹthi), adj., stealth·i·er,
stealth·i·est. done in a secret manner;
secret; sly. —stealthʹi·ly, adv. —stealthʹiness, n.
steam (stēm), n. 1 water in the form
of vapor or gas. Steam is used to heat
houses, run engines, etc. 2 any vapor. 3
Fig. power; energy; force. —v. 1 give oﬀ
steam: a cup of steaming coﬀee. 2 rise in
steam. 3 move by steam: the ship steamed
oﬀ. 4 cook, soften, or freshen by steam. 5
become covered with condensed steam,
as a mirror. —adj. 1 moved by steam. 2
operated by steam. 3 carrying steam.
blow oﬀ steam, a relieve pent-up feelings or emotion. b work oﬀ pent-up
energy.
get up a head of steam, gather the
energy necessary. [OE stēam] —steamʹily, adv. —steamʹi·ness, n.
steam bath, 1 bath taken in a room ﬁlled
with steam, as in a sauna or Turkish
bath. 2 the room where such a bath is
taken.
steam·boat (stēmʹbōt´), n. boat moved
by steam.
steam engine, engine operated by steam,
typically one in which a sliding piston
in a cylinder is moved by the expansive
action of steam generated in a boiler.
steam·er (stēmʹәr), n. 1 steamboat; steamship. 2 container in which something is
steamed.
steam ﬁtter, person who installs and
repairs steam pipes, radiators, boilers,
etc. —steam ﬁtting.
steam roller, 1 a heavy roller used to
crush and level materials in making
roads. 2 Fig. means of crushing opposition.
steam-roll (stәmʹrôl´) or steam-roll·er
(stēmʹrōl´әr), v. 1 smooth; ﬂatten. 2 Fig.
crush, as opposition.
steamship (stēmʹship´), n. ship moved
by steam.
steam·y (stēmʹi), adj. 1 of, like, or having
to do with steam. 2 full of steam. 3 Informal. Fig. full of passion: a steamy ﬁlm.
ste·ap·sin (sti apʹsin), n. a digestive
enzyme secreted in the pancreatic
juice, which changes fats into glycerol
and fatty acids. [blend of stea(rin) and
(pe)psin]

ste·a·rin (stēʹә rin; stirʹin), n. 1 a colorless,
odorless substance, C3H5O3 (C17H35CO)3,
that is the chief constituent of many
animal and vegetable fats. 2 a mixture
of fatty acids used for making candles,
solid alcohol, etc. [< F stéarine < Gk.
stear fat] —ste·arʹic, adj.
sted·fast (stedʹfast; –fäst; –fәst), adj.
⫽steadfast.
steed (stēd), n. 1 horse, esp. a riding horse.
2 a high-spirited horse. [OE stēda]
steel (stēl), n. 1 iron mixed with carbon so that it is very hard, strong, and
tough. Most tools are made from steel.
2 something made from steel. 3 sword.
4 Fig. steellike hardness, strength, or
color: nerves of steel. —adj. 1 made of
steel. 2 like steel in hardness, strength,
or color: steel nerves. —v. 1 point, edge,
or cover with steel. 2 Fig. make hard or
strong like steel. [OE stēle] —steelʹy, adj.
—steelʹi·ness, n.
steel·work·er (stēlʹwėr´kәr), n. person
who works in a place where steel is
made.
steel·works (stēlʹwėrks´), n. pl. or sing.
place where steel is made.
steel·yard (stēlʹyärd; stilʹyәrd), n. a scale
for weighing. A steelyard has unequal
arms, the longer one having a movable
weight and the shorter a hook for holding the object to be weighed.
steen·bok (stēnʹbok´; stānʹ–), n. any of
various small African antelopes frequenting rocky places. [< Du., < steen
stone + bok buck]
steep1 (stēp), adj. 1 having a sharp
slope; almost straight up and down.
2 Fig. unduly high; extravagant; unreasonable: a steep price. —v. a steep
slope. [OE stēap] —steepʹly, adv.
—steepʹness, n.
steep2 (stēp), v. 1 soak: let the tea steep
in boiling water for ﬁve minutes. 2 Fig.
immerse; imbue: ruins steeped in gloom.
—n. 1 a soaking. 2 liquid in which
something is soaked. [prob. < OE stēap
bowl] —steepʹer, n.
steep·en (stēʹpәn), v. make or become
steep or steeper: the slope steepened
higher up.
stee·ple (stēʹpәl), n. a high tower on a
church, usually with a spire. [OE stēpel
< stēap steep] —steeʹpled, adj.
stee·ple·chase (stēʹpәl chās´), n. 1 a
horse race over a course having ditches,
hedges, and other obstacles. 2 a horse
race across country. —steeʹple·chas´er,
n.
stee·ple·jack (stēʹpәl jak´), n. person who
climbs steeples, tall chimneys, or the
like, to make repairs, etc.
steer1 (stir). v. 1 guide the course of
(anything in motion): steer a ship, an
automobile, an airplane, etc. 2 guide a
ship, automobile, airship, etc.: the pilot
steered for the harbor. 3 direct one’s way
or course: steer between extremes.
give (or get) a bum steer, give or receive
bad advice or wrong information.

steer clear of, keep away from; avoid.
[OE stēoran] —steerʹa·ble, adj.
—steerʹer, n.
steer2 (stir), n. 1 a young ox, usually two
to four years old. 2 any male of beef
cattle. [OE stēor]
steer·age (stirʹij), n. part of a passenger
ship occupied by passengers traveling at
the cheapest rate.
steers·man (stirzʹmәn), n., pl. –men. person who steers a ship. —steersʹmanship, n.
stein (stīn), n. a beer mug. [< G, stone]
stein·bock (stīnʹbok´), n. ⫽steenbok.
stel·lar (stelʹәr), adj. 1 of or pertaining to
the stars; of or like a star. 2 chief: a stellar
role. [< L. < stella star]
stel·late (stelʹāt; –it), adj. spreading out
like the points of a star; star-shaped.
[< L, < stella star] —stelʹlate·ly, adv.
stem1 (stem), n., v., stemmed, stemming. —n. 1 the main part of a plant
above the ground. The stem supports
the branches, etc. 2 the part of a ﬂower,
a fruit, or a leaf that joins it to the plant
or tree. 3 anything like or suggesting
the stem of a plant: the stem of a goblet, the stem of a pipe, watch, etc. 4 the
unchanged part in a series of inﬂectional forms. 5 the bow or front end of a
boat. —v. remove the stem from (a leaf,
fruit, etc.).
from stem to stern, from one end to the
other; thoroughly; completely: search
the house from stem to stern.
stem from, originate or spring from. [OE
stemn] —stemʹless, adj. —stemmed,
adj. —stemʹmer, n.
stem2 (stem), v., stemmed, stem·ming.
1 stop; check; dam up. 2 make progress
against: stem the swift current. [< Scand.
stemma]
stench (stench), n. a very bad smell; stink.
[OE stenc < stincan smell] —stenchʹy,
adj.
sten·cil (stenʹsәl), n., v., –ciled, –cil·ing.
—n. 1 a thin sheet of metal, paper, etc.,
having letters or designs cut through
it. When it is laid on a surface and ink
or color is spread on, these letters or
designs are made on the surface. 2 the
letters or designs so made. —v. mark or
paint with a stencil. [ult. < OF estanceler
ornament with colors, ult. < L scintilla
spark] —stenʹcil·er, n.
ste·nog·ra·pher (stә nogʹrә fәr), n. person whose work is stenography, as a
court stenographer.
ste·nog·ra·phy (stә nogʹrә ﬁ), n. 1 method
of rapid writing that uses symbols in
place of letters, sounds, and words. 2
act of writing in such symbols or using
a stenographic machine. [< Gk. stenos
narrow + E -graphy (< Gk. graphein
write)] —sten´o·graphʹic, adj. —sten´ographʹi·cal·ly, adv.
sten·to·ri·an (sten tôʹri әn; –tōʹ–), adj.
very loud or powerful in sound. [from
Stentor, a Greek herald in the Trojan
War, whose voice was as loud as the
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voices of ﬁfty men] —sten·toʹri·anly, adv.
step (step), n., v., stepped, step·ping.
—n. 1 a movement made by lifting the
foot and putting it down again in a
new position, as in walking, running,
dancing, etc. 2 distance covered by one
such movement: she was three steps
away when he called her back. 3 a short
distance; little way: the school is only a
step away. 4 place for the foot in going
up or coming down: a rung of a ladder is
a step. 5 sound made by putting the foot
down: hear steps. 6 footprint: see steps in
the mud. 7 an action, as toward a result:
the college took steps to prevent epidemics. 8 a a degree in a scale, as a ranking.
b the musical staﬀ or scale. [< v.] —v. 1
move by stepping: step forward. 2 walk a
short distance: step this way. 3 measure
(a distance, ground, etc.) by steps: step
oﬀ the distance. 4 put the foot down: step
on a worm. 5 come as if by a step: step
into a good job.
in step, a stepping in time with music
or with the pace or steps of another or
others. b Fig. in agreement with, esp. of
an opinion or belief.
out of step, a not stepping in time
with music or with the pace or steps of
another or others. b Fig. not in agreement with, esp. of an opinion or belief.
step aside, a step out of the way. b Fig.
withdraw.
step back, a take a step backward. b Fig.
withdraw.
step by step, little by little; slowly.
step down, a come down. b resign. c Fig.
decrease.
step in, come in; intervene; take part.
step on it, Informal. go faster; hurry up.
step out, go out for entertainment.
step up, a go up. b move forward. c Fig.
increase.
watch one’s step, be careful. [OE steppan]
step–, preﬁx. related by the remarriage of
a parent, not by blood, as in stepmother,
stepsister. [OE stēop–]
step-and-fetch-it (stepʹәn fech´it), n.
person who runs errands for another,
goes and gets things, etc.; gofer.
step·broth·er (stepʹbruth´әr), n. a stepfather’s or stepmother’s son by a former
marriage.
step·child (stepʹchīld´), n., pl. –chil·dren.
child of one’s husband or wife by a former marriage.
step·daugh·ter (stepʹdô´tәr), n. daughter
of one’s husband or wife by a former
marriage.
step·father (stepʹfä´thәr), n. man who
has married one’s mother after the
death or divorce of one’s real father.
—stepʹfa´ther·ly, adj.
step·lad·der (stepʹlad´әr), n. ladder with
ﬂat steps instead of rungs.
step·moth·er (stepʹmuth´әr), n. woman
who has married one’s father after the
death or divorce of one’s real mother.

steppe (step), n. a vast treeless plain.
[< Russ. step]
stepped-up (steptʹupʹ), adj. speeded up
or intensiﬁed; increased.
step·per (stepʹәr), n. person, etc., that
steps.
stepping stone, anything serving as a
means of advancing or rising.
step·sis·ter (stepʹsis´tәr), n. a stepfather’s
or stepmother’s daughter by a former
marriage.
step·son (stepʹsun´), n. son of one’s husband or wife by a former marriage.
stept (stept), v. Poetic. pt. and pp. of step.
step-up (stepʹup´), n. an increase: a stepup in activity.
–ster, suﬃx. 1 one that ——s, as in ﬁbster.
2 one that makes ——, as in maltster,
rhymester. 3 one that is ——, as in youngster. 4 special meanings, as in gangster,
teamster. [OE –estre, –istre]
stere (stir), n. a cubic meter. [< F < Gk.
stereos solid]
ster·e·o (sterʹi ō; stirʹ–), adj., n., pl. –eos. —adj. 1 in photography, optics, etc.,
reproducing or simulating binocular
vision. 2 in acoustics, stereophonic. —n.
a stereophonic system of sound reproduction.
ster·e·o·phon·ic (ster´i ә fonʹik; stir´–),
adj. reproducing or simulating the
acoustic eﬀect of a sound as it would be
heard with both ears. —ster´e·o·phonʹical·ly, adv.
ster·e·op·ti·con (ster´i opʹtә kәn; stir´–),
n. form of magic lantern, having a powerful light. [< NL, < Gk. stereos solid +
optikos relating to vision]
ster·e·o·scope (sterʹi ә skōp´; stirʹ–), n.
instrument through which two pictures
of the same object or scene are viewed,
one by each eye. —ster´e·o·scopʹic,
ster´e·o·scopʹi·cal, adj. —ster´e·oscopʹi·cal·ly, adv.
ster·e·o·type (sterʹi ә tīp´; stirʹ–), n., v.,
–typed, –typ·ing. —n. a ﬁxed form;
something that never changes; convention. —v. 1 make a stereotype of. 2 Fig.
give a ﬁxed or settled form to. —ster´eo·typʹi·cal, adj.
ster·e·o·typed (sterʹi ә tīpt´; stirʹ–), adj.
conventional; of a type.
ster·ile (sterʹәl), adj. 1 free from living
germs: a doctor’s instruments must be
kept sterile. 2 barren: sterile land. 3
not producing oﬀspring: a sterile cow.
4 not producing results: sterile hopes.
[< L sterilis] —sterʹile·ly, adv. —ste·rilʹity, n.
ster·i·lize (sterʹә līz), v., –lized, –liz·ing.
1 free from living germs: the water had
to be sterilized by boiling to make it ﬁt to
drink. 2 deprive of fertility. —ster´i·lizaʹtion, n. —sterʹi·liz´er, n.
ster·ling (stėrʹling), n. 1 sterling silver
or things made of it. 2 British money.
—adj. 1 of standard quality; containing
92.5 percent pure silver. 2 made of sterling silver. 3 of British money; payable in
British money. 4 Fig. genuine; excellent;

dependable. [prob. ult. < OE steorra star
(as on certain early coins)]
stern1 (stėrn), adj. 1 severe; strict; harsh:
a stern master, a stern frown. 2.hard; not
yielding; ﬁrm: stern necessity. 3 grim:
stern mountains. [OE stirne] —sternʹly,
adv. —sternʹness, n.
stern2 (stėrn), n. the hind part of a ship
or boat. [prob. < Scand. stjōrn steering]
—sternʹmost, adj.
ster·num (stėrʹnәm), n., pl. –na (–nә),
–nums. the breastbone. [< NL < Gk.]
stet (stet), n., v., stet·ted, stet·ting.
—n. “let it stand,” a direction on printer’s
proof, a manuscript, or the like, to retain
canceled matter (usually accompanied
by a row of dots under or beside the
matter). —v. mark for retention [< L,
let it stand]
steth·o·scope (stethʹә skōp), n. instrument used by doctors when listening to
sounds in the lungs, heart, etc. [< Gk.
stethos chest + E –scope < Gk. skopeein
watch] —steth´o·scopʹic, adj.
ste·ve·dore (stēʹvә dôr; –dōr), n. person
who loads and unloads ships. [< Sp. estivador, ult. < L stipare pack down]
stew (stü; stū), v. 1 cook by slow boiling.
2 worry; fret. —n. 1 food cooked by slow
boiling: beef stew. 2 state of worry; fret.
[< OF estuver < VL extufare < L ex– out
+ Gk. typhos vapor] —stewed, adj.
stew·ard (stüʹәrd; stūʹ–), n. 1 person who
takes charge of the food and table service for a club, ship, railroad train, etc.
2 person on a ship who waits on table,
attends to staterooms, etc. 3 person who
manages another’s property or ﬁnancial
aﬀairs. [OE stigweard < stig hall, sty +
weard keeper, ward]
stew·ard·ess (stüʹәr dis; stūʹ–), n. 1 a
woman steward. 2 woman employed
on shipboard, an airplane, etc., to wait
upon passengers.
stick1 (stik), n. 1 branch or shoot of a tree
or shrub cut or broken oﬀ. 2 a long, thin
piece of wood. 3 such a piece of wood
shaped for a special use: a walking stick.
4 something like a stick in shape: a stick
of candy. 5 the bat or thin, curved wand
used in hockey, lacrosse, etc.
the sticks, the outlying districts; backwoods. [OE sticca]
stick2 (stik), v., stuck, stick·ing, n. —v. 1
pierce with a pointed instrument; thrust
into; stab: stick a potato on a fork. 2
fasten by thrusting the point or end into
or through something: he stuck a ﬂower
in his buttonhole. 3 put into a position:
don’t stick your head out of the window,
his arms stick out of his coat sleeves. 4
fasten by causing to adhere; attach: stick
a stamp on a letter. 5 keep close: the boy
stuck to his mother’s heels. 6 bring to a
stop; become ﬁxed; be at a standstill:
our car stuck in the mud. 7 keep on; hold
fast: stick to a task. 8 puzzle. 9 charge
exorbitantly; cheat. —n. a thrust.
stick around, Informal. stay or wait
nearby
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stick at, hesitate or stop for: stick at
nothing once he gets started.
stick it out, stay or endure despite
unpleasant conditions.
stick out, a stand out; be obvious. b put
up with to the end.
stick together, stay together.
stick up, hold up; rob.
stick up for, support; defend. [OE stician]
stick·er (stikʹәr), n. 1 person or thing that
sticks. 2 a gummed label. 3 bur; thorn.
stick·le·back (stikʹәl bak´), n., pl. –backs
or (esp. collectively) –back. a small scaleless ﬁsh with a row of sharp spines on
the back. The male builds an elaborate
nest for the eggs.
stick·ler (stikʹlәr), n. person who insists
on or is willing to argue for even unimportant things he or she believes are
important.
stick·shift (stikʹshift´), n. 1 lever for shifting gears fastened to the ﬂoor of an
automobile. 2 automobile having this
kind of gear shift.
stick-up (stikʹup´), n. holdup; robbery.
stick·y (stikʹi), adj., stick·i·er, stick·i·est.
1 that sticks; adhesive: sticky glue. 2 covered or smeared with adhesive material:
transparent tape is sticky. 3 of weather,
humid. —stickʹi·ness, n.
stiﬀ (stif), adj. 1 not easily bent: a stiﬀ
collar. 2 hard to move; not able to move
easily: he was stiﬀ and sore. 3 not easy
or natural in manner; formal: a stiﬀ
bow, a stiﬀ style of writing. 4 strong and
steady in motion: a stiﬀ breeze. 5 hard
to deal with; hard: a stiﬀ examination.
6 strong: a stiﬀ drink. 7 more than
seems suitable: a stiﬀ price. —n. corpse
[OE stīf] —stiﬀʹish, adj. —stiﬀʹly, adv.
—stiﬀʹness, n.
stiﬀ-backed (stifʹbaktʹ), adj. 1 having a
straight back; erect posture. 2 Fig. rigid;
unbending; distant.
stiﬀ·en (stifʹәn), v. make or become stiﬀ.
—stiﬀʹen·er, n. —stiﬀʹen·ing, n., adj.
stiﬀ-necked (stifʹnektʹ), adj. 1 having a
stiﬀ neck. 2 Fig. stubborn; obstinate.
sti·ﬂe (stīʹfәl), v., –ﬂed, –ﬂing. 1 stop the
breath of; smother: the smoke stiﬂed the
ﬁreﬁghters. 2 be unable to breathe freely:
I am stiﬂing in this close room. 3 keep
back; suppress; stop: stiﬂe a yawn, stiﬂe
a rebellion. [ < Scand. stīﬂa dam up]
—stiʹﬂer, n. —stiʹﬂing, adj. —stiʹﬂingly, adv.
stig·ma (stigʹmә), n., pl. stig·mas, stigma·ta (stigʹmә tә), 1 mark of disgrace;
stain or reproach on one’s reputation.
2 a distinguishing mark or sign. 3 a
small mark, spot, pore, or the like on
an animal. 4 a spot on the skin, esp. one
that bleeds or turns red. 5 the part of the
pistil of a plant that receives the pollen.
[< L < Gk.] —stig·matʹic adj., n.
stig·ma·tize (stigʹmә tīz), v., –tized, –tizing. set some mark of disgrace upon;
reproach. —stig´ma·ti·zaʹtion, n. —stigʹma·tiz´er, n.

stile (stīl), n. step or steps for getting
over a fence or wall. [OE stigel < stīgan
climb]
sti·let·to (stә letʹō), n., pl. –tos, –toes. 1 a
dagger with a narrow blade. 2 woman’s
shoe with a very high heel. [< Ital., ult.
< L stilus pointed instrument]
stiletto heel, high, tapered heel on a
woman’s shoe.
still1 (stil), adj. 1 without motion; without noise; quiet; tranquil: a still scene.
2 soft; low; subdued: a still small voice.
3 without waves: still water. 4 not bubbling: still wine. 5 not showing motion:
still feet. —v. 1 make quiet: still a crying
child. 2 calm; relieve. —n. photograph of
a person or other subject at rest. —adv.
1 at this or that time: he came yesterday
and he is still here. 2 up to this or that
time: the matter is still unsettled. 3 in the
future as in the past: it will still be here.
4 even; yet: still more, still worse, he still
tries. 5 without moving; quietly. —conj.
yet; nevertheless: I can see your point
of view; still I don’t agree with you. [OE
stille] —stillʹness, n.
still2 (stil), n. 1 apparatus for distilling
liquids, esp. one used in making alcohol.
2 distillery. [n. use of still, short form
of distill]
still·born (stilʹbôrnʹ), adj. dead when
born.
still life, 1 inanimate objects, as ﬂowers, pottery, etc., shown in a picture. 2
picture containing such things. —stillʹlife´, adj.
stil·ly (stilʹli), adv. calmly, quietly.
stilt (stilt), n. one of a pair of poles, each
with a support for the foot at some distance above the ground on which one
walks. [ME stilte]
stilt·ed (stilʹtid), adj. uncomfortably digniﬁed or formal: stilted conversation.
—stiltʹed·ly, adv. —stiltʹed·ness, n.
stim·u·lant (stimʹyә lәnt), n. 1 food, drug,
medicine, etc., that temporarily increases
the activity of some part of the body.
Tea, coﬀee, and alcoholic drinks are
stimulants. 2 motive, inﬂuence, etc., that
rouses one to action. —adj. stimulating.
stim·u·late (stimʹyә lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lating. 1 spur on; stir up; rouse to action.
2 increase temporarily the functional
activity of (a part of the body, etc.) 3
act as a stimulant or a stimulus. [< L,
< stimulus goad] —stimʹu·lat´er, stimʹula´tor, n. —stim´u·laʹtion, n.
stim·u·la·tive (stimʹyә lā´tiv; -lә tiv), adj.
tending to stimulate; stimulating. —n.
⫽stimulus.
stim·u·lus (stimʹyә lәs), n., pl. –li (–lī). 1
something that stirs to action or eﬀort. 2
something that excites some part of the
body to activity. [< L, orig., goad]
sting (sting), v., –stung or (Archaic or
Obs.) stang, stung, sting·ing, n. —v.
1 prick with a small point; wound. be
stung by a bee. 2 Fig. pain sharply: stung
by ridicule. 3 have a sting: my arm stings.
4 cause a feeling like that of a sting:

mustard stings. 5 Fig. drive or stir up as
if by a sting: their ridicule stung him into
making a sharp reply. 6 Informal. Fig.
impose upon; charge exorbitantly. —n.
1 act of stinging. 2 prick; wound: put
mud on the sting to take away the pain.
3 the sharp-pointed part of an insect,
animal, or plant that pricks or wounds
and often poisons. 4 Fig. sharp pain:
the sting of defeat. 5 thing that causes
a sharp pain. 6 Fig. thing that drives or
urges sharply. [OE stingan] —stingʹer,
n. —stingʹing·ly, adv. —stingʹing·ness,
n. —stingʹless, adj.
sting ray, a broad, ﬂat ﬁsh that can inﬂict
a severe wound with sharp spines on
its tail.
stin·gy (stinʹji), adj., –gi·er, –gi·est. 1
reluctant to spend or give money; closeﬁsted; not generous: he saved money
without being stingy. 2 scanty; meager. [akin to sting] —stinʹgi·ly, adv.
—stinʹgi·ness, n.
stink (stingk), n., v., stank or stunk,
stunk, stink·ing. —n. a very bad smell.
—v. 1 have a bad smell. 2 cause to have
a very bad smell. 3 Fig. have a very bad
reputation; be in great disfavor. [OE stincan to smell] —stinkʹer, n. —stinkʹing,
adj. —stinkʹing·ly, adv.
stink·bug (stingkʹbug´), n. any badsmelling bug.
stink·weed (stingkʹwēd´), n. any of various ill-smelling plants, as the jimson
weed.
stint (stint), v. 1 keep on short allowance; be saving or careful in using or
spending; limit: the parents stinted themselves of food to give it to their children.
2 be saving; get along on very little.
—n. 1 limit; limitation: give without
stint. 2 amount or share set aside. 3
task assigned: a daily stint. [OE styntan
blunt] —stintʹer, n. —stintʹing·ly, adv.
—stintʹless, adj.
stipe (stīp), n. stalk; stem. [< F < L stipes
trunk]
sti·pend (stīʹpend), n. 1 ﬁxed or regular
pay; salary. 2 any periodic payment.
[< L stipendium < stips wages, orig., coin
+ pendere weigh out]
stip·ple (stipʹәl), v., –pled, –pling, n. —v.
1 paint, draw, or engrave by dots. 2 produce this eﬀect on. 3 apply (paint) by
this method. —n. 1 Also, stipʹpling,
this method of painting, drawing, or
engraving. 2 eﬀect produced by this
method. 3 stippled work. [< Du. stippelen] —stipʹpler, n.
stip·u·late (stipʹyә lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lating. arrange deﬁnitely; demand as a
condition of agreement. [< L stipulatus, pp. of stipulari stipulate] —stipʹula´tor, n.
stip·u·la·tion (stip´yә lāʹshәn), n. 1 act
of stipulating. 2 a deﬁnite arrangement;
agreement. 3 a condition in an agreement or bargain.
stip·ule (stipʹūl), n. one of the pair of little
leaﬂike parts at the base of a leaf stem.
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[< L stipula, akin to stipes trunk. Doublet of stubble.] —stipʹuled, adj.
stir (stėr), v., stirred, stir·ring, n. —v. 1
move: the wind stirs the leaves. 2 move
about: no one was stirring in the house.
3 mix by moving around with a spoon,
fork, stick, etc.: stir sugar into one’s coffee. 4 set going; aﬀect strongly; excite:
John stirs the other children to mischief,
the countryside was stirring with new
life. —n. 1 movement. 2 excitement. 3
act of stirring.
stir oneself, move briskly; act decisively.
stir up, stimulate; excite: stir up the
dog by throwing a ball. [OE styrian]
—stirʹrer, n.
stir-cra·zy (stėrʹkrā´zi), adj. irritable or
excitable from being conﬁned, as by bad
weather or nonstop work.
stir-fry (stėrʹfrī´), v., –fried, –fry·ing. stir
while frying in a small amount of oil.
—n. food, esp. Chinese food, prepared
this way.
stir·ring (stėrʹing), adj. 1 moving;
active; lively: stirring times. 2 rousing;
exciting: a stirring speech. —stirʹringly, adv.
stir·rup (stėrʹәp; stirʹ–), n. 1 a support
for the rider’s foot, hung from a saddle.
2 piece somewhat like a stirrup used as
a support. [OE stigrāp < stige climbing
+ rāp rope]
stirrup bone, the stapes.
stitch (stich), n. 1 one complete movement of a threaded needle through cloth
in sewing. 2 one complete movement in
knitting, crocheting, embroidering, etc.
3 a particular method of taking stitches:
buttonhole stitch. 4 loop of thread, etc.,
made by a stitch. 5 piece of cloth or
clothing. 6 a sudden, sharp pain: a stitch
in my side. —v. 1 make stitches in; fasten
with stitches. 2 sew. [OE stice puncture]
—stitchʹer, n. —stitchʹing, n.
sti·ver (stiʹvәr), n. Dutch coin, one twentieth of a guilder. [< Du. stuiver]
St. John’s, capital of Newfoundland.
St.-John’s-wort (sānt jonzʹwėrt´), n.
shrub or plant that has many clusters of
showy yellow ﬂowers.
stoat (stōt), n. 1 the ermine, esp. in its
summer coat of brown. 2 weasel.
stock (stok), n. 1 things for use or for
sale; supply used as it is needed: this
store keeps a large stock of toys. 2 cattle
or other farm animals; livestock. 3 the
capital of a company or corporation,
divided into shares of uniform amount;
shares in a company. 4 Fig. a a related
group of people, animals, or plants; race;
family: she is of old New England stock. b
group of related languages. 5 part used
as a support or handle; part to which
other parts are attached: the wooden
stock of a riﬂe. 6 raw material: rags are
used as a stock for making paper. 7 broth
in which meat or ﬁsh has been cooked,
used as a base for soups, sauces, etc. 8
various plays produced by a company

at a single theater. —v. 1 lay in a supply
of; supply: stock fodder for the winter
months. 2 keep regularly for use or for
sale: a toy store stocks toys. 3 provide
with wild life: stock a lake with ﬁsh.
—adj. 1 kept on hand regularly: stock
sizes. 2 in common use; commonplace;
everyday: a stock topic of conversation,
give stock answers. 3 of or pertaining to
stock or stocks.
in stock, ready for use or sale; on hand.
out of stock, lacking, either temporarily
or permanently; no longer on hand.
take or put stock in, take an interest
in; consider important; trust: don’t take
much stock in what they say.
take stock, make an estimate or examination.
take stock of, look at; evaluate.
the stocks, wooden frame with holes
to hold a person’s feet, and sometimes
hands, once used as punishment. [OE
stocc]
stock·ade (stok ādʹ), n. 1 defense made
of large, strong posts set upright in the
ground. 2 pen or other enclosed space
made with upright posts, stakes, etc.
[< F estacade, ult. < Pr. estaca stake
< Gmc.]
stock·bro·ker (stokʹbrō´kәr), n. person who buys and sells stocks and
bonds for others for a commission.
—stockʹbro´ker·age, n.
stock car, ordinary passenger automobile
modiﬁed for racing.
stock company, 1 company whose capital is divided into shares. 2 a theatrical
company at a theater that performs
many diﬀerent plays.
stock exchange, 1 place where stocks
and bonds are bought and sold. 2 association of brokers and dealers in stocks
and bonds.
stock·hold·er (stokʹhōl´dәr), n. owner
of stocks or shares in a company.
—stockʹhold´ing, n., adj.
Stock·holm (stokʹhōm; –hōlm), n. seaport
and capital of Sweden, in the SE part.
stock·ing (stokʹing), n. 1 a close-ﬁtting,
knitted covering of wool, cotton, synthetic ﬁbers, etc., for the foot and leg.
2 something like a stocking. [< stock
stocking]
stock·man (stokʹmәn), n., pl. –men. 1
person who raises livestock. 2 person in
charge of a stock of materials or goods.
stock market, 1 a stock exchange. 2 the
buying and selling in such a place. 3
prices of stocks and bonds.
stock·pile (stokʹpīlʹ), n., v., –piled,
–pil·ing. —n. a supply of raw materials,
essential items, etc. built up and held
in reserve for use during time of emergency or shortage. —v. collect or bring
together a stockpile.
stock raising, the raising of livestock.
—stock raiser.
stock-still (stokʹstilʹ), adj. motionless.
stock·y (stokʹi), adj., stock·i·er, stocki·est. having a solid or sturdy form or

build; thick for its height. —stockʹi·ly,
adv. —stockʹi·ness, n.
stock·yard (stokʹyärd´), n. place with
pens and sheds for cattle, sheep, hogs,
and horses, where they are kept before
being sent to market or slaughtered.
stodg·y (stojʹi), adj., stodg·i·er, stodgi·est. dull or uninteresting; tediously
commonplace: a stodgy book. —stodgʹily, adv. —stodgʹi·ness, n.
Sto·ic (stōʹik), n. 1 member of a school
of ancient Greek philosophy which
taught that men should be free from
passion, unmoved by life’s happenings,
and should submit without complaint
to unavoidable necessity. 2 stoic, person
who remains calm, represses his or her
feelings, and is indiﬀerent to pleasure
and pain. —adj. 1 pertaining to this
philosophy, or to its followers. 2 stoic,
stoical. [< L < Gk. stoikos, lit., pertaining to a stoa portico (esp. the portico in
Athens where Zeno taught)]
sto·i·cal (stōʹәkәl), adj. calm or austere;
impassive. —stoʹi·cal·ly, adv. —stoʹi·calness, n.
Sto·i·cism (stōʹә siz әm), n. 1 philosophy
of the Stoics. 2 stoicism, patient endurance; indiﬀerence to pleasure and pain.
stoke (stōk), v., stoked, stok·ing. 1 poke,
stir up, and feed (a ﬁre); tend the ﬁre of
(a furnace). 2 tend a ﬁre.
stoke up, a provide with fuel: take up
a wood ﬁre. b Fig. get ready; be prepared: stoke up with a good breakfast.
[< stoker]
stok·er (stōkʹәr), n. person who tends
the ﬁres of a furnace or boiler. [< Du.,
< stoken stoke]
stole1 (stōl), v. pt. of steal.
stole2 (stōl), n. 1 a narrow strip of silk or
other material worn around the neck by
a member of the clergy during certain
church functions. 2 a woman’s scarf of
fur or cloth worn across the back with
ends hanging down in front. [< L < Gk.
stole robe]
sto·len (stōʹlәn), v. pp. of steal.
stol·id (stolʹid), adj. hard to arouse; not
easily excited; showing no emotion;
seeming dull. [< L stolidus] —sto·lidʹity, stolʹid·ness, n. —stolʹid·ly, adv.
sto·ma (stōʹmә), n., pl. sto·ma·ta (stōʹmә tә; stomʹә–), a small opening; mouth;
pore. [< NL < Gk., mouth]
stom·ach (stumʹәk), n. 1 the bag of tissue in the body that receives food and
partially digests it before the food passes
into the intestines. 2 the part of the body
containing the stomach; abdomen; belly.
3 appetite. 4 Fig. desire; liking: I have no
stomach for that kind of writing. —v. 1
be able to eat or keep in one’s stomach. 2
Fig. put up with; bear; endure: he could
not stomach such insults. [< OF < L
< Gk., < stoma mouth]
stom·ach·er (stumʹәk әr), n. a part of a
woman’s dress covering the stomach
and chest, a style esp. of the 1500’s and
1600’s.
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stone (stōn), n., adj., v., stoned, ston·ing.
—n. 1 hard mineral matter that is not
metal; rock: a wall of stone. 2 piece of
rock: some boys throw stones. 3 piece of
rock used for a particular purpose, as a
gravestone, or grindstone. 4 something
hard, which forms in the kidneys or
gall bladder. 5 gem; jewel. 6 a hard seed:
peach stones, plum stones. —adj. 1 made
of stone. 2 pertaining to stone. 3 made
of stoneware or coarse clay. —v. 1 throw
stones at: Saint Stephen was stoned. 2
take stones or seeds out of: stone cherries or plums.
cast the ﬁrst stone, be the ﬁrst to criticize.
leave no stone unturned, do everything necessary or possible. [OE stān]
—stoneʹless, adj. —stoneʹer, n.
Stone Age a prehistoric period when
people used tools and weapons made
from stone.
stone·cut·ter (stōnʹkut´әr), n. one that cuts
or carves stones. —stoneʹcut´ting, n.
stoned (stōnd), adj. 1 having the pits or
stones removed: stoned peaches. 2 under
the inﬂuence of a drug. 3 drunk.
stone·ma·son (stōnʹmā´sәn), n. person
who cuts stone or builds walls, etc., of
stone. —stoneʹma´son·ry, n.
stone’s throw, short distance: just a stone’s
throw from here.
stone·ware (stōnʹwãr´), n. a coarse, hard,
glazed pottery.
stone·work (stōnʹwėrk´), n. 1 work in
stone. 2 the part of a building made of
stone. —stoneʹwork´er, n.
ston·y (stōnʹi), adj., ston·i·er, ston·i·est. 1
having many stones: the beach is stony. 2
pertaining to or characteristic of stone.
3 resembling stone: a stony mass. 4 Fig.
without expression or feeling: a stony
stare. —stonʹi·ly, adv. —stonʹi·ness, n.
stood (stu̇d), v. pt. and pp. of stand.
stooge (stüj), n. 1 person on the stage
who asks questions of a comedian and
is the butt of the comedian’s jokes. 2
person who plays a compliant, subordinate role.
stool (stül), n. 1 seat without back or
arms. 2 a similar article used to rest the
feet on, or to kneel on. 3 movement of
the bowels; waste matter from the bowels. [OE stōl]
stool pigeon, a spy for the police;
informer.
stoop1 (stüp), v. 1 carry head and shoulders bent forward: stoop from old age.
2 Fig. lower oneself; descend: stoop
to retaliate. —n. 1 a forward bend of
the head and shoulders. 2 Fig. condescension. [OE stūpian] —stoopʹer, n.
—stoopʹing·ly, adv.
stoop2 (stüp), n. porch or platform at the
entrance of a house. [< Du. stoep]
stop (stop), v., stopped or (Poetic) stopt,
stop·ping, n. —v. 1 keep from moving, acting, doing, being, etc.; interrupt; check: stop a clock, stop supplies,
his clever reply stopped the derogatory

remarks. 2 stay; halt: stop at a hotel.
3 close by ﬁlling; ﬁll in; close: stop a
hole, a leak, a wound, a bottle. 4 block;
obstruct: a fallen tree stopped traﬃc. —n.
1 a stopping or being stopped; ending
of movement or action; check. 2 thing
that stops; obstacle. 3 place where a
stop is made: a bus stop. 4 any piece or
device that serves to check or control
movement or action in a mechanism. 5
a a thing that controls pitch of a musical
instrument. b in organs, a graduated set
of pipes of the same kind, or the knob or
handle that controls them. 6 a sudden,
complete stopping of the breath stream,
followed by its sudden release. P, t, k, b,
d, g are stops.
pull out all the stops, a do the maximum. b make a grand display; spare no
expense.
put a stop to, stop; end.
stop by or in or oﬀ, stop for a short visit
or stay.
stop over, a make a short stay. b stop in
the course of a trip. [ult. < L stuppa tow
< Gk. styppe] —stopped, adj.
stop·cock (stopʹkok´), n. faucet; valve.
stop·gap (stopʹgap´), n. a temporary substitute. —adj. serving as a stopgap.
stop·o·ver (stopʹō´vәr), n. a stopping over
in the course of a journey.
stop·page (stopʹij), n. 1 a stopping or
being stopped. 2 block; obstruction.
stop·per (stopʹәr), n. 1 plug or cork for
closing a bottle, tube, etc. 2 person or
thing that stops. —v. close or ﬁt with a
stopper.
stop sign, traﬃc sign at an intersection
directing drivers to stop before proceeding.
stop street, street with a stop sign at an
intersection.
stop watch, a watch having a hand that
can be stopped or started at any instant.
A stop watch indicates fractions of a
second and is used for timing races and
contests.
stor·age (stôrʹij; stōrʹ–), n. 1 act or fact
of storing goods. 2 condition of being
stored. Cold storage is used to keep
eggs and meat from spoiling. 3 place for
storing: she has put her furniture in storage. 4 price for storing.
storage battery, a battery of cells which
transform electrical energy into chemical changes when a current ﬂows
through them in one direction, and
yield electrical energy by the reversal of
these changes.
store (stôr; stōr), n., v., stored, stor·ing.
—n. 1 place where goods are kept for
sale. 2 thing or things laid up for use;
supply; stock. 3 place where supplies
are kept for future use. —v. 1 supply or
stock. 2 put away for future use; lay up.
in store, on hand; in reserve; saved for
the future.
set store by, value; esteem. [< OF estorer,
orig., restore < L instaurare] —storʹable, adj. —storʹer, n.

store·house (stôrʹhous´; stōrʹ–), n. place
where things are stored: this factory
has many storehouses for its products, a
library is a storehouse of information.
store·keep·er (stôrʹkēp´әr; stōrʹ–), n. person who has charge of a store or stores.
store·room (stôrʹrüm´; –ru̇m´; stōrʹ–), n.
room where things are stored.
sto·rey (stôʹri; stōʹ–), n., pl. –reys. story2.
sto·ried1 (stôʹrid; stōʹ–), adj. celebrated in
story or history.
sto·ried2 (stôʹrid; stōʹ–), adj. having stories or ﬂoors: a two-storied house.
stork (stôrk), n. a large, long-legged wading bird with a long neck and a long bill.
[OE storc]
storm (stôrm), n. 1 a strong wind with
rain, snow, hail, or thunder and lightning. In deserts, there are storms of
sand. 2 a heavy fall of rain, snow or hail;
violent outbreak of thunder and lightning. 3 anything like a storm: a storm of
arrows. 4 Fig. a violent outburst or disturbance: a storm of angry words. 5 Fig.
a violent attack: the castle was taken by
storm. —v. 1 blow hard; rain; snow; hail.
2 Fig. be violent; rage: she storms when
something goes wrong. 3 rush violently:
storm out of the room. 4 attack violently: the troops stormed the city. [OE]
—stormʹer, n. —stormʹless, adj.
storm cellar, cellar for shelter during
cyclones, tornadoes, etc.
storm center, 1 center of a violent storm,
as a hurricane, where the winds are
relatively calm. 2 Fig. source or center
of trouble.
storm surge, huge mass of tidal water
blown on shore by extremely strong
winds, as in a hurricane.
storm warning, 1 prediction of a strong
storm that could cause great damage. 2
Fig. sign of trouble approaching.
storm·y (stôrʹmi), adj. storm·i·er, stormi·est. 1 having storms; likely to have
storms; troubled by storms. 2 Fig. rough
and disturbed; violent. —stormʹi·ly, adv.
—stormʹi·ness, n.
stormy petrel, any of several small blackand-white sea birds called petrels, whose
presence is supposed to give warning of
a storm.
sto·ry1 (stôʹri; stōʹ–), n., pl. –ries, v., –ried,
–ry·ing. —n. 1 account of some happening or group of happenings. 2 such
an account, either true or made-up,
intended to interest the reader or hearer;
tale. 3 falsehood. 4 stories as a branch of
literature: a character famous in story. 5
plot of a play, novel, etc. 6 a newspaper
article, or material for such an article.
—v. ornament with stories or pictures:
storied tapestries. [< AF estorie < L historia history. Doublet of history.]
sto·ry2 (stôʹri; stōʹ-), n., pl. –ries, 1 set
of rooms on the same ﬂoor forming a
complete horizontal section of a building; one of the structural divisions in
the height of a building: a house of two
stories. 2 each of a series of divisions or
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stages of anything placed horizontally
one above the other. [? ult. special use
of story1 in sense of “row of historical
statues across a building front”]
story board, drawings arranged in a
sequence that outline the various scenes
to be ﬁlmed, as for a movie, cartoon,
commercial, etc.
stor·y·book (stôʹri buk´), adj. of or like a
story in a book, esp. a fairy tale. —n. a
book containing stories for children.
sto·ry·tell·er (stôʹri tel´әr; stōʹ–), n. 1 person who tells stories. 2 person who tells
falsehoods; liar. —stoʹry·tellʹing, n., adj.
stout (stout), adj. 1 fat and large: a stout
body. 2 strongly built; ﬁrm; strong: a
stout wall. 3 brave; bold: a stout heart.
4 not yielding; stubborn: stout resistance. —n. a strong, dark-brown beer.
[< OF estout strong < Gmc. root stoltproud < L stultus foolish] —stoutʹly,
adv. —stoutʹness, n.
stout-heart·ed (stoutʹhärʹtid), adj. brave;
bold; courageous. —stoutʹ-heartʹed·ly,
adv. —stoutʹ-heartʹed·ness, n.
stove1 (stōv), n. apparatus for cooking
and heating. There are wood, coal, gas,
oil, and electric stoves. [OE stofa warm
bathing room]
stove2 (stōv), v. pt. and pp. of stave.
stove·pipe (stōvʹpīp´), n. pipe of sheet
metal serving as the chimney of a stove,
or to connect a stove with the chimney
ﬂue.
stow (sto), v. 1 pack: the cargo was stowed
in the ship’s hold. 2 pack things closely
in, as for storage or reserve; ﬁll by
packing.
stow away, hide on a ship, plane, etc.,
to get a free ride. [ult. < OE stōw place]
—stowʹer, n.
stow·age (stōʹij), n. 1 act of stowing. 2
room or place for stowing. 3 what is
stowed. 4 a charge for stowing something.
stow·a·way (stōʹә wā´), n. person who
hides on a ship, train, etc., to get a free
passage or to escape secretly.
St. Paul, capital of Minnesota, in the
SE part.
stra·bis·mus (strә bizʹmәs), n. a disorder
of vision due to the turning of one eye or
both eyes from the normal position so
that both cannot be directed at the same
point or object at the same time. [< NL
< Gk., ult. < strabos squint-eyed] —strabisʹmal, stra·bisʹmic, adj.
strad·dle (stradʹәl), v., –dled, –dling, n.
—v. 1 walk, stand, or sit with the legs
wide apart. 2 have a leg on each side of
(a horse, bicycle, chair, ditch, etc.). 3 a
avoid taking sides. b attempt to favor
both sides of (a question, etc.). —n. 1 a
straddling. 2 distance straddled. [< var.
of stride] —stradʹdler, n. —stradʹdlingly, adv.
strafe (strāf; sträf), v., strafed, straf·ing.
1 machine-gun enemy ground positions
from an aircraft. 2 shell or bombard
heavily. [from the German slogan Gott

strafe England God punish England]
—strafʹer, n.
strag·gle (stragʹәl), v., –gled, –gling.
1 wander about in a scattered fashion: cows straggled along the lane. 2
stray from the rest; wander away. 3
spread in an irregular, rambling manner.
—stragʹgler, n. —stragʹgling·ly, adv.
—stragʹgly, adj.
straight (strāt), adj. 1 without a bend
or curve; direct: hold the shoulders
straight, a straight path. 2 frank; honest;
upright: straight conduct. 3 in proper
order or condition; right; correct: keep
your accounts straight. 4 not modiﬁed:
a straight Republican, straight whiskey.
5 Fig. a conventional; orthodox. b heterosexual. 6 in poker, made up of a
sequence of ﬁve cards: a straight ﬂush.
—adv. 1 in a line: walk straight. 2 in a
straight form or position: sit straight.
3 directly: he went straight home. 4
frankly; honestly; uprightly: live straight.
5 continuously: drive straight on. —n.
1 straight form, position, or line. 2 a
straight part, as of a race course. 3 in
poker, a sequence of ﬁve cards.
go straight, Informal. Fig. a give up a life
of crime. b give up drugs, alcohol, etc.
straight away or oﬀ, at once; immediately. [OE streht, pp. of streccan stretch]
—straightʹly, adv. —straightʹness, n.
straight·a·way (strātʹә wā´), n. a straight
course. —adj. in a straight course.
straight-arm (strātʹärm´), v. 1 a hold or
fend oﬀ someone by extending the arm
straight out. b such a move in football.
2 Fig. deﬂect unwanted attention, criticism, etc.
straight·en (strātʹәn), v. 1 make or
become straight. 2 put in the proper
order or condition. —straightʹen·er, n.
straight face, an expressionless face; a
face that shows no particular reaction,
emotion, etc.: hard to keep a straight face.
—straightʹ-faced´, adj.
straight· for· ward
(strāt´ fôrʹ wәrd),
adj. 1 honest; frank. 2 going straight
ahead; direct. —adv. Also, straight´forʹwards. directly or continuously
ahead. —straight´forʹward·ly, adv.
—straight´forʹward·ness, n.
straight-out (strātʹoutʹ), adj. out-andout; complete; thorough.
strain1 (strān), v. 1 draw tight; stretch:
the dog strained at his leash. 2 stretch as
much as possible: strain every nerve. 3
use to the utmost: she strained her eyes
to see. 4 injure or harm by too much
eﬀort or by stretching: strain a muscle,
strain the truth. 5 press or pour through
a strainer. —n. 1 force or weight that
stretches. 2 a great or excessive eﬀort:
the strain of lifting a heavy weight. 3
injury caused by too much eﬀort or by
stretching. 4 any severe, trying, or wearing pressure: the strain of worry.
strains, part of a piece of music; melody; song. [< OF < L stringere draw
tight] —strained, adj.

strain2 (strān), n. 1 line of descent; race;
stock; breed. 2 Fig. an inherited quality;
hereditary character or disposition. 3
trace or streak. [var. of OE strēon gain,
begetting]
strain·er (strānʹәr), n. thing that strains,
as a ﬁlter, a sieve, or a colander.
strait (strāt), n. 1 Often, straits (sing. in
use). a narrow channel connecting two
larger bodies of water. 2 Often, straits.
diﬃculty; need; distress. [< OF < L
strictus drawn tight. Doublet of strict.]
—straitʹly, adv. —straitʹness, n.
strait·en (strātʹәn), v. 1 limit by the lack
of something, esp. money; restrict: in
straitened circumstances. 2 restrict in
range, extent, amount, etc.
strait jacket, a strong coat that holds the
arms close to the sides, used to keep a
violent person from harming himself,
herself, or others.
strait-laced (strātʹlāst´), adj. very strict in
matters of conduct; prudish.
strand1 (strand), v. 1 run aground; drive
on the shore. 2 bring or come into a
helpless position. [OE]
strand2 (strand), n. 1 one of the threads,
strings, or wires that are twisted together
to make a rope. 2 thread or string: a
strand of pearls, a strand of hair.
strange (strānj), adj., strang·er, strang·est,
adv. —adj. 1 unusual; queer; peculiar: a
strange accident. 2 not known, seen,
or heard of before; unfamiliar: strange
faces, strange language. 3 unaccustomed
(to); inexperienced (at): strange to a job.
4 out of place; not at home: the farmer
felt strange in the city. —adv. in a strange
manner: act strange. [< OF < L extraneus foreign. Doublet of extraneous.]
—strangeʹly, adv. —strangeʹness, n.
stran·ger (strānʹjәr), n. 1 person not
known, seen, or heard of before: he
was a stranger to us. 2 person or thing
new to a place: a stranger in town. 3
person who is out of place or not at
home in something: he is a stranger to
your method of working. 4 person from
another country.
stran·gle (strangʹgәl), v., –gled, –gling. 1
kill by squeezing the throat to stop the
breath. 2 suﬀocate; choke. [< OF < L
< Gk. strangalaein, ult. < strangos
twisted] —stranʹgler, n.
stran·gu·late (strangʹgyә lāt), v., –lat·ed,
–lat·ing. 1 compress or constrict so as
to stop the circulation in, or hinder the
action of. 2 strangle; choke. [< L strangulatus. See strangle.] —stran´gulaʹtion, n.
strap (strap), n., v., strapped, strap·ping.
—n. a narrow strip of leather or cloth for
fastening things, holding things together,
etc. —v. 1 fasten with a strap. 2 beat with
a strap. [var. of strop] —strapʹlike´, adj.
—strapʹper, n.
strap·hang·er (strapʹhang´әr), n. passenger in a train, etc., who cannot get a
seat and stands holding on to a strap,
handrail, etc.
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strap·less (strapʹlis), adj. having no straps:
a strapless dress.
strap·ping (strapʹing), adj. tall, strong,
and healthy.
stra·ta (strāʹtә; stratʹә), n. pl. of stratum.
strat·a·gem (stratʹә jәm), n. scheme or
trick for deceiving the enemy; trick;
trickery. [< F < L < Gk. strategema, ult.
< strategos general. See strategy.]
stra·te·gic (strә tēʹjik), stra·te·gi·cal
(–jә kәl), adj. of strategy; based on strategy; useful in strategy. —stra·teʹgi·cally, adv.
strat·e·gist (stratʹә jist), n. person trained
or skilled in strategy.
strat·e·gy (stratʹә ji), n., pl. –gies. 1 Also,
strategics. science or art of war; planning and directing of military movements and operations. 2 plan based on
this. 3 the skillful planning and management of anything. [< Gk. strategia
< strategos general < stratos army +
agein lead]
strat·i·fy (stratʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing.
arrange in layers or strata; form into layers or strata. —strat´i·ﬁ·caʹtion, n.
stra·to-cu·mu·lus or stra·to·cu·mu·lus
(stră´to kyüʹmyә lәs), n., pl. –li (–lī).
formation of dark, round clouds above
a layer of clouds that are ﬂat, esp. seen
in winter.
strat·o·sphere (stratʹә sfir; strāʹtә–),
n. the upper region of the atmosphere, which begins about seven miles
above the earth. In the stratosphere,
temperature varies little with changes
in altitude, and the winds are chieﬂy
horizontal. [< L stratus a spreading out
+ E sphere]
strat·o·spher·ic (strat´ә sferʹik), adj. 1 of
or having to do with the stratosphere.
2 Fig. extremely high; very great, as of
costs or prices.
stra·tum (strāʹtәm; stratʹәm), n., pl. strata, stra·tums. 1 layer of material, esp.
one of several parallel layers placed one
upon another. 2 social level; group having about the same education, culture,
development, etc. 3 layer of one kind of
sedimentary rock. [< NL < L, neut. pp.
of sternere spread]
straw (strô), n. 1 the stalks or stems of
grain after drying and threshing. Straw
is used for bedding for horses and cows,
for making hats, and for many other
purposes. 2 stem or stalk, as of wheat,
rye, etc. 3 a hollow tube for sucking up
beverages, etc. —adj. 1 made of straw. 2
sham; ﬁctitious.
grab or clutch at straws, try anything in
desperation. [OE strēaw] —strawʹy, adj.
straw·ber·ry (strôʹber´i; –bәr i), n., pl.
–ries. 1 a small, juicy, red fruit. 2 plant
that it grows on.
straw man, 1 imagined opponent or
opposition. 2 person who acts as a front
for others in a deceitful enterprise.
stray (strā), v. 1 lose one’s way; wander;
roam. 2 turn from the right course;
go wrong. —adj. 1 wandering; lost. 2

scattered. 3 isolated: a stray copy of a
book. —n. wanderer; lost animal. [< OF
estraier, ult. < L extra vagari roam outside] —strayʹer, n.
streak (strēk), n. 1 a long, thin mark or
line: a streak of lightning. 2 layer: bacon
has streaks of fat and streaks of lean. 3
strain; element: a streak of humor. 4 Fig.
a brief period; spell: a streak of luck. —v.
1 put long, thin marks or lines on; cause
to have streaks. 2 become streaked. 3 a
move very fast; go at full speed. b run
very fast in public with no clothes on.
like a streak, very fast; at full speed. [OE
strica] —streakʹy, adj. —streakʹi·ly, adv.
—streakʹi·ness, n.
stream (strēm), n. 1 ﬂow of liquid;
running water, as a river or a brook.
2 any steady ﬂow: a stream of words,
a stream of light. —v. 1 ﬂow. 2 Fig.
move steadily; move swiftly: soldiers
streamed out of the fort. 3 pour out: the
wound streamed blood. 4 be so wet as to
drip in a stream: streaming eyes. 5 ﬂoat
or wave: ﬂags streamed in the wind. [OE
strēam]
stream·er (strēmʹәr), n. 1 any long, narrow, ﬂowing thing: streamers of ribbon
hung from her hat. 2 a long, narrow ﬂag.
3 stream of light, esp. one appearing in
some forms of the aurora borealis.
stream·line (strēmʹlīn), adj., n., v., –lined,
–lin·ing. —adj. having a shape that oﬀers
the least possible resistance in passing
through air or water. —n. a streamline
shape. —v. 1 give a streamline shape to,
as an airplane or automobile. 2 Fig. bring
up to date.
stream·lined (strēmʹlīnd´), adj. 1 streamline. 2 Fig. brought up to date; made
more eﬃcient.
street (strēt), n. 1 road in a city or town,
usually with buildings on both sides.
2 a people who live in the buildings
on a street. b Informal. neighborhood
people on a street: the street thinks it’s
gang warfare.
on easy street, ﬁnancially comfortable
and secure.
on the street, homeless.
the Street, a Wall Street; the ﬁnancial
district and stock market. b ﬁnancial
businesses and the people who work in
them. [< LL (via) strata paved (road),
pp. of L sternere lay out]
street·car (strētʹkär´), n. car that runs in
the streets, usually by electricity and on
rails, and carries passengers.
street·walk·er (strētʹwôk´әr), n. prostitute who walks the streets soliciting
business.
strength (strengkth; strength), n. 1 quality of being strong; power; force; vigor:
Samson was a man of great strength. 2
power to resist or endure: strength of a
wire, strength of a fort. 3 eﬀective force:
the strength of an argument. 4 intensity,
as of light, color, sound, ﬂavor, or odor.
5 something that makes strong; support:
Justice is our strength.

on the strength of, relying or depending on; with the support or help of. [OE,
< strang strong] —strengthʹless, adj.
strength·en (strengkʹthәn; strengʹ-), v.
make or grow stronger. —strengthʹener, n.
stren·u·ous (strenʹyu̇ әs), adj. very active;
full of energy. [< L strenuus] —strenʹuous·ly, adv. —strenʹu·ous·ness, n.
strep·to·coc·cus (strep´tә kokʹәs), n.,
pl. –coc·ci (–kokʹsī). any of a group
of spherical bacteria that multiply by
dividing in only one direction, usually
forming chains, and cause serious infections. [< NL, < Gk. streptos curved +
kokkos grain] —strep´to·cocʹcal, adj.
strep·to·my·cin (strep´tō mīʹsin), n. a
powerful substance similar to penicillin,
eﬀective against tuberculosis, typhoid
fever, and certain other bacterial infections. [< Gk. streptos curved + mykes
fungus]
stress (stres), n. 1 distressing, painful,
or adverse force or inﬂuence: the stress
of hunger, do something under stress. 2
physical pressure, pull, or other force
exerted on one thing by another: the
stress of a load or weight. 3 emphasis;
importance: lay stress upon promptness.
4 the relative loudness in the pronunciation of syllables, words in a sentence,
etc.; accent. —v. 1 put pressure upon.
2 treat as important; emphasize. 3 pronounce with stress. [partly < distress,
partly < OF estrecier, ult. < L strictus
drawn tight]
stretch (strech), v. 1 draw out; extend
(oneself, body, limbs, wings, etc.) to
full length: stretch out on the couch. 2
continue over a distance; extend from
one place to another; ﬁll space; spread:
the highway stretches from coast to coast.
3 reach out; hold out: he stretched out
his hand for the money. 4 become longer or wider without breaking: rubber
stretches. 5 Fig. extend beyond proper
limits: he stretched the law to suit his purpose. —n. 1 an unbroken length; extent:
a stretch of water. 2 period; term: for
hours at a stretch. 3 course, direction. 4
stretching or being stretched. [OE streccan] —stretchʹa·ble, adj.
stretch·er (strechʹәr), n. 1 one that
stretches: a glove stretcher. 2 canvas
stretched on a frame for carrying the
sick, wounded, or dead.
strew (strü), v., strewed, strewed or
strewn, strew·ing. 1 scatter; sprinkle.
2 cover with something scattered or
sprinkled. 3 be scattered over; be sprinkled over. [OE strēowian]
stri·at·ed (strīʹāt id), stri·ate (strīʹit; –āt),
adj. striped; streaked; furrowed. [< L
striatus] —stri·aʹtion, n.
striated muscle, muscles with ﬁbrous
cross bands, esp. those that move the
arms, legs, neck, etc., by voluntary
action.
strick·en (strikʹәn), adj. 1 aﬀected, as by
wounds, diseases, trouble, sorrows, etc.:
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a stricken deer. 2 deeply aﬀected: stricken
with grief. —v. pp. of strike.
strict (strikt), adj. 1 very careful in following a rule: strict observance of a
law. 2 harsh; severe: a strict parent. 3
rigorously enforced or maintained: strict
discipline. 4 exact; precise; accurate: he
told the strict truth. 5 perfect; complete;
absolute: in strict conﬁdence. [< L strictus bound tight. Doublet of strait.]
—strictʹly, adv. —strictʹness, n.
stric·ture (strikʹchәr), n. 1 an unfavorable criticism; critical remark. 2 an
unhealthy narrowing of some duct or
tube of the body. [< L strictura < stringere bind tight]
stride (strīd), v., strode, strid·den
(stridʹәn), strid·ing, n. —v. 1 walk with
long steps. 2 pass with one long step: he
strode over the brook. 3 straddle: stride
a fence. —n. 1 a long step. 2 distance
covered by a stride.
hit one’s stride, reach one’s regular
speed or normal activity.
make great or rapid strides, make great
progress; advance rapidly.
take in one’s stride, do or take without
diﬃculty, hesitation, or special eﬀort.
[OE strīdan] —stridʹer, n.
stri·dent (strīʹdәnt), adj. harsh-sounding;
creaking; shrill. [< L stridens sounding harshly] —striʹdence, striʹden·cy, n.
—striʹdent·ly, adv.
strid·u·late (strijʹә lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lating. produce a shrill, grating sound, esp.
to do so as a cricket or katydid does, by
rubbing together certain parts of the
body. —strid´u·laʹtion, n. —stridʹu·la´tor, n. —stridʹu·la·to´ry, adj.
strife (strīf), n. 1 quarreling; ﬁghting;
discord. 2 a quarrel; ﬁght. [< OE estrif
< Gmc. Cf. strive.]
strike (strīk), v., struck, struck or stricken, strik·ing, n. —v. 1 hit: strike a person, the ship struck a rock, a car struck
the stop sign. 2 make by stamping, printing, etc.: strike a coin. 3 set or be set on
ﬁre by hitting or rubbing: strike a match.
4 Fig. fall upon: sunlight struck the hillside, bird calls strike the ear. 5 sound:
the clock struck midnight. 6 aﬀect; aﬄict
suddenly; overcome: they were struck
with terror, the news struck them dumb.
7 Fig. impress: the plan strikes me as silly.
8 attack: the enemy will strike at dawn.
9 Fig. occur to: suddenly struck with a
great idea. 10 ﬁnd or come upon (ore,
oil, water, etc.). 11 stop work to get better pay, shorter hours, etc.: the coal miners struck. 12 go quickly or suddenly;
go: we struck out across the ﬁelds. 13 get
by ﬁguring: strike an average. 14 make;
decide; enter upon: the employer and
the workers have struck an agreement.
15 lower or take down (a sail, ﬂag, tent,
etc.). —n. 1 act of striking. 2 a general
quitting of work in order to force an
employer or employers to agree to the
workers’ demands, as for higher wages.
3 failure of the batter to hit a pitched

ball, or any act ruled equivalent to this. 4
an upsetting of all the pins with the ﬁrst
ball bowled. 5 act or fact of ﬁnding rich
ore in mining, oil in boring, etc.
on strike, stopping work to get more
pay, shorter hours, etc.
strike a balance, a ﬁnd the diﬀerence
between the two sides of an account.
b Fig. ﬁnd a moderate course: struck a
balance between work and play.
strike down, Fig. overturn: strike down
a law.
strike it rich, have a sudden or unexpected great success.
strike oﬀ, take oﬀ: strike oﬀ in a new
direction.
strike out, a cross out; rub out. b fail to
hit a pitched ball three times: the batter
struck out. c Informal. Fig. fail: strike out
on an exam.
strike up, begin: strike up a friendship.
[OE strīcan rub, stroke]
strike·break·er (strīkʹbrāk´әr), n. person
who helps to break up a strike of workers by taking a striker’s job or by furnishing persons who will do so.
strike·break·ing (strīkʹbrāk´ing), n. forceful measures taken to halt a strike.
strik·er (strīkʹәr), n. 1 person or thing
that strikes. 2 worker who is on strike.
strik·ing (strīkʹing), adj. 1 that strikes. 2
engaged in a strike. 3 attracting attention; very noticeable. —strikʹing·ly, adv.
—strikʹing·ness, n.
string (string), n., v., strung, strung or
(Rare) stringed, string·ing. —n. 1 a
thick thread, small cord or wire, or very
thin rope, used for tying packages, etc.
2 such a thread with things on it: she
wore a string of beads around her neck. 3
a special cord for musical instruments,
bows, etc.: the strings of a violin. 4 anything used for tying: apron strings. 5 a
number of things that can form in a line
or row: a string of cars, a string of horses.
6 Fig. condition: an oﬀer with a string
attached to it. —v. 1 a put on a string:
string beads. b Fig. put together: string
words into paragraphs. 2 furnish with
strings: he had his tennis racket strung.
3 tie with string; hang with a string or
rope. 4 Fig. make tense or excited: her
nerves were strung to a high pitch. 5
move in a line or series: the cars kept
stringing along.
on a string, under control: she’s got him
on a string.
pull strings, a direct the actions of others secretly. b use secret inﬂuence.
string along, a keep (someone) waiting;
stall. b fool; trick.
string out, prolong; stretch; extend: the
program was strung out too long.
strings, violins, cellos, and other
stringed instruments.
string up, hang: string up Christmas
tree lights. [OE streng] —stringʹer, n.
—stringʹless, adj. —stringʹlike´, adj.
string bean, 1 any of various bean plants,
the unripe pod of which is used as a

vegetable. 2 pod of any of these plants. 3
very tall, thin person.
stringed instrument, a musical instrument having strings.
strin·gent (strinʹjәnt), adj. 1 strict; severe:
stringent laws. 2 lacking ready money;
tight: a stringent market for loans. 3 convincing; forcible: stringent arguments.
[< L stringens binding tight] —strinʹgency, strinʹgent·ness, n. —strinʹgent·ly,
adv.
string·y (stringʹi), adj., string·i·er, stringi·est. 1 of or like a string or strings. 2
forming strings: a stringy syrup. 3 having
tough ﬁbers: stringy roots. 4 sinewy or
wiry: a stringy man. —stringʹi·ness, n.
strip1 (strip), v., stripped or (Rare) stript,
strip·ping. 1 make bare or naked;
undress (a person, thing, etc.). 2 undress
(oneself). 3 take oﬀ the covering of.
4 dismantle (guns, ships, etc.). 5 take
away: the boys stripped the fruit from the
trees, robbers stripped the house. 6 tear
oﬀ the teeth of (a gear, etc.). 7 break the
thread of (a bolt, nut, etc.).
strip of, a take away from; deprive of:
stripped of honor and respect. b rob of
(money, possessions, etc.). [OE, as in
bestrīepan to plunder] —stripʹper, n.
strip2 (strip), n., v., stripped, strip·ping.
—n. 1 a long, narrow, ﬂat piece (of cloth,
paper, bark, etc.) 2 a comic strip. —v. cut
into strips. [prob. < MLG strippe strap]
strip3 (strip), n. a long, narrow runway for
aircraft to take oﬀ from and land on.
stripe1 (strīp), n., v., striped, strip·ing.
—n. 1 a long, narrow band diﬀerent
from the rest of a surface or thing: a tiger
has stripes. 2 a particular style or pattern
of such bands. 3 a striped fabric. 4 sort;
type: a man of quite a diﬀerent stripe.
—v. mark with stripes.
stripes, a number or combination of
strips of braid on the sleeve of a uniform
to show rank, length of service, etc.
[< MDu.] —striped, adj.
stripe2 (strīp), n. a stroke or lash with a
whip. [? special use of stripe1]
strip·ling (stripʹling), n. boy just coming
into manhood; youth; lad.
strip mine, a mine on the surface of the
ground from which ore is removed from
the top in layers. —stripʹ-mine´, v.
stripped-down (striptʹdownʹ), adj. with
anything unnecessary removed: strippeddown cars, a stripped-down proposal.
strip·per (stripʹәr), n. 1a a substance that
removes paint. b tool used to remove
rooﬁng, etc. 2 stripteaser.
strip·tease (stripʹtēz´), n. an act, esp. in a
nightclub, in which a woman removes her
clothing to a musical accompaniment.
—stripʹ-tease´, adj. —stripʹteas´er, n.
strive (strīv), v., strove, striv·en (strivʹәn),
striv·ing. 1 try hard; work hard: strive
for self-control. 2 struggle vigorously,
as in opposition or resistance: strive
against the stream. 3 ﬁght. [< OF estriver
< Gmc.] —strivʹer, n. —strivʹing·ly, adv.
strode (strōd), v. pt. of stride.
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stroke1 (strōk), n. 1 act of striking; blow:
a stroke of lightning. 2 sound made by
striking: we arrived at the stroke of three.
3 piece of luck, fortune, etc., befalling
one: a stroke of bad luck. 4 a single complete movement to be made again and
again: he swims a fast stroke. 5 movement or mark made by a pen, pencil,
brush, etc. 6 Fig. a single vigorous eﬀort;
very successful eﬀort: a bold stroke for
liberty. 7 an act, piece, or amount of
work, etc. 8 attack of paralysis; apoplexy.
[prob. ult. < strike or its source]
stroke2 (strōk), v., stroked, strok·ing, n.
—v. move the hand gently over: stroke
a kitten. —n. such a movement. [OE
strācian]
stroll (strōl), v. 1 take a quiet walk for
pleasure; walk. 2 go from place to place:
strolling musicians. 3 stroll along or
through. —n. a leisurely walk.
stroll·er (strōlʹәr), n. 1 wanderer. 2
a strolling player or actor. 3 lightweight baby carriage in which the child
sits up.
strong (strông; strong), adj. 1 having
much force or power: a strong wind, a
strong pull, strong muscles or rope. 2 able
to last, endure, resist, etc.: a strong fort,
a strong wall. 3 not easily inﬂuenced,
changed, etc.; ﬁrm: a strong will, strong
arguments, a strong prejudice. 4 having a certain number: a group that is
100 strong. 5 having a concentrated or
intense quality: a strong acid, a strong
voice, a strong light. 6 containing much
alcohol: a strong drink. 7 having much
ﬂavor or odor: strong seasoning, strong
coﬀee. 8 inﬂecting by a vowel change
within the stem of the word rather
than by adding endings. Examples: ﬁnd,
found; give, gave. 9 characterized by
steady or advancing prices: a strong
market for rubber. —adv. with force;
powerfully; vigorously; in a strong
manner. [OE strang] —strongʹly, adv.
—strongʹness, n.
strong-arm (strôngʹärm´; strongʹ–), adj.
using or involving the use of force or
violence. —v. use force or violence on.
strong·box (strôngʹboks´; strongʹ–), n. a
small safe for valuables.
strong force, force which causes particles
to hold together in the nucleus of an
atom and is the strongest known force.
Also, strong interaction.
strong·hold (strôngʹhōld´; strongʹ–), n. a
strong place; safe place; fort; fortress.
strong-mind·ed (strôngʹmīnʹdid; strongʹ–),
adj. 1 having a strong mind; mentally vigorous. 2 independent. —strongʹ-mindʹedly, adv. —strongʹ-mindʹed·ness, n.
stron·ti·um (stronʹshi әm; –ti әm), n. a
hard, yellowish metallic element, Sr,
resembling calcium. [< NL, < Strontian,
a parish in Scotland]
stro·phe (strōʹfē), n. 1 the part of an
ancient Greek ode sung by the chorus
when moving from right to left. 2 group
of lines of poetry; stanza. [< Gk., orig., a

turning (i.e., section sung by the chorus
while turning)] —strophʹic, adj.
strove (strōv), v. pt. of strive.
struck (struk), v. pt. and pp. of strike.
—adj. closed or aﬀected in some way by
a strike of workers.
struc·tur·al (strukʹchәr әl), adj. 1 used in
building. Structural steel is steel made
into beams, girders, etc. 2 of or having to do with structure or structures.
—strucʹtur·al·ly, adv.
structural gene, gene that controls the
sequence of amino acids and the structure of proteins in DNA.
structure (strukʹchәr), n. 1 a building;
something built. 2 anything composed
of parts arranged together. 3 manner
of building; way parts are put together;
construction. 4 arrangement of parts,
elements, etc.: the structure of a molecule or a novel. [< L structura < struere
arrange]
stru·del (strüʹdәl; Ger. shtrüʹdәl), n. a
pastry, usually ﬁlled with fruit or cheese.
[< G]
strug·gle (strugʹәl), v., –gled, –gling, n.
—v. 1 make great eﬀorts with the body;
try hard; work hard against diﬃculties: struggle for existence. 2 get, move,
or make one’s way with great eﬀort:
the old man struggled to his feet. —n. 1
great eﬀort; hard work. 2 ﬁghting; conﬂict. —strugʹgler, n. —strugʹgling, adj.
—strugʹgling·ly, adv.
strum (strum), v., strummed, strumming, n. —v. play on (a stringed musical
instrument) unskillfully or carelessly.
—n. 1 act of strumming. 2 sound of
strumming. —strumʹmer, n.
strum·pet (strumʹpit), n. prostitute.
strung (strung), v. pt. and pp. of string.
strut1 (strut), v., strut·ted, strut·ting, n.
—v. walk in a vain, important manner.
—n. a strutting walk. [OE –strūtian]
—strutʹter, n. —strutʹting·ly, adv.
strut2 (strut), n. a supporting piece; brace.
[ult. akin to strut1]
strych·nine (strikʹnin; –nēn; –nīn), n. a
poisonous drug consisting of colorless
crystals obtained from nux vomica and
related plants. It is used in medicine in
small doses as a tonic. [< F, < L < Gk.
strychnos nightshade]
stub (stub), n., adj., v., stubbed, stubbing. —n. 1 a short piece that is left:
the stub of a pencil. 2 the short piece of
each leaf in a checkbook, etc., kept as
a record. 3 something unusually short
and blunt. —v. strike (one’s toe) against
something. [OE] —stubʹber, n.
stub·ble (stubʹәl), n. 1 Usually, stubbles.
the lower ends of stalks of grain left
in the ground after the grain is cut. 2
any short, rough growth, as of a beard.
[< OF < LL stupula, var. of L stipula
stem. Doublet of stipule.] —stubʹbled,
adj. —stubʹbly, adj.
stub·born (stubʹәrn), adj. 1 ﬁxed in purpose or opinion; not giving in to argument or requests: a stubborn child. 2

hard to deal with or manage; refractory: facts are stubborn things. [prob. ult.
< stub] —stubʹborn·ly, adv. —stubʹbornness, n.
stub·by (stubʹi), adj., –bi·er, –bi·est. 1
short and thick. 2 short, thick, and stiﬀ. 3
having many stubs or stumps. —stubʹbiness, n.
stuc·co (stukʹō), n., pl. –coes, –cos, v.,
–coed, –co·ing. —n. plaster for covering
exterior walls of buildings. —v. cover
with stucco. [< Ital. < Gmc.] —stucʹcoer, n. —stucʹco·work´, n.
stuck (stuk), v. pt. and pp. of stick2.
stuck-up (stukʹupʹ), adj. too proud; conceited; vain; haughty.
stud1 (stud), n., v., stud·ded, stud·ding.
—n. 1 nailhead, knob, etc., sticking out
from a surface, as on the soles of shoes,
tire treads, etc.: the belt was ornamented
with silver studs. 2 a kind of small
detachable button used in men’s shirts.
3 post to which boards are nailed in
making walls in houses. —v. 1 set with
studs or something like studs. 2 be set or
scattered over. [OE studu]
stud2 (stud), n. 1 collection of horses kept
for breeding, hunting, etc. 2 stallion. 3
Slang. an attractive man. [OE stod]
stud·ded (studʹid), adj. provided with or
having studs: studded golf shoes.
stu·dent (stüʹdәnt; stūʹ-), n. 1 person
who studies. 2 person who is studying
in a school, college, or university. [< L
studens, orig., being eager] —stuʹdentship, n.
stud·horse (studʹhôrs´), n. ⫽stallion.
stud·ied (studʹid), adj. 1 resulting from
study; carefully considered. 2 done on
purpose; resulting from deliberate eﬀort.
—studʹied·ly, adv. —studʹied·ness, n.
stu·di·o (stuüʹdi ō; stūʹ–), n., pl. –di·os,
adj. —n. 1 workroom of a painter, sculptor, photographer, etc. 2 place where
motion pictures are made. 3 place where
a radio or television program is produced. 4 ⫽studio apartment. —adj. of,
pertaining to, or suitable for a studio.
[< Ital. < L studium study, enthusiasm.
Doublet of study.]
studio apartment, one-room apartment.
stu·di·ous (stüʹdi әs; stūʹ–), adj. 1 fond of
study. 2 showing careful consideration;
careful; thoughtful; zealous: studious of
the comfort of others. —stuʹdi·ous·ly,
adv. —stuʹdi·ous·ness, n.
stud·y (studʹi), n., pl. stud·ies, v., studied, stud·y·ing. —n. 1 eﬀort to learn by
reading or thinking. 2 a careful examination; investigation: make a study of
plants. 3 branch of learning: the study of
chemistry, sociological studies. 4 a room
for study, reading, writing, etc. 5 sketch
for a picture, story, etc. 6 deep thought;
reverie. —v. 1 try to learn. 2 examine
carefully: we studied the map. 3 consider
with care; think (out); plan: the prisoner
studied ways to escape.
quick study, person who learns something quickly. [< L studium. orig.,
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eagerness. Doublet of studio.] —studʹer, n.
stuﬀ (stuf), n. 1 what a thing is made of;
material. 2 thing or things; substance. 3
goods; belongings. 4 worthless material;
useless things: old, worn-out stuﬀ in
boxes. 5 Fig. inward qualities; character.
—v. 1 pack full; ﬁll. 2 ﬁll (a ballot box)
with fraudulent votes. 3 stop (up); block;
choke (up). 4 ﬁll the skin of (a dead
animal) to make it look as it did when
alive. 5 ﬁll (a chicken, turkey, etc.) with
seasoned bread crumbs, etc. 6 force;
push; thrust. 7 eat too much. [< OF
estoﬀe, ult. < Gk. styphein pull together]
—stuﬀʹer, n.
stuﬀed shirt, person of insigniﬁcant
abilities but of pompous or imposing
manners.
stuﬀ·ing (stufʹing), n. 1 act of one that
stuﬀs. 2 material used to ﬁll or pack
something. 3 seasoned bread crumbs,
etc., used to stuﬀ a chicken, turkey, etc.,
before cooking. 3 Fig. inner qualities;
character: have the right stuﬃng.
stuﬀ·y (stufʹi), adj., stuﬀ·i·er, stuﬀ·i·est.
1 lacking fresh air: a stuﬀy room. 2 lacking freshness or interest; dull: a stuﬀy
conversation. 3 stopped up: a cold makes
one’s head feel stuﬀy. —stuﬀʹi·ly, adv.
—stuﬀʹi·ness, n.
stul·ti·fy (stulʹtә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1
frustrate: indiﬀerence stultiﬁes change.
2 cause to appear foolish or absurd;
reduce to foolishness or absurdity.
[< LL, < L stultus foolish + facere make]
—stul´ti·ﬁ·caʹtion, n. —stulʹti·ﬁ´er, n.
stum·ble (stumʹbәl), v., –bled, –bling, n.
—v. 1 trip by striking the foot against
something. 2 walk unsteadily. 3 speak,
act, etc., in a clumsy or hesitating way:
stumble through a speech. 4 make a
mistake; do wrong. 5 come by accident
or chance: stumble across an old friend.
—n. 1 a wrong act; mistake. 2 a stumbling. [cf. Norw. stumla] —stumʹbler, n.
—stumʹbling·ly, adv.
stumbling block, obstacle; hindrance.
stump (stump), n. 1 the lower end of a
tree or plant, left after the main part
is cut oﬀ. 2 part of an arm, leg, tooth,
etc., left after part is removed. 3 stub:
the stump of a pencil, etc. 4 Informal.
leg. 5 place where a political speech is
made. 6 a heavy step. 7 sound made by
stiﬀ walking or heavy steps. —v. 1 make
political speeches in: the candidates for
governor will stump the state. 2 walk in
a stiﬀ, clumsy way. 3 make unable to
answer, do, etc.; embarrass. [cf. MLG
stump] —stumpʹy, adj. —stumpʹi·ly,
adv. —stumpʹi·ness, n.
stun (stun), v., stunned, stun·ning, n.
—v. 1 make senseless; knock unconscious. 2 daze; bewilder; shock; overwhelm. —n. a stunning; being stunned.
[OE stunian crash, resound; inﬂ. by OF
estoner resound, stun]
stung (stung), v. pt. and pp. of sting.
stun gun, ⫽taser.

stunk (stungk), v. pt. and pp. of stink.
stun·ner (stunʹәr), n. 1 person, thing, or
blow that stuns. 2 Informal. a very striking or attractive person or thing.
stun·ning (stunʹing), adj. 1 having striking excellence, beauty, etc. 2 that stuns or
dazes; bewildering. —stunʹning·ly, adv.
stunt1 (stunt), v. check in growth or
development: lack of proper food stunts
a child. —n. 1 a stunting. 2 a stunted
creature. [OE, foolish]
stunt2 (stunt), n. feat to attract attention;
act showing boldness or skill. —v. perform stunts.
stunt·man (stuntʹman´), n., pl. –men.
person who performs dangerous stunts
in place of an actor, esp. in ﬁlms.
stu·pe·fac·tion (stuü´pә fakʹshәn; stū´–),
n. 1 dazed or senseless condition; stupor. 2 overwhelming amazement.
stu·pe·fy (stüʹpә fī; stūʹ–), v., –ﬁed, –fying. 1 make stupid, dull, or senseless. 2
overwhelm with amazement; astound.
[< L, < stupere be amazed + facere make]
—stuʹpe·fi´er, n. —stuʹpe·fy´ingly, adv.
stu·pen·dous (stü penʹdәs; stū–), adj.
amazing; marvelous; immense: Niagara
Falls is a stupendous sight. [< L stupendus < stupere be amazed] —stu·penʹdous·ly, adv.
stu·pid (stüʹpid; stūʹ–), adj. 1 not intelligent; dull: a stupid person. 2 not interesting: a stupid book. 3 dazed; senseless.
—n. a stupid person. [< L stupidus]
—stu·pidʹi·ty, n. —stuʹpid·ly, adv.
stu·por (stüʹpәr; stūʹ-), n. a dazed condition; loss or lessening of the power to
feel. [< L] —stuʹpor·ous, adj.
stur·dy (stėrʹdi), adj., –di·er, –di·est. 1
strong; stout: sturdy legs. 2 not yielding;
ﬁrm: sturdy resistance, sturdy defenders. [< OF esturdi violent, orig., dazed]
—sturʹdi·ly, adv. —sturʹdi·ness, n.
stur·geon (sterʹjәn), n., pl. –geons or
(esp. collectively) –geon. a large food ﬁsh
whose long body has a tough skin with
rows of bony plates. Caviar is obtained
from sturgeons. [< AF, ult. < Gmc.]
stut·ter (stutʹәr), v. repeat (the same
sound) involuntarily or spasmodically
in an eﬀort to speak. —n. act or habit of
stuttering. [< dial. stut. Cf. Du. stotteren.]
—stutʹter·er, n. —stutʹter·ing·ly, adv.
St. Vi·tus’s dance (vīʹtәs iz), St. Vitus
dance, ⫽chorea.
sty1 (stī), n., pl. sties. 1 pen for pigs. 2 Fig.
any ﬁlthy or disorderly place. [OE stig]
sty2, stye (stī), n., pl. sties; styes. a small
inﬂamed swelling on the edge of the eyelid. A sty is like a small boil. [prob. <ME
styanye (taken to mean “sty on eye”), ult.
< OE stīgend rising + ēage eye]
Styg·i·an (stijʹi әn), adj. 1 pertaining to
the river Styx or the lower world; infernal. 2 dark; gloomy.
style (stīl), n., v., styled, styl·ing. —n. 1
fashion: dress in the latest styles. 2 manner; method; way: the Gothic style of
architecture. 3 way of writing or speak-

ing: a pedantic style. 4 good style: she
dresses in style, his painting lacks style. 5
a pointed instrument for writing, drawing, etching, etc. 6 the stemlike part
of the pistil of a ﬂower containing the
stigma at its top. —v. 1 name; call: Joan
of Arc was styled “the Maid of Orleans.” 2
make fashionable and attractive. [< OF
< L stilus, orig., pointed writing instrument; inﬂ. in modern spelling by Gk.
stylos column] —styleʹless, adj.
style·book (stīlʹbu̇k´), n. 1 book containing rules of punctuation, capitalization,
etc., used by printers, writers, etc. 2 book
showing fashions.
styl·ish (stīlʹish), adj. having style; fashionable. —stylʹish·ly, adv. —stylʹishness, n.
styl·ist (stīlʹist), n. person who designs or
advises concerning interior decorations,
clothes, etc. —sty·lisʹtic, adj. —sty·lisʹtical·ly, adv.
styl·ize (stīlʹīz), v., –ized, –iz·ing. make or
design to conform to a particular or to a
conventional style. —styl´i·zaʹtion, n.
sty·lus (stīʹlәs), n. a pointed instrument
for writing on wax. [< L stilus. See
style.]
sty·mie (stīʹmi), v., –mied, –mie·ing.
block completely.
styp·tic (stipʹtik), adj. able to stop or
check bleeding; astringent. —n. something that stops or checks bleeding by
contracting the tissue. [< L < Gk. styptikos < styphein constrict] —styp·ticʹity, n.
sty·ro·foam (stīʹrә fōm´), n. 1 waterproof,
light-weight plastic foam, used to make
esp. cups and other containers. 2 Styrofoam. trademark for this foam. —adj. of
styrofoam: styrofoam cups.
sua·sion (swaʹzhәn), n. an advising or
urging; persuasion. [< L suasio < suadere
persuade] —suaʹsive, adj. —suaʹsive·ly,
adv. —suaʹsive·ness, n.
suave (swäv), adj. smoothly agreeable
or polite. [< F < L suavis agreeable]
—suaveʹly, adv. —suaʹvi·ty, n.
sub (sub), n., adj., v., subbed, sub·bing.
—n., adj. 1 substitute. 2 submarine. 3
subordinate. —v. act as a substitute.
sub–, preﬁx. 1 under; below, as in submarine. 2 down; further; again, as in
subclassify, sublease. 3 near; nearly, as in
subarctic. 4 a lower; subordinate; assistant, as in subaltern. b of less importance, as in subhead. [< L sub, prep.; also
(by assimilation to the following consonant), su–, suc–, suf–, sug–, sum–, sup–]
sub., 1 subscription. 2 substitute. 3 suburban.
sub·al·tern (sә bôlʹtәrn; subʹәl tėrn), n. 1
Esp. Brit. a commissioned oﬃcer in the
army, ranking below a captain. 2 one
who has a subordinate position. —adj.
1 Esp. Brit. ranking below a captain. 2
having lower rank; subordinate. [< LL,
< L sub– under + alternus alternate]
sub·arc·tic (sub ärkʹtik; -ärʹtik), adj. near,
or just below, the arctic region; pertain-

subnormal
ing to or occurring in regions just S of
the arctic circle.
sub·com·mit·tee (subʹkә mit´i), n. a small
committee chosen from a larger general
committee for some special duty.
sub·con·scious (sub konʹshәs), adj. 1
existing or operating in one’s mind, but
not felt: subconscious worries, subconscious thoughts. 2 not wholly conscious.
—n. subconscious thoughts, feelings,
impulses, etc. —sub·conʹscious·ly, adv.
—sub·conʹscious·ness, n.
sub·con·tract (n. sub konʹtrakt; v. sub konʹtrakt, sub´kәn traktʹ), n. contract
for carrying out a previous contract or a
part of it. —v. make a subcontract; make
a subcontract for. —sub·conʹtrac·tor, n.
sub·cu·ta·ne·ous (sub´kū tāʹni әs), adj. 1
under the skin. 2 placed or performed
under the skin. —sub´cu·taʹne·ous·ly,
adv.
sub·di·vide (sub´dә vīdʹ; subʹdә vīd´), v.,
–vid·ed, –vid·ing. divide again; divide
into smaller parts.
sub·di·vi·sion (sub´dә vizhʹәn; subʹdә vizh´әn), n. 1 division into smaller parts.
2 part of a part. 3 tract of land divided
into building lots.
sub·dom·i·nant (sub domʹә nәnt), n. note
or tone next below the dominant, or ﬁfth
note or tone, in the scale. —adj. of or
having to do with this note or tone.
sub·duc·tion (sub dukʹshәn), n. a sinking movement of one geological plate
under another where the edges of each
plate meet.
sub·due (sәb düʹ; -dūʹ), v., –dued, –duing. 1 conquer and bring into subjection:
the Spaniards subdued the Indian tribes
in Mexico. 2 repress (feelings, impulses,
etc.): we subdued a desire to laugh. 3 tone
down; soften: a subdued light. [ult. < L
subducere draw away < sub– from under
+ ducere lead; inﬂ. in meaning by L subdere subdue] —sub·duʹa·ble, adj. —subduedʹ, adj. —sub·duedʹly, adv. —subduedʹness, n. —sub·duʹer, n.
sub·head (subʹhed´), sub·head·ing
(–ing), n. 1 a subordinate head or title. 2
subordinate division of a head or title.
sub·hu·man (sub hyüʹmәn), adj. less than
human; not quite human. —n. a subhuman creature.
subj., 1 subject. 2 subjunctive.
sub·ject (n., adj. subʹjikt; v. sәb jekt´), n.
1 something thought about, discussed,
studied, etc.: a subject of conversation.
2 person who owes allegiance to a government and lives under its protection.
3 person or thing that undergoes or
experiences something: the dog was the
subject of their experiment. 4 word or
words referring to the person or thing
that performs or, when the verb is passive, receives the action of the verb. 5
theme or melody on which a musical
work is based. 6 object, scene, etc.,
represented in art. —adj. 1 under some
power or inﬂuence: we are subject to
our country’s laws. 2 exposed: subject

to ridicule. 3 likely to have: subject to
headaches. 4 being dependent or conditional: subject to your approval. —v. 1
bring under some power or inﬂuence:
Rome subjected all Italy to its rule. 2
cause to undergo or experience something: subject a person to ridicule. [< L
subjectus placed under < sub under +
jacere throw]
sub·jec·tion (sәb jekʹshәn), n. 1 a bringing under some power or inﬂuence;
conquering: the subjection of the rebels
took years. 2 condition of being under
some power or inﬂuence: women used
to live in subjection to men.
sub·jec·tive (sәb jekʹtiv), adj. 1 existing in
the mind; belonging to the person thinking rather than to the object thought of:
base your subjective opinions on objective
facts. 2 about the thoughts and feelings of the speaker, writer, painter, etc.;
personal: a subjective poem. 3 pertaining to or constituting the subject of a
sentence. —sub·jecʹtive·ly, adv. —subjecʹtive·ness, n.
sub·jec·tiv·i·ty (sub´jek tivʹә ti), n. subjective quality; existence in the mind
only.
subject matter, 1 something considered,
talked or written about. 2 substance of a
creative work, such as a ﬁlm or novel, as
opposed to its form or style.
sub·ju·gate (subʹjә gāt), v., –gat·ed, –gating. subdue; conquer. [< L, < sub– under
+ jugum yoke] —sub´ju·gaʹtion, n.
—sub´ju·ga´tor, n.
sub·junc·tive (sәb jungkʹtiv), n. 1 the
mood of a verb which expresses a state,
act, or event as possible, conditional,
or dependent, rather than as actual. 2
verb in this mood, as in, “if we were
to go”, were being in the subjunctive.
—adj. noting or pertaining to this mood.
[< LL subjunctivus, ult. < L sub– under +
jungere join] —sub·juncʹtive·ly, adv.
sub·king·dom (sub kingʹdәm; subʹking´–),
n. any primary division of the animal
kingdom, usually called a phylum.
sub·lease (n. subʹlēs´; v. sub lēsʹ, subʹlēs´), n., v., –leased, –leas·ing. —n. lease
granted by a person who rents the property him or herself. —v. grant or take
a sublease of. —sub´les·seeʹ, n. —sublesʹsor, n.
sub·let (sub letʹ; subʹlet´), v., –let, –letting. rent to another (something which
has been rented to oneself). —n. house,
apartment, etc. that has been sublet.
sub·li·mate (v. subʹlә māt; adj., n. subʹlә mit, –māt), v., –mat·ed, –mat·ing.
adj., n. —v. 1 purify; reﬁne. 2 sublime (a
solid substance). 3 modify less acceptable impulses or traits into more acceptable behavior. —adj. sublimated. —n.
material obtained when a substance is
sublimed. [< L sublimatus, orig., raised
< sublimis lofty] —sub´li·maʹtion, n.
sub·lime (sәb līmʹ), adj., n., v., –limed,
–lim·ing. —adj. 1 elevated in thought,
sentiment, language, deed, etc.; lofty;
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noble: sublime courage. 2 inspiring awe
or veneration; majestic. —n. that which
is lofty, noble, exalted, etc. —v. 1 a convert (a solid substance) by heat into
a vapor, which on cooling condenses
again to solid form, without apparent
liquefaction. b cause to be given oﬀ by
this or some analogous process. 2 make
lofty or sublime. [< L sublimis] —sublimeʹly, adv. —sub·limeʹness, n.
sub·lim·i·nal (sub limʹә nәl; –līʹmә–), adj.
1 subconscious; below the threshold of
consciousness: subliminal perception. 2
too weak or small to be felt or noticed.
sub·lim·i·ty (sәb limʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
1 lofty excellence; grandeur; majesty;
exalted state. 2 a sublime person or
thing.
sub·ma·chine gun (sub´mә shēnʹ), a
lightweight automatic or semiautomatic gun, designed to be ﬁred from the
shoulder or hip.
sub·ma·rine (n. subʹmә rēn´; adj. sub´mә rēnʹ), n. boat that can operate under
water, used in warfare for discharging
torpedoes, etc. —adj. 1 placed, growing,
or used below the surface of the sea. 2 of,
pertaining to, or carried on by submarine boats. —sub´ma·rineʹly, adv.
sub·max·il·lar·y (sub makʹsә ler´i), adj.
of or pertaining to the lower jaw or
lower jawbone.
sub·men·u or sub-men·u (sub menʹyü),
n. options in a computer program that
are available under a larger category
or function: addresses are available in a
submenu.
sub·merge (sәb mėrjʹ), v., –merged,
–merg·ing. 1 put under water; cover
with water. 2 Fig. cover; bury: his talent
was submerged by his shyness. 3 sink
under water; go below the surfaces. [< L,
< sub– under + mergere plunge] —submerʹgence, n. —sub·merʹgi·ble, adj.
sub·merse (sәb mėrsʹ), v., –mersed,
–mers·ing. ⫽submerge. [< L submersus,
pp. of submergere submerge] —submersʹi·ble, adj., n. —sub·merʹsion, n.
sub·mis·sion (sәb mishʹәn), n. 1 a submitting; yielding to the power, control,
or authority of another. 2 obedience;
humbleness. 3 a referring or being
referred to the consideration or judgment of another or others.
sub·mis·sive (sәb misʹiv), adj. yielding
to the power, control, or authority of
another. —sub·misʹsive·ly, adv. —submisʹsive·ness, n.
sub·mit (sәb mitʹ), v., –mit·ted, –mitting. 1 yield to the power, control, or
authority of another or others; surrender; yield: submit to arrest. 2 refer to the
consideration or judgment of another
or others: submit a report. 3 represent or
urge in a respectful manner. [< L, < sub–
under + mittere let go] —sub·mitʹtal, n.
—sub·mitʹter, n.
sub·nor·mal (sub nôrʹmәl), adj. below
normal; inferior to the normal.
—sub´nor·malʹi·ty, n.
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suborbital

sub·or·bit·al (sub ôrʹbә tәl), adj. of less
than a full orbit: suborbital rockets.
sub·or·der (subʹôr´dәr; sub ôrʹ–), n. group
of plants or animals ranking above a
family and below an order.
sub·or·di·nate (adj., n. sә bôrʹdә nit; v.
sә bôrʹdә nāt), adj., n., v., –nat·ed, –nating. —adj. 1 inferior in rank. 2 inferior
in importance; secondary. 3 under the
control or inﬂuence of something else;
dependent. A complex sentence has one
main clause and one or more subordinate
clauses. 4 subordinating. Because, since,
if, as, and whether are subordinate conjunctions. —n. a subordinate person or
thing. —v. make subordinate. [< Med.L,
ult. < L sub– under + ordo order]
—sub·orʹdi·nate·ly, adv. —sub·orʹdinate·ness, n. —sub·orʹdi·na´tive, adj.
sub·or·di·na·tion (sә bôr´dә nāʹshәn), n.
1 a subordinating or being subordinated.
2 subordinate position or importance. 3
submission to authority; willingness to
obey; obedience.
sub·orn (sә bôrnʹ), v. 1 persuade or cause
(a witness) to give false testimony in
court. 2 persuade or cause (a person)
to do an evil deed. [< L, < sub– secretly
+ ornare equip] —sub´or·naʹtion, n.
—sub·ornʹer, n.
sub·poe·na (sә pēʹnә), n., v., –naed, –naing. —n. an oﬃcial written order commanding a person to appear in law
court. —v. summon with such an order.
Also, subpena. [< NL sub poena under
penalty]
sub·plot (subʹplot´), n. secondary or subordinate plot in a novel, play, etc.
sub·pro·gram (subʹprō´gram; –grәm), n.
1 a part of a computer program. 2 a
program that directs the operation of
another program in a computer.
sub·ro·ga·tion (sub´rō gāʹshәn), n. act of
substituting for another, esp. the substitution of one person for another as
a creditor.
sub ro·sa (sub rōʹzә), in strict conﬁdence;
privately. [< L, under the rose]
sub·scribe (sәb skrībʹ), v., –scribed,
–scrib·ing. 1 promise to give or pay (a
sum of money): he subscribed $20 to
the hospital fund. 2 write one’s name at
the end of a document, etc.; sign one’s
name: John Hancock was the ﬁrst man to
subscribe to the Declaration of Independence. 3 show one’s consent or approval
by signing: thousands of citizens subscribed the petition. 4 give one’s consent
or approval; agree: he will not subscribe
to anything unfair.
subscribe to or for, promise to take
and pay for, as a magazine, newspaper,
etc. [< L, < sub– under + scribere write]
—sub·scribʹer, n.
sub·script (subʹskript), adj. written
underneath or low on the line. —n.
number, letter, etc., written underneath
and to one side of a symbol. In H2SO4
the 2 and 4 are subscripts. [< L subscriptus. See subscribe.]

sub·scrip·tion (sәb skripʹshәn), n. 1 a
subscribing. 2 money subscribed; contribution. 3 the right obtained for the
money: his subscription to the newspaper
expires next week. 4 sum of money raised
by a number of persons: we are raising a
subscription for a new hospital. 5 assent
or agreement expressed by signing one’s
name. —sub·scripʹtive, adj.
sub·sec·tion (subʹsek´shәn; sub sekʹshәn),
n. part of a section.
sub·se·quent (subʹsә kwәnt), adj. coming after; following; later: subsequent
events.
subsequent to, after; following; later
than: on the day subsequent to your
call. [< L, < sub– up + sequi follow]
—subʹse·quence, n. —sub´se·quenʹtial,
adj. —subʹse·quent·ly, adv. —subʹsequent·ness, n.
sub·serve (sәb sėrvʹ), v., –served, –serving. be of use or service in helping along
(a purpose, action, etc.).
sub·ser·vi·ent (sәb sėrʹvi әnt), adj. 1
tamely submissive; slavishly polite and
obedient; servile. 2 useful as a means
to help a purpose or end; serviceable.
[< L, < sub– under + servire serve] —subserʹvi·ence, sub·serʹvi·en·cy, n. —subserʹvi·ent·ly, adv.
sub·set (subʹset´), n. a set whose members are each a member of another set.
sub·side (sәb sīdʹ), v., –sid·ed, –sid·ing.
1 sink to a lower level: after the rain
stopped the ﬂood waters subsided. 2 grow
less; die down; become less active: the
storm ﬁnally subsided. 3 fall to the bottom; settle. [< L, < sub– down + sidere
settle] —sub·sidʹence, n.
sub·sid·i·ar·y (sәb sidʹi er´i), adj., n.,
pl. –ar·ies. —adj. 1 useful to assist or
supplement; auxiliary; supplementary.
2 subordinate; secondary. —n. 1 thing
or person that assists or supplements.
2 company having over half of its stock
owned or controlled by another company. [< L, < subsidium reserve troops]
—sub·sidʹi·ar´i·ly, adv.
sub·si·dize (subʹsә dīz), v., –dized, –dizing. 1 aid or assist with a grant of money.
2 buy the aid or assistance of with a
grant of money. —sub´si·di·zaʹtion, n.
—subʹsi·diz´er, n.
sub·si·dy (subʹsә di), n., pl. –dies. grant
or contribution of money, esp. one made
by a government: subsidies to farmers
encourage certain practices. [< L subsidium aid, reserve troops]
sub·sist (sәb sistʹ), v. 1 keep alive; live:
people in the far north subsist on ﬁsh
and meat. 2 continue to be; exist: many
superstitions still subsist. [< L, < sub– up
to + sistere stand]
sub·sist·ence (sәb sisʹtәns), n. 1 state or
fact of keeping alive; living. 2 existence;
continuance. 3 means of keeping alive;
livelihood. —sub·sistʹent, adj.
sub·soil (subʹsoil´), n. layer of earth that
lies just under the surface soil: clay
subsoil.

sub·son·ic (sub sonʹik), adj. having to do
with or designed for use at a speed less
than that of sound.
sub·stance (subʹstәns), n. 1 what a thing
consists of; matter; material: ice and
water are the same substance. 2 the real,
main, or important part of anything.
3 the real meaning: give the substance
of the speech in your own words. 4
solid quality: claims lacking substance.
5 body: a soup with substance. 6 wealth;
property. 7 a particular kind of matter:
the little pond is covered with a green
substance.
in substance, a essentially; mainly. b
really; actually. [< OF < L, < substare
stand ﬁrm < sub– up to + stare stand]
—subʹstance·less, adj.
sub·stand·ard (sub stanʹdәrd; subʹstan´dәrd), adj. below standard.
sub·stan·tial (sәb stanʹshәl), adj. 1 real;
actual: not a ghost or a dream, but a
substantial person. 2 large; important;
ample: a substantial improvement. 3
strong; ﬁrm; solid: a substantial building. 4 in the main; in essentials: the two
stories were in substantial agreement.
5 well-to-do; wealthy. [< L, < substantia substance] —sub·stan´ti·alʹi·ty, n.
—sub·stanʹtial·ly, adv. —sub·stanʹtialness, n.
sub·stan·ti·ate (sәb stanʹshi āt), v., –at·ed,
–at·ing. 1 establish by evidence; prove:
substantiate a claim. 2 give concrete or
substantial form to; make real. —substan´ti·aʹtion, n. —sub·stanʹti·a´tive,
adj. —sub·stanʹti·a´tor, n.
sub·stan·tive (subʹstәn tiv), n. noun
or pronoun; any adjective, phrase, or
clause used as a noun. —adj. 1 independent. 2 real; actual. 3 essential. 4
a used as a noun; of the nature of a
noun. b showing or expressing existence. The verb to be is the substantive
verb. [< LL substantivus, ult. < substare.
See substance.] —sub´stan·tiʹval, adj.
—sub´stan·tiʹval·ly, adv. —subʹstantive·ly, adv. —subʹstan·tive·ness, n.
sub·sta·tion (subʹstā´shәn), n. a branch
station.
sub·sti·tute (subʹstә tüt; –tūt), n., v., –tuted, –tut·ing, adj. —n. thing used instead
of another; person taking the place
of another. —v. 1 put in the place of
another. 2 take the place of another.
—adj. put in or taking the place of
another. [< L substitutus < sub– instead
+ statuere establish] —subʹsti·tut´er, n.
—sub´sti·tuʹtion·ar´y, adj.
sub·sti·tu·tion (sub´stә tüʹshәn; –tūʹ–),
n. use of one thing for another; putting
(one person or thing) in the place of
another; taking the place of another.
—sub´sti·tuʹtion·al, adj. —sub´sti·tuʹtion·al·ly, adv.
sub·stra·tum (sub strāʹtәm; –stratʹәm),
n., pl. –stra·ta (–strāʹtә; –stratʹә), –stratums. 1 layer lying under another. 2
subsoil. 3 basis. —sub·straʹtal, adj.
—sub·straʹtive, adj.
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sub·struc·ture (subʹstruk´chәr; sub strukʹ–), n. structure forming a foundation. —sub·strucʹtur·al, adj.
sub·ten·ant (sub tenʹәnt; subʹten´–), n. a
tenant of a tenant; one who rents land, a
house, or the like, from a tenant. —subtenʹan·cy, n.
sub·tend (sәb tendʹ), v. extend under or
be opposite to; stretch across. [< L,
< sub– under + tendere stretch]
sub·ter·fuge (subʹtәr fūj), n. trick, excuse,
or expedient used to escape something
unpleasant. [< LL, ult. < L subter– from
under + fugere ﬂee]
sub·ter·ra·ne·an (sub´tә rāʹni әn), adj. 1
underground. 2 Fig. carried on secretly;
hidden. [< L, < sub– under + terra earth]
—sub´ter·raʹne·an·ly, adv.
sub·text (subʹtekst´), n. 1 meaning that
is implied or that underlies a literary or
other creative work. 2 Fig. anything not
openly stated but indirectly a part of
something: the subtext of the president’s
speech is his unpopularity.
sub·ti·tle (subʹtī´tәl), n. an additional or
subordinate title of a book or article.
sub·tle (sutʹәl), adj. 1 delicate and elusive;
thin; ﬁne: a subtle odor of perfume. 2
faint; mysterious: a subtle smile. 3 having
a keen, quick mind; discerning; acute: a
subtle understanding. 4 sly; crafty; tricky:
subtle schemers. [< OF < L subtilis, orig.,
woven underneath] —subʹtle·ness, n.
—subʹtly, adv.
sub·tle·ty (sutʹәl ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 a subtle
quality. 2 something subtle.
sub·tonic (sub tonʹik), n. note or tone
next below the upper dominant, or
eighth, note or tone in the scale.
sub·tract (sәb traktʹ), v. 1 take away (one
number from another). 2 take away
(something) from a whole. [< L subtractus < sub– from under + trahere draw]
—sub·tractʹer, n. —sub·tracʹtion, n.
—sub·tracʹtive, adj.
sub·tra·hend (subʹtrә hend), n. number or quantity to be subtracted from
another. In 10 ⫺ 2 ⫽ 8, the subtrahend
is 2. [< L, < subtrahere subtract]
sub·treas·ur·y (subʹtrezh´әr i; –trezh´ri;
sub trezhʹ–), n., pl. –ur·ies. 1 a branch
treasury. 2 any branch of the United
States treasury. —subʹtreas´ur·er, n.
sub·trop·i·cal (sub tropʹә kәl), adj. 1
bordering on the tropics; nearly tropical. 2 pertaining to or occurring in a
region between tropical and temperate.
—subʹtrop´ics, n.pl.
sub·urb (subʹėrb), n. 1 district, town,
or village just outside the boundaries
of a city. 2 Usually, suburbs. outlying
parts.
the suburbs, residential sections near
the boundary of a city. [< L suburbium
< sub– below + urbs city]
sub·ur·ban (sә bėrʹbәn), adj. 1 pertaining
to a suburb; in a suburb. 2 characteristic
of a suburb or its inhabitants. —suburʹban·ite, n.
sub·ur·bi·a (sә bėrʹbi ә), n. the suburbs.

sub·ven·tion (sәb venʹshәn), n. money
granted, esp. by a government or some
other authority, to aid or support some
cause, institution, or undertaking; subsidy. —sub·venʹtion·ar´y, adj.
sub·ver·sion (sәb vėrʹzhәn; –shәn), n. 1
overthrow; destruction; ruin. 2 anything
that tends to overthrow or destroy; cause
of ruin. —sub·verʹsion·a·ry, adj.
sub·ver·sive (sәb vėrʹsiv), adj. tending to
overthrow; destructive; causing ruin.
—n. person who seeks to overthrow or
undermine (a government, etc.)
sub·vert (sәb vėrtʹ), v. 1 ruin (something
established or existing); overthrow;
destroy; cause the downfall, ruin, or
destruction of. 2 undermine the principles of; corrupt. [< L, < sub– up from
under + vertere turn] —sub·vertʹer, n.
—sub·vertʹi·ble, adj.
sub·way (subʹwā´), n. 1 an underground
passage. 2 an electric railroad beneath
the surface of the streets in a city.
suc·ceed (sәk sēdʹ), v. 1 turn out well;
do well; have success: he ﬁnally succeeded. 2 accomplish what is attempted
or intended: the attack succeeded beyond
all expectations. 3 come next after; follow; take the place of: week succeeds
week. 4 come next after another; follow
another; take the place of another: when
Edward VIII abdicated, George VI succeeded to the throne. [< L, < sub– up (to)
+ cedere go] —suc·ceedʹer, n.
suc·cess (sәk sesʹ), n. 1 a favorable result;
wished-for ending; good fortune: eﬀorts
crowned with success. 2 the gaining of
wealth, position, etc.: he has had little
success in life. 3 person or thing that
succeeds: he was a success in business.
4 result; outcome; fortune: what success
did you have? [< L successus < succedere
succeed]
suc·cess·ful (sәk sesʹfәl), adj. having success; ending in success; prosperous;
fortunate. —suc·cessʹful·ly, adv. —successʹful·ness, n.
suc·ces·sion (sәk seshʹәn), n. 1 group
of things happening one after another;
series: a succession of events. 2 the coming of one person or thing after another:
a succession of kings. 3 the right or
process by which one person takes the
oﬃce, rank, estate, or other rights or
liabilities of another person. 4 set or
arrangement of persons having such a
right of succeeding.
in succession, one after another. —succesʹsion·al, adj. —suc·cesʹsion·al·ly,
adv.
suc·ces·sive (sәk sesʹiv), adj. coming
one after another; following in order:
it rained for three successive days. —succesʹsive·ness, n.
suc·ces·sive·ly (sәk sesʹiv li), adv. one
after another; in order.
suc·ces·sor (sәk sesʹәr), n. 1 person who
succeeds another in oﬃce, position, or
ownership or property. 2 one that follows in a series. —suc·cesʹsor·ship, n.

suc·cinct (sәk singktʹ), adj. expressed
brieﬂy and clearly; expressing much in
few words; concise. [< L succinctus, pp.
of succingere tuck up clothes for action
< sub– up + cingere gird] —suc·cinctʹly,
adv. —suc·cinctʹness, n.
suc·cor (sukʹәr), n. help; relief; aid. —v.
help or aid, esp. in diﬃculty, want, or
distress. [< OF sucurs, ult. < L succurrere run to help < sub– up (to) + currere
run]
suc·co·tash (sukʹә tash), n. corn and
beans cooked together. [< Algonkian]
suc·cu·lent (sukʹyә lәnt), adj. 1 juicy: a
succulent fruit. 2 interesting; not dull.
3 having thick, ﬂeshy leaves and stems.
[< L, < succus juice] —sucʹcu·lence,
sucʹcu·len·cy, n. —sucʹcu·lent·ly, adv.
suc·cumb (sә kumʹ), v. 1 give way; yield:
he succumbed to temptation. 2 die.
succumb to, die of. [< L, < sub– down +
–cumbere lie]
such (such), adj. 1 of that kind; of the
same kind or degree: I never have seen
such a sight, the food, such as it was, was
plentiful. 2 of the kind already spoken of
or suggested: tea, coﬀee, and such commodities. 3 so great, so bad, so good, etc.:
he is such a liar. 4 some; certain: in such
and such a town. —pron. such a person
or thing: take from the blankets such as
you need.
as such, as being what is indicated or
implied: a leader, as such, deserves obedience.
such as, a for example. b of the same
stature: few politicians such as Lincoln.
c of a particular kind: behavior such
as expected of a guest. [OE swylc, swelc
< swa so + līc like]
such·like (suchʹlīk´), adj. of such kind; of
a like kind. —pron. things of such kind:
“deceptions, disguises, and suchlike.”
suck (suk), v. 1 draw into the mouth:
lemonade can be sucked through a straw.
2 draw something from with the mouth:
suck an orange. 3 drink; take; absorb:
a sponge sucks in water. 4 hold in the
mouth and lick: the child sucked a lollipop. —n. act of sucking.
suck in, a pull in; ﬂatten, esp. the stomach. b cheat; swindle: get sucked in with
promises of a lot of money. [OE sūcan]
suck·er (sukʹәr), n. 1 animal or thing
that sucks. 2 any of various freshwater
ﬁshes that suck in food or have mouths
that suggest sucking. 3 a shoot growing
from an underground stem or root. 4
Fig. Informal. person easily deceived. 5
lollipop. —v. 1 take suckers from (corn,
etc.). 2 Fig. Informal. treat as a fool or
sucker.
suck·le (sukʹәl), v., –led, –ling. 1 feed
with milk from the breast, udder,
etc. 2 Fig. nourish; bring up. [< suck]
—suckʹler, n.
suck·ling (sukʹling), n. a very young animal or child, esp. one not yet weaned.
—adj. very young, esp. not yet weaned;
sucking.
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Sucre

Su·cre (su´kra), n. one of the two capitals
(La Paz is the other) of Bolivia, in the
S part.
su· crose (süʹ krōs), n. ordinary
sugar, C12H22O11, obtained from
sugar cane, sugar beets, etc. [< F
sucre sugar]
suc·tion (sukʹshәn), n. 1 the drawing of a
liquid, gas, etc., into a space by sucking
out or removing part of the air. 2 the
force caused by sucking out or removing
part of the air in a space. —adj. causing a
suction; working by suction. [< L suctio
< sugere suck]
Su·dan (sü danʹ), n. country in NE
Africa.
Su·da·nese (sü´dә nēzʹ), n., pl. –nese.
native or inhabitant of Sudan. —adj.
of or having to do with Sudan or its
people.
sud·den (sudʹәn), adj. 1 happening unexpectedly: a sudden storm. 2 made or
done unexpectedly: a sudden decision,
act, etc. 3 appearing unexpectedly: a
sudden turn in the road. —n. all of a
sudden, in a sudden manner. [< OF < L
subitaneus < subitus sudden] —sudʹdenly, adv. —sudʹden·ness, n.
sudden infant death syndrome, condition that causes the death of a healthy
infant while sleeping, from an unknown
cause; SIDS.
suds (sudz), n.pl. 1 soapy water. 2 bubbles
and foam on soapy water. 3 any froth or
foam. [? < MDu. sudse bog] —sudsʹy,
adj.
sue (sü), v., sued, su·ing. 1 start a lawsuit against. 2 take action in law: sue
for damages. 3 beg or ask; make petition; plead: messengers came suing for
peace. [< AF suer, ult. < L sequi follow]
—suʹer, n.
suede (swād), n. 1 a soft leather that has
a velvety nap on one or both sides. 2 a
kind of cloth that has a similar appearance. —adj. made of suede. [< F, lit.,
Sweden]
su·et (süʹit), n. the hard fat about the
kidneys and loins of cattle or sheep. Beef
suet is used in cooking and for making
tallow. [dim. of AF sue tallow < L sebum]
—suʹet·y, adj.
suf. or suﬀ., suﬃx.
suf·fer (sufʹәr), v. 1 undergo, experience,
or be subjected to (pain, grief, injury,
etc.): his health suﬀered from overwork.
2 undergo any action, process, etc.: suffer change. 3 allow; permit: “Suﬀer the
little children to come unto me.” 4 bear
with patiently; tolerate; endure: I will
not suﬀer such insults. [< L, < sub–
up + ferre bear] —sufʹfer·a·ble, adj.
—sufʹfer·a·ble·ness, n. —sufʹfer·a·bly,
adv. —sufʹfer·er, n.
suf·fer·ance (sufʹәr әns; sufʹrәns), n. 1
permission given only by a failure to
object or prevent. 2 power to bear or
endure; patient endurance.
on suﬀerance, allowed or tolerated, but
not really wanted.

suf·fer·ing (sufʹәr ing; sufʹring), n.
pain; the enduring of pain. —sufʹfering·ly,
suf·ﬁce (sәʹfīsʹ), v., –ﬁced, –ﬁc·ing. 1
be enough or adequate: the money will
suﬃce for one year. 2 satisfy; content: a
small amount suﬃced him. [< L suﬃcere
< sub– up (to) + facere make] —sufﬁcʹer, n. —suf·ﬁcʹing·ly, adv. —suf·ﬁcʹing·ness, n.
suf·ﬁ·cien·cy (sә ﬁshʹәn si), n., pl. –cies. 1
a suﬃcient amount; large enough supply. 2 state or fact of being suﬃcient;
adequacy.
suf·ﬁ·cient (sә ﬁshʹәnt), adj. as much as is
needed; enough: suﬃcient proof. —sufﬁʹcient·ly, adv.
suf·ﬁx (n. sufʹiks; v. sә ﬁksʹ, sufʹiks), n.
an addition made at the end of a word
to change the meaning or form a new
word. –er, –ment, –less, –ic, –able, and
–ible are suﬃxes. —v. add at the end;
put after. [< NL < L suﬃxum, neut. pp.
< sub– upon + ﬁgere fasten] —sufʹﬁx·al,
adj. —suf·ﬁxʹion, n.
suf·ﬁx·a·tion (suf´ik sāʹshәn), n. 1 the
attaching of a suﬃx at the end of a word.
2 formation of suﬃxes.
suf·fo·cate (sufʹә kāt), v., –cat·ed, –cating. 1 kill by stopping the breath. 2 keep
from breathing; hinder in breathing. 3
die for lack of air. 4 Fig. smother; suppress: suﬀocated by too much attention.
[< L suﬀocatus < sub– up + fauces throat]
—sufʹfo·cat´ing·ly, adv. —suf´fo·caʹtion, n. —sufʹfo·ca´tive, adj.
suf·fra·gan (sufʹrә gәn), n. 1 bishop consecrated to assist another bishop. 2 any
bishop considered in relation to his
archbishop. —adj. assisting. [< OF, ult.
< L suﬀragium suﬀrage]
suf·frage (sufʹrij), n. 1 a vote; a vote for
some person or thing. 2 the right to
vote. [< L suﬀragium]
suf·fra·gette (suf´rә jetʹ), n. woman who
advocated suﬀrage for women.
suf·fra·gist (sufʹrә jist), n. a person who
favors giving suﬀrage to more people,
esp. to women. —sufʹfra·gism, n.
suf·fuse (sә fūzʹ), v., –fused, –fus·ing.
overspread (with a liquid, dye, etc.): eyes
suﬀused with tears. [< L suﬀusus < sub–
(up from) under + fundere pour] —suffuʹsion, n. —suf·fuʹsive, adj.
Su·ﬁ (süʹﬁ), n. 1 Muslim sect that originated early in the history of Islam in
Persia (Iran). 2 a member of this sect.
[< Ar. şūﬁ, lit., man of wool, in reference
to their clothing] —suʹﬁsm, n.
sug·ar (shu̇gʹәr), n. 1 sweet substance,
C12H22O11, obtained chieﬂy from sugar
cane or beets and used extensively in
food products. 2 any of the class of
carbohydrates to which this substance
belongs: grape sugar, milk sugar. —v. 1
put sugar in; sweeten with sugar. 2 cover
with sugar; sprinkle with sugar. 3 form
sugar: honey sugars if kept too long. 4
make maple sugar. 5 Fig. cause to seem
pleasant or agreeable.

sugar oﬀ, complete the boiling down
of maple syrup. [< OF, ult. < Ar. sukkar < Pers. shakar < Skt. s. arkarā, orig.,
grit] —sugʹar·less, adj. —sugʹar·y, adj.
—sugʹar·i·ness, n.
sugar beet, a large beet with a white root
that yields sugar.
sugar bowl, bowl, usually with two handles and a cover, for sugar used at the
table.
sugar cane, a very tall grass with a strong,
jointed stem and ﬂat leaves, growing in
warm regions. Sugar cane is the main
source of sugar.
sug·ar-coat (shu̇gʹәr kōt´), v. 1 cover with
sugar. 2 Fig. cause to seem more pleasant
or agreeable. —sugʹar-coat´ing, n.
sugar maple, maple tree common in
E North America, that yields a valuable
hard wood and sweet sap from which
maple syrup and maple sugar are made.
sug·ar·plum (shu̇gʹәr plum´), n. piece of
candy; bonbon.
sug·gest (sәg jestʹ; sә jestʹ), v. 1 bring to
mind; call up the thought of: the thought
of summer suggests swimming. 2 propose: John suggested having a party. 3
show in an indirect way; hint: his yawns
suggested that he would like to go to bed.
[< L suggestus < sub– up + gerere bring]
—sug·gestʹer, n.
sug·gest·i·ble (sәg jesʹtә bәl; sә jesʹ–), adj.
1 capable of being inﬂuenced by suggestion. 2 that can be suggested. —suggest´i·bilʹi·ty, n.
sug·ges·tion (sәg jesʹchәn; sә jesʹ–), n. 1 a
suggesting: the trip was made at his suggestion. 2 thing suggested: the picnic was
an excellent suggestion. 3 a very small
amount; slight trace: speak with a suggestion of a foreign accent.
sug·ges·tive (sәg jesʹtiv; sә jesʹ–), adj. 1
tending to suggest ideas, acts, or feelings. 2 tending to suggest something
improper or indecent. —sug·gesʹtive·ly,
adv. —sug·gesʹtive·ness, n.
su·i·cide1 (süʹә sīd), n. 1 the killing of
oneself on purpose. 2 destruction of
one’s own interests or prospects.
commit suicide, kill oneself on purpose. [< NL, < L sui of oneself + –cidium
act of killing] —su´i·cidʹal, adj. —su´icidʹal·ly, adv.
su·i·cide2 (süʹә sīd), n. person who kills
himself on purpose. [< NL, < L sui of
oneself + –cida killer]
suit (süt), n. 1 set of clothes to be worn
together, esp. a man’s matching jacket
and trousers or jacket and skirt for a
woman. 2 case in a law court; application to a court for justice: he started a
suit to collect damages for his injuries.
3 one of the four sets of cards (spades,
hearts, diamonds, and clubs). 4 request;
asking; wooing: his suit was successful
and she married him. 5 set or series of
like things; suite. —v. 1 make suitable;
make ﬁt: suit the punishment to the
oﬀense. 2 be suitable for; agree with: a
cold climate suits apples, which date suits
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best? 3 be becoming to: her blue hat suits
her complexion. 4 please; satisfy: it is
hard to suit everyone.
follow suit, a play a card of the same
suit as that ﬁrst played. b Fig. follow the
example of another.
suit oneself, do as one pleases.
suit up, put on a special uniform or outﬁt: the astronauts suited up. [< AF suite,
ult. < L sequi follow. Doublet of suite.]
suit·a·ble (sütʹә bәl), adj. right for the
occasion; ﬁtting; proper. —suit´a·bilʹity, suitʹa·ble·ness, n. —suitʹa·bly, adv.
suit·case (sütʹkās´), n. a ﬂat, rectangular
traveling bag.
suite (swēt; also süt for 3), n. 1 a connected series of rooms to be used by one
person or family. 2 set or series of like
things. 3 set of furniture that matches. 4
series of connected instrumental movements. [< F. Doublet of suit.]
suit·or (sütʹәr), n. 1 man who is courting
a woman. 2 person bringing suit in a law
court. 3 anyone who sues or petitions.
—suitʹor·ship, n.
su·ki·ya·ki (süʹki yäʹki), n. a Japanese dish
of thin strips of beef and diced vegetables, cooked brieﬂy in sauce. [< Jap.]
sul·fa (sulʹfә), adj. of or pertaining to a
family of drugs containing sulfurous
anhydride (SO2) and derived from sulfanilamide, used in treating various bacterial infections. —n. a sulfa drug.
sul·fa·nil·a·mide (sul´fә nilʹә mīd; –mid),
n. a white, crystalline substance, derived
from coal tar and used in treating various infections.
sul·fate (sulʹfāt), n., v., –fat·ed, –fat·ing.
—n. any salt of sulfuric acid. —v. 1
combine, treat, or impregnate with sulfuric acid or with a sulfate or sulfates. 2
convert into a sulfate.
sul·ﬁde (sulʹfīd), n. any compound of sulfur with another element or radical.
sul·ﬁte (sulʹfīt), n. any salt of sulfurous
acid.
sul·fur (sulʹfәr), n. 1 a light-yellow substance, S, that burns with a blue ﬂame
and a stiﬂing odor. It is a nonmetallic chemical element. 2 a greenish yellow. —adj. greenish-yellow. [< L sulfur,
sulpur] —sul·fuʹre·ous, adj.
sul·fu·rate (sulʹfә rāt; –fyә–), v., –rat·ed,
–rat·ing. combine, treat, or impregnate
with sulfur, the fumes of burning sulfur,
or the like.
sulfur dioxide, a heavy, colorless gas,
SO2, that has a sharp odor, used as a
bleach, disinfectant, preservative, and
refrigerant.
sul·fu·ric (sul fyu̇rʹik), adj. pertaining to
or containing sulfur with a valence of
six.
sulfuric acid, oil of vitriol, a heavy colorless, oily, very strong acid, H2SO4, a dibasic acid of sulfur. Sulfuric acid is used
in making explosives and fertilizers, in
reﬁning petroleum, etc.
sul·fur·ous (sulʹfәr әs; –fyәr–; sul fyu̇rʹәs),
adj. 1 of or having to do with sulfur. 2

containing sulfur. 3 a like sulfur; like
burning sulfur. b extremely critical or
angry, esp. comment.
sulk (sulk), v. hold aloof in a sullen manner; be sulky. —n. 1 a sulking. 2 a ﬁt of
sulking. [< sulky] —sulkʹer, n.
sulk·y (sulʹki), adj., sulk·i·er, sulk·i·est,
n., pl. sulk·ies, —adj. silent and badhumored because of resentment; sullen.
—n. a light carriage with two wheels,
for one person. [cf OE āsolcen lazy]
—sulkʹi·ly, adv. —sulkʹi·ness, n.
sul·len (sulʹәn), adj. 1 silent because of
bad humor or anger: the sullen child
refused to answer my question. 2 showing bad humor or anger: a sullen act. 3
gloomy; morose; dismal: the sullen skies
threatened rain. [< OF solain, ult. < L
solus alone] —sulʹlen·ly, adv.
sul·ly (sulʹi), v., –lied, –ly·ing. n., pl.
–lies. soil; stain; tarnish. [OE sōlian
< sōl dirty]
sul·pha (sulʹfә), adj., n. ⫽sulfa.
sul·phur (sulʹfәr), n. 1 ⫽sulfur. 2 an orange
or yellow butterﬂy, as the common sulphur of the E and Midwestern United
States. 3 a greenish yellow; sulfur. —adj.
greenish yellow; sulfur.
sul·tan (sulʹtәn), n. ruler of a Muslim
country. Turkey was ruled by a sultan
until 1922. [ult. < Ar. sult.ān] —sul·tanʹic, adj. —sulʹtan·ship, n.
sul·tan·a (sul tanʹә; –täʹnә), n. 1 wife of a
sultan. 2 mother, sister, or daughter of a
sultan. 3 a small seedless raisin.
sul·tan·ate (sulʹtәn āt), n. 1 position,
authority, or period of rule of a sultan. 2
territory ruled over by a sultan.
sul·try (sulʹtri), adj., –tri·er, –tri·est. 1
oppressively hot, close and moist: we
expect sultry weather during July. 2 hot.
[ult. < swelter] —sulʹtri·ly, adv. —sulʹtriness, n.
sum (sum), n., v., summed, sum·ming.
—n. 1 total of two or more numbers
or things taken together. 2 the whole
amount; total amount: it represents the
sum of my work. 3 substance or gist
of a matter: the sum of his speech was
this. 4 the amount of money: he paid a
large sum for the house. —v. 1 ﬁnd the
total of.
in sum, brieﬂy; in conclusion: in sum, it
was a bad decision.
sum up, a collect into a whole. b express
brieﬂy. c review the chief points (of). d
Fig. form an opinion of; evaluate. [< L
summa, orig. fem. adj., highest]
su·mac (süʹmak; shüʹ–), n. 1 a shrub
or small tree which has divided leaves
that turn scarlet in the autumn and
cone-shaped clusters of red fruit. 2 its
dried leaves, used in tanning and dyeing.
[< OF < Ar. summāq]
sum·ma cum lau·de (súmʹә ku̇m louʹdә;
sumʹә kum lôʹdē), Latin. with the highest honor.
sum·ma·rize (sumʹә rīz), v., –rized,
–riz·ing. make or represent a summary of; give only the main points of;

express brieﬂy. —sum´ma·ri·zaʹtion, n.
—sumʹma·riz´er, n.
sum·ma·ry (sumʹә ri), n., pl. –ries, adj.
—n. a brief statement giving the main
points: a summary of a book. —adj.
1 concise and comprehensive; brief. 2
direct and prompt; without delay or
formality: summary jurisdiction. [< L,
< summa sum] —sumʹma·ri·ly, adv.
sum·ma·tion (sum āʹshәn), n. 1 process
of ﬁnding the sum or total; addition.
2 the total. 3 the ﬁnal presentation of
facts and arguments by the opposing
counsel.
sum·mer (sumʹәr), n. 1 season of the
year between spring and autumn. 2 the
warmest season. —adj. of summer; coming in summer. —v. pass the summer:
summer at the seashore. [OE sumor]
—sumʹmer·y, adj.
sum·mer·house (sumʹәr hous´), n. an
open building in a park or garden in
which to sit in warm weather.
sum·mer·sault (sumʹәr sôlt), n., v. ⫽somersault.
summer solstice. See solstice.
summer squash, any of various squashes
used as a summer vegetable.
sum·mer·time (sumʹәr tīm´), n. summer.
sum·mit (sumʹit), n. 1 the highest point;
top. 2 the highest level of authority, esp.
the leaders of individual governments,
as dealing in international aﬀairs. [< F
sommet, ult. < L summus highest]
sum·mon (sumʹәn), v. 1 call with authority, esp. to some particular duty; order to
come; send for: summon men to defend
their country, summon an assembly. 2
stir to action; rouse: the ﬁre alarm summoned the people. [< L summonere hint
to < sub– secretly + monere warn]
sum·mon·er (sumʹәn әr), n. person who
summons.
sum·mons (sumʹәnz), n., pl. –mons·es,
v. —n. 1 an order to appear at a certain
place, esp. in a law court. 2 a command;
message; signal. —v. summon to court.
[< OF somonse < somondre summon]
su·mo (süʹmō), n. Japanese wrestling.
[< Jap.]
sump (sump), n. pit or reservoir for collecting water, oil, etc. [< MDu. somp or
MLG sump swamp]
sump·tu·ous (sumpʹchu̇ әs), adj. luxuriously ﬁne or elegant. [< L, < sumptus
expense < sumere spend]
sun (sun), n., v., sunned, sun·ning. —n. 1
the brightest object in the sky; the celestial body around which the earth and
planets revolve. 2 the light and warmth
of the sun: sit in the sun. 3 something
like the sun in brightness or splendor.
—v. 1 expose to the sun’s rays: she suns
herself each day. 2 warm or dry in the
sunshine: she suns the clothes after washing them.
from sun to sun, from sunrise to sunset.
in the sun, in an advantageous or comfortable position.
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Sun.

under the sun, on earth; in the world.
[OE sunne] —sunʹless, adj.
Sun., Sunday.
sun·beam (sunʹbēm´), n. ray of sunlight.
Sun·belt or sun·belt (sunʹbelt´), n. the
S United States that has a warm, sunny
climate.
sun block lotion or cream to prevent sunburn by blocking harmful rays.
sun·bon·net (sunʹbon´it), n. a large bonnet that shades the face and neck.
sun·burn (sunʹbėrn´), n., v., –burned or
–burnt, –burn·ing, —n. 1 a burning of
the skin by the sun’s rays. A sunburn is
often red and painful. 2 the color of red
or tan resulting from sunburn. —v. 1
burn the skin by the sun’s rays; burn the
skin of. 2 become burned by the sun.
sun·burst (sunʹbėrst´), n. 1 sudden
appearance of brilliant sunlight through
a break in the clouds. 2 Fig. anything
resembling this: a sunburst design.
sun·dae (sunʹdi), n. ice cream served with
syrup, crushed fruits, nuts, etc., over it.
Sun·day (sunʹdi; –dā), n. the ﬁrst day of
the week. —adj. 1 of, on, or having to do
with Sunday. 2 not regular; occasional:
Sunday drivers.
Sunday school, 1 school held on Sunday
for teaching religion. 2 its members.
sun·der (sunʹdәr), v. separate; part; sever;
split. [OE sundrian < sundor apart]
sun·di·al (sunʹdī´әl), n. instrument for
telling the time of day by the position of
a shadow cast by the sun.
sun·down (sunʹdoun´), n. sunset; the
time of sunset.
sun·dried (sunʹdrīd´), adj. dried by the
sun.
sun·dries (sunʹdriz), n.pl. sundry things;
items not named; odds and ends.
sun·dry (sunʹdri), adj. several; various.
—n. all and sundry, all, both collectively
and individually. [OE syndrig separate
< sundor apart]
sun·ﬁsh (sunʹﬁsh´), n., pl. –ﬁsh·es or
(esp. collectively) –ﬁsh. 1 a large ﬁsh
with tough ﬂesh that lives in tropical or
temperate seas. 2 a small freshwater ﬁsh
of North America, used for food.
sun·ﬂow·er (sunʹﬂou´әr), n. 1 a tall plant
having large yellow ﬂowers with brown
centers and edible seeds. 2 any of various similar plants.
sung (sung), v. pt. and pp. of sing.
sun·glass·es (sunʹglas´iz; –gläs´–), n.pl.
spectacles to protect the eyes from the
glare of the sun, usually made with
colored glass.
sunk (sungk), v. pt. and pp. of sink.
sunk·en (sungkʹәn), adj. 1 sunk: a sunken
ship. 2 submerged: a sunken rock. 3 situated below the general level: a sunken
garden. 4 fallen in; hollow: sunken eyes.
—v. pp. of sink.
sun·light (sunʹlīt´), n. the light of the
sun.
sun·lit (sunʹlit´), adj. lighted by the sun.
Sun·ni (su̇ʹni), n., pl. –ni or –nis. orthodox Muslim, member of one of two

main sects of Islam. —adj. of or having
to do with the Sunni or their faith. [< Ar.
sunna, lit., form, course, rule]
sun·ny (sunʹi), adj., –ni·er, –ni·est. 1
having much sunshine: a sunny day.
2 exposed to, lighted by, or warmed
by the direct rays of the sun: a sunny
room. 3 like the sun; like sunshine. 4 Fig.
bright; cheerful; happy. —sunʹni·ly, adv.
—sunʹni·ness, n.
sun·rise (sunʹrīz´), sun·up (sunʹup´), n. 1
the rising of the sun. 2 the ﬁrst appearance of the sun in the morning. 3 the
time when the top of the sun rises above
the horizon.
sun·screen (sunʹskrēn´), n. lotion to prevent sunburn.
sun·set (sunʹset´), n. 1 the setting of the
sun. 2 the last appearance of the sun in
the evening. 3 the time when the top of
the sun goes below the horizon. 4 Fig.
period of decline. —adj. of or having
to do with an ending: a sunset provision
in the law.
sun·shine (sunʹshīn´), n. 1 the shining
of the sun; light or rays of the sun. 2
Fig. brightness; cheerfulness; happiness.
—adj. open; transparent: sunshine laws.
—sunʹshin´y, adj.
sun·spot (sunʹspot´), n. one of the dark
spots that appear at regular intervals of
time on the sun.
sun·stroke (sunʹstrōk´), n. a sudden illness caused by the sun’s rays or by too
much heat.
sun·suit (sunʹsüt´), n. short pants with a
bib and shoulder straps, worn by young
children in hot weather.
sun·tan (sunʹtan´), n. darkening of the skin
from exposure to sun. —sunʹtanned´,
adj.
sun·ward (sunʹwәrd), adj. toward or facing the sun. —adv. Also, sunʹwards.
toward the sun.
sup1 (sup), v., supped, sup·ping. 1 eat the
evening meal; take supper. 2 give a supper to or for. [< OF soper < Gmc.]
sup2 (sup), v., supped, sup·ping. n. ⫽sip.
[OE sūpan]
sup., 1 superior. 2 superlative. 3 supplement; supplementary. 4 supra.
su·per (süʹpәr), n. 1 supernumerary. 2
superintendent. —adj. superﬁne; excellent.
super–, preﬁx. 1 over; above, as in superimpose, superstructure. 2 besides, as in
superadd, supertax. 3 in high proportion; to excess; exceedingly, as in superabundant, supersensitive. 4 surpassing,
as in superman, supernatural. [< L super
over, above]
su·per·a·ble (süʹpәr ә bәl), adj. capable
of being overcome; surmountable.
—su´per·a·bilʹi·ty, n.
su·per·a·bun·dant (sü´pәr ә bunʹdәnt),
adj. 1 very abundant. 2 more than
enough. —su´per·a·bunʹdance, n.
su·per·an·nu·ate (sü´pәr anʹyu̇ āt), v.,
–at·ed, –at·ing. 1 retire on a pension
because of age or inﬁrmity. 2 make

old-fashioned or out-of-date. [< Med.L
superannatus more than a year old
< L super annum beyond a year; inﬂ. in
spelling by annuus annual]
su·per·an·nu·at·ed (sü´pәr anʹyu̇ āt´id),
adj. 1 retired on a pension. 2 too old
for work, service, etc. 3 old-fashioned;
out-of-date.
su·perb (su̇ pėrbʹ), adj. 1 stately; majestic; magniﬁcent; splendid: superb jewels,
superb beauty. 2 rich; elegant; sumptuous. 3 very ﬁne; ﬁrst-rate; excellent:
a superb book. [< L superbus] —superbʹly, adv. —su·perbʹness, n.
su· per· charge
(süʹ pәr chärj´ ),
v.,
–charged, –charg·ing. 1 increase the
power of an engine. 2 charge to excess,
as with excitement, tension, etc.
su·per·cil·i·ous (sü´pәr silʹi әs), adj.
haughty, proud, and contemptuous; disdainful. [< L, < supercilium eyebrow
< super– above + cel– cover] —suʹper·cilʹious·ly, adv.
su·per·con·duc·tor (sü´pәr kәn dukʹtәr),
n. metal or ceramic material that conducts an electric current with no resistance.
su·per·cool (sü´pәr külʹ), v. cool a liquid
below the freezing point without causing it to become a solid.
su·per·e·rog·a·to·ry (sü´pәr ә rogʹә tô´ri;
–tō´–), adj. 1 doing more than duty
requires. 2 unnecessary; superﬂuous.
su·per·ﬁ·cial (sü´pәr ﬁshʹәl), adj. 1 of
or pertaining to the surface: superﬁcial
measurement. 2 on or at the surface: a
superﬁcial wound. 3 concerned with or
understanding only what is on the surface; not thorough; shallow: a superﬁcial
education. 4 without profound eﬀects
or signiﬁcance: superﬁcial changes.
[< L, < superﬁcies surface < super– above
+ facies form] —su´per·ﬁ´ci·alʹi·ty, n.
—su´per·ﬁʹcial·ly, adv.
su·per·ﬁne (sü´pәr fīnʹ), adj. 1 very ﬁne;
extra ﬁne. 2 too reﬁned; too nice.
su·per·ﬂu·i·ty (sü´pәr ﬂüʹә ti), n., pl.
–ties. 1 a greater amount than is needed;
excess. 2 something not needed.
su·per·ﬂu·ous (su̇ pėrʹﬂu̇ әs), adj. 1 more
than is needed. 2 needless. [< L, ult.
< super– over + ﬂuere ﬂow] —su·perʹﬂuous·ly, adv. —su·perʹﬂu·ous·ness, n.
su·per·gi·ant (sü´pәr jīʹәnt), n. an
extremely large, bright star, some more
than 10,000 times brighter than the
sun.
su·per·heat (sü´pәr hētʹ), v. 1 heat very
hot; heat too hot; heat hotter than usual.
2 heat (a liquid) above its boiling point
without producing vaporization. 3 heat
(steam) until it resembles a dry gas.
—su´per·heatʹer, n.
su·per·high·way (süʹpәr hī´wā), n. highway for fast travel, as a thruway or
interstate highway.
su·per·hu·man (sü´pәr hūʹmәn), adj. 1
above or beyond what is human. 2 above
or beyond ordinary human power, experience, etc.
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su·per·im·pose (sü´pәr im pōzʹ), v.,
–posed, –pos·ing. 1 put on top of something else. 2 put or join as an addition.
—su´per·im´po·siʹtion, n.
su·per·in·tend (sü´prin tendʹ; sü´pәr in– ),
v. oversee and direct (work or workers); manage (a place, institution, etc.)
—su´per·in·tendʹence, n.
su·per·in·tend·ent (sü´prin tenʹdәnt; sü´pәr in–), n. person who oversees, directs,
or manages. —adj. superintending.
su·pe·ri·or (sә pirʹi әr; su̇–), adj. 1 above
the average; very good; excellent: superior work in school. 2 higher in quality or quantity; better; greater: superior
numbers of soldiers. 3 higher in position,
rank, importance, etc.: superior oﬃcer. 4
showing a feeling of being above others;
proud: superior airs, superior manners.
—n. 1 person who is superior: a captain
is a lieutenant’s superior. 2 head of a
monastery or convent.
superior to, a higher than; above. b better than; greater than. c not giving in to;
above yielding to. [< L, compar. of superus, adj., above < super, prep., above]
su·pe·ri·or·i·ty (sә pir´i ôrʹә ti; –orʹ–; su̇–),
n. superior quality or condition: the
superiority of DVDs over tapes.
superl., superlative.
su·per·la·tive (sә pėrʹlә tiv; su̇–), adj. 1
of the highest kind; above all others;
supreme: King Solomon had superlative wisdom. 2 expressing the highest
degree of comparison of an adjective or
adverb. Fairest, best, and most slowly are
the superlative forms of fair, good, and
slowly. —n. 1 person or thing above all
others; supreme example. 2 a the superlative degree. b form or combination of
words that shows this degree.
talk or speak in superlatives, exaggerate.
[< LL superlativus, ult. < super– beyond
+ latus, pp. to ferre carry] —su·perʹlative·ly, adv.
su·per·ma·jor·i·ty (sü´pәr mә jôrʹә ti,
–jōrʹ–), n., pl. –ties. majority of threeﬁfths of the votes cast, used for ratiﬁcation of treaties and Constitutional
amendments.
su·per·man (süʹpәr man´), n., pl. –men.
1 man having more than human powers.
2 man so able as to seem superhuman.
[< G Übermensch, lit., above man]
super·market (sü´pәr märʹkit), n. a large
grocery store in which customers select
their purchases from open shelves and
pay for them on a cash-and-carry basis.
su· per· nat· u· ral
(sü´ pәr nachʹ ә rәl;
–nachʹrәl), adj. above or beyond what is
natural. —n. the supernatural, supernatural agencies, inﬂuences, or phenomena. —su´per·natʹu·ral·ism, n.
—su´per·natʹu·ral·ist, n., adj. —su´pernat´u·ral·isʹtic, adj. —su´per·natʹu·rally, adv.
su·per·no·va (sü´pәr nōʹvә), n., pl. –vas,
–vae (–vi). an exceptionally bright nova,
as much as 100 million times brighter
than the sun.

su·per·nu·mer·ar·y (sü´pәr nüʹmәr er´i;
–nūʹ–), adj., n., pl. –ar·ies. —adj. more
than the usual or necessary number;
extra. —n. an extra person or thing.
su·per·pow·er (sü´pәr pou´әr), n. 1 country with power great enough to aﬀect
policies and actions of other, less powerful, countries. 2 extraordinary power.
su·per·scribe (sü´pәr skrībʹ), v., –scribed,
–scrib·ing. write (words, letters, one’s
name, etc.) above, on, or outside of
something. [< LL, < L, < super– above +
scribere write]
su·per·script (süʹpәr skript), adj. written
above. —n. number, letter, etc., written
above and to one side of a symbol. In
a3 × bn the 3 and the n are superscripts.
—su´per·scripʹtion, n.
su·per·sede (sü´pәr sēdʹ), v., –sed·ed,
–sed·ing. 1 take the place of; cause to
be set aside; displace. 2 ﬁll the place of;
replace. [< L supersedere be superior to,
refrain from < super– above + sedere sit]
—su´per·sedʹence, n. —su´per·sedʹer,
n.
su·per·sen·si·tive (sü´pәr senʹsә tiv),
adj. extremely or morbidly sensitive.
—su´per·senʹsi·tive·ly, adv. —su´persenʹsi·tive·ness, n.
su·per·son·ic (sü´pәr sonʹik), adj. 1 of or
pertaining to sound waves beyond the
limit of human audibility (above frequencies of 20,000 cycles per second).
2 greater than the speed of sound in
air (1087 feet per second). 3 capable of
moving at a speed greater than the speed
of sound.
su·per·star (sü´pәr stär´), n. 1 extraordinarily successful actor, athlete, etc.,
far more successful than others in his
or her ﬁeld. 2 exceedingly large star or
celestial body.
su·per·sti·tion (sü´pәr stishʹәn), n. 1 an
unreasoning fear of what is unknown or
mysterious; unreasoning expectation. 2
belief or practice founded on ignorant
fear or mistaken reverence. 3 any blindly
accepted and unreasonable belief. [< L
superstitio < super above + stare stand]
su·per·sti·tious (sü´pәr stishʹәs), adj. full
of superstition; likely to believe superstitions; caused by or pertaining to superstition. —su´per·stiʹtious·ness, n.
su·per·struc·ture (süʹpәr struk´chәr), n.
1 structure built on something else. 2
all of a building above the foundation.
3 parts of a ship above the main deck.
—su´per·strucʹtur·al, adj.
su·per·tax (süʹpәr taks´), n. tax in addition to a normal tax.
su·per·vene (sü´pәr vēnʹ), v., –vened,
–ven·ing. come as something additional
or interrupting. [< L, < super– upon +
venire come] —su´per·venʹtion n.
su·per·vise (süʹpәr vīz), v., –vised, –vising. look after and direct (work or workers, a process, etc.); oversee; superintend.
[< Med.L supervisus < L super– over +
videre see] —suʹper·vi´sor, n. —su´perviʹso·ry, adj.

su·per·vi·sion (sü´pәr vizhʹәn), n. management; direction; oversight.
su·pine (sü pīnʹ), adj. 1 lying ﬂat on
the back. 2 lazily inactive; listless. [< L
supinus] —su·pineʹly, adv. —su·pineʹness, n.
supp., suppl., supplement.
sup·per (supʹәr), n. the evening meal;
meal eaten early in the evening if dinner
is near noon, or late in the evening if
dinner is at six or later. [< OF soper, orig.
inf., sup1] —supʹper·less, adj.
sup·plant (sә plantʹ; –pläntʹ), v. 1 take
the place of; displace or set aside. 2
take the place of by unfair methods or
by treacherous means. [< L supplantare
trip up < sub– under + planta sole of
the foot] —sup´plan·taʹtion, n. —supplantʹer, n.
sup·ple (supʹәl), adj., –pler, –plest. 1
bending easily: supple leather. 2 readily
adaptable to diﬀerent ideas, circumstances, people, etc.; yielding: a supple
mind. 3 limber; lithe: supple movements.
[< OF < L supplex submissive] —supʹplely, adv.
sup·ple·ment (n. supʹlә mәnt; v. supʹlә ment), n. something added to complete a thing, or to make it larger or
better. —v. supply what is lacking in;
add to; complete. [< L supplementum,
ult. < sub- up + -plere ﬁll] —supʹplement´er, n.
sup·ple·men·ta·tion (sup´lә men tāʹshәn), n. 1 act of supplementing. 2
something supplementary; addition.
sup·ple·men·ta·ry (sup´lә menʹtә ri; –tri),
sup·ple·men·tal (–menʹtәl), adj. 1 additional. 2 added to supply what is lacking.
3 of or pertaining to the relationship of
two angles whose sum is 180 degrees.
—sup´ple·menʹta·ri·ly, adv.
sup·pli·ant (supʹli әnt), adj. asking humbly and earnestly: a suppliant prayer for
help. —n. person who asks humbly and
earnestly. [< F, ppr. of supplier supplicate] —supʹpli·ant·ly, adv.
sup·pli·cant (supʹlә kәnt), n., adj. suppliant. [< L supplicans, ppr. of supplicare
supplicate]
sup·pli·cate (supʹlә kāt), v., –cat·ed, –cating. 1 beg humbly and earnestly. 2 pray
humbly. [< L supplicatus < sub– down +
plicare bend] —supʹpli·cat´ing·ly,
adv. —sup´pli·catʹtion, n. —supʹplica´tor, n.
sup·ply (sә plīʹ), v., –plied, –ply·ing, n., pl.
–plies. —v. 1 furnish; provide: supply a
person with money, clothing, etc. 2 make
up for; satisfy, ﬁll: a stump supplied the
place of a chair. —n. 1 quantity ready for
use; stock; store: a supply of pencils and
erasers, a supply of coﬀee.
supplies, any necessary material things.
Supplies for an army include food, clothing, medicines, etc. [< OF < L, sub– up +
–plere ﬁll] —sup·pliʹer, n.
sup·ply-side economics (sә plīʹsīd´), economic theory based on the premise that
by lowering taxes on individuals and
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businesses, economic activity will be
stimulated and prosperity will increase.
—sup·plyʹ-sidʹer, n.
sup·port (sә pôrtʹ; –pōrtʹ), v. 1 keep from
falling; hold up: walls support the roof.
2 give strength or courage to; keep up;
help: support one’s endeavors. 3 provide shelter, clothing, etc. for: parents
support their family. 4 be in favor of;
back; second: he supports the President.
5 advocate or uphold (a theory, etc.):
support socialism. 6 help prove; bear out:
the facts support his claim. 7 act with (a
leading actor); assist; attend. —n. 1 act
of supporting; condition of being supported; help; aid: he needs our support.
2 maintenance: support of a family. 3
person or thing that supports; prop.
[< OF < L supportare bring up < sub– up
+ portare carry] —sup·portʹer, n. —supportʹing·ly, adv.
sup·port·a·ble (sә pôrʹtә bәl; –pōrʹ–), adj.
capable of being supported; bearable or
endurable; sustainable; maintainable.
—sup·port´a·bilʹi·ty, n. —sup·portʹably, adv.
sup·pose (sә pōzʹ), v., –posed, –pos·ing. 1
assume (something); consider as a possibility: suppose we wait until tomorrow.
2 believe; think; presume: what do you
suppose he’ll do?, I supposed that you had
gone, an invention supposes an inventor. [< OF, < sub– under + poser pose]
—sup·posʹa·ble, adj. —sup·posʹa·bly,
adv. —sup·posʹer, n.
sup·posed (sә pōzdʹ), adj. accepted as
true; considered as possible or probable;
assumed. —sup·posʹed·ly, adv.
sup·pos·ing (sә pōzʹing), conj. in the event
that; if: supposing it rains, shall we go?
sup·po·si·tion (sup´ә zishʹәn), n. 1 act
of supposing. 2 thing supposed; belief;
opinion. —sup´po·siʹtion·al, adj.
—sup´po·siʹtion·al·ly, adv.
sup·press (sә presʹ), v. 1 put an end to;
stop by force; put down: suppress a revolution. 2 keep in; hold back; keep from
appearing: suppress a yawn, each nation
suppressed news not favorable to it. 3
check the ﬂow of; stop: suppress bleeding.
[< L suppressus < sub– down + premere
press] —sup·pressʹer, sup·presʹsor, n.
—sup·pressʹi·ble, adj. —sup·pressʹsive,
adj.
sup·pres·sion (sә preshʹәn), n. 1 a putting
down by force or authority; putting an
end to: the suppression of the revolt. 2
a keeping in; holding back: suppression
of a fear.
sup·pu·rate (supʹyә rāt), v., –rat·ed, –rating. form pus; discharge pus; fester.
[< L suppuratus < sub– under + pus pus]
—sup´pu·raʹtion, n. —supʹpu·ra´tive,
adj.
su·pra·re·nal (sü´prә rēʹnәl), adj. 1 ⫽adrenal. 2 pertaining to or connected with a
suprarenal. —n. a ductless gland, situated on or near the kidney, that secretes
adrenalin and other hormones. [< supra–
above (< L) + L renes kidneys]

su·prem·a·cy (sә premʹә si; su̇–), n. 1 state
of being supreme. 2 supreme authority
or power.
su·preme (sә prēmʹ; su̇–), adj. 1 highest in rank or authority: the supreme
commander. 2 highest in degree; greatest; utmost: supreme disgust. 3 highest
in quality: supreme courage. 4 last: the
supreme moment. [< L supremus, ult.
< super above] —su·premeʹly, adv. —supremeʹness, n.
Supreme Being, God.
Supreme Court, 1 a the highest court in
the United States. It consists of a chief
justice and eight associate justices. b the
highest court in some states. 2 a similar
court in other countries.
Supt., supt., superintendent.
sur·charge (n. sėrʹchärj´; v. sėr chärjʹ),
n., v., –charged, –charg·ing. —n. an
extra charge. —v. 1 charge extra. 2 overcharge. [< OF, < sur– over (< L super–) +
charg(i)er charge] —sur·chargʹer, n.
sur·cin·gle (sėrʹsing gәl), n. a strap or
belt around a horse’s body to keep a
saddle, blanket, or pack in place. [< OF,
< sur– over (< L super–) + cengle girdle
< L cingula]
sur·coat (sėrʹkōt´), n. an outer coat, esp.
a garment worn by knights over their
armor. [< OF, < sur– over (< L super–)
+ cote coat]
surd (sėrd), n. quantity that cannot be
expressed in whole numbers. Example:
√2. —adj. that cannot be expressed in
whole numbers. [< L surdus unheard]
sure (shu̇r), adj., sur·er, sur·est, adv.
—adj. 1 free from doubt; certain; convinced: sure of a person’s guilt, he is sure
to come. 2 to be trusted; reliable; unfailing; unerring: sure aim, a sure messenger.
3 ﬁrm or stable: stand on sure ground.
—adv. surely; certainly.
be sure, be careful; do not fail.
for sure, surely; certainly.
make sure, a act so as to make something certain. b get sure knowledge.
to be sure, surely; certainly. [< OF
< L securus. Doublet of secure.]
—sureʹness, n.
sure-foot·ed (shürʹfu̇tʹid), adj. not liable
to stumble, slip, or fall. —sureʹ-footʹedness, n.
sure·ly (shu̇rʹli), adv. 1 undoubtedly; certainly: half a loaf is surely better than
none. 2 without mistake; without missing, slipping, etc.; ﬁrmly: the goat leaped
surely from rock to rock. 3 without fail:
slowly but surely.
sur·e·ty (shu̇rʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 security against loss, damage, or failure to
do something: an insurance company
gives surety. 2 person who agrees to
be responsible for another. —surʹe·tyship, n.
surf (sėrf), n. waves or swell of the sea
breaking on the shore or upon shoals,
reefs, etc. —v. 1 ride the waves on
a surfboard. 2 a switch from channel
to channel on television to see what

programs are available. b search the
Internet without looking for anything
in particular.
sur·face (sėrʹﬁs), n., adj., v., –faced, –facing. —n. 1 the outside of anything:
the surface of a golf ball, the surface
of a mountain. 2 any face or side of a
thing: a cube has six surfaces. 3 that
which has length and breadth but no
thickness: a plane surface in geometry.
4 extent or area of outer face. 5 the outward appearance, esp. as distinguished
from the inner nature: he is very kind
below the surface. —adj. 1 of or on the
surface; pertaining to the surface. 2
apparent rather than real; superﬁcial:
surface manners. —v. put a surface on;
make smooth: surface a road. [< MF,
< sur– above (< L super–) + face face]
—surʹfac·er, n.
sur·face-to-air (sėrʹﬁs tü ãr´), adj. 1
launched from the ground or a ship to
intercept and destroy a ﬂying aircraft
or missile. 2 of a rescue, lifted from the
ground, water, or a ship to a waiting
aircraft.
sur·face-to-sur·face (sėrʹfis tu̇ sėr´fis),
adj. launched from the ground or a ship
to destroy a target on the ground.
surface tension, tension of the surface
ﬁlm of a liquid that reduces the area of
the ﬁlm.
surf·board (sėrfʹbôrd´; –bōrd´), n. a
long, narrow board for riding the surf.
—surfʹboard´er, surfʹboard´ing, n.
surf·boat (sėrfʹbōt´), n. a strong boat
specially made for use in heavy surf.
—surfʹboat´man, n.
sur·feit (sėrʹﬁt), n. 1 too much; excess,
esp. in eating or drinking. 2 disgust
caused by excess or satiety. —v. overfeed;
satiate. [< OF surfait, orig. pp., overdone
< sur– above (< L super–) + faire do
< L facere]
surg., surgery; surgical.
surge (sėrj), v., surged, surg·ing, n. —v. 1
rise and fall; move like waves: the crowd
surged through the streets. 2 increase
suddenly; rush: blood surged to his face.
—n. 1 a swelling wave; sweep or rush of
waves; something like a wave: a surge
of anger. 2 the swelling and rolling of
the sea. 3 a sudden rush of electrical
current; violent oscillation. [ult. (prob.
through OF) < L surgere rise] —surgʹy,
adj.
sur·geon (sėrʹjәn), n. doctor who performs operations. [< AF surgien, OF
cirurgien < cirurgie surgery]
sur·ger·y (sėrʹjәr i), n., pl. –ger·ies. 1 the
art and science of treating diseases, injuries, etc., by operations and instruments.
Malaria can be cured by medicine, but
a ruptured appendix requires surgery.
2 oﬃce, laboratory, or operating room
of a surgeon. [< OF surgerie, cirurgerie,
< cirurgie < L < Gk. cheirourgia, ult.
< cheir hand + ergon work]
sur·gi·cal (sėrʹjә kәl), adj. 1 of or having to do with surgery. 2 used in sur-
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gery. 3 performed by a surgeon. 4 Fig.
done with great precision: surgical strike.
—surʹgi·cal·ly, adv.
Su·ri·name (su̇rʹә nam), n. country in the
N part of South America.
Su·ri·nam·ese (su̇r´ә namʹēz), n. Also,
Surinamer. person born or living in
Suriname. —adj. of Suriname or its
people.
sur·ly (sėrʹli,), adj., –li·er, –li·est. badtempered and unfriendly; rude; gruﬀ.
[ult. < sir, in sense of “lord”] —surʹli·ly,
adv. —surʹli·ness, n.
sur·mise (v. sәr mīzʹ; n. sәr mīzʹ, sėrʹmīz), v., –mised, –mis·ing, n. —v. form
a conjecture (regarding); guess. —n. 1 a
mental conception; conjecture. 2 a matter of conjecture. [< OF, accusation, ult.
< sur– upon (< L super–) + mettre put
< L mittere send] —sur·misʹer, n.
sur·mount (sәr mountʹ), v. 1 rise above.
2 be above or on top of: the peak surmounts the valley. 3 go up and across:
surmount a hill. 4 overcome: he surmounted many diﬃculties. [< OF, < sur–
over (< L super–) + monter mount1]
—sur·mountʹa·ble, adj.
sur·name (sėrʹnām´), n., v., –named,
–nam·ing. —n. 1 a last name; family
name. 2 name added to a person’s real
name. William I of England had the
surname “the Conqueror.” —v. give an
added name to; call by a surname. [< F,
< sur– over (< L super–) + nom name
< L nomen; inﬂ. by E name]
sur·pass (sәr pasʹ; -päsʹ), v. 1 do better
than; be greater than; excel: his work
surpassed expectations. 2 be too much or
too great for; go beyond; exceed: the horrors of the battleﬁeld surpassed description. [< F, < sur– beyond + passer pass]
—sur·passʹa·ble, adj. —sur·passʹer, n.
—sur·passʹing·ly, adv.
sur·plice (sėrʹplis), n. a broad-sleeved,
white gown worn by clergymen and
choir singers over their other clothes.
[< OF, < sur– over (< L super–) + pelice
fur garment, ult. < L pellis hide]
sur·plus (sėrʹplәs; -plus), n. amount over
and above what is needed; extra quantity left over; excess. —adj. more than is
needed; excess: surplus wheat and cotton
are shipped abroad. [< OF, < sur– over
(< L super–) + plus plus]
sur·prise (sәr prīzʹ; sә–), n., v., –prised,
–pris·ing, adj. —n. 1 a feeling caused
by something unexpected. 2 something
unexpected. 3 a catching unprepared;
coming upon suddenly. —v. 1 cause to
feel surprised; astonish: the magician’s
trick surprised me. 2 catch unprepared;
come upon suddenly: the enemy surprised the fort. 3 lead or bring (a person,
etc.) unawares: the news surprised her
into tears. —adj. that is not expected;
surprising: a surprise party, a surprise
visit.
take by surprise, a catch unprepared;
come on suddenly and unexpectedly. b
astonish. [< OF, < sur– over (< L super–)

+ prendre take < L prehendere] —surprisʹal, n. —sur·prisʹed·ly, adv. —surprisʹer, n.
sur·pris·ing (sәr prīzʹing; sә–), adj. causing surprise. —sur·prisʹing·ly, adv.
sur·re·al (sә rēʹәl), adj. outside the bounds
of reality; odd in the extreme.
sur·re·al·ism (sә rēʹәl iz әm), n. a modern movement in painting, sculpture,
literature, etc., that tries to show what
takes place in dreams or the subconscious mind. —sur·reʹal·ist, n., adj.
—sur·re´al·isʹtic, adj. —sur·re´al·isʹtical·ly, adv.
sur·ren·der (sә renʹdәr), v. give up; give
(oneself or itself) up; yield: the captain
had to surrender to the enemy, surrender
oneself to grief. —n. act of surrendering.
[< OF sur– over (< L super–) + rendre
render] —sur·renʹder·er, n.
sur·rep·ti·tious (sėr´әp tishʹәs), adj. 1
stealthy; secret. 2 secret and unauthorized. [< L surrepticius, ult. < sub– secretly
+ rapere snatch] —sur´rep·tiʹtious·ly,
adv. —sur´rep·tiʹtious·ness, n.
sur·rey (sėrʹi) , n., pl. –reys. a light, fourwheeled carriage having two seats. [after
Surrey, England]
sur·ro·gate (n. sėrʹә gāt, –git; v. sėrʹә gāt),
n., v., –gat·ed, gat·ing. —n. 1 a substitute; deputy, esp. the deputy of a bishop.
2 Also surrogate mother. woman who
carries in her womb another woman’s
embryo. 3 in certain states, a judge
having charge of the probate of wills,
the administration of estates, etc. —v.
put into the place of another; substitute
for another. [< L surrogatus substituted
< sub– instead + rogare ask for] —surʹrogate·ship´, n.
sur·round (sә roundʹ), v. 1 shut in on
all sides; extend around: a high fence
surrounds the ﬁeld. 2 encircle: they surrounded the invalid with every comfort.
—n. something that surrounds, as a border or frame. [< AF surounder surpass
< LL superundare overﬂow < L super–
over + unda wave; inﬂ. in meaning by
round] —sur·roundʹer, n.
sur·round·ing (sә rounʹding), n. that
which surrounds. —adj. enclosing; surrounding; enveloping.
surroundings, surrounding things, conditions, etc.
sur·tax (sėrʹtaks´), n. an additional or
extra tax. [< F surtaxe < sur– over +
taxe tax]
sur·veil·lance (sәr vālʹәns; –yәns), n. 1
watch kept over a person: the police kept
the criminal under strict surveillance. 2
supervision.
sur·veille (sәr vālʹ), v., –veilled, –veilling. keep under surveillance; watch:
surveille a crowd. [< F, < sur– over
(< L super–) + veiller watch < L vigilare]
—sur·veilʹlant, adj.
sur·vey (v. sәr vāʹ; n. sėrʹvā, sәr vāʹ), v., n.,
pl. –veys. —v. 1 look over; view; examine: survey a ﬁeld of study. 2 measure
for size, shape, position, boundaries,

etc.: men are surveying the land before
it is divided into house lots. —n. 1 a
general look; view. 2 a formal examination or inspection. 3 a written statement
or description of this. 4 map, plan, or
description of land measurement. [< AF
surveier, ult. < L super– over + videre
see] —sur·veyʹa·ble, adj.
sur·vey·ing (sәr vāʹing), n. 1 business or
act of making surveys of land. 2 mathematical instruction in the principles
and art of making surveys.
sur·vey·or (sәr vāʹәr), n. person who surveys, esp. land.
surveyor’s measure, system of measuring
used by surveyors. The unit is usually a
chain 66 ft. long with links 7.92 in. long.
100,000 square links = 1 square acre.
sur·viv·al (sәr vīvʹәl), n. 1 act or fact of
surviving; continuance of life; living
or lasting longer than others. 2 person,
thing, custom, belief, etc., that has lasted
from an earlier time.
sur·vive (sәr vīvʹ), v., –vived, –viv·ing. 1
live longer than; remain alive after: he
survived his wife by three years; survive
an accident. 2 exist longer than: the crops
survived the drought. 3 continue to exist;
remain: books have survived from the
time of the Egyptians. [< AF, < sur– over
(< L super–) + vivre live < L vivere]
—sur·vivʹing, adj. —sur·viʹvor, n.
sus·cep·ti·bil·i·ty (sә sep´tә bilʹә ti), n.,
pl. –ties. quality or state of being susceptible; readiness to receive impressions;
sensitiveness.
susceptibilities, sensitive feelings.
sus·cep·ti·ble (sә sepʹtә bәl), adj. 1 easily
inﬂuenced by feelings or emotions; very
sensitive: a susceptible heart.
susceptible of, a capable of receiving or
undergoing: oak is susceptible of a high
polish. b sensitive to.
susceptible to, easily aﬀected by; liable
to; open to: vain people are susceptible
to ﬂattery. [< LL susceptibilis, ult. < L
sub– up + capere take] —sus·cepʹti·bleness, n. —sus·cepʹti·bly, adv.
su·shi (süʹ shi), n. Japanese and Hawaiian
dish of raw ﬁsh and rice, formed into
decorative rolls or balls. [ < Jap.]
sus·pect (v. sәs pektʹ; n. susʹpekt; adj.
susʹpekt, sәs pektʹ), v. 1 imagine to be
so; think likely: the old fox suspected
danger. 2 believe guilty, false, bad, etc.,
without proof: the policeman suspected
the thief of lying. 3 feel no conﬁdence in;
doubt: the judge suspected the truth of
the thief ’s excuse. —n. person suspected.
—adj. open to suspicion; suspected. [< L,
< sub– under + specere look] —sus·pectʹable, adj. —sus·pectʹer, n.
sus·pend (sәs pendʹ), v. 1 hang down by
attaching to something above: the lamp
was suspended from the ceiling. 2 hold in
place as if by hanging: smoke suspended
in still air. 3 stop for a while: suspend
work. 4 remove or exclude for a while
from some privilege or job: he was suspended for bad conduct. 5 refrain from
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concluding deﬁnitely; keep undecided;
put oﬀ: the court suspended judgment till
next Monday. [< L, < sub– up + pendere
hang]
sus·pend·ers (sәs penʹdәrz), n. pl. straps
worn over the shoulders to hold up
trousers.
sus·pense (sәs pensʹ), n. 1 condition of
being uncertain: the detective story kept
me in suspense until the last chapter. 2
anxious uncertainty; anxiety: mothers
feel suspense when their children are very
sick. 3 condition of being undecided:
the matter hung in suspense for a few
days. [< OF (en) suspens (in) abeyance,
ult. < L suspendere suspend] —suspenseʹful, adj.
sus·pen·sion (sәs penʹshәn), n. 1 a
suspending or being suspended. 2
support on which something is suspended. 3 a temporary abolishment
or setting aside of a law, rule, etc. 4
arrangement of springs for supporting
the body of an automobile, railroad car,
etc. 5 a mixture in which very small
particles of a solid remain suspended
without dissolving. b the condition of
the solid in such a mixture. c a solid in
such condition.
suspension bridge, bridge hung on cables
or chains between towers.
sus·pen·so·ry (sәs penʹsә ri), adj. 1 holding up; supporting: a suspensory muscle.
2 stopping for a while; leaving undecided.
sus·pi·cion (sәs pishʹәn), n. 1 state of
mind of a person who suspects; suspecting: the real thief tried to turn suspicion
toward others. 2 condition of being suspected: they are above suspicion. 3 a
very small amount; notion; suggestion:
a suspicion it was true, she spoke with a
suspicion of spite.
on suspicion, because of being suspected.
under suspicion, suspected. [< L. See
suspect.]
sus·pi·cious (sәs pishʹәs), adj. 1 causing one to suspect: a man was hanging
about the house in a suspicious manner. 2 feeling suspicion; suspecting: our
dog is suspicious of strangers. 3 showing
suspicion: the dog gave a suspicious sniﬀ
at my leg. —sus·piʹcious·ly, adv. —suspiʹcious·ness, n.
suss (sus), v., sussed, sus·sing. Informal.
Usually, suss out. deduce; ﬁgure out;
understand. [? < suspect]
sus·tain (sәs tānʹ), v. 1 keep up; keep
going: hope sustains him in his misery.
2 supply with food, provisions, etc.:
sustain an army. 3 hold up; support:
arches sustain the weight of the roof. 4
bear; endure: the sea wall sustains the
shock of the waves, sustain a great loss.
5 allow; admit; favor: the court sustained his suit. [< OF < L, < sub– up +
tenere hold] —sus·tainʹa·ble, adj. —sustainʹed·ly, adv. —sus·tainʹer, n. —sustainʹment, n.

sus·te·nance (susʹtә nәns), n. 1 food. 2
means of living; support.
sut·ler (sutʹlәr), n. person who follows
an army and sells provisions, etc., to the
soldiers. [< earlier Du. soeteler < soetelen
ply a low trade]
sut·tee (su tēʹ; sutʹē), n. Hindu widow
who throws herself on the burning
funeral pile of her husband. [< Hind.
< Skt. satī faithful wife]
su·ture (süʹchәr), n., v., –tured, –turing. —n. 1 seam formed in sewing up
a wound or joining two parts, as of a
nerve or vein. 2 method of doing this. 3
a one of the stitches or fastenings used.
b material used as sutures. 4 a sewing
together or a joining as if by sewing. —v.
unite by suture or as if by a suture. [< L,
< suere sew] —suʹtur·al, adj.
SUV, sports utility vehicle (truck designed
as a family car).
su·ze·rain (süʹzә rin; –rān), n. 1 a feudal
lord. 2 state or government exercising
political control over a dependent state.
[< F, < sus above (< L sursum upward),
modeled on souverain sovereign]
su·ze·rain·ty (süʹzә rin ti; –rān´–), n., pl.
–ties. position or authority or a suzerain.
s.v., under the word or heading. [< L sub
verbo or sub voce]
svelte (svelt), adj. slender; lithe. [< F]
SW, S.W., s.w., southwest; southwestern.
Sw., 1 Sweden. 2 Swedish.
swab (swob), n., v., swabbed, swab·bing.
—n. 1 a mop for cleaning decks, ﬂoors,
etc. 2 a bit of sponge, cloth, or cotton
for cleansing some part of the body or
for applying medicine to it. —v. clean
with a swab; apply a swab to: swab a person’s throat. [< swabber, < Du. zwabber
< zwabben swab] —swabʹber, n.
swad·dle (swodʹәl), v., –dled, –dling. n.
—v. bind (a baby) with long, narrow
strips of cloth; wrap tightly with clothes,
bandages, etc. —n. cloth used for swaddling. [OE swœthel band(age); akin to
swathe]
swaddling clothes, long, narrow strips of
cloth for wrapping a newborn infant.
swag (swag), n. 1 Informal. things stolen;
loot; plunder. 2 Australian. bundle of
personal belongings. [prob. < Scand.
(dial. Norw.) svagga sway]
swag·ger (swagʹәr), v. 1 walk with a bold,
rude, or superior air; strut about or
show oﬀ in a vain or insolent way. 2
bluster; aﬀect by bluster; bluﬀ. —n. a
swaggering way of walking or acting.
[< swag] —swagʹger·er, n. —swagʹgering·ly, adv.
swain (swān), n. Archaic or Poetic. 1 lover.
2 a young man who lives in the country.
[< Scand. sveinn boy]
swal·low1 (swolʹō), v. 1 take into the
stomach through the throat: swallow
food. 2 Fig. take in; absorb: the waves
swallowed up the boat. 3 Fig. believe too
easily; accept without question or suspicion: he will swallow any story. 4 Fig.

take meekly; accept without resisting:
swallow the insult. 5 Fig. take or keep
back: swallow words said in anger, she
swallowed her displeasure and smiled.
—n. 1 a swallowing: he took the medicine
at one swallowing. 2 amount swallowed
at one time. [< OE swelgan] —swalʹlowa·ble, adj. —swalʹlow·er, n.
swal·low2 (swolʹō), n. 1 a small, swiftﬂying bird with a deeply forked tail,
noted for the extent and regularity of
its migratory movements. 2 a martin
or other bird of the same family as
the swallow. 3 any of certain swifts
that resemble swallows. [OE swealwe]
—swalʹlow·like´, adj.
swal·low·tail (swolʹō tāl´), n. 1 thing
shaped like or suggesting the deeply
forked tail of a swallow. 2 ⫽swallowtailed coat. —swalʹlow·tailed´, adj.
swallow-tailed coat, a man’s coat with
tails, worn at formal occasions.
swam (swam), v. pt. of swim.
swa·mi (swäʹmi), n., pl. –mis. title of a
Hindu religious teacher. [< Hind., master, < Skt. svāmin]
swamp (swomp; swômp), n. wet, soft
land. —v. 1 plunge or sink in a swamp or
in water. 2 ﬁll with water and sink: their
boat swamped, the wave swamped the
boat. 3 overwhelm or be overwhelmed
as by a ﬂood; make or become helpless. [akin to sump] —swampʹish, adj.
—swampʹless, adj. —swampʹy, adj.
swamp·land (swompʹland´; swômpʹ–), n.
tract of land covered by swamps.
swan (swon; swôn), n. a large, graceful water bird with a long, slender,
curving neck, and in most species a
pure white plumage in the adult. [OE]
—swanʹlike´, adj.
swan dive, a graceful dive in which the
legs are held straight from the toes to
the hips, the back is curved, and the
arms are spread like the wings of a gliding bird.
swang (swang), v. Archaic and Dial. pt.
of swing.
swank·y (swangʹki), stylish; smart; dashing. [cf. OE swancor lithe] —swankʹi·ly,
adv. —swankʹi·ness, n.
swan’s-down, swans·down (swonzʹdoun´; swônzʹ–), n. the soft down of
a swan, used for trimming, powder
puﬀs, etc.
swan song, 1 song which a dying swan is
supposed to sing. 2 a person’s last piece
of work.
swap (swop), v., swapped, swap·ping,
exchange; barter; trade. —n. an exchange
or trade. —swapʹper, n.
sward (swôrd), n. a grassy surface; turf.
[OE sweard skin] —swardʹy, adj.
swarm (swôrm), n. 1 group of bees that
leave a hive and ﬂy oﬀ together to start
a new colony. 2 group of bees settled
together in a hive. 3 a large group of
insects ﬂying or moving about together.
4 Fig. group of persons or things moving about in a confused mass; crowd.
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—v. 1 of bees, ﬂy oﬀ together to start a
new colony. 2 ﬂy or move about in great
numbers; be in very great numbers. 3 be
crowded: the swamp swarms with mosquitoes. [OE swearm] —swarmʹer, n.
swarth·y (swôrʹthi; –thi), adj., swarth·ier, swarth·i·est. dark-colored or having a dark skin. [earlier swarfy < swarf
grit, OE geswearf] —swarthʹi·ly, adv.
—swarthʹi·ness, n.
swash (swosh), v. dash (water, etc.) about;
splash. —n. such action or sound. [prob.
imit.] —swashʹer, n. —swashʹing·ly,
adv.
swash·buck·le (swoshʹbuk´әl), v., –led,
–ling. swagger; bully. —swashʹbuck´ling, n., adj.
swash·buck·ler (swoshʹbuk´lәr), n.
a swaggering swordsman, bully, or
boaster. [< swash + buckler]
swas·ti·ka (swosʹtә kә), n. an ancient symbol or ornament consisting of a cross
with arms of equal length, each arm
having a continuation at right angles,
and all four continuations turning the
same way. [< Skt., < svasti luck < su well
+ as be]
swat (swot), v., swat·ted, swat·ting, —v.
hit with a smart or violent blow. —n. a
smart or violent blow. —swatʹter, n.
swatch (swoch), n. sample of cloth or
other material.
swath (swoth; swôth), n. 1 the space
covered by a single cut of a scythe or
by one cut of a mowing machine. 2 row
of grass, grain, etc., cut by a scythe or
mowing machine. 3 a strip.
cut a wide swath, make a showy display;
splurge. [OE swœth track, trace]
swathe1 (swāth), v., swathed, swath·ing,
n. —v. 1 wrap up closely or fully. 2 bind;
wrap; bandage. 3 envelop or surround
like a wrapping. —n. a wrapping; bandage. [OE swathian]
swathe2 (swāth), n. ⫽swath.
sway (swā), v. 1 swing back and forth;
swing from side to side, or to one side:
the tree sways in the wind. 2 move to
one side; turn aside; change in opinion, feeling, etc.: nothing could sway his
political beliefs. 3 incline to one side;
lean. 4 inﬂuence; control; rule. —n.
1 a swaying. 2 inﬂuence; control;
rule. [< Scand. sveigja] —swayʹer, n.
—swayʹingly, adv.
sway·back (swāʹbak´), n. hollow or sag of
the back. —adj. sway-backed.
sway-backed (swāʹbakt´), adj. 1 of horses,
etc., strained in the back by overwork or
the like. 2 having the back sagged or hollowed to an unusual degree.
Swa·zi·land (swäʹzē land´), n. country in
SE Africa. —Swaʹzi, adj., n.
swear (swãr), v., swore or (Archaic)
sware, sworn, swear·ing. 1 make a solemn statement, appealing to God or
some other sacred being or object for
conﬁrmation; take oath. 2 bind by an
oath; require to promise: members of
the club were sworn to secrecy. 3 promise

solemnly; vow. 4 use profane language;
curse.
swear by, a name as one’s witness in taking an oath. b have great conﬁdence in.
swear in, admit to oﬃce or service by
giving an oath: swear in a witness.
swear oﬀ, promise to give up. [OE swerian] —swearʹer, n.
sweat (swet), n., v., sweat or sweat·ed,
sweat·ing. —n. 1 moisture coming
through the pores of the skin. 2 ﬁt or
condition of sweating: he was in a cold
sweat from fear. 3 moisture given out by
something or gathered on its surface.
—v. 1 give out moisture through the
pores of the skin. 2 give out moisture;
collect moisture from the air: a pitcher
of ice water sweats on a hot day. 3 suﬀer
from anxiety, impatience, etc. 4 cause
to work hard and under bad conditions: that employer sweats his workers.
5 Slang. subject (a person) to a brutal
or unfair questioning, etc., in order to
extract information. 6 heat (solder) till it
melts; joint (metal parts) by heating.
no sweat, Informal. not diﬃcult; not
troublesome.
sweat it out, Informal. Fig. await anxiously the outcome of something. [OE
swœtan] —sweatʹless, adj. —sweatʹy,
adj. —sweatʹi·ly, adv. —sweatʹi·ness, n.
sweat·er (swetʹәr), n. a knitted outer garment, usually of wool.
sweat gland, a small gland, just under the
skin, that secretes sweat.
sweat pants, loose pants made of soft,
absorbent fabric, gathered at the ankle,
worn by athletes and as casual clothing.
sweats (swets), n. Informal. sweat pants
or sweat shirt.
sweat shirt, loose shirt that is pulled on
over the head, made of soft, absorbent
fabric, and worn by athletes and as
casual clothing.
sweat·shop (swetʹshop´), n. place where
workers are employed at low pay for
long hours under bad conditions.
sweat suit, sweat shirt and sweat pants
worn together for athletics or as casual
wear.
Swede (swēd), n. native or inhabitant of
Sweden.
Swe·den (swēʹdәn), n. country in N
Europe, E and S of Norway.
Swed·ish (swēdʹish), adj., of or pertaining
to Sweden, its people, or their language.
—n. 1 people of Sweden. 2 language of
Sweden.
sweep (swēp), v., swept, sweep·ing, n.
—v. 1 clean or clear (a ﬂoor, etc.) with
a broom, brush, etc.; use a broom or
something like one to remove dirt;
brush: sweep the steps. 2 Fig. move,
drive, or take away with or as with a
broom, brush, etc.: the wind sweeps the
snow into drifts. 3 remove with a sweeping motion; carry along: a ﬂood swept
away the bridge. 4 trail upon: her dress
sweeps the ground. 5 move swiftly; pass
swiftly: guerrillas swept down on the

town. 6 move with dignity: she swept out
of the room. 7 Fig. move or extend in a
long course or curve: the shore sweeps to
the south for miles. —n. 1 act of sweeping; clearing away; removing: he made
a clean sweep of all his debts. 2 a steady,
driving motion or swift onward course
of something: the sweep of the wind. 3
a curve; bend: the sweep of a road. 4
Fig. a continuous extent; stretch: a wide
sweep of farming country, the mountain
is beyond the sweep of your eye. 5 person
who sweeps chimneys, streets, etc. [OE
(ge)swēpa sweepings] —sweepʹer, n.
sweep·ing (swēpʹing), adj. 1 passing over
a wide space: a sweeping glance. 2 having wide range: a sweeping victory, a
sweeping statement. —n. sweepings,
dust, rubbish, scraps, etc., swept out or
up. —sweepʹing·ly, adv. —sweepʹingness, n.
sweep·stakes (swēpʹstāks´), sweep·stake
(–stāk´), n. 1 scheme for gambling on
horse races, etc. People buy tickets, and
the money they pay goes to the drawer
or drawers of winning tickets. 2 the
race or contest. 3 prize in such a race
or contest.
sweet (swēt), adj. 1 having a taste like
sugar or honey: this pie is too sweet. 2
having a pleasant taste or smell: sweet
ﬂowers. 3 pleasant; attractive; charming:
a sweet smile. 4 fresh; not sour, salty,
bitter, or spoiled: sweet butter. 5 of soil,
good for farming. 6 dear; darling. —n.
1 something sweet. 2 a sweet dessert. 3
sweetheart. —adv. in a sweet manner.
be sweet on, be in love with.
sweets, a candy or other sweet things.
b Fig. pleasant or agreeable things. [OE
swēte] —sweetʹish, adj. —sweetʹly, adv.
—sweetʹness, n.
sweet alyssum, a common low-growing plant with clusters of small white
ﬂowers.
sweet·bread (swētʹbred´), n. the pancreas
or thymus of a calf, lamb, etc., used as
meat.
sweet·bri·er, sweet·bri·ar (swētʹbrī´әr),
n. ⫽eglantine.
sweet corn, a kind of corn that is eaten
when it is soft. Sweet corn is sometimes
called green corn.
sweet·en (swētʹәn), v. 1 make or become
sweet. 2 make more rewarding or acceptable, as a contract or loan. —sweetʹener, n.
sweet·en·ing (swētʹәn ing; swētʹning), n.
something that sweetens.
sweet ﬂag, a water plant with long swordshaped leaves and a pungent, aromatic
rootstock.
sweet gum, 1 a North American tree with
star-shaped leaves that turn scarlet in
the fall. 2 balsam from this tree.
sweet·heart (swētʹhärt´), n. a loved one;
beloved; lover.
sweet·meats (swētʹmēts´), n. pl. 1 candy;
candied fruits; sugar-covered nuts; bonbons. 2 preserves.
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sweet pea, 1 an annual climbing plant
with delicate, fragrant ﬂowers of various
colors. 2 the ﬂower.
sweet pepper, 1 a mild-ﬂavored species
of pepper plant. 2 its fruit.
sweet potato, 1 a sweet, thick yellow or
reddish root of a vine, used as a vegetable. 2 the vine that it grows on. 3
⫽ocarina.
sweet-tem·pered (swētʹtemʹpәrd), adj.
having a gentle or pleasant nature.
sweet william or William, plant with
dense, rounded clusters of small ﬂowers, that belongs to the same family as
the pink.
swell (swel), v., swelled, swelled or swollen, swell·ing, n., adj. —v. 1 grow or
make bigger: bread dough swells as it
rises, his head swelled where he bumped
it. 2 be larger or thicker in a particular
place; stick out; cause to stick out: a
barrel swells in the middle. 3 increase
in amount, degree, force, etc.: savings
may swell into a fortune. 4 rise in waves:
the waters swelled in the ocean. 5 grow
or make louder: swell the chorus. 6
Fig. become ﬁlled with an emotion:
swell with pride. —n. 1 act of swelling;
increase in amount, degree, force, etc.
2 condition of being swollen. 3 a long,
unbroken wave or waves. 4 a swelling
tone or sound. 5 device in an organ to
control the volume of sound. —adj.
excellent; ﬁrst-rate. [OE swellan]
swelled head, self-importance; arrogant:
suﬀer from a swelled head.
swell·ing (swelʹing), n. an increase in
size; swollen part. —adj. that swells;
increasing.
swel·ter (swelʹtәr), v. 1 suﬀer from heat.
2 perspire freely; sweat. —n. a sweltering condition. [ult. < OE sweltan die]
—swelʹter·ing, adj. —swelʹter·ing·ly,
adv.
swept (swept), v. pt. and pp. of sweep.
swept-back (sweptʹbak´), adj. (of the
wings of an airplane) extending outward and sharply backward from the
fuselage.
swerve (swėrv), v., swerved, swerv·ing,
n. —v. sharply turn aside. —n. a turning aside: the swerve of the ball made
it hard to hit. [OE sweorfan rub, ﬁle]
—swervʹer, n.
swift (swift), adj. 1 moving very fast:
a swift horse. 2 coming or happening quickly: a swift response. 3 quick,
rapid, or prompt to act, etc.: swift
to suspect. —adv. in a swift manner.
—n. a small bird with long wings,
somewhat like a swallow. [OE]
—swiftʹly, adv.
swig (swig), n., v., swigged, swig·ging.
Informal. —n. a big drink. —v. drink
heartily or greedily.
swill (swil), n. 1 kitchen refuse, esp.
when partly liquid; garbage; slops. 2 a
deep drink. 3 any liquid matter. [< v.]
—v. drink greedily; drink too much. [OE
swilian] —swillʹer, n.

swim (swim), v., swam or (Archaic)
swum, swum, swim·ming, n. —v. 1
move along on or in the water by using
arms, legs, ﬁns, etc.: ﬁsh swim. 2 make
swim: he swam his horse across the
stream. 3 ﬂoat: swimming in gravy. 4
be overﬂowed or ﬂooded with: her eyes
were swimming with tears. 5 be dizzy;
whirl: my head swims! —n. act, time,
motion, or distance of swimming.
the swim, the current of aﬀairs, activities, etc. [OE swimman] —swimʹmer, n.
swim·ming·ly (swimʹing li), adv. with
great ease or success.
swin·dle (swinʹdәl), v., –dled, –dling, n.
—v. 1 cheat; defraud: honest merchants
do not swindle their customers. 2 get by
fraud. —n. an act of swindling; cheat or
fraud. [< swindler]
swin·dler (swinʹdlәr), n. person who
cheats or defrauds. [< G schwindler
< schwindeln be dizzy, act thoughtlessly,
cheat]
swine (swīn), n., pl. swine. 1 hogs; pigs. 2
a hog. 3 a coarse or beastly person. [OE
swīn] —swinʹish, adj.
swine·herd (swīnʹhėrd´), n. person who
tends pigs or hogs.
swing (swing), v., swung or (Archaic and
Dial.) swang, swung, swing·ing, n., adj.
—v. 1 move back and forth, esp. with
a regular motion: the hammock swings.
2 turn on a hinge or as if on a hinge:
the door swings smoothly. 3 move in a
curve: he swung the automobile around
the corner, swing a bat. 4 move with a
free, swaying motion: the soldiers came
swinging down the street. 5 hang: swing
a hammock between two trees. 6 manage or inﬂuence successfully: swing a
business deal. —n. 1 act or manner of
swinging. 2 amount of swinging. 3 seat
hung from ropes in which one may sit
and swing. 4 shift or period of work. 5 a
swinging blow. 6 freedom of movement.
7 Often, swing music. jazz dance music
in which the players improvise freely on
the original melody. —adj. of or pertaining to swing (def. 7) or its style.
in full swing, going on actively and
completely; without restraint: a summer
vacation in full swing. [OE swingan beat]
—swingʹer, n. —swingʹing·ly, adv.
swin·gle·tree (swingʹgәl trē´), n. ⫽whiﬄetree.
swipe (swīp), n., v., swiped, swip·ing.
—n. a sweeping stroke; hard blow. —v. 1
strike with a sweeping blow. 2 steal.
take a swipe at, a try to hit. b attempt
to do something. [cf. OE swipu scourge]
—swipʹer, n.
swirl (swėrl), v. 1 move or drive along
with a twisting motion; whirl: dust swirling in the air. 2 twist; curl. —n. 1 a swirling movement; whirl; eddy. 2 a twist;
curl. [cf. Du. zwirrelen whirl]
swish (swish), v. move with a thin, light,
hissing or brushing sound; make such a
sound: the whip swished through the air.

—n. a swishing movement or sound.
[? imit.]
Swiss (swis), adj. 1 of or having to do
with Switzerland or its people. 2 characteristic of Switzerland or its people. —n.
1 native or inhabitant of Switzerland. 2
people of Switzerland.
Swiss chard (chärd), any of several varieties of beets whose leaves are often
eaten as a vegetable. [< F carde]
Swiss cheese, a ﬁrm, pale-yellow or whitish cheese with many large holes.
switch (swich), n. 1 a slender stick used
in whipping. 2 a stroke; lash: a switch of
a whip. 3 device for shifting a train from
one track to another. 4 device for turning an electric current oﬀ or on. 5 a turn;
change; shift: a switch of votes to another
candidate. —v. 1 whip; strike. 2 move
or swing like a switch. 3 change, turn,
or shift (a car, train, etc.) onto another
track. 4 turn (an electric current, etc.)
oﬀ or on. [prob. < var. of LG swutsche]
—switchʹer, n. —switchʹlike´, adj.
switch·back (swichʹbak´), n. a road climbing a steep grade in a zigzag course.
switch·blade (swichʹblād´), n. knife with
a blade that springs out from the handle
at the touch of a button on the handle.
switch·board (swichʹbôrd´; -bōrd´), n.
panel containing the necessary switches,
meters, etc., for opening, closing, combining, or controlling electric circuits.
Switz·er·land (switʹsәr lәnd), n. a small
country in C Europe, N of Italy.
swiv·el (swivʹәl), n., v., –eled, –el·ing.
—n. 1 a fastening that allows the thing
fastened to turn round freely upon it.
2 support allowing free motion of an
attached part on a horizontal plane. 3
support on which a chair can revolve.
—v. 1 turn on a swivel. 2 fasten or support by a swivel. 3 swing round; rotate;
turn. [ult. < OE swīfan move] —swivʹellike´, adj.
swivel chair, chair having a seat that
turns on a swivel.
swol·len (swōlʹәn), adj. 1 swelled; bulging. 2 ﬁlled to bursting; overfull, as a
stream or river. 3 bombastic. —v. pp.
of swell.
swoon (swün), v. 1 faint: she swoons at the
sight of blood. 2 fade or die away gradually. 3 be thrilled or enchanted: swoon
over the new baby. —n. a faint. [ult.
< OE geswōgen in a swoon] —swoonʹingly, adv.
swoop (swüp), v. 1 come down with a
rush; descend in a sudden, swift attack:
the soldiers swooped upon the enemy. 2
take at one stroke; snatch. —n. a rapid
downward rush; sudden, swift descent
or attack.
in one fell swoop, in a single blow,
act, etc. [ult. < OE swāpan sweep]
—swoopʹer, n.
sword (sôrd; sōrd), n. weapon, usually
metal, with a long, sharp blade ﬁxed in
a handle or hilt.
at swords’ points, very unfriendly.
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cross swords, a ﬁght. b quarrel; dispute.
put to the sword, kill with a sword;
slaughter in war.
the sword, military power. [OE sweord]
—swordʹless, adj. —swordʹlike´, adj.
sword·ﬁsh (sôrdʹﬁsh´; sōrdʹ–), n., pl. –ﬁshes or (esp. collectively) –ﬁsh. a very large
saltwater food ﬁsh with a long swordlike
projection from its upper jaw.
sword·play (sôrdʹplā´; sōrdʹ–), n. action,
practice, or art of wielding a sword;
fencing.
swords·man (sôrdzʹmәn; sōrdzʹ–), n., pl.
–men. 1 person skilled in using a sword.
2 fencer. —swordsʹman·ship, n.
swore (swôr; swōr), v. pt. of swear.
sworn (swôrn; swōrn), v. pp. of swear.
—adj. 1 having taken an oath; bound
by an oath. 2 declared, promised, etc.,
with an oath.
swum (swum), v. 1 pp. of swim. 2 Archaic.
pt. of swim.
swung (swung), v. pt. and pp. of swing.
syc·a·more (sikʹә môr; –mōr), n. 1 a shade
tree, the buttonwood. 2 in England, a
kind of maple. [< L < Gk. sykomoros]
syc·o·phant (sikʹә fәnt), n. a servile or selfseeking ﬂatterer. [< L < Gk. sykophantes
informer, slanderer] —sycʹo·phan·cy, n.
—syc´o·phanʹtic, adj. —syc´o·phanʹtical·ly, adv.
syl·lab·ic (sә labʹik), adj. 1 of or pertaining to syllables; consisting of syllables. 2
forming a separate syllable. The second
l in little is syllabic. 3 representing a
syllable. 4 pronounced syllable by syllable. —n. a syllabic sound. —syl·labʹical·ly, adv.
syl·lab·i·cate (sә labʹә kāt), v., –cat·ed,
–cat·ing. form or divide into syllables.
—syl·lab´i·caʹtion, n.
syl·lab·i·fy (sә labʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing.
divide into syllables. —syl·lab´i·ﬁ·caʹtion, n.
syl·la·ble (silʹә bәl), n., v., –bled, –bling.
—n. 1 part of a word pronounced as a
unit, consisting of a vowel alone or with
one or more consonants. American is a
word of four syllables. This is a word of
one syllable. 2 letter or group of letters
representing a syllable in writing and
printing. 3 the slightest bit; word: do not
breathe a syllable of this. —v. pronounce
in syllables; utter distinctly; utter. [< OF
< L < Gk. syllabe, orig., a taking together
< syn– together + labein take]
syl·la·bus (silʹә bәs), n., pl. –bus·es, –bi
(–bī). a brief statement of the main
points of a speech, a book, a course of
study, etc. [< NL, erroneous reading of
L, Gk. sittyba parchment label]
syl·lo·gism (silʹә jiz әm), n. 1 a form of
argument or reasoning, consisting of
two statements and a conclusion drawn
from them. Example: All trees have roots;
an oak is a tree; therefore, an oak has
roots. 2 reasoning in this form; deduction. [< L < Gk., ult. < syn– together +
logos a reckoning] —syl´lo·gisʹtic, adj.
—syl´lo·gisʹti·cal·ly, adv.

sylph (silf), n. 1 a slender, graceful girl or
woman. 2 a slender, graceful spirit of the
air. [< NL sylphes, pl.; a coinage of Paracelsus] —sylphʹlike´, sylphʹish, adj.
syl·van (silʹvәn), adj. of or pertaining
to the woods; in the woods; consisting
of woods; having woods. [< L, < silva
forest]
sym., 1 symbol. 2 symphony. 3 symptom.
sym·bol (simʹbәl), n. something that
stands for or represents something else;
emblem; sign: the lion is the symbol of
courage, the marks +, ⫺, ⫻, and ⫼ are
symbols for add, subtract, multiply, and
divide. [< L < Gk. symbolon token, ult.
< syn– together + ballein throw]
sym·bol·ic (sim bolʹik), adj. 1 used as a
symbol: a lily is symbolic of purity. 2 of,
pertaining to, or expressed by a symbol;
using symbols. —sym·bolʹi·cal·ly, adv.
sym·bol·ism (simʹbәl iz әm), n. 1 use of
symbols; representation by symbols. 2
system of symbols.
sym·bol·ist (simʹbәl ist), n. person who
uses or studies symbols or symbolism.
sym·bol·is·tic (sim´bәl isʹtik), adj. of
symbolism or symbolists. —sym´bolisʹti·cal·ly, adv.
sym·bol·ize (simʹbәl īz), v., –ized, –izing. 1 be a symbol of; stand for; represent. 2 represent by a symbol or symbols.
3 use symbols. —sym´bol·i·zaʹtion, n.
—symʹbol·iz´er, n.
sym·me·try (simʹә tri), n., pl. –tries. 1 a
regular, balanced arrangement on opposite sides of a line or plane, or around
a center or axis. 2 pleasing proportions
between the parts of a whole; well-balanced arrangement of parts; harmony.
[< L < Gk., < syn– together + metron
measure] —sym·metʹri·cal, symmetʹric, adj. —sym·metʹri·cal·ly, adv.
—sym·metʹri·cal·ness, n. —symʹmetrist, n.
sym·pa·thet·ic (sim´pә thetʹik), adj.
1 having or showing kind feelings
toward others; sympathizing: a sympathetic friend. 2 approving; agreeing:
sympathetic to another’s dreams. 3 enjoying the same things and getting
along well together. —sym´pa·thetʹical·ly, adv.
sympathetic nervous system, part of
the autonomic nervous system that
produces involuntary reactions such as
increased heartbeat.
sym·pa·thize (simʹpә thīz), v., –thized,
–thiz·ing. 1 feel or show sympathy. 2
share in or agree with a feeling or opinion; have sympathy. —symʹpa·thiz´er, n.
—symʹpa·thiz´ing·ly, adv.
sym·pa·thy (simʹpә thi), n., pl. –thies. 1
having the same feeling: the twins were
in complete sympathy. 2 a sharing of
another’s sorrow or trouble: sympathy
for a sick person. 3 agreement; approval;
favor: enlist the sympathy of the public.
[< L < Gk., < syn– together + pathos
feeling]
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sympathy strike, strike by workers in
support of other workers on strike.
sym·pho·ny (simʹfә ni), n., pl. –nies. 1
an elaborate musical composition for an
orchestra. It usually has three or more
movements in diﬀerent rhythms but
related keys. 2 harmony of sounds. 3
harmony of colors: in autumn the woods
are a symphony in red, brown, and yellow. [< L < Gk. symphonia harmony,
concert, band < syn– together + phone
voice, sound] —sym·phonʹic, adj.
sym·po·si·um (sim pōʹzi әm), n., pl. –siums, –si·a (–zi·ә). 1 a collection of the
opinions of several persons on some
subject. 2 a meeting for the discussion
of some subject. [< L < Gk., < syn–
together + posis drinking] —sym·poʹsiac, adj.
symp·tom (simpʹtәm), n. 1 sign; indication: quaking knees and paleness are
symptoms of fear. 2 a noticeable change
in the normal working of the body
that indicates or accompanies disease,
sickness, etc. [< LL < Gk. symptoma a
happening, ult. < syn– together + piptein
fall] —sympʹtom·less, adj.
symp·to·mat·ic (simp´tә matʹik), adj. signifying; indicative: riots are symptomatic
of social unrest, the vaccine can cause
a symptomatic fever. —symp´to·matʹical·ly, adv.
syn–, preﬁx. with; together; jointly; at the
same time, as in synchronous, synopsis,
and synthesis. [< Gk. syn with, together;
also (by assimilation to the following
consonant), sy–, syl–, sym–, sys–]
syn., synonym.
syn·a·gogue (sinʹә gôg; –gog), n. 1 assembly of Jews for religious instruction and
worship. 2 a building used by Jews for
religious instruction and worship. [< L
< Gk. synagoge, lit., assembly, ult. < syn–
together + agein bring]
syn·apse (si napsʹ; sinʹaps), n. place
where a nerve impulse passes from one
nerve cell to another. [< Gk. synapsis
conjunction < syn– together + haptein
fasten]
syn·chro·nism (singʹkrә niz әm), n.
occurrence at the same time; agreement
in time.
syn·chro·nize (singʹkrә nīz), v., –nized,
–niz·ing. 1 occur at the same time;
agree in time. 2 move or take place at
the same rate and exactly together. 3
make agree in time: synchronize all the
clocks in a building. [< Gk., < synchronos
synchronous] —syn´chro·ni·zaʹtion,
n. —synʹchro·niz´er, n.
syn·chro·nous (singʹkrә nәs), adj. 1
occurring at the same time; simultaneous. 2 moving or taking place at the
same rate and exactly together. 3 having the same frequency, or the same
frequency and phase. [< LL < Gk.,
< syn– together + chronos time] —synʹchronous·ly, adv.
syn·co·pate (singʹkә pāt; sinʹ–), v., –pated, –pat·ing. 1 shorten (a word) by
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omitting sounds from the middle, as
in syncopating Gloucester to Gloster.
2 a begin (a tone) on an unaccented
beat and hold it into an accented one.
b use such rhythms in a passage or
piece of music. [< LL, < syncope
syncope] —synʹco·pa´tor, synʹcopat´er, n.
syn·co·pa·tion (sing´kә pāʹshәn; sin´–),
n. 1 a syncopating or being syncopated.
2 music characterized by syncopation,
as jazz and ragtime.
syn·co·pe (singʹkә pē; sinʹ–), n. contraction of a word by omitting sounds from
the middle, as in ne’er for never. [< LL
< Gk. synkope, orig., a cutting oﬀ, ult.
< syn– together + koptein cut] —syncopʹic, syn·copʹtic, adj.
syn·dic (sinʹdik), n. person who
manages the business aﬀairs of a university or other corporation. [< LL
< Gk. syndikos advocate < syn– together
+ dike justice]
syn·di·cate (n. sinʹdә kit; v. sinʹdә kāt),
n., v., –cat·ed, –cat·ing. —n. 1 combination of persons or companies to
carry out some undertaking. 2 association for purchasing articles, stories, etc.,
and publishing them simultaneously in
a number of newspapers or periodicals. —v. 1 combine into a syndicate. 2
manage by a syndicate. 3 publish
through a syndicate. [< F syndicat
< syndic syndic] —syn´di·caʹtion, n.
—synʹdi·ca´tor, n.
syn·ec·do·che (si nekʹdә kē), n. a ﬁgure
of speech by which a part is put for
the whole, or the whole for a part, the
special for the general, or the general
for the special, or the like. Example: a
factory employing 500 hands (persons).
[< LL < Gk. synekdoche, ult. < syn– with
+ ex– out + dechesthai receive] —syn´ecdochʹic, adj.
syn·drome (sinʹdrōm), n. 1 group of
symptoms which are indicative of a
particular disease or condition. 2 any
group of signs considered to be indicators of particular types of behavior: the
collector’s syndrome means a house full
of stuﬀ.
syn·er·gy (sinʹәr ji), n. the working together of separate parts
which, in combination, have greater
eﬀect than they would if working
separately: the synergy of expertise in
both companies, a synergy from the
combination of drugs prescribed.
[< NL synergia < Gk. synergíā
working
together]
—syn´ ergisʹtic, adj. —synʹer·gize, v.
syn·fuel (sinʹfyü´әl), synthetic fuel.
[blend of synthetic + fuel]
syn·gas (sinʹgas´), n. synthetic gas,
esp. that made from coal. [synthetic
+ gas]
syn·od (sinʹәd), n. 1 assembly called
together under authority to discuss and
decide church aﬀairs; church council.
2 assembly; convention; council. [< LL

< Gk., < syn– together + hodos a going]
—synʹod·al, adj.
syn·od·ic (si nodʹik), syn·od·i·cal (–ә kәl),
adj. 1 having to do with the conjunctions of the celestial bodies. The synodic
period of the moon is the time between
one new moon and the next. 2 of or
having to do with a synod. —syn·odʹical·ly, adv.
syn·o·nym (sinʹә nim), n. 1 word having
a meaning that is the same or nearly the
same as another in a language. Fleet is a
synonym of swift. 2 word or expression
accepted as another name for something. Reds became a synonym for communists. [< LL < Gk. synonymon, orig.
neut. adj., synonymous] —syn´o·nymʹical, adj. —syn´o·nymʹi·ty, n.
syn·on·y·mous (si nonʹә mәs), adj. having the same or nearly the same meaning. [< Med.L < Gk., < syn– together +
(dial.) onyma name] —syn·onʹy·mously, adv.
syn·on·y·my (si nonʹә mi), n., pl. –mies. 1
character of being synonymous; equivalence in meaning. 2 study of synonyms.
3 set, list, or system of synonyms.
syn·op·sis (si nopʹsis), n., pl. –ses (–sēz).
a brief statement giving a general view
of some subject, book, play, etc.; summary. [< LL < Gk., < syn– together +
opsis a view]
syn·op·tic (si nopʹtik), syn·op·ti·cal
(–tә kәl), adj. 1 giving a general view. 2
Often, Synoptic. taking a common view.
Matthew, Mark, and Luke are called
the Synoptic Gospels because they are
much alike in contents, order, and statement. —syn·opʹti·cal·ly, adv. —syn·opʹtist, n. —syn´op·tisʹti·cal·ly, adv.
syn·tac·ti·cal (sin takʹtә kәl), syn·tac·tic
(–tik), adj. of or having to do with
syntax; in accordance with the rules of
syntax. —syn·tacʹti·cal·ly, adv.
syn·tax (sinʹtaks), n. 1 construction or
use of a word, phrase, or clause in a
sentence. 2 sentence structure; arrangement of the words of a language into
phrases, clauses, and sentences. 3 part
of grammar dealing with this. [< LL
< Gk. syntaxis, ult. < syn– together +
tassein arrange]
syn·the·sis (sinʹthә sis), n., pl. –ses (–sēz).
1 combination of parts or elements into
a whole. 2 a complex whole made up of
parts or elements combined. [< L < Gk.
< syn– together + theinai put] —synʹthesist, n.
syn·the·size (sinʹthә sīz), v., –sized, –sizing. 1 combine into a complex whole.
2 make up by combining parts or elements.
syn·the·siz·er (sinʹthә sī´zәr), n. 1 someone or something that synthesizes: a
good synthesizer of facts that seem unrelated. 2 electronic device that simulates
sounds and blends them: using a synthesizer instead of live musicians.
syn·thet·ic (sin thetʹik), syn·thet·i·cal
(–ә kәl), adj. 1 of or having to do with

synthesis. 2 proceeding by or involving synthesis: synthetic chemistry. 3
made artiﬁcially: synthetic rubies. 4
using many compound words; tending
to combine words: German is a more
synthetic language than French. —synthetʹi·cal·ly, adv.
syph·i·lis (sifʹә lis), n. a contagious sexually transmitted disease contracted congenitally or by sexual contact. [< NL,
< Syphilus, hero of Fracastoro’s poem
describing the disease, 1530] —syph´ilitʹic, adj., n.
Syr·i·a (sirʹi ә), n. country in W Asia,
along the E end of the Mediterranean.
—Syrʹi·an, adj., n.
Syr·i·ac (sirʹi ak), adj. of or having to
do with Syria or its language. —n. the
ancient language of Syria.
sy·rin·ga (sә ringʹgә), n. a shrub with
fragrant white ﬂowers blooming in early
summer; mock orange. [< NL, < Gk.
syrinx shepherd’s pipe]
sy·ringe (sә rinjʹ; sirʹinj), n., v., –ringed,
–ring·ing. —n. 1 device ﬁtted with a
piston or rubber bulb for drawing in a
quantity of ﬂuid and then forcing it out
in a stream. Syringes are used for cleaning wounds, injecting ﬂuids into the
body, etc. 2 ⫽hypodermic syringe. —v.
clean, wash, inject, etc., by means of a
syringe. [< Gk. syrinx pipe]
syr·inx (sirʹingks), n., pl. sy·rin·ges
(sә rinʹjēz), syr·inx·es. 1 the vocal organ
of birds, situated where the trachea
divides into the right and left bronchi. 2 the Eustachian tube. [< L < Gk.,
shepherd’s pipe]
syr·up (sirʹәp; sėrʹ–), n. a sweet, thick
liquid. Sugar boiled with water or fruit
juices makes a syrup. [< OF sirop < Ar.
sharāb drink] —syrʹup·like´, adj.
syr·up·y (sirʹә pi; sėrʹ–), adj. 1 sweet,
sticky; thick; like syrup. 2 Fig. cloyingly
sweet or sentimental.
sys·tem (sisʹtәm), n. 1 set of things
or parts forming a whole: a mountain system, the digestive system. 2 an
ordered group of facts, principles,
beliefs, etc.: a system of government,
education, etc. 3 plan; scheme; method:
a system for betting. 4 an orderly way
of getting things done: work that shows
system. [< LL < Gk. systema < syn–
together + stesai cause to stand]
—sysʹtem·less, adj.
sys·tem·at·ic (sis´tәm atʹik), adj. 1
according to a system; having a system, method, or plan. 2 arranged in
or comprising an ordered system.
3 orderly in arranging things or in
getting things done. —sys´tem·atʹi·cally, adv.
sys·tem·a·tize (sisʹtәm ә tīz), v., –tized,
–tiz·ing. arrange according to a system; make into a system; make more
systematic. —sys´tem·a·ti·zaʹtion, n.
—sysʹtem·a·tiz´er, n.
sys·tem·ic (sis temʹik), adj. 1 of or pertaining to a system. 2 pertaining to a
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particular system of parts or organs of
the body. —sys·temʹi·cal·ly, adv.
sys·tem·ize (sisʹtәm īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
⫽systematize. —sys´tem·i·zaʹtion, n.
—sysʹtem·iz´er, n.

systems analysis, scientiﬁc analysis of
how systems work, esp. to improve
their eﬃciency, safety, accuracy, etc.
—systems analyst.
sys·to·le (sisʹtә lē), n. the normal rhyth--

mical contraction of the heart, esp.
that of the ventricles, which drives the
blood into the aorta and the pulmonary
artery. [< NL < Gk., contraction, < syn–
together + stellein wrap] —sys·tolʹic, adj.
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T, t

T, t (tē), n., pl. T’s; t’s.
the 20th letter of the
alphabet. to a T, exactly;
perfectly.
T., 1 Territory. 2 Testament. 3 Tuesday.
t., 1 teaspoon. 2 temperature. 3 tenor. 4
tense. 5 time. 6 ton; tons.
Ta, tantalum.
tab (tab), n., v., tabbed, tab·bing. —n. 1
a small ﬂap, strap, loop, or piece. 2 tag;
label. —v. furnish or ornament with a
tab or tabs
keep tab or tabs on, keep track of; keep
a check on.
tab·ard (tabʹәrd), n. 1 a short, loose coat
worn by heralds. 2 mantle worn over
armor by knights. [< OF tabart]
Ta·bas·co (tә basʹkō), n. Trademark. a
kind of pungent sauce, used on ﬁsh,
meat, etc., prepared from the fruit of a
variety of capsicum. [< the name of a
state in Mexico]
tab·by (tabʹi), n., pl. –bies, adj. —n. 1 a
brown or gray cat with dark stripes. 2
a female cat. —adj. brown or gray with
dark stripes. [< F < Ar. ‘attābi]
tab·er·nac·le (tabʹәr nak´әl), n. 1 a Jewish
temple. 2 place of worship for a large
audience. 3 the human body as the
temporary dwelling of the soul. [< L
tabernaculum < taberna cabin]
ta·ble (tāʹbәl), n., v., –bled, –bling. —n. 1
piece of furniture having a smooth, ﬂat
top on legs. 2 food put on a table to be
eaten. 3 the persons seated at a table: the
whole table laughed at his joke. 4 very
condensed tabulated information; list. 5
a thin, ﬂat piece of wood, stone, metal,
etc.; tablet. —v. 1 put on a table. 2 put oﬀ
discussing (a bill, motion, etc.).
lay or set the table, make the table ready
for a meal by setting out dishes, silverware, etc.
tables, multiplication tables.
turn the tables, reverse conditions or
circumstances completely.
under the table, hidden; in secret: a gift
under the table. [< L tabula plank, tablet]
tab·leau (tabʹlō), n., pl. –leaux (–lōz),
–leaus. 1 a striking scene; picture. 2 representation of a scene, etc., by a person
or group posing in appropriate costume.
[< F, dim. of table table]
ta·ble·cloth (tāʹbәl klôth´; –kloth´), n.
cloth for covering a table.
ta·ble d’hôte (täʹbәl dōtʹ; tabʹәl), a meal
served at a ﬁxed time and price. [< F, lit.,
host’s table]
ta·ble·land (tāʹbәl land´), n. a high plain;
plateau.
table linen, tablecloths, napkins, place
mats, etc., for the table.
ta·ble·spoon (tāʹbәl spün´), n. 1 a spoon
larger than a teaspoon or dessert spoon,
used to serve vegetables, etc.; a standard
unit of measure in cookery. 2 ⫽tablespoonful.
ta·ble·spoon·ful (tāʹbәl spün´fu̇l), n., pl.
–fuls. as much as a tablespoon holds. 3

T

teaspoonfuls = 1 tablespoonful. 1 tablespoonful = ½ ﬂuid ounce.
tab·let (tabʹlit), n. 1 number of sheets
of writing paper fastened together at
the edge. 2 a small, ﬂat surface with an
inscription. 3 a small, ﬂat piece of medicine, candy, etc.: aspirin tablets. [< F,
< table table]
table talk, conversation at meals; conversation suitable for mealtime.
table tennis, ⫽ping pong.
ta·ble·ware (tāʹbәl wãr´), n. dishes, knives,
forks, spoons, etc., used at meals.
tab·loid (tabʹloid), n. a newspaper, usually having half the ordinary size newspaper page, that has short articles. —adj.
condensed. [< tablet]
ta·boo, ta·bu (tә büʹ), adj., v., –booed,
–boo·ing; –bued, –bu·ing, n., pl. –boos;
–bus. —adj. 1 forbidden; prohibited;
banned: a taboo word. 2 set apart as
sacred or cursed. Among the Polynesians certain things, places, and persons
are taboo. —v. forbid; prohibit; ban. —n.
1 a prohibition; a ban: place a taboo on
gambling. 2 system or act of setting
things apart as sacred or cursed. [< Tongan (lang. of the Tonga Islands in the S
Paciﬁc) tabu]
ta·bor, ta·bour (tāʹbәr), n. a small drum,
used to accompany a pipe or ﬁfe. [< OF
tabur; of Oriental orig.]
tab·u·lar (tabʹyә lәr), adj. 1 of or arranged
in tables or lists; written or printed in
columns. 2 computed by the use of
tables. 3 ﬂat like a table: a tabular rock.
—tabʹu·lar·ly, adv.
tab·u·late (v. tabʹyә lāt; adj. tabʹyә lit,
–lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lat·ing, adj. —v.
arrange (facts, ﬁgures, etc.) in tables or
lists. —adj. shaped like a table; tabular.
—tab´u·laʹtion, n. tabʹu·la´tor, n.
ta·chom·e·ter (tә komʹә tәr), n. any of
various instruments for measuring or
indicating the speed of a machine, a
river, etc. [< Gk. tachos speed + –meter]
—ta·chomʹe·try, n.
tac·it (tasʹit), adj. 1 unspoken; silent: a
tacit prayer. 2 implied or understood
without being openly expressed: tacit
reproach. [< L tacitus, pp. of tacere be
silent] —tacʹit·ly, adv.
tac·i·turn (tasʹә tėrn), adj. speaking very
little; not fond of talking. [< L, < tacitus tacit] —tac´i·turʹni·ty, n. —tacʹiturn´ly, adv.
tack (tak), n. 1 a short, sharp-pointed nail
or pin having a broad, ﬂat head: carpet
tacks. 2 stitch used as a temporary fastening. 3 direction in which a ship moves
in regard to the position of her sails. 4 a
zigzag movement; one of the movements
in a zigzag course. 5 Fig. course of action
or conduct: he took the wrong tack to get
what he wanted. —v. 1 fasten with tacks.
2 Fig. attach; add: he tacked a postscript
to the end of the letter. 3 a sail in a zigzag
course against the wind. b change from
one tack to another. [< dial. OF taque nail
< Gmc.] —tackʹer, n.

tack·le (takʹәl), n., v., –led, –ling. —n.
1 equipment; apparatus; gear: ﬁshing
tackle. 2 ropes and pulleys for lifting,
lowering, or moving. 3 act of tackling.
4 football player between the guard and
the end on either side of the line. —v. 1
try to deal with: everyone has his own
problems to tackle. 2 lay hold of; seize:
tackle a thief. 3 seize and stop (an opponent having the football) by bringing to
the ground. 4 harness. [< Mdu., MLG
takel] —tackʹler, n.
tack·y (takʹi), adj., tack·i·er, tack·i·est. 1
shabby; dowdy. 2 sticky; gummy.
tac·o (täʹkō), n. tortilla ﬁlled with meat,
beans, etc., rolled up and served hot.
[< Mexican Sp.]
tac·o·nite (takʹә nīt), n. kind of rock consisting of about 30 percent iron ore.
[< Taconic system of strata < Taconic
Mts. (Mass. and Vt.)]
tact (takt), n. ability to say and do the
right things; skill in dealing with people
or handling diﬃcult situations without
causing oﬀense. [< L tactus sense of feeling < tangere touch]
tact·ful (taktʹfәl), adj. 1 having tact.
2 showing tact. —tactʹful·ly, adv.
—tactʹful·ness, n.
tac·tic (takʹtik), n. 1 a small part or
maneuver of military tactics. 2 Fig. skillful move or maneuver.
tac·ti·cal (takʹtә kәl), adj. 1 of or concerning tactics. 2 pertaining to the disposal
of military or naval forces in supporting
action against an enemy. 3 Fig. characterized by adroit procedure and skillful
expedients. —tacʹti·cal·ly, adv.
tac·ti·cian (tak tishʹәn), n. person skilled
or trained in tactics: a brilliant legal tactician, a military tactician.
tac·tics (takʹtiks), n. 1 (sing. in use) art or
science of disposing military or naval
forces in action. 2 (pl. in use) the operations themselves. 3 Fig. (pl. in use) procedures to gain advantage or success;
methods. [< NL < Gk. taktike (techne)
the art of arranging < tassein arrange]
tac·tile (tackʹtәl), adj. 1 of or pertaining
to touch. 2 that can be felt by touch. [< L
tactilis < tangere touch] —tac·tilʹi·ty, n.
tact·less (taktʹlis), adj. 1 without tact: a
tactless person. 2 showing no tact: a tactless reply. —tactʹless·ly, adv. —tactʹlessness, n.
tad (tad), n. Informal. a little bit: just a tad
of jam. —adj. very little: a tad foolish. [?
< tadpole]
tad·pole (tadʹpōl´), n. a very young frog
or toad at the stage when it has a tail and
lives in water. [< ME tad toad + pol poll
(head); appar. “a toad that is all head”]
tael (tāl), n. a weight of E Asia equal to
11⁄3 ounces avoirdupois. [< Pg. < Malay
tahil]
ta’en (tān), Poetic. taken.
taf·fe·ta (tafʹә tә), n. 1 a rather stiﬀ silk
cloth with a smooth, glossy surface. 2 a
similar cloth of linen, rayon, etc. [< OF
< Pers. tāftah silk or linen]
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taﬀ·rail (tafʹrāl´), n. a rail around a ship’s
stern. [< Du. tafereel panel, dim. of tafel
table]
taf·fy (tafʹi), n. a kind of chewy candy
made of brown sugar or molasses boiled
down, often with butter.
Taft (taft), n. William Howard,
1857–1930, the 27th president of the
United States, 1909–13; chief justice of
the Supreme Court, 1921–30.
tag1 (tag), n., v., tagged, tag·ging. —n.
1 piece of card, paper, etc., to be tied
or fastened to something: a price tag, a
name tag. 2 a small, hanging piece; loose
end; tatter. 3 the last line or lines of a
song, play, actor’s speech, etc. —v. 1 furnish with a tag or tags. 2 follow closely.
tag2 (tag), n., v., tagged, tag·ging. —n. a
children’s game in which the player who
is “it” chases the others until he or she
touches one. The one touched is then “it”
and must chase the others. —v. touch or
tap with the hand, as in tag.
tag end, last bit; scrap.
tag sale, private sale of household goods
usually with each item having a price
indicated on a tag.
tail (tāl), n. 1 the hinder part of an
animal’s body, esp. that which extends
beyond the main part. 2 something like
an animal’s tail: the tail of a kite. 3 the
after portion of an airplane. 4 the luminous train extending from the head of a
comet. 5 the hind part of anything; back;
rear; conclusion. 6 ⫽coattail. 7 Informal.
person who follows another. —v. 1 form
a tail. 2 Informal. follow close behind and
secretly. —adj. 1 at the tail, back, or rear.
2 coming from behind: a tail wind.
on one’s tail, close behind; at one’s
heels.
tail oﬀ, end gradually; fade away.
tails, a reverse side of a coin. b coat with
long tails, worn on formal occasions. c
full-dress uniform or outﬁt.
turn tail, run away from danger, trouble, etc. [< OE tœgel] —tailʹless, adj.
—tailʹlike´, adj.
tail·board (tālʹbôrd´; –bōrd´), n. ⫽tailgate.
tail·gate (tālʹgāt´), n., v., –gat·ed, –gating. —n. rear door on a vehicle, or a
board at the back of a wagon, that can
be let down for loading or unloading.
—v. follow too closely behind another
vehicle.
tail light, light, usually red, at the back
end of a vehicle.
tai·lor (tāʹlәr), n. person whose business
is making or repairing clothes. —v. 1
make by tailor’s work. 2 ﬁt or furnish
with clothes made by a tailor. [< AF taillour, ult. < LL taliare cut < L talea rod,
cutting] —taiʹlorʹing, n.
tai·lor·bird (tāʹlәr bėrd´), n. a small bird
of Asia and Africa that stitches leaves
together to form and hide its nest.
tai·lor-made (tāʹlәr mādʹ), adj. 1 made
by, or as if by, a tailor; simple and ﬁtting
well. 2 Fig. exactly suitable for a person,
situation, purpose, etc.

tail·piece (tālʹpēs´), n. piece forming the
end or added at the end.
tail spin, 1 a downward, spinning movement of an airplane, with the nose ﬁrst.
2 Fig. emotional distress or confusion.
taint (tānt), n. stain or spot; trace of
decay, corruption, or disgrace. —v. give
a taint to; spoil; decay. [partly var. of
attaint; partly < OF teint, pp. of teindre
dye < L tingere]
Tai·pei (tīʹpeʹ), n. capital of Taiwan.
Tai·wan (tī wonʹ), n. island oﬀ the SE
coast of mainland China and seat of the
Republic of China.
Ta·jik·i·stan (tä jiʹkә stän), n. country in SC
Asia, between China and Afghanistan.
take (tāk), v., took, tak·en, tak·ing, n.
—v. 1 lay hold of; seize; grasp: he took
the child by the hand, take an animal in a
trap. 2 accept: take my advice, won’t take
a penny less. 3 receive: she takes boarders, take news calmly, took ﬁrst prize. 4
make use of; use: take a train, took a
seat, take the opportunity, take a vacation. 5 submit to; put up with: take hard
punishment. 6 need; require: it will take
courage, it will take all day. 7 choose;
select: take the shortest way home. 8 take
away: her paleness takes from her beauty,
take 3 from 7 and you have 4. 9 lead:
where will this road take me? take her
home. 10 carry: take your lunch along.
11 do; make; obtain: take a photograph,
take pride in one’s work, take my temperature. 12 understand; suppose: do you
take my meaning? I take it the train was
late, let us take an example. 13 assume
(responsibility, blame, etc.): she took
charge of the household. 14 engage; hire;
lease: take a house, take a newspaper. 15
write down; record: take minutes of a
meeting. 16 please; attract; charm: it took
her fancy, the scene took his eye. 17 go:
take to the woods. 18 become aﬀected
by: he took sick, marble takes a polish.
—n. 1 amount taken: a great take of ﬁsh.
2 act of taking. 3 a that which is taken.
b Informal. receipts; proﬁts. 4 act or
process of making a scene in a motion
picture. 5 Informal. Fig. a opinion: my
take on this. b imitation; impression:
does a great take of the president.
on the take, receiving illegal payments
or bribes.
take a break, stop and rest for a short
time; do something diﬀerent for a short
time.
take after, be like; resemble.
take amiss, a misinterpret. b be oﬀended
by.
take apart, a dismantle. b Fig. analyze
critically; criticize.
take back, a withdraw; retract. b Fig.
remind of the past.
take down, a write down. b Fig. lower
the pride or conﬁdence of. c remove:
take down pictures before painting the
wall. d Informal. eliminate.
take ﬁve, Informal. take a short rest;
stop for a moment.

take for, suppose to be: taken for a nincompoop.
take in, a receive; admit. b make smaller.
c understand. d deceive; trick; cheat.
take in vain, use (esp. a name) carelessly
or irreverently.
take it out on, relieve one’s anger or
annoyance by scolding or hurting.
take kindly to, be accepting of; be
friendly to: not take kindly to criticism.
take lying down, Informal. accept passively, without protest.
take oﬀ, a go into the air: the rocket took
oﬀ successfully, hundreds of birds took oﬀ
all at once. b give an amusing imitation
of.
take on, a engage; hire. b undertake to
deal with. c Informal. show great excitement, grief, etc.
take one up on, Informal. accept: take
them up on the invitation.
take (one’s) time, not hurry.
take out, a remove: take out a spot in
the rug. b get: take out a book, took out
a permit for the farm. c go with; escort:
take out to lunch. d destroy: take out the
enemy’s radar. e Informal. murder: took
out a rival.
take over, assume ownership or control
of: take over a company.
take the ﬂoor, rise to speak, as in a legislature, club, meeting, etc.
take to, form a liking for; become fond
of.
take up, a soak up; absorb. b begin;
undertake. c make shorter or smaller.
take up with, become friendly with; associate with. [< Scand. taka] —takʹer, n.
take-oﬀ or take·oﬀ (tākʹôf´; –of´), n. 1
an amusing imitation; mimicking. 2 the
leaving of the ground in a leap or in the
start of a ﬂight, as of birds or an aircraft;
taking oﬀ. 3 a leap: the broadjumper’s
take-oﬀ. 4 successful launch of something; a start, as of a business.
tak·est (tākʹist), v. Archaic. take.
tak·eth (tākʹith), v. Archaic. takes.
tak·ing (tākʹing), —n. seizure.
takings, money taken in; receipts.
talc (talk), n. a soft, smooth mineral,
used in making talcum powder, tailors’
chalk, etc. [< Med.L talcum < Ar. talq
< Pers. talk]
tal·cum (talʹkәm), n. 1 ⫽talcum powder.
2 ⫽talc.
talcum powder, powder made of puriﬁed
white talc, for use on the face and body.
tale (tāl), n. 1 narrative; story: he told us
tales of his boyhood. 2 falsehood; lie. 3
piece of gossip or scandal.
tell tales, spread gossip or scandal. [OE
talu]
tale·bear·er (tālʹbãr´әr), n. person who
spreads gossip or scandal; telltale.
—taleʹbear´ing, n., adj.
tal·ent (talʹәnt), n. 1 a special natural ability; ability: a talent for music. 2 people
who have talent. 3 an ancient unit of
weight or money. [< L < Gk. talanton]
—talʹent·ed, adj. —talʹent·less, adj.
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tal·ent·ed (talʹәn tid), adj. having natural
ability.
ta·ler (täʹlәr), n., pl. –ler. ⫽thaler.
tales·man (tālzʹmәn; tāʹlēz–), n., pl.
–men. person chosen from among the
bystanders or those present in court to
serve on a jury when too few of those
originally summoned are qualiﬁed to be
on a jury. [< Med.L tales (de circumstantibus) such (of the bystanders) + man]
tale·tell·er (tālʹtel´әr), n. talebearer.
—taleʹtell´ing, n., adj.
Tal·i·ban (talʹә ban), n. Muslim Islamist
Sunni sect, composed mainly of Pashtun from Afghanistan and NW Pakistan, which ruled Afghanistan from
1996–2001. [< Ar., lit. those who study
the book (Koran)]
tal·is·man (talʹis mәn; –iz–), n., pl. –mans.
1 a stone, ring, etc., engraved with ﬁgures or characters supposed to have
magic power; charm. 2 anything that
acts as a charm. [< Ar. < LGk. telesma
< Gk., initiation into the mysteries,
< teleein perform]
talk (tôk), v. 1 use words; speak: a child
learns to talk, talk about the weather, talk
sense, talk French. 2 bring, put, drive,
inﬂuence, etc., by talk: talk a person to
sleep. 3 discuss; confer: talk politics, talk
with one’s doctor. 4 spread ideas by other
means than speech: talk by signs. —n. 1
the use of words; spoken words; speech;
conversation. 2 a way of talking: baby
talk. 3 gossip; report: she is the talk of
the town.
talk back, answer rudely or disrespectfully.
talk big, Informal. boast.
talk down, silence by talking louder or
longer.
talk down to, speak condescendingly
to.
talk out, discuss thoroughly, esp. to
resolve a diﬀerence.
talk over, a discuss; consider together. b
persuade or convince by argument.
talk up, talk about, esp. to convince.
[ME talke(n), ult. akin to tell]
talk·a·tive (tôkʹә tiv), adj. having the
habit of talking a great deal; fond of
talking. —talkʹa·tive·ly, adv. —talkʹative·ness, n.
talk·er (tôkʹәr), n. 1 person who talks. 2 a
talkative person.
talk·ie (tôkʹi), n. a motion picture with
sound.
talking book, recording of a book.
talking heads, television program that
features people talking about something.
talking point, something to be discussed.
talk·ing-to (tôkʹing tü´), n., pl. –tos. a
scolding.
talk radio, radio broadcasting that features only talk.
talk show, radio or television program
that consists of interviews or, sometimes, conversations with guests.

tall (tôl), adj. 1 higher than the average: a
tall building. 2 of the speciﬁed height: six
feet tall. 3 exaggerated: a tall tale. [OE
(ge)tœl prompt, active] —tallʹness, n.
Tal·la·has·see (tal´ә hasʹi), n. capital of
Florida, in the N part.
tall·boy (tôlʹboi´), n. ⫽highboy.
Tal·linn (tälʹin), n. capital of Estonia.
tal·low (talʹō), n. the hard fat from sheep,
cows, etc., used for making candles and
soap. [ME talgh] —talʹlow·y, adj.
tall ship, sailing vessel with tall masts, as
a square-rigger.
tall tale, fantastic story, often invented;
ﬁsh story.
tal·ly (talʹi), n., pl. –lies, v., –lied, –ly·ing.
—n. 1 stick of wood in which notches
are cut to represent numbers, formerly
used to show the amount of a debt or
payment. 2 anything on which a score
or account is kept. 3 account; reckoning;
score: a tally of a game. 4 correspondence; agreement. —v. 1 mark on a tally;
count up: tally a score. 2 agree; correspond: your account tallies with mine.
[< OF, ult. < L talea rod] —talʹli·er, n.
tal·ly·ho (n. talʹi hō´; interj. tal´i hōʹ), n.,
pl. –hos, interj. —n. 1 a coach drawn by
four horses. 2 a sounding of “tallyho”
by a hunter. —interj. a hunter’s cry on
catching sight of the fox.
tally sheet, a sheet on which a record or
score is kept, esp. a record of votes.
Tal·mud (talʹmud), n. the sixty-three
volumes containing the Jewish civil
and canonical law. —Tal·mudʹic, adj.
—Talʹmud·ist, n. —Tal´mud·isʹtic, adj.
tal·on (talʹәn), n. claw of a bird of prey;
claw.
talons, clawlike fingers; grasping
hands. [< OF, heel, ult. < L talus ankle]
—talʹoned, adj.
ta·lus1 (tāʹlәs), n., pl. –li (–lī). the uppermost bone of the tarsus; anklebone;
astragalus. [< L]
ta·lus2 (tāʹlәs), n. 1 a slope. 2 a sloping
side or face of a wall, rampart, parapet,
or other fortiﬁcation. 3 a sloping mass
of rocky fragments lying at the base of a
cliﬀ or the like. [< F < L]
tam (tam), n. ⫽tam-o’-shanter.
ta·ma·le (tә mäʹlē), n. a Mexican food
made of corn meal and meat, cheese,
chilis, etc., wrapped in cornhusks, and
roasted or steamed. [< Am.Sp. < Mex.
tamalli]
tam·a·rack (tamʹә rak), n. an American
larch tree. [< Algonkian]
tam·a·rind (tamʹә rind), n. 1 a tropical tree grown for its wood and fruit.
2 its fruit, used in foods, drinks, and
medicine. [ult. < Ar. tamrhindī, lit., date
of India]
tam·bou·rine (tam´bә rēnʹ), n. a small
drum with metal disks, played by striking it with the knuckles or by shaking it.
[< F tambourin, dim. of tambour drum]
tame (tām), adj., tam·er, tam·est, v.,
tamed, tam·ing. —adj. 1 taken from the
wild state and made obedient: a tame

bear. 2 without fear; gentle: the squirrels are very tame. 3 Fig. without spirit;
dull: a tame story. —v. 1 make tame;
break in. 2 become tame. 3 deprive of
courage; tone down; subdue. [OE tam]
—tameʹa·ble, tamʹa·ble, adj. —tameʹly,
adv. —tameʹness, n. —tamʹer, n.
tame·less (tāmʹlis), adj. that has never
been tamed; that cannot be tamed.
—tameʹless·ness, n.
Tam·il (tamʹәl), n. 1 one of the Dravidian
people of S India, Sri Lanka, Singapore,
and Malaysia. 2 their language. —adj. of
or having to do with the Tamils or their
language.
tam-o’-shan·ter (tamʹә shanʹtәr), n. a
Scotch cap. [from the name of the hero
in a poem by Burns]
tamp (tamp), v. 1 pack down: tamp the
earth about a newly planted tree. 2 in
blasting, to ﬁll (the hole containing
explosive) with dirt, etc. —tampʹer, n.
tam·per (tamʹpәr), v. meddle; meddle
improperly.
tamper with, a bribe; corrupt. b change
so as to damage or falsify. [ult. var. of
temper] —tamʹper·er, n.
tam·pi·on (tamʹpi әn), n. 1 a wooden
plug placed in the muzzle of a gun to
keep out dampness and dust. 2 plug for
the top of an organ pipe.
tam·pon (tamʹpon), n. plug of cotton or
the like inserted in a wound, etc., to stop
bleeding or absorb secretions. —v. ﬁll or
plug with a tampon. [< F]
tan (tan), v., tanned, tan·ning, n., adj.
—v. 1 make (a hide) into leather by
soaking in a special liquid containing
tannin. 2 make brown from exposure
to sun and air. —n. 1 the brown color
of a person’s skin resulting from being
in the sun and air. 2 a yellowish brown.
3 bark used in tanning hides. 4 tannin.
—adj. yellowish-brown. [< Med.L tannare] —tanʹning, n.
tan·a·ger (tanʹә jәr), n. any of various
small American oscine birds. The males
are usually brilliantly colored. [< NL
< Tupi tangara]
tan·bark (tanʹbärk´), n. crushed bark
used in tanning hides.
tan·dem (tanʹdәm), adv. one behind the
other: drive horses tandem. —adj. having animals, seats, parts, etc., arranged
tandem. —n. 1 two horses so harnessed.
2 a carriage drawn by two horses so harnessed. 3 a bicycle with two seats, one
behind the other.
in tandem, a one behind another: travel
in tandem. b in cooperation: work in
tandem. [< L, at length, < tam so]
tang (tang), n. 1 a strong taste or ﬂavor:
the tang of mustard, the salt tang of sea
air. 2 a distinctive ﬂavor or quality.
3 Fig. a smack, touch, or suggestion
of something. [< Scand. tangi point]
—tangʹy, adj.
tan·gent (tanʹjәnt), adj. 1 touching. 2
touching at one point only and not
intersecting. These circles are tangent

tare
❍❍. —n. 1 a tangent line, curve, or surface. 2 in a right triangle, the ratio of the
length of the side opposite to an (acute)
angle to the length of the side (not the
hypotenuse) adjacent to the angle.
ﬂy oﬀ or go oﬀ at a tangent, change
suddenly from one course of action or
thought to another. [< L tangens touching] —tanʹgen·cy, n. —tan·genʹtial, adj.
—tan·genʹtial·ly, adv.
tan·ge·rine (tan´jә rēnʹ), n. a small, deepcolored orange with a very loose peel.
[< Tangier]
tan·gi·ble (tanʹjә bәl), adj. 1 capable of
being touched or felt by touch: ghosts
are visible but not tangible. 2 real; deﬁnite: a tangible reason. —n. tangibles,
things whose value is easily appraised;
material assets. [< LL tangibilis < tangere
touch] —tan´gi·bilʹi·ty, tanʹgi·ble·ness,
n. —tanʹgi·bly, adv.
tan·gle (tangʹgәl), v., –gled, –gling, n. —v.
1 twist and twine together in a confused
mass. 2 catch and hold in or as in a net.
3 involve in something that hampers
or obstructs. —n. 1 a confused mass;
snarl. 2 a tangled condition. 3 perplexity. [prob. var. of tagle entangle < Scand.
(dial. Sw.) taggla disorder] —tanʹglement, n. —tanʹgler, n. —tanʹgly, adj.
tan·go (tangʹgō), n., pl. –gos, v., –goed,
–go·ing. —n. 1 a Latin-American dance
with special music and gliding steps,
ﬁgures, and poses. 2 music for it. —v.
dance the tango. [< Sp.]
tank (tangk), n. 1 a large container for
liquid or gas. 2 an armored combat
vehicle carrying machine guns and cannons and moving on an endless tract on
each side. —v. 1 put or store in a tank. 2
Informal. Fig. fail: the company tanked.
[ult. < OF estanc pool]
tank·ard (tangkʹәrd), n. a large drinking
mug with a handle and a hinged cover.
tank car, a railroad car with a tank for
carrying liquids or gases.
tank·er (tangkʹәr), n. ship with tanks for
carrying oil or other liquid freight.
tank top, sleeveless shirt with wide shoulder straps, often of knit fabric.
tan·ner (tanʹәr), n. person whose work is
tanning hides.
tan·ner·y (tanʹәr i), n., pl. –ner·ies. place
where hides are tanned.
tan·nic (tanʹik), adj. of or obtained from
tanbark or tannin.
tan·nin (tanʹәn), tannic acid, n. acid
obtained from the bark or galls of oaks,
etc., and from certain other plants. It is
used in tanning, dyeing, making ink,
and in medicine.
tan·sy (tanʹzi), n., pl. –sies. a coarse,
strong-smelling plant with large, toothed
leaves and clusters of small yellow ﬂowers. Tansy was formerly much used in
cooking and medicine. [< OF < LL < Gk.
athanasia, orig., immortality]
tan·ta·lize (tanʹtә līz), v., –lized, –liz·ing.
torment or tease by keeping something
desired in sight but out of reach, or by

holding out hopes that are repeatedly
disappointed. [< Tantalus, in Greek legend, a king who had to stand in water
up to his chin while over his head were
fruit-laden branches he could not reach]
—tanʹta·liz´ing·ly, adv.
tan·ta·lum (tanʹtә lәm), n. a rare, grayish
metallic element, Ta, that is very resistant to acids. [< Tantalus; because it will
not absorb acid]
tan·ta·mount (tanʹtә mount), adj. equivalent. [prob. < AF tant amunter amount
to as much. See amount.]
tan·trum (tanʹtrәm), n. ﬁt of bad temper
or ill humor.
Tan·za·ni·a (tan zә nēʹә), n. country in
E Africa.
Tao·ism (touʹiz әm), n. one of the three
main religions of China, founded on
the doctrines of the ancient philosopher, Lao-tse. —Taoʹist, n., adj. —Taoisʹtic, adj.
tap1 (tap), v., tapped, tap·ping, n. —v. 1
strike lightly: tap on a window, she tapped
her foot on the ﬂoor. 2 make, put, etc., by
light blows: tap a rhythm. 3 ⫽tap-dance.
—n. 1 a light blow: there was a tap at the
door. 2 sound of a light blow. 3 ⫽tapdancing. [< OF taper]
tap2 (tap), n., v., tapped, tap·ping. —n. 1
a stopper or plug to close a hole in a cask
containing liquid. 2 a means of turning
on or oﬀ a ﬂow of liquid; faucet. 3 room
in which liquor is sold and drunk. 4 ⫽a
wiretap. 5 tool for cutting threads of
internal screws. —v. 1 make a hole in
to let out liquid: tap a cask. 2 open up:
this highway taps a large district. 3 make
a connection on, esp. secretly; wiretap:
tap a phone line. 4 make internal screw
threads in.
on tap, a ready to be let out of a keg
or barrel and served. b ready for use;
on hand: huge store of supplies on tap.
c ready for work or to help: numerous
volunteers on tap. [OE tœppa]
ta·pa (täʹpә), n. 1 an unwoven cloth of
the Paciﬁc islands, made by steeping and
beating the inner bark of a mulberry
tree. 2 the bark. [< Polynesian]
tap dance, dance in which the steps are
accented by loud, rapid taps of the foot,
toe, or heel.
tap-dance (tapʹdans´; –däns´), v.,
–danced, –danc·ing. do a tap dance.
tap-danc·ing (tapʹdan´sing; –dän´–), n.
art or act of doing a tap dance. —adj. of
or having to do with or like a tap dance.
—tapʹ-dan´cer, n.
tape (tāp), n., v., taped, tap·ing. —n.
1 a long, narrow woven strip of cotton, linen, etc. 2 a long, narrow strip
of other material: steel tape. 3 strip,
string, etc., stretched across a race
track at the ﬁnish line. 4 a thin magnetic
strip to record sound. b a recording on
such a strip. 5 adhesive. —v. 1 furnish
with tape or tapes. 2 fasten or wrap
with tape. 3 record on magnetic tape.
[OE tœppe]
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tape measure, a long narrow strip of
cloth or steel marked in inches, feet, etc.,
for measuring.
ta·per (tāʹpәr), v. 1 make or become
gradually smaller toward one end: a
church spire tapers oﬀ to a point. 2 grow
less gradually; diminish. [< n.] —adj.
becoming smaller toward one end. —n.
1 a slender candle. 2 long wick coated
with wax, used to light a lamp or candle
with its ﬂame. 3 a gradual decrease of
force, capacity, etc. [OE tapor] —taʹpering·ly, adv.
tape recording, 1 the recording of sound
on a tape. 2 the sound thus recorded.
—tapeʹ-re·cord´, v.
tap·es·try (tapʹis tri), n., pl. –tries, v.,
–tried, –try·ing. —n. 1 fabric with pictures or designs woven in it, used to
hang on walls, cover furniture, etc. 2
a picture in tapestry. —v. 1 picture in
tapestry. 2 cover with tapestry; cover
with a pattern like that of tapestry.
[< F tapisserie, ult. < tapis < Gk. tapetion,
dim of tapes carpet]
tape·worm (tāpʹwėrm´), n. a long, ﬂat
worm that lives during its adult stage as
a parasite in the intestine of humans and
other vertebrates.
tap·i·o·ca (tap´i ōʹkә), n. a starchy food
obtained from the root of the cassava
plant. [ult. < Tupi-Guarani tipioca]
ta·pir (tāʹpәr), n. a large piglike animal
of tropical America that has a ﬂexible
snout. [< Tupi tapira]
tap·room (tapʹrüm´; -ru̇m´), n. ⫽barroom.
tap·root (tapʹrüt´; -ru̇t´), n. a main root
growing downward.
taps (taps), n.pl. signal, esp. on a bugle, to
put lights out, and played at the burial
of a person in the military. [< OF; see
tap1]
tar1 (tär), n., v., tarred, tar·ring, adj. —n.
a black, sticky substance obtained by the
distillation of wood or coal. —v. cover or
smear with tar. —adj. of, like, or covered
with tar.
tar and feather, pour heated tar on and
cover with feathers as a punishment.
[OE teoru]
tar2 (tär), n. ⫽sailor. [special use of tar1]
tar·an·tel·la (tar´әn telʹә), n. 1 a whirling
southern Italian dance in very quick
rhythm. 2 music for this dance. [< Ital.]
ta·ran·tu·la (tә ranʹchә lә), n., pl. –las,
–lae (-lē), a large, hairy spider whose
bite is painful. People used to think
that its bite caused an insane desire
to dance.[< Med.L. ult. < L Tarentum
Taranto, city in Italy]
tar·dy (tärʹdi), adj., –di·er, –di·est.
1 behind time; late. 2 slow. [< F, ult.
< L tardus] —tarʹdi·ly, adv. —tarʹdiness, n.
tare1 (tãr), n. 1 vetch. 2 any of various
injurious weeds in the Bible. [cf. Mdu.
tarwe wheat]
tare2 (tãr), n. 1 the diﬀerence between
the gross weight and the net weight of
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an article being shipped. It is usually
the weight of the materials in which
the article is wrapped or packed. 2 a
deduction made from the gross weight
to allow for this. [< F, ult. < Ar. t.arh.ah
< t.arah.ah reject]
tar·get (tärʹgit), n. 1 a paper with circles
on it or a circular object ﬁlled with sawdust, hay, etc. to be aimed at in shooting
practice or contests. b anything aimed
at. 2 Fig. goal; objective. 3 Fig. object
of abuse, scorn, criticism, etc.: he was
the target for their caustic remarks. [< F
targuete, ult. < Gmc.]
tar·iﬀ (tarʹif), n. 1 list of duties or taxes
on imports or exports. 2 system of
duties or taxes on imports or exports. 3
any duty or tax in such a list or system:
a tariﬀ on jewelry. [< Ital. < Ar. tarīf
information]
tar·mac (tärʹmak´), n. road or runway
surface of blacktop: planes waited on the
tarmac. [< trademark for tarmacadam
< tar1 + macadam]
tar·nish (tärʹnish), v. 1 dull the luster or
brightness of. 2 Fig. cast a stain upon;
sully: his actions tarnished his reputation. —n. 1 loss of luster or brightness.
2 a tarnished surface, esp. of silver.
[< F terniss– < terne dark, ? < Gmc.]
—tarʹnish·a·ble, adj.
ta·ro (täʹrō), n., pl. –ros. 1 a starchy root
grown for food in the Paciﬁc islands and
other tropical regions. 2 the plant, grown
for ornament also. [< Polynesian]
tar·ot (tarʹәt), n. a card with a picture
on it, one of a set of such cards, used in
fortunetelling. [< F < It. tarocchi, name
of a card game]
tarp (tärp), n. ⫽tarpaulin.
tar·pau·lin (tär pôʹlәn), n. strong, waterproof canvas, plastic, etc., esp. a sheet of
this used as a covering. [< tar1 + pall in
sense of “covering”]
tar·pon (tärʹpon), n., pl. –pons or (esp.
collectively) –pon. a large, silver-colored
ﬁsh found in the warmer parts of the
Atlantic Ocean.
tar·ra·gon (tarʹә gon), n. 1 wormwood
of E Europe and Asia. 2 its leaves, used
as an herb.
tar·ry1 (tarʹi), v., –ried, –ry·ing. 1 remain;
stay. 2 wait; delay. —tarʹri·er, n.
tar·ry2 (tärʹi), adj., –ri·er, –ri·est. 1 of tar;
like tar. 2 covered with tar.
tar·sal (tärʹsәl), adj. of or pertaining to
the tarsus. —n. bone or cartilage in the
ankle.
tar·sus (tärʹsәs), n., pl. –si (–sī). 1 a the
ankle. b the group of small bones composing it. 2 a shank of a bird’s leg. b the
last segment of an insect’s leg. [< NL
< Gk. tarsos sole of the foot, orig., crate]
tart1 (tärt), adj. 1 having a sharp taste;
sour. 2 sharp: a tart reply. [OE teart]
—tartʹly, adv. —tartʹness, n.
tart2 (tärt), n. 1 pastry ﬁlled with cooked
fruit, jam, etc. In the United States,
a tart is small and the fruit shows; in
England, any fruit pie is a tart. 2 Infor-

mal. a woman who dresses in a sexually
suggestive way. b prostitute. [< OF tarte;
def. 2 orig. a term of endearment]
tar·tan (tôrʹtәn), n. 1 a plaid woolen
cloth. Each Scottish Highland clan has
its own pattern of tartan. 2 the pattern
or design itself. —adj. 1 made of tartan.
2 of, like, or having to do with tartan.
Tar·tar (tärʹtәr), n. 1 member of a mixed
horde of Mongols and Turks who overran Asia and E Europe during the Middle Ages. Tartars now live in C and W
Asia. 2 tartar, person who has a bad
temper. —adj. of or pertaining to a Tartar or Tartars. Also, Tatar.
tar·tar (tärʹtәr). n. 1 an acid substance
deposited on the inside of wine casks.
After it is puriﬁed, this substance is
called cream of tartar and is used with
baking soda to make baking powder. 2
a hard substance deposited on the teeth.
[< F tartre, ? < Ar.] —tar·tarʹe·ous, tarʹtar·ous, adj.
tar·tar·ic (tär tarʹik; -tärʹ-), adj. of or
pertaining to tartar; containing tartar;
derived from tartar.
tartaric acid, a colorless crystalline compound, C4H6O6, obtained from grapes, etc.
tas·er (tāʹzәr), n. small weapon that delivers an electric shock, used to control
rioters, prisoners, etc. —v. attack with
a taser; use a taser. [< trademark TeleActive Shock Electronic Repulsion]
task (task; täsk), n. work to be done; piece
of work; duty. —v. 1 put a task on; force
to work. 2 burden; strain.
call or take to task, blame; scold;
reprove. [< dial. OF tasque, var. of taxa
< L taxare tax] —taskʹer, n.
task force, a temporary group of units,
esp. naval units, assigned to one commander for carrying out a speciﬁc operation.
task·mas·ter (taskʹmas´tәr; täskʹmäs´–),
n. person who sets tasks for others to do,
esp. a demanding or exacting person.
tas·sel (tasʹәl), n., v., –seled, –sel·ing.
—n. 1 a hanging bunch of threads, small
cords, beads, etc., fastened together at
one end, used as decorative trim. 2
something like this: corn has tassels. —v.
1 put tassels on. 2 grow tassels. [< OF,
mantle fastener]
taste (tāst), n., v., tast·ed, tast·ing. —n. 1
ﬂavor: a sweet, sour, salty, or bitter taste.
2 the sense by which the ﬂavor of things
is perceived. 3 a little bit; sample: take a
taste of a cake, a taste of independence. 4
a liking: suit your own taste. 5 ability to
enjoy what is appropriate or excellent: a
man of taste. 6 a style that shows such
ability: her house is furnished in excellent
taste. —v. 1 try the ﬂavor of (something).
2 get the ﬂavor of: she tasted almond in
the cake, the soup tastes of onion. 3 experience; have: taste freedom. [< OF taster,
orig., feel] —tastʹa·ble, adj.
taste bud, any of certain small groups
of cells in the lining of the tongue or
mouth that are sense organs of taste.

taste·ful (tāstʹfәl), adj. 1 having good
taste. 2 showing or done in good taste.
—tasteʹful·ly, adv. —tasteʹful·ness, n.
taste·less (tāstʹlis), adj. 1 without taste.
2 without good taste; in poor taste.
—tasteʹless·ly, adv. —tasteʹless·ness, n.
tast·er (tāsʹtәr), n. person who tastes, esp.
one whose work is judging the quality of
wine, tea, coﬀee, etc., by the taste.
tast·y (tāsʹti), adj., tast·i·er, tast·i·est. tasting good; pleasing to the taste. —tastʹily, adv. —tastʹi·ness, n.
tat (tat), v., tat·ted, tat·ting. make a kind
of lace by looping and knotting (threads)
with a shuttle.
Ta·tar (täʹtәr), n., adj. ⫽Tartar. —Ta·tarʹian, Ta·tarʹic, adj.
tat·ter (tatʹәr), n. a torn piece; rag. —v.
tear or wear to pieces; make or become
worn or ragged.
tatters, torn or ragged clothing. [ult.
< Scand., var. of tötturr rag] —tatʹtered,
adj.
tat·ting (tatʹing), n. 1 process or work of
making a kind of lace by looping and
knotting cotton or linen thread with a
shuttle. 2 lace made in this way.
tat·tle (tatʹәl), v., –tled, –tling, n. —v.
1 tell tales or secrets. 2 talk foolishly;
gossip. —n. idle or foolish talk; gossip;
telling tales or secrets. [cf. Mdu. tatelen
stutter] —tatʹtler, n. —tatʹtling, adj.
—tatʹtling·ly, adv.
tat·tle·tale (tatʹәl tāl´), n., adj. telltale.
tat·too1 (ta tüʹ), n., pl. –toos. 1 a signal
on a bugle, drum, etc., calling soldiers
or sailors to their quarters at night. 2
series of raps, taps, etc.: the hail beat a
loud tattoo on the windowpane. [< Du.
taptoe < tap taproom + toe to, shut]
—tat·tooʹer, n.
tat·too2 (ta tüʹ), v., –tooed, –too·ing, n.,
pl. –toos. —v. mark (the skin) with
designs or patterns by pricking it and
putting in colors: the sailor had a ship
tattooed on his arm. —n. mark or design
made by tattooing. [< Polynesian tatau]
—tat·tooʹer, n.
tat·ty (tatʹi), adj. –ti·er, –ti·est. ragged;
worn-out.
tau (tô; tou), n. the 19th letter (T, τ) of the
Greek alphabet.
taught (tôt), v. pt. and pp. of teach.
taunt (tônt; tänt), v. 1 subject to mockery; jeer at; reproach. 2 get or drive by
taunts: they taunted him into taking the
dare. —n. a bitter or insulting remark.
—tauntʹer, n. —tauntʹing·ly, adv.
taupe (tōp), n., adj. dark, brownish gray.
[< F, orig., mole, < L talpa]
Tau·rus (tôʹrәs), n., gen. –ri (–rī). 1 the
Bull, a zodiacal constellation. 2 the second sign of the zodiac. [< L, bull]
taut (tôt), adj. 1 tightly drawn: a taut
rope. 2 tense: taut nerves. [earlier taught,
appar. var. of tight] —tautʹly, adv.
—tautʹness, n.
tau·tog (tô togʹ; –tôgʹ), n. a food ﬁsh
common on the Atlantic coast of the
United States. [< Algonquian]
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tau·tol·o·gy (tä tolʹә ji), n., pl. –gies. saying a thing over again in other words
without adding clearness or force; useless repetition. Example: the modern
college student of today. [< LL < Gk. tautologia, ult. < to auto the same (thing)
+ legein say] —tau´to·logʹi·cal, adj.
—tau´to·logʹi·cal·ly, adv.
tav·ern (tavʹәrn), n. 1 place where alcoholic
drinks are sold and drunk; saloon. 2 inn.
[< OF < L taberna, orig., rude dwelling]
taw·dry (tôʹdri), adj., –dri·er, –dri·est.
showy and cheap; gaudy. [ult. alter. of
St. Audrey, from cheap laces sold at St.
Audrey’s fair in Ely, England] —tawʹdrily, adj. —tawʹdri·ness, n.
taw·ny (tôʹni), adj., –ni·er, –ni·est, n.
—adj. brownish-yellow: a lion has tawny
fur. —n. a brownish yellow. [< OF tane,
pp. of taner tan] —tawʹni·ness, n.
tax (taks), n. 1 money paid by people
for the support of the government. 2
Fig. a burden, duty, or demand that
oppresses; strain. —v. 1 put a tax on: tax
imports, tax cigarettes. 2 Fig. lay a heavy
burden on; be hard for: the job taxed his
strength. 3 reprove; accuse: they taxed
him with rudeness. [< L taxare, orig.,
censure] —taxʹer, n.
tax·a·ble (takʹsә bәl), adj. liable to be
taxed; subject to taxation. —tax´a·bilʹity, taxʹa·ble·ness, n. —taxʹa·bly, adv.
tax·a·tion (taks āʹshәn), n. 1 a taxing:
taxation is necessary to provide roads,
schools, and police. 2 a tax imposed. 3
amount people pay for the support of
the government; taxes.
tax haven, country or place with low or
no taxation where a person can deposit
or invest funds and avoid paying taxes in
his or her own country.
tax·i (takʹsi), n., pl. tax·is, v., tax·ied, tax·iing or tax·y·ing. —n. ⫽taxicab. —v. 1
ride in a taxi. 2 of an airplane, move
slowly on the surface of the ground or
water under its own power.
tax·i·cab (takʹsi kab´), n. automobile for
hire, with a meter (taximeter) to record
the amount to be paid. [contraction of
taximeter cab; taximeter < F, < taxe fare,
tax + mètre meter]
tax·i·der·my (takʹsә dėr´mi), n. art of
preparing the skins of animals and stuﬀing and mounting them in lifelike form.
[< Gk. taxis arrangement (< tassein
arrange) + derma skin] tax´i·derʹmic,
adj. —taxʹi·der´mist, n.
tax·on·o·my (taks onʹә mi), n. 1 classiﬁcation, esp. in relation to its principles
or laws. 2 branch of science dealing with
classiﬁcation. [< F, < Gk. taxis arrangement (< tassein arrange) + –nomos
assigning] —tax´o·nomʹic, adj. —tax´onomʹi·cal·ly, adv. —tax·onʹo·mist, n.
tax·pay·er (taksʹpā´әr), n. person who
pays a tax or is required by law to do so.
tax shelter, ﬁnancial arrangement, as certain kinds of investment funds, etc., that
protects a person or company from having to pay taxes.

Tay·lor (tāʹlәr), n. Zachary, 1784–1850,
the 12th president of the United States,
1849–50.
Tb, terbium.
t.b., 1 trial balance. 2 Also T.B. or TB.
tuberculosis.
tbs., tbsp., tablespoon; tablespoons.
Tc, technetium.
T cell or T-cell (tēʹsel´), n. lymphocyte
produced by the thymus, that destroys
foreign bodies. [< thymus-derived cell]
te (tē), n. seventh tone in a musical scale.
[see gamut]
Te, tellurium.
tea (tē), n. 1 the dried and prepared leaves
of a certain shrub, from which a drink
is made by infusion with hot water. 2
the shrub itself. 3 the drink so made. 4
a meal in the late afternoon or early evening, at which tea is commonly served.
5 an afternoon reception at which tea is
served. 6 something to drink prepared
from some other thing: beef tea. [< dial.
Chinese t’e]
tea·cart (tēʹkärt´), n. ⫽tea wagon.
teach (tēch), v., taught, teach·ing. 1 show
how to do; make understand: teach a
dog tricks. 2 give lessons in: he teaches
mathematics. 3 act as teacher: she teaches
for a living. [OE tœcan show] —teachʹable, adj. —teach´a·bilʹi·ty, teachʹa·bleness, n. —teachʹa·bly, adv.
teach·er (tēchʹәr), n. person who teaches,
esp. one who teaches in a school.
—teachʹer·ship, n.
teach·ing (tēchʹing), n. 1 work or profession of a teacher. 2 act of one who
teaches. 3 instruction; precept; doctrine.
tea·cup (tēʹkup´), n. 1 cup for drinking
tea. 2 the quantity that such a cup may
hold.
tea·cup·ful (tēʹkup fu̇l), n., pl. –fuls. as
much as a teacup holds, usually four
ﬂuid ounces.
teak (tēk), n. 1 a large tree of the East
Indies with a hard, durable, yellowish-brown wood. 2 this wood, used for
shipbuilding, making ﬁne furniture, etc.
[< Pg. < Malayalam tēkka]
tea·ket·tle (tēʹket´әl), n. kettle for heating
water to make tea, etc.
teal (tēl), n., pl. teals or (esp. collectively)
teal. any of several varieties of small
freshwater duck.
team (tēm), n. 1 number of people working or acting together, esp. one of the
sides in a match: a football team, a
debating team. 2 two or more horses
or other animals harnessed together to
work. —v. 1 join together in a team. 2
drive a team. 3 work, carry, etc., with a
team. [OE tēam]
team·mate (tēmʹmāt´), n. a fellow member of a team.
team·ster (tēmʹstәr), n. person whose
work is hauling things with a truck,
originally, someone who drove a team
of horses.
team·work (tēmʹwėrk´), n. the acting
together of a number of people to make

the work of the group successful and
eﬀective.
tea·pot (tēʹpot´), n. a covered container
with a handle and a spout for making
and serving tea.
tear1 (tir), n. Also, tearʹdrop´. a drop of
salty ﬂuid ﬂowing from the eye. b something like or suggesting a tear.
in tears, shedding tears; crying. [OE
tēar] —tearʹless, adj. —tearʹy, adj.
tear2 (tãr), v., tore, torn, tear·ing, n. —v.
1 pull apart by force: tear a box open,
the jagged stone tore his skin. 2 make
by pulling apart: she tore a hole in her
dress. 3 pull hard or violently: he tore at
the hindering ropes. 4 rend; divide: the
political party was torn by two factions.
5 remove by eﬀort: he could not tear
himself from that spot. 6 make miserable;
distress: she was torn by anguish. 7 move
with great haste: an automobile came
tearing along. —n. 1 a torn place. 2 act
or process of tearing. 3 a rushing movement; dash. 4 a violent rage; tantrum.
[OE teran] —tearʹer, n.
tear·ful (tirʹfәl), adj. 1 full of tears; weeping. 2 causing tears; sad. —tearʹful·ly,
adv. —tearʹful·ness, n.
tear gas (tir), gas that irritates the eyes,
causing tears and temporary blindness,
used esp. in breaking up riots. —tearʹgas´, v.
tea·room (tēʹrüm´; –ru̇m´), n. a room or
shop where tea, coﬀee, and light meals
are served.
tease (tēz), v., teased, teas·ing, n. —v. 1 vex
or worry by jokes, questions, requests,
etc.; annoy. 2 beg: the child teases for
everything he sees. 3 comb out; shred
(wool, etc.). 4 raise nap on (cloth). —n.
1 person who teases. 2 act of teasing
or state of being teased. [OE tœsan]
—teasʹer, n. —teasʹing·ly, adv.
tea·sel (tēʹzәl), n., v., –seled, –sel·ing. —n.
1 a plant with stiﬀ, prickly ﬂower heads.
2 one of these used for raising nap on
cloth. 3 a mechanical device used for
the same purpose. —v. raise a nap on
(cloth) with teasels. Also, teazel, teazle.
[OE t¯œsel] —teaʹsel·er, n.
tea·spoon (tēʹspün´), n. 1 a spoon smaller
than a tablespoon, commonly used to
stir tea or coﬀee; a standard of measure
in cookery. 2 teaspoonful.
tea·spoon·ful (tēʹspün fu̇l´), n., pl. –fuls.
as much as a teaspoon holds. 1 teaspoonful = 1⁄3 tablespoon. 1 teaspoonful
= 11⁄2 ﬂuid drams.
teat (tēt; tit), n. protuberance on the
breast or udder in female mammals,
where the milk ducts discharge; nipple.
[< OF tete < Gmc.]
tea wagon, small table on wheels, used
for serving drinks, food, etc.
tea·zel (tēʹzәl), n., v., –zeled, –zel·ing.
⫽teasel.
tea·zle (tēʹzәl), n., v., –zled, –zling. ⫽teasel.
tech., 1 technical. 2 technology.
tech·ne·ti·um (tek nēʹshi әm), n. an artiﬁcially produced metallic element, Tc.
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tech·nic (tekʹnik), n. ⫽technique. —adj.
⫽technical. [< Gk., < techne art, skill,
craft]
tech·ni·cal (tekʹnә kәl), adj. 1 of or having to do with a mechanical or industrial art or applied science: a technical
school. 2 of or having to do with the
special facts of a science or art: electrolysis, tarsus, and proteid are technical words. 3 of or having to do with
any art or science: technical skill in
singing. 4 strictly by the rules, as in
art, game, etc. [< technic] —techʹnical·ly, adv. —techʹni·cal·ness, n.
tech·ni·cal·i·ty (tek´nә kalʹә ti), n., pl.
–ties. 1 a technical matter, point, detail,
term, expression, etc. 2 technical quality
or character.
tech·ni·cian (tek nishʹәn), n. 1 person
experienced in the technicalities of a
subject. 2 person skilled in the technique of an art.
tech·nics (tekʹniks), n. 1 study or science
of an art or of arts in general, esp. of the
mechanical or industrial arts. 2 technic
or technique.
tech·nique (tek nēkʹ), n. 1 method or way
of performing the mechanical details
of an art; technical skill. 2 a special
method or system used to accomplish
something. [< F]
tech·noc·ra·cy (tek nokʹrә si), n. government by technical experts. [< Gk.
techne craft + E –cracy < Gk. kratos rule,
strength] —techʹno·crat, n. —tech´nocratʹic, adj.
tech·nol·o·gy, (tek nolʹә ji), n. 1 the science of the industrial arts: engineering is
studied at a school of technology. 2 technical words, terms, or expressions used
in an art, science, etc. [< Gk. technologia systematic treatment < techne art +
–logos treating of] —tech´no·logʹi·cal,
adj. —tech´no·logʹi·cal·ly, adv. —technolʹo·gist, n.
tec·ton·ic (tek tonʹik), adj. 1 of or having
to do with tectonics: tectonic plates. 2
Fig. basic; fundamental: tectonic shift of
opinion.
tec·ton·ics (tek tonʹiks), n. branch of
geology that deals with the structure of
the earth’s crust.
ted·der (tedʹәr), n. machine that spreads
out hay for drying. [cf. Scand. tethja
spread manure]
ted·dy (tedʹi) or ted·dy bear, 1 child’s
soft, furry toy bear. 2 person who is a
comforting friend, like the toy. [< Teddy,
nickname for President Theodore Roosevelt, who appeared in a cartoon with a
little bear]
Te De·um (tē dēʹәm), 1 a hymn of praise
and thanksgiving sung at morning service, and also on special ocasions. 2
music for this hymn. [< L, the ﬁrst
words of the hymn]
te·di·ous (tēʹdi әs; tēʹjәs), adj. long
and tiring. [< LL, < L taedium
tedium] —teʹdi·ous·ly, adv. —teʹdious·ness, n.

te·di·um (tēʹdi әm), n. state of being wearisome; tediousness. [< L, < taedet it is
wearisome]
tee (tē), n., v., teed, tee·ing. —n. place
from which a player starts in playing
each hole in golf. —v. put (a golf ball)
on a tee.
tee oﬀ, drive (a golf ball) from a tee.
teem (tēm), v. be full (of); abound;
swarm: the swamp teemed with mosquitoes. [OE tēman < tēam progeny]
teemʹing·ly, adv.
teen (tēn), n. a teenager. —adj. of or having to do with the teenage years.
teen·age (tēnʹāj´), n. period of the teen
years. —teenʹāj´er, n.
teens (tēnz), n.pl. the years of life from 13
to 19 inclusive. [OE –tīene]
tee·pee (tēʹpē), n. ⫽tepee.
tee·ter (tēʹtәr), n. a seesaw. —v. move
unsteadily; waver; seesaw. [var. of titter
< Scand. titra shake]
tee·ter totter, ⫽seesaw.
teeth (tēth), n. pl. of tooth.
cut one’s teeth, a have teeth show
through the gum: the baby has begun
to cut her teeth. b Fig. get experience in
something new: cut her teeth in journalism as an intern at the newspaper.
in the teeth of, a straight into: in the
teeth of the storm. b in deﬁance of: in the
teeth of his parents’ opposition.
kick in the teeth, a severe disappointment or setback.
put teeth in or into, give some force to.
sink or get one’s teeth into, get a grip
on; begin to deal with eﬀectively.
teethe (tētħ), v., teethed, teeth·ing. grow
teeth; have teeth grow through the
gums.
tee·to·tal (tē tōʹtәl), adj. of, pertaining
to, advocating, or pledged to total abstinence from alcoholic liquor. [< total,
with initial letter repeated] —tee·toʹtaler, n.
Te·gu·ci·gal·pa (tā gü´sē gälʹpä), n. capital of Honduras, in the S part.
teg·u·ment (tegʹyә mәnt), n. a natural
covering of an animal body, or of any
part of it, as a turtle’s shell. [< L tegumentum < tegere cover]
Te·hran (te´ә ränʹ; –ranʹ; –hә–), n. capital
of Iran, in the N part.
tele–, tel–, combining form. 1 over a distance; far. 2 television, as in telecast.
[< Gk. tele far]
tel·e·cast (telʹә kast´; -käst´), v., –cast or
–cast·ed, –cast·ing, n. —v. broadcast
by television. —n. a television program.
[< tele(vision) + (broad)cast] —telʹecast´er, n.
tel·e·com·mu·ni·ca·tion (tel´ә kә myü´nә kāʹshәn), n. communication by electronic devices, radio, etc.
telecommunications, study of such
communication.
tel·e·con·fer·ence (tel´ә konʹfer әns), n.
conference of people in diﬀerent places
linked by telephone or an electronic
hookup.

tel·e·gen·ic (tel´ә jenʹik), adj. attractive or
suitable for telecasting.
tel·e·gram (telʹә gram), n. message sent
by telegraph.
tel·e·graph (telʹә graf; –gräf), n. apparatus,
system, or process which sent messages
by electricity. —v. 1 send (a message) by
telegraph. 2 Fig. communicate by facial
expression, gesture, etc. —te·legʹra·pher,
n. —tel´e·graphʹic, adj. —tel´e·graphʹical·ly, adv.
te·leg·ra·phy (tә legʹrә ﬁ), n. the making
or operating of telegraphs.
tel·e·mar·ket·ing (tel´ә märʹki ting), n.
process of obtaining sales by telephone.
—telʹe·mar´ket, v. —tel´e·marʹket·er, n.
te·lep·a·thy (tә lepʹә thi), n. communication of one mind with another by means
beyond what is ordinary or normal.
—tel´e·pathʹic, adj. —tel´e·pathʹi·cally, adv. —te·lepʹa·thist, n.
tel·e·phone (telʹә fōn), n., v., –phoned,
–phon·ing. —n. apparatus, system,
or process for transmitting sound or
speech by electricity. —v. talk through
a telephone; send (a message) by telephone. [< tele– far + –phone < Gk. phone
sound, voice] —tel´e·phonʹic, adj.
—tel´e·phonʹi·cal·ly, adv.
te·leph·o·ny (tә lefʹә ni), n. the making or
operating of telephones.
tel·e·pho·to (telʹә fō´tō), adj. of or having
to do with telephotography.
tel·e·pho·to·graph (tel´ә fōʹtә graf; –gräf),
n. picture taken with a camera having a
telephoto lens. —v. take a picture with a
camera having a telephoto lens.
tel·e·pho·tog·ra·phy (tel´ә fә togʹrә ﬁ),
n. method or process of photographing distant objects by using a camera
with a telephoto lens. —tel´e·pho´tographʹic, adj.
telephoto lens, lens used in a camera
for producing an enlarged image of a
distant object.
tel·e·scope (telʹә skōp), n., v., –scoped,
–scop·ing, adj. —n. an instrument for
making distant objects appear nearer
and larger. The stars are studied by
means of telescopes. —v. 1 force or be
forced together one inside another like
the sliding tubes of some telescopes:
when two railroad trains crash into each
other, the cars are sometimes telescoped.
2 shorten; condense. —adj. telescopic.
[< NL, ult. < Gk. tele far + –skopion
instrument for observing < skopeein
watch]
tel·e·scop·ic (tel´ә skopʹik), adj. 1 of or
having to do with a telescope. 2 obtained
or seen by means of a telescope: a telescopic view of the moon. 3 consisting of
parts that slide one inside another like
the tubes of some telescopes. —tel´escopʹi·cal·ly, adv.
tel·e·vise (telʹә vīz), v., –vised, –vis·ing.
1 send by television. 2 receive by television.
tel·e·vi·sion (telʹә vizh´әn), n. 1 process
of transmitting the image of an object,
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scene, or event by radio or wire so that a
person in some other place can see it at
once. 2 apparatus on which these images
may be seen.
tell (tel), v., told, tell·ing. 1 put in words;
say: tell the truth, tell us about it. 2 make
known: don’t tell where the money is. 3
give evidence (of): the smashed automobile told a sad story. 4 recognize; know;
distinguish: he couldn’t tell which house
it was. 5 say to; order; command: tell
him to stop! 6 have eﬀect or force: every
blow told.
tell oﬀ, a count oﬀ; count oﬀ and detach
for some special duty. b strike back
sharply in words; castigate.
tell on, inform on; tell tales about.
tell time, know what time it is by the
clock. [OE tellan < talu tale]
tell-all (telʹôl´), adj. revealing everything;
withholding or hiding nothing: a tell-all
biography.
tell·er (telʹәr), n. 1 person who tells. 2
person in a bank who takes in, gives out,
and counts money.
tell·ing (telʹing), adj. having eﬀect or
force; striking: a telling blow. —tellʹingly, adv.
tell·tale (telʹtāl´), n. 1 person who tells
tales on others; person who reveals private or secret matters from malice. 2
thing that informs or warns. —adj. telling what is not supposed to be told;
revealing.
tel·lu·ri·um (te lu̇rʹi әm), n. a rare silverwhite element, Te, resembling sulfur
in its chemical properties and usually
occurring in nature combined with gold,
silver, or other metals. [< NL, < L tellus
earth]
tel·o·phase (tel´әfāz), n. ﬁnal stage of
mitosis, just before the cell divides into
two cells.
tem·blor (tem blôrʹ), n. earthquake.
[< Sp., < temblar tremble]
te·mer·i·ty (tә merʹә ti), n. reckless boldness; rashness. [< L, < temere heedlessly]
temp., 1 temperature. 2 temporary.
tem·per (temʹpәr), n. 1 state of mind;
disposition; condition: she was in a good
temper. 2 angry state of mind: in her
temper she broke a vase. 3 calm state of
mind: he became angry and lost his temper. 4 the hardness, toughness, etc., of a
mixture: the temper of the clay was right
for shaping. —v. 1 tone down; moderate;
soften: temper justice with mercy. 2 bring
or be brought to a proper or desired
condition by mixing or preparing. Steel
is tempered by heating it and working it
till it has the proper degree of hardness.
[< L temperare, orig., observe due measure < tempus time, interval]
tem·per·a (temʹpәr ә), n. a method of
painting in which colors are mixed with
white of egg or other substances instead
of oil. [< Ital.]
tem·per·a·ment (temʹpәr ә mәnt; –prә mәnt), n. 1 a person’s nature or disposi-

tion: she has a nervous temperament. 2
an unusual nature or disposition that is
not inclined to submit to ordinary rules
or restraints: an actress often has temperament. [< L, < temperare temper]

tem·per·a·men·tal (tem´pәr ә menʹtәl;
–prә menʹ–), adj. 1 due to temperament; constitutional: cats have a temperamental dislike for water. 2 showing
a strongly marked individual temperament. 3 subject to moods and whims;
easily irritated; sensitive. —tem´per·amenʹtal·ly, adv.
tem·per·ance (temʹpәr әns; –prәns), n.
1 moderation in action, speech, habits,
etc. 2 moderation in the use of alcoholic
drinks. 3 the principle and practice of
not using alcoholic drinks at all.
tem·per·ate (temʹpәr it; –prit), adj. 1 not
very hot and not very cold: a temperate
climate. 2 self-restrained; moderate in
behavior: he spoke in a temperate manner. [< L, pp. of temperare temper]
—temʹper·ate·ly, adv.
Temperate Zone, temperate zone, either
of the two parts of the earth between the
tropics and the polar circles.
tem·per·a·ture (temʹpәr ә chәr; –prә chәr),
n. 1 degree of heat or cold. The temperature of freezing water is 32 degrees Fahrenheit and 0 degrees Celsius. 2 degree
of heat of a living body. 3 the excess
of this above the normal (98.6 degrees
Fahrenheit in adult humans); fever: the
sick man had 3 degrees of temperature.
[< L temperatura, ult. < tempus time,
season]
tem·pered (temʹpәrd), adj. 1 softened;
moderated. 2 having a (speciﬁed) quality of disposition: a good-tempered person. 3 treated so as to become hard but
not too brittle: tempered steel.
tem·pest (temʹpist), n. 1 a violent storm
with much wind. 2 a violent disturbance.
—v. disturb violently. [< OF tempest(e)
< var. of L tempestas < tempus time,
season]
tem·pes·tu·ous (tem pesʹchu̇ әs), adj. 1
stormy: a tempestuous night. 2 violent:
a tempestuous argument. —tem·pesʹtuous·ly, adv. —tem·pesʹtu·ousʹness, n.
tem·plate (temʹplit; –plāt), n. 1 pattern or
form used in shaping something. 2 Fig.
any pattern used as a model: their experience was our template for action.
tem·ple1 (temʹpәl), n., v., –pled, –pling.
—n. 1 a building used for the service or worship of a god or gods. 2
Also, Temple. any of three temples
in ancient Jerusalem built at diﬀerent
times by the Jews. —v. provide with
a church or temple. [< L templum]
—temʹpled, adj.
tem·ple2 (temʹpәl), n. the ﬂattened part of
the skull on either side of the forehead.
[< OF, ult. < L tempus]
tem·po (temʹpō), n., pl. –pos, –pi (–pē).
1 time or rate of movement; proper or
characteristic speed of movement in
music. 2 rhythm; characteristic rhythm,

as of work, activity, etc. [< Ital., time,
< L tempus. Doublet of tense2.]
tem·po·ral1 (temʹpә rәl; –prәl), adj. 1 of
time. 2 lasting for a time only. 3 of
this life only. 4 not religious or sacred;
worldly. [< L, < tempus time] —temʹporal·ly, adv.
tem·po·ral2 (temʹpә rәl; –prәl), adj. of the
temples or sides of the forehead. [< L,
< tempus temple2]
tem·po·rar·y (temʹpә rer´i), adj. lasting
for a short time only; used for the time
being; not permanent. [< L, < tempus
time] —temʹpo·rar´i·ly, adv. —temʹporar´i·ness, n.
tem·po·rize (temʹpә rīz), v., –rized, –rizing. 1 evade immediate action or decision in order to gain time, avoid trouble,
etc. 2 ﬁt one’s acts to the time or occasion. 3 come to terms; eﬀect a compromise. [< MF temporiser, ult. < L tempus
time] —temʹpo·riz´er, n. —temʹpo·riz´ing·ly, adv.
tempt (tempt), v. 1 make or try to make
(a person) do something: the sight of
food tempted the hungry man to steal,
his oﬀer tempted me. 2 act presumptuous toward; provoke: it is tempting fate
to go in that old boat. [< L temptare try]
—temptʹa·ble, adj. —temptʹer, n.
temp·ta·tion (temp tāʹshәn), n. 1 a tempting. 2 fact or state of being tempted. 3
instance of this. 4 thing that tempts.
tempt·ing (tempʹting), adj. that tempts;
alluring; inviting. —temptʹing·ly, adv.
—temptʹing·ness, n.
tempt·ress (tempʹtris), n. woman who
tempts.
tem·pur·a (tem pu̇r´ә), n. dish of seafood,
vegetables, etc., dipped in batter and
deep-fried. [< Jap.]
tem·pus fu·git (temʹpәs fūʹjit), Latin.
time ﬂies.
ten (ten), n. 1 a cardinal number, one
more than nine. 2 symbol of this number; 10. —adj. one more than nine; 10.
[OE tēn]
ten·a·ble (tenʹә bәl), adj. capable of being
held or defended: a tenable position,
a tenable theory. [< F, < tenir hold < L
tenere] ten´a·bilʹi·ty, tenʹa·ble·ness, n.
—tenʹa·bly, adv.
te·na·cious (ti nāʹshәs), adj. 1 holding
fast: the tenacious jaws of a bulldog. 2
persistent: a tenacious salesman. 3 able
to remember: a tenacious memory. [< L
tenax < tenere hold] —te·naʹcious·ly,
adv. —te·naʹciousʹness, n.
te·nac·i·ty (ti nasʹә ti), n. 1 ﬁrmness in
holding fast. 2 stubbornness; persistence. 3 ability to remember.
ten·an·cy (tenʹәn si), n., pl. –cies. 1 state
of being a tenant; occupying and paying
rent for land or buildings. 2 property so
held. 3 length of time a tenant occupies
a property.
ten·ant (tenʹәnt), n. 1 person paying rent
for the temporary use of the land or
buildings of another person. 2 person or
thing that occupies: birds are tenants of
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the trees. —v. hold or occupy as a tenant;
inhabit. [< F, orig. ppr. of tenir hold < L
tenere] —tenʹant·a·ble, adj. —tenʹantship, n.
Ten Commandments, the ten rules for
living and for worship that God revealed
to Moses on Mount Sinai, according to
the Bible. Exod. 20:2–17; Deut. 5:6–22.
tend1 (tend), v. 1 be apt; incline (to):
fruit tends to decay. 2 move (toward); be
directed: the coastline tends to the south
here. [< OF < L tendere stretch, aim.
Doublet of tender2.]
tend2 (tend), v. 1 attend to by work,
services, care, etc.: he tends shop for his
father. 2 watch over and care for: a nurse
tends her patient. [< attend]
tend·en·cy (tenʹdәn si), n., pl. –cies. 1
inclination; leaning: he has a tendency
to get angry easily. 2 a natural disposition to move, proceed, or act in some
direction or toward some point, end,
or result: the tendency of falling bodies
toward the earth. 3 trend or drift, as of a
book, discourse, etc. [< Med.L tendentia
< L tendere tend1] —ten·denʹtial, adj.
ten·der1 (tenʹdәr), adj. 1 not hard or tough;
soft: tender meat. 2 not strong and hardy;
delicate: tender young grass. 3 kind; aﬀectionate; gentle: tender words, pat the dog
in a tender manner. 4 young; immature:
a tender age. 5 sensitive; painful; sore: a
tender wound. [< OF < L tener] —tenʹderly, adv. —tenʹder·ness, n.
ten·der2 (tenʹdәr), v. 1 oﬀer formally:
he tendered his thanks. 2 oﬀer (money,
goods, etc.) in payment of a debt or
other obligation, esp. in exact accordance with provided terms. —n. 1 a
formal oﬀer: she refused the tender of
purchase of the farm. 2 thing oﬀered.
Money that must be accepted as payment for a debt is called legal tender.
[< F tendre < L tendere extend. Doublet
of tend1.] —tenʹder·a·ble,adj.—tenʹderer, n.
tend·er3 (tenʹdәr), n. 1 person or thing
that tends another. 2 a small boat used
for carrying supplies and passengers to
and from larger ships. [< tend2]
ten·der·foot (tenʹdәr fu̇t´), n., pl. –foots,
–feet. 1 newcomer to pioneer life. 2
person not used to rough living and
hardships. 3 Fig. an inexperienced person; beginner.
ten·der-heart·ed (tenʹdәr härʹtid), adj.
kindly; sympathetic. —tenʹder-heartʹedness, n.
ten·der·loin (tenʹdәr loin´), n. a tender
part of the loin of beef or pork.
ten·don (tenʹdәn), n. a tough, strong
band or cord of tissue that joins a muscle to a bone or some other part; sinew.
[< Med.L tendo < Gk. tenon; inﬂ. by L
tendere stretch]
ten·dril (tenʹdrәl), n. 1 a threadlike part
of a climbing plant that attaches itself to
something and helps support the plant.
2 something similar: tendrils of hair. [< F
tendrillon, ult. < L tener tender]

ten·e·ment (tenʹә mәnt), n. a building
divided into sets of rooms occupied by
separate families, esp. such a building in
the poorer sections of large cities. [< OF,
ult. < L tenere hold]
ten·et (tenʹit), n. doctrine, principle, belief,
or opinion held as true. [< L, he holds]
ten·fold (tenʹfōld´), adj. 1 ten times as
much or as many. 2 having ten parts.
—adv. ten times as much or as many.
Tenn., Tennessee.
Ten·nes·see (ten´ә sēʹ), n. a S state of the
United States. —Ten´nes·seʹan, n., adj.
ten·nis (tenʹis), n. a game played by two
or four players on a specially marked,
oblong court (tennis court), in which
a ball is knocked back and forth over a
net with a racket (tennis racket). [< AF
tenetz hold!, ult. < L tenere]
tennis shoe, ⫽sneaker.
ten·on (tenʹәn), n. the end of a piece of
wood cut so as to ﬁt into a hole (the
mortise) in another piece and so form
a joint. —v. 1 cut so as to form a tenon.
2 ﬁt together with tenon and mortise.
[< OF, ult. < L tenere hold]
ten·or (tenʹәr), n. 1 the general tendency;
course: the tenor of his life has been
calm. 2 the general meaning or drift:
the tenor of a speech. 3 a the adult male
voice ranging between the baritone and
alto voices. b part sung by, or written for,
such a voice. c singer or instrument with
such a voice or compass. —adj. of or for
the tenor voice. [< L, orig., a holding on,
< tenere hold]
tenor clef, C clef when on the fourth line
of the staﬀ.
ten·pins (tenʹpinz´), n. 1 (sing. in use)
game played with ten wooden pins at
which a ball is bowled to knock them
down. 2 (pl. in use) the pins used.
tense1 (tens), adj., tens·er, tens·est, v.,
tensed, tens·ing. —adj. 1 stretched tight;
strained to stiﬀness: a tense rope. 2 in a
state of mental or nervous strain: a tense
person. 3 Fig. stressful; anxious: a tense
moment. —v. stretch tight; stiﬀen: he
tensed his muscles for the leap. [< L tensus stretched] —tenseʹly, adv. —tenʹsity, tenseʹness, n.
tense2 (tens), n. 1 a form of a verb showing the time of the action or state shown.
2 set of such forms for the various
persons. [< OF tens time < L tempus.
Doublet of tempo.]
ten·sile (tenʹsәl), adj. 1 of or having to
do with tension: steel has great tensile
strength. 2 capable of being stretched;
ductile. —ten·silʹi·ty, n.
ten·sion (tenʹshәn), n. 1 a stretching. 2
a stretched condition: the tension of the
spring is caused by the weight. 3 mental
strain: a mother feels tension when her
baby is sick. 4 strained condition of relations: political tension. [< LL tensio < L
tendere stretch] —tenʹsion·al, adj.
ten·sor (tenʹsәr; –sôr), n. muscle that
stretches or tightens some part of the
body. [< NL]

tent (tent), n. a portable shelter, usually
made of canvas, supported by a pole or
poles. —v. 1 live in a tent. 2 cover with a
tent. [< OF tente, ult. < L tendere stretch]
—tentʹlike´, adj.
ten·ta·cle (tenʹtә kәl), n. 1 a long, slender,
ﬂexible growth on the head or around
the mouth of an animal, used to touch,
hold, or move; feeler. 2 a sensitive,
hairlike growth on a plant. [< NL tentaculum < L tentare feel out] —ten·tacʹular, adj.
ten·ta·tive (tenʹtә tiv), adj. done as a
trial or experiment; experimental: a
tentative plan. [< Med.L, < L tentare try
out] —tenʹta·tive·ly, adv. —tenʹta·tiveness, n.
tent caterpillar, a caterpillar that lives in
tentlike silken webs attached to a tree
branch.
ten·ter·hook (tenʹtәr hu̇k´), n. on tenterhooks, in painful suspense; anxious.
tenth (tenth), adj. 1 next after the 9th; last
in a series of 10. 2 being one of 10 equal
parts. —n. 1 next after the 9th; last in
a series of 10. 2 one of 10 equal parts.
—tenthʹly, adv.
ten·u·i·ty (ten ūʹә ti; ti nüʹ–), n. lacking
density; thinness; slightness.
ten·u·ous (tenʹyu̇ әs), adj. 1 thin; slender:
tenuous ﬁlaments. 2 not dense; rareﬁed:
air ten miles above the earth is very
tenuous. 3 having slight importance; not
substantial. [< L tenuis thin] —tenʹuous·ly, adv. —tenʹu·ous·ness, n.
ten·ure (tenʹyәr), n. 1 length of time of
holding or possessing: the President’s
tenure of oﬃce is four years. 2 a holding
of property, esp. real property; possessing. [< OF, ult. < L tenere hold] —tenuʹri·al, adj. —ten·uʹri·al·ly, adv.
te·pee (tēʹpē), n. tent of the American
Indians; wigwam. [< Am.Ind. (Dakota)
tipi]
tep·id (tepʹid), adj. slightly warm; lukewarm. [< L tepidus] —te·pidʹi·ty, tepʹidness, n. —tepʹid·ly, adv.
ter·bi·um (tėrʹbi әm), n. a rare metallic element, Tb, of the yttrium group.
[< terb–, abstracted from Ytterby, Swedish town]
ter·cen·te·nar·y (tėr senʹtә ner´i; tėr´sen tenʹә ri), adj., n., pl. –nar·ies. —adj.
having to do with a period of 300 years.
—n. 1 a period of 300 years. 2 a 300th
anniversary. [< L ter three times + E
centenary]
term (tėrm), n. 1 word or phrase used in
a recognized and deﬁnite sense in some
particular subject, science, art, business,
etc.: medical terms. 2 a set period of
time; length of time that a thing lasts:
term of oﬃce. 3 one of the long periods
into which the school year is divided:
the fall term. 4 a one of the members in
a proportion or ratio. b one of the parts
of a compound algebraic expression. In
13ax2 – 2bxy + y, 13ax2, 2bxy, and y are
the terms. —v. name, call: he might be
termed handsome.
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bring to terms, compel to agree, consent, or submit: bring to terms through
arbitration.
come to terms, reach an agreement.
terms, a conditions: the terms of a treaty.
b way of speaking: in ﬂattering terms.
c personal relations: on good terms, on
speaking terms. [< OF terme < L terminus
end, boundary line. Doublet of terminus.] —termʹless, adj.
ter·ma·gant (tėrʹmә gәnt), n. a violent, quarreling, scolding woman.
—adj. violent; quarreling; scolding. [ult.
< OF Tervagan, ﬁctitious Muslim deity]
—terʹma·gan·cy, n.
ter·mi·na·ble (tėrʹmә nә bәl), adj. 1 that
can be ended, as an agreement, contract,
etc. 2 coming to an end after a certain
time: a loan terminable in 10 years.
ter·mi·nal (tėrʹmә nәl), adj. 1 at the end;
forming the end part: a terminal bud. 2
coming at the end: terminal leave. 3 having to do with the end of life; resulting in
death: a terminal illness. —n. 1 the end;
end part. 2 station, sheds, tracks, etc., at
either end of a railroad line. 3 device
attached to an apparatus, by means of
which an electrical connection is established. —terʹmi·nal·ly, adv.
ter·mi·nate (tėrʹmә nāt), v., –nat·ed, –nating. 1 bring or come to an end; put an
end to: terminate a partnership, his contract terminates soon. 2 occur at or form
the end of; bound; limit. [< L, < terminus
end] —terʹmi·na´tive, adj. —terʹmi·na´tive·ly, adv. —terʹmi·na´tor, n.
ter·mi·na·tion (tėr´mә nāʹshәn), n. 1 an
ending or being ended. 2 an end part.
—ter´mi·naʹtion·al, adj.
ter·mi·nol·o·gy (tėr´mә nolʹә ji), n., pl.
–gies. the special words or terms used
in a science, art, business, etc.: medical
terminology. —ter´mi·no·logʹi·cal, adj.
ter·mi·nus (tėrʹmә nәs), n., pl. –ni (–nī),
–nus·es. 1 either end of a railroad line,
bus line, etc. 2 city or station at the end
of a railroad line, bus line, etc. 3 an ending place; ﬁnal point; goal; end. [< L.
Doublet of term.]
ter·mite (tėrʹmīt), n. any of the various soft-bodied insects that look like
pale-colored ants and are often called
white ants. Termites are very destructive to buildings, furniture, provisions,
etc. [< NL termes, special use of L,
woodworm]
term paper, essay for a course, often due
at the end of a school term.
tern (tėrn), n. a sea bird like a gull
but with a more slender body and
bill and a long, forked tail. [< Scand.
(Dan.) terne]
ter·race (terʹis), n., v., –raced, –rac·ing.
—n. 1 a ﬂat, raised piece of land; raised
level. 2 street along the side or top of a
slope. 3 a paved outdoor space adjoining a house, used for relaxing, dining,
etc. —v. form into a terrace or terraces;
furnish with terraces. [< OF, ult. < L
terra earth]

ter·ra cot·ta (terʹә kotʹә), 1 a kind of
hard, brownish-red earthenware, used
for vases, statuettes, etc. 2 a dull brownish red. [< Ital., < terra earth + cotta
baked] —terʹra-cotʹta, adj.
ter·ra ﬁr·ma (terʹә fėrʹmә), solid earth.
[< L]
ter·rain (te rānʹ; terʹān), n. land; tract of
land, esp. considered as to its extent and
natural features. [< F, ult. < L terra land]
ter·ra·my·cin (ter´ә mīʹsin), n. an antibiotic derived from a soil microorganism,
used in the treatment of certain bacterial infections, etc. [< L terra earth + Gk.
mykes fungus]
ter·ra·pin (terʹә pin), n. a freshwater or
tidewater North American turtle used
for food. [< Algonquian]
ter·rar·i·um (tә rãrʹi әm), n., pl. –i·ums,
–i·a (–i ә). 1 glass or plastic container in
which plants grow in a soil mixture. 2 a
similar container for small land animals.
[< NL, < L terra land]
ter·res·tri·al (tә resʹtri әl), adj. 1 of or
having to do with the earth: terrestrial
matters. 2 of land, not water: islands and
continents make up the terrestrial parts
of the earth. 3 living on the ground; not
in the air or water or in trees: a terrestrial plant. [< L terrestris < terra earth]
—ter·resʹtri·al·ly, adv.
ter·ri·ble (terʹә bәl), adj. causing great
fear; dreadful; awful: a terrible storm, a
terrible temper. [< L, < terrere terrify]
—terʹri·ble·ness, n. —terʹri·bly, adv.
ter·ri·er (terʹi әr), n. a kind of small,
active dog, formerly used to pursue prey
into its burrow, occurring in numerous breeds, as the fox terrier, Airedale,
Scotch terrier, etc. [< F, ult. < L terra
earth]
ter·rif·ic (tә rifʹik), adj. 1 causing great
fear; terrifying. 2 very great, severe, etc.
[< L, < terrere terrify + –ﬁcus making]
—ter·rifʹi·cal·ly, adv.
ter·ri·fy (terʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. ﬁll
with great fear; frighten very much. [< L,
< terrere terrify + facere make] —terʹriﬁed´ly, adv. —terʹri·ﬁ´er, n. —terʹrify´ing·ly, adv.
ter·ri·to·ri·al (ter´ә tôʹri әl; –tōʹ–), adj.
1 of or having to do with territory. 2
protective of an area an animal claims
as its own. 3 Territorial, of or having to
do with a U.S. Territory. —ter´ri·toʹrial·ist, n. —ter´ri·toʹri·al·ly, adv.
ter·ri·to·ry (terʹә tô´ri; –tō´–), n., pl. –ries.
1 land; region: much territory in Africa
is desert. 2 land belonging to a government; land under the rule of a distant
government. Gibraltar is British territory. 3 Territory, district not admitted
as a state but having its own law-making
body. The Virgin Islands is a territory.
4 region assigned to a salesperson or
agent. 5 an area in which an animal lives
and defends as its own. [< L territorium
< terra land]
ter·ror (terʹәr), n. 1 great fear. 2 a cause of
great fear. [< L] —terʹror·less, adj.

ter·ror·ism (terʹәr iz әm), n. 1 a terrorizing; use of terror. 2 condition of fear
and submission produced by frightening
people. 3 method of opposing a government internally through the use of terror.
—terʹror·ist, n. —ter´ror·isʹtic, adj.
ter·ror·ize (terʹәr īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
1 ﬁll with terror. 2 rule or subdue by
causing terror. —ter´ror·i·zaʹtion, n.
—terʹror·iz´er, n.
ter·ry (terʹi), or terry cloth, n., pl. –ries.
a rough, absorbent cloth made of uncut
looped yarn.
terse (tėrs), adj., ters·er, ters·est. brief
and to the point (said of writing, speaking, writers, or speakers). [< L tersus,
pp. of tergere rub, polish] —terseʹly, adv.
—terseʹness, n.
ter·ti·ar·y (tėrʹshi er´i; tėrʹshә ri), adj., n.,
pl. –ar·ies. —adj. of the third degree,
order, rank, formation, etc.; third. —n. 1
one of a bird’s ﬂight feathers. 2 Tertiary.
earlier geological period of the Cenozoic era when mountain systems formed
and animals developed rapidly. [< L,
< tertius third]
test (test), n. 1 a determining of quality or
genuineness; examination; trial. 2 means
of trial: trouble is a test of character. 3
examination of a substance to see what
it is or what it contains. —v. examine
by a test; try out. [< OF, vessel used in
assaying, < L testum earthen vessel]
—testʹa·ble, adj. —testʹer, n.
Test., Testament.
tes·ta·ment (tesʹtә mәnt), n. 1 written
instructions telling what to do with a
person’s property after his death; will.
2 Testament, a a main division of the
Bible; the Old Testament or the New
Testament. b the New Testament. [< L,
ult. < testis witness]
tes·ta·men·ta·ry (tes´tә menʹtә ri; –tri),
adj. 1 of or having to do with a testament or will. 2 given, done, or appointed
by a testament or will. —tes´ta·menʹtari·ly, adv.
tes·tate (tesʹtāt), adj. having made and left
a valid will.
tes·ta·tor (tesʹtā tәr; tes tāʹtәr), n. person
who makes a will, esp. one who has died
leaving a valid will.
tes·ta·trix (tes tāʹtriks), n., pl. –tri·ces
(–trә sēz). woman who makes a will;
woman who has died leaving a will.
test ban, prohibition on testing, esp. of
nuclear weapons.
test case, legal case that may determine
whether or not a law is constitutional or
creates a legal precedent.
tes·ti·cle (tesʹtә kәl), n. one of the two
sex glands in the male which secrete
the spermatozoa. [< L testiculus, dim. of
testis testis] —tes·ticʹu·lar, adj.
tes·ti·fy (tesʹtә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1
give evidence; bear witness: the excellence of Shakespeare’s plays testiﬁes to his
genius. 2 declare or give evidence under
oath in a law court. [< L, < testis witness
+ facere make] —tesʹti·ﬁ´er, n.
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tes·ti·mo·ni·al (tes´tә mōʹni әl), n. 1 certiﬁcate of character, conduct, qualiﬁcations, value, etc.; recommendation.
2 something given or done to show
esteem, admiration, gratitude, etc. —adj.
given or done as a testimonial.
tes·ti·mo·ny (tesʹtә mō´ni), n., pl. –nies. 1
statement of a witness under oath, used
for evidence or proof: a witness gave testimony that Mr. Doe was at home at 9 p.m. 2
evidence: the pupils presented their teacher
with a watch in testimony of their respect
and aﬀection. [< L, < testis witness]
tes·tis (tesʹtis), n., pl. –tes (–tēz). ⫽testicle.
[< L, witness (of virility)]
tes·tos·ter·one (tes tosʹtәr ōn), n. a hormone, C19H28O2, usually obtained from
bulls’ testicles.
test pilot, a pilot employed to test new or
experimental airplanes.
test tube, a thin glass tube closed at one
end, used in making chemical tests.
test-tube (testʹtüb´; –tyüb´), adj. 1 of
or having to do with a test tube: a testtube culture. 2 Fig. chemically produced;
synthetic. 3 Fig. not conceived naturally:
test-tube sheep; a test-tube baby.
tes·ty (tesʹti), adj., –ti·er, –ti·est. easily
irritated; impatient. [< AF testif headstrong < teste head < L testa pot] —tesʹtiness, n.
tet·a·nus (tetʹә nәs), n. a disease caused
by bacilli entering the body through
wounds, characterized by violent
spasms, stiﬀness of many muscles, and
even death. Tetanus of the lower jaw
is called lockjaw. [< L < Gk. tetanos
< teinein stretch]
tête-à-tête (tātʹә tātʹ), adv. two together in
private: they dined tête-à-tête. —adj. of
or for two people in private. —n. a private conversation between two people.
[< F, head to head]
teth·er (tetħʹәr), n. rope or chain for
fastening an animal so that it can graze
or move only within certain limits. —v.
fasten with a tether.
at the end of one’s tether, at the end
of one’s resources or endurance. [prob.
< Scand. tjōthr]
tet·ra·he·dron (tet´rә hēʹdrәn), n., pl.
–drons, –dra (–drә). a solid bounded by
four plane sides. The most common
tetrahedron is a pyramid whose base
and three sides are equilateral triangles.
[< LGk., < tettares four + hedra seat,
base] —tet´ra·heʹdral, adj.
te·tral·o·gy (te tralʹә ji), n., pl. –gies. series
of four connected dramas, operas, etc.
[< Gk., < tettares four + logos discourse]
te·tram·e·ter (te tramʹә tәr), n. line of
verse having four measures or feet.
—adj. consisting of four measures or
feet. [< L < Gk., < tettares four + metron
measure]
tet·ra·va·lent (tet´rә vāʹlәnt; te travʹә–),
adj. having a valence of four.
te·trox·ide (te trokʹsīd; –sid), n. any oxide
having four atoms of oxygen in each
molecule.

tet·ter (tetʹәr), n. an itching skin disease.
Eczema is a tetter. [OE teter]
Teu·ton (tüʹtәn; tūʹ–), n. 1 German. 2
member of a group of N Europeans that
includes Germans, Dutch, and Scandinavians. —adj. German.
Teu·ton·ic (tü tonʹik; tū–), adj. 1 of or
pertaining to the ancient Germanic
tribes. 2 German. 3 of or having to do
with the Teutons or their languages. —n.
Germanic.
Tex., Texas.
Tex·as (tekʹsәs), n. a S state of the United
States. —Texʹan, adj., n.
Tex-Mex (teksʹmeks´), adj. combining
both Texan and Mexican elements: TexMex food.
text (tekst), n. 1 the main body of reading
matter in a book: this history contains
300 pages of text. 2 the original words
of a writer. A text is often changed here
and there when it is copied. 3 a short
passage in the Bible, used as the subject
of a sermon. 4 topic; subject. 5 textbook.
[ult. < L textus, orig., texture < texere
weave]
text·book (tekstʹbu̇k´), n. book for regular study by pupils. Most arithmetics and
geographies are textbooks.
tex·tile (teksʹtil; –tīl), adj. 1 woven. Cloth
is a textile fabric. 2 suitable for weaving.
Cotton and wool are common textile
materials. 3 of or having to do with
weaving: the textile art. —n. 1 a woven
fabric; cloth. 2 material suitable for
weaving. [< L, < texere weave]
tex·tu·al (teksʹchu̇ әl), adj. of a text; pertaining to a text. A misprint is a textual
error. —texʹtu·al·ly, adv.
tex·ture (teksʹchәr), n. 1 arrangement of
threads in a woven fabric. Burlap has a
much coarser texture than a linen handkerchief. 2 arrangement of the parts of
anything; structure; constitution; makeup. Sandstone and granite have diﬀerent
textures. [< L, < texere weave] —texʹtural, adj. —texʹtur·al·ly, adv. —texʹtured,
adj.
Th, thorium.
Thai·land (tīʹland), n. country in SE Asia
bordered by Myanmar and Laos and
Cambodia.
thal·a·mus (thalʹә mәs), n., pl. –mi (–mī).
1 a part of the brain where a nerve
emerges or appears to emerge. The optic
thalami are two large, oblong masses
of gray matter forming a part of the
midbrain. 2 a receptacle of a ﬂower
[< L, inside room, < Gk. thalamos] —thalamʹic, adj.
tha·ler (täʹlәr), n., pl. –ler. a former German coin, replaced by the mark.
thal·li·um (thalʹi әm), n. a soft, malleable,
rare metallic element, Tl. [< NL, < Gk.
thallos green shoot (from green band of
spectrum)]
thal·lo·phyte (thalʹә fīt), n. any of a large
group of plants that have no leaves,
stems, or roots. Bacteria, algae, fungi,
and lichens are thallophytes. [< Gk.

thallos green shoot + phyton plant]
—thal´lo·phytʹic, adj.
thal·lus (thalʹәs), n., pl. –li (–ī), –lus·es.
a plant not divided into leaves, stem,
and root. Mushrooms, toadstools, and
lichens are thalli. [< NL < Gk. thallos
green shoot]
than (than; unstressed thәn), conj. 1 in
comparison with; compared to that
which: this train is faster than that one.
2 except; besides: how else can we come
than on foot?
than whom, compared to whom. [OE]
thane (thān), n. 1 man who ranked
between an earl and an ordinary freeman in early England. Thanes held lands
of the king or lord and gave military
service in return. 2 a Scottish baron or
lord. [OE thegn] —thaneʹship, n.
thank (thangk), v. say that one is pleased
and grateful for something given or
done; express gratitude to. —n. thanks,
a I thank you. b pleasure for something
given or done; feeling of kindness; gratitude: my thanks for what you did.
have oneself to thank, be to blame: you
have only yourself to thank for missing
the train.
thanks to, owing to; because of: thanks
to your help, we got the job done. [OE
thanc, orig., thought] —thankʹer, n.
thank·ful (thangkʹfәl), adj. feeling or
expressing thanks; grateful. —thankʹfully, adv. —thankʹful·ness, n.
thank·less (thangkʹlis), adj. 1 not feeling
or expressing thanks; not grateful. 2 not
likely to be rewarded with thanks; not
appreciated. 3 unrewarding: a thankless
task. —thankʹless·ly, adv. —thankʹlessness, n.
thanks·giv·ing (thangks givʹing), n. 1 a
giving of thanks. 2 expression of thanks.
Thanksgiving, ⫽Thanksgiving Day.
Thanksgiving Day, a day set apart every
year to acknowledge past blessings
and God’s favor, the last Thursday in
November.
that (that; unstressed thәt), adj. 1 indicating some person, thing, idea, etc.,
already mentioned, or emphasized: do
you know that boy? 2 indicating the
farther of two or more things: shall I
buy this dress or that? 3 showing contrast: this hat is prettier but that one costs
less. —pron. 1 some person, thing, idea,
etc, already mentioned or emphasized:
that is the right way. 2 the farther of
two or more things: I like that better. 3
something contrasted: which hat do you
want, this or that? 4 who; whom; which:
the boy that I know, the year that we went
abroad. —conj. 1 to introduce a noun
clause: that he will be here on time is not
certain. 2 to show purpose or result: he
ran so fast that he was ﬁve minutes early.
—adv. to such an extent or degree; so: he
cannot stay up that late.
at that, a with no more talk, work, etc. b
considering everything.
in that, because.

therein
that’s that, that is settled or decided.
[OE thœt]
thatch (thach), n. 1 straw, rushes, palm
leaves, etc., used as material for a roof
or covering. 2 roof or covering of thatch.
—v. roof or cover with thatch. [OE thœc]
—thatchʹer, n. —thatchʹy, adj.
that’ll (thatʹәl), that will or shall.
that’s (thats), that is or has.
thaw (thô), v. 1 melt: the pond thaws in
April. 2 become warm enough to melt
ice, snow, etc.: if the sun stays out, it will
probably thaw today. 3 make or become
less stiﬀ and formal in manner; soften:
his shyness thawed under her kindness.
—n. 1 a thawing. 2 weather above the
freezing point (32 degrees Farenheit, 0
degrees Celsius); time of melting. 3 a
becoming less stiﬀ and formal in manner; softening. [OE thawian] —thawʹer,
n. —thawʹless, adj.
the1 (unstressed before a consonant thә;
unstressed before a vowel thi; stressed
thē), deﬁnite article. The word the shows
that a certain one (or ones) is meant: the
Alps, the dog is a quadruped, visit the
sick. [OE thē, the]
the2 (thә; thi), adv. The word the is used
to modify an adjective or adverb in the
comparative degree: if you start now,
you will be back the sooner, the more the
merrier, the sooner the better. [OE thȳ,
thē, thon]
the·a·ter (thēʹә tәr), n. 1 place where plays
are acted or motion pictures are shown.
2 place of action: theatre of a war. 3
plays; writing and producing plays; the
drama. [< L < Gk. theatron]
the·a·ter·go·er (thēʹә tәr gō´әr), n. person who goes to the theater, esp. often.
—theʹa·ter·go´ing, adj., n.
the·at·ri·cal (thi atʹrә kәl), adj. Also, theatʹ-ric. 1 of or pertaining to the theater
or actors. 2 suggesting a theater or acting;
for display or eﬀect; artiﬁcial. —n. theatricals, dramatic performances. —theatʹri·cal·ism, n. —the·at´ri·calʹi·ty, n.
—the·atʹri·cal·ly, adv.
thee (thē), pron. the objective case of
thou. [OE thē].
theft (theft), n. 1 act of stealing. 2 an
instance of stealing. [OE thēoft < thēof
thief]
their (thãr), pron. the possessive case
of they, used before a noun. [< Scand
their(r) a]
theirs (tħãrz), pron. 1 of them; belonging
to them: those books are theirs, not mine.
2 the one or ones belonging to them: our
house is white; theirs is brown.
the·ism (thēʹiz әm), n. belief in one God,
the creator and ruler of the universe.
[< Gk. theos god] —theʹist, n. —the·isʹtic,
adj. —the·isʹti·cal·ly, adv.
them (them; unstressed thәm), pron. the
objective case of they. [< Scand. theim]
theme (thēm), n. 1 topic, as of a speech,
discussion, book, etc.; subject. 2 a short
written composition. 3 a the principal
melody in a piece of music. b a short

melody repeated in diﬀerent forms in
an elaborate musical composition. [< L
< Gk. thema, lit., something set down]
—the·matʹic, adj. —the·matʹi·cal·ly,
adv.
them·selves (them selvzʹ; thәm–), pron. 1
the emphatic form of they or them: they
did it themselves. 2 the reﬂexive form of
them: they injured themselves.
then (then), adv. 1 at that time: prices
were then lower. 2 soon afterwards: the
noise stopped, and then began again,
ﬁrst comes spring, then summer, now one
boy does best and then another. 3 also;
besides: the dress seems too good to discard, and then it is so becoming. 4 in that
case; therefore: if you didn’t know, then
you should have said so. —n. that time:
by then we shall know the result.
but then, at the same time: could have
gone, but then she had much to do.
then and there, at that time and place:
should have stopped then and there.
what then?, what happens next, or in
that case?: if that’s true, what then? [OE
thœnne]
thence (thens), adv. 1 from that place;
from there: a few miles thence is a river.
2 for that reason; therefore: you didn’t
work, thence no pay. 3 from that time;
from then: a few years thence. [ME
thennes < OE thanan(e)]
thence·forth (thens´fôrthʹ; –fōrthʹ),
thence·for·ward (–fōrʹwәrd), thencefor·wards (–wәrdz), adv. from then on;
from that time forward.
the·oc·ra·cy (thi okʹrә si), n., pl. –cies. 1
government in which God is recognized
as the supreme civil ruler and his laws
are taken as the laws of the state. 2 government by religious leaders. 3 country
or nation governed by a theocracy. [<
Gk., < theos god + kratos rule] —the´ocratʹic, adj. —the´o·cratʹi·cal·ly, adv.
the·od·o·lite (thi odʹә līt), n. a surveying
instrument for measuring horizontal
and vertical angles.
theol., theology.
the·o·lo·gian (thē´ә lōʹjәn; –ji әn), n. person skilled or trained in theology.
the·o·log·i·cal (thē´ә lojʹә kәl), adj. 1 of
or pertaining to theology. 2 referring
to the nature and will of God. —the´ologʹi·cal·ly, adv.
the·ol·o·gy (thi olʹә ji), n., pl. –gies. 1
study of the nature of God and his relations to man and the universe. 2 study of
religion and religious beliefs. 3 system of
religious beliefs. [< L < Gk., < theos god
+ –logos treating of] —the·olʹo·gist, n.
the·o·rem (thēʹә rәm), n. 1 statement in
mathematics to be proved. 2 statement
of mathematical relations that can be
expressed by an equation or formula. 3
statement or rule that can be proved to
be true. [< L < Gk. theorema < theoreein
consider]
the·o·ret·i·cal (thē´ә retʹә kәl), the·o·retic (–ik), adj. 1 planned or worked out
in the mind, not from experience; based
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on theory, not on fact; limited to theory.
2 dealing with theory only; not practical. —the´o·retʹi·cal·ly, adv.
the·o·re·ti·cian (thē´ә rә tishʹәn), n. person who knows much about the theory
of an art, science, etc.
the·o·rist (thēʹә rist), n. person who
forms theories.
the·o·rize (thēʹә rīz), v., –rized, –rizing. form a theory or theories; speculate. —the´o·ri·zaʹtion, n. —theʹoriz´er, n.
the·o·ry (theʹәr ē; thirʹē), n., pl. –ries.
1 explanation; explanation based on
thought; explanation based on observation and reasoning. 2 the principles
or methods of a science or art rather
than its practice: the theory of music. 3
abstract knowledge. 4 thought or fancy
as opposed to fact or practice. [< LL <
Gk., < theoreein consider]
the·os·o·phy (thi osʹә ﬁ), n. a philosophy
or religion that claims to have a special
insight into the divine nature through
spiritual self-development. [< Med.L <
LGk., ult. < Gk. theos god + sophos wise]
—the´o·sophʹic, the´o·sophʹi·cal, adj.
—the·osʹo·phist, n.
ther·a·peu·tic (ther´ә pūʹtik), adj. having
to do with the treatment or curing of
disease; curative. [< NL, ult. < Gk. therapeuein cure, treat < theraps attendant]
—ther´a·peuʹti·cal·ly, adv.
ther·a·peu·tics (ther´ә pūʹtiks), n. branch
of medicine that deals with the remedial
treatment of disease; therapy.
ther·a·py (therʹә pi), n., pl. –pies. treatment of physical and mental disorders.
—therʹa·pist, n.
there (thãr; unstressed thәr), adv. 1 in,
to, or at that place: sit there, go there at
once. 2 at that point; in that matter: you
may stop there, you are mistaken there.
3 There is used when the verb comes
before its subject: is there a drugstore
near here? and to call attention to some
person or thing: there goes the bell. —n.
that place: from there go on to New York.
—interj. There is used to express dismay, comfort, etc.: there, there! don’t cry.
—adj. all there, Informal. a wide-awake;
alert. b sane; not crazy. [OE thœr]
there·a·bouts (thãrʹә bouts´), there·about (-bout´), adv. near that place; time,
or amount.
there·af·ter (thãr afʹtәr; –äfʹ–), adv. 1 after
that; afterward. 2 accordingly.
there·at (thãr atʹ), adv. at that time or
place; because of that.
there·by (thãr bīʹ; thãrʹbī), adv. in that
way or connection: thereby hangs a tale.
there’d (thãrd), there had or would.
there·for (thãr fôrʹ), adv. for that; for
this; for it.
there·fore (thãrʹfôr; –fōr), adv. for that
reason; as a result of that; consequently.
there·from (thãr fromʹ; –frumʹ), adv.
from that; from this; from it.
there·in (thãr inʹ), adv. in that place or
matter.
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thereinto

there·in·to (thãr inʹtü; thãr´in tüʹ), adv.
into that place or matter.
there’ll (thãrl), there will or shall.
there·of (thãr ovʹ; –uvʹ), adv. of that or
from it.
there·on (thãr onʹ; –ônʹ), adv. on that;
immediately after that.
there’s (thãrz), there is or has.
there·to (thãr tüʹ), adv. to that; also.
there·to·fore (thãr´tә fôrʹ; -fōrʹ), adv.
before that time; until then.
there·un·der (thãr unʹdәr), adv. under
that; according to that.
there·un·to (thãr unʹtü; thãr´un tüʹ), adv.
to that; to it.
there·up·on (thãr´ә ponʹ; –pônʹ), adv.
1 immediately after that. 2 on that;
on it.
there·with (thãr withʹ; –withʹ), adv. 1 with
that; also. 2 immediately after that; then.
ther·mal (thėrʹmәl), adj. 1 of or pertaining to heat. 2 warm; hot. —n. in aeronautics and aerodynamics, a current
of rising warm air. [< Gk. therme heat]
—therʹmal·ly, therʹmi·cal·ly, adv.
thermal barrier, heat barrier.
thermal pollution, discharge of heat into
water or air causing a damaging rise in
temperature of an environment.
thermo–, therm–, combining form. heat.
[< Gk. therme]
ther·mo·dy·nam·ic (thėr´mō dī namʹik;
–di–), adj. 1 of or having to do with
thermodynamic. 2 using force due to
heat or to the conversion of heat into
mechanical energy.
ther·mo·dy·nam·ics (thėr´mō dī namʹiks; –di–), n. branch of physics that
deals with the relations between heat
and mechanical energy.
ther·mom·e·ter (thәr momʹә tәr), n.
instrument for measuring temperature,
as by means of the expansion and contraction of mercury or alcohol in a
capillary tube and bulb. —ther´mometʹric, adj.
ther·mo·nu·cle·ar (thėr´mō nüʹkli әr;
–nūʹ–), adj. of or designating the fusion
of atoms through very high temperature: a thermonuclear reaction.
ther·mo·plas·tic (thėr´mō plasʹtik), adj.
becoming soft and capable of being
molded when heated. —n. such a material, esp. a plastic.
ther·mos (thėrʹmәs), n. 1 bottle, ﬂask, or
jug having a case or jacket that heat cannot pass through easily. It will keep its
contents at about their original temperature for hours. 2 trademarked name of
this bottle or jug. [< Gk. thermos hot]
ther·mo·sphere (thėrʹmә sﬁr), n. farthest
part of the atmosphere where the temperature increases with height.
ther·mo·stat (thėrʹmә stat), n. an automatic device that responds to conditions
of temperature by turning heat on or oﬀ,
opening a valve, sounding an alarm, etc.
[< thermo– + Gk. –states that stands]
—ther´mo·statʹic, adj. —ther´mostatʹi·cal·ly, adv.

the·sau·rus (thi sôʹrәs), n., pl. –ri (–rī). 1
dictionary in which words are organized
according to their relationship to each
other or to certain subjects. 2 a dictionary, encyclopedia, or other book that is
a storehouse of information. [< L < Gk.
thesaurus. Doublet of treasure.]
these (thēz), adj., pron. pl. of this.
the·sis (thēʹsis), n., pl. –ses (–sēz). 1 proposition or statement to be debated or
to be maintained against objections. 2
subject for a composition. 3 essay; essay
presented by a candidate for a diploma
or degree: a senior thesis. [< L < Gk.,
orig., a setting down]
thes·pi·an or Thes·pi·an (thesʹpi әn), adj.
of or having to do with the drama or
tragedy; dramatic; tragic. —n. actor or
actress. [< Thespis, Greek poet]
Thes·sa·lo·ni·ans (thes´ә lōʹni әnz), n.
either of two books of the New Testament written by Saint Paul.
the·ta (thāʹtә; thēʹtә), n. the eighth letter
(Θ, Ѳ) of the Greek alphabet.
they (thā), pron., nom., they; poss., their,
theirs, of them, of theirs; obj., them. 1
nom. pl. of he, she, or it: they are related.
2 some people; any people; persons: they
say he’s in trouble. [< Scand. their]
they’d (thād), they had or would.
they’ll (thāl), they will or shall.
they’re (thār), they are.
they’ve (thāv), they have.
thi·a·mine (thīʹә min; –mēn), n. a complex organic compound, C12H17CIN4OS,
found in cereals, yeast, etc., or prepared
synthetically. Its chloride, vitamin B1,
aids in preventing beriberi, etc.
thick (thik), adj. 1 with much space from
one side to the opposite side; not thin:
a thick wall. 2 measuring between two
opposite sides: two inches thick. 3 set
close together; dense: thick hair. 4 many;
abundant: bullets thick as hail, thick with
ﬂies. 5 dense; not clear: thick soup, thick
air, a thick voice. 6 stupid; dull: thick as
a plank. —adv. in a thick manner. —n. 1
that which is thick. 2 the thickest part: in
the thick of the ﬁght.
thick and fast, in numbers and rapidly:
words ﬂew thick and fast.
thick and thin, good times and bad;
easy situations and hard. [OE thicce]
—thickʹly, adv. —thickʹness, n.
thick·en (thikʹәn), v. 1 make or become
thick or thicker. 2 make or become more
dense, foggy, hoarse, obscure, or complicated. —thickʹen·er, n.
thick·en·ing (thikʹәn ing; thikʹning), n. 1
material or ingredient used to thicken
something. 2 a thickened part.
thick·et (thikʹit), n. shrubs, bushes, or
small trees growing close together. [OE
thiccet < thicce thick] —thickʹet·ed, adj.
thick-head·ed (thikʹhedʹid), adj. stupid;
dull. —thickʹ-headʹed·ness, n.
thick-set (thikʹsetʹ), adj. thickly set: a
thick-set hedge, a thick-set man.
thick-skinned (thikʹskindʹ), adj. 1 having a thick skin. 2 not sensitive to

criticism, reproach, rebuﬀ, or the like.
—thickʹskin´, n.
thief (thēf), n., pl. thieves (thēvz). person
who steals, esp. one who steals secretly
and without using force. [OE thēof]
thieve (thēv), v., thieved, thiev·ing. steal.
[OE thēoﬁan < thēof thief] —thievʹish,
adj. —thievʹish·ly, adv. —thievʹishness, n.
thiev·er·y (thēvʹәr i; thēvʹri), n., pl. –eries. act of stealing; theft.
thigh (thī), n. 1 in humans, the part of
the leg between the hip and the knee. 2
a corresponding part of the hind limbs
of other animals. [OE thēoh]
thigh·bone (thīʹbōn´), n. bone of the leg
between the hip and the knee; femur.
thim·ble (thimʹbәl), n. a small metal or
plastic cap worn on the ﬁnger to protect
it when pushing the needle in sewing.
[OE thȳmel < thūma thumb]
thim·ble·ful (thimʹbәl fu̇l), n., pl. –fuls.
amount a thimble can hold; a very little
bit.
thin (thin), adj., thin·ner, thin·nest, adv.,
v., thinned, thin·ning. —adj. 1 with little
space from one side to the opposite side;
not thick: thin paper, thin wire. 2 having
little ﬂesh; slender; lean: a thin person. 3
scanty; not abundant: a thin audience,
thin hair. 4 not dense: thin mountain air,
thin milk. 5 having little depth, fullness,
or intensity: a thin color, a shrill, thin
voice. 6 easily seen through; ﬂimsy: a
thin excuse, a thin fabric. —adv. in a thin
manner. —v. make or become thin. [OE
thynne] —thinʹly, adv. —thinʹner, n.
—thinʹness, n. —thinʹnish, adj.
thine (thīn), Archaic or Poetic. —pron. 1
belonging to thee; yours. 2 the one or
ones belonging to thee; yours. —adj.
thy; your. [OE thīn]
thing1 (thing), n. 1 any object: what
are those things in the ﬁeld?, what sort
of thing is it? 2 whatever is spoken
or thought of; fact, event, idea, etc.:
a strange thing happened. 3 a matter;
aﬀair; business: how are things going?
do one’s (own) thing, Informal. do what
one enjoys most or does best.
for one thing, ﬁrst of all.
know a thing or two, Informal. be experienced or wise.
make a good thing of, Informal. proﬁt
from.
see things, a have hallucinations. b
imagine too much.
the thing, a the fashion or style. b the
important fact or idea.
things, a belongings; possessions. b
clothes. [OE]
things2 (thing; ting), n. in Scandinavian
countries, a legislative assembly, court
of law, or other public meeting. [< Icelandic]
think (thingk), v., thought, think·ing.
1 have an idea; form in the mind; use
the mind: think clearly, he thought that
he would go. 2 have an opinion; believe;
consider: think of others ﬁrst, think
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before answering. 3 imagine: you can’t
think how surprised I was. 4 remember:
I can’t think of his name.
think aloud, say what one is thinking.
think better of, a think more favorably
of. b change one’s mind concerning.
think out, plan, solve, or understand by
thinking.
think over or through, think about esp.
until one reaches conclusion.
think twice, hesitate.
think up, plan. [OE thencan] —thinkʹable, adj. —thinkʹer, n.
think·ing (thingkʹing), adj. 1 that thinks;
reasoning. 2 thoughtful. —n. thought.
—thinkʹing·ly, adv.
think tank, institute or center dedicated
to research in social and political issues,
foreign policy, etc.
thin-skinned (thinʹskindʹ), adj. 1
having a thin skin. 2 sensitive to criticism, rebuﬀ; touchy. —thinʹ-skinnedʹness, n.
third (thėrd), adj. 1 next after the second;
last in a series of three. 2 being one of
three equal parts. —n. 1 next after the
second; last in a series of three. 2 one of
three equal parts. 3 a tone three degrees
from another tone. b interval between
such tones. c combination of such tones.
4 ⫽third base. [OE thirda, var. of thridda
< thrēo three] —thirdʹly, adv.
third base, 1 base next after second that
a runner in baseball must touch. 2 position covering third base.
third-class (thėrdʹklasʹ; –kläsʹ), adj. of
or belonging to a third class; inferior.
—adv. on a third-class ship, train, etc.
third degree, abusive questioning in an
attempt to get information or a confession.
third estate, persons not in the nobility
or clergy; common people.
third party, 1 person or entity not directly
involved in something, as in a lawsuit. 2
political party that is an alternative to
the two major parties in the United
States.
third person, form of a pronoun or verb
used to refer to the person spoken of.
He, she, it, and they are pronouns of the
third person.
third rail, rail paralleling the ordinary
rails of a railroad and carrying a powerful electric current.
third-rate (thėrdʹrātʹ), adj. 1 of a third
class. 2 distinctly inferior.
third world or Third World, the underdeveloped nations of the world.
thirst (thėrst), n. 1 a dry feeling caused by
having nothing to drink; desire or need
for something to drink. 2 Fig. a strong
desire: a thirst for excitement. —v. 1 feel
thirst; be thirsty. 2 Fig. have a strong
desire. [OE thurst]
thirst·y (thėrsʹti), adj., thirst·i·er, thirst·iest. 1 feeling thirst; having thirst. 2 without water or moisture; dry. 3 Fig. having
a strong desire; eager. —thirstʹi·ly, adv.
—thirstʹi·ness, n.

thir·teen (thėrʹtēnʹ), n. 1 a cardinal number, three more than ten. 2 symbol of
this number; 13. —adj. three more than
ten; 13. —thirʹteenthʹ, adj., n.
thir·ty (thėrʹti), n., pl. –ties, adj. —n. 1
a cardinal number, three times ten. 2
symbol of this number; 30. —adj. three
times ten; 30. —thirʹti·eth, adj., n.
thir·ty-sec·ond note (thėrʹti sekʹәnd),
musical note 1⁄32 of a whole note.
this (this), pron., pl. these, adj., adv.
—pron. 1 the person, thing, event, quality, condition, idea, etc., that is present,
mentioned, or referred to now: this is
the best, after this you must go home. 2
the one emphasized or contrasted with
another called “that”: this is newer than
that. —adj. present; near; spoken of;
referred to: this minute, this child, this
idea. —adv. to this extent or degree; so:
you can have this much. [OE]
this·tle (thisʹәl), n. plant with a prickly
stalk and leaves. The purple thistle is the
national ﬂower of Scotland. [OE thistel]
—thisʹtly, adj.
this·tle·down (thisʹәl doun´), n. the down
or ﬂuﬀ of a ripened thistle.
thith·er (thithʹәr; thithʹәr), adv. to that
place; toward that place; there. —adj. on
that side; farther. [OE thider]
tho, tho’ (thō), conj., adv. ⫽though.
thole (thōl), or thole·pin (thōlʹpin´), n. a
peg on the side of a boat to hold an oar
in rowing. [OE tholl]
Thom·as (tomʹәs), n. one of the twelve
disciples chosen by Jesus as apostles. He
at ﬁrst doubted the resurrection. John
20:24–29.
thong (thông; thong), n. 1 a narrow strip
of leather, etc., esp. used as a fastening. 2
lash of a whip. 3 sandal held on the foot
with a narrow strap that ﬁts between the
large and second toes. 4 scanty underpants. [OE thwang]
tho·rac·ic (thô rasʹik; thō–), adj. of or
having to do with the thorax, esp. the
organs within the cavity, as the heart
and lungs: a thoracic surgeon.
tho·rax (thôʹraks; thōʹ–), n., pl. –rax·es,
–ra·ces (–rә sēz). 1 the part of the body
between the neck and the abdomen;
chest. 2 the second division of an insect’s
body, between the head and the abdomen. [< L < Gk.]
tho·ri·um (thôʹri әm; thōʹ–), n. a radioactive metallic element, Th, present in
certain rare minerals. [< NL, < Thor]
—thorʹic, adj.
thorn (thôrn), n. 1 a sharp-pointed
growth on a stem or branch of a
tree or plant. 2 tree or plant that
has thorns on it. 3 something that
annoys or causes discomfort. [OE]
—thornʹlike´, adj.
thorn apple, 1 fruit of the hawthorn; haw.
2 hawthorn. 3 jimson weed.
thorn·y (thôrʹni), adj., thorn·i·er, thorni·est. 1 full of thorns. 2 Fig. troublesome;
annoying: a thorny problem. —thornʹily, adv. —thornʹi·ness, n.

tho·ron (thôʹron; thōʹ–), n. a rare element,
Tn or Th Em, a radioactive gas.
thor·ough (thėrʹō), adj. 1 being all that is
needed; complete. 2 doing all that should
be done and slighting nothing. [OE
thuruh, var. of thurh through] —thorʹough·ly, adv. —thorʹough·ness, n.
thor·ough·bred (thėrʹō bred´), adj. of
pure breed or stock. —n. a thoroughbred horse or other animal.
thor·ough·fare (thėrʹō fãr´), n. 1 a passage, road, or street open at both ends. 2
a main road; highway.
thor·ough·go·ing (thėrʹō gōʹing), adj.
thorough; complete.
those (thōz), adj., pron. pl. of that.
thou (thou), pron. you; the one spoken to.
—v. address familiarly as thou. [OE thū]
though (thō), conj. 1 in spite of the
fact that; notwithstanding the fact that:
though it was pouring, they went out.
2 even if; supposing that: though I fail,
I shall try again. —adv. however: I am
sorry about our quarrel; you began it,
though.
as though, as if; as it would be if. [ME
thoh]
thought (thôt), n. 1 what one thinks;
idea; notion: do you understand my
thought? 2 power or process of thinking; mental activity; reasoning: thought
helps solve problems. 3 consideration;
attention; regard: give some thought to
others. 4 intention: we had thoughts of
going. 5 expectation: I had no thought
of seeing you here. 6 a little bit; triﬂe: be
a thought more polite. —v. pt. and pp. of
think. [OE thōht]
thought·ful (thôtʹfәl), adj. 1 full of
thought; thinking. 2 careful; considerate.
—thoughtʹful·ly, adv. —thoughtʹfulness, n.
thought·less (thôtʹlis), adj. 1 without
thought. 2 careless; not considerate.
—thoughtʹless·ly, adv. —thoughtʹlessness, n.
thou·sand (thouʹzәnd), n. 1 a cardinal
number, ten times one hundred. 2 symbol of this number; 1000. —adj. ten
times one hundred; 1000. [OE thūsend]
—thouʹsandth, adj., n.
thou·sand·fold (thouʹzәnd fōld´), adj. 1
1000 times as much or as many. 2 having
1000 parts. —adv. 1000 times as much
or as many.
thrall (thrôl), n. 1 person in bondage;
slave. 2 thralldom. 3 Fig. person who is
a slave to something, as a habit or addiction. [< Scand. thrœ̄ll]
thrall·dom, thrall·dom (thrôlʹdәm), n.
bondage; slavery.
thrash (thrash), v. 1 beat: the man
thrashed the burglar. 2 move violently;
toss: the patient thrashed about in his
bed. 3 thresh (wheat, etc.). —n. act of
thrashing; beating.
thrash out, settle by thorough discussion.
thrash over, go over again and again.
[var. of thresh]
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thrasher

thrash·er (thrashʹәr), n. 1 person or thing
that thrashes. 2 Also, thrasher shark.
thresher (def. 3). 3 any of several American birds related to the mockingbird.
thread (thred), n. 1 cotton, silk, ﬂax, etc.,
spun out into a ﬁne cord. 2 something
long and slender like a thread: threads of
a spider’s web. 3 the main thought that
connects the parts of a story, speech,
etc. 4 the winding, sloping ridge of a
screw, etc. —v. 1 pass a thread through:
thread a needle. 2 form into a thread:
cook the syrup until it threads. 3 make
one’s way through: he threaded his way
through the crowd. 4 form a thread on
(a screw, etc.).
hang by a thread, be in an insecure or
risky condition: their survival hung by a
thread.
threads, Informal. clothes: like my
threads? [OE thrœ̄d] —threadʹer, n.
—threadʹlike´, adj.
thread·bare (thredʹbãr´), adj. 1 having
the nap worn oﬀ; worn so much that
the threads show. 2 wearing clothes
worn to the threads; shabby. 3 old
and worn; stale: a threadbare excuse.
—threadʹbare´ness, n.
threat (thret), n. 1 statement of what will
be done to hurt or punish someone. 2
sign or cause of possible evil or harm.
[OE thrēat]
threat·en (thretʹәn), v. 1 make a threat
against; say what will be done to hurt or
punish: threaten with imprisonment. 2
utter threats: do you mean to threaten? 3
be a sign of (possible evil or harm, etc.):
black clouds threaten rain. 4 be a cause of
possible evil or harm to: a ﬂood threatened
the city. [OE thrēatnian] —threatʹen·er,
n. —threatʹen·ing·ly, adv.
three (thrē), n. 1 a cardinal number, one
more than two. 2 symbol of this number; 3. 3 set of three persons or things.
—adj. one more than two; 3. [OE thrēo]
3-D or three-D (thrēʹdēʹ), n. three
dimensional: a three-D person.
three-di·men·sion·al (thrē´dә menʹshәn әl), adj. 1 having height, width,
and depth, or appearing to. 2 Fig. real;
substantial: a three-dimensional story.
three·fold (thrēʹfōld´), adj. 1 three times
as much or as many. 2 having three
parts. —adv. three times as much or as
many.
three·pence (thripʹәns; threpʹәns), n. 1
three British pennies; three pence. 2
coin of this value. Also, thrip·pence.
three-ply (thrēʹplīʹ), adj. having three
thicknesses, layers, folds, or strands.
three-ring circus (thrēʹring´), 1 circus
that has three diﬀerent acts proceeding
at the same time. 2 Fig. any very busy or
confusing situation.
three R’s, reading, writing, and arithmetic.
three·score (thrēʹskôrʹ; –skōrʹ), adj. three
times twenty; 60.
three·some (thrēʹsәm), n. group of three
people.

thren·o·dy (threnʹә di), n., pl. –dies. song
of lamentation, esp. at a person’s death.
[< Gk., < threnos lament + oide song]
thresh (thresh), v. 1 separate the grain or
seeds from (wheat, etc.), as by beating
with a ﬂail. 2 toss about; move violently;
thrash.
thresh out, settle by thorough discussion.
thresh over, go over again and again.
[OE threscan]
thresh·er (threshʹәr), n. 1 person or thing
that threshes. 2 machine used for separating the grain or seeds from wheat,
etc. 3 Also, thresher shark. a large shark
with a very long tail.
thresh·old (threshʹōld; threshʹhōld), n.
1 piece of wood or stone under a door.
2 doorway. 3 Fig. point of entering;
beginning point: the scientist was on the
threshold of an important discovery. [OE
thresc(w) old]
threw (thrü), v. pt. of throw.
thrice (thrīs), adv. 1 three times. 2 very;
extremely. [ME thries < OE thriga
thrice]
thrift (thrift), n. absence of waste; saving;
economical management; habit of saving.
[< thrive] —thriftʹless, adj. —thriftʹlessly, adv. —thriftʹless·ness, n.
thrift shop, shop that sells second-hand
items at low prices.
thrift·y (thrifʹti), adj., thrift·i·er, thrift·iest. 1 careful in spending; economical;
saving. 2 thriving; ﬂourishing; prosperous: a thrifty plant. —thriftʹi·ly, adv.
—thriftʹi·ness, n.
thrill (thril), n. 1 a shivering, exciting
feeling. 2 a thrilling quality, as of a play
or story. 3 a quivering; vibration. —v. 1
give a shivering, exciting feeling to. 2
have such a feeling. 3 quiver; tremble.
[var. of thirl, OE thyrlian pierce < thurh
through] —thrillʹing, adj. —thrillʹingly, adv. —thrillʹing·ness, n.
thrill·er (thrilʹәr), n. 1 person or thing
that thrills. 2 a sensational play or story,
esp. one involving a murder.
thrip·pence (thripʹәns), n. ⫽threepence.
thrive (thrīv), v., throve or thrived,
thrived or thriv·en (thrivʹәn), thriv·ing.
be successful; grow rich; grow strong;
prosper. [< Scand. thrīfa(sk)] —thrivʹer,
n. —thrivʹing, adj. —thrivʹing·ly, adv.
thro’, thro (thrü), prep., adv., adj.
⫽through.
throat (thrōt), n. 1 the front of the neck. 2
the passage from the mouth to the stomach or the lungs. 3 any narrow passage:
the throat of a mine.
at each other’s throat or throats, violent quarrelling.
have by the throat, have at one’s mercy;
have in complete control.
jump down one’s throat, attack or criticize someone suddenly and violently.
lump in the throat, feeling unable to
swallow, esp. from feeling sad.
stick in one’s throat, be hard or unpleasant to say. [OE throte]

throat·y (thrōtʹi), adj., throat·i·er, throati·est. 1 produced or modiﬁed in the
throat, as sounds: a throaty sound. 2
of a woman’s voice, low-pitched and
resonant. —throatʹi·ly, adv. —throatʹiness, n.
throb (throb), v., throbbed, throb·bing,
n. —v. 1 beat rapidly or strongly: the
long climb made her heart throb. 2 beat
steadily. —n. 1 a rapid or strong beat:
a throb of pain shot through his head.
2 a steady beat: the throb of a pulse.
—throbʹber, n. —throbʹbing·ly, adv.
—throbʹless, adj.
throe (thrō), n. a violent pang; great
pain.
throes, a anguish; agony. b Fig. a desperate struggle; violent disturbance. [earlier
throwe; see throw]
throm·bo·sis (throm bōʹsis), n. formation of a blood clot in a blood vessel or
in the heart causing a blockage. [< NL
< Gk., ult. < thrombos clot] —thrombot·ic, adj.
throne (thrōn), n., v., throned, throning. —n. 1 chair on which a king, queen,
bishop, or other person of high rank sits
during ceremonies. 2 power or authority
of a king, queen, etc. —v. ⫽enthrone. [< L
< Gk. thronos] —throneʹless, adj.
throng (thrông; throng), n. a crowd; multitude. —v. 1 crowd; ﬁll with a crowd. 2
come together in a crowd; go or press in
large numbers. [OE (ge)thrang]
throt·tle (throtʹәl), n., v., –tled, –tling.
—n. 1 valve regulating the ﬂow of steam,
gasoline vapor, etc., to an engine. 2
lever, pedal, etc., working such a valve. 3
throat. —v. 1 stop the breath of by pressure on the throat; strangle. 2 Fig. check
or stop the ﬂow of; suppress: regulations
throttle innovation. 3 lessen the speed
of (an engine) by closing a throttle.
[< throat] —throtʹtler, n.
through (thrü), prep. 1 from side to side
or beginning to end of: pass through a
door, a tunnel through a mountain. 2
here and there in; over; around: travel
through a country. 3 because of; by
means of: they ran through fear, we
found out through him. 4 ﬁnished with:
be through one’s work. —adv. 1 from
beginning to end: read a letter through. 2
completely; thoroughly: chilled through.
3 all the way: the train goes through to
Boston. —adj. 1 going all the way: a
through street. 2 ﬁnished: I am almost
through.
through and through, completely;
thoroughly. [earlier thourgh, OE thurh]
through·out (thrü outʹ), prep. all the way
through; through all; in every part of.
—adv. in every part.
throve (thrōv), v. pt. of thrive.
throw (thrō), v., threw, thrown, throwing, n. —v. 1 cast; toss; hurl: throw a ball.
2 bring to the ground: his horse threw
him. 3 put, send, build, etc., hastily:
throw a bridge across a river, she threw us
a glance. 4 move (a lever, etc.) that con-
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nects or disconnects parts of a switch,
clutch, or other mechanism. 5 shed. 6
let an opponent win (a race, game, etc.),
as for money or other ulterior motives.
—n. 1 a cast, toss, etc. 2 distance a
thing is or may be thrown. 3 scarf; light
covering.
throw away, a get rid of; discard. b fail
to use.
throw back, revert to an ancestral type.
throw cold water on, discourage by
being indiﬀerent or unwilling.
throw in, add as a gift.
throw oﬀ, get rid of.
throw oneself at, try very hard to get
the love, friendship, or favor of.
throw open, a open suddenly or widely.
b remove all obstacles or restrictions
from.
throw out, a get rid of; discard. b
reject.
throw over, give up; discard; abandon.
throw together, a put together hastily:
throw a meal together. b come into contact
by chance: thrown together at the oﬃce
and became good friends.
throw up, a vomit. b give up; abandon. c build rapidly. [OE thrāwan twist]
—throwʹer, n.
throw·back (thrōʹbak´), n. 1 a throwing
back. 2 setback or check. 3 reversion to
an ancestral type.
thru (thrü), prep., adv., adj. ⫽through.
thrum (thrum), v., thrummed, thrumming, n. —v. 1 play on a stringed instrument by plucking the strings: thrum a
guitar. 2 drum or tap idly with the ﬁngers. —n. the sound made by such playing or tapping. [imit.] —thrumʹmer, n.
thrush (thrush), n. 1 any of a large group
of migratory songbirds that includes the
robin, the bluebird, the wood thrush,
etc. 2 a brown bird with a spotted white
breast, that has a very sweet song. [OE
thrȳsce]
thrust (thrust), v., thrust, thrust·ing, n.
—v. 1 push with force. 2 stab: thrust a knife
into an apple. 3 put forcibly into some
position, condition, etc.: thrust oneself
into danger. —n. 1 a forcible push; drive.
2 a stab. 3 Fig. sudden attack: a sarcastic
thrust from her opponent. 4 in mechanics, architecture, etc., the force of one
thing pushing on another. [< Scand.
thrȳsta] —thrustʹer, n.
thru·way (thrüʹwā´), n. an express highway.
thud (thud), n., v., thud·ded, thud·ding.
—n. 1 a dull sound. 2 a blow or thump.
—v. hit, move, or strike with a thud. [OE
thyddan strike]
thug (thug), n. 1 ruﬃan; cutthroat. 2
member of a former religious organization of robbers and murderers in India.
[< Hind. t.hag < Skt. sthaga rogue]
thu·li·um (thüʹli әm), n. a rare element,
Tm, of the yttrium group.
thumb (thum) n. 1 the short, thick ﬁnger of the human hand, next to the
foreﬁnger. 2 part of a glove or mit-

ten that covers the thumb. —v. 1 soil
or wear by handling with the thumbs:
the books were badly thumbed. 2 turn
pages of (a book, etc.) rapidly, reading
only portions. 3 handle awkwardly: all
thumbs today, dropping everything. 4 get
a free ride by signaling with the thumb:
thumbed his way from coast to coast.
thumb a ride, get a free ride by signaling with the thumb.
thumbs down, sign of disapproval or
rejection: got a thumbs down on that
idea.
thumbs up, sign of approval or acceptance: a thumbs up on an application.
under the thumb of, under the power or
inﬂuence of. [OE thūma] —thumbʹlike´,
adj.
thumb·nail (thumʹnāl´), n. 1 nail of the
thumb. 2 Fig. something very small or
short. —adj. very small or short.
thumb·screw (thumʹskrü´), n. 1 a screw
made so that its head can be easily
turned with the thumb and a ﬁnger. 2
instrument of torture that squeezed the
thumbs.
thumb·tack (thumʹtak´), n. tack with a
broad, ﬂat head, that can be pressed into
a wall, board, etc., with the thumb.
thump (thump), v. 1 strike against with
something: he thumped the table with
his ﬁst, the shutters thumped the wall. 2
make a dull sound; pound: the hammer
thumped against the wood. 3 beat violently: his heart thumped. —n. 1 a blow
with something thick and heavy; heavy
knock. 2 the dull sound made by a blow,
knock, or fall. [imit.] —thumpʹer, n.
thun·der (thunʹdәr), n. 1 the loud noise
that often follows a ﬂash of lightning,
caused by a disturbance of the air resulting from the discharge of electricity.
2 any noise like thunder. 3 Fig. threat;
denunciation. —v. 1 give forth thunder. 2 utter very loudly; roar: thunder
a reply.
steal one’s thunder, a use another’s idea,
plan, etc., as one’s own without asking
permission or giving credit. b draws
recognition away from the person who
should have it. [OE thunor] —thunʹderer, n.
thun·der·bird (thunʹdәr bėrd´), n. giant
bird in North American Indian folklore
that makes thunder by ﬂapping its wings
and lightning by blinking its eyes.
thun·der·bolt (thunʹdәr bōlt´), n. 1 a
ﬂash of lightning and the thunder that
follows it. 2 Fig. something sudden, startling, and terrible: the news of his death
came as a thunderbolt.
thun·der·clap (thunʹdәr klap´), n. 1 a
loud crash of thunder. 2 Fig. something
sudden or startling.
thun·der·cloud (thunʹdәr kloud´), n.
a dark, electrically charged cloud that
brings thunder and lightning.
thun·der·head (thunʹdәr hed´), n. one of
the round, swelling masses of cumulus
clouds often appearing before thunder-

storms and frequently developing into
thunderclouds.
thun·der·ous (thunʹdәr әs; –drәs), adj. 1
producing thunder. 2 making a noise
like thunder. —thunʹder·ous·ly, adv.
thun·der·show·er (thunʹdәr shou´әr), n.
a shower with thunder and lightning.
thun·der·storm (thunʹdәr stôrm´), n.
storm with thunder and lightning.
thun·der·struck (thunʹdәr struk´), adj.
overcome, as if hit by a thunderbolt;
astonished; amazed.
Thurs., Thur., Thursday.
Thurs·day (thėrzʹdi; –dā), n. the ﬁfth day
of the week, following Wednesday.
thus (thus), adv. 1 in this way; in the way
just stated, indicated, etc.; in the following manner: he spoke thus. 2 accordingly; consequently; therefore: thus we
decided that he was wrong. 3 to this
extent or degree; so: thus far. [OE]
thwack (thwak), v. strike vigorously with
a stick or something ﬂat. —n. a sharp
blow with a stick or something ﬂat.
—thwackʹer, n.
thwart (thwôrt), v. oppose and defeat;
keep from doing something. —n. 1 a
seat across a boat, on which a rower sits.
2 a brace in a canoe. —adj. lying across.
—adv. across; crosswise. [< Scand.
thvert, neut., transverse] —thwartʹer, n.
thy (thi), pron., adj. Mainly Archaic or
Poetic. your. [OE thīn]
thyme (tīm), n. a small plant that has a
mint-like fragrance. The leaves of the
common garden thyme are used for
seasoning. The common wild thyme is a
creeping evergreen. [< L < Gk. thymon]
thy·mine (thīʹmin; –mēn), n. substance
found in nucleic acid in cells and one of
the bases of DNA.
thy·mus (thīʹmәs), adj. of or having to do
with the thymus gland. —n. the thymus
gland. [< NL < Gk. thymos]
thymus gland, a small ductless gland
near the base of the neck. The thymus
of calves is used for food and called
sweetbread.
thy·roid (thīʹroid), n. 1 the thyroid gland.
2 medicine made from the thyroid
glands of animals, used in the treatment
of goiter, obesity, etc. 3 the thyroid cartilage. —adj. of or having to do with the
thyroid gland or thyroid cartilage. [ult.
< Gk. thyreoeides shieldlike < thyreos
oblong shield]
thyroid cartilage, the principal cartilage
of the larynx; Adam’s apple.
thyroid gland or body, an important
ductless gland in the neck of vertebrates
that aﬀects growth and metabolism.
thy·rox·in (thī rokʹsin), n. the principal
secretion of the thyroid gland.
thy·self (thī selfʹ), pron. Archaic yourself.
ti (tē), n. the seventh tone of the scale.
[see gamut]
Ti, titanium.
ti·ar·a (tī ãrʹә; ti äʹrә), n. a band of gold,
jewels, or ﬂowers worn around the head
as an ornament. [< L < Gk.]
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Tibet

Ti·bet (ti betʹ), n. former country on a
lofty plateau in S Asia, now a province
of China. —Ti·betʹan, adj., n.
tib·i·a (tibʹi ә), n., pl. –i·ae (–i ē), –i·as.
the inner and thicker of the two bones
of the leg from the knee to the ankle;
shinbone. [< L] —tibʹi·al, adj.
tic (tik), n. a habitual, involuntary twitching of the muscles, esp. those of the
face. [< F]
tick1 (tik), n. 1.a sound made by a clock or
watch. 2 a sound like it. 3 a small mark.
We use ✓ or ⁄ as a tick. —v. 1 make a tick,
as a clock. 2 mark oﬀ: the clock ticked
away the minutes. 3 mark with a tick;
check: he ticked oﬀ the items one by one.
[prob. ult. imit.]
tick2 (tik), n. a tiny insect that attaches
itself to the skin of humans and animals
and sucks their blood. [OE ticia]
tick3 (tik), n. the cloth covering of a mattress or pillow. [prob. ult. < L theca case
< Gk. theke]
tick·er (tikʹәr), n. 1 person or thing that
ticks. 2 Informal. the heart.
tick·et (tikʹit), n. 1 a card or piece of paper
that gives its holder a right or privilege:
a theater ticket. 2 summons given to an
oﬀender to appear in court, usually with
reference to traﬃc violations: a ticket
for speeding. 3 a card or piece of paper
attached to something to show its price,
etc. 4 the list of candidates to be voted
on that belong to one political party. —v.
1 put a ticket on; mark with a ticket. 2
give a traﬃc summons to. [< F étiquette
ticket, etiquette]
tick·ing (tikʹing), n. a strong cotton or
linen cloth, used to cover mattresses and
pillows and to make tents and awnings.
tick·le (tikʹәl), v., –led, –ling, n. —v. 1
touch lightly causing little thrills, shivers, or wriggles. 2 have a feeling like this;
cause to have such a feeling: my nose
tickles. 3 Fig. excite pleasantly; amuse:
the story tickled him. 4 play, stir, get, etc.,
with light touches or strokes. —n. 1 a
tingling or itching feeling. 2 a tickling.
—tickʹler, n.
tick·lish (tikʹlish), adj. 1 sensitive to tickling: a ticklish person. 2 Fig. requiring
careful handling; delicate; risky: a ticklish situation. 3 easily upset; unstable:
a canoe is a ticklish craft. —tickʹlishness, n.
tick-tack-toe (tik´tak tōʹ), n. game of
nine boxes played on paper in which
each of two players tries to mark three
boxes in a row with an X or O.
tid·al (tīdʹәl), adj. 1 of tides; having tides;
caused by tides. 2 depending on the tide.
tidal wave, 1 a large, destructive ocean
wave produced by an earthquake, hurricane, etc. 2 either of two great swellings of the ocean surface (due to the
attraction of the moon and sun) that
move around the globe on opposite
sides and cause the tides. 3 Fig. any great
movement or manifestation of feeling,
opinion, or the like.

tid·bit (tidʹbit´), n. a very pleasing bit of
food, news, etc. Also, titbit. [< tid nice
+ bit morsel]
tide (tīd), n., v., tid·ed, tid·ing. —n. 1 the
rise and fall of the ocean about every
twelve hours, caused by the attraction
of the moon and the sun. 2 anything
that rises and falls like the tide: the tide
of popular opinion. 3 stream; current;
ﬂood. 4 season; time. —v. carry as the
tide does.
tide over, help along for a time.
turn the tide, change from one condition to the opposite. [OE tīd, orig.,
time]
tide·land (tīdʹland´), n. submerged coastal
land within the historical boundaries of
a state and belonging to that state.
tide·wa·ter (tīdʹwô´tәr; –wot´әr), n. 1
water having tides. 2 low-lying land
along the coast; seacoast. —adj. of or
along tidewater.
ti·dings (tīʹdingz), n.pl. news; information. [OE tīdung < tīdan happen]
ti·dy (tīʹdi), adj., –di·er, –di·est, v., –died,
–dy·ing. —adj. 1 neat and in order: a
tidy room. 2 inclined to keep things neat
and in order: a tidy person. 3 considerable; fairly large: a tidy sum of money.
—v. put in order; make tidy. [ult. < OE
tīd time] —tiʹdi·er, n. —tiʹdi·ly, adv.
—tiʹdi·ness, n.
tie (tī), v., tied, ty·ing, n. —v. 1 fasten
with string or the like; bind: tie a package. 2 tighten and fasten the string or
strings of: tie one’s shoes. 3 restrain;
restrict; limit: he did not want to be tied
to a steady job. 4 make the same score;
be equal in points: the two teams tied.
—n. 1 anything connecting or holding
together two or more things or parts. 2
necktie. 3 thing that unites; bond; obligation: family ties. 4 beam, rod, or the
like that connects or holds together two
or more parts, such as rails of a railroad.
5 equality in points, votes, or a contest
in which this occurs. 6 a curved line
set above or below notes that are to be
played or sung continuously.
tie down, limit; conﬁne; restrict.
tie in, connect: ties in with the rest of the
story.
tie into, attack.
tie up, a tie ﬁrmly or tightly. b wrap up:
tie up a box, (Fig.) tie up a contract. c
stop; delay: tie up the commuter lines.
d make unavailable: tie up in a meeting.
[OE tīgan < tēag rope] —tiʹer, n.
tie-dye (tīʹdīʹ), v., –dyed, –dy·ing. tie
fabric into knots before dying it, creating abstract patterns from the uneven
exposure to dye.
tie-in (tīʹin´), n. connection; relationship.
tier (tir), n. one of a series of rows
arranged one above another: tiers of
seats at a baseball game. —v. arrange in
tiers. [< F, orig., order] —tiered, adj.
tie-up (tīʹup´), n. a stopping of work or
operations on account of a strike, storm,
accident, etc.

tiﬀ (tif), n. a little quarrel. —v. have a
little quarrel.
ti·ger (tīʹgәr), n. 1 a large, ﬁerce Asiatic
animal of the cat family that has dullyellow fur striped with black 2 ⫽tiger
cat (def. 1). [< L < Gk. tigris] —tiʹgerish, tiʹgrish, tiʹger·like´, adj.
tiger cat, 1 domestic cat with markings
somewhat like the tiger. 2 small wildcat
resembling a tiger.
tiger lily, a lily that has dull-orange ﬂowers spotted with black.
tiger shark, large shark found in the
Atlantic and Paciﬁc Oceans that has yellow stripes on its back.
tight (tīt), adj. 1 ﬁrm; held ﬁrmly; packed
or put together ﬁrmly: a tight knot,
a tight canvas. 2 close; ﬁtting closely;
ﬁtting too closely: tight clothing. 3 not
letting water, air, or gas in or out. 4 hard
to deal with or manage; diﬃcult: his lies
got him in a tight place. 5 almost even;
close: it was a tight race. 6 hard to get;
scarce: money is tight just now. 7 stingy.
8 drunk. —adv. ﬁrmly.
sit tight, keep the same position, opinion, etc. [OE getyht, pp. of tyhtan stretch]
—tightʹly, adv. —tightʹness, n.
tight·en (tītʹәn), v. make tight or become
tight. —tightʹen·er, n.
tight-ﬁst·ed (tītʹﬁsʹtid), adj. stingy.
tight-lipped (tītʹliptʹ), adj. 1 keeping the
lips ﬁrmly together. 2 saying little or
nothing.
tight·rope (tītʹrōp´), n. 1 rope stretched
tight on which acrobats perform. 2
Fig. diﬃcult, potentially dangerous situation. —adj. of or pertaining to a tightrope.
tights (tīts), n.pl. a close-ﬁtting covering
for the legs and lower body, worn by
acrobats, dancers, etc.
tight·wad (tītʹwod´), n. Informal. a stingy
person.
ti·gress (tīʹgris), n. a female tiger.
til·de (tilʹdә), n. 1 a diacritical mark
(~) used over n in Spanish when it is
pronounced ny, as in cañón (kä nyōn').
2 in the pronunciations in this book,
a mark used over a to show that it is
pronounced as in fare (fãr). [< Sp. < L
titulus title]
tile (tīl), n., v., tiled, til·ing. —n. 1 a
a thin piece of baked clay, stone, etc.
Tiles are used for covering roofs, paving
ﬂoors, and ornamenting. b thin piece
of plastic, rubber, etc., used in similar
ways. 2 pipe for draining land. 3 tiles
collectively. —v. put tiles on or in. [< L
tegula] —tilʹer, n.
til·ing (tīlʹing), n. 1 tiles collectively. 2
the work of covering with tiles. 3 work
consisting of tiles.
till1 (til), prep., conj. until; up to the time
of; up to the time when. [OE til]
till2 (til), v. cultivate (land); plow. [OE tilian] —tillʹa·ble, adj. —tillʹer, n.
till3 (til), n. a small drawer for money
under or behind a counter. [ult. < OE
–tyllan draw, as in betyllan lure]

tinkle
till·age (tilʹij), n. 1 cultivation of land. 2
fact or condition of being tilled. 3 tilled
land. 4 crops growing on tilled land.
till·er (tilʹәr), n. bar or handle used to
turn the rudder in steering a boat.
[< OF telier weaver’s beam, ult. < L tela
web, loom] —tillʹer·less, adj.
tilt (tilt), v. 1 slope; slant; lean; tip: this
table tilts. 2 rush, charge, or ﬁght with
lances. —n. 1 a slope; sloping position. 2
act or fact of tilting; state of being tilted.
3 a ﬁght on horseback with lances.
full tilt, at full speed; with full force: his
car ran full tilt against the tree.
tilt at windmills, attack imaginary enemies. [ult. < OE tealt shaky] —tiltʹer, n.
tim·ber (timʹbәr), n. 1 U.S. wood used for
building and making things. 2 a large
piece of wood used in building. Beams
and rafters are timbers. 3 a curved piece
forming a rib of a ship. 4 growing trees;
forests. —v. cover, support, or furnish
with timber. [OE] —timʹbered, adj.
—timʹber·ing, n. —timʹber·land´, n.
timber line, line beyond which trees will
not grow on mountains and in the polar
regions because of the cold.
timber wolf, a large gray or brindled wolf
of North America.
tim·bre (timʹbәr; tamʹ–), n. the quality in sounds that distinguishes a certain voice, instrument, etc., from other
voices, instruments, etc. [< OF, ult.
< Gk. tympanon kettledrum. Doublet of
tympanum.]
time (tīm), n., v., timed, tim·ing, adj.
—n. 1 all the days there have been
or ever will be; the past, present, and
future: space and time are two fundamental conceptions. 2 a part of time: a
long time, for the time being. 3 a particular point in time: what time is it?
dinner time, this time we will succeed. 4
the right part or point of time: it is time
to eat. 5 way of reckoning time: daylightsaving time. 6 condition or experience
during life: hard times, a good time. 7
a rate of movement in music; rhythm:
waltz time. b length of a note or rest in
music. 8 a amount of time that one has
worked. b pay for this: give me my time.
9 free time; leisure: have time to read.
—v. 1 measure the time of: time a race. 2
do at regular times; do in rhythm with;
set the time of: the dancers time their
steps to the music. 3 choose the moment
or occasion for. —adj. 1 of or pertaining to time. 2 provided with a clocklike
mechanism so that it will explode or
ignite at a given moment: a time bomb.
3 pertaining to purchases to be paid for
at a future date.
about time, near the proper time: about
time to go.
against time, trying to ﬁnish before a
certain time: hard to work against time.
at the same time, however; nevertheless.
at times, now and then; once in a
while.

behind the times, out-of-date.
buy time, stall; delay.
do time, Informal. serve time in prison.
for the time being, for now.
from time to time, now and then; once
in a while.
in no time, soon.
in time, a after a while. b soon enough. c
in the right tempo, in music, marching,
dancing, etc.
keep time, a measure time correctly: the
clock keeps perfect time. b record time or
the rate of speed: kept time for the race. c
move at the right pace: keep time to the
music.
kill time, spend time doing unprotective or uninteresting things; pass time.
on time, a at the right time; not late. b
with time in which to pay: buy on time.
take one’s time, move slowly, deliberately; not hurry.
tell time, read the time.
time after time or time and again,
again and again.
times, multiplied by; x. [OE tīma]
time·card (tīmʹkärd´), n. card for recording the amount of time that a person
works.
time clock, clock with a device to record
the time when workers arrive and leave.
time-hon·ored (tīmʹon´әrd), adj. honored because old and established.
time·keep·er (tīmʹkēp´әr), n. person or
thing that keeps time.
time-lapse (tīmʹlaps´), adj. of or having to do with a photographic technique that makes a very slow process
appear to be fast, as in the opening of
a ﬂower.
time·less (tīmʹlis), adj. 1 never ending; eternal. 2 referring to no special
time.
time line, 1 time when events occurred,
pictured on a chart in a long line: a time
line of the Revolution. 2 ⫽timetable.
time·ly (tīmʹli), adj. –li·er, –li·est. at the
right time. —timeʹli·ness, n.
time·piece (tīmʹpēs´), n. clock or watch.
tim·er (tīmʹәr), n. 1 person or thing
that times. 2 ⫽timepiece. 3 in an internal-combustion engine, an automatic
device that causes the spark for igniting the charge to occur just at the time
required.
time slot, position in a schedule, esp. of
radio or television programs.
time·ta·ble (tīmʹtā´bәl), n. schedule
showing the times when trains, boats,
buses, airplanes, etc., arrive and depart.
time·worn (tīmʹwôrn´; –wōrn´), adj.
worn by long existence or use.
time zone, geographical region where the
same standard time is used. The world is
divided into 24 time zones, the United
States has four.
tim·id (timʹid), adj. easily frightened; shy.
[< L timidus] —timʹid·ly, adv. —timʹidness, n.
ti·mid·i·ty (ti midʹә ti), n. state or character of being timid; shyness.
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tim·ing (tīmʹing), n. regulation of the
speed of motions, musical tempo, etc.,
to secure the greatest possible eﬀect.
tim·or·ous (timʹәr әs), adj. easily frightened;
timid. [< Med.L, < L timor fear] —timʹorous·ly, adv. —timʹor·ous·ness, n.
tim·o·thy (timʹә thi), n. a kind of coarse
grass with long, cylindrical spikes, often
grown for hay. [after Timothy Hanson,
early American cultivator]
Tim·o·thy (timʹә thi), n. 1 a disciple of
the Apostle Paul. 2 either of the two
books of the New Testament written as
letters by Paul to Timothy.
tim·pa·ni (timʹpә ni), n. pl., sing. –no
(–nō). kettledrums. [< Ital., pl. of timpano tympanum] —timʹpa·nist, n.
tin (tin), n., adj., v., tinned, tin·ning. —n.
1 a metallic element, Sn, resembling silver in color and luster but softer and
cheaper. 2 tin plate. 3 any can, box, pan,
or other container made of tin: a pie tin.
—adj. made of tin. —v. cover with tin.
[OE] —tinned, tinʹlike´, adj.
tinc·ture (tingkʹchәr), n., v., –tured, –turing. —n. 1 solution of medicine in
alcohol: tincture of iodine. 2 trace; tinge.
3 color; tint. —v. 1 give a trace or tinge
to. 2 color; tint. [< L tinctura < tingere
tinge]
tin·der (tinʹdәr), n. anything that catches
ﬁre easily. [OE tynder] —tinʹder·like´,
adj.
tin·der·box (tinʹdәr boks´), n. 1 box for
holding tinder, ﬂint, and steel for making a ﬁre. 2 Fig. a very inﬂammable thing
or person.
tine (tīn), n. a sharp projecting point
or prong: the tines of a fork. [OE tind]
—tined, adj.
ting (ting), v. make or cause to make a
clear ringing sound. —n. such a sound.
[imit.]
tinge (tinj), v., tinged, tinge·ing or tinging, n. —v. 1 color slightly: a drop of ink
will tinge a glass of water. 2 add a trace
of some quality to; change slightly: sad
memories tinged their present joy. —n. 1
a slight coloring or tint. 2 a very small
amount; trace. [< L tingere] —tingʹer, n.
—tinʹgi·ble, adj.
tin·gle (tingʹgәl), v. –gled, –gling, n.
—v. 1 have a feeling of thrills or a pricking, stinging feeling. 2 cause this feeling in; be thrilling: the newspaper story
tingled with excitement. —n. a pricking,
stinging feeling. [prob. var. of tinkle]
—tinʹgler, n. —tinʹgling·ly, adv.
tink·er (tingkʹәr), n. 1 person who mends
pots, pans, etc. 2 unskilled work; activity that is rather unproductive. 3 person who does such work. —v. 1 mend;
patch. 2 work or repair in an unskilled
or amateur way. 3 work or keep busy in
a rather unproductive way. [ult. < tin]
—tinkʹer·er, n.
tin·kle (tingʹkәl), v., –kled, –kling, n.
—v. 1 make short, light, ringing sounds:
little bells tinkle. 2 move with a tinkle;
call, make known, etc., by tinkling: the
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little clock tinkled out the hours. —n.
series of short, light, ringing sounds.
[ult. imit.] —tinʹkler, n. —tinʹkling, n.,
adj. —tinkʹly, adj.
tin·ner (tinʹәr), n. person who works
with tin.
tin·ny (tinʹi), adj., –ni·er, –ni·est. 1 of
tin; containing tin. 2 like tin in looks or
sound. —tinʹni·ly, adv. —tinʹni·ness, n.
tin plate, thin sheets of iron or steel
coated with tin. Ordinary tin cans are
made of tin plate.
tin·sel (tinʹsәl), n., adj. —n. 1 glittering
thin strips, threads, etc., esp. used to trim
Christmas trees. 2 Fig. anything showy
but having little value. —adj. of or like
tinsel; showy but not worth much. [< F
étincelle spark < L scintilla spark. Doublet of scintilla.] —tinʹsel·ly, adj.
tin·smith (tinʹsmith´), n. person who
works with tin; maker of tinware.
tint (tint), n. 1 variety of a color: several
tints of blue. 2 a delicate or pale color. 3
variety of a color produced by mixing
it with white. —v. put a tint on; color
slightly. [earlier tinct < L tinctus a dyeing
< tingere to dye] —tintʹer, n.
tin·type (tinʹtīp´), n. photograph taken
on a sheet of enameled tin or iron.
tin·ware (tinʹwãr´), n. articles made of
tin.
ti·ny (tīʹni), adj., –ni·er, –ni·est. very
small; wee.
–tion, suﬃx. 1 act or state of ——ing, as in
addition, opposition. 2 condition or state
of being ——ed, as in exhaustion. 3 result
of ——ing, as in apparition. [< L –tio]
tip1 (tip), n., v., tipped, tip·ping. —n. 1
the terminal portion; end; point: the
tips of the ﬁngers. 2 the uppermost portion; summit; top: the tip of a steeple. 3 a
small piece put on the end of something.
—v. put a tip on; furnish with a tip. [ME
tippe]
tip2 (tip), v., tipped, tip·ping, n. —v. 1
slope; slant: she tipped the table toward
her. 2 upset; overturn. 3 take oﬀ (a
hat) in salutation. —n. a slope; slant.
—tipʹper, n.
tip3 (tip), n., v., tipped, tip·ping, —n. 1 a
small present of money. 2 piece of secret
information: a tip on a race horse. 3 a
useful hint, suggestion, etc.: household
tips. 4 a light, sharp blow; tap. —v. 1
give a small present of money to. 2 give
secret information to. 3 give a tip. 4 hit
lightly and sharply; tap.
tip oﬀ, a give secret information to. b
warn. —tipʹper, n.
tip-oﬀ (tipʹôf´; –of´), n. Informal. 1 piece
of secret information. 2 a warning.
tip·pet (tipʹit), n. 1 scarf for the neck and
shoulders with ends hanging down in
front, esp. a long black scarf worn by
clergy in choir. 2 a long, narrow, hanging
part of a hood, sleeve, or scarf. [prob.
< tip1]
tip·ple (tipʹәl), v., –pled, –pling, n. —v.
drink (alcoholic liquor) often. —n. an
alcoholic liquor. —tipʹpler, n.

tip·ster (tipʹstәr), n. person who makes a
business of furnishing private or secret
information for use in betting, speculation, etc.
tip·sy (tipʹsi), adj., –si·er, –si·est. somewhat intoxicated but not thoroughly
drunk. [prob. < tip2 —tipʹsi·ly, adv.
—tipʹsi·ness, n.
tip·toe (tipʹtō´), n., v., –toed, –toeing, adj., adv. —n. the tips of the toes.
—v. walk on the tips of the toes. —adj. 1
standing or walking on tiptoe. 2 eagerly
expectant. 3 cautious; stealthy. —adv.
on tiptoe.
on tiptoe, a walking on one’s toes. b
eager. c in a secret.
tip·top (tipʹtop´), n. the very top; highest point. —adj. 1 at the very top or
highest point. 2 ﬁrst-rate; excellent.
—tipʹtop´per, n.
ti·rade (tīʹrād; tә rādʹ), n. 1 a long, vehement speech. 2 a long, scolding speech.
[< F < Ital. tirata < tirare shoot]
Ti·ra·na or Ti·ra·ne (ti räʹnә), n. capital
of Albania, in the C part.
tire1 (tīr), v., tired, tir·ing. make or
become weary: the work tired him.
tire out, make very weary. [OE tȳrian]
tire2 (tīr), n., v., tired, tir·ing. —n. a band
of rubber or metal around a wheel. —v.
furnish with a tire. [< attire, in sense of
“covering”]
tired (tīrd), adj. weary; wearied; exhausted.
—tiredʹly, adv. —tiredʹness, n.
tire·less (tīrʹlis), adj. 1 never becoming tired; requiring little rest: a tireless
worker. 2 never stopping: tireless eﬀorts.
—tireʹless·ly, adv.
tire·some (tīrʹsәm), adj. tiring; boring: a
tiresome speech. —tireʹsome·ly, adv.
’tis (tiz), it is.
tis·sue (tishʹu̇), n. 1 substance forming
the parts of animals and plants; a mass
of cells: brain tissue, skin tissue. 2 web;
network: her whole story was a tissue of
lies. 3 tissue paper. [< OF tissu, orig. pp.
of tistre weave < L texere]
tissue paper, a very thin, soft paper.
tissue typing, procedure used to determine if tissues from a donor are compatible with tissues of the recipient of a
transplant.
tit1 (tit), n. 1 ⫽titmouse. 2 any of various other small birds. [cf. Scand. tittr
titmouse]
tit2 (tit), n. nipple; teat. [OE titt]
ti·tan (tīʹtәn), n. person or thing having
enormous size, strength, power, etc.;
giant.
ti·tan·ic (tī tanʹik), adj. having great size,
strength, or power; gigantic; huge.
ti·ta·ni·um (tī tāʹni әm; ti–), n. metallic
element, Ti, occurring in various minerals. [< Titan family of giants in Greek
mythology] —ti·tanʹic, adj.
tit for tat, blow for blow; like for like.
tithe (tīth), n., v., tithed, tith·ing. —n.
1 one tenth. 2 Often, tithes. tax of one
tenth of the yearly produce of land,
animals, and personal work, paid for the

support of the church and the clergy. 3
a very small part. 4 any small tax, levy,
etc. —v. 1 put a tax of a tenth on. 2 pay a
tithe on. 3 give one tenth of one’s income
to the church or to charity. [OE teogotha
tenth] —tithʹer, n.
ti·tian (tishʹәn), n. an auburn or golden
red used extensively by Titian, Italian
painter. —adj. auburn; golden-red.
tit·il·late (titʹә lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lat·ing.
excite pleasantly; stimulate agreeably.
[< L] —tit´il·laʹtion, n. —titʹil·la´tor, n.
tit·lark (titʹlärk´), n. a small bird like a
lark; pipit.
ti·tle (tīʹtәl), n., v., –tled, –tling. —n. 1 the
name of a book, poem, picture, song, etc.
2 name showing rank, occupation, or
condition in life. King, captain, professor, Madame are titles. 3 any descriptive
name. 4 a ﬁst-place position; championship: the tennis title. 5 a a legal right to
the possession of property. b document
giving such a right. —v. call by a title;
name. [< OF < L titulus. Doublet of
tittle.] —tiʹtled, adj.
title page, the page at the beginning of a
book that contains the title, the author’s
name, etc.
title role, the part or character for which
a play is named. Hamlet is a title role.
tit·mouse (titʹmous´), n., pl. –mice. any
of certain small birds with short bills
and dull-colored feathers, as the chickadee. [ME titmose < tit titmouse + OE
māse titmouse]
ti·trate (tīʹtrāt; titʹrāt), v., –trat·ed, –trating, n. —v. analyze (a solution) by titration. —n. solution to be analyzed in this
way. [< F, < titre quality, title]
ti·tra·tion (tī trāʹshәn; ti–), n. process of
determining the amount of some substance present in a solution by measuring the amount of a diﬀerent substance
that must be added to cause a chemical
change.
tit·ter (titʹәr), v. laugh in a half-restrained
manner; giggle. —n. such a laugh.
—titʹter·er, n. —titʹter·ing·ly, adv.
tit·tle (titʹәl), n. 1 a very little bit; particle;
whit. 2 a small stroke or mark over a letter in writing or printing. The dot over
an i is a tittle. [< Med.L titulus diacritical
mark < L, title. Doublet of title.]
tit·tle-tat·tle (titʹәl tat´әl), n., v., –tled,
–tling. gossip. —titʹtle-tat´tler, n.
tit·u·lar (tichʹә lәr; titʹyә–), adj. 1 in title
or name only: he is a titular prince
without any power. 2 having a title. 3
pertaining to a title. [< L titulus title]
—titʹu·lar·ly, adv.
Ti·tus (tīʹtәs), n. 1 convert and companion of Saint Paul. 2 epistle of the
New Testament written to Titus by Saint
Paul.
tiz·zy (tizʹi), n., pl. –zies. a very excited
state; dither.
Tl, thallium.
Tm, thulium.
Tn., thoron.
tn., ton.
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TN, (zip code) Tennessee.
TNT, trinitrotoluene, a colorless solid
used as an explosive.
to (tü; unstressed tu̇, tә), prep. 1 in the
direction of: go to the right. 2 as far as;
until: rotten to the core, faithful to the
end. 3 into: she tore the letter to pieces. 4
along with; with: we danced to the music,
it is not to my liking. 5 compared with:
the score was 9 to 5. 6 belonging with;
of: the key to my room. 7 on; against:
fasten it to the wall. 8 about; concerning:
what did he say to that? 9 To is used to
show action toward: give the book to me,
speak to her, come to the rescue. 10 To is
used with the inﬁnitive form of verbs: he
likes to read, he went to sleep, the birds
began to sing. —adv. 1 toward a person,
thing, or point implied or understood;
forward: he wore his cap wrong side to.
2 together; touching; closed: the door
slammed to. 3 to action or work: we
turned to gladly. 4 to consciousness: she
came to.
to and fro, ﬁrst one way and then back
again; back and forth. [OE tō]
toad (tōd), n. 1 a small animal somewhat like a frog, living most of the
time on land rather than in water.
2 any tailless amphibian; any frog.
3 Fig. contemptible person. [OE tāde]
—toadʹlike´, adj.
toad·ﬁsh (tōdʹﬁsh´), n. ﬁsh with a thick
head, a wide mouth, and slimy skin
without scales.
toad·stool (tōdʹstül´), n. 1 ⫽mushroom.
2 a poisonous mushroom.
toad·y (tōdʹi), n., pl. toad·ies, v., toad·ied,
toad·y·ing. —n. a fawning ﬂatterer. —v.
1 act like a toady. 2 fawn upon; ﬂatter.
—toadʹy·ish, adj. —toadʹy·ism, n.
to-and-fro (tüʹәnd frōʹ), adj. back-andforth.
toast1 (tōst), n. bread browned by heat.
[< v.] —v. 1 brown by heat. 2 heat
thoroughly. [< OF toster, ult. < L torrere
parch] —toastʹer, n.
toast2 (tōst), n. 1 person or thing whose
health is proposed and drunk: “the King”
was the ﬁrst toast drunk by the oﬃcers. 2
a call on another or others to drink to
some person or thing. 3 act of drinking
to the health of a person or thing. —v.
1 propose as a toast; drink to the health
of. 2 drink toasts. [from the custom of
putting toast into drinks]
toast·mas·ter (tōstʹmas´tәr; –mäs´–), n.
1 person who presides at a dinner and
introduces the speakers. 2 person who
proposes toasts.
to·bac·co (tә bakʹō), n., pl. –cos, –coes. 1
the prepared leaves of certain plants of
the nightshade family, used for smoking
or chewing or as snuﬀ. 2 one of these
plants. [< Sp. tabaco < Carib]
to·bac·co·nist (tә bakʹә nist), n. dealer in
tobacco.
to·bog·gan (tә bogʹәn), —n. a long, narrow, ﬂat sled that curves up in the front
and has no runners. —v. 1 slide downhill

on such a sled. 2 Informal. Fig. decline
sharply and rapidly in value. [< F (Canadian) tabagane < Algonquian] —to·bogʹgan·er, to·bogʹgan·ist, n.
toc·ca·ta (tә käʹtә), n. composition for the
piano or organ intended to exhibit the
player’s technique. [< Ital., orig. pp. of
toccare touch]
toc·sin (tokʹsәn), n. 1 alarm sounded on a
bell; warning signal. 2 bell used to sound
an alarm. [< F < Pr. tocasenh < tocar
strike + senh bell]
to·day (tә dāʹ), n. this day; the present
time. —adv. 1 on this day. 2 at the present time; now. [OE tō dœge]
tod·dle (todʹәl), v., –dled, –dling, n.
—v. walk with short, unsteady steps, as a
baby does. —n. 1 act of toddling. 2 such
a way of walking.
tod·dler (todʹlәr), n. child just learning
to walk.
tod·dy (todʹi) n., pl. –dies. 1 fermented
palm sap. 2 drink made of whiskey,
brandy, etc., with hot water and sugar.
[< Hind. tāγī palm sap < tāγ palm]
to-do (tә düʹ), n., pl. –dos. fuss; bustle;
commotion.
toe (tō), n., v., toed, toe·ing. —n. 1 one of
the ﬁve end parts of the foot. 2 the part
of a stocking, shoe, etc., that covers the
toes. 3 the fore part of a foot or hoof. 4
anything like a toe: the toe and heel of
a golf club. —v. 1 touch or reach with
the toes: toe a line. 2 turn the toes in
walking, standing, etc.: toe in, toe out.
3 furnish with a toe or toes. 4 drive (a
nail) slantwise. 5 fasten by nails driven
slantwise.
on one’s toes, ready for action; alert.
step on one’s toes, oﬀend or annoy one.
toe to toe, facing one another; confronting directly. [OE tā] —toeʹless, adj.
—toeʹlike´, adj.
toe dance, dancing on the tips of the
toes, as in ballet. —toeʹ-dance´, v. —toe
dancer.
toe·hold (tōʹhōld´), n. 1 crack, edge, etc.,
large enough for the toes in rock climbing. 2 Fig. any way of getting a start or
expanding, as in a job.
toe·nail (tōʹnāl´), n. 1 the nail growing on
a toe of the human foot. 2 in carpentry, a
nail driven obliquely.
tof·fee (tôfʹi; tofʹi), n., pl. –fees. ⫽taﬀy.
to·fu (tōʹfü), n. semi-soft food made from
soybeans.
tog (tog), n. garment.
togs, clothes. [prob. ult. < F toge cloak
or L toga]
to·ga (tōʹgә), n., pl. –gas, –gae (–jē). a
loose outer garment worn by men of
ancient Rome. [< L] —toʹgaed, adj.
to·geth·er (tә gethʹәr), adv. with each
other; in company; in or into one mass
body: call people together, consider several cases together, this one cost more
than all the others together. 2 into or
in union, contact, collision, etc.: sew
things together, the cars came together
with a crash, squeeze a thing together. 3
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at the same time: you cannot have both
together.
together with, along with. [OE tōgœdere
< to to + gœdere together] —to·gethʹerness, n.
tog·gle (togʹәl), n., v., –gled, –gling. —n.
1 pin, bolt, or rod put through the eye of
a rope or the link of a chain to keep it
in place, to hold two ropes together, to
serve as a hold for the ﬁngers, etc. 2 a
toggle joint, or a device furnished with
one. —v. furnish with a toggle; fasten
with a toggle.
toggle joint, a kneelike joint that transmits pressure at right angles.
toggle switch, electric switch that
opens and closes an electric circuit by
means of a projecting lever, as in a light
switch.
To·go (tōʹgō), n. republic in W Africa on
the Gulf of Guinea.
toil1 (toil), n. hard work; labor. —v. 1 work
hard. 2 move with diﬃculty, pain, or
weariness. [< AF, ? ult. < L tudicula olive
press] —toilʹer, n.
toil2 (toil), n. Often, toils. net; snare: the
thief was caught in the toils of the law.
[< F toile, lit., cloth < L tela web]
toi·let (toiʹlit), n. 1 ⫽bathroom. 2 a water
closet. 3 process of dressing, including bathing, combing the hair, etc. 4
Also, toi·lette (toi letʹ), a person’s dress;
costume. —adj. of or for the toilet. [< F
toilette, dim. of toile. See toil2.]
toi·let·ry (toiʹlit ri), n., pl. –ries. soap,
face powder, perfumery, etc., used for
the toilet.
toilet water, a fragrant liquid not so
strong as perfume.
toil·some (toilʹsәm), adj. requiring hard
work; laborious; wearisome.—toilʹsomely, adv. —toilʹsome·ness, n.
toil·worn (toilʹwôrn´; –wōrn´), adj. worn
by toil; showing the eﬀects of toil.
To·kay (tō kāʹ), n. 1 a rich, sweet wine
made near Tokay, a town in Hungary.
2 the large, ﬁrm, reddish, sweet grape
from which it is made.
to·ken (tōʹkәn), n. 1 something serving
to indicate some fact, feeling, event,
etc.; mark or sign: wear black as a
token of mourning. 2 sign of friendship; keepsake. 3 piece of metal stamped
for a higher value than the metal is
worth. Tokens are used for some purposes instead of money. 4 piece of metal
indicating a right or privilege. —adj.
having only the semblance of; serving
as a symbol; nominal; partial: a token
payment, token resistance.
by the same token, moreover.
in token of, as a token of; to show. [OE
tācen]
to·ken·ism (tōʹkә niz әm), n. the making
of token signs of dealing with social
issues, esp. discrimination.
To·ky·o (tōʹki ō), n. capital of Japan, in
the SE part.
told (tōld), v. 1 pt. and pp. of tell. 2 all
told, including all.
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tol·er·a·ble (tolʹәr ә bәl), adj. 1 able to
be borne or endured. 2 fairly good: in
tolerable health. [< L, < tolerare tolerate]
—tolʹer·a·ble·ness, n. —tolʹer·a·bly, adv.
tol·er·ance (tolʹәr әns), n. 1 a willingness
to be tolerant and patient toward people
whose opinions or ways diﬀer from
one’s own. 2 the power of enduring or
resisting the action of a drug, poison,
etc. 3 action of tolerating. 4 an allowed
amount of variation from a standard,
as in the weight of coins or the size of a
wire, bolt, shaft, or other product.
tol·er·ant (tolʹәr әnt), adj. 1 willing to
let other people do as they think best;
willing to endure beliefs and actions of
which one does not approve. 2 able to
endure or resist the action of a drug,
poison, etc. —tolʹer·ant·ly, adv.
tol·er·ate (tolʹәr āt), v., –at·ed, –at·ing. 1
allow; permit. 2 bear; endure. 3 endure
or resist the action of (a drug, poison,
etc.). [< L toleratus] —tolʹer·a´tive, adj.
—tolʹer·a´tor, n.
tol·er·a·tion (tol´әr āʹshәn), n. 1 willingness to put up with beliefs and actions of
which one does not approve; tolerance. 2
recognition of a person’s right to worship
as he or she thinks best without loss of
civil rights or social privileges; freedom
of worship. 3 recognition and acceptance
by a society of people of other races and
their right to beneﬁt from the same
privileges and responsibilities.
toll1 (tōl), v. 1 sound with single strokes
slowly and regularly repeated: bells were
tolled all over the country at the President’s death. 2 call, announce, etc., by
tolling. —n. 1 a stroke or sound of a bell.
2 act or fact of tolling. [akin to OE –tyllan draw. See till3.] —tollʹer, n.
toll2 (tōl), n. 1 tax or fee paid for some
right or privilege: we pay a toll when
we use the bridge. 2 charge for a certain
service: there is a toll on long-distance
telephone calls. 3 something paid, lost,
suﬀered, etc.: automobile accidents take
a heavy toll of human lives. —v. collect
tolls from; take as toll. [< L < Gk. telonion toll house, ult. < telos tax] —tollʹable, adj. —tollʹer, n.
toll call, a long-distance telephone call,
for which there is a speciﬁc charge.
toll·gate (tōlʹgāt´), n. gate where toll is
collected.
toll·keep·er (tōlʹkēp´әr), n. person who
collects the toll at a tollgate.
Tol·tec (tolʹtek), n. one of an ancient
people that ruled Mexico before the
Aztecs and greatly inﬂuenced their culture. —adj. Also, Tolʹtec·an. of or having to do with this people.
tol·u·ene (tolʹyu̇ ēn), n. a colorless liquid, C6H5CH3, somewhat like benzene,
obtained from coal tar and coal gas and
used as a solvent and for making explosives, dyes, etc.
tom, Tom (tom), n. the male of various
animals; male. [< Tom, proper name,
short for Thomas]

tom·a·hawk (tomʹә hôk), n. a light ax
used by North American Indians as a
weapon and a tool. —v. strike or kill with
a tomahawk. [< Algonquian]
to·ma·to (tә māʹtō; –mäʹ–), n., pl. –toes.
1 a juicy fruit used as a vegetable. Most
tomatoes are red, but some kinds are
yellow. 2 the plant it grows on. [< Sp.
< Mex. tomatl]
tomb (tüm), n. grave, vault, mausoleum,
etc., for a dead body. —v. put in a tomb;
shut up as if in a tomb. [< OF < LL < Gk.
tymbos] —tombʹless, adj. —tombʹlike´,
adj.
tom·boy (tomʹboi´), n. girl who likes to
play boys’ games; boisterous, romping
girl. —tomʹboy´ish, adj.
tomb·stone (tümʹstōn´), n. stone that
marks a tomb or grave.
tom·cat (tomʹkat´), n. a male cat.
tome (tōm), n. book, esp. a large, heavy
book. [< F < L < Gk. tomos, orig., piece
cut oﬀ ]
tom·fool (tomʹfülʹ), n. a silly fool; stupid
person.
tom·fool·er·y (tom´fülʹәr i), n., pl. –eries. silly behavior; nonsense.
Tommy gun, tommy gun, a Thompson
submachine gun. —Tommy gunner,
tommy gunner.
tom·my·rot (tomʹi rot´), n. Informal.
nonsense; rubbish; foolishness.
to·mor·row (tә môrʹō; –morʹō), n. the
day after today. —adv. on the day after
today.
Tom Thumb, 1 a diminutive hero of folk
tales. 2 anyone or anything that is very
small.
tom·tit (tomʹtit´), n. a small bird, esp. a
tit-mouse
tom-tom (tomʹtom´), n. a native drum,
usually beaten with the hands. [< Hind.
tam-tam] —tomʹ-tom´mer, n.
ton (tun), n. 1 measure of weight; 2000
pounds in the United States and Canada,
2,240 pounds in England. 2 measure of
volume that varies with the thing measured, as the unit of internal capacity of
a ship is 100 cubic feet, unit of carrying
capacity of a ship is 40 cubic feet, or
unit of water a ship will displace is 35
cubic feet.
long ton, 2,240 pounds.
metric ton, 1,000 kilograms.
short ton, 2,000 pounds. [var. of tun]
ton·al (tōnʹәl), adj. of or pertaining to
tones or tone. —tonʹal·ly, adv.
to·nal·i·ty (tō nalʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 a
sum of relations, melodic and harmonic,
existing between the tones of a scale or
musical system. b a key or system of
musical tones. 2 the color scheme of a
painting, etc.
tone (tōn), n., v., toned, ton·ing. —n. 1
any sound considered with reference to
its quality, pitch, strength, source, etc.:
sweet, shrill, or loud tones. 2 a a musical sound; musical sound of deﬁnite
pitch and character. b the diﬀerence in
pitch between two notes. C and D are

one tone apart. 3 manner of speaking
or writing: a moral tone, a vulgar tone.
4 spirit; character; style: a tone of quiet
elegance prevails in her home. 5 normal
healthy condition; vigor. 6 eﬀect of color
and of light in a picture. 7 shade of color.
—v. 1 harmonize: this rug tones in well
with the wallpaper. 2 give a tone to.
tone down, soften: tone down your words.
[< L < Gk. tonos, orig., a stretching, taut
string] —toneʹless, adj. —toneʹless·ly,
adv. —toneʹless·ness, n. —tonʹer, n.
tone-deaf (tōnʹdef´), adj. 1 unable to hear
the diﬀerence between musical tones.
2 Fig. insensitive to the eﬀects of how
what one says aﬀects another; obtuse.
tone language, language that uses tones
to distinguish between words that have
diﬀerent meanings but are pronounced
the same, as in Chinese.
tong (tông; tong), n. a secret Chinese
organization or club in the United
States. [< Chinese t’ang, t’ong, orig.,
meeting hall]
tongs (tôngz; tongz), n. pl. (sometimes
sing. in use) tool with two hinged or
pivoted arms for seizing, holding, or
lifting. [OE tang]
tongue (tung), n., v., tongued, tongu·ing.
—n. 1 the movable piece of ﬂesh in the
mouth, used in tasting and, by people,
for talking. 2 an animal’s tongue used as
food. 3 power of speech. 4 way of speaking; speech; talk: a ﬂattering tongue. 5
the language of a people: the English
tongue. 6 something shaped or used like
a tongue: tongues of ﬂame. 7 the strip
of leather under the laces of a shoe. 8 a
movable piece inside a bell that swings
and rings. —v. modify tones of (a ﬂute,
cornet, etc.) with the tongue.
hold one’s tongue, keep still.
on the tip of one’s tongue, almost spoken.
with tongue in cheek, with intent
to mislead, esp. in jest. [OE tunge]
—tongueʹless, adj.
tongue-lashing (tungʹlash´ing), n. a
severe scolding or reprimand.
tongue-tied (tungʹtīd´), adj. 1 unable to
speak because of shyness, embarrassment, etc. 2 having the motion of the
tongue hindered.
tongue twister, phrase or sentence difﬁcult to say without error: unique New
York is one tongue twister.
ton·ic (tonʹik), n. 1 anything that gives
strength; medicine to give strength.
2 the ﬁrst note of a scale; keynote.
[< Gk. tonikos < tonos tone] —tonʹi·cally, adv.
to·nic·i·ty (tō nisʹә ti), n. 1 a tonic quality
or condition. 2 the property of possessing bodily tone.
to·night (tә nītʹ), n. the night of this
day; this night. —adv. on or during
this night.
ton·nage (tunʹij), n. 1 the carrying capacity of a ship expressed in tons of 100
cubic feet. 2 the freight-carrying capac-
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ity of a ship. 3 the total amount of shipping in tons. 4 duty or tax on ships at so
much a ton. 5 weight in tons.
ton·sil (tonʹsәl), n. either of the two oval
masses of glandular tissue on the sides
of the throat, just back of the mouth.
[< L tonsillae, pl.] —tonʹsil·lar, tonʹsilar, adj.
ton·sil·lec·to·my (ton´sә lekʹtә mi), n., pl.
–mies. removal of the tonsils.
ton·sil·li·tis (ton´sә līʹtis), n. inﬂammation of the tonsils.
ton·sure (tonʹshәr), n., v., –sured, –suring. —n. 1 a clipping of the hair or shaving of a part or the whole of the head of
a person entering the priesthood or an
order of monks. 2 the shaved part of the
head of a priest or monk. —v. shave the
head of. [< L tonsura < tondere shear,
shave] —tonʹsured, adj.
too (tü), adv. 1 also; besides: young, clever,
and rich too. 2 beyond what is desirable,
proper, or right; more than enough: too
long, too much. 3 very; exceedingly: I am
only too glad to help. [var. of to]
took (tu̇k), v. pt. of take.
tool (tül), n. 1 a knife, hammer, saw,
shovel, or any instrument used in doing
work. 2 Fig. person used by another like
a tool: he is a tool of the party boss. —v. 1
use a tool on. 2 work with a tool. 3 ornament with a tool. [OE tōl] —toolʹer, n.
tool·ing (tülʹing), n. 1 work done with a
tool. 2 ornamentation made with a tool.
toot (tüt), n. sound of a horn, whistle, etc.
—v. give forth a short blast. [prob. ult.
imit.] —tootʹer, n.
tooth (tüth), n., pl. teeth, v. —n. 1 one of
the hard bonelike parts in the mouth,
used for biting and chewing. 2 something like a tooth, as one of the projecting parts of a comb, rake, or saw. 3 taste,
relish, or liking (for): a sweet tooth.
—v. 1 furnish with teeth; put teeth on. 2
indent; cut teeth on the edge of.
ﬁght tooth and nail, ﬁght ﬁercely, with
all one’s force. [OE tōth] —toothed, adj.
—toothʹless, adj.
tooth·ache (tüthʹāk´), n. pain in a tooth
or the teeth.
tooth·brush (tüthʹbrush´), n. a small
brush for cleaning the teeth.
tooth·paste (tüthʹpāst´), n. paste used in
cleaning the teeth.
tooth·pick (tüthʹpik´), n. a small, pointed
piece of wood or a sharpened quill for
removing bits of food from between
the teeth.
tooth·some (tüthʹsәm), adj. 1 pleasing to
the taste; tasting good. 2 Fig. pleasing
to look at; pretty. —toothʹsome·ly, adv.
—toothʹsome·ness, n.
top1 (top), n., adj., v., topped, top·ping.
—n. 1 the highest point or part: the top
of a mountain, he is at the top of his class,
the top of one’s voice. 2 the upper part
or surface: the top of a shoe or table. 3
one that occupies the highest or leading
position: he is top in his profession. 4
cover of an automobile, can, etc. —adj.

1 pertaining to, situated at, or forming
the top: the top shelf. 2 highest in degree;
greatest: at top speed. 3 chief; foremost:
top honors. —v. 1 put a top on: top a box.
2 be on top of; be the top of: a church tops
the hill. 3 rise high; rise above: the sun
topped the horizon. 4 exceed in height,
amount, number, etc.: the expense topped
$100,000. 5 do better than; outdo; excel:
his story topped all the rest.
blow one’s top, Informal. lose one’s
temper.
from the top, from the beginning.
oﬀ the top of one’s head, Informal.
without considering; spontaneously.
on top, with success; with victory: the
team came out on top.
over the top, too much: decorations over
the top.
top oﬀ, a complete; ﬁnish; end: a beautiful cake topped oﬀ the meal. b reﬁll to the
top, esp. a gas tank. [OE topp]
top2 (top), n. toy that spins on a point.
sleep like a top, sleep soundly. [OE
topp]
to·paz (tōʹpaz), n. 1 a crystalline mineral
that occurs in various forms and colors.
Transparent yellow topaz is used as a
gem. 2 any of various other minerals,
as a yellow variety of sapphire (oriental
topaz) or a yellow variety of quartz
(false topaz). [< L < Gk. topazos]
top·coat (topʹkōt´), n. 1 overcoat; loose
overcoat; lightweight overcoat. 2 ﬁnal
coat of paint, varnish, etc.
To·pe·ka (tә pēʹkә), n. capital of Kansas,
in the NE part.
top·ﬂight (topʹﬂīt´), adj. of highest rank
or quality.
top·gal·lant (top´galʹәnt), n. the mast or
sail above the topmast; the third section
of a mast above the deck. —adj. next
above the topmast.
top hat, a tall, black silk hat worn by men
in formal clothes.
top-heav·y (topʹhev´i), adj. too heavy at
the top. —topʹ-heav´i·ness, n.
to·pi·ar·y (tōʹpi er´i), adj. 1 of plants,
clipped and trimmed to look like animals, pyramids, etc. 2 of or having to do
with such shaping of plants: a topiary
garden. [< L topiārius ornamental gardening < Gk. tópia a ﬁeld]
top·ic (topʹik), n. subject that people
think, write, or talk about: the topics
of the day. [sing. of topics < L topica
< Gk. (ta) topika, a study of logical and
rhetorical commonplaces (by Aristotle)
< topos place]
top·i·cal (topʹә kәl), adj. 1 having to do
with topics of the day; of current interest. 2 of or using topics; having to do
with the topics of a speech, writing, etc.
3 limited to a certain spot or part of the
body; local. —topʹi·cal·ly, adv.
top·knot (topʹnot´), n. a knot of hair or
a tuft of feathers on the top of the head.
—topʹknot´ted, adj.
top-lev·el (topʹlevʹәl), adj. of or having
the highest authority or rank.
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top·mast (topʹmast´; –mäst´), n. the second section of a mast above the deck.
top·most (topʹmōst), adj. highest.
top·notch (topʹnoch´), adj. Informal.
ﬁrst-rate; best possible.
to·pog·ra·pher (tә pogʹrә fәr), n. person
who describes the surface features of a
place or region.
to·pog·ra·phy (tә pogʹrә ﬁ), n., pl. –phies.
1 the detailed description or drawing of
places or their surface features. 2 the
surface features of a place or region. The
topography of a region includes hills,
valleys, streams, lakes, bridges, tunnels,
roads, etc. [< LL < Gk. < topos place
+ graphein write] —top´o·graphʹic,
top´o·graphʹi·cal, adj. —top´o·graphʹical·ly, adv.
top·ping (topʹing), n. something, as
a sauce or whipped cream, put on top
of a food as a garnish or ﬁnishing
touch.
top·ple (topʹәl), v., –pled, –pling. 1 fall
forward; tumble down: the chimney
toppled onto the roof. 2 throw over or
down; overturn: the wrestler toppled his
opponent.
tops (tops), adj. of the highest degree in
quality, excellence, etc.
top·sail (topʹsāl´), n. the second sail above
the deck on a mast.
top secret, a most important and highly
guarded secret.
top-se·cret (topʹsēʹkrit), adj. of utmost
secrecy; extremely conﬁdential.
top sergeant, the ﬁrst sergeant of a military company.
top·side (topʹsīd´), n. the upper part of
a ship’s side, esp. the part above the
water line.
top·soil (topʹsoil´), n. the upper part of
the soil; soil above the subsoil.
top·sy-tur·vy (topʹsi tėrʹvi), adv., adj., n.,
pl. –vies. —adv. 1 upside down. 2 in
confusion or disorder. —adj. 1 turned
upside down; inverted. 2 confused; disordered. —n. 1 inversion of the natural
order or state. 2 confusion; disorder.
[prob. ult < top1 + tirve overturn, akin to
OE tearﬂian roll over] —topʹsy-turʹvily, adv. —topʹsy-turʹvi·ness, n.
toque (tōk), n. hat without a brim; small
hat with very little brim. [< F]
To·rah (tôʹrә; tōʹ–), n. Mosaic law; the
Pentateuch. [< Heb.]
torch (tôrch), n. 1 light to be carried
around or stuck in a holder on a wall.
A piece of pine wood or anything that
burns easily makes a good torch. 2
device for producing a very hot ﬂame,
used esp. to burn oﬀ paint, to solder
metal, and to melt metal. 3 Fig. something thought of as a source of enlightenment: the torch of civilization. [< OF
torche, prob. ult. < L torquere twist]
torch·bear·er (tôrchʹbãr´әr), n. one who
carries a torch.
torch·light (tôrchʹlīt´), n. light of a torch
or torches.
tore (tôr; tōr), v. pt. of tear2.
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toreador

tor·e·a·dor (tôrʹi ә dôr), n. a Spanish
bullﬁghter. [< Sp., ult. < toro bull < L
taurus]
to·ri·i (tôʹri ē; tōʹ–), n., pl. –ri·i. gateway
at the entrance to a Japanese temple,
built of two uprights and two crosspieces. [< Jap.]
tor·ment (v. tôr mentʹ; n. tôrʹment), v.
1 cause very great pain to. 2 worry
or annoy very much. —n. 1 cause of
very great pain. 2 very great pain. 3
cause of very much worry or annoyance.
[< OF tormenter, ult. < L tormentum,
orig., twisted sling < torquere twist] —tormentʹing, adj. —tor·mentʹing·ly, adv.
—tor·mentʹing·ness, n. —tor·menʹtor,
tor·mentʹer, n.
torn (tôrn; tōrn), v. pp. of tear2
tor·na·do (tôr nāʹdō), n., pl. –does, –dos.
1 an extremely violent and destructive
whirlwind, moving forward as a whirling funnel extending down from a mass
of dark clouds. 2 any extremely violent
windstorm. 3 Fig. violent outburst. [alter.
of Sp. tronada < tronar thunder] —tornadʹic, adj.
tor·pe·do (tôr pēʹdō), n., pl. –does, v.,
–doed,, –do·ing. —n. 1 a large, cigarshaped shell that contains explosives and
travels by its own power under water to
blow up enemy ships. 2 an explosive put
on a railroad track which makes a loud
noise when a wheel of the engine runs
over it. —v. 1 attack or destroy with a
torpedo. 2 Fig. wreck; destroy: torpedo
someone’s plans. [< L, the electric ray (a
ﬁsh), orig., numbness]
tor·pid (tôrʹpid), adj. 1 dull in nature;
inactive; sluggish. 2 not moving or feeling. Snakes are torpid all winter in cold
climates. [< L torpidus] —tor·pidʹi·ty,
torʹpid·ness, n. —torʹpid·ly, adv.
tor·por (tôrʹpәr), n. a torpid condition.
[< L] —tor´por·ifʹic, adj.
torque (tôrk), n. 1 force causing rotation.
2 the amount of turning power exerted
by a shaft. [< L torques]
tor·rent (tôrʹәnt; torʹ–), n. 1 a violent,
rushing stream of water. 2 a heavy
downpour. 3 Fig. any violent, rushing
stream; ﬂood: a torrent of abuse. [< L
torrens boiling, parching]
tor·ren·tial (tô renʹshәl; to–), adj. of,
caused by, or like a torrent. —tor·renʹtial·ly, adv.
tor·rid (tôrʹid; torʹ–), adj. 1 very hot. Brazil is in the Torrid Zone. July is a torrid
month. 2 Fig. hotly ardent; passionate.
[< L torridus] —tor·ridʹi·ty, torʹridness, n. —torʹrid·ly, adv.
Torrid Zone, the very warm region
between the tropic of Cancer and the
tropic of Capricorn. The equator divides
the Torrid Zone.
tor·sion (tôrʹshәn), n. 1 act or process
of twisting. 2 state of being twisted. 3
Mechanics. a the twisting of a body by
two equal and opposite forces. b the
internal tendency of a twisted object to
return to its previous condition. [< LL

torsio < L torquere twist] —torʹsional, adj. —torʹsion·al·ly, adv. —torʹsionless, adj.
tor·so (tôrʹsō), n., pl. –sos, –si (–sē). 1 the
trunk of the human body. 2 the trunk or
body of a statue without any head, arms,
or legs. [< Ital., orig., stalk < L < Gk.
thyrsos wand]
tort (tôrt), n. a civil wrong for which the
law requires damages (except a breach
of contract). [< OF < Med.L tortum
injustice < L torquere turn awry, twist]
tor·tel·li·ni (tôr´tә liʹni), n. pl. small round
pieces of noodle dough ﬁlled with ﬁnely
chopped meat, cheese, etc., cooked in
boiling water and often served in a
sauce.
tor·til·la (tôr tēʹyә), n. a thin, ﬂat, round
bread made of corn meal or ﬂour.
[< Sp.]
tor·toise (tôrʹtәs), n., pl. –tois·es, –toise.
1 turtle, esp. one living on land. 2 Fig. a
slow-moving person or thing. [< Med.L
tortuca, ult. < L torquere twist]
tortoise shell, the mottled yellow-andbrown shell of a turtle or tortoise. Tortoise shell is much used for combs and
ornaments. 2 butterﬂy having brown
and yellow spots. 3 domestic cat marked
like tortoise shell. —torʹtoise-shell´,
adj.
tor·tu·ous (tôrʹchu̇ әs), adj. 1 full of twists,
turns, or bends; twisting; winding;
crooked. 2 mentally or morally crooked;
not straightforward. [< L tortuosus, ult.
< torquere twist] —torʹtu·ous·ly, adv.
—torʹtu·ous·ness, n.
tor·ture (tôrʹchәr), n., v., –tured, –turing. n. 1 act or fact of inﬂicting very
severe pain. Torture is oﬃcially banned,
but is still used to make people give
evidence about crimes or provide information about an enemy. 2 very severe
pain. —v. 1 cause very severe pain to. 2
twist the meaning of. 3 Fig. twist or force
out of its natural form: winds tortured
the trees. [< L tortura < torquere twist]
—torʹtur·er, n. —torʹtur·ing·ly, adv.
To·ry (tôʹri; tōʹ–), n., pl. –ries, adj. —n. 1
in British politics, originally a member
of the party that favored the greatest
possible amount of royal power, etc. In
modern England, members of the Conservative Party are often called Tories.
2 an American who favored England at
the time of the American Revolution.
—adj. 1 of or having to do with Tories.
2 Also, tory. opposed to change; conservative. —Toʹry·ism, n.
toss (tôs; tos), v., tossed or (Poetic) tost,
tossing, n. —v. 1 throw lightly with the
palm upward; cast; ﬂing: toss a ball. 2
throw about; pitch about: the ship is
tossed by the waves; to toss restlessly in
bed. 3 lift quickly; throw upward: she
tossed her head, he was tossed by the
bull. 4 throw a coin to decide something
by the side that falls upward. —n. 1 distance to which something is or can be
tossed. 2 a throw; tossing.

toss oﬀ, do or make quickly and easily.
[? < Scand. (dial. Norw.) tossa strew]
—tossʹer, n.
toss·up or toss-up (tôsʹup´; tosʹ–), n. 1 a
tossing of a coin to decide something. 2
an even chance.
tot (tot), n. a little child.
to·tal (tōʹtәl), adj., n., v., –taled, –tal·ing.
—adj. 1 whole; entire: the total amount
expended. 2 complete: a total failure,
total indiﬀerence. —n. the whole amount;
sum. —v. 1 ﬁnd the sum of; add. 2 reach
an amount of; amount to. [< Med.L, < L
totus all] —toʹtal·ly, adv.
total eclipse, eclipse in which the sun or
moon is completely obscured.
to·tal·i·tar·i·an (tō´tal ә tãrʹi әn), adj. of
or having to do with a government
controlled by one political group that
permits no other political groups. —n.
person in favor of totalitarianism. —total´i·tarʹi·an·ism, n.
to·tal·i·ty (tō talʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
entirety. 2 the total amount.
tote (tōt), v., tot·ed, tot·ing, n. —v. carry;
haul. —n. 1 act or course of toting. 2
thing toted. 3 ⫽tote bag. —totʹer, n.
tote bag, large bag made of canvas,
plastic, etc., with handles, for carrying
things.
to·tem (tōʹtәm), n. 1 among American
Indians, a natural object, often an animal, taken as the emblem of a tribe, clan,
family, etc. 2 image of a totem. 3 Fig. any
revered object; charm. [< Algonkian]
—toʹtem·ism, n.
totem pole, pole carved and painted with
representations of totems, erected by the
Indians of the NW coast of America,
esp. in front of their houses.
tot·ter (totʹәr), v. 1 stand or walk with
shaky, unsteady steps. 2 be unsteady;
shake as if about to fall. 3 shake; tremble.
—n. a tottering. —totʹter·er, n. —totʹtering·ly, adv. —totʹter·y, adj.
tou·can (tüʹkan; tü känʹ) n. a brightcolored bird of tropical America, with
an enormous beak. [< Carib]
touch (tuch), v. 1 put the hand or some
other part of the body on or against: he
touched my hand. 2 be against; come
against: your sleeve is touching the butter, a part of the road touched the river. 3
strike lightly or gently: touch the strings
of a harp. 4 injure slightly: the ﬂowers
were touched by the frost. 5 aﬀect with
some feeling: the story touched us. 6
have to do with; concern: the matter
touches your interests; our conversation
did not touch on that. 7 handle; use: he
won’t touch tobacco. 8 Informal. borrow
from: touch a man for a quarter. —n. 1
a touching or being touched: a bubble
bursts at a touch. 2 the sense by which
a person perceives things by feeling,
handling, or coming against them: the
blind have a keen touch. 3 sensation so
caused: an object with a slimy touch, the
touch of their hands. 4 a close relation of
communication, sympathy, etc.: a news-
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paper keeps one in touch with the world.
5 act or manner of playing a musical
instrument: a pianist with an excellent
touch. 6 a distinctive manner or quality:
the work showed an expert’s touch. 7 a
slight amount; little bit: a touch of salt,
a touch of fever.
in touch, in contact: keep in touch with
friends.
out of touch, unable to be in sympathy,
feel interest or concern because of lack
of contact: he was distant because he was
out of touch with us.
touch oﬀ, cause to go oﬀ; ﬁre.
touch on or upon, mention; treat
lightly.
touch up, change a little; improve: touch
up a photograph, touch up makeup.
[< OF touchier] —touchʹa·ble, adj.
—touchʹer, n.
touch and go, an uncertain or risky situation. —touchʹ-and-goʹ, adj.
touch·back (tuchʹbak´), n. act of touching the football to the ground by a player
behind his own goal line when driven
there by the other side.
touch dancing, dancing in which partners hold each other and move with
complementary steps.
touch·down (tuchʹdoun´), n. 1 act of
a player in putting the football on the
ground behind the opponents’ goal line.
2 the score made in this way. 3 landing
of an aircraft or spacecraft.
touched (tucht), adj. 1 Informal. odd;
slightly crazed. 2 Fig. stirred emotionally.
touch football, game like football, but
played informally, without equipment
and tackling.
touch·hole (tuchʹhōl´), n. a small opening in an old-time gun through which
the gunpowder inside was set on ﬁre.
touch·ing (tuchʹing), adj. arousing tender feeling. —prep. concerning; about.
—touchʹing·ly, adv.
touch-me-not (tuchʹmi not´), n. plant
whose ripe seed pods burst open when
touched.
touch·stone (tuchʹstōn´), n. 1 a black
stone used to test the purity of gold or
silver by the color of the streak made on
the stone by rubbing it with the metal. 2
any means of testing; a test.
touch·y (tuchʹi), adj., touch·i·er, touchi·est. 1 apt to take oﬀense at triﬂes; too
sensitive. 2 requiring skill in handling;
ticklish; precarious: loading bombs is a
touchy job. —touchʹi·ly, adv. —touchʹiness, n.
tough (tuf), adj. 1 bending without breaking: leather is tough. 2 hard to cut, tear,
or chew: tough meat. 3 strong; hardy: a
tough plant, a tough beard. 4 hard; difﬁcult: tough work, a tough experience,
a tough struggle. 5 rough; disorderly: a
tough neighborhood. —n. U.S. a rough
person; rowdy. [OE tōh] —toughʹly,
adv. —toughʹness, n.
tough·en (tufʹәn), v. make or become
tough or tougher. —toughʹen·er, n.

tou·pee (tü pāʹ), n. a wig or patch of false
hair worn to cover a bald spot. [< F toupet < OF toupe tuft]
tour (tu̇r), v. 1 travel from place to place;
travel through: last year they toured
Europe. 2 walk around in: tour the
museum. [< n.] —n. 1 a long journey.
2 walk around: a tour of the boat. 3 a
turn to do something; a shift of work
or duty.
on tour, touring, said esp. of theatrical
companies, symphony orchestras, etc.
[< F < L tornus turner’s wheel, lathe
< Gk. tornos. Cf. turn.]
tour de force (tür dә fôrsʹ), French. a
notable feat of strength or ingenuity.
tour·ist (tu̇rʹist), n. person traveling for
pleasure.
tour·ma·line (tu̇rʹmә lin; –lēn), n. semiprecious colored mineral, the transparent varieties of which are used in
jewelry. [< F < Singhalese tòramalli a
carnelian]
tour·na·ment (tėrʹnә mәnt; tu̇rʹ–), n. 1 a
meeting for sports; the activities at such
a meeting. 2 contest of many persons in
some sport: a golf tournament. 3 contest between two groups of knights on
horseback who fought for a prize. [< OF
torneiement < torneier tourney]
tour·ni·quet (tu̇rʹnә ket; –kā; tėrʹ–), n.
device for stopping bleeding by compressing a blood vessel, such as a bandage tightened by twisting with a stick.
[< F, < tourner to turn]
tou·sle (touʹzәl), v., –sled, –sling, n. —v.
put into disorder; make untidy; muss:
tousled hair. —n. a disordered mass, esp.
of hair. [< ME touse(n)]
tout (tout), v. praise highly and insistently. [< var. of OE tȳtan peep out]
—toutʹer, n.
tow (tō), v. pull by a rope, chain, etc. —n.
1 that which is towed. 2 the rope, chain,
etc., used.
in tow, a condition of being towed:
the sailboat was in tow. b under one’s
care or inﬂuence. [OE togian drag]
—towʹer, n.
tow·age (tōʹij), n. 1 a towing. 2 act or state
of being towed. 3 charge for towing.
to·ward (prep. tôrd, tōrd, tә wôrdʹ; adj.
tôrd, tōrd), prep. Also, towards. 1 in
the direction of: walk toward the north.
2 with respect to; regarding; about;
concerning: he was friendly toward the
idea. 3 near: toward two o’clock. 4 for:
give money toward a person’s expenses.
—adj. about to happen; impending. [OE
tōweard < tō to + –weard –ward]
tow·boat (tōʹbōt´), n. ﬂat-bottomed tugboat, used esp. on rivers.
tow·el (touʹәl), n., v., –eled, –el·ing. —n.
piece of cloth or paper for wiping and
drying something wet. —v. dry with a
towel.
throw in the towel, give up; admit
defeat. [< OF toaille < Gmc.]
tow·el·ing (touʹәl ing), n. material used
for towels, esp. cotton.
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tow·er (touʹәr), n. 1 a high structure. It
stands alone or forms part of a church,
castle, or other building. 2 means of
defense; protection. 3 Fig. person or
thing that is like a tower, above the ordinary: a tower of strength. —v. rise high
up. [< OF < L turris] —towʹer·y, adj.
tow·er·ing (touʹәr ing), adj. 1 very high.
2 Fig. very great. 3 Fig. very violent.
—towʹer·ing·ly, adv.
tow·head (tōʹhed´), n. 1 a head of very
light, pale-yellow hair. 2 person having
such hair. —towʹhead´ed, adj.
tow·line (tōʹlīn´), n. rope, chain, etc., for
towing.
town (toun), n. 1 a large group of houses
and buildings, smaller than a city. 2 any
large place with many people living in
it. 3 the people of a town. 4 the part
of a town or city where the stores and
oﬃce buildings are. —adj. 1 of a town or
towns. 2 characteristic of towns.
go to town, Informal. a accomplish a
great deal: went to town raising money. b
do or participate with enthusiasm: go to
town on the dessert.
on the town, visiting or going about a
city: a night on the town. [OE tūn]
town clerk, oﬃcial who keeps the records
of a town.
town crier, a public crier in a city or
town.
town hall, a buiding used for a town’s
business.
town house, house in town, esp. one of a
row of similar houses.
town meeting, a general meeting of the
inhabitants of the town.
town-ship (tounʹship), n. 1 in the U.S.
and Canada, an administrative division of a county, with varying corporate
powers. 2 in U.S. surveys of public land,
a region or district of 6 miles square.
towns·man (tounzʹmәn), n., pl. –men.
1 person who lives in a town. 2 selectman.
towns·peo·ple (tounzʹpē´pәl), townsfolk (–fōk´), n. pl. the people of a town.
tow·path (tōʹpath´; –päth´), n. a path
along the bank of a canal or river for use
in towing boats.
tow·rope (tōʹrōp´), n. rope used for towing.
tow truck, specially equipped truck that
is able to tow disabled vehicles.
tox·e·mi·a (toks ēʹmi ә), n. a form of
blood poisoning, esp. one in which the
toxins produced by certain microorganisms enter the blood. [< NL, < L toxicum
poison (see toxic) + Gk. haima blood]
—tox·eʹmic, adj.
tox·ic (tokʹsik), adj. poisonous; of poison:
caused by poison. [< Med.L. toxicus, ult.
< Gk. toxikon (pharmakon) (poison) for
shooting arrows < toxon bow] —toxicʹi·ty, n.
tox·i·col·o·gy (tok´sә kolʹә ji), n. science
that deals with poisons, their eﬀects,
antidotes, detection, etc. [ < Gk. toxikon
poison (see toxic) + –logy] —toxʹi-
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toxic shock

co·logʹi·cal, adj. —tox´i·co·logʹi·cal·ly,
adv. —tox´i·colʹo·gist, n.
toxic shock or toxic shock syndrome,
serious bacterial infection that causes
fever, vomiting, diarrhea, a sudden
drop in blood pressure, and, sometimes,
death.
tox·in (tokʹsәn), n. any poisonous product of animal or vegetable metabolism,
esp. one of those produced by bacteria
and constituting the causative agents
in such diseases as tetanus, diphtheria,
etc. [< toxic]
tox·oid (tokʹsoid), n. a toxin treated to
eliminate its ability to poison but able to
stimulate the production of antitoxins
when injected into the body.
toy (toi), n. 1 something for a child to
play with; plaything. 2 thing that has
little value or importance. 3 something
small or diminutive like a plaything.
—adj. of, made as, or like a toy. —v.
amuse oneself; play; triﬂe.
tp., township.
Tr, terbium.
tr., 1 transitive. 2 translation; translator. 3
transpose. 4 treasurer.
trace1 (trās), n., v., traced, trac·ing. —n. 1
footprint or other mark left; track; trail:
traces of rabbits on the snow. 2 mark,
token, or evidence of the former existence, presence, or action of something;
vestige: the explorer found traces of an
ancient city. 3 a very small amount; little
bit: there wasn’t a trace of gray in her
hair. 4 thing marked out or drawn. [< v.]
—v. 1 follow by means of marks, tracks,
or signs: trace deer. 2 follow the course
of: trace one’s family back. 3 mark out;
draw: the spy traced a plan of the fort.
4 copy by following the lines of. [< OF
tracer, ult. < L trahere drag] —traceʹable, adj. —traceʹa·bly, adv. —traceʹless,
adj. —traceʹless·ly, adv.
trace2 (trās), n. either of the two straps,
ropes, or chains by which an animal
pulls a wagon, carriage, etc.
kick over the traces, throw oﬀ control;
become unruly. [< OF traiz, pl., ult. < L
trahere drag]
trac·er (trāsʹәr), n. 1 person or thing that
traces. 2 inquiry sent from place to place
to trace a missing person, letter, parcel,
etc. 3 ﬁrework attached to a bullet to
show its course. 4 an element (tracer
element) or atom (tracer atom), usually
radioactive, which can be traced and
observed in a biological process or used
to detect small quantities of its isotope
in analysis.
trac·er·y (trāsʹәr i; trāsʹri), n., pl. –eries. 1 ornamental work consisting of
intersecting or ramiﬁed ribs, bars, or
the like, as in the upper part of a Gothic
window. 2 any delicate interlacing work
of lines, threads, etc., as in carving and
embroidery.
tra·che·a (trāʹki ә; trә kēʹә), n., pl. –cheae (–ki ē; –kēʹē). 1 the windpipe. 2
in insects and other arthropods, the

air-conveying tube of the respiratory
system. [< LL, ult. < Gk. tracheia (arteria), lit., rough (windpipe)] —traʹche·al, adj.
tra·che·ot·o·my (trā´ki otʹә mi), n., pl.
–mies. surgical incision into the trachea,
as for insertion of a breathing tube.
tra·cho·ma (trә kōʹmә), n. 1 a contagious inﬂammation of the eyelids that
can cause blindness. 2 granular eyelids,
a much less serious condition. [< NL
< Gk., roughness, < trachys rough]
trac·ing (trāsʹing), n. 1 copy of something
made by marking or drawing over it. 2
line made by marking or drawing.
track (trak), n. 1 footprint or other mark
left, as by a wheel: the tracks of a rabbit,
the tracks of a truck. 2 line of travel or
motion; path; trail; road: a track in the
woods. 3 line of metal rails for rail cars
to go on. 4 a course for running or racing: a race track. 5 the sport made up of
contests in running, jumping, throwing,
etc. 6 linked steel treads of a bulldozer,
tractor, etc., that move it forward or in
reverse. —v. 1 make footprints or other
marks on (a ﬂoor, etc.): don’t track the
ﬂoor. 2 bring (snow or mud) into a place
on one’s feet: track mud into the house.
3 follow by means of footprints, marks,
smell, etc.: track a bear. 4 trace in any
way: track down a criminal.
in one’s tracks, right where one is.
keep track of, keep within one’s sight,
knowledge, or attention.
lose track of, fail to keep track of.
make tracks, go very fast; run away.
oﬀ the track, oﬀ the subject; wrong.
on the track, on the subject; right. [OF
trac] —trackʹer, n. —trackʹless, adj.
—trackʹless·ly, adv.
track·age (trakʹij), n. all the tracks of a
railroad.
track meet, series of contests in running,
jumping, throwing, etc.
tract1 (trakt), n. 1 stretch of land, water,
etc.; extent; region; area. 2 system of
related parts or organs in the body:
the digestive tract. 3 period of time.
[< L tractus, orig., hauling < trahere
drag. Doublet of trait.]
tract2 (trakt), n. a little book or pamphlet.
[appar. < L tractatus, a handling, ult.
< trahere drag]
trac·ta·ble (trakʹtә bәl), adj. 1 easily
managed or controlled; easy to deal
with; docile. 2 easily worked, as copper
or gold. [< L, < tractare. See treat.]
—trac´ta·bilʹi·ty, tractʹa·ble·ness, n.
—tractʹa·bly, adv.
trac·tile (trakʹtәl), adj. capable of being
drawn out to a greater length. —tractilʹi·ty, n.
trac·tion (trakʹshәn), n. 1 a drawing or
pulling; a being drawn: laid up with
broken bones and in traction. 2 kind
of power used to draw or pull along a
road or track. Electric traction is used
on some railroads. 3 friction: wheels
slip on ice because there is too little trac-

tion. [< Med.L tractio < L trahere drag]
—tracʹtive adj.
trac·tor (trakʹtәr), n. 1 engine for a large
truck or trailer, able to haul long distances. 2 engine on wheels, used for pulling wagons, plows, etc., along roads or
over ﬁelds. [< Med.L, < L trahere drag]
trade (trād), n., v., trad·ed, trad·ing.
—n. 1 a buying and selling; exchange
of goods; commerce: foreign trade. 2 a
bargain; business deal: he made a good
trade. 3 kind of work; business, esp. one
requiring skilled mechanical work: a
carpenter or plumber learns his trade. 4
people in the same kind of work or business; the building trade. 5 customers:
that store has a lot of trade. —v. 1 buy
and sell; exchange goods; be in commerce: trade with England. 2 exchange:
trade seats. 3 bargain; deal.
the trades, a the trade winds. b Informal. trade journals or newspapers.
trade in, give an automobile, etc., as
part payment for something.
trade oﬀ, get rid of by trading.
trade on, take advantage of.
trade up, trade in, esp. a car, for something better and more expensive.
[< MDu., MLG, track]
trade-in (trādʹin´), n. thing given or
accepted as payment or part payment
for something.
trade·mark (trādʹmärk´), n. mark, picture, name, or letters owned and used by
a manufacturer or merchant to distinguish goods from the goods of others.
—v. 1 distinguish by means of a trademark. 2 register the trademark of.
trade name, 1 name used by a manufacturer or merchant for some article that
he or she sells. 2 a name under which a
company does business.
trad·er (trādʹәr), n. person who trades.
trade school, school where trades are
taught.
trades·man (trādzʹmәn), n., pl. –men.
storekeeper; shopkeeper.
trades·peo·ple (trādzʹpē´pәl) n. pl. storekeepers; shopkeepers.
trade union, 1 association of workers
in any trade or craft to protect and
promote their interests. 2 a labor union.
—trade unionism. —trade unionist.
trade wind, a wind blowing steadily
toward the equator from about 30°
north latitude to about 30° south latitude. North of the equator, it blows from
the northeast; south of the equator, from
the southeast.
trading post, a store or station of a trader,
esp. in remote places.
tra·di·tion (trә dishʹәn), n. 1 the handing
down of beliefs, opinions, customs, stories, etc., from parents to children. 2
what is handed down in this way. [< L
traditio < tradere hand down < trans–
over + dare give. Doublet of treason.]
—tra·diʹtion·ist, n.
tra·di·tion·al (trә dishʹәn әl; –dishʹnәl),
adj. 1 of or according to tradition. 2
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handed down by tradition. 3 customary.
—tra·diʹtion·al·ly, adv.
tra·duce (trә düsʹ; –dūsʹ), v., –duced,
–duc·ing. speak evil of (a person)
falsely; slander. [< L traducere parade in
disgrace < trans– across + ducere lead]
traf·ﬁc (trafʹik), n., v., –ﬁcked, –ﬁcking. —n. 1 people, automobiles, wagons,
ships, etc., coming and going along a
way of travel. 2 their movement along
such a way. 3 a buying and selling;
commerce; trade. 4 business done by
a railroad line, airline, etc.; number of
passengers or amount of freight carried.
5 Fig. contact; dealings. —v. carry on
trade; buy; sell; exchange: the men trafﬁcked with local producers. [< OF < Ital.,
< traﬃcare < tras– across (< L trans–)
+ ﬁccare shove, poke, ult. < L ﬁgere ﬁx]
—trafʹﬁck·er, n.
tra·ge·di·an (trә jēʹdi әn), n. 1 actor in
tragedies. 2 writer of tragedies.
tra·ge·di·enne (trә jē´di enʹ), n. actress
in tragedies
trag·e·dy (trajʹә di), n., pl. –dies. 1 a serious play having an unhappy ending.
Hamlet is a tragedy. 2 the writing of such
plays. 3 Fig. a very sad or terrible happening. [< L < Gk. tragoidia < tragos goat
(connection obscure) + oide song]
trag·ic (trajʹik), adj. 1 of or having to do
with tragedy: a tragic actor. 2 Fig. very
sad; dreadful: a tragic death. [< L < Gk.
tragikos] —tragʹi·cal·ly, adv.
trag·i·com·e·dy (traj´i komʹә di), n., pl.
–dies. 1 play having both tragic and
comic elements. The Merchant of Venice
is a tragicomedy. 2 incident or situation
in which serious and comic elements are
blended. —trag´i·comʹic, trag´i·comʹical, adj. —trag´i·comʹi·cal·ly, adv.
trail (trāl), v. 1 pull or drag along behind:
her dress trails on the ground. 2 grow
along: poison ivy trailed by the road.
3 follow along behind; follow: the dog
trailed him constantly. 4 form a track or
trail: smoke trailed from the engine. 5 go
along slowly: the snake trailed through
the long grass. 6 pass little by little: her
voice trailed oﬀ into silence. —n. 1 anything that follows along behind: the car
left a trail of dust behind it. 2 track or
smell: the trail of the rabbit. 3 path across
a wild or unsettled region. [< OF trailler
tow, ult. < L tragula dragnet] —trailʹingly, adv.
trail·blaz·er (trālʹblā´zәr), n. person or
thing that prepares the way for something
new: a trailblazer in AIDS research.
trail·er (trālʹәr), n. 1 a vehicle, often large,
pulled along the highway by a truck
lacking a body of its own. 2 a mobile
furnished house pulled by an automobile. 3 a few scenes shown to advertise
a forthcoming motion picture; preview.
4 a trailing plant; vine that grows along
the ground. 5 person or animal that follows a trail.
trailer park, the grounds, equipped with
utilities and other facilities, for accom-

modating trailers and recreational
vehicles.
train (trān), n. 1 a connected line of
railroad cars moving along together. 2
line of people, animals, vehicles, etc.,
moving along together: a train of covered wagons. 3 series or succession of
proceedings, events, circumstances, etc.:
a long train of misfortunes. 4 Fig. series
of connected ideas, etc.: one’s train of
thought. 5 something that is drawn along
behind; trailing part: the train of a dress.
6 group of followers. [< v.] —v. 1 bring
up; rear; teach: train a child. 2 make
skillful by teaching and practice: train
women as nurses. 3 make or become ﬁt
by exercise and diet: runners train for
races. 4 point; aim: train cannon upon a
fort. 5 bring into a particular position:
train the vine around this post. [< OF
trainer < L trahere drag] —trainʹa·ble,
adj. —trainʹer, n.
train·ee (trān ēʹ), n. person who is receiving training.
train·ing (trānʹing), n. 1 practical education in some art, profession, etc.: training
for teachers. 2 development of strength
and endurance. 3 good condition maintained by exercise, diet, etc.
train·load (trānʹlōd´), n. as much as a
train can hold or carry.
train·man (trānʹmәn), n., pl. –men. 1
person who works on a railroad train.
2 brakeman.
traipse (trāps), v., traipsed, traips·ing.
1 walk about aimlessly. 2 tramp over
or through: traipsed through the ﬂower
bed.
trait (trāt), n. a distinguishing feature or
quality; characteristic. [< F, ult. < L trahere drag. Doublet of tract1.]
trai·tor (trāʹtәr), n. 1 person who betrays
his or her country or ruler. 2 person
who betrays a trust, duty, friend, etc.
[< OF, ult. < L traditor, ult. < trans– over
+ dare give]
trai·tor·ous (trāʹtәr әs), adj. like a traitor;
treacherous; faithless. —traiʹtor·ous·ly,
adv.
tra·jec·to·ry (trә jekʹtә ri; –tri), n., pl.
–ries. the curved path of a projectile,
comet, or planet. [< Med.L trajectories
throwing across, ult. < L trans– across +
jacere throw]
tram (tram), n. ⫽streetcar. [< MDu.,
MLG trame beam]
tram·mel (tramʹәl), v., –meled, –mel·ing.
hinder; restrain. [< OF < L tremaculum
< tres three + macula mesh]
tramp (tramp), v. 1 walk heavily: he
tramped across the room in his heavy
boots, he tramped on the ﬂowers. 2 go
on foot; walk: we tramped through the
streets. 3 travel through on foot. 4 go
or wander as a tramp. —n. 1 sound of a
heavy step. 2 a long, steady walk; hike.
3 man who wanders about and begs. 4
a freight ship that takes a cargo when
and where it can. [? < LG trampen]
—trampʹer, n.

tram·ple (tramʹpәl), v., –pled, –pling,
n. —v. 1 tread heavily on; crush. 2 treat
cruelly, harshly, or scornfully. —n. act or
sound of trampling.
trample under foot, trample on or
upon, treat cruelly, harshly, or scornfully. [< tramp]
tram·po·line (tram´ pә lēnʹ), n. canvas
or other strong fabric stretched across a
metal frame and held in place by springs
to make a resilient surface, used for
acrobatics, jumping, etc.
trance (trans; trans), n., v., tranced,
tranc·ing. —n. 1 state or condition of
unconsciousness somewhat like sleep.
2 a dreamy, absorbed, or hypnotic condition. —v. hold in a trance; enchant.
[< OF transe, ult. < L trans– across +
ire go]
tran·quil (trangʹkwil; tranʹ–), adj., –quiler, –quil·est. calm; peaceful; quiet. [< L
tranquillus] —tranʹquil·ly, adv.
tran·quil·ize (trangʹkwil īz; tranʹ–), v.,
–ized, –iz·ing. make or become calm,
peaceful, or quiet.
tran·quil·iz·er (trangʹkwil īz´әr), n. any
of various drugs that reduce tension,
nervous strain, etc.
tran·quil·li·ty (trang kwilʹә ti; tran–), n.
calmness; peacefulness; quiet.
trans–, preﬁx. 1 across; over; through,
as in transﬂuent, transﬂux. 2 beyond;
on the other side of, as in transcend.
3 across, etc.; and also beyond, on the
other side of, as in transoceanic, transpolar, and other geographical terms, such
as trans-African. [< L trans, prep.]
trans., 1 transactions. 2 transitive. 3
translation. 4 transportation.
trans·act (tran zaktʹ; trans aktʹ), v. 1
attend to; manage; do. 2 carry on business; deal. [< L transactus accomplished
< trans– through + agere drive] —transacʹtor, n.
trans·ac·tion (tran zakʹshәn; trans akʹ–),
n. 1 the carrying on (of business). 2
fact of being transacted. 3 piece of business.
transactions, records, reports, etc., of a
learned society or the like.
trans·al·pine (tranz alʹpīn; trans–), adj.
across the Alps, esp. as viewed from
Italy. [< L trānsalpīnus < trāns across +
alpīnus Alpine]
trans·at·lan·tic (trans´әt lanʹtik; tranz´–),
adj. 1 crossing the Atlantic. 2 on the
other side of the Atlantic.
tran·scend (tran sendʹ), v. 1 go beyond
the limits or powers of; exceed; be above.
2 be higher or greater than; excel. [< L
transcendere < trans– beyond + scandere
climb]
tran·scend·ent (tran senʹdәnt), adj. surpassing ordinary limits; excelling; superior; extraordinary. —tran·scendʹence,
tran·scendʹen·cy, n.
tran·scen·den·tal (tran´ sen denʹtәl),
adj. 1 transcendent. 2 supernatural. 3
obscure; incomprehensible; fantastic.
—tran´scen·denʹtal·ly, adv.
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tran·scen·den·tal·ism (tran´sen denʹtәl iz әm), n. 1 transcendental quality,
thought, language, or philosophy. 2 any
philosophy based upon the doctrine
that the principles of reality are to be
discovered by a study of the processes
of thought, not from experience. 3 the
religious and philosophical doctrines
of Emerson and others in New England
about 1840, which had an important
inﬂuence on American thought and literature. —tran´scen·denʹtal·ist, n.
trans·con·ti·nen·tal (trans´kon tә nenʹtәl), adj. 1 crossing a continent. 2 on the
other side of a continent.
tran·scribe (tran skrībʹ), v., –scribed,
–scrib·ing. 1 copy in writing. 2 set down
in writing or print. 3 arrange (a piece
of music) for a diﬀerent instrument or
voice. 4 process of duplicating genetic
information in RNA molecules by using
DNA as a template. [< L, < trans– over +
scribere write] —tran·scribʹer, n.
tran·script (tranʹscript), n. 1 a written or
printed copy. 2 a copy or reproduction
of anything. —tran·scripʹtive, adj.
tran·scrip·tion (tran skripʹshәn), n. 1 a
transcribing; copying. 2 transcript; copy.
3 arrangement of a piece of music for a
diﬀerent instrument or voice.
tran·sept (tranʹsept), n. 1 the shorter part
of a cross-shaped church. 2 either end of
this part. [< Med.L, ult. < L trans– across
+ saeptum fence]
trans·fer (v. trans fėrʹ; transʹfėr; n. transʹfėr), v., –ferred, –fer·ring, n. —v. 1
convey or remove from one person or
place to another; hand over: transfer
a title to land. 2 convey (a drawing,
design, pattern) from one surface to
another. 3 change from one bus, train,
etc., to another. —n. 1 a transferring or
being transferred. 2 thing transferred,
as a drawing, pattern, etc., printed from
one surface onto another. 3 ticket allowing a passenger to continue journey on
another bus, train, etc. [< L, < trans–
across + ferre bear] —trans·ferʹa·ble,
adj. —trans´fer·a·bilʹi·ty, n.
trans·fer·ence (trans fėrʹәns), n. 1 a transferring. 2 in psychology, the transferring of emotions and feelings, formerly
attached to one person, to another; displacement.
transfer RNA, ribonucleic acid that delivers amino acids to the ribosomes during
protein synthesis.
trans·ﬁg·u·ra·tion (trans ﬁg´yә rāʹshәn),
n. a change in form or appearance;
transformation.
the Transﬁguration, a the change in
appearance of Christ on the mountain.
Matt. 17; Mark 9 b the church festival on
August 6 in honor of this.
trans·ﬁg·ure (trans ﬁgʹyәr), v., –ured,
–ur·ing. 1 change in form or appearance; transform: new paint had transﬁgured the old house. 2 change so as to
glorify; exalt. [< L, < trans– across +
ﬁgura ﬁgure] —trans·ﬁgʹure·ment, n.

trans·ﬁx (trans ﬁksʹ), v. make motionless (with amazement, terror, etc.).
[< L transﬁxus < trans– through +
ﬁgere ﬁx]
trans·form (trans fôrmʹ), v. 1 change in
form, appearance, condition, nature, or
character. 2 change (one form of energy)
into another. A dynamo transforms
mechanical energy into electricity. 3
change (an electric current) into one of
higher or lower voltage. [< L, < trans–
across + forma form] —trans·formʹable, trans·formʹa·tive, adj.
trans·for·ma·tion (trans´fәr māʹshәn), n.
a transforming.
trans·form·er (trans fôrʹmәr), n. 1 person
or thing that transforms. 2 device for
changing an alternating current into one
of higher or lower voltage.
trans·fuse (trans fūzʹ), v., –fused, –fusing. 1 pour from one container into
another. 2 transfer (blood) from one
person or animal to another. 3 inject
(a solution) into a blood vessel. 4 Fig.
infuse; instill: the speaker transfused his
enthusiasm into the audience. [< L transfusus < trans– across + fundere pour]
—trans·fusʹer, n. —trans·fusʹi·ble, adj.
trans·fu·sion (trans fūʹzhәn), n. act or
fact of transfusing.
trans·gress (trans gresʹ; tranz–), v. 1 break
a law, command, etc.; sin. 2 go beyond
(a limit or bound): her manners
transgressed the bounds of good taste.
[< L transgressus having gone beyond
< trans– across + gradi to step] —transgresʹsor, n.
trans·gres·sion (trans´greshʹәn; tranz–),
n. a transgressing; breaking a law, command, etc.; sin.
tran·ship (trans shipʹ), v., –shipped, –shipping. ⫽transship. —tran·shipʹment, n.
tran·sient (tranʹshәnt), adj. 1 passing
soon; ﬂeeting; not lasting. 2 passing
through and not staying long: a transient guest. 3 introduced casually and
not necessary to the harmony. —n. a
visitor or boarder who stays for a short
time. [< L transiens passing through
< trans– through + ire go] —tranʹsience,
tranʹsien·cy, n. —tranʹsient·ly, adv.
tran·sis·tor (tran zisʹtәr), n. a small crystal device consisting of germanium or
silicon which controls the ﬂow of electricity in electronic devices. [< trans– + L
sistere send, convev]
trans·it (tranʹsit; –zit), n., v., –it·ed, –iting. —n. 1 a passing across or through.
2 a carrying or being carried across or
through: the goods were damaged in
transit. 3 instrument used in surveying
to measure angles. 4 passage of a small
celestial body across the disk of a larger
one. —v. pass; pass across; pass through.
[< L transitus < transire. See transient.] —transʹit·a·ble, adj.
tran·si·tion (tran zishʹәn), n. 1 a change
or passing from one condition, place,
thing, activity, topic, etc., to another. 2
a change of key. [< L transitio < transire.

See transient.] —tran·siʹtion·al, adj.
—tran·siʹtion·al·ly, adv.
tran·si·tive (tranʹsә tiv), adj. 1 of verbs,
taking a direct object. Bring and raise
are transitive verbs. 2 involving transition. —n. a transitive verb. —tranʹsitive·ly, adv.
tran·si·to·ry (tranʹsә tô´ri; –tō´–; –zә–),
adj. passing soon or quickly; lasting
only a short time. —tranʹsi·to´ri·ly, adv.
—tranʹsi·to´ri·ness, n.
trans·late (trans lātʹ; tranz–; transʹlāt;
tranzʹ–), v., –lat·ed, –lat·ing. 1 change
from one language into another. 2
change into other words. 3 Fig. explain
the meaning of. 4 use genetic information in messenger RNA to direct protein
synthesis. [< L translatus, pp. to transferre. See transfer.] —trans·latʹa·ble,
adj. —trans·laʹtor, n.
trans·la·tion (trans lāʹshәn; tranz–), n.
1 act of translating. 2 result of translating; version. 3 formation of amino
acids from genetic information carried
in messenger RNA.
trans·lit·er·ate (trans litʹәr āt; tranz–), v.
–at·ed, –at·ing. change (letters, words,
etc.) into corresponding characters of
another alphabet or language, as to
transliterate the Greek X as ch and ø as
ph, or transliterate Arabic words into
English letters. [< trans– + L litera
letter] —trans·lit´er·aʹtion, n. —translitʹer·a´tor, n.
trans·lu·cent (trans lüʹsәnt; tranz–), adj.
letting light through without being
transparent. Frosted glass is translucent.
[< L, < trans– through + lucere shine]
—trans·luʹcence, trans·luʹcen·cy, n.
—trans·luʹcent·ly, adv.
trans·mi·grate (trans mīʹgrāt; tranz–), v.,
–grat·ed, –grat·ing. 1 move from one
place or country to another; migrate.
2 pass at death into another body.
—trans´mi·graʹtion, n. —trans·miʹgrator, n. —trans·miʹgra·to´ry adj.
trans·mis·si·ble (trans misʹә bәl; tranz–),
adj. capable of being transmitted: a
transmissible disease. —trans·mis´sibilʹi·ty, n.
trans·mis·sion (trans mishʹәn; tranz–),
n. 1 a sending over; passing on; passing along; letting through: mosquitoes
are the only means of transmission of
malaria. 2 fact of being transmitted. 3
something transmitted. 4 the part of an
automobile that transmits power from
the engine to the front or rear axle. 5
passage through space of radio waves
from the transmitting station to the
receiving station. —trans·misʹsive, adj.
trans·mit (trans mitʹ; tranz–), v., –mitted, –mit·ting. 1 send over; pass on; pass
along; let through. 2 communicate, as
information, news, etc. 3 pass on to successors or posterity. 4 send out (signals,
voice, music, pictures, etc.) by radio or
television. [< L, < trans– across + mittere
send] —trans·mitʹtal, trans·mitʹtance,
n. —trans·mitʹti·ble, adj.
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trans·mit·ter (trans mitʹәr; tranz–), n. 1
person or thing that transmits something. 2 that part of a telegraph or
telephone by which messages are sent.
3 apparatus for sending out signals,
voice, music, pictures, etc., by radio or
television.
trans·mute (trans mūtʹ; tranz–), v., –muted, –mut·ing. change from one nature,
substance, or form into another. We
can transmute water power into electrical power. [< L, < trans– thoroughly +
mutare change] —trans·mutʹa·ble, adj.
—trans·mu´a·bilʹi·ty, trans·mutʹa·bleness, n. —trans´mu·taʹtion, n. —transmutʹer, n.
trans·o·ce·an·ic (trans´ō shi anʹik; tranz´–),
adj. 1 crossing the ocean. 2 on the other
side of the ocean.
tran·som (tranʹsәm), n. 1 window over
a door or other window, usually hinged
for opening. 2 cross-bar separating a
door from the window over it. [< L
transtrum, orig., crossbeam]
tran·son·ic (tran sonʹik), adj. moving at
speeds just below or above the speed of
sound, or between 600 and 800 miles
per hour.
trans·pa·cif·ic (trans´pә sifʹik), adj. 1
crossing the Paciﬁc. 2 on the other side
of the Paciﬁc.
trans·par·en·cy (trans pãrʹәn si; –parʹ–),
n., pl. –cies. 1 Also, trans·parʹence.
transparent quality or condition. 2
something transparent. 3 picture,
design, or the like, made visible by light
shining through from behind.
trans·par·ent (trans pãrʹәnt; –parʹ–),
adj. 1 transmitting light so that bodies
beyond or behind can be distinctly seen.
Window glass is transparent. 2 frank:
a boy of transparent honesty. 3 Fig.
easily seen through or detected: transparent excuses. [< Med.L transparens showing light through < L
trans– through + parere appear] —transparʹent·ly, adv.
tran·spire (tran spīrʹ), v., –spired, –spiring. 1 take place; happen. 2 leak out;
become known. 3 pass oﬀ or send oﬀ in
the form of vapor through a wall or surface, as from the human body or from
leaves. [< Med.L, < L trans– through +
spirare breathe] —tran´spi·raʹtion, n.
trans·plant (trans plantʹ; –pläntʹ), v. 1
plant again in a diﬀerent place. 2 remove
from one place to another. 3 transfer
(skin, an organ, etc.) from one person,
animal, or part of the body to another.
—trans·plantʹa·ble, adj. —trans´plantaʹtion, n. —trans·plantʹer, n.
trans·port (v. trans pôrtʹ, –pôrtʹ; n. transʹpôrt; –pôrt), v. 1 carry from one place to
another: wheat is transported from farms
to mills. 2 Fig. carry away by strong feeling: transported with joy. —n. 1 a carrying from one place to another: trucks are
much used for transport. 2 ship used to
carry men and supplies. 3 a strong feeling. [< L, < trans– across + portare carry]

—trans·portʹa·ble, adj. —trans·port´abilʹi·ty, n. —trans·portʹer, n.
trans·por·ta·tion (trans´pәr tāʹshәn), n.
1 a transporting. 2 state of being transported. 3 means of transport. 4 cost of
transport; ticket for transport.
trans·pose (trans pōzʹ), v. –posed, –posing. 1 change the position or order of;
interchange. 2 change the usual order
of (letters or words). 3 change the key
of. 4 in algebra, transfer (a term) to
the other side of an equation, changing
plus to minus or minus to plus. [< F
transposer. See trans–, pose.] —transposʹa·ble, adj. —trans·pos´a·bilʹi·ty, n.
—trans·posʹer, n. —trans´po·siʹtion, n.
—trans´po·siʹtion·al, adj.
trans·ship (trans shipʹ), v., –shipped,
–ship·ping. transfer from one ship,
train, car, etc., to another. —trans·shipʹment, n.
trans·son·ic (trans sonʹik), adj. ⫽transonic.
tran·sub·stan·ti·a·tion (tran´sәb stan´shi āʹshәn), n. 1 a changing of one substance into another. 2 the changing of
the substance of the bread and wine of
the Eucharist into the substance of the
body and blood of Christ.
trans·ver·sal (trans vėrʹsәl; tranz–), adj.
transverse. —n. a line intersecting two
or more other lines. —trans·verʹsally, adv.
trans·verse (trans vėrsʹ; tranz–; transʹvėrs; tranzʹ–), adj. lying across, placed
crosswise; crossing from side to side:
transverse beams. —n. 1 something
transverse. 2 the longer axis of an ellipse.
[< L transversus < trans– across + vertere
turn] —trans·verseʹly, adv.
trans·ves·tite (trans vesʹtīt), n. person
who chooses to dress in the clothing of
the opposite sex.
trap (trap), n., v., trapped, trap·ping.
—n. 1 thing or means for catching animals; snare. 2 trick or other means for
catching someone oﬀ guard. 3 a device
in a pipe to prevent the escape of air,
water, gas, etc. 4 a device to throw clay
pigeons, etc., into the air to be shot at.
—v. 1 catch in a trap. 2 set traps for
animals.
traps, drums, cymbals, bells, gongs, etc.;
percussion instruments. [OE trœppe]
trap door, door in a ﬂoor or roof.
tra·peze (trә pēzʹ; tra–), n. a short horizontal bar hung by ropes like a swing,
used in gymnasiums and circuses. [< F
< LL < Gk. trapezion, dim. of trapeza
table]
tra·pe·zi·um (trә pēʹzi әm) n., pl. –ziums, –zi·a (–zi ә). 1 a four-sided plane
ﬁgure having no sides parallel. 2 bone
in the wrist, at the base of the thumb.
[< LL < Gk. trapezion, orig., little table.
See trapeze.]
trap·e·zoid (trapʹә zoid), n. 1 four-sided
plane ﬁgure having two sides parallel
and two sides not parallel. 2 bone in
the wrist at the base of the foreﬁnger.

[< NL < Gk., < trapeza table + eidos
form] —trap´e·zoiʹdal, adj.
trap·per (trapʹәr), n. person who traps,
esp. a person who traps wild animals
for their furs.
trap·pings (trapʹingz), n. pl. 1 ornamental
coverings for a horse. 2 things worn;
ornaments: trappings of a king and his
court.
Trap·pist (trapʹist), n. monk belonging
to an extremely austere branch of the
Cistercian order established in 1664.
—adj. of or pertaining to the Trappists.
[< F trappiste, from the monastery of
La Trappe]
trap·shoot·ing (trapʹshüt´ing), n. shooting at clay pigeons, etc., thrown into the
air. —trapʹshoot´er, n.
trash (trash), n. 1 worthless stuﬀ; rubbish. 2 foolish notions, talk, or writing;
nonsense. 3 a disreputable or worthless
person. [cf. Scand. (dial. Norw.) trask]
trash·y (trashʹi), adj., trash·i·er, trash·iest. like or containing trash; worthless.
—trashʹi·ly, adv. —trashʹi·ness, n.
trau·ma (trôʹmә; trouʹ–), n., pl. –mas. 1 a
physical or psychic wound; injury. 2 the
condition (neurosis, etc.) produced by
it. [< Gk., wound]
trau·mat·ic (trô matʹik; trou–), adj. 1
of, having to do with, or produced by a
wound, injury, or shock. 2 for or dealing
with the treatment of wounds, injuries,
or shock.
trav·ail (travʹāl; trә vālʹ), n. 1 toil; labor. 2
trouble; hardship. —v. toil; labor. [< OF,
ult. < LL trepalium torture device, prob.
< L tres three + palus stake]
trav·el (travʹәl), v., –eled, –el·ing. n. —v.
1 go from one place to another; journey: travel across the country. 2 move
in a ﬁxed course, as a moving part in a
machine does. 3 move; proceed; pass:
light and sound travel in waves. 4 pass
through or over: travel a road. —n. 1
movement in general. 2 going in trains,
in planes, cars, etc., from one place to
another; journeying. [var. of travail]
—travʹel·er, n.
trav·eled, (travʹәld), adj. 1 having journeyed widely. 2 much used by travelers.
trav·e·logue, trav·e·log (travʹә lôg; –log),
n. lecture describing travel or a motion
picture depicting travel.
trav·erse (v., adv. travʹәrs, trә vėrsʹ; n., adj.
travʹәrs), v., –ersed, –ers·ing, n., adj.,
adv. —v. pass across, over, or through:
traverse a plain. —n. 1 act of crossing. 2 something put or lying across.
—adj. lying across; being across. —adv.
across; crosswise. [< OF traverser < travers transverse] —travʹers·a·ble, adj.
—travʹers·er, n.
trav·es·ty (travʹis ti), n., pl. –ties. any
treatment or imitation that makes a serious thing seem ridiculous. [< F travesti
disguised, ult. < L trans– over + vestire
dress]
tra·vois (trә voiʹ), n., pl. –vois. device
for carrying things used by the North
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American Plains Indians, which consisted of two poles with a crosspiece on
which goods were stacked, and dragged
behind a horse.
trawl (trôl), n. a strong net dragged along
the bottom of the sea. —v. ﬁsh with a net
by dragging it along the bottom of the
sea. [< MDu. traghel < L tragula dragnet.
Cf. trail.]
trawl·er (trôlʹәr), n. boat used in trawling.
tray (trā), n. 1 a ﬂat, shallow holder or
container with a low rim around it. 2
tray with dishes of food on it. 3 a shallow box that ﬁts into a trunk, cabinet,
etc. [OE trēg]
treach·er·ous (trechʹәr әs), adj. 1 not to be
trusted; not faithful; disloyal: the treacherous soldier carried reports to the enemy.
2 having a false appearance of strength,
security, etc.; not reliable; deceiving: thin
ice is treacherous. —treachʹer·ous·ly,
adv. —treachʹer·ous·ness, n.
treach·er·y (trechʹәr i), n., pl. –er·ies. a
breaking of faith; treacherous behavior;
deceit. [< OF trecherie < trechier cheat]
trea·cle (trēʹkәl), n. molasses, esp. that
produced during the reﬁning of sugar.
[< OF treacle antidote < L < Gk. theriake,
ult. < ther wild beast] —treaʹcly, adj.
tread (tred), v., trod or (Archaic) trode,
trodden or trod, tread·ing, n. —v. 1
set the feet on; walk on or through; step
across: tread the streets. 2 press under
the feet; trample; crush: tread grapes.
3 dominate harshly; repress. 4 make,
form, or do by walking: tread a path.
—n. 1 act or sound of treading; step: the
tread of marching feet. 2 way of walking:
he walks with a heavy tread. 3 the part of
stairs or a ladder that a person steps on.
4 the part of a wheel or tire that touches
the ground. 5 distance between opposite
wheels of an automobile. 6 sole of the
foot or of a shoe.
tread on one’s toes, oﬀend or annoy
one.
tread water, a keep oneself from sinking by moving the feet and legs up and
down in movements similar to running.
b Fig. stay in the same place or condition; fail to make progress. [OE tredan]
—treadʹer, n.
trea·dle (tredʹәl), n., v., –dled, –dling.
—n. lever worked by the foot to operate a machine: the treadle of a sewing
machine. —v. work a treadle. [OE tredel
< tredan tread]
tread·mill (tredʹmil´), n. 1 apparatus to
turn something by having a person or
animal walk on the moving steps of a
wheel or of a sloping, endless belt. 2 any
wearisome or monotonous round of
work or life.
treas., treasurer; treasury.
trea·son (trēʹzәn), n. betrayal of one’s
country or ruler. [< AF treson < L traditio. Doublet of tradition.]
trea·son·a·ble (trēʹzәn ә bәl; trēzʹnә bәl),
trea·son·ous (–әs), adj. of treason; involv-

ing treason; traitorous. —treaʹson·a·bleness, n. —treaʹson·a·bly, adv.
treas·ure (trezhʹәr; trāʹzhәr), n., v.,
–ured, –ur·ing. —n. 1 wealth or riches
stored up; valuable things. 2 any thing or
person that is much loved or valued. —v.
1 value highly. 2 put away for future use;
store up. [< OF tresor < L < Gk. thesauros. Doublet of thesaurus.]
treas·ur·er (trezhʹәr әr; trezhʹrәr; trāʹzhәr әr; trāzhʹrәr), n. person in charge
of money. —treasʹur·er·ship´, n.
treas·ure-trove (trezhʹәr trōvʹ; trāʹzhәr–)
n. 1 money, jewels, or other treasure that
a person ﬁnds, esp. if the owner of it is
not known. 2 any valuable discovery: a
treasure-trove of ancient artifacts. [< AF
tresor trové treasure found]
treas·ur·y (trezhʹәr i; trezhʹri; trāʹzhәr i;
trāzhʹri), n., pl. ur·ies. 1 place where
money is kept. 2 money owned; funds.
3 department that has charge of the
income and expenses of a country. 4
place where treasure is kept. 5 Fig. book
or person thought of as a valued source.
treat (trēt), v. 1 act toward in some speciﬁed manner: the farmer treats his cows
well. 2 think of; consider; regard: treat
a matter as unimportant. 3 deal with:
the dentist is treating my tooth, treat a
metal plate with acid in engraving, this
magazine treats the progress of medicine,
treat a theme realistically. 4 entertain
with food, drink, or amusement: treat
guests to tea. 5 discuss terms; arrange
terms: messengers came to treat for peace.
—n. 1 act of treating. 2 gift of food,
drink, or amusement. 3 anything that
gives pleasure. [< OF tretier < L tractare,
orig., drag violently, handle, frequentative of trahere drag] —treatʹa·ble, adj.
—treatʹer, n.
trea·tise (trēʹtis), n. book or writing dealing with some subject. A treatise is more
formal and systematic than most books
or writings. [< AF tretiz, ult. < L tractare
treat]
treat·ment (trētʹmәnt), n. 1 act or process
of treating. 2 way of treating. 3 thing
done or used to treat a disease, condition, etc.
trea·ty (trēʹti), n., pl. –ties. agreement,
esp. one between nations, signed and
approved by each nation. [< OF traite,
orig. pp. of traiter treat]
tre·ble (trebʹәl), adj., v., –bled, –bling, n.
—adj. 1 three times; threefold; triple. 2
of or for the treble. —v. make or become
three times as much: treble one’s money.
—n. a the highest part in music; soprano.
b voice, singer, or instrument that takes
this part. [< OF < L triplus triple. Doublet of triple.] —treʹbly, adv.
treble clef, symbol indicating that the
pitch of the notes on a staﬀ is above
middle C.
tree (trē), n., v., treed, tree·ing. —n. 1
a large perennial plant with a woody
trunk, branches, and leaves. 2 piece of
structure of wood for some special pur-

pose: clothes tree, shoe tree. 3 diagram
with branches showing how the members of a family are related. —v. chase up
a tree: the cat was treed by a dog.
bark up the wrong tree, pursue the
wrong thing or use the wrong means to
obtain something: if he wants to ﬁnd the
answers, he’s barking up the wrong tree.
up a tree, a chased up a tree. b Informal. Fig. in a diﬃcult position. [OE
trēo] —treeʹless, adj. —treeʹless·ness, n.
—treeʹlike´, adj.
tree frog, 1 a small frog that lives in trees.
2 a tree toad.
tree surgeon, expert in the care and
treatment of trees, esp. damaged or diseased trees. —tree surgery.
tree toad, a small toad living in trees,
that has adhesive disks or suckers on
its toes.
tre·foil (trēʹfoil), n. 1 plant having threefold leaves, as the common clovers. 2
ornament like a threefold leaf. [< OF
< L, < tri– three + folium leaf]
trek (trek), v., trekked, trek·king, n. —v.
travel slowly by any means; travel. —n.
1 act of trekking. 2 journey. [< Du. trekken, orig., draw, pull] —trekʹker, n.
trel·lis (trelʹis), n. frame of light strips
of wood or metal crossing one another
with open spaces in between; lattice,
esp. one supporting growing vines. —v.
1 furnish with a trellis. 2 support on a
trellis. [< OF trelis, ult. < L trilix tripletwilled]
trem·a·tode (tremʹә tōd; trēʹmә–), n. ﬂatworm that lives as a parasite in or
on other animals. —adj. belonging to
the group of trematodes. [< NL, < Gk.
trematodes holed < trema hole]
trem·ble (tremʹbәl), v., –bled, –bling, n.
—v. 1 shake because of fear, excitement,
weakness, cold, etc. 2 feel fear, anxiety,
etc. —n. a trembling. [< OF trembler, ult.
< L tremulus tremulous] —tremʹbler,
n. —tremʹbling, adj. —tremʹbling·ly,
adv.
trem·bly (tremʹbli), adj. trembling; tremulous.
tre·men·dous (tri menʹdәs), adj. 1 dreadful; awful. 2 very great; enormous: a
tremendous house. 3 extraordinary: have
a tremendous time. [< L tremendus, lit.,
to be trembled at < tremere tremble]
—tre·menʹdous·ly, adv. —tre·menʹdousness, n.
trem·o·lo (tremʹә lō), n., pl. –los. 1 a
trembling or vibrating quality in tones.
The tremolo is used to express emotion.
2 device in an organ used to produce
this quality. [< Ital. Doublet of tremulous.]
trem·or (tremʹәr), n. 1 an involuntary
shaking or trembling: a nervous tremor
in the voice. 2 vibration: an earthquake
followed by tremors. 3 Fig. thrill of emotion or excitement. [< L] —tremʹorless, adj.
trem·u·lous (tremʹyә lәs), adj. 1 trembling; quivering. 2 timid; fearful. [< L
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tremulus < tremere tremble. Doublet
of tremolo.] —tremʹu·lous·ly, adv.
—tremʹu·lous·ness, n.
trench (trench), n. 1 a long, narrow ditch
with earth thrown up in front to protect
soldiers. 2 a deep furrow; ditch; cut. —v.
1 surround with a trench; fortify with
trenches. 2 dig a trench in. 3 dig ditches.
[< OF trenchier, cut, appar. ult. < L truncare lop oﬀ < truncus mutilated]
trench·ant (trenʹchәnt), adj. 1 sharp;
keen; cutting: trenchant wit. 2 vigorous; eﬀective: a trenchant policy. [< OF,
cutting. See trench.] —trenchʹan·cy,
trenchʹant·ness, n. —trenchʹant·ly,
adv.
trench·er (trenʹchәr), n. a wood platter
on which meat was formerly served and
carved. Originally, a trencher was a slice
of bread used instead of a wooden or
metal plate. [< AF trenchour knife, ult.
< trenchier to cut. See trench.]
trench mouth, 1 a contagious inﬂammation of the mouth and gums.
2 any inﬂammation of the mouth and
gums.
trend (trend), n. a general direction;
course; tendency. —v. have a general
direction; tend; run. [OE trendan]
Tren·ton (trenʹtәn), n. capital of New
Jersey, in the W part.
tre·pan (tri panʹ), n., v., –panned, –panning. —n. 1 a cylindrical saw for cutting
out part of the skull. 2 a boring tool. —v.
bore through with a trepan. [< Med.L
< Gk. trypanon < trypaein bore]
trep·i·da·tion (trep´ә dāʹshәn), n. 1 nervous dread; fear; fright. 2 a trembling.
[< L, ult. < trepidus alarmed]
tres·pass (tresʹpәs), v. 1 go on somebody’s
property without any right. 2 go beyond
the limits of what is right, proper, or
polite: I won’t trespass on your time any
longer. 3 do wrong; sin. —n. 1 act or fact
of trespassing. 2 a wrong; a sin. 3 an
unlawful act done by force against the
person, property, or rights of another.
[< OF trespasser < tres– across (< L
trans–) + passer pass] —tresʹpass·er, n.
tress (tres), n. a lock, curl, or braid of hair.
[< F tresse] —tressed, adj.
tres·tle (tresʹәl), n. 1 frame used as a support, consisting usually of a horizontal
beam ﬁxed at each end to a pair of
spreading legs. 2 a supporting framework, as for carrying railroad tracks
across a gap. [< OF trestel crossbeam, ult.
< L transtrum]
trey (trā), n. card, die, or domino with
three spots. [< OF trei < L tres three]
tri–, combining form. 1 three; having
three; having three parts, as in triangle.
2 three times; into three parts, as in
trisect. 3 containing three atoms, etc., of
the substance speciﬁed, as in trioxide.
4 once in three; every third, as in trimonthly. [< L or Gk.]
tri·a·ble (trīʹә bәl), adj. 1 that can be
tested or tried. 2 that can be tested in
a law court.

tri·ad (trīʹad; –әd), n. 1 group of three,
esp. of three closely related persons or
things. 2 musical chord of three tones.
3 element, atom, or radical having a
valence of three. [< L < Gk. trias < treis
three]
tri·al (trīʹәl), n. 1 the examining and
deciding of a case in court. 2 process of
trying or testing. 3 condition of being
tried or tested: he is employed on trial. 4
trouble; hardship: lack of money causes
many trials. 5 attempt; eﬀort. —adj. 1 of
or pertaining to trial. 2 done or used by
way of trial, test, proof, or experiment.
[< AF, < trier try]
trial and error, learning about or testing
something by trying it out to eliminate
errors.
trial balance, comparison of debit and
credit totals in a ledger. If they are not
equal, there is an error.
trial balloon, 1 small weather balloon
sent aloft to measure temperature, wind,
etc. 2 Fig. launch or announce something, as a plan or project, to test public
reaction to it.
trial jury, group of 6 or 12 persons chosen to decide a case in court.
tri·an·gle (trīʹang´gәl), n. 1 a plane ﬁgure
having three sides and three angles. 2
something shaped like a triangle. 3 a
musical instrument consisting of a triangle of steel that is struck with a steel rod.
4 two men in love with the same woman;
two women in love with the same man.
[< L, < tri– three + angulus corner]
tri·an·gu·lar (trī angʹgyә lәr), adj. 1
shaped like a triangle; three-cornered.
2 concerned with three persons, groups,
etc. —tri·an´gu·larʹi·ty, n. —tri·anʹgular·ly, adv.
tri·an·gu·late (v. trī angʹgyә lāt; adj.
trī angʹgyә lit; –lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lat·ing,
adj. —v. 1 divide into triangles. 2 survey
(a region) by dividing (it) into triangles
and measuring their angles. 3 ﬁnd by
trigonometry: triangulate the height of
a mountain. 4 make triangular. —adj.
triangular. —tri·an´gu·laʹtion, n. —trianʹgu·la´tor, n.
Tri·as·sic (trī asʹik), n. earliest geological
period of the Mesozoic era, characterized by the appearance of dinosaurs and
great volcanic activity.
tri·ath·lon (trī athʹlon), n. athletic event
that combines swimming, bicycling, and
running. [< trī– three + Gk. áthlon contest] —tri·athʹlete, n.
tribe (trīb), n. 1 group of people united
by race and customs under the same
leaders. 2 class or set of people. 3 class,
kind, or sort of animals, plants, or other
things. 4 one of the twelve divisions
of the ancient Hebrews. 5 in ancient
Rome, one of the three divisions of the
Roman people. [< L tribus] —tribʹal,
adj. —tribʹal·ism, n. —tribʹal·ly, adv.
—tribeʹship, n.
tribes·man (trībzʹmәn), n., pl. –men.
member of a tribe.

trib·u·la·tion (trib´yә lāʹshәn), n. great
trouble; severe trial; aﬄiction. [< LL
tribulatio, ult. < L tribulum threshing
sledge]
tri·bu·nal (tri būʹnәl; trī–), n. 1 court of
justice; place of judgment. 2 place where
judges sit in a law court. [< L, < tribunus
tribune1]
trib·une1 (tribʹūn), n. 1 oﬃcial in ancient
Rome chosen by the plebeians to protect
their rights and interests. 2 defender of
the people. [< L tribunus < tribus tribe]
—tribʹune·ship, n.
trib·une2 (tribʹūn), n. a raised platform;
rostrum. [< Ital. tribuna tribunal]
trib·u·tar·y (tribʹyә ter´i), n., pl. –tar·ies,
adj. —n. 1 stream that ﬂows into a larger
stream or body of water. The Ohio River
is a tributary of the Mississippi River. 2
one that pays tribute. —adj. 1 ﬂowing
into a larger stream or body of water. 2
paying tribute; required to pay tribute.
3 Fig. contributing; helping. —tribʹutar´i·ly, adv.
trib·ute (tribʹūt), n. 1 money paid by one
nation to another for peace or protection or because of some agreement. 2
any forced payment, as a tax, etc. 3 an
acknowledgment of thanks or respect;
compliment. Memorial Day is a tribute
to our dead soldiers. [< L, < tribuere allot
< tribus tribe]
trice (trīs), n. a very short time; moment;
instant. [abstracted from phrase at a
trice at a pull]
tri·ceps (trīʹseps), n. the large muscle at
the back of the upper arm. It extends or
straightens the arm. [< NL < L, threeheaded, < tri– three + caput head]
tri·cer·a·tops (trī serʹә tops), n. dinosaur
having a very large skull, horns above
the eyes, one horn on the nose, and
a large bony collar extending behind
the neck. [< NL < Gk trikératos threehorned]
tri·chi·na (tri kīʹnә), n., pl. –nae (–nē).
a small, slender worm that lives in the
intestines and muscles of humans and
some animals. [< NL < Gk., fem. adj., of
hair < thrix hair]
trich·i·no·sis (trik´ә nōʹsis), n. disease
due to the presence of trichinae in the
intestines and muscular tissues.
trick (trik), n. 1 something done to deceive
or cheat: the false message was a trick to
get him to leave town. 2 a clever act; feat
of skill: we enjoyed the tricks of the trained
animals. 3 the best way of doing or dealing with something: the trick of making
pies. 4 piece of mischief; prank: play a
trick on a person. 5 a peculiar habit or
way of acting: he has a trick of pulling at
his collar. 6 the cards played in one round.
—v. 1 deceive; cheat. 2 play tricks. —adj.
1 of or having the nature of a trick or
tricks. 2 made for or used in tricks.
do or turn the trick, do what one wants
done.
trick out, dress up; ornament. [< OF
trique] —trickʹer, n.
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trick·er·y (trikʹәr i; trikʹri), n., pl. –er·ies.
use of tricks; deception; cheating.
trick·le (trikʹәl), v., –led, –ling, n. —v. 1
ﬂow or fall in drops or in a small stream:
tears trickled down her cheeks. 2 come,
go, pass, etc., slowly and unevenly: people began to trickle into the theater. —n.
1 a small ﬂow or stream. 2 a trickling. [?
earlier strickle, ult. < strike]
trick·ster (trikʹstәr), n. cheat.
trick·y (trikʹi) adj., trick·i·er, trick·i·est.
1 full of tricks; deceiving; cheating. 2
not doing what is expected; dangerous
or diﬃcult to handle. —trickʹi·ly, adv.
—trickʹi·ness, n.
tri·col·or (trīʹkul´әr), adj. having three
colors. —n. 1 ﬂag having three colors. 2
the ﬂag of France.
tri·cot (trēʹkō), n. 1 a knitted fabric made
by hand or machine. 2 a kind of woolen
cloth.
tri·cus·pid (trī kusʹpid), adj. having three
points or ﬂaps. —n. a tricuspid tooth.
[< L tricuspis three-pointed < tri– three
+ cuspis tip]
tri·cy·cle (trīʹsә kәl; –sik´әl), n. a threewheeled vehicle worked by pedals or
handles. [< F. See tri–, cycle.]
tri·dent (trīʹdәnt), n. a three-pronged
spear. —adj. three-pronged. [< L, < tri–
three + dens tooth]
tried (trīd), adj. tested; proved. —v. pt.
and pp. of try.
tri·en·ni·al (trī enʹi әl), adj. 1 lasting three
years. 2 occurring every three years.
—n. 1 period of three years. 2 event that
occurs every three years. 3 the third
anniversary of an event. [< L triennium
three-year period < tri– three + annus
year] —tri·enʹni·al·ly, adv.
tri·ﬂe (trīʹfәl), n., v., –ﬂed, –ﬂing. —n. 1
thing having little value or importance.
2 a small amount; little bit: a triﬂe of
sugar, he sold the picture for a mere triﬂe.
3 a rich dessert made of sponge cake,
whipped cream, custard, fruit, wine, etc.
—v. 1 talk, act, or treat lightly, not seriously. 2 spend (time, eﬀort, money, etc.)
on things having little value: she had
triﬂed away the whole morning. [< OF
truﬂe] —triʹﬂer, n.
tri·ﬂing (trīʹﬂing), adj. 1 having little
value; not important; small. 2 frivolous;
shallow. —n. triﬂing behavior; worthless
activity.
tri·fo·li·ate (trī fōʹli it; –āt), adj. having
three leaves, or three parts like leaves.
Clover is trifoliate.
tri·fo·ri·um (trī fôʹri әm; –fōʹ–), n., pl. –ria (–ri ә). gallery in a church above a side
aisle or transept. [< Med.L, appar. < L
tri– three + foris door]
trig., trigonometric; trigonometry.
trig·ger (trigʹәr), n., v., –gered, –ger·ing.
—n. 1 the small lever pulled back by
the ﬁnger in ﬁring a gun. 2 lever pulled
or pressed to release a spring, catch,
etc. —v. 1 set oﬀ (an explosion). 2
initiate; start: trigger an outburst of
violence.

quick on the trigger, a quick to shoot.
b Informal. Fig. quick to act or respond;
alert. [ult. < Du. trekker < trekken pull]
trigger-happy (trigʹәr hap´i), adj. aggressive; too quick to respond by shooting.
trig·o·nom·e·try (trig´ә nomʹә tri), n.
branch of mathematics that deals with
the relations between the sides and
angles of triangles (plane or spherical)
and the calculations based on these.
[< NL, ult. < Gk. tri– three + gonia angle +
metron measure] —trig´o·no·metʹric,
trig´o·no·metʹri·cal, adj. —trig´o·nometʹri·cal·ly, adv.
tri·he·dron (trī hēʹdrәn), n., pl. –drons,
–dra (–drә). ﬁgure formed by three
planes meeting at a point. —tri·heʹdral,
adj.
tri·lat·er·al (trī latʹәr әl), adj. having three
sides. —tri·latʹer·al·ly, adv.
trill (tril), v. 1 sing, play, sound, or speak
with a tremulous, vibrating sound. 2 of
birds, sing or warble. —n. 1 act or sound
of trilling. 2 a quick alternation of two
notes either a tone or a half tone apart.
[< Ital. trillare < Gmc.]
tril·lion (trilʹyәn), n. 1 in the United
States and France, 1 followed by 12
zeros. 2 in Great Britain, 1 followed by
18 zeros. —adj. one trillion in amount.
[< F, < tri– three, modeled on million
million] —trilʹlionth, adj., n.
tril·li·um (trilʹi әm), n. plant of the same
family as the lily, with three leaves
around a single ﬂower. [< NL, < L trithree]
tri·lo·bite (trīʹlә bīt), n. an extinct arthropod, with three divisions of the body and
jointed limbs. [< NL, < Gk. tri– three
+ lobos lobe]
tril·o·gy (trilʹә ji), n., pl. –gies. three plays,
operas, novels, etc., that, while each is
complete in itself, ﬁt together to make
a related series. [< Gk., < tri– three +
logos story]
trim (trim), v., trimmed, trim·ming,
adj., trim·mer, trim·mest, n., adv. —v. 1
put in good order; make neat by cutting
away parts: trim a hedge, trim dead leaves
oﬀ plants. 2 decorate: trim a Christmas
tree. 3 balance (a boat, airplane, etc.)
by arranging the load carried. 4 change
(opinions, etc.) to suit circumstances. 5
arrange (the sails) to ﬁt wind and direction. 6 Informal. defeat; beat. —adj. in
good condition or order; neat: a trim
appearance. —n. 1 good condition or
order: get in trim for a race. 2 condition; order: that ship is in poor trim for a
voyage. 3 trimming: the trim on a dress.
4 equipment; outﬁt. 5 a set of a ship in
the water. b adjustment of sails with
reference to the wind and direction. 6
the visible woodwork inside a building.
—adv. in a trim manner. [OE trymman
strengthen, make ready] —trimʹly, adv.
—trimʹness, n.
tri·mes·ter (trī mesʹtәr), n. 1 period of
three months. 2 division of a school
year into three terms. [< L trimestris of

three months’ duration < Gk. tri– three
+ mēnsis month]
trim·e·ter (trimʹә tәr), n. poetry having
three feet or measures in each line.
—adj. consisting of three feet or measures. [< L < Gk., < tri– three + metron
measure]
trim·mer (trimʹәr), n. 1 a person or thing
that trims. b machine that trims edges,
as of grass or lumber. 2 Fig. person who
changes opinions according to circumstances.
trim·ming (trimʹing), n. 1 decoration;
ornament. 2 a defeat; beating. 3 a scolding. 4 trimmings, a parts cut away in
trimming. b additions to simple food:
turkey with all the trimmings.
Trin·i·dad and To·ba·go (trinʹә dad әnd
tә bāʹgō), country in the West Indies,
near Venezuela.
Trin·i·tar·i·an (trin´ә tãrʹi әn), adj. 1
believing in the Trinity. 2 pertaining to
the Trinity. —n. person who believes in
the Trinity. —Trin´i·tarʹi·an·ism, n.
tri·ni·tro·tol·u·ene (trī nī´trō tolʹ yu̇ ēn),
n. –TNT (a powerful explosive, CH3C6H2
(NO 2)3).
trin·i·ty (trinʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 group
of three; triad. 2 the Trinity. the union
of Father, Son, and Holy Ghost in one
divine nature. [< OF < L, < trinus triple]
trin·ket (tringʹkit), n. 1 any small fancy
article, bit of jewelry, or the like. 2 triﬂe.
tri·no·mi·al (trī nōʹmi әl), n. expression or name consisting of three terms.
a + bx2 ⫺ 2 is a trinomial. —adj. consisting of three terms. [< tri- + nomial from
binomial]
tri·o (trēʹō), n., pl. tri·os. 1 piece of music
for three voices or instruments. 2 three
singers or players. 3 any group of three.
[< Ital., ult. < L tres three]
tri·ox·ide (trī okʹsīd; –sid), n. any oxide
having three atoms of oxygen in each
molecule.
trip (trip), n., v., tripped, trip·ping. —n.
1 a traveling about; journey; voyage. 2 a
loss of footing; stumble; slip. 3 mistake;
blunder. 4 a light, quick tread; stepping
lightly. 5 a projecting part, catch, or the
like for starting or checking some movement. [< v.] —v. 1 lose footing; stagger
and fall; stumble: trip on the stairs. 2
make a mistake; do something wrong:
he tripped on that diﬃcult question. 3
take light, quick steps: she tripped across
the ﬂoor. 4 release or operate suddenly (a
catch, clutch, etc.); operate, start, or set
free (a mechanism, weight, etc.). [< OF
tripper < Gmc.]
tri·par·tite (trī pärʹtīt), adj. 1 divided into
three parts. 2 having three corresponding parts or copies. 3 made or shared
by three parties: a tripartite agreement.
—tri·parʹtite·ly, adv.
tripe (trīp), n. 1 the walls of the ﬁrst and
second stomachs of an ox, etc., used as
food. 2 Informal. Fig. something foolish,
worthless, oﬀensive, etc. [< OF, entrails,
< Ar. tharb]
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trip·ham·mer (tripʹham´әr), n. a heavy
hammer raised and then let fall by
machinery.
tri·ple (tripʹәl), adj., n., v., –pled, –pling.
—adj. 1 having three parts. 2 three times
as much or as many. —n. 1 number,
amount, etc., that is three times as much
or as many. 2 hit by which a batter gets
to third base. —v. 1 make or become
three times as much or as many. 2 hit
a triple. [< L, < tres three + –plus fold.
Doublet of treble.] —triʹply, adv.
triple play, play in baseball that puts
three men out.
tri·plet (tripʹlit), n. 1 one of three oﬀspring born at the same time from the
same mother. 2 group of three. 3 group
of three notes to be performed in the
time of two.
triplets, a set of three children born
at the same time to the same mother.
[< triple]
triple threat 1 football player who can
pass, kick, and run especially well. 2
person who has three, or multiple, welldeveloped skills.
triple time, time or rhythm in music having three beats to the measure.
trip·li·cate (v. tripʹlә kāt; adj., n. tripʹlә kit), v., –cat·ed, –cat·ing, adj., n.
—v. make threefold; triple. —adj. triple; threefold. —n. one of three things
exactly alike.
in triplicate, with three copies exactly
alike. [< L triplicatus < triplex threefold]
tri·pod (trīʹpod), n. a stool, frame, or
stand with three legs, as one for supporting a camera. [< L < Gk., < tri– three +
pous foot]
trip·per (tripʹәr), n. 1 person or thing that
trips. 2 device in a machine that releases
a catch, etc. 3 person who takes trips,
esp. short ones: a dedicated tripper.
trip·ping (tripʹing), adj. 1 that trips. 2
light and quick. —tripʹping·ly, adv.
trip·tych (tripʹtik), n. a set of three panels
side by side, having pictures, carvings,
or the like, on them. [< Gk. triptychos
three-layered < tri– three + ptyx fold]
tri·reme (trīʹrēm), n. an ancient ship
with three rows of oars, one above the
other, on each side. [< L, < tri– three +
remus oar]
tri·sac·cha·ride (trī sakʹә rīd; –ә rid), n.
carbohydrate that yields three molecules
of simple sugar.
tri·sect (trī sektʹ), v. 1 divide into three
parts. 2 divide into three equal parts.
[< tri– + L sectus, pp. of secare cut) —trisecʹtion, n. —tri·secʹtor, n.
tri·syl·la·ble (tri silʹә bәl; trī–), n. word
of three syllables, as educate. —tri´syllabʹic, adj.
trite (trīt), adj., trit·er, trit·est. worn out
by use; no longer new or interesting;
common-place. [< L tritus rubbed away]
—triteʹly, adv. —triteʹness, n.
trit·i·um (tritʹi әm; trishʹi әm), n. an isotope of hydrogen, T or H3, the explosive
used in a hydrogen bomb.

tri·ton (trīʹtәn), n. nucleus of a tritium
atom.
tri·umph (trīʹumf), n. 1 victory; success:
the triumphs of science. 2 joy because of
victory or success: bring home the prize
in triumph. 3 something that is successful: the new dress was a triumph. —v. 1
gain victory; win success: our team triumphed over theirs. 2 gain the mastery;
prevail: his sense of duty triumphed. 3
rejoice because of victory or success.
in triumph, triumphant; triumphantly.
[< L triumphus] —tri·umʹphal, adj.
—tri·umʹphal·ly, adv. —triʹumph·er, n.
tri·um·phant (trī umʹfәnt), adj. 1 victorious; successful. 2 prevailing. 3 rejoicing
because of victory or success. —tri·umʹphant·ly, adv.
tri·um·vi·rate (trī umʹvә rit; –rāt), n. 1
government by three people together.
2 any association of three in oﬃce or
authority. 3 any group of three.
tri·va·lent (trī vāʹlәnt; trivʹә–), adj.
having a valence of three. —tri·vaʹlence, n.
triv·et (trivʹit), n. a stand or support with
three legs or feet. Trivets are used over
ﬁres and under platters. [< L tri– three +
OE –fēte footed]
triv·i·a (trivʹi ә), n. pl. triﬂes; trivialities.
triv·i·al (trivʹi әl), adj. not important; triﬂing; insigniﬁcant. [< L trivialis vulgar,
orig., of the crossroads, ult. < tri– three
+ via road] —trivʹi·al·ly, adv. —trivʹial·ness, n.
triv·i·al·i·ty (triv´i alʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
trivial quality. 2 a trivial thing, remark,
aﬀair, etc.; triﬂe.
tRNA, transfer RNA.
tro·che (trōʹkē), n. a small medicinal
tablet or lozenge, usually round. [< obs.
trochisk < F < LL < Gk. trochiskos, dim.
of trochos wheel]
tro·chee (trōʹkē), n. a foot or measure
in poetry consisting of two syllables,
the ﬁrst accented and the second unaccented or the ﬁrst long and the second
short. [< L < Gk. trochaios, orig., running] —tro·chaʹic, adj., n.
trod (trod), v. pt. and pp. of tread.
trod·den (trodʹәn), v. pp. of tread.
trog·lo·dyte (trogʹlә dīt), n. 1 a cave man.
2 Fig. person living in seclusion; hermit.
3 Fig. person unacquainted with aﬀairs
of the world. 4 an anthropoid ape, as
the gorilla. [< L < Gk., < trogle cave +
dyein go in]
Tro·jan (trōʹjәn), adj. of or pertaining
to Troy or its people. —n. 1 native or
inhabitant of Troy. 2 person who shows
courage or energy: they all worked like
Trojans.
Trojan horse, 1 Gk. Legend. a huge
wooden horse in which the Greeks concealed soldiers and brought them into
Troy during the Trojan War. 2 Fig. anyone or anything positioned or capable
of causing destruction from within: a
Trojan horse computer virus, fear is a
powerful Trojan horse.

Trojan War, Gk. Legend. a ten years’ war
carried on by the Greeks against Troy to
get back Helen of Troy, who was carried
oﬀ by Paris, son of King Priam.
troll1 (trōl), v. 1 sing in a full, rolling voice.
2 sing in the manner of a round. 3 ﬁsh
with a moving line. —n. 1 song whose
parts are sung in succession. 2 reel
of a ﬁshing rod. [< OF troller wander
< Gmc.] —trollʹer, n.
troll2 (trōl), n. in Scandinavian folklore,
an ugly dwarf or giant living underground in caves, etc. [< Scand.]
trol·ley (trolʹi), n., pl. –leys. 1 pulley moving against a wire to carry electricity to a
streetcar, electric engine, etc. 2 a trolley
car. 3 pulley running on an overhead
track, used to support and move a load.
[prob. < troll1 in sense of “roll”]
trolley car, streetcar propelled electrically, the current often taken from an
overhead wire by a trolley.
trol·lop (trolʹәp), n. 1 an untidy or slovenly woman. 2 prostitute.
trom·bone (tromʹbōn; trom bōnʹ), n. a
large brass musical instrument, usually with a sliding piece for varying the
length of the tube. [< Ital., < tromba
trumpet < Gmc.] —tromʹbon·ist, n.
troop (trüp), n. 1 group or band of persons. 2 herd, ﬂock, or swarm of birds or
animals. 3 a cavalry unit. 4 unit of boy
scouts. 5 troops, soldiers. —v. 1 gather
in troops or bands; move together. 2
come or go; walk, sometimes in great
numbers: children trooped across the
street. [< F, ult. < LL troppus herd
< Gmc.]
troop·er (trüpʹәr), n. 1 soldier in a troop
of cavalry. 2 a mounted police oﬃcer.
3 person who remains good-humored
and works hard throughout a diﬃcult
period.
troop·ship (trüpʹship´), n. ship used to
carry soldiers; transport.
trope (trōp), n. 1 the use of a word
or phrase in a sense diﬀerent from
its ordinary meaning. 2 word or
phrase so used. [< L < Gk. tropos turn]
—tropʹist, n.
tro·phy (trōʹﬁ), n., pl. –phies. 1 a memorial of victory: a golf trophy. 2 a prize.
[< F < L < Gk. tropaion < trope rout,
orig., turn] —troʹphied, adj.
trop·ic (tropʹik), n. 1 either of the two circles around the earth, one 23.45 degrees
north and one 23.45 degrees south of
the equator. The tropic of Cancer is the
northern circle, and the tropic of Capricorn is the southern circle. 2 either of
two circles in the celestial sphere, the
limits reached by the sun in its apparent journey north and south. 3 tropics,
Tropics, zone between latitudes 231⁄2
degrees north and south or between
30 degrees north and south, the hottest
part of the earth. —adj. of the tropics; belonging to the Torrid Zone. [< L
< Gk. tropikos pertaining to a turn
< trope turn]
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trop·i·cal (tropʹә kәl), adj. 1 of or having
to do with the tropics; inhabiting the
tropics: tropical fruit. 2 very hot; burning or fervent. —tropʹi·cal·ly, adv.
tro·pism (trōʹpiz әm), n. tendency of an
animal or plant to turn or move in
response to a stimulus. [< Gk. trope a
turning] —tro·pisʹtic, adj.
trop·o·sphere (tropʹә sﬁr), n. layer of the
atmosphere between the earth and the
stratosphere, within which there is a
steady fall of temperature with increasing altitude. Most cloud formations
occur in the troposphere.
trot (trot), v., trot·ted, trot·ting, n. —v.
1 of horses, etc., go at a gait between
a walk and a run by lifting the right
forefoot and the left hind foot at about
the same time. 2 ride a horse at a trot.
3 make (a horse, etc.) trot. 4 run, but
not fast. —n. 1 the motion or gait of a
trotting horse. 2 a brisk, steady movement. 3 Informal. translation of a book,
used by a pupil instead of doing the
translating.
trot out, Informal. bring out for others
to see. [< OF trotter < Gmc.]
troth (trôth; trōth), n. 1 faithfulness;
ﬁdelity; loyalty. 2 promise. —v. promise;
betroth.
plight one’s troth, a promise to marry.
b promise to be faithful. [OE trēowth
faith]
trot·ter (trotʹәr), n. 1 horse that trots. 2 a
horse bred and trained to trot. 3 the foot
of a sheep or a pig used for food.
trou·ba·dour (trüʹbә dôr; –dōr; –du̇r),
n. one of the lyric poets of S France, E
Spain, and N Italy from the 11th to the
13th centuries. The troubadours wrote
mainly about love and chivalry. [< F
< Pr. trobador, ult. < LL tropus song
< L, trope]
trou·ble (trubʹәl), v., –bled, –bling, n.
—v. 1 cause distress or worry to: the
lack of business troubled him. 2 cause
bodily pain or inconvenience to: his
shoulder troubled him. 3 stir up; make
turbid; disturb: troubled waters. 4 cause
oneself extra work, eﬀort, or inconvenience: don’t trouble to come to the door.
—n. 1 distress; worry; diﬃculty: ﬁnancial
trouble. 2 disturbance; agitation: political
troubles. 3 a physical disorder; ailment;
disease. 4 extra work; bother; eﬀort: take
the trouble. [< OF troubler, ult. < L turba
turmoil] —trouʹbler, n. —trouʹblingly, adv.
trou·ble·mak·er (trubʹәl māk´әr), n. person who is always causing trouble for
others.
trou·ble-shoot·er (trubʹәl shüt´әr), n.
person who discovers and eliminates
causes of trouble.
trou·ble·some (trubʹәl sәm), adj. 1 causing
trouble; annoying. 2 laborious; diﬃcult.
—trouʹble·some·ly, adv. —trouʹblesome·ness, n.
trou·blous (trubʹlәs), adj. 1 disturbed;
restless. 2 ⫽troublesome.

trough (trôf, trof; dial. trôth, troth), n. 1 a
long, narrow container for holding food
or water. 2 something shaped like this: a
trough for kneading dough. 3 channel for
carrying water; gutter. 4 a long hollow
between two ridges, etc.: trough between
waves. 5 Fig. a low point: an economic
trough. [OE trōh]
trounce (trouns), v., trounced, trouncing. 1 beat; thrash. 2 defeat, as in a
contest.
troupe (trüp), n. troop; band; company,
esp. a group of actors, singers, or acrobats. [< F]
troup·er (trüpʹәr), n. 1 member of a
theatrical troupe. 2 an old, experienced
actor.
trou·sers (trouʹzәrz), n. pl. a two-legged
outer garment reaching from the waist
to the ankles or knees; pants. [< trouse
< Irish triubhas]
trous·seau (trü sōʹ; trüʹsō), n., pl.
–seaux (–sōzʹ; –sōz), –seaus. a bride’s
outﬁt of clothes, linen, etc. [< F, orig.,
bundle]
trout (trout), n., pl. trouts or (esp. collectively) trout. any of certain freshwater
food and game ﬁshes of the salmon
family. [< L < Gk. troktes, lit., gnawer
< trogein gnaw]
trove (trōv), n. something found, esp.
something valuable.
trow·el (trouʹәl), n., v., –eled, –el·ing.
—n. 1 tool for spreading or smoothing
plaster or mortar. 2 tool for taking up
plants, loosening dirt, etc. —v. 1 apply or
smooth with a trowel. 2 dig up or loosen
with a trowel. [< OF, ult. < L trulla ladle
< trua skimmer] —trowʹel·er, n.
troy weight, a standard system of weights
used for gems and precious metals. One
pound troy equals a little over four-ﬁfths
of an ordinary pound. [after Troyes,
France]
tru·ant (trüʹәnt), n. 1 child who stays away
from school without permission. 2 person who neglects duty. —adj. 1 staying
away from school without permission.
2 neglecting duty. 3 lazy. 4 wandering. [< OF, prob. < Celtic] —truʹancy, n. —truʹant·ly, adv.
truce (trüs), n. 1 a stop in ﬁghting; peace
for a short time. 2 a rest from trouble or
pain; respite.
truck1 (truk), n. 1 a motor vehicle for
carrying loads. b strongly built wagon,
cart, etc., to more heavy loads. 2 frame
on small wheels or a ﬂat platform with
wheels to move heavy objects. 3 frame
with wheels that supports the front of
a locomotive or a railroad car. —v. 1
carry on a truck. 2 drive a truck. —adj.
of or for a truck; used on trucks. [? < L
trochus iron hoop < Gk. trochos wheel]
—truckʹage, n.
truck2 (truk), n. 1 vegetables raised
for market. 2 rubbish; trash. 3 dealings. [< v.] —v. exchange; barter. —adj.
of or having to do with truck. [< OF
troquer]

truck·er (trukʹәr), n. 1 person who drives
a truck. 2 person whose business is carrying goods, etc., by trucks.
truck farm, vegetable farm.
truck·le (trukʹәl), v., –led, –ling, n.
—v. move on rollers. —n. a small wheel.
[< L trochlea < Gk. trochilea sheaf of a
pulley]
truckle bed, a low bed moving on small
wheels or casters, pushed under a regular bed when not in use. [< truckle2 +
bed]
truc·u·lent (trukʹyә lәnt), adj. ﬁerce,
savage, and cruel. [< L truculentus
< trux ﬁerce] —trucʹu·lence, n. —trucʹulently, adv.
trudge (truj), v., trudged, trudg·ing, n.
—v. walk, esp. wearily or with eﬀort. —n.
a hard or weary walk. —trudgʹer, n.
true (trü), adj., tru·er, tru·est, n., v., trued,
tru·ing, adv. —adj. 1 agreeing with fact;
not false: a true account of the events
of the war. 2 real; genuine: true gold,
have a true interest in a person’s welfare.
3 faithful; loyal: a true patriot, true to
one’s friends. 4 agreeing with a standard;
right; proper; correct; exact; accurate:
a true copy, a sweet potato is not a true
potato. 5 rightful; lawful: the true heir.
—n. exact or accurate formation, position, or adjustment: a slanting door is
out of true. —v. make true; shape, place,
or make in the exact position, form, etc.,
required: true up the doorway. —adv. in
a true manner; truly; exactly: ring true.
[OE trīewe] —trueʹness, n.
true bill, bill of indictment found by a
grand jury to be supported by enough
evidence to justify hearing the case.
true-blue (trüʹblüʹ), adj. 1 unchanging. 2
stanch; loyal.
true·love (trüʹluv´), n. a faithful lover;
sweetheart.
truf·ﬂe (trufʹәl; trüʹfәl), n. a fungus that
grows underground, valued as a food.
[prob. ult. < F truﬀe]
tru·ism (trüʹiz әm), n. statement that
almost everybody knows is true.
tru·ly (trüʹli), adv. 1 in a true manner; exactly; rightly; faithfully. 2 in fact;
really.
Tru·man (trüʹmәn), n. Harry S.,
1884–1972, the 33rd president of the
United States 1945–53.
trump (trump), n. 1 any playing card of a
suit that for the time ranks higher than
the other suits. 2 the suit itself. —v. 1
take (a trick, card, etc.) with a trump. 2
play a card of this suit. 3 be better than;
surpass; beat. 4 make (up) to deceive.
[alter. of triumph]
trump·er·y (trumpʹәr i; trumpʹri), n., pl.
–er·ies, adj. —n. something showy but
without value; useless stuﬀ; nonsense.
—adj. showy but without value; triﬂing;
worthless. [< F, tromper deceive]
trum·pet (trumʹpit), n. 1 a musical wind
instrument that has a powerful tone,
commonly a curved tube of brass with
a ﬂaring bell at one end. 2 thing shaped

tuberous
like a trumpet, as an ear trumpet, once
used to aid hearing. 3 a sound like that
of a trumpet. —v. 1 blow a trumpet. 2
make a sound like a trumpet, as an elephant. 3 Fig. proclaim loudly or widely.
[< OF trompette, ult. < Gmc.]
trum·pet·er (trumʹpit әr), n. 1 person
who blows a trumpet. 2 one who proclaims or announces something. 3 a
large North American wild swan. 4 a
large South American bird with long
legs and neck, related to the cranes.
trun·cate (trungʹkāt), v., –cat·ed, –cating, adj. —v. cut oﬀ a part of. —adj. cut
oﬀ; blunt, as if cut oﬀ: the truncate leaf
of the tulip tree. [< L, < truncus maimed]
—trunʹcate·ly, adv. —trun·caʹtion, n.
trun·cheon (trunʹchәn), n. stick; club: a
policeman’s truncheon. [< OF tronchon,
ult. < L truncus trunk]
trun·dle (trunʹdәl), v., –dled, –dling,
n. —v. roll along; push along. —n. 1 a
rolling; rolling along. 2 a small wheel;
caster. 3 bed, truck, etc., on small wheels
or casters. [OE –tryndel, as in sintryndel
round] —trunʹdler, n.
trunk (trungk), n. 1 the main stem of
a tree. 2 a big box for holding clothes,
etc., when traveling. 3 a body without
the head, arms, and legs. 4 enclosed
compartment at the rear of automobile
for storing luggage, spare tire, tools, etc.
5 the main part of anything: the trunk
of a column. 6 line between telephone
exchanges. 7 the main line of a railroad,
canal, etc. 8 an elephant’s snout. —adj.
main; chief: the trunk line of a railroad.
trunks, short pants worn for swimming
or other athletic activities. [< L truncus,
maimed]
trun·nion (trunʹyәn), n. either of the
two round projections of a cannon,
one on each side, which support it on
its carriage. [< F trognon trunk, ult. < L
truncus; inﬂ. by F moignon stump of an
amputated limb]
truss (trus), v. 1 tie; fasten. 2 support
(a roof, bridge, etc.) with trusses. —n.
1 beams or other supports connected
to support a roof, bridge. etc. 2 bandage, pad, etc. that provides support.
[< OF trusser, ult. < L torquere twist]
—trussʹer, n.
trust (trust), n. 1 ﬁrm belief in the honesty, truthfulness, justice, or power of a
person or thing; faith. 2 person or thing
trusted: God is our trust. 3 conﬁdent
expectation or hope: our trust is that she
will soon be well. 4 something managed
for the beneﬁt of another; something
committed to one’s care. 5 obligation or
responsibility imposed on one in whom
conﬁdence or authority is placed: breach
of trust, a position of trust. 6 illegal
combination of companies that is able
to eliminate competition by controlling
production and prices. —v. 1 believe
ﬁrmly in the honesty, truth, justice, or
power of; have faith in: he is a man to be
trusted. 2 rely on; depend on: a forgetful

man should not trust his memory. 3 commit to the care of; leave without fear: can
I trust the keys to him? 4 hope; believe: I
trust you can come. —adj. managing for
an owner. A trust company undertakes
to manage property for others.
in trust, as a thing taken charge of for
another: funds left in trust for the children.
on trust, a on credit, with payment later.
b without investigation: took her statement on trust.
trust to, rely on; depend on: trust to
luck. [< Scand. traust] —trustʹa·ble, adj.
—trustʹer, n.
trus·tee (trus tēʹ), n. person responsible
for the property or aﬀairs of another
person, or of a company, institution, etc.
—trus·teeʹship, n.
trust·ful (trustʹfәl), adj. ready to conﬁde;
ready to have faith; trusting; believing.
—trustʹful·ly, adv. —trustʹful·ness, n.
trust·ing (trusʹting), adj. that trusts; trustful.
—trustʹing·ly, adv. —trustʹing·ness, n.
trust·wor·thy (trustʹwėr´ thi), adj.
that can be depended on; reliable.
—trustʹwor´thi·ly, adv. —trustʹwor´thiness, n.
trust·y (trusʹti), adj., trust·i·er, trust·i·est.
n., pl. that can be depended on; reliable.
—trustʹi·ly, adv. —trustʹi·ness, n.
truth (trüth), n., pl. truths (trüthz; trüths).
1 that which is true. 2 conformity with
fact or reality. 3 a true, exact, honest,
sincere, or loyal quality or nature. 4
principle, law, etc., that is established or
ﬁxed: basic scientiﬁc truth.
in truth, truly; really; in fact. [OE
trīewth < trīewe true]
truth·ful (trüthʹfәl), adj. 1 telling the
truth. 2 conforming to truth. —truthʹfully, adv. —truthʹful·ness, n.
try (trī), v., tried, try·ing, n., pl. tries. —v.
1 attempt; attempt to do or accomplish;
strive: he tried to do the work; it seems
easy until you try it. 2 experiment on or
with; make trial of: try a new invention.
3 ﬁnd out about; test: try one’s luck. 4
investigate in a law court: the man was
tried and found guilty. 5 put to severe
test; strain: her mistakes try my patience.
6 make pure by melting or boiling. —n.
an attempt; test; experiment.
try on, put on to test the ﬁt, looks, etc.
try out, a test the eﬀect or result of. b
enter as a test or trial of ﬁtness for: try out
for the dance company. [< OF trier cull]
try·ing (trīʹing), adj. hard to endure;
annoying; distressing. —tryʹing·ly, adv.
—tryʹing·ness, n.
try·out (trīʹout´), n. test made to ascertain ﬁtness for a speciﬁc purpose.
tryp·sin (tripʹsin), n. an enzyme in the
digestive juice secreted by the pancreas.
Trypsin changes proteins into peptones.
[irreg. < Gk. tripsis rubbing < tribein rub]
try·sail (trīʹsāl´; –sәl), n. a small foreand-aft sail used in stormy weather.
try square, instrument for drawing right
angles and testing the squareness of
anything.
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tryst (trist), n. 1 appointment to meet at
a certain time and place. 2 a meeting
thus prearranged. 3 place of meeting.
[< OF triste]
tsar (zär; tsär), n. ⫽czar.
tsar·e·vitch (zärʹә vich; tsärʹ–), n. ⫽czarevitch.
tsa·ri·na (zä rēʹnә; tsä-), n. ⫽czarina.
tset·se ﬂy (tsetʹsē), any of the bloodsucking ﬂies of Africa, some of which spread
sleeping sickness. [tsetse < Bantu]
T-shirt (tēʹshėrt´), n. tee shirt.
tsp., teaspoon.
T square, a T-shaped ruler used for making parallel lines, etc. The shorter arm
slides along the edge of the drawing
board, which serves as a guide.
tsu·na·mi (tsü nãʹmi), n. 1 oceanic
tidal wave caused by an earthquake
under the ocean. 2 Fig. anything like a
tsunami, as a sudden and over powering event.
Tu, thulium.
Tu., Tuesday.
tub (tub), n., v., tubbed, tub·bing. —n. 1
a large, open container for washing or
bathing. 2 ⫽bathtub. 3 a round wooden
container for holding butter, lard, etc. 4
as much as a tub can hold. 5 a clumsy,
slow boat or ship. —v. place or put in a
tub. [cf. MDu., MLG tubbe] —tubʹbable, adj. —tubʹlike´, adj.
tu·ba (tüʹbә; tüʹ-), n. a very large brass
instrument of the trumpet class, of low
pitch. [< L, war trumpet]
tub·by (tubʹi), adj., –bi·er, –bi·est.
tub-shaped; short and fat. —tubʹbiness, n.
tube (tüb; tüb), n. 1 a long pipe of metal,
glass, rubber, etc., used to hold or carry
liquids or gases. 2 a small cylinder of
thin, easily bent metal with a cap that
screws on the open end, used for holding toothpaste, paint, etc. 3 anything like
a tube. 4 any hollow, cylindrical vessel
or organ. [< L tubus] —tubed, adj.
—tubeʹlike´, adj.
tu·ber (tüʹbәr; tüʹ–), n. 1 the thick part
of an underground stem. A potato is a
tuber. 2 ⫽tubercle. [< L, lump]
tu·ber·cle (tüʹbәr kәl; tüʹ–), n. 1 a small,
rounded swelling or knob on an animal
or plant. [< L tuberculum, dim. of tuber
lump]
tu·ber·cu·lar (tә bėrʹkyә lәr; tü–; tū–),
adj. 1 having tuberculosis. 2 of or having to do with tuberculosis. —tu·berʹcular·ly, adv.
tu·ber·cu·lo·sis (tә bėr´kyә lōʹsis; tü–; tü–),
n. an infectious disease aﬀecting various
tissues of the body, but most often the
lungs, caused by the tubercle bacillius.
[< NL, < L tuberculum tubercle] —tuberʹcu·lous, adj.
tube·rose (tübʹrōz´; tübʹ–; tüʹbә rōs; tüʹ–),
n. a bulbous plant with a spike of fragrant white ﬂowers.
tu·ber·ous (tüʹbәr әs; tü–), adj. 1 bearing
tubers. 2 of or like tubers. 3 covered with
rounded knobs or swellings.
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tub·ing (tübʹing; tübʹ–), n. 1 material in
the form of a tube: rubber tubing. 2 tubes
collectively. 3 a piece of tube.
tu·bu·lar (tüʹbyә lәr; tüʹ–), adj. 1 shaped
like a tube; round and hollow. 2 of
or having to do with a tube or tubes.
—tuʹbu·lar·ly, adv.
tu·bule (tüʹbyül; tyüʹ–), n. very small,
ﬁne tube in an animal or plant body.
[< F < L tubulus small tube, pipe]
tuck (tuk), v. 1 thrust into some narrow
space or into some retired place: he
tucked the letter into his pocket. 2 thrust
the edge or end of (a garment, covering,
etc.) closely into place: tuck your shirt
in. 3 cover snugly: tuck the children in
bed. 4 draw close together; fold. 5 sew
a fold in (a garment) for trimming or
to make it shorter or tighter. —n. 1 a
fold sewed in a garment. 2 any tucked
piece or part.
tuck away or into, eat or drink with
gusto. [ME tuken stretch, OE tūcian torment]
tuck·er1 (tukʹәr), n. 1 piece of muslin,
lace, etc., worn around the neck or over
the chest. 2 person or thing that tucks.
tuck·er2 (tukʹәr), v. Informal. tire; weary.
Tues., Tuesday.
Tues·day (tüzʹdi; –dā; tūzʹ–), n. the third
day of the week, following Monday.
tuft (tuft), n. 1 bunch of feathers, hair,
grass, etc., held together at one end. 2
clump of bushes, trees, etc. —v. 1 put
tufts on; furnish with tufts; divide into
tufts. 2 grow in tufts. [? < OF touﬀe
< LL tufa helmet crest] —tuftʹed, adj.
—tuftʹer, n.
tug (tug), v., tugged, tug·ging, n. —v.
1 pull with force or eﬀort; pull hard. 2
tow by a tugboat. —n. 1 a hard pull. 2 a
hard strain, struggle, eﬀort, or contest.
3 tugboat. [akin to tow] —tugʹger, n.
—tugʹging·ly, adv.
tug·boat (tugʹbōt´), n. a small, powerful
boat used to tow other boats, barges, etc.
tug of war, 1 contest between two teams
pulling at the ends of a rope, each trying
to drag the other over a line marked
between them. 2 Fig. any hard struggle.
tu·i·tion (tü ishʹәn; tū–), n. 1 money paid
for instruction. 2 instruction. [< L tuitio
protection < tueri watch over]
tu·la·re·mi·a (tü´lә rēʹmi ә), n. an infectious disease of rabbits and other rodents
that is sometimes transmitted to people;
rabbit fever. [< (bacterium) tular(ense),
the organism that causes the disease +
–emia < Gk. haima blood]
tu·lip (tüʹlip; tūʹ–), n. 1 any of certain
plants of the same family as the lily,
that grow from bulbs and have large
cup-shaped ﬂowers. Most tulips are brilliantly colored and bloom in the spring.
2 the ﬂower. 3 the bulb. [ult. < Turk.
tūlbend < Pers. dulband turban. Doublet
of turban.]
tulip tree, a large North American tree
with greenish-yellow ﬂowers shaped like
tulips.

tu·lip·wood (tüʹlip wu̇d´; tyüʹ–), n. wood
of the tulip tree, used in ﬁne cabinetry.
tulle (tül), n. a thin, ﬁne net made of silk
or synthetic ﬁber. [after Tulle, French
town]
tum·ble (tumʹbәl), v., –bled, –bling, n.
—v. 1 fall: tumble down the stairs. 2 fall
rapidly in value or price. 3 move in a
hurried or awkward way. 4 perform
leaps, springs, somersaults, etc. —n. 1
a fall. 2 confusion; disorder. [ult. < OE
tumbian dance about]
tum·ble-down (tumʹbәl doun´), adj.
ready to fall down; dilapidated.
tum·bler (tumʹblәr), n. 1 person who
performs leaps, springs, etc.; acrobat. 2
a drinking glass; the contents of a glass.
3 part in the lock that must be moved
from a certain position in order to
release the bolt.
tum·ble·weed (tumʹbәl wēd´), n. plant
growing in the W United States, that
breaks oﬀ from its roots and is blown
about by the wind.
tum·brel (tumʹbrәl), n. a two-wheeled
farmer’s cart. [prob. < OF tombere cart
< tomber fall]
tum·my (tumʹi), n., pl. –mies. Informal.
abdomen; stomach: everyone wants to
have a ﬂat tummy. [< child’s pronunciation of stomach]
tu·mor (tüʹmәr; tūʹ–), n. 1 a swelling. 2
abnormal growth in the body caused by
disease. [< L] —tuʹmor·ous, adj.
tumult (tüʹmult; tūʹ–), n. 1 noise; uproar.
2 a violent disturbance or disorder.
[< L tumultus]
tu·mul·tu·ous (tә mulʹchu̇ әs; tü–; tū–),
adj. 1 characterized by tumult; very
noisy or disorderly; violent. 2 greatly
disturbed. 3 rough; stormy. —tu·mulʹtuous·ly, adv. —tu·mulʹtu·ous·ness, n.
tu·mu·lus (tüʹmyә lәs; tyüʹ–), n., pl. –luses, –li (–lī). 1 mound of earth marking
an ancient gravesite. 2 low, rounded hill.
[< L to swell]
tun (tun), n. a large cask for holding liquids. [OE tunne, prob. < Celtic]
tu·na (tüʹnә), or tuna ﬁsh, n. 1 a large sea
ﬁsh closely related to the tunny, used for
food. It sometimes grows to a length of
ten feet or more. 2 ⫽the tunny. [< Amer.
Sp., ult. < L tunnus tunny]
tun·dra (tunʹdrә; tu̇nʹ–), n. a vast, level,
treeless plain in the arctic regions.
[< Russ.]
tune (tün; tūn), n., v., tuned, tun·ing. —n.
1 a pleasing, rhythmical succession of
musical sounds forming a melody; air.
2 the proper pitch: he can’t sing in tune.
3 mood; manner; tone: he’ll soon change
his tune. 4 agreement; harmony: a person out of tune with his surroundings is
unhappy. 5 due agreement: a of pitch
with two or more musical instruments.
b of frequency of television or radio
broadcasts. —v. 1 be in tune; be in harmony. 2 put in tune: a man is tuning the
piano. 3 adjust (a radio) to a transmitted
signal; adjust a radio to hear (what is

wanted); adjust a radio to get rid of (a
signal or interference that is unwanted).
4 a bring (musical instruments) to the
same. b begin to play, or sing, cry, etc. c
get into the best working order.
call the tune, make decisions; dictate.
change one’s tune, ⫽sing a diﬀerent
tune.
sing a diﬀerent tune, talk or behave differently.
to the tune of, to the amount or sum
of.
tune in, a adjust (a radio) to a transmitted signal. b Fig. be alert or sensitive to.
tune out, a turn oﬀ a television or radio.
b Fig. ignore: ﬁnally simply tune out the
complaints.
tune up, a bring (musical instruments)
to the same pitch. b begin to play, sing,
cry, etc. c get into the best working
order. [var. of tone] —tunʹa·ble, tuneʹable, adj. —tunʹa·ble·ness, n. —tunʹably, adv.
tune·ful (tünʹfәl; tūnʹ–), adj. musical; melodious. —tuneʹful·ly, adv.
—tuneʹful·ness, n.
tune·less (tünʹlis; tūnʹ–), adj. without
tune; not musical. —tuneʹless·ly, adv.
tun·er (tüʹnәr; tyü´–), n. 1 person who
tunes pianos, organs, or other musical
instruments. 2 device for adjusting a
radio to accept one frequency and reject
others: a sensitive tuner will tune out
interference.
tung·sten (tungʹstәn), n. former name
of wolfram, a metallic element, W, used
in making steel and for electric lamp
ﬁlaments. [< Swed., < tung heavy + sten
stone]
tu·nic (tüʹnik; tūʹ–), n. 1 garment like
a shirt or gown, worn by the ancient
Greeks and Romans. 2 any garment like
this. 3 a woman’s garment extending
below the waist and worn over a skirt
or pants. 4 a short, close-ﬁtting coat
worn by soldiers, police oﬃcers, etc.
[< L tunica]
tuning fork, a small, two pronged steel
instrument that, when struck, vibrates
at a ﬁxed, constant, known rate and so
makes a musical tone of a certain pitch.
Tu·nis (tüʹnis; tūʹ–), n. capital of Tunisia,
in the NE part.
Tu·ni·sia (tü nishʹә; tū–), n. country in N
Africa. —Tu·niʹsian, adj., n.
tun·nel (tunʹәl), n., v., –neled, –nel·ing.
—n. an underground passage, esp. an
underground roadway for a railroad, a
passage in a mine, or an animal’s burrow.
—v. 1 make as or like a tunnel: tunnel
a passage. 2 make a tunnel through or
under. [< OF tonel cask < tonne tun]
—tunʹnel·er, n.
tunnel vision, 1 visual disorder which
causes a narrowing of vision to only
objects directly in the line of sight. 2
Fig. narrow-mindedness; single-mindedness.
tun·ny (tunʹi), n., pl. –nies or (esp. collectively) –ny. a large sea ﬁsh of the
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mackerel family, used for food. [< F, ult.
< Gk. thynnos]
tu·pe·lo (tüʹpә lō; tūʹ–), n., pl. –los. 1 a
large North American tree of the dogwood family; sour gum. 2 its strong,
tough wood. [< Am. Ind.]
Tu·pi (tü pēʹ), n., pl. –pi or –pis. 1 member of a group of native tribes of Brazil,
Paraguay, and Uraguay. 2 their language,
of the Tupi-Guarani linguistic stock.
Tu·pi-Gua·ra·ni (tü pēʹgwä´rä nēʹ), n.
a native linguistic stock of C South
America, occurring particularly along
the lower Amazon.
tup·pence (tupʹәns), n. ⫽two pence.
tur·ban (tėrʹbәn), n. 1 a scarf wound
around the head or around a cap,
worn by men in Eastern countries.
2 hat or headdress like this. [< Turk.
< Ar. < Pers. dulband. Doublet of tulip.]
—turʹbaned, adj.
tur·bid (tėrʹbid), adj. 1 muddy; thick;
not clear: a turbid river. 2 Fig. confused;
disordered: a turbid imagination. [< L,
< turba turmoil] —turʹbid·ness, n.
tur·bine (tėrʹbәn; –bīn), n. an engine or
motor in which a wheel with vanes is
made to revolve by the force of water,
steam, or air. [< F < L turbo whirling
object or motion]
tur·bo·jet (tėrʹbō jet´), n. a jet-propulsion engine having a turbine-driven air
compressor.
tur·bot (tėrbәt), n., pl. –bots or (esp.
collectively) –bot. 1 a large European
ﬂatﬁsh, much valued as food. 2 any of
various similar ﬁshes, such as certain
ﬂounders. [< OF tourbout]
tur·bu·lent (tėrʹbyә lәnt), adj. 1 disorderly; unruly; violent. 2 greatly disturbed: turbulent water. [< L turbulentus
< turba turmoil] —turʹbu·lence, turʹbulen·cy, n. —turʹbu·lent·ly, adv.
tu·reen (tә rēnʹ; tu̇–), n. a deep, covered
dish for serving soup, etc. [< F terrine
earthen vessel, ult. < L terra earth]
turf (tėrf), n., pl. turfs, v. —n. 1 grass
with its matted roots; sod. 2 piece of
this. 3 peat. —v. cover with turf.
the turf, Informal. a the racetrack. b
horse racing. [OE]
tur·gid (tėrʹjid), adj. 1 swollen; bloated. 2
Fig. using big words and elaborate comparisons; bombastic: turgid prose. [< L
turgidus] —tur·gidʹi·ty, turʹgid·ness, n.
—turʹgid·ly, adv.
Turk (tėrk), n. native or inhabitant of
Turkey.
Turk., 1 Turkey. 2 Turkish.
Tur·ke·stan, Tur·ki·stan (tėrʹkә stanʹ;
–stänʹ), n. region in W and C Asia,
now a part of Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, China, and Afghanistan.
tur·key (tėrʹki), n., pl. –keys. 1 a large
wild bird of E North America, having a
bare head and neck and brown feathers,
that lives mainly on the ground, ﬂying
only short distances. A variety of turkey
is found also in Mexico and C America.

b a large domesticated American bird. 2
its ﬂesh, used for food. 3 Informal. play
or motion picture that is a failure.
talk turkey, Informal. talk frankly and
bluntly. [ult. < Turkey]
Tur·key (tėrʹki), n. country in W Asia
and SE Europe.
turkey buzzard, vulture of South and
Central America and S United States,
having a bare, reddish head and dark
plumage. Also, turkey vulture.
Turk·ic (tėrʹkik), adj. 1 of or having to
do with a branch of the Ural-Altaic language family spoken in Turkey and SC
Asia. 2 ⫽Turkish.
Turk·ish (tėrʹkish), adj. of Turkey or the
Turks. —n. the language of the Turks.
Turkish bath, a kind of bath in which the
bather is kept in a heated room until he
or she sweats freely and then is bathed
and massaged.
turkish towel, a thick cotton towel with a
long nap made of uncut loops.
Turk·men·i·stan (tėrk menʹә stän), n.
country in W Asia, E of the Caspian
Sea.
Tur·ko·man (tėrʹkә mәn for def. 1, tėrk´mәn for def. 2), n., pl. –mans. 1 member
of any of various nomadic Turkic tribes
living in parts of Afghanistan and Iran.
2 their Turkic language.
tur·mer·ic (tėrʹmәr ik), n. 1 a yellow powder prepared from the root of an East
Indian plant, used as a seasoning, as a
yellow dye, in medicine, etc. 2 the plant
itself. 3 its root. [< Med.L terra merita,
lit., worthy earth < L terra earth + merere deserve]
tur·moil (tėrʹmoil), n. commotion;
tumult.
turn (tėrn), v. 1 move round as a wheel
does; rotate: the merry-go-round turned,
turn a crank, turn over on your back. 2
do by turning; open, close, make lower,
higher, tighter, looser, etc., by moving
around: turn a key in the lock. 5 take
a new direction: the road turns to the
north here. 3 change: turn a page, turn
water into ice, she turned pale. 4 change
for or to a worse condition; sour; spoil:
warm weather turns milk. 5 put out of
order; unsettle: praise turns his head,
bad food turned her stomach. 6 depend:
it all turns on the result of the election.
7 cause to go, send, etc.: turn a person
from one’s door. 8 put or apply to some
purpose, use, etc.: turn money to good
use. 9 direct (eyes, thoughts, etc.): he
turned his thoughts toward home, she
turned her face away. 10 pass (a certain
age, time, etc.): he has turned forty. 11
make in a lathe. 12 of leaves, change
color. —n. 1 motion like that of a wheel.
2 change of direction: a turn to the left,
a turn in the road. 3 a change: a turn for
the better. 4 a twist: a turn of rope. 5 time
for action which comes in due rotation
or order to each of a number of persons,
etc.: it’s your turn now. 6 time or spell of
action: have a turn at a thing. 7 deed;

act: a good turn. 8 a walk, drive, or ride:
a turn in the park. 9 form; style: a happy
turn of expression.
at every turn, every time; without
exception.
by turns, one after another.
in turn, in proper order.
out of turn, not in proper order.
take turns, play, act, etc., one after
another, in proper order.
to a turn, to just the right degree.
turn about or turn and turn about, one
after another in proper order.
turn down, a bend downward: turn
down a hat brim. b fold down: turn
down the quilt. c place face downward:
turn a letter down on the desk. d refuse:
turn down a plan. e lower by turning
something: turn down the ﬂame under
a pot.
turn in, a turn and go in: turn in the
drive. b go to bed. c give back: turn in
library books. d exchange: turn in a car.
e hand over; deliver: turn in the week’s
work. f inform on: turn in someone to the
police.
turn oﬀ, a shut oﬀ: turn oﬀ the gas. b
put out: turn oﬀ the light. c Informal. lose
interest.
turn on, a start the ﬂow of; put on: turn
on water, turn on the lights. b attack;
resist; oppose. c Fig. depend on. d Informal. Fig. stimulate interest, enthusiasm:
mysteries turn me on.
turn out, a put out; shut oﬀ. b let go out:
turn out the cat, will you? c drive out:
turn out of the driveway. d come or go
out: everyone turned out for the circus. e
make; produce. f Fig. result or become:
turn out a good actor. g equip; ﬁt out:
turned out in a smart suit.
turn over, a give; hand over: turn over
the keys to the car. b think carefully
about; consider in diﬀerent ways: turn
over a problem in your mind. c buy and
then sell; use in business: frequently
turns over his stock holdings. d convert
to diﬀerent use: the old house has been
turned over to a business.
turn to, a refer to: turn to the
phone book. b go to for help: turned
to my mother for advice. c get busy;
set to work: turned to and cleaned the
barn.
turn up, a fold up or over: turn up a collar. b make a lamp burn brighter: turn
up the lantern. c make a radio, television, etc., louder. d be directed upwards:
turns up her face for a kiss. e appear:
guess who turned up? [< L tornare turn
on a lathe < tornus lathe < Gk. tornos.
Cf. tour.] —turnʹer, n.
turn·buck·le (tėrnʹbuk´әl), n. a short,
hollow piece turning on a screw at
each end, used to unite and tighten
two parts.
turn·coat (tėrnʹkōt´), n. person who
changes party or principles; renegade.
turn·down (tėrnʹdoun´), adj. that is or
can be turned down: a turndown collar.
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turning point

—n. 1 rejection. 2 decline, esp. in economic activity.
turning point, point at which a notable
change takes place.
tur·nip (tėrʹnәp), n. 1 any of certain
plants of the same family as the cabbage, with large, roundish roots that
are used as vegetables. 2 the root of any
of these plants. [prob. ult. < turn (from
its rounded shape) + ME nepe turnip
< L napus]
turn·key (tėrnʹkē´), n., pl. –keys. person
in charge of the keys of a prison; keeper
of a prison.
turn·oﬀ (tėrnʹôf´; –of´), n. 1 place to exit
from a road. 2 Informal. something that
causes rejection or dislike: his manner
was a complete turnoﬀ for me.
turn·on or turn-on (tėrnʹon´; –ôn), n.
Informal. something that causes interest
or excitement.
turn·out (tėrnʹout´), n. 1 a gathering of
people. 2 output. 3 act of turning out. 4
way in which somebody or something is
equipped; equipment.
turn·o·ver (tėrnʹō´vәr), n. 1 a turning
over; upset. 2 the amount of changing
from one job to another: employers wish
to reduce labor turnover. 3 the paying
out and getting back of the money in a
business transaction: the store reduced
prices to make a quick turnover. 4 the
total amount of business done in a given
time: he made a proﬁt of $6000 on a
turnover of $90,000. 5 a small pie made
by folding half the crust over the ﬁlling
and upon the other half. —adj. having a
part that turns over: a turnover collar.
turn·pike (tėrnʹpīk´), n. road that has, or
used to have, a toll.
turn·stile (tėrnʹstīl´), n. post with
two crossed bars that turn, set in an
entrance.
turn·stone (tėrnʹstōn´), n. a small migratory shore bird that turns over stones in
search of food.
turn·ta·ble (tėrnʹtā´bәl), n. 1 a revolving circular platform used for turning
things around. 2 the rotating disk on
a phonograph upon which records are
placed.
tur·pen·tine (tėrʹpәn tīn), n. 1 an oil
obtained from various cone-bearing
trees. Turpentine is used in mixing
paints and varnishes, etc. 2 the mixture
of oil and resin from which the prepared
oil is made. [< L < Gk., < terebinthos
turpentine tree]
tur·pi·tude (tėrʹpә tüd; –tūd), n. shameful wickedness; baseness. [< L, < turpis
vile]
tur·quoise (tėrʹkoiz; –kwoiz), n. 1 a skyblue or greenish-blue precious stone.
2 a sky blue; greenish blue. —adj. skyblue; greenish-blue. [< F, orig. fem. adj.,
Turkish]
tur·ret (tėrʹit), n. 1 a small tower, often on
the corner of a building. 2 a low armored
structure which revolves, armored tanks.
3 a small enclosure protruding from the

fuselage of a military aircraft containing
movable machine guns. [< OF touret,
ult. < L turris tower] —turʹret·ed, adj.
tur·tle (tėrʹtәl), n. any of certain marine
reptiles having the body enclosed in a
hard shell from which the head, tail, and
four legs protrude.
turn turtle, turn bottom side up. [< Sp.
tortuga tortoise; inﬂ. by E turtle turtledove]
tur·tle·dove (tėrʹtәl duv´), n. a kind of
small, slender dove, noted for the aﬀection that the mates have for each other.
[turtle < L turtur]
turtle neck or tur·tle·neck (tėr´tәl nek´),
n. 1 high collar, attached to the neck of a
sweater or other knitted shirt, that covers much of the wearer’s neck. 2 sweater
or shirt with such a neck.
tusk (tusk), n. 1 a very long, pointed,
projecting tooth. Elephants have tusks. 2
any tusklike tooth or part. —v. gore with
a tusk; dig or tear with tusks. [ME tuske,
var. of OE tux, var. of tusc] —tusked adj.
—tuskʹer, n. —tuskʹless, adj.
tus·sle (tusʹәl), v., –sled, –sling, n. struggle; wrestle; scuﬄe. [var. of tousle]
tu·te·lage (tüʹtә lij; tūʹ–), n. 1 guardianship; protection. 2 instruction.
tu·te·lar·y (tüʹtә ler´i; tūʹ–), adj., n., pl.
–lar·ies —adj. Also, tu·te·lar (–lәr). 1
protecting; guardian: a tutelary saint. 2
of a guardian; used as a guardian. —n.
a tutelary saint, spirit, divinity, etc. [< L,
< tutela protection]
tu·tor (tüʹtәr; tūʹ–), n. a private teacher.
—v. 1 teach; instruct, esp. individually
or privately. 2 train; discipline. 3 act as
tutor. [< L, guardian, < tueri watch over]
—tu·toʹri·al, adj.
tut·ti-frut·ti (tüʹti früʹti), n. 1 preserve
of mixed fruits. 2 ice cream containing
a variety of fruits or fruit ﬂavorings.
—adj. ﬂavored by mixed fruits. [< Ital.,
all fruits]
tu·tu (tüʹtü), n. short, full skirt worn by
a ballerina.
Tu·va·lu (tü väʹlü), n. small island country in the W Paciﬁc, N of Fiji.
tux (tuks), n. Informal. tuxedo.
tux·e·do, (tuk sēʹdō), n., pl. –dos, –does.
a man’s coat for evening wear, made
without tails. [after Tuxedo Park, N.Y.]
TV, television.
twad·dle (twodʹәl), n. tiresome, inconsequential talk or writing.
twain (twān), n., adj. Archaic or Poetic.
two. [OE twēgen]
Twain (twān), n. Mark, 1835–1910,
American author and humorist. His real
name was Samuel Langhorne Clemens.
twang (twang), n. 1 a sharp ringing or
vibrating sound. 2 a sharp nasal tone.
—v. 1 make or cause to make a sharp,
ringing sound: the banjos twanged. 2
speak with a sharp nasal tone.
tweak (twēk), v. seize and pull with
a sharp jerk and twist. —n. a sharp
pull and twist. [< var of OE twiccian
pluck]

tweed (twēd), n. a woolen cloth with a
rough surface, usually woven of yarns of
two or more colors.
tweeds, clothes made of tweed. [said to
be misreading of tweel, var. of twill]
tweet (twēt), n., interj. the note of a young
bird. —v. utter such a sound.
tweet·er (twētʹәr), n. a small loud-speaker
designed esp. to reproduce high treble
sounds.
tweez·ers (twēzʹәrz), n. pl. small pincers
for pulling out hairs, picking up small
objects, etc. [< tweeze instrument case,
ult. < F étui < OF estuier keep < LL studiare be zealous] —tweeze, v.
twelfth (twelfth), adj. 1 next after the
11th; last in a series of 12. 2 being one
of 12 equal parts. —n. 1 next after the
11th; last in a series of 12. 2 one of 12
equal parts.
twelve (twelv), n. 1 a cardinal number,
one more than 11. 2 symbol of this number; 12. 3 set of twelve persons or things.
—adj. one more than 11; 12. [OE twelf]
twelve·fold (twelvʹfōld´), adj. 1 twelve
times as much or as many. 2 having 12
parts. —adv. twelve times as much or
as many.
twelve·month (twelvʹmunth´), n. twelve
months; a year.
twelve-tone (twelvʹtōn´), adj. of or
having to do with a musical scale of
twelve semitones having no tone center;
atonal.
twen·ty (twenʹti), n., pl. –ties, adj. –n. 1 a
cardinal number, two times ten. 2 symbol of this number: 20. —adj. two times
ten. —twenʹti·eth, adj., n.
24/7 or twenty-four-seven (twen´ti fôrʹsevʹәn), adj. all the time; all day and all
night. [< twenty-four hours a day, seven
days a week]
twerp (twėrp), n. dull, inconsequential
person. Also, twirp.
twice (twīs), adv. 1 two times. 2 doubly.
[ME twies < OE twiga twice]
twid·dle (twidʹәl), v., –dled, –dling. 1
twirl: twiddle one’s pencil. 2 play with
idly.
twiddle one’s thumbs, a keep turning
one’s thumbs idly about each other. b do
nothing; be idle. —twidʹdler, n.
twig (twig), n. a slender shoot of a
tree or other plant; very small branch.
[OE twigge] —twigged, adj. —twigʹless, adj.
twi·light (twīʹlīt´), n. 1 the faint light
reﬂected from the sky before the sun
rises and after it sets. 2 time when this
light prevails. 3 any faint light. 4 condition or period after or before full development, glory, etc. —adj. of twilight;
like that of twilight: the twilight hour.
[ME, < twi– two + light1]
twill (twil), n. 1 cloth woven in raised
diagonal lines. 2 a diagonal line or pattern formed by such weaving. —v. weave
(cloth) in this way. [OE twilic < L bilix
with a double thread < bi– two + licium
thread] —twilled, adj.
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twin (twin), n., adj., v., twinned, twinning. —n. 1 one of two children or
animals born at the same time from
the same mother. 2 one of two persons
or things exactly alike. —adj. 1 being
a twin: twin sisters. 2 being one of two
things very much alike: twin beds. 3
having two like parts. —v. 1 give birth
to twins. 2 join closely; pair.
Twins, Gemini. [OE twinn]
twine (twīn), n., v., twined, twin·ing.
—n. 1 a strong thread or string made of
two or more strands twisted together. 2
a twisting; twisting together. 3 a twist;
twisted thing. —v. 1 twist together. 2
encircle; enfold; wreathe. 3 wind. [OE
twīn] —twinʹer, n.
twinge (twinj), n., v., twinged, twinging. —n. a sudden sharp pain: a twinge
of rheumatism, a twinge of remorse. —v.
feel such pain [OE twengan pinch]
twin·kle (twingʹkәl), v., –kled, –kling, n.
—v. 1 shine with quick little gleams. 2
move quickly: the dancer’s feet twinkled.
3 wink; blink. —n. 1 a twinkling; sparkle;
gleam. 2 a quick motion. 3 a quick
motion of the eye; wink; blink. 4 time
required for a wink. [OE twinclian]
—twinʹkler, n.
twin·kling (twingʹkling), n. 1 a little,
quick gleam. 2 an instant. —twinʹklingly, adv.
twirl (twėrl), v. 1 revolve rapidly; spin;
whirl. 2 twist; curl; ﬂourish. —n. 1 a
twirling; spin; whirl; turn. 2 a twist;
curl; ﬂourish. [blend of twist and whirl]
—twirlʹer, n.
twist (twist), v. 1 turn; wind: she twisted
her ring on her ﬁnger. 2 wind together:
twist ﬂowers into a wreath. 3 have a
winding shape; curve or bend in any
way: the path twists in and out among
the rocks. 4 force out of shape or place:
his face was twisted with pain. 5 give a
wrong meaning to: twist a person’s words.
[< n.] —n. 1 a curve; crook; bend. 2 a
twisting; being twisted. 3 anything made
by twisting: a twist of bread. 4 a peculiar
bias or inclination: his answer showed a
mental twist. 5 torsional strain or stress.
[OE –twist, as in mœsttwist mast rope,
stay] —twistʹa·ble, adj. —twistʹed·ly,
adv. —twistʹing·ly, adv.
twist·er (twisʹtәr), n. 1 person or thing
that twists. 2 whirlwind: tornado;
cyclone.
twit (twit), v., twit·ted, twit·ting, n.
—v. jeer at; reproach; taunt; tease. —n.
a stupid, irritating person; nitwit. [OE
œtwītan < œt at + wītan blame]
twitch (twich), v. move with a quick
jerk. —n. 1 a quick jerky movement of
some part of the body. 2 a short, sudden pull or jerk. [akin to OE twiccian
pluck] —twitchʹer, n. —twitchʹing, adj.
—twitchʹing·ly adv.
twit·ter (twitʹәr), n. 1 sound made
by birds; chirping. 2 a titter; giggle.
—v. make a twittering sound. [imit.]
—twitʹter·er, n.

’twixt (twikst), prep. Poetic or Dial.
betwixt.
two (tü), n., pl. twos, adj. —n. 1 a cardinal
number, one more than one. 2 symbol
of this number; 2. 3 a playing card, die
face, etc., with two spots. —adj. one
more than one; 2.
in two, in two parts or pieces.
put two and two together, form an
obvious conclusion from the facts. [OE
twā]
two-by-four (tüʹbī fôr´; –fōr´), adj. measuring two inches, feet, etc., by four
inches, feet, etc. —n. piece of lumber
about 4 inches wide and 2 inches thick.
two-edged (tüʹejdʹ), adj. 1 having two
edges; cutting both ways. 2 eﬀective
either way.
two-faced (tüʹfāstʹ), adj. 1 having
two faces. 2 deceitful; hypocritical.
—twoʹfac´ed·ly, adv. —twoʹ-facʹedness, n.
two·fold (tüʹfōld´), adj. 1 two times as
much or as many; double. 2 having two
parts. —adv. two times as much or as
many; doubly.
two-hand·ed (tüʹhanʹdid), adj. 1 having
two hands. 2 using both hands equally
well. 3 involving the use of both hands;
requiring both hands to wield or manage: a two-handed sword. 4 requiring
two persons to operate: a two-handed
saw. 5 engaged in by two persons: a twohanded game.
two·pence (tupʹәns), n. 1 two British
pennies; two pence. 2 coin of this value.
two·pen·ny (tupʹәn i), adj. 1 worth twopence. 2 triﬂing; worthless.
two-ply (tüʹplīʹ), adj. having two thicknesses, folds, layers, or strands.
two·some (tüʹsәm), n. 1 group of two
people. 2 game played by two people. 3
the players.
two-step (tüʹstep´), n., v., –stepped,
–stepping. —n. 1 a dance in march
time. 2 music for it. —v. dance the
two-step.
two-way (tüʹwāʹ), adj. 1 allowing movement in two directions. 2 Fig. cooperative; mutually supportive: two-way
friendship. 3 involving two people: a
two-way political race. 4 used for two
purposes.
TX, (zip code) Texas.
–ty1, suﬃx. tens, as in sixty, seventy, eighty.
[OE –tig]
–ty2, suﬃx. fact, quality, state, condition,
etc., of being ——, as in safety, sovereignty, surety. –ity is often used instead
of –ty, as in artiﬁciality, complexity,
humidity. [< OF, < L –tas]
ty·coon (tī künʹ), n. 1 an important businessperson. 2 title given by foreigners
to the Japanese shogun. [< Jap. taikun
< Chinese tai great + kiun lord]
ty·ing (tīʹing), v. ppr. of tie.
tyke (tīk), n. a mischievous or troublesome child. [< Scand. tīk bitch]
Ty·ler (tīʹlәr), n. John, 1790–1862, tenth
president of the United States, 1841–45.

tym·pa·ni (timʹpә ni), n. pl. percussion
section of an orchestra.
tym·pan·ic membrane (tim panʹik),
⫽eardrum.
tym·pa·nist (timʹpә nist), n. member of
an orchestra who plays a drum, cymbals,
and other percussion instruments.
tym·pa·num (timʹpә nәm), n., pl. –nums,
–na (–nә), 1 a the eardrum. b the middle
ear, comprising that part of the ear situated in the recess behind the eardrum.
2 a drum. [< L, drum, < Gk. tympanon.
Doublet of timbre.] —tym·panʹic, adj.
type (tīp), n., v., typed, typ·ing. —n. 1 a
kind, class, or group having common
characteristics; general form, style, or
character of some kind, class, or group:
she is above the ordinary type. 2 piece
of metal having on its upper surface
a raised letter in reverse for use in
printing. 3 collection of such pieces. 4
a blood type. —v. 1 be a type of. 2 ﬁnd
out the type of: type a person’s blood.
3 ⫽typewrite. [< L < Gk. typos dent,
impression]
type·cast (tīpʹkast´; –kast´), v., –cast,
–cast·ing. 1 assign a role to an actor
suited to his or her looks, personality,
etc. 2 Fig. arbitrarily assign a role or
character to someone.
type·set·ter (tīpʹset´әr), n. person or
machine that sets type for printing.
—typeʹset´ting, n. adj.
type·write (tīpʹrīt´), v., –wrote, –written, –writ·ing. write with a typewriter.
—typeʹwrit´ing, n. —typeʹwrit´ten,
adj.
type·writ·er (tīpʹrīt´әr), n. machine for
making letters on paper.
ty·phoid (tīʹfoid), adj. 1 of or pertaining to typhoid fever. 2 like typhus. —n.
typhoid fever. [< typhus]
typhoid fever, an infectious, often fatal,
fever with intestinal inﬂammation,
caused by a germ taken into the body
with food or drink.
ty·phoon (tī fünʹ), n. in the W Paciﬁc, a
violent storm; hurricane. [< Chinese tai
fung big wind; inﬂ. by Gk. typhon whirlwind] —ty·phonʹic, adj.
ty·phus (tīʹfәs), n. an acute infectious
disease caused by germs carried by ﬂeas,
lice, etc. [< NL < Gk. typhos stupor,
orig., smoke] —tyʹphous, adj.
typ·i·cal (tipʹә kәl), adj. 1 being a type;
representative: a typical tourist. 2 characteristic; distinctive: a typical summer
cabin. —typʹi·cal·ly, adv. —typʹi·calness, n.
typ·i·fy (tipʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1 be
a symbol of. 2 have the common characteristics of. Daniel Boone typiﬁes the
pioneer. —typʹi·ﬁ´er, n.
typ·ist (tīpʹist), n. person operating a
keyboard or typewriter, esp. as a regular
occupation.
ty·po (tīʹpō´), n. typographical error.
ty·pog·ra·pher (tī pogʹrә fәr), n. a printer.
ty·po·graph·i·cal (tī´pә grafʹә kәl), ty·pograph·ic (–ik), adj. of or having to do
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with printing. Catt and hoRse contain
typographical errors. —ty´po·graphʹical·ly, adv.
ty·pog·ra·phy (tī pogʹrә ﬁ), n. 1 printing
with types. 2 arrangement, appearance,
or style of printed matter.
ty·ran·ni·cal (ti ranʹә kәl; tī–), adj. of
or like a tyrant; arbitrary; cruel; unjust. [< tyrannic < L < Gk. tyrannikos
< tyrannos tyrant] —ty·ranʹni·cal·ly,
adv.
tyr·an·nize (tirʹә nīz), v., –nized, –nizing. 1 use power cruelly or unjustly. 2

rule cruelly; oppress. —tyrʹan·niz´er, n.
—tyrʹan·niz´ing·ly, adv.
ty·ran·no·saur·us (ti ran´ә sôrʹәs; tī–),
n. enormous dinosaur that walked on
its two hind legs and lived in North
America.
tyr·an·nous (tirʹә nәs), adj. acting like a
tyrant; cruel or unjust; arbitrary.
tyr·an·ny (tirʹә ni), n., pl. –nies. 1 cruel or
unjust use of power. 2 a tyrannical act. 3
government by an absolute ruler. 4 state
with such a government.
ty·rant (tīʹrәnt), n. 1 person who uses

his or her power cruelly or unjustly. 2 a
cruel or unjust ruler; cruel master. 3 an
absolute ruler. Some tyrants of Greek
cities were mild and just rulers. [< OF
< L < Gk. tyrannos (def. 3)]
ty·ro (tīʹrō), n., pl. –ros. beginner in
learning anything; novice. [< L tiro
recruit]
tzar (zär; tsär), n. ⫽czar.
tzar·e·vitch (zärʹә vich; tsärʹ–), n. ⫽czarevitch.
tza·ri·na (zä rēʹnә; tsä–), n. ⫽czarina.
tzet·ze ﬂy (tsetʹsē), or tzetze, n. ⫽tsetse ﬂy.

un–
U, u (ū), n., pl. U’s; u’s.
1 the 21st letter of the
alphabet. 2 anything
shaped like a U.
U, 1 uranium. 2 Also U.
university.
UAW, U.A.W., United Automobile Workers.
u·biq·ui·tous (ū bikʹwә tәs), adj. being
everywhere at the same time; present
everywhere. [< ubiquity] —u·biqʹuitous·ly, adv.
u·biq·ui·ty (ū bikʹwә ti), n. 1 being everywhere at the same time. 2 ability to be
everywhere at once. [< NL, < L ubique
everywhere]
U-boat (ūʹbōt´), n. a German submarine.
[half-trans. of G U-boot, short for unterseeboot undersea boat]
u.c., upper case (capital letter[s]).
ud·der (udʹәr), n. the milk gland, esp.
when baggy and with more than one
teat, as in cows, goats, etc. [OE ūder]
—udʹdered, adj.
UFO (yü ef´ōʹ), n., pl. UFO’s, UFOs.
unidentiﬁed ﬂying object; ﬂying saucer.
U·gan·da (ū ganʹdә; ü gänʹdä), n. country
in E Africa.
ug·ly (ugʹli), adj., –li·er, ·li·est. 1 very
unpleasant to look at: an ugly design, ugly
furniture. 2 bad; disagreeable; oﬀensive:
an ugly task. 3 likely to cause trouble;
threatening; dangerous: an ugly wound,
ugly clouds. [< Scand. uggligr dreadful]
—ugʹli·ly, adv. —ugʹli·ness, n.
U.K., United Kingdom.
u·kase (ū kāsʹ; ūʹkās), n. 1 formerly, an
order of the ruler or government of Russia. 2 any oﬃcial proclamation or order.
[< Russ, ukaz]
U·kraine (ū krānʹ; ūʹkrān; ū krīnʹ; ūʹkrīn),
n. a republic, SW of Russia. —U·krainʹian, adj., n.
u·ku·le·le (ū´kә lāʹlē), n. a small guitar
having four strings. [< Hawaiian, orig.,
ﬂea]
ul·cer (ulʹsәr), n. 1 an open sore that
discharges pus. 2 a moral sore spot.
[< L ulcus]
ul·cer·ate (ulʹsәr āt), v., –at·ed, –at·ing.
aﬀect or be aﬀected with an ulcer; form
an ulcer. —ul´cer·aʹtion, n. —ulʹcera´tive, adj.
ul·cer·ous (ulʹsәr әs), adj. 1 having an
ulcer or ulcers. 2 of an ulcer or ulcers.
ul·na (ulʹnә), n., pl. –nae (–nē), –nas.
1 the bone of the forearm on the side
opposite the thumb. 2 a corresponding
bone in the foreleg of an animal. [< NL
<L, elbow] —ulʹnar, adj.
ult., ultimately.
ul·te·ri·or (ul tirʹi әr), adj. 1 beyond what
is seen or expressed; concealed; hidden.
2 more distant; on the farther side. 3
further; later. [< L, compar. of root of
ultra, ultro, adv., beyond] —ul·teʹri·orly, adv.
ul·ti·mate (ulʹtә mit), adj. 1 coming at
the end; last possible; ﬁnal: the ultimate
eﬀect of speeding. 2 fundamental; basic. 3

U

greatest possible. —n. an ultimate point,
result, fact, etc. [< Med.L, pp. of ultimare
< Ital., bring to an end < L, come to an
end < ultimus last] —ulʹti·mate·ly, adv.
—ulʹti·mate·ness, n.
ul·ti·ma·tum (ul´tә māʹtәm), n., pl.
–tums, –ta (–tә). a ﬁnal proposal or
statement of conditions. [< NL, orig.
neut. of Med.L ultimatus ultimate]
ul·tra (ulʹtrә), adj. beyond what is usual;
very; excessive; extreme. [< L, beyond]
ultra– preﬁx. 1 beyond, as in ultraviolet. 2
beyond what is usual; very; excessively,
as in ul´tra·con·servʹa·tive, ul´tra·fashʹion·a·ble, ul´tra·libʹer·al, ul´tra·modʹern,
ul´tra·re·liʹgious, ul´tra·zealʹous.
ul·tra·light (ulʹtrә līt´), adj. extremely
light in weight. —n. small airplane for
one person, made of aluminum tubing
and cloth.
ul·tra·ma·rine (ul´trә mә rēnʹ), n. 1 a
deep blue. 2 a blue paint made from
powdered lapis lazuli. 3 an imitation of
this. —adj. deep-blue.
ul·tra·son·ic (ul´trә sonʹik), adj. of or
pertaining to sound waves beyond the
limit of human audibility; supersonic.
ul·tra·vi·o·let (ul´trә vīʹә lit), adj. of or
having to do with the invisible part of
the spectrum just beyond the violet.
Ultraviolet rays are present in sunlight.
ul·u·late (ūlʹyә lāt ; ulʹ–), v., –lat·ed, –lating. howl, as a dog or wolf. [< L ululat–, pp. stem of ululare howl] —ul´ulaʹtion, n.
um·bel (umʹbәl), n. a ﬂower cluster in
which stalks nearly equal in length
spring from a common center and form
a ﬂat or slightly curved surface, as in
parsley. [< L umbella parasol, dim. of
umbra shade] —umʹbel·lar, adj.
um·ber (umʹbәr), n. 1 an earth used in its
natural state (raw umber) as a brown
pigment, or after heating (burnt umber)
as a reddish-brown pigment. 2 a brown
or reddish brown. —adj. brown or reddish-brown. [< Ital. (terra di) ombra
(earth of) shade, but ? orig. < Ital. province Umbria]
um·bil·i·cal (um bilʹә kәl), adj. of or having to do with the umbilical cord or
navel. —n. 1 umbilical cord. 2 hoselike
connection between an astronaut and
spacecraft that provides oxygen, etc.
umbilical cord, cord connecting the fetus
of a mammal with the placenta.
um·bra (umʹbrә), n., pl. –brae (–brē). 1 a
shadow of the earth or moon that completely hides the sun. 2 shade; shadow.
[< L]
um·brage (umʹbrij), n. suspicion that one
has been slighted or injured; feeling
oﬀended; resentment. [< F ombrage, ult.
< L umbra shade]
um·brel·la (um brelʹә), n. a light, folding
frame covered with cloth, used as a protection against rain or sun. —adj. covering, like an umbrella: an umbrella term,
umbrella organization. [< Ital. ombrella,
ult. < L umbra shade]
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u·mi·ak (üʹmi ak), n. an open Eskimo
boat. [< Eskimo]
um·laut (u̇mʹlout), n. 1 change in vowel
sound in the Germanic languages
because of the inﬂuence of another
vowel. 2 the sign (¨) used to indicate
such a vowel, as in German süss. [< G,
< um about + laut sound]
um·pire (umʹpīr), n., v., –pired, –piring. —n. 1 person who rules on
the plays in a game. 2 person chosen
to settle a dispute. —v. act as umpire.
[earlier a numpire (taken as an umpire)
< OF nonper not even, odd < non not
(< L) + per equal < L par] —umʹpireship, n.
ump·teenth (um´tēnthʹ), adj. uncountable; too many to be counted: for the
umpteenth time.
UMW, U.M.W., United Mine Workers.
un–1, preﬁx. not; the opposite of, as in
unfair, unjust, unequal. [OE]
In the following list are examples of the
use of un– meaning “not.”
un´ac·ceptʹa·ble
un´a·fraidʹ
un·caredʹ-for´
un´com·pli·menʹta·ry
un´dem·o·cratʹic
un´dis·putʹed
un·dreamedʹ
un´ec·o·nomʹi·cal
un´ex·pressedʹ
un·fashʹion·a·ble
un´for·gotʹten
un´genʹer·ous
un·helpʹful
un·inʹter·est·ing
un·litʹ
un·manʹage·a·ble
un·musʹi·cal
un´ob·jecʹtion·a·ble
un´pa·tri·otʹic
un´pre·pared´
un´re·ceivedʹ
un´re·ﬂecʹtive
un´re·wardʹing
un·saidʹ
un´sat·is·facʹto·ry
un·shakʹen
un·shownʹ
un·smilʹing
un·soldʹ
un·spentʹ
un·sportsʹman·like´
un·sprungʹ
un´suc·cessʹful
un·sureʹ
un·sweptʹ
un·techʹni·cal
un·thoughtʹ
un·tornʹ
un·trustʹwor´thy
un·varʹy·ing
un·welʹcome
un·wantʹed
un·worldʹli·ness
un–2, preﬁx. do the opposite of; do what
will reverse the act, as in undress, unlock,
untie. [OE un–, on–]
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In the following list are examples of the
use of un– meaning “do the reverse of.”
un·chainʹ
un·ﬁxʹ
un´in·viteʹ
un·learnʹ
un·makeʹ
un·reelʹ
un·strapʹ
un·threadʹ
un·twineʹ
un·wrinʹkle
UN, U.N., United Nations.
un·a·ble (un āʹbәl), adj. not able; lacking
ability or power (to).
un·ac·count·a·ble (un´ә kounʹtә bәl),
adj. 1 that cannot be accounted for or
explained. 2 not responsible. —un´accountʹa·bly, adv.
un·ac·cus·tomed (un´ә kusʹtәmd), adj. 1
not accustomed. 2 not familiar; unusual;
strange.
un·ad·vised (un´әd vīzdʹ), adj. 1 not
advised; without advice. 2 not prudent
or discreet; rash. —un´ad·visʹed·ly adv.
un·af·fect·ed1 (un´ә fekʹtid), adj. not
inﬂuenced.
un·af·fect·ed2 (un´ә fekʹtid), adj. simple and
natural; sincere. —un´af·fectʹed·ness, n.
un-A·mer·i·can (un´ә merʹә kәn), adj.
not American; not characteristic of or
proper to America; foreign or opposed
to the American character, usages, standards, etc.
u·na·nim·i·ty (ū´nә nimʹә ti), n. complete
accord or agreement.
u·nan·i·mous (ū nanʹә mәs), adj. 1 in
complete accord or agreement; agreed.
2 characterized by or showing complete
accord: a unanimous vote. [< L unanimus < unus one + animus mind] —unanʹi·mous·ly, adv.
un·an·swer·a·ble (un anʹsәr ә bәl; –änʹ–),
adj. 1 that cannot be answered. 2 that cannot be disproved. —un·anʹswer·ably, adv.
un·an·swered (un anʹsәrd; –änʹ–), adj. 1
not replied to. 2 not refuted: an unanswered argument. 3 not returned: unanswered love.
un·ap·proach·a·ble (un´ә prōchʹә bәl),
adj. 1 very hard to approach; distant. 2
unrivaled; without an equal. —un´approachʹa·bly, adv.
un·armed (un armdʹ), adj. having no
weapons: an unarmed civilian.
un·as·sum·ing (un´ә sümʹing), adj. modest.
un·at·tached (un´ә tachtʹ), adj. 1 not
attached; independent. 2 Fig. not
engaged or married.
un·a·vail·ing (un´ә vālʹing), adj. not successful; useless. —un´a·vailʹing·ly, adv.
un·a·void·a·ble (un´ә voidʹә bәl), adj.
that cannot be avoided. —un´a·voidʹably, adv.
un·a·ware (un´ә wãrʹ), adj. not aware;
unconscious. —adv. without thought;
unawares.
un·a·wares (un´ә wãrzʹ), adv. 1 without
knowing. 2 without being expected; by
surprise.

un·bal·ance (un balʹәns), n., v., –anced,
–anc·ing. —n. lack of balance. —v.
throw out of balance.
un·bal·anced (un balʹәnst), adj. 1 not
balanced. 2 not entirely sane.
un·bar (un bärʹ), v., –barred, –bar·ring.
remove the bars from; unlock.
un·bear·a·ble (un bãrʹә bәl), adj. beyond
endurance. —un·bearʹa·ble·ness, n.
—un·bearʹa·bly, adv.
un·be·com·ing (un´bi kumʹing), adj. 1 not
becoming; not appropriate: unbecoming
clothes. 2 not ﬁtting; not proper: unbecoming behavior. —un´be·comʹing·ly, adv.
un·be·known (un´bi nōnʹ), adj. not
known. Also, unbeknownst.
un·be·liev·a·ble (un´bi lēʹvә bәl), adj. not
to be believed; incredible.
un·be·liev·ing (un´bi lēvʹing), adj. not
believing; doubting. —un´be·lievʹingly, adv.
un·bend (un bendʹ), v., –bent or –bended, –bend·ing. 1 straighten. 2 release
from strain. 3 relax.
un·bend·ing (un benʹding), adj. 1 not
bending or curving; rigid. 2 not yielding; ﬁrm: an unbending attitude. —n.
relaxation. —un·bendʹing·ly, adv.
un·bi·ased (un bīʹәst), adj. not prejudiced;
impartial; fair.
un·bid·den (un bidʹәn), adj. 1 not bidden;
not invited. 2 not commanded.
un·bind (un bīndʹ), v., –bound, –binding. release from bonds or restraint;
untie; unfasten.
un·blessed, (un blestʹ), adj. 1 not blessed.
2 not holy. 3 unhappy.
un·blush·ing (un blushʹing),adj.not blushing; shameless. —un·blushʹing·ly, adv.
un·bolt (un bōltʹ), v. draw back the bolts
of (a door, etc.).
un·bolt·ed1 (un bōlʹtid), adj. not fastened.
un·bolt·ed2 (un bōlʹtid), adj. not sifted.
un·born (un bôrnʹ), adj. not yet born; still
to come; of the future: unborn generations. —n. ⫽fetus.
un·bos·om (un bu̇zʹәm; –büʹzәm), v.
reveal; disclose.
un·bound·ed (un bounʹdid), adj. 1 not
limited; very great; boundless. 2 not
kept within limits; not controlled. —unboundʹed·ly, adv.
un·bowed (un boudʹ), adj. 1 not bowed
or bent. 2 not forced to yield or submit.
un·bri·dled (un brīʹdәld), adj. 1 not having a bridle on. 2 not controlled; not
restrained.
un·bro·ken (un brōʹkәn), adj. 1 not broken; whole. 2 not interrupted; continuous. 3 not tamed. —un·broʹken·ly, adv.
un·buck·le (un bukʹәl), v., –led, –ling.
1 unfasten the buckle or buckles of. 2
unfasten.
un·bur·den (un bėrʹdәn), v. 1 free from a
burden. 2 relieve (one’s mind or heart)
by talking.
un·but·ton (un butʹәn), v. unfasten the
button or buttons of.
un·but·toned (un butʹәnd), adj. 1 not fastened; not done up. 2 Fig. relaxed.

un·cage (un kājʹ), v., –caged, –cag·ing. 1
release from a cage. 2 release.
un·called-for (un kôldʹfôr´), adj. 1
not called for. 2 unnecessary and
improper.
un·can·ny (un kanʹi), adj. strange and
mysterious; weird. —un·canʹni·ness, n.
un·cer·e·mo·ni·ous (un´ser ә mōʹni әs),
adj. not as courteous as would be
expected; informal. —un´cer·e·moʹnious·ly, adv.
un·cer·tain (un sėrʹtәn), adj. 1 not sure;
doubtful: the election results were still
uncertain. 2 not ﬁxed: the date was left
uncertain. 3 not decided: be uncertain
of one’s facts. 4 likely to change; not reliable: uncertain prospects. 5 not constant;
varying: an uncertain ﬂicker of light. 6
vague; indeﬁnite: an uncertain shape.
—un·cerʹtain·ly, adv.
un·change·a·ble (un chānʹjә bәl), adj.
that cannot be changed. —un·changeʹable·ness , n.
un·char·i·ta·ble (un charʹә tә bәl), adj.
not generous; severe; harsh. —un·charʹita·bly, adv.
un·chaste (un chāstʹ), adj. not chaste.
un·chris·tian (un krisʹchәn), adj. 1 not
Christian. 2 unworthy of Christians.
—un·chrisʹtian·like´, adj.
un·church (un chėrchʹ), v. expel from a
church; deprive of church rights and
privileges.
un·ci·al (unʹshi әl; unʹshәl), n. a kind of
letter used in old manuscripts. —adj.
pertaining to such letters. [< L, < uncia
inch]
un·civ·il (un sivʹәl), adj. 1 not civil; rude;
impolite. 2 not civilized. —un·civʹilly, adv.
un·civ·i·lized (un sivʹә līzd), adj. not civilized; barbarous; savage.
un·clad (un kladʹ), adj. not dressed;
unclothed.
un·clasp (un klaspʹ; –kläspʹ), v. 1 unfasten. 2 release or be released from a clasp
or grasp.
un·cle (ungʹkәl), n. 1 brother of one’s
father or mother. 2 husband of one’s
aunt. 3 an elderly man. [< OF < L avunculus one’s mother’s brother]
un·clean (un klēnʹ), adj. 1 not clean;
dirty; ﬁlthy. 2 not pure morally; not
chaste; evil.
un·clean·ly1 (un klenʹli), adj. not cleanly;
unclean. —un·cleanʹli·ness, n.
un·clean·ly2 (un klēnʹli), adv. in an
unclean manner.
Uncle Sam, the government or people
of the United States. [from the initials
U.S.]
un·cloak (un klōkʹ), v. 1 remove the coat
from. 2 Fig. reveal; expose.
un·coil (un koilʹ), v. unwind.
un·com·fort·a·ble (un kumfʹtә bәl; –kumʹfәr tә bәl), adj. 1 not comfortable. 2
uneasy. 3 disagreeable; causing discomfort. —un·comʹfort·a·bly, adv.
un·com·mon (un komʹәn), adj. 1 rare;
unusual. 2 unusual in amount or degree.
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3 remarkable. —un·comʹmon·ly, adv.
—un·comʹmon·ness, n.
un·com·mu·ni·ca·tive (un´kә mūʹnә kā´tiv; –kә tiv), adj. not giving out any
information, opinions, etc.; talking little;
silent. —un´com·muʹni·ca´tive·ly, adv.
un·com·pro·mis·ing (un komʹprә mīz´ing), adj. unyielding; ﬁrm. —un·comʹpro·mis´ing·ly, adv.
un·con·cerned (un´kәn sėrndʹ), adj. not
concerned; not interested; free from
care or anxiety; indiﬀerent. —un´concernʹed·ly, adv.
un·con·di·tion·al (un´kәn dishʹәn әl;
–dishʹnәl), adj. without conditions; absolute. —un´con·diʹtion·ally, adv.
un·con·quer·a·ble (un kongʹkәr ә bәl),
adj. that cannot be conquered. —unconʹquer·a·bly, adv.
un·con·scion·a·ble (un konʹshәn ә bәl),
adj. 1 not inﬂuenced or guided by conscience. 2 unreasonable; very great.
—un·conʹscion·a·bly, adv.
un·con·scious (un konʹshәs), adj. 1 not
conscious. 2 not aware. 3 not meant;
not intended: unconscious neglect.
—n. the unconscious, one’s unconscious
thoughts, desires, fears, etc. —un·conʹscious·ly. adv. —un·conʹscious·ness, n.
un·con·sti·tu·tion·al (un´kon stә tüʹshәn әl; –tūʹ–), adj. contrary to the constitution. —un´con·sti·tu´tion·alʹi·ty, n.
—un´con·sti·tuʹtion·al·ly, adv.
un·con·ven·tion·al (un´kәn venʹshәn әl;
–venshʹnәl), adj. not bound by or conforming to convention, rule, or precedent.
un·cork (un kôrkʹ), v. pull the cork from.
un·count·ed (un kounʹtid), adj. 1 not
counted; not reckoned. 2 very many;
innumerable.
un·couth (un küthʹ), adj. 1 awkward;
clumsy; crude. 2 strange and unpleasant.
3 uncanny. [OE uncūth < un–1 + cūth,
pp. of cunnan know]
un·cov·er (un kuvʹәr), v. 1 remove the
cover from. 2 make known; reveal;
expose. 3 remove the hat, cap, etc., of.
unc·tion (ungkʹshәn), n. 1 an anointing with oil, ointment, or the like, as a
religious rite. 2 the oil, ointment, or the
like, used for anointing. 3 something
soothing or comforting: the unction of
ﬂattery. 4 a soothing, sympathetic, and
persuasive quality in speaking. [< L unctio < unguere anoint]
unc·tu·ous (ungkʹchu̇ әs), adj. 1 like an
oil or ointment; oily; greasy. 2 soothing, sympathetic, and persuasive. 3 too
smooth and oily: the salesman’s unctuous
manner. [< Med.L unctuosus, ult. < L
unguere anoint] —uncʹtu·ous·ness, n.
un·curl (un kėrlʹ), v. straighten out.
un·daunt·ed (un dônʹtid; –dänʹ–), adj.
not afraid; not discouraged; fearless.
un·de·cid·ed (un´di sīdʹid), adj. 1
not decided or settled. 2 not having
one’s mind made up. —un´de·cidʹedness, n.

un·de·ni·a·ble (un´di nīʹә bәl), adj. 1 not
to be denied. 2 unquestionably good;
excellent. —un´de·niʹa·bly, adv.
un·der (unʹdәr), prep. 1 below; beneath:
under the table, under the ground, hit
under the belt. 2 less than: it will cost
under ten dollars. 3 lower in rank, dignity, etc.: a corporal is under a sergeant. 4
during the time, inﬂuence, etc., of: England under the four Georges, work under
a famous scientist. 5 aﬀected by: under
the new rules. 6 with the favor or aid of:
under protection. 7 because of or according to: under the law. 8 represented by:
under a new name. 9 required or bound
by: under obligation. 10 in the class of:
that book belongs under “Fiction.” —adv.
1 below or beneath something. 2 in or to
a lower place or condition. —adj. lower
in position, rank, degree, amount, price,
etc.: the under layer. [OE]
under–, preﬁx. 1 on the underside; to
a lower position; from a lower position; below; beneath, as in underarch,
underarm, underlay, undermentioned,
underspeciﬁed, underwash. 2 being
beneath, worn beneath, as in undercrust,
underfeathers, underﬂooring, underseam.
3 lower, as in: underbelly, underﬂoor.
underregion, undersurface. 4 lower in
rank; subordinate, as in underagent,
underplan. 5 not enough; insuﬃciently,
as in underarmed, undercooked, underdeveloped, underdone, underdressed,
underpaid, underrate, undersupply. 6
below normal, as in underadjustment,
underdevelopment.
un·der·a·chiev·er (un´dәr ә chēvʹәr), n.
person, esp. a student, who fails to do
something as well as he or she could.
un·der·age (unʹdәr ājʹ), adj. not of full
age; of less than the usual age.
un·der·bid (un´dәr bidʹ), v., –bid, –bidding. make a lower bid than. —un´derbidʹder, n.
un·der·brush (unʹdәr brush´), n. bushes,
small trees, etc., growing under large
trees in woods or forests.
un·der·class (unʹder klas´), n. the group
having the lowest economic and social
standing in a society.
un·der·class·man (un´ dәr klasʹmәn;
–kläsʹ–), n., pl. –men. freshman or
sophomore.
un·der·clothes (unʹdәr klōz´; –klōthz´),
n. pl. clothes worn under a suit or dress.
un·der·cov·er (un´dәr kuvʹәr), adj. working or done in secret; secret.
un·der·cur·rent (unʹdәr kėr´әnt), n. 1
current below the upper currents, or
below the surface, of a body of water, air,
etc. 2 an underlying tendency.
un·der·cut (un´dәr kutʹ), v., –cut, –cutting. 1 cut under or beneath; cut away
material from so as to leave a portion
overhanging. 2 sell or work for less than
(some other person).
un·der·de·vel·oped (un´dәr di velʹәpt),
adj. 1 not normally or fully developed,
as an unusually small animal or plant.

2 not fully developed economically: the
underdeveloped countries need investment.
un·der·dog (unʹdәr dôg´; –dog´), n.
dog or person having the worst of an
encounter.
un·der·es·ti·mate (v. un´dәr esʹtә māt;
n. un´dәr esʹtә mit, –māt), v., –mat·ed,
–mat·ing, n. —v. estimate at too low a
value, amount, rate, or the like. —n. an
estimate that is too low. —un´der·es´timaʹtion, n.
un·der·foot (un´dәr fu̇tʹ), adv. 1 under
one’s foot or feet; underneath. 2 in the
way.
un·der·go (un´dәr gōʹ), v., –went, –gone,
–going. 1 go through; pass through; be
subjected to. 2 endure; suﬀer.
un·der·grad·u·ate (un´dәr grajʹu̇ it), n. a
student in a school, college, or university who has not received a degree for a
course of study.
un·der·ground (adv., adj. unʹdәr groundʹ;
n. unʹdәr ground´), adv. 1 beneath the
surface of the ground. 2 in or into
secrecy or concealment. —adj. 1 being,
working, or used beneath the surface of
the ground. 2 secret. 3 resisting (tyrannical government, etc.) secretly. —n. 1
place or space beneath the surface of
the ground. 2 a secret organization, or
grouping of such organizations, working
to free a country from foreign domination or an autocratic regime.
underground railroad, a secret method
of assisting the escape of fugitives.
un·der·growth (unʹdәr grōth´), n. underbrush.
un·der·hand (unʹdәr hand´), adj. Also,
unʹder·handʹed. 1 not open or honest; secret; sly. 2 with the hand below
the shoulder. —adv. 1 secretly; slyly. 2
with the hand below the shoulder: pitch
underhand. —unʹder·handʹed·ly, adv.
—unʹder·handʹed·ness, n.
un·der·lie (un´dәr līʹ), v., –lay, –lain, –lying. 1 lie under; be beneath. 2 be at the
basis of; form the foundation of.
un·der·line (un´dәr līnʹ; unʹdәr līn´), v.,
–lined, –lin·ing. draw a line or lines
under.
un·der·ling (unʹdәr ling), n. usually disparagingly, a person of lower rank or
position.
un·der·ly·ing (unʹdәr lī´ing), adj. 1 lying
under or beneath. 2 Fig. fundamental;
basic; essential. —v. ppr. of underlie.
un·der·mine (un´dәr mīnʹ; unʹdәr mīn´),
v., –minded, –min·ing. 1 make a passage or hole under; dig under. 2 wear
away the foundations of. 3 weaken or
destroy gradually.
un·der·neath (un´dәr nēthʹ), prep.
beneath; below: sit underneath a tree,
a cellar underneath a house. —adv.
beneath or below something: someone
was pushing underneath. —n. the lower
part or surface.
un·der·nour·ished (un´dәr nėrʹisht), adj.
not suﬃciently nourished.
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un·der·pants (unʹdәr pants´), n. pants
worn as an undergarment.
un·der·pass (unʹdәr pas´; -päs´), n. path
underneath; road under railroad tracks
or under another road.
un·der·pin·ning (unʹdәr pin´ing), n. 1
the supports under a building. 2 a new
foundation beneath a wall. 3 a support:
one underpinning of democracy being a
free press.
un·der·priv·i·leged (unʹdәr privʹә lijd),
adj. having fewer advantages than most
people have, esp. because of poor economic or social status.
un·der·score (v. un´dәr skôrʹ, –skōrʹ; n.
unʹdәr skôr´, –skōrʹ), v., –scored, –scoring, n. —v. underline. —n. an underscored line.
un·der·sea (adj. unʹdәr sē´; adv. un´dәr sēʹ), adj. being, working, or used
beneath the surface of the sea. —adv.
Also, underseas. beneath the surface
of the sea.
un·der·sec·re·tar·y (un´dәr sekʹrә ter´i),
n., pl. –tar·ies. an assistant secretary,
esp. of a government department.
un·der·sell (un´dәr selʹ), v., –sold, –selling. sell things at a lower price than is
usual.
un·der·shirt (unʹdәr shėrt´), n. shirt
worn next to the skin under other
clothing.
un·der·shot (unʹdәr shot´), adj. 1 having the lower jaw projecting beyond
the upper. 2 driven by water passing
beneath: an undershot wheel.
un·der·side (unʹdәr sīd´), n. 1 the bottom
side. 2 Fig. the unseen or illicit side; the
gloomy or seamy side, as of society.
un·der·sign (un´dәr sīnʹ; unʹdәr sīn´), v.
sign one’s name at the end of (a letter or
document).
un·der·signed (unʹdәr sīnd´), n. the
undersigned, the person or persons
signing a letter or document.
un·der·slung (un´dәr slungʹ; unʹdәr
slung´), adj. of vehicles, having the frame
below the axles.
un·der·stand (un´dәr standʹ), v., –stood,
–stand·ing. 1 get the meaning; comprehend; realize: now I understand the
teacher’s words, understand the nature
of electricity. 2 know how to deal with;
know well; know: a good teacher should
understand children. 3 be informed;
learn: I understand that he is leaving
town. 4 take as a fact; believe: it is understood that you will come, what are we to
understand from his words?
understand each other, a know each
other’s meaning and wishes. b agree.
un·der·stand·a·ble (un´dәr stanʹdә bәl),
adj. able to be understood. —un´derstand´a·bilʹi·ty, n. —un´der·standʹably, adv.
un·der·stand·ing (un´dәr stanʹding), n. 1
act of one that understands; comprehension; knowledge. 2 ability to learn and
know; intelligence. 3 knowledge of each
other’s meaning and wishes: come to an

understanding. —adj. that understands;
intelligent. —un´der·standʹing·ly, adv.
un·der·state (un´dәr stātʹ), v., –stat·ed,
–stat·ing. 1 state too weakly. 2 say less
than the full truth about. —un´derstateʹment, n.
un·der·stud·y (unʹdәr stud´i), v., –studied, –stud·y·ing, n., pl. –stud·ies. —v.
learn (a part) in order to replace the regular performer when necessary. —n.
person who can act as a substitute for an
actor or actress.
un·der·take (un´dәr tākʹ), v., –took, –taken, –tak·ing. 1 set about; try; attempt. 2
agree to do; take upon oneself. 3 promise; guarantee.
un·der·tak·er (un´dәr tākʹәr for 1; unʹdәr tāk´әr for 2), n. 1 person who
undertakes something. 2 person whose
business is preparing the dead for burial
and taking charge of funerals.
un·der·tak·ing (un´dәr tākʹing for 1 and
2; unʹdәr tāk´ing for 3), n. 1 something
undertaken; task; enterprise. 2 promise;
guarantee. 3 business of preparing the
dead for burial and taking charge of
funerals.
un·der-the-count·er (unʹdәr thә kounʹtәr), adj. done stealthily, hidden from
view; secret.
un·der-the-ta·ble (unʹdәr thә tāʹbәl), adj.
⫽under-the-counter.
un·der·tone (unʹdәr tōn´), n. 1 a low or
very quiet tone: talk in undertones. 2 a
subdued color; color seen through other
colors. 3 an underlying quality, condition, or element.
un·der·tow (unʹdәr tō´), n. 1 any strong
current below the surface, moving in a
direction diﬀerent from that of the surface current. 2 the backward ﬂow from
waves breaking on a beach.
un·der·val·ue (un´dәr valʹū), v., –ued, –uing. put too low a value on. —un´derval´u·aʹtion, n.
un·der·wa·ter (unʹdәr wô´tәr; –wot´әr),
adj. 1 below the surface of the water. 2
made for use under the water.
un·der·wear (unʹdәr wãr´), n. clothing
worn next to the skin, under one’s outer
clothes.
un·der·weight (adj. unʹdәr wātʹ; n. unʹdәr wāt´), adj. having too little weight.
—n. weight that is not up to standard.
un·der·went (un´dәr went´), v. pt. of
undergo.
un·der·world (unʹdәr wėrld´), n. 1 the
lower, degraded, or criminal part of
human society. 2 the lower world;
Hades.
un·der·write (un´dәr rītʹ; unʹdәr rīt´), v.,
–wrote, –writ·ten, –writ·ing. 1 insure
(property) against loss. 2 agree to meet
the expense of. —unʹder·writ´er, n.
un·de·sir·a·ble (un´di zīrʹә bәl), adj.
objectionable; disagreeable. —n. an
undesirable person or thing.
un·dis·ci·plined (un disʹә plind), adj.
not disciplined; without proper control;
untrained.

un·do (un düʹ), v., –did, –done, –do·ing.
1 unfasten; untie. 2 do away with; cause
to be as if never done; spoil; destroy. 3
bring to ruin. 4 explain; solve. —undoʹer, n.
un·dock (un dok´), v. 1 move a ship from
a dock. 2 separate a spacecraft from
another one it was attached to while
in space.
un·doc·u·ment·ed (un dokʹyә men´tid),
adj. 1 lacking the necessary oﬃcial documents: undocumented workers. 2 not
proven: undocumented allegations.
un·do·ing (un düʹing), n. 1 a doing away
with; spoiling; destroying. 2 cause of
destruction or ruin.
un·doubt·ed (un doutʹid), adj. not
doubted; accepted as true. —undoubtʹed·ly, adv.
un·dress (v. un dresʹ; n., adj. unʹdres´), v.
take the clothes oﬀ; strip. —n. ordinary
clothes. —adj. of or having to do with
ordinary clothes or work clothes.
un·due (un düʹ; –dūʹ), adj. 1 not ﬁtting;
not right; improper. 2 too great; too
much.
un·du·lant (unʹdyә lәnt), adj. waving;
wavy.
un·du·late (v. unʹdyә lāt; adj. unʹdyә lit,
–lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lat·ing, adj. —v. 1
move in waves. 2 have a wavy form or
surface. —adj. having a waved form,
surface, or margin; wavy. [< L undulatus diversiﬁed as with waves < unda
wave] —unʹdu·lat´ing·ly, adv. —un´dulaʹtion, n. —unʹdu·la·to´ry, adj.
un·du·ly (un düʹli; –dūʹ–), adv. 1 improperly. 2 excessively.
un·dy·ing (un dīʹing), adj. deathless;
immortal; eternal. —un·dyʹing·ly, adv.
un·earth (un ėrthʹ), v. 1 dig up. 2 ﬁnd out;
discover: unearth a plot.
un·earth·ly (un ėrthʹli), adj. 1 supernatural.
2 strange; weird. —un·earthʹli·ness, n.
un·ease (un ēz´), n. 1 restlessness; anxiety.
2 discomfort. 3 awkwardness.
un·eas·y (un ēzʹi), adj., –eas·i·er, –easi·est. 1 restless; disturbed; anxious. 2
not comfortable. 3 not easy in manner;
awkward. —un·easʹi·ly, adv. —un·easʹiness. n.
un·em·ploy·a·ble (un´em ploiʹә bәl), adj.
1 that cannot be employed. 2 not ﬁt to
work.
un·em·ployed (un´em ploidʹ), adj. not
employed; not in use; having no work.
—n. the unemployed, people out of
work.
un·em·ploy·ment (un´em ploiʹmәnt), n.
lack of employment; being out of work.
un·e·qual (un ēʹkwәl), adj. 1 not the
same in amount, size, number, value,
merit, rank, etc. 2 not balanced; not
well matched. 3 not fair; one-sided: an
unequal contest. 4 not enough; not adequate: unequal to the task. 5 not regular;
not even; variable. —un·eʹqual·ly, adv.
—un·eʹqual·ness, n.
un·e·qualed (un ēʹkwәld), adj. not
equaled; matchless.
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un·e·quiv·o·cal (un´i kwivʹә kәl), adj.
clear; plain. —un´e·quivʹo·cal·ly, adv.
un·err·ing (un ėrʹing; –erʹ–), adj. making
no mistakes; exactly right. —un·errʹingly, adv.
U·NES·CO, U·nes·co (ū nesʹkō), n. the
United Nations Educational, Scientiﬁc,
and Cultural Organization.
un·e·ven (un ēʹvәn), adj. 1 not level:
uneven ground. 2 not equal: an uneven
contest. 3 of a number, that cannot be
divided by 2 without a remainder. —uneʹven·ly, adv.
un·e·vent·ful (un´i ventʹfәl), adj. without important or striking occurrences.
—un´e·ventʹful·ly, adv. —un´e·ventʹful·ness, n.
un·ex·am·pled (un´ig zamʹpәld; –zämʹ–),
adj. having no equal or like; without precedent or parallel; without anything like it.
un·ex·cep·tion·al (un´ik sepʹshәn әl), adj.
1 ordinary. 2 admitting of no exception.
—un´ex·cepʹtion·al·ly, adv.
un·ex·pect·ed (un´iks pekʹtid), adj. not
expected. —un´ex·pectʹed·ly, adv.
un·fail·ing (un fālʹing), adj. 1 never failing; tireless; loyal. 2 never running short;
endless. 3 sure; certain. —un·failʹingly, adv.
un·fair (un fãrʹ), adj. not honest; unjust.
—un·fairʹly, adv. —un·fairʹness, n.
un·faith·ful (un fāthʹfәl), adj. 1 not faithful; not true to duty or one’s promises;
faithless. 2 not accurate; not exact. 3
guilty of adultery. —un·faithʹful·ly, adv.
—un·faithʹful·ness, n.
un·fa·mil·iar (un´fә milʹyәr), adj. 1 not
well known; unusual; strange. 2 not
acquainted. —un´fa·mil´i·arʹi·ty, n.
un·fas·ten (un fasʹәn; –fäsʹ–), v. undo;
loose; open.
un·fa·vor·a·ble (un fāʹvәr ә bәl; –fāvʹrә–),
adj. not favorable; adverse; harmful.
—un·faʹvor·a·bly, adv.
un·fazed (un fāzdʹ), adj. not worried or
disturbed.
un·feel·ing (un fēlʹing), adj. 1 hardhearted; cruel. 2 not able to feel. —unfeelʹing·ly, adv.
un·feigned (un fāndʹ), adj. sincere; real.
—un·feignʹed·ly, adv. —un·feignʹedness, n.
un·ﬁn·ished (un ﬁnʹisht), adj. 1 not ﬁnished; not complete. 2 without some
special ﬁnish; not polished; rough.
un·ﬁt (un ﬁtʹ), adj., v., –ﬁt·ted, –ﬁt·ting.
—adj. 1 not ﬁt; not suitable. 2 not good
enough; unqualiﬁed. 3 not adapted. —v.
make unﬁt; spoil.
un·ﬂag·ging (un ﬂagʹing), adj. not drooping or failing. —un·ﬂagʹging·ly, adv.
un·ﬂap·pable (un ﬂapʹә bәl), adj. Informal.
not easily disturbed or excited; calm.
un·ﬂinch·ing (un ﬂinʹching), adj. not
drawing back from diﬃculty, danger,
or pain; ﬁrm; resolute. —un·ﬂinchʹingly, adv.
un·fold (un fōldʹ), v. 1 open the folds of;
spread out. 2 reveal; show; explain. 3
open; develop. —un·foldʹer, n.

un·fore·seen (un´fôr sēnʹ; –fōr–), adj. not
known beforehand; unexpected.
un·for·get·ta·ble (un´fәr getʹә bәl), adj.
that can never be forgotten. —un´forgetʹta·bly, adv.
un·for·tu·nate (un fôrʹchә nit), adj. 1 not
lucky; having bad luck. 2 not suitable;
not ﬁtting. —n. an unfortunate person.
—un·forʹtu·nate·ly, adv.
un·found·ed (un founʹdid), adj. without
foundation; baseless.
un·fre·quent·ed (un´fri kwenʹtid), adj.
not frequented; seldom visited; rarely
used.
un·friend·ly (un frendʹli), adj. 1 not
friendly; hostile. 2 not favorable. —adv.
in an unfriendly manner. —un·friendʹliness, n.
un·frock (un frokʹ), v. deprive (a priest or
minister) of his oﬃce.
un·furl (un fėrlʹ), v. spread out; shake out;
unfold: unfurl a sail.
un·gain·ly (un gānʹli), adj. awkward;
clumsy. —adv. awkwardly; clumsily.
—un·gainʹli·ness, n.
un·glue (un glüʹ), v. –glued, –glu·ing.
separate or open (something glued or
stuck together).
come unglued, Informal. Fig. fall apart;
go to pieces: he simply came unglued on
hearing the news.
un·god·ly (un godʹli), adj. 1 not religious;
wicked; sinful. 2 very annoying; shocking. —un·godʹli·ness, n.
un·gov·ern·a·ble (un guvʹәr nә bәl), adj.
impossible to control; very hard to control or rule; unruly. —un·govʹern·a·bleness, n.
un·grace·ful (un grāsʹfәl), adj. not graceful; clumsy; awkward. —un·graceʹfully, adv.
un·gra·cious (un grāʹshәs), adj. 1 not
polite; rude. 2 unpleasant; disagreeable.
—un·graʹcious·ly, adv. —un·graʹciousness, n.
un·grate·ful (un grātʹfәl), adj. 1 not
grateful; not thankful. 2 unpleasant; disagreeable. —un·grateʹful·ly, adv. —ungrateʹful·ness, n.
un·ground·ed (un grounʹdid), adj. without foundation; without reasons.
un·guard·ed (un gärʹdid), adj. 1 not protected. 2 careless. —un·guardʹed·ness, n.
un·guent (ungʹgwәnt), n. ointment for
sores, burns, etc.: salve. [< L unguentum
< unguere anoint]
un·gu·late (ungʹgyә lit; –lāt), adj. having hoofs; belonging to the group of
animals having hoofs. —n. animal that
has hoofs.
un·hand (un handʹ), v. let go; take the
hands from.
un·hand·y (un hanʹdi), adj. 1 not easy to
handle or manage. 2 not skillful in using
the hands. —un·handʹi·ly, adv.
un·hap·py (un hapʹi), adj., –pi·er, –pi·est.
1 sad; sorrowful. 2 unlucky. 3 not suitable.
—un·hapʹpi·ly, adv. —un·hapʹpi·ness, n.
un·har·ness (un härʹnis), v. 1 remove
harness from (a horse, etc.); free from

harness or gear. 2 remove harness or
gear.
un·health·y (un helʹthi), adj. 1 not
possessing good health; not well: an
unhealthy child. 2 characteristic of or
resulting from poor health: an unhealthy
paleness. 3 hurtful to health; unwholesome: an unhealthy climate. —unhealthʹi·ness, n.
un·heard (un hėrdʹ), adj. 1 not perceived
by the ear. 2 not given a hearing. 3 not
heard of; unknown.
un·heard-of (un hėrdʹov´; –uv´), adj.
1 that was never heard of; unknown.
2 such as was never known before;
unprecedented.
un·hinge (un hinjʹ), v., –hinged, –hinging. 1 take (a door, etc.) oﬀ its hinges. 2
remove the hinges from. 3 separate from
something; detach. 4 Fig. unsettle; disorganize; upset: an unhinged mind.
un·ho·ly (un hōʹli), adj., –li·er, –li·est. 1
not holy; wicked; sinful. 2 not seemly;
fearful. —un·hoʹli·ness, n.
un·hook (un hu̇kʹ), v. 1 loosen from a hook.
2 undo by loosening a hook or hooks.
un·horse (un hôrsʹ), v., –horsed, –horsing. throw from a horse’s back; cause to
fall from a horse.
uni–, combining form. one. [< L unus one]
u·ni·cam·er·al (ū´nә kamʹәr әl), adj. of
a lawmaking body, composed of only
one group.
U·NI·CEF, U·ni·cef (yüʹnә sef), n. United
Nations Children’s Fund.
u·ni·cel·lu·lar (ū´nә selʹyә lәr), adj. having one cell only. The amoeba is a unicellular animal.
u·ni·corn (ūʹnә kôrn), n. a mythical animal like a horse, but having a single long
horn in the middle of its forehead. [< L,
< unus one + cornu horn]
u·ni·cy·cle (üʹnә sī´kәl), n. a one-wheeled
cycle, propelled by pedals, used esp. in
circuses. [< uni– + –cycle, as in bicycle]
u·ni·ﬁ·ca·tion (ū´nә fә kāʹshәn), n. 1 formation into one unit; union. 2 a making
or being made more alike.
uniﬁed ﬁeld theory, a theory that
attempts to encompass diﬀerent physical theories or laws within a single, unifying theoretical framework.
u·ni·form (ūʹnә fôrm), adj. 1 always the
same; not changing: uniform temperature. 2 all alike; not varying: bricks of
uniform size, a uniform pace. —n. the
distinctive clothes worn by the members of a group when on duty, by which
they may be recognized as belonging
to that group. Soldiers, policemen, and
nurses wear uniforms. —v. clothe or
furnish with a uniform. [< L, < unus
one + forma form] —uʹni·form´ly, adv.
—uʹni·form´ness, n.
u·ni·form·i·ty (ū´nә fôrʹmә ti), n., pl.
–ties. uniform condition or character;
sameness throughout.
u·ni·fy (ūʹnә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. make
or form into one; unite. [< LL, < L unus
one + facere make] —uʹni·ﬁ´er, n.
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unilateral

u·ni·lat·er·al (ū´nә latʹәr әl), adj. 1 of,
on, or aﬀecting one side only. 2 having
all the parts arranged on one side of an
axis; one-sided. 3 aﬀecting one party
or person only. 4 concerned with or
considering only one side of a matter.
—u´ni·latʹer·al·ly, adv.
un·im·peach·a·ble (un´im pēchʹә bәl),
adj. free from fault; blameless. —un´impeachʹa·bly, adv.
un·im·por·tant (un´im pôrʹtәnt), adj.
insigniﬁcant; triﬂing. —un´im·porʹtance, n.
un·in·tel·li·gi·ble (un´in telʹә jә bәl), adj.
that cannot be understood. —un´intel´li·gi·bil´i·ty, n. —un´in·telʹli·gibly, adv.
un· in· ter· rupt· ed (un´ in tә rupʹ tid),
adj. without interruption; continuous.
—un´in·ter·ruptʹed·ly, adv.
un·ion (ūnʹyәn), n. 1 a uniting or being
united: the United States was formed
by the union of thirteen states. 2 group
of people, states, etc., united for some
special purpose: the American colonies
formed a union. 3 a labor union; trade
union. 4 marriage. 5 any of various
devices for connecting parts of machinery or apparatus.
the Union, the United States of America.
[< L, < unus one]
un·ion·ism (ūnʹyәn iz әm), n. 1 the principle of union. 2 system, principles, or
methods of labor unions. —unʹion·ist,
n., adj.
un·ion·ize (ūnʹyәn īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
form into a labor union. —un´ion·izaʹtion, n.
Union Jack, the British national ﬂag.
union shop, a factory or business in
which most of the employees belong to
a recognized labor union.
u·nique (ū nēkʹ), adj. 1 having no like
or equal; being the only one of its kind.
2 rare; unusual. [< F < L unicus] —uniqueʹly, adv. —u´niqueʹness, n.
u·ni·sex (üʹnә seks´), adj. 1 suitable for
either sex. 2 catering to either sex: a
unisex hair salon.
u·ni·son (ūʹnә zәn; –sәn), n. 1 agreement.
2 agreement in pitch of two or more
tones, voices, etc. [< Med.L unisonus
sounding the same < L unus one + sonus
sound]
u·nit (ūʹnit), n. 1 a single thing or person.
2 any group of things or persons considered as one. 3 one of the individuals or
groups into which a whole can be analyzed. 4 a standard quantity or amount.
A foot is a unit of length. 5 the smallest
whole number; 1. [prob. < unity]
U·ni·tar·i·an (ū´nә tãrʹi әn), n. person
who maintains that God exists as one
being. Unitarians accept the moral
teachings of Jesus, but do not believe
that he was divine. —adj. of or pertaining to Unitarians. —U´ni·tarʹi·anism, n.
u·ni·tar·y (üʹnә tãr´i), adj. 1 of or having
to do with the unit. 2 concerned with

or based on unity: a unitary policy. 3
uniﬁed; centralized: a unitary structure
of government.
u·nite (ū nītʹ), v., u·nit·ed, u·nit·ing. join
together; make one; join in action, interest, opinion, feeling, etc.; combine. [< L,
< unus one] —u·nitʹer, n.
u·nit·ed (ū nītʹid), adj. 1 made one;
joined; combined. 2 pertaining to or
produced by two or more. —u·nitʹed·ly,
adv. —u·nitʹed·ness, n.
United Kingdom, country in NW Europe
in the British Isles, including England,
Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland.
United Nations, worldwide organization
devoted to establishing and maintaining
world peace and supporting social and
economic improvement.
United States, or United States of America, country in North America, extending from the Atlantic to the Paciﬁc
Oceans and from the Gulf of Mexico to
Canada, with Alaska lying W and NW of
Canada, Hawaii lying W in the Paciﬁc,
the District of Columbia, the territory of
Puerto Rico and other possessions.
u·ni·ty (ūʹnә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 oneness;
being united. A circle has more unity
than a row of dots. 2 union of parts
forming a complex whole. 3 harmony. 4
the number one (1). [< L, < unus one]
univ., 1 universal. 2 university.
u·ni·va·lent (ū´nә vāʹlәnt; ū nivʹә–), adj.
having a valence of one. —u´ni·vaʹlence, n.
u·ni·ver·sal (ū´nә vėrʹsәl), adj. 1 of or for
all; done, used, held, etc., by everybody. 2
existing everywhere. 3 covering a whole
group of persons, things, cases, etc.:
general. 4 adaptable to diﬀerent sizes,
angles, kinds of work, etc. —u´ni·versalʹi·ty, u´ni·verʹsal·ness, n.
U·ni·ver·sal·ist (ū´nә vėrʹsәl ist), n. a
member of a Protestant church holding
the belief that all people will ﬁnally be
saved. —U´ni·verʹsal·ism, n.
u·ni·ver·sal·i·ty (ū´nә vėr salʹә ti), n., pl.
–ties. a being universal; universal character or range of knowledge.
u·ni·ver·sal·ly (ū´nә vėrʹsәl i), adv. 1 in
every instance; without exception. 2
everywhere.
Universal Product Code, ⫽bar code.
u·ni·verse (ūʹnә vėrs), n. all things; everything there is: our world is but a small
part of the universe. [< L universum,
orig. neut. adj., whole, turned into one
< unus one + vertere turn]
u·ni·ver·sity (ū´nә vėrʹsә ti), n., pl. –ties.
institution of learning of the highest
grade. A university usually has schools,
as of law, medicine, teaching, business,
etc., and in the United States, colleges
for general instruction. [< AF < Med.L
universitas corporation < L aggregate,
whole < universus. See universe.]
un·just (un justʹ), adj. not just; not fair.
—un·justʹly, adv. —un·justʹness, n.
un·kempt (un kemptʹ), adj. 1 not combed.
2 neglected; untidy. [< un–1 + OE cem-

bed combed, pp. of cemban < camb
comb] —un·kemptʹness, n.
un·kind (un kīndʹ), adj. harsh; cruel.
—un·kindʹly, adj. —un·kindʹli·ness, n.
—un·kindʹness, n.
un·known (un nōnʹ), adj. 1 not known. 2
not familiar; strange.
un·lace (un lāsʹ), v., –laced, –lac·ing.
undo the laces of.
un·latch (un lachʹ), v. unfasten or open by
lifting a latch.
un·law·ful (un lôʹfәl), adj. 1 contrary to
the law; against the law; forbidden; illegal. 2 illegitimate. —un·lawʹful·ly, adv.
un·lawʹful·ness, n.
un·learn·ed (un lėrʹnid for 1; un lėrndʹ
for 2), adj. 1 not educated; ignorant.
2 not learned; known without being
learned.
un·leash (un lēshʹ), v. 1 release from a
leash. 2 let loose: unleash one’s temper.
un·leav·ened (un levʹәnd), adj. not leavened. Unleavened bread is made without
yeast.
un·less (әn lesʹ; un–), conj. if it were not
that; if not: we shall go unless it rains.
—prep. except. [< on + less, i.e., on a less
condition (than)]
un·let·tered (un letʹәrd), adj. 1 not educated. 2 not able to read or write.
un·like (un līkʹ), adj. not like; diﬀerent:
the two problems are quite unlike. —prep.
diﬀerent from: act unlike others. —unlikeʹness. n.
un·like·li·hood (un līkʹli hu̇d), n. improbability.
un·like·ly (un līkʹli), adj. 1 not likely; not
probable: unlikely to succeed. 2 not likely
to succeed: an unlikely adventure. —unlikeʹli·ness. n.
un·lim·it·ed (un limʹit id), adj. 1 without
limits; boundless. 2 not restricted. 3 not
deﬁnite. —un·limʹit·ed·ness, n.
un·list·ed (un lisʹtid), adj. 1 not available
from a usual list: an unlisted organization, an unlisted phone number. 2 not
traded on a stock exchange.
un·load (un lōdʹ), v. 1 remove (a load). 2
get rid of. 3 remove powder, shot, etc.,
from (a gun). 4 discharge a cargo: the
ship is unloading. —un·loadʹer, n.
un·lock (un lokʹ), v. 1 open the lock of;
open (anything ﬁrmly closed). 2 disclose; reveal.
un·looked-for (un lu̇ktʹfôr´), adj. unexpected; unforeseen.
un·loose (un lüsʹ), un·loos·en (–lüsʹәn),
v., –loosed, –loos·ing; –loos·ened,
–loos·en·ing. let loose; set free; release.
un·luck·y (un lukʹi), adj. not lucky;
unfortunate; bringing bad luck. —unluckʹi·ly, adv.
un·man (un manʹ), v., –manned, –manning. 1 deprive of the qualities of a
man. 2 weaken or break down the
spirit of.
un·man·ly (un manʹli), adj. not manly;
weak; cowardly. —un·manʹli·ness, n.
un·man·ner·ly (un manʹәr li), adj. having
bad manners; discourteous. —adv. with
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bad manners; rudely. —un·manʹner·liness, n.
un·mask (un maskʹ; –mäskʹ), v. 1 remove
a mask or disguise. 2 expose the true
character of.
un·men·tion·a·ble (un menʹshәn ә bәl;
–menshʹnә bәl), adj. that cannot
be mentioned; not ﬁt to be spoken
about.
un·mer·ci·ful (un mėrʹsi fәl), adj. having
no mercy; showing no mercy. —unmerʹci·ful·ly, adv. —un·merʹci·fulness, n.
un·mis·tak·a·ble (un´mis tākʹә bәl), adj.
that cannot be mistaken or misunderstood; clear; plain; evident. —un´mistakʹa·bly, adv.
un·muz·zle (un muzʹәl), v., –zled, –zling.
1 remove a muzzle from (a dog, etc.). 2
free from restraint.
un·nat·u·ral (un nachʹә rәl; –nachʹrәl),
adj. not natural; not normal. —un·natʹural·ly, adv.
un·nec·es·sar·y (un nesʹә ser´i), adj. not
necessary; needless. —un·necʹes·sar´ily, adv.
un·nerve (un nėrvʹ), v., –nerved, –nerving. deprive of nerve, ﬁrmness, or selfcontrol.
un·num·bered (un numʹbәrd), adj. 1 not
numbered; not counted. 2 too many to
count.
un·oc·cu·pied (un okʹyә pīd), adj. 1 without an occupant; vacant. 2 not employed;
idle.
un·or·gan·ized (un ôrʹgәn īzd), adj. 1 not
formed into an organized or systematized whole. 2 not organized into labor
unions. 3 not being a living organism.
un·pack (un pakʹ), v. take out (things
packed in a box, trunk, etc.).
un·pal·at·a·ble (un palʹit ә bәl), adj.
not agreeable to the taste; distasteful;
unpleasant. —un·palʹat·a·bly, adv.
un·par·al·leled (un parʹә leld), adj. having no parallel; unequaled; matchless.
un·peo·ple (un pēʹpәl), v., –pled, –pling.
deprive of people. —un·peoʹpled, adj.
un·pin (un pinʹ), v., –pinned, –pin·ning.
take out a pin or pins from; unfasten.
un·pleas·ant (un plezʹәnt), adj. not pleasant; disagreeable. —un·pleasʹant·ly, adv.
—un·pleasʹant·ness, n.
un·plumbed (un plumdʹ), adj. 1 not measured; of unknown depth. 2 having no
plumbing.
un·pop·u·lar (un popʹyә lәr), adj. not
generally liked; disliked. —un´pop·ularʹi·ty, n. —un·popʹu·lar·ly, adv.
un·prac·ti·cal (un prakʹtә kәl), adj.
⫽impractical. n.
un·prac·ticed, (un prakʹtist), adj. 1 not
skilled. 2 not used.
un·prec·e·dent·ed (un presʹә den´tid),
adj. having no precedent; never done
before; never known before. un·precʹedent´ed·ly, adv.
un·prej·u·diced (un prejʹә dist), adj.
1 without prejudice; impartial. 2 not
impaired.

un·pre·tend·ing (un´pri tenʹding), adj.
unassuming; modest. —un´pre·tendʹing·ly, adv.
un·pre·ten·tious (un´pri tenʹshәs), adj.
modest. —un´pre·tenʹtious·ly, adv.
—un´pre·tenʹtious·ness , n.
un·prin·ci·pled (un prinʹsә pәld), adj.
lacking good moral principles; bad.
un·print·a·ble (un prinʹtә bәl), adj. not ﬁt
to be printed.
un·pro·fes·sion·al (un´prә feshʹәn әl;
–feshʹnәl), adj. 1 contrary to professional etiquette; unbecoming in members of a profession. 2 not pertaining to
or connected with a profession. 3 not
belonging to a profession. —un´profesʹsion·al·ly, adv.
un·pro·voked (un´prә vōktʹ), adj. without provocation.
un·qual·i·ﬁed (un kwolʹә fīd), adj. 1 not
qualiﬁed; not ﬁtted. 2 not modiﬁed, limited, or restricted in any way: unqualiﬁed
praise, an unqualiﬁed failure.
un·ques·tion·a·ble (un kwesʹchәn ә bәl),
adj. beyond dispute or doubt; certain.
—un·quesʹtion·a·bly, adv.
un·quote (un kwōtʹ), v., –quot·ed, –quoting, n. —v. end a quotation. —n. end of
a quotation.
un·rav·el (un ravʹәl), v., –eled, –el·ing.
1 separate the threads of; pull or come
apart. 2 bring or come out of a tangled
state: unravel a mystery.
un·read (un redʹ), adj. 1 not read: an
unread book. 2 not having read much:
an unread person.
un·read·y (un redʹi), adj. 1 not ready; not
prepared. 2 not prompt or quick. —unreadʹi·ness, n.
un·re·al (un rēʹәl), adj. imaginary; not
real; not substantial; fanciful. —un´realʹi·ty, n.
un·rea·son·a·ble (un rēʹzәn ә bәl), adj. 1
not reasonable. 2 not moderate; excessive. —un·reaʹson·a·bly,
un·rea·son·ing (un rēʹzәn ing; –rēzʹning),
adj. not using reason; reasonless.
un·re·lent·ing (un´ri lenʹting), adj. 1
hard-hearted; merciless. 2 not slackening or relaxing. —un´re·lentʹing·ly adv.
un·re·li·a·ble (un´ri līʹә bәl), adj. not reliable; not to be depended on. —un´reli´a·bilʹi·ty, n. —un´re·liʹa·bly, adv.
un·re·mit·ting (un´ri mitʹing), adj. never
stopping; not slackening; maintained
steadily. —un´re·mitʹting·ly, adv.
un·re·served (un´ri zėrvdʹ), adj. 1 frank;
open. 2 not restricted; without reservation. —un´re·servʹed·ly, adv. —un´reservʹed·ness, n.
un·rest (un restʹ), n. 1 lack of ease and
quiet; restlessness. 2 agitation or disturbance amounting almost to rebellion.
un·right·eous (un rīʹchәs), adj. wicked;
sinful; unjust. —un·rightʹeous·ly, adv.
—un·rightʹeous·ness, n.
un·ripe (un rīpʹ), adj. not ripe; green.
—un·ripeʹness, n.
un·ri·valed (un rīʹvәld), adj. having no
rival; without an equal.

un·roll (un rōlʹ), v. 1 open or spread out
(something rolled). 2 lay open; display.
un·ruf·ﬂed (un rufʹәld), adj. 1 not ruﬄed;
smooth. 2 not disturbed; calm.
un·ru·ly (un rüʹli), adj. hard to rule or
control; lawless. —un·ruʹli·ness, n.
un·sad·dle (un sadʹәl), v., –dled, –dling.
take the saddle oﬀ (a horse).
un·safe (un sāfʹ), adj. dangerous. —unsafeʹly, adv. —un·safeʹness, n. —unsafeʹty, n.
un·san·i·tar·y (un sanʹә ter´i), adj. not
healthful. —un·sanʹi·tar´i·ness. n.
un·sa·vor·y (un sāʹvәr i; –sāvʹri), adj. 1
tasteless. 2 unpleasant in taste or smell.
3 morally unpleasant; oﬀensive. —unsaʹvor·i·ness, n.
un·scathed (un skāthdʹ), adj. not harmed;
uninjured.
un·sci·en·tif·ic (un´sī әn tifʹik), adj. 1
not in accordance with the facts or
principles of science. 2 not acting in
accordance with such facts or principles.
—un´sci·en·tifʹi·cal·ly, adv.
un·scram·ble (un skramʹbәl), v., –bled,
–bling. reduce from confusion to order;
bring out of a scrambled condition.
un·screw (un skrüʹ), v. 1 take out the
screw or screws from. 2 loosen or take
oﬀ by turning; untwist: unscrew a cap.
un·scru·pu·lous (un skrüʹpyә lәs), adj.
not careful about right or wrong; without principles or conscience. —unscruʹpu·lous·ly, adv. —un·scruʹpu·lousness , n.
un·seal (un sēlʹ), v. 1 break or remove the
seal of: unseal a box of cookies. 2 open:
the threat unsealed her lips.
un·search·a·ble (un sėrʹchә bәl), adj. not
to be searched into; mysterious.
un·sea·son·a·ble (un sēʹzәn ә bәl; –sēzʹnә bәl), adj. 1 not suitable to the season.
2 coming at the wrong time. —unseaʹson·a·ble·ness, n. —un·seaʹson·ably, adv.
un·seat (un sētʹ), v. 1 displace from a
seat. 2 throw (a rider) from a saddle. 3
remove from oﬃce.
un·seem·ly (un sēmʹli), adj. not seemly;
not suitable; improper. —adv. improperly; unsuitably.
un·seen (un sēnʹ), adj. 1 not seen: enter
a building unseen. 2 not visible: unseen
forces at work.
un·self·ish (un selʹﬁsh), adj. considerate of others; generous. —un·selfʹish·ly,
adv. —un·selfʹish·ness, n.
un·set·tle (un setʹәl), v., –tled, –tling.
make or become unstable; disturb;
shake; weaken. —un·setʹtled, adj. —unsetʹtled·ness, n.
un·sex (un seksʹ), v. deprive of the attributes of one’s sex.
un·shack·le (un shakʹәl), v., –led, –ling,
remove shackles from; set free.
un·sheathe (un shēthʹ), v., –sheathed,
–sheath·ing. draw (a sword, knife, or
the like) from a sheath.
un·ship (un shipʹ), v., –shipped, –shipping. put oﬀ or take oﬀ from a ship.
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unshod

un·shod (un shodʹ), adj. without shoes:
an unshod horse, an unshod beggar.
un·sight·ly (un sītʹli), adj. ugly or unpleasant to look at. —un·sightʹli·ness, n.
un·skilled (un skildʹ), adj. 1 not skilled;
not trained. 2 not using skill.
un·skill·ful, un·skil·ful (un skilʹfәl), adj.
awkward; clumsy. —un·skillʹful·ly, unskilʹful·ly, adv.
un·snap (un snapʹ), v., –snapped, –snapping. unfasten the snap or snaps of.
un·snarl (un snärlʹ), v. untangle.
un·so·cia·ble (un sōʹshә bәl), adj. not
sociable; not associating easily with others. —un´so·cia·bilʹi·ty, un·soʹcia·bleness, n. —un·soʹcia·bly, adv.
un·so·phis·ti·cat·ed (un´sә ﬁsʹtә kāt´id),
adj. simple; natural; artless. —un´sophisʹti·cat´ed·ness, un´so·phis´ti·caʹtion, n.
un·sound (un soundʹ), adj. 1 not in good
condition; not sound. 2 not based on
truth or fact. 3 not deep; not restful;
disturbed: an unsound sleep. —unsoundʹly, adv.
un·spar·ing (un spãrʹing), adj. 1 very
generous; liberal. 2 not merciful; severe.
—un·sparʹing·ly, adv.
un·speak·a·ble (un spēkʹә bәl), adj. 1
that cannot be expressed in words. 2
extremely bad; so bad that it is not spoken of. —un·speakʹa·bly, adv.
un·sta·ble (un stāʹbәl), adj. 1 not ﬁrmly
ﬁxed; easily moved, shaken, or overthrown: an unstable chair, an unstable
mind. 2 not constant; variable: unstable
weather. 3 Chem. easily decomposed;
readily changing into other compounds.
—un·staʹble·ness, n. —un·staʹbly, adv.
un·stead·y (un stedʹi), adj. 1 not steady;
shaky. 2 likely to change; not reliable.
3 not regular in habits. —un·steadʹi·ly,
adv. —un·steadʹi·ness, n.
un·stop (un stopʹ), v., –stopped, –stopping. 1 remove the stopper from (a
bottle, etc.). 2 free from any obstruction; open.
un·string (un stringʹ), v., –strung,
–string·ing. 1 take oﬀ or loosen the
string or strings of. 2 take from a string.
3 Fig. weaken the nerves of; make nervous.
un·strung (un strungʹ), adj. nervous. —v.
pt. and pp. of unstring.
un·stud·ied (un studʹid), adj. not planned
ahead; natural.
un·sub·stan·tial (un´sәb stanʹshәl), adj.
ﬂimsy; slight; unreal.
un·suit·a·ble (un sütʹә bәl), adj. not
suitable; unﬁt. —un´suit·a·bilʹi·ty, unsuitʹa·ble·ness, n. —un·suitʹa·bly, adv.
un·suit·ed (un sütʹid), adj. unﬁt.
un·sung (un sungʹ), adj. 1 not sung. 2
not honored.
un·tan·gle (un tangʹgәl), v., –gled, –gling.
1 take the tangles out of; disentangle. 2
Fig. straighten out or clear up (anything
confused or perplexing).
un·taught (un tôtʹ), adj. 1 not educated. 2
learned naturally.

un·think·ing (un thingkʹing), adj.
thoughtless; heedless; careless. —unthinkʹing·ly, adv.
un·thought-of (un thôtʹov´; –uv´), adj.
not imagine or considered.
un·ti·dy (un tīʹdi), adj. not in order; not
neat. —un·tiʹdi·ly adv. —un·tiʹdi·ness, n.
un·tie (un tīʹ), v., –tied, –ty·ing. loosen;
unfasten.
un·til (әn tilʹ; un–), prep. 1 up to the
time of: wait until tomorrow. 2 before:
he did not go until night. —conj. 1 up
to the time when: he worked until the
job was completed. 2 before: he did not
come until the meeting was half over. 3
to the degree or place that: he worked
until he was tired. [ME, < Scand. und
up to + till1]
un·time·ly (un tīmʹli), adj. at a wrong
time or season: snow in May is untimely.
—adv. too early; too soon. —un·timeʹliness, n.
un·tir·ing (un tīrʹing), adj. tireless;
unwearying. —un·tirʹing·ly, adv.
un·to (unʹtü; unʹtu̇), prep. Archaic or
Poetic. 1 to. 2 until. [ME, < un– (see
until) + to]
un·told (un tōldʹ), adj. 1 not told; not
revealed. 2 too many to be counted or
numbered; very great: untold numbers.
un·touch·a·ble (un tuchʹә bәl), adj. 1 that
cannot be touched; out of reach. 2 that
must not be touched. —n. Hindu of the
lowest caste in India, whose touch was
at one time thought to deﬁle members
of higher castes. In modern India, discrimination against this caste is forbidden by the constitution.
un·to·ward (un tôrdʹ; –tōrdʹ), adj. 1 unfavorable; unfortunate. 2 perverse; stubborn; willful.
un·tram·meled (un tramʹәld), adj. not
hindered or restrained; free.
un·trod (un trodʹ), adj. not trodden.
un·true (un trüʹ), adj. 1 false; incorrect. 2
not faithful. 3 not true to a standard or
rule. —un·trueʹness, n. —un·truʹly, adv.
un·truth (un trüthʹ), n. 1 lack of truth;
falsity. 2 a lie; falsehood.
un·truth·ful (un trüthʹfәl), adj. not truthful; contrary to the truth. —un·truthʹful·ly, adv. —un·truthʹful·ness, n.
un·tu·tored (un tüʹtәrd; –tūʹ–), adj.
untaught.
un·twist (un twistʹ), v. 1 undo or loosen
something twisted; unravel. 2 become
untwisted.
un·used (un ūzdʹ), adj. 1 not used: an
unused room. 2 not accustomed: hands
unused to labor. 3 never having been
used: unused drinking cups.
un·u·su·al (un ūʹzhu̇ әl), adj. beyond the
ordinary; not common; rare. —un·uʹsual·ly, adv.
un·ut·ter·a·ble (un utʹәr ә bәl), adj. that
cannot be expressed; unspeakable. —unutʹter·a·bly, adv.
un·var·nished (un värʹnisht), adj. 1 not
varnished. 2 plain; unadorned: the
unvarnished truth.

un·veil (un vālʹ), v. 1 remove a veil from.
2 remove a veil; reveal oneself; become
unveiled. 3 Fig. disclose; reveal.
un· war· rant· a· ble (un wôrʹ әn tә bәl;
–worʹ–), adj. not justiﬁable; illegal;
improper. —un·warʹrant·a·bly, adv.
un·war·y (un wãrʹi), adj. not cautious; not
careful; unguarded. —un·warʹi·ly, adv.
—un·warʹi·ness, n.
un·well (un welʹ), adj. ill; sick.
un·wept (un weptʹ), adj. 1 not wept for. 2
not shed: unwept tears.
un·whole·some (un hōlʹsәm), adj. bad for
the body or the mind; unhealthy. —unwholeʹsome·ness, n.
un·wield·y (un wēlʹdi), adj. not easily
handled or managed because of size,
shape, or weight; bulky and clumsy: the
unwieldy armor of knights. —un´wieldʹiness, n.
un·will·ing (un wilʹing), adj. not willing;
not consenting. —un·willʹing·ly, adv.
—un·willʹing·ness, n.
un·wind (un wīndʹ), v., –wound, –winding. 1 wind oﬀ; take from a spool, ball,
etc. 2 become unwound. 3 disentangle.
un·wise (un wīzʹ), adj. not wise; not
showing good judgment; foolish. —unwiseʹly, adv.
un·wit·ting (un witʹing), adj. not knowing; unaware; unconscious; unintentional. —un·witʹting·ly, adv.
un·wont·ed (un wunʹtid; –wōnʹ–), adj. 1
not customary; not usual. 2 not accustomed; not used. —un·wontʹed·ly, adv.
—un·wontʹed·ness, n.
un·wor·thy (un wėrʹthi), adj. 1 not worthy;
not deserving. 2 base; shameful. —unworʹthi·ly, adv. —un·worʹthi·ness, n.
un·wrap (un rapʹ), v., –wrapped, –wraping. 1 remove a wrapping from; open. 2
become opened.
un·writ·ten (un ritʹәn), adj. 1 not written. 2 understood or customary, but not
actually expressed in writing. 3 not written on; blank.
unwritten law, the common law.
un·yoke (un yōkʹ), v. –yoked, –yok·ing. 1
free from a yoke. 2 disconnect; separate.
up (up), adv., prep., adj., n., v., upped, upping. —adv. 1 to a higher place or condition; to, toward, or near the top: up in a
tree. 2 to or at any point, place, or condition that is considered higher: prices
have gone up, up north, the sun is up. 3
in or into an erect position; not lying or
sitting down: stand up, get up. 4 thoroughly; completely; entirely: the house
burned up. 5 at an end; over: his time is
up. 6 in or into being or action; happening: don’t stir up trouble, what’s up over
there? 7 together: add those up. 8 to or in
an even position; not behind: catch up
in a race, keep up with the times, be up
on computers. 9 in or into view, notice,
or consideration: bring up a new topic.
10 into safe-keeping, storage, etc.: lay up
supplies. 11 at bat in baseball. —prep. 1
to or at a higher place on or in: up a tree,
up the hill. 2 along; through: she walked

upward
up the street. 3 toward or in the inner
or upper part of: we sailed up the river,
he lives up county. —adj. 1 advanced;
forward. 2 moving upward; directed
upward: an up trend in the economy.
3 above the ground: the wheat is up. 4
near; close. 5 at bat in baseball. —n. 1
an upward movement, course, or slope. 2
piece of good luck. —v. put or get up.
on the up and up, honest; real: his oﬀer
was on the up and up.
up against, facing as a thing to be dealt
with: up against real competition.
up and doing, busy; active.
up to, a doing; about to do: up to mischief. b equal to; capable of doing: up
to a task. c plotting; scheming: what are
you up to? d as far as; as much as: up to
my neck in work. e till; until: worked up
to the deadline. [< OE upp(e)]
up·braid (up brādʹ), v. ﬁnd fault with;
blame; reprove. [OE upbregdan < upp up
+ bregdan weave, braid]
up·braid·ing (up brādʹing), n. a severe
reproof; scolding. —adj. full of
reproach.
up·bring·ing (upʹbring´ing), n. care and
training given to a child while growing up.
up·coun·try (upʹkunʹtri), —n. the interior of a country. —adv. toward or in the
interior of a country. —adj. remote from
the coast or border; interior.
up·date (upʹdāt), v., –dat·ed, –dat·ing.
make current: update ﬁgures. —n. new
information, esp. that changes how
something is done or what is done: the
weather update caused school closings
and workers to hurry home.
up·end (up endʹ), v. set on end; stand on
end. —up·endʹed, adj.
up·grade (n. upʹgrād´; adv., adj. upʹgrādʹ),
—n. 1 an upward slope or incline. 2 a
change from one class to a better class
ticket: an upgrade from business class to
ﬁrst class. 3 improvement in position,
responsibility, pay, etc. —adv., adj. uphill.
—v. move someone or something to a
higher, or better status.
up·heav·al (up hēvʹәl), n. a heaving up;
being heaved up.
up·heave (up hēvʹ), v., –heaved or –hove,
–heav·ing. 1 heave up; lift up. 2 rise.
up·hill (upʹhilʹ), adj. 1 going or pointing
up the slope of a hill; upward. 2 Fig.
diﬃcult: an uphill ﬂight. —adv. up the
slope of a hill.
up·hold (up hōldʹ), v., –held, –hold·ing. 1
keep from falling; support. 2 give moral
support to. 3 sustain; approve; conﬁrm:
the higher court upheld the lower court’s
decision. —up·holdʹer, n.
up·hol·ster (up hōlʹstәr), v. provide (furniture) with coverings, cushions, springs,
stuﬃng, etc. [ult. < uphold] —up·holʹstered, adj. —up·holʹster·er, n.
up·hol·ster·y (up hōlʹstәr i; –stri), n., pl.
–ster·ies. 1 coverings for furniture. 2
curtains cushions, carpets, and hangings. 3 business of upholstering.

up·keep (upʹkēp´), n. 1 maintenance. 2
cost of operating and repair.
up·land (upʹlәnd; –land´), n. high land.
—adj. of high land; living or growing
on high land.
up·lift (v. up liftʹ; n. upʹlift´), v. 1 lift up;
raise. 2 exalt emotionally or spiritually.
—n. 1 act of lifting up; elevation. 2 emotional or spiritual exaltation. 3 a forcing
upward of the earth’s crust: hills formed
by uplift.
up·link (upʹlingk´), n. relay transmission
of electromagnetic signals by satellite,
esp. from one transmission station to
another, distant receiver: uplinks provide
television images from around the world.
up·most (upʹmōst), adj. uppermost.
up·on (ә ponʹ; ә pônʹ), prep. on. [ME,
< up + on]
up·per (upʹәr), adj. 1 higher: the upper lip,
the upper rows. 2 higher in rank, oﬃce,
etc.; superior. 3 more recent. —n. 1 part
of a shoe or boot above the sole. 2 Informal. antidepressant drug; stimulant.
on one’s uppers, a with the soles of one’s
shoes worn out. b Fig. very shabby or
poor.
upper case, capital letters. —upʹpercaseʹ, adj.
up·per-class (upʹәr klasʹ; –kläsʹ), adj. 1
of or pertaining to a superior class. 2 in
universities, schools, etc., of or pertaining to the junior and senior classes.
up·per·class·man (up´әr klasʹmәn; –kläsʹ–),
n., pl. –men. junior or senior.
up·per·cut (upʹәr kut´), n., v., –cut,
–cut·ting. —n. a swinging blow directed
upwards. —v. strike with an uppercut.
upper hand, the, control; advantage.
Upper House, Often upper house. the
higher and more exclusive house, usually having fewer members, in a legislature, deliberative body, etc.
up·per·most (upʹәr mōst), adj. Also, upʹmost. 1 highest; topmost. 2 having the
most force or inﬂuence; most prominent. —adv. 1 in the highest place. 2
ﬁrst.
up·pish (upʹish), adj. somewhat arrogant,
self-assertive, or conceited. —upʹpish·ly,
adv. —upʹpish·ness, n.
up·pi·ty (upʹә ti), adj. ⫽uppish.
up·right (upʹrīt´; up rītʹ), adj. 1 standing
up straight; erect. 2 good; honest; righteous. —adv. straight up; in a vertical
position. —n. 1 a vertical part of piece.
2 something upright, as a goal post or
an upright piano. —upʹright´ly, adv.
—upʹright´ness, n.
up·ris·ing (upʹrīz´ing; up rīzʹ–), n. 1
revolt. 2 an upward slope; ascent.
up·roar (upʹrôr´; –rōr´), n. 1 a noisy or
violent disturbance. 2 a loud or confused noise. [< Du. oproer insurrection,
tumult; inﬂ. by assoc. with roar]
up·roar·i·ous (up rôrʹi әs; –rōrʹ–), adj.
1 noisy and disorderly: an uproarious
crowd. 2 loud and confused: uproarious
laughter. —up·roarʹi·ous·ly, adv. —uproarʹi·ous·ness, n.
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up·root (up rütʹ; –ru̇tʹ), v. 1 tear up by the
roots. 2 Fig. remove completely.
up·set (v., adj. up setʹ; n. upʹset´), v.,
–set, –set·ting, n., adj. —v. 1 tip over;
overturn: upset a boat. 2 disturb greatly;
disorder: rain upset our plans for a picnic, the shock upset her nerves. 3 overthrow; defeat: upset a government. —n.
1 a tipping over; overturn. 2 a great disturbance; disorder. 3 an overthrowing;
defeat. —adj. 1 tipped over; overturned.
2 greatly disturbed; disordered. —upsetʹter, n.
up·shot (upʹshot´), n. conclusion; climax;
result.
up·side (upʹsīd´), n. the upper side.
upside down, 1 having what should be
on top at the bottom. 2 in complete
disorder: the room was upside down.
—upʹside´-downʹ, adj.
up·si·lon (ūpʹsә lon), n. the 20th letter
(Υ υ) of the Greek alphabet.
up·stage (upʹstājʹ), adv. toward or at the
back of the stage. —adj. 1 toward or at
the back of the stage. —adj. 1 toward or
at the back of the stage. 2 haughty; aloof;
supercilious.
up·stairs (upʹstãrzʹ), adv. 1 up the stairs.
2 on an upper ﬂoor. —adj. on an upper
ﬂoor. —n. the upper story.
up·stand·ing (up stanʹding), adj. 1 standing up; erect. 2 honorable.
up·start (upʹstärt´), n. 1 person who has
suddenly risen from a humble position
to wealth, power, or importance. 2 an
unpleasant, conceited, and self-assertive
person.
up·state (upʹstātʹ), —adj. of the more
inland or northern part of a state. —n.
the more inland or northern part of a
state: upstate New York. —upʹstatʹer, n.
up·stream (upʹstrem´), adv., adj. against
the current of a stream; up a stream.
up·swing (upʹswing´), n. 1 an upward
swing; movement upward. 2 marked
improvement.
up·take (up´tākʹ), n. 1 shaft or ﬂue that
carries upward foul air or fumes. 2
absorption, as of a mineral in the body.
up-to-date (upʹtә dātʹ), adj. 1 extending
to the present time. 2 keeping up with
the times in style, ideas, etc.; modern.
—upʹ-to-dateʹness, n.
up·town (upʹtounʹ), adv. to or in the
upper part of a town. —adj. 1 in the
upper part of a town. 2 of or pertaining
to the fashionable or residential area of
a city, town, etc. —n. the fashionable or
residential area of a city, town, etc.
up·turn (v. up tėrnʹ; n. upʹtėrn´), v. turn
up. —n. an upward turn. —up·turnedʹ,
adj.
up·ward (upʹwәrd), adv. Also, upʹwards.
1 toward a higher place. 2 toward a
higher or greater rank, amount, age, etc.
3 above; more. —adj. directed or moving toward a higher place; in a higher
position.
upward or upwards of, more than.
—upʹward·ly, adv.

686 Ural-Altaic
U·ral-Al·ta·ic (yu̇rʹәl al tāʹik), adj. of or
having to do with a large group of languages spoken in E Europe and N Asia.
u·ra·ni·um (yu̇ rāʹni әm), n. a heavy,
white, radioactive metallic elements, U
or Ur. [< NL, < Uranus, the planet]
U·ra·nus (yu̇ʹrā nәs; yu̇rʹә-), n. one of the
larger planets, seventh in order from
the sun.
ur·ban (ėrʹbәn), adj. 1 of or having to do
with cities or towns. 2 living in cities.
3 characteristic of cities. [< L urbanus
< urbs city]
ur·bane (ėr bānʹ), adj. 1 courteous;
reﬁned; elegant. 2 smoothly polite. [< L
urbanus, orig., urban] —ur·baneʹly,
adv. —ur·baneʹness, n.
ur·ban·i·ty (ėr banʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
courtesy; reﬁnement; elegance. 2 smooth
politeness.
ur·ban·ize (ėrʹbәn īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
render urban: urbanize a district or its
people. —ur´ban·i·zaʹtion, n.
ur·chin (ėrʹchәn), n. 1 a mischievous
child. 2 a poor, ragged child. [< OF irechon < L ericius < er hedgehog]
–ure, suﬃx. 1 act or fact of ——ing, as
in failure. 2 state of being ——ed, as in
pleasure. 3 result of ——ing, as in enclosure. 4 thing that ——s, as in legislature.
5 thing that is ——ed, as in disclosure. 6
other special meanings, as in procedure,
sculpture, denture. [< F –ure < L –ura]
u·re·a (yu̇ rēʹә; yu̇rʹi ә), n. a soluble crystalline solid, CO(NH2)2, present in the
urine of mammals. [< NL, ult. < Gk.
ouron urine] —u·reʹal, adj.
u·re·mi·a (yu̇ rēʹmi ә), n. a poisoned condition resulting from the accumulation
in the blood of waste products that
should normally be eliminated in the
urine. [< NL, < Gk. ouron urine + haima
blood] —u·reʹmic, adj.
u·re·ter (yu̇ rēʹtәr; yu̇rʹә tәr), n. duct that
carries urine from a kidney to the bladder.
[< NL < Gk. oureter, ult. < ouron urine]
u·re·thra (yu̇ rēʹthrә), n., pl. –thrae
(–thrē), –thras. duct by which urine
is discharged from the bladder. [< LL
< Gk. ourethra, ult. < ouron urine] —ureʹthral, adj.
urge (ėrj), v., urged, urg·ing, n. —v. 1
drive with force, threats, etc.; push forward with eﬀort: he urged his horse
along. 2 try to persuade with arguments;
ask earnestly: they urged him to stay.
3 plead or argue earnestly for; recommend strongly: motorists urged better
roads. 4 press upon the attention; refer
to often and with emphasis: urge a claim.
—n. 1 a driving force or impulse. 2 act of
urging. [< L urgere]
ur·gen·cy (ėrʹjәn si), n., pl. –cies. 1 urgent
character; need for immediate action or
attention: a matter of great urgency. 2
insistence.
ur·gent (ėrʹjәnt), adj. 1 demanding
immediate action or attention; pressing; important. 2 insistent. —urʹgently, adv.

u·ric (yu̇rʹik), adj. of or pertaining to
urine or urea.
uric acid, a solid white substance,
C5H4N4O3, only slightly soluble in water,
that is formed in the body as a waste
product from proteins.
u·ri·nal (yu̇rʹә nәl), n. 1 container for
urine. 2 place for urinating.
u·ri·nal·y·sis (yu̇r´ә nalʹә sis), n., pl. –ses
(–sēz). analysis of a sample of urine.
u·ri·nar·y (yu̇rʹә ner´i), adj. 1 of or having to do with urine. 2 of or having
to do with the organs that secrete and
discharge urine.
u·ri·nate (yu̇rʹә nāt), v., –nat·ed, –nat·ing.
discharge urine from the body. —u´rinaʹtion, n. —uʹri·na´tive, adj.
u·rine (yu̇rʹәn), n. the ﬂuid that is secreted
by the kidneys, passes into the bladder,
and is then discharged from the body.
[< L urina]
URL, universal or uniform resource locator (for searching Internet addresses).
urn (ėrn), n. 1 covered vase with a foot or
pedestal, esp. one used to hold the ashes
of the dead. 2 place of burial; grave;
tomb. 3 a coﬀee pot or teapot with a
faucet, used for making or serving coﬀee
or tea at the table. [< L urna]
u·ro·gen·i·tal (yu̇r´ō jenʹә tәl), adj. noting
or pertaining to the urinary and genital
organs. [< uro– (< Gk. ouron urine) +
genital]
u·rol·o·gy (yu̇ rolʹә ji), n. branch of medicine that deals with diseases and conditions of the urogenital and urinary
tracts. —u·rolʹo·gist, n. —u´ro·logʹical, adj.
u·ros·co·py (yu̇ rosʹkә pi), n. examination
of the urine as a means of diagnosis,
etc.
Ur·sa Ma·jor (ėrʹsә māʹjәr), gen. Ur·sae
Ma·jo·ris (ėrʹsē mә jôʹris; –jōʹ–), the
northern constellation that includes the
stars of the Big Dipper; the Great Bear.
[< L]
Ur·sa Mi·nor (ėrʹsә mīʹnәr), gen. Ursae Mi·no·ris (ėrʹsē mi nôʹris; –nōʹ–),
the northern constellation that includes
the stars of the Little Dipper; the Little
Bear. [< L]
ur·sine (ėrʹsīn; –sin), adj. of or pertaining
to bears; bearlike. [< L, < ursus bear]
U·ru·guay (yu̇rʹә gwā; –gwī), n. country in the SE part of South America.
—U´ru·guayʹan, adj., n.
us (us; unstressed әs), pron. the objective case of we: Mother went with us.
[OE ūs]
U.S. or US, the United States.
U.S.A. or USA, 1 the United States of
America. 2 the United States Army.
us·a·ble (ūzʹә bәl), adj. that can be used;
ﬁt for use. Also, useable. —us´a·bilʹi·ty,
usʹa·ble·ness, n.
USAF, U.S.A.F., United States Air Force.
us·age (ūsʹij; ūzʹ–), n. 1 way or manner of
using; treatment: the car has had rough
usage. 2 a long-continued practice;
customary use; habit; custom: travelers

should learn many of the usages of the
countries they visit. 3 the customary way
of using words: usage determines what is
good English.
USCG, U.S.C.G., United States Coast
Guard.
use (v. ūz; n. ūs), v., used, us·ing, n. —v.
1 put into action or service: use a knife,
may I use your cellphone? 2 consume or
expend: we have used most of the amount.
—n. 1 action or service: the use of tools,
methods long out of use, a thing of no
practical use. 2 purpose: ﬁnd a new use for
something. 3 way of treating; treatment:
poor use of material. 4 help, proﬁt, or
resulting good: what’s the use of talking?
have no use for, a not need or want: I
have no further use for it. b dislike.
in use, being used.
used to, a accustomed to: used to hardship. b was or were accustomed to: he
used to come every day.
use up, consume or expend entirely.
[< OF user < VL usare, intensive of L uti
use] —usʹer, n.
use·a·ble (ūzʹә bәl), adj. usable. —use´abilʹi·ty, useʹa·ble·ness, n.
used (ūzd; ūst), adj. 1 not new; secondhand: a used car. 2 not clean or fresh:
stale, used air. 3 in use: the space is used.
use·ful (ūsʹfәl), adj. of use; giving service;
helpful. —useʹful·ly, adv. —useʹfulness, n.
use·less (ūsʹlis), adj. of no use; worthless.
—useʹless·ly, adv. —useʹless·ness, n.
us·er-friend·ly (ūʹzәr frendʹli), adj. easy
to use or made to be easy to use: a surprisingly user-friendly computer.
U-shaped (ūʹshāpt´), adj. having the
shape of the letter U.
ush·er (ushʹәr), n. person who shows
people to their seats in a church, theater,
etc. —v. conduct; escort; show: he ushered the visitors to the door. [< AF < VL
ustiarius doorkeeper < ustium, var. of L
ostium door]
USMC, U.S.M.C., United States Marine
Corps.
USN, U.S.N., United States Navy.
USNG, U.S.N.G., United States National
Guard.
USPS, United States Postal Service.
U.S.S., Also, USS. United States Ship,
Steamer, or Steamship.
u·su·al (ūʹzhu̇ әl), adj. in common use;
ordinary; customary.
as usual, in the usual manner. [< LL
usualis, ult. < uti use] —uʹsu·al·ly, adv.
—uʹsu·al·ness, n.
u·su·rer (ūʹzhә rәr), n. person who lends
money at an extremely high or unlawful
rate of interest. [< OF < LL usurarius
< usuria usury]
u·su·ri·ous (ū zhu̇rʹi әs), adj. 1 taking
extremely high or unlawful interest for
the use of money. 2 of or having to do
with usury. —u·suʹri·ous·ly, adv. —usuʹri·ous·ness, n.
u·surp (ū zėrpʹ; ū sėrpʹ), v. seize and
hold (power, position, authority, etc.) by
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force or without right. [< L usurpare, ult.
< usus use + rapere seize] —u·surpʹer, n.
u·sur·pa·tion (ū´zәr pāʹshәn; ū´sәr–), n.
a usurping; the seizing and holding of
the place or power of another by force
or without right.
u·su·ry (ūʹzhә ri), n., pl. –ries. 1 the lending of money at an extremely high or
unlawful rate of interest. 2 an extremely
high or unlawful interest. [< Med.L
usuria, ult. < uti use]
UT, (zip code) Utah.
Ut., Utah.
U·tah (ūʹtô; ūʹtä), n. a W state of the
United States. —Uʹtah·an, adj., n.
Ute (ūt), n., pl. Ute, Utes. 1 member
of a group of American Indian tribes
now living in New Mexico, Colorado,
and Utah. 2 their Shoshonean language.
[< Shoshonean (Ute), meaning person,
people]
u·ten·sil (ū tenʹsәl), n. 1 container or
implement used for practical purposes.
Pots, pans, kettles, and mops are kitchen
utensils. 2 instrument or tool used for
some special purpose. Pens and pencils
are writing utensils. [< Med.L, < L utensilis useful < uti use]
u·ter·ine (ūʹtәr in; -īn), adj. of or pertaining to the uterus.
u·ter·us (ūʹtәr әs), n., pl. –ter·i (–tәr ī).
the part of the body in mammals that

holds and nourishes the young till birth;
womb. [< L]
u·til·i·tar·i·an (ū til´ә tãrʹi әn), adj. 1 having to do with utility. 2 aiming at usefulness rather than beauty, style, etc. —n.
adherent of utilitarianism.
u·til·i·tar·i·an·ism (ū til´ә tãrʹi әn iz´әm),
n. 1 the doctrine or belief that the greatest good of the greatest number should
be the purpose of human conduct. 2 the
doctrine or belief that actions are good
if they are useful.
u·til·i·ty (ū tilʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 usefulness; power to satisfy people’s needs. 2
company that performs a public service.
Railroads, bus lines, gas and electric
companies are utilities. [< L utilitas, ult.
< uti use]
u·ti·lize (ūʹtә līz), v., –lized, –liz·ing.
make use of; put to some practical use.
—u´ti·li·zaʹtion, n. —uʹti·liz´er, n.
ut·most (utʹmōst), adj. 1 greatest possible; extreme: the utmost eﬀort. 2 most
distant; farthest: the utmost part of the
country. —n. the most that is possible;
extreme limit. [OE ūtemest < ūte outside
+ –mest –most]
u·to·pi·a (ū tōʹpi ә), n. 1 Utopia. an ideal
commonwealth described in Utopia by
Sir Thomas More. 2 an ideal place or
state with perfect laws. 3 a visionary,
impractical system of political or social
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perfection. [< NL, < Gk. ou not + topos
place]
u·to·pi·an (ū tōʹpi әn), adj. 1 Utopian. of,
having to do with, or resembling
Utopia. 2 visionary; impractical. —n.
Also, Utopian. an ardent but impractical
reformer; idealist. —u·toʹpi·an·ism, n.
ut·ter1 (utʹәr), adj. complete; total; absolute. [OE ūtera outer] —utʹter·ly, adv.
ut·ter2 (utʹәr), v. 1 pronounce; speak: the
last words he uttered. 2 make known;
express: utter one’s thoughts. 3 give; give
out: he uttered a cry of pain. [ult. < OE
ūt out] —utʹter·a·ble, adj. —utʹter·er, n.
ut·ter·ance (utʹәr әns). n. 1 an uttering;
expression in words or sounds: the child
gave utterance to his grief. 2 way of
speaking. 3 something uttered; a spoken
word or words.
ut·ter·most (utʹәr mōst), adj., n.
⫽utmost.
u·vu·la (ūʹvyә lә), n., pl. –las, –lae (–lē).
the small piece of ﬂesh hanging down
from the soft palate in the back of the
mouth. [< LL, dim. of L uva, orig.,
grape)
u·vu·lar (ūʹvyә lәr), adj. of or having to
do with the uvula.
Uz·bek (uzʹbek), n. 1 member of a people
of Turkestan. 2 their Turkic language.
Uz·bek·i·stan (uzbekʹә stän), n. country
in W Asia, N of Afghanistan.
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V, v (vē), n., pl. V’s; v’s.
1 the 22nd letter of the
alphabet. 2 anything
shaped like a V. 3 the
Roman numeral for 5.
V, 1 vanadium. 2 Victory. 3 volt.
v., 1 see. [< L vide] 2 verb. 3 versus. 4 volt;
voltage; volts. 5 volume. 6 von.
VA, 1 Also, V.A., Veterans’ Administration. 2 (zip code) Virginia.
Va., Virginia.
va·can·cy (vāʹkәn si), n., pl. –cies. 1 state
of being vacant; emptiness. 2 an unoccupied position: a vacancy in a business.
3 state of being or becoming unoccupied. 4 a room, space, or apartment for
rent; empty space.
va·cant (vāʹkәnt), adj. 1 not occupied:
a vacant house. 2 not ﬁlled; empty:
vacant space. 3 without thought or intelligence: a vacant smile. 4 not being used:
vacant time. [< L vacans being empty]
—vaʹcant·ly, adv.
va·cate (vāʹkāt), v., –cat·ed, –cat·ing. 1 go
away from and leave empty or unoccupied; make vacant. 2 leave. 3 make void;
annul; cancel. [< L vacatus emptied]
va·ca·tion (vā kāʹshәn), n. time of rest
and freedom from work. —v. take a
vacation. —va·caʹtion·er, n.
vac·ci·nate (vakʹsә nāt), v., –nat·ed, –nating. inoculate with vaccine as a protection against disease. —vac´ci·naʹtion, n.
—vacʹci·na´tor, n.
vac·cine (vakʹsēn; -sin), n. 1 the virus
causing cowpox, used for the protection of people against smallpox. 2 any
preparation of disease germs, or the like,
that is used for preventive inoculation.
—adj. of or having to do with a vaccine
or vaccination. [< L vaccinus pertaining
to cows < vacca cow]
vac·il·late (vasʹә lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lat·ing.
1 move ﬁrst one way and then another;
waver. 2 waver in mind or opinion.
[< L, pp. of vacillare] —vacʹil·lat´ing,
adj. —vacʹil·lat´ing·ly, adv. —vac´il·laʹtion, n.
va·cu·i·ty (va kūʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 emptiness. 2 an empty space; vacuum. 3 lack
of thought or intelligence. 4 something
foolish or stupid.
vac·u·ole (vakʹyu̇ ōl), n. a tiny cavity in
a living cell, containing ﬂuid. [< F, < L
vacuus empty]
vac·u·ous (vakʹyu̇ әs), adj. 1 showing no
thought or intelligence; foolish; stupid. 2
empty. [< L vacuus] —vacʹu·ous·ly, adv.
—vacʹu·ous·ness, n.
vac·u·um (vakʹyu̇m; –yu̇ әm), n., pl. vacu·ums, vac·u·a (vakʹyu̇ ә), v. —n. 1 an
empty space without even air in it. 2
space from which almost all air, gas, etc.,
has been removed. 3 an empty space;
void. 4 a vacuum cleaner. —v. clean
with a vacuum cleaner. [< L, neut. adj.,
empty]
vacuum cleaner, apparatus for cleaning
carpets, curtains, ﬂoors, etc., by suction.
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vacuum pump, pump or device by which
a partial vacuum can be produced.
vag·a·bond (vagʹә bond), n. 1 an idle
wanderer; tramp. 2 a good-for-nothing person; rascal. —adj. 1 wandering.
2 good-for-nothing; worthless. 3 moving hither and thither; drifting. [< OF
< L vagabundus, ult. < vagus rambling]
—vagʹa·bond·ism, n.
va·gar·y (vә gãrʹi; vāʹgә ri), n., pl. –garies. 1 an odd fancy; extravagant notion:
the vagaries of a dream. 2 odd action;
caprice; freak: the vagaries of fashion.
[prob. < L vagari wander < vagus roving]
—va·garʹi·ous, adj.
va·gi·na (vә jīʹnә), n., pl. –nas, –nae (–nē).
1 in female mammals, passage from the
uterus to the vulva or external opening.
2 sheath; sheathlike part. [< L, orig.,
sheath] —vagʹi·nal, adj.
va·gran·cy (vāʹgrәn si), n., pl. –cies. 1
a wandering idly from place to place
without proper means, or ability to earn
a living. 2 a wandering. 3 a vagrant act
or idea.
va·grant (vāʹgrәnt), n. an idle wanderer;
tramp. —adj. 1 moving in no deﬁnite
direction or course; wandering. 2 wandering without proper means of earning
a living. 3 of or pertaining to a vagrant.
[? alter. of AF wakerant, inﬂ. by L vagari
wander] —vaʹgrant·ly, adv. —vaʹgrantness, n.
vague (vāg), adj., va·guer, va·guest. 1 not
deﬁnite: vague promises. 2 not clear; not
distinct: vague forms. [< OF < L vagus
wandering] —vagueʹly, adv.
vain (vān), adj. 1 having too much pride
in one’s looks, ability, etc. 2 of no use;
without eﬀect or success; producing no
good result: vain attempts. 3 of no value
or importance; worthless; empty: a vain
boast.
in vain, without eﬀect; unsuccessfully.
[< OF < L vanus] —vainʹly, adv.
vain·glo·ri·ous (vān´glôʹri әs; –glōʹ–),
adj. excessively proud or boastful;
extremely vain. —vain´gloʹri·ous·ly,
adv. —vain´gloʹri·ous·ness, n.
vain·glo·ry (vān´glôʹri; –glōʹ–), n. 1 an
extreme pride in oneself; boastful vanity.
2 worthless pomp or show.
val·ance (valʹәns), n. a drapery for the top
of a window. [? < derivative of OF valer
to lower] —valʹanced, adj.
vale (vāl), n. valley. [< OF val < L vallis]
val·e·dic·to·ri·an (val´ә dik tôʹri әn; –tōʹ–),
n. the student who gives the farewell
address at the graduating exercises, often
the student ranked highest in the class.
val·e·dic·to·ry (val´ә dikʹtә ri; –dikʹtri), n.,
pl. –ries, adj. —n. a farewell address, esp.
at the graduating exercises of a school
or college. —adj. bidding farewell. [< L
valedictum, pp of valedīcere bid farewell
(< vale be well! + dīcere say) + E –ory]
va·lence (vāʹlәns), va·len·cy (–lәn si), n.,
pl. –len·ces; –cies. combining capacity of an atom measured by a unit of
hydrogen. The valence of hydrogen or

chlorine is 1, of oxygen is 2, of aluminum is 3. [< L valentia strength < valere
be strong]
val·en·tine (valʹәn tīn), n. 1 a greeting
card or small gift sent on Valentine’s
Day, February 14. 2 a sweetheart chosen
on this day.
va·le·ri·an (vә lirʹi әn), n. 1 a strongsmelling drug used to quiet the nerves. 2
group of plants grown for their medicinal root. [< OF valeriane or Med.L valeriana < L Valerius, Roman gens name]
val·et (valʹit; valʹā), n., v., –et·ed, –et·ing.
—n. 1 servant who takes care of a man’s
clothes, helps him dress, etc. 2 a similar
servant in a hotel who cleans or presses
clothes. —v. serve as a valet. [< F, var. of
OF vaslet varlet] —valʹet·less, adj.
val·e·tu·di·nar·i·an (val´ә tü´dә nãrʹi әn;
–tū´–), n. 1 an invalid. 2 person who
thinks he or she is ill when they are
not. —adj. 1 sickly. 2 thinking too much
about health. [< L valetudinarius sickly
< valetudo (good or bad) health < valere
be strong]
val·iant (valʹyәnt), adj. brave; courageous.
[< OF vaillant, ppr. of valoir be strong
< L valere] —valʹiant·ly, adv. —valʹiantness, n.
val·id (valʹid), adj. 1 supported by facts or
authority; sound; true: a valid argument.
2 having legal force; legally binding. [< L
validus strong] —valʹid·ly, adv. —valʹidness, n.
val·i·date (valʹә dāt), v., –dat·ed, –dating. 1 make or declare legally binding;
give legal force to. 2 support by facts or
authority; conﬁrm. —val´i·daʹtion, n.
va·lid·i·ty (vә lidʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 truth;
soundness: the validity of an argument. 2
legal soundness or force. 3 eﬀectiveness.
val·ley (valʹi), n., pl. –leys. 1 a low land
between hills or mountains. 2 a wide
region drained by a great river system:
the Mississippi valley. 3 any hollow or
structure like a valley. [< OF valee < val
vale < L vallis]
val·or (valʹәr), n. bravery; courage. [< LL,
< L valere be strong] —valʹor·ous, adj.
val·u·a·ble (valʹyu̇ ә bәl), adj. 1 having
value; being worth something. 2 having
great value. 3 that can have its value
measured. —n. Usually, valuables. an
article of value. —valʹu·a·ble·ness, n.
—valʹu·a·bly, adv.
val·u·a·tion (val´yu̇ āʹshәn), n. 1 value
estimated or determined: the jeweler’s
valuation of the necklace was $10,000.
2 an estimating or determining of the
value of something. —val´u·aʹtion·al,
adj.
val·ue (valʹū), n., v., –ued, –u·ing. —n.
1 worth; excellence; usefulness; importance: the value of education. 2 the real
worth; proper price: he bought the house
for less than its value. 3 power to buy:
the value of the dollar has varied greatly.
4 estimated worth: he placed a value
on his furniture. 5 an excellent buy;
bargain. 6 meaning; eﬀect; force: the
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value of a symbol. 7 number or amount
represented by a symbol: the value of
XIV is fourteen. —v. 1 rate at a certain
value or price; estimate the value of. 2
think highly of; regard highly: value
one’s judgment.
values, the established ideals of life as
accepted by a group or culture. [< OF,
< pp. of valoir be worth < L valere]
—valʹu·er, n.
val·ued (valʹūd), adj. 1 having its value
estimated or determined. 2 regarded
highly. 3 having the value speciﬁed.
value judgment, subjective judgment of
someone or something; judgment based
on personal values.
val·ue·less (valʹyu̇ lis), adj. without value;
worthless.
valve (valv), n., v., valved, valv·ing. —n.
1 a movable part that controls the ﬂow
of a liquid, gas, etc., through a pipe by
opening and closing the passage. A faucet is one kind of valve. 2 a membrane
that works similarly. The valves of the
heart control the ﬂow of blood. 3 one
of the parts of hinged shells like those
of oysters and clams. 4 device in wind
instruments for changing the pitch of
the tone by changing the direction and
length of the column of air. Cornets and
French horns have valves. —v. control
the ﬂow of (a liquid, gas, etc.) by a valve.
[< L valva one of a pair of folding doors]
—valveʹless, adj. —valveʹlike´, adj.
val·vu·lar (valʹvyә lәr), adj. 1 having to do
with valves, esp. with the valves of the
heart. 2 having the form of a valve. 3 furnished with valves; working by valves.
va·moose (va müsʹ), va·mose (–mōsʹ), v.,
–moosed, –moos·ing; –mosed, –mosing. Informal. go away quickly. [< Sp.
vamos let us go]
vamp1 (vamp), n. the upper front part of
a shoe or boot. [< OF avanpie < avant
before (< L ab from + ante before) + pie
foot < L pes]
vamp2 (vamp), n. an unscrupulous ﬂirt.
—v. ﬂirt with. [< vampire] —vampʹer, n.
vam·pire (vamʹpīr), n. 1 a corpse supposed to come to life at night and suck
the blood of people while they sleep. 2
person who preys ruthlessly on others.
3 woman who ﬂirts with men to get
money or to please her vanity. 4 Also,
vampire bat. any of various South and
Central American bats, including a species which actually sucks the blood of
animals and humans. [< F < Hung. vampir, ? ult. < Turk. uber witch]
van1 (van), n. the front part of an army,
ﬂeet, or other advancing group. [< vanguard]
van2 (van), n. a covered truck or wagon
for moving furniture, etc. [< caravan]
va·na·di·um (vә nāʹdi әm), n. a rare metallic element, V, used in making vanadium
steel, a tough and durable steel.
Van Bu·ren (van byu̇rʹәn), Martin,
1782–1862, the eighth president of the
United States, 1837–41.

van·dal (vanʹdәl), n. 1 person who willfully or ignorantly destroys or damages beautiful or valuable things. —adj.
destructive. —vanʹdal·ism, n. —vanʹdalize, v.
van·dyke (van dīkʹ), n. a short, pointed
beard.
vane (vān), n. 1 a movable device that
shows which way the wind is blowing.
2 blade of a windmill, a ship’s propeller,
etc. 3 the ﬂat, soft part of a feather. [OE
fana banner] —vaned, adj. —vaneʹless,
adj.
van·guard (vanʹgärd´), n. 1 soldiers
marching ahead of the main part of an
army to clear the way and guard against
surprise. 2 Fig. the foremost or leading
position, as of social reform or politics.
3 Fig. leaders of a movement. [< OF
avangarde < avant before (< L ab from +
ante before) + garde guard]
va·nil·la (vә nilʹә), n. 1 a ﬂavoring extract
used in candy, ice cream, perfume, etc. 2
the tropical plant that yields the beans
used in making this ﬂavoring. 3 Also,
vanilla bean. the long, slender pod
itself. [< NL < Sp. vainilla, lit., little pod,
ult. < L vagina sheath]
van·ish (vanʹish), v. 1 disappear; disappear suddenly. 2 pass away; cease to
be. [< OF evaniss–, ult. < L evanescere
< ex– out + vanus empty] —vanʹish·er,
n. —vanʹish·ing·ly, adv.
van·i·ty (vanʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 too much
pride in one’s looks, ability, etc.: girlish
vanity. 2 lack of real value; worthlessness: the vanity of wealth. 3 a useless or
worthless thing. 4 worthless pleasure or
display. 5 a dressing table and mirror.
[< OF < L, < vanus empty]
van·quish (vangʹkwish; vanʹ–), v. conquer; defeat; overcome. [< OF vencus,
pp. of veintre or < OF vainquiss–, both
< L vincere conquer] —vanʹquish·a·ble,
adj. —vanʹquish·er, n.
van·tage (vanʹtij; vänʹ–), n. a better
position or condition; advantage. [ult.
< advantage]
vap·id (vapʹid), adj. without much life or
ﬂavor; tasteless; dull. [< L vapidus] —vapidʹi·ty, vapʹid·ness, n. —vapʹid·ly, adv.
va·por (vāʹpәr), n. 1 steam from boiling
water; moisture in the air that can be
seen; fog; mist. 2 a gas formed from a
substance that is usually a liquid or a
solid. 3 Fig. something without substance; empty fancy. —v. 1 pass oﬀ as
vapor. 2 sent out in vapor. 3 boast; swagger; brag. [< L ] —vaʹpor·ing·ly, adv.
—vaʹpor·ish, adj. —vaʹpor·less, adj.
va·por·ize (vāʹpәr īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
change into vapor. —vaʹpor·iz´a·ble, adj.
—va´por·i·zaʹtion, n. —vaʹpor·iz´er, n.
va·por·ous (vāʹpәr әs), adj. 1 full of
vapor; misty. 2 like vapor. 3 soon passing; worthless. —vaʹpor·ous·ly, adv.
—vaʹpor·ous·ness, n.
vapor trail, visible stream of moisture
left by the engines of a jet plane ﬂying at
high altitude; contrail.

va·que·ro (vä kãrʹō), n., pl. –ros. SW cowboy; herdsman; cattle driver. [< Sp., ult.
< L vacca cow]
var., 1 variant. 2 variety. 3 various.
var·i·a·ble (vãrʹi ә bәl), adj. 1 apt to
change; changeable; uncertain: variable
winds. 2 that can be varied: these curtain
rods are of variable length. 3 deviating
from the strict biological type. —n. 1 a
thing or quantity that varies. 2 in science, a quantity whose varying amounts
are related to known facts or possibilities. 3 a shifting wind. —var´i·a·bilʹi·ty,
varʹi·a·ble·ness, n. —varʹi·a·bly, adv.
var·i·ance (vãrʹi әns), n. 1 diﬀerence; discrepancy; deviation. 2 discord; dissension; quarrel. 3 a varying; change.
var·i·ant (vãrʹi әnt), adj. 1 varying; different: “rime” is a variant spelling of
“rhyme.” 2 variable; changing. —n. 1 a
diﬀerent form. 2 a diﬀerent pronunciation or spelling of the same word.
var·i·a·tion (vãr´i āʹshәn), n. 1 a varying in condition, degree, etc.; change. 2
amount of change. 3 a varied or changed
form. 4 tune or theme repeated with
changes. 5 deviation of an animal or
plant from type. —var´i·aʹtion·al, adj.
var·i·col·ored (vãrʹi kul´әrd), adj. 1 having various colors. 2 divergent; varied.
var·i·cose (varʹә kōs; vãrʹ–), adj. swollen
or enlarged: varicose veins. [< L varicosus < varix dilated vein] —var´i·cosʹi·ty,
varʹi·cose·ness, n.
var·ied (vãrʹid), adj. 1 of or characterized by diﬀerent kinds; having variety. 2
changed; altered. —varʹied·ness, n.
var·i·e·gate (vãrʹi ә gāt; –i gāt), v., –gat·ed,
–gat·ing. 1 vary in appearance; mark,
spot, or streak with diﬀerent colors. 2
give variety to. [< L, pp. of variegare]
—var´i·e·gaʹtion, n. —varʹi·e·ga´tor, n.
var·i·e·gat·ed (vãrʹi ә gāt´id; –i gāt´id),
adj. 1 varied in appearance; marked
with diﬀerent colors, Pansies are usually
variegated. 2 having variety.
va·ri·e·ty (vә rīʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 lack of
sameness; diﬀerence; variation. 2 number of diﬀerent kinds: the store has a
great variety of toys. 3 kind; sort: all
varieties of fortune. 4 a diﬀerent form,
phase, etc., of something. 5 a division
of a species.
variety show, entertainment with diﬀerent kinds of acts and many performers.
var·i·form (vãrʹә fôrm), adj. having various forms. [< L varius various + E
–form]
va·ri·o·la (vә rīʹә lә), n. ⫽smallpox.
[< Med.L, < L varius various, spotted]
—va·riʹo·lar, adj.
var·i·o·rum (vãr´i ôʹrәm; –ōʹrәm), n. edition of a book that has the comments
and notes of several editors, critics, etc.
[< L (cum notis) variorum (with notes)
of various people]
var·i·ous (vãrʹi әs), adj. 1 diﬀering from
one another; diﬀerent. 2 several; many.
3 varied; many-sided: lives made various by learning. 4 varying; changeable.
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varlet

[< L varius] —varʹi·ous·ly, adv. —varʹious·ness, n.
var·let (värʹlit), n. Archaic. 1 rascal. 2
attendant [< OF, var. of vaslet, orig.,
young man < Celtic]
var·mint (värʹmәnt), n. Dial. 1 vermin. 2
an objectionable animal or person.
var·nish (värʹnish), n. 1 a liquid that gives
a smooth, glossy appearance to wood,
metal, etc., made from resinous substances dissolved in oil or turpentine.
2 the smooth, hard surface made by
this liquid when dry. 3 a glossy appearance. 4 Fig. a false or deceiving appearance; pretense: a varnish of amiability.
—v. 1 put varnish on. 2 give a false or
deceiving appearance to: varnish the
facts. [< OF vernisser, v., < vernis, n., ult.
< Gk. Berenice, ancient city in Libya]
—varʹnish·er, n.
var·si·ty (värʹsә ti), n., pl. –ties. the
most important team in a given sport
in a university, college, or school.
[< (uni)versity]
var·y (vãrʹi), v., var·ied, var·y·ing. 1 make
or become diﬀerent, as in form, degree,
etc.; change: the weather varies. 2 repeat
(a tune or theme) with changes and
ornament. 3 be diﬀerent; diﬀer: the stars
vary in brightness. 4 give variety to: vary
one’s style of writing. [< L, < varius various] —varʹi·er, n. —varʹy·ing·ly, adv.
vas (vas), n., pl. va·sa (vāʹsә). duct; vessel.
[< L, vessel]
vas·cu·lar (vasʹkyә lәr), adj. pertaining to,
made of, or provided with vessels that
carry blood, sap, etc. [< NL vascularis,
ult. < L vas vessel] —vas´cu·larʹi·ty, n.
—vasʹcu·lar·ly, adv.
vascular bundle, strand of vascular tissue in plants, containing xylem and
phloem.
vascular tissue, tissue in a vascular
plant, consisting mainly of xylem and
phloem.
vas de·fe·rens (vas defʹә renz), pl. vasa de·fe·ren·ti·a (vãʹsә def´ә renʹshē ә).
duct that carries semen from the testicle
to the urethra. [< NL < L vās vessel +
dēferēns carrying down]
vase (vās; vāz), n. a holder or container
used for ornament or for holding ﬂowers. [< F < L vas vessel] —vaseʹlike´,
adj.
Vas·e·line (vasʹә lēn), n. Trademark.
name for various products derived from
petroleum, esp. an ointment.
vas·o·mo·tor (vas´ō mōʹtәr), adj. regulating the tension and size of blood vessels,
as certain nerves. [< L vas vessel + E
motor, adj.]
vas·sal (vasʹәl), n. 1 person who held land
from a lord or superior, to whom in
return he gave help in war or some other
service. A great noble could be a vassal
of the king and have many other men as
his vassals. 2 servant, follower, or slave.
—adj. like a vassal; like that of a vassal.
[< OF < Med.L vassallus < LL vassus
< Celtic] —vasʹsal·less, adj.

vas·sal·age (vasʹәl ij), n. 1 the condition of
being a vassal. 2 the homage or service
due from a vassal to his lord or superior.
3 dependence; servitude. 4 land held by
a vassal.
vast (vast; väst), adj. very great; immense:
a billion dollars is a vast amount of
money. [< L vastus] —vastʹly, adv.
—vastʹness, n.
vat (vat), n. a large container for liquids;
tank: a vat of dye. [OE fœt]
Vat·i·can (vatʹә kәn), n. 1 collection of
buildings grouped about the palace of
the Pope, next to Saint Peter’s Church
in Rome. 2 the government, oﬃce, or
authority of the Pope.
vau·de·ville (vo´dә vil; vodʹvil), n. theatrical entertainment consisting of a
variety of acts, including songs, dances,
acrobatic feats, short plays, trained animals, etc. [< F, < Vau de Vire, valley in
Normandy] —vau´de·vilʹian, n.
vault1 (vôlt), n. 1 an arched roof or ceiling; series of arches. 2 an arched space
or passage. 3 something like an arched
roof. 4 an underground cellar or storehouse. 5 place for storing valuable things
and keeping them safe. Vaults are often
made of steel. 6 place for burial. —v. 1
make in the form of a vault. 2 cover with
a vault. [< OF vaulte, ult. < L volvere roll]
—vaultʹed, adj. —vaultʹlike´, adj.
vault2 (vôlt), v. 1 jump or leap over by
using a pole or the hands. 2 jump or leap.
—n. such a jump. [< OF volter, ult. < L
volvere roll] —vaultʹer, n.
vault·ing1 (vôlʹting), n. 1 a vaulted structure. 2 vaults collectively.
vault·ing2 (vôlʹting), adj. 1 that vaults. 2
overly aggressive; exaggerated: vaulting
ambition.
vaunt (vônt; vänt), v., n. boast. [< F < LL
vanitare < vanus vain] —vauntʹer, n.
—vauntʹing, adj. —vauntʹing·ly, adv.
vb., verb; verbal.
V.C., 1 Vice-Chairman. 2 Vice-Chancellor. 3 Victoria Cross.
VCR, videocassette recording.
VCR player (vēʹsē ȧr´), device that plays
videocassettes.
veal (vēl), n. meat from a calf. [< OF veel,
ult. < L vitellus, dim. of vitulus calf]
vec·tor (vekʹtәr), n. 1 quantity involving
direction as well as magnitude. 2 line
representing both the direction and the
magnitude of some force, etc. 3 insect or
other organism that transmits disease
germs. [< L, carrier, < vehere carry]
—vec·toʹri·al, adj.
V-E Day, date of the Allied victory in
Europe in World War II.
veer (vir), v. change in direction; shift;
turn: the wind veered to the south. —n. a
shift; turn. [< F virer] —veerʹing·ly, adv.
Ve·ga (vēʹgә), n. a bluish-white star of the
ﬁrst magnitude, in the northern skies.
veg·an (veʹgәn), n. very strict vegetarian.
[< vegetarian]
veg·e·ta·ble (vejʹtә bәl; vejʹә tә–), n. 1
plant grown for food, as the cabbage,

carrot, bean, etc. 2 the part of such a
plant that is eaten. 3 any plant. 4 Fig.
person who perceives or can respond to
very little and seems to be completely
unaware of his or her surroundings.
—adj. 1 of or pertaining to plants; like
plants: the vegetable kingdom. 2 consisting of or made from vegetables. [< OF,
or < LL vegetabilis vivifying, refreshing
< vegetus vigorous]
veg·e·tal (vejʹә tәl), adj. 1 of or like plants.
2 Fig. insensible; unaware. —veg´e·talʹity, n.
veg·e·tar·i·an (vej´ә tãrʹi әn), n. person
who eats vegetables but no meat. —adj.
1 devoted to or advocating vegetarianism. 2 eating vegetables but no meat. 3
containing no meat.
veg·e·tar·i·an·ism (vej´ә tãrʹi әn iz´әm),
n. practice or principle of eating vegetables but no meat.
veg·e·tate (vejʹә tāt), v., –tat·ed, –tat·ing.
1 grow as plants do. 2 Fig. live with very
little action, thought, or feeling. [< L vegetatus enlivened < vegetus lively]
veg·e·ta·tion (vej´ә tāʹshәn), n. 1 plant
life; growing plants. 2 a vegetating; the
growth of plants. 3 Fig. existing, like a
vegetable. —veg´e·taʹtion·al, adj.
veg·e·ta·tive (vejʹә tā´tiv), adj. 1 growing
as plants do. 2 of plants or plant life.
3 helping growth in plants: vegetative
mold. 4 Fig. having very little action,
thought, or feeling; vegetating. —vegʹeta´tive·ly, adv.
ve·he·ment (vēʹә mәnt), adj. 1 having or
showing strong feeling; caused by strong
feeling; eager; passionate. 2 forceful; violent. [< L vehemens] —veʹhe·mence,
veʹhe·men·cy, n. —veʹhe·ment·ly, adv.
ve·hi·cle (vēʹә kәl), n. 1 a carriage, cart,
wagon, automobile, sled, or any other
conveyance used on land. 2 Fig. a means
of carrying or conveying. Language is
the vehicle of thought. 3 in painting, a
liquid in which a pigment is applied to a
surface. Linseed oil is a vehicle for paint.
[< L vehiculum < vehere carry] —vehicʹu·lar, adj.
veil (vāl), n. 1 piece of very thin material
worn to protect or hide the face, or as an
ornament. 2 piece of material worn so
as to fall over the head and shoulders, as
the headdress of a nun. 3 Fig. anything
that covers or hides: a veil of silence.
4 disguise; pretense. —v. 1 cover with
a veil. 2 Fig. cover; hide.
take the veil, become a nun. [< OF
< L velum covering. Doublet of
voile.] —veiled, adj. —veilʹless, adj.
—veilʹlike´, adj.
veil·ing (vālʹing), n. 1 a veil. 2 material
for veils.
vein (vān), n. 1 one of the blood vessels or
tubes that carry blood to the heart from
all parts of the body. 2 one of the strands
or bundles of vascular tissue forming
the principal framework of a leaf. 3 rib
of an insect’s wing. 4 a crack or seam in
rock ﬁlled with a diﬀerent mineral: a
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vein of copper. 5 Fig. a special character
or disposition; state of mind; mood: a
vein of cruelty, in a joking vein. —v. cover
with veins; mark with veins. [< OF < L
vena] —veined, adj. —veinʹless, adj.
—veinʹlike´, adj. —veinʹous, adj.
vein·ing (vānʹing), n. arrangement of
veins.
ve·lar (vēʹlәr), adj. 1 of or pertaining to a
velum. 2 pronounced by the aid of the
soft palate. C in coo has a velar sound, c
in cat does not. —n. a velar sound.
vel·cro (velʹkrō), n. 1 fastener made of
two strips of tape, one with minute
hooks and the other with loops, that
adhere when pressed together, used on
clothing, bags, etc. 2 Velcro. trademark
for this type of fastener. [< velvet +
crochet]
veld (velt; felt), n. open country in South
Africa, having grass or bushes but few
trees. [< Du., ﬁeld]
vel·lum (velʹәm), n. 1 the ﬁnest kind of
parchment, used for writing, binding
books, diplomas, etc. 2 paper or cloth
imitating such parchment. [< OF velin
< veel calf, veal]
ve·loc·i·pede (vә losʹә pēd), n. 1 a child’s
tricycle. 2 an early kind of bicycle or tricycle. [< F, < L velox swift + pes foot]
ve·loc·i·ty (vә losʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
rapidity of motion; swiftness; quickness: ﬂy with the velocity of a bird. 2 rate
of motion; the change of position of a
point per unit of time: the velocity of
light is about 186,000 miles per second.
[< L, < velox swift]
ve·lour (vә lu̇rʹ), n. a fabric like velvet,
made of silk, wool, or cotton, used for
clothing, draperies, upholstery, etc. [< F,
velvet, earlier velous < Pr., ult. < L villus
shaggy hair]
ve·lum (vēʹlәm), n., pl. –la (–lә). 1 a veillike membranous covering or partition.
2 the soft palate. [< L, covering]
ve·lure (vә lu̇rʹ), n. a soft material like
velvet. [var. of velour velours]
vel·vet (velʹvit), n. 1 cloth with a thick,
soft pile, made of silk, rayon, cotton, etc.,
or some combination of these. 2 something like velvet. —adj. 1 made of velvet.
2 like velvet. [< Med.L velvetum, ult.
< L villus tuft or hair] —velʹvet·ed, adj.
—velʹvet·y, velʹvet·like´, adj.
vel·vet·een (vel´vә tēnʹ), n. velvet made
of synthetic ﬁber, cotton, or silk and
cotton.
ve·na ca·va (vēʹnә kāʹvә), pl. ve·nae cavae (vēʹni kāʹvi). either of the two large
veins that carry blood from the upper
and lower halves of the body to the
heart. [< L empty vein]
ve·nal (vēʹnәl), adj. 1 willing to sell one’s
services or inﬂuence basely; open to
bribes; corrupt. 2 inﬂuenced or obtained
by bribery: venal conduct. [< L, venum
sale] —ve·nalʹi·ty, n. —veʹnal·ly, adv.
ve·na·tion (vē nāʹshәn), n. 1 arrangement
of veins in a leaf or in an insect’s wing. 2
these veins. —ve·naʹtion·al, adj.

vend (vend), v. sell; peddle. [< L vendere
< venum dare oﬀer for sale]
vend·er, ven·dor (venʹdәr), n. 1 seller, esp.
a peddler. 2 vending machine. machine
from which one obtains candy, stamps,
etc., when a coin is dropped in.
ven·det·ta (ven detʹә), n. 1 feud in which
a murdered person’s relatives try to kill
the slayer or his or her relatives. 2 any
bitter dispute that lasts a long time.
[< Ital. < L vindicta revenge] —vendetʹtist, n.
vend·i·ble (venʹdә bәl), adj. salable.
ve·neer (vә nirʹ), v. 1 cover (wood) with a
thin layer of ﬁner wood or other material: veneer a pine desk with mahogany.
2 Fig. cover (anything) with a layer of
something else to give an appearance
of superior quality. —n. 1 a thin layer of
wood or other material used in veneering. 2 Fig. surface appearance or show.
[earlier ﬁneer < G furnir < F fournir
furnish] —ve·neerʹer, n.
ven·er·a·ble (venʹәr ә bәl), adj. worthy of
reverence; deserving respect because of
age, character, or associations. —ven´era·bilʹi·ty, venʹer·a·ble·ness, n. —venʹera·bly, adv.
ven·er·ate (venʹәr āt), v., –at·ed, –at·ing.
regard with deep respect; revere. [< L
veneratus]
ven·er·a·tion (ven´әr āʹshәn), n. deep
respect; reverence. —venʹer·a´tive, adj.
ve·ne·re·al (vә nirʹi әl), adj. 1 of or having
to do with sexual intercourse. 2 caused or
transmitted by sexual intercourse: venereal
bacteria. [< L venereus < Venus Venus]
Ve·ne·tian (vә nāʹshәn), adj. of Venice
or its people. —n. native or inhabitant
of Venice.
Venetian blind, a window blind made
of horizontal wooden, plastic, or metal
slats that can be opened or closed and
raised or lowered to regulate the light.
Ven·e·zue·la (ven´ә zwēʹlә; –zwāʹ–), n.
country in the N part of South America.
—Ven´e·zueʹlan, adj., n.
venge·ance (venʹjәns), n. punishment in
return for a wrong; revenge.
with a vengeance, a with great force
or violence. b extremely. c much more
than expected. [< OF, ult. < L vindex
avenger]
venge·ful (venjʹfәl), adj. feeling or showing a strong desire for vengeance.
—vengeʹful·ly, adv. —vengeʹful·ness, n.
ve·ni·al (vēʹni әl; vēnʹyәl), adj. that can be
forgiven; not very wrong; pardonable.
[< L, < venia forgiveness] —ve´ni·alʹi·ty,
veʹni·al·ness, n. —veʹni·al·ly, adv.
ve·ni·re (vә nīʹrē), n. writ by a sheriﬀ
summoning a person to serve on a jury.
[< L, you may cause (him) to come]
ven·i·son (venʹә zәn; –sәn), n. the ﬂesh of
a deer, used for food; deer meat. [< OF
< L venatio hunting < venari hunt]
ven·om (venʹәm), n. 1 the poison of
snakes, spiders, etc. 2 Fig. spite; malice. [< OF venin < L venenum poison]
—venʹom·less, adj.

ven·om·ous (venʹәm әs), adj. 1 poisonous. Rattlesnakes are venomous. 2 Fig.
spiteful; malicious: venomous words.
—venʹom·ous·ly, adv.
ve·nous (vēʹnәs), adj. 1 of, in, or having to
do with veins. 2 having veins. —veʹnously, adv. —veʹnous·ness, n.
vent (vent), n. 1 hole; opening, esp. one
serving as an outlet. 2 slit in a garment.
3 Fig. a way out of something; outlet;
expression: her grief found vent in tears.
—v. 1 relieve (oneself) by expressing
something freely; give utterance to. 2
make public. 3 make a vent in. [< OF fente
slit, ult. < L ﬁndere; inﬂ. by F vent wind
< L ventus and F évent < L ex– out + ventus wind] —ventʹer, n. —ventʹless, adj.
ven·ti·late (venʹtә lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lating. 1 change the air in: we ventilate a room
by opening windows. 2 purity by fresh air:
the lungs ventilate the blood. 3 Fig. make
known publicly; discuss openly. 4 furnish
with a vent or opening for the escape of
air, gas, etc. [< L ventilatus fanned < ventus
wind] —ven´ti·laʹtion, n.
ven·ti·la·tor (venʹtә lā´tәr), n. 1 something that ventilates. 2 any apparatus or
means for changing or improving the air.
3 medical device that assists breathing.
ven·tral (venʹtrәl), adj. 1 of or pertaining
to the belly; abdominal. 2 of, pertaining
to, or on the surface or part opposite the
back. [< LL, < L venter belly] —venʹtrally, adv.
ven·tri·cle (venʹtrә kәl), n. either of the
two lower chambers of the heart that
receive blood and force it into the arteries. [< L ventriculus, dim. of venter belly]
—ven·tricʹu·lar, adj.
ven·tril·o·quism (ven trilʹә kwiz әm),
ven·tril·o·quy (–kwi), n. art or practice
of speaking or uttering sounds with the
lips nearly shut so that the voice may
seem to come from some other source
than the speaker. [< L ventriloquus ventriloquist < venter belly + loqui speak]
—ven·tilʹo·quist, n.
ven·ture (venʹchәr), n., v., –tured, –turing. —n. 1 a risky or daring undertaking. 2 speculation to make money. 3
thing risked; stake. —v. 1 expose to risk
or danger: he ventured his money in the
new business. 2 run a risk; dare: venture
to say what one thinks. 3 dare to say or
make: venture an objection. 4 dare to
come, go, or proceed: venture from a
hiding place. [< earlier aventure adventure] —venʹtur·er, n.
venture capital, capital invested in a new
and risky venture in return for a larger
than usual share of earnings. —venture
capitalist.
ven·ture·some (venʹchәr sәm), adj.
1 inclined to take risks; rash; daring.
2 hazardous: a venturesome project.
—venʹture·some·ly, adv.
ven·tur·ous (venʹchәr әs), adj. 1 rash;
daring; adventurous. 2 risky; dangerous. —venʹtur·ous·ly, adv. —venʹturous·ness, n.
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ven·ue (venʹū), n. 1 the place or neighborhood of a crime or cause of action.
2 the place where the jury is gathered
and the case tried. 3 scene or location of
a novel, ﬁlm, etc. [< OF, coming, ult. < L
venire come]
Ve·nus (vēʹnәs), n. 1 a very beautiful
woman. 2 the most brilliant planet, second in order from the sun.
Ve·nus’s-ﬂy·trap (vēʹnәs iz ﬂīʹtrap´), n. a
plant whose hairy leaves have two lobes
at the end that fold together to trap and
digest insects.
ve·ra·cious (vә rāʹshәs), adj. 1 truthful. 2
true. [< L verax < verus true] —ve·raʹcious·ly, adv. —ve·raʹcious·ness, n.
ve·rac·i·ty (vә rasʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 truthfulness. 2 truth. 3 correctness; accuracy.
[< Med.L, < L verax veracious]
ve·ran·da (vә ranʹdә), n. a large porch
along one or more sides of a house. [<
Hind. and other Indian langs. < Pg.
varanda railing]
verb (vėrb), n. word that tells what is or
what is done; the part of speech that
expresses action or being. Do, go, come,
be, sit, think, know, and eat are verbs. [< L
verbum, orig., word] —verbʹless, adj.
ver·bal (vėrʹbәl), adj. 1 in words; of
words. 2 expressed in spoken words;
oral: a verbal promise. 3 word for word;
literal: a verbal translation. 4 pertaining
to or concerned with words only, rather
than ideas, etc.: make verbal changes in
a manuscript. 5 a pertaining to a verb.
Two common verbal endings are –ed
and –ing. b derived from a verb: a verbal
noun. —n. a noun, adjective, or other
word derived from a verb. [< L, < verbum word, verb] —verʹbal·ly, adv.
ver·bal·ism (vėrʹbәl iz әm), n. 1 a verbal
expression; word, phrase, etc. 2 a stock
phrase or formula in words with little
meaning. 3 too much attention to mere
words. 4 wordiness.
ver·bal·ize (vėrʹbәl īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
1 express in words. 2 use too many
words; be wordy. 3 change (a noun,
etc.) into a verb. —ver´bal·i·zaʹtion, n.
—verʹbal·iz´er, n.
verbal noun, 1 noun derived from a verb.
2 gerund or an inﬁnitive that functions
as a noun in a sentence.
ver·ba·tim (vėr bāʹtim), adv., adj. word
for word; in exactly the same words.
[< Med.L, < L verbum word]
ver·be·na (vәr bēʹnә), n. any of certain
low-growing garden plants with elongated or ﬂattened spikes of ﬂowers having various colors. [< L, leafy branch]
ver·bi·age (vėrʹbi ij), n. use of too many
words; abundance of useless words.
ver·bose (vėr bōsʹ), adj. using too many
words; wordy. [< L, < verbum word]
—ver·boseʹly, adv. —ver·boseʹness, verbosʹi·ty, n.
ver·bo·ten (fer bōʹtәn), adj. forbidden by
authority; prohibited. [< G]
ver·dan·cy (vėrʹdәn si), n. 1 greenness. 2
Fig. inexperience.

ver·dant (vėrʹdәnt), adj. 1 green. 2 Fig.
inexperienced. [< verdure] —verʹdantly, adv.
ver·dict (vėrʹdikt), n. 1 the decision of a
jury. 2 decision; judgment. [< AF verdit
< ver true (< L verus) + dit, pp. of dire
speak < L dicere]
ver·di·gris (vėrʹdә grēs; –gris), n. a green
or bluish coating that forms on brass,
copper, or bronze when exposed to the
air for long periods of time. [< OF vert
de grice, lit., green of Greece]
ver·dure (vėrʹjәr), n. 1 a fresh greenness.
2 a fresh growth of green grass, plants,
or leaves. [< OF, ult. < L viridis green]
—verʹdured, adj. —verʹdur·ous, adj.
verge1 (vėrj), n., v., verged, verg·ing. —n.
1 edge; rim; brink: his business is on the
verge of ruin. 2 a limiting belt, strip,
or border of something. —v. be on the
verge; border. [< OF < L virga staﬀ ]
verge2 (vėrj), v., verged, verg·ing. tend;
incline: she was plump, verging toward
obese. [< L vergere]
ver·i·ﬁ·a·ble (verʹә fī´ә bәl), adj. that can
be checked or tested and proved to be
true. —ver´i·ﬁ·a·bilʹi·ty, verʹi·ﬁ´a·bleness, n.
ver·i·ﬁ·ca·tion (ver´ә fә kāʹshәn), n. proof
by evidence or testimony; conﬁrmation.
—verʹi·ﬁ·ca´tive, adj.
ver·i·fy (verʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1
prove (something) to be true; conﬁrm:
the driver’s report of the accident was
veriﬁed by eyewitnesses. 2 state to be
true, esp. under oath. 3 test the correctness of; check for accuracy. [< OF
< Med.L, < L verus true + facere make]
—verʹi·ﬁ´er, n.
ver·i·ly (verʹә li), adv. in truth; truly; really.
ver·i·sim·i·lar (ver´ә simʹә lәr), adj.
appearing true or real; probable.
ver·i·si·mil·i·tude (ver´ә sә milʹә tüd;
–tūd), n. 1 appearance of truth or reality; probability. 2 apparent truth. [< L,
< verus true + similis like]
ver·i·ta·ble (verʹә tә bәl), adj. true; real;
actual. [< F, < verité verity] —verʹita·bly, adv.
ver·i·ty (verʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 truth. 2
a true statement or fact. 3 reality. [< L,
< verus true]
ver·meil (vėrʹmәl; –māl), n. 1 silver, copper, or bronze with a gilt coating. 2 the
color vermilion. —adj. 1 of or resembling vermeil. 2 vermilion.
ver·mi·cel·li (vėr´mә selʹi; –chelʹi), n. a
mixture of ﬂour and water, like macaroni and spaghetti, but made in long,
slender, solid threads. [< Ital., lit., little
worms, ult. < L vermis worm]
ver·mi·cide (vėrʹmә sīd), n. any agent
that kills worms, esp. a drug used to kill
parasitic intestinal worms. —ver´micidʹal, adj.
ver·mi·form (vėrʹmә fôrm), adj. shaped
like a worm. [< Med.L, < L vermis worm
+ forma form]
vermiform appendix, a slender tube,
closed at one end, growing out of the

large intestine in the lower right-hand
part of the abdomen. Appendicitis is
inﬂammation of the vermiform appendix.
ver·mi·fuge (vėrʹmә fūj), n. medicine to
expel worms from the intestines. [< F,
< L vermis worm + fugare cause to ﬂee]
ver·mil·ion (vәr milʹyәn), n. 1 a bright
red. 2 a bright-red coloring matter.
—adj. bright-red. [< OF vermillion, ult.
< L vermis worm]
ver·min (vėrʹmәn), n. pl. or sing. 1
small animals that are troublesome or
destructive. Fleas, lice, bedbugs, rats,
and mice are vermin. 2 Fig. a nasty, vile
person or persons. [< OF, ult. < L vermis
worm] —verʹmin·ous, adj. —verʹminous·ly, adv.
Ver·mont (vәr montʹ), n. a state forming
the NW part of New England. —Vermontʹer, n.
ver·mouth (vәr müthʹ; vėrʹmüth), n. a
white wine ﬂavored with wormwood or
other herbs and used as a liqueur or in
cocktails. [< F < G wermut(h)]
ver·nac·u·lar (vәr nakʹyә lәr), n. 1 a native
language; language used by the people of
a certain country or place. 2 everyday language; informal speech. 3 Fig. language of
a profession, trade, etc.: the vernacular of
the lawyers. —adj. 1 used by the people
of a certain country, place, etc.; native:
English is our vernacular tongue. 2 of or
in the native language, rather than a literary or learned language. [< L vernaculus domestic, native < verna home-born
slave] —ver·nacʹu·lar·ly, adv.
ver·nal (vėrʹnәl), adj. 1 of spring; pertaining to spring: vernal green, vernal ﬂowers. 2 like spring; suggesting spring. 3
Fig. youthful. [< L vernalis < ver spring]
—verʹnal·ly, adv.
vernal equinox. See equinox.
ver·ni·er (vėrʹni әr), or vernier scale, n.
a small, movable scale for measuring a
fractional part of one of the divisions
of a ﬁxed scale. [after P. Vernier, French
mathematician]
ve·ron·i·ca (vә ronʹә kә), n. a kind of
plant or shrub with blue, purple, pink,
or white ﬂowers.
ver·sa·tile (vėrʹsә tәl), adj. able to do
many things well. [< L versatilis turning,
ult. < vertere turn] —verʹsa·tile·ly, adv.
—ver´sa·tilʹi·ty, verʹsa·tile·ness, n.
verse (vėrs), n. 1 poetry. 2 a single line of
poetry. 3 a group of lines or short portion in poetry. 4 poem. 5 type of poetry;
meter: blank verse, iambic verse. 6 a
short division of a chapter in the Bible.
[< L versus, orig., row, furrow < vertere
turn around]
versed (vėrst), adj. experienced; practiced; skilled: a doctor should be well
versed in medical theory.
ver·si·cle (vėrʹsә kәl), n. one of a series
of short sentences said or sung by the
minister during services, to which the
people make response. [< L versiculus,
dim. of versus verse]

vibraphone
ver·si·ﬁ·ca·tion (vėr´sә fә kāʹshәn), n. 1
the making of verses. 2 art or theory of
making verses. 3 form or style of poetry;
metrical structure.
ver·si·fy (vėrʹsә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1
write verses. 2 tell in verse. 3 turn (prose)
into poetry. —verʹsi·ﬁ´er, n.
ver·sion (vėrʹzhәn; –shәn), n. 1 a translation from one language to another. 2
one particular statement, account, or
description: this is my version of the
quarrel. [< L versio, orig., a turning
< vertere turn]
ver·sus (vėrʹsәs), prep. 1 against. 2 compared against: conservative versus liberal
political philosophy. [< L, turned toward,
pp. of vertere turn]
ver·te·bra (vėrʹtә brә), n., pl. –brae (–brē),
–bras. one of the bones of the backbone.
[< L, < vertere turn] —verʹte·bral, adj.
ver·te·brate (vėrʹtә brāt; -brit), n. animal
that has a backbone. Fishes, Amphibia,
reptiles, birds, and mammals are vertebrates. —adj. having a backbone.
ver·tex (vėrʹteks), n., pl. –tex·es, –ti·ces
(–tә sēz). 1 the highest point; top. 2 point
opposite the base of a triangle, pyramid,
etc. [< L, orig., whirl, < vertere turn]
ver·ti·cal (vėrʹtә kәl), adj. 1 straight up
and down; perpendicular to a level surface. A person standing up straight is in
a vertical position. 2 of or at the highest
point; of the vertex. 3 directly overhead;
at the zenith. 4 so organized as to include
many or all stages in the production of
some manufactured product: a vertical
union, vertical trusts. 5 of or having to
do with a vertex; opposite to the base: a
vertical angle. —n. a vertical line, plane,
circle, position, part, etc. —ver´ti·calʹity, verʹti·cal·ness, n. —verʹti·cal·ly, adv.
ver·tig·i·nous (vėr tijʹә nәs), adj. 1 whirling; rotary. 2 aﬀected with vertigo; dizzy.
—ver·tigʹi·nous·ly, adv.
ver·ti·go (vėrʹtә gō), n., pl. ver·ti·goes. dizziness; giddiness. [< L, < vertere turn]
verve (vėrv), n. vigorous spirit; enthusiasm; energy; liveliness. [< F]
ver·y (verʹi), adv., adj., ver·i·er, ver·i·est.
—adv. 1 much; greatly; extremely: the
sun is very hot. 2 absolutely; exactly: he
stood in the very same place for an hour.
—adj. 1 same; identical: the very people
who used to love her hate her now. 2
even; mere; sheer: the very thought of
blood makes her sick. 3 real; true; genuine: she seemed a very queen. 4 actual:
he was caught in the very act of stealing.
[< OF verai, ult. < L verus true]
ves·i·cant (vesʹә kәnt), adj. producing a
blister or blisters. —n. a vesicant agent
or substance.
ves·i·cate (vesʹә kāt), v., –cat·ed, –cating. cause blisters on; blister. —ves´icaʹtion, n.
ves·i·ca·to·ry (vesʹә kә tô´ri; –tō´–;
vә sikʹә tô´ri; –tō´–), adj., n., pl. –ries.
vesicant.
ves·i·cle (vesʹә kәl), n. a small bladder,
cavity, sac, or cyst. A blister is a vesicle

in the skin. [< L vesicula, dim. of vesica
bladder, blister] —ve·sicʹu·lar, ve·sicʹulate, adj. —ve·sicʹu·lar·ly, adv.
ves·per (vesʹpәr), n. 1 evening. 2 an evening prayer, hymn, or service; evening
bell. —adj. 1 of evening. 2 Sometimes,
Vesper. of or having to do with a vesper
service.
Vesper, the evening star. [< L]
ves·pers, Ves·pers (vesʹpәrz), n.pl. a
church service held in the late afternoon
or in the evening.
ves·sel (vesʹәl), n. 1 a large boat; ship. 2
a hollow holder or container, as a cup,
bowl, pitcher, bottle, barrel, tub, etc. 3
tube carrying blood or other ﬂuid. Veins
and arteries are blood vessels. [< OF < L
vascellum, double dim. of vas vessel]
vest (vest), n. 1 a short, sleeveless garment
worn by men under the coat. 2 garment
like this worn by women; the facing
in a waist or coat made to look like a
vest. 3 ⫽undershirt. —v. 1 clothe; robe;
dress in vestments: the vested priest stood
before the altar. 2 furnish with powers,
authority, rights, etc.: Congress is vested
with the power to declare war. 3 put in
the possession or control of a person or
persons: the management of the hospital
is vested in a board of trustees. [< OF, ult.
< L vestis garment] —vestʹless, adj.
ves·tal (vesʹtәl), adj. pure; chaste.
vest·ed (vesʹtid), adj. 1 placed in the
possession or control of a person or
persons; ﬁxed; settled: vested rights. 2
clothed or robed, esp. in church garments: a vested choir.
ves·ti·bule (vesʹtә būl), n. 1 passage or
hall between the outer door and the
inside of a building; antechamber. 2
cavity of the body that leads to another
cavity: the vestibule of the ear. [< L vestibulum] —ves·tibʹu·lar, adj.
ves·tige (vesʹtij), n. 1 a slight remnant;
trace. 2 part, organ, etc., that is no longer fully developed or useful. [< F < L
vestigium footprint]
ves·tig·i·al (ves tijʹi әl), adj. 1 remaining
as a vestige of something that has disappeared. 2 no longer fully developed or
useful. —ves·tigʹi·al·ly, adv.
vest·ment (vestʹmәnt), n. garment worn
by a clergyman in performing sacred
duties. [< OF vestement, ult. < L vestis
garment] —vestʹment·al, adj.
vest-pock·et (vestʹpok´it), adj. able to ﬁt
into a vest pocket; very small.
ves·try (vesʹtri), n., pl. –tries. 1 room in
a church, where vestments are kept. 2
a committee that helps manage church
business.
ves·try·man (vesʹtri mәn), n., pl. –men.
member of a committee that helps manage church business.
ves·ture (vesʹchәr), n. 1 clothing; garments. 2 covering. [< OF, ult. < L vestis
garment] —vesʹtur·al, adj.
vet1 (vet), n. veterinarian.
vet2 (vet), n. veteran.
vet., 1 veteran. 2 veterinarian; veterinary.
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vetch (vech), n. vine or plant of the same
family as the pea, grown as food for
cattle and sheep. [< dial. OF < L vicia]
—vetchʹlike´, adj.
vet·er·an (vetʹәr әn; vetʹrәn), n. 1 person
who has served in the armed forces. 2
person who has had much experience
in some position, occupation, etc. —adj.
1 having had experience in war. 2 grown
old in service; having had much experience. 3 of, pertaining to, or characteristic
of veterans. [< L veteranus < vetus old]
Veterans Day, Nov. 11, formerly Armistice Day.
vet·er·i·nar·i·an (vet´әr ә nãrʹi әn; vet´ә nãrʹ–), n. doctor or surgeon who treats
animals.
vet·er·i·nar·y (vetʹәr ә ner´i; vetʹә ner´i),
adj., n., pl. –nar·ies. —adj. pertaining
to the medical or surgical treatment of
animals. —n. ⫽veterinarian. [< L, < veterinus pertaining to domestic animals]
ve·to (vēʹtō), n., pl. –toes, adj., v., –toed,
–to·ing. —n. 1 the right of a president,
governor, etc., to reject bills passed by
a lawmaking body. 2 the use of this
right: the governor’s veto kept the bill
from becoming a law. 3 statement of the
reasons for disapproval of a bill passed
by the legislature. 4 power or right to
prevent action. 5 refusal of consent.
—adj. having to do with a veto: veto
power. —v. 1 reject by a veto. 2 refuse to
consent to. [< L, I forbid] —veʹto·er, n.
—veʹto·less, adj.
vex (veks), v. 1 anger by triﬂes; annoy;
provoke. 2 disturb; trouble: Florida has
been vexed by many hurricanes. [< L
vexare] —vexed, adj. —vexʹed·ness, n.
vex·a·tion (veks āʹshәn), n. 1 a vexing or
being vexed. 2 thing that vexes.
vex·a·tious (veks āʹshәs), adj. vexing;
annoying. —vex·aʹtious·ly, adv. —vexaʹtious·ness, n.
Vi, virginium.
V.I., Virgin Islands.
v.i., intransitive verb.
vi·a (vīʹә; vēʹә), prep. by way of; by a
route that passes through. [< L, abl. of
via way]
vi·a·ble (vīʹә bәl), adj. able to keep alive.
[< F, < vie life < L vita] —vi´a·bilʹi·ty, n.
vi·a·duct (vīʹә dukt), n. bridge for carrying a road or railroad over a valley, a
part of a city, etc. [< L via road + ductus
a leading; patterned on aqueduct]
vi·al (vīʹәl), n. a small glass bottle for
holding medicines or the like; bottle.
[var. of phial]
vi·and (vīʹәnd), n. article of food.
viands, articles of choice food. [< OF
viande < LL vivenda things for living
< L, pl., to be lived]
vi·brant (vīʹbrәnt), adj. 1 vibrating. 2
resounding; resonant. 3 full of energy;
vigorous. [< L vibrans vibrating]
—viʹbran·cy, n. —viʹbrant·ly, adv.
vi·bra·phone (vīʹbrә fōn), n. musical
instrument like a xylophone, but with
metal bars and electric resonators that
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vibrate

enrich the sound. Also, vibraharp.
[< vibrate + –phone sound] —viʹbraphon´ist, n.
vi·brate (vīʹbrāt), v., –brat·ed, –brat·ing.
1 move rapidly to and fro. 2 cause to
swing to and fro; set in motion. 3 measure by moving to and fro: a pendulum
vibrates seconds. 4 be moved; quiver. 5
resound: the clanging vibrated in his ears.
[< L vibratus shaken]
vi·bra·tion (vī brāʹshәn), n. 1 a rapid
movement to and fro; quivering motion;
tremor. 2 a rapid or slow movement
to and fro. 3 motion back and forth
across a position of equilibrium; one
complete movement of this sort. 4 the
vibrating motion of a string or other
sonorous body, producing musical
sound. —vi·braʹtion·al, adj. —vi·braʹtion·less, adj.
vi·bra·to·ry (vīʹbrә tô´ri; –tō´–), adj. 1
vibrating. 2 pertaining to vibration. 3
causing vibration. 4 capable of vibration.
5 consisting of vibration.
vi·bur·num (vī bėrʹnәm), n. 1 any of
several shrubs or small trees of the
same family as the honeysuckle. 2 the
dried bark of certain species, used in
medicine. [< L]
vic·ar (vikʹәr), n. 1 clergyman who has
charge of one chapel in a parish. 2 a
Roman Catholic clergyman who represents the Pope or a bishop. [< OF < L
vicarius. Doublet of vicarious.]
vic·ar·age (vikʹәr ij), n. 1 residence of a
vicar. 2 position or duties of a vicar. 3
salary paid to a vicar.
vi·car·i·ous (vī kãrʹi әs; vi–), adj. 1 done
or suﬀered for others: vicarious work. 2
felt by sharing in others’ experience: her
son’s successes gave her vicarious joy. 3
taking the place of another: a vicarious
agent. 4 delegated: vicarious authority.
[< L vicarius < vicis (gen.) turn, substitution. Doublet of vicar.] —vi·carʹious·ly, adv.
vice (vīs), n. 1 an evil habit or tendency. 2
evil; wickedness. 3 an undesirable habit;
fault; defect, as in a horse. [< OF < L
vitium] —viceʹless, adj.
vice–, preﬁx. substitute; deputy; subordinate, as in vice-president, vice-admiral,
vice-chairman, vice-chancellor. [< LL < L
abl. of vicis turn, change]
vice-ad·mi·ral (vīsʹadʹmә rәl), n. a naval
oﬃcer ranking next below an admiral
and next above a rear admiral. —viceʹadʹmi·ral·ty, n.
vice-con·sul (vīsʹkonʹsәl), n. person next
in rank below a consul, who substitutes
for the regular consul or acts as his or
her assistant. —viceʹ-conʹsul·ship, n.
vice-pres·i·dent (vīsʹprezʹә dәnt; –prezʹdәnt), vice president, n. oﬃcer next
in rank to the president, who takes
the president’s place when necessary.
—viceʹ-presʹi·den·cy, n. —vice´-pres·idenʹtial, adj.
vice·re·gal (vīs rēʹgәl), adj. of or pertaining to a viceroy. —vice·reʹgal·ly, adv.

vice-re·gent (vīsʹrēʹjәnt), n. person who
takes the place of the regular regent
whenever necessary. —viceʹ-reʹgen·cy,
n.
vice·roy (vīsʹroi), n. person ruling a country or province as the deputy of the
sovereign. [< F, < vice vice3 + roi king
< L rex] —vice·royʹal, adj. —vice·royʹalty, viceʹroy·ship, n.
vice squad, local police squad responsible
for enforcement of laws against vices, as
gambling or prostitution.
vi·ce ver·sa (vīʹsә vėrʹsә; vīs), the other
way round; conversely. [< L]
vi·cin·i·ty (vә sinʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
region near or about a place; neighborhood; surrounding district. 2 nearness
in place; being close. [< L, < vicinus
neighboring < vicus quarter, village]
vi·cious (vishʹәs), adj. 1 disposed to evil;
wicked. 2 characterized by vice or immorality; depraved. 3 having bad habits or
a bad disposition: a vicious horse. 4 not
correct; having faults: vicious reasoning.
5 spiteful; malicious: vicious words. 6
unpleasantly severe: a vicious headache.
—viʹcious·ly, adv. —viʹcious·ness, n.
vicious circle, 1 two or more undesirable
things each of which keeps causing the
other. 2 false reasoning that uses one
statement to prove a second statement
when the ﬁrst statement really depends
on the second for proof.
vi·cis·si·tude (vә sisʹә tüd; –tūd), n. 1
change in circumstances, fortune, etc.:
the vicissitudes of life may suddenly make
a rich man very poor. 2 change; variation.
[< L vicissitudo < vicis (gen.) change]
vic·tim (vikʹtәm), n. 1 person or animal
sacriﬁced, injured, or destroyed: victims
of war, victims of an accident. 2 Fig.
dupe: the victim of a swindler. 3 a person
or animal killed as a sacriﬁce to a god.
[< L victima]
vic·tim·ize (vikʹtәm īz), v., –ized, –izing. 1 make a victim of; cause to suﬀer.
2 cheat; swindle. —vic´tim·i·zaʹtion, n.
—vicʹtim·iz´er, n.
vic·tor (vikʹtәr), n. winner; conqueror.
—adj. victorious. [< L, < vincere conquer]
Vic·to·ri·an (vik tôʹri әn; –tōʹ–), adj. 1
of or pertaining to the time of Queen
Victoria. 2 possessing characteristics
attributed to Victorians, as prudishness,
bigotry, etc. —n. 1 person, esp. an author,
who lived during the reign of Queen
Victoria. 2 the style of the time of Queen
Victoria: an entire room of high Victorian. —Vic·toʹri·an·ism, n.
vic·to·ri·ous (vik tôʹri әs; –tōʹ–), adj. 1
having won a victory; conquering. 2
having to do with victory. —vic·toʹrious·ly, adv.
vic·to·ry (vikʹtә ri; –tri), n., pl. –ries.
defeat of an enemy or opponent; success
in a contest. [< L victoria, ult. < vincere
conquer]
vict·ual (vitʹәl), n., v., –ualed, –ual·ing.
—n. Usually, victuals. food. —v. 1 sup-

ply with food. 2 take on a supply of food:
the ship will victual before sailing. [< OF
vitaille < L victualia, pl. ult. < vivere live]
—victʹual·less, adj.
vi·cu·ña (vi künʹyә; –kūʹnә), n. 1 a South
American animal somewhat like a
camel, having a soft, delicate wool. 2
Also, vicuña cloth. cloth made from
this wool, or from some substitute. [< Sp.
< Quechua (a South American Indian
lang.)]
vid., see (Latin vide).
vi·de·li·cet (vә delʹә set), adv. that is to
say; to wit; namely. Viz. is the abbreviation of videlicet. [< L, for videre licet it is
permissible to see]
vid·e·o (vidʹi ō), adj. 1 of or used in the
transmission or reception of images,
as in television. 2 using a television or
computer screen, as a video game. —n. 1
⫽television. 2 ⫽videotape. [< L, I see]
vid·e·o·cas·sette (vid´i ō kә setʹ), n. video
tape recording packaged in a cassette.
vid·e·o·disc or vid·e·o·disk (vid´i ō diskʹ),
n. disk on which images and sound are
digitally recorded.
video game, electronic game played on
a computer, a television set, or a handheld device.
vid·e·o·phone (vid´i ō fōnʹ), n. telephone
equipped with a very small television
camera and screen.
vid·e·o·tape (vid´i ō tāpʹ), n. magnetic
tape on which sounds and images are
recorded. —v. record on videotape, as a
television program.
vie (vī), v., vied, vy·ing. strive for superiority; contend in rivalry; compete. [< F
envier challenge < L invitare invite]
Vi·en·na (vi enʹә), n. capital of Austria, on
the Danube River. —Vi´en·neseʹ, adj., n.
Vien·tiane (vyen tyänʹ), n. capital of
Laos, in the C part.
Vi·et·nam (vē et´nämʹ; vē´et–), n. country in SE Asia. —Vi·et´nam·eseʹ, adj., n.
view (vū), n. 1 power of seeing; range
of the eye; sight: a ship came into view.
2 thing seen; scene: the view from the
mountain. 3 picture of some scene: various views of the desert hung on the walls. 4
a mental picture; way of looking at a matter; opinion: what are your views on the
subject? —v. 1 see; look at: they viewed the
scene with pleasure. 2 consider; regard:
the plan was viewed favorably.
in view, as a purpose, intention, or
hope; as an expectation: the end of our
worries is in view.
in view of, considering; because.
on view, to be seen; open for people to
see: old manuscripts on view.
take a dim view (of), look with disfavor,
doubt, etc.: he takes a dim view generally,
take a dim view of reformers.
with a view to, with the purpose, intention, or hope of; expecting. [< AF, < OF
veoir see < L videre] —viewʹer, n.
view·ﬁnd·er (vūʹfīn´dәr), n. device on a
camera that shows how much of a scene
will be photographed.
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view·less (vūʹlis), adj. 1 that cannot
be seen. 2 without views or opinions.
—viewʹless·ly, adv.
view·point (vūʹpoint´), n. 1 place from
which one looks at something. 2 attitude
of mind; point of view.
vig·il (vijʹәl), n. 1 a staying awake for
some purpose; a watching; watch: all
night the mother kept vigil over the sick
child. 2 a night spent in prayer. [< OF <
L vigilia < vigil watchful]
vig·i·lance (vijʹә lәns), n. 1 watchfulness;
alertness; caution: vigilance will avoid
accidents in driving. 2 sleeplessness.
vig·i·lant (vijʹә lәnt), adj. 1 watchful; alert.
2 keenly attentive to detect danger; wary.
[< L vigilans watching < vigil watchful]
—vigʹi·lant·ly, adv.
vig·i·lan·te (vij´ә lanʹtē), n. member of a
committee to maintain order and punish criminals. [< Sp., vigilant] —vig´ilanʹtism, n.
vi·gnette (vin yetʹ), n., v., –gnet·ted,
–gnet·ting. —n. 1 a decorative design
on a page of a book, esp. on the title
page. 2 a literary sketch; short verbal
description. —v. make a vignette of. [< F,
dim. of vigne vine]
vig·or (vigʹәr), n. 1 active strength or
force. 2 healthy energy or power. 3 legal
force; validity. [< OF < L]
vig·or·ous (vigʹәr әs), adj. full of vigor;
strong and active; energetic; forceful.
—vigʹor·ous·ly, adv. —vigʹor·ous·ness, n.
Vi·king (vīʹking), n. one of the daring
Scandinavian seafarers and raiders who
harried the coasts and rivers of Europe
during the eighth, ninth, and tenth
centuries a.d., sometimes establishing
settlements.
vile (vīl), adj., vil·er, vil·est. 1 very bad:
vile weather. 2 highly objectionable; disgusting; obnoxious: a vile smell. 3 evil;
low; immoral: vile language. 4 poor;
mean; lowly: a vile tenement. [< OF < L
vilis cheap] —vileʹly, adv. —vileʹness, n.
vil·i·fy (vilʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. make
vile; speak evil of; revile; slander. [< LL,
< L vilis vile + facere make] —vil´i·ﬁcaʹtion, n. —vilʹi·ﬁ´er, n.
vil·la (vilʹә), n. a house in the country or
suburbs, sometimes at the seashore. A
villa is usually a large or elegant residence. [< Ital. < L] —vilʹla·like´, adj.
vil·lage (vilʹij), n. 1 group of houses, usually
smaller than a town. 2 the people of a village. [< OF, ult. < L villa country house]
vil·lag·er (vilʹij әr), n. person who lives
in a village.
vil·lain (vilʹәn), n. a very wicked person;
dangerous scoundrel. [< OF < Med.
L villanus farmhand < L villa country
house] —vilʹlain·ess, n. fem.
vil·lain·ous (vilʹәn әs), adj. 1 very wicked.
2 extremely bad; vile. —vilʹlain·ously, adv.
vil·lain·y (vilʹәn i), n., pl. –lain·ies. 1 great
wickedness. 2 a very wicked act; crime.
vil·lein (vilʹәn), n. one of a class of halffree peasants in the Middle Ages. A

villein was under the control of his lord,
but in his relations with other men had
the rights of a freeman. [var. of villain]
vim (vim), n. force; energy; vigor. [< L,
accus. of vis force]
vin·ai·grette (vin´ә gretʹ), n. sauce of oil,
vinegar, and herbs, used esp. on salad;
vinaigrette dressing. [< F, < vinaigre
vinegar]
vin·ci·ble (vinʹsә bәl), adj. conquerable.
[< L, < vincere conquer] —vin´ci·bilʹity, vinʹci·ble·ness, n.
vin·di·cate (vinʹdә kāt), v., —cat·ed, –cating. 1 clear from suspicion, dishonor,
hint, or charge of wrongdoing, etc.: the
verdict of “Not guilty” vindicated him. 2
defend successfully against opposition;
uphold; justify: vindicate a claim to a fortune. [< L vindicatus < vindex defender]
—vinʹdi·ca·ble, adj. —vin´di·caʹtion, n.
—vin·dicʹa·tive, adj. —vinʹdi·ca´tor, n.
vin·dic·tive (vin dikʹtiv), adj. feeling
or showing a strong tendency toward
revenge; bearing a grudge. —vin·dicʹtive·ly, adv. —vin·dicʹtive·ness, n.
vine (vīn), n. 1 plant with a long, slender
stem, that grows along the ground or
that climbs by attaching itself to a wall,
tree, or other support. 2 ⫽grapevine.
[< OF < L vinea < vinum wine]
—vineʹless, adj. —vineʹlike´, adj.
vin·e·gar (vinʹә gәr), n. a sour liquid
produced by the fermentation of cider,
wine, etc., consisting largely of dilute,
impure acetic acid. Vinegar is used in
ﬂavoring and preserving food. 2 Fig.
sour disposition or speech. [< OF, < vin
wine ( < vinum) + egre sour] < L acer]
—vinʹe·gar·ish, vinʹe·gar·y, adj.
vine·yard (vinʹyәrd), n. place planted
with grapevines.
vin·i·cul·ture (vinʹә kul´chәr), n. cultivation of grapes for making wine.
vi·no (vēʹnō), n. ⫽wine. [< Sp. and It.]
vi·nous (vīʹnәs), adj. 1 of, like, or having
to do with wine. 2 caused by drinking
wine. [< L, < vinum wine]
vin·tage (vinʹtij), n. 1 the wine from
a certain crop of grapes. 2 a year’s
crop of grapes. 3 the gathering of
grapes for making wine. 4 Fig. anything
produced or fashionable at a particular time: a hat of 1930 vintage. —adj.
popular or fashionable in a previous time: vintage cars, vintage clothes.
[< AF, alter. of OF vendange < L vindemia < vinum wine + demere take oﬀ;
inﬂ. by vintner]
vint·ner (vintʹnәr), n. dealer in wine.
[earlier vinter < AF, ult. < L vinum
wine]
vi·nyl (vīʹnil; vinʹil), n. 1 the univalent
radical CH2: CH derived from ethylene. Thermoplastic resins are formed
by polymerization of some vinyl compounds. 2 long-playing record.
vi·ol (vīʹәl), n. a stringed musical instrument played with a bow and held on the
lap or between the knees while being
played. [< F viole]
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vi·o·la (vi ōlә; vī–), n. a musical instrument like a violin, but somewhat larger;
a tenor or alto violin. [< Ital.]
vi·o·la·ble (vīʹә lә bәl), adj. that can be
violated. —vi´o·la·bilʹi·ty, n. —viʹo·lably, adv.
vi·o·late (vīʹә lāt), v., –lat·ed, –lat·ing. 1
break (a law, rule, agreement, promise,
etc.); act contrary to; fail to perform:
violate a law. 2 treat with disrespect or
contempt: he violated their beliefs, violate
the right of free speech. 3 break in upon;
disturb: violate one’s privacy. 4 use force
against (a woman or girl); rape. [< L violatus < vis violence] —viʹo·la´tor, n.
vi·o·la·tion (vī´ә lāʹshәn), n. 1 use of
force; violence. 2 a breaking (of a law,
rule, agreement, promise, etc.). 3 treatment (of a holy thing) with contempt. 4
ravishment; rape.
vi·o·lence (vīʹә lәns), n. 1 rough force
in action: he slammed the door with
violence. 2 rough or harmful action or
treatment. 3 harm; injury: it would do
violence to her principles to join the military. 4 unlawful use of force. 5 strength
of action, feeling, etc.
vi·o·lent (vīʹә lәnt), adj. 1 acting or done
with strong, rough force: a violent blow.
2 caused by strong, rough force: a violent death. 3 showing or caused by very
strong feeling, action, etc.: violent language. 4 severe; extreme; very great:
violent pain. [< L violentus < vis force]
—viʹo·lent·ly, adv.
vi·o·let (vīʹә lit), n. 1 any of various
stemless or leafy-stemmed plants with
purple, blue, yellow, or white ﬂowers.
2 the ﬂower. 3 a bluish purple. —adj. 1
bluish-purple. 2 having the scent of fragrant violets. [< OF violete, ult. < L viola]
—viʹo·let·like´, adj.
vi·o·lin (vī´ә linʹ), n. 1 musical instrument with four strings, held horizontally
against the shoulder and played with a
bow. 2 any modern instrument of the
same general class, as a viola or violoncello. 3 in an orchestra, a violinist. [< Ital.
violino, dim. of viola viol]
vi·o·lin·ist (vī´ә linʹist), n. person who
plays the violin.
vi·ol·ist (vīʹәl ist), n. person who plays
the viol.
vi·o·lon·cel·lo (vī´ә lәn chelʹō; vē´ә-), n.,
pl. –los. cello. [< Ital., ult. < viola viol]
—vi´o·lon·celʹlist, n.
VIP, very important person.
vi·per (vīʹpәr), n. 1 a thick-bodied poisonous snake with a pair of large perforated
fangs. 2 a spiteful, treacherous person.
[< L vipera < vivus alive + parere bring
forth] —viʹper·ish, viʹper·like´, adj.
vi·per·ous (vīʹpәr әs), adj. 1 of or pertaining to a viper or vipers. 2 like a viper.
3 spiteful; treacherous. —viʹper·ous·ly,
adv.
vi·ral (vīʹrәl), adj. 1 of, having to do
with, or caused by a virus. 2 of, having
to do with, or caused by a computer
virus.
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vireo

vir·e·o (virʹi ō), n., pl. –e·os. 1 a small,
olive-green, insect-eating American
songbird. 2 any bird of the same family.
[< L, kind of bird]
vi·res·cent (vī resʹәnt), adj. turning
green; tending to a green color; greenish. [< L virescens turning green] —viresʹcence, n.
vir·gin (vėrʹjәn), n. 1 a maiden; unmarried woman. 2 person who has not
had sexual intercourse. —adj. 1 of or
pertaining to a virgin; suitable for a
virgin: virgin modesty. 2 pure; spotless:
virgin snow. 3 not yet used: virgin wool,
a virgin forest.
the Virgin, the Virgin Mary. [< OF < L
virgo]
vir·gin·al (vėrʹjәn әl), adj. of or suitable
for a virgin; maidenly; pure. —n. a
musical instrument like a small piano,
but set in a box without legs. It was
much used in the 16th and 17th centuries. [< L virginalis < virgo maiden]
Vir·gin·ia (vәr jinʹyә), n. a state in the E
United States. —Vir·ginʹian, adj., n.
Virginia creeper, a climbing plant having
leaves with ﬁve leaﬂets and bluish-black
berries; woodbine; American ivy.
Virginia reel, a dance in which the partners form two lines facing each other
and perform a number of dance steps.
vir·gin·i·ty (vәr jinʹә ti), n. virgin condition; maidenhood.
vir·gin·i·um (vәr jinʹi әm), n. a rare
metallic element, Vi. [< NL, after the
state of Virginia]
Virgin Mary, the mother of Jesus.
Vir·go (vėrʹgō), n., gen. Vir·gi·nis (vėrʹjә nis). 1 a zodiacal constellation. 2 the
sixth sign of the zodiac.
vir·gule (vėrʹgūl), n. a slanting stroke (/)
between two words indicating that the
meaning of either word pertains, as in
and/or. [< L virgula little rod]
vir·i·des·cent (virʹә desʹәnt), adj. greenish. [< LL viridescens turning green < L
viridis green] —vir´i·desʹcence, n.
vir·ile (virʹәl), adj. 1 manly; masculine.
2 full of manly strength of masculine
vigor. 3 Fig. vigorous; forceful. [< L, < vir
man] —virʹile·ly, adv.
vi·ril·i·ty (vә rilʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 manly
strength; masculine vigor. 2 power of
procreation. 3 Fig. vigor; forcefulness.
vi·rol·o·gy (vī rolʹә ji), n. medical science
that deals with viruses and the diseases
caused by them. —vi´ro·logʹi·cal, adj.
—vi·rolʹo·gist, n.
vir·tu·al (vėrʹchu̇ әl), adj. being something in eﬀect, though not so in name;
actual; real. —vir´tu·alʹi·ty, n.
vir·tu·al·ly (vėrʹchu̇ әl i), adv. in eﬀect,
though not in name; actually; really.
virtual reality, 1 reality, as created on
a computer; cyberspace. 2 Fig. fake or
counterfeit reality: the backwards world
of virtual reality.
vir·tue (vėrʹchü), n. 1 moral excellence;
goodness. 2 a particular moral excellence: kindness is a virtue. 3 a good

quality: he praised the virtues of the
car. 4 chastity; purity. 5 power to produce eﬀects: there is little virtue in that
medicine.
by virtue of, relying on; because of; on
account of. [< L virtus manliness < vir
man. Doublet of virtu.] —virʹtue·less,
adj.
vir·tu·os·i·ty (vėr´chu̇ osʹә ti), n., pl. –ties.
character or skill of a virtuoso.
vir·tu·o·so (vėr´chu̇ ōʹsō), n., pl. –sos,
–si (–sē). 1 person especially skilled in
the method of an art, esp. in playing a
musical instrument. 2 person who has a
cultivated appreciation of artistic excellence. [< Ital., learned]
vir·tu·ous (vėrʹchu̇ әs), adj. 1 good; moral;
righteous. 2 chaste; pure. —virʹtu·ous·ly,
adv. —virʹtu·ous·ness, n.
vir·u·lent (virʹyә lәnt; virʹә–), adj. 1 very
poisonous or harmful; deadly. 2 intensely
bitter or spiteful; violently hostile. [< L,
< virus poison] —virʹu·lence, n. —virʹulent·ly, adv.
vi·rus (vīʹrәs), n. 1 any of a group of disease-producing agents smaller than any
known bacteria and dependent upon the
living tissue of hosts for their reproduction and growth. 2 ⫽computer virus. 3
Fig. corrupting inﬂuence. [< L, poison]
vi·sa (vēʹzә), n., v., –saed, –sa·ing. —n.
an oﬃcial signature or endorsement by
a representative of another country on
a passport, granting permission for the
bearer to travel in that country. —v.
examine and sign a passport. [< F, ult.
< L videre see]
vis·age (vizʹij), n. 1 face. 2 appearance.
[< OF, < vis face < L visus a look < videre
see] —visʹaged, adj.
vis-à-vis (vē´zә vēʹ), adv., adj. face to
face; opposite: we sat vis-à-vis. [< F]
vis·cer·a (visʹәr ә), n. pl., sing. vis·cus (visʹkәs). the most inside parts of the body.
The heart, stomach, liver, intestines, kidneys, etc., are viscera. [< L, pl. of viscus]
—visʹcer·al, adj.
vis·cid (visʹid), adj. thick and sticky like
heavy syrup or glue. [< LL, < L viscum
bird lime] —vis·cidʹi·ty, n. —visʹcidly, adv.
vis·cose (visʹkōs), n. a plastic material
prepared by treating cellulose with caustic soda and carbon bisulﬁde. Viscose is
used in manufacturing artiﬁcial silk, in
making a product resembling celluloid,
for sizing, and for other purposes. [< L
viscosus viscous]
vis·cos·i·ty (vis kosʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
viscous quality. 2 resistance of a ﬂuid
to the motion of its molecules among
themselves.
vis·count (vīʹkount), n. a nobleman ranking next below an earl or count and next
above a baron. [< AF < OF, < vis– vice– +
conte count2]
vis·count·ess (vīʹkoun tis), n. 1 wife or
widow of a viscount. 2 woman holding
in her own right a rank equivalent to
that of a viscount.

vis·cous (visʹkәs), adj. 1 of a liquid,
sticky; thick like syrup or glue. 2 of a
solid, able to change its shape gradually
under stress. [< L, < viscum bird lime]
—visʹcous·ness, n.
vise (vīs), n., tool having two jaws moved
by a screw, used to hold an object ﬁrmly
while work is being done on it. [< OF
vis screw < VL vitium < L vitis vine]
—viseʹlike´, adj.
Vish·nu (vishʹnü), n. in Hindu religion,
one of the three chief divinities, called
“the Preserver.”
vis·i·bil·i·ty (viz´ә bilʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
condition or quality of being visible. 2
condition of light, atmosphere, etc., with
reference to the distance at which things
can be clearly seen.
vis·i·ble (vizʹә bәl), adj. that can be seen:
the shore was barely visible through the
fog, visible means of support. [< L visibilis
< videre see] —visʹi·ble·ness, n. —visʹibly, adv.
Vis·i·goth (vizʹi goth), n. member of the
western division of the Goths that plundered Rome in a.d. 410 and formed a
monarchy in France and northern Spain
about a.d. 418. —Vis´i·gothʹic, adj.
vi·sion (vizhʹәn), n. 1 power of seeing;
sense of sight. 2 a seeing; sight. 3 power
of perceiving by the imagination or
by clear thinking: a prophet of great
vision. 4 something seen in the imagination, in a dream, in one’s thoughts, etc.
—v. see in, or as if in, a vision. [< L visio
< videre see] —viʹsion·al, adj. —viʹsional·ly, adv. —viʹsion·less, adj.
vi·sion·ar·y (vizhʹәn er´i), adj., n., pl.
–aries. —adj. 1 not practical; dreamy:
visionary plans. 2 not actual; imaginary. —n. person who is not practical;
dreamer. —viʹsion·ar´i·ness, n.
vis·it (vizʹit), v. 1 go or come to see: visit
New York, visit one’s aunt. 2 pay a call;
make a stay; be a guest: visit in the country. 3 go or come to inspect or examine
oﬃcially: the inspector visited the factory.
4 come upon; aﬄict: he was visited by
many troubles. 5 send upon; inﬂict: visit
one’s anger on someone. —n. 1 a visiting;
a call from friendship, for purpose of
inspection, for medical treatment, etc. 2
a stay or sojourn as a guest. [< L visitare,
ult. < videre see] —visʹit·a·ble, adj.
vis·it·a·tion (viz´ә tāʹshәn), n. 1 act of
visiting. 2 a visit for the purpose of
making an oﬃcial inspection or examination.
visiting card, a calling card.
vis·i·tor (vizʹә tәr), n. person who visits
or is visiting; guest.
vi·sor (vīʹzәr), n. 1 the movable front part
of a helmet, covering the face. 2 the projecting brim of a cap. [< AF viser < vis
face, ult. < L videre see] —viʹsored, adj.
—viʹsor·less, adj.
vis·ta (visʹtә), n. 1 view. 2 Fig. a mental
view. [< Ital., ult. < L videre see]
vis·u·al (vizhʹu̇ әl), adj. 1 of sight; having
to do with sight. 2 of or perceived by
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vision; having vision; done by vision. 3
that can be seen; visible.
visuals, pictures or ﬁlm without sound.
[< LL, < L visus sight < videre see] —visʹual·ly, adv.
vis·u·al·ize (vizhʹu̇ әl īz), v., –ized, –izing. 1 form a mental picture of. 2 make
visible. —vis´u·al·i·zaʹtion, n. —visʹual·iz´er, n.
vi·tal (vīʹtәl), adj. 1 of life; having to do
with life: vital statistics. 2 having life;
living. 3 necessary to life: vital organs.
4 Fig. very necessary; very important;
essential. 5 full of life and spirit; lively.
—n. vitals, a parts or organs necessary
to life, as the heart, brain, or lungs. b
essential parts or features. [< L, < vita
life] —viʹtal·ly, adv. —viʹtal·ness, n.
vi·tal·i·ty (vī talʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1 a vital
force; power to live. 2 power to endure
and be active. 3 strength or vigor of
mind or body.
vi·tal·ize (vīʹtәl īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing. 1
give life to. 2 put vitality into. —vi´tal·izaʹtion, n. —viʹtal·iz´er, n.
vi·ta·min, (vīʹtә min), n. any of certain
special substances present in variable
quantities in natural foodstuﬀs, required
for the normal growth and nourishment of the body. Lack of vitamins in
food causes such diseases as rickets
and scurvy. —adj. of or having to do
with vitamins. [< L vita life + E amine
(< ammonia)]
vitamin A, the fat-soluble vitamin in
milk, egg yolk, liver, leafy green vegetables, etc., that increases resistance to
infection and prevents night blindness.
vitamin B1, ⫽thiamine.
vitamin B12, a liver extract.
vitamin B complex, group of diﬀerent
vitamins including vitamin B1, B2, etc.,
in yeast and liver.
vitamin C, the antiscorbutic vitamin, in
citrus fruits; ascorbic acid.
vitamin D, the vitamin in milk and egg
yolk, necessary for the growth and
health of bones and teeth.
vitamin E, vitamin in wheat, lettuce, milk,
etc., necessary for reproductive processes.
vitamin K, the fat-soluble vitamin in
green leafy vegetables, tomatoes, egg
yolk, etc., that promotes blood clotting.
vi·ti·ate (vishʹi āt), v., –at·ed, –at·ing. 1
impair the quality of; spoil. 2 destroy the
legal force or authority of. [< L, < vitium
fault] —viʹti·at´ed, adj. —vi´ti·aʹtion,
n. —viʹti·aʹtor, n.
vit·i·cul·ture (vitʹә kul´chәr; vīʹtә–), n. the
cultivation of grapes. [< L vitis vine + E
culture] —vit´i·culʹtur·al, adj. —vit´iculʹtur·ist, n.
vit·re·ous (vitʹri әs), adj. 1 glassy; like
glass. 2 pertaining to glass. [< L, < vitrum glass] —vitʹre·ous·ly, adv. —vitʹreous·ness, n.
vitreous humor, the transparent, jellylike
substance that ﬁlls the eyeball in back
of the lens.

vit·ri·form (vitʹrә fôrm), adj. having the
structure or appearance of glass.
vit·ri·fy (vitʹrә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing.
change into glass or something like
glass. [< F, < L vitrum glass + facere
make] —vitʹri·ﬁ´a·ble, adj. —vit´riﬁ´a·bilʹi·ty, n. —vit´ri·ﬁ·caʹtion, vit´rifacʹtion, n.
vit·ri·ol (vitʹri әl), n. 1 a any of certain
sulfates. b sulfuric acid. 2 Fig. very sharp
speech or severe criticism. [< Med.L
vitriolum, ult. < L vitrum glass]
vit·ri·ol·ic (vit´ri olʹik), adj. 1 of, containing, or obtained from vitriol. 2 like vitriol. 3 Fig. bitterly severe; biting; sharp.
vi·tu·per·ate (vī tüʹpәr āt; –tūʹ–; vi–), v.,
–at·ed, –at·ing. ﬁnd fault with in abusive
words; revile. [< L vituperatus < vitium
fault + parare prepare] —vi·tu´peraʹtion, n. —vi·tuʹper·a´tive, adj.
vi·va (vēʹvә), interj. (long) live (the person
or thing named). [< Ital.]
vi·va·ce (vē vä´chā), adj. in tempo, lively;
brisk. —adv. in a lively or brisk manner. [< It.]
vi·va·cious (vī vāʹshәs; vi–), adj. lively;
sprightly; animated. [< L vivax] —vi·vaʹcious·ly, adv. —vi·vaʹcious·ness, n.
vi·vac·i·ty (vī vasʹә ti; vi–), n., pl. –ties
liveliness; sprightliness; animation. [< L,
< vivax lively]
vi·var·i·um (vī vãrʹi әm), n., pl. –i·ums,
–i·a (–i ә), place where animals or plants
are kept in, or under circumstances
simulating, their natural state. [< L]
vive (vēv), interj. French. (long) live (the
person or thing named).
viv·id (vivʹid), adj. 1 brilliant; strikingly
bright: dandelions are a vivid yellow. 2
full of life; lively: a vivid description.
3 strong and distinct: a vivid memory.
[< L vividus] —vivʹid·ly, adv. —vivʹidness, n.
viv·i·fy (vivʹә fī), v., –ﬁed, –fy·ing. 1 give
life or vigor to. 2 enliven; make vivid.
[< L, < vivus alive + facere make] —viv´
i·ﬁ·caʹtion, n. —vivʹi·ﬁ´er, n.
vi·vip·a·rous (vī vipʹә rәs), adj. bringing
forth living young, rather than eggs.
Dogs, cats, cows, and human beings are
viviparous. [< L, < vivus alive + parere
bring forth] —vi·vipʹa·rous·ly, adv.
viv·i·sect (vivʹә sekt; viv´ә sektʹ), v. practice vivisection.
viv·i·sec·tion (viv´ә sekʹshәn), n. cutting
into or experimenting on living animals
for scientiﬁc study. [< L vivus alive + E
section] —viv´i·secʹtion·al, adj. —viv´isecʹtion·ist, n.
vix·en (vikʹsәn), n. 1 a female fox. 2
Fig. a bad-tempered or quarrelsome
woman. [OE fyxen < fox fox] —vixʹenish, vixʹen·like´, adj.
viz., namely.
vi·zir (vi zirʹ), n. a high oﬃcial in Muslim
countries; minister of state. [< Turk.
< Ar. wazīr, orig., porter] —vi·zirʹate, vizirʹship, n. —vi·zirʹi·al, adj.
V-J Day, date of the Allied victory over
Japan in World War II.

VL, Vulgar Latin.
V-neck (vēʹnek´), n. neck of a sweater,
dress, etc., shaped like a V. —Vʹ-necked,
adj.
voc. vocative.
vocab., vocabulary.
vo·cab·u·lar·y (vō kabʹyә ler´i), n., pl.
–lar·ies. 1 stock of words used by a
person, class of people, profession, etc.
Reading will increase your vocabulary.
2 a collection or list of words, usually in alphabetical order and deﬁned.
[< Med.L vocabularius < L vocabulum
vocable]
vo·cal (vōʹkәl), adj. 1 of, by, for, with, or
pertaining to the voice: vocal organs,
vocal power. 2 having a voice; giving
forth sound. Humans are vocal beings.
3 rendered by or intended for singing:
vocal music. 4 Fig. aroused to speech;
inclined to talk freely: he became vocal
with indignation. [< L vocalis < vox
voice. Doublet of vowel.] —vo·calʹi·ty,
voʹcal·ness, n.
vocal cords, two pairs of membranes in
the throat. The lower pair can be pulled
tight and the passage of breath between
them then causes them to vibrate, which
produces the sound of voice.
vo·cal·ic (vō kalʹik), adj. 1 of or like a
vowel sound. 2 having many vowel
sounds.
vo·cal·ist (vōʹkәl ist), n. ⫽singer.
vo·cal·ize (vōʹkәl īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
1 speak, sing, shout, etc. 2 make vocal;
utter. 3 a change into a vowel; use as a
vowel. Some people vocalize the r in
four. b utter with the voice, and not just
with the breath. —vo´cal·i·zaʹtion, n.
—voʹcal·iz´er, n. —voʹcal·ly, adv.
vo·ca·tion (vō kāʹshәn), n. occupation;
business; profession; trade. [< L vocatio,
lit., a calling < vocare call]
vo·ca·tion·al (vō kāʹshәn әl; –kāshʹnәl),
adj. 1 having to do with some occupation, trade, etc. 2 guiding or preparing
for a vocation: a vocational school. —vocaʹtion·al·ly, adv.
vo·cif·er·ate (vō sifʹәr āt), v., –at·ed, –ating. cry out loudly or noisily; shout.
[< L vociferatus < vox voice + ferre
bear] —vo·cif´er·aʹtion, n. —vo·cifʹera´tor, n.
vo·cif·er·ous (vō sifʹәr әs), adj. loud and
noisy; shouting; clamoring: a vociferous
person, vociferous cheers. [< L vociferari
vociferate] —vo·cifʹer·ous·ly, adv.
—vo·cifʹer·ous·ness, n.
vod·ka (vodʹkә), n. a Russian liquor
distilled from potatoes, or from grain.
[< Russ., dim. of voda water]
vogue (vōg), n. 1 the fashion: hoop skirts
were in vogue many years ago. 2 popularity; acceptance: that song had a great
vogue at one time. [< F, a rowing, course,
success < voguer ﬂoat < Ital. vogare]
voice (vois), n., v., voiced, voic·ing. —n. 1
sound made through the mouth, esp. by
people in speaking, singing, shouting,
etc. 2 power to make sounds through
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the mouth. 3 anything like speech or
song: the voice of the wind. 4 ability as
a singer. 5 expression: they gave voice to
their joy. 6 opinion, choice, wish, etc.:
his voice was for compromise, we have
no voice in the matter. 7 a form of the
verb that shows whether the subject is
active or passive. —v. 1 express; utter.
2 utter with a sound made by vibration
of the vocal cords. Z and v are voiced; s
and f are not.
in voice, in condition to sing or speak
well.
lift up one’s voice, a shout; yell. b protest; complain.
with one voice, unanimously. [< OF < L
vox] —voiced, adj. —voicʹer, n.
voice box, ⫽larynx.
voice·less (voisʹlis), adj. 1 having no voice;
dumb; silent. 2 spoken without vibration
of the vocal cords. The consonants p, t,
and k are voiceless. —voiceʹless·ly, adv.
—voiceʹless·ness, n.
voice mail, computer system that stores
telephone messages to be retrieved
later.
voice·o·ver or voice-o·ver (voisʹō´vәr), n.
voice of someone oﬀ-camera who narrates a ﬁlm or television show.
voice print, record of the sound patterns
of a person’s voice, used for identiﬁcation.
void (void), adj. 1 without legal force
or eﬀect; not binding in law. 2 empty;
vacant: a void space. 3 without eﬀect;
useless. —v. 1 make of no force or eﬀect
in law. 2 empty out. —n. an empty
space.
void of, devoid of; without; lacking.
[< OF voide < VL vocitus, ult. < var.
of L vacuus empty] —voidʹa·ble, adj.
—voidʹa·ble·ness, n. —voidʹer, n.
voile (voil), n. a very thin cloth with an
open weave. [< F, orig., veil. Doublet
of veil.]
voir dire (vwär dirʹ), 1 oath to answer
questions truthfully, given to a prospective witness or juror during a preliminary hearing. 2 such a hearing. [< OF
voir truth + dire say < L vera truth +
dire say]
vol., pl. vols. volume.
vol·a·tile (volʹә tәl), adj. 1 evaporating
rapidly; changing into vapor easily: gasoline is volatile. 2 changing rapidly from
one mood or interest; ﬁckle; frivolous.
3 Fig. ﬂeeting; transient. [< L volatilis
ﬂying < volare ﬂy] —vol´a·tilʹi·ty, volʹatile·ness, n.
vol·a·til·ize (volʹә tәl īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
change into vapor; evaporate. —volʹatil·iz´a·ble, adj. —vol´a·til·i·zaʹtion, n.
vol·can·ic (vol kanʹik), adj. 1 of or caused
by a volcano; having to do with volcanoes: a volcanic eruption. 2 characterized
by the presence of volcanoes: volcanic
country. 3 Fig. like a volcano; liable to
break out violently: a volcanic temper.
—vol·canʹi·cal·ly, adv. —vol´can·icʹity, n.

vol·can·ism (volʹkәn iz әm), n. phenomena connected with volcanoes and volcanic activity.
vol·ca·no (vol kāʹnō), n., pl. –noes, –nos.
1 an opening in the surface of the earth
through which steam, ashes, and lava
are expelled. 2 a cone-shaped hill or
mountain around this opening, built
up of material thus expelled. [< Ital. < L
Vulcanus Vulcan]
vol·can·ol·o·gy (vol´kә nolʹә ji), n. scientiﬁc study of volcanoes and volcanic
activity. —vol´can·olʹo·gist, n.
vo·li·tion (vō lishʹәn), n. 1 act of willing:
the man went away by his own volition.
2 power of willing: the use of drugs has
weakened his volition. [< Med.L volitio
< L volo I wish] —vo·liʹtion·al, vo·liʹtionar´y, adj. —vo·liʹtion·al·ly, adv.
vol·ley (volʹi), n., pl. –leys, v., –leyed,
–ley·ing. —n. 1 shower of stones, bullets,
arrows, words, oaths, etc. 2 the discharge
of a number of guns at once. 3 a ﬂight of
a tennis ball in play before touching the
ground. b the hitting or return of a tennis ball before it touches the ground. —v.
1 discharge or be discharged in a volley.
2 hit or return (a tennis ball, etc.) before
it touches the ground. [< F volée ﬂight
< voler ﬂy < L volare] —volʹley·er, n.
vol·ley·ball (volʹi bôl´), n. 1 game played
with a large ball and a high net. The ball
is hit with the hands back and forth
over the net without letting it touch the
ground. 2 the ball.
volt (vōlt), n. the unit of electromotive
force. One volt causes a current of one
ampere to ﬂow through a resistance of
one ohm. [after A. Volta, physicist]
volt·age (vōlʹtij), n. electromotive force
expressed in volts. A current of high
voltage is used in transmitting electric
power over long distances.
vol·ta·ic (vol tāʹik), adj. 1 producing an
electric current by chemical action. 2 of
or pertaining to electric currents produced by chemical action; galvanic.
vol·tam·e·ter (vol tamʹә tәr), n. device
for measuring the quantity of electricity
passing through a conductor or for measuring the strength of a current.
volt·am·pere (vōltʹam´pir), n. unit of
electric measurement equal to the product of one volt and one ampere.
volte·face (vôl´tә fȧsʹ; volt fäsʹ), n. complete reverse in judgment, belief, policy,
etc.; about face. [< F < It. volta or turn +
faccia face]
volt·me·ter (vōltʹmē´tәr), n. instrument
for measuring voltage.
vol·u·ble (volʹyә bәl), adj. 1 tending to
talk much; fond of talking. 2 having a
smooth, rapid ﬂow of words. [< L volubilis, orig., rolling < volvere roll] —vol´ubilʹi·ty, volʹu·ble·ness, n. —volʹu·bly, adv.
vol·ume (volʹyәm), n. 1 collection of
printed or written sheets bound together
to form a book. 2 book forming part of
a set or series. 3 space occupied: the
storeroom has a volume of 400 cubic feet.

4 amount; quantity: volumes of smoke
poured from the chimneys of the factory.
5 amount of sound; fullness of tone.
speak volumes, express much; be full of
meaning. [< OF < L volumen book roll,
scroll < volvere roll]
vol·u·met·ric (vol´yә metʹrik), adj. of or
having to do with measurement by volume. —vol´u·metʹri·cal·ly, adv.
vo·lu·mi·nous (vә lüʹmә nәs), adj. 1
forming, ﬁlling, or writing a large book
or many books. 2 of great size; very
bulky; large. —vo·luʹmi·nous·ly, adv.
—vo·luʹmi·nous·ness, n.
vol·un·tar·y (volʹәn ter´i), adj., n., pl.
–tar·ies. —adj. 1 done, made, given,
etc., of one’s own free will; not forced or
compelled: a voluntary contribution. 2
acting of one’s own free will or choice:
a voluntary substitute. 3 able to act of
one’s own free will: a voluntary agent. 4
deliberately intended; done on purpose:
voluntary manslaughter. 5 controlled by
the will. Talking is voluntary; breathing
is only partly so. —n. 1 anything done,
made, given, etc., of one’s own free will.
2 an organ solo played before, during, or
after a church service. [< L, < voluntas
will] —volʹun·tar´i·ly, adv. —volʹuntar´i·ness, n.
vol·un·teer (vol´әn tirʹ), n. person who
enters any service of his or her own free
will, as social, public, or military service.
—v. 1 oﬀer one’s services: as soon as war
was declared, many men volunteered. 2
oﬀer of one’s own free will: volunteer to
do the job. 3 tell or say voluntarily: she
volunteered the information. —adj. 1 of
or made up of volunteers: a volunteer
ﬁre company. 2 serving as a volunteer:
a volunteer ﬁreman. 3 voluntary. [< F
volontaire, orig. adj., voluntary]
vo·lup·tu·ar·y (vә lupʹchu er´i), n., pl.
—ar·ies. person who cares much for
luxurious or sensual pleasures. [< L,
< voluptas pleasure]
vo·lup·tu·ous (vә lupʹchu̇ әs), adj. 1 caring much for the pleasures of the senses.
2 giving pleasure to the senses. [< L,
< voluptas pleasure] —vo·lupʹtu·ous·ly,
adv. —vo·lupʹtu·ous·ness, n.
vom·it (vomʹit), v. 1 throw up what has
been eaten. 2 Fig. throw up; throw out
with force: the chimneys vomited smoke.
3 Fig. come out with force or violence.
—n. the substance thrown up from the
stomach. [< AF, or < L vomitus spewed
forth] —vomʹit·er, n.
von (fôn; English von), prep. German.
from; of.
voo·doo (vüʹdü), n., pl. –doos, adj. —n.
1 mysterious rites, including magic and
conjuration, originally African and still
prevalent in the West Indies and in a few
parts of the United States. Also vodou,
Vodun. 2 person who practices such
rites. —adj. of or pertaining to such
rites. [of African origin] —vooʹdoo·ism,
n. —vooʹdoo·ist, n. —voo´doo·isʹtic, adj.

vying
vo·ra·cious (vә rāʹshәs), adj. 1 eating much; greedy in eating; ravenous.
2 very eager; unable to be satisﬁed.
[< L vorax greedy] —vo·raʹcious·ly, adv.
—vo·racʹi·ty, n.
vor·tex (vôrʹteks), n., pl. –tex·es, –ti·ces
(–tә sēz). 1 a whirling mass of water,
air, etc., that sucks in everything near
it; whirlpool; whirlwind. 2 Fig. whirl of
activity or other situation from which it
is hard to escape: the vortex of war. [< L,
var. of vertex vertex] —vorʹti·cal, adj.
—vorʹti·cal·ly, adv.
vo·ta·ress (vōʹtә ris), n. a woman
votary.
vo·ta·ry (vōʹtә ri), vo·ta·rist (–rist), n., pl.
–ries; –rists. 1 person devoted to something; devotee. 2 person bound by vows
to a religious life. [< L votum vow]
vote (vōt), n., v., vot·ed, vot·ing. —n. 1 a
formal expression of a wish or choice:
the person receiving the most votes is
elected. 2 the right to give such an
expression: not everybody has a vote.
3 what is expressed or granted by a
majority of voters. 4 votes considered
together: the labor vote, the vote of the
people. 5 voter. 6 ticket; ballot. —v. 1 give
or cast a vote: he voted for the Democrats. 2 support by one’s vote: vote the
Republican ticket. 3 pass, determine, or
grant by a vote. 4 declare, esp. by general
consent. [< L votum vow] —votʹa·ble,
adj. —voteʹless, adj.
vote of conﬁdence, 1 vote by a majority
of members of a parliament that supports the action or policy of the government in power. 2 any expression of
approval or support.
vot·er (vōtʹәr), n. 1 person who votes. 2
person who has the right to vote.
voting machine, an electronic or
mechanical device for registering and
counting votes.
vo·tive (vōʹtiv), adj. promised by a vow;
done, given, etc., because of a vow. [< L,
< votum vow]
vouch (vouch), v. be responsible; give a
guarantee; answer for. [< AF voucher
< L vocare call]
vouch·er (vouchʹәr), n. 1 person or thing
that vouches for something. 2 a written

evidence of payment; receipt. 3 written
evidence of school taxes paid which
entitles the bearer to a credit toward
tuition at a school in another district or
at a nonpublic school.
vouch·safe (vouch sāfʹ), v., –safed, –safing. be willing to grant or give; deign (to
do or give). [orig. meaning “guarantee,”
to vouch for as safe]
vow (vou), n. 1 a solemn promise: a vow
of secrecy. 2 promise made to God: a
nun’s vows. —v. 1 make a vow. 2 declare
earnestly or emphatically. [< OF vou < L
votum < vovere to vow]
vow·el (vouʹәl), n. 1 a voiced sound in the
production of which the breath stream
is relatively unimpeded. A vowel can
form a syllable by itself, as the ﬁrst
syllable of awful (ôʹfәl). 2 a letter representing such a sound. A, e, i, o, and u are
vowels. —adj. of or having to do with or
like a vowel. [< OF < L (littera) vocalis
sounding (letter) < vox voice. Doublet
of vocal.]
voy·age (voiʹij), n., v., –aged, –ag·ing. —n.
journey, esp. a long journey; passage or
travel: a voyage around the world by
ship, a space voyage. —v. make or take
a voyage. [< F < L viaticum. Doublet of
viaticum.] —voyʹag·er, n.
vo·ya·geur (vwä yä zhœrʹ), n., pl. –geurs
(–zhœrʹ). a French Canadian or halfbreed accustomed to travel on foot or
by canoe through unsettled regions.
[< F, ult. < voyage voyage]
vo·yeur (vwä´yœrʹ), n. person who
derives pleasure from watching in secret
the private acts of others. [< F < voir
to see < L vidēre] —vo·yeurʹism, n.
—vo´yeur·isʹtic, adj.
V.P., VP, or V. Pres., Vice-President.
vs., 1 verse. 2 versus.
V-shaped (vēʹshāpt´), adj. shaped like
the letter V.
VT, (zip code) Vermont.
Vt., Vermont.
v.t., transitive verb.
vul·can·ize (vulʹkәn īz), v., –ized, –izing. treat (rubber) with sulfur and heat
to make it more elastic and durable.
[< Vulcan Roman god of ﬁre] —vul´
can·i·zaʹtion, n. —vulʹcan·iz´er, n.
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vul·gar (vulʹgәr), adj. 1 showing a lack of
good breeding, manners, taste, etc.; not
reﬁned; coarse; low. 2 common; in common use; ordinary. 3 of the common
people. [< L vulgaris < vulgus common
people] —vulʹgar·ly, adv. —vulʹgarness, n.
vul·gar·i·an (vul gãrʹi әn), n. 1 a vulgar
person. 2 a rich person who lacks good
breeding, manners, taste, etc.
vul·gar·ism (vulʹgәr iz әm), n. 1 word,
phrase, or expression used only in ignorant or coarse speech. In “I disremember
his name,” disremember is a vulgarism. 2
vulgar character or action; vulgarity. 3 a
vulgar expression.
vul·gar·i·ty (vul garʹә ti), n., pl. –ties. 1
lack of reﬁnement; lack of good breeding, manners, taste, etc.; coarseness. 2
action, habit, speech, etc., showing vulgarity.
vul·gar·ize (vulʹgәr īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
make vulgar. —vul´gar·i·zaʹtion, n.
Vulgar Latin, a popular form of Latin,
the main source of French, Spanish, Italian, and Portuguese.
Vul·gate (vulʹgāt), n. the Latin translation of the Bible, made in the fourth
century a.d.
vul·ner·a·bil·i·ty (vul´nәr ә bilʹә ti), n.
vulnerable quality or condition.
vul·ner·a·ble (vulʹnәr ә bәl), adj. 1 capable of being wounded or injured; open
to attack: Achilles was vulnerable only in
his heel. 2 sensitive to criticism, temptations, inﬂuences, etc.: most people are
vulnerable to ridicule. [< LL vulnerabilis wounding, ult. < vulnus wound]
—vulʹner·a·ble·ness, n. —vulʹner·a·bly,
adv.
vul·pine (vulʹpīn; –pin), adj. of or like a
fox; clever; sly. [< L, < vulpus fox]
vul·ture (vulʹchәr), n. 1 a large bird of
prey related to eagles, hawks, etc., that
eats the ﬂesh of dead animals. 2 a greedy,
ruthless person. [< L vultur] —vulʹturelike´, adj. —vulʹtur·ous, adj.
vul·va (vulʹvә), n., pl. –vae (–vē), –vas. the
external genital organs of the female.
[< L, womb] —vulʹval, vulʹvar, adj.
vy·ing (vīʹing), v. ppr. of vie. —adj. that
vies. —vyʹing·ly, adv.
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W, w (dubʹәl yu̇), n., pl.
W’s; w’s. the 23rd letter of
the alphabet.
W, 1 tungsten. 2 watt. 3
west; western.
W., 1 Wednesday. 2 west; western.
w., 1 watt. 2 west; western. 3 wide.
WA, (zip code) Washington.
wab·ble (wobʹәl), v., –bled, –bling, n.
=wobble.
wack·y (wakʹi), adj. unconventional in
behavior; eccentric; crazy.
wad (wod), n., v., wad·ded, wad·ding.
—n. 1 a small, soft mass: a wad of cotton.
2 a tight roll; compact bundle or mass. 3
a roll of paper money. 4 Informal. stock
of money. —v. 1 make into a wad; press
into a wad. 2 stuﬀ with a wad: wad cloth
to ﬁll a hole. 3 pad. [< Med.L wadda, ?
< Ar. bāt.in lining] —wadʹder, n.
wad·ding (wodʹing), n. a soft material
for padding, stuﬃng, packing, etc., esp.
carded cotton in sheets.
wad·dle (wodʹәl), v., –dled, –dling, n.
—v. walk with short steps and an awkward swaying motion, as a duck does.
—n. 1 act of waddling. 2 an awkward,
swaying gait. [< wade] —wadʹdler, n.
—wadʹdling·ly, adv.
wade (wād), v., wad·ed, wad·ing, n. —v.
1 walk through water, snow, sand, mud,
or anything that hinders free motion.
2 make one’s way with diﬃculty: wade
through an uninteresting book. 3 cross
or pass through by wading. —n. act of
wading.
wade in, Informal. thrust oneself into
the middle of something and become
thoroughly involved.
wade into, Informal. attack or go to
work on vigorously. [OE wadan proceed] —wadʹer, n.
wad·er (wāʹdәr), n. 1 person or thing that
wades. 2 long-legged bird, as a crane or
sandpiper, that wades in shallow water
looking for food.
waders, high rubber boots used by ﬁshermen and others who stand in water.
wa·di (wäʹdi), n., pl. –dis; –dies. 1 valley or ravine in Arabia, N Africa, etc.,
through which a stream ﬂows during the rainy season. 2 stream or torrent running through such as ravine.
[< Ar.]
wa·fer (wāʹfәr), n. 1 a very thin cake or
biscuit, sometimes ﬂavored or sweetened. 2 the thin, round piece of unleavened bread used in Holy Communion.
[< AF wafre < Gmc.] —waʹfer·like´,
adj.
wa·fer·y (wāʹfәr i), adj. like a wafer.
waf·ﬂe1 (wofʹәl), n. a batter cake cooked
in a special griddle (waﬄe iron) that
makes the cakes very thin in places.
[< Du. wafel]
waf·ﬂe2 (wof´әl), v., –ﬂed, –ﬂing. Informal. act indecisively; mislead. [< E
dial.]
waft (waft; wäft), v. 1 carry over water or
through air. 2 ﬂoat. —n. 1 act of waft-
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ing. 2 a waving movement. 3 a breath
or puﬀ of air, wind, etc. [< earlier wafter
convoy ship < Du., LG wachter guard]
—waftʹer, n.
wag (wag), v., wagged, wag·ging, n. —v.
move from side to side or up and down,
esp. rapidly and repeatedly. —n. 1 act of
wagging; a wagging motion. 2 person
who is fond of making jokes.
wag the tongue, talk, talk much; gossip.
[< Scand. vagga rock] —wagʹger, n.
wage (wāj), n., v., waged, wag·ing. —n.
Usually, wages (sometimes sing. in use).
a amount paid for work: his wages
are $600 a week. b something given
in return: the wages of sin. —v. carry
on: doctors wage war against disease.
[< OF wagier < Gmc. Doublet of gage1.]
—wageʹless, adj.
wa·ger (wāʹjәr), n. 1 something staked on
an uncertain event. 2 act of betting; bet.
—v. bet; gamble. [< AF wageure < OF
wage pledge < Gmc.] —waʹger·er, n.
wag·gish (wagʹish), adj. 1 fond of
making jokes. 2 characteristic of a
wag. —wagʹgish·ly, adv. —wagʹgishness, n.
wag·gle (wagʹәl), v., –gled, –gling, n. —v.
move quickly and repeatedly from side
to side; wag. —n. a waggling motion.
—wagʹgling·ly, adv.
wag·on, (wagʹәn), n. a four-wheeled vehicle, esp. one for carrying loads: a milk
wagon, a station wagon. 2 child’s toy cart.
—v. convey by wagon.
oﬀ the wagon, returning to drinking
alcohol.
on the wagon, not drinking alcoholic
liquors. [< Du. wagen] —wagʹon·less,
adj.
wag·on·er (wagʹәn әr), n. person who
drives a wagon.
wag·on·load (wagʹәn lōd´), n. amount a
wagon carries.
wagon train, group of wagons moving
along in a line one after another.
Wa·ha·bi or Wah·ha·bi (wä häʹbi), n.
member of a Muslim sect, prominent
in Saudi Arabia, which strictly follows
the Koran and rejects all writings except
those of Muhammad’s followers. [< Ar.
’Abd al-Wahhāb, Muslim reformer]
waif (wāf), n. 1 person without home or
friends; homeless or neglected child. 2
anything without an owner; stray thing,
animal, etc. [< AF, prob. < Scand.]
wail (wāl), v. 1 cry loud and long because
of grief or pain. 2 lament; mourn. —n. 1
a long cry of grief or pain. 2 a sound like
such a cry. [< Scand. vœla] —wailʹer,
n. —wailʹful, adj. —wailʹful·ly, adv.
—wailʹing·ly, adv.
wain·scot (wānʹskәt; –skot), n., v., –scoted, –scot·ing. —n. 1 a lining of wood,
usually in panels, on the walls of a room.
2 the lower part of the wall of a room
when it is decorated diﬀerently from
the upper part. —v. line with wood.
[< MLG wagenschot < wagen wagon +
schot partition]

wain·scot·ing (wānʹskәt ing; –skot–), n.
1 =wainscot. 2 material used for wainscots.
wain·wright (wānʹrīt´), n. =wagonmaker.
waist (wāst), n. 1 the part of the human
body between the ribs and the hips. 2
=waistline. 3 a garment or part of a garment covering the body from the neck
or shoulders to the waistline. 4 the middle part. [< root of wax2] —waistʹless,
adj.
waist·band (wāstʹband´), n. a band
around the waist of a pair of trousers
or a skirt.
waist·coat (wāstʹkōt´; wesʹkәt), n. a man’s
vest.
waist·line (wāstʹlīn´), n. an imaginary
line around the body at the smallest part
of the waist.
wait (wāt), v. 1 stay or be inactive until
someone comes or something happens:
let’s wait in the shade, wait for a bus, that
matter can wait until tomorrow. 2 delay
or put oﬀ: wait dinner for him, wait for
a train. 3 act as a servant; change plates,
pass food, etc., at table. —n. act or time
of waiting.
lie in wait, stay hidden, ready to attack.
wait on or upon, a be a servant to; serve,
esp. at the table. b call on (someone) to
pay a respectful visit.
wait out, wait until the end of; endure.
wait up, stay up (waiting for someone or
something). [< OF waitier, orig., watch
< Gmc.]
wait·er (wātʹәr), n. 1 person who waits. 2
person who waits on table in a hotel or
restaurant.
wait·ing (wātʹing), adj. 1 that waits. 2 used
to wait in. —n. time that one waits.
in waiting, in attendance on a king,
queen, prince, princess, etc.
waiting room, room at a railroad station,
doctor’s oﬃce, etc., for people to wait in.
wait·ress (wātʹris), n. woman who waits
on table in a dining room, hotel, or
restaurant.
waive (wāv), v., waived, waiv·ing. 1 give
up (a right, claim, etc.); refrain from
claiming or pressing; do without; relinquish. 2 put aside; defer. [< AF weyver
abandon, prob. < Scand.]
waiv·er (wāvʹәr), n. 1 a giving up of a
right, claim, etc. 2 a written statement
of this.
Wa·kash·an (wä kashʹәn), adj. of or having to do with the American Indian
linguistic stock of the NW United States
and W Canada. —n. this linguistic
stock.
wake1 (wāk), v., waked or woke, waked
or (Archaic and Dial.) wo·ken, wak·ing,
n. —v. 1 stop sleeping: wake up early in
the morning, wake at seven every morning. 2 cause to stop sleeping: the noise
of the traﬃc always wakes him. 3 be
awake; stay awake: all his waking hours.
4 become alive or active: the ﬂowers
wake in the spring, he needs some interest
to wake him up. —n. 1 a watching, esp.
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for some solemn purpose. 2 watch kept
beside the body of a dead person. [OE
wacian] —wakʹer, n.
wake2 (wāk), n. track left behind a moving thing.
in the wake of, following; behind; after.
[< MDu.]
wake·ful (wākʹfәl), adj. 1 not able to sleep.
2 without sleep. 3 watchful. —wakeʹfully, adv. —wakeʹful·ness, n.
wak·en (wākʹәn), v. =wake. [OE wœcnan]
—wakʹen·er, n.
wake-rob·in (wākʹrob´әn), n. 1 =trillium.
2 =jack-in-the-pulpit.
wale (wāl), n., v., waled, wal·ing. —n. 1
a streak or ridge made on the skin by a
stick or whip; welt. 2 a ridge in the weave
of cloth, as in corduroy. 3 texture of a
cloth. —v. 1 mark with wales; raise wales
on. 2 weave with ridges. [OE walu]
walk (wôk), v. 1 go on foot. In walking,
a person always has one foot on the
ground. 2 roam: the ghost will walk
tonight. 3 go over, on, or through: the
captain walked the deck. 4 make, put,
drive, etc., by walking: walk oﬀ a headache. 5 a go to ﬁrst base after the pitcher
has thrown four balls. b of a pitcher,
give (a batter) a base on balls. —n. 1
act of walking, esp. walking for pleasure
or exercise: a walk in the country. 2
distance to walk: it is a long walk from
here. 3 place for walking; path; sidewalk;
promenade. 4 way of living: diﬀerent
walks of life. 5 permitting a batter to
reach ﬁrst base on balls; pass. 6 Informal.
an easy win or success.
take a walk, get out; depart.
walk all over, trample on; disregard.
walk away from, a progress much faster
than. b not be injured by: walk away
from an accident.
walk oﬀ with, a take; get; win. b steal.
walk out, a go on strike. b leave suddenly.
walk out on, desert. [OE wealcan roll]
walk·a·way (wôkʹә wā´), n. an easy victory.
walk·er (wôkʹәr), n. 1 person who
walks. 2 lightweight framework of four
legs and cross pieces that provides support to someone who has diﬃculty
walking.
walk·ie-talk·ie (wôkʹi tôkʹi), n. a small,
portable receiving and transmitting set.
walk-in (wôkʹin´), adj. 1 large enough to
walk into. 2 entered from the street: a
walk-in apartment. 3 that can be entered
without an appointment: a walk-in
clinic. —n. Informal. 1 a patient or client
who comes in from the street, without
an appointment. 2 an apartment entered
directly from the street. 3 an easy victory: the election was a walk-in.
walking papers, dismissal from a position, etc.
walking stick, 1 cane. 2 any of various
insects having a body like a stick.
walk-on (wôkʹon´), n. 1 part in a play
or ﬁlm in which the performer merely

appears but does not speak. 2 performer
having such a part.
walk·out (wôkʹout´), n. strike of workers.
walk·o·ver (wôkʹō´vәr), n. an easy victory.
walk-up (wôkʹup´), n. an apartment
house or building having no elevator.
—adj. not having an elevator.
wall (wôl), n. 1 side of a house, room,
or other hollow thing. 2 structure of
stone, brick, or other material built up
to enclose, divide, support, or protect.
3 Often, walls. rampart. 4 something
like a wall in looks or use. —v. enclose,
divide, protect, or ﬁll with a wall, or as
if with a wall.
drive one up the wall, Informal. annoy
one a great deal; drive one crazy: rainy
days drive any mother up the wall.
drive or push to the wall, make desperate or helpless.
go to the wall, give way; be defeated.
oﬀ the wall, Informal. a little crazy; odd;
unusual.
up against a (blank, stone, etc.) wall,
unable to overcome an obstacle.
wall oﬀ or out, Fig. become unapproachable; withdraw. [< L vallum] —walled,
adj. —wallʹ-less, adj. —wallʹ-like´, adj.
wal·la·by (wolʹә bi), n., pl. –bies or (esp.
collectively) –by. a kangaroo of the
smaller sorts. Some wallabies are no
larger than rabbits. [from native Australian name]
wall·board (wôlʹbôrd´; –bōrd´), n. board
made of paper and plaster used instead
of wooden boards or plaster to make or
cover walls.
wal·let (wolʹit; wôlʹit), n. a small, ﬂat
leather case for carrying paper money,
cards, etc., in one’s pocket; folding pocketbook.
wall·eye (wôlʹī´), n. any of various ﬁshes
with large staring eyes.
wall·eyed (wôlʹīd´), adj. 1 having eyes
that show much white and little color.
2 having both eyes turned away from
the nose. 3 having large staring eyes.
The pike is a walleyed ﬁsh. [< Scand.
vagl-eygr < vagl, prob., beam in the eye
+ auga eye]
wall·ﬂow·er (wôlʹﬂou´әr), n. 1 person
who sits by the wall at a dance instead of
dancing. 2 a perennial plant with sweetsmelling yellow, orange, or red ﬂowers,
found growing on walls, cliﬀs, etc.
Wal·loon (wo lünʹ), n. 1 one of a group
of people inhabiting chieﬂy the S and SE
parts of Belgium and adjacent regions in
France. 2 their language, the French dialect of Belgium. —adj. of or having to do
with the Walloons or their language.
wal·lop (wolʹәp), —v. 1 beat soundly;
thrash. 2 hit very hard. —n. a very hard
blow. [< OF waloper gallop] —walʹloper, n. —walʹlop·ing, n., adj.
wal·low (wolʹō), v. 1 roll about; ﬂounder:
the pigs wallowed in the mud. 2 Fig.
indulge oneself in an emotion, pleasure,
attitude, etc.: wallow in self-pity. —n. 1

act of wallowing. 2 place where animals
wallow. [OE wealwian roll] —walʹlower, n.
wall·pa·per (wôlʹpā´pәr), n. paper for
covering walls. —v. put wallpaper on.
Wall Street, the money market or the
ﬁnanciers of the United States, esp. those
located on Wall Street in New York City.
wal·nut (wôlʹnut; –nәt), n. 1 a large,
round, edible nut with a plain division
between its two halves. 2 the tree that it
grows on. 3 its wood. 4 the brown color
of polished walnut wood. [OE wealhhnutu < wealh foreign + hnutu nut]
Wal·pur·gis (väl pu̇rʹgis) night, the night
of April 30, when witches were supposed
to hold revels with the devil.
wal·rus (wôlʹrәs; wol´–), n., pl. –rus·es or
(esp. collectively) –rus. a large sea animal
of the arctic regions, resembling a seal
but having long tusks. [< Du. walrus,
walros < wal– (visch) whale + ros horse]
waltz (wôlts), n. 1 a smooth, even, gliding dance to music having three beats
to the measure. 2 music for it. —v. 1
dance a waltz. 2 move nimbly or quickly.
[< G walzer < walzen roll] —waltzʹer, n.
—waltzʹlike´, adj.
wam·pum (womʹpәm; wômʹ–), n. 1 beads
made from shells, formerly used by
American Indians as money and ornament. [< Algonkian]
wan (won), adj., wan·ner, wan·nest. 1
pale in color or hue; pallid. 2 looking
worn or tired; faint; weak: the sick boy’s
wan smile. [OE wann dark] —wanʹly,
adv. —wanʹness, n.
wand (wond), n. 1 a slender stick or
rod: the magician waved his wand. 2
rod borne as a sign of oﬃce or authority; scepter. 3 baton. [< Scand. vöndr]
—wandʹlike´, adj.
wan·der (wonʹdәr), v. 1 move here and
there without any special purpose:
wander about the world. 2 go aimlessly
over or through. 3 go from the right
way; stray: wander oﬀ and become lost.
4 Fig. be delirious; be incoherent:
he wandered during his illness. [OE
wandrian] —wanʹder·er, n. —wanʹdering·ly, adv.
wan·der·lust (wonʹdәr lust´), n. a strong
desire to wander. [< G, < wandern wander + lust desire]
wane (wān), v., waned, wan·ing, n. —v. 1
become smaller; become smaller gradually: the moon wanes after it has become
full. 2 decline in power, inﬂuence,
importance, etc. 3 decline in strength,
intensity, etc.: the light of day wanes in
the evening. 4 draw to a close: summer
wanes as autumn approaches. —n. a
waning. [OE wanian]
wan·gle (wangʹgәl), v., –gled, –gling. 1
manage to get by schemes, tricks, persuasion, etc. 2 make one’s way through
diﬃculties. —wanʹgler, n.
wan·na·be (wonʹnә bē´), n. 1 person
who strives to be like someone else,
esp. someone successful and famous. 2
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company or organization that imitates
the success of another.
wan·nish (wonʹish), adj. somewhat wan.
want (wont; wônt), v. 1 wish for; wish: he
wants to become an engineer, he wants a
new car. 2 be without; lack; need: plants
want water, want judgment. 3 need food,
clothing, and shelter; be very poor. —n.
1 thing desired or needed; desire: his
wants are few. 2 a lack; need: supply
a long felt want, want of rain. 3 a lack
of food, clothing, or shelter; great
poverty.
for want of, because of the lack or
absence of.
want for, lack.
want out, Informal. desire to leave,
quit, have no part in. [< Scand. vanta]
—wantʹer, n. —wantʹless, adj.
want ad, a small notice in a newspaper
stating that something is wanted, as
an employee, an apartment, etc.: classiﬁed ad.
want·ing (wonʹting; wônʹ–), adj. 1 lacking; missing: one volume of the set is
wanting. 2 not coming up to a standard or need: weighed and found wanting. —prep. without; less; minus: a year
wanting three days.
wan·ton (wonʹtәn), adj. 1 reckless or disregardful of right, justice, humanity, etc.:
wanton cruelty. 2 done, shown, used, etc.,
maliciously or unjustiﬁably: a wanton
attack. 3 not moral; not chaste: a wanton person. 4 frolicsome; playful: a
wanton kitten. —v. act in a wanton manner. [ME wantowen < OE wan– not (cf.
wane) + togen brought up, pp. of tēon
bring] —wanʹton·ly, adv. —wanʹtonness, n.
wap·i·ti (wopʹә ti), n., pl. –tis or (esp.
collectively) –ti. a North American deer
with long, slender antlers; the American
elk. [< Algonkian]
war (wôr), n., v., warred, war·ring, adj.
—n. 1 a ﬁght carried on by armed force
between nations or parts of a nation.
2 Fig. any ﬁghting; strife; conﬂict: war
against poverty. 3 the occupation or
art of ﬁghting with weapons; military
science. —v. ﬁght; make war: a country
ready to war. —adj. used in war; having
to do with war; caused by war.
at war, taking part in a war.
go to war, a start a war. b go as a soldier.
[< OF werre < Gmc.] —warʹless, adj.
war·ble (wôrʹbәl), v., –bled, –bling, n. —v.
1 sing with trills, quavers, or melodious
turns: birds warbled in the trees. 2 make
a sound like that of a bird warbling. —n.
a warbling. [< OF werbler < Gmc.]
war·bler (wôrʹblәr), n. 1 person, bird, etc.,
that warbles. 2 any of a great variety of
small songbirds, often brightly colored.
war bonnet, ceremonial headdress of
North American Indians, distinguished
by its luxuriant feathers, esp. a tail of
feathers extending down the back.
war crime, violation of the international
rules of war, esp. any cruel or inhuman

act against civilians or prisoners of war.
—war criminal.
war cry, word or phrase shouted in ﬁghting; battle cry.
ward (wôrd), n. 1 person under the care
of a guardian or of a court. 2 a district
of a city or town. 3 a division of a hospital or prison. 4 custody; prison. —v.
Archaic. keep watch over; protect.
ward oﬀ, keep away; turn aside. [OE
weardian guard. Doublet of guard.]
–ward, suﬃx. in the direction of; that
is, moves, or faces toward; toward, as
in backward, heavenward, onward, seaward. See also –wards. [OE –weard]
war dance, dance of esp. Indian tribes
before going to war or to celebrate a
victory.
ward·en (wôrʹdәn), n. 1 keeper; guard:
a game warden. 2 the administrative
head of a prison. 3 the head of certain
colleges, schools, etc. 4 =churchwarden.
[< OF wardein, ult. < Gmc.] —wardʹenship, n.
ward·er (wôrʹdәr), n. 1 guard; watchman.
2 warden; jailer. —wardʹer·ship, n.
ward heeler, follower of a political boss,
who goes around asking for votes, etc.
ward·robe (wôrdʹrōb´), n. 1 stock of
clothes: a spring wardrobe. 2 room,
closet, or piece of furniture for holding
clothes.
ward·room (wôrdʹrüm´; –ru̇m´), n. the
living and eating quarters for commissioned oﬃcers on a warship.
–wards, suﬃx. in the direction of, as in
backwards, upwards. See also –ward.
ward·ship (wôrdʹship), n. 1 guardianship,
esp. over a minor or ward; custody. 2
condition of being a ward.
ware (wãr), n. 1 Usually, wares. a manufactured thing; article for sale: street peddlers spread their wares on the sidewalks.
2 pottery. Delft is a blue-and-white ware.
[OE waru]
ware·house (wãrʹhous´), n., v., –housed,
–hous·ing. —n. place where goods are
kept; storehouse. —v. store or put in a
warehouse. —wareʹhous·er, n.
war·fare (wôrʹfãr´), n. war; ﬁghting.
war game a training exercise that imitates war. It may be a virtual, or electronic exercise, an exercise on a map, or
maneuvers with actual troops, weapons,
and equipment.
war·head (wôrʹhed), n. the forward part
of a torpedo, missile, etc., that contains
the explosive.
war horse, 1 horse used in war. 2 person
who has taken part in many battles,
struggles, etc. 3 Fig. a seasoned actor,
public ﬁgure, etc. b any too well-known
work or activity.
war·i·ly (wãrʹә li), adv. cautiously; carefully.
war·i·ness (wãrʹi nis), n. caution; care.
war·like (wôrʹlīk´), adj. 1 ﬁt for war;
ready for war; fond of war. 2 threatening
war: a warlike speech. 3 of or having to
do with war. —warʹlike´ness, n.

war·lord (wôrʹlôrd´) or war lord, n. commander, esp. of a private army or militia, who completely controls a region.
—warʹlord´ism, n.
warm (wôrm), adj. 1 more hot than cold;
having heat; giving forth heat: a warm
ﬁre, a warm climate, be warm from
running. 2 that makes or keeps warm:
a warm coat. 3 having or showing aﬀection, enthusiasm, or zeal: a warm welcome, warm friends. 4 easily excited;
lively; brisk: a warm temper or dispute.
5 fresh and strong: a warm scent. 6 near
what one is searching for. 7 suggesting
heat. Red, orange, and yellow are called
warm colors. 8 uncomfortable; unpleasant: make things warm for a person.
—v. 1 make or become warm: warm a
room. 2 make or become cheered, interested, friendly, or sympathetic: warm
one’s heart.
warm over, reheat: warm over last
night’s dinner.
warm up, practice or exercise for a
few minutes before entering a game,
contest, etc. [OE wearm] —warmʹer, n.
—warmʹly, adv. —warmʹness, n.
warm-blood·ed (wôrmʹbludʹid), adj. 1 pertaining to animals, as mammals and birds,
having warm blood and a body temperature from 98 degrees to 112 degrees. 2
with much feeling; eager; ardent.
warm-heart·ed (wôrmʹhärʹtid), adj.
kind; sympathetic; friendly. —warmʹheartʹed·ly, adv. —warmʹ-heartʹedness, n.
warming pan, a covered pan with a long
handle, formerly ﬁlled with hot coals
and used to warm beds.
war·mon·ger (wôrʹmung´gәr; –mong´–),
n. one who is in favor of war or attempts
to bring it about. —warʹmon´ger·ing,
n., adj.
warmth (wôrmth), n. 1 being warm: the
warmth of the open ﬁre. 2 moderate or
gentle heat. 3 Fig. friendliness. 4 Fig.
liveliness of feeling or emotions; fervor.
warn (wôrn), v. 1 give notice to in advance;
put on guard (against danger, evil, harm,
etc.): the clouds warned us of a storm. 2
give notice to; inform: warn trespassers
oﬀ. [OE warnian] —warnʹer, n.
warn·ing (wôrʹning), n. something that
warns; notice given in advance. —adj.
that warns. —warnʹing·ly, adv.
warp (wôrp), v. 1 bend or twist out
of shape. 2 mislead; pervert: prejudice
warps our judgment. —n. 1 a bend or
twist; distortion. 2 the threads running
lengthwise in a fabric: in weaving, the
warp is crossed by the woof. [OE weorpan
to throw]
war paint, 1 paint put on the face or body,
esp. by native people, before going to
war. 2 Fig. full dress; fancy ornaments.
war·path (wôrʹpath´; –päth´), n. way
taken by a ﬁghting expedition of American Indians.
on the warpath, a ready for war. b looking for a ﬁght; angry.
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war·plane (wôrʹplān´), n. airplane used
in war.
war·rant (wôrʹәnt; worʹ–), n. 1 that which
gives a right; authority: he had no warrant for his action. 2 a written order giving authority for something: a warrant
to search the house. 3 a good and suﬃcient reason; promise; guarantee: he had
no warrant for his hopes. 4 a document
certifying something, esp. to a purchaser.
5 oﬃcial certiﬁcate of appointment
issued to a noncommissioned oﬃcer in
the army or navy. —v. 1 authorize: the
law warrants his arrest. 2 justify: nothing can warrant such rudeness. 3 give
one’s word for; guarantee; promise: the
storekeeper warranted the quality of the
coﬀee. 4 declare positively; certify. [< OF
warant < Gmc.] —warʹrant·a·ble, adj.
—warʹrant·a·ble·ness, n. —warʹranta·bly, adv.
war·ran·tee (wôr´әn tēʹ; wor´–), n. person to whom a warranty is made.
war·rant·er (wôrʹәn tәr; worʹ–), n. person
who warrants.
war·rant·less (wôrʹәnt lis; worʹ–), adj. 1
without a warrant; unauthorized: warrantless wiretaps. 2 not justiﬁed: warrantless behavior.
warrant oﬃcer, an army or navy oﬃcer who has received a certiﬁcate of
appointment, but not a commission,
ranking between commissioned oﬃcers
and enlisted men and women.
war·ran·ty (wôrʹәn ti; worʹ–), n., pl. –ties.
1 warrant; authority; justiﬁcation. 2
promise or pledge that something is
what it is claimed to be; guarantee.
[< OF warantie. See warrant. Doublet
of guaranty.]
war·ren (wôrʹәn; worʹ–), n. piece of
ground ﬁlled with burrows, where rabbits live or are raised. [< AF warenne
< Celtic]
war·ri·or (wôrʹi әr; worʹ–), n. a ﬁghting
person; experienced soldier. —warʹrior·like´, adj.
War·saw (wôrʹsô), n. capital and largest
city of Poland, in the E part.
war·ship (wôrʹship´), n. ship used in war.
wart (wôrt), n. 1 a small, hard lump on
the skin. 2 a similar lump on a plant.
[OE wearte]
wart hog, a wild hog of Africa that has
two large tusks and two large wartlike
growths on each side of its face.
war·time (wôr´tīm´), n. a time of war.
war whoop, a war cry of American Indians.
war·y (wãrʹi), adj., war·i·er, war·i·est. 1
on one’s guard against danger, deception, etc. 2 cautious; careful.
wary of, cautious about; careful about.
[< ware watchful (OE wœr)]
was (woz; wuz; unstressed wәz), v. the 1st
and 3rd pers. sing., past indicative of be:
I was late. [OE wœs]
wash (wosh; wôsh), v. 1 clean with water
or other liquid: wash clothes, wash one’s
face, wash a spot out. 2 wash oneself:

wash for supper. 3 wash clothes. 4 be
carried along or away by water or other
liquid: the road washed out during the
storm, washed ashore by the waves, the
cliﬀs are being washed away by the waves.
5 ﬂow or beat with a lapping sound: the
waves washed upon the rocks. 6 sift (earth,
ore, etc.) by action of water to separate
valuable material. 7 Informal. Fig. stand
being put to the proof: partriotism that
won’t wash. —n. 1 a washing or being
washed. 2 quantity of clothes washed
or to be washed. 3 material carried and
then dropped by water. 4 motion, rush,
or sound of water: wash of the waves. 5
tract of land sometimes overﬂowed with
water; fen, marsh, or bog. 6 liquid for a
special use: a hair wash. 7 a thin coating
of color or metal. 8 the rough or broken
water left behind a moving ship. 9 disturbance in air made by an airplane. —adj.
that can be washed without damage.
wash one’s hands of, renounce all interest in or responsibility for.
wash out, a Fig. ruin; destroy: washed
out all hope of returning. b cancel
because of rain. c fail and be dismissed,
esp. from a school.
wash up, wash hands, dishes, etc.; clean
up. [OE wascan]
Wash., the state of Washington.
wash·a·ble (woshʹә bәl; wôshʹ–), adj. that
can be washed without damage: washable silk.
wash·bowl (woshʹbōl´; wôshʹ–), wash·basin (-bā´sәn), n. bowl for holding water
to wash one’s hands and face.
wash·cloth (woshʹklôth´; –kloth´; wôshʹ–),
n. a small cloth for washing oneself.
wash·day (woshʹdā´; wôshʹ–), n. day
when clothes are washed.
washed-out (woshtʹoutʹ; wôshtʹ–), adj.
1 lacking color; faded. 2 lacking life,
spirit, etc.
washed-up (woshtʹupʹ; wôshtʹ–), adj. 1
done with; through, esp. after having
failed. 2 fatigued.
wash·er (woshʹәr; wôshʹ–), n. 1 person
who washes. 2 machine that washes.
3 a ﬂat ring of metal, rubber, leather,
etc., used with bolts or nuts, or to make
joints tight.
wash·ing (woshʹing; wôshʹ–), n. 1 a cleaning with water. 2 clothes, etc., washed or
to be washed.
washing machine, machine that washes
clothes, etc.
Wash·ing·ton (woshʹing tәn; wôshʹ-), n. 1
capital of the United States, coextensive
with the District of Columbia. 2 a NW
state of the United States, on the Paciﬁc
Coast. 3 George, 1732–99, commander
in chief of the American army in the
Revolutionary War and the ﬁrst president of the United States, 1789–97.
Wash·ing·to·ni·an (wosh´ing tōʹni әn;
wôsh´–), n. native or inhabitant of
Washington. —adj. of or having to do
with Washington, D.C., or the state of
Washington.

wash·out (woshʹout´; wôshʹ–), n. 1 a
washing away of earth, a road, etc., by
water. 2 the hole or break made by it. 3
failure; disappointment.
wash·rag (woshʹrag´; wôshʹ–), n. =washcloth.
wash·room (woshʹrüm´; –ru̇m´; wôshʹ–),
n. room where people can wash themselves; lavatory.
wash·stand (woshʹstand´; wôshʹ–), n. 1
bowl with pipes and faucets for running
water to wash one’s hands and face. 2
stand for holding a basin, pitcher, etc.,
for washing.
wash·tub (woshʹtub´; wôshʹ–), n. tub
used to wash or soak clothes in.
wash·y (woshʹi; wôshʹi), adj., wash·ier, wash·i·est. too much diluted; weak;
watery.
was·n’t (wozʹәnt, wuz´–), was not.
wasp (wosp; wôsp), n. a kind of insect
that has a slender body and a powerful
sting. [OE wœsp] —waspʹlike´, waspʹy,
adj.
Wasp or WASP, White Anglo-Saxon Protestant, middle- and upper-class Americans of British and European descent.
wasp·ish (wosʹpish; wôsʹ–), adj. 1 like a
wasp; like that of a wasp. 2 bad-tempered; irritable. 3 like a Wasp; upperclass. —waspʹish·ly, adv. —waspʹish·
ness, n.
was·sail (wosʹәl; wasʹ–), n. 1 a drinking
party; revel with drinking of healths.
2 spiced ale or other liquor drunk at a
wassail. 3 a salutation meaning “Your
health!” —v. 1 take part in a wassail;
revel. 2 drink to the health of. —interj.
“Your health!” [< Scand. ves heill be
healthy!] —wasʹsail·er, n.
Was·ser·mann test (wosʹәr mәn), test for
syphilis, made on a sample of a person’s
blood or spinal ﬂuid.
wast·age (wāsʹtij), n. 1 loss by use, wear,
decay, leakage, etc.: waste. 2 amount
wasted.
waste (wāst), v., wast·ed, wast·ing, n.,
adj. —v. 1 make poor use of; spend
uselessly; fail to get value from: waste
money, waste an opportunity. 2 wear
down little by little; destroy or lose
gradually: wasted by disease. 3 damage
greatly; destroy: the soldiers wasted the
enemy’s ﬁelds. —n. 1 poor use; useless
spending; failure to get the most out of
something: waste of money, time, etc.,
waste of opportunity. 3 gradual destruction or decay: waste of bodily tissue. 4
useless or worthless material; stuﬀ to be
thrown away: garbage is waste. 5 bare
or wild land; desert; wilderness. —adj.
1 thrown away as useless or worthless.
2 left over; not used. 3 cultivated; that is
a desert or wilderness; bare; wild. 4 in a
state of desolation or ruin.
go to waste, be wasted.
lay waste, damage greatly; destroy;
ravage. [< OF, ult. < L vastus, vast,
waste, inﬂ. by cognate Gmc. word]
—wastʹer, n.
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waste·bas·ket (wāstʹbas´kit; –bäs´–), n.
basket or other container for wastepaper
or trash.
waste·ful (wāstʹfәl), adj. using or spending too much. —wasteʹful·ly, adv.
—wasteʹful·ness, n.
waste·pa·per (wāstʹpā´pәr), waste paper,
n. paper thrown away or to be thrown
away as trash.
waste pipe, pipe for carrying oﬀ waste
water, etc.
wast·ing (wāsʹting), adj. 1 laying waste;
devastating. 2 gradually destructive to
the body.
wast·rel (wāsʹtrәl), n. 1 waster. 2 idler.
watch (woch; wôch), v. 1 look at; observe:
watch a play. 2 look or wait with care
and attention; be very careful: watch
for the approach of an enemy, the dog
watched the little boy. 3 stay awake for
some purpose: the nurse watches with
the sick. —n. 1 a careful looking; attitude of attention: be on the watch for
automobiles when you cross the street.
2 a protecting; guarding: a man keeps
watch over the bank at night. 3 person or
persons kept to guard. 4 period of time
for guarding. 5 wakefulness, esp. a staying awake for some purpose. 6 device
for telling time, small enough to be carried in a pocket or worn on the wrist.
7 a the time of duty of one part of a
ship’s crew. A watch usually lasts four
hours. b the part of a crew on duty at
the same time.
watch out, be careful; be on guard.
watch over, guard; protect. [OE wœccan]
—watchʹer, n.
watch·dog (wochʹdôg´; –dog´; wôchʹ–),
n. 1 dog kept to guard property. 2 a
watchful guardian.
watch ﬁre, ﬁre kept burning at night in
camps, etc.
watch·ful (wochʹfәl; wôchʹ–), adj.
watching carefully; on the lookout; wideawake. —watchʹful·ly, adv. —watchʹfulness, n.
watch·mak·er (wochʹmāk´әr; wôchʹ-), n.
person who makes and repairs watches.
—watchʹmak´ing, n.
watch·man (wochʹmәn; wôchʹ–), n., pl.
–men. person who keeps watch; guard.
watch·tow·er (wochʹtou´әr; wôchʹ–), n.
tower from which a lookout is kept for
enemies, ﬁres, ships, etc.
watch·word (wochʹwėrd´; wôchʹ–), n. 1 a
secret word that allows a person to pass
a guard; password. 2 motto; slogan.
wa·ter (wôʹtәr; wotʹәr), n. 1 liquid that
constitutes rain, oceans, rivers, lakes,
and ponds, compound of hydrogen and
oxygen, H2O. 2 liquid from the body,
as tears, sweat, saliva, urine, serum, etc.
3 any liquid preparation that suggests
water: rose water. 4 body of water; sea,
lake, river, etc., esp. with reference to its
relative height, etc.: high or low water. 5
a wavy marking on silk, metal, etc. —v. 1
sprinkle or wet with water. 2 supply with
water. 3 ﬁll with water; discharge water:

her eyes watered. 4 weaken by adding
water. 5 make a wavy marking on.
above water, Fig. out of trouble or difﬁculty.
back water, make a boat go backward.
blow out of the water, Informal. Fig.
thoroughly destroy; expose, esp. as a
fraud.
by water, on a ship or boat.
hold water, Fig. stand the test; be true,
dependable, eﬀective, etc.
like water, very freely: spend money like
water.
of the ﬁrst water, of the highest degree.
pour, throw, or dash cold water on,
discourage; be unwilling or indiﬀerent.
water down, reduce in strength or
eﬀect.
waters, a ﬂowing water. b water moving in waves; the sea; the high sea. c
spring water; mineral water. [OE wœter]
—waʹter·er, n. —waʹter·less, adj.
water bird, bird that swims or wades in
water.
wa·ter·borne (wôʹtәr bôrn´; –bōrn´;
wotʹәr–), adj. 1 supported by water;
ﬂoating. 2 conveyed by a boat or the
like.
water buﬀalo, the buﬀalo of Asia and the
Philippines.
water bug, an insect that lives in, on, or
near water.
water closet, toilet ﬂushed by water.
water color, 1 paint mixed with water
instead of oil. 2 a painting with water
colors. 3 picture made with water colors.
—waʹter-col´or, adj. —waʹter-col´orist, n.
wa·ter-cool (wôʹtәr kül´; wotʹәr–), v. cool
by means of water circulating in a jacket
or pipes. —waʹter-cooled´, adj.
water cooler, any device for cooling
water, or for cooling something by
means of water, esp. one that dispenses
cold drinking water.
wa·ter·course (wôʹtәr kôrs´; –kōrs´;
wotʹәr–), n. 1 stream of water; river;
brook. 2 channel for water.
water cress, a plant that grows in water,
used for salad and as a garnish. —waʹtercress´, adj.
water cycle, natural cycle of evaporation
of water from lakes, oceans, etc., with the
resulting formation of clouds that return
the water to earth as rain and snow.
wa·ter·fall (wôʹtәr fôl´; wotʹәr–), n. fall of
water from a high place.
wa·ter·fowl (wôʹtәr foul´; wotʹәr–), n., pl.
–fowls or (esp. collectively) –fowl. 1 a
water bird. 2 water birds, esp. birds that
swim.
water front, 1 land at the water’s edge.
2 the part of a city beside a river, lake,
or harbor.
water gap, gap in a mountain ridge
through which a stream ﬂows.
water glass, wa·ter·glass (wôʹtәr glas´;
–gläs´; wotʹәr–), n. 1 glass to hold water;
tumbler. 2 gauge which indicates the
level of water.

water hole, hole in the ground that collects water.
watering can, container with a long spout
for giving water to plants.
watering hole, 1 ⫽water hole. 2 Informal.
Fig. ⫽watering place. 3 Informal. Fig.
popular restaurant or, esp., a bar.
watering place, 1 resort with springs
containing mineral water or where there
is bathing, boating, etc. 2 place where
water may be obtained.
water level, 1 the surface level of a body
of water. 2 water line.
water lily, a water plant having ﬂat,
ﬂoating leaves and showy, fragrant
ﬂowers. The ﬂowers of the common
American water lily are white, or sometimes pink.
water line, wa·ter·line (wôʹter līn´;
wotʹәr–), n. 1 line where the surface of
the water touches the side of a ship or
boat. 2 pipe to carry water.
wa·ter-logged (wôʹtәr lôgd´; –logd´;
wotʹәr–), adj. 1 so full of water that it
will barely ﬂoat. 2 thoroughly soaked
with water.
water main, a large pipe for carrying
water.
wa·ter·man (wôʹtәr mәn; wotʹәr–), n.,
pl. –men. 1 ⫽boatman. 2 ⫽oarsman.
—waʹter·man·ship´, n.
wa·ter·mark (wôʹtәr märk´; wotʹәr–), n.
1 a mark showing how high water has
risen or how low it has fallen. 2 a faint
design made in some kinds of paper
during manufacture. —v. put a watermark in.
wa·ter·mel·on (wôʹtәr mel´әn; wotʹәr–),
n. 1 a large, juicy melon with red or pink
pulp and a hard green rind. 2 vine bearing these melons.
water moccasin, 1 a poisonous snake of
the S United States that lives in swamps
and along streams; the cottonmouth.
2 any of various similar but harmless
snakes.
water ouzel, any of various small birds
related to the thrushes, that wade and
dive in deep water for food.
water power, the power from ﬂowing
or falling water. It can be used to drive
machinery and make electricity.
wa·ter·proof (wôʹtәr prüf´; wotʹәr–), adj.
that will not let water through; resistant
to water. —v. make waterproof.
water rat, 1 any type of ratlike rodent that
lives on the banks of streams or lakes. 2
⫽muskrat.
wa·ter·shed (wôʹtәr shed´; wotʹәr–), n.
1 ridge between the regions drained by
two diﬀerent river systems. 2 the region
drained by one river system.
wa·ter·side (wôʹtәr sīd´; wotʹәr–), n. land
along the sea, a lake, a river, etc.
wa·ter-ski·ing (wôʹtәr skē´ing; wotʹәr–),
n. sport of gliding on the water on a pair
of skis or a special board, pulled by a
motorboat. —water ski. —wa·ter-ski, v.
wa·ter-soak (wôʹtәr sōk´; wotʹәr–), v.
soak thoroughly with water.
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water spaniel, a curly-haired dog that
is often trained to swim out for wild
ducks, geese, etc., that have been shot
down by hunters.
wa·ter·spout (wôʹtәr spout´; wotʹәr–), n.
1 pipe which takes away or spouts water.
2 whirlwind over the ocean or a large
lake. It looks like a column of water
reaching upward to the clouds.
water sprite, sprite supposed to live in
water.
water strider, insect with long, thin legs
that moves along the surface of ponds,
streams, etc.
water table, the level below which the
ground is saturated with water.
wa·ter·tight (wôʹtәr tīt´; wotʹәr–), adj. 1
so tight that no water can get in or out:
the watertight compartments of a ship. 2
leaving no opening for misunderstanding, criticism, etc.; perfect. —waʹtertight´ness, n.
water tower, 1 a big tower to hold water.
2 a ﬁre-extinguishing apparatus used to
throw water on the upper parts of tall
buildings.
water vapor, water in a gaseous state, esp.
when below the boiling point and fairly
diﬀused, as distinguished from steam.
wa·ter·way (wôʹtәr wā´; wotʹәr–), n. 1
river, canal, or other body of water that
ships can go on. 2 channel for water.
water wheel, 1 wheel turned by water
and used to do work. 2 wheel for raising water.
wa·ter·works (wôʹtәr wėrks´; wotʹәr–), n.
pl. (often sing. in use) 1 system of pipes,
reservoirs, water towers, pumps, etc.,
for supplying a city or town with water.
2 pumping station. 3 Informal. Fig. dramatic ﬂow of tears.
wa·ter·worn (wôʹtәr wôrn´; –wōrn´;
wotʹәr–), adj. worn or smoothed by the
action of water.
wa·ter·y (wôʹtәr i; wotʹәr–), adj. 1 of
water; connected with water. 2 full of
water; wet: a watery sky. 3 like water.
4 weak; thin; poor; pale: a watery blue.
5 in or under water: a watery grave.
—waʹter·i·ness, n.
watt (wot), n. a unit of electric power,
equivalent to one joule per second. [after
J. Watt]
watt·age (wotʹij), n. electric power
expressed in watts. A ﬂatiron that uses 5
amperes of current on a 110-volt circuit
has a wattage of 550.
wat·tle (wotʹәl), n., v., –tled, –tling. —n.
1 Also, wattles. sticks interwoven with
twigs or branches; framework of wicker.
2 the red ﬂesh hanging down from the
throat of a chicken, turkey, etc. —v. twist
or weave together (twigs, branches, etc.).
[OE watul] —watʹtled, adj.
wave (wāv), n., v., waved, wav·ing. —n.
1 a moving ridge or swell of water. 2 a
movement of particles to and fro; vibration. 3 a swell, surge, or rush; increase
of some emotion, inﬂuence, condition,
etc.; outburst: a wave of enthusiasm. 4

a waving, esp. of something, as a signal.
5 a curve or series of curves. —v. 1
move as waves do; move up and down
or back and forth; sway. 2 have a wavelike form: her hair waves naturally. 3
signal or direct by waving: she waved
him away.
make waves, Informal. disturb or upset
esp. the normal state of things. [OE
waﬁan] —wavʹa·ble, adj. —waveʹless,
adj. —waveʹlike´, adj. —wav´er, n.
wave length, the distance between any
particle of a medium through which
waves are passing and the next particle
that is in the same phase with it.
wave·let (wāvʹlit), n. a little wave.
wa·ver (wāʹvәr), v. 1 move to and fro;
ﬂutter. 2 vary in intensity; ﬂicker. 3 be
undecided; hesitate. 4 become unsteady;
begin to give way. —n. a wavering. [ult.
< wave] —waʹver·er, n. —waʹver·ing·ly,
adv. —waʹver·y, adj.
wav·y (wāvʹi), adj., wav·i·er, wav·i·est.
having waves; having many waves:
wavy hair, a wavy line. —wavʹi·ly, adv.
—wavʹi·ness, n.
wax1 (waks), n. 1 a yellowish substance
made by bees for constructing their
honeycomb. 2 any substance like this.
—v. rub, stiﬀen, polish, etc., with wax.
—adj. of wax. [OE weax] —waxʹer, n.
—waxʹlike´, adj.
wax2 (waks), v., waxed, waxed or (Poetic)
wax·en, wax·ing. 1 grow bigger or
greater; increase. 2 become: the party
waxed merry. [OE weaxan]
wax bean, a yellow string bean.
wax·en (wakʹsәn), adj. 1 made of wax. 2
like wax; smooth, soft, and pale.
wax myrtle, any of various shrubs or trees
whose small berries are coated with wax.
The bayberry is a wax myrtle.
wax paper, paper coated with paraﬃn,
used to wrap food.
wax·wing (waksʹwing´), n. any of several
small birds with a showy crest and red
markings at the tips of the wings, as the
cedarbird.
wax·work (waksʹwėrk´), n. ﬁgure or ﬁgures made of wax.
waxworks (sing. in use), exhibition of
ﬁgures made of wax. —waxʹwork´er, n.
wax·y (wakʹsi), adj., wax·i·er, wax·i·est. 1
made of or covered with wax; containing wax. 2 like wax. 3 smooth and pliable; yielding. —waxʹi·ness, n.
way (wā), n. 1 manner; style: reply in a
polite way, that is only his way. 2 method;
means: new ways to prevent disease. 3
point; feature; respect; detail: a plan
defective in several ways. 4 direction:
look this way. 5 motion along a course:
the guide led the way, the ship slowly
gathered way. 6 distance: the sun is a long
way oﬀ. 7 road; path; street; course: ﬁnd
one’s way. 8 one’s wish; will: he wants
his own way. 9 condition; state: that sick
man is in a bad way. —adv. away.
all the way, without reservation; thoroughly: she was behind me all the way.

by the way, a while coming or going:
had a snack by the way. b in that connection; incidentally: by the way, when will
you ﬁnish this book?
by way of, a by the route of; through. b
as; for: by way of introduction.
come a long way, accomplish a great
deal.
come one’s way, happen to one: luck
came my way.
give way, a make way; yield; retreat. b
break down; fall. c abandon oneself to
emotion.
go a long way (toward), help very
much.
go out of the way, make a special eﬀort.
have a way with (one), be persuasive:
have a way with animals.
in a way, to some extent.
in the way, being an obstacle, hindrance,
etc.
know one’s way around, be familiar
with; know the ropes.
make one’s way, a go. b get ahead; succeed.
make way, a give space for passing or
going ahead; make room. b move forward.
no way, Informal. no; never.
on the way, getting nearer; coming
closer.
out of the way, a so as not to be an
obstacle, hindrance, etc. b far from
where most people live or go. c unusual;
strange.
pave the way, prepare.
pick one’s way, move carefully.
under way, going on; in motion; in
progress.
ways, timbers on which a ship is built
and launched. [OE weg]
way·far·er (wāʹfãr´әr), n. traveler.
way·far·ing (wāʹfãr´ing), adj. traveling.
way·lay (wā´lāʹ; wāʹlā´), v., –laid, –laying. lie in wait for; attack on the way:
Robin Hood waylaid travelers and robbed
them. —way´layʹer, n.
–ways, suﬃx forming adverbs showing
direction or position, as in edgeways,
sideways, or adverbs showing manner,
as in anyways, noways. [< way]
ways and means, methods and techniques for getting something, esp. raising funds.
way·side (wāʹsīd´), n. edge of a road or
path. —adj. along the edge of a road
or path.
way·ward (wāʹwәrd), adj. 1 turning from
the right way; disobedient; willful. 2
irregular; unsteady. —wayʹward·ly, adv.
—wayʹward·ness, n.
we (wē; unstressed wi), pron., pl. nom.;
poss., our or ours; obj., us. the 1st pers.
nom. pl. of I. [OE wē].
weak (wēk), adj. 1 that can easily be
broken, crushed, overcome, torn, etc.:
not strong: a weak foundation, weak
defenses. 2 lacking bodily strength or
health: a weak constitution. 3 lacking
power, authority, force, etc.: a weak
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government. 4 lacking mental power: a
weak mind. 5 lacking moral strength or
ﬁrmness; vacillating: a weak character.
6 lacking or poor in amount, volume,
loudness, taste, intensity, etc.: a weak
voice, weak arguments. 7 lacking or poor
in something speciﬁed: a composition
weak in spelling. 8 (of Germanic verbs)
inﬂected by additions of consonants to
the stem, not by vowel change. English
weak verbs form the past tense and
past participle by adding –ed, –d, or –t.
[< Scand. veikr] —weakʹness, n.
weak·en (wēkʹәn), v. make or become
weak or weaker. —weakʹen·er, n.
—weakʹen·ing·ly, adv.
weak·ﬁsh (wēkʹﬁsh´), n., pl. –ﬁshes or (esp. collectively) –ﬁsh. a spinyﬁnned saltwater food ﬁsh with a tender
mouth.
weak interaction, interaction between
elementary particles that causes radioactive decay and no measurable release
of energy. Also, weak force.
weak-kneed (wēkʹnēdʹ), adj. yielding easily to opposition, intimidation, etc.
weak·ling (wēkʹling), n. a weak person
or animal.
weak·ly (wēkʹli), adv., adj., –li·er, –li·est.
—adv. in a weak manner. —adj. weak;
feeble; sickly. —weakʹli·ness, n.
weak-mind·ed (wēkʹmīnʹdid), adj. 1 having or showing little intelligence; feebleminded. 2 lacking ﬁrmness of mind.
—weakʹ-mindʹed·ness, n.
weal (wēl), n. streak or ridge on the skin
made by a stick or whip; welt.
wealth (welth), n. 1 much money or
property; riches. 2 all things that have
value. 3 Fig. a large quantity; abundance:
a wealth of words. [< well1 or weal]
wealth·y (welʹthi), adj., wealth·i·er,
wealth·i·est. 1 having wealth; rich. 2
abundant; ample. —wealthʹi·ly, adv.
—wealthʹi·ness, n.
wean (wēn), v. 1 accustom (a child or
young animal) to food other than its
mother’s milk. 2 accustom (a person)
to do without something; cause to turn
away; detach. [OE wenian] —weanʹer, n.
weap·on (wepʹәn), n. any instrument used
in ﬁghting; means of attack or defense.
Swords, arrows, guns, and claws are
weapons. [OE wœpen] —weapʹoned,
adj. —weapʹon·less, adj.
weap·on·ry (wepʹәn ri), n. weapons collectively: nuclear weaponry.
wear (wãr), v., wore, worn, wear·ing, n.
—v. 1 have on the body: we wear clothes.
2 cause or suﬀer loss or damage to by
using: these shoes are worn out. 3 make
by rubbing, scraping, washing away,
etc.: walking wore a hole in my shoe. 4
tire; weary: running wears him out. 5
last long; give good service: this coat has
worn well. 6 have; show: the house wore
an air of sadness. 7 pass or go gradually:
it became hotter as the day wore on. —n.
1 a wearing; a being worn: clothing for
summer wear. 2 clothing: the store sells

children’s wear. 3 gradual loss or damage caused by use: the rug shows wear. 4
lasting quality; good service: there is still
wear in these shoes.
wear and tear, loss or damage caused
by use.
wear away, scrape, rub, or wash away.
wear down, a tire; weary. b overcome by
persistent eﬀort. c reduce in height.
wear oﬀ, become less.
wear thin, a weaken; wear out. b
become uninteresting or dull. [OE werian] —wearʹa·ble, adj. —wear´a·bilʹi·ty,
wearʹa·ble·ness, n. —wearʹer, n.
wear·ing (wãrʹing), adj. wearisome.
wearing apparel, clothes.
wea·ri·some (wirʹi sәm), adj. wearying;
tiring; tiresome. —weaʹri·some·ly, adv.
—weaʹri·some·ness, n.
wea·ry (wirʹi), adj., –ri·er, –ri·est, v.,
–ried, –ry·ing. —adj. 1 tired: weary feet,
a weary brain. 2 causing fatigue; tiring: a
weary wait. 3 having one’s patience, tolerance, or liking exhausted. —v. make or
become weary; tire. [OE wērig] —weaʹriless, adj. —weaʹri·ly, adv. —weaʹri·ness,
n. —weaʹry·ing·ly, adv.
wea·sel (wēʹzәl), n. 1 a small, quick, sly
animal with a long, slender body and
short legs. Weasels feed on rats, birds,
eggs, etc. 2 a cunning, sneaking person.
[OE weosule]
weath·er (wethʹәr), n. 1 condition of the
atmosphere with respect to temperature, moisture, or other meteorological
phenomena. 2 windy or stormy weather.
—v. 1 expose to the weather. 2 become
discolored or worn by air, rain, sun,
frost, etc. 3 go or come through safely:
the ship weathered the storm. —adj. 1
toward the wind; windward. 2 of the
side exposed to the wind.
keep one’s weather eye open, be on
the lookout for possible danger or
trouble.
under the weather, sick; ailing. [OE
weder] —weathʹered, adj.
weath·er-beat·en (wethʹәr bēt´әn), adj.
worn or hardened by the wind, rain, and
other forces of the weather.
weath·er-bound (wethʹәr bound´), adj.
delayed by bad weather: a weatherbound ship.
weath·er·cock (wethʹәr kok´), n. a
weather vane, esp. one in the shape of
a cock.
weath·er·ing (wethʹәr ing), n. process by
which rocks are decomposed by air,
water, frost, etc.
weath·er·ize (wethʹә rīz), v., –ized, –izing. insulate and otherwise prepare a
building to withstand cold weather and to
conserve heat. —weath´er·i·zaʹtion, n.
weath·er·man (wethʹәr man´ ), n.,
pl. –men. person who forecasts the
weather.
weath·er·proof (wethʹәr prüf´), adj. protected against rain, snow, or wind; able
to stand exposure to all kinds of weather.
—v. make weatherproof.

weather station, installation where meteorological observations are made.
weath·er-strip (wethʹәr strip´), v.,
–stripped, –strip·ping. ﬁt with weather
stripping.
weather stripping, a roll of narrow stripping to cover space between a window
and its casing or a door and its frame.
weather vane, device to show which way
the wind is blowing.
weath·er-wise (wethʹәr wīz´), adj. 1 skillful in forecasting the changes of the
weather. 2 skillful in forecasting changes
in opinion, etc.
weave (wēv), v., wove or (Rare) weaved,
wo·ven or wove, weav·ing, n. —v. 1
form (threads or strips) into a thing or
fabric: weave thread into cloth. 2 make
out of thread, etc.: she is weaving a rug.
3 combine into a whole: the author wove
the incident into a story. —n. method
or pattern of weaving: a cloth of coarse
weave.
weave one’s way, make one’s way by
twisting and turning. [OE wefan]
weav·er (wēvʹәr), n. 1 person who weaves.
2 person whose work is weaving. 3
weaverbird.
weav·er·bird (wēvʹәr bėrd´), n. a bird of
Asia and Africa, that builds an elaborately woven nest.
web1 (web), n. 1 something woven. 2 fabric of delicate, silken threads spun by a
spider or by the larvae of certain insects.
3 anything like a web: a web of lies, the
web of life. 4 the skin joining the toes of
ducks, geese, and other swimming birds.
[OE webb] —webbed, adj. —webʹless,
adj. —webʹlike´, adj.
web2 or Web (wәb), n. World Wide
Web
web·bing (webʹing), n. 1 cloth woven into
strong strips for belts. 2 the plain foundation fabric woven at the edge of some
rugs, etc., to prevent raveling. 3 skin
joining the toes, as in a duck’s feet.
web·foot (webʹfu̇t´), n., pl. –feet. foot
in which the toes are joined by a web.
—webʹfoot´ed, adj.
wed (wed), v., wed·ded, wed·ded or wed,
wed·ding. 1 marry. 2 Fig. unite. [OE
weddian]
we’d (wēd), 1 we had. 2 we would; we
should.
Wed., Wednesday.
wed·ded (wedʹid), adj. 1 married. 2
united. 3 devoted.
wed·ding (wedʹing), n. 1 the marriage
ceremony. 2 an anniversary of it.
wedge (wej), n., v., wedged, wedg·ing.
—n. 1 piece of wood or metal with a
tapering thin edge, used in splitting,
separating, etc. 2 something shaped
like a wedge or used like a wedge: an
entering wedge into society. —v. 1 split
or separate with a wedge. 2 fasten or
tighten with a wedge. 3 thrust or pack
in tightly; squeeze: he wedged himself
through the narrow window. [OE wecg]
—wedgeʹlike´, wedgʹy, adj.
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wed·lock (wedʹlok), n. married life; marriage. [OE wedlāc pledge < wedd pledge
+ –lāc, noun suﬃx]
Wednes·day (wenzʹdi; –dā), n. the fourth
day of the week, following Tuesday.
wee (wē), adj., we·er, we·est. very small;
tiny. [from the phrase a little wee a little
bit < OE wœg weight]
weed (wēd), n. 1 a useless or troublesome plant; plant occurring in cultivated ground to the exclusion or injury
of the desired crop. 2 Informal. a marijuana b tobacco or cigarette. 3 a thin,
ungainly person or animal. —v. take
weeds out of.
weed out, a free from what is useless or worthless. b remove as useless
or worthless. [OE wēod] —weedʹer, n.
—weedʹless, adj. —weedʹlike´, adj.
weed·kill·er (wēdʹkil´әr), n. ⫽herbicide.
weed·y (wēdʹi), adj., weed·i·er, weed·iest. 1 full of weeds. 2 of or like weeds. 3
thin and lanky; weak. —weedʹi·ly, adv.
—weedʹi·ness, n.
week (wēk), n. 1 seven days, one after
another. 2 the time from Sunday through
Saturday. 3 the working days of a sevenday period.
week in, week out, week after week. [OE
wice]
week·day (wēkʹdā´), n. any day except
Sunday. —adj. of or on a weekday.
week·end (wēkʹend´), n. Saturday and
Sunday as a time for recreation, visiting,
etc. —adj. of or on a weekend. —v. spend
a weekend. —weekʹend´er, n.
week·ly (wēkʹli), adj., adv., n., pl. –lies.
—adj. 1 of a week; for a week; lasting a week. 2 done or happening once
a week. —adv. once each week; every
week. —n. a newspaper or magazine
published once a week.
weep (wēp), v., wept, weep·ing, n.
—v. 1 shed tears; cry: wept bitter tears.
2 mourn. 3 be very damp; drip; exude.
—n. act or fact of weeping. [OE wepan]
—weepʹer, n. —weepʹy, adj.
weep·ing (wēpʹing), adj. 1 that weeps. 2
having thin, drooping branches: a weeping willow. —weepʹing·ly, adv.
weeping willow, large willow tree, native
to Asia but cultivated widely, that has
long, slender, drooping branches.
wee·vil (wēʹvәl), n. 1 a small beetle
whose larvae destroy grain, nuts, cotton,
fruit, etc. 2 any of various small insects
that destroy stored grain. [OE wifel]
—weeʹviled, weeʹvilled, adj. —weeʹvily, weeʹvil·ly, adj.
weft (weft), n. woof. [OE, < wefan weave]
weigh (wā), v. 1 ﬁnd the weight of; have as a
measure by weight: I weighed 110 pounds.
2 bend or bear down by weight; burden:
the mistake weighed heavily. 3 balance in
the mind; consider carefully: he weighed
the idea before speaking. 4 have importance or inﬂuence. 5 lift up (an anchor).
weigh down, oppress; overburden.
weigh in, ﬁnd out one’s weight before a
contest.

weigh on, be a burden to.
weigh one’s words, think carefully
before speaking and choose each word
with care. [OE wegan] —weighʹa·ble,
adj. —weighʹer, n.
weight (wāt), n. 1 how heavy a thing is;
the amount a thing weighs: the dog’s
weight is 50 pounds. 2 quality that makes
all things tend toward the center of the
earth; heaviness: gas has hardly any
weight. 3 system of units for expressing
weight: avoirdupois weight, troy weight.
4 piece of metal having a speciﬁc weight,
used in weighing things: a pound weight.
5 a heavy thing or mass: a weight keeps
the papers in place. 6 load; burden:
the weight of responsibility. 7 inﬂuence;
importance; value: an opinion of great
weight. —v. 1 load down; burden. 2 add
weight to; put weight on.
by weight, measure by weighing.
pull one’s weight, do one’s part or
share.
throw one’s weight around, Informal.
use one’s position, importance, etc.,
to inﬂuence others. [OE wiht < wegan
weigh] —weightʹless, adj.
weight·y (wātʹi), adj., weight·i·er, weighti·est. 1 heavy. 2 Fig. burdensome: weighty
cares of state. 3 important: weighty negotiations. 4 inﬂuential: a weighty speaker.
5 convincing: weighty arguments.
—weightʹi·ly, adv. —weightʹi·ness, n.
weir (wir), n. 1 dam in a river. 2 fence
of stakes or broken branches put in a
stream or channel to catch ﬁsh. [OE
wer]
weird (wird), adj. 1 unearthly; mysterious. 2 odd; fantastic; queer. [OE wyrd
fate] —weirdʹly, adv. —weirdʹness, n.
wel·come (welʹkәm), interj., n., v.,
–comed, –com·ing, adj. —interj. word
of kindly greeting: welcome home! —n.
1 a kindly greeting. 2 a kind reception:
you will always have a welcome here. —v.
1 greet kindly. 2 receive gladly. —adj. 1
gladly received; agreeable: a welcome
letter. 2 gladly or freely permitted: you
are welcome to pick the ﬂowers. 3 free
to enjoy courtesies, etc., without obligation (used in conventional response to
thanks): you are quite welcome.
wear out one’s welcome, stay too long
visiting someone; become tiresome.
[orig. meaning “agreeable guest,” OE
wilcuma < wil– (cf. will pleasure) +
cuma comer] —welʹcome·less, adj.
—welʹcome·ly, adv. —welʹcome·ness,
n. —welʹcom·er, n.
weld (weld), v. 1 join together (metal,
plastic, etc.) by hammering or pressing
while soft and hot. 2 unite closely. 3 be
welded or be capable of being welded.
—n. 1 a welded joint. 2 a welding. [< well2,
v.] —weldʹa·ble, adj. —weldʹer, n.
wel·fare (welʹfãr´), n. 1 health, happiness,
and prosperity; being or doing well. 2
government assistance for needy people.
welfare state, state whose government
provides for the welfare of its citizens, as

through social security, unemployment
insurance, etc.
welfare work, work done to improve the
conditions of people who need help, as
in a community, business, etc. —welfare
worker.
well1 (wel), adv., bet·ter, best, adj., interj.
—adv. 1 in a satisfactory, favorable, or
advantageous manner; all right: the job
was well done, he writes well. 2 to a
considerable degree; much: shake well
before using, well over a hundred dollars, know the subject well. 3 fairly; reasonably; properly: I couldn’t very well
refuse. 4 suﬃciently; adequately: think
well before you act. —adj. 1 satisfactory;
good; right: all is well with us, I am very
well. 2 proper; advisable: is it well to act
so hastily? 3 in a satisfactory position,
condition, etc. —interj. expression used
to show mild surprise, agreement, etc.,
or merely to ﬁll in.
as well, a also; besides. b equally.
as well as, a in addition to; besides. b as
much as. [OE wel] —wellʹness, n.
well2 (wel), n. 1 hole dug or bored in the
ground to get water, oil, gas, etc. 2 spring;
fountain; source: a well of information.
3 something like a well in shape or use.
4 shaft for stairs or elevator, extending
vertically through the ﬂoors of a building. —v. spring; rise; gush. [OE wella, n.,
weillan, v.]
we’ll (wēl; unstressed wil), we shall; we
will.
well-ad·vised (welʹad vīzdʹ), adj. 1 wise;
careful. 2 given good or wise advice.
well-ap·point·ed (welʹә poinʹtid), adj.
having good furnishings or equipment.
well-bal·anced (welʹbalʹәnst), adj. 1
rightly balanced, adjusted, or regulated.
2 sensible; sane.
well-be·haved (welʹbi hāvdʹ), adj. showing good manners or conduct.
well-be·ing (welʹbēʹing), n. health and
happiness; welfare.
well·born (welʹbôrnʹ), adj. belonging to
a good family.
well-bred (welʹbredʹ), adj. well brought
up; having or showing good manners.
well-con·tent (welʹkәn tentʹ), adj. highly
pleased or satisﬁed.
well-de·ﬁned (welʹdi fīnd´), adj. deﬁnite;
clear.
well-dis·posed (welʹdis pōzdʹ), adj. 1
rightly or properly disposed. 2 wellmeaning. 3 favorably or kindly disposed.
well-fed (welʹfedʹ), adj. showing the result
of good feeding; fat; plump.
well-ﬁxed (welʹﬁxtʹ), adj. well-to-do.
well-found·ed (welʹfounʹdid), adj. rightly
or justly founded: a well-founded faith
in schools.
well-groomed (welʹgrümdʹ), adj. well
cared for; neat and trim.
well-ground·ed (welʹgroundʹdid), adj. 1
based on good reasons. 2 thoroughly
instructed in the fundamental principles
of a subject.
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well-heeled (welʹhēldʹ), adj. wealthy.
well-in·formed (welʹin fôrmdʹ), adj. 1
having reliable or full information on a
subject. 2 having information on a wide
variety of subjects.
Wel·ling·ton (welʹing tәn), n. capital of
New Zealand, on North Island.
well-kept (welʹkeptʹ), adj. well cared for;
carefully tended.
well-known (welʹnōnʹ), adj. 1 clearly
or fully known. 2 generally or widely
known; familiar.
well-man·nered (welʹmanʹәrd), adj. having or showing good manners; polite;
courteous.
well-mean·ing (welʹmēnʹing), adj. 1 having good intentions. 2 Also, well-meant
(welʹmentʹ). proceeding from good
intentions.
well-nigh (welʹnīʹ), adv. very nearly;
almost.
well-oﬀ (welʹôfʹ; –ofʹ), adj. 1 in a good
condition or position. 2 fairly rich.
well-pre·served (welʹpri zėrvdʹ), adj.
showing few signs of age.
well-read (welʹredʹ), adj. having read
much; knowing a great deal about books
and literature.
well-round·ed (welʹrounʹdid), adj. 1 well
ﬁlled out. 2 Fig. complete; full: a wellrounded education.
well-spo·ken (welʹspōʹkәn), adj. 1 speaking well, ﬁttingly, or pleasingly; polite in
speech. 2 spoken well.
well·spring (welʹspring´), n. 1 fountainhead. 2 source, esp. of a supply that
never fails.
well-suit·ed (welʹsütʹid), adj. suitable;
convenient.
well sweep, a tapering or weighted pole
swung on a pivot and having a bucket
hung on the smaller or lighter end.
well-thought-of (welʹthôtʹov´; –uv´), adj.
having a very good reputation.
well-timed (welʹtīmdʹ), adj. timely.
well-to-do (welʹtә düʹ), adj. having
enough money to live well; prosperous.
well-wish·er (welʹwishʹәr), n. person who
wishes well to a person, cause, etc.
well-worn (welʹwôrnʹ; –wōrnʹ), adj. 1
much worn by use. 2 used too much;
trite; stale.
Welsh (welsh; welch), adj. of or pertaining to Wales, its people, or their Celtic
language. —n. 1 the people of Wales. 2
their language.
welsh (welsh; welch), v. Informal. evade
paying a bet or fulﬁlling an obligation.
—welshʹer, n.
Welsh·man (welshʹmәn; welchʹ–), n., pl.
–men. native of Wales.
Welsh rabbit, sauce containing cheese,
beer, eggs, etc., cooked and poured over
toast.
Welsh rarebit, ⫽Welsh rabbit.
welt (welt), n. 1 a strip of leather between
the upper part and the sole of a shoe. 2
the narrow border, trimming, etc., on
the edge of a garment or upholstery. 3
a streak or ridge made on the skin by

a stick or whip. —v. put a welt on. [ME
welte, walte]
wel·ter (welʹtәr), v. roll or toss about;
wallow. —n. 1 a rolling and tossing. 2
confusion; commotion. [< MDu., MLG
welteren]
wel·ter·weight (welʹtәr wāt´), n. boxer
or wrestler weighing between 135 and
147 pounds. [earlier welter (< welt, def.
2) + weight]
wen (wen), n. a harmless tumor of the
skin. [OE wenn]
wench (wench), n. 1 girl or young woman.
2 a woman servant. [< wenchel child, OE
wencel]
wend (wend), v., wend·ed or (Archaic)
went, wend·ing. 1 direct (one’s way):
we wended our way home. 2 go. [OE
wendan]
went (went), v. pt. of go: I went home.
wept (wept), v. pt. and pp. of weep.
were (wėr; unstressed wәr), v. 1 pl. and
2nd pers. sing. past indicative of be: we
were delayed. 2 past subjunctive of be: if
I were rich, I would travel.
as it were, as if it were; so to speak; in
some way. [OE wœron]
were·wolf, wer·wolf (wirʹwu̇lf´), n., pl.
–wolves (–wu̇lvz´). in folklore, a person
who has been changed into a wolf; person who can change himself into a wolf.
[OE werwulf < wer man + wulf wolf]
Wes·ley·an (wesʹli әn; esp. Brit. wezʹli әn),
n. member of the church founded by
John Wesley; Methodist. —adj. of or
having to do with John Wesley or the
Methodist Church.
west (west), n. 1 the direction of the sunset; the point of the compass to the left
as one faces north. 2 Also, West. the part
of any country toward the west. 3 West,
western part of the United States. —adj.
1 lying toward or situated in the west. 2
originating in or coming from the west:
a west wind. —adv. 1 toward the west.
2 in the west, countries in Europe and
America as distinguished from those in
Asia, esp. SE Asia. [OE]
west·er·ly (wesʹtәr li), adj., adv. 1 toward
the west. 2 from the west. —westʹer·liness, n.
west·ern (wesʹtәrn), adj. 1 toward the
west. 2 from the west. 3 of or in the west.
—n. story or motion picture dealing
with life in the West, esp. cowboy life.
Western, a of or in the W part of the
United States. b of or in Europe and the
Americas. c of or in the Western Hemisphere. —westʹern·most, adj.
Western Church, the part of the Catholic
Church that acknowledges the Pope
as its spiritual leader and follows the
Latin Rite.
Western civilization, European and
American civilization as contrasted with
Eastern civilization.
West·ern·er (wesʹtәr nәr), n. 1 person
born or living in the W part of the
United States. 2 westerner, native or
inhabitant of the west.

Western Hemisphere, the half of the
world that includes North and South
America.
West Indies, islands between Florida and
South America; Greater Antilles, Lesser
Antilles, and the Bahamas. —West
Indian.
West Virginia, an E state of the United
States. —West Virginian.
west·ward (westʹwәrd), adv. Also, westʹwards. toward the west. —adj. 1 toward
the west. 2 west. —n. west.
west·ward·ly (westʹwәrd li), adj., adv. 1
toward the west. 2 of winds, from the
west.
wet (wet), adj., wet·ter, wet·test, v., wet
or wet·ted, wet·ting, n. —adj. 1 covered
or soaked with water or other liquid:
wet hands. 2 watery; liquid: wet paint.
3 rainy: a wet day. 4 having or favoring
laws that permit making and selling of
alcoholic drinks. —v. make or become
wet. —n. 1 water or other liquid. 2 wetness; rain. 3 person who favors laws that
permit making and selling of alcoholic
drinks.
all wet, Informal. mistaken; all wrong.
[ME wett, pp. of wete(n), OE wœtan]
—wetʹness, n. —wetʹtish, adj.
wet·back (wetʹbak´), n. a Latin American
who enters the U.S. illegally, esp. by
swimming or wading across the Rio
Grande. [< wet + back]
wet blanket, person or thing that has a
discouraging or depressing eﬀect.
weth·er (wethʹәr), n. a castrated male
sheep. [OE]
wet·land (wetʹland´), n. Often, wetlands.
marshy area; swamp.
wet nurse, woman employed to suckle
the infant of another.
w.f., wf, wrong font.
whack (hwak), n. 1 a sharp, resounding
blow. 2 Informal. trial or attempt. —v.
strike with a sharp, resounding blow. [?
imit.] —whackʹer, n.
whack·y (hwakʹi), adj. ⫽wacky.
whale1 (hwāl), n., pl. whales or (esp. collectively) whale, v., whaled, whal·ing.
—n. 1 any of various ﬁshlike mammals
that are air-breathing and suckle their
young. 2 Informal. Fig. something very
big, great, impressive, etc. —v. hunt and
catch whales. [OE hwœl]
whale2 (hwāl), v., whaled, whal·ing. beat;
hit hard. [appar. var. of wale]
whale·boat (hwālʹbōt´), n. a long, narrow
rowboat, sharp at both ends.
whale·bone (hwālʹbōn´), n. an elastic,
horny substance growing in place of
teeth in the upper jaw of certain whales
and forming a series of thin, parallel
plates.
whal·er (hwālʹәr), n. 1 person who hunts
whales. 2 ship used for whaling.
whal·ing (hwālʹing), n. the hunting and
killing of whales.
wham (hwam), v., whammed, whamming, n. interj. —v. hit or strike hard:
whammed into the closed door. —n. interj.

whereto
exclamation or sound made by hitting
something hard: and wham went the
wind against the house. —whamʹmy, n.
wharf (hwôrf), n., pl. wharves (hwôrvz),
wharfs. platform built on the shore
or out from the shore, beside which
ships can load and unload. [OE hwearf]
—wharfʹless, adj.
wharf·age (hwôrʹﬁj), n. 1 the use of a
wharf for mooring a ship, storing and
handling goods, etc. 2 the charge made
for this. 3 wharves.
what (hwot; hwut), pron., pl. what, adj.,
adv. —pron. 1 word used in asking
questions about persons or things: what
is your name?, what if I did? 2 a that or
those which; anything that: I know what
you mean, do what you please, not what
it was. —adj. 1 word used in asking
questions about persons or things: what
time is it? 2 that or those which; any
that: take what supplies you will need. 3
word used to show surprise, doubt, etc.,
or emphasis: what foolishness! —adv. 1
how much; how: what does it matter?
2 partly: what with the wind and rain,
our walk was spoiled. 3 word used to
show surprise, etc., or emphasis: what
happy times!
and what not, and all kinds of other
things.
what for?, why.
what have you, Informal. and anything
else.
what if, what would happen if.
what of it?, what does it matter.
what’s what, Informal. the true state of
aﬀairs.
what then?, what would happen (in that
case).
what with, in consideration of: what
with so much to do, we won’t be able to
go. [OE hwœt]
what·ev·er (hwot evʹәr; hwәt–), pron. 1
anything that: do whatever you like. 2
any amount that: he will give whatever
you may need. 3 no matter what: whatever happens, he is safe. 4 what, used
emphatically in questions: whatever do
you mean? —adj. 1 any that: take whatever books you like. 2 no matter what:
whatever excuse he makes will not be
believed. 3 at all: I see nothing whatever.
what’s (hwots), what is; what has.
what·so·ev·er (hwot´sō evʹәr; hwut´–),
pron., adj. whatever.
wheal (hwēl), n. a small burning or itching swelling on the skin. [cf. OE hwelian
suppurate]
wheat (hwēt), n. 1 the grain of a widely
distributed cereal grass, used to make
ﬂour. 2 the plant that it grows on. [OE
hwœte] —wheatʹen, adj. —wheatʹless,
adj.
whee·dle (hwēʹdәl), v., –dled, –dling.
1 persuade by ﬂattery, smooth words,
caresses, etc.; coax. 2 get by wheedling. [OE wœdlian beg] —wheeʹdler,
n. —wheeʹdling, adj. —wheeʹdling·ly,
adv.

wheel (hwēl), n. 1 a round frame turning
on a pin or shaft in the center. 2 any
instrument, machine, apparatus, etc.,
shaped or moving like a wheel: a spinning wheel, steering wheel. 3 anything
resembling or suggesting a wheel in
shape or movement: the wheel of fortune.
4 Fig. any force thought of as moving or
propelling: the wheels of the government.
—v. 1 turn: he wheeled around suddenly.
2 move or perform in a curved or circular direction. 3 move on wheels: the
workman was wheeling a load of bricks.
—adj. of, pertaining to, next to, or containing a wheel.
at the wheel, a driving a car. b Informal.
Fig. in control.
wheels, a machinery. b Informal. an
automobile.
wheels within wheels, complicated circumstances, motives, inﬂuences, etc. [OE
hwēol] —wheeled, adj. —wheelʹless,
adj.
wheel·bar·row (hwēlʹbar´ō), n. frame
with a wheel at one end and two handles
at the other, used for carrying loads.
wheel·base (hwēlʹbās´), wheel base, n. in
automobiles, etc., the distance in inches
between the centers of the front and
rear axles.
wheel·chair (hwėlʹchãr´), n. chair
mounted on wheels, used esp. by invalids.
wheel·er (hwēlʹәr), n. 1 person or thing
that wheels. 2 thing that has a wheel
or wheels.
wheel·er-deal·er (hwēlʹәr dēlʹәr), n.
person who delights in bold ﬁnancial
undertakings.
wheel horse, person who works eﬀectively.
wheel·wright (hwēlʹrīt´), n. person whose
work is making or repairing wheels, carriages, and wagons.
wheeze (hwēz), v., wheezed, wheez·ing,
n. —v. 1 breathe with diﬃculty and a
whistling sound. 2 make a sound like
this: the old engine wheezed. 3 say with
a wheeze. —n. a whistling sound caused
by diﬃcult breathing. [? < Scand. hvœsa
hiss] —wheezʹer, n. —wheezʹingly, adv. —wheezʹy, adj. —wheezʹi·ly, adv.
—wheezʹi·ness, n.
whelk (hwelk), n. a mollusk with a spiral
shell, used for food in Europe. [OE
weoloc]
whelm (hwelm), v. 1 overwhelm. 2 submerge. [akin to OE –hwelfan, as in
āhwelfan cover over]
whelp (hwelp), n. 1 puppy or cub; young
dog, wolf, bear, lion, tiger, etc. 2 a brash,
rude boy or young man. —v. give birth
to (whelps). [OE hwelp]
when (hwen; unstressed hwәn), adv. at
what time: when will you come? —conj.
1 at the time that: rise when one’s name
is called, you play when you should
work. 2 at any time that: he is impatient
when he is kept waiting. 3 at which time;
and then: the dog growled till his mas-
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ter spoke, when he gave a joyful bark.
—pron. what time; which time: since
when have you known? —n. the time or
occasion: the when and where of an act.
[OE hwœnne]
whence (hwens), adv. 1 from what place;
from where: whence do you come? 2
from what source or cause; from what:
whence has he so much wisdom? —conj.
from what place, source, cause, etc.: the
country whence he came. [ME whennes
< OE hwanone]
when·e’er (hwen ãrʹ; hwәn–), conj., adv.
Poetic. whenever.
when·ev·er (hwen evʹәr; hwәn–), conj.,
adv. when; at whatever time; at any
time that.
when·so·ev·er (hwen´sō evʹәr), conj., adv.
whenever; at whatever time.
where (hwār), adv. 1 in, to, at, or from
what place: where is he? where are you
going? where did you get that story? 2 in,
at, or to which: the house where he was
born. 3 in what way; in what respect:
where is the harm in trying? 4 in what
position, direction, circumstances, etc.:
where does he stand on health care? —n.
1 what place: where does he come from?
2 place; scene. —conj. 1 in the place in
which; at the place at which: the book
is where you left it, I will go where you
go, the town where they stayed the night.
2 in any place in which; at any place at
which: use the ointment where the pain is
felt. 3 in the case, circumstances, respect,
etc., in which: some people worry where
it does no good. [OE hwœr]
where·a·bouts (hwãrʹә bouts´), adv., conj.
where; near what place: whereabouts
can I ﬁnd a doctor? —n. place where
a person or thing is: do you know the
whereabouts of the cottage?
where·as (hwãr azʹ), conj. 1 on the contrary; but; while: some children like
school, whereas others do not. 2 considering that; since: “Whereas the people of
the colonies have been grieved and burdened with taxes,” etc. —n. document or
statement beginning with “Whereas.”
where·at (hwãr atʹ), adv., conj. at what;
at which.
where·by (hwãr bīʹ), adv., conj. by what;
by which.
wher·eʹer (hwãr ãrʹ), conj., adv. Poetic.
wherever.
where·fore (hwãrʹfôr; –fōr), adv. 1 for
what reason; why. 2 for which reason;
therefore; so. —conj. for what reason;
why. —n. reason.
where·in (hwãr inʹ), adv., conj. in what; in
which; how.
where·of (hwãr ovʹ; –uvʹ), adv., conj. of
what; of which; of whom.
where·on (hwãr onʹ; –ônʹ), adv., conj. on
which; on what.
where·so·ev·er (hwãr´sō evʹәr), conj., adv.
wherever.
where·to (hwãr tüʹ), adv., conj. 1 to what;
to which; where. 2 for what purpose;
why.
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whereupon

where·up·on (hwãr´ә ponʹ; –pônʹ), adv.,
conj. 1 upon what; upon which. 2 at
which; after which.
wher·ev·er (hwãr evʹәr), conj., adv. where;
to whatever place; in whatever place:
wherever are you going?, sit wherever you
like, he will be happy wherever he lives.
where·with (hwãr withʹ; –withʹ), adv.,
conj. with what; with which. —n. wherewithal.
where·with·al (n. hwãrʹwith ōl; adv.
hwãr´with ôlʹ), n. means, supplies, or
money needed: has she the wherewithal
to pay for the trip? —adv. wherewith.
whet (hwet), v., whet·ted, whet·ting, n.
—v. 1 sharpen by rubbing: whet a knife.
2 Fig. make keen or eager; stimulate:
the smell of food whetted my appetite.
—n. act of whetting. [OE hwettan]
—whetʹter, n.
wheth·er (hwethʹәr), conj. 1 expressing a
choice: it matters little whether we go or
stay, he does not know whether to work or
play. 2 either: whether sick or well, she is
always cheerful. 3 if: he asked whether he
should ﬁnish the work.
whether or not, in any case; no matter
what happens. [OE hwether]
whet·stone (hwetʹstōn´), n. a stone for
sharpening knives or tools.
whew (hwū), interj., n. exclamation of
surprise, dismay, etc.
whey (hwā), n. the watery part of milk
that separates from the curd when milk
sours and becomes coagulated or when
cheese is made. [OE hwœg] —wheyʹey,
wheyʹish, wheyʹlike´, adj.
which (hwich), pron. 1 word used in asking questions about persons or things:
which seems the best plan? 2 word used
in connecting a group of words with
some word in the sentence: read the
book which you have. 3 the one that;
any that: choose which you like. 4 a thing
that: and, which is worse, you were late.
—adj. 1 word used in asking questions
about persons or things: which boy won
the prize?, which books are yours? 2 word
used in connecting a group of words
with some word in the sentence: be careful which way you turn.
which is which?, which is one and
which is the other. [OE hwilc]
which·ev·er (hwich evʹәr), pron., adj. 1
any one that; any that: take whichever
you want. 2 no matter which: whichever
side wins, I shall be satisﬁed.
whiﬀ (hwif), n. 1 a slight gust; puﬀ;
breath. 2 a slight smell; puﬀ of air having
an odor. 3 puﬀ of tobacco smoke. —v. 1
blow; puﬀ. 2 puﬀ tobacco smoke from (a
pipe, etc.); smoke. —whiﬀʹer, n.
whif·ﬂe (hwifʹәl), v., –ﬂed, –ﬂing. 1 blow
in puﬀs or gusts. 2 veer; shift. 3 blow
lightly; scatter. —whifʹﬂer, n.
whif·ﬂe·ball (hwifʹәl bôl´), n. 1 light, hollow, plastic ball with holes in it to catch
the air and slow it down. 2 game like
baseball played with this ball and a
plastic bat.

whif·ﬂe·tree (hwifʹәl trē´), n. the swinging bar of a carriage or wagon, to which
the traces of a harness are fastened.
Whig (hwig), n. 1 member of a former political party in Great Britain that
favored reforms and progress. 2 political
party in the United States that became
the Republican Party in the mid-1850s.
3 an American who favored the Revolution against England. —adj. 1 composed
of Whigs; having to do with Whigs; like
Whigs. 2 being a Whig. —Whigʹgish,
adj. —Whigʹgish·ly, adv. —Whigʹgishness, n. —Whigʹgism, n.
while (hwīl), n., conj., v., whiled, whiling. —n. time; space of time: the postman came a while ago. —conj. 1 during
the time that; in the time that; as long
as: while I was speaking he said nothing,
while the condition exists, it is a menace
to everyone. 2 in contrast with the fact
that; although: while I like the color of
the hat, I do not like its shape. —v. pass
or spend in some easy, pleasant manner:
the children while away many afternoons
on the beach.
once in a while, now and then.
the while, during the time: ate and
talked the while.
worth one’s while, worth time, attention, or eﬀort. [OE hwīl]
whilst (hwīlst), conj. ⫽while.
whim (hwim), n. a sudden fancy or
notion; freakish or capricious idea or
desire.
whim·per (hwimʹpәr), v. 1 cry with low,
broken, mournful sounds: the sick child
whimpered. 2 complain in a weak way;
whine. —n. a whimpering cry or sound.
—whimʹper·er, n. —whimʹper·ing, adj.
—whimʹper·ing·ly, adv.
whim·si·cal (hwimʹzә kәl), adj. 1 having
many odd notions or fancies; fanciful;
odd. 2 full of whims. —whim´si·calʹity, whimʹsi·cal·ness, n. —whimʹsi·cally, adv.
whim·sy (hwimʹzi), n., pl. –sies; –seys. 1
an odd or fanciful notion; quaintness. 2
something showing this. 3 ⫽whim.
whine (hwīn), v., whined, whin·ing, n.
—v. 1 make a low, complaining cry or
sound. 2 complain in a peevish, childish
way. —n. 1 a low, complaining cry or
sound. 2 a peevish, childish complaint.
[OE hwīnan] —whinʹer, n. —whinʹing,
adj. —whinʹing·ly, adv. —whinʹy, adj.
whin·ny (hwinʹi), n., pl. –nies, v., –nied,
–nying. —n. the sound that a horse
makes. —v. make such a sound. [akin
to whine]
whip (hwip), n., v., whipped or whipt,
whipping. —n. 1 thing to whip with,
usually a stick with a lash at the end. 2
a whipping motion. 3 dessert made by
beating cream, eggs, etc., into a froth.
4 member of a political party who controls and directs the other members in
a lawmaking body. —v. 1 strike; beat;
lash: he whipped the horse. 2 move,
put, or pull quickly and suddenly: he

whipped oﬀ his coat. 3 defeat. 4 beat
(cream, eggs, etc.) to a froth. 5 sew with
stitches passing over and over an edge. 6
wind closely with thread or string; wind
(cord, twine, or thread) around something. [cf. MDu., MLG wippe swing]
—whipʹlike´, adj. —whipʹper, n.
whip hand, 1 the hand that holds the
whip in driving. 2 Fig. position of control; advantage.
whip·lash (hwipʹlash´), n. 1 lash of a
whip. 2 injury esp. to the neck caused by
a sudden jolt that makes the head jerk
backward and forward, as when a car is
hit from behind.
whip·per·snap·per (hwipʹәr snap´әr), n.
an insigniﬁcant or young person who
thinks he or she is smart or important.
whip·pet (hwipʹit), n. very swift dog that
looks somewhat like a small greyhound,
often used in racing. [< whip in sense of
“move quickly”]
whip·ping (hwipʹing), n. 1 a beating; ﬂogging. 2 arrangement of cord, twine, or
the like, wound about a thing.
whipping boy, scapegoat.
whipping post, post to which lawbreakers are tied to be whipped.
whip·ple·tree (hwipʹәl trē´), n. ⫽whiﬄetree.
whip·poor·will (hwip´әr wilʹ; hwipʹәr wil), n. an American bird whose call
sounds somewhat like its name. It is
active at night or twilight. [imit.]
whip·saw (hwipʹsô´), n. a long, narrow
saw with its ends held in a frame. —v. 1
cut with such a saw. 2 get the better of (a
person) no matter what he does.
whip·stitch (hwipʹstich´), v. sew with
stitches passing over and over an edge.
—n. stitch so made.
whir (hwėr), n., v., whirred, whirring.
—n. a noise that sounds like whir-r-r.
—v. move quickly or work with such a
noise: the motor whirs. [cf. Dan. hvirre
whirl]
whirl (hwėrl), v. 1 turn or swing round
and round; spin: whirl a lasso. 2 move
round and round: the merry-go-round
whirled. 3 turn about or aside quickly:
he whirled from the path. 4 move or
carry quickly: we were whirled away in a
helicopter. 5 feel dizzy or confused. —n.
1 a whirling movement. 2 something
that whirls. 3 dizzy or confused condition. 4 a short drive, run, walk, or the
like. 5 a rapid round of happenings, parties, etc. [< Scand. hvirﬂa < hverfa turn]
—whirlʹer, n.
whirl·i·gig (hwėrʹli gig´), n. 1 toy that
whirls; pinwheel. 2 merry-go-round. 3 Fig.
anything that whirls round and round: a
whirligig of parties. [< whirl + gig]
whirl·pool (hwėrlʹpül´), n. 1 water whirling round and round rapidly and violently. 2 anything like a whirlpool.
whirl·wind (hwėrlʹwind´), n. 1 current of
air whirling violently round and round;
whirling windstorm. 2 anything like a
whirlwind.
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whish (hwish), n. a soft rushing sound;
whiz; swish. —v. make this sound.
whisk1 (hwisk), v. 1 sweep or brush (dust,
crumbs, etc.) from a surface. 2 move
quickly. 3 draw or snatch lightly and
rapidly. —n. 1 a quick sweep. 2 a light,
quick movement. [< Scand. (Sw.) viska]
whisk2 (hwisk), v. beat or whip to a froth.
[< n.] —n. 1 a whisk broom. 2 a wire
beater for eggs, cream, etc. [< Scand.
visk wisp]
whisk broom, a small broom for brushing clothes, etc.
whisk·er (hwisʹkәr), n. 1 Usually, whiskers. hair growing on a man’s cheeks. 2
a single hair of a man’s beard. 3 a long,
stiﬀ hair growing near the mouth of a
cat, rat, etc. [< whisk2] —whiskʹered,
adj. —whiskʹer·less, adj.
whis·key (hwisʹki), n., pl. –keys. a strong
alcoholic drink made from grain, as
barley, rye, etc. Whiskey is about half
alcohol. [ult. < Gaelic uisgebeatha, lit.,
water of life]
whis·per (hwisʹpәr), v. 1 speak very softly
and low. 2 speak to in a whisper. 3 tell
secretly or privately. 4 Fig. make a soft,
rustling sound. 5 speak without vibration of the vocal cords. —n. 1 a very
soft, low spoken sound. 2 something
told secretly or privately. 3 Fig. a soft,
rustling sound. 4 speech without vibration of the vocal cords. [OE hwisprian]
—whisʹper·er, n. —whisʹper·ing, n., adj.
—whisʹper·ing·ly, adv.
whist (hwist), n. a card game somewhat
like bridge for two pairs of players. [alter.
of whisk1 inﬂ. by whist2]
whis·tle (hwisʹәl), v., –tled, –tling, n. —v.
1 make a clear, shrill sound by forcible
blowing the breath through a small
opening contracting the lips. 2 blow or
sound a whistle. 3 produce or utter by
whistling: whistle a tune. 4 move with a
shrill sound: the wind whistled around
the house. —n. 1 the sound made by
whistling. 2 an instrument for making
whistling sounds.
blow the whistle on, a declare illegal or
dishonest. b expose: blow the whistle on
cheaters.
clean as a whistle, a without fault or
error: a record as clean as a whistle. b
completely clean.
whistle for, go without; fail to get.
wet one’s whistle, take a drink. [OE
hwistlian] —whisʹtler, n. —whisʹtling,
n., adj. whisʹtling·ly, adv.
whit (hwit), n. a very small bit: the sick
man is not a whit better. [var. of OE wiht
thing, wight]
white (hwīt), n., adj., whit·er, whit·est,
—n. 1 the color of snow or salt, opposite
to black. 2 a white coloring matter. 3
something white; white or colorless part:
the white of an egg, the whites of the eyes. 4
a white person. —adj. 1 having the color
of snow or salt; reﬂecting light without
absorbing any of the rays composing it.
2 approaching this color; pale; light-col-

ored: white wines, white meat. 3 having a
light-colored skin; noting or pertaining
to the Caucasian race. 4 silvery; gray:
white hair. 5 blank: white space.
bleed white, use up or take away all of
one’s money, strength, etc. [OE hwīt]
white ant, a pale-white insect; termite.
white blood cell or corpuscle, colorless
blood cell that destroys disease germs;
leucocyte.
white·cap (hwītʹkap´), n. wave with a
foaming white crest.
white clover, a kind of clover with white
ﬂowers, common in ﬁelds and lawns.
white-col·lar (hwītʹkolʹәr), adj. of or pertaining to clerical, professional, or business work or workers.
white elephant, 1 whitish Indian elephant, regarded as holy in some Asian
countries. 2 anything that is expensive
and troublesome to keep and take care
of. 3 any troublesome possession.
white feather, symbol of cowardice.
white·ﬁsh (hwītʹﬁsh´), n., pl. –ﬁsh·es or
(esp. collectively) –ﬁsh. 1 a food ﬁsh
with white or silvery sides, found in
lakes and streams. 2 any of various other
whitish ﬁsh.
white ﬂag, a plain white ﬂag used as a
sign of truce or surrender.
white gold, alloy of gold that looks much
like platinum and is used for jewelry,
commonly containing gold, nickel, copper, and zinc.
White·hall (hwītʹhôl´), n. the British government or its policies.
white heat, 1 extremely great heat at
which things give oﬀ a dazzling white
light. 2 Fig. state of extremely great
activity, excitement, or feeling.
white-hot (hwītʹhotʹ), adj. 1 white with
heat; extremely hot. 2 very enthusiastic;
excited; violent.
White House, the, oﬃce, authority, opinion, etc., of the President of the United
States.
white lead, a compound of lead used in
making paint; basic carbonate of lead.
white lie, lie about some small matter;
polite or harmless, lie.
white-liv·ered (hwītʹlivʹәrd), adj. 1 cowardly. 2 pale; unhealthy looking.
white matter, tissue of the brain, spinal
cord, etc., that consists chieﬂy of nerve
ﬁbers.
whit·en (hwītʹәn), v. make or become
white. —whitʹen·er, n.
white noise, sound used to cover noises
that distract or disturb.
white oak, 1 oak of E North America
having a light-gray or whitish bark and
a hard, durable wood. 2 any similar
species of oak. 3 the wood of any of
these trees.
white pepper, spice made from husked
dried pepper berries.
white pine, 1 a tall pine tree of E North
America, valued for its soft, light wood.
2 this wood, much used for building. 3
any of various similar pines.

white poplar, a poplar tree whose leaves
have silvery-white down on the under
surface.
white potato, a very common variety
of potato with a whitish inside; Irish
potato.
white sauce, sauce made of milk, butter,
and ﬂour cooked together.
white slave, 1 a woman forced to be a
prostitute. 2 a white person held as a
slave. —white slavery.
white·wash (hwīʹwosh´; –wôsh´), n. 1 liquid for whitening walls, woodwork, etc.,
usually made of lime and water. 2 Fig.
the covering up of faults or mistakes.
3 Fig. anything that covers up faults or
mistakes. —v. 1 whiten with whitewash.
2 Fig. cover up the faults or mistakes of.
—whiteʹwash´er, n.
white water, rushing, roiling water that
creates foam, as at rapids on a river.
whith·er (hwithʹәr), adv., conj. to what
place; to which place; where. [OE
hwider]
whit·ing (hwītʹing), n., pl. –ings or (esp.
collectively) –ing. 1 a European ﬁsh like
the cod. 2 the silver hake. 3 any of
several other food ﬁshes. [var. of OE
hwītling]
whit·ish (hwītʹish), adj. somewhat white.
—whitʹish·ness, n.
whit·low (hwitʹlō), n. abscess on a ﬁnger
or toe, usually near the nail. [earlier
whitﬂaw, prob. < white + ﬂaw]
Whit·sun (hwitʹsәn), adj. of or pertaining
to Whitsunday or Whitsuntide.
Whit·sun·day (hwitʹsunʹdi; –dā; hwitʹsәn dā´), n. the seventh Sunday after
Easter; Pentecost. [< white + Sunday]
Whit·sun·tide (hwitʹsәn tīd´), Whitsun
Tide, n. the week beginning with Whitsunday, esp. the ﬁrst three days.
whit·tle (hwitʹәl), v., –tled, –tling. 1 cut
shavings or chips from (wood, etc.) with
a knife. 2 shape by whittling; carve.
whittle down or away, cut down little by
little. [earlier thwittle, ult. < OE thwītan
cut] —whitʹtler, n.
whiz, whizz (hwiz), n., v., whizzed, whizzing. —n. 1 a humming or hissing
sound. 2 Informal. a very clever person;
expert. —v. make a humming or hissing
sound; move or rush with such a sound:
an arrow whizzed past his head. [imit.]
—whizʹzer, n. —whizʹzing·ly, adv.
who (hü; unstressed relative ü), pron.,
poss. whose, obj. whom. 1 what person
or persons: who is your friend?, who told
you?, who is the man in uniform? 2 the
person that; any person that; one that:
the girl who spoke is my best friend.
who’s who, a which is one person and
which is the other. b which people are
important. [OE hwā]
whoa (hwō; wō), interj. stop!
who·dun·it (hü dunʹit), n. story or motion
picture dealing with crime and its detection. [< spelling alter. of who done it]
who·ev·er (hü evʹәr), pron. 1 who; any
person that: whoever wants the book may
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have it. 2 no matter who: whoever else
goes hungry, he won’t.
whole (hōl), adj. 1 having all its parts or
elements; complete: a whole set of dishes.
2 entire: a whole melon, a whole year. 3
not injured, broken, or defective: get out
of a ﬁght with a whole skin. 4 in one piece;
undivided: swallow a thing whole. —n. 1
all of a thing; the total: four quarters make
a whole. 2 thing complete in itself.
as a whole, as one complete thing; altogether.
made out of whole cloth, entirely false
or imaginary.
on the whole, a considering everything. b for the most part. [OE hāl]
—wholeʹness, n.
whole-heart·ed (hōlʹhärʹtid), adj. earnest; sincere; hearty; cordial. —wholeʹheartʹed·ly, adv. —wholeʹ-heartʹedness, n.
whole milk, milk that has all of its natural
constituents, as butter fat.
whole note, note indicating a tone to
be given as much time as four quarter
notes; semibreve.
whole number, integer, such as 2, 5, 15,
106, etc.
whole·sale (hōlʹsāl´), n., adj., adv., v.,
–saled, –sal·ing. —n. sale of goods
in large quantities at a time, usually
to retailers rather than to consumers
directly. —adj. in large lots or quantities: the wholesale price. 2 selling in
large quantities: the wholesale meat business. 3 broad and general; extensive and
indiscriminate: wholesale rioting. —adv.
in a wholesale manner. —v. sell in large
quantities. —wholeʹsal´er, n.
whole·some (hōlʹsәm), adj. 1 good for
the health; healthful: a wholesome food.
2 healthy-looking; suggesting health: a
wholesome face. 3 good for the mind or
morals; beneﬁcial: a wholesome book.
—wholeʹsome·ly, adv.
whole step, whole tone, an interval equal
to one sixth of an octave, such as D to E.
whole-wheat (hōlʹhwētʹ), adj. made of
the entire wheat kernel.
who’ll (hül), who will; who shall.
whol·ly (hōlʹi), adv. to the whole amount
or extent; completely; entirely; totally.
whom (hüm), pron. the objective case of
who: we know whom to blame.
whoop (hüp; hwüp), n. 1 a loud cry or
shout. 2 cry of an owl, crane, etc.; hoot.
—v. 1 shout loudly. 2 hoot.
whoop it up, Informal. make a noisy
disturbance. [imit.]
whoop·ee (hwüpʹē; hwu̇pʹē), interj. a cry
expressing merriment or excitement.
whoop·ing cough (hüpʹing; hu̇pʹ–), an
infectious disease of children, characterized by ﬁts of coughing that end with a
loud, gasping sound.
whooping crane, a large white crane having a loud raucous cry.
whoosh (hwüsh), n. a muﬄed roar; rushing sound. —v. go with such a sound;
rush.

whop·per (hwopʹәr), n. 1 something very
large. 2 a big lie.
whop·ping (hwopʹing), adj. very large of
its kind; huge.
whore (hôr; hōr), n., v., whored, whoring. —n. ⫽prostitute. —v. 1 act as a
whore. 2 have intercourse with whores.
[OE hōre]
whorl (hwėrl; hwôrl), n. 1 circle of leaves
or ﬂowers round a stem of a plant. 2
one of the turns of a spiral shell. 3 one
of the turns in the cochlea of the ear.
4 anything that circles or turns on or
around something else. A person can
be identiﬁed by the whorls of his or
her ﬁngerprints. [prob. var. of whirl]
—whorled, adj.
whor·tle·ber·ry (hwėrʹtәl ber´i), n., pl.
–ries. 1 a small blackish berry much
like the huckleberry. 2 the shrub that
it grows on. [< whortle (ult. < OE horte
whortleberry) + berry]
whose (hüz), pron. the possessive case of
who and of which.
who·so·ev·er (hü´sō evʹәr), pron. whoever; anybody who.
why (hwī), adv., n., pl. whys, interj. —adv.
1 for what cause, reason, or purpose:
why did you do it?, I don’t know why I did
it. 2 for which; because of which: that is
the reason why he failed. 3 the reason for
which: that is why he raised the question.
—n. cause; reason; purpose: she tried to
ﬁnd out the whys and wherefores of his
behavior. —interj. expression used to
show surprise, doubt, etc., or just to ﬁll
in. [OE hwȳ, instrumental case of hwā
who and hwœt what]
WI, (zip code) Wisconsin.
W.I., West Indies; West Indian.
wick (wik), n. the part of an oil lamp or
candle that is lighted. The oil or melted
wax is drawn up the wick and burned.
—v. take up moisture: a fabric that wicks
sweat away. [OE wēoce] —wickʹless,
adj.
wick·ed (wikʹid), adj. 1 bad; evil; sinful: a
wicked person. 2 mischievous; playfully
sly: a wicked smile. 3 unpleasant; severe:
a wicked task. [< wick wicked, prob. ult.
< OE wicca wizard] —wickʹed·ly, adv.
—wickʹed·ness, n.
wick·er (wikʹәr), n. 1 a slender, easily
bent branch or twig. 2 twigs or branches
woven together. Wicker is used in making baskets and furniture. —adj. made a
wicker. [< Scand. (dial. Sw.) vikker willow] —wickʹered, adj.
wick·er·work (wikʹәr wėrk´), n. 1 twigs
or branches woven together; wicker. 2
objects made of wicker.
wick·et (wikʹit), n. 1 a small door or gate.
2 a small window or opening. 3 gate
by which a ﬂow of water is regulated.
4 a wire arch stuck in the ground to
knock a croquet ball through. [< AF, ult.
< Scand.]
wick·ing (wikʹing), n. material for wicks.
wick·i·up (wikʹi up´), n. W and SW
American Indian hut made of brush-

wood or matting. [< Algonkian (Sauk or
Fox) wikiyapi lodge, dwelling]
wide (wīd), adj., wid·er, wid·est, adv.,
n. —adj. 1 ﬁlling space from side to
side; not narrow; broad: a wide street.
2 extending a certain distance from
side to side: a door three feet wide. 3
of great range: wide reading. 4 far or
fully open; distended: stare with wide
eyes. 5 far from a named point, object,
target, etc.: wide of the truth, hit the ball
wide and high. —adv. 1 to a great or
relatively great extent from side to side:
wide apart. 2 over an extensive space or
region: far and wide. 3 to the full extent;
fully: open your mouth wide. 4 aside;
astray: the shot went wide. —n. a wide
space or expanse. [OE wīd] —wideʹly,
adv. —wideʹness, n. —widʹish, adj.
wide-an·gle (wīdʹangʹgәl), adj. having a
short-focus lens whose ﬁeld extends
through a wide angle.
wide-a·wake (wīdʹә wākʹ), adj. 1 with
the eyes wide open; fully awake. 2 alert;
keen; knowing. —wideʹ-a·wakeʹness, n.
wide-eyed (wīdʹīdʹ), adj. with the eyes
wide open.
wid·en (wīdʹәn), v. make or become wide
or wider. —widʹen·er, n.
wide-o·pen (wīdʹōʹpәn), adj. opened as
much as possible.
wide-ranging (wīdʹrānʹjing), adj. extensive far-reaching: wide-ranging
interests.
wide·spread (wīdʹspredʹ), wide·spreading (–ing), adj. 1 spread widely. 2 spread
over a wide space. 3 occurring in many
places or among many persons far apart:
widespread revolt.
widg·eon (wijʹәn), n., pl. –eons or (esp.
collectively) –eon. any of several kinds
of freshwater ducks, slightly larger than
a teal; scaup duck.
wid·ow (widʹō), n. woman whose husband is dead and who has not married
again. —v. make a widow or widower of.
[OE widuwe] —widʹow·hood, n.
wid·ow·er (widʹō әr), n. man whose wife
is dead and who has not married again.
width (width; witth), n. 1 how wide a
thing is; distance across; breadth: the
room is 12 feet in width. 2 piece of a
certain width: a width of cloth.
widthʹways (widthʹwāz´; witthʹ–), widthwise (–wīz´), adv. in the direction of
the width.
wield (wēld), v. 1 hold and use; manage;
control: wield a sword, a pen, power,
authority, etc. 2 exercise authority; govern; rule. [OE wieldan] —wieldʹa·ble,
adj. —wieldʹer, n. —wieldʹy, adj.
wie·ner (wēʹnәr), n. ⫽frankfurter. [< G,
Viennese sausage]
wife (wīf), n., pl. wives. a married woman.
[OE wīf] —wifeʹhood, wifeʹdom, n.
—wifeʹless, adj.
wife·ly (wīfʹli), adj., –li·er, –li·est. of or
like a wife; suitable for a wife.
wi-ﬁ or Wi-Fi (wīʹﬁ), n. wireless Internet
access. [< Trademark]

wind
wig (wig), n., v., wigged, wig·ging.
—n. an artiﬁcial covering of hair for the
head. —v. furnish with a wig or wigs.
[< periwig] —wigged, adj. —wigʹless,
adj. —wigʹlike´, adj.
wig·eon (wijʹәn), n. ⫽widgeon.
wig·gle (wigʹәl), v., –gled, –gling, n. —v.
move with short, quick movements from
side to side; wriggle. —n. such a movement. [cf. Du. wiggelen] —wigʹgly, adj.
wig·gler (wigʹlәr), n. 1 person or thing
that wiggles. 2 the larva of a mosquito.
wig·wag (wigʹwag´), v., –wagged, –wagging, n. —v. 1 move to and fro. 2 signal
by movements of arms, ﬂags, lights, etc.,
according to a code. —n. such signaling.
—wigʹwag´ger, n.
wig·wam (wigʹwom; –wôm), n. a hut
of poles covered with bark, mats, or
skins, made by American Indians.
[< Algonkian]
wild (wīld), adj. 1 living or growing in
the forests or ﬁelds; not tamed; not
cultivated: a wild animal, a wild ﬂower.
2 with no people living in it: wild land.
3 not civilized; savage: wild tribes. 4 not
checked; not restrained: a wild rush for
the ball, wild boys. 5 violent: wild rage, a
wild storm. 6 rash; crazy: wild schemes,
wild notions. —n. an uncultivated or desolate region or tract; waste; desert. —adv.
in a wild manner; to a wild degree.
run wild, live or grow without restraint:
children run wild, a garden run wild.
wilds, wild country: live in the wilds of
Minnesota. [OE wilde] —wildʹish, adj.
—wildʹly, adv. —wildʹness, n.
wild boar, a wild hog of Europe, S Asia,
and N Africa.
wild·cat (wīldʹkat´), n., adj., v., –cat·ted,
–cat·ting. —n. 1 a lynx or other wild
animal like a cat, but larger. 2 well drilled
for oil or gas in a region where none has
hitherto been found. —adj. 1 speculative;
reckless: wildcat schemes. 2 not authorized by proper union oﬃcials; precipitated by small groups or local unions: a
wildcat strike. —v. drill wells in regions
not known to contain oil. —wildʹcat´ter,
n. —wildʹcat´ing, n., adj.
wil·de·beest (wilʹdә bēst´), n. ⫽gnu.
[< Du., wild beast]
wil·der·ness (wilʹdәr nis), 1 a wild place;
region with no people living in it. 2 a
bewildering mass or collection: a wilderness of streets. [< ME wilderne wild,
OE wildēorn, ult. < wilde wild + dēor
animal]
wild-eyed (wīldʹīd´), adj. having wild
eyes; staring wildly or angrily.
wild·ﬁre (wīldʹfīr´), n. ﬁre hard to put
out.
like wildﬁre, very rapidly.
wild·ﬂower (wīldʹﬂou´әr), n. 1 any ﬂowering plant that grows in the woods,
ﬁelds, etc.; uncultivated plant. 2 ﬂower
of such a plant.
wild fowl, birds, ordinarily hunted,
such as wild ducks or geese, partridges,
quail, etc.

wild-goose chase, useless search or
attempt.
wild·life (wīldʹlīf´), n. wild animals and
plants collectively, usually those native
to an area.
wild oat, an oatlike grass growing as a
weed in meadows, etc.
wild oats, youthful dissipation.
sow one’s wild oats, indulge in youthful
dissipation before settling down in life.
wild West, Wild West, the western
United States during pioneer days.
wild·wood (wīldʹwu̇d´), n. ⫽forest.
wile (wīl), n., v., wiled, wil·ing. —n. 1 a
trick to deceive; cunning way. 2 subtle
trickery; slyness; craftiness. —v. coax; lure;
entice: the sunshine wiled me from work.
wile away, while away; pass easily or
pleasantly. [OE wīgle magic]
will1 (wil; unstressed wәl), auxiliary v.,
pres. indic. sing., 1st and 3rd pers. will,
2nd will or (Archaic) wilt, 3rd will,
pl. will; pt. 1st would, 2nd would or
(Archaic) wouldst, 3rd would, pl. would;
pp. would or (Obs.) wold; imperative
and inﬁnitive lacking. 1 am going to;
is going to; are going to: he will come
tomorrow. 2 am willing to; is willing to;
are willing to: I will go if you do. 3 wish;
desire: we cannot always do as we will. 4
be able to; can: the pail will hold four gallons. 5 must: you will do it at once! 6 do
often or usually: she will read for hours
at a time. [OE willan]
will2 (wil), n., v., willed, will·ing. —n.
1 the power of the mind to decide and
do; deliberate control over thought and
action: strength of will. 2 purpose; determination: the will to live. 3 wish; desire:
what is your will? 4 a a legal statement
of a person’s wishes about what shall
be done with property after he or she
is dead. b document containing such
a statement. 5 feeling toward another:
good will, ill will. —v. 1 decide by using
power of the mind; try to inﬂuence
by thought and action: she willed the
person in front of her to turn around.
2 determine; decide: fate has willed it
otherwise. 3 give by a will: will a house
to someone.
against one’s will, in opposition to one’s
desire; unwilling.
at will, whenever one wishes.
do the will of, obey.
with a will, with energy and determination. [OE] —willʹa·ble, adj. —willʹer, n.
—willʹ-less, adj.
willed (wild), adj. having a certain kind
of will: strong-willed.
will·ful (wilʹfәl), adj. 1 wanting or taking one’s own way; stubborn. 2 done on
purpose; intended: willful murder, willful waste. —willʹful·ly, adv. —willʹfulness, n.
wil·lies (wilʹiz), n. Informal. spell of nervousness.
will·ing (wilʹing), adj. 1 ready; consenting. 2 cheerfully ready. —willʹing·ly,
adv. —willʹing·ness, n.
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will-o’-the-wisp (wil´ә thә wispʹ), n. 1
a moving light appearing at night over
marshy places, caused by combustion
of marsh gas. 2 thing that deceives or
misleads by luring on.
wil·low (wilʹō), n. 1 tree or shrub with
tough, slender branches and narrow
leaves. 2 its wood. The branches of most
willows bend easily and are used to
make furniture. —adj. made of willow.
[ult. < OE welig ] —wilʹlow·like´, adj.
wil·low·y (wilʹō i), adj. 1 like a willow;
slender; supple; graceful. 2 having many
willows.
wil·ly-nil·ly (wilʹi nilʹi), adv. willingly or
not; with or against one’s wishes. —adj.
undecided. [< will I (he, ye), nill I (he,
ye); nill not will, OE nyllan < ne not +
willan will]
Wil·son (wilʹsәn), n. (Thomas) Woodrow, 1856–1924, 28th president of the
United States, 1913–21.
wilt1 (wilt), v. 1 become limp and drooping; wither. 2 lose strength, vigor, assurance, etc. 3 cause to wilt. —n. a wilting. [?
alter. of welk; cf. MDu., MLG welken]
wilt2 (wilt), v. Archaic. will.
wil·y (wīlʹi), adj., wil·i·er, wil·i·est. using
subtle tricks to deceive; crafty; cunning;
sly. —wilʹi·ly, adv. —wilʹi·ness, n.
wimp (wimp), n. Informal. unassertive,
weak person. —wimpʹy, adj.
wim·ple (wimʹpәl), n., v., –pled, –pling.
—n. cloth for the head arranged in folds
about the head, cheeks, chin, and neck,
worn by nuns and formerly by other
women. —v. cover or muﬄe with a
wimple. [OE wimpel]
win (win), v., won or (Archaic) wan, won,
winning, n. —v. 1 get victory or success,
esp. by striving or eﬀort: the tortoise won
in the end, he won the race, win a bet. 2 get
by eﬀort; gain: win fame. 3 gain the favor
of; persuade: the speaker won his audience.
4 get to; reach, often by eﬀort: win the
summit of a mountain. —n. act or fact of
winning; success; victory. [OE winnan]
wince (wins), v., winced, winc·ing, n.
—v. draw back suddenly; ﬂinch slightly.
—n. act of wincing. [< var. of OF guencir
< Gmc.] —wincʹer, n.
winch (winch), n. a machine for lifting or
pulling, turned by a crank. [OE wince]
—winchʹer, n.
wind1 (n. wind, Archaic and Poetic wīnd;
v. wind), n., v., wind·ed, wind·ing. —n.
1 air in motion. The wind varies in force
from a slight breeze to a strong gale. 2
power of breathing; breath: a runner
needs good wind. 3 empty, useless talk.
—v. 1 expose to wind or air. 2 put out of
breath; cause diﬃculty in breathing.
get wind of, a ﬁnd out about; get a hint
of. b smell: get wind of the garbage dump.
in the wind, happening; about to happen; impending: political change is in the
wind.
take the wind out of one’s sails, take
away one’s advantage, argument, etc.,
suddenly or unexpectedly.
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wind

twist in the wind, suﬀer uncertainty or
suspense: waiting to hear, just twisting in
the wind.
winds, wind instruments. [OE]
—windʹless, adj.
wind2 (wīnd), v., wound or (Rare) winded, wind·ing, n. —v. 1 move this way
and that; move in a crooked way;
change direction; turn: a stream winding through the woods, we wound our
way through the streets. 2 make (one’s
way) by indirect or insidious procedure:
wind one’s way into another’s conﬁdence.
3 fold, wrap, or place about something:
the mother wound her arms about the
child. 4 roll into a ball or on a spool:
wind yarn. 5 twist or turn around something: the vine winds round a pole. 6
make (some machine) go by turning
some part of it: wind a clock. —n. a
bend; turn; twist.
wind down, diminish activity; relax.
wind up, a end; settle; conclude. b make
the movements that a baseball pitcher
does just before pitching the ball. c
roll or coil; wind completely. [OE windan] —windʹa·ble, adj. —windʹer, n.
—windʹing·ly, adv.
wind·bag (windʹbag´), n. person who
talks a great deal but does not say
much.
wind-blown (windʹblōn´), adj. blown by
the wind.
wind-borne (windʹbôrn´; –bōrn´), adj.
carried by the wind, as pollen or seed.
wind·break (windʹbrāk´), n. shelter from
the wind.
wind·ed (winʹdid), adj. 1 out of breath.
2 having wind or breath (as speciﬁed:
shortwinded. —windʹed·ness, n.
wind·fall (windʹfôl´), n. 1 fruit blown
down by the wind. 2 Fig. an unexpected
piece of good luck or advantage: a windfall of proﬁts.
wind·ing (wīnʹding), n. 1 act of one that
winds. 2 bend; turn. 3 something that is
wound or coiled. —adj. bending; turning. —windʹing·ly, adv.
winding sheet, ⫽shroud.
wind instrument, instrument sounded
by blowing air into it. Horns, ﬂutes, and
trombones are wind instruments.
wind·jam·mer (windʹjam´әr), n. a sailing ship.
wind·lass (windʹlәs), n. machine for pulling or lifting things; winch. [< ME windel (< wind2) + Scand. āss pole]
wind·mill (windʹmil´), n. a mill or
machine operated by the wind. Windmills are used to pump water and generate electricity.
tilt at windmills, ﬁght against an
imaginary opponent; be a quixotic
reformer.
win·dow (winʹdō), n. 1 an opening in
the wall or roof of a building, boat, car,
etc., to let in light or air. 2 such an opening with the frame, panes of glass, etc.,
that ﬁll it. 3 any opening that suggests
a window. —v. furnish with windows.

[< Scand. vindauga < vindr wind + auga
eye] —winʹdowed, adj. —winʹdow·less,
adj.
window box, container fastened outside under a window to hold ﬂowering
plants.
window dressing, 1 arrangement of
goods in a store window to attract shoppers. 2 Fig. false display to create a good
impression.
win·dow·pane (winʹdō pān´), n. piece of
glass in a window.
window sash, frame for the glass in a
window.
window seat, bench built into the wall of
a room, under a window.
win· dow-shop (winʹdō shop´ ), v.,
–shopped, –shop·ping. examine or gaze
at merchandise in store windows without buying. —winʹdow-shop´per, n.
—winʹdow-shop´ping, adj., n.
window sill, piece of wood or stone
across the bottom of a window.
wind·pipe (windʹpīp´), n. the passage
from the throat to the lungs; trachea.
wind·row (windʹrō´), n. 1 row of hay
raked together to dry before being made
into heaps. 2 any similar row, as of
sheaves of grain, made for the purpose
of drying; row of dry leaves, dust, etc.,
swept together by wind or the like.
—v. arrange in a windrow or windrows.
—windʹrow´er, n.
wind shear, sudden strong shift in wind
speed and direction: wind shear caused
the plane to crash.
wind·shield (windʹshēld´), n. in an automobile, a sheet of glass above the dashboard to keep oﬀ the wind.
wind sleeve or sock, a cone-shaped sleeve
mounted on a pole or the like, showing
the direction of the wind.
Windsor chair, a kind of comfortable
wooden chair, with a spindle back and
slanting legs.
wind·storm (windʹstôrm´), n. storm with
much wind but little or no rain.
wind·surf·ing (windʹsėr´ﬁng), n. sport of
sailboarding. —windʹsurf´er, n.
wind-up (wīndʹup´), n. 1 a winding up. 2
end; close; conclusion. 3 series of movements made by a pitcher just before
pitching the ball.
wind·ward (windʹwәrd), adv. toward the
wind. —adj. 1 on the side toward the
wind. 2 in the direction from which
the wind is blowing. —n. 1 the side
toward the wind. 2 direction from which
the wind is blowing.
wind·y (winʹdi), adj., wind·i·er, wind·iest. 1 having much wind. 2 Fig. made of
wind; unsubstantial; empty: windy talk.
3 Fig. talking a great deal; voluble. 4 like
wind. 5 exposed to the wind. —windʹily, adv. —windʹi·ness, n.
wine (wīn), n., v., wined, win·ing. —n. 1
the juice of grapes after it has fermented
and contains alcohol. 2 the fermented
juice of other fruits or plants: currant
wine, dandelion wine. 3 dark red; the

color of red wine. —v. entertain with
wine. [ult. < L vinum] —wineʹless, adj.
wine cellar, 1 cellar where wine is stored.
2 wine stored there.
wine-col·ored (wīnʹkul´әrd), adj. dark
purplish-red.
wine·glass (wīnʹglas´; –gläs´), n. a small
drinking glass for wine.
wine·grow·er (wīnʹgrō´әr), n. person
who raises grapes and makes wine.
—wineʹgrow´ing, n., adj.
wine press or presser, 1 machine for
pressing the juice from grapes. 2 vat in
which grapes are trodden in the process
of making wine.
win·er·y (wīnʹәr i), n., pl. –er·ies. place
where wine is made.
Wine·sap, wine·sap (wīnʹsap´), n. a variety of red winter apple of the United
States.
wine·skin (wīnʹskin´), n. container made
of the nearly complete skin of a goat,
hog, etc., used in some countries for
holding wine.
wing (wing), n. 1 the part of a bird, insect,
etc., by which it ﬂies; corresponding
part in a bird, insect, etc., that does not
ﬂy. 2 anything like a wing in shape or
use. 3 one of the major lifting and supporting surfaces, or airfoils, of an airplane. 4 part of a building that sticks out
sidewise from the main part. 5 either of
the spaces to the right or left of the stage
in a theater. 6 that part of a military
force to the right or left of the main
body. 7 part of an organization; faction:
the radicals of a political group are called
the left wing. 8 ﬂying; winged ﬂight. 9
player whose position is on either side
of the center in certain games. —v. 1
give speed to: terror winged his steps. 2
wound in the wing or arm.
clip one’s wings, restrict one’s activities
or independence.
in the wings, behind the scenes; out of
sight.
on the wing, moving; active; busy.
take wing, a ﬂy away. b Fig. depart.
under the wing of, under the sponsorship or protection of.
wing its way, ﬂy: wing its way south for
the winter.
wings, insignia given to qualiﬁed
pilots, navigators, etc. [< Scand. vœngr]
—wingʹless, adj. —wingʹlike´, adj.
wing case, either of the hardened front
wings of certain insects.
wing chair, a comfortable upholstered
chair with side pieces as high as the back.
winged (wingd, esp. Poetic wingʹid for 1
and 2; wingd for 3 and 4), adj. 1 having
wings. 2 moving as if on wings; swift;
rapid. 3 of birds, disabled in a wing. 4 of
persons, wounded in the arm or some
other nonvital part.
wing·span (wingʹspan´), n. ⫽wing spread.
wing·spread (wingʹspred´), n. 1 distance
between the tips of a bird’s wings when
they are spread. 2 distance the wings
extend on an aircraft.

wit
wink (wingk), v. 1 close the eyes and
open them again quickly. 2 close one
eye and open it again as a hint or signal.
3 move or aﬀect by winking: wink back
tears. 4 ﬂicker; twinkle: the stars winked.
—n. 1 a winking. 2 a hint or signal given
by winking. 3 a ﬂickering; twinkle. 4 a
very short time: I didn’t sleep a wink.
forty winks, a short sleep; nap.
wink at, pretend not to see. [OE wincian]
wink·er (wingkʹәr), n. person or thing
that winks.
win·kle (wingʹkәl), n. a sea snail used
for food. [OE wincle, as in pinewincle
periwinkle]
win·ner (winʹәr), n. person or thing that
wins.
win·ning (winʹing), adj. 1 that wins. 2
charming; attractive. —n. 1 act of one
that wins. 2 Usually, winnings. what is
won; money won. —winʹning·ly, adv.
win·now (winʹō), v. 1 blow oﬀ the
chaﬀ from (grain); drive or blow away
(chaﬀ ). 2 Fig. sort out; separate; sift:
winnow truth from half-truths. 3 fan
(with wings); ﬂap (wings). —n. 1 a
winnowing. 2 device for winnowing
grains, etc. [OE windwian < wind wind1]
—winʹnow·er, n.
win·some (winʹsәm), adj. charming;
attractive; pleasing. [OE wynsum < wynn
joy] —winʹsome·ly, adv. —winʹsomeness, n.
win·ter (winʹtәr), n. 1 the coldest of the
four seasons; last season of the year.
2 Fig. the last period of life; period of
decline, dreariness, or adversity. —adj.
of, pertaining to, or characteristic of
winter. —v. 1 pass the winter. 2 keep,
feed, or manage during winter. [OE
—winʹter·er, n. —winʹter·less, adj.
win·ter·green (winʹtәr grēn´), n. 1 a small
evergreen plant of North America with
bright-red berries and aromatic leaves.
An oil made from its leaves (oil of
wintergreen or wintergreen oil) is used
in medicine and candy. 2 this oil. 3 its
ﬂavor.
win·ter·ize (winʹtәr īz), v., –ized, –iz·ing.
make (an automobile, etc.) ready for
cold winter weather.
win·ter·kill (winʹtәr kil´), v. kill by or
die from exposure to cold weather.
—winʹter·kill´ing, adj., n.
winter solstice See solstice.
win·ter·time (winʹtәr tīm´), win·ter·tide
(–tīd´), n. ⫽winter.
winter wheat, wheat planted in the
autumn and ripening in the following
spring or summer.
win·try (winʹtri), win·ter·y (winʹtәr i),
adj., –tri·er, –tri·est; –ter·i·er, –ter·i·est.
of or pertaining to winter; like winter: a
wintry sky, a wintry manner. —winʹtrily, adv. —winʹtri·ness, n.
win·y (wīnʹi), adj. 1 of, pertaining to, or
characteristic of wine. 2 tasting, smelling, or looking like wine. 3 aﬀected by
wine.

wipe (wīp), v., wiped, wip·ing, n. —v. 1
rub with paper, cloth, etc., in order to
clean or dry: wipe the table. 2 take (away,
oﬀ, or out) by rubbing: wipe away your
tears. 3 rub or draw something over a
surface. —n. act of wiping.
wipe out, a remove, as by death; destroy
completely: a town wiped out by the earthquake. b remove: the rain wiped out all the
footprints. [OE wīpian] —wipʹer, n.
wire (wīr), n., adj., v., wired, wir·ing. —n.
1 metal drawn out into a thread. 2 such
metal as a material. 3 a long piece of
such metal used for electrical transmission, as in electric lighting, telephones,
etc. 4 telegraph: he sent a message by
wire. 5 telegram. —adj. made of or consisting of wire. —v. 1 furnish with wire:
wire a house for electricity. 2 fasten with
wire. 3 transfer funds electronically. 4
send by telegraph.
down to the wire, to the very last minute: work down to the wire.
under the wire, just before it is too late:
got to the airport just under the wire.
wear a wire, wear a hidden recording
device. [OE wīr] —wirʹa·ble, adj. —wired,
adj. —wireʹlike´, adj. —wirʹer, n.
wired (wīrd), adj. 1 having the appropriate electrical wires, cable or telephone
system, etc., installed. 2 Informal. Fig.
over-stimulated; over-excited.
wire gauge, device for measuring the
diameter of wire, the thickness of metal
sheets, etc., usually a disk with diﬀerentsized notches in it.
wire-haired (wīrʹhãrd´), adj. having
coarse, stiﬀ hair: a wire-haired fox terrier.
wire·less (wīrʹlis), adj. 1 having no wire;
operated without wire or wires: wireless
Internet access. 2 Esp. Brit., radio.
wire puller, person who uses secret inﬂuence to accomplish his or her purposes.
wire·tap (wīrʹtap´), v., –tapped, –tapping. attach a listening device to a telephone or telephone line to listen secretly
to conversations. —n. instance or use of
wiretapping.
wire tapping, the making of a secret connection with telephone wires to monitor
their use. —wire tapper.
wir·ing (wīrʹing), n. system of wires to
carry an electric current.
wir·y (wīrʹi), adj., wir·i·er, wir·i·est. 1 made
of wire. 2 like wire. 3 lean, strong, and
tough. —wirʹi·ly, adv. —wirʹi·ness, n.
Wis., Wisc., Wisconsin.
Wis·con·sin (wis konʹsәn), n. a Middle
Western state of the United States.
wis·dom (wizʹdәm), n. 1 knowledge and
good judgment based on experience;
being wise. 2 something wise; wise act
or saying. [OE wīsdōm < wīs wise]
—wisʹdom·less, adj.
wisdom tooth, the back tooth on either
side of each jaw, ordinarily appearing
between the ages of 17 and 25.
wise1 (wīz), adj., wis·er, wis·est. 1 having
or showing knowledge and good judg-
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ment: a wise judge, wise plans. 2 having
knowledge or information: we are none
the wiser for his explanations. 3 learned;
erudite. 4 cognizant; aware. [OE wīs]
—wiseʹly, adv. —wiseʹness, n.
wise2 (wīz), n. 1 way of proceeding; manner. 2 respect; degree: in no wise. [OE
wīse]
–wise, suﬃx. 1 in —— manner, as in
anywise and likewise. 2 in a ——ing
manner, as in slantwise. 3 in the characteristic way of a ——. Clockwise means
in the way the hands of a clock go. 4 in
the direction of the ——, as in lengthwise. 5 special meanings, as in sidewise.
[< wise2]
wise·crack (wīzʹkrak´), n., v. a snappy
comeback;
smart
remark.
—wiseʹcrack´er, n.
wish (wish), v. 1 have a desire for; be glad
to have, do, etc.; want: he wished for a
new house. 2 desire that (someone) shall
be or have; have a hope for; express a
hope for: we wish all men health, I wish
you a Happy New Year. —n. 1 a turning
of the mind toward the doing, having,
getting, etc., of something; desire or
longing. 2 expression of a wish. 3 thing
wished for: the girl got her wish.
wish (something) on, Informal. pass
(something) on to; foist (something) on:
no one should wish that job on anyone. [OE
wȳscan] —wishʹer, n. —wishʹless, adj.
wish·bone (wishʹbōn´), n. the forked
bone in the front of the breastbone in
poultry and other birds.
wish·ful (wishʹfәl), adj. having or expressing a wish; desiring; desirous. —wishʹfully, adv. —wishʹful·ness, n.
wishful thinking, believing something to
be true that one wishes or wants to be
true. —wishful thinker.
wish·y-wash·y (wishʹi wosh´i; –wôsh´i),
adj. 1 thin and weak; watery. 2 lacking in
substantial qualities; feeble; inferior.
wisp (wisp), n. 1 a small bundle; small
bunch: a wisp of hay. 2 a small tuft,
lock, or portion of anything: a wisp of
smoke. 3 a little thing: a wisp of a girl.
[cf. W Frisian wisp] —wispʹy, wispʹish,
wispʹlike´, adj.
wis·te·ri·a (wis tirʹi ә), wis·tar·i·a (–tãrʹi ә), n. a climbing shrub with large clusters of purple, yellow, or white ﬂowers.
[after C. Wistar, scientist]
wist·ful (wistʹfәl), adj. 1 longing; yearning. 2 pensive; melancholy. —wistʹfully, adv. —wistʹful·ness, n.
wit1 (wit), n. 1 the power to perceive
quickly and express cleverly ideas that
are unusual, striking, and amusing. 2
person with such power. 3 understanding; mind; sense: have wit enough to
earn a living.
at one’s wit’s end, not knowing what to
do or say.
keep one’s wits about one, be alert.
live by one’s wits, manage by clever
devices and schemes rather than by a
regular job.
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wit

wits, mental faculties or senses: out of
one’s wits with fright. [OE witt]
wit2 (wit), v., pres. 1st pers. wot, 2nd pers.
wost, 3rd pers. wot, pl. wit; pt. and pp.
wist; ppr. wit·ting. Archaic. know.
to wit, that is to say; namely. [OE
witan]
witch (wich), n. 1 woman supposed to be
under the inﬂuence of evil spirits and to
have magic power. 2 an ugly old woman.
—v. 1 use the power of a witch on. 2
charm; fascinate; bewitch. —adj. of a
witch. [OE wicce] —witchʹlike´, adj.
witch·craft (wichʹkraft´; –kräft´), n. what
a witch does or can do; magic power or
inﬂuence.
witch doctor, medicine man, esp. among
African peoples.
witch·er·y (wichʹәr i; wichʹri), n., pl. –eries. 1 witchcraft; magic. 2 charm; fascination.
witch hazel, 1 shrub of E North America
that has yellow ﬂowers in the fall or winter after the leaves have fallen. 2 lotion
for cooling and soothing the skin, made
from the bark and leaves of this shrub.
witch hunt, persecuting or defaming (a
person) to gain a political advantage.
witch·ing (wichʹing), adj. bewitching;
magical; enchanting. —witchʹing·ly, adv.
with (with; with), prep. 1 in the company
of: come with me, leave the dog with me.
2 among: they will mix with the crowd.
3 having, wearing, carrying, etc.: a man
with brains, a telegram with bad news. 4
by means of; by using: cut meat with a
knife, work with care. 5 added to: do you
want sugar with your tea? 6 in regard or
relation to: friendly with us, pleased with
the house, power increased with their
number. 7 because of: shake with cold,
with this battle the war ended, shadows
move with the sun. 8 for: I am with you
on that question. 9 from: part with a
thing. 10 against: the English fought with
the Germans.
with it, Informal. up-to-date; informed.
[OE, against]
with·draw (with drôʹ; with–), v., –drew,
–drawn, –draw·ing. 1 draw back or
away: withdraw one’s hand from a hot
stove. 2 take back; remove: worn-out
paper money is withdrawn from use by
the government. 3 go away: she withdrew
from the room. —with·drawʹal, withdrawʹment, n.
withe (wīth; with; with), n. a willow twig.
[OE withthe]
with·er (withʹәr), v. 1 lose or cause to
lose freshness, vigor, etc.; dry up; shrivel.
2 cause to feel ashamed or confused.
[< weather] —withʹer·ing·ly, adv.
with·ers (withʹәrz), n. pl. the highest
part of a horse’s or other animal’s back,
behind the neck.
with·hold (with hōldʹ; with–), v., –held,
–hold·ing. 1 refuse to give: withhold
one’s consent. 2 hold or keep back:
withhold soldiers from attack. —withholdʹer, n. —with·holdʹment, n.

with·in (with inʹ; with–), prep. 1 inside or
inside of: within the city, within the body,
within a house. 2 at or to some amount
or degree not exceeding: come within a
dollar of. 3 in the course or period of:
within one’s lifetime. 4 not transgressing:
within reason, within the law. —adv. 1 in
or into the inner part; inside: they went
within. 2 in the mind; inwardly: keep
one’s thoughts within.
with·out (with outʹ; with–), prep. 1 with
no; not having; free from; lacking: without a home, without food, without exception. 2 so as to omit, avoid, or neglect:
she walked past without noticing us. 3
outside of; beyond: without the city.
—adv. 1 in or into a space outside: stand
without, they were waiting without. 2
lacking (something implied): eat what is
here or go without (food).
from without, from the outside (of
someone or something): dangers from
without.
with·stand (with standʹ; with–), v.,
–stood, –stand·ing. stand against; hold
out against; oppose, esp. successfully.
wit·less (witʹlis), adj. lacking sense; stupid; foolish. —witʹless·ly, adv.
wit·ness (witʹnis), n. 1 person or thing
able to give evidence; person who saw
something happen. 2 evidence; testimony. 3 person writing his or her name
on a document to show that he or she
saw the maker sign it. —v. 1 see; perceive: he witnessed the accident. 2 give
evidence; testify. 3 sign (a document)
as a witness.
bear witness, be evidence; give evidence; testify. [OE witnes knowledge
< wit1] —witʹness·er, n.
witness stand, place where a witness
stands or sits to give evidence in a law
court.
wit·ti·cism (witʹә siz әm), n. a witty
remark. [< witty, on model of criticism]
wit·ting·ly (witʹing li), adv. knowingly.
wit·ty (witʹi), adj., –ti·er, –ti·est. full of
wit; clever and amusing. [OE wittig]
—witʹti·ly, adv. —witʹti·ness, n.
wive (wīv), v., wived, wiv·ing. marry a
woman. [OE wīﬁan]
wives (wīvz), n. pl. of wife.
wiz·ard (wizʹәrd), n. 1 person supposed
to have magic power; sorcerer. 2 a very
clever person; expert. [ult. < wise1]
—wizʹard·like´, adj. —wizʹard·ly, adj.
wiz·ard·ry (wizʹәrd ri), n. magic; magic
skill.
wiz·ened (wizʹәnd), adj. dried up; withered; shriveled. [pp. of wizen, OE wisnian]
wk., 1 pl. wks. week. 2 work.
WMD, weapons of mass destruction, as
nuclear or biological weapons.
WNW, W.N.W., between west and northwest.
wob·ble (wobʹәl), v., –bled, –bling, n.
—v. 1 move unsteadily from side to
side; shake; tremble. 2 Fig. be uncertain, unsteady, or inconstant; waver.

—n. a wobbling motion. [cf. LG wabbeln] —wobʹbler, n. —wobʹbling, adj.
—wobʹbling·ly, adv. —wobʹbly, adj.
woe, (wō), n. great grief, trouble, or distress. —interj. an exclamation of grief,
trouble, or distress. [OE wā, interj.]
woe·be·gone (wōʹbi gôn´; –gon´), adj.
looking sad, sorrowful, or wretched.
woe·ful (wōʹfәl), adj. 1 full of woe;
sad; sorrowful; wretched. 2 pitiful. 3
of wretched quality. —woeʹful·ly, adv.
—woeʹful·ness, n.
wok (wok), n. metal pan with a rounded
bottom, used in Chinese cookery.
[< Cantonese]
woke (wōk), v. pt. and pp. of wake1.
wold (wōld), n. high, rolling country,
bare of woods. [OE weald a wood]
wolf (wu̇lf), n., pl. wolves, v. —n. 1 a
carnivorous wild animal somewhat like
a dog, and belonging to the same family.
2 Fig. a cruel, greedy person. 3 man who
possesses a special talent for and interest
in enticing women. —v. eat greedily. [OE
wulf] —wolfʹish, adj. —wolfʹish·ly, adv.
—wolfʹish·ness, n. —wolfʹlike´, adj.
wolf·hound (wu̇lfʹhound´), n. a large dog
of any of various breeds once used in
hunting wolves.
wol·fram (wu̇lʹfrәm), n. 1 a metallic element, W, used in making steel and for
electric lamp ﬁlaments; formerly called
tungsten. It has stable and radioactive
isotopes. 2 wolframite. [< G].
wolf·ram·ite (wu̇lʹfrәm īt), n. an ore consisting of compounds of wolfram with
iron and manganese.
wolfs·bane (wu̇lfsʹbān´), n. a poisonous
plant with yellow ﬂowers, a kind of
aconite.
wol·ver·ine, wol·ver·ene (wu̇l´vәr ēnʹ), n.
1 a clumsy, heavily built, meat-eating
animal of northern regions, related to
the weasel and badger. 2 its fur. [earlier
wolvering < wolf]
wolves (wu̇lvz), n. pl. of wolf.
wom·an (wu̇mʹәn), n., pl. wom·en, adj.
—n. 1 the adult human female. 2 women
as a group; the average woman. 3 a
female servant. —adj. of, pertaining to,
or characteristic of women. [OE wīfman
< wīf woman + man human being]
—womʹan·less, adj.
wom·an·hood (wu̇mʹәn hu̇d), n. 1 condition or time of being a woman: matured
into womanhood. 2 character or qualities of a woman. 3 women as a group.
wom·an·ish (wu̇mʹәn ish), adj. 1 characteristic of a woman. 2 imitating a woman.
—womʹan·ish·ly, adv. —womʹan·ishness, n.
wom·an·ize (wu̇mʹә nīz), v. –ized, –izing. 1 pursue women, esp. to use them.
2 make eﬀeminate, weak. —womʹaniz´er, n.
wom·an·kind (wu̇mʹәn kīnd´), n. the
female sex; women.
wom·an·like (wu̇mʹәn līk´), adj. 1 like
a woman; womanly. 2 suitable for a
woman.
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wom·an·ly (wu̇mʹәnli), adj. 1 like a
woman. 2 as a woman should be. 3 suitable for a woman. —womʹan·li·ness, n.
woman suﬀrage, 1 the political right
of women to vote. 2 women’s votes.
—womʹan-sufʹfrage, adj. —womʹansufʹfra·gist, n.
womb (wüm), n. 1 the organ of the body
that holds and nourishes the young till
birth; uterus. 2 place containing or producing anything. [OE wamb]
wom·bat (womʹbat), n. an Australian animal that looks like a small bear. A female
wombat has a pouch for carrying her
young. [< Australian lang.]
wom·en (wimʹәn), n., pl. of woman.
wom·en·folk (wimʹәn fōk´), wom·enfolks (–fōlks´), n.pl. ⫽women.
women’s rights, social, political, and legal
rights for women, equal to those of
men.
won (wun), v. pt. and pp. of win.
won·der (wunʹdәr), n. 1 a strange and
surprising thing or event: see the wonders of a city, it is a wonder he turned
down the oﬀer. 2 the feeling caused by
what is strange and surprising: stare in
open-mouthed wonder. —v. 1 feel wonder: wonder at a thing. 2 be surprised or
astonished: I shouldn’t wonder if he wins
the prize. 3 be curious; be curious about;
think about; wish to know: I wonder
what happened.
do or work wonders, get or achieve
extraordinary results.
no or small wonder, it is not surprising.
[OE wundor] —wonʹder·er, n. —wonʹdering, adj. —wonʹder·ing·ly, adv.
won·der·ful (wunʹdәr fәl), adj. causing wonder; marvelous; remarkable.
—wonʹder·ful·ly, adv. —wonʹder·fulness, n.
won·der·land (wunʹdәr land´), n. a land
full of wonders.
won·der·ment (wunʹdәr mәnt), n. wonder; surprise.
won·drous (wunʹdrәs), adj. wonderful.
—adv. wonderfully. —wonʹdrous·ly,
adv. —wonʹdrous·ness, n.
wonk (wongk), n. Informal. studious,
bookish person.
wont (wunt; wōnt), adj. accustomed. —n.
custom; habit. [orig. pp., ult. < OE wunian be accustomed]
won’t (wōnt; wunt), will not.
wont·ed (wunʹtid; wōnʹ–), adj. accustomed; customary; usual. —wontʹed·ly,
adv. —wontʹed·ness, n.
won·ton (wonʹtonʹ), n. 1 Chinese dumpling ﬁlled with vegetables, shrimp, etc.
2 soup made with these dumplings.
[< Chinese]
woo (wu), v. 1 court; seek to marry. 2
seek to win; try to get: woo fame. 3 try to
persuade; urge. [OE wōgian] —wooʹer,
n. —wooʹing·ly, adv.
wood (wu̇d), n. 1 the hard substance
beneath the bark of trees and shrubs.
2 trees cut up for use. —adj. made of
wood. —v. plant with trees; reforest.

out of the woods, no longer in danger
or diﬃculty.
woods, a large number of trees; forest. [OE wudu] —woodʹed, adj.
—woodʹless, adj.
wood alcohol, a poisonous, inﬂammable
liquid often made by distilling wood;
methyl alcohol. It is used as a solvent,
fuel, etc.
wood·bine (wu̇dʹbīn´), n. 1 ⫽honeysuckle. 2 the Virginia creeper, a climbing vine with bluish-black berries. [OE
wudubind(e) < wudu wood + binde
wreathe]
wood·chuck (wu̇dʹchuk´), n. a North
American marmot; the ground hog.
Woodchucks grow fat in summer and
sleep in their holes in the ground all
winter. [< Algonkian; inﬂ. by wood]
wood·cock (wu̇dʹkok´), n., pl. –cocks or
(esp. collectively) –cock. a small game
bird with a long bill and short legs.
wood·craft (wu̇dʹkraft´; –kräft´), n. art of
making things from wood. —woodʹcrafts´man, n.
wood·cut (wu̇dʹkut´), wood block, n.
1 an engraved block of wood to print
from. 2 a print from such a block.
wood·cut·ter (wu̇dʹkut´әr), n. person
who cuts down trees or chops wood.
—woodʹcut´ting, n.
wood·en (wu̇dʹәn), adj. 1 made of
wood. 2 Fig. stiﬀ; awkward. 3 Fig. dull;
stupid. —woodʹen·ly, adv. —woodʹenness, n.
wood·en-head·ed (wu̇dʹәn hedʹid), adj.
dull; stupid. —woodʹen-headʹed·ness, n.
wood·en·ware (wu̇dʹәn wãr´), n. containers, utensils, etc., made of wood.
Pails, tubs, and rolling pins are
woodenware.
wood·land (n. wu̇dʹland´, –lәnd; adj.
wu̇dʹlәnd), n. land covered with trees.
—adj. of or in the woods; pertaining
to woods.
wood·land·er (wu̇dʹlәn dәr), n. person
who lives in the woods.
wood·lark (wu̇dʹlärk´), n. a European
lark closely related to the skylark.
wood lot or wood·lot (wu̇dʹlot´), n. plot
of land with trees grown for ﬁrewood,
timber, etc.
wood·man (wu̇dʹmәn), n., pl. –men. 1
man who cuts down trees. 2 person who
lives in the woods.
wood nymph, 1 ⫽dryad. 2 brown butterﬂy with yellow spots.
wood·peck·er (wu̇dʹpek´әr), n. a bird
with a hard, pointed bill for pecking
holes in trees to get insects.
wood·pile (wu̇dʹpīl´), n. pile of wood, esp.
wood for fuel.
wood pulp, wood made into pulp for
making paper.
wood·shed (wu̇dʹshed´), n. shed for storing wood.
woods·man (wu̇dzʹmәn), n., pl. –men.
1 person used to life in the woods and
skilled in hunting, ﬁshing, trapping, etc.
2 lumberman.

wood sorrel, plant with sour juice and
with leaves composed of three heartshaped leaﬂets.
woods·y (wu̇dʹzi), adj. of or like the
woods.
wood thrush, thrush common in the
thickets and woods of E North America.
wood wind (wind), any one of the wood
wind instruments.
wood winds, the wooden wind instruments of an orchestra, as clarinets, bassoons, etc. —woodʹ-wind´, adj.
wood·work (wu̇dʹwėrk´), n. things
made of wood; wooden parts inside
of a house, such as doors, stairs, moldings, and the like. —woodʹwork´er, n.
—woodʹwork´ing, n., adj.
wood·worm (wu̇dʹwėrm´), n. worm or
larva that is bred in wood or bores in
wood.
wood·y (wu̇dʹi), adj., wood·i·er, wood·iest. 1 having many trees; covered with
trees. 2 consisting of wood. 3 like wood;
like that of wood. —woodʹi·ness, n.
woof (wüf), n. 1 the threads running
from side to side across a woven fabric.
2 fabric; cloth; texture. [OE ōwef]
woof·er (wüfʹәr), n. a loud-speaker
designed esp. to reproduce low bass
sounds.
wool (wu̇l), n. 1 the soft, curly hair or
fur of sheep and some other animals. 2
short, thick, curly hair. 3 something like
wool. 4 yarn, cloth, or garments made of
wool. —adj. made of wool.
pull the wool over one’s eyes, deceive or
trick one. [OE wull]
wool·en (wu̇lʹәn), adj. 1 made of wool. 2
of or having to do with wool or cloth
made of wool. —n. woolens, cloth or
clothing made of wool.
wool· gath· er· ing
(wu̇lʹ gath´ әr ing;
–gath´ring), n. absorption in thinking or daydreaming; absent-mindedness. —adj. inattentive; absent-minded;
dreamy. —woolʹgath´er·er, n.
wool·grow·er (wu̇lʹgrō´әr), n. person who raises sheep for their wool.
—woolʹgrow´ing, n.
wool·ly (wu̇lʹi), adj., –li·er, –li·est, n., pl.
–lies. —adj. Also, wooly. 1 consisting of
wool. 2 like wool. 3 covered with wool or
something like it. —n. article of clothing
made from wool. —woolʹli·ness, n.
wool·sack (wu̇lʹsak´), n. bag of wool.
wool·y (wu̇lʹi), adj., wool·i·er, wool·i·est.
woolly. —woolʹi·ness, n.
wooz·y (wüzʹi; wu̇zʹi), adj. muddled;
dizzy.
word (wėrd), n. 1 a sound or a group of
sounds that has meaning and is an independent unit of speech. We speak words
when we talk. 2 the writing or printing
that stands for a word. Bat, bet, bit, bot,
and but are words. 3 a short talk; speech:
may I have a word with you? honest
in word and deed, a word of praise. 4
command; order: his word was law. 5
promise: the boy kept his word. 6 news:
no word has come from home. 7 words,
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the text of a song as distinguished from
the notes. —v. put into words: word a
question.
by word of mouth, by spoken words;
orally.
eat one’s words, take back or regret
what one has said: I wish I could eat my
words.
from the word go, Informal. at the outset; from the start.
in a word, brieﬂy.
in so many words, literally.
the Word or the Word of God, the
Bible.
word for word, in the exact words.
words, angry talk; quarrel; dispute: we
had words. [OE] —wordʹless, adj.
word·age (wėrdʹij), n. words collectively.
word·book (wėrdʹbu̇k´), n. list of words
for some special purpose; dictionary;
vocabulary.
word·ing (wėrʹding), n. way of saying a
thing; choice and use of words.
word of honor, a solemn promise.
word·y (wėrʹdi), adj., word·i·er, word·iest. using too many words. —wordʹi·ly,
adv. —wordʹi·ness, n.
wore (wôr; wōr), v. pt. of wear.
work (wėrk), n., v., worked or wrought,
working, adj. —n. 1 eﬀort in doing or
making something: hard work. 2 something to do; occupation; employment:
he is out of work. 3 something made
or done; result of eﬀort; task: a work
of art, she did her work at a desk. 4 a
transference of energy from one body
or system to another. b that which is
accomplished by a force when it acts
through a distance. 5 an engineering
structure; fortiﬁcation. —v. 1 do work;
labor: most people must work for a living,
he works at an airplane factory. 2 put
eﬀort on; operate: he worked his farm
with success, this pump will not work, the
plan worked, work a scheme. 3 cause to
do work: he works his men long hours. 4
treat or handle in making; knead; mix:
work dough. 5 come or become (up,
round, loose, etc.): the clay has worked
up through the crushed stone, the catch
has worked loose. 6 move; stir; excite:
don’t work yourself into a temper. 7
solve: work all the problems on the page.
—adj. of, for, or pertaining to work: a
work horse.
at work, working.
make short work of, do or get rid of
quickly.
work oﬀ, get rid of.
work on or upon, try to persuade or
inﬂuence.
work out, a plan; develop. b solve; ﬁnd
out; accomplish; result. c give exercise
to; practice.
work over, Informal. rough up; beat up.
work up, a plan; develop. b excite; stir
up.
works, a (often sing. in use) place for
doing some kind of work; factory. b the
moving parts of a machine or device: the

works of a watch. c righteous deeds. [OE
weorc] —workʹa·ble, adj. —work´abilʹi·ty, workʹa·ble·ness, n. —workʹless,
adj.
work·a·day (wėrʹkә dā´), adj. of working
days; practical; commonplace; ordinary.
work·bench (wėrkʹbench´), n. table at
which a mechanic or artisan works.
work·book (wėrkʹbu̇k´), n. 1 book containing outlines for the study of some
subject, questions to be answered, etc. 2
book containing rules for doing certain
work. 3 book for notes of work planned
or work done.
work·day (wėrkʹdā´), working day, n. 1
day for work; day that is not Sunday or
a holiday. 2 part of a day during which
work is done. —adj. ⫽workaday.
work·er (wėrʹkәr), n. 1 person or thing
that works. 2 bee, ant, wasp, or other
insect that works for its community.
—workʹer·less, adj.
work·fare (wėrkʹfār´), n. program requiring that people who receive public assistance work at a job or get job training.
[< work + welfare]
work·ing (wėrʹking), n. 1 method or
manner of work; operation; action. 2
act or process of working. —adj. 1 that
works. 2 used in working. 3 operating
successfully. 4 used to operate with or
by: a working majority.
workings, parts of a mine, quarry, tunnel, etc., where work is being done.
work·man (wėrkʹmәn), work·ing·man
(wėrʹking man´), n., pl. –men. 1 ⫽worker.
2 person who works with his or her
hands or with machines. —workʹmanly, adj., adv.
work·man·like (wėrkʹmәn līk´), adj. skillful; well-done. —adv. skillfully.
work·man·ship (wėrkʹmәn ship), n. 1 the
art or skill in a worker or his or her
work. 2 quality or manner of work. 3 the
work done.
work·out (wėrkʹout´), n. 1 exercise; practice. 2 trial; test.
work·room (wėrkʹrüm´; –ru̇m´), n. room
where work is done.
work·shop (wėrkʹshop´), n. 1 shop where
work is done. 2 course of study, discussion, etc., in a particular ﬁeld: a writers’
workshop.
work·ta·ble (wėrkʹtā´bәl), n. 1 table at
which one works. 2 table holding utensils and materials for work, such as one
holding sewing materials.
world (wėrld), n. 1 the earth. 2 a particular division of the earth: the New
World. 3 the earth, with its inhabitants,
aﬀairs, etc., during a particular period:
the ancient world. 4 any sphere, realm,
or domain, with all that pertains to it:
the insect world. 5 a particular class
of humankind, with common interests,
aims, etc.: the world of fashion. 6 all
people; the human race; the public: the
whole world knows it. 7 the things of
this life and the people devoted to them:
man of the world. 8 a great deal; very

much; large amount: the rest did her a
world of good.
come into the world, be born.
for all the world, a for any reason, no
matter how great. b in every respect;
exactly.
out of this world, Informal. without
equal; marvelous. [OE weorold]
world·ling (wėrldʹling), n. a worldly person.
world·ly (wėrldʹli), adj., –li·er, –li·est,
adv. —adj. 1 of or pertaining to this
world; not of heaven. 2 caring much for
the interests and pleasures of this world.
—adv. in a worldly manner. —worldʹliness, n.
world·ly-wise (wėrldʹli wīzʹ), adj. wise
about the ways and aﬀairs of this world.
world series, series of baseball games
played each fall between the winners of
the two major league championships, to
decide the professional championship of
the United States.
World War, 1 Also, World War I. war
in Europe, Asia, Africa, and elsewhere,
from July 28, 1914 to Nov. 11, 1918. 2
Also, World War II. war from September 1, 1939 to August 14, 1945 between
Great Britain, the United States, and
Russia on one side and Germany, Italy,
and Japan on the other.
world·wide (wėrldʹwīdʹ), adj. spread
throughout the world.
World Wide Web, Internet link between
servers worldwide that support
HTML.
worm (wėrm), n. 1 any of numerous small,
slender, crawling or creeping animals,
usually soft-bodied and legless. 2 something like a worm in shape or movement,
such as the thread of a screw. —v. 1 move
like a worm; crawl or creep like a worm.
2 work or get by persistent and secret
means. 3 remove worms from.
worms, disease caused by worms in
the body. [OE wyrm] —wormʹer, n.
—wormʹless, adj. —wormʹlike´, adj.
—wormʹy, adj. —wormʹi·ness, n.
worm-eat·en (wėrmʹēt´әn), adj. 1 eaten
into by worms. 2 worn-out; worthless;
out-of-date.
worm gear, 1 a worm wheel. 2 a worm
wheel and an endless screw together. By
a worm gear the rotary motion of one
shaft can be transmitted to another shaft
at right angles to it.
worm·hole (wėrmʹhōl´), n. hole made by
a worm. —wormʹholed´, adj.
worm wheel, wheel with teeth that ﬁt
into a revolving screw.
worm·wood (wėrmʹwu̇d´), n. 1 a bitter plant used in medicine, absinthe,
etc. 2 something bitter or extremely
unpleasant. [< OE wermōd, inﬂ. by
worm, wood]
worn (wôrn; wōrn), v. pp. of wear. —adj.
1 damaged by use: worn rugs. 2 Fig.
tired; wearied: a worn face.
worn-out (wôrnʹout´; wōrnʹ–), adj. 1 used
until no longer ﬁt for use. 2 fatigued.
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wor·ri·some (wėrʹi sәm), adj. 1 causing
worry. 2 inclined to worry. —worʹrisome·ly, adv.
wor·ry (wėrʹi), v., –ried, –ry·ing, n., pl.
–ries. —v. 1 feel anxious or uneasy:
worry about one’s job. 2 annoy; bother:
don’t worry me with questions. 3 seize
and shake with the teeth; bite at; snap at.
—n. 1 a worrying. 2 anxiety; uneasiness;
trouble; care: worry kept her awake. 3
cause of trouble or care: a mother of sick
children has many worries.
worry along, manage somehow.
[OE wyrgan strangle] —worʹri·er, n.
—worʹri·less, adj. —worʹry·ing·ly, adv.
wor·ry·wart (wėrʹi wôrt´), n. person who
worries too much.
worse (wėrs), adj. (comparative of bad).
1 less well; more ill: the patient is worse.
2 less good; more evil. 3 more unfavorable. —adv. in a more severe or evil
manner or degree: it is raining worse
than ever. —n. that which is worse. [OE
wyrsa]
wors·en (wėrʹsәn), v. make or become
worse.
wor·ship (wėrʹship), n., v., –shiped, –shiping. —n. 1 great honor and respect: the
worship of God, hero worship. 2 ceremonies or services in honor of God. 3 great
love and admiration; adoration. —v. 1
pay great honor and respect to. 2 take
part in a religious service. 3 consider
extremely precious; hold very dear;
adore: a miser worships money. [OE
weorthscipe < weorth worth + –scipe
–ship] —worʹship·er, n.
wor·ship·ful (wėrʹship fәl), adj. 1 honorable. 2 worshiping. —worʹship·ful·ly,
adv. —worʹship·ful·ness, n.
worst (wėrst), adj. (superlative of bad).
1 least well; most ill. 2 least good; most
evil. 3 most unfavorable. —adv. to an
extreme degree of badness or evil. —n.
that which is worst. —v. beat; defeat: the
hero worsted his enemies.
at worst, under the least favorable circumstances.
if worst comes to worst, if the very
worst thing happens. [OE wyrresta]
wor·sted (wu̇sʹtid), n. 1 a ﬁrmly twisted
woolen thread or yarn. 2 cloth made
from such thread or yarn. 3 a woolen
yarn for knitting, crocheting, and needlework. —adj. made of worsted. [after
Worsted, England (now Worstead)]
worth (wėrth), adj. 1 good or important
enough for; deserving of: the book is
worth reading. 2 equal in value to: not
worth a cent. 3 having property that
amounts to: that man is worth millions.
—n. 1 merit; usefulness; importance:
show one’s worth in a crisis, a man of
worth. 2 value: you got your money’s
worth. 3 a quantity of something of
speciﬁed value: a dollar’s worth of sugar.
4 property; wealth. [OE weorth]
worth·less (wėrthʹlis), adj. without worth;
good-for-nothing; useless. —worthʹlessly, adv. —worthʹless·ness, n.

worth·while (wėrthʹhwīlʹ), adj. worth
time, attention, or eﬀort. —worthʹwhileʹness, n.
wor·thy (wėrʹthi), adj., –thi·er, –thi·est,
n., pl. –thies. —adj. 1 having worth or
merit. 2 deserving; meriting. —n. person of great merit; admirable person.
worthy of, a deserving. b having enough
worth for. —worʹthi·ly, adv. —worʹthiness, n.
would (wu̇d; unstressed wәd), v. 1 pt.
of will. 2 Would has special uses: a to
express action done again and again:
the children would play for hours on the
beach. b to express a wish: would I were
dead! c to make a statement or question
less direct or blunt: would that be fair? d
to express conditions: if he would only
try, he could do it. [OE wolde]
would-be (wu̇dʹbē´), adj. 1 wishing or
pretending to be. 2 intended to be.
would·n’t (wu̇dʹ әnt), would not.
wouldst (wu̇dst), v. Archaic and Poetic.
would.
wound1 (wünd), n. 1 a hurt or injury
caused by cutting, stabbing, shooting,
etc. 2 any hurt or injury to feelings,
reputation, etc. —v. 1 injure by cutting,
stabbing, shooting, etc.; hurt. 2 injure
in feelings, reputation, etc. [OE wund]
—woundʹer, n. —woundʹless, adj.
wound2 (wound), v. pt. and pp. of wind2.
wove (wōv), v. pt. and pp. of weave.
wo·ven (wōʹvәn), v. pp. of weave.
wow (wou), n. 1 unqualiﬁed success; hit.
2 Interj. great! wonderful! —v. Informal.
overwhelm with something wonderful
or special.
wrack (rak), n. 1 ⫽wreckage. 2 ruin;
destruction. [< MDu., MLG wrak
wreck]
wraith (rāth), n. specter; ghost. [? <
Scand. vörthr guardian] —wraithʹlike´,
adj.
wran·gle (rangʹgәl), v., –gled, –gling, n.
—v. 1 dispute noisily; quarrel angrily. 2
argue. 3 W. herd or tend (horses, etc.)
on the range. —n. a noisy dispute; angry
quarrel. [? < LG wrangeln]
wran·gler (rangʹglәr), n. 1 person who
wrangles. 2 herder in charge of horses.
wrap (rap), v., wrapped or wrapt, wrapping, n. —v. 1 cover by winding or folding something around: wrap oneself in a
shawl. 2 cover with paper and tie up or
fasten. 3 Fig. cover; envelop; hide. —n.
Often, wraps. outer covering. Shawls,
scarfs, coats, and furs are wraps.
under wraps, kept secret.
wrapped up in, a devoted to; thinking mainly of. b involved in; associated
with.
wrap up, put on warm outer clothes.
wrap·per (rapʹәr), n. 1 person or thing
that wraps. 2 thing in which something
is wrapped; covering; cover. 3 a long,
loose garment; bathrobe.
wrap·ping (rapʹing), n. Usually, wrappings. paper, cloth, etc., in which something is wrapped.

wrap·up (rapʹup´), n. summary, as of the
news or a discussion.
wrath (rath; räth), n. 1 a very great anger;
rage. 2 vengeance; punishment. [OE
wrœ̄ththu] —wrathʹless, adj.
wrath·ful (rathʹfәl; räthʹ–), adj. feeling or
showing wrath; very angry. —wrathʹfully, adv. —wrathʹful·ness, n.
wreak (rēk), v. 1 give expression to; work
oﬀ (feelings, desires, etc.). 2 inﬂict (vengeance, punishment, etc.). [OE wrecan]
—wreakʹer, n.
wreath (rēth), n., pl. wreaths (rēthz).
1 a ring of ﬂowers or leaves twisted
together. 2 something suggesting a
wreath. [OE wrœ̄th] —wreathʹless, adj.
—wreathʹlike´, adj.
wreathe (rēth), v., wreathed, wreathed,
wreath·ing. 1 make into a wreath; twist.
2 decorate or adorn with wreaths. 3
make a ring around; encircle; envelop.
4 move in rings: the smoke wreathed
upward. —wreathʹer, n.
wreck (rek), n. 1 partial or total destruction of a ship, building, train, automobile, or aircraft. 2 destruction or serious
injury. 3 what is left of anything that has
been destroyed or much injured. 4 person who has lost health or money. —v.
1 cause the wreck of; destroy; ruin. 2 be
wrecked; suﬀer serious injury. 3 cause to
lose health or money. [< Scand.]
wreck·age (rekʹij), n. 1 what is left of a
thing that has been wrecked. 2 a wrecking or being wrecked.
wreck·er (rekʹәr), n. 1 person who causes
wrecks. 2 person whose work is tearing
down buildings. 3 person, car, train, or
machine that removes wrecks. 4 person
or ship that recovers wrecked or disabled ships or their cargoes.
wren (ren), n. any of a number of small
songbirds with slender bills and short
tails. [OE wrenna]
wrench (rench), n. 1 a violent twist or
twisting pull. 2 injury caused by twisting. 3 grief; pain. 4 tool for turning nuts,
bolts, etc. —v. 1 twist or pull violently. 2
injure by twisting: he wrenched his back
in falling from the horse. 3 aﬀect distressingly. [OE wrencan twist]
wrest (rest), v. 1 twist, pull, or tear away
with force; wrench away. 2 take by force.
3 twist or turn from the proper meaning, use, etc. —n. a wresting; forcible
twist. [OE wrœ̄stan] —wrestʹer, n.
wres·tle (resʹәl), v., –tled, –tling, n. —v.
1 try to throw or force (an opponent)
to the ground. 2 contend with as if
in wrestling; struggle. —n. 1 a wrestling match. 2 struggle. [ult. < wrest]
—wresʹtler, n.
wres·tling (resʹling), n. sport or contest
in which each of two opponents tries to
throw or force the other to the ground.
wretch (rech), n. 1 a very unfortunate or
unhappy person. 2 a very bad person.
[OE wrecca exile]
wretch·ed (rechʹid), adj. 1 very unfortunate or unhappy. 2 very unsatisfactory;
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miserable; very bad. —wretchʹed·ly,
adv. —wretchʹed·ness, n.
wrig·gle (rigʹәl), v., –gled, –gling, n. —v.
1 twist and turn. 2 move by twisting and
turning. 3 make one’s way by shifts and
tricks: wriggle out of a diﬃculty. —n. a
wriggling. [cf. Du. wriggelen] —wrigʹgly,
adj.
wrig·gler (rigʹlәr), n. 1 person who wriggles. 2 larva of a mosquito.
wright (rīt), n. (now usually in combinations) a maker of something, as in
wheelwright, playwright. [OE wryhta,
var. of wyrhta < weorc work]
wring (ring), v., wrung, wring·ing, n.
—v. 1 twist with force; squeeze hard:
wring clothes. 2 force by twisting or
squeezing: wring water out of clothes.
3 clasp tightly: wring another’s hand in
greeting. 4 get by force, eﬀort, or persuasion: the old beggar could wring money
from anyone by his sad story. 5 cause
pain, pity, etc., in: their poverty wrung
his heart. —n. a twist; squeeze.
wring out, force (water, etc.) from by
twisting or squeezing. [OE wringan]
wring·er (ringʹәr), n. one who wrings.
wrin·kle1 (ringʹkәl), n., v., –kled, –kling.
—n. ridge; fold. —v. 1 make a wrinkle
or wrinkles in: he wrinkled his forehead. 2 have wrinkles; acquire wrinkles:
these sleeves wrinkle. [cf. OE gewrinclod, pp. winding] —wrinʹkle·less, adj.
—wrinʹkly, adj.
wrin·kle2 (ringʹkәl), n. a useful hint or
idea; clever trick. [? special use of wrinkle1]
wrist (rist), n. 1 the joint connecting
hand and arm; carpus. 2 a corresponding joint or part of the forelimb of an
animal. 3 part of the arm between forearm and hand. [OE]
wrist·band (ristʹband´; rizʹbәnd), n.
the band of a sleeve ﬁtting around the
wrist.
writ (rit), n. 1 something written; piece
of writing. The Bible is Holy Writ. 2 a
formal order directing a person to do
or not to do something. —v. Archaic. pt.
and pp. of write. [OE, < wrītan write]
write (rīt), v., wrote or (Archaic) writ,
writ·ten (ritʹәn) or (Archaic) writ, writing. 1 make letters, words, etc., with

pen, pencil, chalk, etc. 2 mark with
letters, words, etc.: write a check. 3 put
down the letters, words, etc., of: write a
sentence. 4 make (books, stories, articles,
poems, letters, etc.) by using written
letters, words, etc.; compose: her ambition was to write. 5 write a letter. 6 show
plainly: honesty is written on his face.
write down, a put into writing. b put a
lower value on.
write in, a insert in a piece of writing.
b send a letter to a company, person in
charge, etc. c vote by inserting the name
of an unlisted candidate on a ballot.
write oﬀ, cancel.
write out, a put into writing. b write in
full.
write up, a write a description or
account of. b write in detail. [OE wrītan,
orig., scratch]
write-in (rītʹin´), n. 1 the casting of a vote
for someone whose name is not on the
oﬃcial ballot by writing his or her name
in. 2 the name written in.
write-oﬀ (rītʹôf´), n. deduction or cancellation, as of a tax.
writ·er (rītʹәr), n. 1 person who writes. 2
person whose profession or business is
writing; author.
write-up (rītʹup´), n. a written description or account.
writhe (rīth), v., writhed, writhed or
(Obs. except Poetic) writh·en, writh·ing,
n. —v. 1 twist and turn. 2 suﬀer mentally;
be very uncomfortable. —n. a writhing
movement. [OE wrīthan] —writhʹer, n.
—writhʹing·ly, adv.
writ·ing (rītʹing), n. 1 act of making letters, words, etc., with pen, pencil, etc. 2
written form: put your ideas in writing.
3 handwriting. 4 something written; letter, document, etc. 5 book, story, article,
poem, etc. —adj. used to write with;
used to write on.
wrong (rông; rong), adj. 1 not right; bad;
unjust; unlawful: it is wrong to tell lies.
2 incorrect: the wrong answer. 3 unsuitable; improper: the wrong clothes for the
occasion. 4 in a bad state or condition;
out of order; amiss: is something wrong
with you? 5 not meant to be seen; less or
least important: cloth often has a wrong
side and a right side. —adv. in a wrong

manner; in the wrong direction; badly.
—n. 1 what is wrong; wrong thing or
things: two wrongs do not make a right.
2 injustice; injury. —v. do wrong to; treat
unjustly; injure.
go wrong, a turn out badly. b stop being
good and become bad.
in the wrong, wrong. [< Scand. (OSw.)
vranger crooked] —wrongʹer, n.
—wrongʹful, adj. —wrongʹful·ly, adv.
—wrongʹly, adv.
wrong·do·er (rôngʹdü´әr; rongʹ–), n. person who does wrong. —wrongʹdo´ing, n.
wrong-head·ed (rôngʹhedʹid; rongʹ–),
adj. 1 wrong in judgment or opinion. 2
stubborn even when wrong. —wrongʹheadʹed·ly, adv. —wrongʹ-headʹedness, n.
wrote (rōt), v. pt. of write.
wroth (rôth; roth), adj. angry. [OE wrāth]
wrought (rôt), v. pt. and pp. of work.
—adj. 1 fashioned; made: a well-wrought
statue. 2 manufactured or treated; not
in a raw state. 3 formed with care; not
rough or crude; ornamented. 4 of metals, formed by hammering.
wrought iron, a tough form of iron with
little carbon in it. Wrought iron will not
break as easily as cast iron.
wrought-up (rôtʹupʹ), adj. stirred up;
excited.
wrung (rung), v. pt. and pp. of wring.
wry (rī), adj., wri·er, wri·est. turned to
one side; twisted: she made a wry face
to show her disgust. [ult. < OE wrīgian
turn] —wryʹly, adv. —wryʹness, n.
WSW, W.S.W., between west and southwest.
wt., weight.
WV, (zip code) West Virginia.
W. Va., West Virginia.
www or WWW, World Wide Web.
WY, (zip code) Wyoming.
Wy., Wyoming.
Wy·an·dot (wīʹәn dot), n. 1 Iroquoian
American Indian of the Huron Confederacy. 2 their Iroquoian language.
Wy·an·dotte (wīʹәn dot), n. any of an
American breed of medium-sized, hardy
domestic fowls.
Wyo., Wyoming.
Wy·o·ming (wī ōʹming), n. a W state of
the United States. —Wy·oʹming·ite, n.
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X, x (eks), n., pl. X’s; x’s.
1 the 24th letter of the
alphabet. 2 a term often
used to designate a person, thing, agency, factor, or the like whose
true name is unknown or withheld.
3 anything shaped like an X. 4 the
Roman numeral for 10. 5 an unknown
quantity.
X (eks), v., x-ed or x’d, x-ing or x’ing. 1
cross out: x out a mistake. 2 mark with
an x.
xan·thous (zanʹthәs), adj. yellow. [< Gk.
xanthos]
X chromosome, chromosome related to
femaleness. An egg containing two X
chromosomes, one from each parent,
develops into a female.
Xe, xenon.
xe·non (zēʹnon; zenʹon), n. a heavy, colorless gas, Xe, that is chemically inac-

X

tive. It is a rare element that occurs in
the air in very small quantities. [< Gk.,
neut. adj., strange]
xen·o·pho·bi·a (zen´ә fōʹbi ә), n. hatred
or fear of foreigners. [< NL, < Gk. xenos
stranger + phobos fear] —xenʹo·phobe,
n. —xen´o·phoʹbic, adj.
xe·rog·ra·phy (zi rogʹrә ﬁ), n. 1 dry printing process for making copies of letters,
documents, etc. 2 Xerography. trademark for the process.
xe·ro·phyte (zirʹә fīt), n. plant that loses
very little water and can grow in deserts
or very dry ground, as cacti, sagebrush,
etc. [< Gk. xeros dry + phyton plant]
xe·rox (zirʹoks), v., –roxed, –rox·ing.
make copies by xerography. —n. 1 a
copy made this way. 2 copying machine.
[< Xerography, trademark]
xi (sī; zī; ksē), n. the 14th letter (Ξ, ξ) of
the Greek alphabet.
Xmas (krisʹmәs, eksʹmәs) n. Christmas.

X-rated (eksʹrā´tid), adj. 1 appropriate
for adult audiences only. 2 Informal.
pornographic.
X ray or x-ray, 1 a ray with an extremely
short wave length formed when cathode
rays impinge upon a solid body (as the
wall of a vacuum tube) that can penetrate opaque substances; a Roentgen ray.
2 a picture made by means of X rays.
X-ray (eksʹrāʹ), v. examine, photograph,
or treat with X rays. —adj. of, by, or
pertaining to X rays.
X-ray star, a stellar body that emits X
rays.
xy·lem (zīʹlem), n. the woody part of
plants. [< G < Gk. xylon wood]
xy·lo·phone (zīʹlә fōn; zilʹә–), n. a musical instrument consisting of a row of
wooden bars, sounded by striking them
with small wooden hammers. [< Gk.
xylon wood + phone sound] —xyʹlophon´ist, n.
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Y, y (wī), n., pl. Y’s; y’s.
1 the 25th letter of the
alphabet. 2 something
resembling the letter Y
in shape. 3 an unknown
quantity.

Y, yttrium.
–y1, suﬃx. 1 full of, composed of, containing, having, or characterized by, as
in airy, cloudy, dewy, icy, juicy, watery.
2 somewhat, as in chilly, salty, whity.
3 inclined to, as in chatty, ﬁdgety. 4 resembling; suggesing, as in messy, sloppy,
sugary, willowy. 5 In certain words,
such as paly, steepy, stilly, vasty, the addition of y does not change the meaning.
[OE –ig]
–y2, suﬃx. small, as in dolly; used also
to show kind feeling or intimacy, as in
aunty, Dicky. [ME]
–y3, suﬃx. 1 state or quality, as in jealousy,
victory. 2 activity, as in delivery, entreaty.
[< L ia, Gk. –ia, F –ie]
yacht (yot), n. boat for pleasure trips
or racing. —v. sail or race on a yacht.
[< earlier Du. jaght < jaghtschip chasing
ship] —yachtʹer, n. —yachtʹing, n., adj.
yachts·man (yotsʹmәn), n., pl. –men.
person who owns or sails a yacht.
—yachtsʹman·ship, n.
yah (yä), interj. noise made to express
derision, disgust, or impatience.
ya·hoo (yäʹhü; yä hüʹ), n. a rough, coarse,
or uncouth person.
Yah·weh (yäʹwā), n. a name of God in
the Hebrew text of the Old Testament,
often used by writers on the religion of
the Hebrews.
yak (yak), n. the long-haired ox of Tibet
and C Asia. [< Tibetan gyag]
yam (yam), n. 1 the starchy root of a vine
grown for food in warm countries. 2
the vine itself. 3 a kind of sweet potato.
[< Sp. iñame, ult. < Senegalese nyami eat]
yam·mer (yamʹәr), v. 1 whine; whimper.
2 howl; yell. —n. act of yammering.
[< OE]
yank (yangk), v., n. jerk.
Yank (yangk), n., adj. Yankee.
Yan·kee (yangʹki), n. 1 native of New
England. 2 native of any of the N states.
3 U.S. a Northerner (usually in a contemptuous or hostile sense). 4 native or
inhabitant of the United States. —adj.
of or having to do with Yankees: Yankee
shrewdness. [prob. ult. < Du. Jan Kees
John Cheese (nickname), the –s being
taken for pl. ending]
Yan·kee·ism (yangʹki iz әm), n. Yankee
character or characteristics.
yap (yap) n., v., yapped, yap·ping. —n. 1
a snappish bark; yelp. 2 snappish, noisy,
or foolish talk. —v. 1 bark snappishly;
yelp. 2 talk snappishly, noisily, or foolishly. [imit.]
yard1 (yärd), n. 1 piece of ground near
or around a house, barn, school, etc. 2
piece of enclosed ground for some special purpose or business: a chicken yard.
3 space with tracks where railroad cars

are stored, shifted around, etc. —v. put
into or enclose in a yard. [OE geard]
yard2 (yärd), n. 1 measure of length; 36
inches; 3 feet. 2 a long, slender beam
or pole fastened across a mast, used to
support a sail. [OE gierd rod]
yard·age (yärʹdij), n. 1 length in yards. 2
amount measured in yards.
yard·arm (yärdʹärm´), n. either end of a
long, slender beam or pole used to support a square sail.
yard sale, private sale of household goods
held outdoors, in the yard of a person’s
house.
yard·stick (yärdʹstik´), n. 1 a stick one
yard long, used for measuring. 2 any
standard of judgment or comparison.
yar·mul·ka (yärʹmәl kә), n. skullcap worn
by Jewish men and boys. [< Yiddish
< Pol.]
yarn (yärn), n. 1 any spun thread, esp.
that prepared for weaving or knitting. 2
tale; story. —v. tell stories. [OE gearn]
yar·row (yarʹō), n. a common plant with
ﬁnely divided leaves and ﬂat clusters of
white or pink ﬂowers. [OE gearwe]
yaw (yô), v. 1 turn from a straight course;
go unsteadily. 2 of an aircraft, turn from
a straight course by a motion about its
vertical axis. —n. such a movement.
yawl (yôl), n. 1 boat like a sloop with a
second short mast set near the stern. 2
a ship’s boat rowed by four or six oars.
[< Du. jol]
yawn (yôn), v. 1 open the mouth wide
because one is sleepy, tired, or bored.
2 open wide. —n. 1 a yawning. 2 an
open space; opening; chasm. [OE geonian] —yawnʹer, n. —yawnʹing·ly, adv.
—yawnʹy, adj.
yaws (yôz), n.pl. a contagious disease of
the tropics, characterized by sores on
the skin. [< Carib]
Yb, ytterbium.
Y chromosome, chromosome related to
maleness. An egg containing a Y chromosome develops into a male.
y·clept, y·cleped (i kleptʹ), adj. Archaic.
called; named; styled. [OE geclipod
named]
yd., pl. yds. yard.
ye1 (yē; unstressed yi), pron. pl. Archaic.
you. [OE gē]
ye2 (tħē; incorrectly yē), deﬁnite article.
Archaic. the.
yea (yā), adv. 1 yes. 2 indeed; truly. —n.
an aﬃrmative vote or voter. [OE gēa]
year (yir), n. 1 12 months or 365 days
(366 every fourth year); January 1
to December 31; calendar year. 2 12
months reckoned from any point. A ﬁscal year is a period of 12 months. 3 the
part of a year spent in a certain activity.
A school year is from 8–10 months. 4
period of the earth’s revolution around
the sun; 365 days. 5 the time it takes
the sun to travel from a given ﬁxed star
back to it again; 20 minutes longer than
the earth year.
years, a age. b a very long time.

year by year, with each succeeding year;
as years go by.
year in, year out, always; continuously.
[OE gēar]
year·book (yirʹbu̇k´), n. a book or report
published every year.
year·ling (yirʹling; yėrʹ–), n. an animal
one year old. —adj. 1 one year old: a
yearling colt. 2 of a year’s duration.
year·long (yirʹlôngʹ; –longʹ), adj. 1 lasting for a year. 2 lasting for years.
year·ly (yirʹli), adj. 1 once a year; in every
year. 2 lasting a year. —adv. once a year;
in every year.
yearn (yėrn), v. 1 feel a longing or desire;
desire earnestly. 2 feel pity; have tender
feelings. [OE giernan] —yearnʹful, adj.
—yearnʹful·ly, adv.
yearn·ing (yėrʹning), adj. that yearns.
—n. earnest or strong desire; longing.
—yearnʹing·ly, adv.
year-round (yirʹroundʹ), adj. during the
entire year.
yeast (yēst), n. 1 the substance used in
raising bread, making beer, etc. Yeast
consists of very small plants or cells
that grow quickly in a liquid containing sugar. 2 a yeast plant or yeast cell. 3
⫽yeast cake. 4 inﬂuence, element, etc.,
that acts as a leaven. [OE gist]
yeast cake, small square containing yeast,
used in baking.
yeast·y (yēsʹti), adj. of, containing, or
resembling yeast.
yell (yel), v. 1 cry out with a strong, loud
sound. 2 say with a yell. —n. a strong,
loud cry. [OE giellan] —yellʹer, n.
yel·low (yelʹō), n. 1 the color of gold, butter, or ripe lemons. 2 a yellow pigment
or dye. 3 yolk of an egg. —adj. 1 having a yellow color. 2 having a yellowish
skin. 3 jaundiced. 4 jealous; envious.
5 cowardly. 6 sensational: a yellow
journal. —v. turn yellow. [OE geolu]
—yelʹlow·ish, adj. —yelʹlow·ly, adv.
—yelʹlow·ness, n.
yel·low·bird (yelʹō bėrd´), n. 1 the goldﬁnch of America. 2 the yellow warbler of
America. 3 any of various other yellow
birds, such as an oriole of Europe.
yellow fever, an infectious tropical disease transmitted by the bite of a mosquito.
yel·low·ham·mer (yelʹō ham´әr), n. 1 a
European bird with a yellow head, neck,
and breast. 2 the ﬂicker or golden-winged
woodpecker of E North America.
yellow jack, ⫽yellow fever.
yellow jacket, wasp or hornet marked
with bright yellow.
yellow metal, gold.
yellow pine, 1 a pine tree with yellowish
wood. 2 its wood.
yellow warbler, a small American warbler. The male has yellow plumage
streaked with brown.
yelp (yelp), n. the quick, sharp bark or
cry of a dog, fox, etc. —v. make such
a bark or cry. [OE gielpan boast]
—yelpʹer, n.

ytterbium
Yem·en (yemʹәn), n. country in SW
Arabia.
yen1 (yen), n., pl. yen. unit of money of
Japan. [< Jap. < Chinese yüan round
object]
yen2 (yen), n., v., yenned, yen·ning. —n.
a fanciful desire. —v. desire.
have a yen for, desire.
yeo·man (yōʹmәn), n., pl. –men. 1 a petty
oﬃcer who performs clerical duties.
2 formerly in Britain, a person who
owned some land and, often, farmed
it. 3 Archaic. a servant or attendant of a
lord or king.
yeo·man·ly (yōʹmәn li), adj. of or suitable
for a yeoman; sturdy; honest. —adv. like
a yeoman; bravely.
yeo·man·ry (yōʹmәn ri), n. yeomen.
yeoman’s service, good, useful service;
faithful support or assistance.
yes (yes), adv., n., pl. yes·es, v., yessed,
yes·sing. —adv. 1 word used to express
agreement, consent, or aﬃrmation: Will
you go? Yes. 2 and what is more; in addition to that: it is good, yes, very good.
—n. an answer that agrees, consents, or
aﬃrms. —v. say yes. [OE gēse < gēa yea
+ sī be it]
yes man, Informal. person who habitually
agrees with his or her employer, superior
oﬃcer, party, etc., without criticism.
yes·ter·day (yesʹtәr di; –dā), n. 1 the day
before today. 2 the recent past. —adv.
1 on the day before today. 2 recently.
[OE geostrandœg < geostran yesterday
+ dœg day]
yes·ter·year (yes´tәr yirʹ), n., adv. last
year; the year before this.
yet (yet), adv. 1 up to the present time;
now: the work is not yet ﬁnished, don’t
go yet, it was not yet dark, she is talking
yet. 2 sometime: the thief will be caught
yet. 3 also; again: yet once more I forbid
you to go. 4 moreover; even: he won’t do
it for you nor yet for me, the king spoke
yet more harshly, strange and yet true.
—conj. nevertheless; however: the work
is good, yet it could be better.
as yet, up to now. [OE gīet(a)]
yew (ū), n. 1 an evergreen tree native to
Europe and Asia. 2 the wood of this
tree. [OE īw]
Yid·dish (yidʹish), n. a language which
developed from a dialect of Middle
High German. —adj. in or pertaining
to Yiddish.
yield (yēld), v. 1 produce: land yields
crops, fruit yields seeds. 2 give; grant:
yield consent. 3 give up; surrender: yield
a position to the enemy. 4 give way:
the surface yielded under the weight. 5
give place: we yield to nobody in love
of freedom. —n. amount yielded; product. [OE gieldan pay] —yieldʹa·ble, adj.
—yieldʹer, n.
yield·ing (yēlʹding), adj. not resisting;
submissive. —yieldʹing·ly, adv.
yip (yip), v., yipped, yip·ping, n. —v. esp.
of dogs, bark or yelp briskly. —n. a sharp
barking sound. [imit.]

Y.M.C.A., Young Men’s Christian Association.
Y.M.H.A., Young Men’s Hebrew Association.
yo·del (yoʹdәl), v., –deled, –del·ing. n.
—v. sing with frequent changes from
the ordinary voice to a forced shrill
voice. —n. act or sound of yodeling.
[< G jodeln] —yoʹdel·er, n.
yo·ga (yōʹgә), n. system of Hindu religious philosophy that requires intense
concentration and deep meditation
upon the universal spirit. [< Hind.
< Skt., union]
yo·gi (yōʹgi), n., pl. –gis. person
who practices or follows yoga.
—yoʹgism, n.
yo·gurt (yōʹgәrt), n. food made from
whole or partly skimmed milk, curdled
by means of bacteriological cultures,
often eaten with fruit.
yo-heave-ho (yōʹhēvʹhōʹ), interj. exclamation used by sailors in pulling or
lifting together.
yoke (yōk), n., v., yoked, yok·ing. —n.
1 a wooden frame to fasten two work
animals together, usually consisting of a
crosspiece with two bow-shaped pieces
beneath. 2 pair fastened together by a
yoke. 3 anything resembling a yoke in
shape or use. 4 Fig. something that joins
or unites; bond; tie. 5 something that
holds people in slavery or submission.
—v. 1 fasten by a yoke or harness: yoke
the horses. 2 fasten to by a yoke or harness: yoke the chariot. 3 Fig. join; unite.
[OE geoc]
yo·kel (yōʹkәl), n. country fellow.
yolk (yōk; yōlk), n. the yellow part of an
egg. [OE geolca < geolu yellow] —yolked,
adj. —yolkʹless, adj. —yolkʹy, adj.
yolk sac, sac ﬁlled with yolk and attached
to the embryo, providing food to it.
yon (yon), yond (yond), adj., adv. Archaic
or Dial. yonder. [OE geon]
yon·der (yonʹdәr), adv. within sight, but
not near; over there: away oﬀ yonder.
—adj. 1 situated over there; being within
sight, but not near: he lives in yonder cottage. 2 farther; more distant: the yonder
side. [ME]
yore (yôr; yōr), n. of yore, of long ago; in
the past; formerly. [OE geāra, gen. pl. of
gēar year]
Yorkshire pudding, unsweetened batter
cake often served with roast beef.
Yorkshire terrier, any of an English breed
of small, shaggy dogs.
you (ū; unstressed yu̇, yә), pron. pl. or sing.
1 the person or persons spoken to: are
you ready? 2 one; anybody: you push this
button to get a light. [OE ēow, dative and
accus. of gē ye1]
you’d (üd), you would; you had.
you’ll (ül), you will; you shall.
young (yung), adj. 1 in the early part
of life or growth; not old: a young
child, she looks young for her age. 2
of youth; early: one’s young days. 3 not
so old as another: young Mr. Jones
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worked for his father. 4 in an early
stage; not far advanced: night was still
young when they left. 5 without much
experience or practice: I was too young
in the trade to be successful. —n. young
ones.
the young, young people.
with young, pregnant. [OE geong]
—youngʹish, adj. —youngʹly, adv.
—youngʹness, n.
young·ber·ry (yungʹber´i), n., pl. –ries.
hybrid between a blackberry and dewberry, grown largely in SW United
States.
young blood, youthful people; youthful
energy, ideas, etc.
young·ling (yungʹling), n. 1 a young person, animal, or plant. 2 novice; beginner.
—adj. young; youthful.
young·ster (yungʹstәr), n. 1 child. 2 a
young person.
your (yu̇r; unstressed yәr), pron. pl. or
sing., possessive form of you. 1 belonging
to you: your book. 2 having to do with
you: your enemies. 3 that you know, esp.
as a type; well-known; that you speak
of; that is spoken of: your real lover of
music, your modern girl. [OE ēower, gen.
of gē ye1]
you’re (yu̇r), you are.
yours (yu̇rz), pron. sing. and pl., possessive
form of you. 1 belonging to or having to
do with you: this pencil is yours. 2 the
one or ones belonging to or having to
do with you: where are yours? 3 at your
service: yours truly. 4 of yours, belonging to you.
your·self (yu̇r selfʹ; yәr–), pron., pl. –selves
(–selvzʹ). 1 the emphatic form of you:
you yourself know the story is not true.
2 the reﬂexive form of you: you will
hurt yourself. 3 your real self: you aren’t
yourself today.
youth (ūth), n., pl. youths (ūths; ūths) or
(collectively) youth. 1 fact or quality of
being young: she keeps her youth well. 2
the time between childhood and adulthood. 3 a young person or young people. 4 the ﬁrst or early stage of anything;
early period of growth or development:
during the youth of this country. [OE
geoguth] —youthʹhood, n.
youth·ful (ūthʹfәl), adj. 1 young. 2
of youth; suitable for young people.
3 having the looks or qualities of
youth. —youthʹful·ly, adv. —youthʹfulness, n.
you’ve (ūv), you have.
yo-yo (yōʹyō), n., pl. –yos. a small diskshaped toy, which is spun out and reeled
in by an attached string.
yowl (youl), n. a long, distressful, or dismal cry; howl. —v. howl. [imit.]
yr., 1 year; years. 2 your.
yrs., 1 years. 2 yours.
Yt, yttrium.
yt·ter·bi·um (i tėrʹbi әm), n. a rare metallic element, Yb, belonging to the yttrium
group. [< NL, ult. < Ytterby, Sweden]
—yt·terʹbic, adj.
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yt·tri·um (itʹri әm), n. a rare metallic
element, Y or Yt. Compounds of
yttrium are used for incandescent gas
mantles. [< NL, ult. < Ytterby, Sweden]
—ytʹtric, adj.
yuc·ca (yukʹә), n. plant that has swordshaped evergreen leaves and a cluster
of large, white, lilylike ﬂowers on a tall
stalk. [< NL < Sp. yuca]

yuck (yuk), interj. Informal. exclamation
expressing disgust, distaste. —yuckʹy, adj.
Yu·go·sla·vi·a (ūʹgō släʹvi ә), n. former
country in SE Europe. —Yu´go·slaʹvian, adj., n.
Yule (ūl), n. 1 ⫽Christmas. 2 the Christmas season. [OE geōl]
Yule log, a large log burned at Christmas.

Yule·tide (ūlʹtīd´), n. Christmas time; the
Christmas season.
yum·my (yumʹi), adj., –mi·er, –mi·est.
delicious; tasty.
Y.W.C.A., Young Women’s Christian
Association.
Y.W.H.A., Young Women’s Hebrew Association.

zoophyte
Z, z (zē), n., pl. Z’s; z’s. the
26th and last letter of the
alphabet.
Z, 1 atomic number. 2
zenith.
z., zone.
Zam·bi·a (zamʹbē ә), n. country in SE
Africa.
za·ny (zāʹni), n., pl. –nies. fool. —adj.
foolish. [< F < dial. Ital. zanni, orig. var.
of Giovanni John]
Zan·zi·bar (zanʹzә bär), n. 1 island near
the E coast of Africa, part of the country
of Tanzania.
zap (zap), v., zapped, zap·ping. 1 turn
oﬀ a television commercial or program
with a remote control. 2 Informal. kill.
zeal (zēl), n. eager desire; earnest enthusiasm. [< L < Gk. zelos]
zeal·ot (zelʹәt), n. person who shows too
much zeal; fanatic.
zeal·ot·ry (zelʹәt ri), n. too great zeal;
fanaticism.
zeal·ous (zelʹәs), adj. full of zeal; eager;
earnest; enthusiastic. —zealʹous·ly, adv.
—zealʹous·ness, n.
ze·bra (zēʹbrә), n. a wild animal like a
horse but striped with dark bands on
white. [< African lang.]
ze·bu (zēʹbū), n. an animal resembling
an ox but with a large hump. The zebu
is a domestic animal in Asia and E
Africa. [< F]
Zech·a·ri·ah (zek´ә rīʹә), n. 1 prophet of
Israel, in the sixth century b.c. 2 book of
the Old Testament written by him.
zee (zē), n. Esp. U.S. the letter Z, z.
Zen Buddhism (zen), Japanese form of
Buddhism emphasizing meditation,
introspection, etc., to achieve spiritual
enlightenment.
ze·nith (zēʹnith), n. 1 the point in the
heavens directly overhead. 2 the highest point; culmination. [< OF or Med.
L senit < Ar. samt (ar-rās) the way (over
the head)] —zeʹnith·al, adj.
Zeph·a·ni·ah (zef´ә nīʹә), n. 1 a Hebrew
prophet. 2 a book of the Old Testament
containing his prophecies.
zeph·yr (zefʹәr), n. 1 the west wind. 2
any soft, gentle wind; mild breeze. [< L
< Gk. zephyros]
ze·ro (zirʹō), n., pl. –ros, –roes, adj. —n.
1 naught; 0. 2 point marked with a zero
on the scale of a thermometer, etc. 3
temperature that corresponds to zero
on the scale of a thermometer; complete
absence of quantity; nothing. 4 the lowest
point: his courage was at zero. —adj. 1 of
or at zero. 2 not any; none at all. [< Ital.
< Ar. şifr empty. Doublet of cipher.]
zero hour, time set for beginning an
attack, etc.
zer·o-sum (zirʹō-sumʹ) adj. having losses
and gains that are exactly equal.
zest (zest), n. 1 keen enjoyment; relish: a
hungry man eats with zest. 2 a pleasant
or exciting quality, ﬂavor, etc.: wit gives
zest to conversation. —v. give a zest to.
[< F zeste orange or lemon peel]

Z

—zestʹful, adj. —zestʹful·ly, adv.
—zestʹful·ness, n. —zestʹless, adj.
ze·ta (zāʹtә; zēʹtә), n. the sixth letter (Z, ζ)
of the Greek alphabet.
zig·zag (zigʹzag´), adj., adv., v., –zagged,
–zag·ging, n. —adj., adv. with short,
sharp turns from one side to the other.
—v. move in a zigzag way. —n. 1 a zigzag
line or course. 2 one of the short, sharp
turns of a zigzag. [< F]
zinc (zingk), n., v., zincked (zingkt),
zinck·ing (zingkʹing); zinced, zinc·ing.
—n. a bluish-white metal, Zn, very little
aﬀected by air and moisture. —v. coat
or cover with zinc. [< G zink] —zincʹic,
zincʹous, adj.
zinc ointment, salve containing zinc oxide,
used esp. in treating skin disorders.
zinc oxide, an insoluble white powder,
ZnO, used in making paint, rubber,
glass, cosmetics, ointments, etc.
zing (zing), n., interj. a sharp humming
sound. —v. make such a sound, esp. in
going rapidly. [imit.]
zing·er (zingʹәr), n. Informal. 1 a spirited
remark that is very eﬀective. 2 something that has great eﬀect.
zin·ni·a (zinʹi ә), n. a garden plant grown
for its showy ﬂowers of many colors.
[< NL; named after J. G. Zinn, botanist]
zip (zip), n., v., zipped, zip·ping. —n. 1 a
sudden, brief hissing sound, as of a ﬂying bullet. 2 energy or vim. —v. 1 make
a sudden, brief hissing sound. 2 proceed
with energy. 3 fasten or close with a zipper. [imit.]
zip code or ZIP code (zip), a U.S. Postal
Service code which assigns an identifying numeral to each zone of mail delivery. [< Z(one) I(mprovement) P(lan)]
zip·per (zipʹәr), n. a sliding fastener for
clothing, shoes, etc.
zip·py (zipʹi), adj., –pi·er, –pi·est. full of
energy; lively; gay.
zir·con (zėrʹkon), n. a crystalline mineral,
ZrSiO4, that occurs in various forms and
colors. Transparent zircon is used as a
gem. [prob. < F < Ar. zarqūn]
zir·co·ni·um (zәr kōʹni әm), n. a rare
metallic element, Zr, used in alloys for
wires, ﬁlaments, etc. —zir·conʹic, adj.
zit (zit), n. Informal. pimple; blemish.
zith·er (zithʹәr), n. a musical instrument
having 30 to 40 strings, played with
a plectrum and the ﬁngers. [< G < L
< Gk. kithara. Doublet of cithara and
guitar.] —zithʹer·ist, n.
zlo·ty (zlôʹti), n., pl. –tys or (collectively)
–ty. 1 a monetary unit of Poland. 2 a
Polish nickel coin.
Zn, zinc.
zo·di·ac (zōʹdi ak), n. 1 a belt of the
heavens extending on both sides of
the apparent yearly path of the sun. The
zodiac is divided into 12 equal parts,
called signs, named after 12 groups of
stars. 2 diagram representing the zodiac,
used in astrology. [< L < Gk. zoidiakos (kyklos), lit., (circle) of animals, ult.
< zoion animal] —zo·diʹa·cal, adj.
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zom·bie (zomʹbi), n., pl. –bis; –bies. Am.
1 a corpse brought back to life by supernatural agency. 2 Fig. a very unintelligent and morbid appearing person. Also
zombi. [< Haitian Creole zôbi < African
(Congo) nsumbi devil]
zon·al (zōnʹәl), adj. 1 of a zone; having to do with zones. 2 divided into
zones. 3 of soils, manifesting inﬂuences
of vegetation and climate as a result
of the maturation of parent materials.
—zonʹal·ly, adv.
zone (zōn), n., v., zoned, zon·ing. —n.
1 any of the ﬁve great divisions of the
earth’s surface, bounded by lines parallel to the equator. 2 any region or area
especially considered or set oﬀ: a war
zone. 3 area or district in a city or town
under special restrictions as to building. 4 in the U.S. parcel-post system, an
area to all points within which the same
rate of postage prevails for parcel-post
shipments from a particular place. —v.
1 divide into zones. 2 be formed into
zones.
zone out, daydream. [< L zona < Gk.
zone, orig., girdle] —zoned, adj. —zoneʹless, adj.
zon·ing (zōnʹing), n. building restrictions
in an area of a city or town.
zoo (zü), n. place where wild animals are
kept and shown; zoological garden.
zoo–, combining form. living being; animal, as in zoology. [< Gk., < zoion
animal]
zo·o·ge·og·ra·phy (zō´ә ji ogʹrә ﬁ), n.
study of the distribution of animals
over the surface of the earth. —zo´oge·ogʹra·pher, n. —zo´o·ge´o·graphʹic,
zo´o·ge´o·graphʹi·cal, adj. —zo´o·ge´ographʹi·cal·ly, adv.
zo·og·ra·phy (zō ogʹrә ﬁ), n. a complete
description of animals and their habits;
descriptive zoology. —zo·ogʹra·pher, n.
—zo´o·graphʹic, zo´o·graphʹi·cal, adj.
zo·oid (zōʹoid), n. 1 free-moving cell or
other organism, such as a sperm. 2 independent organism produced asexually. 3
each distinct individual that makes up a
compound or colonial organism.
zool., zoology.
zoological garden, ⫽zoo.
zo·ol·o·gy (zō olʹә ji), n. 1 the science of
animals; the study of animals and animal life. Zoology deals with the form,
structure, physiology, development, and
classiﬁcation of animals. 2 the collective animal life of a particular region.
—zo´o·logʹi·cal, adj. —zo´o·logʹi·cal·ly,
adv. —zo·olʹo·gist, n.
zoom (züm), v. 1 make a loud humming
sound. 2 move suddenly upward: the
airplane zoomed. 3 change focus quickly
when ﬁlming: zoom in for a close-up.
—n. a sudden upward ﬂight. [imit.]
zoom lens, camera lens that can adjust
quickly from wide-angle to close up
pictures.
zo·o·phyte (zōʹә fīt), n. animal that looks
somewhat like a plant, such as a coral,
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sea anemone, etc. [< zoo– + Gk. phyton
plant] —zo´o·phytʹic, zo´o·phytʹi·cal,
adj.
Zou·ave (zü ävʹ; zwäv), n. 1 soldier wearing an Eastern style of uniform. 2 member of certain regiments in the French
army, formerly stationed in French territory in N Africa.
zounds (zoundz), interj. Archaic. an oath
expressing surprise or anger. [< God’s
wounds!]
zow·ie (zouʹi), interj. exclamation of wonder, delight, surprise.
Zr, zirconium.
zuc·chi·ni (zü kēʹni), n. 1 dark-green
squash that resembles a cucumber, eaten

as a vegetable. 2 the plant it grows on.
[< It.]
Zu·lu (züʹlü), n., pl. –lus, –lu, adj. —n. 1
member of a people in SE Africa. 2 their
language. —adj. of this tribe.
Zu·ñi (zünʹyi; sünʹ-), n., pl. –ñis, –ñi,
adj. —n. member of a tribe of American
Pueblo Indians living in W New Mexico.
—adj. of this tribe.
zwie·back (tswēʹbäk´; swēʹ–; swīʹ–; zwīʹ–),
n. a kind of bread cut into slices and
toasted brown and crisp in an oven.
[< G, < zwie– two + backen bake]
zy·go·spore (zīʹgә spôr´), n. spore formed
by the union of two similar gametes, as
in algae.

zy·gote (zīʹgōt; zigʹōt), n. any cell formed
by the union of two gametes (i.e., reproductive cells). A fertilized egg is a zygote.
[< Gk. zygotos yoked < zygon yoke]
zy·mase (zīʹmās), n. 1 an enzyme in
yeast that changes sugar into alcohol
and carbon dioxide. 2 any of a group of
enzymes that change certain carbohydrates into CO2 and H2O when oxygen
is present, or into CO2 and alcohol or
into lactic acid when no oxygen is present. [< F, < Gk. zyme leaven]
zy·mur·gy (zīʹmėr ji), n. branch of chemistry dealing with the processes of fermentation, as in brewing, etc. [< Gk.
zyme leaven + –ourgia working]

